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Invalid day entered................................................................................................................................................7339
Invalid DB2 identifier............................................................................................................................................. 7339
Invalid directory path specification........................................................................................................................7339
Invalid edit pattern.................................................................................................................................................7339
Invalid File Name was entered, extension must be .PPM, .BMP, .ICO, or .DIB................................................... 7339
Invalid load module name.....................................................................................................................................7340
Invalid month entered........................................................................................................................................... 7340
Invalid number of blank columns between occurrences...................................................................................... 7340
Invalid number of occurrences on each line........................................................................................................ 7340
Invalid object selected for copy............................................................................................................................ 7340
Invalid timeout value. The value must be between 0.1 and 5.0...........................................................................7340
Invalid URL............................................................................................................................................................7340
Invalid value for horizontal slots minimum is 2.................................................................................................... 7340
Invalid value for vertical slots minimum is 1.........................................................................................................7340
Invoking Client/Server Encyclopedia software......................................................................................................7340
Literal text may not be blank................................................................................................................................ 7341
MALLOC failed in XXXXX in server log file......................................................................................................... 7341
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Member name should start with an English Letter...............................................................................................7341
Minimum must be less or equal to Average which must be less or equal to Maximum....................................... 7341
Minimum value cannot be zero in mandatory relationship...................................................................................7341
Month does not have this many days.................................................................................................................. 7341
More objects may be created before check-in. Recommend immediate check-in............................................... 7341
More than 255 entries on an axis may create more than 65K cells. Do you want to proceed?........................... 7341
Must select axis object......................................................................................................................................... 7342
Mutually Exclusive Constraint name not unique for entity/subtype...................................................................... 7342
Name of storage group already exists................................................................................................................. 7342
New prompt string length is not allowed to be zero.............................................................................................7342
New value or range no longer contains default value..........................................................................................7342
No attributes were found for the selected object................................................................................................. 7342
No detail for hidden view allowed.........................................................................................................................7342
No Export Parameters Defined.............................................................................................................................7342
No flows from this step exists. Select new starting step......................................................................................7342
No Import Parameters Defined.............................................................................................................................7343
No model is loaded. AUDITING can't be turned on until you have loaded a model.............................................7343
No more objects found......................................................................................................................................... 7343
No more objects may be created before check-in. Check-in the model immediately...........................................7343
No outline fonts were found. Text may not draw on the display screen or may not print..................................... 7343
No screen to select...............................................................................................................................................7343
No SentinelScribe can be detected. Make sure the key is connected to port 1 and re-execute this command....7343
No SentinelScribe can be detected. Make sure the key is connected to port 1 and then press OK to retry......... 7344
No subordinates exist for selected object............................................................................................................ 7344
Not Enough Room for Arrange operation.............................................................................................................7344
Number of additional occurrences exceeds cardinality........................................................................................ 7344
Number of additional occurrences must correspond to that of the placed repeating group................................. 7344
Number of decimal places exceeds allowed maximum value..............................................................................7344
Number of decimal places exceeds attribute length............................................................................................ 7344
Number of pictures cannot be 0. Enter the number of pictures contained in the bitmap file................................ 7344
Number value has invalid format..........................................................................................................................7344
Numeric edit pattern is not allowed to have hyphen in........................................................................................ 7345
Object is contracted in Procedure shown.............................................................................................................7345
Object is in another business system...................................................................................................................7345
On and Off values are equal................................................................................................................................ 7345
One of the records has no identifier based entry point........................................................................................7345
One or more bitmap files were not found, the default has been displayed instead............................................. 7345
One or more statements within the action block being copied have been dropped due to unmatched
attributes................................................................................................................................................................ 7345
Only a single value can be specified as a default............................................................................................... 7345
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Only attributes may be selected to be denormalized........................................................................................... 7345
Only double-byte characters are allowed in this field...........................................................................................7346
Only one identifier can be primary, and another is already marked as primary................................................... 7346
Only single-byte characters are allowed in this field............................................................................................ 7346
Open of path or file variable failed. A Cancel here will EXIT Gen. Check help for possible reasons. Then press
Retry.......................................................................................................................................................................7346
Open of path or file variable failed. Cancelling here stops...................................................................................7346
Organization was not found..................................................................................................................................7346
Other diagrams or windows are still open. AUDITING can't be turned on until all diagrams and windows are
closed.................................................................................................................................................................... 7347
Password is incorrect. Please retry...................................................................................................................... 7347
Percentage cannot exceed 100%.........................................................................................................................7347
Percentage must be 100 in a mandatory relationship..........................................................................................7347
Permitted value already exists..............................................................................................................................7347
Permitted value must contain at least one character........................................................................................... 7347
Please enter a valid file name..............................................................................................................................7347
Primary Qty must be between 0 - 4194304 Kbyte range. Secondary Qty must be between 0 - 131068 Kbyte
range......................................................................................................................................................................7347
Print device could not be opened.........................................................................................................................7348
Priority values must be 0 - 9................................................................................................................................ 7348
Process already exists. Do you want to reuse?...................................................................................................7348
Promote action block <variable> into process <variable>?..................................................................................7348
PSB Name is required.......................................................................................................................................... 7348
Range overlaps with previously entered range or value...................................................................................... 7348
Redrawing updated objects.................................................................................................................................. 7348
Relationship already exists for identifier............................................................................................................... 7348
Relationship already exists for mutually exclusive constraint...............................................................................7348
Relationship is not a valid parent......................................................................................................................... 7349
Relationship is not mandatory...............................................................................................................................7349
Relationship occurs one or more times................................................................................................................7349
Remove the selected view(s)?..............................................................................................................................7349
Remove the selected views..................................................................................................................................7349
Removing all expected effects will cause the cell to be deleted. Continue?........................................................7349
Rename procedure step also?..............................................................................................................................7349
Replace local values with business system defaults?..........................................................................................7349
Replace the old default algorithm action block variable with the new default algorithm action block?................. 7350
Replace the old default algorithm action block variable with the new default value variable?..............................7350
Replace the old default value variable with the new default algorithm action block?...........................................7350
Replace the old default value variable with the new default value?.....................................................................7350
Report file variable does not exist.........................................................................................................................7350
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Reporting Cannot create report file variable.........................................................................................................7350
Reporting is not available at this time, due to a file open problem during model init........................................... 7351
Reporting System Error Unexpected value from reporting file. Cannot access report.........................................7351
Resource Error...................................................................................................................................................... 7351
Resource Error. Cancelling here exits Gen..........................................................................................................7351
Resource Error. Cancelling here stops work in progress. Close as many windows as possible, then press Retry. A
persisting error may indicate a hardware problem...............................................................................................7351
RESTART or RESET are reserved commands....................................................................................................7351
Retransformation must be run to eliminate inconsistencies in the current record implementation.......................7351
Retransformation was not run because of Consistency Check errors................................................................. 7351
Satisfaction Rating values must be 0 - 3............................................................................................................. 7352
Screen has not been able to be layout................................................................................................................ 7352
Scroll amount Values (except Location) and Accelerator key cannot be blank....................................................7352
Selected matrix is not available in model subset................................................................................................. 7352
Selected procedure step(s) are protected............................................................................................................ 7352
Select either an attribute, entity type, or subtype.................................................................................................7352
Select ERROR (for defaults) or set video attributes manually............................................................................. 7352
Session ID is required for the selected board type..............................................................................................7352
String not found.....................................................................................................................................................7352
Subordinate action blocks are used in other business systems.......................................................................... 7353
Subordinate objects could not be placed on Data Model graphical diagram. To place subordinates, select their
parent variable in the Data Model graphical tool, and perform View/Place All or Place Unplaced Box................7353
Subordinate objects could not be placed on Data Model graphical diagram. To place subordinates, select their
parent variable in the Data Model graphical tool, and perform View/Place All or Place Unplaced Box................7353
Template inclusion would cause overlap on screen............................................................................................. 7353
Template inclusion would cause special field duplicate....................................................................................... 7353
Template is already included in the current screen..............................................................................................7353
That name has already been used by a command or synonym..........................................................................7354
That name has already been used for a Batch Job.............................................................................................7354
That name has already been used for a Business System................................................................................. 7354
That name has already been used for a Critical Success Factor........................................................................ 7354
That name has already been used for a Dependency......................................................................................... 7354
That name has already been used for a Dialect..................................................................................................7354
That name has already been used for a Goal..................................................................................................... 7354
That name has already been used for a Location............................................................................................... 7355
That name has already been used for an Exit State........................................................................................... 7355
That name has already been used for an Exit State. 1....................................................................................... 7355
That name has already been used for an External Object.................................................................................. 7355
That name has already been used for an External Object. 1.............................................................................. 7355
That name has already been used for an Objective............................................................................................7355
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That name has already been used for a procedure step.....................................................................................7355
That name has already been used for a Step..................................................................................................... 7355
That name has already been used for a Strategy................................................................................................7356
That name has already been used for a Tactic....................................................................................................7356
That name has already been used for a Template.............................................................................................. 7356
That name has already been used for a Trancode..............................................................................................7356
The API Specification Does Not Contain Any Methods That Can Be Processed By GEN.................................. 7356
The Call REST Functionality Is Not Available Until The Model Has Been Converted..........................................7356
The variables cannot be blank..............................................................................................................................7357
The variables cannot contain blanks or underscores only and the first character must be alphabetic. Please reenter
in the valid format................................................................................................................................................. 7357
The variables contains invalid characters.............................................................................................................7357
The variables name is an invalid DSD name or is already in uses as a DSD name. Gen will generate a DSD name
for you. Do you wish to continue?........................................................................................................................7359
The action block selected is used in attribute derivation..................................................................................... 7360
The algorithm used to generate the DSD name has failed the validity or uniqueness test. Gen requests the user to
input a DSD name................................................................................................................................................ 7360
The AUDIT facility cannot record events during the printer setup operation. Stop the AUDIT recording............. 7360
The AUDIT facility is unable to log window designer operations. Logging is currently enabled. Stop recording the
AUDIT log and re-issue the Window designer command.................................................................................... 7360
The average value exceeds the maximum value.................................................................................................7360
The category changed. All permitted values for this attribute will be deleted...................................................... 7361
The classifying value cannot be deleted.............................................................................................................. 7361
The classifying values will be deleted.................................................................................................................. 7361
The copy/transfer of the attribute has failed or has been cancelled by the user..................................................7361
The current screen has been deleted.................................................................................................................. 7361
The default subject area may not be deleted.......................................................................................................7361
The Default Value is Not a Permitted Value.........................................................................................................7361
The domain changed. All permitted values for this attribute will be deleted........................................................ 7362
The DSD name is not valid. The first character must be a letter, and the name must not be longer than 30
characters.............................................................................................................................................................. 7362
The DSD name may not be blank........................................................................................................................7362
The entire matrix cannot be displayed due to insufficient screen resolution........................................................7362
The entry point implements an identifier and must be unique............................................................................. 7362
The Expand operation was not successful. Try moving the object(s) to a more open area.................................7362
The file variable already exists, do you wish to overwrite it?............................................................................... 7362
The file variable cannot be opened, check Help for possible actions.................................................................. 7363
The file variable cannot be overwritten, check Help for possible actions.............................................................7363
The file variable cannot be renamed, check Help for possible actions................................................................ 7363
The following action blocks are available for deletion. Select the action block(s) to delete. Delete the selected
objects?................................................................................................................................................................. 7363
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The following action diagram that was specified as a default algorithm is to be deleted..................................... 7363
The Following API Methods Did Not Have A Valid OpenAPI Specification..........................................................7363
The following command is to be deleted..............................................................................................................7363
The following default edit patterns have been flagged for deletion. Do you want to delete them?.......................7364
The following dialect objects have been flagged for deletion. Do you want to delete them?............................... 7364
The following entity was added but could not be placed..................................................................................... 7364
The following exit states have been flagged for deletion. Do you want to delete them?......................................7364
The following expected effects objects have been flagged for deletion. Do you want to delete them?................ 7364
The following external objects have been flagged for deletion. Do you want to delete them?.............................7364
The following path or file cannot be found...........................................................................................................7364
The following synonym is to be deleted...............................................................................................................7365
The following templates and/or screens are available for deletion. Select the item(s) to delete.......................... 7365
The linkage implements a partitioning and may not be deleted...........................................................................7365
The long model name has been changed. The model currently opened will be overwritten. Do you want to
continue?............................................................................................................................................................... 7365
The Mnemonic doesn't match a character in the display..................................................................................... 7365
The model variable cannot be variable because variable is currently using it......................................................7365
The model variable cannot be variable because you do not have the required file permissions..........................7365
The model variable is marked as read only and cannot be saved.......................................................................7366
The model variable may have been corrupted. Do you still want to save it?....................................................... 7366
The model has been downloaded successfully, but cannot be saved because there is not enough disk space
available. Once you have freed up enough space, execute the Save Model command......................................7366
The model has been downloaded successfully, but cannot be saved because there is not enough disk space
available. Once you have freed up enough space, execute the Save Model command......................................7366
The model may have been corrupted. Do you still want to save it?.................................................................... 7366
The model save process failed. Select 'Continue' to quit anyway, DISCARDING all changes since the last
successful model save operation..........................................................................................................................7366
The name matches one already in the Entity Action Subset............................................................................... 7366
The name matches one already in the Export Subset.........................................................................................7367
The name matches one already in the Import Subset......................................................................................... 7367
The name matches one already in the Local Subset...........................................................................................7367
The name may not be blank................................................................................................................................ 7367
The name of database cannot be blank...............................................................................................................7367
The New Position value cannot be greater than Total statements.......................................................................7367
The New position value cannot be greater than Total viewable lines.................................................................. 7367
The New position value must be greater than or equal to 1................................................................................7367
The number of characters per line must be between 60 and 256....................................................................... 7368
The number of lines per page must be greater than 9........................................................................................ 7368
The OpenAPI Specification Contains Methods With Content That Is Not Supported By Gen At This Time......... 7368
The path must terminate with a backslash ( )...................................................................................................... 7368
The path or file cannot be found.......................................................................................................................... 7368
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The positions result in overlaps, do you wish to continue?................................................................................. 7368
The primary quantity of data set must be greater than 0.....................................................................................7368
There are too many places before the decimal................................................................................................... 7368
There is insufficient TD to do a Retransformation...use Transformation.............................................................. 7369
The relmem has already been implemented as a linkage................................................................................... 7369
The request was aborted Could not create SSL/TLS secure channel................................................................. 7369
There were no ERD - DSD differences for Retransformation to resolve............................................................. 7369
The selected attribute is already included in the view..........................................................................................7369
The selected model is incomplete and cannot be copied.................................................................................... 7369
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overwritten. Do you want to continue?................................................................................................................. 7369
The Storage Group cannot be blank.................................................................................................................... 7369
The Storage Grp or VCAT cannot be blank at both database and data store..................................................... 7370
A command/synonym with that name already exists........................................................................................... 7370
The unused prompts will be deleted.................................................................................................................... 7370
The update transaction file (UPDATE.TRN) has been created. The file was not transferred and no verification was
performed.............................................................................................................................................................. 7370
The VCAT cannot be blank for the Storage Group.............................................................................................. 7370
The work path must not include the characters '.ief' which are reserved for Gen usage only..............................7370
This action will cause all Interaction Clusters to be deleted. Continue?.............................................................. 7370
This function cannot be performed because of protection checking or the state of the process hierarchy...........7370
This matrix does not allow the addition of cells................................................................................................... 7371
This model is using Code Page variable. And, Gen is using Code Page variable. Do you want to open the model
and change its code page to variable?................................................................................................................ 7371
This model is using code page variable. However, CA Gen is using code page variable. No connection can be
made between these two code pages. Do you want to open and model and change to Multiple Code Page
support?.................................................................................................................................................................7371
This model requires Code Page <variable>. The Gen tool is using Code Page <variable>. Change to a different
Gen tool.................................................................................................................................................................7371
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This model will be upgraded if Save'd and would no longer be usable by previous releases. Continue with model
load?...................................................................................................................................................................... 7372
Thousand and decimal separators must be different........................................................................................... 7372
Too many decimal places in value entered.......................................................................................................... 7372
Too many trailing zeroes after decimal place entered..........................................................................................7372
Transformation was not run because of Consistency Check errors.....................................................................7372
Unable to create a unique work directory variable. You may wish to check manually before Retry. A Cancel here
will EXIT Gen........................................................................................................................................................ 7372
Unable to expand object variables. Try moving the object(s) to a more open area............................................. 7373
Upload with checkin did not complete..................................................................................................................7373
Upper bound of range is less than lower bound.................................................................................................. 7373
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Use delete options to remove name.................................................................................................................... 7373
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Vertical centering disallowed with multiple lines...................................................................................................7373
View has to be defined for Auto Layout...............................................................................................................7374
Warning! A screen will be affected by deleting variable.......................................................................................7374
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Work Set is not a valid parent..............................................................................................................................7374
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ONLY restrictions?................................................................................................................................................ 7374
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Announcement and News
This article provides information about conferences, community events, and product news.

New Web-based Training (WBT) Now Available for Gen
RESTful APIs expose Gen functionality and allow you to integrate with your enterprise system. This course
provides a series of recordings regarding getting started with consuming RESTful APIs in both Gen's CICS and
Java applications.

Code Title Duration

06GEN10180 Gen: Getting Started with Consuming
REST APIs in Gen’s CICS and Java
Applications 100

1 Hour

Accessing the Training
Employees Launch the Learning@Broadcom tile on your okta page and search for the course you're looking to

consume.
External Audiences Our mainframe web-based training is provided at no cost to customers on active maintenance.

Unsure how to access the training? Our Quick Reference Guide is here to help you out.

Gen Mainframe Community
Learn, connect, and share knowledge and experiences with other users by being a part of the Broadcom
Community. Join Communities by selecting the Support tab. From the Support portal, select Support Community
that is located under Connect.

New Digicert Root Certificate Required by February 5, 2021

IMPORTANT
If you are using SMP/E Receive Order to acquire maintenance, a new Digicert Root certificate is
required before 11:30 PM EST on February 5, 2021. You must download the new certificate and add
it to a keyring by that date. You can download the new certificate from https://support.broadcom.com/
cadocs/0/certs/eapi/digi-root.crt. Detailed instructions are provided in Obtain the Certificates for SMP/E
Internet Service Retrieval.

Individual Section PDFs Now Available for Gen 8.6
With this functionality, you can download and save portable content for offline use. When you select the PDF link
at the beginning of one of the 10 major sections, you can download a PDF that includes content from that parent
page and all of its child pages.
Individual section PDFs are available for the following sections:

• Release Notes
• Technical Requirements
• Installing
• Reference
• Developing
• Encyclopedia
• Implementation Toolset
• Distributed Processing
• Middleware
• Tutorial
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NOTE
Because the content in Tech Docs is updated frequently, continue to view this site for the latest updates
to the Gen content.

Gen EDGE Community
For the latest news and announcements about Gen, visit the new Gen EDGE Community. Here you find the:

• Latest Discussions
• List of Upcoming Events
• Latest Blog Posts
• Latest Shared Files

If you have any feedback or questions about Gen, we want to hear it! Create a discussion on the Gen EDGE
community page.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
This article provides a summary of new features, enhancements, and other changes for this release.

Download a PDF of this Release Notes section.

The release notes explain the key features and details for Gen 8.6.

Gen is a single, integrated development environment that helps you create and maintain large-scale business applications
for multiple platforms. Integrated modeling and code generation enable you to deliver platform-independent applications to
run your processes. Gen also enables you to use agile development methods to design and implement reusable software
components, web-enable applications, modernize legacy applications, and integrate systems. You can use a single Gen
application design to generate the native code and deploy to multiple platforms and architectures using a single developer
skill set.

This section explains the key features and details for following content:

• Gen 8.6.3 Consolidation
• Gen 8.6 GA Complete
• Gen 8.6 and its incremental releases
• Continuous Delivery

NOTE
PTFs referenced throughout this tech doc may be superseded by consolidation PTFs or later PTFs and no
longer be available for download. After a new Gen 8.6 installation, you should apply any consolidation PTFs
sequentially, for example, 86200, followed by 86300, and so on. After that, you can apply any additional
available PTFs to bring your Gen installation fully up to date.

Continuous Delivery
The Continuous Delivery model provides Gen features and fixes to you faster.

We are pleased to present you with the Generally Available (GA) Continuous Delivery (CD) release of Gen. We enhance
Gen 8.6 using the CD strategy, which provides new features and product fixes to you faster with an easier deployment.

In the CD release strategy:

• Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs. New product features and fixes are
no longer bundled together.

• Enhancements are delivered disabled, where possible, to give you more control over when and how the features
are implemented. With new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your
environment. An explicit action is required to enable the feature.

• Product validation programs are available so that you can influence feature design and test new features and
capabilities before they are made generally available (GA). For more information about these programs, go to
validate.broadcom.com or contact Kim Peelman.

• Individual product fixes are provided when needed, separate from product features. You can apply product fixes
without enabling new features, which limit exposure to more features being applied in a production environment. These
changes can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling features and fixes together.

After full integration and regression testing with other Broadcom products, the enhancement and product fixes are
added into the Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS). Broadcom ensures product quality and the integrity of your
environment. CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and
implement a proactive maintenance strategy to apply the preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.
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IMPORTANT
Use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire the product maintenance. This service uses the IBM SMP/
E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes. You can acquire
maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly. This eliminates time-consuming fix
searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support Portal.

New Features
New features or enhancements that are introduced after the Gen 8.6 GA Complete release.

NOTE

After Gen 8.6 GA Complete is made available, we transitioned from an Incremental Release model to a
Continuous Delivery (CD) release model. The CD model provides new product features as individual PTFs that
are separate from product fixes. The CD approach allows you to select which service stream elements you want
to apply.

You are not required to apply all new features in the CD release model; however, it is in your best interest to
stay current with new features and maintenance. SMP/E dependencies still apply when selectively applying
maintenance.

For more information about CD, see Continuous Delivery. For information about which features were included in
Gen 8.6 GA Complete, refer to this topic.

Consuming REST APIs for COBOL Batch and Compatibility applications (LU08865 - LU08867)

The product now provides support for Consuming REST APIs from Batch applications with Attach types of DB2_DSN and
EXEC (or NONE). Support is also provided for Consuming REST APIs from Batch and CICS applications in Compatibility
(CMP) mode. With this functionality, your Gen Batch and Compatibility applications can consume information available
through RESTful Web Services.

Cobol Batch applications have the execution environment requirements of z/OS 2.3 or newer release.

For more information, see Add a Call REST Statement.

z/OSMF is Now Available to Install Products for Gen

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. The Gen ZOSMF.pax.z (GEN.V8R6M2.ZOSMF.pax.Z) is a z/OSMF Portable
Software Instance (PSWI) for Gen 8.6 on z/OS. This PSWI can be obtained from the Support Portal under Service Pack
2210. The PSWI is a full product install and cannot be installed on top of Gen 8.6 Level 0000 (GA) or Gen 8.6 Service
Update Level 2111.

This PSWI contains CA Recommended Service (CARS) Level 2210 which is all Gen fixes and enhancements published
by September 30,2022. Maintenance can be applied using z/OSMF Software Update, but configuration of Gen products
continues to be a manual process.

For more information, see Install Products Using z/OSMF.

Password phrase support for Client Manager (LU06986, LU06644, LU06645, CCN86301, RTN86301, RTI86301,
RTL86301, RTX86301, RTR86301)

Gen 8.6 provides the option to have passphrase support up to 200 characters in the Client Manager.

Native Support for REST Authentication (LU05281, RTJ86210, TSN86225)

Gen 8.6 natively supports OAuth2 Client Credentials authentication. It also supports Basic, Bearer, and API Key
authentication. The Toolset is improved to handle YAML specifications and both OpenAPI 2 and OpenAPI 3.
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.Net Proxy TLS

Gen provides the communication, which is protected by TLS encryption, between .NET Proxy and secure servers. This
includes mutual certificate authentication, reducing encryption latency and increasing the security of communications.

For more information see, .Net Proxy TLS.

Service Update Level 2111 for z/OS Availability

Service Update Level 2111 is available for Gen 8.6 on z/OS. This product package is in a PAX ESD format and replaces
the Gen 8.6 Level 0000 (GA).

This product package (PAX file) is best suited for customers doing a new Gen 8.6 installation and cannot be installed
on top of Gen 8.6 Level 0000 (GA), with or without PTFs applied. All Gen 8.6 product maintenance (PTFs) up to CA
Recommended Service (CARS) Level 2111 is included in the PAX file. You do not need to re-install these maintenance
PTFs. Customers who have installed Gen 8.6 Level 0000 (GA) and applied all or most maintenance PTFs must not apply
this PAX file, but continue to apply maintenance through CA RS or individual PTFs.

PTFs published after November 1, 2021 are not included in this PAX file.

This product package delivers Generators and Runtimes that are built with COBOL V6.2, C/C++ V2.2, and Db2 V12
software. It delivers the Host Encyclopedia that is built with PL/I V5.2 and Db2 V12 and the Implementation Toolset that
is built with COBOL V6.2 and Db2 V12. This software requires that Language Environment be updated to provide the
runtime support for these releases. It targets Architecture level 10 which requires the hardware at the level of zEC12 or
zBC12 or later. For details of the Third-Party software required by this installation, refer to Technical Requirements.

This z/OS software package has no specific requirements for maintenance on Distributed platforms, except for new
features where indicated in the features themselves. We strongly advise being current on maintenance on all the products
offered.

Encyclopedia Update API for z/OS at Level 2111

A new zip file is available for Gen Encyclopedia Update API at Service Level 2111 for Gen 8.6 on z/OS. This file replaces
the original Gen 8.6 Level 0000.

This Gen Encyclopedia Update API for z/OS is a packaging of the API built for Gen PTFs LU01883-LU01889 and
LU01908 so it was built using C/C++ V2.2 and Db2 V12 software.

Before installing the API, ensure that IBM Language Environment Runtime has the support for C/C++ V2.2. Install it on
Db2 V12, or a compatible supported version of Db2, to complete the installation and rebind of DBRMs.

For details of the Third-Party software required by this installation, refer to Technical Requirements.

Customers who have installed the Runtime/Generator PTFs LU01883-LU01889 and LU01908 (or the PAX file Level 2111)
may want to also re-install the Gen Encyclopedia Update API to be compatible.

z/OS PTF Analysis Feature (LU04591 - LU04600)

Gen 8.6 on z/OS now supports the SYSVIEW Product PTF Analysis enhancement. Product PTF Analysis combines PTF
tracking elements from your Gen XML library with maintenance data that is found in your Gen SMP/E installation CSI
library.

Product PTF Analysis provides the ability to:

• Determine which z/OS PTFs and APARs are currently applied.
• View detailed descriptions of published z/OS PTFs.
• Compare the z/OS PTFs applied on each LPAR using the Cross System component.
• View detailed SYSMOD information from the SMP/E CSI data sets used during installation and maintenance.
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Consuming REST APIs (LU03408 - LU03410, BTN86209, CSI86210, CSN86212, CSR86210, GEN86212, RTJ86208,
TSN86221)

The product now provides support for Consuming REST APIs for Java and CICS applications. With this functionality, your
Gen applications can consume information available through RESTful Web Services.

For more information, see Add a Call REST Statement.

z/OS COBOL Generators and z/OS Runtimes upgrade to COBOL V6.2, C/C++ V2.2, and Db2 V12 (LU01883-
LU01889 and LU01908) (CARS 2110)

NOTE
When referencing upgrade PTFs LU01883-LU0889, and LU01908, this includes the collection of z/OS
Generators/Runtime/IT and Host Encyclopedia (HE) PTFs.

PTFs LU01883-LU01889 and LU01908 deliver the z/OS COBOL Generator and z/OS COBOL and C Runtimes built using
COBOL V6.2, C/C++ V2.2, and Db2 V12 software.

In changing to updated software, we changed to ARCH(itecture) level 10 which requires IBM hardware at a level of zEC12
or zBC12 or later. Keep this hardware requirement in mind when deciding on your disaster recovery site(s).

Ensure you have IBM Language Environment Runtime support for COBOL V6.2 and C/C++ V2.2 before applying the
PTFs.

You must have Db2 version 12, or a compatible supported version, to complete the installation and rebind of DBRMs.
Refer to Apply Preventive Maintenance HOLDDATA for specific details of the rebind.

For details of the Third-Party software required by this upgrade, refer to Third-Party Software Version.

For information about Application Migration, refer to DLLs, Compatibility, and Application migration in Host Encyclopedia
Construction.

These PTFs introduce two new Runtime DLLs - TIRCINTG and TIRCSSTR. These DLLs must be deployed to CICS and
IMS targets and/or made available to TSO and Batch applications.

For CICS, the JCL in new CEHBSAMP member NDEFCICS can be used to create the RDO definitions for the 2 DLLs
only. The JCL library member DEFCICS has been updated to add the 2 new DLLs to existing definitions.

Future PTFs update this CEHBSAMP member NDEFCICS to contain only the new definitions applicable to each PTF.

z/OS Implementation Toolset upgrade of COBOL V6.2 and Db2 V12 (LU00570) (CARS2105)

NOTE
When referencing upgrade PTF, LU00570, this includes the collection of z/OS Generators/Runtime/IT and Host
Encyclopedia (HE) PTFs.

PTF LU00570 delivers the z/OS Implementation Toolset (IT) built using COBOL V6.2 and Db2 V12 software. In changing
releases of software, we also changed to ARCH level 10 from level 6. This requires using current IBM hardware at a level
of zEC12 or zBC12 or later. Consider your disaster recovery site(s) for the required hardware. Also, review IBM Language
Environment Runtime support requirements for COBOL V6.2 before applying this PTF.

This PTF requires Db2 to be version 12, or a compatible supported version to complete the installation and rebind the IT
DBRMs. Reference HOLDDATA for specific details for the rebind.

Refer to Technical Requirements for Third-Party upgrade information.

There is no impact to Gen generated applications.
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Host Encyclopedia upgrade of PL/I V5.2 and DB2 V12 (LU00268, LU00269) (CARS2104)

NOTE
When referencing upgrade PTF LU00268, this includes the collection of z/OS Generators/Runtime/IT and Host
Encyclopedia (HE) PTFs.

PTFs LU00268 and LU00269 deliver PL/I V5.2 enhancements using newer compilers to build Gen HE. The purpose is
to stay current with IBM's PL/I compiler and hardware. Hardware updates are done through the Compiler option ARCH
which has been changed to level 10 from level 6. This requires using current IBM hardware at a level of zEC12 or zBC12
or later. Consider your disaster recovery site(s) for required hardware as well.

These PTFs are built using Db2 V12 and require that Db2 be V12 or a compatible supported version. A rebind is required
to complete the installation into your environment. Consult HOLDDATA for details.

Refer to Technical Requirements for the required Third-Party upgrade information.

There is no impact to Gen generated applications.

NOTE
LU00269 also applies to the z/OS IT, introducing a rebind for Plan TIUUSQL as documented in the HOLDDATA.

Windows CSE Support for Oracle 19c (CSN86204)

PTF CSN86204 provides Oracle 19c support to the Windows Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE). To use Oracle 19c with
the Windows CSE, you must complete the following steps:

• Apply PTF CSN86204.
• Install Oracle 19c Database and 32-bit client if not already done.
• If configuring a new CSE server with the Oracle 19c database instance, execute cse_config.exe.
• If upgrading an existing CSE server and upgrading from Oracle 12c to Oracle 19c, perform the following steps:

– Shut down the CSE servers using the "stopmd" command.
– Upgrade the database according to site Oracle DBA standards.
– Execute %GEN86%CSE\cse_oracle\oracle_client_link.bat to create a hard link to the Oracle 19c orasql19.dll.
– Copy %GEN86%CSE\cse_oracle\csedb.dll to %GEN86%CSE\bin.

• Start iefmd and resume normal operations.

A new batch script %GEN86%CSE\cse_oracle\oracle_client_link.bat is delivered. The batch script creates a hard link to
the Oracle 19c orasql19.dll, which is then referenced by the CSE executables.

The sample batch scripts crdbdir.bat and crdbcse.bat can now be passed the following parameters:

• The Oracle Home location
• The value of Oracle SID
• The Oracle database location

The use of the parameters provides flexibility for future Oracle versions. If no parameters are used, the default is to use
Oracle 12c.

The sample batch scripts use Windows Powershell to perform string substitutions in the sample Oracle initialization files
initdbdir.ora and initdbcse.ora based on the provided parameters.

The sample batch scripts also pass these provided parameters to the sample Oracle database table creation scripts
crdbdir.sql and crdbcse.sql.

COBOL Runtime Population of PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE Field in GLOBDATA Structure

This feature populates the PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field in the GLOBDATA structure at runtime to indicate where the
application is executing such as in CICS, IMS, Batch, or TSOAE. In addition, this feature provides details about the
application type (Blockmode, Server Manager, or Batch Manager), protocol for Cooperative, screen type for Blockmode,
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and attach type for Batch. The PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field can be interrogated in COBOL external action blocks, user
exits, or action blocks (through Inline Code statements). The PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field was previously not populated.

The PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field consists of four characters. Each character represents a different property:

• Character 1 = Target
• Character 2 = Application Type
• Character 3-4 = Protocol for Cooperative, Screen Type for Blockmode, or Attach Type for Batch

Note: This feature requires the following PTFs:

For the z/OS Platform

• SO14132
• SO14183
• SO14133
• SO14134
• SO14135
• SO14136

For the Windows Platform

• GEN86205
• CSN86205

For the HP-UX Platform

• PTFCSI8620

For the AIX Platform

• CSR86205

For more information about the population of PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE, see Gen z/OS Runtime.

Generation APIs (GSN86202 and TSN86208)

This feature provides six-Generation APIs that enable you to generate code for the Gen model without opening the
Workstation Toolset while still using the same underlying generators. These APIs generate code the same as the
Workstation Toolset. For more information, see Generation APIs.

NOTE
This feature requires PTFs GSN86202 and TSN86208.

Enhanced ECI Support for Gen C Clients and Gen Java Clients(SO12045, SO12046, SS12686)

This feature adds ECI V2 support as a middleware option for Gen C clients (GUI, COM Proxy, and C Proxy) and >32 KB
support for Gen Java Clients (Web Generation, Web View, and Java Proxy) to communicate with Gen COBOL servers on
CICS.

ECI V2 support allows the data on the cooperative flow to be encapsulated in CICS containers. This approach removes
the 32 KB size limit that exists when the data is located in the COMMAREA.

NOTE
Containers require the use of the IPIC network protocol.

ECI V2 support also allows the data on the cooperative flow to be located in the COMMAREA if desired. Gen continues to
support ECI V1 flows for backward compatibility. However, both of the options that use the COMMAREA are constrained
by the 32 KB size limitation. Refer to the notes in the commcfg.ini file for details about how to specify which type of flow is
used.
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The following table describes the supported ECI flow types for Gen C clients:

Flow Type Data Encapsulation Type Data Size Limit Network Protocol

ECI V1 COMMAREA 32 KB ECI over TCP/IP

ECI V2 COMMAREA 32 KB ECI over TCP/IP or IPIC

ECI V2 Containers 16 MB IPIC

ECI V2 support allows the IBM CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) to reside on a different machine from where the client
applications are located. This approach lets client applications have a smaller footprint. This approach also centralizes the
configuration and administration of the CTG.

The changes provided in this feature to add support for CICS Containers in the Gen z/OS Runtimes also allow Gen Java
Clients to now send >32 KB of data on ECI cooperative flows. To take advantage of this functionality, configure a CICS
Server in your CICS Transaction Gateway to use the IPIC network protocol and then specify that CICS Server in your
commcfg.properties file. The Gen Java Runtimes will automatically choose to send <32 KB via the COMMAREA and >32
KB via Containers, which can both be handled by the IPIC network protocol.

The following table describes the supported ECI flow types for Gen Java clients:

Flow Type Data Encapsulation Type Data Size Limit Network Protocol

ECI (<32 KB) COMMAREA 32 KB ECI over TCP/IP or IPIC

ECI (>32 KB) Containers 16 MB IPIC

NOTE
This feature requires PTFs SO12045, SO12046, and SS12686.

For more information about ECI, see Cutomize Middleware.

Gen and Partner Response Systems Team Up

Broadcom has expanded its Gen offerings by teaming up with Response Systems to resell their Gen productivity tools.
Broadcom can now resell these Response Systems market-leading Gen tools to businesses around the world.

For more information about obtaining these tools, contact your Broadcom account manager or reseller.

To download the related documentation, see Additional Resources.

Gen 8.6.3 Consolidation
This article provides information for features that are introduced after the Gen 8.6 GA Complete release and are included
in the Gen 8.6.3 Consolidation.

The Gen 8.6.3 Consolidation contains all published PTFs that delivered fixes, security improvements and features since
Gen 8.6 GA Complete. They are to be installed to Gen 8.6 GA Complete or with any level of post-Gen 8.6 GA Complete
applied.

This incremental release will be delivered in the following PTFs:

Windows - WKS86300
Linux - RTX86300
Solaris 11 - RTL86300
HP-UX Itanium - Runtimes - RTI86300
HP-UX Itanium - CSE - CSI86300
AIX - Runtimes - RTR86300
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AIX - CSE - CSR86300

The following features were introduced after the Gen 8.6 GA Complete Release and are included in the Gen 8.6.3
Consolidation.

NOTE
TJN86300 delivers files from the 8.6.3 Consolidation PTF (WKS86300) and from the TSN86302 PTF that have
been localized for the Japanese language.

New Features

NOTE
Regarding techdocs references to 860XX, 861XX, and 862XX PTFs, these have been superseded and are no
longer available for download. After a new Gen 8.6 installation, you should apply the Gen 8.6 GA Complete
PTFs and then the Gen 8.6.3 Consolidation PTFs. After that, you can install any additional available PTFs to
bring your Gen installation fully up to date.

Native Support for REST Authentication (LU05281, RTJ86210, TSN86225)

Gen 8.6 natively supports OAuth2 Client Credentials authentication. It also supports Basic, Bearer, and API Key
authentication. The Toolset is improved to handle YAML specifications and both OpenAPI 2 and OpenAPI 3.

Consuming REST APIs (LU03408 - LU03410, BTN86209, CSI86210, CSN86212, CSR86210, GEN86212, RTJ86208,
TSN86221)

The product now provides support for Consuming REST APIs for Java and CICS applications. With this functionality, your
Gen applications can consume information available through RESTful Web Services.

For more information, see Add a Call REST Statement.

.Net Proxy TLS

Gen provides the communication, which is protected by TLS encryption, between .NET Proxy and secure servers. This
includes mutual certificate authentication, reducing encryption latency and increasing the security of communications.

For more information see, .Net Proxy TLS.

ECI V2 Support for Gen C Clients (SO12045, SO12046, SS12686)

This feature adds ECI V2 support as a middleware option for Gen C clients (GUI, COM Proxy, and C Proxy) to
communicate with Gen COBOL servers on CICS.

ECI V2 support allows the data on the cooperative flow to be encapsulated in containers. This approach removes the 32-
KB size limit that exists when the data is located in the COMMAREA.

NOTE
Containers require the use of the IPIC network protocol.

ECI V2 support also allows the data on the cooperative flow to be located in the COMMAREA if desired. Gen continues to
support ECI V1 flows for backward compatibility. However, both of the options that use the COMMAREA are constrained
by the 32-KB size limitation. Refer to the notes in the commcfg.ini file for details about how to specify which type of flow is
used.

The following table describes the supported ECI flow types for Gen C clients:

Flow Type Data Encapsulation Type Data Size Limit Network Protocol

ECI V1 COMMAREA 32 KB ECI over TCP/IP
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ECI V2 COMMAREA 32 KB ECI over TCP/IP or IPIC

ECI V2 Containers 16 MB IPIC

ECI V2 support allows the IBM CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) to reside on a different machine from where the client
applications are located. This approach lets client applications have a smaller footprint. This approach also centralizes the
configuration and administration of the CTG.

NOTE
This feature requires PTFs SO12045, SO12046, and SS12686.

For more information about ECI V2, see CI_ECI_GET_SYSTEM_NAME - Get ECI System Name Exit (Windows).

Windows CSE Support for Oracle 19c (CSN86204)

PTF CSN86204 provides Oracle 19c support to the Windows Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE). To use Oracle 19c with
the Windows CSE, you must complete the following steps:

• Apply PTF CSN86204.
• Install Oracle 19c Database and 32-bit client if not already done.
• If configuring a new CSE server with the Oracle 19c database instance, execute cse_config.exe.
• If upgrading an existing CSE server and upgrading from Oracle 12c to Oracle 19c, perform the following steps:

– Shut down the CSE servers using the "stopmd" command.
– Upgrade the database according to site Oracle DBA standards.
– Execute %GEN86%CSE\cse_oracle\oracle_client_link.bat to create a hard link to the Oracle 19c orasql19.dll.
– Copy %GEN86%CSE\cse_oracle\csedb.dll to %GEN86%CSE\bin.

• Start iefmd and resume normal operations.

A new batch script %GEN86%CSE\cse_oracle\oracle_client_link.bat is delivered. The batch script creates a hard link to
the Oracle 19c orasql19.dll, which is then referenced by the CSE executables.

The sample batch scripts crdbdir.bat and crdbcse.bat can now be passed the following parameters:

• The Oracle Home location
• The value of Oracle SID
• The Oracle database location

The use of the parameters provides flexibility for future Oracle versions. If no parameters are used, the default is to use
Oracle 12c.

The sample batch scripts use Windows Powershell to perform string substitutions in the sample Oracle initialization files
initdbdir.ora and initdbcse.ora based on the provided parameters.

The sample batch scripts also pass these provided parameters to the sample Oracle database table creation scripts
crdbdir.sql and crdbcse.sql.

For more information, see Add a Call REST Statement.

COBOL Runtime Population of PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE Field in GLOBDATA Structure

This feature populates the PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field in the GLOBDATA structure at runtime to indicate where the
application is executing such as in CICS, IMS, Batch, or TSOAE. In addition, this feature provides details about the
application type (Blockmode, Server Manager, or Batch Manager), protocol for Cooperative, screen type for Blockmode,
and attach type for Batch. The PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field can be interrogated in COBOL external action blocks, user
exits, or action blocks (through Inline Code statements). The PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field was previously not populated.

The PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field consists of four characters. Each character represents a different property:
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• Character 1 = Target
• Character 2 = Application Type
• Character 3-4 = Protocol for Cooperative, Screen Type for Blockmode, or Attach Type for Batch

Note: This feature requires the following PTFs:

For the z/OS Platform

• SO14132
• SO14183
• SO14133
• SO14134
• SO14135
• SO14136

For the Windows Platform

• GEN86205
• CSN86205

For the HP-UX Platform

• PTFCSI8620

For the AIX Platform

• CSR86205

For more information about the population of PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE, see Gen z/OS Runtime.

Generation APIs (GSN86202 and TSN86208)

This feature provides six-Generation APIs that enable you to generate code for the Gen model without opening the
Workstation Toolset while still using the same underlying generators. These APIs generate code the same as the
Workstation Toolset. For more information, see Generation APIs.

PTFs - 8.6.3 Consolidation
This article provides information for the PTFs published after Gen 8.6 GA Complete and delivered as part of Gen 8.6.3
Consolidation.

Windows PTFs

NOTE
Regarding techdocs references to 860XX, 861XX, and 862XX PTFs, these have been superseded and are no
longer available for download. After a new Gen 8.6 installation, you should apply the Gen 8.6 GA Complete
PTFs and then the Gen 8.6.3 Consolidation PTFs. After that, you can install any additional available PTFs to
bring your Gen installation fully up to date.

For more details about the Windows PTFs, download LU06327.txt or select this link to the Support site (you must log in to
access the information).
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Windows - Build Tool

• BTN86201/SS13871
• BTN86202/SO15508
• BTN86203/SO16285
• BTN86205/LU00600
• BTN86206/LU00546
• BTN86207/LU02673
• BTN86208/LU03131
• BTN86209/LU03169
• BTN86210/LU03394

Windows - Comm Bridge or Client Manager

• CCN86201/SO09958
• CCN86202/LU03132
• CCN86203/LU04694

Windows - Client-Server Encyclopedia

• CSN86201/SO10762
• CSN86202/SO12550
• CSN86203/LU01864
• CSN86204/SS14886
• CSN86205/SS14700
• CSN86206/SO14211
• CSN86207/LU01628
• CSN86208/LU02362
• CSN86209/LU02909
• CSN86211/LU03133
• CSN86212/LU03171
• CSN86213/LU04685
• CSN86214/LU05561
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Windows - Toolset Generators

• GEN86201/SO11026
• GEN86202/SO11491
• GEN86203/LU01836
• GEN86204/SO13771
• GEN86205/SS14699
• GEN86206/SO15256
• GEN86207/LU00166
• GEN86208/LU00648
• GEN86209/LU00911
• GEN86210/LU01693
• GEN86211/LU02208
• GEN86212/LU03172
• GEN86213/LU04340
• GEN86214/LU04684
• GEN86215/LU05514

Windows - Gen Studio

• GSN86201/SS10366
• GSN86202/SO13875
• GSN86203/SO14780
• GSN86204/LU03999
• GSN86206/LU05393

Windows - Toolset Plug-ins

• PLG86201/LU03134

Windows Runtime - .Net

• RTA86201/SO13577
• RTA86202/SO15553
• RTA86203/LU00186
• RTA86204/LU00493
• RTA86205/LU03610
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Window Runtime - Java

• RTJ86201/SO11292
• RTJ86202/SS09932
• RTJ86203/SO12122
• RTJ86204\SO14679
• RTJ86205/SO15561
• RTJ86206/LU00289
• RTJ86207/LU02672
• RTJ86208/LU03173
• RTJ86209/LU04633
• RTJ86210/LU05125
• RTJ86211/LU05309

Windows Runtime - GUI

• RTN86201/SO10992
• RTN86203/SS10543
• RTN86204/SO11453
• RTN86205/SO12141
• RTN86206/SS12686
• RTN86207/SS13199
• RTN86208/SS13872
• RTN86209/SS14186
• RTN86210/SO15898
• RTN86211/SO16261
• RTN86212/LU00149
• RTN86213/LU00170
• RTN86214/LU00601
• RTN86215/LU02267
• RTN86216/LU02908
• RTN86217/LU03130
• RTN86219/LU04395
• RTN86220/LU04696
• RTN86221/LU04954
• RTN86222/LU05007
• RTN86223/LU05754
• RTN86224/LU06041
• RTN86226/LU06238
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Windows - Workstation Toolset

• TSN86201/SO10060
• TSN86202/SO10394
• TSN86203/SO10758
• TSN86204/SO10915
• TSN86205/SO11163
• TSN86206/SO15511
• TSN86207/SO12142
• TSN86208/SO13861
• TSN86209/SS13873
• TSN86210/SO14150
• TSN86211/SO14148
• TSN86212/SO14930
• TSN86213/SO15257
• TSN86214/SO15488
• TSN86215/SO15977
• TSN86216/LU00647
• TSN86217/LU00868
• TSN86218/LU01503
• TSN86219/LU02955
• TSN86220/LU02996
• TSN86221/LU03174
• TSN86222/LU04298
• TSN86223/LU04347
• TSN86224/LU04628
• TSN86225/LU05124
• TSN86226/LU05405

UNIX PTFs

AIX CSE PTFs

For more details about the AIX CSE PTFs, download LU06338.txt or select this link to the Support site (you must log in to
access the information).

• CSR86202/SO12571
• CSR86203/LU01878
• CSR86205/SS14701
• CSR86207/LU02912
• CSR86209/LU03438
• CSR86210/LU04188
• CSR86211/LU04686
• CSR86212/LU05765

AIX Runtime PTFs

For more details about the AIX Runtime PTFs, download LU06339.txt or select this link to the Support site (you must log
in to access the information).
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• RTR86201/SO10996
• RTR86202/SO11844
• RTR86203/SS13196
• RTR86204/SS14191
• RTR86205/SO15855
• RTR86206/SO16288
• RTR86207/LU00615
• RTR86208/LU01341
• RTR86209/LU02207
• RTR86210/LU03507
• RTR86211/LU04759
• RTR86212/LU05342

HP-UX CSE PTFs

For more details about the HP-UX CSE PTFs, download LU06350.txt or select this link to the Support site (you must log in
to access the information).

• CSI86202/SO12551
• CSI86203/LU01877
• CSI86205/SS14698
• CSI86206/SO14458
• CSI86207/LU02913
• CSI86209/LU03439
• CSI86210/LU04187
• CSI86211/LU04687
• CSI86212/LU05567

HP-UX Runtime PTFs

For more details about the HP-UX Runtime PTFs, download LU06349.txt or select this link to the Support site (you must
log in to access the information).

• RTI86201/SO10997
• RTI86202/SS13197
• RTI86204/SS14187
• RTI86205/SO16287
• RTI86206/SO16076
• RTI86207/LU00617
• RTI86208/LU01606
• RTI86209/LU03505
• RTI86210/LU04757
• RTI86211/LU05328

Solaris PTFs

For more details about the Solaris PTFs, download LU06351.txt or select this link to the Support site (you must log in to
access the information).
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• RTL86201/SO10994
• RTL86203/SS13195
• RTL86204/SS14188
• RTL86205/SO16289
• RTL86206/LU00173
• RTL86207/LU00618
• RTL86208/LU01594
• RTL86209/LU03504
• RTL86210/LU04758
• RTL86211/LU05333

Linux PTFs

For more details about the Linux Runtime PTFs, download LU06353.txt or select this link to the Support site (you must log
in to access the information).

• RTX86201/SO10995
• RTX86203/SO12004
• RTX86204/SS13198
• RTX86205/SO13536
• RTX86206/SS14190
• RTX86207/SO16286
• RTX86209/SS16291
• RTX86208/LU00150
• RTX86210/LU00616
• RTX86211/LU01340
• RTX86212/LU02203
• RTX86213/LU02819
• RTX86214/LU04378
• RTX86215/LU04760

Gen 8.6 GA Complete (8.6.2)
This article provides information for the features that are introduced after the Gen 8.6 Incremental Release 1 are included
in the Gen 8.6 GA Complete release.

The following features were introduced after the Gen 8.6 Incremental Release 1 and are included in the Gen 8.6 GA
Complete release. These features were released as they were completed. For a list of PTFs that make up this GA
Complete release, see PTFs - GA Complete.

NOTE
Gen 8.6 GA Complete consolidates features from the earlier incremental release and all earlier PTFs. You can
apply it to Gen 8.6 GA or Gen 8.6 with any level of pre-GA Complete PTFs applied, except the z/OS PTFs. See
the z/OS section in PTFs - GA Complete for specific information.

New Features

Support for DB2 Universal Call Attach (DSNULI) in the Host Encyclopedia and MVS Installation Toolset

Support for the z/OS server DB2 universal call attach (DSNULI) introduced in DB2 V10 requires PTFs RO98369,
RO983670, and RO98371. Broadcom Support for DSNULI is implemented only for CICS and TSO Batch (JES)
applications. It is not implemented for IMS or TSOAE applications. For details, see PTFs RO98369\RO98370\RO98371.
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z/OS Dynamic Runtime Upgraded to CICS TS 5.4, IMS v15, and IBM MQ v9.1

Gen z/OS runtimes are provided with a combination of both static and dynamically called modules.

As part of Gen 8.6 Complete, the dynamic runtime build with CICS, IMS, or IBM MQ has been re-built using CICS TS
5.4, IMS v15, and IBM MQ v9.1. This dynamic runtime is provided as DLLs in data set CEHBPLD1. To use these Gen 8.6
dynamic runtimes, make them available in the appropriate target system where Gen applications execute.

The static runtime consists of the TIR* and TI$ members in the CEHBPLD0 data set. These runtimes have not changed or
been rebuilt for Gen 8.6 Complete.

Gen applications continue to work with existing or rebuilt Gen 8.6 runtimes, because of backward compatibility and LE
runtime support for multiple versions of language compilers.

Implementation of Web Service Certification for Java and C#

The secure web service consumption is available for applications that are generated by Java and C#. The implementation
requires PTFs RTA86101 and BTN86104 for C#, and PTFs RTJ86102 and BTN86105 for Java.

For details, see Consume a Secure Web Service.

Support for Windows Server 2016

Support for Windows Server 2016 requires PTFs GEN86105, CSN86102, CSI86101, and CSR86101 when generating
MS/SQL through ODBC.

Support for Microsoft SQL Server 2016

Support for Microsoft SQL Server 2016 is implemented.

Establishing Secure Connection between Java Proxy and CICS Server

You can establish a secure connection between Java Proxy and Gen servers executing in CICS by configuring
the commcfg.properties file. The file configuration and the TLS/SSL encryption enable the server authentication. A Gen
generated application takes care of the certificate validation that the HTTPS protocol requires. This process enables
sending encrypted data between Java Proxy and the CICS server. For details, see Preparing for Executing a Secure Java
Proxy Application Targeting CICS.

Supporting WildFly Application Server and JBoss EAP for Gen Web Application

Now in addition to JBoss, WebLogic, and WebSphere, Gen now supports WildFly application server and JBoss EAP. For
details, see Publish Web Services.

Current WildFly and JBoss EAP Certifications do not Support CFB Server

The current WildFly and JBoss EAP certifications do not support the CFB server. For details, see How to Configure the
CFB Server.

ASP.NET and WebView Support for Edge and Chrome Browsers

Gen now supports the Edge and Chrome Browsers for use with ASP.NET and WebView applications.

.NET 4.0 Support

Gen now supports the .NET Framework 4.0.
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Establishing Secure Connection between C GUI Client and CICS Server

You can establish a secure connection between C GUI Client and the CICS server (a Broadcom Mainframe server) by
configuring the commcfg.properties and the commcfg.ini files. The file configuration and TLS/SSL encryption enables
the server authentication. A Gen generated application takes care of the certificate validation that the HTTPS protocol
requires. This process enables sending encrypted data between C GUI Client and the CICS server. For details, see
Preparing C GUI Client for a Secure Connection to CICS Server.

This feature requires PTF RTN86111.

Establishing Secure Connection between Client Manager and CICS Server

You can establish a secure connection between Client Manager and the CICS server (a Broadcom Mainframe server).
The configuration and the TLS/SSL encryption, enables the server and/or host authentication. A Gen generated
application takes care of the certificate validation that the HTTPS protocol requires. This process enables sending an
encrypted, validated data between Client Manager and the CICS server. For details, see Prepare for Secure Connection
and SSL Socket.

This feature requires PTF CCN86103.

IMS Connect v15 Support

Gen 8.6 PTF SO05670 delivers a Gen specific User Message Exit for IMS Connect v15 to be used by Gen TCP/IP Direct
Connect for the IMS feature. The new user message exit is called TIR15TCP. Rename it to CAGRITCP as documented
in the PTF that delivers this support. In addition, other user exits are provided to enable the customization of security and
encryption options available in TIR15TCP. The Gen JCL procedure, MKUEITCP, which is used to build these user exits,
has been updated to include v15. These exits have been successfully executed using IMS Connect v15, targeting an IMS
v15 Datastore.

Visual Studio 2017 Support

Support for Visual Studio 2017 requires the following PTFs:

• BTN86113
• CCN86104
• RTA86107
• RTN86117
• TSN86116

To use Rapid Test or the Web Service Wizard with Visual Studio 2017, rename %GEN86%Gen\toolset.bat to
%GEN86%Gen\toolset.bat.vs2015, and rename the newly delivered %GEN86%Gen\toolset.bat.vs2017 to %GEN86%Gen
\toolset.bat.

Oracle 18c Support

Gen now provides runtime support for Oracle 18c. Support for Oracle 18c requires PTF RTN86121.

Security-Enhanced CRT Functions Support

This change supports the Microsoft deprecation of old CRT functions and replacement with more secure versions of those
functions. For more information, see the Microsoft document “Security Features in the CRT”.

Beginning with this release, if C is selected as the language for a Windows target, the following security-enhanced CRT
functions are generated:
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• strcpy_s
• memcpy_s
• sprint_s
• strcat_s

Support for this function is provided by the following PTFs:

• GEN86114 - Workstation Toolset generation
• CSN86110 - Windows CSE generation
• CSI86102 - HP Itanium CSE generation
• CSR86102 - AIX CSE generation

Java 11 Runtime Support

Runtime support for Java 11 is now provided. Java 11 Runtime Support requires PTFs RTJ86109 and BTN86117.

PTFs - GA Complete
This article provides information for the PTFs published after Gen 8.6 Incremental Release 1 and delivered as part of Gen
8.6 GA Complete.

NOTE
Gen 8.6 GA Complete consolidates features from the earlier incremental release and all earlier PTFs. It can be
applied to Gen 8.6 GA or to Gen 8.6 with any level of pre-GA Complete PTFs applied, except the z/OS PTFs.
For z/OS, see the following related section for the detailed information.

For more details about these PTFs, download this PDF or select this link to the Support site (you must log in to access the
information).

Windows PTFs

Windows - Build Tool

• BTN86101\RO94689
• BTN86102\RO96282
• BTN86103\RO96487
• BTN86104\RO99674
• BTN86105\RS98445
• BTN86106\SS03604
• BTN86107\RO99422
• BTN86108\RO99691
• BTN86109\SS03783
• BTN86111\SS03612
• BTN86113\SS06094
• BTN86114\SS06707
• BTN86115\SS06388
• BTN86116\SO06792
• BTN86117\SS08661
• BTN86118\SO08609
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Windows - Client-Server Encyclopedia

• CSN86101\RO96967
• CSN86102\RS98352
• CSN86103\SO05033
• CSN86104\SO07144
• CSN86105\SO07203
• CSN86106\SO07580
• CSN86107\SO07842
• CSN86109\SO07920
• CSN86110\SO08604

Windows - Comm Bridge or Client Manager

• CCN86101\RO99669
• CCN86102\SS01626
• CCN86103\SS04482
• CCN86104\SS06350
• CCN86106\SS07834

Windows - Gen Studio

• GSN86101\RO96558
• GSN86103\SS03613
• GSN86104\SO04018
• GSN86105\SS06709
• GSN86106\SO08653
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Windows Runtime - GUI

• RTN86101\RO94770
• RTN86102\RO97160
• RTN86103\RO98061
• RTN86104\RO98196
• RTN86106\RO98577
• RTN86105\RO98611
• RTN86107\RO97827
• RTN86108\RO99746
• RTN86109\SO01675
• RTN86110\SS03640
• RTN86111\SS03948
• RTN86112\SO01723
• RTN86113\SO03986
• RTN86114\SO03973
• RTN86115\SO05491
• RTN86116\SO05419
• RTN86117\SS06096
• RTN86118\SS06710
• RTN86119\SO06812
• RTN86120\SS07143
• RTN86121\SS08664
• RTN86123\SO08680

Windows Runtime - Java

• RTJ86101\SS01133
• RTJ86102\RS98446
• RTJ86103\RO99131
• RTJ86104\SS03646
• RTJ86106\SO07371
• RTJ86107\SS06711
• RTJ86109\SS08660
• RTJ86110\SO08764

Windows Runtime - .Net

• RTA86101\RS98447
• RTA86102\SS03605
• RTA86103\SS03773
• RTA86104\SS03637
• RTA86105\SO04527
• RTA86106\SO04753
• RTA86107\SS06351
• RTA86108\SS06708
• RTA86109\SO06783
• RTA86110\SO07874
• RTA86111\SO08161
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Windows Runtime - Webview

• RTV86101\RO96107
• RTV86102\SS00398
• RTV86103\SO08706

Windows - Toolset Generators

• GEN86101\RO96280
• GEN86102\RO96728
• GEN86103\RO97657
• GEN86104\RO98321
• GEN86105\RS98332
• GEN86106\SO00244
• GEN86107\SO01001
• GEN86109\SO04683
• GEN86110\SO06264
• GEN86111\SS07145
• GEN86112\SO07370
• GEN86113\SO07872
• GEN86114\SO08603

Windows - Toolset Plug-ins

• PLG86101\SO06737

Windows - Workstation Toolset

• TSN86101\RO94530
• TSN86103\RO96472
• TSN86104\RO97116
• TSN86105\RO97669
• TSN86106\RO97822
• TSN86107\RO98841
• TSN86108\RO99038
• TSN86109\RO98517
• TSN86110\SS03784
• TSN86111\RO99734
• TSN86112\SO00417
• TSN86113\SO01210
• TSN86114\SO04169
• TSN86115\SO04741
• TSN86116\SS06097
• TSN86117\SO06760
• TSN86118\SO06761
• TSN86120\SO07331
• TSN86119\SS09294
• TSN86121\SO07668
• TSN86122\SO08070
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UNIX PTFs

NonStop Server

• RTT86101\RO96465

LINUX

• RTX86101\RO96279
• RTX86102\RO97345
• RTX86103\RO98250
• RTX86105\SO01739
• RTX86106\SO03981
• RTX86107\SO03654
• RTX86108\SO06793
• RTX86109\SO07768
• RTX86110\SS07147

IA64/HP

• RTI86101\SS04221
• CSI86101\RS98353
• CSI86102\SO08607

AIX

• RTR86101\SS04233
• CSR86101\RS98354
• CSR86102\SO08605

Solaris

• RTL86101\SO01816
• RTK86102\SO07769
• RTL86102\SS04231
• RTK86103\SS07146

z/OS PTFs

z/OS - Common Modules

• SO03875
• SO04427
• SO04601

z/OS - Host Encyclopedia and Generators

• RO97902
• RO98369\RO98370\RO98371
• RO99134
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z/OS - Implementation Toolset

• RO94544
• RO97591

z/OS - IMS v15

• SO05670
• SO05671

z/OS - Others (Common Generators)

• SO06186
• SO06243

z/OS - 8.6 Complete

The following PTFs are for Gen 8.6 Complete. Install these PTFs individually or as part of CARS1907.

• SO08418
• SO08419
• SO08420
• SO08421
• SO08422

Gen Release 8.6
This article lists the new and enhanced features that are included in Gen Release 8.6 GA and all removed and deprecated
features.

New Features

The Gen 8.6 release includes the following new features:

Added Filters to Toolset/CSE Client Dialogs

To make searching for items in long lists within the Toolset and CSE Client dialogs faster, filters have been added to these
dialogs. In particular, the following dialogs now have filters on them:

Action Diagram Names
(both Process and Procedure Step dialogs)
Typing characters into the filter field immediately filters both the Processes/Procedure Steps and Action Diagram
lists to display only items that have those characters somewhere in the name.

Add Entity/Subtype/Work/Attribute View
(Import, Export, Local, Entity Action)
Typing characters into the filter field and clicking Apply filters the list to display only items that have those
characters somewhere in the name.

CSE Model/Subset List Client Dialogs
Typing characters into the filter field and clicking Apply filters the list to display only items that have those
characters somewhere in the name.
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z/OS COBOL Runtimes Compiled with COBOL 5

With the Gen 8.6 release, the z/OS COBOL runtimes are compiled with COBOL V5.1.1 and require runtime support for
Enterprise COBOL V5. You might need to apply IBM PTFs to the Language Environment for the runtime support.

The Gen 8.6 z/OS runtimes runs with Gen code that was generated and installed with COBOL V5 or with COBOL V4. 

z/OS applications that are generated with Gen 8.6 can use COBOL V4R2 or later.

Free Version Available for Gen 8.6

A free version of Gen 8.6 is available on the Gen EDGE community. It is meant to be used in a single-user (as opposed to
a team) environment. This version of the product includes all the Windows developer tools with the following caveats:

• The Windows Client Server Encyclopedia is not included in the installation package.
• The Windows CSE clients are not included in the installation package.
• Models that have been uploaded previously to an encyclopedia cannot be opened with this version of the tool.
• This version of the tool does not allow models to be uploaded or downloaded from any encyclopedia.

The free version of Gen includes all the capabilities of the licensed version including the following capabilities:

• Gen developer and construction Toolset
• Generation targets (C, Java, and .NET as well as COM, Java, and .NET proxies) and their associated runtimes

– COBOL can be generated however there is no runtime environment provided
– UNIX/Linux can be selected as target platforms however there is no runtime environment provided

• All supported databases
• Gen Studio, the Diagram Trace Utility, the Build Tool, and the Windows Transaction Enabler

The installation of the free version of Gen does not install either the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) or the CSE clients.

Support for the free version of Gen comes solely from the Gen EDGE community; we do not provide support for this
product. Updates to the product are made only whenever a new incremental release or version of the GA product is made
available.

NOTE
The models that are created with the free version of Gen can be opened with the licensed version of the product
and uploaded to licensed encyclopedias. After a model has been uploaded, it cannot be opened with the free
version of the product.

New z/OS Runtime DLLs

The following DLLs were introduced in Gen 8.6:

• TIRMSET, used by IMS and TSO applications. 
• TIRMSETC, used only by CICS applications. The DEFCICS job has been updated to include a definition for this new

DLL.

Support and Certification for New Software

The following software is supported and certified for this release of Gen:
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• Windows 10
• Visual Studio 2015
• Java 1.8 certification (update 60 or later)
• Microsoft SQL Server 2014 SP1 certification
• Oracle 12c for CSE
• WebSphere MQ 8.0
• CICS Transaction Gateway 9.1
• Oracle Tuxedo 12.1

Enhanced Features

The Gen 8.6 release contains the following features that have been enhanced since the previous release:

Search Made Easy

Gen displays many lists on its various dialogs. For example, Toolset has dialogs that display a list of action diagram
names, entity view name lists, and work view name lists. To select or view the details of an item in these lists, you might
have to scroll through these lengthy lists. To make searching for items in these lists easy, the following options are added
in Gen:

Filter

A field that is named Filter is added above the list. All the items that match the string that you typed in the Filter field are
displayed in the item list. NLS characters are supported too.

The filter option was added to the following dialogs in Toolset:

• Action Diagram Names dialog
• Entity View selection dialog
• Subtype View selection dialog
• Work View selection dialog
• Filter domain view expression of SET Statement to display only those entity views which have attributes of matched

domain views.

The Filter field was added to the following dialogs in the Client Server Encyclopedia clients:

• Model List Dialog
• Subset List Dialog

Sort

The items in a list are sorted alphabetically so that it is easier to find the items that you want.

The lists in the following Toolset dialogs are sorted:

• Sort items in the proxy generation list
• Sort items in all the packaging diagrams
• Sort items in all the construction diagrams

New Parameters to set the Size of the TCP/IP Send/Receive Buffers

Two new parameters were added to the Transaction Enabler. These parameters allow users to set the size of the TCP/IP
Send/Receive buffers that the TE uses when communicating between the aefad and aefuf.

The Transaction Enabler uses TCP/IP sockets to communicate between the Clients and aefuf, aefuf, and aefad as well as
between the aefad and cooperative Load Modules (UNIX only).
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TCP/IP communication like this is subject to the amount of space reserved by the TCP/IP stack for the applications.
During periods of heavy throughput between the various processes, this reserved space becomes insufficient. Only by
starting with larger Send/Receive buffers can applications hope to have enough reserved space on the TCP/IP stack for
data transmission.

Before this release of Gen, the TE internal mechanism for setting the size of the Send/Receive buffers was to use the
default settings on the host system. Users could influence the size of the buffers by making system-wide changes to the
defaults and the TE would use them at startup time.

Applications using TCP/IP communications can set the buffer size without relying on the system settings. Users can now
control what the TE allocates for the buffer size. This was done by adding the startup parameter -b to both the aefad and
aefuf processes. The -b parameter tells the processes to allocate Send and Receive buffers in 65K increments depending
on the value of the parameters. For example, set the following buffer size to allocate 10 increments:

-b 10 = 656,000 bytes

NOTE

• If not set by the user, the default value for b is 1. Therefore, a minimum of 65k bytes are allocated.
• The maximum permitted value for b is 100.
• The same parameter exists for both the aefuf and aefad and we recommend that its value is the same for

both processes.
• The parameter must be set at startup of the process.

Setting the parameter and implications:

The algorithm that is used by the aefad and aefuf to set the Send/Receive buffers based on the parm value of --b is as
follows:

• If the system default value is greater than or equal to the value of parameter*65k, the process uses the system setting.
The aefad and the aefuf never use a buffer size less than what has been set for the system default.

• If the system default value is less than the value of the parameter*65k, the process uses the user setting with following
caveat:
– If the system rejects the user value for any reason, the process runs with the system default value. 

To determine what happens when you use a certain value and what decision the TE makes on how to use the value, you
must start the TE (both the aefad and aefuf) with logging (for example, --t31). In the trace log files, you see the following
messages that show how the TE processed the --b parameter.

Here is an example of an aefad trace log file where the system default value is 131k for the Send buffer and 1024k for
the Receive buffer. The user sets the -b parameter to 2. You can see that the aefad, when analyzing the Send buffer,
determined that the user value was higher than the system default, and when analyzing the Receive buffer, determined
that the system default was higher than the user value.

14:29:03.520===>aefad: SYSTEM SND_BUF (131072) < USER setting(b2 * 65536)...using USER

14:29:03.520===>aefad: SYSTEM RCV_BUF (1024000) > USER setting(b2 * 65536)...using SYSTEM

If the user selects a value for the -b parameter that the system cannot allow for some reason, the following message
appears in the trace log that the system default is being used:

14:32:17.683===>aefad: Buffersize (10240000) rejected by the system

The value to use for this parameter depends on the following factors:

• The number of aefuf processes that are connected to a single aefad process
• The maximum number of cooperative load modules started by an aefad process as determined by the -a parameter
• The number of concurrent user requests at any given time

Often, the default value is adequate. However, before changing it, consider the following factors:
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• There are no metrics for the various values of this parameter. Consider the factors that are previously stated and
increase the value of the --b parameter.

• Setting the limit too high could have a negative impact on performance.
• If the value chosen is rejected by the Socket API call, it results in the default system value being used. Users can

experiment with the implications of this parameter by also starting the aefad and aefuf with the addition of a -t31
parameter and look in the resultant log file (see above).

New parameter to disable WebService Requests

By default, the TE accepts properly formatted SOAP requests from Clients. This behavior was introduced in Gen 8.5.
WebService requests, and like all other Client requests, must go through the aefuf process and NOT directly to the aefad.
WebService requests directly to the aefad are rejected with one of the following error messages:

TIRM030E: Application failed  Updates have been backed out

ODC: (TransportWS:55) "Send failure: Connection was reset" occurred in handleComm(WS)().

OR

TIRM030E: Application failed  Updates have been backed out

ODC: (TransportWS:56) "Recv failure: Connection was reset" occurred in handleComm(WS)().

Users can now disable the WebService with the parameter --n. The default value is -n1, which means that this TE accepts
Webservice requests. A value of -n0 disables this feature and any WebService requests are rejected by the TE and the
Client receives this type of error:

TIRM030E: Application failed  Updates have been backed out

CSUGENERALERROR: WsErrorParser::parse(): SAXParseException (line: 1, col: 1) caught: 'invalid document

 structure'.

Runtime Library Name Changes

UNIX/Linux Runtime

The delivered runtime libraries no longer embed the version number.

The version number was removed to prevent the relinking of generated applications with future releases of Gen. This
pertains to applications that were linked dynamically to the Gen runtime libraries. Relinking of the generated application is
required with this release in order to use the modified runtime libraries provided.

Windows C Runtime

The delivered C runtime libraries no longer embed the version number.

The version number was removed to prevent the relinking of generated applications with future releases of Gen. Relinking
of generated applications is required with this release in order to use the modified C runtime libraries.

Windows GUI Runtime

With this release, the delivered GUI runtime libraries no longer embed the version number.

The version number was removed to prevent the relinking of generated applications with future releases of Gen.
Recompiling and relinking of generated applications is required with this release in order to use the modified GUI runtime
libraries.

Windows Java Runtime

The delivered Java runtime package names no longer embed the version number.
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The version number was removed to prevent the repackaging of generated applications with future releases of Gen.
Repackaging of generated applications is required with this release in order to use the modified Java runtime package
names.

Windows GUI: Extended Support of Previous Microsoft Visual Studio Compilers

With this release, support is being provided to allow the use of previous versions of the Microsoft Visual Studio compiler.

This support is extended to Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and 2012. To provide this support, the Build Tool token
OPT.BUILD_SRC must be set to YES and the generated GUI application must be recompiled and relinked.

Build Tool Enhancements

Delivery of Java Runtime

With the current release, Gen delivers a copy of the Java Runtime.

The JRE is installed under %ProgramFiles%\CA\SharedComponents\JRE on Windows, and $IEFH/bt/jre on UNIX/
Linux. Delivery of the JRE allows customers to execute the Build Tool without the need to install the JRE independently.
Therefore, the %GEN86JRE% environment variable is set accordingly by the installation. Set the $IEFJRE environment
variable to $IEFH/bt/jre on UNIX/Linux systems.

Modified Values for OPT.VSVERSION

To remove hardcoded Visual Studio versions from the Build Tool, the token OPT.VSVERSION has been slightly modified.

In the past, the value for this token was a string that represented the Visual Studio version, that is, VS2010 or VS2012.
Logic was required within the scripting language to equate this string to the actual Visual Studio version, and therefore
limited the number of versions that were supported.

This value has now been changed to represent the actual release value of Visual Studio, that is, VS100 or VS110. The
default for the current release is VS140 (Visual Studio 2015).

Using OPT.BUILD_SRC when Modifying OPT.VSVERSION

When modifying the default value of OPT.VSVERSION, it is necessary to also set OPT.BUILD_SRC=YES to ensure that
the dbms specific startup stub is rebuilt using the alternative version of the compiler.

Comm Bridge and Client Manager Name Changes

The delivered Comm Bridge and Client Manager filenames no longer embed the version number.

Removed Features

Gen Release 8.6 no longer supports the following features:

SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 11

SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 is no longer supported.

Runtime Libraries Built with Visual Studio 2010 or 2012

Runtime libraries built with Visual Studio 2010 or 2012 are no longer delivered with this release so VS100 or VS110
directories are not created in the installation directory.
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Gen Studio Web Service Access Designer

Gen Studio Web Service Access Designer is no longer supported.

Version Number from Distributed Runtimes

To make future upgrades of generated distributed applications easier, the version number has been removed from the
distributed runtime components for C and Java. For example:

• wrgui850n.dll ==> wrguin.dll
• abrt85.jar ==> abrt.jar

This allows Windows applications to be upgraded to the latest release by replacing the runtimes. This also means that
Java applications do not need to be regenerated in order to upgrade them; replace the runtime jar files. As for C#, the
Assembly Version remains the same as it currently is (8.5), allowing existing C# applications to use the 8.6 runtimes
without any rebuilds.

Dependency of Specific Visual Studio Version

With this release, any version of Visual Studio (from 2010 through 2015) can be used to compile and link code generated
targeting Windows GUI applications. This translates into the elimination of the VSxxx directories in the Gen installation
directory which are Visual Studio specific. Instead, all 32-bit binaries are installed in the installation directory and all 64-
bit binaries are installed in the AMD64 directory under the installation directory. The version of Visual Studio that the GUI
runtime has been built with no longer dictates which version of Visual Studio is used to build GUI applications. This should
make upgrades easier because no particular version of Visual Studio is required to use with the Gen 8.6 release onwards.

NOTE
The profile token OPT.VSVERSION value has been changed from a year value to instead be the first five digits
of the Visual Studio common controls environment variable. For example, if the common controls environment
variable is VS140COMNTOOLS, then the OPT.VSVERSION value is set to VS140. Although the default profile
has been changed to support this, be aware that other existing Build Tool profiles must be modified to support
this new format.

To use an alternative version of Visual Studio for Windows GUI applications, you must rebuild the application. Before
rebuilding, you must perform the following tasks:

• Set profile token OPT.VSVERSION accordingly.
• Set profile token OPT.BUILD_SRC to YES (the stub that is used by the application must be rebuilt as well).
• Perform a Build Tool CLEAN Action on the selected application. This deletes any previously built binaries file (.obj, .dll,

and .exe) to ensure that a full rebuild occurs. If a CLEAN is not performed, the link operation can fail.

Similar support for Windows Block Mode and Server applications are available in an Interim Release.

Unnecessary Views from Expressions

In SET, IF, WHILE, and REPEAT statements, all views were listed as options for the right side of an expression even if
the view did not contain an attribute whose domain matched the domain on the left side of the expression. For example, if
there were 10 views available and only two of them contained DATE domain attributes, a SET of a DATE domain attribute
TO <a date view> would show all 10 views, not only the two views that contain DATE attributes. With this release of Gen,
this functionality has changed so that, in the given example, only those views containing a DATE attribute would be listed
as choices when <date view> is selected.

Deprecated Features

The following features have been deprecated from Gen:
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The CICS Sockets Server Listener

The CICS Sockets Server Listener (program TISRVLIS) was deprecated in Gen Release 8.5. It is still supported in Gen
8.6, but is not enhanced with any new functionality. The CICS Multi Sockets Server Listener (program TISRVMSL) is the
replacement product.

Incremental Release 1
This article provides information for the new and enhanced features along with PTFs for Incremental Release 1.

New Features

This release includes the following new features.

timestampdatetime

timestampdatetime translates a valid date and time into a Gen timestamp value. For details, see timestampdatetime.

Host Encyclopedia Changes for Gen timestampdatetime Function

You can use Gen timestampdatetime by reloading a new version of the Schema Functions Model to the Host
Encyclopedia. Existing 9.2.A6 models must be converted to add the definition of the new function to the model.
New versions of the Gen Sample Model and the Gen Sample Help Model are also available. For details, see Host
Encyclopedia Changes for Gen Timestamp Function.

Client Server Encyclopedia Changes for Gen timestampdatetime Function

You can use the Gen timestampdatetime function with existing 9.2.A6 models. The models must be converted to add the
definition of the new function to the model. A new version of the Gen Sample Model is also available. For details, see CSE
Changes for Gen timestampdatetime Function.

Consuming Secure Web Services

You can consume a Secure Web Service in action diagrams by using a "Call External" statement. A Gen generated
application takes care of the certificate validation that the HTTPS protocol requires. This process enables sending
encrypted data between a client and a server. For details, see Add A Call External Statement.

IMS Connect v14 Support

Gen 8.6 PTF RO93833 delivers a Gen specific User Message Exit for IMS Connect v14 to be used by Gen TCP/IP Direct
Connect for the IMS feature.

The new user message exit is called TIR14TCP. Rename it to CAGRITCP as documented in the PTF that delivers this
support.

In addition, other user exits are provided to enable the customization of security and encryption options available in
TIR14TCP.

The Gen JCL procedure MKUEITCP, which is used to build these user exits, has been updated to include v14.

These exits have been successfully executed using IMS Connect v13, targeting an IMS v13 Datastore using IMS
coexistence support. These exits have also been successfully executed using IMS Connect v14, targeting an IMS v14
Datastore.

Enhanced Features

This release includes the following feature enhancement.
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Visual Studio Version No Longer an Issue with Blockmode and Server Applications

Starting with Gen 8.6, changes have been made to the delivered runtimes GUI, C, C# and Java. It supports the
use of Visual Studio 2010 and higher versions to compile and link the code-generated targeting Windows GUI. This
enhancement prevents the need to rebuild the application with each future release of Gen.

This incremental release provides support for Windows C Blockmode and Server Applications.

PTFs - Incremental Release 1
This article provides information for the Incremental Release model that bundles groups of product features and fixes
together into incremental updates after the initial release of a product.

This section lists the PTFs included in Gen 8.6 Incremental Release 1.

UNIX PTFs

This section describes the UNIX PTFs for Gen 8.6 IR1.

Runtime - Blockmode

All of the Runtime Blockmode PTFs listed in this section are available on all UNIX/Linux platforms. Exceptions are where
the PTF description calls out a specific UNIX version.

RTR86001\RO93222

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

When executing blockmode applications running under Tuxedo, users must enter uppercase trancodes in the
NEXTTRAN field or an error occurs. Blockmode applications under non-Tuxedo environments function properly with lower
case trancodes in the NEXTTRAN field.

This problem was reported in case 00316833.

SYMPTOMS:

If the user enters a lower case trancode in the NEXTTRAN field instead of an uppercase trancode, the application ends
and the user returns to the AEFT screen with the following message displaying:

Enter Gen Transaction name or Interactive program file name.

IMPACT:

Users are forced to use uppercase trancodes.

CIRCUMVENTION:

Users must be sure to enter uppercase trancodes.

RTR86002\RO93212

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

During the build of UNIX load modules/operations libraries that use DB2, the Build Tool incorrectly includes consumed
Public Operations members in the bind phase.

This problem is reported in the Case 00352003.

SYMPTOMS:

The build fails with an error similar to the following:
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• SQL0061W The binder is in progress.
• SQL0031C File "/xxxx/xxxx/xxxxxxx/xxx/xxxxxxxx.bnd" could not be opened.
• SQL0082C An error has occurred which has terminated processing.
• SQL0092N No package was created because of previous errors execution.

IMPACT:

Users are unable to build the load module/operations library.

CIRCUMVENTION:

Make sure that the source code for the incorrectly included Public Operations member is not in the build directory for the
consuming load module or operations library.

Windows PTFs

This section describes the Windows PTFs published for Gen 8.6 IR1.

Build Tool

BTN86001\RO93087

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

When assembling a .NET application the List Data default option 'Load List Data on Scroll' is always selected for
subsequent assembly operations, even if the user selected 'Load All List Data' for a previous assembly.

This problem was reported in case 00306562.

SYMPTOM:

If a user selects 'Load All List Data' during an assembly and then does another assembly of the same .NET client, the
option is not remembered by the Build Tool. The 'Load List Data on Scroll' is checked instead of 'Load List. Data on Scroll'.

IMPACT:

Users selections are not retained and they could mistakenly assemble the .NET client with the wErrors occurs when
building a .NET proxyrong List Data option.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

When assembling a Web Client in an EAR file targeting WebSphere, the 'Local EJB References' checkbox is enabled
when it should not be. This is not a valid assembly option when assembling only a Web Client.

This problem was reported in case 00329594.

SYMPTOM:

If users select 'Local EJB References for an assembly of an EAR file that contains Web Client for WebSphere, the option
is ignored and the web.xml file is built with remote references.

IMPACT:

The user could mistakenly think that the Web Client contains local EJB references, although this does not result in any
runtime errors.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:                                                       

PTF BTN85006 added a new List Data radio button for assembling .NET client application. It provides the user with the
ability to choose a Listbox scrollong. The new list radio button displays improperly. This problem is reported in 00280938.

This problem also can be seen in 8.0 after applying BTN80024.

SYMPTOMS:                                                                    

The new List Data radio button is not displayed properly on a Japanese workstation.

IMPACT:

This may impact usability of the newly added radio button.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Some assembly options when targeting Java are not retained for subsequent assemblies of the same EAR file.

This problem was reported in cases 00261259 and 00235786.

SYMPTOM:

'Add resource references' and 'Local EJB references' are not retained.

IMPACT:

Users have to enable these options every time they assemble the same EAR file.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

When assembling a Java EAR file for WebSphere, the 'Enable threads' option is enabled when it should not be because
threads are not supported for this particular Application server.

This problem was reported in cases 00235786 and 00261259.

SYMPTOM:

Users are able to check the 'Enable threads' for WebSphere assemblies even though the option is not used by the
assembly process.

IMPACT:

Users may mistakenly believe that EAR files are assembled with threads that are enabled for WebSphere.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

PTF BTN85008 changed the custom web services URL from http://<host>:<port>/<context path>/router to http://
<host>:<port>/<context path>/<custom web service name>. This ptf allows for backward compatibility by allowing the user
to choose to use "/router" or "/custom_web_service".

This problem is reported in the case 00380291.

SYMPTOMS:
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The end-point URL changed from "/router" to "/custom_web_service_name".

IMPACT:

Customer is not able to use the older URL pattern for custom web service.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Errors occur when building a .NET proxy using VS2012 on a system that has not had VS2010 installed on it.

This problem is reported in the case 00412873.

SYMPTOMS:

The build fails with an error similar to the following:

MSB4019: The imported project "C:\Program Files (x86)\MSBuild\ Microsoft\VisulStudio\v10.0\WebApplications\Microsoft.
WebApplication.targets" was not found. Confirm that the path in the <Import> declaration is correct, and that the file exists
on disk.

IMPACT:

Customer is not able to build the .NET proxy.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

The WSDL file that is generated in Gen Studio for a custom web service contains the URL for the related EJB Web
Service.

This problem was reported in Case 00183096.

SYMPTOMS:

The EJB Web Service URL is visible in the custom web service WSDL.

IMPACT:

This can pose a security risk to the EJB Web Service.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

When assembling an 8.6 GUI application, if the option to 'Package Gen Runtime in MSI' is chosen an error occurs.

SYMPTOMS:

The assembly fails with an error similar to the following:

[exec] C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Gen86\gen\bt\scripts\WiX\GenCRuntime.wxs (73): error LGHT0083: The file with
id 'wrun.dllFileKey.GENRUNTIMEFolder' and name 'wrun.dll' could not be found with source path: 'C:\Program Files
(x86)\CA\Gen86\Gen\.\wrun.dll'.

IMPACT:

Users are unable to assemble the GUI load module.
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CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

Client Server Encyclopedia

CSN86001\RO92826

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

During the upload of a subset to the CSE, there can be source names that can be improperly processed to allow
duplicates in the model.

This problem was reported in case 00409410.

SYMPTOMS:

Users could find that Load Module, Procedure Steps, or CAB source names are duplicated in the same model.

IMPACT:

Build errors can occur in applications that contain these duplicate names.

CIRCUMVENTION:

Users should download a subset containing the objects with the duplicated source names and make them unique.

CSN86002\RO93335

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

If an upload of a model is performed while a Diagram Trace Utility session is executing, the update hangs until the trace
session is completed.

This problem was reported in case 00257070.

SYMPTOMS:

The upload appears to be hung and does not complete until the Diagram Trace Utility session is ended.

IMPACT:

Customers cannot run the Diagram Trace Utility at the same time as a model is being uploaded.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

Generators

GEN86001\RO92782

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Java Web Generation and ASP .NET windows can have empty radio button groups if some radio buttons are not included
or do not have prompts.

This problem was reported in Case 00425210.

SYMPTOMS:

Radio button groups are empty, without any radio buttons.

IMPACT:
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The user is not able to select or view radio buttons.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Gen 8.5 cooperative applications running under TUXEDO can fail on the second execution if any of the procedure steps
contain large import or export views.

This problem was reported in Case 00289479.

SYMPTOMS:

Clients connected to the server hang. Users see the following message in the ULOG:

CMDTUX_CAT:1074: WARN: Client process <nnnn>- dropped message because server and client died, SERVICE=<Service

 Name>

IMPACT:

Customers cannot execute cooperative applications a second time.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

NLS characters are missing in the COMMENT ON section when generating DDL for DB2.

This problem was reported in Case 00285559.

SYMPTOMS:

Users notice that the generated DDL has missing NLS characters in the COMMENT ON section.

IMPACT:

The generated comments are hard to read with the missing characters.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

DDL generators truncate the COMMENTS at 254 characters for DB2, although DB2 supports up to 762 characters.

This problem was reported in Case 00285626.

SYMPTOMS:

Users notice that the generated DDL COMMENT ON section is truncated at 254 characters.

IMPACT:

The generated comments can be truncated.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

DDL generators truncate the COMMENTS at 254 characters for DB2, although DB2 supports up to 762 characters.
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This problem was reported in Case 00285626.

SYMPTOMS:

Users notice that the generated DDL COMMENT ON section is truncated at 254 characters.

IMPACT:

The generated comments can be truncated.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

During runtime, GEN Java and .NET applications executing extended READ/READ EACH statements involving entity
types that have a relationship do not return Denormalized attributes if the Parent entity type is optimized out during
generation of the action block.

This problem was reported in Case 00299709.

SYMPTOMS:

Denormalized attributes return as blanks or zeroes depending on the data type of the attribute.

IMPACT:

Applications might not run correctly or return empty fields to the user.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

After upgrading to Gen 8.5, an abend is received when attempting to generate DDL on the Host Encyclopedia. Even
though no errors have been reported on other generation platforms, the potential exists for memory-related errors.

This problem was reported in Cases 00314475 and 00366584.

SYMPTOMS:

DDL generation received S0C4 abends when using Host Construction. Memory-related errors are possible on other
generation platforms even though none have been reported.

IMPACT:

DDL generation cannot be completed successfully.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Gen Server Manager generation allows the code to be generated that exceeds the documented user data size of
16,775,847 bytes.

This problem was reported in Case 00434162.

SYMPTOMS:

Possible runtime errors can occur in Cooperative applications if the user data size exceeds 16,775,847 bytes.

IMPACT:
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Applications might return runtime errors.

CIRCUMVENTION:

Reduce the view data size.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Gen generated Java code for the Lower function returns an empty string if the function is nested inside other functions.

This problem was reported in Case 00439631.

SYMPTOMS:

Users see an empty string where data should be.

IMPACT:

Applications might not behave correctly.

CIRCUMVENTION:

Eliminate the nested functions by performing the functions in multiple statements.

Gen Studio

GSN86001\RO93091

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

When using an EJB Web Service with an interface that was customized with the PStep Interface Designer, the
namespace prefix for each export repeating group view attribute contains a numeric suffix in the SOAP response when
executed on WebLogic.

This problem was reported in Case 00382566.

SYMPTOMS:

The SOAP response contains lines similar to the following:

<ns:MyExportGroup>

<ns:row>

<ns:MyFirstEntityView>

<ns0:MyFrstAttr xmlns:ns0="ns">abc</ns0:MyFrstAttr>

<ns1:MyScndAttr xmlns:ns1="ns">def</ns1:MyScndAttr>

<ns2:MyThrdAttr xmlns:ns2="ns">ghi</ns2:MyThrdAttr>

<ns3:MyFrthAttr xmlns:ns3="ns">jkl</ns3:MyFrthAttr>

</ns:MyFirstEntityView>

<ns:MySecondEntityView>

<ns4:MyFrstAttr xmlns:ns4="ns">mno</ns4:MyFrstAttr>

<ns5:MyScndAttr xmlns:ns5="ns">pqr</ns5:MyScndAttr>

<ns6:MyThrdAttr xmlns:ns6="ns">stu</ns6:MyThrdAttr>

<ns7:MyFrthAttr xmlns:ns7="ns">vwx</ns7:MyFrthAttr>

</ns:MySecondEntityView>

</ns:row>

</ns:MyExportGroup>

IMPACT:

The suffixed namespace might make it more difficult to consume the web service.

CIRCUMVENTION:
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None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

If the Web Service Definition URL for a custom web service is modified in Gen Studio such that the context path contains
forward slashes, then the forward slashes are converted into spaces.

This problem was reported in Case 00183096.

SYMPTOMS:

The context path contains spaces instead of forward slashes.

IMPACT:

The custom web services are not found using the Web Service Definition URL specified in Gen Studio.

CIRCUMVENTION:

NONE.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Custom web service properties do not display in the Properties window in Gen Studio.

This problem was reported in Case 00183096.

SYMPTOMS:

No properties are shown in the Properties window.

IMPACT:

The Properties page does not display, therefore custom web service properties cannot be viewed or modified.

CIRCUMVENTION:

Keep only one version of the com.ca"scope="external">com.ca.gen.studio.emf.util_8.5.0.#####.jar file in the %IEFH%/
GenStudio/plugins directory.

Runtime - GUI

RTN86001\RO92192

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

If a MAKE..containing cursor statement is executed multiple times and focus has been changed to another control by a
mouse click, the MAKE does not change the cursor location.

This problem was reported in Case 00466068.

SYMPTOMS:

A MAKE statement does not cause the cursor to move to a control.

IMPACT:

Focus might not be on the desired field.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
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OCX controls are not initialized correctly and therefore are not visible on the Gen application window at runtime.

This problem was reported in Case 00474860.

SYMPTOMS:

No OCX controls are visible at runtime.

IMPACT:

Application might be unusable.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

Runtime - Java

RTJ86001\RO93086

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Gen web services might currently be published to the API Gateway. Custom web services have been enhanced so that
the URL used to access them is simplified.

This problem was reported in Case 00183096.

SYMPTOMS:

Custom web services require "/router" in the web service URL.

IMPACT:

Custom web services require "/router" in the web service URL, which can be confusing to consumers of the web service.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

Runtime - Tuxedo

RTN86002\RO93516

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Commands with embedded spaces are truncated by Clients using Tuxedo as the middleware protocol.

This problem was reported in Case 00332372.

SYMPTOMS:

Truncated Commands sent to the Tuxedo server can cause improper execution of the transaction.

IMPACT:

Server applications have improper execution.

CIRCUMVENTION:

Use Commands that do not contains embedded spaces.
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Workstation Toolset

TSN86001\RS91451

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Trying to set/change the OPERATR property of the EXPOPER object using JMMI to one of the permitted values corrupts
the high-order bit of the value.

This problem was reported in Case #00458042.

SYMPTOMS:

Creates an invalid statement in the action diagram.

IMPACT:

Not able to use OPERATR property of the EXPOPER object using JMMI.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None

TSN86002\ RO92004

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Within the action diagram, it is not possible to distinguish the reserved word SPACES from the COMMAND value of
SPACES. The Toolset should not allow a command value of "SPACES".

This problem was reported in issue 00251709.

SYMPTOMS:

It is not possible to differentiate between "COMMAND IS SPACES" when SPACES is a reserved word versus a command
value.

IMPACT:

Using a command value of "SPACES" can cause confusion.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

If a Call External statement added with a Web Service has multiple repeating group views at the same level, the views are
not processed correctly. A consistency check reports an error.

This problem was reported in case 00082100.

SYMPTOMS:

All views are not correctly updated. A consistency check has the following error:

ERROR: ICCGV15E A Repeating Group MUST not contain more than one nested Repeating Group at the SAME LEVEL.

IMPACT:

The Call External statement cannot execute successfully.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

When a Radio Button Group is added through the Edit / Field Design, the Radio Button Group name is (incorrectly) set to
the value of the Radio Button Text.

This problem was reported in case 00289487.

SYMPTOMS:

When a Radio Button Group is added via Edit / Field Design, the Radio Button Group name is (incorrectly) set to the value
of the Radio Button Text.

IMPACT:

When using Web Generation, the name that is used is not the expected name.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

After implementing an Attribute, an INCONSISTENT Format for a column within the Data Structure List cannot be
resolved without doing a Specialize for the current DBMS (which clears previous customizations).

This problem was reported in Case 00297475.

SYMPTOMS:

Unable to resolve an INCONSISTENT Format for a column within the Data Structure List. If the column is detailed, the
Format field contains the word "INCONSISTENT" instead of displaying the DBMS Formats that are available for selection.
It is not possible to change the Format to a valid value.

IMPACT:

Unable to modify an INCONSISTENT Format for a column.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

After applying TSN85022, the Toolset no longer allows a NEXT statement to be added within a FOR loop.

This problem was reported in Case 00319136.

SYMPTOMS:

The Toolset does not allow a NEXT statement within a FOR loop.

IMPACT:

Unable to code a NEXT statement within a FOR loop.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

When a CALL EXTERNAL statement is added in an action diagram, there are no matched Input/Output parameters to be
selected.

This problem was reported in case 00336362.
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SYMPTOMS:

There are no import/export parameters available for selection when adding a CALL EXTERNAL statement.

IMPACT:

Unable to add a CALL EXTERNAL statement.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

In the Action Diagram, it is possible to add a CASE statement with duplicate values.

This problem was reported in Case 00349561.

SYMPTOMS:

It is possible to add a CASE statement with duplicate values, including SPACES, a single space, and multiple spaces
which should be considered the same value.

IMPACT:

This can cause confusion in coding the action diagram.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Unable to open and/or close an action diagram that contains INLINE CODE statements.

This problem was reported in case 00297859.

SYMPTOMS:

The Toolset abends with a dialog that says:

Toolset Workstation has stopped working.

IMPACT:

Potential loss of work.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

On rare occasions, a memory error can occur when attempting to save a model in the Toolset. If the Support option is
enabled, the user is still able to continue and save the model after receiving the memory error message. Without the
Support option, the user is unable to close or save the model and must use the task manager to end the Toolset process.

This problem was reported in case 00349178.

SYMPTOMS:

When attempting to exit/close a model, a memory error is received:

Memory corruption in model, cannot complete request.

The user can click OK to close the error dialog, but is not able to close or save the model. The user must use task
manager to end the process.
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IMPACT:

Potential loss of work.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

When a COM Proxy is generated, the Toolset abends with a Gen Internal Fatal Error. The COM Proxy files are all
generated and built successfully.

This problem was reported in case 00494732.

SYMPTOMS:

When a COM Proxy is generated, a Gen Internal Fatal Error dialog appears with the following message:

LA INTERNAL ERROR: Invalid parameters.

After <OK> is clicked, the Toolset closes. The build tool still completes a successful build of the COM Proxy.

IMPACT:

Potential loss of work.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

TSN86003\RO92612

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Reports display correctly within the Toolset, but if its HTML file is opened outside of Gen with Internet Explorer, the report
window is blank.

This problem was reported in Case 00479315.

SYMPTOMS:

When Internet Explorer is used to view a Toolset report, the window is blank.

IMPACT:

Unable to view reports outside of Gen.

CIRCUMVENTION:

Edit the .html file (either in Gen\report\xml or in <localmodel>\report\xml). Add the following META tag as the first tag after
the HTML tag. This tag instructs Internet Explorer to emulate Internet Explorer 7.

<meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=EmulateIE7">

z/OS PTFs

The section describes the z/OS PTFs that are included in Gen 8.6 Incremental Release 1:

RO93831 /  RO93832 / RO93833  / RO93834 / RO93835 / RO93836 / RO93862

In addition, Gen 8.6 Incremental Release #1 (IR1) provides the following new z/OS features.

TIMESTAMPDATETIME function
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This feature provides the new system defined function TIMESTAMPDATETIME. It has two input parameters. The first
parameter is a date in the YYYMMDD format. The second parameter is a time in the HHMMSS format. The routine returns
the timestamp in YYYYMMDDHHMMSS000000 format.

To use the new TIMESTAMPDATETIME function with existing 9.2.A6 models, upload or reload a new Schema Functions
Model and convert the models to add the definition of the new function to the model.

• For the Host Encyclopedia, reload the Schema Function Model by running CEJOB10 and CEJOB11 again after
applying and deploying IR1.

• Copy or backup the models you want to convert to be able to use the new system-defined function
TIMESTAMPDATETIME.

• Convert models in the 9.2.A6 schema to add the definition of the new system-defined function TIMESTAMPDATETIME
to the model.

For the sample model and the help model to include the new TIMESTAMPDATETIME function, either convert the models
as previously described or reload these models in the following order:

1. Copy or backup the existing sample model GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6.
2. Rename or delete the existing sample model GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 .6 (the reload job fails if the model is already in

the encyclopedia).
3. Reload the new sample model by running the CEJOB12 again after applying and deploying IR1.
4. Copy or backup the existing help model GEN SAMPLE HELP MODEL 8 6.
5. Rename or delete the existing help model GEN SAMPLE HELP MODEL 8 6 (the reload job fails if the model is already

in the encyclopedia).
6. Reload the new help model by running the CEJOB13 again after applying and deploying IR1.

SYMPTOMS:

None.

IMPACT:

None.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

=============================================================================

Gen IMS Connect Exits for IMS v14

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Gen 8.6 Incremental Release #1 (IR1) provides the following new feature:

Provide the Gen specific User Message Exit for IMS Connect v14. Provide user exits to enable further customization of
the IMS v14 Gen User Message Exit for security and encryption validation.

This was reported in Case 00615492.

SYMPTOMS:

None.

IMPACT:

The current version of CAGRITCP might encounter errors if used by IMS v14.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.
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=============================================================================

Add IMS DC TCP v14 Exits to MKUEITCP

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Add JCL to customize user exits for IMS Direct Connect for TCP/IP v14 to MKUEITCP procedure.

This was reported in Case 00615492.

SYMPTOMS:

None.

IMPACT:

Cannot customize the IMS Direct Connect for TCP/IP v14.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

=============================================================================

TISRVMSL Listener Abend S0C7

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Change in PTF RO85924 caused an incorrect value to be used to address Socktbl in the Multi Socket Server Listener
(TISRVMSL) when either a GIVESOCKET or a RECEIVE with NODATA condition is being handled.

This problem was reported in Case 00594441.

SYMPTOMS:

The TISRVMSL abends with the following error:

+DFHAP0001 TCICP1 An abend (code 0C7/AKEA) has occurred at offset X'0000048E' in module TISRVMSL.

IMPACT:

Customers cannot use the listener until it is restarted.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

After applying the PTF, stop the TIML listener and install the new version of TISRVMSL in the CICS DFHRPL library and
NEWCOPY it. The TIML listener can then be restarted.

=============================================================================

Consolidated Generator Changes

This PTF consolidates fixes, provided by common Generators used by the various platforms supported by Gen. Some
were provided as Gen 8.5 or Gen 8.6 PTFs, while others are in Gen 8.6 IR1 for distributed platforms.

Gen PTFs include the following:

GEN86001-Merge of GEN85030, GEN85033, and GEN85034 PTFs into 8.6.
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• GEN85030 - Cases 00285559 and 00285626
• GEN85033 - Cases 00314475 and 00366584
• GEN85034 - Case 00434162

Other Generator fixes:

• Case 00372206 - COBOL Compiler Library unnecessarily included in SYSLIB Concatenation
• Case 00518376 - Incorrect Find & Locate position in Load Module Expansion

============================================================================

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

NLS characters are missing in the COMMENT ON section when generating DDL for DB2.

This problem was reported in Case 00285559.

SYMPTOMS:

Users notice that the generated DDL has missing NLS characters in the COMMENT ON section.

IMPACT:

The generated comments are hard to read with the missing characters.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

============================================================================

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

DDL generators truncate the COMMENTS at 254 characters for DB2, although DB2 supports up to 762 characters.

This problem was reported in Case 00285626.

SYMPTOMS:

Users notice that the generated DDL COMMENT ON section is truncated at 254 characters.

IMPACT:

The generated comments can be truncated.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

=============================================================================

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

After upgrading to Gen 8.5, an abend is received when attempting to generate DDL on the Host Encyclopedia.

This problem was reported in Cases 00314475 and 00366584.

SYMPTOMS:

DDL generation fails and messages similar to the following are written to the <tiupref>.IEF.LOGFILE.<tiusufx> file:
   CEE3204S The system detected a protection exception
            (System Completion Code=0C4)
           From entry point DdlDb2::getDB2TSPartitionCstpropData(Datstrtb*)
            at compile unit offset +00000202 at entry offset +00000202
            at address 20020092.

                        or
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   CEE3204S The system detected a protection exception
            (System Completion Code=0C4)
            From entry point DdlDb2::getDB2TSPartitionCstpropData(Datstrtb*)
            at compile unit offset +000001EA at entry offset +000001EA
            at address 20167B3A.

IMPACT:

DDL generation cannot be completed successfully.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

=============================================================================

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

Gen Server Manager generation allows code to be generated that exceeds the documented user data size of 16,775,847
bytes.

This problem was reported in Case 00434162.

SYMPTOMS:

Possible runtime errors can occur in Cooperative applications if the user data size exceeds 16,775,847 bytes.

IMPACT:

Applications might return runtime errors.

CIRCUMVENTION:

Reduce view data size.

=============================================================================

DESCRIPTION:

The COBOL compiler library (..SIGYCOMP) is unnecessarily included in the SYSLIB concatenation during the link edit of
a generated application. This can lead to authorization errors.

This problem was reported in Case 00372206.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

SYMPTOMS:

When installing an application, an authorization error similar to the following can occur:
 ACF99913 ACF2 VIOLATION-00,00,TSNAAO,SYS4R0,SYS1.IGY.SIGYCOMP,N/A
 ACF90913  -DATASET CANNOT BE OPENED; AUTHORIZATION IS REQUIRED.

IMPACT:

Unable to install applications.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

=============================================================================

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:

The Find and Locate commands work inconsistently on the Load Module Expansion screen.

This problem was reported in Case 00518376.
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SYMPTOMS:

When searching for a Name on the Load Module Expansion screen, the member is not consistently positioned at the top.

IMPACT:

When a load module has many members, it is time consuming and frustrating to have to scroll down instead of just being
able to Find or Locate a Name.

CIRCUMVENTION:

None.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Support Online (some require login):

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Gen Maintenance grid (login required)
• Gen Release and Support Lifecycle Dates (login required)
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• CARS
• Broadcom Support Integration into Broadcom

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Gen EDGE Community
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
With the SMP/E internet service retrieval, you can have maintenance that is downloaded automatically to your system
regularly.

As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom offers a maintenance delivery service: SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval. This delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe
product maintenance over the Internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom
server.

This service reduces hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive and
allowing them to focus on higher value tasks.

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom product maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Broadcom Recommended Service and preventive services

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you acquire maintenance on demand or schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly.
The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.
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If you are an existing CSM customer, use this new service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the time that
is required to download PTFs.

To get started, review the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval documentation in the Mainframe Common Maintenance
Procedures documentation.

International Support
An internationalized product is an English product that operates correctly on local language versions of the required
operating system and required third-party products.

An internationalized product also supports local language data for input and output. Internationalized products also
support the ability to specify local language conventions for date, time, currency, and number formats.

A translated product is an internationalized product that includes local language support for the product user interface,
online help, and other documentation. A translated product also includes local language default settings for date, time,
currency, and number formats. A translated product is sometimes referred to as a localized product.

For this release, Gen supports the following international language for the Workstation Toolset and the Build Tool
components:

• Japanese

In addition, the following components display messages in the following languages:
.NET Runtime

- Arabic, Danish, German, Spanish, Finnish, French, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Dutch, Norwegian,
Swedish

Java Runtime
- Arabic, Danish, German, Spanish, Finnish, French, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Dutch, Norwegian,
Swedish

Client Manager
- Arabic, Danish, German, Spanish, Finnish, French, Italian, Japanese, Dutch, Norwegian, Swedish

Communications Bridge
- Arabic, Danish, German, Spanish, Finnish, French, Italian, Japanese, Dutch, Norwegian, Swedish

GUI Runtime
- Arabic, Danish, German, Spanish, Finnish, French, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Dutch, Norwegian,
Swedish

Product Accessibility Features
Product accessibility features help all users, regardless of ability, use this product and its supporting documentation to
accomplish vital business tasks.

Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks. This section outlines the accessibility features of Gen.

Accessibility Features Within the Product

Gen offers the following accessibility and compatibility features:
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Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.

NOTE
To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Accessibility From an Emulator

NOTE
The following information applies to Windows-based and Macintosh-based applications. Java applications run
on many host operating systems, some of which already have assistive technologies available to them. For
these existing assistive technologies to provide access to programs written in JPL, they need a bridge between
themselves in their native environments and the Java Accessibility support that is available from within the Java
virtual machine (or Java VM). This bridge has one end in the Java VM and the other on the native platform, so
it is slightly different for each platform it bridges to. Sun is developing both the JPL and the Win32 sides of this
bridge.

Gen supports the following accessibility enhancements through the use of your emulator or operating system:
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Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

Font style, color, and size of items
Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

Screen resolution
Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

Cursor width and blink rate
Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

Icon size
Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

High contrast schemes
Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

Volume
Increases or decreases the computer volume.

Text-to-Speech
Sets the options for the computer's hear command and for reading text aloud.

Warnings
Defines visual warnings.

Notices
Defines the aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.

Schemes
Associates computer sounds with specific system events.

Captions
Displays captions for speech and sounds.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

Repeat Rate
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

Tones
Defines tones that indicate when certain keys are pressed.

Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky
keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

Click Speed
Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.
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Click Lock
Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

Reverse Action
Reverses the actions that are controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

Blink Rate
Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

Pointer Options
Let you adjust the following actions:

• Hide the pointer while typing.
• Show the Pointer location.
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen.
• Choose the pointer size and color for increased visibility.
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box.

Keyboard Shortcuts

Gen supports the following keyboard shortcuts:

Keyboard Description
Ctrl+X Cut
Ctrl+C Copy
Ctrl+K Find Next
Ctrl+F Find and Replace
Ctrl+V Paste
Ctrl+S Save
Ctrl+Shift+S Save All
Ctrl+D Delete Line
Ctrl+Right Next Word
Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down
End Line End

Third-Party Software Acknowledgements
Inclusion of a third-party software agreement indicates that the noted third-party software is part of this release.

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with the Gen product
(the “Licensed Product”). The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the OSS referred to below and may also only
use portions of a given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom Inc. and/or its corporate affiliates (“Broadcom”)
makes the source code available for applicable OSS upon request. Send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com
including your name, address, the product name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom disclaims all warranties and liability arising from
or related to any use of the OSS.
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To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU
Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution, and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Also, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by writing to
the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, click the attached text file.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This list defines the acronyms and product names, in long and short form, that appear in this documentation.

This documentation references the following Broadcom products and abbreviations:

• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services (CCS)
• API Gateway
• Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS
• Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS
• Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS
• Rapid Reorg for DB2 for z/OS
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Technical Requirements
This article lists the summary of changes for the Gen 8.6 third-party software support.

Gen 8.6 supports the following versions of third-party software. All third-party software is not available on all hardware
platforms. Use this topic to identify the allowable combinations.

Download a PDF of this Technical Requirements section.

Change Summary

Date Rev Change

March 6, 2023 74 Added support for Consuming REST
APIs for COBOL Batch and Compatibility
applications.

January 31, 2023 73 Removed support for Windows Server
2016, Red Hat 7, and XL C/C++ V12.1
since expired by the vendor.

December 13, 2022 72 Enabled z/OS installation and maintenance
using z/OSMF.

December 13, 2022 71 Added support for Windows 11. Removed
(64-bit only) from other operating systems
since 32-bit isn't an option anyway.

December 2, 2022 70 Removed .NET browser chart since it's
redundant to info in Browser section.

October 26, 2022 69 Added support for WebLogic 14c.

October 12, 2022 68 Updated WebSphere Application Server
to clarify we support subsequent minor
versions. Also clarified the wording for
supported Browsers.

September 14, 2022 68 Added support for Passphrase.

July 14, 2022 67 Added support for DB2 v13.

July 11, 2022 66 Added support for COBOL 6.4.

June 3, 2022 65 Added support for CICS TS 6.1. 20

June 3, 2022 64 Updated Oracle line items and DB2 11.x
to clarify we support subsequent minor
versions.

January 4, 2022 63 Added support for Adding a Call REST.

October 5, 2021 62 Added support for OpenJDK 8 and 11 with
supported versions of JBoss EAP.

September 30, 2021 61 z/OS COBOL Generators upgraded to C+
+ v2.2. z/OS runtimes upgraded to COBOL
6.2, C/C++ v2.2 and Db2 v12.
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Date Rev Change

August 11, 2021 60 Removed IMS v14 and Microsoft SQL
Server 2016 since expired by the vendor.
Supports minor versions for Oracle
Developer Studio, JBoss EAP, .NET,
Tuxedo, HP NonStop, and Jolt.

June 2, 2021 59 Moved Application Server information from
General Comments to the Third-Party
Software Version page, and simplified to
more accurately reflect current supported
software.

June 2, 2021 58 Removed Operating Systems Versions from
General Comments since it is redundant
information.

May 19, 2021 57 Support dropped for Microsoft Visual Studio
Professional 2010 and 2012.

May 4, 2021 56 Support for IBM WebSphere MQ v9.2.

April 4, 2021 55 z/OS Implementation Toolset upgraded to
COBOL 6.2 and Db2 v12.

March 23, 2021 54 Host Encyclopedia upgraded to PL/I v5.2
and Db2 v12. z/OS Implementation Toolset
upgraded to Db2 v12.

March 15, 2021 53 Changed 'Oracle Solaris Studio' to 'Oracle
Developer Studio' due to vendor re-
branding. Also added minor releases.

March 12, 2021 52 Updated Operating Systems, Compilers,
Application Servers, and Miscellaneous
Third-Party Software sections in Third-Party
Software by indicating those versions that
are no longer supported by the vendor and
CA.
The following items were removed:

• Adobe - Adobe Reader v9.1.0
• IBM WebSphere Application Server

8.5.0.1
• Solaris 10 (1/13) SPARC (64-bit only)
• Microsoft Visual Studio Professional

2015

February 18, 2021 51 Support for IBM Personal Communications
for Windows V14. Support dropped for IBM
Personal Communications for Windows V6.

January 27, 2021 50 Support for Red Hat Enterprise 8.2. Support
dropped for Red Hat 6.10. 19

December 14, 2020 49 Support for Microsoft SQL Server 2019.

December 14, 2020 48 Modified versions of RHEL 7 that are
supported.
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Date Rev Change

November 5, 2020 47 Support for Windows Server 2019. 18

September 17, 2020 46 Support for Oracle 19c. 17

July 7, 2020 45 Support for Microsoft Visual Studio
Professional 2019. 16

June 30, 2020 44 Support dropped for WildFly 10.1. 15
Support dropped for IMS v13.
Support dropped for Tuxedo 12.1.
Support dropped for Jolt 12.1.

April 28, 2020 43 Support for COBOL 6.3 compiler.

April 6, 2020 42 Support for ECI v2. 14
Support for IBM CICS Transaction Gateway
for Multiplatforms v9.2.

March 4, 2020 41 Support for Tuxedo 12.2.
Support for Jolt 12.2.
Support for JBoss EAP 7.2.

February 5, 2020 40 Support for Red Hat 6.10.
Support dropped for Red Hat 6.2.

February 4, 2020 39 Support for DB2 11.1 ESE for AIX, Linux,
and Windows.
Support dropped for DB2 10.1 ESE for AIX,
Linux, and Windows.

January 3, 2020 38 Support for AIX 7.1 TL5.
Support dropped for AIX 7.1 TL1.

December 18, 2019 37 Support for AIX 7.2 TL3.
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Date Rev Change

November 14, 2019 36 Updated Operating Systems, LINUX,
Databases, and Application Server sections
by removing versions of third-party software
that are no longer supported by the vendor
and CA.
The following items were removed:

• Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit)
• Windows 8.1 (32-bit and 64-bit)
• Windows Server 2008 R2 (32-bit and

64-bit)
• Windows Server 2012 R2 (64-bit)
• Red Hat Enterprise LINUX Server

7.2 for x86_64 64-bit, or a LINUX
distribution with the following
characteristics:
kernel 3.10.0-327, gcc 4.8.5-4, glibc
2.17-106

• Microsoft SQL Server 2014
• Oracle Database 12c (12.1.0.x)
• Oracle WebLogic Server 12c (12.1)
• Microsoft IIS 7.5 as bundled with

Windows 7
• Microsoft IIS 8.5 as bundled with

Windows 8.1 and Windows Server 2012
R2

• JBoss Application Server 5.1.0 plus
jbossws-metro-3.2.2 stack for Web
Services

August 19, 2019 35 IBM WebSphere MQ v9.1.

June 28, 2019 34 z/OS dynamic runtime updated to use:
CICS TS v5.4, IMS v15, and IBM MQ v9.1.

June 3, 2019 33 Support for Oracle 18c.13

June 3, 2019 32 Support for Java 11 Runtime.  12

May 29, 2019 31 Support for Security-Enhanced CRT
Functions.  11

December 19, 2018 30 Support for JBoss EAP. 10

December 13, 2018 29 Included COM proxies to usage of Visual
Studio Build Tools 2017.

November 29, 2018 28 Usage of Visual Studio Build Tools 2017. 9

November 2, 2018 27 Support for Visual Studio 2017. 8

October 18, 2018 26 Support for IMS Connect v15. 7

October 2, 2018 25 Support for XL C/C++ for AIX, V13.1.

September 13, 2018 24 Added IBM Java Technology Edition 8 for z/
OS to supported Application Environments.
Added sub-release to Oracle Database
support.
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Date Rev Change

September 10, 2018 23 Support for Red Hat Enterprise Linux
Server 7.5.

June 27, 2018 22 Support for SSL v3/TLS v1.2 for Client
Manager. 6

June 9, 2018 21 Support for SSL v3/TLS v1.2 for C Proxies.
5

May 30, 2018 20 Updated WebLogic support to include 12.2.

May 18, 2018 19 Support for WildFly Application Server.

April 27, 2018 18 Support for SSL v3/TLS v1.2 for GUI client.
4

March 29, 2018 17 Support for SSL/TLS v1.2 for Java Proxies.
3

January 25, 2018 16 Support for Micro Focus InfoConnect V16.

November 14, 2017 15 Support for IBM WebSphere MQ v9.

November 8, 2017 14 Support for Oracle 12c (12.1.0 and 12.2.0).

October 3, 2017 13 Support for Windows Server 2016. 2

October 2, 2017 12 Support for Microsoft SQL Server 2016.

April 24, 2017 11 Support for DB2 v12.1.

April 24, 2017 10 Support for IMS v14.

January 17, 2017 9 Support for IMS Connect v14. 1

December 7, 2016 8 Support for IBM WebSphere Application
Server 9.0.0.0.

December 7, 2016 7 Updated Tomcat version for 'Tested
Application Server' in 'Web Service Wizard'
section.

December 5, 2016 6 Updated 'Application Servers' section about
Java EE under 'General Comments' page.

September 28, 2016 5 Support for Solaris 10.

September 28, 2016 4 Updated Browser Information and
Application Server sections for Windows 10
and Windows 2008 R2.

September 22, 2016 3 Support for COBOL 6.1 compiler.

June 29, 2016 2 Gen 8.6 GA version published.

June 15, 2016 1 Original update from Gen 8.5 IR 4.

NOTE

1 Support for IMS Connect v14 requires PTF RO93833.

2 Support for Windows Server 2016 requires the following PTFs: GEN86105, CSN86102, CSI86101, and
CSR86101 when generating MS/SQL through ODBC.
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3 Support for SSL/TLS for Java Proxies requires PTF RTJ86101/SS01133. Java proxies use the default SSL
protocol version that is supported with SDK. For Java 1.8, the supported protocol is TLS v1.2. The SSL version
can be overridden from the command prompt, when executing the Java proxy.

4 Support for SSL/TLS for GUI client requires PTF RTN86109/SO01675.

5 Support for SSL/TLS for C Proxies requires PTF RTN86111/SS03948.

6 Support for SSL/TLS for Client Manager requires PTF CCN86103/SS04179.

7 Support for IMS Connect v15 requires PTF SO05670.

8 Support for Visual Studio 2017 requires the following PTFs: BTN86113, CCN86104, RTA86107, RTN86117,
and TSN86116.

9 Usage of Visual Studio Build Tools 2017 requires the following PTFs: BTN86113, BTN86115, CCN86104,
RTA86107, RTN86117, and TSN86116.

10 Support for JBoss EAP requires the following PTFs: RTN86118, RTJ86107, RTA86108, GSN86105, and
BTN86114.

11 Support for Security-Enhanced CRT Functions requires the following PTFs: GEN86114, CSN86110,
CSI86102, and CSR86102.

12 Support for Java 11 Runtime requires the following PTFs: RTJ86109 and BTN86117.

13 Support for Oracle 18c requires PTF RTN86121.

14 Support for ECI v2 requires the following PTFs: RTN86206, SO12045, and SO12046.

15 Demand for WildFly has been minimal, therefore, we no longer certify it. To change this decision, you can
vote for the ideation HERE.

16 Support for Microsoft Visual Studio Professional 2019 requires the following PTFs: BTN86201, RTN86208,
and TSN86209.

17 Support for Oracle 19c for Windows CSE requires PTF CSN86204.

18 Support for Windows Server 2019 has optional PTF TSN86206. This PTF is cosmetic only.

19 Support for Red Hat 8.2 or higher requires the RPM ncurses-compat-libs. Also the PTF RTX86209 should be
applied if building Tuxedo applications, including those accessed through Java JOLT.

20 CICS v6r1 uses Instruction Execution Protection (IEP) feature (set to True),  PTF LU06760 must be applied.

General Comments
The third-party software versions that are listed in this section have been used to test this release of Gen.

Support Policy

In the following topics, we use the term certify to refer to the third-party software that was used in our testing of the
product. If a customer runs into a problem using a version of a third-party product other than the one specified in this
Technical Requirements section, then we work with the customer to try to reproduce the problem on the certified version
of the third-party product that was used in our testing process. If the problem can be reproduced on the certified version
of the third-party software, then we resolve the problem using that certified version with the expectation that the fix also
resolves the problem on the version of the software the customer is using. If the fix provided using the certified version
of the third-party software fails to resolve the problem that the customer is having or if we are unable to reproduce the
problem using the certified version of the third-party software, then the customer may have no choice but to change to the
certified version of the software specified in the Gen Technical Requirements (that is, this section).
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When the vendor for a third-party product terminates support for their product, it is no longer feasible for Broadcom
to continue to support that product integration. It is our policy to make support for a third-party product integration co-
terminus with the owning vendor support.

NOTE
Refer to the Gen Support and Certification Policy for z/OS in this section for the statement that defines the Gen
support and certification policy for z/OS and its included components (MVS, Comm Server, JES, and so on) and
IMS/TM, CICS/TS, Enterprise COBOL, and DB2.

WARNING
All modules within an application are subject to the support policy of the product release in which they are
produced.

Furthermore, using the Compatibility feature without selecting the Process modules that are marked for the
Compatibility option does not change the support policy or support time frame that is associated with those
modules that are marked for Compatibility. Therefore, modules that are marked for Compatibility and their
components are supported at the release level at which they are built.

Virtualization Systems

Because of the maturity of existing virtualization systems available today, Gen no longer certifies any specific virtualization
product. Instead, a customer may install and run Gen 8.6 on any of the available third-party virtualization products. If
they run into a problem on a virtual environment, we try to reproduce the problem in a non-virtual environment. If the
problem cannot be reproduced in a non-virtual environment, then the customer must work the issue with the third-party
virtualization software vendor. We work with the third-party virtualization vendor to help resolve the problem as needed.

Active Control Support Policy

Support of TAB controls for GUI applications is limited to the Tab Pro control provided by FarPoint Technologies Inc. While
this control is no longer supported by its distributing company, it continues to work with this version of Gen.

Remember that Gen has not been tested with all ActiveX controls available in the market. Therefore, we cannot guarantee
they all work with Gen.

ActiveX Controls and Web Generation

ActiveX controls can be executed only on web browsers that execute on Windows operating systems and only with web
servers running on Windows operating systems. The Internet Explorer browser supports ActiveX controls natively while
the Firefox browser does not.

While Gen does support ActiveX controls with the Web Generation option, a class of controls known as "containers" is not
supported. A container is an ActiveX control that embeds other controls. HTML does not comprehend embedded controls.
This is not a Gen constraint but rather a result of the incompatibility of the two (container ActiveX controls and HTML)
technologies. Therefore, container controls (such as tab controls) are not supported with the Web Generation option.

Customers migrating existing GUI applications to the web must have a strategy in place for dealing with these types of
controls. One technique specific to tab controls is to remove the tab control from the window and replace the individual
tabs with separate windows or dialog boxes.

Controls that have properties or methods that return object data types are not supported with Web Generation. An
example of such a control is the ListView control which returns an image object. Controls that use absolute paths to
reference components which are required for the ActiveX control to function as expected also are not supported by Web
Generation.

As a general guideline, ActiveX controls act in a similar manner in Web Generation as they do in Web Authoring Tools
such as Microsoft FrontPage.
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Web Controls and ASP.NET

Microsoft no longer supports the Microsoft IE Web Controls. Therefore, support for these controls has been removed from
the Gen software. The following third-party Web Controls are not supported in this Gen release:

• Any Microsoft System.Web.UI.WebControls.WebParts*
• Any controls in Infragistics2.WebUI.WebHtml.Editor.v6.1.dll

Gen only supports Web Controls derived from the .NET System.Web.UI.WebControls. WebControl classes that can be
used at design-time with Visual Studio 2015, when a third-party .NET Web Control cannot be used at design-time in Visual
Studio 2015, do not work within the Host.

ASP.NET Data-bound Controls

The status of Data Bound Controls has not changed from prior releases and is included here as a reminder. ASP.NET
Data Bound controls are not directly supported within Gen.

For example, you cannot specify a Data Source property through the Property Grid for a third-party ASP.NET Web
Control. You might see an ‘Object reference’ not set to an instance of an object if you attempt to do so. If you want to
populate data binding properties for an ASP.NET control, you must do it in the Action Diagram (using CreateNetObject
calls to instantiate appropriate .NET objects with SET statements to populate the properties with the instantiated objects)
or through an External Action Block.

Gen 8.6 supports a new version of the .NET Framework (listed under Application Environments). Gen 8.6 also supports
the ASP.NET Third-party Web Controls provided by this version of the .NET Framework.

NOTE
The third-party Web Controls from earlier .NET Frameworks are not supported. Customers can use these
controls. However, if a problem arises, the same issue must be demonstrated with the supported .NET
Framework-based controls.

Upon opening a window containing an ASP.NET Web Control, the tool set automatically upgrades the control to use
the supported .NET Framework version. Other non-Microsoft controls must be individually upgraded per control. For
customers that use Infragistics controls, you must upgrade to the latest version.

NOTE

Microsoft does not support ActiveX controls in ASP.NET applications. Therefore, Gen cannot support ActiveX
controls in ASP.NET applications.

Microsoft Service Packs and Feature Updates Support

We do not certify service packs and feature updates for the Microsoft platforms and technologies that are listed as
supported in Gen Technical Requirements. If problems arise, we provide fixes as necessary to ensure that the latest
release of Gen works correctly. This automatic certification applies only to service packs and feature updates, not to major
product releases.

Gen Tools that Require Java

The installation of Gen 8.6 includes a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) that is used to run the Gen tools that require a
Java runtime to execute. These tools include the Diagram Trace Utility, Build Tool, and Gen Studio. The JRE used by Gen
is installed in the <Program Files Directory-32 bit>\CA\SharedComponents\JRE directory. The GEN86JRE environment
variable is set to this location during installation. Regardless of what other JREs you may have installed, ensure that the
GEN86JRE environment variable always points to the delivered JRE directory.

This is being done so that users do not have to download and install a separate JRE just to run the Gen tools.
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NOTE
A Java Development Kit (JDK) that contains the Java compiler is still required to be installed separately to
generate applications that target Java.

SSL, TLS Protocols

The supported protocols are SSLv3 and higher; so it is SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, and TLSv1.2.

The actual protocol version that is used is negotiated to the highest version mutually supported by the client and the
server.

Gen Support and Certification Policy for z/OS
The following statement defines the Gen support and certification policy for z/OS. The policy includes components MVS,
Comm Server, JES, IMS/TM, CICS/TS, Enterprise COBOL, IBM WebSphere MQ, and DB2.

We support any current version of Gen (for those operations that are expressly supported by Gen) with all releases that
are currently also supported by IBM. For example, if Gen is released when supported IBM z/OS versions are 2.1, 2.2, and
2.3, Broadcom Supports those versions then. If z/OS 2.4 is then released and z/OS 2.1 is dropped during the Gen release
supported lifetime, the now supported versions would be 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 and support for z/OS 2.1 is withdrawn.

We do not provide material support to help with the operation of Gen on non-supported releases of these IBM products,
regardless of their status at the time the currently supported Gen releases were first made available. So, in the previous
example where support for z/OS 2.1 is withdrawn, any current Gen releases would no longer be supported on that release
of z/OS.

We perform certification testing only at major version changes for these products. For example, CICS/TS certification
testing would be performed for release 5.1, and again for 6.1, but not for 5.2. We will, when warranted by product
changes, perform extra certifications between versions on an on-demand basis.

Third-Party Software Version
This article contains information about third-party software versions.

Operating Systems

Windows

• Windows 10 (32-bit and 64-bit)
• Windows 11
• Windows Server 2019

HP-UX

• HP-UX 11i v3 (B11.31) Integrity

Solaris

• Solaris 11 (11/11) SPARC

AIX

• AIX 7.1 TL5 (and subsequent TL versions)
• AIX 7.2 TL3 (and subsequent TL versions)
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Linux

• SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 for x86_64 64-bit, or a Linux distribution with the following characteristics:
kernel 3.12.28-4-default, gcc 4.8.3, glibc 2.19-17

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 8.2 for x86_64 64-bit (and subsequent 8.x minor versions), or a Linux distribution with
the following minimal characteristics:
kernel 4.18.0-240, gcc 8.3.1-5, glibc 2.28-127, ncurses-compat-libs 6.1.-7

• Linux IT installer for x86_64 64-bit with the following characteristics:
32-bit glibc library package, glibc.i686

NOTE
Certification tests also showed that Gen Cooperative load modules running under RHEL 8 are sensitive to the
LANG environment variable being set improperly. Users must exercise caution when setting this environment
variable. Be sure to use the proper case for all parts of the variable value. For example, if listed from the locale
-a command in lower case (utf), the environment variable must use the lowercase value and not set to upper
case (UTF) or mixed case (Utf).

HP NonStop

• HP NonStop RVU J06.18.01 (and subsequent versions)

NOTE
RVU J06.18.01 requires SPR T2766H70^ACQ.

z/OS

The Broadcom Support and certification policy for z/OS of this document defines the support and certification policy for z/
OS and its included components.

Gen 8.6 has evolved to use new versions of the Third-Party software that is released since Gen 8.6 GA. In line with the
Continuous Delivery strategy, the updates to Gen 8.6 are delivered as upgrade PTFs.

Customers must evaluate and, if necessary, upgrade their Third-Party products to be able to apply these PTFs.

Refer to the Gen Compatibility Matrix for a list of all the third-party products supported by Gen.

Refer to the z/OS Compatibility Matrix for a list of supported z/OS versions for Gen 8.6. All applications run in the 31-bit
mode.

Compilers

• Microsoft Visual Studio Professional 2017
• Microsoft Visual Studio Professional 2019
• Oracle Java Development Kit 1.8.0 for Windows (and subsequent minor versions)
• Oracle Java Development Kit 11.0.2 for Windows
• OpenJDK 8 (and subsequent minor versions) [certified only with JBoss EAP]
• OpenJDK 11 (and subsequent minor versions) [certified only with JBoss EAP]
• HP ANSI C Version C.11.31.04.2 for HP-UX 11i v3 (B11.31) Integrity
• HP aC++ Compiler Version A.06.20 for HP-UX 11i v3 (B11.31) Integrity
• Oracle Developer Studio 12.x (only subsequent minor versions that are also supported by the vendor)
• XL C/C++ for AIX, V13.1
• The supported versions of IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS for Gen 8.6 is included in the Gen Compatibility Matrix.
• GCC as supplied with Linux
• HP NonStop TNS/E Native C Compiler
• HP NonStop c89 Compiler as supplied with NonStop
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NOTE

• z/OS Gen 8.6 GA runtimes were compiled using COBOL V5.1.1 and require Runtime Support for Enterprise
COBOL V5. z/OS Gen 8.6 upgrade PTFs recompiled the Gen runtimes using COBOL 6.2 and require
Runtime Support for Enterprise COBOL 6.2. Generated applications can use any version of COBOL
supported by IBM.

• Microsoft Visual Studio Build Tools can be used to build Gen 8.6 generated applications for blockmode, GUI,
and cooperative C applications, ASP.NET web clients, .NET proxies, and COM proxies.

Databases

Oracle

Version Drivers
Windows 12c (12.2.x.x)

18c
19c

12c JDBC, 12c ODBC, 12.2cR1 ADO.NET
18c JDBC
19c JDBC, 19c ODBC, 19c ADO.NET

HP-UX 12c (12.2.x.x)
18c
19c

12c JDBC
18c JDBC
19c JDBC

AIX 12c (12.2.x.x)
18c
19c

12c JDBC
18c JDBC
19c JDBC

Linux 12c (12.2.x.x)
18c
19c

12c JDBC
18c JDBC
19c JDBC

Solaris 12c (12.2.x.x)
18c
19c

12c JDBC
18c JDBC
19c JDBC

NOTE
Gen 8.6 requires that the ODBC drivers be 3.x compliant and the JDBC drivers be 2.x compliant. Gen 8.6 does
not certify or support all combinations of vendor-supplied JDBC drivers.

DB2

Version Drivers
Windows 11.x ESE 11.1 JDBC, 11.1 ODBC, 11.1 ADO.NET
AIX 11.x ESE 11.1 JDBC
Linux 11.x ESE 11.1 JDBC

z/OS

The DBRMs provided with Gen 8.6 GA were built with Db2 v11. As that version of Db2 was compatible with Db2 V10, V11
and V12, all three versions of Db2 can be used by Gen 8.6 GA.

Gen 8.6 PTFs LU00268, LU00269, and LU00570 upgrade Gen to use Db2 v12. These PTFs and any subsequent Gen
8.6 PTFs should be applied to Db2 V12, but works if applied to Db2 V11 in compatibility mode. Db2 V11 is no longer
supported by IBM and Gen.

Refer to the DB2 Compatibility Matrix for a list of the Database products supported by Gen.
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MS SQL

Version Drivers
Windows Server 2019 2019 JDBC, 2019 ODBC, 2019 ADO.NET,

SQL Server Native Client

NonStop SQL

Version
HP NonStop SQL/MP Release J01
HP NonStop SQL/MX Release 3.2.1

Application Environments

• Oracle Java SE Runtime Environment 1.8.0 for Windows (and subsequent minor versions)
• Oracle Java SE Runtime Environment 1.8.0 for Solaris (and subsequent minor versions)
• Oracle Java SE Runtime Environment 1.8.0 HP-UX Integrity (and subsequent minor versions)
• Oracle Java SE Runtime Environment 1.8.0 for AIX (and subsequent minor versions)

NOTE
AIX 7.1 TL03 or higher is required.

• Oracle Java SE Runtime Environment 1.8.0 for Linux (and subsequent minor versions)
• HP Java SE Runtime Environment 1.7.0 Update 25 for HP Nonstop
• IBM Java Technology Edition 8 for z/OS
• .NET Framework 3.5 SP1
• .NET v4.x for Continuous Delivery (only subsequent minor versions that are also supported by the vendor)

Application Servers

• Oracle WebLogic Server 12c (12.2.x.x)
• Oracle WebLogic Server 14c
• Refer to the CICS Transaction Server Compatibility Matrix for a list of supported IBM CICS Transaction Server

versions for Gen 8.6
• Refer to IMS Compatibility Matrix for a list of supported IBM IMS Transaction Manager versions for Gen 8.6
• IBM WebSphere Application Server 9.0.x (only subsequent minor versions that are alos supported by the vendor)
• Microsoft IIS 10 as bundled with Windows 10
• JBoss EAP 7.x (only subsequent minor versions that are also supported by the vendor)

NOTE
Gen .NET applications require a .NET v2.0 Application Pool. After applying RTA86103, Gen .NET applications
require a .NET v4.0 Application Pool.

NOTE

With WebSphere Application Server 9.0, Gen EJB web service cannot be deployed in the application server
when an EJB Web Service and a Custom Web Service are packaged together; WebSphere 9.0 is not able to
start the EJB Web Service. We are working with IBM to identify the possible fix.

In the meantime, use the following steps as a workaround for WebSphere 9.0:

1. Remove the Custom Web Service dependency from the EJB Web Service JAR file using the following steps:
a. The assembled EAR contains a JAR file that is named using the server load module. For example,

WEBAPSVR.jar.
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b. Open this jar file and edit META-INF/MANIFEST.MF. Remove the <Custom_Web_Service>.war entry
from "Class-Path”.

c. Deploy the application in WebSphere 9.0.
2. After deploying the EAR file, set the WAR file loading option to “Application” from the WebSphere console

application.

Supported Java Application Servers

The following matrix details which application servers were tested on which Gen supported platforms.

WebSphere WebLogic JBoss EAP
Windows Yes Yes Yes
HP-UX Not Tested Not Tested Not Tested
Solaris Not Tested Yes Not Tested
AIX Yes Not Tested Not Tested
z/OS Not Tested Not Tested Not Tested
Linux Yes Yes Yes

Application Servers other than the ones listed above that comply with the latest stable version of the Oracle Java EE
specification can be used with Gen. Use the application server vendor supplied deployment.

To compile generated Java 8 applications, ensure that you download Java EE from the Oracle website and JDK from the
Oracle or OpenJDK website.

NOTE
For Java 11, Java EE is not supported. Individual third-party jars that are required for deployment are being
supplied with the Gen installation. The only currently supported Application Server for Java 11 is JBoss EAP.

Supported .NET Application Servers

IIS is the only Application Server that is used to test COM proxies, .NET proxies, ASP.NET Web Clients, and Gen .NET
Servers.

Browsers

We certify Gen Client web pages using the latest versions of Edge and Chrome. We support Gen Client web pages using
Edge, Chrome, Firefox, and Edge in compatibility mode for Internet Explorer.

• You must apply WKS86300 which includes RTA86102 and RTV86102.

Middleware

• IMS Connect as delivered with IMS v15
• IBM CICS Transaction Gateway for Multiplatforms v9.1, v9.2 (and subsequent 9.x minor versions)
• IBM MQ v9.1, v9.2 (and subsequent 9.x minor versions)
• Microsoft Host Integration Server 2006 or newer with 32-bit client support
• IBM Communication Server for Windows
• HP NonStop Remote Server Call (RSC/MP) Release 7.3

NOTE
We certified Gen on IBM CICS Transaction Gateway for Multiplatforms only, however, we also expect that the
IBM CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS and IBM CICS Transaction Gateway Desktop Edition products work.
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Tuxedo

Tuxedo servers are available for the following UNIX systems:

Tuxedo Server Platforms Tuxedo Version Jolt Version
AIX 12.x 12.x
Solaris 12.x 12.x
HP-UX Integrity 12.x 12.x
Linux 12.x 12.x

NOTE
Subsequent minor versions that are supported by the vendor are also supported by Broadcom.

There is no Tuxedo server for Windows systems.

Tuxedo Client Platforms Tuxedo Version Jolt Version
Supported Windows Platforms 12.x 12.x

Miscellaneous Third-Party Software

• Attachmate EXTRA! 9.2 SP1
• IBM Personal Communications for Windows V14
• Micro Focus InfoConnect V16
• Rumba Office Mainframe Display Version 9.4.1
• FarPoint Technologies - tab32x30.ocx, v3.1

Web Service Wizard Requirements

• Gen 8.6 Toolset
• Java SE Development Kit 8.0 Update 60
• Apache-Axis Web Service Application Server: 1.4
• Tested Application Server: Tomcat 9.0.0.M13

CSM

The set of Gen 8.6 z/OS products are delivered using a CSM-compliant Electronic Software Delivery (ESD) PAX file.
CSM allows customers the opportunity to directly acquire Gen 8.6 software and maintenance directly from the Broadcom
Support Online website. See CSM for more information.

Common Components and Services

Refer to the Common Components and Services compatibility matrix for the version of Common Components and
Services used by Gen. At various points in Gen mainframe software, an LMP check is performed to determine if the Gen
mainframe software is licensed on your processor. CAIRM includes License Management Program (LMP).

Development Platform Environments
This article provides information for the Development Platform Environments.

Toolset Encyclopedia Servers Encyclopedia Clients
Windows Windows Windows
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z/OS
HP-UX Integrity
AIX (IBM)

Windows Workstation Toolset

Workstation to Host Seamless Communications Any of the following:
• Attachmate, Rumba, or IBM (PC3270).
• See Third-Party Software Acknowledgements for version

numbers.

Documentation Adobe Reader. See Third-Party Software Version for version
numbers.

TAB Control GrapeCity FarPoint discontinued Tab Pro. Support on 4/21/2011.
Display Resolution 1024 x 768 or higher– with 16-bit colors

Implementation Toolset

This section identifies the third-party software that is required to build generated applications.

Windows Platforms

To build C and C# generated applications, C, COM, and .NET Proxies on Windows platforms, use the Visual Studio
version that is listed in the Compilers section.

To build GUI applications using HTML Help, use the HTML Help Compiler from Microsoft. To build Java generated
applications and Java Proxy applications, download the Java EE + JDK bundle that is listed under Application
Environments.

HP-UX

To build generated applications on HP-UX platforms, use the HP compilers.

User written applications using the C Proxy must be built using the specified HP compilers. Java applications must be built
on a Windows platform.

Solaris

To build generated applications on Solaris, use the compiler for Solaris.

User written applications using the C Proxy must be built using the specified Solaris compiler.

Java applications must be built on a Windows platform.

AIX

To build generated applications on AIX, use the IBM compiler.

User written applications using the C Proxy must be built using the specified IBM compiler. Java applications must be built
on a Windows platform.

Linux

To build generated applications on Linux use the GNU C compiler that is provided with your SuSE or Red Hat distribution.
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HP NonStop

To build generated applications on HP NonStop, use the HP NonStop compilers.

z/OS

To build generated applications for CICS, TSO, or IMS, you need Enterprise COBOL for z/OS.

User Exits

To build “user exits”, all build machines may require the Application Developer's Kit (ADK) and runtime software that is
supplied with the given middleware product.

CSE & Host Encyclopedia

Encyclopedia Platform Supported Database 1 Supported Database 2
Windows CSE Oracle SQL Server
HP-UX CSE Oracle
AIX CSE Oracle
Host Encyclopedia DB2

NOTE

• For Windows, the CSE Configuration requires 4.0 or a later version of .NET.
• For Windows CSE Servers using a 64-bit Oracle database, install the 32-bit Oracle client software also with

the 64-bit Oracle database software.
• For a Gen 8.6 CSE installation, the Oracle certified-version client is required, but a partnered Oracle certified-

version server can be used for the database itself.
According to the Gen 8.6 Technical Requirements for a Windows CSE, the 32-bit Oracle certified-version
client is required because the Windows CSE software is 32-bit.
CSEs on HP-UX & AIX, require the 64-bit Oracle certified-version database.

For Windows CSE Servers running on a 64-bit Windows operating system using a Microsoft SQL Server database, the
32-bit version of the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio or tools must be installed. Also, the CSE configuration
utility is designed to work with a non-named SQL Server instance only.

NOTE
Always install the CSE Coordination Server and the Encyclopedia Server on the system on which its database is
installed. Using the remote data access facility of the database negatively impacts performance.
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Encyclopedia APIs

Application Target Environments
This article provides information for the application target environments that Gen uses for Windows, HP-UX, Solaris, AIX,
Linux, z/OS, and HP NonStop.

The following table lists the application target environments:

Windows HP-UX Solaris AIX Linux z/OS   HP NonStop
Pathway

Oracle Oracle Oracle Oracle Oracle SQL/MP
DB2 DB2 DB2 DB2 SQL/MX
CFB Server CFB Server CFB Server CFB Server CFB Server CFB Server CFB Server
SQL Server
ODBC
JDBC JDBC JDBC JDBC JDBC JDBC

TSO
CICS
IMS

TE TE TE TE TE
Tuxedo Tuxedo Tuxedo Tuxedo

JVM (EJB) JVM (EJB) JVM (EJB) JVM (EJB) JVM (EJB) JVM (EJB)
.NET Serviced
Components
WebSphere MQ WebSphere MQ
Java Web
Generation

Java Web
Generation

Java Web
Generation

Java Web
Generation

Java Web
Generation

Java Web
Generation
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Web View Web View Web View Web View Web View Web View
Web Services Web Services Web Services Web Services Web Services
ASP.NET
GUI (MFC)
.NET Proxy
Java Proxy Java Proxy Java Proxy Java Proxy Java Proxy
COM Proxy
C Proxy C Proxy C Proxy C Proxy
Client Manager
Comm Bridge

Technical Requirements for Generated Applications
This article lists all the combinations of Gen generated application types and the third-party applications, databases, and
middleware products that are required to execute the generated applications.

Blockmode Applications

All generated applications need the Gen runtimes plus the runtimes supplied by the various platform and/or operating
system vendors.

• On Windows systems, the Visual Studio runtimes are supplied by Microsoft. The databases that are supported for use
by generated applications at runtime are listed in the Windows Database section.

• For the HP-UX platform, you need the C++ and/or Tuxedo runtimes supplied by HP and Oracle respectively. The
databases that can be used by generated applications at runtime are defined in the HP UX Database section.

• For the Solaris platform, you need the C++ runtimes and/or Tuxedo runtimes supplied by Oracle. The databases that
can be used by generated applications at runtime are defined in the Solaris Database section.

• For the AIX platform, you need the C++ runtimes and/or Tuxedo runtimes supplied by IBM and Oracle
respectively. The databases that can be used by generated applications at runtime are defined in the AIX Database
section.

• For Linux, you need the C++ runtimes and/or Tuxedo runtimes supplied by your Linux distribution and Oracle
respectively. The databases that can be used by generated applications at runtime are defined in the Linux Database
section.

• For HP Nonstop, you need the C++ runtimes supplied by HP. The databases that can be used by generated
applications at runtime are defined in the HP NonStop section.

• On z/OS, the IBM Language Environment for z/OS Runtimes is supplied with the z/OS Operating System. DB2 is the
only database that is supported by Gen 8.6 on z/OS.

Windows Applications

Windows applications are standalone GUI applications that use a local database or that use a remote database where the
database vendor provides the network software. The runtime requirements are the same as for Blockmode applications
on Windows (see previous subtopic). The databases that can be used by Gen 8.6 are listed in the Windows Database
section.

Distributed Processing Applications

See Distributed Processing for a detailed explanation of distributed processing applications as supported by Gen.
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Distributed Processing Clients

The diagrams that are shown in the following sections are intended to help you visualize the cooperative flows between
various client and server types.

Windows GUI Distributed Processing Clients

NOTE
For Windows GUI Distributed Processing Clients, references to ECI refer to both ECI v1 and ECI v2.

Runtimes Visual Studio Runtimes
Optional Databases See Windows Database for detailed

information about the databases supported
on Windows.

Communications Middleware Vendor Product
TCP/IP Included with operating system
ECI IBM CICS Transaction Gateway
WebSphere MQ IBM WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo Tuxedo
.NET Remoting Microsoft
Java RMI Provided by Application Server
Client Manager Gen
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Communications Bridge Gen
Web Services Included with operating system

Web Generation Distributed Processing Clients

Application Servers See the Application Servers section.
Databases See Windows Database, HPUX Database,

Solaris Database, AIX Database, Linux
Database, or z/OS Database for detailed
information about the databases supported
by platform.
Access must be through JDBC.

Browsers (See note #1.) Internet Explorer, Edge, and Chrome
Communications Middleware Vendor Product

TCP/IP (see note #2.) Included with operating system
ECI IBM CICS Transaction Gateway
WebSphere MQ IBM WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo Tuxedo/Jolt
Java RMI Provided by Application Server
Web Services Included with operating system

NOTE

1. For Windows platforms only.
2. Linux supports TCP/IP only.
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Web View Distributed Processing Clients

Application Servers See the Application Servers Section.
Databases See Windows Database, HPUX Database,

Solaris Database, AIX Database, Linux
Database, or z/OS Database for detailed
information about the databases supported
by platform.
Access must be through JDBC.

Browsers (see note #1.) Internet Explorer, Edge, and Chrome
Communications Middleware Vendor Product

TCP/IP (see note #2.) Included with operating system
ECI IBM CICS Transaction Gateway
WebSphere MQ IBM WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo Tuxedo/Jolt
Java RMI Provided by Application Server
Web Services Included with operating system

NOTE

1. For Windows platforms only.
2. Linux supports TCP/IP only.
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ASP .NET Distributed Processing Clients

Execution Environment .NET Framework
Application Servers See the Application Server section.
Deployment Gen
Databases See Windows Database for detailed

information about the databases supported
on Windows.
Access must be through ADO.NET.

Browsers Internet Explorer, Edge, and Chrome
Communications Middleware Vendor Product

TCP/IP Included with operating system
WebSphere MQ IBM WebSphere MQ
.NET Remoting Microsoft
Web Services Included with operating system
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Distributed Processing Servers

Windows Distributed Processing Servers

Runtimes C++/C# Runtimes and as provided for the Windows Platform
Optional Databases
& Middleware

See Windows Database for detailed information on databases supported/platform. See the Distributed
Processing Server Profiles Section for detailed information about which databases are supported for each
middleware option.

Communications Middleware Flow
From Client

Target Server Middleware Server
to Server Flow

Target Server Vendor Product

TCP/IP TE
Tuxedo

N/A N/A Gen

Tuxedo

WebSphere MQ WebSphere MQ WebSphere MQ WebSphere MQ IBM WebSphere MQ
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.NET Remoting .NET Server DCOM
TCP/IP
ECI

.NET Server
TE, Comm Bridge
(See note.)
CICS, IMS
Tuxedo Server

Gen

IBM

Tuxedo

Web Services TE N/A N/A Gen

NOTE
Flow from .NET Server through Comm Bridge to CICS over LU6.2 or TCP/IP or ECI. Flow from .NET Server
through Comm Bridge to IMS over LU6.2 or TCP/IP.

UNIX Distributed Processing Servers

Runtimes C Runtimes as provided for the UNIX platforms.
Optional Databases
& Middleware

See UNIX Databases for detailed information about the databases supported per platform. See the Distributed
Processing Server Profiles Section for detailed information about which databases are supported for each
middleware option.
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Communications Middleware Flow
From Client

Target Server Middleware Server
to Server Flow

Target Server Vendor Product

TCP/IP TE
Tuxedo (See note 1.)

N/A N/A Gen

WebSphere MQ WebSphere MQ WebSphere MQ WebSphere MQ IBM WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo
ATMI

Tuxedo Server Tuxedo Tuxedo Server Tuxedo

Web Services TE N/A N/A Gen

NOTE
Only on supported UNIX platforms.

Linux Distributed Processing Servers

Runtimes C Runtimes as provided for the Linux Platforms.
Optional Databases
& Middleware

See Linux Databases for detailed information about the databases supported per platform. See the Distributed
Processing Server Profiles Section for detailed information about which databases are supported for each
middleware option.

Communications Middleware Flow
From Client

Target Server Middleware Server
to Server Flow

Target Server Vendor Product

TCP/IP TE N/A N/A Gen
Tuxedo
ATMI

Tuxedo Server Tuxedo Tuxedo Server Tuxedo
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HP NonStop Distributed Processing Servers

Runtimes C Runtimes as provided for the HP NonStop Platforms
Optional Databases
& Middleware

See HP NonStop Databases for detailed information on the databases supported.

Communications Middleware Flow
From Client

Target Server Middleware Server
to Server Flow

Target Server Vendor Product

RSC/MP Pathway N/A N/A Gen

z/OS Distributed Processing Servers – CICS

Runtimes IBM Language Environment for z/OS and VM Runtime as supplied
with z/OS Operating System

Databases z/OS Database
CICS See CICS versions supported.
Communications Middleware Vendor Product

LU6.2 (client) MS Host Integration
Server
(client) IBM Communication
Server
(server) Included with CICS,
APPC as supplied with z/OS
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TCP/IP Gen TCP/IP Direct Connect for
CICS;

TCP/IP included with operating
system

WebSphere MQ IBM WebSphere MQ
ECI IBM CICS Transaction Gateway

z/OS Distributed Processing Servers – IMS

Runtimes IBM Language Environment for z/OS and VM Runtime as supplied
with z/OS Operating System

Databases z/OS Database
IMS See IMS versions supported.
Communications Middleware Vendor Product

LU6.2 (client) MS Host Integration
Server
(client) IBM Communication
Server
(server) Included with IMS,
APPC as supplied with z/OS

TCP/IP Gen IMS TCP/IP Connect;

IMS Connect included with IMS

WebSphere MQ IBM WebSphere MQ

EJB Distributed Processing Servers

Execution Environment is JVM.

See the Application Servers section to identify the application servers that were used in testing Gen 8.6 EJBs.

See the database section to identify which JDBC database access providers were used in testing Gen 8.6.
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Flow from Client Target Server Server to Server Flows Target Server Vendor Product
Java RMI EJB TCP/IP

ECI
Java RMI

CICS, IMS, TE, Comm
Bridge (see note) or
Tuxedo Server.
CICS Server
EJB Server

Various
IBM CICS Transaction
Gateway
Provided by Application
Server

Web Services EJB WebSphere MQ
Jolt
Web Services

WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo
TE, EJB Server

IBM WebSphere MQ

Tuxedo

Gen

NOTE
Flow from EJB through Comm Bridge to CICS or IMS over LU6.2 or TCP/IP.
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Distributed Processing Infrastructure Components

Windows Client Manager

APIs Vendor Products
Communications Sockets

CPI-C
TCP/IP, included with operating system
MS Host Integration Server
IBM Communication Server

RSC/MP Host and Windows components add-ons
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Windows Communication Bridge

Client-side APIs Server-side APIs Vendor Products
Communications Sockets Sockets

CPI-C
ECI

TCP/IP, included with operating
system
MS Host Integration Server
IBM Communication Server
IBM CICS Transaction Gateway

RSC/MP RSC/MP Host and Windows components
add-ons

Interfaces

Interfaces allow one to hand-develop applications that can use the various proxies to perform cooperative flows to Gen
servers.

Java Proxies

If the application using the Java Proxy flows to an EJB, the Java SE used to build the proxy application must be the same
as that used by the Application Server. If the Java Proxy application targets any other back end server, then use Java SE
6.

Windows Java Proxies

While it is possible to access an EJB server through TCP/IP and remote CFB Services, it is more efficient to allow direct
Java RMI communication.
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Middleware Vendor Products
Communications TCP/IP

ECI
WebSphere MQ
Jolt
Java RMI
Web Services

Included with operating system
IBM CICS Transaction Gateway
IBM WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo
Provided by Application Server
Included with operating system

UNIX Java Proxies

While it is possible to access an EJB server through TCP/IP and remote CFB Services, it is more efficient to allow direct
Java RMI communication.
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Middleware Vendor Products
Communications TCP/IP

Jolt
WebSphere MQ
Java RMI
Web Services

Included with operating system
Tuxedo
IBM WebSphere MQ
Provided by Application Server
Included with operating system
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z/OS Java Proxies

Middleware Vendor Products
Communications TCP/IP

ECI
WebSphere MQ
Jolt
Java RMI
Web Services

Included with operating system
IBM CICS Transaction Gateway
IBM WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo
Provided by Application Server
Included with operating system
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COM Proxies

NOTE
For COM Proxies, references to ECI refer to both ECI v1 and ECI v2.

Runtimes Visual Studio runtimes for C++
Middleware Vendor Products

Communications TCP/IP
ECI
WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo
Java RMI
Web Services

Included with operating system
IBM CICS Transaction Gateway
IBM WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo
Provided by Application Server
Included with operating system
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.NET Proxies

Runtimes .NET Framework
Middleware Vendor Products

Communications TCP/IP
.NET Remoting
WebSphere MQ
Web Services

Included with operating system
Microsoft
IBM WebSphere MQ
Included with operating system

C Proxies

Windows C Proxies
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NOTE
For Windows C Proxies, references to ECI refer to both ECI v1 and ECI v2.

Runtimes Visual Studio runtimes for C++
Middleware Vendor Products

Communications TCP/IP
ECI
WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo
Java RMI
Web Services

Included with operating system
IBM CICS Transaction Gateway
IBM WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo
Provided by Application Server
Included with operating system

UNIX C Proxies

Runtimes C++ Runtimes
Middleware Vendor Products

Communications TCP/IP
WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo
Web Services

Included with operating system
IBM WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo
Included with operating system

Asynchronous Support
This article provides information for the environments where asynchronous flows to target servers are supported.

The following table shows the Distributed Processing Clients (DPC) capable of supporting Asynchronous processing.
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NOTE
The use of asynchronous flows notify is only supported for the GUI C clients, they are not supported for proxies
and server-to-server flows.

Platform Client Type Client-to-Server Transports
Windows GUI Client Manager, WebSphere MQ, TCP/IP,

ECI, Web Services
ASP.NET No Support
C Proxy WebSphere MQ, TCP/IP, ECI, Web

Services
COM Proxy WebSphere MQ, TCP/IP, ECI, Web

Services
.NET Proxy .NET Remoting, TCP/IP, Web Services
UNIX C Proxy WebSphere MQ, TCP/IP

JVM Web Generation No Support
Web View No Support
Java Proxy No Support

The following table shows the Distributed Processing Servers (DPS) capable of processing an Asynchronous server-to-
server flow.

Platform Server Type Server-to-Server Transport
Windows TE No Support
WebSphere MQ WebSphere MQ
UNIX TE No Support

WebSphere MQ WebSphere MQ
Tuxedo No Support
Linux TE No Support

CLR .NET Server No Support
JVM EJB No Support
z/OS CICS No Support
IMS No Support
HP NonStop Pathway No Support

Distributed Processing Server Profiles
This article provides information for the different operating systems that host Gen distributed processing servers (DPS).

The following tables list the allowed combinations of Execution Environments (EE), languages, transports, and databases
for the different operating systems that host Gen distributed processing servers (DPS).

In general, you can use any DBMS that has an acceptable ODBC or JDBC driver. For these data access methods, if you
use a driver other than one that we have tested against, you must reproduce the problem with a listed driver to receive the
support.
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Windows

Execution Environment Language Transports Databases

Transaction Enabler C TCP/IP, Web Services DB2, Oracle, ODBC (Oracle,
DB2, SQL Server)

WebSphere MQ C WebSphere MQ DB2, Oracle, ODBC (Oracle,
DB2, SQL Server)

EJB (Application Servers) Java Java RMI, Web Services JDBC (Oracle, DB2, SQL
Server)

.NET Server C# .NET Remoting ADO.NET (Oracle, DB2, SQL
Server)
ODBC (Oracle, SQL Server,
DB2)

HP-UX

Execution Environment Language Transports Databases

Transaction Enabler C TCP/IP, Web Services Oracle

EJB (Application Servers) Java Java RMI, Web Services JDBC (Oracle)

Tuxedo C Tuxedo ATMI, TCP/IP, Tuxedo
Jolt

Oracle

Solaris

Execution Environment Language Transports Databases

Transaction Enabler C TCP/IP, Web Services Oracle

EJB (Application Servers) Java Java RMI, Web Services JDBC (Oracle)

Tuxedo C Tuxedo ATMI, TCP/IP, Tuxedo
Jolt

Oracle

AIX

Execution Environment Language Transports Databases

Transaction Enabler C TCP/IP, Web Services DB2, Oracle

EJB (Application Servers) Java Java RMI, Web Services JDBC (DB2, Oracle)

WebSphere MQ C WebSphere MQ DB2, Oracle,

Tuxedo C Tuxedo ATMI, TCP/IP, Tuxedo
Jolt

DB2, Oracle

Linux

Execution Environment Language Transports Databases

Transaction Enabler C TCP/IP Oracle, DB2

EJB (Application Servers) Java Java RMI, Web Services JDBC (Oracle, DB2)
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Tuxedo C Tuxedo ATMI, TCP/IP, Tuxedo
Jolt

Oracle, DB2

HP NonStop

Execution Environment Language Transports Databases

Pathway C TCP/IP, RSC/MP SQL/MP, SQL/MX

z/OS

Execution Environment Language Transports Databases

CICS COBOL TCP/IP, LU6.2, WebSphere MQ,
ECI

DB2

IMS COBOL TCP/IP, LU6.2, WebSphere MQ DB2

EJB (Application Servers) Java Java RMI, Web Services JDBC (DB2)

Technical Requirements Glossary
This article defines the terminology and acronyms that are commonly used when describing Gen technical requirements.

AD

Asynchronous Daemon; a component of Transaction Enabler (TE)

CFB

Common Format Buffer; a proprietary method of encoding information for cooperative flows.

CTG

CICS Transaction Gateway; an IBM product

ECI

External CICS Interface; an IBM provided API that enables client applications to call CICS programs.

EJB

Enterprise JavaBean a product from Oracle

Java EE

Java Platform, Enterprise Edition

Java SE

Java Platform, Standard Edition

Java RMI

Java Remote Method Invocation - enables the programmer to create distributed Java technology-based to Java
technology-based applications, in which the methods of remote Java objects can be invoked from other Java virtual
machines, possibly on different hosts.

.NET Remoting

Microsoft .NET Remoting provides a framework that allows objects to interact with one another across application
domains. The framework provides several services, including activation and lifetime support, as well as communication
channels responsible for transporting messages to and from remote applications.
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CSM

Chorus Software Manager automates and streamlines Broadcom product installation and maintenance and alleviates the
complexities that are associated with JCL and SMP/E.

TE

(Transaction Enabler) A small-footprint Transaction Processing Monitor, developed for test and production optimized multi-
user execution management of Gen Cooperative Processing Server and Blockmode applications on selected deployment
platforms.

Tuxedo ATMI

Application-To-Transaction Monitor Interface; the Tuxedo communication application programming interface.

UC

IBM Universal Client

UF

User Funnel; a component of Transaction Enabler

Web Services

Industry standard program communication, Gen treats it specifically as ‘XML SOAP messages sent over HTTP protocol’.
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Installing
Download a PDF of this Installing section.

This section contains information about installing Gen on the following platforms:

• UNIX and Linux
• NonStop
• Windows
• z/OS

Prior to installation, consider the following topics:

• Gen Licensing (for Windows, UNIX, and Linux Systems)
• Upgrading to a New Release
• Post-Installation Configuration Activities

Installation Best Practices
Use CSM (CSM) to acquire, install, and maintain Gen.

Business Value

CSM provides a web interface, which works with ESD and standardized installation, to provide a common way to manage
Broadcom mainframe products. You can use it to download and install Gen.

CSM lets you download product and maintenance releases over the Internet directly to your system from the Broadcom
Support Online website. After you use CSM to download your product or maintenance, you use the same interface to
install the downloaded software packages using SMP/E.

NOTE

For more information about product installation, see the Installing section.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Your Product Installation and Configuration Best Practices

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Broadcom formerly delivered product maintenance using Service Packs. We have replaced this model with
Recommended Service (Broadcom) for z/OS, which provides more flexibility and granular application intervals.
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Broadcom is patterned after the IBM preventive maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With
Broadcom, you can install preventive maintenance for most Broadcom z/OS-based products in a consistent way on a
schedule that you select (for example, monthly, quarterly, annually).

We recommend that you develop and implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy whereby you regularly
apply maintenance. You could follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you could implement
a schedule for Broadcom products only.

Business Value: 

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimize errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes.

Our mainframe maintenance philosophy is predicated upon granting you the flexibility to maintain your sites and systems
consistent with industry best practices and site-specific requirements. Our philosophy focuses on two maintenance types.
Understanding each type can help you maintain your systems in the most efficient manner.

NOTE
This philosophy applies to the Data Center Management stack products. For legacy products, contact Broadcom
Support for maintenance details.

Corrective Maintenance
Helps you address a specific and immediate issue. This type of maintenance is necessary after you encounter a
problem. We may provide a test APAR when a new problem is uncovered, or a confirmed PTF when the problem
has been resolved. Your primary goal is to return your system to the same functional state that it was before you
experienced the issue. This type of maintenance is applied on an as-needed basis.

Preventive Maintenance
Lets you apply PTFs that we have created and made public. You may have experienced the issues that each PTF
addresses. CARS provides a way to identify all published maintenance that has been successfully integration-
tested. This maintenance has been tested with other Broadcom products, current z/OS releases, and IBM
subsystems, such as CICS and DB2. CARS levels are published monthly that include PTFs, HIPERs and PRP
(PE-resolving PTFs). After you test the CARS level, we recommend that you accept the previous CARS level
before you apply a new CARS level.
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time. You can then install the current CARS level of
maintenance (recommended) or an earlier level. Additionally, you can install maintenance to support a new
hardware device, software upgrade, or function using the FIXCAT method.

For all maintenance, before you initiate any maintenance action, obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

WARNING
CSM is an intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many Broadcom product installation and
maintenance activities. We strongly recommend that you use CSM to maintain your Broadcom z/OS-based
products.

More Information: 

To apply preventive maintenance using CSM or from Broadcom Support Online on Support, see the Installing section for
your product and the CSM online help.

Install Gen on UNIX and Linux
Install the Gen Implementation Toolset (IT) on a Linux-based system, and the Implementation Toolset (IT) and Client
Server Encyclopedia (CSE) Servers on a UNIX-based system.

The Installation dialogs display in Graphic User Interface (GUI) mode or VT100 mode (character terminal interface). A GUI
requires an X emulater (such as Exceed). The character terminal interface installation uses the curses library that requires
a terminal emulation that supports cursor addressing.
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If you are using the Microsoft Telnet terminal emulator, add -t VT100 to enable the VT100 mode. On some systems, the
Microsoft Telnet in VT100 mode displays the characters l, m, k, and q instead of the graphic line drawing characters.
When this happens, consider using another terminal emulator such as Putty in xterm mode.

The environment variable TERM must be set to the capabilities of the terminal or terminal emulator you are using so the
line drawing characters display correctly. 

NOTE

• For more information about the configuring and using the Implementation Toolset in a UNIX or Linux
environment, see UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset.

• On UNIX systems, Gen Release 8.6 does not require that you uninstall Gen 8.5. Gen Release 8.6 can run
side-by-side with Gen 8.5 in different directories on the same system.

• User exits included with Gen change during the installation of any new release or service pack.
• For more information about the configuring and using the CSE, see Use Client Server Encyclopedia. For

information about CSE operation, administration, and performance tuning, see Client Server Encyclopedia
Administration.

Mounting on Various Platforms

The Gen x.x IT and CSE for UNIX and Linux is now distributed as an ISO file.

NOTE
x.x refers to the current release of Gen.

To mount the ISO file, follow these steps:

On Linux

Run the following commands to mount the ISO file on Linux platform.

# mkdir  - p {temporary mount location}

# mount  - o loop {iso file}  {temporary mount location}

Example

# mkdir  - p /mnt/iso-disk

# mount  - o loop /tmp/CAGen86.Linux.iso /mnt/iso-disk

On Solaris

Run the following commands to mount the ISO file on Solaris platform.

# mkdir  - p {temporary mount location}

# lofiadm  - a {iso file}   (lofiadm creates a mountable device)    

# mount  - f hsfs  - o ro {device} {temporary mount location}

Example

# mkdir  - p /mnt/iso-disk

# lofiadm  - a /tmp/CAGen86.Solaris.iso

# mount  - F hsfs  - o ro /dev/lofi/1 /mnt/iso-disk

On AIX

Use the following information to mount the ISO file on AIX platform.

Follow these steps:

1. Obtain the size of the ISO image.
Example:
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ls  - la /tmp/CAGen86.iso

-rwxr-xr-x    1 root     system    831078400 May 24 16:05 /tmp/CAGen86.AIX.iso

2. Identify the nearest multiple of 128 MB that provides enough space for the image.
In our example, the image is approximately 832 MB, so use 896 MB as an image size.

3. Make a logical volume of this size. Ensure there is enough space on the physical volume.
For example, hdisk0.
# mklv -y cdlv -s n -L /dev/cdlv rootvg 8906M hdisk0

4. If the command fails, increase the volume size by a multiple of 128.
5. To create a pseudo device, use the dd command. Ensure that the partition has enough space for the pseudo device.

In the following example command, the pseudo-device is /dev/cdlv.
# dd if=/tmp/CAGen86.iso of=/dev/cdlv

NOTE
This command takes a while, and creates two dd processes.

6. Mount the device like a CD-ROM in AIX. Ensure that the mount point exists.
# mkdir -p /mnt/iso-disk

# mount -v cdrfs -o ro /dev/cdlv /mnt/iso-disk

On HP Itanium

Use the following information to mount the ISO file on HP Itanium platform.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the free software depot ISOIMAGE-ENH from the HP software web-site. Install the software depot with
swinstall.
The mentioned package also contains four patches to patch mount and umount commands to deal with CDFS format.
Type the following command to install the depot:
swinstall  - s $PWD/ISIMAGE.depot

2. Before mounting an ISO image load the Dynamically Loadable Kernel Module (DLKM) named fspd. To load and
unload the fspd module after installing the depot, use the following commands:
– To load:

kcmodule fspd=loaded

– To unload:
kcmodule fspd=unused

3. Mount the ISO image as follows:
mount -F cdfs /tmp/CAGen86.HPIA64.iso /tmp_mnt

4. To view the mount options, type the following command:
mount -v | grep /tmp_mnt

/dev/fspd1 on /tmp_mnt type cdfs imagepath=/tmp/CAGen86.HPUA64.iso inode=46218 residing on blockdevice

 0x40000003, ro,rr,dev=6000001 on Thu May 26 15:12:41 2016

Software Delivery

Gen uses the utility named Software Delivery to install and uninstall the CSE and the IT. Similar to the Microsoft MSI on
Windows, Software Delivery installs software on UNIX and Linux systems.

Gen includes the Software Delivery installer utility. The setup program installs the installer utility on your system. Setup
uses the installer to install the IT and the CSE. You can install the IT and the CSE simultaneously or at different times
using the setup program.

The installer utility that installs is named lsm. After completing an installation, you can use lsm to view information about
the installed product including name, version, parameters, and file lists. You can also use lsm to delete an entire product
or run lsm without parameters to view the usage message.
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NOTE
If your site has the full Software Delivery product, available under a separate license for managing the remote
distribution of applications in an enterprise, you can register Gen for remote distribution. Gen is in the Gen
download folder in the required PIF format for supported UNIX and Linux platforms. For the details about how to
register and distribute PIF formatted products, see your Software Delivery documentation.

Naming Considerations

Software Delivery can install multiple instances of one or more releases of Gen, allowing you to install and test the new
release without interrupting the use of the earlier release. If you need multiple configurations of a single release, you can
install two instances of the same release.

You can leave earlier release in place when installing Gen unless you install to the same directory. In this case, remove
the earlier release before installing another release. Software Delivery informs the user and abandons the installation if
you attempt an update to the same directory.

The Gen Software Delivery installation supports multiple instances of Gen by using a unique name and location for each
instance. It effectively creates separate products whose name is the concatenation of Gen and the unique instance name
that is separated by a period. Include the unique instance name on the command line every time you execute the setup
and USD utility programs. The syntax is:

./setup -I instance_name

instance_name is any unique text string. The -I argument changes the product name that is registered with the Broadcom
installation subsystem to CAGen.<instance_name>.

Components that are installed using USD must conform to certain practices:

• Instance names must be unique across releases. Within a release, the IT and the CSE can use the same named
instance, even when installed at different times. The single unnamed instance is the same as any named instance
except omit the -I argument.

• Since all instance names and locations must be unique, to reuse the name or the location, uninstall the previous
instance before setup can create the new instance. The setup program enforces this restriction to prevent updates to
earlier releases.

NOTE
When you uninstall an instance, setup includes a checkbox to save the configuration files, including
unmodified configuration files. Setup checks the box by default. If you uncheck the box, uninstall removes all
files including the configuration files.

For information about the configuration files the IT uses, see UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset.

• After installing a named or unnamed instance, remove the instance before you can change its location.

NOTE
To simplify future upgrades, set up a consistent naming convention for your IT and CSE instances.

Installing on UNIX and Linux

Only the root user can install. For security reasons, the root user must enter a non-root user name and group to own the
installed files. This user and group must exist on the target host before starting the installation.

During the installation, Gen displays the End-User License Agreement. To scroll through the text in the agreement, use
plus (+) or Shift plus (+) to move forward, and minus (-) of Shift minus (-) to move backward.

When installing on AIX, run the slibclean command before uninstalling software to release the shared libraries in memory.
To run the slibclean command requires root privileges.
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The format of the Gen download folder has a root directory with only a single setup executable and one subdirectory
that is named for each supported platform. Running the root setup identifies the current platform and transfers control
to the setup in the appropriate platform subdirectory. The installation process gathers information that it uses during the
installation, before the installation.

To simplify installing Gen on multiple computers, copy the platform subdirectory to a hard disk and run the setup program
that is located in that subdirectory of the platform.

Each platform subdirectory contains a PIF formatted archive to register with the Software Delivery, a centralized
distribution product for remote delivery.

Unmounting on Various Platforms

Upon completion of the installation, you will need to unmount the ISO file previously mounted.

To unmount the ISO file, perform the following command on all Unix/Linux systems:

# umount  {temporary mount location}

For Example:

# umount /mnt/iso-disk

One additional command is necessary on Solaris, since a device was associated to the ISO file previously mounted and
needs to be removed:

# lofiadm  -d  {device}

For Example:

# lofiadm  -d /dev/lofi/1

Prepare to Install IT and CSE
This section covers the following topics:

Prepare to Install the Implementation Toolset

Before installing the Implementation Toolset (IT), perform the following steps:

1. Back up previous releases of the IT.

NOTE
Backup customized user exits before you begin the install process.

After installing a named or unnamed instance, remove it to change its location. To uninstall an earlier release, use the
setup file in the Gen download folder or use the USD utility program lsm automatically installed on the system with the
release. To view the lsm program's arguments, type lsm without any arguments.
You can change the target directory of the IT software.

2. Ensure that the target location for the IT installation has at least 160 MB of disk space.

Prepare to Install the Client-Server Encyclopedia

Before you install the Client-Server Encyclopedia (CSE), perform these steps:

1. Verify that all models, subset, or child models are checked in.

WARNING
You lose work if you fail to perform this step. You will not be able to check in models or subsets that are
created with the Second Prior Current Schema after installing Gen Release 8.6.
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2. Ensure that the target location for the CSE installation has sufficient disk space. The following platforms require this
amount of free disk space:
– HP Itanium requires 600 MB
– AIX requires 850 MB

3. Shut down all components of the installed CSE. There must be no programs running in the CSE owner account while
installing the CSE.
To check for programs running in the CSE owner account, cseadmin, run this program show (ps) command:
$ ps -u cseadmin

The primary components are iefmd and iefrds.
4. When the system includes a CSE release that precedes AllFusion Gen r7, back up the earlier release of the CSE and

the CSE databases.

NOTE
The USD does not manage the CSE releases that precede AllFusion Gen r7.

When updating from Advantage Gen 6.5 or an earlier release, we recommend using a different directory than the
previous release for the Gen Release 8.6 CSE installation. If you are using the same location for your installation,
delete the previous release except for the following files:
<install-dir>/iefcse.csh

<install-dir>/iefcse.sh

<install-dir>/exe/ds.cfg

<install-dir>/exe/es.cfg

5. Bring the computer system up to the Technical Requirements. Install CPU upgrades, memory upgrades, operating
system upgrades, and DBMS releases as specified in the Technical Requirements.

IT or CSE Installation
Although you need a root account to install Gen products, root must not own the product files. The USD creates and
modifies root-controlled files to manage the installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as a root user to begin the installation process on all UNIX and Linux platforms.

NOTE
The root user must be using the Bourne shell, sh, or one of its descendants, ksh or bash.

2. Create UNIX or Linux user login accounts and groups for the IT and for the CSE, if they do not exist. You can use the
same user for both components. These users own the installation after it finishes. To increase security, the user and
group cannot be privileged accounts such as root or sys.

3. Change directories to the Gen download folder and execute the setup program:
cd <mount-location>

./setup (or ./setup -I instance_name)

A Welcome screen opens the first time that you install this release of Gen:
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| <productname> Installation Wizard                                                   |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Welcome to the <productname> setup wizard.

This process will install version number:

8.6
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Copyright (c) 2016, CA. All rights reserved.

Visit  in order to review the Release Notes and User Documentation.

To continue, click next.

[ Next ] [ Cancel ]

4. Select Next and press Enter to continue.
The Licensing screen opens.

5. After reading the license agreement, scroll to the bottom of the license agreement and press the button to indicate you
accept the terms of the license agreement.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| Install Implementation Toolset                                               |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Implementation Toolset

To install the Implementation Toolset (IT) including the communcation daemons,

select the checkbox and enter the user and group who will own the IT

installation tree. Using root must be avoided for security reasons. This user

and group must already exist.

Install IT:    [X]

Owner:         ................................................................

Group:         ................................................................

IT directory:  /opt/CA/CAGen....................................................

[ Back ] [ Next ] [ Cancel ]

6. Complete the fields in the Install Implementation Toolset screen:
Install IT

Leave the X to install the IT. Remove the X to skip IT installation.
Owner

Specify the name of the user who owns the IT installation tree. This is a mandatory field and there is no default.
The system running the installation validates the input value.

Group
Specify the name of the group that owns the IT installation tree. This is a mandatory field and there is no default.
The system running the installation validates the input value.

NOTE
For security reasons, do not use root or one of the system-defined groups.

IT directory
Enter the name of the directory in which to install the IT. In GUI mode, you can use the Browse button to the right
of the field.
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NOTE
The install creates the installation directory if necessary. Root owns the installation directory when the
install creates it. If the directory exists, ownership does not change. The IT user must have permission
to create objects in the installation directory. If the designated owner does not have permission to own
the installation directory, the process terminates and writes an error to the log file and std.out.

7. Click Next.
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| Install Client Server Encyclopedia                                           |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Client Server Encyclopedia

To install the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) or its Update API, select the

appropriate checkboxes and enter the user name who will own the Encyclopedia 

installation tree. This user may be different than the Implementation Toolset

owner. Using root must be avoided for security reasons. This user and group

must already exist.

Install CSE:         [X]

Install Update API:  [ ]

Owner:                .........................................................

Group:                .........................................................

CSE Directory:        /opt/CA/CAGen.....................................[ ... ]

[ Back ] [ Next ] [ Cancel ]

8. Complete the fields on the Install Client-Server Encyclopedia screen:
Install CSE

Leave the X to install the CSE. Remove the X to skip the CSE installation.
Install Update API

Enter an X to install the encyclopedia Update API. Leave it blank to skip installing it during this installation.
Owner

Enter the name of the user that owns the encyclopedia installation tree. This is a mandatory field and there is no
default. The system running the installation validates the input value.

Group
Enter the name of the group that owns the encyclopedia installation tree. This is a mandatory field and there is no
default. The system running the installation validates the input value.

NOTE
For security reasons, do not use root or one of the system-defined groups.

CSE Directory
Enter the name of the directory in which to install the CSE. In GUI mode, you can use the Browse button to the
right of the field.

NOTE
The install creates the installation directory if necessary. Root owns the installation directory when
the install creates it. The designated owner must have permission to create objects in the installation
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directory. If the designated owner does not have permission to own the installation directory, the process
terminates and writes an error to the log file and standard out (stdout).

9. Click Next.
The Summary screen opens so you can review the parameters. Click Back to change parameters.

10. Click Install Product to start the installation process.
11. When the installation completes, it offers the opportunity to view the Gen Readme file.

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| Success                                                                      |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The installation of <productname> has executed successfully.

[ View Readme ]  Shows installation notes, latest changes, and fixes.

More information concerning the details of this interaction can be found in the the

directory /opt/CA/installer/log

[ Ok ]

NOTE
Warning! If this installation is the first installation of the IT or CSE on this system, update user accounts
that need access to these products to provide that access. If this installation is an update to an existing
installation, change the Gen defined environment to point to the new release of the IT or CSE for user
accounts that have access to these newly installed products.

Notes:

• For more information about configuring and using the CSE, see Using Client-Server Encyclopedia.
• For more information about CSE operation, administration, and performance tuning, see Client Server Encyclopedia

Administration.
• For more information about setting the environment variables, see UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset.

If you installed the IT, it also installed the daemons for the Transaction Enabler. For more information about daemons for
Transaction Enabler, see Using the Transaction Enabler.

The installation delivers a number of configuration files with the IT. Configuration files are files that you can modify after
installing the IT. These files include build script files, initialization files, sample files, and user exit files. When you install
the IT, you must modify some configuration files and must rebuild libraries and applications. For more information about
the configuration files that are used by the IT, see UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset.

When you install the CSE, configure it before you can use it. For more information about configuration, see Using Client-
Server Encyclopedia.

Viewing Installation Log Files

The Gen log file details the most recent installation process for each instance and type of action; install, reinstall, and
uninstall. This file is located in:

/opt/CA/installer/log/CAGen.instance_name.[install | reinstall | deinstall].log

NOTE
For the installations specifying a named instance, the file name includes the named instance.
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The installation.log file contains the historical summary of all installation and maintenance activities for Gen Release 8.6.
The most recent activities are appended to the file in:

/opt/CA/CAGen/installation.log

Migrating UNIX/Linux C Applications

UNIX/Linux users must rebuild (recompile and relink) any External Action Blocks (EABs) and generated applications built
with any version of Gen prior to 8.6 when migrating to the latest release of the product. The runtime filenames have been
renamed (the version numbers have been replaced) with Gen 8.6, which help prevents the need to perform these rebuilds
in future Gen releases.

Rebuild User Exits

If you have cusomized user exits in a prior release, verify whether the installation updated any of these user exits. If so,
modify the new version of the user exits and rebuild them. Do not replace updated user exits with the previous versions
without merging.

Unattended Installation for IT and CSE
You can install a new installation without user intervention. To prepare for a new installation, see Naming Considerations
in Install Gen on UNIX and Linux.

You do the silent installation on UNIX or Linux.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the response file.
2. At the command line, change directory to the location of the Gen download folder.
3. Start setup with the -a parameter to start ask mode to create a response file that contains installation details.

./setup -a directory and filename of the response file

The subsequent installations use the response file in silent mode.

Setup navigates through the installation steps. select the options as if you were installing. The installation

 process only collects information required to install.

After the collection process completes, start setup in silent mode and specify the response file that is created as:

./setup -r directory and filename of the response file -s

-r
Specifies the response file.

-s
Indicates to start the installation in silent mode.

Uninstall the IT or CSE
To uninstall the IT or CSE, use the USD lsm utility that was installed during the original product installation. The lsm utility
manages the Gen installed products.

Use the following command sequence to uninstall Gen:

lsm - l | grep CAGen
Lists all installed products that contain “CAGen” in the product name. All IT and CSE installations, no matter what
instance name was given when installed, contains “CAGen” in the product name.
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lsm - e <product name>
Removes the <product name> provided.
Find more information about the lsm utility by issuing the lsm command with no arguments.

Notes:

• Root permission is required to remove a product.
• If PTFs have been applied to the Gen IT or CSE on a UNIX platform, the uninstall process leaves the PTF backups

and scripts in place. Manually delete these backups and scripts.

Install Gen on NonStop
The Gen Implementation Toolset (IT) includes tools for building and testing generated applications on NonStop.
Knowledge about the NonStop operating system, system utilities, and the file system to perform tasks is helpful. You
require access to a system administrator user ID.

The following topics are covered in this section:

NOTE
For more information about Gen requirements on HP NonStop, see Gen Technical Requirements. For
information about how to configure and use the IT for building generated applications on NonStop, see NonStop
Implementation Toolset.

Support for SQL/MX was added with Gen 8.5. To take advantage of generated applications targeting SQL/MX, an
additional set of files are installed under the NonStop OSS environment. For more information about installing support for
SQL/MX, see Install Support for SQL/MX.

Installation Considerations for NonStop

With Gen, you develop and generate an application on one platform and build it in a target environment you create on a
different platform. Before building a distributed processing application on NonStop, you install the Implementation Toolset
(IT) to establish the target environment.

The IT uses TACL environment variables that specify paths and other configuration information.

Note: For information about using TACL, see the HP NonStop documentation.

IT installation involves running macros that prompt you to enter or accept default values for site-specific configuration
information for NonStop. Specify the following details to install the Implementation Toolset:

• The #PMSEARCHLIST environment variable includes a list of the volumes and subvolumes to search for program and
macro files.

• The MAKEHOME macro called to set #PMSEARCHLIST.
• TACLCSTM file customizes your individual TACL environment.
• TACLLOCL file customizes the TACL environment for all users of a NonStop system.
• Pathmon process name to assign to the Setup Tool.
• Terminal that is used as the home terminal on NonStop for various processes that are related to the IT and the Setup

Tool.
• Group and user ID ownership for Implementation Toolset files.
• Location to use for the IT installation.
• Read access to the $SYSTEM.SYSTEM.PATHTCP2 file. The installation process makes a copy of this file during the

Setup Tool installation.
• Rules for naming files on the file system.
• The Setup Tool must be able to register its application catalog against the SQL/MP system catalog during the

installation process.
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Installation Prerequisites

Before installing the Gen Implementation Toolset (IT) for NonStop, complete the following tasks:

• Confirm the NonStop server meets the hardware and software requirements for installing Gen. For more information,
see Gen Technical Requirements.

• Note the location of configuration files that contain site-specific customizations for running the IT at your site. You can
customize the configuration files after IT installation.

• Consider file security and file ownership requirements when selecting a location to install the IT. Each NonStop system
is managed differently and file system access is based on the location of files, the file security vector, the logged
in group and user ID, or a combination of these attributes. If you are not the system administrator for the NonStop
server on which you are installing the IT, consult the system administrator for information about applicable security and
access details.

• The installation procedure lets you set site-wide Pathway and compiler settings. When set, the Setup Tool can use
these settings during Gen application installation on NonStop. Review the configuration parameters for Pathway and
for the compilers with your system administrator. Consider the operation of the generated applications to be built
when determining if changes are required. An experienced NonStop system administrator address changes to the
configurations of Pathway and compilers on the NonStop server.

• To report build-time events, you can incorporate the optional Event Management Subsystem (EMS) templates for
the Setup Tool into the EMS templates for the NonStop operating system. The EMS templates enhance Setup Tool
application troubleshooting. Run the INSTTMPL macro as user SUPER.SUPER to change to the NonStop system
configuration.
Regardless of whether the EMS templates are installed, to ensure that the built-in EMS viewer in the Setup Tool can
correctly display EMS messages, the security vector for the collector's log files must allow network read access.
 Failure to set security settings result in a security violation error (Error 48). The collector's log files are usually in the
$SYSTEM.ZLOGxx subvolume,  where xx is the current OSIMAGE identifier.

• Use caution when partially reinstalling the IT after the initial installation. Review the existing targets that need
configuration data that is preserved to avoid accidentally deleting data. For example, if you Select the Create Setup
Tool Database option on the Setup Tool Install Menu, you lose existing target configuration data for that instance of the
Setup Tool.

• Consult the NonStop system administrator to determine the maximum number of simultaneous installations and
the maximum number of compilations the Setup Tool can run simultaneously. The combination of these two factors
can substantially affect the system performance. IT installation macros include options for setting these values.
These values can also be set after installing the Setup Tool. Doing so requires knowledge on how to modify Pathway
configuration files.

Install the Implementation Toolset on NonStop

Complete the following steps to install the Implementation Toolset (IT) on NonStop:

1. Transfer and unpack installation files.
2. Use the Install macro to install the IT.
3. Install the Setup Tool.
4. (Optional) Install Setup Tool Event Management System (EMS) Templates.
5. Install Support for SQL/MX.

Transfer and Unpack Installation Files
You access files on the installation media for the Implementation Toolset (IT) and move them to the location for the
installation.
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Follow these steps:

1. Access the files on the installation media and use a file transport utility, such as FTP, to transfer the NSKIT archive
file and the UNPACKIT macro to the location for IT installation on NonStop. Ensure that you transfer the NSKIT file in
binary mode and the UNPACKIT file in ASCII mode.

2. Log on to the NonStop server and change the volume and subvolume to the location where you transferred the
contents of the installation media.

3. Enter the following command to expand the packed file at the TACL prompt:

run unpackit

UNPACKIT prompts you to enter Y to continue running UNPACKIT, or enter X to exit. If you continue, it prompts you to
accept a default location or specify the volume and subvolume to use to unpack the NSKIT file.

4. Press Enter to unpack files to the default $<vol>.<subvol> location, or specify another volume and subvolume to use.
The script displays a message stating unpacking is complete and lists the default file security and userid/username for
installation files.

5. Respond to the prompts that display for viewing and changing or accepting the default file security and userid/
username for installation files:
– To accept the default file security for read, write, execute, and purge access to files installed, press Enter.
– To specify different file security, type Y and type the values for the file security. Use the format in the prompt.
– The NonStop user ID used to log in displays as the default for file ownership. To accept the default user ID

displayed, press Enter.
– To assign ownership of the IT files to a different NonStop userid/username, enter Y. Type the user ID and User

Name in the format that is shown and press Enter.

Install Implementation Toolset Using the INSTALL Macro
NOTE
If possible, stop all applications on the volume and subvolume where you will install the Implementation
Toolset before running the INSTALL macro.

Follow these steps: 

1. Run the INSTALL macro by entering the following command:
run install

After a brief introduction to the install procedure, the macro prompts you to specify the volume and subvolume for the
IT. 

2. Press Enter to accept the default location, the current $<vol>.<subvol>. To specify another location, enter a volume
and subvolume at the following prompt:
Implementation Toolset DSV location ($VOL.SUBVOL):

The INSTALL macro prompts for the location of the Codepage Translation Tables that Distributed Processing Server
applications use. The files are delivered in a packed file that is expanded as part of the installation.

3. Press Enter to accept the default location, $<vol>.TRANSLAT where $<vol> is the current volume. To select another
location, enter a volume and subvolume at the following prompt:
Location of the CodePage Translation Tables ($VOL.SUBVOL):

4. Select the customization file, TACLCSTM or TACLLOCL, to update with the call to MAKEHOME. Enter 1 to update
your TACLCSTM file, or enter 2 to update the TACLLOCL customization file for all users of the NonStop server.

NOTE
The added call to MAKEHOME sets the #PMSEARCHLIST environment variable.

After you confirm the selections, the installation proceeds to set the TACLCSTM or TACLLOCL file and to install the
translation tables. This may take a few minutes due to the expansion of the packed file containing the Codepage
Translation Tables. When it finishes, it continues prompting for site-specific parameters.
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NOTE
Entering no or N to the prompts will not prevent you from using the Setup Tool to install Gen applications on
NonStop.

The INSTALL macro displays the following prompts:
Do you want to Configure your Site's Pathway Parameters {Y | N}?
Do you want to Configure your Site's Compiler Parameters {Y | N}?

5. (Optional) Specify to configure the site Pathway parameters and the Compiler parameters. When you enter Y to
update the parameters, the INSTALL macro displays the following options:
Default Pathway configuration:
– L - List Configuration
– C - Change Configuration
– R - Return, finished configuring Pathway parameters
Changes to the default Pathway parameters are saved in a file that is named PWYCNFG in the Implementation
Toolset DSV location.
Configure Compiler parameters:
– L - List current configuration
– C - Change current configuration
– R - Return, finished configuring Compiler parameters
Changes to the default Compiler parameters are saved in a file that is named OPTCNFG in the Implementation
Toolset DSV location.
Enter L to list the current configuration parameters. After reviewing the configuration, enter C to change the
parameters. After changing the parameters, enter R to continue the installation.

Install the Setup Tool
Selecting the Setup Tool installation option completes the Implementation Toolset (IT) installation on NonStop.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter Y to seelct the Setup Tool installation option.
The INSTALL macro lists locations for the components that comprise the Setup Tool.

2. Accept the defaults or specify different locations to use for Setup Tool installation:
– Base: $<vol>.SETUP (default)
– SQL Catalog: $<vol>.SETUP (default)
– Database: $<vol>.SETUPT (default)
– Executables: $<vol>.SETUPX (default)
Enter Y to accept the defaults or N to specify different locations.
When you enter N, INSTALL prompts for a different location. After entering the locations, enter Y to continue. The
Setup Tool Install Menu opens.

Select Setup Tool Installation Options

The Setup Tool Install Menu lists options to select the installation steps.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the number or letter of an option to install the Setup Tool and its Pathway environment. The Setup Tool Install
Menu lists the following options:
1 = (step 1) create SETUP TOOL Pathway environment
2 = (step 2) create SETUP TOOL Database
3 = (step 3) create SETUP TOOL programs
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WARNING
If you select Step 2 to create the Setup Tool database, select Step 3 to create the Setup Tool programs.
Using a newly installed database for the Setup Tool with previously installed and configured tool programs
can result in unpredictable operation. A complete Setup Tool requires you to perform all three steps that are
listed for a new installation.

Or, type A to perform All Steps 1, 2, & 3
– When installing the Setup Tool for the first time, use A to complete all steps in order.
– To partially reinstall the Setup Tool, use one of the following methods to overlay a previous installation:

• Select Step 1, then Step 3, and then enter E to exit. These steps replace the existing Setup Tool Pathway
environment and Setup Tool programs, leaving the previously installed database intact, and preserving the target
database information, including the history of every installation.

• Select Step 1 to install the Pathway environment, then enter E to exit. These steps replace the existing Pathway
environment and preserve the database that is previously installed for the Setup Tool.

WARNING
If you are reinstalling the Setup Tool, run the SETSTOP command before reinstalling to ensure its Pathmon
process is stopped.

2. (step 1): create the SETUP TOOL Pathway environment requires the following information. For each prompt, press
Enter to accept the default value, or specify a new value at the prompt:
– Pathmon process name for the Setup Tool

Default: $SET
– Home Terminal name

Default: $ZHOME
– Log device

Default name: $0
– PATHTCP2 location for the Setup Tool

Default: $SYSTEM.SYSTEM
– Maximum number of installations

Default: 4
– Maximum number of simultaneous compilations

Default: 5

NOTE
We recommend that you assign a unique Pathmon process name for the Setup Tool.INSTALL copies the
$SYSTEM.SYSTEM.PATHTCP2 file to a location designated for the Setup Tool to use. The security vector
for this file must allow Implementation Toolset users read access to the file.

Selecting any option other than A returns you to the Setup Tool Install Menu when the installation finishes. Enter Q to exit
the installation.

The Setup Tool Install Menu also lists other options to access system resources such as the editor and the spooler.

After finishing the installation procedure, enter Q to exit the install macro.

Install Setup Tool Event Management System Templates

The Setup Tool includes a set of Event Management System (EMS) templates that enhance logging. You can optionally
incorporate the EMS templates into the NonStop operating system EMS templates.

The INSTTMPL macro uses these NonStop utilties to automate incorporating the Setup Tool EMS template updates:

• NonStop DSM TEMPLI utility for merging the EMS templates (TNITNRES)
• NonStop SCF utility for making the operating system use the newly merged resident and non-resident EMS template

files
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Ensure that you successfully execute the INSTALL macro before you run INSTTMPL.

Installing the Setup Tool's EMS templates is optional and does not prevent using the Setup Tool and the IT.

NOTE
For more information about merging and installing EMS templates, see your HP documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on as SUPER.SUPER to run the INSTTMPL macro to incorporate the EMS templates for the Setup Tool into your
system EMS templates.
A prompt requests confirmation of the location for Setup Tool EMS template files.

2. Accept the default location for the Setup Tool EMS templates.
The macro updates the system configuration and the NonStop system uses the updated template files.

Uninstall the Implementation Toolset
The following topics discuss uninstalling the Implementation Toolset:

Uninstall the Setup Tool

Perform the following steps to uninstall the Setup Tool: 

1. Before uninstalling, back up all files, tables, and programs in the Setup Tool Base, Catalog, Database, and Program
locations.

2. Log on as the owner of the Setup Tool you want to remove.
3. Run the SETDROP macro in the base location that is specified at install time to remove the Setup Tool and all files in

different locations that are used during Setup Tool installation.
A message indicates that the removal of the Setup Tool is complete.

Uninstall the Implementation Toolset

Perform the following steps to uninstall the Implementation Toolset: 

1. Before uninstalling, back up all customized files, header files, user exits, and configuration files.
2. Log on as the owner of the IT and change to the Implementation Toolset's volume and subvolume.

Use FUP or the purge TACL command to remove all files from the file system.

WARNING
All Setup Tools that are installed through an Implementation Toolset become inoperable when you remove the IT
because the Setup Tool relies on the IT to successfully build and install Gen applications.

Uninstall the SQL/MX Support

Perform the following steps to uninstall the SQL/MX support:

1. Before uninstalling, back up all customized files, header files, user exits, and configuration files.
2. Log on as the owner of the SQL/MX support and change to the $IEFH directory.

Use the rm -fr * command to remove all files from the directory.

Install Support for SQL/MX
Support was added for  or SQL/MX starting with Gen 8.5.
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To support SQL/MX, an additional set of files needs to be installed. This set of files includes the Java Build Tool that
currently is supported on Windows and a set of Unix/Linux platforms. These files are installed in the NonStop OSS
environment.

 To install SQL/MX support on NonStop OSS, follow these steps: 

1. Transfer the tar file CAGenXX.NONSTOP.tar to your NonStop OSS environment.
2. Untar CAGenXX.NONSTOP.tar
3. cd to runtime/translat under the untar’d directory and untar gxt.tar

The untar delivers all necessary files.

Install Gen on Windows
The installation for Gen product software lets you selectively install Gen features. The operational details of the interactive
installation process, including new and maintenance installation details for each product component, follow:

Notes:

• Gen Release 8.6 does not require that you uninstall Gen 8.5. Gen Release 8.6 can run side-by-side with Gen 8.5 in
different directories on the same system.

• User exits included with Gen change during the installation of any new release or service pack. We recommend that
you backup customized user exits before beginning the install process.

Pre-Installation Checks

Perform the following pre-installation checks on the Windows systems on which you are installing Gen:

• The system must meet all hardware and software requirements. For information about hardware and software
requirements, see Technical Requirements.

• If you choose to uninstall a version of Gen, backup or archive your customized files before uninstalling the software.
Migrate the archived customized files to the Gen Release 8.6 version of the files. Generated applications that rely on
an earlier version of Gen no longer execute after you uninstall that earlier version. 

• Continuing with Gen Release 8.6, you can install different releases of Gen on the same computer. Support varies
among components in an environment with multiple releases of Gen installed. For more information, see Using
Multiple Release Gen Features on the Same Windows System.

• For Gen features that require a database, the database must be installed and operational on the same system on
which Gen is installed.

• The installation does not check licenses. Some Gen features install, but require that a valid license exists on the
workstation at execution time.

• Close all open applications and windows before starting the installation.

Select Your Installation Type

You can install the Gen Windows products using the Gen Product Browser or through a silent installation.
The Gen Product Browser uses an installation wizard to install each product component.

A silent installation installs the Gen components without requiring user interaction. A silent installation starts with a DOS
command and can be executed so that it does not display pop-ups, dialogs, command screens, or other dialogs that
require user interaction. You can also use the silent installation to repair, modify, or remove an existing installation.

Installing Gen on the Windows Platform
This section describes how you can install Gen on the Windows platform and maintain component installation. You can
use either of the following methods:
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Using the Gen Product Browser

Download the Gen installation setup files from Support Online.

To start an installation using the Gen Product Browser, navigate to the Gen download folder and double-click the
setup.exe file.

The Gen Product Browser displays the following set of views of the content that is provided on the Gen download folder:

• Documentation and Support
• Install Products
• Browse the Contents

Documentation and Support View

The Documentation and Support view lists the following information:

• Link to the Gen product documentation and Release Notes
• Link to the Gen home page on Broadcom Support Online
• Technical Support phone number

Click the Gen - Support Online link to view the Gen product information. Click the Main Menu tab to go back to the product
welcome screen.

Browse the Contents View

Click Browse the Contents to see the folder structure of the Gen download folder in a Windows Explorer.

Install Product Software

The Gen installation wizard installs Gen features to your Windows system. The wizard verifies if the user ID performing
the installation has Administrator privileges. It checks your PC environment and gives you options with prompts based on
your operating system and the type of installation you choose.

NOTE
Before beginning the install, close all open applications and windows. Configure Gen features before using
them.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Gen Product Browser main menu, click Install Products.
2. Click Software.
3. Click Next.
4. Read the license agreement and click I Agree.
5. Select one of the following setup options and click Next:
Typical

Installs a predetermined set of product features. The features that are selected by default in the Custom
installation are the set of features that are included in a Typical setup. See Step 8 for the default features list and
continue with Step 6.

Custom
You select the features to install. If you chose Custom, continue with Step 8.

6. Accept the default path or click Change to create a new one. Click Next to continue.

Note: Do not choose a shared network path to install Gen. Gen does not support running components, such as the
Toolset and the Build Tool, from a central server.

1. Click Install to install the selected Gen features on your system.
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Gen is installed and ready to use.
2. When you chose Custom, you can select the Gen features to install and change the installation directory.
3. Select the Gen features you need to install and click Next.
4. Click Install to install the selected Gen features on your system.

Gen notifies you when the installation completes.
5. Click Finish. Gen is installed and ready to use.

The installation for Product Software lets you selectively install the Gen features. The operational details of the Gen
interactive installation process on the Windows platform, including new and maintenance installation details for each
product component.

Gen Features

You install the following product features. The installation software installs the Typical and Custom features when you click
the Typical installation. It installs the Custom Only features when you click the Custom installation.

Gen Feature Setup Type Feature Description

Gen Studio Typical or Custom A set of designers to model business
applications. This is the start of the
migration path of the current Workstation
Toolset.

Workstation Analyst Toolset Custom A set of diagrams that model the data and
activity of a business area.

Workstation Development Toolset Custom The Workstation Analyst Toolset and a
set of diagrams to design a business
application.

Workstation Construction Toolset Typical or Custom A set of generators that transform the local
model into a complete set of source code
for an application. If targeting Windows, the
code is ready to be compiled, linked, and
tested using the Build Tool. For other target
environments, it creates remote files. This
option includes the Analyst and Developer
Toolset diagrams. When performing a
Typical install, this option includes the
Workstation Toolset for which the machine
is licensed.

Workstation Update API Custom only A set of C language subroutines for
extracting and updating model information
from a Gen local encyclopedia.

Encyclopedia Client Typical or Custom A pair of Client-Server Encyclopedia
clients that interact with an Encyclopedia
Server for subsetting, model and subset
management, user and user-group
management, and checking models in and
checking models out. This feature includes
the Checkout Client and the Encyclopedia
Client.
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Encyclopedia Construction Client Custom only A Client-Server Encyclopedia client that
interacts with an Encyclopedia Construction
Server and transforms a model stored in an
encyclopedia into a complete set of source
code for an application. The source code
is collected in remote files, that are later
transported to the target system where the
source code is compiled, linked, and tested
using the Build Tool.

Encyclopedia Version Control Kit Custom only A Client-Server Encyclopedia client that
creates versions of objects and supports
migrating them across models stored in an
Encyclopedia Server.

Encyclopedia Administration Kit Custom only Client-Server Encyclopedia clients that
perform encyclopedia and user access
administration and administration tasks,
including tuning and diagnostics of an
Encyclopedia Server. This option installs
the Coordination Client and the Support
Client.

Encyclopedia Server Custom only A server application managing a database
repository that stores Gen models.
The Encyclopedia Server supports
multiple development teams and multiple
development projects.

Encyclopedia Construction Server Custom only A set of generators that transform a
model stored in an encyclopedia into
a complete set of source code for an
application. The source code is collected in
remote files, which are later transported to
the target system where the source code is
compiled, linked, and tested using the Build
Tool.

Encyclopedia Update APIs Custom only A set of C language subroutines to extract
and update model information from a Gen
Encyclopedia.

Implementation Toolset Typical or Custom A collection of tools to install and run
generated applications on a target system.

Diagram Trace Utility Typical or Custom A tool that provides an interactive
debugging environment for Gen generated
Java, .NET, and C applications.

GUI Runtime Typical or Custom The runtime environment for generated GUI
applications.

Transaction Enabler Typical or Custom A production environment for transaction
processing. It loads application load
modules and keeps them resident in
memory, connected to the database, and
shareable.
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Transaction Enabler User Funnel Typical or Custom A utility that allows more than one user
to share a Transaction Enabler TCP/IP
session.

Communications Bridge Custom only A utility application that provides a
communications path between Gen
client applications and a target server
environment. The Communications Bridge
supports concurrent sharing of a common
server connection.

Client Manager Custom only A utility application used by generated GUI
client applications to concurrently provide
communication paths to target server
environments.

MQSeries Middleware Custom only The runtime support that gives the Gen
Distributed Processing client/server
applications the ability to communicate
using IBM's WebSphere MQ message-
oriented middleware.

Tuxedo Middleware Custom only The runtime support that gives the Gen
Distributed Processing client/server
applications the ability to communicate
using Oracle's Tuxedo middleware.

TCP/IP Middleware Typical or Custom The runtime support that gives the Gen
Distributed Processing client/server
applications the ability to communicate
using stream TCP sockets.

ECI Middleware Custom only The runtime support that gives the Gen
Distributed Processing client applications
the ability to communicate to CICS server
applications using the IBM CICS External
Call Interface (ECI).

.NET Remoting Middleware Typical or Custom The runtime support that gives the
Gen Distributed Processing C# client
and .NET server applications the ability
to communicate using the Microsoft .NET
Remoting middleware.

Java RMI Middleware Typical or Custom The runtime support that gives the Gen
Distributed Processing Java client and
EJB server applications the ability to
communicate using Java RMI middleware.

Web Services Middleware Custom The runtime support that gives the Gen
Distributed Processing client/server
applications the ability to communicate
using Web Services Middleware.

C Proxy Custom only The runtime environment that supports
user-written C Proxy client applications.

COM Proxy Custom only The runtime environment that supports
user-written COM Proxy client applications.
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Java Proxy Custom only The runtime environment that supports
user-written Java Proxy client applications,
applets, servlets, JSPs, and EJBs.

.NET Proxy Custom only The runtime environment that supports
user-written .NET Proxy client applications.

Web View Client Typical or Custom The runtime environments and generation
capability necessary to execute
customizable Gen HTML-based clients that
use Web Services.

Java Web Client Typical or Custom The runtime environments and generation
capability necessary to execute Gen
browser-based clients running under a Java
Application Server.

ASP.NET Web Client Typical or Custom The runtime environments and generation
capability necessary to execute Gen
ASP.NET clients running under Internet
Information Services (IIS).

.NET Servers Typical or Custom The runtime environment for
generated .NET server applications.

Enterprise JavaBeans Custom only The runtime environment for generated
J2EE server applications.

CFB Converter Services to Enterprise
JavaBeans

Custom only A data format conversion service for
generated Gen GUI clients or C and COM
Proxies that need to interact with Enterprise
JavaBeans Servers.

Gen Plug-Ins Custom Gen applications that add functionality to
the Gen Toolset.

Web Services Wizard Plug-In Custom Provides a web service interface to Gen
servers via the Java proxy.
Note: The Web Service Wizard Plug-In was
formerly available as a separate installable.

Gen z/OS DB2 Table Partitioning Plug-in Custom Allows table partitioning data to be entered
into a model and used when generating
DDL targeting z/OS DB2.

Gen z/OS DB2 Tablespace Partitioning
Plug-in

Custom Allows tablespace partitioning data to
be entered into a model and used when
generating DDL targeting z/OS DB2.

Anti-Virus Heuristics

Some anti-virus programs can quarantine one or more Gen dll modules, especially the IEFCBn.dll, during the installation
of Gen on Windows. These products use heuristics to try to identify potential viruses, which results in false positives and
quarantine of these modules.

There are two approaches you can take to work around this problem:

• Disable heuristics during the installation process.
• Remove the affected modules from quarantine using the tools that are provided by the anti-virus software

provider. However, removing the modules from quarantine can make it difficult to uninstall this version of Gen.
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Perform a Maintenance Installation

You can modify, repair, or remove a Gen Product Software component installation. Use Modify to alter the set of Gen
Component features installed on the workstation. Repair reinstalls previously installed features and returns the feature
to the same state as a new installation. Remove uninstalls all Gen component features previously installed on the
workstation.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Gen Product Browser main menu, click Install Products.
2. Click Install Product Software and click Next.
3. Select one of the following options:
Modify

Changes the Gen features.
Repair

Repairs the set of Gen features installed on a workstation and fix corrupt files, shortcuts, and registry entries.
Remove
Deletes a Gen component from the system.

4. Follow the installation prompts to change your installation.

Using Silent Installation to Install Gen Product Components

Use the command line utility 'msiexec’ to start an unattended, or silent, installation of Gen product components. This
installation process eliminates the need for user interaction and executes without pop-ups, dialogs, command screens,
or other dialogs. You can use a silent installation, to perform a new installation, repair an existing installation, modify an
existing installation, or remove an existing installation of the Gen product software.

Prerequisite to Silent Installation

When using the Gen Product Browser to install the product, a silent installation of the Microsoft Visual C++ 2015
Redistributables is automatically performed.  If using the silent installation of the product, this step needs to be performed
manually.  The following command needs to be performed only when installing Gen for the first time:

vc_redist.x86.exe /q /norestart

Silently Install Gen Product Software

To silently install Gen Product Software component features, execute the following command:

msiexec /i | /f | /x "CA Gen 8.6.msi" [ADDLOCAL=specific product features of Gen] [REMOVE= specific product

 features of Gen] [INSTALLDIR=installation directory] [/qn | /qb]

Where:

/i
Installs or configures a product.

/f
Repairs a product installation. This option ignores any property values entered on the command line.

/x
Uninstalls a product. This option ignores any property values entered on the command line.

You must specify /i, /f, or /x. The options /i, /f, or /x corresponds to three options, which are Modify, Repair, and Remove,
described in Perform a Maintenance Installation. When you omit them, msiexec displays a usage message.

“Gen 8.6.msi”
The msi file to install Gen. Enclose the MSI file name in double-quotes.
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ADDLOCAL
An optional argument that defines the set of product features to install. When you omit the ADDLOCAL argument,
it performs a Typical install.
This list is the Gen product features you can install during a Custom installation. Separate multiple features with a
comma. For a description of each feature, see the Install Product Software.

• Gen_Studio
• Workstation_Analyst_Toolset
• Workstation_Development_Toolset
• Workstation_Construction_Toolset
• Workstation_Update_API
• Encyclopedia_Client
• Encyclopedia_Construction_Client
• Encyclopedia_Version_Control_Kit
• Encyclopedia_Administration_Kit
• Encyclopedia_Server
• Encyclopedia_Construction_Server
• Encyclopedia_Update_APIs
• Implementation_Toolset
• Diagram_Trace
• GUIRuntime
• Transaction_Enabler
• Transaction_Enabler_User_Funnel
• Communications_Bridge
• Client_Manager
• Middleware_MQSeries
• Middleware_Tuxedo
• Middleware_TCPIP
• Middleware_ECI
• Middleware_dotNetRemoting
• Middleware_JAVARMI
• Middleware_Web_Services
• Proxy_Programming_Interface_C
• Proxy_Programming_Interface_COM
• Proxy_Programming_Interface_Java
• Proxy_Programming_Interface_NET
• Web_View_Client
• Web_Generation_Java
• Web_Generation_ASPNET
• DotNetServers
• EnterpriseJavaBeans
• CFB_Converter_Services_to_EJBs
• PlugIns
• WebServiceWizard
• TablePartitioning
• TableSpacePartitioning
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REMOVE=
An optional argument that defines the set of product features to be removed. The features described in
“ADDLOCAL=” option can be used on this option.

INSTALLDIR=
Designates the path for installation. msiexec installs to the default directory when you omit this parameter.

/qn
Specifies a silent installation, without display.

/qb
Specifies to only display the progress dialog.

These options are subset of the options that can be used for ‘msiexec’ command. For more detail about each command
and other options, search for the following in the Microsoft Online Knowledge Base (support.microsoft.com):

• 314881
• 230781

The following are some commonly used silent installation commands:

To install only the Toolset:

msiexec /i "CA  Gen 8.6.msi" ADDLOCAL=Workstation_Development_Toolset /qn

To install the development and construction Toolset:

msiexec /i "CA Gen 8.6.msi" ADDLOCAL=Workstation_Development_Toolset,

workstation_Construction_Toolset /qn

To perform a typical installation:

msiexec /i "CA Gen 8.6.msi" /qn

To install all product features:

msiexec /i "CA Gen 8.6.msi" ADDLOCAL=ALL /qn

To repair the existing installation on the computer:

msiexec /f "CA Gen 8.6.msi" /qn

To remove the existing installation from the computer:

msiexec /x "CA Gen 8.6.msi" /qn

Application Configuration File Directories
 

Microsoft Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 introduce User Account Control (UAC), an improved security model
for operating system. The directories in which Gen stores C application configuration files are changed to support UAC.
Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 store files in different directories. The following list defines the existing directories
on the system, in which Windows formerly stored the file:

• The directory in which Windows 7 stores the file
• The directory in which Windows Server 2008 stores the file

NOTE

xx refers to the current release of Gen. For the current release number, see the Release Notes.
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Gen stores the following files, which are used by the GUI Runtime, in the following directories:

• iefgdic.ini
– %IEFGDIC% (if defined)
– %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client (per user)
– %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client (per system)

• GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini
– The Load Module directory
– %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client (per user)
– %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client (per system)
– %GENxx%Gen (where the installed copy is kept)

Gen stores the following files, which are used by the Build Tool, in the following directories:

• system.profile
– %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen xx\cfg\buildtool

• user.*.profile
– %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\buildtool

• user.configure%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\buildtool

Post-Installation Steps

Verify the Installation

This section explains how to verify the Gen product components and features successfully installed on a Windows
workstation. Different components require different verification processes. For some components, verifying the installation
includes ensuring the Add or Remove Programs dialog lists the component.

The Windows Start Menu includes a shortcut or folder for every installed component.

Verify Add or Remove Programs includes Installed Components

The installation software creates separate entries in the Windows Add or Remove Programs dialog when you install Gen.

If you installed Gen, verify they are in the Windows Add or Remove Programs dialog.

Verify the Windows Start Menu Includes Installed Components

Verify the Windows Start menu includes a shortcut or a folder for every component you installed. To do so, click Start, All
Programs, CA, Gen xx.

Note: xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The Gen xx menu can include:

• Folders for these components:
– CSE Servers
– CSE Clients

• Shortcuts for these components:
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– Communications Bridge
– Documents
– Diagram Trace Utility
– Build Tool
– Toolset
– Client Manager
– Communications Bridge
– Gen Studio

Verify Toolset and Construction

Verify you can open the Gen Sample Model. The Gen Sample Model is in the same directory as the Gen Toolset.

Verify the Toolset menu bar includes the Planning, Analysis, and Design menus and that they are enabled.

Verify you can generate and install the Gen Sample Model. For detailed information about generating each application
type, see Gen Sample Model in Generating Local and Remote Applications.

Verify CSE Clients

Verify the specific CSE client you installed has a short cut added to the CSE Clients folder.

Verify that short cut entry for each CSE Client application you installed opens the application.

Verify CSE Servers

Verify that each short cut added to the CSE Servers Start Programs folder starts the program.

Migrating Windows C Applications

Windows users must rebuild (recompile and relink) any External Action Blocks (EABs) and generated applications
built with any version of Gen 8.6 when migrating to the latest release of the product. The runtime filenames have been
renamed (the version numbers have been replaced) with Gen 8.6, which helps prevent the need to perform these rebuilds
in future Gen releases.

If you have assembled any MSIs using the Gen Build Tool prior to 8.6, you must also reassemble these MSIs for the same
reason.

Rebuild User Exits

If you have customized user exits in a prior release, verify whether the installation updated any of these user exits. If so,
modify the new version of the user exits and rebuild them. Do not replace updated user exits with the previous versions
without merging.

Creating a Copy of the Sample Files

The installation software copies Gen sample files to the directory defined by %GENxx%. Standard user privileges do not
permit access to change files in that directory. Every user that wants to work with the sample files must make a working
copy of the sample files in a directory to which they have write privileges.

Note: xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The user must copy the files from the %GENxx%Gen\samples directory to the destination directory. There are many ways
to copy the files. For example, these steps create a copy of the Sample files in the My Documents folder:
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Follow these steps:

1. In Windows Explorer, in the Address bar, type:
%GENxx%

2. Press Enter.
3. Press and hold the Ctrl key while dragging and dropping the Samples folder to the My Documents folder.

Required Windows Privileges
This topic lists component activities and the minimum privileges that are required to run the component and execute its
features:

In Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 environments, some Gen component activities require Administrator privileges
and some only require User privileges. Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 allow a user with User privileges to execute
any generated application.

This section lists component activities and the minimum privileges that are required to run the component and execute its
features.

NOTE
This section does not define the privileges that are required to install or configure Oracle, DB2, Microsoft SQL,
Tuxedo, MQ Series, or other third-party software.

NOTE
Before running the Toolset, Build Tool, AEFAD, or any application that accesses DB2 and Windows 7 users that
work with DB2 must have a user account that is also a member of the DB2USERS group to ensure that they
have read access to local DB2 configuration or application data.

General Gen Activity Privilege Requirements

Gen general activities that require Administrator privileges include the following:

• Install, modify, or repair a Gen component
• Install a PTF
• Recompile the DDL installers
• Recompile the GUI stubs in the default installation directory
• Use MSI to install a C or C# application
• Edit files in the default installation directory, C:\Program Files\..., including:

– application.ini
– codepage.ini
– classes\codepage.properties
– COMMCFG.INI
– commcfg.properties
– .net\ commcfg.txt
– GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini
– P3270KEY

• Edit files in the All Users directory, including IEFGDIC.INI
• Edit COMMCFG.INI, COMMCFG.PROPERTIES, COMMCFG.TXT
• Edit or rebuild the C, Java, or C# user exits
• Build the Update API Demo in the default installation directory, C:\Program Files\...
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Toolset Privilege Requirements

No Toolset activities require Administrator privileges.

Toolset Plug-in Privilege Requirements

No Toolset activities require Administrator privileges.

Build Tool Privilege Requirements

These Build Tool activities require Administrator privileges:

• Modify the DEFAULT profile
• Build an application with REGEDIT = YES
• Run BT Server as a system-started daemon
• Edit the BT scripts
• Edit other template files

Daemon and Funnel Privilege Requirements

To run the daemon and funnel as a service requires Administrator privileges.

Diagram Trace Utility Privilege Requirements

No Diagram Trace Utility activities require Administrator privileges.

Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) Privilege Requirements

These CSE activities require Administrator privileges:

• Run CSE Config
• Run the CSE servers as a service

Client Manager Privilege Requirements

To run the Communications Bridge as a service requires Administrator privileges. No Client Manager activities require
Administrator privileges.

Communications Bridge Privilege Requirements

To run the Communications Bridge as a service requires Administrator privileges.

Using Antivirus Software

While installing Gen products on Windows, the antivirus on your computer may flag certain files, specially the IEFCBN.dll
file as suspicious or infected. These warnings are “false positives” and result from heuristic scanning algorithms employed
by the antivirus software.

Uninstall Gen on the Windows Platform
This section describes uninstalling Gen product components on Windows Workstations and Windows Servers.

Uninstall Gen Product Components on Windows Workstations

Use the Windows Add or Remove Programs option to uninstall Gen product components installed on the workstation.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, Settings, Control Panel.
The Control Panel opens.

2. Double-click Add or Remove programs.
Windows opens the Add or Remove Programs dialog.

3. Select the Gen product component to uninstall.
4. Click Change/Remove.

The uninstall process can take several minutes.

Uninstall Gen Product Components on Windows Servers

Use the Programs and Features option to uninstall Gen product components on Windows servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Start, Settings, Control Panel.
The Control Panel opens.

2. Double-click Programs and Features.
Windows opens the Uninstall or change a program dialog.

3. Select the Gen product component to uninstall.
4. Click Uninstall Items.

The uninstall process can take several minutes.

During the process of uninstalling Gen, a dialog reporting that other programs are using other files that are shared with
Gen displays. The dialog identifies the programs and offers the following options:

• Ignore the conflict and continue uninstalling Gen
• Stop the programs causing the conflict and retry the uninstall process
• Cancel the uninstall process

Because the file causing the conflict is a system file that the installation process will not remove, it is safe to ignore the
conflict and continue with the uninstall process. It is also safe to save work that is associated with the programs causing
the conflict and retry the uninstall process.

Using Multiple Release Gen Features on the Same Windows System
You can install and run some Gen Release 8.6 features on a Windows system that has Gen Release 8.5 features
installed.

This section defines the level of support and restrictions for using features from different releases on the same computer.

WARNING
Gen Release 8.6 only supports installing Gen Release 8.6 features on a system after installing Release 8.5
versions. Install each release in a separate installation directory.

Gen on Windows 10

If you are running Windows 10 with more than one release of Gen installed, you might notice that the release number of
the Gen components do not display. If you type any of the names of Gen components in the Windows search box, the
search results do not display the release number of the component. For example, Gen 8.5 and Gen 8.6 are installed on
your Windows 10 computer and you type Toolset in the Windows search box, Toolset displays two times in the search
result without any release number.
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This same behavior has been observed with other third-party products that do not specify a version number in their
installed component names.

Restrictions

The following list defines the Gen Release 8.6 support and restrictions for components and component features when
running them simultaneously with their Release 8.5 version counterparts.

Block Mode C Applications
Supported. Block Mode C applications link with version-specific DLLs accessible through the PATH environment
variable.

Build Tool
Supported. The Build Tool utilizes variables %GEN85% and %GEN86%, which controls linking with correct
version of DLLs.

C GUI Applications
Supported. C GUI applications link with version-specific DLLs accessible through the PATH environment variable.

NOTE
Flows between clients of different releases (e.g., Gen 8.5 to Gen 8.6) are not supported.

C Proxy Client Applications
Supported. The application links with version-specific DLLs accessible through the PATH environment variable.

C Server Applications
Supported. C server applications link with version-specific DLLs accessible through the PATH environment
variable.

C# Applications
Supported under IIS and Component Services. The application uses versioned assemblies.

CFB Converter Services to Enterprise Java Beans
Not supported.

Client Manager
Gen Release 8.6 does not support running Release 8.5 version Client Managers simultaneously and supports
executing one only Client Manager. Attempting to run two client managers returns focus to the executing Client
Manager.

Client Server Encyclopedia Clients
Not supported.

NOTE
We currently do not support running the Gen Release 8.5 and Release 8.6 versions of the CSE clients
on the same workstation. However, you can use Release 8.5 version or Gen Release 8.6 clients to
download Release 8.5 and Release 8.6 models. Because Release 8.5 clients can access both Release
8.5 and Release 8.6 CSE servers, it might be preferable to use Release 8.5 clients in that case.

Client Server Encyclopedia Servers
Not supported.

COM Proxy Client Applications
Supported. The application is linked with version-specific DLLs accessible through the PATH environment
variable.

Communication Bridge
Supported.

Daemon and Funnel
Not supported.
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Diagram Trace Utility
Not supported.

NOTE
We currently do not support running Release 8.5 versions and Gen Release 8.6 versions of the Diagram
Trace Utility on the same workstation. Because the Gen Release 8.6 Diagram Trace Utility can be used
to debug Release 8.5 versions and Gen Release 8.6 applications, use the Gen Release 8.6 Diagram
Trace Utility when debugging all Release 8.5 built applications.

EJB Server Applications
Supported. The application uses version-specific classes.

Encyclopedia Update API
Not supported.

Java Proxy Client Applications
Supported. The application uses version-specific classes.

.NET Client Applications
Supported. The application uses versioned assemblies.

.NET Proxy Client Applications
Supported. The application uses version-specific classes.

Toolset
Supported. Simultaneous execution of the Gen Release 8.6 and Release 8.5 version toolsets are supported.

Toolset Plug-ins
Gen Release 8.6 does not support simultaneous execution of Gen Release 8.6 and Release 8.5 version toolsets
when running toolset plug-ins.

Web Generation (Java) Client Applications
Supported. The application uses version-specific classes.

Workstation Update API
Not supported.

Install Gen on z/OS
Broadcom has standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following process:

• Acquisition - Transports the software to your z/OS system.
• Installation using SMP/E - Creates an SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps. The

software is untailored.
• Deployment - Copies the SMP/E target libraries to another system or LPAR.
• Configuration - Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.

Gen products can be installed using Z/OSMF, CSM or SAMPJCL.

IBM® z/OS® Management Facility (z/OSMF) provides system management functions in a task-oriented, web browser-
based user interface with integrated user assistance so that you can more easily manage the day-to-day operations and
administration of your mainframe z/OS systems.

CSM is an intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many Broadcom product installation activities on z/OS
systems. This application also makes obtaining and applying corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-
based interface enables you to install and maintain your products faster and with less chance of error. As a best practice,
we recommend that you install mainframe products and maintenance using CSM. Using CSM, someone with limited
knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can install a product.
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NOTE

• All Gen products can be installed and deployed using CSM. At this time, only the Gen Host Encyclopedia
(and Host Construction) product can be configured using CSM.

• If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at http://support.broadcom.com.
Follow the installation instructions, to install CSM, in the CSM documentation on the CSM product page.

• All Gen products can be installed and deployed using z/OSMF. At this time no Gen products can be
Configured using z/OSMF Workflows.

• A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

You can also complete the standardized installation process manually using pax files that are downloaded from http://
support.broadcom.com.

To install your product, do the following tasks:

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements.

NOTE
With Gen 8.6 GA, the z/OS COBOL runtimes are compiled with COBOL V5.1.1. With Gen 8.6 upgrade PTFs
the z/OS COBOL runtime are compiled with COBOL v6.2. Gen requires runtime support for the version of
Enterprise COBOL being used - COBOL v6.2. Apply IBM PTFs to the Language Environment for the runtime
support. The apply job fails with linkedit errors if the IBM PTFs are not applied. For details, see the Release
Notes.

2. Verify that you acquired the product using one of the following methods:
– Download the software from http://support.broadcom.com using CSM.
– Download the software from http://support.broadcom.com using Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (Pax

ESD).
3. Perform an SMP/E installation using one of the following methods:

– If you used CSM to acquire the product, start the installation process from the SMP/E Environments tab in CSM.
– If you used Pax ESD to acquire the product, you can install the product in the following ways:

• Install the product manually.
• Complete the SMP/E installation using the Add Product option in CSM.

NOTE
If a CARS package is published for your product, install it before continuing with deployment.

4. Deploy the target libraries using one of the following methods:
5. • If you are using CSM to configure your products, a CSM deployment is required.

• If you are using a manual configuration process, a manual deployment is an optional step.
6. Configure your product using CSM or manually.

Installation Considerations

z/OS Installations

Upgrades

User exits included with Gen can change during the installation of any new release or service pack.

WARNING
Back up customized user exits before you begin the install process.

When installation completes, check to see if the installation updated your modified user exit, and if so merge the changes
and rebuild the exit. Do not just replace the updated user exit with the previous version.
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WARNING
Although you can modify user exits that are provided for z/OS applications, you must not put the customized
version of the exit in the libraries that are used to install and deploy Gen Release 8.6. These data sets are under
CSM and SMP/E control and applying maintenance overwrites the modifications.

Host Encyclopedia Configuration using CSM

Configuration by CSM requires that the Host Encyclopedia FMID be installed and deployed by CSM. When selecting
products to create a deployment for the Gen Host Encyclopedia 8.6 runtime product, either Gen CICS Runtime 8.6 or Gen
IMS Runtime 8.6 is required to ensure that a deployment version of the runtime load library (CEHBPLD1) is also created.

All Gen 8.6 products are available to be deployed but only the Gen Host Encyclopedia 8.6 product is configurable by CSM
now. Gen can only be deployed and configured using CSM 6.0.

Installation, deployment, and configuration are documented in this Installing section.

Upgrading a Host Encyclopedia in Place

The schema for Gen Release 8.6 has more rows than the AllFusion Gen r7.6 release. Therefore, if you allocated the
AllFusion Gen r7.6 schema tablespaces with zero secondary allocation and choose to upgrade a Host Encyclopedia in
place, the existing tablespace sizes may be smaller than required and may cause a DB2 error during the schema load job
CEJOB05.

To correct this issue, increase the sizes of the SPRP, SASC, and SOBJ tablespaces using the following ALTER
TABLESPACE commands before upgrading in place:

ALTER TABLESPACE schemadb.SASC PRIQTY 4800;

ALTER TABLESPACE schemadb.SOBJ PRIQTY 2400;

ALTER TABLESPACE schemadb.SPRP PRIQTY 4800;

User Exits

CEHBSAMP member MK5EXITS has been modified to default to use COBOL 6.2 to compile Gen User exits.

When the MKCRUN procedure is used to customize the Codepage that is used in Gen applications, if the TIRXINFO
user exit is modified the resulting TIRXINFZ DLL must be deployed to the CICS or the IMS the regions where the Gen
applications execute.

Preparing for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware Requirements

See Technical Requirements for a list of hardware requirements for Gen.

Software Requirements

For information about software requirements for Gen, see Technical Requirements.

NOTE
The terms COBOL, COBOL/390, and COBOL for z/OS refer to the version of COBOL specified in Technical
Requirements.

We recommend checking with IBM regarding the support of DB2 releases.
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Common Components and Services Requirements

The following Common Components and Services are provided by Broadcom:

• CAIRIM (Resource Initialization Manager)
• LMP (License Management Program services)
• CAISSF (Standard Security Facility)
• CA-C Runtime
• CAICCI (Common Communication Interfaces)
• CAIENF (Event Notification Facility)

Gen uses LMP (License Management Program services). While all of the Common Components and Services are listed,
only the component containing the LMP (License Management Program services) is required. LMP is included as part of
the Common Services component, which also includes CAIRIM (Resource Initialization Manager) and CAISSF (Standard
Security Facility). The other Common Components and Services are not required for Gen.

NOTE
If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services may already be installed. Check
with your systems group.

Gen Licensing check (LMP) has been modified to include the product release number in the IBM Sub-Capacity
Reporting Tool (SCRT). Information about this report can be found in the Common Components and Services for z/OS
documentation.

The Common Components and Services for z/OS documentation provides more information on Common Components
and Services.

LMP Keys Requirements

Gen z/OS products require LMP keys. LMP keys are valid for multiple product releases but not for multiple CPUs. If you
are running an earlier release of the product and installing it on the same CPU, skip this section. If you are installing a new
product, or installing on a different CPU, install LMP keys.

Examine the LMP Key Certificates you received with your installation package to ensure you have a key certificate for
every product that requires one.

Fields Descriptions
Product Name The trademarked or registered name of the Broadcom product

licensed for the designated site and CPUs.
Supplement The reference number of your license for the particular product,

in the format nnnnnn-nnn. This format differs slightly inside and
outside North America. In rare situations, it may be omitted.

Expiration Date The date, month dd, yyyy as in January 15, 2010, the product
license expires.

Technical Contact The name of the technical contact at your site that is responsible
for the installation and maintenance of the designated product.
Broadcom addresses all LMP correspondence to this person.

MIS Director The name of the director of MIS, or the person who performs
that function at the site. If the title but not the individual name
is indicated on the Certificate, supply the actual name when
correcting and verifying the certificate.

CPU Location The address of the building where the CPU is installed.
Execution Key An encrypted code required by LMP for product initialization.

During the installation, it is referred to as the LMP code.
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Product Code A two-character code corresponding to this particular product.
CPU ID The code identifying the specific CPU for which installation of your

product is valid.

If your site is already running software from CA, your systems group probably is already running a CAS9 proc (cataloged
procedure). If so, add the LMP keys for the products you are installing to the LMP keys already being used.

The CAS9 proc runs the CAIRIM program that uses a KEYS DD statement. The KEYS DD statement must point to your
LMP keys. The KEYS DD statement usually points to a member named KEYS in a PARMLIB or OPTLIB. Each line
contains the information from one key certificate. If the information does not fit on one line, code a hyphen in column 72
for a continuation character.

The parameter structure for member KEYS is:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

NOTE
The parentheses are required.

Parameter Definition
pp Required. The two-character product code. For any given LMP

software solution, this code agrees with the product code already
in use by the CAIRIM initialization parameter for earlier releases of
the product.

ddmmmyy The LMP licensing agreement expiration date.
tttt-mmmm Required. The CPU type and model on which the LMP software

solution is to run. If the CPU type or the model requires less than
four characters, insert blank spaces for the unused characters.

ssssss Required. The serial number of the CPU on which the LMP
software solution is run.

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkk Required. The execution key is provided on the Key Certificate
shipped with each LMP software solution.

This is an example of a control card for the LMP execution software parameter:

PROD(BD) DATE(15JAN02) CPU(3090-600 /370623) LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZ6)

NOTE
This is an example (which is invalid) of the LMP execution key. For more information about LMP execution key
definition, see the Common Components and Services Installing section.

Security Requirements

Identify a distinct DB2 authorization ID for Gen.

Identify an individual with the technical skill and authority to install DB2 and ISPF applications.

Storage Requirements

Gen requires disk space for the following:

• Distribution, target, deployment, and runtime libraries
• Host Encyclopedia databases
• Implementation Toolset database
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Sizing Host Encyclopedia

This section explains the Gen Host Encyclopedia size, how to estimate larger encyclopedia sizes, creating storage group
parameters, and VSAM parameters.

DASD Requirements

The Host Encyclopedia requires a minimum of 650 3390 cylinders. Of that total, 350 cylinders are for the Host
Encyclopedia and 300 cylinders are for Gen software libraries.

You can control the amount of Db2 DASD by allocating for a small or medium size Host Encyclopedia. For better
performance, you must allocate the tables and indexes across three to six volumes.

The number of 4-KB pages for a small Host Encyclopedia is:

VOL 4 KB Page
1 12750
2 7350
3 7800
4 6600
5 6300
6 4200

Many installations put all Host Encyclopedia data sets on the same volume, but relocate the high-use tablespaces and
indexes to separate volumes.

How to Size an Encyclopedia

This section explains the encyclopedia size and how to estimate larger encyclopedia sizes.

Gen defines two Encyclopedia sizes:

• A small Encyclopedia is 350 cylinders (3390).
• A medium Encyclopedia is 1400 cylinders (3390).

All tables or indexes are the same in the small and medium encyclopedias except for the following:

DASC DPRP
DOBJ DSUBEX

These tables and indexes are seven times larger in the medium Encyclopedia than in the small Encyclopedia. This section
explains how to resize the tables to fit your requirements when you need a larger encyclopedia.

NOTE
Large encyclopedias can be as large as 10,000 cylinders or more.

How to Estimate Larger Encyclopedia Sizes

This section defines which tables need resizing to accommodate a larger encyclopedia and how to estimate the size of the
encyclopedia.

Schema Tables
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Do not ever resize the following Gen tables:

SASC SOBJ
SDIV SPRP
SMDL STRG

Small User Data Tables that Remain Static

The following tables are considered small and usually remain static:

DCOPY DMDL DSUBDF
DCPYUS DSETDF DSUBID
DFAMILY DSETID DSUBUS
DGRPUS DUSR DXCPID
DMAX

User Data Tables that Vary in Size

The sizes of the following user data tables depend on logging use:

• DHLOG-Model history activity logging. When logging is enabled, archive this table frequently to keep it small.
• DHOBJ-Object history activity logging. When logging is enabled, archive this table frequently to keep it small.
• DTXT-Bulk of data is descriptions inside model. This table may grow as the use of descriptions increases.

You can disable DHLOG and DHOBJ for each model by using Host Encyclopedia option 1.3.13.4.

Large Data Tables

The following tables need to grow as encyclopedia use increases:

DASC DPRP
DOBJ DSUBEX

Public Interface Table Sizes

Resize the Public Interface (PI) tables according to the use of PI feature:

MODEL PINAME
PIDATA PITEXT

Encyclopedia Estimating Methods

Use one of the following methods to estimate a large encyclopedia.

Method One

Look at the table sizes for an encyclopedia installed on your system to estimate the space needed for a larger
encyclopedia.

Method Two
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Use the relative sizes of major tables. The relationship is based on analysis of several large production Host
Encyclopedias.

Table Index 1 Index 2 Index 3
DOBJ 30% 40% 40%
DASC 50% 50% Not applicable
DPRP 16% Not applicable Not applicable
DSUBEX 40% 40% Not applicable
DTXT 15% Not applicable Not applicable
DHLOG 10% Not applicable Not applicable
DHOBJ 10% Not applicable Not applicable
MODEL 40% 40% Not applicable
PIDATA 40% 40% 50%
PINAME 25% 20% Not applicable
PITEXT 25% 20% Not applicable

Using the information in this table, estimate the number of objects and divide by 70 to get the size of the DOBJ table (in 4-
KB pages).

Calculate the sizes of the DASC, DPRP, and DSUBEX tables:

DASC = 1.7 X (DOBJ value)

DPRP = 1.7 X (DOBJ value)

DSUBEX = 1.0 X (DOBJ value)

The factor for DSUBEX is a minimum. If subsetting is not used, or is low, 1.0 is adequate; otherwise, this value needs to
be larger.

Example

50 Models x 30,000 Objects/Model = approximately

1,500,000 Objects

1,500,000 divided by 70 = approximately 22,000 4K

DOBJ pages

DASC = 1.7 * 22,000 = approximately 36,000

DPRP = 1.7 * 22,000 = approximately 36,000

SUBEX = 1.5 * 22,000 = approximately 33,000

DOBJ = 22,000 (see above)

Table Index 1 Index 2 Index 3
DOBJ 22,000 7,000 9,000 9,000
DASC 36,000 18,000 18,000 N/A
DPRP 36,000 6,000 N/A N/A
DSUBEX 22,000 13,000 13,000 N/A

Method Three

The following tables show the number of 4-KB pages allocated for the Schema, Data, and Public Interface tables or
indexes for a small and a medium Host Encyclopedia. When using Storage Group, Gen automatically multiplies each
value by four when generating the DDL.
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The sizes of the following tables or indexes depend on the number and sizes of models.

Table/Index Small Medium
DASC 4800 33600
DASCI1 2400 16800
DASCI2 2400 16800
DOBJ 3000 21000
DOBJI1 900 6300
DOBJI3 1200 8400
DPRP 4800 33600
DPRPI1 800 5600
DPRPI1 800 5600
DSUBEX 6000 42000
DSUBEXI1 2400 16800
DSUBEXI2 2400 16800

You may need to adjust the sizes of the following tables or indexes:

Table/Index Small or Medium
DHOBJ 1500
DHOBJI1 150
DHLOG 2500
DHLOGI1 500
DHLOGI2 500
DHLOGI3 1000
DTXT 6000
DTXTI1 325

The values of the following table or indexes are constant.

Table/Index Small, Medium, or Large
DCOPY 150
DCOPYI1 150
DCOPYI2 150
DCPYUS 65
DCPYUSI1 10
DCPYUSI2 10
DFAMLY 65
DFAMLYI1 20
DFAMLYI2 20
DGRPUS0 65
DGRPUSI1 5
DGRPUSI2 5
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DMAX 65
DMDL 65
DMDLI1 12
DMDLI2 24
DSETDF 400
DSETDFI1 400
DSETID 65
DSETIDI1 30
DSETIDI2 30
DSETIDI3 30
DSUBDF 400
DSUBDFI1 100
DSUBDFI2 100
DSUBID 65
DSUBIDI1 20
DSUBIDI2 20
DSUBUS 65
DSUBUSI1 10
DSUBUSI2 10
DUSR 65
DUSRI1 5
DXCPID 65
DXCPIDI1 5

The size of the following table or indexes depends on Public Interface usage.

Table/Index Small or Medium
MODEL 65
MODELI1 10
MODELI1 10
MODELI2 1000
PIDATA 400
PIDATAI1 400
PIDATAI2 400
PIDATAI3 400
PINAME 100
PINAMEI2 80
PITEXT 1000
PITEXTI1 250
PITEXTI2 250
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Do not resize the following schema tables:

Table/Index Small or Medium
SASC 600
SASCI1 300
SASCI2 300
SASCI3 300
SDIV 600
SDIVI1 300
SDIVI2 300
SMDL 65
SMDLI10 5
SMDLI2 5
SOBJ 300
SOBJI1 300
SOBJI2 300
SPRP 600
SPRPI1 300
SPRPI2 300
STRG 600
STRGI1 300

How to Create Storage Group Parameters

The Assign Storage Group Names screen shows the CEINSTAL screen for creating STOGROUP space parameters.
The default values are expressed in 1-KB records, so they are four times larger than the values in the VSAM samples. A
sample SQL that Creates DASC is shown next:

CREATE TABLESPACE DASC

   IN DBIEF67D

   USING STOGROUP SYSDEFLT

   PRIQTY                          134400

   SECQTY                          53760

   LOCKSIZE                        ANY

   SEGSIZE                         64

   CLOSE NO;

How to Create VSAM Parameters

The Assign VSAM Names screen illustrates the CEINSTAL screen for creating VSAM space parameters. The default
values are expressed in 4-KB pages.

A JCL to create space for table DASC is shown next:

DEFINE CLUSTER  +

  (NAME('AAAC.DSNDBC.DBIEF67D.DASC.I0001.A001')  +

  LINEAR  +

  REUSE  +
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  VOL (XXXXXX)  +

  RECORDS (33600    13440)  +

  SHR (3,3)   )  +

  DATA +

  (NAME('AAAC.DSNDBD.DBIEF67D.DASC.I0001.A001'))

CREATE TABLESPACE DASC

  IN DBIEF67D

  USING VCAT AAAC

  LOCKSIZE ANY

  SEGSIZE 64

  CLOSE NO;

USS Space Requirements

Ensure that you have sufficient free space in the USS file system that you are using for Pax ESD to hold the directory that
the pax command and its contents create. You need approximately three and a half times the pax file size in free space.

If you do not have sufficient free space, you receive error message EDC5133I.

Other Requirements

Before installing Gen, ensure the environment meets the following prerequisites:

• Verify all the required operating system components are installed.
• Identify an individual with the technical skill and authority to install Db2 and ISPF applications.
• Identify the TSO environment settings required for access to Gen.
• Identify the ISPF changes required for Gen.
• DASD requirements are met

Before installing Host Construction and z/OS Implementation Toolset, ensure the environment meets the following
requirements:

• IMS environment requirements
• CICS environment requirements
• COBOL requirements, before compiling source code

Gen Products

Gen consists of multiple FMIDs. The following list shows the Gen FMIDs, components and the products they represent (x
varies per release):

• CEG68x0 / CGHE = Host Encyclopedia (HE)
• CEG78x0 / CGMVSI = z/OS Implementation Toolset (IT)
• CEHB8x0 / CGMCMN = Base (common) modules
• CETA8x0 / CGMURT = Base modules build as unresolved (NCAL)
• CEHC8x0 / CGRTCI = Runtime CICS
• CEHD8x0 / CGRTIM = Runtime IMS
• CEG88x0 / CGTCPC = TCP/IP Direct Connect for CICS
• CEG98x0 / CGTCPI = TCP/IP Direct Connect for IMS
• CEKP8x0 / CGRMQC = CICS MQSeries
• CEKZ8x0 / CGRMQI = IMS MQSeries

Some FMIDs are grouped and must be installed together while others are standalone. Base modules (EHB and ETA)
for instance are grouped with both HE and IT products. The datasets where the products reside are created when the
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Base FMID (EHB) is installed with the exception of the Runtime DLLs Library, which is created only when a Runtime FMID
(EHC or EHD) is installed. MQSeries FMIDs are each included when the corresponding Runtime is installed.

Use the component to identify which PTFs apply to an FMID/product. This information is important when using CSM
Deployment and Configuration, where specified products need to be selected in order for their corresponding datasets to
be included in the deployed and in the configured products.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of Gen and continue to use an older release for your production environment. If you plan to
continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When installing into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases.
• If you acquired your product with Pax-Enhanced ESD, select different target and distribution zones for your new

release from where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
CSM installs into a new CSI by default.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.
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Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using the IBM® z/OSMF Management Facility (z/OSMF), address
the installation and security requirements in the following table:

TIP
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Role

Apply required maintenance for CA Common Services for z/OS (CCS) Version 15.0
(SO12499)
The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your installed
CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If prompted during installation for the data set name of
a load library for an IBM product that you do not have installed, specify your installed
hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems programmer

Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM Knowledge Center
The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide  is your primary source of
information about how to install and configure z/OSMF. We also strongly recommend that
you review the z/OSMF overview and use the installation checklists that are provided in
the IBM Knowledge Center. You can open the IBM documentation in a separate browser
tab for reference during installation of your products using z/OSMF Deployments.

Systems programmer, security
administrator, domain administrator

Configure z/OSMF security for CA ACF2™ for z/OS, CA Top Secret® for z/OS, or IBM
RACF as applicable to authorize users and resources.

Security administrator

Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write
access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for
the installation process.

Security administrator

Address the following USS requirements:
• Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the unpack

steps.
• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the z/

OSMF pax installation process.
• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately 3.5
times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For example, to
download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in
the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have sufficient free space, error
messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can
occur.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.
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Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:
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– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
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c. Select one of the following download methods:
• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product

package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword
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 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >
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</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
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installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute the workflows for the software being deployed Most products have at least one of the following workflows:
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Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Configuration Workflows
Configures a new software instance or an existing software instance. For example, an upgrade workflow updates
an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
root certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.
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Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the Digicert root certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/zosmf/digi-root.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*
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//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.
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Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:

• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update

As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
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TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

Complete Configuration Tasks
After your product installation and maintenance tasks are complete, you must deploy and configure your product for
execution.

The deployment is a simple copy of the product SMP/E target data sets, which can then be configured for use on systems
across your enterprise. The deployed objects include target libraries that are defined to SMP/E (also known as the
deployment libraries). Creating a copy of the product SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean
and isolates the product SMP/E environment from the runtime foundation that is used in the day-to-day operation of
Gen. Subsequent maintenance activities update the SMP/E environment without affecting the active product runtime
environments. For maintenance to take effect, you must deploy the updated data sets and libraries to your runtime
environments.

The configuration process tailors the product runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS system.

Configure Products Using z/OSMF Workflows

This article provides information to learn how to complete configuration tasks using z/OSMF workflows.

Gen does not provide Configuration Workflows and must be configured manually.

How to Install Your Product Using CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring
Broadcom mainframe products on your system.
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CSM is an application that simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS
systems. As products adopt the CSM services, you can install your products in a common way according to industry best
practices.

This scenario describes the steps for a system programmer to acquire, install, deploy, and configure products and
maintenance. Not all tasks may apply to your organization. For example, you may decide not to deploy and configure
products. In this case, do not perform the product deployment task and the product configuration task.

Before you use this scenario, you must have CSM installed at your site. If you do not have CSM installed, you can
download it from the Download Center at https://support.broadcom.com/. This web page also contains links to the
complete documentation for CSM.

You access CSM from a web browser.

NOTE
This scenario applies to the latest version of CSM. If you are using an earlier version, see the appropriate
bookshelf on the Chorus Software Manager product page.

This scenario is a high-level overview of steps that you perform using CSM. For more detailed information, use the online
help that is included in CSM.

You perform the following tasks to install products and manage them on your system:

1. Acquire a new product.
2. Install the product.
3. Maintain the installed products.
4. Deploy the product to the destination system.
5. Configure the deployed product.

Access CSM Using the Web-Based Interface
This article provides information for you to access CSM using the web-based interface.

You need the URL of CSM from the CSM administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your web browser and enter the access URL.
The login page appears.
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NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password.
The initial page appears. If you log in for the first time, you are prompted to define your account on the Support
website.

NOTE
For more information about the interface, click the online help link at the top right corner of the page.

3. Click New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on the Support Online website.

4. Specify the credentials, click OK, and then click Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
These settings are available on the User Settings page.

5. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then click Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task. You can click Show Results to view the details of
the actions in a finished task.

Proxy credentials

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Acquire a New Product
Acquisition allows you to download products and product maintenance from the Support Online website at https://
support.broadcom.com/ to a USS directory structure on your system. The products to which your site is entitled and the
releases available are displayed in the Available Products section on the Products page.

You perform the following high-level tasks to acquire a product using CSM:

1. Set up a Support Online account at https://support.broadcom.com/.
To use CSM to acquire or download a product, you must have a Support Online account. If you do not have an
account, create one on https://support.broadcom.com/.

2. Determine the CSM URL for your site.
To access CSM, you require its URL. You can get the URL from your site CSM administrator and log in using your z/
OS credentials. When you log in for the first time, you are prompted to create a CSM account with your credentials that
you use to access https://support.broadcom.com/. This account enables you to download product packages.

3. Log in to CSM and go to the Products tab to locate the product that you want to acquire.
After you log in to CSM, you can see the products to which your organization is entitled on the Products tab.
If you cannot find the product that you want to acquire, update the product list. CSM refreshes the product list through
https://support.broadcom.com/ using the site IDs associated with your credentials.

4. Download the product installation packages.
After you find your product in the product list, you can download the product installation packages.
CSM downloads (acquires) the packages (including any maintenance packages) from the Support Online website.

After the acquisition process completes, the product is ready for you to install or apply maintenance.

Install a Product
CSM simplifies and manages SMP/E installation tasks. You can browse and install a product that you acquired and that is
available in the product list on the Products page. You can also install the maintenance for the products that are currently
installed in a managed SMP/E environment on the driving system.
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You perform the following high-level tasks to install a product using CSM:
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1. (Optional) On the Settings tab, click Software Installation under System Settings, and configure base installation
settings.
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2. (Optional) Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Click the Products tab and select a product that you want to install. Start the installation wizard and review product

information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create a new SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation so that you can keep your previous installation available for use, if necessary.

7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.
8. (Optional) Review pending tasks for the SMP/E environment where you are installing your product. Continue the

installation, if applicable.
CSM installs the product.

After the installation process completes, check for and install available product maintenance. Ensure all maintenance
is installed before you start the next step, deployment, specifically if using CSM Configuration because only deployed
maintenance is available to be configured. The product is ready for you to deploy. Verify if there are other steps to perform
manually outside of CSM before continuing.

Maintain the Installed Products
You can migrate existing SMP/E environments into CSM to maintain all your installed products in a unified way from a
single web-based interface.

You can use CSM to maintain a Broadcom product.

You perform the following high-level tasks to maintain a product using CSM:

1. Verify that CSM recognizes the SMP/E environment where your product is installed. If not, migrate the SMP/E
environment to CSM.
During the migration, CSM stores information about the SMP/E environment in the CSM database.

2. From the Product tab, download the latest maintenance for the installed product releases.
If you cannot find the required release, perform the following steps to download the maintenance:
a. Add the release manually.
b. Update the release.

3. Apply the maintenance.
CSM applies the maintenance to your product.

NOTE
After the maintenance process completes, the product is ready for you to deploy to systems that are defined in
the system registry.
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Deploy the Product to the Destination System
Deployment is a process of copying SMP/E target libraries to a destination system. The destination system could be the
local z/OS system, a remote z/OS system, or a sysplex. You identify the destination system, deployed data set names,
and the transport mechanism as part of the deployment process. Deploying a product makes it available for configuration.

WARNING
Before you deploy a product, set up the destination systems and remote credentials in the system registry.

You perform the following high-level tasks to deploy your products using CSM:

1. On the Deployments tab, set up methodologies.

NOTE
You can also set up methodologies when creating a deployment, or use existing methodologies, if you have
set up any previously. If using existing methodologies, skip this step.

2. Start the New Deployment wizard to create a deployment. Complete each of the steps in the wizard. The wizard
guides you through choosing deployment settings for your site. At any point, you can save your work and come back
to it later.

3. Deploy:
a. Take a snapshot of the deployment.
b. Transmit the deployment to a destination system.
c. Deploy (unpack) to the mainframe environment.
CSM deploys the product to the destination system.

After the deployment process completes, the product is ready for you to configure.

Configure the Deployed Product
Configuration is a process of copying the deployed libraries to run-time libraries and customizes the product for your
site to bring it to an executable state. You can configure Broadcom products that you have already acquired, installed,
and deployed using CSM. You cannot use CSM to configure a product unless you have already used CSM to deploy
the product. Ensure that all maintenance is installed and deployed before starting CSM Configuration as only deployed
maintenance is available to be configured.

You perform the following high-level tasks to configure your products using CSM:

1. Select a configurable deployment on the Deployments tab to view details and products for that deployment.
2. Select a product in the deployment and start the Configuration wizard to create a configuration. Complete each of

the steps in the wizard. The wizard has multiple levels of detailed instructions and guides you through choosing
configuration settings for your site. At any point, you can save your work and come back to it later. Configurations
where you have partially completed the steps in the wizard are listed on the Configurations tab.
The steps in the wizard include the following:
a. Define a configuration name and select a system for the configuration.
b. Select configuration functions and options.
c. Define system preferences.
d. Create target settings.
e. Select and edit resources.

3. Build the configuration. The last step of the Configuration wizard lets you build the configuration. If needed, you can
edit the configuration and can build the configuration again. Building the configuration closes the wizard and creates a
configuration with all your settings.

4. (Optional) Validate the configuration. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be used when you
implement the configuration.
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5. Implement the configuration. You implement a configuration to make your deployed software fully functional.
Implementation executes on the destination system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined
in the configuration.
CSM configures the product.

After the configuration process completes, the product is ready for you to use.

How to Install Your Product Using a Pax File
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option, you
acquire a product pax file from Support.

Product updates may have occurred after you acquired the product. The files on the online site always have the most
current product updates. To determine if you have the latest updates, go to Support and click Download Center.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

1. Allocate and mount the file system.
2. Acquire the product pax files.
3. Create a product directory from the pax file.
4. Copy the installation files to z/OS data sets.
5. Prepare the SMP/E environment for a pax installation.
6. Run the installation jobs for a pax installation.
7. (Optional) Clean up the USS directory.
8. Apply preventive maintenance.

USS Environment Setup

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax ESD. The amount of space that you
need for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.
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We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. You need to complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent
downloads. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority to the
UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. In the file system that contains
the Pax ESD directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax
file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately
49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your Pax ESD directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to
perform the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product
acquisition. We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file is located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and umpacking the product pax file.

On z/OS the Gen 8.6 Level 0000 (GA) Pax file could be mounted on either the zSeries File System (zFS) or hierarchical
file system (HFS) but the Gen 8.6 Level 2111 Pax file must be mounted on a zFS File system.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS or an HFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:
– On a zFS, use the following sample:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*
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//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– On an HFS, use the following sample:
//ALCHFS EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

//CAPAX  DD   DSN=yourHFS_data_set_name,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=3390,

//            DSNTYPE=HFS,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary,1))

The file system is allocated.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS or HFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for
USS file systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not
allowing for the allocation. On an HFS, try using the ISPF 3.2 Data Set Utility to allocate your HFS data set.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAPAX directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAPAX

NOTE
This document refers to this structure as yourUSSpaxdirectory.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

– On a zFS, use the following sample:
MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)

      PARM(AGGRGROW)

– On an HFS, use the following sample:
MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_HFS_data_set_name') 

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') 

      TYPE(HFS)  MODE(RDWR)

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

Pax ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the Pax ESD directory for other users in your
USS group, from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:
chmod -R 775 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted.

NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

Acquire the Product Pax Files
  

To begin the Gen product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.
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WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority to the
UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. Also, you must have available
USS file space before you start the procedure.

Use one of the following methods:

• Download the product pax file from https://support.broadcom.com/ to your PC, and then upload it to your USS file
system.
If you download a zip file, you must unzip it before uploading to your USS file system.

• Download the pax files from https://support.broadcom.com/ directly to your USS file system.

This section includes the following information:

• A sample batch job to download a product pax file from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server directly to a USS
directory on your z/OS system

• Sample commands to upload a pax file from your PC to a USS directory on your z/OS system

WARNING
The FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. Consult your local network
administrators to determine the appropriate FTP procedure to use at your site.

Ensure that sufficient free space is available in the USS file system that you are using to hold the product pax file. If you
do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

When the download finishes, the pax file size in your USS directory matches the value in the Size column for the
corresponding pax file on the Broadcom Products Download window.

Download Files to a PC Using Pax ESD

You can download product installation files from Support to your PC.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to Support and click Download Center.
The Download Center web page appears.

2. Under Download Center, select Products from the first drop-down list, and specify the product, release, and gen level
(if applicable), and click Go.
The Broadcom Product Download window appears.

3. Download an entire Broadcom product software package or individual pax files to your PC. If you download a zip file,
you must unzip it before continuing.

NOTE
For information about download methods, see the Download Methods and Locations article. Go to Support,
log in, and click Download Center. Links to the article appear under the Download Help heading.

Download Using Batch JCL

You download a pax file from Support by running batch JCL on the mainframe. Use the sample JCL attached to the PDF
file as CAtoMainframe.txt to perform the download.

NOTE
We recommend that you follow the preferred download method as described on Support. This JCL procedure is
our preferred download method for users who do not use CSM. We also include the procedure to download to
the mainframe through a PC in the next section.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset with the name of the TCP/IP profile data set for your system. Consult your local

network administrators, if necessary.
The job points to your profile.

3. Replace YourEmailAddress with your email address.
The job points to your email address.

4. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for Pax ESD downloads.
The job points to your USS directory.

5. Locate the product component to download on the Broadcom Support Product Download window.
You have identified the product component to download.

6. Click Download for the applicable file.

NOTE
For multiple downloads, add files to a cart.

The Download Method window opens.
7. Click FTP Request.

• The Review Download Requests window displays any files that you have requested to download.
• We send you an email when the file is ready to download or a link appears in this window when the file is available.

8. Select one of the following methods:
Preferred FTP

Uses Broadcom (formerly Broadcom) worldwide content delivery network (CDN). If you cannot download using
this method, review the security restrictions for servers that company employees can download from that are
outside your corporate network.
Host Name: ftp://ftpdownloads.broadcom.com

Alternate FTP
Uses the original download servers that are based on Long Island, New York.
Host Name: ftp://scftpd.ca.com for product files and download cart files and ftp.broadcom.com for individual
solution files.

Both methods display the host, user name, password, and FTP location, which you then can copy into the sample
JCL.

NOTE
The following links provide details regarding FTP: the FTP Help document link in the Review Download
Requests window and the Learn More link available in the Download Methods window.

9. Submit the job.

WARNING
If your FTP commands are incorrect, it is possible for this job to fail and still return a zero condition code.
Read the messages in the job DDNAME SYSPRINT to verify the FTP succeeded.

After you run the JCL job, the pax file resides in the mainframe USS directory that you supplied.

Example CAtoMainframe.txt, JCL

The following text appears in the attached CAtoMainframe.txt JCL file:

//GETPAX   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'FTP GET PAX ESD PACKAGE',

//          MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to download a pax file directly from  *

//* CA Support Online to a USS directory on your z/OS system.         *
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//*                                                                   *

//* When editing the JCL ensure that you do not have sequence numbers *

//* turned on.                                                        *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. The SYSTCPD and SYSFTPD JCL DD statements in this JCL may be   *

//*    optional at your site. Remove the statements that are not      *

//*    required. For the required statements, update the data set     *

//*    names with the correct site-specific data set names.           *

//* 3. Replace "Host" based on the type of download method.           *

//* 4. Replace "YourEmailAddress" with your email address.            *

//* 5. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 6. Replace "FTP Location" with the complete path                  *

//*    and name of the pax file obtained from the FTP location        *

//*    of the product download page.                                  *

//*********************************************************************

//GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT TIMEOUT 120',REGION=0M

//SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSFTPD  DD   DSN=yourFTP.DATA.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//INPUT    DD   *

Host

anonymous YourEmailAddress

lcd yourUSSpaxdirectory

binary

get FTP_location

quit

/*

Download Files to Mainframe through a PC

You download the product installation files to your PC and transfer them to your USS system.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the product file to your PC:
– Pax ESD. If you downloaded a zip file, first unzip the file to use the product pax files.
– Or copy the entire product software package (or individual pax files) to your PC.
The pax file resides on your PC.

NOTE
 Do not change the format of the pax.Z.

2. Open a Windows command prompt.
The command prompt appears.

3. Customize and enter the following FTP commands:
FTP mainframe

userid

password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/
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put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit

mainframe
Specifies the z/OS system IP address or DNS name.

userid
Specifies your z/OS user ID.

password
Specifies your z/OS password.

C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile
Specifies the location of the pax file on your PC.

NOTE
If you specify a location that has blanks or special characters in the path name, enclose that value in
double quotation marks.

yourUSSpaxdirectory
Specifies the name of the USS directory that you use for Pax ESD downloads.

paxfile.pax.Z
Specifies the name of the pax file to upload.

The pax file is transferred to the mainframe.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
The pax command performs the following actions:

• The command extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• The command creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file and create a directory in your USS directory by
entering the following command:

pax -rvf pax-filename

 Follow these steps: 

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, uncomment and use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead.
This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a second line.

Example JCL File, Unpackage.txt, to Customize
The following text appears in the attached Unpackage.txt JCL file:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX ESD PACKAGE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************
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//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.             *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific
directory.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to GIMUNZIP the installation package. You edit and
submit the UNZIPJCL job to create z/OS data sets.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
– Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation
process uses. We suggest that you use a unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package.
Do not remove CAI after yourHLQ. Do not use the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E RELFILEs.
All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.
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6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these
data sets to perform the product installation. The pax file and product-specific directory are no longer needed.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Download external HOLDDATA.
2. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
3. Create an SMP/E environment.
4. Receive base functions and HOLDDATA.
5. Download and RECEIVE PTFs from Support.
6. Run an SMP/E APPLY CHECK operation.
7. Apply base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
8. Run an SMP/E ACCEPT CHECK operation.
9. Accept base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
10. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

NOTE
Steps 1 through 3 of this process are documented in detail in this section. Steps 4 through 9 are documented in
the section describing how to run installation jobs for a Pax installation. If applicable to your product, Step 10 is
documented in the section describing starting your product.

The members that are used in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for your
product.

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the macro GENSEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type GENSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
Note: Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the GENSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
GENAREAD member, and submit the GENEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN1HOLD in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command
line.
GEN1HOLD is customized.

3. Submit GEN1HOLD.
This job downloads the error and FIXCAT HOLDDATA from Support.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN2ALL in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command line.
GEN2ALL is customized.

5. Submit GEN2ALL.
This job produces the following results:
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– The target and distribution data sets for your product are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

6. If your product requires a USS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product that requires a USS file
system, allocate and mount the file system:

NOTE
You can customize the supplied HFS JCL to zFS, if your site requires it.

7. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN3CSI in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command line.
GEN3CSI is customized.

8. Submit GEN3CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

9. If your product requires HFS or if you want to install a feature of the product that requires HFS, add the DDDEFS that
are required for the file system to your SMP/E environment:
a. Open the SAMPJCL member ccc3CSIU in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command

line.
ccc3CSIU is customized.

b. Submit ccc3CSIU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
This article provides information to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the GENSEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the GENAREAD
member, and submit the GENEDALL member.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN20RCB in an edit session, and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command
line.
GEN20RCB is customized.

2. Submit GEN20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions and error HOLDDATA.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. If an FMID was placed in error, download and receive PTFs from https://support.broadcom.com.
4. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN30APB in an edit session, and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command

line.
GEN30APB is customized.

5. Submit GEN30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. If you find unresolved hold errors, note
these errors and verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production. Update the JCL to
BYPASS the unresolved hold error IDs. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

6. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN40ACB in an edit session, and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command
line.
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GEN40ACB is customized.
7. Submit GEN40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun

APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform the procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files anymore.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom product, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and deleting unnecessary MVS data sets.
You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all of the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets

These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the UNZIPJCL job.

 Note: Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile
Specifies the name of the Broadcom pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific_directory

product-specific_directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

Apply Preventive Maintenance
Learn how to apply preventive maintenance using SMP/E JCL.

WARNING
Use CSM to maintain your Broadcom z/OS-based products. The procedure that is discussed in this section is
fully automated when you use CSM.

Support Online at Broadcom Support has maintenance and HOLDDATA published since the installation data was created.
After the maintenance process completes, the product is ready to deploy.

NOTE
To review the Broadcom mainframe maintenance philosophy, see the Best Practices section or visit the
Broadcom Next-Generation Mainframe Management page.
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This procedure directs you to use the CAUNZIP utility. The CAUNZIP utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS
without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. If you are not familiar with this
utility, see the Common Components and Services Administration content. This section includes an overview and sample
batch jobs. To use this utility, you must be running a current version of Common Components and Services.

1. Check the Download Center at http://support.broadcom.com for PTFs that have been published since this release
was created. If the base release was created recently, no PTFs have been published yet. If PTFs exist, add published
solutions for your product to your Download Cart, and click Checkout.

2. Specify that you want a complete package.
When processing completes, a link appears on the Review Download Requests page. You also receive an email
notification.

3. Click the Alternate FTP link for your order to obtain FTP login information and the ZIP file location. Download the ZIP
file into a USS directory on your z/OS system.

4. Run the CAUNZIP utility.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. For sample JCL to run the utility that is located in yourHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP),
see the Common Components and Services CAUNZIP Administration Guide. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT
data set contains the summary report. The summary report does the following:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

5. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set,
specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement and submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

6. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the GENSEDIT macro that was customized in the
installation steps.

7. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN1HOLD in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command
line.

NOTE
Update GEN1HOLD SAMPJCL to receive the HOLDDATA file.

GEN1HOLD is customized.
8. Submit GEN1HOLD.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
9. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN7RECH in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command

line.
GEN7RECH is customized.

10. Submit GEN7RECH.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file.

11. Open the SAMPJCL member GEN8APYP in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the command
line.
GEN8APYP is customized.

12. Submit GEN8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

13. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member GEN9ACCP in an edit session and execute the GENSEDIT macro from the
command line.
GEN9ACCP is customized.

14. (Optional) Submit GEN9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.
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HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. These
are also called internal holds. The following reason is used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for Gen:

ACTION

Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.

DB2BIND optional

DB2BIND

Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.

DDDEF optional

DDDEF

Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.

DELETE-DEP-DOC

DELETE

Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE command.

DEP

Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.

DOC

Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

ENH optional

ENH

Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the enhancement. If no
action is must implement the enhancement, gives a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT optional

EXIT

Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.

EXRF

EXRF

Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility Systems.
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DOWNLD optional

DOWNLD

Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.

HOLDATA conclusion

Code a bypass operand on your APPLY command to install SYSMODs that have (internal) holds. Code the bypass
operand only after you have performed the required action, or if you are performing the action after the APPLY, if that is
appropriate.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is commonly used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered
to cause problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open GEN1HOLD in an edit session
and execute the GENSEDIT macro on the command line. Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has an unresolved hold error, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY command.
You can bypass an error hold in situations that are not applicable to you. Error holds that are not applicable to you can
include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product feature that you do not
use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the hold, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the hold error. This
action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

How to Prepare for Deployment
This section contains topics that describe the tasks you must perform before beginning the deployment process.

Before deploying a Gen product, ensure that all available maintenance is applied, particularly if using CSM Configuration
Services to configure the deployed product. This is because the contents of deployment data sets is copied by CSM SCS
to the runtime data sets created during configuration.

Applying maintenance requires re-deployment and re-configuration, and each of these activities may create a new set of
data sets.
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How to Deploy With CSM
Use SDS facilities to Create the deployment, which includes completing each step in the New Deployment wizard.
Select the appropriate CSI and one or more Gen products on the Product Selection panel. When Deploying Gen Host
Encyclopedia or Gen Implementation Toolset also select one of the Runtime products (either CICS, IMS or both) so that
the Runtime DLLs library is included in the deployment.

Deploy Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction

In the following Create Deployment process the Gen Host Encyclopedia is selected for deployment.

  

The Gen CICS Runtime product is also selected. This means that deployment will create the Gen runtime DLLs Library
in addition to the base Host Encyclopedia datasets. It is a requirement of Gen that one or more Runtime product
(either Gen CICS Runtime or Gen IMS Runtime, or both) is selected to enable deployment to include Runtime DLLs Load
Library in the set of deployed datasets.

Proceed through the wizard by clicking the Next button. Gen does not provide Custom Data Sets so select Next to
continue, then select a Methodology and a System to get to the Preview panel where you can review the selected or
entered deployment options. Ensure that the System selected is a Target System.
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Once the deployment wizard is complete select Deploy to make the Deployment Configurable.

Deploy Other Gen Products

All Gen products installed via CSM can be deployed but only the Host Encyclopedia can be Configured using CSM SCS.
In the following example, Gen Implementation Toolset is selected for deployment.
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Proceed through the wizard by using the Next button. Gen does not provide Custom Data Sets so select Next to continue,
then select a Methodology and a System and to get to the Preview panel where you can review the selected or entered
deployment options.
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After the deployment wizard is complete select Deploy to complete the Deployment process.

At this time Gen Implementation Toolset can be deployed but cannot be configured using CSM.

How to Configure With CSM

Start from the Deployments tab and select the appropriate deployment from the Deployments Configurable list.
In Deployment Details, select the product from the Product List section and Create Configuration or select Create
Configuration from the Actions drop-down button.

Follow the steps in the Create Configuration wizard to prepare a configuration, then build and implement. Configuration
implementation is completed using only CSM SCS or requires some manual processing.

After the configuration implementation process completes, the product is ready for use.

At this time only the Gen Host Encyclopedia product is enabled to be configured using CSM Configuration Services.

WARNING
CSM Configuration Services can be used to UPGRADE a Gen Host Encyclopedia created by a previous release
of Gen (possibly not configured with CSM). Use CSM Installation and Deployment to create a Target version of
the Gen Host Encyclopedia software and Create the Configuration using the existing encyclopedia (database)
variables. Once Implemented this Configuration provides the Upgraded Encyclopedia.
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Configuring Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction

After the Gen Host Encyclopedia has been deployed, it is Configurable. Select Create Configuration to start the wizard.
The Gen Runtime (CICS or IMS) is not configurable at this time, and it need to be selected for the Runtime DLLs library to
be included in the Host Encyclopedia Configuration.

Perform the steps in the configuration wizard to define and build the configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Define and Target.
Select your Gen deployment from the list of configurable deployments and create a configuration. The configuration
must target an available system.
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2. Import Values.
The Import options allow you to import values from a previous Gen Host Encyclopedia configuration.  These values
can be saved or modified in your new configuration and optionally, deleted from a previous configuration.  Skipping
the Import, allows you to start with default values in your configuration and set them specifically for your Host
Encyclopedia.
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3. Select Functions and Options.
Select Gen Host Encyclopedia functions and options for configuration. The options that are selected here are used to
determine the variables that are presented in the Create Target Settings dialog to obtain values that are used in the
Implementation. This is akin to the CEINSTAL process used when Configuring the Host Encyclopedia without CSM. In
the following example, a New Encyclopedia is created using IBM’s DB2 utilities, Host Construction is selected and a
DB2 profile table is used for applications that are built by the Encyclopedia.
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4. Define System Preferences.In the following example, the CICS region CGDCICS2 is selected as the designated
environment for Gen applications targeting

CICS.

NOTE
The configuration options Host Construction and CICS must have been selected in the Select Functions and
Options panel for the CICS subsystems occurrences to be presented.

The significant environment variables for Gen are as follows:
– z/OS

ZOSVERSION-z/OS version identifier
Specifies the z/OS version identifier of the system. Enter a 6 digit numeric value in the form vvrrmm. The vv is
version, rr is release, and mm is the maintenance level. For example, 011100 for z/OS 1.11.

– DB2
SUBSYSNAME-DB2 subsystem name

Specifies the DB2 subsystem name. Enter a 1 to 4 character uppercase alphanumeric or national (#,@,$) text
string that must begin with an alphabetic or national character.
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SDSNLOAD-DB2 load module library data set name
Specifies a DB2 load module library. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS data set name.

SDSNEXIT-DB2 load modules data set name
Specifies the DB2 load module library containing the subsystem parameter module (DSNHDECP) and user-
written exit routines. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS data set name. This is a mandatory field. The name can
be the same name provided for SDSNLOAD, in which case the SDSNLOAD data set is included twice in the
STEPLIB DD and it is NOT a problem.

VERSION-DB2 version identifier
Specifies the DB2 product version identifier. Enter a 6-digit numeric value in the form vvrrmm. The vv is version, rr
is release, and mm is the maintenance level. For example, 100100 for DB2 10.1.00.

SSIDVER-DB2 version identifier (3 characters)
Specifies the DB2 product version identifier. Enter a 3 character value in the form Vnn. The nn is version. For
example, V10.

– Language Environment (LE)
SCEELKED-C/C non-XPLINK (uppercase, no long name) resident routine library data set name

Specifies the C/C non-XPLINK (uppercase, no long name) resident routine library. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS
data set name.
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

SCEERUN-MVS LE SCEERUN runtime library data set name
Specifies the MVS Language Environment (LE) dynamic runtime library. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS data set
name.
Default: CEE.SCEERUN

SCEEINLL-SCEERUN and SCEERUN2 in the LNKLST/LPALST
Specifies whether the MVS Language Environment (LE) dynamic runtime libraries SCEERUN and SCEERUN2
are in the LNKLST/LPALST. Select YES or NO.

COBOLCOMPILER-COBOL compiler name
Specifies the COBOL compiler name. Enter a 1 to 8 character load module name.

COBOLLIB1-COBOL compiler load module library name
Specifies a COBOL compiler load module library. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS data set name.

COMPILERINLL-COBOL compiler in the LNKLST/LPALST
Specifies whether the libraries needed for the COBOL compiler are in LNKLST/LPALST. Select YES or NO.

– CICS
SDFHLOAD-CICS runtime library data set name

Specifies the runtime library that is associated with the CICS region. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS data set
name.

JOBNAME-CICS job name
Specifies the name of the CICS region. Enter a 1 to 8 character uppercase alphanumeric or national (#,@,$) text
string that must begin with an alphabetic or national character.

APPLID-CICS APPLID
Specifies the primary VTAM APPLID of the CICS region. Enter a 1 to 8 character uppercase alphanumeric text
string.
Default: DBDCCICS

TSVERSION-CICS Transaction Service version identifier
Specifies the Transaction Service version identifier of the CICS region. Enter a 6 digit numeric value in the form
vvrrmm. The vv is version, rr is release, and mm is the maintenance level. For example, 030200 for CICS TS 3.2.

– IMS
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RESLIB-IMS linkage editor library data set name
Specifies the IMS linkage editor library. Enter a 1 to 44 character MVS data set name.

JOBNAME-IMS job name
Specifies the name of the IMS system. Enter a 1 to 8 character uppercase alphanumeric or national (#,@,$) text
string that must begin with an alphabetic or national character.

VERSION-IMS version identifier
Specifies the IMS product version identifier. Enter a 6 digit numeric value in the form vvrrmm. The vv is version, rr
is release, and mm is the maintenance level. For example, 110100 for IMS 11.1.

5. Create Target Settings.Define your Gen Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction target environment by
specifying values for Gen product variables.Host Encyclopedia variables are grouped to match the CEINSTAL
process. Expand each group to see the individual variables. Some variables have default settings that can
be overwritten or confirmed as seen, and accepted. The option ‘Find Unresolved Variable’ sequentially
displays the mandatory variables and variables which require confirmation. The icon means that the

variable has
been resolved (has a value, either entered or confirmed). The icon means that the

variable must
be resolved (either requires a value or must be confirmed). The same icons apply to the product variable groups, in
which case one or more variables in the group must be actioned. The Next button only becomes active when all the
variables have been resolved.A previous configuration can be used to populate the current configuration, re-using the
same variable values if appropriate. This is  useful for the Maintenance option, where PTFs are being applied to an
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existing Configuration.The following example shows the product variable groups for Gen Host Encyclopedia and Host

Construction.
The product variables are grouped as follows:

CONSTANTS
Variables which are provided with constant values within the product.
CSMGEN is used as the second qualifier for temporary work data sets used to keep the output of Implementation
Steps.
DSNTYPE determines the DSN Type used when allocating Gen partitioned data sets, like DBRM library. It is not
used when allocating Gen Load Libraries like CEHBPLD0 or CEHBPLD1 as these are always allocated as PDSE
(Library).

Host Encyclopedia Libraries
Prefix and suffixes for the libraries that are used by the Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction. Similar to the
values entered using the CEINSTAL panel. These are the Runtime version of the Deployment data sets. The
Runtime data sets includes the JCL, SQL, and PARMLIB data sets which are not part of Deployment.
Includes SMS variables that are used to allocate the Runtime data sets (permanent).
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When Maintenance Option is used, it requires an extra data set prefix that is used to allocate data sets to backup
the Runtime data sets prior to applying maintenance.

Host Encyclopedia JCL variables
Variables that are used in Host Encyclopedia utility jobs, such as encyclopedia image copy.
Includes SMS variables that are used to allocate temporary data sets used to keep the output of Implementation
Steps.

Host Encyclopedia Variables
Global values used to operate the Host Encyclopedia, like encyclopedia name and plan prefix.
Includes SMS variables that are used to allocate userid prefixed data sets like <userid>.IEF.LOGFILE.
Old Host Encyclopedia variables

Optional variables that are used in model cross copy or conversion from another encyclopedia. This other
encyclopedia is usually at a previous schema level.

Host Encyclopedia DB2 variables
DB2 environment variables that are used by the Host Encyclopedia such as the Secondary AuthID, database
names, dynamic SQL plan name.

Host Encyclopedia Database
Variables that are used in creating the Host Encyclopedia DB2 databases and associated objects such as tables,
indexes.
Storage Group for Host Encyclopedia database variables is used to distribute the encyclopedia spaces across
different volumes. At this time, the CSM Implementation only uses the odd-numbered groups (1, 3 and 5),
ignoring the others.

Host Construction Variables
Target system-specific variables.
COBOL compiler variables

Compiler variables are used to capture information about the COBOL compiler.
DB2 precompiler variables

DB2 precompiler variables capture information about the DB2 precompiler. The information is used when
precompiling a generated source module targeting DB2.

CICS Variables
CICS variables are used to capture information about CICS. The information is used when installing
generated applications targeting CICS. This option is activated by specifying support for generated
applications under CICS in target environment configuration.

IMS Variables
IMS variables capture information about IMS. The information is used when installing a generated
application targeting IMS. This option is activated by specifying support for generated applications under
IMS in target environment configuration.

RPROF Variables
RPROF variables capture information which is used to build the runtime profile manager for DB2. This
option is activated by selecting DB2 RPROF TABLE option, made available by Host Construction. The
option CREATE DB2 RPROF has no effect on this group.

In the following example, Host Encyclopedia Libraries is expanded. The default value for the variable ‘Runtime data
sets prefix’ is shown. Confirm the default value or specify another value.
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When Implemented, this specific Configuration creates data sets named AAAC.GEN.HE.SCS.CEHBPLD0,
CEHBCLS0 and so on and copies the contents of the Deployment data sets into them. In addition it creates data sets
JCL, SQL and PARMLIB which are populated by the Implementation.
Once the Configuration is implemented the AAAC.GEN.HE.SCS.* data sets are the Runtime data sets that must be
accessed via the Logon Clist or Procedure to access this encyclopedia and construction.
When Maintenance option is selected, the value that is specified for the ‘Runtime data sets prefix’ variable must be
the value entered when this encyclopedia was originally created/upgraded. The ‘Maintenance prefix’ variable must
be a different name as it is used to create a backup of the Runtime data sets before the maintenance is propagated.
Maintenance option requires that one of the DB2 utilities options (IBM or CA) is also selected.
Since Maintenance is intended to be applied to an existing configuration enter the name of a previously created
configuration in the Use Configuration Values, or select one from the list, to pick up the values that are used when
the Implemented Configuration was originally created. Selecting the Upgrading Ency(clopedia) option enables the
‘Upgrade From ……’ options. CSM Configuration Services can be used to UPGRADE a Gen Host Encyclopedia
created by a previous release of Gen (not only a CSM Configuration). Use CSM Installation and Deployment to create
the Runtime version of the Gen Host Encyclopedia software as before. Then in the Create Configuration dialog enter
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the database values (like Schema, Data and Public Interface database name) for the encyclopedia being upgraded.
The Implementation is then configured your old encyclopedia to be used with the new software.

6. Select and edit resources.On this panel, you can select and edit resources. There are no editable resources for Host
Encyclopedia and Host Construction. Therefore you can proceed to the next step.
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7. Review and

Build.
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You can expand each section to see the value used by each variable. You can Print or Export (save) this Configuration
Summary. Verify that the values entered or the ones that are presented by default are correct before selecting Build to
Implement the configuration.

Implementing Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction Configuration

When you build a configuration for Gen Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction, you can validate and implement it.

Validation verifies access to resources used when you implement the configuration. At this time skip Validation of Gen as
a validation failure caused by a non-existent temporary data set condition prevents Implementation. The validation failure
is for a condition that is handled during Implementation so the actual Implementation, when validation is bypassed, is
successful.

The following is an example of Validation results for Bind Package and Plan processing. The first action deletes outputs
from a previous Implementation, if there are any. It is acceptable that the data set does not exist. The Validation fails
with ‘MSMC0236E Service validation error: DSN=<userid>.CSMGENHE.CEJOB07A.SYSTSPRT - Dataset must
exist message, but the Implementation of the same process handles the condition and succeeds.

When this Validation error is encountered, it is not possible to continue with Implementation. It is best to skip Validation
until this error condition is addressed.
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Use the Configurations tab in CSM, select the built configuration from the list, and select Implement from the Actions drop-
down. Implement the configuration by releasing the Implementation Steps. You can Release All steps or can Release
individual steps. The following example shows the Implementation Steps to Create a New Encyclopedia. Either Release
All for steps to execute automatically where the steps pre-reqs are automatically addressed or Release Next to manually
control the execution of each step. The Actions drop-down can also be used to Release (or Bypass) each step.

The following images show all the steps to create a New Encyclopedia:
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The last Step is optional and, if not required, must be Bypassed. Verify that this step is not required by accessing the
newly created encyclopedia to evaluate performance before bypassing the step. This step can be executed when a new
encyclopedia’s performance must be improved by uploading models and executing RUNSTATS.

When all implementations steps complete successfully, you can use the Host Encyclopedia. Start by setting up the ISPF
environment to access the Host Encyclopedia that is just created or upgraded. This is described next.

Establish ISPF Library Concatenation

The ISPF environment must be established before using Gen. The encyclopedia libraries can be allocated using a logon
CLIST, a logon PROC, or the ISPF LIBDEF facility. In all cases, if the logon is used primarily for the encyclopedia, certain
libraries must be first in the concatenation.

WARNING
Do not include Gen data sets from prior releases before the current-release Gen datasets in the ISPF logon
concatenation. Doing so may produce unpredictable results or cause errors. Do not install the Gen load modules
in an APF authorized library.
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ISPLLIB or STEPLIB

A combination of ISPLLIB or STEPLIB can be used to allocate the required Gen software libraries and the required z/OS
program product runtime libraries, such as LE, DB2, and ISPF.

If DB2 or LE libraries are not in the linklist, allocate them through a STEPLIB DD or the ISPLLIB DD in the logon CLIST or
in the TSO logon procedure.

LIBDEF

If you use the ISPF LIBDEF facility, note these restrictions:

• LIBDEF is not supported for the SYSPROC DD. You must include the Gen CLIST library in the SYSPROC
concatenation of a logon CLIST or a TSO logon PROC.

• Do not use LIBDEF to allocate the required load libraries. Gen programs make dynamic calls to LE runtime routines.
Using LIBDEF to allocate ISPLLIB results in an S806 abend for module not found. This is a limitation of ISPF LIBDEF.

• There are two CLIST exits for LIBDEF: TIELIBDF and TIELIBFR.
TIELIBDF is called at the beginning of some Gen Host Encyclopedia functions, including the clist TICPYRIT which
displays the Gen copyright panel. TIELIBDF dynamically allocates ISPPLIB, ISPMLIB, and ISPSLIB.
TIELIBFR is called at the end of some Host Encyclopedia functions and can be used to free libraries allocated using
LIBDEF. TIELIBDF and TIELIBFR contain examples of how to use LIBDEF to allocate and free libraries.

NOTE
When customizing exits, use a different library that can be concatenated before the Gen software, ensuring that
Gen software libraries are not modified.

Procedure

Allocate the following libraries:

DDNAME Description Gen Library Short Name
SYSPROC CLIST libraries CEHBCLS0
ISPPLIB ISPF Panel libraries CEHBPNL0
ISPMLIB ISPF Message libraries CEHBMSG0
ISPLLIB Load libraries CEHBPLD0

CEHBPLD1
ISPPROF ISPF User Profile library (not applicable)
ISPSLIB ISPF Skeleton libraries CEHBSKL0
TIUPARML Parameter library containing site specific

values used in Host Encyclopedia and
Construction functions

PARMLIB

1. Create and test the logon CLIST or PROC. Contact the System Administrator if you need help with this step or the
next step.

2. If using LIBDEF, modify and test TIELIBDF.

Establish Access to Gen

Modify an existing ISPF menu to provide an ISPF entry point to Gen Host Encyclopedia. The modified ISPF menu
must provide an option that executes the CLIST TICPYRIT to display the Gen copyright panel, for example, CMD
(%TICPYRIT). Alternatively, you can use the CLIST GENHE to display the Gen copyright panel for the Host Encyclopedia,
for example CMD (%GENHE).
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Other ISPF Considerations

Review the default flag in the TSO command table (ISPTCM) header to determine if the command processor entries for
the following TSO commands need to be added to the ISPTCM:

• TSOAE-required by the TSO testing facility.
• EXECSQL-(Optional) a dynamic SQL utility for diagnostics and problem correction.

Most sites do not need to change these commands. If you modify the ISPTCM defaults, you must add these commands.

No modification is required if the default flag in the ISPTCM header is B'.......1'. This indicates that a BLDL instruction
is used to determine if a command processor or a CLIST is entered. If your ISPTCM table has a different setting in the
header, add a command processor ENTRY for the TSOAE and EXECSQL commands. For more information, see the
ISPF documentation.

WARNING
Insufficient space in the ISPPROF profile data set can cause unpredictable results.

WARNING
Next you want to populate the encyclopedia, see Preparing to Start Host Encyclopedia.

How to Deploy Without CSM
To deploy without CSM, you must manually copy the target libraries defined to SMP/E and user-selected data sets to
other (target) environments.

How to Configure Without CSM
The topics in this section describe the manual tasks you perform if you are not configuring your product using CSM.

Configuring Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction
This section describes the configuration tasks needed before Gen can be started, customized, and used in your
environment.

Configuration Variables

This article provides information for Configuration Variables.

Gen Library Name Variables

The following table describes the installed Gen library names.

Gen Library Suffixes Description User Notes
XML
Default: CEHBXML

Library containing the Gen XML files for
Configuration through CSM

SIDEDECK
Default: CEHBSIDE

Library containing the Gen SIDEDECK

Load library
Default: CEHBPLD0

Library containing Gen executables and
runtime modules.

Note: The data sets must be allocated as
PDSE data sets.

Must be of 'DSNTYPE=LIBRARY'
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Runtime DLLs
Default: CEHBPLD1

Library containing Gen runtime modules,
DLLs.

Note: The data sets must be allocated as
PDSE data sets.

Must be of 'DSNTYPE=LIBRARY

DBRM
Default: CEHBDBRM

Library containing Gen DBRMs. DBRMs
that correspond to the modules linked into
Gen executables.

Data (EGEN/TRAN)
Default: CEHBDATV

Contains schema load files, transaction files
for models shipped with Gen.

CLIST
Default: CEHBCLS0

Library containing Gen CLISTs and REXX
commands. CEINSTAL generates CLISTs
in this library.

Panel
Default: CEHBPNL0

Library containing the Gen ISPF panels.

Message
Default: CEHBMSG0

Library containing the Gen ISPF messages.

Skeleton
Default: CEHBSKL0

Library containing the Gen ISPF skeletons.

X-Late
Default: CEHBDATB

Library containing the Gen translate or
international tables.

The following table describes the Gen library names that are populated during configuration.

Gen Library Suffixes Description User Notes

SQL
Default: SQL

CEINSTAL generates the SQL necessary to
install Gen and places it in this library.

JCL
Default: JCL

CEINSTAL generates the JCL necessary to
install Gen and places it in this library.

PARMLIB
Default: PARMLIB

Library containing site-specific parameters.

JCL Variables

The following table describes the JCL variables.

JCL Variables Description User Notes

Jobcard
No default

Job card included in the generated JCL to
perform various installation tasks

Installer TSOID
No Default

Used to prefix the names of the temporary
data sets built and used during installation.

Used in several places

DISK UNIT
Default: SYSDA

Disk unit that is used in the generated JCL
to perform various installation tasks.

Tape unit
Default: 3480

Tape unit that is used in the generated JCL
to perform various installation tasks.
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SYSOUT class
Default: *

SYSOUT class that is used in the
generated JCL to perform various
installation tasks.

DB2 STEPLIB
No default

Optionally, one or more libraries that are
included in a STEPLIB in the generated
JCL to perform various installation tasks. If
your site included the DB2 libraries in the
system LINKLIST, do not specify them in a
STEPLIB.

z/OS steplib1
z/OS steplib2
OTHER STEPLIB
No default

Optionally, one or more libraries that are
included in a STEPLIB in the generated
JCL to perform installation tasks. If your
site included the z/OS runtime libraries
in the system LINKLIST, do not specify a
STEPLIB.

Encyclopedia Variables

The following table describes the encyclopedia variables.

Encyclopedia Variables Description User Notes

Site name
Default:
YOUR_COMPANY_NAME

For information purposes only.

Encyclopedia variables for the current installation

Encyclopedia name
Default: HOST001

Name of the encyclopedia. It must be a
unique value to prevent cross encyclopedia
enqueues.

Encyclopedia ID
Default:1

Numeric ID of the host encyclopedia.
Required when exchanging models
between the Host Encyclopedia and
client/server encyclopedias in a multiple
encyclopedia environment. This ID must be
unique among the host and client/server
encyclopedias.

Install construction
Default: Y

Determine if Construction is installed.

Administrator TSOID
Default: TSO user ID

Identifies person doing the installation.

Administrator name
Default:
System Administrator

For information purposes only.

PLAN Prefix
Default: HEPL (4-byte limit)

Prefix for Gen DB2 plan names. Plan
prefixes make plan names unique in a DB2
subsystem, allowing different versions of
Gen software to run against the same Gen
database.
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Schema Identifier A display only field that identifies the
schema.

User dataset prefix
Default: &SYSPREF

Prefix for user data sets created by Gen, for
example, standard error, standard out.

User dataset UNIT type
Default: SYSDA

Unit for allocating user data sets created by
Gen.

User dataset suffix Option value suffix for user datasets
created by Gen.

Optional Variables that are used in Model Cross-copy or Conversion

Old PLAN Prefix
PL00

Optionally identifies the DB2 plan prefix
for the old Host Encyclopedia when
cross-copying models from old to new
encyclopedia.

Old Schema identifier Optionally identifies the schema level of
the old encyclopedia when cross-copying
a model from an old to new encyclopedia.
The old encyclopedia must be in the prior or
second prior schema and you must specify
the exact schema value, as in 9.1.A5 or
9.0.A2.
Note: For the schema designation for Prior
Schema and Second Prior Schema, see the
Release Notes.

Old load library Optionally identifies the load library
corresponding to the prior or second prior
schema.

DB2 Database Variables

The following table describes the DB2 database variables.

DB2 Database Variables Description User Notes

DB2 Subsystem ID
Default: DSN

Identifies the DB2 subsystem.

Secondary authorization ID
No default

The DB2 DDL uses secondary
authorization ID as:
SET CURRENT SQLID='XXX'
Secondary authorization ID is passed
to the DB2 bind process in the OWNER
parameter.

Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View
Owner
No default

Optional. Bind qualifier and DB2 Table-
Index-View-Owner are passed to the DB2
bind process in the QUALIFER parameter.
This value is also used to prefix table,
index, and view names, during their
creation.
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DB2 Collection ID
Default: DBCOLLID

Identifies DB2 collection ID used in binding
Host Encyclopedia packages.

Schema DB name
Default: HOSTS

Name of the schema database.

Data DB name
Default: HOSTD

Name of the encyclopedia database.

Public Interface DB name
Default: HOSTP

Name of the public interface database.

Dataset storage type
Default: S

Space for Gen database can be allocated
using storage groups or VSAM data sets:

S-storage group allocation

V-VSAM allocation

Encyclopedia Initial size
Default: S

S-small
M-medium

Secondary storage factor
Default: 0

Defines secondary space allocation in
relation to primary allocation. 0 to 1.0 times
primary allocation.

Storage Group Names
No default

If you select storage group space
allocation, you must know the names of the
groups to use.

VSAM Volume Names
No default

If you select VSAM space allocation, you
must specify the volume names for VSAM
data sets.

Gen Runtime Collection ID
Default: RTCOLLID

Identifies DB2 collection ID used in binding
runtime packages for TIRPROFD and
TIROLBCM.

COBOL Compiler Variables

The following table describes the COBOL compiler variables.

COBOL Compiler Variables Description User Notes

COBOL Compiler name
Default: IGYCRCTL

Name of the COBOL compiler.

Size parameter
No default

Amount of space for the compiler SIZE
parameter as:
kilobytes, for example, 4096 KB
bytes, for example, 4194304
MAX.

COBOL Compiler library
Default: IGY.SIGYCOMP

Name of the library containing the compiler
that is used by the environment and various
support modules for COBOL.

Compiler library in linklist
Default: N

Flag indicating if the compiler library is
defined in the system linklist.
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z/OS Static runtime
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

Library containing static runtime modules
for COBOL.

z/OS Dynamic runtime
Default: CEE.SCEERUN

Library containing z/OS LE dynamic
runtime modules.

SCEERUN library in linklist
Default: N

Flag indicating if this library is in the linklist.

DB2 Subsystem Variables

The following table describes the DB2 subsystem variables.

DB2 Subsystem Variables Description User Notes

DB2 precompiler name
Default: DSNHPC

Name of the DB2 precompiler.

DB2 link library
Default: DB2.SDSNLOAD

Name of the DB2 link library containing
the DB2 precompiler and various support
modules.

Link lib in LPA/linklist
Default: N

Flag indicating if the DB2 link library is
defined in the system linklist.

CICS Variables

The following table describes the CICS variables.

CICS Variables Description User Notes

CICS Load library
Default: CICS.SDFHLOAD

Name of CICS Load library.

z/OS Static Link Library
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

z/OS LE static link library.

CICS shares CPU with this TSO
Default: N

Flag indicating if the CICS system targeted
to run Gen applications executes on the
same CPU as Host Construction. Only
applications targeting DB2 use this variable
to decide where and when to do the DB2
BIND.

Y - Host Construction can perform the
BIND.

N - You must do a manual BIND on the
other CPU.
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IMS Variables

The following table describes the IMS variables.

IMS Variables Description User Notes

IMS resident Load lib
Default: IMS.RESLIB

Load library containing IMS modules.

Maximum segment size
Default: 1280

Maximum segment size of IMS messages.

IMS shares CPU with this TSO
Default: N

Flag indicating if the IMS system targeted
to run Gen applications runs on the
same CPU as Host Construction. Only
applications targeting DB2 use this variable
to decide where and when to do the DB2
BIND.

Y-Host Construction can perform BIND.

N-You must do a manual BIND on the other
CPU.

CPIC interface Load lib
Default: SYS1.CSSLIB

Name of the system library that contains
the CPIC interface modules. Usually this
library is SYS1.CSSLIB, a required z/OS
data set.

RPROF Variables

The following table describes the RPROF variables.

RPROF Variables Description User Notes

DB2 Subsystem ID
Default: DB2

DB2 subsystem identifier of the subsystem
where you want to create an RPROF table.

Explicit creator ID
No default

If specified, RPROF table and index are
qualified using this ID.
Explicit creator ID and secondary
authorization ID are mutually exclusive.

Secondary Authorization ID
No default

If specified, the current SQLID is set to
this ID before RPROF table and index are
defined.
Secondary authorization and explicit creator
ID are mutually exclusive.

DB name
Default: RPROF

Name of the database in which to build the
RPROF table.

Storage Type
Default: S

Space for the RPROF database is allocated
using storage groups or VSAM data sets.
S - Storage Group allocation
V - VSAM allocation
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Storage Group Name
No default

When Storage Type is set to S, you must
specify the Storage Group Name to use
when creating the tablespace and table for
RPROF.

VCAT
No default

If you select VSAM as the type of database
storage, you must specify the VCAT name
to use when creating the VSAM data sets.

Volume
No default

If you select VSAM space allocation, you
must specify the volume names when
creating the VSAM data sets.

RPROF initial size
Default: 350 4-KB pages for VSAM, or 1400
1-KB pages for storage group

Primary size of tablespace containing the
RPROF table.

RPROF secondary size
Default: 0

Secondary space allocation of tablespace
containing the RPROF table.

RPROFI1 initial size
Default: 350 4KB pages for VSAM, or 1400
1KB pages for storage group

Primary size of RPROF index.

RPROFI1 secondary size
Default: 0

Secondary space allocation of RPROF
index.

JCL Members

This following table provides a comprehensive list of all Gen JCL members and a brief description of the jobs they
perform. The installation and upgrade processes create these members.

JCL Member Job Description

BIEFXCPY Performs a batch cross-copy by executing CLISTs IEFDOWN and
IEFUP.

BLDRPROF Builds RPROF tables and indexes. Each DB2 subsystem that is
used by applications that are generated by Gen must have an
RPROF table.

If the target of a Gen application is CICS, you can use a TSQ
RPROF instead of a DB2 RPROF, eliminating the need for an
RPROF table.

CEJOB02 Allocates VSAM data sets for encyclopedia tables and indexes, if
VSAM data sets are selected.

CEJOB03 Executes a DB2 BIND for dynamic SQL processing program
TIUUSQL.

CEJOB04 Creates all DB2 objects in EBCDIC encoding scheme for a new
Host Encyclopedia.

CEJOB05

CAJOB05

Loads the Gen schema tables with meta-model data. Executes the
DB2 Load utility of IBM.

Performs the same task as CEJOB05 using Broadcom's Fast
Load utility.
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JCL Member Job Description

CEJOB05A Relaxes schema migration rules.

CEJOB06

CAJOB06

Executes the DB2 RUNSTATS utility for all Host Encyclopedia
tables.
Updates DB2 catalog statistics similar to CEJOB06 using
Broadcom's PDASTAT utility.

CEJOB07A Binds Host Encyclopedia DBRMs into packages in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

CEJOB07B Binds Gen Host Encyclopedia plans in EBCDIC encoding scheme.

CEJOB08 Grants to PUBLIC, DB2 EXECUTE authority on Gen plans and
DB2 SELECT authority on Public Interface table views.

CEJOB09 Updates the DMAX tables for the Gen schema.

Two new keywords are available:

ENCY
NAME(

'NEWNAME')

Host encyclopedia name. The host encyclopedia
name must be unique across encyclopedia
environments to prevent cross-encyclopedia
enqueues within z/OS. A value of null ('') is the
default and leaves the host encyclopedia name
unchanged.

ENCYID(999)Encyclopedia ID. Required when exchanging
models between the host encyclopedia and a client/
server encyclopedia in a multiple-encyclopedia
environment. A value of 0 is the default and leaves
the host encyclopedia ID unchanged.

CEJOB10 Loads the Schema Functions Model.

CEJOB11 Processes the Functions Model to extract information and load it
to the schema tables.

CEJOB12 Loads the Gen Sample Model.

CEJOB13 Loads the Gen Help Model.

CEUCLEN Runs a special version of the model delete function that removes
all orphan objects that are not related to a model.

CEUCOPY
CAUCOPY

Runs the DB2 COPY utility to take a full image-copy of
encyclopedia tablespaces. This job is also used to create an
encyclopedia. This member was created as sample utility JCL.
Runs the Quick Copy utility to take a full image-copy of
encyclopedia tablespaces. This job is also used to create an
Encyclopedia. This member was created as sample utility JCL.

CEUINCR
CAUINCR

Runs the DB2 COPY utility to take an incremental image-copy of
encyclopedia tablespaces.
Runs the Quick Copy utility to take an incremental image-copy of
encyclopedia tablespaces.

CEUREOR
CAUREOR

Runs the DB2 REORG utility on tablespaces.
Runs the Rapid Reorg utility on tablespaces.

CEUXPND Expands table and indexspaces.
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JCL Member Job Description

CVJOB04A Upgrades Gen Host Encyclopedia objects:

- from AllFusion Gen r7 to Gen 8.6

- from AllFusion Gen r7.5 to Gen 8.6

CVJOB04B Upgrades Gen Host Encyclopedia objects from AllFusion Gen r7.6
to Gen 8.6.

LAPPHELP

CAPPHELP

Runs IBM DB2 LOAD utility to load the application
Help Model data.
Runs the Fast Load utility to load the application Help Model data.

USERLIB Allocates libraries that are used in Host Construction. Can also
be used as a model for user allocation of construction libraries.
For a list of the libraries allocated by USERLIB, see Testing Host
Construction.
Note: Any load library must be allocated as
PDSE (DSNType = LIBRARY).

CEJOB14R Binds Gen runtime DBRM TIROLBCM into a package in EBCDIC
encoding scheme using Gen runtime collection ID.

CEJOB15R Binds Gen runtime DBRMs TIRPROFD into a package in
EBCDIC encoding scheme using Gen runtime collection ID. The
BLDRPROF job must execute before this job executes unless a
previously created DB2 RPROF table is to be used.

You must have IBM DB2 utilities, Database Management Solutions for Db2, or equivalent utilities from other vendors to
execute the following jobs:

• CEJOB05
• CAJOB05
• CEJOB06
• CAJOB06
• CEUCOPY
• CAUCOPY
• CEUREOR
• CAUREOR
• CEUINCR
• CAUINCR
• LAPPHELP
• CAPPHELP

If you are using utilities from other vendors, you must customize these jobs accordingly.

Evaluate Return Codes

During the installation process, you may see return codes of 0 and 4. These return codes do not adversely affect
installation. If the return code is not 0 or 4, check your system output to ensure that the installation succeeded. For
example, CEJOB04 may return a code of 8 if the database exists, but the rest of the job completes normally. In this case,
you must check the DB2 SYSPRINT. For more information about return codes, see the IBM documentation.

Return codes of 8, 12, and 16 may indicate the following problems with the installation:
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• The data set is full.
• You are out of directory blocks in the load library.
• The block size of the load library is wrong.
• A file was defined improperly.
• The wrong attributes were defined.

Establish an ISPF Library Concatenation

The ISPF environment must be established before using Gen. The encyclopedia libraries can be allocated using a logon
CLIST, a logon PROC, or the ISPF LIBDEF facility. In all cases, if the logon is used primarily for the encyclopedia, certain
libraries must be first in the concatenation.

WARNING
Do not include Gen data sets from releases before Gen 8.6 in the ISPF logon concatenation because it may
produce unpredictable results or cause errors. Do not install the Gen load modules in an APF authorized library.

ISPLLIB or STEPLIB

A combination of ISPLLIB or STEPLIB can be used to allocate the required Gen software libraries and the required z/OS
program product runtime libraries, such as LE, DB2, and ISPF.

If DB2 or LE libraries are not in the linklist, allocate them through a STEPLIB DD or the ISPLLIB DD in the logon CLIST or
in the TSO logon procedure.

LIBDEF

If you use the ISPF LIBDEF facility, note these restrictions:

• LIBDEF is not supported for the SYSPROC DD. You must include the Gen CLIST library in the SYSPROC
concatenation of a logon CLIST or a TSO logon PROC.

• Do not use LIBDEF to allocate the required load libraries. Gen programs make dynamic calls to LE runtime routines.
Using LIBDEF to allocate ISPLLIB results in an S806 abend for module not found. This is a limitation of ISPF LIBDEF.

• There are two CLIST exits for LIBDEF: TIELIBDF and TIELIBFR.
TIELIBDF is called at the beginning of some Gen Host Encyclopedia functions, including the clist TICPYRIT which
displays the Gen copyright panel. TIELIBDF dynamically allocates ISPPLIB, ISPMLIB, and ISPSLIB.
TIELIBFR is called at the end of some Host Encyclopedia functions and can be used to free libraries allocated using
LIBDEF. TIELIBDF and TIELIBFR contain examples of how to use LIBDEF to allocate and free libraries.

NOTE
When customizing exits, use a different library that can be concatenated before the Gen software, ensuring
that Gen software libraries are not modified.

Procedure

Allocate the following libraries:

 DDNAME  Description   Gen Library Short Name 

SYSPROC CLIST libraries CEHBCLS0

ISPPLIB ISPF Panel libraries CEHBPNL0

ISPMLIB ISPF Message libraries CEHBMSG0

ISPLLIB Load libraries CEHBPLD0
CEHBPLD1
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ISPPROF ISPF User Profile library (not applicable)

ISPSLIB ISPF Skeleton libraries CEHBSKL0

TIUPARML Parameter library containing site specific
values used in Host Encyclopedia and
Construction functions

PARMLIB

1. Create and test the logon CLIST or PROC. Contact the System Administrator if you need help with this step or the
next step.

2. If using LIBDEF, modify and test TIELIBDF.

Establish Access to Gen 

Modify an existing ISPF menu to provide an ISPF entry point to Gen Host Encyclopedia. The modified ISPF menu
must provide an option that executes the CLIST TICPYRIT to display the Gen copyright panel, for example, CMD
(%TICPYRIT). Alternatively, you can use the CLIST GENHE to display the Gen copyright panel for the Host Encyclopedia,
for example CMD (%GENHE).

Other ISPF Considerations

Review the default flag in the TSO command table (ISPTCM) header to determine if the command processor entries for
the following TSO commands need to be added to the ISPTCM:

• TSOAE-required by the TSO testing facility.
• EXECSQL-(Optional) a dynamic SQL utility for diagnostics and problem correction.

Most sites do not need to change these commands. If you modify the ISPTCM defaults, you must add these commands.

No modification is required if the default flag in the ISPTCM header is B'.......1'. This indicates that a BLDL instruction
is used to determine if a command processor or a CLIST is entered. If your ISPTCM table has a different setting in the
header, add a command processor ENTRY for the TSOAE and EXECSQL commands. For more information, see the
ISPF documentation.

WARNING
 Insufficient space in the ISPPROF profile data set can cause unpredictable results.

Establish the Environment

This article provides information for Establish the Environment.

To establish a site-specific environment for Gen requires six tasks.

1. Define the installation variables, or pre-populate the installation variables using an existing TILPARMS member.
2. Verify the installation variables.
3. Save the installation variables in the external JCL library member TILPARMS.
4. Build the Gen parameter files.
5. Build sample utility JCL (Optional).

Prerequisites

Before setting up the environment, verify that the following tasks are complete:

1. Completed the site variables configuration.
2. Uploaded and installed the Gen Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction software.
3. Established ISPF concatenation.
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Define Installation Variables

The installation dialog CLIST named CEINSTAL specifies installation parameters. This CLIST modifies the installation
jobs by substituting variable values specific to your site. The next time that you start CEINSTAL, all your site-specific
variables are available.

NOTE
Installation variables are saved in the ISPF profile pool and this pool is associated only with the TSO user ID
executing CEINSTAL. When you build installation JCL and SQL, CEINSTAL uses the ISPF profile pool variables.
You must use the same TSO user ID until the parameters are saved to the external JCL data set member
TILPARMS. If there is an earlier version of the Host Encyclopedia software on your system, you probably
already have a TILPARMS. For instructions on how to use an existing TILPARMS member, see Use Saved
Parameters to Configure the Environment.

Use Saved Parameters to Configure the Environment

The following sections explain how to use the saved parameters to configure the environment:

Relationship between TILTAB50 and TILPARMS

All installation variables entered during the CEINSTAL dialog, through the options in the Installation Variables
Management Menu, including those stored in the TILTAB50 table, can be saved for later retrieval. The saved variables
are stored in JCL library member TILPARMS. For more information about using TILPARMS to install variables or restore
variables to previously saved values, see the TILPARMS section.

Using the Retrieve Variables option on the Installation Variables Management Menu retrieves all CEINSTAL variables
stored in TILPARMS. Existing TILPARMS variables are overwritten. TILTAB50 is created, based on the values in
TILPARMS, when you select option 7, Assign Storage Group name, or option 8, Assign VSAM names from the Installation
Variables Management Menu. If TILTAB50 already exists, it is overwritten.

TILPARMS

Use the CAI.CAGEN.JCL(TILPARMS) option in the CEINSTAL dialog to save variables to an external data set. If you
are not installing the Host Encyclopedia for the first time, you probably have a set of installation parameters defined in
TILPARMS. You can retrieve, modify, and verify these parameters for the new installation.

Modify TILPARMS

Follow these steps: 

1. Copy the TILPARMS member into the JCL data set for the new installation.
2. To edit TILPARMS, use the following steps:

a. Locate the line that contains @TILCSCHM.
b. Change and verify the value to the right of @TILCSCHM to the Current Schema to update the schema to Gen 8.6.

NOTE
For information about the schema designation for Current Schema, see the Release Notes.

c. Locate the line that contains @TILAPREF<data set prefix> and change the value of <data set prefix> to the new
prefix used for Gen 8.6.

NOTE
If the CLIST suffix is different, change it now.The SASCI3 index was new in AllFusion Gen r7 and must
exist in a TILPARMS copied from an AllFusion Gen r7.x release.

d. The CICS Sockets Load library is not required to build generated applications and has been removed.
When a TILPARMS copied from an earlier Gen release contains an entry for the CICS Sockets Load library
TCPIP.SEZATCP, remove it.
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3. On the Gen Main Menu command line, type the following and press Enter:
TSO %CEINSTAL

The Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu displays.
4. Select option 1 and press Enter.

The Installation Variables Management Menu displays.
5. Select option 1 and press Enter.

The Set Library Names screen displays.
6. Set the Data set Prefix to point to your new data sets on the Set Library Names screen.
7. Verify the JCL library suffix is correct and press F3.

The Installation Variables Management Menu displays.
8. To read in the TILPARMS member you edited, select option 12. Retrieve variables from external data set.
9. Step through options 2 through 9 to accept (F2) and save (F6) the edits to TILPARMS. When you select option 7 or 8,

depending on the type of storage you are using, it builds the TILTAB50 table explained in the TILTAB50 topic.
10. After all settings are correct, use option 10, Check variables to verify the validity of the settings.
11. To save the new settings to TILPARMS, choose option 11. Save variables to external data set.

TILTAB50

TILTAB50 is a TSO/ISPF table that stores space parameters used to create DB2 tables and indexes for Host
Encyclopedia installation.

Create Space Parameters

The following values, entered in the Set DB2 Variables screen, are used to create space parameters:

• Data set Storage Type
– S defines Storage Groups and displays the Assign Storage Group Names screen.
– V defines VSAM and displays the Assign VSAM Names screen.

• Encyclopedia Initial Size
• Secondary Storage Factor

Storage Groups

The parameters on the Assign Storage Group Names screen were created from the values entered in the following fields
of the Set DB2 Variables screen:

• Data set Storage Type=S
• Encyclopedia Initial Size=S, for small
• Secondary Storage Factor=0.5, half the size of the primary storage used

VSAM

The parameters on the Assign VSAM Names screen were created from the values entered in the following fields of the
Set DB2 Variables screen.

• Data set Storage Type=V
• Encyclopedia Initial Size=S, for small
• Secondary Storage Factor=0.5, half the size of the primary storage used

Origins of TILTAB50

The Gen skeleton library (SLIB) member, TILTAB50, contains the default source values for TILTAB50. The default source
TILTAB50 is not used in processing.
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The TILTAB50 member which stores space parameters is kept in a temporary table library (TLIB). 

WARNING
If a sizing field on the Set DB2 Variables screen changes, Data set storage type, Encyclopedia initial size, or
Secondary storage factor, TILTAB50 is reset to the new values based on the new input and on defaults stored in
the skeleton library (SLIB). Previously stored values are lost.

How TILTAB50 Is Used

While creating installation JCL and SQL, the space parameters in TILTAB50 become input to CEJOB02 for VSAM and to
SQL CRNEWSP and CRNEWIX used by CEJOB04 for Storage Groups.

The following is a sample DB2 DDL used to create Gen DASC Table:

CREATE TABLESPACE DASC

     IN GEND

 USING STOGROUP STO03 (STO03=Storage Group Table DASC)

PRIQTY 19200             (Primary Space in 1K records)

SECQTY 9600              (Secondary Space in 1K records)

LOCKSIZE ANY

SEGSIZE 64

The following is a sample VSAM JCL of Gen DASC Table:

DEFINE CLUSTER +

(NAME('AACC2.DSNDBC.GEN.DASC.I0001.A001') +

LINEAR +

REUSE +

VOL(BDS001) +          (BDS001 is VSAM data set volume)

RECORDS(4800 2400) +   (4800=primary space, 2400=secondary space in 4K pages)

SHR(3,3) ) +         

DATA +

(NAME('AACC2.DSNDBD.GEN.DASC.I0001.A001'))

Tasks to Define Installation Variables

This topic provides the following information about defining installation variables:

Defining installation variables includes the following subtasks:

1. Start the CEINSTAL dialog.
2. Set library names.
3. Edit job cards.
4. Set JCL variables.
5. Set Encyclopedia variables.
6. Define regional settings.
7. Set DB2 variables.
8. Assign storage group names.
9. Assign VSAM names.
10. Set target system variables.

Function Keys

Use the following function keys in CEINSTAL dialogs as you enter parameters.
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NOTE
To use these keys, your ISPF profile session must be set to 24 PF-keys.

Key Function

F1 (Help) Displays Help for the screen.

F2 (Accept) Verifies the variables and saves them to the user ISPF profile
pool. The verification process may check if data sets exist or
a DB2 subsystem exists and so on. Displays messages on an
Activity Display screen when it encounters errors.

F3 (Exit) Saves the information to the user ISPF profile pool and exits the
screen.

F6 (Save) Saves the information to the user ISPF profile pool without exiting
the screen.

F12 (Cancel) Exits the screen without making changes to the ISPF profile pool.

Start the CEINSTAL Dialog

To begin defining variables, start the CEINSTAL dialog from the Gen Main Menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to TSO/ISPF.
The ISPF Main Menu displays.

2. Select Gen and press Enter.
The Broadcom copyright screen displays.

3. Press Enter to display the Main Menu.

4. On the command line, type:
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TSO %CEINSTAL

and press Enter. The Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu displays.
                       Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu                    

COMMAND ===>                                                                 

 Select one of the options below, and then press ENTER.                      

 __  1. Installation Variables Management Menu                               

     2. Build Encyclopedia Parameter Files                                   

     3. Build Sample Encyclopedia Utility JCL                                

     4. Build JCL/SQL for new Encyclopedia Installation                      

     5. Build Unload/Load JCL to copy an existing Host Encyclopedia          

         'Data Tables' to a new Host Encyclopedia                            

     6. Build JCL/SQL to Upgrade In-Place an existing Host Encyclopedia      

          to a new Host Encyclopedia                                         

     F. Fix management menu                                                  

PF1 - Help    PF3 - Exit                                                                                  

                 

5. Select option 1 and press Enter.
The Installation variables management screen displays.
                        Installation variables management

 COMMAND ===>

  Select options 1-9 in sequence, then check variables and save.

  __  1. Set library names

      2. Edit JOB cards

      3. Set JCL variables

      4. Set encyclopedia variables

      5. Regional settings

      6. Set DB2 variables

      7. Assign Storage Group names

      8. Assign VSAM names

      9. Set target system variables

     10. Check variables

     11. Save variables     to   external dataset. (JCL member TILPARMS)

     12. Retrieve variables from external dataset. (JCL member TILPARMS)

     13. Clear variables    from userid ISPF profile pool.

   F1=Help  F3=Exit                                                

NOTE
Options 7 and 8 on the Installation variables management screen are mutually exclusive.

Use the previous menu to define site-specific variables. This section explains each option. Before building the CLISTs,
verify you entered and saved the required variables.
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Set Library Names

The library names the installation creates must match those CEINSTAL displays.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 on the Installation Variables Management Menu and press Enter.
The Set library names screen displays.
                                Set library names

 COMMAND ===>

  Enter or verify the software libraries dataset prefix and suffixes.

   Dataset prefix . CAI.CAGEN___________

   Dataset suffixes:

    Load  . . . . . CEHBPLD0____________

    Runtime DLLs. . CEHBPLD1____________

    DBRM  . . . . . CEHBDBRM____________

    Data(EGEN/TRAN) CEHBDATV____________

    CLIST . . . . . CEHBCLS0____________

    Panel . . . . . CEHBPNL0____________

    Message . . . . CEHBMSG0____________

    Skeleton  . . . CEHBSKL0____________

    X-Late Tables . CEHBDATB_____________

    SQL . . . . . . SQL_________________

    JCL . . . . . . JCL_________________

    Parm file . . . PARMLIB_____________

  F1=Help  F2=Accept  F3=Exit  F6=Save  F12=Cancel                                                  

2. Accept the defaults on the Set Library Names screen, or type new values to match the library references the
installation created.

3. Press F2 to verify and save the variables in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.

The Set Library Names screen appears. If verification fails, verify the library names match the names created during
install.

5. Press F3 to exit the screen.
The Installation Variables Management Menu displays.

Edit Job Card

This option places you in ISPF edit mode for a member called JOBCARD, stored in the PARMLIB library.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 on the Installation Variables Management Menu and press Enter.
The Edit Job Card screen displays.
EDIT   CAI.CAGEN.PARMLIB(JOBCARD)  

 Command ===>                                     

********************************* Top of Data *****

//CEJOB    JOB 'JOB CARD INFO HERE'               

//*                                               

//* COPY IN JOBCARDS FROM SOME OTHER LIBRARY      

//*                                               
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******************************** Bottom of Data *** 

2. Create a valid job card for your site, based on these considerations:
– The job card is included in each installation job built.
– The USER parameter must be the installer's TSO user ID. Some installation jobs use this ID to confirm

authorization.
– The REGION parameter must be at least 4096 KB.

3. When your job card is complete, press F3 to save the information and exit the screen.
The Installation Variables Management Menu displays.

Set JCL Variables

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 3 on the Installation variables management screen and press Enter.
The Set JCL variables screen displays.

2. Verify and complete the fields on the Set JCL variables screen, which is based on these considerations:
– The TSO user ID is required. It is prefixed to the names of the temporary data sets built and used during

installation.
– The installation process includes data sets specified here and data sets allocated in the TSO session of the installer

to the STEPLIB DD or the ISPLLIB DD into the JCL STEPLIB of the installation. This can result in duplicate data set
names in the STEPLIB concatenation in the installation JCL. No action is required if this occurs.

NOTE
There are some exceptions. JCL generated by skeletons imbedding STEPDB2 skeleton, for example
CEJOB05 or CEJOB06, contain DB2 libraries in the STEPLIB concatenation only if DB2 STEPLIB
libraries are specified in the Set JCL variables screen. If no DB2 STEPLIB libraries are specified in the
Set JCL variables screen, the installation's JCL would have no STEPLIB DD.

3. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
4. When verification ends, press Enter to exit the screen.
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5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

NOTE
The z/OS runtime parameters HEAP, ANYHEAP, and THREADHEAP, specify locations for certain types of
storage. You must define these parameters to have a value of ANYWHERE to ensure Gen processes can
acquire storage above the line.

Set Encyclopedia Variables

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 4 on the Installation variables management screen and press Enter.
The Set encyclopedia variables screen displays.

2. Complete the fields on the Set Encyclopedia Variables screen, based on the following considerations:
– The Encyclopedia Name must be unique to prevent z/OS enqueues.
– &SYSPREF is defined to create temporary data sets from the Encyclopedia user's TSO ID.
– The Schema Identifier lists the current schema and is read-only.
– The PLAN Prefix is used to construct plan names for Gen. Verify this value is unique for the DB2 subsystem.
– If the Old PLAN Prefix, Old Schema Identifier, and Old Load Library fields are used, they must contain valid values.

3. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
4. When the verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Define Regional Settings

The value you select from this screen defines the default Encyclopedia code page loaded into the DXCPID table during
installation.
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Understanding Regional Settings and Code Pages

There are some important aspects of code pages and the DXCPID table that you must understand before selecting a
regional setting.

• All new models are stored in the encyclopedia in the code page associated with the regional setting you select.
Existing models maintain their original code page association.

• The DXCPID table lists all the possible code page values supported by Gen and the corresponding code page value in
which new models are translated and stored in the Host Encyclopedia.

• If your country is not listed on the Regional Settings screen, select the Other option.
• All American and Western European code pages are based on a Latin-1 character set and can be successfully

translated from one to the other. Countries based on character sets other than Latin-1 often have only one valid
code page. The default values defined in the DXCPID table handle these countries regardless of the selection on the
Regional Settings screen. For example, Japan has three regional settings: 930, 939, or Other. Other exports code
page 930 and code page 939.

• The selections made in the Regional Settings screen do not affect loaded DBCS BiDi (Double-Byte Character Set,
BiDirectional) code pages or a non-Western European Latin (such as Turkish) encyclopedia code page entry into
DXCPID.

NOTE
For more information regarding code page translation table, see Using the Client Server Encyclopedia. For
a full explanation of code page functionality, see the National Language Support Reference Manual, Volume
II published by IBM.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 5 on the Installation variables management screen and press Enter.
The Regional settings screen displays.

2. Enter the number that represents the appropriate country and code page for your site.
3. Set the Euro flag to Y to use the Euro sign in your models.
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NOTE
If you are upgrading an existing encyclopedia and set the Euro support flag to Y, you must run DXCPISRT
in SPUFI or an equivalent query program to create a table that cross-references ASCII and EBCDIC
code pages that have identical character sets. This facilitates the upload and download of models from
workstations that have ASCII code pages to the Host Encyclopedia and its EBCDIC code pages. For more
information about uploading and downloading models, see Model Code Pages.

4. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
5. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
6. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set DB2 Variables

Use this option to capture the global values required for building DB2 tables and running DB2 utilities.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 6 on the Installation variables management screen and press Enter.
2. The Set DB2 variables screen displays.

3. Complete the fields on the Set DB2 Variables screen based on the following considerations and according to the
information gathered in your site variables configuration.
– The following fields on the Set DB2 Variables screen are blank unless you are using an existing TILPARMS

member:
• Secondary Authorization ID
• Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View Owner
• DB2 Collection ID
• Schema DB name
• Data DB name
• Public Interface DB name
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NOTE
Secondary Authorization ID and Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View Owner fields are optional. If
entered, they must exist as valid AuthIDs or Group IDs in the security system.

– DB2 Host Encyclopedia DDL uses Secondary Authorization ID in the SET CURRENT SQLID = 'xxxxxxx'; and it is
passed to the DB2 Bind process through the OWNER parameter. For example:
BINDPACK MEMBER(ALL) ... OWNER(xxxxxxx)

– Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View Owner identifier is used to prefix names of Tables, Indexes, and Views
and is passed to the DB2 Bind process in the QUALIFIER variable. For example:
CREATE TABLE xxxxx.DOBJ
BINDPACK MEMBER(ALL) ... QUALIFIER(xxxxx)
Where xxxxx is the DB2 Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View

WARNING
If this is an existing installation, values for Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View Owner field must be
set to the same value as in the current installation.

– The Host Install Package bind uses the DB2 Collection ID. For example:
BINDPACK MEMBER(ALL) ... COLLID(xxxxx)
Where xxxxxx is the DB2 Collection ID

– The Gen Runtime Collection ID is used to perform a package bind on runtime DBRMs TIRPROFD and TIROLBCM
before Gen applications use the collection. For example:
BINDPKRT MEMBER(ALL) COLLID(xxxxxxxx)
Where xxxxxxxx is the Gen Runtime Collection ID

– If the Data set Storage Type is S for Storage Group, the maximum and minimum space values are checked to
ensure compliance with DB2 rules.

– For assistance in choosing the size of the initial Host Encyclopedia, see Sizing an Encyclopedia.

WARNING
If this is an existing instillation, the values for Data set Storage Type, Initial Data Base Size, or Secondary
Storage Factor are stored in TILTAB50 and used to create space values. If you change the values in
these fields, TILTAB50 is deleted and your values are lost. For more information on the tasks to complete
before changing these values, see TILTAB50.

4. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
5. When the verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
6. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Assign Storage Group Names

Use this option to specify Storage Groups as the data set storage type when setting DB2 variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 7 on the Installation variables management screen and press Enter.
The Assign Storage Group names screen displays.
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2. To distribute tablespace and indexspace allocations across Storage Groups, type the names of the Storage Groups in
spaces (1) through (6), based on these considerations:
– You must include at least one distributed storage group.
– Tablespaces and indexes referencing a blank Distributed Storage Group are distributed to the group specified in

(1).
– Allocating the database over three to six volumes can improve performance.
– If you specify more than one disk group, complete all the Distributed Storage Group fields. For example, if you only

want to assign three groups, complete all the fields by using the same name for (1) and (4), (2) and (5), (3) and (6).
3. Modify the Dis Grp (Distribution Group) to specify individual tablespaces and index distribution.

NOTE
For information about how Gen assigns high-use tablespaces and indexes, see Sizing an Encyclopedia.

4. To modify a Primary Default storage value for a table or index, type a new value in the Modify Space column.
5. To modify a Secondary Default storage value for a table or index, type a new value in the Modify Space column.

NOTE
To calculate the Secondary Default storage space value for a table or index on this screen, multiply the
Primary Default storage space value by the Secondary Storage Factor entered on the Set DB2 Variables
screen.

6. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
This also creates the member TILTAB50 in the Table library (TLIB). The system uses TILTAB50 to create the
storage group space variables in the CREATE TABLESPACE SQL member (CRNEWSP). For more information,
see TILTAB50.

7. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
8. Press F3 to exit the screen.
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Assign VSAM Names

Use this option to specify VSAM as the data storage type when setting the DB2 variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 8 on the Installation Variables Management Menu and press Enter.
The Assign VSAM names screen displays.

2. Type the high-level VCAT node used to form the DB2 VSAM space data set names for the Host Encyclopedia.
3. To distribute the tablespace and indexspace allocations across DASD volumes, type the names of the available

volumes in spaces (1) through (6). Note that:
– You must specify at least one volume.
– Tablespaces and indices referencing a blank Distributed VSAM volume are distributed to (1).
– Allocating the database over three to six volumes can improve performance.
– If you specify more than one volume, you must complete all the Distributed VSAM volume fields. For example, if

you only want to assign three volumes, complete all the fields by using the same volume name for (1) and (4), (2)
and (5), (3) and (6).

4. To specify how individual tablespaces and indices are distributed, modify the Dis Grp (Distribution Group) field. For
more information about how Gen assigns high-use tablespaces and indexes, see Sizing an Encyclopedia.

5. To modify a Primary Default storage value for a table or index, type a new value in the Modify Space column to the
right of the Primary Default value.

6. To modify a Secondary Default storage value, type a new value in the Modify Space column to the right of the
Secondary Default value.

NOTE
To calculate the Secondary Default storage space value for a table or index, multiply the Primary Default
storage space by the Secondary Storage Factor on the Set DB2 Variables screen.

7. Press F2 to verify the entered variables and store them in the user's ISPF profile pool.
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This also creates member TILTAB50 in the table library (TLIB). The systems uses TILTAB50 to create CEJOB02, the
VSAM JCL space variables. For more information, see TILTAB50.

8. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
9. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set Target System Variables

The Set target system variables option helps you configure system settings in the environments in which applications
generated by Gen run. To set target system variables, select option 9 on the Installation Variables Management Menu and
press Enter. The Set target system variables screen displays.

                   Set Target System Variables

COMMAND == >

Select options 1-3 in sequence. Select the other options

as required

    1.   Target environment configuration

    2.   Set COBOL compiler variables

    3.   Set DB2 precompiler variables

    4.   Set CICS variables

    5.   Set IMS variables

    6.   Set RPROF variables

    7.   Select MFS device types

 

F1=Help      F3=Exit

Each option displays another screen. Options 1 through 3 must be performed in sequence. Options 4 through 7 are
optional, and depend on the target environment configuration. The following sections explain how to use each option.

Target Environment Configuration

Use this option to set the support levels on the target environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter.
The Target environment configuration screen displays.
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2. Set each option to Y to include support or N to omit support, according to your environment specifications.
These choices enable other options on the Set target system variables screen.
a. Press F2 to verify and save the values in the user's ISPF profile pool.
b. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
c. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set COBOL Compiler Variables

Use this option to define COBOL compiler variables used by Host Construction installation to install Gen applications. This
compiler applies to all environments.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 on the Set target system variables screen and press Enter.
The Set compiler variables screen displays.
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2. Complete the fields on the Set Compiler Variables screen. The IBM default names are:
– IGY.SIGYCOMP for the COBOL Compiler library
– CEE.SCEELKED for the z/OS Static runtime library
– CEE.SCEERUN for the z/OS Dynamic runtime library

3. Press F2 to verify and save the values in the user's ISPF profile pool.

NOTE
The value in the Size Parameter field is passed to the COBOL compiler. The site default value is sent when
this field is blank, and the compiler can fail when the site default is too small. The recommended minimum is
3072 KB.

4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set DB2 Precompiler Variables

Use this option to define variables for the DB2 precompiler used by Host Construction to install Gen applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 3 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter.
The Set DB2 precompiler variables screen displays.
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2. Complete the fields.
3. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set CICS Variables

Use these steps to set CICS variables when you set the Support generated applications under CICS option on the Target
environment configuration screen to Y.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 4 on the Set target system variables screen and press Enter.
2. The Set CICS Variables screen displays.
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3. Set the z/OS Static Link Library to the runtime library containing CICS-specific COBOL runtime modules, for example,
CEE.SCEELKED.

NOTE
You no longer need to enter a value for the CICS DB2 library because it is the same library as the CICS
Load library. The variable TIRCLDB2 in TIRCFIGS clist points to the CICS Load library.

The name of the system library that contains the CICS Sockets interface modules, usually named TCPIP.SEZATCP,
has been removed.

4. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
5. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
6. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set IMS Variables

Use these steps to set IMS variables when you set the Support generated applications under IMS option on the Target
environment configuration screen to Y.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 5 on the Set target system variables screen and press Enter.
2. The Set IMS Variables screen displays.
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3. Complete the fields on the Set IMS variables screen.
The value entered in the Maximum segment size field is site-specific. Your system administrator knows this value.

4. The name of the system library that contains the CPIC interface modules, such as CMRCV and CMALLC, is the
required z/OS library usually named SYS1.CSSLIB.

5. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
6. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
7. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set RPROF Variables

Use these steps to set RPROF variables when you set the Create runtime profile table (RPROF) option on the Target
Environment Configuration screen to Y.

This option builds the BLDRPROF JCL member stored in the Gen JCL library. You can use BLDRPROF to create a
runtime profile table, RPROF, if you do not have it. The RPROF tables created under previous versions of Gen are
compatible. For more information on RPROF, see Runtime Profile (RPROF) Table for DB2.

When you build a new RPROF table, you must execute the CEJOB15R job to bind the runtime package TIRPROFD to
use the new table.

When you use an RPROF table created in a previous version of Gen, you must still execute the CEJOB15R job to bind
the current version of the runtime package TIRPROFD to use the existing RPROF table.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 6 on the Set target system variables screen and press Enter.
2. The Set RPROF variables screen displays.
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3. Complete the fields on the Set RPROF variables screen.
4. Enter an Explicit Creator ID, a Secondary Authorization ID, or leave these fields blank.

– When you configure VSAM space allocation, the screen includes the VCAT and volume fields. These fields are
required.

– VSAM page size is 4 KB. Storage Group is 1 KB. Size values do not convert when changing storage types.
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5. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool.
6. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
7. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Select MFS Device Types

Use these steps to choose MFS device types when you set the Support MFS map generation flag on the Target
environment configuration screen to Y.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 7 on the Set target system variables screen and press Enter.
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1. The Select MFS device types screen displays.
2. Type Y in the Sel column next to the appropriate device type.
3. Press F2 to verify and save the values in a working copy of the user's ISPF profile pool and create the member

TIRMFS in the parameter library (PARMLIB).
4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
5. Press F3 to exit the screen, press F3 again to exit the menu.

Verify Installation Variables

The Check Variables option performs a validity check on the working copy of the variables. The validity check does not
update error conditions. You can perform this check anytime during variable definition.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 10 on the Installation Variables Management Menu.
This option verifies all the variables entered for options 1 through 9, as if you pressed F2 in each screen.

2. Check the messages on the Activity Display screen. Confirm all variables are valid and passed verification. Correct
any errors and recheck the variables.

3. Press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
4. Press F3 to exit the menu.

Save Installation Variables

The Save Installation Variables option creates a snapshot of all ISPF profile pool variables and saves the variables in
member TILPARMS in the JCL library. TILPARMS stores installation variables to use later.
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NOTE
When you save variables, it overwrites current values in TILPARMS. To preserve TILPARMS values, rename
TILPARMS before saving the new variables.

To save new variables for subsequent recall, select option 11 on the Installation Variables Management Menu. Option 2,
Build Encyclopedia Parameter Files on the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance menu, automatically saves new variables.

Display System Information

To review system information, execute the following TSO command, from inside CEINSTAL or in GENHE:

TSO %HESYSADM

This command opens the System Administration Information screen that lists the following information:

• Option One - Displays the copyright screen, listing the release and levelset numbers
• Option Two - Lists all PTFs applied to this Host Encyclopedia

   Gen uses SMP/E for maintenance so this option no longer lists the applied PTFs

• Option Three - Displays a separate screen to access these variables:
– Host Encyclopedia variables
– Host Encyclopedia administration variables
– Host Encyclopedia DB2 variables
– Host Encyclopedia COBOL variables
– Host Encyclopedia IMS variables
– Host Encyclopedia CICS variables
– Miscellaneous

• Option Four - Makes the current TSO ID a new Host Encyclopedia administrator ID and loads the current TSO ID with
the ISPF (profile pool) variables used by the original installer.

Build Parameter Files

The installation builds parameter files TIUHE, TIUHE2, TIRHE and TIRMFS, using the variables defined in the preceding
tasks. These parameter files are required to define the operating parameters for Gen execution.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 on the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu and press Enter.
The Confirm Activity screen displays.

2. Press Enter to start building the parameter files.
The parameters are created and stored in the Gen PARMLIB library.
After you build the parameter files, you can browse and if required edit the parameter files outside Gen Installation
process.
The parameter file TIRHE contains an automatically inserted TIRDBATT parameter. It is used as the DB2 Attachment
Type when building batch dynamic RI and z/OS Library DLLs. It defaults to DSN, but can be modified as IMS_BMP or
DLIBATCH if appropriate.

3. When processing completes, press Enter to return to the Gen Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu.

Build Sample Utility JCL

Use the Build Sample Utility JCL option to create the JCL members for testing Host Construction and maintaining the Host
Encyclopedia.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 3 on the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu and press Enter.
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2. Press Enter to start the build process.
The JCL members are created and stored in the Gen JCL library.

3. When processing completes, press Enter to return to the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu.

Next Steps

You have collected the variables required to install and configure the Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction and
accomplished these tasks:

• Unloaded software and allocated libraries
• Defined variables and executed jobs to establish the environment to access and use the encyclopedia

The next step is to create or upgrade the encyclopedia.

The Gen software for z/OS requires a set of DB2 tables, indexes, and views called ‘Host Encyclopedia’. The Gen models
are uploaded from a workstation toolset or a client server encyclopedia into the host encyclopedia. The host encyclopedia
software organizes and manipulates the Gen models. The host generators read the Gen models to generate model code.
Host Construction is used to install the applications in the models.

You can create a new encyclopedia or upgrade an existing encyclopedia to handle Gen 8.6 models. Information to Create
a New Encyclopedia is covered next. The Upgrading an Encyclopedia (in place) section explains updating the schema
tables for an encyclopedia from a previous release so the encyclopedia can handle Gen 8.6 models.

Create a New Encyclopedia

This section describes how to build JCL and SQL to create a new host encyclopedia and enable it for user access.

To create a new encyclopedia, you must build and execute SQL and JCL to create and populate the encyclopedia tables.
If you have an existing encyclopedia you can copy the data that comprises the models into the new encyclopedia.

Follow these steps:

1. Build SQL and JCL.
2. Run jobs to create the encyclopedia.
3. Test encyclopedia functions.
4. Copy and rebind Gen plans.
5. Enable user access to the encyclopedia.

Prerequisites

Before creating an encyclopedia, you must have completed the work from preceding sections, including:

1. Reading and completing the configuration variables.
2. Uploading and installing the Gen software.
3. Establishing ISPF concatenation.
4. Defining all variables to establish the appropriate environment.

Build SQL and JCL

Follow these steps to allow the CEINSTAL program to build the SQL and JCL to create the encyclopedia:

1. Select option 4 on the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu and press Enter to start building the SQL and JCL.
2. When processing ends, press Enter to return to the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu.
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Run Jobs to Create the Encyclopedia

The jobs in the table create the z/OS Host Encyclopedia DB2 tables for Gen. Run each job on the system that contains
the unloaded and allocated Host Encyclopedia software and your DB2 subsystem. The SQL and JCL libraries contain the
SQL and JCL to build the encyclopedia.

Use this table as a checklist as you run the jobs.

WARNING
You must run the jobs in the order listed in the table. Running these jobs in a different sequence or omitting a job
can cause errors and failures.

JCL Name Description

CEJOB02 Not required for storage groups.
For data set storage type VSAM, this job removes existing VSAM
data sets for DB2 objects and creates new ones.

CEJOB03 Executes a DB2 BIND of the dynamic SQL program TIUUSQL to
Gen the DB2 subsystem in EBCDIC encoding scheme.

If your site has Host Construction and the target for generated
applications is on a different DB2 subsystem than the Host
Encyclopedia, bind TIUUSQL for both subsystems and grant
DB2 EXECUTE authority to PUBLIC for plans on the target's
subsystem.

CEJOB04 Creates DB2 objects with CCSID EBCDIC for Gen and populates
the DXCPID table and inserts the installer ID into the user table
with encyclopedia administrator authority. Ignore SQL code of 552
because it means the databases already exist, but does not affect
processing.

CEJOB05
Or
CAJOB05

CEJOB05 loads schema tables for the Current Schema, Prior
Schema, and Second Prior Schema. The schemas contain static
data representing the meta-model. You must have IBM DB2
utilities to execute this job. You can also use the equivalent job
that uses Database Management Solutions for Db2 products.
When using utilities from other vendors, customize this job
accordingly.

CAJOB05 loads schema tables for the Current Schema, Prior
Schema, and Second Prior Schema. The schemas contain
static data representing the meta-model. Customers must have
Database Management Solutions for Db2 products to execute
this job. You can also use the equivalent job that uses IBM
utilities. When using utilities from other vendors, customize this job
accordingly.

CAJOB05 returns RC=4 if DB2 Products UTIL parmlib contains
SET-COPYPENDING TO (NO). RC=4 is acceptable unless the
optional CEJOB05A job runs subsequently. To run CEJOB05A
subsequently, you must run DB2 backup, job CAUCOPY or
CEACOPY, before running CEJOB05A.

Note:  The Gen documentation set globally uses the terms
Second Prior Schema, Prior Schema, and Current Schema. For
details, see Upgrading to a New Release.

CEJOB05A
(Optional)

Relaxes migration rules by modifying values on the schema tables
that provide operational rules for object migrations using version
control.
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JCL Name Description

CEJOB06
Or
CAJOB06

CEJOB06 executes the DB2 RUNSTATS utility for the Host
Encyclopedia tables and index. You must have IBM DB2 utilities
to execute this job. You can also use the equivalent job that uses
Database Management Solutions for Db2. When using utilities
from other vendors, customize this job accordingly.
CAJOB06 executes the DB2 PDASTATS utility for the Host
Encyclopedia tables and index. Customers must have Database
Management Solutions for Db2 to execute this job. You can also
use the equivalent job that uses IBM utilities. When using utilities
from other vendors, customize this job accordingly.

CEJOB07A Binds Host Encyclopedia DBRMs into packages in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

CEJOB07B Binds Gen Host Encyclopedia plans in EBCDIC encoding
scheme to use packages. Only run this job once.

CEJOB08 Grants DB2 authority to PUBLIC on all Gen plans and DB2
SELECT authority on Public Interface Table views.

CEJOB09 Updates the DMAX tables for the Gen schema.

Two new keywords are available:

ENCY
NAME(

'NEWNAME')

Host encyclopedia name. The host encyclopedia
name must be unique across encyclopedia
environments to prevent cross-encyclopedia
enqueues within z/OS. A value of null ('') is the
default and leaves the host encyclopedia name
unchanged.

ENCYID(999)Encyclopedia ID. Required when exchanging
models between the host encyclopedia and a client/
server encyclopedia in a multiple-encyclopedia
environment. A value of 0 is the default and leaves
the host encyclopedia ID unchanged.
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JCL Name Description

CEJOB10 Required to load the functions model to the new encyclopedia:

Model name: IEF_SUPPLIED_FUNCTIONS in the
'CAI.CAGEN.CEHBDATV(FUNCMODL)' data set.

CEJOB10 may return a condition code of 0 even if it fails. For
additional information, see the userid.IEF.LOGFILE for an error
message.

To verify that the functions model was added to the list of models,
follow these steps:

Display the Gen Main Menu.

On the command line, type: 1.3.5

Press Enter.

On the Model Statistics screen, move the cursor to the Model
Name field and press F4 to display the list of models.

Verify the functions model appears on the list.

If CEJOB10 abends with U3001 ONCODE 84 when SYSPRINT is
Allocated, the userid.IEF.SYSPRINT data set is unavailable.

To correct the error, follow these steps:

Navigate out of Gen concatenation.

Issue this command: FREE DA (userid.IEF.SYSPRINT)

Delete added model functions.

Resubmit CEJOB10.
CEJOB11 Processes the functions model, inserts the model information into

the schema SMDL table, and deletes the model information from
the data DMDL table. The expected return code is 20.
To verify the functions model is removed from the list of models,
display the list of models by entering 1.3.5 on the command line
and press enter. Verify IEF_SUPPLIED_FUNCTIONS is not on the
list.
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JCL Name Description

CEJOB12 Loads the sample model to the new encyclopedia and is optional.

Model name: GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6 in the
CAI.CAGEN.CEHBDATV(SAMPMODL) data set

CEJOB12 may return a condition code of 0 even if it fails. For
additional information, see the userid.IEF.LOGFILE for an error
message.

To verify the model was added to the list of models, follow these
steps:

Display the Gen Main Menu

On the command line, type 1.3.5

Press Enter.

On the Model Statistics screen, move the cursor to the Model
Name field and press F4 to display the list of models.

Verify the sample model appears on the list.

If CEJOB12 abends with U3001 ONCODE 84 when SYSPRINT is
Allocated, the userid.IEF.SYSPRINT data set is unavailable.

To correct the error, follow these steps:

Navigate out of Gen concatenation.

Issue this command: FREE DA (userid.IEF.SYSPRINT)

Delete the sample model.

Resubmit CEJOB12.
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JCL Name Description

CEJOB13 Loads the help model to the new encyclopedia and is optional.

Model name: GEN SAMPLE HELP MODEL 8 6 in the
CAI.CAGEN.CEHBDATV (HELPMODL) data set.

CEJOB13 may return a condition code of 0 even if it fails. For
additional information, see the userid.IEF.LOGFILE for an error
message.

To verify the model was added to the list of models, follow these
steps:

Display the Gen Main Menu

On the command line, type: 1.3.5

Press Enter

On the Model Statistics screen, move the cursor to the Model
Name field and press F4 to display the list of models.

Verify the help model appears on the list.

If CEJOB13 abends with U3001 ONCODE 84 when SYSPRINT
is Allocated, the userid.IEF.SYSPRINT data set is unavailable. To
correct the error, follow these steps:

Navigate out of Gen concatenation

Issue this command: FREE DA (userid.IEF.SYSPRINT)

Delete the help model.

Resubmit CEJOB13.
CEJOB06
Or CAJOB06

Run CEJOB06 again. It executes the IBM DB2 RUNSTATS utility
for the Host Encyclopedia tables and indexes.

Run CAJOB06 again. It executes the DB2 PDASTATS utility for
the Host Encyclopedia tables and indexes.

A RUNSTATS of the Gen data tables, after loading the models
in CEJOB10, followed by a REBIND of all Gen plans, speeds
encyclopedia access.

CEJOB07A Executes bind replace on all packages.

Run Jobs to Bind DB2 Gen Runtime Packages

You must run the CEJOB14R on each DB2 subsystem used for applications generated by Gen. CEJOB14R binds Gen
runtime DBRM TIROLBCM into a DB2 package in EBCDIC encoding scheme.

Run Jobs to Install DB2 Profile Manager

If the target of a Gen application is CICS, you can use a TSQ Profile Manager instead of DB2 Profile Manager. When you
do so, you do not need to run the jobs described in this section.
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NOTE
For more information about RPROF, see the section The Runtime Profile (RPROF) Table for DB2 in Host
Encyclopedia Construction.

The following jobs must run on each DB2 subsystem used for applications generated by Gen using DB2 Profile Manager.

BLDRPROF Builds RPROF tables and indexes with CCSID EBCDIC. This job
is not required when applications installed with the new release of
Gen use an existing RPROF table.

CEJOB15R Binds Gen runtime DBRM TIRPROFD into a DB2 package in
EBCDIC encoding scheme.

Test Encyclopedia Functions

Test the new encyclopedia functions by exporting a model to the Public Interface and running an Entity Definition Report.
Use the Gen Sample Model to export to the Public Interface.

NOTE
Running the export in the foreground can be time consuming, so it is best to run this procedure in a batch mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 on the Gen Main Menu and press Enter.
The Public Interface Functions screen appears.

2. Select option 1 and press Enter to export a model.
3. Type this model name: GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6
4. Press Enter.

When an error occurs during the export process, the process logs the error message to the userid.IEF.LOGFILE. If the
model failed to export, contact Technical Support.

5. Run the Entity Definition Report using these steps:
a. Select option 1 on the Main Menu and press Enter.
b. Select option 3 and press Enter to display the Host Encyclopedia Reports Menu.
c. Select option 13 and press Enter to display the Model Reports screen.
d. Type the model name GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6 and press Enter.
e. Select option 6 and press Enter.
The Entity Definition Report runs and displays on the screen.

RUNSTATS, Rebind Gen Packages, and Image Copy

Before rebinding the packages, follow these steps to update DB2 statistics to optimize encyclopedia access:

1. Run CEJOB06 or CAJOB06 again to update the DB2 statistics for the Host Encyclopedia tables and indexes.
Uploading the models to the Host Encyclopedia and exporting to the public interface, populates many Gen tables. For
DB2 optimization, a RUNSTATS of the Gen data tables, followed by a BIND of all Gen packages, speeds subsequent
access to the encyclopedia.

2. Run CEJOB07A to execute a DB2 BIND of the Gen packages taking advantage of the new RUNSTATS statistics.
3. Run CEUCOPY to execute the DB2 COPY utility to create an image-copy of all Gen tablespaces.

Package Bind

Run these jobs to Bind Packages and Plans.

1. Run the job CEJOB07A to Bind all DBRMs to packages in a collection. This job should be rerun when a PTF
introduces new or replacement DBRMs.

2. Run the job CEJOB07B to Bind all plans to access all packages in a collection. Only execute this job once.
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The difference between CEJOB07A and CEJOB07B is that CEJOB07A executes CLIST BINDPACK and CEJOB07B
executes CLIST BINDPLAN. The BINDPACK and BINDPLAN CLISTs take the same input parameters.

CEJOB07A-BINDPACK

Here is a sample of the executable portion of JCL for CEJOB07A:

------------------

//JOBCARD...

//*

........

........

//*

//*

//TSOPROC PROC TILCLIB='CAI.CAGEN.CEHBCLS0',

//                        SOUT='*'

//*

//PS10     EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=30

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CAI.CAGEN.CEHBPLD1,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=CAI.CAGEN.CEHBPLD0,DISP=SHR

//SYSPROC  DD DSN=&TILCLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&SOUT

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=&SOUT

//                   PEND

//*

//JS10         EXEC TSOPROC

//PS10.SYSTSIN DD *

  %BINDPACK    MEMBER(ALL) +         (1)

                    COLLID(XXXXXXXX) +    (2)

                    OWNER(2ND_AUTH) +     (3)

                    QUALIFIER(XXXXXXXX) + (4)

                    RESTART               (5)

Where:

• MEMBER(ALL)-Bind all DBRMs into packages in a collection.
• COLLID(XXXXXXXX)-XXXXXXXX is the collection ID. You must specify a collection ID when performing a package

bind. Enter the collection ID value on the Set DB2 Variables screen in the CEINSTAL procedure to add to the
CEJOB07A JCL.

• OWNER(2ND_AUTH)- 2ND_AUTH is the secondary authorization ID used in the BIND packages job. This job only
includes the OWNER parameter when you include a value in CEINSTAL for the Secondary Authorization ID in the Set
DB2 Variables screen. For example:
%BINDPACK MEMBER(ALL) COLLID(XXXXXXXX) .... QUALIFIER(XXXXXXX)

• QUALIFIER(XXXXXXXX)-Specifies the prefix used for tables, indexes, and views, in the DB2 BIND process. The
job only includes the QUALIFER parameter when you set the Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View Owner in
CEINSTAL's Set DB2 Variables screen. This value must be defined to the DB2 security system. For example:
 %BINDPACK MEMBER(ALL) COLLID(XXXXXXXX) OWNER(2ND_AUTH)

• RESTART - The CEJOB07A job can restart. When a bind error occurs, correct the error, and use the messages
provided at the end of the failing BINDPACK CLIST to provide the package DBRM name as input through the
MEMBER() parameter. Add the keyword RESTART. For example:
%BINDPACK MEMBER(DBRMNAME) ... RESTART
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CEJOB07B-BINDPLAN

(Only the executable portion of sample JCL is shown)

------------------

//JOBCARD...

//*

........

........

//*

//*

//TSOPROC         PROC TILCLIB='CA.CAGEN.CEHBCLS0',

//                             SOUT='*'

//*

//PS10            EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=30

//STEPLIB         DD DSN=CAI.CAGEN.CEHBPLD1,DISP=SHR

//                DD DSN=CAI.CAGEN.CEHBPLD0,DISP=SHR

//SYSPROC         DD DSN=&TILCLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT        DD SYSOUT=&SOUT

//SYSTSPRT        DD SYSOUT=&SOUT

//                           PEND

//*

//JS10            EXEC TSOPROC

//PS10.SYSTSIN    DD *

  %BINDPLAN MEMBER(ALL)     +               (1)

                     COLLID(XXXXXXXX) +              (2)

                     OWNER(2ND_AUTH)         +       (3)

                     QUALIFIER(XXXXXXXX) +   (4)

                     RESTART                         (5)

Where:

• MEMBER(ALL) -Bind all plans to use all packages in a collection
• COLLID(XXXXXXXX)-XXXXXXXX is the collection ID. You must specify a collection ID when performing a package

bind. Enter a value for the collection ID on the Set DB2 Variables screen of the CEINSTAL procedure to add it to the
CEJOB07B JCL.

• OWNER(2ND_AUTH) - 2ND_AUTH is the secondary authorization ID used in the BIND packages job. This job only
includes the OWNER parameter when you include a value in CEINSTAL for the Secondary Authorization ID in the Set
DB2 Variables screen. For example:
%BINDPLAN MEMBER(ALL) OWNER(2ND_AUTH)

• QUALIFIER(XXXXXXXX) - Specifies the prefix used for tables, indexes, and views, in the DB2 BIND process. The
job only includes the QUALIFER parameter when you set the Bind Qualifier and DB2 Table-Index-View Owner in
CEINSTAL's Set DB2 Variables screen. This value must be defined to the DB2 security system. For example:
%BINDPLAN MEMBER(ALL) .... QUALIFIER(XXXXXXX)

• RESTART-The CEJOB07B job can restart. When a bind error occurs, correct the error, and use the messages at the
end of the failing BINDPLAN CLIST to provide the plan name as input through the MEMBER() parameter. Add the
keyword RESTART, for example:
%BINDPLAN MEMBER(DBRMNAME) ... RESTART

Enable User Access

To enable user access, you must select the user access control function from the Host Encyclopedia Functions Menu to
add each user to the encyclopedia. Each user requires access to your site-specific ISPF/Gen logon CLIST to establish the
environment.
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Next Steps

The next step in installing the Host Encyclopedia is to populate the encyclopedia just created. To copy existing Host
Encyclopedia data tables from an earlier release of Host Encyclopedia, see Populate a Host Encyclopedia.

NOTE
If using Host Construction, see Testing Host Encyclopedia Construction.

Upgrade a Host Encyclopedia

A z/OS Gen Host Encyclopedia and Generator software upgrade is a complete redistribution of software libraries.
Enabling an existing Host Encyclopedia to work with the new Gen software may alter some existing DB2 objects, including
the Gen data, schema, and public interface tables. A new schema level requires complete reloading of the schema tables.
Changing the public view interface may require removing and adding DB2 view definitions.

This section describes the tasks required to upgrade an existing Encyclopedia to a Gen 8.6 Encyclopedia, including the
following tasks:

1. Build SQL and JCL
2. Run upgrade jobs
3. Enable user access

Prerequisites

Upgrading an encyclopedia requires that you complete the tasks in section Define Installation Variables, and have met
these DB2/DBA prerequisites:

1. Start the databases in Utility status for a consistent point of recovery
2. Create an image copy of the data, schema, and public interface libraries
3. Back up the software libraries
4. After the image copy, start the databases in read or write status.

The Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu must be displayed on your monitor.

Build SQL and JCL

To build the JCL and SQL to upgrade an existing encyclopedia to a Gen 8.6 Encyclopedia, follow these steps:

1. Select option 6 on the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu and press Enter to start building the SQL and JCL.
2. When processing completes, press Enter to return to the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu. The Gen JCL and

SQL libraries contain the JCL and SQL to upgrade existing Encyclopedias to Gen 8.6.

Considerations

Before beginning the upgrade tasks, consider these points:

• The JCL and SQL for the upgrade process are in the JCL and SQL libraries.
• The options selected on the CEINSTAL Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu were:

– Build Encyclopedia Parameter Files
– Build Sample Encyclopedia Utility JCL
– Build JCL/SQL to Upgrade in Place

• You must run the jobs in the order listed. Failure to do so causes unpredictable results.
• The DB2 database status must be read or write.
• We recommend using a new plan prefix.
• Each job must run on the CPU containing the Host Encyclopedia and the DB2 tables.
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WARNING
All models must be checked in, and an image copy of the Encyclopedia made, before beginning an upgrade.
This establishes a recovery point, must one be needed.

Schema Levels

Information in each model is controlled and processed in accordance with a specific schema release level, as defined in
the schema database and the DMAX table of the Data database.

When a software release defines new objects, properties, or associations that support new functionality, the schema
release level changes.

Run Upgrade Jobs

These upgrade jobs amend the z/OS Host Encyclopedia DB2 tables to work with the Gen software.

The jobs BLDRPROF, CEJOB14R and CEJOB15R relate to Host Construction and Gen runtime environments when DB2
is the target database. They must be run on each DB2 subsystem used for applications generated by Gen.

You must have IBM DB2 utilities or Database Management Solutions for Db2 or equivalent utilities from other vendors to
execute the following jobs. If you are using utilities from other vendors, customize these jobs accordingly.

• CEJOB05
• CAJOB05
• CEJOB06
• CAJOB06
• CEUREOR
• CAUREOR
• CEUCOPY
• CAUCOPY
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Use this table as a checklist as you run the following jobs. n/a is used if the job does not apply.

JCL Name Description 6.5 to 8.6 7/7.5 to 8.6 7.6 to 8.6 8.x to 8.6

CEJOB03 Executes a DB2
BIND of the dynamic
SQL program
TIUUSQL to Gen a
DB2 subsystem with
EBCDIC encoding
scheme.
Bind this plan
and grant DB2
EXECUTE authority
to PUBLIC for each
DB2 subsystem
that is a target for
Gen generated
applications. Only
bind TIUUSQL
to other DB2
subsystems if using
TIUUSQL to install
DDL or to bind
applications onto the
subsystems.

√ √ √ √

CVJOB04A Upgrades Host
Encyclopedia from 7
to 8.6, and 7.5 to 8.6.

n/a √ n/a n/a

CVJOB04B Upgrades Host
Encyclopedia from
7.6 to 8.6.

n/a n/a √ n/a

CVJOB04C Upgrades Host
Encyclopedia from
6.5 to 8.6.

√ n/a n/a n/a

CEJOB05

CAJOB05

Reloads schema
tables with releases,
9.0.A2, 9.1.A5, and
9.2.A6, using the
IBM DB2 LOAD
utility.
Reloads schema
tables with releases
9.0.A2, 9.1.A5, and
9.2.A6. It uses Fast
Load utility.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

CEJOB05A Relaxes migration
rules.

optional optional optional optional
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CEUREOR

CAUEROR

Executes the DB2
REORG utility using
the IBM REORG
utility. It includes
Data, Schema, and
Public Interface
databases.
Executes the Rapid
Reorg utility.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

CEUCOPY

CAUCOPY

Executes the IBM
DB2 COPY utility
to create a full
image copy of all
tablespaces.
Executes the DB2
QUICK COPY utility
to create a full
image copy of all
tablespaces.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

CEJOB06

CAJOB06

Executes the
DB2 RUNSTATS
utility for the Host
Encyclopedia
schema tables.
Executes the
PDASTATS utility.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

CEJOB07A Binds Host
Encyclopedia
DBRMs into
packages in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

√ √ √ √

CEJOB07B Binds Gen Host
Encyclopedia
plans in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

√ √ √ √

CEJOB08 This job grants
to PUBLIC, DB2
authority on all Gen
plans, and DB2
SELECT authority
on Public Interface
Table views. An
SQLCODE of +562
indicates privileges
have been granted.

√ √ √ √

CEJOB09 Updates the DMAX
tables for the Gen
schema.

√ √ √ √
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CEJOB10 Loads Schema
Functions Model to
Host Encyclopedia.

√ √ √ √

CEJOB11 Processes the
Functions Model.
This job inserts the
model information
into the schema
SMDL table and
deletes the model
information from the
data DMDL table.
The expected return
code is 20.
To verify the
Functions model is
removed from the list
of models, display
the list of models
by entering 1.3.5
on the command
line. Verify that
IEF_SUPPLIED_FUNCTIONS
is not on the list.

√ √ √ √

CEJOB12 Loads Sample
Model to Host
Encyclopedia.

optional optional optional optional

CEJOB13 Loads Help Model to
Host Encyclopedia.

optional optional optional optional

CEJOB14R Binds Gen runtime
DBRM TIROLBCM
into a DB2
package in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

√ √ √ √

BLDRPROF Builds RPROF tables
and indexes with
CCSID EBCDIC. It
is not required to
run this job if the
applications built
with the new release
of Gen will use an
existing RPROF
table.

optional optional optional optional

CEJOB15R Binds Gen runtime
DBRM TIRPROFD
into a DB2
package  in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

√ √ √ √
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Enable User Access

Existing user access is automatically enabled for this version of the encyclopedia. However, each user needs access to
site-specific ISPF/Gen logon CLIST to establish the environment.

Next Steps

If you selected a new regional setting value or the Euro sign support, you must convert your models to the new code
page. For regional setting value, see Model Code Pages.

Next step is to use the Host Encyclopedia you just upgraded, for more information about copying any existing model to the
new Gen encyclopedia, see Populate a Host Encyclopedia. If you do not need to copy any existing models, but are using
Host Construction, see Host Encyclopedia Construction.

If you are developing applications that use online help, see Host Encyclopedia Construction.

Configuring z/OS Implementation Toolset

This section describes the configuration tasks needed before Gen z/OS Implementation Toolset can be started, configured
and used in your environment.

Configuration Variables - Implementation Toolset
This article provides information for Configuration Variables - Implementation Toolset.

Gen Library Name Variable

The following table describes the installed Gen library names.

GenLibrary Suffixes Description User Notes

Load library
Default: CEHBPLD0

Library containing the IT executables and
runtime modules.
Note: The data sets must be allocated as
PDSE data sets.

Must be of ‘DSNTYPE=LIBRARY’

Runtime DLLs
Default: CEHBPLD1

Library containing the runtime modules of
the IT, DLLs.
Note: The data sets must be allocated as
PDSE data sets.

Must be of ‘DSNTYPE=LIBRARY’

DBRM
Default: CEHBDBRM

Library containing the DBRMs of the IT.
DBRMs that correspond to the modules
linked into the executables of the IT.

Runtime DBRM
Default: CEHBDBRM

Library of DBRMs corresponding to runtime
modules in LOAD library. Used when
binding plans for applications installed by
the IT.

CLIST
Default: CEHBCLS0

Library containing the CLISTs and REXX
commands of the IT. CLISTs generated by
the ITINSTAL generate dialog are created
in this library.

Panel
Default: CEHBPNL0

Library containing the ISPF panels of the IT.
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Message
Default: CEHBMSG0

Library containing the ISPF messages of
the IT.

Skeleton
Default: CEHBSKL0

Library containing the ISPF skeletons of the
IT.

SAMPLIB
Default: CEHBSAMP

Library containing the sample of the IT,
customizable modules.

X-Late
Default: CEHBDATB

Library containing the Gen translate or
international tables.

The following table describes the Gen library names that are populated during configuration.

SQL
Default: SQL

The ITINSTAL dialog generates SQL
necessary to install the IT. The SQL is
placed in this library.

JCL
Default: JCL

The ITINSTAL dialog generates the JCL
necessary to install the IT. The generated
JCL is placed in this library.

PARMLIB
Default: PARMLIB

Library containing site-specific parameters.

JCL Variables

The following table describes JCL variables.

JCL Variables Description User Notes

Jobcard
No default

Job card included in the generated JCL to
perform various installation tasks.

Installer TSOID
No Default

This field is for information purposes only.

DISK UNIT
Default: SYSDA

Disk unit that is used in the generated JCL
to perform various installation tasks.

Tape/media unit or TAPEDEV
Default: 3480

Tape/media unit that is used in the
generated JCL to perform various
installation tasks.

SYSOUT class
Default: *

SYSOUT class that is used in THE
generated JCL to perform various
installation tasks.

DB2 STEPLIB
No default

Optionally, one or more libraries that are
included in a STEPLIB in the generated
JCL to perform various installation tasks. If
your site included the DB2 libraries in the
system LINKLIST, do not specify them in a
STEPLIB.
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z/OS steplib1
z/OS steplib2
OTHER STEPLIB
No default

Optionally, one or more libraries that are
included in a STEPLIB in the generated
JCL to perform installation tasks. If your
site included the z/OS runtime libraries
in the system LINKLIST, do not specify a
STEPLIB.

IT Variables

The following table describes IT variables.

IT Variables Description User Notes

Site name Default:
YOUR_COMPANY_NAME

For information purposes only.

TSOID Default of the IT administrator:
TSOID of user executing ITINSTAL

Identifies person doing the installation.

Name Default of the IT administrator:
SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR

For information purposes only.

Plan prefix Default: ITPL (4-byte limit) Prefix for Gen z/OS IT DB2 plan names.
Plan prefixes make plan names unique in a
DB2 subsystem, allowing different versions
of IT software to run against the same IT
database.

Prefix for user data sets created by Gen
z/OS IT, for example, standard error,
standard out.

User dataset UNIT type Default: SYSDA Unit for allocating user data sets created by
Gen.

User dataset suffix No default Optional value suffix for user data sets
created by Gen z/OS IT, for example,
standard error, standard out.

DB2 Database Variables

The following table describes the DB2 database variables.

DB2 Database Variables Description User Notes

DB2 Subsystem ID
Default: DSN

Identifies the DB2 subsystem.

DB2 Collection ID Default: DBCOLLID Identifies DB2 collection ID used in binding
z/OS IT packages.

Explicit creator ID No default If specified, the tables and indexes of the
z/OS IT are qualified using this ID. Explicit
creator ID and secondary authorization ID
are mutually exclusive.
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Secondary authorization ID No default If specified, current SQLID is set to this ID
before IT tables and indexes are defined.
Secondary authorization and explicit creator
ID are mutually exclusive.

Database name Default: MVSIT Name of the database of the IT.

Dataset storage type Default: S Space for the database of the IT can be
allocated using storage groups or VSAM
data sets: S for storage group allocation, V
for VSAM.

Initial database size Default: S S-small
M-medium

Secondary storage factor Default: 0 Defines secondary space allocation in
relation to primary allocation. (0 to 1.0 times
primary allocation.)

Storage Group Names No default If you select storage group space
allocation, you must know the names of the
groups to use.

VSAM Volume Names No default If you select VSAM space allocation, you
must specify the volume names for VSAM
data sets.

Gen Runtime Collection ID Default:
RTCOLLID

Identifies DB2 collection ID used in binding
runtime packages for TIRPROFD and
TIROLBCM.

COBOL Compiler Variables

The following table describes COBOL compiler variables.

COBOL Compiler Variables Description User Notes

COBOL Compiler name
Default: IGYCRCTL

Name of the COBOL compiler.

Size parameter
No default

Amount of space for the compiler SIZE
parameter
as:
kilobytes, for example,
4096 KB
Bytes, for example,
4194304
MAX.

COBOL Compiler library
Default: IGY.SIGYCOMP

Name of library containing the compiler that
is used by the environment and various
support modules for COBOL.

Compiler library in linklist
Default: N

Flag indicating if the compiler library is
defined in the system linklist.
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z/OS Static runtime library
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

Library containing static runtime modules
for COBOL.

z/OS Dynamic runtime library
Default: CEE.SCEERUN

Library containing z/OS LE dynamic
runtime modules.
z/OS and LE/370 refer to the same
environment. LE/370 or z/OS runtimes
may also be referenced as DLLs, dynamic
runtime, or transient runtime.

SCREERUN library in linklist
Default: N

Flag indicating if this library is in linklist.

DB2 Subsystem Variables

The following table describes DB2 subsystem variables.

DB2 Subsystem Variables Description User Notes

DB2 precompiler name
Default: DSNHPC

Name of the DB2 compiler.

DB2 link library
Default: DB2.SDSNLOAD

Name of the DB2 link library containing
the DB2 precompiler and various support
modules.

Link lib in LPA/linklist
Default: N

Flag indicating if the DB2 link library is
defined in the system linklist.

CICS Variables

The following table describes CICS variables.

CICS Variables Description User Notes

CICS load library Default:
CICS.SDFHLOAD

Name of CICS load library.

z/OS Static link library
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

z/OS LE static link library.

CICS shares CPU with this TSO
Default: N

Flag indicating if the CICS system targeted
to run Gen applications executes on the
same CPU as Gen. Only applications
targeting DB2 use this variable to decide
where and when to do the DB2 BIND.
Y - z/OS IT can perform the BIND.
N - You must do a manual BIND on the
other CPU.
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IMS Variables

The following table describes IMS variables.

IMS Variables Description User Notes

IMS resident load library
Default: IMS.RESLIB

Load library containing IMS modules.

Maximum segment size
Default: 1280

Maximum segment size of IMS messages.

IMS shares CPU with this TSO
Default: N

Flag indicating if the IMS system targeted to
run Gen applications executes on the same
CPU as Gen. Only applications targeting
DB2 use this variable to decide where and
when to do the DB2 BIND.
Y - z/OS IT can perform the BIND.
N - You must do a manual BIND on the
other CPU.

CPIC interface load library
Default: SYS1.CSSLIB

Name of the system library containing the
CPIC interface modules. Usually this library
is SYS1.CSSLIB, a required z/OS data set.

RPROF Variables

The following table describes RPROF variables.

RPROF Variables Description User Notes

DB2 subsystem ID
Default: DB2

DB2 subsystem identifier of the subsystem
where you want to create an RPROF table.

Explicit creator ID
No default

If specified, RPROF table and index are
qualified using this ID. Explicit creator
ID and secondary authorization ID are
mutually exclusive.

Secondary Authorization ID
No default

If specified, current SQLID is set to this ID
before RPROF table and index are defined.
Secondary authorization ID and explicit
creator ID are mutually exclusive.

DB name
Default: RPROF

Name of database in which to build the
RPROF table.

Storage type
Default: S

Space for the RPROF database is allocated
using storage groups or VSAM data sets.
S - Storage Group allocation
V - VSAM allocation

Storage Group Name
No default

When Storage Type is set to S, you must
specify the Storage Group Name to use
when creating the tablespace and table for
RPROF.
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VSAM Volume names
No default

If you select VSAM space allocation, you
must specify the volume names when
creating the VSAM data sets.

RPROF initial size
Default: 350 4-KB pages for VSAM, or 1400
1-KB pages for storage group

Primary size of tablespace containing the
RPROF table.

RPROF secondary size
Default: 0

Secondary space allocation of tablespace
containing the RPROF table.

RPROFI1 initial size
Default: 350 4-KB pages for VSAM, or 1400
1-KB pages for storage group

Primary size of RPROF index.

RPROFI1 secondary size
Default: 0

Secondary space allocation of RPROF
index.

Installation JCL

The batch jobs that are discussed in this section are executed outside the IT environment. You must run these jobs in the
order they are presented and on the CPU where DB2 resides. Also verify that COND CODE = 0 is returned from all steps
and that execution of all SQL statements results in SQLCODE = 000. This following table provides a comprehensive list
of all Gen JCL members and a brief description of the jobs they perform. The installation and upgrade processes create
these members.

JCL Member Job Description

ITJOB02 Creates VSAM data sets for a new z/OS IT database. Skip this
step if using STOGROUPS.

ITJOB03 Executes a DB2 BIND for dynamic SQL processing program
TIUUSQL in EBCDIC encoding scheme.

ITJOB04 Creates DB2 objects in EBCDIC encoding scheme. If storage
group allocation was selected as the database storage type
for this installation, the storage groups must be created before
running ITJOB04. ITJOB04 creates the DB2 objects for the IT, and
uses the SQL created previously.

BLDRPROF Creates the Gen runtime profile (RPROF) table. (If you did not
enter Y at the Build RPROF option in the Installation Variables
screen, you cannot run this job.)
The IT requires an RPROF table. You can use BLDRPROF to
create an RPROF table for the IT, or you can create more RPROF
tables for use by Gen applications that are installed by the IT
(RPROFS are unique by creator ID). One RPROF table per DB2
subsystem is recommended, and it must be adequately sized to
avoid deadlock.

ITJOB05A Binds or replaces DBRMs into packages in EBCDIC encoding
scheme.

ITJOB05B Binds Plans in EBCDIC encoding scheme.
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ITJOB05S

CAJOB05S

Executes the IBM DB2 RUNSTATS utility for the IT database.
Customers must have IBM DB2 utilities to execute this job.
Updates DB2 catalog statistics for the IT database similar to
ITJOB05S. It uses PDASTATS utility. Customers must have
Database Management Solutions for Db2 products to execute this
job.
If you are using DB2 utilities from other vendors, you must
customize ITJOB05S or CAJOB05S accordingly.

ITJOB06 Grant executes authority of Gen IT for z/OS plans to public.

ITJOB07R Binds Gen runtime DBRM TIROLBCM into a DB2 package in
EBCDIC encoding scheme.

ITJOB08R Binds Gen runtime DBRM TIRPROFD into a DB2 package in
EBCDIC encoding scheme.

Configuration of the z/OS Implementation Toolset involves the following tasks:

• Establish ISPF Library Concatenation
• Define installation variables
• Build parameter files, SQL, and JCL
• Run installation JCL
• Start the Implementation Toolset

Establishing ISPF Library Concatenation

Establish the proper ISPF environment before you use the IT. Use a logon CLIST, a logon proc, or the ISPF LIBDEF
facility to allocate the IT libraries. In all cases, if you primarily use logon for the IT, the IT libraries must be first in the
concatenation.

WARNING
Do not include Gen data sets from releases before Gen 8.6 in the ISPF logon concatenation. It can produce
unpredictable results or cause errors.

ISPLLIB or STEPLIB

A combination of ISPLLIB and STEPLIB can be used to allocate the required software and z/OS program product runtime
libraries (for example, PL/1, DB2, ISPF). If DB2 or LE libraries are not in the linklist, allocate them through STEPLIB DD or
ISPLLIB DD in the logon CLIST or the TSO logon.

LIBDEF

If you use the ISPF LIBDEF facility, note the following restrictions:

• LIBDEF is not supported for the SYSPROC DD. Consequently, you must include the IT CLIST library in the SYSPROC
concatenation of a logon CLIST or a TSO logon proc. 

• Do not use LIBDEF to allocate the required load libraries. IT programs make dynamic calls to LE runtime routines.
Using LIBDEF to allocate ISPLLIB results in S806 “module not found” abend. This is a limitation of ISPF LIBDEF.

There are two CLIST exits for LIBDEF: TIELIBDF and TIELIBFR.

• TIELIBDF is called at the beginning of IT functions such as ITINSTAL, and TIXSTART. TIELIBDF dynamically allocates
ISPPLIB, ISPMLIB, and ISPSLIB. 

• TIELIBFR is called at the end of some IT functions and can be used to free libraries allocated using LIBDEF. TIELIBDF
and TIELIEBFR contain examples of how to use LIBDEF to allocate and free libraries. 
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NOTE
When customizing exits, use a different library that can be concatenated before the Gen software, ensuring
that Gen software libraries are not modified.

Procedure

Allocate the following libraries:

 DDNAME  Description   Gen Library Short Name 
SYSPROC CLIST libraries CEHBCLS0
ISPPLIB ISPF Panel libraries CEHBPNL0
ISPMLIB ISPF Message libraries CEHBMSG0
ISPLLIB Load libraries CEHBPLD0

CEHBPLD1
ISPPROF ISPF User Profile library (not applicable)
ISPSLIB ISPF Skeleton libraries CEHBSKL0
TIUPARML Parameter library containing site specific

values used in the z/OS IT functions
PARMLIB

1. Create and test the logon CLIST or PROC. Contact the System Administrator if you need help with this step or the
next step.

2. If using LIBDEF, modify and test TIELIBDF.

Establish Access to Gen

Modify an existing ISPF menu to provide an ISPF entry point to Gen. The modified ISPF menu must provide an option
that executes the CLIST TIXSTART to display the Gen copyright panel for the z/OS IT, for example, CMD (%TIXSTART).
Alternatively, the CLIST GENIT can be used to display the Gen copyright panel for the z/OS IT, for example CMD
(%GENIT).

Other ISPF Considerations

Review the default flag in the TSO command table (ISPTCM) header to determine if the command processor entries for
the following TSO commands must be added to the ISPTCM:

• TSOAE-required by the TSO testing facility.
• EXECSQL-(Optional) a dynamic SQL utility for diagnostics and problem correction.

Most sites do not need to change these commands, but if you modify the ISPTCM defaults, you must add the commands. 

No modification is required if the default flag setting in the ISPTCM header is B'.......1'. This indicates that a BLDL is
used to determine if a command processor or a CLIST is entered. If your ISPTCM table has a different setting in the
header, add a command processor ENTRY for the TSOAE and EXECSQL commands. For more information, see the
ISPF documentation.

WARNING
Insufficient available space in the ISPPROF profile data set can cause unpredictable results.

Define Installation Variables

The next step to installing the IT is to define installation variables by running the ITINSTAL dialog. Multiple sub tasks are
involved in defining the installation variables.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Start the ITINSTAL dialog.
2. Set library names.
3. Edit job cards.
4. Set JCL variables.
5. Set Implementation Toolset variables.
6. Set DB2 variables.
7. Assign storage group names.
8. Assign VSAM names.
9. Set target system variables (which also has multiple subtasks).
10. Check, save, retrieve, and clear variables.

Each of these subtasks is explained in the following sections.

Start the ITINSTAL Dialog

To start ITINSTAL, type the following command at the ISPF prompt:

COMMAND==> TSO %ITINSTAL

The Implementation Toolset Maintenance Menu appears.

                                  Implementation Toolset Maintenance Menu

Command ===>

Select one of the options below, then press enter.

1. Installation variables management

2. Implementation Toolset installation management

F. Fix management

Set Library Names

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Option 1 from the Implementation Toolset Maintenance Menu. The Installation Variables Management Menu
appears.
                       Installation Variables Management

 COMMAND ===>

 Select options 1-8 in sequence, then check variables and save.

____1. Set library names

    2. Edit JOB cards

    3. Set JCL variables

    4. Set Implementation Toolset variables

    5. Set DB2 variables

    6. Assign Storage Group names

    7. Assign VSAM names

    8. Set target system variables

    9. Check variables

   10. Save variables to external dataset       (JCL member TILITSAV)

   11. Retrieve variables from external dataset (JCL member TILITSAV)

   12. Clear variables from ISPF profile pool

F1=Help F3=Exit

2. Select Option 1 to display the Set Library Names screen.
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                               Set Library Names

COMMAND ===>

   Enter or verify the system software libraries dataset prefix and suffixes

Dataset prefix . . . . . CAI.MVSIT___________

Dataset suffixes:

Load . . . . . . . . . . CEHBPLD0____________

Runtime DLLs . . . . . . CEHBPLD1____________

IT DBRM  . . . . . . . . CEHBDBRM____________

Runtime DBRM . . . . . . CEHBDBRM____________

SQL  . . . . . . . . . . SQL_________________

JCL  . . . . . . . . . . JCL ________________

CLIST  . . . . . . . . . CEHBCLS0____________

Panel  . . . . . . . . . CEHBPNL0____________

Message  . . . . . . . . CEHBMSG0____________

Skeleton . . . . . . . . CEHBSKL0____________

Parm file. . . . . . . . PARMLIB_____________

The Set Library Names screen lets you create a data set name for each of the Gen data sets. If you make no changes
on this screen, Gen uses the default values, displayed when you first enter the screen.
The Dataset prefix field defines the first part of the name for every data set. Each Dataset suffix combines with the
data set prefix to complete a data set name.

Edit JOB Cards

 Follow these steps: 

1. With the Installation Variables Management Menu displayed, select the Edit JOB Cards option to display the following
screen.
BROWSE CAI.MVSIT.PARMLIB(JOBCARD) - 01.02 Line 00000000 Col 001 080

Command ===>____________________________________Scroll ===> CSR

*************************** Top of Data **************************

//ITJOB     ‘JOB CARD INFO HERE’

//*

//* COPY IN JOBCARDS FROM SOME OTHER LIBRARY

************************* Bottom of Data *************************

This screen indicates that you are in ISPF edit mode for a member that is named JOBCARD that is stored in the IT
parmlib library. Include a REGION parameter of at least 3072K on this job card.

2. Type a valid job card for your site. The job cards that are contained in this member are included in each installation job
you build. Include a USER parameter equal to the TSO ID of the installer, because most of the IT installation jobs that
are run under DB2 or use this ID to confirm authorization.

3. Press F3 when the job card is complete.

Set JCL Variables

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Installation Variables Management Menu, select option 3 (Set JCL Variables) to display the Set JCL
Variables screen.
                               Set JCL Variables

COMMAND ===>

  Enter the installation job step JCL variables and any required STEPLIB

  Dataset names.
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  The installation process will require the Language Environment for z/OS 

   in order to execute properly.

   Installer TSOID . . . . . . . mytsoid_

   Disk UNIT . . . . . . . . . . SYSDA ____

   Tape Unit . . . . . . . . . . 3480 _____

   SYSOUT class  . . . . . . . . *

Steplibs used only in installation batch job JCL.

 DB2 STEPLIB . . . __________________________________________________ (optional)

 DB2 STEPLIB . . . __________________________________________________ (optional)

 z/OS steplib1 . __________________________________________________ (optional)

 z/OS steplib2 . __________________________________________________ (optional)

 OTHER STEPLIB . . __________________________________________________ (optional)

WARNING: Only provide DB2 and/or z/OS steplibs if required at 

         your site.

F1=Help          F2=Accept         F3=Exit         F6=Save       F12=Cancel

2. Verify the TSOID of the installer.
3. Type the disk and tape or media unit types used to build JCL for various installation and sample maintenance jobs.
4. Type the SYSOUT class that is used to direct job output.

NOTE
 The installation JCL STEPLIB includes any data set specified here, plus any data sets allocated in the
installer TSO session to the STEPLIB DD or the ISPLLIB DD. This can result in duplicate data set names in
the STEPLIB concatenation in the installation JCL. No action is required if this occurs.

5. Press F2 to verify and store the variables that are entered into a working copy of the variables table.
6. Press F6 to save the data you entered.
7. Use the Save Variables option on the Installation Variables Management Menu to write the values to the TILITSAV

member in the JCL library. Press F3 to exit to the Installation Variables Management Menu.

Set Implementation Toolset Variables

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Installation Variables Management Menu, select option 4, the Set Implementation Toolset Variables option, to
display the Set Implementation Toolset Variables screen. This option defines the global values for the IT.
                     Set Implementation Toolset Variables

COMMAND ===>

   Enter or verify Implementation Toolset variables for the current

   installation.

    Site name  . . . . . . . . .  YOUR_COMPANY_NAME___________________________

    Administrator TSOID  . . . .  mytsoid_

    Administrator name . . . . .  SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR____________

    PLAN prefix  . . . . . . . .  ITPL

    User dataset prefix  . . . .  &SYSPREF______________________

    User dataset UNIT type . . .  SYSDA___

    User dataset suffix  . . . .  ______________________________  (Optional)

 F1=Help  F2=Accept  F3=Exit  F6=Save  F12=Cancel

2. Type the site name or company name.
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3. Type the TSOID and name of the initial IT administrator.
4. Type the DB2 plan prefix. This prefix is used to construct unique plan names. If you use ITPL as the prefix, then

ITPLINLM is the plan name for the IT install load module executable (IEFINLM).
5. Type a prefix, unit, and suffix (optional) for user data sets allocated when performing various IT functions. CLIST

control variables, &SYSUID, or &SYSPREF can be used for the prefix.
6. Press F2 to verify and store the variables that are entered into a working copy of the variables table.
7. Press F6 to save the data you entered.
8. Use the Save Variables option on the Installation Variables Management Menu to write the values to the TILITSAV

member in the JCL library, and then press F3 to exit.

Set the DB2 Variables

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Installation Variables Management Menu, select option 5, Set DB2 Variables, to display the Set DB2
Variables screen.
                               Set DB2 Variables

  COMMAND ===>

   Enter or verify the DB2 installation variables and select a dataset

   type.

    DB2 Subsystem ID . . . . . .  DSN_

    Explicit creator ID  . . . .  ________  (Optional)

    Secondary Authorization ID .  ________  (Optional)

    DB2 Collection ID  . . . . .  DBCOLLID 

    Gen Runtime Collection ID. .  RTCOLLID 

    DB name  . . . . . . . . . .  MVSIT___

    Dataset storage type . . . .  S    (S=Storage Group, V=Vsam)

    Initial data base size . . .  S    (S=Small, M=Medium)

    Secondary storage factor . .  0__  ( .01 to 9.9 X primary, 0=No secondary)

   F1=Help  F2=Accept  F3=Exit  F6=Save  F12=Cancel

2. Type the DB2 subsystem identifier where the IT tables are placed.
(Optional) Type an explicit DB2 authorization identifier to qualify all DB2 objects that are created in the installation of
the IT. If blank, the default ID is the TSOID of the installer. To use secondary DB2 authorization, enter the secondary
authorization ID in the space provided. Choose either a secondary or an explicit ID; you cannot select both.

3. Enter a collection ID value in the DB2 Collection ID field.
4. Enter a runtime collection ID value in the Gen Runtime Collection ID field.
5. Type a unique name for the database.
6. Type the data set storage type. Valid values are:

– S -- Storage Group
– V -- VSAM

7. Type the initial database size. Valid values are:
– S -- Small (approximately 329 tracks of 3390 DASD)
– M -- Medium (approximately 2303 tracks of 3390 DASD)
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8. Type a secondary storage factor. Valid ranges are .01 to 9.9. A value of 0 results in no secondary allocation. The
secondary storage value is determined by multiplying the primary space value by the factor. If the data set storage
type is S, the maximum and minimum space values are checked to ensure compliance with DB2 rules.

9. Press F2 to verify and store the variables that are entered into a working copy of the variables table.
10. Press F6 to save the data you entered.
11. Use the Save Variables option on the Installation Variables Management Menu to write the values to the TILITSAV

member in the JCL library.
12. Press F3 to exit.

Assign Storage Group Names

Perform this procedure only if you specified Storage Groups (rather than VSAM) as the data set storage type when you
set the DB2 variables.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Installation Variables Management Menu, select option 6, Assign Storage Group names, to display the
Assign Storage Group Names screen.
                           Assign Storage Group Names

                                                               Row 1 to 12 of 26

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===>     

 

  Assign 6 distributed Storage Group names, or assign names by table and index 

  spaces. Adjust space as required. Press F2=Accept, F3=Exit, F6=Save, F12=Can.

 

   Distributed Storage Group(s) . . . . (1) SYSDEFLT (2) SYSDEFLT (3) SYSDEFLT 

                                        (4) SYSDEFLT (5) SYSDEFLT (6) SYSDEFLT 

 

   DB       Dis  Space      Storage     -Primary   space-    -Secondary space- 

   Type     Grp  Name       Group       -Default  Modify-    -Default  Modify- 

   -------  ---  --------   --------    --------  -------    --------  ------- 

   DATA      5   ACTIV      ________        1792  _______        1792  _______ 

   DATA      6   ACTIVI1    ________          28  _______          28  _______ 

   DATA      2   IUSER      ________        1792  _______        1792  _______ 

   DATA      3   IUSERI1    ________         140  _______         140  _______ 

   DATA      5   ACTDT      ________        1792  _______        1792  _______ 

   DATA      6   ACTDTI1    ________          28  _______          28  _______ 

   DATA      1   TARDF      ________        9800  _______        9800  _______ 

   DATA      2   TARDFI1    ________         980  _______         980  _______ 

   DATA      2   TARDFI2    ________         980  _______         980  _______ 

   DATA      2   TARDFI3    ________         980  _______         980  _______ 

   DATA      2   TARDFI4    ________         980  _______         980  _______ 

   DATA      2   TARDFI5    ________        9800  _______        9800  _______

2. Type the Storage Groups in spaces 1 through 6. Blank spaces are set to the first Storage Group name. To specify
distribution, modify Storage Group Name for all Space Names. Distribute the database over multiple volumes to
improve performance.

3. Press F2 to verify and store the variables that are entered into a working copy of the variables table.
4. Press F6 to save the data you entered.
5. Use the Save Variables on the Installation Variables Management Menu to write the values to the TILITSAV member in

the JCL library.
6. Press F3 to exit.
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Assign VSAM Names

This step is required only if the data set storage type is VSAM.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Installation Variables Management Menu, select option 7, Assign VSAM names, to display the Assign VSAM
Name screen.
                                 Assign VSAM Names              Row 1 of 26

  COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===>

   Assign up to 6 distributed volume names, or assign names by table and index

   spaces. Adjust space as required. Press F2=Accept, F3=Exit, F6=Save, F12=Can.

    High level VCAT node  . . . . . . . . .  ________

    Distributed VSAM volumes  . . . . .  (1) ______   (2) ______   (3) ______

                                         (4) ______   (5) ______   (6) ______

    DB       Dis  Space      VSAM        -Primary   space-    -Secondary space-

    Type     Grp  Name       volume      -Default  Modify-    -Default  Modify-

    -------  ---  --------   ------      --------  -------    --------  -------

    DATA      5   ACTIV      ______            64  _______           0  _______

    DATA      6   ACTIVI1    ______             1  _______           0  _______

    DATA      2   IUSER      ______            64  _______           0  _______

    DATA      3   IUSERI1    ______             5  _______           0  _______

    DATA      5   ACTDT      ______            64  _______           0  _______

    DATA      6   ACTDTI1    ______             1  _______           0  _______

    DATA      1   TARDF      ______           350  _______           0  _______

    DATA      2   TARDFI1    ______            35  _______           0  _______

    DATA      2   TARDFI2    ______            35  _______           0  _______

    DATA      2   TARDFI3    ______            35  _______           0  _______

    DATA      2   TARDFI4    ______            35  _______           0  _______

    DATA      2   TARDFI5    ______           350  _______           0  _______

  ******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

2. Type the high-level VCAT node that is used to form the DB2 VSAM space data set names for the IT.
3. Type the DASD volumes in spaces 1 through 6 if you want to distribute tablespace and indexspace allocations across

DASD volumes. Any space left blank defaults to the first volume entered.
4. Modify the VSAM volume field for space names if you want to specify the distribution manually.
5. Press F2 to verify and store the variables that are entered into a working copy of the variables table.
6. Press F6 to save the data you entered.
7. Select Save Variables on the Installation Variables Management Menu to write the values to the TILITSAV member in

the JCL library.
8. Press F3 to exit.

Set Target System Variables
This article provides information for Set Target System Variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 9 on the Installation Variables Management Menu and press Enter to display the following Set Target
System Variables Menu.
                   Set Target System Variables

COMMAND == >

Select options 1-3 in sequence. Select the other options
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as required

    1.   Target environment configuration

    2.   Set COBOL compiler variables

    3.   Set DB2 precompiler variables

    4.   Set CICS variables

    5.   Set IMS variables

    6.   Set RPROF variables

    7.   Select MFS device types

 

F1=Help      F3=Exit

Each of the options on this screen leads to another screen in which you can set target system variables.
2. Select options 1, 2, and 3 in sequence.

Options 5 through 8 are optional, depending on the target environment configuration. The following sections explain
how to use each of these options.

Target Environment Configuration

Use this option to configure the target environments where applications generated by Gen are run.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the Target Environment
Configuration screen.
           Target Environment Configuration

COMMAND == >

Enter or verify target environment options.

         Support generated applications under DB2       Y

         Support generated applications under CICS      Y

         Support generated applications under IMS       Y

         Support MFS map generation                     N

         Create runtime profile table (RPROF)           Y

 

F1=Help   F2=Accept   F3=Exit   F6=Save   F12=Cancel

2. Complete the fields on the Target Environment Configuration screen according to the specifics of your environment.
The choices that you make here enable other options on the Set Target System Variables Menu.

3. Press F2 to verify/save the entered variables in the ISPF profile pool of the user.
4. Press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set Compiler Variables

Use this option to define variables for the COBOL compiler, which is used during the Implementation Package Execute
step. This compiler applies to all environments.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the Set Compiler Variables
screen.
                               Set Compiler Variables

  COMMAND ===>
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   Enter or verify the following COBOL compiler variables.

    COBOL compiler name . . . . . . . IGYCRCTL

    Size parameter  . . . . . . .  

    COBOL Compiler library   IGY.SIGYCOMP      

    Compiler Library in linklist    N

    z/OS Static runtime   CEE.SCEELKED    

    z/OS Dynamic runtime   CEE.SCEERUN

    SCEERUN library in linklist    N

 

   F1=Help  F2=Accept  F3=Exit  F6=Save  F12=Cancel

2. Complete the fields on the Set Compiler Variables screen. The IBM default name for the COBOL Compiler library is
IGY.SIGYCOMP. The IBM default name for the z/OS Static runtime library is CEE.SCEELKED. The IBM default name
for the z/OS Dynamic runtime library is CEE.SCEERUN.

3. Press F2 to verify and save the variables in the ISPF profile pool of the user.

NOTE
The value in the Size Parameter field is passed to the COBOL compiler. If this field is left blank, the site
default is used. If the site default is too small, the compiler fails. The recommended minimum is 3072 KB.

4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set DB2 Precompiler Variables

Use this option to define variables for the DB2 precompiler, which is used during the Implementation Package Execute
step.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 3 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the Set DB2 Precompiler
Variables screen.
                      Set DB2 Precompiler Variables

COMMAND == >

Enter or verify the following precompiler variables.

DB2 precompiler name          DSNHPC

DB2 link library              DB2.SDSNLOAD ______________

Link lib in LPA/linklist      N

F1=Help      F2=Accept      F3=Exit      F6=Save      F12=Cancel

2. Complete the fields on the DB2 Precompiler Variables screen.
3. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the ISPF profile pool of the user.
4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
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Set CICS Variables

This option is available if the Support Gen Applications Under CICS flag on the Target Environment Configuration screen
is set to Y.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 5 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the Set CICS Variables screen.
                   Set CICS Variables

COMMAND == >

Enter or verify the following CICS variables.

CICS load  library (1)             CICS.SDFHLOAD________________

z/OS Static Link Library (2)       CEE.SCEELKED ________________

CICS shares CPU with this TSO      N

-IBM default name: 'CICS.SDFHLOAD'

-IBM default name: 'CEE.SCEELKED'

F1=Help      F2=Accept      F3=Exit      F6=Save      F12=Cancel

2. Complete the fields on the Set CICS Variables screen.
3. The CICS COBOL load library must be the runtime library containing CICS-specific COBOL runtime modules (for

example, CEE.SCEELKED).

NOTE
The CICS DB2 library is no longer specified because it is the same library as the CICS Load library. The
variable TIRCLDB2 in PARMLIB points to the CICS Load library.

4. The name of the system library that contains the CICS Sockets interface modules that are typically called
TCPIP.SEZATCP is not required and has been removed.

5. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the ISPF profile pool of the user.
6. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
7. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set IMS Variables

This option is available if the Support Gen Applications Under IMS flag on the Target Environment Configuration screen is
set to Y. The following procedure explains how to set IMS variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 6 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the Set IMS Variables screen.
           Set IMS Variables

COMMAND == >

Enter or verify the following IMS variables.

IMS resident load lib           IMS.RESLIB___________________

Maximum segment size            1280

IMS shares CPU with this TSO    N

CPIC interface load lib         SYS1.CSSLIB_____________
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F1=Help      F2=Accept      F3=Exit      F6=Save       F12=Cancel

2. Complete the fields on the Set IMS Variables screen.
3. The value that is entered in the Maximum Segment Size field is site-specific; your system administrator knows this

value.
4. The name of the system library that contains the CPIC interface modules (CMRCV and CMALLC) is typically

SYS1.CSSLIB, which is a required z/OS library.
5. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the ISPF profile pool of the user.
6. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
7. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Set RPROF Variables

This option is available if the Create Runtime Profile Table (RPROF) flag on the Target Environment Configuration screen
is set to Y.

This option builds the BLDRPROF JCL member, which is stored in the Gen JCL library. You can use BLDRPROF to
create runtime profile tables (RPROFs) if you do not have them. RPROF tables that are created under previous versions
of Gen are compatible. For more information about RPROF, see The Runtime Profile (RPROF) Table.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 7 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the Set RPROF Variables screen.
                      Set RPROF Variables

COMMAND ===>

Enter or verify the following DB2 RPROF variables.

DB2 Subsystem ID. . . . . . DB2_

Explicit creator ID . . . . ________ (Optional)

Secondary Authorization ID. ________ (Optional)

DB name . . . . . . . . . . RPROF___

Storage type. . . . . . . . S (S=Storage Group, V=Vsam)

Storage type. . . . . . . . ________

RPROF initial size. . . . . 1400 1K pages

RPROF secondary size. . . . 0___ 1K pages

RPROFI1 initial size. . . . 1400 1K pages

RPROFI1 secondary size. . . 0___ 1K pages

F1=Help F2=Accept F3=Exit F6=Save F12=Cancel

2. Complete the fields on the Set RPROF Variables screen.
– You can enter an Explicit Creator ID, a Secondary Authorization ID, or can leave these fields blank.
– The VCAT and volume fields appear if the VSAM space allocation is configured instead of Storage Group. These

fields are required.
– VSAM page size is 4 KB, Storage Group is 1 KB. Size values do not convert when switching from one storage type

to the other.
3. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the ISPF profile pool of the user.
4. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
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5. Press F3 to exit the screen.

Select MFS Device Types

This option is available if the Support MFS Map Generation flag on the Target Environment Configuration screen is set to
Y.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 8 on the Set Target System Variables Menu and press Enter to display the following Select MFS Device
Types screen.
                          Select MFS Device Types

COMMAND ===>

Listed are the MFS device types supported by Gen. Select the devices defined for your installation

 requiring the generation of Gen MFS formats

Press F1=Help, F2=Accept, F3=Exit, F6=Save, F12=Cancel

Sel  Device Type     Extended attribute  Rows Cols

                        support

___  ___________     ___________________ _________

___  3270,1                Y             12    40

Y    3270,2 __                           24    80

___  3270P __                            55   120

___  SCS1 __                             55   132

___  SCS2 __                             55    80

___  3270-A01 

___  3270-A02

___  3270-A03

___  3270-A04

___  3270-A05

___  3270-A06

___  3270-A07

__   3270-A08

2. Type Y in the Sel column next to the appropriate device type.
3. Press F2 to verify and save the entered variables in a working copy of the ISPF profile pool of the user.
4. This creates the number TILMFS in the parameter library (PARMLIB). TILMFS is used by the system when processing

IMS.
5. When verification is complete, press Enter to exit the Activity Display screen.
6. Press F3 to exit the screen, press F3 again to exit the menu.

Check, Save, Retrieve, and Clear Variables

Options 9 through 12 on the Installation Variables Management Menu perform the true management of the variables.
Each option is invoked from the Installation Variables Management Menu by typing the option number and pressing Enter.

• Option 9 -- Check Variables. This option performs validity checking on the working copy of the variables. Validity
checking can be performed at any time, but the process cannot automatically update any invalid values.

• Option 10 -- Save Variables. This option saves the working copy of the variables in a member called TILITSAV in the
JCL library. That member is stored in the JCL library you referred to on the Set Library Name screen. If it does not
already exist, TILITSAV is created automatically when you select this option. It can also be copied from one installation
JCL library to another to provide a starting point for future installations.
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NOTE
When you save variables, the save action overwrites any current values in TILITSAV. If you want to save the
existing values in TILITSAV member for use later, you must rename TILITSAV to a new name before saving
the new variables.

To save new variables for subsequent recall, select option 10 on the Installation Variables Management Menu. If you
do not explicitly save the new variables, they are automatically saved when the system CLISTs are created.

• Option 11 -- Retrieve Variables. This option loads previously saved variables, from the permanent storage location, for
the current session. You must save variables at least once before you can retrieve them.

• Option 12 -- Clear Variables. This option deletes current settings in the working copy of the variable table and restores
the default settings.

Build Parameter files, SQL, and JCL

This section shows you how to build the installation parameter files, SQL, and JCL that you will later run to complete the
installation of the Implementation Toolset. 

The installation builds parameter files TIUIT, TIUIT2, TIRIT and TIRMFS, using the variables defined in the preceding
tasks. These parameter files are required to define the operating parameters for the Gen execution. 

Build Parameter files

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 from the Implementation Toolset Maintenance Menu to display the following Implementation Toolset
Installation Management screen.
        Implementation Toolset Installation Management

 Command ===>

 Select one of the options below, then press enter.

 ___1. Build Implementation Toolset Parameter Files

    2. Build all Implementation Toolset installation SQL and JCL

2. Select option 1, Build Implementation Toolset Parameter Files, to build the parameters. The parameters are created
and stored in the Gen PARMLIB library.

3. Press Enter to start building the parameter files. When the processing is complete, the Implementation Toolset
Installation Management Menu appears with the following message in the Command line:
COMMAND==> PARMS BUILT SUCCESSFULLY.

4. After you build the parameter files, you can browse and if required edit the parameter files outside Gen Installation
process.
The parameter file TIRIT contains an automatically inserted TIRDBATT parameter. It is used as the DB2 Attachment
Type when building batch dynamic RI and z/OS Library DLLs. It defaults to DSN, but can be modified as IMS_BMP or
DLIBATCH if appropriate. 

Build SQL and JCL

The SQL and JCL built with this procedure are contained in the IT’s JCL and SQL libraries.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 2 from the Implementation Toolset Maintenance Menu to display the Implementation Toolset Installation
Management Menu.

2. Select option 2, Build all IT installation SQL and JCL.
3. Press Enter to start the build process. 
4. Press Enter to return to the Implementation Toolset Installation Management Menu.
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Display System Information

You can review system information at any time by executing this TSO command from inside ITINSTAL: TSO
%ITSYSADM. This displays the System Administration Information Panel, which contains the following useful displays.

1. Option One -- Displays the copyright panel, which includes the release and levelset numbers.
2. Option Two -- Displays a list of all PTFs applied to this Implementation Toolset.
3. Option Three -- Displays a separate panel to access these variables:

– Implementation Toolset variables 
– Implementation Toolset administration variables 
– Implementation Toolset DB2 variables
– Implementation Toolset COBOL variables
– Implementation Toolset IMS variables
– Implementation Toolset CICS variables
– Miscellaneous

4. Option Four -- Makes the current TSO ID a new Implementation Toolset administratorID. Loads the current TSO ID
with the ISPF (profile) variables used by the original installer.

Run Installation JCL

The batch jobs discussed in this section are executed outside the IT environment. You must run these jobs in the order in
which they are presented and on the CPU where DB2 resides. Also verify that COND CODE = 0 is returned from all steps
and that execution of all SQL statements results in SQLCODE = 000.

The columns in the following table explain the different batch jobs that need to be run:

1. Installing new z/OS Gen IT database
2. Upgrading from a previous release of Gen IT
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NOTE
ANY in column 1 and 2 suggests that the job can be run as needed when performing normal maintenance.

JCL Name Action 1 2

ITJOB02 Skip this step if using
STOGROUPS. Create VSAM
data sets for new z/OS IT
database

Y N/A

ITJOB03 If you want to bind TIUUSQLX
to additional DB2 subsystems,
enter the following commands at
the TSO command line:

%BINDPACK
MEMBER(TIUUSQL)
COLLID(XXXXXXXX)
OWNER(YYYYYYYY)
%BINDPLAN
MEMBER(USQL)
ENCODING EBCDIC

COLLID(XXXXXXXX) must
be the collection id entered
in the ‘Set DB2 Variables’.
OWNER(YYYYYYYY) is an
optional secondary authorization
id that can be entered in the ‘Set
DB2 Variables’.

Y Y

ITJOB04 Creates DB2 objects with
CCSID EBCDIC. If storage
group allocation was selected
as the database storage type
for this installation, the storage
groups must be created prior
to running ITJOB04. ITJOB04
creates the DB2 objects for the
IT, and uses the SQL created
previously.

Y N/A

BLDRPROF Builds RPROF tables and
indexes in EBCDIC encoding
scheme. Each DB2 subsystem
used by applications generated
by Gen must have an RPROF
table. If the target of a Gen
application is CICS, you can use
a TSQ RPROF instead of a DB2
RPROF, eliminating the need for
an RPROF table.

Y N/A

ITJOB05A JCL to BIND or replace DBRMs
into packages in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

Y Y

ITJOB05B JCL to BIND Plans in EBCDIC
encoding scheme.

Y Y
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JCL Name Action 1 2

ITJOB05S

CAJOB05S

Executes the IBM DB2
RUNSTATS utility for the IT
database. Customers must have
IBM DB2 utilities to execute this
job.
Alternative to ITJOB05S
job. It updates DB2 catalog
statistics for the IT database
similar to ITJOB05S. It
uses the PDASTATS utility.
Customers must have Database
Management Solutions for Db2
products to execute this job.
If you are using DB2 utilities
from other vendors, you
must customize ITJOB05S or
CAJOB05S accordingly.

ANY ANY

ITJOB06 Grant executes authority of Gen
IT for z/OS plans to public.

Y Y

ITJOB07R Binds Gen runtime DBRM
TIROLBCM into a DB2
package in EBCDIC encoding
scheme.

Y Y

ITJOB08R Binds Gen runtime DBRM
TIRPROFD into a DB2
package in EBCDIC encoding
scheme.

Y Y

Further Steps

The next step after configuring the z/OS Implementation Toolset  is to start the z/OS Implementation Toolset and optionally
verify the installation and configuration was successful.

Configuring Runtime IMS and CICS
When IMS or CICS is the target environment for Gen generated applications, you must configure the target environment
appropriately before deploying the application. This section covers Block Mode Support for IMS and CICS, Client/Server
Support for IMS and CICS, and Debugging features for IMS and CICS.

Before you configure IMS or CICS for Gen applications, confirm the following tasks are complete:

• The IMS or CICS execution environment has been established according to Gen Technical Requirements.
• If the application generated by Gen is the first software to use the DB2 Attachment Facility from within CICS or

IMS, ensure the Installation Verification Procedure (IVP) COBOL application was installed and executed. The DB2
installation includes IVP COBOL. For more information, see your IBM documentation.

Runtime DLLs and LE
Gen z/OS runtime is a multilingual execution environment that includes C, COBOL, and Assembler code.

In AllFusion Gen r7, the C runtime components were converted to IBM C to support dynamic linking of runtime and to use
DLLs.
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Since AllFusion Gen r7.5, most Assembler and COBOL runtime components are implemented as DLLs. Dynamically
loading the runtime components allows multiple processes to share a single copy of the runtime component, significantly
decreasing the overall load module size for a Gen application. Using DLLs improves the serviceability by allowing
maintenance updates to runtime components without requiring relinking of generated applications. All applications that
use the DLL get the maintenance update.

In AllFusion Gen r7.5, the z/OS runtime was updated to full IBM LE conformance. The runtimes were updated to use the
standard LE call interface, reducing the complexity of the runtime code. The runtimes were made fully re-entrant and
threadsafe, enhancing runtime and application reliability and performance.

AllFusion Gen runtimes were changed to exploit LE storage management within the assembler routines, eliminating the
need to frequently use GETMAIN and FREEMAIN. This reduced CPU usage for runtime modules in certain generated
applications, such as batch jobs.

AllFusion Gen's C and COBOL runtimes were changed to use similar functionality.

Migrating AllFusion Gen's Assembler code to LE functionality decreased the number of OS storage calls resulting in a
decrease use of CPU when a generated application invokes Assembler runtime functions. The benefit of this change
depends on the LE Heap and Stack settings and how each generated application uses these runtimes.

Since Gen r8, all runtime DLLs are delivered in PDSE data set named CEHBPLD0 and CEHBPLD1.

Gen Requires PDSE
Gen runtimes are Program Objects that must reside in PDSE library, a data set type of LIBRARY. The Host Encyclopedia
and Implementation Toolset installation jobs create PDSE data sets for Gen CEHBPLD0 and CEHBPLD1 libraries.

Because the generated code is also installed as Program Objects, these components must also be PDSEs:

• The business system data sets specified for NCAL
• Executable and RI Trigger Compiled load modules
• The Compatibility libraries
• The External Action block
• The Compatibility External Action Block
• The External System Load Libraries

Threadsafe
Since CICS/TS 1.3, all user programs defined in CICS have a concurrency attribute of Quasirent or Threadsafe.

In CICS terms, Quasirent indicates that the program requires CICS protection when using sharable resources. Threadsafe
means that the program maintains data integrity while it handles concurrent access of shared resources. CICS uses the
concurrency attribute with information about the CICS API commands to decide under which TCB to execute the program,
switching between TCBs if necessary.

In CICS/TS 2.2, IBM modified the task-related user exit used by the CICS-DB2 attachment facility so it executes as
threadsafe and has started to modify the CICS API commands to make them threadsafe. Not all CICS API commands are
threadsafe.

CICS starts all tasks using the quasirent TCB. When the program associated with a task executes an SQL command,
CICS changes the task to the threadsafe TCB. After the SQL command completes, CICS determines under which TCB to
continue executing the task based on the concurrency attribute of the executing program and of the CICS API command,
if applicable.

When the program is defined as quasirent, CICS switches the task to the quasirent TCB where it remains until the next
SQL command executes. When the program is defined as threadsafe the task continues executing in the threadsafe TCB
until the next non-threadsafe CICS API command executes.
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Applications that access DB2 resources and are defined as quasirent must do TCB switching. TCB switching impacts
application performance.

The Advantage Gen 6.5 CICS runtime is not threadsafe. Advantage Gen 6.5 CICS applications fail with a variety of 0Cx
abends if defined as threadsafe, and must be defined as quasirent.

In AllFusion Gen r7, the z/OS runtimes were made threadsafe. Define AllFusion Gen applications installed using runtimes
from AllFusion Gen r7.x, and Gen 8.x as threadsafe. They operate without abending.

To benefit from reduced TCB switching, when you use the Gen DB2 Dynamic Plan Exit TIRC$EXT, define it as threadsafe.
The DB2 Dynamic Plan Exit is used for plan selection when the Gen CICS option XCTL for Flows is selected.

 Gen programs execute the non-threadsafe CICS API commands at the start of each program to receive or retrieve the
input data, and at the end to send or omit the response. Gen programs defined as threadsafe perform fewer TCB switches
than the same programs defined as quasirent. This applies to statically and dynamically linked Gen applications. There
are a few points to notice:

• The CICS-DB2 Attach Dynamic Plan Exit TIRC$EXT MUST be defined as threadsafe for applications to benefit from
the reduction in TCB switching.

• Define the CICS Sockets server programs, TISRVLIS, TISRVMSL, TIRSLEXT and TIRSLTMX, as quasirent. Since
these programs do not access DB2, this has no impact.

• Since the Transaction Dispatcher for CICS, TIRMQTDC, does not access DB2, define it as quasirent.
• If you use EABs, remember to place the SQL calls as close together as possible, or at least without interspersing with

CICS API non-threadsafe commands.

Install Gen Runtime Load Library Modules
This article defines the Install Gen Runtime Load Library Modules.

After uploading the Gen software to the z/OS platform, configure the CICS and IMS environments to enable the target
CICS or IMS execution environment to access the Gen runtime software modules.

Execution Load Library IMS

The Gen runtime modules must be available to the target IMS system as part of the IMS STEPLIB data set concatenation.
Add the Gen runtime DLL library, CEHBPLD1, to the concatenation or copy the relevant modules to a library in the
concatenation. The data set that contains the Gen runtime modules must be a data set of type LIBRARY, a PDSE

Runtime DLLs required for all types of generated IMS applications are TIRARUNH, TIRARUNI, TIRARUNM, TIRMSET,
TIRORUNI, and TIRRTLDI. The User Exit DLLs required are TIRDATXZ, TIRDEVIZ, TIRDLCTZ, TIRHELPZ, TIRIRTRZ,
TIRISYSZ, TIRITIAZ, TIRIURTZ, TIRIUSRZ, TIRMTQBZ, TIRSECRZ, TIRTERAZ, TIRUPPRZ, and TIRYYXZ.

Runtime DLLs required for generated IMS Block Mode Enhanced Map applications are TIRCGSPZ, TIRCHPRZ,
TIRCHPZ, TIRCIIMZ, TIRCO2PZ, TIRCO2SZ, TIRCPINZ, TIRCPUIZ, and TIRCVINZ. User Exit TIRIEXZ DLL is required.
The User Exit TIRIEXSZ DLL is required for generated IMS Block Mode Standard Map applications.

Runtime DLLs required for generated IMS server applications are TIRCINTG, TIRCSSTR, and TIRCRUNI. The User Exit
DLLs required are TIRDCRYZ, TIRELOGZ, TIRIALLZ, TIRIDTRZ, TIRIROUZ, TIRNCRYZ, TIRPTOKZ, TIRSECVZ, and
TIRXINFZ. In addition, applications targeting Websphere MQ require the Runtime TIRCMQI and User Exit TIRMQPXZ
DLLs.

Execution Load Library CICS

The Gen runtime modules must be available to the target CICS region as part of the CICS DFHRPL data set
concatenation. Add the Gen runtime DLL library, CEHBPLD1 to the data set concatenation or copy the relevant modules
to a library in the concatenation. The data set that contains the Gen runtime modules must be a data set of type LIBRARY,
a PDSE.
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Runtime DLLs required for all types of generated CICS applications are TIRARUNC, TIRARUNT, TIRHSTGC,
TIRMMDLL, TIRMSETC, TIRORUNC, TIRORUNT, and TIRRTLDC. The User Exit DLLs required are TIRCDPTZ,
TIRCRTRZ, TIRCSYSZ, TIRCTIAZ, TIRCURTZ, TIRCUSRZ, TIRDATXZ, TIRDEVCZ, TIRDLCTZ, TIRHELPZ,
TIRMTQBZ, TIRQCNTZ, TIRSECRZ, TIRTERAZ, TIRUPPRZ, and TIRYYXZ. When TSQ is specified as the profile type,
then TIRPRFQZ is required as a runtime DLL. TIRORUNT and TIRARUNT runtime DLLs are required when the DSNULI
support is enabled.

Runtime DLLs required for generated CICS Block Mode Enhanced Map applications are TIRCGSPZ, TIRCHPRZ,
TIRCHPZ, TIRCIIMZ, TIRCO2PZ, TIRCO2SZ, TIRCPINZ, TIRCPUIZ, and TIRCVINZ. The User Exit DLL TIRIEXZ is
required. The User Exit TIRIEXSZ DLL is required for generated CICS Block Mode Standard Map applications.

Runtime DLLs TIRCINTG, TIRCSSTR, and TIRCRUNC are required for generated CICS server applications and CICS
blockmode applications being traced. User Exit DLLs required for generated CICS server applications are TIRCALLZ,
TIRCROUZ, TIRCSGNZ, TIRDCRYZ, TIRELOGZ, TIRNCRYZ, TIRPTOKZ, TIRSECVZ, TIRSIPEZ, TIRSRTRZ,
TIRSURTZ, and TIRXINFZ. In addition, applications targeting Websphere MQSeries require User Exit DLL TIRMQPXZ
and either TIRCMQC or the TIRMQTDC Runtime DLL depending on which CICS MQSeries method they use. For more
information, see Customize for MQSeries.

TIRABRT, TIRABRTC and TIRXINFZ runtime DLLs are required when Call REST statements are used in the application.

Each module must have a corresponding CICS program definition that can be added to CICS using the Gen supplied
DEFCICS job, or by using the CICS Resource Definition Online (RDO) mechanism, for example, the CICS CEDA
transaction. If using RDO, see DEFCICS job for information about defining each copied module.

To re-load a new copy of a Gen runtime module, log in to CICS and execute the following CICS command:

CEMT SET PROGRAM(module name) NEW

Define IMS Block Mode Applications
  

Perform transaction mapping and program definition before deploying each generated application in the IMS target
environment.

Define APPLCTN and TRANSACT Macros

Use the IMS APPLCTN and TRANSACT macros to define and associate a program with one or more transactions. For
example:

APPLCTN PSB=progname,PGMTYPE=(TP,,4)                                

TRANSACT CODE=trancode,PRTY=(7,9,2),                            X

MSGTYPE=(MULTSEG,NONRESPONSE,4),                                X

PROCLIM=(3,20),SCHD=3,                                          X

MODE=SNGL,                                                      X

SEGSIZE=0,SEGNO=320

• These macros require continuation characters in column 72.
• For the APPLCTN macro, PGMTYPE can be TP for online or BMP for batch.
• For the TRANSACT macro, MSGTYPE specifies MULTSEG and NONRESPONSE.
• The remaining parameters are site-specific. Do not specify SPA size.

Define PSBs

To define the IMS Program Specification Blocks (PSB) for the IMS application you are deploying, use the following order
for the Program Control Blocks (PCB):
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•  Gen requires I-O PCB first. By default, the I-O PCB is generated automatically from the initial request.
•  Gen requires the second PCB to be an alternate, modifiable I-O PCB with EXPRESS=NO. Do not code ALTRESP on

the second PCB because Gen issues CHNG calls to other transactions except terminals.
• All other PCBs must appear after the alternate, modifiable I-O PCB.

PCB TYPE=TP,MODIFY=YES

PCB TYPE=DB...

PCB TYPE=DB...

PSBGEN

PSBNAME=progname,LANG=COBOL,

CMPAT=YES

END

NOTE
Failure to create the PSB according to this convention results in loops or other unpredictable behavior in the
message switching.

DB2 assumes that plan name and PSB name are the same. If your installation requirements are different, assemble a
DSNMAPN macro and link it into the DB2 load library for each trancode.

Activate a PSB for MPP Processing

The next step in setting up the IMS environment for deploying Gen applications is to create the IMS ACBGEN procedure
macro to activate a PSB for MPP application processing. To do so, use this command:

BUILD PSB=progname

MFS

When using MFS, ensure that the following tasks are complete:

• Follow your installation procedures to install the MFS control blocks to the IMS environment. A common error is
to use extended MFS attributes for terminals or emulators that do not support them. When you specify the target
environment, specify if extended attributes can be used. For more information about extended attribute support, see
the section Target Environment and Construction Libraries in the  Host Encyclopedia Construction .
The source that is generated by MFS uses a copy member named TIMFSEQU that resides in the CEHBSAMP library
and is distributed with Gen. Change this member and optionally save it to your own library. Change your installation
procedure to pick up the changed member.

NOTE
 If the MFS source is compiled outside of Gen and the installation procedure has not changed, the following
message is displayed:

DFS1479I SC=08 MBRNAME REQUESTED NOT PRESENT IN SYSLIB

Follow the procedures of the installation to install the load module in your IMS load libraries.

Define CICS Block Mode Applications
Before CICS can execute a generated Gen application, you must define the transaction name to CICS. Depending on how
CICS is setup, you may also need to define its load module name. If the target DBMS is DB2, you may also need to define
the DB2 plan name.
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Define User Transactions

Transaction and load module names are chosen in load module packaging. The clear screen and dialog flow transaction
names must be the same, or must be mapped and defined.

For each transaction name, define a transaction using CICS Resource Definition Online (RDO). You can use the following
information to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE TRANSACTION(tttt)

DESCRIPTION(<productname> Trancode)

PROGRAM(pppppppp)

TASKDATALOC(ANY) TASKDATAKEY(USER)

Define User Load Modules

 Gen application load modules can install automatically. For load modules not auto installed, define a program using
Resource Definition Online (RDO). Use the following to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE PROGRAM(pppppppp)

DESCRIPTION(CA Gen Program)

LANGUAGE(LE370)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

EXECKEY(USER)

CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE)

Map Transactions to DB2 Plans

CICS requires that you define CICS DB2 resources using Resource Definition Online (RDO). Specify the required
information in the DB2CONN definition, such as PLANExitname, or use the DB2ENTRY and DB2TRAN definitions for
individual transactions.

Add a PPT entry for TIRC$EXT; language is ASSEMBLER and ensure the TIRC$EXT program is in a library in the CICS
DFHRPL concatenation.

Enable XCTL

The Define Target Environment Parameters screen has an option to Use XCTL for Flows When Possible. If Gen
applications use this option and the target DBMS is DB2, use Package Binds and a single CICS plan or you can use the
Dynamic Plan Selection exit TIRC$EXT. The recommended choice is Package Binds.

Enable Error Messages

 Gen dynamically calls the DB2 error message-formatting module DSNTIAR. For the dynamic call to work, add an entry
to the Program Definition (PPT) for DSNTIAR (or use the DEFCICS job to do this for you). The program language is
ASSEMBLER. For more information about the TIRTIAR user exit, see  User Exit References. 

Establish Client/Server Support
This topic provides the following information setting up CICS and IMS to execute client/server applications:

This section explains how to setup CICS and IMS to execute client/server applications. If you are not implementing Gen-
generated client/server applications, skip this section. The basic tasks to establish client/server (C/S) support are:

• Customize code page translation
• Define server transactions and programs
• Customize middleware
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Depending on the type of middleware that is used, select from the following tasks:

• Establish communications support (ECHO for CICS, ECHOI for IMS)
• Customize for LU6.2
• Customize for TCP/IP
• Customize for MQSeries
• Customize for ECI

The following sections describe completing each task:

Customize Code Page Translation

The TIRXLAT function translates view data that are passed between the client and server from the code page of the
client to the code page of the server, and vice versa. It uses the code page value of the client, passed by the client to the
server, and the code page value of the host to locate a translation table. For additional information about code pages and
internationalization considerations, see Use Client Server Encyclopedia.

Since AllFusion Gen r7, dynamic runtime modules TIRCRUNC (CICS) and TIRCRUNI (IMS) replace runtimes TIRENTC
(CICS) and TIRENTI (IMS). Applications that are built with releases earlier than AllFusion Gen r7 must still use TIRENTC
and the TIRENTI runtimes.

In many parts of the world, a country or company use several code pages. If your installation uses a code page on the z/
OS system that differs from the supplied default, a JCL procedure is provided to build a code page-specific version of the
dynamic runtime modules TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI. The procedure is called MKCRUN for AllFusion Gen r7 and later
releases and MKTIRE for earlier releases. The CEHBSAMP data set includes a sample of MKCRUN.

You might benefit from rebuilding the TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI runtimes using the MKCRUN procedure even when you
use a code page on the z/OS system that matches the supplied default because the runtime contains extra code page
pairs you might not need. MKCRUN removes the pairs.

NOTE
The debug version of either TIRCRUNC or TIRCRUNI is used and the output sent to support only when
Technical Support asks you to do so. Do not use it any other time. For more information about how to enable
tracing, see Debugging Applications.

If TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI do not contain the translation table the client and server are using, the transactions fail with
TIRM600E: ERROR TRANSLATING THE COMMON FORMAT BUFFER INTO GURB BUFFER. Use MKCRUN JCL to
build a version of TIRCRUNx modules that support the required code page combination.

When the MKCRUN procedure is used to customize the Codepage that is used in Gen applications, if the TIRXINFO
user exit is modified, the resulting TIRXINFZ DLL must be deployed to the CICS or the IMS the regions where the Gen
applications execute. Otherwise the transactions fail with TIRM600E: ERROR TRANSLATING THE COMMON FORMAT
BUFFER INTO GURB BUFFER.

For information about the list of supported code tables, see References.

Define Server Transactions and Programs

This section explains how to define IMS and CICS server transactions and programs. These definitions are discussed in
the following sections:

• IMS server transactions and programs
• CICS server transactions and programs
• DEFCICS member

NOTE
All CICS samples in this section use IBM supplied transaction CEDA. These samples are for illustration only and
is not pertinent to your particular environment. Verify applicability before installing definitions.
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IMS Server Transaction and Program Definitions

Use the IMS APPLCTN and TRANSACT macros to define and associate a program with one or more transactions.

The following code is an example:

APPLCTN GPSB=progname,PGMTYPE=TP,LANG=COBOL                       

TRANSACT CODE=trancode,                                        X

EDIT=ULC,                                                      X

MSGTYPE=(SNGLSEG,RESPONSE,1)

1. For the APPLCTN macro, PGMTYPE is TP for online.
2. Ensure that each IMS C/S trancode has a TRANSACT definition.
3. For the TRANSACT macro, MSGTYPE specify SNGLSEG and RESPONSE.
4. For the TRANSACT macro, ensure EDIT=ULC to prevent lowercase characters from being translated to uppercase.

This also allows the Gen cooperative buffer characters to bypass IMS input message translation.

CICS Server Program and Transaction Definitions

The following example shows a transaction definition to use to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE TRANSACTION(tttt)

DESCRIPTION(<productname> Trancode)

PROGRAM(pppppppp)

TWASIZE(0)

TASKDATALOC(ANY)

TASKDATAKEY(USER)

Gen 8.x servers no longer require a TWASIZE of 8 bytes.

The following example shows a program definition to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE PROGRAM(pppppppp)

DESCRIPTION(<productname> Program)

LANGUAGE(Le370)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

EXECKEY(USER)

CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE)

DEFCICS Batch Job

Use the DEFCICS batch job to understand and define CICS transactions and programs. The steps to using DEFCICS are:

Follow these steps:

1. Edit DEFCICS to change the data set names on the lines marked for modification (***MOD***).
2. Edit the group name, if appropriate for your installation. The default group name is GEN.
3. Examine all the settings and definitions in DEFCICS for conflicts and changes from previous releases and make

appropriate changes.
4. Uncomment the ADD GROUP segment, if appropriate.
5. Change the LISTNAME on the ADD GROUP to your startup list.
6. Decide whether to keep or remove the DSNTIAR or DSNTIAC definition, depending on the exits you define and use.
7. Submit DEFCICS.

NOTE
If you change the GROUP name, change it for each occurrence in the job. If the GROUP name exists and
contains entries, avoid potential conflicts by deleting the entries, or moving them to another group.
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Customize Middleware
This article provides information for how to customize the middleware and establish communications support.

Establish Communications Support

This section shows you how to install ECHO support. ECHO is a transaction used to verify the connection between the
workstation and the host. An ECHO request can only be executed from the Gen Client Manager.

IMS

The IMS ECHO is in Gen CEHBPLD1 library member ECHOI. The program name is ECHO.

Follow these steps:

1. Move ECHOI from the Gen runtime DLLs library, CEHBPLD1, to a data set in the IMS Steplib concatenation. Ensure
this data set is of type LIBRARY (PDSE). Rename ECHOI to ECHO.

2. Add an APPLCTN and TRANSACT macro definition for ECHO to match the server definitions.
3. Ensure that the PSB for ECHO has an IO-PCB and an ALT-IO-PCB.

CICS

Ensure the latest version of ECHO in the Gen CEHBPLD1 Library is used. This ECHO can be executed by requests
that use Gen Communications Bridge configured for ECI as well as Gen 8.5 Client Manager or Communications Bridge
configured for CICS Sockets Server Listeners.

Follow these steps:

1. Move ECHO from the runtime DLLs library, CEHBPLD1, to a data set in the CICS DFHRPL concatenation. Ensure this
data set is of type LIBRARY (PDSE).

2. Add a transaction and program definition for ECHO to match the server definitions.

Customize for LU6.2

The Gen Client Manager or the Gen Communications Bridge is required when Gen applications use LU6.2
communications. Information regarding installation and configuration of the Gen Client Manager and Communications
Bridge is found in Working With the Client Manager and Working With the Communications Bridge. The following details
the configuration to define the necessary resources for LU6.2 communications in the z/OS environment:

• VTAM Log Mode Table
• LU6.2 Communications and Sessions for CICS
• APPC z/OS LU Definitions for IMS

VTAM LOG MODE TABLE ENTRY

This is a portion of a sample VTAM log mode table, SAMP62, containing a mode entry for LU62APPC. The addition of this
entry enables support of multiple parallel LU6.2 sessions for the Client Manager and the Communications Bridge. Please
note this macro requires continuation characters in column 72.

SAMP62  MODETAB    

 MODEENT FMPROF=X'13',      X       

 TSPROF=X'07',              X       

 COS=#CONNECT,              X       

 PRIPROT=X'B0',             X       

 PSNDPAC=X'08',             X       

 SRVPAC=X'08',              X       

 SSNDPAC=X'08',             X       

 SECPROT=X'B0',             X       

 TYPE=X'00',                X       
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 COMPROT=X'50B5',           X       

 RUSIZES=X'8888',           X       

 PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000002F00’    

A  MODEENT  LOGMODE= A,     X       

 .    

 .    

LU62APPC MODEENT LOGMODE=LU62APPC,  X   

FMPROF=X'13',               X   

TSPROF=X'07',               X   

COS=#INTER,                 X   

PRIPROT=X'B0',              X   

PSNDPAC=X'08',              X   

SRCVPAC=X'08',              X   

SSNDPAC=X'08',              X   

SECPROT=X'B0',              X   

TYPE=X'00',                 X   

COMPROT=X'50B5',            X   

RUSIZES=X'8888',            X   

PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000002F00'

Z MODEENT LOGMODE= Z,       X   

.

.

MODEEND.

LU6.2 Connection and Session Definitions for CICS

LU6.2 communications include a terminal definition that includes connection and session definitions, LUTYPE 6.2 /APPC
links and parallel sessions. For more information, see the CICS Resource Definition Guide in the IBM documentation.

In the following DFHCSDUP connection and session sample definitions, add the relevant GROUP name and description.

Connection Definition

DEFINE CONNECTION(LU62CONN)

GROUP(?????)

DESCRIPTION(?????)

NETNAME(LUNETNAME)

PROTOCOL(APPC)

AUTOCONNECT(YES)

ATTACHSEC(LOCAL/VERIFY/IDENTIFY)*

* - As required.

Session Definition

DEFINE SESSIONS(LU62SESS)

GROUP(?????)

DESCRIPTION(?????)

CONNECTION(LU62CONN)

MODENAME(LU62APPC)

PROTOCOL(APPC)

APPC z/OS LU Definition for IMS

This is a sample APPC z/OS local LU definition using the utility ATBSDFMU:

LUADD ACBNAME(ADVPCI51)     /* Add local LU ADVPCI51 */ 

SCHED(IMS5)          /* Specify that the APPC/IMS transaction   
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                scheduler is associated with this LU name */    

BASE                /* Designate this LU as the base LU */  

TPDATA(SYS6.APPC.TP)        /* Specify that VSAM data set is the permanent  

                repository for TP profiles for this LU */   

TPLEVEL(SYSTEM)         /* Specify the search order for TP profiles as: 

                TP profiles associated with a specific user 

                TP profiles associated with a group of users    

                TP profiles associated with all users of the    

                LU name */  

Customize for TCP/IP

Gen TCP/IP server applications can be deployed as z/OS CICS or IMS transactions.

CICS

Gen 8.6 offers two TCP/IP Direct Connect for CICS products, the CICS Sockets Server implementation and the CICS
Multi Sockets Server implementation. The Direct Connect for CICS implementation, TILSTNR and TICONMGR, offered in
releases earlier than Gen 8 has been stabilized and is not included with Gen 8.6.

Both the CICS Sockets Server implementation and the CICS Multi Sockets Server implementation pass the socket to
the Gen server application. The difference in the two implementations is how the processing is done when processing
requests. The CICS Socket Server implementation process a single request all the way to passing the socket to the
Gen server before accepting next request. The CICS Multi Socket Server processes multiple requests simultaneously.
The Gen server closes the socket when it terminates. The Gen Client Manager and the Gen Communications Bridge
recognize that the socket connection terminated after processing each flow.

Both the implementations can use IPv4 or IPv6 socket protocol. For specific information about installing the CICS Sockets
Server feature, see either the section CICS Sockets Server or CICS Multi Sockets Server in this section.

You must configure the IBM CICS Sockets Interface to use it with Gen generated CICS Server applications. For more
information about configuring IBM's CICS Sockets Interface, see Setting up and Configuring CICS TCP/IP in IBM's latest
Communications Server IP CICS Sockets Guide.

The CICS Sockets Interface must start before the listener can initialize, and all listeners must terminate before stopping
the interface. Use the IBM-provided EZACIC20 program to start or stop the CICS Sockets Interface and to initialize or
terminate listener programs.

To automatically start or stop the CICS Sockets Interface at CICS startup or shut down, add the EZACIC20 program to
the CICS Program Load Table (PLT). When the listener record in the configuration file states IMMED=YES, the listener
automatically initiates when the interface starts and terminates before the interface terminates at CICS shut down.

Both implementations can exploit transactional security. Transactional security refers to starting the server transaction with
the client application's userid, not the password. The server starts in CICS as a non-terminal task and can only use CICS
transactional security with surrogate security checking.

Gen TCP/IP Listeners have been modified to check the correct LMP code and will no longer produce the message
"TIRM130 LMP (license check) HAS NOT BEEN INITIALIZED" but instead will add an entry to the Sub-Capacity
Reporting Tool report produced by IBM.

The TCP/IP Direct Connect option of Gen for CICS is included in the Pax file as option CICS TCP/IP DC. Both
implementations use the same user exits which are also included in the CICS TCP/IP DC option. This option is installed
using CSM or SAMPJCL into the CEG8PLD1 dataset.

Because the TCP/IP Direct Connect implementation uses non-terminal transactions the default Gen TIRUSRIX User Exit
needs to be modified to set the USERID variable to an appropriate value. The USERID value is used for Profiling activity
(RPROF) as well as debugging using DTF.  

CICS Sockets Servers
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TISRVLIS is the listener included for the CICS Sockets Server implementation. You must define this listener as a Standard
Listener.

Using Server Listener of Gen requires the following record in the EZACONFG file:

TYPE=LISTENER,

TRANID=TISL*,

TRANTRN=NO,

TRANUSR=NO,

Leave the SECEXIT and WLM groups parameters blank.

Set the ACCTIME, GIVTIME and REATIME parameters to a value greater than zero.

CICS definitions are required for:

• The Listener transaction TISL*
• The programs TISRVLIS, TIRSLEXT and TIRSLTMX

Use the following example to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE TRANSACTION(TISL*)

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Sockets Server Listener Transaction)

PROGRAM(TISRVLIS)

TASKDATALOC(ANY)

TASKDATAKEY(CICS)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TISRVLIS)

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Sockets Server Listener Program)

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

EXECKEY(CICS)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRSLEXT)

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Sockets Server Exit Program)

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

EXECKEY(CICS)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRSLTMX)

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Sockets Server Timeout Exit Program)

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

EXECKEY(CICS)

* This transaction identifier can be something other than TISL. The EZACONFG file and the CICS definition must use the
same name. Add a GROUP of your choice.

Customizable Sockets Server Listener TIMEOUT values are used in the process of accepting new connections, reading
data from the socket, and waiting for a socket to be taken by a server. The server application uses customizable
TIMEOUT values to read data from the socket. Each TIMEOUT value includes two timeout fields, to set seconds and
microseconds that the SELECT/SELECTEX CICS Socket API calls use. In the TIRSLTMX exit, you can modify the
TIMEOUT values that TISRVLIS listener ACCEPT, READ and ERROR processes use. The TIMEOUT values that the
TISRVLIS listener TAKESOCKET processes use are in the TIRSLEXT exit.

NOTE
For more information about each exit, see User Exits.
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The Sockets Server listener program, TISRVLIS, produces error and informational messages. Error messages are always
written to the CICS Joblog, using the CSSL TDQ and the information messages are written to a CICS TDQ with the same
name as the TISRVLIS' transaction identifier. Informational messages are suppressed when the user defined TDQ does
not exist.

When using Sockets Server implementation, the client generates TIRM615E and TIRM709E messages for the following
conditions:

• TIRM615E when TISRVLIS cannot receive data from sockets after multiple retries. The CICS Joblog includes a
message indicating the problem.

• TIRM709E when TIRSLEXT exit is customized to verify encryption use, but the client request fails to set the encryption
flag.

The Sockets Server implementation allows the server to be routed to a CICS region different from the region where the
TISRVLIS listener executes. To invoke routing, use the SYSID where the server is to execute or use distributed routing.
Use the CICS variable in the TIRSLEXT user exit to set the SYSID. Use the DSRTPGM program or the CICS transaction
definition to implement distributed routing.

NOTE
For more information about the TIRSLEXT user exit, see User Exits.

CICS Multi Sockets Server

TISRVMSL is the listener included for the CICS Multi Sockets Server implementation.

You must define this listener as a Standard Listener.

Using Server Listener of Gen requires the following record in the EZACONFG file:

TYPE=LISTENER, 

TRANID=TIML*, 

TRANTRN=NO, 

TRANUSR=NO, 

Leave the SECEXIT and WLM groups parameters blank.

Set the ACCTIME, GIVTIME and REATIME parameters to a value greater than zero.

CICS definitions are required for:

• The Listener transaction TIML*
• The programs TISRVMSL, TIRSLEXT and TIRSLTMX

Use the following example to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE TRANSACTION(TIML*) 

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Multi Sockets Server Listener Transaction) 

PROGRAM(TISRVMSL) 

TASKDATALOC(ANY) 

TASKDATAKEY(CICS)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TISRVMSL) 

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Multi Sockets Server Listener Program) 

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) 

DATALOCATION(ANY) 

EXECKEY(CICS) 

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRSLEXT) 

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Sockets Server Exit Program) 

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) 
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DATALOCATION(ANY) 

EXECKEY(CICS) 

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRSLTMX) 

DESCRIPTION(Gen CICS Sockets Server Timeout Exit Program) 

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) 

DATALOCATION(ANY) 

EXECKEY(CICS) 

* This transaction identifier can be something other than TIML. The EZACONFG file and the CICS definition must use the
same name. Add a GROUP of your choice.

Customizable Multi Sockets Server Listener TIMEOUT values are used in the process of accepting new connections,
reading data from the socket, and waiting for a socket to be taken by a server. The server application uses customizable
TIMEOUT values to read data from the socket. Each TIMEOUT value includes two timeout fields, to set seconds and
microseconds that the SELECT/SELECTEX CICS Socket API calls use. In the TIRSLTMX exit, you can modify the
TIMEOUT values that TISRVMSL listener ACCEPT, READ and ERROR processes use. The TIMEOUT values that the
TISRVMSL listener TAKESOCKET processes use are in the TIRSLEXT exit.

The Multi Sockets Server listener program, TISRVMSL, produces error and informational messages. Error messages are
always written to the CICS Joblog, using the CSSL TDQ and the information messages are written to a CICS TDQ with
the same name as the TISRVMSL' transaction identifier. Informational messages are suppressed when the user defined
TDQ does not exist.

When using Multi Sockets Server implementation, the client generates TIRM615E and TIRM709E messages for the
following conditions:

• TIRM615E when TISRVMSL cannot receive data from sockets after multiple retries. The CICS Joblog includes a
message indicating the problem.

• TIRM709E when TIRSLEXT exit is customized to verify encryption use, but the client request fails to set the encryption
flag.

The Multi Sockets Server implementation allows the server to be routed to a CICS region different from the region where
the TISRVMSL listener executes. To invoke routing, use the SYSID where the server is to execute or use distributed
routing. Use the CICS variable in the TIRSLEXT user exit to set the SYSID. Use the DSRTPGM program or the CICS
transaction definition to implement distributed routing.

For more information about the TIRSLEXT user exit, see User Exits.

IMS

The TCP/IP Direct Connect option of Gen for IMS runtime is included in the Pax file as option IMS TCP/IP DC.

Each User Message Exit consists of Assembler Language modules that are installed using CSM or SAMPJCL into the
CEG9PLD1 dataset.

Gen 8.6 TCP/IP Direct Connect for IMS runtime has been modified to check the correct LMP code and will no longer
produce the message "TIRM130 LMP (license check) HAS NOT BEEN INITIALIZED" but instead will add an entry to the
Sub-Capacity Reporting Tool report produced by IBM.

Gen 8.6 provides a different User Message Exit for each version of IMS Connect supported namely v14 and v15. These
user message exits are delivered with name TIR##TCP, where ## is the IMS Connect version number.

Each TIR##TCP exit can be customized using one of three exits.  The user message exits are supplied as object code
only while the customizable exits are supplied as source code and object load modules with default behavior. Refer to
the comments in the exits themselves for information about the default behavior and how to modify them.  If the exits are
modified, the relevant user message exit must be relinked to include the modifications. Once relinked the user message
exit must be renamed from TIR##TCP to CAGRITCP as this is the name specified by Gen clients when connecting to IMS
Connect.
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Making a change to the three exits requires:

• Re-assembling and re-linking the TIR##XXX exit(s), where ## is the required version and XXX is the specific exit name
• Relinking the TIR##TCP user message exit
• Renaming the TIR##TCP exit to CAGRITCP
• Copying relinked CAGRITCP user message exit to the SDFSRESL library
• Stopping and restarting IMS Connect

For more information, see the instructions in the exits source code.

The IMS Connect user message exit can use IPv4 or IPv6 sockets protocol.

To use the IMS Connect user message exit TIR##TCP/CAGRITCP, configure IMS Connect to include the exit name. For
information about setting up and customizing IMS Connect, see the IMS Connect User's Guide in the IBM documentation
set. Add the user message exit name CAGRITCP to the TCPIP statement's IMS Connect EXIT parameter.

IPv4 Example

HWS (ID=……)

TCPIP (HOSTENAME=<IPV4 TCP/IP Stack name>

   EXIT=(HWSSMPL0,CAGRITCP))

DATASTORE  (ID=....,GROUP=IMSXCF,MEMBER=....,

TMEMBER=IMSA,DRU=...)

IPv6 configuration Example

HWS (ID=……)

TCPIP (HOSTENAME=<IPV6 TCP/IP Stack name>,…

  EXIT=(HWSSMPL0,CAGRITCP),IPV6=Y)

DATASTORE  (ID=....,GROUP=IMSXCF,MEMBER=....,

TMEMBER=IMSA,DRU=...)

Configure the IMS control region to use OTMA.

NOTE
For more information, see the IMS documentation, especially the Install Volume 2: System Definition and
Tailoring.

For example:

…..

OTMA=Y,

GRNAME=IMSXCF,

OTMAMN=IMSA,

….

Where:

• GRNAME-Matches the name specified in the GROUP parameter of the IMS Connect DATASTORE statement.
• OTMANM-Matches the name specified in the TMEMBER parameter of the IMS Connect DATASTORE statement.

Customize for MQSeries

Gen MQSeries server applications can be deployed as z/OS CICS or IMS transactions.

Gen MQSeries runtimes are included in the Pax file as options CICS - MQ Runtime and IMS - MQ Runtime. This has to
be installed using CSM Custom Install or SAMPJCL into the CEHBPLD1 dataset.

Gen MQSeries runtimes will no longer produce the message "TIRM130 LMP (license check) HAS NOT BEEN
INITIALIZED" but instead will add an entry to the Sub-Capacity Reporting Tool report produced by IBM.
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For more information about using MQSeries with Gen, see Working With WebSphere MQ.

CICS

Gen supports two methods to invoke a CICS DPS (Distributed Processing Server) application through MQSeries:

• Using a trigger monitor to dispatch each server manager directly.
• Using a trigger monitor to invoke the Transaction Dispatcher for CICS (TDC)

For more information about dispatching the server directly, see Working With WebSphere MQ.

MQSeries Transaction Dispatcher

The Gen Transaction Dispatcher for CICS (TDC) is an optional enhancement designed to overcome some of the queuing
and triggering limitations experienced with the previous implementations. It also provides additional operational and
administrative options within MQSeries (MQS) and CICS. With the TDC enabled:

• Trigger events result in fully processing, or emptying, the queue.
• Queues may contain mixed Gen messages and are not limited to a single server manager.
• A user exit can control multi-programming and dispatching the TDC.
• Transaction level security may be implemented, associating client userids with individual server manager transactions

in CICS.

The TDC consists of a CICS transaction TITD, program TIRMQTDC, and an optional user exit/control program,
TIRMQTDZ. It runs as a front-end for MQ-enabled server managers within the CICS region. Select the TDC by
designating the TITD transaction, not the Server Manager transaction, as the process associated with an MQSeries queue
definition.

Server Managers can continue to use the current methodology, that is, Server Manager direct to MQS, and require no
changes to take advantage of the TDC.

MQSeries TDC can take advantage of transactional security. Transactional security refers to starting the server
transaction with the client application's userid, not the password. The server starts in CICS as a non-terminal task and
thus can only use CICS transactional security with surrogate security checking.

Installation

The components of TDC are installed as part of the CICS – MQ Runtime feature which is installed using CSM Custom
Install option or SAMPJCL. To access them, they must be defined to CICS. The TDC uses either CICS Temporary Storage
or VSAM files (standard KSDS or SDT) as storage to hold MQ start data. VSAM files must be created and defined to
CICS to use the VSAM option.

Basic CICS Install

The modules TIRMQTDC and, if used, TIRMQTDZ must be in the CICS DFHRPL concatenation. If the Gen Load library is
not allocated to DFHRPL, copy TIRMQTDC from the Gen CEHBPLD1 library to a data set in the DFHRPL concatenation.
Ensure this data set is a PDSE.

Use the following as an example to run DFHCSDUP:

DEFINE TRANSACTION(TITD)

DESCRIPTION(<productname> Transaction dispatcher)

PROGRAM(TIRMQTDC)

TASKDATALOC(ANY)

TASKDATAKEY(USER)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRMQTDC)

DESCRIPTION(<productname> Transaction dispatcher)

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER)

DATALOCATION(ANY)
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EXECKEY(USER)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRMQTDZ)

DESCRIPTION(<productname> Transaction dispatcher control exit)

LANGUAGE(LE370)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

EXECKEY(USER)

Add a Group of your choice.

CICS VSAM SDT Install

Use the following to create the VSAM files when using VSAM SDT as the temporary location for start data. Change
the data set name to the DSN you are using. You can change the DDNAME if you make the corresponding update in
TIRMQTDZ. Adjust MAXNUMRECS as your installation requires. Do not use a CICS maintained table. Use only a USER
maintained table. Use values specific to your installation for YOUR.TEMP.DATASET in the DSNAME and CLUSTER
parameters.

Run DFHCSDUP using the following deck:

DEFINE FILE(TITDTEMP)

DESCRIPTION(CA Gen Transaction dispatcher temp SDT)

DSNAME(YOUR.TEMP.DATASET)

STRINGS(5)

ADD(YES) DELETE(YES) READ(YES) BROWSE(YES)

RECOVERY(NONE)

RECORDSIZE(32760) RECORDFORMAT(V) KEYLEN(8)

TABLE(USER) MAXNUMRECS(4096)

GROUP(TDCGROUP)

Add a Group of your choice.

Run IDCAMS as follows:

//IDCAMS EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//DD1 DD *

00000000

/*

//SYSIN DD *

DEFINE CLUSTER(NAME(YOUR.TEMP.DATASET) -

                 VOLUMES(VVVVVV) -

                       CYLINDERS(5 5) -

                        RECORDSIZE(865 32760) -

                 KEYS(8 0) -

                     )

REPRO INFILE(DD1) OUTDATASET(YOUR.TEMP.DATASET)

CICS VSAM KSDS Install

NOTE
To use a standard VSAM KSDS without using the datatable feature modify the SDT IDCAMS JCL to adjust the
cluster space accordingly, and delete and redefine the cluster each time CICS is restarted. We recommend that
you use SDT to enhance performance.

IMS

Gen supports MQSeries DPS deployment in the z/OS IMS applications environment.
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For more information, see Working With WebSphere MQ.

The IMS DPS MQSeries environment is implemented using the IMS trigger monitor from IBM. The IMS trigger monitor is
an IMS transaction called CSQQTRMN. This method dispatches each server manager directly.

Customize for ECI

A Gen CICS server is accessible by Gen clients using the CICS External Call Interface (ECI). Gen C and Java clients and
those using Communications Bridge can use ECI communications. Depending on where and how the Gen clients are
deployed, each client type may require CICS Universal Clients or CICS Transaction Gateway.

For more information about CICS Universal Clients and CICS Transaction Gateway, see the IBM CICS Transaction
Gateway documentation.

CICS Communication Resources

For the CICS Transaction Gateway to be able to communicate with CICS, you must set up certain communication
resources on each target CICS region. The TCPIPSERVICE resource, and optionally the IPCONN resource, need to be
configured for cooperative flows using ECI.

The TCPIPSERVICE resource defines which network protocol to use and which port to listen on for incoming
requests. Several factors can influence which network protocol should be used. In general, the Protocol attribute on the
TCPIPSERVICE resource can be set to ECI when < 32 KB data is sent on the cooperative flow and must be set to IPIC
when >32 KB is sent of the cooperative flow. The tables below can be used to help you make the best decision for what
network protocol should be used in your environment.

Supported ECI Flow Types for Gen C Clients (GUI, COMProxy, C Proxy)

Flow Type Data Encapulation Type Data Size Limit Network Protocol
Reason why

someone might
choose this option

ECI v1 COMMAREA 32 KB ECI For backward
compatibility.

ECI v2 COMMAREA 32 KB ECI CTG remote application
support, but don't have
IPIC configured.

ECI v2 COMMAREA 32 KB IPIC CTG remote application
support, IPIC benefits,
but don't need >32 KB
support.

ECI v2 Containers 16 MB IPIC CTG remote application
support, IPIC benefits,
and >32 KB support.

NOTE
Gen C Clients can use the commcfg.ini file to specify which Flow Type and Data Encapsulation Type is used on
the cooperative flow for each Gen server transaction.
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Supported ECI Flow Types for Gen Java Clients (Web Generation , Web View, Java Proxy)

Flow Type Data Encapulation Type Data Size Limit Network Protocol
Reason why

someone might
choose this option

ECI (<32KB) COMMAREA 32 KB ECI CTG remote application
support, but don't need
>32 KB support.

ECI (<32KB) COMMAREA 32 KB IPIC CTG remote application
support, IPIC benefits,
but don't need >32 KB
support.

ECI (>32KB) Containers 16 MB IPIC CTG remote application
support, IPIC benefits,
and >32 KB support.

NOTE

Gen Java Clients cannot use the commcfg.properties file to specify which Data Encapsulation Type will be
used on the cooperative flow for each Gen server transaction. This decision is made by the Gen Java Runtimes
depending upon the amount of data being sent to the Gen server transaction.

If the amount of data to be sent is <32 KB, then the Gen Java Runtimes uses the COMMAREA to send the data.
In this case, either the ECI or IPIC network protocol can be specified on the TCPIPSERVICE resource. If the
amount of data to be sent is >32 KB, then the Gen Java Runtimes uses Containers to send the data. In this
case, the IPIC network protocol must be specified on the TCPIPSERVICE resource.

So if you have a Gen server transaction that may receive >32 KB of data, you must configure the
TCPIPSERVICE resource to use the IPIC network protocol. This network protocol setting allows the Gen server
transaction to be able to receive data in either the COMMAREA (<32 KB) or Containers (>32 KB).

The Gen server transaction returns its response in the same Data Encapsulation Type used by the request. This
means if the COMMAREA (<32 KB) is used for the request, the response also uses the COMMAREA (<32 KB).

The IPCONN resource is used to manage the IPIC connection and is required when IPIC is chosen for the Protocol
attribute on the TCPIPSERVICE resource. IPCONN resources can be predefined or they can be autoinstalled using
either the default autoinstall program (DFHISAIP) or a customized autoinstall program. The URM attribute on the
TCPIPSERVICE resource specifies how the IPCONN resource will be installed.

For a detailed description of the possible configuration options, see Configuring CICS server connections in the IBM CICS
Transaction Gateway documentation.

CICS Mirror Transaction

A Gen server invoked through ECI is started by a Distributed Program Link (DPL) request. The DPL request uses the
CICS supplied Mirror Program (DFHMIRS) to start the requested Gen server. By default, the transaction ID CPMI invokes
the CICS Mirror Program. In some cases, it might be desirable to use a transaction ID other than CPMI for ECI requests.

For Java clients, the trancode associated with the target server application in Construction Packaging is the transaction ID
used when the commcfg.properties file parameter ECIUseSyncTpn is set to Yes.

For clients using the Communications Bridge, the data pointed to by parameter pECITpn of the Communications Bridge
exit ioeciclx.c is used.

For GUI, COM proxy, and C proxy clients, the data pointed to by parameter pTpn of the Windows exit cieciclx.c is used for
ECI V1 flows. The data pointed to by parameter pMirrorTrancode of the Windows exit cieciv2x.c is used for ECI V2 flows.
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When using a transaction ID other than CPMI, define the relevant transaction in CICS to point to the DFHMIRS program
and use profile DFHCICSA. Gen applications using ECI and non-ECI cooperative flows cannot share this transaction
definition.

CICS DFHCNV Conversion Table

The interface assumes that data translation (ASCII to EBCDIC) and code page conversion is required and automatically
invokes the conversation table DFHCNV. Gen does translation and conversion, so this step is not necessary. However, a
conversion table is still required. Code a DFHCNV table with TYPE=INITIAL and TYPE=FINAL macros only. Assemble,
link, and make the table available to CICS.

Sample DFHCNV that Gen requires:

DFHCNV      TYPE=INITIAL

DFHCNV      TYPE=FINAL

END

To use this table for another application, ensure that no translation or conversion is done for Gen server applications. For
more information on the DFHCNV table, see the CICS Family Communicating from CICS on S/390.

Debugging Applications
  

This section explains how to debug Gen applications.

Debug Trace Facility

Gen includes a Debug Trace Facility (DTF) to trace blockmode and server CICS applications, at the action diagram
source level. To use this facility, add a transaction and program definition for DTF and another for TFDI, or use the
DEFCICS job to do this for you, as follows:

Transaction Definitions

DEFINE TRANSACTION(DTF)

DESCRIPTION(?????)

PROGRAM(DTF)

TWASIZE(0)

TASKDATALOC(any)

TASKDATAKEY(user)

DEFINE TRANSACTION(TFDI)

DESCRIPTION(?????)

PROGRAM(TFDI)

TWASIZE(1200)

TASKDATALOC(any)

TASKDATAKEY(user)

Program Definitions

DEFINE PROGRAM(DTF)

DESCRIPTION(?????)

LANGUAGE(Le370)

DATALOC(any)

EXECKEY(user)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TFDI)
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DESCRIPTION(?????)

LANGUAGE(Le370)

DATALOC(any)

EXECKEY(user)

NOTE
Transaction DTF no longer requires a TWASIZE of 8 bytes. Transaction TFDI still requires a TWASIZE of 1200
bytes.

TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI Debug Versions

Trace output from the client-server dynamic runtime can be helpful to support when working on a problem with the
translation or formatting of the common format buffer. Gen provides two versions of the Dynamic Runtime, one without
debug and a debug version. The regular versions (without debug) are the TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI while the debug
versions are called TI2CRUNC and TI2CRUNI and can be found in the CEBHPLD1 dataset.

NOTE
 Use the debug version only when instructed by technical support.

TIRCRUNC

Since there can only be one copy of TIRCRUNC per CICS region, all Gen client/server applications in the region generate
trace output when using the debug version. Only enable trace for a limited time to debug a specific problem.

Enable Trace with Debug TIRCRUNC

 Follow these steps: 

1. (Optional) If the regular TIRCRUNC is modified for code page translations, make the same modifications to
TI2CRUNC. Use MKCRUN JCL provided in CEHBSAMP dataset.

2. Save a copy of the non-debug version of TIRCRUNC. Rename TIRCRUNC to something else.
3. Rename TI2CRUNC to TIRCRUNC and make it available to a library in the CICS DFHRPL concatenation.

Log on to CICS and use CEMT to load the new copy of TIRCRUNC as follows:
CEMT SET PROGRAM(TIRCRUNC) NEWCOPY

4. Run a client/server transaction. Trace output is written to a temporary storage queue named TIRTxxxx, where xxxx is
the terminal ID or tranid for non-terminal transactions.

Disable Trace with Debug TIRCRUNC

 Follow these steps: 

1. (Optional) Back up or rename the debug version of TIRCRUNC.
2. Reinstate the non-debug version of TIRCRUNC by replacing the debug version with the original, non-debug copy.
3. Log on to CICS and run CEMT to load a new copy of TIRCRUNC as follows:

CEMT SET PROGRAM(TIRCRUNC) NEWCOPY.

TIRCRUNI

Since there can only be one copy of TIRCRUNI per IMS region, all Gen client/server applications in the region generate
trace output. Only enable trace for a limited time to debug a specific problem.
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Enable Trace with Debug TIRCRUNI

 Follow these steps: 

1. The debug version of TIRCRUNI produces trace information directed to a selected LTERM. Use user exit TIRIDTRX to
specify the following information:
– TIRTMXSZ-hex size of the trace buffer
– TIRTLTRM-eight-character Lterm specifying the location of trace data
– TIRTMODN-MFS modname to format the screen before sending data, DFS.EDT is the default and sends data in

bypass-edit mode.
2. Customize the TIRIDTRX exit and include it in the server application that needs tracing. The tracing operation only

executes if a value is specified for TIRTMXSZ and TIRTLTRM.
3. (Optional) If the regular TIRCRUNI is modified for code page translations, make the same modifications to TI2CRUNI.

Use MKCRUN JCL provided in CEHBSAMP.
4. Save a copy of the non-debug version of TIRCRUNI. Rename TIRCRUNI to something else.
5. Rename TI2CRUNI to TIRCRUNI and make it available to a library in the IMS STEPLIB concatenation.
6. Run a client/server transaction. The runtime sends TIRTMXSZ bytes to the TIRTLTRM with mfsmod TIRTMODN.

Disable Trace with Debug TIRCRUNI

 Follow these steps: 

1. (Optional) Back up or rename the debug version of TIRCRUNI.
2. Reinstate the non-debug version of TIRCRUNI by replacing the debug version with the original, non-debug copy.

Preparing to Start Host Encyclopedia
This section describes the tasks needed before Gen Host Encyclopedia can be started and used.

Populate a Host Encyclopedia
After creating or upgrading a Host Encyclopedia, you may want to populate the encyclopedia with existing models and
data from another encyclopedia. You can do so by copying data tables, copying complete models, or copying data tables
and models. This section describes the tasks involved in these processes.

Copy Data to a Host Encyclopedia

When you copy data tables, the copy includes subset, version control, and security data. The only tables not included
in copying existing data to a new encyclopedia are the public interface tables and the schema tables. You must run the
Public Interface Export function to re-populate the Public Interface tables. This section explains these tasks required to
copy existing data tables to a new Gen Host Encyclopedia:

• Build JCL and SQL
• Run UNLOAD and LOAD
• Enable User Access

Prerequisites

Before upgrading an encyclopedia, you must complete the work in previous sections. Before starting, log on to the Host
Encyclopedia that is the target for the data tables you are copying and display the Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu.

Build JCL and SQL

The following procedure uses CEINSTAL to build the JCL and SQL to unload and load the Encyclopedia Data tables.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select option 5 on the Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu.
2. Press Enter.

The Identify Source and Target Encyclopedias screen displays.

3. Enter values for the Source fields and verify the values in the Target fields.
The values for the Target fields derive from values entered in the Set DB2 Variables screen.

NOTE
Do not change the values in the Target fields. If these values are incorrect, you are logged on to the wrong
Encyclopedia, or the information used to build the Encyclopedia was entered incorrectly in the Set DB2
Variables screen.

4. Press Enter to start building the JCL.
5. When processing completes, press Enter.

The Host Encyclopedia Maintenance Menu displays.

Unload and Load

After building JCL and SQL, there is load and unload JCL and SQL in the Gen JCL and SQL libraries. To successfully
complete the unload and load procedure, you must perform the following steps:

• Check in all models before starting this procedure.
• Execute the steps in the order listed.
• Execute each step on the CPU that contains the Host Encyclopedia.
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Perform the following jobs to complete the unloading and loading of the data tables. Use this table as a checklist as you
run the jobs.

JCL Name Description

HE1UNLD Unloads a copy of the existing encyclopedia data tables.

HE2LOAD Loads the existing encyclopedia data tables into the new Host
Encyclopedia.

CEUREOR Executes the DB2 REORG utility. If this job fails, there is no
restore; you must reload all data tables by re-running HE2LOAD.

CEUCOPY Executes the DB2 COPY utility and creates a full image copy of
all tablespaces. This is required to activate new tables because
HE2LOAD runs with LOG NO.

CEJOB06 Executes the DB2 RUNSTATS utility for the encyclopedia tables.

CEJOB07A Executes a DB2 BIND of the Gen packages to take advantage of
the RUNSTATS statistics from CEJOB06.

CEJOB09 Updates the DMAX tables for the Gen schema.

Two new keywords are available:

ENCY
NAME(

'NEWNAME')

Host encyclopedia name. The host encyclopedia
name must be unique across encyclopedia
environments to prevent cross-encyclopedia
enqueues within z/OS. A value of null ('') is the
default and leaves the host encyclopedia name
unchanged.

ENCYID(999)Encyclopedia ID. Required when exchanging
models between the host encyclopedia and a client/
server encyclopedia in a multiple-encyclopedia
environment. A value of 0 is the default and leaves
the host encyclopedia ID unchanged.
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JCL Name Description

CEJOB10 Loads the required functions model to the new encyclopedia.
Model name: IEF_SUPPLIED_FUNCTIONS in the data set
'CAI.CAGEN.CEHBDATV(FUNCMODL).'
CEJOB10 may return a condition code of 0 even if it
fails. For more information, look for an error message in
userid.IEF.LOGFILE.
To verify the functions model was added to the list of models,
follow these steps:
Display the Gen Main Menu
On the command line, type: 1.3.5
Press Enter.
On the Model Statistics screen, move the cursor to the Model
Name field and press F4 to display the list of models.
Verify the functions model appears on the list.
If CEJOB10 abends with U3001 ONCODE 84 when SYSPRINT is
Allocated, the userid.IEF.SYSPRINT data set is unavailable.
To correct the error, follow these steps:
Navigate out of Gen concatenation.
Issue this command: FREE DA (userid.IEF.SYSPRINT)
Delete added models.
Resubmit CEJOB10.

CEJOB11 Processes the function model. This job inserts the model
information into the schema SMDL table and deletes the model
information from the data DMDL table. The expected return code
is 20.
To verify that the functions model is removed from the list of
models, follow these steps:
Display the Gen Main Menu.
On the command line, type:1.3.5
Press Enter.
Verify IEF_SUPPLIED_FUNCTIONS is not on the list.
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JCL Name Description

CEJOB12 Loads the optional Sample model to the new encyclopedia.
Model name: GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6 in the data set:
'CAI.CAGEN.CEHBDATV(SAMPMODL)'
CEJOB12 may return a condition code of 0 even if it
fails. For more information, look for an error message in
userid.IEF.LOGFILE.
To verify the model was added to the list of models, follow these
steps:
Display the Gen Main Menu
On the command line, type: 1.3.5
Press Enter.
On the Model Statistics screen, move the cursor to the Model
Name field and press F4 to display the list of models.
Verify the sample model appears on the list.
If CEJOB12 abends with U3001 ONCODE 84 when SYSPRINT is
Allocated, the userid.IEF.SYSPRINT data set is unavailable.
To correct the error, follow these steps:
Navigate out of Gen concatenation
Issue this command: FREE DA (userid.IEF.SYSPRINT)
Delete added models
Resubmit CEJOB12.

CEJOB13 Loads the optional help model to the new encyclopedia. Model
name: GEN SAMPLE HELP MODEL 8 6 in the data set:
'CAI.CAGEN.CEHBDATV (HELPMODL)'
CEJOB13 may return a condition code of 0 even if it
fails. For more information, look for an error message in
userid.IEF.LOGFILE.
To verify the model has been added to the list of models, follow
these steps:
Display the Gen Main Menu.
On the command line, type: 1.3.5
Press Enter.
On the Model Statistics screen, move the cursor to the Model
Name field and press F4 to display the list of models.
Verify the help model appears on the list.
If CEJOB13 abends with U3001 ONCODE 84 when SYSPRINT is
Allocated, the userid.IEF.SYSPRINT data set is unavailable.
To correct the error, follow these steps:
Navigate out of Gen concatenation.
Issue the command: FREE DA (userid.IEF.SYSPRINT)
Delete added models
Resubmit CEJOB13.
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Enable User Access
To enable user access, add each user to the encyclopedia by selecting the user access control function from the Host
Encyclopedia Functions Menu. Each user needs access to the site-specific ISPF/Gen logon CLIST to establish the
environment.

Display License Information
 Follow these steps: 

1. Choose option 5. Environment specification on the Main Menu
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The Environment Specification screen displays.

 
2. Choose option 4. Display license information.
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The following example illustrates the license status at a site using the Host Encyclopedia and Host Construction, with
the target generation environment CICS.

 

NOTE
If a licensed product does not show as licensed, contact the Broadcom Support. Their information is posted on
the Broadcom Support.

Encyclopedia Number for Multiple Encyclopedias
When using multiple encyclopedias, including client/server encyclopedias, you must create a unique numeric ID for the
Host Encyclopedia to ensure object uniqueness across encyclopedias.

After creating the encyclopedia tables and loading them with data from the existing encyclopedia, perform the following
procedure to create the Host Encyclopedia ID:

1. From the Main Menu, on the command line, type:

TSO %TIEMAX

2. Press Enter.
3. To complete the next screen, use these steps:

– Omit schema value.
– Encyclopedia name is optional.
– Enter a non-zero, numeric Encyclopedia ID and press Enter.

Copy Models to a Host Encyclopedia
There are two ways to copy models between Host Encyclopedias:
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• Download from source encyclopedia, and upload to target Encyclopedia
• Cross-copying

Downloading from the source is preferred and must be used whenever possible. Both methods preserve the original
model's name, objects, properties, and associations. Neither method copies subsets, common ancestry, and user access
information. This section explains both copy methods.

Download and Upload Method

 Follow these steps: 

1. On the Gen Main Menu on the SOURCE host encyclopedia, select option 1 for Host Encyclopedia functions.

The Host Encyclopedia Functions menu displays.
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2. Select option 3 for Model Management.

The Model Management screen displays:

 
3. Select option 15. Download model, to display the Download Model screen.
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4. Enter the name of the model to copy to another encyclopedia.
5. Select Yes for the upload option.
6. Specify the appropriate code page for your DB2 system.

This function creates records in your IEF.TRAN file, in a format suitable to upload to the target encyclopedia.
7. Display the Gen Main Menu on the TARGET host encyclopedia.
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8. Select option 1. Host Encyclopedia functions.
The Host Encyclopedia Functions menu displays.

 
9. Select option 3. Model Management.

The Model Management menu displays.
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10. Select option 16. Upload Model.

The Upload Model/Subset screen displays.

 
11. Press Enter to create the new model in the TARGET host encyclopedia.
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Cross-Copying Models
Cross Copy copies a model from one encyclopedia to another. The copy has the same name and contains the same
objects, properties, and associations as the original model. Use this option to move models in preparation for a conversion
or simply to change ownership of a model from one encyclopedia to another.

To perform a cross-copy, you need the plan prefix and load library of both encyclopedias and their schema numbers.
Encyclopedias are identified by DB2 plan prefixes. The DB2 plan prefix is the user-specified first four characters of the
DB2 plan names for the Gen supplied software. Both encyclopedias must be in the same DB2 subsystem.

Rules for Cross Copying a Model

Following are the rules for cross copying a model:

• To cross copy a model, you must have at least Update authorization on the source model in the source encyclopedia
and Create Model authorization in the destination encyclopedia.

• An encyclopedia administrator can cross copy any model.
• The model being cross copied must exist in the source Host Encyclopedia and must not exist in the target Host

Encyclopedia.
• The destination encyclopedia must be at the same or higher schema as the encyclopedia being copied from.

To Cross Copy a Model

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Main Menu of the target encyclopedia.
2. Select options 1.3.2. Press Enter. The Cross Encyclopedia Model Copy Request panel displays.
3. Enter the name of the model you want to copy to another encyclopedia in the FROM encyclopedia.
4. Enter the schema number of the model being copied.
5. Enter the plan prefix of the FROM encyclopedia in which the model currently resides.
6. Enter the load library of the FROM encyclopedia.
7. Enter the plan prefix of the TO encyclopedia to which you want to copy the model.
8. Enter the load library of the TO encyclopedia.
9. Press Enter. The model is copied to the specified encyclopedia.

The following table lists the schema numbers:

 If copying from  Enter 

Advantage Gen 6.x model 9.0.A2

AllFusion Gen r7.x model 9.1.A5

 Gen 8.x model 9.2.A6

Next Step

Your encyclopedia is now populated with models. To help ensure that DB2 is using optimal paths to retrieve the data, run
the DB2 RUNSTAT (CEJOB06 or CAJOB06) and Rebind package (CEJOB07A or CAJOB07A) jobs.

Applications generated and installed by Gen since Allfusion Gen 7 require PDSEs. When your next step is to use Host
Construction, verify that the Business System data sets specified for NCAL, Executable and RI Trigger compiled load
modules, and the Compatibility libraries, if used, are PDSEs. When using the External Action Block, Compatibility External
Action Block, and External System Load Libraries, they must be created as PDSEs.
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Enable DBCS
To enable DBCS after z/OS installation, customize CLIST TICCMPL, as documented in the CLIST itself:

/* JAPANESE, KOREAN AND CHINESE SITES SHOULD BE INSTALLED   */

/* WITH DBCS ENABLED FOR COBOL AND DB2 PRE COMPILE.         */

/* IF DBCS IS NEEDED & SITE DEFAULT IS NOT DBCS THEN        */

/* ENABLE IT BY UNCOMMENTING THE NEXT TWO LINES.            */

/* SET TICCMPCO = &STR(&TICCMPCO.,DBCS)                     */

/* SET TICCMPDO = &STR(&TICCMPDO.,GRAPHIC)                  */

NOTE
For additional information about Encyclopedia maintenance and administration, see Host Encyclopedia
Administration. 

Using Encyclopedia Exits
This section documents the types of exits included with Gen and the common encyclopedia exits. It also explains the DB2
authorization IDs and how to create User CLISTs.

Types of Exits

 Gen includes two types of exits:

• Runtime User Exits to modify the default behavior of a Gen application. For example, the termination exit allows the
user to alter the default behavior of a Gen application that terminates abnormally. The  User Exit References  list the
Runtime User Exits that blockmode, cooperative, and batch applications use.  

• Encyclopedia Exits modify the encyclopedia and Host Construction default behavior at predefined points. For example,
the TICINSTX CLIST exit links and binds a Gen application load module.

NOTE
When customizing exits, use a different library that can be concatenated before the Gen software, ensuring
that Gen software libraries are not modified.

Common Encyclopedia Exits

The most commonly modified components are:

• TIELIBDF - CLIST to allocate libraries using LIBDEF
• TIELIBFR - CLIST to free libraries allocated using LIBDEF
• TICINSTX - Link and DB2 bind CLIST
• TICJCLX - Background JCL generation CLIST
• TICGENB2 - Construction background jobstep skeleton
• TICGENB4 - RI trigger background jobstep skeleton
• TIRGENB2 - Intelligent regeneration background variables skeleton
• TICEXBPK - Package bind user exit CLIST
• TICEXBPL - Plan bind user exit CLIST

WARNING
We deliver these components with code to accomplish documented Gen functions. We recommend that you
modify, add, and delete code in them, only as noted in this article.
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TICINSTX

The CLIST TICINSTX performs a link and bind when a load module is installed, whether you choose background or
foreground generation.

As delivered, TICINSTX uses the libraries listed in the z/OS Construction Internal Libraries panel and the parameters
listed in the Target Environment panel. You can modify TICINSTX to dynamically alter these libraries or parameters, or to
add installation steps required at your site.

TICJCLX, TICGENB2, TICGENB4 , and TIRGENB2

The CLIST TICJCLX creates default JCL for the batch Host Encyclopedia functions. This CLIST runs in the foreground
and you modify it to intercept the JCL it creates and display or modify the JCL. The interception is useful to:

• Use custom panels to add variables to the batch job. If the job is code generation, you must also add the new variables
to the skeleton entries in members TICGENB2, TICGENB4, and TIRGENB2.

• Submit the job directly from TICJCLX, for security reasons.
The CLIST that calls TICJCLX passes two variables, JCLTYPE and JOBSUB.

• JCLTYPE identifies the batch procedure to submit, C for code generation or e for encyclopedia functions.
• JOBSUB is the name of the JCL skeleton used for JCL creation. The JCL skeleton is available to this CLIST to allow

you to submit your own job.

TICJCLX allows display or input of additional variables for a customized background task when using custom variables.
Remember to modify SLIB members TICGENB2, TICGENB4, and TIRGENB2 to recognize the new variables.

A return code from TICJCLX is tested to determine subsequent processing. The effect of each return code is:

 Return Code  Effect 

0 All OK. Gen must perform the job submit and update JCL profile
variables.

8 All OK. Gen must bypass job submit but still update JCL cards to
Profile pool.

greater than 8 Error. Do not submit from Gen or update JCL cards. Exit with the
returned code.

Model Code Pages
The following topics are covered in this section:

After the encyclopedia code page is set, you must set the code page of all existing models using one of the methods
described in this section.

Method 1 to Set Model Code Pages

If you added the Euro sign to your models and uploaded the changes to the encyclopedia, run the code page translation
utility to translate the text to the correct code points and update the MODEL_LANG_CODE column in the DMDL. To run
the utility, from the ready prompt or TSO option, execute:

%TIUXLAT SRCCPID(sss) DSTCPID(dddd) MODEL('model name')

Where:

• sss is the model's current code page, the code page of the encyclopedia before applying the Euro code page update.
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To locate this value, query the model's DMDL table, using SQL member EUROSQL as a template for the query. An
error message terminates the command when sss is not equal to the current code page of the model.

• dddd is the new code page for the model and is the same value set for the encyclopedia in step 1. An error message
terminates the command when dddd is not the encyclopedia default code page.

Method 2 to Set Model Code Pages

If your model does not contain the Euro sign, run the SQL member EUROSQL to update the MODEL_LANG_CODE
column for the model row in the DMDL table.

NOTE
If your encyclopedia contains a combination of models, run the TIUXLAT utility for each model containing a Euro
sign. After translating all the models, run the SQL from step 2 to change the MODEL_LANG_CODE for all other
models in the encyclopedia.

Modifying the Default Code Page

There are several reasons why you require code page translations. Usually it is because the data that is passed from a
client is in a code page that differs from the code page used by the server. Gen combines the various translation routines
into one dynamically invoked runtime, appropriately called Dynamic Runtime. The Dynamic Runtime version provided
uses 037 as the default code page.

For procedures to create a customized translation table for your environment see Customize Code Page Translation.

For information about the list of the code page tables and supported environments, see User Exits.

DB2 Secondary Authorization IDs
Gen supports using DB2 secondary authorization IDs for Package Binds. If you do not use Package Bind, you can
change the Gen supplied CLISTs TICINSTX and TICJCLX and the TICGENB2 and TIRGENB2 skeletons to support DB2
secondary authorization ID when binding DBRMs with the members options into a plan.

Gen automatically installs a generated application into a specified IMS, CICS, or TSO target environment in the
foreground or the background. Instructions for changing TICINSTX, TICJCLX, TICGENB2, and TIRGENB2 to support
DB2 secondary authorization IDs are provided in the following sections. Use these instructions as examples of how to
change the components to adhere to your site standards without affecting Gen software.

TICINSTX CLIST

TICINSTX provides a default installation for an application generated by Gen. You can modify TICINSTX as follows to
meet your site requirements.

1. Create a copy of the CLIST TICINSTX in a library concatenated ahead of the Gen supplied Clist library.
2. Modify the copied TICINSTX to accept DB2 secondary authorization IDs when invoked in either foreground or

background.
a. Find the BIND PLAN (section following the BINDIT label in TICINSTX).

BINDIT: +                                                                     

  CONTROL MSG                                                                 

 

/* SAVE VARIABLES FOR USE BY THE USER EXIT                            */      

  ISPEXEC VGET TICDSID1 ASIS                                                  

  SET BPLFLAG   = Y                                                           

  SET BPLSYS    = &STR(&TICDSID1)                                             

  SET BPLREL    = COMMIT                                                      

  SET BPLVAL    = BIND                                                        
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  ISPEXEC VPUT (BPLFLAG  BPLSYS   BPLNAME  BPLLIST  BPLLIBS +                 

                BPLISOL  BPLVAL   BPLREL +                                    

                BPLMEM0  BPLMEM1  BPLMEM2  BPLMEM3  BPLMEM4 BPLMEM5 +         

                BPLMEM6  BPLMEM7  BPLMEM8  BPLMEM9  BPLMEM10 BPLMEM11 +       

                BPLMEM12 BPLMEM13 BPLMEM14 BPLMEM15 BPLMEM16 +                

                BPLMEM17 BPLMEM18 BPLMEM19 BPLMEM20) SHARED                   

 

/* CALL THE EXIT                                                      */      

   %TICEXBPL                                                                  

 

/* RETRIEVE THE VARIABLES FROM THE EXIT                               */      

  ISPEXEC VGET (BPLFLAG  BPLSYS   BPLNAME  BPLLIST  BPLLIBS +                 

                BPLISOL  BPLVAL   BPLREL +                                    

                BPLMEM0  BPLMEM1  BPLMEM2  BPLMEM3  BPLMEM4 BPLMEM5 +         

                BPLMEM6  BPLMEM7  BPLMEM8  BPLMEM9  BPLMEM10 BPLMEM11 +       

                BPLMEM12 BPLMEM13 BPLMEM14 BPLMEM15 BPLMEM16 +                

                BPLMEM17 BPLMEM18 BPLMEM19 BPLMEM20) SHARED                   

  IF &STR(&BPLLIST) ^= &Z THEN SET PKLIST = &STR(PKLIST(&BPLLIST))            

 

  /* IF USER REQUESTS IT, SKIP THE BIND                                       

  IF &BPLFLAG = N THEN GOTO ENDUP                                             

 

  %TICSDIS CMD(MSG) OBJ(&STR(&LOADNAME)) +                                    

                     MSG('BIND IN PROGRESS') TEMP(YES)                        

 

  /* IF THERE ARE NO DBRMS, BIND WITHOUT THE MEMBER PARAMETER                 

  IF &STR(&BPLMEM0) = &Z THEN GOTO NOMBRS                                     

 

  DSN SYSTEM(&BPLSYS)                                                         

 

     /* IF DSN SESSION FAILS TO START, DO NOT ATTEMPT TO BIND                 

     SET RC = &LASTCC                                                         

     IF &RC > 0 THEN DO                                                       

        SET ERRMSG = &STR(BIND FAILED)                                        

        GOTO ERROR                                                            

        END                                                                   

 

     /* TRAP UP TO 100 ERROR MESSAGES                                         

     SET SYSOUTTRAP = 100                                                     

 

     BIND PLAN(&BPLNAME.) +                                                   

          MEMBER( +                                                           

              &BPLMEM0 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM1 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM2 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM3 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM4 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM5 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM6 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM7 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM8 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM9 +                                                      

              &BPLMEM10 +                                                     
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              &BPLMEM11 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM12 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM13 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM14 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM15 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM16 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM17 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM18 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM19 +                                                     

              &BPLMEM20 ) +                                                   

              &PKLIST +                                                       

          ENCODING(EBCDIC) +                                           

          ACQUIRE(USE) RELEASE(&BPLREL) +                                     

          EXPLAIN(NO) VALIDATE(&BPLVAL) +                                     

  ISOLATION(&BPLISOL) FLAG(W)                                         

          END  /* END DSN SESSION */                                          

  SET RC = &LASTCC                                                            

  GOTO ENDBIND   

b. Change the last line of the bind statement by adding the & OWNER parameter so that the line looks like:
ISOLATION(&BPLISOL) FLAG(W) &OWNER

TICGENB2 and TIRGENB2 Skeletons

The DB2 secondary authorization variable is passed through OWNERID. Variables are passed as control card input
through the DATAIN DD Statements. Change TICGENB2 and TIRGENB2 as follows so that the DB2 secondary
authorization variable is available to background installation:

Follow these steps:

1. Create a copy of TICGENB2 and TIRGENB2 in a library concatenated ahead of the Gen SLIB library.
2. Add the OWNERID variable to the copied TICGENB2 and TIRGENB2. See the samples of TICGENB2 and TIRGENB2

that follow.

The following code sample is an example of passing OWNERID as a variable in TICGENB2:

TICGENB2

)TB 10 14

OWNERID!SHR!&OWNERID

MODLNAME!SHR!&MODLNAME

TISNAME!SHR!&TISNAME

TICSLIB1!SHR!&TICSLIB1

.

.

//*                           END OF RUNTIME VARIABLE INPUT

An example of passing OWNERID as a variable in TIRGENB2 is shown next.

TIRGENB2

)TB 10 14

OWNERID!SHR!&OWNERID

.

//*                          END OF RUNTIME VARIABLE INPUT

Each line after the line beginning with )TB contains the name of an ISPF variable, the pool to which it belongs, and the
value for that variable being passed to batch code generation.
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TICGENB4 Skeleton

TICGENB4 builds job steps for RI trigger generation and installation. It does not build job steps for DB2 bind and does
not need to be modified for DB2 secondary authorization. If you do not use Package Bind, RI DBRMs with the member
options are included in the plan when bind processing is done at the load module level.

TICJCLX CLIST

TICJCLX provides default JCL tailoring for the various batch Host Encyclopedia functions. Change TICJCLX as follows to
allow it to pass the DB2 secondary authorization ID variable to batch.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a copy of Gen CLIST TICJCLX in a library concatenated ahead of the Gen CLIST library.
2. Modify the copied TICJCLX and find the section with label USER LOGIC HERE

A sample section of TICJCLX
  SET CLSTNAME = &NRSTR(#### STARTING TICJCLX CLIST ####)           

 

  ISPEXEC VGET (TICCARD1 TICCARD2 TICCARD3 TICCARD4) SHARED         

  ISPEXEC VGET (TICCARD5 TICCARD6 TICCARD7 TICCARD8) SHARED         

  ISPEXEC VGET (TICCARD9 TICCARDA) SHARED                           

 

  /******************************************/                      

  /*            USER LOGIC HERE             */                      

  /******************************************/                      

  /*  ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(????)           */                      

  /*  SET RC = &LASTCC                      */                      

  /*  IF (&RC = 0) AND (&ZCMD = ) THEN ???  */                      

  /*  IF (&RC = 8) THEN EXIT CODE(&RC)      */                      

  /*  IF (&RC > 8) THEN EXIT CODE(&RC)      */                      

  /******************************************/                      

 

  ISPEXEC VPUT (TICCARD1 TICCARD2 TICCARD3 TICCARD4) SHARED         

  ISPEXEC VPUT (TICCARD5 TICCARD6 TICCARD7 TICCARD8) SHARED         

  ISPEXEC VPUT (TICCARD9 TICCARDA) SHARED                         

 

SET CLSTNAME = &NRSTR(#### STARTING TICJCLX CLIST ####)           

 

EXIT CODE(0)                                                        

Add the following lines after the USER LOGIC HERE label:

/*CUSTOMIZATION TO USE DB2 SECONDARY AUTH ID

IF &JCLTYPE = C THEN DO

      IF &JOBSUB = TICGENBT OR +

  &JOBSUB = TICGENB2 OR +

     &JOBSUB = TIRGENB2 THEN DO

  /* CALL USERCLIST FOR OWNERID VALUE */

          %USRCLIST

       END

END

Create a User CLIST

A user CLIST is required to collect the value for the new ISPF variable OWNERID. In the earlier example of TICJCLX, the
user CLIST was called USRCLIST. You can modify this name.
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The user CLIST is called by either TICINSTX or TICJCLX depending on whether foreground or background is requested.
For more information on user CLIST, see this Sample User CLIST:

/* USER PROVIDED CLIST TO OBTAIN THE VALUE OF THE OWNERID VARIABLE

/* PROVIDE SOME METHOD FOR SETTING THE VALUE OF OWNERID

     WRITENR ENTER DB2 OWNER ID ===>

      READ OWNERID

/* SAVE THE VALUE FOR OWNERID IN THE SHARED POOL, SO

/* TICINSTX

/* CAN USE IN BATCH OR FOREGROUND

ISPEXEC VPUT OWNERID SHARED

/*

TICEXBPK CLIST

TICEXBPK is invoked prior to a DB2 package bind to allow you to:

• Change input parameters
• Suppress or replace the package bind

The following ISPF variables are saved (VPUT) in the shared pool prior to the call to this exit. They are populated with the
values that will be passed to the bind if the exit does not change them. If the exit changes these variables, the new values
are used.

BPKFLAG Y=do the bind, N=suppress the bindBPKSYS DB2 Subsystem where bind is to be doneBPKCOLL Collection

 IDBPKLOC Location of the DBMS (DB2 subsystem)BPKMBR DBRM nameBPLLIBS DDNAMEs of the DBRM librariesBPKOWNER

 DBRM owner (authorization ID)BPKISOL CS, RR, RS, URBPKVAL BIND, RUNBPKREL COMMIT, DEALLOCATEBPKQUAL QUALIFIER

 ID

To use the input value of a variable, you must provide a VGET for it. To change a variable, you must provide a SET
command and a VPUT for it. The CLIST delivered with the product has examples of the VGET and VPUT instructions, but
they are commented out.

To suppress the bind entirely, change BPKFLAG to N. To replace the bind with your own, change BPKFLAG to N and add
your own bind to the exit. See CLIST TICBNPK for an example of a package bind.

TICEXBPL CLIST

TICEXBPL is invoked prior to a DB2 plan bind to allow you to:

• Change input parameters
• Suppress or replace the plan bind

The following ISPF variables are saved (VPUT) in the shared pool before the call to this exit. They are populated with the
values passed to the bind if the exit does not change them. If the exit changes these variables, it uses the new values.

BPLFLAG Y=do the bind, N=suppress the bindBPLSYS DB2 Subsystem where bind is to be doneBPLNAME Plan

 nameBPLLIST Package list entries (if any)BPLMEM0-20 DBRM member names (if any)BPLLIBS DDNAMEs of the DBRM

 librariesBPLISOL CS, RR, RS, URBPLVAL BIND, RUNBPLREL COMMIT, DEALLOCATE

To use the input value of a variable, you must provide a VGET for it. To change a variable, you must provide a SET
command and a VPUT for it. The CLIST delivered with the product has examples of the VGET and VPUT instructions, but
they are commented out.

To suppress the bind entirely, change BPLFLAG to N. To replace the bind with your own, change BPLFLAG to N and add
your own bind to the exit. See CLIST TICINSTX for an example of a plan bind.
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Preparing to Start z/OS Implementation Toolset
This section describes the tasks to start and verify the installation and configuration was successful.

Start the Implementation Toolset

 Follow these steps: 

1. Start the IT by executing the following command at the TSO prompt:
COMMAND==> TSO    %TIXSTART

NOTE
Alternately, you can also use

COMMAND==> TSO    %GENIT

2. When the Copyright screen appears, press Enter to display the Implementation Toolset Main Menu.
            Implementation Toolset Main Menu

   COMMAND ===>

     Select one of the options below, then press enter

  __ 1. Installation Tool

     2. Application Test Facility

     3. Background Utility

F1=Help F3=Exit F12=Cancel

Verifying Installation
Verifying IT installation is a matter of processing a sample set of Implementation Packages (IPs) from the distribution
media CEHBSAMP. IPs are created on a Gen code generation platform and contain an Installation Control Member (ICM
file) and source code. There are three types of IPs: load module, RI trigger, and DDL.

Load module IPs contain code for a Gen application load module. Both standard and enhanced screen types are provided
as samples. Load module IPs provide IPs for DBMS targeting DB2. The RI trigger IP contains the code to implement
referential integrity for a model. The DDL IPs contain the IDCAMS statements (if storage groups are not used) and SQL
to build the application’s database. There are additional DDL IP that uses storage groups that you can use instead. The
following table shows the contents of the CEHBSAMP.

 IP Name  Description 
TIXIVPDB Sample DDL IP targeting DB2 - VSAM
TIXIVPDS Sample DDL IP targeting DB2 - Storage Groups
TIXIVPRI Sample RI trigger IP targeting DB2
TIXIVPIB Sample load module IP for IMS BYPASS STANDARD
TIXIVPBE Sample load module IP for IMS BYPASS ENHANCED
TIXIVPIM Sample load module IP for IMS MAPPED STANDARD
TIXIVPME Sample load module IP for IMS MAPPED ENHANCED
TIXIVPTS Sample load module IP for IEFAE STANDARD
TIXIVPTE Sample load module IP for IEFAE ENHANCED
TIXIVPCI Sample load module IP targeting DB2 for CICS STANDARD
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TIXIVPCE Sample load module IP targeting DB2 for CICS ENHANCED

There are five procedure steps for each IP. The procedure steps are packaged into one IP to create one load module. All
five transactions must point to the program name MENU.

Before you can process the IPs, the following conditions must be met:

• The Implementation Toolset components must be installed on your target system, according to the instructions in the
preceding sections.

• A load module script and RI trigger script must be loaded for each target that is supported at your site (TSO, IMS and
CICS ). For more information about loading load module script and RI trigger, see z/OS Implementation Toolset 

• A target environment must be configured for each target that is supported at your site (TSO and IMS targeting DB2 or,
CICS targeting DB2). For more information about configuring a target environment, see  z/OS Implementation Toolset .

• The libraries that are referenced for the target environment must exist. Member TIXIVPLB in the IT JCL library can be
used to allocate these libraries.

Process the DDL IP

The following procedure shows how to process the DDL IP for the sample application. Perform this step only once. The
database that is created from this IP can be used for all z/OS target configurations.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Implementation Toolset Main Menu, select option 1 to display the Gen Installation Toolset Main Menu.
2. Select option 1, Process Implementation Package, to display the Select Implementation screen.
3. Tab to the Data Set field and type the name of the CEHBSAMP. The data set name must be enclosed in quotes.
4. Tab to the Member field and type TIXIVPDB, TIXIVPDS, TIXIVADB, or TIXIVADS to process the desired IP.
5. Tab to the Name field and type the name of a previously configured target environment. Remember this name,

and use it again to process the RI trigger and load module IPs.
6. Press Enter to display the Process DDL Implementation Package screen.
7. Press Enter to display the JCL Job Statement Information Input screen.
8. Edit the JCL Job Statement Information Input screen to provide job card information.
9. Press Enter to display the JCL Edit screen and make the necessary changes (volume name, database name).
10. Submit the job, and then review the output from the completed job. Confirm that processing completed with return

codes of 0.

Process the RI Trigger IP

This procedure shows you how to process the RI trigger IP. Note that this procedure can be common to all targets within a
DBMS type provided you are using the same RI trigger LOAD library. When using DB2, the DBRM library must also be the
same across all the targets.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Implementation Toolset Main Menu, select option 1 to display the Gen Installation Toolset Main Menu.
2. Select option 1 (Process Implementation Package) to display the Select Implementation Package screen.
3. Tab to the Data Set field and type the name of the CEHBSAMP. The data set name must be enclosed in quotes.
4. Tab to the Member field and type TIXIVPRI or TIXIVARI.
5. Tab to the Name field and type the same target name you used in the DDL IP.
6. Press Enter to display the IP Action Menu.
7. Select option 1 and press Enter to start installing the RI trigger IP.
8. When processing is complete, a message indicating a successful installation must be on the screen.
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Process the Load Module IP

This procedure shows you how to process the load module IP. Repeat this procedure for each supported target.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Implementation Toolset Main Menu, select option 1 to display the Gen Installation Toolset Main Menu.
2. Select option 1 to display the Select Implementation Package screen.
3. Tab to the Data Set field and type the name of the CEHBSAMP. The data set name must be enclosed in quotes.
4. Tab to the Member field and type the load module IP that matches the target you are testing. The choices are:

– TIXIVPCE (for CICS DB2 ENHANCED)
– TIXIVPCI (for CICS DB2 STANDARD)
– TIXIVPME (for IMS MAPPED ENHANCED)
– TIXIVPIM (for IMS MAPPED STANDARD)
– TIXIVPBE (for IMS BYPASS ENHANCED)
– TIXIVPIB (for IMS BYPASS STANDARD)
– TIXIVPTE (for IEFAE ENHANCED)
– TIXIVPTS (for IEFAE STANDARD)

5. Tab to the Name field and type the same target name you used for the DDL IP.
6. Press Enter to display the IP Action Menu.
7. Select option 1 and press Enter to start creating and installing the executable load module IP.
8. When processing ends, a message indicating a successful installation appears on the screen.

Test the Gen IT Installation

The information in the following process is presented solely as an example of how to test and use IT for z/OS. Select the
appropriate IP modules for your host environment.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Load a load module and RI trigger script using the sample IP members in the install CEHBSAMP library. This example
is for an application that targets CICS using the enhanced map generator and DB2. Enter a descriptive name for
your environment when defining your script. These descriptions are displayed when you select an IP load module for
processing.
a. From the Installation Toolset Main Menu, select option 4 Access Utilities Menu.
b. On the Utilities Menu, select option 2 Load Script Utility to display the Load Script screen.
c. Enter the information that is shown in the following figure.
                                          Load Script

COMMAND ===>

Load Module Script

    Name . . . . . CICS-BYPASS ______________

    Data Set . . ‘CAI.MVSIT.CEHBSAMP’__________________ (Quotes Required)

    Member . . . . TIXMVSLM

RI Trigger Script

    Name . . . . . RI SCRIPT ______________

    Data Set . . ‘CAI.MVSIT.CEHBSAMP’ __________________ (Quotes Required)

    Member . . . . TIXMVSRI

description . . .  RI TRIGGER SCRIPT-CICS-BYPASS ____________

Language . . . . . COBOL ____       DBMS . . . DB2 _______

TI Monitor . . . . CICS _____       Screen Format . . BYPASS __

Hardware platform __________________OS.MVS _____________ UserId.userid__
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F1=Help    F3=Exit    F11=ISPF    F12=Cancel

2. Create a target.
a. On the IT Main Menu, select option 3 Maintain Configuration Information to display the Selection List screen.
b. Press F5 (Add). The Select Script screen lists the available load module scripts.
c. Select CICS-BYPASS (the load module script that is created in Step 1) and press Enter. The Target Definition

screen displays.
d. Enter the information that is shown in the next figure and press Enter.
                                    Target DefinitionCOMMAND ===>Script name    CICS-BYPASS   (Press

 F4 to list scripts)language . . . COBOL   DBMS . . . DB2    TP Monitor . . CICSScreen Format 

 BYPASSTarget   TEST TARGET ______________________________________Name     test MVS/IT Installation

 ________________________________DB2sys   DB2TTarget Test Facility . . Yes / NoF1=Help  F2=Define  F3=Exit

  F4=list  F5=locs  F10=Delete   F11=ISPFF12=Cancel  F13=Options

                           Installation Tool                        Specify Locations   Type changes

 directly into the location fields then press enter to process.   Component . . . TEST TARGET       

     Quotes required   Source Lib      ‘tsoprfx.TEST.COBOL’________________________________________

  Ncal Load Lib   ‘tsoprfx.TEST.NCAL’_________________________________________

  Exe Load Lib    ‘tsoprfx.TEST.EXELOAD’______________________________________ 

 Impl Load Lib   ‘tsoprfx.TEST.IMPLOAD’______________________________________ 

 DBRM Lib        ‘tsoprfx.TEST.DBRM’_________________________________________  Inst

 Ctl Lib    ‘tsoprfx.TEST.ICNTL’________________________________________  Listing

 Lib     ‘tsoprfx.TEST.LISTINGS’_____________________________________  Clist Lib

       ‘tsoprfx.TEST.CLIST’________________________________________  Tranmap File

    ‘tsoprfx.TEST.TRANMAP’______________________________________  Appl Clist Lib

  ‘tsoprfx.TEST.CLIST’________________________________________  MFS Source Lib

  ‘tsoprfx.TEST.MFS’__________________________________________  Batch JCL Lib 

  ‘tsoprfx.TEST.BATCHJCL’_____________________________________  Bndctl Lib     

 ‘tsoprfx.TEST.BNDCTL’_______________________________________  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F7=Prev  F8=Next 

 F11=ISPF  F12=Cancel

                             Installation Tool                             Specify LocationsType changes

 directly into the location fields then press enter to process.Component . . . TEST TARGET         

   Quotes required Idcams Ctl Lib  ‘tsoprfx.TEST.CNTL’___________________________________________DDL

 Lib         ‘tsoprfx.TEST.DDL’____________________________________________RI Source

 Lib   ‘tsoprfx.TEST.RICOBOL’________________________________________RI Load Lib

     ‘tsoprfx.TEST.RILOAD’_________________________________________RI DBRM Lib 

    ‘tsoprfx.TEST.RIDBRM’_________________________________________RI Listing Lib

  ‘tsoprfx.TEST.RILIST’_________________________________________RI Exec Lib   

  ’tsoprfx.TEST.RIEXEC’_________________________________________RI Bndctl Lib  

 ’tsoprfx.TEST.RIBNDCTL’_______________________________________F1=Help  F3=Exit  F7=Prev  F8=Next 

 F11=ISPF  F12=Cancel

a. Press F5. The Specify Locations screen displays.
b. Enter the construction libraries as shown in the following figure.

NOTE
 The data sets Ncal, Exe, and Impl Load Lib must be allocated as PDSE (DSNType = library) data sets.

3. Process the DDL IP.
a. On the Installation Toolset Main Menu, select option 1 Process Implementation Package, to display the Select

Implementation Package screen.
b. In the Data Set field, type ‘CAI.MVSIT.CEHBSAMP’.
c. In the Member field, type TIXIVPDS.
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d. In the Name field, enter the target environment name by pressing F6 to list and select the target that is created in
Step 2 or by typing the name of the target created in Step 2.

e. Press Enter. The Process DDL Implementation Package screen displays.
f. Confirm the data on the screen and press Enter. The JCL Job statement Information Input screen displays.
g. Press Enter. The JCL Edit screen displays.
h. On the Command line, type SUB and press Enter to submit the job.

4. Generate the RI trigger.
a. On the Installation Toolset Main Menu, select option 1 Process Implementation Package. The Select

Implementation Package screen displays.
b. In the Data Set field, type ‘CAI.MVSIT.CEHBSAMP’.
c. In the Member field, type TIXIVPRI.
d. In the Name field, enter the target environment name by pressing F6 to list and select the target that is created in

Step 2 or by typing the name of the target created in Step 2.
e. Press Enter. The IP Action Menu displays.
f. Press F6. The Detailed IP Action Menu displays.
g. Select Register, Split, Compose, and Execute, and press Enter.
h. When processing is complete, a message displays indicating whether processing completed successfully.

NOTE
 The DDL and RI process occurs only once for each model unless changes to the model make it necessary
to process again.

5. Process the load module IP.
a. On the Installation Toolset Main Menu, select option 1 Process Implementation Package. The Select

Implementation Package screen displays.
b. In the Data Set field, type ‘CAI.MVSIT.CEHBSAMP’.
c. In the Member field, type TIXIVPCE.
d. In the Name field, enter the target environment name by pressing F6 to list and select the target that is created in

Step 2 or by typing the name of the target created in Step 2.
e. Press Enter. The IP Action Menu displays.
f. Press F6. The Detailed IP Action Menu displays.
g. Select Register, Split, Compose, Execute, and Install and press Enter.
h. When processing is complete, a message displays indicating whether processing completed successfully.

Tips

This section provides miscellaneous information that may be helpful to you while you are installing and testing the IT on
the DB2 subsystem.

• If you installed the IEFAE version of the sample application (load module IP TIXIVPTS or TIXIVPTE), the application
is ready for execution. Exit to the Implementation Toolset Main Menu and select the Application Test Facility option to
execute the application. The trancode is MENU.

• If you installed the CICS version of the sample application with DB2 as DBMS (load module IP TIXIVPCE or
TIXIVPCI), define the program names and trancodes to CICS before you can execute the application. Search through
the data set members TIXIVPCE and, TIXIVPCI, in the CEHBSAMP for the literal :PSTEP to find the program names
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and trancodes for the sample application. The MEMBER is the program name, the DLGTRAN is the dialog flow
trancode, and the CLRTRAN is the clear screen trancode. Both types of trancodes must be defined.

• If you installed the IMS BYPASS version of the sample application (load module IP TIXIVPBE or TIXIVPIB), define the
PCBs to IMS before you can execute the application.

• If you installed the IMS MAPPED version of the sample application (load module IP TIXIVPIM or TIXIVPME), define
the PCBs to IMS and compile the MFS maps before you can execute the application.

• It is possible to install two or more ITs on a single DB2 subsystem. This is not recommended, but if you do decide to
do this, customize the scripts that are used to install the IT to ensure that the plan name is unique across the DB2
subsystem. This task must be performed by an experienced user. Contact your system administrator for detailed
instructions and site-specific requirements.

• If you are attempting to verify a second IT installation with the sample load module IP, edit the sample load module
IP and change all occurrences of the plan name to another unique plan name. If you do not do this, the second
verification process fails.

Implementation Toolset Installation Errors
This section contains errors and messages associated with the installation, configuration, and execution of the
Implementation Toolset.

The following table explains some of the problems you can encounter when installing the IT.

Problem Explanation User Action
Bind of IT plan fails with error: DSNT210I
# BIND AUTHORIZATION ERROR USING
DBIEFAP AUTHORITY PLAN = INSMODL
PRIVILEGE = BIND DSNT210I # BIND
FOR PLAN IT52USQL NOT SUCCESSFUL

DBIEFAP does not have the authority to
bind plan INSMODL.

Verify that you are installing in the correct
DB2 subsystem. If you are, make sure the
plan name is not already used in the same
subsystem by a different DB2 auth ID.

Bind of IT plans fails because the RPROF
table is missing.

The IT is a generated application and, as
such, requires an RPROF table.

Create an RPROF table for the IT to use
or create a DB2 synonym to an existing
RPROF table.

A PARMLIB file error occurs when you
attempt to start the IT.

This PARM file (PARMLIB) contains
members with site-specific information
and they are generated as a part of the IT
installation. They are required to execute
the IT.

If TIUIT is not in the IT’s PARM file then
execute the option in the ITINSTAL dialog
to create the site-specific PARM files (Build
Parameter files).

The following message displays when you
attempt to start the IT:
TIXGLOB CLIST ERROR
TIXGLOB CLIST MUST BE CREATED
DURING INSTALLATION

The PARM file contains site-specific
information and is generated as a part of
the IT installation. This message indicates
that the PARM file was not created properly
during the IT configuration process.

The safest action is to execute the
ITINSTAL dialog and regenerate the PARM
file.

IP Installation Errors

The following table explains some of the problems you may encounter when installing an Implementation Package (IP).

Problem Explanation User Action
Compile of an application program fails; no
listing is generated. *

Compile listings are only created when a
listing library is specified in the target.

To get a compiler listing, specify a listing
library, compose the MAKE procedure, and
execute the MAKE procedure.
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Compile of an application program fails due
to insufficient storage.

The compiler requires more storage than is
available to compile the program.

The safest action is to execute the
ITINSTAL dialog, increase the COBOL size
parameter specified during IT installation
and regenerate the PARM file.
The size parameter is stored in ISPF
variable TIRCBLSZ, generated into the
TIRIT member of the PARM file. TIRIT is
generated when the IT is installed.
You can change the value in the PARM
file; however, your change is overlaid if the
TIUIT PARM file is regenerated.

Compose of a MAKE procedure fails with
File Not Open

The IT is attempting to write the generated
MAKE procedure and has found that the
output file is not open.

Make sure that the script file associated
with the target being used contains a valid
openfile directive.

Installation of application DDL fails with an
-818 timestamp error.

The IT uses a program (TIUUSQL) to
execute SQL dynamically. The executable
does not match the DBRM used to bind the
program.

Contact your IT administrator. Rebind the
plan for TIUUSQL for the DB2 subsystem
you are using.

Installation of application DDL fails with a
-922 authorization error.

The IT uses a program (TIUUSQL) to
execute SQL dynamically. Either you are
not authorized to execute the plan for this
program or a plan has not been bound for
the DB2 subsystem you are using.

Contact your IT administrator; ask him
or her to grant you execute authority for
the plan or to bind the plan for the DB2
subsystem you are using.

The JCL created by the IT to install
an application database contains DDL
statements in place of IDCAMS control
statements.

The DDL IP you are processing contains
IDCAMS and DDL statements. The
IDCAMS statements are split to the
IDCAMS location and the DDL statements
are split to the DDL location. If the IDCAMS
location and the DDL location are the same,
the DDL overlays the IDCAMS statements.

Specify a unique DDL library and IDCAMS
library.

NCAL link-edit of a module fails with an
SD37 or SE37 abend. *

After the IT compiles a module, the
resulting object module is input to the
linkage editor to produce an NCAL load
module

Delete unused load modules from the
relevant NCAL load library and then
compress it. If necessary, allocate the
library with more space and re-execute the
MAKE procedure.

The split of an RI trigger IP fails with a
dataset not found error.

The split step places the source for the RI
trigger modules in the RI trigger source
library. This data set does not exist.

Correct the target to refer to an existing
library or allocate the library that does not
exist.

The split of a load module IP fails with a
location not found error.

The split step places the installation control
file in the installation control library and the
generated source modules in the source
library. One or both of these locations is
unspecified (that is, a library is unspecified
at the target, model or business system
level).

Specify a source library and install control
library at the target, model, or business
system level.

The split of the load module IP fails with a
dataset not found error.

The split step places the installation control
file in the installation control library and the
generated source modules in source library.
Either the install control library or source
library does not exist.

Correct the target to refer to existing
libraries or allocate the libraries that do not
exist.

Compilation of a module fails with a listing
data set error. *

A listing data set was specified in the
target. A problem was encountered
allocating this data set.

Verify the relevant listing library exists. If
it doesn’t, allocate it or change target to
an existing library, recompose the MAKE
procedure.
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Compilation of a module fails with an SD37
or SE37 abend. *

A compiler output file ran out of space. The
most likely cause is that the listing library is
out of space.

If there is a listing library, check the number
of library extents. If out of space, delete
unused listings and compress library or
allocate more space. Re-execute the MAKE
procedure. If extents are adequate, there
may be a space problem with the sys
temp file allocated to the object module
created by the compiler. Contact your IT
Administrator.

DB2 precompiler fails with a RC=20. Code with embedded SQL is processed
by the DB2 precompiler before its input to
the COBOL compiler. The DB2 precompiler
step failed.

Make sure you specified a DBRM library in
your target. Make sure that DBRM library
exists.

* Action Blocks packaged with a Dynamically Link option of No (static) that are included in a module marked for
Compatibility are compiled twice: once with the compiler option NODLL and again with compiler option DLL. The compile
using the NODLL option uses the libraries specified for Static NCAL Lib and Static LIST Lib. The compile using the
DLL option uses the libraries specified for NCAL Load Lib and Listing Lib. If you are processing modules marked for
Compatibility make sure you verify both sets of libraries exist and have enough space allocated.

NOTE
This extra processing does not occur for Action Blocks packaged with a Dynamically Link option of No but are
only included in Static or Dynamic (DLL) executables.

Implementation Toolset Messages

Various errors may occur during the five steps of installing an Implementation Package. Each of these steps includes
a number of activities, such as opening files, or writing to the configuration database. The Implementation Toolset will
output messages when it encounters an error condition. For more information about these messages, see Implementation
Toolset Messages.

The following tables list the activities associated with each step, and the common error conditions associated with those
activities.

Errors Associated with the Register Step

The following table explains some of the problems you may encounter during the register step.

Processing Actions Potential Error Conditions
Reading IP
Writing to configuration database.

IP file corrupted
Configuration database corrupted
Problem accessing configuration database
Database full.
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Errors Associated with the Split Step

The following table explains some of the problems you may encounter during the split step.

Processing Actions Potential Error Conditions
Reading IP
Reading configuration database.
Writing to target configuration locations.

IP file corrupted
Configuration database corrupted
Problem accessing configuration database
Database full.
Not enough disk space.
Target locations (directories) never created.
User does not have permission to write to target locations.
User does not have permission to overwrite files in target
locations.

Errors Associated with the Compose Step

The following table explains some of the problems you may encounter during the compose step.

Processing Actions Potential Error Conditions
Reading configuration database.
Writing MAKE file.

Configuration database corrupted.
Problem accessing configuration database.
Database full.
Not enough disk space.
Target locations (directories) never created.
User does not have permission to write to target locations.
User does not have permission to overwrite files in target
locations.
Script invalid or incomplete.
Script directives not properly delimited.

Errors Associated with the Execute Step

The following table explains some of the problems you may encounter during the execute step.

Processing Actions Potential Error Conditions
Reading and executing MAKE file.
Using IP components.
Reading and writing to target locations (directories).
Using compiler software.

Configuration database corrupted.
Problem accessing configuration database.
Not enough disk space.
Target locations (directories) never created.
User does not have permission to write to target locations.
User does not have permission to overwrite files in target
locations.
Compiler software not working properly.
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Errors Associated with the Install Step

The following table explains some of the problems you may encounter with the install step.

Processing Actions Potential Error Conditions
Reading configuration database.
Creating Tranmap file.
Reading and writing to target locations (directories).

Configuration database corrupted.
Problem accessing configuration database.
Not enough disk space.
Target locations (directories) never created.
User does not have permission to write to files in target locations.
User does not have permission to overwrite files in target
locations.
Executable currently being used and cannot be overwritten.
Output from compiler invalid.

Post-Installation Considerations
Now that you have successfully installed Gen, consider the following:

• For information about tuning Gen for optimal performance, see Administrating the Host Encyclopedia.

Gen Licensing
Gen does not require a valid license file to install components. You can install any component and can use it for a 30-day
trial period. Only the licensed components continue to work after the 30-day trial period ends.

Trial Period

The 30-day trial period does not apply to features for which you already have licenses, even if the license expired. If
existing licenses for releases before Release 8.6 expired before installing Gen Release 8.6, the component that is
associated with that license may fail with an invalid license message. Since the transition to the new 30-day trial feature
occurs only once, future releases of Gen will not issue the invalid license behavior.

To ensure uninterrupted use of Gen, get updated license keys for expired components before installing Gen Release 8.6.

Licenses

The licensing system on Windows, UNIX, and Linux platforms is similar. After the trial period ends, the license file defines
the components that continue to execute and the generation options available.

The license directory contains the licensing software. When the license directory also contains a file that is named ca.olf,
the new licenses must be merged with existing licenses.

Windows setup installs the licensing software for a new installation or updates the software for an existing installation.
During a new installation on a Windows-based system, installation software creates the licensing folder C:\Program
Files(x86)\CA\SharedComponents\CA_LIC. For a Windows upgrade, the license folder is C:\CA_LIC.

For a new UNIX or a Linux system installation, the installation software creates this licensing folder: /opt/CA/
SharedComponents/ca_lic. If there was a previous installation of the licensing software in /ca_lic or /opt/CA/ca_lic, the
installation moves the license file to /opt/CA/SharedComponents/ca_lic and replaces the old directory with a symbolic link
to /opt/CA/SharedComponents/ca_lic. It creates the symbolic link to maintain support for legacy CA-licensed programs.

The UNIX or Linux installer creates an empty ca.olf if it does not exist so you can merge licenses.
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Distributed ALP Key Certificates

When you receive the Gen software for Windows, UNIX, or Linux, you also receive one or more ALP (Automated
Licensing Program) key certificates, one for each Gen component for which you have a license. The instructions on these
certificates direct you to take one of the following actions:

• Edit the license file using a text editor.
• Add the license information for each component.

The license directory contains the licensing software and the license file ca.olf. When the license directory also contains
an existing file that is named ca.olf, the new licenses must be merged with existing licenses. If the ca.olf file does not
exist, the distributed Gen installer creates an empty ca.olf so you can merge licenses into it.

The installer automatically updates the licensing software, if necessary, as the first step in installing Gen. For more
information about licensing software, access the Broadcom Licensing page and refer to the License IT / ALP section at the
bottom of the page.

If your licenses expire, you can create a support case to provide the ca.olf file. They send you an automated email with
instructions on how to deploy the license files.

Mainframe LMP License Keys

For information about Mainframe LMP keys, see the LMP Keys Requirements section of the Common Components and
Services Requirements topic.

Upgrading to a New Release
When you move to a new Gen release, you need to consider how to make the move with minimum impact on applications
in production or under development.

This section offers some general guidelines and a framework that applies for any upgrade, with specific emphasis and
consideration for upgrading to Gen 8.6:

Use this section with the Release Notes as you develop specific plans for your site. The Release Notes lists changes,
enhancements, and specific actions you must take when migrating to this release. During plan development, you should
also refer to the installation guides for the other products you install that are not part of the Gen product suite.

Considerations When Upgrading Gen Components

This section explains Gen component considerations when planning an upgrade.

Schema Release Levels

The underlying structure of stored model information consists of objects, properties, and associations. In addition, the
structure must adhere to a rigorous set of rules that define the following:

• Objects that are allowed or that you can create
• Properties that are allowed or are required to describe those objects
• Associations that are allowed or are required to describe how those objects relate to one another

The objects, properties, and associations; and rules that govern how they interrelate, are called the schema release
or metamodel, for a Gen software release. An Encyclopedia's schema is the highest model schema the Encyclopedia
supports.

The DMAX table stores values for properties that apply to the entire encyclopedia, such as the encyclopedia name and
ID. The highest schema release level on the DMAX table identifies the current version of the metamodel an Encyclopedia
supports.
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The DMDL tables stores values for properties that apply to an entire model, such as the model name. The
MODEL_RELEASE on the DMDL table indicates the release level for each model.

The following table lists releases over the past several years, the schema release level for each release, and the
introduction and retirement dates.

Release Schema Introduced Retired
GenRelease 8.6 9.2.A6 June 2016
GenRelease 8.5 9.2.A6 May 2013 June 30, 2021
Gen r8 9.2.A6 May 2010 August 31, 2016
AllFusion Gen 7.6 9.1.A5 November 2006 April 30, 2012
AllFusion Gen 7.5 9.1.A5 February 2006 December 2008
AllFusion Gen 7 9.1.A5 December 2004 December 2007
AllFusion Gen 6.5 9.0.A2 October 2002 June 2007
COOL:Gen 6.0 9.0.A2 September 2000 June 2004
COOL:Gen 5.1 8.0.A3 September 1999 September 2002
COOL:Gen 5.0 8.0.A3 September 1998 March 2001
COOL:Gen4.1A 7.0.A8 August 1997 September 2000
Composer 4 7.0.A8 November 1996 March 1999

Current schema is the schema for the current release of Gen. Prior schema and second prior schema refer to schemas
supported in the most recent releases of AllFusion Gen.

The same rules apply to each release according to the schema supported in the release. A statement about support for a
particular schema applies to all releases that support the schema.

Encyclopedias

Gen Host Encyclopedia and Client Server Encyclopedia support current and prior schema models. Prior schema models
cannot use the new features of the current schema. However, prior schema models can use other, non-schema related,
features of the new release.

Broadcom Supports transition models in the second prior schema. You can upload and convert them to the current
schema release level or you can delete them.

For models at a schema level older than the second prior schema, you must convert them to the second prior schema
or prior schema using an encyclopedia release that precedes Gen Release 8.6 before converting them to the current
schema. If a model is not in the current schema, the prior schema, or the second prior schema after the upgrade
completes, the only permitted encyclopedia operation on the model is to delete it.

WARNING

Do not upgrade your encyclopedia before completing the model conversions to a schema that is at least the
second prior schema for this release.

Some constraints apply to encyclopedia functions that use multiple models. For example, when using version control, the
following table identifies supported and unsupported combinations.

Source Model Destination Model Supported
Current Schema Current Schema Yes
Prior Schema Current Schema Yes
Current Schema Prior Schema No
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Prior Schema Prior Schema Yes

Client Server Encyclopedia Component Compatibility

The Client Server Encyclopedia Checkout client should be at the same release as the Workstation Toolset. There is no
Workstation Toolset constraint for other clients. Since the clients are frequently updated after updating the Workstation
Toolset, be aware of the following compatibilities between clients and servers:

• Gen Release 8.6 Client Server Encyclopedia servers support Gen Release 8 and AllFusion Gen 7x clients. Not all new
features of the Gen Release 8.6 Client Server Encyclopedia servers are available when using the AllFusion Gen 7x
and Gen Release 8 clients.

• COOL:Gen 6.0 and Advantage Gen 6.5 Client Server Encyclopedia clients are compatible with Advantage Gen 6.5
servers and AllFusion Gen 7 servers. Not all new features in the later release servers are available to these clients.

You must carefully think about the following communication considerations:

• Broadcom Supports seamless connections between all combinations of current schema and prior schema
encyclopedia server releases. A seamless connection implies that Client Server Encyclopedia servers from different
releases can interact entirely through the Client Server Encyclopedia client interfaces. Both encyclopedias must
support the models involved in any seamless operation.

• Broadcom Supports non-seamless functions between all combinations of supported Client Server Encyclopedia
servers. A non-seamless connection implies that Client Server Encyclopedia servers from different releases can
interact through a command line interface. Both encyclopedias must support the schemas of models involved in any
non-seamless operation.

Workstation Toolsets

A Workstation Toolset supports a single schema release level, the current schema, and cannot open models in any other
schema. You cannot check in any models or subsets checked out in a different schema.

Continuing with Gen Release 8.6, Broadcom Supports installing different releases of the Toolset on one machine
with different levels of support for some components. For additional information about component compatibility in this
environment, see Required Windows Privileges.

Generators

The generators delivered with each release of Gen produce code targeted for the runtime in the same release. Generators
delivered with the Toolset operate only on current schema models because the Toolset only supports current schema
models. You can use generators delivered with an encyclopedia with current schema models and prior schema models.
The generated source code is always for the current runtime.

Upgrading to a new release encyclopedia and toolset require eventually upgrading generated applications to the current
release of the runtime. The Release Notes describes what you must regenerate, recompile, or relink when upgrading to a
new release.

Plan For an Upgrade

You should carefully plan the upgrade to a new release of Gen. Many factors in your organization determine the level and
extent of the required tasks and planning. Your upgrade plans should reflect how your organization uses Gen.

Each time you upgrade from one release to the next, you should consider the following:

• Make sure you understand the effect of the new release
• Construct an upgrade plan for your organization that includes:
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– A strategy for moving model development to the new software
– A plan for ongoing support of generated applications
– A plan for rolling out the new release to the organization

Understand the Effect of the New Release

Before you upgrade to a new release, it is important to understand the differences between the release you have been
using and the new release. You might encounter the following differences:

• New features and functionality may provide opportunities to enhance the applications you are developing or
maintaining, and to make the development process smoother.

• Technical requirements may change as other environments and products change.
• A new schema release for Gen requires model conversions.
• Code generator changes may make differences in application performance or interactions.

Understand the New Features

To help plan the new release roll out, upgrade managers should familiarize themselves with the new release features,
functionality, and technical requirements in the Release Notes. The Release Notes also details specific actions to take,
such as what to regenerate, recompile, or relink when migrating to the current release.

If you skipped an upgrade to one or more releases, review the Release Notes for each skipped release, and the Release
Notes for current release. You might also want to review the z/OS Installation Guide, for skipped releases, especially
when upgrading from a release that Gen no longer supports.

Phased Implementation

You can phase in the upgrades for any release. It is not necessary to upgrade all Gen products at the same time. When
you phase in the upgrades, the following general guidelines apply:

• Upgrade the encyclopedia first. Check in all models before upgrading the encyclopedia, including models and subsets
checked out to Workstation Toolsets and to other encyclopedias. After the upgrade completes, check out the models
you need.

• When the schema level changes, you must convert existing models on the encyclopedia before downloading them to
the new Workstation Toolset. If the encyclopedia includes models in schema levels not supported in the new release,
convert or delete these models.

• A Workstation Toolset only supports models at a single schema level.
• The Implementation Toolset must be at the same or a newer release as the Build Tool, primarily because of the runtime

routines the generated code expects.

Construct an Upgrade Plan for Your Organization

After you understand the effect of the new release, the next step is to build an upgrade plan that consists of the following
major components:

• A strategy for moving models to the new release
• A strategy for maintaining application systems with the new release
• A plan for rolling out the new release to the organization
• To help with your planning activities, this section includes a conversion task list for each component.
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Develop a Model Upgrade Strategy

The model upgrade strategy addresses how to move existing models to the new release. Upgrading models involves the
following steps:

1. Populating the encyclopedia
2. Converting the model to the new schema

You address populating the encyclopedia for all models when you install the encyclopedia software for the new release.
The section, Considerations When Upgrading Gen Components, explains some of the options available for upgrading an
encyclopedia in place, populating the encyclopedia as a whole, or moving models one at a time.

When the new Toolset you are using and the model you want to edit are not at the same schema level, you must convert
the model before you can download it to the new Workstation Toolset. You must use an encyclopedia to convert prior
schema and second prior schema models to the current schema release for support on a current schema workstation.
After converting the model, all Workstation Toolsets that use the model must be at the current schema release.

Determine Your Model Upgrade Strategy

To move existing models to a new release, determine your model upgrade strategy by performing the following tasks:

Follow these steps:

1. Order and install the encyclopedia and workstation software.
2. Establish a test environment for the upgrade project after you install the encyclopedia software.
3. Identify how to populate the encyclopedias. For options, see Considerations When Upgrading Your Encyclopedia

section.
4. Create a model inventory.
5. Identify the models to retain with the new release. For each model, record the following information:

– Ownership
– Contents, for example, where in the life cycle the model is, if the model is used for construction, and so on
– Size, for example, number of objects
– Usage, for example, is the model in development; does it represent a generated system or is it the source of

objects for other models
– Location of the model, for example, does the model need to be returned from a Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE)

to a Host Encyclopedia or to another Client Server Encyclopedia
6. Consider development plans. The upgrade plan must consider development and implementation plans of models

in development. When possible, schedule conversion when there will be minimal implementation and construction
activities to reduce disruption to development team's work.

7. Test the upgrade strategy. Select a model to test the upgrade strategy. Test the encyclopedia population method you
are using. Estimate the timing and space requirements for the actual conversion.

8. Define a fallback or contingency plan that lists the steps required if severe problems develop during the upgrade.
9. Determine the sequence of model conversions and note special requirements or milestones for development projects.

Upgrade a Client Server Encyclopedia

After completing the upgrade plan for your organization, you are ready to do the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE)
upgrade. Perform the following tasks:

Follow these steps:

1. Before installing the new release, use the currently installed Client Server Encyclopedia release and verify there are no
checked out models or subsets and that all models are in a schema the new release supports. Take corrective action
to make the encyclopedia ready to upgrade before removing the currently installed release.

2. Shut down the CSE.
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3. Make a backup of the encyclopedia and coordination database. You may want to make a backup of the CSE software
too.
Important! It is your responsibility to protect your model data.

4. Shut down the database.
5. Uninstall the old release.
6. Upgrade the computer to meet the technical requirements for the new release. Follow the database vendor's

instructions for upgrading a database in place.
7. Make another backup of the encyclopedia and coordination databases using the newly installed database tools.
8. Install the new Gen release and run this command: cse_config
9. Start the new CSE and run post-installation tests.
10. Proceed with model conversion and toolset upgrade plan.

Upgrade a Model

After determining the model strategy, upgrade the model by performing the following tasks.

Follow these steps:

1. Check in all subsets from workstations before upgrading the encyclopedia.
2. If this is a child model on the Client Server Encyclopedia, apply all changes with check in to the parent model.

Note: To convert a model to the current schema, you must check in a model fully and it cannot be a child model.
3. Upgrade the encyclopedia.
4. Use the Model Conversion Utility on the Encyclopedia, if a schema release change is required.
5. Install the new Workstation Toolset.
6. Check out models or subsets and continue your work.

Develop a Strategy for Existing Application Systems

Production applications are not directly affected by upgrading the development environment. But the model or models on
which they are based are directly affected. Your strategy for upgrading applications should include:

• Sufficient testing in the environment to ensure confidence that a new code generator does not affect future changes
• Evaluation of new features to be applied to the application

Note: For information about z/OS application migration, see DLLs, Compatibility and Application Migration in HE in the the
Encyclopedia section.

Upgrade an Application System to Gen

You need to create a strategy for supporting production systems generated before COOL:Gen 6.0, during and after
conversion to Gen Release 8.6.

Follow these steps:

1. Understand the differences between code generated with Gen Release 8.6 and code generated with earlier versions.
Consider the effect of the new features and functions in all releases since the current release.

2. Review construction procedures. Consider the effect of the changes to generation and installation on Release
Management procedures.

3. Create a system inventory. Identify the systems to regenerate. For each model, record the following information:
4. Ownership.
5. Size, such as the number of objects.
6. Determine an application support option. See the section on Application Support options in the Considerations for

Application Support section and determine the best option for upgrading the system.
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7. Sequence the application systems to regenerate. Determine the sequence for upgrading the application systems.
When determining the sequence, make the following considerations:

• Are there dependencies between the systems?
• Are there any ongoing development projects on these systems?
• Is the system critical to the business?

After you determine the systems to regenerate, develop a plan for each system.

Template Task List for Regenerating an Application System

This section lists template conversion tasks for moving an older application into a Gen Release 8.6 application
environment. This task list varies depending on the number of older applications in your organization, the size and
expertise of the development team, and the development stages of the applications to convert. The task list is not based
on using a particular component or the release from which you are converting. For example, the task list is not dependent
on using the Host Encyclopedia or the Client Server Encyclopedia.

The following template task list is for regenerating an application system:

• Pre-system test
• Convert model to Gen Release 8.6

– Run consistency check against model
– Identify and resolve consistency issues
– Review, document, and fine tune the data model

• Generate new system and perform preliminary system test
– Allocate construction libraries
– Generate database
– Generate RI triggers
– Review external action blocks
– Select load modules for pre-system generation
– Generate load modules for pre-system generation
– Test and review selected load modules

• Establish detailed system test plan
– Establish testing plan and testing sequence
– Develop system test scripts
– Load database with test data
– Assign USER security access to modules
– Review test system plan

• Suspend new development
– Limit additional activity on prior schema models

• System test
– Generate entire system to upgrade
– Complete system test
– Resolve any issues on differences
– Validate entire system test results

• Production implementation
• Convert production models to current schema

– Copy and rebind the plans
– Regenerate system and promote system into production

• Validation
– Validate procedures
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Produce Rollout Plan

For any major new release, you must build into the plan the tasks to communicate the new features and train those using
the new release. The plan must also include the rollout of workstation software to the developers using the new release.

The following sample rollout plan lists the tasks required to communicate the new features:

• Establish Gen standards
– User interface standards

• Standard OCXs
– DBMS standards

• Develop a training plan
– Determine training needs
– Review the training matrix in the section Recommended Training for Gen Users

• Determine a workstation implementation plan
– Determine the workstations to upgrade
– Order software, including:

• Gen Release 8.6
• Compilers, database, and precompilers

– Sequence installation of software
– Test and review installed software

Recommended Training for Gen Users

The section describes the training required for different types of users:

Project Managers
- Overview of what is available in the new release, including additional functionality and platforms available

All workstation users
- Toolset training on new features and functions

Constructors and Database Administrators
- Technical design options

Constructors
- Toolset training on new features and functions

Encyclopedia Administrator
- Host Encyclopedia or CSE training

Identify Roles and Responsibilities for the Upgrade Team

When upgrading a Gen project, you must identify who is responsible for each task. The number of individuals depends on
the tasks in your detailed plan and the extent to which your organization uses Gen.

Address the roles and responsibilities as you assemble the upgrade team. The roles and responsibilities are as follows:

Project Sponsor
- Overall responsibility for the upgrade. Understands business drivers that determine the need for an upgrade

Upgrade Team Manager
- Responsible for the planning, coordination, and day-to-day management of the upgrade

Application Specialists
- Available to the project as knowledgeable individuals in the functionality of the application being upgraded

Systems Administrator
- Responsible for installing and maintaining the encyclopedia environment
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Database Administrator
- Responsible for general database preparation, maintenance, and support during the upgrade process

Gen Specialist
- Responsible for knowing all new functionality within Gen, and how to take advantage of it, for upgrading the
application, and for support when required

Workstation Administrator
- Responsible for installing all workstation software

Finalize the Upgrade Plan

At this stage, you have determined the members of your upgrade team and the scope of the upgrade from three
perspectives:

• Models you want to retain under the new release
• Application systems that need regeneration
• Rollout to the organization
• You can prepare the upgrade project plan using a Project Charter and schedule. The charter outlines the objectives,

goals, critical success factors, and completion criteria for the project. The schedule depicts timelines, milestones,
tasks, and resources. You may require several charters and schedules for complex projects.

Before you start the upgrade project, all parties must agree to the charter. Reaching agreement and the parties involved,
depends on your organization and the size and nature of the conversion.

The upgrade plan should cover the following:

• How and when to upgrade the Encyclopedia
• How and when to test the production systems support
• How and when to regenerate production systems
• How and when to upgrade the models
• How and when to implement the training plan
• What changes are required to individuals' roles and responsibilities

Considerations for Supporting Generated Applications

This section explains the referential integrity triggers considerations and the options for allocation upgrade considerations
you should review when supporting generated applications.

Referential Integrity Triggers

Referential Integrity Triggers do not require regeneration unless it is a Java application.

Options for Application Upgrade

If you have a production application built with an earlier version of Gen, upgrading your development environment
does not directly affect the application's operation. Since most applications require ongoing maintenance to adjust for
environment and business changes, you must consider the effect on the overall application of regenerating part of the
application.

The goal of model-based development is to define applicable functional requirements, regardless of programming
language or platform. Ideally, a regenerated part would fit seamlessly into an existing application. However, the continuing
evolution of the technical infrastructure for Gen, compilers, teleprocessing monitors, and operating systems means that
you still need to test and adapt as you move forward.

There are several approaches for maintaining systems generated under an earlier version of Gen:
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• Continue support for the model using your current version of the software.
• Upgrade the system as part of a systems development project.

If you plan a major modification or extension of the system, you can use the development project as a vehicle for moving
toward the current release. During the transition period, you must implement coordination procedures to ensure that
emergency production fixes are also implemented in the new development model, as applicable.

If you are working with consecutive releases using the same encyclopedia data tables, you can work with separate
models using different software, and migrate required changes forward.

Considerations for Supporting Generated Applications

• Convert the model to the current schema and regenerate the entire system in the current release.

This option requires regeneration of the entire system using the current release code generator and runtime routines.

The decision to take this option depends on:

• – Availability of regression tools or resources to carry out any system test and regression test activities required
– System size, complexity, and the impact of system down time on the business
– During the test period for the newly generated system, fixes may be required using the earlier version of the model.

You must have a coordination procedure to ensure that fixes are not lost during the transition.

The benefit of this approach is that you can trace all code behaviors to one code generator. It is easier to exploit
possibilities for performance improvements offered with the newest releases of Gen progressively.

• Evolve support for new releases.

Using this option, the application remains as it is. The model on which it is based resides in the current release
encyclopedia and is converted to the current schema. You generate changes to the system as needed, using the current
code generator. You should include any adaptation required for the current release, or other technical environment
changes, in tests for the changed portions of the application.

You should still plan some code generation testing during the upgrade to establish a level of confidence with the new code
generator in your environment and to anticipate adaptation requirements.

This approach depends on some level of compatibility in runtime support between the prior and current release in the
targeted configuration for the generated application. For information about the requirements to migrate to the new release,
see the Release Notes.

Post-Installation Configuration Activities
The Gen documentation describes post-installation configuration activities and how to use the Gen product features. You
can find this information in the following sections:

• Client Server Encyclopedia
• Implementation Toolset

– Windows Implementation Toolset
– UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset
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– NonStop Implementation Toolset
• Build Tool
• Diagram Trace Utility
• Transaction Enabler
• Communications Bridge
• Client Manager
• MQSeries Middleware
• Tuxedo Middleware
• TCP/IP Middleware
• ECI Middleware
• .NET Remoting
• C Proxy
• COM Proxy
• Java Proxy
• .NET Proxy
• Java Web Client
• >Web Generation
• ASP.NET Web Client
• .NET Servers
• Enterprise JavaBeans
• CFB Converter Services for EJBs
• Web Service Wizard
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Reference
This article provides information that is related to Best Practices, Messages, User Exits, Glossary, and API Encyclopedia.

Download a PDF of this Reference section.

This section contains the following reference information for Gen:

• Best Practices - Provides best practices information for various tools and processes.
• Host Encyclopedia Reference - Includes information about several HE tables, including HE schema tables, HE data

tables, and HE public interface tables.
• Client-Server Encyclopedia References - Includes information about CSE schema and data tables.
• User Exits - Provides information about various user exits that are available.
• Encyclopedia API Reference - Provides information about how to use the Encyclopedia and Workstation Application

Program Interface (API) software for Gen. Provides reference information about the encyclopedia API.
• Messages - Provides descriptions about various messages.
• Glossary of Gen Terms - Provides terminology information for the build tool, the distributed processing client manager,

and the toolset.

User Exits
A user exit is modifiable source code that you can customize to fit your specific needs. The user exits can be as simple or
as complex as you require.

All the user exits in the Gen documentation space are grouped in this section.

This section is intended for programmers and application developers working on building applications. Users should have
knowledge about the set of user exits that are invoked from the execution environments in which their components of the
application are deployed.

Gen generated applications invoke several Gen supplied routines at execution time to perform various functions. Most of
these routines are provided as DLLs or shared libraries and cannot be modified by the user. However, some routines have
been implemented as user exits.

The source modules as delivered are referred to as default exits because the logic they contain is executed if no
modifications are made. The source for the default exits are in the Gen installation directory.

Visual Studio Support

Gen supports compiling generated C applications on Windows using Visual Studio.

NOTE
For more information about which version of Visual Studio is supported, see Third-Party Software Version in the
Technical Requirements section.

The %GENxx%Gen folder contains a collection of files that support Visual Studio. A set of user exit rebuild procedures is
also present in the %GENxx%Gen folder and must be used to rebuild any necessary Visual Studio designated user exits.

64-bit Windows Support

Gen supports compiling and executing generated C Blockmode and server applications as 64-bit images on Windows
using Visual Studio. The %GENxx%Gen\amd64 folder contains a collection of files that support 64-bit Windows. A set
of user exit rebuild procedures is also available in the %GENxx%Gen\amd64 folder and must be used to rebuild any
necessary 64-bit designated user exits.
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NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

User Exits Collections

Gen provides many user exits that span several components and are written in several languages. The following list is the
collection of the various sets of user exits that are documented within this section:

1. Windows User Exits
a. Windows C User Exits
b. Block Mode Runtime User Exits
c. GUI Runtime User Exits
d. Client Middleware User Exits
e. Server Runtime User Exits
f. Server Middleware User Exits
g. C Proxy User Exits
h. Windows Java User Exits
i. Windows .Net User Exits

2. UNIX/Linux User Exits
a. Block Mode Runtime User Exits
b. Client Middleware User Exits
c. Server Runtime User Exits
d. Asynchronous Daemon User Exits
e. Server Middleware User Exits
f. C Proxy User Exits

3. z/OS User Exits
a. Block Mode Runtime User Exits
b. Middleware User Exits
c. Server Runtime User Exits

4. NonStop User Exits
a. Block Mode Runtime User Exits
b. Server Runtime User Exits

5. Web Generation User Exits
6. Web View User Exits
7. .NET User Exits
8. Browser User Exits

User Exit General Information

After the desired user exit source file has been located, make a backup copy of the file, edit the file, and then save it back
to its original name and location.

WARNING
Do not modify the package name. Doing so causes the exit to be unrecognized at runtime.

Because the user exit source files are saved to their original locations, it can be useful to save the original and modified
sources in a configuration management system to prevent the changes from being lost must a new installation overwrite
the source file.

NOTE
Throughout this section, steps are provided to execute several Windows user exit rebuild procedures. Before
executing these procedures, verify that the required compiler or linker environment variables are initialized.
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Visual Studio supplies two batch scripts that must be run from within the command window to set these
variables.

For Visual Studio, these batch scripts can be referenced through the supplied environment variables VS140COMNTOOLS
and VCINSTALLDIR as follows:

• For 32-bit or 64-bit build environments:
“%VS140COMNTOOLS%VSVARS32.BAT”

• In addition, for 64-bit build environments only:
“%VCINSTALLDIR%VCVARSALL.BAT” x64

In the following sections, each user exit is documented as follows:

User Exit Name and Title
Acts as heading for User Exit

Functional Usage
Displays calling format, including format, and return variable

Source Code
Indicates name of the source code filename

Purpose
Details the purpose of the user exit

Arguments
Lists a table with arguments and descriptions

Return Code
Lists a table with return codes and descriptions

Default Behavior
Describes how the user exit behaves when delivered (unmodified)

Building on Target System
Describes how to rebuild the user exit

Related User Exits
Displays a list of related user exits

Windows C User Exits
This article provides information for Windows C user exits. There are several sets of user exits to support the variety of C
applications that run on the Windows platform.

Batch files are provided to help with building the runtime user exits for each runtime environment that is listed in the
following sections.

The following table lists the sets of runtime user exits available on the Windows platform:

User Exit Set Provided As
Block Mode Runtime AEUEXITN.DLL, AECDB2N.DLL, AECODBN.DLL,

AECORAN.DLL
GUI Runtime WREN.DLL, STUBDB2N.EXE, STUBODBN.EXE,

STUBORAN.EXE
Client Middleware
       Client Manager CMICXN.DLL, CIDEN.DLL, DECREN.DLL, IEFDIRN.DLL,

RSCUXN.DLL
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       Communications Bridge CIDEN.DLL, DECREN.DLL, ECIUXN.DLL, RSCUXN.DLL,
TCPUXN.DLL

       Common System Utilities (CSU) CSUVNN.DLL
       TCP/IP as Transport TCPCXN.DLL
       WebSphere MQ as Transport MQSCXN.DLL
       ECI as Transport ECICXN.DLL, ECIV2CXN.DLL
       Tuxedo as Transport TXWCXN.DLL, TXCXN.DLL
       Web Services as Transport WSCXN.DLL
Server Runtime AEUEXITN.DLL, AECDB2N.DLL, AECODBN.DLL,

AECORAN.DLL
Asynchronous Daemon AEFSECEX.EXE
Server Middleware
       WebSphere MQ as Transport MQSSXN.DLL
C Proxy PREXN.DLL

Windows C Proxy User Exits
Windows C Proxy user exits are rebuilt into the DLL PREXN.DLL using the command procedure proxyxit.nt in
%GENxx%Gen\ for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

The following table summarizes the functions available through the user exits for C Proxy applications:

C Proxy: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
WRSECTOKEN proxyxit.c Client Security Token Exit
WRSECENCRYPT proxyxit.c Client/Server Encryption Exit
WRSECDECRYPT proxyxit.c Client/Server Decryption Exit

WRSECTOKEN - Client Security Token Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for WRSECTOKEN. The proxy runtime calls the client-side security exit to let a user
influence how client security data is processed by the proxy runtime code involved in servicing a cooperative flow.

This topic defines WRSECTOKEN - Client Security Token Exit.

int WRSECTOKEN (char *clientUserid,

   char *clientPassword,

   char *trancode,

   char *nextLocation,

   BOOL *bClntMgrSecurity,

   long *tokenLen,

   char *token,

   char *failureMsg)

Source Code

PROXYXIT.C
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Purpose

Specifically, this exit influences if the Common Format Buffer (CFB) request contains a security offset and if that
data populated in the security offset must be used by other runtime components such as the Client Manager or
Communications Bridge when servicing the cooperative flow request.

The trancode and nextLocation variables are provided as input. These input values can be used by the user exit code to
determine what return code value must be specified.

In addition to the return code value, this exit has the option of returning some fields as output data to the calling runtime
code.

For more information about the input and output fields of this exit routine, see Arguments.

For a description on what the invoking proxy runtime does because of receiving one of the expected return values, see
Return Codes.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*clientUserid Input/Output A pointer to a character array that contains
the value of the proxy ClientUserid
attribute. This user exit can set this value by
modifying the data area pointed to by this
argument. The value that is assigned by
this user exit cannot exceed 64 bytes.

*clientPassword Input/Output A pointer to a character array that contains
the value of the proxy ClientPassword
attribute. This user exit can set this value by
modifying the data area pointed to by this
argument. The value that is assigned by
this user exit cannot exceed 64 bytes.

*trancode Input A pointer to a character array that contains
the trancode that is associated with the
flow being processed by the proxy runtime
synchronous or asynchronous cooperative
flow operation.

*nextLocation Input A pointer to a character array that
contains the Next Location variable that is
associated with the flow being processed
by the proxy runtime synchronous or
asynchronous cooperative flow operation.
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*bClntMgrSecurity Output A pointer to an integer Boolean field that
can be set to either TRUE or FALSE. The
value of this field only has meaning if this
user exit returns SecurityUsedEnhanced.
TRUE indicates that the security data
(Client User ID and Client Password)
that is added to the security offset of the
associated CFB must be used as the
source of the UserID and Password by the
Client Manager or Communications Bridge.

*tokenLen Input/Output On input, tokenLen is a pointer to a long
integer field that contains the maximum
length of the allocated token character
buffer. The maximum token length depends
on the available space remaining during the
construction of the CFB.
On return from the exit, the long integer
pointed to by tokenLen must contain the
actual length of data that is returned in the
character array, which is pointed to by the
token argument.
Note: The use of a token is optional, and
therefore, setting the long integer pointed
to by tokenLen to zero indicates that a
token is not specified by the user exit. The
length value that is returned by this field
only has meaning if this user exit returns
SecurityUsedEnhanced.

*token Input/Output On input, token is a pointer to a character
array that accepts a user specified security
token. The use of a user specified security
token is optional. The token data that is
provided by this user exit is provided to
the server-side TIRSECV security user
exit. The security token that is returned by
this field only has meaning if this user exit
returns SecurityUsedEnhanced.

*failureMsg Input/Output The pointer to an 80-character array that
can receive a user provided null terminated
error message string. The string pointed to
by the failureMsg pointer is incorporated
into an error message that is displayed by
the proxy runtime.

NOTE
If messages exceed the 32K limit, this exit calculates the length considering a maximum length of 16777215
bytes and then truncates the result to a maximum of 32768 bytes as this is the length that is allowed by the
generated code for the security token.

If you do not exceed the 32K limit, the maximum length remains the same as 31900 bytes.
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Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

SecurityNotUsed Indicates to the runtime that the CLIENT_USER_ID,
CLIENT_PASSWORD, and security token is NOT used to
populate any part of the cooperative flow request. The client-side
security variables are not added to the CFB by the proxy runtime.

SecurityUsedStandard Indicates to the runtime that at most eight (8) bytes of
the CLIENT_USER_ID and at most eight (8) bytes of the
CLIENT_PASSWORD data is set into the CFB header. The
associated request buffer contains a CFB Security Offset
area, and will therefore, not contain a security token. Also,
by not making use of the CFB Security Offset area, the
Client User ID and Client Password values are not eligible for
being encrypted.

SecurityUsedEnhanced Indicates to the runtime that the CLIENT_USER_ID,
CLIENT_PASSWORD, and the optional Security Token must be
added to the CFB by way of the CFB Security Offset. Also, at most
(8) bytes of the Client User ID value are set into the CFB header.

SecurityError Indicates to the runtime that an error was encountered by the
user exit and that the processing of the associated request has
failed. The error indication and message string returned using
the failureMsg argument would be returned to the proxy runtime.
The proxy runtime displays an error message indicating the failed
request.

Default Behavior

The WRSECTOKEN user exit, as delivered with Gen, returns SecurityNotUsed. In addition, although not necessary, the
user exit sets the long integer pointed to by the tokenLen pointer to zero, and sets the Boolean field pointed to by the
bClntMgrSecurity pointer to False.

Building on Windows

The C Proxy Decryption exit is built as part of the dynamic link library PREXN.DLL.

Install Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your computer as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile PROXYXIT.NT. The path is

%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F PROXYXIT.NT.
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Related User Exits

The following exits are related user exits:

• TIRSECV
• WRSECENCRYPT
• WRSECDECRYPT

WRSECENCRYPT - Client Side Encryption Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for WRSECENCRYPT - Client Side Encryption Exit (Windows). The proxy runtime calls
the client-side encryption exit to provide the opportunity to encrypt a cooperative flow request from C Proxy applications.

This topic defines the WRSECENCRYPT - Client Side Encryption Exit.

int WRSECENCRYPT (char *trancode,

   char *nextLocation,

   char *clientUserid,

   long maxViewLen,

   long *encryptViewLen,

   unsigned char *encryptView,

   char *failureMsg)

Source Code

PROXYXIT.C

Purpose

The data in the Common Format Buffer (CFB) that is eligible to be encrypted include the view data and optional security
offset area of the cooperative flow.

The user provides an encryption algorithm that consists of manipulating the data pointed to by encryptView. The
encryptViewLen, on input contains the number of bytes eligible for being encrypted. The process of encryption cannot
result in an encrypted buffer area that exceeds maxViewLen. If this exit performs the encryption, EncryptViewLen must be
updated with the length of the encrypted result. Also, this exit must return the EncryptionUsed return code value.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*trancode Input A pointer to a character array that contains
the trancode that is associated with the
synchronous or asynchronous cooperative
flow being processed by the proxy runtime.

*nextLocation Input A pointer to a character array that contains
the Next Location that is associated
with the synchronous or asynchronous
cooperative flow being processed by the
proxy runtime.
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*clientUserid Input A pointer to a character array that contains
the value of the CLIENT_USER_ID
variable that is associated with the flow
being processed by the proxy runtime
synchronous or asynchronous cooperative
flow processing. The CLIENT_USESRID
variable is optionally set by Action
Language that is coded within the C Proxy
code.

MaxViewLen Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
encrypted data can occupy.

*encryptViewLen Input/Output A pointer to a long field. On input,
EncryptViewLen is the length of the
current buffer space (in bytes) of the data
eligible for being encrypted. On output,
EncryptViewLen must be updated to
contain the length of the encrypted data.
The length of the encrypted result cannot
exceed maxViewLen.

*encryptView Input/Output A character pointer to the starting location
of the data eligible for being encrypted. The
encrypted data must be copied to this same
memory location.

*failureMsg Input/Output The pointer to an 80-character array that
can receive a user provided null terminated
error message string. The string pointed to
by the failureMsg pointer is incorporated
into an error message that is displayed by
the proxy runtime.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

EncryptionNotUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit did not perform any
encryption to the provided data buffer.

EncryptionUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit did perform encryption
on the provided data. The runtime marks the CFB as being
encrypted. An encrypted CFB triggers the decryption counterpart
user exit to be invoked by the target server manager. The server-
side decryption user exit is TIRDCRYP.

EncryptionFailure Indicates to the runtime that an error was encountered by the
user exit and that the processing of the associated request has
failed. The error indication and message string returned using the
failureMsg argument would be returned to the proxy runtime. The
proxy runtime pops up an error message display indicating the
failed request.
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Default Behavior

The WRSECENCRYPT user exit, as delivered with Gen, returns EncryptionNotUsed.

Building on Windows

The C Proxy Security Token exit is built as part of the dynamic link library PREXN.DLL.

Install the compiler for Microsoft Visual C++ on your system as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile PROXYXIT.NT. The path is %GENxx%Gen

for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F PROXYXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

The following exits are the related user exits:

• TIRNCRYP
• WRSECDECRYPT

WRSECDECRYPT - Client Decryption Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for WRSECDECRYPT - Client Decryption Exit (Windows). The proxy runtime calls the
client-side decryption exit when an encrypted response buffer is received from a target server.

This topic defines the WRSECDECRYPT - Client Decryption Exit:

int WRSECDECRYPT (long maxViewLen,

   long *encryptViewLen,

   unsigned char *encryptView,

   char *failureMsg)

Source Code

PROXYXIT.C

Purpose

The user provides a decryption algorithm that manipulates the data pointed to by encryptView. The encryptViewLen,
on input contains the number of bytes available into which the encrypted buffer area can be decrypted. The process
of decryption cannot result in a decrypted buffer area that exceeds maxViewLen. If this exit performs the decryption,
EncryptViewLen must be updated with the length of the decrypted result.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

maxViewLen Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
decrypted data can occupy.

*encryptViewLen Input/Output On input, EncryptViewLen is the current
buffer space (in bytes) of the encrypted
data. On output, EncryptViewLen must
be updated to contain the length of the
decrypted data. The length of the decrypted
result cannot exceed maxViewLen.

*encryptView Input/Output A pointer to the starting location of the data
eligible for being decrypted. The decrypted
data must be copied back into this same
memory location.

*failureMsg Input/Output The pointer to an 80-character array that
can receive a user provided null terminated
error message string. The string pointed to
by the failureMsg pointer is incorporated
into an error message that is displayed by
the proxy runtime.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

DecryptionNotUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit did not perform any
decryption of the encrypted data buffer.

DecryptionUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit successfully performed
the decryption of the provided encrypted data.

DecryptionFailure Indicates to the runtime that an error was encountered by the
user exit and that the decryption processing has failed The error
indication and message string that is returned using the failureMsg
argument is returned to the proxy Runtime. The proxy runtime
pops up an error message display indicating the failed request.

Default Behavior

The WRSECDECRYPT user exit, as delivered with Gen, return DecryptionNotUsed.

Building on Windows

The C Proxy Encryption exit is built as part of the dynamic link library PREXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, install the compiler for the Microsoft Visual C++ on your computer.
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Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile PROXYXIT.NT. The path is %GENxx%Gen

for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F PROXYXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

The following exits are the related user exits:

• TIRDCRYP
• WRSECENCRYPT

WebSphere MQ Server Transport - Windows User Exits
This article provides information for WebSphere MQ Server Transport user exits. All supplied WebSphere MQ Server
Transport user exits are written using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes the WebSphere MQ Exits:

WebSphere MQ Transport:

Language: C

WebSphere MQ Transport: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_MQS_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLET
E

cimqsvex.c Verifies that connection to a target server is
successful.

CI_MQS_DPS_EXIT cimqsvex.c MQ Directory Services Exit
CI_MQS_DYNAMICQNAME_EXIT cimqsvex.c Provide Queue Name that is used when

opening a dynamic queue.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CI_MQS_DPC_SETREPORTOPTIONS - Override Put Queue Report Options Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for the CI_MQS_DPC_SETREPORTOPTIONS - Override Put Queue Report Options
Exit.

void CI_MQS_DPC_setReportOptions(MQLONG *reportOptions);

Source Code

CIMQSVEX.C

Purpose

This exit can be used to override the set of report options that are defined for the WebSphere MQ Put Message Descriptor
before the issuance of an MQPUT() operation.
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The report options set by the runtime are described in the following table:

Report Option Description

MQRO_EXCEPTION This type of report can be generated when an exception occurs.
For instance if a message is sent to another queue manager and
the message cannot be delivered to the specified destination
queue.

MQRO_EXPIRATION An Expiration report. This type of report is generated by the queue
manager if the message is discarded before the delivery to an
application because its expiry time has passed.

MQRO_PASS_MSG_ID If a report is generated, the MsgId of the current message being
processed is to be copied to the MsgId of the report message.

MQRO_COPY_MSG_ID_TO_CORREL_ID Indicates the correlation ID of the report that is generated must
equal the message ID of the request originally issued.

MQRO_DEAD_LETTER_Q This option causes the original message to be placed on the dead-
letter queue when an exception occurs.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*reportOptions Input/Output A pointer to a long value representing the
currently defined report options to be used
in the Put Message Descriptor.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The runtime specified report options are left unchanged.

Building on Windows

The WebSphere MQ Override Put Queue Report Options exit is built as part of the dynamic link library MQSSXN.DLL.

Install the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your system as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile SMQSEXIT.NT. The path is %GENxx%Gen

for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
  xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F SMQSEXIT.NT.
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Related User Exits

None

CI_MQS_DPS_EXIT - MQSeries DPS Directory Services Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for the CI_MQS_DPS_EXIT - MQSeries DPS Directory Services Exit (Windows). The
provided sample WebSphere MQ DPS Directory Services exit is an implementation of Transaction routing.

void CI_MQS_DPS_Exit (char   *qMgr,

   char   *srvQname,

   long   *numRequests,

   long   *getMsgTO,

   char   *serverName);

Source Code

CIMQSVEX.C

Purpose

Transaction routing is a conceptual process that lets cooperative flow data be routed from a Distributed Process Server
(DPS) to a programmatically determined Distributed Process Server (DPS). This exit can use the input serverName, which
is the server load module name calling this exit, to programmatically modify the output parameters.

The local queue manager of the current cooperative request and put queue names can be overridden using this exit. Also
a Get queue timeout value and a parameter specifying the servers multiple transaction behavior can be customized.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*qMgr Input/Output A character string containing the name of
the local queue manager. By default, the
application obtains this information from
the model during generation. This exit can
override this name.

*srvQName Input/Output A character string containing the name
of the put queue connecting to the local
queue manager. By default, the application
obtains this information from the model
during generation.
This exit can override this name.

*numRequests Input/Output Specifies the number of transactions the
server calling this exit can execute before
the server shutting down. A mechanism to
limit the number of transactions a server
can execute.
Default: -1, no limit to the number of
transactions that can be serviced.
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*getMsgTO Input/Output A long value representing the reply timeout
applied to the get queue associated with
the current flow request.
Default: The default value is
MQWI_UNLIMITED.
(-1), wait indefinitely. If set, the number
represents milliseconds.
This exit can override this name.

*serverName Input A character string containing the name of
the server load module executing this exit.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The supplied sample does not implement dynamic transaction routing. For more information about default values for the
various parameters, see the preceding Arguments section.

Building on Windows

The WebSphere MQ DPS Directory Services exit is built as part of the dynamic link library MQSSXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile SMQSEXIT.NT. The path is

%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F SMQSEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

None

CI_MQS_DYNAMICQNAME_EXIT - Dynamic Queue Name Override Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for the CI_MQS_DYNAMICQNAME_EXIT - Dynamic Queue Name Override Exit
(Windows). The Dynamic Queue Name exit allows override of the queue name that is used when opening a dynamic
queue.

void CI_MQS_DynamicQName_Exit (char   *dynamicQName);

Source Code

CIMQSVEX.C
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Purpose

The resulting Dynamic Queue obtains its attributes from the specified WebSphere MQ Model Queue name. The passed
in dynamicQName area can be modified by placing a null terminated string of the value to be used as the dynamic queue
name, including the use of valid WebSphere MQ pattern characters that are used to name dynamic queues.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*dynamicQName Input/Output A pointer to a character buffer, of
length MQ_Q_NAME_LENGTH+1 (48
+1), that contains the default name
of the dynamic queue as built by
the WebSphere MQ runtime (that is,
username.processid.threadid).

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The dynamic queue name is not modified.

Building on Windows

The WebSphere MQ DPS Dynamic Queue Name Override exit is built as part of the dynamic link library MQSSXN.DLL.

Install the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your system as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile SMQSEXIT.NT. The path is

%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F SMQSEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

None
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Windows Server User Exits
This article provides information for the Windows Server user exits and the functions available through the user exits for
generated server applications.

Name Description
DBCOMMIT Database commit User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
DBCONNCT Database connection User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
DBDISCNT Database disconnect User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
SRVRERROR Server to Server Error User Exit (Server Only)
TIRDCRYP Decrypt User Exit (Server Only)
TIRDLCT Dialect User Exit
TIRDRTL Default Retry Limit User Exit
TIRELOG Server Error Logging User Exit (Server Only)
TIRHELP Help Interface User Exit
TIRMTQB Message Table User Exit
TIRNCRYP Encrypt User Exit (Server Only)
TIRSECR Security Interface User Exit
TIRSECV Server Security Validation User Exit (Server Only)
TIRSYSID System ID User Exit
TIRTERMA User Termination User Exit
TIRTIAR Database error message User Exit. There is one user exit routine

for each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
TIRUPDB MBCS Uppercase Translation User Exit
TIRUPPR Uppercase Translation User Exit
TIRURTL Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit
TIRUSRID User ID User Exit
TIRXINFO Locale Information User Exit (Server Only)
TIRXLAT National Language Translation User Exit (Server Only)
TIRYYX Date User Exit

Note: The database user exits DBCONNCT, DBCOMMIT, DBDISCNT, and TIRTIAR are rebuilt into individual DLLs
(AECDB2N.DLL, AECODBN.DLL, AECORAN.DLL) using the command procedure mkdbs.bat in %GENxx%Gen for Visual
Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

Server runtime user exits are rebuilt into the DLL AEUEXITN.DLL using the command procedure mkexits.bat found in
%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit. This is the same DLL that is
used with Block Mode applications.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Because many of these user exits have already been documented in the section Windows Block Mode User Exits, only
the user exits that are specific to server applications are detailed in the following subsections.
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SRVRERROR - Server to Server Error Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for SRVRERROR - Server to Server Error Exit (Windows). This exit is invoked by the
calling server when errors occur at the destination server, during a server-to-server flow.

int SRVRERROR ( char * from,

   char * to,

   char * errLst,

   int dtp,

   int failureType,

   char * failureCommand,

   ErrorToken errorToken);

Source Code

TIRSERRX.C

Purpose

This exit can influence the default runtime error behavior in how the detected error is handled. When the
NOTPROPAGATE_ERR is returned, the calling procedure step continues the execution, ignoring the fact that an error has
occurred in the destination procedure step. When PROPAGATE_ERR is returned, an error message is created and then
returned to the calling procedure step.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*from Input A character string pointing to the name of
the source or calling procedure step

*to Input A character string pointing to the name of
the target or called procedure step

*errLst Input A character string pointing to the XFAIL
message of the destination server. This
message buffer can contain multiple new
line terminated strings. The initial portion
of the buffer is formatted to fit a 24 line by
80-character screen format. More free form
data can follow the 24 x 80 lines, up to the
maximum of 2048 bytes.

dtp Input An integer value of 1 if the to procedure
step is a distributed transaction participant,
0 if otherwise
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failureType Input An enumerated value representing a failure
code
CFBUILD = 0 - implies the calling
procedure step failed to build/parse the
message that is bound for the destination
procedure step
XFAIL = 1 - implies the destination
procedure step execution failed
XERR = 2 - implies a communication
error between the calling and destination
procedure steps

*failureCommand Input/Output A command that the destination procedure
step can return to the calling procedure
step. A maximum of 8 chars plus NULL.

errorToken Input/Output This parameter is only used with XFAL
messages. errorToken can contain a
token that is constructed by the Error
Logging exit (TIRELOG) at the target or
called procedure step. (4096 +1 bytes)

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

0 - PROPAGATE_ERR The error is processed normally within the calling procedure step.

1-NOTPROPAGATE_ERR The calling procedure step continues the execution ignoring the
fact that error occurs in the destination procedure step.

Default Behavior

Errors are propagated to the calling procedure step. An error message is created and returned to the calling procedure
step.

Building on Windows

The Server to Server Error User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

Install the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your system as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT. The path is

%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.
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Related User Exits

None

TIRDCRYP - Server Decryption Exit (Windows)

This article provides information about the TIRDCRYP - Server Decryption Exit (Windows). TIRDCRYP is called by the
Server Manager after it detects that the client has sent an encrypted cooperative buffer.

void TIRDCRYP( unsigned char * rp1,

   unsigned char * rp2,

   TIRDCRYP_cmcb * pTIRDCRYP_cmcb);

Source Code

TIRDCRYP.C

Purpose

TIRDCRYP is called by the Server Manager after it detects that the client has sent an encrypted cooperative buffer. The
Server Manager constructs a work buffer containing the concatenated View Data and Client Security sections. The user is
responsible for decrypting the area pointed to by pDataBuffer for IBufferSize bytes.

The inputs pDataBuffer and IDecryptMaxSize as well as the outputs IBufferSize return_code and failure_msg are fields
within a structure pointed to by the pTIRDCRYP_cmcb parameter.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*pTIRDCRYP_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

lDecryptMaxSize Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
decrypted data can occupy.

lBufferSize Input/Output On input, IBufferSize is the current buffer
space (in bytes) of the encrypted data.
On output, IBuffferSize must be updated
by this exit to contain the length of the
decrypted data. The length of the decrypted
result cannot exceed lDecryptMaxSize.
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*pDataBuffer Input/Output On input, a pointer to the starting location
of the encrypted View Data and Client
Security sections within the CFB work
buffer.
On output, this exit must ensure that this
same data area contains the unencrypted
versions of the input data. The length
of this decrypted result cannot exceed
lDecryptMaxSize.

return_code Output A two-character array returning the results
of the decryption attempt. The following
values are supported:
DECRYPTION_USED -- defined as " "
DECRYPTION_SIZE_EXCEEDED_MAX --
defined as "01"
DECRYPTION_NOT_USED -- defined as
"02"
DECRYPTION_APPLICATION_ERROR --
defined as "03"

*failureMsg Output The pointer to an 80-character array,
to be populated by the exit that can
receive a null terminated error message
string. The string pointed to by the
failureMsg pointer is incorporated into
an error message that is returned back
to the client. Used with a return code of
DECRYPTION_APPLICATION_ERROR.

Return Code

None directly, see the preceding return_code structure member.

Default Behavior

Decryption of the data buffer is not attempted.

Building on Windows

The Server Decryption User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

Install the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your system as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT. The path is

%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

The following exits are related user exits:
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• TIRNCRYP
• WRSECENCRYPT

TIRELOG - Server Error Logging and Error Token Creation Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information about the TIRELOG - Server Error Logging and Error Token Creation Exit (Windows). The
default implementation of this exit returns to the caller without logging the error.

void TIRELOG(char * rp1,

   char * rp2,

   TIRELOG_CMCB * pTIRELOG_cmcb));

Source Code

TIRELOG.C

Purpose

This exit serves two purposes:

• Error logging at the server
• Creation of an error token for transmitting to the client

This exit is called by the server to handle server errors that are encountered during the execution of a distributed
processing server that cannot be handled by the runtime or generated code, and normally result in the termination of the
application. For example, before the execution of a server procedure step, the server extracts view data from the client
message and places it in the view of the target procedure step. If this extraction fails because of a mismatch between the
client definition and the server definition an error response message is created and returned to the client.

It is up to the developer of this user exit to determine what information must be logged and how it must be logged.
Some users can choose to log only certain errors; others can choose to log all errors. On some systems, the log can be
implemented as a file. To log a server error, simply format the information that you wish to log and write it to a file. On
other systems, the log can be implemented using system-specific features such as a CICS temporary storage queue
(TSQ) as found on z/OS.

To create an error token, move text data to the area pointed to by the elog_error_token member of the TIRELOG_CMCB
structure passed into this exit. The error token area is 4097 bytes and must be null-terminated. The error token, which
goes through codepage translation when it is transmitted to the client, can be used on the client to customize how the
error is handled.

For example, you can modify this exit to return an error token of "RETRY" whenever a certain database contention error
occurs. This error token is passed to the client error-handling exit (WRSRVRERROR or WRASYNCSRVRERROR), which
makes the final decision on how to handle the error. You can modify the client error-handling exit to reinvoke the flow or
USE whenever the error token is "RETRY." This server error-logging exit is called after the error response message is
created but before it is transmitted to the client.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only
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*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only

*pTIRELOG_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a TIRELOG_CMCB structure
containing the following items:

elog_fail_type Input A character designating the type of failure
detected defined as:(label - defined value)
EPROFD - 'P' profile error
EPROFI - 'I' profile error
EEXEC - 'E' execution error
ESERVER- 'D' server manager error
EUSER 'U' user requested abend

void *elog_sqlca Input A pointer to a saved sql data area

*elog_globdata Input A pointer to the globdata area of the server

elog_number_of_lines Input An integer containing the number of text
lines contained within the elog_error_text
buffer

elog_error_text Input A pointer to a buffer of screen formatted
text. This data, which is formatted by the
server runtime, contains up to 24 lines of 80
characters each.

*elog_error_token Input/Output A character pointer to an error token area
that can contain up to 4097 bytes, this
includes the required null terminator. This
exit is responsible for populating this data
area if needed.

Return Code

None directly, see the preceding pTIRELOG_cmcb structure.

Default Behavior

The default action is to return without logging the error.

Building on Windows

The Server Error Logging User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

Install the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your system as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT. The path is

%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

The following exits are related user exits:
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• WRSRVRERROR
• WRASYNCSRVRERROR

TIRNCRYP - Server Encryption Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for the TIRNCRYP - Server Encryption Exit (Windows). After a server procedure step
executes, the server manager can call TIRNCRYP to encrypt the server response to the client.

void TIRNCRYP( unsigned char * rp1,

   unsigned char * rp2,

   TIRNCRYP_cmcb * pTIRNCRYP_cmcb);

Source Code

TIRNCRYP.C

Purpose

The server manager makes a copy of the unencrypted cooperative buffer pending transmission back to the client.
The inputs pDataBuffer, IBufferSize, IEncryptMaxSize trancode and client_userid and the outputs return_code, and
failure_msg are fields with a structure pointed to by pTIRNCRYP_cmcb. The user is responsible for encrypting the data
area pointed to by the pDataBuffer member of the TIRNCRYP_cmcb structure.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*pTIRNCRYP_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

pDataBuffer Input/Output On input, a pointer to the starting location of
the View Data and Client Security sections
within the CFB work buffer.
On output this same data area must be
populated by this exit with the encrypted
versions of the input data. The length
of the encrypted result cannot exceed
lEncryptMaxSize.

lBufferSize Input/Output On input, lBufferSize is the current buffer
space (in bytes) of the unencrypted data.
On output, IBuffferSize must be updated
by this exit to contain the length of the
encrypted data. The length of the encrypted
result cannot exceed lEncryptMaxSize.

lEncryptMaxSize Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
encrypted data can occupy.
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trancode Input Transaction code currently being
processed. This value can be used with
client userid and NextLocation to determine
if encryption is desired.

client_userid Input Client user ID. This value can be
used in conjunction with trancode and
NextLocation to determine if encryption is
desired.

pNextLocation Input Next Location value as set by the server
application using Gen action diagram
statements. This value can be used with
trancode and client userid to determine if
encryption is desired.

return_code Output A two-character array returning the results
of the decryption attempt. The following
values are supported:
ENCRYPTION_USED -- defined as " "
ENCRYPTION_SIZE_EXCEEDED_MAX --
defined as "01"
ENCRYPTION_NOT_USED -- defined as
"02"
EnCRYPTION_APPLICATION_ERROR --
defined as "03"

*failureMsg Output The pointer to an 80-character array,
to be populated by the exit that can
receive a null terminated error message
string. The string pointed to by the
failureMsg pointer is incorporated into
an error message that is returned back
to the client. Used with a return code of
ENCRYPTION_APPLICATION_ERROR.

Return Code

None directly, see the preceding return_code structure member.

Default Behavior

The default logic of this user exit is to return ENCRYPTION_NOT_USED.

Building on Windows

The Server Encryption User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

Install the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your system as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT. The path is

%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.
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NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

The following exits are related user exits:

• TIRDCRYP
• WRSECDECRYPT

TIRSECV - Security Validation Exit (Windows)

This article provides information about the TIRSECV - Security Validation Exit (Windows). This security exit is called for
every cooperative flow, regardless of the security type used.

void TIRSECV(char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   unsigned char Enhanced_Security_Flag,

   PTIRSECV_cmcb pTIRSECV_cmcb);

Source Code

TIRSECV.C

Purpose

To facilitate security validation a flag indicating whether the security data is for a standard or enhanced buffer has been
added. This exit is intended to provide the opportunity to validate enhanced security data while at the same time not
impacting those using standard security. To this effect, the default code provided handles two possible conditions:

• For buffers containing standard security the client userid, client password, and security token fields are expected to be
blank. The default behavior is for the exit to return SECURITY_USED, thus indicating that the request is authorized.
The exit must be modified to return SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR if the intent is that all buffers contain
enhanced security data.

• For buffers containing enhanced security the client userid, client password, and security token fields can or cannot
contain data. The default behavior is for the exit to return SECURITY_NOT_USED, this indicating that no validation
processing was attempted. The exit must be modified to validate the security data and set the relevant return code
(return SECURITY_USED for an authorized user and SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR for a non-authorized user).
When returning SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR, this exit can provide an optional failure message, using the
failure_msgbuffer contained within the TIRSECV_cmcb structure that is presented to the client.

NOTE
For Enhanced Security data buffers containing Passphrases, the security-token contains the passphrase. The
maximum size for the passphrase is 200 characters. Only the Client Manager can set the passphrase in the
buffer.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

Enhanced_Security_Flag Input A single character denoting if the CFB has
been created to support enhanced security.
A value of Y denotes enhanced security,

*pTIRSECV_cmcb Input A pointer to a structure containing the
following values:

client_userid Input A 64-byte character array containing a
user ID if the CFB uses enhanced security.
For a CFB containing standard security, this
parameter is expected to be blank.

client_password Input A 64-byte character array
containing a password if the
CFB uses enhanced security.
For a CFB containing standard security, this
parameter is expected to be blank.

lSecurityTokenLen Input A long value representing the length of the
pSecurityToken/passphrase, if any.

pSecurityToken Input A pointer to a security token/passphrase
if the CFB uses enhanced security.
For a CFB containing standard security, this
parameter is expected to be blank.

trancode Input An 8-byte character array containing the
transaction code
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return_code Input/Output A 2-byte character array containing a value
denoting success for failure of this exit.
Valid values are:
SECURITY_USED - defined as " "
SECURITY_NOT_USED -- defined as "02"
SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR --
defined as "03"
SECURITY-INVALID-USER-ID -- defined
as "04"
SECURITY-INVALID-PASSWORD --
defined as "05"
SECURITY-USER-ID-NOT-AUTH --
defined as "06"
SECURITY-SYSTEM-UNAVAILABLE --
defined as "07"
SECURITY-USER-ID-SUSPENDED --
defined as "08"
SECURITY-PASSWORD-EXPIRED --
defined as "09"
SECURITY-TIMEOUT-PLEASE-LOGON --
defined as "10"
SECURITY-INTERNAL-ERROR -- defined
as "11"

failure_msg Input/Output The pointer to an 80-character array that
can be populated by this exit with a null
terminated error message string. The string
pointed to by this parameter is incorporated
into an error message that is returned back
to the client. Used with a return code of
SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR.

NOTE
"Client" refers to Client application; security data can be provided to the Client application through exits or
through the Client Manager.

For Enhanced Security data buffers containing Passphrases

• Client_userid contains derived user id entered from the Client Manager.
• Client_password contains the first eight characters of derived passphrase that is entered from the Client Manager.
• pSecurityToken contains derived passphrase that is entered from the Client Manager.
• lSecurityTokenLen contains the derived passphrase length.
• Return codes 3 – 11 may be set for specific errors for non-authorized users. It is recommended to also supply an

optional failure message that is presented to the client. For the Client Manager ECHO test transaction, only the return
code is required as the failure message that is supplied by the exit is not displayed.

Return Code

None directly, see the preceding return_code structure member.

Default Behavior

The default logic of this user exit is to return SECURITY_NOT_USED, which is considered an error if this user exit
is called since the Server Manager requested Client Security validation.
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Building on Windows

The Security Validation User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

Install the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your system as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT. The path is

%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

WRSECTOKEN

TIRXINFO - Locale Information Exit (Windows)

This article provides information about the TIRXINFO - Locale Information Exit (Windows). TIRXINFO provides
information about the codepage environment of the executing server process.

void TIRXINFO (char *osId,

   char *codePage,

   long *padChar);

Source Code

TIRXLAT.C

Purpose

An osId, codepage ID, and default padding character are returned. The runtime uses the osId and codePage returned as
parameters passed into the TIRXLAT user exit.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*osId Output A pointer to character buffer to contain
an OS ID (9 bytes, 8 characters plus
NULL terminator). This value is passed
to TIRXLAT as the outOS parameter for
inbound transactions and as the inOS
parameter for outbound transactions. The
current default value is MBCS. This must
not be confused with an identifier of the
underlying operating system on which the
server is executing.
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*codePage Output A pointer to character buffer to contain
a codepage ID (9 bytes, 8 characters
plus NULL terminator). This value is
passed to TIRXLAT as the outCodePage
parameter for inbound transactions
and as the inCodePage parameter for
outbound transactions. The default value,
as returned from this exit, is hard-coded
into the generated server manager at code
generation time. This value depends upon
the platform that is used to generate the
server manager. If the server manager is
generated on a Windows platform the value
is 1252, if generated on a UNIX platform
using CSE its value is 819.

*padChar Output A pointer to a long value, not currently used
for Windows or UNIX servers.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The string that is returned for osId is hard coded to a value of MBCS. The value for CodePage is obtained from the server
manager. The CodePage number is created during the server manager code generation process. The padChar value is
unused.

Building on Windows

The Locale Information User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

TIRXLAT

TIRXLAT - National Language Translation Exit (Windows)

This article provides information about the TIRXLAT - National Language Translation Exit (Windows). TIRXLAT allows the
conversion of textual data based on from/to codepage and operating system information.

void TIRXLAT (char *inBuf;

   long *inLen;
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   char *inCodePage;

   char *inOS;

   char *outBuf;

   long *outLen;

   char *outCodePage;

   char *outOS;

   long *outPadChar;

   char *workArea;

   long *outCharCnt;

   long *outByteCnt);

Source Code

TIRXLAT.C

Purpose

View data that is passed between the client and server is translated from the code page of the client to the code page of
the server, and vice versa. TIRXLAT uses the code page value of the client, which is passed from the client to the server,
and the code page value of the host to locate a translation table.

This exit is used to translating both the data received from that client and the data to be sent to the client.

When translating data received from the client, the in* parameters correspond to the client data, the out* parameters
correspond to the data presented to the server.

When translating data to be sent to the client the in* parameters correspond to the server data to be sent, the out*
parameters correspond to the data presented to the client.

If a suitable translation table is not found, the data is passed back without translation. The user can replace a translation
table to customize their environment.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*inBuf Input A character pointer to the input buffer to
translate

*inLen Input A pointer to a long value which is the length
inBuf

*inCodePage Input A character pointer to the codepage ID of
inBuf (8 bytes + 1 NULL).

*inOS Input A character pointer to the OS ID of inBuf (8
bytes + 1 NULL).

*outBuf Input/Output A character pointer to the buffer in which to
place the translated text

*outLen Input A pointer to a long value that is the length
of the data pointed to by outBuf.

*outCodePage Input A character pointer to the codepage ID
corresponding to the output buffer, outBuf.
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*outOS Input A character pointer to the OS ID
corresponding to the output buffer, outBuf.

*outPadChar Input A pointer to a long value which is the
padding character to use, 0 if no padding to
be done in the output buffer, outBuf.

*workArea Input A character pointer to a 100-byte scratch
work area.

*outCharCnt Input/Output A pointer to a long value which is the
number of characters that are placed into
the output buffer, outBuf.

*outByteCnt Input/Output A pointer to a long value which is the
number of bytes placed into the output
buffer, outBuf.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

If a suitable translation table is found, the data is translated from the inCodePage to the outCodePage. If a suitable
translate table is not found the data is passed back without translation.

Building on Windows

The National Translation User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

Install the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your system as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT. The path is

%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

TIRXINFO

Windows Web Services User Exits
This article provides information for the Web Services Middleware user exits. All supplied Web Services Middleware user
exits are written using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes the Web Services Exits:

Web Services Middleware:
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Language: C

Web Services Middleware: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_WS_DPC_Exit ciwsclx.c Programmatic runtime override of

parameters (base URL and context type)
for Web Service destination.

CI_WS_DPC_URL_Exit ciwsclx.c Programmatic runtime override of URL for
Web Service destination.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CI_WS_DPC_Exit - Web Services DPC User Exit (Windows)

This article provides information about the CI_WS_DPC_Exit - Web Services DPC User Exit (Windows). This exit is called
from the C Web Services CoopFlow before performing a Web Service connection.

void CI_WS_DPC_Exit(char *baseURL,

   size_t baseURLMaxLen,

   char *contextType,

   size_t contextTypeMaxLen,

   char *modelName,

   char *modelShortName,

   char *trancode,

   char *trancodeAlt,

   char *procName,

   char *procNameAlt,

   char *nextLoc)

Purpose

Modify the Web Service endpoint destination by overriding the base URL and the context type.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*baseURL Input/Output Scheme, Domain, and Port of a Web
Service end-point URL

baseURLMaxLen Input The maximum length of baseURL

*contextType Input/Output Part of the path of a Gen Web Service end-
point URL

contextTypeMaxLen Input The maximum length of contextType

*modelName Input Name of the model containing the target
Procedure Step

*modelShortName Input Short name of the model containing the
target Procedure Step
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*tranCode Input Transaction code of the target Procedure
Step being processed

*tranCodeAlt Input Alternative name for the transaction code of
the target Procedure Step being processed

*procName Input Name of the target Procedure Step to be
called

*procNameAlt Input Alternative name of the target Procedure
Step to be called

*nextLoc Input Next Location system attribute as set using
Gen action diagram statements.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

If the base URL and the context Type variables that are expected by the sample implementation of this exit are not
defined, the default values that are defined during the packaging of the cooperative model or overrides from commcfg.ini
are used.

Building on Windows

The Windows Web Services DPC user exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WSCXN.DLL.

Install the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your system as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CWSEXIT.NT. The path is

%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CWSEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

None

CI_WS_DPC_URL_Exit - Web Services DPC URL User Exit (Windows)

This article provides information about the CI_WS_DPC_URL_Exit - Web Services DPC URL User Exit. This exit is called
from the C Web Services CoopFlow before performing a Web Service connection.

void CI_WS_DPC_URL_Exit(char *url,

   size_t urlMaxLen,

   char *modelName,

   char *modelShortName,

   char *trancode,

   char *trancodeAlt,
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   char *procName,

   char *procNameAlt,

   char *nextLoc)

Purpose

You can modify the Web Service endpoint destination URL.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*url Input/Output Web Service end-point URL

urlMaxLen Input The maximum length of Web Service end-
point URL

*modelName Input Name of the model containing the target
Procedure Step

*modelShortName Input Short name of the model containing the
target Procedure Step

*tranCode Input Transaction code of the target Procedure
Step being processed

*tranCodeAlt Input Alternative name for the transaction code of
the target Procedure Step being processed

*procName Input Name of the target Procedure Step to be
called

*procNameAlt Input Alternative name of the target Procedure
Step to be called

*nextLoc Input Next Location system attribute as set using
Gen action diagram statements.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

If the URL value is not modified in this user exit, its value before calling this exit is used.

Building on Windows

The Windows Web Services DPC User exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WSCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, install the compiler of the Microsoft Visual C++ on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CWSEXIT.NT. The path is

%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.
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NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CWSEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

None

Windows Tuxedo User Exits
This article provides information for the Windows Tuxedo Transport user exits. All supplied Tuxedo Transport user exits
are written using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes the Tuxedo Exits:

Tuxedo Transport:

Language: C

Tuxedo Transport: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_C_SEC_SET cictuxwsx.c Set User Supplied Security Data Into The

Security Data Fields Located In Tuxedo
Tpinit

CI_C_USER_DATA_IN cictuxwsx.c Gives You The Opportunity To Inspect Or
Modify The Cooperative Flow Request
Buffer On Return From The Target Tuxedo
Service. Invoked On Return From The
Tpcall For Those Clients Connecting To
Tuxedo Servers Residing On A Separate
Host. Also, This Exit Allows The Client To
Disconnect From The Server Following
Each Flow

CI_C_USER_DATA_IN cictuxx.c Gives You The Opportunity To Inspect Or
Modify The Cooperative Flow Request
Buffer On Return From The Target Tuxedo
Service. Invoked On Return From The
Tpcall For Those Clients Connecting To
Tuxedo Servers Residing On A Separate
Host. Also, This Exit Allows The Client To
Disconnect From The Server Following
Each Flow (used For Server To Server
Flows)

CI_C_USER_DATA_OUT cictuxwsx.c Gives You The Opportunity To Inspect Or
Modify The Cooperative Flow Request
Buffer Prior To Tuxedo Sending The
Request To The Target Tuxedo Service.
Invoked Prior To The Tpcall For Those
Clients Connecting To Tuxedo Servers
Residing On A Separate Host
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CI_C_USER_DATA_OUT cictuxx.c Gives You The Opportunity To Inspect Or
Modify The Cooperative Flow Request
Buffer Prior To Tuxedo Sending The
Request To The Target Tuxedo Service.
Invoked Prior To The Tpcall For Those
Clients Connecting To Tuxedo Servers
Residing On A Separate Host (used For
Server To Server Flows)

CI_EVENT_HANDLER cictuxwsx.c Provides ability to handle events

Both cictuxwsx.c and cictuxx.c have essentially the same user exits. The difference is that the user exits in cictuxwsx.c are
used for client/server flows, while the user exits in cictuxx.c are used for server to server flows.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CI_C_SEC_SET - Tuxedo Cooperative Flow Security Exit (Windows)

This article provides information about the CI_C_SEC_SET - Tuxedo Cooperative Flow Security Exit (Windows). The
ci_c_sec_set exit is the first user exit that is invoked on a client Tuxedo cooperative flow.

int ci_c_sec_set (CIPROCSTEP *procstep,

   char *clientUserid,

   char *clientPassword,

   int *tperr)

Source Code

CICTUXWSX.C

Purpose

This user exit is related to security. ci_c_sec_set() contains the call to tpinit() and is called for each flow so that,
if necessary, each flow can establish a different user context (that is, tpinit() is invoked for each flow). Invoke the
corresponding tpterm in ci_c_user_data_in() to achieve the described behavior.

ci_c_sec_set() is called from a Windows Client only. A Tuxedo server-to-server flow does not invoke ci_c_sec_set().

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*procstep Input A pointer to a Gen CIPROCSTEP structure,
which contains information, which is related
to the currently executing procedure step.
Model name and Next Location data can
be extracted from this structure. This
parameter is unused in the supplied sample
exit.

*clientUserid Input Gen current CLIENT_USER_ID system
attribute, if SecurityUsedEnhanced is set in
the WRSECTOKEN user exit. Uses NULL
string otherwise.
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*clientPassword Input Gen current CLIENT_PASSWORD system
attribute if SecurityUsedEnhanced is set in
the WRSECTOKEN user exit. Uses NULL
string otherwise.

*tperr Output If the function returns -1 as the return
code, tperr must contain a valid tperrno
value. This value indicates the cause of the
Tuxedo ATMI call failure.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

zero (0) When no error was encountered within the exit

non-zero If one of the ATMI functions within user, the exit fails.

Default Behavior

The clientUserId and clientPassword are used for a user name and the data field of the TPINIT structure respectively.
TPINIT structure is used for the Tuxedo login. If SecurityUsedEnhanced is returned from the WRSECTOKEN user exit,
clientUserid and clientPassword contain a pointer to a valid Gen CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD system
attributes. These system attributes are used for the Tuxedo login. Otherwise, the pointers point to a Null string.

Building on Windows

The client Windows Tuxedo Cooperative Flow Security exit is built as part of the dynamic link library TXWCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, install Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to the directory of the makefile CTUXEXIT.NT. The path is %GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CTUXEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

CI_EVENT_HANDLER

CI_C_USER_DATA_IN - Tuxedo Inbound Flow Data Access Exit (Windows)

This article provides information about the CI_C_USER_DATA_IN - Tuxedo Inbound Flow Data Access Exit (Windows).
The ci_c_user_data_in exit is called immediately after the Tuxedo tpcall API returns.

void  ci_c_user_data_in(char ** tuxSvcOutputBuffer)
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Source Code

CICTUXWSX.C, CICTUXX.C

Purpose

It provides access to the inbound View32 buffer on returning from the target server. tuxSvcOutputBuffer points to the reply
buffer, which contains a Gen procedure, step structure and export view (back to back).

If necessary, a call to the Tuxedo tpterm API can be added inside ci_c_user_data_in to force association for each flow
with a discrete user environment and privileges (see ci_c_sec_set).

ci_c_user_data_in() is called from both a Windows Client and Server-to-Server flows, hence the two source files.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

**tuxSvcOutputBuffer Input A pointer to a buffer containing a Tuxedo
allocated buffer, which contains procedure
step and view data for the flow in progress.
This pointer is the buffer that is returned
back from the Tuxedo tpcall() API (inbound
View32).

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior is not to modify the received data.

Building on Windows

The client Windows Tuxedo Inbound Flow Data Access exit is built as part of the dynamic link library TXWCXN.DLL. And
the dynamic link library TXCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CTUXEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CTUXEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

CI_C_USER_DATA_OUT - Tuxedo Outbound Flow Data Access Exit
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CI_C_USER_DATA_OUT - Tuxedo Outbound Flow Data Access Exit (Windows)

This article provides information about the CI_C_USER_DATA_OUT - Tuxedo Outbound Flow Data Access Exit
(Windows). The ci_c_user_data_out function is the second user exit that is invoked on a cooperative flow.

void  ci_c_user_data_out(char ** tuxSvcInputBuffer, long * svcFlags);

Source Code

CICTUXWSX.C, CICTUXX.C

Purpose

It provides access to the outbound View32 buffer, and an opportunity to add more attributes to the flags parameter of the
subsequent Tuxedo tpcall API. tuxSvcInputBuffer is a request buffer containing a Gen procedure step structure followed
by its import views as back-to-back data items. svcFlags are added to the tpcall flags parameter. Both are passed to the
tpcall.

ci_c_user_data_out() is called from both a Windows Client and Server-to-Server flows, hence the two source files.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

**tuxSvcInputBuffer Input/ Output A pointer to a buffer containing a Tuxedo
allocated buffer, which contains procedure
step and view data for the flow in progress.

*svcFlags Output A pointer to a long value to which can
be stored extra flags to be appended to
the standard value passed as the flags
parameter to the Tuxedo tpcall() API.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The flow data and flags parameter that is passed to tpcall() are not modified.

Building on Windows

The client Windows Tuxedo Outbound Flow Data Access exit is built as part of the dynamic link library TXWCXN.DLL, and
the dynamic link library TXCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CTUXEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.
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3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CTUXEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

CI_C_USER_DATA_IN -- Tuxedo Inbound Flow Data Access Exit

CI_EVENT_HANDLER - Tuxedo Event Handler Exit (Windows)

This article provides information about the CI_EVENT_HANDLER - Tuxedo Event Handler Exit (Windows). The
ci_event_handler function is called in ci_c_sec_set to respond to the runtime failure from the call to TPINIT.

Void TUXCALL ci_event_handler(char * s, long len, long flag);

Source Code

CICTUXWSX.C

Purpose

ci_event_handler() is called from a Windows Client only. A Tuxedo server-to-server flow does not invoke ci_c_sec_set()
and therefore does not invoke ci_event_handler().

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*s Input A pointer to a buffer containing a Tuxedo
error message.

Len Input A long value containing the length of the
error message.

Flag Input A long value containing an error flag.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

CI_EVENT_HANDLER does no work.

Building on Windows

The client Windows Tuxedo event handler exit is built as part of the dynamic link library TXWCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CTUXEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).
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NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CTUXEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

CI_C_SEC_SET

Windows ECI User Exits
This article provides information for the Windows ECI Transport user exits. All supplied ECI Transport user exits are
written using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes the ECI Exits:

ECI Transport:

Language: C

ECI Transport: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_ECI_GET_SYSTEM_NAME cieciclx.c Provide name of the target CICS system for

ECI V1 flows.
CI_ECI_GET_TPN cieciclx.c Provide the specified CICS Mirror

Transaction that is associated with the
request for ECI V1 flows.

CI_ECI_V2_USER_EXIT cieciv2x.c Provide name of the target CICS system,
host name, and port number where the
CICS Transaction Gateway is located,
the CICS Mirror Transaction that is
associated with the request, and the data
encapsulation type for ECI V2 flows.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CI_ECI_GET_SYSTEM_NAME - Get ECI System Name Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for the CI_ECI_GET_SYSTEM_NAME - Get ECI System Name Exit (Windows). The Get
ECI System Name exit is an implementation of Transaction routing for ECI.

 short ci_eci_get_system_name ( char * pTranCode,

    char * pNextLoc,

    char * pProcName,

    char * pModelName,

    char * pSysName );

 

Source Code

CIECICLX.C
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Purpose

Transaction routing is a conceptual process that lets cooperative flow data be routed from a Distributed Process Client
(DPC) to a programmatically determined Distributed Process Server (DPS). This exit is called from the ECI cooperative
flow runtime, before invoking the ci_eci_get_tpn() exit and before invoking CICS_ExternalCall() API. This exit is called to
obtain the name of the target CICS System (as it is known to the CICS Universal Client).

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

pTranCode Input A pointer to an eight-character array
containing the transaction code to be
invoked using the ECI call.

pNextLoc Input A pointer to a character array containing the
Next Location system attribute as set within
the DP client using Gen action diagram
statements.

pProcName Input A pointer to a character array containing the
target Procedure Step name.

pModelName Input A pointer to a character array containing
the model name containing the target
Procedure Step.

pSysName Input/Output A Pointer to a character array on input
that can contain a CICS System name if
previously supplied by the commcfg.ini
file. The memory area pointed to by this
address contains the name of the CICS
system to be used on the ECI API call.
This exit can override the passed in system
name. The character array is defined to
receive a null terminated string of max
length CICS_ECI_SYSTEM_MAX+1 (8 +1).

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

zero (0) If the character array pointed to by the pSysName has been
populated with a CICS system name.

non-zero If the CICS system name is undetermined and results in the
eci_system_name to not be populated when the ECI CoopFlow
issues the CICS_ExternalCall().

Default Behavior

The default operation of this exit will, if the system name is populated on input, return a 0 (indicating the supplied CICS
system name is to be used). If the system name is not populated on input, the exit returns the default system name, as is
returned by the CICS_EciListSystems() call (assuming the CICS_EciListSystems() call returns ECI_NO_ERROR).
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Building on Windows

The Windows ECI Get ECI System Name exit is built as part of the dynamic link library ECICXN.DLL.

Install Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your computer as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CECIEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CECIEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

CI_ECI_GET_TPN -- Get ECI Mirror Transaction Exit

CI_ECI_GET_TPN - Get ECI Mirror Transaction Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for the CI_ECI_GET_TPN - Get ECI Mirror Transaction Exit (Windows). The Get ECI
Mirror Transaction exit lets you override the name of the CICS ECI Mirror Transaction that is used for the current request.

 void ci_eci_get_tpn ( char * pTranCode,

    char * pNextLoc,

    char * pProcName,

    char * pModelName,

    char * pSysName,

    char * pTpn );

 

Source Code

CIECICLX.C

Purpose

Several request identifying data items are passed into the exit to allow flow-by-flow customization of the Mirror
Transaction. This exit is called from the ECI cooperative flow runtime, after invoking the ci_eci_get_system_name() exit
and before invoking CICS_ExternalCall() API.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

pTranCode Input A pointer to an eight-character array
containing the transaction code to be
invoked using the ECI call.
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pNextLoc Input A pointer to a character array containing the
Next Location system attribute as set within
the DP client using Gen action diagram
statements.

pProcName Input A pointer to a character array containing the
target Procedure Step name.

pModelName Input A pointer to a character array containing
the model name containing the target
Procedure Step.

pSysName Input A Pointer to a character array containing
the CICS System name which is the
target of the request. This value can have
been previously customized using the
ci_eci_get_system_name user exit.

pTpn Input/Output A pointer to a four-character array
containing the CICS ECI Mirror Transaction
name. This exit by default sets this
argument to CPMI. If the array is set to
contain NULLs, CPMI is also used for the
Mirror Transaction.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default operation of this exit sets the name of the Mirror Transaction to CPMI. If the array pointed to by pTpn is set to
NULLs, the Mirror Transaction defaults to CPMI.

Building on Windows

The Windows ECI Get ECI System Name exit is built as part of the dynamic link library ECICXN.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CECIEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run nmake /f CECIEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

CI_ECI_GET_SYSTEM_NAME -- Get ECI System Name Exit
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CI_ECI_V2_USER_EXIT - Get ECI V2 Flow Customizations Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for CI_ECI_V2_USER_EXIT used for ECI V2 flows only. Use the Get ECI V2 Flow
Customizations Exit to specify or override parameters for each ECI V2 flow request.

int ci_eci_v2_user_exit(const char* pTrancode, 

                        const char* pNextLoc, 

 

                        const char* pProcName, 

                        const char* pModelName, 

                        const int   hostNameMax, 

                        char*       pHostName, 

                        int*        pPortNumber, 

                        const int   systemNameMax, 

                        char*       pSystemName, 

                        const int   storageTypeMax, 

                        char*       pStorageType, 

                        const int   mirrorTrancodeMax, 

                        char*       pMirrorTrancode); 

      

Source Code

CIECIV2X.C

Purpose

The following fields are available for customization:

• Host name and port number where the CICS Transaction Gateway is located
• Name of the target CICS system
• Data encapsulation type
• CICS Mirror Transaction associated with the ECI V2 flow request

This exit is called before the connection to the CICS Transaction Gateway is attempted and before the
CTG_ECI_Execute() or CTG_ECI_Execute_Channel() API calls.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

pTranCode Input A pointer to a character array containing the
transaction code to be invoked using the
ECI call.

pNextLoc Input A pointer to a character array containing the
Next Location system attribute.

pProcName Input A pointer to a character array containing the
target Procedure Step name.

pModelName Input A pointer to a character array containing the
Model name that owns the target Procedure
Step.
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hostNameMax Input An integer specifying the maximum length
of the pHostName argument.

pHostName Input/Output A pointer to a character array containing
the HostName value provided in the
commcfg.ini file. Set this value to the
HostName or IP Address of where the
CICS Transaction Gateway is located.

pPortNumber Input/Output A pointer to an integer containing the
PortNumber value provided in the
commcfg.ini file. Set this value to the
Port Number that the CICS Transaction
Gateway is listening on for incoming
requests.

systemNameMax Input An integer specifying the maximum length
of the pSystemName argument.

pSystemName Input/Output A pointer to a character array containing
the ECI System name value provided in the
commcfg.ini file. Set this value to the target
CICS System name as it is known to the
CICS Transaction Gateway.

storageTypeMax Input An integer specifying the maximum length
of the pStorageType argument.

pStorageType Input/Output A pointer to a character array containing
the Storage Type value provided in the
commcfg.ini file. Set this value to either
COMMAREA or CONTAINER to indicate
how the data on the ECI flow should be
encapsulated. If CONTAINER is chosen,
then configure the pSystemName returned
from this exit to use the IPIC network
protocol.

mirrorTrancodeMax Input An integer specifying the maximum length
of the pMirrorTrancode argument.

pMirrorTrancode Input/Output A pointer to a character array containing the
CICS Mirror Transaction value to use on
the ECI call.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return code values:

Return Code Description

zero (0) The character array pointed to by the pSystemName contains an
ECI System Name.

non-zero The character array pointed to by pSystemName does
not contain an ECI System Name. The value of the
eci_system_name parameter on the CTG_ECI-Execute() and
CTG_ECI_Execute_Channel() calls is undetermined.
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Default Behavior

The default operation of this exit uses the following values that are provided in the commcfg.ini file:

• pHostName
• pPortNumber
• pSystemName
• pStorageTyp

If the values are not provided in the commcfg.ini file, the following values are set:

• pHostName value is set to "localhost".
• pPortNumber value is set to 2006.
• pSystemName is set to the default system name returned by the CTG_listSystems() call (assuming the

CT_listSystems() call returns CTG_OK or CTG_ERR_MORE_SYSTEMS).
• pStorageType value is set to "COMMAREA".

The pMirrorTrancode is set to "CPMI".

Building on Windows

The Windows Get ECI V2 Flow Customizations Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library ECIV2CXN.DLL.

Install the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your computer as a prerequisite for building this exit.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to the directory (%GENxx%Gen) that contains the CECIV2EX.NT makefile.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables. Use the %GENxx%Gen\GENENV.BAT file to help with this
step.

4. Execute nmake /f CECIV2EX.NT.

Related User Exits

None.

WebSphere MQ Client Transport - Windows User Exits
This article defines WebSphere MQ Client Transport user exits. All supplied WebSphere MQ Client Transport user exits
are written using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes the WebSphere MQ Exits:

WebSphere MQ Transport:

Language: C

User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_MQS_DPC_EXIT cimqclex.c MQ Directory Services Exit
CI_MQS_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLE
TE

cimqclex.c Verifies that a data has been processed
successfully (a valid send/receive has
occurred).
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CI_MQS_DPC_SETREPORTOPTIONS cimqclex.c Used to override report options set by the
runtime.

CI_MQS_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLET
E

cimqclex.c Verifies that connection to target a server is
successful.

CI_MQS_DYNAMICQNAME_EXIT cimqclex.c Provide Queue Name that is used when
opening a dynamic queue.

CI_MQS_MQSHUTDOWNTEST cimqclex.c Determine if a queue must be removed and
thus disconnected.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CI_MQS_DPC_EXIT - MQSeries DPC Directory Services Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for CI_MQS_DPC_EXIT - MQSeries DPC Directory Services Exit. The provided sample
WebSphere MQ DPC Directory Services exit is an implementation of Transaction routing.

Void CI_MQS_DPC_Exit (char *qMgr,

   char *rqMgr,

   char *pQ,

   char *rQ,

   long *timeout,

   short *closePQ,

   short *closeGQ,

   char *nextLoc,

   char *trancode,

   char *procName,

   char *modelName);

Source Code

CIMQCLEX.C

Purpose

Transaction routing is a conceptual process that lets cooperative flow data be routed from a Distributed Process Client
(DPC) to a programmatically determined Distributed Process Server (DPS). The current local queue manager of
the cooperative request, remote queue manager, put and reply queue names can be overridden using this exit. Also a get
timeout value and put/get queue disposition after a flow has completed, can be customized.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*qMgr Input/Output The name of the local queue manager.
By default, the application obtains this
information from the model during
generation. This exit can override this
name.

*rqMgr Input/Output The name of the remote queue manager.
This value is NULL by default.
This exit can override this name.
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*pQ Input/Output A character string containing the name of
the Put queue. By default, the application
obtains this information from the model
during generation.
This exit can override this name.

*rQ Input/Output A character string containing the name of
the reply-to queue. This can be either a
local queue or a model queue name. By
default, the application obtains the value.
"SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE" from
the model during generation.
This exit can override this name.

*timeout Input/Output A long value representing the timeout
value, in milliseconds, for the Get
queue. By default, this has the value
MQWI_UNLIMITED for an unlimited waiting
period.
This exit can override this name.

*closePQ Input/Output A short value which controls whether the
client closes the Put queue after the flow is
complete. Valid values are CLOSE_QUEUE
or NO_CLOSE_QUEUE. The default value,
NO_CLOSE_QUEUE, specifies the Put
queue is not to be closed.
This exit can override this name.

*closeGQ Input/Output A short value which controls whether the
client closes the Get queue after the flow is
complete.
Valid values are CLOSE_QUEUE or
NO_CLOSE_QUEUE. The default value,
NO_CLOSE_QUEUE, specifies the Get
queue is not to be closed.
This exit can override this name.

*nextLoc Input A character string containing the Next
Location system attribute as set using Gen
action diagram statements.

*trancode Input An 8-byte character array containing the
target Procedure Step transaction code
being processed.

*procName Input A character string containing the name of
the target Procedure Step of the flow.

*modelName Input A character string containing the name of
the model containing the target Procedure
Step of the flow.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The supplied sample does not implement dynamic transaction routing. For more information about default values for the
various parameters, see Arguments.
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Building on Windows

The Windows WebSphere MQ DPC Directory Services exit is built as part of the dynamic link library MQSCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CMQSEXIT.NT. The path is %GENxx%Gen

for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CMQSEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

None

CI_MQS_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLETE - Handle Comm Retry Count Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for CI_MQS_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLETE - Handle Comm Retry Count Exit
(Windows). The processing of a given cooperative flow is broken up into two large grain activities.

int CI_MQS_DPC_handleComm_Complete(int completionCode,

   int numberOfAttempts,

   unsigned long reasonCode);

Source Code

CIMQCLEX.C

Purpose

The second is handleComm, which is invoked to send/receive data over an already active connection. This exit is invoked
at the completion of the handleComm processing to expose that processing results. The handleComm is either successful
(indicated by the input parameter completionCode having a value of HANDLECOMM_OK) or not successful (indicated by
the completionCode parameter having a value of HANDLECOMM_NOT_OK).

The return from this exit indicates if the processing of the cooperative flow must continue (zero lets the process continue,
non-zero causes the processing of the flow to be terminated). Therefore, if a completion code of HANDLECOMM_OK is
received as input, the return value from this exit must be set to zero to let the processing of the flow continue.

If the completionCode has a value of HANDLECOMM_NOT_OK, this exit has the opportunity to indicate if the
handleComm processing must be attempted by returning a value of zero (0). The number of flow attempts is passed into
this exit using the numberOfAttempts parameter. Thus, this exit can control the number of retry attempts by testing the
value of numberOfAttempts and returning one (1) when the number of retries has reached a predetermined threshold.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

completionCode Input An integer value representing the
result of a handleComm operation. The
value is either HANDLECOMM_OK or
HANDLECOMM_NOT_OK.

numberOfAttempts Input An integer value representing the number
of times a handleComm operation has been
attempted. This number is incremented
each time handleComm fails.

reasonCode Input An unsigned long value providing the error
number as reported by the underlying
WebSphere MQ transport layer. This error
code can be used by this exit to determine
if a retry is feasible.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

zero (0) Indicates that processing of the flow must continue, retrying the
flow processing if not already successful.

non-zero Causes the processing of the flow to be terminated.

Default Behavior

The default implementation of this exit lets the flow processing be attempted twice. If the flow is not successful after two
attempts, the flow processing is terminated and an appropriate error response is returned to the DP client.

Building on Windows

The Windows WebSphere MQ Handle Comm Retry Count exit is built as part of the dynamic link library MQSCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CMQSEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CMQSEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

CI_MQS_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE
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CI_MQS_DPC_SETREPORTOPTIONS - Override Put Queue Report Options Exit Description (Windows)

This article defines CI_MQS_DPC_SETREPORTOPTIONS - Override Put Queue Report Options Exit Description
(Windows).

This topic provides information for CI_MQS_DPC_SETREPORTOPTIONS - Override Put Queue Report Options Exit
Description (Windows).

void CI_MQS_DPC_setReportOptions( MQLONG * reportOptions);

Source Code

CIMQCLEX.C

Purpose

The report options set by the runtime are described in the following table:

Report Option Description

MQRO_EXCEPTION This type of report can be generated when an exception occurs.
For instance if a message is sent to another queue manager and
the message cannot be delivered to the specified destination
queue.

MQRO_EXPIRATION An expiration report. The queue manager generates this type
of report if the message is discarded prior to delivery to an
application because its expiry time has passed.

MQRO_PASS_MSG_ID If a report is generated, the MsgId of the current message being
processed is to be copied to the MsgId of the report message.

MQRO_COPY_MSG_ID_TO_CORREL_ID Indicates the correlation ID of the report generated must equal the
message ID of the request originally issued.

MQRO_DEAD_LETTER_Q This option causes the original message to be placed on the dead-
letter queue when an exception occurs

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*reportOptions Input/ Output A pointer to a long value representing the
currently defined report options to be used
in the Put Message Descriptor.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The runtime specified report options are left unchanged.
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Building on Windows

The Windows WebSphere MQ Override Put Queue Report Options exit is built as part of the dynamic link library
MQSCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft's Visual C++ compiler installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CMQSEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CMQSEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

None

CI_MQS_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE - Setup Comm Retry Count Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for CI_MQS_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE - Setup Comm Retry Count Exit
(Windows). The processing of a given cooperative flow is broken up into two large grain activities.

int CI_MQS_DPC_setupComm_Complete(int completionCode,

   int numberOfAttempts,

   unsigned long reasonCode);

Source Code

CIMQCLEX.C

Purpose

The first is setupComm, which is invoked to ensure that a connection to the target server is available. This exit is invoked
at the completion of the setupComm processing to expose that processing results. The setupComm is either successful
(indicated by the input parameter completionCode having a value of SETUPCOMM_OK) or not successful (indicated by
the completionCode parameter having a value of SETUPCOMM_NOT_OK).

The return from this exit indicates if the processing of the cooperative flow must continue (zero lets the process
continue, non-zero causes the processing of the flow to be terminated). If the completionCode has a value of
SETUPCOMM_NOT_OK, this exit has the opportunity to indicate if the setupComm processing must be attempted
by returning a value of zero (0). The number of connection retries that are attempted is passed into this exit using
the numberOfAttempts parameter. Thus, this exit can control the number of retry attempts by testing the value of
numberOfAttempts and returning one (1) when the number of retries has reached a predetermined threshold.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

completionCode Input An integer value representing the
result of a setupComm operation. The
value is either SETUPCOMM_OK or
SETUPCOMM_NOT_OK.

numberOfAttempts Input An integer value representing the number
of times a setupComm has been attempted.
This number is incremented each time
setupComm fails.

reasonCode Input An unsigned long value providing the error
number as reported by the underlying
WebSphere MQ transport layer. This error
code can be used by this exit to determine
if a retry is feasible.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

zero (0) Indicates that processing of the flow must continue, retrying the
connection, if not already established.

non-zero Causes the processing of the flow to be terminated.

Default Behavior

The default implementation of this exit lets the connection be attempted twice. If the connection is not established after
two attempts, the flow processing is terminated and an appropriate error response is returned to the DP client.

Building on Windows

The Windows WebSphere MQ Setup Comm Retry Count exit is built as part of the dynamic link library MQSCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CMQSEXIT.NT (by default, the Gen

installation directory).
3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run nmake /f CMQSEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

CI_MQS_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLETE
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CI_MQS_DYNAMICQNAME_EXIT - Dynamic Queue Name Override User Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for CI_MQS_DYNAMICQNAME_EXIT - Dynamic Queue Name Override User Exit
(Windows). The Dynamic Queue Name exit lets you override the queue name that is used when opening a dynamic
queue.

void CI_MQS_DynamicQName_Exit (char *dynamicQName);

Source Code

CIMQCLEX.C

Purpose

The resulting Dynamic Queue obtains its attributes from the specified WebSphere MQ Model Queue name. The passed
in work area can be modified by placing a null terminated string of the value to be used as the dynamic queue name,
including the use of valid WebSphere MQ pattern characters that are used to name dynamic queues.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*dynamicQName Input/ Output A pointer to a character buffer, of
length MQ_Q_NAME_LENGTH+1 (48
+1), that contains the default name
of the dynamic queue as built by the
WebSphere MQ runtime (for example,
username.processid.threadid).

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The dynamic queue name is not modified.

Building on Windows

The Windows WebSphere MQ Dynamic Queue Name Override exit is built as part of the dynamic link library
MQSCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CMQSEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
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4. Run NMAKE /F CMQSEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

None

CI_MQS_MQSHUTDOWNTEST - MQSeries Queue Disconnect Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for CI_MQS_MQSHUTDOWNTEST - MQSeries Queue Disconnect Exit (Windows).
This exit can be used to modify the behavior of the normal put/get queue disposition after successful completion of a
cooperative flow.

Int CI_MQS_MQShutdownTest()

Source Code

CIMQCLEX.C

Purpose

Normal disposition leaves the connection valid with the put and get queues open, ready to handle subsequent flows. This
exit can override that behavior and cause the queues and connection to be closed after each flow has completed.

Arguments

None

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

NO_REMOVE_QUEUE The default return value. The connection and put/get queues
remain open, available for subsequent flows.

REMOVE_QUEUE After a completed flow the connection is dropped, the put/get
queues will be closed.

Default Behavior

A value of NO_REMOVE_QUEUE is returned, the connection and put/get queues remain open and available for
subsequent flows.

Building on Windows

The Windows WebSphere MQ Queue Disconnect exit is built as part of the dynamic link library MQSCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CMQSEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).
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NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CMQSEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

None

Windows TCP/IP User Exits
This article provides information for the Windows TCP/IP user exits. All supplied TCP/IP Transport user exits are written
using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes the TCP/IP Exits:

TCP/IP Transport:

Language: C

TCP/IP Transport: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_TCP_DPC_DIRSERV_EXIT citcpclx.c TCP/IP Directory Services User Exit
CI_TCP_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLE
TE

citcpclx.c Verifies that a data has been processed
successfully (a valid send/receive has
occurred).

CI_TCP_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE citcpclx.c Verifies that connection to a target server is
successful.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CI_TCP_DPC_DIRSERV_EXIT - TCPIP DPC Directory Services Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for CI_TCP_DPC_DIRSERV_EXIT - TCPIP DPC Directory Services Exit (Windows). The
provided sample TCPIP DPC Directory Services exit is an implementation of Transaction routing.

Void CI_TCP_DPC_DirServ_Exit (char *hostName,

   char *servName,

   char *nextLoc,

   char *trancode,

   char *procName,

   char *modelName);

Source Code

CITCPCLX.C

Purpose

Transaction routing is a conceptual process that lets cooperative flow data be routed from a Distributed Process Client
(DPC) to a programmatically determined Distributed Process Server (DPS). The supplied sample exit looks for the
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hostname or IP address and port number or service name in environment variables. The user is free to implement
whatever functionality can be required.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*hostName Input/ Output The hostname where the target server
environment resides according to the
configured client.

*servName Input/ Output The port number or service name on the
target server environment the client is to
connect to.

*nextLoc Input Next Location system attribute as set using
Gen action diagram statements.

*trancode Input The target Procedure Step transaction code
being processed

*procName Input The name of the target Procedure Step of
the flow.

*modelName Input The name of the model containing the
target Procedure Step.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

If the environment variables expected by the sample implementation of this exit are not defined the hostname and service
name values that are defined during the packaging of the cooperative model are used.

Building on Windows

The Windows TCP/IP DPC Directory Services exit is built as part of the dynamic link library TCPCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CTCPEXIT.NT. The path is

%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CTCPEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

None
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CI_TCP_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLETE - TCP/IP DPC Handle Comm Complete Exit (Windows)

int CI_TCP_DPC_handleComm_Complete(int completionCode,

   int numberOfAttempts,

   unsigned long reasonCode)

Source Code

CITCPCLX.C

Purpose

This, the second is handleComm, which is invoked to send/receive data over an already active connection. This exit is
invoked at the completion of the handleComm processing to expose that processing results. The handleComm is either
successful (indicated by the input parameter completionCode having a value of HANDLECOMM_OK) or not successful
(indicated by the completionCode parameter having a value of HANDLECOMM_NOT_OK).

The return from this exit indicates if the processing of the cooperative flow must continue (zero lets the process continue,
non-zero causes the processing of the flow to be terminated). Therefore, if a completionCode of HANDLECOMM_OK is
received as input, the return value from this exit must be set to zero to let the processing of the flow continue.

If the completionCode has a value of HANDLECOMM_NOT_OK, this exit has the opportunity to indicate if the
handleComm processing must be attempted by returning a value of zero (0). The number of flow attempts is passed into
this exit using the numberOfAttempts parameter. Thus, this exit can control the number of retry attempts by testing the
value of numberOfAttempts and returning one (1) when the number of retries has reached a predetermined threshold.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

completionCode Input An integer value representing the
result of a handleComm operation. The
value is either HANDLECOMM_OK or
HANDLECOMM_NOT_OK.

numberOfAttempts Input An integer value representing the number
of times a handleComm operation has been
attempted. This number is incremented
each time handleComm fails.

reasonCode Input An unsigned long value providing the error
number as reported by the underlying TCP/
IP transport layer. This error code can be
used by this exit to determine if a retry is
feasible.
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Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

zero (0) Indicates that processing of the flow must continue, retrying the
flow processing if not already successful.

non-zero Causes the processing of the flow to be terminated.

Default Behavior

The default implementation of this exit lets the flow processing be attempted twice. If the flow is not successful after two
attempts, the flow processing is terminated and an appropriate error response is returned to the DP client.

Building on Windows

The Windows TCP/IP DPC Comm Complete exit is built as part of the dynamic link library TCPCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CTCPEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CTCPEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

CI_TCP_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE

CI_TCP_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE - TCP/IP DPC Setup Comm Complete Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for CI_TCP_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE - TCP/IP DPC Setup Comm Complete
Exit (Windows). The processing of a given cooperative flow is broken up into two large grain activities.

int CI_TCP_DPC_setupComm_Complete (int completionCode,

   int numberOfAttempts,

   unsigned long reasonCode);

Source Code

CITCPCLX.C

Purpose

The first is setupComm, which is invoked to ensure that a connection to the target server is available. This exit is invoked
at the completion of the setupComm processing to expose that processing results. The setupComm is either successful
(indicated by the input parameter completionCode having a value of SETUPCOMM_OK) or not successful (indicated by
the completionCode parameter having a value of SETUPCOMM_NOT_OK).
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The return from this exit indicates if the processing of the cooperative flow must continue (zero lets the process
continue, non-zero causes the processing of the flow to be terminated). If the completionCode has a value of
SETUPCOMM_NOT_OK, this exit has the opportunity to indicate if the setupComm processing must be attempted
by returning a value of zero(0). The number of connection retries that are attempted is passed into this exit using
the numberOfAttempts parameter. Thus, this exit can control the number of retry attempts by testing the value of
numberOfAttempts and returning one (1) when the number of retries has reached a predetermined threshold.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

completionCode Input An integer value representing the
result of a setupComm operation. The
value is either SETUPCOMM_OK or
SETUPCOMM_NOT_OK.

numberOfAttempts Input An integer value representing the number
of times a setupComm has been attempted.
This number is incremented each time
setupComm fails.

reasonCode Input An unsigned long value providing the error
number as reported by the underlying TCP/
IP transport layer. This error code can be
used by this exit to determine if a retry is
feasible.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

zero (0) Indicates that processing of the flow must continue, retrying the
connection if not already established.

non-zero Causes the processing of the flow to be terminated.

Default Behavior

The default implementation of this exit lets the connection be attempted twice. If the connection is not established after
two attempts, the flow processing is terminated and an appropriate error response is returned to the DP client.

Building on Windows

The Windows DPC Setup Comm Complete exit is built as part of the dynamic link library TCPCXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CTCPEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).
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NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CTCPEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

CI_TCP_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLETE

Windows Common System Utilities User Exits
This article provides information for the Common System Utilities (CSU) user exits. All supplied Common System Utilities
(CSU) user exits are written using the C++ programming language.

The following table briefly describes the Common System Utilities Exits:

Common System Utilities:

Language: C++

Common System Utilities: Language: C++
User Exit Name Source Code Description
CSUGETLIBRARYVERSIONNAME csuglvn.cxx Provide a mapping of specified name to

version specific name of Library DLL’s

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CSUGETLIBRARYVERSIONNAME - Version Name mapping Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for CSUGETLIBRARYVERSIONNAME - Version Name mapping Exit (Windows). This
exit provides a mapping of specified name to a version-specific name if one exists, otherwise the specific name value is
returned.

void CSUGetLibraryVersionName (char *name,

   char *retName,

   long maxRetNameLen )

Source Code

CSUGLVN.CXX

Purpose

This mapping is used when Library DLLs are dynamically loaded during cooperative processing.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*name Input Pointer to a character string containing a
null terminated name to be converted to a
version name.

*retName Output Pointer to a character string to receive the
version name.

maxRetNameLen Input Long containing the maximum length of the
returning version name.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default-mapping table is used.

Building on Windows

The Windows CSU Library Version Name exit is built as part of the dynamic link library CSUVNN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CSUGLVN.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CSUGLVN.NT.

Related User Exits

None

Windows Client Middleware User Exits - Communications Bridge
This article provides information for the Communications Bridge user exits. All supplied Communications Bridge user exits
are written using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes each of the exits:

Comm. Bridge:

Language: C

Comm. Bridge: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
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CIDE_INIT cidexit.c Conversation Instance Data exit - Initialize
This exit disables or enables subsequent
CIDE_PROC calls.

CIDE_PROC cidexit.c Conversation Instance Data exit -- Process
This exit lets modification of certain fields
of the Conversation Instance data (for
example, UserId and Password), before the
conversation supporting a cooperative flow
being created.

DECRYPT decrexit.c This exit decrypts the CFB from a client
if the data in the Enhanced Security of
the CFB offset area is to be used and the
target server environment has a derived
Security_Level of Remote and if the CFB
has been encrypted.

ECI_CLIENT_EXIT ioeciclx.c This exit is called to permit overriding the
name of the target CICS System (as it
is known to the CICS Universal Client),
the specified ECI timeout value, and
the specified CICS Mirror Transaction
associated with the request.

GETTCPHOSTNAME inetipux.c Allows disabling the host name lookup that
maps a connected IP address of the client
to a host name string.

RSCUSERENTRY iorscclx.cxx This exit supports multiple APIs that allow
inspection and modification of user data
and application data before it is sent to a
target server on HP NonStop. User and
application data that is received from the
target server can also be inspected or
modified before forwarding to the client
application.

Details of the preceding user exits follow. Each one is described in a separate section.

CIDE_INIT - Conversation Instance Data User Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for CIDE_INIT - Conversation Instance Data User Exit (Windows). The CPI/C API
performs the ASCII to EBCDIC translation of the UserID and Password as part of its conversation protocol.

int CIDE_INIT (void);

Source Code

CIDEXIT.C

Purpose

For those transports that use UserID and Password as part of their protocol (currently LU6.2) a set of user exit functions is
provided to facilitate any required adjustments of the UserID and Password before being sent to the transport layer. There
are two entry points that are associated with this user exit:

This, the first, entry point is invoked only once, during the initialization of the Client Manager transport support code.
Future calls to the CIDE_PROC user exit are enabled or disabled depending upon the return value from this exit.
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Arguments

None

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

CIDExitDisabled The default exit implementation disables all future calls into this
exit. The CIDE_PROC user exit is never invoked.

CIDExitEnabled Return this value to enable subsequent processing of the
Conversation Instance Data Exit entry point, .CIDE_PROC.

Default Behavior

This exit by default disables all future calls into the CIDE_PROC user exit.

Building the Exit

The Conversation Instance Data User exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library CIDEN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MAKECID.BAT (%GENxx%Gen\samples

\CommBridge for Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Execute the bat file: MAKECID.BAT
4. Copy the CIDEN.DLL user exit into the Comm. Bridge installation directory

Related User Exits

None

CIDE_PROC - Conversation Instance Data Process Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for CIDE_PROC - Conversation Instance Data Process Exit (Windows). The two user exit
functions are provided to facilitate any required translation of the UserID and Password before being sent to the transport
layer.

void CIDE_PROC (unsigned short  LocalCodePage,  

   unsigned short  RemoteCodePage,

   unsigned short  DataCodePage,

   unsigned char * TranCode,

   unsigned char * UserId, 

   unsigned char * Password);
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Source Code

CIDEXIT.C

Purpose

This second entry point lets you modify the UserID and Password fields before they are passed to the transport protocol
layer. This exit can be used for codepage translation of the UserID and Password, if necessary by the DPS, before the
cooperative flow.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

LocalCodePage Input CodePage value that is associated with the
client workstation

RemoteCodePage Input CodePage value that is associated with the
target server (value as defined in the .srv
file)

DataCodePage Input CodePage value that is associated with the
following data items host name

*TranCode Input Pointer to a null terminated string
containing the conversation instance
trancode value

*UserId Input/Output Pointer to a null terminated string
containing the conversation instance user
ID value. Modifications that are made to the
field pointed to by UserId are propagated
to the CFB associated with the cooperative
flow request.

*Password Input/Output Pointer to a null terminated string
containing the conversation instance
password value. Modifications that are
made to the field pointed to by Password
are propagated to the CFB associated with
the cooperative flow request.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

CIDE_INIT by default disables all calls into CIDE_PROC.

Building the Exit

The Conversation Instance Data Process User exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library CIDEN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.
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Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MAKECID.BAT. The path is

%GENxx%Gen\samples\CommBridge for Visual Studio.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Execute the bat file: MAKECID.BAT
4. Copy the CIDEN.DLL user exit into the Comm. Bridge installation directory

Related User Exits

None

DECRYPT - Cooperative Flow Decryption Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for DECRYPT - Cooperative Flow Decryption Exit (Windows). The CFB data that are
transmitted from a DPC application can optionally be encrypted.

int DECRYPT (long maxViewLen,

   long *encryptViewLen,

   unsigned char *encryptView,

   char *failureMsg);

Source Code

DECREXIT.C

Purpose

A flag byte in the CFB header notifies the receiver of the CFB that the CFB has been encrypted. It is the responsibility of
the receiver responsibility to decrypt the CFB before using it.

Regarding the Comm. Bridge, the data in the CFB only must be decrypted if the security data that is located in the security
offset section is to be used when sending the cooperative flow request to a target server. The Comm. Bridge uses the
CMUseSecure CFB flag to determine if the data in the security offset must be used.

The CMUseSecure flag is set by the client runtime if its invocation of the client-side security exit returns a TRUE for
the bClntMgrSecurity flag. Therefore, the following considerations must be met before the Comm. Bridge invokes its
decryption user exit:

1. The CMUseSecure flag of the CFB is set, indicating that the requesting client requires the Comm. Bridge use the
security data that it placed into the security offset section when handling the cooperative flow.

2. The CFB encryption flag byte indicates that it has been encrypted.

If the preceding conditions are met, the Comm. Bridge must invoke its decryption user exit.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

MaxViewLen Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
decrypted data can occupy.

*EncryptViewLen Input/ Output Input: the current buffer space (in bytes) of
the encrypted data.
Output: Len must be updated to contain the
length of the decrypted data. The length
of the decrypted result cannot exceed
maxViewLen.

*EncryptView Input/ Output A character pointer to a buffer containing
view data. On input, the buffer contains
the encrypted data. On output, this exit
must ensure that the buffer contains the
decrypted version of the encrypted data.

*failureMsg Output A pointer to an 80-character array that can
receive a user provided null terminated
error message string. The string pointed to
by the failureMsg pointer is incorporated
into error text that is returned to the DP
client.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

DecryptionNotUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit did not perform any
decryption of the data provided. This is the default return value.

DecryptionUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit successfully performed
the decryption of the provided data.

DecryptionFailure Indicates to the runtime that an error was encountered by the
user exit and that the decryption processing has failed. The error
indication and message string returned using the failureMsg
argument is returned to the DP client associated with the failed
request.

Default Behavior

The DECRYPT user exit, as delivered, does not perform decryption and returns DecryptionNotUsed.

Building the Exit

The Decrypt exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library DECREN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, install the compiler for Microsoft Visual C++ on your computer.
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Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MAKEDECR.BAT (%GENxx%Gen

\samples\CommBridge for Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Execute the bat file: MAKEDECR.BAT
4. Copy the DECREN.DLL user exit into the Comm. Bridge installation directory

Related User Exits

The following exits are related user exits:

• TIRELOG
• WRSRVRERROR

ECI_CLIENT_EXIT - ECI Communications Interface Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for ECI_CLIENT_EXIT - ECI Communications Interface Exit (Windows). A
Communication Bridge can be configured to use ECI as its server-side transport.

short eci_client_exit(char  * pTranCode,

   short * pECITimeOut,

   char  * pECITpn,   

   char  * pSysName);

Source Code

IOECICLX.C

Purpose

The ECI runtime lets applications target one or more CICS regions. This user exit is called from the ECI runtime DLL of
the Communication Bridge before it invokes the CICS ExternalCall() API. Invoking this exit lets the default behavior of
the ECI runtime to be customized. The name of the target CICS region, the ECI timeout value, and the TP Name to use
when processing the request can all be customized within this exit. If the ECI TPN is specified by this exit, the name that
is specified must be associated with the CICS Mirror application DFHMIRS.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

* pTranCode Input A pointer to a character array containing
the transaction code name associated in
the model with the target server procedure
step. Some users can wish to set the ECI
TPN to the value pointed to by this input
argument.
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* pECITimeOut Input/Output Input: pointer to a signed short containing
the default timeout value. 0 (zero) seconds
indicate no timeout.
Output: the signed short field pointed to by
this pointer is used as the eci_timeout value
specified
in the ECI_PARMS structure that is used by
the CICS ExternalCall() API call.

* pECITpn Input/Output Input: A pointer to a NULL 4-byte character
array. Output: A NULL character array
results in CPMI being used as the ECI
TPN on the CICS ExternalCall(). A non-
NULL 4-byte character array contains
the eci_tpn value that is specified in the
ECI_PARMS structure that is used by the
CICS ExternalCall() API call.

* pSysName Input/Output Input: Pointer to a character array
containing a default CICS System name.
Output: The memory area pointed to by this
address contains the name of the CICS
system to be used on the ECI API call. The
character array is defined to receive a null
terminated string whose maximum length is
CICS_ECI_SYSTEM_MAX+1.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

0 (Zero) The operation of the exit completed OK

!= 0 (Non zero) An error occurred during the processing of the exit.

Default Behavior

The default user exit returns a zero. The default behavior does not attempt to modify any of the customizable fields.

Building the Exit

The eci_client_exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library ECIUXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, install the compiler for Microsoft Visual C++ on your computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile IOECIUX.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F IOECIUX.NT CLEAN.
5. Run NMAKE /F IOECIUX.NT.
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Related User Exits

None

GETTCPHOSTNAME - Host Name Lookup Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for GETTCPHOSTNAME - Host Name Lookup Exit (Windows). This user exit is used to
disable the domain name server (DNS) host name lookup for clients that connect to a Comm. Bridge.

void GetTCPHostName (sockaddr_storage sock_addr,

   char * hostName,

   int maxHostNameLen);

Source Code

INETIPUX.C

Purpose

Host name lookup is typically performed when adding a host name of a client to the Client Name list on the Comm. Bridge
main window. In general, it is easier to deal with a host name of a client than it is its IP address. By default, the Comm.
Bridge attempts to display its client connections using their host names.

The host name lookup is accomplished by calling the system routine getnameinfo(). In certain network environments, the
time that is required to obtain a host name from an IP address can be excessive, especially when the domain name server
is behind a firewall. The time to resolve the host name from its IP address is overhead expended when a client connects
to the Comm. Bridge. The client can see this overhead as its server application taking longer than expect to return its
response.

This exit gives a mechanism whereby the getnameinfo() call can return either a text host name or an IP address.
If the IP address of the client is returned, then the IP address is displayed in the Client Name list.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

In Input A socket sockaddr_storage structure
containing the IP address for which a
textual hostname is to be provided.

*hostName Output A pointer to a character array updated by
this exit with the hostname corresponding
to the sockaddr_storage structure content.

maxHostNameLen Input An integer value containing the maximum
length of the character array pointed to by
the hostName argument.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

A getnameinfo() function call is issued to look up a given clients IP address and to obtain its text hostname equivalent.
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Building the Exit

The GetTCPHostName exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library TCPUXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, install the compiler for the Microsoft Visual C++ on your computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile INETIPUX.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F INETIPUX.NT CLEAN.
5. Run NMAKE /F INETIPUX.NT.

Related User Exits

None

RSCUSERENTRY - Client Side RSC/MP Distributed Processing Flow Data Access Exit, Targeting HP
NonStop Servers (Windows)

This article provides information for RSCUSERENTRY - Client Side RSC/MP Distributed Processing Flow Data Access
Exit, Targeting HP NonStop Servers (Windows).

int RSCUserEntry(pTRANSHANDLE const transHandle, int sending );

Source Code

IORSCCLX.CXX

Purpose

The RSCUserEntry user exit supports multiple APIs that allow inspection and modification of user data and application
data before it is sent to the target server. User and application data that are received from the target server can also be
inspected or modified before forwarding to the client application.

NOTE
The size of the Gen data buffer cannot be modified. The user exit maintains the data integrity.

Each user exit API may be called right before sending data to the target server and again immediately after receiving data
from the target server. This enables use of the APIs for such purposes as encrypting/decrypting transaction data, adding
custom data that is not applicable to Gen to the buffer sent to the server side, and performing customized auditing.

APIs

The following table describes each API supported by the Remote Server Call interface, RSCUserEntry.

API Name Description
GetMessageSize Returns the length of the message area for the current request or

response message.
GetUserData Returns the user data that is associated with the current request

or response message.
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SetUserData Copies the passed in buffer into the user data area that is
associated with the current request or response message.

GetIEFData Returns the Gen data (and its length) contained within the current
receive or response message.

SetIEFData Modifies the Gen data that is contained within the buffer that is
used for the current receive or response message.

NOTE
For more information about the API functions for the RSCUserEntry user exit, see API Functions.

Return Code

This exit must return True if the operation performed succeeds or returns False if the operation fails.

Default Behavior

RSCUserEntry is invoked only when the user exit .dll file is configured using the Client Manager RSC/MP Configuration
Details dialog. The sample exit that is supplied contains code which is commented out, thus no operations are performed.

Building the Exit

Build the RSC/MP user exit to make the functionality that is provided by the APIs accessible. The Microsoft Visual C+
+ compiler must be installed on the system where you build the .dll. The exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library,
RSCUXN.DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change to the directory that contains the makefile IORSCUX.NT. By default, this file is in the sample\CommBridge

subdirectory of the Gen installation.
3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F IORSCUX.NT.
5. Copy the RSCUXN.DLL user exit into the Comm Bridge installation directory.

Related User Exits

USEREXIT -- The RSC/MP Server-Side User Exit

API Functions

This section provides information about how to use the API Functions of the RSCUserEntry user exit.

Function Format
int GetMessageSize( pTRANSHANDLE transHandle, short * msgSize )

Purpose

The GetMessageSize API function returns the size of the current message buffer. This includes the NonStop RSC/MP
header, Gen data, and user data.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 1 then this signifies that the exit is being
called right before sending the request message to the target server. The message size that is returned is that of the
message about to be sent to the server.
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If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 0 then this signifies that the exit is being
called immediately after the response message has been received from the target server. The message size that is
returned is that of the message that is received from the server.

Arguments

The following table describes the arguments for the GetMessageSize API Function:

Name I/O Description
transHandle Input The transaction handle for this session.

This value is passed into the RSCUserEntry
entry point user exit by the Gen runtime.
This value must not be changed.

msgSize Output A pointer to a short where the total size of
the current message is stored.

Return Code

The following table describes each return code for the GetMessageSize API function.

Return Code Description
0 The API function succeeded.
Nonzero An invalid transHandle was detected.

Default Behavior

When enabled, the sample RSCUserEntry user exit calls this API after receiving a response from the server, before
forwarding it to the client.

Function Format
int GetUserData(pTRANSHANDLE transHandle, unsigned char * data, short * length)

Purpose

Returns the user data area that is associated with the current message. If the second parameter passed into the main
entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 1 then this signifies that the exit is being called right before sending the request message
to the target server. The user data that are returned is the data that are previously set by the client, if any.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 0 then this signifies that the exit is being
called immediately after the response message has been received from the target server. The user data that is returned is
that previously set by the server, if any.

Arguments

The following table describes the arguments for the GetUserData API Function:

Name I/O Description
transHandle Input The transaction handle for this session.

This value is passed into the RSCUserEntry
entry point user exit by the Gen runtime.
This value must not be changed.
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* data Input/Output A pointer to a buffer area where the runtime
is to copy the user data.
Note: It is the responsibility of the caller to
ensure that adequate memory has been
allocated to contain the user data that is
contained in the current message.

* length Output A pointer to a short that contains the actual
size of the data copied.

Return Code

The following table describes each return code for the GetUserData API function:

Return Code Description
0 The API function succeeded.
Nonzero An invalid transHandle was detected.

Default Behavior

If enabled, the sample RSCUserEntry user exit calls this API after having received a response from the server, before
forwarding it to the client.

Function Format
int SetUserData(pTRANSHANDLE transHandle, unsigned char * data, short * length)

Purpose

Copies the passed in buffer into the user data area that is associated with the current message.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 1 this signifies that the exit is being called
right before sending the request message to the target server. The buffer data is copied into the user data area of
the current message before the message being sent to the target server.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 0 this signifies that the exit is being called
immediately after the response message has been received from the target server. The user data that is returned is that
previously set by the server, if any.

Arguments

The following table describes the arguments for the SetUserData API Function:

Name I/O Description
transHandle Input The transaction handle for this session.

This value is passed into the RSCUserEntry
entry point by the Gen runtime. This value
must not be changed.

* data Output A pointer to a buffer area that is copied into
the user data area of the current message.

length Output The length of the data buffer pointed to by
the data parameter
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Return Code

The following table describes each return code for the SetUserData API function:

Return Code Description
0 The API function succeeded.
Nonzero An invalid transHandle was detected.

Default Behavior

If enabled, the sample RSCUserEntry user exit calls the SetUserData API before the request being sent to the server.

Function Format
int GetIEFData(pTRANSHANDLE transHandle, short sending, unsigned char * data, short * length)

Purpose

Returns a copy of the client data that is associated with the current message.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 1 then this signifies the exit is being called
right before sending the request message to the target server. The client data that is returned is that which is forwarded on
to the server.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 0 then this signifies the exit is being called
immediately after the response message has been received from the target server. The data that is returned is that which
is forwarded on to the client.

Arguments

The following table describes the arguments for the SetUserData API Function:

Name I/O Description
transHandle Input The transaction handle for this session.

This value is passed into the RSCUserEntry
entry point by the Gen runtime. This value
must not be changed.

Sending Output This value must be set the same as
the second parameter passed into
RSCUserEntry() by the runtime.

* data Input/Output A pointer to a buffer area where the runtime
is to copy the client data.
Note: It is the responsibility of the caller to
ensure that adequate memory has been
allocated to contain the client data that are
copied from the current message.

* length Output A pointer to a short that contains the actual
size of the data copied.
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Return Code

The following table describes each return code for the SetUserData API function:

Return Code Description
0 The API function succeeded.
Nonzero An invalid transHandle was detected.

Default Behavior

If enabled, the sample RSCUserEntry user exit calls the SetUserData API right before sending the request to the server
and calls the API again immediately after the server sends a response.

Function Format
int SetIEFData(pTRANSHANDLE transHandle, short sending, unsigned char * data)

Purpose

Copies the passed in buffer into the client data area that is associated with the current message.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 1, then this signifies that the user exit is
being called right before sending the request message to the target server. The buffer data is copied into the client data
area of the current message before the message being forwarded to the target server.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 0, then this signifies that the user exit is
being called immediately after the response message has been received from the target server. The buffer data is copied
into the client data area of the current message before the message being forwarded to the client.

Arguments

The following table describes the arguments for the SetUserData API Function:

Name I/O Description
transHandle Input The transaction handle for this session.

This value is passed into the RSCUserEntry
entry point by the Gen runtime. This value
must not be changed.

Sending Output This value must be set the same as
the second parameter passed into
RSCUserEntry() by the runtime.

* data Input/Output A pointer to a buffer area that is copied
into the client data area of the client data
area of the current message. The number
of bytes that are copied correspond to the
client data size as know by the runtime. It
is the responsibility of the caller to maintain
the integrity of the client data structure and
size.
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Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return code values:

Return Code Description
0 Indicates that the API completed successfully.
Nonzero Indicates that the API detected an invalid transHandle.

Default Behavior

If enabled, the default user exit calls this API right before sending the request to the server and again immediately after
the response has been returned from the server.

Windows Client Middleware User Exits - Client Manager
This article provides information for Windows Client Middleware User Exits - Client Manager. All supplied Client Manager
user exits are written using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes the Client Manager Exits:

Client Manager:

Language: C

Client Manager: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_CM_DPC_FLOW_COMPLETE_COMM
_ERROR

cicmclx.c Handle communications error while
processing a synchronous cooperative flow
request.

CIDE_INIT cidexit.c Conversation Instance Data -- Initialize.
Used to disable or enable subsequent
CIDE_PROC calls.

CIDE_PROC cidexit.c Conversation Instance Data -- Process.
Used to modify certain fields of the
Conversation Instance data (for example,
UserId and Password), before the
conversation supporting a cooperative flow
being created.

DECRYPT decrexit.c Decrypt CFB from GUI client if the data in
Enhanced Security is to be used and the
target server environment has a derived
Security_Level of Remote and the CFB
encryption flag indicates that the CFB has
been encrypted.

ENCRYPT decrexit.c Encrypt CFB from Client Manager if the
target server environment has a derived
Security_Level of Remote-Enhanced.

IEFDP_CLEANUPDIR iefdir.c Client Manager Directory Services
-- Cleanup Allows for deallocation of
resources, which can have been allocated
to support directory services.

IEFDP_INITDIR iefdir.c Client Manager Directory Services --
Initialize (disable or enable subsequent
Directory services calls).
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IEFDP_SEARCHDIR iefdir.c Client Manager Directory Services --
Search Implementation of the transaction
server search algorithm.

RSCUSERENTRY iorscclx.cxx This exit supports multiple APIs that allow
inspection and modification of user data
and application data before it is sent to a
target server on HP NonStop. User and
application data that is received from the
target server can also be inspected or
modified before forwarding to the client
application.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CI_CM_DPC_FLOW_COMPLETE_COMM_ERROR - Client Manager Communications Error Exit
(Windows)

This article provides information for CI_CM_DPC_FLOW_COMPLETE_COMM_ERROR - Client Manager
Communications Error Exit (Windows).

intCI_CM_DPC_Flow_Complete_Comm_Error ( 

   int numberOfAttempts,

   unsigned long resonCode )

Source Code

CICMCLX.C

Purpose

Control is passed to this exit if the Client Manager encounters a communications error while processing a synchronous
cooperative flow request.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

numberOfAttempts Input This integer represents the number of
attempts that are made for a particular
reason code.

reasonCode Input This integer represents the error that was
encountered.

Return Code

Return Code Description

RETRY_OK Retry the processing of the cooperative flow.

RETRY_NOT_OK Terminate processing of the cooperative flow.
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Default Behavior

Returns a value of RETRY_NOT_OK.

Building the Exit

The CI_CM_DPC_Flow_Complete_Comm_Error exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library CMICXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile CCMEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F CCMEXIT.NT CLEAN.
5. Run NMAKE /F CCMEXIT.NT.
6. Copy the CMICXN.DLL user exit into the install directory of the Client Manager.

Related User Exits

None

CIDE_INIT - Conversation Instance Data Initialize Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for CIDE_INIT - Conversation Instance Data Initialize Exit (Windows). The CPI/C API
performs the ASCII to EBCDIC translation of the UserID and Password as part of its conversation protocol.

int CIDE_INIT (void);

Source Code

CIDEXIT.C

Purpose

For those transports that use UserID and Password as part of their protocol (currently LU6.2) a set of user exit functions is
provided to facilitate any required adjustments of the UserID and Password before being sent to the transport layer. There
are two entry points that are associated with this user exit:

This, the first entry point, is invoked only once, during initialization of the Client Manager transport support code. Future
calls to the CIDE_PROC user exit are enabled or disabled depending upon the return value from this exit.

Arguments

None
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Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

CIDExitDisabled The default exit implementation disables all future calls into this
exit. The CIDE_PROC user exit is never invoked.

CIDExitEnabled Return this value to enable subsequent processing of the
Conversation Instance Data Exit entry point, .CIDE_PROC.

Default Behavior

This exit by default disables all future calls into the CIDE_PROC user exit.

Building the Exit

The Conversation Instance Data User exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library CIDEN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MAKECID.BAT (%GENxx%Gen\samples

\ClientManager for Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Execute the bat file: MAKECID.BAT.
4. Copy the CIDEN.DLL user exit into the Client Manager installation directory.

Related User Exits

CIDE_PROC

CIDE_PROC - Conversation Instance Data Process User Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for CIDE_PROC - Conversation Instance Data Process User Exit (Windows).

void CIDE_PROC (unsigned short LocalCodePage,

   unsigned short RemoteCodePage,

   unsigned short DataCodePage,

   unsigned char * TranCode,

   unsigned char * UserId,

   unsigned char * Password);

Source Code

CIDEXIT.C

Purpose

For those transports that use UserID and Password as part of their protocol (currently LU6.2) a set of user exit functions
is provided to facilitate any required adjustments of the UserID and Password before being sent to the transport layer. The
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CPI/C API performs the ASCII to EBCDIC translation of the UserID and Password as part of its conversation protocol.
This user exit has two functions.

This second entry point lets you modify the UserID and Password fields before they are passed to the transport protocol
layer. This exit can be used for codepage translation of the UserID and Password, if necessary by the DPS, before the
cooperative flow.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

LocalCodePage Input CodePage value that is associated with the
client workstation

RemoteCodePage Input CodePage value that is associated with the
target server (value as defined in the .srv
file)

DataCodePage Input CodePage value that is associated with the
following data items host name

*TranCode Input Pointer to a null terminated string
containing the conversation instance
trancode value

*UserId Input/Output Pointer to a null terminated string
containing the conversation instance user
ID value.
Modifications are propagated to the
cooperative flow request.

*Password Input/Output Pointer to a null terminated string
containing the conversation instance
password value. Modifications are
propagated to the cooperative flow request.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

CIDE_PROC is not invoked.

Building the Exit

The Conversation Instance Data User exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library CIDEN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MAKECID.BAT (%GENxx%Gen\samples

\ClientManager for Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.
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3. Execute the bat file: MAKECID.BAT.
4. Copy the CIDEN.DLL user exit into the Client Manager installation directory.

Related User Exits

CIDE_INIT

DECRYPT - Cooperative Flow Decryption User Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for DECRYPT - Cooperative Flow Decryption User Exit (Windows). The CFB data that is
transmitted from a DPC application can optionally be encrypted.

int DECRYPT (long maxViewLen,

   long *encryptViewLen,

   unsigned char *encryptView,

   char *failureMsg);

Source Code

DECREXIT.C

Purpose

A flag byte in the CFB header notifies the receiver of the CFB that the CFB has been encrypted. It is the responsibility of
the receiver to decrypt the CFB before using it.

The WRSECTOKEN user exit of the runtime, controls if and where within the CFB the security data of
the client application is placed. If the WRSECTOKEN user exit returns SecurityUsedEnhanced, the security data of
the client is placed in the security offset section of the CFB. This portion of the CFB can optionally be encrypted by
the WRSECENCRPT user exit of the client runtime.

If the derived security level of the selected target server is Remote, the Client Manager must decrypt the CFB to access
the security data that is placed into the security offset section of the CFB.

The Client Manager invokes its DECRYPT user exit if each of the following conditions is met:

1. The derived security level of the selected target server is Remote. Remote indicates that the Client Manager attempts
to associate security data for flows that target this server.

2. The CFB Being processed is an Enhanced CFB indicating that the CFB contains a security offset area.
3. The bClntMgrSecurity flag of the CFB is set. This flag is set by the client runtime if the WRSECTOKEN user exit of

the client sets its bClntMgrSecurity argument to TRUE. This CFB flag informs the Client Manager that it must use the
security data that is contained within the security offset area of the CFB rather than the security data it maintains as
part of its configuration.

4. The CFB has been encrypted by the client runtime. The DPC encrypts the CFB using the WRSECENCRYPT user
exit. If the client encrypts the CFB, then the Client Manager must decrypt the CFB to extract the security data from the
security offset area.

DECRYPT user exit of the Client Manager is not invoked if:

• The derived security level of the target server is None.
• The CFB being processed by the Client Manager is a Standard CFB. In this case, the CFB does not contain a security

offset.
• The CFB being processed is not encrypted.

NOTE
For more information about security configuration, see Working With the Client Manager.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

MaxViewLen Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
decrypted data can occupy.

*EncryptViewLen Input/Output Input: the current buffer space (in bytes) of
the encrypted data.
Output: Len must be updated to contain the
length of the decrypted data. The length
of the decrypted result cannot exceed
maxViewLen.

*EncryptView Input/Output A pointer to a conversion work area.
Input: The work area contains the
encrypted data.
Output: This exit must update the work
area to contain the decrypted version of the
encrypted data.

*failureMsg Output A pointer to an 80-character array that can
receive a user provided null terminated
error message string. The string pointed to
by the failureMsg pointer is incorporated
into the error text that is returned to the DP
client.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

DecryptionNotUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit did not perform any
decryption of the data provided. This is the default return value.

DecryptionUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit successfully performed
the decryption of the provided data.

DecryptionFailure Indicates to the runtime that an error was encountered by the
user exit and that the decryption processing has failed. The error
indication and message string returned using the failureMsg
argument is returned to the DP client associated with the failed
request.

Default Behavior

The DECRYPT user exit, as delivered, does not perform decryption and returns DecryptionNotUsed.

Building the Exit

The Decrypt exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library DECREN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler installed on your system.
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Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MAKEDECR.BAT (%GENxx%Gen

\samples\ClientManager for Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Execute the bat file: MAKEDECR.BAT.
4. Copy the DECREN.DLL user exit into the Client Manager installation directory.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• WRSECTOKEN
• WRSECENCRYPT

IEFDP_CLEANUPDIR - Directory Services Cleanup Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for IEFDP_CLEANUPDIR - Directory Services Cleanup Exit (Windows). The Directory
Services User Exit is the implementation of Transaction routing of the Client Manager.

void IEFDP_CleanUpDir (void);

Source Code

IEFDIR.C

Purpose

Transaction routing is a conceptual process that lets cooperative flow data be routed from a Distributed Process Client
(DPC) to a programmatically determined Distributed Process Server (DPS). The Working With the Client Manager
discusses transaction routing and directory services in detail.

IEFDP_CleanUpDir is called when Client Manager is terminating. It takes no arguments and does not return a value.
In the sample code, IEFDP_CleanUpDir is used to free any resources allocated on behalf of the Client Manager.
IEFDP_CleanUpDir is the last directory service function that is called by the Client Manager.

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The Client Manager Directory Services transaction routing is disabled.

Building the Exit

The Directory Services exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library IEFDIRN.DLL. A prerequisite for building the DLL,
you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler installed on your system.
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Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile IEFDIRN.MAK (%GENxx%Gen\samples

\ClientManager for Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F IEFDIRN.MAK CLEAN.
5. Run NMAKE /F IEFDIRN.MAK.
6. Copy the IEFDIRN.DLL user exit into the Client Manager installation directory.

NOTE
Because the Directory Services user exit dll name is configurable using the Client Manager setup dialog, the
dll file does not have to be named IEFDIRN.DLL. If the dll is renamed, the IEFDIRN.MAK file must be modified
accordingly.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• IEFDP_InitDir
• IEFDP_SearchDir

IEFDP_INITDIR - Directory Services Initialize Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for IEFDP_INITDIR - Directory Services Initialize Exit (Windows). The Directory Services
User Exit is the implementation of Transaction routing of the Client Manager.

unsigned long IEFDP_InitDir (void* iniFile);

Source Code

IEFDIR.C

Purpose

Transaction routing is a conceptual process that lets cooperative flow data be routed from a Distributed Process Client
(DPC) to a programmatically determined Distributed Process Server (DPS). The Working With the Client Manager
discusses transaction routing and directory services in detail.

This initialization interface is called once and does the Client Manager call the first directory service function. In the
supplied sample implementation, this routine reads the transaction code to server-mapping information from the iefdir.trn
file.

NOTE
For more information about updating the IEFDIR.TRN file, see the section Directory Services DLL Functions in
the Working With the Client Manager.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

* iniFile Input A void pointer, pointing to a NULL
terminated string containing the name of
the Client Manager initialization file. (By
default IEFCMN.INI).

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

Zero (0) Indicates that the initialization was successful.

Non Zero If a non-zero value is returned to the Client Manager, the Client
Manager assumes that the directory services capability is not
available.

Default Behavior

The Client Manager Directory Services transaction routing is disabled.

Building the Exit

The Directory Services exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library IEFDIRN.DLL. A prerequisite for building the DLL,
you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile IEFDIRN.MAK (%GENxx%Gen\samples

\ClientManager for Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F IEFDIRN.MAK CLEAN.
5. Run NMAKE /F IEFDIRN.MAK.
6. Copy the IEFDIRN.DLL user exit into the Client Manager installation directory.

NOTE
Because the Directory Services user exit dll name is configurable using the Client Manager setup dialog, it need
not be called IEFDIRN.DLL. If the dll is to be renamed, the IEFDIRN.MAK file must be modified accordingly.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• IEFDP_SearchDir
• IEFDP_CleanUpDir
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IEFDP_SEARCHDIR - Directory Services Search Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for IEFDP_SEARCHDIR - Directory Services Search Exit (Windows). The Directory
Services User Exit is the implementation of Transaction routing of the Client Manager.

void* IEFDP_SearchDir (void *parms);

Source Code

IEFDIR.C

Purpose

Transaction routing is a conceptual process that lets cooperative flow data be routed from a Distributed Process Client
(DPC) to a programmatically determined Distributed Process Server (DPS).

NOTE
For more information about transaction routing and directory services, see Working With the Client Manager.

This exit is used to return a target system name to the Client Manager. This exit takes a single argument which points to
two (2) NULL terminated strings. The first string is the transaction code and the second string is NextLocation data that
is provided by the application. IEFDP_SearchDir must return a NULL value to the Client Manager if an appropriate target
system cannot be found. If NextLocation data is provided, the sample program assumes that it contains a target system
name.

Each time IEFDP_SearchDir is called, the sample code determines if the iefdir.trn input file has changed. If it has, the
binary search tree is refreshed.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*parms Input A void pointer, pointing to 2 NULL
terminated strings. The first string contains
a transaction code, the string immediately
following the terminating NULL of the first
string is the NEXTLOCATION provided by
the application.

Return Codes

The return code is briefly described next.

void * A pointer to a string containing one of the following:
The NEXTLOCATION string if it was provided to this exit by the
application.
A target system name as obtained from the implementation of this
interface. In this illustration, the target system name is obtained
from the IEFDIR.TRN file.
A NULL of an appropriate target system name cannot be found.
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NOTE
The sample implementation of this exit attempts to remove trailing spaces from the string pointed to by this void
*. Thus, this pointer must not refer to read-only memory. You can modify the exit sample function clipString(),
located in iefdir.c if necessary to accommodate the void * pointing to read-only memory.

Default Behavior

The Client Manager Directory Services transaction routing is disabled.

Building the Exit

The Directory Services exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library IEFDIRN.DLL. A prerequisite for building the DLL,
you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile IEFDIRN.MAK (%GENxx%Gen\samples

\ClientManager for Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F IEFDIRN.MAK CLEAN.
5. Run NMAKE /F IEFDIRN.MAK.
6. Copy the IEFDIRN.DLL user exit into the Client Manager installation directory.

NOTE
Because the Directory Services user exit dll name is configurable using the Client Manager setup dialog, it need
not be called IEFDIRN.DLL. If the dll is to be renamed, the IEFDIRN.MAK file must be modified accordingly.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• IEFDP_InitDir
• IEFDP_CleanUpDir

RSCUSERENTRY - Entry Point for Accessing APIs for User/Application Data Targeting HP NonStop
Servers (Windows)

This article provides information for RSCUSERENTRY - Entry Point for Accessing APIs for User/Application Data
Targeting HP NonStop Servers (Windows).

int RSCUserEntry(pTRANSHANDLE const transHandle, int sending);

Source Code

IORCSCLX.CXX

Purpose

The RSCUserEntry user exit supports multiple APIs that let you inspect and modify user data and application data before
it is sent to the target server. User and application data that are received from the target server can also be inspected or
modified before forwarding to the client application.
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NOTE
The size of the Gen data buffer cannot be modified. The user exit maintains the data integrity.

Each user exit API may be called right before sending data to the target server and again immediately after receiving data
from the target server. This enables use of the APIs for such purposes as encrypting/decrypting transaction data, adding
custom non-Gen data to the buffer sent to the server side, and performing customized auditing.

APIs

The following table describes of each of the APIs supported by the Remote Server Call interface, RSCUserEntry:

API Name Description
GetMessageSize Returns the length of the message area for the current request or

response message.
GetUserData Returns the user data that is associated with the current request

or response message.
SetUserData Copies the passed in buffer into the user data area that is

associated with the current request or response message.
GetIEFData Returns the Gen data (and its length) contained within the current

receive or response message.
SetIEFData Modifies the Gen data that are contained within the buffer that is

used for the current receive or response message.

Return Code

This user exit returns True if the API function succeeds, or returns False if the API function fails.

Default Behavior

The RSCUserEntry is invoked only when the user exit .dll file is configured using the Client Manager RSC/MP
Configuration Details dialog.

Building the Exit

The RSC/MP User exit is built as a part of the dynamic link library RSCUXN.dll.

The Microsoft Visual C++ compiler must be installed on the system where you build the .dll.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change to the directory that contains the makefile IORSCUX.NT (%GENxx%Gen\samples\ClientManager for Visual

Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F IORCSUX.NT.
5. Copy the RSCUXN.DLL user exit into the Client Bridge installation directory.

Related User Exits

USEREXIT -- RSC/MP Server-Side User Exit
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API Functions

This section provides information about how to use the API Functions of the RSCUserEntry user exit.

Function Format
int GetMessageSize(pTRANSHANDLE transHandle, short * msgSize)

Purpose

The GetMessageSize API function returns the size of the current message buffer. This includes the NonStop RSC/MP
header, Gen data, and user data.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 1 this signifies the exit is being called right
before sending the request message to the target server. The message size returned is that of the message about to be
sent to the server.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 0 this signifies the exit is being called
immediately after the response message has been received from the target server. The message size that is returned is
that of the message received from the server.

Arguments

The following table describes the arguments for the GetMessageSize API Function:

Name I/O Description
transHandle Input The transaction handle for this session.

This value is passed into the RSCUserEntry
entry point by the Gen runtime. This value
must not be changed.

msgSize Output A pointer to a short where the total size of
the current message is stored.

Return Code

The following table describes each return code for the GetMessageSize API function:

Return Code Description
0 The API function succeeded.
Nonzero An invalid transHandle was detected.

Default Behavior

When enabled, the default RSCUserEntry user exit calls this API after receiving a response from the server,
before forwarding it to the client.

Function Format
int GetUserData( pTRANSHANDLE transHandle, unsigned char * data, short * length )

Purpose

Returns the user data area that is associated with the current message. If the second parameter passed into the main
entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 1 then this signifies the exit is being called before sending the request message to the
target server. The user data that are returned is the data that are previously set by the client, if any.
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If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 0 then this signifies the exit is being called
just after the response message has been received from the target server. The user data that is returned is that previously
set by the server, if any.

Arguments

The following table describes the arguments for the GetMessageSize API Function:

Name I/O Description
transHandle Input The transaction handle for this session.

This value is passed into the RSCUserEntry
entry point by the Gen runtime. This value
must not be changed.

* data Input/ Output A pointer to a buffer area where the runtime
is to copy the user data.
Note: It is the responsibility of the caller to
ensure that adequate memory has been
allocated to contain the user data that are
contained in the current message.

* length Output A pointer to a short that contains the actual
size of the data copied.

Return Code

The following table describes each return code for the GetUserData API function.

Return Code Description
0 The API function succeeded.
Nonzero An invalid transHandle was detected.

Default Behavior

If enabled, the default RSCUserEntry user exit calls this API after having received a response from the server, before
forwarding it to the client.

Function Format
int SetUserData(pTRANSHANDLE transHandle, unsigned char * data, short * length)

Purpose

Copies the passed in buffer into the user data area that is associated with the current message. See Understanding
Distributed Processing.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 1 then this signifies the exit is being called
right before sending the request message to the target server. The buffer data is copied into the user data area of the
current message before the message being sent to the target server.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 0 then this signifies the exit is being called
immediately after the response message has been received from the target server. Calling this API now effectively has no
influence on the current message.
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Arguments

The following table describes the arguments for the SetUserData API Function:

Name I/O Description
transHandle Input The transaction handle for this session.

This value is passed into the RSCUserEntry
entry point by the Gen runtime. This value
must not be changed.

* data Input/ Output A pointer to a buffer area that is copied into
the user data area of the current message.

length Output The length of the data buffer pointed to by
the data parameter.

Return Code

The following table describes each return code for the SetUserData API function:

Return Code Description
0 The API function succeeded.
Nonzero An invalid transHandle was detected.

Default Behavior

If enabled, the default RSCUserEntry user exit calls this API before the request being sent to the server.

Function Format
int GetIEFData(pTRANSHANDLE transHandle, short sending, unsigned char * data, short * length)

Purpose

Returns a copy of the client data that is associated with the current message.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 1 and this signifies the exit is being called
before sending the request message to the target server. The client data that are returned are that which is forwarded on
to the server.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 0 then this signifies the exit is being called
immediately after the response message has been received from the target server. The data that is returned is that which
is forwarded on to the client.

Arguments

The following table describes the arguments for the SetUserData API Function:

Name I/O Description
transHandle Input The transaction handle for this session.

This value is passed into the RSCUserEntry
entry point by the Gen runtime. This value
must not be changed.

Sending Output This value must be set the same as
the second parameter passed into
RSCUserEntry() by the runtime.
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* data Input/ Output A pointer to a buffer area where the runtime
is to copy the client data.
Note: It is the responsibility of the caller to
ensure that adequate memory has been
allocated to contain the client data that are
copied from the current message.

* length Output A pointer to a short that contains the actual
size of the data copied.

Return Code

Return Code

The following table describes each return code for the SetUserData API function:

Return Code Description
0 The API function succeeded.
Nonzero An invalid transHandle was detected.

Default Behavior

If enabled, the default RSCUserEntry user exit calls this API right before sending the request to the server and calls it
again immediately after the response has been returned from the server.

Function Format
int SetIEFData(pTRANSHANDLE transHandle, short sending, unsigned char * data)

Purpose

Copies the passed in buffer into the client data area that is associated with the current message.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 1, then this signifies that the user exit is
being called right before sending the request message to the target server. The buffer data are copied into the client data
area of the current message before the message being forwarded to the target server.

If the second parameter passed into the main entry point, RSCUserEntry(), is 0, then this signifies that the user exit is
being called immediately after the response message has been received from the target server. The buffer data are
copied into the client data area of the current message before the message being forwarded to the client.

Arguments

Name I/O Description
transHandle Input The transaction handle for this session.

This value is passed into the RSCUserEntry
entry point by the Gen runtime. This value
must not be changed.

Sending Output This value must be set the same as
the second parameter passed into
RSCUserEntry() by the runtime.
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* data Input/ Output A pointer to a buffer area that is copied
into the client data area of the current
message. The number of bytes copied
corresponds to the client data size as know
by the runtime. It is the responsibility of the
caller to maintain the integrity of the client
data structure and size.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return code values:

Return Code Description
0 Indicates that the API completed successfully.
Nonzero Indicates that the API detected an invalid transHandle.

Default Behavior

If enabled, the default user exit calls this API right before sending the request to the server and again immediately after
the response has been returned from the server.

Windows GUI Client User Exits
This article provides information for Windows GUI Client user exits. GUI runtime user exits are rebuilt into the DLL
WREN.DLL using the command procedure %GENxx%Gen\mkexitsn.bat for Visual Studio.

The following table summarizes the functions available through the GUI runtime user exits:

Name User Exit Description
C4COMMIT Database Commit User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
C4CONNECT Database Connect User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
C4DISCONNECT Database Disconnect User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
C4ERRMSG Database Message User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
C4ROLLBACK Database Rollback User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
C4SQLLEN Database SQLCA Len User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
WRASYNCSRVRERROR Client/Server Asynchronous Flow Server Failure Exit
WRDEFAULTYEAR Century Default Exit
WRDRTL Default Retry Limit Exit
WRGLB Globalization Exit
WRSECDECRYPT Client/Server Decryption Exit
WRSECENCRYPT Client/Server Encryption Exit
WRSECTOKEN Client Security Token User Exit
WRSRVRERROR Client/Server Flow Failure Exit
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WRSTRNCM String Comparison User Exit
WRSYSID System ID Exit
WRTERMID Terminal ID Exit
WRUPPR Uppercase Translation Exit
WRURTL Ultimate Retry Limit Exit
WRUSRID User ID Exit

NOTE
The database user exits C4CONNECT, C4DISCONNECT, C4COMMIT, C4ROLLBACK, C4ERRMSG, and
C4SQLLEN are rebuilt into individual stub executables using the make procedures stubdb2n.mak (Db2),
stuboran.mak (Oracle), and stubodbn.mak (ODBC) found in %GENxx%Gen\ for Visual Studio.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

C4COMMIT - Database Commit Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for C4COMMIT - Database Commit Exit (Windows). Use the Database Commit User Exit
to customize the database commit.

int C4COMMIT (

   char *buff,

   char *gblSqlca)

Source Code

For Db2: STUBDB2N.SQC

For ODBC: STUBODBN.C

For Oracle: STUBORAN.SQC

Purpose

There exists a Database Commit User Exit for each supported DBMS: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*buff Output Pointer to buffer that contains any
error message that was obtained while
performing the database commit.

*glbSqlca Output Pointer to SQLCA structure.

Return Code

Integer representing success or failure of database commit.

Default Behavior

The default processing of this user exit provides a simple database commit.
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Building on Windows

After modifying the user exit, use the make procedure stubdb2n.mak (Db2), stuboran.mak (Oracle), or stubodbn.mak
(ODBC) in %GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio to precompile, compile, and link the stub executable so that all applications
have access to the new logic.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile. The path is %GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run nmake - nologo - s - f stubdbmsn.mak all

where dbms is either ‘db2’, ‘ora’ or ‘odb’

Other qualifiers may be available for each DBMS. See the comments section of each .mak file.

Related User Exits

C4CONNECT, C4DISCONNECT, C4ROLLBACK, C4ERRMSG, C4SQLLEN

C4CONNECT - Database Connection Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for C4CONNECT - Database Connection Exit (Windows). Use the Database Connection
User Exit to customize the connection to the particular database.

int C4CONNECT (

   char *szDatabase,

   char *buff,

   char *gblSqlca,

   HINSTANCE hResDll)

Source Code

For Db2: STUBDB2N.SQC

For ODBC: STUBODBN.C

For Oracle: STUBORAN.SQC

Purpose

This user exit enhances database security. The default processing of this user exit provides a simple database
connection.

There exists a Database Connect User Exit for each supported DBMS: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*szDatabase Input Pointer to a database structure containing
the userid, password, and database name.

*buff Output Pointer to buffer that contains any
error message that was obtained while
performing the database connection.

*glbSqlca Output Pointer to SQLCA structure.

hResDll Input Pointer to Resource DLL to obtain error
messages.

Return Code

Integer representing success or failure of the database connection.

Default Behavior

The default action here is for the connect function to call into the existing GDIC function to get the current connect
information. It is possible to have the user change the database name during the GDIC function so the database name
must be checked after the return from GDIC.

Building on Windows

Use the make procedure stubdb2n.mak (Db2), stuboran.mak (Oracle), or stubodbn.mak (ODBC) in %GENxx%Gen for
Visual Studio to precompile, compile, and link the stub executable so that all applications have access to the new logic
after modifying the user exit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile (%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run nmake - nologo - s - f stubdbmsn.mak all

where dbms is either ‘db2’, ‘ora’ or ‘odb’

Other qualifiers may be available for each DBMS. See the comments section of each .mak file.

Related User Exit

C4DISCONNECT, C4COMMIT, C4ROLLBACK, C4ERRMSG, C4SQLLEN

C4DISCONNECT - Database Disconnect Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for C4DISCONNECT - Database Disconnect Exit (Windows). Use the Database
Disconnection User Exit to customize the database disconnect.
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int C4DISCONNECT (

   char *name,

   char *buff,

   char *gblSqlca)

Source Code

For Db2: STUBDB2N.SQC

For ODBC: STUBODBN.C

For Oracle: STUBORAN.SQC

Purpose

There exists a Database Connect User Exit for each supported DBMS: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*name Input Pointer to the database name.

*buff Output Pointer to buffer that contains any
error message that was obtained while
performing the database disconnect.

*glbSqlca Output Pointer to SQLCA structure.

Return Code

Integer representing success or failure of the database disconnection.

Default Behavior

The default processing of this user exit provides a simple database disconnection.

Building on Windows

After modifying the user exit, use the make procedure stubdb2n.mak (Db2), stuboran.mak (Oracle), or stubodbn.mak
(ODBC) in %GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio to precompile, compile, and link the stub executable so that all applications
have access to the new logic.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile (%GENxx%Gen\ for Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run nmake - nologo - s - f stubdbmsn.mak all

where dbms is either ‘db2’, ‘ora’ or ‘odb’
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Other qualifiers may be available for each DBMS. See the comments section of each .mak file.

Related User Exits

C4CONNECT, C4COMMIT, C4ROLLBACK, C4ERRMSG, C4SQLLEN

C4ERRMSG - Database Message Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for C4ERRMSG - Database Message Exit (Windows). Use the Database Message User
Exit to customize the database error messaging.

int C4ERRMSG (

   char *inmsg,

   char *outmsg,

   char *sblSqlca)

Source Code

For Db2: STUBDB2N.SQC

For ODBC: STUBODBN.C

For Oracle: STUBORAN.SQC

Purpose

There exists a Database Message User Exit for each supported DBMS: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*inmsg Input Pointer to the incoming error message.

*outmsg Output Pointer to the outgoing error message.

*glbSqlca Input Pointer to the SQLCA structure.

Return Code

Integer representing success or failure of the database error retrieval.

Default Behavior

The default processing of this user exit provides a simple database error message management.

Building on Windows

After modifying the user exit, use the make procedure stubdb2n.mak (Db2), stuboran.mak (Oracle), or stubodbn.mak
(ODBC) in %GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio to precompile, compile, and link the stub executable so that all applications
have access to the new logic.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen and abc refers to the supported version of Visual Studio.
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Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile. The path is %GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio.

Note: xx refers to the current release of Gen.

1. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
2. Run nmake - nologo - s - f stubdbmsn.mak all

where dbms is either ‘db2’, ‘ora’ or ‘odb’

Other qualifiers may be available for each DBMS. See the comments section of each .mak file.

Related User Exits

C4CONNECT, C4DISCONNECT, C4COMMIT, C4ROLLBACK, C4SQLLEN

C4ROLLBACK - Database Rollback Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for C4ROLLBACK - Database Rollback Exit (Windows). Use the Database Rollback User
Exit to customize the database rollback.

int C4ROLLBACK (

   char *buff,

   char *gblSqlca)

Source Code

For Db2: STUBDB2N.SQC

For ODBC: STUBODBN.C

For Oracle: STUBORAN.SQC

Purpose

There exists a Database Rollback User Exit for each supported DBMS: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*buff Output Pointer to buffer that contains any
error message that was obtained while
performing the database rollback.

*glbSqlca Output Pointer to the SQLCA structure.

Return Code

Integer representing success or failure of a database rollback.

Default Behavior

The default processing of this user exit provides a simple database rollback.
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Building on Windows

After modifying the user exit, use the make procedure stubdb2n.mak (Db2), stuboran.mak (Oracle), or stubodbn.mak
(ODBC) in %GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio to precompile, compile, and link the stub executable so that all applications
have access to the new logic.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile (%GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run nmake - nologo - s - f stubdbmsn.mak all

where dbms is either ‘db2’, ‘ora’ or ‘odb’

Other qualifiers may be available for each DBMS. See the comments section of each .mak file.

Related User Exits

C4CONNECT, C4DISCONNECT, C4COMMIT, C4ERRMSG, C4SQLLEN

C4SQLLEN - Database SQLCA Length Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for C4SQLLEN - Database SQLCA Length Exit (Windows). Use the Database SQLCA
Length User Exit to customize the database sqlca length.

int C4SQLLEN ()

Source Code

For Db2: STUBDB2N.SQC

For ODBC: STUBODBN.C

For Oracle: STUBORAN.SQC

Purpose

There exists a Database SQLCA Length User Exit for each supported DBMS: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.

Arguments

None

Return Code

Integer representing success or failure of the database SQLCA length retrieval.

Default Behavior

The default processing of this user exit provides the length of the SQLCA structure of the current DBMS.
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Building on Windows

After modifying the user exit, use the make procedure stubdb2n.mak (Db2), stuboran.mak (Oracle), or stubodbn.mak
(ODBC) in %GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio to precompile, compile, and link the stub executable so that all applications
have access to the new logic.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile. The path is %GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run nmake - nologo - s - f stubdbmsn.mak all

where dbms is either ‘db2’, ‘ora’ or ‘odb’

Other qualifiers may be available for each DBMS. See the comments section of each .mak file.

Related User Exit

C4CONNECT, C4DISCONNECT, C4COMMIT, C4ROLLBACK, C4ERRMSG

WRASYNCSRVERROR - Asynchronous Flow Server Failure Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for WRASYNCSRVERROR - Asynchronous Flow Server Failure Exit (Windows).

int WRASYNCSRVRERROR ( char statementType,

   long requestId,

   char *viewLabel,

   char responseScope,

   int failureType,

   char *failureCommand,

   ErrorList errorList,

   ErrorToken errorToken);

Source Code

WREXITN.C

Purpose

This user exit is invoked when an error is detected during the processing of an asynchronous client to server flow. The
parameter failureType describes the origin of this error.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

statementType Input This character represents which of the
supported asynchronous action statements
was being processed at the time of the flow
failure. Valid Values are:
E: USE ASYNC: Response Type Notify
P: USE ASYNC: Response Type Poll
N: USE ASYNC: Response Type No
Response
G: GET ASYNC RESPONSE: non-blocking,
WHEN PENDING clause has not been
coded
B: GET ASYNC RESPONSE: blocking,
WHEN PENDING clause has been coded
C: CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE
I: IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE

requestId Input A long value containing a unique request
identifier that is contained within the
ASYNC REQUEST View corresponding to
the IDENTIFIED BY clause of the statement
currently being executed. This value is
returned from the supporting runtime using
the flow initiating USE ASYNC statement
execution.

*viewLabel Input A character pointer to the label attribute
of the Gen action diagram statement has
associated Async Request View.

responseScope Input The response scope as defined within a
USE ASYNC statement. Only valid if the
current action diagram statement is a USE
ASYNC. Valid values are:
"G" -- the response scope is global to the
client executable.
"P" -- the response scope is limited to the
executing procedure step.
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failureType Input An integer value describing the source of
the failure. The value can be one of the
following:
"CFBUILD" is an error in the construction or
parsing of a client/server flow message or
response.
"XFAL" identifies an error during the server
procedures action block execution.
"XERR" identifies a communications
error occurring somewhere between
construction of a message or response,
and the deciphering of that message by the
partner in this flow.
"XASY," if a USE ASYNC statement
is being processed, identifies a
communications error occurring
somewhere between construction of a
message or response, and the deciphering
of that message by the partner in this flow.
If a GET ASYNC RESPONSE, CHECK
ASYNC RESPONSE, or IGNORE ASYNC
RESPONSE is being processed, this fail
type indicates the Request Id within the
view that is identified by the "viewLabel" is
invalid.

*failureCommand Output A character array, containing a maximum
of 9 characters including the terminating
NULL. This array can be populated with
a command that is used to reinvoke the
failing procedure step. This command is
only used when returning from the exit with
a FailAction of "serverFailedRestart." It
is ignored for any other FailAction.

errorList Input/Output An array of characters representing
message strings that are constructed
by and typically displayed using the
ErrorReport dialog to describe the failure.
Each message string is null terminated.
Newline characters for formatting are also
present as required. The complete list is
terminated by more-than-one contiguous
null character. On a "serverFailedDisplay"
return, errorList, as modified in this exit,
is displayed in the ErrorReport dialog.
errorList has a maximum length of 2048
bytes.

errorToken Input An array of characters, errorToken is only
used with XFAL messages. errorToken
can contain a token that is constructed by
the Error Logging exit (TIRELOG) linked
with the server load module describing the
server action block failure. errorToken has a
maximum length of 4097 bytes.
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Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

serverFailedDisplay This return value does not let the standard error report display if
an appropriate WHEN clause has been coded for the executing
action diagram statement. Execution returns to the calling
procedure step.

serverFailedRestart This return value suppresses the standard error report and
reinvokes the client procedure step that originated the dialog flow.
If there is a failing "procedure step usage," the parent procedure
step is returned to at the statement immediately following the Use.
In both cases, if failureCommand is set it is used as the system
command when reinvoking or returning to the client procedure
step. For flows designed to return the exit state of the server to the
client, the exit state set when reinvoking or returning to the client
procedure step is the last value set by the client.

serverFailedTerminate This return value suppresses the standard error report dialog,
does not attempt to return to the client procedure step, and
redisplays the client window.

Default Behavior

The default return value of “serverFailedDisplay” does not let the standard error report display if an appropriate WHEN
clause has been coded for the executing action diagram statement.

Building on Windows

The Asynchronous Server Flow Error User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WREN.DLL.

Install the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your system as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT (%GEN%Gen for Visual

Studio).
3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.

Related User Exits

The following exits are related user exits:

• TIRELOG
• WRSRVRERROR

WRDEFAULTYEAR - Century Default Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for WRDEFAULTYEAR - Century Default Exit (Windows).

int WRDEFAULTYEAR (

   int inYear,

   int current Year)
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Source Code

WREXITN.C

Purpose

WRDEFAULTYEAR() is invoked when a date or timestamp field receives input and the edit pattern of the field specifies a
two-character year value. The current year and the input year are passed to WRDEFAULTYEAR().

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

inYear Input Integer containing the two or four-digit year.

currentYear Input Integer containing the current year.

Return Code

Integer containing the four-digit year.

Default Behavior

By default, the current hundred-year value is added to the two-character year value and returned.

Building on Windows

The Century Default User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WREN.DLL.

Install the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your system as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT. The path is %GENxx

%Gen for Visual Studio.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.

Related User Exits

TIRYYX

WRDRTL - Default Retry Limit Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for WRDRTL - Default Retry Limit Exit (Windows). WRDRTL lets users override the Gen-
defined default value for the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute.

long WRDRTL ()

Source Code

WREXITN.C
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Purpose

TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to this value at the beginning of each new transaction. A SET TRANSACTION
RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram might modify this value.

TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT specifies the maximum number of times to retry a transaction when one of the following
events occurs:

• A RETRY TRANSACTION action diagram statement executes.
• A deadlock or timeout occurs trying to access a database, and there is no WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR

TIMEOUT statement for that entity action statement.

In these cases, uncommitted database updates are rolled back, and an attempt is made to execute the application
again. After the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute, reaches
TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit, the application fails with a
runtime error.

Arguments

None

Return Code

Long containing the retry limit.

Default Behavior

If the Default Retry Limit User Exit is not used, TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to 10 for all target
environments. If the Default Retry Limit User Exit is used, it must not return a value greater than that specified in the
Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit.

Building on Windows

The Default Retry Limit User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WREN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT. The path is %GENxx

%Gen for Visual Studio.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.

Related User Exits

WRURTL, TIRDRTL

WRGLB - Globalization Exit (Windows)

WRGLB supplies runtime information to the GUI, such as the numeric thousands separator character, the numeric
decimal point character, the currency symbol, the date separator character, and the date order.

int WRGLB (

   char *rp1,
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   char *rp2,

   char *separator,

   char *decimal,

   char *currency,

   char *datesep,

   char *timesep,

   char *dateorder)

Source Code

WREXITN.C

Purpose

The numeric characters are used when editing numeric fields for output. The characters must correspond to the edit
pattern in the model. For example, if the edit pattern in "@ZZZ.ZZZ,99", the WRGLB exit must specify "@" as the currency
symbol, "." as the thousands separator, and "," as the decimal point.

Date and time information is used only for date and time fields where the model does not specify the edit pattern. In these
cases, the GUI runtime uses this information to build a default edit pattern using the information provided by the WRGLB
exit. For example, if the WRGLB exit specifies the date separator as "-" (a dash) and the date order is yymmdd, then the
default date edit pattern is yy-mm-dd.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*separator Input/Output A pointer to the thousands separator
symbol.

*decimal Input/Output A pointer to the decimal symbol.

*currency Input/Output A pointer to the currency symbol.

*datesep Input/Output A pointer to the date separator symbol.

*timesep Input/Output A pointer to the time separator symbol.

*dateorder Input/Output A pointer to the date order

Return Code

Integer representing the success (1) or failure (0) of the call to WRGLB.

Default Behavior

By default, WRGLB returns the thousands separator, decimal point, date separator, time separator, and date order that is
passed in but always copy the Dollar sign to the currency.
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Building on Windows

The Globalization User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WREN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for

Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.

Related User Exits

None

WRSECDECRYPT - Client Decryption User Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for WRSECDECRYPT - Client Decryption User Exit (Windows). The Client Side
Decryption exit is called by the GUI runtime when an encrypted response buffer is received from a target server.

int WRSECDECRYPT (long maxViewLen,

   long *encryptViewLen,

   unsigned char *encryptView,

   char *failureMsg)

Source Code

WREXITN.C

Purpose

The user provides a decryption algorithm that manipulates the data pointed to by encryptView. The encryptViewLen,
on input contains the number of bytes available into which the encrypted buffer area can be decrypted. The process of
decryption cannot result in a decrypted buffer area that exceeds maxViewLen. If decryption is performed by this exit,
EncryptViewLen must be updated with the length of the decrypted result.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

maxViewLen Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
decrypted data can occupy.

*encryptViewLen Input/Output On input, EncryptViewLen is the current
buffer space (in bytes) of the encrypted
data. On output, EncryptViewLen must
be updated to contain the length of the
decrypted data. The length of the decrypted
result cannot exceed maxViewLen.
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*encryptView Input/Output A pointer to the starting location of the data
eligible for being decrypted. The decrypted
data must be copied back into this same
memory location.

*failureMsg Input/Output The pointer to an 80-character array that
can receive a user provided null terminated
error message string. The string pointed to
by the failureMsg pointer is incorporated
into an error message that is displayed by
the GUI runtime.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

DecryptionNotUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit did not perform any
decryption of the encrypted data buffer.

DecryptionUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit successfully performed
the decryption of the provided encrypted data.

DecryptionFailure Indicates to the runtime that an error was encountered by the
user exit and that the decryption processing has failed The error
indication and message string returned using the failureMsg
argument is returned to the GUI Runtime. The GUI runtime pops
up an error message display indicating the failed request.

Default Behavior

The WRSECDECRYPT user exit, as delivered with Gen, returns DecryptionNotUsed.

Building on Windows

The Client Decryption User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WREN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for

Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRDCRYP
• WRSECENCRYPT
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WRSECENCRYPT - Client-Side Encryption User Exit (Windows)

The GUI runtime calls the client-side encryption exit to provide the opportunity to encrypt a cooperative flow request from
Window Manager Applications.

int WRSECENCRYPT (char *trancode,

   char *nextLocation,

   char *clientUserid,

   long maxViewLen,

   long *encryptViewLen,

   unsigned char *encryptView,

   char *failureMsg)

Source Code

WREXITN.C

Purpose

The data in the Common Format Buffer (CFB) that is eligible to be encrypted include the view data of the cooperative flow
and optional security offset area.

The user provides an encryption algorithm that consists of manipulating the data pointed to by encryptView. The
encryptViewLen, on input contains the number of bytes eligible for being encrypted. The process of encryption cannot
result in an encrypted buffer area that exceeds maxViewLen. If this exit performs the encryption, EncryptViewLen must be
updated with the length of the encrypted result. Also, this exit must return the EncryptionUsed return code value.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*trancode Input A pointer to a character array that contains
the trancode that is associated with the
synchronous or asynchronous cooperative
flow being processed by the GUI runtime.

*nextLocation Input A pointer to a character array that contains
the Next Location that is associated
with the synchronous or asynchronous
cooperative flow being processed by the
GUI runtime.

*clientUserid Input A pointer to a character array that contains
the value of the CLIENT_USER_ID
variable that is associated with the flow
being processed by the GUI runtime
synchronous or asynchronous cooperative
flow processing. The CLIENT_USESRID
variable is optionally set by Action
Language that is coded within the GUI
client-generated code.
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MaxViewLen Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
encrypted data can occupy.

*encryptViewLen Input/Output A pointer to a long field. On input,
EncryptViewLen is the length of the
current buffer space (in bytes) of the data
eligible for being encrypted. On output,
EncryptViewLen must be updated to
contain the length of the encrypted data.
The length of the encrypted result cannot
exceed maxViewLen.

*encryptView Input/Output A character pointer to the starting location
of the data eligible for being encrypted. The
encrypted data must be copied to this same
memory location.

*failureMsg Input/Output The pointer to an 80-character array that
can receive a user provided null terminated
error message string. The string pointed to
by the failureMsg pointer is incorporated
into an error message that is displayed by
the GUI runtime.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

EncryptionNotUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit did not perform any
encryption to the provided data buffer.

EncryptionUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit did perform encryption
on the provided data. The runtime marks the CFB as being
encrypted. An encrypted CFB triggers the decryption counterpart
user exit to be invoked by the target server manager. The server-
side decryption user exit is TIRDCRYP.

EncryptionFailure Indicates to the runtime that an error was encountered by the
user exit and that the processing of the associated request has
failed. The error indication and message string returned using
the failureMsg argument would be returned to the GUI runtime.
The GUI runtime pops up an error message display indicating the
failed request.

Default Behavior

The WRSECENCRYPT user exit, as delivered with Gen, returns EncryptionNotUsed.

Building on Windows

The Client Encryption User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WRExx0N.DLL.

Install Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your computer as a prerequisite for building the DLL.
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NOTE

xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for

Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.

Related User Exits

The following exits are related user exits:

• TIRNCRYP
• WRSECDECRYPT

WRSECTOKEN - Client Security Token User Exit (Windows)

This article provides information for WRSECTOKEN - Client Security Token User Exit (Windows). The GUI runtime
invokes the client-side security exit to let a user influence how client security data is processed by the GUI runtime code
involved in servicing a cooperative flow.

int WRSECTOKEN (char *clientUserid,

   char *clientPassword,

   char *trancode,

   char *nextLocation,

   BOOL *bClntMgrSecurity,

   long *tokenLen,

   char *token,

   char *failureMsg)

Source Code

WREXITN.C

Purpose

Specifically, this exit influences if the Common Format Buffer (CFB) request contains a security offset and if that
data populated in the security offset must be used by other runtime components such as the Client Manager or
Communications Bridge when servicing the cooperative flow request.

The trancode and nextLocation variables are provided as input. These input values can be used by the user exit code to
determine what return code value must be specified.

In addition to the return code value, this exit has the option of returning some fields as output data to the calling runtime
code.

For more information about the input and output fields of this exit routine, see Arguments. For a description on what the
invoking GUI runtime does because of receiving one of the expected return values, see Return Codes.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*clientUserid Input/Output A pointer to a character array that contains
the value of the CLIENT_USER_ID
variable that is associated with the flow
being processed by the GUI runtime
synchronous or asynchronous cooperative
flow processing. The CLIENT_USER_ID
variable is optionally set by Action
Language that is coded within the GUI
client-generated code. The data area
pointed to by this argument can be modified
by this user exit. The value that is placed
into the referenced data area cannot
exceed 64 bytes.

*clientPassword Input/Output A pointer to a character array that contains
the value of the CLIENT_PASSWORD
variable that is associated with the flow
being processed by the GUI runtime
synchronous or asynchronous cooperative
flow operation. The CLIENT_PASSWORD
variable is optionally set by Action
Language that is coded within the GUI
client-generated code. The data area
pointed to by this argument can be modified
by this user exit. The value that is placed
into the referenced data area cannot
exceed 64 bytes.

*trancode Input A pointer to a character array that contains
the trancode that is associated with the
flow being processed by the GUI runtime
synchronous or asynchronous cooperative
flow operation.

*nextLocation Input A pointer to a character array that
contains the Next Location variable that is
associated with the flow being processed
by the GUI runtime synchronous or
asynchronous cooperative flow operation.

*bClntMgrSecurity Output A pointer to an integer Boolean field that
can be set to either TRUE or FALSE. The
value of this field only has meaning if this
user exit returns SecurityUsedEnhanced.
TRUE indicates that the security data
(Client User ID and Client Password)
that is added to the security offset of the
associated CFB must be used as the
source of the UserID and Password by the
Client Manager or Communications Bridge.
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*tokenLen Input/Output On input, tokenLen is a pointer to a long
integer field that contains the maximum
length of the allocated token character
buffer. The maximum token length depends
on the available space remaining during the
construction of the CFB.
On return from the exit, the long integer
pointed to by tokenLen must contain the
actual length of data that is returned in the
character array, which is pointed to by the
token argument.
Note: The use of a token is optional, and
therefore, setting the long integer pointed
to by tokenLen to zero indicates that a
token is not specified by the user exit. The
length value that is returned by this field
only has meaning if this user exit returns
SecurityUsedEnhanced.

*token Input/Output On input, token is a pointer to a character
array that accepts a user specified security
token. The use of a user specified security
token is optional. The token data that is
provided by this user exit is provided to
the server-side TIRSECV security user
exit. The security token that is returned by
this field only has meaning if this user exit
returns SecurityUsedEnhanced.

*failureMsg Input/Output The pointer to an 80-character array that
can receive a user provided null terminated
error message string. The string pointed to
by the failureMsg pointer is incorporated
into an error message that is displayed by
the GUI runtime.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

SecurityNotUsed Indicates to the runtime that the CLIENT_USER_ID,
CLIENT_PASSWORD, and security token is NOT used to
populate any part of the cooperative flow request. The client-side
security variables are not added to the CFB by the GUI runtime.

SecurityUsedStandard Indicates to the runtime that at most eight (8) bytes of
the CLIENT_USER_ID and at most eight (8) bytes of the
CLIENT_PASSWORD data are set into the CFB header. The
associated request buffer does not contain a CFB Security
Offset area, and will therefore, not contain a security token.
Also, by not making use of the CFB Security Offset area, the
Client User ID and Client Password values are not eligible for
being encrypted.
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SecurityUsedEnhanced Indicates to the runtime that the CLIENT_USER_ID,
CLIENT_PASSWORD, and the optional Security Token must be
added to the CFB by way of the CFB Security Offset. Also, at most
(8) bytes of the Client User ID value are set into the CFB header.

SecurityError Indicates to the runtime that an error was encountered by the
user exit and that the processing of the associated request has
failed. The error indication and message string returned using the
failureMsg argument would be returned to the GUI runtime. The
GUI runtime popups an error message display indicating the failed
request.

Default Behavior

The WRSECTOKEN user exit, as delivered with Gen, returns SecurityNotUsed. In addition, although not necessary, the
user exit sets the long integer pointed to by the tokenLen pointer to zero, and sets the Boolean field pointed to by the
bClntMgrSecurity pointer to False.

Building on Windows

The Client Security Token User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WREN.DLL.

Install Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your computer as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for

Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.

Related User Exits

The following exits are related user exits:

• TIRSECV
• WRSECENCRYPT
• WRSECDECRYPT

WRSRVRERROR - Server Flow Error Exit (Windows)

The WRSRVRERROR - Server Flow Error Exit (Windows) is invoked when an error is detected during the processing of a
synchronous client to server flow.

int WRSRVRERROR (int failureType,

   char *failureCommand,

   ErrorList errorList,

   ErrorToken errorToken)

Source Code

WREXITN.C
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Purpose

The parameter failureType describes the origin of this error.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

failureType Input An integer value describing the source of
the failure. The value can be one of the
following items:
"CFBUILD" is an error in the construction or
parsing of a client-server flow message or
response.
"XFAL" identifies an error during the server
procedures action block execution.
"XERR" identifies a communications
error occurring somewhere between
construction of a message or response,
and the deciphering of that message by the
partner in this flow.

*failureCommand Output A character array, containing a maximum
of 9 characters including the terminating
NULL. This array can be populated with
a command that is used to reinvoke the
failing procedure step. This command is
only used when returning from the exit with
a FailAction of "serverFailedRestart." This
value is ignored for any other FailAction.

errorList Input/Output An array of characters representing
message strings that are constructed
by and typically displayed using the
ErrorReport dialog to describe the failure.
Each message string is null terminated.
Newline characters for formatting are also
present as required. The complete list is
terminated by more-than-one contiguous
null character. On a "serverFailedDisplay"
return, errorList, as modified in this exit,
are displayed in the ErrorReport dialog;
errorList has a maximum length of 2048
bytes.

errorToken Input An array of characters, errorToken is only
used with XFAL messages; errorToken
can contain a token that is constructed by
the Error Logging exit (TIRELOG) linked
with the server load module describing the
server action block failure; errorToken has a
maximum length of 4097 bytes.
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Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

serverFailedDisplay This return value causes the standard error report dialog to be
displayed, with return to the previous window.

serverFailedRestart This return value suppresses the standard error report and
reinvokes the client procedure step that originated the dialog
flow. In the case of a failing "procedure step usage," the parent
procedure step is returned to at the statement immediately
following the Use. In both cases, if failureCommand is set it is
used as the system command when reinvoking or returning to the
client procedure step. For flows designed to return the exit state
of the server to the client, the exit state set when reinvoking or
returning to the client procedure step is the last value set by the
client.

serverFailedTerminate This return value suppresses the standard error report dialog. The
value does not attempt to return to the client procedure step, and
redisplays the client window.

Default Behavior

The default return value of serverFailedDisplay causes the standard error report dialog to be displayed, with return to the
previous client window.

Building on Windows

The Server Flow Error User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WREN.DLL,

A prerequisite for building the DLL, install the compiler for Microsoft Visual C++ on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT (%GENxx%Gen\VS for

Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.

Related User Exits

The following exits are the related user exits:

• TIRELOG
• WRASYNCSRVRERROR

WRSTRNCM - String Comparison Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for WRSTRNCM - String Comparison Exit (Windows). The String Comparison User Exit is
built as part of the dynamic link library WREN.DLL.
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int WRSTRNCM (

   char *arg1,

   char *arg2,

   size_t len)

Source Code

WREXITN.C

Purpose

WRSTRNCM is called to compare two strings when the standard C language strncmp is not sufficient to deal with.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*arg1 Input A pointer to a string to be compared.

*arg2 Input A pointer to a second string to be
compared.

Len Input Length of comparison.

Return Code

Integer containing comparison result. Returns 0 of strings match, returns a positive value if arg1 is greater than arg1, or
returns a negative value if arg2 is greater than arg1.

Default Behavior

The default is to call the Windows function "strncmp".

Building on Windows

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for

Visual Studio 2010).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.

Related User Exits

None
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WRSYSID - System ID Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for WRSYSID - System ID Exit (Windows). WRSYSID supplies the value for the
LOCAL_SYSTEM_ID attribute.

int WRSYSID (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   char *systemid)

Source Code

WREXITN.C

Purpose

LOCAL_SYSTEM_ID can be placed on a window during window design. The value can be up to 8 characters in length.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*systemid Output A pointer to the system id.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default value that is supplied is "WIN32."

Building on Windows

The System ID User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WREN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for

Visual Studio).
3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.

Related User Exits

WRUSRID, TIRSYSID
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WRTERMID - Terminal ID Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for WRTERMID - Terminal ID Exit (Windows). WRTERMID supplies the value for the
TERMINAL_ID attribute.

int WRTERMID (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   char *termid)

Source Code

WREXITN.C

Purpose

TERMINAL_ID can be placed on a window during window design, and referenced by statements in a PrAD. The value can
be up to 8 characters in length.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*termid Output A pointer to the terminal id.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default value is "DOMAIN".

Building on Windows

The Terminal ID User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WREN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for

Visual Studio).
3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.
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Related User Exits

None

WRUPPR - Uppercase Translation Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for WRUPPR - Uppercase Translation Exit (Windows). The Uppercase Translation User
Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WREN.DLL.

int WRUPPR (

   char *rp1,

   char * rp2,

   char *data)

Source Code

WREXITN.C

Purpose

WRUPPR is called when the runtime must use uppercase in a string.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*data Input/Output A pointer to the text to be uppercased.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default is to call the Windows function "CharUpper," which handles uppercase characters.

Building on Windows

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for

Visual Studio).
3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.
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Related User Exits

TIRUPPR

WRURTL - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for WRURTL - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit (Windows). WRURTL specifies the maximum value
for the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute.

long WRURTL ()

Source Code

WREXITN.C

Purpose

A SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram and Default Retry Limit Exit cannot exceed this
value.

NOTE
For more information about using the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute, see Default Retry Limit
Exit (WRDRTL).

After the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute, reaches
TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit, the application fails with a
runtime error.

Arguments

None.

Return Code

Long containing the retry limit.

Default Behavior

If the Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit is not used, the maximum value of TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is 99 for all target
environments. The Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit can be modified to return a value of zero to suppress all retry attempts.

Building on Windows

The Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WREN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for

Visual Studio).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.
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Related User Exits

WRDRTL, TIRURTL

WRUSRID - User ID Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for WRUSRID - User ID Exit (Windows). WRUSRID supplies the value for the USER_ID
attribute.

int WRUSRID (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   char *userid)

Source Code

WREXITN.C

Purpose

USER_ID can be placed on a window during window design, and referenced by statements in a PrAD. The value can be
up to 8 characters in length.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*userid Output A pointer to the user id.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default value is "USERID".

Building on Windows

The User ID User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library WREN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITSN.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for

Visual Studio).
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NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITSN.BAT.

Related User Exits

WRSYSID, TIRUSRID

Windows Block Mode User Exits
This article provides information for Windows Block Mode User Exits and the functions available through the user exits for
generated blockmode applications.

The following table defines the user exits:

Name Description
DBCOMMIT Database Commit User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
DBCONNCT Database Connection User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
DBDISCNT Database Disconnect User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
TIRDCRYP Runtime Cooperative Communications Decryption User Exit
TIRDLCT Dialect User Exit
TIRDRTL Default Retry Limit User Exit
TIRELOG Server Error Logging Exit
TIRHELP Help Interface User Exit
TIRNCRYP Cooperative Runtime Communications Encryption User Exit
TIRMTQB Message Table User Exit
TIRSECR Security Interface User Exit
TIRSECV Cooperative Runtime Communications Client Security Validation

User
TIRSERRX Server to Server Error Exit
TIRSYSID System ID User Exit
TIRTERMA User Termination User Exit
TIRTIAR Database Error Message User Exit. There is one user exit routine

for each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
TIRUPDB MBCS Uppercase Translation User Exit
TIRUPPR Uppercase Translation User Exit
TIRURTL Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit
TIRUSRID User ID User Exit
TIRXLAT National Language Translation Exit
TIRYYX Date User Exit

NOTE
The database user exits DBCONNCT, DBCOMMIT, DBDISCNT, and TIRTIAR are rebuilt into individual DLLs
(AECDB2xxN.DLL, AECODBxxN.DLL, AECORAxxN.DLL) using the command procedure %GENxx%Gen
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\mkdbs.bat when using Visual Studio 32-bit and %GENxx%Gen\amd64\mkdbs.bat when using Visual Studio 64-
bit.

Block mode runtime user exits are rebuilt into the DLL AEUEXITxxN.DLL using the command procedure %GENxx%Gen
\mkexits.bat for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64\mkexits.bat for Visual Studio 64-bit. This is the same DLL
that is used with Server applications.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

NOTE
Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

DBCOMMIT - Database Commit Exit (Windows)

This article defines DBCOMMIT.

This topic provides information for DBCOMMIT - Database Commit Exit (Windows).

void dbcommit (

int rc)

Source Code

For Db2: TIRDB2.PPC

For ODBC: TIRODBC.C

For Oracle: TIRORA.PPC

Purpose

Use the Database Commit User Exit to customize the commit logic for a particular database. The default processing of
this user exit provides a simple database commit.

There exists a Database Commit User Exit for each supported DBMS: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

rc Input Type of commit to perform

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

By default, these modules perform a standard database commit statement.

Building on Windows

The Database Connection User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link libraries AECDB2N.DLL, AECODBN.DLL, and
AECORAN.DLL.
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A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKDBS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKDBS.BAT, passing the DBMS as the parameter. The DBMS is one of the following:
– DB2
– ODBC
– ORACLE
– ORACLE 10

NOTE
For more information about building the Block mode Runtime Database DLLs, see Windows Implementation
Toolset.

Related User Exits

DBCONNCT, DBDISCNT, TIRTIAR

DBCONNCT - Database Connection User Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for DBCONNCT - Database Connection User Exit (Windows). Use the Database
Connection User Exit to customize the connection to the particular database.

int dbconnect (

   char *user,

   char *pswd)

Source Code

For Db2: TIRDCONN.SQC

For ODBC: TIRCODBC.C

For Oracle: TIROCONN.PC

Purpose

This user exit enhances database security. The default processing of this user exit provides a simple database
connection.

There exists a Database Connect User Exit for each supported DBMS: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.

The default method for Gen to acquire DBMS connection information for blockmode applications is for the AEF to locate
the trancode in the AEENV file. Connection information includes the username, password, and database name. Each
person that executes the application must have read access to the AEENV file that contains the connection information.

Database Description Host Variable Declared Type

Oracle user ID uid VARCHAR(32)

Oracle Password pwd VARCHAR(32)
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DB2 user ID uid char(9)

DB2 Password pwd char(9)

DB2 database name dbname char(9)

ODBC user ID uid char(20)

ODBC Password pwd char(20)

ODBC database name dbname char(31)

We recommend leaving the call to dbid() unchanged, and adding logic immediately before the database connect
statements to populate the appropriate variables. Ensure that you add all code that the DBMS requires. For example,
verify that arr and len elements are populated correctly for VARCHAR. We also recommend that all AEENV files contain
character strings as place holders for the database connection information. These character strings do not have to contain
valid connection information.

For greater security, add a call to an encryption routine.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*user Input Pointer to DBMS userid

*pswd Input Pointer to DBMS password for userid

Return Code

Integer representing success or failure of database connection.

Default Behavior

By default, these modules read the database connect information from the AEENV file and use the information in the
database connect statement.

Building on Windows

The Database Connection User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link libraries AECDB2N.DLL, AECODBN.DLL, and
AECORAN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, install the compiler of Microsoft Visual C++  on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKDBS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKDBS.BAT, passing the DBMS as the parameter. The DBMS is one of the following options:
DB2
ODBC
ORACLE
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NOTE
For more information about building the Block mode Runtime Database DLLs, see Windows Implementation
Toolset.

Related User Exits

DBCOMMIT, DBDISCNT

DBDISCNT - Database Disconnect Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for DBDISCNT - Database Disconnect Exit (Windows). Use the Database Disconnect User
Exits to customize the database disconnect.

int dbdiscnt()

Source Code

For Db2: TIRDB2.PPC

For ODBC: TIRODBC.C

For Oracle: TIRORA.PPC

Purpose

The default processing of these users exits provides a simple database disconnect.

There exists a Database Disconnect User Exit for each supported DBMS: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.

Arguments

None

Return Code

Integer representing success or failure of a database disconnection.

Default Behavior

By default, these modules perform a standard database disconnect statement.

Building on Windows

The Database Connection User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link libraries AECDB2N.DLL, AECODBN.DLL, and
AECORAN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKDBS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKDBS.BAT, passing the DBMS as the parameter. The DBMS is one of the following:
DB2
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ODBC
ORACLE

NOTE
For more information about building the Block mode Runtime Database DLLs, see Windows Implementation
Toolset.

Related User Exits

DBCONNCT, DBCOMMIT

TIRDLCT - Dialect Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for TIRDLCT - Dialect Exit (Windows). TIRDLCT supplies the dialect of the current user to
the application and is useful only for multilingual applications.

void TIRDLCT (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   struct dialect_cmcb *tirdlct_cmcb)

Source Code

TIRDLCT

Purpose

For multilingual support, the user is responsible for modifying this module to return the appropriate dialect. The dialect
returned must be defined using the Design selection on the Gen action bar. If it is not, the default dialect of the application
is used.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*tirdlct_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

tirdlct_userid Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current user id as provided by TIRUSRID.

tirdlct_terminal_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current terminal id.

tirdlct_system_id Input An 8-byte character array containing
the current system id as provided by
TIRSYSID.

tirdlct_return_dialect Input An 8-byte character array containing the
returned dialect.
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Return Code

None

Default Behavior

TIRDLCT returns a dialect value of DEFAULT.

Building on Windows

The Dialect User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

TIRUSRID, TIRSYSID

TIRDRTL - Default Retry Limit Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for TIRDRTL - Default Retry Limit Exit (Windows). TIRDRTL lets you override the Gen-
defined default value for the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute.

int tirdrtl (

   char retry_flag)

Source Code

TIRDRTL.C

Purpose

TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to this value at the beginning of each new transaction. This value can later be
modified by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram.

TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is used to specify the maximum number of times to retry a transaction when one of the
following events occurs:

• A RETRY TRANSACTION action diagram statement executes.
• A deadlock or timeout occurs trying to access a database, and there is no WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR

TIMEOUT statement for that entity action statement.

In these cases, uncommitted database updates are rolled back, and an attempt is made to execute the application
again. After the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute, reaches
TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit (see TIRURTL), no more
retries can occur, and the application fails with a runtime error.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

retry_flag Input Flag to indicate whether to set a retry limit.

Return Code

Integer containing the retry limit.

Default Behavior

If the Default Retry Limit User Exit is not used, TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to 10 for all target
environments. If the Default Retry Limit User Exit is used, it must not return a value greater than that specified in the
Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit.

Building on Windows

The Default Retry User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

TIRURTL

TIRHELP - Help Interface Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for TIRHELP - Help Interface Exit (Windows). TIRHELP is called when a HELP or
PROMPT command is entered.

void TIRHELP (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   struct tirhelp *in_tirhelp_cmcb,

   char *in_tirhelp_return_message,

   char *in_environment_list,

   char *in_application_list,

   struct scmgr *in_scmgr_cmcb)

Source Code

TIRHELP.C
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Purpose

From TIRHELP, a help system can be invoked to provide application help information.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*in_tirhelp_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

tirhelp_request_code Input/Output A 2-byte character array containing the type
of help requested.

tirhelp_return_code Output A 2-byte character array containing the
return code.

tirhelp_mapname Input An 8-byte character array containing the
mapname.

tirhelp_data_filler Unused An 8-byte character array that is used as a
structure filler.

tirhelp_trancode Input An 8-byte character array containing the
trancode.

tirhelp_userid Input An 8-byte character array containing the
user id.

tirhelp_terminal_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
terminal id.

tirhelp_printer_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
printer id.

tirhelp_dialect Input An 8-byte character array containing the
dialect.

tirhelp_message_table Input An 8-byte character array containing the
message table. This value is passed to
TIRMTQB.

tirhelp_filler Unused A 16-byte character array that is used as a
structure filler.

tirhelp_last_command Input An 80-byte character array containing the
last command.

tirhelp_last_message Input An 80-byte character array containing the
last message.

tirhelp_screen_helpid Output A 44-byte character array containing the
help identifier for the screen.

tirhelp_field_helpid Output A 44-byte character array containing the
help identifier for the field.
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tirhelp_field_token1 Input A 3-byte character array containing a field
token.

tirhelp_field_token2 Input A 3-byte character array containing a
second field token

tirhelp_field_len Input A 3-byte character array containing the field
length.

tirhelp_field_value Input A 256-byte character array containing the
value of the field.

tirhelp_field_protect Input A single character containing a field
protection flag.

tirhelp_field_intens Input A single character containing a field
intensity flag.

in_tirhelp_return_message Output An 80-byte character array representing
the returned help message. By default,
this message is returned from a call to
TIRMTQB.

in_environment_list Input A pointer to an environment control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

in_application_list Input A pointer to an application control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

in_scmgr_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a screen management control
block.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The TIRHELP routine returns a message indicating no help is available.

Building on Windows

The Help Interface User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

TIRMTQB
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TIRMTQB - Message Table Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for TIRMTQB - Message Table Exit (Windows). This message table exit is called by the
runtime when a system-level message is to be displayed.

void TIRMTQB(char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   char *msg_tbl_name,

   short *msgnum,

   struct PARMMSG *prm);

Source Code

TIRMTQB.C

Purpose

The user can customize the wording of the messages within this exit. Other tables can also be defined to support other
dialects.

The default table includes an entry for each Gen runtime error message. Each entry includes the following information:

• Message Number -- The message number is permanently assigned by Gen. Each message has a unique number.
• Message Text -- The message text is the actual words that appear on the application screen when an error occurs.

The message text, and any variable values that can be appended, are truncated if it exceeds the length of the error
message line that is defined for the application screen. The error message line is a maximum of 80 characters of which
12 are reserved for the message number.

If the message number is not in the table, TIRMTQB returns a default message.

Runtime Error Table

The Runtime Error Message Table includes an entry for each runtime error message. Each table entry includes the
following information:

• Message type -- a message number is not found in the table, or when you return to a transaction screen after a fatal
error or a Dialog Manager error occurs. Valid message types are shown in the following list:

• Default message -- a message number is not found in the table, or when you return to a transaction screen after a fatal
error or a Dialog Manager error occurs.

• Dialog Manager error -- Occurs when the Dialog Manager is unable to communicate with the system. This is a fatal
error beyond the control of Gen. An error in the load module packaging or in the configuration specifications causes a
Dialog Manager error. Error handling is the same as for a fatal error.

• Fatal error -- a Gen application abnormal program ending. If a condition occurs at runtime that the generated code
cannot handle, the system issues a fatal error. An error message screen displays the appropriate error messages.

• Function error -- Occurs if a Gen-supported function receives invalid input or produces invalid output. Gen-supplied
functions manipulate characters, numbers, dates, and times.

• Screen edit error -- A non-fatal error that occurs when an input or output value for a field does not match the expected
value, the range, type, or format defined for the field during model development. This type of message is displayed on
your transaction screen. You can correct the error and continue with the transaction.

• Unformatted input error -- Occurs when the unformatted input contains invalid parameters, delimiters, or both.
Unformatted input is a list of parameters that are associated with a clear screen transaction code.

• Message number -- Each message has a unique number that is permanently assigned by Gen.
• Message text -- The message text consists of the actual words that appear on the application screen when an error

occurs. Because of the length of the message identifier, the message text is limited to 68 characters for an 80-
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character screen. The message text and appended variables are truncated if they exceed the length of the error
message line that is defined for the application screen.

• Suffix -- (If applicable) The suffix contains variable values, such as return codes, permitted values, or the values in
error.

Runtime Error Handling

Runtime errors are handled by the Dialog Manager. Runtime errors are non-fatal, such as screen edit, or fatal errors.

If a non-fatal error such as invalid user input occurs, the Dialog Manager displays an error message on the transaction
screen. You can correct the error and continue processing the transaction.

If an application fails because of a fatal error, transaction processing terminates, and the error processing is as follows:

• The Dialog Manager performs all necessary rollbacks of the databases.
• Gen displays an error message screen that lists the appropriate runtime error messages.
• Pressing Enter from the error message screen causes Gen applications to terminate execution.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.

Reserved for runtime internal use only.
*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.

Reserved for runtime internal use only.
*msg_tbl_name Input A character string containing the name of

the table to be used for extraction of the
message text. Currently one table that is
named DEFAULT is supported by the Gen
runtime.

*msgnum Input A short value containing the message
number corresponding to the text to be
fetched.

*prm Input/ Output A pointer to a PARMMSG structure
to contain the returned message text
information. This structure, which is defined
in tirmtq.h, has the following definition:

PARMLEN A short value containing the total length of
PARMNO + PARMTXT.

PARMNO Output An 11-byte character array containing the
message number formatted in a standard
style.

PARMTXT Output A string containing the text corresponding
to the error message number. The string
can be up to 245 bytes, including the
terminating NULL.

filler Unused Two unused filler characters

Return Code

None
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Default Behavior

The table in the default exit is used to retrieve runtime error message text.

Building on Windows

The Message Table User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

None

TIRSECR - Security Check Interface Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for TIRSECR - Security Check Interface Exit (Windows). The Dialog Manager calls the
Security Check Interface Exit when a transaction is started and before execution of a dialog flow.

void TIRSECR(char * rp1,

   char * rp2,

   struct security_cmcb * in_tirsecr_cmcb);

Source Code

TIRSECR.C

Purpose

This allows transaction-level security checking to be implemented. The following data is provided by the dialog manager of
each load module for use in checking security authorization:

• System ID (as provided by the System ID Exit, TIRSYSID)
• User ID (as provided by the User ID Exit, TIRUSRID)
• Trancode
• Terminal ID
• Load module name
• Procedure step name

If the user-defined security check passes, TIRSECR must move a value of spaces to the return code. If the security
check fails, a non-blank value must be moved to the return code with a message describing the violation inserted into the
tirsecr_failure_msg buffer. The current dialect in effect on the client is passed in using tirsecr_dialect.

When the dialog manager receives control, it proceeds with the transaction if the return code is spaces, or issues an error
if it is not.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*in_tirsecr_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

tirsecr_userid Input An 8-byte character array containing
the security user ID as provided by the
TIRUSRID user exit

tirsecr_trancode Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current transaction code.

tirsecr_terminal_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current terminal ID.

tirsecr_system_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current system ID as returned by the
TIRSYSID user exit.

tirsecr_load_module Input An 8-byte character array containing the
name of the executing load module calling
this exit.

tirsecr_pstep_name Input A 32-byte character array containing the
name of procedure step being executed.

tirsecr_dialect Input A 32-byte character array containing the
dialect in effect on the client.

tirsecr_return_code Output A two-character array representing the
success or failure of this exit processing.
TIRSECR_ALL_OK defined as two
spaces implies success, any other value
implies failure. If none spaces are return,
tirfail passes the tirsecr_failure_msg
message.

tirsecr_failure_msg Output An 80-byte character array that is used with
a failing return code in tirsecr_return_code.
This exit can insert an error message into
this array that is passed by the Dialog
manager to the tirfail user exit.

Return Code

None directly. For more information, see tirsecr_return_code structure member.

Default Behavior

The default exit returns a status code of spaces, indicating no security violation was detected.
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Building on Windows

The Security Check User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

TIRUSRID, TIRSYSID

TIRSYSID - System ID Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for TIRSYSID - System ID Exit (Windows). TIRSYSID supplies the system ID to the
application.

void TIRSYSID ( char *rp1;

   char *rp2;

   char *system_id);

Source Code

TIRSYSID.C

Purpose

The purpose of TIRSYSID is to implement application logic that lets you implement one model on multiple platforms,
and perform processing appropriate for the platform. The system ID is also one of the parameters that are passed to the
Security Interface Exit (TIRSECR).

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*system_id Output An 8-byte character array representing
the system identifier where the server
application is executing.

Return Code

None
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Default Behavior

By default, TIRSYSID calls the runtime routine DEFSYSID. This routine returns a default system ID, the value of which
depends on the platform on which the application is executing.

Under Windows if the environment variable IEF_SYSID is set, the first eight characters of this variable are used.
Otherwise, "WIN" is returned.

Building on Windows

The System ID User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

TIRSECR

TIRTERMA - User Termination Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for TIRTERMA - User Termination Exit (Windows). TIRTERMA is called when an
application fails.

void TERTERMA (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   struct term_pb *pb)

Source Code

TIRTERMA.C

Purpose

Modification of TIRTERMA lets the user customize the handling of runtime errors.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.
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*pb Input/ Output A pointer to a PARMMSG structure to
contain the termination information. This
structure is defined in tirterma.h.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default processing for TIRTERMA returns a status code of spaces, indicating to use standard error handling.

Building on Windows

The User Termination User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

None

TIRTIAR - Database Error Message Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for TIRTIAR - Database Error Message Exit (Windows). Use the Database Error Message
User Exit to customize the error message received from the database commit.

void TIRTIAR (

   char *sqlca,

   short *ml,

   char *mb,

   int maxLength)

Source Code

For Db2: TIRDB2.PPC

For ODBC: TIRODBC.C

For Oracle: TIRORA.PPC

Purpose

The default processing of this user exit provides a simple database error message.

There exists a Database Error Message User Exit for each supported DBMS: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*sqlca Input Pointer to SQLCA structure

*ml Output Pointer to error message length

*mb Output Pointer to error message buffer

maxLength Input Maximum length of error message that can
be written to error message buffer

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

By default, these modules provide the error message that is returned by the database commit.

Building on Windows

The Database Connection User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link libraries AECDB2N.DLL, AECODBN.DLL, and
AECORAN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKDBS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKDBS.BAT, passing the DBMS as the parameter. The DBMS is one of the following:
DB2
ODBC
ORACLE

NOTE
For more information about building the Block mode Runtime Database DLLs, see Windows Implementation
Toolset .

Related User Exits

DBCOMMIT

TIRUPDB - MBCS Uppercase Translation Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for TIRUPDB - MBCS Uppercase Translation Exit (Windows). TIRUPDB is called to
uppercase multi-byte text.

void TIRUPDB (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,
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   char *tbl_name,

   long *len,

   char *xlate_data)

Source Code

TIRUPDB.C

Purpose

The user can modify the mechanism that is used to uppercase multi-byte text with this user exit.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*tbl_name Input A pointer to a translation table name.

*len Input/Output Length of text to convert to uppercase.

*xlate_data Input/Output A pointer to the text to be uppercased.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default translation uses MBCS functions to perform uppercase translation based on the active system code page.
However, the system designer, programmer, may add code to recognize dialects and perform any lower to upper
functionality desired. In that case, insure that the default behavior still uses the MBCS libraries.

Building on Windows

The MBCS Uppercase Translation User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

TIRUPPR
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TIRUPPR - Uppercase Translation Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for TIRUPPR - Uppercase Translation Exit (Windows). TIRUPPR is called to uppercase
multi-byte text.

void TIRUPPR (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   char *tbl_name,

   long *len,

   char *xlate_data)

Source Code

TIRUPPR.C

Purpose

The user can modify the mechanism that is used to uppercase multi-byte text with this user exit.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*tbl_name Input A pointer to a translation table name.

*len Input/Output Length of text to convert to uppercase.

*xlate_data Input/Output A pointer to the text to be uppercased.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default translation uses MBCS functions to perform uppercase translation based on the active system code page.
However, the system designer, programmer, may add code to recognize dialects and perform any lower to upper
functionality desired. In that case, insure that the default behavior still uses the MBCS libraries.

Building on Windows

The Uppercase Translation User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).
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NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

TIRUPDB

TIRURTL - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for TIRURTL - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit (Windows). TIRURTL lets you specify a maximum
value for the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute.

long tirurtl ()

Source Code

TIRURTL.C

Purpose

This value can never be exceeded by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram, or by the
Default Retry Limit User Exit.

After the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute, reaches either
TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit, no more retries can
occur, and the application fails with a runtime error.

Arguments

None

Return Code

Long containing the retry limit.

Default Behavior

If the Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit is not used, the maximum value of TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is 99 for all target
environments. The Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit can be modified to return a value of zero to suppress all retry attempts.

Building on Windows

The Ultimate Retry User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).
NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.
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Related User Exits

TIRDRTL

TIRUSRID - User ID Exit (Windows)

TIRUSRID is used to supply the ID of the user to the application. TIRUSRID is used to supply the ID of the user to the
application.

void TIRUSRID ( char *rp1;

   char *rp2;

   char *filler_parm;

   char *user_id);

Source Code

TIRUSRID.C

Purpose

The user ID is one of the parameters that are passed to the Security Interface Exit (TIRSECR).

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*filler_parm Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*user_id Output A pointer to an 8-byte character array into
which the user ID can be returned.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default action that is taken by this module is to call runtime routine DEFUSRID which returns a default user ID, the
value of which depends on the platform on which the system is executing.

Building on Windows

The User ID User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.
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Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).
NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

TIRSECR

TIRYYX - Date Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for TIRYYX - Date Exit (Windows). TIRYYX is used to process two-digit or yy-style date
input.

void TIRYYX (

   struct tiryyx_param_block *pb)

Source Code

TIRYYX.C

Purpose

TIRYYX is used to set the century part using any fixed-window, sliding-window, or other algorithm of choice, when using
Gen in the standard map generation mode.

Internally, Gen handles four-digit year dates correctly assuming the user application uses the yyyy edit pattern throughout.
If the user interface is designed to accept a two-digit date entry, and defaulting to the current century is not acceptable,
use this exit to implement logic to get the required behavior for defaulting the century part of the date.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*pb Input/Output A pointer to a tiryyx structure containing the
following items:

return_code Output A 4-byte character array containing the
current year

current_year Input A 4-byte character array containing the
current year.

edit_year Input/Output A 4-byte character array containing the edit
year.

Return Code

None
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Default Behavior

The default user exit behavior does not perform any processing and returns.

Building on Windows

The Date User Exit is built as part of the dynamic link library AEUEXITN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the batch file MKEXITS.BAT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).
NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run MKEXITS.BAT.

Related User Exits

None

UNIX and Linux User Exits
This article provides information for the UNIX and Linux user exits. There are several sets of user exits to support the
variety of C applications that run on the UNIX and Linux platforms.

Scripts are provided to help in building the runtime user exits for each runtime environment that is listed in the following
sections.

The following table lists the sets of C user exits available on the UNIX and Linux platforms:

User Exit Set Provided As
Block Mode Runtime libae_userexits_c.*, libae_db2.*, libae_ora.*
Client Middleware
       Common System Utilities (CSU) libcsuvn.xx.*
       TCP/IP as Transport libtcpcx.xx.*
       WebSphere MQ as Transport libmqscx.xx.*
       Tuxedo as Transport libtxwcx.xx.*, libtxcx.xx.*
       Web Services as Transport libwscx.xx.*
Server Runtime libae_userexits_c.*, libae_db2.*, libae_ora.*
Asynchronous Daemon aefsecex
Server Middleware
       WebSphere MQ as Transport libmqssx.xx.*
       Tuxedo as Transport libtxsx.xx.*
C Proxy** libprex.xx.*

NOTE
* refers to the shared library extension. Each UNIX and Linux system has different file extensions for shared
libraries. Refer to your Gen installation for the shared library extension used.
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NOTE
** C Proxy is not supported on Linux.

UNIX C Proxy User Exits
This article provides information for the functions available through the user exits for C Proxy applications.

The following table summarizes the functions:

C Proxy:

Language: C

C Proxy: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
WRSECDECRYPT proxyxit.c Client/Server Decryption Exit
WRSECENCRYPT proxyxit.c Client/Server Encryption Exit
WRSECTOKEN proxyxit.c Client Security Token Exit

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

WRSECTOKEN - Client Security Token Exit

The Client-Side Security Exit is invoked by the proxy runtime to let a user influence how client security data is processed
by the proxy runtime code involved in servicing a cooperative flow.

int WRSECTOKEN (char *clientUserid,

   char *clientPassword,

   char *trancode,

   char *nextLocation,

   BOOL *bClntMgrSecurity,

   long *tokenLen,

   char *token,

   char *failureMsg)

Source Code

proxyxit.c

Purpose

Specifically, this exit influences if the Common Format Buffer (CFB) request contains a security that is offset and if
that data populated in the security offset must be used by other runtime components such as the Client Manager or
Communications Bridge when servicing the cooperative flow request.

The trancode and nextLocation variables are provided as input. These input values can be used by the user exit code to
determine what return code value must be specified.

In addition to the return code value, this exit has the option of returning some fields as output data to the calling runtime
code.

NOTE
For more information about the input and output fields of this exit routine, see Arguments. For a description
on what the invoking proxy runtime does because of receiving one of the expected return values, see Return
Codes.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*clientUserid Input/Output A pointer to a character array that contains
the value of the proxy ClientUserid
attribute. This user exit can set this value by
modifying the data area pointed to by this
argument. The value that is assigned by
this user exit cannot exceed 64 bytes.

*clientPassword Input/Output A pointer to a character array that contains
the value of the proxy ClientPassword
attribute. This user exit can set this value by
modifying the data area pointed to by this
argument. The value that is assigned by
this user exit cannot exceed 64 bytes.

*trancode Input A pointer to a character array that contains
the trancode that is associated with the
flow being processed by the proxy runtime
synchronous or asynchronous cooperative
flow operation.

*nextLocation Input A pointer to a character array that
contains the Next Location variable that is
associated with the flow being processed
by the proxy runtime synchronous or
asynchronous cooperative flow operation.

*bClntMgrSecurity Output A pointer to an integer Boolean field that
can be set to either TRUE or FALSE. The
value of this field only has meaning if this
user exit returns SecurityUsedEnhanced.
TRUE indicates that the security data
(Client User ID and Client Password)
that is added to the security offset of the
associated CFB must be used as the
source of the UserID and Password by the
Client Manager or Communications Bridge.
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*tokenLen Input/Output On input, tokenLen is a pointer to a long
integer field that contains the maximum
length of the allocated token character
buffer. The maximum token length depends
the available space remaining during the
construction of the CFB.
On return from the exit, the long integer
pointed to by tokenLen must contain the
actual length of data that are returned in the
character array, which is pointed to by the
token argument.
The use of a token is optional, and
therefore, setting the long integer pointed
to by tokenLen to zero indicates that a
token is not specified by the user exit. The
length value that is returned by this field
only has meaning if this user exit returns
SecurityUsedEnhanced.

*token Input/Output On input, token is a pointer to a character
array that accepts a user specified security
token. The use of a user specified security
token is optional. The token data that is
provided by this user exit is provided to
the server-side TIRSECV security user
exit. The security token that is returned by
this field only has meaning if this user exit
returns SecurityUsedEnhanced.

*failureMsg Input/Output The pointer to an 80-character array that
can receive a user provided null terminated
error message string. The string pointed to
by the failureMsg pointer is incorporated
into an error message that is displayed by
the proxy runtime.

NOTE
If messages exceed the 32K limit, this exit calculates the length considering a maximum length of 16777215
bytes and then truncates the result to a maximum of 32768 bytes as this is the length that is allowed by the
generated code for the security token.

If you do not exceed the 32K limit, the maximum length remains the same as 31900 bytes.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

SecurityNotUsed Indicates to the runtime that the CLIENT_USER_ID,
CLIENT_PASSWORD, and security token is NOT used to
populate any part of the cooperative flow request. The client-side
security variables are not added to the CFB by the proxy runtime.
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SecurityUsedStandard Indicates to the runtime that at most eight (8) bytes of
the CLIENT_USER_ID and at most eight (8) bytes of the
CLIENT_PASSWORD data is set into the CFB header. The
associated request buffer does not contain a CFB Security Offset
area, and will therefore, not contain a security token. Also, by not
making use of the CFB Security Offset area, the Client User ID,
and Client Password values are not eligible for being encrypted.

SecurityUsedEnhanced Indicates to the runtime that the CLIENT_USER_ID,
CLIENT_PASSWORD, and the optional Security Token must be
added to the CFB by way of the CFB Security Offset. Also, at most
(8) bytes of the Client User ID value are set into the CFB header.

SecurityError Indicates to the runtime that an error was encountered by the
user exit and that the processing of the associated request has
failed. The error indication and message string returned using the
failureMsg argument would be returned to the proxy runtime. The
proxy runtime popups an error message display indicating the
failed request.

Default Behavior

The WRSECTOKEN user exit, as delivered with Gen, returns SecurityNotUsed. In addition, although not necessary, the
user exit sets the long integer pointed to by the tokenLen pointer to zero, and sets the Boolean field pointed to by the
bClntMgrSecurity pointer to False.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The C Proxy Security Token User Exit is built as part of the shared library libprex.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f proxyxit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

The following exits are the related user exits:

• TIRSECV
• WRSECENCRYPT
• WRSECDECRYPT

WRSECENCRYPT - Client Side Encryption Exit

The proxy runtime calls the client-side encryption exit to provide the opportunity to encrypt a cooperative flow request from
C Proxy applications.
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int WRSECENCRYPT (char *trancode,

   char *nextLocation,

   char *clientUserid,

   long maxViewLen,

   long *encryptViewLen,

   unsigned char *encryptView,

   char *failureMsg)

Source Code

proxyxit.c

Purpose

The data in the Common Format Buffer (CFB) that is eligible to be encrypted include the view data of the cooperative flow
and optional security offset area.

The user provides an encryption algorithm that consists of manipulating the data pointed to by encryptView. The
encryptViewLen, on input contains the number of bytes eligible for being encrypted. The process of encryption cannot
result in an encrypted buffer area that exceeds maxViewLen. If this exit performs the encryption, EncryptViewLen must be
updated with the length of the encrypted result. Also, this exit must return the EncryptionUsed return code value.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*trancode Input A pointer to a character array that contains
the trancode that is associated with the
synchronous or asynchronous cooperative
flow being processed by the proxy runtime.

*nextLocation Input A pointer to a character array that contains
the Next Location that is associated
with the synchronous or asynchronous
cooperative flow being processed by the
proxy runtime.

*clientUserid Input A pointer to a character array that contains
the value of the CLIENT_USER_ID
variable that is associated with the flow
being processed by the proxy runtime
synchronous or asynchronous cooperative
flow processing. The CLIENT_USESRID
variable is optionally set by Action
Language that is coded within the C Proxy
code.

MaxViewLen Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
encrypted data can occupy.
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*encryptViewLen Input/Output A pointer to a long field. On input,
EncryptViewLen is the length of the
current buffer space (in bytes) of the data
eligible for being encrypted. On output,
EncryptViewLen must be updated to
contain the length of the encrypted data.
The length of the encrypted result cannot
exceed maxViewLen.

*encryptView Input/Output A character pointer to the starting location
of the data eligible for being encrypted. The
encrypted data must be copied to this same
memory location.

*failureMsg Input/Output The pointer to an 80-character array that
can receive a user provided null terminated
error message string. The string pointed to
by the failureMsg pointer is incorporated
into an error message that is displayed by
the proxy runtime.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

EncryptionNotUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit did not perform any
encryption to the provided data buffer.

EncryptionUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit did perform encryption
on the provided data. The runtime marks the CFB as being
encrypted. An encrypted CFB triggers the decryption counterpart
user exit to be invoked by the target server manager. The server-
side decryption user exit is TIRDCRYP.

EncryptionFailure Indicates to the runtime that an error was encountered by the
user exit and that the processing of the associated request has
failed. The error indication and message string returned using the
failureMsg argument would be returned to the proxy runtime. The
proxy runtime pops up an error message display indicating the
failed request.

Default Behavior

The WRSECENCRYPT user exit, as delivered with Gen, returns EncryptionNotUsed.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The C Proxy Encryption User Exit is built as part of the shared library libprex.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
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3. Run make /f proxyxit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:
AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

The following exits are the related user exits:

• TIRNCRYP
• WRSECDECRYPT

WRSECDECRYPT - Client Decryption Exit

The Client-Side Decryption exit is called by the proxy runtime when an encrypted response buffer is received from a target
server.

int WRSECDECRYPT (long maxViewLen,

   long *encryptViewLen,

   unsigned char *encryptView,

   char *failureMsg)

Source Code

proxyxit.c

Purpose

The user provides a decryption algorithm that manipulates the data pointed to by encryptView. The encryptViewLen,
on input contains the number of bytes available into which the encrypted buffer area can be decrypted. The process
of decryption cannot result in a decrypted buffer area that exceeds maxViewLen. If this exit performs the decryption,
EncryptViewLen must be updated with the length of the decrypted result.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

maxViewLen Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
decrypted data can occupy.

*encryptViewLen Input/Output On input, EncryptViewLen is the current
buffer space (in bytes) of the encrypted
data. On output, EncryptViewLen must
be updated to contain the length of the
decrypted data. The length of the decrypted
result cannot exceed maxViewLen.
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*encryptView Input/Output A pointer to the starting location of the data
eligible for being decrypted. The decrypted
data must be copied back into this same
memory location.

*failureMsg Input/Output The pointer to an 80-character array that
can receive a user provided null terminated
error message string. The string pointed to
by the failureMsg pointer is incorporated
into an error message that is displayed by
the proxy runtime.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

DecryptionNotUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit did not perform any
decryption of the encrypted data buffer.

DecryptionUsed Indicates to the runtime that the user exit successfully performed
the decryption of the provided encrypted data.

DecryptionFailure Indicates to the runtime that an error was encountered by the
user exit and that the decryption processing has failed The error
indication and message string returned using the failureMsg
argument is returned to the proxy Runtime. The proxy runtime
pops up an error message display indicating the failed request.

Default Behavior

The WRSECDECRYPT user exit, as delivered with Gen, returns DecryptionNotUsed.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The C Proxy Decryption User Exit is built as part of the shared library libprex.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f proxyxit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

The following exits are the related user exits:
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• TIRDCRYP
• WRSECENCRYPT

UNIX and Linux Web Services User Exits
This article provides information for UNIX and Linux Web Services User Exits. All supplied Web Services Middleware user
exits are written using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes the Web Services Exits:

Web Services Middleware: Language: C

User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_WS_DPC_Exit ciwsclx.c Programmatic runtime override of

parameters (base URL and context type)
for Web Service destination.

CI_WS_DPC_URL_Exit ciwsclx.c Programmatic runtime override of URL for
Web Service destination

CI_WS_DPC_URL_Exit - Web Services DPC URL User Exit

This topic provides information for CI_WS_DPC_URL_Exit - Web Services DPC URL User Exit. This exit is called from
the C Web Services CoopFlow before performing a Web Service connection.

void CI_WS_DPC_URL_Exit(char *url, 

size_t urlMaxLen, 

char *modelName, 

char *modelShortName, 

char *trancode, 

char *trancodeAlt, 

char *procName, 

char *procNameAlt, 

char *nextLoc)

 

Purpose

This exit lets you modify the Web Service endpoint destination URL.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
*url Input/Output Web Service end-point URL

urlMaxLen Input The maximum length of Web Service end-
point URL

*modelName Input Name of the model containing the target
Procedure Step

*modelShortName Input Short name of the model containing the
target Procedure Step
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*tranCode Input Transaction code of the target Procedure
Step being processed

*tranCodeAlt Input Alternative name for the transaction code of
the target Procedure Step being processed

*procName Input Name of the target Procedure Step to be
called

*procNameAlt Input Alternative name of the target Procedure
Step to be called

*nextLoc Input Next Location system attribute as set using
Gen action diagram statements.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

If the URL value is not modified in this user exit, its value before calling this exit is used.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Web Services DPC user exit is built as part of the shared library libwscx.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, install the correct compiler for C/C++ on
your computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f cwsexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

CI_WS_DPC_Exit - Web Services DPC User Exit

This article provides information for CI_WS_DPC_Exit - Web Services DPC User Exit. This exit is called from the C Web
Services CoopFlow before performing a Web Service connection.

void CI_WS_DPC_Exit(char *baseURL, 

size_t baseURLMaxLen, 

char *contextType, 

size_t contextTypeMaxLen, 

char *modelName, 

char *modelShortName, 

char *trancode, 

char *trancodeAlt, 

char *procName, 
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char *procNameAlt, 

char *nextLoc) 

 

Purpose

It gives the user an opportunity to modify the Web Service endpoint destination by overriding the base URL and the
context type.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*baseURL Input/Output Scheme, Domain, and Port of a Web
Service end-point URL

baseURLMaxLen Input The maximum length of baseURL

*contextType Input/Output Part of the path of a Gen Web Service end-
point URL

contextTypeMaxLen Input The maximum length of contextType

*modelName Input Name of the model containing the target
Procedure Step

*modelShortName Input Short name of the model containing the
target Procedure Step

*tranCode Input Transaction code of the target Procedure
Step being processed

*tranCodeAlt Input Alternative name for the transaction code of
the target Procedure Step being processed

*procName Input Name of the target Procedure Step to be
called

*procNameAlt Input Alternative name of the target Procedure
Step to be called

*nextLoc Input Next Location system attribute as set using
Gen action diagram.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

If the base URL and the context Type variables that are expected by the sample implementation of this exit are not
defined, the default values that are defined during the packaging of the cooperative model or overrides from commcfg.ini
are used.
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Building on UNIX/Linux

The Web Services DPC user exit is built as part of the shared library libwscx.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, install the correct compiler for C/C++ on
your computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f cwsexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

UNIX and Linux Tuxedo Server User Exits
This article provides information for UNIX and Linux Tuxedo Transport Server user exits. All supplied Tuxedo Transport
Server user exits are written using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes the Tuxedo Exits:

Tuxedo Transport:

Language: C

Tuxedo Transport: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_S_POST_END Cistuxx.c Gives You The Opportunity To Inspect Or

Modify The View32 Buffer Representation
Of The Export View Of The Target
Procedure Step After The Transaction
Ends, And Before It Is Sent Back To The
Invoking Client.

CI_S_POST_SRVDONE Cistuxx.c Gives You The Opportunity To Perform
Cleanup Actions After Server Shutdown.

CI_S_POST_SVRINIT Cistuxx.c Gives You The Opportunity To Perform
Actions During Server Initialization (boot).

CI_S_POST-BEGIN Cixtuxx.c Gives You The Opportunity To Inspect Or
Modify The Cooperative Flow Request
Buffer After The Call To The Tuxedo
Tpbegin Call.

CI_S_PRE_END Cistuxx.c Gives You The Opportunity To Inspect Or
Modify The View32 Buffer Representation
Of The Export View Of The Target
Procedure Step Before The Transaction
Ends, And Before It Is Sent Back To The
Invoking Client.
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CI_S_USER_DATA_IN Cistuxx.c Gives You The Opportunity To Inspect Or
Modify The Cooperative Flow Request
Buffer Prior To Passing It Onto The Target
Tuxedo Service.

CI_S_USER_DATA_OUT cistuxx.c Gives you the opportunity to inspect or
modify the cooperative flow return buffer
after leaving the target Tuxedo service.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CI_S_POST_END - Tuxedo After Transaction Termination Exit

This article provides information for CI_S_POST_END - Tuxedo After Transaction Termination Exit. The ci_s_post_end
user exit is invoked after a global transaction ends.

void  ci_s_post_end( void * returnBuff,  void * globdata )

Source Code

cistuxx.c

Purpose

The exit provides access to the View32 buffer representation of the export view of the target procedure step before it is
sent back to the invoking client. The exit also provides access to the server runtime global data structure.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*returnBuff Input /Output A pointer to the View32 buffer that is
returned to the invoking client.

*globdata Input/Output A pointer to the server runtime global data
structure.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The exit does not modify any data.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Tuxedo After Transaction Termination User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtxsx.*, where * is the shared
library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C+
+ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
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3. Run make /f stuxexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:
AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_S_PRE_END

CI_S_POST_SVRDONE - Tuxedo After Server Shutdown Exit

This topic provides information for CI_S_POST_SVRDONE - Tuxedo After Server Shutdown Exit. The ci_s_post_svrdone
is invoked when the server application shuts down.

void  ci_s_post_srvdone( )

Source Code

cistuxx.c

Purpose

Any clean-up procedures can be performed in this function.

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The exit does not modify any data.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Tuxedo After Server Shutdown User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtxsx.*, where * is the shared library
suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++
compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f stuxexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.
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Related User Exits

CI_S_POST_SRVINIT

CI_S_POST_SVRINIT - Tuxedo After Server Initialization Exit

This article provides information for CI_S_POST_SVRINIT - Tuxedo After Server Initialization Exit. The ci_s_post_svrinit
user exit is invoked by the server runtime during server initialization (boot).

void  ci_s_post_srvinit(int argc, char ** argv)

Source Code

cistuxx.c

Purpose

The server application command-line argument and argument count are passed as parameters to the function. The
function can be used to do whatever initialization process is required. If the return is -1, the initialization has failed, the
server application discontinues its activity and quits immediately. If the function returns 0, the initialization is successful.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

argc Input Argument count

**argv Input A pointer to a set of command-line
arguments

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

zero (0) Success

non-zero failure

Default Behavior

The exit does not modify any data.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Tuxedo After Server Initialization User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtxsx.*, where * is the shared library
suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++
compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f stuxexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:
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AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_S_POST_SVRDONE

CI_S_POST_BEGIN - Tuxedo After Begin Transaction Exit

This article provides information for CI_S_POST_BEGIN - Tuxedo After Begin Transaction Exit. The ci_s_post_begin user
exit is invoked after a global transaction is initiated (after a call to the Tuxedo tpbegin API).

void  ci_s_post_begin( TPSVCINFO * svc, void * globdata )

Source Code

cistuxx.c

Purpose

This exit provides access to the TPSVCINFO structure. For more information about TPSVCINFO, see Working With
Tuxedo. TPSVCINFO contains the View32 request buffer from the client and the designated service name for the target
procedure step. The exit also provides access to the global data structure of the server runtime.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*svc Input /Output A pointer to TPSVCINFO structure.

*globdata Input/Output A pointer to the server runtime global data
structure.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The exit does not modify any data.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Tuxedo After Begin Transaction User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtxsx.*, where * is the shared library
suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++
compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
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3. Run make /f stuxexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:
AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_S_PRE_END

CI_S_POST_END

CI_S_PRE_END - Tuxedo Prior to Transaction Termination Exit

This article provides information for CI_S_PRE_END - Tuxedo Prior to Transaction Termination Exit.

void  ci_s_pre_end( void * returnBuff, void * globdata )

Source Code

cistuxx.c

Purpose

The ci_s_pre_end user exit is invoked before terminating a global transaction. This exit provides access to the View32
buffer representation of the export view of the target procedure step before it is sent back to the invoking client. This exit
also provides access to the server runtime global data structure. The transaction context still exists at the point that this
exit is invoked.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*returnBuff Input /Output A pointer to the View32 response buffer
that is returned to the invoking client.

*globdata Input/Output A pointer to the server runtime global data
structure.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The exit does not modify any data.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Tuxedo Prior to Transaction Termination User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtxsx.*, where * is the shared
library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C+
+ compiler that is installed on your system.
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Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f stuxexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_S_POST_END

CI_S_USER_DATA_IN - Tuxedo Inbound Flow Data Access Exit

The ci_s_user_data_in user exit is invoked by the server runtime upon service invocation and before the execution;
control is passed to the dialog manager from the server runtime.

void  ci_s_user_data_in( TPSVCINFO * svc, void * globdata )

Source Code
cistuxx.c

Purpose

The exit provides access to the TPSVCINFO structure. For more information about TPSVCINFO, see Working With
Tuxedo. TPSVCINFO contains the View32 request buffer from the client and the designated service name for the target
procedure step. The exit also provides access to the global data structure of the server runtime.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*svc Input /Output A pointer to TPSVCINFO structure.

*globdata Input/Output A pointer to the server runtime global data
structure.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The exit does not modify any data.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Tuxedo Inbound Flow Data Access User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtxsx.*, where * is the shared
library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C+
+ compiler that is installed on your system.
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Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f stuxexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_S_USER_DATA_OUT

CI_S_USER_DATA_OUT - Tuxedo Outbound Flow Data Access Exit

This article provides information for CI_S_USER_DATA_OUT - Tuxedo Outbound Flow Data Access Exit. The
ci_s_user_data_out user exit is invoked before execution of the called Pstep completes.

void  ci_s_user_data_out(void * returnBuff, void * globdata );

Source Code

cistuxx.c

Purpose

The exit provides access to the View32 buffer representation of the export view of the target procedure step before it is
sent back to the invoking client. The exit also provides access to the server runtime global data structure.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*returnBuff Input/ Output A pointer to the View32 buffer that is
returned to the invoking client.

*globdata Input/Output A pointer to the server runtime global data
structure.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The exit does not modify any data.
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Building on UNIX/Linux

The Tuxedo Outbound Flow Data Access User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtxsx.*, where * is the shared
library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C+
+ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f stuxexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_S_USER_DATA_IN

Unix and Linux WebSphere MQ Server User Exits
This article provides information for UNIX and Linux WebSphere MQ Server user exits. All supplied WebSphere MQ
Server Transport user exits are written using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes the WebSphere MQ Exits:

WebSphere MQ Transport:

Language: C

WebSphere MQ Transport: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_MQS_DPS_EXIT cimqsvex.c MQ Directory Services Exit
CI_MQS_DPC_SETREPORTOPTIONS cimqsvex.c Used to override report options set by the

runtime.
CI_MQS_DYNAMICQNAME_EXIT cimqsvex.c Provide Queue Name that is used when

opening a dynamic queue.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CI_MQS_DPC_SETREPORTOPTIONS - Override Put Queue Report Options Exit

This article provides information for CI_MQS_DPC_SETREPORTOPTIONS - Override Put Queue Report Options Exit.

void CI_MQS_DPC_setReportOptions(MQLONG *reportOptions);

Source Code

cimqsvex.c
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Purpose

This exit can be used to override the set of report options that are defined for the WebSphere MQ Put Message Descriptor
before the issuance of an MQPUT() operation.

The report options set by the runtime are described in the following table:

Report Option Description

MQRO_EXCEPTION This type of report can be generated when an exception occurs.
For instance if a message is sent to another queue manager and
the message cannot be delivered to the specified destination
queue.

MQRO_EXPIRATION An Expiration report. This type of report is generated by the
queue manager if the message is discarded before delivery to an
application because its expiry time has passed.

MQRO_PASS_MSG_ID If a report is generated, the MsgId of the current message being
processed is to be copied to the MsgId of the report message.

MQRO_COPY_MSG_ID_TO_CORREL_ID Indicates the correlation ID of the report that is generated must
equal the message ID of the request originally issued.

MQRO_DEAD_LETTER_Q This option causes the original message to be placed on the dead-
letter queue when an exception occurs.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*reportOptions Input/Output A pointer to a long value representing the
currently defined report options to be used
in the Put Message Descriptor.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The runtime specified report options are left unchanged.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The WebSphere MQ DPS Override Put Queue Report Options User Exit is built as part of the shared library libmqssx.*,
where * is the shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you
must have correct C/C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f smqsexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
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Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

CI_MQS_DPS_EXIT - MQSeries DPS Directory Services Exit

This article provides information for CI_MQS_DPS_EXIT - MQSeries DPS Directory Services Exit. The provided sample
WebSphere MQ DPS Directory Services exit is an implementation of Transaction routing.

void CI_MQS_DPS_Exit (char   *qMgr,

   char   *srvQname,

   long   *numRequests,

   long   *getMsgTO,

   char   *serverName);

Source Code

cimqsvex.c

Purpose

Transaction routing is a conceptual process that lets cooperative flow data be routed from a Distributed Process Server
(DPS) to a programmatically determined Distributed Process Server (DPS). This exit can use the input serverName, which
is the server load module name calling this exit, to programmatically modify the output parameters.

The current cooperative request's local queue manager and put queue names can be overridden using this exit. Also a
Get queue timeout value and a parameter specifying the servers multiple transaction behavior can be customized.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*qMgr Input/Output A character string containing the name of
the local queue manager. By default, the
application obtains this information from
the model during generation. This exit can
override this name.

*srvQName Input/Output A character string containing the name
of the put queue connecting to the local
queue manager. By default, the application
obtains this information from the model
during generation.
This exit can override this name.

*numRequests Input/Output Specifies the number of transactions
the server calling this exit can execute
before the server shutting down. A
mechanism to limit the number of
transactions a server can execute.
Default: -1, no limit to the number of
transactions that can be serviced.
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*getMsgTO Input/Output A long value representing the reply timeout
applied to the get queue associated with
the current flow request.
Default: The default value is
MQWI_UNLIMITED
(-1), wait indefinitely. If set, the number
represents milliseconds.
This exit can override this name.

*serverName Input A character string containing the name of
the server load module executing this exit.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The supplied sample does not implement dynamic transaction routing. For more information about default values for the
various parameters, see the preceding Arguments section.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The WebSphere MQ DPS Directory Services User Exit is built as part of the shared library libmqssx.*, where * is the
shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have
correct C/C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f smqsexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

CI_MQS_DYNAMICQNAME_EXIT - Dynamic Queue Name Override Exit

This article provides information for CI_MQS_DYNAMICQNAME_EXIT - Dynamic Queue Name Override Exit. The
Dynamic Queue Name exit allows override of the queue name that is used when opening a dynamic queue.

void CI_MQS_DynamicQName_Exit (char   *dynamicQName);

Source Code

cimqsvex.c
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Purpose

The resulting Dynamic Queue obtains its attributes from the specified WebSphere MQ Model Queue name. The passed
in dynamicQName area can be modified by placing a null terminated string of the value to be used as the dynamic queue
name, including the use of valid WebSphere MQ pattern characters that are used to name dynamic queues.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*dynamicQName Input/Output A pointer to a character buffer, of
length MQ_Q_NAME_LENGTH+1 (48
+1), that contains the default name
of the dynamic queue as built by
the WebSphere MQ runtime (that is,
username.processid.threadid).

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The dynamic queue name is not modified.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The WebSphere MQ DPS Dynamic Queue Name Override User Exit is built as part of the shared library libmqssx.*, where
* is the shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must
have correct C/C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f smqsexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

UNIX and Linux Asynchronous Daemon User Exits
This article provides information for the UNIX and Linux Asynchronous Daemon user exits and summarizes the functions
available through the user exits for the Asynchronous Daemon.

Asynchronous Daemon:
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Language: C

Asynchronous Daemon: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
AEFSECEX aefsecex.c Security Validation executable invoked by

the Asynchronous Daemon

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

AEFSECEX - Asynchronous Daemon Security Exit

AEFSECEX - Asynchronous Daemon Security Exit is implemented as a stand-alone utility providing security validation
support for the Transaction Enabler environment.

Source Code

aefsecex.c

Purpose

This exit is implemented as a stand-alone utility providing security validation support for the Transaction Enabler
environment. The AEF Async Daemon passes the transaction code, User Id, and Password of the current flow to the
aefsecex exit. The default implementation of this security process checks the user ID against the password file. This
processing applies only to buffers not containing enhanced security data. For enhanced security CFBs, it is assumed
that the DPSs provide their own security using the Client Security Validation exit (TIRSECV) of the server invoked by the
server runtime. This security exit is enabled by providing the “-l” (lowercase L) option when starting the Asynchronous
Daemon, AEFAD. AEFAD executes the exit if enabled/required.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

transaction name Input The transaction code for the flow being
processed.

user id Input User Id from the header area of the CFB.

password Input Password from the header area of the CFB.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

0 Security check succeeded

1 User ID not allowed

2 User ID was not found.

3 Password is invalid.

4 User ID is not authorized.
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5 Security system is unavailable.

6 User ID has been suspended.

7 User ID must reregister.

8 Security timeout

9 Security internal error

Default Behavior

No security checking is performed; the exit is never executed.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Asynchronous Daemon Security User Exit is built as a standalone executable, aefsecex. A prerequisite for building
the executable, you must have correct C/C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mksecex.

To utilize the aefsecex

The security exit is enabled by providing the ‘-l’ (lowercase L) flag when starting the Asynchronous Daemon.

The aefsecex executable is built in the $IEFH/bin directory.

Related User Exits

None

UNIX and Linux Server User Exits
This article provides information for UNIX and Linux Server user exits. Server runtime user exits are rebuilt into the shared
library libae_userexits_c.* using the script $IEFH/make/mkexits.

This is the same shared library that is used with Block mode applications.

Name Description
DBCOMMIT Database Commit User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: Oracle and DB2.
DBCONNCT Database Connection User Exit. There Is One User Exit Routine

For Each Supported Database: Oracle and Db2.
DBDISCNT Database Disconnect User Exit. There is one user exit routine for

each supported database: Oracle and DB2.
SRVRERROR Server to Server Error User Exit (Server Only)
TIRDCRYP Decrypt User Exit (Server Only).
TIRDLCT Dialect User Exit
TIRDRTL Default Retry Limit User Exit
TIRELOG Server Error Logging User Exit (Server Only)
TIRHELP Help Interface User Exit
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TIRMTQB Message Table User Exit
TIRNCRYP Encrypt User Exit (Server Only).
TIRSECR Security Interface User Exit
TIRSECV Server Security Validation User Exit (Server Only)
TIRSYSID System ID User Exit
TIRTERMA User Termination User Exit
TIRTIAR Database error message User Exit. There is one user exit routine

for each supported database: Oracle and DB2.
TIRUPDB MBCS Uppercase Translation User Exit
TIRUPPR Uppercase Translation User Exit
TIRURTL Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit
TIRUSRID User ID User Exit
TIRXINFO Locale Information User Exit (Server Only)
TIRXLAT National Language Translation User Exit (Server Only)
TIRYYX Date User Exit

NOTE
The database user exits DBCONNCT, DBCOMMIT, DBDISCNT, and TIRTIAR are rebuilt into individual shared
libraries (libae_db2.*, libae_ora.*) using the script $IEFH/make/mkdbs.

Server runtime user exits are rebuilt into the shared library libae_userexits_c.* using the script $IEFH/make/mkexits. This
is the same shared library that is used with Block mode applications.

Because many of these user exits have already been documented in the section UNIX/Linux Block Mode User Exits, only
the user exits that are specific to server applications are detailed in the following subsections.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

SRVRERROR - Server to Server Error Exit

This article provides information for SRVRERROR - Server to Server Error Exit. This exit is invoked by the calling server
when errors occur at the destination server, during a server-to-server flow.

int SRVRERROR (char * from,

   char * to,

   char * errLst,

   int dtp,

   int failureType,

   char * failureCommand,

   ErrorToken errorToken);

Source Code

tirserrx.c

Purpose

This exit can influence the default runtime error behavior in how the detected error is handled. When the
NOTPROPAGATE_ERR is returned, the calling procedure step continues the execution, ignoring the fact that an error has
occurred in the destination procedure step. When PROPAGATE_ERR is returned, an error message is created and then
returned to the calling procedure step.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*from Input A character string pointing to the name of
the source or calling procedure step

*to Input A character string pointing to the name of
the target or called procedure step

*errLst Input A character string pointing to the XFAIL
message of the destination server. This
message buffer can contain multiple new
line terminated strings. The initial portion
of the buffer is formatted to fit a 24 line by
80-character screen format. Other free form
data can follow the 24 x 80 lines, up to the
maximum of 2048 bytes.

dtp Input An integer value of 1 if the argument to
procedure step is a distributed transaction
participant, and 0 if otherwise

failureType Input An enumerated value representing a failure
code
CFBUILD = 0 - implies the calling
procedure step failed to build/parse the
message that is bound for the destination
procedure step
XFAIL = 1 - implies the destination
procedure step execution failed
XERR = 2 - implies a communication
error between the calling and destination
procedure steps

*failureCommand Input/Output A command that the destination procedure
step can return to the calling procedure
step. A maximum of 8 chars plus NULL.

errorToken Input/Output This parameter is only used with XFAL
messages. errorToken can contain a token
that is constructed by the Error Logging
exit (TIRELOG) at the target or called
procedure step. (4096 +1 bytes)

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

0 - PROPAGATE_ERR The error is processed normally within the calling procedure step.

1-NOTPROPAGATE_ERR The calling procedure step continues the execution ignoring the
fact that error occurs in the destination procedure step.
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Default Behavior

Errors are propagated to the calling procedure step. An error message is created and returned to the calling procedure
step.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Server to Server Error User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library
suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, install the correct compiler for C/C+
+ on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

TIRDCRYP - Server Decryption User Exit

This article provides information for TIRDCRYP - Server Decryption User Exit. TIRDCRYP is called by the Server
Manager after it detects that the client has sent an encrypted cooperative buffer.

void TIRDCRYP(unsigned char * rp1,

   unsigned char * rp2,

   TIRDCRYP_cmcb * pTIRDCRYP_cmcb);

Source Code

tirdcryp.c

Purpose

The Server Manager constructs a work buffer containing the concatenated View Data and Client Security sections. The
user is responsible for decrypting the area pointed to by pDataBuffer for IBufferSize bytes.

The inputs pDataBuffer and IDecryptMaxSize and the outputs IBufferSize return_code and failure_msg are fields within a
structure pointed to by the pTIRDCRYP_cmcb parameter.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only

*pTIRELOG_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a TIRELOG_CMCB structure
containing the following items:
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lDecryptMaxSize Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
decrypted data can occupy.

lBufferSize Input/Output On input, IBufferSize is the current buffer
space (in bytes) of the encrypted data.
On output, this exit updates the IBuffferSize
to contain the length of the decrypted data.
The length of the decrypted result cannot
exceed lDecryptMaxSize.

*pDataBuffer Input/Output On input, a pointer to the starting location
of the encrypted View Data and Client
Security sections within the CFB work
buffer.
On output, this exit must ensure that this
same data area contains the unencrypted
versions of the input data. The length
of this decrypted result cannot exceed
lDecryptMaxSize.

return_code Output A two-character array returning the results
of the decryption attempt. The following
values are supported:
DECRYPTION_USED -- defined as " "
DECRYPTION_SIZE_EXCEEDED_MAX --
defined as "01"
DECRYPTION_NOT_USED -- defined as
"02"
DECRYPTION_APPLICATION_ERROR --
defined as "03"

*failureMsg Output The pointer to an 80-character array,
to be populated by the exit that can
receive a null terminated error message
string. The string pointed to by the
failureMsg pointer is incorporated into
an error message that is returned back
to the client. Used with a return code of
DECRYPTION_APPLICATION_ERROR.

Return Code

None directly, see the preceding return_code structure member.

Default Behavior

Decryption of the data buffer is not attempted.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Server Decryption User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library
suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++
compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
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3. Run mkexits.
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRNCRYP
• WRSECENCRYPT

TIRELOG - Server Error Logging and Error Token Creation User Exit

This article provides information for TIRELOG - Server Error Logging and Error Token Creation User Exit.

void TIRELOG(char * rp1,

   char * rp2,

   TIRELOG_CMCB * pTIRELOG_cmcb));

Source Code

tirelog.c

Purpose

This exit serves two purposes:

• Error logging at the server
• Creation of an error token for transmitting to the client

This exit is called by the server to handle server errors that are encountered during the execution of a distributed
processing server that cannot be handled by the runtime or generated code, and normally result in the termination of the
application. For example, before the execution of a server procedure step, the server extracts view data from the client
message and places it in the view of the target procedure step. If this extraction fails because of a mismatch between the
client definition and the server definition an error response message is created and returned to the client.

The default implementation of this exit returns to the caller without logging the error. It is up to the developer of this user
exit to determine what information must be logged and how it must be logged. Some users can choose to log only certain
errors; others can choose to log all errors. On some systems, the log can be implemented as a file. To log a server error,
simply format the information that you wish to log and write it to a file. On other systems, the log can be implemented
using system-specific features such as a CICS temporary storage queue (TSQ) as found on z/OS.

To create an error token, move text data to the area pointed to by the elog_error_token member of the TIRELOG_CMCB
structure passed into this exit. The error token area is 4097 bytes and must be null-terminated. The error token, which
goes through codepage translation when it is transmitted to the client, can be used on the client to customize how the
error is handled.

For example, you can modify this exit to return an error token of "RETRY" whenever a certain database contention error
occurs. This error token is passed to the client error-handling exit (WRSRVRERROR or WRASYNCSRVRERROR), which
makes the final decision on how to handle the error. You can modify the client error-handling exit to reinvoke the flow or
USE whenever the error token is "RETRY." This server error-logging exit is called after the error response message is
created but before it is transmitted to the client.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only

*pTIRELOG_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a TIRELOG_CMCB structure
containing the following items:

elog_fail_type Input A character designating the type of failure
detected defined as:(label - defined value)
EPROFD - 'P' profile error
EPROFI - 'I' profile error
EEXEC - 'E' execution error
ESERVER - 'D' server manager error
EUSER - 'U' user requested abend

void *elog_sqlca Input A pointer to a saved sql data area

*elog_globdata Input A pointer to the globdata area of the server

elog_number_of_lines Input An integer containing the number of text
lines contained within the elog_error_text
buffer

elog_error_text Input A pointer to a buffer of screen formatted
text. This data, which is formatted by the
server runtime, contains up to 24 lines of 80
characters each.

*elog_error_token Input/Output A character pointer to an error token area
that can contain up to 4097 bytes, this
includes the required null terminator. This
exit is responsible for populating this data
area if needed.

Return Code

None directly, see the preceding pTIRELOG_cmcb structure.

Default Behavior

The default action is to return without logging the error.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Server Error Logging User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library
suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++
compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
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3. Run mkexits.
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• WRSRVRERROR
• WRASYNCSRVRERROR

TIRNCRYP - Server Encryption User Exit

This article provides information for TIRNCRYP - Server Encryption User Exit. After a server procedure step executes, the
server manager can call TIRNCRYP to encrypt the server response to the client.

void TIRNCRYP( unsigned char * rp1,

   unsigned char * rp2,

   TIRNCRYP_cmcb * pTIRNCRYP_cmcb);

Source Code

tirncryp.c

Purpose

The server manager makes a copy of the unencrypted cooperative buffer pending transmission back to the client.
The inputs pDataBuffer, IBufferSize, IEncryptMaxSize trancode, and client_userid and the outputs return_code, and
failure_msg are fields with a structure pointed to by pTIRNCRYP_cmcb. The user is responsible for encrypting the data
area pointed to by the pDataBuffer member of the TIRNCRYP_cmcb structure.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*pTIRNCRYP_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

pDataBuffer Input/Output On input, a pointer to the starting location of
the View Data and Client Security sections
within the CFB work buffer.
On output this same data area must be
populated by this exit with the encrypted
versions of the input data. The length
of the encrypted result cannot exceed
lEncryptMaxSize.
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lBufferSize Input/Output On input, lBufferSize is the current buffer
space (in bytes) of the unencrypted data.
On output, IBuffferSize must be updated
by this exit to contain the length of the
encrypted data. The length of the encrypted
result cannot exceed lEncryptMaxSize.

lEncryptMaxSize Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
encrypted data can occupy.

trancode Input Transaction code currently being
processed. This value can be used with
client userid and NextLocation to determine
if encryption is desired.

client_userid Input Client user ID. This value can be used with
trancode and NextLocation to determine if
encryption is desired.

pNextLocation Input Next Location value as set by the server
application using Gen action diagram
statements. This value can be used with
trancode and client userid to determine if
encryption is desired.

return_code Output A two-character array returning the results
of the decryption attempt. The following
values are supported:
ENCRYPTION_USED -- defined as " "
ENCRYPTION_SIZE_EXCEEDED_MAX --
defined as "01"
ENCRYPTION_NOT_USED -- defined as
"02"
EnCRYPTION_APPLICATION_ERROR --
defined as "03"

*failureMsg Output The pointer to an 80-character array,
to be populated by the exit that can
receive a null terminated error message
string. The string pointed to by the
failureMsg pointer is incorporated into
an error message that is returned back
to the client. Used with a return code of
ENCRYPTION_APPLICATION_ERROR.

Return Code

None directly, see the preceding return_code structure member.

Default Behavior

The default logic of this user exit is to return ENCRYPTION_NOT_USED.
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Building on UNIX/Linux

The Server Encryption User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library
suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++
compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

The following exits are related user exits:

• TIRDCRYP
• WRSECDECRYPT

TIRSECV - Security Validation User Exit

This article provides information for TIRSECV - Security Validation User Exit. This security exit is called for every
cooperative flow, regardless of the security type used.

void TIRSECV(char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   unsigned char Enhanced_Security_Flag,

   PTIRSECV_cmcb pTIRSECV_cmcb);

Source Code

tirsecv.c

Purpose

To facilitate security validation a flag indicating whether the security data is for a standard or enhanced buffer has been
added. This exit is intended to provide the opportunity to validate enhanced security data while not impacting those using
standard security.

To this effect, the default code provided handles two possible conditions:

• For buffers containing standard security the client userid, client password, and security token fields are expected to be
blank. The default behavior is for the exit to return SECURITY_USED, thus indicating that the request is authorized.
The exit must be modified to return SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR if the intent is that all buffers contain
enhanced security data.

• For buffers containing enhanced security the client userid, client password, and security token fields can or cannot
contain data. The default behavior is for the exit to return SECURITY_NOT_USED, this indicating that no validation
processing was attempted. The exit must be modified to validate the security data and set the relevant return code
(return SECURITY_USED for an authorized user and SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR for a non-authorized user).
When returning SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR, this exit can provide an optional failure message, using the
failure_msgbuffer contained within the TIRSECV_cmcb structure that is presented to the client.
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NOTE
For Enhanced Security data buffers containing Passphrases, the security-token contains the passphrase. The
maximum size for the passphrase is 200 characters. Only the Client Manager can set the passphrase in the
buffer.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

Enhanced_Security_Flag Input A single character denoting if the CFB has
been created to support enhanced security.
A value of Y denotes enhanced security,

*pTIRSECV_cmcb Input A pointer to a structure containing the
following values:

client_userid Input A 64-byte character array containing a user
ID if the CFB uses enhanced security. For
a CFB containing standard security, this
parameter is expected to be blank.

client_password Input A 64-byte character array containing
a password if the CFB uses enhanced
security. For a CFB containing standard
security, this parameter is expected to be
blank.

lSecurityTokenLen Input A long value representing the length of the
pSecurityToken/passphrase, if any.

pSecurityToken Input A pointer to a security token/passphrase
if the CFB uses enhanced security. For
a CFB containing standard security, this
parameter is expected to be blank.

trancode Input An 8-byte character array containing the
transaction code
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return_code Input/Output A 2-byte character array containing a value
denoting success for failure of this exit.
Valid values are:
SECURITY_USED - defined as " "
SECURITY_NOT_USED -- defined as "02"
SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR --
defined as "03"
SECURITY-INVALID-USER-ID – defined as
"04"
SECURITY-INVALID-PASSWORD –
defined as "05"
SECURITY-USER-ID-NOT-AUTH – defined
as "06"
SECURITY-SYSTEM-UNAVAILABLE –
defined as "07"
SECURITY-USER-ID-SUSPENDED –
defined as "08"
SECURITY-PASSWORD-EXPIRED –
defined as "09"
SECURITY-TIMEOUT-PLEASE-LOGON –
defined as "10"
SECURITY-INTERNAL-ERROR – defined
as "11"

failure_msg Input/Output The pointer to an 80-character array that
can be populated by this exit with a null
terminated error message string. The string
pointed to by this parameter is incorporated
into an error message that is returned back
to the client. Used with a return code of
SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR.

NOTE
"Client" refers to Client application; security data can be provided to the Client application through exits or
through the Client Manager.

For Enhanced Security data buffers containing Passphrases:

• Client_userid contains derived user id entered from the Client Manager.
• Client_password contains the first eight characters of derived passphrase that is entered from the Client Manager.
• pSecurityToken contains derived passphrase that is entered from the Client Manager.
• lSecurityTokenLen contains the derived passphrase length.
• Return codes 3 – 11 may be set for specific errors for non-authorized users. It is recommended to also supply an

optional failure message that is presented to the client. For the Client Manager ECHO test transaction, only the return
code is required as the failure message that is supplied by the exit is not displayed.

Return Code

None directly, see the preceding return_code structure member.

Default Behavior

The default logic of this user exit is to return SECURITY_NOT_USED, which is considered an error if this user exit is
called since the Server Manager requested Client Security validation.
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Building on UNIX/Linux

The Security Validation User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library
suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++
compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

WRSECTOKEN

TIRXINFO - Locale Information User Exit

This article provides information for TIRXINFO - Locale Information User Exit. This exit provides information about the
codepage environment of the executing server process.

void TIRXINFO (char *osId,

   char *codePage,

   long *padChar);

Source Code

tirxlat.c

Purpose

An osId, codepage ID, and default padding character are returned. The runtime uses the osId and codePage returned as
parameters passed into the TIRXLAT user exit.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*osId Output A pointer to character buffer to contain
an OS ID (9 bytes, 8 characters plus
NULL terminator). This value is passed
to TIRXLAT as the outOS parameter for
inbound transactions and as the inOS
parameter for outbound transactions. The
current default value is MBCS. This must
not be confused with an identifier of the
underlying operating system on which the
server is executing.
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*codePage Output A pointer to character buffer to contain
a codepage ID (9 bytes, 8 characters
plus NULL terminator). This value is
passed to TIRXLAT as the outCodePage
parameter for inbound transactions
and as the inCodePage parameter for
outbound transactions. The default value,
as returned from this exit, is hard-coded
into the generated server manager at code
generation time. This value depends upon
the platform that is used to generate the
server manager. If the server manager is
generated on a Windows platform the value
is 1252, if generated on a UNIX platform
using CSE its value is 819.

*padChar Output A pointer to a long value, not currently used
for Windows or UNIX servers.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The string that is returned for osId is currently hard coded to a value of MBCS. The value for CodePage is obtained from
the server manager. The CodePage number is created during the server manager code generation process. The padChar
value is currently unused.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Locale Information User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library
suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, install the correct compiler for C/C+
+ on your computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

TIRXLAT

TIRXLAT - National Language Translation User Exit

This article provides information for TIRXLAT - National Language Translation User Exit.

void TIRXLAT (char *inBuf;

   long *inLen;

   char *inCodePage;

   char *inOS;

   char *outBuf;
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   long *outLen;

   char *outCodePage;

   char *outOS;

   long *outPadChar;

   char *workArea;

   long *outCharCnt;

   long *outByteCnt);

Source Code

tirxlat.c

Purpose

TIRXLAT allows the conversion of textual data based on from/to codepage and operating system information. View
data that is passed between the client and server is translated from the code page of the client to the code page of the
server, and vice versa. TIRXLAT uses the code page value of the client, which is passed from the client to the server, and
the code page value of the host to locate a translation table.

This exit is used to translating both the data received from that client and the data to be sent to the client.

When translating data received from the client, the in* parameters correspond to the client data, the out* parameters
correspond to the data presented to the server.

When translating data to be sent to the client the in* parameters correspond to the server data to be sent, the out*
parameters correspond to the data presented to the client.

If a suitable translation table is not found, the data is passed back without translation. The user can replace a translation
table to customize their environment.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*inBuf Input A character pointer to the input buffer to
translate

*inLen Input A pointer to a long value which is the length
inBuf

*inCodePage Input A character pointer to the codepage ID of
inBuf (8 bytes + 1 NULL).

*inOS Input A character pointer to the OS ID of inBuf (8
bytes + 1 NULL).

*outBuf Input/Output A character pointer to the buffer in which to
place the translated text

*outLen Input A pointer to a long value that is the length
of the data pointed to by outBuf.

*outCodePage Input A character pointer to the codepage ID
corresponding to the output buffer, outBuf.

*outOS Input A character pointer to the OS ID
corresponding to the output buffer, outBuf.
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*outPadChar Input A pointer to a long value which is the
padding character to use, 0. If no padding
to be done in the output buffer, outBuf.

*workArea Input A character pointer to a 100-byte scratch
work area.

*outCharCnt Input/Output A pointer to a long value which is the
number of characters that are placed into
the output buffer, outBuf.

*outByteCnt Input/Output A pointer to a long value which is the
number of bytes placed into the output
buffer, outBuf.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

If a suitable translation table is found, the data is translated from the inCodePage to the outCodePage. If a suitable
translate table is not found, the data is passed back without translation.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The National Language Translation User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the
shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, install the correct
compiler for C/C++ on your computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

NOTE
If snplog() output is desired the exit must be compiled with - DDEBUGON or the "#define snplog(a,b,c)"
statement within the exit must be commented out.

Related User Exits

TIRXINFO

UNIX and Linux Tuxedo Client User Exits
This article provides information for UNIX and Linux Tuxedo Transport user exits. All supplied Tuxedo Transport user exits
are written using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes the Tuxedo Exits:

Tuxedo Transport:
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Language: C

Tuxedo Transport: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_C_SEC_SET cictuxwsx.c Set User Supplied Security Data Into the

Security Data Fields Located In Tuxedo
Tpinit.

CI_C_USER_DATA_IN cictuxwsx.c Gives you the opportunity to inspect or
modify the cooperative flow request buffer
on return from the target Tuxedo Service.
Invoked on return from the Tpcall for those
clients connecting to Tuxedo servers
residing on a separate host. Also, this exit
allows the client to disconnect from the
server following each flow.

CI_C_USER_DATA_IN cictuxx.c Gives you the opportunity to inspect or
modify the cooperative flow request buffer
on return from the target Tuxedo service.
Invoked on return from the Tpcall, for
those clients connecting to Tuxedo servers
residing on a separate host. Also, this exit
allows the client to disconnect from the
server following each flow (used for server-
to-server flows).

CI_C_USER_DATA_OUT cictuxwsx.c Gives you the opportunity to inspect or
modify the cooperative flow request buffer
before Tuxedo sending the request to the
target Tuxedo service. Invoked before
the Tpcall, for those clients connecting to
Tuxedo servers residing on a separate
host.

CI_C_USER_DATA_OUT cictuxx.c Gives you the opportunity to inspect or
modify the cooperative flow request buffer
before Tuxedo sending the request to the
target Tuxedo service. Invoked before
the Tpcall, for those clients connecting co
Tuxedo servers residing on a separate host
(used for server-to-server flows).

CI_EVENT_HANDLER cictuxwsx.c Provides ability to handle events.

Both cictuxwsx.c and cictuxx.c have essentially the same user exits. The difference is that the user exits in cictuxwsx.c are
used for client/server flows, while the user exits in cictuxx.c are used for server to server flows.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CI_C_SEC_SET - Tuxedo Cooperative Flow Security Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for CI_C_SEC_SET - Tuxedo Cooperative Flow Security Exit (UNIX and Linux). The
ci_c_sec_set exit is the first exit that is invoked on a client Tuxedo cooperative flow.

int ci_c_sec_set (CIPROCSTEP *procstep,

   char *clientUserid,

   char *clientPassword,

   int *tperr)
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Source Code

CICTUXWSX.C

Purpose

This user exit is related to security. ci_c_sec_set() contains the call to tpinit() and is called for each flow so that,
if necessary, each flow can establish a different user context (that is, tpinit() is invoked for each flow). Invoke the
corresponding tpterm in ci_c_user_data_in() to achieve the described behavior.

ci_c_sec_set() is called from a Windows Client only. A Tuxedo server-to-server flow does not invoke ci_c_sec_set().

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*procstep Input A pointer to a Gen CIPROCSTEP structure,
which contains information, which is related
to the currently executing procedure step.
Model name and Next Location data can
be extracted from this structure. This
parameter is unused in the supplied sample
exit.

*clientUserid Input Gen current CLIENT_USER_ID system
attribute, if SecurityUsedEnhanced is set in
the WRSECTOKEN user exit. Uses NULL
string otherwise.

*clientPassword Input Gen current CLIENT_PASSWORD system
attribute if SecurityUsedEnhanced is set in
the WRSECTOKEN user exit. Uses a NULL
string otherwise.

*tperr Output If the function returns -1 as the return
code, tperr must contain a valid tperrno
value. This value indicates the cause of the
Tuxedo ATMI call failure.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

zero (0) When no error was encountered within the exit

non-zero If one of the ATMI functions within user, the exit fails.

Default Behavior

The clientUserId and clientPassword are used for a user name and the data field of the TPINIT structure respectively.
TPINIT structure is used for the Tuxedo login. If SecurityUsedEnhanced is returned from the WRSECTOKEN user exit,
clientUserid and clientPassword contain a pointer to a valid Gen CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD system
attributes. These system attributes are used for the Tuxedo login. Otherwise, the pointers point to a Null string.
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Building on UNIX/Linux

The Tuxedo Cooperative Flow Security User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtxwcx.*, where * is the shared
library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, install the correct compiler
for C/C++ on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f ctuxexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_EVENT_HANDLER

CI_C_USER_DATA_IN - Tuxedo Inbound Flow Data Access Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for CI_C_USER_DATA_IN - Tuxedo Inbound Flow Data Access Exit (UNIX and Linux).
The ci_c_user_data_in exit is called immediately after the Tuxedo tpcall API returns.

void  ci_c_user_data_in(char ** tuxSvcOutputBuffer)

Source Code

CICTUXWSX.C, CICTUXX.C

Purpose

This exit provides access to the inbound View32 buffer on returning from the target server. tuxSvcOutputBuffer points to
the reply buffer, which contains a Gen procedure, step structure and export view (back to back).

If necessary, a call to the Tuxedo tpterm API can be added inside ci_c_user_data_in to force association for each flow
with a discrete user environment and privileges. See ci_c_sec_set.

ci_c_user_data_in() is called from both a Windows Client and Server-to-Server flows, hence the two source files.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

**tuxSvcOutputBuffer Input A pointer to a buffer containing a Tuxedo
allocated buffer, which contains procedure
step and view data for the flow in progress.
This buffer is the buffer returned back from
the Tuxedo tpcall() API (inbound View32).
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Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior is to not modify the received data.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Tuxedo Inbound Flow Data Access User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtxwcx.*, and the shared library
libtxcx.*, where * is the shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared
library, install the correct compiler for C/C++ on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f ctuxexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_C_USER_DATA_OUT -- Tuxedo Outbound Flow Data Access Exit

CI_C_USER_DATA_OUT - Tuxedo Outbound Flow Data Access Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for CI_C_USER_DATA_OUT - Tuxedo Outbound Flow Data Access Exit (UNIX and
Linux). The ci_c_user_data_out() function is the second user exit that is invoked on a cooperative flow.

void  ci_c_user_data_out(char ** tuxSvcInputBuffer, long * svcFlags);

Source Code

CICTUXWSX.C, CICTUXX.C

Purpose

It provides access to the outbound View32 buffer, and an opportunity to add more attributes to the flags parameter of the
subsequent Tuxedo tpcall API. tuxSvcInputBuffer is a request buffer containing a Gen procedure step structure followed
by its import views as back-to-back data items. svcFlags are added to the tpcall flags parameter. Both are passed to the
tpcall.

ci_c_user_data_out() is called from both a Windows Client and Server-to-Server flows, hence the two source files.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

**tuxSvcInputBuffer Input/ Output A pointer to a buffer containing a Tuxedo
allocated buffer, which contains procedure
step and view data for the flow in progress.

*svcFlags Output A pointer to a long value that stores extra
flags to be appended to the standard value
and passed as the flags parameter to the
Tuxedo tpcall() API.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The flow data and flags parameter that is passed to tpcall() are not modified.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Tuxedo Outbound Flow Data Access User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtxwcx.xx.*, and the shared
library libtxcx.xx.*, where * is the shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the
shared library, install the correct compiler for C/C++ on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f ctuxexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_C_USER_DATA_IN -- Tuxedo Inbound Flow Data Access Exit

CI_EVENT_HANDLER - Tuxedo Event Handler Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for CI_EVENT_HANDLER - Tuxedo Event Handler Exit (UNIX and Linux). The
ci_event_handler() function is called in ci_c_sec_set() to respond to the runtime failure from the call to TPINIT().

void TUXCALL ci_event_handler(char * s, long len, long flag);

Source Code

CICTUXWSX.C
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Purpose

ci_event_handler() is called from a Windows Client only. A Tuxedo server-to-server flow does not invoke ci_c_sec_set()
and therefore does not invoke ci_event_handler().

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*s Input A pointer to a buffer containing a Tuxedo
error message.

Len Input A long value containing the length of the
error message.

Flag Input A long value containing an error flag.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

CI_EVENT_HANDLER does no work.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Tuxedo Event Handler User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtxwcx.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f ctuxexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_C_SEC_SET

Unix and Linux WebSphere MQ Client User Exits
This article defines UNIX and Linux WebSphere MQ Client Transport user exits. All supplied WebSphere MQ Client
Transport user exits are written using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes the WebSphere MQ Exits:

WebSphere MQ Transport:
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Language: C

WebSphere MQ Transport: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_MQS_DPC_EXIT cimqclex.c MQ Directory Services Exit
CI_MQS_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLE
TE

cimqclex.c Verifies that data has been processed
successfully (a valid send/receive has
occurred).

CI_MQS_DPC_SETREPORTOPTIONS cimqclex.c Used to override report options set by the
runtime.

CI_MQS_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLET
E

cimqclex.c Verifies that connection to the target server
is successful.

CI_MQS_DYNAMICQNAME_EXIT cimqclex.c Provides Queue Name that is used when
opening a dynamic queue.

CI_MQS_MQSHUTDOWNTEST cimqclex.c Determines if queue must be removed and
thus disconnected.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CI_MQS_DPC_EXIT - MQSeries DPC Directory Services Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for CI_MQS_DPC_EXIT - MQSeries DPC Directory Services Exit (UNIX and Linux). The
provided sample WebSphere MQ DPC Directory Services exit is an implementation of Transaction routing.

Void CI_MQS_DPC_Exit (char *qMgr,

   char *rqMgr,

   char *pQ,

   char *rQ,

   long *timeout,

   short *closePQ,

   short *closeGQ,

   char *nextLoc,

   char *trancode,

   char *procName,

   char *modelName);

Source Code

CIMQCLEX.C

Purpose

Transaction routing is a conceptual process that lets cooperative flow data be routed from a Distributed Process Client
(DPC) to a programmatically determined Distributed Process Server (DPS). The current cooperative request's local queue
manager, remote queue manager, and reply queue names can be overridden using this exit. Also a get timeout value and
put/get queue disposition after a flow has completed, can be customized.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*qMgr Input/Output The name of the local queue manager.
By default, the application obtains this
information from the model during
generation. This exit can override this
name.

*rqMgr Input/Output The name of the remote queue manager.
This value is NULL by default.
This exit can override this name.

*pQ Input/Output A character string containing the name of
the Put queue. By default, the application
obtains this information from the model
during generation.
This exit can override this name.

*rQ Input/Output A character string containing the name of
the reply-to queue. This can be either a
local queue or a model queue name. By
default, the application obtains the value.
"SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE" from
the model during generation.
This exit can override this name.

*timeout Input/Output A long value representing the timeout
value, in milliseconds, for the Get
queue. By default, this has the value
MQWI_UNLIMITED for an unlimited waiting
period.
This exit can override this name.

*closePQ Input/Output A short value which controls whether the
client closes the Put queue after the flow is
complete. Valid values are CLOSE_QUEUE
or NO_CLOSE_QUEUE. The default value,
NO_CLOSE_QUEUE, specifies the Put
queue is not to be closed.
This exit can override this name.

*closeGQ Input/Output A short value which controls whether the
client closes the Get queue after the flow is
complete.
Valid values are CLOSE_QUEUE or
NO_CLOSE_QUEUE. The default value,
NO_CLOSE_QUEUE, specifies the Get
queue is not to be closed.
This exit can override this name.

*nextLoc Input A character string containing the Next
Location system attribute as set using Gen
action diagram statements.

*trancode Input An 8-byte character array containing the
target Procedure Step transaction code
being processed.
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*procName Input A character string containing the name of
the flow's target Procedure Step.

*modelName Input A character string containing the name
of the model containing the flow's target
Procedure Step.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The supplied sample does not implement dynamic transaction routing. For more information about default values for the
various parameters, see Arguments.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Websphere MQ DPC Directory Services User Exit is built as part of the shared library libmqscx.*, where * is the
shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have
correct C/C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f cmqsexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

CI_MQS_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLETE - Handle Comm Retry Count Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for CI_MQS_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLETE - Handle Comm Retry Count Exit (UNIX
and Linux).

int CI_MQS_DPC_handleComm_Complete(int completionCode,

   int numberOfAttempts,

   unsigned long reasonCode);

Source Code

CIMQCLEX.C

Purpose

The processing of a given cooperative flow is broken up into two large grain activities. The second is handleComm,
which is invoked to send/receive data over an already active connection. This exit is invoked at the completion of the
handleComm processing to expose that processing results. The handleComm is either successful (indicated by the input
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parameter completionCode having a value of HANDLECOMM_OK) or not successful (indicated by the completionCode
parameter having a value of HANDLECOMM_NOT_OK).

The return from this exit indicates if the processing of the cooperative flow must continue (zero lets the process continue,
non-zero causes the processing of the flow to be terminated). Therefore, if a completion code of HANDLECOMM_OK is
received as input, the return value from this exit must be set to zero to let the processing of the flow continue.

If the completionCode has a value of HANDLECOMM_NOT_OK, this exit has the opportunity to indicate if the
handleComm processing must be attempted by returning a value of zero (0). The number of flow attempts is passed into
this exit using the numberOfAttempts parameter. Thus, this exit can control the number of retry attempts by testing the
value of numberOfAttempts and returning one (1) when the number of retries has reached a predetermined threshold.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

completionCode Input An integer value representing the
result of a handleComm operation. The
value is either HANDLECOMM_OK or
HANDLECOMM_NOT_OK.

numberOfAttempts Input An integer value representing the number
of times a handleComm operation has been
attempted. This number is incremented
each time handleComm fails.

reasonCode Input An unsigned long value providing the error
number as reported by the underlying
WebSphere MQ transport layer. This error
code can be used by this exit to determine
if a retry is feasible.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

zero (0) Indicates that processing of the flow must continue, retrying the
flow processing if not already successful.

non-zero Causes the processing of the flow to be terminated.

Default Behavior

The default implementation of this exit lets the flow processing be attempted twice. If the flow is not successful after two
attempts, the flow processing is terminated and an appropriate error response is returned to the DP client.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The WebSphere MQ DPC Handle Comm Retry Count User Exit is built as part of the shared library libmqscx.*, where * is
the shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have
correct C/C++ compiler that is installed on your system.
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Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f cmqsexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_MQS_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE

CI_MQS_DPC_SETREPORTOPTIONS - Override Put Queue Report Options Exit Description (UNIX and
Linux)

This article provides information for CI_MQS_DPC_SETREPORTOPTIONS - Override Put Queue Report Options Exit
Description (UNIX and Linux).

void CI_MQS_DPC_setReportOptions( MQLONG * reportOptions);

Source Code

CIMQCLEX.C

Purpose

The report options set by the runtime are described in the following table:

Report Option Description

MQRO_EXCEPTION This type of report can be generated when an exception occurs.
For instance if a message is sent to another queue manager and
the message cannot be delivered to the specified destination
queue.

MQRO_EXPIRATION An expiration report. The queue manager generates this type of
report if the message is discarded before delivery to an application
because its expiry time has passed.

MQRO_PASS_MSG_ID If a report is generated, the MsgId of the current message being
processed is to be copied to the MsgId of the report message.

MQRO_COPY_MSG_ID_TO_CORREL_ID Indicates the correlation ID of the report that is generated must
equal the message ID of the request originally issued.

MQRO_DEAD_LETTER_Q This option causes the original message to be placed on the dead-
letter queue when an exception occurs.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*reportOptions Input/ Output A pointer to a long value representing the
currently defined report options to be used
in the Put Message Descriptor.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The runtime specified report options are left unchanged.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The WebSphere MQ Override Put Queue Report Options User Exit is built as part of the shared library libmqscx.*, where *
is the shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have
correct C/C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f cmqsexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

CI_MQS_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE - Setup Comm Retry Count Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for CI_MQS_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE - Setup Comm Retry Count Exit (UNIX
and Linux).

int CI_MQS_DPC_setupComm_Complete(int completionCode,

   int numberOfAttempts,

   unsigned long reasonCode);

Source Code

CIMQCLEX.C

Purpose

The processing of a given cooperative flow is broken up into two large grain activities. The first is setupComm, which
is invoked to ensure that a connection to the target server is available. This exit is invoked at the completion of the
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setupComm processing to expose that processing results. The setupComm is either successful (indicated by the input
parameter completionCode having a value of SETUPCOMM_OK) or not successful (indicated by the completionCode
parameter having a value of SETUPCOMM_NOT_OK).

The return from this exit indicates if the processing of the cooperative flow must continue (zero lets the process
continue, non-zero causes the processing of the flow to be terminated). If the completionCode has a value of
SETUPCOMM_NOT_OK, this exit has the opportunity to indicate if the setupComm processing must be attempted
by returning a value of zero (0). The number of connection retries that are attempted is passed into this exit using
the numberOfAttempts parameter. Thus, this exit can control the number of retry attempts by testing the value of
numberOfAttempts and returning one (1) when the number of retries has reached a predetermined threshold.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

completionCode Input An integer value representing the
result of a setupComm operation. The
value is either SETUPCOMM_OK or
SETUPCOMM_NOT_OK.

numberOfAttempts Input An integer value representing the number
of times a setupComm has been attempted.
This number is incremented each time
setupComm fails.

reasonCode Input An unsigned long value providing the error
number as reported by the underlying
WebSphere MQ transport layer. This error
code can be used by this exit to determine
if a retry is feasible.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

zero (0) Indicates that processing of the flow must continue, retrying the
connection if not already established.

non-zero Causes the processing of the flow to be terminated.

Default Behavior

The default implementation of this exit lets the connection be attempted twice. If the connection is not established after
two attempts, the flow processing is terminated and an appropriate error response is returned to the DP client.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Websphere MQ DPC Setup Comm Retry Count User Exit is built as part of the shared library libmqscx.*, where * is
the shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have
correct C/C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
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2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f cmqsexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_MQS_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLETE

CI_MQS_DYNAMICQNAME_EXIT - Dynamic Queue Name Override Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for CI_MQS_DYNAMICQNAME_EXIT - Dynamic Queue Name Override Exit (UNIX and
Linux). The Dynamic Queue Name exit lets you override the queue name that is used when opening a dynamic queue.

void CI_MQS_DynamicQName_Exit (char *dynamicQName);

Source Code

CIMQCLEX.C

Purpose

The resulting Dynamic Queue obtains its attributes from the specified WebSphere MQ Model Queue name. The passed
in work area can be modified by placing a null terminated string of the value to be used as the dynamic queue name,
including the use of valid WebSphere MQ pattern characters that are used to name dynamic queues.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*dynamicQName Input/ Output A pointer to a character buffer, of
length MQ_Q_NAME_LENGTH+1 (48
+1), that contains the default name
of the dynamic queue as built by the
WebSphere MQ runtime (for example,
username.processid.threadid).

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The dynamic queue name is not modified.
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Building on UNIX/Linux

The WebSphere MQ Dynamic Queue Name Override User Exit is built as part of the shared library libmqscx.*, where * is
the shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have
correct C/C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f cmqsexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

CI_MQS_MQSHUTDOWNTEST - MQSeries Queue Disconnect Exit (UNIX and Linux)

The CI_MQS_MQSHUTDOWNTEST - MQSeries Queue Disconnect Exit (UNIX and Linux) can be used to modify the
behavior of the normal put/get queue disposition after successful completion of a cooperative flow.

Int CI_MQS_MQShutdownTest()

Source Code

CIMQCLEX.C

Purpose

Normal disposition leaves the connection valid with the put and get queues open, ready to handle subsequent flows. This
exit can override that behavior and cause the queues and connection to be closed after each flow has completed.

Arguments

None

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

NO_REMOVE_QUEUE The default return value. The connection and put/get queues
remain open, available for subsequent flows.

REMOVE_QUEUE After a completed flow the connection is dropped, the put/get
queues will be closed.
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Default Behavior

A value of NO_REMOVE_QUEUE is returned, the connection and put/get queues remain open and available for
subsequent flows.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The WebSphere MQ Queue Disconnect User Exit is built as part of the shared library libmqscx.*, where * is the shared
library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C+
+ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f cmqsexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

UNIX and Linux TCP/IP User Exits
This article provides information for UNIX and Linux TCP/IP Transport user exits. All supplied TCP/IP Transport user exits
are written using the C programming language.

The following table briefly describes the TCP/IP Exits:

TCP/IP Transport:

Language: C

TCP/IP Transport: Language: C
User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_TCP_DPC_DIRSERV_EXIT citcpclx.c TCP/IP Directory Services User Exit.
CI_TCP_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLE
TE

citcpclx.c Verifies that data has been processed
successfully (a valid send/receive has
occurred).

CI_TCP_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE citcpclx.c Verifies that connection to the target server
is successful.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CI_TCP_DPC_DIRSERV_EXIT - TCPIP DPC Directory Services Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for CI_TCP_DPC_DIRSERV_EXIT - TCPIP DPC Directory Services Exit (UNIX and
Linux). The provided sample TCPIP DPC Directory Services exit is an implementation of Transaction routing.

Void CI_TCP_DPC_DirServ_Exit (char *hostName,

   char *servName,
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   char *nextLoc,

   char *trancode,

   char *procName,

   char *modelName);

Source Code

CITCPCLX.C

Purpose

Transaction routing is a conceptual process that lets cooperative flow data be routed from a Distributed Process Client
(DPC) to a programmatically determined Distributed Process Server (DPS). The supplied sample exit looks for the
hostname or IP address and port number or service name in environment variables. The user is free to implement
whatever functionality can be required.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*hostName Input/ Output The hostname where the target server
environment resides according to the
configured client.

*servName Input/ Output The port number or service name on the
target server environment the client is to
connect to.

*nextLoc Input Next Location system attribute as set using
Gen action diagram statements.

*trancode Input The target Procedure Step transaction code
being processed

*procName Input The name of the flow's target Procedure
Step.

*modelName Input The name of the model containing the
target Procedure Step.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

If the environment variables expected by the sample implementation of this exit are not defined the hostname and service
name values that are defined during the packaging of the cooperative model are used.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The TCP/IP DPC Directory Services User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtcpcx.*, where * is the shared library
suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++
compiler that is installed on your system.
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Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f ctcpexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

CI_TCP_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLETE - TCP/IP DPC Handle Comm Complete Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for CI_TCP_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLETE - TCP/IP DPC Handle Comm Complete
Exit (UNIX and Linux). The processing of a given cooperative flow is broken up into two large grain activities.

int CI_TCP_DPC_handleComm_Complete(int completionCode,

   int numberOfAttempts,

   unsigned long reasonCode)

Source Code

CITCPCLX.C

Purpose

This, the second is handleComm, which is invoked to send/receive data over an already active connection. This exit is
invoked at the completion of the handleComm processing to expose that processing results. The handleComm is either
successful (indicated by the input parameter completionCode having a value of HANDLECOMM_OK) or not successful
(indicated by the completionCode parameter having a value of HANDLECOMM_NOT_OK).

The return from this exit indicates if the processing of the cooperative flow must continue (zero lets the process continue,
non-zero causes the processing of the flow to be terminated). Therefore, if a completionCode of HANDLECOMM_OK is
received as input, the return value from this exit must be set to zero to let the processing of the flow continue.

If the completionCode has a value of HANDLECOMM_NOT_OK, this exit has the opportunity to indicate if the
handleComm processing must be attempted by returning a value of zero (0). The number of flow attempts is passed into
this exit using the numberOfAttempts parameter. Thus, this exit can control the number of retry attempts by testing the
value of numberOfAttempts and returning one (1) when the number of retries has reached a predetermined threshold.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

completionCode Input An integer value representing the
result of a handleComm operation. The
value is either HANDLECOMM_OK or
HANDLECOMM_NOT_OK.
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numberOfAttempts Input An integer value representing the number
of times a handleComm operation has been
attempted. This number is incremented
each time handleComm fails.

reasonCode Input An unsigned long value providing the error
number as reported by the underlying TCP/
IP transport layer. This error code can be
used by this exit to determine if a retry is
feasible.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description

zero (0) Indicates that processing of the flow must continue, retrying the
flow processing if not already successful.

non-zero Causes the processing of the flow to be terminated.

Default Behavior

The default implementation of this exit lets the flow processing be attempted twice. If the flow is not successful after two
attempts, the flow processing is terminated and an appropriate error response is returned to the DP client.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The TCP/IP DPC Comm Complete User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtcpcx.*, where * is the shared library
suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++
compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f ctcpexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_TCP_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE

CI_TCP_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE - TCP/IP DPC Setup Comm Complete Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for CI_TCP_DPC_SETUPCOMM_COMPLETE - TCP/IP DPC Setup Comm Complete
Exit (UNIX and Linux). The processing of a given cooperative flow is broken up into two large grain activities.

int CI_TCP_DPC_setupComm_Complete (int completionCode,

   int numberOfAttempts,
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   unsigned long reasonCode);

Source Code

CITCPCLX.C

Purpose

The first is setupComm, which is invoked to ensure that a connection to the target server is available. This exit is invoked
at the completion of the setupComm processing to expose that processing results. The setupComm is either successful
(indicated by the input parameter completionCode having a value of SETUPCOMM_OK) or not successful (indicated by
the completionCode parameter having a value of SETUPCOMM_NOT_OK).

The return from this exit indicates if the processing of the cooperative flow must continue (zero lets the process
continue, non-zero causes the processing of the flow to be terminated). If the completionCode has a value of
SETUPCOMM_NOT_OK, this exit has the opportunity to indicate if the setupComm processing must be attempted
by returning a value of zero(0). The number of connection retries that are attempted is passed into this exit using
the numberOfAttempts parameter. Thus, this exit can control the number of retry attempts by testing the value of
numberOfAttempts and returning one (1) when the number of retries has reached a predetermined threshold.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

completionCode Input An integer value representing the
result of a setupComm operation. The
value is either SETUPCOMM_OK or
SETUPCOMM_NOT_OK.

numberOfAttempts Input An integer value representing the number
of times a setupComm has been attempted.
This number is incremented each time
setupComm fails.

reasonCode Input An unsigned long value providing the error
number as reported by the underlying TCP/
IP transport layer. This error code can be
used by this exit to determine if a retry is
feasible.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes:

Return Code Description

zero (0) Indicates that processing of the flow must continue, retrying the
connection, if not already established.

non-zero Causes the processing of the flow to be terminated.

Default Behavior

The default implementation of this exit lets the connection be attempted twice. If the connection is not established after
two attempts, the flow processing is terminated and an appropriate error response is returned to the DP client.
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Building on UNIX/Linux

The DPC Setup Comm Complete User Exit is built as part of the shared library libtcpcx.*, where * is the shared library
suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++
compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f ctcpexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

CI_TCP_DPC_HANDLECOMM_COMPLETE

UNIX and Linux Common System Utilities User Exits
This article provides information for UNIX and Linux Common System Utilities (CSU) user exits. All supplied Common
System Utilities (CSU) user exits are written using the C++ programming language.

The following table briefly describes the Common System Utilities Exits:

Common System Utilities:

Language: C++

Common System Utilities: Language: C++
User Exit Name Source Code Description
CSUGETLIBRARYVERSIONNAME csuglvn.cxx Provides a mapping of specified name to

version-specific name of Shared Libraries.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

CSUGETLIBRARYVERSIONNAME - Version Name mapping Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for CSUGETLIBRARYVERSIONNAME - Version Name mapping Exit (UNIX and Linux).
This exit provides a mapping of specified name to version-specific name if one exists, otherwise the specific name value is
returned.

void CSUGetLibraryVersionName (char *name,

   char *retName,

   long maxRetNameLen )

Source Code

CSUGLVN.CXX
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Purpose

This mapping is used when shared libraries are dynamically loaded during cooperative processing.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*name Input Pointer to a character string containing a
null terminated name to be converted to a
version name.

*retName Output Pointer to a character string to receive the
version name.

maxRetNameLen Input Long containing the maximum length of the
returning version name.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default-mapping table is used.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The CSU Library Version Name User Exit is built as part of the shared library libcsuvn.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f csuglvn.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX: aix
HP Itanium: ia64
Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

UNIX and Linux Block Mode User Exits
This article provides information for Unix and Linux Block mode runtime user exits. Block mode runtime user exits are
rebuilt into the shared library libae_userexits_c.* using the script $IEFH/make/mkexits.
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This is the same shared library that is used with Server applications.

Name Description
DBCOMMIT Database Commit User Exit is a one user exit routine for each

supported database: Oracle and DB2.
DBCONNCT Database Connection User Exit is a one user exit routine for each

supported database: Oracle and DB2.
DBDISCNT Database Disconnect User Exit is a one user exit routine for each

supported database: Oracle and DB2.
TIRDLCT Dialect User Exit
TIRDRTL Default Retry Limit User Exit
TIRHELP Help Interface User Exit
TIRMTQB Message Table User Exit
TIRSECR Security Interface User Exit
TIRSYSID System ID User Exit
TIRTERMA User Termination User Exit
TIRTIAR Database error message User Exit is a one user exit routine for

each supported database: Oracle and DB2.
TIRUPDB MBCS Uppercase Translation User Exit
TIRUPPR Uppercase Translation User Exit
TIRURTL Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit
TIRUSRID User ID User Exit
TIRYYX Date User Exit

NOTE
The database user exits DBCONNCT, DBCOMMIT, DBDISCNT, and TIRTIAR are rebuilt into individual shared
libraries (libae_db2.*, libae_ora.*) using the script $IEFH/make/mkdbs.

Block mode runtime user exits are rebuilt into the shared library libae_userexits_c.* using the script $IEFH/make/mkexits.
This is the same shared library that is used with Server applications.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

DBCOMMIT - Database Commit Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for DBCOMMIT - Database Commit Exit (UNIX and Linux). Use the Database Commit
User Exit to customize the commit logic for a particular database.

void dbcommit (

int rc)

Source Code

For DB2: tirdb2.ppc

For Oracle: tirora.ppc

Purpose

The default processing of this user exit provides a simple database commit.
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There exists a Database Commit User Exit for each supported DBMS: Oracle and DB2.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

rc Input Type of commit to perform

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

By default, these modules perform a standard database commit statement.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Database Commit User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_db2.*, libae_ora.*, or both where * is the shared
library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C+
+ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkdbs.
4. You are prompted for the DBMS choice and a version choice if the DBMS is Oracle (the currently supported version is

the default).
The DBMS user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

DBCONNCT, DBDISCNT, TIRTIAR

DBCONNCT - Database Connection User Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for DBCONNCT - Database Connection User Exit (UNIX and Linux). Use the Database
Connection User Exit to customize the connection to the particular database.

int dbconnect (

   char *user,

   char *pswd)

Source Code

For Db2: tirdconn.sqc

For Oracle: tiroconn.sqc

Purpose

This user exit enhances database security. The default processing of this user exit provides a simple database
connection.
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There exists a Database Connect User Exit for each supported DBMS: Oracle and DB2.

The default method for Gen to acquire DBMS connection information for blockmode applications is for the AEF to locate
the trancode in the AEENV file. Connection information includes the username, password, and database name. Each
person that executes the application must have read access to the AEENV file that contains the connection information.

Database Description Host Variable Declared Type

Oracle user ID uid VARCHAR(32)

Oracle Password pwd VARCHAR(32)

DB2 user ID uid char(9)

DB2 Password pwd char(9)

DB2 database name dbname char(9)

We recommend leaving the call to dbid() unchanged, and adding logic immediately before the database connect
statements to populate the appropriate variables. Ensure that you add all code that the DBMS requires. For example,
verify that arr and len elements are populated correctly for VARCHAR. We also recommend that all AEENV files contain
character strings as place holders for the database connection information. These character strings do not have to contain
valid connection information.

For greater security, add a call to an encryption routine.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*user Input Pointer to DBMS userid

*pswd Input Pointer to DBMS password for userid

Return Code

Integer representing success or failure of database connection.

Default Behavior

By default, these modules read the database connect information from the AEENV file and use the information in the
database connect statement.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Database Connection User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_db2.* and/or libae_ora.*, where * is the
shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have
correct C/C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkdbs.
4. You are prompted for the DBMS choice and a version choice if the DBMS is Oracle (the currently supported version is

the default).

The DBMS user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.
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Related User Exits

DBCOMMIT, DBDISCNT

DBDISCNT - Database Disconnect Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for DBDISCNT - Database Disconnect Exit (UNIX and Linux). Use the Database
Disconnect User Exits to customize the database disconnect.

int dbdiscnt()

Source Code

For Db2: tirdb2.ppc

For Oracle: tirora.ppc

Purpose

The default processing of these users exits provides a simple database disconnect.

There exists a Database Disconnect User Exit for each supported DBMS: Oracle and DB2.

Arguments

None

Return Code

Integer representing success or failure of a database disconnection.

Default Behavior

By default, these modules perform a standard database disconnect statement.

Building on UNIX/Linux

These user exits are built as part of the shared library libae_db2.* and/or libae_ora.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkdbs.
4. You are prompted for the DBMS choice and a version choice if the DBMS is Oracle (the currently supported version is

the default).

The DBMS user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

DBCONNCT, DBCOMMIT
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TIRDLCT - Dialect Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for TIRDLCT - Dialect Exit (UNIX and Linux).

This topic

void TIRDLCT (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   struct dialect_cmcb *tirdlct_cmcb)

Source Code

TIRDLCT

Purpose

TIRDLCT supplies the current dialect of the user to the application and is useful only for multilingual applications. For
multilingual support, the user is responsible for modifying this module to return the appropriate dialect. The dialect
returned must be defined using the Design selection on the Gen action bar. If it is not, the default dialect of the application
is used.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*tirdlct_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

tirdlct_userid Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current user id as provided by TIRUSRID.

tirdlct_terminal_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current terminal id.

tirdlct_system_id Input An 8-byte character array containing
the current system id as provided by
TIRSYSID.

tirdlct_return_dialect Input An 8-byte character array containing the
returned dialect.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

TIRDLCT returns a dialect value of DEFAULT.
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Building on UNIX/Linux

The Dialect User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

TIRUSRID, TIRSYSID

TIRDRTL - Default Retry Limit Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for TIRDRTL - Default Retry Limit Exit (UNIX and Linux). TIRDRTL lets you override the
Gen-defined default value for the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute.

int tirdrtl (

   char retry_flag)

Source Code

TIRDRTL.C

Purpose

TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to this value at the beginning of each new transaction. This value can then be
modified by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram.

TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is used to specify the maximum number of times to retry a transaction when one of the
following events occurs:

• A RETRY TRANSACTION action diagram statement executes.
• A deadlock or timeout occurs trying to access a database, and there is no WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR

TIMEOUT statement for that entity action statement.

In these cases, uncommitted database updates are rolled back, and an attempt is made to execute the application
again. After the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute, reaches
TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit (see TIRURTL), no more
retries can occur, and the application fails with a runtime error.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

retry_flag Input Flag to indicate whether to set a retry limit.
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Return Code

Integer containing the retry limit.

Default Behavior

If the Default Retry Limit User Exit is not used, TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to 10 for all target
environments. If the Default Retry Limit User Exit is used, it must not return a value greater than that specified in the
Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Default Retry User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

TIRURTL

TIRHELP - Help Interface Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for TIRHELP - Help Interface Exit (UNIX and Linux). TIRHELP is called when a HELP or
PROMPT command is entered.

void TIRHELP (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   struct tirhelp *in_tirhelp_cmcb,

   char *in_tirhelp_return_message,

   char *in_environment_list,

   char *in_application_list,

   struct scmgr *in_scmgr_cmcb)

Source Code

TIRHELP.C

Purpose

From TIRHELP, a help system can be invoked to provide application help information.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*in_tirhelp_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

tirhelp_request_code Input/Output A 2-byte character array containing the type
of help requested.

tirhelp_return_code Output A 2-byte character array containing the
return code.

tirhelp_mapname Input An 8-byte character array containing the
map name.

tirhelp_data_filler Unused An 8-byte character array that is used as a
structure filler.

tirhelp_trancode Input An 8-byte character array containing the
trancode.

tirhelp_userid Input An 8-byte character array containing the
user id.

tirhelp_terminal_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
terminal id.

tirhelp_printer_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
printer id.

tirhelp_dialect Input An 8-byte character array containing the
dialect.

tirhelp_message_table Input An 8-byte character array containing the
message table. This value is passed to
TIRMTQB.

tirhelp_filler Unused A 16-byte character array that is used as a
structure filler.

tirhelp_last_command Input An 80-byte character array containing the
last command.

tirhelp_last_message Input An 80-byte character array containing the
last message.

tirhelp_screen_helpid Output A 44-byte character array containing the
help identifier for the screen.

tirhelp_field_helpid Output A 44-byte character array containing the
help identifier for the field.

tirhelp_field_token1 Input A 3-byte character array containing a field
token.
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tirhelp_field_token2 Input A 3-byte character array containing a
second field token

tirhelp_field_len Input A 3-byte character array containing the field
length.

tirhelp_field_value Input A 256-byte character array containing the
value of the field.

tirhelp_field_protect Input A single character containing a field
protection flag.

tirhelp_field_intens Input A single character containing a field
intensity flag.

in_tirhelp_return_message Output An 80-byte character array representing
the returned help message. By default,
this message is returned from a call to
TIRMTQB.

in_environment_list Input A pointer to an environment control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

in_application_list Input A pointer to an application control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

in_scmgr_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a screen management control
block.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The TIRHELP routine returns a message indicating no help is available.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Help Interface User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

TIRMTQB

TIRMTQB - Message Table Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for TIRMTQB - Message Table Exit (UNIX and Linux). This message table exit is called
by the runtime when a system-level message is to be displayed.
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void TIRMTQB(char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   char *msg_tbl_name,

   short *msgnum,

   struct PARMMSG *prm);

Source Code

TIRMTQB.C

Purpose

The user can customize the wording of the messages within this exit. More tables can also be defined to support other
dialects.

The default table includes an entry for each Gen runtime error message. Each entry includes the following information:

• Message Number -- The message number is permanently assigned by Gen. Each message has a unique number.
• Message Text -- The message text is the actual words that appear on the application screen when an error occurs.

The message text, and any variable values that can be appended, are truncated if it exceeds the length of the error
message line that is defined for the application screen. The error message line is a maximum of 80 characters of which
12 are reserved for the message number.

If the message number is not in the table, TIRMTQB returns a default message.

Runtime Error Table

The Runtime Error Message Table includes an entry for each runtime error message. Each table entry includes the
following information:

• Message type -- a message number is not found in the table, or when you return to a transaction screen after a fatal
error or a Dialog Manager error occurs. Valid message types are shown in the following list:

• Default message -- a message number is not found in the table, or when you return to a transaction screen after a fatal
error or a Dialog Manager error occurs.

• Dialog Manager error -- Occurs when the Dialog Manager is unable to communicate with the system. This is a fatal
error beyond the control of Gen. An error in the load module packaging or in the configuration specifications causes a
Dialog Manager error. Error handling is the same as for a fatal error.

• Fatal error -- a Gen application abnormal program ending. If a condition occurs at runtime that the generated code
cannot handle, the system issues a fatal error. An error message screen displays the appropriate error messages.

• Function error -- Occurs if a Gen-supported function receives invalid input or produces invalid output. Gen-supplied
functions manipulate characters, numbers, dates, and times.

• Screen edit error -- A non-fatal error that occurs when an input or output value for a field does not match the expected
value, the range, type, or format defined for the field during model development. This type of message is displayed on
your transaction screen. You can correct the error and continue with the transaction.

• Unformatted input error -- Occurs when the unformatted input contains invalid parameters, delimiters, or both.
Unformatted input is a list of parameters that are associated with a clear screen transaction code.

• Message number -- Each message has a unique number that is permanently assigned by Gen.
• Message text -- The message text consists of the actual words that appear on the application screen when an error

occurs. Because of the length of the message identifier, the message text is limited to 68 characters for an 80-
character screen. The message text and appended variables are truncated if they exceed the length of the error
message line that is defined for the application screen.

• Suffix -- (If applicable) The suffix contains variable values, such as return codes, permitted values, or the values in
error.
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Runtime Error Handling

Runtime errors are handled by the Dialog Manager. Runtime errors are non-fatal, such as screen edit, or fatal errors.

If a non-fatal error such as invalid user input occurs, the Dialog Manager displays an error message on the transaction
screen. You can correct the error and continue processing the transaction.

If an application fails because of a fatal error, transaction processing terminates, and the error processing is as follows:

• The Dialog Manager performs all necessary rollbacks of the databases.
• Gen displays an error message screen that lists the appropriate runtime error messages.
• Pressing Enter from the error message screen causes Gen applications to terminate execution.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.

Reserved for runtime internal use only.
*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.

Reserved for runtime internal use only.
*msg_tbl_name Input A character string containing the name of

the table to be used for extraction of the
message text. Currently one table that is
named DEFAULT is supported by the Gen
runtime.

*msgnum Input A short value containing the message
number corresponding to the text to be
fetched.

*prm Input/ Output A pointer to a PARMMSG structure
to contain the returned message text
information. This structure, which is defined
in tirmtq.h, has the following definition:

PARMLEN A short value containing the total length of
PARMNO + PARMTXT.

PARMNO Output An 11-byte character array containing the
message number formatted in a standard
style.

PARMTXT Output A string containing the text corresponding
to the error message number. The string
can be up to 245 bytes, including the
terminating NULL.

filler Unused Two unused filler characters

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The table in the default exit is used to retrieve runtime error message text.
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Building on UNIX/Linux

The Message Table User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

TIRSECR - Security Check Interface Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for TIRSECR - Security Check Interface Exit (UNIX and Linux). The Dialog Manager calls
the Security Check Interface Exit when a transaction is started and before execution of a dialog flow.

void TIRSECR(char * rp1,

   char * rp2,

   struct security_cmcb * in_tirsecr_cmcb);

Source Code

TIRSECR.C

Purpose

This allows transaction-level security checking to be implemented. The following data is provided by the dialog manager of
each load module for use in checking security authorization:

• System ID (as provided by the System ID Exit, TIRSYSID)
• User ID (as provided by the User ID Exit, TIRUSRID)
• Trancode
• Terminal ID
• Load module name
• Procedure step name

If the user-defined security check passes, TIRSECR must move a value of spaces to the return code. If the security
check fails, a non-blank value must be moved to the return code with a message describing the violation inserted into the
tirsecr_failure_msg buffer. The current dialect in effect on the client is passed in using tirsecr_dialect.

When the dialog manager receives control, it proceeds with the transaction if the return code is spaces, or issues an error
if it is not.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*in_tirsecr_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

tirsecr_userid Input An 8-byte character array containing
the security user ID as provided by the
TIRUSRID user exit

tirsecr_trancode Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current transaction code.

tirsecr_terminal_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current terminal ID.

tirsecr_system_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current system ID as returned by the
TIRSYSID user exit.

tirsecr_load_module Input An 8-byte character array containing the
name of the executing load module calling
this exit.

tirsecr_pstep_name Input A 32-byte character array containing the
name of procedure step being executed.

tirsecr_dialect Input A 32-byte character array containing the
dialect in effect on the client.

tirsecr_return_code Output A two-character array representing the
success or failure of this exit processing.
TIRSECR_ALL_OK defined as two spaces
implies success, any other value implies
failure. If none spaces are return, tirfail
passes the tirsecr_failure_msg message.

tirsecr_failure_msg Output An 80-byte character array that is used with
a failing return code in tirsecr_return_code.
This exit can insert an error message into
this array that is passed by the Dialog
manager to the tirfail user exit.

Return Code

None directly. For more information, see tirsecr_return_code structure member.

Default Behavior

The default exit returns a status code of spaces, indicating no security violation was detected.
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Building on UNIX/Linux

The Security Check User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

TIRUSRID, TIRSYSID

TIRSYSID - System ID Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for TIRSYSID - System ID Exit (UNIX and Linux). TIRSYSID supplies the system ID to
the application.

void TIRSYSID ( char *rp1;

   char *rp2;

   char *system_id);

Source Code

TIRSYSID.C

Purpose

The purpose of TIRSYSID is to implement application logic that lets you implement one model on multiple platforms,
and perform processing appropriate for the platform. The system ID is also one of the parameters that are passed to the
Security Interface Exit (TIRSECR).

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*system_id Output An 8-byte character array representing
the system identifier where the server
application is executing.

Return Code

None
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Default Behavior

By default, TIRSYSID calls the runtime routine DEFSYSID. This routine returns a default system ID, the value of which
depends on the platform on which the application is executing.

Under UNIX/Linux if the environment variable IEF_SYSID is set the first eight characters of this variable are used.
Otherwise, “UNIX“ is returned.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The System ID User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

TIRSECR

TIRTERMA - User Termination Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for TIRTERMA - User Termination Exit (UNIX and Linux). TIRTERMA is called when an
application fails.

void TERTERMA (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   struct term_pb *pb)

Source Code

TIRTERMA.C

Purpose

Modification of TIRTERMA lets the user customize the handling of runtime errors.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.
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*pb Input/ Output A pointer to a PARMMSG structure to
contain the termination information. This
structure is defined in tirterma.h.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default processing for TIRTERMA returns a status code of spaces, indicating to use standard error handling.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The User Termination User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

TIRTIAR - Database Error Message Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for TIRTIAR - Database Error Message Exit (UNIX and Linux). Use the Database Error
Message User Exit to customize the error message received from the database commit.

void TIRTIAR (

   char *sqlca,

   short *ml,

   char *mb,

   int maxLength)

Source Code

For Db2: tirdb2.ppc

For Oracle: tirora.ppc

Purpose

The default processing of this user exit provides a simple database error message.

There exists a Database Error Message User Exit for each supported DBMS: Oracle and DB2.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*sqlca Input Pointer to SQLCA structure

*ml Output Pointer to error message length

*mb Output Pointer to error message buffer

maxLength Input Maximum length of error message that can
be written to error message buffer

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

By default, these modules provide the error message that is returned by the database commit.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Database Error Message User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_db2.* and/or libae_ora.*, where * is
the shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have
correct C/C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkdbs.
4. You are prompted for the DBMS choice and a version choice if the DBMS is Oracle (the currently supported version is

the default).

The DBMS user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

DBCOMMIT

TIRUPDB - MBCS Uppercase Translation Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for TIRUPDB - MBCS Uppercase Translation Exit (UNIX and Linux). TIRUPDB is called
to uppercase multi-byte text.

void TIRUPDB (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   char *tbl_name,

   long *len,

   char *xlate_data)

Source Code

TIRUPDB.C
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Purpose

The user can modify the mechanism that is used to uppercase multi-byte text with this user exit.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*tbl_name Input A pointer to a translation table name.

*len Input/Output Length of text to convert to uppercase.

*xlate_data Input/Output A pointer to the text to be uppercased.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default translation uses MBCS functions to perform uppercase translation based on the active system code page.
However, the system designer, programmer, may add code to recognize dialects and perform any lower to upper
functionality desired. In that case, insure that the default behavior still uses the MBCS libraries.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The MBCS Uppercase Translation User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared
library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C+
+ compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

TIRUPPR

TIRUPPR - Uppercase Translation Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for TIRUPPR - Uppercase Translation Exit (UNIX and Linux). TIRUPPR is called to
uppercase multi-byte text.

void TIRUPPR (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,
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   char *tbl_name,

   long *len,

   char *xlate_data)

Source Code

TIRUPPR.C

Purpose

The user can modify the mechanism that is used to uppercase multi-byte text with this user exit.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*tbl_name Input A pointer to a translation table name.

*len Input/Output Length of text to convert to uppercase.

*xlate_data Input/Output A pointer to the text to be uppercased.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default translation uses MBCS functions to perform uppercase translation based on the active system code page.
However, the system designer, programmer, may add code to recognize dialects and perform any lower to upper
functionality desired. In that case, insure that the default behavior still uses the MBCS libraries.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Uppercase Translation User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library
suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++
compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

TIRUPDB
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TIRURTL - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for TIRURTL - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit (UNIX and Linux). TIRURTL lets you specify a
maximum value for the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute.

long tirurtl ()

Source Code

TIRURTL.C

Purpose

This value can never be exceeded by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram, or by the
Default Retry Limit User Exit.

After the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute, reaches either
TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit, no more retries can
occur, and the application fails with a runtime error.

Arguments

None

Return Code

Long containing the retry limit.

Default Behavior

If the Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit is not used, the maximum value of TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is 99 for all target
environments. The Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit can be modified to return a value of zero to suppress all retry attempts.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Ultimate Retry User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

TIRDRTL

TIRUSRID - User ID Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for TIRUSRID - User ID Exit (UNIX and Linux). TIRUSRID is used to supply the ID of the
user to the application.
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void TIRUSRID ( char *rp1;

   char *rp2;

   char *filler_parm;

   char *user_id);

Source Code

TIRUSRID.C

Purpose

The user ID is one of the parameters that are passed to the Security Interface Exit (TIRSECR).

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*filler_parm Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*user_id Output A pointer to an 8-byte character array into
which the user ID can be returned.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default action that is taken by this module is to call runtime routine DEFUSRID which returns a default user ID, the
value of which depends on the platform on which the system is executing.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The User ID User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library suffix
depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.

The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

TIRSECR
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TIRYYX - Date Exit (UNIX and Linux)

This article provides information for TIRYYX - Date Exit (UNIX and Linux). Internally, Gen handles four-digit year dates
correctly assuming the user application uses the yyyy edit pattern throughout.

void TIRYYX (

   struct tiryyx_param_block *pb)

Source Code

TIRYYX.C

Purpose

TIRYYX is used to process two-digit or yy-style date input and to set the century part using any fixed-window, sliding-
window, or other algorithm of choice, when using Gen in the standard map generation mode.

If the user interface is designed to accept a two-digit date entry, and defaulting to the current century is not acceptable,
use this exit to implement logic to get the required behavior for defaulting the century part of the date.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*pb Input/Output A pointer to a tiryyx structure containing the
following items:

return_code Output A 4-byte character array containing the
current year

current_year Input A 4-byte character array containing the
current year.

edit_year Input/Output A 4-byte character array containing the edit
year.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default user exit behavior does not perform any processing and returns.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The Date User Exit is built as part of the shared library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library suffix depending
on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have correct C/C++ compiler that is
installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run mkexits.
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The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None

z/OS User Exits
This article provides information for z/OS User Exits. In Gen, each user exit is its own stand-alone DLL.

Changes to User Exits

To eliminate the need to regenerate or re-link applications that are built with Gen 8.5 or later releases and to enable those
applications to use the DLL user exits, the code in the previous release user exits invokes the new DLLs that contain the
user exit code.

NOTE

• Although the need to regenerate or relink applications that are built with Gen 8.5 or later releases has been
eliminated, the customized user exits for those applications must be included in the equivalent user exit in
Gen 8.5 or later and built as a user exit DLL using members MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in the CEHBSAMP
dataset.

• IMS server applications that use trace facilities must be re-linked to use the new TIRIDTRZ user exit DLL,
called TIRIDTRM in previous releases.

The following table lists the old name, the new name, and the DLL name for each user exit.

Old User Exit Name New User Exit Name DLL Name

Source Member Exit - PGM Source Member Exit - PGM

TIRALLOC TIRALLOC TIRCALKX TIRALLOX TIRCALLZ

TIRIALKX TIRALLOX TIRIALLZ

TIRBRTRY TIRBRTRY TIRBRTRX TIRBRTRX TIRBRTRZ

TIRBURTL TIRBURTL TIRBURTX TIRBURTX TIRBURTZ

TIRCDPTS TIRCDPTS TIRCDPTX TIRCDPTX TIRCDPTZ

TIRCROUT TIRPROUT TIRCROUX TIRPROUX TIRCROUZ

TIRCRTRY TIRCRTRY TIRCRTRX TIRCRTRX TIRCRTRZ

TIRCSGN TIRCSGN TIRCSGNX TIRCSGNX TIRCSGNZ

TIRCSYS TIRSYSID TIRCSYSX TIRSYSIX TIRCSYSZ

TIRCURTL TIRCURTL TIRCURTX TIRCURTX TIRCURTZ

TIRCUSR TIRUSRID TIRCUSRX TIRUSRIX TIRCUSRZ

TIRDATX TIRDATX TIRDATX TIRDATX TIRDATXZ

TIRDCRYP TIRDCRYP TIRDCRYX TIRDCRYX TIRDCRYZ

TIRDEVC TIRDEVC TIRDEVC TIRDEVC TIRDEVCZ

TIRDEVI TIRDEVI TIRDEVI TIRDEVI TIRDEVIZ

TIRDEVT TIRDEVT TIRDEVT TIRDEVT TIRDEVTZ

TIRDLCT TIRDLCT TIRDLCTX TIRDLCTX TIRDLCTZ

TIRELOG TIRELOG TIRELOGX TIRELOGX TIRELOGZ
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TIRHELP TIRHELP TIRHELPX TIRHELPX TIRHELPZ

TIRIDTRM TIRIDTRM TIRIDTRX TIRIDTRX TIRIDTRZ

TIRIEX TIRIEX TIRIEX TIRIEX TIRIEXZ

TIRIEXS TIRIEXS TIRIEXSZ

TIRIROUT TIRPROUT TIRIROUX TIRPROUX TIRIROUZ

TIRIRTRY TIRIRTRY TIRIRTRX TIRIRTRX TIRIRTRZ

TIRISYS TIRSYSID TIRISYSX TIRSYSIX TIRISYSZ

TIRIURTL TIRIURTL TIRIURTX TIRIURTX TIRIURTZ

TIRIUSR TIRUSRID TIRIUSRX TIRUSRIX TIRIUSRZ

TIRMQTDX TIRMQTDX TIRMQTDX TIRMQTDX TIRMQTDZ

TIRMTQB TIRMTQB TIRMTQB2 TIRMTQB TIRMTQBZ

TIRNCRYP TIRNCRYP TIRNCRYX TIRNCRYX TIRNCRYZ

TIRPTOKN TIRPTOKN TIRPTOKX TIRPTOKX TIRPTOKZ

TIRQCNTL TIRQCNTL TIRQCNTX TIRQCNTX TIRQCNTZ

TIRRETCD TIRRETCD TIRRETCX TIRRETCX TIRRETCZ

TIRSECR TIRSECR TIRSECRX TIRSECRX TIRSECRZ

TIRSECV TIRSECV TIRSECVX TIRSECVX TIRSECVZ

TIRSIPEX TIRSIPEX TIRSIPEX TIRSIPEX TIRSIPEZ

TIRSRTRY TIRSRTRY TIRSRTRX TIRSRTRX TIRSRTRZ

TIRSURTL TIRSURTL TIRSURTX TIRSURTX TIRSURTZ

TIRTERMB TIRTERMB TIRTERBX TIRTERBX TIRTERBZ

TIRTERMA TIRTERMA TIRTERMA TIRTERMA TIRTERAZ

TIRTERMB TIRTERMB TIRTERBX TIRTERBX TIRTERBZ

TIRTIAR TIRTIAR TIRCTIAX TIRTIARX TIRCTIAZ

TIRTIAR TIRTIAR TIRITIAX TIRTIARX TIRITIAZ

TIRTSYS TIRSYSID TIRTSYSX TIRSYSIX TIRTSYSZ

TIRUPPR TIRUPPR TIRUPPRX TIRUPPRX TIRUPPRZ

TIRXINFO TIRXINFO TIRXINFO TIRXINFO TIRXINFZ

TIRYYX TIRYYX TIRYYX TIRYYX TIRYYXZ

z/OS Blockmode User Exits - CICS
This article defines z/OS Blockmode User Exits - CICS.

The following sections describe the user exits in z/OS blockmode applications that are associated with CICS.

TIRCDPTX - Dynamic Plan TSQ Processing Exit

This article provides information for TIRCDPTX - Dynamic Plan TSQ Processing Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen
Dynamic Plan TSQ Processing Exit.
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Source Code

This exit is used by CICS applications only. The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member
TIRCDPTX. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRCDPTX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1           PIC X.      

01  RUNTIME-PARM2           PIC X.

01  Q-NAME                  PIC X(8).

01  ACTION-CODE             PIC 9. 

01  GLOBDATA            size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

This exit is called when the delete of the TSQ used by the Dynamic Plan Exit (TIRC$EXT) fails because the TSQ does not
exist. It is used to return a flag to control how the runtime handles the missing TSQ condition.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if Translated.

Q-NAME input The name of the TSQ which we expected to
find, but is missing.

ACTION-CODE input/output A 1-byte numeric field indicating how the
runtime must handle the missing TSQ
condition:
1 - Abend and rollback.
2 - Send an error message to CICS CSSL
output and terminate normally, without a
rollback.
3 - Send an error message to CICS CSSL
output and terminate without an abend but
with a rollback.
4 - Ignore the condition and terminate
without an abend or rollback.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to return an ACTION-CODE of 2 which causes the runtime to handle the condition
that is encountered by the CICS API command that deletes the TSQ, send a message to the CICS CSSL output and
continue processing without rolling back any database changes done by the application.
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Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRCDPTX exit to one of your libraries and modify ACTION-CODE to return a value other than 2.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None

TIRCRTRX - Default Retry Limit Exit

This article provides information for TIRCRTRX - Default Retry Limit Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen Default
Retry Limit Exit.

Source Code

This exit is used by CICS applications only. The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member
TIRCRTRX. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRCRTRX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1               PIC X.          

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                   PIC X.  

01  RETRY-TIMES         PIC S9(4) COMP. 

01 GLOBDATA             size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

This exit is called at the beginning of a Gen CICS blockmode application to enable the defined default value for the
TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute to be modified. The TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to this
value at the beginning of each new transaction. This value may then be modified by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT
statement in an action diagram.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if Translated.

RETRY-TIMES input/output The maximum number of times the
transaction execution is retried.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.
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Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

If the Default Retry Limit Exit is not modified the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to 10. If the Default Retry
Limit Exit is used, it must not return a value greater than that specified in the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit.

Customizing the Exit

The TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to this value at the beginning of each new transaction. This value may
then be modified by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram.

The TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is used to specify the maximum number of times a transaction is retried when one of
the following events occurs:

• A RETRY TRANSACTION action diagram statement executes.
• A deadlock or timeout occurs trying to access a database, and no WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT

statement was provided for that entity action statement.

In either of these cases, any uncommitted database updates are rolled back, and an attempt is then be made to execute
the application again. Once the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute,
reaches either TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit, no more
retries can occur, and the application fails with a runtime error if the last retry attempt was unsuccessful.

Modify the copied exit as needed.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exit

TIRCURTX

TIRCURTX - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit

This article provides information for TIRCURTX - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers for CICS blockmode
applications use the Gen Ultimate Retry Limit Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRCURTX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRCURTX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                PIC X.

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                PIC X.

01  ULTIMATE-RETRY-LIMIT         PIC S9(9)   COMP.

01  GLOBDATA                     size 3645 bytes.
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Purpose

The Ultimate Retry Limit Exit is used by all applications targeting DB2 database on z/OS. The Ultimate Retry Limit Exit
allows the user to specify a maximum value for the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute. This value may never
be exceeded, either by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram, or by the Default Retry Limit
Exit.

For an explanation of when and how the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute is used see Default Retry Limit
Exit.

This exit provides a safeguard in case the system attribute TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is set to an excessive value
by an action diagram. Once the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute,
reaches either TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit, no more
retries can occur, and the application fails with a runtime error if the last retry attempt was unsuccessful.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if translated.

ULTIMATE-RETRY-LIMIT input/output The absolute limit which is defaulted to 99.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

If the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit is not modified, the maximum value of TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is 99. The Ultimate
Retry Limit Exit may be modified to return a value of zero to suppress all retry attempts.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRCURTX exit to one of your libraries and modify the Ultimate-Retry-Limit to the appropriate value.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRDATX - Date and Time Services Exit

This article provides information for TIRDATX - Date and Time Services Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen Date
and Time Services Exit.
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The Date and Time Services Exit can be used to intercept, adjust, or validate system dates and times. This exit is
provided to allow user modification and customization of date and time processing.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRDATX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in Assembler and uses standard OS Linkage.

The parameter list that is used by TIRDATX is as follows:

PARMRT1  DS    A 

PARMRT2  DS    A 

PARMCMCB DS    A 

PARMWORK DS    A 

PARMGDTA DS    A

Purpose

This exit is only used by Gen applications that use Standard Mapping facilities, not by Enhanced Map. This exit receives
control for some but not all date and time services. Only services that acquire, or manipulate the date and time, where that
date or time was acquired from the system, or where validation is involved, invoke this exit.

This exit is not invoked for the following conditions:

• Services involving conversion from one form to another does not invoke this exit.
• If some error condition exists. For example, if the clock is not set, the date and time services return the error directly to

the requester and do not call this exit.
• For validation, if the value is not valid, the failure is returned to the requester and the exit is not called.
• If this exit changes a date or time and requests re-validation, and the value is in error, the error is returned to the

requester and the exit is not called.

NOTE
If the date and time is modified by the exit, the exit must indicate this by returning the appropriate return code.
Return codes that are invalid (not one of the listed values) will be ignored and the processing is as if the exit
returned zero (0). Therefore it is imperative that you not take advantage of any behavioral aspects that are not
explicitly documented here or in the sample code since future releases could change the operation.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

PARMRT1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

PARMRT2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if translated.

PARMCMCB input/output Address of the Date Communication
Control Block

PARMWORK input/output Address of a 256-byte workarea

PARMGDTA input Address of GLOBDATA
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Return Code

Only some of the date and time services functions are available to this exit, these are indicated by the value of the DREQ
field. Before returning this exit must restore registers 0-14 to their values on entry and update register 15 with the return
code that controls how the date and time services functions continue processing. The return code varies depending on the
request, as follows:

• DREQ - Service Request DREQVAL
– 0 -- Use the system date/time as stored in DCMCB. The exit has not modified these values and accepts them as

they are.
– 4 -- The exit has modified the date/time stored in the DCMCB and requests that the validation be re-executed for

these values.

NOTE
The exit will be called again after validation is complete.

– 8 -- The exit has modified the date/time stored in the DCMCB and does not require the values be re-validated. The
modified values are returned to the requester.

– 12 -- The exit requests that the date/time service fail the request. This is returned to the service requester as if the
date and/or time were invalid.

• DREQ - Service Request DREQSD, DREQAS, DREQVTS, and DREQST
– 0 -- Use the system date/time as stored in DCMCB.
– 4 -- The exit requests that the date, time, or timestamp value be recomputed. If the exit has modified any of these

values, the modifications are discarded and the values that are computed from the system clock. For DREQAS, the
DINC value represents the number of days to be added to the date. The exit is called again after the date and time
have been recomputed.

– 8 -- The exit has modified the date/time stored in the DCMCB and does not require the date/time services
recompute the associated values. The modified and unmodified values are returned to the service requester
unchanged.

– 12 -- The exit requests that the date/time service fail the request. This is the same as if the clock was not set or was
damaged.

Default Processing

Sample Code

Sample code has been provided as commented out blocks of code. This is as an example only. To use the sample
code, you must remove the comments. Sections that are specific to a particular system, such as CICS, are indicated by
comments preceding and following the code. Common code that must be used by both examples is also indicated.

The sample code provides the ability to respond to request code 1 (get system date) and request code 7 (get current
timestamp). The date information is read from TSQ or a file and is used to change the year, month, and day. The
timestamp information (hours, minutes, seconds, microseconds) is read and left unchanged.

Delivery Configuration

As configured, the sample code reads the required date from a CICS temporary storage queue when generated for CICS.
This exit can also obtain values from DB2 table lookups.

To use this facility, you must change the source code to set a local variable as appropriate. If CICS is True (CICS
mode), process using the CICS Translator and assembler. If CICS is False, use the assembler but do not use the CICS
Translator.

Registers

Register 14 contains the address that control is to be returned to, and Register 13 contains the address of a save area set
up for the usage of the exit. All registers must be saved on entry. Register 15 must be updated with the return code and all
other registers must be restored on return.
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Customizing the Exit

You can customize the exit to perform your specific needs. The following paragraphs provide guidelines to be observed
when modifying this exit. Be sure to read all notes that are provided with the sample code for the latest information on
using this exit.

Testing the DREQ Field
The exit must test the DREQ field of the Date CMCB to determine the service request made of the Date/Time
routine. This is used to customize the exit based on your needs. For example, if you wish to perform local
validation of dates only, the request of interest is DREQVAL. For all other requests, the exit must return a zero.

Service Requests Intercepted by the Date and Time Services Exit
The service requests intercepted by this exit are:

• DREQVAL -- Request date and/or time validation
• DREQSD -- Return the current system date and time
• DREQAS -- Add a specified increment to the date value
• DREQST -- Return the current timestamp
• DREQVTS -- Validate the timestamp provided
• DREQST -- Return the current system timestamp

Modifying Date and Time
If the exit is used to modify date or time, the exit must modify the appropriate fields for the service request.
Different service requests use different areas of the Date CMCB as their input, and place their output in various
fields.

I/O Format
The format of input and output data are indicated in the CMCB fields DDATEF and DTIMEF. These values must
be examined to determine the format of the data to be stored, or to be used as input by the exit. Fields in the Date
CMCB
Other fields in the CMCB have various meanings and formats as described in the following paragraphs.

DDATE
This field contains the binary date value. It is treated as a signed decimal number and converted to binary. The
format is specified by the field DDATEF and cannot be changed. This field can be in one of the following formats:

• YYYYMMDD -- Four-digit year, two digit month, and two digit day
• YYMMDD -- Two-digit year (the century is omitted), two digit month, and two digit day
• CYYMMDD -- One-digit century code, two-digit year, two digit month, and two digit day

NOTE
The one-digit century code (C) is a number from 0 to 9, inclusive. The century ranges that can be
represented are from 1600 to 2599, inclusive. The century codes are:

0 = 19XX, 1 = 20XX, 2= 21XX, 3 = 22XX, 4 = 23XX,
5 = 24XX, 6 = 25XX, 7 = 16XX, 8 = 17XX, 9 = 18XX.

DDATEF
This field contains an indicator of the format of the content of the DDATE field and cannot be changed.

DTIME
This field contains the binary time value. The time is treated as a signed decimal number with the format
HHMMSSTH, or HHMMSST, or HHMMSS with the following conventions:
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• HH -- Hours
• MM -- Minutes
• SS -- Seconds
• T -- Tenths of seconds
• H -- Hundredths of seconds

The format that is used is specified by the DTIMEF field.
DTIMEF

This field contains an indicator of the format of the content of the DTIME field and cannot be changed.
DTSTAMP

This field contains the zoned decimal time stamp value in a fixed format of YYYYMMDDHHMISSNNNNNN with
the following conventions:

• YYYY -- Four-digit year
• MM -- Two-digit month
• DD -- Two-digit day
• MI -- Two-digit minutes
• SS -- Two-digit seconds
• NNNNNN -- Six-digit microseconds

DINC
This field contains a signed binary increment to be added to the date value in DDATE when DREQAS service is
requested. It is unused in all other cases. A negative value results in a date.

The following table describes service requests and the fields that they use:

Service Request (DREQ) Input Output Applicable Notes

DREQVAL DDATE, DTIME 1, 4, 5

DREQSD DDATE, DTIME 2, 5

DREQAS DDATE, DTIME, DINC DDATE, DTIME 2, 5

DREQVTS DTSTAMP 4, 5

DREQST DTSTAMP, DDATE,
DTIME

2, 3, 5

1. Date and/or Time validation can be skipped if the appropriate field is set to zero. For example, if DDATE is zero, then
the Date validation is skipped.

2. Initial processing obtains the current date and time using the system clock and adjusts the value based on the time
zone adjustment. If the request is DREQAS, then the DINC value is added to the number of days before computing the
Gregorian date, and then the DDATE / DTIME fields are computed. If the exit requests that the values be reprocessed,
any modification that the exit made to the DDATE / DTIME fields is discarded and the values that are recomputed from
the system clock. DINC can be altered if the request was DREQAS.

3. If the request is DREQST, then the system time stamp values are computed from the clock values.
4. Validation returns a code to the requester indicating the validity of the date/time/time stamp. If the value is valid, the

exit is called or recalled if the exit requested that the validation be reprocessed.
5. The formats of input and output data are indicated in the CMCB fields DDATEF and DTIMEF. These values must be

examined to determine the format of the data to be stored, or to be used as input by the exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.
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Related User Exits

None

TIRDEVC - Device Characteristics Exit

This article provides information for TIRDEVC - Device Characteristics Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen Device
Characteristics Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRDEVC. The sample exit that is provided is
written in Assembler and uses standard OS Linkage.

The parameter list that is used by TIRDEVC is as follows:

PARMRT1  DS    A 

PARMRT2  DS    A 

EXTATTRA DS    A 

DEVUSER  DS    A 

DIALECT  DS    A

GLOBDATA DS    A

Purpose

This exit is only used by Gen applications that use Standard Mapping facilities, not by Enhanced Map. The Device
Characteristics exit, TIRDEVC, is called every time that a message is sent from or received by an application. This exit
provides the runtime data stream processing routines for the definition of the specific device characteristics.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

DFHEIBLK input Automatically included by the Translator.

DFHCOMMAREA input Automatically included by the Translator.

Parm 3 input/output Device Characteristics

DEVCAP input/output TMOHDLCT (dialect)/workarea

GDTA input/ output Address of GLOBDATA

TMOHDLCT is a pointer to the eight-character dialect name as returned from the User Dialect exit, TIRDLCTX. This value
represents the current selected dialect. The default exit returns a default dialect value for this parameter.

The DEVCAP is a pointer to a 256-byte structure defined for the return of the device attributes.
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Return Code

The Device Characteristic structure contains the returned device characteristics. The fields in this structure are as follows:

EXTPARM Returned Device Capabilities

MAXROWR DS H (24/32/43/27) maximum number of screen
rows

MAXCOLR DS H (80/132) maximum number of screen
columns

EXTDSR DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No Extended Data Stream
support

EXTCLRR DS CL1 (0/255) 0= Base Color, 255 = Extended
Color

EXTHIGHR DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No Highlight, 255 = Highlighting

EXTGRID DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No Grid Line, 255 = Grid Line

EXTDBCS DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No DBCS DISPLAY or ENTRY

EXTSCS8 DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No DBCS Set F8, SCS’8’ for
DBCS

XMIXENT DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No Mixed (SBCS/DBCS) entry

XINEDIT DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No INPUT EDITING
ATTRIBUTE support

XOUTXLAT DS A Pointer to 256-byte Output Translate Table

XINPXLAT DS A Pointer to 256-byte Input Translate Table

DS CL235 Filler MUST BE ZERO

Default Processing

The maximum row and column values are derived from the 3270 model type. Currently, Gen supports only IBM 3270
model 2 (24 x 80).

Extended Data Stream support and other extended attribute capabilities of the terminal are derived from query or any
other user-defined method of retrieving the terminal status. If Extended data stream is not enabled, then no extended data
stream functions are built into the outbound data stream. If Double Byte Character Support (DBCS) is not enabled, then
no DBCS data is placed in the outbound data stream. If MIXENT is not enabled, all mixed entry fields are built as Single
Byte Character Support (SBCS) only fields in the data stream.

Additional information is available in the vendor documentation on National Language Support (NLS).

Translate Tables

The output (OUTXLAT) and input (INPXLAT) tables are standard 256 byte translate tables in a format suitable for the
translate (TR) operations code (op code). OUTXLAT is used when the current device does not support the same code
page as the application and encyclopedia. This means that a difference exists in the code points for the encyclopedia and
application database and the code points for the device. The translate table must convert the code points in the output
data stream to the correct code points for the current device to display the correct glyphs. INPXLAT is used when data
is received from the terminal to convert the code points back to the appropriate values for the application database and
encyclopedia.

If the device supports the same code page as the application and database, then OUTXLAT and INPXLAT must be set to
ZERO (0) to suppress any code point conversion.
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For example, if the current device is a Japanese 557x terminal supporting code page 930 (uppercase Roman only) and
the application prompts contain lower case Roman letters, the translate tables must perform inbound and outbound
translations.

Outbound, the translate table performs monocasing (from lowercase to uppercase), and translates the application
database code points to the device code points. This displays the correct glyphs on the device.

Inbound, the translate table translates the device code points to the application database and encyclopedia code points
for proper storage. This prevents corruption of the data in the database.

To accomplish the translation process in the preceding example, set OUTXLAT to point to a table that converts lowercase
code points to uppercase. Set INPXLAT to a table that translates device Katakana back into the code point values that are
needed in the application database.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen sample library to a separate library. The member name is TIRDEVC. You can
customize this exit to accept input from the User Dialect exit (TIRDLCTX) to change the code page during production.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

TIRDLCTX

TIRDLCTX - User Dialect Exit

This article provides information for TIRDLCTX - User Dialect Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen User Dialect Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library member TIRDLCTX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                           PIC X.          

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                               PIC X.          

01  TIRDLCT-CMCB.                           

    03  TIRDLCT-USERID                         PIC X(8).    

    03  TIRDLCT-TERMINAL-ID                    PIC X(8).    

    03  TIRDLCT-SYSTEM-ID                      PIC X(8).    

    03  TIRDLCT-RETURN-DIALECT                      PIC X(8).   

01  GLOBDATA                           size 3645 bytes. 

Purpose

This exit is used by all applications. The purpose of the TIRDLCTX exit is to supply the current dialect of the user to the
application. It is meaningful for multilingual applications.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if translated.

TIRDLCT-CMCB input/output A structure containing the following items:

TIRDLCT-USERID input The userid under which this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRUSRIX
exit.

TIRDLCT-TERMINAL-ID input The terminal ID used by this transaction,
spaces if this is a non-terminal transaction.

TIRDLCT-SYSTEM-ID input The system ID where this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRSYSIX
exit.

TIRDLCT-RETURN-DIALECT input The dialect used by this application.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to return a dialect name of DEFAULT.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your libraries. The member name is TIRDLCTX. For
multilingual support, modify this module to return the appropriate dialect for a user. The dialect returned is the one
selected using the Dialect Definition option of the Design Toolset. If none is selected or returned, the default dialect is
used.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

TIRDEVC

TIRHELPX - Help Interface Exit

This article provides information for TIRHELPX - Help Interface Exit. TIRHELPX is a runtime exit containing code for the
flow to the application Help business system.

TIRHELPX is written in COBOL. The same sample exit is included in various z/OS Runtime DLLs, each used by the
specific target environment.
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Sample code is included as comments. Until modified, TIRHELPX displays the message:

No help available.

If the TIRHELPX sample code is used (by removing the comment characters), the following occurs:

1. TIRHELPX checks the flags and determines which procedure in the application help business system (field
description, screen description, or permitted values) to flow to.

2. TIRHELPX then calls TIRMSG, which performs the transfer to the target procedure.
3. After the help procedures have completed and the exit is entered, a SET NEXTTRAN TO CONCAT(TRIM(input tirhelp

transcode)) is performed to return to the calling application.

Purpose

The Dialog Manager invokes the Help exit whenever a command equals HELP or PROMPT (or a synonym translates to
HELP or PROMPT).

TIRHELPX handles these commands as shown in the following table:

Condition Screen Message

HELP command issued while the cursor is not on a field. No help available for this screen.

HELP command issued while the cursor is on a field. No help available for this field.

PROMPT command issued while the cursor is not on an enterable
field.

Prompt is valid only for enterable fields.

PROMPT command issued while the cursor is on an enterable
field.

No Prompt data available for this field

Gen provided code, to invoke the application help system, is included in this module as comments. The comments can be
uncommented and used as an example of how to invoke a user-supplied help system.

By customizing TIRHELPX, you can access a help system that is:

• A user-written system
• An application developed using Gen, with the features of unformatted input and PAD NEXT TRAN providing flows
• A third-party help system

Direct use of the Central Encyclopedia as tables for a help system is not supported. However, data that is needed for the
tables of a help system can be extracted using the Public Interface.

Gen supports the invocation of a help system for both screen and field levels. In addition, you can restart the original
application with field data from the help system.

Return Code

The following table lists the return codes and the action that is taken by the Dialog Manager:

Return Code Action Taken by Dialog Manager

NM Transaction terminated and screen not redisplayed (TIRHELPX
handles help display).

WM Screen redisplayed with error message (transaction terminates
normally).

F Termination exit invoked to display severe error messages (fatal
errors).
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When you have completed your modifications, install the exit.

Default Processing

As provided by Gen, the Help exit merely redisplays the screen with a message indicating no help or prompt data is
available.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your libraries. The member name is TIRHELPX. The
skeleton includes sample code, as comments, for invoking the Gen Help system. This code may be uncommented for use
with that system, or used as an example for invoking other help applications.

The Dialog Manager provides an error message parameter to the Help exit and a parameter list that contains the following
information:

• Screen help identifier (helpid). This identifier is specified at the workstation level during screen design. The helpid can
be a key into a DB2 table, for instance. For an explanation of the screen help identifier see Understand Screen Phase.

• Current transaction code, screen name, user ID, terminal ID, printer ID, and current dialect.
• Last displayed message and command before requesting help.

If the cursor is on a field that has a field help identifier (helpid), the Dialog Manager also provides the following information:

• Field help identifier (helpid). This identifier is specified at the workstation level during screen design. For an explanation
of the screen help identifier see Understand the Design Phase.

• Current, edited values of the field as it appears on the screen, screen length of the field, and a token identifier for the
field. These may be passed to the help system and used to replace the contents of the field upon return from the help
system.

TIRHELPX calls User Exit TIRMTQB. TIRMTQB finds a message number in the runtime error message table and
returns the corresponding message and its length. If the message number is not in the table, TIRMTQB returns a default
message.

TIRHELPX can use the provided data to invoke a user-written help system. TIRHELPX must set a return code to instruct
the Dialog Manager which action to take. The Dialog Manager can either terminate the transaction and not redisplay the
screen, or redisplay the screen with the contents of the message parameter as the error message of the screen.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRIEX - Enhanced Map Input Edit Exit

This article provides information for TIRIEX - Enhanced Map Input Edit Exit. TIRIEX is provided so that the user can
modify the standard Gen input editing function for the enhanced map generation mode.

Source Code

This exit is used by Enhanced Map Screens only. The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member
TIRIEX. The sample exit that is provided is written in Assembler and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRIEX is as follows:
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ARG_RT1            DS    A             I/O PCB OR EIB             

ARG_RT2            DS    A             ALT I/O PCB OR COMMAREA    

ARG_IEX_COMMAREA   DS    A             PTR TO IEX COMM AREA       

ARG_PATTR_DESC     DS    A             PTR TO ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTOR

ARG_PFIELD_DESC    DS    A             PTR TO FIELD DESCRIPTOR    

ARG_PIMAGE_DESC    DS    A             PTR TO IMAGE DESCRIPTOR    

ARG_PEP_DESC       DS    A             PTR TO EDIT PATTERN DESC   

ARG_PWORK          DS    A             PTR TO 4K WORK AREA        

ARGGDTA            DS    A             GLOBDATA

Purpose

TIRIEX is provided so that the user can modify the standard Gen input editing function for the enhanced map generation
mode. The following types of data are inputs for this exit:

• Date
• Time
• Time Stamp
• Numeric Data
• Text
• Picture (Numeric Text)

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

ARG_RT1 input/output Address of the IEB

ARG_RT2 input/output Address of COMMAREA

ARG_IEX_COMMAREA input/output Address of the exit control block

ARG_PATTR_DESC input/output Address of attribute descriptor

ARG_PFIELD_DESC input/output Address of the field descriptor

ARG_PIMAGE_DESC input/output Address of the image descriptor

ARG_PEP_DESC input/output Address of the edit pattern descriptor

ARG_PWORK input/output Reentrant work area

ARGGDTA input/output Address of Globdata

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The Default Input Edit Exit does not perform any processing.

Customizing the Exit

Modify the exit to perform the specific desired functions using the instructions in the exit source code file.
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Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

TIRIEXS - Standard Map Input Edit Exit

This article provides information for TIRIEXS - Standard Map Input Edit Exit. The TIRIEXS exit is called by any blockmode
application containing Standard Map screens.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in member TIRIEXS in the Gen CEHBSAMP library. The sample exit is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01 RUNTIME-PARM1                      PIC X

01 RUNTIME-PARM2                      PIC X

01 TIRIEXS-CMCB

   03 TIRIEXS-RETURN-CODE           PIC X

       88 RC-ACCEPT                      VALUE '0'

       88 RC-REJECT                      VALUE '1'

       88 RC-REPROCESS                   VALUE '2'

       88 RC-EXIT-VALUE                  VALUE '3'

       88 RC-ERASE                       VALUE '4'

   03 TIRIEXS-STATUS-CODE1           PIC X

       88 SC-OK                          VALUE ' '

       88 SC-FAIL-PENDING                VALUE 'F'

   03 TIRIEXS-STATUS-CODE2           PIC X

       88 SC-FIRST-PASS                  VALUE '1'

       88 SC-REENTER                     VALUE '2'

   03 TIRIEXS-ERROR-MSG-NUMBER       PIC S9(4) COMP

   03 INPUT-VALUE                    PIC X(256)

   03 INPUT-VALUE-CHAR

           REDEFINES INPUT-VALUE

           OCCURS 256 TIMES           PIC X

   03 FIELD-LENGTH                   PIC 9(4)

   03 FIELD-FILL-CHAR                PIC X(2)

   03 FIELD-BEGIN-ROWCOL             PIC 9(8)

   03 FIELD-END-ROWCOL               PIC 9(8)

   03 ATTRIBUTE-VALUE                PIC X(256)
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   03 ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-CHAR

           REDEFINES ATTRIBUTE-VALUE

           OCCURS 256 TIMES           PIC X

   03 ATTRIBUTE-LENGTH               PIC 9(4)

   03 ATTRIBUTE-TYPE                 PIC X

       88 ATTR-TEXT                      VALUE 'T'

       88 ATTR-VARCHAR                   VALUE 'V'

       88 ATTR-NUMERIC                   VALUE 'N'

   03 ATTRIBUTE-DECIMAL-PLACES       PIC 9(2)

   03 ATTRIBUTE-CASE-SENSITIVE       PIC X

   03 MAPNAME                        PIC X(8)

   03 MODNAME                        PIC X(8)

   03 DIALECT-NAME                   PIC X(8)

   03 DECIMAL-INDICATOR              PIC X

   03 THOUSANDS-INDICATOR            PIC X

   03 CURRENCY-INDICATOR             PIC X

   03 TXT-ORIENTATION                PIC X

   03 NUM-ORIENTATION                PIC X

   03 EDIT-PATTERN-CLASS             PIC X

       88 EPAT-ALPHANUMERIC              VALUE 'T'

       88 EPAT-NUMERIC                   VALUE 'N'

       88 EPAT-DATE                      VALUE 'D'

       88 EPAT-TIME                      VALUE 'M'

       88 EPAT-TIMESTAMP                 VALUE 'Q'

       88 EPAT-NONE                      VALUE ' '

   03 FILLER                         PIC X(100)

01 GLOBDATA                           size 3645 bytes

Purpose

TIRIEXS is provided to allow customization of the input editing behavior for Standard Map screens. This exit is used by
any blockmode application containing Standard Map screens and is called for each input screen field.

Arguments
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           The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input DFHEIBLK (CICS)
I/O PCB (IMS)
Emulated I/O PCB (TSO)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input DFHCOMMAREA (CICS)
Alternate I/O PCB (IMS)
Emulated Alt I/O PCB (TSO)

TIRIEXS-CMCB input/output A structure containing the following items:

TIRIEXS-RETURN-CODE output The return value indicating what action
the exit wants the runtimes to take for the
current screen field.
                           
RC-ACCEPT - The exit took no action for
the current screen field and accepts the
results of the validation of Gen. Normal
processing continues.
                           
RC-REJECT - The exit requests that the
value input in the current screen field is
marked in error.
This return code should only be used for
screen fields that have an edit pattern
that is defined or for screen fields that
are mapped to view attributes that are
mandatory or that have permitted values
that are defined.
                           
RC-REPROCESS  - The exit modified
the value that was input in the current
screen field (INPUT-VALUE) and requests
that this modified input value is revalidated.
                           
RC-EXIT-VALUE - The exit modified the
value that was stored in the view attribute
that is mapped to the current screen field
(ATTRIBUTE-VALUE) and requests that
this modified attribute value replaces
the value that was determined by Gen. This
modified attribute value is not revalidated.
                            
RC-ERASE - The exit requests that the
value input in the current screen field is
erased. This return code should not be
used for screen fields that are mapped to
mandatory view attributes.
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TIRIEXS-STATUS-CODE1 input The status of the validation performed by
Gen for the current screen field.
                           
SC-OK - The current value of
the screen field is considered to be valid by
validation routines of Gen.
                           
SC-FAIL-PENDING - The value of
the current screen field is considered to be
invalid by validation routines of Gen.

TIRIEXS-STATUS-CODE2 input The processing status of the current screen
field.
                           
SC-FIRST-PASS - This indicates this is the
first time that the exit has been called for
the current screen field.
                           
SC-REENTER - This indicates that the
exit has been called previously for the
current screen field and the exit requested
that the field be reprocessed (RC-
REPROCESS).

TIRIEXS-ERROR-MSG-NUMBER input The error message number determined by
validation routines of Gen before calling the
exit.

INPUT-VALUE input/output The value entered in the current screen
field. This value should be modified by the
exit if the exit returns RC-REPROCESS.

FIELD-LENGTH input The length of the current screen field.

FIELD-FILL-CHAR input The fill character defined for current screen
field.

FIELD-BEGIN-ROWCOL input The beginning row and column of the
current screen field.

FIELD-END-ROWCOL input The ending row and column of the current
screen field.

ATTRIBUTE-VALUE input/output The value to be stored in the view attribute
that is mapped to the current screen
field. This value should be modified by the
exit if the exit returns RC-EXIT-VALUE.

ATTRIBUTE-LENGTH input The length of the view attribute that is
mapped to the current screen field.

ATTRIBUTE-TYPE input The datatype of the view attribute that is
mapped to the current screen field.
                            
ATTR-TEXT - A fixed-length text attribute.
                            
ATTR-VARCHAR - A varying-length text
attribute.
                            
ATTR-NUMERIC - A numeric attribute.
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ATTRIBUTE-DECIMAL-PLACES input The number of decimal places defined for
the view attribute that is mapped to the
current screen field.

ATTRIBUTE-CASE-SENSITIVE input The case sensitivity property defined for the
view attribute that is mapped to the current
screen field.

MAPNAME input The name of the current screen.

MODNAME input The modname of the current screen.

DIALECT-NAME input The name of the dialect used by the current
screen.

DECIMAL-INDICATOR input The character that is used to represent the
decimal place in the current dialect.

THOUSANDS-INDICATOR input The character that is used to represent the
thousands separator in the current dialect.

CURRENCY-INDICATOR input The character that is used to represent the
currency symbol in the current dialect.

TXT-ORIENTATION input The orientation of text fields in the current
dialect.

NUM-ORIENTATION input The orientation of numeric fields in the
current dialect.

EDIT-PATTERN-CLASS input The edit pattern class for the current screen
field.
                           
EPAT-ALPHANUMERIC - An alphanumeric
edit pattern.
                           
EPAT-NUMERIC - A numeric edit pattern.
                           
EPAT-DATE - A date edit pattern.
                           
EPAT-TIME - A time edit pattern.
                           
EPAT-TIMESTAMP - A timestamp edit
pattern.
EPAT-NONE - No edit pattern is defined for
the current screen field.

FILLER input Filler, for future use.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

Update TIRIEXS-RETURN-CODE with the relevant value.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to take no action for the current screen field and return RC-ACCEPT in TIRIEXS-
RETURN-CODE.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRIEXS exit to one of your libraries and modify the exit to perform the desired input editing behavior.
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Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

TIRMTQB - CICS Runtime Message Table Exit

This article provides information for TIRMTQB - CICS Runtime Message Table Exit. The Runtime Message Table Exit is
called whenever a runtime error message is to be displayed.

It contains a table of the default Gen runtime error messages.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in the Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRMTQB2. The sample exit that
is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRMTQB is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                PIC X.              

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                PIC X.              

01  MSG-TABLE-NAME               PIC X(8).           

01  MSG-NUMBER                   PIC S9(4) COMP.     

01  RETURN-MSG.                                      

     03  RETURN-MSG-LENGTH        PIC S9(4) COMP.     

     03  RETURN-MSG-ID.                               

         05  FILLER               PIC X(4).           

         05  RETURN-MSG-NUM       PIC 999.            

         05  FILLER               PIC X(4).           

     03  RETURN-MSG-TEXT          PIC X(245).         

01  GLOBDATA                         size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

This message table exit is called by the runtime when a system-level message is to be displayed. The user can customize
the wording of the messages within this exit. Other tables can also be defined to support other dialects.

The default table includes an entry for each Gen runtime error message. Each entry includes the following information:

Message Number
-- The message number is permanently assigned by Gen. Each message has a unique number.

Message Text
-- The message text is the actual words that appear on the application screen when an error occurs. The
message text, and any variable values that can be appended, are truncated if it exceeds the length of the error
message line that is defined for the application screen. The error message line is a maximum of 80 characters of
which 12 are reserved for the message number.

If the message number is not in the table, TIRMTQB returns a default message.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input DFHEIBLK (CICS)
I/O PCB (IMS)
Emulated I/O PCB (TSO)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input DFHCOMMAREA (CICS)
Alternate I/O PCB (TSO)
Emulated ALT I/O PCB

MSG-TABLE-NAME Input Message table name

MSG-NUMBER Input Message number

RETURN-MSG-LENGTH output Length out message text

RETURN-MSG-NUM output Message number

RETURN-MSG-TEXT output Message text

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The table in the default exit is used to retrieve the runtime error message text.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your libraries. The member name is TIRMTQB2. The text
of the messages can be customized the way that you want. More tables can be coded to support runtime error messages
in other dialects for multilingual applications. The table name to be used for a given dialect is specified using the System
Defaults option of the design toolset.

When you have completed your modifications, install the exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRQCNTX - TSQ Profile Manager Exit

This article provides information for TIRQCNTX - TSQ Profile Manager Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen TSQ
Profile Manager Exit.
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Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRQCNTX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The parameter list that is used by TIRQCNTX is as follows.

01 RUNTIME-PARM1                      PIC X.

01 RUNTIME-PARM2                      PIC X.

01  TIRQCNTL-CMCB.                              

    05  TIRQCNTL-QUEUE-NAME           PIC X(8).

    05  TIRQCNTL-STORAGE-TYPE         PIC X.

01 GLOBDATA                           size 3645 bytes.

Purpose

This exit is used by CICS applications only. The purpose of the TIRQCNTX is to allow the user to override the name of the
queue that is used for the temporary storage queue profile and the type of storage that is used for the queue.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if translated.

TIRQCNTL-QUEUE-NAME input/output Name of the temporary storage queue used
for the profile manager.

TIRQCNTL-STORAGE-TYPE input/output Type of storage where the queue resides.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The default action for the exit is to leave the TSQ Profile Manager queue name, that consists of an internal application ID
and the LTERM ID, unchanged and set the default storage type to MAIN.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRQCNTX exit to one of your libraries and modify as required. The exit does not use CICS commands so it
does not need to be translated for CICS and it specifies the RUNTIME-PARM1 and RUNTIME-PARM2 in both the Linkage
Section and the Procedure Division statement. Ensure these are removed if CICS API calls are added.

The TIRQCNTL-QUEUE-NAME must be unique per CICS region.

The TIRQCNTL-STORAGE-TYPE can be set to either USE-AUXILIARY-STORAGE instead of USE-MAIN-STORAGE.
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Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRSECRX - Security Interface Exit

This article provides information for TIRSECRX - Security Interface Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen Security
Interface Exit.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRSECRX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.          

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                           PIC X.          

01  TIRSECR-CMCB.                           

   03  TIRSECR-USERID                   PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-TRANCODE                 PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-TERMINAL-ID              PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-SYSTEM-ID                PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-LOAD-MODULE              PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-PSTEP-NAME                   PIC X(32).  

   03  TIRSECR-DIALECT                  PIC X(32).  

   03  TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE              PIC XX.     

   03  TIRSECR-FAILURE-MSG              PIC X(80).  

01  GLOBDATA                    size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

This exit is used by all CICS applications. The purpose of the TIRSECRX exit is to allow transaction-level security
checking to be implemented. The Dialog Manager calls the Security Interface Exit when a transaction is started and
before execution of a dialog flow. This allows transaction-level security checking to be implemented. After it has been
enabled, the Dialog Manager executes the security interface exit automatically, at the relevant points, without any
intervention by a programmer, when invoking any load modules in a business system.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if translated.

TIRSECR-CMCB input/ output A structure containing the following items:
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TIRSECR-USERID input The userid under which this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRUSRIX
exit.

TIRSECR-TRANCODE input The load module transaction code.

TIRSECR-TERMINAL-ID input The terminal ID used by this transaction,
spaces if this is a non-terminal transaction.

TIRSECR-SYSTEM-ID input The system ID where this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRSYSIX
exit.

TIRSECR-LOAD-MODULE input The load module name.

TIRSECR-PSTEP-NAME input The Procedure Step name.

TIRSECR-DIALECT input The dialect used by this application.

TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE output A 2-byte character field returning the result
of the security check. The following values
are supported:
SPACES -- TIRSECR-ALL-OK
Anything else -- failure

TIRSECR-FAILURE-MSG output An 80-byte character field, to be populated
by this exit, to describe the failure with a
message of choice.

Return Code

Update TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE with the relevant value.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to do no security checking and to return TIRSECR-ALL-OK as the return code.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRSECRX exit to one of your libraries and modify to perform security checking as required by the application.
Ensure that TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE is set to spaces when the security check is successful or some other value to
indicate failure. If a message describing the violation is returned in TIRSECR-FAILURE-MSG, the Dialog Manager passes
it to TIRTERMA.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRUSRIX
• TIRSECVX
• TIRELOGX
• TIRTERMA
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TIRSYSIX - System ID Exit

This article provides information for TIRSYSIX - System ID Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen System Identification
Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRCSYSX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRSYSIX is as follows:

01  LOCAL-SYSTEM-ID             PIC X(8).

01  GLOBDATA                    size 3645 bytes 

This exit contains CICS API calls, which require it to be processed by the Translator. The Translator automatically includes
data structures for DFHEIBLK and DFHCOMMAREA in the place of RUNTIME-PARM1 and RUNTIME-PARM2 thus
RUNTIME-PARMx are not specified.

Purpose

This exit is called by all CICS applications. The purpose of TIRSYSIX is to enable logic that lets the same application be
implemented on multiple systems and perform processing specific to each system targeted.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

DFHEIBLK input Automatically included by the Translator.

DFHCOMMAREA input Automatically included by the Translator.

LOCAL-SYSTEM-ID output The identifier of the system where the
application is executing.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The default processing of the exit is to issue the CICS Assign Sysid command to retrieve the system ID. If successful, the
retrieved ID is returned; otherwise, the literal CICS is returned.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRCSYSX member to one of your libraries and modify to populate the LOCAL-SYSTEM-ID as required by the
application.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.
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Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRALLOX
• TIRPROUX

TIRTERMA - Termination Exit

This article provides information for TIRTERMA - Termination Exit. The Gen Termination Exit is called by z/OS Dialog
Managers when a fatal runtime error is encountered.

Source Code

TIRTERMA Termination Exit is used by all non-cooperative applications targeting z/OS. The source code is in Gen
CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRTERMA. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS
Linkage.

The parameters that are passed between the fail routine and the termination exits are defined by the structure TERM-
EXIT-PARM-LIST. This structure is included in the copy member CBLTERM, which is also in the CEHBSAMP library.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRTERMA is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                PIC X.

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                PIC X.

01  TERM-EXIT-PARM-LIST          structure defined in CBLTERM.

01  GLOBDATA                     size 3645 bytes.

Purpose

The purpose of the TIRTERMA exit is to control how fatal runtime errors are handled by the Dialog Manager.

Runtime errors are either fatal or non-fatal errors. When a non-fatal error occurs, such as invalid user input, the Dialog
Manager displays an error message on the transaction screen. You can correct the error and can continue processing the
transaction.

When a fatal error occurs, transaction processing is terminated. The Dialog Manager executes a fail routine that backs
out changes by performing the necessary rollbacks of the databases. The fail routine then calls a termination exit that
determines what diagnostic (error) information is displayed and where it is displayed.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if translated.

TERM-EXIT-PARM-LIST input/output Structure of parameters for termination and
failure routine. The items in this structure
are described in the CBLTERM Field
Definitions. Descriptions of these fields
follow.
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GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

The structure TERM-EXIT-PARM-LIST is defined by the copy member CBLTERM. Two items in this structure control
processing. These items are: TERM-STATUS-CODE.

When TIRFAIL calls TIRTERMA, TERM-STATUS-CODE is used to control what TIRFAIL does next.

The following table provides a description of each TERM-STATUS-CODE value:

Value Description

’ ’ (space) or 0 (zero) TIRFAIL displays the message and redisplays the previous screen
with TERM-DEFAULT-MSG in the error message field.

1 This value indicates that TIRTIRMA has handled the messages
and does not display them. It will, however, redisplay the previous
screen with TERM-DEFAULT-MSG in the error message field.

2 This value indicates that TIRTIRMA has handled everything.
TIRFAIL does not display the messages and does not redisplay
the previous screen.

TERM-FAIL-TYPE

The following table contains a description of TERM-FAIL-TYPE errors:

Error Value Description

TERM-FAIL-DB2 P A DB2 error occurred while accessing the
RPROF (profile) table.

TERM-FAIL-IEC I An internal Gen error occurred in the Dialog
Manager.

TERM-FAIL-EXEC E A database error occurred in an action
block or procedure.

TERM-FAIL-DIALOG D A non-database error occurred in the Dialog
Manager.

TERM-FAIL-TSQ Q An error occurred while accessing the CICS
temporary storage queue profile table.

Remaining Fields

The remaining CBLTERM fields are described in the table:

Field Description

TERM-ERROR-ACTION-NAME Contains the name of the action block.

TERM-DEFAULT-MSG This is an output field that by default contains the following
message:
TIRM000E: SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT
SUPPORT
The message can be changed in the termination exit to anything
meaningful to the user. For online procedures with a screen, the
message is visible in the error message field when the screen is
redisplayed.
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TERM-SYSTEM-PRINTER Printer TERMID if the action block executed a PRINTER
TERMINAL IS statement.

TERM-ERROR-ENCOUNTERED-SW Indicates the message:
TIRM037E: ** A FATAL ERROR HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED **

TERM-VIEW-OVERFLOW-SW Indicates the message:
TIRM036E: ** FATAL VIEW OVERFLOW WAS ENCOUNTERED
**

TERM-ACTION-ID Is appended to the message:
TIRM034E: LAST OR CURRENT DATABASE STATEMENT = ...

TERM-ATTRIBUTE-ID Is appended to the message:
TIRM040E: PERMITTED VALUES MISMATCH, FIELD = F ...

TERM-STATUS-FLAG Produces the message:
TIRM038E: ** FATAL DATABASE ERROR HAS BEEN
ENCOUNTERED **

TERM-LAST-STATUS Is appended to the message:
TIRM039E: DB LAST STATUS = ...

TERM-TRACE-PTR This field is documented in online help under the error message
TIRM039E.

TERM-LAST-STATEMENTNUM Is appended to the message:
TIRM035E: CURRENT STATEMENT BEING PROCESSED = ...

TERM-CURR-AB-ID Is appended to the message:
TIRM032E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK ID = ...

TERM-CURR-AB-NAME Is appended to the message:
TIRM033E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK NAME = ...

TERM-EABPCB-CNT,
TERM-EABPCB-ENTRY,
TERM-EABPCB-PTR

These fields describe PCB pointers. The first is the IO-PCB, the
second is the ALTERNATE-IOPCB; the last is a database pointer.

TERM-SQLCA-PTR Pointer to the SQLCA. To address the fields in SQLCA, first define
it in the Linkage Section. Use the following example:
MY-SQLCA
FILLER
MY-SQL-CODE
FILLER
Then add a SET statement at the beginning of the procedure
division as shown:
SET ADDRESS OF MY-SQLCA TO TERM-SQLCA-PTR

TERM-IEF-COMMAND The special field of COMMAND.

TERM-IEF-TRANCODE The special field of TRANCODE.

TERM-EXIT-STATE The exit state number.

TERM-EXIT-INFOMSG The exit state message.

TERM-USER-ID The special field of USERID.

TERM-TERMINAL-ID The special field of TERMID.

TERM-PRINTER-ID Represents the ID of the system printer.

TERM-DIALOG-MESSAGENUM The message number is the FAIL-MSG-NO set be the Dialog
Manager. See Messages for the message that is represented by
the error code displayed.
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TERM-OUTPUT-MESSAGE Before TIRFAIL calls TIRTERMA, it prepares a table of messages
that displays on return from the exit if the TERM-STATUS-CODE
is a space or a zero. These messages are available to the exit.
The last line with a message is followed by a line of all spaces.

TERM-DIALECT-NAME The current dialect

TERM-FAILURE-MESSAGE-TEXT The text of the failure message. This may be moved to TERM-
DEFAULT-MSG if you want it displayed on the application screen
instead of the message:
TIRM000E: SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT
SUPPORT

Return Code

TIRTERMA can return three valid status codes to the fail routine. They are used to control what screens are displayed to
the user. For example, if you want to replace the Gen error screen with your own and then return to the application screen,
and you can modify the code to return the application screen, you can modify the code to return status code 1.

The following table provides a description:

Status Code Error Message Screen Displayed Application Screen Displayed

1 No Yes

2 No No

0, blank or other (except 1 or 2) Yes Yes

The skeleton exit contains example code for each of these status codes with the code for ‘1’ and ‘2’ commented out.

Default Processing

If a runtime error occurs and the default termination exit is used, processing is as follows:

1. The Dialog Manager performs all necessary rollbacks. This is done regardless of the termination exit used.
2. The Dialog Manager fails routine calls the default termination exit. It returns to the fail routine without doing anything,

which causes the default termination logic in the fail routine to be used.
3. The Gen fail routine displays an error screen that lists the appropriate Gen runtime error messages. See the following

error message screen:

TIRM030E: APPLICATION FAILED ** UPDATES HAVE BEEN BACKED OUT

TIRM031E: FAILING PROCEDURE EXIT DATA FOLLOWS

TIRM032E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK ID = 507774696

TIRM033E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK NAME = ABADDEMP

TIRM034E: LAST OR CURRENT DATABASE STATEMENT =

TIRM035E: CURRENT STATEMENT BEING PROCESSED = 10

TIRM037E: ** A FATAL ERROR HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED **

TIRM046E: *** TRANSACTION PROCESSING TERMINATED

TIRM044E: *** PRESS PA2 TO CONTINUE ***

4. When you press PA2 (NEXT PAGE key) from the error message screen, Gen displays the last screen for the
transaction that was being processed when the error occurred.
If you are using the Testing Facility, the PA2 key is the ISPF NEXT PAGE key that you defined on the Test
Environment Panel.

5. Gen recovers all data in the import views at the time the error occurred. Therefore, all user input is recovered and
displayed upon the screen. Screen fields that are only in the export view may or may not be populated, depending on
when the error occurred.
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6. An error message appears in the system error message area that is defined for the screen. This message is distinct
from the runtime error messages that are displayed on the error message screen. The default error message is:
SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT SUPPORT.
See the following illustration for an example of an application screen that is displayed after an error has occurred.

7. The transaction is terminated, but the application remains active and the user can continue with another transaction as
shown in the following screen:

IEFSLSB                 CORPORATE MANAGEMENT    

                    EMPLOYEE MAINTENANCE    

EMPLOYEE NUMBER: 123456                     NAME: MICHAEL WILSON    

COST CENTER: 123                        DEPARTMENT: 4   

EMPLOYMENT DATE: 082596                     STATUS: E   

SALARY: 1234

ADDRESS: 7250 MICHIGAN                  PHONE: (214) 555-1414   

CITY/STATE/ZIP: PARIS, TEXAS 73000              BIRTH DATE: 051067  

F02=HELP F05=MAINMENU F07=ADDEMP2

TIRM000E: SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT SUPPORT

Customizing the Exit

Copy Member TIRTERMA from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your libraries.

Unlike the other user exits, the skeleton exit is not the source for the default exit in the load library. In prior releases of
Gen, the termination exit was written in Assembler Language and named TIRTERM. The default exit TIRTERMA in the
load library calls TIRTERM for compatibility with prior releases.

When you have completed your modifications, install the exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRTIARX - DB2 Message Exit

This article provides information for TIRTIARX - DB2 Message Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen DB2 Message
Exit.

Source Code

The source code for the version of the exit that is used by CICS application is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member
TIRCTIAX. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRTIARX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                 PIC X. 

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                 PIC X. 

01  TIRFAIL-SQLCA                 PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-ERRORS                PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-TEXT-LEN              PIC X. 
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01  GLOBDATA                      size 3645 bytes.

Purpose

The DB2 Message Exit is used by all applications targeting DB2 database on z/OS. The TIRFAIL subroutine of the Dialog
Server calls the DB2 Message exit, TIRTIARX, whenever an unrecoverable DB2 failure occurs. TIRTIARX then calls the
subroutine DSNTIAR to convert the SQL code into text. The messages that are returned by DSNTIAR are then merged
with the runtime error messages.

TIRTIARX exit must be a DLL to be invoked by Gen applications, even by those using Compatibility option. DSNTIAR and
DSNTIAC are provided by IBM as non-DLL modules. Therefore they must be invoked by TIRLGLOD.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if translated.

TIRFAIL-SQLCA input SQLCA

TIRTIAR-ERRORS input/output Error message lines.

TIRTIAR-TEXT-LEN input Length of error message.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Behavior

As provided by Gen, the default exit dynamically calls DSNTIAR and is compatible with prior releases. However the
sample code also contains examples of how to call DSNTIAR or DSNTIAC statically.

The call to TIRTIARX is made when TIRFAIL is building the table of messages and occurs before calling the default
termination exit. For more information, see the Online Termination Exit and Batch Termination Exit.

Customizing the DB2 Message Exit

NOTE
Copy the default exit to one of your own libraries. The member name is TIRCTIAX. The default exit includes
example code for the four possible combinations of calls. There are dynamic and static calls of both DSNTIAR
and of DSNTIAC. Simply comment out the default call and remove the comments from the one you want to use.

NOTE
To statically call DSNTIAR or DSNTIAC, link the routine into the TIRCTIAZ DLL not the Gen application.

NOTE
To dynamically call DSNTIAR or DSNTIAC build this routine as a non-DLL stand-alone executable and provide a
CICS program definition (PPT) for it. This means that you need PPT definitions if you use the default TIRTIARX
module. If TIRTIARX is customized to call DSNTIAC instead of DSNTIAR see the IBM CICS and/or DB2
documentation about using DSNTIAC.
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NOTE
When you have completed your modifications, install your exit.

NOTE
DSNTIAC is shipped as source code and must be assembled. If you intend to use it, see your DB2 or CICS
systems programmer to ensure that it has been assembled and that a load module is available. If not, either the
installation of the application module fails with an unresolved module at the time of the link if your call is static, or
you abend at runtime if your call is dynamic.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRUSRIX - User ID Exit

This article provides information TIRUSRIX - User ID Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen User Identification Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRCUSRX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRUSRIX is as follows:

01  FILLER-PARM                        PIC X.

01  TIRUSRID-PARM.                     

   05  IET-USER-ID                     PIC X(8).

   05  IET-USER-ID2                    PIC X(8).

01 GLOBDATA                            size 3645 bytes.

This exit contains CICS API calls, which require it to be processed by the Translator. The Translator automatically includes
data structures for DFHEIBLK and DFHCOMMAREA in the place of RUNTIME-PARM1 and RUNTIME-PARM2 thus
RUNTIME-PARMx are not specified.

Purpose

This exit is called by all CICS applications. The purpose of TIRUSRIX is to obtain the userid and terminal ID of the
executing application so that these values can be used as part of the key for the DB2 Profile Table and in the application
itself.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

DFHEIBLK input Automatically included by the Translator.

DFHCOMMAREA input Automatically included by the Translator.

FILLER-PARM input Not used.
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TIRUSRID-PARM output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

IET-USER-ID output The userid to be used in the application.

IET-USER-ID2 output The ID to be used as part of the Profile
Table key.

Return Code

No explicit return code value is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

There are two possible implementations for this exit.

The default processing of the exit is coded for applications that execute with a terminal facility, these are blockmode and
servers that use SNA and ECI. In this case, the exit checks that the terminal ID and user ID values are present and these
values are returned. If only the terminal ID is present, its value is returned as both terminal ID and user ID. If there is no
terminal ID value, the CICS Task ID is returned as both terminal ID and user ID.

The exit also contains sample code that can be used for applications that execute without a terminal facility, these are
servers that use TCP/IP and MQSeries. For these applications, if the user ID and terminal ID are present the exit returns
these values. If only the user ID is present, it is returned and the CICS Task ID is returned for the terminal ID. If only the
terminal ID is present, its value is returned for both fields. If neither user ID nor terminal ID is present, the CICS Task ID is
returned for both.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRUSRIX to one of your libraries and modify to populate either IET-USER-ID or IET-USER-ID2 as required by
the application.

NOTE
IET-USER-ID is used by the application as its User Identifier while IET-USER-ID2 is used as part of the Key to
the RPROF (Profile Manager) Table.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

TIRSECRX

TIRUPPRX - Uppercase Translation Exit

This article provides information for TIRUPPRX - Uppercase Translation Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen
Uppercase Translation Exit.

This exit is also called the Lower-to-Uppercase Conversion Exit.

Source Code

This exit is used by single byte and double-byte applications. When used by double-byte applications an alternate entry
point TIRUPDBx is used. The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRUPPRX. The sample
exit is written in COBOL and uses OS linkage.
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The Parameter list that is used by TIRUPPRX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.          

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                           PIC X.          

01  XLATE-TABLE-NAME                            PIC X(8).

01  XLATE-LEN                                   PIC S9(4) COMP.

01  XLATE-DATA                                  PIC X(4096).                                                 

      

01  GLOBDATA                    size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

The purpose of the Uppercase Translation User Exit is to translate character input from lowercase to uppercase. It
contains a table of paired lower and uppercase characters. This exit is called by the Dialog Manager to translate the lower
case transcode to upper case, by the TIRFUPPR Function to translate the designated data to upper case and by the
Standard Map runtime to translate the identified input data to upper case.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if translated.

XLATE-TABLE-NAME input Name of the translation table to be used.

XLATE-LEN input Length of data to be translated.

XLATE-DATA input/output Data to be translated.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code value is defined for this exit.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to convert lower case characters to upper case using a table named DEFAULT that
contains the English character set(A-Z).

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your own libraries. The member name is TIRUPPRX.

The exit supports both single byte and double-byte languages. Adding support for DBCS is done in the same way as for
single byte.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.
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Related User Exits

None.

TIRYYX - Two-Digit Year Input Edit Exit

This article provides information for TIRYYX - Two-Digit Year Input Edit Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use Gen Two-Digit
Year Input Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library member TIRYYX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in Assembler and uses standard OS Linkage.

The parameter list that is used by TIRYYX is as follows:

EXTCB    DS    A 

WORKAREA DS    A 

GLOBDATA DS    A

Purpose

This exit is used by Gen Standard Map applications only. The purpose of the TIRYYX exit is to process two-digit or YY-
style date input and set the century part using any chosen algorithm to implement logic to handle the century part of the
date.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

EXITCB input Address of the Date Communication
Control Block

WORKAREA input Address of a 256-byte workarea

GLOBDATA input Address of GLOBDATA

Return Code

Before returning this exit must restore registers 0-14 to their values on entry and update register 15 with a value of 4 to
indicate that the YY modified by the exit must be used. Any other value, including 0, indicates the original values that are
passed to the exit are acceptable to continue processing.

Default Processing

The exit contains sample code for two algorithms but neither are executed. By default the exit returns a value of 0,
indicating that no changes were done by the exit.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRYYX exit to one of your libraries.

Internally, Gen handles a four-digit year dates correctly assuming the user application uses a YYYY edit pattern
throughout. If the user interface is designed to accept a two-digit date entry, and defaulting to the current century is not
acceptable, use this exit to implement logic to get the required behavior for defaulting the century part of the date. The
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exit is called to process either a DATE or TIMESTAMP field which utilizes a two-digit year (YY) in the edit pattern that is
associated with the field. An indicator is set in the exit control block to indicate if the value is a date or timestamp.

Modify the exit to use one of the provided algorithms or add your own as required by your applications.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

z/OS Blockmode User Exits - IMS
This article defines z/OS Blockmode User Exits - IMS.

The following sections describe the user exits in z/OS blockmode applications that are associated with IMS.

TIRDATX - Date and Time Services User Exit

This article provides information for TIRDATX - Date and Time Services User Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen
Date and Time Services Exit.

The Date and Time Services Exit can be used to intercept, adjust, or validate system dates and times. This exit is
provided to allow user modification and customization of date and time processing.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRDATX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in Assembler and uses standard OS Linkage.

The parameter list that is used by TIRDATX is as follows:

PARMRT1  DS    A 

PARMRT2  DS    A 

PARMCMCB DS    A 

PARMWORK DS    A 

PARMGDTA DS    A

Purpose

This exit receives control for some but not all date and time services. Only services that acquire, or manipulate the date
and time, where that date or time was acquired from the system, or where validation is involved, invoke this exit.

This exit is not invoked for the following conditions:

• Services involving conversion from one form to another does not invoke this exit.
• If some error condition exists. For example, if the clock is not set, the date and time services return the error directly to

the requester and do not call this exit.
• For validation, if the value is not valid, the failure is returned to the requester and the exit is not called.
• If this exit changes a date or time and requests re-validation, and the value is in error, the error is returned to the

requester and the exit is not called.
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NOTE
If the date and time is modified by the exit, the exit must indicate this by returning the appropriate return code.
Return codes that are invalid (not one of the listed values) are ignored and the result is as if the exit returned
zero (0). Therefore it is imperative that you not take advantage of any behavioral aspects that are not explicitly
documented here or in the sample code since future releases could change the operation.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

PARMRT1 input This is IO-PCB automatically included if
translated.

PARMRT2 input This is ALT-IO-PCB automatically included
if translated.

PARMCMCB input/output Address of the Date Communication
Control Block

PARMWORK input/output Address of a 256-byte workarea

PARMGDTA input Address of GLOBDATA

Return Code

Only some of the date and time services functions are available to this exit, these are indicated by the value of the DREQ
field. Before returning this exit must restore registers 0-14 to their values on entry and update register 15 with the return
code that controls how the date and time services functions continue processing. The return code varies depending on the
request, as follows:

DREQ - Service Request DREQVAL

• 0 -- Use the system date/time as stored in DCMCB. The exit has not modified these values and accepts them
as they are.

• 4 -- The exit has modified the date/time stored in the DCMCB and requests that the validation be re-executed
for these values.

NOTE
The exit will be called again after validation is complete.

• 8 -- The exit has modified the date/time stored in the DCMCB and does not require the values be re-validated.
The modified values are returned to the requester.

• 12 -- The exit requests that the date/time service fail the request. This is returned to the service requester as if
the date and/or time were invalid.

DREQ - Service Request DREQSD, DREQAS, DREQVTS, and DREQST

• 0 -- Use the system date/time as stored in DCMCB.
• 4 -- The exit requests that the date, time, or timestamp value be recomputed. If the exit has modified any of

these values, the modifications are discarded and the values that are computed from the system clock. For
DREQAS, the DINC value represents the number of days to be added to the date. The exit is called again after
the date and time have been recomputed.

• 8 -- The exit has modified the date/time stored in the DCMCB and does not require the date/time services
recompute the associated values. The modified and unmodified values are returned to the service requester
unchanged.

• 12 -- The exit requests that the date/time service fail the request. This is the same as if the clock was not set or
was damaged.
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Default Processing

Sample Code

Sample code has been provided as commented out blocks of code. This is as an example only. To use the sample
code, you must remove the comments. Sections that are specific to a particular system, such as IMS, are indicated by
comments preceding and following the code. Common code that must be used by both examples is also indicated.

The sample code provides the ability to respond to request code 1 (get system date) and request code 7 (get current
timestamp). The date information is read from a file and is used to change the year, month, and day. The timestamp
information (hours, minutes, seconds, microseconds) is read and left unchanged.

Delivery Configuration

As configured, the sample code reads the required date from a file when generated for IMS. This exit can also obtain
values from DB2 table lookups.

To use this facility, you must change the source code to set a local variable as appropriate. If IMS mode, use the
assembler but do not use the preprocessor.

Registers

Register 14 contains the address that control is to be returned to, and Register 13 contains the address of a save area set
up for the usage of the exit. All registers must be saved on entry. Register 15 must be updated with the return code and all
other registers must be saved and restored on return.

Customizing the Exit

You can customize the exit to perform your specific needs. The following paragraphs provide guidelines to be observed
when modifying this exit. Be sure to read all notes that are provided with the sample code for the latest information on
using this exit.

DREQ Service Request
This exit uses operating system standard linkage. On return, registers 0 - 14 must be restored to their values on
entry. Register 15 contains a return code to control the processing of the date and time services. The service
request code is indicated in the Date CMCB field, DREQ. The return codes and service requests are discussed
later in this section.

I/O Format
The format of input and output data are indicated in the CMCB fields DDATEF and DTIMEF. These values must
be examined to determine the format of the data to be stored, or to be used as input by the exit.

Fields in the Date CMCB
Other fields in the CMCB have various meanings and formats as described in the following paragraphs.

DDATE
This field contains the binary date value. It is treated as a signed decimal number and converted to binary. The
format is specified by the field DDATEF and cannot be changed. This field can be in one of the following formats:

• YYYYMMDD -- Four-digit year, two digit month, and two digit day
• YYMMDD -- Two-digit year (the century is omitted), two digit month, and two digit day
• CYYMMDD -- One-digit century code, two-digit year, two digit month, and two digit day

NOTE
The one-digit century code (C) is a number from 0 to 9, inclusive. The century ranges that can be
represented are from 1600 to 2599, inclusive. The century codes are: 0 = 19XX, 2 = 20XX, 3 = 22XX, 4
= 23XX, 5 = 24XX, 6 = 25XX, 7 = 16XX, 8 = 17XX, and 9 = 18XX.

DDATEF
This field contains an indicator of the format of the content of the DDATE field and cannot be changed.
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DTIME
This field contains the binary time value. The time is treated as a signed decimal number with the format
HHMMSSTH, or HHMMSST, or HHMMSS with the following conventions:

• HH -- Hours
• MM -- Minutes
• SS -- Seconds
• T -- Tenths of seconds
• H -- Hundredths of seconds

The format that is used is specified by the DTIMEF field.
DTIMEF

This field contains an indicator of the format of the content of the DTIME field and cannot be changed.
DTSTAMP

This field contains the zoned decimal time stamp value in a fixed format of YYYYMMDDHHMISSNNNNNN with
the following conventions:

• YYYY -- Four-digit year
• MM -- Two-digit month
• DD -- Two-digit day
• MI -- Two-digit minutes
• SS -- Two-digit seconds
• NNNNNN -- Six-digit microseconds

DINC
This field contains a signed binary increment to be added to the date value in DDATE when DREQAS service is
requested. It is unused in all other cases. A negative value results in a date before the base date.

Testing the DREQ Field
The exit must test the DREQ field of the Date CMCB to determine the service request made of the Date/Time
routine. This is used to customize the exit based on your needs. For example, if you wish to perform local
validation of dates only, the request of interest is DREQVAL. For all other requests, the exit must return a zero.

Modifying Date and Time
If the exit is used to modify date or time, the exit must modify the appropriate fields for the service request.
Different service requests use different areas of the Date CMCB as their input, and place their output in various
fields.

Service Requests Intercepted by the Date and Time Services Exit
The service requests intercepted by this exit are:

• DREQVAL -- Request date and/or time validation
• DREQSD -- Return the current system date and time
• DREQAS -- Add a specified increment to the date value
• DREQST -- Return the current timestamp
• DREQVTS -- Validate the timestamp provided
• DREQST -- Return the current system timestamp

DREQ Return Codes
The return codes and their meanings vary for the different service requests indicated in the DREQ field. Refer to
the following paragraphs for the request, return codes and meaning.
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DREQ - Service Request DREQVAL

• 0 -- Use the system date/time as stored in DCMCB. The exit has not modified these values and accepts them
as they are.

• 4 -- The exit has modified the date/time stored in the DCMCB and requests that the validation be re-executed
for these values. The exit is called again after validation is complete.

• 8 -- The exit has modified the date/time stored in the DCMCB and does not require the values be re-validated.
The modified values are returned to the requester.

• 12 -- The exit requests that the date/time service fail the request. This is returned to the service requester as if
the date and/or time were invalid.

• DREQ - Service Request DREQSD, DREQAS, DREQVST, and DREQST
• 0 -- Use the system date/time as stored in DCMCB.
• 4 -- The exit requests that the date, time, or timestamp value be recomputed. If the exit has modified any of

these values, the modifications are discarded and the values that are computed from the system clock. For
DREQAS, the DINC value represents the number of days to be added to the date. The exit is called again after
the date and time have been recomputed.

• 8 -- The exit has modified the date/time stored in the DCMCB and does not require the date/time services
recompute the associated values. The modified and unmodified values are returned to the service requester
unchanged.

• 12 -- The exit requests that the date/time service fail the request. This is the same as if the clock was not set or
was damaged. The following table describes service requests and the fields that they use:

Service Request (DREQ) Input Output Applicable Notes

DREQVAL DDATE, DTIME 1, 4, 5

DREQAS DDATE, DTIME, DINC DDATE, DTIME 2, 5

DREQVTS DREQSD DDATE, DTIME 2, 5

DREQST DTSTAMP, DDATE,
DTIME

2, 3, 5

1. Date and/or Time validation can be skipped if the appropriate field is set to zero. For example, if DDATE is zero, then
the Date validation is skipped.

2. Initial processing obtains the current date and time using the system clock and adjusts the value based on the time
zone adjustment. If the request is DREQAS, then the DINC value is added to the number of days before computing the
Gregorian date, and then the DDATE / DTIME fields are computed. If the exit requests that the values be reprocessed,
any modification that the exit made to the DDATE / DTIME fields is discarded and the values that are recomputed from
the system clock. DINC can be altered if the request was DREQAS.

3. If the request is DREQST, then the system time stamp values are computed from the clock values.
4. Validation returns a code to the requester indicating the validity of the date/time/time stamp. If the value is valid, the

exit is called or recalled if the exit requested that the validation is reprocessed.
5. The formats of input and output data are indicated in the CMCB fields DDATEF and DTIMEF. These values must be

examined to determine the format of the data to be stored, or to be used as input by the exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None
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TIRDEVI - Device Characteristics Exit

This article provides information for TIRDEVI - Device Characteristics Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen Device
Characteristics Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRDEVI. The sample exit that is provided is
written in Assembler and uses standard OS Linkage.

The parameter list that is used by TIRDEVI is as follows:

PARMRT1  DS    A 

PARMRT2  DS    A 

EXTATTRA DS    A 

DEVUSER  DS    A 

DIALECT  DS    A

GLOBDATA DS    A

Purpose

This exit is only used by Gen applications that use Standard Mapping facilities, not by Enhanced Map. The Device
Characteristics exit, TIRDEVI, is called every time that a message is sent from or received by an application. This exit
provides the runtime data stream processing routines for the definition of the specific device characteristics.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

IO-PCB Input Automatically included by the Translator

ALT-IO-PCB Input Automatically included by the Translator

DEVCAP Input/output Device Characteristics

Parm 4 Input/output TMOHDLCT (dialect)/workarea

GDTA Input Address of GLOBDATA

TMOHDLCT is a pointer to the eight-character dialect name as returned from the User Dialect exit, TIRDLCTX. This value
represents the current selected dialect. The default exit returns a default dialect value for this parameter.

The DEVCAP is a pointer to a 256-byte structure defined for the return of the device attributes.

Return Code

The Device Characteristic structure contains the returned device characteristics. The fields in this structure are as follows:

EXTPARM Returned Device Capabilities

MAXROWR DS H (24/32/43/27) maximum number of screen
rows

MAXCOLR DS H (80/132) maximum number of screen
columns
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EXTDSR DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No Extended Data Stream
support

EXTCLRR DS CL1 (0/255) 0= Base Color, 255 = Extended
Color

EXTHIGHR DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No Highlight, 255 = Highlighting

EXTGRID DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No Grid Line, 255 = Grid Line

EXTDBCS DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No DBCS DISPLAY or ENTRY

EXTSCS8 DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No DBCS Set F8, SCS’8’ for
DBCS

XMIXENT DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No Mixed (SBCS/DBCS) entry

XINEDIT DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No INPUT EDITING
ATTRIBUTE support

XOUTXLAT DS A Pointer to 256-byte Output Translate Table

XINPXLAT DS A Pointer to 256-byte Input Translate Table

DS CL235 Filler MUST BE ZERO

Default Processing

The maximum row and column values are derived from the 3270 model type. Currently, Gen supports only IBM 3270
model 2 (24 x 80).

Extended Data Stream support and other extended attribute capabilities of the terminal are derived from query or any
other user-defined method of retrieving the terminal status. If Extended data stream is not enabled, then no extended data
stream functions are built into the outbound data stream. If Double Byte Character Support (DBCS) is not enabled, then
no DBCS data is placed in the outbound data stream. If MIXENT is not enabled, all mixed entry fields are built as Single
Byte Character Support (SBCS) only fields in the data stream.

Additional information is available in the vendor documentation on National Language Support (NLS).

Translate Tables

The output (OUTXLAT) and input (INPXLAT) tables are standard 256 byte translate tables in a format suitable for the
translate (TR) operations code (op code). OUTXLAT is used when the current device does not support the same code
page as the application and encyclopedia. This means that a difference exists in the code points for the encyclopedia and
application database and the code points for the device. The translate table must convert the code points in the output
data stream to the correct code points for the current device to display the correct glyphs. INPXLAT is used when data
is received from the terminal to convert the code points back to the appropriate values for the application database and
encyclopedia.

If the device supports the same code page as the application and database, then OUTXLAT and INPXLAT must be set to
ZERO (0) to suppress any code point conversion.

For example, if the current device is a Japanese 557x terminal supporting code page 930 (uppercase Roman only) and
the application prompts contain lower case Roman letters, the translate tables must perform inbound and outbound
translations.

Outbound, the translate table performs monocasing (from lowercase to uppercase), and translates the application
database code points to the device code points. This displays the correct glyphs on the device.

Inbound, the translate table translates the device code points to the application database and encyclopedia code points
for proper storage. This prevents corruption of the data in the database.
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To accomplish the translation process in the preceding example, set OUTXLAT to point to a table that converts lowercase
code points to uppercase. Set INPXLAT to a table that translates device Katakana back into the code point values that are
needed in the application database.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen sample library to a separate library. The member name is TIRDEVI. You can customize
this exit to accept input from the User Dialect exit (TIRDLCTX) to change the code page during production.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

TIRDLCTX

TIRDLCTX - User Dialect User Exit

This article provides information for TIRDLCTX - User Dialect User Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen User Dialect
Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library member TIRDLCTX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                           PIC X.          

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                               PIC X.          

01  TIRDLCT-CMCB.                           

    03  TIRDLCT-USERID                         PIC X(8).    

    03  TIRDLCT-TERMINAL-ID                    PIC X(8).    

    03  TIRDLCT-SYSTEM-ID                      PIC X(8).    

    03  TIRDLCT-RETURN-DIALECT                      PIC X(8).   

01  GLOBDATA                           size 3645 bytes. 

Purpose

This exit is used by all applications. The purpose of the TIRDLCTX exit is to supply the dialect of the current user to the
application. It is meaningful for multilingual applications.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is IO-PCB automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is ALT-IO-PCB automatically included
if translated.
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TIRDLCT-CMCB input/ output A structure containing the following items:

TIRDLCT-USERID input The userid under which this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRUSRIX
exit.

TIRDLCT-TERMINAL-ID input The terminal ID used by this transaction,
spaces if this is a non-terminal transaction.

TIRDLCT-SYSTEM-ID input The system ID where this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRSYSIX
exit.

TIRDLCT-RETURN-DIALECT input The dialect used by this application.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to return a dialect name of DEFAULT.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your libraries. The member name is TIRDLCTX. For
multilingual support, modify this module to return the appropriate dialect for a user. The dialect returned is the one
selected using the Dialect Definition option of the Design Toolset. If none is selected or returned, the default dialect is
used.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

TIRDEVI

TIRIEX - Enhanced Map Input Edit

This article provides information for TIRIEX - Enhanced Map Input Edit. TIRIEX is provided so that the user can modify the
standard Gen input editing function for the enhanced map generation mode.

Source Code

This exit is used by Enhanced Map Screens only. The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member
TIRIEX. The sample exit that is provided is written in Assembler and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRIEX is as follows:

ARG_RT1            DS    A             I/O PCB OR EIB             

ARG_RT2            DS    A             ALT I/O PCB OR COMMAREA    

ARG_IEX_COMMAREA   DS    A             PTR TO IEX COMM AREA       

ARG_PATTR_DESC     DS    A             PTR TO ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTOR

ARG_PFIELD_DESC    DS    A             PTR TO FIELD DESCRIPTOR    

ARG_PIMAGE_DESC    DS    A             PTR TO IMAGE DESCRIPTOR    
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ARG_PEP_DESC       DS    A             PTR TO EDIT PATTERN DESC   

ARG_PWORK          DS    A             PTR TO 4K WORK AREA        

ARGGDTA            DS    A             GLOBDATA

Purpose

TIRIEX is provided so that the user can modify the standard Gen input editing function for the enhanced map generation
mode. The following types of data are inputs for this exit:

• Date
• Time
• Time Stamp
• Numeric Data
• Text
• Picture (Numeric Text)

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

ARG_RT1 input/output IO-PCB

ARG_RT2 input/output ALT-IO-PCB

ARG_IEX_COMMAREA input/output Address of the exit control block

ARG_PATTR_DESC input/output Address of attribute descriptor

ARG_PFIELD_DESC input/output Address of the field descriptor

ARG_PIMAGE_DESC input/output Address of the image descriptor

ARG_PEP_DESC input/output Address of the edit pattern descriptor

ARG_PWORK input/output Reentrant work area

ARGGDTA input/output Address of Globdata

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The Default Input Edit Exit does not perform any processing.

Customizing the Exit

Modify the exit to perform the specific desired functions using the instructions in the exit source code file.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.
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TIRIEXS - Standard Map Input Edit

This article provides information for TIRIEXS - Standard Map Input Edit. The TIRIEXS exit is called by any blockmode
application containing Standard Map screens.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in member TIRIEXS in the Gen CEHBSAMP library. The sample exit is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01 RUNTIME-PARM1 PIC X

01 RUNTIME-PARM2 PIC X

01 TIRIEXS-CMCB

   03 TIRIEXS-RETURN-CODE PIC X

       88 RC-ACCEPT VALUE '0'

       88 RC-REJECT VALUE '1'

       88 RC-REPROCESS VALUE '2'

       88 RC-EXIT-VALUE VALUE '3'

       88 RC-ERASE VALUE '4'

   03 TIRIEXS-STATUS-CODE1 PIC X

       88 SC-OK VALUE ' '

       88 SC-FAIL-PENDING VALUE 'F'

   03 TIRIEXS-STATUS-CODE2 PIC X

       88 SC-FIRST-PASS VALUE '1'

       88 SC-REENTER VALUE '2'

   03 TIRIEXS-ERROR-MSG-NUMBER PIC S9(4) COMP

   03 INPUT-VALUE PIC X(256)

   03 INPUT-VALUE-CHAR

           REDEFINES INPUT-VALUE

           OCCURS 256 TIMES PIC X

   03 FIELD-LENGTH PIC 9(4)

   03 FIELD-FILL-CHAR PIC X(2)

   03 FIELD-BEGIN-ROWCOL PIC 9(8)

   03 FIELD-END-ROWCOL PIC 9(8)

   03 ATTRIBUTE-VALUE PIC X(256)

   03 ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-CHAR

           REDEFINES ATTRIBUTE-VALUE

           OCCURS 256 TIMES PIC X
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   03 ATTRIBUTE-LENGTH PIC 9(4)

   03 ATTRIBUTE-TYPE PIC X

       88 ATTR-TEXT VALUE 'T'

       88 ATTR-VARCHAR VALUE 'V'

       88 ATTR-NUMERIC VALUE 'N'

   03 ATTRIBUTE-DECIMAL-PLACES PIC 9(2)

   03 ATTRIBUTE-CASE-SENSITIVE PIC X

   03 MAPNAME PIC X(8)

   03 MODNAME PIC X(8)

   03 DIALECT-NAME PIC X(8)

   03 DECIMAL-INDICATOR PIC X

   03 THOUSANDS-INDICATOR PIC X

   03 CURRENCY-INDICATOR PIC X

   03 TXT-ORIENTATION PIC X

   03 NUM-ORIENTATION PIC X

   03 EDIT-PATTERN-CLASS PIC X

       88 EPAT-ALPHANUMERIC VALUE 'T'

       88 EPAT-NUMERIC VALUE 'N'

       88 EPAT-DATE VALUE 'D'

       88 EPAT-TIME VALUE 'M'

       88 EPAT-TIMESTAMP VALUE 'Q'

       88 EPAT-NONE VALUE ' '

   03 FILLER PIC X(100)

01 GLOBDATA size 3645 bytes

Purpose

TIRIEXS is provided to allow customization of the input editing behavior for Standard Map screens.  This exit is used by
any blockmode application containing Standard Map screens and is called for each input screen field.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input DFHEIBLK (CICS)
I/O PCB (IMS)
Emulated I/O PCB (TSO)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input DFHCOMMAREA (CICS)
Alternate I/O PCB (IMS)
Emulated Alt I/O PCB (TSO)
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TIRIEXS-CMCB input/output A structure containing the following items:

TIRIEXS-RETURN-CODE output The return value indicating what action
the exit wants the runtimes to take for the
current screen field.
RC-ACCEPT - The exit took no action
for the current screen field and accepts
the results of validation of Gen. Normal
processing continues.
RC-REJECT - The exit requests that the
value input in the current screen field is
marked in error. This return code should
only be used for screen fields that have
an edit pattern that is defined or for screen
fields that are mapped to view attributes
that are mandatory or that have permitted
values that are defined.
RC-REPROCESS  - The exit modified
the value that was input in the current
screen field (INPUT-VALUE) and requests
that this modified input value is revalidated.
RC-EXIT-VALUE - The exit modified the
value that was stored in the view attribute
that is mapped to the current screen
field (ATTRIBUTE-VALUE) and requests
that this modified attribute value replace
the value that was determined by Gen. This
modified attribute value is not revalidated.
RC-ERASE - The exit requests that the
value input in the current screen field be
erased. This return code should not be
used for screen fields that are mapped to
mandatory view attributes.

TIRIEXS-STATUS-CODE1 input The status of the validation performed by
Gen for the current screen field.
SC-OK - The current screen value of the
field is considered to be valid by validation
routines of Gen.
SC-FAIL-PENDING - The current screen
value of the field is considered to be invalid
by validation routines of Gen.

TIRIEXS-STATUS-CODE2 input The processing status of the current screen
field.
SC-FIRST-PASS - This indicates this is the
first time that the exit has been called for
the current screen field.
SC-REENTER - This indicates that the
exit has been called previously for the
current screen field and the exit requested
that the field be reprocessed (RC-
REPROCESS). 

TIRIEXS-ERROR-MSG-NUMBER input The error message number determined by
validation routines of Gen before calling the
exit.
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INPUT-VALUE input/output The value entered in the current screen
field. This value should be modified by the
exit if the exit returns RC-REPROCESS.

FIELD-LENGTH input The length of the current screen field.

FIELD-FILL-CHAR input The fill character defined for current screen
field.

FIELD-BEGIN-ROWCOL input The beginning row and column of the
current screen field.

FIELD-END-ROWCOL input The ending row and column of the current
screen field.

ATTRIBUTE-VALUE input/output The value to be stored in the view attribute
that is mapped to the current screen
field. This value should be modified by the
exit if the exit returns RC-EXIT-VALUE.

ATTRIBUTE-LENGTH input The length of the view attribute that is
mapped to the current screen field.

ATTRIBUTE-TYPE input The datatype of the view attribute that is
mapped to the current screen field.
ATTR-TEXT - A fixed-length text attribute.
ATTR-VARCHAR - A varying-length text
attribute.
ATTR-NUMERIC - A numeric attribute.

ATTRIBUTE-DECIMAL-PLACES input The number of decimal places that are
defined for the view attribute that is mapped
to the current screen field.

ATTRIBUTE-CASE-SENSITIVE input The case sensitivity property that is defined
for the view attribute that is mapped to the
current screen field.

MAPNAME input The name of the current screen.

MODNAME input The modname of the current screen.

DIALECT-NAME input The name of the dialect used by the current
screen.

DECIMAL-INDICATOR input The character used to represent the
decimal place in the current dialect.

THOUSANDS-INDICATOR input The character used to represent the
thousands separator in the current dialect.

CURRENCY-INDICATOR input The character used to represent the
currency symbol in the current dialect.

TXT-ORIENTATION input The orientation of text fields in the current
dialect.

NUM-ORIENTATION input The orientation of numeric fields in the
current dialect.
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EDIT-PATTERN-CLASS input The edit pattern class for the current screen
field.
EPAT-ALPHANUMERIC - An alphanumeric
edit pattern.
EPAT-NUMERIC - A numeric edit pattern.
EPAT-DATE - A date edit pattern.
EPAT-TIME - A time edit pattern.
EPAT-TIMESTAMP - A timestamp edit
pattern.
EPAT-NONE - No edit pattern is defined for
the current screen field.

FILLER input Filler, for future use.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

Update TIRIEXS-RETURN-CODE with the relevant value.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to take no action for the current screen field and return RC-ACCEPT in TIRIEXS-
RETURN-CODE.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRIEXS exit to one of your libraries and modify the exit to perform the desired input editing behavior.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

TIRIRTRX - Default Retry Limit Exit

This article provides information for TIRIRTRX - Default Retry Limit Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers for IMS and IEFAE
blockmode applications use the Gen Default Retry Limit Exit.

Source Code

This exit is used by IMS and IEFAE blockmode applications only. The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP
library, in member TIRIRTRX. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRIRTRX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                               PIC X

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                               PIC X.

01  RETRY-TIMES                                 PIC S9(4) COMP.

01  GLOBDATA                                    size 3645 bytes.

Purpose

This exit is called at the beginning of a Gen IMS or IEFAE blockmode application to enable the defined default value for
the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute to be modified.
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TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to this value at the beginning of each new transaction. This value may then be
modified by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram. TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is used
to specify the maximum number of times a transaction is to be retried when one of the following events occurs:

• A RETRY TRANSACTION action diagram statement executes.
• A deadlock or timeout occurs trying to access a database, and no WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT

statement was provided for that entity action statement. (This is not applicable for z/OS transactions running under
IMS. An application running under IMS that encounters a deadlock or timeout is terminated immediately by IMS itself,
even if it has a WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT statement provided.)

In either of these cases, any uncommitted database updates are rolled back, and an attempt is then made to execute
the application again. Once the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute,
reaches either TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit, no more
retries can occur, and the application fails with a runtime error if the last retry attempt was unsuccessful.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is IO-PCB automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is ALT-IO-PCB automatically included
if translated.

RETRY-TIMES input/output The maximum number of times the
transaction execution is retried.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is not to modify the Default Retry Limit Exit, that is set to 10. If the Default Retry Limit
Exit is used, it must not return a value greater than that specified in the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit.

Customizing the Exit

Modify the source code to set the RETRY-TIMES to the number of retries the applications must use.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.
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TIRIURTX - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit

This article provides information for TIRIURTX - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers for IMS blockmode
applications use the Gen Ultimate Retry Limit Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRIURTX. The sample exit is written in COBOL
and uses standard OS linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRIURTX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                PIC X.            

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                PIC X.            

01  ULTIMATE-RETRY-LIMIT         PIC S9(9)   COMP. 

01  GLOBDATA                      size 3645 bytes.

Purpose

The Ultimate Retry Limit Exit is used by all applications targeting DB2 database on z/OS. The Ultimate Retry Limit Exit
allows the user to specify a maximum value for the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute. This value may never
be exceeded, either by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram, or by the Default Retry Limit
Exit.

For an explanation of when and how the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute is used see Default Retry Limit
Exit in this section.

This exit provides a safeguard in case the system attribute TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is set to an excessive value
by an action diagram. Once the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute,
reaches either TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit, no more
retries can occur, and the application fails with a runtime error if the last retry attempt was unsuccessful.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 Input This is IO-PCB automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 Input This is ALT-IO-PCB automatically included
if translated.

ULTIMATE-RETRY-LIMIT Input/output The absolute limit which is defaulted to 99.

GLOBDATA Input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

If the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit is not modified, the maximum value of TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is 99. The Ultimate
Retry Limit Exit may be modified to return a value of zero to suppress all retry attempts.
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Customizing the Exit

Copy TIRIURTX exit to one of your libraries or directories. For TSO and IEFAE; applies only when RETRY
TRANSACTION statement executes.

Modify the copied exit as needed. When you have completed your modifications, install the exit as described in
Customizing and Installing z/OS User Exits.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRMTQB - Runtime Message Table Exit

This article provides information for TIRMTQB - Runtime Message Table Exit. The Runtime Message Table Exit is called
whenever a runtime error message is to be displayed.

It contains a table of the default Gen runtime error messages.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in the Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRMTQB2. The sample exit that
is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRMTQB is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                PIC X.              

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                PIC X.              

01  MSG-TABLE-NAME               PIC X(8).           

01  MSG-NUMBER                   PIC S9(4) COMP.     

01  RETURN-MSG.                                      

     03  RETURN-MSG-LENGTH        PIC S9(4) COMP.     

     03  RETURN-MSG-ID.                               

         05  FILLER               PIC X(4).           

         05  RETURN-MSG-NUM       PIC 999.            

         05  FILLER               PIC X(4).           

     03  RETURN-MSG-TEXT          PIC X(245).         

  01   GLOBDATA                      size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

This message table exit is called by the runtime when a system-level message is to be displayed. The user can customize
the wording of the messages within this exit. Other tables can also be defined to support other dialects.

The default table includes an entry for each Gen runtime error message. Each entry includes the following information:

Message Number
-- The message number is permanently assigned by CA Gen. Each message has a unique number.

Message Text
-- The message text is the actual words that appear on the application screen when an error occurs. The
message text, and any variable value that can be appended, is truncated if it exceeds the length of the error
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message line that is defined for the application screen. The error message line is a maximum of 80 characters of
which 12 are reserved for the message number.

If the message number is not in the table, TIRMTQB returns a default message.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input DFHEIBLK (CICS)
I/O PCB (IMS)
Emulated I/O PCB (TSO)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input DFHCOMMAREA (CICS)
Alternate I/O PCB (TSO)
Emulated ALT I/O PCB

MSG-TABLE-NAME Input Message table name

MSG-NUMBER Input Message number

RETURN-MSG-LENGTH output Length out message text

RETURN-MSG-NUM output Message number

RETURN-MSG-TEXT output Message text

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The table in the default exit is used to retrieve runtime error message text.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your libraries. The member name is TIRMTQB2. The text
of the messages can be customized the way that you want. More tables can be coded to support runtime error messages
in other dialects for multilingual applications. The table name to be used for a given dialect is specified using the System
Defaults option of the design toolset.

When you have completed your modifications, install the exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.
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TIRSECRX - Security Interface

This article provides information for TIRSECRX - Security Interface. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen Security Interface
Exit.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRSECRX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.          

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                           PIC X.          

01  TIRSECR-CMCB.                           

   03  TIRSECR-USERID                   PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-TRANCODE                 PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-TERMINAL-ID              PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-SYSTEM-ID                PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-LOAD-MODULE              PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-PSTEP-NAME                   PIC X(32).  

   03  TIRSECR-DIALECT                  PIC X(32).  

   03  TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE              PIC XX.     

   03  TIRSECR-FAILURE-MSG              PIC X(80).  

01 GLOBDATA                     size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

This exit is used by all IMS applications. The purpose of the TIRSECRX exit is to allow transaction-level security checking
to be implemented. The Dialog Manager calls the Security Interface Exit when a transaction is started and before
execution of a dialog flow. This allows transaction-level security checking to be implemented. After it has been enabled,
the Dialog Manager executes the security interface exit automatically, at the relevant points, without any intervention by a
programmer, when invoking any load modules in a business system.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is IO-PCB automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is ALT-IO-PCB automatically included
if translated.

TIRSECR-CMCB input/output A structure containing the following items:

TIRSECR-USERID input The userid under which this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRUSRIX
exit.

TIRSECR-TRANCODE input The load module transaction code.

TIRSECR-TERMINAL-ID input The terminal ID used by this transaction,
spaces if this is a non-terminal transaction.
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TIRSECR-SYSTEM-ID input The system ID where this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRSYSIX
exit.

TIRSECR-LOAD-MODULE input The load module name.

TIRSECR-PSTEP-NAME input The Procedure Step name.

TIRSECR-DIALECT input The dialect used by this application.

TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE output A 2-byte character field returning the result
of the security check. The following values
are supported:
SPACES -- TIRSECR-ALL-OK
Anything else -- failure

TIRSECR-FAILURE-MSG output An 80-byte character field, to be populated
by this exit, to describe the failure with a
message of choice.

Return Code

Update TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE with the relevant value.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to do no security checking and to return TIRSECR-ALL-OK as the return code.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRSECRX exit to one of your libraries and modify to perform security checking as required by the application.
Ensure that TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE is set to spaces when the security check is successful or some other value to
indicate failure. If a message describing the violation is returned in TIRSECR-FAILURE-MSG, the Dialog Manager passes
it to TIRTERMA.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRUSRIX
• TIRSECVX
• TIRELOGX
• TIRTERMA

TIRSYSIX - System ID

This article provides information for TIRSYSIX - System ID. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen System Identification Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRISYSX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.
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The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRSYSIX is as follows:

LINKAGE SECTION.                  

01  IO-PCB             PIC X.   

01  ALT-IOPCB          PIC X.   

01  LOCAL-SYSTEM-ID    PIC X(8)

01  GLOBDATA           size 3645 bytes

      

Purpose

This exit is called by all IMS applications. The purpose of TIRSYSIX is to enable logic that lets the same application be
implemented on multiple systems and perform processing specific to each system targeted.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

IO-PCB input Automatically included if translated.

ALT-IO-PCB input Automatically included if translated.

LOCAL-SYSTEM-ID output The identifier of the system where the
application is executing.

GLOBDATA Input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The literal IMS is returned.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRISYSX member to one of your libraries and modify to populate the LOCAL-SYSTEM-ID as required by the
application.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRALLOX
• TIRPROUX
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TIRTERMA - Termination

This article provides information for TIRTERMA - Termination. The Gen Termination Exit is called by z/OS Dialog
Managers when a fatal runtime error is encountered.

Source Code

TIRTERMA Termination Exit is used by all non-cooperative applications targeting z/OS. The source code is in Gen
CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRTERMA. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS
Linkage.

The parameters that are passed between the fail routine and the termination exits are defined by the structure TERM-
EXIT-PARM-LIST. This structure is included in the copy member CBLTERM, which is also in the CEHBSAMP library.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRTERMA is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                PIC X.

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                PIC X.

01  TERM-EXIT-PARM-LIST          structure defined in CBLTERM.

01  GLOBDATA                     size 3645 bytes.

Purpose

The purpose of the TIRTERMA exit is to control how fatal runtime errors are handled by the Dialog Manager.

Runtime errors are either fatal or non-fatal errors. When a non-fatal error occurs, such as invalid user input, the Dialog
Manager displays an error message on the transaction screen. You can correct the error and can continue processing the
transaction.

When a fatal error occurs, transaction processing is terminated. The Dialog Manager executes a fail routine that backs
out changes by performing the necessary rollbacks of the databases. The fail routine then calls the termination exit that
determines what diagnostic (error) information is displayed and where it is displayed.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input I/O PCB (IMS)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Alternate I/O PCB (IMS)

TERM-EXIT-PARM-LIST input/ output Structure of parameters for termination and
failure routine. The items in this structure
are described in the CBLTERM Field
Definitions. Descriptions of these fields
follow.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

The structure TERM-EXIT-PARM-LIST is defined by the copy member CBLTERM. Two items in this structure control
processing These items are: TERM-STATUS-CODE

When TIRFAIL calls TIRTERMA, TERM-STATUS-CODE is used to control what TIRFAIL does next.
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The following table provides a description of each TERM-STATUS-CODE value:

Value Description

’ ’ (space) or 0 (zero) TIRFAIL displays the message and redisplays the previous screen
with TERM-DEFAULT-MSG in the error message field.

1 This value indicates that TIRTIRMA has handled the messages
and does not display them. It will, however, redisplay the previous
screen with TERM-DEFAULT-MSG in the error message field.

2 This value indicates that TIRTIRMA has handled everything.
TIRFAIL does not display the messages and does not redisplay
the previous screen.

TERM-FAIL-TYPE

The following table contains a description of TERM-FAIL-TYPE errors:

Error Value Description

TERM-FAIL-DB2 P A DB2 error occurred while accessing the
RPROF (profile) table.

TERM-FAIL-IEC I An internal Gen error occurred in the Dialog
Manager.

TERM-FAIL-EXEC E A database error occurred in an action
block or procedure.

TERM-FAIL-DIALOG D A non-database error occurred in the Dialog
Manager.

TERM-FAIL-TSQ Q An error occurred while accessing the CICS
temporary storage queue profile table.

Remaining Fields

The remaining CBLTERM fields are described in the table:

Field Description

TERM-ERROR-ACTION-NAME Contains the name of the action block.

TERM-DEFAULT-MSG This is an output field that by default contains the following
message:
TIRM000E: SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT
SUPPORT
The message can be changed in the termination exit to anything
meaningful to the user. For online procedures with a screen, the
message is visible in the error message field when the screen is
redisplayed.

TERM-SYSTEM-PRINTER Printer TERMID if the action block executed a PRINTER
TERMINAL IS statement.

TERM-ERROR-ENCOUNTERED-SW Indicates the message:
TIRM037E: ** A FATAL ERROR HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED **

TERM-VIEW-OVERFLOW-SW Indicates the message:
TIRM036E: ** FATAL VIEW OVERFLOW WAS ENCOUNTERED
**
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TERM-ACTION-ID Is appended to the message:
TIRM034E: LAST OR CURRENT DATABASE STATEMENT = ...

TERM-ATTRIBUTE-ID Is appended to the message:
TIRM040E: PERMITTED VALUES MISMATCH, FIELD = F ...

TERM-STATUS-FLAG Produces the message:
TIRM038E: ** FATAL DATABASE ERROR HAS BEEN
ENCOUNTERED **

TERM-LAST-STATUS Is appended to the message:
TIRM039E: DB LAST STATUS = ...

TERM-TRACE-PTR This field is documented in online help under the error message
TIRM039E.

TERM-LAST-STATEMENTNUM Is appended to the message:
TIRM035E: CURRENT STATEMENT BEING PROCESSED = ...

TERM-CURR-AB-ID Is appended to the message:
TIRM032E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK ID = ...

TERM-CURR-AB-NAME Is appended to the message:
TIRM033E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK NAME = ...

TERM-EABPCB-CNT,
TERM-EABPCB-ENTRY,
TERM-EABPCB-PTR

These fields describe PCB pointers. The first is the IO-PCB, the
second is the ALTERNATE-IOPCB; the last is a database pointer.

TERM-SQLCA-PTR Pointer to the SQLCA. To address the fields in SQLCA, first define
it in the Linkage Section. Use the following example:
MY-SQLCA
FILLER
MY-SQL-CODE
FILLER
Then add a SET statement at the beginning of the procedure
division as shown:
SET ADDRESS OF MY-SQLCA TO TERM-SQLCA-PTR

TERM-IEF-COMMAND The special field of COMMAND.

TERM-IEF-TRANCODE The special field of TRANCODE.

TERM-EXIT-STATE The exit state number.

TERM-EXIT-INFOMSG The exit state message.

TERM-USER-ID The special field of USERID.

TERM-TERMINAL-ID The special field of TERMID.

TERM-PRINTER-ID Represents the ID of the system printer.

TERM-DIALOG-MESSAGENUM The message number is the FAIL-MSG-NO set be the Dialog
Manager. See Messages for the message that is represented by
the error code displayed.

TERM-OUTPUT-MESSAGE Before TIRFAIL calls TIRTERMA, it prepares a table of messages
that displays on return from the exit if the TERM-STATUS-CODE
is a space or a zero. These messages are available to the exit.
The last line with a message is followed by a line of all spaces.

TERM-DIALECT-NAME The current dialect
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TERM-FAILURE-MESSAGE-TEXT The text of the failure message. This may be moved to TERM-
DEFAULT-MSG if you want it displayed on the application screen
instead of the message:
TIRM000E: SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT
SUPPORT

Return Code

TIRTERMA can return three valid status codes to the fail routine. They are used to control what screens are displayed to
the user. For example, if you want to replace the Gen error screen with your own and then return to the application screen,
and you can modify the code to return the application screen, you can modify the code to return status code 1.

The following table provides a description:

Status Code Error Message Screen Displayed Application Screen Displayed

1 No Yes

2 No No

0, blank or other (except 1 or 2) Yes Yes

The skeleton exit contains example code for each of these status codes with the code for ‘1’ and ‘2’ commented out.

Default Processing

If a runtime error occurs and the default termination exit is used, processing is as follows:

1. The Dialog Manager performs all necessary rollbacks. This is done regardless of the termination exit used.
2. The Dialog Manager fails routine calls the default termination exit. It returns to the fail routine without doing anything,

which causes the default termination logic in the fail routine to be used.
3. The Gen fail routine displays an error screen that lists the appropriate Gen runtime error messages. See the following

error message screen:
TIRM030E: APPLICATION FAILED ** UPDATES HAVE BEEN BACKED OUT

TIRM031E: FAILING PROCEDURE EXIT DATA FOLLOWS

TIRM032E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK ID = 507774696

TIRM033E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK NAME = ABADDEMP

TIRM034E: LAST OR CURRENT DATABASE STATEMENT =

TIRM035E: CURRENT STATEMENT BEING PROCESSED = 10

TIRM037E: ** A FATAL ERROR HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED **

TIRM046E: *** TRANSACTION PROCESSING TERMINATED

TIRM044E: *** PRESS PA2 TO CONTINUE ***

4. When you press PA2 (NEXT PAGE key) from the error message screen, Gen displays the last screen for the
transaction that was being processed when the error occurred.
If you are using the Testing Facility, the PA2 key is the ISPF NEXT PAGE key that you defined on the Test
Environment Panel.

5. Gen recovers all data in the import views at the time that the error occurred. Therefore, all user input is recovered and
displayed upon the screen. Screen fields that are only in the export view may or may not be populated, depending on
when the error occurred.

6. An error message appears in the system error message area that is defined for the screen. This message is distinct
from the runtime error messages that are displayed on the error message screen. The default error message is:
SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT SUPPORT.
See the following illustration for an example of an application screen that is displayed after an error has occurred.

7. The transaction is terminated, but the application remains active and the user can continue with another transaction as
shown in the following screen:
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IEFSLSB                 CORPORATE MANAGEMENT    

                    EMPLOYEE MAINTENANCE    

EMPLOYEE NUMBER: 123456                     NAME: MICHAEL WILSON    

COST CENTER: 123                        DEPARTMENT: 4   

EMPLOYMENT DATE: 082596                     STATUS: E   

SALARY: 1234

ADDRESS: 7250 MICHIGAN                  PHONE: (214) 555-1414   

CITY/STATE/ZIP: PARIS, TEXAS 73000              BIRTH DATE: 051067  

F02=HELP F05=MAINMENU F07=ADDEMP2

TIRM000E: SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT SUPPORT

Customizing the Exit

Copy Member TIRTERMA from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your libraries.

Unlike the other user exits, the skeleton exit is not the source for the default exit in the load library. In prior releases of
Gen, the termination exit was written in Assembler Language and named TIRTERM. The default exit TIRTERMA in the
load library calls TIRTERM for compatibility with prior releases.

When you have completed your modifications, install the exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRTIARX - DB2 Message

This article provides information for TIRTIARX - DB2 Message. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen DB2 Message Exit.

Source Code

The source code for the version of the exit that is used by IMS application is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member
TIRITIAX. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRTIARX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                 PIC X. 

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                 PIC X. 

01  TIRFAIL-SQLCA                 PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-ERRORS                PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-TEXT-LEN              PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-WORKAREA        PIC X.  

01  GLOBDATA            structure size 3645 bytes.  

Purpose

The DB2 Message Exit is used by all applications targeting DB2 database on z/OS. The TIRFAIL subroutine of the Dialog
Manager calls the DB2 Message exit, TIRTIARX, whenever an unrecoverable DB2 failure occurs. TIRTIARX then calls the
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subroutine DSNTIAR to convert the SQL code into text. The messages that are returned by DSNTIAR are then merged
with the runtime error messages.

NOTE
TIRTIARX can be customized to statically link DSNTIAR with the executable load module rather than
dynamically linking it.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is IO-PCB automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is ALT-IO-PCB automatically included
if translated.

TIRFAIL-SQLCA input SQLCA

TIRTIAR-ERRORS input/output Error message lines.

TIRTIAR-TEXT-LEN input Length of one error message line.

TIRTIAR-WORKAREA input Workarea.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Behavior

As provided by Gen, the default exit dynamically calls DSNTIAR and is compatible with prior releases. However the
sample code also contains examples of how to call DSNTIAR or DSNTIAC statically.

The call to TIRTIARX is made when TIRFAIL is building the table of messages and occurs before calling the default
termination exit. For more information, see the Online Termination Exit and Batch Termination Exit.

Customizing the DB2 Message Exit

Copy the default exit to one of your own libraries. The member name for IMS is TIRITIAX. The default exit includes
example code for the two possible combinations of calls. There are dynamic and static calls of DSNTIAR. Simply
comment out the default call and remove the comments from the one you want to use.

When you have completed your modifications, install your exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.
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TIRUPPRX - Uppercase Translation

This article provides information for TIRUPPRX - Uppercase Translation. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen Uppercase
Translation Exit. This exit is also called the Lower-to-Uppercase Conversion Exit.

Source Code

This exit is used by single byte and double-byte applications. When used by double-byte applications an alternate entry
point TIRUPDBx is used. The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRUPPRX. The sample
exit is written in COBOL and uses OS linkage.

The Parameter list that is used by TIRUPPRX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.          

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                           PIC X.          

01  XLATE-TABLE-NAME                            PIC X(8).

01  XLATE-LEN                                   PIC S9(4) COMP.

01  XLATE-DATA                                  PIC X(4096).                                                 

      

01  GLOBDATA                    size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

The purpose of the Uppercase Translation User Exit is to translate character input from lowercase to uppercase. It
contains a table of paired lower and uppercase characters. This exit is called by the Dialog Manager to translate the lower
case transcode to upper case, by the TIRFUPPR Function to translate the designated data to upper case and by the
Standard Map runtime to translate the identified input data to upper case.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input I/O PCB (IMS)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Alternate I/O PCB (IMS)

XLATE-TABLE-NAME input Name of the translation table to be used.

XLATE-LEN input Length of data to be translated.

XLATE-DATA input/output Data to be translated.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code value is defined for this exit.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to convert lower case characters to upper case using a table named DEFAULT that
contains the English character set(A-Z).

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your own libraries. The member name is TIRUPPRX.
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The exit supports both single byte and double-byte languages. Adding support for DBCS is done in the same way as for
single byte.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRUSRIX - User ID User Exit

This article provides information for TIRUSRIX - User ID User Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen User Identification
Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRIUSRX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRIUSRX is as follows:

01  IO-PCB.                                               

   03  IO-PCB-LTERM                     PIC X(8).           

   03  FILLER                           PIC X(2).           

   03  IO-PCB-STATUS                    PIC X(2).           

   03  IO-PCB-INPUT-PREF.                                

    05  IO-PCB-DATE                 PIC S9(7) COMP SYNC.    

    05  IO-PCB-TIME                 PIC S9(7) COMP SYNC.    

    05  IO-PCB-MSG-SEQ              PIC S9(7) COMP.     

   03  IO-PCB-MAPNAME                   PIC X(8).           

   03  IO-PCB-USER-ID.                                   

    05  IO-PCB-USER-ID-C1           PIC X.              

    05  FILLER                      PIC X(7).           

01  ALT-IO-PCB                          PIC X.              

01  FILLER-PARM                         PIC X.              

01  TIRUSRID-PARM.                                        

   05  IET-USER-ID                      PIC X(8).           

   05  IET-USER-ID2                     PIC X(8).       

Purpose

This exit is called by all IMS applications. The purpose of TIRUSRIX is to obtain the userid and terminal ID of the
executing application so that these values can be used as part of the key for the DB2 Profile Table and in the application
itself.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

I/O-PCB input This is IO-PCB automatically included if
translated.

ALT-IO-PCB input This is ALT-IO-PCB automatically included
if translated.

FILLER-PARM input Not used.

TIRUSRID-PARM output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

IET-USER-ID output The userid to be used in the application.

IET-USER-ID2 output The ID to be used as part of the Profile
Table key.

Return Code

No explicit return code value is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

If the user ID from the IO-PCB is valid the exit returns its value for both fields otherwise the terminal ID from the IO-PCB is
returned for both fields.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRUSRIX to one of your libraries and modify to populate either IET-USER-ID or IET-USER-ID2 as required by
the application.

NOTE
IET-USER-ID is used by the application as its User Identifier while IET-USER-ID2 is used as part of the Key to
the RPROF (Profile Manager) Table.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

TIRSECRX

TIRYYX - Two-Digit Year Input Edit User Exit

This article provides information for TIRYYX - Two-Digit Year Input Edit User Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use Gen Two-
Digit Year Input Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library member TIRYYX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in Assembler and uses standard OS Linkage.
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The parameter list that is used by TIRYYX is as follows:

EXTCB    DS    A 

WORKAREA DS    A 

GLOBDATA DS    A

Purpose

This exit is used by Gen Standard Map applications only. The purpose of the TIRYYX exit is to process two-digit or YY-
style date input and set the century part using any chosen algorithm to implement logic to handle the century part of the
date.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

EXITCB input Address of the Date Communication
Control Block

WORKAREA input Address of a 256-byte workarea

GLOBDATA input Address of GLOBDATA

Return Code

Before returning this exit must restore registers 0-14 to their values on entry and update register 15 with a value of 4 to
indicate that the YY modified by the exit must be used. Any other value, including 0, indicates the original values that are
passed to the exit are acceptable to continue processing.

Default Processing

The exit contains sample code for two algorithms but neither are executed. By default the exit returns a value of 0,
indicating that no changes were done by the exit.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRYYX exit to one of your libraries.

Internally, Gen handles four-digit year dates correctly assuming the user application uses a YYYY edit pattern throughout.
If the user interface is designed to accept a two-digit date entry, and defaulting to the current century is not acceptable,
use this exit to implement logic to get the required behavior for defaulting the century part of the date. The exit is called to
process either a DATE or TIMESTAMP field which utilizes a two-digit year (YY) in the edit pattern that is associated with
the field. An indicator is set in the exit control block to indicate if the value is a date or timestamp.

Modify the exit to use one of the provided algorithms or add your own as required by your applications.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.
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z/OS Blockmode User Exits - TSO
This article defines z/OS Blockmode User Exits - TSO.

The following sections describe the user exits in z/OS blockmode applications that are associated with TSO.

TIRDATX - Date and Time Services Exits

This article provides information for TIRDATX - Date and Time Services Exits. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen Date
and Time Services Exit.

The Date and Time Services Exit can be used to intercept, adjust, or validate system dates and times. This exit is
provided to allow user modification and customization of date and time processing.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRDATX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in Assembler and uses standard OS Linkage.

The parameter list that is used by TIRDATX is as follows:

PARMRT1  DS    A 

PARMRT2  DS    A 

PARMCMCB DS    A 

PARMWORK DS    A 

PARMGDTA DS    A

Purpose

This exit receives control for some but not all date and time services. Only services that acquire, or manipulate the date
and time, where that date or time was acquired from the system, or where validation is involved, invoke this exit.

This exit is not invoked for the following conditions:

• Services involving conversion from one form to another does not invoke this exit.
• If some error condition exists, for example, if the clock is not set, the date and time services return the error directly to

the requester and do not call this exit.
• For validation, if the value is not valid, the failure is returned to the requester and the exit is not called.
• If this exit changes a date or time and requests re-validation, and the value is in error, the error is returned to the

requester and the exit is not called.

NOTE
If the date and time is modified by the exit, the exit must indicate this by returning the appropriate return code.
Return codes that are invalid (not one of the listed values) is ignored and the result is as if the exit returned
zero (0). Therefore it is imperative that you not take advantage of any behavioral aspects that are not explicitly
documented here or in the sample code since future releases could change the operation.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

PARMRT1 input/output EIB or IO PCB

PARMRT2 input/output COMMAREA or Alt IO PCB
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PARMCMCB input/output Address of the Date Communication
Control Block

PARMWORK input/output Address of a 256-byte workarea

PARMGDTA input/output Address of GLOBDATA

Return Code

Default Processing

Sample Code

Sample code has been provided as commented out blocks of code. This is as an example only. To use the sample
code, you must remove the comments. Sections that are specific to a particular system, such as TSO, are indicated by
comments preceding and following the code. Common code that must be used by both examples is also indicated.

The sample code provides the ability to respond to request code 1 (get system date) and request code 7 (get current
timestamp). The date information is read from a file and is used to change the year, month, and day. The timestamp
information (hours, minutes, seconds, microseconds) is read and left unchanged.

Delivery Configuration

As configured, the sample code that reads the required date from a file when generated for TSO. This exit can also obtain
values from DB2 table lookups.

To use this facility, you must change the source code to set the variable as appropriate. For TSO mode, use the
assembler but do not use the preprocessor.

Registers

Register 14 contains the address that control is to be returned to, and Register 13 contains the address of a save area set
up for the usage of the exit. All other registers must be saved and restored on return.

Customizing the Exit

You can customize the exit to perform your specific needs. The following paragraphs provide guidelines to be observed
when modifying this exit. Be sure to read all notes that are provided with the sample code for the latest information on
using this exit.

DREQ Service Request
This exit uses operating system standard linkage. On return, registers 0 - 14 must be restored to their values on
entry. Register 15 contains a return code to control the processing of the date and time services. The service
request code is indicated in the Date CMCB field, DREQ. The return codes and service requests are discussed
later in this section.

I/O Format
The format of input and output data are indicated in the CMCB fields DDATEF and DTIMEF. These values must
be examined to determine the format of the data to be stored, or to be used as input by the exit.

Fields in the Date CMCB
Other fields in the CMCB have various meanings and formats as described in the following paragraphs.

DDATE
This field contains the binary date value. It is treated as a signed decimal number and converted to binary. The
format is specified by the field DDATEF and cannot be changed. This field can be in one of the following formats:

• YYYYMMDD -- Four-digit year, two digit month, and two digit day
• YYMMDD -- Two-digit year (the century is omitted), two digit month, and two digit day
• CYYMMDD -- One-digit century code, two-digit year, two digit month, and two digit day
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NOTE
The one-digit century code (C) is a number from 0 to 9, inclusive. The century ranges that can be
represented are from 1600 to 2599, inclusive. The century codes are: 0 = 19XX, 2 = 20XX, 3 = 22XX, 4
= 23XX, 5 = 24XX, 6 = 25XX, 7 = 16XX, 8 = 17XX, and 9 = 18XX.

DDATEF
This field contains an indicator of the format of the content of the DDATE field and cannot be changed.

DTIME
This field contains the binary time value. The time is treated as a signed decimal number with the format
HHMMSSTH, or HHMMSST, or HHMMSS with the following conventions:

• HH -- Hours
• MM -- Minutes
• SS -- Seconds
• T -- Tenths of seconds
• H -- Hundredths of seconds

The format that is used is specified by the DTIMEF field.
DTIMEF

This field contains an indicator of the format of the content of the DTIME field and cannot be changed.
DTSTAMP

This field contains the zoned decimal time stamp value in a fixed format of YYYYMMDDHHMISSNNNNNN with
the following conventions:

• YYYY -- Four-digit year
• MM -- Two-digit month
• DD -- Two-digit day
• MI -- Two-digit minutes
• SS -- Two-digit seconds
• NNNNNN -- Six-digit microseconds

DINC
This field contains a signed binary increment to be added to the date value in DDATE when DREQAS service is
requested. It is unused in all other cases. A negative value results in a date before the base date.

Testing the DREQ Field
The exit must test the DREQ field of the Date CMCB to determine the service request made of the Date/Time
routine. This is used to customize the exit based on your needs. For example, if you wish to perform local
validation of dates only, the request of interest is DREQVAL. For all other requests, the exit must return a zero.

Modifying Date and Time
If the exit is used to modify date or time, the exit must modify the appropriate fields for the service request.
Different service requests use different areas of the Date CMCB as their input, and place their output in various
fields.

Service Requests Intercepted by the Date and Time Services Exit
The service requests intercepted by this exit are:

• DREQVAL -- Request date and/or time validation
• DREQSD -- Return the current system date and time
• DREQAS -- Add a specified increment to the date value
• DREQST -- Return the current timestamp
• DREQVTS -- Validate the timestamp provided
• DREQST -- Return the current system timestamp
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DREQ Return Codes
The return codes and their meanings vary for the different service requests indicated in the DREQ field. Refer to
the following paragraphs for the request, return codes and meaning.

DREQ - Service Request DREQVAL

• 0 -- Use the system date/time as stored in DCMCB. The exit has not modified these values and accepts them
as they are.

• 4 -- The exit has modified the date/time stored in the DCMCB and requests that the validation be re-executed
for these values. The exit will be called again after validation is complete.

• 8 -- The exit has modified the date/time stored in the DCMCB and does not require the values be re-validated.
The modified values are returned to the requester.

• 12 -- The exit requests that the date/time service fail the request. This is returned to the service requester as if
the date and/or time were invalid.

DREQ - Service Request DREQSD, DREQAS, DREQVST, and DREQST

• 0 -- Use the system date/time as stored in DCMCB.
• 4 -- The exit requests that the date, time, or timestamp value be recomputed. If the exit has modified any of

these values, the modifications are discarded and the values that are computed from the system clock. For
DREQAS, the DINC value represents the number of days to be added to the date. The exit is called again after
the date and time have been recomputed.

• 8 -- The exit has modified the date/time stored in the DCMCB and does not require the date/time services
recompute the associated values. The modified and unmodified values are returned to the service requester
unchanged.

• 12 -- The exit requests that the date/time service fail the request. This is the same as if the clock was not set or
was damaged. The following table describes service requests and the fields that they use:

Service Request (DREQ) Input Output Applicable Notes

DREQVAL DDATE, DTIME 1, 4, 5

DREQAS DDATE, DTIME, DINC DDATE, DTIME 2, 5

DREQVTS DREQSD DDATE, DTIME 2, 5

DREQST DTSTAMP, DDATE,
DTIME

2, 3, 5

1. Date and/or Time validation can be skipped if the appropriate field is set to zero. For example, if DDATE is zero, then
the Date validation is skipped.

2. Initial processing obtains the current date and time using the system clock and adjusts the value based on the time
zone adjustment. If the request is DREQAS, then the DINC value is added to the number of days before computing the
Gregorian date, and then the DDATE / DTIME fields are computed. If the exit requests that the values be reprocessed,
any modification that the exit made to the DDATE / DTIME fields is discarded and the values that are recomputed from
the system clock. DINC can be altered if the request was DREQAS.

3. If the request is DREQST, then the system time stamp values are computed from the clock values.
4. Validation returns a code to the requester indicating the validity of the date/time/time stamp. If the value is valid, the

exit is called or recalled if the exit requested that the validation be reprocessed.
5. The formats of input and output data are indicated in the CMCB fields DDATEF and DTIMEF. These values must be

examined to determine the format of the data to be stored, or to be used as input by the exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.
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Related User Exits

None

TIRDEVT - Device Characteristics Exit

This article provides information for TIRDEVT - Device Characteristics Exit for TSO. The Device Characteristics exit,
TIRDEV, is called every time that a message is sent from or received by an application.

Source Code

TIRDEVT exit is written in IBM Macro Assembly so it can use system service calls that are not available through COBOL.

On entry, register 1 addresses an OS-standard argument list, consisting of five arguments are as follows:

1. Address of emulated IO-PCB.
2. Address of emulated ALT-IO-PCB.
3. Address of the device capabilities information data area to be modified by this exit and returned to the caller.
4. The address of an 8-byte field containing the name of the current dialect.
5. GLOBDATA

Purpose

This exit provides the runtime data stream processing routines for the definition of the specific device capabilities.

Arguments

Five pointer parameters are passed when this routine is called. The parameters for TSO are defined in the following table.

Name I/O Description

Parm 1 Input/output emulated IO-PCB

Parm 2 Input/output emulated ALT-IO-PCB

Parm 3 Input/output Return characteristic

Parm 4 Input/output TMOHDLCT (dialect)

Parm 5 Input/output GLOBDATA

TMOHDLCT is a pointer to the eight-character dialect name as returned from the User Dialect exit, TIRDLCTX. This value
represents the current selected dialect. The default exit returns a default dialect value for this parameter.

The RETURN CHARACTERISTIC is a pointer to a 256-byte structure defined by Gen for return of the device capabilities.

Return Code

The RETURN CHARACTERISTIC structure returns the device capabilities. The fields in this structure are as follows:

EXTPARM Returned Device Capabilities

MAXROWR DS H (24/32/43/27) maximum number of screen
rows

MAXCOLR DS H (80/132) maximum number of screen
columns
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EXTDSR DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No Extended Data Stream
support

EXTCLRR DS CL1 (0/255) 0= Base Color, 255 = Extended
Color

EXTHIGHR DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No Highlight, 255 = Highlighting

EXTGRID DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No Grid Line, 255 = Grid Line

EXTDBCS DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No DBCS DISPLAY or ENTRY

EXTSCS8 DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No DBCS Set F8, SCS’8’ for
DBCS

XMIXENT DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No Mixed (SBCS/DBCS) entry

XINEDIT DS CL1 (0/255) 0= No INPUT EDITING
ATTRIBUTE support

XOUTXLAT DS A Pointer to 256-byte Output Translate Table

XINPXLAT DS A Pointer to 256-byte Input Translate Table

DS CL235 Filler MUST BE ZERO

Default Processing

The maximum row and column values are derived from the 3270 model type. Currently, Gen supports only IBM 3270
model 2 (24 x 80).

Extended Data Stream support and other extended attribute capabilities of the terminal are derived from query or any
other user-defined method of retrieving the terminal status. If Extended data stream is not enabled, then no extended data
stream functions are built into the outbound data stream. If Double Byte Character Support (DBCS) is not enabled, then
no DBCS data is placed in the outbound data stream. If MIXENT is not enabled, all mixed entry fields are built as Single
Byte Character Support (SBCS) only fields in the data stream.

Additional information is available in the vendor documentation on National Language Support (NLS).

Translate Tables

The output (OUTXLAT) and input (INPXLAT) tables are standard 256 byte translate tables in a format suitable for the
translate (TR) operations code (op code). OUTXLAT is used when the current device does not support the same code
page as the application and encyclopedia. This means that a difference exists in the code points for the encyclopedia and
application database and the code points for the device. The translate table must convert the code points in the output
data stream to the correct code points for the current device to display the correct glyphs. INPXLAT is used when data
is received from the terminal to convert the code points back to the appropriate values for the application database and
encyclopedia.

If the device supports the same code page as the application and database, then OUTXLAT and INPXLAT must be set to
ZERO (0) to suppress any code point conversion.

For example, if the current device is a Japanese 557x terminal supporting code page 930 (uppercase Roman only) and
the application prompts contain lower case Roman letters, the translate tables must perform inbound and outbound
translations.

Outbound, the translate table performs monocasing (from lowercase to uppercase), and translates the application
database code points to the device code points. This displays the correct glyphs on the device.

Inbound, the translate table translates the device code points to the application database and encyclopedia code points
for proper storage. This prevents corruption of the data in the database.
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To accomplish the translation process in the preceding example, set OUTXLAT to point to a table that converts lowercase
code points to uppercase. Set INPXLAT to a table that translates device Katakana back into the code point values that are
needed in the application database.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen sample library to a separate library. The member name is TIRDEVT. You can
customize this exit to accept input from the User Dialect exit (TIRDLCTX) to change the code page during production.

When you have completed your modifications, install the exit as described in the section on customizing user exits.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRDLCTX - User Dialect Exits

This article provides information for TIRDLCTX - User Dialect Exits. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen User Dialect Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library member TIRDLCTX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                           PIC X.          

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                               PIC X.          

01  TIRDLCT-CMCB.                           

    03  TIRDLCT-USERID                         PIC X(8).    

    03  TIRDLCT-TERMINAL-ID                    PIC X(8).    

    03  TIRDLCT-SYSTEM-ID                      PIC X(8).    

    03  TIRDLCT-RETURN-DIALECT                      PIC X(8).   

01  GLOBDATA                           size 3645 bytes. 

Purpose

This exit is used by all applications. The purpose of the TIRDLCTX exit is to supply the dialect to the application of
the current user. It is meaningful for multilingual applications.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if translated.
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TIRDLCT-CMCB input/output A structure containing the following items:

TIRDLCT-USERID input The userid under which this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRUSRIX
exit.

TIRDLCT-TERMINAL-ID input The terminal ID used by this transaction,
spaces if this is a non-terminal transaction.

TIRDLCT-SYSTEM-ID input The system ID where this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRSYSIX
exit.

TIRDLCT-RETURN-DIALECT input The dialect used by this application.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to return a dialect name of DEFAULT.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your libraries. The member name is TIRDLCTX. For
multilingual support, modify this module to return the appropriate dialect for a user. The dialect returned is the one
selected using the Dialect Definition option of the Design Toolset. If none is selected or returned, the default dialect is
used.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

TIRDEVC

TIRIEX - Enhanced Map Input Edit User Exit

This article provides information for TIRIEX - Enhanced Map Input Edit User Exit. TIRIEX is provided so that the user can
modify the standard Gen input editing function for the enhanced map generation mode.

Source Code

This exit is used by Enhanced Map Screens only. The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member
TIRIEX. The sample exit that is provided is written in Assembler and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRIEX is as follows:

ARG_RT1            DS    A             I/O PCB OR EIB             

ARG_RT2            DS    A             ALT I/O PCB OR COMMAREA    

ARG_IEX_COMMAREA   DS    A             PTR TO IEX COMM AREA       

ARG_PATTR_DESC     DS    A             PTR TO ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTOR

ARG_PFIELD_DESC    DS    A             PTR TO FIELD DESCRIPTOR    

ARG_PIMAGE_DESC    DS    A             PTR TO IMAGE DESCRIPTOR    
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ARG_PEP_DESC       DS    A             PTR TO EDIT PATTERN DESC   

ARG_PWORK          DS    A             PTR TO 4K WORK AREA        

ARGGDTA            DS    A             GLOBDATA

Purpose

TIRIEX is provided so that the user can modify the standard Gen input editing function for the enhanced map generation
mode. The following types of data are inputs for this exit:

• Date
• Time
• Time Stamp
• Numeric Data
• Text
• Picture (Numeric Text)

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

ARG_RT1 input/output Emulated IO-PCB

ARG_RT2 input/output Emulated ALT-IO-PCB

ARG_IEX_COMMAREA input/output Address of the exit control block

ARG_PATTR_DESC input/output Address of an attribute descriptor

ARG_PFIELD_DESC input/output Address of the field descriptor

ARG_PIMAGE_DESC input/output Address of the image descriptor

ARG_PEP_DESC input/output Address of the edit pattern descriptor

ARG_PWORK input/output Reentrant work area

ARGGDTA input/output Address of Globdata

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The Default Input Edit Exit does not perform any processing.

Customizing the Exit

Modify the exit to perform the specific desired functions using the instructions in the exit source code file.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.
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TIRIEXS - Standard Map Input Edit User Exit

This article provides information for TIRIEXS - Standard Map Input Edit User Exit. The TIRIEXS exit is called by any
blockmode application containing Standard Map screens.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in member TIRIEXS in the Gen CEHBSAMP library. The sample exit is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01 RUNTIME-PARM1 PIC X

01 RUNTIME-PARM2 PIC X

01 TIRIEXS-CMCB

   03 TIRIEXS-RETURN-CODE PIC X

       88 RC-ACCEPT VALUE '0'

       88 RC-REJECT VALUE '1'

       88 RC-REPROCESS VALUE '2'

       88 RC-EXIT-VALUE VALUE '3'

       88 RC-ERASE VALUE '4'

   03 TIRIEXS-STATUS-CODE1 PIC X

       88 SC-OK VALUE ' '

       88 SC-FAIL-PENDING VALUE 'F'

   03 TIRIEXS-STATUS-CODE2 PIC X

       88 SC-FIRST-PASS VALUE '1'

       88 SC-REENTER VALUE '2'

   03 TIRIEXS-ERROR-MSG-NUMBER PIC S9(4) COMP

   03 INPUT-VALUE PIC X(256)

   03 INPUT-VALUE-CHAR

           REDEFINES INPUT-VALUE

           OCCURS 256 TIMES PIC X

   03 FIELD-LENGTH PIC 9(4)

   03 FIELD-FILL-CHAR PIC X(2)

   03 FIELD-BEGIN-ROWCOL PIC 9(8)

   03 FIELD-END-ROWCOL PIC 9(8)

   03 ATTRIBUTE-VALUE PIC X(256)

   03 ATTRIBUTE-VALUE-CHAR

           REDEFINES ATTRIBUTE-VALUE

           OCCURS 256 TIMES PIC X
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   03 ATTRIBUTE-LENGTH PIC 9(4)

   03 ATTRIBUTE-TYPE PIC X

       88 ATTR-TEXT VALUE 'T'

       88 ATTR-VARCHAR VALUE 'V'

       88 ATTR-NUMERIC VALUE 'N'

   03 ATTRIBUTE-DECIMAL-PLACES PIC 9(2)

   03 ATTRIBUTE-CASE-SENSITIVE PIC X

   03 MAPNAME PIC X(8)

   03 MODNAME PIC X(8)

   03 DIALECT-NAME PIC X(8)

   03 DECIMAL-INDICATOR PIC X

   03 THOUSANDS-INDICATOR PIC X

   03 CURRENCY-INDICATOR PIC X

   03 TXT-ORIENTATION PIC X

   03 NUM-ORIENTATION PIC X

   03 EDIT-PATTERN-CLASS PIC X

       88 EPAT-ALPHANUMERIC VALUE 'T'

       88 EPAT-NUMERIC VALUE 'N'

       88 EPAT-DATE VALUE 'D'

       88 EPAT-TIME VALUE 'M'

       88 EPAT-TIMESTAMP VALUE 'Q'

       88 EPAT-NONE VALUE ' '

   03 FILLER PIC X(100)

01 GLOBDATA size 3645 bytes

Purpose

TIRIEXS is provided to allow for customization of the input editing behavior for Standard Map screens. This exit is used by
any blockmode application containing Standard Map screens and is called for each input screen field.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input DFHEIBLK (CICS)
I/O PCB (IMS)
Emulated I/O PCB (TSO)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input DFHCOMMAREA (CICS)
Alternate I/O PCB (IMS)
Emulated Alt I/O PCB (TSO)
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TIRIEXS-CMCB input/output A structure containing the following items:

TIRIEXS-RETURN-CODE output The return value indicating what action
the exit wants the runtimes to take for the
current screen field.
RC-ACCEPT - The exit took no action for
the current screen field and accepts the
results of the validation of Gen. Normal
processing continues.
RC-REJECT - The exit requests that the
value input in the current screen field is
marked in error. This return code should
only be used for screen fields that have an
edit pattern, that is defined, or for screen
fields that are mapped to view attributes,
that are mandatory, or that have permitted
values that are defined.
RC-REPROCESS  - The exit modified
the value that was input in the current
screen field (INPUT-VALUE) and requests
that this modified input value is revalidated.
RC-EXIT-VALUE - The exit modified the
value that was stored in the view attribute
that is mapped to the current screen field
(ATTRIBUTE-VALUE) and requests that
this modified >attribute value replaces
the value that was determined by Gen. This
modified attribute value is not revalidated.
RC-ERASE - The exit requests that the
value input in the current screen field is
erased. This return code should not be
used for screen fields that are mapped to
mandatory view attributes.

TIRIEXS-STATUS-CODE1 input The status of the validation performed by
Gen for the current screen field.
SC-OK - The current screen value of
the field is considered to be valid by the
validation routines of Gen.
SC-FAIL-PENDING - The current screen
value of the field is considered to be invalid
by the validation routines of Gen.

TIRIEXS-STATUS-CODE2 input The processing status of the current screen
field.
SC-FIRST-PASS - This indicates this is the
first time that the exit has been called for
the current screen field.
SC-REENTER - This indicates that the
exit has been called previously for the
current screen field and the exit requested
that the field is reprocessed (RC-
REPROCESS). 

TIRIEXS-ERROR-MSG-NUMBER input The error message number determined by
the validation routines of Gen before calling
the exit.
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INPUT-VALUE input/output The value entered in the current screen
field. This value should be modified by the
exit if the exit returns RC-REPROCESS.

FIELD-LENGTH input The length of the current screen field.

FIELD-FILL-CHAR input The fill character defined for the current
screen field.

FIELD-BEGIN-ROWCOL input The beginning row and column of the
current screen field.

FIELD-END-ROWCOL input The ending row and column of the current
screen field.

ATTRIBUTE-VALUE input/output The value to be stored in the view attribute
that is mapped to the current screen
field. This value should be modified by the
exit if the exit returns RC-EXIT-VALUE.

ATTRIBUTE-LENGTH input The length of the view attribute that is
mapped to the current screen field.

ATTRIBUTE-TYPE input The datatype of the view attribute that is
mapped to the current screen field.
ATTR-TEXT - A fixed-length >text attribute.
ATTR-VARCHAR - A varying-length text
attribute.
ATTR-NUMERIC - A numeric attribute.

ATTRIBUTE-DECIMAL-PLACES input The number of decimal places defined for
the view attribute that is mapped to the
current screen field.

ATTRIBUTE-CASE-SENSITIVE input The case sensitivity property defined for the
view attribute that is mapped to the current
screen field.

MAPNAME input The name of the current screen.

MODNAME input The mod name of the current screen.

DIALECT-NAME input The name of the dialect used by the current
screen.

DECIMAL-INDICATOR input The character that is used to represent the
decimal place in the current dialect.

THOUSANDS-INDICATOR input The character that is used to represent the
thousands separator in the current dialect.

CURRENCY-INDICATOR input The character that is used to represent the
currency symbol in the current dialect.

TXT-ORIENTATION input The orientation of text fields in the current
dialect.

NUM-ORIENTATION input The orientation of numeric fields in the
current dialect.
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EDIT-PATTERN-CLASS input The edit pattern class for the >current
screen field.
EPAT-ALPHANUMERIC -
An >alphanumeric edit pattern.
EPAT-NUMERIC - A numeric edit pattern.
EPAT-DATE - A date edit pattern.
EPAT-TIME - A time edit pattern.
EPAT-TIMESTAMP - A timestamp edit
pattern.
EPAT-NONE - No edit pattern is defined for
the current screen field.

FILLER input Filler, for future use

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally

Return Code

Update TIRIEXS-RETURN-CODE with the relevant value.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to take no action for the current screen field and return RC-ACCEPT in TIRIEXS-
RETURN-CODE.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRIEXS exit to one of your libraries and modify the exit to perform the desired input editing behavior.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

TIRIRTRX - Default Retry Limit User Exit

This article provides information for TIRIRTRX - Default Retry Limit User Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers for TSO and IEFAE
blockmode applications use the Gen Default Retry Limit Exit.

Source Code

This exit is used by IMS and IEFAE blockmode applications only. The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP
library, in member TIRIRTRX. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRIRTRX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                               PIC X

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                               PIC X.

01  RETRY-TIMES                                 PIC S9(4) COMP.

01  GLOBDATA                                    size 3645 bytes.

Purpose

This exit is called at the beginning of a Gen IMS or IEFAE blockmode application to enable the defined default value for
the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute to be modified.
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TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to this value at the beginning of each new transaction. This value may then be
modified by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram. TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is used
to specify the maximum number of times a transaction is to be retried when one of the following events occurs:

• A RETRY TRANSACTION action diagram statement executes.
• A deadlock or timeout occurs trying to access a database, and no WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT

statement was provided for that entity action statement. (This is not applicable for z/OS transactions running under
IMS. An application running under IMS that encounters a deadlock or timeout is terminated immediately by IMS itself,
even if it has a WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT statement provided.)

In either of these cases, any uncommitted database updates are rolled back, and an attempt is made to execute the
application again. Once the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute,
reaches either TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit, no more
retries can occur, and the application fails with a runtime error if the last retry attempt was unsuccessful.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Emulated IO-PCB

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Emulated ALT-IO-PCB

RETRY-TIMES input/output The maximum number of times the
transaction execution is retried.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is not to modify the Default Retry Limit Exit, that is set to 10. If the Default Retry Limit
Exit is used, it must not return a value greater than that specified in the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit.

Customizing the Exit

Modify the source code to set the RETRY-TIMES to the number of retries the applications must use.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRIURTX - Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit

This article provides information for TIRIURTX - Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit for TSO. The Ultimate Retry Limit Exit is
used by all applications targeting DB2 database on z/OS.
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Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRIURTX. The sample exit is written in COBOL
and uses the standard OS linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRIURTX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                PIC X.            

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                PIC X.            

01  ULTIMATE-RETRY-LIMIT         PIC S9(9)   COMP. 

01  GLOBDATA                     size 3645 bytes.

Purpose

The Ultimate Retry Limit Exit allows the user to specify a maximum value for the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system
attribute. This value may never be exceeded, either by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action
diagram, or by the Default Retry Limit Exit.

For an explanation of when and how the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute is used see Default Retry Limit
Exit in this section.

This exit provides a safeguard in case the system attribute TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is set to an excessive value
by an action diagram. Once the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute,
reaches either TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit, no more
retries can occur, and the application fails with a runtime error if the last retry attempt was unsuccessful.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 Input Emulated IO-PCB

RUNTIME-PARM2 Input Emulated ALT-IO-PCB

ULTIMATE-RETRY-LIMIT Input/output The absolute limit which is defaulted to 99

GLOBDATA Input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

If the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit is not modified, the maximum value of TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is 99. The Ultimate
Retry Limit Exit may be modified to return a value of zero to suppress all retry attempts.

Customizing the Exit

Copy TIRIURTX exit to one of your libraries or directories. For TSO and IEFAE; applies only when RETRY
TRANSACTION statement executes.

Modify the copied exit as needed. When you have completed your modifications, install the exit as described in
Customizing and Installing z/OS User Exits.
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Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRMTQB - Runtime Message Table

This article provides information for TIRMTQB - Runtime Message Table. The Runtime Message Table Exit is called
whenever a runtime error message is to be displayed.

It contains a table of the default Gen runtime error messages.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in the Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRMTQB2. The sample exit that
is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRMTQB is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                PIC X.              

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                PIC X.              

01  MSG-TABLE-NAME               PIC X(8).           

01  MSG-NUMBER                   PIC S9(4) COMP.     

01  RETURN-MSG.                                      

     03  RETURN-MSG-LENGTH        PIC S9(4) COMP.     

     03  RETURN-MSG-ID.                               

         05  FILLER               PIC X(4).           

         05  RETURN-MSG-NUM       PIC 999.            

         05  FILLER               PIC X(4).           

     03  RETURN-MSG-TEXT          PIC X(245).         

   01  GLOBDATA                      size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

This message table exit is called by the runtime when a system-level message is to be displayed. The user can customize
the wording of the messages within this exit. Other tables can also be defined to support other dialects.

The default table includes an entry for each Gen runtime error message. Each entry includes the following information:

Message Number
-- The message number is permanently assigned by Gen. Each message has a unique number.

Message Text
-- The message text is the actual words that appear on the application screen when an error occurs. The
message text, and any variable values that can be appended, are truncated if it exceeds the length of the error
message line that is defined for the application screen. The error message line is a maximum of 80 characters of
which 12 are reserved for the message number.

If the message number is not in the table, TIRMTQB returns a default message.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input DFHEIBLK (CICS)
I/O PCB (IMS)
Emulated I/O PCB (TSO)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input DFHCOMMAREA (CICS)
Alternate I/O PCB (TSO)
Emulated ALT I/O PCB

MSG-TABLE-NAME Input Message table name

MSG-NUMBER Input Message number

RETURN-MSG-LENGTH output Length out message text

RETURN-MSG-NUM output Message number

RETURN-MSG-TEXT output Message text

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The table in the default exit is used to retrieve the runtime error message text.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your libraries. The member name is TIRMTQB2. The text
of the messages can be customized the way that you want. More tables can be coded to support runtime error messages
in other dialects for multilingual applications. The table name to be used for a given dialect is specified using the System
Defaults option of the design toolset.

When you have completed your modifications, install the exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRSECRX - Security Interface User Exit

This article provides information for TIRSECRX - Security Interface User Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen
Security Interface Exit.
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Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRSECRX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.          

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                           PIC X.          

01  TIRSECR-CMCB.                           

   03  TIRSECR-USERID                   PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-TRANCODE                 PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-TERMINAL-ID              PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-SYSTEM-ID                PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-LOAD-MODULE              PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-PSTEP-NAME                   PIC X(32).  

   03  TIRSECR-DIALECT                  PIC X(32).  

   03  TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE              PIC XX.     

   03  TIRSECR-FAILURE-MSG              PIC X(80).  

01 GLOBDATA                     size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

This exit is called by both cooperative and non-cooperative applications to allow the transaction-level security checking to
be implemented.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Emulated IO-PCB

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Emulated ALT-IO-PCB

TIRSECR-CMCB input/output A structure containing the following items:

TIRSECR-USERID input The userid under which this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRUSRIX
exit.

TIRSECR-TRANCODE input The load module transaction code.

TIRSECR-TERMINAL-ID input The terminal ID used by this transaction,
spaces if this is a non-terminal transaction.

TIRSECR-SYSTEM-ID input The system ID where this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRSYSIX
exit.

TIRSECR-LOAD-MODULE input The load module name.

TIRSECR-PSTEP-NAME input The Procedure Step name.

TIRSECR-DIALECT input The dialect used by this application.
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TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE output A 2-byte character field returning the result
of the security check. The following values
are supported:
SPACES -- TIRSECR-ALL-OK
Anything else -- failure

TIRSECR-FAILURE-MSG output An 80-byte character field, to be populated
by this exit, to describe the failure with a
message of choice.

Return Code

Update TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE with the relevant value.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to do no security checking and to return TIRSECR-ALL-OK as the return code.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRSECRX exit to one of your libraries and modify to perform security checking as required by the application.
Ensure that TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE is set to spaces when the security check is successful or some other value to
indicate a failure. If a message describing the violation is returned in TIRSECR-FAILURE-MSG, the Dialog Manager
passes it to TIRTERMA.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRUSRIX
• TIRSECVX
• TIRELOGX
• TIRTERMA

TIRSYSIX - System ID User Exit

This article provides information for TIRSYSIX - System ID User Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen System
Identification Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRTSYSX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRSYSIX is as follows:

LINKAGE SECTION.                  

01  RUNTIME-PARM1        PIC X.   

01  RUNTIME-PARM2        PIC X.   

01  LOCAL-SYSTEM-ID      PIC X(8)
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Purpose

The purpose of TIRSYSIX is to enable a logic that lets the same application that is implemented on multiple systems.
TIRSYSIX performs processing specific to each system targeted.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Emulated IO-PCB

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Emulated ALT-IO-PCB

LOCAL-SYSTEM-ID output The identifier of the system where the
application is executing.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The literal TSO is returned.

Customizing the Exit

TIRSYSIX can be modified to populate the LOCAL-SYSTEM-ID as required by the application.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRALLOX
• TIRPROUX

TIRTERMA - Termination User Exit

This article provides information for TIRTERMA - Termination User Exit. The Gen Termination Exit is called by z/OS Dialog
Managers when a fatal runtime error is encountered.

Source Code

TIRTERMA Termination Exit is used by all non-cooperative applications targeting z/OS. The source code is in Gen
CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRTERMA. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS
Linkage.

The parameters that are passed between the fail routine and the termination exits are defined by the structure TERM-
EXIT-PARM-LIST. This structure is included in the copy member CBLTERM, which is also in the CEHBSAMP library.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRTERMA is as follows:
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01  RUNTIME-PARM1                PIC X.

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                PIC X.

01  TERM-EXIT-PARM-LIST          structure defined in CBLTERM.

01  GLOBDATA                     size 3645 bytes.

Purpose

Runtime errors are handled by the Dialog Manager.

Runtime errors are either fatal or non-fatal errors. When a non-fatal error occurs, such as invalid user input, the Dialog
Manager displays an error message on the transaction screen. You can correct the error and can continue processing the
transaction.

When a fatal error occurs, transaction processing is terminated. The Dialog Manager executes a fail routine that backs
out changes by performing the necessary rollbacks of the databases. The fail routine then calls a termination exit that
determines what diagnostic (error) information is displayed and where it is displayed.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input/output Emulated I/O PCB

RUNTIME-PARM2 input/output Emulated Alt I/O PCB

TERM-EXIT-PARM-LIST input/output Structure of parameters for termination and
failure routine. The items in this structure
are described in the preceding section
called CBLTERM Field Definitions.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

CBLTERM Field Definitions

The structure TERM-EXIT-PARM-LIST is defined in the copy member CBLTERM. The items in this structure are as
follows:

TERM-STATUS-CODE

When TIRFAIL calls TIRTERM(A/B), TERM-STATUS-CODE is used to control what TIRFAIL does next.

The following table provides a description of each TERM-STATUS-CODE value:

Value Description

’ ’ (space) or 0 (zero) TIRFAIL displays the message and redisplays the previous screen
with TERM-DEFAULT-MSG in the error message field.

1 This value indicates that TIRTIRM(A/B) has handled the
messages and does not display them. It will, however, redisplay
the previous screen with TERM-DEFAULT-MSG in the error
message field.

2 This value indicates that TIRTIRM(A/B) has handled everything.
TIRFAIL does not display the messages and does not redisplay
the previous screen.

TERM-FAIL-TYPE
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The following table contains a description of TERM-FAIL-TYPE errors:

Error Value Description

TERM-FAIL-DB2 P A DB2 error occurred while accessing the
RPROF (profile) table.

TERM-FAIL-IEC I An AllFusion Gen error occurred in the
Dialog Manager.

TERM-FAIL-EXEC E A database error occurred in an action
block or procedure.

TERM-FAIL-DIALOG D A non-database error occurred in the Dialog
Manager.

TERM-FAIL-TSQ Q An error occurred while accessing the CICS
temporary storage queue profile table.

Remaining Fields

The remaining CBLTERM fields are described in the table:

Field Description

TERM-ERROR-ACTIONNAME Contains the name of the action block.

TERM-DEFAULT-MSG This is an output field that by default contains the following
message:
TIRM000E: SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT
SUPPORT
The message can be changed in the termination exit to anything
meaningful to the user. For online procedures with a screen, the
message is visible in the error message field when the screen is
redisplayed.

TERM-SYSTEM-PRINTER TERM-SYSTEM-PRINTER is valued with the printer TERMID if
the action block executed a PRINTER TERMINAL IS statement.

TERM-ERROR-ENCOUNTERED-SW Indicates the message:
TIRM036E: ** A FATAL ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED **

TERM-VIEW-OVERFLOW-SW Indicates the message:
TIRM037E: ** FATAL VIEW OVERFLOW HAS BEEN
ENCOUNTERED **

TERM-ACTION-ID Is appended to the message:
TIRM034E: LAST OR CURRENT DATABASE STATEMENT = ...

TERM-ATTRIBUTE-ID Is appended to the message:
TIRM040E: PERMITTED VALUES MISMATCH, FIELD = F ...

TERM-STATUS-FLAG Produces the message:
TIRM038E: ** FATAL DATABASE ERROR HAS BEEN
ENCOUNTERED **

TERM-LAST-STATUS Is appended to the message:
TIRM039E: DB LAST STATUS = ...

TERM-TRACE-PTR This field is documented in online help under the error message
TIRM039E.

TERM-LAST-STATEMENTNUM Is appended to the message:
TIRM035E: CURRENT STATEMENT BEING PROCESSED = ...
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TERM-CURR-AB-ID Is appended to the message:
TIRM032E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK ID = ...

TERM-CURR-AB-NAME Is appended to the message:
TIRM033E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK NAME = ...

TERM-EABPCB-CNT,
TERM-EABPCB-ENTRY,
TERM-EABPCB-PTR

These fields describe PCB pointers. The first is the IO-PCB, the
second is the ALTERNATE-IOPCB; the last is a database pointer.

TERM-SQLCA-PTR The following is a pointer to the SQLCA. The address fields of the
SQLCA, first define it in linkage. Use the following example:
MY-SQLCA
FILLER
MY-SQL-CODE
FILLER
Then add a SET statement at the beginning of the procedure
division as shown:
SET ADDRESS OF MY-SQLCA TO TERM-SQLCA-PTR

TERM-IEF-COMMAND The special field of COMMAND.

TERM-IEF-TRANCODE The special field of TRANCODE.

TERM-EXIT-STATE The exit state number.

TERM-EXIT-INFOMSG The exit state message.

TERM-USER-ID The special field of USERID.

TERM-TRMINAL-ID The special field of TERMID.

TERM-PRINTER-ID Represents the ID of the system printer.

TERM-DIALOG-MESSAGENUM The message number is the FAIL-MSG-NO set be the Dialog
Manager. See Messages for the message that is represented by
the error code displayed.

TERM-OUTPUT-MESSAGE Before calling the termination exit, TIRFAIL, prepares a table of
messages that it displays on return from the exit if the TERM-
STATUSCODE is a space or a zero. These messages are
available to the exit. The last line with a message is followed by a
line of all spaces.

TERM-DIALECT-NAME The current dialect

TERM-FAILURE-MESSAGETEXT The text of the failure message. This may be moved to TERM-
DEFAULT-MSG if you want it displayed on the application screen
instead of the message:
TIRM000E: SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT
SUPPORT

Return Code

TIRTERMA can return three valid status codes to the fail routine. They are used to control what screens are displayed to
the user. For example, if you want to replace the Gen error screen with your own and then return to the application screen,
and you can modify the code to return the application screen, you can modify the code to return status code 1.

The following table provides a description:

Status Code Error Message Screen Displayed Application Screen Displayed

1 No Yes
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2 No No

0, blank, other (except 1 or 2) Yes Yes

The skeleton exit contains example code for each of these status codes with the code for ‘1’ and ‘2’ commented out.

Default Processing

If a runtime error occurs and the default termination exit is used, processing is as follows:

1. The Dialog Manager performs all necessary rollbacks. This is done regardless of the termination exit used.
2. The Dialog Manager fails routine calls the default termination exit. It returns to the fail routine without doing anything,

which causes the default termination logic in the fail routine to be used.
3. The Gen fail routine displays an error screen that lists the appropriate Gen runtime error messages. See the following

error message screen:
TIRM030E: APPLICATION FAILED ** UPDATES HAVE BEEN BACKED OUT

TIRM031E: FAILING PROCEDURE EXIT DATA FOLLOWS

TIRM032E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK ID = 507774696

TIRM033E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK NAME = ABADDEMP

TIRM034E: LAST OR CURRENT DATABASE STATEMENT =

TIRM035E: CURRENT STATEMENT BEING PROCESSED = 10

TIRM037E: ** A FATAL ERROR HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED **

TIRM046E: *** TRANSACTION PROCESSING TERMINATED

TIRM044E: *** PRESS PA2 TO CONTINUE ***

4. When you press PA2 (NEXT PAGE key) from the error message screen, Gen displays the last screen for the
transaction that was being processed when the error occurred.
If you are using the Testing Facility, the PA2 key is the ISPF NEXT PAGE key that you defined on the Test
Environment Panel.

5. Gen recovers all data in the import views at the time that the error occurred. Therefore, all user input is recovered and
displayed upon the screen. Screen fields that are only in the export view may or may not be populated, depending on
when the error occurred.

6. An error message appears in the system error message area that is defined for the screen. This message is distinct
from the runtime error messages that are displayed on the error message screen. The default error message is:
SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT SUPPORT.
See the following illustration for an example of an application screen that is displayed after an error has occurred.

7. The transaction is terminated, but the application remains active and the user can continue with another transaction as
shown in the following screen:
IEFSLSB                 CORPORATE MANAGEMENT    

                    EMPLOYEE MAINTENANCE    

EMPLOYEE NUMBER: 123456                     NAME: MICHAEL WILSON    

COST CENTER: 123                        DEPARTMENT: 4   

EMPLOYMENT DATE: 082596                     STATUS: E   

SALARY: 1234

ADDRESS: 7250 MICHIGAN                  PHONE: (214) 555-1414   

CITY/STATE/ZIP: PARIS, TEXAS 73000              BIRTH DATE: 051067  

F02=HELP F05=MAINMENU F07=ADDEMP2

TIRM000E: SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT SUPPORT

Customizing the Exit

Copy Member TIRTERMA from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your libraries.
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Unlike the other user exits, the skeleton exit is not the source for the default exit in the load library. In prior releases of
Gen, the termination exit was written in Assembler Language and named TIRTERM. The default exit TIRTERMA in the
load library calls TIRTERM for compatibility with prior releases.

When you have completed your modifications, install the exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRTIARX - DB2 Message User Exit

This article provides information for TIRTIARX - DB2 Message User Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen DB2
Message Exit.

Source Code

The DB2 Message Exit is used by all applications targeting DB2 database on z/OS. The source code for the TSO
application of this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRITIAX. The sample exit that is provided is written in
COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

LINKAGE SECTION

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                 PIC X. 

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                 PIC X. 

01  TIRFAIL-SQLCA                 PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-ERRORS                PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-TEXT-LEN              PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-WORKAREA            PIC X.  

01 GLOBDATA                 size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

The TIRFAIL subroutine of the Dialog Manager calls the DB2 Message exit, TIRTIARX, whenever an unrecoverable DB2
failure occurs. TIRTIARX then calls the subroutine DSNTIAR to convert the SQL code into text. The messages that are
returned by DSNTIAR are then merged with the runtime error messages.

TIRTIARX exit must be a DLL to be invoked by Gen applications, even by those using Compatibility option. DSNTIAR and
DSNTIAC are provided by IBM as non-DLL modules. Therefore they must be invoked by TIRLGLOD.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Emulated IO-PCB

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Emulated ALT-IO-PCB

TIRFAIL-SQLCA input SQLCA
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TIRTIAR-ERRORS input Error message lines.

TIRTIAR-TEXT-LEN input Length of one error message line.

TIRTIAR-WORKAREA input Workarea.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Behavior

As provided by Gen, the default exit dynamically calls DSNTIAR and is compatible with prior releases. However the
sample code also contains examples of how to call DSNTIAR or DSNTIAC statically.

The call to TIRTIARX is made when TIRFAIL is building the table of messages and occurs before calling the default
termination exit. For more information, see the Online Termination Exit and Batch Termination Exit.

Customizing the DB2 Message Exit

Copy the default exit to one of your own libraries. The member name for IMS is TIRITIAX. The default exit includes
example code for the two possible combinations of calls. There are dynamic and static calls of DSNTIAR. Simply
comment out the default call and remove the comments from the one you want to use.

When you have completed your modifications, install your exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRUPPRX - Uppercase Translation User Exit

This article provides information for TIRUPPRX - Uppercase Translation User Exit. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen
Uppercase Translation Exit.

This exit is also called the Lower-to-Uppercase Conversion Exit.

Source Code

This exit is used by single byte and double-byte applications. When used by double-byte applications an alternate entry
point TIRUPDBX is used. The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRUPPRX. The sample
exit is written in COBOL and uses the OS linkage.

The Parameter list that is used by TIRUPPRX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.          

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                           PIC X.          

01  XLATE-TABLE-NAME                            PIC X(8).

01  XLATE-LEN                                   PIC S9(4) COMP.

01  XLATE-DATA                                  PIC X(4096).                                                 
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01  GLOBDATA                    size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

The purpose of the Uppercase Translation User Exit is to translate the character input from lowercase to uppercase. It
contains a table of paired lower and uppercase characters. This exit is called by the Dialog Manager to translate the lower
case transcode to upper case, by the TIRFUPPR Function to translate the designated data to upper case and by the
Standard Map runtime to translate the identified input data to upper case.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Emulated I/O PCB

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Emulated Alt I/O PCB

XLATE-TABLE-NAME input Name of the translation table to be used.

XLATE-LEN input Length of data to be translated.

XLATE-DATA input/output Data to be translated.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code value is defined for this exit.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to convert lower case characters to upper case using a table named DEFAULT that
contains the English character set(A-Z).

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your own libraries. The member name is TIRUPPRX.

The exit supports both single byte and double-byte languages. Adding support for DBCS is done in the same way as for
single byte.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRUSRIX - User ID Exits

This article provides information for TIRUSRIX - User ID Exits. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen User Identification
Exit.
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Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRIUSRX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRIUSRX is as follows:

01  IO-PCB.                                               

   03  IO-PCB-LTERM                     PIC X(8).           

   03  FILLER                           PIC X(2).           

   03  IO-PCB-STATUS                    PIC X(2).           

   03  IO-PCB-INPUT-PREF.                                

    05  IO-PCB-DATE                 PIC S9(7) COMP SYNC.    

    05  IO-PCB-TIME                 PIC S9(7) COMP SYNC.    

    05  IO-PCB-MSG-SEQ              PIC S9(7) COMP.     

   03  IO-PCB-MAPNAME                   PIC X(8).           

   03  IO-PCB-USER-ID.                                   

    05  IO-PCB-USER-ID-C1           PIC X.              

    05  FILLER                      PIC X(7).           

01  ALT-IO-PCB                          PIC X.              

01  FILLER-PARM                         PIC X.              

01  TIRUSRID-PARM.                                        

   05  IET-USER-ID                      PIC X(8).           

   05  IET-USER-ID2                     PIC X(8).       

Purpose

The purpose of TIRUSRIX is to obtain the userid and terminal ID of the executing application. These values can be used
as part of the key for the DB2 Profile Table and in the application itself.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Emulated IO-PCB

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Emulated ALT-IO-PCB

FILLER-PARM input Not used.

TIRUSRID-PARM output A pointer to a structure containing the following items:

IET-USER-ID output The userid to be used in
the application.

IET-USER-ID2 output The ID to be used as part
of the Profile Table key.

Return Code

No explicit return code value is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

If the user ID from the IO-PCB is valid the exit returns its value for both fields. If not, the terminal ID from the IO-PCB is
returned for both fields.
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Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRUSRIX to one of your libraries and modify to populate either IET-USER-ID or IET-USER-ID2 as required by
the application.

NOTE
IET-USER-ID is used by the application as its User Identifier. IET-USER-ID2 is used as part of the Key to the
RPROF (Profile Manager) Table.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

TIRSECRX

TIRYYX - Two-Digit Year Input Edit Exits

This article provides information for TIRYYX - Two-Digit Year Input Edit Exits. z/OS Dialog Managers use Gen Two-Digit
Year Input Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library member TIRYYX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in Assembler and uses standard OS Linkage.

The parameter list that is used by TIRYYX is as follows:

EXTCB    DS    A 

WORKAREA DS    A 

GLOBDATA DS    A

Purpose

This exit is used by Gen Standard Map applications only. The purpose of the TIRYYX exit is to process two-digit or YY-
style date input and set the century part using any chosen algorithm to implement logic to handle the century part of the
date.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

EXITCB input Address of the Date Communication
Control Block

WORKAREA input Address of a 256-byte workarea

GLOBDATA input Address of GLOBDATA
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Return Code

Before returning this exit must restore registers 0-14 to their values on entry and update register 15 with a value of 4 to
indicate that the YY modified by the exit must be used. Any other value, including 0, indicates the original values that are
passed to the exit are acceptable to continue processing.

Default Processing

The exit contains sample code for two algorithms but neither are executed. By default the exit returns a value of 0,
indicating that no changes were done by the exit.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRYYX exit to one of your libraries.

Internally, Gen handles the four-digit year dates correctly assuming the user application uses a YYYY edit pattern
throughout. If the user interface is designed to accept a two-digit date entry, and defaulting to the current century is not
acceptable, use this exit to implement logic to get the required behavior for defaulting the century part of the date. The
exit is called to process either a DATE or TIMESTAMP field which utilizes a two-digit year (YY) in the edit pattern that is
associated with the field. An indicator is set in the exit control block to indicate if the value is a date or timestamp.

Modify the exit to use one of the provided algorithms or add your own as required by your applications.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

z/OS Middleware User Exits - CICS TCP/IP Direct Connect Exits
This article provides information for z/OS Middleware User Exits - CICS TCP/IP Direct Connect Exits. The Gen CICS
TCP/IP Direct Connect product consisting of the TILSTNR and TICONMGR has been stabilized.

The CICS Sockets Server Listener, TISRVLIS, implementation, and the CICS Multi Socket Server Listener, TISRVMSL,
are provided.

The following table describes the Assembler exits invoked by the Sockets Server Listener program:

CICS TCP/IP Direct Connect (TISRVLIS):

Language: Assembler

CICS TCP/IP Direct Connect (TISRVLIS): Language: Assembler
User Exit Name Source Code Description
TIRSLEXT CEG8SAMP/TIRSLEXT CICS Sockets Server Listener exit
TIRSLTMX CEG8SAMP/TIRSLTMX CICS Sockets Server Listener Timeout exit

Details of the preceding user exits follow. Each one is described in a separate section.
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TIRSLEXT - CICS Sockets Server Listener Exit

The Gen CICS Sockets Server Listener Exit is used by the z/OS CICS user-written Listener programs TISRVLIS and
TISRVMSL, the Gen TCP/IP implementations.

NOTE
The TIRSLEXT exit routine is invoked by CICS Sockets Server Listener program TISRVLIS and the CICS Multi
Sockets Server Listener program TISRVMSL. The TIRSLEXT exit is not invoked by Gen servers.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEG8SAMP library, in member TIRSLEXT. The sample exit that is provided is
written in ASSEMBLER and is invoked by TISRVLIS/TISRVMSL using an EXEC CICS LINK API call.

Data that is used and returned by TIRSLEXT is passed in the COMMAREA as follows:

1. ASCII transaction code
2. EBCDIC transaction code
3. ASCII userid
4. EBCDIC userid
5. ASCII client code page
6. EBCDIC client code page
7. EBCDIC password
8. Enhanced Security Flag
9. Enhanced Type Flag
10. Check Flag
11. Security Flag
12. Client Port
13. Client IP Address
14. CICS System Id
15. Listener GIVESOCKET/TAKESOCKET TIMEOUT - Seconds
16. Listener GIVESOCKET/TAKESOCKET TIMEOUT - Microseconds
17. Server Termid
18. Listener Port
19. EXRC

The parameters are listed in the Arguments section.

Purpose

The user ID passed in the common area section of the data is translated from the ASCII of the client to the EBCDIC code
page of the server. In addition, the exit provides the opportunity to do the following:
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• Modify the user ID supplied by the client application before it is translated.
• Validate the supplied, optionally modified, and translated security data through an External Security Manager.
• Verify that an enhanced security buffer exists.
• Perform customer-specific security authorization.
• Use the Port and IP Address data for customer-specific activities.
• Provide a System ID to use to transaction route the server through the SYSID operand of the EXEC CICS START API

call.
• Modify the value entered for the GIVTIME parameter in the EZACONFG file. This value is used to populate the

TIMEOUT Seconds parameter of the SELECT Sockets API call used by the Listener to wait for the socket to be taken
(using the GIVESOCKET/TAKESOCKET process) by the server.

• Provide a value to populate the TIMEOUT Microseconds parameter of the SELECT Sockets API call used by the
Listener to wait for the socket to be taken by the server.

• Provide a CICS TERMID to be used to start the server transaction.
• Set the Check flag so that the servers are started with the NOCHECK parameter.
• Obtain the port used by the Listener that invoked this exit.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

ASCTRAN input The server load module ASCII transaction
code.

EBDTRAN input The server load module EBCDIC
transaction code.

ASCUID input The ASCII userid as supplied by the client.

EBDUID output The EBCDIC translated version of the
ASCII userid sent by the client, which is
modified if necessary.

ASCCOPG input The ASCII code page as supplied by the
client.

EBDCODPG input The EBCDIC code page as supplied by the
client.

EBDPSW input The EBCDIC password as supplied by the
client.

ENHSCFLG input A flag indicating the presence of enhanced
security data.

ENHTPFLG input A flag indicating if the security data is
encrypted.

CHECKFLG input/output A flag indicating whether to use the
NOCHECK parameter.

RESERVED none Reserved.
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SECFLAG output A flag indicating the result of the security
validation. The following values are
supported:
ZERO - SFUIDAUT (USERID-IS-
AUTHORIZED)
709 - ECTYPINV (ENCRYPTION-FLAG-
NOT-SET)
902 - SFINVUID (INVALID-USER-ID)
903 - SFINVPSW (INVALID-PSWD)
904 - SFNTAUTF (NOT-AUTHORIZED-
FOR- FUNCTION)
905 - SFSYSUNV (SYSTEM-
UNAVAILABLE)
906 - SFUIDSUS (USERID-SUSPENDED)
907 - SFPSWEXP (PSWD-EXPIRED)
908 - SFERROR (INTERNAL-ERROR)

PORT input The TCP/IP Port of the client.

IPADDR input The TCP/IP Address of the client.

CICS output CICS System Id to route the server to.

LGVTIMS input/output The Listener GIVESOCKET/TAKESOCKET
TIMEOUT value in seconds

LGVTIMM input/output The Listener GIVESOCKET/TAKESOCKET
TIMEOUT value in microseconds

STERMID output CICS TERMID to be used in the server
START

LSTPORT input The TCP/IP Port used by the Listener

EXRC output Return code field that is not used.

Return Code

No explicit return code value is provided by the TIRSLEXT exit. CICS provides information about the return from the
CICS Program Link that indicates if TIRSLEXT exists and its execution was successful. In addition, the values that are
contained in the parameter list that is addressed by the COMMAREA are returned.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to translate the ASCII user ID to EBCDIC and set the Security Flag to USERID-IS-
AUTHORIZED. In addition, the exit returns the value received as input for the Listener GIVESOCKET/TAKESOCKET
TIMEOUT - Seconds and the CHECKFLG.

Customizing the Exit

This is an exit for TISRVLIS and TISRVMSL, not the server application. The exit is invoked after TISRVLIS or TISRVMSL
obtains a copy of the cooperative buffer header that is sent by each client request and extracts the data that is required to
start the server.

The ASCII user ID, as supplied by the client, can be modified by those users that include special characters (excluding A-
Z and 0-9) in their user ID fields. This ASCII user ID is then translated to EBCDIC in the exit. If validating the security data,
ensure that the user ID and Password are not spaces. If conversion of the security data to uppercase is required, it can be
done in this exit.
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The variable 'CICS' can be set to the SYSID of the CICS region where the server is to be routed to. If the value of the
variable 'CICS' returned to TISRVLIS is the same as the SYSID of the CICS region where TISRVLIS or TISRVMSL is
executing, the EXEC CICS START API command does not specify the SYSID parameter (a local START). If the value of
the variable 'CICS' returned is different, the returned value of the variable 'CICS' is used in the START.

The Sockets Server implementation lets the server be routed to a CICS region different from the one where the TISRVLIS
or TISRVMSL listener is executing. Routing may be invoked by using the SYSID where the server is to execute, as
described earlier, or by using Distributed Routing. Distributed Routing may be implemented through the DSRTPGM
program or the CICS transaction definition.

The CICS Sockets Interface must be active in the CICS region the server is routed to but an active listener is not required
in that CICS region.

This exit includes sample code that can be used to validate the user ID and password, which must not be blank (spaces),
the presence of enhanced security data, the presence of encrypted data, the presence of encrypted and enhanced
security data, to modify the Listener Givesocket/Takesocket Timeout value, the value of the STERMID and the value of
the CHECKFLG. If using the Client Manager with the security level of Remote, the ECHO Test Transaction does not use
enhanced security or encryption so requests for a test Transaction does not include these flags and the sample code
bypasses the checks when the request transcode is ECHO. If the security level is Remote-Enhanced, the ECHO Test
Transaction does use security and encryption and the sample code has example of how to bypass check for ECHO
trancode. If Client Manager Test Transaction has been modified, make sure that is reflected in the exit when these checks
are done.

The sample code for section VALUIDP in user exit TIRSLEXT programmatically recognizes that it should validate security
data that is contained in a buffer that is sent by a client using SecurityUsedStandard or that the buffer contains an
enhanced security flag or encrypted data that should be validated by the Gen Server TIRSECVX user exit.

On input, the Listener GIVESOCKET/TAKESOCKET Timeout - Seconds value is the value that is entered for the GIVTIME
parameter in the EZACONFG file. This value is used to populate the TIMEOUT Seconds parameter of the SELECT
Sockets API call used by the Listener to wait for the socket to be taken (using the GIVESOCKET/TAKESOCKET process)
by the server. Since the EZACONFG file does not capture the equivalent Microseconds value, the only opportunity to
provide a value for this parameter is in this exit.

If the STERMID variable is updated with a CICS Terminal ID, the Server START TRANSID includes the TERMID
parameter. In this case, the USERID is not specified and a server started this way inherits the USERID of the Listener.

Use the STERMID option if you are migrating from TICONMGR and used this feature in that implementation. The
TIRCSGN user exit is provided for the same reason.

On input, the CHECKFLG is set to Y which means to start the server transaction with CHECK. If you wish a remotely
started transaction to be started with NOCHECK, set the flag to N. You can also use the EDBTRAN to decide the value of
the flag.

Modify the exit to execute the desired validation code.

On input, the Port that is used by the Listener is passed to this exit. The default processing for TIRSLEXT does not use
this parameter. It is an input parameter only and if a value is returned, it is ignored by the Listener.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUECTCP in Customizing and Installing z/OS User Exits.

Ensure that the new TIRSLEXT module is made available in the DFHRPL concatenation and if applicable issue a NEW
COPY command for the TIRSLEXT program in CICS. The Socket Server Listener does not need to be stopped and
restarted to use the new version of TIRSLEXT.
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Related User Exits

• TIRSLTMX
• TIRSIPEX

TIRSLTMX - CICS Sockets Server Listener TIMEOUT Exit

The Gen CICS Sockets Server Listener Timeout Exit is used by the z/OS CICS user-written Listener program TISRVLIS
and TISRVMSL, the Gen TCP/IP implementation.

NOTE
The TIRSLTMX exit routine is invoked by CICS Sockets Server Listener program TISRVLIS and TIRSRVMSL.
The TIRSLTMX exit is not invoked by Gen servers.

Source Code

NOTE
The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEG8SAMP library, in member TIRSLTMX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in ASSEMBLER and is invoked by TISRVLIS using an EXEC CICS LINK API call.

NOTE
Data that is used and returned by TIRSLTMX is passed in the COMMAREA as follows:

1. TISRVLIS EBCDIC transaction code
2. CICS APPLID
3. Listener ACCEPT TIMEOUT - Seconds
4. Listener ACCEPT TIMEOUT - Microseconds
5. Listener READ TIMEOUT - Seconds
6. Listener READ TIMEOUT - Microseconds
7. Listener ERROR TIMEOUT - Seconds, error processing
8. Listener ERROR TIMEOUT - Microseconds, error processing
9. Include IP ADDRESS FLAG - flag to add IP address to error message

Purpose

This exit can be used to customize the Listener's SELECT API Calls timeout value that controls the wait time that is
involved with accepting new connections (ACCEPT), reading input data, and reading data for error processing. The
corresponding values that are entered in the EZACONFG file are passed to this exit in the seconds field. These values
can remain as they are or can be modified. In addition, an extra value may be provided at the microsecond level.

The exit provides the opportunity to do the following tasks:
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• Modify the value entered for the ACCTIME parameter in the EZACONFG file. This value is used to populate the
TIMEOUT Seconds parameter of the SELECT Sockets API call used by the listener to wait for new connections.

• Provide the value to populate the TIMEOUT Microseconds parameter of the SELECT Sockets API call used by the
listener to wait for new connections.

• Modify the value entered for the REATIME parameter in the EZACONFG file. This value is used by the listener to
populate the TIMEOUT Seconds parameter of the SELECT Sockets API call used by the TISRVLIS listener when first
reading input data. In the TISRVMSL listener, it is used as a wait time.

• Provide the value to populate the TIMEOUT Microseconds parameter of the SELECT Sockets API call used by the
listener when first reading input data.

• Modify the value used by the Listener to populate the TIMEOUT Seconds parameter of the SELECT Sockets API call
used by the listener when reading input data to process error conditions that require sending an error response to the
client.

• Modify the value used by the Listener to populate the TIMEOUT Microseconds parameter of the SELECT Sockets API
call used by the listener when reading input data to process error conditions that require sending an error response to
the client.

• Modify the value to turn on including the IP Address in some of the socket and CICS error messages.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

SLTRANID input The Listener EBCDIC transaction code.

CICSAPPL input APPLID of the CICS where Listener runs.

ACCTOUTS input/output The Listener ACCEPT TIMEOUT value in
seconds

ACCTOUTM input/output The Listener ACCEPT TIMEOUT value in
microseconds

REATOUTS input/output The Listener READ TIMEOUT value in
seconds

REATOUTM input/output The Listener READ TIMEOUT value in
microseconds

ERRTOUTS input/output The Listener ERROR TIMEOUT value in
seconds, used in error processing

ERRTOUTM input/output The Listener ERROR TIMEOUT value in
microseconds, used in error processing

IPADRFLG input/output The IP address flag

Return Code

No explicit return code value is provided by the TIRSLTMX exit. CICS provides information about the return from the
CICS Program Link that indicates if TIRSLTMX exists and its execution was successful. In addition, the values that are
contained in the parameter list that is addressed by the COMMAREA are returned.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to check if the TISRVLIS transcode matches the EIBTRNID and return.
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Customizing the Exit

This is an exit for the TISRVLIS or TISRVMSL listener programs, not the server application. The exit is invoked before
TISRVLIS or TISRVMSL accepts a connection from a client and has access to the data sent by the client.

The SLTRANID and the CICSAPPL can be used to decide if the TIMEOUT values provided by the EZACONFG file to be
used by the Listener suffice or must be changed.

The Listener Accept TIMEOUT Seconds, as received by this exit contains the value that is specified in the EZACONFG
file for the ACCTIME parameter. This value can be changed, including zeroed out. In addition, if a value smaller than 1
second is required the Listener Accept TIMEOUT Microseconds variable can be used.

The Listener Read TIMEOUT Seconds, as received by this exit contains the value that is specified in the EZACONFG
file for the REATIME parameter. This value can be changed, including zeroed out. In addition, if a value smaller than 1
second is required the Listener Read TIMEOUT Microseconds variable can be used.

When an error condition is encountered that requires the Listener to send an error message to the client, the Listener
must first read all the data present at the socket before sending the error message. Part of this read involves a SELECT
Sockets API call. The ERRTOUTS and ERRTOUTM values that are provided in this exit are used to make up this
TIMEOUT parameter. The ERRTOUTS value passed to this exit on input is the value that is specified in the listener code
and is zero seconds. The listener code sets the ERROR TIMEOUT - Microseconds to 50. The only opportunity to provide
a value for these parameters is in this exit.

The IP Address Flag is set in this exit to turn on the writing of the IP Address as part of some of the socket and CICS error
messages. The default is N -- do not write the IP Address.

This exit includes sample code that can be used to set the various TIMEOUT parameters as required. Modify the exit to
execute the desired code.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUECTCP in Customizing and Installing z/OS User Exits.

Ensure that the new TIRSLTMX module is made available in the DFHRPL concatenation and if applicable issue a NEW
COPY command for the TIRSLTMX in CICS. Stop and restart the Sockets Server Listener to pick up the changes.

Related User Exits

TIRSLEXT

TIRSIPEX

z/OS Middleware User Exits - IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Exits
This article provides information for z/OS Middleware User Exits - IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Exits. The Gen IMS TCP/IP
Direct Connect product provides the following set of user exits.

These exits are implemented in Assembler. The following table briefly describes each of the exits:

IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect (CAGRITCP):

Language: Assembler

User Exit Name Source Code Description
TIRxxTD CEG9SAMP/TIRxxTD IMS TCP/IP Destination ID exit
TIRxxTDC CEG9SAMP/TIRxxTDC IMS TCP/IP Decryption exit
TIRxxTSC CEG9SAMP/TIRxxTSC IMS TCP/IP Security exit
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NOTE
The xx in the name indicates the IMS release that was used to assemble the exit. Currently, IMS 11, 12, 13, 14,
and 15 are supported. Use the name TIRxxTCP to provide multiple copies of the CAGRITCP exit, each for a
different version of the IMS Connect. Rename the selected TIRxxTCP exit to CAGRITCP before deployment in
the IMS Connect.

Details of the preceding user exits follow. Each one is described in a separate section.

TIRxxTD - TCP/IP Destination ID Exit

This article provides information for TIRxxTD - TCP/IP Destination ID Exit. The Gen TCP/IP Destination ID Exit is used by
the z/OS IMS Connect User Message Exit CAGRITCP/TIRxxTCP.

CAGRITCP is a component of the TCP/IP Direct Connect Option for IMS.

NOTE
The name TIRxxTCP is used to provide multiple copies of the CAGRITCP exit, each for a different version of
IMS Connect. The selected TIRxxTCP exit must be renamed to CAGRITCP before deployment in IMS Connect.
The TIRxxTD exit routine is invoked by IBM z/OS IMS Connect Product. The TIRxxTD exit is not invoked by Gen
code.

NOTE
The xx in the name denotes the IMS release that was used to assemble the exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEG9SAMP library, in member TIRxxTD where xx is 11, 12, 13, 14, or 15. The
sample exit that is provided is written in ASSEMBLER and uses standard OS Linkage.

On entry, register usage is as follows:

Register 1 -- parameter list, which is mapped to DSECT DESTAREA.

Register 13 -- address of save area.

Register 14 -- return address of the caller.

Register 15 -- this exit entry address.

The parameter list that is used by TIRxxTD is passed in Register 1 as a list of addresses, the last one being indicated by
the high-order bit being set on. Each address in the list addresses one argument as follows:

1. Exit Interface Block XIB
2. IP Address of the Client
3. Port of the Client
4. IMS transaction code
5. User ID as supplied by the Client
6. RACF Groupid
7. Datastore (IMS region) name
8. IMS LTERM
9. Return Code
10. Reason Code

Purpose

This exit is used to provide the name of the IMS region, called Datastore by IMS Connect, of where the request is being
sent and the name of an LTERM to be used. The extra data is available for information purposes only.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each argument.

Name I/O Description

DESXIB input Address of the Exit Interface Block (XIB).

DESIPAD input Address of the IP Address of the Client.

DESPORT input Address of the Port of the Client.

DESTRNCD input Address of the IMS transaction code.

DESUSRID input Address of the userid supplied by the client,
which is translated to EBCDIC.

DESGRPID input Address of the RACF Groupid.

DESDSTID output Address of the Datastore (IMS region).

DESLTERM output Address of the IMS LTERM.

DESRC output Address of the return code. The return code
can be:
0 indicates success.
2 indicates no active datastore that is found
in XIBDS,
4 indicates other failure.

DESRSC output Address of the reason code, not used.

Return Code

Register 15 must be set to a value consistent with the value set in the field pointed to by DESRC.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to return the first active datastore name in the XIBDS (XIB Data Store) control block
and create an LTERM consisting of the first 4 bytes of the IMS transcode plus the first 4 bytes of the IP Address of the
client. Sets the return code pointed to by DESRC to zero.

This module returns control to the caller using the address passed to it at the entry in Register 14. All registers except
Register 15 are restored.

Customizing the Exit

This exit can take the data that is passed to it to determine what IMS region to use for the request being processed and
the LTERM to be used.

Ensure DESRC points to the relevant return code. Return control to the caller using the value passed in Register 14 at
entry. All registers except Register 15 must be restored. Results are unpredictable if invalid data is returned. Register 15
must contain the return code.

NOTE
Be sure to use the source that corresponds to your IMS release.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.
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Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRxxTDC
• TIRxxTSC

TIRxxTDC - TCP/IP Decryption Exit

This article provides information for TIRxxTDC - TCP/IP Decryption Exit. The Gen TCP/IP Decryption Exit is used by the
z/OS IMS Connect User Message Exit CAGRITCP/TIRxxTCP.

CAGRITCP is a component of the TCP/IP Direct Connect Option for IMS.

NOTE

The name TIRxxTCP is used to provide multiple copies of the CAGRITCP exit, each for a different version of
IMS Connect. The selected TIRxxTCP exit must be renamed to CAGRITCP before deployment in IMS Connect.

The TIRxxTDC exit routine is invoked by IBM z/OS IMS Connect Product. The TIRxxTDC exit is not invoked by
Gen code.

NOTE
The xx in the name denotes the IMS release that was used to assemble the exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEG9SAMP library, in member TIRxxTDC where xx is 11, 12, 13, 14, or 15. The
sample exit that is provided is written in ASSEMBLER and uses standard OS Linkage.

On entry register usage is as follows:

Register 1 - parameter list, which is mapped to DSECT DCRPAREA.

Register 13 - address of save area.

Register 14 - return address of the caller.

Register 15 - this exit entry address.

The parameter list that is used by TIRxxTDC is passed in Register 1 as a list of addresses, the last one being indicated by
the high-order bit being set on. Each address in the list addresses one argument as follows:

1. Start of Encrypted buffer
2. Encrypted data length
3. Maximum buffer length
4. Return Code
5. Reason Code

Purpose

This exit is called by TIRxxTCP when it detects that the client sent an encrypted cooperative buffer. This exit can be used
to decrypt the area pointed to by DCNCRDAT using the length pointed to by DCNCRDTL. The maximum size of the
decrypted data cannot exceed the length pointed to by DCMAXDTL.

The decrypted data is not passed on to the server, instead it is used by TIRxxTCP to extract the cooperative buffer
security data to populate the OTMA Security Header and OTMA User Header as determined by SECOTMA flag set by the
TIRxxTSC exit.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each argument.

Name I/O Description

DCNCRDAT input Address of the start of the encrypted buffer.

DCNCRDTL input Address of the length of encrypted data.

DCMAXDTL input Address of the maximum length available
for decrypted data.

DCRC output Address of the return code. The return code
can be:
0 indicates success.
1 indicates exceeded maximum size.
2 indicates encryption that is not used.
3 indicates application error.
4 indicates other failure.

DCRSC output Address of the reason code. The reason
code can be:
2 indicating not used

Return Code

Register 15 must be set to a value consistent with the value set in the field pointed to by DCRSC.

Default Processing

This exit is invoked only when the received cooperative request is encrypted. The default action of this exit is to issue a
return code of not used in DCRC and a reason code of not used in DCRSC, to indicate a problem.

This module returns control to the caller using the address passed to it at entry in Register 14. All registers except
Register 15 are restored.

Register 15 contains the return code of 2.

Customizing the Exit

Modify the exit to invoke the required decrypt algorithm, set the return, and reason codes accordingly. The decrypted data
returned cannot exceed the value pointed to by DCMAXDTL. Ensure DCRC points to the relevant return code. Return
control to the caller using the value passed in Register 14 at entry. All registers except Register 15 must be restored.
Results are unpredictable if invalid data is returned.

NOTE
Be sure to use the source that corresponds to your IMS release.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRxxTD
• TIRxxTSC
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TIRxxTSC - TCP/IP Security Exit

This article provides information for TIRxxTSC - TCP/IP Security Exit. The CA TCP/IP Gen Security Exit is used by the z/
OS IMS Connect User Message Exit CAGRITCP/TIRxxTCP.

CAGRITCP is a component of the TCP/IP Direct Connect Option for IMS.

NOTE
The name TIRxxTCP is used to provide multiple copies of the CAGRITCP exit, each for a different version of
IMS Connect. The selected TIRxxTCP exit must be renamed to CAGRITCP before deployment in IMS Connect.
The TIRxxTSC exit routine is invoked by IBM z/OS IMS Connect Product. The TIRxxTSC exit is not invoked by
Gen code.

NOTE
The xx in the name denotes the IMS release that was used to assemble the exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEG9SAMP library, in member TIRxxTSC where xx is 11, 12, 13, 14 or 15. The
sample exit that is provided is written in ASSEMBLER and uses standard OS Linkage.

On entry register usage is as follows:

Register 1 - parameter list, which is mapped to DSECT SECAREA.

Register 13 - address of save area.

Register 14 - return address of the caller.

Register 15 - this exit entry address.

The parameter list that is used by TIRxxTSC is passed in Register 1 as a list of addresses, the last one being indicated by
the high-order bit being set on. Each address in the list addresses one argument as follows:

1. OTMA Security Flag
2. IP Address of the Client
3. Port of the Client
4. IMS transaction code
5. Client Code Page
6. Data Type
7. Exit Interface Block XIB
8. Length of user data
9. CFB Userid
10. CFB Password
11. RACF Groupid
12. Return Code
13. Reason Code

Purpose

This exit is used to enable the selection of security type for the OTMA Headers being formatted by the TIRXXTCP IMS
Connect User Message exit. The TIRXXTCP exit is passed to various items that can be used to determine the appropriate
security type or the exit can do security checking itself and can return the appropriate values to match the required OTMA
security.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each argument.

Name I/O Description

SECOFLG output Address of OTMA security flag.

SECIPAD input Address of the IP Address of the Client.

SECPORT input Address of the Port of the Client.

SECTRNCD input Address of the IMS transaction code.

SECCODPG input Address of the Client Code Page.

SECDTKEY input Address of the data type. The data type can
be:
0 for ASCII or 1 for EBCDIC.
It is 1 since the security data has been
translated.

SECXIB input Address of the Exit Interface Block (XIB)

SECDATL input Address of the length of the security data.

SECUID input Address of the userid as supplied by the
Client.

SECPSW input Address of the password as supplied by the
Client.

SECGRPID output Address of the RACF Groupid.

SECRC output Address of the return code. The return code
can be:
0 indicates success.
2 indicates security that is not used.
3 indicates application error.
4 indicates other failure.

SECRSC output Address of the reason code, not used.

Return Code

Register 15 must be set to a value consistent with the value set in the field pointed to by SECRC.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit sets the OTMA security flag pointed to by SECOFLG to OSECNON for none and sets
the return code pointed to by SECRC to zero.

This module returns control to the caller using the address passed to it at entry in Register 14. All registers except
Register 15 are restored.

Customizing the Exit

This exit can use the data that is passed to it to determine what the SECOTMA variable must be set to. This variable must
match the OTMASE parameter that is configured for OTMA in the IMS region.

Set SECOTMA to F or C to cause TIRxxTCP to populate the OTMA Security Header with provided user ID, group ID, or
token and the OTMA User Header Passticket with the provided password.

Set SECOTMA to N to cause TIRxxTCP to not populate the OTMA Security and User Headers with security data.
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NOTE
The security data that is used is the user ID and the password that is provided in the security offset of the
cooperative buffer if enhanced security is used, the user ID and the password that is provided in the cooperative
buffer header if standard security is used and blanks if none is provided. However if SECOTMA is set to a value
other than N and no security data is provided, the IMS Connect User is used as the user ID. If no password is
provided this can result in a failure from OTMA with a reason code of SECFNPUI, which is interpreted as an
XERR with a code of 0902, message 'Security: Invalid User ID'.

With the changes to support IPv6 the length of the TCP/IP IP Address has changed. The SECIPAD parameter contains
the address of an IP Address that is 4 bytes in length for IPv4 implementations and is 16 bytes in length for IPv6
implementations. This is further represented in the SECIP DSECT.

Modify the exit as required. Ensure SECRC points to the relevant return code. Return control to the caller using the value
passed in Register 14 at entry. All registers except Register 15 must be restored. Results are unpredictable if invalid data
is returned. Register 15 must contain the return code.

NOTE
Be sure to use the source that corresponds to your IMS release.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRxxTD
• TIRxxTDC

z/OS Middleware User Exits - WebSphere MQ IMS
This article defines z/OS Middleware User Exits - WebSphere MQ IMS.

This topic provides information for user exits in z/OS associated with WebSphere MQ IMS.

TIRMQPX - IMS MQ Series Put Option Exit

This article provides information for TIRMQPX - IMS MQ SERIES Put Function Exit. The MQ Series Put Option Exit.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRMQPX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRMQPX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1               PIC X.  

01  RUNTIME-PARM2               PIC X.  

01  TRANCODE                    PIC X(08).  

01  SYNCPOINT-FLAG              PIC X(1).   

Purpose

This exit is used to allow customization of syncpoint or no syncpoint by the trancode that is executing.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Under CICS, this is CICS EXEC Interface
Block DFHEIBLK.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Under CICS, this is DFHCOMMAREA.

TRANCODE input TRANCODE tht is executing.

SYNCPOINT-FLAG output Flag to tell the runtime whether to perform
the MQPUT WITH SYNCPOINT.

Return Code

No explicit return code value that is provided by the TIRMQPX.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to Set the SYNCPOINT-FLAG to USE-NOSYNCPOINT to return N for no syncpoint
processing.

Customizing the Exit

Set the SYNCPOINT-FLAG to USE-SYNCPOINT to return Y to have the runtime perform the MQPUT WITH SYNCPOINT.

Set the SYNCPOINT-FLAG to USE-NOSYNCPOINT to return N to not perform the syncpoint.processing.

You can check the TRANCODE and set the SYNCPOINT-FLAG based on its value.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None

z/OS Middleware User Exits - WebSphere MQ CICS
This article defines z/OS Middleware User Exits - WebSphere MQ CICS.

The following sections describe the user exits in z/OS associated with WebSphere MQ CICS.

TIRMQPX - CICS MQ Series Put Option Exit

This article provides information for TIRMQPX - CICS MQ SERIES Put Function Exit. The MQ Series Put Option Exit.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRMQPX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRMQPX is as follows:
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01  RUNTIME-PARM1               PIC X.  

01  RUNTIME-PARM2               PIC X.  

01  TRANCODE                    PIC X(08).  

01  SYNCPOINT-FLAG              PIC X(1).   

Purpose

This exit is used to allow customization of syncpoint or no syncpoint by the trancode that is executing.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Under CICS, this is CICS EXEC Interface
Block DFHEIBLK.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Under CICS, this is DFHCOMMAREA.

TRANCODE input TRANCODE tht is executing.

SYNCPOINT-FLAG output Flag to tell the runtime whether to perform
the MQPUT WITH SYNCPOINT.

Return Code

No explicit return code value that is provided by the TIRMQPX.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to Set the SYNCPOINT-FLAG to USE-NOSYNCPOINT to return N for no syncpoint
processing.

Customizing the Exit

Set the SYNCPOINT-FLAG to USE-SYNCPOINT to return Y to have the runtime perform the MQPUT WITH SYNCPOINT.

Set the SYNCPOINT-FLAG to USE-NOSYNCPOINT to return N to not perform the syncpoint.processing.

You can check the TRANCODE and set the SYNCPOINT-FLAG based on its value.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None

WebSphere MQ Transaction Dispatcher for CICS (TDC) Exit

This article provides information for WebSphere MQ Transaction Dispatcher for CICS (TDC) Exit. The Gen WebSphere
MQ Transaction Dispatcher product provides the following user exit.

This exit is implemented in COBOL. The following table briefly describes this exit:
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WebSphere MQ TDC:

Language: COBOL

User Exit Name Source Code Description
TIRMQTDZ CEHESAMP/TIRMQTDX TDC Parameter exit

Details of the preceding user exit follow, described in a separate section.

TIRMQTDX - WebSphere MQ Transaction Dispatcher for CICS Parameter Exit
This article provides information for TIRMQTDX - WebSphere MQ Transaction Dispatcher for CICS Parameter Exit. The
Parameter Exit for the Gen WebSphere MQ Transaction Dispatcher for CICS (TDC) option is used by z/OS WebSphere
MQ servers.

For each trigger event that initiates the TDC, the TDC sends a copy of the parameter list to the TDX (TIRMQTDX) in the
DFHCOMMAREA. The TDX sends the list back to the TDC including any parameter modifications programmed into the
TDX. The TDC accepts the parameter list without checking for invalid entries.

NOTE
The TDX is responsible for validating any parameter changes. If you change the default behavior of the exit,
ensure that it passes a correct parameter, because the TDC does not validate parameters that it receives from
the TDX.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRMQTDX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is provided is as follows:

01  DFHCOMMAREA.                               

   03  TDC-CICS-SYSID               PIC X(4).       

   03  TDC-MQS-QUEUENAME            PIC X(48).      

   03  TDC-PARMLIST.                          

    05  TDC-MAX-MPL                 PIC S9(8) COMP. 

    05  TDC-Q-CHECK-FREQ        PIC S9(8) COMP. 

    05  TDC-Q-DEPTH-PER             PIC S9(8) COMP. 

    05  TDC-SLOW-AT-MXT             PIC S9(8) COMP. 

    05  TDC-SLOW-INTERVAL           PIC S9(8) COMP. 

    05  TDC-MQGET-WAITTIME          PIC S9(8) COMP. 

    05  TDC-OVERIDE-USERID          PIC X(8).       

    05  TDC-VSAM-DDNAME             PIC X(8).       

    05  TDC-CICS-MSGDEST            PIC X(4).       

    05  TDC-REQID-PREFIX            PIC X(2).       

    05  TDC-TSQ-KEY-PREFIX          PIC X(2).       

    05  TDC-SECURITY-MODE           PIC X(1).       

    05  TDC-MESSAGE-LEVEL           PIC X(1).       

    05  TDC-TEMPSTOR-METHOD         PIC X(1).       

    05  TDC-REPTOQM-SELECT          PIC X(1).   

    05  TDC-TASK-TABLE-MAX      PIC S9(8).  

    05  TDC-CHILD-MQGET-WAIT        PIC S9(8).  

    05  TDC-RESERVED                PIC X(4).       

   03  TDC-PROCESS-OBJ-UA           PIC X(128). 
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Purpose

This exit contains parameters that are used by the MQSeries TDC program TIRMQTDC. These parameters can be
modified to influence how the parent TDC process behaves.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

DFHCOMMAREA input/output CICS Communication area with the
following contents.

TDC-CICS-SYSID input CICS SYSID for this invocation. Do not
modify.

TDC-MQS-QUEUENAME input Name of MQ Queue being processed. Do
not modify.

TDC-PARMLIST input/output Parameter list structure with the following
items:

TDC-MAX-MPL input/output Limits the total number of child TDC
processes that the TDC spawns against the
MQS queue during heavy loads.
Default: 5
The valid range is 1 through the CICS MXT
value. Remember that WebSphere MQ
dispatches on a maximum of 8 TCBs.

TDC-Q-CHECK-FREQ input/output Sets the number of messages the TDC
processes before checking queue depth.
Accepts a numeric value.
Default: 10
The valid range is 1 through 4095.

TDC-Q-DEPTH-PER input/output Sets the queue depth threshold at which
the TDC spawns a child TDC process.
Default: 20
The valid range is 1 through 4095.

TDC-SLOW-AT-MXT input/output Enter slowdown mode when active tasks
reach CICS MXT minus TDC-SLOW-AT-
MXT.
The TDC enters slowdown mode if it
detects a Short-On-Storage condition, or if
the current active task count exceeds CICS
MXT minus the TDC-SLOW-AT-MXT value.
The TDC exits slowdown mode whenever
these conditions are resolved.
Setting TDC-SLOW-AT-MXT high may
severely affect response time.
Default: 20
The valid range is 1 through CICS MXT
value.
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TDC-SLOW-INTERVAL input/output Defines the amount of time that the TDC
waits between starting server managers
while in slowdown mode, in seconds.
Default: 2
The valid range is 1 through 359999.

TDC-MQGET-WAITTIME input/output Determines the persistence of the parent
TDC, the length of time the TDC holds the
MQS queue open waiting for a message to
arrive, in milliseconds. Setting this to a high
value reduces triggering and transaction
overhead, but the task remains suspended
on the task chain for the duration if no
messages are available. This value affects
only the parent invocation of the TDC.
Spawned child TDCs wait for messages for
one second regardless of this setting.
Default: 5000
The valid range is 0 through 268435455
milliseconds.

TDC-OVERIDE-USERID input/output Override user ID for Gen transactions. The
default is blank, but you can set it to any
valid user ID.
If you use this parameter, set the TDC-
SECURITY-MODE parameter to O.

TDC-VSAM-DDNAME input/output VSAM file DDNAME. By default, this
parameter is TITDTEMP, but you can set it
to any CICS-supported 8 character name.
Used when the TDC-TEMPSTOR-
METHOD parameter is set to V.

TDC-CICS-MSGDEST input/output Controls where the TDC directs status
messages.
Default: CSSL
The valid range is any CICS-supported
eight characters DDNAME.

TDC-REQID-PREFIX input/output 2-byte REQID prefix (Start REQID)
that supports any CICS-supported two
characters. By default, the value is SQ.

TDC-TSQ-KEY-PREFIX input/output 2-byte temporary storage prefix that
supports any CICS-supported two
characters. By default, the value is RQ.
Used when the TDC-TEMPSTOR-
METHOD parameter is set to M or A.
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TDC-SECURITY-MODE input/output Security mode for Gen transactions started
by the TDC. Accepts the following values:
D -- (default) Gen transactions inherit the
user ID of the dispatcher transaction.
C -- Gen transactions are started with the
user ID supplied in the message. The user
ID of the dispatcher must be an authorized
surrogate for the message user ID. Clients
must be using at least Advantage Gen 6.5
or later.
O -- Gen transactions are started with the
user ID supplied by the value in the TDC-
OVERIDE-USERID parameter. The user
ID of the dispatcher must be an authorized
surrogate for the user ID supplied in the
TDC-OVERIDE-USERID parameter.
For more information about these modes,
see Working With WebSphere MQ.

TDC-TEMPSTOR-METHOD input/output Sets the temporary storage method.
Accepts the following values:
M -- (default) Use CICS main temporary
storage (TSQ).
A -- Use auxiliary temporary storage
method (TSQ).
V -- Use VSAM file control (SDT
recommended). If you set this parameter to
V, you also must set TDC-VSAM-DDNAME.

TDC-REPTOQM-SELECT input/output Use Client Specified (C) or Local (L)
Manager for Reply to Queue.
Client Specified is the default.

TDC-TASK-TABLE-MAX input/output Maximum table occurrence for started
servers.

TDC-CHILD-MQGET-WAIT input/output Time to keep the child queue open.

TDC-RESERVED input Reserved for future use.

TDC-PROCESS-OBJ-UA input Copy of the 128-byte process definition
user area that is associated with a queue
and passed into the trigger record.
Not modifiable. The TDC cannot use this
area, but the exit may read a value that is
placed in the user area for input during an
installation.

Return Code

No explicit return code value is provided by the TIRMQTDX. CICS provides information about the return from the CICS
Program Link that indicates if TIRMQTDX exists and its execution was successful. In addition, the values that are
contained in the parameter list are returned.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to return without modifying any of TDC parameters.
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Customizing the Exit

This program is invoked during the parent TIRMQTDC invocation process. The parameter list, TDC-PARMLIST, can be
modified to influence the behavior of program TIRMQTDC. Also the CICS Sysid, the name of the MQS Queue being
processed, and a copy of the process Object User Area are supplied. The CICS Sysid and the MQ Queue name must not
be modified.

The parameter list that is provided in the Common area contains the default values on entry. These values can be
altered as required but care must be taken to insure that a valid parameter list is returned to TIRMQTDC. Results are
unpredictable if invalid values are inserted in the Common area.

NOTE
For more information about the TDC,  see Working With WebSphere MQ.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

z/OS Server User Exits - CICS
This article defines z/OS Server User Exits - CICS.

The following sections describe the z/OS server user exits associated with CICS.

TIRALLOX for CICS - Server-to-Server Allocate Conversation Exit

This article provides information for TIRALLOX for CICS - Server-to-Server Allocate Conversation Exit. z/OS CICS servers
use the Gen CICS Server-to-Server Allocate Conversation Exit.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in the Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRCALKX. The sample exit that
is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01 RUNTIME-PARM1                        PIC X.                          

01 RUNTIME-PARM2                    PIC X.                          

01 GLOBDATA                 size 3645 bytes 

01 SERVER-CONNECTION-DATA               PIC X(256).                     

01 ASYNCH-FLAG                          PIC X(01).                      

01 PSTEP-TRANCODE                       PIC X(08).                      

01 PSTEP-LOADMOD                        PIC X(08).                      

01 ALLOCATE-PARTNER-NAME                PIC X(08).                      

01 ALLOCATE-PROFILE-NAME                PIC X(08).                      

01 WAIT-TRAN-TIMEOUT                    PIC S9(7)  COMP-3.              

01 MAIN-OR-AUX-STORAGE                  PIC X(01).                      

01 LOCAL-RMT-FLAG                       PIC X(01).                      

01 TIRALLOX-RETURN                      PIC X(02).  

01 FAIL-MESSAGE                         PIC X(75).  
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Purpose

For a Server-to-Server flow, the Gen server runtime invokes the TIRALLOX user exit to set the type of Server-to-Server
flow and obtain the relevant parameters that are required by each type. There are two distinct types: local or remote.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is CICS EXEC Interface Block -
DFHEIBLK.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

SERVER-CONNECTION-DATA input Name of target host where the target
server is to execute as specified by the
TIRPROUX exit.

ASYNCH-FLAG input Flag indicating Asynchronous request. Not
used.

PSTEP-TRANCODE Input Target server transaction ID.

PSTEP-LOADMOD Input Target server load module name.

ALLOCATE-PARTNER-NAME output Partner name to be used in the SNA
allocate command.

ALLOCATE-PROFILE-NAME output Profile name to be used in the SNA allocate
command.

WAIT-TRAN-TIMEOUT output A packed field to specify the amount of time
(HHMMSS) after which the CICS Server-to-
Server flow is considered non-responsive.

MAIN-OR-AUX-STORAGE output A flag indicating where to write the
cooperative buffer for local CICS Server-to-
Server requests. Values can be M for Main
Storage or A for Auxiliary Storage.

LOCAL-RMT-FLAG output Flag to indicate whether this is for a local or
remote CICS Server-to-Server request.

TIRALLOX-RETURN output A 2-byte character field indicating result
of the exit. The following values are
supported:
SPACES -- successful
NON-SPACES -- failure

FAIL-MESSAGE output A 75-byte character field that if populated is
returned to the client.

Return Code

See TIRALLOX-RETURN in the preceding Arguments section.
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Default Processing

For CICS applications the default processing of this exit is to use, the Server Connection Data that is passed from the
TIRPROUX exit to populate the ALLOCATE-PARTNER-NAME while the ALLOCATE-PROFILE-NAME is set to spaces.
The TIRSYSIX exit is called to obtain the name of the system the current application is executing in and if that matches
the ALLOCATE-PARTNER-NAME a Local request is assumed, otherwise a Server-to-Server Remote request is issued.
The WAIT-TRAN-TIMEOUT is set to 1 minute and CICS Main Storage is selected as the location of the TSQ used for the
cooperative buffer.

Customizing the Exit

This exit is used by the server runtime to enable changing the parameters that are required to issue the Server-to-Server
request. TIRALLOX-RETURN must be set to spaces to indicate a success or non-space to indicate a failure. If there is a
failure, the FAIL-MESSAGE can be populated with a message that is returned to the client.

The CICS implementation differentiates between a Local and Remote request.

A Local request means that both servers are executed in the same CICS region. The method that is used for this
implementation is to call user exit TIRCQNAM, issue a CICS Start command to start the target server transaction passing
it the name of a TSQ containing the cooperative buffer, issue a CICS Post ECB with an interval of WAIT-TRAN-TIMEOUT
and a CICS Wait ECB. User exit TIRCQNAM provides a customized name for the TSQ used in the CICS Start command
and located as specified in MAIN-OR-AUX-STORAGE parameter.

Modify the MAIN-OR-AUX-STORAGE or the WAIT-TRAN-TIMEOUT as required by the application. The WAIT-TRAN-
TIMEOUT value must be large enough to enable all activity of the Server-to-Server flow to complete.

A Remote request means that each server executes in a different CICS region using an APPC (LU6.2) connection
between the two CICS. A CICS Allocate Sysid command using the ALLOCATE-PARTNER-NAME as the Sysid is used to
allocate the conversation followed by a CICS Connect Process and CICS Send using the Convid that is returned by the
Allocate. The ALLOCATE-PROFILE-NAME becomes DFHCICSA if left blank. Modify the ALLOCATE-PARTNER-NAME
or ALLOCATE-PROFILE-NAME as required by the application. The CICS APPC definitions must be in place, the Profile
must include the name of the VTAM Logmode Table as the MODENAME and the Connections must be ACQUIRED
before the CICS Allocate being issued.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRPROUX
• TIRPTOKX
• TIRSYSIX
• TIRCQNAM

TIRCDPTX - Dynamic Plan TSQ Processing User Exit

This article provides information for TIRCDPTX - Dynamic Plan TSQ Processing User Exit. z/OS Server Managers use
the Gen Dynamic Plan TSQ Processing Exit.
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Source Code

This exit is used by CICS applications only. The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member
TIRCDPTX. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRCDPTX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1           PIC X.      

01  RUNTIME-PARM2           PIC X.

01  Q-NAME                  PIC X(8).

01  ACTION-CODE             PIC 9. 

01  GLOBDATA            size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

This exit is called when the delete of the TSQ used by the Dynamic Plan Exit (TIRC$EXT) fails because the TSQ does not
exist. It is used to return a flag to control how the runtime handles the missing TSQ condition.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if Translated.

Q-NAME input The name of the TSQ which we expected to
find, but is missing.

ACTION-CODE input/output A 1-byte numeric field indicating how the
runtime must handle the missing TSQ
condition:
1 - Abend and rollback.
2 - Send an error message to CICS CSSL
output and terminate normally, without a
rollback.
3 - Send an error message to CICS CSSL
output and terminate without an abend but
with a rollback.
4 - Ignore the condition and terminate
without an abend or rollback.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to return an ACTION-CODE of 2 which causes the runtime to handle the condition
that is encountered by the CICS API command that deletes the TSQ, send a message to the CICS CSSL output and
continue processing without rolling back any database changes done by the application.
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Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRCDPTX exit to one of your libraries and modify ACTION-CODE to return a value other than 2.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None

TIRCSGNX - Server TCP/IP Signon Exit

This article provides information for TIRCSGNX - Server TCP/IP Signon Exit. The Gen Server Signon Exit is used by z/OS
Servers that use TCP/IP Direct Connect Option for CICS. The server calls this exit, but not TICONMGR.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRCSGNX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01 RUNTIME-PARM1        PIC X(01).  

01 RUNTIME-PARM2        PIC X(01).  

01 TIRCSGN-RETURN       PIC X(02).  

01 SGN-USERID       PIC X(08).  

Purpose

TCP/IP servers that started with a terminal ID parameter are intended to use this exit, but not the userid parameter to
obtain the client userid. This is for applications that have been designed to have special knowledge of where to obtain the
required information.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input CICS DFHEIBLK, automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input CICS DFHCOMMAREA, automatically
included if translated.

TIRCSGN-RETURN output A 2-byte character field indicating result
of the exit. The following values are
supported:
SPACES -- Successful
NON-SPACES -- Failure

SGN-USERID input The userid as provided by the client
application.
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Return Code

See TIRCSGN-RETURN in the preceding Arguments section.

Default Processing

This exit moves spaces to TIRCSGN-RETURN and returns.

Customizing the Exit

TCP/IP Direct Connect CICS servers run as CICS non-terminal tasks started using the CICS START command with the
USERID option. This USERID option specifies the userid that is sent by the client application. TCP/IP Direct Connect
CICS servers can be started as CICS terminal tasks. By using CICS START command with the TERMID option when a
value for a terminal is provided in the Server Termid parameter of the CICS Sockets Server Listener Exit TIRSLEXT. The
userid and termid are mutually exclusive options of the CICS START command. These applications run under the userid
that is provided by CICS to TISRVLIS Listener.

This exit provides the opportunity for servers that are designed with knowledge of where to obtain the client security data
to be able to obtain and use this data.

The exit is intended to use the SGN-USERID. The server does not pick up any changes to its value.

Building on z/OS

It is recommended not to modify this exit so the TCP/IP Servers execute without a terminal ID but with a userid.

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None

TIRDCRYX - Server Decryption Exit

This article provides information for TIRDCRYX - Server Decryption Exit. The Gen Server Decryption Exit is used by z/OS
servers.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRDCRYX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                           PIC X.  

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                           PIC X.  

01  TIRDCRYP-CMCB.                                              

   03  DATA-BUFFER-PTR                      POINTER.                

   03  BUFFER-SIZE                          PIC 9(09) COMP.         

   03  DECRYPTION-MAX-SIZE                  PIC 9(09) COMP.         

   03  TIRDCRYP-RETURN-CODE                 PIC X(02).              

   03  FAILURE-MSG                          PIC X(80).      
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Purpose

TIRDCRYX is called by the Server Manager after it detects that the client has sent an encrypted cooperative buffer.
The user is responsible for decrypting the area pointed to by DATA-BUFFER-PTR for the length BUFFER-SIZE bytes.
Maximum size of the decrypted data cannot exceed DECRYPTION-MAX-SIZE.

NOTE
Encryption/decryption of the request and response cooperative buffers are mutually exclusive - encryption/
decryption of the request buffer does not need that the same is done to the response buffer and vice versa.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Under CICS, this is CICS EXEC Interface
Block - DFHEIBLK.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Under CICS, this is DFHCOMMAREA.

TIRDCRYP-CMCB input/output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

DATA-BUFFER-PTR input/output On input, a pointer to the starting location
of the encrypted View Data and Client
Security sections within the CFB work
buffer.
On output, a pointer to the starting
location of the area that now contains the
unencrypted version of the input data. The
length of this decrypted data cannot exceed
DECRYPTION-MAX-SIZE.

BUFFER-SIZE input/output On input, BUFFER-SIZE is the current
buffer size (in bytes) of the encrypted data.
On output, BUFFER-SIZE must be updated
by this exit to contain the length of the
decrypted data. The length of the decrypted
data cannot exceed DECRYPTION-MAX-
SIZE.

DECRYPTION-MAX-SIZE input A field that contains the maximum available
buffer space (in bytes) that the decrypted
data can occupy.

TIRDCRYP-RETURN-CODE output A 2-byte character field returning the result
of the decryption attempt. The following
values are supported:
DECRYPTION-USED -- defined as
SPACES
DECRYPTION-SIZE-EXCEEDED-MAX --
defined as 01
DECRYPTION-NOT-USED -- defined as 02
DECRYPTION-APPLICATION-ERROR --
defined as 03
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FAILURE-MSG output An 80-byte character field, to be populated
by this exit, to describe the failure with a
message of choice. This failure message
is incorporated into an error message
that is returned back to the client. Used
with a return code of DECRYPTION-
APPLICATION-ERROR.

Return Code

See TIRDCRYP-RETURN-CODE in the preceding Arguments section.

Default Processing

The decryption user exit is only invoked if an encrypted buffer is received. By default, this user exit sets the return code
of decryption-not-used, indicating an error. If the client sends an encrypted buffer, this exit must be modified to properly
decrypt the data.

Customizing the Exit

This exit is invoked when the cooperative buffer that is received from the client contains encrypted data. Decrypt the data
pointed to DATA-BUFFER-PTR for the length BUFFER-SIZE bytes using the appropriate decryption algorithm. Ensure the
DATA-BUFFER-PTR points to the location of the decrypted data and that the BUFFER-SIZE is updated with the correct
data length. The maximum size of the decrypted data cannot exceed DECRYPTION-MAX-SIZE. Set the return code to
DECRYPTION-USED.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

WRSECENCRYPT

TIRELOGX - Server Error Logging and Error Token Creation Exit

This article provides information for TIRELOGX - Server Error Logging and Error Token Creation Exit. The Gen Server
Error Logging and Error Token Creation Exit is used by z/OS servers.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRELOGX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.  

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                       PIC X.  

01  ELOG-EXIT-PARM-LIST.                  

03  ELOG-FAIL-TYPE                  PIC X.  

03  ELOG-SQLCA.                                         

   05  ELOG-SQLCA-ADR               PIC S9(9) COMP.         

   05  ELOG-SQLCA-PTR       REDEFINES ELOG-SQLCA-ADR POINTER.               
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03  ELOG-GLOBDATA.                                      

   05  ELOG-GLOBDATA-ADR            PIC S9(9) COMP.         

   05  ELOG-GLOBDATA-PTR                REDEFINES ELOG-GLOBDATA-ADR POINTER.                

03  ELOG-ERROR.                                         

   05  ELOG-NUMBER-OF-LINES         PIC S9(9) COMP.         

   05  ELOG-ERROR-TEXT              PIC X(80) OCCURS 31.    

03  ELOG-ERROR-TOKEN.                                    

       05  ELOG-ERROR-TOKEN-ADR         PIC X(4).               

       05  ELOG-ERROR-TOKEN-PTR         REDEFINES ELOG-ERROR-TOKEN-ADR POINTER. 

Purpose

The server error handling routine calls TIRELOGX before the error response is returned to the client. The server logs the
error locally or/and creates an error token to be sent to the client.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Return Code

No explicit return code value. This exit can optionally return data that is contained in the area that is pointed to by ELOG-
ERROR-TOKEN-PTR.

Default Processing

Return without any action.
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Customizing the Exit

This exit can be used to enable the server to log the error and create an error token to be sent to the client. Either of these
actions can be done separate from each other.

Server Error Logging -- The error information that is provided in ELOG-ERROR can be used to log a message on the
server platform.

Error Token Creation -- The error information that is provided in ELOG-ERROR can be used to create a text message. A
pointer to this message must be provided in ELOG-ERROR-TOKEN. The message is translated to the code page used by
the client. The message is processed by the Client/Server Flow Server Failure Exit or Client/Server Asynchronous Flow
Server Failure Exit to customize how the error is handled.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• WRSRVRERROR
• WRASYNCSRVRERROR

TIRMQPX - MQ SERIES Put Function Exit

This article provides information for TIRMQPX - MQ SERIES Put Function Exit. The Gen MQ Series Server Exit is used
by the z/OS CICS and IMS servers that started by the MQ Series.

The exit is used to allow the customization of a syncpoint variable used by the server in the processing of the request.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRMQPX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRMQPX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1               PIC X.  

01  RUNTIME-PARM2               PIC X.  

01  TRANCODE                    PIC X(08).  

01  SYNCPOINT-FLAG              PIC X(1).   

Purpose

This exit can be used to customize the server runtime MQPUT function to do a syncpoint instead of no syncpoint. The
default processing is to do no syncpoint.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input/output In CICS, this becomes DFHEIBLK, which is
automatically included if translated.
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RUNTIME-PARM2 input/output In CICS, this becomes DFHCOMMAREA
which is automatically included if translated.

TRANCODE input/output The server trancode

SYNCPOINT-FLAG input/output Flag set to either Y or N. Default is N.

Return Code

There is no explicit return code value that is provided by the TIRMQPX exit.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit sets SYNCPOINT-FLAG to N.

Customizing the Exit

This exit does not use CICS commands so it does not need to be translated for CICS. It specifies RUNTIME-PARM1 and
RUNTIME-PARM2 in both the Linkage Section and the Procedure Division statement.

The TRANCODE parameter can be used to decide if the MQPUT function must specify SYNCPOINT instead of NO-
SYNCPOINT.

The SYNCPOINT-FLAG parameter must be set to Y if MQPUT must use SYNCPOINT.

Modify the parameters as required by the application.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None

TIRNCRYX - Server Encryption Exit

This article provides information for the TIRNCRYX - Server Encryption Exit. TIRNCRYX is called by the Server Runtime
to allow encryption of the cooperative buffer before the response is sent to the client.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRNCRYX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.                              

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                       PIC X.                              

01  TIRNCRYP-CMCB.                                               

   03  DATA-BUFFER-PTR                  POINTER.                

   03  BUFFER-SIZE                      PIC 9(09) COMP.         

   03  ENCRYPTION-MAX-SIZE              PIC 9(09) COMP. 

   03  TIRNCRYP-TRANCODE                PIC X(08).

   03  CLIENT-USERID                    PIC X(64).

   03  NEXT-LOCATION-PTR                POINTER.        
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   03  TIRNCRYP-RETURN-CODE             PIC X(02).      

   03  FAILURE-MSG                      PIC X(80).  

Purpose

The user is responsible for encrypting the data that is pointed to by DATA-BUFFER-PTR for the length BUFFER-SIZE
bytes. The maximum size of the encrypted data cannot exceed ENCRYPTION-MAX-SIZE.

NOTE
Encryption/decryption of the request and response cooperative buffers are mutually exclusive -- encryption/
decryption of the request buffer does not need the same is done to the response buffer and vice versa.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Under CICS, this is CICS EXEC Interface
Block - DFHEIBLK.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Under CICS, this is DFHCOMMAREA.

TIRNCRYP-CMCB input/output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

DATA-BUFFER-PTR input/output On input, a pointer to the starting location of
the View Data and Client Security sections
within the CFB work buffer.
On output, a pointer to the starting location
of the area that now contains the encrypted
version of the input data. The length
of this encrypted data cannot exceed
ENCRYPTION-MAX-SIZE.

BUFFER-SIZE input/output On input, BUFFER-SIZE is the current
buffer size (in bytes) of the data to be
encrypted.
On output, BUFFER-SIZE must be updated
by this exit to contain the length of the
encrypted data. The length of the encrypted
data cannot exceed ENCRYPTION-MAX-
SIZE.

ENCRYPTION-MAX-SIZE input A field that contains the maximum available
buffer space (in bytes) that the encrypted
data can occupy.

TIRNCRYP-TRANCODE input A field that contains the transcode
identifying the target server.

CLIENT-USERID input A field containing the userid originally sent
by the client.

NEXT-LOCATION-PTR input Not used.
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TIRNCRYP-RETURN-CODE output A 2-byte character field returning the result
of the encryption attempt. The following
values are supported:
ENCRYPTION-USED -- defined as
SPACES
ENCRYPTION-SIZE-EXCEEDED-MAX --
defined as 01
ENCRYPTION-NOT-USED -- defined as 02
ENCRYPTION-APPLICATION-ERROR --
defined as 03

FAILURE-MSG output An 80-byte character field, to be populated
by this exit, to describe the failure with a
message of choice. This failure message
is incorporated into an error message
that is returned back to the client. Used
with a return code of ENCRYPTION-
APPLICATION-ERROR.

Return Code

See TIRNCRYP-RETURN-CODE in the preceding Arguments section.

Default Processing

Encryption of the data buffer is not attempted. The TIRNCRYP-RETURN-CODE is set to ENCRYPTION-NOT-USED.

Customizing the Exit

This exit is always invoked by the server runtime before the response is sent to the client. The exit must update
TIRNCRYP-RETURN-CODE field to indicate whether the data is encrypted. The data that is an encrypted buffer that
is pointed to by DATA-BUFFER-PTR with length BUFFER-SIZE bytes. Ensure that DATA-BUFFER-PTR points to the
location of the encrypted data and that BUFFER-SIZE is updated with the correct data length. The maximum size of the
encrypted data cannot exceed ENCRYPTION-MAX-SIZE.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

WRSECDECRYPT

TIRPROUX for CICS - Server-to-Server Routing Exit

This article provides information for TIRPROUX for CICS - Server-to-Server Routing Exit. z/OS CICS servers use the Gen
CICS Server-to-Server Routing Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRCROUX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRCROUX is as follows:
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01 RUNTIME-PARM1                        PICX.

01 RUNTIME-PARM2                        PICX.

01  GLOBDATA                            structure size  3645 bytes. 

01  PSTEP-NAME                          PIC X(32).  

01  PSTEP-TRANCODE                      PIC X(08).  

01  PSTEP-LOADMOD                       PIC X(08).  

01  ROUTR-OUT-TRANCODE                  PIC X(08).  

01  ROUTR-OUT-LOADMOD                   PIC X(08).  

01  ROUTR-OUT-SVR-CONNECT-DATA          PIC X(256). 

01  ROUTR-OUT-ASYNCH-FLAG               PIC X(01).  

01  ROUTR-OUT-RET-CODE                  PIC X(02).  

01  FAIL-MESSAGE                        PIC X(75).  

This exit contains CICS API calls that require it to be processed by the Translator. The Translator automatically includes
data structures for DFHEIBLK and DFHCOMMAREA in the place of RUNTIME-PARM1 and RUNTIME-PARM2.

Purpose

Server-to-Server Runtime calls TIRPROUX to let the target server node name, transcode, and load module name be
specified.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Under CICS, this is CICS EXEC Interface
Block DFHEIBLK.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Under CICS, this is DFHCOMMAREA.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

PSTEP-NAME input Target server procedure step name.

PSTEP-TRANCODE input Target server transaction ID.

PSTEP-LOADMOD input Target server load module name.

ROUTR-OUT-TRANCODE output Modified target server transaction ID.

ROUTR-OUT-LOADMOD output Modified target server load module name.

ROUTR-OUT-SVR-CONNECT-DATA output Name of target node where target server is
to execute.

ROUTR-OUT-ASYNCH-FLAG output Flag indicating Asynchronous request. Not
used.

ROUTR-OUT-RET-CODE output A 2-byte character field indicating whether
the exit was successful. The following
values are supported:
SPACES -- successful
NON-SPACES -- failure

FAIL-MESSAGE output A 75-byte character field that if populated,
is returned to the client.
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Return Code

See ROUTR-OUT-RET-CODE in the preceding Arguments section.

Default Processing

The CICS implementation calls TIRSYSIX user exit to obtain the Sysid and returns it as the ROUTR-OUT-SVR-
CONNECT-DATA (server node name) and spaces as the ROUTR-OUT-TRANCODE and ROUTR-OUT-LOADMOD
names.

Customizing the Exit

The CICS implementation of this exit can be modified to update the ROUTR-OUT-SVR-CONNECT-DATA, the ROUTR-
OUT-TRANCODE, and ROUTR-OUT-LOADMOD as required.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRALLOX
• TIRPTOKX
• TIRSYSIX

TIRPTOKX - Server-to-Server Security Token CA Generation Exit

This article provides information for TIRPTOKX - Server-to-Server Security Token CA Generation Exit. z/OS servers use
the Gen Server-to-Server Security Token CA Generation Exit.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in the Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRPTOKX. The sample exit that
is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X(01).  

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                       PIC X(01).  

01  GLOBDATA                        size 3645 bytes.    

01  TEMP-BUFFER                         PIC X(32768).   

01  USE-SECR-FLAG                       PIC S9(04) COMP.    

01  TOKEN-SIZE                          PIC S9(09) COMP.    

01  FAIL-MESSAGE                        PIC X(75).  

Purpose

Server-to-Server Runtime calls TIRPTOKX to enable the generation of a Security Token to be placed in the security
section of the cooperative buffer to be sent to the target server.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Under CICS, this is CICS EXEC Interface
Block -DFHEIBLK.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Under CICS, this is DFHCOMMAREA.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

TEMP-BUFFER input Buffer for storing Token

USE-SECR-FLAG output Security Flag. The following values are
supported:
-1 indicating SECURITY NOT USED
+0 indicating SECURITY USED, OK
+1 indicating SECURITY ERROR

TOKEN-SIZE output Size of generated Token

FAIL-MESSAGE output A 75-byte character field that if populated is
returned to the client.

NOTE
If messages exceed the 32K limit, this exit calculates the length considering a maximum length of 16777215
bytes. This exit then truncates the result to a maximum of 32768 bytes. This is the length that is allowed by the
generated code for the security token.

If you do not exceed the 32K limit, the maximum length remains the same as 31900 bytes.

Return Code

See USE-SECR-FLAG in the preceding Arguments section.

Default Processing

The TIRPTOKX exit sets the USE-SECR-FLAG to NOT USED (-1) and the TOKEN-SIZE to zero.

Customizing the Exit

This exit can be customized to return a security-token in TEMP-BUFFER with its length in TOKEN-SIZE. If modified the
USE-SECR-FLAG must also be updated to indicate SECURITY USED, OK, or SECURITY ERROR as applicable. The
runtime takes the TOKEN-SIZE and the generated Token together with the current application system attributes CLIENT-
USERID and CLIENT-PASSWORD. The runtime creates a Security Offset in the cooperative buffer for the Server-to-
Server request.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

TIRALLOX
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TIRQCNTX - TSQ Profile Manager

This article provides information for TIRQCNTX - TSQ Profile Manager. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen TSQ Profile
Manager Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRQCNTX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The parameter list that is used by TIRQCNTX is as follows.

01 RUNTIME-PARM1                      PIC X.

01 RUNTIME-PARM2                      PIC X.

01  TIRQCNTL-CMCB.                              

    05  TIRQCNTL-QUEUE-NAME           PIC X(8).

    05  TIRQCNTL-STORAGE-TYPE         PIC X.

01 GLOBDATA                           size 3645 bytes.

Purpose

This exit is used by CICS applications only. The purpose of the TIRQCNTX is to allow the user to override the name of the
queue that is used for the temporary storage queue profile and the type of storage that is used for the queue.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if translated.

TIRQCNTL-QUEUE-NAME input/output Name of the temporary storage queue used
for the profile manager.

TIRQCNTL-STORAGE-TYPE input/output Type of storage where the queue resides.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The default action for the exit is to leave the TSQ Profile Manager queue name, that consists of an internal application ID
and the LTERM ID, unchanged and set the default storage type to MAIN.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRQCNTX exit to one of your libraries and modify as required. The exit does not use CICS commands so it
does not need to be translated for CICS. It specifies the RUNTIME-PARM1 and RUNTIME-PARM2 in both the Linkage
Section and the Procedure Division statement. Ensure these are removed if CICS API calls are added.
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The TIRQCNTL-QUEUE-NAME must be unique per CICS region.

The TIRQCNTL-STORAGE-TYPE can be set to either USE-AUXILIARY-STORAGE instead of USE-MAIN-STORAGE.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRSECRX - Security Interface Exits

This article provides information for TIRSECRX - Security Interface Exits. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen Security
Interface Exit.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in the Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRSECRX. The sample exit that
is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.          

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                           PIC X.          

01  TIRSECR-CMCB.                           

   03  TIRSECR-USERID                   PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-TRANCODE                 PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-TERMINAL-ID              PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-SYSTEM-ID                PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-LOAD-MODULE              PIC X(8).   

   03  TIRSECR-PSTEP-NAME                   PIC X(32).  

   03  TIRSECR-DIALECT                  PIC X(32).  

   03  TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE              PIC XX.     

   03  TIRSECR-FAILURE-MSG              PIC X(80).  

01 GLOBDATA                     size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

This exit is called by both cooperative and non-cooperative applications to allow transaction-level security checking to be
implemented.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if translated.
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TIRSECR-CMCB input/output A structure containing the following items:

TIRSECR-USERID input The userid under which this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRUSRIX
exit.

TIRSECR-TRANCODE input The load module transaction code.

TIRSECR-TERMINAL-ID input The terminal ID used by this transaction,
spaces if this is a non-terminal transaction.

TIRSECR-SYSTEM-ID input The system ID where this transaction is
executing, as provided by the TIRSYSIX
exit.

TIRSECR-LOAD-MODULE input The load module name.

TIRSECR-PSTEP-NAME input The Procedure Step name.

TIRSECR-DIALECT input The dialect used by this application.

TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE output A 2-byte character field returning the result
of the security check. The following values
are supported:
SPACES -- TIRSECR-ALL-OK
Anything else -- failure

TIRSECR-FAILURE-MSG output An 80-byte character field, to be populated
by this exit, to describe the failure with a
message of choice.

Return Code

Update TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE with the relevant value.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to do no security checking and to return TIRSECR-ALL-OK as the return code.

Customizing the Exit

This exit is called by both cooperative and non-cooperative applications.

The cooperative Server Manager calls the Security Interface Exit when a transaction is started. The Server Manager
also calls TIRSECVX to provide application-level security. On a Server-to-Server flow, both exits are also invoked. The
TIRSECRX exit can be used to check if the current application has authority to invoke the target server trancode.

For cooperative applications, the TIRSECR-USERID is the userid the server transaction is executing under which may or
may not be different from the CLIENT_USER_ID sent by the client application.

Modify the exit to perform security checking as required by the application. Ensure that TIRSECR-RETURN-CODE is
set to spaces when the security check is successful or some other value to indicate failure. If a message describing the
violation is returned in TIRSECR-FAILURE-MSG, the Server Manager passes it to TIRELOGX.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.
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Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRUSRIX
• TIRSECVX
• TIRELOGX
• TIRTERMA

TIRSECVX - Server Client Security Validation Exit

This article provides information for TIRSECVX - Server Client Security Validation Exit. z/OS servers use the Gen Server
Client Security Validation Exit.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRSECVX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01 RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.  

01 RUNTIME-PARM2                       PIC X.  

01 ENHANCED-SECURITY-FLAG              PIC X.  

01 TIRSECV-CMCB.

   03 CLIENT-USERID                    PIC X(64).  

   03 CLIENT-PASSWORD                  PIC X(64).  

   03 SECURITY-TOKEN-LEN               PIC 9(09) COMP. 

   03 SECURITY-TOKEN-PTR POINTER.

   03 TIRSECV-TRANCODE                 PIC X(08).  

   03 TIRSECV-RETURN-CODE              PIC X(02).  

   03 TIRSECV-FAILURE-MSG              PIC X(80).  

Purpose

This exit is called for every cooperative flow. To facilitate security validation, a flag indicating whether the security data is
for a standard or enhanced buffer is in the Parameter List of the exit.

The Server Manager calls TIRSECVX to allow the Enhanced Security data that is supplied by the client application to be
validated. This exit is intended to provide the opportunity to validate Enhanced Security data. The default code in the exit
can be used by applications that are designed to use Standard Security.

NOTE
For Enhanced Security data buffers containing Passphrases, the security-token contains the passphrase.
The maximum size for passphrase is 200. Only the Client Manager can set the passphrase in the buffer.
Passphrases are supported for CICS.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Under CICS, this is CICS EXEC Interface
Block - DFHEIBLK.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Under CICS, this is DFHCOMMAREA.
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ENHANCED-SECURITY-FLAG input A 1-byte field indicating whether Enhanced
Security is intended for this request.

TIRSECV-CMCB input/
output

A structure containing the following items:

CLIENT-USERID input A 64-byte field containing a copy of the
Userid sent by the client*.

CLIENT-PASSWORD input A 64-byte field containing a copy of the
Password sent by the client*.

SECURITY-TOKEN-LEN input The length of the security token/passphrase
sent by the client*.

SECURITY-TOKEN-PTR input A pointer to a security token/passphrase
sent by the client*.

TIRSECV-TRANCODE input The server load module transaction code.

TIRSECV-RETURN-CODE output A 2-byte character field returning the result
of the validation attempt. The following
values are supported:
SECURITY-USED -- defined as SPACES
SECURITY-NOT-USED -- defined as "02"
SECURITY-APPLICATION-ERROR --
defined as "03"
SECURITY-INVALID-USER-ID –- defined
as "04"
SECURITY-INVALID-PASSWORD –-
defined as "05"
SECURITY-USER-ID-NOT-AUTH –-
defined as "06"
SECURITY-SYSTEM-UNAVAILABLE –-
defined as "07"
SECURITY-USER-ID-SUSPENDED –-
defined as "08"
SECURITY-PASSWORD-EXPIRED –
defined as "09"
SECURITY-TIMEOUT-PLEASE-LOGON –
defined as "10"
SECURITY-INTERNAL-ERROR – defined
as "11"

TIRSECV-FAILURE-MSG output An 80-byte character field, to be populated
by this exit, to describe the failure with a
message of choice. This failure message
is incorporated into an error message that
is returned back to the client. Used with a
return code of SECURITY-APPLICATION-
ERROR.

NOTE
* "Client” refers to Client application; security data can be provided to the Client application through exits or
through the Client Manager.

Return Code

See TIRSECV-RETURN-CODE in Arguments.
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Default Processing

This exit is intended to provide the opportunity to validate security data while not impacting those using standard security.
The default processing that is provided for this exit handles two possible conditions:

For buffers containing Standard Security data the Client-Userid, Client-Password and Security Token fields are expected
to be blank. The default processing is for the exit to return Security-Used, thus indicating that the request is authorized.

For buffers containing Enhanced Security data the Client-Userid, Client-Password and Security Token fields may or may
not contain data. The default processing is for the exit to return Security-Not-Used, thus indicating that no validation
processing was attempted.

NOTE
For Enhanced Security data buffers containing Passphrases provided by the Client Manager, the security-token
contains the passphrase. The maximum size for passphrase is 200.

Customizing the Exit

The exit returns Security-Used when it assumes that the Standard Security is used. If the intent is to use Enhanced
Security, modify the exit to return SECURITYAPPLICATION-ERROR.

The exit returns Security-Not-Used when it assumes that the Enhanced Security is used. Modify the exit to validate
the security data and set the relevant return code. Return SECURITY-USED for an authorized user and SECURITY-
APPLICATION-ERROR for a non-authorized user.

When a return code of SECURITY-APPLICATION-ERROR is used an optional failure message can be supplied that is
presented to the client. Optionally, the Security Token can be used for authentication.

NOTE
For Enhanced Security data buffers containing Passphrases, you may set return codes 3 - 11 for specific errors
for non-authorized users. It is recommended to also supply an optional failure message that is presented to the
client. For the Client Manager ECHO test transaction, only the return code is required as the failure message
that is supplied by the exit is not displayed.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

WRSECTOKEN

TIRSIPEX - CICS Sockets Server Exit

This article provides information for TIRSIPEX - CICS Sockets Server Exit. The exit is used to allow the customization of
various variables that are used by the server when processing a request.

The Gen CICS Sockets Server Exit is used by the z/OS CICS servers started by the CICS Socket Server Listener
program TISRVLIS, the Gen TCP/IP implementation.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRSIPEX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The parameter list that is used by TIRSIPEX is as follows:
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01  RUNTIME-PARM1               PIC X.  

01  RUNTIME-PARM2               PIC X.  

01  SIP-TS-PREFIX                   PIC X(03).  

01  DEST-ERR                        PIC X(04).  

01  DEST-INFO                           PIC X(04).  

01  SELECT-TIMEOUT-SECS                 PIC 9(08) BINARY.   

01  SELECT-TIMEOUT-MICROSEC         PIC 9(08) BINARY.   

01  ERROR-IP-FLAG                            PIC X(1).

01  TIRSIPEX-RC                         PIC X(02).  

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input/output In CICS, this becomes DFHEIBLK, which is
automatically included if translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input/output In CICS, this becomes DFHCOMMAREA
which is automatically included if translated.

SIP-TS-PREFIX input/output Prefix to be used for the temporary storage
queue (TSQ) to hold the Socket Descriptor.
This must be a local TSQ.

DEST-ERR input/output Name of the transient data queue (TDQ)
used to report error messages. Messages
are suppressed if the queue does not exist.

DEST-INFO input/output Name of the transient data queue (TDQ)
used to report informational messages.
Messages are suppressed if the queue
does not exist.

SELECT-TIMEOUT- SECS input/output Number of seconds the Sockets API
SELECT call waits to time out.

SELECT-TIMEOUT- MICROSEC input/output Number of micro seconds the Sockets API
SELECT call waits to time out.

ERROR-IP-FLAG output A 1-byte flag that tells the server whether
to add the IP address to some error
messages:
N - do not add.
Y - add.

TIRSIPEX-RC output A two-byte character field indicating
result of the exit. The following values are
supported:
SPACES - Successful
NON-SPACES - Failure

Return Code

See TIRSIPEX-RC in the preceding Arguments section.
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Default Processing

The default processing of this exit sets SIP-TS-PREFIX to SIP, DEST-ERR to CSSL, DEST-INFO to TISL, SELECT-
TIMEOUT-SECS to zero, SELECT-TIMEOUT-MICROSEC to 100 microseconds, ERROR-IP-FLAG to N, and TIRSIPEX-
RC to spaces.

Customizing the Exit

This exit does not use CICS commands so it does not need to be translated for CICS. It specifies RUNTIME-PARM1 and
RUNTIME-PARM2 in both the Linkage Section and the Procedure Division statement.

The SIP-TS-PREFIX parameter is used with the CICS taskid to make up the name of a unique TSQ used by the server.
This TSQ must be local and is required during the execution of each server. If changed, this parameter must be unique
per CICS region.

The DEST-ERR parameter provides the name of a transient data queue (TDQ) where error messages are written to. If
changed, ensure that this TDQ exists to obtain these required messages.

The DEST-INFO parameter provides the name of a transient data queue (TDQ) where informational messages are written
to. If this TDQ does not exist, the informational messages are suppressed.

The SELECT-TIMEOUT-SECS and SELECT-TIMEOUT-MICROSEC parameters combine to become the TIMEOUT
parameter of the Socket SELECT call. This SELECT call is used to determine if the socket contains data to be retrieved
before doing a Socket RECV call or Socket READ call.

The ERROR-IP-FLAG parameter is used to tell the server runtime whether to add the IP address to the socket and CICS
error messages. The default is to not add the IP address.

Modify the parameters as required by the application.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRSLEXT
• TIRSLTMX

TIRSRTRX - CICS Server Default Retry Limit Exit

This article provides information for TIRSRTRX - CICS Server Default Retry Limit Exit. z/OS CICS Server Managers use
the Gen CICS Server Default Retry Limit Exit.

Source Code

This exit is used by CICS Server applications only. The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member
TIRSRTRX. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRSRTRX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1    PIC X.

      01  RUNTIME-PARM2    PIC X.

      01  RETRY-TIMES      PIC S9(4) COMP.

      01  GLOBDATA         size 3645 bytes.
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Purpose

This exit is called by the CICS server error handling module. It is used to specify the number of times the Server Manager
should retry executing the procedure step when the failure is due to a deadlock condition on the database, or when the
application requests a RETRY TRANSACTION.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if Translated.

RETRY-TIMES input/output The maximum number of times the
transaction execution is retried.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

If the Default Retry Limit Exit is not modified the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to 10. If the Default Retry
Limit Exit is used, it must not return a value greater than that specified in the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit.

Customizing the Exit

The TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to this value at the beginning of each new transaction. This value may
then be modified by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram.

The TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is used to specify the maximum number of times a transaction is retried when one of
the following events occurs:

• A RETRY TRNSACTION action diagram statement executes.
• A deadlock or timeout occurs trying to access a database, and no WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT

statement was provided for that entity action statement.

In either of these cases, any uncommitted database updates are rolled back, and an attempt is then be made to execute
the application again. Once the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute,
reaches either TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit, no more
retries can occur, and the application fails with a runtime error if the last retry attempt was unsuccessful.

Modify the copied exit as needed.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exit

TIRSURTX
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TIRSURTX - CICS Server Ultimate Retry Limit Exit

This article provides information for TIRSURTX - CICS Server Ultimate Retry Limit Exit. z/OS CICS Server Managers use
the Gen CICS Server Ultimate Retry Limit Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRSURTX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRSURTX is as follows:

01 RUNTIME-PARM1                    PIC X.  

01 RUNTIME-PARM2                    PIC X.

01 ULTIMATE-RETRY-LIMIT             PIC S9(9)  COMP.

01 GLOBDATA                         size 3645 bytes.

Purpose

The Server Ultimate Retry Limit Exit is used by all CICS Server applications targeting DB2 database on z/OS. The Server
Ultimate Retry Limit Exit allows the user to specify a maximum value for the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system
attribute. This value may never be exceeded, either by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action
diagram, or by the Server Default Retry Limit Exit.

For an explanation of when and how the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute is used see Server Default Retry
Limit Exit.

This exit provides a safeguard in case the system attribute TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is set to an excessive value
by an action diagram. Once the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute,
reaches either TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Server Ultimate Retry Limit Exit, no
more retries can occur, and the application fails with a runtime error if the last retry attempt was unsuccessful.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if translated.

ULTIMATE-RETRY-LIMIT input/output The absolute limit which is defaulted to 99.

GLOBDATA input Global data used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

If the Server Ultimate Retry Limit Exit is not modified, the maximum value of TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is 99. The
Server Ultimate Retry Limit can be modified to return a value of zero to suppress all retry attempts.
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Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRSURTX exit to one of your libraries and modify the Server Ultimate-Retry-Limit to the appropriate value.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRSYSIX - System ID Exits

This article provides information for TIRSYSIX - System ID Exits. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen System
Identification Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRCSYSX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRSYSIX is as follows:

01  LOCAL-SYSTEM-ID             PIC X(8).

01  GLOBDATA                    size 3645 bytes 

This exit contains CICS API calls, which require it to be processed by the Translator. The Translator automatically includes
data structures for DFHEIBLK and DFHCOMMAREA in the place of RUNTIME-PARM1 and RUNTIME-PARM2 so
RUNTIME-PARMx are not specified.

Purpose

The purpose of TIRSYSIX is to enable logic that lets the same application be implemented on multiple systems and
perform processing specific to each system targeted.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

DFHEIBLK input Automatically included by the Translator.

DFHCOMMAREA input Automatically included by the Translator.

LOCAL-SYSTEM-ID output The identifier of the system where the
application is executing.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.
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Default Processing

The default processing of the exit is to issue the CICS Assign Sysid command to retrieve the system ID. If successful, the
retrieved ID is returned; otherwise, the literal CICS is returned.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRCSYSX member to one of your libraries and modify to populate the LOCAL-SYSTEM-ID as required by the
application.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRALLOX
• TIRPROUX

TIRTIARX - DB2 Message Exits

This article provides information for TIRTIARX - DB2 Message Exits. z/OS Server Managers use the Gen DB2 Message
Exit.

Source Code

The source code for the version of the exit that is used by CICS application is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member
TIRCTIAX. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRTIARX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                 PIC X. 

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                 PIC X. 

01  TIRFAIL-SQLCA                 PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-ERRORS                PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-TEXT-LEN              PIC X. 

01  GLOBDATA                      size 3645 bytes.

Purpose

The DB2 Message Exit is used by all applications targeting DB2 database on z/OS. The TIRFAIL subroutine of the Dialog
Server calls the DB2 Message exit, TIRTIARX, whenever an unrecoverable DB2 failure occurs. TIRTIARX then calls the
subroutine DSNTIAR to convert the SQL code into text. The messages that are returned by DSNTIAR are then merged
with the runtime error messages.

TIRTIARX exit must be a DLL to be invoked by Gen applications, even by those using Compatibility option. DSNTIAR and
DSNTIAC are provided by IBM as non-DLL modules. Therefore they must be invoked by TIRLGLOD.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included
by the Translator.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included by the Translator.

TIRFAIL-SQLCA input Pointer to SQLCA

TIRTIAR-ERRORS input Pointer to TIRTIAR-ERRORS structure

TIRTIAR-TEXT-LEN input Length of one text line

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Behavior

As provided by Gen, the default exit dynamically calls DSNTIAR and is compatible with prior releases. However the
sample code also contains examples of how to call DSNTIAR or DSNTIAC statically.

The call to TIRTIARX is made when TIRFAIL is building the table of messages and occurs before calling the default
termination exit. For more information, see the Online Termination Exit and Batch Termination Exit.

Customizing the DB2 Message Exit

NOTE
Copy the default exit to one of your own libraries. The member name is TIRCTIAX. The default exit includes
example code for the four possible combinations of calls. There are dynamic and static calls of both DSNTIAR
and of DSNTIAC. Simply comment out the default call and remove the comments from the one you want to use.

NOTE
To statically call DSNTIAR or DSNTIAC, link the routine into the TIRCTIAZ DLL not the Gen application.

NOTE
To dynamically call DSNTIAR or DSNTIAC build this routine as a non-DLL stand-alone executable and
provide a CICS program definition (PPT) for it. This means that you need PPT definitions if you use the default
TIRTIARX module. If TIRTIARX is customized to call DSNTIAC instead of DSNTIAR see IBM CICS and/or DB2
documentation about using DSNTIAC.

NOTE
When you have completed your modifications, install your exit.

NOTE
DSNTIAC is shipped as source code and must be assembled. If you intend to use it, see your DB2 or CICS
systems programmer to ensure that it has been assembled and that a load module is available. If not, either the
installation of the application module fails with an unresolved module at the time of the link if your call is static, or
you abend at runtime if your call is dynamic.
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Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRUPPRX - Uppercase Translation Exits

This article provides information for TIRUPPRX - Uppercase Translation Exits. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen
Uppercase Translation Exit. This exit is also called the Lower-to-Uppercase Conversion Exit.

Source Code

This exit is used by single byte and double-byte applications. When used by double-byte applications an alternate entry
point TIRUPDBX is used. The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRUPPRX. The sample
exit is written in COBOL and uses OS linkage.

The Parameter list that is used by TIRUPPRX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.          

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                           PIC X.          

01  XLATE-TABLE-NAME                            PIC X(8).

01  XLATE-LEN                                   PIC S9(4) COMP.

01  XLATE-DATA                                  PIC X(4096).                                                 

      

01  GLOBDATA                    size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

The purpose of the Uppercase Translation User Exit is to translate character input from lowercase to uppercase. It
contains a table of paired lower and uppercase characters. This exit is called by the Dialog Manager to translate the
lower case trancode to upper case, by the TIRFUPPR Function to translate the designated data to upper case and by the
Standard Map runtime to translate the identified input data to upper case.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included if translated.

XLATE-TABLE-NAME input Name of the translation table to be used.

XLATE-LEN input Length of data to be translated.

XLATE-DATA input/output Data to be translated.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.
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Return Code

No explicit return code value is defined for this exit.

Default Processing

The default processing of this exit is to convert lower case characters to upper case using a table named DEFAULT that
contains the English character set(A-Z).

Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your own libraries. The member name is TIRUPPRX.

The exit supports both single byte and double-byte languages. Adding support for DBCS is done in the same way as for
single byte.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRUSRIX - User ID Exit in z/OS

This article provides information for TIRUSRIX - User ID Exit in z/OS. z/OS Dialog Managers use the Gen User
Identification Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in the Gen CEHBSAMP library in member TIRCUSRX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list used by TIRUSRIX as follows:

01  FILLER-PARM                        PIC X.

01  TIRUSRID-PARM.                     

   05  IET-USER-ID                     PIC X(8).

   05  IET-USER-ID2                    PIC X(8).

01 GLOBDATA                            size 3645 bytes.

This exit contains CICS API calls, which require it to be processed by the Translator. The Translator automatically includes
data structures for DFHEIBLK and DFHCOMMAREA in the place of RUNTIME-PARM1 and RUNTIME-PARM2 thus
RUNTIME-PARMx are not specified.

Purpose

The purpose of TIRUSRIX is to obtain the userid and terminal ID of the executing application so that these values can be
used as part of the key for the DB2 Profile Table and in the application itself.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

DFHEIBLK input Automatically included by the Translator.

DFHCOMMAREA input Automatically included by the Translator.

FILLER-PARM input Not used.

TIRUSRID-PARM output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

IET-USER-ID output The userid to be used in the application.

IET-USER-ID2 output The ID to be used as part of the Profile
Table key.

Return Code

No explicit return code value is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

There are two possible implementations for this exit.

The default processing of the exit is coded for applications that execute with a terminal facility, these are blockmode and
servers that use SNA and ECI. In this case, the exit checks that the terminal ID and user ID values are present and these
values are returned. If only the terminal ID is present, its value is returned as both terminal ID and user ID. If there is no
terminal ID value, the CICS Task ID is returned as both terminal ID and user ID.

The exit also contains sample code that can be used for applications that execute without a terminal facility, these are
servers that use TCP/IP and MQSeries. For these applications, if the user ID and terminal ID are present the exit returns
these values. If only the user ID is present, it is returned and the CICS Task ID is returned for the terminal ID. If only the
terminal ID is present, its value is returned for both fields. If neither user ID or terminal ID is present, the CICS Task ID is
returned for both.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRUSRIX to one of your libraries and modify to populate either IET-USER-ID or IET-USER-ID2 as required by
the application.

NOTE
IET-USER-ID is used by the application as its User Identifier while IET-USER-ID2 is used as part of the Key to
the RPROF (Profile Manager) Table.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

TIRSECRX
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TIRXINFO - National Language Information Exit

This article provides information for TIRXINFO - National Language Information Exit. z/OS servers use the Gen National
Language Information Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRXINFO. The sample exit that is
provided is written in Assembler and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

OSID DS A

CODEPGID DS A

PADCHAR DS A

Purpose

This exit defines the Code Page Id that is used to select the National Language translate tables from the list of provided
GXTables for all cooperative applications. It also provides the Pad Character applicable to the selected Code Page Id and
the Operating System.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

OSID output Pointer to the Operating System.

CODEPGID output Pointer to the Code Page identifier.

PADCHAR output Pointer to the Pad Character.

Return Code

None, the modified values are returned.

Default Processing

The Operating System is set to MVS, the Code Page is set to 037 (US EBCDIC) and the Pad Character is set to hex
'40' (blank) which is the relevant pad character for code page 037.

Customizing the Exit

The values contained in variables DEFOPSYS, DEFCODEP and DEFPADCH are loaded into the XINFPARM DSECT
which is the Parmlist that is returned by this exit. Modify the DEFCODEP and DEFPADCH values to indicate the required
Code Page and relevant Pad Character. Ensure that for z/OS the DEFOPSYS is set to MVS.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None
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z/OS Server User Exits - IMS
This article defines z/OS Server User Exits - IMS.

The following sections describe the user exits for z/OS Server for IMS.

TIRALLOX for IMS - Server-to-Server Allocate Conversation User Exit

This article provides information for TIRALLOX for IMS - Server-to-Server Allocate Conversation Exit. z/OS IMS servers
use the Gen IMS Server-to-Server Allocate Conversation Exit.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in the Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRIALKX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01 RUNTIME-PARM1                        PIC X.                          

01 RUNTIME-PARM2                        PIC X.                          

01 GLOBDATA                             size 3645 bytes 

01 SERVER-CONNECTION-DATA               PIC X(256).                     

01 ASYNCH-FLAG                          PIC X(01).                      

01 PSTEP-TRANCODE                       PIC X(08).                      

01 PSTEP-LOADMOD                        PIC X(08).                      

01 ALLOCATE-PARTNER-NAME                PIC X(08).                      

01 ALLOCATE-PROFILE-NAME                PIC X(08).                      

01 WAIT-TRAN-TIMEOUT                    PIC S9(7)  COMP-3.              

01 MAIN-OR-AUX-STORAGE                  PIC X(01).                      

01 LOCAL-RMT-FLAG                       PIC X(01).                      

01 TIRALLOX-RETURN                      PIC X(02).  

01 FAIL-MESSAGE                         PIC X(75).  

Purpose

For a Server-to-Server flow, the Gen server runtime invokes the TIRALLOX user exit to set the type of Server-to-Server
flow and obtain the relevant parameters that are required by each type. There are two distinct types: local or remote.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 inpuIt I/O PCB (IMS)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Alternate I/O PCB (IMS)

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

SERVER-CONNECTION-DATA input Name of target host where the target
server is to execute as specified by the
TIRPROUX exit.

ASYNCH-FLAG input Flag indicating Asynchronous request. Not
used.

PSTEP-TRANCODE Input Target server transaction ID.
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PSTEP-LOADMOD Input Target server load module name.

ALLOCATE-PARTNER-NAME output Partner name to be used in the SNA
allocate command.

ALLOCATE-PROFILE-NAME output Profile name to be used in the SNA allocate
command.

WAIT-TRAN-TIMEOUT output A packed field to specify the amount of time
(HHMMSS) after which the CICS Server-to-
Server flow is considered non-responsive.

MAIN-OR-AUX-STORAGE output A flag indicating where to write the
cooperative buffer for local CICS Server-to-
Server requests. Values can be M for Main
Storage or A for Auxiliary Storage.

LOCAL-RMT-FLAG output Flag to indicate whether this is for a local or
remote CICS Server-to-Server request.

TIRALLOX-RETURN output A 2-byte character field indicating result
of the exit. The following values are
supported:
SPACES -- successful
NON-SPACES -- failure

FAIL-MESSAGE output A 75-byte character field that if populated is
returned to the client.

Return Code

See TIRALLOX-RETURN in the preceding Arguments section.

Default Processing

For CICS applications the default processing of this exit is to use, the Server Connection Data that is passed from the
TIRPROUX exit to populate the ALLOCATE-PARTNER-NAME while the ALLOCATE-PROFILE-NAME is set to spaces.
The TIRSYSIX exit is called to obtain the name of the system the current application is executing in and if that matches
the ALLOCATE-PARTNER-NAME a Local request is assumed, otherwise a Server-to-Server Remote request is issued.
The WAIT-TRAN-TIMEOUT is set to 1 minute and CICS Main Storage is selected as the location of the TSQ used for the
cooperative buffer.

Customizing the Exit

This exit is used by the server runtime to enable changing the parameters that are required to issue the Server-to-Server
request. TIRALLOX-RETURN must be set to spaces to indicate a success or non-space to indicate a failure. If there is a
failure, the FAIL-MESSAGE can be populated with a message that is returned to the client.

The CICS implementation differentiates between a Local and Remote request.

A Local request means that both servers are executed in the same CICS region. The method that is used for this
implementation is to call user exit TIRCQNAM, issue a CICS Start command to start the target server transaction passing
it the name of a TSQ containing the cooperative buffer, issue a CICS Post ECB with an interval of WAIT-TRAN-TIMEOUT
and a CICS Wait ECB. User exit TIRCQNAM provides a customized name for the TSQ used in the CICS Start command
and located as specified in MAIN-OR-AUX-STORAGE parameter.

Modify the MAIN-OR-AUX-STORAGE or the WAIT-TRAN-TIMEOUT as required by the application. The WAIT-TRAN-
TIMEOUT value must be large enough to enable all activity of the Server-to-Server flow to complete.
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A Remote request means that each server executes in a different CICS region using an APPC (LU6.2) connection
between the two CICS. A CICS Allocate Sysid command using the ALLOCATE-PARTNER-NAME as the Sysid is used to
allocate the conversation followed by a CICS Connect Process and CICS Send using the Convid that is returned by the
Allocate. The ALLOCATE-PROFILE-NAME becomes DFHCICSA if left blank. Modify the ALLOCATE-PARTNER-NAME
or ALLOCATE-PROFILE-NAME as required by the application. The CICS APPC definitions must be in place, the Profile
must include the name of the VTAM Logmode Table as the MODENAME and the Connections must be ACQUIRED
before the CICS Allocate being issued.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRPROUX
• TIRPTOKX
• TIRSYSIX
• TIRCQNAM

TIRDCRYX - IMS Server Decryption Exit

This article provides information for TIRDCRYX - IMS Server Decryption Exit. The Gen Server Decryption Exit is used by
z/OS servers.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRDCRYX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                           PIC X.  

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                           PIC X.  

01  TIRDCRYP-CMCB.                                              

   03  DATA-BUFFER-PTR                      POINTER.                

   03  BUFFER-SIZE                          PIC 9(09) COMP.         

   03  DECRYPTION-MAX-SIZE                  PIC 9(09) COMP.         

   03  TIRDCRYP-RETURN-CODE                 PIC X(02).              

   03  FAILURE-MSG                          PIC X(80).      

Purpose

TIRDCRYX is called by the Server Manager after it detects that the client has sent an encrypted cooperative buffer.
The user is responsible for decrypting the area pointed to by DATA-BUFFER-PTR for the length BUFFER-SIZE bytes.
Maximum size of the decrypted data cannot exceed DECRYPTION-MAX-SIZE.

NOTE
Encryption/decryption of the request and response cooperative buffers are mutually exclusive - encryption/
decryption of the request buffer does not need that the same is done to the response buffer and vice versa.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input I/O PCB (IMS)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Alternate I/O PCB (IMS)

TIRDCRYP-CMCB input/output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

DATA-BUFFER-PTR input/output On input, a pointer to the starting location
of the encrypted View Data and Client
Security sections within the CFB work
buffer.
On output, a pointer to the starting
location of the area that now contains the
unencrypted version of the input data. The
length of this decrypted data cannot exceed
DECRYPTION-MAX-SIZE.

BUFFER-SIZE input/output On input, BUFFER-SIZE is the current
buffer size (in bytes) of the encrypted data.
On output, BUFFER-SIZE must be updated
by this exit to contain the length of the
decrypted data. The length of the decrypted
data cannot exceed DECRYPTION-MAX-
SIZE.

DECRYPTION-MAX-SIZE input A field that contains the maximum available
buffer space (in bytes) that the decrypted
data can occupy.

TIRDCRYP-RETURN-CODE output A 2-byte character field returning the result
of the decryption attempt. The following
values are supported:
DECRYPTION-USED -- defined as
SPACES
DECRYPTION-SIZE-EXCEEDED-MAX --
defined as 01
DECRYPTION-NOT-USED -- defined as 02
DECRYPTION-APPLICATION-ERROR --
defined as 03

FAILURE-MSG output An 80-byte character field, to be populated
by this exit, to describe the failure with a
message of choice. This failure message
is incorporated into an error message
that is returned back to the client. Used
with a return code of DECRYPTION-
APPLICATION-ERROR.

Return Code

See TIRDCRYP-RETURN-CODE in the preceding Arguments section.
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Default Processing

The decryption user exit is only invoked if an encrypted buffer is received. By default, this user exit sets the return code
of decryption-not-used, indicating an error. If the client sends an encrypted buffer, this exit must be modified to properly
decrypt the data.

Customizing the Exit

This exit is invoked when the cooperative buffer that is received from the client contains encrypted data. Decrypt the data
pointed to DATA-BUFFER-PTR for the length BUFFER-SIZE bytes using the appropriate decryption algorithm. Ensure the
DATA-BUFFER-PTR points to the location of the decrypted data and that the BUFFER-SIZE is updated with the correct
data length. The maximum size of the decrypted data cannot exceed DECRYPTION-MAX-SIZE. Set the return code to
DECRYPTION-USED.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

WRSECENCRYPT

TIRELOGX - IMS Server Error Logging and Error Token Creation Exit

This article provides information for TIRELOGX - IMS Server Error Logging and Error Token Creation Exit. The Gen
Server Error Logging and Error Token Creation Exit is used by z/OS servers.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRELOGX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                   PIC X.  

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                   PIC X.  

01  ELOG-EXIT-PARM-LIST.                  

03  ELOG-FAIL-TYPE                  PIC X.  

03  ELOG-SQLCA.                                         

   05  ELOG-SQLCA-ADR               PIC S9(9) COMP.         

   05  ELOG-SQLCA-PTR               REDEFINES ELOG-SQLCA-ADR POINTER.               

03  ELOG-GLOBDATA.                                      

   05  ELOG-GLOBDATA-ADR            PIC S9(9) COMP.         

   05  ELOG-GLOBDATA-PTR            REDEFINES ELOG-GLOBDATA-ADR POINTER.                

03  ELOG-ERROR.                                         

   05  ELOG-NUMBER-OF-LINES         PIC S9(9) COMP.         

   05  ELOG-ERROR-TEXT              PIC X(80) OCCURS 31.    

03  ELOG-ERROR-TOKEN.                                    

   05  ELOG-ERROR-TOKEN-ADR         PIC X(4).               

   05  ELOG-ERROR-TOKEN-PTR         REDEFINES ELOG-ERROR-TOKEN-ADR POINTER. 
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Purpose

The server error handling routine calls TIRELOGX before the error response is returned to the client. The server logs the
error locally or/and creates an error token to be sent to the client.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input I/O PCB (IMS)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Alternate I/O PCB (IMS)

LOG-EXIT-PARM-LIST input/output A structure containing the following items:

ELOG-FAIL-TYPE input The type of error.

ELOG-SQLCA input A Pointer SQLCA.

ELOG-GLOBDATA input A pointer to GLOBDATA.

ELOG-ERROR input A structure with the following items:

ELOG-NUMBER-OF-LINES input The number of error messages used.

ELOG-ERROR-TEXT input/output A table of 80-byte error messages.

ELOG-ERROR-TOKEN output A pointer to the error token, maximum
length 4096 bytes.

Return Code

No explicit return code value. This exit can optionally return data that is contained in the area that is pointed to by ELOG-
ERROR-TOKEN-PTR.

Default Processing

Return without any action.

Customizing the Exit

This exit can be used to enable the server to log the error and create an error token to be sent to the client. Either of these
actions can be done separate from each other.

Server Error Logging -- The error information that is provided in ELOG-ERROR can be used to log a message on the
server platform.

Error Token Creation -- The error information that is provided in ELOG-ERROR can be used to create a text message. A
pointer to this message must be provided in ELOG-ERROR-TOKEN. The message is translated to the code page used by
the client. The message is processed by the Client/Server Flow Server Failure Exit or Client/Server Asynchronous Flow
Server Failure Exit to customize how the error is handled.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:
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• WRSRVRERROR
• WRASYNCSRVRERROR

TIRIDTRX - IMS Server Debug LTERM

TIRIDTRX - IMS Server Debug LTERM gets information about the LTERM for trace data produced by the dynamic runtime
module TIRIRUNC.

IMS Server Debug LTERM Information User Exit

Source Code

This sample source for this exit can be found in the Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRIDTRX. The sample exit that
is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list used by TIRIDTRX as follows:
01 IO-PCB        PIC X.

01 ALT-IO-PCB    PIC X.

01 TIRLTRM.

   03 DEFTLTRM   PIC X(8).

01 TIRTMXSZ.

   03 DEFTMXSZ   PIC X(8).

01 TIRTMODN.

   03 DEFTMODN   PIC X(8)

Purpose

Obtain information about the LTERM to be used for trace data produced by the new dynamic runtime module TIRIRUNC.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

IO-PCB Input/Output IO-PCB

ALT-IO-PCB Input/Output ALT-IO-PCB

TIRTMXSZ Input/Output max hex bytes of trace data that are stored
(display/printed)

TIRTLTRM Input/Output LTERM where trace data is sent to

TIRTMODN Input/Output MFS MODNAME of LTERM

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

TIRTMXSZ defaults to zero; TIRTLTRM defaults to spaces; and TIRTMODN defaults to MFS mode name DFS.EDT.
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Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRIDTRX member to one of your libraries and modify to populate the LTERM information for TIRTMXSZ,
TIRTLTRM, TIRTMODN.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRNCRYX - IMS Server Encryption Exit

This article provides information for TIRNCRYX - IMS Server Encryption Exit. The Gen Server Encryption Exit is used by
z/OS servers.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRNCRYX. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.                              

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                       PIC X.                              

01  TIRNCRYP-CMCB.                                               

   03  DATA-BUFFER-PTR                  POINTER.                

   03  BUFFER-SIZE                      PIC 9(09) COMP.         

   03  ENCRYPTION-MAX-SIZE              PIC 9(09) COMP. 

   03  TIRNCRYP-TRANCODE                PIC X(08).

   03  CLIENT-USERID                    PIC X(64).

   03  NEXT-LOCATION-PTR                POINTER.        

   03  TIRNCRYP-RETURN-CODE             PIC X(02).      

   03  FAILURE-MSG                      PIC X(80).  

Purpose

TIRNCRYX is called by the Server Runtime to allow encryption of the cooperative buffer before the response is sent to the
client. The user is responsible for encrypting the data that is pointed to by DATA-BUFFER-PTR for the length BUFFER-
SIZE bytes. The maximum size of the encrypted data cannot exceed ENCRYPTION-MAX-SIZE.

NOTE
Encryption/decryption of the request and response cooperative buffers are mutually exclusive -- encryption/
decryption of the request buffer does not need the same is done to the response buffer and vice versa.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input I/O PCB (IMS)
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RUNTIME-PARM2 input Alternate I/O PCB (IMS)

TIRNCRYP-CMCB input/output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

DATA-BUFFER-PTR input/output On input, a pointer to the starting location of
the View Data and Client Security sections
within the CFB work buffer.
On output, a pointer to the starting location
of the area that now contains the encrypted
version of the input data. The length
of this encrypted data cannot exceed
ENCRYPTION-MAX-SIZE.

BUFFER-SIZE input/output On input, BUFFER-SIZE is the current
buffer size (in bytes) of the data to be
encrypted.
On output, BUFFER-SIZE must be updated
by this exit to contain the length of the
encrypted data. The length of the encrypted
data cannot exceed ENCRYPTION-MAX-
SIZE.

ENCRYPTION-MAX-SIZE input A field that contains the maximum available
buffer space (in bytes) that the encrypted
data can occupy.

TIRNCRYP-TRANCODE input A field that contains the transcode
identifying the target server.

CLIENT-USERID input A field containing the userid originally sent
by the client.

NEXT-LOCATION-PTR input Not used.

TIRNCRYP-RETURN-CODE output A 2-byte character field returning the result
of the encryption attempt. The following
values are supported:
ENCRYPTION-USED -- defined as
SPACES
ENCRYPTION-SIZE-EXCEEDED-MAX --
defined as 01
ENCRYPTION-NOT-USED -- defined as 02
ENCRYPTION-APPLICATION-ERROR --
defined as 03

FAILURE-MSG output An 80-byte character field, to be populated
by this exit, to describe the failure with a
message of choice. This failure message
is incorporated into an error message
that is returned back to the client. Used
with a return code of ENCRYPTION-
APPLICATION-ERROR.

Return Code

See TIRNCRYP-RETURN-CODE in the preceding Arguments section.

Default Processing

Encryption of the data buffer is not attempted. The TIRNCRYP-RETURN-CODE is set to ENCRYPTION-NOT-USED.
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Customizing the Exit

This exit is always invoked by the server runtime before the response is sent to the client. The exit must update
TIRNCRYP-RETURN-CODE field to indicate whether the data is encrypted. The data that is an encrypted buffer that
is pointed to by DATA-BUFFER-PTR with length BUFFER-SIZE bytes. Ensure that DATA-BUFFER-PTR points to the
location of the encrypted data and that BUFFER-SIZE is updated with the correct data length. The maximum size of the
encrypted data cannot exceed ENCRYPTION-MAX-SIZE.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

WRSECDECRYPT

TIRPROUX for IMS - Server-to-Server Routing

This article provides information for TIRPROUX for IMS - Server-to-Server Routing. z/OS IMS servers use the Gen IMS
Server-to-Server Routing Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRIROUX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRIROUX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.  

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                       PIC X.          

01  GLOBDATA                        size 3645 bytes.    

01  PSTEP-NAME                          PIC X(32).      

01  PSTEP-TRANCODE                      PIC X(08).      

01  PSTEP-LOADMOD                       PIC X(08).      

01  ROUTR-OUT-TRANCODE                  PIC X(08).      

01  ROUTR-OUT-LOADMOD                   PIC X(08).      

01  ROUTR-OUT-SVR-CONNECT-DATA          PIC X(256).     

01  ROUTR-OUT-ASYNCH-FLAG               PIC X(01).      

01  ROUTR-OUT-RET-CODE                  PIC X(02).      

01  FAIL-MESSAGE                        PIC X(75).  

Purpose

Server-to-Server Runtime calls TIRPROUX to let the target server node name, trancode, and load module name be
specified.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is the I/O PCB.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is Alternate I/O PCB.
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GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

PSTEP-NAME input Target server procedure step name.

PSTEP-TRANCODE input Target server transaction ID.

PSTEP-LOADMOD input Target server load module name.

ROUTR-OUT-TRANCODE output Modified target server transaction ID.

ROUTR-OUT-LOADMOD output Modified target server load module name.

ROUTR-OUT-SVR-CONNECT-DATA output Name of the target node where the target
server is to execute.

ROUTR-OUT-ASYNCH-FLAG output Flag indicating Asynchronous request. Not
used.

ROUTR-OUT-RET-CODE output A 2-byte character field indicating whether
the exit was successful. The following
values are supported:
SPACES -- successful
NON-SPACES -- failure

FAIL-MESSAGE output A 75-byte character field that if populated is
returned to the client.

Return Code

See ROUTR-OUT-RET-CODE in the preceding Arguments section.

Default Processing

The IMS implementation returns the Server Trancode as the ROUTR-OUT-SVR-CONNECT-DATA and spaces as the
ROUTR-OUT-TRANCODE and ROUTR-OUT-LOADMOD names.

Customizing the Exit

The IMS implementation of this exit can be modified to update the ROUTR-OUT-SVR-CONNECT-DATA, the ROUTR-
OUT-TRANCODE, and ROUTR-OUT-LOADMOD as required. The ROUTR-OUT-SVR-CONNECT-DATA is used by the
TIRALLOC exit as the SERVER-CONNECTION-DATA.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRALLOX
• TIRPTOKX
• TIRSYSIX

TIRPTOKX - IMS Server-to-Server Security Token Gen Exit

This article provides information for TIRPTOKX - IMS Server-to-Server Security Token Gen Exit. z/OS servers use the
Gen Server-to-Server Security Token Gen Exit.
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Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in the Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRPTOKX. The sample exit that
is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X(01).  

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                       PIC X(01).  

01  GLOBDATA                        size 3645 bytes.    

01  TEMP-BUFFER                         PIC X(32768).   

01  USE-SECR-FLAG                       PIC S9(04) COMP.    

01  TOKEN-SIZE                          PIC S9(09) COMP.    

01  FAIL-MESSAGE                        PIC X(75).  

Purpose

Server-to-Server Runtime calls TIRPTOKX to enable the generation of a Security Token to be placed in the security
section of the cooperative buffer to be sent to the target server.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input I/O PCB (IMS)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input ALternate I/O PCB (IMS)

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

TEMP-BUFFER input Buffer for storing Token

USE-SECR-FLAG output Security Flag. The following values are
supported:
-1 indicating SECURITY NOT USED
+0 indicating SECURITY USED, OK
+1 indicating SECURITY ERROR

TOKEN-SIZE output Size of generated Token

FAIL-MESSAGE output A 75-byte character field that if populated is
returned to the client.

NOTE
If messages exceed the 32K limit, this exit calculates the length considering a maximum length of 16777215
bytes. This exit then truncates the result to a maximum of 32768 bytes. This is the length that is allowed by the
generated code for the security token.

If you do not exceed the 32K limit, the maximum length remains the same as 31900 bytes.

Return Code

See USE-SECR-FLAG in the preceding Arguments section.

Default Processing

The TIRPTOKX exit sets the USE-SECR-FLAG to NOT USED (-1) and the TOKEN-SIZE to zero.
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Customizing the Exit

This exit can be customized to return a security-token in TEMP-BUFFER with its length in TOKEN-SIZE. If modified the
USE-SECR-FLAG must also be updated to indicate SECURITY USED, OK, or SECURITY ERROR as applicable. The
runtime takes the TOKEN-SIZE and the generated Token together with the current application system attributes CLIENT-
USERID and CLIENT-PASSWORD. The runtime creates a Security Offset in the cooperative buffer for the Server-to-
Server request.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

TIRALLOX

TIRSECVX - IMS Server Client Security Validation Exit

This article provides information for TIRSECVX - IMS Server Client Security Validation Exit. z/OS servers use the Gen
Server Client Security Validation Exit.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRSECV. The sample exit that is
provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by this exit is as follows:

01 RUNTIME-PARM1                       PIC X.  

01 RUNTIME-PARM2                       PIC X.  

01 ENHANCED-SECURITY-FLAG              PIC X.  

01 TIRSECV-CMCB.

   03 CLIENT-USERID                    PIC X(64).  

   03 CLIENT-PASSWORD                  PIC X(64).  

   03 SECURITY-TOKEN-LEN               PIC 9(09) COMP. 

   03 SECURITY-TOKEN-PTR POINTER.

   03 TIRSECV-TRANCODE                 PIC X(08).  

   03 TIRSECV-RETURN-CODE              PIC X(02).  

   03 TIRSECV-FAILURE-MSG              PIC X(80).  

Purpose

This exit is called for every cooperative flow. To facilitate security validation, a flag indicating whether the security data is
for a standard or enhanced buffer has been added to the Parameter List of the exit.

The Server Manager calls TIRSECV to allow the Enhanced Security data that is supplied by the client application to be
validated. This exit is intended to provide the opportunity to validate Enhanced Security data. The default code in the exit
can be used by applications that are designed to use Standard Security.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input I/O PCB (IMS)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Alternate I/O PCB (IMS)

ENHANCED-SECURITYFLAG input A 1-byte field indicating whether Enhanced
Security is intended for this request.

TIRSECV-CMCB input/
output

A structure containing the following
items:

CLIENT-USERID input A 64-byte field containing a copy of the
Userid sent by the client.

CLIENT-PASSWORD input A 64-byte field containing a copy of the
Password sent by the client.

SECURITY-TOKEN-LEN input The length of the security token sent by the
client.

SECURITY-TOKEN-PTR input A pointer to a security token sent by the
client.

TIRSECV-TRANCODE input The server load module transaction code.

TIRSECV-RETURNCODE output A 2-byte character field returning the result
of the validation attempt. The following
values are supported:
SECURITY-USED -- defined as SPACES
SECURITY-NOT-USED -- defined as "02"
SECURITY-APPLICATION-ERROR --
defined as "03"

TIRSECV-FAILURE-MSG output An 80-byte character field, to be populated
by this exit, to describe the failure
with a message of choice. This failure
message is incorporated into an error
message that is returned back to the client.
Used with a return code of SECURITY-
APPLICATIONERROR.

Return Code

See TIRSECV-RETURN-CODE in Arguments.

Default Processing

To provide the opportunity to validate security data while not impacting those using standard security. The default
processing that is provided for this exit handles two possible conditions:

For buffers containing Standard Security data the Client-Userid, Client-Password and Security Token fields are expected
to be blank. The default processing is for the exit to return Security-Used, thus indicating that the request is authorized.

For buffers containing Enhanced Security data the Client-Userid, Client-Password and Security Token fields can or
cannot contain data. The default processing is for the exit to return Security-Not-Used, thus indicating that no validation
processing was attempted.
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Customizing the Exit

The exit returns Security-Used when it assumes that the Standard Security is used. If the intent is to use Enhanced
Security, modify the exit to return SECURITYAPPLICATION-ERROR.

The exit returns Security-Not-Used when it assumes that the Enhanced Security is used. Modify the exit to
validate the security data and set the relevant return code. Return SECURITY-USED for an authorized user and
SECURITYAPPLICATION-ERROR for a non-authorized user.

When a return code of SECURITY-APPLICATION-ERROR is used an optional failure message can be supplied that is
presented to the client. Optionally, the Security Token can be used for authentication.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

WRSECTOKEN

TIRTIARX - DB2 Message Exit (z/OS Server Exit - IMS)

This article provides information for TIRTIARX - DB2 Message Exit (z/OS Server Exit - IMS). z/OS Server Managers use
the Gen DB2 Message Exit.

Source Code

The source code for the version of the exit that is used by IMS application is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member
TIRITIAX. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRTIARX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                 PIC X. 

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                 PIC X. 

01  TIRFAIL-SQLCA                 PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-ERRORS                PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-TEXT-LEN              PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-WORKAREA        PIC X.  

01  GLOBDATA            structure size 3645 bytes.  

Purpose

The DB2 Message Exit is used by all applications targeting DB2 database on z/OS. The TIRFAIL subroutine of the Dialog
Manager calls the DB2 Message exit, TIRTIARX, whenever an unrecoverable DB2 failure occurs. TIRTIARX then calls the
subroutine DSNTIAR to convert the SQL code into text. The messages that are returned by DSNTIAR are then merged
with the runtime error messages.

TIRTIARX can be customized to statically link DSNTIAR with the executable load module rather than dynamically linking
it.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is IO-PCB automatically included if
translated.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is ALT-IO-PCB automatically included
if translated.

TIRFAIL-SQLCA input SQLCA

TIRTIAR-ERRORS input/output Error message lines.

TIRTIAR-TEXT-LEN input Length of one error message line.

TIRTIAR-WORKAREA input Workarea

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Behavior

As provided by Gen, the default exit dynamically calls DSNTIAR and is compatible with prior releases. However the
sample code also contains examples of how to call DSNTIAR or DSNTIAC statically.

The call to TIRTIARX is made when TIRFAIL is building the table of messages and occurs before calling the default
termination exit. For more information, see the Online Termination Exit and Batch Termination Exit.

Customizing the DB2 Message Exit

Copy the default exit to one of your own libraries. The member name for IMS is TIRITIAX. The default exit includes
example code for the two possible combinations of calls. There are dynamic and static calls of DSNTIAR. Simply
comment out the default call and remove the comments from the one you want to use.

When you have completed your modifications, install your exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

z/OS Batch User Exits
This article defines z/OS Batch User Exits.

The following sections describe the z/OS batch user exits.
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TIRBRTRX - Default Retry Limit Exit

This article provides information for TIRBRTRX - Default Retry Limit Exit. z/OS Batch Managers for Batch applications use
the Gen Default Retry Limit Exit.

Source Code

The source code for this exit is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRBRTRX. The sample exit that is provided is
written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRBRTRX is as follows:

01  RETRY-TIMES         PIC S9(4) COMP.

Purpose

This exit is called at the beginning of a Gen Batch application to enable the defined default value for the TRANSACTION
RETRY LIMIT system attribute to be modified.

TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to this value at the beginning of each new execution. This value may then be
modified by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram.

TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is used to specify the maximum number of times a transaction is to be retried when one of
the following events occurs:

• A RETRY TRANSACTION action diagram statement executes.
• A deadlock or timeout occurs trying to access a database, and no WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT

statement was provided for that entity action statement. (This is not applicable for z/OS transactions running under IMS
or IEFAE. An application running under IMS that encounters a deadlock or timeout is terminated immediately by IMS
itself, even if it has a WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT statement provided.)

In either of these cases, any uncommitted database updates are rolled back, and an attempt is made to execute the
application again. Once the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute,
reaches either TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit, no more
retries can occur, and the application fails with a runtime error if the last retry attempt was unsuccessful.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

ULTIMATE-RETRY-LIMIT input/output Absolute number of retries allowed in a
batch application.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

This exit is called at the beginning of a Gen CICS blockmode application to enable the defined default value for the
TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute to be modified. The TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to this
value at the beginning of each new transaction. This value may then be modified by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT
statement in an action diagram.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input This is DFHEIBLK automatically included
by the Translator.

RUNTIME-PARM2 input This is DFHCOMMAREA automatically
included by the Translator.

RETRY-TIMES input/output The maximum number of times the
transaction execution is retried.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

If the Default Retry Limit Exit is not modified the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to 10 for all target
environments. If the Default Retry Limit Exit is used, it must not return a value greater than that specified in the Ultimate
Retry Limit Exit.

Customizing the Exit

The TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to this value at the beginning of each new transaction. This value may
then be modified by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram.

The TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is used to specify the maximum number of times a transaction is to be retried when
one of the following events occurs:

• A RETRY TRANSACTION action diagram statement executes.
• A deadlock or timeout occurs trying to access a database, and no WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT

statement was provided for that entity action statement.

In either of these cases, any uncommitted database updates are rolled back, and an attempt is made to execute the
application again. Once the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute,
reaches either TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit, no more
retries can occur, and the application fails with a runtime error if the last retry attempt was unsuccessful.

Modify the copied exit as needed. When you have completed your modifications, install the exit as described in
Customizing and Installing z/OS User Exits.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exit

TIRBURTX
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TIRBURTX - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit

This article provides information for TIRBURTX - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit. The Ultimate Retry Limit Exit allows the user to
specify a maximum value for the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute.

Source Code

LINKAGE SECTION

01  ULTIMATE-RETRY-LIMIT      PIC S9(9)   COMP.

Purpose

This value may never be exceeded, either by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram, or by
the Default Retry Limit Exit.

For an explanation of when and how the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute is used see Default Retry Limit
Exit in this section.

Once the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute, reaches
TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit, no more retries can occur, and
the application fails with a runtime error if the last retry attempt was unsuccessful.

Default Processing

If the Ultimate Retry Limit Exit is not used, the maximum value of TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is 99 for all target
environments. The Ultimate Retry Limit Exit may be modified to return a value of zero to suppress all retry attempts for
that environment.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRBURTX exit to one of your libraries or directories. Modify the copied exit as needed. When you have
completed your modifications, install the exit as described in the Customizing and Installing z/OS User Exits.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

TIRMTQB - Batch Runtime Message Table Exit

This article provides information for TIRMTQB - Batch Runtime Message Table Exit. The Runtime Message Table Exit
is called whenever a runtime error message is to be displayed. It contains a table of the default Gen runtime error
messages.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in the Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRMTQB2. The sample exit that
is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRMTQB is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                PIC X.              

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                PIC X.              

01  MSG-TABLE-NAME               PIC X(8).           

01  MSG-NUMBER                   PIC S9(4) COMP.     
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01  RETURN-MSG.                                      

     03  RETURN-MSG-LENGTH        PIC S9(4) COMP.     

     03  RETURN-MSG-ID.                               

         05  FILLER               PIC X(4).           

         05  RETURN-MSG-NUM       PIC 999.            

         05  FILLER               PIC X(4).           

     03  RETURN-MSG-TEXT          PIC X(245).         

   01  GLOBDATA                      size 3645 bytes.    

Purpose

This message table exit is called by the runtime when a system-level message is to be displayed. The user can customize
the wording of the messages within this exit. Other tables can also be defined to support other dialects.

The default table includes an entry for each Gen runtime error message. Each entry includes the following information:

Message Number
-- The message number is permanently assigned by Gen. Each message has a unique number.

Message Text
-- The message text is the actual words that appear on the application screen when an error occurs. The
message text, and any variable values that can be appended, are truncated if it exceeds the length of the error
message line that is defined for the application screen. The error message line is a maximum of 80 characters of
which 12 are reserved for the message number.

If the message number is not in the table, TIRMTQB returns a default message.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input DFHEIBLK (CICS)
I/O PCB (IMS)
Emulated I/O PCB (TSO)

RUNTIME-PARM2 input DFHCOMMAREA (CICS)
Alternate I/O PCB (TSO)
Emulated ALT I/O PCB

MSG-TABLE-NAME Input Message table name

MSG-NUMBER Input Message number

RETURN-MSG-LENGTH output Length out message text

RETURN-MSG-NUM output Message number

RETURN-MSG-TEXT output Message text

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Processing

The table in the default exit is used to retrieve the runtime error message text.
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Customizing the Exit

Copy the default exit from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your libraries. The member name is TIRMTQB2. The text
of the messages can be customized the way that you want. More tables can be coded to support runtime error messages
in other dialects for multilingual applications. The table name to be used for a given dialect is specified using the System
Defaults option of the design toolset.

When you have completed your modifications, install the exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRRETCX - Batch Return Code Override Exit

This article provides information for TIRRETCX - Batch Return Code Override Exit. The Batch Manager invokes the
TIRRETCX user exit at the end of each job step to allow the default Return Code to be overridden.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in the Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRRETCX. The sample exit that
is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRRETCX is as follows:

01 TIRRETCD-CMCB

      05 TIRRETCD-RETURN-CODE    PIC S9(9)   COMP.

      05 TIRRETCD-CURR-LMOD      PIC X(8).

      05 TIRRETCD-CURR-PSTEP     PIC X(32).

      05 TIRRETCD-NEXT-LMOD      PIC X(8).

      05 TIRRETCD-NEXT-PSTEP     PIC X(32).

Purpose

Batch runtime TIRIOVFI calls the TIRRETCX user exit to examine the TIRRETCD-RETURN-CODE and pass control to
the required job step.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

TIRSECR-CMCB input/output A structure containing the following items.

TIRRETCD-RETURN-CODE output Return code

TIRRETCD-CURR-LOMD input Current load module

TIRRETCD-CURR-PSTEP input Current procedure step

TIRRETCD-NEXT-LMOD input Next load module (for transfers)

TIRRETCD-NEXT-PSTEP input Next procedure step (for transfers)
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Return Code

The COBOL return code is used by Gen to implement transfer dialog flows in batch jobs. Due to the implications of the
return code on the job-step execution, be sure you understand the behavior of JCL condition codes before modifying this
exit. The return code may be safely overridden if either:

• There is only one procedure step that is executed by the job, or
• All exit states in the procedure steps of the job cause a transfer either to the same procedure step (self-referencing

flow) or to the next procedure step (no job steps are bypassed).

Under these conditions, all steps in the job are executed in order and the condition code may be safely set to another
value (for example, zero). If not, you must restructure the batch procedure or must modify the JCL to prevent the improper
attempted execution of the job steps. An attempt to execute a job step without the proper control data in the TIRIOVFI file
results in an ABEND.

Default Processing

The default exit takes no action.

Customizing the Exit

Copy the TIRRETC member to one of your libraries and modify the TIRRETCD-RETURN-CODE as required by the job.
Use the other parameters in the TIRRETCD-CMCB as necessary.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None

TIRTERBX - Batch Termination Exit

This article provides information for TIRTERBX - Batch Termination Exit. Batch runtime errors are handled by the Batch
Manager that is a part of every Gen generated batch load module.

Source Code

The sample source for this exit can be found in the Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member TIRTERBX. The sample exit that
is provided is written in COBOL and used standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRTERBX is as follows:

01 RUNTIME-PARM1   PIC X.

01 RUNTIME-PARM2   PIC X.

01 TERM-EXIT-PARM-LIST.

   03 TERM-STATUS-CODE    PIC X.

   03 TERM-DEFAULT-MSG    PIC X(78) VALUE SPACES.

   03 TERM-SYSTEM-PRINTER PIC X(8).

   03 TERM-FAILURE-DATA.

      05 TERM-FAIL-TYPE   PIC X.

      05 TERM-ERROR-DATA.

         07 TERM-ERROR-ACTION-NAME      PIC X(32).

         07 TERM-ERROR-ENCOUNTERED-SW   PIC X.
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         07 TERM-VIEW-OVERFLOW-SW       PICX.

      05 TERM-DASG-DATA.

         07 TERM-ACTION-ID      PIC 9(10).

         07 TERM-ATTRIBUTE-ID   PIC 9(10)

         07 TERM-STATUS-FLAG    PIC XX.

         07 TERM-LAST-STATUS    PIC XX.

      05 TERM-DEBUG-DATA.

         07 TERM-TRACE-ADR            PIC S9(9) COMP SYNC.

         07 TERM-TRACE-PTR            POINTER.

         07 TERM-LAST-STATEMENT-NUM   PIC 9(10).

         07 TERM-CURR-AB-ID           PIC X(10).

         07 TERM-CURR-AB-NAME         PIC X(32).

   03 TERM-EABPCB.

      05 TERM-EABBPCB-CNT    PIC S9(9) COMP SYNC.

      05 TERM-EABPCB-ENTRY   OCCURS 255.

         07 TERM-EABPCB-ADR  PIC S9(9) COMP SYNC.

   03 TERM-SQLCA.

      05 TERM-SQLCA-ADR   PIC S9(9) COMP.

      05 TERM-SQLCA-PTR   POINTER.

   03 TERM-VERSION-IND    PIC X(8).

   03 TERM-GLOBDATA.

      05 TERM-IEF-COMMAND     PIC X(80).

      05 TERM-IEF-TRANSCODE   PIC X(8)

      05 TERM-EXIT-STATE      PIC S9(11)

      05 TERM-EXIT-INFOMSG    PIC X(80).

      05 TERM-USDER-ID        PICX(8).

      05 TERM-TERMINAL-ID     PIC X(8).

      05 TERM-PRINTER-ID      PIC X(8).

   03 TERM-DIALOG-MESSAGE-NUM  PIC X(3).

   03 TERM-OUTPUT-MESSAGES.

      05 TERM-OUTPUT-MESSAGE   PIC X(79) OCCURS 24 TIMES.

   03 TERM-DIALECT-NAME   PIC X(8).

   03 FILLER              PIC X(668).

01 GLOBDATA   size 3645 bytes.

Purpose

When an error occurs, the batch job is terminated. The Batch Manager executes a fail routine that backs out changes by
performing the necessary rollbacks of the databases. The fail routine then calls a termination exit that determines what
diagnostic (error) information is written to the error file.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Emulated IO-PCB

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Emulated ALT-IO-PCB

TERM-EXIT-PARM-LIST Input/output Termination Exit Parm List

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.
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Return Code

The status code TERM-STATUS-CODE that is returned from TIRTERBX is used to control abend processing.

Default Processing

If a batch runtime error occurs and the default batch termination exit is used, processing is as follows:

1. The Batch Manager performs all necessary rollbacks. This is done regardless of the termination exit used.
2. The Batch Manager fails routine calls the default termination exit. It returns to the fail routine without doing anything,

which causes the default termination logic in the fail routine to be used.
3. The fail routine writes runtime error messages to an error message file with the DDNAME TIRERRF.

An example of an error message file is shown in the following figure.
4. The batch job abends with a user code of 100 (U0100).

Customizing the Exit

Copy member TIRTERBX from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to a separate library. The status code that is returned from
TIRTERBX is used to control abend processing as shown in the following table:

Status Code Returned to TIRTERBX TIRFAIL Writes Messages to Error File TIRFAIL Abends Job with U0100

0 Yes Yes

1 No Yes

2 No No

(blank) Yes Yes

Gen batch jobs usually handle errors by first writing error messages to a file and then abending with a code of U0100.
Upon entry to TIRTERBX, the TERM-STATUS-CODE is blank. By setting this field to 1, you can override the error
message processing but TIRFAIL still abends the job with a code of U0100. You can override the message processing
and control the abend of the job by setting the TERM-STATUS-CODE to 2.

WARNING
If you set TERM-STATUS-CODE to 1 or 2, Gen does not write error messages to a file. You must implement
your own routine to write error messages to a file so that you can see the nature of any errors that occur. Be
sure to include the use of DSNTIAR for display of DB2 messages. If you set TERM-STATUS-CODE to 2, you are
responsible for abending the job.

One way of doing this is to code:
 CALL ’TIRABEND’ USING ABEND-CODE

Where ABEND-CODE is defined as: 01 ABEND-CODE PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE +100
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The termination exit source contains example code for each of these status codes, with the code for 1 and 2 commented
out. The parameters that are passed between the fail routine and the termination exit are defined in copy member
CBLTERM, which is also in the CEHBSAMP library.

When you have completed your modifications, install the exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

TIRTIARX - DB2 Message (z/OS Batch Exit)

This article provides information for TIRTIARX - DB2 Message (z/OS Batch Exit). The DB2 Message Exit is used by all
applications targeting DB2 database on z/OS.

Source Code

The source code for the version of the exit that is used by Batch application is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member
TIRITIAX. The sample exit that is provided is written in COBOL and uses standard OS Linkage.

The Linkage Parameter list that is used by TIRTIARX is as follows:

01  RUNTIME-PARM1                 PIC X. 

01  RUNTIME-PARM2                 PIC X. 

01  TIRFAIL-SQLCA                 PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-ERRORS                PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-TEXT-LEN              PIC X. 

01  TIRTIAR-WORKAREA              PIC X.  

01  GLOBDATA                      structure size 3645 bytes.  

Purpose

The TIRFAIL subroutine of the Dialog Manager calls the DB2 Message exit, TIRTIARX, whenever an unrecoverable DB2
failure occurs. TIRTIARX then calls the subroutine DSNTIAR to convert the SQL code into text. The messages that are
returned by DSNTIAR are then merged with the runtime error messages.

TIRTIARX can be customized to statically link DSNTIAR with the executable load module rather than dynamically linking
it.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

RUNTIME-PARM1 input Emulated I/O PCB

RUNTIME-PARM2 input Emulated Alt I/O PCB

TIRFAIL-SQLCA input SQLCA

TIRTIAR-ERRORS input/output Error message lines.
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TIRTIAR-TEXT-LEN input Length of one error message line.

TIRTIAR-WORKAREA input Workarea.

GLOBDATA input Global data, used internally.

Return Code

No explicit return code is set by the user exit.

Default Behavior

As provided by Gen, the default exit dynamically calls DSNTIAR and is compatible with prior releases. However the
sample code also contains examples of how to call DSNTIAR or DSNTIAC statically.

The call to TIRTIARX is made when TIRFAIL is building the table of messages and occurs before calling the default
termination exit. For more information, see the Online Termination Exit and Batch Termination Exit.

Customizing the DB2 Message Exit

Copy the default exit to one of your own libraries. The member name for batch is TIRITIAX. The default exit includes
example code for the two possible combinations of calls. There are dynamic and static calls of DSNTIAR. Simply
comment out the default call and remove the comments from the one you want to use.

When you have completed your modifications, install your exit.

Building on z/OS

For more information about how to install this exit, see MKUEXITS or MK5EXITS in Customizing and Installing z/OS User
Exits. Use the procedure that applies to the version of COBOL being used.

Related User Exits

None.

Customizing and Installing z/OS User Exits
This article provides information for Customizing and Installing z/OS User Exits. The easiest way to customize a user exit
is to copy and modify the code that is supplied by Broadcom.

Always read the source code of the exit and the additional information included in comment lines. These lines are placed
where you must enter code to customize the exit for a specific need or function.

The steps that are involved in customizing any user exit are as follows:

• Copy the default exit from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to one of your libraries.
• Add the desired new code to the copied exit. Do not change the 'Program ID' (entry point) or argument list that is

passed to the exit.

Most user exits are called with RUNTIME-PARM1 and RUNTIME-PARM2 as the first two parameters. Under IMS, the
RUNTIME-PARM parameters are mapped to the IO-PCB and ALT-IOPCB, respectively. If an exit is modified to use the
IO-PCB and/or the ALT-IOPCB, remember to remove the corresponding RUNTIME-PARM from the LINKAGE SECTION
and the PROCEDURE DIVISION USING statement.

Under CICS, the RUNTIME-PARM parameters are mapped to the CICS EXEC Interface Block (EIB) and the
COMMAREA, respectively. If an exit is modified to use DFHEIBLK and/or DFHCOMMAREA remember to remove the
corresponding RUNTIME-PARM from the LINKAGE SECTION and the PROCEDURE DIVISION USING statement.
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In addition, remove these parameters if the modified exit is processed by the CICS translator as the CICS translator
automatically includes a reference to DFHEIBLK and DFHCOMMAREA.

Information about the presence and use of RUNTIME-PARM parameters is included in the CEHBSAMP member for each
exit and is covered in this section if relevant.

The remaining parameters are unique to each exit and must not be modified.

Ensure that the new runtime modules are placed in the proper data sets as follows:

• CICS - in the CICS DFHRPL concatenation and is New Copied into CICS.
• IMS - in the steplib concatenation.

As delivered, the Exits contain no SQL and no DBRMs. If a User Exit calls another routine that does database access, you
must add that DBRM of the routine to the installation control file so the routine can be found. The best way to accomplish
this is to modify the Installation CLIST, TICINSTX, so that it adds the DBRM to the DBRM list.

The following table identifies the z/OS JCL procedures that are used to compile and bind each of the z/OS Server
Manager User Exits into their respective DLLs. These JCL procedures are located in the Gen CEHBSAMP library.

Each DLL may contain other user exits that are not directly in support of the processing of a z/OS Distributed Processing
Server (DPS). Also, the list of z/OS user exits may also be used to support z/OS blockmode and batch operation.

JCL Procedure DPS User Exit Name Description
MKUEXITS Incorporates customized user exits into

the corresponding z/OS DLLs. The user
exits names and corresponding z/OS
DLL names can be found in the table in
Changes to User Exits.

MKCRUN TIRXINFO Incorporates customized user exits into the
following z/OS DLLs:
TIRCRUNC
TIRCRUNI

Details of the preceding JCL procedures follow. Each one is described in a separate section.

MK5EXITS - Make ASSEMBLER and COBOL Runtimes (User Exits DLLs)

This article provides information for MK5EXITS - Make ASSEMBLER and COBOL Runtimes (User Exits DLLs).
MK5EXITS is a JCL Procedure that can be used to change the user exits used by the Gen Dynamic runtime DLLs listed in
the table in Changes to User Exits.

These Dynamic runtime DLLs are used by z/OS blockmode applications and servers.

The source code for this procedure is in the CA Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member MK5EXITS.

Purpose

This procedure modifies user exits used by the Assembler and COBOL Dynamic runtime DLLs.

Gen COBOL runtime is compiled using COBOL 5.1.1. This MK5EXITS procedure is used only when Gen user exits
must be built with COBOL 5.1 or later versions of COBOL. To build user exits used by C Dynamic runtime DLLs, use the
MKCRUN procedure.

All the Gen MK* procedures are provided in Gen CEHBSAMP library.
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Arguments

This procedure does not contain any arguments.

Return Code

Return code is not applicable.

Default Processing

The default processing of the JCL procedure is as follows:

• The CROBJLIB step creates a temporary data set for the objlib.
• The user exit step (for example, TIRCALKX) invokes the procs to assemble or compile the modified user exits. Each

user exit in an ASSEMBLER and COBOL runtime DLL has an assemble or compile step.
• The linkedit step (that is, LKDATX, LKTERMA, LKMTQB) links the user exit objects into a new user exit ASSEMBLER

or COBOL runtime DLL (that is, TIRDATXZ (Assembler) and TIRTERMAZ, TIRMTQBZ (cobol)).

Customizing the Exit

There can only be one copy of each user exit runtime DLL (that is, TIRDATXZ, TIRTERAZ, TIRMTQBZ) in the specific
target region (CICS, IMS, TSO, BATCH). There are notes in the sample procedure with specific information about
customizing the JCL. Various steps in the procedure can be modified:

• Not all user exits must be modified and replaced. If a user exit compile step is removed, then the corresponding
REPLACE and INCLUDE statements must be removed for the same user exits.

• Ensure that the data set pointed to the SYSLMOD statements for linkedit steps (that is, LKDATX, LKTERMA,
LKMTQB) are of type Library because the user exit runtime DLLs are a Program Object (format 3).

Building on z/OS

This is a JCL procedure that, after modification, can be submitted to produce the DLLs (that is, TIRDATXZ, TIRTERAZ,
TIRMTQBZ) containing the customized user exits. A Condition Code of zero is expected for each step.

JCL Procedure DPS User Exit Name Description

MK5EXITS N/A Incorporates customized user exits into the
corresponding z/OS DLLs (exits that are
compiled with COBOL 5 compiler). The
user exits names and corresponding z/OS
DLL names can be found in the table in
Changes to User Exits.

MKCRUN - Make C Runtimes - TIRCRUNC (CICS) and TIRCRUNI (IMS)

This article provides information for MKCRUN - Make C Runtimes - TIRCRUNC (CICS) and TIRCRUNI (IMS). MKCRUN
is a JCL Procedure that can be used to change the code page that is used by the Gen Dynamic runtime DLLs TIRCRUNC
and TIRCRUNI.

This Dynamic runtime is only used by z/OS servers.

NOTE
This procedure replaces procedure MKTIRE used by previous releases of Gen to build TIRENTC and TIRENTI.
In addition, Gen DLLs TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI replace Gen runtimes TIRENTC and TIRENTI respectively.
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Source Code

The source code for this procedure is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member MKCRUN.

Purpose

This procedure is used to modify the code page used by the Gen Dynamic runtime DLLs.

Arguments

This procedure does not contain any arguments.

Return Code

Return code is not applicable.

Default Processing

The default processing of the JCL procedure is as follows:

• The Gen step builds the list of translation code page pairs to be used by the Gen Runtimes. The first three code page
pairs are the Gen default, the USA EBCDIC - ASCII, and the AMERICAN EBCDIC - MICROSOFT ASCII translation
tables. These three code page pairs are always required so they must not be deleted, however the comments on the
lines must be removed before the step is executed. Several other code page pairs are listed, each of which is used for
specific NLS translation. Update the list to keep only those code page pairs required, ensuring that any comments are
removed.

• The TIRXINFO step assembles the user exit TIRXINFO. The source for user exit TIRXINFO can be found in
CEHBSAMP.

• The GXTABLE step assembles the table produce in the GEN step.
• The LKCICS step links the subroutines that are modified in the previous steps into a new TIRCRUNC runtime DLL.
• The LKIMS step links the subroutines that are modified in the previous steps into a new TIRCRUNI runtime DLL.
• The LKCICSD step links the subroutines that are modified into a new TIRCRUNC debug runtime DLL.
• The LKIMSD step links the subroutines that are modified into a new TIRCRUNI debug runtime DLL.

Customizing the Exit

There can only be one TIRCRUNC DLL in a CICS region and one TIRCRUNI DLL in an IMS system. There are notes
in the sample procedure with specific information about customizing the JCL. Various steps in the procedure can be
modified:

• Code Page pairs can be added to the GEN Step. Ensure that the comments next to the code page pairs are removed
before executing the procedure.

• The DEFCODEP and the DEFPADCH can be set to the required values in the TIRXINFO exit. More information about
this exit is covered under TIRXINFO exit in this section.

• Ensure that the data set pointed to the SYSLMOD statements for steps LKCICS and LKIMS are of type Library since
TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI are Program Objects (format 3).

• Optionally steps LKCICSD and LKIMSD can be executed to customize the debug versions of TIRCRUNC and
TIRCRUNI respectively. Again, ensure the SYSLMOD statements points to a Library.

Building on z/OS

This is a JCL procedure that after modification can be submitted to produce the customized TIRCRUNC or TIRCRUNI
runtime DLLs. A Condition Code of zero is expected for each step.
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MKUECTCP - Make CICS TCP/IP Exits (TIRSLEXT and TIRSLTMX)

This article provides information for MKUECTCP - Make CICS TCP/IP Exits (TIRSLEXT and TIRSLTMX). MKUECTCP is
a JCL Procedure that can be used to change the user exits used by the Gen CICS TCP/IP Listener.

Source Code

The source code for this procedure is in Gen CEG8SAMP library, in member MKUECTCP.

Purpose

This procedure is used to modify the Assembler user exits used by the CICS TCP/IP Listener.

Arguments

This procedure does not contain any arguments.

Return Code

Return code is not applicable.

Default Processing

The default processing of the JCL procedure is as follows:

• The CROBJLIB step creates a temporary dataset for the objlib.
• The user exit (ex. TIRSLEXT) step invokes the Assembler proc to assemble one or more modified user exits. Each

user exit has an assemble step.
• The LKSLEXT step links the user exit object into a new TIRSLEXT Assembler runtime exit for the CICS Listener.
• The LKSLTMX step links one or more user exit objects into a new TIRSLTMX Assembler runtime exit CICS Listener.

Customizing the Exit

There can only be one TIRSLEXT and TIRSLTMX exit in the CICS region. There are notes in the sample procedure with
specific information about customizing the JCL. Various steps in the procedure can be modified.

• Not all user exits must be modified and replaced. If a user exit compile step is removed, then the corresponding
REPLACE and INCLUDE statements must be removed for one or more of the same user exits.

• Ensure that the data set pointed to the SYSLMOD statements for steps LKSLEXT and LKSLTMX are of type Library.

Building on z/OS

This is a JCL procedure that after modification can be submitted to produce the customized TIRSLEXT and TIRSLTMX
CICS TCP/IP user exits. A Condition Code of zero is expected for each step.

MKUEITCP - Make IMS TCP/IP Exits (TIRxxTD, TIRxxTDC, and TIRxxTSC)

This article provides information for MKUEITCP - Make IMS TCP/IP Exits (TIRxxTD, TIRxxTDC, and TIRxxTSC).
MKUEITCP is a JCL Procedure that can be used to change the user exits used by the Gen IMS TCP/IP exits.

These exits are used by the Gen IMS connect exits TIRxxTCP, where xx represents the IMS Connect version.

The selected TIRxxTCP exit must be renamed to CAGRITCP before deployment in IMS Connect.
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Source Code

The source code for this procedure is in Gen CEG9SAMP library, in member MKUEITCP.

Purpose

This procedure is used to modify the Assembler user exits called by the IMS TCP/IP exit of Gen that is provided for IMS
Connect.

Arguments

This procedure does not contain any arguments.

Return Code

Return code is not applicable.

Default Processing

The default processing of the JCL procedure is as follows:

• The CROBJLIB step creates a temporary dataset for the objlib.
• The user exit (ex. TIR11TD) step invokes the Assembler proc to assemble one or more modified user exits. Each user

exit has an assemble step.
• The LKG11TCP step links one or more user exit objects into a new TIR11TCP Assembler runtime exit for IMS 11.
• The LKG12TCP step links one or more user exit objects into a new TIR12TCP Assembler runtime exit for IMS 12.
• The LKG13TCP step links one or more user exit objects into a new TIR13TCP Assembler runtime exit for IMS 13.
• The LKG14TCP step links one or more user exit objects into a new TIR14TCP Assembler runtime exit for IMS 14.
• The LKG15TCP step links one or more user exit objects into a new TIR15TCP Assembler runtime exit for IMS 15.

Customizing the Exit

There can only be one CAGRITCP in IMS Connect so only the link step that corresponds to the version of IMS Connect
being run in your shop should be executed. There are notes in the sample procedure with specific information about
customizing the JCL. Various steps in the procedure can be modified.

• Not all user exits must be modified and replaced. If a user exit compile step is removed, then the corresponding
REPLACE and INCLUDE statements must be removed for one or more of the same user exits.

• Ensure that the data set pointed to the SYSLMOD statements for steps TIR11TCP, TIR12TCP, TIR13TCP, TIR14TCP,
and TIR15TCP are of type Library.

• Rename the customized TIRxxTCP exit to CAGRITCP before deploying in IMS Connect.

Building on z/OS

This is a JCL procedure that after modification can be submitted to produce the customized TIR11TCP, TIR12TCP,
TIR13TCP, TIR14TCP, and TIR15TCP IMS TCP/IP exit containing user exits. A Condition Code of zero is expected for
each step. Rename the customized TIRxxTCP exit to CAGRITCP before deploying in IMS Connect.

MKUEXITS - Make COBOL Runtimes (User Exits DLLs)

This article provides information for MKUEXITS - Make COBOL Runtimes (User Exits DLLs). These Dynamic runtime
DLLs are used by z/OS blockmode applications and servers.

MKUEXITS is a JCL Procedure that can be used to change the user exits used by the Gen Dynamic runtime DLLs listed
in the table in Changes to User Exits.
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The source code for this procedure is in Gen CEHBSAMP library, in member MKUEXITS.

Purpose

This procedure modifies user exits that are used by the Assembler and COBOL Gen Dynamic runtime DLLs.

Gen COBOL runtime that is supplied with Gen 8.6 is compiled using COBOL 5.1.1. This MKUEXITS procedure can be
used when Gen user exits must be customized and re-built with COBOL 4.1. To build the COBOL user exits using COBOL
5.x or COBOL 6.x, use the MK5EXITS procedure. To build the user exits used by C Dynamic runtime DLLs, use the
MKCRUN procedure.

All the Gen MK* procedures are provided in Gen CEHBSAMP library.

Arguments

This procedure does not contain any arguments.

Return Code

Return code is not applicable.

Default Processing

The default processing of the JCL procedure is as follows:

• The CROBJLIB step creates a temporary data set for the objlib.
• The user exit step (for example, TIRALLOX) invokes the procs to assemble or compile the modified user exits. Each

user exit in an ASSEMBLER and COBOL runtime DLL has an assemble or compile step.
• The COMPILE step compiles the user exit members for inclusion in the runtime DLL.
• The linkedit step (that is, LKDATX, LKTERMA, LKMTQB) links the user exit objects into a new user exit ASSEMBLER

or COBOL runtime DLL (that is, TIRDATXZ (Assembler) and TIRTERMAZ, TIRMTQBZ (cobol)).

Customizing the Exit

There can be only one copy of each user exit runtime DLL (that is, TIRDATXZ, TIRTERAZ, TIRMTQBZ) in the specific
target region (CICS, IMS, TSO, BATCH). There are notes in the sample procedure with specific information about
customizing the JCL. Various steps in the procedure can be modified:

• Not all user exits must be modified and replaced. If a user exit compile step is removed, then the corresponding
REPLACE and INCLUDE statements must be removed for the same user exits.

• Ensure that the data set pointed to the SYSLMOD statements for linkedit steps (that is, LKDATX, LKTERMA,
LKMTQB) are of type Library because the user exit runtime DLLs are a Program Object (format 3).

Building on z/OS

This is a JCL procedure that, after modification, can be submitted to produce the DLLs (that is, TIRDATXZ, TIRTERAZ,
TIRMTQBZ) containing the customized user exits. A Condition Code of zero is expected for each step.

NonStop User Exits
This article provides information for NonStop User Exits. There are several sets of user exits to support the variety of C
applications that run on the NonStop platform.

Scripts are provided to help with building the runtime user exits for each runtime environment that is listed in the following
sections.
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The following table lists the sets of C user exits available on the NonStop platform.

User Exit Set Provided As
Block Mode Runtime UEXITCO
Server Runtime UEXITCO, DPSUECO

Building on NonStop

Use this process to rebuild all the exits in this section. All the user exits in this section are built as part of the object library
UEXITCO unless specified otherwise. As a prerequisite for building the object library, you must have correct C compiler
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal session
2. Change your current volume to where the IT was installed
3. Run MKEXITS
4. MKEXITS prompts for confirmation about the source and object code locations that are used to build the exits. Press

enter to accept the default values, otherwise enter new $<volume>.<subvolume> locations at the prompts. After these
locations are confirmed, the main menu is displayed. Use this menu to perform the following actions:

Action Description

X To extract the source code of the exit from their archived file
(UEXITSC). Source is placed into the source location.

E To invoke the EDIT editor.

T To invoke the TEDIT editor.

A To compile all user exits.

R To link and install compiled user exits into the UEXITCO library.

D Links and installations compiled distributed processing server user
exits into the DPSUECO library.

P To access the Peruse facility

O To change the output location

S To change the source and object location settings

Q To exit MKEXITS

NonStop Block Mode User Exits
This article provides information for NonStop Block Mode User Exits. All blockmode runtime user exits are provided in
both source and object format (in the object library UEXITCO).

Name Description
TIRDLCT Dialect User Exit
TIRDRTL Default Retry Limit User Exit
TIRHELP Help Interface User Exit
TIRMTQB Message Table User Exit
TIRSECR Security Interface User Exit
TIRSYSID System ID User Exit
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TIRTERMA User Termination User Exit
TIRUPDB MBCS Uppercase Translation User Exit
TIRUPPR Uppercase Translation User Exit
TIRURTL Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit
TIRUSRID User ID User Exit
TIRYYX Date User Exit

All blockmode runtime user exits are rebuilt using the TACL macro MKEXITS which can be found in the subvolume where
the IT has been installed. Details on the use of the MKEXITS macro can be found in the NonStop Implementation Toolset.

The UEXITCO user exit object library is the same one that is used with server applications.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.

TIRDLCT - Dialect Exit

This article provides information for TIRDLCT - Dialect Exit. TIRDLCT supplies the dialect of the current user to the
application and is useful only for multilingual applications.

void TIRDLCT (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   struct dialect_cmcb *tirdlct_cmcb)

Source Code

TIRDLCT

Purpose

For multilingual support, the user is responsible for modifying this module to return the appropriate dialect. The dialect
returned must be defined using the Design selection on the Gen action bar. If it is not, the default dialect of the application
is used.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*tirdlct_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

tirdlct_userid Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current user id as provided by TIRUSRID.

tirdlct_terminal_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current terminal id.
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tirdlct_system_id Input An 8-byte character array containing
the current system id as provided by
TIRSYSID.

tirdlct_return_dialect Input An 8-byte character array containing the
returned dialect.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

TIRDLCT returns a dialect value of DEFAULT.

Related User Exits

TIRUSRID, TIRSYSID

TIRDRTL - Default Retry Limit Exit

This article provides information for TIRDRTL - Default Retry Limit Exit. TIRDRTL lets you override the Gen-defined
default value for the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute.

int tirdrtl (

   char retry_flag)

Source Code

TIRDRTL.C

Purpose

TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to this value at the beginning of each new transaction. This value can then be
modified by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram.

TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is used to specify the maximum number of times to retry a transaction when one of the
following events occurs:

• A RETRY TRANSACTION action diagram statement executes.
• A deadlock or timeout occurs trying to access a database, and there is no WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR

TIMEOUT statement for that entity action statement.

In these cases, uncommitted database updates are rolled back, and an attempt is made to execute the application
again. After the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute, reaches
TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit (see TIRURTL), no more
retries can occur, and the application fails with a runtime error.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

retry_flag Input Flag to indicate whether to set a retry limit.
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Return Code

Integer containing the retry limit.

Default Behavior

If the Default Retry Limit User Exit is not used, TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is initialized to 10 for all target
environments. If the Default Retry Limit User Exit is used, it must not return a value greater than that specified in the
Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit.

Related User Exits

TIRURTL

TIRHELP - Help Interface Exit

This article provides information for TIRHELP - Help Interface Exit. TIRHELP is called when a HELP or PROMPT
command is entered.

void TIRHELP (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   struct tirhelp *in_tirhelp_cmcb,

   char *in_tirhelp_return_message,

   char *in_environment_list,

   char *in_application_list,

   struct scmgr *in_scmgr_cmcb)

Source Code

TIRHELP.C

Purpose

From TIRHELP, a help system can be invoked to provide application help information.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*in_tirhelp_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

tirhelp_request_code Input/Output A 2-byte character array containing the type
of help requested.

tirhelp_return_code Output A 2-byte character array containing the
return code.
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tirhelp_mapname Input An 8-byte character array containing the
mapname.

tirhelp_data_filler Unused An 8-byte character array that is used as a
structure filler.

tirhelp_trancode Input An 8-byte character array containing the
trancode.

tirhelp_userid Input An 8-byte character array containing the
user id.

tirhelp_terminal_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
terminal id.

tirhelp_printer_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
printer id.

tirhelp_dialect Input An 8-byte character array containing the
dialect.

tirhelp_message_table Input An 8-byte character array containing the
message table. This value is passed to
TIRMTQB.

tirhelp_filler Unused A 16-byte character array that is used as a
structure filler.

tirhelp_last_command Input An 80-byte character array containing the
last command.

tirhelp_last_message Input An 80-byte character array containing the
last message.

tirhelp_screen_helpid Output A 44-byte character array containing the
help identifier for the screen.

tirhelp_field_helpid Output A 44-byte character array containing the
help identifier for the field.

tirhelp_field_token1 Input A 3-byte character array containing a field
token.

tirhelp_field_token2 Input A 3-byte character array containing a
second field token

tirhelp_field_len Input A 3-byte character array containing the field
length.

tirhelp_field_value Input A 256-byte character array containing the
value of the field.

tirhelp_field_protect Input A single character containing a field
protection flag.

tirhelp_field_intens Input A single character containing a field
intensity flag.

in_tirhelp_return_message Output An 80-byte character array representing
the returned help message. By default,
this message is returned from a call to
TIRMTQB.

in_environment_list Input A pointer to an environment control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.
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in_application_list Input A pointer to an application control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

in_scmgr_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a screen management control
block.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The TIRHELP routine returns a message indicating no help is available.

Related User Exits

TIRMTQB

TIRMTQB - Message Table Exit

This article provides information for TIRMTQB - Message Table Exit. This message table exit is called by the runtime
when a system-level message is to be displayed.

void TIRMTQB(char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   char *msg_tbl_name,

   short *msgnum,

   struct PARMMSG *prm);

Source Code

TIRMTQB.C

Purpose

The user can customize the wording of the messages within this exit. More tables can also be defined to support other
dialects.

The default table includes an entry for each Gen runtime error message. Each entry includes the following information:

• Message Number -- The message number is permanently assigned by Gen. Each message has a unique number.
• Message Text -- The message text is the actual words that appear on the application screen when an error occurs.

The message text, and any variable values that can be appended, are truncated if it exceeds the length of the error
message line that is defined for the application screen. The error message line is a maximum of 80 characters of which
12 are reserved for the message number.

If the message number is not in the table, TIRMTQB returns a default message.

Runtime Error Table

The Runtime Error Message Table includes an entry for each runtime error message. Each table entry includes the
following information:
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• Message type -- a message number is not found in the table, or when you return to a transaction screen after a fatal
error or a Dialog Manager error occurs. Valid message types are shown in the following list:

• Default message -- a message number is not found in the table, or when you return to a transaction screen after a fatal
error or a Dialog Manager error occurs.

• Dialog Manager error -- Occurs when the Dialog Manager is unable to communicate with the system. This is a fatal
error beyond the control of Gen. An error in the load module packaging or in the configuration specifications causes a
Dialog Manager error. Error handling is the same as for a fatal error.

• Fatal error -- a Gen application abnormal program ending. If a condition occurs at runtime that the generated code
cannot handle, the system issues a fatal error. An error message screen displays the appropriate error messages.

• Function error -- Occurs if a Gen-supported function receives invalid input or produces invalid output. Gen-supplied
functions manipulate characters, numbers, dates, and times.

• Screen edit error -- A non-fatal error that occurs when an input or output value for a field does not match the expected
value, the range, type, or format defined for the field during model development. This type of message is displayed on
your transaction screen. You can correct the error and can continue with the transaction.

• Unformatted input error -- Occurs when the unformatted input contains invalid parameters, delimiters, or both.
Unformatted input is a list of parameters that are associated with a clear screen transaction code.

• Message number -- Each message has a unique number that is permanently assigned by Gen.
• Message text -- The message text consists of the actual words that appear on the application screen when an error

occurs. Because of the length of the message identifier, the message text is limited to 68 characters for an 80-
character screen. The message text and appended variables are truncated if they exceed the length of the error
message line that is defined for the application screen.

• Suffix -- (If applicable) The suffix contains variable values, such as return codes, permitted values, or the values in
error.

Runtime Error Handling

Runtime errors are handled by the Dialog Manager. Runtime errors are non-fatal, such as screen edit, or fatal errors.

If a non-fatal error such as invalid user input occurs, the Dialog Manager displays an error message on the transaction
screen. You can correct the error and can continue processing the transaction.

If an application fails because of a fatal error, transaction processing terminates, and the error processing is as follows:

• The Dialog Manager performs all necessary rollbacks of the databases.
• Gen displays an error message screen that lists the appropriate runtime error messages.
• Pressing Enter from the error message screen causes Gen applications to terminate execution.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.

Reserved for runtime internal use only.
*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.

Reserved for runtime internal use only.
*msg_tbl_name Input A character string containing the name of

the table to be used for extraction of the
message text. Currently one table that is
named DEFAULT is supported by the Gen
runtime.
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*msgnum Input A short value containing the message
number corresponding to the text to be
fetched.

*prm Input/ Output A pointer to a PARMMSG structure
to contain the returned message text
information. This structure, which is defined
in tirmtq.h, has the following definition:

PARMLEN A short value containing the total length of
PARMNO + PARMTXT.

PARMNO Output An 11-byte character array containing the
message number formatted in a standard
style.

PARMTXT Output A string containing the text corresponding
to the error message number. The string
can be up to 245 bytes, including the
terminating NULL.

filler Unused Two unused filler characters

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The table in the default exit is used to retrieve runtime error message text.

Related User Exits

None

TIRSECR - Security Check Interface Exit

This article provides information for TIRSECR - Security Check Interface Exit. The Dialog Manager calls the Security
Check Interface Exit when a transaction is started and before execution of a dialog flow.

void TIRSECR(char * rp1,

   char * rp2,

   struct security_cmcb * in_tirsecr_cmcb);

Source Code

TIRSECR.C

Purpose

This allows transaction-level security checking to be implemented. The following data is provided by the dialog manager of
each load module for use in checking security authorization:
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• System ID (as provided by the System ID Exit, TIRSYSID)
• User ID (as provided by the User ID Exit, TIRUSRID)
• Trancode
• Terminal ID
• Load module name
• Procedure step name

If the user-defined security check passes, TIRSECR must move a value of spaces to the return code. If the security
check fails, a non-blank value must be moved to the return code with a message describing the violation inserted into the
tirsecr_failure_msg buffer. The current dialect in effect on the client is passed in using tirsecr_dialect.

When the dialog manager receives control, it proceeds with the transaction if the return code is spaces, or issues an error
if it is not.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*in_tirsecr_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

tirsecr_userid Input An 8-byte character array containing
the security user ID as provided by the
TIRUSRID user exit

tirsecr_trancode Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current transaction code.

tirsecr_terminal_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current terminal ID.

tirsecr_system_id Input An 8-byte character array containing the
current system ID as returned by the
TIRSYSID user exit.

tirsecr_load_module Input An 8-byte character array containing the
name of the executing load module calling
this exit.

tirsecr_pstep_name Input A 32-byte character array containing the
name of procedure step being executed.

tirsecr_dialect Input A 32-byte character array containing the
dialect in effect on the client.

tirsecr_return_code Output A two-character array representing the
success or failure of this exit processing.
TIRSECR_ALL_OK defined as two spaces
implies success, any other value implies
failure. If none spaces are return, tirfail is
passed to the tirsecr_failure_msg message.
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tirsecr_failure_msg Output An 80-byte character array that is used with
a failing return code in tirsecr_return_code.
This exit can insert an error message into
this array that is passed by the Dialog
manager to the tirfail user exit.

Return Code

None directly. For more information, see tirsecr_return_code structure member.

Default Behavior

The default exit returns a status code of spaces, indicating no security violation was detected.

Related User Exits

TIRUSRID, TIRSYSID

TIRSYSID - System ID Exit

This article provides information for TIRSYSID - System ID Exit. TIRSYSID supplies the system ID to the application.

void TIRSYSID ( char *rp1;

   char *rp2;

   char *system_id);

Source Code

TIRSYSID.C

Purpose

The purpose of TIRSYSID is to implement application logic that lets you implement one model on multiple platforms,
and perform processing appropriate for the platform. The system ID is also one of the parameters that are passed to the
Security Interface Exit (TIRSECR).

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*system_id Output An 8-byte character array representing
the system identifier where the server
application is executing.

Return Code

None
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Default Behavior

By default, TIRSYSID calls the runtime routine DEFSYSID. This routine returns a default system ID, the value of which
depends on the platform on which the application is executing.

Under UNIX/Linux if the environment variable IEF_SYSID is set the first eight characters of this variable are used.
Otherwise, “UNIX“ is returned.

Related User Exits

TIRSECR

TIRTERMA - User Termination Exit

This article provides information for TIRTERMA - User Termination Exit. TIRTERMA is called when an application fails.

void TERTERMA (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   struct term_pb *pb)

Source Code

TIRTERMA.C

Purpose

Modification of TIRTERMA lets the user customize the handling of runtime errors.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*pb Input/ Output A pointer to a PARMMSG structure to
contain the termination information. This
structure is defined in tirterma.h.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default processing for TIRTERMA returns a status code of spaces, indicating to use standard error handling.

Related User Exits

None
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TIRUPDB - MBCS Uppercase Translation Exit

This article provides information for TIRUPDB - MBCS Uppercase Translation Exit. TIRUPDB is called to uppercase multi-
byte text.

void TIRUPDB (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   char *tbl_name,

   long *len,

   char *xlate_data)

Source Code

TIRUPDB.C

Purpose

The user can modify the mechanism that is used to uppercase multi-byte text with this user exit.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*tbl_name Input A pointer to a translation table name.

*len Input/Output Length of text to convert to uppercase.

*xlate_data Input/Output A pointer to the text to be uppercased.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default translation uses MBCS functions to perform uppercase translation that is based on the active system code
page. However, the system designer, programmer, add code to recognize dialects and perform any lower to upper
functionality desired. In that case, ensure that the default behavior still uses the MBCS libraries.

Related User Exits

TIRUPPR

TIRUPPR - Uppercase Translation Exit

This article provides information for TIRUPPR - Uppercase Translation Exit. TIRUPPR is called to uppercase multi-byte
text.
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void TIRUPPR (

   char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   char *tbl_name,

   long *len,

   char *xlate_data)

Source Code

TIRUPPR.C

Purpose

The user can modify the mechanism that is used to uppercase multi-byte text with this user exit.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*tbl_name Input A pointer to a translation table name.

*len Input/Output Length of text to convert to uppercase.

*xlate_data Input/Output A pointer to the text to be uppercased.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default translation uses MBCS functions to perform uppercase translation that is based on the active system code
page. However, the system designer, programmer, add code to recognize dialects and perform any lower to upper
functionality desired. In that case, ensure that the default behavior still uses the MBCS libraries.

Related User Exits

TIRUPDB

TIRURTL - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit

This article provides information for TIRURTL - Ultimate Retry Limit Exit. TIRURTL lets you specify a maximum value for
the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT system attribute.

long tirurtl ()

Source Code

TIRURTL.C
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Purpose

This value can never be exceeded by a SET TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT statement in an action diagram, or by the
Default Retry Limit User Exit.

After the number of retries, as indicated by the TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT system attribute, reaches either
TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT or the value that is specified by the Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit, no more retries can
occur, and the application fails with a runtime error.

Arguments

None

Return Code

Long containing the retry limit.

Default Behavior

If the Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit is not used, the maximum value of TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is 99 for all target
environments. The Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit can be modified to return a value of zero to suppress all retry attempts.

Related User Exits

TIRDRTL

TIRUSRID - User ID Exit

This article provides information for TIRUSRID - User ID Exit. TIRUSRID is used to supply the ID of the user to the
application.

void TIRUSRID ( char *rp1;

   char *rp2;

   char *filler_parm;

   char *user_id);

Source Code

TIRUSRID.C

Purpose

The user ID is one of the parameters that are passed to the Security Interface Exit (TIRSECR).

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.
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*filler_parm Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*user_id Output A pointer to an 8-byte character array into
which the user ID can be returned.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default action that is taken by this module is to call runtime routine DEFUSRID which returns a default user ID, the
value of which depends on the platform on which the system is executing.

Related User Exits

TIRSECR

TIRYYX - Date Exit

This article provides information for TIRYYX - Date Exit. TIRYYX is used to process a two-digit or yy-style date input.

void TIRYYX (

   struct tiryyx_param_block *pb)

Source Code

TIRYYX.C

Purpose

TIRYYX is used to set the century part using any fixed-window, sliding-window, or other algorithm of choice, when using
Gen in the standard map generation mode.

Internally, Gen handles four-digit year dates correctly assuming the user application uses the yyyy edit pattern throughout.
If the user interface is designed to accept a two-digit date entry, and defaulting to the current century is not acceptable,
use this exit to implement logic to get the required behavior for defaulting the century part of the date.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*pb Input/Output A pointer to a tiryyx structure containing the
following items:

return_code Output A 4-byte character array containing the
current year

current_year Input A 4-byte character array containing the
current year.

edit_year Input/Output A 4-byte character array containing the edit
year.
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Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default user exit behavior does not perform any processing and returns.

Related User Exits

None

NonStop Server User Exits
This article provides information for the NonStop Server User Exits. All server runtime user exits are provided in both
source and object format (in the object library UEXITCO and DPSUECO).

Name Description
SRVRERROR Server to Server Error User Exit (Server Only)
TIRDCRYP Decrypt User Exit (Server Only)
TIRDLCT Dialect User Exit
TIRDRTL Default Retry Limit User Exit
TIRELOG Server Error Logging User Exit (Server Only)
TIRHELP Help Interface User Exit
TIRMTQB Message Table User Exit
TIRNCRYP Encrypt User Exit (Server Only)
TIRSECR Security Interface User Exit
TIRSECV Server Security Validation User Exit (Server Only)
TIRSYSID System ID User Exit
TIRTERMA User Termination User Exit
TIRUPDB MBCS Uppercase Translation User Exit
TIRUPPR Uppercase Translation User Exit
TIRURTL Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit
TIRUSRID User ID User Exit
TIRXINFO Locale Information User Exit (Server Only)
TIRXLAT National Language Translation User Exit (Server Only)
TIRYYX Date User Exit
USEREXIT Distributed Processing Flow Data Access User Exit (Server Only)

Server runtime user exits are rebuilt using the TACL macro MKEXITS which can be found in the subvolume where the IT
has been installed. Details on the use of the MKEXITS macro can be found in NonStop Implementation Toolset.

The UEXITCO user exit object library is the same one that is used with blockmode applications.

Details for the preceding user exits follow in a separate section for each.
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TIRDCRYP - Server Decryption Exit

This article provides information for TIRDCRYP - Server Decryption Exit. TIRDCRYP is called by the Server Manager after
it detects that the client has sent an encrypted cooperative buffer.

void TIRDCRYP( unsigned char * rp1,

   unsigned char * rp2,

   TIRDCRYP_cmcb * pTIRDCRYP_cmcb);

Source Code

tirdcryp.c

Purpose

The Server Manager constructs a work buffer containing the concatenated View Data and Client Security sections. The
user is responsible for decrypting the area pointed to by pDataBuffer for IBufferSize bytes.

The inputs pDataBuffer and IDecryptMaxSize and the outputs IBufferSize return_code and failure_msg are fields within a
structure pointed to by the pTIRDCRYP_cmcb parameter.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only

*pTIRELOG_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a TIRELOG_CMCB structure
containing the following items:

lDecryptMaxSize Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
decrypted data can occupy.

lBufferSize Input/Output On input, IBufferSize is the current buffer
space (in bytes) of the encrypted data.
On output, IBuffferSize must be updated
by this exit to contain the length of the
decrypted data. The length of the decrypted
result cannot exceed lDecryptMaxSize.

*pDataBuffer Input/Output On input, a pointer to the starting location
of the encrypted View Data and Client
Security sections within the CFB work
buffer.
On output, this exit must ensure that this
same data area contains the unencrypted
versions of the input data. The length
of this decrypted result cannot exceed
lDecryptMaxSize.
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return_code Output A two-character array returning the results
of the decryption attempt. The following
values are supported:
DECRYPTION_USED -- defined as " "
DECRYPTION_SIZE_EXCEEDED_MAX --
defined as "01"
DECRYPTION_NOT_USED -- defined as
"02"
DECRYPTION_APPLICATION_ERROR --
defined as "03"

*failureMsg Output The pointer to an 80-character array,
to be populated by the exit that can
receive a null terminated error message
string. The string pointed to by the
failureMsg pointer is incorporated into
an error message that is returned back
to the client. Used with a return code of
DECRYPTION_APPLICATION_ERROR.

Return Code

None directly, see the preceding return_code structure member.

Default Behavior

Decryption of the data buffer is not attempted.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRNCRYP
• WRSECENCRYPT

TIRELOG - Server Error Logging and Error Token Creation Exit

This article provides information for TIRELOG - Server Error Logging and Error Token Creation Exit. This exit serves two
purposes, error logging at the server and creation of an error token for transmitting to the client.

void TIRELOG(char * rp1,

   char * rp2,

   TIRELOG_CMCB * pTIRELOG_cmcb));

Source Code

tirelog.c

Purpose

This exit is called by the server to handle server errors that are encountered during the execution of a distributed
processing server that cannot be handled by the runtime or generated code, and normally result in the termination of the
application. For example, before the execution of a server procedure step, the server extracts view data from the client
message and places it in the target procedure steps view. If this extraction fails because of a mismatch between the client
definition and the server definition an error response message is created and returned to the client.
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The default implementation of this exit returns to the caller without logging the error. It is up to the developer of this user
exit to determine what information must be logged and how it must be logged. Some users can choose to log only certain
errors; others can choose to log all errors. On some systems, the log can be implemented as a file. To log a server error,
simply format the information that you wish to log and write it to a file. On other systems, the log can be implemented
using system-specific features such as a CICS temporary storage queue (TSQ) as found on z/OS.

To create an error token, move text data to the area pointed to by the elog_error_token member of the TIRELOG_CMCB
structure passed into this exit. The error token area is 4097 bytes and must be null-terminated. The error token, which
goes through codepage translation when it is transmitted to the client, can be used on the client to customize how the
error is handled.

For example, you can modify this exit to return an error token of "RETRY" whenever a certain database contention error
occurs. This error token is passed to the client error-handling exit (WRSRVRERROR or WRASYNCSRVRERROR), which
makes the final decision on how to handle the error. You can modify the client error-handling exit to reinvoke the flow or
USE whenever the error token is "RETRY." This server error-logging exit is called after the error response message is
created but before it is transmitted to the client.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only

*pTIRELOG_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a TIRELOG_CMCB structure
containing the following items:

elog_fail_type Input A character designating the type of failure
detected defined as: (label - defined value)
EPROFD - 'P' profile error
EPROFI - 'I' profile error
EEXEC - 'E' execution error
ESERVER - 'D' server manager error
EUSER - 'U' user requested abend

void *elog_sqlca Input A pointer to a saved sql data area

*elog_globdata Input A pointer to the globdata area of the server

elog_number_of_lines Input An integer containing the number of text
lines contained within the elog_error_text
buffer

elog_error_text Input A pointer to a buffer of screen formatted
text. This data, which is formatted by the
server runtime, contains up to 24 lines of 80
characters each.

*elog_error_token Input/Output A character pointer to an error token area
that can contain up to 4097 bytes, this
includes the required null terminator. This
exit is responsible for populating this data
area if needed.
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Return Code

None directly, see the preceding pTIRELOG_cmcb structure.

Default Behavior

The default action is to return without logging the error.

Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• WRSRVRERROR
• WRASYNCSRVRERROR

TIRNCRYP - Server Encryption Exit

This article provides information for TIRNCRYP - Server Encryption Exit. After a server procedure step executes, the
server manager can call TIRNCRYP to encrypt the server response to the client.

void TIRNCRYP( unsigned char * rp1,

   unsigned char * rp2,

   TIRNCRYP_cmcb * pTIRNCRYP_cmcb);

Source Code

tirncryp.c

Purpose

The server manager makes a copy of the unencrypted cooperative buffer pending transmission back to the client.
The inputs pDataBuffer, IBufferSize, IEncryptMaxSize trancode, and client_userid and the outputs return_code, and
failure_msg are fields with a structure pointed to by pTIRNCRYP_cmcb. The user is responsible for encrypting the data
area pointed to by the pDataBuffer member of the TIRNCRYP_cmcb structure.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*pTIRNCRYP_cmcb Input/Output A pointer to a structure containing the
following items:

pDataBuffer Input/Output On input, a pointer to the starting location of
the View Data and Client Security sections
within the CFB work buffer.
On output the exit must populate the same
data with the encrypted versions of the
input data. The length of the encrypted
result cannot exceed lEncryptMaxSize.
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lBufferSize Input/Output On input, lBufferSize is the current buffer
space (in bytes) of the unencrypted data.
On output, IBuffferSize must be updated
by this exit to contain the length of the
encrypted data. The length of the encrypted
result cannot exceed lEncryptMaxSize.

lEncryptMaxSize Input A long field that contains the maximum
available buffer space (in bytes) that the
encrypted data can occupy.

trancode Input Transaction code currently being
processed. This value can be used
in conjunction with client userid and
NextLocation to determine if encryption is
desired.

client_userid Input Client user ID. This value can be
used in conjunction with trancode and
NextLocation to determine if encryption is
desired.

pNextLocation Input Next Location value as set by the server
application using Gen action diagram
statements. This value can be used with
trancode and client userid to determine if
encryption is desired.

return_code Output A two-character array returning the results
of the decryption attempt. The following
values are supported:
ENCRYPTION_USED -- defined as " "
ENCRYPTION_SIZE_EXCEEDED_MAX --
defined as "01"
ENCRYPTION_NOT_USED -- defined as
"02"
EnCRYPTION_APPLICATION_ERROR --
defined as "03"

*failureMsg Output The pointer to an 80-character array,
to be populated by the exit that can
receive a null terminated error message
string. The string pointed to by the
failureMsg pointer is incorporated into
an error message that is returned back
to the client. Used with a return code of
ENCRYPTION_APPLICATION_ERROR.

Return Code

None directly, see the preceding return_code structure member.

Default Behavior

The default logic of this user exit is to return ENCRYPTION_NOT_USED.
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Related User Exits

The following are related user exits:

• TIRDCRYP
• WRSECDECRYPT

TIRSECV - Security Validation Exit

This article provides information for TIRSECV - Security Validation Exit. This security exit is called for every cooperative
flow, regardless of the security type used.

void TIRSECV(char *rp1,

   char *rp2,

   unsigned char Enhanced_Security_Flag,

   PTIRSECV_cmcb pTIRSECV_cmcb);

Source Code

tirsecv.c

Purpose

To facilitate security validation a flag indicating whether the security data is for a standard or enhanced buffer has been
added. This exit is intended to provide the opportunity to validate enhanced security data while simultaneously not
impacting those using standard security.

To this effect, the default code that is provided handles two possible conditions:

• For buffers containing standard security the client userid, client password, and security token fields are expected to be
blank. The default behavior is for the exit to return SECURITY_USED, thus indicating that the request is authorized.
The exit must be modified to return SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR if the intent is that all buffers contain
enhanced security data.

• For buffers containing enhanced security the client userid, client password, and security token fields can or cannot
contain data. The default behavior is for the exit to return SECURITY_NOT_USED, this indicating that no validation
processing was attempted. The exit must be modified to validate the security data and set the relevant return code
(return SECURITY_USED for an authorized user and SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR for a non-authorized user).
When returning SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR, this exit can provide an optional failure message, using the
failure_msgbuffer contained within the TIRSECV_cmcb structure that is presented to the client.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*rp1 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

*rp2 Input A pointer to a parameter control block.
Reserved for runtime internal use only.

Enhanced_Security_Flag Input A single character denoting if the CFB has
been created to support enhanced security.
A value of Y denotes enhanced security,
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*pTIRSECV_cmcb Input A pointer to a structure containing the
following values:

client_userid Input A 64-byte character array containing a user
ID if the CFB uses enhanced security. For
a CFB containing standard security, this
parameter is expected to be blank.

client_password Input A 64-byte character array containing
a password if the CFB uses enhanced
security. For a CFB containing standard
security, this parameter is expected to be
blank.

lSecurityTokenLen Input A long value representing the length of the
pSecurityToken, if any.

pSecurityToken Input A pointer to a security token if the CFB
uses enhanced security. For a CFB
containing standard security, this parameter
is expected to be blank.

trancode Input An 8-byte character array containing the
transaction code

return_code Input/Output A 2-byte character array containing a value
denoting success for failure of this exit.
Valid values are:
SECURITY_USED - defined as " "
SECURITY_NOT_USED -- defined as "02"
SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR --
defined as "03"

failure_msg Input/Output The pointer to an 80-character array that
can be populated by this exit with a null
terminated error message string. The string
pointed to by this parameter is incorporated
into an error message that is returned back
to the client. Used with a return code of
SECURITY_APPLICATION_ERROR.

Return Code

None directly, see the preceding return_code structure member.

Default Behavior

The default logic of this user exit is to return SECURITY_NOT_USED, which is considered an error if this user exit is
called since the Server Manager requested Client Security validation.

Related User Exits

WRSECTOKEN
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TIRXINFO - Locale Information Exit

This article provides information for TIRXINFO - Locale Information Exit. This exit provides information about the
codepage environment of the executing server process.

void TIRXINFO (char *osId,

   char *codePage,

   long *padChar);

Source Code

tirxlat.c

Purpose

An osId, codepage ID, and default padding character are returned. The runtime uses the osId and codePage returned as
parameters passed into the TIRXLAT user exit.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*osId Output A pointer to character buffer to contain
an OS ID (9 bytes, 8 characters plus
NULL terminator). This value is passed
to TIRXLAT as the outOS parameter for
inbound transactions and as the inOS
parameter for outbound transactions. The
current default value is MBCS. This must
not be confused with an identifier of the
underlying operating system on which the
server is executing.

*codePage Output A pointer to character buffer to contain
a codepage ID (9 bytes, 8 characters
plus NULL terminator). This value is
passed to TIRXLAT as the outCodePage
parameter for inbound transactions
and as the inCodePage parameter for
outbound transactions. The default value,
as returned from this exit, is hard-coded
into the generated server manager at code
generation time. This value depends upon
the platform that is used to generate the
server manager. If the server manager is
generated on a Windows platform the value
is 1252, if generated on a UNIX platform
using CSE its value is 819.

*padChar Output A pointer to a long value, not currently used
for Windows or UNIX servers.
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Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The string that is returned for osId is hard coded to a value of MBCS. The value for CodePage is obtained from the server
manager. The CodePage number is created during the server manager code generation process. The padChar value is
unused.

Related User Exits

TIRXLAT

TIRXLAT - National Language Translation Exit

This article provides information for TIRXLAT - National Language Translation Exit. TIRXLAT allows the conversion of
textual data based on from/to codepage and operating system information.

void TIRXLAT (char *inBuf;

   long *inLen;

   char *inCodePage;

   char *inOS;

   char *outBuf;

   long *outLen;

   char *outCodePage;

   char *outOS;

   long *outPadChar;

   char *workArea;

   long *outCharCnt;

   long *outByteCnt);

Source Code

tirxlat.c

Purpose

View data that is passed between the client and server is translated from the code page of the client to the code page of
the server. TIRXLAT uses the code page value of the client, which is passed from the client to the server, and the code
page of the host value to locate a translation table.

This exit is used to translating both the data received from that client and the data to be sent to the client.

When translating data received from the client, the in* parameters correspond to the client data, the out* parameters
correspond to the data presented to the server.

When translating data to be sent to the client the in* parameters correspond to the server data to be sent, the out*
parameters correspond to the data presented to the client.

If a suitable translation table is not found, the data is passed back without translation. The user can replace a translation
table to customize their environment.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*inBuf Input A character pointer to the input buffer to
translate

*inLen Input A pointer to a long value which is the length
inBuf

*inCodePage Input A character pointer to the codepage ID of
inBuf (8 bytes + 1 NULL).

*inOS Input A character pointer to the OS ID of inBuf (8
bytes + 1 NULL).

*outBuf Input/Output A character pointer to the buffer in which to
place the translated text

*outLen Input A pointer to a long value that is the length
of the data pointed to by outBuf.

*outCodePage Input A character pointer to the codepage ID
corresponding to the output buffer, outBuf.

*outOS Input A character pointer to the OS ID
corresponding to the output buffer, outBuf.

*outPadChar Input A pointer to a long value which is the
padding character to use, 0 if no padding to
be done in the output buffer, outBuf.

*workArea Input A character pointer to a 100-byte scratch
work area.

*outCharCnt Input/Output A pointer to a long value which is the
number of characters that are placed into
the output buffer, outBuf.

*outByteCnt Input/Output A pointer to a long value which is the
number of bytes placed into the output
buffer, outBuf.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

If a suitable translation table is found, the data is translated from the inCodePage to the outCodePage. If a suitable
translate table is not found the data is passed back without translation.

Related User Exits

TIRXINFO
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USEREXIT - NonStop RSC/MP Distributed Processing Flow Data Access Exit

This article provides information for USEREXIT - NonStop RSC/MP Distributed Processing Flow Data Access Exit. The
USEREXIT server-side user exit is called twice for each distributed processing flow and supports multiple APIs.

Void USEREXIT(short MsgFlow);

Source Code

dpsuetdm

Purpose

By serving as the main entry point for five APIs, USEREXIT enables inspection and modification of the user data and
application data that moves between a Distributed Processing Client (DPC) and a Distributed Processing Server (DPS).
USEREXIT is called the first time just after request data has been received from the client. The second call occurs just
before the response data is returned to the client.

You can use the set of APIs that USEREXIT supports encrypting and decrypting transaction data, adding custom data that
is not generated from Gen to the buffer sent to the client side, performing customized auditing, and so on.

NOTE
The size of the Gen data buffer cannot be modified. Data integrity must be maintained by the user exit.

This user exit is available only on the NonStop server platform.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
MsgFlow Input Indicates the direction of the data stream

available for inspection/modification.
Possible values are:
0 - Request message coming from the
Client.
1 - Response message going back to the
Client.

APIs

USEREXIT is an entry point that supports the use of the following APIs:

Name Description
GET_MESSAGE_SIZE Returns the length of the message area for the current request or

response message.
GET_USER_DATA Returns the user data that is associated with the current request

or response message.
SET_USER_DATA Copies data from the passed in buffer into the user data area that

is associated with the current request or response message.
GET_IEF_DATA Returns the Gen data (and its length) contained within the current

request or response message.
SET_IEF_DATA Copies data from the passed in buffer into the Gen data area that

is associated with the current request or response message.
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Each API supported by USEREXIT is described in the following sections.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

USEREXIT is called twice for each DPS flow. The user exit is called for the first time just after a request buffer is received
from the client. Just before the response buffer is sent back to the client, the user exit is called again.

Building on NonStop

The Distributed Process Flow Data Access User Exit is built as part of the object library DPSUECO. As a prerequisite for
building the object library, you must have correct C compiler that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal session
2. Change your current volume to where the IT was installed
3. Run MKEXITS
4. MKEXITS prompts for confirmation about the source and object code locations that are used to build the exits. Press

enter to accept the default values, otherwise enter new $<volume>.<subvolume> locations at the prompts. After these
locations are confirmed, the main menu is displayed. Use this menu to perform the following actions:

Action Description
X To extract the source code of the exit from their archived file

(UEXITSC). Source is placed into the source location.
E To invoke the EDIT editor.
T To invoke the TEDIT editor.
A To compile all user exits.
R To link and install compiled user exits into the UEXITCO library.
D Links and installations compiled distributed processing server user

exits into the DPSUECO library.
P To access the Peruse facility
O To change the output location
S To change the source and object location settings
Q To exit MKEXITS

Related User Exits

Client Manager/Communications Bridge user exit RSCUserEntry().

API Functions

The APIs described in the following sections can only be called from within the context of the NonStop user exit,
USEREXIT().

Function Format

short GET_MESSAGE_SIZE( short * msgSize )
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Purpose

GET_MESSAGE_SIZE returns the size of the current Gen message buffer. The reported message buffer size includes the
NonStop RSC/MP header, Gen data, and user data.

When a MsgFlow parameter of 0 is passed into the main entry point, USEREXIT(), this indicates that the user exit is being
called just after the response message is received from the requesting client. The message size that is returned is that of
the message received from the client.

When a MsgFlow parameter of 1 is passed into the main entry point, this indicates that the user exit is being called just
before sending the response message to the requesting client. The message size that is returned is that of the message
about to be sent to the client.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
* msgSize Output A pointer to a short where the total size of

the current message is stored.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of the return code value.

Return Value Description
Non-zero The size of the Gen message buffer.

Default Behavior

If enabled, USEREXIT( ) calls the GET_MESSAGE_SIZE API after receiving a request from the client.

Function Format

short GET_USER_DATA( char * data, short length )

Purpose

Returns the user data area that is associated with the current Gen message.

When a MsgFlow parameter of 0 is passed into the main entry point, USEREXIT(), this indicates that the user exit is being
called just after the response message is received from the requesting client. The message size that is returned is that of
the message received from the client.

When a MsgFlow parameter of 1 is passed into the main entry point, this indicates that the user exit is being called just
before sending the response message to the requesting client. The message size that is returned is that of the message
about to be sent to the client.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
* data Input/Output A pointer to a buffer area where the runtime

is to copy the user data.
Note: It is the responsibility of the caller to
ensure that adequate memory has been
allocated to contain the user data contained
in the current message.

Length Input The size of the data buffer being passed in.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of the return code value.

Return Value Description
Non-zero The actual number of bytes copied into the data buffer
Zero Indicates that there was no user-data available.
Negative Indicates that an error occurred

Default Behavior

If enabled, the USEREXIT( ) calls the GET_MESSAGE_DATA API after the request message is received from the client.

Function Format

short SET_USER_DATA( char * data, short length )

Purpose

Copies the passed in buffer data into the user data area that is associated with the current Gen message.

If the MsgFlow parameter passed into the main entry point, USEREXIT(), is 0, this signifies that the user exit is being
called just after the request message has been received from the client.

If the MsgFlow parameter passed into the main entry point, USEREXIT(), is 1, this signifies that the user exit is being
called just before sending the response message to the client. The buffer data is copied into the current user data area of
the message before the message is sent to the requesting client.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
* data Input/Output A pointer to a buffer area that is copied into

the current user data area of the message.
length Input The length of the data buffer pointed to by

the “data” parameter
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Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of the return code value.

Return Value Description
0 Indicates that the data was copied successfully.
Non-zero Indicates that an error occurred

Default Behavior

If enabled, USEREXIT( ) calls the SET_USER_DATA API after the request message is received from the client.

Function Format

short GET_IEF_DATA( unsigned char * data, short length )

Purpose

Returns a copy of the Gen data that is associated with the current Gen message.

If the MsgFlow parameter passed into the main entry point, USEREXIT(), is 0, this signifies that the user exit is being
called just after the request message has been received from the client.

If the MsgFlow parameter passed into the main entry point, USEREXIT(), is 1, this signifies that the user exit is being
called just before sending the response message to the client. The buffer data is copied into the current user data area of
the message before the message is sent to the requesting client.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
* data Input/Output A pointer to a buffer area where a copy the

Gen data is written to.
length Input The size of the buffer being passed.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of the return code value.

Return Value Description
Non-zero Indicates the actual number of bytes copied into the passed in

data buffer.
Negative Indicates that an error occurred.

Default Behavior

If enabled, the USEREXIT( ) calls the GET_IEF_DATA API after the request is received from the client.

Function Format
short SET_IEF_DATA( unsigned char * data, short length )
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Purpose

Copies the passed in buffer into the Gen data area that is associated with the current message.

If the MsgFlow parameter passed into the main entry point, USEREXIT(), is 0, this signifies that the user exit is being
called just after the request message has been received from the client.

If the MsgFlow parameter passed into the main entry point, USEREXIT(), is 1, this signifies that the user exit is being
called just before sending the response message to the client. The buffer data is copied into the current user data area of
the message before the message is sent to the requesting client.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
* data Input/Output A pointer to a buffer area that is copied into

the current Gen data area of the message.
length Input The size of the data buffer to be copied.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of the return code value.

Return Value Description
Zero Indicates the passed in data was successfully copied.
Non-zero Indicates that an error occurred

Default Behavior

If enabled, USEREXIT( ) calls this API after the request is received from the client.

.NET User Exits
This article provides information for .Net User Exits that are built as part of a common user exit .NET assembly called
CA.Gen.exits.dll.

Rebuilding the Exit

Use this process to rebuild all the exits in this section. Prerequisites for building the assembly are Microsoft C# compiler
and .Net Framework that is installed on your system.

1. Launch a Command Prompt window. This Command Prompt must be opened with ‘Run as administrator’.
2. Change your current directory to that containing the makeexits.bat file. Typically, this is in the Gen installed area, .net

\exits subdirectory.
3. To build the exit, run makeexits.bat.

NOTE
See the makeexits.bat file for execution instructions.

4. Redeploy the resulting CA.Gen.exits.dll for use with the appropriate Applications.

ASP.NET Web Client User Exits
This article provides information for ASP.NET Web Client User Exits.
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This section describes the following user exits that are located in %GENxx%Gen\.net\exits\src\amrt directory and used by
the ASP.NET Web Clients:

• com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.DefaultYearExit - C# Default Year Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.LocaleExit - C# Locale Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.RetryLimitExit - C# Retry Limit Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.SessionIdExit - C# Session ID Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.SrvrErrorExit - C# Server Error Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.UserExit - C# User Exit

com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.DefaultYearExit - C# Default Year Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.DefaultYearExit - C# Default Year Exit. This exit class allows
the implementation of a customer-specified algorithm addressing Year-2000 concerns.

Source Code

DefaultYearExit.cs

Method
public static int GetDefaultYear(int inYear, int currentYear)

Purpose

GetDefaultYear () is invoked when input editing occurs on a date or timestamp field, and the edit pattern specifies a two
character year value. The four-digit current year and the two-digit input year are passed to GetDefaultYear (). By default,
the current hundred-year value is merely added to the two character year value and returned. This method allows the
implementation of a customer-specified algorithm addressing Year-2000 concerns.

The default algorithm returns the current hundred years that are appended with two-digit input year. The private method
ImputeCenturies() enables an alternative algorithm, implementing a sliding range of hundred-year values that are based
on the input decade.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
inYear Input Integer containing the two or four-digit year.
currentYear Input Integer containing the current year.

Return Code

Integer containing the four-digit year.

Default Behavior

By default, the current hundred-year value is added to the two-character year value and returned.
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com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.LocaleExit - C# Locale Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.LocaleExit - C# Locale Exit. This exit class provides a set of
methods that are called at startup of an application to load customer-specific values for locale editing of data that are
displayed in the application.

Source Code

LocaleExit.cs

Purpose

Each method of this exit is called with the default input, which is derived from the dialect that is specified during
application design, and returns the appropriate localized value.

Method
public static char getLocalCurrencySymbol(char def)

Purpose

getLocalCurrencySymbol() supplies the currency symbol to the generated .NET application. The currency symbol is used
when editing numeric fields, which includes currency symbol. For example, if the edit pattern is “@ZZZ.ZZZ,99”, the
getLocalCurrencySymbol() specifies “@” as the currency symbol.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default currency

symbol.

Return Code

Character containing the localized currency symbol.

Default Behavior

By default, dollar sign ‘$’ is returned.

Method
public static char getLocalThousandsSep(char def)

Purpose

getLocalThousandsSep () supplies the thousand separator to the generated .NET application. The thousand separator
is used when editing numeric fields, which includes the thousand separator. For example, if the edit pattern is
“@ZZZ.ZZZ,99”, the getLocalThousandsSep () specifies “.” as the thousand separator.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default thousands

separator.

Return Code

Character containing the localized thousands separator.

Default Behavior

By default, the thousand separator that is passed in is returned.

Method
public static char getLocalDecimalSep(char def)

Purpose

getLocalDecimalSep () supplies the decimal point to the generated .NET application. The decimal point is used
when editing numeric fields, which includes the decimal point. For example, if the edit pattern is “@ZZZ.ZZZ,99”, the
getLocalDecimalSep () specifies “,” as the decimal point.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default decimal

separator.

Return Code

Character containing the localized decimal point.

Default Behavior

By default, decimal point that is passed in is returned.

Method
public static char getLocalDateSep(char def)

Purpose

getLocalDateSep () supplies the date separator character to the generated .NET application. The date separator character
is used only for date and time fields where the model does not specify the edit pattern. In these cases, the .NET runtime
uses this information to build a default edit pattern using the information that is provided by the getLocalDateSep(). For
example, if the getLocalDateSep() specifies the date separator as "-" (a dash) and the date order is yymmdd, then the
default date edit pattern is yy-mm-dd.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default date

separator.

Return Code

Character containing the localized date separator.

Default Behavior

By default, date separator that is passed in is returned.

Method
public static char getLocalTimeSep(char def)

Purpose

getLocalTimeSep () supplies the time separator character to the generated .NET application. The time separator character
is used only for date and time fields where the model does not specify the edit pattern. In these cases, the .NET runtime
uses this information to build a default edit pattern using the information that is provided by the getLocalTimeSep ().
For example, if the getLocalTimeSep () specifies the date separator as ":" (a colon) then the default date edit pattern is
yy:mm:dd.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default time

separator.

Return Code

Character containing the localized time separator.

Default Behavior

By default, time separator that is passed in is returned.

Method
public static char getLocalDateOrder(char def)

Purpose

getLocalDateOrder () supplies the date order definition to the generated .NET application. The date order
definition is used only for date and time fields where the model does not specify the edit pattern. In these cases,
the .NET runtime uses this information to build a default edit pattern using the information that is provided by the
getLocalDateOrder (). For example, if the date separator is "-" (a dash) and getLocalDateOrder () specifies the date order
as LocaleExit.DATEORDER_YMD or ‘2’, then the default date edit pattern is yy-mm-dd.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default date order.

The following definition or character can be
specified.
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_MDY or ‘0’
The date order is “MMDDYY”.
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_DMY or ‘1’
The date order is “DDMMYY”.
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_YDM or ‘2’
The date order is “YYDDMM”.

Return Code

Character containing the localized date order.

Default Behavior

By default, date order that is passed in is returned.

com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.RetryLimitExit - C# Retry Limit Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.RetryLimitExit - C# Retry Limit Exit. This exit class provides
configuration of the number of times a procedure step can be retried when the application has requested a “retry
transaction”, or when a deadlock condition on the database has been detected.

Source Code

RetryLimitExit.cs

Property
public static int UltimateRetryLimit

Purpose

This property is an Integer containing absolute upper limit to the number of times a procedure step can be retried. This
exit provides a safeguard in case the system attribute "transaction retry limit" is set to an excessive value by an action
diagram. This exit defines the upper bound to the retry limit value which can never be exceeded.

Default Value

By default, “99” is returned.

Property

public static int DefaultRetryLimit
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Purpose

This property is Integer containing default retry limit to the number of times a Procedure step can be retried when the
system attribute "Transaction retry limit" is not set by an action diagram.

Default Value

By default, “10” is returned.

com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.SessionIdExit - C# Session ID Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.SessionIdExit - C# Session ID Exit. This exit class is used for
Gen system attributes.

Source Code

SessionIdExit.cs

Property
public static string SystemId

Purpose

This property is string containing the value for the LOCAL_SYSTEM_ID attributes. LOCAL_SYSTEM_ID can be placed on
a window during a window design. The value can be up to eight characters in length.

Default Value

By default, “WIN32” is returned.

Property
public static string UserId

Return Code

This property is string containing the value for the USER_ID attributes. USER_ID can be placed on a window during
window design, and referenced by statements in a PrAD. The value can be up to 8 characters in length.

Default Value

By default, “USERID” is returned.

Property
public static string TerminalId

Purpose

This property is string containing the value for the TERMINAL_ID attributes. TERMINAL_ID can be placed on a window
during window design, and referenced by statements in a PrAD. The value can be up to 8 characters in length.

Default Value

By default, “DOMAIN” is returned.
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com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.SrvrErrorExit - C# Server Error Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.SrvrErrorExit - C# Server Error Exit. This exit class provides
methods that are invoked when an error is detected during the processing of a client to server flow.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.SrvrErrorExit - C# Server Error Exit.

Source Code

SrvrErrorExit.cs

Method
public static int ServerError(int failureType, 

    StringBuilder errorList)

Purpose

ServerError() is invoked when an error is detected during the processing of a synchronous client to server flow. The
parameter failureType describes the origin of this error and the formatted error message is returned in errorList.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
failureType Input An integer value describing the source of

the failure. The value can be one of the
following items:
com.ca.gen.fmrt. ExternalLoader.CFBUILD
or ‘0’:
An error in the construction or parsing of
a client/server flow message or response.
com.ca.gen.fmrt. ExternalLoader.XFAL or
‘1’:
An error during the server procedures
action block execution.
com.ca.gen.fmrt. ExternalLoader.XERR or
‘2’:
A communications error occurring
somewhere between construction of a
message or response, and the deciphering
of that message by the partner in this flow.

errorList Input/Output A mutable string, StringBuilder,
representing message strings that are
constructed by and typically displayed
using the ErrorReport dialog to describe
the failure. Each message string is
null terminated. Newline characters for
formatting are also present as required. On
a "serverFailedDisplay" return, errorList,
as modified in this exit, is displayed in the
ErrorReport dialog.
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Return Code

Return Code Description
SrvrErrorExit.FAILEDDISPLAY This return value causes the standard error report dialog to be

displayed, with return to the previous window. The integer value is
‘3’.

SrvrErrorExit.FAILEDRESTART This return value suppresses the standard error report and
invokes again the client procedure step that originated the dialog
flow. If a procedure step usage is failing, the parent procedure
step is returned to at the statement immediately following the Use.
In both cases, if failureCommand is set it is used as the system
command when invoking again or returning to the client procedure
step. For flows designed to return the exit state of the server to
the client, the exit state set when invoking again or returning to the
client procedure step is the last value set by the client. The integer
value is ‘1’.

SrvrErrorExit.FAILEDTERMINATE This return value suppresses the standard error report dialog,
does not attempt to return to the client procedure step, and
redisplays the client window. The integer value is ‘2’.

SrvrErrorExit.FAILEDDISPLAYCUSTOM This return value causes a custom error report dialog to be
displayed with NO FORMATTING. The dialog returns to the
previous window as in previous releases. The integer value is ‘4’.

Default Behavior

The default return value of SrvrErrorExit.FAILEDDISPLAY causes the standard error report dialog to be displayed, with
return to the previous client window.

Method
public static bool Append(StringBuilder msgOut, 

    int messageNumber, 

    string [] parms, 

    string dialect)

Purpose

This method formats errors with messages unique to your application instead of utilizing Gen error message formatting.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
msgOut Input/Output Output buffer to append
messageNumber Input/Output The number of the message in

csumessages.properties
parms Input/Output The array of parameters for substitution into

the message
dialect Input Specifies the dialect
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Return Code

True if appends, false otherwise.

Default Behavior

By default, false is returned.

Method
public static bool Append(StringBuilder msgOut, string message)

Purpose

This method formats errors with messages unique to your application instead of utilizing Gen error message formatting.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
msgOut Input/Output Output buffer to append.
message Input/Output Message to append.

Return Code

True if appends, false otherwise.

Default Behavior

By default, false is returned.

com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.UserExit - C# User Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.amrt.UserExit - C# User Exit. This class manages interaction with
various user customized exits through an instantiated object.

Source Code

UserExit.cs

Constructor
public UserExit()

Purpose

This constructor is invoked as a part of a UserExit class instantiation to initialize properties to its base default value.

Arguments

None
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Return Code

The UserExit object initialized with the default property values.

Default Behavior

This constructor initializes the properties as follows:

Property Value
CurrencySign LocaleExit.DEF_CURR
ThousandsSeparator LocaleExit.DEF_THOU
DecimalSeparator LocaleExit.DEF_DECI
DateSeparator LocaleExit.DEF_DATE
TimeSeparator LocaleExit.DEF_TIME
DateOrder LocaleExit.DEF_ORDER
MessageFile Uninitialized
DialectName Uninitialized

Constructor
public UserExit(char thousands, 

    char decimall, 

    string message, 

    string dialect)

Purpose

This constructor instantiates the UserExit class with its properties initialized.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
thousands Input Character that contains the initial thousands

separator.
decimall Input Character that contains the initial decimal

point.
message Input Two letter string that contains the initial

message file selection key.
dialect Input The dialect value that matches the value

that is defined in the model.

Return Code

The UserExit object with the initialized property values based on the given arguments.
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Default Behavior

This constructor initializes the properties as follows.

Property Value
CurrencySign Return value of invoking LocaleExit.getLocalCurrencySymbol()

with _CurrencySign field that is initialized with UserExit()
constructor.

ThousandsSeparator Return value of invoking LocaleExit.getLocalThousandsSep() with
the specified thousands arguments.

DecimalSeparator Return value of invoking LocaleExit.getLocalDecimalSep() with the
specified decimal arguments.

DateSeparator Return value of invoking
LocaleExit.getLocalDateSep() with _DateSeparator field that is
initialized with UserExit() constructor.

TimeSeparator Return value of invoking
LocaleExit.getLocalDateSep() with _TimeSeparator field that is
initialized with UserExit() constructor.

DateOrder Return value of invoking
LocaleExit.getLocalDateSep() with _DateOrder field that is
initialized with UserExit() constructor.

MessageFile The specified message argument.
DialectName The specified Dialect argument with space padded to eight

characters.

Property
public char CurrencySign

Purpose

This read-only property contains the currency sign for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in constructor. For more detail, see the constructor section.

Property
public char ThousandsSeparator

Purpose

This read-only property contains the thousands separator for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in constructor. For more detail, see the constructor section.

Property

Public char DecimalSeparator
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Purpose

This read-only property contains the Decimal Point for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in constructor. For more detail, see the constructor section.

Property
public char DateSeparator

Purpose

This read-only property contains the Date Separator for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in constructor. For more detail, see the constructor section.

Property
public char TimeSeparator

Purpose

This read-only property contains the Time Separator for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in constructor. For more detail, see the constructor section.

Property
public char DateOrder

Purpose

This read-only property contains the Date Order for the current UserExit object. The following table shows the possible
value for this property:

Symbol Value Description
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_MDY 0 The date order is “MMDDYY”.

This value is also specified with
LocaleExit.DEF_ORDER.

LocaleExit.DATEORDER_DMY 1 The date order is “DDMMYY”.
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_YDM 2 The date order is “YYDDMM”.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in constructor. For more detail, see the constructor section.

Property
public string MessageFile
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Purpose

This read-only property contains the two letters key to select the message file. The following table contains association
between key and message file:

Key Message Filename
WR ief_Error.js
AR ief_Error_ar.js
DA ief_Error_da.js
DU ief_Error_du.js
FI ief_Error_fi.js
FR ief_Error_fr.js
GE ief_Error_ge.js
HB ief_Error_hb.js
IT ief_Error_it.js
JA ief_Error_ja.js
KO ief_Error_ko.js
NO ief_Error_no.js
SP ief_Error_sp.js
SW ief_Error_sw.js
<none> ief_Error.js

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in constructor. For more detail, see the constructor section.

Property
static public string SystemId

Purpose

This read-only property provides the system ID string attribute.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value in the property SessionIdExit.SystemId with its value is padded to eight
characters with space.

Property
static public string UserId

Purpose

This read-only property provides the user ID string attribute.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value in the property SessionIdExit.UserId with its value is padded to eight characters
with space.
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Property
static public string TerminalId

Purpose

This read-only property provides the terminal ID string attribute.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value in the property SessionIdExit. TerminalId with its value is padded to eight
characters with space.

Property
static public string DialectName

Purpose

This read-only property provides the current dialect name for the load module.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in constructor. For more detail, see the constructor section.

Method
public static int GetDefaultYear (int  inYear, int currentYear)

Purpose

GetDefaultYear () is invoked when input editing occurs on a date or timestamp field, and the edit pattern specifies a two
character year value. The four-digit current year and the two-digit input year are passed to GetDefaultYear (). By default,
the current hundred-year value is merely added to the two character year value and returned. This method allows the
implementation of a customer-specified algorithm addressing Year-2000 concerns.

The default algorithm returns the current hundred years that are appended with two-digit input year. The private method
ImputeCenturies() enables an alternative algorithm, implementing a sliding range of hundred-year values that are based
on the input decade.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
inYear Input Integer containing the two or four-digit year.
currentYear Input Integer containing the current year.

Return Code

Integer containing the four-digit year.

Default Behavior

By default, this method invokes DefaultYearExit.GetDefaultYear(inYear, currentYear) with the given argument to this
method and the return value is from the invoked method.
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Method
private static string padAndTrim (string str, int length, char padChar)

Purpose

This method in used internally to trim and pad the given string with the specified arguments.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
str Input String that is passed in.
length Input Integer containing the length of the string.
padchar Input Char containing the pad character.

Return Code

The passed in string is padded and trimmed as specified.

Default Behavior

The passed in string is padded and trimmed as specified.

Exits Common to both ASP.NET Web Clients and .NET Servers
This section describes the exits that are located in the %GENxx%Gen\.net\exits\src\Common.cs file and used by both the
ASP.NET Web Clients and .NET Servers.

• com.ca.gen.exits.common.CompareExit - C# Compare Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.common.LowerCaseExit - C# Lower Case Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.common.UpperCaseExit - C# Upper Case Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.common.WebServiceMethodCallExit - C# CALL EXTERNAL User Exit

com.ca.gen.exits.common.CompareExit - C# Compare Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.common.CompareExit - C# Compare Exit. CompareExit is a runtime
class that is used to compare various classes/types with each other.

Source Code

Common.cs

Method
public static int CompareTo(decimal parm1, decimal parm2)

Purpose

Compares two decimals and returns a negative when the first instance is less than the second. Returns a positive if the
first instance is greater than the second. Returns a zero if the two instances are equal.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a decimal to be compared with
parm2 Input a decimal to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to parm1.CompareTo() method.

Method
public static int CompareTo(char parm1, char parm2)

Purpose

Compares two chars and returns a negative when the first instance is less than the second. Returns a positive if the first
instance is greater than the second. Returns a zero if the two instances are equal.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a char to be compared with
parm2 Input a char to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to parm1.CompareTo() method.

Method
public static int CompareTo(double parm1, double parm2)

Purpose

Compares two doubles and returns a negative when the first instance is less than the second. Returns a positive if the first
instance is greater than the second. Returns a zero if the two instances are equal.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a double to be compared with
parm2 Input a double to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to parm1.CompareTo() method.

Method
public static int CompareTo(float parm1, float parm2)

Purpose

Compares two floats and returns a negative when the first instance is less than the second. Returns a positive if the first
instance is greater than the second. Returns a zero if the two instances are equal.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a float to be compared with
parm2 Input a float to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to parm1.CompareTo() method.

Method
public static int CompareTo(int parm1, int parm2)

Purpose

Compares two ints and returns a negative when the first instance is less than the second. Returns a positive if the first
instance is greater than the second. Returns a zero if the two instances are equal.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input an int to be compared with
parm2 Input an int to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to parm1.CompareTo() method.

Method
public static int CompareTo(long parm1, long parm2)

Purpose

Compares two longs and returns a negative when the first instance is less than the second. Returns a positive if the first
instance is greater than the second. Returns a zero if the two instances are equal.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a long to be compared with
parm2 Input a long to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to parm1.CompareTo() method.

Method
public static int CompareTo(object parm1, object parm2)

Purpose

Compares two objects and returns a negative when the first instance is less than the second. Returns a positive if the first
instance is greater than the second. Returns a zero if the two instances are equal.

For comparison purposes, nulls are considered equal and a null compared to a non-null is always less than the non-null
value.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input an object to be compared with
parm2 Input an object to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Also this method may throw the InvalidCastException when the object does not implement a 'int CompareTo(Object)'
interface like the Comparable interface.

Default Behavior

Depending on the type of parameters, this method delegate the comparison to CompareTo(parm1, parm2) methods
defined in this class. If the type of the parameters does not match any of CompareTo(parm1, parm2) method, the method
uses .NET Reflection mechanism to find the appropriate CompareTo method for the given types.

Method
public static int CompareTo(short parm1, short parm2)

Purpose

Compares two shorts and returns a negative when the first instance is less than the second. Returns a positive if the first
instance is greater than the second. Returns a zero if the two instances are equal.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a short to be compared with
parm2 Input a short to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to parm1.CompareTo() method.

Method
public static int CompareTo(string parm1, string parm2)

Purpose

Compares two strings and returns a negative when the first instance is less than the second. Returns a positive if the first
instance is greater than the second. Returns a zero if the two instances are equal.
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The lengths do not have to be identical. They are still compared as long as characters in the extra length area of the larger
string are spaces.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a string to be compared with
parm2 Input a string to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior of this method is as follows.

Check null for both parameters.

Trim the space from strings.

Delegate the comparison to parm1.CompareTo() method.

Method
public static int CompareTo(string parm1, string parm2 , int length)

Purpose

Compares two strings and returns a negative when the first instance is less than the second. Returns a positive if the first
instance is greater than the second. Returns a zero if the two instances are equal. Only the characters up to the indicated
length are compared. All characters after that point are ignored.

The lengths do not have to be identical. They are still compared as long as characters in the extra length area of the larger
string are spaces.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a string to be compared with
parm2 Input a string to be compared to
length Input an int to indicate the length of the strings to

compare

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior of this method is as follows.
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Check null for both parameters.

Trim the given strings to the specified length.

Delegate the comparison to parm1.CompareTo() method.

Method
public static int CompareTo(DateTime parm1, DateTime parm2)

Purpose

Compares two DateTime instances and returns a negative when the first instance is less than the second. Returns a
positive if the first instance is greater than the second. Returns a zero if the two instances are equal.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a DateTime to be compared with
parm2 Input a DateTime to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to parm1.CompareTo() method.

com.ca.gen.exits.common.LowerCaseExit - C# Lower Case Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.common.LowerCaseExit - C# Lower Case Exit. LowerCaseExit is a
runtime class that is used to lowercase the given string.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.common.LowerCaseExit - C# Lower Case Exit.

Source Code

Common.cs

Method
public static string LowerCase(string inStr)

Purpose

LowerCase is a used to convert a given string to lowercase, returning a string.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
inStr Input a string to be lowercased

Return Code

A string representing the lowercased version of this object.

Default Behavior

By default, the string.toLower() function is used.

A null input parameter results in an empty string being returned.

com.ca.gen.exits.common.UpperCaseExit - C# Upper Case Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.common.UpperCaseExit - C# Upper Case Exit. UpperCaseExit is a
runtime class that is used to lowercase the given string.

Source Code

Common.cs

Method
public static string UpperCase(string inStr)

Purpose

UpperCase is a used to convert a given string to uppercase, returning a string.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
inStr Input a string to be uppercased

Return Code

A string representing the uppercased version of this object.

Default Behavior

By default, the string.toUpper() function is used.

A null input parameter results in an empty string being returned.
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com.ca.gen.exits.common.WebServiceMethodCallExit - C# CALL EXTERNAL User Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.common.WebServiceMethodCallExit - C# CALL EXTERNAL User
Exit. This user exit provides one method to modify the URL used to access a web service method at runtime.

Source Code

Common.cs

Purpose

This user exit provides another method to modify the default truncation behavior that is used for return values during a
web service call.

modifyURL Method-Modifies the URL

Public Static Final String modifyURL(String url)

Purpose

This method allows the URL used to access a web service method to be modified at runtime.

Arguments

The following table contains the arguments of the method:

Name Output Description

String URL The URL of the web service.

Return Code

The string representation of the URL of the web service.

Default Behavior

This method returns the URL of the web service that was added when the call external statement was created. The
default behavior is to return the URL parameter unchanged.

ABRT_xcall_ws_gentype_truncate_exit —CALL EXTERNAL Data Truncation

long ABRT_xcall_ws_gentype_truncate_exit (void)

Purpose

By default, when the size of the web service response is greater than the matched Gen data type, the response is
truncated. The truncation is governed by the ABRT XCall WS Gentype Truncation table.

Use this user exit to override the default behavior. The user exit sets the matched Gen data type flag so that the response
is not truncated but an error is raised.

ABRT XCall WS Gentype Truncation Table:
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The following table depicts the default behavior. The user exit sets the flag that is represented in the Overrides the Flag
column. The default behavior overrides the flag.

XSD data type
(from)

Gen data type
(to) Default truncation behavior Overrides the flag

string Text Data truncated to fit in the
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

string BLOB Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_BLOB

anyURI Text Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

QName Text Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

NOTATION Text Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

duration Text Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

base64Binary Text Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

base64Binary BLOB Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_BLOB

hexBinary Text Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

hexBinary BLOB Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_BLOB

float Number (length <= 15,
decimal points !=0,
decimal precision = false)

Data is truncated at decimal
places.

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_DOUBL
E

double Number (length <= 15,
decimal points !=0,
decimal precision = false)

Data is truncated at decimal
places.

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_DOUBL
E

decimal Number (length <=18,
decimal precision =true)

Data is truncated at decimal
places and other truncation
results in Error.

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_PRECIS
ION

short
unsignedshort

Number (length <= 4) Data is truncated if it is >
SHORT_MAX

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_SHORT

integer
long
int
nonPositiveInteger
nonNegativeInteger
negativeInteger
positiveInteger
unsignedLong
unsignedInt

Number (length <= 9) Data is truncated if it is >
LONG_MAX

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_LONG

NOTE

Data map pairs which are excluded from the table are not considered for truncation. The following XSD data
types are not truncated:
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• boolean
• datetime
• Time
• Date
• gYearMonth
• gYear
• gMonthDay
• gDay
• gMonth
• Bytes

For example, the response is not truncated, when the web service response of XSD datetime data type are
mapped to Text.

Arguments

None.

Return Code

A long value that represents one or more flags which specify that the web service response for the given data types is not
truncated but, an error is raised.

Default Behavior

If the web service response size is greater than the Gen data type, the web service response is truncated. For more
information about the default behavior, see the ABRT XCall WS Gentype Truncation Table in the Purpose topic.

Related User Exits

None.

Exits Common to both ASP.NET Web Clients and .NET Servers dealing with Message Objects
This article defines Exits Common to both ASP.NET Web Clients and .NET Servers dealing with Message Objects.

This section describes the exits that are located in the %GENxx%Gen\.net\exits\src\msgobj directory and used by both the
ASP.NET Web Clients and .NET Servers.

• com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit - C# CFB Dynamic Message Decryptio
• com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageEncodingyExit - C# CFB Dynamic Message Encoding Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit - C# CFB Dynamic Message Encryption Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit - C# CFB Dynamic Message Security Exit

com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit - C# CFB Dynamic Message
Decryption

This article defines com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit - C# CFB Dynamic Message
Decryption.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit - C# CFB Dynamic
Message Decryption.
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Source Code

CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit.cs

Purpose

This class will be called after a CFB message has been received from a server.

Constructor

private CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit()

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private and is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to provide the default
caching mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns The CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit object.

Method

public static CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit GetInstance()

Purpose

This method will be invoked after a CFB message has been received from a server. This method obtains an instance of
CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit class and initializes it with the private Init().

Arguments

None

Return Code

This method returns the initialized CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit class and
initializes it with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

Method

public void FreeInstance()
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Purpose

This method is invoked to de-allocate the object obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

Method

public byte [] decryptData(byte [] data, int maxLength)

Purpose

This method is used to allow the user to decrypt the data portion of the message.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
Data Input The byte array to be decrypted.
maxLength Input Integer parameter indicates the largest byte

array that can be returned.

Return Code

The return value is the byte array containing the decrypted data.

Default Behavior

By default the byte array that is passed in is unchanged and no real decryption occurs. The user must code their own
algorithm to decrypt the data.

The byte array that is passed in can be modified in place and then returned. If needed a local byte array can be allocated
(larger or smaller if needed), populated and returned.

To indicate an error condition, throw a CSUException. That is, throw new
CSUException("CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit:GetInstance","error message")).

Method

private void Init()
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Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance () to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is nothing.

Property

public byte DecryptionType

Purpose

This read-only byte property contains the value to specify whether decryption must be done. The valid values are:

CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit.DECRYPTION_NO

CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit.DECRYPTION_YES

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit.DECRYPTION_NO.

com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageEncodingyExit - C# CFB Dynamic Message
Encoding Exit

This article defines com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageEncodingyExit - C# CFB Dynamic Message
Encoding Exit.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageEncodingyExit - C# CFB Dynamic
Message Encoding Exit.

Source Code

CFBDynamicMessageEncodingExit.cs

Purpose

This class is called from the CFBDynamicMessage.

Constructor
public CFBDynamicMessageEncodingExit()

Purpose

The exit is a default constructor.
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Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns The CFBDynamicMessageEncodingExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The CFBDynamicMessageEncodingExit object.

Method
public static int ServerCodePage(String tran)

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve the message text encoding for the named host and transaction.

The run-times always call ServerCodePage to find the correct encoding for each transaction on each server before
building the common format message.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
Tran Input Transaction name string that is associated

with this request.

Return Code

This method returns the default encoding.

Default Behavior

The default behavior returns the default encoding. This behavior may be changed to return any valid encoding number. To
select different encodings for each transaction, use the tran argument.

com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit - C# CFB Dynamic Message
Encryption Exit

This article defines com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit - C# CFB Dynamic Message
Encryption Exit.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit - C# CFB Dynamic
Message Encryption Exit.

Source Code

CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit.cs

Purpose

This class is called from the CFBDynamicMessage to encrypt a message.
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Constructor

private CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit()

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private and is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to provide the default
caching mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns The CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit object.

Method

public static CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit 

    GetInstance(string newTranCode,

    string newNextLocation,

    string newUserid)

Purpose

This method obtains an instance of CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit class and initializes it with the private Init().

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
newTranCode Input String containing the new tranCode
newNextLocation Input String containing the new nextLocation
newUserid Input String containing the new userID

Return Code

This method returns the initialized CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit class and
initializes it with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

Method
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public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

This method is invoked to de-allocate the object obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

Method

public byte [] encryptData(byte [] data, int maxLength)

Purpose

This method is used to allow the user to encrypt the data portion of the message.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
Data Input The byte array to be encrypted.
maxLength Input Integer parameter indicates the largest byte

array that can be returned.

Return Code

The return value is the byte array containing the encrypted data.

Default Behavior

By default the byte array that is passed in is unchanged and no real encryption occurs. The user must code their own
algorithm to encrypt the data.

The byte array that is passed in can be modified in place and then returned. If needed a local byte array can be allocated
(larger or smaller if needed), populated and returned.

To indicate an error condition, throw a CSUException. That is, throw new
CSUException("CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit:GetInstance", "error message")).

Method
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private void Init(string newTranCode,

    string newNextLocation, 

    string newUserid)

Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance () to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
newTranCode Input String containing the new tranCode
newNextLocation Input String containing the new nextLocation
newUserid Input String containing the new userID

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is assigning the specified argument to the instance field.

Property

public byte EncryptionType

Purpose

This read-only byte property contains the value to specify whether an encryption must be done. The valid values are:

CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit.ENCRYPTION_NO

CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit.ENCRYPTION_YES

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit.ENCRYPTION_NO.

com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit - C# CFB Dynamic Message Security
Exit

This article defines com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit - C# CFB Dynamic Message Security
Exit.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.msgobj.cfb.CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit - C# CFB Dynamic
Message Security Exit.

Source Code

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.cs
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Purpose

This class is called from the CFBDynamicMessage.

Constructor

private CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit()

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private and is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to provide the default
caching mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns The CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit object.

Method

public static CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit 

    GetInstance (string newUserid,

    string newPassword,

    string newTranCode,

    string newNextLocation)

Purpose

This method obtains an instance of CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit class and initializes it with the private Init().

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
newUserid Input String containing the new userID
newPassword Input String containing the new password
newTranCode Input String containing the new tranCode
newNextLocation Input String containing the new nextLocation

Return Code

This method returns the initialized CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit object.
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Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit class and
initializes it with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

Method

public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

This method is invoked to de-allocate the object obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

Method

public byte [] getSecurityToken(int maxLength)

Purpose

This method is used to allow the user to pass back a security token to be passed in the enhanced security mode.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
maxLength Input Integer parameter indicates the largest byte

array that can be returned.

Return Code

The return value is the byte array containing a security token.

Default Behavior

By default a 0 length array is returned.

To indicate an error condition, throw a CSUException. That is, throw new
CSUException("CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit:GetInstance","error message")).
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Method

private void Init(string newUserid, 

    string newPassword, 

    string newTranCode, 

    string newNextLocation)

Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance () to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
newUserid Input String containing the new userID
newPassword Input String containing the new password
newTranCode Input String containing the new tranCode
newNextLocation Input String containing the new nextLocation

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is assigning the specified argument to the instance field.

Property

public byte SecurityType

Purpose

This read-only byte property contains the value to specify what type of security must be used. The valid return values are:

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.SECURITY_NO

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.SECURITY_STANDARD

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.SECURITY_ENHANCED

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value:

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.SECURITY_NO

Property

public bool useCMSecurity
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Purpose

This read-only boolean property contains the value to specify whether the Client Manager/Comm Bridge to use the userID
and password values for enhanced security validation or the standard Client Manager/Comm Bridge target server security
configuration.

If the property contains true, the Client Manager/Comm Bridge uses the userID and password values for the enhanced
security validation.

If the property contains false, the Client Manager/Comm Bridge uses the standard Client Manager/Comm Bridge target
server security configuration.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the false.

Exits used by .NET Servers for Serviced Components
This article defines Exits used by .NET Servers for Serviced Components.

This section describes the exits that are in the %GENxx%Gen\.net\exits\src\scrt directory and used by the .NET Servers.

• com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.AuthorizationExit - C# Server Authorization Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.SecurityValidationExit - C# Server Security Validation Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.LocaleExit - C# Server Locale Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.RetryLimitExit - C# Server Retry Limit Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.SrvrErrorExit - C# Server Error Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.UserExit - C# Server User Exit

com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.AuthorizationExit - C# Server Authorization Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.AuthorizationExit - C# Server Authorization Exit. This class
provides the methods for the security interface.

Source Code

AuthorizationExit.cs

Purpose

The server manager calls the methods in the class. This module may be customized by the customer to perform a
transaction-level security.

Constructor

Private AuthorizationExit()

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private and is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to provide the default
caching mechanism.

Arguments

None
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Return Code

This constructor returns The AuthorizationExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The AuthorizationExit object.

Method
public static AuthorizationExit 

    GetInstance(string loadModuleName, 

    string procedureStepName)

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
loadModuleName Input string containing the loadModuleName
procedureStepName Input string containing the procedureStepName

Return Code

This method obtains an instance of AuthorizationExit class and initializes it with the private Init().

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of AuthorizationExit class and initializes it with the
private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

Method
public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

This method is invoked to de-allocate the object obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

Method
public void Authorize()
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Purpose

This method is invoked in the server procedure to provide an authorization.

Arguments

None

Return Code

To indicate an error condition, throw a GenException, that is, throw new GenException("error message").

To indicate an access failure, throw an UnauthorizedAccessException.

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is nothing.

com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.SecurityValidationExit - C# Server Security Validation Exit

This article defines com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.SecurityValidationExit - C# Server Security Validation Exit.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.SecurityValidationExit - C# Server Security Validation Exit.

Source Code

SecurityValidationExit.cs

Purpose

This class provides the methods to validate client security with the given Client Userid, Client Password, and
SecurityObject parameters.

Constructor

private SecurityValidationExit()

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private and is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to provide the default
caching mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns The SecurityValidationExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The SecurityValidationExit object.
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Method

public static SecurityValidationExit 

    GetInstance (string clientUserId,

    string clientPassword,

    object securityObject)

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
clientUserId Input String containing the client user Id
clientPassword Input String containing the client password
securityObject Input Instance of security object

Return Code

This method obtains an instance of SecurityValidationExit class and initializes it with the private Init().

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of SecurityValidationExit class and initializes it with
the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

Method

public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

This method is invoked to de-allocate the object obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

Method

public void Validate()
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Purpose

This method is invoked in the server procedure to provide an authorization.

Arguments

None

Return Code

To indicate an error condition, throw a GenException (that is, throw new GenException("error message")).

To indicate an access failure, throw an UnauthorizedAccessException.

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is nothing.

com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.LocaleExit - C# Server Locale Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.LocaleExit - C# Server Locale Exit. This exit class provides a set
of methods to load customer-specific values for the locale editing of data that are displayed in the application.

Source Code

LocaleExit.cs

Purpose

Each method that is provided by this exit is called with the default input. The default input is derived from the dialect that is
specified during the application design, and return the appropriate localized value.

Method
public static char getLocalCurrencySymbol(char def)

Purpose

getLocalCurrencySymbol() supplies the currency symbol to the generated .NET application. The currency symbol is used
when editing numeric fields, which includes currency symbol. For example, if the edit pattern is “@ZZZ.ZZZ,99”, the
getLocalCurrencySymbol() specifies “@” as the currency symbol.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default currency

symbol.

Return Code

Character containing the localized currency symbol.
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Default Behavior

By default, Dollar sign ‘$’ is returned.

Method
public static char getLocalThousandsSep(char def)

Purpose

getLocalThousandsSep () supplies the thousand separator to the generated .NET application. The thousand separator
is used when editing numeric fields, which includes the thousand separator. For example, if the edit pattern is
“@ZZZ.ZZZ,99”, the getLocalThousandsSep () specifies “.” as the thousand separator.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default thousands

separator.

Return Code

Character containing the localized thousands separator.

Default Behavior

By default, thousand separator that is passed in is returned.

Method
public static char getLocalDecimalSep(char def)

Purpose

getLocalDecimalSep () supplies the decimal point to the generated .NET application. The decimal point is used
when editing numeric fields, which includes the decimal point. For example, if the edit pattern is “@ZZZ.ZZZ,99”, the
getLocalDecimalSep () specifies “,” as the decimal point.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default decimal

separator.

Return Code

Character containing the localized decimal point.

Default Behavior

By default, decimal point that is passed in is returned.
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Method
public static char getLocalDateSep(char def)

Purpose

getLocalDateSep () supplies the date separator character to the generated .NET application. The date separator character
is used only for date and time fields where the model does not specify the edit pattern. In these cases, the .NET runtime
uses this information to build a default edit pattern using the information that is provided by the getLocalDateSep(). For
example, if the getLocalDateSep() specifies the date separator as "-" (a dash) and the date order is yymmdd, then the
default date edit pattern is yy-mm-dd.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default date

separator.

Return Code

Character containing the localized date separator.

Default Behavior

By default, date separator that is passed in is returned.

Method
public static char getLocalTimeSep(char def)

Purpose

getLocalTimeSep () supplies the time separator character to the generated .NET application. The time separator character
is used only for date and time fields where the model does not specify the edit pattern. In these cases, the .NET runtime
uses this information to build a default edit pattern using the information that is provided by the getLocalTimeSep ().
For example, if the getLocalTimeSep () specifies the date separator as ":" (a colon) then the default date edit pattern is
yy:mm:dd.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default time

separator.

Return Code

Character containing the localized time separator.

Default Behavior

By default, time separator that is passed in is returned.
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com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.RetryLimitExit - C# Server Retry Limit Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.RetryLimitExit - C# Server Retry Limit Exit. This exit class
provides configuration of the number of times a procedure step is retried when the application requests a retry transaction.

Source Code

RetryLimitExit.cs

Purpose

This exit class provides configuration of the number of times a procedure step is retried when a deadlock condition on the
database is detected.

Property
public static int UltimateRetryLimit

Purpose

This property is an Integer containing absolute upper limit to the number of times a procedure step can be retried. This
exit provides a safeguard when the system attribute transaction retry limit is set to an excessive value by an action
diagram. This exit defines the upper bound to the retry limit value which can never be exceeded.

Default Value

By default, 99 is returned.

Property
public static int DefaultRetryLimit

Purpose

This property is an integer containing a default retry limit to the number of times a Procedure step can be retried when the
system attribute Transaction retry limit is not set by an action diagram.

Default Value

By default, 10 is returned.

com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.SrvrErrorExit - C# Server Error Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.SrvrErrorExit - C# Server Error Exit. Provides methods that are
invoked when an error is detected during the processing of a server to a server flow.

Source Code

SrvrErrorExit.cs

Method
public static int ServerError(string toPstep,

    string fromPstep,

    string errorList,

    int failureType))
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Purpose

ServerError() is invoked when an error is detected during the processing of a server to server flow. The parameter
failureType describes the origin of this error.

The exit can influence the default runtime error behavior.

When the NOTPROPAGATE_ERR is returned, the calling procedure step continues the execution ignoring the error that
occurs in the called procedure step.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
toPstep Input String contains the target procedure step.
fromPstep Input String contains the calling procedure step.
errorList Input String contains an error message.
failureType Input An integer value describing the source of

the failure. The value can be one of the
following items:
com.ca.gen.scrt. SrvrErrorExit.CFBUILD or
‘0’:
An error in the construction or parsing of
a client/server flow message or response.
com.ca.gen.scrt. SrvrErrorExit.XFAL or ‘1’:
An error during the server procedures
action block execution.
com.ca.gen.scrt. SrvrErrorExit.XERR or ‘2’:
A communications error occurs between
construction of a message or response,
and the deciphering of that message by the
partner in this flow.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description
com.ca.gen.scrt.SrvrErrorExit.PROPAGATE_ERR This return value causes the calling procedure step, stops the

execution, and propagates an error. The integer value is ‘0’.
com.ca.gen.scrt.SrvrErrorExit.NOTPROPAGATE_ERR This return value causes the calling procedure step continues

the execution and ignoring the fact that error occurs in the called
procedure step. The integer value is ‘1’.

Default Behavior

The default implementation always returns the value com.ca.gen.scrt.SrvrErrorExit.NOTPROPAGATE_ERR. This causes
the calling procedure step to continue the execution and ignore the fact that errors occur in the called procedure step.

com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.UserExit - C# Server User Exit

This article provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.scrt.UserExit - C# Server User Exit. This class provides the methods
to use the UserExit object.
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Source Code

UserExit.cs

Constructor
private UserExit()

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private and is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to provide the default
caching mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns the UserExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns the UserExit object.

Method
public static UserExit

    GetInstance (object userObject)

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
userObject Input Instance of a user object

Return Code

This method obtains an instance of UserExit class and initializes it with the private Init().

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of UserExit class and initializes it with the private
method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

Method
public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

This method is invoked to de-allocate the object obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None
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Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into a free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

Method
public void UseRuntimeObject()

Purpose

This method is invoked in a server procedure to use a user object.

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is nothing.

Exits Common to both ASP.NET Web Clients and .NET Servers dealing with Coopflow
This section describes the exits that are in the %GENxx%Gen\.net\exits\src\coopflow directory and used by both the
ASP.NET Web Clients and .NET Servers.

• com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.mqs.MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# MQSeries Dynamic Coop Flow Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.net.NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit - C# NET Dynamic Coop Flow Security Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.tcpip.TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# TCPIP Dynamic Coop Flow Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.ws.WSDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# WS Dynamic Coop Flow Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.complus.COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit - C# COMPLUS Dynamic Coop Flow

Security Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.complus.COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# COM PLUS Dynamic Coop Flow Exit
• com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.net.NETDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# Dynamic CoopFlow Exit

com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.mqs.MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# MQSeries Dynamic Coop Flow Exit

This article defines com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.mqs.MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# MQSeries Dynamic Coop Flow Exit.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.mqs.MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# MQSeries Dynamic
Coop Flow Exit.

Source Code

MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit.cs
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Purpose

This class is called before performing an MQSeries connection from the MQSDynamicCoopFlow. The class is instantiated
with various data and methods are called to override that data. In addition, the MQSeries C# client must have some
MQEnvironment modifications. These customizations are performed in this exit.

Constructor

public MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is public and is invoked from the GetInstance() method to provide the default caching
mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns the MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns the MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Method

public static MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit GetInstance(string qMgrName,

                             string remoteQMgrName, 

                                             string putQName,   

                                             string replyModelQName,    

                                             string dynamicQName,   

                                             string nextLocation,   

                                             string programID,  

                                             string tranCode,   

                                             string procedureName,  

                                             string procedureSourceName,    

                                             string modelName,  

                                             string modelShortName, 

                                             string netApplicationName, 

                                             string netNamespace,   

                                             string netAssemblyVersion, 

                                         int reportOptions) 

Purpose

This method is invoked to retrieve an instance of the exit class. By default, a new instance is created for each request if
one does not exist in the free array.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
qMgrName Input string contains the queue manager name
remoteQMgrName Input string contains a remote queue manager

name
putQName Input string contains the put queue name
replyModelQName Input string contains the reply queue name
dynamicQName Input string contains a dynamic queue name
nextLocation Input string next Location
programID Input string contains Program ID
tranCode Input string contains Transaction Code
procedureName Input string contains a procedure name
modelName Input string contains the model name
modelShortName Input string contains Model short same
netApplicationName Input string contains the application name
netNamespace Input string contains the application name space
netAssemblyVersion Input string contains the application assembly

version
reportOptions Input integer contains a mask of MQSeries

options

Return Code

This method returns the initialized MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit class and initializes it
with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

Method

public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

At the end of performing a MQSeries connection from the MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit. This method is invoked to de-
allocate the object that is obtained with GetInstance ().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None
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Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into a free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance () invocation.

Method

public bool ProcessException(int attempts, 

   Exception e)

Purpose

This method is invoked when the COMPLUIS Coopflow fails to instantiate the remote object or the server call fails.

Use this exit to indicate whether to retry the operation or to throw an exception.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
attempts Input Integer containing the number of attempts
e Input Exception

Return Code

The method returns true to retry the flow and false to go ahead and process/throw the exception.

Default Behavior

By default, the method returns false in any case. Also if tracing is enabled, the given exception object is recorded in the
trace.

Property

QMgrName

Purpose

This property is used to retrieve the QMgrName to be used for the MQSeries communications.

Default Behavior

The default value is set by the constructor with the original value the runtime contained.

Property

RemoteQMgrName

Purpose

This property is used to retrieve the PutQName to be used for the MQSeries communications.
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Default Behavior

The default value is set by the constructor with the original value the runtime contained.

Property

PutQName

Purpose

This property is used to retrieve the PutQName to be used for the MQSeries communications.

Default Behavior

The default value is set by the constructor with the original value the runtime contained.

Property

ReplyModelQName

Purpose

This property is used to retrieve the ReplyModelQName to be used for the MQSeries communications.

Default Behavior

The default value is set by the constructor with the original value the runtime contained.

Property

ReplyTimeout

Purpose

This property is used to retrieve the ReplyTimeout to be used for the MQSeries communications.

Default Behavior

The default value is MQC.MQWI_UNLIMITED (-1).

Property

ClosePutQ

Purpose

This property is used to determine if put queues must be closed after each cooperative flow.

Default Behavior

The default value is false.

Property

CloseGetQ
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Purpose

This property is used to determine if get queues must be closed after each cooperative flow.

Default Behavior

The default value is false.

Property

DynamicQName

Purpose

This property is used to retrieve the dynamic queue that is created for the MQSeries communications.

Default Behavior

The default value that is supplied by the runtime is "USER_ID.THEAD_HASHCODE.PROCESS_ID.*. This means the
MQSeries subsystem generates a queue name that is based on this prefix followed by a series of uniquely generated
numbers.

NOTE
Four valid characters must be provided before the "*" to create a dynamic queue name. For example: "tmpq*"
succeeds but "tmp*" does not. Contact IBM MQSeries support for further assistance if this proves to be a
problem. IBM APAR #IC46539 has been opened to address this problem.

Property

ReportOptions

Purpose

This property is used to let the user override the report options that have been set by the Gen runtimes.

Default Behavior

The default is what is passed as input and can be set to any value that is valid in the environment.

com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.net.NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit - C# NET Dynamic Coop Flow
Security Exit

This article defines com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.net.NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit - C# NET Dynamic Coop Flow
Security Exit.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.net.NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit - C# NET Dynamic
Coop Flow Security Exit.

Source Code

NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit.cs

Purpose

The methods in the class are called in the NETDynamicCoopFlow class to provide a security object when invoking server
procedures.
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Constructor

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private. The default constructor is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to
provide the default caching mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns The NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit object.

Method

public static NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit GetInstance(string tranCode,

    string nextLocation,

    string hostName,

    int port)

Purpose

This method is invoked when the NETDynamicCoopFlow connection is started. This method obtains an instance of
NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit class and initializes it with the specified parameter.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
tranCode Input string contains Transaction Code
nextLocation Input string contains next Location
hostname Input string contains Host Name
port Input integer contains the Port number

Return Code

This method returns the initialized NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit class and
initializes it with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

Method
public void FreeInstance()
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Purpose

This method is invoked to de-allocate the object that is obtained with GetInstance () at the end of performing a COMPLUS
connection from the NETDynamicCoopFlow.

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is returning the current instance into a free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

Method
public Object getSecurityObject()

Purpose

This method instantiates and returns an object that is passed to the server as a security object.

Arguments

None

Return Code

The method returns the object that is passed to server to as a security object.

Default Behavior

By default, the method returns newly instantiated Object class instance.

Method

private void Init(string tranCode, 

    string nextLocation,

    string hostName,

    int port)

Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance () to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
tranCode Input string contains Transaction Code
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nextLocation Input string contains next Location
hostname Input string contains Host Name
port Input integer contains the Port number

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is nothing.

com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.tcpip.TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# TCPIP Dynamic Coop Flow Exit

This article defines com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.tcpip.TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# TCPIP Dynamic Coop Flow Exit.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.tcpip.TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# TCPIP Dynamic
Coop Flow Exit.

Source Code

TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit.cs

Purpose

The methods in the class are called before performing a TCPIP connection from the TCPIPDynamicCoopFlow. The class
is instantiated with various data and methods are called to override that data.

Constructor
private TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit()

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private and is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to provide the default
caching mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns The TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Method

public static TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit GetInstance (

    string programID, 
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    string tranCode, 

    string procedureName, 

    string procedureSourceName, 

    string modelName,

    string modelShortName,

    string netApplicationName,

    string netNamespace,

    string netAssemblyVersion,

    string nextLocation,

    string hostName, 

    int port, 

    bool clientPersistence)

Purpose

This method is invoked at the beginning of performing a TCPIP connection from the TCPIPDynamicCoopFlow. This
method obtains an instance of TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit class and initializes it with the specified parameter.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
programID Input string contains Program ID
tranCode Input string contains Transaction Code
procedureName Input string contains a procedure name
procedureSourceName Input string contains the source file name for

procedure
modelName Input string contains the Model name
modelShortName Input string contains Model short same
netApplicationName Input string contains the Application name
netNameSpace Input string contains the application name space
netAssemblyVersion Input string contains the application assembly

version
nextLocation Input string contains next Location
hostname Input string contains Host Name
port Input integer contains the Port number
clientPersistence Input bool contains clientPersistence

Return Code

This method returns the initialized TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit class and initializes
it with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.
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Method
public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

At the end of performing a TCPIP connection from the TCPIPDynamicCoopFlow, This method is invoked to de-allocate
the object that is obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into a free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance () invocation.

Method
public bool ProcessException(int attempts, GenException e)

Purpose

This method is invoked whenever the TCPIP Coopflow fails to either instantiate the remote object or the server call fails.

Use this exit to indicate whether to retry the operation or to throw an exception.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
attempts Input Integer containing the number of attempts
e Input GenException

Return Code

The method returns true to retry the flow and false to go ahead and process/throw the exception.

Default Behavior

By default, the method returns false in any case. Also if tracing is enabled, the given exception object is recorded in the
trace.

Method

private void Init(string programID,

    string tranCode,

    string procedureName, 

    string procedureSourceName, 
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    string modelName,

    string modelShortName,

    string netApplicationName,

    string netNamespace,

    string netAssemblyVersion,

    string nextLocation,

    string hostName,

    int port,

    bool clientPersistence)

Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance () to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
programID Input string contains Program ID
tranCode Input string contains Transaction Code
procedureName Input string contains a procedure name
procedureSourceName Input string contains the source file name for

procedure
modelName Input string contains the Model name
modelShortName Input string contains Model short same
netApplicationName Input string contains the Application name
netNameSpace Input string contains the application name space
netAssemblyVersion Input string contains the application assembly

version
nextLocation Input string contains next Location
hostname Input string contains Host Name
port Input integer contains the Port number
clientPersistence Input bool contains clientPersistence

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method simply duplicates the specified parameter to the corresponding instance property.

Property
public string hostName

Purpose

This read-only string property contains the Host Name.
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Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in a private Init() method.

Property
public int port

Purpose

This read-only integer property contains the port number.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in a private Init() method.

Property
public bool clientPersistence

Purpose

This read-only boolean property contains the code to specify a protocol to be used. The value is used to specify the
desired persistence of the TCP/IP connection. If a value is true, the connection is cached for subsequent reuse. The
socket is not closed at the completion of the server response. If a value is false, the connection is not cached. The socket
is closed and the connection object is destroyed. A subsequent flow to the same host/port combination requires a new
connection object and a new socket connection.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in a private Init() method.

com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.ws.WSDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# WS Dynamic Coop Flow Exit

This article defines com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.ws.WSDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# WS Dynamic Coop Flow Exit.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.ws.WSDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# WS Dynamic Coop Flow
Exit.

Source Code

WSDynamicCoopFlowExit.cs

Purpose

This exit is only provided for future use and is not currently used.

The methods in the class are called from the WSDynamicCoopFlow. The class is instantiated with various data and
methods are called to override that data.

Constructor

private WSDynamicCoopFlowExit()
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Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private and is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to provide the default
caching mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns The WSDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The WSDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

GetInstance Method

public static WSDynamicCoopFlowExit GetInstance (

    string programID, 

    string tranCode, 

    string procedureName, 

    string procedureSourceName, 

    string modelName,

    string modelShortName,

    string netApplicationName,

    string netNamespace,

    string netAssemblyVersion,

    string nextLocation,

    string baseURL,

    string contextType)

Purpose

This method is invoked at the beginning of performing a WS connection from the WSDynamicCoopFlow. This method
obtains an instance of WSDynamicCoopFlowExit class and initializes it with the specified parameter.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
programID Input string contains Program ID
tranCode Input string contains Transaction Code
procedureName Input string contains a procedure name
procedureSourceName Input string contains the source file name for

procedure
modelName Input string contains the Model name
modelShortName Input string contains the Model short name
netApplicationName Input string contains the Application name
netNameSpace Input string contains the application name space
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netAssemblyVersion Input string contains the application assembly
version

nextLocation Input string contains next Location
baseURL Input string contains base URL
contextType Input string contains contextType

Return Code

This method returns the initialized WSDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of WSDynamicCoopFlowExit class and initializes it
with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

FreeInstance Method

public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

At the end of performing a WS connection from the WSDynamicCoopFlow, This method is invoked to de-allocate the
object that is obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into a free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

ProcessException Method

public bool ProcessException(int attempts,

    Exception e)

Purpose

This method is invoked whenever the WS Coopflow fails to either instantiate the remote object or the server call fails.

Use this exit to indicate whether to retry the operation or to throw an exception.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
attempts Input Integer containing the number of attempts
e Input GenException

Return Code

The method returns true to retry the flow and false to go ahead and process/throw the exception.

Default Behavior

By default, the method returns false in any case. Also if tracing is enabled, the given exception object is recorded in the
trace.

Init Method

private void Init(string programID,

    string tranCode,

    string procedureName, 

    string procedureSourceName, 

    string modelName,

    string modelShortName,

    string netApplicationName,

    string netNamespace,

    string netAssemblyVersion,

    string nextLocation,

    string baseURL,

    string contextType)

Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance() to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
programID Input string contains Program ID
tranCode Input string contains Transaction Code
procedureName Input string contains a procedure name
procedureSourceName Input string contains the source file name for

procedure
modelName Input string contains the Model name
modelShortName Input string contains Model short same
netApplicationName Input string contains the Application name
netNameSpace Input string contains the application name space
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netAssemblyVersion Input string contains the application assembly
version

nextLocation Input string contains next Location
baseURL Input string contains base URL
contextType Input string contains contextType

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method simply duplicates the specified parameter to the corresponding instance property.

BaseURL Property

public string BaseURL

Purpose

This read-only string property contains the base URL.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in a private Init() method.

ContextType Property

public string ContextType

Purpose

This read-only string property contains the contextType.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in a private Init() method.

com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.complus.COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit - C# COMPLUS Dynamic
Coop Flow Security Exit

This article defines com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.complus.COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit - C# COMPLUS
Dynamic Coop Flow Security Exit.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.complus.COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit - C#
COMPLUS Dynamic Coop Flow Security Exit.

Source Code

COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit.cs
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Purpose

The methods in the class are called in the COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlow class to provide a security object when invoking
server procedures.

Constructor
private COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit()

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private. The default constructor is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to
provide the default caching mechanism.

Arguments

None.

Return Code

This constructor returns The COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit object.

Method
public static COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit GetInstance (string tranCode, string nextLocation)

Purpose

This method is invoked at the beginning of performing a COMPLUS connection from the COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlow.
This method obtains an instance of COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit class and initializes it with the specified
parameter.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
tranCode Input string contains Transaction Code
nextLocation Input string next Location

Return Code

This method returns the initialized COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit class
and initializes it with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.
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Method
public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

At the end of performing a COMPLUS connection from the COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlow, This method is invoked to de-
allocate the object that is obtained with GetInstance ().

Arguments

None.

Return Code

None.

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into a free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance () invocation.

Method
public Object getSecurityObject()

Purpose

This method instantiates and returns an object that is passed to the server as a security object.

Arguments

None.

Return Code

The method returns the object that is passed to server to as a security object.

Default Behavior

By default, the method returns newly instantiated Object class instance.

Method
private void Init(string tranCode, string nextLocation)

Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance () to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
tranCode Input string contains Transaction Code
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nextLocation Input string next Location

Return Code

None.

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is nothing.

com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.complus.COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# COM PLUS Dynamic Coop
Flow Exit

This article defines com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.complus.COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# COM PLUS Dynamic
Coop Flow Exit.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.complus.COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# COM PLUS
Dynamic Coop Flow Exit.

Source Code

COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit.cs

Purpose

The methods in the class are called before performing a COMPLUS connection from the COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlow.
The class is instantiated with various data and methods are called to override that data.

Constructor

private COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit()

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private and is invoked from the GetInstance() method to provide the default
caching mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns The COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Method

public static COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit GetInstance (

                string programID, 
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                string tranCode, 

                string procedureName, 

                string procedureSourceName, 

                string modelName,

                string modelShortName,

                string netApplicationName,

                string netNamespace,

                string netAssemblyVersion,

                string nextLocation)

Purpose

This method is invoked at the beginning of performing a COMPLUS connection from the COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlow.
This method obtains an instance of COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit class and initializes it with the specified parameter.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
programID Input string contains Program ID
tranCode Input string contains Transaction Code
procedureName Input string contains a procedure name
procedureSourceName Input string contains the source file name for

procedure
modelName Input string contains the Model name
modelShortName Input string contains Model short same
netApplicationName Input string contains the Application name
netNameSpace Input string contains the application name space
netAssemblyVersion Input string contains the application assembly

version
nextLocation Input string next Location

Return Code

This method returns the initialized COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit class. This
method initializes the instance with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

Method

public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

At the end of performing a COMPLUS connection from the COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlow, this method is invoked to de-
allocate the object that is obtained with GetInstance ().
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Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is returning the current instance into a free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance () invocation.

Method

public bool ProcessException(int attempts, 

   Exception e)

Purpose

This method is invoked whenever the COMPLUIS Coopflow fails to either instantiate the remote object or the server call
fails.

Use this exit to indicate whether to retry the operation or to throw an exception.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
attempts Input Integer containing the number of attempts
e Input Exception

Return Code

The method returns true to retry the flow and false to go ahead and process/throw the exception.

Default Behavior

By default, the method returns false in any case. Also if tracing is enabled, the given exception object is recorded in the
trace.

Method

private void Init(string programID,

    string tranCode,

    string procedureName, 

    string procedureSourceName, 

    string modelName,

    string modelShortName,

    string netApplicationName,

    string netNamespace,

    string netAssemblyVersion,
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    string nextLocation)

Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance () to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
programID Input string contains Program ID
tranCode Input string contains Transaction Code
procedureName Input string contains a procedure name
procedureSourceName Input string contains the source file name for

procedure
modelName Input string contains the Model name
modelShortName Input string contains Model short same
netApplicationName Input string contains the Application name
netNameSpace Input string contains the application name space
netAssemblyVersion Input string contains the application assembly

version
nextLocation Input string next Location

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method simply duplicates the specified parameter to the corresponding instance property.

com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.net.NETDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# Dynamic CoopFlow Exit

This article defines com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.net.NETDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# Dynamic CoopFlow Exit.

This topic provides information for com.ca.gen.exits.coopflow.net.NETDynamicCoopFlowExit - C# Dynamic CoopFlow
Exit.

Source Code

NETDynamicCoopFlowExit.cs

Purpose

The methods in the class are called before performing a connection from the NETDynamicCoopFlow. The class is
instantiated with various data and methods are called to override that data.

Constructor

private NETDynamicCoopFlowExit()
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Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private and is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to provide the default
caching mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns The NETDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The NETDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Method

public static NETDynamicCoopFlowExit GetInstance (

    string programID, 

    string tranCode, 

    string procedureName, 

    string procedureSourceName, 

    string modelName,

    string modelShortName,

    string netApplicationName,

    string netNamespace,

    string netAssemblyVersion,

    string nextLocation,

    string hostName, 

    int port, 

    char protocolCode)

Purpose

This method is invoked at the beginning of performing a connection from the NETDynamicCoopFlow. This method obtains
an instance of NETDynamicCoopFlowExit class and initializes it with the specified parameter.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
programID Input string contains Program ID
tranCode Input string contains Transaction Code
procedureName Input string contains a procedure name
procedureSourceName Input string contains the source file name for

procedure
modelName Input string contains the Model name
modelShortName Input string contains Model short same
netApplicationName Input string contains the Application name
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netNameSpace Input string contains the application name space
netAssemblyVersion Input string contains the application assembly

version
nextLocation Input string contains next Location
hostname Input string contains Host Name
port Input integer contains the Port number
protocolCode Input Character contains Protocol Code. The

possible values are:
B: HTTP with binary encoding. (Default)
S: Soap
T: TCP/IP (is not supported as of now)

Return Code

This method returns the initialized NETDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of NETDynamicCoopFlowExit class and initializes it
with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

Method

public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

At the end of performing a connection from the NETDynamicCoopFlow, This method is invoked to de-allocate the
object obtained with GetInstance ().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into a free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

Method

public bool ProcessException(int attempts, 

   Exception e)

Purpose

This method is invoked whenever the Coopflow fails to either instantiate the remote object or the server call fails.
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Use this exit to indicate whether to retry the operation or to throw an exception.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
attempts Input Integer containing the number of attempts
e Input Exception

Return Code

The method returns true to retry the flow and false to go ahead and process/throw the exception.

Default Behavior

By default, the method returns false in any case. Also if tracing is enabled, the given exception object is recorded in the
trace.

Method

private void Init(string programID,

    string tranCode,

    string procedureName, 

    string procedureSourceName, 

    string modelName,

    string modelShortName,

    string netApplicationName,

    string netNamespace,

    string netAssemblyVersion,

    string nextLocation,

    string hostName, 

    int port, 

    char protocolCode)

Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance () to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
programID Input string contains Program ID
tranCode Input string contains Transaction Code
procedureName Input string contains a procedure name
procedureSourceName Input string contains the source file name for

procedure
modelName Input string contains the Model name
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modelShortName Input string contains Model short same
netApplicationName Input string contains the Application name
netNameSpace Input string contains the application name space
netAssemblyVersion Input string contains the application assembly

version
nextLocation Input string contains next Location
hostname Input string contains Host Name
port Input integer contains the Port number
protocolCode Input Character contains Protocol Code. The

possible values are:
B: HTTP with binary encoding. (Default)
S: Soap
T: TCP/IP (is not supported as of now)

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method simply duplicates the specified parameter to the corresponding instance property.

Property

public virtual string hostName

Purpose

This read-only string property contains the Host Name.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in the private Init() method.

Property

public int port

Purpose

This read-only integer property contains the port number.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in the private Init() method.

Property

public char protocolCode
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Purpose

This read-only character property contains the code to specify the protocol to be used. The possible values are:

B: HTTP with binary encoding. (Default)

S: Soap

T: TCP/IP (is not supported as of now)

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized in the private Init() method.

Web Generation User Exits
This article defines Web Generation User Exits.

User exits are available with the various communication packages used.

NOTE
For more information about Java user exits used in a distributed processing environment, see Understanding
Distributed Processing.

Rebuilding the Exit

Use this process to rebuild all the exits in this section. These exits are compiled into a Java class file. The Java
development environment J2SE 1.6 or greater must be installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch an MS/DOS Command window.
2. Ensure that the CLASSPATH environment variable contains a reference to the Gen CSU jar file, CSU.JAR.
3. Change your current directory to the one that contains the java source file.

Typically this is in the Gen install area, within the CLASSES\COM\CA\GEN\EXITS\common subdirectory.
4. Run JAVAC <Exit Name>.java.
5. Reassemble and redeploy the resulting .class file for use with the appropriate applications.

CompareExit - Web Generation Compare Exit
This article provides information for CompareExit - Web Generation Compare Exit. CompareExit is a runtime class that is
used to compare various classes/types with each other.

Source Code

CompareExit.java

CompareTo Method -- Compares Two Decimals
public static int CompareTo(decimal parm1, decimal parm2)

Purpose

Compares two decimals and returns a negative if the first instance is less than the second. Compares two decimals and
returns a positive if the first instance is greater than the second. Compares two decimals and returns a zero if the two
instances are equal.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a decimal to be compared with
parm2 Input a decimal to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to a Java CompareTo() method.

CompareTo Method -- Compares Two Characters
public static int CompareTo(char parm1, char parm2)

Purpose

Compares two chars and returns a negative if the first instance is less than the second. Compares two chars and
returns a positive if the first instance is greater than the second. Compares two chars and returns a zero if the two
instances are equal.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a char to be compared with
parm2 Input a char to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to a Java CompareTo() method.

CompareTo Method -- Compares Two Doubles
public static int CompareTo(double parm1, double parm2)

Purpose

Compares two doubles and returns a negative if the first instance is less than the second. Compares two doubles and
returns a positive if the first instance is greater than the second. Compares two doubles and returns a zero if the two
instances are equal.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a double to be compared with
parm2 Input a double to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to a Java CompareTo() method.

CompareTo Method -- Compares Two Floats
public static int CompareTo(float parm1, float parm2)

Purpose

Compares two floats and returns a negative if the first instance is less than the second. Compares two floats and returns a
positive if the first instance is greater than the second. Compares two floats and returns a zero if the two instances are
equal.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a float to be compared with
parm2 Input a float to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to a Java CompareTo() method.

CompareTo Method -- Compares Two Integers
public static int CompareTo(int parm1, int parm2)

Purpose

Compares two ints and returns a negative if the first instance is less than the second. Compares two ints and returns a
positive if the first instance is greater than the second. Compares two ints and returns a zero if the two instances are
equal.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input an int to be compared with
parm2 Input an int to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to a Java CompareTo() method.

CompareTo Method -- Compares Two Longs
public static int CompareTo(long parm1, long parm2)

Purpose

Compares two longs and returns a negative if the first instance is less than the second. Compares two longs and returns a
positive if the first instance is greater than the second. Compares two longs and returns a zero if the two instances are
equal.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a long to be compared with
parm2 Input a long to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to a Java CompareTo() method.

CompareTo Method -- Compares Two Objects
public static int CompareTo(object parm1, object parm2)

Purpose

Compares two objects and returns a negative if the first instance is less than the second. Compares two objects and
returns a positive if the first instance is greater than the second. Compares two objects and returns a zero if the two
instances are equal.

For comparison purposes, nulls are considered equal and a null compared to a non-null is always less than the non-null
value.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input an object to be compared with
parm2 Input an object to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Also this method may throw the InvalidCastException if the object does not implement a 'int CompareTo(Object)' interface
like the Comparable interface.

Default Behavior

Depending on the type of parameters, this method delegate the comparison to CompareTo(parm1, parm2) methods
defined in this class. If the type of the parameters does not match any of CompareTo(parm1, parm2) method, the method
uses .NET Reflection mechanism to find the appropriate CompareTo method for the given types.

CompareTo Method -- Compares Two Shorts
public static int CompareTo(short parm1, short parm2)

Purpose

Compares two shorts and returns a negative if the first instance is less than the second. Compares two shorts and
returns a positive if the first instance is greater than the second. Compares two shorts and returns a zero if the two
instances are equal.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a short to be compared with
parm2 Input a short to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to a Java CompareTo() method.

CompareTo Method -- Compares Two Strings
public static int CompareTo(string parm1, string parm2)
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Purpose

Compares two strings and returns a negative if the first instance is less than the second. Compares two strings and
returns a positive if the first instance is greater than the second. Compares two strings and returns a zero if the two
instances are equal.

The lengths do not have to be identical. The lengths still compare as long as characters in the extra length area of the
larger string are spaces.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a string to be compared with
parm2 Input a string to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior of this method is as follows.

Check null for both parameters.

Trim the space from strings.

Delegate the comparison to a Java CompareTo() method.

CompareTo Method -- Compares two strings(up to the indicated length)
public static int CompareTo(string parm1, string parm2 , int length)

Purpose

Compares two strings and returns a negative if the first instance is less than the second. Compares two strings and
returns a positive if the first instance is greater than the second. Compares two strings and returns a zero if the two
instances are equal. Only the characters up to the indicated length are compared. All characters after that point are
ignored.

The lengths do not have to be identical. The lengths still compare as long as characters in the extra length area of the
larger string are spaces.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a string to be compared with
parm2 Input a string to be compared to
length Input an int to indicate the length of the strings to

compare
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Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior of this method is as follows.

Check null for both parameters.

Trim the given strings to the specified length.

Delegate the comparison to a Java CompareTo() method.

CompareTo Method -- Compares Two DateTime instances
public static int CompareTo(DateTime parm1, DateTime parm2)

Purpose

Compares two DateTime instances and returns a negative if the first instance is less than the second. Compares two
DateTime instances and returns a positive if the first instance is greater than the second. Compares two DateTime
instances and returns zero if the two instances are equal.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parm1 Input a DateTime to be compared with
parm2 Input a DateTime to be compared to

Return Code

A negative, zero, or a positive integer as this object is less than, equal to, or greater than the specified object.

Default Behavior

Delegate the comparison to a Java CompareTo() method.

DataConversionExit - Web Generation Data Conversion Exit
This article provides information for DataConversionExit - Web Generation Data Conversion Exit. These exit classes allow
users to access data and modify it.

Source Code

DataConversionExit.java

Purpose

This user-exit can be used to modify data that are saved to and retrieved from a database. It currently handles Strings
only. This is sometimes required for some languages where strings that are stored in a database must be presented
differently for display. For example, DB2 accessed by JDBC can save and retrieve different results from DB2 accessed on
the mainframe if the latter is set to an encoding different from that of the JVM.
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modifyInputString Method -- Modifies Input String
public final static String modifyInputString (String parmString)

Purpose

It is used to modify strings before they are ultimately saved to a database.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parmString Input String to be modified before it is saved.

Return Code

String representing the modified version is returned.

Default Behavior

By default, the strings that are passed in, are returned unchanged.

modifyOutputString Method -- Modifies Output String
String modifyOutputString (String parmString)

Purpose

It is used to modify strings after they are retrieved from a database.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
parmString Input String to be modified before it is retrieved.

Return Code

String representing the modified version is returned.

Default Behavior

By default, the strings that are passed in, are returned unchanged.

LowerCaseExit - Web Generation Lower Case Exit
This article provides information for LowerCaseExit - Web Generation Lower Case Exit. LowerCaseExit is a runtime
class that is used to lowercase the given string.

Source Code

LowerCaseExit.java
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LowerCase Method -- Converts String to Lower Case
public static string LowerCase(string inStr)

Purpose

LowerCase is a used to convert a given string to lowercase, returning a string too.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
inStr Input String to be lowercased.

Return Code

String representing the lower cased version is returned.

Default Behavior

By default, the String.toLowerCase() is used which in turn calls Character.toLowerCase() using default locale for the JVM.

UpperCaseExit - Web Generation Upper Case Exit
This article provides information for UpperCaseExit - Web Generation Upper Case Exit. UpperCaseExit is a runtime class
that is used to lowercase the given string.

Source Code

UpperCaseExit.java

UpperCase Method -- Converts string to Upper Case
public static string UpperCase(string inStr)

Purpose

UpperCase is a used to convert a given string to uppercase, returning a string too.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
inStr Input a string to be uppercased

Return Code

A string representing the uppercased version of this object.

Default Behavior

By default, the String.toUpperCase() is used which in turn calls Character.toUpperCase() using default locale for the JVM.
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EJBRMIContextExit - Web Generation EJB RMI Context Exit
This article provides information for EJBRMIContextExit - Web Generation EJB RMI Context Exit. This class is called from
the EJBRMIContext before obtaining an InitialContext.

Source Code

EJBRMIContextExit.java

getInstance Method -- This method retrieves an instance of the exit class
EJBRMIContextExit getInstance(Object runtimeObject)

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve an instance of the exit class.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
runtimeobject Input Object to be retrieved.

Return Code

Return an instance of the exit class.

Default Behavior

By default, a new instance is created for each request if one does not exist in the free array.

EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit - Web Generation EJB RMI Dynamic Coop Flow Exit
This article provides information for EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit - Web Generation EJB RMI Dynamic Coop Flow
Exit. The source code EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit.java is called before performing an EJBRMI connection from the
EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlow.

The class is instantiated with various data and methods are called to override that data.

getInstance Method

This method retrieves an instance of EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit class.

public static EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit getInstance(String newInitialFactory,

   String newProviderURL,

   String newNextLocation,

   String newProgramID,

   String newTranCode,

   String newProcedureName,

   String newProcedureSourceName,

   String newModelName,

   String newModelShortName,

   String newJavaContext,

   String newJavaPackage,
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   Object runtimeObject)

Purpose

This method is invoked at the beginning of performing an EJBRMI connection from the EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlow. This
method obtains an instance of EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit class and initializes it with the specified parameters.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
newInitialFactory Input String containing Initial Factory
newProviderURL Input String containing Provider URL
newNextLocation Input String containing Next Location
newProgramID Input String containing Program ID
newTranCode Input String containing TranCode
newProcedureName Input String containing Procedure Name
newProcedureSourceName Input String containing Procedure Source Name
newModelName Input String containing Model Name
newModelShortName Input String containing Model ShortName
newJavaContext Input String containing Java Context
runtimeobject Input Object to be retrieved

Return Code

This method returns the initialized EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit class and
initializes it with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

FreeInstance Method

This method de-allocates the object that is obtained with GetInstance().

public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

At the end of performing a TCPIP connection from the EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlow, This method is invoked to de-allocate
the object that is obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None
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Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

ProcessException Method

This method indicates whether to retry the operation or to throw an exception.

public bool ProcessException(int attempts,CSUException e)

Purpose

This method is invoked whenever the EJBRMI Coopflow fails to either instantiate the remote object or the server call fails.

Use this exit to indicate whether to retry the operation or to throw an exception.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
attempts Input Integer containing the number of attempts
e Input CSU Exception

Return Code

The method returns true to retry the flow and false to go ahead and process/throw the exception.

Default Behavior

By default, the method returns false in any case. Also if tracing is enabled, the given exception object is recorded in the
trace.

init Method

This method initializes the current instance internally from the GetInstance ()

public static EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit init(String newInitialFactory,

   String newProviderURL,

   String newNextLocation,

   String newProgramID,

   String newTranCode,

   String newProcedureName,

   String newProcedureSourceName,

   String newModelName,

   String newModelShortName,

   String newJavaContext,

   String newJavaPackage,

   Object runtimeObject)

Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance () to initialize the current instance.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
newInitialFactory Input String containing Initial Factory
newProviderURL Input String containing Provider URL
newNextLocation Input String containing Next Location
newProgramID Input String containing Program ID
newTranCode Input String containing TranCode
newProcedureName Input String containing Procedure Name
newProcedureSourceName Input String containing Procedure Source Name
newModelName Input String containing Model Name
newModelShortName Input String containing Model ShortName
newJavaContext Input String containing Java Context
runtimeobject Input Object to be retrieved

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is to simply duplicate the specified parameter to the corresponding instance value.

getInitialFactory Method

This method retrieves the initial factory classname.

String getInitialFactory()

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve the initial factory classname to be used for the EJBRMI communications.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

Return the value set by the constructor.

getProviderURL Method

This method retrieves the providerURL.

String getProviderURL()

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve the providerURL to be used during the EJBRMI communications.
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Arguments

None

Default Behavior

Return the value set by the constructor.

getUserObject Method

This method retrieves a user object.

String getUserObject()

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve a User Object to be passed during the EJBRMI communications.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

The default value is to return a null.

updateWildflyParams Method

This method updates an instance with WildFly parameters.

public void updateWildflyParams(boolean newWildflyFlag, String newEarFileName, String newWildflyUserName,

 String newWildflyPassword)

Purpose

This method is called to update an instance with WildFly parameters.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name Input/Output Description
newWildflyFlag Input Boolean value whether WildFly flag is set or

not.
newEarFileName Input String containing ear File Name
newWildflyUserName Input String containing WildFly User Name
newWildflyPassword input String containing WildFly Password

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is to simply duplicate the specified parameter to the corresponding instance value.
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isWildflyFlag Method

This method retrieves the WildFly flag.

public boolean isWildflyFlag()

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve the WildFly Flag to be used for the EJBRMI communications.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This method returns true if WildFly flag is set, and false otherwise.

Default Behavior

The default value is set by the constructor with the original value which the runtime contained.

getEarFileName Method

This method retrieves the ear file name.

public String getEarFileName()

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve the name of ear file to be used for the EJBRMI communications.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This method returns a string containing the name of ear file.

Default Behavior

The default value is set by the constructor with the original value which the runtime contained.

getWildflyUserName

This method retrieves the WildFly user name.

public String getWildflyUserName()

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve the WildFly user name to be used for the EJBRMI communications.

Arguments

None
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Return Code

This method returns a string containing the WildFly user name.

Default Behavior

The default value is set by the constructor with the original value which the runtime contained.

getWildflyPassword

This method retrieves the WildFly password.

public String getWildflyPassword()

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve the WildFly Password to be used for the EJBRMI communications.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This method returns a string containing the WildFly password.

Default Behavior

The default value is set by the constructor with the original value which the runtime contained.

updateJBossEAPParams Method

This method updates an instance with JBoss EAP parameters.

public void updateJBossEAPParams(boolean newJBossEAPFlag, String newJBossEarFileName, String

 newJBossEAPUserName, String newJBossEAPPassword)

Purpose

This method is called to update an instance with JBoss EAP parameters.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name Input/Output Description
newJBossEAPFlag Input Boolean value whether JBoss EAP flag is

set or not.
newJBossEarFileName Input String containing JBoss ear File Name
newJBossEAPUserName Input String containing JBoss EAP User Name
newJBossEAPPassword input String containing JBoss EAP Password

Return Code

None
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Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is to simply duplicate the specified parameter to the corresponding instance value.

EJBRMISecurityExit - Web Generation EJB RMI Security Exit
This article provides information for EJBRMISecurityExit - Web Generation EJB RMI Security Exit. This class is called
from the EJBRMIContext.

Source Code

EJBRMISecurityExit.java

getInstance Method – This method allocates a security object that contains all the security information
String getInstance(String user, String pass, String next, String tran, Object object)

Purpose

The get Instance method allocates a security object that contains all the security information that is passed from the client
to the server. This object must include the user runtime object (or enough information to reconstruct it) too. The security
object is passed in place of the user runtime object in the Request object.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
user Input String containing the userID
pass Input String containing the password
Next Input String containing the next location
Tran Input String containing the tranCode
object Input runtimeObject

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of EJBRMI SecurityExit class and initializes it. Then
the method returns the initialized object.

FreeInstance Method -- This method de-allocates the object that is obtained with GetInstance
public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

This method is invoked to de-allocate the object that is obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None
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Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into the free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

Validate Method -- This method verifies that the security object is correct
public Object validate(Object object)

Purpose

The server wrapper script uses the validate method to verify that the security object is correct for the server. The server
wrapper script uses the validate method to extract the user runtime data from the security object.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
object Input Security Object

Default Behavior

Always returns a reference to the user runtime data.

getObject Method – This method passes the original security object to a Server
public String getObject()

Purpose

A server uses the get Object method to pass the original security object when making an EJBRMI flow to another server.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

By default, the method returns newly instantiated Object class instance.

SecurityType Property – This method specifies the type of security
public byte SecurityType

Purpose

This read-only byte property contains the value to specify what type of security is used. The valid return values are:

• EJBRMISecurityExit.SECURITY_NO
• EJBRMISecurityExit.SECURITY_STANDARD
• EJBRMISecurityExit.SECURITY_ENHANCED

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value:
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EJBRMISecurityExit.SECURITY_NO

TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit - Web Generation TCPIP Dynamic CoopFlow Exit
This article provides information for TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit - Web Generation TCPIP Dynamic CoopFlow Exit. The
methods in this class are called before performing a TCPIP connection from the TCPIPDynamicCoopFlow.

Source Code

TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit.java

Purpose

The class is instantiated with various data and methods are called to override that data.

getInstance Method -- Obtains an instance of TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit class
public static TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit getInstance(String newHostName,

   Integer newPort,

   boolean newClntPersist,

   String newNextLocation,

   String newProgramID,

   String newTranCode,

   String newProcedureName,

   String newProcedureSourceName,

   String newModelName,

   String newModelShortName,

   String newJavaContext,

   String newJavaPackage,

   Object runtimeObject)

Purpose

This method is invoked at the beginning of performing a TCPIP connection from the TCPIPDynamicCoopFlow. This
method obtains an instance of TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit class and initializes it with the specified parameters.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
newHostName Input String containing HostName
newPort Input String containing Port Number
newClntPersist Input Boolean containing Client Persistence
newNextLocation Input String containing Next Location
newProgramID Input String containing Program ID
newTranCode Input String containing TranCode
newProcedureName Input String containing Procedure Name
newProcedureSourceName Input String containing Procedure Source Name
newModelName Input String containing Model Name
newModelShortName Input String containing Model ShortName
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newJavaContext Input String containing Java Context
new JavaPackage Input String containing Java Package
Runtimeobject Input Object to be retrieved

Return Code

This method returns the initialized TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit class and initializes
it with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

FreeInstance Method -- De-allocates the object that is obtained with GetInstance
public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

At the end of performing a TCPIP connection from the TCPIPDynamicCoopFlow, this method is invoked to de-allocate the
object that is obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into a free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance () invocation.

ProcessException Method -- Indicates whether to retry the operation or to throw an exception
public bool ProcessException(int attempts,CSUException e)

Purpose

This method is invoked whenever the TCPIP Coopflow fails to either instantiate the remote object or the server call fails.

Use this exit to indicate whether to retry the operation or to throw an exception.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
attempts Input Integer containing the number of attempts
e Input CSU Exception
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Return Code

The method returns true to retry the flow and false to go ahead and process/throw the exception.

Default Behavior

By default, the method returns false in any case. Also if tracing is enabled, the given exception object is recorded in the
trace.

init Method -- Initializes the current instance internally from the GetInstance
private void init(String newHostName,

   Integer newPort,

   boolean newClntPersist,

   String newNextLocation,

   String newProgramID,

   String newTranCode,

   String newProcedureName,

   String newProcedureSourceName,

   String newModelName,

   String newModelShortName,

   String newJavaContext,

   String newJavaPackage,

   Object runtimeObject)

Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance () to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
newHostName Input String containing HostName
newPort Input String containing Port Number
newClntPersist Input Boolean containing Client Persistence
newNextLocation Input String containing Next Location
newProgramID Input String containing Program ID
newTranCode Input String containing TranCode
newProcedureName Input String containing Procedure Name
newProcedureSourceName Input String containing Procedure Source Name
newModelName Input String containing Model Name
newModelShortName Input String containing Model ShortName
newJavaContext Input String containing Java Context
new JavaPackage Input String containing Java Package
Runtimeobject Input Object to be retrieved

Return Code

None
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Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is to simply duplicate the specified parameter to the corresponding instance value.

getHostName Method -- Retrieves the hostname
String getHostName()

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve the hostname to be used for the TCPIP communications.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

Return the value set by the constructor.

getPort Method -- Retrieves the port
String getPort()

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve the port to be used for the TCPIP communications.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

Return the value set by the constructor.

getClientPersistence Method -- Retrieves the client socket connection persistence state
String getClientPersistence()

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve the client socket connection persistence state for the TCPIP communications. A value of
"true" indicates a persistent client socket connection. A value of "false" indicates a non-persistent client socket connection.
The client socket connection is closed after the response is received from the server.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

Return the value set by the constructor.
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WindowManagerCfgExit - Web Generation Window Manager Configuration
This article provides information for WindowManagerCfgExit - Web Generation Window Manager Configuration. This user
exit class is used during Cross-Context Flows.

Source Code

WindowManagerCfgExit.java

Purpose

It maps the cross context URL of a load module before flowing or calling a procedure step that is contained within that
load module. The exit allows designers to assign server locations dynamically for load modules of an application. This
exit is called every time a new Procedure Step is accessed, either through Flows or USE PROCEDURE STEP. The
URL to the load module which contains the destination Procedure Step is determined by the Gen loader. When the URL
references a different load module than the current load module, this exit is called to allow overriding the URL-mapping
location, which is determined during Assembly of the application. The exit may use any technique (that can be coded in a
Java Servlet) to map the passed URL, load module name, and Procedure Step name to another URL.

URL mapURL Method -- Maps the passed URL, load module name, and procedure step name
URL mapURL (URL url, String loadModuleName, String ProcedureStepName)

Purpose

Maps the passed URL, load module name, and procedure step name to a different URL as needed.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
url Input URL
loadModuleName Input Name of the Load Module
ProcedureStepName Input Name of the Procedure Step

Default Behavior

By default, the URL passed in is returned.

ContextLookupExit - Web Generation Context Look Up
This article provides information for ContextLookupExit - Web Generation Context Look Up. This class is called from the
EJBRMIContext before obtaining an InitialContext.

Source Code

ContextLookupExit.java

Lookup Method -- This method retrieves an instance of the named context object
public staticObject lookup (Context ctx, String name)
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Purpose

This method is called to retrieve an instance of the named context object.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
ctx Input Context
name Input Name of the Object

Default Behavior

Returns the named object for the current context.

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit - Web Generation CFB Dynamic Message Security Exit
This article defines CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit - Web Generation CFB Dynamic Message Security Exit.

This topic provides information for CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit - Web Generation CFB Dynamic Message Security
Exit.

Source Code

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.java

Purpose

This class is called from the CFBDynamicMessage.

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit Constructor -- This constructor provides the default caching mechanism

private CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit()

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private. The default constructor is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to
provide the default caching mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns The CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit object.

GetInstance Method -- This method obtains an instance of CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit class
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public static CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit 

   GetInstance (string newUserid,

   string newPassword,

   string newTranCode,

   string newNextLocation, Object runtimeObject)

Purpose

This method obtains an instance of CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit class and initializes it with the private Init().

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
newUserid Input String containing the new userID
newPassword Input String containing the new password
newTranCode Input String containing the new tranCode
newNextLocation Input String containing the new nextLocation
object Input runtimeObject

Return Code

This method returns the initialized CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit class. The
method initializes with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

FreeInstance Method -- This method de-allocates the object that is obtained with GetInstance

public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

This method is invoked to de-allocate the object that is obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into a free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.
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getSecurityToken Method -- This method allows the user to pass back a security token

public byte [] getSecurityToken(int maxLength)

Purpose

This method is used to allow the user to pass back a security token to be passed in the enhanced security mode.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
maxLength Input Integer parameter indicates the largest byte

array that can be returned.

Return Code

The return value is the byte array containing a security token.

Default Behavior

By default a 0 length array is returned.

To indicate an error condition, throw a CSUException. That is, throw new
CSUException("CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit:GetInstance","error message")).

Init Method – This method initializes the current instance internally from the GetInstance

private void Init(string newUserid, 

   string newPassword, 

   string newTranCode, 

   string newNextLocation, Object runtimeObject)

Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance () to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
newUserid Input String containing the new userID
newPassword Input String containing the new password
newTranCode Input String containing the new tranCode
newNextLocation Input String containing the new nextLocation
runtimeObject Input runtimeObject
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Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is assigning the specified argument to an instance field.

getSecurityType Method -- This method specifies the type of security

public byte getSecurityType

Purpose

Returns the value to specify what type of security to be used.

The valid return values are:

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.SECURITY_NO

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.SECURITY_STANDARD

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.SECURITY_ENHANCED

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value:

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.SECURITY_NO

useCMSecurity Method -- This method specifies whether the Client Manager/Comm Bridge to use the userID and
password

public bool useCMSecurity

Purpose

This method returns the value to specify the following information:

• whether the Client Manager or Comm Bridge to use the userID and password values for an enhanced security
validation

• or the standard Client Manager/Comm Bridge target server security configuration.

If true is returned, the Client Manager or Comm Bridge uses the userID and password values for an enhanced security
validation.

If false is returned, the Client Manager or Comm Bridge uses the standard Client Manager/Comm Bridge target server
security configuration.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the false.

CFBDynamicMessageEncodingyExit - Web Generation CFB Dynamic Message Encoding Exit
This article defines CFBDynamicMessageEncodingyExit - Web Generation CFB Dynamic Message Encoding Exit.
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This topic provides information for CFBDynamicMessageEncodingyExit - Web Generation CFB Dynamic Message
Encoding Exit.

Source Code

CFBDynamicMessageEncodingExit.java

Purpose

This class is called from the CFBDynamicMessage.

serverEncoding Method -- This method retrieves the message text encoding for the named host and transaction
public  static String serverEncoding(String tran, String encoding)

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve the message text encoding for the named host and transaction.

Run-times always call ServerCodePage to find the correct encoding for each transaction on each server before building
the common format message.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
tran Input transaction name that is associated with

this request
encoding Input default character encoding for the request

Return Code

This method is called to retrieve the message text encoding for the named host and transaction.

Default Behavior

The default behavior returns the default encoding. Change this behavior to return any valid encoding number. To select
different encodings for each transaction, use the tran argument.

CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit - Web Generation CFB Dynamic Message Encryption Exit
This article defines CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit - Web Generation CFB Dynamic Message Encryption Exit.

This topic provides information for CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit - Web Generation CFB Dynamic Message
Encryption Exit.

Source Code

CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit.java

Purpose

This class is called from the CFBDynamicMessage to encrypt a message.
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CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit Constructor -- Provides the default caching mechanism
private CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit()

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private and is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to provide the default
caching mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns The CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit object.

Default Behavior

This constructor returns The CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit object.

GetInstance Method -- Obtains an instance of CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit class and initializes it

public static CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit 

   GetInstance(string newTranCode,

   string newNextLocation,

   string newUserid, Object runtimeObject)

Purpose

This method obtains an instance of CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit class and initializes it with the private Init().

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
newTranCode Input String containing the new tranCode
newNextLocation Input String containing the new nextLocation
newUserid Input String containing the new userID
runtimeObject Input Object

Return Code

This method returns the initialized CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit class and
initializes it with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

FreeInstance Method -- De-allocates the object that is obtained with GetInstance
public void FreeInstance()
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Purpose

This method is invoked to de-allocate the object that is obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into a free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

encryptData Method -- This method allows the user to encrypt the data portion of the message
public byte [] encryptData(byte [] data, int maxLength)

Purpose

This method is used to allow the user to encrypt the data portion of the message.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
Data Input The byte array to be encrypted.
maxLength Input Integer parameter indicates the largest byte

array that can be returned.

Return Code

The return value is the byte array containing the encrypted data.

Default Behavior

By default the byte array that is passed in is unchanged and no real encryption occurs. The user must code their own
algorithm to encrypt the data.

The byte array that is passed in can be modified in place and then returned. If needed, a local byte array can be allocated
(larger or smaller), populated, and returned.

To indicate an error condition, throw a CSUException. That is, throw new
CSUException("CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit:GetInstance", "error message")).

Init Method -- This method initializes the current instance internally from the GetInstance

private void Init(string newTranCode,

   string newNextLocation, 

   string newUserid, object runtimeObject)
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Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance() to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
newTranCode Input String containing the new tranCode
newNextLocation Input String containing the new nextLocation
newUserid Input String containing the new userID
runtimeObject Input Object

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is assigning the specified argument to an instance field.

CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit - Web Generation CFB Dynamic Message Decryption
This article defines CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit - Web Generation CFB Dynamic Message Decryption.

This topic provides information for CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit - Web Generation CFB Dynamic Message
Decryption.

Source Code

CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit.java

Purpose

This class will be called after a CFB message has been received from a server.

CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit Constructor -- Provides the default caching mechanism
private CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit()

Purpose

The default constructor for this class is private and is only invoked from the GetInstance() method to provide the default
caching mechanism.

Arguments

None

Return Code

This constructor returns the CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit object.
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Default Behavior

This constructor returns the CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit object.

Method
public static CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit GetInstance(Object runtimeObject)

Purpose

This method will be invoked after a CFB message has been received from a server. This method obtains an instance of
FBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit class and initializes it with the private Init().

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the argument.

Name I/O Description
runtimeObject Input runtimeObject

Return Code

This method returns the initialized CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit object.

Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit class and
initializes it with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

FreeInstance Method -- De-allocates the object that is obtained with GetInstance
public void FreeInstance()

Purpose

This method is invoked to de-allocate the object obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

decryptData Method -- Decrypts the data portion of the message
public byte [] decryptData(byte [] data, int maxLength)

Purpose

This method is used to allow the user to decrypt the data portion of the message.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
Data Input The byte array to be decrypted.
maxLength Input Integer parameter indicates the largest byte

array that can be returned.

Return Code

The return value is the byte array containing the decrypted data.

Default Behavior

By default the byte array that is passed in is unchanged and no real decryption occurs. The user codes their own
algorithm to decrypt the data.

The byte array that is passed in can be modified in place and then returned, or if needed a local byte array can be
allocated (larger or smaller if needed), populated and returned.

To indicate an error condition, throw a CSUException. That is, throw new
CSUException("CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit:GetInstance","error message")).

Init Method -- Initializes the current instance internally from the GetInstance
private void Init(Object runtimeObject)

Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the GetInstance () to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the argument.

Name I/O Description
runtimeObject Input runtimeObject

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is nothing.

doDecryption Method -- Specifies whether decryption must be done
byte doDecryption()

Arguments

None
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Purpose

This method is used to specify whether decryption must be done. The valid return values are: DECRYPTION_NO (default)
and DECRYPTION_YES

Default Behavior

By default, DECRYPTION_NO is returned.

DefaultYearExit - Web Generation Default Year Exit
This article provides information for DefaultYearExit - Web Generation Default Year Exit. This exit class allows the
implementation of a customer-specified algorithm addressing Year-2000 concerns.

Source Code

DefaultYearExit.java

GetDefaultYear Method -- Implements a customer-specified algorithm addressing Year-2000 concerns
public static int GetDefaultYear(int inYear, int currentYear)

Purpose

GetDefaultYear () is invoked when an input editing occurs on a date or timestamp field, and the edit pattern specifies
a two character year value. The four-digit current year and the two-digit input year are passed to GetDefaultYear (). By
default, the current hundred-year value is merely added to the two character year value and returned. This method allows
the implementation of a customer-specified algorithm addressing Year-2000 concerns.

The default algorithm returns the current hundred years that are appended with a two-digit input year. The private method
ImputeCenturies() enables an alternative algorithm, implementing a sliding range of hundred-year values that are based
on the input decade.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
inYear Input Integer containing the two or four-digit year
currentYear Input Integer containing the current year

Return Code

Integer containing the four-digit year.

Default Behavior

By default, the current hundred-year value is added to the two character year value and returned.

LocaleExit - Java Locale Exit
This article provides information for LocaleExit - Java Locale Exit. This exit class provides a set of methods that are called
at the application startup to load customer-specific values for locale editing of displayed application data.
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Source Code

LocaleExit.java

Purpose

Each method the exit provides is called with the default input, which is derived from the dialect that is specified during the
application design, and must return the appropriate localized value.

getLocalCurrencySymbol Method -- This method supplies the currency symbol to the generated JAVA application
public static char getLocalCurrencySymbol(char def)

Purpose

getLocalCurrencySymbol() supplies the currency symbol to the generated JAVA application. The currency symbol is used
when editing numeric fields, which includes a currency symbol. For example, if the edit pattern is “@ZZZ.ZZZ,99”, the
getLocalCurrencySymbol() must specify “@” as the currency symbol.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the argument.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default currency

symbol

Return Code

Character containing the localized currency symbol.

Default Behavior

By default, Dollar sign ($) is returned.

getLocalThousandsSep Method -- This method supplies the thousand separator to the generated JAVA
application
public static char getLocalThousandsSep(char def)

Purpose

getLocalThousandsSep () supplies the thousand separator to the generated JAVA application. The thousand separator is
used when editing numeric fields, which includes the thousand separator. For example, if the edit pattern is
“@ZZZ.ZZZ,99”, the getLocalThousandsSep () must specify “.” as the thousand separator.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the argument.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default thousands

separator.
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Return Code

Character containing the localized thousand separator.

Default Behavior

By default, thousand separator that is passed in is returned.

getLocalDecimalSeparator Method -- This method supplies the decimal point to the generated JAVA application
public static char getLocalDecimalSeparator(char def)

Purpose

getLocalDecimalSep () supplies the decimal point to the generated JAVA application. The decimal point is used
when editing numeric fields, which includes a decimal point. For example, if the edit pattern is “@ZZZ.ZZZ,99”, the
getLocalDecimalSep () must specify “,” as the decimal point.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the argument.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default decimal

separator

Return Code

Character containing the localized decimal separator.

Default Behavior

By default, decimal separator that is passed in, is returned.

getLocalDateSeparator Method -- This method supplies the date separator character to the generated JAVA
application
public static char getLocalDateSeparator(char def)

Purpose

getLocalDateSep () supplies the date separator character to the generated JAVA application. The date separator
character is used only for date and time fields where the model does not specify the edit pattern. In these cases, the JAVA
runtime uses this information to build a default edit pattern using the information that the getLocalDateSep() provides. For
example, getLocalDateSep() specifies the date separator as "-" (a dash) and the date order is yymmdd. The default date
edit pattern in the example is yy-mm-dd.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the argument.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default date

separator.
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Return Code

Character containing the localized date separator.

Default Behavior

By default, date separator that is passed in, is returned.

getLocalTimeSep Method -- This method supplies the time separator character to the generated JAVA application
public static char getLocalTimeSep(char def)

Purpose

getLocalTimeSep () supplies the time separator character to the generated JAVA application. The time separator
character is used only for date and time fields where the model does not specify the edit pattern. In these cases, the JAVA
runtime uses this information to build a default edit pattern using the information that the getLocalTimeSep () provides.
For example, if the getLocalTimeSep () specifies the date separator as ":" (a colon) then the default date edit pattern is
yy:mm:dd.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the argument.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default time

separator.

Return Code

Character containing the localized time separator.

Default Behavior

By default, time separator that is passed in, is returned.

getLocalDateOrder Method -- This method supplies the date order definition to the generated JAVA application
public static char getLocalDateOrder(char def)

Purpose

getLocalDateOrder () supplies the date order definition to the generated JAVA application. The date order definition
is used only for date and time fields where the model does not specify the edit pattern. In these cases, the JAVA
runtime uses this information to build a default edit pattern using the information that the getLocalDateOrder ()
provides. For example, the date separator is "-" (a dash) and getLocalDateOrder () specifies the date order as
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_YMD or ‘2’. The default date edit pattern in the example is yy-mm-dd.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the argument.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default date order.

The following definition or character can be
specified.
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_MDY or ‘0’
The date order is “MMDDYY”.
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_DMY or ‘1’
The date order is “DDMMYY”.
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_YDM or ‘2’
The date order is “YYDDMM”.

Return Code

Character containing the localized date order.

Default Behavior

By default, date order that is passed in is returned.

RetryLimitExit - Web Generation Retry Limit Exit
This article provides information for RetryLimitExit - Web Generation Retry Limit Exit. This exit class provides
configuration of the number of times a procedure step can be retried when the application has requested a retry
transaction, or when a deadlock condition on the database has been detected.

Source Code

RetryLimitExit.java

getUltimateRetryLimit Method -- This method retrieves the Integer containing absolute upper limit to the number
of times a procedure step can be retried
public static int getUltimateRetryLimit()

Purpose

This method is called by the Java runtime to get the Integer containing absolute upper limit to the number of times a
procedure step can be retried. This exit provides a safeguard in case the system attribute transaction retry limit is set to
an excessive value by an action diagram. This exit defines the upper bound to the retry limit value which can never be
exceeded.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

By default, 99 is returned.
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getDefaultRetryLimit Method -- This method retrieves the Integer containing default retry limit number of times a
procedure step can be retried
public static int getDefaultRetryLimit()

Purpose

This method is called by the Java runtime to get the Integer containing default retry limit to the number of times a
Procedure step can be retried if the system attribute "Transaction retry limit" is not set by an action diagram.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

By default, 10 is returned.

SessionIDExit - Web Generation Session ID Exit
This article provides information for SessionIDExit - Web Generation Session ID Exit. This exit class is used for Gen
system attributes.

Source Code

SessionIDExit.java

getSystemId Method -- Retrieves the String containing the value for the LOCAL_SYSTEM_ID attributes
public static String getSystemId()

Purpose

This method is called by the Java runtime to get the String containing the value for the LOCAL_SYSTEM_ID attributes.
LOCAL_SYSTEM_ID can be placed on a window during the window design. The value can be up to 8 characters in
length.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

By default, “WIN32” is returned.

getUserId Method -- Retrieves the String containing the value for the USER_ID attributes
public static String getUserId()

Purpose

This method is called by the Java runtime to get the String containing the value for the USER_ID attributes. USER_ID
can be placed on a window during window design, and referenced by statements in a PrAD. The value can be up to 8
characters in length.
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Arguments

None

Default Behavior

By default, “USERID” is returned.

getTerminalId Method -- Retrieves the String containing the value for the TERMINAL_ID attributes
public static String getTerminalId()

Purpose

This method is called by the Java runtime to get the String containing the value for the TERMINAL_ID attributes.
TERMINAL_ID can be placed on a window during window design, and referenced by statements in a PrAD. The value can
be up to 8 characters in length.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

By default, “DOMAIN” is returned.

SrvrErrorExit - Web Generation Server Error Exit
This article provides information for SrvrErrorExit - Web Generation Server Error Exit. This user exit provides methods that
are invoked when an error is detected during the processing of a client to the server flow.

Source Code

SrvrErrorExit.java

ServerError Method -- Detects an error during the processing of a synchronous client to server flow.

Public static int ServerError(int failureType, StringBuffer failureCommand, StringBuffer errorList).

Purpose

ServerError() is invoked when an error is detected during the processing of a synchronous client to the server flow. The
parameter failureType describes the origin of this error and the formatted error message is returned in errorList.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
failureType Input An integer value describing the source

of the failure. Its value can be one of the
following:
"CFBUILD" is an error in the construction or
parsing of a client/server flow message or
response.
"XFAL" identifies an error during the server
procedures action block execution.
"XERR" identifies a communications
error occurring somewhere between the
construction of a message or response,
and the deciphering of that message by the
partner in this flow.

failureCommand Output This character array can be populated with
a command that is used to reinvoke the
failing procedure step. This parameter is
only used when returning from the exit with
a FailAction of "serverFailedRestart". It is
ignored for any other FailAction.

errorList Input/Output An array of characters representing
message strings that are constructed by
and displayed using the ErrorReport dialog
to describe the failure. Each message string
is null terminated. Newline characters for
formatting are also present as required.
The complete list is terminated by more-
than-one contiguous null character. On
a "serverFailedDisplay" return, errorList,
as modified in this exit, is displayed in
the ErrorReport dialog; errorList has a
maximum length of 2048 bytes.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description
FAILEDDISPLAY This return value causes the standard error report dialog to be

displayed, with a return to the previous window.
FAILEDRESTART This return value suppresses the standard error report and

reinvokes the client procedure step that originated the dialog flow.
In a failing "procedure step usage," the parent procedure step
is returned to at the statement immediately following the Use.
For flows designed to return the exit state of the server to the
client, the exit state set when reinvoking or returning to the client
procedure step is the last value set by the client.

FAILEDTERMINATE This return value suppresses the standard error report dialog,
and does not attempt to return to the client procedure step, and
redisplays the client window.
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FAILEDDISPLAYCUSTOM This return value causes a custom error report dialog to be
displayed with NO FORMATTING. The dialog returns to the
previous window as in previous releases.

Default Behavior

The default return value of FAILEDDISPLAY causes the standard error report dialog to be displayed, with a return to the
previous client window.

Append Method -- Formats errors with messages unique to your application
public static boolean append(StringBuffer msgOut, int messageNumber, String [] parms, String dialect)

Purpose

This method formats errors with messages unique to your application instead of utilizing Gen error message formatting.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
msgOut Input/Output Output buffer to append.
msgNumber Input/Output The number of the message in

csumessages.properties
Parms Input/Output The array of parameters for a substitution

into the message
Dialect Input Specifies the dialect

Return Code

True if appends, false otherwise.

Default Behavior

By default, false is returned.

Method
public static boolean append(StringBuffer msgOut, String message)

Purpose

This method formats errors with messages unique to your application instead of utilizing Gen error message formatting.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
msgOut Input/Output Output buffer to append.
message Input/Output Message to append.
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Return Code

True if appends, false otherwise.

Default Behavior

By default, false is returned.

UserExit - Web Generation User Exit
This article provides information for UserExit - Web Generation User Exit. UserExit class managing interaction with user
customized exits.

Source Code

UserExit.java

Default Behavior

Default Values are:

Name Value
CurrencySign LocaleExit.DEF_CURR
ThousandsSeparator LocaleExit.DEF_THOU
DecimalSeparator LocaleExit.DEF_DECI
DateSeparator LocaleExit.DEF_DATE
TimeSeparator LocaleExit.DEF_TIME
DateOrder LocaleExit.DEF_ORDER
MessageFile Uninitialized
DialectName Uninitialized

startUp Method -- Instantiates the UserExit class with its properties initialized
startUp (char thousands, char decimal, String message, String dialect)

Purpose

This constructor instantiates the UserExit class with its properties initialized.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
thousands Input Character that contains the initial thousands

separator.
decimal Input Character that contains the initial decimal

point.
message Input Two letter string that contains the initial

message file selection key.
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dialect Input The dialect value that matches the value
that is defined in the model.

Return Code

The UserExit object with the initialized property values that are based on the given arguments.

Default Behavior

The following values are initialized.

Name Value
CurrencySign Return value of invoking LocaleExit.getLocalCurrencySymbol()

with the initialized value of “CurrencySign “.
ThousandsSeparator Return value of invoking LocaleExit.getLocalThousandsSep() with

the specified thousands arguments.
DecimalSeparator Return value of invoking LocaleExit.getLocalDecimalSep() with the

specified decimal arguments.
DateSeparator Return value of invoking

LocaleExit.getLocalDateSep() with the initialized value of
“DateSeparator”.

TimeSeparator Return value of invoking
LocaleExit.getLocalTimeSep() with the initialized value of
“TimeSeparator”.

DateOrder Return value of invoking
LocaleExit.getLocalDateOrder() with the initialized value of
“DateOrder”.

MessageFile The specified message argument.
DialectName The specified Dialect argument with space padded to 8

characters.

getCurrencySign Method -- Retrieves the currency sign value for the current UserExit object
public char getCurrencySign()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the currency sign value for the current UserExit object.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
str Input A String that is passed in.
length Input An integer containing the length of the

string.
padchar Input A char containing the pad character.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.
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getThousandsSeparator Method -- Retrieves the Thousand Separator value for the current UserExit object
public char getThousandsSeparator()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the Thousand Separator value for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.

getDecimalSeparator Method -- Retrieves the Decimal Separator value for the current UserExit object
public char getDecimalSeparator()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the Decimal Separator value for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.

getDateSeparator Method -- Retrieves the Date Separator value for the current UserExit object
public char getDateSeparator()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the Date Separator value for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.

getTimeSeparator Method -- Retrieves the Time Separator value for the current UserExit object
public char getTimeSeparator()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the Time Separator value for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.

getDateOrder Method -- Retrieves the Date Order value for the current UserExit object
public char getDateOrder()
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Purpose

This method is invoked to get the Date Order value for the current UserExit object. The following are the possible values.

Symbol Value Description
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_MDY 0 The date order is “MMDDYY”.

This value is also specified with
LocaleExit.DEF_ORDER.

LocaleExit.DATEORDER_DMY 1 The date order is “DDMMYY”.
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_YDM 2 The date order is “YYDDMM”.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.

getMessageFile Method -- Retrieves the two letter key to select the message file
public string getMessageFile()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the two letter key to select the message file. The following table contains association
between key and message file.

Key Message Filename
WR ief_Error.js
AR ief_Error_ar.js
DA ief_Error_da.js
DU ief_Error_du.js
FI ief_Error_fi.js
FR ief_Error_fr.js
GE ief_Error_ge.js
HB ief_Error_hb.js
IT ief_Error_it.js
JA ief_Error_ja.js
KO ief_Error_ko.js
NO ief_Error_no.js
SP ief_Error_sp.js
SW ief_Error_sw.js
<none> ief_Error.js

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.

getSystemId Method -- Retrieves the system ID string attribute
static public string getSystemId()
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Purpose

This method is invoked to get the system ID string attribute.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value in the property SessionIdExit.SystemId with its value padded to 8 characters
with space.

getUserId Method -- Retrieves the userID string attribute
static public string getUserId()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the userID string attribute.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value in the property SessionIdExit.UserId with its value padded to 8 characters with
space.

getTerminalId Method -- Retrieves the terminal ID string attribute
static public string getTerminalId()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the terminal ID string attribute.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value in the property SessionIdExit. TerminalId with its value is padded to 8
characters with space.

getDialectName Method -- Retrieves the current dialect name for the load module
static public string getDialectName()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the current dialect name for the load module.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.

GetDefaultYear Method -- Implements a customer-specified algorithm addressing Year-2000 concerns
public static int GetDefaultYear (int  inYear, int currentYear)

Purpose

GetDefaultYear () is invoked when input editing occurs on a date or timestamp field, and the edit pattern specifies a 2
character year value. The four-digit current year and the two-digit input year are passed to GetDefaultYear (). By default,
the current hundred-year value is merely added to the 2 character year value and returned. This method allows the
implementation of a customer-specified algorithm addressing Year-2000 concerns.
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The default algorithm returns the current hundred years that are appended with a two-digit input year. The private method
ImputeCenturies() enables an alternative algorithm, implementing a sliding range of hundred-year values based on the
input decade.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
inYear Input Integer containing the 2 or 4 digit year.
currentYear Input Integer containing the current year.

Return Code

Integer containing the four-digit year.

Default Behavior

By default, this method invokes DefaultYearExit.GetDefaultYear(inYear, currentYear) with the given argument to this
method and the return value is from the invoked method.

padAndTrim Method -- Trims and pads the given string with the specified arguments
private static String padAndTrim (String str, int length, char padChar)

Purpose

This method in used internally to trim and pad the given string with the specified arguments.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
str Input String that is passed in
length Input integer containing the length of the string
padchar Input Char containing the pad character.

Return Code

The passed in string is padded and trimmed and returned.

Default Behavior

The passed in string is padded and trimmed and returned.

WSDynamicCoopFlowExit - Web Service Dynamic Coop Flow Exit
This article provides information for WSDynamicCoopFlowExit - Web Service Dynamic Coop Flow Exit. This class is
called before performing a Web Service connection from the WSDynamicCoopFlow.
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Source Code

WSDynamicCoopFlowExit.java

Purpose

The class is instantiated with various data.

getInstance Method -- This method retrieves an Instance of WSDynamicCoopFlowExit Class
public static WSDynamicCoopFlowExit getInstance(String newInitialFactory,

String newProviderURL,

String newNextLocation,

String newProgramID,

String newTranCode,

String newProcedureName,

String newProcedureSourceName,

String newModelName,

String newModelShortName,

String newJavaContext,

String newJavaPackage,

Object runtimeObject)

Purpose

This method is invoked at the beginning of performing a Web Service connection from the WSDynamicCoopFlow. This
method obtains an instance of WSDynamicCoopFlowExit class and initializes it with the specified parameters.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
newBaseURL Input String containing Base URL
newContextType Input String containing Context Type
newNextLocation Input String containing Next Location
newProgramID Input String containing Program ID
newTranCode Input String containing TranCode
newProcedureName Input String containing Procedure Name
newProcedureSourceName Input String containing Procedure Source Name
newModelName Input String containing Model Name
newModelShortName Input String containing Model ShortName
newJavaContext Input String containing Java Context
runtimeobject Input Object to be retrieved

Return Code

This method returns the initialized WSDynamicCoopFlowExit object.
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Default Behavior

The method uses a simple caching mechanism to obtain an instance of WSDynamicCoopFlowExit class and initializes it
with the private method Init() in the class. Then the method returns the initialized object.

freeInstance Method -- De-allocates the Object Obtained with GetInstance()
public void freeInstance()

Purpose

At the end of performing a Web Service coopflow from the WSDynamicCoopFlow, this method is invoked to de-allocate
the object that is obtained with GetInstance().

Arguments

None

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is simply returning the current instance into free instance array to be used for next
GetInstance() invocation.

processException Method -- This method indicates Whether to Retry the Operation or to Throw an Exception
public boolean processException(int attempts, CSUException e)

Purpose

This method is invoked whenever an exception has occurred performing a Web Service operation. Use this exit to indicate
whether to retry the operation or to throw an exception.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
attempts Input Integer containing the number of attempts
E Input CSU Exception

Return Code

The method returns true to retry the flow and false to go ahead and process/throw the exception.

Default Behavior

By default, the method returns false in any case. Also if tracing is enabled, the given exception object is recorded in the
trace.

init Method – This method initializes the Current Instance Internally from the getInstance ()
public static WSDynamicCoopFlowExit init(String newInitialFactory,
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String newBaseURL,

String newContextType,

String newNextLocation,

String newProgramID,

String newTranCode,

String newProcedureName,

String newProcedureSourceName,

String newModelName,

String newModelShortName,

String newJavaContext,

String newJavaPackage,

Object runtimeObject)

Purpose

This private method is invoked internally from the getInstance() to initialize the current instance.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments:

Name I/O Description
newBaseURL Input String containing Base URL
newContextType Input String containing Context Type
newNextLocation Input String containing Next Location
newProgramID Input String containing Program ID
newTranCode Input String containing TranCode
newProcedureName Input String containing Procedure Name
newProcedureSourceName Input String containing Procedure Source Name
newModelName Input String containing Model Name
newModelShortName Input String containing Model ShortName
newJavaContext Input String containing Java Context
runtimeobject Input Object to be retrieved

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The default behavior of the method is to assign the specified parameter to the corresponding instance value.

getBaseURL Method – This method retrieves the baseURL
String getBaseURL()

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve the providerURL to be used during the Web Service communications.
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Arguments

None

Default Behavior

Return the value set by the getInstance.

getContextType Method – This method retrieves the contextType
String getContextType()

Purpose

This method is called to retrieve the contextType to be used during the Web Service communications.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

Return the value set by the getInstance.

Rebuilding the Exit

This exit is compiled into a Java class file. The Java development environment Java Platform SE 1.6 or higher must be
installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch an MS/DOS Command window.
2. Ensure that the CLASSPATH environment variable contains a reference to the Gen CSU jar file, CSU.JAR.
3. Change your current directory to that which contains the java source file.

Typically this directory is in the Gen install area, within the CLASSES\COM\CA\GEN\EXITS\coopflow\ws subdirectory.
4. Run javac WSDynamicCoopFlowExit.java.
5. Reassemble and redeploy the resulting .class file for use with the appropriate applications.

Web View User Exits
This article defines Web View User Exits.

This topic provides information for Web View User Exits.

Rebuilding the Exit

Use this process to rebuild all the exits in this section. These exits are compiled into a Java class file. The Java
development environment J2SE 1.6 or greater must be installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch an MS/DOS Command window.
2. Ensure that the CLASSPATH environment variable contains a reference to the Gen CSU jar file, CSU.JAR.
3. Change your current directory to a directory that contains the java source file.

Typically this is in the Gen install area, within the CLASSES\COM\CA\GEN\EXITS\WEBVIEW\EXITS subdirectory.
4. Run JAVAC WVDefaultYearExit.java.
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5. Reassemble and redeploy the resulting .class file for use with the appropriate applications.

WVDefaultYearExit - WebView Default Year Exit
This article defines WVDefaultYearExit - WebView Default Year Exit.

This topic provides information for WVDefaultYearExit - WebView Default Year Exit.

Source Code

WVDefaultYearExit.java

Purpose

This exit class allows the implementation of a customer-specified algorithm addressing Year-2000 concerns.

WVLocaleExit - WebView Locale Exit
This article provides information for WVLocaleExit - WebView Locale Exit. This exit class provides a set of methods that
are called at the application startup to load customer-specific values for locale editing of displayed application data.

Source Code

WVLocaleExit.java

Purpose

Each method that this exit provides is called with the default input. This default input is derived from the dialect that is
specified during the application design, and returns the appropriate localized value.

getLocalCurrencySymbol Method -- This method supplies the currency symbol to the generated JAVA application
public static char getLocalCurrencySymbol(char def)

Purpose

getLocalCurrencySymbol() supplies the currency symbol to the generated JAVA application. The currency symbol is used
when editing numeric fields, which includes a currency symbol. For example, if the edit pattern is “@ZZZ.ZZZ,99”, the
getLocalCurrencySymbol() must specify “@” as the currency symbol.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default currency

symbol.

Return Code

Character containing the localized currency symbol.

Default Behavior

By default, Dollar sign ($) is returned.
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getLocalThousandsSep Method -- This method supplies the thousand separator to the generated JAVA
application
public static char getLocalThousandsSep(char def)

Purpose

getLocalThousandsSep () supplies the thousand separator to the generated JAVA application. The thousand separator
is used when editing numeric fields, which includes the thousand separator. For example, if the edit pattern is
“@ZZZ.ZZZ,99”, the getLocalThousandsSep () must specify “.” as the thousand separator.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default thousands

separator.

Return Code

Character containing the localized thousands separator.

Default Behavior

By default, thousand separator that is passed in is returned.

getLocalDecimalSeparator Method -- This method supplies the decimal point to the generated JAVA application
public static char getLocalDecimalSeparator(char def)

Purpose

getLocalDecimalSep () supplies the decimal point to the generated JAVA application. The decimal point is used
when editing numeric fields, which includes the decimal point. For example, if the edit pattern is “@ZZZ.ZZZ,99”, the
getLocalDecimalSep () must specify “,” as the decimal point.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default decimal

separator.

Return Code

Character containing the localized decimal separator.

Default Behavior

By default, decimal separator that is passed in is returned.
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getLocalDateSeparator Method -- This method supplies the date separator character to the generated JAVA
application
public static char getLocalDateSeparator(char def)

Purpose

getLocalDateSep () supplies the date separator character to the generated JAVA application. The date separator
character is used only for date and time fields where the model does not specify the edit pattern. In these cases,
the JAVA runtime uses this information to build a default edit pattern using the information that is provided by the
getLocalDateSep(). For example, if the getLocalDateSep() specifies the date separator as "-" (a dash) and the date order
is yymmdd, then the default date edit pattern is yy-mm-dd.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default date

separator.

Return Code

Character containing the localized date separator.

Default Behavior

By default, date separator that is passed in is returned.

getLocalTimeSep Method -- Supplies the time separator character to the generated JAVA application
public static char getLocalTimeSep(char def)

Purpose

getLocalTimeSep () supplies the time separator character to the generated JAVA application. The time separator
character is used only for date and time fields where the model does not specify the edit pattern. In these cases, the JAVA
runtime uses this information to build a default edit pattern using the information that is provided by the getLocalTimeSep
(). For example, if the getLocalTimeSep () specifies the date separator as ":" (a colon) then the default date edit pattern is
yy:mm:dd.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default time

separator.

Return Code

Character containing the localized time separator.
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Default Behavior

By default, time separator that is passed in is returned.

getLocalDateOrder Method -- This method supplies the date order definition to the generated JAVA application
public static char getLocalDateOrder(char def)

Purpose

getLocalDateOrder () supplies the date order definition to the generated JAVA application. The date order
definition is used only for date and time fields where the model does not specify the edit pattern. In these cases,
the JAVA runtime uses this information to build a default edit pattern using the information that is provided by the
getLocalDateOrder (). For example, if the date separator is "-" (a dash) and getLocalDateOrder () specifies the date order
as LocaleExit.DATEORDER_YMD or ‘2’, then the default date edit pattern is yy-mm-dd.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
def Input Character containing the default date order.

The following definition or character can be
specified.
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_MDY or ‘0’
The date order is “MMDDYY”.
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_DMY or ‘1’
The date order is “DDMMYY”.
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_YDM or ‘2’
The date order is “YYDDMM”.

Return Code

Character containing the localized date order.

Default Behavior

By default, date order that is passed in is returned.

WVRetryLimitExit - WebView Retry Limit Exit
This article provides information for WVRetryLimitExit - WebView Retry Limit Exit. This exit class provides configuration
of the number of times a procedure step can be retried when the application has requested a retry transaction, or when a
deadlock condition on the database has been detected.

Source Code

WVRetryLimitExit.java

getUltimateRetryLimit Method -- This method retrieves the integer containing absolute upper limit
public static int getUltimateRetryLimit()
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Purpose

This method is called by the Java runtime to get the Integer containing absolute upper limit to the number of times a
procedure step can be tried again. This exit provides a safeguard in case the system attribute transaction retry limit is set
to an excessive value by an action diagram. This exit defines the upper bound to the retry limit value which can never be
exceeded.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

By default, “99” is returned.

getDefaultRetryLimit Method -- This method retrieves the integer containing default retry limit
public static int getDefaultRetryLimit()

Purpose

This method is called by the Java runtime to get the Integer containing default retry limit to the number of times a
Procedure step can be retried in case the system attribute Transaction retry limit is not set by an action diagram.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

By default, “10” is returned.

WVSessionIDExit - WebView Session ID Exit
This article provides information for WVSessionIDExit - WebView Session ID Exit. This exit class is used for Gen system
attributes.

Source Code

WVSessionIDExit.java

getSystemId Method -- This method retrieves the string containing the value for the LOCAL_SYSTEM_ID
attributes
public static String getSystemId()

Purpose

The Java runtime calls this method to get the String containing the value for the LOCAL_SYSTEM_ID attributes.
LOCAL_SYSTEM_ID can be placed on a window during the window design. The value can be up to 8 characters in
length.

Arguments

None
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Default Behavior

By default, “WIN32” is returned.

getUserId Method -- This method retrieves the string containing the value for the USER_ID attributes
public static String getUserId()

Purpose

The Java runtime calls this method to get the String containing the value for the USER_ID attributes. USER_ID can be
placed on a window during window design, and referenced by statements in a PrAD. The value can be up to 8 characters
in length.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

By default, “USERID” is returned.

getTerminalId Method -- This method retrieves the String containing the value for the TERMINAL_ID attributes
public static String getTerminalId()

Purpose

The Java runtime calls this method to get the String containing the value for the TERMINAL_ID attributes. TERMINAL_ID
can be placed on a window during window design, and referenced by statements in a PrAD. The value can be up to 8
characters in length.

Arguments

None

Default Behavior

By default, “DOMAIN” is returned.

WVSrvrErrorExit - WebView Server Error Exit
This article provides information for WVSrvrErrorExit - WebView Server Error Exit. This user exit provides methods that
are invoked when an error is detected during the processing of a client to a server flow.

Source Code

WVSrvrErrorExit.java

ServerError Method -- This method detects an error during the processing of a synchronous client to server flow
public static int int ServerError(int failureType, StringBuffer errorList)

Purpose

ServerError() is invoked when an error is detected during the processing of a synchronous client to a server flow. The
parameter failureType describes the origin of this error and the formatted error message is returned in errorList.
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Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
failureType Input An integer value describing the source of

the failure. The value can be one of the
following:
"CFBUILD" is an error in the construction or
parsing of a client/server flow message or
response.
"XFAL" identifies an error during the server
procedures action block execution.
"XERR" identifies a communications
error occurring somewhere between the
construction of a message or response,
and the deciphering of that message by the
partner in this flow.

errorList Input/Output An array of characters representing
message strings that are constructed
by and is typically displayed using the
ErrorReport dialog to describe the failure.
Each message string is null terminated.
Newline characters for formatting are also
present as required. The complete list is
terminated by more-than-one contiguous
null character. On a "serverFailedDisplay"
return, errorList, as modified in this exit,
is displayed in the ErrorReport dialog;
errorList has a maximum length of 2048
bytes.

Return Code

The following table gives a brief description of each of the return codes.

Return Code Description
FAILEDDISPLAY This return value causes the standard error report dialog to be

displayed, with a return to the previous window.
FAILEDRESTART This return value suppresses the standard error report and

reinvokes the client procedure step that originated the dialog flow.
If the "procedure step usage" fails, the parent procedure step
is returned to at the statement immediately following the Use.
For flows designed to return the exit state of the server to the
client, the exit state set when reinvoking or returning to the client
procedure step is the last value set by the client.

FAILEDTERMINATE This return value suppresses the standard error report dialog,
does not attempt to return to the client procedure step, and
redisplays the client window.

FAILEDDISPLAYCUSTOM This return value causes a custom error report dialog to be
displayed with NO FORMATTING. The dialog returns to the
previous window as in previous releases.
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Default Behavior

The default return value of FAILEDDISPLAY causes the standard error report dialog to be displayed, with a return to the
previous client window.

Method
public static boolean append(StringBuffer msgOut, int messageNumber, String [] parms, String dialect)

Purpose

This method formats errors with messages unique to your application instead of utilizing Gen error message formatting.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
msgOut Input/Output Output buffer to append.
msgNumber Input/Output The number of the message in

csumessages.properties
Parms Input/Output The array of parameters for substitution into

the message
Dialect Input Specifies the dialect

Return Code

True if appends, false otherwise.

Default Behavior

By default, false is returned.

Method
public static boolean append(StringBuffer msgOut, String message)

Purpose

This method formats errors with messages unique to your application instead of utilizing Gen error message formatting.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
msgOut Input/Output Output buffer to append.
message Input/Output Message to append.

Return Code

True if appends, false otherwise.
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Default Behavior

By default, false is returned.

WVUserExit - WebView User Exit
This article provides information for WVUserExit - WebView User Exit. UserExit class managing interaction with user
customized exits.

Source Code

WVUserExit.java

Default Behavior

Default Values are:

Name Value
CurrencySign LocaleExit.DEF_CURR
ThousandsSeparator LocaleExit.DEF_THOU
DecimalSeparator LocaleExit.DEF_DECI
DateSeparator LocaleExit.DEF_DATE
TimeSeparator LocaleExit.DEF_TIME
DateOrder LocaleExit.DEF_ORDER
MessageFile Uninitialized
DialectName Uninitialized

startUp Method – This method instantiates the UserExit class with its properties initialized
startUp (char thousands, char decimal, String message, String dialect)

Purpose

This constructor instantiates the UserExit class with its properties initialized.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
thousands Input Character that contains the initial thousands

separator.
decimal Input Character that contains the initial decimal

point.
message Input Two letter string that contains the initial

message file selection key.
dialect Input The dialect value that matches the value

that is defined in the model.
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Return Code

The UserExit object with the initialized property values based on the given arguments.

Default Behavior

The following values are initialized.

Name Value
CurrencySign Return value of invoking LocaleExit.getLocalCurrencySymbol()

with the initialized value of “CurrencySign “.
ThousandsSeparator Return value of invoking LocaleExit.getLocalThousandsSep() with

the specified thousands arguments.
DecimalSeparator Return value of invoking LocaleExit.getLocalDecimalSep() with the

specified decimal arguments.
DateSeparator Return value of invoking

LocaleExit.getLocalDateSep() with the initialized value of
“DateSeparator”.

TimeSeparator Return value of invoking
LocaleExit.getLocalTimeSep() with the initialized value of
“TimeSeparator”.

DateOrder Return value of invoking
LocaleExit.getLocalDateOrder() with the initialized value of
“DateOrder”.

MessageFile The specified message argument.
DialectName The specified Dialect argument with space padded to 8

characters.

getCurrencySign Method -- This method retrieves the currency sign value for the current UserExit object
public char getCurrencySign()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the currency sign value for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.

getThousandsSeparator Method -- This method retrieves the thousand separator value for the current UserExit
object
public char getThousandsSeparator()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the Thousand Separator value for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.
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getDecimalSeparator Method – This method retrieves the decimal separator value for the current UserExit object
public char getDecimalSeparator()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the Decimal Separator value for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.

getDateSeparator Method – This method retrieves the date separator value for the current UserExit object
public char getDateSeparator()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the Date Separator value for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.

getTimeSeparator Method -- This method retrieves the time separator value for the current UserExit object
public char getTimeSeparator()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the Time Separator value for the current UserExit object.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.

getDateOrder Method -- This method retrieves the date order value for the current UserExit object
public char getDateOrder()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the Date Order value for the current UserExit object. The following table shows the possible
values.

Symbol Value Description
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_MDY 0 The date order is “MMDDYY”.

This value is also specified with
LocaleExit.DEF_ORDER.

LocaleExit.DATEORDER_DMY 1 The date order is “DDMMYY”.
LocaleExit.DATEORDER_YDM 2 The date order is “YYDDMM”.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.
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getMessageFile Method -- This method retrieves the two letter key to select the message file
public string getMessageFile()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the two letter key to select the message file. The following table contains association
between key and message file.

Key Message Filename
WR ief_Error.js
AR ief_Error_ar.js
DA ief_Error_da.js
DU ief_Error_du.js
FI ief_Error_fi.js
FR ief_Error_fr.js
GE ief_Error_ge.js
HB ief_Error_hb.js
IT ief_Error_it.js
JA ief_Error_ja.js
KO ief_Error_ko.js
NO ief_Error_no.js
SP ief_Error_sp.js
SW ief_Error_sw.js
<none> ief_Error.js

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.

getSystemId Method -- This method retrieves the system ID string attribute
static public string getSystemId()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the system ID string attribute.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value in the property SessionIdExit.SystemId with its value padded to 8 characters
with space.

getUserId Method – This method retrieves the user ID string attribute
static public string getUserId()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the userID string attribute.
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Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value in the property SessionIdExit.UserId with its value padded to 8 characters with
space.

getTerminalId Method -- This method retrieves the terminal ID string attribute
static public string getTerminalId()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the terminal ID string attribute.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value in the property SessionIdExit. TerminalId with its value is padded to 8
characters with space.

getDialectName Method -- This method retrieves the current dialect name for the load module
static public string getDialectName()

Purpose

This method is invoked to get the current dialect name for the load module.

Default Behavior

The default behavior is returning the value that is initialized.

GetDefaultYear Method -- This method implements a customer-specified algorithm addressing Year-2000
concerns
public static int GetDefaultYear (int  inYear, int currentYear)

Purpose

GetDefaultYear () is invoked when input editing occurs on a date or timestamp field, and the edit pattern specifies a 2
character year value. The four-digit current year and the two-digit input year are passed to GetDefaultYear (). By default,
the current hundred-year value is merely added to the 2 character year value and returned. This method allows the
implementation of a customer-specified algorithm addressing Year-2000 concerns.

The default algorithm returns the current hundred years that are appended with two-digit input year. The private method
ImputeCenturies() enables an alternative algorithm, implementing a sliding range of hundred-year values that are based
on the input decade.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
inYear Input Integer containing the 2 or 4 digit year.
currentYear Input Integer containing the current year.
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Return Code

Integer containing the four-digit year.

Default Behavior

By default, this method invokes DefaultYearExit.GetDefaultYear(inYear, currentYear) with the given argument to this
method and the return value is from the invoked method.

padAndTrim Method -- Trims and pads the given string with the specified arguments
private static String padAndTrim (String str, int length, char padChar)

Purpose

This method in used internally to trim and pad the given string with the specified arguments.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of the arguments.

Name I/O Description
str Input String that is passed in
length Input Integer containing the length of the string
padchar Input Char containing the pad character.

Return Code

The passed in string is padded and trimmed and returned.

Default Behavior

The passed in string is padded and trimmed and returned.

Browser User Exits
This article provides information for Browser User Exits. This is the only user exit that executes on the browser. The
userOnLoad exit is executed after all other processing on the page has occurred.

Customize userOnLoad in ASP.NET Mode

This exit is invoked when the browser executes the onLoad handler of the page. To add a user-specified logic, an
HTMLControl must be added to the page where the user exit is to be used. This is done through the Navigation Diagram
in ASP.NET mode.

Click Add, HTML Control in the Toolset main menu. The HTML Control Properties dialog opens where you can insert the
following JavaScript:

<script>function userOnLoad(){//Insert your code here ***}</script>

The preceding code executes the userOnLoad() method for every request (every time the page with the exit loads). To
execute the user exit only the first time the page loads, modify the code as follows (subsequent requests that result in the
same page being returned does not execute the exit):

<script>function userOnLoad(){if (isNewWindow == true){//Insert your code here ***}}</script>
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Customize userOnLoad in HTML Mode for Web View

It is invoked when the Window or Dialog Box has completed the loading and initialization process in the browser. To add
a user-specified logic, an HTMLControl must be added to the page where the user exit is to be used. This is done through
the Navigation Diagram in HTML mode.

Click Add, HTML Control in the Toolset main menu. The HTML Control Properties dialog opens where you can insert the
following JavaScript:

<script>function userOnLoad(theWindow) {//Insert your code here ***}</script>

theWindow
Specifies the HTML DIV element that contains the contents of the window or dialog that is rendered to the
browser.

Action Block Runtime User Exits
This article provides information for user exits that are available for Action Block Runtime User Exits.

Windows Action Block Runtime User Exits
This article provides information for Windows Action Block Runtime User Exits for C-based applications.

The following table summarizes the functions available through the action block user exits:

ABRT: Language: C

User Exit Name Source Code Description
ABRT_xcall_ws_url_exit abrtexit.c CALL EXTERNAL Web Service URL Exit
ABRT_xcall_ws_gentype_truncate_exit abrtexit.c CALL EXTERNAL Data Truncation Exit
ABRT_xcall_ws_soapheader_exit abrtexit.c CALL EXTERNAL Web Service

Soapheader

ABRT user exits are rebuilt into the DLL iefabexXXn using the makefile abrtexit.nt in %GENxx%Gen for Visual Studio 32-
bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

ABRT_xcall_ws_gentype_truncate_exit - CALL EXTERNAL Data Truncation

This topic provided information for ABRT_xcall_ws_gentype_truncate_exit - CALL EXTERNAL Data Truncation.

Source

ABRTEXIT.C

Purpose

By default, when the size of the web service response is greater than the matched Gen data type, the response is
truncated. The truncation is governed by the table.

Use this user exit to override the default behavior. The user exit sets the matched Gen data type flag so that the response
is not truncated.

ABRT XCall WS Gentype Truncation Table:
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The following table depicts the default behavior. The user exit sets the flag that is represented in the Overrides the Flag
column. The default behavior overrides the flag.

XSD data type (from) Gen data type (to) Default truncation behavior Overrides the flag

string Text Data truncated to fit in a
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

string BLOB Data truncated to fit in a
destination size.

GENTYPE_BLOB

anyURI Text Data truncated to fit in a
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

QName Text Data truncated to fit in a
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

NOTATION Text Data truncated to fit in a
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

duration Text Data truncated to fit in a
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

base64Binary Text Data truncated to fit in a
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

base64Binary BLOB Data truncated to fit in a
destination size.

GENTYPE_BLOB

hexBinary Text Data truncated to fit in a
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

hexBinary BLOB Data truncated to fit in a
destination size.

GENTYPE_BLOB

float Number (length <= 15,decimal
points !=0,decimal precision =
false)

Data is truncated at decimal
places.

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_DOUBL
E

double Number (length <= 15,decimal
points !=0,decimal precision =
false)

Data is truncated at decimal
places.

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_DOUBL
E

decimal Number (length <=18,
decimal precision =true)

Data is truncated at decimal
places and other truncation
results in Error.

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_PRECIS
ION

short
unsignedshort

Number (length <= 4) Data is truncated if it is >
SHORT_MAX

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_SHORT

integer
long
int
nonPositiveInteger
nonNegativeInteger
negativeInteger
positiveInteger
unsignedLong
unsignedInt

Number (length <= 9) Data is truncated if it is >
LONG_MAX

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_LONG

NOTE

Data map pairs which are not mentioned in the table are not considered for truncation. The following XSD data
types are not truncated:
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• boolean
• datetime
• Time
• Date
• gYearMonth
• gYear
• gMonthDay
• gDay
• gMonth
• Bytes

For example, when the web service response of XSD datetime data type are mapped to Text, the response is
not truncated.

Arguments

None.

Return Code

Long that represents the flag which specifies that the web service response is not truncated.

Default Behavior

If the web service response size is greater than the Gen data type, the web service response is truncated. For more
information about the default behavior, see the ABRT XCall WS Gentype Truncation Table in the Purpose topic.

Building on Windows

The CALL EXTERNAL Web Service URL exit is built as part of the dynamic link library ABEXN.DLL.

Install the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler on your system as a prerequisite for building the DLL.

To install Microsoft Visual C++ compiler, follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile ABRTEXIT.NT. The path is %GENxx%Gen

for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.
NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Set the Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F ABRTEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

None.

ABRT_xcall_ws_soapheader_exit

This topic provides information for ABRT_xcall_ws_soapheader_exit.

Source Code

ABRTEXIT.C

Purpose

This user exit, invoked by the action block runtime, provides a custom SOAP header at the time of execution. As a
developer, use the SOAPHEADER_BUFFERSIZE with an appropriate value in the callexternal.ini to override the default
custom SOAP Header length for the existing WSDL.
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You can use the custom SOAP header to add authentication credentials (username and password) required to access the
SOAP service.

Arguments

This user exit function takes two input arguments and one output argument by the runtime. Input parameters give
information about the current Web Service call. You may use this data to determine the service to which you want to add
the SOAP Header value. The output parameter describes the SOAP Header for you to add it to the SOAP Header value.

Name I/O Description

*uri Input A pointer to a character array that contains
the URI for the web service

MaxLen Input A size_t field that contains the maximum
length of a custom SOAP Header which is
mentioned in the callexternal.ini file.
(The default length is 3000 characters.)

soapheader Output A pointer to a character array that contains
the custom SOAP Header which is to be
added to the existing WSDL.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The CALL EXTERNAL Web Service SOAP Header user exit, as delivered with CA Gen, appends any SOAP Header for
the existing WSDL.

Building on Windows

The CALL EXTERNAL Web Service SOAP Header user exit is built as part of the dynamic link library ABEXN.DLL.

You must have Microsoft Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system to build the DLL.

To install Microsoft Visual C++ compiler, follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to the directory that contains the makefile ABRTEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).
3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F ABRTEXIT.NT.

Building on UNIX/Linux

The CALL EXTERNAL Web Service SOAP Header user exit is built as part of the shared library libabex.*, where * is the
shared library suffix depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library, you must have the
correct C/C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

To install the correct C/C++ compiler, follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f cmqsexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

Solaris: sol
Linux: lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.
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Related User Exits

None

ABRT_xcall_ws_url_exit - CALL EXTERNAL Web Service URL Exit (Windows)

This topic provides information for ABRT_xcall_ws_url_exit - CALL EXTERNAL Web Service URL Exit (Windows).

void ABRT_xcall_ws_url_exit (char *url, size_t urlMaxLen)

Source Code

ABRTEXIT.C

Purpose

The exit is invoked by the action block runtime to let a user influence the Web Service URL associated with a CALL
EXTERNAL Web Service action block statement.

The URL and the maximum size variables are provided as input. The URL input variable must be modified as needed,
however, the modified length of the URL must not exceed the urlMaxLen variable specified.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*url Input/Output A pointer to a character array that contains
the value of the Web Service URL. This
user exit can set this value by modifying the
data area pointed to by this argument.

urlMaxLen Input A size_t field that contains the maximum
length that is allowed for the associated
URL parameter.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The CALL EXTERNAL Web Service URL user exit, as delivered with Gen, returns without modifying the URL value.

Building on Windows

The CALL EXTERNAL Web Service URL exit is built as part of the dynamic link library IEFABEXN.DLL.

A prerequisite for building the DLL, you must have Microsoft's Visual C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

To install Microsoft's Visual C++ compiler, follow these steps:

1. Launch a Command Prompt window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefile ABRTEXIT.NT (%GENxx%Gen for Visual

Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit).
3. Set Microsoft Visual Studio compiler environment variables.
4. Run NMAKE /F ABRTEXIT.NT.

Related User Exits

None.
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Java Action Block Runtime User Exit WebServiceMehtodCallExit
This article provides information for Java Action Block Runtime User Exit WebServiceMethodCallExit. This user exit
provides one method to modify the URL used to access a web service method at runtime and another method to modify
the default truncation behavior that is used for return values during a web service call.

WebServiceMethodCallExit

Source Code

WebServiceMethodCallExit.java

modifyURL Method-Modifies the URL

Public Static Final String modifyURL(String url)

Purpose

This method allows the URL used to access a web service method to be modified at runtime.

Arguments

The following table contains the arguments of the method:

Name Output Description
String URL The URL of the web service.

Return Code

The string representation of the URL of the web service.

Default Behavior

This method returns the URL of the web service that was added when the call external statement was created. The
default behavior is to return the URL parameter unchanged.

ABRT_xcall_ws_gentype_truncate_exit —CALL EXTERNAL Data Truncation

long ABRT_xcall_ws_gentype_truncate_exit (void)

Purpose

By default, when the size of the web service response is greater than the matched Gen data type, the response is
truncated. The truncation is governed by the following table.

Use this user exit to override the default behavior. The user exit sets the matched Gen data type flag so that the response
is not truncated but an error is raised instead.

ABRT XCall WS Gentype Truncation Table:
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The following table depicts the default behavior. The user exit sets the flag that is represented in the Overrides the Flag
column. The default behavior overrides the flag.

XSD data type (from) Gen data type (to) Default truncation behavior Overrides the flag
string Text Data truncated to fit in the

destination size.
GENTYPE_TEXT

string BLOB Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_BLOB

anyURI Text Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

QName Text Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

NOTATION Text Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

duration Text Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

base64Binary Text Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

base64Binary BLOB Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_BLOB

hexBinary Text Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

hexBinary BLOB Data truncated to fit
in the destination size.

GENTYPE_BLOB

float Number (length <= 15, decimal
points !=0, decimal precision =
false)

Data is truncated at decimal
places.

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_DOUBL
E

double Number (length <= 15, decimal
points !=0, decimal precision =
false)

Data is truncated at decimal
places.

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_DOUBL
E

decimal Number (length <=18, decimal
precision =true)

Data is truncated at decimal
places and other truncation
results in Error.

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_PRECIS
ION

short
unsignedshort

Number (length <= 4) Data is truncated if it is >
SHORT_MAX

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_SHORT

integer
long
int
nonPositiveInteger
nonNegativeInteger
negativeInteger
positiveInteger
unsignedLong
unsignedInt

Number (length <= 9) Data is truncated if it is >
LONG_MAX

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_LONG

NOTE

Data map pairs which are not mentioned in the table are not considered for truncation. The following XSD data
types are not truncated:
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• boolean
• datetime
• Time
• Date
• gYearMonth
• gYear
• gMonthDay
• gDay
• gMonth
• Bytes

For example, when the web service response of XSD datetime data type are mapped to Text, the response is
not truncated.

Arguments

None.

Return Code

A long value that represents one or more flags which specify that the web service response for the given data types is not
truncated but instead an error is raised instead.

Default Behavior

If the web service response size is greater than the Gen data type, the web service response is truncated. For more
information about the default behavior, see the ABRT XCall WS Gentype Truncation Table in the Purpose topic.

Building on Windows

This exit is compiled into a Java class file. The Java development environment Java Platform SE 1.6 or higher must be
installed on your system.

To install Java development environment Java Platform SE 1.6 or higher, follow these steps:

1. Launch an MS/DOS Command window.
2. Ensure that the CLASSPATH environment variable contains a reference to the Gen CSU jar file, CSU.JAR.
3. Change your current directory to that which contains the java source file.

Typically this is in the Gen install area, within the CLASSES\COM\CA\GEN\EXITS\Common subdirectory.
4. Run javac WebServiceMethodCallExit.java.
5. Reassemble and redeploy the resulting .class file for use with the appropriate applications.

Related User Exits

None.

UNIX and Linux Action Block Runtime User Exits
This article defines UNIX and Linux Action Block Runtime User Exits, ABRT_xcall_ws_gentype_truncate_exit and
ABRT_xcall_ws_url_exit.
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ABRT_xcall_ws_gentype_truncate_exit - CALL EXTERNAL Data Truncation (UNIX and Linux)

This topic provides information for ABRT_xcall_ws_gentype_truncate_exit - CALL EXTERNAL Data Truncation (UNIX and
Linux).

Source

ABRTEXIT.C

Purpose

By default, when the size of the web service response is greater than the matched Gen data type, the response is
truncated. The truncation is governed by the following table.

Use this user exit to override the default behavior. This user exit sets the matched Gen data type flag so that the web
response is not truncated.

ABRT XCall WS Gentype Truncation Table:

The following table depicts the default behavior. The user exit sets the flag that is represented in the Overrides the Flag
column. The default behavior overrides the flag.

XSD data type (from) Gen data type (to) Default truncation behavior Overrides the flag

string Text Data truncated to fit in the
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

string BLOB Data truncated to fit in the
destination size.

GENTYPE_BLOB

anyURI Text Data truncated to fit in the
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

QName Text Data truncated to fit in the
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

NOTATION Text Data truncated to fit in the
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

duration Text Data truncated to fit in the
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

base64Binary Text Data truncated to fit in the
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

base64Binary BLOB Data truncated to fit in the
destination size.

GENTYPE_BLOB

hexBinary Text Data truncated to fit in the
destination size.

GENTYPE_TEXT

hexBinary BLOB Data truncated to fit in the
destination size.

GENTYPE_BLOB

float Number (length <= 15, decimal
points !=0, decimal precision =
false)

Data is truncated at decimal
places.

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_DOUBL
E

double >Number (length <= 15, decimal
points !=0, decimal precision =
false)

Data is truncated at decimal
places.

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_DOUBL
E
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decimal Number (length <=18, decimal
precision =true)

Data is truncated at decimal
places and other truncation
results in Error.

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_PRECIS
ION

short
unsignedshort

Number (length <= 4) Data is truncated if it is >
SHORT_MAX

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_SHORT

integer
long
int
nonPositiveInteger
nonNegativeInteger
negativeInteger
positiveInteger
unsignedLong
unsignedInt

Number (length <= 9) Data is truncated if it is >
LONG_MAX

GENTYPE_NUMERIC_LONG

Note: D

NOTE

Data map pairs which are not mentioned in the table are not considered for truncation. The following XSD data
types are not truncated:

• boolean
• datetime
• Time
• Date
• gYearMonth
• gYear
• gMonthDay
• gDay
• gMonth
• Bytes

For example, when the web service response of XSD datetime data type are mapped to Text, the response is
not truncated.

Arguments

None.

Return Code

Long that represents the flag which specifies that the web service response is not truncated.

Default Behavior

If the web service response size is greater than the Gen data type, the web service response is truncated. For more
information about the default behavior, see the ABRT XCall WS Gentype Truncation Table in the Purpose topic.

ABRT_xcall_ws_url_exit - CALL EXTERNAL Web Service URL Exit (Unix and Linux)

This topic provides information for ABRT_xcall_ws_url_exit - CALL EXTERNAL Web Service URL Exit (Unix and Linux).
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Source Code

ABRTEXIT.C

Purpose

The action block runtime invokes this user exit to let a user influence the web service URL associated with a CALL
EXTERNAL web service action block statement.

The inputs for this user exit are the URL and the maximum size variables. The URL input variable is modified as
necessary. However, the length of the modified URL must not exceed the specified urlMaxLen variable.

For more information about the input and output fields of this exit routine, see Arguments.

Arguments

The following table gives a brief description of each of the arguments.

Name I/O Description

*url Input/Output A pointer to a character array that contains
the value of the web service URL. This user
exit can set this value by modifying the data
area that is pointed to by this argument.

urlMaxLen Input A size_t field that contains the maximum
length that is allowed for the associated
URL parameter.

Return Code

None

Default Behavior

The CALL EXTERNAL Web Service URL user exit, as delivered with Gen, returns without modifying the URL value.

Building on UNIX/Linux

This user exit is built as part of the shared library or archive library libae_userexits_c.*, where * is the shared library suffix
or archive library depending on the UNIX system. As a prerequisite for building the shared library or archive library, you
must have a correct C/C++ compiler that is installed on your system.

To install a C/C++ compiler, follow these steps:

1. Launch a terminal window.
2. Change your current directory to that directory which contains the makefiles (by default, the $IEFH/make directory).
3. Run make /f abrtexit.plat, where plat is the matching platform extension:

AIX:                              aix
HP Itanium:                   ia64
Solaris:                           sol
Linux:                             lin
The user exit shared library is built in the $IEFH/lib directory.

Related User Exits

None.
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Encyclopedia API Reference
This article provides information for how to use the Encyclopedia and Workstation Application Program Interface (API)
software for Gen.

It supports the Host Encyclopedia and the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) for all available API platforms and
databases. It also supports local access to workstation models, Host Encyclopedia, and the CSE for all available API
platforms and databases.

This section is intended for programmers who are developing or maintaining applications that access data managed by
Gen Workstations, Host Encyclopedias, and CSEs.

The Encyclopedia API is a set of C functions, include files, and libraries. You must be familiar with the C programming
language and the software development tools for the platform on which you are working to use the Encyclopedia API. You
must also be familiar with the Gen meta-model.

Local and Remote Access Encyclopedia API

The Encyclopedia API includes a set of read-and-update functions that provide access to local and remote data on the
Gen encyclopedias residing on Windows, UNIX (HP-UX and AIX), and z/OS. This feature provides the capability to create
Windows, HP-UX, AIX, and z/OS applications that work with schema, model, and administrative information from both the
CSE and Host Encyclopedia using standard remote data access capabilities.

The following table lists the supported platforms:

API Program Platform Encyclopedia Platform

z/OS Host Encyclopedia DB2 Host Encyclopedia

Windows DB2 Host Encyclopedia

Windows Oracle Windows, HP-UX, AIX Oracle

Windows SQL Server Windows SQL Server

AIX Oracle Windows, HP-UX, AIX Oracle

HP-UX Oracle Windows, HP-UX, AIX Oracle

Workstation-Based Encyclopedia API

The Workstation Encyclopedia API includes read and update functions that provide access to the Toolset local
encyclopedia. These functions provide the capability to extract and update model information from models in the local
encyclopedia.

You can load the Toolset encyclopedia using a checkout from either a CSE or a Host Encyclopedia or by creating and
editing a new model. When the toolset encyclopedia is populated through a checkout, the information available on the
Toolset local encyclopedia is limited to the information scoped in a subset or model checkout. These functions allow
Gen customers and partners to write platform and product-independent software to retrieve and update encyclopedia
information.

Related Documentation

Gen provides documentation on existing interfaces and product architectures, as well as the development of new
interfaces, and APIs.
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The following table lists the documentation files:

File or Section Name File Contents Description

Host Encyclopedia Reference This section provides specifics to get
information from and place information in
the Host Encyclopedia. It also provides
details on the relationships between the
encyclopedia and tables. The tables include
Objects, Properties, Associations, and
Divisions.

CSE Reference This section provides specifics to get
information from and place information in
the CSE. It also provides details on the
relationships between the encyclopedia
and tables. The tables include Objects,
Properties, Associations, and Divisions.

Toolset Automation This document details the objects that may
be accessed with the Toolset Automation
feature and the usage of the Plug-ins
feature.

odrpta.chm Object Decomposition Report (Hierarchical
Format)

This is the Gen Information Model. It shows
the properties and object associations that
are inherited and from which objects they
are inherited.

Install the API and Demonstration Programs

To install the Encyclopedia API software, see the documentation that you received with the product.

Function Categories
This article defines Function Categories. Encyclopedia API functions are in the Encyclopedia, Model, Object, Association,
Property, Subset, Checkout, User and Group, Authorization, Schema, and Count Function categories.

Presentation Structure

The following table describes the structure that is used in this section for describing each function.

Parameter Description

Function Call The API C function call.

Description A description of the function.

Summary A summary of the function with the required inputs and outputs.

Inputs The inputs are defined.

Outputs The outputs are defined.

Return Each return code is presented. For further information about the
return codes, see API Return Code Definitions.

Example A set of example code.

Related Functions Related functions.
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Encyclopedia API Demo Program
This article provides information for an Encyclopedia API Demo Program. The Encyclopedia API demo program
demonstrates the Encyclopedia API functions in a concise, user-friendly manner.

The program exercises all functions available in the Encyclopedia API.

The demo program illustrates how to apply Encyclopedia API functions in an application. You can use the examples as
code references during your application development.

Using non-GUI menus, you can select the functions for use. Enter the inputs at the input prompt, and the outputs are
displayed when each function completes.

Files Included in the Demo Program

The demo program includes the following files:

• Executable file
• Complete source and header files
• Link deck or a command file

NOTE
For more information about creating and running the demo program, see Installing.

Start the Demo Program on z/OS

To start the demo program on z/OS, create a small CLIST file as follows:

PROC 0

 /*CONTROL LIST CONLIST SYMLIST

   DSN SYSTEM(<DB2 subsystem ID>)

   RUN PROGRAM(APIDEMO) PLAN(<he-plan-prefix>UP)       +     

   LIBRARY('CA.MVSAPI.SAMPLOAD')

   DSN END

 EXIT CODE(123)

Run this CLIST to start the APIDEMO program.

Start the Demo Program on Windows or UNIX

To start the demo program on Windows or UNIX, follow these steps:

1. Type the following commands at a command prompt:
apidemo for local and remote Encyclopedia read-only API
apidemow for Workstation API (statically linked)
apidem2w for Workstation API (dynamically linked)
upddemo for local and remote Encyclopedia Update API

2. Press Enter.
The Main Menu opens. A sample menu is shown next.

*****   MAIN MENU   ******

1 - Encyclopedia Functions

2 - Model Functions

3 - Object Functions

4 - Subset Functions
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5 - Checkout Functions

6 - User / Group Functions

7 - Authorization Functions

8 - Schema Functions

9 - Count Functions

Select   <Enter to Exit>   --->

Use Schema Functions

The schema functions are used without needing to log in to an encyclopedia or select a model. To use the schema
functions, type “8” and press Enter.

The Schema Functions Menu opens. A sample menu is shown next.

******  Schema Functions  ******

 62 - EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeInfo

 63 - EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeByMnem

 64 - EApiFetchSchemaPrpTypeInfo

 65 - EApiFetchSchemaCharPrpDflt

 66 - EApiFetchSchemaIntPrpDflt

 67 - EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType

 68 - EApiFetchSchemaAscTypeCodeInfo

 69 - EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType

Select   <Enter to Exit>   --->

Use Other Functions

All functions except the schema functions require you to either log into an encyclopedia (for the local and remote
encyclopedia read or Update APIs) or select a model (for the workstation API). The following sections describe how to log
in to the Encyclopedia and select a model for the Workstation using API functions.

To log in to the Encyclopedia and select a model for the workstation using API functions, follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 from the main menu to go to the Encyclopedia Functions.
The following menu appears.

******   Encyclopedia Functions   ******

1  - EApiConnectToEncy

2  - EApiDisconnectEncy

3  - EApiCommit

4  - EApiLogonUserId

5  - EApiPasswordValidate

6  - EApiFetchEncyInfo

7  - EApiFetchEncyModelIds

Select   <Enter to Exit>   --->

2. Use option 1 to connect to the encyclopedia. Enter the database parameters as they exist in the encyclopedia iefmd.ini
file.

3. Use option 4 to enter the logon user ID.

Use Workstation API Functions

To use the Workstation API Functions, follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 from the main menu to go to the Model Functions.
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The following menu appears. A sample menu is displayed.

******   Model Functions ******

8 -  EApiOpenModel

9 -  EApiFetchModelInfor

10 -  EApiFetchModelCreateInfo

11 - EApiFetchModelLastUpdateInfo

12 - EApiFetchModelParentInfo

13 - EApiFetchModelChkoutInfo

14 - EApiFetchModelByName

15 - EApiLockModel

16 - EApiUnLockModel

17 - EApiFetchAllModelObjects

18 - EApiFetchAllModelTypeObjs

Select   <Enter to Exit>   --->

2. Select option 7 to open a model. Enter the path to the model to be opened.

All other menus

All other menus are shown in this section.

******   Object Functions   ******

 19 - EApiFetchObjectInfo

 20 - EApiFetchObjectCreateInfo

 21 - EApiFetchObjectAncestryInfo

 22 - EApiFetchObjectWithAncestry

 23 - EApiFetchObjChkoutParentInfo

 24 - EApiFetchSingleCharPrp

 25 - EApiFetchSingleNumericPrp

 26 - EApiFetchCharArrayPrp

 27 - EApiFetchCardOneAsc

 28 - EApiFetchCardOneAscWithObjInfo

 29 - EApiFetchCardManyAsc

 30 - EApiFetchCardManyAscWithObjInfo

 31 - EApiFetchModelNameTypeObjs

 32 - EApiFetchModelObjListByNameType

 33 - EApiFetchPrpLastUpInfo

 34 - EApiFetchParentChkoutPrpInfo

 35 - EApiFetchOrderAscOccInfo

 36 - EApiFetchAscOccLastUpdInfo

 37 - EApiFetchParentAscOccChkoutInfo

Select   <Enter to Exit>   --->

******   Subset Functions   ******

 38 - EApiFetchSubsetsInModel

 39 - EApiFetchSubsetInfo

 40 - EApiFetchSubsetCreateInfo

 41 - EApiFetchSubsetByName

 42 - EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjs

 43 - EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjInfo

 44 - EApiFetchSubsetChkoutInfo

Select   <Enter to Exit>   --->

****** Checkout Functions ******
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 45 - EApiFetchChkoutsForObj

 46 - EApiFetchChkoutInfoForChkoutObj

 47 - EApiFetchChkoutChkdOutObjs

 48 - EApiFetchChkoutSubsetModelId

 Select <Enter to Exit> ->

******   User / Group Functions   ******

 49 - EApiFetchAllUsers

 50 - EApiFetchUserInfo

 51 - EApiFetchUserCreateInfo

 52 - EApiFetchAllGroups

 53 - EApiFetchGroupInfo

 54 - EApiFetchGroupCreateInfo

 55 - EApiFetchUsersInGroup

 56 - EApiFetchGroupsUsersIn

Select   <Enter to Exit>   --->

******   Authorization Functions   ******

 57 - EApiFetchUsersGrpsModelAuth

 58 - EApiFetchModelAuthInfo

 59 - EApiFetchModelAuthCreateInfo

 60 - EApiFetchUsersGrpsSubsetAuth

 61 - EApiFetchSubsetAuthCreateInfo

Select   <Enter to Exit>   --->

******   Schema Functions   ******

 62 - EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeInfo

 63 - EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeByMnem

 64 - EApiFetchSchemaPrpTypeInfo

 65 - EApiFetchSchemaCharPrpDflt

 66 - EApiFetchSchemaIntPrpDflt

 67 - EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType

 68 - EApiFetchSchemaAscTypeCodeInfo

 69 - EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType

Select   <Enter to Exit>   --->

******   Count Functions   ******

 70 - EApiCountEncyModelIds

 71 - EApiCountModelObjs

 72 - EApiCountModelTypeObjs

 73 - EApiCountModelNameTypeObjs

 74 - EApiCountSubsetScopingObjs

 75 - EApiCountSubsetsInModel

 76 - EApiCountChkoutChkdOutObjs

 77 - EApiCountChkoutsForObj

 78 - EApiCountCardManyAsc

 79 - EApiCountAllUsers

 80 - EApiCountAllGroups

 81 - EApiCountUsersInGroup

 82 - EApiCountGroupsInUser

 83 - EApiCountUsersGrpsModelAuth

 84 - EApiCountUsersGrpsSubsetAuth

 85 - EApiCountSchemaPrpForObjType

 86 - EApiCountSchemaAscForObjType

Select   <Enter to Exit>   --->
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Execute the Model Functions Example

To execute the Model Functions, follow these steps:

1. Select Model Functions option 8.

******   Schema Functions   ******

62 - EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeInfo

63 - EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeByMnem

64 - EApiFetchSchemaPrpTypeInfo

65 - EApiFetchSchemaCharPrpDflt

66 - EApiFetchSchemaIntPrpDflt

67 - EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType

68 - EApiFetchSchemaAscTypeCodeInfo

69 - EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType

Select   <Enter to Exit>   --->

******   Model Functions   ******

8 -  EApiOpenModel

9 -  EApiFetchModelInfo

10 -  EApiFetchModelCreateInfo

11 -  EApiFetchModelLastUpdateInfo

12 -  EApiFetchModelParentInfo

13 -  EApiFetchModelChkoutInfo

14 -  EApiFetchModelByName

15 -  EApiLockModel

16 -  EApiUnlockModel

17 -  EApiFetchAllModelObjects

18 -  EApiFetchAllModelTypeObjs

Select <Enter to Exit>   --->   8

2. Enter inputs:
a. Inputs - for function::EApiFetchModelInfo
b. Model ID -> 9

3. The output is displayed. Press Enter.

Outputs for function::   EApiFetchModelInfo

ModelName   =   PT ABLK TEST MODEL 01

ModelType   =   D

ModelStatus   =   M

Release   =   9.2.A6

UserId   =   AXE

CodePage   =   0

LanguageCode   =   850

Function return status is EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

Press <Enter> to Continue

NOTE
To use the Lock and Unlock functions in the CSE, the servers must be up and running. Lock and Unlock do not
function for the remote z/OS API. These functions always return a successful return code. For the Workstation
API, the model ID is always 0 (zero).
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Close the API Demo

To close the API Demo, follow these steps:

1. Press Enter to exit from any menu.
2. Press Enter to exit from the Encyclopedia API Demo.

Requirements to Execute the Update Functions
This article provides information for Requirements to Execute the Update Functions. Once a model has been locked,
updates are only allowed to objects within that model.

Locks

The model must be locked before you can execute an Update API. Once a model has been locked, updates are only
allowed to objects within that model.

After all updates that are needed for that model are completed, unlock the model.

NOTE
For information on locking and unlocking models, see the section Model Lock and Unlock.

Protected Objects

The update functions cannot update objects that are protected. If an object is protected, the code
EAPI_OBJECT_PROTECTED_RC is returned. Only shared objects are validated for protection. Updates are allowed to
non-shared objects even though they may be checked out.

Commits

Call the Commit function regularly when doing many updates against a model. The Commit function performs final
validation of the updates and, if no problems are found, commits the changes to the database.

NOTE
The Commit function does not release the lock on a model.

Recommendations

Validation of input names and permitted values is done as specified in the metamodel. To avoid the possibility of updating
properties with invalid data, the following procedures are recommended:

• Run model validation after running the Update API against a model in an encyclopedia.
• Run a consistency check after running the Update API against a workstation model.

Using Windows and UNIX APIs
This article provides information for Using Windows and UNIX APIs. Use this information if you want to develop programs
that use the Gen Encyclopedia or Workstation Application Program Interface (API).

The Encyclopedia and Workstation APIs provide a set of C subroutines to read the schema and administration
information, and to read or update a model in the CSE or Workstation. These functions are provided as static and dynamic
load libraries along with other development files.

These APIs have two functional sets:

• The read-only API provides access to encyclopedia and model information but cannot change that information. The
components for the read-only API are installed when their appropriate companion product is installed. The read-only
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Workstation API is installed with the workstation; the read-only Encyclopedia API is installed with the Encyclopedia
Server.

• The Update API provides read access to encyclopedia information, and it provides read and update access to the
model information. Installation of the Update API is optional. The Update API is a licensed product and must be
installed only if you have purchased a license for it. The Update API also depends on the read-only API. Install the
Update API only if you have installed the corresponding read-only component.

This section covers these APIs:

• Local Windows Oracle and MS SQL Server Encyclopedia API
• Remote Windows Oracle client to Windows or UNIX Oracle server Encyclopedia API
• Remote Windows to z/OS API
• Windows Workstation API

Demo program source code and executables are installed with the read-only and Update APIs. These programs allow
you to exercise the functions available in the APIs. You can select which functions to use through menus. You are
prompted for inputs for each function. The completion status, or return code, and information that is collected by each
function displays when the function completes. You can use the demo program executables to determine whether the
Encyclopedia or Workstation API program is able to reach the model data source, or to explore each API function. You
can also read the source code to see how the various API functions are called. The link control files and other build
articles provide examples that you can use when you build your own Encyclopedia or Workstation API programs.

Installed Code

These files are installed when you install the encyclopedia or workstation API software:

• API header files
• API runtime libraries
• API executable demonstration programs
• API demonstration program source and compile and link control files

The components of the Workstation API and the Encyclopedia API are installed in directories under the %Gen xx%
directory.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen. For the current release number, see the Release Notes.

The Workstation API components are installed in %Gen xx%\Gen\samples\APIDemo.

The Encyclopedia API components are installed in various directories under %Gen xx%\CSE:

• bin - executable demonstration programs and dynamically loaded libraries
• lib - static link libraries and import libraries for the dynamically loaded libraries
• demo - demonstration source code and compile or link control files
• include - API header files

API Header Files

Programs using the API functions require these header files:

• eapidef.h - API function definition header file
• encyapi.h - API variable type definitions

These header files provide mnemonic definitions for object, property, and association type codes.

• atc.h - association type code mnemonics
• otc.h - object type code mnemonics
• ptc.h - property type code mnemonics
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The same set of header files is installed for the read-only and Update APIs. These header files include definitions for the
Update API even when the libraries for the Update API are not installed. If you attempt to use the update functions without
installing the Update API, your programs compile successfully, but do not link or load successfully.

Programs that are created with the Encyclopedia API require the developer libraries that are supplied with your database.

Workstation API
This article provides information for Workstation API. The workstation API provides access to model data stored in the
Toolset .dat files.

Programs using the workstation API can be linked statically with the API and support libraries or they can be linked to use
the workstation API supplied in a DLL.

The Dynamic Link Libraries and the associated import libraries that are supplied with the workstation API are:

Workstation APIDLL Workstation APIImport Lib Description
eapi32w.dll eapi32w.lib Read-only API DLL and import library
ueapi32w.dll ueapi32w.lib Update API DLL and import library.

Static libraries for programs using the workstation API:

Workstation APIStatic Libraries Description
encyapi.lib Read-only API library
updapiw.lib Workstation Update API library, replaces encyapi.lib for update.
eapiwks.lib Workstation support library
eapisrv.lib Static server functions library
eapiutl.lib Static utility functions library

Workstation API Demo Files Description
apidemo.c Read-only API demo, source code
apidemow.exe Read-only API demo, static link access Toolset data source.
apidemow.txt Read-only API demo link file, static link access Toolset
apidem2w.exe Read-only API demo executable, dynamic link access Toolset
apidem2w.txt Read-only API demo link file, dynamic link access Toolset
upddemo.c Update API demonstration source code
upddemow.exe Update API demo executable, static link access Toolset.
upddemow.txt Update API demo link file, static link access Toolset.
upddem2w.exe Update API demo executable, dynamic link access Toolset.
upddem2w.txt Update API demo link file, dynamic link access Toolset.

Workstation API - Compile and Link

Compile and link apidemow.exe or upddemow.exe using the version of Microsoft Visual Studio that is specified in the
Technical Requirements document for the release of Gen that you are using. Compile and link the programs in a Visual
Studio command window. Open the command window in Administrator mode if you want to do the compile and link in
place. Otherwise, copy the entire APIDemo directory to another location where you have authorization to add, modify, and
delete files. Change the directory to that directory where you copied the APIDemo directory, and do your compile and link
work there.
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set INCLUDE=%INCLUDE%;%IEF%  

cl -c -Gy -Zp1 -W4 -MD -EHsc -nologo apidemo.c.

link @apidemow.txt

Use apidem2w.txt to link the demo using the workstation API DLL. Compile upddemo.c and link using upddemow.txt or
upddem2w.txt to build the workstation update demo programs.

Windows Encyclopedia API
This article provides information for Windows Encyclopedia API. The Windows Encyclopedia API provides access from a
program running on a Windows platform to the models stored in a Client-Server Encyclopedia on the same platform (local)
or another platform (remote) or a Host Encyclopedia (remote).

Windows programs that use the Encyclopedia API can be linked using API static libraries or using a Dynamic Link Library
that contains all the Encyclopedia API functions. Windows programs linked using the DLL implementation of the API are
linked with the import library and must be installed with one of the following API DLLs and the other DLLs listed.

Windows EncyclopediaAPI DLL Windows EncyclopediaAPI Import
Library

Description

eapi32.dll eapi32.lib CSE read-only API
eapi32m.dll eapi32m.lib HE read-only API
ueapi32.dll ueapi32.lib CSE Update API
ueapi32m.dll ueapi32m.lib HE Update API
csedb.dll <none> CSE database access support
cseti.dll <none> CSE TCP/IP access
iefmbt.dll iefmbt.lib Multi-byte characters set.

The statically linked API programs use some of the libraries that are listed below, depending on the selection of read-only
or Update API, and connection to a Client-Server Encyclopedia or to a Host Encyclopedia.

Windows EncyclopediaAPI Static Libraries Description
encyapi.lib CSE read-only functions
updapi.lib CSE read-only and update functions, replaces encyapi.lib
encyapim.lib HE read-only functions
updapim.lib HE read-only and update functions, replaces encyapim.lib
eapimvs.lib HE support functions
eapiclt.lib CSE/HE client functions
eapimds.lib CSE/HE Message Dispatcher functions
eapinet.lib CSE/HE network support functions
eapisrv.lib CSE/HE server support functions
eapisqc.lib CSE database access import library
eapiutl.lib CSE/HE utility functions
htint.lib CSE Communications import library
iefmbt.lib CSE/HE multi-byte character import library
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Demonstration programs for read-only access to CSE and HE are provided with the read-only API installation.
Demonstration programs for read and update access to Client-Server Encyclopedia and Host Encyclopedia are installed
with the Update API. The following files are installed with the sample/demonstration programs.

Windows Encyclopedia API Demo Programs Description
apidemo.c Read-only API demo source code
apidemo.exe Read-only API demo executable, static link access CSE
apidemo.txt Read-only API demo link file, static link access CSE
apidemo2.exe Read-only API demo executable, dynamic link access CSE
apidemo2.txt Read-only API demo link file, dynamic link access CSE
apidemom.exe Read-only API demo, static link access HE
apidemom.txt Read-only API demo link file, static link access HE
apidem2m.exe Read-only API demo, dynamic link access HE
apidem2m.txt Read-only API demo link file, dynamic link access HE
upddemo.c Update API demo source code
upddemo.exe Update API demo executable, static link access CSE
upddemo.txt Update API demo link file, static link access CSE
upddemo2.exe Update API demo executable, dynamic link access CSE
upddemo2.txt Update API demo link file, dynamic link access CSE
upddemom.exe Update API demo executable, static link access HE
upddemom.txt Update API demo link file, static link access HE
upddem2m.exe Update API demo executable, dynamic link access HE
upddem2m.txt Update API demo link file, dynamic access HE
upddemo2.exe Update API demo executable, dynamic link access CSE

Windows Encyclopedia API - Compile and Link

Compile and link apidemo.exe or upddemo.exe using the version of Microsoft Visual Studio that is specified in CA Gen
Technical Requirements. Open the command window in Administrator mode if you want to do the compile and link in
place. Otherwise, copy the demo directory to another location where you have authorization to add, modify, and delete
files. Change the directory to that directory where you copied the demo directory, and do your compile and link work there.

set INCLUDE=%Genxx%CSE\include;%INCLUDE%

set LIB=%Genxx%CSE\lib;%LIB%

cl -c -Gy -Zp1 -W4 -MD -EHsc -nologo apidemo.c

link @apidemo.txt

Use apidemo2.txt to link the demo using the Encyclopedia API DLL. Compile upddemo.c and link using upddemo.txt or
upddemo2.txt to build the workstation update demo programs. Use apidemom.txt or upddemom.txt to link apidemom.exe
or upddemom.exe. You must look at these link control files to see how different combinations of libraries are used to
produce Encyclopedia API programs that connect to CSE or HE and use static or dynamic link libraries.

Considerations for Remote Database Access

If you want the Encyclopedia API program to access a remote database, a database in a different machine, you must be
aware of the communications requirements of the database.
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Remote Oracle Access

To access a remote Oracle database, install and configure the Oracle client software and the SQL+NET software
according to the Oracle user documentation. Install the client software on the workstation on which the Encyclopedia
API program runs. Install and configure the SQL+NET server software on the server running the CSE. Refer to Oracle
documentation for instructions on verifying the connection between the client and server machines.

Remote DB2 Access

To access the Host Encyclopedia from a Windows workstation, install and configure DB2 Connect according to the IBM
Universal Database documentation. DB2 Connect must be installed on:

• The client workstation
• z/OS as the server system

The z/OS DB2 database administrator must authorize a DB2 collection for binding API DBRM packages to the Host
Encyclopedia tables.

NOTE
Verify the DB2 remote access is established using the DB2 Command Center before using the Gen APIs. This
query lists the models in the Host Encyclopedia:

connect to <DB2 database subsystem> user <TSO user ID>

select model_name from <encyclopedia table owner ID>.dmdl

terminate

1. Open a DB Command window and enter the following commands in the DB2 CLP window:

>cd %iefcsgen%\..\cse_mvsdb2

>db2 connect to <DB2 subsystem ID> user <your TSO user ID>

>db2 bind @mvsbind.lst blocking all sqlerror continue messages bind.msg owner <owner> qualifier

 <qualifier> collection <collection>

>db2 connect reset

2. Close the DB2 CLP window when the work is done.

You are prompted for your TSO password when the db2 connect command is entered. The entry field is non-display, so
your password security is preserved. Enter your password and click the Return key to continue. The values in the angle
brackets, < >, are replaced with owner, qualifier, and collection values that were established when the Host Encyclopedia
was installed. You can get these values from your Host Encyclopedia Administrator or DB2 Administrator.

UNIX Encyclopedia API
This article provides information for UNIX Encyclopedia API. The UNIX Encyclopedia API provides access from a program
running on a Client Server Encyclopedia-supported UNIX platform to the models stored in a CSE on the same platform
(local) or another platform (remote) with the same database type.

On the UNIX platform, Oracle is the only supported remote database type. UNIX programs that use the Encyclopedia API
are linked using API static libraries that contain all the Encyclopedia API functions. These programs depend on shared
libraries that implement communication services and access to the selected database. The read-only libraries are installed
with the Encyclopedia Servers, the update libraries are installed only when the Update API is installed.

UNIX EncyclopediaLibraries Description
encyapi.a Static read-only API library
updapi.a Static Update API library, replaces encyapi.a in update programs.
eapiclt.a Static client functions library
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eapimds.a Static Message Dispatcher access library
eapinet.a Static network support functions library
eapisrv.a Static server functions library
eapiutl.a Static utility functions library
eapisqc.a Static Oracle database access library
sqlintf.a Shared library common database access interface library
libcti<ver>.sl * Shared library TCP / IP communications functions, HP-UX
libcdb<ver>.sl * Shared library database access functions, HP-UX
libcti<ver>.a * Shared library TCP / IP communications functions, AIX
libcdb<ver>.a * Shared library database access functions, AIX

* <ver> is replaced by a version number.

The demonstration program executables and source for the read-only API are installed with the Encyclopedia Servers.
The demonstration program executables and source for the Update API are installed with the Update API component.

UNIX EncyclopediaAPI Demo Program Description
apidemo Read-only API demo executable
epidemo.c Read-only API source code
upddemo Update demo executable
upddemo.c Update demo source code
eapi.sh Shell script builds apidemo, and upddemo if installed.

You can compile and link the demo programs by running the script file eapi.sh from a UNIX shell.

sh eapi.sh

The script file requires that the environment variable IEFCSGEN is defined and referenced the cse/bin directory. The
script builds the read-only demo, and if it finds that the Update API is installed, the script builds the update demo as well.
You must read this file to see the compiler options that are used to compile and link applications that use the Encyclopedia
Read-only or Update API.

API Variable Types
This article provides information for API Variable Types and describes the characteristics of each type.

Enum Definitions

Data types that are listed within the enum definitions each have a set of declared enumerators. Each enumerator
represents a numeric or a character value. Refer to the encyapi.h header file for specific enumerators and their values.

The following are the enum definition data types:

ADDMDLAUTH Add Model Authorization

ADDUSRAUTH Add User Authorization

ASCAGGACT Association Aggregate Action Value

ASCCARD Association Cardinality

ASCDIR Association Direction
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ASCMODREF Association Modify/Referencing Flag

ASCORDER Association Order

ASCREFRESH Association Refresh

CHGSTATUS Change Status

CKOSTATUS Object Checkout Status

CKOUTSTATUS Subset Checkout Status

EAPIRC Encyclopedia API Return Codes

ENCYLOCKTYPE Model Lock Type

GENERATEAUTH Generate Authorization

LOCKEDLEVEL Lock Level

MAXACCESS Object Maximum Access

MIGRATEAUTH Migrate Authorization

MODELSTATUS Model Status

MODELTYPE Model Type

OBJAGGBND Object Aggregate/Boundary Flag

OBJSCOPING Scoping Object Flag

PRPFORMAT Property Format

SCOPEXP Subset Scoping Object Expansion

SCOPPROT Subset Scoping Object Protection

SUBSETTYPE Subset Type

UPDATEAUTH Update Authorization

USERADMIN Encyclopedia Administrator

Numeric Definitions

Numeric definitions are integer values. They can be classified as double, long, or short. The length for each of these
classifications varies depending on the machine and compiler used. The following are the numeric definition data types:

Double

TIMESTAMP Timestamp

Long

ASCSEQ Ordered Association Sequence

CKOID Checkout ID

ENCYID Encyclopedia ID

INTVALUE Integer Value

LCOUNT Long Count

LOCKID Lock ID

MODELID Model ID

OBJID Object ID

SUBSETID Subset ID
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Short

ASCTYPECODE Association Type Code

CODEPAGE Code Page

DIVTYPECODE Division Type Code

LANGUAGECODE Language Code

OBJPHYSSTR Object Physical Structure

OBJTYPECODE Object Type Code

PRPCOLUMN Property Column

PRPLENGTH Property Length

PRPTYPECODE Property Type Code

Character Array Definitions

Character array definitions are text strings. Each type definition has an allowable number of characters for the text and a
null termination.

The following is a list of the character array data types:

CHARVALUE Character Value

DATESTRING[11] Date String

DBPARMS[80] Database Parameters

GRPID[9] Group ID

MNEMONIC[9] Mnemonic

NAME[33] Name

PASSWORD[9] Password

RELEASE[9] Release

TEXT[32] Text

TEXTVALUE[3951] Text Value

TIMESTRING[9] Time String

USERID[9] User ID

USERNAME[33] User Name

Count and Array Functions

Count and array functions are used together to retrieve the information from the encyclopedia. The count function
determines the quantity of items that exists in the encyclopedia while the array function returns a specified set of those
items.

For every array function, there is a complimentary count function. Use the count function first to identify the maximum
available quantity. Then use this quantity (or less) as the input to the array function.

Array Function Count Function

EApiFetchEncyModelIds EApiCountEncyModelIds

EApiFetchAllModelObjects EApiCountModelObjs
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EApiFetchAllModelTypeObjs EApiCountModelTypeObjs

EApiFetchModelObjListByNameType EApiCountModelNameTypeObjs

EApiFetchSubsetsInModel EApiCountSubsetsInModel

EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjs EApiCountSubsetScopingObjs

EApiFetchChkoutsForObj EApiCountChkoutsForObj

EApiFetchChkoutChkdOutObjs EApiCountChkoutChkdOutObjs

EApiFetchAllUsers EApiCountAllUsers

EApiFetchAllGroups EApiCountAllGroups

EApiFetchUsersGrpsModelAuth EApiCountUsersGrpsModelAuth

EApiFetchUsersGrpsSubsetAuth EApiCountUsersGrpsSubsetAuth

EApiFetchUsersInGroup EApiCountUsersInGroup

EApiFetchGroupsUsersIn EApiCountGroupsInUser

EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType EApiCountSchemaPrpForObjType

EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType EApiCountSchemaAscForObjType

EApiFetchCardManyAsc EApiCountCardManyAsc

Each function requires a number for inputs and outputs.

Inputs

Input the number you want to retrieve.

number specified < number in ency

If the number specified is less than the number of items in the encyclopedia you are requesting, you get the following
return code:

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

number specified ³ number in ency

If the number specified is greater than or equal to the number of items in the encyclopedia you are requesting, you get an
output equal to the number of items in the encyclopedia. The return code follows:

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

If the maximum value is less than the total number of IDs, you cannot retrieve another group of IDs unless you specify
a larger maximum value. The only way to retrieve the remaining IDs is to make another request with a larger maximum
value. For example:

Number of Model IDs in the
Encyclopedia

Input Output

10 10 10

10 5 5

5 10 5
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Memory Calculations for Fetches

Memory for the array must be allocated before using this function. You must allocate enough memory for the array to
avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated. The count functions can help with calculating the amount of storage
required.

Encyclopedia Information
This article provides information for Encyclopedia Information.

This section describes the functions to connect and disconnect from the encyclopedia, commit and rollback the updates to
the database, and fetch Encyclopedia information.

EApiConnectToEncy
This topic provides information for EApiConnectToEncy. Connect to the Encyclopedia. This function allows connection to
the encyclopedia through the database.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiConnectToEncy( PDBPARMS pszDBParms);

Input

PszDBParms

This information is required to connect to the Encyclopedia database. The required parameters are DBMS-dependent.
The database name, user ID, and password may be required, depending on the DBMS you are using. If you are using
the Client-Server Encyclopedia, refer to the Encyclopedia Server unit parameters of the <iefmd>.ini file for the required
values. Provide the input as a single string identifying each variable for your encyclopedia database.

For example:

"DBNAME=DBIEFD"

For z/OS DB2 access, you can optionally use the concept of package, or collection, for connection purposes. In this case,
the string is modified to include a collection ID.

For example:

"DBNAME=DBIEFD/COLLECTION-ID"

NOTE
The separator "/" is mandatory, and not surrounded by spaces. If a collection is not used, the parameter uses
the database name only.

Output

None.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_CONNECT_FAILED_RC
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Related Functions

EApiDisconnectEncy

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

For remote z/OS DB2 access: (Without Collection)
EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

DBPARMS szDBParms;

/* The following function connects to the encyclopedia */

strcpy(szDBParms, "DBNAME=DBIEFD");

rc = EApiConnectToEncy(szDBParms);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiConnectToEncy\n");

else

{

   /* The following function disconnects from the encyclopedia */

rc = EApiDisconnectEncy();

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

printf("Error in EApiDisconnectEncy\n");

)

With Collection, the DBNAME parameter in the previous example is:
strcpy(szDBParms, "DBNAME=DBIEFD/Collection-id");

Other parameters are the same as before. For local Windows Oracle access:
strcpy(szDBParms, "DBNAME=DBIE, DBUSER=ency,

DBPSWD=ency");

For remote Oracle access from Windows:
strcpy(szDBParms, "DBNAME=DBIE,

DBUSER=ency@<sqlnetalias>,

DBPSWD=ency);

For UNIX Oracle:
strcpy(szDBParms, "DBNAME=DBIEFD,

DBUSER=ency@<sqlnetalias>,

DBPSWD=ency);

EApiDisconnectEncy
This article provides information for EApiDisconnectEncy. Disconnect from the currently connected database, that
is, encyclopedia before you can connect to a new database.

Description

Disconnect from Encyclopedia. An error occurs if you try to connect to a new database before disconnecting.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiDisconnectEncy( void);

Input

None.
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Output

None.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_CONNECT_FAILED_RC

Related Functions

EApiConnectToEncy

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

DBPARMS szDBParms;

/* The following function connects to the encyclopedia */

strcpy(szDBParms, "DBNAME=DBIEFD");

rc = EApiConnectToEncy(szDBParms);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiConnectToEncy\n");

else

{

   /* The following function disconnects from the encyclopedia */

rc = EApiDisconnectEncy();

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

    printf("Error in EApiDisconnectEncy\n");

}

EApiCommit
This article provides information for EApiCommit. Commit. This function updates the database with any pending changes.

Description

This function can also be used to release any database locks.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCommit( void);

Input

None.

Output

None.

Return

None.
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Related Functions

None.

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

rc = EApiCommit();

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCommit\n");

EApiCommitUpdate
This article provides information for EApiCommitUpdate. This function commits updates to the database. The
function validates the names of new objects added and the names of any objects whose name property was updated
before committing.

Description

If a duplicate name is found, the object is renamed. The commit API is called regularly when doing many updates against
a model. The commit API performs final validation of the updates. If no problems are found, the changes to the database
are committed. The commit API does not release the lock on a model.

Change capture is used for this function.

Name validation rules are specified in the section Object Name Validation Rules.

Summary

EAPIRC EApiCommitUpdate( CHARVALUE * pVendor);

Input

CHAR[32]

The VendorString is a 32-byte string that is passed into this function to indicate the vendor product that is making the
update. If this field is left blank, the value defaults to ENCYAPI.

Output

None

Return

EAPIRC returns the following information.

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC if changes were committed

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_LOCKED_RC if the model is not locked for update

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC if not connected to encyclopedia

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC if user is not logged on

Related Functions

EapiUpRollback
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Example
#include<eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

char szName[32] = "VendorString";

rc = EApiCommitUpdate(szName);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

printf("Error in EApiCommitUpdate\n");

EApiUpRollback
This article provides information for EApiUpRollback Rollback updates. This function undoes any updates before
committing.

Summary

EAPIRC EApiUpRollback( );

Input

None.

Output

None.

Return

EAPIRC returns the following information.

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC if changes were committed

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_LOCKED_RC if the model is not locked for update

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC if not connected to encyclopedia

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC if user is not logged on

Related Functions

EapiCommitUpdate

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

rc = EApiUpRollback();

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

printf("Error in EApiUpRollback\n");

EApiLogonUserId
This article provides information for EApiLogonUserId. Logon user ID The user must be logged on before encyclopedia
data access is allowed.
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Description

This function is used after EApiConnectToEncy and before any of the data access functions can be used. The user ID is
any valid logon name for the Encyclopedia.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiLogonUserId( PUSERID pszUserId);

Input

pszUserId

The user ID is any valid logon name for the Encyclopedia. In this case, the user ID is the name that you use to log in to
the Encyclopedia.

NOTE
The user ID is case-sensitive and must be in uppercase.

Output

None.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_AUTH_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

Related Functions

EapiConnectToEncy

EApiDisconnectToEncy

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

USERID szDBParms;

/* After connecting to the encyclopedia */

strcpy(szUserId, "CHRIS");

rc = EApiLogonUserId(szUserId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiLogonUserId\n");

EApiFetchEncyInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchEncyInfo. Fetch Encyclopedia Information. This function retrieves the
encyclopedia name and ID.
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Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchEncyInfo( PENCYID pnEncyId,

PNAME pszEncyName);

Input

None.

Output

pnEncyID

The Encyclopedia ID is the integer that identifies the Encyclopedia.

pszEncyName

The Encyclopedia name is the string that identifies the Encyclopedia.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_ENCY_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

None.

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

ENCYID nEncyId,

NAME szName;

rc = EApiFetchEncyInfo(&nEncyId,

szName);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchEncyInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Encyclopedia Name = %s\n", szName);

printf("Encyclopedia Id = %s\n", nEncyId);

}

EApiFetchEncyModelIds
This article provides information for EApiFetchEncyModelIds. Fetch Encyclopedia Model IDs. This function retrieves all (or
fewer) of the model IDs in the encyclopedia.

Description

Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.
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NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchEncyModellds( PLCOUNT plCount,

PMODELID plArrayModelIds);

Input

plCount

The count is the number of models. Specify the maximum number of model IDs you want to retrieve. Specify negative one
(-1) if you want to retrieve all the model IDs.

Output

plCount

This count is the number of model IDs retrieved. The number of model IDs provided in the output is equal to or less than
the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

plArrayModelIds

Model ID Array is a series that contains the returned model IDs. Memory for the array must be allocated before using this
function.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

Related Functions

EApiCountEncyModelIds

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

MODELID nArrayModelIds[100];

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchEncyModelIds(&lCount,

nArrayModelIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchEncyModelIds\n");

else
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{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

for (i=0; i<lCount, i++)

printf("Model Id[%ld] = %ld\n", i, nArrayModelIds[i]);

}

EApiPasswordValidate
This article provides information for EApiPasswordValidate. EApiPasswordValidate verifies that the given password is the
password that is stored in the Coordination database.

Description

The given password is compared to the password stored in the coordination database for the given user ID. If the two
passwords are the same, a successful indication is returned. This function is independent of the database connection
state and whether EApiLogonUserId has been called. It does require that the environment variable IEF_MDNAME is
defined and that the CSE Server it identifies is running.

A valid password for a given user ID is the same password that would be used to log in to a CSE through a CSE client.
Use CSE Administration tools to change the password that is associated with the given user ID.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiPasswordValidate( PUSERID szUserId,

PPASSWORD szpwd);

Input

szUserId

Represents an Encyclopedia user ID. This ID has the same value that is used in the CSE client logon dialogs.

NOTE
The value is case-sensitive and must be entered in uppercase.

szPwd

The same string of letters and other characters that are entered in the Password field of the CSE client logon panel.

Output

None.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_INVALID_DIR_PASSWORD_RC

Related Functions

EApiLogonUserId

Example
EAPIRC rc;
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USERID szUserID = "USERID";

PASSWORD szPassword = "PassWord10";

rc =EApiPasswordValidate(szUserID, szPassword);

if ( rc != API_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Password validation failed for %s\n", szUserID);

How EApiPasswordValidate API Validates Password

The PasswordValidate entry point in the Encyclopedia API provides access to the password validation service for
customer written applications that use the Encyclopedia API. This entry point accepts a user name and a password in
plain text and returns an indication of whether the given password is the password on a file for the given user. It also
provides other diagnostic return codes to identify faults that are detected during the validation process.

This procedure does not use a direct database connection to the Coordination database. Instead, it sends a message to
the Coordination database server, much like the CSE clients. The reply contains a return value that indicates whether the
password is valid for the given user name.

NOTE
It is not possible to change the password through the Encyclopedia API.

The EApiPasswordValidate API performs the following tasks for the validation of the password:

To validate the password, follow these steps:

1. Connect to the message dispatcher and registers with it.
2. Insert the userid and password into a packet and send the packet to the coordination server for validation.
3. The Coordination server validates the password and returns success, if the password matches the one with that exists

in the database otherwise returns the corresponding error message.
4. The Encyclopedia API receives the reply and control is returned to the calling program with the appropriate return

code.

Model Information
This article provides information for Model Information including, EApiOpenModel, EApiFetchModelInfo,
EApiFetchModelChkoutInfo, EApiFetchModelCreateInfo, EApiFetchModelLastUpdateInfo, EApiFetchModelParentInfo,
and EApiFetchModelByName. The encyclopedia APIs that are associated with models.

EApiOpenModel

This topic provides information for EApiOpenModel.

Description

Open a workstation model - This function opens a workstation model when given a path to the model data files.

Summary

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiOpenModel( PDBPARMS szModelPath,

CHAR * errfile);

Input

szModelPath

This path is to the model directory containing the model data files (that is, %GENxx%\Gen\samples\models\sample.ief).
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NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

errfile

This path is to a file for writing out fatal error messages. This file does not have to exist.

Output

None.

Return

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_MODEL_LOCKED_RC

EAPI_MODEL_INCOMPATIBLE_RC

EAPI_MODEL_FATAL_ERROR_RC

EAPI_MODEL_DIR_READ_RC

EAPI_MODEL_BAD_ERRFILE_RC

Example

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

char[80] model_dir;

char[80] errfile;

strcpy(model_dir, "%GENxx%\\Gen\\sample.ief”);

strcpy(errfile, "c:\\ief\\err.log”);

rc = EApiOpenModel(model_dir, errfile);

if (rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC)

The model ID is not returned from this function. The model ID is always 0 (zero) for a free workstation model when calling
other API routines that require a model ID.

EApiFetchModelInfo

This topic provides information for EApiFetchModelInfo.

Description

Fetch Model Information. This function retrieves model information from the encyclopedia. The information is returned as
model: name, type, status, release, owner user ID, code page, and language code.

Summary

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchModelInfo( MODELID nModelId,

PNAME pszModelName,

PMODELTYPE peType,

PMODELSTATUS peStatus,

PRELEASE pszRelease,

PNAME pszOwnerUserName,

PCODEPAGE pnModelCPage,

PLANGUAGECODE pnModelLangCode);
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Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID designates the model from
which you want to retrieve the information.

Output

pszModelName

ModelName is the Model Name that a user assigns to a model.

peType
Type is the model. Currently, the only possible type is: data model.

peStatus
Status is the current state of the model.
Possible model states are:

M Modifiable

W Waiting for verify.

C Checked in

R Read-only

U Unusable

pszRelease
Release is the schema release for the model.

pszOwnerUserName
OwnerUserName is the user ID of the model owner.

pnModelCPage
ModelCPage is the Model Code Page.

pnModelLangCode
ModelLangCode is the Model Language Code.

Return

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchModelChkoutInfo

EapiFetchModelCreateInfo

EapiFetchModelLastUpdateInfo

EApiFetchModelParentInfo

Example

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

NAME szModelName;

MODELTYPE eModelType;
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MODELSTATUS eModelStatus;

RELEASE szRelease;

USERID szUserId;

CODEPAGE nCodePage;

LANGUAGECODE nLangCode;

nModelId = 9;

rc = EApiFetchModelInfo(nModelId,

szModelName,

&eModelType,

&eModelStatus,

szRelease,

szUserId,

&nCodePage,

&nLangCode);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchModelInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("ModelName = %s\n", szModelName);

printf("ModelType = %c\n", (char)eModelType);

printf("ModelStatus = %c\n", (char)eModelStatus);

printf("Release = %s\n", szRelease);

printf("UserId = %s\n", szUserId);

printf("CodePage = %s\n", nCodePage);

printf("LanguageCode = %s\n", nLangCode);

}

EApiFetchModelChkoutInfo

This topic provides information for EApiFetchModelChkoutInfo.

Description

Fetch Model Checkout Information. This function retrieves model checkout information from the encyclopedia. The
information is returned as checkout ID, date, time, and user ID.

Summary

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchModelChkoutInfo( MODELID nModelId,

PCKOID pnChkoutId,

PDATE pszDate,

PTIME pszTime,

PUSERID pszUserId);

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID designates the specific model
from which you want to retrieve the checkout information.

Output
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pnChkoutId

The Checkout ID is a unique integer that is generated by the encyclopedia that identifies the model checkout.

pszDate

Date is the date of the checkout in year/month/day YYYY-MM-DD format.

pszTime

Time is the time that the checkout was initiated in hours/minutes/seconds HH:MM:SS format on a 24-hour clock.

pszUserId

UserId is the user ID of the person who checked out the model.

Return

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_CHECKED_OUT_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchModelInfo

EapiFetchModelCreateInfo

EapiFetchModelLastUpdateInfo

EApiFetchModelParentInfo

Example

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

CKOID nChkoutId;

DATE szDate;

TIME szTime;

USERID szUserId;

nModelId = 9L;

rc = EApiFetchModelChkoutInfo(nModelId,

&nChkoutId,

szDate,

szTime,

szUserId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchChkoutInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Checkout Id = %ld\n", nChkoutId);

printf("Date = %s\n", szDate);

printf("Time = %s\n", szTime);

printf("UserId = %s\n", szUserId);

}
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EApiFetchModelCreateInfo

This topic provides information for EApiFetchModelCreateInfo.

Description

Fetch Model Create Information. This function retrieves model create information from the encyclopedia. The
information is returned as creation: date, time, and user ID.

Summary

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchModelCreateInfo( MODELID nModelId,

PDATE pszCDate,

PTIME pszCTime,

PUSERID pszCUserId),

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID designates the specific model
from which you want to retrieve the creation information.

Output

pszCDate

CDate is the date that the model was created in year/month/day YYYY-MM-DD format.

pszCTime

CTime is the time that the model was created in hours/minutes/seconds HH:MM:SS format on a 24-hour clock.

pszCUserId

CUserId is the user ID of the person who created the model.

Return

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchModelInfo

EapiFetchModelChkoutInfo

EapiFetchModelLastUpdateInfo

EApiFetchModelParentInfo

Example

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

DATE szDate;

TIME szTime;
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USERID szUserId;

nModelId = 9L;

rc = EApiFetchModelCreateInfo(nModelId,

szDate,

szTime,

szUserId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchModelCreateInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Date = %s\n", szDate);

printf("Time = %s\n", szTime);

printf("UserId = %s\n", szUserId);

}

EApiFetchModelLastUpdateInfo

This topic provides information for EApiFetchModelLastUpdateInfo.

Description

Fetch Model Last Update Information. This function retrieves model update information from the encyclopedia. The
information is returned as update: date, time, and user ID.

Summary

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchModelLastUpdateInfo( MODELID nModelId,

PDATE pszLUDate,

PTIME pszLUTime,

PUSERID pszLUUserId);

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID designates the specific model
from which you want to retrieve information about the latest updates.

Output

pszLUDate

LUDate is the date that the model was last updated in year/month/day YYYY-MM-DD format.

pszLUTime

LUTime is the time that the model was last updated in hours/minutes/seconds HH:MM:SS format on a 24-hour clock.

pszLUUserId

LUUserId is the user ID of the person who last updated the model.

Return

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC
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EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchModelInfo

EapiFetchModelChkoutInfo

EapiFetchModelCreateInfo

EApiFetchModelParentInfo

Example

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

DATE szDate;

TIME szTime;

USERID szUserId;

nModelId = 9L;

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchModelLastUpdateInfo\n");

else

{

   rc = EApiFetchModelLastUpdateInfo(nModelId,

szDate,

szTime,

szUserId);

printf("Date = %s\n", szDate);

printf("Time = %s\n", szTime);

printf("UserId = %s\n", szUserId);

}

EApiFetchModelParentInfo

This topic provides information for EApiFetchModelParentInfo.

Description

Fetch Model Parent Information. This function retrieves the input model parent information from the encyclopedia. The
information is returned as parent: encyclopedia ID, model ID, checkout ID, checkout date, and checkout time.

Summary

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchModelParentInfo( MODELID nModelId,

PENCYID pnParentEncyid,

PMODELID pnParentModelid,

PSUBSETID pnParentCheckOutId,

PDATE pszParentCODate,

PTIME pszParentCOTime);

Input

nModelId
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The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID designates the model from
which you want to retrieve the parent information.

Output

pnParentEncyid

ParentEncyid is the unique integer that identifies the Encyclopedia of the parent model.

pnParentModelid

ParentModelid is the unique integer that identifies the parent model.

pnParentCheckOutId

ParentCheckOutId is a unique integer that is generated by the encyclopedia that identifies the checkout of the parent
model or subset. If the parent is in the Host Encyclopedia, the Parent Checkout ID is a Subset ID.

pszParentCODate

ParentCODate is the date that the parent model was checked out in year/month/day YYYY-MM-DD format.

pszParentCOTime

ParentCOTime is the time that the parent model was checked out in hours/minutes/seconds HH:MM:SS format on a 24-
hour clock.

Return

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_MODEL_PARENT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchModelInfo

EapiFetchModelChkoutInfo

EapiFetchModelCreateInfo

EApiFetchModelLastUpdateInfo

Example

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nInModelId;

ENCYID nEncyId;

MODELID nOutModelId;

SUBSETID nSubsetId;

DATE szDate;

TIME szTime;

nInModelId = 9L;

rc = EApiFetchModelParentInfo(nInModelId,

&nEncyId,

&nOutModelId,

&nSubsetId,

szDate,

szTime);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )
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   printf("Error in EApiFetchParentInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("EncyId = %s\n", nEncyId);

printf("ModelId = %s\n", nOutModelId);

printf("SubsetId = %s\n", nSubsetId);

printf("Date = %s\n", szDate);

printf("Time = %s\n", szTime);

}

EApiFetchModelByName

This topic provides information for EApiFetchModelByName.

Description

Fetch Model by Name. Given a model name, this function retrieves its model ID. The information that is returned is the
model ID.

Summary

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchModelNameTypeObjs( PNAME pszModelName,

PMODELID pnModelld);

Input

pszModelName

ModelName is the string that identifies the Model.

Output

pnModelId

ModelID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID indicates the Model ID for the model
specified name.

Return

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

None.

Example

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

NAME szModelName;

MODELID nModelId;

strcpy(szModelName, " CA Gen TEST MODEL");

rc = EApiFetchModelByName(szModelName,

&nModelId);
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if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchModelByName\n");

else

   printf("ModelId = %ld\n", nModelId);

Model Lock and Unlock
This article provides information for the model lock and unlock subroutines including, EApiLockModel and
EApiUnLockModel.

EApiLockModel

This topic provides information for EApiLockModel.

Description

Lock Model locks the model that is designated by the model ID with its designated lock type. While a model is locked for
read, no updates to the model are allowed by another process. This includes all encyclopedia processes. Only a value of
EAPI_READ_LOCK and EAPI_WRITE_LOCK is allowed for type of lock in this release. If updating models are stored in
the CSE encyclopedia, the CSE servers must be running.

Summary

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiLockModel( MODELID nModelId,

ENCYLOCKTYPE eLockType);

Input

MODELID

ModelId is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID designates the model that you want
to lock.

ENCYLOCKTYPE
LockType is the type of lock that is applied to the model. Possible lock types are: Read or Write.
A Write lock prevents access to the model. A Read lock prevents updates to the model.

EAPI_READ_LOCK = Read

EAPI_WRITE_LOCK = Write

Output

None.

Return

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_MODEL_ALREADY_LOCKED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiUnLockModel
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Example

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

ENCYLOCKTYPE eLockType;

nModelId = 9L;

eLockType = EAPI_READ_LOCK;

rc = EApiLockModel(nModelId,

eLockType);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

printf("Error in EApiLockModel\n");

EApiUnLockModel

This topic provides information for EApiUnLockModel.

Description

Unlock Model unlocks the model that is designated by the model ID. This function requires the servers to be running in a
client-server environment.

Summary

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiUnLockModel( MODELID nModelId);

Input

ModelId

ModelID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID designates the specific model that
you want to unlock.

Output

None.

Return

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_LOCK_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

If you receive a return of Model Not Found or Model Already Locked, use the support client to release the lock before
continuing. This situation occurs when you are running an application with the API, lock the model, and then the API
terminates abnormally. This termination makes it impossible to unlock the model using the API.

Related Functions

EApiLockModel

Example

#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

nModelId = 9L;
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rc = EApiUnLockModel(nModelId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

printf("Error in EApiUnLockModel\n");

Object Information
This article provides information for the various functions to fetch the required object information.

The Update API functions support adding objects to a model and deleting objects from a model.

EApiFetchAllModelObjects
This article provides information for EApiFetchAllModelObjects. Fetch all Objects in a Model. This function retrieves all (or
fewer) the object IDs in a specified model.

Description

Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchAllModelObjects( MODELID nModelId,

PLCOUNT plNumObjects,

POBJID plArrayObjectIds);

Input

nModelId

ModelID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID designates the specific model from
which you want to retrieve objects.

plCount

The count is the number of objects in the model. Specify the maximum number of object IDs that you want to retrieve.
Specify negative one (-1) if you want to retrieve all the object IDs.

Output

plCount

This Count is the number of object IDs retrieved. The number of object IDs provided in the output is equal to or less than
the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

plArrayObjectIds
An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within the encyclopedia. The array provides a set of Object IDs
from the model.
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Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiCountModelObjs

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

OBJID nArrayObjIds[100];

nModelId = 9L;

lCount = 10;

rc = EApiFetchAllModelObjects(nInModelId,

&lCount,

nArrayObjIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchAllModelObjects\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

   for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

   printf("Object Id[%ld] = %ld\n", i, nArrayObjIds[i]);

}

EApiFetchAllModelTypeObjs
This article provides information for EApiFetchAllModelTypeObjs. Fetch all Objects of a given Type in a Model. This
function retrieves all (or fewer) the object IDs of a certain object type in a specified model.

Description

Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchAllModelTypeObjs( MODELID nModelId,

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

PLCOUNT plNumObjects,

POBJID plArrayObjectIds);
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Input

nModelId

ModelID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model.

nObjTypeCode

The Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value is used to identify all objects of the specified type.
You can use the Object Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation
platforms, the header file name is otc.h.

plCount

The count is the number of objects of the specified type. Specify the maximum number of Object IDs that you want to
retrieve. If you want to retrieve all the Object IDs, specify negative one (-1).

Output

plCount

This count is the number of object IDs retrieved. The number of object IDs provided in the output is equal to or less than
the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

plArrayObjectIds
An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within the encyclopedia. The array provides a set of Object IDs
from the model.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiCountModelTypeObjs

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

OBJID nArrayObjIds[100];

nModelId = 9L;

nObjTypeCode = 51;

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchAllModelTypeObjs(nModelId,

nObjTypeCode,

&lCount,

nArrayObjIds);
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if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchAllTypeObjs\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

   for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

   printf("Object Id[%ld] = %ld\n", i, nArrayObjIds[i]);

}

EApiFetchModelNameTypeObjs
This article provides information for EApiFetchModelNameTypeObjs. Use this function when the object name property is
unique within the model.

Description

Fetch Unique Object in Model by Name and Type. Given a model ID, object type code, property type code, and object
name, this function retrieves the object ID of the object with the given name.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchModelNameTypeObjs( MODELID nModelId,

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode,

PNAME pszName,

POBJID pnObjectId);

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID designates the specific model
from which you want to retrieve Object IDs.

nObjTypeCode

An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value is used to identify all objects of the specified type.
You can use the Object Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation
platforms, the header file name is otc.h.

nPrpTypeCode

A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. This value indicates which name property from
which to consider values. You can use the Property Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API
software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is ptc.h.

In this case, the input must be one of the following Property Type Codes:

• Name
• Loadname

pszName

Name Value
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Output

pnObjectId

Object ID

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiFetchModelObjListByNameType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;

NAME szName;

OBJID nObjectId;

nModelId = 9L;

nObjTypeCode = 51;

nPrpTypeCode = 224;

strcpy(szName,"USES");

rc = EApiFetchModelNameTypeObjs(nModelId,

nObjTypeCode,

nPrpTypeCode,

szName,

&nObjectId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchModelNameTypeObjs\n");

else

   printf("ObjectId = %ld\n", nObjectId);

EApiFetchModelObjListByNameType
This article provides information for EApiFetchModelObjListByNameType. Use the count parameter to set the maximum
number of IDs to return.

Description

Fetch List of Objects in Model by Name and Type. Given a model ID and object type code, property type code, and object
name, this function retrieves all (or fewer) object IDs.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section API Variable Types.
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Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC
EApiFetchModelObjListByNameType(

MODELID nModelId,

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

PRPTYPECODE PrpTypeCode,

PNAME pszName,

PLCOUNT plCount,

POBJID plArrayObjectIds);

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID designates the specific model
from which you want to retrieve Object IDs.

nObjTypeCode

An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value is used to identify all objects of the specified type.
You can use the Object Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation
platforms, the header file name is otc.h.

nPrpTypeCode

A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. You can use the Property Type Code
mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is
ptc.h.

In this case, the input must be a Name Property Type Code.

pszName

Name is the Name Value.

plCount

The count is the number of objects of the specified name and type. Specify the maximum number of Object IDs you want
to retrieve. If you want to retrieve all the Object IDs, specify negative one (-1).

Output

plCount

This count is the number of objects of the specified name and type retrieved. The number of object IDs provided in the
output is equal to or less than the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

plArrayObjectIds

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within the encyclopedia. The array provides a set of Object IDs from the
model.

In this case, the Object IDs retrieved are from the model that is specified, object type, and property type.
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Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiCountModelNameTypeObjs

EapiFetchModelNameTypeObjs

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;

NAME szName;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

OBJID nArrayObjIds[100];

nModelId = 9L;

nObjTypeCode = 51;

nPrpTypeCode = 224;

strcpy(szName,"CONTAINS");

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchModelObjListByNameType(nModelId,

nObjTypeCode,

nPrpTypeCode,

szName,

&lCount,

nArrayObjIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchModelObjListByNameType\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

printf("Object Id[%ld] = %ld\n", i, nArrayObjIds[i]);

}

EApiFetchObjectInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchObjectInfo. Given an object ID, this function retrieves the model ID of the
object and object type code.

Description

Fetch Object Information.
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Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchObjectInfo( OBJID nObjectId,

PMODELID pnModelId,

POBJTYPECODE pnObjTypeCode);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

Output

pnModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID indicates the specific model
that contains the object.

pnObjTypeCode

The Object Type Code is retrieved for the Object ID specified.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchObjectCreateInfo

EapiFetchObjectAncestryInfo

EApiFetchObjChkoutParentInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

MODELID nModelId;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

nObjectId = 74355L;

rc = EApiFetchObjectInfo(nObjectId,

&nModelId,

&nObjTypeCode);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchObjectInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("ModelId = %ld\n", nOutModelId);

printf("ObjTypeCode = %ld\n", nObjTypeCode);
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}

EApiFetchObjectCreateInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchObjectCreateInfo. The information is returned as object: create date, create
time and creation user ID.

Description

Fetch Object Create Information. This function retrieves the input object ID information from the encyclopedia.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchObjectCreateInfo( OBJID nObjectId,

PDATE pszCreateDate,

PTIME pszCreateTime,

PUSERID pnCreateUserIds);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

Output

pszCreateDate

The date the object was created in year/month/day YYYY-MM-DD format.

pszCreateTime

The time the object was created in hours/minutes/seconds HH:MM:SS format on a 24-hour clock.

pnCreateUserIds

Create Userid is the user ID of the person who created the object.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchObjectInfo

EapiFetchObjectAncestryInfo

EApiFetchObjChkoutParentInfo
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Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

DATE szDate;

TIME szTime;

USERID szUserId;

nObjectId = 74344L;

rc = EApiFetchObjectCreateInfo(nObjectId,

szDate,

szTime,

szUserId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchObjectCreateInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Date = %s\n", szDate);

printf("Time = %s\n", szTime);

printf("UserId = %s\n", szUserId);

}

EApiFetchObjectAncestryInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchObjectAncestryInfo. Fetch Object Ancestry Information. This function
retrieves the input object ID information from the encyclopedia.

Description

The input object ID information is returned as object: original object ID and original encyclopedia ID.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchObjectAncestryInfo( OBJID nObjectId,

PENCYID pnEncyid,

POBJID pnObjectId);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

Output

pnEncyid

Original Encyclopedia ID

pnObjectId

Original Object ID
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Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchObjectInfo

EapiFetchObjectCreateInfo

EapiFetchObjectWithAncestry

EApiFetchObjChkoutParentInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nInObjectId;

ENCYID nEncyId,

OBJID nOutObjectId;

nInObjectId = 74344L;

rc = EApiFetchObjectAncestryInfo(nInObjectId,

&nEncyId,

&nOutObjectId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchObjectAncestryInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("EncyId = %ld\n", nEncyId);

printf("Ancestor ObjectId = %ld\n", nOutObjectId);

}

EApiFetchObjectWithAncestry
This article provides information for EApiFetchObjectWithAncestry. This function retrieves the input object ID information
from the encyclopedia.

Description

Fetch Object With Ancestry.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchObjectWithAncestry( MODELID nModelld,

ENCYID nEncyid,

OBJID nObjectId,

POBJID pnObjectId);
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Input

nModelId

ModelID is the model identification.

nEncyid

Encyid is the original Encyclopedia ID.

nObjectId

Original Object ID

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

Output

pnObjectId

ObjectId is the ancestor object ID.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiFetchObjectAncestryInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

ENCYID nEncyId,

OBJID nInObjectId,

OBJID nOutObjectId;

nModelId = 9L;

nEncyId = 1L;

nInObjectId = 74344L;

rc = EApiFetchObjectWithAncestry(nModelId,

nEncyId,

nInObjectId,

&nOutObjectId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchObjectWithAncestry\n");

else

{

   printf("ObjectId = %ld\n", nOutObjectId);

}
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EApiFetchObjChkoutParentInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchObjChkoutParentInfo. This function retrieves the input object ID information
from the encyclopedia.

Description

Fetch Object Checkout Parent Information. The input object ID information is returned as: parent object ID, maximum
access, and change status.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchObjChkoutParentInfo( OBJID nObjectId,

POBJID pnParentObjId,

PMAXACCESS pnMaxAccess,

PCHGSTATUS pnChangeStatus);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

Output

pnParentObjId

ParentObjId is the Parent Object ID.

pnMaxAccess

MaxAccess is the Maximum Access.

pnChangeStatus

ChangeStatus is the Change Status.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchObjectInfo

EapiFetchObjectCreateInfo

EapiFetchObjectAncestryInfo

EapiFetchObjChkoutParentInfo

EapiFetchChkoutInfoForChkoutObj
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EapiFetchSubsetChkoutInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nInObjectId;

ENCYID nEncyId,

OBJID nOutObjectId;

nInObjectId = 74344L;

rc = EApiFetchObjChkoutParentInfo(nInObjectId,

&nOutObjectId,

&eMaxAccess,

&eChgStatus);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchObjChkoutParentInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Parent ObjectId = %ld\n", nOutObjectId);

printf("MaxAccess = %c\n", (char)eMaxAccess);

printf("ChgStatus = %c\n", (char)eChgStatus);

}

EApiAddObject
This article provides information for EApiAddObject. This API creates and returns the object id. The object is created
without a name.

Description

Add Object creates an object within a particular model.

Summary

EAPIRC EApiAddObject( MODELID nModelId,

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

OBJID *pObjId);

Input

MODELID

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This value designates the specific
model that you want to update.

OBJTYPECODE

An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value designates the specific object type of the object that
you want to add.

Output

OBJID

When the object is added to the model, this unique identifier is created for the object.
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Return
EAPIRC returns the following information.

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC if object added

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_LOCKED_RC if the model is not locked for update

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_ADDED_RC if object not added to model

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC if model not found

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC if object type code is invalid

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC if not connected to encyclopedia

EAPI_NOT_AUTHORIZED_RC if user is not authorized for add

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC if user not logged on

Related Functions

EApiDelObject

Example
#include<eapidef.h>

MODELID modelid = 0;

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObj;

OBJTYPECODE nObjType = OTC_HLENT;

/* Adding new Entity type object to model */

rc = EApiAddObject(modelid,nObjType,&nObj);

if(rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC)

   {

    printf("EApiAddObject is failed\n");

   }

   else

   {

    printf("Object id of new object is %ld\n",nObj);

   }

EApiDelObject
This article provides information for EApiDelObject. A flag is passed to this API indicating whether to perform a trigger
delete.

Description

Delete Object deletes an object from a particular model.

Summary

EAPIRC EApiDelObject( OBJID nObjId,

char trigger);

Input

OBJID

The unique identifier for the object you want to delete.

CHAR
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The Trigger Delete Flag.

Y = delete an object with triggers.

WARNING
When the flag is set to Y, deleting an object or association also delete other objects that depend on that object
or association existing. This helps to ensure the integrity of the model.

N = delete an object without triggers.

WARNING
Use of the value N for the trigger delete flag corrupt your model. If an object or association is deleted using this
option, only that object or association is removed. None of the objects that are associated with the deleted object
or association are removed.

An example of a potential corruption would be if an attribute is deleted with the N value for the trigger delete flag. If that
attribute had views that are associated with it, the view objects would still exist and this would be invalid as there is no
attribute for them to view. A similar situation would occur if the association between the entity and the attribute were
deleted with the N value for the trigger delete flag. In this case, any views of the attribute would still exist but there would
be no association to indicate that the attribute belongs to an entity.

Output

None.

Return
EAPIRC returns the following information.

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC if object deleted

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_LOCKED_RC if the model is not locked for update

EAPI_OBJECT_PROTECTED_RC if the object is protected

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC if object not found

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC if not connected to encyclopedia

EAPI_NOT_AUTHORIZED_RC if user is not authorized for deletion

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC if user is not logged on

Related Functions

EApiAddObject

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID       nObjectId;

CHARVALUE   trigger;

nObjectId = 87144L;

trigger = 'Y';

rc = EApiDelObject(nObjectId, trigger);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

printf("Error in EApiDelObject\n");

Association Information
This article provides information for the various functions to fetch the association information of an object.

The Update API functions support adding, deleting, and reordering associations.
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EApiFetchCardOneAsc Given an object ID and single association type code, this function retrieves the object ID of the association
destination

EApiFetchCardOn
eAscWithObjInfo

Given an object ID and single association type code, this function retrieves the object ID of the association
destination, object type code, and org object ID.

EApiFetchC
ardManyAsc

Given an object ID and cardinality many association type codes, this function retrieves all (or fewer)
association destination object IDs.

EApiFetchCardMa
nyAscWithObjInfo

Given an object ID and cardinality many association type codes, this function retrieves all (or fewer)
association destination object IDs, and the object type code and org object ID for all destination objects.

EApiFetchOrd
erAscOccInfo

Given an object ID, association type code, and destination object ID, this function retrieves the association
sequence number and the next object ID.

EApiFetchAscO
ccLastUpdInfo

Given an object ID, association type code, and destination object ID, this function retrieves association
occurrence information from the encyclopedia.

EApiFetchParentA
scOccChkoutInfo

Given an object ID, association type code, and destination object ID, this function retrieves association
occurrence checkout information from the encyclopedia. The information that is returned is the association
change status flag.

EApiAddAssoc Add Association adds an association to a model. The association is created between the From object ID
and the To object ID.

EApiDelAssoc Delete Association deletes an association from a particular model. A flag is passed to this API indicating
whether to perform a trigger delete.

EApiReordrAssocAftr Reorder Association - a Move After moves Object 2 after Object 1. This move validates an ordered
association between the From object ID and objects 1 and 2.

EApiReordrAssocBefr Reorder Association - a Move Before moves Object 2 before Object 1. This move validates an ordered
association between the From object id and objects 1 and 2.

EApiFetchCardOneAsc
This article provides information for EApiFetchCardOneAsc. If the association is an ordered association, the destination
object IDs are returned in a sequence number order.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchCardOneAsc( OBJID nObjectId,

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode,

POBJID pnDestObjectId);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
association occurrence.

nAscTypeCode

An Association Type Code is a unique identifier for an association between objects. This value is used to retrieve
information about the specified association. You can use the Association Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with
the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is atc.h.

In this case, the input must be a Cardinality One Association Type Code.

Output

pnDestObjectId

DestObjectId is the Object ID of the Destination Object.
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Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SOURCE_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_DEST_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchAscOccLastUpdInfo

EapiFetchOrderAscOccInfo

EapiFetchParentAscOccChkoutInfo

EapiFetchCardManyAsc

EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode;

OBJID nDestObjectId;

nObjectId = 70900L;

nAscTypeCode = 186;

rc = EApiFetchCardOneAsc(nObjectId,

nAscTypeCode,

&nDestObjectId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchCardOneAsc\n");

else

   printf("DestObjId = %ld\n", nDestObjectId);

EApiFetchCardOneAscWithObjInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchCardOneAscWithObjInfo. If the association is an ordered association, the
destination object IDs are returned in a sequence number order.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC
EApiFetchCardOneAscWithObjInfo(

OBJID nObjectId,

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode,

POBJID pnDestObjectId,

POBJTYPECODE pnObjTypeCode,

POBJID pnOrgObjId);
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Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
association occurrence.

nAscTypeCode

An Association Type Code is a unique identifier for an association between objects. This value is used to retrieve
information about the specified association. You can use the Association Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with
the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is atc.h.

In this case, the input must be a Cardinality One Association Type Code.

Output

pnDestObjectId

DestObjectId is the Object ID of the Destination Object.

pnObjTypeCode

ObjTypeCode is the Object type code of the Destination Object.

pnOrgObjId

OrgObjId is the Original Object ID of the Destination Object.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SOURCE_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_DEST_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchAscOccLastUpdInfo

EapiFetchOrderAscOccInfo

EapiFetchParentAscOccChkoutInfo

EapiFetchCardManyAsc

EapiFetchCardManyAscWithObjInfo

EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode;

OBJID nDestObjectId;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

OBJID nOrgObjId;

nObjectId = 70900L;
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nAscTypeCode = 186;

rc = EApiFetchCardOneAscWithObjInfo(nObjectId,

nAscTypeCode,

&nDestObjectId,

&nObjTypeCode,

&nOrgObjId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchCardOneAsc\n");

else

{

   printf("DestObjId = %ld\n", nDestObjectId);

printf("ObjTypeCode = %d\n", nObjTypeCode);

printf("OrgObjID = %ld\n, nOrgObjId);

}

EApiFetchCardManyAsc
This article provides information for EApiFetchCardManyAsc. If the association is an ordered association, the destination
object IDs are returned in a sequence number order.

Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchCardManyAsc( OBJID nObjectId,

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode,

PLCOUNT plCount,

POBJID plArrayObjectIds);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve association
occurrences.

nAscTypeCode

An Association Type Code is a unique identifier for an association between objects. This value is used to retrieve
information about the specified association. You can use the Association Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with
the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is atc.h.

In this case, the input must be a Cardinality Many Association Type Codes.

plCount

The count is the number of destination objects in the association. Specify the maximum number of object IDs you want to
retrieve. If you want to retrieve all the object IDs, specify negative one (-1).
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Output

plCount

This count is the number of object IDs retrieved. The number of object IDs provided in the output is equal to or less than
the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

plArrayObjectIds

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within the encyclopedia. The array provides a set of Object IDs in the
association.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SOURCE_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiCountCardManyAsc

EapiFetchOrderAscOccInfo

EapiFetchAscOccLastUpdInfo

EapiFetchParentAscOccChkoutInfo

EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

OBJID nObjectId;

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode;

OBJID nArrayObjIds[100];

nObjectId = 70900L;

nAscTypeCode = 175;

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchCardManyAsc(nObjectId,

nAscTypeCode,

&lCount,

nArrayObjIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchCardManyAsc\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

printf("Object Id[%ld] = %ld\n", i, nArrayObjIds[i]);

}
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EApiFetchCardManyAscWithObjInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchCardManyAscWithObjInfo. If the association is an ordered association, the
destination object IDs are returned in a sequence number order.

Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC
EApiFetchCardManyAscWithObjInfo(

OBJID nObjectId,

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode,

PLCOUNT plCount,

POBJID plArrayObjectIds,

POBJTYPECODE pnArrayObjTypeCodes,

POBJID pnArrayOrgObjIds);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve association
occurrences.

nAscTypeCode

An Association Type Code is a unique identifier for an association between objects. This value is used to retrieve
information about the specified association. You can use the Association Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with
the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is atc.h.

In this case, the input must be a Cardinality Many Association Type Codes.

plCount

The count is the number of destination objects in the association. Specify the maximum number of object IDs you want to
retrieve. If you want to retrieve all the object IDs, specify negative one (-1).

Output

plCount

This count is the number of object IDs retrieved. The number of object IDs provided in the output is equal to or less than
the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

plArrayObjectIds

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within the encyclopedia. The array provides a set of Object IDs in the
association.

pnArrayObjectTypeCodes
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ArrayObjectTypeCodes are Object Type Codes for each object in plArrayObjectIds.

pnArrayOrgObjIds

ArrayOrgObjIds are Original Object IDs for each object that is returned in plArrayObjectIds.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SOURCE_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiCountCardManyAsc

EapiFetchOrderAscOccInfo

EapiFetchAscOccLastUpdInfo

EapiFetchParentAscOccChkoutInfo

EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

OBJID nObjectId;

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode;

OBJID nArrayObjIds[100];

OBJTYPECODE nArrayObjTypeCodes[100];

OBJID nArrayOrgObjIds[100];

nObjectId = 70900L;

nAscTypeCode = 175;

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchCardManyAscWithObjInfo(nObjectId,

nAscTypeCode,

&lCount,

nArrayObjIds,

nArrayObjTypeCodes,

nArrayOrgObjIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchCardManyAsc\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

printf("Object Id[%ld] = %ld\n", i, nArrayObjIds[i]);

printf("Object Type Code[%Id] = %Id\n", i, nArrayObjTypeCodes[i]);

printf("Original Object ID[%ld] = %lk\n", i, nArrayOrgObjIds[i]);

}
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EApiFetchOrderAscOccInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchOrderAscOccInfo. If the association is an ordered association, the
destination object IDs are returned in a sequence number order.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchOrderAscOccInfo( OBJID nObjectId,

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode,

OBJID nDestObjectId,

PASCSEQ pnSeqNum,

POBJID pnNextObjId);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

Source Object ID

nAscTypeCode

An Association Type Code is a unique identifier for an association between objects. This value is used to retrieve
information about the specified association. You can use the Association Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with
the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is atc.h.

In this case, the input can be any Association Type Code.

nDestObjectId

Destination Object ID

Output

pnSeqNum

SeqNum is the Sequence Number.

pnNextObjId

NextObjId is the Next Object ID (-1 if last association occurrence).

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SOURCE_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_DEST_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC
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Related Functions

EapiFetchAscOccLastUpdInfo

EapiFetchParentAscOccChkoutInfo

EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nInObjectId;

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode;

OBJID nDestObjectId;

ASCSEQ nAscSeqNum;

OBJID nOutObjectId;

nInObjectId = 70900L;

nAscTypeCode = 186;

nDestObjectId = 70901L;

rc = EApiFetchOrderAscOccInfo(nInObjectId,

nAscTypeCode,

nDestObjectId,

nAscSeqNum,

nOutObjectId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchOrderAscOccInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("AscSeqNum = %ld\n", nAscSeqNum);

printf("Next ObjectId = %ld\n",  nOutObjectId);

}

EApiFetchAscOccLastUpdInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchAscOccLastUpdInfo. If the association is an ordered association, the
destination object IDs are returned in a sequence number order.

The information is returned with an association of last update: date, time, and user ID.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchAscOccLastUpdInfo( OBJID nObjectId,

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode,

OBJID nDestObjectId,

PDATE pszLUDate,

PTIME pszLUTime,

PNAME pnLUUserId);

Input

nObjectId
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An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

Source Object ID

nAscTypeCode

An Association Type Code is a unique identifier for an association between objects. This value is used to retrieve
information about the specified association. You can use the Association Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with
the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is atc.h.

In this case, the input must be a valid Association Type Code for the source object type.

nDestObjectId

DestObjectId is the Destination Object ID.

Output

pszLUDate

Last Update Date is the date of the update in year/month/day YYYY-MM-DD format.

pszLUTime

Last Update Time is the time that the update was initiated in hours/minutes/seconds HH:MM:SS format on a 24-hour
clock.

pnLUUserId

Last Update User ID is the user ID of the person who updated the model.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SOURCE_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_DEST_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchOrderAscOccInfo

EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode;

OBJID nDestObjectId;

DATE szDate;

TIME szTime;

USERID szUserId;

nObjectId = 70900L;

nAscTypeCode = 186;

nDestObjectId = 70901L;
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rc = EApiFetchAscOccLastUpdInfo(nObjectId,

nAscTypeCode,

nDestObjectId,

szDate,

szTime,

szUserId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchAscOccLastUpdInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Date = %s\n", szDate);

printf("Time = %s\n", szTime);

printf("UserId = %s\n", szUserId);

}

EApiFetchParentAscOccChkoutInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchParentAscOccChkoutInfo. If the association is an ordered association, the
destination object IDs are returned in a sequence number order.

The information that is returned is the association change status flag.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC
EApiFetchParentAscOccChkoutInfo(

OBJID nObjectId,

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode,

OBJID nDestObjectId,

PCHGSTATUS eChgStatus);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

Source Object ID

nAscTypeCode

An Association Type Code is a unique identifier for an association between objects. This value is used to retrieve
information about the specified association. You can use the Association Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with
the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is atc.h.

In this case, the input can be any Association Type Code.

nDestObjectId

DestObjectId is the Destination Object ID.

Output

eChgStatus
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ChgStatus is the Change Status Flag.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SOURCE_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_DEST_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchAscOccLastUpdInfo

EapiFetchOrderAscOccInfo

EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode;

OBJID nDestObjectId;

PCHGSTATUS eChgStatus;

nObjectId = 70900L;

nAscTypeCode = 186;

nDestObjectId = 70901L;

rc = EApiFetchParentAscOccChkoutInfo(nObjectId,

nAscTypeCode,

nDestObjectId,

&eChgStatus);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchParentAscOccChkoutInfo\n");

else

   printf("ChgStatus = %c\n", (char)eChgStatus);

EApiAddAssoc
This article provides information for EApiAddAssoc. If the association is an ordered association, the destination object IDs
are returned in a sequence number order.

Summary

EAPIRC EApiAddAssoc( OBJID nFromObjId,

ASCTYPECODE nATC,

OBJID nToObjId);

Input

OBJID
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The unique identifier for the From object.

ASCTYPECODE

The Association Type Code is a unique identifier for an association between objects. This value is used to retrieve
information about the specified association you want to add.

OBJID

The unique identifier for the To object.

Output

None.

Return

EAPIRC returns the following information.

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC if association added

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_LOCKED_RC if the model is not locked for update

EAPI_FROM_TO_OBJECTS_NOT_IN_SAME_MODEL_RC if the from and to objects are not contained in the same model

EAPI_FROM_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC if from object is not found

EAPI_OBJECT_PROTECTED_RC if the object is protected

EAPI_TO_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC if to object is not found

EAPI_ASSOC_ALREADY_EXISTS_RC if from object already has this association

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC if association type code is invalid or association type code is not valid for input

 objects

EAPI_INVALID_CARDINALITY if cardinality is invalid; i.e. cardinality of one for the input association and from

 object already has this association to another object

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC if not connected to encyclopedia

EAPI_NOT_AUTHORIZED_RC if user is not authorized for add

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC if user is not logged on

Related Functions

EapiDelAssoc

EapiReordrAssocBefr

EApiReordrAssocAftr

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID       nFromObjId;

OBJID       nToObjId;

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode;

nFromObjId = 70900L;

nToObjId   = 80000L;

nAscTypeCode = 186;

rc = EApiAddAssoc(nFromObjId, nAscTypeCode,nToObjId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

printf("Error in EApiAddAssoc\n");
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EApiDelAssoc
This article provides information for EApiDelAssoc. If the association is an ordered association, the destination object IDs
are returned in a sequence number order.

Summary

EAPIRC EApiDelAssoc( OBJID nFromObjId,

ASCTYPECODE nATC,

OBJID nToObjId,

CHARVALUE trigger);

Input

OBJID

The unique identifier for the From object.

ASCTYPECODE
The Association Type Code is a unique identifier for an association between objects. This value is used to retrieve
information about the specified association you want to delete.

OBJID
The unique identifier for the To object.

CHAR
The Trigger Delete Flag.
'Y' = delete an object with triggers

WARNING
When the flag is set to 'Y', deleting an object or association also delete other objects that depend on that
object or association existing. This helps to ensure the integrity of the model.

'N' = delete an object without triggers

WARNING
Use of the value 'N' for the trigger delete flag corrupt your model. If an object or association is deleted
using this option, only that object or association is removed. None of the objects that are associated with
the deleted object or association are removed.

An example of a potential corruption would be if an attribute is deleted with the 'N' value for the trigger delete flag and if
that attribute had views that are associated with it, the view objects would still exist and this would be invalid as there is
no attribute for them to view. A similar situation would occur if the association between the entity and the attribute were
deleted with the 'N' value for the trigger delete flag. In this case, any views of the attribute would still exist but there would
be no association to indicate that the attribute belongs to an entity.

Output

None.

Return

EAPIRC returns the following information.

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC if association deleted

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_LOCKED_RC if the model is not locked for update

EAPI_FROM_OBJECT_PROTECTED_RC if the from object is protected
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EAPI_TO_OBJECT_PROTECTED_RC if the to object is protected

EAPI_FROM_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC if from object is not found

EAPI_TO_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC if to object is not found

EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_FOUND_RC if association is not found

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC if not connected to encyclopedia

EAPI_NOT_AUTHORIZED_RC if user is not authorized for deletion

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC if user is not logged on

Related Functions

EapiAddAssociation

EapiReordrAssociationBefr

EApiReordrAssociationAftr

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID       nFromObjId;

OBJID       nToObjId;

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode;

CHARVALUE   trigger;

nFromObjId = 70900L;

nToObjId   = 80000L;

nAscTypeCode = 186;

trigger = 'Y';

rc = EApiDelAssoc(nFromObjId, nAscTypeCode, nToObjId, trigger);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

printf("Error in EApiDelAssoc\n");

EApiReordrAssocAftr
This article provides information for EApiReordrAssocAftr. If the association is an ordered association, the destination
object IDs are returned in a sequence number order.

Summary

EAPIRC EApiReordrAssocAftr( OBJID nFromObjId,

ASCTYPECODE nATC,

OBJID nObj1Id,

OBJID nObj2Id);

Input

OBJID

The unique identifier for the From object.

ASCTYPECODE

The Association Type Code is a unique identifier for an association between objects. This value is used to retrieve
information about the specified association you want to add.
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OBJID

The unique identifier for the Object 1 object ID.

OBJID

The unique identifier for the Object 2 object ID.

Output

None.

Return

EAPIRC returns the following information.

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC if association reordered

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_LOCKED_RC if the model is not locked for update

EAPI_ASSOC1_PROTECTED_RC if association 1 is protected

EAPI_ASSOC2_PROTECTED_RC if association 2 is protected

EAPI_OBJECT_1_PROTECTED_RC if object 1 is protected

EAPI_OBJECT_2_PROTECTED_RC if object 2 is protected

EAPI_FROM_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC if from object is not found

EAPI_OBJECT_1_NOT_FOUND_RC if object 1 is not found

EAPI_OBJECT_2_NOT_FOUND_RC if object 2 not found

EAPI_ASSOC1_NOT_FOUND_RC if association between From Object and Object 1 not found

EAPI_ASSOC2_NOT_FOUND_RC if association between From Object and Object 2 not found

EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_ORDERED_RC if association is not ordered

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC if not connected to encyclopedia

EAPI_NOT_AUTHORIZED_RC if user is not authorized for deletion

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC if user is not logged on

Related Functions

EapiAddAssociation

EapiReordrAssociationBefr

EApiDelAssoc

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID       nFromObjId;

OBJID       nObj1Id;

OBJID       nObj2Id;

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode;

nFromObjId = 70900L;

nAscTypeCode = 186;

nObj1Id   = 80000L;

nObj2Id   = 80001L;

rc = EApiReordrAssocAftr(nFromObjId, nAscTypeCode, nObj1Id, nObj2Id);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

printf("Error in EApiReordrAssocAftr\n");
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EApiReordrAssocBefr
This article provides information for EApiReordrAssocBefr. If the association is an ordered association, the destination
object IDs are returned in a sequence number order.

Summary

EAPIRC EApiReordrAssocBefr( OBJID nFromObjId,

ASCTYPECODE nATC,

OBJID nObj1Id,

OBJID nObj2Id);

Input

OBJID

The unique identifier for the From object.

ASCTYPECODE

The Association Type Code is a unique identifier for an association between objects. This value is used to retrieve
information about the specified association you want to add.

OBJID

The unique identifier for the Object 1 object ID.

OBJID

The unique identifier for the Object 2 object ID.

Output

None.

Return

EAPIRC returns the following information.

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC if association reordered

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_LOCKED_RC if the model is not locked for update

EAPI_FROM_OBJECT_PROTECTED_RC if the from object is protected

EAPI_OBJECT_1_PROTECTED_RC if object 1 is protected

EAPI_OBJECT_2_PROTECTED_RC if object 2 is protected

EAPI_FROM_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC if from object is not found

EAPI_OBJECT_1_NOT_FOUND_RC if object 1 is not found

EAPI_OBJECT_2_NOT_FOUND_RC if object 2 not found

EAPI_ASSOC1_NOT_FOUND_RC if association between From Object and Object 1 not found

EAPI_ASSOC2_NOT_FOUND_RC if association between From Object and Object 2 not found

EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_ORDERED_RC if association is not ordered

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC if not connected to encyclopedia

EAPI_NOT_AUTHORIZED_RC if user is not authorized for deletion

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC if user is not logged on
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Related Functions

EapiAddAssociation

EapiReordrAssociationAftr

EApiDelAssoc

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID       nFromObjId;

OBJID       nObj1Id;

OBJID       nObj2Id;

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode;

nFromObjId = 70900L;

nAscTypeCode = 186;

nObj1Id   = 80000L;

nObj2Id   = 80001L;

rc = EApiReordrAssocBefr(nFromObjId, nAscTypeCode, nObj1Id, nObj2Id);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

printf("Error in EApiReordrAssocBefr\n");

Property Information
This article provides information for the various functions to fetch the properties information of an object.

The Update API functions support updating property values.

EApiFetchSingleCharPrp
This article provides information for EApiFetchSingleCharPrp. Given an object ID and property type code, this function
retrieves the single character property.

Description

Fetch Single Character Property.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSingleCharPrp( OBJID nObjectId,

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode,

PCHARVALUE pnCharPrp);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

nPrpTypeCode
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A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. This value is used to retrieve information about
the specified property. Use the Property Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API software.
For workstation platforms, the header file name is ptc.h.

In this case, the input must be a Character Property Type Code.

Output

pnCharPrp

CharPrp is the Character Property Value.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchPrpLastUpInfo

EapiFetchParentChkoutPrpInfo

EapiFetchCharArrayPrp

EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nInObjectId;

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;

CHARVALUE cCharPrp;

nObjectId = 87144L;

nPrpTypeCode = 85;

rc = EApiFetchSingleCharPrp(nInObjectId,

nPrpTypeCode,

&cCharPrp);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSingleCharPrp\n");

else

   printf("Character Prp = %c\n", (char)cCharPrp);

EApiFetchSingleNumericPrp
This article provides information for EApiFetchSingleNumericPrp. Given an object ID and property type code, this function
retrieves the single character property.

This topic provides information for EApiFetchSingleNumericPrp.

Description

Fetch Numeric Property.
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Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSingleNumericPrp( OBJID nObjectId,

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode,

PINTVALUE pnIntPrp);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

nPrpTypeCode

A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. This value is used to retrieve information about
the specified property. Use the Property Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API software.
For workstation platforms, the header file name is ptc.h.

In this case, the input must be numeric. This input includes:

• short
• ushort
• long
• vlong

Output

pnIntPrp

IntPrp is the Numeric Property Value.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchPrpLastUpInfo

EapiFetchParentChkoutPrpInfo

EapiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType

EApiFetchSchemaIntPrpDflt

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;

INTVALUE nIntPrp;
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nObjectId = 70902L;

nPrpTypeCode = 140;

rc = EApiFetchSingleNumericPrp(nObjectId,

nPrpTypeCode,

&nIntPrp);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSingleNumericPrp\n");

else

   printf("IntPrp = %d\n", nIntPrp);

EApiFetchCharArrayPrp
This article provides information for EApiFetchCharArrayPrp. Given an object ID and property type code, this function
retrieves the single character property.

Description

Fetch Character Array Property.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchCharArrayPrp( OBJID nObjectId,

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode,

PTEXTVALUE pszCharText);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

nPrpTypeCode

A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. This value is used to retrieve information about
the specified property. You can use the Property Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API
software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is ptc.h.

In this case, the input must be a character array of one of the following types:

• Name
• Load Name
• String
• Description

Output

pszCharText

CharText is the Character Array Property Value.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC
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EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchPrpLastUpInfo

EapiFetchParentChkoutPrpInfo

EapiFetchSingleCharPrp

EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;

nObjectId = 70902L;

nPrpTypeCode = 224;

rc = EApiFetchCharArrayPrp(nInObjectId,

nPrpTypeCode,

szCharText);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchCharArrayPrp\n");

else

   printf("CharText = %s\n", szCharText);

EApiFetchPrpLastUpInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchPrpLastUpInfo. This function retrieves object property update information
from the encyclopedia.

Description

Fetch Property Last Update Information. The information is returned as property last update: date, time, and userid. Use
this function when the object name property is not unique within the model.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchPrpLastUpInfo( OBJID nObjectId,

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode,

PDATE pszLUDate,

PTIME pszLUTime,

PNAME pnLUUserId);

Input

nObjectId
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An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

nPrpTypeCode

A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. This value is used to retrieve information about
the specified property. You can use the Property Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API
software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is ptc.h.

In this case, the input must be a valid Property Type Code for the object type.

Output

pszLUDate

LUDate, the Last Update Date, is the date of the update in year/month/day YYYY-MM-DD format.

pszLUTime

LUTime, the Last Update Time, is the time that the update was initiated in hours/minutes/seconds HH:MM:SS format on a
24-hour clock.

pnLUUserId

LUUserId, the Last Update User ID, is the user ID of the person who updated the model.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchParentChkoutPrpInfo

EapiFetchSingleCharPrp

EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;

DATE szDate;

TIME szTime;

USERID szUserId;

nObjectId = 74344L;

nPrpTypeCode = 224;

rc = EApiFetchPrpLastUpInfo(nObjectId,

nPrpTypeCode,

szDate,

szTime,

szUserId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchPrpLastUpInfo\n");
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else

{

   printf("Date = %s\n", szDate);

printf("Time = %s\n", szTime);

printf("UserId = %s\n", szUserId);

}

EApiFetchParentChkoutPrpInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchParentChkoutPrpInfo. Given an object ID and property type code, this
function retrieves the Property Change Status Flag.

Description

Fetch Property Checkout from Parent Information.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchParentChkoutPrpInfo( OBJID nObjectId,

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode,

PCHGSTATUS eChgStatus);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

nPrpTypeCode

A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. This value is used to retrieve information about
the specified property. You can use the Property Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API
software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is ptc.h.

In this case, the input must be a valid Property Type Code for the object type.

Output

eChgStatus

ChgStatus is the Change Status Flag.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchPrpLastUpInfo
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EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;

nObjectId = 74344L;

nPrpTypeCode = 224;

rc = EApiFetchParentChkoutPrpInfo(nObjectId,

nPrpTypeCode,

&eChgStatus);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchParentChkoutPrpInfo\n");

else

   printf("Change Status = %c\n", (char)eChgStatus);

EApiUpCharArray
This article provides information for EApiUpCharArray. Update Character Array Property updates a character array
property for a particular object id.

Description

Character set and character length rules are specified in the section titled Object Name Validation Rules.

Usage of special characters in the Label string, ‘(LABELSTR)’, of the object causes generation failure. This limitation is
applicable only for Proxy generation.

WARNING
If the name of the object must be unique within its related parent, the name property is not updated or added
until the object is committed. An example of this is attributes which must be unique within the parent entity. Use
the section titled Object Name Validation Rules to know which objects have names that are unique within a
parent.

Summary

EAPIRC EApiUpCharArray( OBJID nObjId,

PRPTYPECODE nPTC,

CHARVALUE *pValue);

Input

OBJID

The unique identifier for the object for which you want to update the character array property.

PRPTYPECODE

A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. This value indicates which name property to
consider values from.

CHARVALUE

CharValue is the Character Property Default Value of the character array property that you want to update.
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Output

None.

Return

EAPIRC returns the following information:

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC if object found

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_LOCKED_RC if the model is not locked for update

EAPI_OBJECT_PROTECTED_RC if the object is protected

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC if object not found

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC if property type code is invalid, property type code is not valid for input object, or

 property type code is not a character array property

EAPI_VALUE_INVALID_RC if length of value is invalid

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC if not connected to encyclopedia

EAPI_NOT_AUTHORIZED_RC if user is not authorized for updates

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC if user is not logged on

Related Functions

EapiUpNumeric

EApiUpSingleChar

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

char szCharText[32] = "Vendor string";

OBJID       nObjectId;

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;

nObjectId = 70902L;

nPrpTypeCode = 224;

rc = EApiUpCharArray(nObjectId, nPrpTypeCode, szCharText);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

printf("Error in EApiUpCharArray\n");

EApiUpNumeric
This article provides information for EApiUpNumeric. Update Numeric Property updates a numeric property for a particular
object ID.

Description

Update Numeric Property updates.

Summary

EAPIRC EApiUpNumeric( OBJID nObjId,

PRPTYPECODE nPTC,

INTVALUE nValue);
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Input

OBJID

The unique identifier for the object for which you want to update the numeric property.

PRPTYPECODE

A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. This value indicates which name property to
consider values from.

INTVALUE

Value is the Integer Property Default Value.

Output

None.

Return

EAPIRC returns the following information:

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC if object found

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_LOCKED_RC if the model is not locked for update

EAPI_OBJECT_PROTECTED_RC if the object is protected

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC if object not found

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC if property type code is invalid, property type code is not valid for input object, or

 property type code is not an integer property

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC if not connected to encyclopedia

EAPI_NOT_AUTHORIZED_RC if user is not authorized for updates

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC if user is not logged on

Related Functions

EapiUpCharArray

EApiUpSingleChar

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID       nObjectId;

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;

INTVALUE    nIntPrp;

nObjectId = 70902L;

nPrpTypeCode = 224;

nIntPrp = 13;

rc = EApiUpNumeric(nObjectId, nPrpTypeCode, nIntPrp);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

printf("Error in EApiUpNumeric\n");

EApiUpSingleChar
This article provides information for EApiUpSingleChar. Update Single Character Property updates a single character
property for a particular object id type code.
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Description

All objects are validated against the permitted values that are listed in the Metamodel. See the Orchestra documentation
for details. If permitted values for a particular property type code are not in the metamodel, all values are allowed.

Summary

EAPIRC EApiUpSingleChar( OBJID nObjId,

PRPTYPECODE nPTC,

CHARVALUE cValue);

Input

OBJID

The unique identifier for the object for which you want to update the single character.

PRPTYPECODE

A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. This value indicates which name property to
consider values from.

CHARVALUE

CharValue is the Character Property Default Value of the single character that you want to update.

Output

None.

Return

EAPIRC returns the following information:

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC if object found

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_LOCKED_RC if the model is not locked for update

EAPI_OBJECT_PROTECTED_RC if the object is protected

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC if object not found

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC if property type code is invalid, property type code is not valid for input object, or

 property type code is not a character property

EAPI_VALUE_INVALID_RC if property value is invalid

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC if not connected to encyclopedia

EAPI_NOT_AUTHORIZED_RC if user is not authorized for updates

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC if user is not logged on

Related Functions

EapiUpCharArray

EApiUpNumeric

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID       nObjectId;

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;
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CHARVALUE   cCharPrp;

nObjectId = 87144L;

nPrpTypeCode = 397;

cCharPrp = 'N';

rc = EApiUpSingleChar(nObjectId, nPrpTypeCode, cCharPrp);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

printf("Error in EApiUpSingleChar\n");

Subset Information
This article provides information for the various functions to fetch the subset information of an object.

EApiFetchSubsetsInModel
This article provides information for EApiFetchSubsetsInModel. This function retrieves all (or fewer) of the subset IDs in
the model specified.

Description

Fetch Subsets within a Model. Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSubsetsInModel( MODELID nModelId,

PLCOUNT plCount,

PSUBSETID plArraySubIds);

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID designates the model from
which you want to retrieve Subset IDs.

plCount

The count is the maximum number of Subset IDs you want to retrieve. Specify negative one (-1) if you want to retrieve all
the Subset IDs.

Output

plCount

This count is the number of subsets retrieved. The number of subset IDs provided in the output is equal or less than the
number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

plArraySubIds
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ArraySubIds is the Array of Subset IDs.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiCountSubsetsInModel

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

SUBSETID nArraySubsetIds[100];

nModelId = 9L;

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchSubsetsInModel(nModelId,

&lCount,

nArraySubsetIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSubsetsInModel\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

printf("Subset Id[%ld] = %ld\n", i, nArraySubsetIds[i]);

}

EApiFetchSubsetInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchSubsetInfo. Given a subset ID, this function retrieves subset information
from the encyclopedia.

Description

Fetch Subset Information. The information from the encyclopedia is returned as subset: name, model ID, type and owner.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSubsetInfo( SUBSETID nSubsetId,

PNAME pszSubsetName,

PMODELID pnModelId,

PSUBSETTYPE pnSubsetType,

USERID pnOwnerId);
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Input

nSubsetId

The Subset ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the subset. This ID indicates the subset from
which to retrieve the information.

Output

pszSubsetName

SubsetName is the Subset Name.

pnModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model.

pnSubsetType

SubsetType is the Subset Type.

pnOwnerId

OwnerId is the Subset Owner User ID.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchSubsetCreateInfo

EApiFetchSubsetChkoutInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

SUBSETID nSubsetId;

NAME szSubsetName;

MODELID nModelId;

SUBSETTYPE eSubsetType;

USERID szUserId;

nSubsetId = 2L;

rc = EApiFetchSubsetInfo(nSubsetId,

szSubsetName,

&nModelId,

&eSubsetType,

szUserId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSubsetInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("SubsetName = %s\n", szSubsetName);

printf("ModelId = %ld\n", nModelId);

printf("SubsetType = %c\n", (char)eSubsetType);
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printf("Owner = %s\n", szUserId);

}

EApiFetchSubsetCreateInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchSubsetCreateInfo. Given a subset ID, this function retrieves subset
information from the encyclopedia.

Description

Fetch Subset Create Information. The information from the encyclopedia is returned as subset create: date, time, and user
ID.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSubsetCreateInfo( SUBSETID nSubsetId,
PDATE pszCreateDate,
PTIME pszCreateTime,
PUSERID pnCreateUserId);

Input

nSubsetId

The Subset ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the subset. This ID indicates the subset from
which to retrieve the information.

Output

pszCreateDate

Create Date is the date that the subset was created in year/month/day YYYY-MM-DD format.

pszCreateTime

Create Time is the time that the subset was created in hours/minutes/seconds HH:MM:SS format on a 24-hour clock.

pnCreateUserId

Create Userid is the user ID of the person who created the subset.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchSubsetInfo

EApiFetchSubsetChkoutInfo
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Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

SUBSETID nSubsetId;

DATE szDate;

TIME szTime;

USERID szUserId;

nSubsetId = 2L;

rc = EApiFetchSubsetCreateInfo(nSubsetId,

szDate,

szTime,

szUserId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSubsetCreateInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Date = %s\n", szDate);

printf("Time = %s\n", szTime);

printf("UserId = %s\n", szUserId);

}

EApiFetchSubsetByName

Description

Fetch Subset by Name. Given a model ID and a subset name, this function retrieves the corresponding subset ID from the
encyclopedia.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSubsetByName( MODELID nModelId,
PNAME pszSubsetName,
PSUBSETID pnSubsetId);

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID designates the model from
which you want to retrieve a Subset ID.

pszSubsetName

SubsetName is the Subset Name.

Output

pnSubsetId

The Subset ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the subset. This ID is for the specified Subset
Name and Model ID.
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Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

None.

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

NAME szSubsetName;

SUBSETID nSubsetId;

nModelId = 9L;

strcpy(szSubsetName,"CA Gen TEST SUBSET");

rc = EApiFetchSubsetByName(nModelId,

szSubsetName,

&nSubsetId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSubsetByName\n");

else

   printf("SubsetId = %ld\n", nSubsetId);

EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjs
This article provides information for EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjs. This function retrieves all (or fewer) of the scoping
object IDs in a specified subset.

Description

Fetch Scoping Objects in a Subset. Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjs( SUBSETID nSubsetId,

PLCOUNT plCount,

POBJID plArrayObjectIds);

Input

nSubsetId

The Subset ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the subset. This ID indicates the subset from
which to retrieve Object IDs.
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plCount

The count is the number of scoping objects. Specify the maximum number of scoping object IDs you want to retrieve. If
you want to retrieve all the object IDs, specify negative one (-1).

Output

plCount

This count is the number of scoping objects within the subset. The number of object IDs provided in the output is equal to
or less than the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

plArrayObjectIds

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within the encyclopedia. The array provides a set of Object IDs from the
model.

In this case, the Object IDs retrieved are scoping objects in the specified subset definition.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiCountSubsetScopingObjs

EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

SUBSETID nSubsetId;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

OBJID nArrayObjIds[100];

nSubsetId = 2L;

lCount = 100L;

rc= EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjs(nSubsetId,

&lCount,

nArrayObjIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjs\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

printf("Object Id[%ld] = %ld\n", i, nArrayObjIds[i]);

}
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EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjInfo. Given a subset ID and scoping object ID, this
function retrieves the scoping object expansion and the protection value.

Description

Fetch Scoping Object Information.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjInfo( SUBSETID nSubsetId,

OBJID nObjectId,

PSCOPEXP pnExpValue,

PSCOPPROT pnProValue);

Input

nSubsetId

The Subset ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the subset. This ID indicates the subset from
which to retrieve the information.

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified scoping object.

Output

pnExpValue

ExpValue is the Expansion Value.

pnProValue

ProValue is the Protection Value.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_IN_SUBSET

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchSubsetCreateInfo

EapiFetchSubsetInfo

EApiFetchSubsetChkoutInfo
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Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

SUBSETID nSubsetId;

OBJID nObjectId;

SCOPEXP nExpValue;

SCOPPROT nProValue;

nSubsetId = 2L;

nObjectId = 74344L;

 

rc = EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjInfo(nSubsetId,

nObjectId,

&nExpValue,

&nProValue);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("ExpValue = %ld\n", (long)nExpValue);

printf("ProValue = %ld\n", (long)nProValue);

}

EApiFetchSubsetChkoutInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchSubsetChkoutInfo. Given a subset ID, this function retrieves the subset
checkout information.

Description

Fetch Subset Checkout Information. The information is returned as a subset checkout: ID, date, time, and user ID.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSubsetChkoutInfo( SUBSETID nSubsetId,

PCKOID pnChkoutId,

PDATE pszCODate,

PTIME pszCOTime,

PUSERID pszCOUserId);

Input

nSubsetId

The Subset ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the subset. This ID indicates the subset from
which to retrieve the information.

Output

pnChkoutId
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The Checkout ID is a unique integer that is generated by the encyclopedia that identifies the subset checkout.

pszCODate

CODate, the Checkout Date, is the date of the checkout in year/month/day YYYY-MM-DD format.

pszCOTime

Checkout Time is the time that the checkout was initiated in hours/minutes/seconds HH:MM:SS format on a 24-hour clock.

pszCOUserId

COUserId, the Checkout Userid, is the user ID of the person who checked out the subset.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_CHECKED_OUT_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchSubsetCreateInfo

EapiFetchSubsetInfo

EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

SUBSETID nSubsetId;

CKOID nChkoutId;

DATE szDate;

TIME szTime;

USERID szUserId;

nSubsetId = 2L;

rc = EApiFetchSubsetChkoutInfo(nSubsetId,

&nChkoutId,

szDate,

szTime,

szUserId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSubsetChkoutInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Checkout Id = %ld\n", nChkoutId);

printf("Date = %s\n", szDate);

printf("Time = %s\n", szTime);

printf("UserId = %s\n", szUserId);

}

Checkout Information
This article provides information for the various functions to fetch the checkout information for an object.
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EApiFetchChkoutsForObj

Description

Fetch Checkouts for an Object. Given a subset ID, this function retrieves all (or fewer) of the checkout IDs containing the
specified object. Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchChkoutsForObj( OBJID nObjectId,
PLCOUNT plCount,
PCKOID plArrayChkoutIds);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

plCount

The count is the number of checkouts in which the object exists. Specify the maximum number of checkout IDs you want
to retrieve. If you want to retrieve all the checkout IDs, specify negative one (-1).

Output

plCount

This count is the number of checkouts in which the object exists. The number of checkout IDs in the output is equal to or
less than the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

plArrayChkoutIds

ArrayChkoutIds is the Array of Checkout IDs (= Subset ID on Host Encyclopedia).

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiCountChkoutsForObj

Example
#include <eapidef.h>
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EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

CKOID nArrayCheckoutIds[100];

nObjectId = 74344L;

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchChkoutsForObj(nObjectId,

&lCount,

nArrayCheckoutIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchChkoutsForObj\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

   for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

   printf("Checkout Id[%ld] = %ld\n", i, nArrayCheckoutIds[i]);

}

EApiFetchChkoutInfoForChkoutObj

Description

Fetch Checkout Information for an Object in a Checkout. This function retrieves the requested protection value and the
granted protection value an object ID and checkout ID.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC
EApiFetchChkoutInfoForChkoutObj(

OBJID nObjectId,

CKOID nChkoutId,
PSCOPPROT pnReqPVal,
PCKOSTATUS pnGrtPVal);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

nChkoutId

The encyclopedia generates a unique integer that is named the Checkout ID that identifies the model and subset
checkout. This value is used to retrieve information about an object in a checkout.

Output

pnReqPVal

ReqPVal is the Requested Protection Value.

pnGrtPVal

GrtPVal is the Granted Protection Value.
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Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_CHECKOUT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

None.

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

CKOID nChkoutId;

SCOPPROT nReqPVal;

CKOSTATUS nGrtPVal;

nObjectId = 74344L;

nChkoutId = 65L;

rc = EApiFetchChkoutInfoForChkoutObj(nObjectId,

nChkoutId,

&nReqPVal,&nGrtPVal);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchChkoutInfoForChkoutObj\n");

else

{

   printf("ReqPVal = %ld\n", nReqPVal);

   printf("GrtPVal = %ld\n", nGrtPVal);

}

EApiFetchChkoutChkdOutObjs

Description

Fetch Checked Out Objects for a Checkout. Given a checkout ID, this function retrieves all (or fewer) of the object IDs in a
specified checkout. Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchChkoutChkdOutObjs( CKOID nChkoutId,
PLCOUNT plCount,
POBJID plArrayObjectIds);

Input

nChkoutId
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The encyclopedia generates a unique integer that is named the Checkout ID that identifies the model and subset
checkout. This value is used to identify all objects in a checkout.

plCount

The count is the number of checked out objects. Specify the maximum number of Object IDs you want to retrieve. If you
want to retrieve all the Object IDs, specify negative one (-1).

Output

plCount

This count is the number of objects in the specified checkout. The number of object IDs in the output is equal to or less
than the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

plArrayObjectIds

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within the encyclopedia. The array provides a set of Object IDs from the
model.

In this case, the Object IDs retrieved are from the specified checkout.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_CHECKOUT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiCountChkoutChkdOutObjs

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

CKOID nChkoutId;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

OBJID nArrayObjIds[100];

nChkoutId = 65L;

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchChkoutChkdOutObjs(nChkoutId,

&lCount,

nArrayObjIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchChkoutChkdOutObjs\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

   for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

   printf("Object Id[%ld] = %ld\n", i, nArrayObjIds[i]);

}
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EApiFetchChkoutSubsetModelId

Description

Fetch Model/Subset ID from Checkout ID. Given a checkout ID, this function retrieves the model ID and subset ID for that
checkout.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchChkoutSubsetModelId( CKOID nChkoutId,
PMODELID pnModelId,
PSUBSETID pnSubsetId);

Input

nChkoutId

The encyclopedia generates a unique integer that is named the Checkout ID that identifies the model and subset
checkout. This value is used to retrieve the Model ID and Subset ID of the checkout.

Output

pnModelId

Model ID. If the subset is checked out, a negative one (-1) is returned in the Model ID field.

pnSubModelId

Subset ID. If the Model is checked out, a negative one (-1) is returned in the Subset ID field.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_CHECKOUT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

None.

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

CKOID nChkoutId;

MODELID nModelSubsetId;

nChkoutId = 65L;

rc = EApiFetchChkoutSubsetModelId(nChkoutId,

&nModelSubsetId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchChkoutSubsetModelId\n");

else

   printf("Model\\Subset Id = %ld\n", nModelSubsetId);
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User and Group Information
This article provides information for the various functions to fetch the user and group information for an object.

EApiFetchAllUsers
This article provides information for EApiFetchAllUsers. This function retrieves all (or fewer) of the user IDs in the
encyclopedia.

Description

Fetch All Users. Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchAllUsers( PLCOUNT plCount,

PPUSERID pszUserIds);

Input

plCount

The count is the number of users in the encyclopedia. Specify the maximum number of User IDs you want to retrieve. If
you want to retrieve all the User IDs, specify negative one (-1).

Output

plCount

This count is the number of user IDs retrieved. The number of user IDs provided in the output is equal to or less than the
number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

pszUserIds

Array of User IDs

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiCountAllUsers

Example
#include <eapidef.h>
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EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

USERID szArrayUserIds[100];

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchAllUsers(lCount,

szArrayUserIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchAllUsers\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

   for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

   printf("User Id[%ld] = %s\n", i, nArrayUserIds[i]);

}

EApiFetchUserInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchUserInfo. Given a user ID, this function retrieves user name and
authorization information.

Description

Fetch User Information. The information is returned as user: name, create user authorization, and create model
authorization and encyclopedia administrator flag.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchUserInfo( PUSERID szUserId,

PUSERNAME pszUserName,

PADDUSRAUTH peUserAuth,

PADDMDLAUTH peModelAuth,

PUSERADMIN peAdminAuth);

Input

szUserId

UserId is the User ID.

Output

pszUserName

UserName is the User Name.

peUserAuth

UserAuth is Create User Authorization.

peModelAuth

ModelAuth is Create Model Authorization.
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peAdminAuth

AdminAuth is the Encyclopedia Administrator Flag.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchUserCreateInfo

EapiFetchGroupInfo

EApiFetchGroupCreateInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

USERID szUserId;

USERNAME szUserName;

ADDUSRAUTH eUserAuth;

ADDMDLAUTH eModelAuth;

USERADMIN eAdminAuth;

strcpy(szUserId,"CHRIS");

rc = EApiFetchUserInfo(szUserId,

szUserName,

&eUserAuth,

&eModelAuth,

&eAdminAuth);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchUserInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("UserName = %s\n", szUserName);

   printf("UserAuth = %c\n", (char)eUserAuth );

   printf("ModelAuth = %c\n", (char)eModelAuth);

   printf("AdminAuth = %c\n", (char)eAdminAuth);

}

EApiFetchUserCreateInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchUserCreateInfo. This function retrieves user creation information from the
encyclopedia.

Description

Fetch User Create Information. The information is returned as a user creation: date, time, and user ID.
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Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchUserCreateInfo( PUSERID szUserId,

PDATE pszCDate,

PTIME pszCTime,

PUSERID pszCUserId);

Input

szUserId

UserId is the User ID.

Output

pszCDate

CDate, Create Date, is the date that the user was created in year/month/day YYYY-MM-DD format.

pszCTime

CTime, Create Time, is the time that the user was created in hours/minutes/seconds HH:MM:SS format on a 24-hour
clock.

pszCUserId

CUserId, Create User ID, is the user ID of the person who created the user.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchUserInfo

EapiFetchGroupInfo

EApiFetchGroupCreateInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

USERID szUserId;

DATE szDate;

TIME szTime;

USERID szOutUserId;

strcpy(szUserId,"CHRIS");

rc = EApiFetchUserCreateInfo(szUserId,

szDate,

szTime,

szOutUserId);
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if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchUserCreateInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Date = %s\n", szDate);

   printf("Time = %s\n", szTime);

   printf("UserId = %s\n", szOutUserId);

}

EApiFetchAllGroups
This article provides information for EApiFetchAllGroups. This function retrieves all (or fewer) of the group IDs in the
encyclopedia.

Description

Fetch All Groups. Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchAllGroups( PLCOUNT plCount,

PPGRPID pszArrayGroupIds);

Input

plCount

The count is the number of groups in the encyclopedia. Specify the maximum number of Group IDs you want to retrieve. If
you want to retrieve all the Group IDs, specify negative one (-1).

Output

plCount

This count is the number of group IDs retrieved from the encyclopedia. The number of group IDs provided in the output is
equal to or less than the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

pszArrayGroupIds

ArrayGroupIds is the Array of Group IDs.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC
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Related Functions

EApiCountAllGroups

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

GRPID szArrayGroupIds[100];

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchAllGroups(&lCount,

szArrayGroupIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchAllGroups\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

   for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

   printf("Group Id[%ld] = %s\n", i, szArrayGroupIds[i]);

}

EApiFetchGroupInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchGroupInfo. This function retrieves the name of the specified group.

Description

Fetch Group Information.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchGroupInfo( PGRPID szGroupId,

PUSERNAME pszUserName);

Input

szGroupId

GroupId is the Group ID.

Output

pszUserName

UserName is the Group Name.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_GROUP_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC
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Related Functions

EapiFetchGroupCreateInfo

EapiFetchUserCreateInfo

EApiFetchUserInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

GRPID szGroupId;

USERNAME szUserName;

strcpy(szGroupId,"ATEAM");

rc = EApiFetchGroupInfo(szGroupId,

szUserName);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchGroupInfo\n");

else

   printf("GroupName = %s\n", szUserName);

EApiFetchGroupCreateInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchGroupCreateInfo. This function retrieves group creation information from
the encyclopedia.

Description

Fetch Group Create Information. The information is returned for a group creation: date, time, and user ID.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchGroupCreateInfo( PGRPID szGroupId,

PDATE pszCDate,

PTIME pszCTime,

PUSERID pszCUserId);

Input

szGroupId

GroupId is the Group ID.

Output

pszCDate

CDate, Create Date, is the date that the group was created in year/month/day YYYY-MM-DD format.

pszCTime

CTime, Create Time, is the time that the group was created in hours/minutes/seconds HH:MM:SS format on a 24-hour
clock.
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pszCUserId

CUserId, Create User ID, is the user ID of the person who created the group.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_GROUP_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchGroupInfo

EapiFetchUserInfo

EApiFetchUserCreateInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

GRPID szGroupId;

DATE szDate;

TIME szTime;

USERID szUserId;

printf(szGroupId,"ATEAM");

rc = EApiFetchGroupCreateInfo(szGroupId,

szDate,

szTime,

szUserId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchGroupCreateInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Date = %s\n", szDate);

   printf("Time = %s\n", szTime);

   printf("UserId = %s\n", szUserId);

}

EApiFetchUsersInGroup
This article provides information for EApiFetchUsersInGroup. This function retrieves all (or fewer) of the user IDs for a
specified group.

Description

Fetch Users within a Group. Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in API Variable Types.
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Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchUsersInGroup( PGRPID szGroupId,

PLCOUNT plCount,

PPUSERID pszArrayUserIds);

Input

szGroupId

GroupId is the Group ID.

plCount

The count is the number of users in the group. Specify the maximum number of User IDs you want to retrieve. If you want
to retrieve all the User IDs, specify negative one (-1).

Output

plCount

This count is the number of user IDs retrieved from the group. The number of user IDs provided in the output is equal or
less than the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

pszArrayUserIds

ArrayUserIds is the Array of User IDs.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_GROUP_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RCEAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiCountUsersInGroup

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

GRPID szGroupId;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

GRPID szArrayUserIds[100];

strcpy(szGroupId,"ATEAM");

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchUsersInGroup(szGroupId,

&lCount,

szArrayUserIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in FetchUsersInGroup\n");
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else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

   for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

   printf("User Id[%ld] = %s\n", i, szArrayUserIds[i]);

}

EApiFetchGroupsUsersIn
This article provides information for EApiFetchGroupsUsersIn. This function retrieves all (or fewer) of the group IDs of
which a specified user is a member.

Description

Fetch Groups User is Included In. Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE

For more information, see Count and Array Functions in API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchGroupsUsersIn( PUSERID szUserId,

PLCOUNT plCount,

PPGRPID pszArrayGroupIds);

Input

szUserId

UserId is the User ID.

plCount

The count is the number of groups in which the user exists. Specify the maximum number of group IDs you want to
retrieve. If you want to retrieve all the group IDs, specify negative one (-1).

Output

plCount

This count is the number of group IDs retrieved. The number of group IDs provided in the output is equal to or less than
the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

pszArrayGroupIds

ArrayGroupIds is the Array of Group IDs.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC
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EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiCountGroupUsersIn

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

USERID szUserId;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

GRPID szArrayGroupIds[100];

strcpy(szUserId,"CHRIS");

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchGroupsUsersIn(szUserId,

&lCount,

szArrayGroupIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchGroupsUsersIn\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

   for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

   printf("Group Id[%ld] = %s\n", i, szArrayGroupIds[i]);

}

Authorization Information

EApiFetchUsersGrpsModelAuth
This article provides information for EApiFetchUsersGrpsModelAuth. Given a model ID, this function retrieves all (or
fewer) of the group/user IDs authorized for a specific model.

Description

Fetch Users/Groups Authorized for a Model. Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchUsersGrpsModelAuth( MODELID nModelId,

PLCOUNT plCount,

PPUSERID pszArrayUserIds);

Input

nModelId
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The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID designates the model from
which you want to retrieve.

plCount

The count is the number of users and groups that are authorized for a model. Specify the maximum number of user/group
IDs that you want to retrieve. If you want to retrieve all the user and group IDs, specify negative one (-1).

Output

plCount

This count is the number of authorized users and groups that are retrieved from the model. The number of user and group
IDs provided in the output is equal to or less than the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

pszArrayUserIds

ArrayUserIds is the Array of User/Group IDs.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiCountUsersGrpsModelAuth

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

GRPID szArrayUserIds;

nModelId = 9L;

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchUsersGrpsModelAuth(nModelId,

&lCount,

szArrayUserIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchUsersGrpsModelAuth\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

   for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

   printf("User Id[%ld] = %s\n", i, szArrayUserIds[i]);

}
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EApiFetchModelAuthInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchModelAuthInfo. Given a model ID and user group ID, this function retrieves
model authorization information.

Description

Fetch Model Authorization Information. The information is returned as model: update authorization, migrate authorization,
and generate authorization.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchModelAuthInfo( MODELID nModelId,

USERID pszUserId,

PUPDATEAUTH peUpdateAuth,

PMIGRATEAUTH peMigratAuth,

PGENERATEAUTH peGeneraAuth);

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model.

pszUserId

UserId is the User/Group ID.

Output

peUpdateAuth

UpdateAuth is Update Authorization.

peMigratAuth

MigratAuth is Migrate Authorization.

peGeneraAuth

GeneraAuth is Generate Authorization.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_AUTH_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchModelAuthCreateInfo

EApiFetchSubsetAuthCreateInfo
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Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

USERID szUserId;

UPDATEAUTH eUpdateAuth,

MIGRATEAUTH eMigratAuth,

GENERATEAUTH eGeneraAuth;

nModelId = 9L;

strcpy(szUserId,"CHRIS");

rc = EApiFetchModelAuthInfo(nModelId,

szUserId,

eUpdateAuth,

eMigratAuth,

eGeneraAuth);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchModelAuthInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Update Auth = %c\n", (char)eUpdateAuth);

   printf("Migrate Auth = %c\n", (char)eMigratAuth);

   printf("Generate Auth = %c\n", (char)eGeneraAuth);

}

EApiFetchModelAuthCreateInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchModelAuthCreateInfo. Given a model ID and user/group ID, this function
retrieves, authorization model create information.

Description

Fetch Model Authorization Create Information. The information is returned as a model authorization create: date, time,
and user ID.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchModelAuthCreateInfo( MODELID nModelId,

USERID pszUserId,

PDATE pszCDate,

PTIME pszCTime,

USERID pszCUserId);

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model.

pszUserId

User Id is the User/Group ID.
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Output

pszCDate

CDate, Create Date, is the date the model authorization was created in year/month/day YYYY-MM-DD format.

pszCTime

CTime, Create Time, is the time the model authorization was created in hours/minutes/seconds HH:MM:SS format on a
24-hour clock.

pszCUserId

CUserId, Create User ID, is the user ID of the person who created model authorization.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_AUTH_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchModelAuthInfo

EApiFetchSubsetAuthCreateInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

USERID szUserId;

DATE szDate;

TIME szTime;

USERID szOutUserId;

nModelId = 9L;

strcpy(szUserId,"CHRIS");

rc = EApiFetchModelAuthCreateInfo(nModelId,

szUserId,

szDate,

szTime,

szOutUserId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchModelAuthCreateInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Date = %s\n", szDate);

   printf("Time = %s\n", szTime);

   printf("UserId = %s\n", szOutUserId);

}
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EApiFetchUsersGrpsSubsetAuth
This article provides information for EApiFetchUsersGrpsSubsetAuth. Given a subset ID, this function retrieves all (or
fewer) of the group/user IDs authorized for the specific subset.

Description

Fetch Users/Groups Authorized for Subset. Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of IDs to return.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchUsersGrpsSubsetAuth( SUBSETID nSubsetId,

PLCOUNT plCount,

PPUSERID pszArrayUserIds);

Input

nSubsetId

The Subset ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the subset. This ID indicates the subset from
which to retrieve the information.

plCount

The count is the number of users and groups that are authorized for the subset. Specify the maximum number of user and
group IDs you want to retrieve. If you want to retrieve all the user and group IDs, specify negative one (-1).

Output

plCount

This count is the number of authorized users and groups that are retrieved from the subset. The number of user or group
IDs provided in the output is equal to or less than the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

pszArrayUserIds

ArrayUserIds is the Array of User/Group IDs.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiCountUserGrpsSubsetAuth
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Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

SUBSETID nSubsetId;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

USERID szArrayUserIds[100];

nSubsetId = 2L;

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchUsersGrpsSubsetAuth(nSubsetId,

&lCount,

szArrayUserIds);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchUsersGrpsSubsetAuth\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

   for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

   printf("User/Group Id[%ld] = %s\n", i, szArrayUserIds[i]);

}

EApiFetchSubsetAuthCreateInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchSubsetAuthCreateInfo. Given a model ID and user ID, this function
retrieves, subset authorization create information.

Description

Fetch Subset Authorization Create Information. The information is returned as subset authorization create: date, time, and
userid.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSubsetAuthCreateInfo( SUBSETID nSubsetId,

USERID pszUserId,

PDATE pszCDate,

PTIME pszCTime,

PUSERID PszCUserId);

Input

nSubsetId

The Subset ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the subset. This ID indicates the subset from
which to retrieve information.

pszUserId

UserId is the User/Group ID.
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Output

pszCDate

CDate, Create Date, is the date the subset authorization was created in year/month/day YYYY-MM-DD format.

pszCTime

CTime, Create Time, is the time the subset authorization was created in hours/minutes/seconds HH:MM:SS format on a
24-hour clock.

pszCUserId

CUserId, Create User ID, is the user ID of the person who created subset authorization.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_AUTH_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchModelAuthInfo

EApiFetchModelAuthCreateInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

SUBSETID nSubsetId;

USERID szUserId;

DATE szDate;

TIME szTime;

USERID szOutUserId;

nSubsetId = 2L;

strcpy(szUserId, "CHRIS");

rc = EApiFetchSubsetAuthCreateInfo(nSubsetId,

szUserId,

szDate,

szTime,

szOutUserId);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSubsetAuthCreateInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Date = %s\n", szDate);

   printf("Time = %s\n", szTime);

   printf("UserId = %s\n", szOutUserId);

}

Schema Information
This article provides information for the various functions to fetch the schema information for an object.
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EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeInfo. Given an object type code, this function retrieves
object type code information.

Description

Fetch Schema Object Type Code Information. The information is returned as an object mnemonic, aggregate boundary
flag, toolset workstation physical structure, division type code, and scoping object flag.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeInfo( OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

PMNEMONIC pszMnemonic,

POBJAGGBND peObjAggBnd,

POBJPHYSSTR pnObjPhysStr,

PDIVTYPECODE pnDivTypeCode,

POBJSCOPING peObjScoping);

Input

nObjTypeCode

An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value is used to retrieve information about the object type.

Output

pszMnemonic

Mnemonic is the Object Mnemonic.

peObjAggBnd

ObjAggBnd is the Aggregate Boundary Flag.

pnObjPhysStr

ObjPhysStr is the Toolset Workstation Physical Structure.

pnDivTypeCode

DivTypeCode is the Division Type Code.

peObjScoping

ObjScoping is the Scoping Object Flag.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchSchemaAscTypeCodeInfo
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EApiFetchSchemaPrpTypeInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

MNEMONIC szMnemonic;

OBJAGGBND eObjAggBnd;

OBJPHYSSTR nObjPhysStr;

DIVTYPECODE nDivTypeCode;

OBJSCOPING eObjScoping;

nObjTypeCode = 51;

rc = EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeInfo(nObjTypeCode,

szMnemonic,

&eObjAggBnd,

&nObjPhysStr,

&nDivTypeCode,

&eObjScoping);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Mnemonic = %s\n", szMnemonic);

   printf("Object Agg. Bnd = %c\n", (char)eObjAggBnd);

   printf("Object Physical String = %d\n", nObjPhysStr);

   printf("Div. Type Code = %d\n", nDivTypeCode);

   printf("Object Scoping = %c\n", (char)eObjScoping);

}

EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeByMnem
This article provides information for EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeByMnem. Given an object mnemonic, this function
retrieves the corresponding object type code.

Description

Fetch Schema Object Type Code by Mnemonic.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC
EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeByMnem(

PMNEMONIC pszMnemonic,

POBJTYPECODE pnObjTypeCode);

Input

pszMnemonic

Mnemonic is the Object Mnemonic.
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Output

pnObjTypeCode

The Object Type Code is retrieved for the mnemonic specified.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MNEMONIC_INVALID_RC

Related Functions

None.

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MNEMONIC szMnemonic;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

strcpy(szMnemonic, "TECHSYS");

rc = EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeByMnem((PMNEMONIC) szMnemonic,

(POBJTYPECODE) &nObjTypeCode);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeByMnem\n");

else

   printf("ObjTypeCode = %ld\n", nObjTypeCode);

EApiFetchSchemaPrpTypeInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchSchemaPrpTypeInfo. Given an object type code and property type code,
this function retrieves property type code information.

Description

Fetch Schema Property Type Code Information. The information is returned as a property mnemonic, format, column, and
length.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSchemaPrpTypeInfo( OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode,

PMNEMONIC pszMnemonic,

PPRPFORMAT pePrpFormat,

PPRPCOLUMN pnPrpColumn,

PPRPLENGTH pnPrpLength);

Input

nObjTypeCode

An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value is used to retrieve information about the object type.
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nPrpTypeCode

A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. This value is used to retrieve information about
the specified property. Use the Property Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API software.
For workstation platforms, the header file name is ptc.h.

In this case, the input must be a valid Property Type Code for the object type code.

Output

pszMnemonic

Mnemonic is the Property Mnemonic.

pePrpFormat

PrpFormat is the Property Format.

pnPrpColumn

PrpColumn is the Property Column.

pnPrpLength

PrpLength is the Property Length.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchSchemaAscTypeCodeInfo

EApiFetchSchemaObjTypeInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;

MNEMONIC szMnemonic;

PRPFORMAT ePrpFormat;

PRPCOLUMN nPrpColumn;

PRPLENGTH nPrpLength;

nObjTypeCode = 51;

nPrpTypeCode = 224;

rc = EApiFetchSchemaPrpTypeInfo((OBJTYPECODE) nObjTypeCode,

(PRPTYPECODE) nPrpTypeCode,

(PMNEMONIC) szMnemonic,

(PPRPFORMAT) &ePrpFormat,

(PPRPCOLUMN) &nPrpColumn,

(PPRPLENGTH) &nPrpLength);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSchemaPrpTypeInfo\n");

else

{
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   printf("Mnemonic = %s\n", szMnemonic);

   printf("PrpFormat = %c\n", (char)ePrpFormat);

   printf("PrpColumn = %ld\n", nPrpColumn);

   printf("PrpLength = %ld\n", nPrpLength);

}

EApiFetchSchemaCharPrpDflt
This article provides information for EApiFetchSchemaCharPrpDflt. Given an object type code and character property type
code, this function retrieves the character property default value.

Description

Fetch Schema Character Property Default Value.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSchemaCharPrpDflt( OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode,

PCHARVALUE pcCharValue);

Input

nObjTypeCode

An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value is used to retrieve information about the object type.

nPrpTypeCode

A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. This value is used to retrieve information about
the specified property. You can use the Property Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API
software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is ptc.h.

In this case, the input must be a Character Property Type Code.

Output

pcCharValue

CharValue is the Character Property Default Value.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC

Related Functions

EApiFetchSingleCharPrp

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;
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OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;

CHARVALUE cCharPrp;

nObjTypeCode = 51;

nPrpTypeCode = 85;

rc = EApiFetchSchemaCharPrpDflt((OBJTYPECODE) nObjTypeCode,

(PRPTYPECODE) nPrpTypeCode,

(PCHARVALUE) &cCharPrp);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSchemaCharPrpDflt\n");

else

   printf("Character Prp = %c\n", (char)cCharPrp);

EApiFetchSchemaIntPrpDflt
This article provides information for EApiFetchSchemaIntPrpDflt. This function is an object type code and integer property
type code that retrieves the integer property default value.

Description

Fetch Schema Integer Property Default Value.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSchemaIntPrpDflt( OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode,

PINTVALUE pnIntValue);

Input

nObjTypeCode

An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value is used to retrieve information about the object type.

nPrpTypeCode

A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. This value is used to retrieve information about
the specified property. You can use the Property Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API
software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is ptc.h.

In this case, the input must be a Numeric Property Type Code.

Output

pnIntValue

IntValue is the Integer Property Default Value.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC
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Related Functions

EApiFetchSingleNumericPrp

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;

INTVALUE nIntPrp;

nObjTypeCode = 51;

nPrpTypeCode = 140;

rc = EApiFetchSchemaIntPrpDflt((OBJTYPECODE) nObjTypeCode,

(PRPTYPECODE) nPrpTypeCode,

(PINTVALUE) &nIntPrp);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSchemaIntPrpDflt\n");

else

   printf("Integer Prp = %d\n", nIntPrp);

EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType
This article provides information for EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType. Given an object type code, this function retrieves
all (or fewer) of the valid property type codes for that object type.

Description

Fetch All Schema Properties Valid for an Object Type. Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of property
type codes.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType( OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

PLCOUNT plCount,

PPRPTYPECODE plArrayPrpCodes);

Input

nObjTypeCode

An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value is used to retrieve information about the object type.
You can use the Property Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation
platforms, the header file name is ptc.h.

plCount

The count is the number of property types. Specify the maximum number of property type codes that you want to retrieve.
If you want to retrieve all the property type codes, specify negative one (-1).
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Output

plCount

This count is the number of property types that are retrieved from the schema. The number of property type codes that are
provided in the output is equal to or less than the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

plArrayPrpCodes

ArrayPrpCodes is the Array of Property Type Codes.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

Related Functions

EapiCountSchemaPrpForObjType

EapiFetchSingleCharPrp

EapiFetchSingleNumericPrp

EapiFetchCharArrayPrp

EapiFetchPrpLastUpInfo

EApiFetchParentChkoutPrpInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

PPRPTYPECODE nArrayPrpCodes[100];

nObjTypeCode = 51;

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType((OBJTYPECODE) nObjTypeCode,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount,

(PPRPTYPECODE) pnArrayPrpCodes);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

   for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

   printf("Prop Code[%ld] = %ld\n", i, nArrayPrpCodes[i]);

}

EApiFetchSchemaAscTypeCodeInfo
This article provides information for EApiFetchSchemaAscTypeCodeInfo. Given an object type code and association type
code, this function retrieves association information.
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Description

Fetch Schema Association Type Code Information. The information is returned as an association mnemonic, inverse type
code, cardinality, order flag, modify referencing flag, direction flag, and aggregate action value.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC
EApiFetchSchemaAscTypeCodeInfo(

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode,

PMNEMONIC pszMnemonic,

PASCTYPECODE pnInverseAsc,

PASCCARD peAscCard,

PASCORDER peAscOrder,

PASCMODREF peAscModRef,

PASCDIR peAscDir,

PASCAGGACT peAscAggAct);

Input

nObjTypeCode

An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. You can use the Object Type Code mnemonics file that is
supplied with the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is otc.h.

nAscTypeCode

An Association Type Code is a unique identifier for an association between objects. This value is used to retrieve
information about the specified association. You can use the Association Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with
the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is atc.h.

In this case, the input must be a valid Association Type Code for the object type.

Output

pszMnemonic

Mnemonic is the Association Mnemonic.

pnInverseAsc

InverseAsc is the Inverse Association Type Code.

peAscCard

AscCard is the Association Cardinality.

peAscOrder

AscOrder is the Association Order Flag.

peAscModRef

AscModRef is the Association Modifying/Referencing Flag.

peAscDir
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AscDir is the Association Direction.

peAscAggAct

AscAggAct is the Association Aggregate Action Value.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC

Related Functions

EapiFetchSchemaObjTypeInfo

EApiFetchSchemaPrpTypeInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode;

MNEMONIC szMnemonic;

ASCTYPECODE nOutAscTypeCode;

ASCCARD eAscCard;

ASCORDER eAscOrder;

ASCMODREF eAscModRef;

ASCDIR eAscDir;

ASCAGGACT eAscAggAct;

nObjTypeCode = 51;

nAscTypeCode = 404;

rc = EApiFetchSchemaAscTypeCodeInfo((OBJTYPECODE) nObjTypeCode,

(ASCTYPECODE) nAscTypeCode,

(PMNEMONIC) szMnemonic,

(PASCTYPECODE) &nOutAscTypeCode,

(PASCCARD) &eAscCard,

(PASCORDER) &eAscOrder,

(PASCMODREF) &eAscModRef,

(PASCDIR) &eAscDir,

(PASCAGGACT) &eAscAggAct);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSchemaAscTypeCodeInfo\n");

else

{

   printf("Mnemonic = %s\n", szMnemonic);

   printf("Inverse AscTypeCode = %ld\n",nOutAscTypeCode);

   printf("AscCard = %c\n", (char)eAscCard);

   printf("AscOrder = %c\n", (char)eAscOrder);

   printf("AscModRef = %c\n",(char)eAscModRef);

   printf("AscDir = %c\n", (char)eAscDir);

   printf("AscAggAct = %c\n",(char)eAscAggAct);

}
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EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType
This article provides information for EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType. Given an object type code, this function retrieves
all (or fewer) of the valid association codes for that object type.

Description

Fetch All Schema Associations Valid for an Object Type. Use the count parameter to set the maximum number of
association type codes.

NOTE

For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC
EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType(

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

PLCOUNT plCount,

PASCTYPECODE plArrayAscCodes);

Input

nObjTypeCode

An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value is used to retrieve information about the object type.
You can use the Object Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation
platforms, the header file name is otc.h.

plCount

The count is the number of association types. Specify the maximum number of association type codes that you want to
retrieve. If you want to retrieve all the association type codes, specify negative one (-1).

Output

plCount

This count is the number of association types that are retrieved from the schema. The number of association type codes
that are provided in the output is equal to or less than the number specified in the input.

WARNING
Allocate enough memory for the array to avoid writing to memory space that is not allocated.

plArrayAscCodes

AscCodes is the Array of Association Type Codes.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC

Related Functions

EapiCountSchemaAscForObjType
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EapiFetchCardOneAsc

EapiFetchCardManyAsc

EapiFetchOrderAscOccInfo

EapiFetchOccLastUpdInfo

EApiFetchParentAscOccChkoutInfo

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

LCOUNT lCount, i;

PRPTYPECODE nArrayAscCodes[100];

nObjTypeCode = 51;

lCount = 100L;

rc = EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType((OBJTYPECODE) nObjTypeCode,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount,

(PPRPTYPECODE) nArrayAscCodes);

if ( rc > EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC)

   printf("Error in EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType\n");

else

{

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

   for (i=0; i < lCount; i++)

   printf("Association Code[%ld] = %ld\n", i, nArrayAscCodes[i]);

}

Count Information
This article provides information for the various functions to fetch the count information for a model.

EApiCountEncyModelIds
This article provides information for EApiCountEncyModelIds. This function can be used to determine the maximum array
size for a retrieval of the model IDs.

Description

Count all Models in the Encyclopedia. This function returns a count of all models in the encyclopedia.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountEncyModelIds( PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

None.
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Output

plCount

The count is the number of Models in the Encyclopedia.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiFetchEncyModelIds

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

LCOUNT lCount;

rc = EApiCountEncyModelIds((PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountEncyModelIds\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountModelObjs
This article provides information for EApiCountModelObjs. This function can be used to determine the maximum array
size for a retrieval of the object IDs.

Description

Count all Objects in a Model. This function returns a count of all objects in a specified model.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountModelTypeObjs( MODELID nModelId,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model.

Output

plCount

The Count is the number of objects in the model specified.
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Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiFetchModelObjs

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

LCOUNT lCount;

nModelId = 9L;

rc = EApiCountModelObjs((MODELID) nModelId,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountModelObjs\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountModelTypeObjs
This article provides information for EApiCountModelTypeObjs. This function can be used to determine the maximum
array size for the retrieval of the object IDs.

Description

Count all Objects of a given Type in a Model. This function returns a count of all objects in a specified model with a certain
object type.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountModelTypeObjs( MODELID nModelId,

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model.

nObjTypeCode
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An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value is used to identify all objects of the specified type. Use
the Object Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation platforms, the
header file name is otc.h.

Output

plCount

The Count is the number of objects in the Model of the specified type.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiFetchModelTypeObjs

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

LCOUNT lCount;

nModelId = 9L;

nObjTypeCode = 51;

rc = EApiCountModelTypeObjs((MODELID) nModelId,

(OBJTYPECODE) nObjTypeCode,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountModelTypeObjs\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountModelNameTypeObjs
This article provides information for EApiCountModelNameTypeObjs. This function can be used to determine the
maximum array size for the retrieval of the object IDs.

Description

Counts the number of Objects in a Model by Name and Type. This function returns a count of all objects in a specified
model with a certain object type and name.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.
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Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountModelNameTypeObjs( MODELID nModelId,

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode,

PNAME szName,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model.

nObjTypeCode

An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value is used to identify all objects of the specified type.
You can use the Object Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation
platforms, the header file name is otc.h.

nPrpTypeCode

A Property Type Code is a unique identifier for a particular object property. This value is used to retrieve information about
the specified property. You can use the Property Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API
software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is ptc.h.

In this case, the input must be a Name Property Type Code.

szName

Name is the Name Value.

Output

plCount

The Count is the number of objects in the model of the specified name and types.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiFetchModelObjListByNameType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;
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PRPTYPECODE nPrpTypeCode;

NAME szName;

LCOUNT lCount;

nModelId = 9L;

nObjTypeCode = 51;

nPrpTypeCode = 224;

strcpy(szName,"CONTAINS");

rc = EApiCountModelNameTypeObjs((MODELID) nModelId,

(OBJTYPECODE) nObjTypeCode,

(PRPTYPECODE) nPrpTypeCode,

(PNAME) szName,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountModelNameTypeObjs\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountSubsetScopingObjs
This article provides information for EApiCountSubsetScopingObjs. This function can be used to determine the maximum
array size for the retrieval of the scoping object IDs.

Description

Count Scoping Objects in a Subset. This function returns a count of all scoping objects in a specified subset.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountSubsetScopingObjs( SUBSETID nSubsetId,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

nSubsetId

The Subset ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the subset. This ID indicates the subset from
which to retrieve Object IDs.

Output

plCount

The Count is the number of Scoping Objects in the Subset.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC
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Related Functions

EApiFetchSubsetScopingObjs

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

SUBSETID nSubsetId;

LCOUNT lCount;

nSubsetId = 2L;

rc = EApiCountSubsetScopingObjs((SUBSETID) nSubsetId,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountSubsetScopingObjs\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountChkoutChkdOutObjs
This article provides information for EApiCountChkoutChkdOutObjs. This function can be used to determine the maximum
array size for the retrieval of the object IDs.

Description

Count Checked Out Objects for a Checkout. This function returns a count of all objects that are checked out in a specified
checkout.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section title API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountChkoutChkdOutObjs( CKOID nChkoutId,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

nChkoutId

The Checkout ID is a unique integer that is generated by the encyclopedia that identifies the model or subset checkout.
This value is used to identify all objects in a checkout.

Output

plCount

Count is the number of objects that are checked out in the specified checkout.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_CHECKOUT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC
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Related Functions

EApiFetchChkoutChkdOutObjs

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

SUBSETID nChkoutId;

LCOUNT lCount;

nChkoutId = 65L;

rc = EApiCountChkoutChkdOutObjs((SUBSETID) nChkoutId,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountChkoutChkdOutObjs\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountSubsetsInModel
This article provides information for EApiCountSubsetsInModel. This function can be used to determine the maximum
array size for the retrieval of the subset IDs.

Description

Count Subsets within a Model. This function returns a count of all subset IDs in a specified model.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountSubsetsInModel( MODELID nModelId,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model.

Output

plCount

Count is the number of subsets in the model specified.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC
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Related Functions

EApiFetchSubsetsInModel

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

LCOUNT lCount;

nModelId = 9L;

rc = EApiCountSubsetsInModel((MODELID) nModelId,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountSubsetsInModel\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountChkoutsForObj
This article provides information for EApiCountChkoutsForObj. This function can be used to determine the maximum array
size for the retrieval of the checkout IDs.

Description

Count Checkouts for an Object. This function returns a count of all checkouts for a given object ID.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountChkoutsForObj( OBJID nObjectId,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

Output

plCount

Count is the number of checkouts in which the specified object is located.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC
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Related Functions

EApiFetchChkoutsForObj

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

LCOUNT lCount;

nObjectId = 74344L;

rc = EApiCountChkoutsForObj((OBJID) nObjectId,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountChkoutsForObj\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountCardManyAsc
This article provides information for EApiCountCardManyAsc. This function can be used to determine the maximum array
size for the retrieval of the association destination object IDs.

Description

Count Cardinality Many Association. This function returns a count of all association destination object IDs for a given
object ID and an association type.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountCardManyAsc( OBJID nObjectId,

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

nObjectId

An Object ID is a unique identifier for an object within an encyclopedia. This value is used to retrieve information about the
specified object.

nAscTypeCode

An Association Type Code is a unique identifier for an association between objects. This value is used to retrieve
information about the specified association. You can use the Association Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with
the Encyclopedia API software. For workstation platforms, the header file name is atc.h.

In this case, the input must be a Cardinality Many Association Type Codes.

Output

plCount
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The Count is the number of destination objects that are retrieved of the association type specified.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SOURCE_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiFetchCardManyAsc

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJID nObjectId;

ASCTYPECODE nAscTypeCode;

LCOUNT lCount;

nObjectId = 70900L;

nAscTypeCode = 175;

rc = EApiCountCardManyAsc((OBJID) nObjectId,

(ASCTYPECODE) nAscTypeCode,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountCardManyAsc\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountAllUsers
This article provides information for EApiCountAllUsers. This function can be used to determine the maximum array size
for the retrieval of the user IDs.

Description

Count All Users. This function returns a count of all users in the encyclopedia.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h> 

EAPIRC EApiCountAllUsers( PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

None.

Output

plCount
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The Count is the number of users in the Encyclopedia.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiFetchAllUsers

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

LCOUNT lCount;

rc = EApiCountAllUsers((PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountAllUsers\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountAllGroups
This article provides information for EApiCountAllGroups. This function can be used to determine the maximum array size
for the retrieval of the group IDs.

Description

Count All Groups. This function returns a count of all groups in the encyclopedia.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountAllGroups( PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

None.

Output

plCount

The Count is the number of groups in the Encyclopedia.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC
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Related Functions

EApiFetchAllGroups

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

LCOUNT lCount;

rc = EApiCountAllGroups((PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountAllGroups\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountUsersInGroup
This article provides information for EApiCountUsersInGroup. This function can be used to determine the maximum array
size for the retrieval of the user IDs.

Description

Count Users within a Group. This function returns a count of all user IDs in a specified group ID.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountUsersInGroup( PGRPID szGroupId,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

szGroupId

GroupId is the Group ID.

Output

plCount

The Count is the number of users in the Group specified.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_GROUP_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiFetchUsersInGroup
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Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

GRPID szGroupId;

LCOUNT lCount;

strcpy(szGroupId, "ATEAM");

rc = EApiCountUsersInGroup((PGRPID) szGroupId,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountUsersInGroup\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountGroupsInUser
This article provides information for EApiCountGroupsInUser. This function can be used to determine the maximum array
size for the retrieval of the group IDs.

Description

Count Groups User is Included In. This function returns a count of all group IDs that have the specified user ID as a
member.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountGroupsInUser( PUSERID szUserId,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

szUserId

UserId is the user ID.

Output

plCount

The Count is the number of groups in which the user is included.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC

Related Functions

EApiFetchGroupsInUser
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Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

USERID szUserId;

LCOUNT lCount;

strcpy(szUserId, "CHRIS");

rc = EApiCountGroupsInUser((PUSERID) szUserId,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountGroupsInUser\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountUsersGrpsModelAuth
This article provides information for EApiCountUsersGrpsModelAuth. This function can be used to determine the
maximum array size for the retrieval of the user/group IDs.

Description

Count Users/Groups Authorized for a Model. This function returns a count of all user/group IDs which are authorized for
the specified model.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountUsersGrpsModelAuth( MODELID nModelId,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

nModelId

The Model ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the model. This ID indicates the model from which
to retrieve User/Group IDs.

Output

plCount

The Count is the number of users that are authorized for the model specified.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC
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Related Functions

EApiFetchUsersGrpsModelAuth

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

MODELID nModelId;

LCOUNT lCount;

nModelId = 9L;

rc = EApiCountUsersGrpsModelAuth((MODELID) nModelId,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountUsersGrpsModelAuth\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountUsersGrpsSubsetAuth
This article provides information for EApiCountUsersGrpsSubsetAuth. This function can be used to determine the
maximum array size for the retrieval of the user/group IDs.

Description

Count Users/Groups Authorized for Subset. This function returns a count of all user/group IDs authorized for the specified
subset.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC EApiCountUsersGrpsSubsetAuth( SUBSETID nSubsetId,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

nSubsetId

The Subset ID is a unique integer within the encyclopedia that identifies the subset. This ID indicates the subset from
which to retrieve User/Group IDs.

Output

plCount

The Count is the number of users and groups that are authorized for the subset specified.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_FOUND_RC

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC
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Related Functions

EApiFetchUsersGrpsSubsetAuth

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

SUBSETID nSubsetId;

LCOUNT lCount;

nSubsetId = 2L;

rc = EApiCountUsersGrpsSubsetAuth((SUBSETID) nSubsetId,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountUsersGrpsSubsetAuth\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountSchemaPrpForObjType
This article provides information for EApiCountSchemaPrpForObjType. This function can be used to determine the
maximum array size for the retrieval of the property types.

Description

Count Schema Properties for Object Type. This function returns a count of all properties for a specified object type.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC
EApiCountSchemaPrpForObjType(

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

nObjTypeCode

An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value is used to retrieve information about the specified
object type. You can use the Object Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API software. For
workstation platforms, the header file name is otc.h.

Output

plCount

The Count is the number of properties of the specified object type.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC
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Related Functions

EApiFetchSchemaPrpForObjType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

LCOUNT lCount;

nObjTypeCode = 51;

rc = EApiCountSchemaPrpForObjType((OBJTYPECODE) nObjTypeCode,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountSchemaPrpForObjType\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

EApiCountSchemaAscForObjType
This article provides information for EApiCountSchemaAscForObjType. This function can be used to determine the
maximum array size for the retrieval of the association types.

Description

Count Schema Associations for Object Type. This function returns a count of all associations for a specified object type.

NOTE
For more information, see Count and Array Functions in the section titled API Variable Types.

Summary
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC
EApiCountSchemaAscForObjType(

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode,

PLCOUNT plCount);

Input

nObjTypeCode

An Object Type Code identifies a particular object class. This value is used to retrieve information about the specified
object type. You can use the Object Type Code mnemonics file that is supplied with the Encyclopedia API software. For
workstation platforms, the header file name is otc.h.

Output

plCount

The Count is the number of associations for the specified object type.

Return
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC
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Related Functions

EApiFetchSchemaAscForObjType

Example
#include <eapidef.h>

EAPIRC rc = EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC;

OBJTYPECODE nObjTypeCode;

LCOUNT lCount;

rc = EApiCountSchemaAscForObjType((OBJTYPECODE) nObjTypeCode,

(PLCOUNT) &lCount);

if ( rc != EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC )

   printf("Error in EApiCountSchemaAscForObjType\n");

else

   printf("Count = %ld\n", lCount);

API Return Code Definitions
This article provides information for all the Encyclopedia API Return Codes and Return Code Definitions.

API Return Codes

The following table lists and defines the API Return Codes:

API Return Code Return Code Definition
EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_FOUND_RC association occurrence not found
EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC association type code is invalid
EAPI_AUTH_NOT_FOUND_RC user/group not authorized for model or subset
EAPI_CHECKOUT_NOT_FOUND_RC checkout not found
EAPI_CONNECT_FAILED_RC connection not successful
EAPI_DEST_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC destination object not found
EAPI_GROUP_NOT_FOUND_RC group not found
EAPI_LOCK_NOT_FOUND_RC lock not found
EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC successful and if the number found is greater than the number

input. This indicates that the function call is successful but that the
maximum count has been reached.

EAPI_MNEMONIC_INVALID_RC mnemonic is invalid
EAPI_MODEL_ALREADY_LOCKED_RC model already locked
EAPI_MODEL_NOT_CHECKED_OUT_RC model not checked out
EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC model not found
EAPI_MODEL_PARENT_NOT_FOUND_RC model has no parent
EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC not connected to encyclopedia
EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC object not found
EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_IN_SUBSET object not defined in subset
EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC object type code is invalid
EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC property type code is invalid
EAPI_SOURCE_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC source object not found
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EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_CHECKED_OUT_RC subset not checked out
EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_FOUND_RC subset not found
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC the Encyclopedia API Function Call was successful
EAPI_USER_NOT_FOUND_RC user or group not found
EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC user not logged on
EAPI_MODEL_LOCKED_RC a model is in use
EAPI_MODEL_INCOMPATIBLE_RC the model schema is incompatible
EAPI_MODEL_FATAL_ERROR_RC a fatal error occurred while opening a workstation model
EAPI_MODEL_DIR_READ the model directory cannot be read when opening a workstation

model
EAPI_MODEL_BAD_ERRFILE_RC the input error file cannot be opened when opening a workstation

model
EAPI_INVALID_DIR_PASSWORD_RC The password that is given is not the password on the file for the

given user Id.
EAPI_DIRUSER_NOT_FOUND_RC The userid that is entered is not present on On the file.
EAPI_PASSWORD_DECRYPTION_FAILED_RC The decryption of the Password has failed when trying to compare

the existing password in the file with the password given.
EAPI_DIRUSER_NOT_ACTIVE_RC The user who is entered is not an active user.
EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC The password that is given is the password on the file for the

given user Id.
EAPI_FUNCTION_FAULT_RC Some fault occurred and the validity of the password could not be

determined. The fault can be either the clients are Not started or
the failure of validation of arguments.

Metamodel Diagrams
This article provides information for the Metamodel Diagrams. All Gen models are stored within a defined structure.

This defined structure is also a model, called the metamodel. The term meta is used to indicate the recursion and self-
definition. Therefore, the metamodel is, simply, a model of models. The metamodel is hierarchical in nature.

Gen Models Stored in the Metamodel

This section provides diagrams of the way data is stored in the metamodel. The diagrams must help provide a pictorial
view of the data you are trying to retrieve using the Encyclopedia API.

Diagrams that are represented include:

• Dialog Flow
• Data Modeling
• Technical Design Metamodel Definition
• Data Structure List
• Metamodel Occurrence
• Activity Hierarchy
• Matrix Processor
• Activity Dependency Metamodel Definition
• Packaging Metamodel Definition
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The Data Modeling, Activity Hierarchy, Dialog Flow, and Packaging diagrams provide a Gen example looking at populated
data. The Metamodel Occurrence diagrams provide a view of how each example is represented in the metamodel. The
definition diagrams provide a view of how each is displayed. They are definitions of the occurrence diagrams.

Dialog Flow Diagram Objects
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Dialog Modeling Diagram Objects
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Technical Design Metamodel Definition Diagram
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Data Structure List
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Data Structure List Metamodel Occurrence Diagram
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Data Store List Metamodel Occurrence Diagram
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Activity Hierarchy Diagram
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Activity Hierarchy Diagram Objects Metamodel Definition Diagram

Metamodel Occurrence Diagram Example 1

The first example is an example of the first scenario. It could also be used to see the structure of the second example by
changing the TIORUSER property on the matrix object to 'U'.
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Metamodel Occurrence Diagram Example 2

The second example is an example of the third scenario. In this example only the Y axis has the user-defined
GENCLASS, GENERIC objects defined.
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Metamodel Occurrence Diagram Example 3

The third example is an example of the fourth scenario. In this example, the EFFECT is used as the cell value object.
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Metamodel Occurrence Diagram Example 4

There are several types of matrices that are displayed in the matrix processor. The scenarios are as follows:

• System defined matrices using affinity objects
These matrices are pre-defined matrices, use pre-defined genclass objects and use the affinity objects to represent
cell values.

• User-defined matrices / pre-defined genclass objects
These matrices are user-defined matrices instead of pre-defined matrices but otherwise they are structured the same
as listed in the first point.

• User-defined matrices and genclass objects
These matrices are user-defined matrices instead of pre-defined matrices and have user-defined genclass / generic
objects on the x or y axis, or both axis.

• Special cases
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Matrices like the process/entity type matrix use the expected effects objects to define the cell values instead of the
affinity objects.
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Activity Dependency Diagram

Activity Dependency Diagram Objects Metamodel Definition Diagram
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Active Dependency Diagram

Activity Dependency Diagram Metamodel Occurrence Diagram
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Packaging Metamodel Definition Diagram Objects
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Metamodel Occurrence Diagram - Batch Packaging
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Metamodel Occurrence Diagram - Window Packaging

Metamodel Occurrence Diagram - Online Packaging
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Packaging

Encyclopedia and Workstation API Functions
This article provides information for the read and Update APIs for the Encyclopedia and Workstation. This section lists all
the Read API functions.

List of Read API Functions

The following table identifies the function and its associated type:

Name of API Function Type of API Function

EApiConnectToEncy Encyclopedia

EApiDisconnectEncy Encyclopedia

EApiCommit Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiLogonUserID Encyclopedia
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EApiFetchEncyInfo Encyclopedia

EApiFetchEncyModelIDs Encyclopedia

EApiFetchModelInfo Encyclopedia and Workstation
For Workstation API, model_name and code_page are only
returned fields. All other fields are defaulted.

EApiFetchModelCreateInfo Encyclopedia

EApiFetchModelLastUpdateInfo Encyclopedia

EApiFetchModelParentInfo Encyclopedia

EApiFetchModelChkoutInfo Encyclopedia

EApiFetchModelByName Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchAllModelObjects Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchAllModelTypeObjects Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchObjectInfo Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchObjectCreateInfo Encyclopedia

EApiFetchObjectAncestryInfo Encyclopedia

EApiFetchObjectWithAncestryInfo Encyclopedia

EApiFetchObjectChkoutParentInfo Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchSingleCharPrp Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchSingleNumericPrp Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchCharArrayPrp Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchCardOneAsc Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchCardOneAscWithObjInfo Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchCardManyAsc Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchCardManyAscWithObjInfo Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchModelNameTypeObjs Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchModelObjByNameType Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchModelObjListByNameType Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchPrpLastUpInfo Encyclopedia

EApiFetchParentChkoutPrpInfo Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchOrderAscOccInfo Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiFetchAscOccLastUpdInfo Encyclopedia

EApiFetchParentAscOccChkoutInfo Encyclopedia and Workstation

All Subset Functions Encyclopedia

All Checkout Functions Encyclopedia

All User/Group Functions Encyclopedia

All Authorization Functions Encyclopedia

All Schema Functions Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiCountEncyModelIds Encyclopedia

EApiCountModelObjs Encyclopedia and Workstation
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EApiCountModelTypeObjs Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiCountModelNameTypeObjs Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiCountSubsetScopingObjs Encyclopedia

EApiCountChkoutChkdOutObjs Encyclopedia

EApiCountChkoutsForObj Encyclopedia

EApiCountCardManyAsc Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiCountAllUsers Encyclopedia

EApiCountAllGroups Encyclopedia

EApiCountUsersInGroup Encyclopedia

EApiCountGroupsInUser Encyclopedia

EApiCountUsersGrpsModelAuth Encyclopedia

EApiCountSchemaAscForObjType Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiCountUsersGrpsSubsetAuth Encyclopedia

EApiCountSchemaPrpForObjType Encyclopedia and Workstation

List of Update API Functions

This section lists all the Update API functions. The following table identifies the function and its associated type:

Name of API Function Type of API Function

EApiAddAssoc Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiAddObject Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiCommitUpdate Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiDelAssoc Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiDelObject Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiReordrAssocAftr Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiReordrAssocBefr Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiUpRollback Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiUpCharArray Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiUpSingleChar Encyclopedia and Workstation

EApiUpNumeric Encyclopedia and Workstation

Object Name Validation Rules
This article provides information for the Object Name Validation Rules, Character Set Rules, Planning Objects, Analysis
Objects, Design Objects, Technical Design Objects and Construction Objects.

This section describes the various object name validation rules.

List of Character Set Rules

The character set rules are divided as follows.
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WARNING
The API does not perform validation for string lengths on property updates.

If the name of the object must be unique within its related parent, the name property is not updated or added until the
object is committed. An example of this is, attributes which must be unique within the parent entity. Use the lists of objects
and their rules in this section to know which objects must have names unique within their related parent.

Non-Construction Object Rule

If the code page of the model is a single-byte character, set code page.

• Cannot contain the characters: `~!@#$%^&*()+-={}|[]\:";'<>?,./
• Alphabetic characters must be upper case
• Leading spaces are suppressed
• Embedded spaces are replaced with a single underscore

If the code page of the model is a double-byte character, set code page cannot contain a DBCS space.

Identifier Rule

The first character must be alphabetic.

All other characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or _.

Alphabetic characters must be upper case.

TD Rule

The first character must be alphabetic or @#$.

All other characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or @#$_.

The last character cannot be _.

Alphabetic characters must be upper case.

No Underscore TD Rule

The first character must be alphabetic or @#$.

All other characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or @#$.

Alphabetic characters must be upper case.

No NLS Rule

The first character must be alphabetic.

All other characters must be alphabetic or numeric.

Alphabetic character must be upper case.

Mixed Case TD Rule

The first character must be alphabetic or @#$.

All other characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or @#$_.

The last character cannot be _.
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Oracle TD Rule

The first character must be alphabetic or #$

All other characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or #$_.

The last character cannot be _.

Alphabetic characters must be upper case.

ODBC TD Rule

The first character must be alphabetic or @#$_.

All other characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or @#$_.

The last character cannot be _.

XML Rule

The first character must be alphabetic, underscore, or colon.

All other characters must be alphabetic, numeric, hyphen, underscore, colon, or period.

Planning Objects

The following table describes the planning objects.

Object Type Property Type Name Uniqueness Rule Length Character Set Rule

ACTIVITY CLUSTER NAME Unique within all activity
clusters.

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

BUSINESS AREA NAME Unique within all
business areas

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

BUSINESS GOAL NAME Unique within all
business goals

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

BUSINESS LOCATION NAME Unique within all
business locations

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

BUSINESS OBJECTIVE NAME Unique within all
business objectives

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

CRITICAL SUCCESS
FACTOR

NAME Unique within all critical
success factors

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

CURRENT DATA BASE
OR STORE

NAME Unique within all current
data base or stores

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

CURRENT
INFORMATION SYSTEM

NAME Unique within all current
information systems

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

DATA CLUSTER NAME Unique within all data
clusters

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

FACILITY NAME Unique within all facilities 32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

HW/SW ENVIRONMENT NAME Unique within all hw/sw
environments

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule
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INFORMATION NEED NAME Unique within all
information needs.

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT NAME Unique within all
organizational units

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

MATRIX NAME Unique within all matrices 32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

Analysis Objects

The following table describes the analysis objects:

Object Type Property Type Name Uniqueness
Rule

Length Character Set Rule

ALIAS NAME Unique within parent
entity type, entity
subtype, or attribute

32 Non-Construction Object Rule

ATTRIBUTE NAME Unique within
all attributes in
the hierarchy of the
entity type

32 Non-Construction
Object Rule

ATTRIBUTE DSDNAME Unique within
all attributes in
the hierarchy of the
entity type

32 Mixed Case Rule

COMMON ACTION
BLOCK

NAME Unique within all
functions, processes,
procedure steps,
and common action
blocks

32 Non-Construction
Object Rule

DEPENDENCY NAME Unique within all
dependencies that
are imported by
or exported by the
functions, processes,
external objects,
or events that the
dependency is
imported by or
exported by

32 Non-Construction
Object Rule

ENTITY SUBTYPE NAME Unique within all
entity types, entity
subtypes, and work
attribute sets.

32 Non-Construction
Object Rule

ENTITY SUBTYPE DSDNAME Unique within all
entity types and
entity subtypes

32 Mixed Case Rule
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ENTITY TYPE NAME Unique within all
entity types, entity
subtypes, and work
attribute sets.

32 Non-Construction
Object Rule

ENTITY TYPE DSDNAME Unique within all
entity types and
entity subtypes

32 Mixed Case Rule

EVENT NAME Unique within all
events

32 Non-Construction
Object Rule

EXTERNAL
OBJECT

NAME Unique within all
external objects

32 Non-Construction
Object Rule

FUNCTION NAME Unique within all
functions, processes,
procedure steps,
and common action
blocks

32 Non-Construction
Object Rule

IDENTIFIER NAME Unique within parent
entity type or entity
subtype

32 Identifier Rule

MUTUALLY
EXCLUSIVE

NAME Unique within parent
entity type or entity
subtype

32 Non-Construction
Object Rule

PROCESS NAME Unique within all
functions, processes,
procedure steps,
and common action
blocks

32 Non-Construction
Object Rule

RELATIONSHIP NAME Unique within all
relationships in the
source hierarchy
of the entity type
and within the same
destination entity
type's hierarchy

32 Non-Construction
Object Rule

SUBJECT AREA NAME Unique within all
subject areas

32 No NLS Rule

WORK ATTRIBUTE NAME Unique within all
work attributes in the
work attribute set.

32 Non-Construction
Object Rule

WORK ATTRIBUTE
SET

NAME Unique within all
entity types, entity
subtypes, and work
attribute sets.

32 Non-Construction
Object Rule
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Design Objects

The following table describes the design objects:

Object Type Property Type Name Uniqueness Rule Length Character Set Rule

BUSINESS SYSTEM NAME Unique within all
business systems

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

COMMAND NAME Unique within all
commands and
command synonyms in
the business system

8 Non-Construction Object
Rule

COMMAND SYNONYM NAME Unique within all
commands and
command synonyms in
the business system

8 Non-Construction Object
Rule

CUSTOM PROXY LABELSTR First 32 characters are
unique within all custom
proxies.

1024 XML object rule

CUSTOM VIDEO
PROPERTY

CGNAME Unique within all custom
video properties in the
business system

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

DEFAULT EDIT
PATTERN

NAME Unique within all default
edit patterns in the
business system.

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

DIALECT NAME Unique within all dialects 8 No NLS Rule

DIALOG BOX NAME Unique within all default
and non-default dialect
primary windows and
dialog boxes in the
procedure step

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

EXIT STATE NAME Unique within all exit
states

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

PRIMARY WINDOW NAME Unique within all default
and non-default dialect
primary windows and
dialog boxes in the
procedure step

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

PROCEDURE NAME Unique within all
procedures

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

PROCEDURE STEP NAME Unique within all
functions, processes,
procedure steps, and
common action blocks

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

TEMPLATE NAME Unique within all
templates

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

WEB SERVICE
DEFINITION

LABELSTR First 32 characters are
unique within all web
service definitions.

1024 XML object rule
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WINDOW
PRESENTATION

NAME Unique within all window
presentations

32 Non-Construction Object
Rule

Technical Design Objects

The following table describes the technical design objects:

Object Type Property Type Name Uniqueness Rule Length Character Set Rule

TECHNICAL DESIGN
DEFAULT

RITRIGNM Unique within all online
load modules, window
load modules, batch job
steps, implementation
logics, external
implementation logics,
and implementation
screens

8 No NLS Rule

DATABASE NAME Unique within all base
database objects
and unique within all
extended database
objects types that the
base database does not
extend to.

8 No Underscore TD Rule

DATABASE DB2 z/OS
EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all
database DB2 z/OS
extension objects and
unique within all base
database objects that do
not extend to a database
DB2 z/OS extension
object

8 No Underscore TD Rule

DATABASE DB2 UDB
EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all
database DB2 UDB
extension objects and
unique within all base
database objects that do
not extend to a database
DB2 UDB extension
object

8 TD Rule

DATABASE MS SQL
SERVER EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all
database MS SQL
Server extension objects
and unique within all
base database objects
that do not extend to a
database MS SQL Server
extension object

30 Mixed Case TD Rule
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DATABASE ORACLE
EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all
database Oracle
extension objects and
unique within all base
database objects that do
not extend to a database
Oracle extension object

8 Oracle TD Rule

DATABASE ODBC
EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all
database ODBC
extension objects and
unique within all base
database objects that do
not extend to a database
ODBC extension object

32 ODBC TD Rule

DATABASE NonStop
SQL/MP EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all
database NonStop SQL/
MP extension objects
and unique within all
base database objects
that do not extend to a
database NonStop SQL/
MP extension object

8 Identifier Rule

DATA/
DENORMALIZED/
FOREIGN KEY COLUMN

MACRONAM Unique within all base
data/denormalized/
foreign key columns in
the table and unique
within all extended data/
denormalized/foreign
key columns in the
table that the base data/
denormalized/foreign key
column does not extend
to.

30 TD Rule

DATA/
DENORMALIZED/
FOREIGN KEY COLUMN
DB2 z/OS EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/
denormalized/foreign
key column DB2 z/OS
extension objects in the
table and unique within
all names of base data/
denormalized/ foreign
key columns that do
not extend to a data/
denormalized/foreign
key DB2 z/OS extension
object

30 TD Rule
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DATA/
DENORMALIZED/
FOREIGN KEY COLUMN
DB2 UDB EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/
denormalized/foreign
key column DB2 UDB
extension objects in the
table and unique within
all names of base data/
denormalized/foreign
key columns that do
not extend to a data/
denormalized/foreign
key DB2 UDB extension
object

30 TD Rule

DATA/
DENORMALIZED/
FOREIGN KEY COLUMN
MS SQL SERVER
EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/
denormalized/foreign key
column MS SQL Server
extension objects in the
table and unique within
all names of base data/
denormalized/foreign
key columns that do
not extend to a data/
denormalized/foreign
key MS SQL Server
extension object

30 Mixed Case TD Rule

DATA/
DENORMALIZED/
FOREIGN KEY COLUMN
ORACLE EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/
denormalized/foreign
key column Oracle
extension objects in the
table and unique within
all names of base data/
denormalized/ foreign
key columns that do
not extend to a data/
denormalized/foreign key
Oracle extension object

30 Oracle TD Rule

DATA/
DENORMALIZED/
FOREIGN KEY COLUMN
ODBC EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/
denormalized/foreign
key column ODBC
extension objects in the
table and unique within
all names of base data/
denormalized/ foreign
key columns that do
not extend to a data/
denormalized/foreign key
ODBC extension object

32 ODBC TD Rule
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DATA/
DENORMALIZED/
FOREIGN KEY COLUMN
JDBC EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/
denormalized/foreign key
column JDBC extension
objects in the table
and unique within all
names of base data/
denormalized/ foreign
key columns that do
not extend to a data/
denormalized/foreign key
JDBC extension object

32 ODBC TD Rule

DATA/
DENORMALIZED/
FOREIGN KEY COLUMN
NonStop SQL/MP
EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/
denormalized/foreign key
column NonStop SQL/MP
extension objects in the
table and unique within
all names of base data/
denormalized/ foreign
key columns that do
not extend to a data/
denormalized/foreign
key NonStop SQL/MP
extension object

30 Identifier Rule

DATA/LINK TABLE MACRONAM Unique within all base
data/link tables and
unique within all names
of extended data/link
tables that the base data/
link table does not extend
to.

32 TD Rule

DATA/LINK TABLE DB2
z/OS EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/link
table DB2 z/OS extension
objects and unique within
all names of base data/
link tables that do not
extend to a data/link table
DB2 z/OS extension
object

32 TD Rule

DATA/LINK TABLE DB2
UDB EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/link
table DB2 UDB extension
objects and unique within
all names of base data/
link tables that do not
extend to a data/link
table DB2 UDB extension
object

32 TD Rule
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DATA/LINK TABLE
MS SQL SERVER
EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/
link table MS SQL Server
extension objects and
unique within all names
of base data/link tables
that do not extend to a
data/link table MS SQL
Server extension object

30 Mixed Case TD Rule

DATA/LINK TABLE
MS SQL SERVER
EXTENSION

RINAME Unique within all data/
link table MS SQL Server
extension objects

26 Mixed Case TD Rule

DATA/LINK TABLE
ORACLE EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/link
table Oracle extension
objects and unique within
all names of base data/
link tables that do not
extend to a data/link table
Oracle extension object

30 Oracle TD Rule

DATA/LINK TABLE
ODBC EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/link
table ODBC extension
objects and unique within
all names of base data/
link tables that do not
extend to a data/link table
ODBC extension object

32 ODBC TD Rule

DATA/LINK TABLE
ORACLE EXTENSION

RINAME Unique within all data/link
table Oracle extension
objects

30 Oracle TD Rule

DATA/LINK TABLE JDBC
EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/
link table JDBC extension
objects and unique within
all names of base data/
link tables that do not
extend to a data/link table
JDBC extension object

32 ODBC TD Rule

DATA/LINK TABLE
NonStop SQL/MP
EXTENSION

NAME Unique within all data/
link table NonStop SQL/
MP extension objects and
unique within all names
of base data/link tables
that do not extend to a
data/link table NonStop
SQL/MP extension object

23 Identifier Rule
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ENTRY POINT NAME 1) Unique within all
base entry points in the
database and
2) unique within all
base tablespaces in the
database and
3) unique within all
extended entry point
types in the database that
the base entry point does
not extend to and
4) unique within all
equivalent extended
tablespace types in the
database that the base
entry point does not
extend to.

32 No Underscore TD Rule

ENTRY POINT DB2 z/OS
EXTENSION

NAME 1) Unique within all entry
point DB2 z/OS extension
objects in the database
and
2) unique within all
tablespace DB2 z/OS
extension objects in the
database and
3) unique within all base
entry point objects in
the database that do
not extend to an entry
point DB2 z/OS extension
object
4) unique within all base
tablespace objects in
the database that do not
extend to a tablespace
DB2 z/OS extension
object

32 No Underscore TD Rule

ENTRY POINT DB2 UDB
EXTENSION

NAME 1) Unique within all entry
point DB2 UDB extension
objects in the database
and
2) unique within all
tablespace DB2 UDB
extension objects in the
database and
3) unique within all base
entry point objects in
the database that do
not extend to an entry
point DB2 UDB extension
object
4) unique within all base
tablespace objects in
the database that do not
extend to a tablespace
DB2 UDB extension
object

18 TD Rule
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ENTRY POINT MS SQL
SERVER EXTENSION

NAME 1) Unique within all entry
point MS SQL Server
extension objects in the
database and
2) unique within all base
entry point objects in
the database that do
not extend to an entry
point MS SQL Server
extension object

30 Mixed Case TD Rule

ENTRY POINT ORACLE
EXTENSION

NAME 1) Unique within all entry
point Oracle extension
objects in the database
and
2) unique within all
tablespace Oracle
extension objects in the
database and
3) unique within all base
entry point objects in
the database that do not
extend to an entry point
Oracle extension object
4) unique within all base
tablespace objects in
the database that do not
extend to a tablespace
Oracle extension object

32 Oracle TD Rule

ENTRY POINT ODBC
EXTENSION

NAME 1) Unique within all entry
point ODBC extension
objects in the database
and
2) unique within all base
entry point objects in
the database that do not
extend to an entry point
ODBC extension object

32 ODBC TD Rule

ENTRY POINT JDBC
EXTENSION

NAME 1) Unique within all entry
point JDBC extension
objects in the database
and
2) unique within all base
entry point objects in
the database that do not
extend to an entry point
JDBC extension object

32 ODBC TD Rule

ENTRY POINT NonStop
SQL/MP EXTENSION

NAME 1) Unique within all entry
point NonStop SQL/MP
extension objects in the
database and
2) unique within all base
entry point objects in
the database that do
not extend to an entry
point NonStop SQL/MP
extension object

23 Identifier Rule
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STORAGE GROUP NAME Unique within all storage
groups

8 No Underscore TD Rule

TABLESPACE NAME 1) Unique within all
base tablespaces in the
database and
2) unique within all
base entry points in the
database and
3) unique within all
extended tablespace
types in the database that
the base tablespace does
not extend to and
4) unique within all
equivalent extended
entry point types in the
database that the base
tablespace does not
extend to.

8 No Underscore TD Rule

Construction Objects

The following table describes the construction objects:

Object Type Property Type Name Uniqueness Rule Length Character Set

BATCH JOB JOBNAME Unique within all batch
jobs

8 No NLS Rule

BATCH JOB STEP MBRNAME Unique within all
online load modules,
window load modules,
batch job steps,
implementation logics,
external implementation
logics, implementation
screens, operations
libraries, z/OS libraries,
and the technical design
RITRIGNM property

8 No NLS Rule

BATCH JOB STEP STEPNAME Unique within all batch
job steps in the batch job

8 No NLS Rule

CONFIGURATION
INSTANCE

LABELSTR Unique within all
configuration instances

32 XML object rule
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EXTERNAL
IMPLEMENTATION
LOGIC

MBRNAME Unique within all
online load modules,
window load modules,
batch job steps,
implementation logics,
external implementation
logics, implementation
screens, operations
libraries, z/OS libraries,
and the technical design
RITRIGNM property

8 No NLS Rule

IMPLEMENTATION
LOGIC

MBRNAME Unique within all
online load modules,
window load modules,
batch job steps,
implementation logics,
external implementation
logics, implementation
screens, operations
libraries, z/OS libraries,
and the technical design
RITRIGNM property

8 No NLS Rule

IMPLEMENTATION
SCREEN

MBRNAME Unique within all
online load modules,
window load modules,
batch job steps,
implementation logics,
external implementation
logics, implementation
screens, operations
libraries, z/OS libraries,
and the technical design
RITRIGNM property

8 No NLS Rule

IMPLEMENTATION
SCREEN

MIDNAME Unique within all
implementation screen
midnames, modnames,
and fmtnames.

8 No NLS Rule

IMPLEMENTATION
SCREEN

MODNAME Unique within all
implementation screen
midnames, modnames,
and fmtnames.

8 No NLS Rule

IMPLEMENTATION
SCREEN

FMTNAME Unique within all
implementation screen
midnames, modnames,
and fmtnames.

8 No NLS Rule
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ONLINE LOAD MODULE MBRNAME Unique within all
online load modules,
window load modules,
batch job steps,
implementation logics,
external implementation
logics, implementation
screens, operations
libraries, z/OS libraries,
and the technical design
RITRIGNM property

8 No NLS Rule

OPERATIONS LIBRARY MBRNAME Unique within all
online load modules,
window load modules,
operations libraries, z/OS
libraries, batch job steps,
implementation logics,
external implementation
logics, implementation
screens, and the
technical design
RITRIGNM property

8 No NLS Rule

TRANSACTION CODE MBRNAME Unique within all
trancodes

8 No NLS Rule

WINDOW LOAD
MODULE

MBRNAME Unique within all
online load modules,
window load modules,
batch job steps,
implementation logics,
external implementation
logics, implementation
screens, operations
libraries, z/OS libraries,
and the technical design
RITRIGNM property

8 No NLS Rule

z/OS LIBRARY MBRNAME Unique within all
online load modules,
window load modules,
operations libraries, z/OS
libraries, batch job steps,
implementation logics,
external implementation
logics, implementation
screens, and the
technical design
RITRIGNM property

8 No NLS Rule

Gen Toolset Automation
This article provides information for the various plug-ins and objects for the Toolset automation.
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Plug-ins
This article provides information for plug-ins. Gen allows applications to access the currently opened model through a
mechanism that is known as a "plug-in".

This concept lets an application register itself so that the Gen toolset knows where it is and how to call it. A menu item is
added to the Gen "Plug-in" menu so that the application is started directly from the toolset. Parameters are passed to the
plug-in application indicating what diagram started the application. The main object in the diagram, and any objects that
are selected.

Plug-in Installation

When a plug-in is installed, it updates the appropriate values in the Windows registry to indicate to the toolset that the
plug-in is available. Each plug-in application adds a folder into the Windows registry under HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Gen\Plug-ins key. For each key, the workstation creates a menu item under the
"Plug-in" menu using the text found in the "MenuItemText" value. On a Windows 7 64-bit system, the registry entry is
under HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\Gen\Plug-ins.

Each of the new plug-in menu items is enabled or disabled using a combination of the registry key EnableInDiagrams. The
registry value EnableSelectedObjectCount, and the registry key "EnableSelectedObjectTypes":

• Any diagram keys that are specified under the "EnableInDiagrams" key, the menu item is enabled, only in the specified
diagrams. With no diagram keys specified under the EnableInDiagrams key, the menu item is enabled, depending on
whether the EnableSelectedObjectCount value is specified and (or) if any object type keys are specified under the
EnableSelectedObjectTypes key.

• If the "EnableSelectedObjectCount" value is specified, then the menu item is enabled, when the specified number
of objects are selected. If the value is not specified, then the menu item is enabled regardless if any objects are
selected, depending on whether the "EnableSelectedObjectCount" value is specified and (or) if any object type keys
are specified under the "EnableSelectedObjectTypes" key.

• If there are any object type keys that are specified under the "EnableSelectedObjectTypes" key, then the menu item is
enabled, only in the given diagram when all the constraints for each object type are satisfied.

For example, the following registry values are supplied by a registered plug-in application:

• MenuItemText = Switch Business System
• EnableInDiagram = DialogDesign
• EnableSelectedObjectCount = +

This set of registry values implies that the menu item "Switch Business System" is added under the "Plug-in " menu. This
menu item is enabled, only when the Dialog Design diagram is open and one or more objects are selected.

Toolset Initialization

Whenever the Plug-in menu is selected, it queries the Windows registry for entries indicating the available plug-ins. For
each plug-in entry in the registry, a sub-menu item is added to the toolset menu hierarchy Plug-in.

Plug-in Menu Item Selection

When a plug-in menu item is selected, the Gen toolset executes the associated plug-in application. It passes the diagram
name, the scoping object, and any selected object ids that the plug-in Windows registry entry specifies. The plug-in menu
items use one of 20 predefined resource ids to indicate which menu item was selected.  This behavior implies that the
toolset can display 20 plug-in application menu items at a time.  If there are more than 20 applications that are installed,
only the first 20 (sorted in the registry) are displayed.
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Plug-in Application Execution

The plug-in application instantiates a pointer to the currently opened toolset using the toolset OLE automation interface.
This gives the application access to the functionality provided by the interface. In particular, it allows the application to
read or modify the currently opened model using the meta-model API functions added to the toolset OLE automation
interface by this project and other functions that the interface provides.

The meta-model API functions are provided in three objects:

OpenAPI
- This object provides non-object specific functionality such as converting a mnemonic value to a number,
counting the number of objects in the model, or returning a MetaModelObjects collection object pointing to a list
of all objects of a specified type in the model. It is returned when the OpenAPI property of the Model object is
selected.

MetaModelObjects
- This collection object is returned by any function that returns more than one MetaModelObject. It provides a
single "count" property and a single "Item" method.

MetaModelObjec
t - This object provides object-specific functionality such as fetch or update property or add or follow an
association. If the object_id is known, the object is fetched by using the OpenAPI function GetMetaModelObject
or it is retrieved as an item of a MetaModelObjects collection.

NOTE
In general, Encyclopedia API functions perform better than the comparable Toolset automation OLE functions.

Plug-in Application Registration

To register an external application as a Gen toolset plug-in, set the registry keys at HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\Software\ComputerAssociates\Gen\Plug-ins on a Windows 32-bit computer and HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software
\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\Gen\Plug-ins on a Windows 64-bit computer.

The following items are allowed in the registry:

• Plug-in Application name (required key) - This is a key that the registry values are added to. The name is whatever
the developer of the plug-in wishes (probably the name of the application and (or) the name of the company that
developed the application).

• MenuItemText (required string value) - The text that appears in the Gen workstation under the Plug-in menu.
• ExeLocation (required string value) - The full path and name of the executable to be run when the menu item is

selected.
• StartTran (optional string value) - For Gen created plug-in applications, this is the trancode that is passed to the load

module when the plug-in is executed.  If this value is not specified, then "XXX" is passed as the trancode.
• Modal (optional string value) - This sting value must be manually created. If this string value is set to Yes or is not

specified, the Toolset instance is locked when a plug-in application is open. If this string value is set to No, the Toolset
instance is unlocked when a plug-in application is open.

• OptionalParameters (optional string value) - This text is added as a parameter to the plug-in. The parameters are
passed before passing any other parameters. For example, this item is used with Gen applications to turn on trace
mode and (or) set the database value.

• EnableInDiagrams (optional key added under the application name key) - Each key that is associated with this key has
as its name the name of the diagram as is documented in the Diagram Names section. If no keys are specified under
this key or this key is not there, "All" is assumed.

• EnableSelectedObjectCount (optional string value) - This value is associated with each diagram key under the
"EnableInDiagrams" key and is either 0, 1, 2, "*" (for 0 or more selected), "?" (for 0 or 1 selected), or "+" (for 1 or more
selected). This indicates that the menu item is enabled when the selected object count matches the count that is given
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here. If this value is not specified, then the menu item is enabled and all selected object id parameters are passed to
the plug-in application.

• EnableSelectedObjectTypes (optional key added under a diagram name key) - Each key that is associated with this
key has as its name the name of a Gen metamodel object type.  The names are found in the Object Decomposition
Report which can be accessed through the compiled help file "odrpta.chm".  The name always starts with a "T" and
is not more than eight (8) characters in length.  If prefixing a "T" makes the name longer than eight characters, then
the last character is dropped.  For example, to specify a high-level entity type object, the metamodel object name
is "HLENT" and the text for the key is "THLENT".  For the metamodel object "ACBLKGRP", the text for the key is
"TACBLKGR".  Associated with each object type key is the string value "EnableSelectedObjectCount" as described.
 If no value is specified for a specific object type key, then the value that is specified on the "EnableInDiagrams" key is
used.  If more than one object type key is specified, the menu item is enabled when all object types are selected. For
example, consider the following registry key hierarchy:

    \EnableInDiagrams   

        \DataModelDiagram   

            \THLENT 

                EnableSelectedObjectCount='2'   

                 \TRELMM    

                   EnableSelectedObjectCount='1'    

The plug-in menu item would only be enabled in the Data Model Diagram when there are two entities and one relationship
selected.

The following is an example of the registry menu hierarchy for a single plug-in. The example is for a plug-in that is
generated by Gen that changes the business system in which an object is located. It allows one or more procedures to be
selected when the Dialog Design Diagram is open and the diagram works on the current action diagram (as long as it is a
BSD action diagram) when that tool is open. It also tells the plug-in that it is not using a database and to run trace.

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ComputerAssociates\CA Gen

\Plug-ins

    \QAT    

MenuItemText="Change Business System"

ExeLocation="c:\Program Files\CA\changebs.exe"

OptionalParameters="/db= /test"

\EnableInDiagrams

    \ActionDiagram  

            EnableSelectedObjectCount="0"   

        \DialogDesign   

            EnableSelectedObjectCount="+"   

Gen Toolset Menu Hierarchy

Plug-in menu items are added under the Plug-in menu. The order of the plug-ins on this menu is the order of the plug-ins
folders in the registry.

Plug-in Application Parameters

One or more parameters are passed to the plug-in application when it is started from the Gen toolset. The full set of
parameters are enclosed in a pair of double-quotes and each parameter is separated from the others by spaces. The
parameters are:
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• The name of the diagram from which the plug-in application was called. This parameter is the first parameter that is
passed. The names are listed in the Diagram Names section.

• The object id of the main object for that diagram (if one is selected). This parameter is indicated with a "-m" flag. If
there is no main object, the value of this parameter is -65536.

• Zero or more object ids of any selected objects. Each of these parameters is indicated with "-o" flags. Note that in
the Action Diagram, if lines are selected, these objects are statement objects only. If there are individual portions of a
line that is selected, the objects include statement fragments and statement objects.

For example, the following commands are passed as parameters to a plug-in application:

"DialogDesign -m 123456 -o 456789"

The example indicates that the Dialog Design diagram is open, the business system is object ID 123456, and the selected
procedure or procedure step is object ID 456789.

Diagram Names

The following list shows the names that are passed as the first parameter to a plug-in application. These are also the
names that are used in the registry to specify "EnableInDiagrams". Note that if the application is a Gen application, the
name comes across in uppercase, but is always specified in mixed case in the registry:
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• ActionBlockStructure
• ActionBlockUsage
• ActionDiagram
• ActivityDependancy
• ActivityHierarchy
• AttributeDiagram
• BusinessSystemDesign
• ComponentArchitectureDiagram
• ComponentImplementationDiagram
• ComponentSpecificationDiagram
• DataModelBrowser
• DataModelDiagram
• DataModelList
• DataStoreList
• DataStructureList
• DefineBusinessSystem
• DialogDesignDiagram
• DialogFlowBrowser
• EntityStateTransition
• EnvironmentList
• FlowMaintenance
• Generation
• InterfaceTypeModelDiagram
• Main
• MatrixProcessor
• NavigationDiagramLowerLeft
• NavigationDiagramLowerRight
• NavigationDiagramTop
• OperationDiagram
• OrganizationalHierarchy
• Packaging
• PartitionList
• ProcedureSynthesis
• Prototyping
• Reporting
• ScopedTypeModelDiagram
• ScreenDesigner
• TechnicalDesign
• UnformattedInput
• ViewMaintenance
• WindowInteractionDiagram
• WorkSetList

Using the Toolset Automation Object for Plug-ins

Use the following steps to get to the toolset automation objects that are used to implement plug-ins:
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• Fetch the toolset automation object using CreateObject
• Fetch the currently opened model using the Models property of the toolset automation object and the Item method of

the Models object (the item is 1)
• Fetch the OpenAPI object using the OpenAPI property of the Model object. The OpenAPI object contains many of the

encyclopedia API functions that the plug-in applications use.

The following code block is a Gen action diagram for a plug-in application that performs the steps and also fetches a
count of all the objects in the model and a MetaModelObjects collection object pointing to all the objects in the model.
Note that plug-in applications are only executed after a model has already been opened and the views for the objects
were all defined with the "Initialize on every entry" checkbox unchecked so that the values are reused between event
calls.

--- PLUGIN

| IMPORTS:

| EXPORTS:

| LOCALS:

| Work View toolset work

| obj

| Work View model work

| obj

| Work View openapi work

| obj

| Work View collection work

| obj

| Work View local ief_supplied

| command

| count

| ENTITY ACTIONS:

|

---

--- EVENT ACTION open_window

|

| NOTE ****************************************************

| Fetch the command line parameters (diagram name, scoping

| object, any selected objects)

| Note that you will have to parse the parameters explicitly

| *********************************************************

| SET local ief_supplied command TO COMMAND

|

| NOTE ****************************************************

| Fetch the toolset automation object

| *********************************************************

| SET toolset work obj TO CreateObject("COOLgen.Toolset")

| --- IF toolset work obj IS EQUAL TO NOTHING

| |

|<--|-- ESCAPE

| ---

|

| NOTE ****************************************************

| Fetch the Model object for the currently opened model

| *********************************************************

| SET model work obj TO toolset work obj.Models.Item(1)

| --- IF model work obj IS EQUAL TO NOTHING
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| |

|<--|-- ESCAPE

| ---

|

| NOTE ****************************************************

| Fetch the OpenAPI object

| *********************************************************

| SET openapi work obj TO model work obj.OpenAPI

| --- IF openapi work obj IS EQUAL TO NOTHING

| |

|<--|-- ESCAPE

| ---

|

| NOTE ****************************************************

| Fetch a count of the number of objects in the model

| *********************************************************

| SET local ief_supplied count TO openapi work obj.CountModelObjs

|

| --- IF openapi work obj.LastReturnCode IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| |

| | NOTE **************************************************

| | An error occurred

| | *******************************************************

| ---

|

| NOTE ****************************************************

| Fetch a MetaModelObjects collection for all objects in the model

| *********************************************************

| SET collection work obj TO openapi work obj.FetchAllModelObjs

|

| --- IF openapi work obj.LastReturnCode IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| |

| | NOTE **************************************************

| | An error occurred

| | *******************************************************

| ---

---

--- EVENT ACTION close_window

|

| NOTE ****************************************************

| Clear out all the objects that had been set previously

| *********************************************************

| SET collection work obj TO NOTHING

| SET openapi work obj TO NOTHING

| SET model work obj TO NOTHING

| SET toolset work obj TO NOTHING

---

Caveats

The toolset can display only 20 menu items for plug-in applications at one time. If there are more than 20 applications that
are described in the Windows registry, only the first 20 display.
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When creating, updating, or deleting items in the current diagram, in some diagrams, the display is not updated after the
plug-in has completed. The diagram display is updated when the diagram is exited and re-entered. The refresh routines
would execute after a commit only update items in the current diagram that has been changed through actions that
the other diagrams take. If the plug-in changes these items, then a refresh is done.

When using Gen to create plug-in applications, remember that the parameters are passed to the application through the
COMMAND system variable. This variable only holds 80 characters so there is a limit on the number of selected objects
that are passed to the plug-in application. Also, the parameters come as a single string that the plug-in application must
parse.

Return Codes

The following list shows the return code values that are returned from the OpenAPI and MetaModelObject methods:

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC = 0

EAPI_MAXIMUM_COUNT_REACHED_RC = 1

EAPI_ENCY_NOT_FOUND_RC = 2

EAPI_CONNECT_FAILED_RC = 3

EAPI_DISCONNECT_FAILED_RC = 4

EAPI_USER_NOT_FOUND_RC = 5

EAPI_USER_NOT_AUTH_RC = 6

EAPI_USER_NOT_LOGGED_ON_RC = 7

EAPI_NOT_CONNECTED_RC = 8

EAPI_INCORRECT_PASSWORD_RC = 9

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_FOUND_RC = 10

EAPI_MODEL_ALREADY_LOCKED_RC = 11

EAPI_LOCK_NOT_FOUND_RC = 12

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC = 13

EAPI_PROP_NOT_FOUND_RC = 14

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC = 15

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC = 16

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC = 17

EAPI_MNEMONIC_INVALID_RC = 18

EAPI_DEST_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC = 19

EAPI_SOURCE_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC = 20

EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_FOUND_RC = 21

EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_FOUND_RC = 22

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_IN_SUBSET_RC = 23

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_CHECKED_OUT_RC = 24

EAPI_SUBSET_NOT_CHECKED_OUT_RC = 25

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_CHECKED_OUT_RC = 26
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EAPI_USER_GROUP_NOT_FOUND_RC = 27

EAPI_GROUP_NOT_FOUND_RC = 28

EAPI_AUTH_NOT_FOUND_RC = 29

EAPI_MODEL_PARENT_NOT_FOUND_RC = 30

EAPI_CHECKOUT_NOT_FOUND_RC = 31

EAPI_MODEL_LOCKED_RC = 32

EAPI_MODEL_INCOMPATIBLE_RC = 33

EAPI_MODEL_FATAL_ERROR_RC = 34

EAPI_DIR_READ_RC = 35

EAPI_BAD_ERRFILE_RC = 36

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_SHARED_RC = 37

EAPI_MODEL_NOT_LOCKED_RC = 38

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_ADDED_RC = 39

EAPI_OBJECT_PROTECTED_RC = 40

EAPI_OBJECTS_NOT_IN_SAME_MODEL_RC = 41

EAPI_FROM_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC = 42

EAPI_TO_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC = 43

EAPI_INVALID_CARDINALITY_RC = 44

EAPI_ASSOC_PROTECTED_RC = 45

EAPI_ASSOC1_PROTECTED_RC = 46

EAPI_ASSOC2_PROTECTED_RC = 47

EAPI_OBJECT_1_NOT_FOUND_RC = 48

EAPI_OBJECT_2_NOT_FOUND_RC = 49

EAPI_ASSOC1_NOT_FOUND_RC = 50

EAPI_ASSOC2_NOT_FOUND_RC = 51

EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_ORDERED_RC = 52

EAPI_VALUE_INVALID_RC = 53

EAPI_NOT_AUTHORIZED_RC = 54

EAPI_ASSOC_ALREADY_EXISTS_RC = 55

EAPI_COMMIT_UNSUCCESSFUL_RC = 56

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_RENAMED = 57

EAPI_DUPLICATE_OBJECT_OBJ_RENAMED = 58

Objects
This article provides information for the various objects for the Toolset automation.
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OpenAPI Object

This article provides information for OpenAPI Object. An OpenAPI object provides functions similar to the Encyclopedia
API functions.

The OpenAPI object is retrieved using the OpenAPI property of the Model object.

Properties

LastReturnCode

The LastReturnCode return code from the last encyclopedia API method that is executed from the object.

Syntax

object.LastReturnCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a OpenAPI object.

Remarks

The LastReturnCode is a long value whose values are defined in the Plugins section of this document.

Methods

AddObject

This method adds an object to the model. It takes an object type code as the single parameter and returns the
MetaModelObject of the new object that was created.

Syntax

object.AddObject nObjTypeCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to an OpenAPI object.

nObjTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of object to add.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC - if object type code is invalid.

Commit

This method saves any changes (since the last commit or rollback) to the transaction file, so that they become a
permanent part of the model.

Syntax

object.Commit
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Parameters

None.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_COMMIT_UNSUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates that the commit did not succeed.

CountModelNameTypeObjs

This method returns a count of the number of objects in a model with the given name and type. The parameters are the
object type code, the property type code (this is 224 which is the property type code for NAME), and a string for the name
to be searched for.

Syntax

object.CountModelNameTypeObjs nObjTypeCode nPrpTypeCode szName

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to an OpenAPI object.

nObjTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of object to count.

nPrpTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of the name property. This is the type code for the NAME property.

szName

A string representing the name to be searched for.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC - if object type code is invalid.

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC - if property type code is invalid.

CountModelObjs

This method returns a count of the number of objects in a model.

Syntax

object.CountModelObjs

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to an OpenAPI object.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - if model found
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CountModelTypeObjs

This method returns a count of the number of objects of a given type that there are in the model. The only parameter is
the object type code.

Syntax

object.CountModelTypeObjs nObjectTypeCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to an OpenAPI object.

nObjTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of object to count.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC - if object type code is invalid.

FetchAllModelObjects

This method fetches all the objects in the current model. It takes no parameters and returns a MetaModelObjects
collection object.

Syntax

object.FetchAllModelObjs

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to an OpenAPI object.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

FetchAllModelTypeObjs

This method fetches all the objects of a given type in the current model. The only parameter is the object type code and it
returns a MetaModelObjects collection object.

Syntax

object. FetchAllModelTypeObjs nObjTypeCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to an OpenAPI object.

nObjTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of object to fetch.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.
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EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC - if object type code is invalid.

FetchModelInfo

The FectchModelInfo retrieves the model name.

Syntax

object. FetchModelInfo

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to an OpenAPI object.

Remarks

This method always returns EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC.

FetchModelNameTypeObjs

This method fetches all the objects in a model with the given name and type. The parameters are the object type code,
the property type code (usually this value is 224 which is the property type code for NAME), and a string for the name to
be searched for. It returns a MetaModelObjects collection object.

Syntax

object.FetchModelNameTypeObjs nObjTypeCode nPrpTypeCode szName

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to an OpenAPI object.

nObjTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of object to count.

nPrpTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of the name property. This is the type code for the NAME property.

szName

A string representing the name to be searched for.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_OTC_INVALID_RC - if object type code is invalid.

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC - if property type code is invalid.

FetchSchemaAscTypeByMnem

This method returns the association type code that is associated with the given mnemonic. The only parameter is the
mnemonic for the association.

Syntax

object.FetchSchemaAscTypeByMnem pszMnemonic

Parameters
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pszMnemonic

A string value representing the association mnemonic.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_MNEMONIC_INVALID_RC - if mnemonic is invalid.

FetchSchemaObjTypeByMnem

This method returns the object type code that is associated with the given mnemonic. The only parameter is the
mnemonic for the object. Object mnemonics always start with the letter "T" and are no more than eight (8) characters
in length. If the mnemonic would be longer than eight characters with the addition of a "T" on the front, then the last
character of the mnemonic is dropped.

Syntax

object.FetchSchemaObjTypeByMnem pszMnemonic

Parameters

pszMnemonic

A string value representing the object mnemonic.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_MNEMONIC_INVALID_RC - if mnemonic is invalid.

FetchSchemaPrpTypeByMnem

This method returns the property type code that is associated with the given mnemonic. The only parameter is the
mnemonic for the parameter.

Syntax

object.FetchSchemaPrpTypeByMnem pszMnemonic

Parameters

pszMnemonic

A string value representing the property mnemonic.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_MNEMONIC_INVALID_RC - if mnemonic is invalid.

GetMetaModelObject

This method fetches an object in the current model. The only parameter is the object id number. It returns a
MetaModelObject.

Syntax

bject.GetMetaModelObject nObjId

Parameters

object
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An expression that evaluates to an OpenApi object.

nObjId

A long value indicating the id of the object to fetch.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - no object exists with the given object id.

Rollback

This method causes any changes since the last commit to be unsaved in the transaction file.

NOTE
This method does not completely undo all changes to the working model. Do not save the model on the local
system after a rollback.

Syntax

object.UpRollback

Parameters

None.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

MetaModelObject

This article provides information for MetaModelObject. A MetaModelObject is an object that points to a single meta-model
object.

It contains many methods that are similar to the Encyclopedia API functions.

Properties

ID

This is the object ID of the meta-model object. The object ID is not the same as the CEID property value.

Syntax

object.ID

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

ObjectTypeCode

ObjectTypeCode is the object type code of the meta-model object.

Syntax

object.ObjectTypeCode
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Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

Remarks

The ObjectTypeCode is a long numeric value that indicates the type of the meta-model object.

LastReturnCode

LastReturnCode is the return code from the last encyclopedia API method that is executed from the object.

Syntax

object.LastReturnCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

Remarks

The LastReturnCode is a long value whose values are defined in the Plugins section of this document.

Methods

AddAssoc

This method creates an association between the current object and a given object. The parameters are the association
type code and the destination object id.

Syntax

object.AddAssoc nAscTypeCode nDestObjID

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

nAscTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of association to add.

nDestObjID

A long value indicating the object id of the destination object.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC - if association type code is invalid.

EAPI_FROM_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.

EAPI_TO_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the destination object is invalid.

EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the association is not valid between the two objects.

EAPI_ASSOC_ALREADY_EXISTS_RC - indicates that the association being added already exists.
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EAPI_ASSOC_PROTECTED_RC - indicates that adding this association would cause a protection error.

CountCardManyAsc

This method returns a count of the number of objects that are associated with the current object using a given association.
The only parameter is the association type code.

Syntax

object.CountCardManyAsc nAscTypeCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

nAscTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of association to follow.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC - if object type code is invalid.

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.

DelAssoc

This method deletes an association between the current object and a given object. The parameters are the association
type code, the ID of the target object, and a flag indicating whether a trigger delete must be executed or not. It returns the
LastReturnCode value.

Syntax

LastReturnCode = object.DelAssoc nAscTypeCode nToObjID nTriggerFlag

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

LastReturnCode

A long value representing the return code from the method.

nAscTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of association to follow.

nToObjID

A long value indicating the object id of the target object.

nTriggerFlag

A boolean value used to tell the delete method to trigger delete related objects when this association is deleted. A zero
value indicates that a non-trigger delete is executed (only the association is deleted). A non-zero value indicates that a
trigger delete is executed (the association and any objects that are related through mandatory associations is deleted).

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.
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EAPI_FROM_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.

EAPI_TO_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the target object is invalid.

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC - indicates that the object type code passed in is invalid.

EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the association is not valid between the two objects.

EAPI_ASSOC_PROTECTED_RC - indicates that the deletion of the association would cause a protection error.

DelObject

This method deletes the current object from the model. It takes one parameter (a flag indicating whether a trigger delete
must be executed or not) and returns the LastReturnCode value.

Syntax

LastReturnCode = object.DelObject  nTriggerFlag

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

LastReturnCode

A long value representing the return code from the method.

nTriggerFlag

A boolean value used to tell the delete method to trigger delete related objects when this object is deleted. A zero value
indicates that a non-trigger delete is executed (only the object is deleted). A non-zero value indicates that a trigger delete
is executed (the object and any objects that are related to it through mandatory associations is deleted).

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.

EAPI_OBJECT_PROTECTED_RC - indicates that the deletion of the current object would cause a protection error.

FetchCardManyAsc

This method fetches all objects that are associated with the current object through a given association. The only
parameter is the association type code and it returns a MetaModelObjects collection object.

Syntax

object.FetchCardManyAsc nAscTypeCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

nAscTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of association to follow.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC - indicates that the object type code passed in is invalid.
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EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the association is not valid for the current object

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.

EAPI_DEST_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the association does not exist.

FetchCardOneAsc

This method fetches the object that is associated with the current object through a given association. The only parameter
is the association type code and it returns a MetaModelObject object for the target object.

Syntax

object.FetchCardOneAsc nAscTypeCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

nAscTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of association to follow.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC - indicates that the object type code is either not a cardinality one association or not a valid
association type code.

EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the association is not valid for the current object

EAPI_FROM_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.

EAPI_DEST_OBJ_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the association does not exist.

FetchCharArrayPrp

This method fetches the value of a string property for the current object. It takes one parameter, the property type code for
the string property.

Syntax

object.FetchCharArrayPrp  nPrpTypeCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

nPrpTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of the string property.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC- indicates that the property type code is either not a valid code, does not exist for the current
object, or is not a NAME, LOADNAME, DESC, or STRING property.

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.
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FetchSingleCharPrp

This method fetches the value of a single character property for the current object. It takes one parameter, the property
type code for the character property.

Syntax

object.FetchSingleCharPrp  nPrpTypeCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

nPrpTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of the character property.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC - indicates that the property type code is either not a valid code, does not exist for the current
object, or is not a CHAR property.

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.

FetchSingleNumericPrp

This method fetches the value of a numeric property for the current object. It takes one parameter, the property type code
for the numeric property.

Syntax

object.FetchSingleNumericPrp  nPrpTypeCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

nPrpTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of the numeric property.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC - indicates that the property type code is either not a valid code, does not exist for the current
object, or is not a numeric property.

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.

ReordrAssocAftr

Given two objects that are related to the current object through a given ordered association. Change the order of the two
objects so that the second object comes after the first. The method returns the LastReturnCode.

Syntax

LastReturnCode = object.ReordrAssocAftr nAscTypeCode nToObjID1 nToObjID2

Parameters
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object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

LastReturnCode

A long value representing the return code from the method.

nAscTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of association to follow.

nToObjID1

A long value indicating the object id of the first target object.

nToObjID2

A long value indicating the object id of the second target object.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_FROM_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.

EAPI_OBJECT_1_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the first object is invalid.

EAPI_OBJECT_2_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the second object is invalid.

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC - indicates that the association type code is invalid.

EAPI_ASSOC1_PROTECTED_RC - indicates that the association from the current object to the first object is protected.

EAPI_ASSOC2_PROTECTED_RC - indicates that the association from the current object to the second object is
protected.

EAPI_ASSOC1_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the association from the current object to the first object does not
exist.

EAPI_ASSOC2_NOT_FOUND_RC- indicates that the association from the current object to the second object does not
exist.

EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_ORDERED_RC - indicates that the association is not ordered.

ReordrAssocBefr

Given two objects that are related to the current object through a given ordered association. Change the order of the two
objects so that the second object comes before the first. The method returns the LastReturnCode.

Syntax

LastReturnCode = object.ReordrAssocBefr nAscTypeCode nToObjID1 nToObjID2

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

LastReturnCode

A long value representing the return code from the method.

nAscTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of association to follow.
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nToObjID1

A long value indicating the object id of the first target object.

nToObjID2

A long value indicating the object id of the second target object.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_FROM_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.

EAPI_OBJECT_1_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the first object is invalid.

EAPI_OBJECT_2_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the second object is invalid.

EAPI_ATC_INVALID_RC - indicates that the association type code is invalid.

EAPI_ASSOC1_PROTECTED_RC - indicates that the association from the current object to the first object is protected.

EAPI_ASSOC2_PROTECTED_RC - indicates that the association from the current object to the second object is
protected.

EAPI_ASSOC1_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the association from the current object to the first object does not
exist.

EAPI_ASSOC2_NOT_FOUND_RC- indicates that the association from the current object to the second object does not
exist.

EAPI_ASSOC_NOT_ORDERED_RC - indicates that the association is not ordered.

UpCharArray

This method updates a string property value for the current object. The method returns the LastReturnCode.

Syntax

LastReturnCode = object.UpCharArray  nPrpTypeCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

LastReturnCode

A long value representing the return code from the method.

nPrpTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of the string property.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC - indicates that the property type code is either not a valid code, does not exist for the current
object, or is not a NAME, LOADNAME, DESC, or STRING property.

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.

UpNumeric

This method updates a numeric property value for the current object. The method returns the LastReturnCode.
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Syntax

LastReturnCode = object.UpNumeric  nPrpTypeCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

LastReturnCode

A long value representing the return code from the method.

nPrpTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of the numeric property.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC - indicates that the property type code is either not a valid code, does not exist for the current
object, or is not a numeric property.

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.

UpSingleCharArray

This method updates a single character property value for the current object. The method returns the LastReturnCode.

Syntax

LastReturnCode = object.UpSingleCharArray  nPrpTypeCode

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObject.

LastReturnCode

A long value representing the return code from the method.

nPrpTypeCode

A long value indicating the type of the character property.

Remarks

EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC - indicates a successful execution.

EAPI_PTC_INVALID_RC - indicates that the property type code is either not a valid code, does not exist for the current
object, or is not a CHAR property.

EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC - indicates that the current object is invalid.

MetaModelObjects

This article provides information for MetaModelObjects. A MetaModelObjects object is an object that points to a single
collection of MetaModelObject objects.

The object contains one property and one method that are used to access the individual MetaModelObject objects.
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Properties

count

A count of the number of MetaModelObject objects that are available to this MetaModelObjects collection object.

• Syntax

object.count

• Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObjects collection object.

Methods

Item

This method returns the MetaModelObject associated with the given index. The index is one-based.

Syntax

object.Item index

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a MetaModelObjects collection object.

index

A long value indicating which MetaModelObject to return.

Remarks

If the index is out of range, the LastReturnCode of the MetaModelObject is set to EAPI_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND_RC.
Otherwise, it is set to EAPI_SUCCESSFUL_RC.

Model Object

This article provides information for the Model Object Properties. The Model object represents an open Gen model.

Properties

Active

Active gets or sets whether the model is active.

Syntax

object.Active [=boolean]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a model object.

boolean
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A Boolean that sets the state of the model. Possible values are:

True
- Activates the model.

False
- Deactivates the model.

Return Values

The Active property returns one of the following values:

True
- The model is active.

False
- The model is not active.

Remarks

The Active property has the Boolean type.

Since the Toolset only allows one model to be opened at any time, this function is useful. However, it does allow for future
changes. The current implementation never deactivates a model and the return value is always True.

ActiveWindow

ActiveWindow gets the Window object that is associated with the active window.

Syntax

object.ActiveWindow

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a model object.

FullName

FullName gets the full model path.

Syntax

object.FullName

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a model object.

Remarks

The FullName property has the String type.

The string that was returned contains the full path to the directory containing the model files.

Name

Name gets the local model name.

Syntax

object.Name
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Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a model object.

Remarks

The Name property has the String type.

The string that is returned contains the local model name for the model.

OpenAPI

OpenAPI gets an OpenAPI object.

Syntax

object.OpenAPI

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a model object.

Remarks

The OpenAPI property is an OpenAPI type.

Parent

Parent gets the parent of the model object.

Syntax

object.Parent

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a model object.

Remarks

The model object returns the Toolset object for a parent.

Path

Path gets the path to a model. This path never ends with a backslash, unless the path has the format "C:\."

Syntax

object.Path

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a model object.

Remarks

The Path property has the String type.
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The Path property does not get a file name and extension of the model. To get the file name and extension, use the Name
or FullName property.

ReadOnly

ReadOnly gets the read-only state of the model.

• Syntax

object. ReadOnly

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a model object.

Return Values

The ReadOnly property returns one of the following values:

True
- The model is read-only.

False
- The model is not read-only.

Remarks

The ReadOnly property has the Boolean type.

Saved

Saved gets the saved status of the model.

Syntax

object. Saved [=boolean]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a model object.

Return Values

The Saved property returns one of the following values:

True
- The model changes are saved.

False
- The model changes are not saved.

Remarks

The Saved property has the Boolean type.

Toolset

Toolset gets the Gen Toolset object.

Syntax

object.Toolset
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Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Models object.

Remarks

The Toolset property has the Toolset type.

The Toolset object represents the entire Gen application. It provides access to other objects in the Gen object model and
provides methods and properties that affect the entire application.

Methods

Tools

Tools gets the Tools object.

Syntax

object.Tools

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a model object.

Remarks

The Tools property has the Tools type.

The Tools object is a collection object that represents all available tools that are associated with the model.

Each tool in this collection is represented by a Tool object.

Windows

Windows gets the Windows object.

Syntax

object.Windows

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a model object.

Remarks

The Windows property has the Windows type.

The Windows object is a collection object that represents all open windows that are associated with the model.

Each window in this collection is represented by a Window object.

Models Object

This article provides information for the Models object. The Models object represents the collection of open models.
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A Model object represents each model in the collection. Currently, the Gen toolset only supports one open model. The
Models collection always contains zero or one Model object. The Models object supports our current implementation while
allowing for future changes without changes to the interface.

Properties

_NewEnum

References objects in a collection.

Syntax

object._NewEnum

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Models object.

Remarks

With Visual C++, you can browse a collection to find a particular item by using the _NewEnum property or the Item
method. In Visual Basic, you do not need to use the _NewEnum property, because it is automatically used in the
implementation of For Each ... Next.

Toolset

Toolset gets the Gen Toolset object.

Syntax

object.Toolset

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Models object.

Remarks

The Toolset property has the Toolset type.

The Toolset object represents the entire Gen application. It provides access to other objects in the Gen model and
provides methods and properties that affect the entire application.

Count

Count gets the number of items in the models collection.

Syntax

object.Count

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Models object.

Remarks

The Count property has the Long type.
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Parent

Parent gets the parent of a models object.

Syntax

object.Parent

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Models object.

Remarks

The Toolset object is the parent object for the Models object.

Methods

Add

Add creates or opens a model.

Syntax

object.Add modelName pathName

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Models object.

ModelName

A String that represents the long model name for the model.

PathName

A String that represents the location for the model. If the model name is given without a directory location, the model is
created in the modelPath directory.

Remarks

If a model exists at Pathname, the model is opened. Otherwise, a model is created and added to the Models collection.

CloseAll

Closes all models.

Syntax

object.CloseAll [SaveChanges]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Models object.

SaveChanges

(Optional) An enum of type DsSaveChanges that indicates whether to save changes to one or more documents before
closing them. Following values are the possible values, which have the Long type:

dsSaveChangesYes - Saves the changes (the default).
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dsSaveChangesNo - Does not save the changes.

dsSaveChangesPrompt - Prompts the user to save changes. If the user chooses not to save the changes, CloseAll
returns the enum dsSaveStatus with the value dsSaveCanceled.

Not Yet Implemented

Copy

Gets the parent of a models object.

Syntax

object.SourcePath DestinationPath ModelName

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Models object.

SourcePath

A String that represents the source path for a model.

DestinationPath

A String that represents the destination path for the copied model.

ModelName

A String that represents the new long ModelName.

Remarks

ModelName must be 32-characters or less.

Not Yet Implemented

Delete

Deletes a model.

Syntax

object.SourcePath

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Models object.

SourcePath

A String that represents the source path for a model.

Not Yet Implemented

Item

Item gets a specified model from a collection.

Syntax

object.Item [index]
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-or-

object index

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Models object.

index

A Variant that is a Long or String representing model.

• If you specify a Long, the Item method fetches the object by its one-based index in the collection.
• If you specify a String, it must be a long model name.

New

New Creates a model with a specified file name.

Syntax

object.New PathName LongName

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Models object.

PathName

A String that specifies the full path to the model.

LongName

A String that specifies the long model name.

Open

Opens a model with a specified file name.

Syntax

object.Open PathName

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Models object.

PathName

A String that specifies the full path to the model.

SaveAll

Saves all open models in the collection.

Syntax

object.SaveAll

Parameters
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object

An expression that evaluates to a Models object.

CopyWithSubstitution Object

This article provides information for the CopyWithSubstitution Object. A CopyWithSubstitution is a specific tool type that
provides a copy with substitution capabilities.

Properties

Toolset

Toolset gets the Gen Toolset object.

Syntax

object.Toolset

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

• Remarks

The Toolset property has the Toolset type.

The Toolset object represents the entire Gen application. The Toolset object provides access to other objects in the Gen
object model and provides methods and properties that affect the entire Toolset.

Parent

Parent gets the parent object.

Syntax

object.Parent

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Remarks

The type of the Parent property for the Tool object is the Model object.

Type

Type gets the specific tool type.

Syntax

object.Type

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.
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Remarks

The Tool property has the type dsToolType.

TS_TOOLTYPE is an Enum type. Possible values are:

TS_TOOLTYPE_COPYWITHSUBSTITUTION - Copy With Substitution

DestinationBusinessSystem

DestinationBusinessSystem gets or Sets the name of destination Business System.

Syntax

object.DestinationBusinessSystem = [Business system]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Remarks

Business system

A Variant that is a Long or String representing a valid model object Business System:

• If you specify a Long, the DestinationBusinessSystem method sets the object id as a business system object id.
• If you specify a String, it must be a valid Business System name.

A long is returned as the DestinationBusinessSystem Object ID.

DestinationProcedure

DestinationProcedure gets or Sets the name of the destination procedure step.

Syntax

object. DestinationProcedure = [Procedure Step]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Remarks

Procedure
A String that represents a new procedure step.

A String is returned as the DestinationProcedure name.

SourceProcedure

SourceProcedure gets or Sets the name of source procedure step.

Syntax

object. SourceProcedure = [Procedure Step]

Parameters

object
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An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Remarks

Procedure

A long that represents a valid model object procedure step. This is the original procedure that is copied to a destination
procedure.

A long is returned as the SourceProcedure Object ID.

IncludeAllWindows

IncludeAllWindows gets or Sets the option to Include all Source Windows in copy.

Syntax

object. SourceProcedure = [Boolean]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Remarks

Boolean

True if source windows must be included in the copy. False if source windows must not be copied.

A boolean is returned as the current option setting. False is the default setting.

Methods

GetDestinationBusinessSystems

GetDestinationBusinessSystems gets the available destination business system objects for the destination procedure.

Syntax

object. GetDestinationBusinessSystems

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Remarks

pBSysIDs - [out] long *

Array of business systems.

GetSourceBusinessSystems

GetSourceBusinessSystems gets the available source business system objects.

Syntax

object. GetSourceBusinessSystems

Parameters

object
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An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Remarks

pBSysIDs - [out] long *

Array of business systems.

GetMatchedObject

GetMatchedObject gets the object id that has been matched with the specified object id.

Syntax

ID2 = object. GetMatchedObject ID1

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

ID1 - [in] long

An object id that evaluates to a specific object id.

ID2 - [out] long

An object that has been matched with object ID1.

Remarks

A value of 0 is returned if object ID1 is not in the source list or been matched.

GetObjectName

GetObjectName gets the name for an object id.

Syntax

object. GetObjectName ID name

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

ID - [in] long

An object id that evaluates to a specific object id.

Remarks

A String is returned that represents the name for the object id.

GetSourceProcedures

GetSourceProcedures gets procedures steps available for the SourceProcedure property.

Syntax

object. GetSourceProcedures BusinessSystem

Parameters

object
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An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

BusinessSystem - [in] long

An object id that evaluates to a specific Business System type. If a business system is 0, the root business system is
used.

Remarks

An array of long values is returned representing the procedure object ids for the given business system.

GetDestinationEntityTypes

GetDestinationEntityTypes gets available entity types for a given subject area.

Syntax

object. GetDestinationEntityTypes SubjectArea

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

SubjectArea - [in] long

An object id that evaluates to a specific Subject Area type.

Remarks

An array of long values is returned representing the entity types for the given subject area.

GetSourceEntityTypes

GetSourceEntityTypes gets available entity types for a given subject area.

Syntax

object. GetSourceEntityTypes

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Remarks

An array of long values is returned representing the entity types for the source procedure.

Match

Matches entities, attributes, and relationships.

Syntax

object. Match SourceID DestinationID MatchAttributes

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

SourceID - [in] long
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An object id that evaluates to a specific source object id (entity type, attribute, relationship).

DestinationID -[in] long

An object id that evaluates to a specific destination object id (entity type, attribute, relationship).

MatchAttributes - [in] bool

Boolean to indicate if associated attributes to be matched. Only applies if SourceID and DestinationID are entity types.

Copy

Copy performs Copy with Substitution that is based on source and destination objects.

Syntax

object. Copy

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

GetDestinationRelationships

GetDestinationRelationships gets the available relationships for a destination entity type.

Syntax

object. GetRelationships Entity

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Entity - [in] long

An object id that evaluates to a specific Entity type.

Remarks

An array of long values is returned representing the relationship types for the given entity.

GetSourceRelationships

GetSourceRelationships gets the available relationships for a source entity type.

Syntax

object. GetRelationships Entity

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Entity - [in] long

An object id that evaluates to a specific Entity type.

Remarks

An array of long values is returned representing the relationship types for the given entity.
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GetDestinationAttributes

GetDestinationAttributes gets attributes for a given entity object.

Syntax

object. GetAttributes Entity

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Entity - [in] long

An object id that evaluates to a specific Entity object id.

Remarks

An array of long values is returned representing the attribute types for the given entity.

GetSourceAttributes

GetSourceAttributes gets attributes for a given entity object.

Syntax

object. GetSourceAttributes Entity

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Entity - [in] long

An object id that evaluates to a specific Entity object id.

Remarks

An array of long values is returned representing the attribute types for the given entity.

Unmatch

Unmatch removes the matches of entities, attributes, and relationships.

Syntax

object. Unmatch SourceID DestinationID

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

SourceID - [in] long

An object id that evaluates to a specific object id (entity type, attribute, relationship).

DestinationID -[in] long

An object id that evaluates to a specific object id (entity type, attribute, relationship).
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GetDestinationSubjectAreas

GetDestinationSubjectAreas gets available subject areas.

Syntax

object. GetSourceSubjectAreas

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Long

A subject area that represents the parent subject area. A value of 0 represents the root subject area.

Remarks

An array of long values is returned representing the subject areas for the given subject area.

GetObjectTypeCode

GetObjectTypeCode gets the numeric type of given model.

Syntax

object. GetObjectTypeCode ID

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

ID- [in] long

An object id that evaluates to a specific object id.

Remarks

A long value is returned representing the type of object.

GetSourceActionBlocks

GetSourceActionBlocks gets the available action blocks.

Syntax

object. GetSourceActionBlocks actionBlocks

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

Remarks

An array of action blocks is returned.

GetRelationshipTo

GetRelationshipTo gets the destination object that is pointed to by the relationship object.

Syntax
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object. GetRelationshipTo relationshipID

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

RelationshipID

A long representing a relationship object.

Remarks

An object ID representing the object that the relationship goes to.

GetRelationshipFrom

GetRelationshipFrom gets the source object that is pointed to by the relationship object.

Syntax

object. GetRelationshipFrom relationshipID

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

RelationshipID

A long representing a relationship object.

Remarks

An object ID representing the object that the relationship originates from.

GetInverseRelationship

GetInverseRelationship gets relationship object that represents to relationship in the other direction from the given
relationship.

Syntax

object. GetInverseRelationship relationshipID

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a CopyWithSubstitution object.

RelationshipID

A long representing a relationship object.

Remarks

An object ID representing the other inverse relationship from the given relationship.

Tool Object

This article provides information for the Tool Object. A Tool object is a generic view of a specific tool object.
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The generic object contains methods and properties common to all tool objects. The specific object contains methods and
properties that represent a specific set of functionality in the Toolset Application.

Properties

Toolset

Toolset gets the Gen Toolset object.

Syntax

object.Toolset

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Tool object.

Remarks

The Toolset property has the Toolset type.

The Toolset object represents the entire Gen Toolset. It provides access to other objects in the Gen model. The object
also provides methods and properties that affect the entire Toolset.

Parent

Parent gets the parent object.

Syntax

object.Parent

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Tool object.

Remarks

The Parent property type for the Tool object is the Toolset object.

Type

Type gets the specific tool type.

Syntax

object.Type

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Tool object.

Remarks

The Tool property has the type dsToolType.

DsToolType is a Long type. Possible values are:

DsToolCopyWithSubstitution - Copy With Substitution
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Tools Object

This article provides information for the Tools Object. The Tools object represents a collection of available Tool objects.

A Tool represents a specific set of functionality in the Toolset Application.

Properties

_NewEnum

References objects in the Tools collection.

Syntax

object._NewEnum

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Tools object.

Remarks

With Visual C++, you can browse a collection to find a particular item by using the _NewEnum property or the Item
method. In Visual Basic, you do not need to use the _NewEnum property, because it is automatically used in the
implementation of For Each ... Next.

Toolset

Toolset gets the Gen Toolset object.

Syntax

object.Toolset

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Tools object.

Remarks

The Toolset property has the Toolset type.

The Toolset object represents the entire Gen Toolset. It provides access to other objects in the Gen object model and
provides methods and properties that affect the entire Toolset.

Count

Count gets the number of tools in the collection.

Syntax

object.Count

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Tools object.

Remarks
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The Count property has the Long type.

Parent

Parent gets the parent object.

Syntax

object.Parent

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Tools object.

Remarks

The Parent property type for the Tools object is the Toolset object.

Methods

Item

Item gets a specified tool from the collection.

Syntax

object.Item [index]

-or-

object index

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Tools object.

Index

A Variant that is a Long or String representing a tool.

• If you specify a Long, the Item method fetches the object by its one-based index in the collection.
• If you specify a String, it must be the name of the Tool.

Toolset Object

This article provides information for the Toolset Object. The Toolset object represents Gen and is the topmost object in the
object hierarchy.

From the Toolset object, you can directly access other objects by using the Toolset object properties and methods. You
can indirectly access objects through other objects that the properties and methods obtain.

The Toolset object has the following properties, methods, and events:

Properties

ActiveWindow

ActiveWindow gets the Window object that is associated with the active window.
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Syntax

object.ActiveWindow

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

Remarks

The ActiveWindow property has the Window.

AutoSave

AutoSave gets or sets whether the Toolset automatically saves a model at specific intervals.

Syntax

object.AutoSave [=interval]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Toolset object.

interval

A long that sets the autosave time interval in minutes. A value of zero disables autosave.

Remarks

Prompt does not appear for autosave.

BackgroundColor

BackgroundColor gets or sets the background color of Toolset windows.

• Syntax

object.BackgroundColor [=value]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

value

An OLE_COLOR that sets the background color.

Remarks

The BackgroundColor property has the OLE_COLOR type.

FullName

FullName gets the full path.

Syntax

object.FullName

Parameters
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object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

Remarks

The FullName property has the String type.

Height

Height gets or sets the height of a window in pixels.

Syntax

object.Height [=value]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

value

A Long that sets the height of the window in pixels.

Remarks

The Height property has the Long type.

The Height property gets or sets the distance in pixels between the top and bottom edge of the main Toolset window.

Left

Left gets or sets the x-coordinate of the left edge of a window, in pixels.

Syntax

object.Left [=value]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

value

A Long that sets the x-coordinate of the left edge of a window, in pixels.

Remarks

The Left property has the Long type.

The Left property gets or sets the distance in pixels between the left edge of the screen and the main Toolset window.

ModelPath

ModelPath gets or sets the model path.

Syntax

object.ModelPath

Parameters

object
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An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

Remarks

The ModelPath property has the String type.

Models

Models get the Models object.

Syntax

object.Models

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

Remarks

The Models property has the Models type.

The Models object represents the collection of open models. Each model in the collection that a Model object represents.

Name

Name gets the name of an object.

Syntax

object.Name

-or-

object

Parameters
object

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

Remarks

The Name property has the String type. The name of the Toolset is returned.

OutputPath

OutputPath gets or sets the output path.

Syntax

object. OutputPath

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

Remarks

The OutputPath property has the String type.
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Parent

Parent gets the parent of an object.

Syntax

object.Parent

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

Remarks

The Parent property returns the Toolset parent object.

Path

Path gets the path to an object. This path never ends with a backslash, unless the path has the format "C:\."

Syntax

object. Path

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

Remarks

The Path property has the String type.

The Path property does not get the file name and extension of an object. To get the file name and extension, use the
Name or FullName property. The Path property gets the path to the Gen toolset executable.

Toolbar

Toolbar gets or sets whether the toolbar is displayed.

Syntax

object. Toolbar [=boolean]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Toolset object.

boolean

A Boolean that sets whether the toolbar is displayed. Possible values are:

True
- toolbar is visible

False
- toolbar is invisible

Remarks
The Toolbar property has the Boolean type. Not Yet Implemented.
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Top

Top gets or sets the y-coordinate of the top edge of a window, in pixels.

Syntax

object.Top [=value]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

value

A Long that sets the y-coordinate of the top edge of a window, in pixels.

Remarks

The Top property has the Long type.

The Top property gets or sets the distance in pixels between the top edge of the screen and the main Toolset window.

TreeView

TreeView gets or sets whether the treeview is displayed.

Syntax

object. TreeView [=boolean]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Toolset object.

boolean

A Boolean that sets whether the treeview is displayed. Possible values are:

True
- treeview is visible

False
- treeview is invisible

Remarks

The TreeView property has the Boolean type.

Not Yet Implemented.

Version

Version gets the version number of Gen.

Syntax

object.Version

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.
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Remarks

The Version property has the String type (for example, 6.0).

Visible

Visible gets or sets whether the Gen Toolset main window is visible.

Syntax

object.Visible [=boolean]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Toolset object.

boolean

A Boolean that sets whether the window is visible. Possible values are:

True
- makes the window visible

False
- makes the window invisible

Remarks

The Visible property has the Boolean type.

Width

Width gets or sets the width of a window in pixels.

Syntax

object.Width [=value]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

value

A Long that sets the width of the window in pixels.

Remarks

The Width property has the Long type.

The Width property gets or sets the distance in pixels between the left and right edge of the main Toolset window.

WindowState

WindowState gets or sets the state of a window.

Syntax

object.WindowState [=state]

Parameters

object
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An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

state

An Enumeration of type TS_WINDOWSTATE that sets the state of the window. Possible values are:

TS_WINDOWSTATE_MAXIMIZED - Maximizes the window.

TS_WINDOWSTATE_MINIMIZED - Minimizes the window.

TS_WINDOWSTATE_NORMAL - Makes the window an MDI child window.

WorkPath

WorkPath gets or sets the work path.

Syntax

object. WorkPath

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

Remarks

The WorkPath property has the String type.

Methods

Quit

Quits the Toolset Application.

Syntax

object.Quit

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

Windows

Windows gets the Windows object.

Syntax

object.Windows

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to the Toolset object.

Remarks

The Windows property has the Windows type.

The Windows object is a collection object that represents all open windows that are associated with the Toolset object.
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View Object

This article provides information for the View Object. A View object is a generic view of a specific View object.

The generic object contains methods and properties common to all View objects. The specific object contains methods
and properties that represent a specific set of model functionality in the Toolset.

Not Yet Implemented.

Properties

Toolset

Toolset gets the Gen Toolset object.

Syntax

object.Toolset

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a View object.

Remarks

The Toolset property has the Toolset type.

The Toolset object represents the entire Gen Toolset. The Toolset provides access to other objects in the Gen object
model and provides methods and properties that affect the entire Toolset.

Parent

Parent gets the parent object.

Syntax

object.Parent

• Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a View object.

Remarks

The Parent property type for the View object is the Toolset object.

Type

Type gets the specific View type.

Syntax

object.Type

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a View object.
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Remarks

The View property has the type dsViewType.

DsViewType is a Long type. Possible values are:

DsOpenAPI - Open API

Views Collection

This article provides information for the Views Collection. The Views object represents a collection of available View
objects.

A View represents a specific set of functionality to access and (or) change model data.

Not Yet Implemented.

Properties

_NewEnum

References objects in the Views collection.

Syntax

object._NewEnum

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Views object.

Remarks

With Visual C++, you can browse a collection to find a particular item by using the _NewEnum property or the Item
method. In Visual Basic, you do not need to use the _NewEnum property, because it is automatically used in the
implementation of For Each ... Next.

Not Yet Implemented.

Toolset

Toolset gets the Gen Toolset object.

Syntax

object.Toolset

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Views object.

Remarks

The Toolset property has the Toolset type.

The Toolset object represents the entire Gen Toolset. The Toolset provides access to other objects in the Gen object
model and provides methods and properties that affect the entire Toolset.

Not Yet Implemented.
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Count

Count gets the number of Views in the collection.

Syntax

object.Count

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Views object.

Remarks

The Count property has the Long type.

Not Yet Implemented.

Parent

Parent gets the parent object.

Syntax

object.Parent

• Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Views object.

Remarks

The Parent property type for the Views object is the Toolset object.

Not Yet Implemented.

Methods

Item

Item gets a specified View from the collection.

Syntax

object.Item [index]

-or-

object index

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Views object.

Index

A Variant that is a Long or String representing a View.

If you specify a Long, the Item method fetches the object by its one-based index in the collection.

If you specify a String, it must be the name of the View.
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Not Yet Implemented.

Window Object

This article provides information for Window Object. The Window object represents a multiple document interface (MDI)
client window in which a model is being edited.

The Window is also referred to as a Diagram.

Properties

Active

Active gets or Sets whether the window is active.

Syntax

object.Active [=boolean]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a window object.

boolean

A Boolean that sets the state of the object. Possible values are:

True
- Activates the object.

False
- Deactivates the object.

Return Values

The Active property returns one of the following values:

True
- The object is active.

False
- The object is not active.

Remarks

The Active property has the Boolean type.

Toolset

Toolset gets the Gen Toolset object.

Syntax

object.Toolset

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Window object.
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Remarks

The Toolset property has the Toolset type.

Caption

Caption gets the caption of a window.

Syntax

object.Caption

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Window object.

Remarks

The Caption property has the String type.

Height

Height gets or Sets the height of a window.

Syntax

object.Height [=value]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Window object.

value

A Long that sets the height of the window in pixels.

Remarks

The Height property has the Long type.

Index

Index gets where the window lies in the Z-order of the windows.

Syntax

object.Index

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Window object.

Remarks

The Index property has the Long type.

Windows in the collection that is accessed by the Windows property of the Toolset object are ordered by Z-Order. So,
you can use the Index property to determine where a given window lies in the Z-Order of all MDI client windows.
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Left

Left gets or Sets the x-coordinate of the left edge of the window in pixels.

Syntax

object.Left [=value]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Window object.

value

A Long that sets the x-coordinate of the left edge of the window in pixels.

Remarks

The Left property has the Long type.

Next

Next gets the next window in the tab sequence.

Syntax

object.Next

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Window object.

Remarks

The Next property has the Window type.

Parent

Parent gets the parent object.

Syntax

object.Parent

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Window object.

Remarks

The Parent property type for the Window object is the Document object.

Previous

Previous gets the previous window.

Syntax

object.Previous

Parameters
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object

An expression that evaluates to a Window object.

Remarks

The Previous property has the Window type.

The previous window is the one you see when you press CTRL+SHIFT+TAB.

Top

Top gets or Sets the y-coordinate of the windows top edge in pixels.

Syntax

object.Top [=value]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Window object.

value

A Long that sets the y-coordinate of the top edge of the window in pixels.

Remarks

The Top property has the Long type.

Width

Width gets or Sets the width of a window.

Syntax

object.Width [=value]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Window object.

value

A Long that sets the width of the window.

Remarks

The Width property has the Long type.

WindowState

WindowState gets or Sets the window state.

Syntax

object.WindowState [=state]

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Window object.
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state

A Long of type DsWindowState that sets the state of the window. Possible values are:

dsWindowStateMaximized
- Maximizes the window.

dsWindowStateMinimized
- Minimizes the window.

dsWindowStateNormal
- Makes the window an MDI child window.

Remarks

The WindowState property has the type DsWindowState.

Methods

Close

Closes windows.

Syntax

object.Close ( [SaveChanges] )

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Window object.

SaveChanges

(Optional) An enum of type DsSaveChanges that indicates whether to save changes to a document before closing it. The
following are the possible values, which have the Long type:

dsSaveChangesYes - Saves all changes and does not prompt the user (the default).

dsSaveChangesNo - Does not save changes, and does not prompt the user.

dsSaveChangesPrompt - Prompts the user to save changes. If the user chooses not to save the changes, Close returns
the enum dsSaveStatus with the value dsSaveCanceled; otherwise Close returns dsSaveSucceeded.

Return Values

The Close method returns the enum dsSaveStatus, which has one of the following values:

dsSaveCanceled - Indicates that the user chose not to save changes to the document.

dsSaveSucceeded - Indicates that the user saved changes to the document.

Windows Object

This article provides information for the Windows Object. The Windows object represents the collection of open windows.

Each window in the collection is represented by a Window object. A window is also commonly referred to as a diagram in
the Gen terminology.

Properties
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_NewEnum

References items in the collection

• Syntax

object._NewEnum

Parameters

Object

An expression that evaluates to a Windows object.

Remarks

With Visual C++, you can browse a collection to find a particular item by using the _NewEnum property or the Item
method. In Visual Basic, you do not need to use the _NewEnum property because it is automatically used in the
implementation of For Each &ldots; Next.

Toolset

Toolset gets the Gen Toolset object.

Syntax

object.Toolset

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Windows object.

Remarks

The Toolset property has the Toolset type.

Count

Count gets the number of windows.

Syntax

object.Count

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Windows object.

Remarks

The Count property has the Long type.

Parent

Parent gets the parent object.

Syntax

object.Parent

Parameters

object
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An expression that evaluates to a Windows object.

Remarks

The Parent property type for the Windows object is the Toolset object.

Methods

Arrange

Tiles, maximizes, or minimizes all open windows.

Syntax

object.Arrange state

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Windows object.

state

An enum of type DsArrangeStyle that sets the state of the windows. Following are the possible values, which have the
Long type:

dsCascade - Cascades the windows.

dsMinimize - Minimizes the windows.

dsTileHorizontal - Tiles the windows horizontally.

dsTileVertically - Tiles the windows vertically.

CloseAll

CloseAll closes all open windows.

Syntax

object.CloseAll [SaveChanges]

• Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Windows object.

SaveChanges

(Optional) An enum of type DsSaveChanges that indicates whether to save changes to one or more documents before
closing them. Following are the possible values, which have the Long type:

dsSaveChangesYes - Saves the changes (the default).

dsSaveChangesNo - Does not save the changes.

dsSaveChangesPrompt - Prompts the user to save changes. If the user chooses not to save the changes, CloseAll
returns the enum dsSaveStatus with the value dsSaveCanceled; otherwise CloseAll returns dsSaveSucceeded.

Remarks

The CloseAll method returns the enum dsSaveStatus, which has one of the following values:

dsSaveCanceled - Indicates that the user chose not to save changes to the document.
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dsSaveSucceeded - Indicates that the user saved changes to the document.

Item

Item gets a specified window from the collection.

Syntax

object.Item [index]

-or-

object index

Parameters

object

An expression that evaluates to a Windows object.

index

A Variant that is a Long or String representing the window.

If you specify a Long, the Item method fetches the object by its one-based index in the collection.

If you specify a String, it must be the caption of the window.

Generation APIs
This section describes how to generate the code for the Gen model without opening the Workstation Toolset while still
using the same underlying generators.

These APIs generates code the same as the Workstation Toolset.

Gen users who are interested in applying these Generation APIs can generate the following load modules for all the
supported operating systems, databases, languages, TP monitors, and so on:

• Windows Manager (MFC-based GUI client)
• Server Manager
• Proxies
• Batch
• Dialog Manager
• Map (the screen manager used with the online packaging)

NOTE
These APIs require the appropriate license. Your experience is limited to the generators for which you already
have licenses.

Installation files for the Generation APIs require PTFs GSN86202 and TSN86208.

The following prerequisites are also required:

• WKS86200 (Gen 8.6 Complete)
• GSN86201 (Gen Studio Eclipse Upgrade)

JMMI API
This article provides information for the JMMI API. The JMMI API is part of the JMMI Application Program Interface for
Gen.
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The JMMI API can also access and update models in the Gen local encyclopedia (that is, the location of the local model
on your workstation).

The JMMI API supports local access to workstation models for Java-based 32-bit applications on a Windows platform
where Gen is installed. JMMI API includes read and update classes. These classes provide the capability to extract,
update, and generate model information from models in the local encyclopedia.

The JMMI API is a set of Java classes and Windows DLLs. Its usage requires familiarity with the Java programming
language and software development tools for the development of the program using the JMMI API. This API also
expects you to be familiar with the Gen meta model and able to understand information from the Gen supplied Object
Decomposition Report.

See odrpta.chm for object decomposition in the directory “%GEN86%Gen”.

This API allows Gen customers and partners to write scriptable software to generate code from a model without using or
opening the workstation.

JAVADOC for the Generation APIs
This article provides information for the JAVADOC for the Generation APIs. All methods or APIs for generation are part of
the interface IGeneratorAdapter.

More information can be learned from the Javadoc.zip, which can be unzipped to allow a browser to navigate through the
JMMI API. The jmmijavadoc.zip can be found in the JMMI folder in the directory “%GEN86%\Gen”.

Follow these steps:

• Unzip the jmmijavadoc.zip file to a directory (make sure that the folder names are preserved).
• With a browser, open the javadoc /index.html file that is located in the directory where the zip file was unzipped.

APIs Added for Generation

This section provides details about the APIs that have been added for generation.

generateGuiClient() for Windows Manager Code Generation (MFC-based GUI)

Parameters

• modelcontext - The model context (model) you want to use for code generation.
• objid - The object ID of the Window Manager load module, not null.
• path - The fully qualified path of the model (not null). Example: "C:\\86\\dev\\models\\egolf.ief"
• subdir - The path relative to the model path. Null input is allowed and used to default generation to model path.
• tooltype - Reserved for future use. Only null.
• os - The target operating system. Valid value is only "WINDOWS".
• dbms - The target database. Valid values are "<NONE>", "DB2 UDB", "MS/SQL", "ODBC/ADO.NET", "ORACLE".
• tpmon - The target TP monitor. Valid value is only "WINDOWS".
• lang - The target language. Valid value is only "C".
• compiler - The target compiler. Valid value is only "MSVCNT".
• dialect - The target dialect. Default is "*". Check toolset and model for supported dialect(s).
• commtype - The target communication type. Valid values are "<NONE>" or Null.
• trace - The trace flag. "TRUE" is used to generate code with trace. Null input is used to generate code without trace.
• itest - Reserved for future use. Only null.

Returns
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Generation context, holds information about this generation request and can be used to find the success, failure, number
of lines generated, return code, and error message for the generation request.

generateServerManager() for Server Manager Code Generation

Parameters

• modelcontext - The model context (model) you want to use for code generation.
• objid - The object ID of the Server Manager load module, not null.
• path - The fully qualified path of the model (not null). Example "C:\\86\\dev\\models\\egolf.ief"
• subdir - The path relative to the model path. Null input is allowed and used to default generation to model path.
• tooltype - Reserved for future use. Only null.
• os - The target operating system. Valid values are "CLR", "WINDOWS", "UNIX", "JVM", "MVS", "LINUX", "NonStop".
• dbms - The target database. Valid values are "<NONE>", "DB2 z/OS", "DB2 UDB", "MS/SQL", "ODBC/ADO.NET",

"ORACLE", "JDBC", "SQL/MP", "SQL/MX".
• tpmon - The target TP monitor. Valid values are "IEFAE", "Comp_Services", "EJB", "IMS", "CICS", "TUXEDO",

"INTERNET", "Pathway", "Web View", "EJB Web Services".
• lang - The target language. Valid values are "C", "COBOL", "C#","JAVA".
• compiler - The target compiler. Valid values are for Windows C: "MSVCNT", UNIX C: "UNIXC", NonStop C:

"TANDEMC", COBOL: "VSCOB", JVM: "JAVAC", Linux C: "GCC", C#: "CSC".
• dialect - Reserved for future use. Only null.
• commtype - The target communication type. Valid values are "Gen", "TUXEDO", "MQSeries", "TCP/IP", "ECI",

"JavaRMI", ".NET_Remoting", "<NONE>".
• trace - The trace flag. "TRUE" is used to generate code with trace. Null input is used to generate code without trace.
• itest - Reserved for future use. Only null.

Returns

Generation context, holds information about this generation request and can be used to find the success, failure, number
of lines generated, return code, and error message for the generation request.

generateProxy() for Proxy Code Generation

Parameters

• modelcontext - The model context (model) you want to use for code generation.
• objid - The object ID of the Proxy load module, not null.
• path - The fully qualified path of the model (not null). Example "C:\\86\\dev\\models\\egolf.ief"
• subdir - The path relative to the model path. Null input is allowed and used to default generation to model path.
• os - The target operating system. Valid values are "CLR", "WINDOWS", "UNIX", "JVM".
• dbms - Reserved for future use. Only null.
• tpmon - Reserved for future use. Only null.
• lang - The target language. Valid values are "javaproxy2", "javaproxy" ( classic api), "netproxy", "cproxy", "comproxy".
• dialect - Reserved for future use. Only null.
• filename - Reserved for future use. Only null.
• async - The target Asynchronous extra interface. Valid values are "Y" or "N".
• xml - The target XML extra interface. Valid values are "Y" or "N".

Returns

Generation context, holds information about this generation request and can be used to find the success, failure, number
of lines generated, return code, and error message for the generation request.
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generateBatchManager() for Batch Manager Code Generation

Parameters

• modelcontext - The model context (model) you want to use for code generation.
• objid - The object ID of the Batch Manager load module, not null.
• path - The fully qualified path of the model (not null). Example "C:\\86\\dev\\models\\egolf.ief"
• subdir - The path relative to the model path. Null input is allowed and used to default generation to model path.
• tooltype - Reserved for future use. Only null.
• os - The target operating system. Valid value is "MVS" only.
• dbms - The target database. Valid values are "<NONE>", "DB2 z/OS".
• tpmon - The target TP monitor. Valid values are "IEFAE" and "IMS".
• lang - The target language. Valid value is "COBOL" only.
• compiler - The target compiler. Valid value is COBOL: "VSCOB" only.
• dialect - Reserved for future use. Only null.
• trace - The trace flag. "TRUE" is used to generated code with trace. Null input is used to generate code without trace.
• pccompat - The compatibility flag. Valid values are "Y" or "N".

Returns

Generation context, holds information about this generation request and can be used to find the success, failure, number
of lines generated, return code, and error message for the generation request.

generateDialogManager() for Dialog Manager Code Generation

Parameters

• modelcontext - The model context (model) you want to use for code generation.
• objid - The object ID of the Dialog Manager load module, not null.
• path - The fully qualified path of the model (not null). Example "C:\\86\\dev\\models\\egolf.ief"
• subdir - The path relative to the model path. Null input is allowed and used to default generation to model path.
• tooltype - Reserved for future use. Only null.
• os - The target operating system. Valid values are "MVS", "WINDOWS", "UNIX", "LINUX", "NonStop".
• dbms - The target database. Valid values are "<NONE>", "DB2 z/OS", "DB2 UDB", "MS/SQL", "ODBC/ADO.NET",

"ORACLE", "SQL/MP","SQL/MX".
• tpmon - The target TP monitor. Valid values are "IEFAE","Pathway","CICS","IMS".
• lang - The target language. Valid values are "COBOL", "C".
• compiler - The target compiler. Valid values are for Windows C: "MSVCNT", UNIX C: "UNIXC", NonStop C:

"TANDEMC", COBOL: "VSCOB", Linux C: "GCC".
• dialect - Reserved for future use. Only null.
• trace - The trace trace flag. "TRUE" is used to generated code with trace. Null input is used to generate code without

trace.
• pccompat - The pccompat compatibility flag. Valid values are "Y" or "N".

Returns

Generation context, holds information about this generation request and can be used to find the success, failure, number
of lines generated, return code, and error message for the generation request.

generateMap() for Screen/Map Code Generation

Parameters
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• modelcontext - The model context (model) you want to use for code generation.
• objid - The object ID of the screen that is associated to the procedure step name, not null.
• path - The fully qualified path of the model (not null). Example "C:\\86\\dev\\models\\egolf.ief"
• subdir - The path relative to the model path. Null input is allowed and used to default generation to model path.
• tooltype - Reserved for future use. Only null.
• os - The target operating system. Valid values are "MVS", "WINDOWS", "UNIX", "LINUX", "NonStop".
• dbms - The target database. Valid values are "<NONE>", "DB2 z/OS", "DB2 UDB", "MS/SQL", "ODBC/ADO.NET",

"ORACLE", "SQL/MP","SQL/MX".
• tpmon - The target TP monitor. Valid values are "IEFAE" , "Pathway","CICS","IMS".
• lang - The target language. Valid values are "COBOL", "C".
• compiler - The target compiler. Valid values are for Windows C: "MSVCNT", UNIX C: "UNIXC", COBOL: "VSCOB",

Linux C: "GCC", NonStop C: "TANDEMC".
• trace - The trace flag. "TRUE" is used to generated code with trace. Null input is used to generate code without trace.
• pccompat - The compatibility flag. Valid values are "Y" or "N".

Returns

Generation context, holds information about this generation request and can be used to find the success, failure, number
of lines generated, return code, and error message for the generation request.

Quick Generation of a Model
This article provides information for the quick generation of a model. Any Java development environment can be used to
develop and run Java programs using the Generation API on the Windows platform with Gen 8.6 installed.

Use a version of any third-party software that has been certified for the current release of Gen 8.6, such as Eclipse or
Java.

• If using the Eclipse SDK, create a Java project within Eclipse workspace and add the jar file “%GEN86%Gen\jmmi
\jmmi.jar” to the Java build path of the project.

• For manual Java program builds and execution, add that same file (“%GEN86%Gen\jmmi\jmmi.jar”) to the Java
CLASSPATH.

Open and Access a Model

To use a Generation API in a Java program, first open a model and then access that model using the API
connectLocalForReadOnly() and ModelManager.open().

EncyManager is a static factory class that manages the Ency objects. Its connectLocalForReadOnly() method has one
parameter and returns an Encyobject. This parameter points to the location of your model having four dat files. The Ency
object has several methods and uses one of them to find the model matching the name passed by the parameter name.

ModelManager is a static class that manages the model objects. This class has a static method open() opening the model
and returning an object that points to the opened model.

//location of the model

String modelpath = "C:\\ProgramFiles(x86)\\CA\\Gen86\\Gen\\Samples\\Models\\sample.ief";

Ency ency = EncyManager.connectLocalForReadOnly(modelPath);

// assume that the local encyclopedia’s modelId will always be 0

// ency.getModelIdByName() method can also be used here

Model model = ModelManager.open(ency,ModelId.getInstance(0)); 
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Generate a Model

After a model is opened, you are ready to generate the model. To invoke any Generation API, get the instance of
generation manager that returns the IGeneratorAdapter object:

IGeneratorAdapter generation = GenerationManager.getInstance(model);

After you get the instance of Generation manager, you are ready to use the Generation API to generate the code for the
provided model.

Generate Code for the GUI Client

For generating code for the GUI client (Window Manager), if the load module name is “W900” and you want to generate
the code for “W900”.

Then, you must find the ObjId for the “W900”.

generateGuiClient():

ObjId  wobjid = 

model.getObjIdByName(ObjTypeCode.WNUNIT,PrpTypeCode.MBRNAME, "W900");   

    

Now call generateGuiClient() for generating code for load module “W900”:

long gctx = generation.generateGuiClient(generation.getModelContext(), 

               wobjid.getValue(), modelPath,

               null, //subdir just keep null 

               null,

               "WINDOWS", "<NONE>", "WINDOWS", "C",

               "MSVCNT", "*", "N",  "N" ,"N" );     

    

This API call generates code for the Windows Manager only.

For details about possible parameter values, refer to the JAVADOC for the Generation APIs topic.

Generate Code for the Server Manager

Similarly, you can generate code for the Server Manager. For example, if the server load module name is “P900”:

// find the Obj-id against load module name

ObjId  sobjid = 

model.getObjIdByName(ObjTypeCode.OLTRAN, PrpTypeCode.MBRNAME, "P900");

        

// lets generate Server manager for EJB using JDBC as the database

gctx = generation.generateServerManager(generation.getModelContext(), 

                sobjid.getValue(), modelPath,

                null, //subdir just keep null

                null, 

                "JVM"      , "JDBC"  , "EJB"  , "JAVA", "JAVAC"

                          , "*", "JavaRMI",  "N" , "N" ); 

    

Generate Code for a Proxy

For a proxy, review the following code if want to generate code for component module with name “P900":
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// find the Obj-id against load module name

ObjId  pobjid = 

model.getObjIdByName(ObjTypeCode.OLTRAN, PrpTypeCode.MBRNAME, "P900");    

gctx = generation. generateProxy(generation.getModelContext(), 

               sobjid.getValue(), modelPath,

               null, //subdir just keep null

               null, 

               "JVM"      , "JDBC"  , "EJB"  , "JAVA", "JAVAC"

               , "*", "JavaRMI",  "N" , "N" );  

    

Generate the Dialog Manager

Similarly, you can generate the Dialog Manager for the load module name “MENU”:

// find the Obj-id against load module name

ObjId  dobjid = 

model.getObjIdByName(ObjTypeCode.OLTRAN, PrpTypeCode.MBRNAME, "MENU");

gctx = generation.generateDialogManager(generation.getModelContext(), 

              dobjid.getValue(), modelPath, 

              null, 

              null, 

              "WINDOWS", "<NONE>", "IEFAE", "C", "MSVCNT", 

              "*", "N" ,"N" );

    

Generate the Screen Manager

You can also generate the Screen Manager for the load module name “MENU”:

// find the Obj-id against load module name

ObjId scobjid = 

model.getObjIdByName(DivTypeCode.SCREEN, PrpTypeCode.NAME, "MENU");

gctx = generation.generateMap(generation.getModelContext(), 

                  scobjid.getValue(), modelPath, 

                  null, 

                  null, 

                  "WINDOWS", "<NONE>", "IEFAE", "C", "MSVCNT",

                  "N" ,"N" );

    

generateMap() generates the screen that is associated with the provided procedure step name only.

If the load module consists of multiple screens, then call generateMap() for each PSTEP having a screen that is
associated with it.

Note: Usage of dialects and subdir parameters are limited and must pass default value.

Glossary of Gen Terms
This article defines the glossary terminology and acronyms.

This glossary defines terminology and acronyms commonly used when discussing terminology.
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Build Tool Glossary
This article provides information for the following terms relate to the Build Tool.

EAR File

An Enterprise Archive file, which is a standard Java™ Archive (JAR) file with the ".ear" extension. An EAR file contains
J2EE™ modules. Java and J2EE are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc.

.ICM

Extension for install deck files. Install deck files and source code are used to build an application.

Install Deck File

A file read by the build scripts. The information is used to compile and link the source code. Install deck files have the
extension .ICM.

JNDI

Java Naming and Directory Interface. Provides applications based on Java technology with an interface to multiple
naming and directory services.

Module

Refers to the unit of processing in the Build Tool. Construction in the Gen Toolset is the origin of all Build Tool modules.
For example, load modules and DDL are both referred to as modules.

Profile

The set of configuration parameters contained in tokens that define the processing to be used for a build.

Remote File

Build module files that are transferred to a remote host. Remove files are split into install deck files and source code in
preparation for a build. Remote files have the extension .RMT

.RMT

Extension for remote files. Remote files contain install deck files and source code that are to be transferred to a remote
host and then split for building.

Token

A configuration parameter in a profile. Consists of a key that represents a configuration parameter and a value that is
assigned to the key.

WAR

Abbreviation for Web ARchive. Web modules that are packaged as JAR files with the ".WAR" extension. Web modules
contain Java Server Pages, class files for servlets, GIF, and HTML files, and a Web assembly descriptor.
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Distributed Processing Client Manager Terminology
This article provides information for the distributed processing client manager terminology. The following terms relate to
the distributed processing client manager.

Client Password

Similar to Client User ID, the term Client Password has multiple usages within a discussion of the Client Manager. Client
Password can be used concerning the following topics:

• Client Password sometimes refers to the CLIENT_PASSWORD system attribute within a Gen model. This attribute can
be set by a GUI DPC using the SET Action Diagram statement. Specifying a value for this attribute is programmatically
done as part of the client application.
The use of the CLIENT_PASSWORD attribute during a cooperative flow is optional and depends on the application
designer causing the cooperative flow to contain Enhanced Security data. The request to make use of Enhanced
Security data for a given cooperative flow is controlled by the WRSECTOKEN GUI runtime user exit.
Assuming Enhanced security is being used, the values that are assigned to the CLIENT_PASSWORD attribute can be
used during the validation processing that is performed by the server execution environment. Sometimes, the specified
value can be used when validating the user id associated with the cooperative flow request. The specified value is
carried in the cooperative flow request as data and processed by the TIRSECV server side user exit.

• When discussing Client Manager, the term Client Password can also be used to refer to those Client Passwords
specified as part the Client Manager configuration.
A default Client Password value can be specified as part of the Client Manager configuration. Also, each individual
target server can have its own password value that is specified in the Client Manager configuration file as part of its
unique configuration definition.

Client User ID

The term Client User ID has various usages within a discussion of the Client Manager. Client User ID can be used
regarding the following topics:

• Client User ID sometimes refers to the CLIENT_USERID system attribute within a Gen model. This attribute can be set
by a GUI DPC using the SET Action Diagram statement. Specifying a value for this attribute is programmatically done
as part of the client application.
The use of the CLIENT_USERID attribute during a cooperative flow is optional and depends on the application
designer causing the cooperative flow to contain Enhanced Security data. The request to make use of Enhanced
Security data for a given cooperative flow is controlled by the WRSECTOKEN GUI runtime user exit.
Assuming Enhanced security is being used, the values that are assigned to the CLIENT_USERID attribute can be
used to identify the user id context that is associated with the user that initiates a cooperative flow request. Sometimes,
the specified value can be used to establish the user id context under which the DPS is executed. The specified value
is carried in the cooperative flow request as data and processed by the TIRSECV server side user exit.
Client Manager can process either Standard or Enhanced cooperative flow requests. The basic difference is if the CFB
being processed contains a security offset area. Only those CFBs that contain a security offset area support the use of
Enhanced Security, those that do not support the use of Standard Security.

• When discussing Client Manager, the term Client User ID is used to refer to those Client User IDs specified as part the
Client Manager configuration.
A default Client User ID value can be specified as part of the Client Manager configuration. Also, each individual target
server can have its own User ID value that is specified in the Client Manager configuration file as part of its unique
configuration definition.
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CMUseSecure CFB Flag Byte

If the WRSECTOKEN user exit indicates that the CFB contains a security offset, the Client Manager uses the provided
security data as part of its processing of the cooperative flow request. Refer to the WRSECTOKEN GUI runtime user exit
for details on how this is accomplished.

NOTE
You can find a description of the WRSECTOKEN user exit in Understanding Distributed Processing.

If the target server has a derived security level of Remote, the Client Manager uses the value of the CMUseSecure CFB
flag to determine whether the security data that is located in the CFB offset must be used. If the flag is set, the data in the
CFB security offset is used. If not set, the Client Manager uses the security data that is located in its configuration file or
prompts the user with a logon dialog.

Encryption CFB Flag byte
This CFB flag can be set for either a request CFB or a response CFB. Both the DPC and DPS runtime code
support the use of an encryption user exit. The CFB encryption flag is set by the DPC or DPS runtime if their
respective encryption user exit returns indicate that the CFB has been encrypted.
The Client Manager is only concerned that a CFB request has been encrypted when:
The selected target server has a derived security level of Remote.

• The CFB being processed contains a security offset area.
• The CMUseSecure CFB flag has been set.
• For the Client Manager to use the data that is located in the CFB security offset area, it must first decrypt the

CFB buffer.

Enhanced Security

Enhanced Security is a term that is used to indicate that a client cooperative flow request Common Format Buffer
(CFB) contains the optional security offset section. The security offset section contains the Gen CLIENT_USERID and
CLIENT_PASSWORD system attribute values as defined by the generated GUI applications. Also, the security offset can
contain an optional security token. Enhanced security is enabled using the WRSECTOKEN GUI runtime user exit.

No Security

Neither the CLIENT_USERID nor CLIENT_PASSWORD attribute values are inserted into any portion of the CFB. Using
No security is the default configuration set by the WRSECTOKEN() GUI runtime user exit.

Security Offset Section

An optional data area located in CFB of Gen that contains security data consisting of the values that are assigned to
the CLIENT_USERID and CLIENT_PASSWORD attributes. Also, the Security Offset section of the CFB can contain an
optional security token that can be set within the WRSECTOKEN GUI runtime user exit.
If present in the CFB, the security offset section is part of the data area that can be encrypted. Encryption is performed
within the WRSECENCRYPT GUI runtime user exit.

Standard Security

Standard security is a term that is used to indicate that a client cooperative flow request CFB does not contain the optional
security offset section. The CLIENT_USERID and CLIENT_PASSWORD attribute values are included in the CFB header
area. Standard security is enabled using the WRSECTOKEN GUI runtime user exit.
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Target Server Security Level

Every target server defined to a Client Manager has its own Security Level attribute. The Security Level of a given target
server indicates to the Client Manager that it must or must not attempt to make use of security data when processing flows
to that target server environment. A server Security Level can be set to one of the following:

Remote
Indicates that the Client Manager must attempt to provide security data and perform security processing on all
cooperative flows targeting this associated server. The Client Manager performs whatever security processing is
appropriate for the target server based on its defined configuration (for example, CPI/C (LU 6.2) as compared to
Sockets (TCP/IP)).
When the Security Level of a target server is determined to be Remote, the process of obtaining the security data
to use for a given flow depends on the type of CFB received from the DPC application.

Standard CFB
The security data is obtained from the Client Manager configuration data, if defined. Otherwise, it may be
necessary to prompt the application user for security data using a logon dialog.

NOTE
For details of the processing to obtain the security data from the Client Manager configuration, see Derived
Security Level Details section in Server Access Security Using User ID and Password.

Enhanced CFB:
When processing an Enhance CFB, the choice of which security data the Client Manager uses depends on
the setting of the CFB CMUseSecure flag byte. If set, the Client Manager uses the data that is specified in the
security offset of the CFB, otherwise, the Client Manager uses the data that is provided by its configuration data
the same as if the CFB received was a Standard CFB. The setting of the CFB CMUseSecure flag is influenced by
the GUI runtime WRSECTOKEN user exit.
Regardless of which type of CFB is received by a Client Manager, the security data (user id and password) that is
selected for use is populated into the CFB header of the CFB.

None
Indicates that the Client Manager does not attempt to provide any security data, or provide any additional security
processing for flows that target the associated server.

Defer
The determination of a given Security Level of the  server is obtained from the Default Security Parameters setting
of the Client Manager. If the Default Security Level of the Client Manager is set to None, the security level that is
associated with the target server is None. The same is true if the default setting is Remote. The security level that
is associated with the target server is Remote.

Derived Security Level
A derived security level is determined by taking into account the configured security level of the current target
server and the default security level of the Client Manager. The hierarchical combination of these configurations is
what is called the derived security level. The Client Manager attempts to derive the security level of a given server
if their specified security level is set to Defer. A derived security level can be either Remote or None.
Remote

- A derived security level of Remote indicates that security data comprised of a user id and password
must be inserted into the header area of the CFB before transmission of the CFB to the target server
environment.

None
- A derived security level of None indicates that the security data must not be inserted into the CFB
header.
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Distributed Processing Terminology
This article provides information for terminology and acronyms of the Distributed Processing applications. This glossary
defines terminology and acronyms that are commonly used when discussing Gen Distributed Processing applications.

Also, this glossary contains terms and acronyms specific to those environments in which Gen Distributed Processing
applications execute.

CICS Terminology
This article provides information for the CICS Terminology.

Application-owning region (AOR)

A CICS system region that owns the transaction.

asynchronous processing

Asynchronous processing within CICS is an intercommunication function that lets a transaction executing on one CICS
system start a transaction on another system. The two transactions execute independently of each other. Compare with
distributed transaction processing.

Automatic transaction initiation (ATI)

The automatic act of initiating a CICS transaction by an internally generated request. For example, issuing an EXEC CICS
START command or the reaching of a transient data trigger level. A transaction can be initiated immediately, at a specified
time, after a specified time interval, or, if a terminal is required, as soon as that terminal is free.

auxiliary storage

Data storage other than main storage; for example, storage on magnetic tape or direct access devices.

auxiliary trace

An optional CICS function that causes trace entries to be recorded to the auxiliary trace data set. The auxiliary trace data
set is a sequential data set on disk or tape.

CICS Complex (CICSplex)

1. A set of interconnected CICS regions acting as Resource Managers, and are combined to provide a set of coherent
services for a customer's business needs. In its simplest form, a CICSplex operates within a single MVS image. Within
a Parallel Sysplex environment, a CICSplex can be configured across all the MVS images in the sysplex. The CICS
regions in the CICSplex are generally linked through the CICS inter-region communication (IRC) facility, using either
the XM or IRC access method (between regions in the same MVS image), or the XCF/MRO access method (between
regions in different MVS images).

2. The largest set of CICS regions or systems to be manipulated by a single CICSPlex SM entity.

CICSPlex System Manager (CICSPlex SM)

A system-management product that provides a single-system image and a single point of control for one or more
CICSplexes.
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CICS region userid

A userid assigned to a CICS region at CICS initialization. It is specified either in the RACF started procedures table when
CICS is started as a started task, or on the USER parameter of the JOB statement when CICS is started as a job.

CICS-attachment facility

Part of the CICS product that provides a multithread connection to DB2 to let applications running under CICS execute
DB2 commands.

CKTI

An MQSeries supplied CICS transaction that monitors an MQSeries initiator queue. CKTI starts a CICS transaction when
an MQ event occurs on that queue.

Communication area (COMMAREA)

A CICS storage area used to pass data between tasks that communicate with a given terminal. The area can also be used
to pass data between programs within a task.

connection

Defines a remote system with which your CICS system communicates using either intersystem communication or multi-
region operation (MRO).

Data-Owning Region (DOR)

A CICS system region that owns the data files or databases. DORs are similar to file-owning region.

Distributed Program Link (DPL)

A programming mechanism that lets a CICS client program call a server program running in a remote CICS region, and
pass and receive data using a COMMAREA.

Distributed Transaction Processing (DTP)

A type of intercommunication in CICS, in which the processing is distributed between transactions that communicate
synchronously with one another over intersystem or inter-region links.

EXEC

A keyword used in CICS command language. All CICS commands begin with the keywords EXEC CICS.

EXEC Interface block (EIB)

A control block associated with each task in a CICS command-level environment. The EIB contains information that is
useful during the execution of an application program (such as the transaction identifiers) and information that is helpful
when a dump is being used to debug a program.

Execution Diagnostic Facility (EDF)

A CICS facility used for testing application programs interactively online, without making modifications to the source
program or to the program preparation procedure. The facility intercepts execution of the program at various points and
displays information about the program at these points. Also displayed are any screens sent by the user program, so
that the programmer can converse with the application program during testing just as a user would do on the production
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system. There are two CICS-supplied transactions used to invoke this facility depending on application type: (1) CEDF is
used for applications executing at a terminal, (2) CEDX is used for non-terminal tasks.

External Call Interface (ECI)

An API that lets a non-CICS program running on a CICS client call a CICS program located on a CICS server, and pass
and retrieve data from it.

File-owning region (FOR)

A CICS address space whose primary purpose is to manage files and databases. FOR is similar to data-owning region
(DOR).

function shipping

A process, transparent to the application program, by which CICS accesses resources when those resources are actually
held on another CICS system.

intercommunication facilities

A generic CICS term covering inter-system communication and multi-region operation.

Inter-Region Communication (IRC)

The method by which CICS implements multi-region operation.

Inter-System Communication (ISC)

A term that describes communication between separate systems using SNA networking facilities or using the application-
to-application facilities of VTAM.

interval control

The CICS processing activity that provides time-dependent facilities.

link

1. A logical connection between two systems or applications.
2. A link is a programmatic request within one program to invoke another program. Upon completion of the invoked

program, control returns to the invoking program at the point at which the link was executed.

mirror task

A task required to service incoming requests that specify one of the CICS mirror transactions (CSMI, CSM1, CSM2,
CSM3, CSM5, CPMI, CVMI).

mirror transaction

A transaction initiated in CICS in response to a "function shipping" request from another CICS system. The mirror
transaction recreates the original request and the request is issued. The mirror transaction returns the acquired data to the
originating CICS system.

MSGUSER

One of the DDNAMEs by CICS as a destination for log data.
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multiprogramming

The concurrent execution of application programs across partitions.

Multi-Region Operation (MRO)

A way to communicate between CICS systems without the use of SNA networking facilities. The systems must be in the
same operating system; or, if the XCF access method is used, in the same MVS sysplex.

Parallel Sysplex

An MVS Sysplex where all the MVS images are linked through a coupling facility.

principal facility

To a transaction, the principal facility is the session that activates it.

pseudoconversational

A type of CICS transaction that is designed to appear to the operator as a continuous conversation occurring as part of a
single transaction.

quasi-reentrant

A characteristic of a CICS application that applies to programs that are serially reusable between entry and exit points
because it does not modify itself or store data within itself between calls on CICS facilities.

queue

A collection of items formed by items in a system waiting for service; for example, tasks to be performed or messages to
be transmitted in a message-switching system.

resource

Any facility of the computing system or operating system required by a job or task, and including main storage, input/
output devices, the processing unit, data sets, and control or processing programs.

session

A logical link between two CICS systems that communicate using intersystem communication or MRO. In CICS
intersystem communication, a session makes use of an SNA LU-LU session.

Shared Data Table (SDT)

A copy of a data set that CICS loads into a MVS data space and is accessed by data table services like cross-memory
instead of VSAM services.
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start code

A two-byte indicator showing how the transaction issuing the request was started. It can have a number of values, as
described in the following table:

Start Code Description

D A distributed program link (DPL) request that did not specify the
SYNCONRETURN option. The task cannot issue I/O requests
against its principal facility, nor can it issue any syncpoint
requests.

DS A distributed program link (DPL) request that did specify the
SYNCONRETURN option. The task can issue syncpoint requests.

S START command without data.

SD START command with data.

TD Terminal input or permanent transid.

System initialization table (SIT)

A CICS table of user-specified data that controls how CICS is initialized.

task

The dispatching unit of execution in CICS corresponding to an invocation of a transaction for a particular user.

taskid

An identifier (number) given by CICS to a task.

Temporary Storage (TS)

A CICS facility use to temporarily save data in the form of a sequential queue. A TS queue is held in main storage or on
a VSAM data set on DASD. All queues not in main storage are in a single VSAM data set. A task can create a TS queue
with a name selected by the task. The queue exists until deleted by a task (usually, but not necessarily, the task that
created it).

Temporary Storage Queue (TSQ)

A storage are for data that is managed by CICS.

Temporary Storage Queue Owning Region (TSQOR)

A CICS region that owns and manages access to temporary storage queues. See TSQ.

Temporary Storage Table (TST)

An in storage table describing temporary-storage queues and queue prefixes for which CICS is to provide recovery.

terminal

In CICS, a device equipped with a keyboard and some kind of display, capable of sending and receiving information over
a communication channel.
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Terminal Control Table (TCT)

A table describing a configuration of terminals, logical units, or other CICS systems in a CICS network with which the
CICS system can communicate.

terminal control table terminal entry (TCTTE TCTE).

In the TCT, an entry for each terminal known to CICS. TCTTEs are generated either during system initialization (for
terminals predefined by resource definition) or when a terminal is auto installed. The TCTTE describes the terminal and
addresses the corresponding TCTLE (RPL for VTAM terminals), the active TCA, and TIOAs; it also contains control
information relating to terminal control requests issued by the CICS application program.

Terminal-owning region (TOR)

The CICS system region that owns the terminals.

transaction

A unit of processing (consisting of one or more programs) initiated by a single request, often from a terminal. A transaction
can require the initiation of one or more tasks for its execution.

transaction backout

The system activity that occurs because of a transaction failure. Updates to resources associated with the transaction are
backed out.

transaction identifier

A synonym for transaction name or transaction code. For example, a transaction identifier is a one to four character code
entered by an operator when selecting a transaction.

transaction routing

A type of CICS intercommunication in which users of a CICS system can execute transactions that exits in a CICS system
other than the one in the user's terminal is connected.

trace

A facility for recording CICS activity. There are three destinations for trace entries: internal trace, auxiliary trace, and
externally to the Generalized Trace Facility (GTF).

Transaction Work Area (TWA)

An option specified on the ADDRESS command. The TWA is an in memory storage area used to pass information
between application programs, but only if they are in the same task. The pointer reference is set to the address of the
TWA. If a TWA does not exist, the pointer reference is set to X'FF000000'.

Two-Phase Commit

When a transaction is operating as part of a distributed Unit-of-Work (UOW), two-phase commit is the protocol used
to coordinate and execute a syncpoint. At syncpoint, all updates to recoverable resources must either be committed
or backed out. At this point, the coordinating recovery manager gives each subordinate participating in the UOW an
opportunity to vote on whether its part of the UOW is in a consistent state and can be committed. If all participants vote
yes, the distributed UOW is committed. If any vote no, all changes to the distributed UOW's resources are backed out.
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This is called the two-phase commit protocol, because there is first a "voting" phase (the prepare phase), which is
followed by the actual commit phase. This can be summarized as follows:

1. PREPARE
Coordinator invokes each UOW participant, asking each one if it is prepared to commit.

2. COMMIT
If all UOW participants acknowledge that they are prepared to commit (vote yes), the coordinator issues the commit
request.

If any UOW participant is not prepared to commit (votes no), the coordinator issues a backout request to all.

User-Maintained Shared Data Table

An MVS data table whose records are not automatically reflected in the source data set.

Unit of Work (UOW)

The processing activities associated with a sequence of processing actions (database changes, for example) that must be
completed before any of the individual actions performed by a transaction can be regarded as committed. After changes
are committed (by successful completion of the UOW and recording of the syncpoint on the system log) they become
durable, and are not backed out in the event of a subsequent failure of the task or system.

The beginning and end of the sequence can be marked by the following activities:

• Start and end of transaction, when there are no intervening syncpoints
• Start of task and a syncpoint
• A syncpoint and end of task
• Two syncpoints

Thus a UOW is completed when a transaction takes a syncpoint, which occurs either when a transaction issues an
explicit syncpoint request, or when CICS takes an implicit syncpoint at the end of the transaction. In the absence of user
syncpoints explicitly taken within the transaction, the entire transaction is one UOW.

Unit of Work Identifier (UOW ID)

A unique identifier as known within the originating system. On MVS, a UOW ID can be assigned explicitly using an API
call or is automatically assigned by the target system (CICS, WebSphere, and so on). It is a binary value derived from the
originating system clock or a character value (hhmmss).

user authentication

The process by which a service accurately establishes the authenticity of a user making a request.

user identification

The process by which the identity of a user is established. Typically, the term user ID is used to denote the user's identity.
In Java terminology the term principal is used.

COM Terminology
This article defines COM terminology.

apartment managed processing

Execution management processing that is part of the COM threading architecture. Apartments are used to allow access
to individual instances of COM objects. An individual instance of a COM object lives in exactly one apartment. Apartments
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can be either single-threaded or multi-threaded. Calls to methods to a COM object within a single-threaded apartment
are synchronized by the apartment's thread by making use of the Windows message queue. In contrast, a multi-threaded
apartment can have one or more threads servicing calls to the methods of the associated COM object instance. The
object itself must synchronize calls to COM object methods in a multi-threaded apartment.

COM

See Component Object Model.

COM+

Microsoft's next step in the Component Object Model evolution. COM+ is a service oriented and handles many of the
resource management tasks previously performed by application code. Applications that use COM+ objects automatically
become more scalable by such facilities of thread pooling, object pooling, and just-in-time object activation. COM+ also
provides distributed transaction support letting transactions span multiple databases and applications spread across a
network.

Component Object Model (COM)

A Microsoft object-oriented programming model that defines how objects interact within a single application or between
applications. The COM architecture lets applications and systems be constructed using components supplied by different
software vendors.

DCOM

See Distributed COM.

Distributed COM (DCOM)

Extends support of Microsoft's COM implementation to support communication between objects deployed to different
computers connected to a network.

Globally Unique Identifier (GUID)

A 16-byte code used to uniquely identify interfaces to objects spread across all computers and networks.

GUID

See Globally Unique Identifier.

IIS

See Internet Information Server.

in-process

An application isolation level that lets a web application be loaded and run from within application server process space
within IIS. The Web applications that execute in process are not isolated from one another. It is possible for a misbehaved
Web application executing in process to effect other applications configured to run in process.

Internet Information Server (IIS)

An integrated Windows service offered Microsoft for hosting Internet or Intranet applications on various Windows
platforms.
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registration

The process of adding data to the Windows registry.

registry

A central, hierarchical database maintained in Windows used to store configuration information for the system or users of
the system. The registry contains information that is constantly accessed during operation. The information includes such
items as user profiles, application profiles and hardware properties.

out-of-process

An application isolation level within IIS that causes that associated application to run within its own execution environment.
The process associated with the Web base request executes as part of a separate dllhost.exe process. The Web
processing designated to execute as out-of-process is isolated from all other Web applications.

ECI Terminology
This article defines ECI terminology.

CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG)

An IBM product that serves as a connector enabling client applications to invoke programs deployed to a CICS region.

CTG

See CICS Transaction Gateway.

CTG Client Daemon

See Universal Client.

CTG Gateway Daemon

A component of the IBM CTG used for remote mode topologies, where the client applications and the CTG can be located
on different machines. The Gateway Daemon receives requests from client applications and forwards those requests to
CICS programs.

Distributed Program Link (DPL)

A programming mechanism that lets a CICS client program call a server program running in a remote CICS region, and
pass and receive data using a COMMAREA or Containers.

DPL

See Distributed Program Link.

ECI

See External Call Interface.
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External Call Interface (ECI)

An API that lets a non-CICS program running on a CICS client call a CICS program located on a CICS server, and pass
and retrieve data from it. The target CICS load module is invoked as a Distributed Program Link (DPL). ECI provides client
applications a remote call interface to COMMAREA-based and Channel-based CICS applications.

Internet Protocol Interconnectivity (IPIC)

A network protocol that is required when communicating with Container-based CICS applications using the CICS
Transaction Gateway.

Universal Client

A client component of the IBM CTG used for local mode topologies, where the client applications and the CTG are
located on the same machine. The Universal Client is also known as the CTG Client Daemon. On Windows platforms,
the Universal Client runs as a service and provides the connection for applications executing on the Windows platform to
programs that execute on one or more CICS regions.

EJB Terminology
This article defines EJB terminology.

application assembly

The process of collecting the various parts of a Java EE application (Web pages, JSPs, EJBs, and so on.) and placing
them into WAR and EAR files for deployment onto an applications server. The resulting collection of files can also be
known as being an "application assembly."

application deployment

The process of distributing the various parts of Java EE application (Web pages, JSPs, EJBs, and so on.) to the
appropriate server within an application server. Application deployment is a process performed by the application server.

application server

A integrated set of Java EE software that provides several functions including a Web Server, JSP Server, JNDI Server,
and an EJB Server.

byte code

The Java compiler generates byte codes. A byte code is a high-level, machine-independent code for a hypothetical
machine that is implemented by the Java interpreter and run-time system.

class

A software construct that defines the data (state) and methods (behavior) of the specific objects that are subsequently
constructed from that class. A class in and of itself is not an object. A class is a description of an object. A class describes
how the object looks and behaves when the object is created or instantiated from the specification declared by the class.

class loader

An object that is responsible for loading classes. Given the name of a class, a class loader must attempt to locate or
generate data that constitutes a definition for the class. A typical strategy is to transform the name into a file name and
then read a "class file" of that name from a file system.
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data source

An alternative to the Driver Manager facility, a Data Source object is the preferred means of getting a connection to a
particular DBMS or some other data source, such as a file. Data Source objects can provide connection pooling and
distributed transactions.

deployment

See application Deployment.

deployment descriptor

An XML file within a WAR, EJB-JAR, or EAR file that contains the description of how the contents of the parts of the
associated Java EE application are to be deployed by the application server.

EAR

See Enterprise Archive.

EJB

See Enterprise Java Bean.

EJB-JAR File

A specialized JAR file that contains the portion of the application that will be deployed to an EJB server. The EJB-JAR file
includes a deployment descriptor, plus all the files needed to implement the EJB(s).

Enterprise Archive (EAR)

A specialized type of JAR file that usually contains the entire Java EE application. An EAR includes a deployment
descriptor, as well as a WAR and EJB-JAR. The deployment descriptor describes the WAR and EJB-EAR files, plus any
security and database information specific to the application.

Enterprise Java Bean (EJB)

A component architecture that is described as part of the Java EE specifications. EJB is used for the development and
deployment of object-oriented, distributed, enterprise-level applications. Applications written using the EJB architecture
are scalable, transactional, and secure.

Extensible Markup Language (XML)

A tag oriented, self-defining, markup language that defines the set of rules for describing the content and context of data
within a document. Unlike other markup languages, XML is easily extended letting the markup language itself be user
defined. XML describes a document's structure. It does not describe the rules of how the document must be formatted,
presented or rendered. XML is a meta-markup language used for describing other markup languages.

home interface

One of two interfaces for an enterprise bean. The home interface defines zero or more methods for managing an
enterprise bean. The home interface of a session bean defines create and remove methods, whereas the home interface
of an entity bean defines create, finder, and remove methods.

JAR

See Java Archive.
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Java Archive (JAR)

A single compressed file that usually contains many different files. The types of files included in a JAR can be different.
JAR files are compressed to save disk space and network bandwidth when they are transmitted across a network

Java EE

See Java Platform, Enterprise Edition (Java EE).

Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI)

A Java EE API that provides naming and directory functionality.

Java Platform, Enterprise Edition (Java EE)

An environment for developing and deploying enterprise applications. The Java EE platform consists of a set of services,
application-programming interfaces (APIs), and protocols that provide the functionality for developing transaction oriented,
multi-tiered, Web-based applications.

Java Remote Method Invocation (Java RMI)

A "remote procedure call (RPC)" mechanism that is native to Java. Java RMI provides a client application with the ability
to invoke an EJB server application. Java RMI serializes the import and export view objects of the target EJB. These
serialized objects serve as the input and output data of the invoked EJB.

Java RMI

See Java Remote Method Invocation.

Java Server Page (JSP)

An extensible Web technology that uses static data, JSP elements, and server-side Java objects to generate dynamic
content for a client. Typically the static data is HTML or XML elements, and in many cases the client is a Web browser.

Java Transaction API (JTA)

A Java EE API that lets applications and Java EE servers access transactions.

JNDI

See Java Naming and Directory Interface.

JSP

See Java Server Page.

JTA

See Java Transaction API.

JVM

See Java Virtual Machine.
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remote interface

One of two interfaces for an enterprise bean. The remote interface defines the business methods callable by a client.

serialization

The process of saving an object's state to a sequence of bytes, as well as the process of rebuilding those bytes into a live
object at some future time. The Java Serialization API provides a standard mechanism for developers to handle object
serialization.

servlet

A Java program that extends the functionality of a Web server, generating dynamic content, and interacting with Web
clients using a request-response paradigm.

WAR

See Web Archive.

Web Archive (WAR)

A specialized JAR file that contains the portion of the application that will be deployed to a Web Server. The WAR includes
a deployment descriptor, plus all the files to be placed onto the Web Server.

XML

See Extensible Markup Language.

General Distributed Processing Terminology
This article defines the general distributed processing terminology.

2PC

See Two-Phase Commit.

Access Control List (ACL)

A list used by administration software for authorizing and validating access to controlled resources.

ACL

See Access Control List.

agent

A software module that provides a programmatic interface to the processing of a controlling process. In a client/server
application the agent is responsible for preparing and exchanging information on behalf of either a client application or
server application.

API

See Application Programming Interface.
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Application Programming Interface (API)

A set of related programmatic function definitions, exposing calling convention and format, used to facilitate access to
software not directly implemented in the program.

application protocol

A mutually understood, predefined, sequence of messages exchanged between two application entities.

application resource

Data accessed using a Resource Manager.

asynchronous communication

A method of communication used between application entities in which the sending entity is able to proceed with its own
processing without waiting for a reply to its request message. Contrast with synchronous communications.

atomicity

The "all-or-nothing" property of a transaction that insures that all of the transaction aware resources participating in the
transaction either commit their associated changes or roll them back to their state prior to beginning the transaction.

authentication

A security mechanism used by a system to ensure that an application component has a valid identity.

authorization

A security mechanism, used by a system, to permit or deny access to a resource controlled by the system. See Access
Control List.

blocking condition

A condition encountered in an application resulting in that application halting execution until something happens, such as
the completion of a send operation, a response received, a timer pop, and so on.

bracket

A programmatic demarcation used to indicate the beginning and end of a transaction.

channel

A path established between two communicating end points over which communications transmission can take place.

Client

A software module that gathers and presents data to an application; it requests services and receives replies. This term
can also be used to indicate the requesting role that a server module assumes when it requests services of another server
module (see server-to-server flows).

client/server

A request/response programming style characterized by the application being divided into two or more cooperating
components. The cooperating components are known as clients and servers. Clients request work of servers. In some
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cases a server takes on the role of a client when it requests the services of another server module (see server-to-server
flows).

commit

A software action associated with making changes to associated resources permanent. Contrast with rollback. See two-
phase commit.

daemon

A process that is actively running and does its processing in the background.

data-dependent routing

A process of selecting a server based on the contents of data contained in the request message being processed.

data independence

A characteristic of software processing that allows data to be accessed and updated without knowing the underlying
storage format or relative structure of that data.

data marshalling

The process of rendering arguments and data values into a byte-stream format and packaging that data into a buffer so
that it is suitable for transmitting between heterogeneous nodes connected using a communications network.

data unmarshalling

The process of rendering data to a node's native data representation. Typically, the data would have been previously
marshalled into a format suitable for transmitting over a network. (see data marshalling).

decryption

The process of rendering an encrypted message into an intelligible format. Contrast with encryption.

deferred communications

Software processing that two modules communicate such that both applications need not be active simultaneously.
Typically, deferred communications are performed using message queues. Also see asynchronous processing.

Directory Service

Software processing that maps names to locations.

distributed application, distributed computing

Software processing characterized by an application being composed of two or more software components that are
physically located on more than one computer. Also see client/server.

domain

A component part of an architectural hierarchy. Typically, the domain is associated with an administrative partition of a
complex distributed system, name space, or application.
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durability

The property of a transaction that guarantees the permanence of modified data upon the completion of commit
processing.

dynamic configuration

The ability to change the definition of an application while that application is active.

encryption

The process of converting a message rendering into a form where its contents are unintelligible to unauthorized parties.
Contrast with decryption.

event

The occurrence of a condition, state change, or activity, of interest to one or more software components.

event notification

The process of signaling one or more software components that an event has taken place.

fault tolerance

A characteristic such that an application continues to run despite failures in its software components or communication
interfaces.

forwarding

A processing technique by which pipeline parallelism is implemented, where a message is sent on to another service that
will complete the work and reply to the original requesting application.

function shipping

A processing technique whereby the processing of an application is segmented such that functions are located near
the data they need to access. Requests to access data are sent to the associated function and only the results of the
processing are sent back to the requestor.

gateway

A software module capable of exchanging information between two different application environments and or networks.

global transaction

A transaction, which spans more than one Resource Manager.

heterogeneous computer platforms

A collection of computers utilizing different data formats, different operating systems, different internal data representation
(byte ordering), and so on.

implementation transparency

A method whereby a requestor of a service need not be aware of how the service processing actually occurs, letting re-
implementation of the service without impacting the requestor.
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IDL

See Interface Definition Language.

Interface Definition Language (IDL)

A language used to describe data types and functions, typically used in an implementation of a Remote Procedure call
(RPC).

IPC

See Inter-Process Communications.

Inter-Process Communication (IPC)

Various system provided mechanisms by which modules in separate address spaces (processes) communicate within
a single computer. Examples of IPCs include shared memory, semaphores, message queues, mapped memory files,
mailslots, domain sockets, atoms, and so on.

isolation

The behavior of a transaction that insures that concurrent operations on the underlying data do not interfere with each
other.

load balancing

A software process that assigns inbound service requests to instances of servers capable of processing the request
service, in a manner to optimize throughput and response time.

local client

A client application that executes on the same physical computer as the server application that has been selected to
process a given cooperative request.

local transaction

A transaction, which is only active and known to a single Resource Manager.

location transparency

A software characteristic that lets a resource, or service, be identified in such a way that its name implies no particular
network address or physical location.

message

One or more packets of data communicated between one or more programs.

middleware

Connectivity software that lets components of an application inter-operate across a network, despite differences in
underlying communications protocols, system architectures, operating systems, databases, and other application
services. Portions of middleware address communications while other portions provide an environment in which
applications execute. Middleware can take on the following different forms:
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• Transaction processing (TP) monitors which provide tools and an environment for deploying distributed applications.
• Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is an API that causes program logic located on the network to be executed as if it were

a call to a local program.
• Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM) provides program-to-program data exchange between components of a

distributed application. MOM supports synchronous and asynchronous operations. Messages exchanged using a
MOM must be interpret and processed by the application receiving the message data.

• Object Request Brokers (ORBs) are object-oriented middleware that enable the objects that comprise an application to
be distributed and shared across heterogeneous networks.

peer-to-peer

A cooperative processing environment where two communicating entities have similar processing capabilities.

phase one

The first phase of a two-phase commit. In this phase the resources modified during the transactions are prepared for
phase two. Phase one culminates with the recording of the transactions decision to a log. This phase is under the control
of the Transaction Manager. The Transaction Manager sends a prepare notice to the involved Resource Manager(s). The
Resource Manager(s) write their updates to stable storage, and respond with an indication that it is prepared to commit or
does not wish to commit.

phase two

The second phase of a two-phase commit which announces the transaction decision to the Resource Manager(s) involved
in the transaction, triggering the Resource Manager(s) to release locks and making the results of the transaction visible to
others desiring access to the managed resource(s).

post an event

A software operation that indicates that a processing condition of interest has occurred.

presentation service

A software layer that converts data being transmitted between heterogeneous computers. Presentation Service is usually
associated with client applications allowing end user interaction with an associated software application or system.

proxy

A software component that exposes a simplified programmatic interface to a specific server application. A proxy presents
a consistent, well-defined interface, used by other software modules to facilitate communications between the user of the
proxy and its associated application. Using the interface exposed by a proxy helps to isolate and insulate its user from
having to know explicit details of the protocol required to communicate with the associated application.

queue

A data structure that holds messages that will be processed by a software procedure.

recovery

Software processing that attempts to restore an application to a known state after a transaction, server, network, or
computer has failed.
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Remote Procedure Call (RPC)

A software programming technique that causes the execution of a non-local program to execute as if it were a call to a
local program.

request buffer

A data buffer containing a request for a service originating from a client.

response buffer

A data buffer containing the results of a request for service.

request/response

A software processing style characterized by clients sending request buffers to obtain service from server modules. The
requests result in the server modules replying in the form of a response buffer. Both the requesting clients and responding
servers must comprehend their respective rolls to adhere to the application protocol.

Resource Manager (RM)

An administrative software component that maintains the state of application resources (the most common being
databases). Most DBMS software assumes that the Resource Manager has responsibility for those databases it manages.

rollback

The activity that restores an application resource to its state prior to the initiation of a transaction involved in modifying the
resource. The Resource Manager owning the modified application resource carries out-processing a rollback. In cases
involving two-phase commit processing, the rollback of activities associated with a transaction are under the control of the
Transaction Manager.

RPC

See Remote Procedure Call.

self-describing buffer

A buffer that contains a description of its own format and contents; a message format in which the data type(s) and
length(s) are known or can be determined without additional external information.

server

A software module, made up of a set of well-defined inputs, outputs and processing, capable of accepting requests
from clients, proxies or other servers. In a request/response style of distributed processing, after a server completes its
requested processing, the server returns a reply to the requesting client.

service

The generic name given to application processing available for request by a client, characterized as having well defined
inputs, outputs, and processing. Servers provide one or more services to requesting clients.

stateless interaction

The interaction between a client and server where the service neither uses nor maintains any extra information about
the client to process its request; all the data necessary to complete the work is in the client's request buffer. Stateless
interactions are usually associated with the request/response style of distributed processing.
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stateful interaction

The interaction between a client and server where the server keeps track of the processing progress for a given client
interaction. Typically, the client would have more than one message exchange with the server to complete its required
processing. Stateful interactions are usually associated with a conversation style distributed processing.

synchronous communication

A style of communication between application entities in which the sending entity waits for a reply to its message before
resuming its own processing. Contrast with asynchronous processing.

thread

An execution unit that is independently dispatched or is the embodiment of a unique execution context. A thread is
comprised of a uniquely identifiable execution sequence and the memory it manipulates. One or more threads run within
the context of a process.

time-independent communications

A style of communications whereby two software module communicate, however, both do not have to be active
simultaneously. Typically deferred communications are performed using message queues. This description does not make
any sense. Looks like you can have copied the description of "deferred communications."

time-out

An event that occurs when processing takes longer than expected or configured. Time-out events are often used to satisfy
blocked operations.

transaction

1. A bracketed unit-of-work, comprised of one or more software requests, such that all operations must complete to
consider the transaction complete.

2. A discrete operation, dispatched on request from an initiating client.

transaction initiator

An application software component that begins a transaction.

Transaction Manager (TM)

An administrative software package that manages global transactions across multiple computers or Resource Managers.

Transaction Processing Monitor (TPM)

A service broker that uses a transaction request to dispatch associated services. The TPM interacts with the Transaction
Manager and Resource Managers providing a framework of control and administration over the server-side application
runtime environment.

transaction terminator

An application software component that ends a transaction.

Two-Phase Commit (2PC)

A software protocol used by a Transaction Manager to coordinate the commit processing of a Resource Manager.
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unit-of-work

A collection of one or more transactions that are considered autonomous. The unit-of-work is considered to be complete
only with the sum of its parts has been completed.

XA Interface

An X/Open standard defining the protocol for communicating between an external Transaction Manager and a Resource
Manager.

HP NonStop Terminology
This article defines the HP NonStop terminology.

Event Management System (EMS)

A subsystem within the NonStop operating system to generate, manage, and monitor events and the log files that these
events produce. User-written applications interface with system log files using EMS.

Guardian

An environment that supports interactive or programmatic use with the NonStop operating system.

Guardian Application Execution Facility (GAEF)

An application execution environment that is built with HP NonStop to use NonStop products such as Guardian, Pathway,
TMF, and NonStop SQL/MP. Use of GAEF enables Gen generated applications run efficiently on a NonStop host.

Intelligent Device Support (IDS)

Intelligent Device Support (IDS) is the ability of an application to affect the operation of an application and to obtain data
from an intelligent device through a user-written program providing device control. Application programmers can provide
set of requester programs that establish an interface between the existing GAEF components and the intelligent devices.

PATHMON

The monitor process of a Pathway system.

Pathway

A group of tools (also named Transaction Server/MP, or TS/MP) that provides a transaction processing environment
for terminal-based applications. Pathway tools enable development, installation, and management of online transaction
processing applications. Pathway/TS is a transaction processing environment for transaction-based applications, using
the run-time environment of TS/MP and TM/MP software.

Remote Server Call (RSC/MP)

NonStop RSC/MP software lets workstations invoke HP NonStop Transaction Services/MP (formerly TMF) software
residing on NonStop servers. RSC/MP improves the performance of applications and maintains the ability to handle high
transaction volumes. The HP NonStop platform uses RSC over Piccolo over TCP/IP as its network transport.

Requester

A host-based client in the NonStop Requester/Server model, which is NonStop terminology for the Client/Server model.
Requesters are part of Pathway-based applications.
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Server

A host-based server in the NonStop Requester/Server model, which is NonStop terminology for the Client/Server model.
Servers are part of Pathway-based applications.

Setup Tool

A Pathway - based application that lets users install and deploy Gen generated applications on a NonStop host.

TACL

The command interpreter that is provided with the NonStop operating system.

Terminal Control Process (TCP)

A terminal control process (TCP) program that is supplied by HP NonStop that monitors the terminal activity that is
generated by traditional requesters and interprets and executes the screen programs. TCP also controls terminal I/O
devices and the server process communication for the transaction processing applications.

Transaction Delivery Process (TDP)

A NonStop Remote Server Call (RSC/MP) process that, in a distributed processing environment, manages transactions
between clients and servers.

Transaction Management Facility (TMF)

The Transaction Monitoring Facility manages the integrity and consistency of transactions including data recovery on
behalf of applications. Normally these transactions involve access to a database.

IMS Terminology
This article defines the IMS terminology.

ACB

See Application Control Block.

ACBGEN

See Application Control Block Generation.

alternate program communication block

A TP PCB, defined by the user, that can be used to describe output message destinations other than the terminal
that originated the input message. Where SAMETRM=YES is not implicitly or explicitly specified, an alternate PCBs
destination can be either a logical terminal or an input transaction queue.

APPC

See Advanced Program-to-Program Communications.

APPC/IMS

A part of the IMS Transaction Manager that uses the CPI communications interface to talk to application programs.
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APPLCTN Macro

An IMS macro that defines the process resource requirements for an application that runs under the control of IMS/
DC and those applications that access databases through DBCTL. An APPLCTN macro combined with one or more
TRANSACT macros defines the scheduling and resource requirements for an IMS application program.

Application Control Block (ACB)

An IMS control block created from the output of DBDGEN and PSBGEN and placed in the ACB library for use during
online and DBB region type execution of IMS.

Application Control Block Generation (ACBGEN)

The process by which the application control blocks in IMS are generated.

Base Primitive Environment (BPE)

A system-service-layer of IMS that provides a common set of system services (such as storage management, tracing,
and dispatching) to various components such as the IMS Common Queue Server (CQS) and IMS Client Server Object
Manager (IMS CSobject) and IMS Connect.

Batch Message Processing (BMP) program

An IMS batch processing program that has access to online databases and message queues. BMPs run online, but like
programs in a batch environment, they are started with job control language (JCL).

batch-oriented BMP program

A BMP program that has access to online databases and message queues while performing batch-type processing. A
batch-oriented BMP does not access the IMS message queues for input or output. It can access online databases, GSAM
databases, and MVS files for both input and output. Contrast with transaction-oriented BMP.

batch processing program

An application that has access to databases and MVS data management facilities but does not have access to the IMS
control region or its message queues. (See also batch message processing program and message processing program.)

BPE

See Base Primitive Environment.

BMP

See Batch Message Processing Program.

class

An attribute related to a transaction code and a message region that is used to determine scheduling. See also message
class and region class.

cold start

An IMS system start type that results in IMS being initialized for the first time or when some error condition prevents a
warm or emergency restart. See also emergency restart and normal restart.
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control program (IMS)

An IMS program that initiates and controls the major IMS facilities, such as IMS database, telecommunications, and
message scheduling.

control region

An MVS main storage region that contains the IMS control program.

conversation

A dialog between a terminal and a message-processing program that uses IMS conversational processing facilities. A
conversation can also be a dialog between an LU 6.2 program and an IMS application program. See also conversational
processing.

conversational processing

A programming style letting a user's application program accumulate information acquired through multiple interchanges
with a terminal, even though the program terminates between interchanges.

CSQQTRMN

The MQSeries supplied IMS application that monitors an MQSeries initiation queue and starts an IMS transaction when
an MQSeries event occurs on that queue.

Data Base Description (DBD)

A collection of macro statements that define the characteristics of a database, such as the database's organization and
access method, the segments and fields in a database record, and the relationship between types of segments.

Data Base Description Generation (DBDGEN)

A DBDGEN is the process by which a DBD is created.

Data Base Program Communication Block (DBPCB)

A control block that describes an application program's interface to a database. One DBPCB is required for each
database view used by the application program.

Data Communications Control (DCCTL)

A subsystem that lets the IMS Transaction Manager act as a stand-alone, full-function transaction manager that can
connect to DB2 or other external subsystems.

data store

An IMS Transaction Manager system that provides transaction and database processing.

DBD

See Data Base Description.

DBDGEN

See Data Base Description Generation.
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DBPCB

See Data Base Program Communication Block.

dependent region

An MVS virtual storage region that contains MPPs, BMPs, MDPs, or online utilities.

emergency restart

A restart of IMS following an IMS or MVS failure.

group member

The name of an entity that joins an XCF group and communicates with IMS using the OTMA protocol. A member can be
either a server (IMS) or a client.

IMS

See Information Management System.

IMS Connect

An MVS gateway application program that uses TCP/IP communications to TCP/IP clients or Web browsers and IMS
OTMA communication to IMS.

IMS Connect Base Primitive Environment (IMS Connect BPE)

A system service component that underlies the address space of IMS Connect.

IMS DB

An IMS licensed program capable of processing concurrent data base calls and offers high performance for a variety of
applications, ranging from those with moderate volume and complex data structures to those with extremely high volumes
and simple data structures.

IMS Open Transaction Manager Access (OTMA)

OTMA is connectionless client/server protocol used to communicate with IMS transaction programs.

IMS request message (IRM)

A structured IMS message that passes required IMS data and user message exit data to IMS Connect. Both the user
message exits and IMS Connect use the IRM.

IMS Transaction Manager

The data communication system used within IMS to provide high-volume, high-performance, high-capacity, low-cost
transaction processing for both IMS DB and DB2 databases.

Information Management System (IMS)

An IBM transaction processing product that consists of several system environments available with Database Manager
and Transaction Manager, capable of managing complex databases and terminal networks.
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Input/Output Program Communication Block (I/O PCB)

A DC-PCB provided automatically by IMS to an application program that executes in a communication system with the DC
feature. The I/O PCB is the mechanism by which a program obtains an input message from a terminal and returns a reply
to the terminal that originated the input message. (See also alternate program communication block.)

IRM

See IMS request message.

line response mode

A variation of response mode where all operations on the communication line are suspended while the application
program output message is being generated. See also response mode and terminal response mode.

Logical Terminal - LTERM

A symbolic name in IMS that is mapped to a VTAM LU or BTAM physical terminal.

LTERM

See Logical Terminal.

message class

A class, assigned to a transaction code, that determines within which message region an application program is to
process that transaction. See also region class.

message control information

The part of the OTMA message prefix that is not contiguous with the rest of the message prefix.The Message Control
Information must be specified for every OTMA message, and contains such information as the transaction pipe name and
the message type.

Message Processing Program (MPP)

An IMS application program that is driven by transactions and has access to online IMS databases and message queues.
See also batch message processing program and batch processing program.

message queue

The data set on which messages are queued before being processed by an application program or sent to a terminal.

MPP

See Message Processing Program.

MVS Extended Coupling Facility (XCF)

A component of MVS that provides functions to support cooperation between authorized programs running within a
sysplex.

non-persistent socket connection

A connection between the client and IMS Connect that lasts for a single exchange of one input-and-output pair. IMS
Connect terminates a non-persistent socket connection after sending each output message. IMS Connect requires the
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client application to reconnect before sending each input, and to terminate the connection after receiving each output. This
socket connection was intended to support IMS Web connections.

normal restart

An IMS system start type that reinitializes and activates IMS. A normal restart can occur after a termination that was
initiated by a /CHECKPOINT command.

Open Transaction Manager Access

A connectionless client/server protocol used to communicate with IMS transaction programs.

OTMA

See Open Transaction Manager Access.

password security

IMS processing that makes use of system macros and security maintenance utility control statements to restrict the use of
IMS resources (databases, application programs, physical and logical terminals, transactions, and commands) to a person
or persons who can supply the correct password.

PCB

See Program Communication Block.

persistent socket connection

A long-lived connection that exists between the client and IMS Connect and can last for multiple transactions. Either the
client or IMS Connect can terminate a persistent socket connection.

primary request

In an MSC network, a message entered into a terminal before it is processed. See also secondary request and response.

Program Communication Block (PCB)

An IMS control block that describes an application program's interface to and view of an IMS database. For message
processing and batch message processing programs, a PCB describes the source and destinations of messages. PCBs
are defined during PSB generation. See also data base program communication block and telecommunication-program
program communication block.

Program Specification Block (PSB)

An IMS control block that describes databases and logical message destinations used by an application program. A PSB
consists of one or more PCBs.

Program Specification Block Generation (PSBGEN)

An IMS process by which a PSB is created.

PSB

See Program Specification Block.
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PSBGEN

See Program Specification Block Generation.

region class

An IMS class that is assigned to a message region and indicates the message classes that can be processed within the
region. See also message class.

reply

Synonymous with response in a non-VTAM environment.

response

A response is a message inserted to a logical terminal destination specified by an I/O PCB or an alternate response PCB.
When VTAM is used, the term "reply" is substituted for "response" because response has a separate meaning in VTAM
communications. See also primary request, secondary request, and reply.

Response Alternate PCB

An alternate PCB that is a synonym for alternate response PCB.

response mode

A mode of IMS terminal operation that synchronizes operations between the terminal operator and the application
program. When IMS receives an input transaction that causes response mode to be entered, no more input is allowed
until the application program response has been transmitted back to the terminal. (See also line response mode and
terminal response mode.)

secondary request

In a multi-system environment, a message inserted to a transaction code destination by an application program. See also
primary request and response.

server

A member of an XCF group that uses the OTMA protocol.

synchronization phase

An XRF phase, immediately after initialization, when the alternate builds the IMS control blocks to mirror those in the
active.

telecommunication-program program communication block (TP PCB)

The PCB that supports communication between an application program and a terminal or other application program.
There are two types of TP PCBs: I/O PCB and alternate PCB.

terminal response mode

The type of response mode that suspends all input operations from the terminal until the application program has
generated the output message. See line response mode.
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termination phase

An XRF phase in which a subsystem shuts down.

TM

See IMS Transaction Manager.

Tmember

The name of a client that connects to an OTMA group.

TRANSACT macro

An IMS macro that is used during a PSBGEN to identify the transaction codes associated with an application program
previously named in a preceding APPLCTN macro. The applications identified in TRANSACT macros are scheduled for
execution in an IMS message processing region. The TRANSACT macro also provides the IMS control program with
information that influences the application program scheduling algorithm. It can define a message editing routine.
The following TRANSACT macro arguments specify attributes of the associated transaction:

EDIT=
Specifies whether the input (ULC) data is to be translated to uppercase. The first parameter of this operand
defines whether the transaction is uppercase/lowercase (ULC) as entered from the terminal, or if it is to be
translated to uppercase (UC) before being presented to the processing program. The default is UC.

MSGTYPE
Specifies the type of transaction code (single or multiple segment), and whether the communication line from
which the transaction is entered is to be held until a response is received. The MSGTYPE operands are not
position dependent.

MULTSEG
Specifies that the incoming message can be more than one segment in length. It is not eligible for scheduling to
an application program until an end-of-message indication is received, or a complete message is created by MFS.

SNGLSEG
Specifies that the incoming message is one segment in length. It becomes eligible for scheduling when the
terminal operator indicates end-of-segment.

NONRESPONSE
Specifies that, for terminals specifying or accepting a default of OPTIONS=TRANRESP, input must not stop after
this transaction is entered.

RESPONSE
Specifies that, for terminals specifying or accepting a default of OPTIONS=TRANRESP, no additional messages
are to be allowed after this transaction is entered until this transaction sends a response message back to the
terminal. Response mode can be forced or negated by individual terminal definition.

transaction

A specific set of input data that triggers the execution of a specific process or job. A transaction is a message destined for
an application program.

transaction code

A 1- to 8-character alphanumeric code associated with an IMS message-processing program. The transaction code is
used to invoke the MPP.
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transaction command security

IMS processing that makes use of system macros and security maintenance utility control statements to permit specific
application programs to issue some of the IMS operator commands.

transaction load balancing

Optional processing within IMS that enables a transaction to be scheduled into more than one message, or batch
message, region at the same time.

transaction-oriented BMP

A BMP that performs transaction-type processing in a batch environment. A transaction-oriented BMP gets its input from
the IMS message queues and can use the message queues for output. Contrast with batch-oriented BMP.

transaction pipe

A named IMS process management resource. An OTMA client must specify this resource when submitting a transaction
to IMS. A Tpipe is analogous to an LTERM.

transaction socket connection

A connection between the client and IMS Connect that lasts for a single transaction. A transaction socket connection is
terminated at the end of the transaction.

Unit of Work (UOW)

1. For IMS DB, unit of work encompasses all the input and output messages associated with a transaction.
2. For IMS TM, UOW is a single IMS message.
3. For CQS, UOW is a client-defined grouping of data objects.
4. In advanced-program-to-program communication (APPC), UOW is the amount of processing that is started directly or

indirectly by a program on the source system.

user message exit

An IBM supplied or user-written program that converts client message format to OTMA message format before IMS
Connect sends the message to IMS. The same program converts OTMA message format to client message format before
sending the message back to IMS Connect to send to the client.

warm start

An IMS start type that is synonymous with a normal IMS restart.

XCF

See MVS Extended Coupling Facility.

XCF group

A logical collection of XCF members.The datastore (an IMS MPP) and IMS Connect must join to the same XCF group.

XCF member

An MVS application that joins an XCF group.
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Java Terminology
This article defines Java terminology.

application server

A vendor provided Java environment that conforms to a certain version level of the Java EE specification. An application
server provides the execution and administration environments suitable for providing a wide range of application services
and web services.

bean

During development of Java software, using one or more commonly available Java IDE tools, a bean is recognized
as a reusable Java component that can be visually manipulated by the tools. Beans are developed using a Beans
Development Kit. When beans are in use by an application they can run inside a number of application environments,
know as containers, including Web browsers, word processors, and other Java applications. The properties of a bean
are visible to other beans. An application learns dynamically about a bean's properties and interacts with the bean
accordingly. A bean includes JavaBean statements that describe properties such as user interface and events that trigger
the bean to communicate with other beans in the same container or available elsewhere in the network.

bytecode

Object code that is processed by a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). A Java compiler creates a bytecode stream from
Java source code. The resulting bytecode stream is designed to be platform independent and is considered to be an
architecture neutral object file format. A Java bytecode stream is intended to be easy to interpret on any machine and is
easily translated into native machine code. Mechanisms vary by JVM on how bytecode is converted to native machine
language (interpretation, just-in-time compiling, other conversion schemes).

class

A software construct that defines the data (state) and methods (behavior) of the specific objects that are subsequently
constructed from that class. A class in and of itself is not an object. A class is a description of an object. A class describes
how the object looks and behaves when the object is created or instantiated from the specification declared by the class.

class loader

An object that is responsible for loading classes. Given the name of a class, a class loader must attempt to locate or
generate data that constitutes a definition for the class. A typical strategy is to transform the name into a file name and
then read a "class file" of that name from a file system.

deployment

The process of distributing the various parts of Java application (for example, Web pages, JSPs, EJBs, and so on.) to the
appropriate server within an application server. Application deployment is a process performed by the application server.

deployment descriptor

An XML file within a WAR, EJB-JAR, or EAR file that contains the description of how the contents of the parts of the
associated Java application are to be deployed by the application server.

EJB

See Enterprise JavaBeans.
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Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)

An architecture that is described as part of the Java EE specifications. EJB is used for the development and deployment
of object-oriented, distributed, enterprise-level applications. Applications written using the EJB architecture are scalable,
transactional, and secure.

garbage collection

The process of automatic detection and freeing of memory that is no longer in use. The Java runtime system performs
garbage collection so that programs never explicitly have to free unreferenced objects.

Java Development Kit (JDK)

A software development environment for writing applets and applications in the Java programming language.

Java EE

See Java Platform Enterprise Edition.

Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI)

A Java EE API that provides naming and directory functionality.

Java Platform, Enterprise Edition (Java EE)

A software specification for developing enterprise and distributed applications from JavaSoft (Sun Microsystems). Java EE
describes a set of technologies described in the following list:

• JavaServer Pages (JSP)
• Servlets
• Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) JDBC
• Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI)
• Support for XML
• Java Messaging
• Java Transaction Support
• JavaMail
• Java support for CORBA

Java Platform, Standard Edition (Java SE)

The Software Development Kit (SDK) is development environment for building applications, applets, and components
using the Java programming language.

Java Runtime Environment (JRE)

A subset of the Java Development Kit (JDK) for end-users and developers who want to redistribute the runtime
environment alone. The Java runtime environment consists of the Java virtual machine, the Java core classes, and
supporting files.

Java SE

See Java Platform Standard Edition.
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Java Server Page (JSP)

A server-side scripting language that allows combining HTML text with Java source code in the same document.

Java Servlet Development Kit (JSDK)

A suite of software for easing the development and testing of java servlets, the javax.servlet package sources, and API
documentation.

Java Virtual Machine (JVM)

A software "execution engine" that safely and compatibly executes the byte codes in Java class files on a microprocessor
(whether in a computer or in another electronic device).

javac.exe

javac.exe is the Java compiler.

JDK

See Java Development Kit.

JNDI

See Java Naming and Directory Interface.

JRE

See Java Runtime Environment.

JSDK

See Java Servlet Development Kit.

JSP

See Java Server Page.

JVM

See Java Virtual Machine.

Remote Method Invocation (RMI)

A Java programming construct that enables programmers to create distributed Java-to-Java applications, in which a
remote Java object can be invoked from other Java virtual machines, possibly on different hosts. A Java technology-
based program can make a call on a remote object after it obtains a reference to the remote object, either by looking up
the remote object in the bootstrap naming service provided by RMI or by receiving the reference as an argument or a
return value. A client can call a remote object in a server, and that server can also be a client of other remote objects.
RMI uses object serialization to marshal and unmarshal parameters and does not truncate types, supporting true object-
oriented polymorphism.

RMI

See Remote Method Invocation.
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serialization

A process that extends the core Java Input/Output classes with I/O support for objects. Serializing an object involves the
encoding the object into a stream of bytes. Serialization also supports the reconstructing of an object from the serialized
byte stream. Serialization is used for lightweight persistence and for communication using sockets or Remote Method
Invocation (RMI). The default encoding of objects protects private and transient data, and supports the evolution of the
classes. A class can implement its own external encoding and is then responsible for the external format. Serialization
includes an API that lets the serialized data of an object be specified independently of the fields of the class and lets those
serialized data fields be written to and read from the stream using the existing protocol to ensure compatibility with the
default writing and reading mechanisms.

servlet

A Java class that is loaded dynamically to extend the functionality of a web server. Servlets are invoked from client
applications executing in a web browser. Servlets execute as part of the invoked server application.

servlet engine

Software that extends the support provided by a browser. A servlet engine provides the environment that supports the
execution of servlets.

WAR

See Web Archive.

Web Archive (WAR)

A specialized JAR file that contains the portion of the application that will be deployed to a Web Server. The WAR includes
a deployment descriptor, plus all the files to be placed onto the Web Server.

MQSeries Terminology
This article defines MQSeries terminology.

CKTI

An MQSeries supplied CICS transaction that monitors an MQSeries initiator queue. CKTI starts a CICS transaction when
an MQ event occurs on that queue.

CSQQTRMN

An MQSeries supplied IMS application that monitors an MQSeries initiation queue and starts an IMS transaction when an
MQSeries event occurs on that queue.

dynamic queue

A local queue that is created when a program opens a model queue object.

initiation queue

A local queue on which a queue manager places trigger messages.

local definition

An MQSeries object that belongs to a local queue manager.
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local definition of a remote queue

An MQSeries object that belongs to a local queue manager. This object defines the attributes of a queue that is owned by
another queue manager. In addition, it is used to provide an alias for a queue-manager or an alias to a reply-to-queue.

local queue

A queue belonging to the local queue manager. A local queue can contain a collection of messages waiting to be
processed. Contrast with remote queue.

local queue manager

The queue manager to which a program is connected and provides message queuing services to the program. Queue
managers to which a program is not connected are called remote queue managers, even if they are running on the same
system as the program.

message channel

In distributed message queuing, a message channel is the mechanism through which messages are moved from one
queue manager to another. A message channel comprises two message channel agents (a sender and a receiver) and a
communication link. Contrast with MQI channel.

message queue

Synonym for queue within an MQSeries system.

message queue interface (MQI)

The programming interface provided by the MQSeries queue managers. This API lets application programs access
message queuing services from an MQSeries system.

model queue object

A set of queue attributes that act as a template when a program creates a dynamic queue.

MQI

See Message Queue Interface.

MQI channel

A type of MQSeries connection that connects an MQI client to a queue manager on a server system. The client transfers
only MQI calls and responses in a bi-directional manner. Contrast with message channel.

MQI client

A part of the MQSeries product that can be installed on a system without installing the full queue manager. The MQI client
accepts MQI calls from applications and communicates with a queue manager on a server system.

MQSeries

A family of IBM licensed programs that provide message queuing services.

non-persistent message

A message does not survive a restart of the queue manager.
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object

A controlled item or resource within MQSeries. An object is a queue manager, a queue, a process definition, a name list,
or a channel.

persistent message

A message that is able to survive a restart of the queue manager.

queue

An MQSeries object which applications can put messages on, and get messages from, a queue. A queue is owned and
maintained by a queue manager. Local queues can contain a list of messages waiting to be processed. Queues of other
types cannot contain messages, they point to other queues, or can be used as models for dynamic queues.

queue manager

1. A system program that provides queuing services to applications. It provides an application-programming interface so
that programs can access messages on the queues that the queue manager owns. See also local queue manager and
remote queue manager.

2. An MQSeries object that defines the attributes of a particular queue manager.

remote queue

A queue belonging to a remote queue manager. Programs can put messages on remote queues, but they cannot get
messages from remote queues.

remote queue manager

To a program, a queue manager is remote if it is not the queue manager to which the program is connected.

remote queuing

In message queuing, the provision of services to enable applications to put messages on queues belonging to other
queue managers.

reply-to queue

The identity of a queue onto which the program that issued an MQPUT call wants a reply message or report message
sent.

transmission queue

A local queue on which messages are temporarily stored prior to being transmitted to its associated remote queue
manager.

trigger event

An event (such as a message arriving on a queue) causes a queue manager to create a trigger message on an initiation
queue.

triggering

In MQSeries, a facility that lets a queue manager start an application automatically when predetermined conditions on a
queue are satisfied.
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trigger message

A message containing information about the program that a trigger monitor is to start.

trigger monitor

An MQSeries application that serves one or more initiation queues. When a trigger message arrives on an initiation
queue, the trigger monitor retrieves the message. It uses the information in the trigger message to start a process that
serves the queue on which a trigger event occurred.

.NET Terminology
This article defines .NET terminology.

ADO .NET

A component of the Microsoft .NET Framework for providing dynamic access to data held in a database.

AppDomain

See Application Domain.

Application Domain (AppDomain)

Known as a lightweight process. Prior to .NET, isolation was achieved through separate processes using the assistance
of the OS and the supporting hardware. If one process was having problems it would not impact the entire machine, the
impact would be isolated to just the involved process. Because types are tightly controlled with the .NET Framework, a
mechanism exists to run several application domains (AppDomains) in a single process, the same level of isolation can
occur within a single process, but without incurring the additional overhead of making cross-process calls or switching
between processes.

ASP .NET

A component of the Microsoft .NET Framework for building, deploying, and running Web applications and distributed
applications.

assembly

The primary unit of deployment within the .NET Framework. Within the base class libraries is a class that encapsulates
the features of an assembly, and is named Assembly. This class exists in the System namespace. An assembly can
contain references to other assemblies and modules. Developers create a managed code assembly by combining their
own application source code with code from the .NET class libraries.

common language runtime (CLR)

The core runtime engine in Microsoft .NET Framework for executing .NET applications. The CLR loads an application
using the assembly manifest of the application. The CLR locates the correct version of each assembly within an
application. The CLR supplies managed code with services such as cross-language integration, code access security,
object lifetime management, and debugging and profiling support.

CLR

See Common Language Runtime.
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COM+

An extension of Microsoft Component Object Model (COM) application programming environment. COM+ is the
Microsoft strategic approach for developing applications using programmatic build block.COM+ is both an object-oriented
programming architecture and a set of operating services.

config files

Configuration files such as the web.config, machine.config, and the global.config let an application's assembler or
deployer customize their application using declaratives specified within one or more configuration files.

csc.exe

The C# (C Sharp) compiler.

Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM)

A set of Microsoft concepts and programmatic interfaces that facilitate communication between a client program object
and a server program object. The server program object is distributed on a network-connected computer.

DCOM

See Distributed Component Object Model.

GAC

See Global Assembly Cache.

garbage collection

A .NET feature provided by the CLR. The CLR monitors the execution of the translated managed code and periodically
releases memory when the application no longer has any valid reference to that memory. The process of garbage
collection absolves the application developer from having to keep track of memory usage and explicitly request unused
memory be returned to the system.

Global Assembly Cache (GAC)

A .NET Framework facility that lets assemblies be stored globally in a cache. The GAC lets .NET applications access
assemblies without having an explicit reference in their own assemblies.

IIS

See Internet Information Server.

IL

See Intermediate Language.

instance

A term used to describe a particular instantiation of a programmatic abstraction of a template, such as a class, object, or a
computer process.
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Intermediate Language (IL)

The language in which assemblies are written. It is a set of instructions that represent the code of an application. It is
considered to be "intermediate" because it is not code that is native for a particular processor. The intermediate code must
be translated into the native code of a processor. When the code that describes a method is required to run, it is compiled
into native code with the Just-in-Time (JIT) compiler.

Internet Information Server (IIS)

A Microsoft product that provides a group of Internet servers including a Web or HTTP server, and an FTP server.

JIT

See Just-In-Time Compilation.

Just-In-Time Compilation

A term that refers to the ability of the CLR to defer the translation of an application's MSIL until the code is actually needed
during execution.

managed code

A .NET term that refers to MSIL code that is loaded, translated, verified, and executed by the .NET CLR. Managed code
must supply the information necessary for the CLR to provide services such as memory management, cross-language
integration, code access security, and automatic lifetime control of objects. All MSIL code executes as managed code.

Microsoft Intermediate Language (MSIL)

A CPU-independent instruction set that is generated by the .NET Framework compiler. Before MSIL can be executed, it
must be converted to native, CPU-specific code by the CLR.

module

A single file that contains executable content. An assembly can encapsulate one or more modules; a module does not
stand-alone without an assembly referring to it. A class exists in the .NET base class library that encapsulates most of the
features of a module. This class is called Module. The Module class exists in the System namespace.

MSIL

See Microsoft Intermediate Language.

object

In object-oriented programming (OOP), objects are programmatic units that contain code and optionally data.

resgen.exe

A .NET utility that converts files from one resource format to another.

serialization

In .NET, serialization refers to the process of encoding an object, and the objects that are reachable from that object,
into a byte stream. The byte stream represents an instantiated object and contains sufficient information to create a
reconstruction of the object. The byte stream is suitable for transmitting over a network.
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type

Within each computer language, a type is a definition from which values can be instantiated. The .NET Common Type
System (CTS) eliminates the need for each language to implement data types in its own unique and incompatible way.
CTS understands two fundamental different types; Value types and Reference types. Types can have static, instance and
virtual methods, and static and instance fields, events and properties.

type loader

The part of the .NET CLR that is responsible for loading the implementation of a class into memory, checking it for
consistency, and preparing the class for execution.

unmanaged code

Code that is native to the processor and is executed directly by the operating system. Unmanaged code provides its
own memory management, type checking, and security support. Interoperability features of the CLR let applications mix
managed and unmanaged code. It is important to note that unmanaged code executes outside the control of the CLR and
therefore an application is vulnerable to failures occurring in unmanaged code.

Windows Server 2008

A Microsoft multipurpose operating system capable of handling a wide range of server roles. Some server roles include;
File and Print server, Web server, Application server, Mail server, Terminal server, Remote Access server, Virtual Private
Network (VPN) server, Directory Service server, Domain Name System (DNS) server, Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) server, Streaming Media server, and Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) server.

xcopy deployment

The deployment of .NET assemblies can be accomplished by doing nothing more than xcopying the application directories
to a different path destination.

.NET Framework

A set of integrated components, provided as class libraries in a single, logically organized class hierarchy. The .NET
Framework provides .NET application developers with the software they need to build code that executes under the
control of the .NET CLR. The .NET Framework provides an enormous collection of system support functions including
technologies for Web services, and Web applications (ASP.NET), data access (ADO.NET), smart client applications
(Windows Forms), file system and network access, XML functionality, and many others.

SNA Terminology
This article defines SNA terminology.

The following terms relate to SNA.

Advanced Program-to-Program Communications (APPC)

A set of application programming verbs that is used by an application program to communicate with another program.
APPC provides a programmatic interface to SNA's LU 6.2 protocol.

APPC

See Advanced Program-to-Program Communications.
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APPL Statement

A VTAM application definition.

APPN

See Advanced Peer-to-Peer Networking

An extension to SNA that features greater distributed network control, dynamic definition of network resources, and
automated resource registration and directory lookup.

BIND

An SNA command that results in to Logical Units (LUs) going into session. The BIND establishes the characteristics of the
LU-to-LU session.

Common Program Interface -- Communications (CPI/C)

The IBM Systems Applications Architecture (SAA) describes a set of software interfaces, conventions, and protocols
that provide a framework for building distributed processing applications. CPI/C is part of SAA, and provides calls for
transaction programs to participate as a one of the programs in an LU 6.2 program-to-program application. The verbs
provided as part of CPI/C provide a common interface to the underlying APPC implementation.

Communications Server

An IBM product that provides SNA networking components used to connect PC-base Local-Area Network workstations to
an SNA Network.

conversation

A term used to describe the logical connection between a pair of transaction programs. An established conversation has
exclusive use of the session the conversation has been allocated to use. Depending on the type of LU used to support
an LU 6.2 conversation, the LU can support the execution of conversation in a serialized fashion or concurrently. It is
possible, when using an Independent LU, for multiple conversations between different pairs of transaction programs to be
active concurrently, with each conversation being allocated to a distinct session.

CPI/C

See Common Program Interface -- Communications.

dependent LU

An Logical Unit that can only support a single session at a time. Therefore, a dependent LU can support being used by a
single conversation.

FMH-5

An LU 6.2 Function Management Attach Header that describes the request for an LU 6.2 conversation to be established
between two application programs.

Host Integration Server (HIS)

A Microsoft product that provides a collection of products that integrate Web or workstation-based applications to
applications spread across a network. HIS offers an SNA networking component which connects PC-based Local-Area
Networks with SNA networks.
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ILU

See Independent Logical Unit.

Independent Logical Unit (ILU)

A specific type of Logical Unit that is capable of supporting multiple sessions concurrently with other LU's defined in the
SNA network. The ability of an ILU to manage parallel sessions lets multiple conversations be allocated and processing
concurrently, each conversation allocated to its own session.

Logical Unit (LU)

A type of SNA NAU that serves as the port through which an end-user of an SNA network communicates. The
communications path through an SNA network is represented by an LU-to-LU session, with each user of the network
represented by its associated LU. An LU connects a program to the underlying SNA network.

LU

See Logical Unit.

LU 6.2

A type of SNA LU that defines the protocol for the message and control data that is exchanged between an APPC
application program and it partner program.The LU 6.2 protocol also describes the interaction between the APPC program
and the control programs of the SNA network.

NAU

See Network Addressable Unit.

Network Addressable Unit (NAU)

A resource managed by the products that implement an SNA network. An NAU is a uniquely identified by it network name
and is assigned a unique network address.

Network Node (NN)

An APPN implementation of an SNA Physical Unit.

NN

See Network Node.

parallel sessions

A term used to describe the occurrence of two or more sessions between the same pair of LUs. Multiple sessions can
concurrently use the same physical resources used to connect the pair of LUs.

Physical Unit (PU)

A type of SNA NAU that represents a node within an SNA network. The PU controls the physical configuration and logical
resources associated with its associated SNA node.

PU

See Physical Unit.
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Request Unit (RU)

A formatted message that is transmitted between NAUs.

RU

See Request Unit.

session

A formally bound paring between two NAUs. A bound session must exist before the two partners involved in the session
can communicate. A session provides a relatively long-lived connection between two LUs. A session can be used by a
succession of conversations.

SNA

See Systems Network Architecture.

SNA Network

A logical set of interconnected NAUs over which explicitly formatted message traffic flows. The NAU's are connected
by a path control network that is implemented over a physical network of interconnected communications gear, each
implementing a portion of the SNA network. An SNA network consists of physical nodes that are interconnected by
communications links.

SNA node

A grouping of hardware and software that implement a portion of an SNA network. There are different types of SNA
nodes, each helping to facilitate the implementation of the network.

SSCP

See System Service Control Point.

Systems Network Architecture (SNA)

A communications architecture developed by IBM that is divided into well-defined logical layers. SNA provides the set of
rules that govern the format, definition, and sequence of information sent across an SNA network. SNA formally defines
the functional responsibility and protocol assigned to various logical and physical components communicating within the
SNA network.

System Service Control Point (SSCP)

A type of SNA NAU that represents the component(s) within the network that provide general management of the network.
The SSCP controls the bring up of the network, establishment of sessions, and network recovery.

transaction programs

A program distinguished from other programs by the characteristic that other programs invoke it by using a mechanism
known as an Attach. An Attach initiates a conversation with the target transaction program. Transaction programs inter-
communicate over the conversation using a set of transaction programming verbs as provided by its associated type 6.2
LU.

Virtual Telecommunications Access Method (VTAM)

An IBM MVS product that provides SSCP communications support within an SNA network.
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VTAM

See Virtual Telecommunications Access Method.

TCP/IP Terminology
This article defines TCP/IP terminology.

The following terms relate to TCP/IP.

address

A unique, digital identity assigned to each computer connected to a network.

DNS

See Domain Name Service.

domain name

A Domain is part of a naming hierarchy in which the individual host names belong. A host's domain name is fully qualified
when each portion of the naming hierarchy is specified to form its name. Each name within the hierarchy is separated by a
dot.

Domain Name Service (DNS)

An Internet service that provides a translation of a host's Internet name to its Internet address.

host

A term used to refer to a computer connected to an IP Network. Each host is uniquely identified by its IP Network address.
Additionally, a host can be identified by it host name.

host name

A label or mnemonic used to identify a computer in a more easily recognized form.

Internet

A large, worldwide "network of networks." The networks are interconnected, all sharing a common addressing scheme.

Internet Protocol (IP)

A connectionless protocol that routes data through a network or interconnected networks. IP acts as an intermediary
between the higher protocol layers and the physical network.

IPv4 - Internet Protocol version 4

IPv4 address

A "dotted-decimal notation" networking address scheme used within an IP network. Each host connected to an IPv4
Network must have its own unique IP Address. The IPv4 Address is broken into parts. One part identifies the network (or
subnet) address of which the particular host belongs. Another part of the IP Address identifies the specific host within that
network.
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IPv6 - Internet Protocol version 6

IPv6 address

IPv6 is a 128-bit addressing scheme, as opposed to the 32-bit addressing scheme of IPv4, supporting a much higher
number of addresses. IPv6 is backward compatible and is designed to fix the shortcomings of IPv4, such as data security
and maximum number of user addresses. It also features other improvements over IPv4, such as support for multicast
and anycast addressing.

IP address resolution

The process of mapping a computer's network interface IP address with its hardware, or MAC, address.

MAC

See Media Access Control.

Media Access Control (MAC)

A unique address burned into a read-only memory (ROM) by the manufacture of a network interface card.

socket

An endpoint of that provides the means by which an application connects to an IP network.

stream

A series of bytes that is transmitted over a connection-based transport protocol such as TCP.

TCP

See Transmission Control Protocol.

TCP/IP

See Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol.

Transmission Control Protocol

A data-transparent connection oriented transport protocol providing communications between two connected sockets. The
TCP protocol defines the process by which data is transmitted in streams across the network. TCP provides for reliable
data transfers by handling the acknowledgement of data received, retransmission of data if not properly acknowledged,
preserving the sequence of data, and flow control.

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)

The two primary protocols within the Internet Suite of protocols. TCP/IP provided network connection between any
computer systems, across varying network media.

Windows Sockets (WinSock)

An open interface or API for network programming used within a Windows environment.

Windows Socket API (WSA)

WSA provides a Windows application standard access to network services and underlying protocol stack.
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WinSock

See Windows Sockets.

WSA

See Windows Socket API.

Terminology Unique to Gen Distributed Processing
This article defines the terminology unique to Gen distributed processing.

The following terms are unique to Gen distributed processing.

action

A single Action Diagram statement.

action block

A stand-alone action diagram that other diagrams use. It defines the logic of an algorithm or specifies logic that is common
to many action diagrams.

Action Diagram (AD)

A set of view definitions and procedural instructions that use the language and constructs provided by Gen for the purpose
of implementing a procedure step, elementary process, or action block. An Action Diagram is an ordered collection of
actions, which define the logic of an elementary process, procedure step, or action block.

ActiveX\COM Proxy

See COM Proxy.

AD

See Action Diagram.

AEF

See Application Execution Facility.

AEFAD

See Application Execution Facility Asynchronous Daemon.

AEFC

See Application Execution Facility Client.

AEFUF

See Application Execution Facility User Funnel.
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Application Execution Facility (AEF)

A Gen application environment that supports interactively loading and execution of generated applications in a non-MVS
(CICS, IMS or TSO) environment.

Application Execution Facility Asynchronous Daemon (AEFAD)

A Gen application that provides a facility to interactively load and execute generated applications. The AEFAD supports
the execution of blockmode and Distributed Processing Server (DPS) applications. The AEFAD is a TCP/IP socket
application. It does not spawn a unique process for each connected user, rather it manages the messages coming and
going to all connected users. The AEFAD multiplexes messages to/from multiple clients in an independent and concurrent
manner.

Application Execution Facility Client (AEFC)

A Gen application that provides presentation of IBM's 3270 data streams. AEFC is a 3270 emulator that interfaces with
ASCII terminals. The ASCII terminals can either be directly connected to a host system or provided using a TCP/IP Telnet
ASCII terminal emulator. The AEFC software handles the presentation of 3270 messages sent to or received from a Gen
blockmode application.

Application Execution Facility User Funnel (AEFUF)

A Gen application that multiplexes AEFC and AEFAD connections onto one TCP/IP connection. AEFUF manages many
client connections providing a critical scaling component funneling many user messages to a target AEFAD environment.
Distributed Processing Client (DPC) applications must connect to an AEFUF.

CFB

See Common Format Buffer.

Client Manager (CM)

A workstation application, offered by Gen, to service cooperative flow requests initiated by one or more Gen generated
GUI applications operating on the desktop.

Common Format Buffer (CFB)

A dynamically constructed, in memory storage area use by Gen runtime during the processing of a cooperative flow. The
CFB is an encoded buffer used to exchange the import and export views between a Distributed Processing Client (DPC)
and Distributed Processing Server (DPS). The CFB is designed to provide a platform independent byte stream transferred
between a DPC and a DPS. The Gen runtime will make use of a CFB based on the application's execution environment
and selected transport type.

Communications Bridge (Comm. Bridge)

A gateway application offered by Gen to concurrently service cooperative flow requests initiated from a variety of Gen
distributed Processing Client (DPC) applications that are executing on one or more client workstations.

Communications Interface (COMMINF)

A set of "internal use" API's and associated dynamically loaded implementations, used by Gen runtime, to process a
cooperative flow between a Distributed Processing Client (DPC) and Distributed Processing Server (DPS). Collectively
COMMIF refers to the set of CoopFlow and MsgObj implementations offered by Gen.
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Communications Interface (CIF)

A dynamically loaded software layer used by Gen Client Manager and Communications Bridge to handle the outbound
communication with a target server environment. The Client Manager provides CPI/C (LU 6.2) and TCP/IP support, while
the Communications Bridge provides CPI/C (LU 6.2), CICS ECI and TCP/IP.

Common System Utilities (CSU)

A Gen runtime layer that exposes a common interface to a set of platform specific operations. For example, the operations
provided within the CSU layer include tracing, locking, and dynamic loading of other runtime libraries. CSU is implemented
and used within Gen's C/C++, Java, and .NET runtimes.

COM Proxy

1. A Gen product that supports the generation of a COM object that can be used by non-Gen applications to flow to a
procedure step that is packaged within a Gen generated Distributed Processing Server (DSP) application.

2. The generated COM code that provides a COM automation interface to a specific server procedure step. A COM
proxy can be used by Web applications with Active Server Pages or any OLE-enabled client to access Gen generated
Distributed Processing Server (DSP) applications.

cooperative processing

A term referring to client/server applications and their packaging. A cooperative application has a client component and a
server component that work together across platforms. Cooperative processing is a synonym for Distributed Processing.
See Distributed Processing (DP) Application.

cooperative flow

A type of flow used within Gen applications that facilitate the remote execution of a Distributed Processing Server (DPS)
application. Cooperative flows result from modeling a dialog flow or PStep Use that targets a PStep that is packaged in a
separately packaged server manager.

CoopFlow (Cooperative Flow)

A component of Gen's ODC architecture. CoopFlow is a generic term used to identify the software load modules that
implement the various transport mechanisms supported within Gen (TCP/IP, MQSeries, Client Manager, ECI, Web
Services, Tuxedo, JavaRMI). See Open Distributed Computing (ODC).

CSU

See Common System Utilities.

dialog flows

A flow control technique used to transfer control, and possibly data, between procedure steps in the same Gen business
system (internal flows) or between procedure steps within a different business system (external flows). There are two
types of dialog flows; links and transfers.

Distributed Processing (DP) Application

A term used to describe a type of client/server application characterized by its processing being divided into two or
more separate application parts. Each application part has a specific role in the overall application. The execution of the
application is "distributed" amongst its various application parts. Some parts serve as Distributed Processing Clients
(DPC), others serve as Distributed Processing Servers (DPS). Each application part is implemented in a procedure step
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and is physically packaged into a separate load module. In most cases each load module making up the distributed
processing application is physically located on more than one computer.

Distributed Processing Client (DPC)

A generic term that describes the Distributed Processing application component that makes a request of the Distributed
Processing Server (DPS) component. Gen supports many types of DPC applications (GUI Clients, Web Clients, hand
written applications by way of a Gen Proxy Client, Distributed Processing Server (DPS)).

Distributed Processing Server (DPS)

A generic term that describes the generated Distributed Processing application component that processes cooperative
flow requests initiated from Distributed Processing Client (DPC) applications. Gen supports many target environments
capable of hosting a generated DPS application (for example, CICS, IMS, EJB, MQSeries, DCE, Tuxedo, Transaction
Enabler).

DPC

See Distributed Processing Client.

DPS

See Distributed Processing Server.

elementary process

The smallest unit of processing activity that has meaning to a user such that when it is complete it leaves the associated
business processing in a consistent state. For every elementary process, there is an associated action diagram.

export view

A type of view, within a distributed processing application, that contains the collection of attributes that are returned from
an execution of a Distributed Processing Server (DPS).

Graphical User Interface (GUI)

A graphics based user interface that incorporates icons, pull-down menus and a mouse. GUI's have become the preferred
way users interface with most computer systems. Some major GUI styles include Windows, Macintosh, Motif, and Web
browser presentation of HTML. Gen supports Windows and Web Browser as graphics based user interfaces.

GUI

See Graphical User Interface.

GUI client

A type of generated Gen Distributed Processing Client (DPC) application that operates under the control of a generated
Window Manager. This type of application contains one or more cooperative flow requests that target a procedure step
that are packaged in one or more generated Distributed Processing Server (DPS) applications.

import view

A view, within a distributed processing application, that contains the collection of attributes that are provided as input to an
execution of a Distributed Processing Server (DPS).
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Java Proxy

1. A Gen product that supports the generation of two Java-based interfaces that can be use by non-Gen Java applets,
applications, servlets, and EJB's to flow to a procedure step that is packaged within a Gen generated Distributed
Processing Server (DSP) application.

2. The generated Java-based interface code that provides the Java interface to a specific server procedure step.

.jvf file

A Tuxedo Jolt file containing the Gen view definitions to be processed by its associated generated Tuxedo server. This file
is the Java equivalent to the .tvf file used by the generated C Tuxedo servers.

Load Module

1. A type of software file that is capable of being brought into, or "loaded" into, a computer's memory area. Load modules
can be executed as programs. Others contain data. Executable load modules consist of an assembly of machine
instructions and implement some logic.

2. In Gen, load module is a general term to indicate one or more procedure steps combined (packaged) into an
identifiable unit. After being generated and installed, a load module is an executable file. The process for defining the
packaging is known as load module packaging, or packaging for short.

Message Object (MsgObj)

A component of Gen's ODC architecture. The MsgObj is responsible for creating and parsing the message buffer being
exchanged as part of the cooperative flow. MsgObj is a generic term used to identify the software load modules that
implement the various types of data representation techniques employed as part of a cooperative flow (Gen's CFB,
Tuxedo's View32,). See Open Distributed Computing (ODC).

MsgObj

See Message Object.

Open Distributed Computing (ODC)

A Gen architecture used to externalize, and normalize, the processing by which Gen runtimes service cooperative flows.
ODC exposes a common API. This API is used by the various runtimes responsible for processing cooperative flows.
Using this normalized API lets the runtimes perform cooperative flows without concern for the underlying middleware or
communications mechanism being employed to service cooperative flows.

ODC is an object-oriented implementation that separates the processing of a cooperative flow into two main components.
These components are known as the MsgObj (Message Object) and the CoopFlow (cooperative flow). The MsgObj is
responsible for creating and parsing the message buffer being exchanged as part of the cooperative flow. The CoopFlow
is responsible for handling the communications between a DPC and DPS. Gen supports a variety of middleware and
transport mechanisms. Each cooperative flow determines which MsgObj and CoopFlow will be used to process a flow
request. Gen supplies different MsgObj and CoopFlow implementations to support the variety of supported middleware
and transport mechanisms.

Procedure

A method by which one or more elementary processes is carried out using a specific implementation technique.

Procedure Step (PStep)

A subdivision of a procedure that performs a discrete and definable amount of work necessary to complete a procedure.
Each procedure step is contained within a procedure. Procedures can be implemented using multiple PSteps.
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proxy

A Gen supported coding interface that enables a non-Gen application to flow to a Gen Distributed Processing Server
(DPS). Proxies are generated interfaces and runtimes. Gen can generate proxies for use in the following implementation
technologies; C/C++ programs, applications capable of using COM objects, applications that use client JavaBeans,
applications that use Application JavaBeans, and applications that use .NET.

PStep

See Procedure Step.

runtime

A term used to describe those software components that are logically part of a Gen application but are not part of the
application's generated code. Some of these components are physically linked to the application, other are dynamically
loaded depending on the execution characteristics of the application (middleware runtime). Runtime can also refer to
the execution environments that support the execution of the application (Transaction Enabler, Tuxedo, CICS, IMS,
MQSeries).

server manager

A Gen non-window load module that contains one or more PSteps. A Server Manager PStep is the target processing of a
cooperative flow request. Server Manager is a synonym for Distributed Processing Server (DPS).

server-to-server flow

A server-to-server flow is a cooperative flow that is initiated from within a PStep that is packaged as part of a Distributed
Processing Server (DPS) application.

services table

A generated table that is part of the ODC architecture. The Services table contains transport specific data for each
TranEntry record.

target server

A term that refers to the Distributed Processing Server (DPS) applications involved in a given cooperative flow. It refers to
the server portion of a client/server request. Target server can be used to refer to the physical hardware hosting the DPS
application.

TE

See Transaction Enabler.

T I T D

See the Gen CICS MQSeries Transaction Dispatcher.

trancode

Within Gen, trancode, is used by the Dialog Manager to manage flows (links, transfers, and external flows) between
PSteps.
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TranEntry Table

A generated table that is part of the ODC architecture. The TranEntry contains entries for each cooperative PStep
understood by the application component being generated. Each record of a TranEntry table holds information needed to
accomplish one side of a cooperative flow. A DPC will have a TranEntry table that contains a record for each cooperative
PStep the DPC can execute. A DPS can have two TranEntry Tables. One table hold TranEntry records for each PStep
available for use by a DPC. The other TranEntry table contains entries if the DPS executes any server-to-server flows.

Transaction Enabler (TE)

A collection of software components offered by Gen that are collectively known as the Transaction Enabler. The TE is
made up of the AEFC, AEFUF, AEFAD, and the Tuxedo Proxy Client.

transport

A generic term that refers to the layer of software that interfaces to the physical network infrastructure.

Tuxedo Proxy Client

A TCP/IP software component offered by Gen that serves as a gateway application for cooperative flows targeting
Distributed Processing Server (DPS) applications executing under the control of the Tuxedo TP monitor.

User Funnel (UF)

A TCP/IP software component offered by Gen that serves as a gateway application for cooperative flows targeting
Distributed Processing Server (DPS) applications executing under the control of Gen's Asynchronous Daemon. See
Application Execution Facility User Funnel (AEFUF).

.VDF

See View Definition File.

view

A collection of associated attributes from one or more entity types that are input or output from a business process.

View Definition File (VDF)

A generated file that contains source code made up of data structures that externally describe the cooperative flows
occurring within its associated distributed processing application component. A VDF file is created for each generated
window manager (Distributed Processing Client (DPC)) and for each generated server manager (Distributed Processing
Server (DPS)). The VDF file is compiled and linked into its respective application component. The VDF file contains a
ViewDef table, TranEntry table(s) (for a DPS with server-to-server flows there are two TranEntry tables), and a Services
table.

View Matching

A process used by a Gen user to map views of the source (action diagrams) to the import view of the destination (action
diagram). View matching insures that the destination process or procedure (action diagram) has the data necessary to
execute. It maps the export view of the action block to views in the source action diagram to return the results of the
destination action block execution.

ViewDef Table

A table that is part of the ODC architecture. The ViewDef is a generated table that contains entries for each import view
and export view associated with a component of a cooperative flow. The ViewDef is used by the ODC MsgObj to map
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the attribute values to and from the communications buffer and the associated view storage area within the associated
distributed processing application component (either the DPC or DPS).

Window Manager

A generated Gen application that operates as a Windows GUI applications. Applications containing a window manager
can be packaged as stand-alone Windows application or packaged as a cooperative application. For the latter, the
application containing the window manager is capable of containing one or more cooperative flows. A window manager
packaged as a cooperative application operates as the Distributed Processing Client (DPC) application when flowing to a
remote PStep, where that PStep is located in a Distributed Processing Server (DPS).

Tuxedo Terminology
This article defines Tuxedo terminology.

The following terms relate to Tuxedo terminology.

application

Software and its associated resources (databases, files, RMs, and so on) used to computerize a business function. In
Tuxedo an application is defined by a TMIB, and is synonymous with a domain.

Application-to-Transaction Monitor Interface (ATMI)

The API Tuxedo applications use to communication with Tuxedo's Transaction Program Monitor (TPM).

ATMI

See Application-to-Transaction Monitor Interface.

AUTOTRAN

A Tuxedo transaction configuration option that defines a service to start in transaction mode if the incoming request is not
already part of an existing transaction.

Bulletin Board

A memory resident data structure that is used to manage various aspects of the Tuxedo system. A Bulletin Board contains
the runtime representation of the TMIB. The Tuxedo Bulletin Board distributes, and partially replicates, the in-memory
resident bulletin Board.

.JBLK file

Jolt Bulk Loader file. Processing the .jvf using the scripts that are provided with Tuxedo Middleware Support creates
the .jblk file.

Jolt

A Java-based interface to the Tuxedo system that extends the functionality of existing Tuxedo applications to include
Intranet and Internet-wide availability.

Jolt Server Listener (JSL)

A Jolt process that handles the initial Jolt client connection, and assigns a Jolt client to the Jolt Server Handler.
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Jolt Server Handler (JSH)

A Jolt process that manages network connectivity, executes service requests on behalf of the client, and translates
Tuxedo buffer data into the Jolt buffer, and Jolt buffer data into the Tuxedo buffer.

Jolt Repository

A central repository contains definitions of Tuxedo services.

Jolt Repository Server (JREPSVR)

A Jolt process that retrieves Jolt service definitions from the Jolt Repository and provides the service definitions to the
JSH. The JREPSVR also updates or adds Jolt service definitions.

JREPSVR

See Jolt Repository Server.

JSH

See Jolt Server Handler.

JSL

See Jolt Server Listener.

.JVF File

Jolt View File containing the View Definitions that are expected by a Tuxedo Server. This file is a mirror image of the .tvf
except for some data-item-name changes and data-type changes.

TMS

See Transaction Manager Server.

Transaction Manager Server (TMS)

A Tuxedo administrative server that manages the two-phase commits processing and recovery for global transactions.

TMIB

See Tuxedo Management Information Base.

Tuxedo Management Information Base (TMIB)

A data structure definition of all Tuxedo administrative and application services, and resource definitions.

.TVF File

Tuxedo View File containing the View Definitions that are expected by the Tuxedo Server.

typed buffer

An area of memory, which is allocated from the TUXEDO system that has an associated data type and subtype or format.
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view

A Tuxedo typed buffer in which the data is composed of one or more fields, similar to a C' structure or a COBOL record.

view file

An ASCII file containing a description of the layout of fields with an associated View.

viewc

The TUXEDO view compiler command which parses a view file and generates a binary file that is used at run-time to
interpret fields in a VIEW typed buffer.

Workstation Client (WSC)

The Tuxedo software component that provides a client application with the ability to access the Tuxedo system using the
network (contrast to local client).

Workstation Handler (WSH)

A surrogate client that executes operations on behalf of one or more workstation clients. The WSH is a WSC's interface
into the Tuxedo system.

Workstation Listener (WSL)

A Oracle Tuxedo supplied server that enables access to native services by workstation clients.

Web Services Terminology
This article defines Web Services terminology.

The following terms relate to Web Services.

SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)

A lightweight protocol for exchange of information in a decentralized, distributed environment.

Web Service

A software system designed to support inter-operable machine-to-machine interaction over a network.

WSDL (Web Services Description Language)

An XML application for describing Web services. It is designed to separate the descriptions of the abstract functions
offered by a service, and the concrete details of a service, such as how and where that functionality is offered.

XML Terminology
This article defines XML terminology.

The following terms relate to XML.

attribute

A property of an element.
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element

A tagged field within an XML document.

Extensible Markup Language (XML)

A tag oriented, self-defining, markup language that defines the set of rules for describing the content and context of data
within a document. Unlike other markup languages, XML is easily extended letting the markup language itself be user
defined. XML describes a document's structure. It does not describe the rules of how the document must be formatted,
presented or rendered. XML is a meta-markup language used for describing other markup languages.

Extensible Style Language (XSL)

A transformation language and a formatting language. The two languages operate independently of each other. The latter
is used to describe how an XML document must be rendered when presented to a reader. Generally, a style sheet uses
the XSL transformation language to transform an XML document into a new XML document that uses XSL formatting
vocabulary which in turn is used to present the transformed document.

Extensible Style Language Transformations (XSLT)

The transformation part of XML's XSL support. Transformation language provides elements that define the rules for how
one XML document is transformed into another XML document.

namespace

A hierarchical naming technique used within XML to identify the domain a given element name belongs. Using
namespaces let XML documents make use of like named elements that are defined within different XML schemas.
Namespaces help distinguish which element is being used within an XML document.

parser

A software process that is able to interpret the markup of an XML document.

schema

An externalized version of the rules that govern the formatting of an XML Document.

W3C

See World Wide Web Consortium.

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)

An Internet forum primarily dealing with information and technologies associated with the World Wide Web. The W3C
communicates a collective understanding of items related to the past and future development of the World Wide Web.

XML

See Extensible Markup Language.

XSLT

See Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations.
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Toolset Glossary
This article defines the toolset glossary.

The following terms relate to the toolset.

accelerator key

An accelerator key is a key or combination of keys that invokes an action defined by the application software. Accelerator
keys provide a way to invoke an action without using the mouse to access the action bar or a pull-down. For example, in
many windowing applications, the F1key accesses context-sensitive help.

action

An action is a single pseudo code statement in an action diagram.

action bar

An action bar is the area at the top of a window containing keywords that give users access to actions available in that
window. The names listed on the action bar are called actions.

action block

An action block is a stand-alone action diagram that other diagrams use. It defines the logic of an algorithm or specifies
logic that is common to many action diagrams.

Action Diagram

An action diagram is a Gen Toolset option that produces process action diagrams during analysis and procedure action
diagrams during design. Action diagrams are ordered collections of actions that define the logic of an elementary process,
procedure step, or action block.

active polling

Active polling is a type of polling used in ASYNCH statements. Active polling requires the application to request that
control be returned to the application, even if the response is not immediately available. The application must invoke a
GET ASYNC or CHECK ASYNC request periodically until the response becomes available.

ActiveX/COM proxy

An ActiveX/COM proxy is a generated COM object that provides an automation interface to Gen servers. Providing a
COM automation interface allows Web applications with Active Server Pages and any OLE-enabled client access to Gen
servers. The generated product consists of two parts: an ActiveX part and a COM part.

activity

An activity is a generic term for either a function or a process within a business model.

activity dependency diagram

An activity dependency diagram is part of the Gen Toolset that produces function dependency diagrams during planning
and process dependency diagrams during analysis.
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activity hierarchy diagram

An activity hierarchy diagram is a Gen Toolset option that produces function hierarchy diagrams during planning and
process hierarchy diagrams during analysis.

adoption

adoption is the process that establishes common ancestry between objects in different models that are logically the
same. Whether objects are adopted is determined by adoption rules, where criteria are often identical object name value
and same aggregate objecttype, or common ancestry between parent objects. When a match is found, the original
encyclopedia ID and the original object ID of the object in the destination model are changed to have the same values
as those of the object that is logically the same in the source model. After adoption, these two objects share common
ancestry. When an aggregate object is adopted, its component objects are also adopted if they meet adoption criteria
according to the adoption rules. When a parent object is adopted, but a component of that object is not adopted because it
is not logically the same as any component in the source model, that component is reported as unadopted.

adoption rules

adoption rules are rules that determine whether an object in the destination model will have its original encyclopedia ID
and original object ID replaced by those of the object that is logically the same in the source model.

aggregate object

An occurrence of an aggregate object type; also known as an aggregate object occurrence. Represents a collection of
related objects within a model. An aggregate object is the smallest unit of information that is selectable for migration,
adoption, or comparison. An aggregate object is the smallest unit of information that can be marked changed (see Change
Capture). Entity types, attributes, and relationship memberships are examples of aggregate objects.

aggregate object expansion

The process of determining which related objects are migrated along with a selected aggregate and whether the proper
conditions exist in the destination model for the migration to succeed.

aggregate object type

A category to which aggregate object occurrences belong. To display a selection list of aggregate objects for Migration,
Adoption, or Compare Report, you first select the aggregate object type to which it belongs. Only certain object types
are aggregates for Version Control. Aggregate object types for Adoption are different from aggregate object types for
Migration and Compare Report.

aggregate set

A collection of aggregate object occurrences that can be reused as is or modified for functions requiring the same or
similar sets, such as Trial Migration and Migration.

analysis

A detailed study on particular segments of the business (called business areas). Each analysis project focuses on what
the business area must do to accomplish its mission.

asynchronous processing

A type of processing in which Gen application components initiate a cooperative flow request without having to block
while waiting for the request to complete. Once initiated, the target procedure step executes independently of the
requesting application. The requesting application can engage in other processing activities while the target procedure
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step services the cooperative flow. The requesting application component can perform various operations against a
specific asynchronous flow request, including checking its status, ignoring its associated response, and attempting to
retrieve its associated response. This type of processing contrasts with synchronous processing.

attribute

A characteristic whose values are associated with entities of a specific entity type. Each occurrence of an entity type can
have at most one value for the attribute at any time. For example, Name represents a possible attribute of the entity type
CUSTOMER.

attribute view

A characteristic of an entity. Each occurrence of an entity type can have at most one value for the attribute at any time.
Attribute views can be added to entity types, subtypes and work sets in the import, export, local, and entity action views
subsets.

authorization identifier

A value used for security verification. The value is often the name by a which a user is known to the system under which
a DBMS functions. A user must supply the authorization ID when signing on to the system. Once authorized, a user is
granted a set of privileges for accessing and manipulating data within the DBMS.

basic attribute

An attribute whose value cannot be derived or calculated but must be collected while a process executes. Examples are
Employee Name or Date of Birth.

batch application

An application in which a group of transactions are processed one at a time. A batch application is usually resource
intensive, executes without user intervention or interface, and runs at a low priority (z/OS only).

batch job

An object that is a group of one or more load modules used for batch processing. The procedure steps for a batch job are
the job steps.

batch manager

An object that controls the dialog flows and the passing of data between procedure steps (job steps). Only forward
transfers are allowed in batch procedures; (links are not allowed). A batch job cannot return to a procedure step once it
has moved on to the next step.

Batch Mangr

See Batch Manager.

blocking condition

A condition encountered in an application that causes the application to wait until something happens, such as the
completion of a send operation, a reply to a request, a timer pop, and so forth.
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bufferpool

An area set aside in memory to provide temporary storage of data. The size of this area is the product of page size
multiplied by number of pages. Changing a row in a table actually causes a change in a RAM buffer, which is contained in
the bufferpool. The changed row is written to the disk later. A buffer containing a change that has not been written out to
disk is said to be "dirty."

business area

A collection of related business functions and entity types that defines the scope of an analysis project.

business function

A group of business activities that together completely support one aspect of furthering the mission of the enterprise.
This term is often referred to simply as a function. Each function describes something the business does, independent
of the structure of the organization. In a function hierarchy or tree structure, the highest-level function is called the root
function and the lowest-level functions are called leaf functions. Functions are higher-level business activities created
during planning; processes are lower-level business activities generally created during analysis.

business model

A representation of information about a business - its data, activities, and the interactions between them.

business system

An integrated collection of procedures, each of which may implement zero, one, or more than one elementary process
defined during analysis. These procedures are planned to support one or more functions of an enterprise.

Gen

A software product developed by Broadcom to automate the entire information systems life cycle, from planning through
analysis, design, code generation, and maintenance.

Gen Application Execution Facility

A limited teleprocessing monitor that emulates IMS. The function is to provide a TP monitor for the testing of an
application.

cardinality

The number of times:

1. An entity occurrence can participate in a relationship
2. A process can execute before or after another process
3. A subprocess can occur during the execution of a process

CBD

See component-based development.

central encyclopedia

The mainframe core of Gen. It is a comprehensive database that contains all information needed to construct and
document systems. The central encyclopedia is the repository for the detailed description of the enterprise, its data
resources, and its business systems. It is where business models are stored, and includes tools for managing, distributing,
merging, versioning, and controlling access to the model.
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change capture

A subsystem that collects and saves information in the model on changes made to aggregate objects or their components.
In any session where model objects can be changed, the change capture subsystem identifies each change by the
CHNGED/CHNGDBY association between an aggregate object and a session object, which contains the date and time
of the session and the user ID in effect for the session. An aggregate object is marked changed when it participates in an
upload, load module packaging, member name specification, or code and DDL generation.

character view

An attribute view whose attribute is defined in the text domain.

check in

A form of encyclopedia update that transfers the active copy of a subset from the workstation encyclopedia on the
workstation to the host encyclopedia on the mainframe, and relinquishes control of the object in the subset.

check out

A process that transfers the active copy of a subset from the host encyclopedia on the mainframe to the authorized user's
workstation encyclopedia at a workstation and establishes control (read, access, update, delete) to that user. The model is
checked out to the user, not to the workstation. Formerly called download.

child

Any object that is subordinate to another object in a hierarchy (decomposition) diagram. Also referred to as a subordinate.

child model

A model that has been extracted from one encyclopedia and loaded to another encyclopedia. The model is designated as
child in the encyclopedia where it is loaded. A child model can be used as the source model for Migration, Adoption, and
Compare Report. Among version control functions, it can be used as the destination model only for Compare Report.

classifying attribute

An attribute whose value serves as the basis for partitioning an entity type into subtypes. A classifying attribute must be a
mandatory attribute.

clause isolation level

Used to maintain data integrity in a database. The isolation level determines how the data is locked (isolated) between
applications or processes trying to use the same data. For more information about isolation levels, see the SQL reference
for your specific database.

clear screen trancode

A trancode that lets a user execute from a clear screen the load module in which a procedure step is packaged. A clear
screen trancode can be assigned only to a first procedure step. The transaction processing manager uses the clear
screen trancode to invoke the correct load module. The Dialog Manager uses the clear screen trancode to identify the
procedure step to execute from clear screen input.

clear screen transaction code

A transaction code that allows the user of a Gen-generated system to invoke a transaction from a clear screen.
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client area

The area of a window used as a workspace for a user. The area is below the action bar, which contains a row of
application actions.

Client Manager

A Gen-supplied module that runs as a background task on the workstation of a user awaiting requests from one or more
client components to initiate host/server connection.

code generation

The part of Gen Construction that supports system generation by creating the executable components of the business
systems defined during business system design. See construction.

collection objects

Interfaces, methods, or properties that return collection objects that can contain a list of information. Collection objects are
plural (end in 's').

Columnproc

Names a field procedure for a column of a table.

common action block

An action block that is not a process or procedure step or derivation algorithm and is used for common logic shared by
elementary processes in analysis or procedures in design.

common ancestry

Two objects in different models share common ancestry if the objects have the same original encyclopedia ID and the
same original object ID. When objects are migrated from the source model to the destination model, they replace objects
with which they share common ancestry. Common ancestry between objects that are logically the same is created by
Adoption according to adoption rules by assigning the ancestry of the source model object to the selected destination
model object. Common ancestry between objects is created by Migration for objects meeting special equivalency rules.
Migration replaces the ancestry as well as the definition of the object being replaced. Objects that share common ancestry
are equivalent; they may be the same version or different versions.

Communications Bridge

A Gen-supplied module that resides between the Gen Client Manager and the Gen-generated server component and
provides communications access between the client and server environments.

companion object

An object that maintains the context in which the aggregate object exists in the source model. In migrations, if an
aggregate object’s companion objects already exist in the destination model, they are not replaced. However, any
companion objects missing from the destination model are migrated with the aggregate object. You do not need to
specifically request migration of a companion. For example, referenced dialects are companion objects of exit states. If an
exit state is migrated, its referenced dialects are copied with it if the dialects do not already exist in the destination model.

Compare Aggregate Object Report

A report that summarizes how aggregate objects differ between the two models being compared.
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Compare Report

A process that performs difference analysis by comparing all or selected aggregate objects within two selected models
in the same client/server encyclopedia. In addition, Compare Report follows down the chain of subordinate aggregate
objects comparing each existing level until no more exist. This analysis determines which of the models’ aggregate
objects differ or do not exist. Objects may differ based on changes made to the model. Object changes are collected by
the change capture subsystem. Differences between equivalent objects are determined by comparing timestamps of
their respective session objects or their last change date and time information. An object that is said not to exist is one for
which there is no equivalent object in the other model.

component

An independently deployable software collection that has the following characteristics: A software building block used
to build applications or larger components; encapsulated; offers its functionality through stable, well-defined interfaces;
replaceable by other components that offer (at least) the same set of interfaces; although independently deployable, it can
have usage dependencies upon other components; delivered in the white box or black box style.

Component Architecture Diagram

A Gen diagram that models the dependencies between components. A Component Architecture Diagram shows how
various components are related and provides an overview of the structure of the software.

component implementation type

A transient object that may be added only to an implementation model diagram. A component implementation type cannot
have attributes or operations. It also cannot participate in regular relationships with other objects.

Component Manager

A Gen product that transfers components among different Gen product models. Component Manager extracts a
component with necessary objects from one model and transfers the objects to the destination with proper translation.

component modeling

Gen modeling diagrams used for component-based development. The diagrams include Component Architecture
Diagram, Component Specification Diagram, Component Implementation Diagram, Interface Type Model Diagram, and
Type Map.

component object in Adoption

Objects adopted when an aggregate object is adopted. Component objects in Adoption may be either another aggregate
object (attribute), used in the adoption rules of another aggregate (identifier), or referenced across other aggregate objects
(view).

component object in Migration

Part of the basic definition of the aggregate object. Component objects always migrate with the aggregate object so that
the aggregate object has the same definition and context in the destination model as in the source model. Conversely, an
aggregate replaced by migration has all component objects replaced or removed. In some instances, a component object
of an aggregate object is also an aggregate object in its own right. For example, an attribute is a component object of an
entity type and also an aggregate object in its own right.
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component software

Program modules that are designed to operate with each other at runtime. Components can be large or small.
Components can be run in stand-alone machines, on a LAN, on an intranet or the Internet. The terms component and
object are used synonymously.

component specification

A definition of the behavior of a component, without unnecessarily pre-empting how it is realized. It may include
dependencies on other components or interfaces. Any component implementation or component executable must
conform to a component specification.

component specification type

A transient object that may be added only to a specification type model diagram. A component specification type cannot
have attributes or own operations. It cannot participate in regular relationships with other objects, although it may have
an “offers” association with an interface type. Indicates the component name and the interfaces it offers. At least one
component specification type must exist in component specification.

component-based development

Building applications with components (objects). See component software.

consistency check

Application of a set of rules to a model, subset, or object to evaluate their consistency and completeness.

constraint

A type of connection between tables by which table occurrences may be accessed.

construction

1. Creation all of the executable components of a system - programs, databases, job control statements, screen formats,
and transaction definitions. The goal of construction is to create application systems that support an area defined
during business system design and technical design.

2. Functionality in Gen that supports construction, including load module packaging, code generation, .database
generation, and interactive diagram testing.

control

A device in a dialog or window that allows selection of choices, entry of information, or both. Examples of controls include
entry fields, drop-down lists, radio buttons, and push buttons.

cooperative application

A reference to a client/server application and its packaging. A cooperative application has a client component and a server
component that work together across platforms. The client component may be generated with a windowed interface called
a graphical user interface.

cooperative flow

A processing mechanism used by an Advantage Gen application component to invoke the execution of a procedure step
located in a separately packaged server manager. The three types of cooperative flow include synchronous cooperative
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flow (blocked request/response), asynchronous cooperative flow (non-blocked request/response), and no response flow
(non-blocked request only).

CSE

Acronym for client/server encyclopedia.

DASD

Abbreviation of direct access storage device.

data cluster

A logical grouping of entity types that has an affinity because they are used by common business functions. Formerly
called natural data store.

data model

A comprehensive representation of the fundamental things of relevance to the business (entities types) and their
interrelationships. It is one of three components in a business model, the others being an activity model and an interaction
model.

Data Model Browser

A Gen Toolset option that provide data modeling capability in a dialog format.

Data Model Diagram

A Gen Toolset diagram used during planning and analysis to produce a graphical representation of business data
represented by subject areas, entity types, and relationships.

Data Model List

A Gen Toolset option that provides data modeling capability in an hierarchical, expandable list format.

data store

1. A collection of one or more data sets.
2. In a DB2, tablespaces or indexspaces.

Data Store List

A Gen Toolset option used after transformation to update databases, tablespaces, tables, indexspaces, and storage
groups of the data structure design.

data structure

The organization of data that supports an information system. A designed and defined collection of table types,
constraints, columns, indexes, and integrity rules required to support one or more information systems. Components are
concerned with data and with the means of accessing data.
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Data Structure List

A Gen Toolset option that depicts how the conceptual data model represented by the entity relationship diagram is
translated into a physical model as a result of data transformation. The Data Structure List also allows you to build or
change tables, columns, indexes, foreign keys, and constraints in the data structure.

data view

A view during design produced by synthesizing information views from the action diagrams as a result of analysis into
a procedure step action diagram that implements one or more processes. Any view that appears in an action diagram
during design.

database defaults

DBMS-specific database default values used to define the database.

database exception

An error-handling statement that may be coded following any entity action statement. It involves testing for problems
with the database rather than errors in application logic. The two database exception conditions are WHEN DATABASE
ERROR and WHEN DATABASEDEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT.

database generation

A task conducted using the Construction portion of the Gen Toolset that creates the data definition language statements.
The data definition language statements allocate and construct the database components for a model.

date view

An attribute view whose attribute has the date value for its domain property.

DB2(TM)

Relational database management system software from International Business Machines Corporation. Broadcom
Supports DB2 during database generation.

DBCS

See double-byte character set.

DCE

See distributed computing environment.

DDE

See Dynamic Data Exchange.

delimiter

Characters that specify string separators or that identify the separation of data items. Valid symbols that separate
parameters in data items are spaces, commas, periods,semicolons, slashes, carets, dashes, asterisks, and plus signs.
Parameter delimiters enclose data items during clear screen input.
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dependency

An association between two activities such that the first activity puts one or more relationship pairings, sub-entities, or
attributes in a state required by the second activity. In the case of elementary processes, a dependency means that
execution of the first process enables the execution of the dependent process.

derived attribute

An attribute whose values can be calculated or deduced from the values of other attributes and relationships. Its value
can change over time as the other attributes and relationships change. A derived attribute has all the properties of other
attributes except that it is not physically stored as a column in a database table. The derivation algorithm must be stored
in the form on an action block used only for derivation. The derivation algorithm is executed at run time only when a READ
or READ EACH statement is encountered in the code.

design

Defines what the user of the application system sees (business systems, dialog flows between procedures, screens,
windows, action diagrams, and prototypes). Describing in detail the business systems that support a particular design
area identified within a business area. The focus is designing dialog flows, procedures, screens, windows, and reports that
define how to perform the business activities identified during analysis. This task includes defining human-to-computer
interactions.

designed attribute

An attribute whose value is calculated or deduced, but whose value, once determined, does not change. Typically, a
designed attribute is invented to overcome constraints or to simplify the operation of a system.

destination model

The model to which objects are copied in migration. It is the model in which to update objects’ ancestry in adoption. When
you select objects to adopt, the selectable objects reside in the destination model. See also source model.

Dialog Design

A Gen Toolset option that produces dialog flow diagrams. It automates the representation of the steps within a dialog and
illustrates their sequence.

dialog flow

The transfer of control, and possibly data, between procedure steps in the same generated business system (internal
flows) or between procedure steps in different business systems (external flows). The two types of dialog flows consist of
links and transfers.

Dialog Flow Browser

A Gen Toolset option that is used to view either a selected dialog flow or all existing dialog flows within a model. It can
also be used to create a dialog flow between two procedures or procedure steps (join). It can be used in combination with
flow maintenance, the Navigation Diagram, or Dialog Design, or separately to build or modify dialog flows. It displays data
in a dialog box rather than a diagram format.

Dialog Flow Diagram

A diagram produced using Dialog Design. It documents the nature and sequence of interactions between the user and the
system and dialog flows between procedures.
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dialog flow trancode

A trancode that the Dialog Manager uses to manage flows (links and transfers) between procedure steps. All procedure
steps that are linked to or transferred to (procedure steps that are not first procedure steps) must have a dialog flow
trancode; these procedure steps cannot be invoked from a clear screen. Dialog flow trancodes are not required for first
procedure steps that are accessed only from a clear screen. A dialog flow trancode can be assigned to more than one
procedure step.

Dialog Manager

An object that Gen generates to control the data flow (link and transfer) between procedures steps, support terminal
input/output, and maintain execution context. The Dialog Manager uses information from procedure step import and
export views, screen definitions, dialog flows, load module packaging, and exit states. With this information, the Dialog
Manager selects the desired procedure step within its load module. If the desired procedure step is in another load
module, the Dialog Manager selects the clear screen transaction code that invokes the load module containing the desired
procedure step. The Dialog Manager handles some of the execution context with a Gen-generated database called the
profile database. The Dialog Manager calls the Profile Manager to control the profile database. Every online load module
contains a Dialog Manager. The Dialog Manager and the install deck have the same name as the load module with which
they are associated.

Dialog Mangr

See Dialog Manager.

distributed computing environment

An industry-standard, vendor-neutral set of distributed computing technologies. DCE is deployed in critical business
environments by a large number of enterprises worldwide. DCE provides a complete distributed computing infrastructure.
It provides security services to protect and control access to data, name services that make it easy to find distributed
resources, and a scalable model for organizing widely scattered users, services, and data. DCE runs on all major
computing platforms and is designed to support distributed applications in heterogeneous hardware and software
environments.

distributed transaction

A transaction whose operations run in multiple processes, possibly spread across one or more machines. Each process
participates in the distributed transaction.

domain

The collection of possible values for an attribute.

double-byte character set

A character set that uses 16 bits to represent a character.

dynamic attributes

Internal attributes that control the color, highlighting, and intensity features of a control.

Dynamic Data Exchange

An interprocess communication system built into some operating systems. DDE enables two running applications to share
the same data. Although the DDE mechanism is still used by many applications, it is being supplanted by OLE, which
provides greater control over shared data.
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EAR file

A JAR file that contains a J2EE application (a group of Web modules that collectively perform as a single entity).

EAR(TM)

Abbreviation for Enterprise Archive. EAR is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.

EDITPROC

Names an edit routine for a table.

elementary process

The smallest unit of activity that is meaningful to the end user in the business and which leaves the business in a
consistent state. Subordinates cannot be defined for a process designated as elementary. For every elementary process,
there is an associated action diagram.

enabling object

Objects that either must be in the destination model when the aggregate object is migrated or must be included in the
same migration as the related aggregate object for the migration to succeed. An enabling object, or enabler, may have a
parental relationship to the aggregate object, as a parent subject area has to an entity type. The parent subject area must
be in the destination model when you migrate an entity type or you must migrate the subject area when you migrate the
entity type. An enabling object may be a referenced object, as an entity type is referenced by a view of an action block.
The entity type must be in the destination model when you migrate the action block or you must migrate the entity type
when you migrate the action block. If an enabler of an aggregate object is not an aggregate object, you must determine
what aggregate object the enabler is a component of and migrate that aggregate object along with the other selected
objects.

encyclopedia ID

The numeric identifier assigned to each client/server encyclopedia during installation. An encyclopedia’s ID is unique
across encyclopedias. The encyclopedia ID is automatically assigned to each object created within the encyclopedia
as one part of the object’s unique identification. The combination of an object’s encyclopedia ID and object ID uniquely
identifies the object across all encyclopedias. See also original encyclopedia ID.

ENCYING

Refers to the encyclopedia version of the Web generation generator.

entity

A single occurrence of an item of interest (entity type) to the business and about which data can be kept. For example,
John Doe might be an entity of the type CUSTOMER.

entity action

Statement in an action diagram that specifies an action performed on an entity. The four basic types of entity actions are
CREATE, READ, UPDATE, and DELETE.

entity action view

A specific type of information view that defines stored information created, used, updated, or deleted by a process or
procedure. It is the object of an entity action. An entity action view is always an entity view; it cannot be a group view or a
work view.
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Entity Life Cycle Diagram

A diagram used during analysis to show the lifecycles of entity types and subtypes and the elementary processes that
cause movement within a type or subtype from one state of its life to another.

entity relationship diagram

A diagram produced using the Data Model Diagram that depicts the data model.

entity state

A subdivision or subtype within a life cycle partitioning. Used in the Entity Life Cycle Diagram, the term is synonymous
with entity subtype.

entity subtype

A subdivision of an entity type; a collection of entities of the same type to which a narrower definition and additional
attributes and/or relationships apply. An entity subtype must have at least one attribute and/or one relationship under a
life cycle state of its own not shared by other subtypes of the entity type. For example, the entity type PRODUCT can
be divided into the subtypes of FABRICATED PRODUCT and PURCHASED PRODUCT. An entity type must contain a
partitioning before an entity subtype can be added. All predicates of the entity type also apply to the subtype (inherited
predicates). A subtype may also have predicates of its own. For transient types, a subtype must own at least one
operation or one attribute and/or one relationship of its own that is not inherited from its parent entity type.

entity type

A fundamental thing of relevance to the business about which facts can be kept and which is involved in associations of
interest (relationships) with other entity types. A collection of entities to which a specific definition, common attributes, and
common relationships apply. Each entity type is defined in terms of its attributes, properties, and relationships.

entity view

A selection of attributes from a single occurrence of an entity type or an entity subtype.

entry field

A window or dialog control consisting of a rectangular box accompanied by a field prompt. The user enters one line of
application requested information. When the entry field appears on the screen it is either blank or contains application
generated default values. The user either accepts these default values or enters new values as desired. The length of the
entry field is determined by the application and should be equal to the average amount of text that is entered into the field.
Additional text that is required and entered can be viewed by scrolling.

entry point

A facility that enables tables to be retrieved directly by column value from a file or database.

equivalence

The state that exists between two objects in different models when the two objects share common ancestry or the objects
meet one of the special equivalency rules. Migration replaces equivalent objects. Compare Report lists equivalent objects
as either the same or different, depending on the comparison of their respective session objects that indicate the date and
time of the last change session.
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equivalence objects

Objects that either share common ancestry or meet one of the special equivalency rules. Equivalent objects are said to
be versions of the same object. Equivalent objects are compared as being the same or different, based on whether their
respective session objects are the same or different. See also equivalence.

ERD

See entity relationship diagram.

event

A point in time relevant to a process; the passing of a specific point in time that triggers the execution of one or more
processes. The event Arrival of Customer Order, for example, triggers the process Take Order.

event action

Special blocks of logic in a procedure action diagram that can execute separately from the main body of logic. An event
action is an extension of a procedure step because it shares views with the procedure step. The main use of an event
action is for the user interface functionality and is typically tied to the presentation. The executing application queues all
events. Event actions are executed in sequence, never in parallel. Event actions are reusable and can be associated with
many different events. Event actions enable you to control program execution at a more granular level by associating
events to controls. In some cases, you can provide functionality of an application more conveniently with event actions
than otherwise.

event notification

The process of signaling one or more software components that an event has occurred.

event type

Category of event. For example, in a GUI application, events include opening and closing windows, clicking on an item,
and changing an item.

exception

An error-handling statement that may be coded concurrently following certain entity action statements. It involves testing
for errors in the application logic rather than problems with the database. Logical exception conditions are WHEN
successful, WHEN already exists, WHEN permitted value violation, WHEN not found, and WHEN not unique.

exit state

A description of the outcome of a procedure step or a process execution. A dialog flow takes place at the completion of
a procedure step based on the setting(s) of one or more exit states. Exit states can be associated with commands, and
optionally, function keys.

expansion

The extent to which additional objects are included when a subset is checked out. Expansion occurs when downloading a
subset.

expected effect

Effect of a function or process on an object in the data model, specifically entity types and subtypes.
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export view

A view through which a process or procedure step may provide information when it ends execution. An export view can be
a group view, an entity view, or a work view.

expression

Conditions of entity action statements that are phrases joined with the conjunction AND or attributes and literals joined
with an arithmetic operator (+, -, *, or /). Attributes and literals can be joined in the following combinations:

• one attribute and one literal
• two attributes
• two literals

Expressions can be text, numbers, dates, or times. For example, Number is an example of an attribute; the value 3 is an
example of a literal, in this case a specific occurrence of the attribute Number

external action block

A program created outside Gen that is used by Gen-generated programs. Contains only import and export views and an
EXTERNAL designation. A procedure step calls an external action block through the USE statement.

external object

An object outside the business that is the source of data required by an activity or the destination (also known as a sink) of
the information produced by it. For example, the external object Accounts Payable is the source of information required by
the process Make Payment. It may be an entity or another business area.

field

1. A design object that is derived from and implements an attribute or relationship in a database. A database column is
part of a table.

2. An area of the screen in the Screen Design Diagram or an area of a window or dialog box in Navigation Diagram. It
contains implementations of attribute views that appear in the import and export data views of a procedure step.

field proc

Names a field procedure for a column of a table.

fire and forget

A processing mechanism used by a Gen application component that initiates a flow to a target server but is not concerned
with processing the corresponding response.

foreign key

The implementation of the relationship between two tables (corresponding to two implemented entity types). The foreign
key in the source table corresponds with the primary key of the target table. The optionality of the constraint between the
two tables designates the optionality property of the foreign key. Properties of the attributes comprising the identifier in the
target table are transformed into foreign key properties.

function dependency

An association between two functions such that the first function puts an entity in a state that enables the second function
to commence.
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function dependency diagram

A diagram produced in the Activity Dependency Diagram to document the sequence in which business functions at the
same level in one leg of the function hierarchy diagram must occur. It can also show events and external objects involved
in dependencies.

function hierarchy

Structure that shows a high-level (root) function decomposed into subordinate functions or processes. A function hierarchy
diagram is a graphical definition of the higher coordinate function.

generation

The part of construction that creates code for databases and load modules. For a database, the code is data definition
language (DDL). For load modules, the code is source code in a high-level programming language. The language
depends on the options available for your configuration of the AllFusion Gen software.

group view

A collection of entity views, other group views, or both. Only group views can be identified as repeating.

GUI name

A character string of the format window-name (window-name.control-name). A GUI Name is how the system formats an
object reference when the "Window Object" selection is made in the Toolset, and is chosen from the list of windows and
controls available in the model. Although this value can be formatted as a text string, we strongly recommend that it only
be passed using one of the selections from the Action Diagram Window Object selection list.

hidden field

A field that does not occupy a position on a window or dialog box but has views mapped.

host encyclopedia

The mainframe core of Gen. It is a comprehensive database that contains all information needed to construct and
document systems. It is the repository for the detailed description of the enterprise, its data resources, and its business
systems. It is where business models are stored, and includes tools for managing, distributing, merging, versioning, and
controlling access to the model.

identifier

Distinguishes one occurrence of an entity type from all other occurrences of that entity type. When relationship
memberships and attributes are used together as an identifier, the membership pairing and attribute value combine
to provide uniqueness. Each entity type must have at least one identifier, and most have only one. Attributes used as
identifiers must be mandatory and may either be basic or designed; derived attributes cannot be used. Relationship
memberships used as identifiers must also be mandatory and have a cardinality of one.

IDL

See interface definition language.

IEFAE

See Gen Application Execution Facility.
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implementation package

A file that is generated for remote installations that contains the specific type of generated source. A generated application
has a DDL implementation package, a referential integrity trigger module implementation package, and one or more load
module implementation packages. The implementation packages have a file extension of .mmt.

import view

A view through which a process, procedure step, or action block may receive information when it begins execution. An
import view can be a group view or an entity view.

IMS

See Information Management System.

index

A facility that enables tables to be retrieved directly by column value from a file or database. Database management
systems use indexes to locate data within a table.

index column

At least one column that each index must contain.

indexspace

The physical storage of a DB2 index.

Information Management System

A database from IBM that consists of IMS/Data Base and IMS/Data Communications. IBM is a trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation.

information need

An unstructured statement that describes a type of information required by an organizational unit to meet its objectives
and support its functions.

install deck

A text file that identifies and provides instructions for installing all procedure steps, screens, and action blocks for a load
module. The file is in the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) and contains a file extension of ICM. The
install deck contains information about the complete load module even if you generate and install only one component of
the load module.

interface definition language

A language for specifying operations (procedures or functions), parameters to these operations, and data types between
clients and servers.

interface type

A type that defines a collection of semantically related operations. A component may support one or more interfaces. The
same interface can be offered by several components.
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JCL

See Job Control Language.

Job Control Language

An IBM script language used to control the execution of programs in batch processing systems.

language code

The encyclopedia code page assigned to a model.

link

A type of dialog flow in which control passes to a procedure step and may return to the original procedure step in its
previous context. In a link, the source screen can be redisplayed in its before-link condition.

link record

An intersection table used to represent many-to-many relationships in a data structure diagram. It contains two many-to-
one constraints.

link table

An intersection table used to represent many-to-many relationships in a data structure diagram. It contains two many-to-
one constraints.

linkage

A type of connection between tables by which table occurrences may be accessed.

list occurrence

Implements the attributes of the current selection in a list box. The occurrence can be implemented as an entry field, a
check box, a radio button, a drop-down list, or as a multiple line entry field.

literal

A word, number, or symbol that represents itself rather than a reference to something else.

LiveConnect(TM)

A technology that enables communication between JavaScript and Java. LiveConnect is a trademark of Netscape
Communications Corporation.

load module

A general term to indicate one or more procedure steps combined (packaged) into a unit. After being generated and
installed, a load module is an executable file. The process for defining the packaging is referred to as load module
packaging, or packaging for short. The types of load modules in Advantage Gen include Dialog Managers, Window
Managers, Server Managers, and Batch Managers.

local installation

An installation that takes place on the same system where the source code and DDL were generated.
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local view

Information about an entity that is used completely within one execution of a process or procedure step. A local view is not
exported or imported.

logically the same

Describes objects in different models that are meant to be equivalent, but do not share common ancestry. Objects that
are logically the same can be objects that are alike but did not originate from the same source or objects that had their
common ancestry severed. Objects that are logically the same can be adopted if they meet adoption criteria specified by
the adoption rules for their object type. After adoption, objects that were logically the same become equivalent objects.

looped relationship

An association of an entity type with itself or its subtypes. Also called an involuted relationship.

mandatory attribute

An attribute that must have a value for every entity of the type described.

mandatory membership

A membership of an entity type in a relationship such that each entity of the type must participate in a pairing under that
relationship.

Mapping Wizard

A dialog that allows you to create, display, edit, and delete type map objects. It also creates mapper action blocks for new
type maps.

matrix definition

A portion of the Gen Toolset that defines customized matrices.

maximum access

The highest level of protection available to an object in the child encyclopedia.

membership

One of two participations of an entity type in a relationship.

middleware

Software that allows elements of an application to inter-operate across a network, despite differences in underlying
communications protocols, system architectures, operating systems, databases, and other application services.

migration

The process that creates or replaces an aggregate object and its components with its definition from a source model
within the same encyclopedia. If the destination model contains the aggregate object equivalent to the object being
migrated, plus any required enabling objects, migration replaces that object and all of its components and adds any
missing companion objects. If a component that exists in the destination model does not exist in the source, migration
deletes that component. If the destination model does not contain the aggregate object equivalent to the object being
migrated, the object is created.
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mnemonic key

A single, alphanumeric character by which a user can select a control. Pressing the mnemonic key on the keyboard
instead of clicking a mouse makes the selection.

modal

A type of window or dialog box that a user must close before accessing another window or dialog box.

model

A collection of objects that defines an information system.

model family

A set of models that are related. Typically, all the models in a family support one production model.

modeless-multiple

A type of window or dialog box that can remain displayed while the user accesses other dialog boxes or windows. Multiple
indicates that more than one instance of the window or dialog box can be displayed at the same time.

modeless-single

A type of window or dialog box that can remain displayed while the user accesses other dialog boxes or windows. A single
modeless dialog box indicates that only one instance of the dialog box can be displayed at a time.

modifiable view

Any local view, export view, or import view that has been designated to be "used as both input and output."

multiple enabling dependency

A dependency with two or more subsequent processes in which they each require a different post condition from the first
process before they can execute.

Multiple Virtual Storage

A mainframe operating system from International Business Machines Corporation so named because it had multiple 16
MB virtual address spaces. Later known as OS/390 and z/OS.

multiple-line entry field

A control on a window or dialog that consists of a prompt and a rectangular box into which a user can type one or more
lines. Scroll bars let users view text that exceeds the size of the entry field.

mutually exclusive dependency

A dependency in which only one of two or more processes executes after the execution of the first process.

mutually exclusive relationship

A set of associations between entity types such that participation by an entity type in one relationship prevents
simultaneous participation in any other relationship.
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MVS

See Multiple Virtual Storage.

neighborhood

A collection of objects that are indirectly related to a scoping object.

non-cooperative

Refers to applications that are not client/server. This includes any application where all components (database and
executables) reside on a single workstation. Any type of application may fall into this category, including online (character-
based), windowed (GUI), and batch applications. This term is also used to reference the packaging for each of these
types of applications.

non-enterable drop-down list

A list on a window or dialog that offers the user several alternative options for the field entry. A drop-down list does not
accept text input. Instead of an entry field, users see a single selection field with one choice displayed as the default
value. A downward-pointing arrow at the right side of the selection field indicates that the list is available. A non-enterable
drop-down list is used in place of a list box when space is limited or when the default choice is used most of the time.

notify event

An option during asynchronous processing that involves initiating a cooperative flow request and providing for a Gen
event-driven notification of a request completion. This event is similar to the currently supported application-defined event
types. The application developer implements the event action in the same manner as other Gen events.

numeric view

Part of an entity view containing only those attributes with the numeric domain property.

object ancestry

Refers to the combination of an object's original encyclopedia ID and its original object ID. This composite identifier
is used internally by Version Control to identify objects across models that are versions of the same object. Migration
preserves ancestry when replacing an object; migration propagates ancestry when adding an object. See also common
ancestry.

object ID

The numeric identifier assigned to each object when it is created. By itself, the object ID uniquely identifies the object
within one encyclopedia. The combination of an object’s encyclopedia ID and object ID uniquely identifies the object
across all encyclopedias. See also original object ID.

offer association

A Gen model object that indicates that the component specification offers the interface by connecting the component
specification type and the interface type.

open distributed computing

An architecture used by Gen to provide middleware support.
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operations library

A container for one or more sub-transactional component public operations. The container makes the operations available
for consumption in a model.

optional attribute

An attribute that does not have a value for every entity of the type it describes.

optional membership

A membership of an entity type in a relationship such that entities of the type can exist without participating in a pairing
under the relationship.

optionality

A characteristic of an attribute or relationship membership indicating whether the attribute is mandatory or optional.

Organizational Hierarchy Diagram

Creates a representation of the relationship between organizational units in an enterprise.

original encyclopedia ID

An object property that is part of an object’s ancestry. When a new object is initially uploaded from the Gen Toolset,
the object’s encyclopedia ID becomes its original encyclopedia ID. When a new object is created on an encyclopedia
through migration or any of the following commands issued from the encyclopedia client, the object inherits the original
encyclopedia ID from the object on which it is based. This object property along with the original object ID determines
common ancestry between objects.

original object ID

An object property that is part of an object’s ancestry. When a new object is initially uploaded from the Toolset, it is
assigned an original object ID that is equal to its object ID. When a new object is created on an encyclopedia through
migration or any of the following commands issued from the encyclopedia client, the object inherits the original object ID
from the object on which it is based. This object property, along with the original encyclopedia ID, determines common
ancestry between objects.

packaging

The process that identifies the minimum numbers of objects required to generate and install the source code for an
executable load module.

PAD

Abbreviation for process action diagram during analysis and for procedure action diagram during design.

page

Data that is transferred between physical storage and memory as a unit (often called a block).

pairing

Two entities (belonging to one or two entity types) associated by virtue of a defined relationship between the entity types.
An occurrence of a relationship.
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parallel dependency

Dependency in which each of two or more processes requires the same post-condition of a first process. The subsequent
processes can execute independently and simultaneously.

partitioning

A subdivision or decomposition of an entity type based on a classifying attribute. The value of a classifying attribute
determines the subtype to which an entity belongs.

passive polling

A type of polling used in ASYNCH statements. Passive polling requires the application to invoke a GET ASYNC
RESPONSE statement as a blocking call rather than a non-blocking call until the response becomes available.

permitted value

An assigned numeric quantity, range, or text string to which an attribute can be set. Specifying permitted values restricts
the domain of an attribute to a specific value or set of values.

persistent view

A view that supports entity actions and represents an entity occurrence. A persistent view may be an import, export, or
entity action view.

planning

Describing the enterprise, its business activities, and its overall information requirements. This information is recorded into
a standardized framework within which analysis and design activities can be rationalized.

polling

A processing mechanism used by an application component to periodically check for a response to a specific outstanding
request. Once available, the application can explicitly obtain the response, thus completing the outstanding asynchronous
request. Applications can implement either "active" or "passive" polling for a given response. "Active polling" requires the
application to request that control be returned to the application, even if the response is not immediately available. The
application must invoke a GET ASYNC or CHECK ASYNC request periodically until the response becomes available. For
"passive polling," the application must invoke a GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement. You must supply application logic for
GET ASYNC RESPONSE as a blocking call rather than a non-blocking call.

predicate

The collection of attributes and relationship memberships that describe an entity type and distinguish one entity type from
another.

procedure

A method of carrying out one or more processes; identifies how an activity is to take place. A procedure does not have to
carry out a process (for example, a menu).

procedure action diagram

The representation of the logic of a procedure in terms of the actions carried out and the conditions constraining these
actions.
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procedure step

A useful subdivision of a procedure. It performs a discrete and definable amount of processing. A procedure step can be
online or batch. The user of the generated online system sees a screen for each procedure step unless the procedure
step is a background online transaction. In a one-step procedure, procedure and procedure step are synonymous.

procedure synthesis

The generation of a procedure action diagram during transformation.

process

A defined business activity subordinate to a function or higher-level process. A process deals with what a business does,
not how it is done. Processes have inputs and perform work to produce outputs. The inputs and outputs are information
views.

process action block

An action block created during analysis that specifies common business logic used by many processes or an algorithm's
logic used to determine the value of an attribute.

process action diagram

A diagram produced by the Action Diagram during analysis. A process action diagram represents the views of a process
and the logic of a process in terms of the actions carried out on each entity analysis object involved and the conditions
constraining these actions.

process dependency

An association between processes such that the outcome of one process execution may be necessary for another
process execution to act on the same set of entity occurrences.

process dependency diagram

A diagram produced in the Activity Dependency Diagram to document the sequence in which business processes at the
same level in one leg of the process hierarchy diagram must occur. It also shows the source of information required by the
processes and the destination of information produced by the processes.

process hierarchy diagram

A diagram produced by the Activity Hierarchy Diagram that records hierarchically the decomposition of one or more
functions into processes.

process synthesis

The automated generation of a set of elementary processes and associated process action diagrams for the manipulation
of entities of a selected type. For the selected entity type, process synthesis can generate separate elementary processes
that respectively create, delete, and update the entities.

profile database

A temporary runtime stack that stores the export views of procedure steps. Supports the Link and Restart capabilities.

property

A trait or quality that describes an entity type, attribute, relationship, or entity subtype.
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protection

The degree of authorization you have on an object based on the logic or rules governing overlapping subset definition.

protection level

The levels of authorization on an object in overlapping subsets. The levels are delete, modify, access, and read.

Prototyping

A Toolset option that is used for previewing screens and the flows between them.

proxy

An interface that allows a client to communicate with a generated, remote server, making it easy for a client developer to
use services available on a server. A proxy allows more flexibility in creating a multi-tier application.

proxy server

An application that breaks the connection between sender and receiver. All input is forwarded out a different port, closing
a straight path between two networks and preventing a hacker from obtaining internal addresses and details of a private
network. Proxy servers are available for common Internet services. For example, an HTTP proxy is used for Web access,
and an SMTP proxy is used for e-mail. Proxies generally employ network address translation (NAT), which presents one
organization-wide IP address to the Internet. It funnels all user requests to the Internet and fans responses back out to
the appropriate users. Proxies may also cache Web pages, so that the next request can be obtained locally. Also called a
proxy or application level gateway.

pull down

A list of choices that displays below an action in an action bar. The pull down appears when an action is selected. A
choice in a pull down can invoke another pull down; the second pull down is called a cascading pull down.

record

1. Implementation of an entity type in Technical Design, a table in the Data Structure List.
2. A collection of related columns whose data are processed together, that are meaningfully related, and that have a

common means of identification.
3. The smallest unit of insert and delete activity for the database.
4. A table in DBMSs supported by AllFusion Gen.

record layout

The order in which columns appear in a table.

recursive dependency

An association in which the execution of a process is enabled by other executions of the same process. The output of one
execution of the process is used by the next execution.

referential integrity

The state in which all foreign keys are NULL or have a corresponding primary key. Referential integrity is maintained by
referential actions such as cascade delete, SET NULL, and RESTRICT.
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referential integrity trigger module

Gen-generated modules that enforce referencing rules defined by the Data Model Diagram. Referential integrity rules
define the actions that must be taken to maintain the application’s integrity when a change is made that affects a
relationship pairing between two entities. Such actions include adding, deleting, or modifying entities or relationships.
Referential integrity triggers are model-level objects independent of any one business system and are generated
separately from the components in a business system.

related entity types

In process synthesis, entity types with a direct relationship to the subject entity type.

related objects

Objects related to an aggregate object. For Migration, an aggregate object’s related objects include component objects,
companion objects, and enabling objects. For Compare Report, an aggregate object’s related objects include subordinate
aggregate objects. For Adoption, an aggregate object’s related objects include component objects in adoption.

relationship

An association of interest between entity types; the rationale for associating entities of different types.

relationship action

An action that involves the relationships between entities. Relationship actions include ASSOCIATE, DISASSOCIATE, and
TRANSFER. Relationship actions maintain the pairings between the entities in an entity action.

relationship membership

The participation of an entity type in a relationship. All relationships have two memberships. The relationship membership
name is a verb or verb phrase that joins the names of the two participating entity types. The name of the first entity type
selected dictates the relationship viewpoint under consideration. For example, two memberships in a relationship between
the entity types CUSTOMER and ORDER can be "CUSTOMER places ORDER" and "ORDER is placed by CUSTOMER."

remote installation

The process of creating implementation packages for the target application platform. All target platforms must have an
Implementation Toolset (IT) installed, which is used to create the executable application.

repetitive dependency

An association in which the execution of one process is followed by multiple executions of another process which requires
information from the first process in order to execute.

Retransformation

A Toolset option that detects differences between the logical data model in the entity relationship diagram and the physical
model represented in the Data Structure List and Data Store List. Retransformation also changes the physical model to
make it coincide with the entity relationship diagram.

RI

See referential integrity.
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RI trigger

See referential integrity trigger module.

root function

The main activity of a business area within an enterprise. All other functions and processes are subordinate to it.

ROSHARE

Acronym for Read Only Share, which refers to database defaults for DB2 z/OS software.

scoped

Indicates that the scoping object is already a part of the subset.

scoping object

The occurrence of an object upon which the subset is based. Certain object types can be used as scoping objects.

Screen Desgn

A Toolset option that is used to design screens for block-mode applications.

sequential dependency

An association of two activities, one of which is dependent on the other.

Server Manager

A Gen non-window application that contains one or more procedure steps. A Server Manager's procedure steps are the
target processing of a cooperative flow request.

server side includes

The embedding of servlets in HTML documents through using the <SERVLET> tag.. The commands and/or code that
can be integrated are processed by the server when users request a file/page. Commonly used to display content in the
header or footer areas of web pages that allow a developer to make one page or content and share it among many and/or
all pages of the website.

server-to-server flow

A cooperative flow that is initiated by a server manager.

servlet engine

A servlet deployment platform that adds servlet support to web servers.

session ID

A unique session identifier that differentiates between different client sessions.

session object

The object created during a process that changes model object, which indicates the date and time of the session and the
user who initiated the session. Session objects are associated to aggregate objects using CHNGDBY when any of the
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following client/server encyclopedia processes change model objects: upload, load module packaging, member name
specification, code and DDL generation, and conversion. When an object changes, the object or its parent aggregate
object is marked as changed, and a new session object is created. The changed aggregate object is associated with the
new session object and disassociated from the old session object. See also change capture.

source attribute

Refers the attribute that is being mapped. This attribute belongs to an entity.

source model

The model from which you select objects to migrate or compare. It is the model whose objects’ ancestry is propagated
during adoption. It is the model whose objects’ definitions are copied during migration. See also destination model.

special cases (migration)

Objects that are migrated only if certain other objects exist in the destination model. However, the migration can succeed
even if these objects are absent.

special equivalency rules

A table of rules for establishing equivalence between two aggregate objects usually of the same aggregate object type
that exist in different models and do not share common ancestry. For example, business system implementation objects
are equivalent if they are associated with business systems that share common ancestry. The exception to this rule is
when a default dialog box is equivalent to a default primary window if each is primary for equivalent procedure steps.
Objects that are deemed equivalent based on one of these rules are treated as though they share common ancestry, even
though they do not. Compare Report and Migration using the Special Equivalency Rules table. When objects that are
equivalent based on special equivalency rules are migrated, Migration establishes common ancestry between the objects.

special field

Fields in screen design that implement special attributes that are appropriate for placement on a screen.

specialization

A process that converts the transformed default TD to be specific to the target DBMS.

SSI

See server side includes

state

An entity subtype within a life cycle partitioning. Used in the Entity Life Cycle Diagram, it is also sometimes called an entity
state.

status bar

A visually separate area of a window that contains one or more read-only controls that provide application status and
information such as an error message or current date and time.

stereotype

A typical pattern or style of procedure step design. You select a stereotype as a basis for conducting procedure synthesis.
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storage group

Defines a set of volumes on which storage may later be allocated for tablespaces and indexspaces.

strategic elementary process

Elementary process that is logically complex, acts on more than five entity types, executes frequently, and acts on
strategic entity types.

structure chart

A chart that represents the usage of action diagrams by one another.

subject area

An area of interest to the enterprise centered on a major resource, product, or activity. A subject area summarizes things
in which the enterprise in interested. It consists of a cohesive group of entity types/subject areas and their relationships
that are used by common business activities. It can also include other subject areas. In component modeling, a cohesive
group of types, with their relationships, attributes, and operations. A subject area is often referred to as a package in
component modeling. The name of the subject area indicates the topic that the subject area addresses. For example, the
subject area Loans may be used to group diagrams for Applicant, Credit Bureau, and so on.

subject entity type

In process synthesis, the entity type upon which a generated process operates.

submenu

A pull-down menu of related choices from a selected choice on a menu bar or a cascaded menu of related choices from a
cascading choice on a pull-down menu.

subordinate aggregate objects

Component objects or related to aggregate objects. For example, an entity type’s attributes are subordinate aggregate
objects and also components of that entity type. In other cases, subordinate aggregate objects are not component
objects but have a well-known child-parent relationship to the aggregate object in question. For example, procedures
are subordinate aggregate objects to business systems even though procedures are not defined as a component of a
business system.

subpage

A unit of index locking in DB2.

subset

A way of subdividing a model based on the tasks performed on the model. Subsetting provides a means of retrieving
only those parts of a model to accomplish a task. To define a subset, select the scoping objects related to the task to be
accomplished.

subtype view

A subdivision of an entity type; a collection of entities of the same type to which a narrower definition and additional
attributes and/or relationships apply. For example, the entity type PRODUCT can be divided into the subtypes of
FABRICATED PRODUCT and PURCHASED PRODUCT.
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synchronous processing

A method of communication between application entities in which the sending entity waits for a reply to its message
before resuming its own processing. This type of processing contrasts with asynchronous processing.

tablespace

A logical address space on secondary storage consisting of one or more data sets in which one or more DBMS tables are
stored.

target attribute

The attribute that is being mapped to the source attribute. This attribute can belong to any entity except the entity where
the source attribute comes from.

technical design

1. A DBMS-specific database design described by the Data Structure List and Data Store List.
2. The process of designing a database in the Gen environment. It deals with changes that can be made to the database

definition to optimize the performance of the database. Technical Design provides the capability to override Name,
Data Type, Length and Data Structure (Table, Index, Constraint, Database and Tablespace) for each supported DBMS.

thread safe

For multi-threaded applications, measures taken to avoid side effects causing data overwriting by separate threads.

time view

An attribute view whose attribute has the time value for its domain property.

toolbar

A visually separate area of a window that typically contains bitmapped push buttons that perform application actions.

TP monitor

See transaction processing monitor.

trace facility

A facility that allows you to step through the execution of the procedure action diagrams as your application executes.
You can see the sequence of action block calls and the sequence of action diagram statements being executed. You can
also display and modify the views and certain system variables for each action diagram. The trace facility is useful for
debugging. It enables you to debug the action diagrams rather than the source code generated from them.

trancode

A transaction code used by the Dialog Manager to manage flows (links, transfers, and external flows) between procedure
steps. Trancodes are defined for the load module in which the procedure step is packaged. Every procedure step must
be assigned at least one trancode that is either a clear screen trancode or a dialog flow trancode. See also clear screen
trancode and dialog flow trancode.

transaction

1. A bracketed unit-of-work, comprised of one or more software requests, such that all operations must complete to
consider the transaction complete.
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2. Discrete operations, dispatched on request from an initiating client.

transaction code

See trancode.

transaction processing monitor

A program that monitors a transaction as it passes from one stage in a process to another. The TP monitor's purpose is to
ensure that the transaction processes completely or, if an error occurs, to take appropriate actions.

transfer

A dialog flow in which control passes from one procedure step to another.

transformation

Gen’s automated technique for using objects of one phase to create objects of a subsequent phase, such as a process
to convert the logical data model (containing entity types, attributes, identifiers, and relationships) into a physical model
(containing tables, columns, indexes, and constraints).

transient view

A view that represents a piece of data and can be modified by MOVE and SET actions. A transient view may be an
import, export, or local view.

transition process

A process (elementary or otherwise) that effects a change in an entity; that is, one which causes it to move from one state
in its life cycle to another.

transport

A component of middleware that facilitates the interface to the physical networking infrastructure.

trial adoption

A process that simulates an actual adoption and reports what the results. Unlike adoption, trial adoption does not change
the ancestry of objects in the destination model and does not perform or report component unadoption. Trial adoption
produces either the Trial Adopt Model Report or the Trial Adopt Objects Report.

unadopted object

A component of an aggregate object for adoption, where the aggregate object was adopted but the component was not
adopted because it did not conform to the adoption rules for its object type. When an object is unadopted, it is given a new
original object ID that has never been used and its original encyclopedia ID is replaced with the encyclopedia ID of the
current encyclopedia.

unadoption

A phase of adoption processing where components of adopted objects that cannot be adopted with the parent have their
ancestry replaced to sever any common ancestry the objects may have with objects in another model. (If unadoptions
were not performed, subsequent migration could place component objects within multiple parents.)
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usage dependency

A Gen model object that indicates that the component specification uses other component specifications via interface or
directly by connecting the component specification type and the interface type or other component specification type.

user interface

A set of application programming Interfaces (APIs), which the Gen Toolset uses internally to implement a platform-
independent a graphical user interface.

Validproc

Names a validation routine for a table.

value pointer array

An internal data structure for storing the values of the controls on a window.

variant

A view or literal passed from an action block. The designer sets the data type during design of the statement in Action
Diagram.

VCAT

See volume catalog.

view

A collection of associated attributes from one or more entity types that are input to or output from a business process (also
called information view). The creation and manipulation of views are integral model-building activities. A view is like a
window through which a process communicates information about entities.

view maintenance

1. The process of using Gen to create, update, or delete views.
2. An action in analysis and design diagrams that allows you to revise views.

view matching

The means by which the Gen user maps views of the source (action diagrams) to the import views of the destination
(action block diagram). View matching ensures that the destination process or procedure (action diagram) has the data
necessary to execute. It maps the export view of the action block to views in the source action diagram to communicate
the results of the action block execution back to the source action diagram.

view synthesis

Part of procedure synthesis.

volume catalogue

A directory to the databases on a volume (disk).

VPA

See value pointer array.
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Web generation

A feature of the Gen application that uses the Web as an access medium to connect to Advantage Gen servers.

WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT

One of the two database exception conditions. It is a specific test for a deadlock or timeout, which occurs when trying to
update concurrently or when the data cannot be accessed in a required amount of time.

WHEN DATABASE ERROR

One of the two database exception conditions. It is a general test for any database error, including a deadlock or timeout.

Window Manager

A Gen windowed application capable of invoking a remote Server Manager procedure step using a cooperative flow.

window message

A message that is exchanged between the operating system and the application window.

work set

Provides information that a process, a procedure step, or an action block requires but cannot get from entity types
in the model. Work set attributes are similar to entity type attributes. Work set data representations do not create
permanent storage. The designer usually adds them, but Advantage Gen supplies some (COUNT, TOTAL REAL, TOTAL
CURRENCY, TOTAL INTEGER, PERCENTAGE, AVERAGE REAL, AVERAGE CURRENCY, AVERAGE INTEGER,
FLAG, and SUBSCRIPT).

work view

An information view that defines information needed by a process or procedure but which is not contained in any of the
entities defined for a model. Counters, indicators, and selection codes are examples of the type of information stored in a
work view. The attributes in a work view come from a work set, not from an entity type.
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Developing
This article defines developing a model.

Download a PDF of this Developing section.

This section describes the stages of analyzing, designing, constructing, tracing, and building a model.

Analyzing
Analysis is a unique development phase that provides information and insight into the nature and needs of your business.

The analysis phase helps you solve immediate business problems by defining what is needed in a single system or a set
of integrated information systems. When the scope of a project includes more than one information system, analysis starts
with a wide view of the business, and then focuses on details that lead to developing the set of systems your business
requires.

The analysis phase consists of a cycle of information gathering and model building as you analyze the activities and data
that is used in your business. The Gen Analysis Toolset is designed to encourage this cycle.

Conscientiously performing the tasks in the analysis phase ensures the success of your development effort. The tasks
and procedures in the analysis phase include:

• Defining and refining the activities that are performed by the business (named business functions and business
processes)

• Identifying the things that the business uses (named entity types)
• Identifying how the business activities and the things a business uses interact

You do not need to perform a complete and exhaustive analysis of your business before beginning other development
activities. The analysis phase often overlaps the other phases in the application development life cycle.

Goals of Analysis

The goals of the analysis phase are to:

• Identify the set of business activities and data that your information systems must support to meet the business
objectives of the development project. Project stakeholders must agree that this list is complete.

• Analyze the current situation. Pay special attention to the current systems and organizations that affect the
development project.

• Identify and plan a potential solution for development and implementation of a prioritized sequence of business
systems. Typically, several business systems are defined to support a single business area.

Result of Analysis

The result of analysis is a model of the data and activities that support the identified business requirements. The model
includes a detailed analysis of the parts that are selected for immediate implementation. Developers use the detailed
analysis to design and construct the information systems. As a result, this model forms the foundation of all subsequent
development activities.

Business Area

A subset of the architecture on which a development project is based is named a business area. A business area is a set
of high-level activities and data. The business area is regarded pragmatically as the scope for development work, rather
than as having some permanent significance for the enterprise.
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Gen Analysis Tools

Gen provides a set of tools that you can use beginning in the analysis phase. These tools are listed in the following table:

Gen Tool Use

Data Modeling, Data Model Browser, Data Model List, and
Component Model

Building an Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD).
These tools can also be used to represent data in current data
stores and packages.

Component Model Viewing each Subject Area individually.

Activity Hierarchy Diagram Building an Activity Hierarchy Diagram to represent business
activities hierarchically.

Activity Dependency Diagram Building a Process Dependency Diagram to record events and
dependencies between business activities.

Entity Life-cycle Diagram Defining and summarizing interactions between processes and
entity types, organizational units, roles, and locations.

Matrix Clustering processes and entity types to help identify groups of
functions, subject areas, or business systems.

Preparing for Analysis

Identify Initial Requirements

Every development project begins with a statement of the objectives it achieves. These clearly stated objectives form the
requirements of the project. The development or re-engineering of a system must support these business objectives.

The initial scope of any project depends largely on whether an Information Strategy Plan exists and is up to date. It may
be useful to identify the main activity and data objects to confirm the scope. This helps to plan the analysis work even
when planners have already established the scope of the development project.

It is common to begin analysis without the benefit of information architecture that is derived from a strategic plan. The
resulting systems must meet business needs, whether they are based on an enterprise-wide information architecture or
not. Although analysts, planners, and coordinators may not achieve the full benefits of establishing a corporate information
strategy, they can still reap significant rewards from a thorough analysis of the needs of part of the business. Their efforts
also contribute to developing that architecture.

You can either perform or review some of the work that is typically done during planning to prepare for the analysis phase.
This initial scoping, also named an Initial Needs Survey or Mini-ISP, ensures that the scope of analysis is set correctly.

The scaled-down versions of planning activities prove helpful. The analysis team can establish an initial set of subject
areas, entity types, business functions, relevant current systems, and parts of the organization that is involved in this
analysis effort.

In practice, management expectations often determine the scope of a project. A thorough analysis team outlines the
information architecture early in the project. Creating this outline ensures that you have identified possible interactions
with other areas, and that the scope does not encompass too much of the business.

A typical development project last from three to nine months. You can expect analysis to occupy about one quarter of this
time.

Define Project Scope

Defining the scope of a project is a critical task of analysis. By defining the project scope, you identify the elements in the
business that must be examined or changed.
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Correct scoping is critical to the success of any development project. Focus on the fewest possible objects that satisfy the
business objectives of the development project, with a minimum of objects that immediately influence the project.

The project scope includes:

• Business activities to be supported
These are modeled in the information architecture as a set of business functions and processes.

• Data that is needed by those activities
These are modeled in the information architecture as a set of subject areas and entity types.

• Business systems and data stores to be developed
• Current business systems and data stores to be modified, reused, interfaced, or replaced
• Packaged solutions to be evaluated to determine their suitability to support some or all requirements
• Organizational elements that are involved in executing the business activities

Example: organizational units, roles, skills, and locations
• Availability of alternative information technology to support business requirements

Example: client/server techniques for distributing processes and data
• Other development efforts within the business that include developing or improving business processes, information

systems, or information technology

Review the project scope throughout analysis to ensure its ongoing validity.

You can use cluster analysis to define and confirm the scope of activities and data based on the use of data by activity.
This technique already has been used in the ISP to define the initial project scope. Defining clusters, groups of activities,
and data minimizes interactions with other activities and data outside the scope. You can identify potential coordination
requirements by examining data that activities and other projects use.

Business activities and data that are defined using Gen form the basis of the starter analysis model for the project.

Establish the Analysis Team

As in any project, success relies heavily on assembling an effective project organization.

In analysis, that organization includes the following roles:

• Sponsor
A senior executive within the business who is seeking an improvement.
The sponsor:
– Exercises authority and responsibility over the project
– Ensures the availability of work force and resources as required
– Eliminates political obstacles by championing the project to management
By providing aid, the sponsor facilitates the timely and orderly completion of analysis. Do not expect the sponsor to
contribute much time to analysis.

• Analysis team
The full-time staff performing the analysis. The size of the team is sufficient to address the project scope.
Typical participants are:
– Project manager

The project manager understands the business and possesses good communication and presentation skills.
– Joint working group of information services and user staff

This group includes several business analysts and members of the user community who are familiar with the
business. They work together to formulate requirements and agree on the necessary information systems to be
developed.

– Analysis expert (possibly a consultant)
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Team member who either creates or refines a subset of the information architecture that is initially developed during
planning or develops a starter model that is based on the initially identified requirements. This individual is proficient
in the techniques that are used in analysis.

– Stakeholders
People who have a vested interest in the system being developed because their departments interact with the
system.

– Planners
Team members who establish the scope and boundaries of the project either as part of an Information Strategy
Plan, or by a short definition of initial requirements that satisfy a specific business need. Planners use the analysis
model to define the system or systems to be developed and to plan for a transition to the new systems.

– Other specialists
These individuals provide the expertise at various times during the analysis; for example, facilitators to run
facilitated sessions and specialists who are familiar with current systems.

– Project steering group
This group is established to provide management direction for the project.

• User team
A reference group of users who can supplement the knowledge of the analysts and review analysis results.

Schedule Analysis Activities

The project manager and the analysis team establish a project schedule that is based on the project scope. The task
structure and management of the project depends on:

• Development life-cycle route chosen
• Variations in the life-cycle route tasks or checkpoints, as dictated by the project objectives and scope
• Whether the project is intended to develop a stand-alone system or systems that are part of a set of systems within a

Business Systems Architecture
• Whether Rapid Application Prototyping (RAP) techniques are used
• Whether current systems and data are analyzed
• Whether packaged solutions are evaluated
• Whether the distribution of procedures or data is among the technical possibilities

It is important to distinguish between technical facilities that are currently installed and those that are implemented in
time for the transition of the systems to be developed. For example, this constrains the choice of distributed processing
and use of client/server techniques. Where a system is to use new technical facilities, the project schedule allows for
coordination with the necessary technical development work.

Review the analysis techniques to be used and develop a schedule using either automated or manual techniques.

Decide about the alternative courses of action available during analysis. Your choices affect the content of the task list and
the project duration. These choices include:
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• What facilitated sessions and more interviews are required for information gathering?
• Level of detail that is required for data analysis; for instance, complete attribute detail is deferred until after decisions

about the system scope.
• Level of detail that is required for the activity analysis.
• Not all activities fully subdivided to decide about the scope of the system. The business objectives for the project

suggest which activities must be investigated thoroughly.
• Requirements for, and timing of, current systems analysis.
• The analysis is performed to reuse or to replace current data or systems.
• The volume of work, or the availability of resources, require work to be started in parallel with activity and data

analysis. Work can also be postponed until after decisions about the scope of the system have been made.
• Requirements for defining expected effects for all elementary processes. The expected effects are described in

Analyzing Activities.
• Level of detail defines the process logic. Some business rules are defined during analysis. Many business rules can be

deferred until the design phase when detailed procedure definitions are created.
• Requirements for formal and informal coordination with other development projects and the timing of this coordination.

Prepare a Quality Plan

Preparation of a quality plan for the analysis depends on the quality standards of the organization. The quality plan that is
produced at this stage typically covers the whole development project.

A typical quality plan includes:

• Risks that are associated with any departure from quality standards
• Standards for analysis results, for coordination and confirmation processes, and for measuring the satisfaction of users

with their involvement
• Quality roles and responsibilities, including technical reviews, internal audit, and so forth
• Quality checkpoints

Plan the Analysis Environment

In addition to choosing the right people, it is important to establish the right environment for analysis. The analysis
environment includes:

• Project software including Gen, project management tools, and documentation aids
• Computer hardware such as workstations, printers, and communications
• Meeting rooms with space for conducting facilitated sessions and interviews
• Other equipment such as filing cabinets, white boards, bulletin boards, and flip charts
• Project room
• If possible, an area that can serve as an informal meeting place during analysis
• Often, the walls of such a room is covered with diagrams for the business model and lists of issues to facilitate team

discussion.

Results of Preparing for Analysis

The results of preparing for analysis are:
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• Defined analysis scope in terms of; business activities, data that is needed by activities, business systems to be
developed, current business systems to be analyzed or reused, and the organizational units involved

• Starter model for analysis containing an initial view of activities and data to be analyzed
• Established analysis team
• Analysis plan including tasks, resource levels, and a schedule
• Quality plan defining risks, standards, quality roles, and checkpoints
• Established analysis environment (equipment, software, and location)

Collecting and Validating Information
This article provides information for collecting and validating information. Techniques for collecting and validating business
information includes Facilitated sessions and Structured interviewing.

Collecting information involves project members and users working together to plan the project and to agree on and
record facts about the business, its direction, information needs, activities, data, use of systems, and information
technology. The team uses this data during analysis to identify processes, dependencies and information views, entity
types, relationships, and attributes. This process also captures user assessments about the quality of, and problems with,
current information systems.

Using Facilitated Sessions in Analysis

Facilitated sessions (also known as user workshops) provide an environment for people from the business community
(users) and the information systems community (systems professionals) to collect, review, and agree on information
quickly and interactively.

In analysis, the results of facilitated sessions help to produce a business model that feeds directly into design, as shown in
the following illustration:

The primary uses for facilitated sessions during analysis are:

• Project scoping
• Requirements definition
• Activities and data definition
• Analysis model confirmation

Project Scoping Sessions

This type of facilitated session establishes the requirements and justification for a system project definition and scope in
terms of business activities and data.
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Suggested Participants - Project Scoping Sessions

The suggested participants for the project scoping sessions are:

• Executive sponsor and user management participants who have an understanding of the overall business
requirements and the power to influence them

• Project manager and team members

Input - Project Scoping Sessions

The input items that are required for the project scoping sessions are:

• Project definition
• Activity Hierarchy Diagram if available from the ISP
• Activity Dependency Diagram if available from the ISP
• Entity Relationship Diagram if available from the ISP
• Enterprise Organization Hierarchy Diagrams
• Function or Location Matrix if available from the ISP
• Results of any previous Information Strategy Plan such as data and activity diagrams and lists if they are up to date.

Suggested Agenda - Project Scoping Sessions

The suggested agenda items for the project scoping sessions are:

• Opening presentation
• Review architecture
• Select function
• Resolve implementation issues
• Review requirements

Expected Results - Project Scoping Sessions

The expected results of the project scoping sessions are:

• Revised activity hierarchy diagram
• High-level activity dependency diagrams
• Revised Entity Relationship Diagram or Data List
• Revised Organization Hierarchy Diagram
• Process Type or Entity Type Matrix
• (Optional) Preliminary event list
• System scope description and definitions
• System benefits definition
• Implementation issues list
• Open issues list

Requirements Sessions

One or more of these facilitated sessions establish the detailed functions that the system supports. These sessions are
named Joint Requirements Planning in Rapid Application Development.

Hold these sessions before management commits to building the system. The facilitator guides the participants through a
planned set of steps and activities to produce the requirements document.
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System development participants translate the requirements into structured specifications during and immediately after
the session. In particular, they document decisions dictating the direction of the system design activities. These decisions
provide a blueprint for detailed analysis sessions once the executive sponsor gives approval.

Suggested Participants - Requirements Sessions

The suggested participants for the requirements sessions are:

• End users who have an understanding of business requirements
• Project manager and team members

Activities and Data Definition Sessions

One or more of these sessions deliver the detailed definition of activities and data each system support. Conducting these
sessions establishes the detailed analysis and structure of a given system. This builds on the results of the requirements
planning session, sometimes involving the same participants.

Suggested Participants

The suggested participants for the activities and data definition sessions include the following:

• End users of systems who have the time and knowledge to define or reach agreement on analysis results
• Project manager and team members

Input - Activities and Data Definition Sessions

System scope definition, requires the following input items:

• Activity hierarchy diagram
• Entity relationship diagram or data list
• Activity dependency diagram
• Process type or entity type Matrix

Suggested Agenda - Activities and Data Definition Sessions

The suggested agenda items for the activities and data definition sessions are:

• Develop an open issues list
• Detail the entity types
• Detail the activities

Expected Results - Activities and Data Definition Sessions

The expected results of the activities and data definition sessions are:

• Detailed entity relationship diagram or data list
• Detailed activity hierarchy diagram
• Detailed activity dependency diagrams
• (Optional) Entity Life-cycle Diagrams
• (Optional) Event response list
• (Optional) Process/Role Matrix
• (Optional) Business algorithm list
• Open issues list
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Model Confirmation Sessions

This type of facilitated session provides confirmation by users of the analysis model as the project team develops the
model. The analysis model is the basis for system design.

Suggested Participants - Model Confirmation Sessions

The suggested participants for the model confirmation sessions are:

• End users of systems
• Project manager and team members

Using Structured Interviewing in Analysis

The structured interviews with top executives and managers can be conducted in addition to the planning facilitated
sessions and the review of available information sources. These interviews are useful in preparing for the facilitated
sessions or for supplementing facilitated session results.

Results of Information Collection

Facilitated sessions and structured interviews produce these results:

• Project and planning results:
– System scope description
– System scope definitions
– System benefits definition
– Implementation issues list

• Analysis model elements:
– Activity Hierarchy Diagram
– Activity Dependency Diagrams
– Entity Relationship Diagram/Data List
– Entity Life-cycle Diagrams
– Process/Entity Type Matrix
– Process/Role Matrix
– Business algorithm list
– Organization Hierarchy Diagram

• Analysis working documents:
– Open issues and actions list
– User contact register
– Document register

Analyzing Data
Data analysis involves classifying, structuring, and defining data in a model that can faithfully represent all the real-world
occurrences of interest to the business and the relationships between them.

Compare this with activity analysis, in which the type process is used to represent all possible occurrences (or executions)
of the same activity.

The business model that is developed during analysis integrates three equally important aspects of business
requirements:
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• Data aspects of the model, which describes things of interest to the business and the relationships between them.
• Activity aspect of the model, which records things the business does, or must do.
• Interaction aspect of the model, which details how things the business does (activities) affect things of interest to the

business (data).

This aspect serves to confirm, and if necessary modify, the analysis model. It also provides a detailed basis for the system
design.

Data modeling is performed early in analysis to set or clarify the development scope. It is then revisited in more depth until
definitions are agreed on for all the data that support the business requirements.

When analysis is complete, the resulting data elements of the model depict in detail what information is used in the
business.

The modeling techniques in this section are associated with top-down data modeling. Some of these techniques can also
be used in reverse engineering to help plan system re-engineering, interfacing between new and current systems, and
evaluating and implementing packaged applications.

The reverse engineering use of data modeling techniques is described in the section Analyzing Current Systems.

Data and activities can be analyzed together.

Understanding Data Modeling

Data modeling is not an exact science. A business model is based largely on the pragmatic understanding of the business
by the business practitioners. So, if two analysts study the same part of the business independently, it is likely that they
develop models with differences.

In practice, data analysis proceeds in parallel with activity analysis to produce a business model where the data supports
the relevant business activities. This is described further in the section Analyzing Activities. Some representations of
the underlying business reality are better than others. Successful data modeling depicts the business environment in a
thorough and workable way that is understood and agreed on by all the business organizations involved. This means that
group activities involving business staff in defining and confirming the model are vital to analysis.

It is necessary to achieve consensus among the group of business practitioners participating in the development
project and to coordinate with results achieved by other projects. It may not be possible or desirable to achieve perfect
consistency always and throughout the whole organization. The business objectives of the project have to be taken into
account. An early return on investment takes a higher priority than a demand for the perfect consistency.

Bear in mind that data modeling is not database design. It does, provide the information that produces a database design.
In fact, Gen transforms this automatically. The emphasis during analysis is on modeling business data, not on designing
optimal data structures. Initially therefore, the model omits implementation details. During system development, or
sometimes in parallel with analysis, if performance is already identified as an issue, the designer take steps to optimize
the physical database implementation using all the entity volume and process frequency and entity type usage details
that are collected in the business model. These volume and frequency details are collected as properties of entity types
and elementary processes. Volume, frequency, and usage later are analyzed further, during distribution analysis, which is
described in Analyzing Interactions.

The primary goal of data modeling is to depict accurately these fundamental elements of business information:

• Things with which the business deals
• Associations that exist between those things
• Detailed characteristics each thing possess

The following table summarizes the terms that are used for each concept at each level:

Concept Type or Class Single Occurrence or Instance
Thing Entity Type Entity
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Association between things Relationship Pairing
Characteristic of a thing Attribute Attribute value

The following two levels of terminology are used for each of the three fundamental elements:

• Type or class level -- A type or class is a description of some collection of fundamental elements that share similar
traits.

• Occurrence or instance level -- An occurrence or instance is a single instance of one of those elements. Data modeling
is essentially a classification activity.

Those who are familiar with object-oriented concepts recognize the similarity to the distinction between object classes and
objects or instances of object classes.

Entity and Entity Type

An entity is a fundamental thing of relevance to the enterprise about which data is kept. An entity is an occurrence of an
entity type.

An entity type is a description of all the entities to which a common definition and common relationships and attributes
apply. An entity type describes a collection of entities.

For example, consider a company that sells two kinds of products: ball bearings and steel tubes. Three customers buy
these products. In this example, CUSTOMER, and PRODUCT are both entity types, while the specific instances of
CUSTOMER and PRODUCT are entities.

This following table shows the entity types and entities for this example:

Entity Type Entities
CUSTOMER James Molt

Cindy Mowinski
Stuart DeVries

PRODUCT Ball bearing 5mm alloy steel
Steel tube 25mm dia. x 2m 16 gauge

NUMBERED PRODUCT Steel tube 25mm dia. x 2m 16 gauge, serial 9305111
Steel tube 25mm dia. x 2m 16 gauge, serial 9305112

For some entities, there are many individual occurrences physically present at one time. For example, there are many Ball
bearings in inventory. For some of these entities, the business distinguishes between individual occurrences and traces
each of these occurrences. For example, steel tubes are installed in a nuclear reactor and distinguished with a serial
number or some other identifying mark. Since this requires more information, steel tubes with serial numbers are seen as
occurrences of the entity type NUMBERED PRODUCT.

Relationship and Pairing

From the example in Entity and Entity Type, clearly a customer buys products. That is, an entity belonging to the entity
type CUSTOMER can buy an entity belonging to the entity type PRODUCT. The reason for associating CUSTOMERs and
PRODUCTs (that is, buys) is named a relationship. A relationship is a reason of relevance to the enterprise for associating
entities (that is, occurrences) of one or two entity types.

A pairing is an occurrence of an association between two entities as is described by a relationship. So, if James Molt
(a CUSTOMER) buys a ball bearing (a PRODUCT), the entities James Molt, and Ball bearings are said to be paired
based on the relationship buys. In other words, a pairing is an occurrence of a relationship between two entities, while a
relationship is a type of association between one or two entity types.
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In this example, the entities are of two entity types, but pairings are also found between entities of the same type.

Attribute and Attribute Value

An enterprise knows certain characteristics about each of the entities with which it deals. Typically, analysts know the
same kinds of characteristics about each entity belonging to the same entity type.

For example, CUSTOMER characteristics that are of interest to the business are:

• Name
• Address
• Phone Number
• Credit Rating

Each of these possible characteristics of entities of the entity type CUSTOMER is named an attribute. An attribute is a
descriptor whose values are associated with individual entities of a specific entity type.

A set of attributes describes each entity type. An attribute can belong only to an entity type. It cannot therefore describe a
relationship and must not have attributes of its own.

Each entity has one attribute value for each of its attributes. An attribute value is a descriptor whose values are associated
with individual entities of a specific entity type.

For example, one entity of the entity type CUSTOMER has James Molt as an attribute value for its Name attribute.

The multi-valued attributes can be modeled.

Subject Area

A subject area is a way to group entity types in the same general area of interest.

For example, business activities within the scope of analysis deal with SALES and INVENTORIES. The names of subject
areas are plural nouns by convention.

A subject area itself be composed of other, smaller subject areas that contain entity types. A subject area that contains
only entity types is named a primitive subject area.

In the following table, CUSTOMERS, ORDERS, and INVENTORIES are primitive subject areas:

Subject Areas Entity Types
SALES
CUSTOMERS CUSTOMER, DELIVERY POINT
ORDERS ORDER, ORDER ITEM

SALESPERSON
INVENTORIES PRODUCT, STOCK, WAREHOUSE

At some point in analysis, a subject area contains both entity types and other subject areas. Try to resolve this
unbalanced situation.

For example, in the table, the SALES subject area includes the subject areas CUSTOMERS, which includes the entity
types CUSTOMER and DELIVERY POINT, and ORDERS, which includes the entity types ORDER, ORDER ITEM, and
SALESPERSON. SALESPERSON is included in another subject area within SALES, or does it belong in some other
subject area such as HUMAN RESOURCES?

Decomposing subject areas is discussed further in Building the Analysis Model.

In analysis, you can use subject areas in two ways:
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Progressively decompose data starting with subject areas, then subdivide them into more focused subject areas based on
the highest-level business functions within the project scope. As each entity type is discovered, it is added to one of the
subject areas. Data analysis proceeds in parallel with activity analysis, and the data and activity results are kept in step at
each level of analysis.

Defining Entity Types, Relationships, and Attributes

Entity types and their relationships are defined first. They are depicted graphically as an Entity Relationship Diagram
(ERD) and described in supporting documentation. Most diagrams that are used to build business models deal with entity
types, not occurrences; but sometimes it is useful to discuss entity occurrences to illustrate a real-world example.

Later in analysis, full definitions of all their properties, and of all their attributes, are produced. This detailed definition is
done only for those entity types that support the planned business systems.

Finding Different Kinds of Entity Types

An entity is a thing of fundamental relevance to the enterprise about which data is kept. The definition of an entity
suggests that entities can only be tangible objects, such as CUSTOMER and PRODUCT. This is not the case. The
intangible objects are also of interest to the business.

Conceptual entity types, such as COST CENTER and LEDGER ENTRY, are used to capture data about less tangible
concepts of interest to the business.

Active entity types, such as LECTURE ATTENDANCE and EQUIPMENT BREAKDOWN, are used to represent
information about activities that take place.

Active and conceptual entity types are more difficult to identify than tangible entity types but are no less important in
determining all the entity types of interest to the business. A business model does not need to include entity types in all
three categories, but remember that there are entity types other than those representing a set of purely physical things.

You discover entity types by identifying the things acted on by business activities by an examination of current data and by
considering subject areas and other entity types.

For more information, see Building the Analysis Model.

Each primitive subject area can be expected to have a subject, or central entity type; for example, CUSTOMERS has
CUSTOMER as its central entity type.

Entities are dependent or independent:

• Dependent entities
• Order items cannot exist independently of an order, and an order in turn depends on the existence of a customer.
• Dependent entity types further describe an entity type or associate entities together.
• DELIVERY POINT adds further detail to a customer and therefore be described as characteristic.
• ORDER ITEM associates ORDER and PRODUCT and so named associative.
• Independent entities
• Entities that exist externally to the enterprise are independent (CUSTOMER, for example).

The distinctions between these categories of entity types are made explicitly and is not stored in a Gen model.

Defining Entity Types
This article provides information for entity types. You specify several details about entity types, most of which supplement
the graphical representation of the Entity Relationship Diagram.

Entity types are defined using the Data Model List, or the Data Model Browser.

Gen records this information about an entity type:
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• Name
• Description
• Properties
• Expected number of occurrences
• Expected growth rate
• Identifiers
• Aliases
• Relationships (see Defining Relationships)
• Mutually exclusive relationship memberships (see Additional Data Modeling Topics)
• Attributes
• Partitioning
• Action blocks (see Analyzing Interactions)

Entity Type Name

The entity type name is a short classification of its entities. Take the form of a singular noun (such as CUSTOMER, not
CUSTOMERS). In Gen, an entity type name must not exceed 32 characters.

It must be unique within the enterprise. For example, you cannot have two entity types that are named DELIVERY POINT
representing two things. To build a sensible model, entity type names must be unique, and Gen enforces this. If more than
one entity type has the same name within the enterprise, seek agreement on which entity type bears the name. Record
the name as an alias in the description of the other entity type.

You discover that an entity type has multiple names, or synonyms. For example, an entity type that is called CUSTOMER
by one department that is known as CLIENT by another. In such cases, seek user consensus on the most commonly used
alternative as the name and record the remaining synonyms as aliases.

Entity Type Description

The entity type description is a block of text that explains the entities of the entity type. A description never includes a
layout of the detailed data that is recorded for each entity type.

You can specify the following kinds of descriptive information about an entity type:

• Precise and concise definition, preferably in terminology that is commonly used in the business
• This includes:

– Indication of exactly what the entity is (named the scope)
– How it is distinguished from entities of other entity types (named the qualification).

• The qualification is used to exclude things that are of no interest to the business.
• The names of relationships and other entity types probably appear in the definition, but you must not merely respecify

the Entity Relationship Diagram in words. For example, the definition of the entity type customer is:
An individual or organization (scope) that purchases (qualifying relationship) products (qualifying entity type) marketed
by (qualifying relationship) a division (qualifying entity type).

• Examples of the entity type, if desired

Any integrity constraints that are associated with entities of the type being described.

NOTE
Integrity constraints are discussed in Additional Data Modeling Topics.

Entity Type Properties

The properties of entity types describe the estimated total number of entities that the enterprise expects to be interested
in, and the anticipated increase or decrease in that number over time.
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This statistical information is captured during analysis simply because analysts are in an excellent position to provide it.
This information later influences the technical design of the database.

Entity Identifiers

An identifier is a way of uniquely identifying an entity of a particular entity type.

For example, assume that the entity type CUSTOMER has an attribute that is called Number. If no two customers have
the same value for their Number attribute, the value of Number can be used to uniquely identify only one CUSTOMER
entity.

In a consistent model, each entity type must have at least one identifier.

Each entity must be distinguishable from all other entities that are based on some combination of values and pairings.

Entity Type Aliases

Each entity type is known by several different names, depending on who in the business is using it, and why.

For example, CUSTOMER is known variously as CLIENT, CUST, COOB (Customer Of Our Business), or CONSUMER.
Each of these synonyms is recorded as an alias of the entity type.

Each alias is identified as an acronym (like COOB), an abbreviation (like CUST), or neither (like CLIENT and
CONSUMER).

Gen can also record a long name of up to 50 characters for the alias of an entity type. The long name is typically used
only to provide compatibility with data dictionary products that support names longer than the 32-character standard.

Defining Relationships
This article provides information for relationships. Each relationship consists of two memberships, one for each
participation of an entity type in the relationship.

For instance, consider a company in which customers place orders. The following illustration is part of an Entity
Relationship Diagram showing that customers place orders:

The rectangles represent entity types and the line between them represents the relationship. The other symbols are
introduced in Relationship Cardinality.

The relationship that is shown between CUSTOMER and ORDER consists of two separate relationship memberships:

• CUSTOMER places ORDER
• ORDER is placed by CUSTOMER

Each membership has its own set of characteristics. The following illustration depicts the division of this relationship into
its two memberships:
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Each membership describes an aspect of the entire relationship. The relationship is fully described by the properties of its
two relationship memberships.

In Gen, each element of a relationship membership definition contributes to building a sentence that describes that
membership except for the description.

In addition, some of the definition appears in the graphical representation of the Entity Relationship Diagram.

The details that are captured for each relationship membership include:

• Name
• Cardinality
• Optionality
• Percentage of entities participating in pairings that are based on this relationship for optional relationship memberships

only
• Expected the number of pairings per entity type for relationship memberships with a cardinality of many
• Transferability
• Associate is modifying or referencing
• Description

Relationship Name

The name of a relationship membership describes the reason for joining two entities of the entity types participating in the
relationship.

The name is a verb (either active or passive) that connects one entity type (the subject of a sentence) to another (the
object of a sentence).

For example, places and is placed by are the relationship membership names in the following illustration:
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The use of is a matter of style. Some analysts omit is to give shorter relationship names that are more likely to display fully
on diagrams. Others prefer to use is placed by, not only placed by. Using is in this example not only makes for a better
sentence here, but it also reads well in the syntax of action diagrams.

With simply the relationship membership names in place, the relationship can be described as follows:

• Customer places order
• Order is placed by customer

Gen makes an arbitrary distinction between relationship memberships, which are based on the order in which the
analyst chooses the entity types participating in the relationship. The relationship membership that is associated with
the entity type chosen first is named the source membership, while the other is named the destination membership. This
distinction merely provides a means for selecting individual memberships when using Gen; it does not imply a direction to
a relationship.

Relationship Cardinality

The cardinality of a relationship membership determines the number of entities on one side of the relationship that is
associated with a single entity on the other side.

The cardinality of each relationship membership is one of the following:

• One
• Many

Only three combinations of relationship membership cardinality can exist:

• One-to-one (1:1)
Each entity participating in the relationship can be related to only one entity of the other entity type.

• One-to-many (1:M)
A single entity of one entity type participating in the relationship can be related to one or more entities of the other type,
but not conversely.

• Many-to-many (M:N)
A single entity of either entity type participating in the relationship can be related to one or more entities of the other
entity type.

On an Entity Relationship Diagram, at either end of the relationship line, the cardinality of the relationship membership is
depicted as follows:

• A bar that crosses the line at a right angle indicates only one.
• A crow foot at the end of the line indicates one or more.

For example, the following illustration depicts a 1:M relationship:
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The illustration shows that each customer can place one or more orders, but that only one customer places each order.

The most common cardinality for relationships is 1:M. Although 1:1 and M:N relationships sometimes occur naturally, they
often appear as the result of inaccurate analysis.

Relationship Optionality

It is important to define whether all entities must participate in a relationship membership, in which case, the relationship
membership is mandatory or only some, in which case, it is optional.

For example, in the following illustration, neither relationship membership is indicated as being optional:

From this illustration, it is possible to infer the following:

• Each ORDER must be placed by a CUSTOMER
• Each CUSTOMER must place at least one ORDER

The first statement makes sense. It is unlikely that the business accepts an order for its products without knowing and
approving the identity of the customer placing it. Likewise, if the customer placing the order ceases to be a customer, it
is reasonable that all the outstanding orders of the customer cease to be treated as orders. If this is true, the relationship
membership ORDER is placed by CUSTOMER is said to be mandatory.

The truth of the second statement is doubtful. Assume that the CUSTOMER entities include information about the name,
date of first becoming a customer, and credit rating of the customer. Further assume that a canceled order is of no further
interest to the business, and so may be deleted. In this case, the business loses all knowledge of a customer whose
only order is canceled. It is unlikely that this condition reflects the business reality. Rather, the business probably wants
to retain knowledge of a customer whether the CUSTOMER has an active pairing with an ORDER. If this is true, the
relationship membership CUSTOMER places ORDER is said to be optional.

Optional relationship memberships are drawn as a circle on the relationship line next to the cardinality symbol. The
following illustration depicts CUSTOMER places ORDER as an optional relationship membership:

The sentences describing the relationship memberships can now be expanded to reflect optionality, as follows:
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• Each CUSTOMER sometimes places one or more ORDERs
• Each ORDER always is placed by exactly one CUSTOMER

Some analysts prefer to consider optionality a special case of cardinality that permits zero pairings. The previous two
sentences would then read:

• Each CUSTOMER places zero, one or more ORDERs
• Each ORDER is placed by exactly one CUSTOMER

The distinction between optionality and zero cardinality, as the other alternative is named, is academic. This section and
Gen express zero cardinality through the optionality of a relationship membership.

Entities whose pairings are all optional tend to be the more permanent ones in the business. A CUSTOMER can exist
independently of the existence of entities of any other type, but an ORDER cannot exist without a related CUSTOMER.

The optionality of a relationship can be one of the following options:

• Fully mandatory -- Both memberships are mandatory.
• Fully optional -- Both memberships are optional.
• Partly optional -- One membership is mandatory; one is optional.

The following illustration shows examples of both a fully mandatory relationship and a fully optional relationship:

An ORDER cannot exist without ORDER ITEMs, neither can an ORDER ITEM exist without an ORDER. On the other
hand, a CAR can exist with no assigned driver, and a PERSON can exist without having a CAR to drive.

In practice, most relationships are partly optional. Some cardinality and optionality combinations are unusual and is
viewed with suspicion.

For more information, see the section Building the Analysis Model.

Often, the existence of a pairing for an optional relationship membership depends on some combination of attribute values
and existence of relationship memberships. This combination is named an optionality condition.

The following types of relationship optionality conditions:

Required
-- A pairing must exist if the condition is true.

Forbidden
-- A pairing may not exist if the condition is true.

Unrestricted
-- The pairing can exist regardless of other values.
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The unrestricted condition requires no explicit definition. For example, assume that the entity type PERSON has the
attributes Job Title and Age. Assume also that if Job Title of a PERSON has a value of "Chauffeur," then that person
must have a pairing with a CAR. This optionality condition for the relationship membership PERSON drives CAR can be
represented as: Required when PERSON Job Title is equal to "Chauffeur."

Likewise, assume that if Age of a PERSON is less than the legal driving age (say, 16) then that PERSON cannot drive a
CAR. This optionality condition can be represented as: Forbidden when PERSON Age is less than 16.

Note the implied constraint that a PERSON under 16 cannot be a Chauffeur.

Record these optionality conditions in the description of the relationship membership that is being affected. Later, during
Interaction Analysis, these conditions can be incorporated into process specifications. See Analyzing Interactions for more
information.

Relationship Pairing Percentage

For an optional relationship membership, the probability that at least one pairing is likely to exist for a given entity is useful
during database design and for projecting the performance of the planned system. You can conveniently gather this
information from the business.

For example, assume that 100 customers exist and 95 of them have an outstanding order. The probability of a
CUSTOMER being paired with an ORDER based on the places relationship membership is therefore 0.95, or 95.

This can be specified in Gen, and by showing the percentage in parentheses, as follows:

• Each CUSTOMER sometimes (95%) places one or more ORDERs
• Each ORDER always is placed by exactly one CUSTOMER

The second membership is mandatory, so it remains unchanged.

Number of Relationship Pairings

Another piece of information that can be specified is the estimated number of pairings participated in by an entity, that
is the single member in a many relationship memberships. This information is useful during performance analysis and
database design.

In the following example, there is only one many relationship memberships: customer places one or more orders. The
number of pairings of interest represents the potential number of orders to be placed by a single customer.

In Gen, you specify the following information for the number of pairings:

• Minimum number of pairings for the single entity, and whether that minimum is estimated or absolute.
• For optional memberships, the minimum is obviously zero. However, the value that is specified here presupposes the

existence of at least one pairing. So, consider "the minimum number of pairings if any exist."
• Maximum number of pairings for the single entity, and whether that maximum is estimated or absolute.
• Average number of pairings for the single entity

For example, assume that experience teaches the business the following things:

• Each CUSTOMER who has any ORDERs outstanding typically has at least two.
• A CUSTOMER is never expected to have more than 10 outstanding ORDERs outstanding.
• Most CUSTOMERs have three outstanding ORDERs.

These numbers are estimates, and a customer who wishes to place an 11 order is not be turned away based on a
technicality. Given these assumptions, the sentences are modified as follows:

• Each CUSTOMER sometimes (95 percent) places at least two (estimated), at most 10 (estimated) and on average
three ORDERs

• Each ORDER always is placed by exactly one CUSTOMER
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The second membership remains the same because it is neither optional nor many.

A relationship membership in which the minimum, maximum, and average are equal, and for which the minimum and
maximum are absolute, is said to have fixed cardinality.

There are cases where the number of pairings that are allowed varies depending on combinations of values. For example,
a customer whose credit rating indicates that a questionable risk is allowed one outstanding order at a time. A customer
with a more favorable rating is allowed to place many orders at one time. You can document such a rare situation by
recording a cardinality condition in the description of the affected relationship membership.

Relationship Transferability

Sometimes, it must be possible to move a pairing from one entity to another entity of the same entity type.

For example, two relationship memberships:

• Each PROJECT MANAGER sometimes manages exactly one PROJECT
• Each PROJECT always is managed by exactly one PROJECT MANAGER

This model represents a changeable situation. A PROJECT is always managed by a PROJECT MANAGER, but the
identity of the PROJECT MANAGER change.

For example, Lisa Trueheart has been assigned the management responsibility instead of Ernest R. Steadman. As a
result, the pairing “is managed by Ernest R. Steadman” must be transferred to Lisa Trueheart (another entity of type
PROJECT MANAGER).

This illustrates a characteristic of relationship memberships that are called permanence of membership.

A relationship membership can be one of the following options:

• Permanent
– After a pairing is established, it relates the same two entities until the entities are disassociated.
– A relationship membership whose pairings are permanent is named a fixed membership.

• Temporary
– The pairing can move from entity to entity as needed.
– A relationship membership whose pairings are temporary is named a transferable membership.

In the CUSTOMER/ORDER example, it is stated that after a customer places an order, the order at the request of the
customer is to be transferred to a different customer. Therefore, the membership ORDER is placed by the CUSTOMER is
transferable.

The enterprise never performs the converse (transferring a customer between orders).

To complete the sentences, these facts are appended:

• Each CUSTOMER sometimes (95 percent) places at least two (estimated), at most 10 (estimated) and on average
three ORDERS and is not transferable

• Each ORDER always is placed by exactly one CUSTOMER and is transferable

Transferring a relationship causes knowledge of previous pairings to be lost. Ask whether the business must know which
entities were formerly associated. If so, the membership must not be transferable, and the relationship cardinalities must
also be reviewed.

For example, if the former managers of a project remain of interest, then a project is managed (over time) by many project
managers.

Associate is Modifying or Referencing

A property of each relationship membership, and defines whether procedure executions can simultaneously access an
entity through that membership.
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Associate is modifying
-- Only one procedure execution at a time can access an entity through that membership, so allowing that entity to
be updated or deleted.

Associate is referencing
-- More than one procedure execution at a time can access an entity through that membership. This is safe
providing no procedure execution allows that entity to be updated.

This property affects the behavior of the generated system, and probably lets the system designer specify it and for
system performance analysts to review. Modifying is the default in Gen model; this default is the safe setting for the
integrity of the database.

Relationship Description

In general, the sort of information that is captured as part of the description reflect the following types of integrity
conditions for relationship memberships:

• Cardinality conditions
• Optionality conditions

Defining Entity Type Attributes
This article provides information for defining entity type attributes. The attribute name is a noun or noun-phrase describing
the purpose or content of the attribute, preferably using terminology prevalent in the business.

Attribute Name

The following lists the attributes of the entity type CUSTOMER:

• Number
• Name
• Address
• Phone Number
• Status
• Credit Rating
• Date Known
• Outstanding Orders Value

NOTE
None of the attribute names shown here include the name of the entity type. Because each attribute is
associated with exactly one entity type, repeating the entity type name in the attribute name is redundant. Gen
automatically adds the entity type name where necessary.

Attribute Description

The description of an attribute includes any textual information that the business or analyst believes to be useful.

There are two optional elements of an attribute description:

• Attributes definition -- Elaborates on the information about the attributes role available from its name
• Any optionality conditions

Attribute Optionality

The optionality of an attribute indicates whether each entity of the entity type that is described by the attribute must have a
known value for the attribute under consideration.
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There are two options for attributes:

Mandatory
-- Attributes for which each entity must have a value

Optional
-- Attributes for which each entity does not need to have a value

Consider the attributes of the entity type CUSTOMER:

Number
-- Each customer is always assigned a Number when the business is made aware of the customer.

Name
-- Each customer with which the business deals must have a Name.

Address

• A customer has more than one Address.
• An Address of a customer may not yet be known to the enterprise.
• The customer announces a change of address, and the business must know the value of a former address.

If so, Address is multi-valued, this is discussed later in Additional Data Modeling Topics, or clearly defined as
being the current address only.

Phone Number

• A customer may have no telephone, or that the Phone Number is not yet known to the enterprise. If the
business accepts customers with no telephones, then some customer entities exist with no value for their
Phone Number attribute.

• A customer may have more than one Phone Number.

Status
-- Each customer is always assigned a Status when the business is made aware of the customer.

Credit Rating
-- Some customers may not require credit, preferring instead to pay cash for all purchases. In such a case, the
attribute Credit Rating would not have a value.

Date Known
-- The date on which the business became aware of the customer always be present.

Outstanding Orders Value
-- The Outstanding Orders Value for a customer always has some value, even if it is zero.

Of the attributes for the entity type CUSTOMER, five are mandatory and three are optional as summarized in the following
table:

Attribute Optionality
Number Mandatory
Name Mandatory
Address Optional
Phone Number Optional
Status Mandatory
Credit Rating Optional
Date Known Mandatory
Outstanding Orders Value Mandatory
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As with relationship memberships, the optionality of an attribute can sometimes be affected by a combination of values of
other relationships and attributes. In this case, the combination can be represented as an optionality condition.

There are three types of attribution optionality conditions:

Required
-- A pairing must exist if the condition is true.

Forbidden
-- A pairing may not exist if the condition is true.

Unrestricted
-- The pairing can exist regardless of other values.

For example, assume that the attribute Status can have an attribute value of Cash Only and that only CUSTOMERs
with that Status are allowed to have no Credit Rating. The following optionality condition would apply to Credit Rating:
Required when Status is not equal to Cash Only.

Forbidden conditions are not nearly as common as Required ones, but they are possible. Consider the case where
another possible value of Status is Highly Credit Worthy. Assume that the business wants to avoid offending such
CUSTOMERs with queries about their credit worthiness and to forbid the inclusion of a value for Credit Rating for them.
Further assume that the previous Cash Only optionality condition is true.

The new optionality conditions for Credit Rating are:

• Required when Status is not equal to Cash Only and Status is not equal to Highly Credit Worthy
• Forbidden when Status is equal to Highly Credit Worthy

When you find that the same integrity condition determines the existence of several optional attributes and relationship
memberships, it is worth considering defining a subtype or another entity type and moving the affected attributes and
relationships so that they describe only entities of that subtype.

Using Gen, optionality conditions for an attribute is specified as part of its description.

Attribute Source Category

An attribute fall into one of four source categories:

Basic
-- The values of the attribute are intrinsic to entities of the entity type being described and cannot be deduced from
the attribute values of other attributes or the existence of relationships.

Derived
-- The values of the attribute are always deduced or calculated from the values of other attributes or the existence
of relationships.
Note the word always. For example, the value of the attribute ORDER ITEM Price may have been initially derived
using the then current PRODUCT Price. However, it is not repeatedly re-evaluated in the same way whenever
PRODUCT Price is modified. This attribute value is not treated as derived.

Designed
-- The enterprise invents the attribute to overcome some sort of business constraint or to simplify a system
operation. The attribute value is derived in some way, such as a numerically increased serial number.

Auto Number
-- The DBMS of the application generates the value of an auto number attribute automatically. An auto number
attribute must be a whole number with no decimal places.

Gen treats designed attributes as if they are basic.

Gen treats derived attributes differently. Values are never merely set to some value; they must be derived using a
calculation that is called a derivation algorithm that is assigned to the attribute as part of its definition.
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For more information, see Derivation Algorithm.

As an example, the likely source categories of attributes for the entity type CUSTOMER are listed in the following table:

Attribute Source Category
Number Designed or Auto Number
Name Basic
Address Basic
Phone Number Basic
Status Designed or Derived
Credit Rating Basic, Designed Or Derived
Date Known Basic
Outstanding Orders Value Derived

Status and Credit Rating are considered to be either designed or derived, under differing conditions.

Credit Rating can be basic if its value is determined outside the organization, for example, by a credit agency.

Credit Rating can be derived if it is given a value by the business as the result of a specified calculation, or if it is subject
to tightly specified rules. However, if it is the result of a less formally specified judgment, it is designed.

Outstanding Orders Value for a particular CUSTOMER entity is assumed to be the sum of the Amounts (an attribute) of
all ORDERs (an entity type), which are placed by (a relationship membership) that CUSTOMER. So, its value depends
wholly on the values of other attributes and relationship memberships. If the customer places a new order, causing a new
pairing that is based on places/is placed by, the value of Outstanding Orders Value is likely to change. If the Amount of
any order that is placed by the customer is modified, the value of Outstanding Orders Value change. Outstanding Orders
Value is therefore a derived attribute.

Attribute Domain

The term domain refers to the collection of possible values for an attribute or set of attributes. Put another way, the
domain of the attribute must include the set of all values that can actually be assigned to that attribute.

An attribute domain is:

Primitive
-- A primitive domain is a collection of values that constrain the values of attributes or of parts of complex or user
domains.

Gen
requires each attribute to be assigned to one of the following primitive domains:

• Text -- Each value is a string of characters.
• Mixed Text -- Each value is a combination of a double-byte character set and a single-byte character set.
• DBCS Text -- Each value is a double-byte character set.
• Number -- Each value is a number (positive or negative, integer, or real).
• Date -- Each value represents a date (including century).
• Time -- Each value represents an hour, minute, and second.
• Time Stamp -- Not relevant in analysis; it is dealt with during design.
• GUI Object -- Each value represents a pointer of an object linking and embedding (OLE) object. This option is

available only with the workset attribute.
• BLOB -- Each value represents a variable sized Binary Large Object.
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Complex
-- A complex domain contains elements each of which has values that are constrained by a primitive domain.
Some analysts consider the domains Date and Time to be complex domains that are based on the primitive
domain Number. Dates and times are so universally important and uniquely configured that they are regarded
here as primitive domains.

User-defined
-- The first four primitive domains (Text, Number, Date, and Time) can be used as the basis for forming a hierarchy
of other domains, named user-defined domains.
For more information, see Additional Data Modeling Topics.

The values of attributes from different primitive domains cannot usually be compared or used together in calculations. For
example, it makes no sense to compare CUSTOMER Number with CUSTOMER Address. It makes no sense to multiply
ORDER Quantity by Current Date. However, be required to add several days to a date.

The following table shows the primitive domains for the attributes of the entity type CUSTOMER:

Attribute Primitive Domain
Number Text
Name Text
Address Text
Phone Number Text *
Status Text
Credit Rating Text
Date Known Date
Outstanding Orders Value Number

*Assume that Phone Number includes parentheses and hyphens for readability.

Attribute Length

The length of an attribute indicates the maximum number of characters or digits for each of its values. Considered to be a
subset of the domain of an attribute, because the number of characters or digits restricts the possible set of values for the
attribute.

Using Gen, the maximum length of an attribute varies based on the primitive domain to which it belongs.

The following table lists the possible lengths of attributes that belong to the primitive domains:

Domain Possible Attribute Length
Text (fixed) 1 - 255
Text (varying) 1 - 4094
DBCS Text (fixed) 1 - 127
DBCS Text (varying) 1 - 2047
Mixed Text (fixed) 1 - 255
Mixed Text (varying) 1 - 4094
Number 1 - 18
Date 8
Time 6
Timestamp 20
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BLOB 1 byte to 2 GB

NOTE
No range of lengths is available for attributes belonging to the domains Date, Time, and Timestamp because the
formats of these attributes are fixed.

Each Date includes four digits for the year, two for the month, and two for the day.

Each Time includes two digits for the hour, two for the minute, and two for the second.

Gen automatically sets the length property of Date and Time attributes and does not allow them to be modified. Specify
the length of an attribute before recording its permitted values.

Attribute Number of Decimal Places

This property is available only for attributes belonging to the Number domain. It reflects the number of digits of the
attributes total length, which fall to the right of the decimal point.

The following table illustrates the relationship between the length and number of decimal places:

Format of Number Length Decimal Places
9999 4 0
999.9 4 1
99.99 4 2
9.999 4 3
.9999 4 4

Attribute Case Sensitivity

For text attributes, you can use the case-sensitive option to specify whether the attribute is to contain both uppercase and
lowercase characters or only uppercase characters. If both uppercase and lowercase characters are needed, this option
must be specified. This option is because the current Gen default is "Not case sensitive."

In the generated system, this default causes all characters in any views of the attribute to be translated to uppercase
before any operations are performed on them, regardless of how the characters were originally entered into the system.

Attribute Varying Length

For text attributes, the varying length option allows you to specify that the length of the text attribute can vary when stored
in the database. The database only stores the actual length of the text string.

For example, assume that varying length is specified for the Name attribute of the CUSTOMER entity type and the length
of the attribute is 30 characters. In the implemented system, if the value of CUSTOMER Name is only 20 characters, the
database only stores 20 characters.

Technical Design Name

You can select to set the TD name to be the same as the attribute name. This is the default condition.

Also enter a different name to be used while transforming or re-transforming the local data model into the selected
Technical Design.
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Implementing with Decimal Precision

COBOL store and manipulate numbers with precision. The native C, C#, or Java data types have limitations in either the
number of digits or their precision. For example, most numbers with decimals are generated as a double which has a limit
of 15 digits of precision, and loses the precision when used in some mathematical operations.

Gen generate an alternative data type that can achieve precision of 18 digits. Gen does not generate these alternative
data types by default. Rather, review your needs and determine if numeric attributes are generated in this alternative form.

Using the alternative data type consumes more CPU resources, as it uses a software library to perform the mathematical
operations, whereas, the double data type uses the hardware instructions to perform the same mathematical operations.

C Language DBMS Considerations with Decimal Precision

For C generated code, Gen implements all attributes that are marked for decimal precision as a character string. Some
DBMSs pass the string directly to the database and store it with high precision. However, other DBMSs require a double
data type to store and retrieve numeric data. Therefore, limit the number of digits and precision that can be safely stored
and retrieved.

COBOL Data Type

Four COBOL data types are available as attribute properties for technical design. These data types are for attributes in the
number domain.

COMP
-- binary data items

COMP1
-- internal floating-point items with single precision

COMP2
-- internal floating-point items with double precision

COMP3
-- internal decimal items

You can use these data types to specify the COBOL internal format to allow:

• Compatibility with externally provided data
• Better performance by allowing the data to be stored internally in the most efficient form (either storage or processing

time)

NOTE
The COMP COBOL data types are not generated for Procedure Step import and export views. They are
generated for Procedure Step local views. For action blocks, the COMP COBOL data types are generated for
import, export, and local views. If the number of decimal places is defined for any numeric attribute, specified
COMP COBOL data type has no effect on generation.

You can specify that attribute state flags are not defined on a view-by-view basis. This permits exact matching of the
external storage format. This eliminates the movement of data that is required in the code that is generated for USE
statements to match between the external action blocks view without attribute state flags and the action block view with
them.

Attribute Permitted Values

You can use permitted values to further restrict the domain of certain kinds of attributes. The set of permitted values for an
attribute exhaustively describes the potential values of the attribute.

For example, there are seven specified values for Day (of week). If you specify no permitted values for an attribute, Gen
considers any value consistent with the attributes primitive domain and length to be a legal value.
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You specify permitted values for any attribute that is either basic or designed, and either text or a number. Auto Number
and BLOB attributes may not have permitted values, a default value, or an algorithm.

The permitted values for text attributes are restricted to discrete values.

The permitted values for number attributes include ranges and discrete values.

Permitted values cannot be longer than the length of the attribute.

Each permitted value is given its own description in Gen.

Attribute Default Value or Algorithm

For each attribute that contains permitted values (basic or designed, text, or number), you specify either a default value or
default algorithm, but not both.

• The default value is a single value for the attribute that must be among its permitted values.
• When creating an entity, Gen automatically assigns default values to all attributes for which default values were

specified, unless another value is explicitly set. For example, imagine that customer Status has a default value of
"Cash Only." In such a case, whenever a customer is created, Status is automatically set to "Cash Only" unless it is
explicitly overridden.

• The default algorithm is a calculation whose result is used to initialize an attribute value.
• When the entity that contains the attribute is created, the attribute is assigned its value that is based on the result

of the default algorithm. For example, suppose that CUSTOMER Numbers are assigned sequentially. When a new
CUSTOMER is created, its Number attribute receives the value of the previously created CUSTOMER Number plus
one. The rule that states this is a default algorithm. For example: (CUSTOMER Number = previous CUSTOMER
Number + 1).

• The specification of default algorithms requires the use of the Action Diagramming Tool. Details on building a default
algorithm are, therefore, covered in the section Analyzing Interactions.

Derivation Algorithm

You specify derivation algorithms only for derived attributes.

Every time the value of a derived attribute is requested, the derivation algorithm executes, so the value change over time.
For example, EMPLOYEE Age is derived from the Date of today and EMPLOYEE Birth Date, whenever the business
knows how old the employee is. If the business knows the value that was originally calculated (for example, EMPLOYEE
Age When Hired) a default algorithm is used, not a derivation algorithm.

There are some performance considerations that are associated with derived attributes. In practice, designers must
decide whether a derived attribute is calculated or stored; this decision is a performance-oriented design decision.

If calculated, the value of the derived attribute is recalculated every time that it is requested.

If stored, the value of the derived attribute is recalculated only when one of the attributes and relationships on which it
depends is modified.

The distinction between calculation and storage is relevant during analysis if performance is a critical issue. This calls for
performance analysis in parallel with analyzing the business requirements; otherwise it is deferred until design.

Derivation algorithms are specified during procedure design using the Action Diagramming Tool.

If rules for deriving the value are critical to the business, then the algorithms are specified during analysis. See the section
"Analyzing Interactions."
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Attribute Aliases

As with entity types, each attribute is known by several different names. For example, the attribute Number of the entity
type CUSTOMER is known variously as NUM, NO, CN (Customer Number), or Numeric Identifier. Each synonym is
recorded as an alias of the attribute.

Each alias is identified as an acronym (such as CN), an abbreviation (NUM or no), or neither (such as Numeric Identifier).
Also, a long name of up to 50 characters can be recorded as an alias of the attribute. The long name is typically used only
to provide compatibility with data dictionary products that support names longer than the 32-character Gen standard.

Defining Entity Subtypes and Partitioning
This article provides information for entity subtypes and partitioning. You find that entities belonging to the same entity
type have differing characteristics.

This situation requires the definition of entity subtypes and partitioning.

For example, consider the following expanded attribute list for the entity type CUSTOMER:

• Number
• Name
• Address
• Phone Number
• Status
• Credit Rating
• Outstanding Orders Value
• Nationality (Foreign Or Domestic)
• Country Code
• Import License Number
• Currency
• Tax ID Number
• State of Incorporation
• Type (Commercial Or Government)
• Government Agency Name
• Interested Politician Name

Given this set of attributes, assume the following attributes to be true:

• The attributes: Country Code, Import License Number, and Currency have values only for FOREIGN CUSTOMERs.
• The attributes: Tax ID Number and State of Incorporation have values only for DOMESTIC CUSTOMERs.
• The attributes: Government Agency Name and Interested Politician Name are valid for either FOREIGN CUSTOMERs

or DOMESTIC CUSTOMERs, but only when the CUSTOMER is a GOVERNMENT CUSTOMER, not a COMMERCIAL
CUSTOMER.

You can record these facts as a set of integrity constraints on CUSTOMER. However, you can handle this situation by
defining types.

Defining Entity Subtypes

The list of extended attributes for the entity type CUSTOMER in shows that entities of the type CUSTOMER fall into two
mutually exclusive groups: FOREIGN and DOMESTIC.

The following illustration shows an Entity Relationship Diagram in which the entity type CUSTOMER has been separated
into the entity subtypes FOREIGN CUSTOMER and DOMESTIC CUSTOMER:
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The entity types FOREIGN CUSTOMER and DOMESTIC CUSTOMER are subtypes of the entity type CUSTOMER. In
the illustration, the dashed box indicates a partitioning of the entity type CUSTOMER into subtypes. Another way of saying
this is that the entity type CUSTOMER is a supertype to FOREIGN CUSTOMER and DOMESTIC CUSTOMER.

The name appearing inside the dashed box, NATIONALITY, is the name of the classifying attribute of the partitioning.
Classifying the attributes are discussed later in this section.

Relationships and attributes particular to an entity subtype are mutually exclusive with relationships and attributes
particular to other subtypes in the same partitioning. For example, a FOREIGN CUSTOMER cannot have values for Tax
ID Number and State of Incorporation, while a DOMESTIC CUSTOMER cannot have values for Country Code or Import
License Number.

Subtypes are said to inherit the relationships, attributes, and integrity conditions of their supertypes. For example, every
FOREIGN CUSTOMER can have values for all relationships and attributes that are defined for CUSTOMER, and those
defined specifically for FOREIGN CUSTOMER. Since each CUSTOMER must have a value for the attribute Number (it
is a mandatory attribute), each FOREIGN CUSTOMER must also have a Number. Similarly, because each CUSTOMER
place ORDERs, each FOREIGN CUSTOMER also place ORDERs.

The optionality of relationships and attributes of a subtype depends, on whether a given entity belongs to that subtype.
In the previous illustration, for example, assume that Country Code is defined as a mandatory attribute of the subtype
FOREIGN CUSTOMER. Here, every FOREIGN CUSTOMER must have an attribute value for Country Code. A
DOMESTIC CUSTOMER cannot have a value for Country Code.

Partitioning

The Entity Subtypes show that the entity type CUSTOMER partitioned into two subtypes along a single partitioning.
However, there is no limit to the number of subtypes that can be defined in a partitioning.

A subtype can also have partitioning of its own. For example, the subtype FOREIGN CUSTOMER has different
relationships and attributes, depending on whether the CUSTOMER resides in a FAVORED NATION country, as shown in
the following illustration:
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Analysts divide each entity type into multiple partitionings, where each partitioning is a different reason for having
subtypes. For example, the list of extended attributes for the entity type CUSTOMER and the integrity constraints
that resulted in the first partitioning show the potential for a second partitioning: GOVERNMENT CUSTOMERs have
relationships and attributes that are not shared by COMMERCIAL CUSTOMERs.

Since a GOVERNMENT CUSTOMER can be either A DOMESTIC CUSTOMER or a FOREIGN CUSTOMER (that is,
GOVERNMENT CUSTOMERs are not mutually exclusive with DOMESTIC or FOREIGN CUSTOMERs), GOVERNMENT,
and COMMERCIAL CUSTOMERs are broken down into their own partitioning, as shown in the following illustration:
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Subtypes within a partitioning are mutually exclusive with each other but not with subtypes in other partitionings. In this
example there are at least four possible permutations for CUSTOMER:

• FOREIGN, GOVERNMENT
• DOMESTIC, GOVERNMENT
• FOREIGN, COMMERCIAL
• DOMESTIC, COMMERCIAL

NOTE
Some situations require cross-partitioning restrictions to accurately reflect the needs of the business. For
example, business rules dictate that the company does not deal with FOREIGN, GOVERNMENT CUSTOMERs.
Record such a restriction as an integrity constraint of the entity type being partitioned, in this case, in the
description of customer.

Defining Partitioning

You specify the following for each partitioning:

• Description
• Enumeration
• Classifying attribute
• Life-cycle partitioning
• Classifying values (one for each subtype)
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Normalization Overview
This article provides information for the normalization overview. Normalization is a step-by-step technique that is used to
ensure that the analyst has assigned each attribute to the proper entity type and defined sufficient entity types.

The technique of normalization involves refining an entity type that is based on the interdependencies of its attributes.

The principles of normalization can be used throughout data analysis as each attribute is added to the model, and as a
final confirmation of the model. Normalization can also be employed as needed for inspecting current system data and for
defining entity types that data represents.

Each step of the technique results in the conformance of the entity type to a normal form. For the purposes of
confirmation, it is sufficient to normalize to the third normal form (abbreviated 3NF).

The following table shows the three normal forms of normalization with the steps that cause an entity type to conform to
these forms:

Normal Form Description
First Normal Form (1NF) Multi-valued attributes are removed to form a separate entity type.

Thus, no entity type in 1NF can have repeating groups (multi-
valued attributes).

Second Normal Form (2NF) Attributes not fully dependent on the identifiers of the group are
removed to a separate entity type.

Third Normal Form (3NF) Attributes dependent on attributes, other than the identifiers are
removed to a separate entity type.

The steps to normalize data are best performed by examining example values of data that are found in the business, or
developed with the help of users to illustrate the combinations of data values that arise.

The following figure shows a group of attribute values that are laid out as columns in a table. Separate line items of a
possible entity type ORDER appear as lines in the table:
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The next three figures show the normalization of an attribute group. Normalization involves dividing the original entity type
into implied entity types. Normalization also involves assigning attributes to the correct entity types; later this is useful
for data design. In this case, the table eventually breaks down into four implied entity types: PRODUCT, ORDER ITEM,
ORDER, and CUSTOMER.

The following figure shows an attribute group in first normal form (1NF) with sample data values:

The following figure shows in second normal form (2NF). One level of multivalued groups of attributes are removed to the
ORDER ITEM entity type to form a separate entity type:
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Product Code appears as the identifier of PRODUCT and as the foreign identifier of ORDER ITEM (1NF).

In the third normal form (3NF), attributes that are not fully dependent on the identifier of the entity type are removed to
other entity types until no partial dependencies remain.

PRODUCT is already in 3NF because its attributes are dependent on the identifier Product Code. However, the attributes
of ORDER ITEM are not fully dependent on Product Code. Removing these attributes to other entity types (ORDER then
CUSTOMER) must be done to remove partial dependencies.

The following figure shows the attribute group in third normal form (3NF):
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More About Identifiers
This article provides information for identifiers. An identifier of an entity type is a combination of attributes and
relationships whose values uniquely identify an entity.

Each entity type must have at least one identifier, and many have only one, but an enterprise identifies entities in more
than one way. A salesperson uses a name of a customer, while an accountant needs several customer.s Gen allows up
to five separate identifiers to be specified for each entity type. Each identifier of an entity type must uniquely identify an
entity.

The following figure shows part of an Entity Relationship Diagram:
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Here, a new entity type, Order Item, has been added. Although attribute names do not typically appear on Entity
Relationship Diagrams, they are included in this example to help clarify the notion of identifiers.

Beginning with the entity type CUSTOMER, assume that the attribute Number is an identifier. In other words, no two
CUSTOMERs have the same attribute value for Number. Further assume while two customers can have the same name,
and two customers can live at the same address, no two CUSTOMERs can have the same name and can live at the same
address. The combination of Name and Address can therefore be an identifier.

So, the entity type CUSTOMER has two identifiers, as shown in the following table:

Identifier Description
Identifier 1 Number
Identifier 2 Name

Address

Next, consider the entity type ORDER. Assuming that no two ORDERs have the same values for Number, then Number is
an identifier of order.

Likewise, the entity type PRODUCT has an identifier, which is an attribute that is called Part Number.

ORDER ITEM is slightly different. Assuming that the ORDER ITEM attribute named Number is unique only within an
ORDER, no value of ORDER ITEM Number can be used to uniquely identify each of its occurrences. The following figure,
for example, shows two orders, each with order item Numbers of 001, 002 and 003:
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However, the value of ORDER ITEM Number is unique for a given order. You can uniquely identify each ORDER ITEM
entity by the combination of its pairing with a particular order and its Number. By a combination of one relationship
membership and one attribute: Identifier 1 is contained on order "order item Number."

If there is a business rule that each product can appear only once on an order, no two ORDER ITEMs on any one ORDER
reference the same PRODUCT, another identifier emerges that requires no attributes at all.

An ORDER ITEM can be uniquely identified by the combination of its pairing with a specific ORDER and a specific
PRODUCT. The identifier is therefore composed entirely of relationship memberships. As a result, the set of identifiers for
ORDER ITEM is:

• Identifier 1 is contained on order "order item Number"
• Identifier 2 is contained on order "is for product"

Here are some necessary restrictions on the attributes and relationship memberships that participate in identifiers:

• Each entity must have a value for each element of every identifier, and these elements must therefore be mandatory.
• In the previous example, it is found that ORDER ITEMs exist that the product cannot yet be identified. If this is so, then

the relationship membership is for PRODUCT cannot be used to identify ORDER ITEMs.
• An attribute or relationship membership that participates in an identifier cannot be changed by a business operation.

Therefore, the initial value of an attribute cannot be changed.

For example, if it is accepted that a CUSTOMER can change Address, then this must not be part of the identifier for
CUSTOMER.
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It also follows that an identifying relationship membership cannot be transferred. This becomes significant in the
interaction analysis. For example, suppose that the business must be able to substitute a PRODUCT on an ORDER
ITEM. Since the relationship membership for PRODUCT must not be transferable, then either it must no longer form part
of an identifier, or when altering the PRODUCT on an ORDER ITEM, one ORDER ITEM must be deleted, and another
created and associated with the new PRODUCT.

Analysts familiar with database terminology might recognize that the concept of an identifier is similar to that of a key. Do
not, however, be influenced by database concepts, facilities, or design techniques when defining the identifiers used by
business. Important differences are:

• In analysis all useful ways to identity entities may be defined, but in database design it is necessary to choose
identifiers to define as keys.

• Database keys generally imply sequence, but an analyst need not specify the attributes and relationships that
comprise an identifier in any particular order because an identifier ensures uniqueness, not sequence.

• A database management system may allow the specification of a primary key and multiple secondary indexes but only
requires the primary key to be unique, whereas all identifiers must ensure uniqueness.

• In database design, a relationship membership may be represented by duplicating a data item and using it as a foreign
key.

For example, instead of using is contained on ORDER as an identifier of ORDER ITEM, you could have added the
identifier of ORDER (in this case, Number) as an attribute of ORDER ITEM, so that each ORDER ITEM contains the
Number of the ORDER on which it appears. Since Number is not really an attribute of ORDER ITEM, but exists only to
facilitate access to ORDER, it is called a foreign key.

A foreign key serves the same purpose as a relationship: to relate two entities. However, when using Gen in database
design, a relationship membership must always be preferred as an identifier to using an attribute as a foreign key.

Explicitly including an attribute as a foreign key obscures the fact that entities of the two affected types can be related and
requires that the value of the attribute be maintained explicitly by a business system to reflect the value of an attribute in
the paired entity.

A relationship explicitly defines a possible pairing, so using relationships as identifiers provides a more accurate
representation of the view of data for business, and allows the developer to postpone decisions on how to implement data
until a design is reached.

In Gen, relationship memberships that participate in identifiers are highlighted on the Entity Relationship Diagram with
an "I" superimposed over the end of the relationship nearest to the entity type it identifies. The following figure shows this
convention assuming that "is contained on ORDER" and "is for PRODUCT" both participate in identifiers:
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Mutually Exclusive Relationships
This article provides information for mutually exclusive relationships. More than two relationship memberships can be
mutually exclusive.

Consider the case where the PRODUCT entities are either manufactured by an internal manufacturing
DEPARTMENT or the PRODUCT entities is purchased from a SUPPLIER. Assume that each PRODUCT can be
acquired from only one source. In other words, each PRODUCT entity either is supplied by a SUPPLIER or is made by
a DEPARTMENT, but never both. Here, the existence of a pairing that is based on one of the relationships precludes
the existence of one based on the other. For a given entity type, relationship memberships whose occurrences preclude
the existence of occurrences of other relationship memberships are mutually exclusive of one another as shown in the
following figure.
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For example, PRODUCT could also be stocked by SUPPLIER, for shipment direct to customers. A relationship
membership that is involved in a mutually exclusive set must be optional, and may not therefore be part of an identifier.

In Gen, mutual exclusivity of a set of relationship memberships is recorded when defining the entity type which the
relationship memberships belong. Analysts specify up to five sets of mutually exclusive relationship memberships for each
entity type.

Alternative Relationship Representations
The way of handling relationships in Gen appears to be different from some traditional entity relationship modeling
approaches.

In Gen, only entity types can have attributes. The relationship memberships are considered to be details of entity types;
not objects in their own right. A relationship can therefore never have an attribute. Usually, if you feel the need to add an
attribute to a relationship, you have discovered a new entity type (probably a conceptual or active one).

In Gen, a relationship has exactly two memberships; two and only two entities can participate in a single pairing. This
style of relationship is named a binary relationship. Other modeling approaches allow the appearance of three or more
entities in a single relationship occurrence. The term "pairing" makes no sense in this context. That style of model is said
to support n-ary relationships. Using Gen, a relationship that appears to require more than two memberships is replaced
by an entity type. An entity type that is introduced for this reason is named an associative entity type.

For example, consider the following illustration:
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Figure 1: Associative Entity Type

This illustration shows a three-membership relationship between PERSON, VEHICLE, and RENTAL LOCATION, which
represents a leasing arrangement.

Because traditional modeling approaches allow only two memberships in a relationship, a fourth entity type, Rental, and
some new relationships, must be added to model the business reality. In practice, you find further attributes of RENTAL,
such as Start date, Start time, Rental period.

The resulting relationships, which are shown in the following illustration, are now all binary:

Figure 2: Alternative Relationship

Although the approach of representing relationships (binary with no attributes) in Gen initially appears restrictive, it
simplifies the operations on relationships that are specified during the interaction analysis. Because you can model the
same set of real-world instances using either style of modeling, and operations on model objects are much less complex,
the binary/no-attribute style of relationship modeling is superior in the context of analysis.

General Integrity Constraints
This article provides information for general integrity constraints. Certain combinations of attribute values and relationship
memberships can be invalid for entities of a given type.

Conditions that determine the validity of entities of a given type are named integrity constraints.

Several kinds of integrity constraint have already been introduced. Optionality conditions for relationship memberships
and attributes; cardinality conditions for relationship memberships, permitted values for attributes, and the mutual
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exclusivity of relationship memberships are all examples of special kinds of integrity constraints. However, these
specifications do not exhaustively address all issues that can determine the validity of an entity. To do so, specify a
general integrity constraint.

In Gen, integrity constraints that are not otherwise addressed are captured as part of a description for an entity type.
During activity analysis, ensure that the integrity constraints that are documented during data analysis are reflected in the
process definition.

Two examples of conditions that are addressed by general integrity constraints are:

Complex permitted values
-- Certain permitted values of an attribute are valid only when other attributes have specific values, or when
specific pairings exist. For example, imagine that for a CUSTOMER to have the Status: Preferred. They
must have a Credit Rating of Impeccable and at least one outstanding ORDER. An analyst record this, in the
description of the entity type CUSTOMER, as: Status is equal to Preferred is valid when: Credit Rating is equal to
Impeccable, and places ORDER.

Mutually inclusive relationships
-- One pairing can exist only if another exists. For example, assume that a PRODUCT can only appear on an
ORDER ITEM if it is supplied by a SUPPLIER or made by a DEPARTMENT. An analyst record this condition, in
the description of the entity type PRODUCT, as: Invalid when ordered on order item and not supplied by supplier
and not made by a department.

User-Defined Domains
This article provides information for user-defined domains. Complex and user-defined domains were mentioned in the
primitive domains section.

The user-defined domains define sets of possible values that are shared by multiple attributes.

For example, PRODUCTs are available in a limited number of colors. Elsewhere in the business, an entity type
EMPLOYEE whose security badge can be one of several badge colors.

Assuming a standard list of colors, it is possible to have a common definition for both the PRODUCT attribute Color and
EMPLOYEE attribute Badge Color, named simply Color, which has the same:

• Primitive domain
• Length
• List of permitted values

Such a definition is named a user-defined domain. The specification of the user-defined domain Color is as in the
following table:

Primitive Domain Text
Length 25 characters
Permitted Values red

blue
yellow
silver
gold
green

Ask whether the set of permitted values is stable or whether more colors could be added.

Assume it is unlikely (but not impossible) for badge color but possible for product color. You have another option for
modeling this situation: a new entity type COLOR with an attribute Name. The set of COLOR entities includes Red, Blue,
and so forth, with the possibility of adding, for example, a Brown entity when the business needs it.
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The use of domains provides some benefits over the use of discrete attribute definitions:

• Domain definitions can be shared (using the Copy attribute facility). If, however, the domain changes (a new permitted
value is added), the change must be reflected manually in all the separate copied attribute definitions.

• Operations involving attributes from different domains can be restricted to avoid illogical conditions. For example, if
there is one domain that is called Price and another named Quantity, it is reasonable to allow multiplication of attributes
belonging to the two domains, as in: (ORDER ITEM Amount = PRODUCT Price * ORDER ITEM Quantity).

However, it is probably not reasonable to allow the attributes to be compared (If PRODUCT Price is greater than ORDER
ITEM Quantity, …) or added.

Dates must not be added, multiplied, or divided.

You can represent user-defined domains by observing the following guidelines:

• If possible, use the domain name as the name of the attribute, as in the example that is shown in the following table:

Domain QUANTITY Attributes
Entity Type ORDER ITEM
Attribute QUANTITY
Entity Type INVOICE ITEM
Attribute QUANTITY
Entity Type PRODUCT STOCK
Attribute QUANTITY

• When this convention cannot be followed easily, domain information could be recorded as part of the description, or
the domain name could be included as part of the attribute name. In the following table, two attributes belong to the
Color domain, so some additional qualification is required to distinguish between them.

Domain COLOR Attributes
Entity Type PRODUCT
Attribute COLOR OPTION
Entity Type EMPLOYEE
Attribute BADGE COLOR
Entity Type BUILDING
Attribute EXTERIOR COLOR
Attribute INTERIOR COLOR

• With reasonable domain names, in practice, this convention almost implements itself. In the preceding examples, for
instance, the attribute names naturally contain the names of the domains to which they belong. It is difficult to imagine
a sensible formation of those attribute names that does not include the domain name. For instance, EMPLOYEE
Badge Hue? Or: INVOICE Number of Things?

• An enterprise usefully assembles a set of common domain names. The following table shows some possibilities:

Domain Type of Values Allowed Description
Address Any Postal or physical address in standard

format.
Code Any Attribute with value not in natural language,

for which one or more other attributes
define the meaning of each code value.

Count Numeric integer Integer quantity of objects.
Duration Numeric Length of time in specified unit of time.
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Indicator Any (typically Yes or No) Code that has two or three permitted
values.

Percentage Numeric Ratio that is expressed as percentage.
Period Any Name of a specified length of time.
Price Numeric Monetary quantity that can be exchanged

for goods or services.
Rate Numeric Value that is commonly understood to be a

percentage or ratio (for example, interest
rate or exchange rate, respectively).

Ratio Numeric Proportion of amounts of two objects,
expressed as number not as percentage.

Value Numeric Monetary quantity that expresses the value
of an object.

• Copy the definition of the attribute
• To help manipulate attributes, the copy command allows a definition of an attribute to be copied to a different entity

type. Through judicious use of this command, you can use an attribute in a particular domain as a basis for defining
other attributes in the same domain.

• For example, the ORDER ITEM attribute Quantity could be copied to create the attribute Quantity of the entity type
INVOICE ITEM. This is done by copying the definition of Quantity from the entity type ORDER ITEM to the entity type
INVOICE ITEM.

• Because Gen does not enforce the continued use of this definition, this is not a permanent solution if the permitted
values are expected to change.

Composite and Multi-Valued Attributes
This article provides information for composite and multi-valued attributes. A composite attribute is one that is made up of
other attributes. An attribute seems to hold multiple values simultaneously.

Composite Attributes

Attributes of the sort so far covered in this section are sometimes named elementary attributes to distinguish them from
composite attributes.

An example of a composite attribute is the attribute Phone Number of the entity type CUSTOMER, as shown in the
following table.

Entity Type CUSTOMER
Composite Attribute Phone Number
Elementary Attribute Area Code Elementary Attribute Exchange Elementary Attribute Station

Decomposing Phone Number into its elements is unnecessary in most business situations. If, however, the business
happens to be a telephone company, there would be a need for Phone Number to be a composite attribute. This allows
Phone Number to be treated as a single attribute sometimes, while still making it possible to inspect and modify its
elements individually whenever necessary.

Gen does support the concept of composite attributes. This is achieved indirectly. The composite attribute can easily be
simulated by defining three attributes and using a derivation algorithm to assemble the complete Phone Number.
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Multi-Valued Attributes

For example, consider an entity type PERSON, which has Language Spoken as an attribute. A distinguishing
characteristic of a PERSON is, that they speak many languages. So, the attribute Language Spoken would seem to
require multiple attribute values for each entity of PERSON.

An attribute that seems to require multiple values simultaneously is named a multivalued attribute.

If, in this example, you know the level of proficiency for each language, the case for defining an extra entity type that is
named LANGUAGE SPOKEN becomes strong.

Gen does not, and must not, provide for multivalued attributes. The following figure shows the removal of an apparently
multivalued attribute to its own entity type and relates it to the original entity type using a 1:M relationship.

Drawing Entity Relationship Diagrams
This article provides information for drawing entity relationship diagrams. Since the Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) is
primarily a means of communication, attention is given to its layout.

In larger Entity Relationship Diagrams, it is sometimes useful to look closely at a small portion of the diagram while hiding
much of the surrounding diagram. Gen Data Modeling Tool supports variable-sized boxes to represent entity types, and
the contraction of subject areas allowing for the detail to be hidden. This provides a good deal of flexibility to enhance the
aesthetics of the diagram and to support the focused presentation of meaningful diagrams.

The following figure shows an Entity Relationship Diagram with four subject areas, SALES, INVENTORIES,
CUSTOMERS, and ORDERS:
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The following is the description of the diagram:

• The subject area SALES includes the subject areas CUSTOMERS and ORDERS and the entity type SALESPERSON.
• The SALESPERSON entity type box has been emphasized by its size and central placement, while other entity types

have been made smaller.
• The subject area CUSTOMERS includes the entity types CUSTOMER and DELIVERY POINT.
• The subject area ORDERS includes ORDER and ORDER ITEM.
• The subject area INVENTORIES includes product, stock, and warehouse.

To produce a version of the diagram that further emphasizes the entity type SALESPERSON, the underlying details of
CUSTOMERS, ORDERS, and INVENTORY can be hidden by contracting those subject areas, as shown in the following
figure:
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The following figure shows how to produce a version of the diagram featuring elements of the subject area inventory, only
to contract the subject area SALES:
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Summary of Data Modeling Rules
This article provides information for data modeling rules. You can verify these rules automatically, for selected model
objects or for a whole model, by running Consistency Check.

In addition, the Consistency Check software points out several suspect conditions that are mentioned earlier. Those
situations that must be addressed before the analysis model can be considered complete are flagged as errors. Any
questionable situations with no definite errors are flagged as warnings.

Gen enforces some rules automatically and does not permit data modeling objects that contain errors to be used
for system design or in the Data Structure Diagram. See "Block Mode Design" and "Client/Server Design" for more
information.
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Rules for Entity Types

• Each entity that is described by an entity type must be uniquely identifiable.
• An entity type must have at least one attribute or two relationship memberships.
• An entity type must participate in at least one relationship.
• An entity type is immediately part of one, and only one, subject area.

Rules for Relationships

• Each relationship associates one or two entity types, and depicts a pairing between exactly two entities.
• A relationship must not have attributes.
• An optional relationship membership may not participate in an identifier.
• A relationship membership with a cardinality of "many" may not participate in an identifier.
• A transferable relationship membership may not participate in an identifier.
• A relationship membership that is involved in a mutually exclusive set may not participate in an identifier.

Rules for Attributes

• An attribute describes exactly one entity type.
• An attribute must have, at most, one value for any entity of the entity type it describes.
• An attribute must not have attributes of its own.
• An optional attribute may not participate in an identifier.
• The initial value of an attribute that participates in an identifier may not be changed.
• A derived attribute may not participate in an identifier.

Rules for Identifiers

• An optional relationship membership may not participate in an identifier.
• A transferable relationship membership may not participate in an identifier.
• A relationship membership that is involved in a mutually exclusive set may not participate in an identifier.
• The initial value of an attribute that participates in an identifier may not be changed.
• An optional attribute or relationship may not participate in an identifier.
• A derived attribute may not participate in an identifier.
• A BLOB attribute may not participate in an identifier.

Rules for Subject Areas

• A lowest level subject area decomposes into at least one entity type.
• Each entity type within a subject area is related to at least one other entity type in the same subject area.

Rules for Partitioning and Subtypes

• Each subtype belongs to exactly one partitioning.
• Each partitioning that is not a life-cycle partitioning must be associated with a classifying attribute that belongs to the

entity type that it partitions.
• Each subtype must be identifiable by a classifying value, or a range of classifying values.
• A fully enumerated partitioning must divide the entity type that it partitions into two or more subtypes.
• Each entity type can have only one life-cycle partitioning and that partitioning must be fully enumerated.
• A subtype within a non life-cycle partitioning must have at least one special attribute or relationship membership.
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Results of Data Analysis
This article provides information for results of data analysis. Top-down data analysis produces elements of the analysis
model.

The following elements of the analysis model:

• An Entity Relationship Diagram describing the data requirements of the development project
• Supporting documentation, is stored as details of the model objects. They appear on the Entity Relationship Diagram

Analyzing Activities
Activity analysis involves the continued decomposition of activities until the analyst has identified the lowest level
processes of interest to the business (elementary processes).

The business model that is developed during analysis integrates three equally important aspects of business
requirements:

• Data aspect of the model, which describes things of interest to the business and the relationships between them. See
the section "Analyzing Data."

• Activity aspect of the model, which records things the business does.
• Interaction aspect of the model, which details how things the business does (activities) affect things of interest to the

business (data). See the section "Analyzing Interactions."

This aspect serves to confirm, and if necessary modify, the analysis model. It also provides a detailed basis for the system
design.

You choose to perform a process decomposition early in analysis to set or clarify the development scope. You can then
progressively extend this decomposition until all elementary processes are identified.

During the process decomposition, you verify the results and augment the model by creating Activity Dependency
Diagrams and Event Lists. Dependency diagrams show the conditions that processes create, and how processes execute
according to conditions that result from the execution of other processes. Event Lists identify the activities that participate
in the response by business to external and internal events.

If the business objectives of the development project require it, you model activities as they are currently done. You can
later refine the model to obtain the definition for an improved or re-engineered business process. This subsequent model
is the one that the principal participants must confirm as accurate.

Much of the work of defining processes centers around their interaction with data. The section "Analyzing Activities"
addresses that topic. For a description of how activities and data are analyzed together. See the section "Building the
Analysis Model."

Process Decomposition
This article provides information for process decomposition. If an Information Architecture exists, process decomposition
is merely a continuation of the function decomposition in planning to discover lowest-level functions or highest-level
processes.

A development project then uses, as a starting point, a subset of the Information Architecture established in ISP.

Developing a process hierarchy is a refinement of part of the diagram that is built previously for business functions.

Alternatively, activities of varying levels of detail already have been identified as part of a "business process chain" during
Business Process Re-engineering.

If the development project is not expanding part of an existing Information Architecture, then the analysis model that
represents the scope of the project begins with a root function.
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Whichever situation is the starting point, you proceed by subdividing the activity hierarchy.

Identifying Functions and Processes

Identify the functions as:

• Reviewing subject areas, described in Analyzing Data, to identify those things with which the business must deal or
manage.

• For example, sales include customers and orders, which suggest the functions Customer Management and Sales
Management.

• Identifying child activities that manage an object with which a function is concerned.
• For example, the Warehouse Management function includes:

– Warehouse Capacity Planning
– Warehouse Acquisition
– Warehouse Operations
– Warehouse Performance Control
– Warehouse Disposal
– Considering the value chain of which a function is part.
– Using value chain analysis is further described in Building the Analysis Model.

Identify the processes as:

• Examining the life-cycles of entities that are managed to meet relevant business and organizational objectives. Entity
type life-cycle analysis is described in Analyzing Interactions.

• Comparing the activity hierarchy with current procedures that are identified from information gathering and current
systems analysis.

• Identifying the events that affect the business, and identifying activities that are performed in response to those events.
For more information, see Event Analysis.

Further guidance on starting to identify activities appears in Building the Analysis Model.

In analysis, process decomposition is recorded by building an Activity Hierarchy Diagram and continues until the lowest-
level, or elementary processes, are identified.

Parallel Decomposition of Activities and Data

This analysis is performed in parallel with data modeling, as described in Building the Analysis Model.

When a process is found, further entity types are implied. When a new entity type is described, identify the processes that
establish and use entities of that type. In this way, the data and activity aspects of the model can remain complementary.
Processes have the data that they need. Entity types that are needed by the business have processes that can maintain
them.

In a system development project to improve customer management and retention, for example, the data list and activity
hierarchies that are shown in the following table have evolved in this way:

Activities Data

Customer Management Function Customers Subject Area

Develop New Customer (process) Customer Entity Type

Establish New Customer (elementary)

Establish Customer Address (elementary) Customer Address Entity Type

Develop Customer Contact (elementary) Customer Contact Entity Type

Support Customer (process)
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Modify Customer Name (elementary)

Change Customer Address (elementary)

and so forth

Identifying Elementary Processes

An elementary process is a process that is the smallest unit of business activity of meaning to the business and that, when
complete, leaves the business in a consistent state.

The main challenge during the process decomposition lies in taking a business perspective on activities that are typically
described by users in terms of their current procedures. This perspective is drawn from the business purpose or value to
the first model the processes that are currently performed and then all the activities that serve the purpose. This identifies
a comprehensive set of elementary processes to be performed.

This ideal or improved set of processes are simpler than what is performed. For example, current procedures are grouped
into processes that are performed at a single time, when an order is received, or when an order is due to be delivered.

Activities that add value are performed as soon as possible, activities that incur a cost, or that do not add value is
performed as late as possible ("just in time"), or even omitted altogether.

The project objectives may involve a continuous process improvement or radical business process re-engineering. These
objectives guide analysts and business managers in the extent of the change that is desirable from the current procedures
and processes.

As expected, a process that is described as elementary cannot be further decomposed, at least not into subordinate
processes using the Activity Hierarchy Diagram. So, each elementary process is a leaf in the hierarchy. When the activity
hierarchy is complete, all leaves are elementary processes.

Identify elementary processes properly because they form the basis for an implementation as parts of a business system.

These guidelines are applied to test each process that is suspected of being elementary to ensure that it falls above or
below the elementary process level.

• Each execution of the process must produce a result that, to the business, is complete and meaningful.
• Another way of saying this is that each execution must make all necessary changes to business data, and must leave

all data in a consistent state, conforming to all data integrity rules.
• A process that violates this rule is below the elementary process level, indicating that decomposition has progressed to

too low a level. Such a process is part of a higher-level activity that is an elementary process.
• The process operates on a set of data in common with its sibling processes to which it is closely related.
• The concept that is used to measure this degree of relatedness is named cohesion and is further described in Building

the Analysis Model.
• Each process must be included in the response of at least one event.
• It either itself be the first process that is directly enabled by the event, or it is indirectly connected to that first process

through dependencies.
• None of the elements of process can be executed individually to leave the business data in a consistent state.
• This rule can be applied whenever event analysis has been performed. For more information, see Event Analysis.
• A process that violates this rule is above the elementary process level, indicating that the process has elementary

processes among its children.

A test for a complete result would check to see that all data actions that must be performed together are performed
together. For example, creating an order must include creating at least one order item.

A test for a meaningful result is to ask if the business recognizes whether a process has taken place for the entities
affected. For example, it is of interest to know that an order has been canceled, but whether the business wants to know
that it has been amended need further investigation.
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For example, the following figure shows an Activity Hierarchy Diagram in which all the subordinate activities are
processes:

Assume that the fragment of the Entity Relationship Diagram in the following figure has already been described in the
business model:

Assume also that the following descriptions of the business are true:

• When a customer places an order, all the header information for the order is recorded, after which an Order Item is
established for each different type of product ordered.

• When an order is corrected, or amended, a correction is typically made either to the header (for example, the customer
changes the requested date of shipment) or to a single-line item (for example, the customer request a change to the
quantity of product ordered) but not to both.

Is Record Order Header an Elementary Process?

Record Order Header is a process that captures the details of an order entity but none of its order items. Applying the
guidelines in this section results in the following observations:

• An execution of Record Order Header by itself does not leave business data in a consistent state. An order cannot
exist without order items. The relationship is fully mandatory.

• An execution of Record Order Header without an execution of Record Order Item is unlikely to produce a complete and
meaningful result. More likely, the creation of an entire order and all its order items constitutes a result meaningful to
the individual taking the order.

• Record Order Header has no elements that are individually executable. It is imaginable that a decomposition of Record
Order Header would result in subordinates such as Identify Customer, Check Customer Credit, and Record Date
Requested, but it is difficult to imagine the execution of those elements independently of one another.

Because it fails to satisfy the first two guidelines, Record Order Header is clearly not an elementary process; neither is
Record Order Item. Since the first two guidelines are violated, the process is sub-elementary. An elementary process
higher in the hierarchy is identified.
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Now consider the process Customer Ordering. Applying the guidelines for identifying elementary processes yields the
following results:

• Each execution of Customer Ordering in this example leaves business data in a consistent state.
• Each execution of Customer Ordering is likely to produce a newly taken order, an order cancellation notice, or an

amended order, each of which are complete and meaningful to the user.
• The elements of Customer Ordering can be executed individually. For example, it is sensible to take an order without

canceling one in the same execution.

Customer Ordering fails to comply with the last guideline, and so is above the level of being an elementary process. Also,
Record Order Header is at too low a level. So Take Order is likely to be an elementary process.

Applying the guidelines to Take Order reveals:

• Each execution of Take Order leaves the data in a consistent state, because both an order and its order items are
accepted during the same execution.

• Each execution of Take Order produces a result (that is, an order) that is complete and meaningful to the user in itself.
• Neither element of Take Order (Record Order Header and Record Order Item) can be executed independently of one

another, as explained previously.

Since Take Order complies with every guideline, it is an elementary process.

Consider the Amend Order process. It decomposes in a similar way to Take Order, which was found to be an elementary
process. However, based on the underlying set of assumptions, Amend Order Header and Amend Order Item can be
executed independently of one another. Given that Amend Order Header and Amend Order Item each produce an
amended version of the order, they are elementary processes, each produces meaningful results and leaves the business
in a consistent state, even though Record Order Header and Record Order Item were not. This example illustrates that
even when a decomposition is similar, the designation of elementary processes is different.

The results of this analysis are shown in the following illustration:

The corrected activity hierarchy diagram in the illustration shows that the decomposition of Customer Ordering terminates
at the elementary processes Take Order, Cancel Order, Amend Order Header, and Amend Order Item.

Because the process decomposition stops at the elementary process level, the sub-elementary processes, Record Order
Header, and Record Order Item, have been removed.

Dependency Analysis
This article provides information for dependency analysis. Dependency analysis is a powerful technique for refining the
content and structure of the activity hierarchy by showing how the executions of processes are related.
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It indicates which processes must be executed to complete some parts of the activities of the business before execution of
other activities, and when they must be performed.

A meaningful dependency analysis also identifies:

• Providers of information who can facilitate the execution of processes
• Receivers of information that the processes produce
• Events that enable the execution of processes. See the section "Event Analysis" for more information.

This analysis can uncover opportunities for executing activities in parallel, shortening the time that is taken for the
business to respond to demands placed on it.

Dependency analysis also helps to identify and validate entity states.

Dependencies between sibling processes are modeled. It is not possible to show all possible dependencies between
elementary processes that belong to different parent activities.

You verify decomposition by verifying that all sibling processes are interdependent. If they are not, this strongly indicates
that the decomposition is still improved. You have not discovered all the sibling processes, have incorrectly grouped
processes that must not be siblings, or have erroneously identified an activity as a process.

In a few cases, siblings are not interdependent, but such cases must be regarded with suspicion. Always resolve or
explain any anomalies to ensure that elementary processes are correctly identified. Only then can designers correctly
implement systems to support the processes.

Dependencies between processes are identified and recorded by building Process Dependency Diagrams using Gen
Activity Dependency Tool.

Selecting Processes for Dependency Analysis

A Dependency Diagram can be drawn for any process in the analysis model except for elementary processes. Elementary
processes do not have any children to be depicted on a Dependency Diagram.

For a complex activity hierarchy, dependency analysis can be performed level by level, in parallel with successive
decomposition of the activities.

In the hierarchy that is shown in the illustration, Function A is divided into B and E. The Dependency Diagram of Function
A is then drawn showing the interactions of B and E. This helps to identify the processes C and D, and F and G.

Next, a Dependency Diagram is drawn for B. This diagram shows C and D. Another diagram is drawn for E, showing F
and G. Each of these last two diagrams takes into account the dependencies that are already identified when drawing the
diagram for A. Drawing these diagrams suggest, in turn, that dependencies be added to B and E.

Gen Activity Dependency and Hierarchy Diagramming Tools together support this approach, because it is possible to add
activities to the model using either diagram.

Consider the function Inventory Management. Replenish Stock is performed whenever the "stock is low" condition
occurs. This condition can occur as a result of any of the processes Issue Stock, Destroy Stock, Check Stock Level, and
can Establish Stock Level Policy. In a large hierarchy, it is unlikely that these processes would all be part of the same
parent activity, so that they all appear together on one Dependency Diagram. The business performs a regular Check
Stock Level process that recognizes "stock is low," which is a sibling of Replenish Stock and can therefore be shown as
dependent on Check Stock Level. The precondition "stock is low" can be added to the definition of Replenish Stock. This
condition can also be modeled as an event; an event consequence diagram can then show all dependencies that are
associated with the event. See the section "Event Analysis" for more information.

Dependency analysis tends to be time-consuming. For tightly scoped projects that call for rapid development, you
think about dependencies for all processes but decide to draw dependency diagrams only for parents of elementary
processes. When the Check command is performed on the model, warning messages appear for activities that have no
dependencies. These warnings are ignored.
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The previous illustration of a corrected activity hierarchy diagram shows two Dependency Diagrams, one for Customer
Ordering and one for Amend Order. The Customer Ordering diagram in the following figure shows the interdependency
between the two elementary processes Take Order and Cancel Order, and Amend Order, their non-elementary sibling:

The Amend Order diagram (not shown here) depicts the interdependency between the elementary processes Amend
Order Header and Amend Order Item.

Interpreting Dependencies

Dependencies do not imply that a set of steps must be executed to execute the parent process. Rather, they reflect a
business state that allows the execution of dependent processes.

In the previous illustration, the execution of Customer Ordering does not mean that an execution of Take Order must
be followed by an execution of Cancel Order or must Amend Order. Rather, the figure shows that Take Order can leave
the business in a state that enables the execution of Cancel Order or can Amend Order. In this situation, Take Order is
considered prerequisite to Cancel Order and Amend Order, while Cancel Order and Amend Order depends Take Order.

Take Order has a post-condition that, when true, satisfies the preconditions for either Cancel Order or Amend Order.
The dependency line can therefore be thought of as a matching of a post-condition of the prerequisite process to the
precondition of the dependent process.

In Selecting Processes for Dependency Analysis, if an execution of Take Order completes successfully, resulting in the
creation of an order entity and its attendant order item entities, it becomes possible for the order to be affected by Cancel
Order or Amend Order. Thus, "order created" is the post-condition of Take Order that matches the precondition of Amend
Order or Cancel Order.

Many post-conditions of processes involve a change of state of one or more entities. Preconditions specify that entities
must be in a particular state to enable a process to execute. They later use these state conditions in entity life-cycle
analysis, which is described in "Analyzing Interactions."

Defining Dependencies

For the dependencies, you can record:
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• Name
• The dependency name is optional. If specified, it reflects the post and preconditions it matches.
• In Selecting Processes for Dependency Analysis, "order is created" is a suitable name for the dependency.
• Where entity states have been analyzed and identified, use entity state names. These names refer to entity subtypes

in a life-cycle partitioning. See the section "Analyzing Data." In turn, the conditions suggest more state names.
• Description
• Specify the post and preconditions represented by a dependency in its description and the reason for the dependency.

Avoid referencing the processes that are involved. They can be added or deleted from a dependency without actually
affecting the post or precondition.

• In Selecting Processes for Dependency Analysis, this description would be too wordy: "An order is created by Take
Order that after can be either canceled by Cancel Order or changed by Amend Order."

• It happens to be a verbal restatement of the Dependency Diagram with the condition included. If you later discover
the extra elementary process that is named Verify Order, that depends on Take Order and is a prerequisite to Amend
Order, the post and preconditions for the dependency would remain the same: An order is created. See the following
figure:

• Had the names of the processes that are involved in the description of the dependency been included, it would require
modification. Instead, the condition simply is stated as "an order is created."

• Type of dependency

Types of Dependencies

You can clarify the meanings of dependencies on a Dependency Diagram by depicting different types of dependency.

Three primary types of dependency can be distinguished on a Dependency Diagram:

• Sequential
• Parallel
• Mutually exclusive

Sequential Dependency

A sequential dependency involves two processes, one of which depends the other. When the prerequisite process
executes, it fulfills its post-condition and satisfies a pre-condition that allows the dependent process to execute.

The following figure shows a sequential dependency between two processes, Pick Goods and Pack Goods:
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Pick Goods, if it completes successfully, satisfies the post-condition "goods have been picked" which is a pre-condition
of Pack Goods. In other words, goods cannot be packed until they have been picked from stock. The structure in the
illustration reads as: "Pack Goods execute only if goods have been picked."

Parallel Dependency

A parallel dependency involves three or more processes: one is a prerequisite process, and the rest are dependent
processes.

When the prerequisite process executes, it fulfills its post-condition and satisfies the pre-condition of each dependent
process. Consider the following figure.

Receive Goods, if it executes successfully, satisfies the condition "goods received," which is a pre-condition of both of
the dependent processes Pay Supplier and Store Goods. These two processes can execute independently and possibly
simultaneously. The structure reads: "Pay Supplier and Store Goods each execute if goods are received."

Mutually Exclusive Dependency

A mutually exclusive dependency involves three or more processes: one is a prerequisite process, and the rest are
dependent processes.

When the prerequisite process executes, it satisfies one of several alternative (mutually exclusive) post-conditions, each
of which is a precondition of exactly one dependent process. This dependency is different from sequential and parallel
dependencies because it is associated with multiple alternative conditions.

The structure in the following figure reads: "Interview Candidate result in either the candidate accepted or the candidate is
not accepted." "Hire Candidate execute if candidate is accepted." "Reject Candidate execute if candidate is not accepted."
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In the figure, the dependency Candidate Interviewed represents the matching of these conditions. The darkened circle
where the dependency diverges indicates a mutually exclusive dependency, and thought of as testing the post condition to
decide which dependent process must execute.

Interview Candidate, if it completes successfully, satisfies either of the conditions "candidate accepted" or "candidate not
accepted," but not both.

• Hire Candidate has "candidate accepted" as a precondition.
• Reject Candidate has "candidate not accepted" as a precondition.

The post and preconditions of a mutually exclusive dependency cannot be described meaningfully without including
the name of each process that is associated with a particular condition. This violates the guideline for descriptions. See
Defining Dependencies in this section for more information. In this case, clarity is more important than avoiding the
mention of process names.

For the condition recorded in the dependency description...

Rather than: "Candidate is accepted or candidate is rejected," use: "Candidate is accepted, enabling Hire Candidate, or
candidate is rejected, enabling Reject Candidate."

Mutually exclusive dependencies also differ from other dependencies in that they can be closed.

Closure of a mutually exclusive dependency takes place when two or more dependent processes are a prerequisite to a
common process.

Suppose the reaction of the candidate to the decision was analyzed, regardless of whether the candidate is accepted or
rejected. This situation can be modeled by adding a new process, Analyze Reaction, which depends either Hire Candidate
or Reject Candidate, as shown in the following figure:
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An execution of either Hire Candidate or Reject Candidate can satisfy a post-condition "candidate informed of decision"
that is also a precondition of Analyze Reaction.

The new dependency closes the mutually exclusive dependency and is depicted by two lines converging and entering
Analyze Reaction as a single line.

The closing of the dependency that is shown in the illustration reads: "Analyze Reaction execute if the candidate is
informed of the decision, either following Hire Candidate or Reject Candidate."

Some Additional Dependency Concepts

These are less obvious situations that arise in the dependency analysis:

• A single process can be a prerequisite to several dependencies, which is based on different post-conditions.
• In this case, separate dependency lines are drawn. Consider the following illustration:

• Assume that Schedule Class in the illustration satisfy two post-conditions.
• Assume that Order Class Materials has the condition "class requirements are identified" as its precondition.
• Assume that Accept Class Reservation has the precondition "class roster opened." This condition is associated with a

repetitive dependency, because Accept Class Reservation execute many times as a result of this condition.
• When multiple conditions are not mutually exclusive, multiple enabling dependencies appear in the diagram.
• If the dependent process in a dependency is a repetitive process, the dependency is named a repetitive dependency.

When the prerequisite process executes, its post-condition can satisfy the precondition of multiple executions of the
dependent process. An example of this is in the following figure:
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• A single execution of Schedule Delivery satisfies the post-condition "product stock not available."
• Multiple executions of Schedule Production (one for each production period) can be executed based on the

precondition of Schedule Production "product stock not available."
• There are mutually dependent processes, where each process depends the other process.
• The following figure expands on the example in the previous figure to show this situation:

• Assume that Schedule Delivery can result in a condition "product stock not available," which is a precondition of
Schedule Production. If enough product stock is available when scheduling the order, it is possible to reserve product
stock. If there is not, Schedule Production must be executed repeatedly until enough product is scheduled. When
production is scheduled, it is possible to try to schedule the delivery again. In one situation, the Schedule Production
depends Schedule Delivery, while in another, Schedule Delivery depends Schedule Production.

• It is possible to specify a sequential dependency in which a process is dependent upon itself. Such a dependency is
named a recursive dependency.

• This indicates that one execution of the process satisfies a post-condition that is a precondition of a subsequent
execution of the process. This typically occurs when the process interacts with an entity type that has an involved
relationship, or whose entities are otherwise associated indirectly with other entities of the same entity type.

• Refer to the following illustration:

• Assume that Decompose Bill of Materials is a process that decomposes one level of a bill of material structure. Bill
of material structures are discussed in the section "Building the Analysis Model." To decompose the entire bill of
materials, Decompose Bill of Materials must execute one or more times for each level of the structure.
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Defining External Objects

Sometimes a process executes when it receives information from an external source. For example, Take Order executes
when an order is received from a customer.

Gen allows you to define types of objects from which a process can receive information and to which a process sends
information. Such objects are called external objects and are depicted on the Process Dependency Diagram as two
stacked red boxes. See customer in the following figure:

The interaction of an external object with a process is shown as a directed line connecting the two. This line is not
confused with a dependency; rather, it indicates an information flow.

In Gen Activity Dependency Diagrams, information flows are colored cyan (light blue) to distinguish them from
dependencies (white).

The figure depicts the fact that a customer sends the order details that are required by the Take Order process and
receives the order number information that is produced by the Take Order process.

You can use an external object to show virtually any source of information that is required by a process, or the destination
of information that is produced by the process.

Usually, external objects are considered to be outside the analysis model in which the process appears; hence, the
designation "external."

Sometimes they imply business activities or systems external to the analysis model.

Sometimes they are given the name of an entity type that is represented in the associated information flow.

Occasionally a specific entity, such as a bank or government agency, is included as an external object.

To give each external object a short textual name, and optionally, a short description. There are no explicit rules naming
external objects. Where the name of a business activity is known, use this name. It is not unusual for an external object
to have the same name as an entity type. This does not mean that external objects can represent data stores, or that
attributes in an associated information flow are restricted to belonging to one specific entity type.

Gen does not enforce a rigorous definition of external objects. When changing the name of an activity or entity type
represented also an external object, also change the name of the external object.

Defining Information Flows

Gen can capture the following details for each information flow:

• Name
• Description
• Optionality
• Associated Views

Name

The name of an information flow, when specified, is a free-form description of the information that is presented to or
received from a process by an external object, depending on the direction of flow.

For example, the flow from customer to Take Order in the previous illustration is named "Order Details" and the one
returning from Take Order to customer is named "Order Number." The name does not describe the source or destination
of the flow, as that is shown by the external object.
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Description

You can record any additional information deemed useful in the description.

If an information flow is optional, you record the conditions under which it is required or forbidden.

You must not record the content of the information that is passed between the external object and process. If this detail is
important, you can record it as associated views.

Optionality

The optionality of an information flow indicates whether information passes between the external object and process at
every execution of the process.

An open circle near the destination of the line identifies an information flow as optional in a dependency diagram.

The following illustration shows examples of four information flows associated with the process Apply For Loan:

The flows that run between client and Apply For Loan are mandatory. For each execution of Apply For Loan, "Credit
Information" must be received from a client and a "Decision" must be produced for the client.

The other two flows are optional. A "Letter of Approval" is required from a Guarantor sometimes (the optionality condition
is left to the imagination of the reader), but not in others. Sometimes a loan application is passed to a Credit Rating
Agency.

The conditions that Apply For Loan requires a Letter of Approval from the Guarantor and that Apply For Loan passes
Name and Address of a client to a Credit Rating Agency is documented in the description of Apply for Loan. This
information also is left as part of the description of each information view until the logic of Apply for Loan is analyzed in
detail.

Process logic analysis is described in "Analyzing Interactions."

Associated Views

You can specify exactly which elements of the information that is required or produced by the process pass along the
information flow.

Associated views for an information flow contain attributes of many different entity types, but these entity types must
correspond with the information views and expected effects of the associated process.

See the section "Analyzing Interactions" for a detailed discussion of associated views.
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Event Analysis
This article provides information for event analysis. Event analysis is a useful technique for identifying activities that the
business must perform to respond to events occurring in its environment, or to regulate the timing of its activities.

It can be used both to drive and to confirm the process decomposition and the development of the data model.

An event is something that occurs outside the scope of analysis and requires a response from within the scope of
analysis.

Event Classification

Events can be classified into two groups:

External events
-- An external event is an event that results from the execution of some process outside the scope of analysis,
which is seen as originating outside the scope.

Temporal events
-- A temporal event is the arrival of a specific time that enables the execution of one or more processes.

Although the existence of an external event arises from some external activity, the identity and execution of that activity
are not visible to the roles and activities within the analysis scope. Only the external event can be recognized.

For example, the external event "Customer Places Order" is the result of some purchasing process that is performed
by a customer. The nature of this process is of no interest in analysis and indeed change without affecting the results of
analysis. The external event "Customer Places Order" originates outside the enterprise.

Other events can arise within the enterprise but are outside the scope of analysis. For example, "Foreign Currency
Available" originate from a Treasury function outside the scope of Purchasing, where the process of securing the currency
is not visible to Purchasing roles or activities.

When you discover an event that results from a process within the scope of analysis, define that event as a post-condition
of the process. Conditions are described in the Interpreting Dependencies section in this section.

The responses include:

• Decisions that are taken by organizational roles within the scope concerning what response to make. For an account of
role analysis, see the section "Analyzing Interactions."

• Performance of activities within the analysis scope.

When users are describing the response to events by business, distinguish between planned, repeatable responses and
on-demand reactions, which vary according to the circumstances of each event occurrence.

For example, when the event "Order Delivery is due" occurs, the business always performs the process Deliver Order.
When "Customer complains that an order has not been delivered," the business does whatever is necessary to satisfy the
customer.

Planned the responses are candidates for the information system support. Informal, on-demand responses are more
difficult to automate but examined for opportunities to improve formality. For a customer complaint, the human decisions
cannot be formalized, but the selected responses include some formal, repeatable activity. This response executes the
process Record Complaint, or even Deliver Order if the business has omitted to do this, or the delivery is found to be lost
and must be repeated.

Benefits of Event Analysis

If properly executed, event analysis helps to ensure:
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• Clearer definition of the project scope by identifying which business situations (represented as events) are addressed
by the system and which will not.

• Improved the communication between analysts and users by relating processes in a functional decomposition to
familiar business situations.

• More accurate and comprehensive identification of activities by providing an alternative activity discovery process than
used during functional decomposition.

• More user-oriented business systems.
• Identification of activities that are candidates for reuse by the appearance of the activity in multiple event responses.

Defining Events

Events and their responses are incorporated in the analysis model using event arrows or external objects that are
connected to the activities that initiate the event response.

Each event must have a name and its full definition include text that provides:

Event description
-- This is for general descriptive purposes.

Response description
-- Where there is more than one set of processes that respond to the same event, this description is part of each
dependency description that joins the event to the process that initiates a business response.

Frequency of occurrence
-- This information is used in system design decisions.

Required response time
-- This information is used in business process re-engineering and system design decisions.

Defining External Events

The source of an external event is represented and defined as "an External Object (as described in the section
"Dependency Analysis") and a flow of the information that tells the responding business activity what has occurred and
what is done."

In the information flow between a process and an external object, for example, CUSTOMER is the source of the event
Order Arrives. The information flow Order Details represents the information available to the responding process Take
Order.

When using event analysis to confirm existing activity hierarchy and dependencies, you can check the list of external
objects and the dependency diagrams to see if the event response is already included in the analysis model.

Defining Temporal Events

A temporal event appears as a large red arrow on Gen Activity Dependency Diagram.

The name of a temporal event is usually a sentence with a subject and verb, for example, End of Year arrives or Order
Delivery (is) due.

If something must happen for a process to execute, the process "is enabled by the event," or the event is a "precondition
for the process". The event is therefore connected to a single dependent process by a dependency line.

A temporal event can occur arbitrarily; for example, the arrival of a Delivery Date is an event that enables the Deliver
Order process. A temporal event can also depict some cyclical occurrence, for example, End of Month.

The following figure shows, the process Count Stock is enabled at the End of Year:
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Since an event is a precondition for a process, it follows that the condition can arise as the post-condition of another
process.

If the other process is a sibling of the processes on the dependency diagram, an event is not needed; a dependency
line between the processes suffices. You can use the event arrow to depict dependencies on other activities that appear
elsewhere in the activity hierarchy, or even outside the scope of the analysis model.

NOTE
Gen does not automatically control changes of the name for events that are used in this way.

Analyzing Events

Event analysis involves these steps:

Step 1 Identify Events

Events are often encountered during information gathering, and they can be found in the operational documentation for
current systems. The external events can be identified by examining the interactions from external objects to activities,
which are identified during the dependency analysis.

You can define a list of events:

• Event
• Corporation opens a new store
• Corporation closes a store
• Distributor sends a catalog to corporation
• Corporation selects films of interest
• Store decides to purchase tapes from a distributor
• Distributor ships tapes to store
• Store manager changes the daily rate for a store catalog item
• Customer applies for a club membership
• Customer applies for a store membership
• Customer reserves tape
• Customer asks to make rental
• Customer returns tape
• Reservations department checks the item availability
• It is time to notify the overdue customer

You can begin with a preliminary list of the principle events to which the business must respond. Progressively extend
and refine this list as you discover further events, compare events with the processes that are involved in responding to
events, and find events that are associated with state transitions in the life-cycles of entities. Entity type life-cycle analysis
is described in the section "Analyzing Interactions."

Step 2 Define Event Response

You can describe the actions that are involved in the response using one of the following techniques:
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• Use the names of processes where these are already identified
• Use an ordered list of actions such as the one shown in the following table:

Event Response

Distributor ships tape to store. Set purchase order line status to "received"
Create a store catalog item.
Create a store tape copy.
Set tape aside for reservation
Notify the store member that reservation is available.

Customer reserves tape Accept reservation
Set tape aside for reservation
Notify the store member that reservation is available.

Customer cancels a reservation. Delete reservation
Set tape aside for reservation
Notify the store member that reservation is available.

It is time to cancel the expired reservation. Delete reservation
Set tape aside for reservation
Notify the store member that reservation is available.

It is time to notify the overdue customer. Set status of the rental time to "overdue"
Assess additional charge for the overdue rental item.
Notify the member with overdue rental items.

Customer responds to the "overdue" notification. Record response of the store member to an overdue notification.

Customer makes a payment on outstanding charges. Collect a payment.
Close rental

Lost tape is returned. Mark store tape copy "available".
Refund additional charges collected.

Various elementary processes participate in the response to an event. Processes are added to an event list as shown in
the following table:

Event Response

Distributor ships tape to store. Receive Ordered Tape
Set purchase order line status to "received"
Create a store catalog item.
Create a store tape copy.
Hold Tape for Reservation.
Set tape aside for reservation
Notify the store member that reservation is available.

Customer reserves tape Create Reservation
Hold the tape for Reservation.

Customer cancels the reservation. Delete Reservation
Hold Tape for Reservation.

It is time to cancel the expired reservation. Delete Reservation
Hold Tape for Reservation.

It is time to notify the overdue customer. Chase Overdue Rental
Set status of the rental time to "overdue"
Assess additional charge for an overdue rental item.
Notify the member with overdue rental items.
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New processes that are identified are added to the Activity Hierarchy Diagram. Previously identified activities are grouped
as candidate actions of a process; these actions are added to the process description. Common actions are identified.
They represent processes that respond to more than one event, or possibly common business logic that uses more than
one elementary process. See also the discussion of process logic analysis in "Analyzing Interactions."

Step 3 Specify Dependencies in Event Response

You draw a dependency diagram to show how processes together participate in the response to a single event.

If all the processes are siblings, the event can be shown on a single diagram for the parent activity.

However, it is possible that the responding processes are subordinate to more than parent activity. Several dependency
diagrams are required to show separate representations of the event.

If several activities are found that respond to the same event, it is worth asking whether these activities are separate
processes, or whether they overlap. This can lead to simplifying the set of processes.

To help understand the complete response to an event, a separate dependency diagram for which the event is the subject
is needed. Such a diagram is known as an event consequence diagram and is shown in the following figure:

Where these processes are coordinated, a single elementary process is enabled by the occurrence of the event and then
initiates the response of business.

Step 4 Specify Conditions in Event Response

So that the response of each process to the event can be recorded as part of the process definition, you must define the
circumstances in which each process can be executed. These circumstances are defined as preconditions (described in
Dependency Analysis) and can be annotated on an event consequence diagram and defined as part of the dependency.
This ensures that the event is taken into account when the process logic is specified. See the section "Analyzing
Interactions" for a description of how each event contributes to the process definition.

Summary of Activity Modeling Rules
This article provides information for the summary for activity modeling rules. Gen enforces some rules automatically.

The rules must apply when the analysis model is complete and consistent for those activities that are to be defined as part
of a business system. There are other activities in a model that are not yet fully defined or part of the scope of a system.

Rules for Activities

• Each activity must be uniquely named.
• A function appears only once in the activity hierarchy.
• Siblings must be either all functions or all processes.
• An elementary process cannot be decomposed.
• Each activity that is not an elementary process must decompose into at least two subordinate activities.
• The subordinates of an activity must completely describe the activity. For example, if process A decomposes into

processes W, X, Y, and Z, then the following statement must be true:
A = W + X + Y + Z

• Each leaf of the completed hierarchy must be either a manual process or an elementary process.
• Each elementary process must be included in the response to at least one event.
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Rules for Processes

Violations of the following guidelines indicate some problem in the process decomposition or dependency analysis:

• A process appears more than once in the activity hierarchy, but this is rare.
• An activity decomposes into between three and seven subordinate activities.
• Siblings have some interdependence.
• A process must produce some change to the business, and not be merely part of some procedure. Monitoring entities

without changing and reporting them are not processes.

Rules for Dependencies

Each dependency must be described by a condition or set of conditions that represent post-conditions of the prerequisite
process, and preconditions of the dependent processes.

Rules for Events and External Objects

• Each event is associated with at least one elementary process.
• Each external object must be associated with at least one activity using an information flow.
• An external object is associated with at least one elementary process.

Results of Activity Analysis
This article provides information for results of an activity analysis. Activity analysis produces Activity Hierarchy Diagram,
Activity Dependency Diagrams and Event Lists.

Top-down activity analysis produces the following results:

• Activity Hierarchy Diagram depicting the decomposition of processes to the elementary process level
• Activity Dependency Diagrams, at least for each parent with an elementary process as a child
• Event Lists associating events with the activities that respond to them
• Supporting documentation is captured as the following appearing on the Activity Hierarchy Diagram and Activity

Dependency Diagrams:
– details of the processes
– dependencies
– external objects
– events

Understanding Activity Modeling
This article provides information for understanding activity modeling including General Nomenclature for Hierarchies,
Basic Terminology for Dependencies and Events, and Defining Functions and Processes.

General Nomenclature for Hierarchies

The business activities are as follows:

• High-level activities (or functions)
• Low-level activities (or processes)

A general nomenclature for describing any hierarchical or tree structure is useful when discussing process decomposition.
The following figure shows a typical Activity Hierarchy Diagram:
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The following table defines the term:

Term Definition

Root The root of a hierarchy is its highest level activity. In the previous
illustration, the single root is A. The root of an activity hierarchy for
a Gen model must be a function.

Leaf The leaves of a hierarchy are its lowest level activities. C, D, F,
and G are leaves.

Parent Any activity to which other activities are subordinate is called the
parent of the subordinate activities. A is the parent of B and E; B is
the parent of C and D; E is the parent of F and G. Any activity that
is not a leaf is the parent of some activity.

Child Any activity that is not the root is subordinate to another activity
and is called the child of that activity. C and D are children of B; F
and G are children of E; and B and E are children of A.

Sibling Two or more activities that share a parent are called siblings of
one another. C and D are siblings; F and G are siblings; and B and
E are siblings.

Basic Terminology for Dependencies and Events

The following figure introduces some graphical symbols and terminology that is used in dependency and event analysis:
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If A, B, and C are processes:

• The activities A, B, and C are interdependent because they are joined by a network of dependencies.
• The directed line (line with an arrowhead) from A to B represents a dependency of B on A.
• The directed line from B to C represents a dependency of C on B.
• An execution of B can be said to depend or enabled by A.
• C depends B.
• A is prerequisite to B.
• B is prerequisite to C.
• D and F are external objects.
• The directed lines from D to A and from C to E represent information flows.
• E is an event.
• The directed line from E to B represents a dependency of B on an occurrence of the event E.
• E initiates or enables B.
• B can be said to execute in response to E.
• E initiates or is prerequisite to B.

Defining Functions

A business function is a group of activities that together completely support one aspect of furthering the mission of the
enterprise. Each function describes something the business does, regardless of the structure of the organization.

The highest-level business functions deal with major areas of interest (that is, subject areas) in the enterprise. Most
organizations group major activities into five to 10 top-level business functions, such as Marketing, Finance, and
Manufacturing.

A function that is not subdivided into functions, but into processes, is known as a primitive function.

Any description of a function explains the function does. It is valuable to include the purpose of the function in the
description.

The description of a function never describes who, when, where, or how because such information is not fundamental to
the existence of the function. Rather, those aspects reflect the approach of the business to executing the activities that
make up the function.

In a Gen model, a function is the highest level activity (the root activity) in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram.
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When producing an Information Strategy Plan, planners subdivide the top-level business functions into smaller, more
focused, lower-level business functions. You perform this division of business activities into successively smaller elements
in both the planning and analysis.

Continue dividing the activities until you have identified the lowest-level, most fundamental activities. We call these most
fundamental activities elementary processes.

Defining Processes

A process is a defined business activity whose executions are identified in terms of the input and output of specific entities
or of data about specific entities.

Processes are activities for which a start and an end can be imagined. A process is something that can be said to be
executable. An occurrence of a process is named a process execution.

For example, a single execution of a process that is called Take Order, deals with the input of certain information about a
particular order request and results in the creation of an ORDER entity.

Processes can be discovered by:

• Analyzing life-cycles of the business and of entities within the scope of the development project.
• Examples of entities whose life-cycles are examined for clues to processes include products, orders, and suppliers.
• Identifying the activities that create and manage the business and those entities with which it is concerned.
• This is best achieved by analysts working closely with representative and authoritative business staff who can together

agree upon, name, and define activities in a way that is relevant and acceptable to the business.

Gen captures the following details about a process:

• Name
• Description
• Definition properties
• Usage properties
• Expected effects
• Information views
• Dependencies

NOTE
The properties of processes that are discussed here are optional for all but elementary processes. Usage
properties, information views, and dependencies are typically recorded only for elementary processes.

Name

The name of a process consists of a verb-noun combination. The noun is typically the name of an entity type or attribute.

For example:

• Take Order
• Create Invoice
• Terminate Contract
• Calculate Account Balance

Order, Invoice, and Contract are likely to be the names of entity types whose occurrences are manipulated during process
execution.

Account is an entity type with an attribute Balance that the process Calculate Account Balance modifies.

Description

The definition of a process, which is stored as part of its description in Gen, explains the process does and why it does it.
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If these facts are recorded, it is clear that they merely reflect the current approach of the business to implementing the
process. The definition describes a single execution of the process.

Who performs the process, when it is performed, or how it is performed, are questions that are not fundamental to the
existence of the process.

A process that is called Take Order, for example, defined as an order is created based on a customer request, with an
order item for each different type of product requested.

The description is the starting point for defining the actions of the process. It is therefore useful to assemble in the
description the set of preconditions for an execution of the process, and the post-conditions that arise from an execution.
These conditions are discussed later in Dependency Analysis.

Definition Properties

You record the following definition properties for a process:

• Whether it is an elementary process.
• For a discussion of the unique characteristics of an elementary process see Identifying Elementary Processes.
• Whether the process is repetitive, that is, whether it is likely to execute multiple times whenever a precondition arises

that causes it to be executed.
• This property simply reminds you that the logic associated with the process (defined during interaction analysis,

described in "Analyzing Interactions") must allow for repetition. The dependency that is associated with the
precondition is named a repetitive dependency.

• For example, suppose that the process Recruit Employee is divided into five subordinate processes, as shown in the
following figure:

• Whenever an employee is recruited, Advertise Job executes once, so it is not repetitive. However, Interview Candidate
executes one or more times depending on the number of interviews of selected candidates, so it is repetitive.

• A repetitive process is indicated by a horizontal bar within the process cushion. See Interview Candidate in the
illustration.

• The suggested mechanism for implementing the process, or the principal mechanism if there may be more than one.
• This property is typically recorded only for elementary processes. This is a design decision, but when defining a

process, you feel for the eventual implementation and can record this information.
• These are the options for implementing a process:
Online

-- A terminal operator carry out the process, interacting with some sort of terminal device.
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Batch
-- A computerized batch job carry out the process, non-interactively.

Manual
-- The process is not computerized; this is not an option for elementary processes.

Other
-- The process is computerized but use some alternative other than online or batch. This classification of process
is rare in business situations. Examples include Real-Time Systems and Process Control Systems.

Usage Properties

Usage properties include the "Expected frequency of occurrence," estimated number of executions of a process in a given
time period, and the "Expected growth" of that number of executions over time. This information is useful in later stages,
when defining databases, for instance.

Expected Effects

Expected effects define, at the level of entity types, the effect that the execution of an activity can have on data. For each
entity type with which the activity deals, the analyst specifies whether entities are read, created, updated, or deleted (C, R,
U, or D).

When recording expected effects using Gen, you must have previously defined the affected entity types.

Considering expected effects prompt you to add further entity types to the model. This is one instance where activity
modeling leads into interaction analysis.

You record expected effects for a process in process details, or by direct entry in the cells of the Entity Type/Process
Matrix. For example, consider the process Take Order, which probably affects entities of the following types:

• CUSTOMER, since the process must read details of a customer placing an order.
• ORDER, since the order is created.
• ORDER ITEM, since each order likely contains multiple items, each of which is created.
• PRODUCT, since each order item is for a particular product that must be read.
• PRODUCT STOCK, since the stock level of a product must be reduced to reflect the number of items appearing on an

order item.

The expected effects appear in the matrix that is illustrated in the following table:

Entity Type Created Read Updated

CUSTOMER R

ORDER C

ORDER ITEM C

PRODUCT R

PRODUCT STOCK U

Remember that delete is rare in business. For legal, audit, and statistical reasons, entities are updated to inactive status
and not deleted until, often years later, a separate administrative process deletes entities that are no longer needed for
any purpose.

Information Views

The information views of a process describe in detail which entities and attributes are referenced or manipulated during
execution of the process.
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Defining the content of information views closely associates a process with data. Therefore, the data model is stable
before information views are defined. The section "Analyzing Interactions" includes a detailed discussion of information
views.

Dependencies

Dependencies are the conditions that define how the execution of an activity depends resources, material, or information
that is created or available as the result of an execution of other activities, or the occurrence of an event.

Analyzing Interactions
Interaction analysis involves exploring how entity types are affected by elementary processes, and how elementary
processes use entity types and their attributes and relationships.

The business model that is developed during analysis integrates three equally important aspects of business
requirements:

• Data aspect of the model, which describes things of interest to the business and the relationships between them. For
more information, see Analyzing Data.

• Activity aspect of the model, which records things the business does, or must do. For more information, see Analyzing
Activities.

• Interaction aspect of the model, which details how things the business does (activities) affect things of interest to the
business (data).

This aspect serves to confirm, and if necessary modify, the analysis model. It also provides a detailed basis for the system
design.

Interaction analysis exploits and refines the expected effects of processes on entity types. To represent this use in more
detail, two distinct types of analysis are performed:

• Entity type life-cycle analysis
• Entity type life-cycle analysis approaches interactions from the point of view of an entity type: "Which processes use

entities of this type?"
• Process logic analysis

Process logic analysis approaches interactions from the point of view of a process: "How are entities that are affected by
this particular process?"

Interactions between processes and entity types can be used to group them together in clusters. Clustering is used to
produce or confirm groupings of entity types into subject areas, and processes into functions, or scoped into business
systems, each of which become the subject of a system development project.

Two further techniques can be used to analyze interactions between activities, data, and elements of the organization,
where these interactions are critical to the development of systems:

• Role analysis
You can use role analysis when a system must be designed to fully support specific user activities. This is often the
case where client/server applications are to be provided.

• Distribution analysis
You can use distribution analysis where there is a potential need for distributed solutions; therefore, identify where
processes and entities are used to help choose the structure of these solutions.

During interaction analysis, you consider only those elementary processes that have been selected as part of a business
system for immediate development. To be confident that the business requirements are understood and can be supported
by the planned system, you apply these detailed analysis techniques to the most complex elementary processes. As a
guideline, consider any process that interacts with more than four entity types.
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Analyzing Entity Type Life-Cycles
Life-cycle analysis examines discrete states of entities at different times during their "lives" to show how process
executions can cause an entity to change from one state to another.

The subtypes appearing in the life-cycle partitioning represent discrete states of entities at different times during their
"lives."

Entity type life-cycle analysis helps to ensure that each process:

• Creates an entity state
• Performs possible transition between states
• Deals only with entities in the appropriate states

Consider all entity types that are involved in the development of a business system to see whether life-cycle analysis is
performed. During data analysis, not all entity types were given a life-cycle partitioning, either because the lives of their
entities are simple or because there are too few differences between states to make it worth defining subtypes.

During activity analysis, considering entity life-cycles was one means of discovering a set of processes. During interaction
analysis, life-cycle analysis is not restricted to those entity types where a life-cycle partitioning has already been defined.

Indeed, a more detailed understanding that is developed through interaction analysis causes you to revisit data analysis
and define new life-cycle partitioning. Find that an entity has more than one life cycle because subtypes in its entity type
have their own life-cycles, that is, life-cycles that are not shared with other entity types in the same partitioning.

The life-cycle states of an entity are derived from the life-cycles of other related entities. For example, an ORDER is a
SHIPPED ORDER if all its ORDER ITEMs are shipped. In this case, it is a matter of business judgment whether the life
cycle of order item is defined formally perhaps where a partial order or batched shipping of orders occur, or only that of
order where typically all items are shipped together.

Some processes that affect the states of entities of the type being analyzed lie outside the scope of the project. This
requires some coordination between development projects to agree a consistent set of processes and entity type life-
cycles.

During the early stages of analysis, you often find entity states that overlap and that are not clearly defined or agreed upon
by business staff. For complex life-cycles, therefore, seek clear definitions that are practical and acceptable to all groups
of system users. This lead to simplifying and improving business processes.

Using Gen, entity type life-cycles can be represented in two forms:

• Entity Life-cycle Diagram
• User-defined matrix that is named the Entity State Change Matrix

The Analyzing Data topic described a special partitioning of an entity type, the life-cycle partitioning. To draw a life-cycle
diagram using Gen, possible states of entities are defined in a life-cycle partitioning of the entity type.

Entity Life and Entity Type Life Cycle

The distinction between types and occurrences is especially important during life-cycle analysis.

Each life cycle of entity type is a description of the possible "lives" that are led by entities of that type. However, each
entity occurrence leads a life that goes through only some of the states that are compatible with the life cycle of its type.

An entity life is a description of what happens to an entity from the time it becomes of interest to an enterprise to the time it
ceases to be of interest to that enterprise.

An entity is considered not to exist until the business becomes interested in it. For example, the person Fred Smith,
though 45 years old, is created as a new customer entity because the business had no reason to know about him during
the first 44 years and some months of his life. Though Fred Smith lives much longer, when the business is no longer
interested in him as an entity, he ceases to exist for business purposes.
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An entity type life cycle is a description of what can happen during the lives of entities of one type.

Entity States

The entity type life cycle consists of a series of entity states, that have been defined as subtypes in the life-cycle
partitioning.

An entity can exist in one of four states:

• Creation or starting state
– The creation state is the initial state of an entity after the business becomes interested in it.
– An entity type has multiple possible creation states in its life cycle. This is the point at which the enterprise first

records information about entities of importance to the business as it becomes aware of them.
– Each entity type must have at least one creation state in its life-cycle, but many have more than one.

• Termination or ending state
– The enterprise loses interest in information about an entity. It can then choose to stop keeping that information

readily available, or available at all, and set the information aside in some way. The termination state is this final
state in the life of an entity.

– Each entity type has at least one termination state in its life cycle, but have more than one.
– An entity in a termination state, by definition, cannot be changed to another state, although it can be referenced

(read).
– Often, the entity still is of interest to the business when it is in a termination state, in which case the termination

state is said to be indefinite, and the entity is not deleted. For example, retired employees remain of interest until
some fixed period after death.

– If the entity is truly no longer of interest to the business, it is deleted. In this case, the termination state is said to be
definite.

• Null state
– Entities exist before the enterprise has information about them available. This unavailability of information is known

as a null state.
– It is convenient to visualize the creation of an entity as involving a transition from a null state to a creation state. For

example, the Add Customer process change the state of a customer entity from the null state to a creation state.
– The null state also is a definite termination state that results from a deletion. The null state never explicitly appears

as an entity state subtype in a life-cycle partitioning of an entity type.
• One or more intermediate states that are of interest to the business

– Any state that is not a creation, termination, or null is named an intermediate state.
– Intermediate states are represented only if they are of interest to the business, and affect the way that executions

of business activities interact with entities. The intermediate states come about because the enterprise adds to,
or changes, information that is recorded about an entity or its relationships with other entities. At some point, the
differences from the previously recorded information become so significant that they affect the way that business
processes with the entity, or even require that different processes may or may not deal with the entity. At these
points, the business recognizes that an entity must change its state.

• Until an entity reaches a termination state, it moves from state to state without restriction. An entity return to a previous
state or skip a state, as long as the life cycle of its entity type supports such behavior. So, although an entity pass from
its creation state to its termination state, it need not pass through all the intermediate states sequentially. Some entities
take a complex and repetitive path.

The lives of different entities of the same type can vary greatly from one another, based on the complexity of their entity
type life cycle. While every entity type has a life-cycle, many are so simple that they do not require explicit definition.

The simplest entity type life cycle has only one explicit state indicating its existence. When an entity of this type is created,
it moves from the null state to the creation state Exists. When it is deleted, it returns to the null state as its termination
state. A life-cycle partitioning never explicitly partitions entity types with such simple life-cycles.
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The following figure shows an entity type with a simple life cycle:

Figure 3: Entity Type

A customer is either active, suspended, or does not exist. Its creation state is Active, and its termination state is
Suspended.

Customer does not need a life-cycle partitioning; nor is it necessary to develop an Entity Life-cycle Diagram for such a
trivial case.

For a given life-cycle partitioning, every entity is in only one state at a given point in time.

Every entity type has at least one creation and one termination state. Since the termination state is null, it is not specified
explicitly.

Entity Life-Cycle Diagram

The purpose of an Entity Life-Cycle Diagram, sometimes named the Entity State Transition Diagram, is to depict entity
states and the possible state changes for entities of a single type.

When using Gen, you have defined a life-cycle partitioning that includes entity subtypes for each of the discrete states in
the life cycle. Gen uses the "fence post" style of diagram as shown in the following figure:

Figure 4: Entity Life Cycle

This diagram uses the following symbols:
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• A horizontal bar represents each state.
• Entity states are grouped in a partitioning with vertical brackets.
• A vertical arrow represents an elementary process that can cause an entity in one state to move to a destination state.
• Null states are depicted as broken bars.
• A double horizontal bar distinguishes the termination state.

The Entity Relationship Diagram fragment in the following figure presents a complex life-cycle partitioning of the entity
type Order with two life-cycle partitions and nine discrete entity states:

Figure 5: Complex Entity Life Cycle

The entity life cycle depicts the life cycle by showing the possible movement of an entity between states. Consider the
following figure of the entity life cycle for the entity type Order:
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Figure 6: Entity Type Order

Each state in this illustration corresponds to a subtype in the life-cycle partitioning that is depicted in the previous
illustration of the life-cycle partitioning of the entity type Order.

Vertical brackets group the states that are common to a life-cycle partitioning. All the names appearing on the vertical
arrows are those of elementary processes in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram.

Notes:

• There is one creation state: Taken.
• The elementary process Take Order moves an order from the null state to the Taken state. Any horizontal bar that is

the target of an arrow leading from the null state is a creation state.
• There are four possible termination states:
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– Null state
– Paid
– Canceled
– Returned

• The null state at the bottom of the diagram is always a termination state because this implies deletion of the entity (the
ultimate in termination).

• The other three are easily recognizable as termination states because no vertical arrows come from them. Hence, no
changes of entity state are possible once any of those states is entered.

• The horizontal bars from which arrows emerge constrain the processes that are represented by those arrows.
• For example, Cancel Order only is executed against orders in either the Taken or Scheduled state. An order that is

Packed may not be operated upon by Cancel Order.
• There are two vertical brackets representing the Status partitioning, and a smaller group of the two possible states of

Invoiced Orders, Paid or Returned.
• The Entity Life-cycle Diagram shows processes only from the viewpoint of the entity type under consideration.
• For example, the process Bill Customer is likely to create an entity of type invoice, and change the state of an entity of

type order from Shipped to Invoiced. Since this diagram relates only to order, invoice is not shown.
• The null state is omitted from the life-cycle partitioning on the Entity Relationship Diagram, but it does appear on the

Entity Life-Cycle Diagram.

Entity State Change Matrix

As much information that is shown on the previous illustration of the entity life cycle for the entity type ORDER can appear
on a manually prepared Entity State Change Matrix too.

You prepare an Entity State Change Matrix for entity types with complex life-cycles. This helps to show which processes
can include changes of state in their post-conditions, and which processes can reference entities in what states.

The matrix format also provides a good check on the completeness of process support for the life cycle.

An example of this matrix, corresponding to the illustration of the entity life cycle for the entity Type ORDER, appears in
the following figure:
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Figure 7: Illustration Matrix

The horizontal axis of this matrix shows all possible entity states for the entity type.

The vertical axis contains all the elementary processes that reference the entity type.

Cells indicate whether the elementary process causes a change in state (Delete and Create), Updates an entity in a state
without changing the state, or Reads an entity in a state.

Any column with no cell entries represents a termination state.

Any row with no cell entries represents an error -- you either omitted cell entries or included processes that did not
reference the entity type.
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Some processes act on an entity type without changing its state. In this example, modify order changes the contents of a
taken or scheduled order without changing its state. Such processes are not shown on the entity life-cycle diagram.

The matrix is easy to check whether possible transitions have been omitted. For example, can Receive Returned Goods
execute for Shipped orders and Paid orders?

Other complex situations are more easily shown on a diagram. For example, where several processes cause transitions to
the same state, and where different executions of a process lead to one destination state from several source states.

If a process can cause several transitions, the process definition explains the conditions that can cause each transition to
occur.

Process Logic Analysis
This article provides information for Process Logic Analysis. During process logic analysis, you change their frame of
reference to elementary processes.

During entity type life-cycle analysis, you focus on one entity type at a time, describing the effects of various processes
on entities of that type. You focus on one elementary process at a time, and gradually evolve a deeper understanding by
describing its effects on various entity types and detailing the attributes that are used.

The following figure shows these two perspectives on the interaction between data and activities:
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The figure does not show all the processes that affect order, nor does it show all the entity types that are affected by Take
Order, hence the dashed lines. Still, the illustration shows that during entity type life-cycle analysis, the process Take
Order is only one of the processes that affect the life cycle of the entity type order.

During process logic analysis, the entity type order is only one of the entity types with which the process Take Order must
deal.

You can use a comparison of these viewpoints to confirm the correctness of the business model, because both viewpoints
must be compatible. The use of different perspectives on the interaction model improves the understanding of the
business model by both the analyst and the user. The main purpose is to provide a starting point for procedure design.

Gen can be used to record the expected effects of processes on entity types, as described in the section "Analyzing
Activities." Here you can exploit and refine that detail.

Gen currently supports one viewpoint for process logic analysis, and one tool for its accomplishment, the Process Action
Diagram. This diagram allows the analyst to specify a detailed interaction analysis from a single perspective.

The Process Action Diagram has two main elements:

• Information Views
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Information views are definitions of the entities that are seen by a process. These views can be defined by detailing
a process, in the Activity Hierarchy, or in a Dependency Diagram. They can also be entered into the Process Action
Diagram.

• Actions
Statements describing actions, or formal rigorous statements of the actions that are performed by a process, can be:
– Entered under the guidance of the Action Diagram Tool
– Expanded from the expected effects of a process when the Action Diagram is first entered
– Generated as part of a complete process using the process synthesis command

Analyzing information views and developing a full Process Action Diagram requires a rigor that is more appropriate to the
design of systems procedures than to analysis, and it can consume a great amount of time. It is useful to develop action
diagrams to define and agree complex business logic, verify the ability of data to support it, and associate it with a specific
entity type. This allows action diagrams that support operations on an entity type to be displayed using the Data Model
Browser tool.

Decide whether to develop action diagrams and to what level of detail. You also decide to define information views for
complex processes only.

WARNING
Perform process logic analysis only on elementary processes, not on their parent processes. In the remainder of
this section, the term process denotes an elementary process only, unless the text makes an explicit distinction.

Defining Information Views
This article provides information for Defining Information View. An information view is a collection of entity type attributes
of interest to the process in some context.

An information view is the means by which a process sees information about entities.

It is important to understand the subtle difference between an entity and information about an entity.

The Analyzing Data topic explained that an entity represents a real thing. For example, an entity of the type customer is a
real person named Fred Smith.

Information about an entity is merely some collection of data that is associated with the entity and of interest to the
business. For example, Name, Address, and Credit Rating of Fred Smith are probably of interest to the business,
while other characteristics may not be, such as IQ, Height, and Favorite Food. So, the definition of an entity type that is
developed during data analysis describes the characteristics of entities of that type about which the business wants to
store information.

This distinction is important because you specify the details of an elementary process in terms of information about
entities, not entities themselves. For example, in process logic and Process Action Diagram terminology, an entity is
said to be "created" once the business learns of it. Obviously, Fred Smith is not created once the business learns of his
existence. The term create refers to the recording of information about Fred Smith, who is an entity of the type customer.

NOTE
In the following discussion, the term entity is used to represent information about entities, and to denote the
entities themselves, with distinctions made where necessary.

Types of Information Views

A view is a window through which a process can communicate information about entities. There are four types of
information views:

• Import
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– An import view is view through which a process receives information when it begins execution, and that contains the
minimum information that must initiate a process.

– In the analysis model, imports arrive from another process in the model or from outside the scope of the project.
• Export

– An export view is a view through which a process provides information when it ends its execution.
– The view shows the values of data at the end of execution, or, in addition, it explains the successful or exceptional

result of the execution.
– In the analysis model, exports either pass to another process in the model (manual or automated) or are used

outside the scope of the project.
• Entity Action

– An entity action view is a view through which a process inspect or manipulate stored information about entities
during its execution.

• Local
– A local view is a view in which a process temporarily save information during its execution.

For example, imagine the manual Take Order process that is depicted in the following figure:

The large box around the clerk in the figure represents the boundaries of the elementary Take Order process.

Refer to the following table for an explanation of the key activities in this process:

Key Activity

1 Customers contact the store and provide the clerk with their
Name, a list of products, and the Quantity of each product they
wish to order.
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2 The clerk walks to a filing cabinet containing records for all
customers with which the store deals, and checks to make certain
that the customer is on file. If the customer is not on file, the order
cannot be taken until certain information about the customer is
recorded in the file.

3 For each product requested, the clerk looks up its price in the
product book and records it on the appropriate order item. The
clerk also calculates the value of the order item by multiplying the
product Price by the Quantity Ordered.

4 The clerk sums the Value of each order item to determine the Total
Value of the order.

5 The clerk then contacts the customer and tells them the order
Number and the Total Value of the order.

6 The clerk types up an order for all the items the customer wishes
to purchase, and places it in a basket containing open orders.
Assume that the order Number is a pre-printed unique number on
the order form.

Customer is an external object. It is a real entity that both provide information to and receives information from Take Order.
However, it is "external" to the stored information about the business.

Take Order deals with four entity types:

• CUSTOMER
• ORDER
• PRODUCT
• ORDER ITEM

The Take Order process has two views of customer:

• Import view (A)
• Entity action view (C)

Both are views of the same customer entity; they are used for different purposes.

The Take Order process relates to entities in three ways:

• It receives information about a customer entity and several product entities from a customer.
– Since these views can be thought of as being "imported" by Take Order, they are named import views.
– The circled letter A in the illustration indicates the import views of Take Order.

• It produces information about an order that is returned to the customer entity at its conclusion.
– Since this view can be thought of as being "exported" by Take Order, it is named an export view.
– The circled letter B in the illustration indicates the export view of the Take Order process.

• It manipulates stored information about entities.
– With customer (circled letter C) and product (circled letter D), information is referenced.
– With order (circled letter E) and order item, information is created or newly stored.
– A view of stored information about an entity that manipulates a process is named an entity action view.

Another type of view, named a local view, is not used by Take Order. The local views are used infrequently during analysis
because they usually represent temporary information that is used within a process.
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Defining Entity Views
An entity view is a view of a single entity, and is not confused with an entity action view. See the Types of Information
Views section in this section for more information.

Types of Entity Views

An entity view can be any of four types:

• Import view
• Export view
• Entity action view
• Local view

The following figure of the Entity Relationship Diagram fragment for the process Take Order shows the four entity types
that are used by the Take Order process that is depicted in the figure of the manual Take Order process. The following
figure includes the names of attributes.

The following table lists the entity types for which views are required for Take Order.

Entity View Entity Type

Import

CUSTOMER

PRODUCT

ORDER ITEM

Export

ORDER

Entity Action

CUSTOMER

ORDER

ORDER ITEM

PRODUCT
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Naming Entity Views

There are two views of entity type CUSTOMER. When defining the detailed process logic for Take Order, you refer to
elements of each of these two views separately. However, there is no way yet to tell them apart.

Gen provides for these cases by allowing each entity view to have a name. Whenever detailed process logic refers to an
entity view, the name takes the form:

 entity-view-name entity-type-name

 

Entity view names always act as modifiers of the entity type name. Therefore, if the import view of CUSTOMER were
named Import, the entity view would be referred to as "Import CUSTOMER" in the detailed process logic.

This combination of entity view name and entity type name must be unique for a process.

For each entity type requiring a view in a process, one view is unnamed. As long as only one is unnamed, it is still
distinguishable from other views of the same entity type.

By convention, entity action views are typically left unnamed unless there are multiple entity action views of the same
entity type. This convention improves the readability of the detailed logic that appears in an action diagram.

The following table shows details of the views of the Take Order process:

Entity View Entity Type Entity Attribute(s)

Import CUSTOMER NAME

Import PRODUCT NUMBER

Import ORDER ITEM QUANTITY

Export ORDER NUMBER
SHIPDATE
TOTAL VALUE

(unnamed) CUSTOMER NAME
NUMBER

(unnamed) ORDER NUMBER

(unnamed) ORDER ITEM QUANTITY
VALUE

(unnamed) PRODUCT NUMBER
PRICE

The following notation of the view details is used in Gen:

Import View Take Order Process

view of IMPORT

entity CUSTOMER

attr NAME

• view precedes an entity view name
• entity precedes an entity type name
• attr precedes an attribute name

Entity View Definition

Gen can capture the following details for each entity view:
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Name -- As
shown in the previous example, the entity view name is a modifier of the entity type name. The combination of
entity view name and entity type name must be unique within the views of the process.

Description
-- In Gen, the description for a view of any kind is optional. It is necessary only when the purpose of the view is
not clear from its name.

Optionality
-- You specify optionality only for import views.

Mandatory import views
-- If an import entity view is specified as mandatory, each of its attribute views specified as mandatory must have
a value when the process to which it belongs begins execution.

Optional import views
-- If an import entity view is specified as optional, none of its attribute views have a value, even if specified as
mandatory for the entity type.

The optionality condition for an optional entity view is specified in the same way as the optionality conditions for attributes
or relationship memberships. This condition can be stored as part of the entity view description.

Defining Attribute Views

Each entity view contains one or more of the attributes of the entity type of the view that is based on the needs of the
process. For example, the Entity Relationship Diagram fragment for the process Take Order shows that the entity type
CUSTOMER contains three attributes:

• Name
• Address
• Phone Number

Based on the illustration of the manual Take Order process, the entity view of customer in the import views of Take Order
includes only the Name attribute. So, the only information that is required for a customer is the value of its Name.

The only property available for an attribute view is its optionality within the import views.

If an import attribute view is specified as mandatory, it must have a value when process execution begins. A value for
every mandatory attribute is available to the enterprise when an entity is first recognized that is, created by a process.

Defining Group Views

The views for the Take Order Process do not completely show the structure of the data. In the original description of the
Take Order process, it was clear that multiple products could be ordered on a single order. The import view must therefore
allow for multiple occurrences of product for its Number and order item for Quantity. This is accomplished by using a
repeating group view.

A group view is strictly defined as a collection of one or more entity views. A group view is the only view that is designated
as repeating. So, anytime a process imports or exports a list of entities, the list is included as a repeating group view.

To complete the views for Take Order, add a group view to which the entity views Import product and Import order item
belong.

The following tables show the finished views for Take Order:

Import Views Take Order Process
view of
entity
attr

IMPORT
CUSTOMER
NAME
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group (r)
view of
entity
attr

IMPORT PRODUCT INFORMATION
IMPORT
PRODUCT
NUMBER

view of
entity
attr

IMPORT
ORDER ITEM
QUANTITY

Export Views Take Order Process
view of
entity
attr
attr
attr

EXPORT
ORDER
NUMBER
SHIP DATE
TOTAL VALUE

Entity Action Views Take Order Process
view of
entity
attr
attr

(unnamed)
CUSTOMER
NAME
NUMBER

view of
entity
attr

(unnamed)
ORDER
NUMBER

view of
entity
attr
attr

(unnamed)
ORDER ITEM
QUANTITY
VALUE

view of
entity
attr
attr

(unnamed)
PRODUCT
NUMBER
PRICE

NOTE
The letter "r" precedes the group view Import Product Information indicating a repeated group view.

Gen can capture the following details about group views:

• Name
• Description
• Cardinality
• Minimum cardinality
• Maximum cardinality
• Average cardinality
• Optionality (import views only)
• Method of subscripting

Group views may not appear in the entity action views for a process.

Name

Each group view name accurately reflects its contents. Unlike entity view names, group view names always stand alone in
the detailed process logic, so they specify the role of their elements, for example, input, update, and output.
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This explains the name Import Product Information in the table previous table rather than simply Product Information.

Description

In Gen, the description for a view of any kind is optional. It is necessary only when the purpose of the view is not clear
from its name.

Cardinality

Cardinality indicates whether the group view repeats. The cardinality is:

• One (non-repeating)
• One or more (repeating)

In practice, detailed process logic never references non-repeating group views. Instead, it references their entity views.
The analyst and business person, however, name a group of entity views to provide clear documentation about parts of
the data that are used together.

For each repeating group view, specify the following information that is used in the design and construction of a system:

Minimum cardinality
-- The least number of occurrences it can contain

Maximum cardinality
-- The greatest number of occurrences it can contain

Average cardinality
-- The average number of occurrences it can contain

For minimum and maximum cardinality, you indicate whether the value specified is an estimate -- there probably never be
more than ten or an absolute limit -- there must never be more than ten.

Optionality

You specify optionality for import views only.

• Mandatory group views
• If an import group view is specified as mandatory, each element that is specified as mandatory must have a value

when the process to which the view belongs begins execution. For example, in the following table, Group View 1
consists of Group View 2 and Entity View 3.

Group View
Group
group
entity

GROUP VIEW 1
GROUP VIEW 2
ENTITY VIEW 3

• If Group View 1 is mandatory, then Group View 2 is also mandatory. All mandatory attributes that appear in all its entity
views are also mandatory. So the mandatory attributes of Entity View 3 must have values when the process to which
Group View 1 belongs begins to execute.

• Optional group views
• For an optional group view, you specify the optionality condition in the same way as the optionality conditions for

attributes or relationship memberships. This condition is stored as part of the group view description.

Subscripting

Subscripting is the means by which a particular occurrence of an element of a repeating group view is identified by a
statement in an Action Diagram.

Each repeating group view, that is, a group view with a cardinality of one or more, must be defined as either implicitly or
explicitly subscripted.
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In design, repeating group views are handled using implicit subscripting because this gives better control of selection
within a group.

In analysis, implicit subscripting is sufficient for the handling of repeating group views.

A process must set values for explicit subscripts; only in complex process logic is there a need for explicit subscripting.
Subscripting can be changed to explicit during system design if necessary.

Analyzing Process Logic
This article provides information for Analyzing Process Logic. Detail the logic of an elementary process to make the
transition from high level of detail to low level of detail is required in the Process Action Diagram.

Beginning with a general definition, you add detail at each step.

In the final step, you combine all these details to form a Process Action Diagram, which describes aspects of process
behavior that is based on a relevant subset of the Entity Relationship Diagram.

Building a complete action diagram is often deferred until design, especially when the analysis model is not stable, or
when business logic is not fully agreed upon and subject to change during design prototyping.

Meanwhile, a description of the business logic is recorded as part of the process definition, with additions being made as
process logic is analyzed and actions and business rules are formulated.

The formulation of detailed process logic benefits from such a formal step-by-step approach because of its detailed nature
and the precise language that is used to record it (either deferred until design, or during analysis) in the Process Action
Diagram.

Preparing for Process Logic Analysis

You specify process logic for each elementary process that supported by the business system to be developed. This is
especially useful with a complex process, one that interacts with many entity types or that performs iterative or complex
calculation. It is also useful for a process whose performance is time-critical or is likely to make exceptional demands on
technical facilities, for example, using many entities during a process execution.

No information views or expected effects are required before beginning this analysis, since they are defined or reviewed
as necessary. Typically the expected effects have been defined for each elementary process.

Other indications of the data that is needed, established, or changed is deduced from any preconditions and
postconditions that are identified during process dependency analysis. See the section "Analyzing Activities."

Where the process logic is reasonably straightforward, it is possible to shortcut process logic analysis steps by using Gen
automatic action diagram generation. This is called stereotyping.

Automatic action diagram generation allows you to build an Action Diagram to either create, update, delete, read, or list
entities of the type selected. This is typically a primary entity type, as in Step 1 of Analyzing Process Logic.

Stereotyping leads you through a dialog in which you select actions on relationships and related entities. This process
is described in detail in the toolset documentation. Expected effects on entity types are automatically recorded based on
your decisions. The resulting action diagrams can then be selected as operations on the entity type, which is shown in the
Data Model Browser.

When the process logic is more complex, stereotyping can be used to establish a starting point for the development of
entity action views and action diagrams after the initial formulation of process logic is complete. See Step 4 Determine
Actions on Attributes and Relationships section in this section for more information.

Gen can also generate an action block for a process that is based on its recorded expected effects on entity types, but
stereotyping is the technique that is assumed here.
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Performing Process Logic Analysis

These are the steps for analyzing process logic:

Step 1 Identify Primary Entity Types

This is the first step in creating the Process Logic Diagram. You can use this diagram to sketch out process logic before
specifying it precisely in the Action Diagram.

The general approach to building a Process Logic Diagram is to superimpose actions to be performed in the process on a
subset of the Entity Relationship Diagram, showing entity types to be affected.

The purpose of this step and Step 2 is to scope this Entity Relationship Diagram fragment.

The sample process that is used in this discussion is the Take Order process. The relevant Entity Relationship Diagram
fragment is an expansion of the one shown in the Entity Relationship Diagram fragment for the process Take Order.

The primary entity types are either already identified as the objects to be worked on by the process, which is defined as
expected effects of the processes, or, simply those entity types that immediately spring to the mind of the analyst when
visualizing the process.

With the Take Order process, for example, the entity type order is required. Even if the requirements for product, order
item and customer do not occur to you, you can identify them in the next step. At leastTake Order uses the entity type
order.

If you follow the parallel decomposition approach, you will often find that the primary entity type is the central entity type
in its subject area, which is naturally the first place to begin the next step. The section "Building the Analysis Model"
describes the parallel decomposition approach.

Step 2 Examine the Primary Entity Types Neighborhoods

To finish developing the Entity Relationship Diagram subset, inspect the neighborhood of the primary entity types to find
more entity types that are required by the process.

The neighborhood of an entity type is the set of all entity types directly related to the subject entity type.

For each such entity type discovered, you also examine the neighborhood of that entity type. This activity is repeated until
the neighborhoods of all affected entity types have been considered. The following figure shows the perform process logic
analysis.
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Step 1 identified ORDER as the only primary entity type for this process. Based on the figure perform these steps:

1. Examine the neighborhood of order. It contains two entity types, order item and customer.
2. Customer places an order and is therefore of interest to Take Order. Record that customer is important.
3. ORDERs consist of order items. Since the relationship between order and order item is fully mandatory, they must

both be created in the same process. Order item is therefore of interest to Take Order. Record that order item is
important.

4. Examine the neighborhood of customer.
According to the illustration, CUSTOMER has only one entity type in its neighborhood, the original primary entity
type order. Since you have already identified order as important and customer has no more relationships, that set of
neighborhoods is exhausted.

5. Examine the neighborhood of order item.
Besides order, order item has one entity type in its neighborhood: product. Since the product that is ordered on an
order item can only be identified by the pairing of the order item with a product, clearly product is important to Take
Order also. Record this fact.
The relationship membership order item is for product, is mandatory. This indicates that you must establish the pairing
between order item and product in the same elementary process in which the order item is created.

6. Examine the neighborhood of product.
Besides order item, the only entity type about product is stock. After careful consideration, you and the business staff
determine that order taking does not change stock levels. Thus, stock is not important to the Take Order process. This
is a simplified example. In practice, Take Order alter an attribute of stock named Free Stock Level.
Because none of the elements of the neighborhood of product is important to Take Order, you have exhausted all
potential neighborhood entity types.

The entity types that are discovered during this step are:
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• ORDER
• CUSTOMER
• ORDER ITEM
• PRODUCT

The final activity in Step 2 is to draw a fragment of an Entity Relationship Diagram showing the entity types that are
required for the process.

Usually, the set of entity types with which a process deal is small enough to be contained in a page print or plot from the
Entity Relationship Diagram. In the Take Order example, the Entity Relationship Diagram fragment and the expanded
Entity Relationship Diagram fragment both happen to show the exact required subset of the Entity Relationship Diagram.
If information views have already been analyzed, this set of entity types resembles the composite list of import and export
views of the process. Resolve any anomalies, such as an entity type missing from this diagram but listed as an export
view.

Step 3 Determine the Entity Actions

In this step, you annotate the Entity Relationship Diagram with the actions to be performed on the identified entity types.
These actions are significant for the business; actions to correct data errors, for example, are left for the system designer.

These are the entity actions that are performed:

Create
-- Stores information about an entity that previously did not exist.

Read
-- Makes available stored information about an entity.

Update
-- Modifies stored information about an entity.

Delete
-- Erases stored information about an entity.
Delete is rare in business. For legal, audit, and statistical purposes, entities are updated to "inactive" status or
placed in an inactive termination state and that is not deleted until (often years later) a separate administrative
process discards entities that are not needed.

The entity actions that are required in the Take Order process are:

• ORDER must be Created
• CUSTOMER must be Read
• ORDER ITEM must be Created
• PRODUCT must be Read

This list of actions on entity types contains the same information as the expected effects of the process. If expected
effects have already been recorded, verify them against this list.

Gen reflects the content of an action diagram for an elementary process in the expected effects of that process, but in the
case of product, the action diagram contains a Read statement, for product, and the expected effect is Update because
the set of product relationship memberships is modified.

The following figure shows the annotated Entity Relationship Diagram fragment, from now on referred to as a Process
Logic Diagram, for the Take Order process.
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Step 4 Determine Actions on Attributes and Relationships

The Create and Update entity actions have attribute and relationship membership actions subordinate to them. In this
step, you identify these subordinate actions and update the Process Logic Diagram to show them.

• A Create action can contain subordinate set actions that assign values to attributes. A Create action must set each
mandatory attribute of the affected entity type. In addition, it set any optional attributes as required by the process.

• A Create action also establish (Associate) pairings. As with attribute actions, a Create action typically contains
"Associates" for all mandatory relationship memberships. However, with fully mandatory relationships, this is not
always possible until occurrences of each associated entity type have been created.

• An Update action can modify any attribute of the affected entity type, except an attribute that is an identifier or part of
an identifier. This modification can assign a value to an attribute, or can remove any value from an attribute. An Update
action also establishes (Associate) or eliminates (Disassociate) pairings.

• Relationship actions can also occur independently of Create or Update actions, for example, when modifying an order.

In the Take Order process, Create actions operate on two entity types: order and order item. Assume that the attributes of
those entity types have the optionality that is shown in the following table:

ORDER Optionality

NUMBER (mandatory)

SHIP (optional)

DATE (mandatory)

TOTAL (mandatory)

VALUE
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DATE

TAKEN

ORDER ITEM Optionality

NUMBER (mandatory)

QUANTITY (mandatory)

VALUE (mandatory)

The only optional attribute of either order or order item is Ship Date. Set all mandatory attributes of both order and order
item in the statements that Create them.

As for Ship Date, it probably not is set until the order is filled and shipped, so it is not set in the Take Order process.

The following figure shows the Process Logic Diagram for Take Order that is annotated with subordinate attribute actions
to the Create actions for order and order item.

Also in the example that is based on the illustration of the Entity Relationship Diagram fragment for the process Take
Order, the relationship between order and order item is fully mandatory. Assuming that you create an order before its
order items, the Create for order cannot include an Associate to order item; the order item does not yet exist. Establish the
relationship between order and order item when each order item is Created.

The rule to remember is that all mandatory relationships must be established by the time the elementary process finishes
executing. An individual entity action leaves things inconsistent for a moment, but the total collection of actions that form a
process must leave the business in a consistent state.
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For the Take Order process, consider the relationships of order and order item. It so happens that each relationship
membership of order and order item is mandatory so they must all be established. The Process Logic Diagram for
Take Order after detailing actions shows the Process Logic Diagram for Take Order, annotated to include attribute and
relationship actions.

Step 5 Determine Sequence of Actions

After identifying all actions on entity types, attributes, and relationships, you can determine the sequence in which those
actions are performed during process execution. This sequence is recorded on the Process Logic Diagram by numbering
each of the entity and relationship actions to be specified.

Before two entities can be paired, they both can be available through a Read or a Create. In general, you specify Read
actions for existing entities and then Create actions for entities with which they are paired.

Sometimes the sequence of actions is irrelevant. This situation typically occurs when sets of actions can either be
performed in parallel with, or exclusive of, one another. In such cases, assign an arbitrary sequence to the actions in
question.

Process Logic Diagram notation is primarily oriented to showing a linear sequence of entity actions. If necessary, the
notation can be extended to show details of conditional, repetitive, or recursive processing, as shown in the illustration of
the Process Logic Diagram for Take Order after detailing actions.

Step 6 Detail the Actions

Before the entities can be Read, a set of criteria for selecting them from among other entities of the same type is
established. In this step, you identify these criteria and use them to annotate the Process Logic Diagram.

Selection criteria can include any combination of:

• An attribute value of the entity being Read
• An attribute value of an entity directly or indirectly related to the entity being Read
• The existence of a relationship

You develop selection criteria by combining these elements using a series of ANDs and ORs to identify the entity to
be retrieved. For more information about developing selection criteria, see the Read action statement in the toolset
documentation.

In the Take Order example, entities of two types are Read:

CUSTOMER
-- The customer to be retrieved is the one whose Name is the same as the Requesting customer Name

PRODUCT
-- The products to be retrieved are those with Numbers equal to the list of product Numbers in the Requested
product and Requested order item.

The following figure shows the Process Logic Diagram for Take Order after detailing actions annotated with entity
selection criteria.
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The Process Logic Diagram may not show details of repetitive and conditional actions, so important process logic
questions remain:

• How are optional or exceptional conditions to be handled?
An optionality symbol can be used with a letter that identifies a note describing, for example, that the process Read a
certain entity only under certain circumstances, or what happens if, during the execution of the Take Order process.
There is no customer that is associated with the customer Number requested.

• How is the repetition to be handled?
For example, a list of product Part Numbers and order item Quantities serves as input to the Take Order process. The
repetition bracket on the left of the illustration specifies that actions on product and order item occur repeatedly.

These questions are addressed more rigorously when building the Process Action Diagram.

Other actions that you identify during this step involve the use of common logic. These are formulated in Gen using action
blocks that are used by action diagrams for many processes and later in design by procedures. For example, part of the
order item VALUE is calculated using a Sales Tax algorithm.

Step 7 Begin the Process Action Diagram

Complete action diagrams are not developed during analysis. There are some circumstances when complex business
logic is captured, for example, business rules for calculating interest due. The ability of the data to support this can be
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verified by specifying information views and possibly by specifying an algorithm in note form. Otherwise, action diagrams
are detailed in design when developing the procedures and common action logic that support them.

Gen creates an action diagram for every process that is designated elementary. Entity actions are added during
stereotyping, generated from expected effects or added by you. If no actions are added, the Check command report an
error. It is impossible for the designer to use the process until action details have been added.

For now, you can describe the process as part of the process definition, or as a set of notes in the Action Diagram for the
process. Developing an action diagram is described in detail in the section "Block Mode Design" and the section "Client/
Server Design."

You also define entity action views. At least one entity action view is required for each entity type participating in an entity
action. Entity action views are discussed in defining Information Views. The phrase "participating in an entity action" is
precise. Sometimes an entity type is only mentioned as part of the selection criteria for an entity of some other type.
Regardless of this, an entity action view is required for it.

For example, a Read that finds any customer who placed an order for a certain product requires an entity action view for
all four entity types (customer, order, order item, and product) even though attributes are only retrieved for customer. This
is because these other entity types and relationships are required to identify each customer.

Using Interaction Clustering to Refine Project Scope
This article provides information for Using Interaction Clustering to Refine Project Scope. Cluster analysis is a technique
for grouping things that are based on some set of common characteristics.

In analysis, clustering is used to group elementary processes that are based on their use of data. The main technique
is clustering based on expected effects, using CRUD (Create, Read, Update, and Delete) values for the interactions
between processes and entity types.

After clustering, each cluster represents a set of data and activities that are handled by one integrated system because it
includes all the processes that create or modify a set of tightly related data.

This technique is suited to developing a set of procedures that together can maintain closely related data as a service to a
wide range of applications that can then exploit that data.

Confirming and refining the scope of business systems to be implemented is critical in a large development project that
implements many systems or that must progressively implement support for groups of processes. Cluster analysis helps
to ensure that each group of elementary processes as it is implemented has available the entity types that are needed.

If you follow the principles of parallel decomposition of data and activities, you find that there is a close correspondence
between groupings of entity types into subject areas, and elementary processes into higher-level activities. See
the section "Building the Analysis Model." In such a case, it may not be necessary to perform any cluster analysis.
The groupings are functionally what the scope of the development project requires. If it becomes useful to explore
boundary issues to determine where to place an entity type or elementary process, you can perform cluster analysis as a
confirmation technique.

Gen supports techniques for scoping in analysis that is based on grouping entity types and activities into clusters of tightly
interacting model objects in a matrix. The result of this grouping is represented in the clustered Entity Type/Elementary
Process Matrix.

Gen supports both the recording and clustering of this matrix. The cell values with which this matrix is populated are
interactions between activities and data. These values either derive from the expected effects that are defined for
elementary processes or is entered directly into the matrix. The Gen clusters, and possible, based on the currently
recorded interactions.

Often you have more background information. Repeated validation and correction cycles using user-selected parameters
allow you to explore alternatives and to identify and correct errors both in defining interactions and in handling the Entity/
Activity Matrix.
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The final step requires human intelligence to tidy up and validate the final clustered result. The technique therefore
includes final manual definition of business areas and business systems after initial automatic clustering.

Basic Interaction Clustering Concepts

Interaction Clustering can be performed on two matrices:

• Entity Type Used By Function
• Entity Type Used By Elementary Process

The rows and columns of these matrices are rearranged to show a "staircase" of clusters from top left to bottom right.

A clustered matrix contains one or more of the elements that are shown in the following figure:
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For a description of this matrix, see the following table:

Key Comment Description

1 Ideal cluster The ideal result of interaction clustering is
many small clusters of 1 to 16 cells. Expect
2-10 cells in a cluster to contain Cs or Us.
Be suspicious, however, if many clusters
contain only one cell. This may indicate that
the Information Architecture is insufficiently
detailed.

2 Too large a cluster A cluster with more than 16 cells is too
large. It may be caused by one or more
dense activities, entity types, or both,
that is, rows, columns, or both with many
Creates and Updates.

3 Many rows but few columns A tall and narrow cluster often indicates that
the rows are at too low a level of detail that
is compared with the columns.

4 Many columns but few rows A short and fat cluster often indicates that
the columns are at too low a level of detail
that is compared with the rows.

5 Dense columns or rows These indicate activities or entity types
that have previously been identified
(automatically or manually) as dense,
and excluded from subsequent clustering
iterations. Each column or row must
be treated as a separate item. Either it
must be a cluster in its own right, or it
has been removed from clustering for
investigation of activity or entity type
definition, and clarification or redefinition of
each interaction.

6 Unclustered columns or rows Activities or entity types cannot be included
in a cluster because either they have no
C or U interactions, or their only C and U
interactions are in dense columns or rows.

The scope of a cluster identifies the smallest group of entity types and activities that together from the scope of a system.
Each cluster is de-coupled as far as possible from all other clusters.

A development project safely is targeted at the "ideal" scope of a cluster with the minimum need for development
coordination with other projects. However, where clusters are small or closely related in the business, or existing systems
being replaced cover a wider scope, then a larger optimum scope can be formed by taking two or complete clusters.

Often, the initial requirement scope of a project, or of a system that is being replaced, does not neatly match the ideal
cluster scope. While adjusting the target scope is easy, it is a management role to balance the ideal information structure
against the business demands and transition requirements.

Performing Interaction Clustering

Guidelines for performing interaction clustering:
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• Start clustering as early as possible during analysis. Do not wait until all the details are available and agreed. The
interim results help to clarify ideas and to direct follow-up actions to improve the processes and entity types.

• Scope repeatedly. Scoping is not a one-time procedure.
• Use the results of initial scoping to narrow down the scope of analysis.
• Use details of the scope of the systems to selectively complete analysis only for those processes that form part of the

priority business system. The subsequent projects fill in the details for other systems. Gen help to ensure coordination
and consistency between these subsequent projects.

The following steps are for performing interaction clustering:

Step 1 Cluster the Elementary Processes

This process involves executing the cluster command while accessing the Entity Type Used By Elementary Process
Matrix.

The following figure shows the matrix before the clustering operation, with expected effects included.

For clarity, only C and U expected effects are shown, but the matrices can contain R and D too. Complete any missing
expected effects before clustering.
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Following clustering, expect to see a matrix more like the one in the illustration which shows one specific R to illustrate an
example issue.

Step 2 Adjust the Clusters if Necessary

Sometimes the clusters that are automatically calculated by Gen are not as tidy as those in the following figure.

Investigate the definitions of processes and expected effects where processes appear in unexpected clusters and to
intervene to allocate dense or unclustered processes or entity types. If so, use the Matrix Processor facilities to move rows
and columns around until the appearance of the clusters is improved.

Step 3 Determine Business System Boundaries

Finally, the results of clustering are used to identify business systems. Consider the following figure.
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The results of interaction clustering in the illustration show that the analysis model includes eight design clusters:

• Purchasing
• ???
• Pricing
• Advertising
• Competitive analysis
• Market Research
• Targeting
• Project Support

At least four issues must be resolved:

• If the member activities of the design area cluster 2 are not typically associated, then possibly there has been an
analysis fault, or a typing/documentation error. Should the activity Implement Product create the entity type customer
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survey? Discussion must be held with end users of the member activities to verify the expected effects (CRUD), and
perhaps name the cluster Product Development.

• There is some doubt about whether the entity type geographic zone is relevant to the project scope (or analysis model
for which the matrix is drawn) because it has no Create activity. Again, consult end users.

• Questions arise about the activity Assess Credit being part of the scope. Consult end users.
• An investigation of implementation priorities, which are coupled with a review of the Read interaction dependencies

between clusters. For example, the Pricing cluster reads the entity type product that is created and updated by the
newly named Product Development cluster.

It would be technically simpler to implement the second design area cluster Product Development before the Pricing
design area. However business priorities require Pricing to be implemented first. If so, then an existing file of products has
to be accessed through bridging software until the second cluster is resolved and the fully defined product is implemented.

Before assuming that the cluster analysis is complete, consider comparing the results of this analysis with any existing
Business Systems Architecture that is developed during Planning. Although the business systems only derived are much
more detailed than those predicted during Planning, their shapes must be roughly the same. If not, reconcile the two
views, either by revising the Business Systems Architecture or by changing the grouping of processes.

Since a business system is the basis for a development project, it must be sized appropriately for that project. Combine
the clusters to produce an appropriate development scope that:

• Covers business requirements
• Is of manageable size for the skills and experience available within the development team
• Delivers worthwhile business benefits when implemented; these benefits must therefore be identified and quantified

Analyzing Roles
This article provides information for role analysis that helps to establish who performs what activities, and who uses what
data.

Role analysis helps to:

• Check that all elementary processes that are needed by the users have been identified
• Plan the deployment of data, processes, or both
• Provide a basis for the design of system procedures to support roles
• Plan the training of end users

From the results of role analysis, business management also if needed review the activities of the enterprise and identify
opportunities to re-engineer the business.

This section describes the use of matrices to compare roles with processes and entity types. Other matrices also be
useful here, for example, the Process/Organization Unit Matrix, Organizational Unit/Role Matrix; and Organizational Unit/
Location Matrix.

For the matrices involving location, see Analyzing Distribution. The role analysis is developed further during design, using
the user task design technique as described in the section "Block Mode Design" and the section "Client/Server Design."

Basic Role Analysis Concepts

A role is a function played by one or more persons in the enterprise to perform a particular task. For example, an accounts
clerk chases an order. One person in the enterprise usually takes on more than one role to do their job. The job of
Warehouse Manager, for instance, requires the job holder to take on several roles, such as a Purchaser, and even a
Warehouse Stocker when a large consignment is delivered.

For the organizational units within the scope of the development project, current and planned job descriptions provide a
useful starting point for a list of roles. It is important to allow for future growth, simplification, and diversification in roles,
especially if the development project is associated with some business process re-engineering or improvement.
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The main tasks or areas of responsibility for each job description equate to a role. A job requires several roles to be
undertaken. However, some roles, such as electronic mail user, relate to performed tasks rather than to particular areas of
responsibility.

Analyzing Roles and Processes

Use a Process/Role Matrix, as shown in the following figure, to analyze which processes performs what roles. For each
role that performs a process, insert an X or weighting (1-9) at the intersection.

If a role performs no process, then that role probably does not have a part in the project scope.

A process that is not performed by any role indicates that the analysis is incomplete. Either some current role has been
included in the matrix, or possibly a new role is defined.
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Analyzing Roles and Entity Types

Use an Entity Type/Role Matrix to analyze which roles use what data, as in the following figure.

Symbol Represents Description

C Create Role creates the entity.

D Delete Role deletes the entity.

U Update Role updates the entity.

R Read only Role requires read-only access to the entity.
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If an entity type has no Create action, check which role is responsible for creating the entity.

If an entity is created by more than one role, check which role must be the owner of that entity type. Alternatively, check to
see whether the entity type could be partitioned by role ownership.

Analyzing Distribution
Distribution analysis identifies and describes where in the enterprise processes are currently or expected to be performed.

In information system development, distribution analysis is performed only when the activities being analyzed are
performed at different locations. As a consequence, the location of data and processing is identified as a design issue. It
indicates the kinds of locations for each process and, by implication, where entities of each type are used.

Distribution analysis focuses on the distribution of processes on the assumption that if there is no process distribution,
data distribution is meaningless, other than for physical security purposes.

The analysis techniques involve building matrices. You build two intermediate matrices for preliminary analysis,
presentation and review with users:

• Process/Location Matrix
• Entity Type/Location Matrix

The final deliverables of this analysis are:

• Expected process frequencies, entity type volumes, and growth, by location
• (Optional) Estimating the assumptions
• Process Frequency Table
• Entity Volume Table

Gen focuses on recording total volumes and frequencies, but these detailed volumes can be produced easily using simple
spreadsheet facilities.

Performing Distribution Analysis

To analyze distribution, follow these steps:

Step 1 Identify Organizations and Locations

A location is a physical place at which activities of interest to the enterprise is performed, either by the enterprise itself or
by external organizational units.

• List the locations where processes in the business area are performed. As a starting point, use the locations that are
identified in the Business Systems Architecture or the Technical Architecture.

• Occasionally, a business activity is subcontracted and performed at a location belonging to another enterprise. For
example, a warehouse would be of interest whether it is the enterprise owns, or uses but a specialist supplier manages
it. Include the locations that are external to the business if processes are performed or planned to be performed there.

• For reasons of competitive advantage, and to extend control of the value-chain, the enterprise seek to support the
activities of other enterprises at locations belonging to those other enterprises. Such locations also be included in the
analysis if the activities and their supporting data are added to the business model.

• A location does not necessarily correspond exactly to a physical address. For example, headquarters and a regional
sales office of a company share a postal address. A location does not need to be fixed geographically. A ship or a car
of a salesperson, especially with the telecommunications links of today, be a perfectly acceptable location. A location is
not an organizational unit, although it sometimes shares a name with a unit, for example, Southern Sales Office.

• Many locations that perform the same role, for example, sales offices, factories, and warehouses. The location
type groups those locations that perform similar roles and share broadly similar frequencies of activities and volumes
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of data. A location type is a classification of locations that are based on the similarity of their role or purpose, and of
their level of activity.

• Identify the roles that are performed at locations and, if relevant, summarize similar locations together to form location
types. Groupings that are already recognized by the business, for example, northern region or bulk warehouses, use
them until significant variations suggest the need for subdivision.

• Record the number of locations that are known to exist for each location type. Record user estimates or business
planning assumptions of the expected growth of locations of each type. Locations that serve a similar purpose but
have markedly different process frequencies must not be grouped into a location type.

Step 2 Analyze Activity Distribution

Record what elementary processes are performed at which location or location type, using a Process/Location Matrix
such as the one shown in the following figure.
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• Record the distribution information by determining where the equivalent procedure is performed, or by obtaining the
opinions of users on where it is performed, if it is not done.

• If the enterprise has already decided to relocate a process, then its intended location is identified and its current
locations and location types are recorded.

• When considering where processes is performed, it helps to review any events that enable processes to determine at
what location the business becomes aware that an event has taken place. This technique is useful when the enterprise
is considering relocating the performance of some activities, perhaps as part of re-engineering a business process.

• Business processes support more than one procedure. These procedures occur at more than one location or location
type over which the process is distributed now.

• If a process currently has no equivalent procedure which is rare, then record its anticipated location.
• Omit from subsequent analysis any locations or location types that are not used by processes within the scope of

analysis.

Step 3 Analyze Data Distribution

This is performed only if distributed data support for the business is part of the Technical Architecture, and if refinement of
the data store distribution is a critical design issue.

• For each entity type and location/location type, determine the locations of processes that Create, Read, Update, and
Delete entities of the entity type.

• Create an Entity Type/Location Matrix, such as that shown in the following figure. As the starting points, use the
Process/Entity Type Matrix (or the expected effects of each process) and the Process/Location Matrix.
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Step 4 Summarize Volumetric Data

In this step, you record or estimate the frequency of execution of each elementary process at each location, or location
type, using a Process Frequency Table such as the one in the following figure.
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In this table, the entries show process frequency, which is the number of times in a given period a process is performed at
a location or location type.

• Examine the Process Frequency Table and the Entity Type/Location Matrix. Use the entity creation and deletion
frequency to record or estimate the volumes of entity types that are expected to be included in data stores at each
location or location type.

• Record the estimates in the entity volume table. In this table, the entries show entity volume: the number of entities of
interest to a location or a business area.

An example is shown in the following figure.
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• Process frequencies and entity volumes are recorded as current figures. All the figures are based on the same time
interval, for example, a month.

• Growth is extrapolated out to the planning horizon for the systems to be developed.
• The total of processes or entity types for all locations may not equal the total of individual locations, if some processes

are performed, or entities are used, at more than one location.
• Record the number of locations of each type in which activities of the enterprise are performed. Together with any

anticipated growth factor, this is documented as a property of the location type. Record the basis of any calculations
and any assumptions made. Where there are no current figures take the best estimates of users.

Methods for assessing volumes and frequencies:
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• When analyzing frequency, use any agreed upon business strategy for distribution and the Technical Architecture
developed during planning to choose the appropriate level of analysis. Use the least detailed analysis that still satisfies
the needs of planning and design.

• The frequency of a process that creates an entity is derived from the volume of new entities that are observed or
expected in the period.

• The frequency of a process that an event triggers is derived from the frequency of that event.
• The frequency of process executions also is assessed using the optionality and cardinality of dependencies with other

processes whose frequency is already known.
• The volume of entities of a type is derived from information about the frequency of the processes that create and

delete them, and the time for which entities are of interest to a location. For example, a warehouse is only interested in
planned and recent deliveries, while a head office must analyze deliveries over a long period.

• Volumes and frequency vary by time period, for example, the volume of orders that are taken rise before a holiday
period. Analysts are interested in maximum likely volumes and frequencies. For this reason, it is important to discover
the expected growth. This is derived by extrapolation from previous growth, which is based on assumptions that are
connected with planned business developments, or affected by expected changes in the business environment.

• The number and growth of individual locations of each type have already been recorded. The total growth of volumes
and frequencies out to the planning horizon can then be multiplied.

When likely changes in location or frequency are already known, a review of distribution stability is usefully performed
during distribution analysis, or is performed separately as one aspect of stability analysis, which is covered in the section
"Starting Object-Oriented Analysis."

Summary of Interaction Modeling Rules
The Interaction Modeling Rules must apply to elementary processes that are to be defined as part of a business system.

The rules must apply to elementary processes that are to be defined as part of a business system. There may be other
activities in a model that are not yet fully defined or are not yet part of the scope of a system.

Rules for Entity Life-Cycles

The following rules apply to life-cycles but are not directly enforced by Gen:

• Each entity has a life that must pass through at least two states: the creation state and the termination state. The
creation state is its first state; the termination state is its last state.

• A null state is never shown as an entity state subtype in the life-cycle partitioning.
• An entity only changes states as the result of a process execution.
• Each entity must, at any point in time, be in only one state for each life cycle.
• For each transition between entity states, there must be an elementary process that performs that transition.

Rules for Elementary Processes

The following rules are in addition to the rules in the section "Analyzing Activities":

• Each elementary process must have an action diagram that includes at least one import view, at least one export view,
and one or more entity action views.

• An elementary process provides an operation or service to entities of only one type through executing the associated
action block.

• Each elementary process (where role analysis is performed) is performed by at least one role.

Rules for Information Views

Gen enforces these rules when an information view is defined:
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• Each entity view must refer to an entity type.
• Each part of an entity view must refer to an attribute of the relevant entity type.

Rules for Roles

Where role analysis is performed, each role performs at least one elementary process.

Results of Interaction Analysis
This article provides information for Results of Interaction Analysis which represent the interactions for a priority part of the
business being analyzed.

Interaction analysis produces the following results:

• Entity Life-cycle Diagram or Entity State Change Matrix for each entity type with a sufficiently complex life cycle
• Process Action Diagram for each elementary process that a business system supports. The level of detail is a policy

decision for the development project, but for complex elementary processes, the diagram include:
Set of import views, export views, and entity action views

NOTE
The actions that are based on the Process Logic Diagram. The Process Logic Diagram discussed in this
section is merely an intermediate result useful for discussion with business staff before developing a detailed,
formal Action Diagram.

• Clustered Entity Type/Elementary Process Matrix, showing groupings of activities into business systems, each of which
become the subject of a system development project

• Process/Role Matrix
• Entity Type/Role Matrix
• (Optional) Process/Location Matrix
• (Optional) Entity Type/Location Matrix
• (Optional) Expected process frequencies, entity type volumes, and growth, by location
• (Optional) Estimating Assumptions
• (Optional) Process Frequency Table
• (Optional) Entity Volume Table

Analyzing Current Systems
The current systems analysis examines existing systems that support the business area and are to be replaced by,
interfaced with, or reused by, new systems.

The technique focuses on current data structures and procedures and the support that is provided by existing systems to
business processes.

Current systems analysis focuses on entity types and business processes. Systems analysis is typically performed
separately, but in parallel with, data and activity analysis. However, in a small development project, it is useful to analyze a
current system together with data and activity analysis. This provides continuous confirmation of the business model and
development project decisions to replace or reuse current procedures and data stores.

In a large development project, a survey of current systems is performed early in analysis. Where it is planned to reduce
the initially defined project scope to support a more focused project. It is more practical to postpone a more detailed
analysis until the scope of the development project has been refined.

It has been identified that some current systems collectively support several business areas, for instance, during planning.
Current systems analysis is assigned to the highest priority project, or even planned as a separate project which is then
coordinated with all the affected system development projects.
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In all of these scenarios, the objectives of performing current systems analysis before completing analysis, are to:

• Validate understanding.
Analyzing current systems helps completeness checking during modeling, and in the model confirmation at the end of
Analysis. Analyzing current systems verifies scope and identifies any omissions.

• Plan or confirm the plan for transition from existing to new systems.
Transition involves planning to replace all or part of the current systems, or interworking with them. Especially where
data is reused, it involves the evaluation of the accuracy and consistency of data in current data stores.

• Prepare for initial data conversion and subsequent interfacing between current and new systems.
Identifying the differences between existing data structures, system use of data, and activity dependencies helps in
developing strategies to resolve conflicts that occur when data from existing systems is converted or new systems use.

Current systems analysis techniques produce a complete representation of data, processes, and their interactions by
developing one or more current system business models.

Systems that represent a compatible view of the business is combined into a single model. This model can then be used
as the basis for completeness checking, transition planning, and preparation for conversion and interfacing procedures.

If data in existing data stores is reused (such data is therefore sometimes named "legacy data"), then the model become
part of a new system, which exploits client/server techniques for instance, to make current data available through server
procedures to new client procedures.

The techniques that are employed are those of reverse engineering. These techniques can also be applied to re-
engineering a system to change the technology that is used, or applied to analyzing, selecting, and planning the
introduction of a packaged application.

Selecting Systems to Analyze
This article provides information for Selecting Systems to Analyze that help you identify existing systems that support
processes in the analysis model.

The following two matrices identify existing systems:

Current Information System/Business Area Matrix
-- From this matrix, you select all systems that support processes in the defined business area. The following
figure shows an example that during analysis of the Purchasing business area, the systems that are selected are:
Sales Forecasting, Purchasing, and Materials Requirements.

Current Information System/Current Data Store Matrix
-- From this matrix, you determine the data stores to be analyzed in the defined business area. The following
figure shows the data stores used by the three selected systems: all except the Employee data store.

These matrices have been produced as part of an Information Strategy Plan or during initial project scoping. These
matrices are supported in the planning and analysis toolsets.

You also review the scope and intention of the project about current systems and data stores.

The current systems analysis confirms or qualifies these intended project outcomes:

Retire a current system completely
-- Current systems analysis must produce an understanding of the functionality that is currently provided by the
system.

Modify or retire a current system in part
-- Here, current systems analysis is used to examine the parts of the system in sufficient detail to identify
implications of this decision.

Interface with a current system, reading only, or also updating
-- If there is an interface file or suitable input transaction file, this needs to be analyzed.
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Use a current data store, reading only, or also updating
-- The data store is analyzed in detail.

Examine the following existing systems:

• Current and planned systems that interact with data stores relevant to the business area, whether they are batch or
online

• Systems that produce relevant specified output from these data stores for any purpose except occasional inquiry
• If the data store is not replaced, only those output processes that support the business area need be examined
• Application packages that access these data stores
• Manual procedures that operate on essential data stores independently, or are otherwise associated with the previous

systems
• When analyzing non-computerized systems or associated manual procedures, examine only procedures significant

to the business. These do not include routine clerical tasks, unless they affect the content of data files or the form of
information that is presented to or collected from end users.

The level of detail of the following analysis depends on whether the intention is to interface, access, enhance, or replace
current systems and data stores completely or in part. It also depends on whether the original system development was
done using Gen. For the systems and data stores to be analyzed, assemble and catalog system documentation, and
assess the quality of this existing documentation and identify any further preparation actions.

• For a current system developed using Gen, obtain and analyze the appropriate model. Model objects from it can be
merged or adopted as needed.

• For a system that has been analyzed already for another development project, obtain the analysis and check it for
relevance and completeness.

• For a system with poor documentation, some documentation improvement is necessary before analysis begins.

Surveying Current Systems Performance
Information about current systems is needed for reviewing their usefulness and performance, and for more detailed
current systems analysis.

Collecting Information About Current Systems

The information is available from those who currently maintain the system, and from those who use it and verified it as
complete and up-to-date.

The information that is needed includes:

• System and data structure, which covers the procedures that are supported and types of data that are stored, available
as definitions and data flow diagrams within user and operations manuals.

• Support and maintenance history, and outstanding enhancement requests.

Current Systems Performance

Often, it is useful to review how current systems satisfy business needs, assessing those systems that are part of the
project scope.

Inevitably, users comment on these systems during facilitated sessions or interviews. Conducting a more formal analysis
to help decide:

• Whether to replace all or part of a system and its data
• Whether to reuse all or part of a system and its data
• What aspects of system performance and data quality are important to the business, for example, is accurate and

complete data available when needed?
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When the current systems environment has been assessed as part of an Information Strategy Plan, that assessment is
reviewed and reused where it is still valid.

A survey can be conducted using the following steps:

Step 1 Define the Assessment

The following tables show an example set of criteria using a survey form.

System Assessment Criterion Assessment of: Score
Functionality To what extent does the system meet the

business requirements?
Ease of use How easy is the system to use for the end-

user community?
Response Does the system perform the required

actions when needed?
Availability Can the system be used when and where

the users need it?
Ease of Operation How easy is the system to manage by user

administrators and IT practitioners?
Ease of Support How well do the system and any supporting

organization provide Help information and
advice to the end-user community?

Maintainability How easy is the system to maintain and
enhance when the business needs it?

Data Criterion Assessment of: Score
Completeness Is all the data needed by the business

available?
Accuracy Does the data reflect the facts?
Timeliness Is the data as up to date as all users need it

to be?
Consistency Are the data values as consistent within

a system or between systems as the
business needs them to be?

Presentation Can the data be laid out in a way and in a
medium that all users find easy to use?

Reusability Criterion Assessment of: Score
Can any of the data and its supporting
procedures be used to support other
business activities?
What improvements are must make reuse
worthwhile?

Conclusion Overall Score

Scoring Key
4 = Excellent - No improvement needed
3 = Good - Minor improvement is possible
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2 = Inadequate - Significant investment must be considered
1 = Poor - Replacement must be considered

Step 2 Select Survey Participants

Select a representative sample of the users of the system. This always includes the management and supervisors of
those who use the system, and those who maintain and use data and use the system procedures. Other participants are
selected if, for example, maintaining or supporting the system is likely to be an issue.

Step 3 Gather System Assessment

The survey is circulated to users and the results are collected. Respondents are asked to list system problems and to
score each of the criteria according to a scheme such as the one used in the following illustration.

Criterion Assessment of: Purchasing System Score (avg)
System Criteria
Functionality Should be able to select alternative

suppliers by product cost.
Poor linking to Delivery data prevents
an effective assessment of the supplier
delivery performance.

3

Ease of use Purchase Order confirmation dialog
sequence is not intuitive.

1

Response Purchase Order authorization is often
delayed.

2

Availability It is not possible to enter new purchase
orders while delivery notes are being
printed.

4

Ease of operation There are no problems. 3
Ease of Support Documentation is out of date. 3
Maintainability This system has been much amended, and

further amendment incurs unwanted side
effects.

3

Data Criteria
Completeness More information on Supplier Terms would

be useful.
3

Accuracy Product structures are recorded as a
hierarchy only.

3

Timeliness New products are added late. 2
Consistency Common product components are defined

differently in cost and manufacturing files
for product. See the accuracy problem.

4

Presentation It must be possible to sort purchase order
items by delivery date.

2

Reusability Supplier and Supply Contract are
candidates for non-manufacturing
purchasing, but only after data problems
have been resolved.

Conclusion
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*Overall Score 3

*See the scoring key in the previous table.

Step 4 Summarize System Assessments

You produce a single list of problems that are associated with each system that is based on all the comments that are
received from the survey and from other information gathering activities.

Associate the problems, if possible, with each of the selected assessment criteria.

The average of all responses can be conveniently summarized as a chart. Low scores indicate problems that are
addressed in future solutions. The following figures are presented as radar, or footprint diagrams, for a system that
adequately meets user requirements, but whose interface could be improved, as suggested by the low scores for "system
ease of use" and "data presentation."

The following figure shows an assessment of a Current System.

The following figure shows an assessment of Current Data.
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Analyzing Current System Procedures
This article provides information for Analyzing Current System Procedures. During current systems procedure analysis,
you build a definition of current procedures and examine their structure and dependencies.

You also document data flow between procedures.

Procedure analysis within the current systems analysis resembles the process decomposition and dependency analysis.
See the section "Analyzing Activities" for more information.

You create a Procedure Hierarchy and one or more Data Flow Diagrams. These diagrams serve to check the
completeness of the analysis model. A subset of the current Business Systems Architecture model or a high-level Data
Flow Diagram serves as a useful starting point for understanding the context of the current systems to be analyzed,
among other systems.

The Procedure Hierarchy and Data Flow Diagrams are prepared manually or by using some automated means other than
Gen.

NOTE
If a Gen model is used, for instance to build a detailed model of the interactions between procedures and the
implied data model, this model must never be confused with a model that analyzes business requirements or
defines a system to be developed using Gen.
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Basic Concepts for Procedure Analysis

Some key concepts that are related to procedures and data flows are included here, and an introduction to the concept of
a data view.

• Procedure is a method of carrying out one or more elementary processes. In current systems analysis, the word
"procedure" includes both computer programs and manual activities.

• In procedure analysis, you include only meaningful collections of procedures or processes; these are programs that
are referenced in procedure manuals and manual activities that users perceive as meaningful units. It must not be
necessary to describe a system below the level of procedures that execute discretely, or to include error correction
procedures.

• Data Store is a repository of data of which users are aware and from which data can be read repeatedly and non-
destructively. A data store can be permanent or temporary, depending on the system.

• In current systems procedure analysis, you identify the files, databases, and clerical stores that the selected
procedures use or update. Although data stores are sometimes temporary, you must not include transitory files, such
as sort files, in the list of data stores. Current systems analysis techniques apply to business data repositories, which
are longer-lived files.

• Data View and Layout
– A data view is an organized collection of fields that is meaningful to a procedure, business system, or organizational

unit.
– A person or program typically requires only a subset of the data in a system. This subset, named a data view, is a

limited view of the information.
– Data views appear within layouts, for example, within screens, files, manual and computerized forms, and reports. A

layout is therefore a grouping of fields that are used to present data to a module or user.
– A layout can contain more than one data view. For example, a report contains data about several things. A data

view is the part of a layout that is required for a particular procedure.
• Data Flow is a requirement for a data view to pass between two designed elements, each being a business system,

procedure, data store, or external object. In other words, a data flow represents the passing of a data view between
two procedures or between a procedure and a data store. It represents how a dependency has been implemented.
– Expected Effects are the high-level definition of the effect (Create, Read, Update, Delete, or "CRUD") that an activity

can have on the entities in the implied data model.

Using a Procedure Hierarchy

The Procedure Hierarchy is a type of indented list in which you document the hierarchy of current procedures.
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The example hierarchy in the following illustration lists the procedures that are performed in part of a current purchasing
system.

Procedure Hierarchy

PURCHASING SYSTEM
DEMAND ASSESSMENT
CALCULATE SALES REQUIREMENT
DETERMINE INVENTORY LEVEL
DETERMINE ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY
PLACE PURCHASE ORDER
SELECT PRODUCT
SELECT SUPPLIER
REGISTER PURCHASE ORDER
GOODS RECEIPT
CHECK IN DELIVERY
RETURN DELIVERY ERRORS
STORE GOODS
CALCULATE NEW INVENTORY
PURCHASES PAYMENT
REGISTER SUPPLIER INVOICE
PAY SUPPLIER
CLOSE PURCHASE ORDER

Procedure Hierarchy

Guidelines for procedure hierarchies:

• List one procedure per line.
• Use an equal indentation for procedures of the same rank.
• List activities of interest to the business, therefore omitting batch control and list procedures, and online menus.
• List job steps within a batch procedure.
• List transactions within an online (sub) system that is based on the menu.
• Follow the sequence of procedure manuals and other documentation.
• Use the same names as current documentation. If these names are not meaningful, use names of significance to the

business to help the comparison with the business model and record system identifiers in the descriptions. If a name is
duplicated, qualify each occurrence to indicate the current system context.

Using a Data Flow Diagram

By showing the flow of data between data stores and procedures on the Procedure Hierarchy, the Data Flow Diagram
highlights data interactions between procedures and the sequence of procedure execution.

Data Flow Diagrams represent successive levels of detail for the current system.

The flows that are shown on a Data Flow Diagram are listed in the following table.

From To

Procedure Data store

Data store Procedure

Procedure Procedure

External object or System Procedure

Procedure External Object or System
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Data flow diagramming is useful for complex current systems, for example, where the sequence of several procedures,
or the interaction of batch and online procedures, is important. In this case, it is useful to annotate the diagram with the
mechanism of each procedure: batch, online, or manual. There is no set notation for recording this property.

Data Flow Diagram Conventions

The following figure shows the conventions of Data Flow Diagrams.

Arrows on the lines represent flows into and from data stores, and flows between activities. The direction of the arrows
indicates the direction of the flow. For an instance, the downward direction of the arrow head indicates the flow from
Demand Assessment to Place Purchase Order.

Consider the top-level Data Flow Diagram in the following figure.
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This Data Flow Diagram includes four subsystems:

• Demand Assessment
• Place Purchase Order
• Goods Receipt
• Purchases Payment

The diagram also includes five principal data stores:

• Sales
• Inventory
• Product Master
• Supplier Master
• Purchasing

The following figure shows more detail of the Place Purchase Order system.
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The high-level data stores in the previous top-level illustration now appear in this illustration as three, more detailed data
stores.

Developing the Data Flow Diagram

As a starting point, there already be a Business Systems Architecture Diagram that are produced during planning, or a
Data Flow Diagram for the system showing its procedures.

A complete architecture for business systems includes a diagram for the current systems as a basis for further system
development to meet business requirements.

Where the systems are being retained named legacy systems, current systems also appear on later versions of the
Business Systems Architecture. Diagrams for this architecture may not be detailed, but provide a basis for drawing a high-
level Data Flow Diagram showing interactions of all the current systems to be analyzed.

Complex systems may require more than one level of Data Flow Diagram. If so, develop a series of these diagrams to
include each appropriate level of detail. These diagrams comprise: a high-level context diagram showing each relevant
system; a diagram for each system, showing subsystems or collections of procedures that are performed together; and a
diagram for each subsystem showing how the procedures interact.

Guidelines for developing data flow diagrams:

• Keep the lower-level diagrams consistent with the higher-level ones. For example, a lower-level Data Flow Diagram
cannot contain more inputs and outputs than a higher-level diagram. A data store that appears on a higher-level data
flow diagram must also appear on each lower-level diagram.

• Label procedures with existing names.
• Label data flows with existing the transaction file names where appropriate, or names of subject areas and entity types.
• If necessary, annotate each procedure as manual, batch, or online.
• Do not relate procedures to specific tools.
• Do not include procedures that are system maintenance activities, such as Log Transaction or Reorganize Database.
• Represent only the normal, regular state, not start-up procedures.
• Ignore trivial error paths.
• Retain enough detail to allow planners to specify how the transitions from current systems to new systems are

executed.
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Analyzing Current Data
This article provides information for Analyzing Current Data. The main purpose of current data analysis is to model the
data that is used by one or more current systems.

Data is represented in the current system both in a structured form, as in current data stores, and as data in user views,
forms, reports and displays.

You begin with data stores, then move to these other views of data. The result is an implied data model that describes one
or more data stores, or the total view of data that is supported by one or more current systems. There is a single current
system model, but if systems are known or found to be incompatible, there are more than one.

The models are assembled by asking a series of simple questions about each data item to ensure that it depends the
appropriate identifier or key. The questions are those used in the normalization technique that is described in the section
"Analyzing Data."

The current system model is built up progressively. This technique is sometimes named canonical synthesis because it
proceeds by progressively adding two or more models of the data.

The models are represented graphically or as a list. The method suggested here is to use Gen to develop a separate
model of the data, using the diagram or entity list as convenient.

If the model is used to generate procedures that access current data, or procedures for data conversion or bridging, then
in addition to the synthesized (implied) data model, a data store analysis model is retained.

NOTE
You must be careful not to remove redundant record types, identifiers, and fields from such a model.

Analyzing Data Stores

As a repository of data that is used by a current information system, a data store can be permanent or temporary,
depending on the system.

In current systems analysis, you identify the data structures with their parts and associations that fall within the defined
scope by examining business data repositories, longer-lived files, and possibly also files that interface or communicate
between systems. You must not examine transitory files, such as sort files, in the list of data stores.

The content structure of a data store can vary from the simple "flat file" to complex databases. Start by noting record
types, identifiers, and other non-key fields. The structure of the Purchasing data store is shown in the following table.

Record Type Identifier Non-Key Field

Purchase Order Purchase Order Number Date
Raised By
Delivery Notes
Total
Sub Total
Sales Tax

Purchase Order Item Purchase Order Number
Product - Code

Quantity
Total Price

Product Product - Code Description
Item Price

Supplier Supplier - Number Name
Address

The following illustration shows an Entity Relationship Diagram based on the Purchasing data store structure.
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Although the entity type SUPPLIER has been identified, the analysis of the data store may not provide enough information
to deduce all the relationships that must compose a fully integrated Entity Relationship Diagram.

Analyzing User Views

A person or program typically requires only a subset of the data in a system. Those data views of interest to users are of
particular significance to analysts as evidence of what the system is intended to handle. By identifying these views, you
can begin to understand which types of data are likely to be relevant to particular procedures.

A user view is a special case of data view. It is a collection of associated fields of interest to a user during the procedure
execution.

During user view analysis, you collect a full representation of data that is used in current systems and the associations
between the data. When studying user views, it is important to examine a selection of examples that have been
completed.

User views appear within layouts such as screens, manual files, manual and computerized forms, and reports.

A layout can contain more than one data view. For example, a form contains data about several things. The example in
the following illustration contains data about purchase order, delivery, product, and supplier, among others.
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Different procedures are concerned with different parts of each user view. User view analysis provides a secondary
source of information for modeling current system data, and as such, it acts as a confirmation for data and their
associations gained from the analysis of current information system data stores.

In the illustration, Supplier is indeed shown to be relevant to the Purchasing data store. You can also identify its
relationship with the other entity types previously found.

Developing an Implied Data Model

You develop a model from the record types, keys, and fields of each data store and data view. The conventions that are
used to model this data are the same as those used during data analysis.

Guidelines for developing the data model:

• Include each key group as an entity type.
A key group is a key and a set of fields that depends on that key. For example, in the Purchasing data store structure,
Supplier Name and Address depend on Supplier Number, so they become attributes of entity type SUPPLIER, with
Supplier Number as the identifier. Within a concatenated key, each key component defines a separate key group. Each
of the separate key groups is related to the key group containing the concatenation.

• Define the relationships between all key groups.
PURCHASE ORDER has a one-to-many relationship with PURCHASE ORDER ITEM. A relationship cannot always be
defined with certainty. Supplier, for example, cannot be associated with any other entity type based solely on its key.

• Include every relationship.
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The implied data model includes many relationships, some of which are redundant. See the section "Analyzing Data"
for information about redundancy. During comparison checking, determine which relationships to keep.

• Resolve each many-to-many relationship for which more attributes are needed about the relationship (for an implied
data model only).
In each of these cases, create an associative entity type. Use the identifying attributes of the entity types that are
involved as a composite identifier, and then add the necessary relationships and attributes.

In the Purchasing data store structure, a purchase order contains many PRODUCTs. Likewise, a PRODUCT appears on
many purchase orders. This is resolved by creating an associative entity type PURCHASE ORDER ITEM, which has for
its key the two identifiers PRODUCT and PURCHASE ORDER and the attribute Quantity. This is shown in the following
illustration.

• Do not represent the optionality of relationships.
In the example, it was inferred that a product is ordered with many purchase order items. Optionality allows for
an instance when a particular product is never purchased perhaps because it is obsolete and never appears on a
purchase order item.

• Remove duplicate attributes that are not identifiers.
Perform this for an implied data model only. To remove duplicates without losing information, you create relationship
memberships between the entity type of the duplicate attribute and an entity type that is identified by or containing the
attribute.
First check whether the required memberships exist directly or indirectly. The Purchasing data store in the example
contains in Purchase Order fields for Supplier Name and Supplier Address, which appear also in the Supplier record
type and can therefore be removed.
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Analyzing Current System Interactions
This article provides information for Analyzing Current System Interactions. Once current system procedure analysis is
completed, and a model is available, it can be refined further by recording interactions in more detail.

This helps to identify the business impact of changes in data structures that occur as a result of implementing new
information systems. This additional detail is especially needed if a system is replaced in part.

The expected effect of a current system on an entity within a data store can be summarized using two matrices:

• A new or amended Current Information System/Current Data Store Matrix

• In the analysis model, an Entity Type/Current Data Store Matrix
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If the relevant facts are included in a Gen model, use the Matrix Tool.

This analysis identifies relevant entity types, their existence in current data stores, and their maintenance by the existing
systems. It also becomes apparent that some current data stores contain duplicate data. This detail is used in confirming
the analysis model, for investigating current data stores that are already redundant, or that become so. It is also used in
refining the plan for Transition from existing to new systems. This plan involves evaluating the accuracy and consistency
of data in current data stores, which are based on a comparison of the current system model and the analysis model.

Summary of Current Systems Analysis Guidelines

Because these guidelines are performed manually, they cannot be automatically enforced by Gen. Where some part of a
current system model is represented using a Gen model, Gen rules may be over rigorous when the model is not intended
to be used in generating parts of a new system.

Guidelines for Current System Activities

Each activity must be uniquely named.

Each leaf of the hierarchy must be an elementary process.

The subordinates of an activity must completely describe business support that is provided by the activity. They must not
include batch control and list procedures, and online menus.

Each lowest level activity is a manual procedure, a job step within a batch procedure, or an online transaction.
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Guidelines for Data Flow Diagrams

The subject and activity parts of a Data Flow Diagram appear in the procedure hierarchy of a current system activity
model.

The subject of a Current System Data Flow Diagram:

• Collection of current systems relevant to a business area
• Single current system relevant to a business area
• Subsystem of a current system

The activities that are depicted in a Current System Data Flow Diagram are:

• Current system
• Subsystem of a current system
• Current system procedure that supports an activity of interest to the business

A data flow is from:

• Procedure to Data Store
• Data Store to Procedure
• Procedure to Procedure
• External Object or System to Procedure
• Procedure to External Object or System

Lower-level diagrams are consistent with the higher-level ones.

• A lower-level Data Flow Diagram cannot contain more inputs and outputs than a higher-level diagram.
• A data store that appears on a higher level must also appear on each lower-level diagram.

Guidelines for Current Data Stores

A data store can read repeatedly and therefore is a permanent data store or an interface file.

Guidelines for Implied Entity Types

An implied entity type corresponds to a key and a set of fields that depends on that key and nothing else.

• Define the relationships between all key groups.
• Purchase Order has a one-to-many relationship with Purchase Order Item, but a relationship cannot always be defined

with certainty. Supplier, for example, cannot be associated with any other entity type based solely on its key.
• Include every relationship.

The implied data model includes many relationships, some of which are redundant. See the section "Building the Analysis
Model" for a discussion of redundancy.

During comparison checking, determine which relationships to keep.

• Many-to-many relationships that have attributes are resolved by using associative entity types.
• An associative entity type must have for its key the identifiers of all implied entity types that it associates.
• Optionality of relationships is undefined.
• Duplicate attributes must be identifiers.

Results of Current Systems Analysis
This article provides information for Results of Current Systems Analysis including Current Systems Assessment
Summary and Current System Activity Model.
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The results of current systems analysis are:

• Current Systems Assessment Summary
• Current System Activity Model containing:

– Hierarchy of procedures to the level of transactions and batch job steps
– Data Flow Diagram showing data stores and the interactions of current systems
– (Optional) Data Flow Diagrams for individual current systems or subsystems showing the interaction of procedures
– (Optional) one or more Current System Data Store Models containing definitions of implied entity types or current

record types, if this model generates conversion or bridging procedures.
– (Optional) Implied Data Model, if current system data analysis is conducted separately for a later comparison with

the analysis model=.

Building the Analysis Model
This article provides information for Building the Analysis Model. There are various ways the data, activity, and interaction
analysis techniques can be combined to develop a detailed understanding of the problem space at the conceptual level.

Still, experience has shown that some ways of employing analysis techniques yield better results than others.

In particular, it offers a more detailed description of what practitioners regard as the most consistently successful approach
to building an analysis model: parallel decomposition.

Parallel decomposition helps to ensure that all aspects of the model are complementary, that data exists to support the
activities, and that the model represents all activities that must support the business objectives for the development
project.

Principles of Parallel Decomposition
This article provides information for Principles of Parallel Decomposition. To overcome the limitations of one-dimensional
approaches is to interleave the analysis of data and activities so that they can be used to confirm one another.

In analysis circles, it is common for practitioners to describe themselves as being either "data oriented" or "process
oriented."

The data-oriented analysts typically begin an analysis project by building an entity-relationship diagram. After most of the
data modeling work is done, they begin to identify the set of processes manipulate the data based on the way they have
modeled it. Some proponents of such data-oriented approaches even go so far as to say that the process model "drops
out" of the data model.

The process-oriented analysts begin an analysis project by creating a detailed functional decomposition that is
accompanied by a thick sheaf of dependency diagrams. Once the details of the process interactions are understood, they
model the data that is required to enable those processes.

Both schools of thought have their adherents, but in practice it turns out that each is lacking. Experience has shown that
those who concentrate solely on defining data miss some important processes and some important data. Likewise, those
who focus on processes alone are likely to forget some critical element of data and, by implication, the processes that use
them.

By carefully adding detail to both sides of the model simultaneously, you can produce a more accurate and stable view
of the part of the business being modeled. In practice, models that are built in this way tend to require less rework,
be complete in the initial pass, and generally exhibit higher quality than models built using either a data or a process
emphasis.

This approach to defining and refining data and activities simultaneously is named parallel decomposition. Parallel
decomposition results in the definition of a set of business object types that include entity types and the processes that
affect them.
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Decomposition was introduced in the section "Analyzing Activities." The topic was activity decomposition: the breaking of
a function or process into subfunctions or processes to refine the understanding of the activities that are undertaken by
the business.

There is a corresponding concept in the realm of data. Although not treated explicitly in the section "Analyzing Data"
for data analysis, subject areas can decompose into subordinate subject areas or entity types only as functions can
decompose into subordinate functions or processes.

In each successive layer of decomposition, whether of activities or data, more detail is added to the model, and its
representation of business reality becomes more precise.

Criticism of Parallel Decomposition

Before delving into the details of the parallel decomposition approach, it is important to address a common criticism of
decomposition: decomposition, it is argued, is an inferior modeling practice because its results are not repeatable. That
is, two analysts given the same subject are likely to decompose it in two different ways. As a result, decomposition is
considered by its critics to be a slipshod, haphazard approach to subdividing a problem space.

The parallel decomposition approach successfully addresses this issue of non-repeatability. Cross-checking between
data and activities, and following guidelines for subdividing by business object type classification and by business object
type life cycle, together with confirmation by event analysis, help to minimize the randomness that is associated with
decomposition. Confirmation by event analysis is described in the section "Analyzing Activities."

Principle of Parallelism

Correspondence and Balance

The principle of parallelism is straightforward: during a parallel decomposition, there is to be a one-to-one correspondence
between elements on the activity side of the model and those on the data side. This results in a set of corresponding
isomorphic structures, like those shown in the following figure.
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The decomposition begins with two model objects:

• Root subject area
• Root function

These objects represent the broadest categories of data and activities that characterize the problem space under
investigation. If you cannot identify a root function or subject area immediately, do not lose heart. The advice in the section
Getting Started with Parallel Decomposition help to establish a starting point.

An example root function for a business area that is related to manufacturing.

An example of a root subject area for the same business area Manufacturing.

At the upper levels of decomposition, it is often difficult to invent meaningful names that encompass all the concepts that
must be dealt with without becoming long-winded, so the root function and root subject area often share name. "Things
To Do Associated With the Manufacturing of Products" and "Things of Use When Manufacturing Products" are truer
reflections of the contents of the root function and subject area, respectively, but the simpler name "Manufacturing" sums
everything up.

As detail is added to the model, then, a 1:1 correspondence is maintained between functions and subject areas.

There is another school of thought on this point. Some analysts prefer to relax this constraint and insist only on 1:1
correspondence between the first level of decomposition (the highest level functions/subject areas) and the last (primitive
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functions and subject areas). In other words, activity and data decomposition can be allowed to follow different paths in
the intervening levels as long as they correspond exactly at the top and bottom of the decomposition. This approach, while
potentially viable, is really a shortcut that can lead to less stable, less reliable structures than true parallel decomposition.
As a result, a complete 1:1 correspondence is recommended over this less rigorous approach.

The mechanism for subdividing functions and subject areas into their elements is described in Performing Decomposition,
but for now the important point to remember is this: each function that is discovered corresponds directly to exactly one
subject area, and each subject area that is discovered corresponds to exactly one function.

The number of levels in the decomposition depend on the complexity of the problem space. It is typical to find between
three and five layers of function between the root function and subject area and the primitive function and primitive subject
area of which they are composed. This is depicted in the previous illustration of partial parallel decomposition.

Primitive Subject Areas

A primitive subject area is a subject area that includes exactly one central entity type and its dependent entity types.

A primitive subject area cannot be decomposed into subject areas. The next level of decomposition will result in the
discovery of fully normalized entity types.

A primitive subject area includes a central entity type and, usually, a set of dependent entity types that reflect some useful
business concept.

A central entity type is the focal point of a primitive subject area. An occurrence of a central entity plus the occurrences of
its dependents constitute an occurrence of the primitive subject area in which it is contained.

A dependent entity type is an entity type whose occurrences have no meaning without the existence of an occurrence of a
central entity type.

It makes sense to think of an occurrence of a primitive subject area.

Primitive subject areas define the data contents of a business object type.

For example, consider the following figure.

In the illustration, customers are a primitive subject area that contains four entity types:

• CUSTOMER
• CUSTOMER SURVEY
• CUSTOMER LOCATION
• CUSTOMER SALES HISTORY
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Looking at customers, it is plain that its main focus is on the entity type customer because all the other entity types within
that subject area depend on it. In fact, they simply add detail to customer:

• CUSTOMER LOCATION
• CUSTOMER SALES HISTORY
• CUSTOMER SURVEY

These items are merely pieces of information about a customer. However, because the entity relationship model requires
that attributes be fully normalized, these pieces of information must be separated into their own entity types. See the
section "Analyzing Data" for a further discussion of normalization.

Since each customer can have multiple locations, the customer location information must appear as its own entity type
connected by a 1:M relationship.

The same is true for customer sales history and customer survey.

The illustration shows that customer is the central entity type in the primitive subject area customers.

Customer survey, customer location, and customer sales history are dependent entity types.

It makes sense to think of an occurrence of the primitive subject area of the customer: it includes all information that is
related to a single customer.

Primitive Functions

A primitive function is a function whose constituent processes are responsible for managing the lives of entities of a single
central entity type.

Each primitive function corresponds to exactly one primitive subject area.

A primitive function may not itself be decomposed into functions. Instead, it is decomposed into processes.

The constituent processes of the primitive function are responsible for managing the occurrences of the central entity type
of its corresponding primitive subject area as they move through their lives. See the section "Analyzing Interactions" for a
discussion of entity type life-cycles.

For example, the following figure shows a primitive function that is named Customer Administration that decomposes into
several processes.

These processes clearly manage the information that is related to occurrences of customer. They will also, during
managing this information, manipulate occurrences of dependent entity types, but this is incidental to their main focus on
the central entity type.
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The processes into which a primitive function decomposes can be further decomposed into subprocesses and, eventually,
into elementary processes.

Finally, a primitive function defines the activities of a business object type. A business object type is a representation of
some type of thing a business keeps track of while running its business. This representation includes both data definitions
and processing rules.

An occurrence of a business object type is a business object. See the following figure.

In parallel decomposition terms, a primitive subject area provides the data representation of a business object type while a
primitive function provides the processing representation.

Which Came First: Data or Activities?

When using parallel decomposition, it really does not matter whether you start with data or activities at any given level of
decomposition. As long as you maintain the one-to-one correspondence between function and subject area and analyze
both the activity and the data legs of the decomposition at the same level, the two aspects of the model tend to confirm
one another.

Extent of Parallel Decomposition

The one-to-one correspondence of parallel decomposition begins with the root function and subject area and continues
until the primitive functions and subject areas are identified. However, this strict correspondence is discontinued at the
next level of decomposition: the level in which processes and entity types appear.

Refining the activity model continue with decomposition confirmed by dependency analysis until the elementary processes
required to manipulate the entity types within the corresponding primitive subject area are defined.

Refinement of the data model continues through normalization of attributes and discovery of relationships within the
primitive subject area.
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However, there are still some guidelines that govern the relationship between the elements of primitive subject areas and
primitive functions despite the absence of true parallelism. These guidelines are discussed in Parallel Decomposition
Heuristics.

Getting Started With Parallel Decomposition
This article provides information for Getting Started with Parallel Decomposition. In Principles of Parallel Decomposition,
the subject of parallel decomposition was described as a problem space.

Sometimes, it can be difficult to tell exactly where to start with a parallel decomposition. Project boundaries are rarely as
tidy as analysts want.

If you begin in the classically recommended manner, the results are an Information Strategy Plan in which business areas
are clearly defined. In such a case, each analysis project focuses on a single business area.

The reality is that most analysis projects do not begin with a prescoped, logically consistent business area definition.
Since such projects can be any shape or size, a term like "problem space," which is sufficiently general to apply to any
analysis effort, is necessary to define their scope.

There is often no question of where to begin the analysis. If the goal of the analysis project is to solve some immediate
business need, the scope of the project is probably already known. If the scope of analysis is some business area that is
identified during planning, the analysis project scope must also be understood.

Value Chain Analysis

Even when the project scope is predetermined, it is sometimes difficult to take the first step in decomposition. In such
cases, value chain analysis can be used to help clarify the situation.

In this discussion of the value chain (Competitive Advantage, New York Free Press, 1985), Michael Porter proposes
a taxonomy into which all business activities can be classified. This taxonomy, when converted into a functional
decomposition, can form a starting point for virtually any project.

Porter proposes the following primary functions:

• In-bound logistics (receiving, storing, materials handling)
• Operations (machining, packaging, assembling)
• Out-bound logistics (storing, distribution)
• Marketing and Sales (advertising, promotion, selling)
• Service (installation, repairs, parts supply)

Several support functions exist to provide a foundation for the primary ones. They must be identified by the analyst, but
probably include these proposed by Porter:

• Firm infrastructure
• Human resource management
• Technology development
• Procurement

Together, these functions can be used as a first-cut decomposition, as depicted in the following illustration.
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Use different names than those appearing in the illustration. Each business has its own nomenclature and every attempt
must be made to conform to it.

When the customized, value-chain-oriented decomposition is complete, you can then identify where the project scope
fits. Once that is understood, you can use the techniques that are described in Outlining Activities to continue the
decomposition.

For example, assume that the analyst has been given the task of specifying an application that track employee training.
Based on the illustration, employee training is probably best considered a subfunction of Human Resource Management.

Alternatively, assume that a business re-engineering project has pointed out the need for an entirely new purchasing
process. Purchasing is a subfunction of Procurement.

Outlining Activities

Activity outlining can be used to continue the analysis that is begun using value chain analysis.

An activity outline is simply an indented list that identifies natural groupings of activities, where the definition of "natural" is
subjective.

The outlining technique provides a less formal mechanism for organizing ideas, and so is suitable for use when
"brainstorming" a list of candidate business activities.

The following list is an example outline of an Accounts Payable function.

• Payee Management
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– Establish Payee
– Approve Payee

• Voucher Management
– Request for Vouchers
– Payment of Vouchers

An outline must be regarded as nothing more than a first cut at organizing ideas. After the outline is complete, it remains
necessary to perform a formal parallel decomposition. This can now be done with a better understanding of the problem
space.

Performing Decomposition
This article provides information for Performing Decomposition. Decomposition involves breaking down activities and data
into their elements.

The objective of this process is to form groups of activities and data that enjoy a high level of cohesion and a low level of
coupling.

• Cohesion describes how closely related the elements within each level of decomposition are. For a function, cohesion
is a measure of the relatedness of its subfunctions.

• Cohesive functions generally operate on a common set of data. For a subject area, cohesion is a measure of the
relatedness of its subordinate entity types.

• Cohesive subject areas are operated on by a common set of functions.
• Coupling describes how closely related each element in the decomposition is with elements that are not siblings.
• Loosely coupled functions have few dependencies and loosely coupled subject areas have few connecting

relationships.
• A function has more dependencies with its siblings than with functions that are not siblings.
• A subject area has more relationships with its siblings in the decomposition than with subject areas that are not

siblings.

The techniques that are described in "Decomposing Activities" and "Decomposing Data" tend to create highly cohesive,
loosely coupled groupings of activity and data at each level of decomposition. The result is a highly stable and consistent
structure that enables the efficient assignment of resources, ready coordination of development efforts, and effective
project management.

Decomposing Activities

Activity decomposition is recorded using an Activity Decomposition Diagram, described in the section "Analyzing
Activities." In Gen, this diagram is drawn using the Activity Hierarchy Diagramming tool.

Activity Dependency Diagrams, which are drawn using the Activity Dependency Diagramming tool, is used to confirm
decomposition.

Life-Cycle Decomposition

The most reliable way to decompose activities is based on the life cycle of a proposed business object type. This involves
deciding exactly what the business objects are.

At high levels of the decomposition, it is not always obvious what the business object types are going to be. For example,
a high-level subject area named human resources would certainly include the data representation of a business
object type (that is, a primitive subject area/primitive function combination) named employee. However, a few levels of
decomposition are required before it became clear that offer, training course, and benefits are also business object types
within human resources. It even is true that employee is eventually divided into several smaller business object types.
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The result is a paradox of sorts: business object types cannot be identified with full confidence until decomposition
completes, but business object types are complete decomposition. The solution is to identify high-level proposed business
object types that reflect reasonable assumptions about the model.

Take, for example, the subfunction of the Human Resource Management function named Hiring. It would be reasonable
to assume that the Hiring deals with occurrences of a business object named applicant. To decompose Hiring into its
elements, consider how an applicant moves through its life cycle. This is not a formal life-cycle analysis in which all
possibilities for an entity type are considered. It is simply a recognition that there are certain phases through which an
applicant proceeds during the Hiring process.

The following figure shows a potential life cycle for applicant.

The Hiring function can be decomposed into the subfunctions that are required to lead occurrences of applicant through
its life cycle. The following figure shows an example of a decomposition of Human Resource Management that includes a
decomposition of Hiring into its elements that are based on the life cycle of applicant.

Whenever possible, decomposition of activities is accomplished using this approach.

Decomposition by Business Object Type Classification
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Sometimes, particularly at higher levels of the decomposition hierarchy, it is difficult to discern a clear life cycle for a single
proposed business object type.

Some high-level functions are so broad that they include several readily identifiable proposed business object types,
each of which have their own life cycle. In such cases, functions can be decomposed based on their support for specific
proposed business object types.

Consider, for example, the RECEIVING function of a company that sells cars. Assume that the company must receive
both finished cars and spare parts and that finished cars and spare parts both must undergo a different process when they
are received. In this case, the RECEIVING function cannot be associated with the life cycle of some proposed business
object type. Instead, the RECEIVING function is associated with multiple life-cycles of multiple business object types,
namely SPARE PARTS, and FINISHED CARS. As a result, the following figure shows that RECEIVING is decomposed
based on the classification of its proposed business object types.

This sort of decomposition is used only until a function is discovered to handle a single identifiable proposed business
object type. From that point, the life cycle of the proposed business object type governs decomposition.

Confirming Decomposition with Dependency Analysis

The principles of cohesion and coupling can be tested at each leg of the decomposition by drawing dependency
diagrams, which are described in the section "Analyzing Activities."

Activities that are siblings depend one another in some fashion; that is, their parent is cohesive.

At the same time, siblings have few dependencies with functions with which they are not siblings; that is, their parent is
loosely coupled.

Any decomposition that results in siblings that are not interdependent or are highly dependent on non-sibling functions are
questioned.

Example Activity Decomposition

This example illustrates the decomposition of a Procurement function for a hypothetical business.

The following figure shows the assumption that Procurement is a highest level function.
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PROCUREMENT is a sufficiently broad grouping of activities that business object type classification would best be used
to decompose it.

After some investigation, assume that the following proposed business object types are tentatively identified:

• SUPPLIER
• REQUISITION
• PURCHASE ORDER

The following figure shows the resulting decomposition of Procurement that is based on this classification of proposed
business object types look.
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Each function deals with one proposed business object type:

• Supplier Management deals with supplier
• Requisitioning deals with requisition
• Purchase Ordering deals with purchase order

Now look at the Supplier Management function. After some investigation, it turns out that Supplier Management
involves several proposed business object types, too. In addition to supplier (the obvious one), it must deal with supplier
products, supplier evaluations, and supplier contracts. The following figure shows the resulting decomposition of Supplier
Management that is based on this classification of proposed business object types.

After further analysis, assume that it becomes obvious that these proposed business object types are actual business
object types. This happens as the result of parallel decomposition in which the proposed business object type is
discovered to have the characteristics of a primitive subject area (that is, having a clearly identifiable central entity type). If
this is true, the functions at this level of decomposition are primitive functions (that is, responsible for managing the lives of
entities of each of the central entity types).

The next level of decomposition then must yield processes rather than functions. Look at Supplier Administration, which is
clearly concerned with the business object type supplier, whose central entity type is also supplier.

Assume that each supplier has a simple life cycle:

• A supplier can be identified as a vendor of products that are needed by the enterprise
• Characteristics of supplier can change over time
• The enterprise can lose interest in the supplier

Based on this life-cycle, the following figure shows the highest level processes that are described for Supplier
Administration.
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Dependency diagrams that are drawn at each of these legs reveal high cohesion and loose coupling, thereby confirming
the correctness of the decomposition.

For example, the Dependency Diagram shows how the siblings of Supplier Management are related.

Supplier products cannot be identified before suppliers are, and a supplier contract cannot be created until the supplier
products are known.

Supplier Evaluation relies on the supplier contract and some additional information about deliveries that are maintained
by a different subfunction of Procurement. The dependency of Supplier Evaluation on a non-sibling function is more than
offset by a high level of cohesion among its siblings.

Decomposing Data

Data decomposition is recorded using a Data Decomposition Diagram, which can be built with the Data Model List tool.
The Data Model Diagram, which shows relationships between subject areas and between entity types, is used to confirm
the decomposition.

The same principles that are used for decomposition of activities are used for decomposing data. Business object type
classification yields corresponding structures on both sides of the model, and decomposing by life cycle on the activity
side often reveals new business object types on the data side.

Following the Procurement example in Decomposing Activities, the subject area procurement, corresponding to the like-
named function, is the starting point for data decomposition.
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PROCUREMENT decomposes into a set of subject areas that are based on reasonable, proposed business object types:

• Supplier Management
• Requisitioning
• Purchase Ordering

Supplier management can be further classified into subject areas that are based on the distinct proposed business
object types suppliers, supplier products, supplier contracts, and supplier evaluations. The following figure shows this
decomposition.

Each of the subject areas has a single central entity type for which instances can be imagined, that is, supplier, supplier
product, and so forth. The functions that are associated with each subject area can be considered to deal with entities
of that type as they make their way through life. Since these conditions are true, the lowest level subject areas in the
illustration must be primitive subject areas.

Identifying Dependent Entity Types Using Normalization

On the data side of the model, decomposition ends at the primitive subject area. Each primitive subject area is composed
of a central entity type and its dependents.

The most common mechanism that is used to model data once decomposition concludes normalization, described in the
section "Analyzing Data."

For example, consider the primitive subject area suppliers. It is identified as a primitive subject area because it is
represented by a single central entity type, supplier. Business users of the application are likely to recognize supplier as a
significant concept. However, supplier may not be fully normalized as it stands.

For example, each supplier has multiple addresses. Each address fulfills a particular role. The supplier has one address
for payment, one address to contact for shipping queries, and another address to contact for product problems.

Assume that the identifier for a single occurrence of an address of supplier is based on who the supplier is and which role
the address fulfills. Further assume that the business has identified a standard set of roles for which each supplier must
provide an address and that the identifier of each is a designed attribute.

The following figure shows following the rules of normalization, supplier, supplier address, and supplier address role must
be separated into their own entity types.
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Supplier is the central entity type; supplier address and supplier address role are its dependents.

Parallel Decomposition Heuristics

While not all are inviolable rules, any decomposition that fails to conform to these heuristics are considered suspect:

• Each level of decomposition yield between three and seven subordinate elements.
• If more than seven subordinate elements are discovered, introduction of an intervening super-ordinate level is

considered.
• Each primitive subject area generally yields no more than 10 entity types.
• If more than 10 entity types are found, there is probably another central entity type in the primitive subject area.
• The expected number of entity types per primitive subject area in a typical model is eight.
• It is unusual (although impossible) for a primitive subject area to yield fewer than six entity types.
• In such a case, it is likely that the entity types have been misclassified.
• The average number of elementary processes into which a primitive function eventually decomposes in a typical model

is 27.
• That is, each primitive function decomposes into three high-level processes, which decompose into three processes

apiece, which in turn decompose into three elementary processes each.
• A primitive subject area and its associated primitive function are correspondingly complex.
• If the primitive subject area is simple (that is, includes fewer than the expected eight entity types), the associated

primitive function also be simple (that is, decompose into fewer than the expected 27 elementary processes).
• If the primitive subject area is complex, the primitive function also is complex.
• There is no strict rule here, but if a model includes only three entity types that require 60 elementary processes to deal

with them, something is askew.
• When decomposing a primitive function into its directly subordinate processes, those processes are clearly recognized

as dealing with the central entity type of the corresponding primitive subject area.
• At the next level of process decomposition, processes are discovered that deal with both the central entity type and its

dependents.
• This guideline helps to confirm that the primitive subject area and its corresponding primitive function truly correspond.
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Refining the Model
This article provides information for Refining the Model. You encounter some of these common, complex data modeling
situations while building the analysis model, and some circumstances that call for refining the model.

Modeling Hierarchies and Networks

Recall that a relationship is a reason relevant to the enterprise for associating entities of one or two entity types.

Up to now, this section has used examples of relationships between two separate entity types. However, it is clear from
the definition that entities from the same entity type can also be paired based on a relationship. The most frequent use of
such a relationship is to represent either a hierarchy or a network of entities, for example, in an organizational hierarchy.

The following figure shows a situation where one employee can supervise one or more other employees who can, in turn,
supervise one or more other employees.

The following Entity Relationship Diagram fragment figure shows such a hierarchy of employee entities can be modeled.

This involuted relationship is also named a looped relationship. The relationship must be fully optional to avoid a situation
in which the hierarchy continues forever. The employee at the top of the hierarchy has no pairing because of its IS
SUPERVISED BY relationship membership. The employees at the bottom have no pairings that are based on their
supervises relationship membership.
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Each employee is supervised by at most one employee. By an implication, it is also true that each employee entity can
only appear once in the hierarchy.

The following figure shows entity occurrences for a less formally structured business situation in which a single individual,
named Lee, has multiple supervisors. These employee entities do not participate in a true hierarchy. Rather, they are
arranged in a general network.

In a network, an entity can participate in multiple pairings that are based on either membership of its involuted
relationship. Obviously, the model fragment that is presented in the following illustration of an involuted relationship is too
restrictive to allow for such a condition.

The style of involuted, fully optional, M:N relationship that is shown in the following figure can be used to support any
general network and can also support the retention of successive occurrences of supervision over a time.

Consider a Bill of Materials structure. A Bill of Materials is shown as a hierarchy. However, it is a network, because a
single part can appear multiple times, as follows:

• Part Type A made from:
– Seven of Part Type B
– Three of Part Type C

• Part Type C made from:
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– Four of Part Type B
– One of Part Type D

This structure is slightly different from the example of the general network.

Here, each time a part appears in the structure, it is accompanied by a piece of related information, Quantity Used. For
example, in the table Bill of Materials Structure:

• Seven parts of type B are required to make a single part of type A
• Four parts of type B are required for a single part of type C of which three are required for each type A part

Obviously, Quantity Used is an attribute of something besides the entity type part. Otherwise, each part, with all of its
attendant relationships and attributes, would have repeated each time that it appeared in the structure, with the only
difference being the value of Quantity Used.

To solve this problem, you can introduce an entity type whose sole function is to hold Quantity Used and any other
attributes that are associated with the specific usage of a part in the structure. The following figure shows a model
fragment that uses this technique, and the set of occurrences that support this illustration.

Modeling History and Time

Modeling the existence of entities over time needs more thought from the analyst than representing simply what is found
at a single point in time. Converting a "snapshot" model involve adding entity types, adding or moving attributes, and
reconsidering the optionality of attributes and relationship memberships.

Consider, for example, the following figure shows three fragments of an Entity Relationship Diagram.
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The ERDs in the illustration show versions in the understanding by the analyst of the situation in which departments
employ employees.

Version 1
-- For a single point in time, the model fragment for Version 1 represents this situation enough. A department
employs many employees, each of who has a Job Title.

Considering the history of this situation, the analyst realizes that many employees have been employed in several
departments, and therefore a department has employed many more employees than it has now. The analyst must check
that this is indeed a business requirement before further elaborating the model.
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Version 2
-- This fragment corresponds to the change to the model, but there are information needs which are not yet
represented:

• Job Titles of employees in their previous departments
• When they worked in those departments

This is an example of hidden information, which is discussed in the section Information Hidden in an M:N Relationship.

Version 3
-- Adding an employment entity type to the first fragment, to give Version 3, allows the information.

The analyst also notes that there are now two attributes that are named Job Title, and so changes the name of employee
Job Title.

Employment is identified by its Start Date and by relationship memberships with department and employee. In fact,
employment, with its Start Date and End Date attributes, is a typical active entity type.

The analyst then realizes that for the employment entities of today, there are no End Date values, so End Date is an
optional attribute.

Business staff point out that they plan new departments and future employment, and so do not agree with the relationship
names employed and formerly employed by. While changing these names, the analyst realizes that the relationship
department employs employee is redundant, because the entity type employment and its relationships can represent the
past, the future, and the present. Redundant relationships are discussed in Refining the Model. Nor is employee Current
Job Title now needed.

Since a new planned department may not yet have any planned employment, the employs relationship membership must
be optional. Employment Start Date can have a value in the future, so no further change to the model is needed.

With this improved understanding and consensus, the following figure shows that the analyst makes further refinements to
produce the fragment.

Handling Unusual Situations
This article provides information for Handling Unusual Situations. You encounter some of these questionable, unusual, or
impossible situations when analyzing the business environment.

Redundant Relationships

A redundant relationship is a relationship conveying no information that cannot be deduced from other relationships. The
following figure shows the Entity Relationship Diagram fragment.
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The M:N relationship between product and warehouse records that a product is stocked in a particular warehouse.

Assume that if a product is stocked at one or more warehouses, the Quantity of product at a particular warehouse is held
as an attribute of the entity type stock. If this is true, the analyst can deduce that a product is stored at a warehouse from
the pairing of the product with stock. STOCK, in turn, is paired with a warehouse. The relationship product is stocked in a
warehouse, conveys no new information, and is therefore redundant.

Eliminate redundant relationships. Such relationships are superfluous and require duplicate operations to record the
information reflected in the model. For example, each time a product is stocked in a new warehouse, the product must
be paired both with a warehouse and a stock entity. When the stock of the product is exhausted, two pairings must be
deleted instead of only one.

NOTE
Exercise caution when removing apparently redundant relationships.

Imagine, for example, a situation only slightly different from the one in the previous illustration. Assume that certain
warehouses are equipped to handle certain products and that the ability of a warehouse to stock a particular product,
whether it actually carries it, is of interest to the business. The following figure shows this situation.

Here, the relationship between product and warehouse is not redundant, although it appears to be at first glance.

Always watch for this situation. Businesses commonly distinguish between the actual or current positions, and allowable
or potential positions. When searching for relationships, try to determine whether this distinction is important.
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Relationships with Multiple Meanings

Each relationship reflects a reason for associating two entities. Sometimes, there are multiple reasons for joining two
entities of the same two entity types. If so, the model contains one relationship for each reason.

For example, consider the following figure.

In this illustration, the M:N relationship between person and car has two distinct meanings:

• A person can own one or more cars which must, in turn, only one person owns.
• A person can drive one or more cars that can, in turn, many person drive.

The single M:N relationship fails to distinguish between two different reasons for associating a person and car. The
following figure shows the single M:N relationship that is expanded into two relationships.

Two or more relationships that join the same entity types are named parallel relationships.

Information Hidden in an M N Relationship

The injudicious use of M:N relationships can sometimes lead to the loss of important information.

Although M:N relationships sometimes occur naturally, there is often information of interest that is hidden by the
relationship itself. For example, consider the following figure.

The illustration shows that an order is for one or more products, and that a product appears on one or more orders. While
this is true, some important details have been omitted. For example, what is the quantity of each product appearing on a
given order? You cannot extract this information from this illustration.

Useful information that is not apparent because of the existence of an M:N relationship is named intersection data.

The need for intersection data calls for the addition of an entity type to hold that data as attributes. By adding an
intersection (or associative) entity type and replacing the M:N relationship with two 1:M relationships, you can retain all the
information conveyed by the original M:N relationship and also represent more facts about the intersection.

The following figure shows, the entity type order item has been added to hold the attribute Quantity for a given product on
a given order.
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As a matter of good practice, carefully evaluate each M:N relationship to ensure that it results in no required information
being hidden. It is unusual for a fully detailed business model to retain any M:N relationships.

1:1 Fully Mandatory Relationships

Analysts are wary of any 1:1 relationship that is defined as fully mandatory (both relationship memberships are
mandatory). Unless there is a good, solid business reason for identifying the entity types separately, they are combined
into a single entity type.

Solitary Entities

An entity that is the only occurrence of its entity type is named a solitary entity.

The existence of solitary entities often indicates incorrect analysis of some kind. Evaluate solitary entities carefully.

For example, a model that depends on there being only one occurrence of some entity type, says factory, is time-
dependent. If more factories are added in the future, the model requires modification.

In other cases, where there is and only one occurrence of an entity type, ensure that it is not a special instance of another,
more general entity type. For example, an entity type representing the entire corporation has only one occurrence, and so
fit into an entity type named organizational unit.

Multi-Valued Attributes

Occasionally, an attribute seems to hold multiple values simultaneously.

For example, consider an entity type person, which has Language Spoken as an attribute. A distinguishing characteristic
of a person is, that they speak many languages. So, the attribute Language Spoken would seem to require multiple
attribute values for each entity of person.

An attribute that seems to require multiple values simultaneously is named a multivalued attribute. If, in this example,
you know the level of proficiency for each language, the case for defining extra entity type that is named language that is
spoken becomes strong.

Data modeling does not, and must not, provide for multivalued attributes. Remove an apparently multivalued attribute to
its own entity type and relate it to the original entity type through a 1:M relationship. This is shown in the following figure.

Entity Types With Too Few Relationships and Attributes

Each entity type must have at least one attribute and one relationship membership. This makes sense because an entity
type with only one relationship membership and no attributes can convey no additional information. Therefore, certain
combinations of relationships and attributes are checked carefully:

• Entity types with no attributes
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– Evaluate these carefully to ensure that there really are values that are associated with them; otherwise, they are
removed from the model. Also ensure that the pairings in which they participate are truly of interest to the business.

– An entity type with no attributes is commonly an associative entity type that resolves one or more M:N relationships.
There is always the possibility of discovering some attributes later on, such as the time and reason for the
association. Adding an entity type or a relationship has a much greater impact on design aspects of the model such
as Action Diagrams, the screen designs, and the Data Structure Diagram than adding an attribute to an entity type.

• Entity types with only one attribute
– These are rare, but occasionally they are valid as the case with a multivalued attribute. Always check that the sole

attribute does not belong to some other entity type.
• Isolated entity types

– These have no relationships, and so the information that is provided by their attributes cannot be related to any
other entity types in the business. This is an unlikely situation, so the definition is probably incorrect.

– Most things of value to a business relate to some other aspects of the business. Early in building a model, important
reference entities such as tax rates appear to be isolated but are eventually associated with entity types such as
state or product group.

– If data design work has been done, you find that some designer-added entity types appear in the model. Where
such entity types appear, there are isolated, such as those that represent code tables. These isolated entity types
safely remain in the model. If after careful consideration, you discover no relationships, remove the entity type from
the model.

Results of Building the Analysis Model
This article provides information for the Results of Building the Analysis Model including Entity Relationship Diagram,
Activity Hierarchy Diagram, and Dependency Diagram.

The results of building the analysis model are:

• Entity Relationship Diagram describing the data requirements of the development project
• Supporting documentation, which is stored as details of the elements of the Entity Relationship Diagram
• Activity Hierarchy Diagram depicting the decomposition of processes to the elementary process level
• Dependency Diagram for each activity with an elementary process as a child
• Supporting documentation, which is captured as details of the processes, dependencies, external objects, and events

appearing on the Activity Hierarchy Diagram and Activity Dependency Diagrams.

Object Modeling with Gen
This article provides information for Object Modeling with Gen. Object modeling is an alternative technique for modeling
an area of a business.

The following table presents the vocabulary of object modeling methods with the equivalent or broadly equivalent terms
from Gen.

Object-Oriented Term Gen Term
Object Type or Class Entity type that owns operations
Instance or Object Occurrence or Instance
Operation or Service or Method or Function Operation
Operation Implementation or Method Action Diagram Logic Statements
Operation Signature Operation Imports and Exports
Attribute Attribute
Association Relationship
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Multiplicity Cardinality
Message Dialog Flow or USE action
Package or Category or Subsystem Subject Area
Subclass Subtype
Disjoint or non-overlapping subclass set Partitioning
Discriminator Classifying Attribute

Object modeling is an alternative technique for modeling an area of a business. It bears many similarities with the data/
activity analysis approach, but it does differ in some important ways:

• Business entities and activities are integrated into a single model. This tighter integration of models produces a robust
model early in the development process.

• Business entities are perceived to own and perform business activities. In fact, each aspect of the functionality of the
business area is regarded as owned by some business entity (named an object or instance). We call each discrete unit
of functionality an operation of the business entity.

• In object modeling, you document generic classes of business entities, rather than individual business entities. These
classes continue to be termed entity types, although they are variously termed object types or classes or concepts in
object modeling methods.

• In object models, entity types are perceived to be packages of functionality that maintain data about themselves. They
also continue to correspond to types of things (tangible or intangible) that the business has to monitor. For example,
the entity type Customer performs operations like Change Credit Rating and Offer Discount. It also keeps data about
itself such as Name, Address, Payment Statistics, and Sales Statistics. This data can only be accessed through the
operation of the business entity.

• An operation of an entity need information about entities of other types, or must update the data of other types. For
example, when an Order is changed, the credit rating of the Customer is checked and the Customer statistics are
changed. An operation of one entity often uses the operations of other entities. The Change Order operation is not
allowed to directly manipulate data but must be done under Gen control using Gen operations.

• Each entity is regarded as a black box of functionality: each entity encapsulates its data. This style of modeling
ensures that entity types are relatively independent, which encourages reuse and promotes the maintainability and
software quality of applications that are based on object models.

• To summarize: an object model describes the problem domain as a mesh of intercommunication, functioning, black-
box entity types, instead of by a cross-related, entity, and activity models.

The following figure helps you understand features that enable entity types to be regarded as object types (or classes)
and hence to be used as building blocks within objects models.
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Operation

An operation is a unit of functionality that is owned by an entity type. An entity type that owns functionality is known as an
object type or class. An entity type owns only an operation.

In an object model, all functionality is defined as operations of entity types. When a new elementary process or action
block is identified, register it as an operation of an entity type. Following this procedure result in a more tightly integrated
model and existing functionality that is easier to find.

Another beneficial practice is to allow the project to build either a conventional (non-OO) model of free-standing action
diagrams, or an object model, in which entity types own all functionality.

The identification of new functionality can lead to the discovery of new entity types. The object models are normalized.
See the discussion on transient entity types. Utility action blocks, which only operate on work set attributes, which are
defined as operations.

Operations must be classified as one of the following:

• Instance
• Type
• Packages

Instance Operation

Instance operation is an operation that is focused on a single existing occurrence (instance) of the owning entity type.
Operations that update or delete an existing entity occurrence (instance) ideally be registered as instance operations.
Operations that read an existing instance and then retrieve data about that instance or its associated instance (or update
associated instances) also be registered as instance operations.

Type Operation

A type operation is an operation that is not focused on a single existing occurrence (instance) of the owning entity type. A
type operation is focused on a single non-existent occurrence (for example, a list operation or a find operation employing
a non-unique search key.)
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Operation Package

An Operation Package is a procedure step that represents a packaging together of several operations. Procedure steps
offer several discrete units of functionality, and the consumer uses an input command to distinguish which piece of
functionality is executed. Each command effectively represents a separate operation within the procedure step. See
Design for more information concerning this type of procedure step.

Protected Operations

A calling action diagram uses the protected operations only where the caller is:

• An operation of the (protected operation's) owning entity type
• An operation of a subtype or supertype of the (protected operation's) owning entity type

Encapsulation

Encapsulation means that the entity implementation type (action diagrams and data storage) can be changed without
impacting the users of the entity type. The persistent views of an encapsulated entity type only occur within its own
operations, or in the operations of a supertype or subtype. Hence create, update, delete, and read actions on occurrences
of this type are confined to operations of the type, its subtype, or supertype.

An encapsulated entity type may not have persistent relationships. Hence associate, disassociate, and transfer actions
are not available.

The features of encapsulated entity types are protected. The protected features are only visible within the operations
of the entity type owning the feature. By default, all basic and designed attributes of an encapsulated entity type are
protected unless the attribute is a part of a primary identifier.

In the projects performing object modeling, the recommended encapsulation level is restricted. But in some situations,
encapsulated are preferred:

• Where the data storage for the entity type occurrences is not a Gen generated table
• Where it is known that implementation of the entity type is liable to change
• Where the benefits of strict encapsulation outweigh the costs of having to handle relationships and RI through user-

written logic.

Encapsulation Options

Select the following types of encapsulation:

• Open
• Restricted
• Encapsulated

The encapsulation option that you select affects:

Feature visibility
-- The features of an entity type are its operations, attributes, and relationships. If a feature is protected, it is
visible (available) either within the operations of the entity type that owns the feature or within the operations
of its subtypes or supertypes. While the owning entity type of an attribute or operation is clear, the owner of a
relationship needs more explanation and is covered below.

Action restrictions
-- The actions on an entity are CRUD (create, delete, update, read) and DAT (disassociate, associate,
and transfer). Encapsulation options restrict which actions are permitted in any given action diagram. The
restricted and encapsulated options require more development effort. The pay-back concerns ease-of-change,
maintainability, and data integrity.

Open Encapsulation
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The entity type is not encapsulated. Use this form of encapsulation for detailing (also known as "dependent" or
"characteristic entity types") entity types in object models where the project has decided to encapsulate business object
types rather than individual entity types.

Restricted Encapsulation

Some of the restrictions inherent in full encapsulation are applied. Updates must be handled by the operations of an entity
type, while any action diagram performs a read. The features of the entity type can be protected. This choice is not pure
encapsulation. It cannot bring all the benefits. It does not bring all the costs.

The restricted option confines the maintenance of an entity type to a few operations, improving the integrity of the type,
the modularization of logic and the organization of developer responsibilities.

The features of restricted entity types may be protected. The protected features are only visible within the operations of
the entity type owning the feature. By default, all basic and designed attributes of a restricted entity type are protected,
unless the attribute is a part of the primary identifier of the type.

Transient Entity Types

A transient entity type is one whose occurrences are not physically stored. Entity types that are implemented by a
corresponding relational database table are termed persistent. The transient types have no corresponding relational
database table.

While there is a simple one-to-one correspondence between a transient entity type and a persistent entity type, other
mappings prove useful. For example, the data of several different transient types can be stored in one table corresponding
to one persistent type. Or a transient type gathers the data that is stored in several tables.

Since transient types do not represent persistent storage, there is no need for a set of transient types to be normalized.

The transient views (this term covers transient import, transient export, and local views) are defined for transient entity
types. The persistent views (this term covers entity action, persistent import, and persistent export views) may not. By way
of contrast, persistent entity types have both persistent and transient views.

Business Object Types

A business object type is an entity type that:

• Owns one or more transaction operations
• Is meaningful to business personnel
• Has multiple occurrences

When an entity type is given a transaction operation (that is, a procedure step is registered as an operation of the entity
type) that entity type is automatically marked as a business object type.

When building an object/data model in a top-down fashion, mark the main entity types as business object types, since
these are the entity types we expect to offer transaction operations.

No Occurrence Entity Types

A No Occurrence Entity Type is an entity type that owns operations, attributes, and relationships, but which has no set of
occurrences. The entity type represents an object. One may think of this as an entity type with no instances, or a single
instance that does not belong to any type.

The entity type must be transient. All its operations must be type operations.

Use No Occurrence Entity Types to represent in models any package of functionality that does not correspond to a type
of thing, but which correspond to a single thing. Examples are, the functions of an existing system or the functions of a
transient type that supports utility operations (that reformat dates for example) or the functions of a type that has a single
occurrence, where there is little or no chance there are multiple occurrences; such as The Company, Head Office, or The
Government.
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Where there is a single occurrence at the moment, but further occurrences occur in the future, then it is preferable to
record the entity type as multiple occurrences, and enter this minimum, maximum, and average occurrences as one.

By way of contrast, most entity types represent types of things, for example, Customer, Employee, Property for which
multiple occurrences (instances) exist at runtime. Operations are focused on single occurrences of the type (instance
operations).

Attributes

The various types of attributes for an entity are as follows:

Derived

A derived attribute is one that is not stored. The derived attributes are the "attribute equivalent" of transient entity types
and relationships. Developers prefer to think of them as transient attributes.

Both persistent and transient entity types own derived attributes. The attributes of a transient entity type must all be
derived.

Persistent entity types also own derived and persistent attributes. The derived attributes allow persistent types to display
a degree of denormalization, without the need to store redundant data. For example, the Employee entity type owns the
attributes Age and Boss's _Name. The first of these are derived from Date_Of_Birth, a persistent attribute of Employee;
the second is derived from Head_Name, a persistent attribute of the associated entity type Department.

The consumer of an operation is not concerned whether the attributes imported or exported by that operation are derived
or persistent.

Protected

A protected attribute is one that is only visible to the implementations of the owning entity type. Attributes are protected
so they can be altered, removed, or added to the implementation of an entity type, without impacting the rest of the
application. Ideally, encapsulated and restricted entity types protect all their persistent attributes, except for the primary
identifier, since this enables consumers to have a "handle" on an occurrence of the entity type.

Protect all non-derived attributes of restricted or encapsulated entity types, except for the primary identifier. This enables
the implementation of the entity type to be changed without impacting the consumers of the entity type.

Where the project is confident that a particular attribute is stable, and it is unlikely to be dropped or altered in any way,
then the attribute is unprotected to simplify the action diagramming. If the storage of the attribute is changed in the future,
the developer alters the attribute to derive then, and introduce new persistent attributes to store the values.

Protected derived attributes are used for attributes that are used in intermediate calculations, where there is no
requirement to reveal this value to consumers.

Relationships

The various types of relationships that exist between the entities are as follows:

Transient

A transient relationship is one that is not stored. A transient relationship is stored by adding a persistent attribute to an
entity type, to hold the identifier of some other persistent entity type. The validity of this foreign identifier is maintained by
explicit action diagram statements (in operations).

The transient relationships are "documentation only." Compare a transient relationship with a Gen managed relationship,
in which Gen automatically generates foreign keys in the relationship table, and manages referential integrity using
database features, or Gen generated code. The user has the convenience of referring to the relationship in Read actions,
and performing Associate, Disassociate, and Transfer actions on the relationship.

The transient relationships can be used to show business relationships existing between persistent types, but which are
not managed by Gen. The user must write specific logic to make relationship occurrences persistent, and to maintain
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referential integrity. However, the modeler simply wants to depict a relationship in the diagram that is redundant or
derivable, as an aid to understanding the diagram. In this case, there is no requirement for user logic to maintain the
relationship.

One reason for not using Gen to implement the relationship is to achieve full encapsulation. Once two-entity types share
a Gen managed relationship, they cannot be fully encapsulated, since a change to the implementation of one entity type
impacts the implementation of the other.

The transient relationships are also useful for depicting relationships between transient and persistent types. The transient
relationships allow the user to define integrity constraints involving relationships (that is, optionality, cardinality, and
identifier) although Compose does not enforce such constraints.

Protected

The protected relationships are only visible to the implementations of their two participating entity types. The protected
relationships can be altered, removed, or added to the implementation of their two participating entity types, without
impacting the rest of the application.

Encapsulated entity types do not support Gen implemented relationships. Relationships involving one or two restricted
entity types are automatically protected by Gen.

A protected relationship can only be referenced (in read statements) in the operations of the (one or two) participating
entity types of that relationship. Only the owning entity type performs DAT actions on protected relationships.

Understanding Object-Oriented Methodology

The object-oriented methodologies typically require diagrams that show a message is passed between objects. Gen
puts the information in these diagrams in the form of dialog flows and USE actions that are held within the model. The
object-oriented methodologies typically recommend some form of state transition diagram, to study the phases in the
life of an instance of an object type. This is supported by the oriented approaches for studying the required functionality
of applications. This bears considerable similarity with activity dependency analysis and event analysis, and the activity
dependency diagram can, if necessary, be used to document use cases.

The object models are expected to take advantage of inheritance and polymorphism. Gen supports inheritance, while
polymorphism is not.

Inheritance

Inheritance enables the reuse of data definitions and functionality. Subtypes inherit all the operation, attributes, and
relationships of their parent types. The object models include much generalized object types that enable full advantage of
the inheritance mechanism to be taken.

Polymorphism

Polymorphism is typically used to describe the capability that an operation can have different methods (different logic)
for each subtype that inherits it, and that the correct method gets automatically chosen at runtime. This can be achieved
using Gen by including a Case of Subtype structure within operation logic. What cannot be done with Gen is the
addition of new subtypes and new methods for the inherited operations of subtypes without editing and recompiling
some of the existing logic. One of the benefits of the best object-oriented systems is the ease with which models and
application functionality can be extended without the danger of corrupting existing functionality -- making it possible to
grow applications.

Confirming Analysis
This article provides information for Confirming Analysis. It is important to verify that the model is correct and complete at
intervals throughout analysis.
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Model confirmations become increasingly important as you near the completion of this development phase. It is especially
important to ensure that the model is ready for continued refinement during the next phase of system development. Apply
confirmation techniques systematically before proceeding with design activities.

Gen provides facilities to support confirmation techniques. However, confirmation can never be automated. In particular,
the Consistency Check facility performs much of this checking automatically. The toolset documentation explains this
facility in detail.

Consistency Check can be run against:

• A single model object, such as an entity type or process
• Process portions of the model
• All the data against all the activities
• The entire model

In design, Gen performs automated checks and not accept inconsistent model objects. The model must be completed and
corrected before finishing analysis on the model that a system supports.

The automated consistency check facility verifies that the model conforms to Gen rules and conventions. The confirmation
techniques that are described in this section help the analyst to ensure that the meaning of the model is correct too.

By the end of analysis, you also have produced, confirmed, or modified the following options:

• Prioritized plan for business system development, identifying the projected implementation sequence for business
systems

• Prioritized plan for each business system, identifying the projected implementation sequence for processes
• Formulation of the technical requirements for each system

Checking for Completeness
This article provides information for Checking for Completeness. You perform completeness checking to confirm that the
model for the business area under analysis is complete.

In particular, you address these questions:

• Have all the processes, dependencies, entity types, attributes, and relationships been found?
• Does the model include processes to create, delete, update, and reference each entity type, attribute, and

relationship?

The result of completeness checking is a complete but unconfirmed business model. To ensure confirmation, also check
the model for correctness and stability. Completeness checking includes two main techniques:

• Comparison Checking
• Interaction cross-checking

Comparison Checking

Comparison checking involves comparing the new business model with current systems models. This activity helps to find
further analysis objects, particularly attributes, and low-level processes.

The following table shows some likely model objects for comparison.

Business Area Model Current Systems Models

Subject Area Subject Database

Entity Type Record, Data Store, Key Group

Attribute Field, Data Element, Implied Relationship
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Relationship Field, Implied Relationship

Function System

Process Procedure, Program

Information View Data View, Data Store

Dependency Data Flow

The section titled "Analyzing Current Systems" describes comparison of entity types with current data stores. One
example of a comparison, which is used for confirming the analysis model and planning for transition, is that of elementary
processes in the activity model that is compared with current system procedures.

The following figure shows the comparison checking that uses the matrix.

Comparison checking can reveal the following situations:

• Procedure supports no process in the analysis model.
• The activity model is amended, or the procedure supports a process that is outside the scope of the current

development project, in which case the project not plan to replace the current system in its entirety.
• No procedure supports this process.
• The current system does not support the process, but it is worth checking other current systems.
• A procedure supports this process.
• It still is worth checking the process definition for omissions that are suggested by the procedure documentation.
• Several procedures support this process.
• There is genuine overlap in current systems, but it is still worth checking the process definition to see if the process is

elementary, or whether it represents several business processes.
• A procedure supports several processes.
• It is worth checking the process definitions to see if the business processes really are separate.
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Interaction Cross-Checking

Interactions show how business activities use data analysis objects. They summarize the involvement of processes with
entity types, attributes, or relationships.

Three interaction checks can be developed, using:

• Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix
• Elementary Process/Relationship Table
• Elementary Process/Attribute Table

An Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix indicates whether every defined entity type is fully used. Gen can produce the
Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix, as described in the section titled "Analyzing Interactions."

The tables can be produced as needed using a spreadsheet or similar utility.

You perform these checks to determine whether the new business model contains a process to:

• Create, Read, Update, or Delete each entity type
• Associate and Disassociate each relationship
• Set the values for attributes and to reference, change, or remove these values

The Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix is useful throughout analysis. Relationships and attributes, however, are
finalized later, through interaction analysis and checking against the findings of current systems analysis.

Using the Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix

Gen automatically populates the Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix with the list of elementary processes along one
axis and entity types along the other.

Cell values are populated from the expected effects (Create, Delete, Update, Read) of the elementary process. They do
not come from entity action statements in the Action Diagram.

A cell contains one letter only and shows the highest value if more than one action is involved:

• Create takes precedence over Delete.
• Delete takes precedence over Update.
• Update takes precedence over Read.

Consider the following figure:
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This matrix reveals several problems within a current model:

• Two processes create the entity type version. It is worth examining whether the two processes are combined.
• The entity type payment is not used. Either it is not required or the processes that use it are incorrectly defined.
• The process Prepare Invoice uses no entity types. According to the matrix, the process does nothing.

Using the Elementary Process/Relationship Matrix

• Each row in the matrix represents a process.
• Each column represents a relationship.
• A cell contains only one letter. Letters indicate action types.

The following figure shows an example of this type of matrix.
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The example in the figure raises several questions about the current model:

• The relationships presentation consists of session, and course that is presented as presentation, are associated in two
processes Plan Program and Sell Presentation. This double association suggests potential duplication.

• The matrix shows transfers that are involved with many relationships in the model, whereas most relationships are, in
fact, fixed. Investigate this discrepancy.

Using the Elementary Process/Attribute Matrix

Each row represents a process, and each column represents an attribute. This matrix includes attributes from one entity
type only. Letters in cells indicate action types.

Consider the following figure.
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The example in this figure raises questions about the current model:

• The process Cancel Presentation removes the attribute Lecturer Number, but no value has been given to the attribute.
It has not been set.

• The processes Agree on Course Outline, Present Session, Prepare Invoice, and Receive Payment use no attributes. Is
this consistent with the Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix? If so, what do the processes do?

Checking for Consistency
Consistency checking confirms that the analysis model conforms to Gen rules. Where a model conforms to these rules, it
is said to be in a consistent state.

Gen automates consistency checking of the model at the data, activity, and interaction levels. It can selectively perform
the checks that are applicable to analysis.

After consistency checking is performed, the analysis model can be assumed to be consistent with Gen rules. However, a
model that is in a consistent state still not fully and accurately represent the business area.
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When to Perform Consistency Checks

A usual sequence of events is for you to:

• Develop, in parallel, the data, and activity aspects of the analysis model
• Perform the checks at intervals
• Analyze the interactions and the completeness of the model

Because the modeling activities also enable you to detail interactions between activities and data, it is normal to require a
progressively more detailed and consistent model of the data as a prerequisite to interaction analysis.

It is useful to perform consistency checks on the data and activity objects at regular intervals during analysis, and
especially before:

• Completing an aspect of analysis and beginning a new analysis activity. For instance, developing a progressively more
detailed, consistent model of the data, and activities before moving to interaction analysis.

• Review
• Moving to design
• Business system definition

The following figure shows these tasks.

Consequences and Levels of Inconsistency

The Analysis Toolset automates consistency checking at the level of a model, and for model objects you select. It reports
the rules to which elements of the model do not appear to conform.

Each problem encountered is classified according to likely severity. This level of severity affects whether system
development is able to proceed.

These are the levels of severity, which is listed in the following table from greatest to the least severity.

Severity Level Description

Warning Conditions indicating that context is important. For example, if
X is required before Y, a warning on Y appears, but you may
still be able to perform transformation and system and database
generation.
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Severe Warning Conditions in the model that have a greater degree of severity
than warnings. In most instances, severe warnings cause errors
during system implementation.

Error Conditions that must be corrected before the model moves to the
next stage of system development.

Resolving Inconsistencies

When Gen reports inconsistencies at all levels of the analysis model, it lists the current anomalies at a given point in time.

An inconsistency has a cascade effect and generate other consequential inconsistencies in different parts of the model. It
is therefore sensible to approach the resolution of inconsistencies in a structured and ordered manner, concentrating first
on a model object and later expanding to the neighborhood, diagram, and model.

The following sections suggest a sequence for resolving inconsistencies. Following this sequence maximizes the
likelihood of resolving consequential inconsistencies and minimizes iterations of the checking and revision cycle.

Data Model Inconsistencies

Entity Properties
-- These are usually at the warning level, relating to the metrics of the number of occurrences.

Attributes
-- These are inconsistencies relating to attribute definition of domain, field size, and the definition of permitted and
default values.

Relationships
-- These are warnings that are related to the cardinality and optionality of the relationship and about the existence
of many to many and one to one relationship.

Entity identifiers
-- The definition of attributes, relationships, or both, as the identifier for an entity can only be performed if the
correct attributes and relationships exist.

Attributes must exist in the correct domain and not be derived.

The optional relationship must not be used as identifiers.

Failing to record attributes for an entity type generates several consistency check messages, which are presented in the
following table.

Type of Message Message

Error Each entity type must have an identifier to use the DSD.

Severe Warning Each entity type must have an attribute for codegen.

Error An entity type with no subtypes must have at least one identifier.

Error An entity type must have at least one attribute or relationship.

Error Each occurrence on an entity type must have at least one attribute
or two relationships.

The subsequent definition of attributes satisfies several of these inconsistencies. Checking the data model again produces
the messages that are shown in the following table.

Type of Message Message

Error Each entity type must have an identifier to use the DSD.
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Error An entity type with no subtypes must have at least one identifier.

Once an identifier for the entity type has been recorded, then the inconsistencies have been resolved, whether that
identifier includes attributes, relationships, or both.

Clearly, the resolution of inconsistencies in the suggested sequence does minimize the number of iterations of the
checking and revision cycle, maximizing the number of consequential inconsistencies resolved.

Activity and Interaction Model Inconsistencies

Activity hierarchy
-- Warnings relate to situations where non-elementary activities do not decompose into more than one lower-level
activity.

Properties and usage properties
-- This includes activity occurrence metrics, their suggested implementation mechanism, and whether they are
repetitive, elementary, or both

Elementary processes
-- Expected effects, process logic, and information views are detailed for all elementary processes that are
included in a business system.

Expected effects
-- The correct definition of expected effects, throughout the hierarchy, with a manual check that the sum of the
expected effects of subordinate activities is equivalent to the expected effects for their parent activities. This
is necessary for confirmation of decomposition and the identification of the expected interactions elementary
processes have with entities.

Elementary process dependency
-- The modeling of process dependencies cannot be performed with any degree of consistency unless all the
previous stages of activity modeling have been made stable. Only the correct definitions of elementary processes
and expected effects allow inconsistencies at this level to be resolved.

Information views
-- Once process dependency is performed, the inclusion of required information views to satisfy dependency
information view requirements form the final series of consistency checks and result in a consistent activity model.

Activity objects such as elementary processes are checked for consistency with other processes in the hierarchy, events,
dependencies, and external objects.

For example, in the Activity Hierarchy Diagramming Tool, failure to decompose activities to elementary process level,
and to record the expected effects that those activities have on entities, generates several consistency check messages.
These include the messages that are shown in the following table.

Type of Message Message

Warning A function must decompose into at least two activities.

Warning A non-elementary process must decompose into at least two
processes.

Warning The expected effects of CRUD for a subordinate activity must be
expected of its parent activities.

Warning An entity type must have at least one attribute or relationship.

Warning The expected effects of CRUD for a parent activity must be
expected of its subordinate activities.

The correct decomposition of activities allows you to determine expected effects for activities. If decomposition is
incomplete or inconsistent, then expected effects also reveal inconsistencies.
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Once decomposition is completed, the recording of consistent Expected Effects is straightforward. The following table lists
messages that would typically be produced in this situation.

Type of Message Message

Warning The Expected Effects of CRUD for a subordinate activity must be
expected of its parent activities.

Warning The Expected Effects of CRUD for a parent activity must be
expected of its subordinate activities.

Expected effects inconsistencies can be resolved by matching the expected effects of parent activities with those of its
subordinates. The expected effects of a parent activity must always be composed of the sum of the expected effects of all
its subordinate activities.

Inconsistencies still exist, however. These inconsistencies are not necessarily due to inaccurate modeling or
understanding of the business. Confirm that any inconsistencies still in existence at the end of the analysis phase are not
likely to impede further work.

Checking for Correctness
This article provides information for Checking for Correctness. You perform correctness checking to confirm that the
analysis model accurately represents the business requirements.

The project can then use this verified model in subsequent stages of the system development.

In particular, you address these questions to ensure a full and accurate representation:

• Have attributes been grouped with the correct entity?
• Does the model exclude all unnecessary elements?
• Does the model look right to the end users?

Correctness checking includes these techniques:

• Process dependency checking
• Normalization
• Redundancy checking
• Quantity cross-checking
• Structured walkthroughs

Process Dependency Checking

You use process dependency checking to verify the activity portion of the analysis model by confirming the following:

• Every elementary process appears in a Process Dependency Diagram (optional).
• Every elementary process depends at least one of an event, an import view, and another process.
• Every elementary process has entity actions that are defined and at least one input and output. An output is an export

view or an entity view that is associated with a Create, Delete, or Update action.
• Process Dependency Diagrams are consistent with one another.

Normalization

Normalization is a step-by-step process that is used to ensure that you have assigned each attribute to the proper entity
type and defined sufficient entity types. This technique is more fully described in the section titled "Analyzing Data."

Normalization can be verified based on understanding what users accept are the functional dependencies of attributes.
Without using normalization terminology, you check with users to ensure that:
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• Every attribute is dependent upon the key (1NF), the whole key (2NF), and nothing but the key (3NF).
• Every collection of attributes is a 3NF entity type.
• Every entity type is a 3NF collection of attributes.

Redundancy Checking

You use redundancy checking to search for unnecessary attributes and relationships.

Attributes and relationships are unnecessary when they already appear in the model under some other guise or can be
deduced from other objects in the model.

You also identify overlapping entity types and duplicated processes.

Quantity Cross-Checking

You use quantity cross-checking to check the consistency of all quantitative information that is gathered about objects in
the analysis model.

Check two items:

• Relationship cardinality
When two entity types are associated, the entity volume figures must be consistent with the cardinality of the
relationship associating them.
For example, if the customer has 15 occurrences, and order has 150 occurrences, the cardinality of the relationship
between customer and order average 10 (150 divided by 15).
The cardinality of a relationship depends on the optionality of the entity types that it associates. The following
illustration shows the cardinality of a relationship between entities A and B under three conditions.

Condition Average Occurrences of B Associated With Each A:

A and B are both mandatory Is equal to B divided by A

A is optional and B is mandatory. Is less than B divided by A

A is mandatory and B is optional. Is greater than B divided by A

• Subtype volume
The number of entities of a given type cannot exceed the combined total of maximums for all subtypes in a partitioning.
Each mandatory partitioning must have the same combined total.

Structured Walkthroughs

The structured walkthroughs are formal, step-by-step inspections of analysis results.

You present the walkthroughs verbally to the business personnel most familiar with the business area being analyzed.

The structured walkthroughs can be used at any stage of analysis.

Within correctness checking, the walkthroughs help users to verify that the analysis model correctly and completely
reflects the business needs. It is useful for the following diagrams and reports:

• Entity Relationship Diagram
• Activity Hierarchy Diagram
• Comparison Check Report
• Stability Analysis Report

During the walkthrough, those who developed the model systematically explain the meaning and interpretation of the
model, the modeling decisions that have been made, and the impact of those decisions.
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Participants check, discuss, and agree on each element of the model.

The level of detail varies according to the interests of the business participants.

Analyzing Model Stability
Stability analysis is the study of the impact of potential business changes on the analysis area, especially on the entity and
process models.

During this analysis, you identify modifications that result in a resilient analysis model. One that does not change, even
when the business requirements change. Although total resilience is never achieved, you can and must strive to make the
model as resilient as possible.

These are the steps for analyzing the analysis model stability:

1. Identify likely changes to the business.
2. Study the impact of such changes on the analysis model.
3. Modify the model to lessen the impact of possible changes.
4. Prepare Stability Analysis Report (if necessary) describing likely changes to the business, their impact, and any

modifications to the model.

Modifications to the model could include more data, and representing as data those business rules that are subject to
variation.

For example, order authorization limits can be modeled as an entity type authorization, relationships with employee, and
purchase order. This is preferable to expressing rules as part of the process logic.

Refining the Project Plan
Upon completing any aspect of analysis, and when confirming an analysis model, ensure that the analysis results are
reflected in the system development plan.

Selecting Elementary Processes to Implement

Confirm the continued business benefit of providing the information system support to all elementary processes. If their
implementation cannot be justified, they are removed from the implementation plan.

The technique for identifying low-benefit processes is straightforward, requiring the following steps:

1. Check Dependency Diagrams to discover if processes of otherwise questionable benefit are a prerequisite to many
high-benefit processes; such processes must remain in the plan before changing the implementation plan.

2. Review the clustered Entity Type/Elementary Process Matrix and the Process/Role Matrix for the remaining
questionable processes. The review determines whether the failure to implement any of the processes result in the
logical inconsistency.
For example, if a low-benefit process creates an entity that is later referenced by many high-benefit processes, the
cost of not implementing the process is greater than the cost of implementing it.
Omission of low benefit processes weakens data or process support for a role that performs high-benefit processes.

3. Review current system and data assessments and matrices against the data and elementary processes that are
supported by those systems. This type of review is described in the section titled "Analyzing Current Systems."
These assessments and matrices indicate that data is already available and does not need new system support to
maintain it.
Any elementary processes that exist only to maintain that data is removed from the implementation plan.

4. Developers specifying business systems to be implemented in a client/server environment find it useful to review the
clustered Entity Type/Elementary Process Matrix for opportunities to improve data and system reuse.

5. It is found that:
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– Processes closely clustered by their creation and maintenance of data that is widely used by many other processes
are candidates for support by business systems that include server procedures, which are used by many client
procedures.

– Processes that need many entity types (possibly created by several different clusters) are candidates for support by
business systems that are composed of client procedures that reuse data maintained by a combination of current
systems and provided by common server procedures.

Determining the Sequence for Business System Implementation

Barring other considerations, implement business systems according to their position in the business life cycle. If any
procedure in business system B requires information that is captured in business system A, then business system A is
implemented before business system B.

The following figure shows an example of this ordering, sometimes named the natural implementation sequence. The
natural implementation sequence can be deduced from dependencies in the activity model and from the clustered Entity
Type/Elementary Process Matrix.
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Read the interactions that lie outside clusters potentially represent the need of the activities in one cluster for information
that is created by activities in another cluster. These "reads" represent a transition dependency.

For example, the process Set Prices reads the entity type vendor product, to check the vendor product price, which is
created by the Purchase process in the Purchasing cluster. If a Purchasing system is implemented before Pricing, it poses
no problem.
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Sometimes, deviation from this natural sequence becomes necessary. Many non-technical factors can render the natural
sequence impractical, such as management and user pressures, they want to implement higher benefit systems first, and
various resource constraints.

For example, Purchasing is the highest business priority. However, the matrix in the illustration also shows that many
of the processes that are grouped into the Purchasing cluster read product and product price. Discover whether the
information available from current systems is sufficient for the purposes of Purchasing.

Anytime there is a deviation from the natural sequence, there is a risk of introducing logical inconsistencies that, in turn,
require more resources to resolve. Consider this additional cost (the cost of implementing systems out of their natural
order). Whenever such a deviation is proposed, offer the business a choice of implementation strategy, costs, and risks.

Determining the Sequence of Process Implementation

The natural implementation sequence is the sequence in which elementary processes are implemented within the first
priority business system. Refer to Determining the Sequence for Business System Implementation. This sequence can be
determined from the order in which elementary processes are specified on the Dependency Diagram.

Often, the natural sequence is ambiguous because of mutually exclusive and parallel dependencies within the Process
Dependency Diagram. You can sequence these ambiguous elementary processes by placing ones with higher benefits
first.

The implementation sequence of processes within a business system is subject to the same non-technical pressure for
a deviation as the implementation sequence for business systems. As with business systems, address and acknowledge
the cost of introducing logical inconsistencies before finalizing the decision to deviate from the natural sequence.

Results of Analysis Confirmation
This article provides information for the Results of Analysis Confirmation including additions to the analysis model to show
the support of entity types by current data stores, and optionally, of elementary processes by current system procedures.

The results of confirming an analysis model include:

• Verified, resilient analysis model
• Comparison Check Report which includes matrices comparing elements of the analysis model with current systems

and data stores
• Interaction matrices that check processes against entity types and (optionally) relationships and attributes
• (Optional) Stability Analysis Report that:

– Tabulates the changes postulated
– Outlines the impact of each change on the analysis model
– Describes the modifications that are made to cope with each change

• (Optional) Minutes of walkthroughs that record agreement of business participants on the results of analysis, and any
change actions

• Identified or refined business system development actions. An implementation sequence for the development project,
using the results of clustering and cost/benefit analysis.

• This definition includes an implementation sequence for elementary processes in the first priority business system.

Activity Analysis
You create and refine data, activity, and interaction aspects or components of your business model so that you can
understand them separate from your business'.
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Definition

Analysis is the definition and refinement of:

• Data describes things of interest to the business and the relationships between them.
• Activity records things the business does.
• Interaction details how the activities affect the data.

Purpose

You create and refine data, activity, and interaction aspects or components of your business model so that you can
understand them separate from your business'.

• Current organization
• Application systems
• Information technology

This independence lets you focus on completeness and consistency, critical characteristics later when Gen (formerly
known as COOL:Gen, AllFusion Gen) helps you transform your conceptual models into physical ones. Your physical
models are only as complete and accurate as your conceptual ones.

Deliverables

After completing the Analysis, you get:

• Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) describes the data requirements of the entire business
• Activity Hierarchy and Activity Dependency Diagrams describes the activity requirements of the entire business
• Supporting documentation for the data and activity diagrams

Where To Go Next

After completing the Data and Activity Analysis, you must understand how to create process action diagrams before the
next phase of development, Design. For complete information about what is involved in these tasks, refer to Designing
Action Diagrams and the Design Phase.

Analysis Tasks

Perform numerous tasks during the Analysis phase of your development effort. Perform some of these tasks using the
Gen Analysis toolset. Perform other tasks during information gathering sessions and other research activities. This article
presents instruction and techniques for those tasks that you complete through the Analysis toolset. It is assumed that you
already know why you must perform a particular activity and require help on using the tools that Gen provides to achieve
your goal.

Common Tasks

The common tasks are as follows:

• Find the data and activities.
• Define the data and activities.
• Detail the data and its relationships.
• Detail the activities and their hierarchies and dependencies.
• Refine the data and activities to remove redundancies.
• Verify that the data and activities are consistent and complete using Consistency Check.
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Analysis Tools

Gen provides a rich set of tools to help you analyze data and activities as you build your application. These tools help you
to perform the following tasks:

• Organize and document all relevant data and activities
• Identify and eliminate data and activity ambiguity, inconsistency, and duplication
• Ensure consistent use of data and activity terminology

Data Analysis Tools

The following tools are used primarily for analyzing data, but they can also help in the activity analysis:

• Data Model Tool
• Data Model Browser Tool
• Data Model List Tool
• Entity Lifecycle Diagramming Tool

Activity Analysis Tools

The following tools are used primarily for analyzing activities, but they can also help in the data analysis.

• Activity Hierarchy Diagramming Tool
• Activity Dependency Diagramming Tool

Interaction Analysis Tool

Use the Matrices tool for analyzing data and activities and for analyzing interaction between data and activities.

Data Analysis Tools
This article provides information for Data Analysis Tools. Gen provides a rich set of tools to help you analyze data and
activities as you build your application.

These tools help you to perform these tasks:

• Organize and document all relevant data
• Identify and eliminate the data ambiguity, inconsistency, and duplication
• Ensure consistent use of the data terminology

Data Model Tool

The Data Model Tool lets you add, change, and delete data in a graphic style. Use this tool to produce the central diagram
in the data analysis. The ERD lets you perform the following tasks:

• Graphically show the types of data (entity types)
• Show connections (relationships) between entity types
• Record data characteristics (attributes)
• Record data uniqueness (identifiers)
• Logically group entity types into subject areas

This graphic tool is useful in initial data analysis, and when you review the data with users who are not familiar.

The following figure shows a Sample Entity Relationship Diagram.
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Data Model Browser Tool

The Data Model Browser Tool lets you add, change, and delete data in a text style. This tool displays entity types,
attributes, relationships, descriptions, and associated action blocks in an object browser style. When you select an entity
type, the tool gives you a wide band look at the type, its characteristics, and the action blocks that use it. This tool is useful
to analysts and designers as they build applications.

Data Model List Tool

The Data Model List Tool lets you add, change, and delete data in a list style. This tool shows you Subject Areas and
Entity Types and Attributes. When you select one, the tool gives you a focused, narrow band view of the selected object at
a detailed level. This tool is useful to data and database administrators who review the data content in detail.

You can also use this tool concurrently with the Activity Hierarchy Diagramming (AHD) Tool which helps you analyze the
activity aspect of your business model. Using the two tools together lets you discover and classify data and activities in
parallel.

Component Model

The Component Model is a flexible tool for constructing and viewing the data model. It offers an alternate view of the Data
Model Diagram, Data Model Browser, and Data Model List tools. Changes made to the data model in one of these tools is
visible in all other tools.

The Component Model allows you to:

• Create any number of diagrams, including overlapping diagrams, to show pieces of the data model based on your
needs

• Add, modify and delete entity types, subtypes, operations, relationships, and attributes

Using the Component Model, you select entity types to place on the diagram. It is not necessary to place every entity type.
Also, the same entity type can be placed on more than one diagram.

A Component Model diagram is restricted to a particular subject area. When the root subject area, representing the entire
model, is selected, any entity type in the model can be placed in the Component Model. When a lower-level subject area
is selected, only the entity types in the selected subject area can be placed on the diagram.

There is no limit to the number of Component Model Diagrams that can be created for any given subject area.

Usage

The Component Model is useful for both component-based development (CBD) and non-CBD projects.
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For CBD projects, the diagram enables you to classify subject areas as specifications or implementations, and to draw
separate diagrams of component specifications and implementations.

For non-CBD projects, the diagram offers multiple perspectives of the data model by enabling you to create diagrams and
select the entity types to be placed in each diagram according to your needs.

Entity Life-Cycle Diagramming Tool

The Entity Life-Cycle Diagramming Tool lets you see how and when data changes in a dialog flow style. This tool lets you
analyze the life cycle through which an Entity Type passes. You can view the Life-Cycle Partitioning of an Entity Type and
detail the Elementary Processes which cause a life-cycle change.

You can use this tool to perform the following tasks:

• Identify Entity States and their associated Transition Processes
• Determine if states and processes support each other
• Add the discovered and identified states and processes to their diagrams

Process Modeling Considerations

Process Synthesis

Process synthesis is the automatic generation of processes and detailed process logic based on a consistent part of the
data model. Process Synthesis tracks entity types that are related to the subject entity type, creating the required views
and action statements from each. The data objects that you identify during analysis are used to produce the views and
action statements.

NOTE
For more information about the views in actions statements, refer to Designing Action Diagrams.

Construction

Data objects that you create are also used as input to define the executable components of a system. Action statements
that you create become SQL statements that refer to the Data Definition Language objects.

NOTE
For more information about DDL, refer to Workstation Construction.

Data Model Objects
This article provides information for Data Model Objects including Subject Area, Entity Type, Relationship, Attribute, and
Partitioning.

Subject Area

A subject area is an object that aggregates or collects Entity Types of interest by major resource, product, or activity.
Sales, personnel, accounts, and products are typical subject areas in a business.

Subject Area Name

Name each subject area with a plural noun.

Entity Type

An Entity Type is an object that groups entities which are instances of entity types, together by definitions and
characteristics. You group Entity Types within appropriate Subject Areas. Together these two objects capture and groups
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any data of interest to a business. For example, Customer could be the Entity Type of a group of entities such as people
or companies who buy products.

Each Gen stage references Entity Types. In Analysis and Design, Entity Types are referenced in entity views. View
definitions in Gen are like parameters or variable declarations in programming languages. In the activity analysis and
interaction analysis of phases of Analysis, entity views let you specify the data that is used by the business functions and
processes area. In Design, procedures use entity views, and each Entity Type is implemented as a record type in the Data
Structure List, and then as a table in a relational DBMS.

Entity Type Properties Dialog

Describes the estimated number of entities and the anticipated increase or decrease in that number over time.

Expected Number of Occurrences

Specifies the number of entities the business expects to store. Record the number in terms of the minimum, maximum,
and average. Derive these numbers from past records or from business forecasts. You cannot enter a maximum less than
the minimum, or an average greater than the maximum.

Expected Growth Rate

Specifies the expected increase or decrease in the number of entities (entity type occurrence) over time. Express the
value as a percentage per year, month, week, or day.

NOTE
During Design, the specified numbers for the number of occurrences and growth rate provide a basis for
the physical design. They are used to calculate database data set sizes, and to help the database designer
determine automation cost benefits.

Data Structure

Specifies the suggested name for the record that implements the Entity Type. The Data Structure name can be different
from the Entity Type name. If a different name is not specified, the Data Structure name defaults to the Entity Type name
after entering the Entity Type name.

Relationship

A Relationship is an object that shows a relevant association among Entity Types. Each Relationship always has two
memberships, one for each participating Entity Type. An Entity Type can also have a Relationship with itself. For every
Relationship Membership, enter a name and properties.

Relationship Description

Create a block of text description of the source and destination properties.

Gen distinguishes the two memberships as the source membership and the destination membership. The arbitrary
designation depends solely which Entity Type you select first (source) and second (destination) when joining them.

For example, if you select EMPLOYEE first and DEPARTMENT second when joining Entity Types, the source
membership (EMPLOYEE) is linked to the destination membership (DEPARTMENT).

NOTE
In Design, a Relationship is implemented as a linkage in the Data Structure List. For more information, see the
Toolset Help.
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Membership Quantity of Occurrences

The quantity of occurrences of pairings are as follows:

Frequency of pairings Specifies the estimated percentage of times entities of the destination Entity Type are paired with entities of
the source Entity Type.

Number of pairings Specifies the minimum/maximum or average number (estimated or actual) of entities of the destination
Entity Type that can participate in the pairing.

NOTE
Frequency of pairing and number of pairings become important during database design because they help
determine allotted space amounts.

Membership Deletion Rule

The Deletion Rule specifies source and destination properties and helps you prevent unintended cascade deletions. This
rule determines how the deletion of one entity in a pairing affects the other entity - whether the deletion of the source
entity will:

• Delete each paired entity of the destination Entity Type
• Disassociate each paired entity of the destination Entity Type
• Disallow a deletion if there are one or more paired entities of the destination and Entity Type

Source and Destination Memberships

Source and destination are distinctive memberships of a Relationship. You enter the source membership at the top of the
Relationship Properties Panel, the destination membership at the bottom.

Attribute

An Attribute is a fact that describes an Entity Type. Its values are associated with individual entities of a specific Entity
Type. For example, Name and Date of Birth are Attributes of EMPLOYEE. You may create a set of Attributes for each
Entity Type.

Attributes do not appear graphically on the ERD, but are available behind the scenes. You can create, edit, and
manipulate them while building the diagram.

Throughout Design, Attributes are used in data views, and they are implemented as fields when you build screens,
windows, or web pages. They are also implemented as fields in the Data Structure List.

NOTE
For more information about the Data Structure List and the Data Store List, see the Toolset Help.

Attribute Domain

The Domain specifies a collection of values from which each value of an Attribute must be taken. Each Attribute falls into
one of the following domains:
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• Text attribute value is a character string
• Date attribute value represents a date (including century)
• Time attribute value represents an hour, minute, and second
• Number attribute value is numeric. If you use an arithmetic calculation to specify the value of an attribute, the domain

of the attribute must be a number.
• Timestamp attribute value represents a combination of the date and the time of day to the millisecond.
• DBCS text type indicates a double-byte character set.
• Mixed text type indicates a combination of a double-byte character set and a single-byte character set.
• GUI Object represents a pointer to an OLE object (this option is available only with the workset attribute).
• BLOB attribute value represents a variable sized Binary Large Object that is used to store large data objects such as

digital images, video, or sound files.

NOTE
For numeric attributes, the actual precision of arithmetic operations and number of significant digits depends on
the version of the platform, compiler, and DBMS. In general, you give at least 15 significant digits of accuracy.

Attribute Length

The Length specifies the maximum number of characters or digits that are allowed for each value of an Attribute,
according to the domain.

• Text Attributes have a limit of 4094 for varying-length attribute, 255 for fixed-length attributes.
• Date Attributes have eight characters, including four digits for year (YYYYMMDD). For example, January 1, 1992

becomes 19920101.
• Time Attributes have six characters (HHMMSS). You cannot change the number of characters for date or time.
• Numeric Attributes (actual maximum and minimum precision of arithmetic operations, number of significant digits)

depend on the version of the platform, compiler, and DBMS.
• Timestamp Attributes have 26 characters, including four digits for year (YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN, where N

is a microsecond.)
• BLOB Attributes have a limit of 2 GB.

The Attribute length that is specified in the ERD is the amount of space that is reserved for the field in the database. This
may be different from the field as it is displayed on a screen.

• Different DBMS products provide different levels of precision for fractions of a second. For more information, see your
specific DBMS documentation.

• For more information about the Attribute Length and dialect definition, see the Toolset Help.

Attribute Varying Length

Lets you specify that the length of the text Attribute can vary when stored in the database. The database only stores the
actual length of the text string.

NOTE
Different DBMS products provide different levels of precision for fractions of a second. For more information, see
your specific DBMS documentation.

Attribute Case Sensitivity

Case Sensitivity indicates if the case of alphabetic characters in the Attribute value is significant. A check in this field
means that case does matter on all screen and window uses of the Attribute. Also this means that the case is maintained
in the database. When this field is not checked, all characters that have upper and lower case equivalents are converted
to upper-case.
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Attribute TD Name

The TD Name identifies the record in the database that is associated with the Attribute. The TD Name can be different
from the Attribute name. If a different name is not specified, the TD Name defaults to the Attribute name.

Attribute Derivation Algorithm

A Derived Attribute does not have permitted values or defaults. Its value is calculated whenever the attribute is read from
the database.

Specify the name of the derivation algorithm that calculates the values of the Derived Attribute. When you name it, Gen
establishes an action block and names it the same as your specified algorithm. Specify the formula for a derivation
algorithm in its action block. Each time a READ or READ EACH action statement uses a view that contains a Derived
Attribute, the derivation algorithm of the Attribute is invoked automatically.

NOTE
Derivation algorithm names must be unique. If you try to use a name already used, an error message appears,
and you change the name. Each derivation algorithm derives only one value of the Attribute.

Attribute Aliases

Attribute aliases are names that the attribute is also known as. This is used to help analysts know that this attribute is also
called by other names. The aliases are not used at the design time: only the attribute name is used.

Attribute Optionality

Optionality is a characteristic of an attribute indicating whether the attribute is mandatory or optional. A mandatory
attribute must have a value for every entity of the type or subtype it describes whenever an entity of the particular type or
subtype is referred to or used.

Partitioning

A Partitioning is an Entity Type subdivision or decomposition that lets you create Entity Subtypes within that Entity Type.
You define a classifying Attribute, which is the attribute whose value determines which Entity Subtype an entity occurrence
belongs to. For example, the Entity Type EMPLOYEE might have MANAGER and STAFF Entity Subtypes, based on the
classifying Attribute Job Type. Employees could also be RETIRED and ACTIVE Entity Subtypes based on Job Status.

Partitioning Discovery

You discover Partitioning by discovering Entity Subtypes.

Partitioning Name

Use the classifying Attribute name.

Partitioning Description

Create a block of text description that specifies the Entity Type and its division into Entity Subtypes.

Partitioning Properties

You can associate a Partitioning with a classifying Attribute. A classifying attribute is one whose value determines which
Entity Subtype an entity belongs to.

If a partitioning is fully enumerated, every entity belonging to the entity type it divides must belong to one of the subtypes
in the partitioning. Every value of the classifying Attribute identifies an Entity Subtype, and every parent Entity Type
occurrence is an occurrence of an Entity Subtype.
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For example, Job Type could be fully enumerated because company employees are either managers or staff. Job Status
could be not fully enumerated because Job Status could also be LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

Life-Cycle Partitioning specifies the states that an entity can pass through from creation to archiving or deletion. For
example, in time NEW EMPLOYEE becomes RETIRED EMPLOYEE or FORMER EMPLOYEE.

An Entity Type can have only one life-cycle Partitioning, which must be fully enumerated. Life-Cycle Partitioning is used in
Life-Cycle Analysis.

Partitioning Classifying Values

Create an Entity Subtype first, then specify its properties.

An Entity Type or Entity Subtype can have multiple Partitionings if it has more than one classifying Attribute. For example,
EMPLOYEE can be subdivided into EXEMPT EMPLOYEE and NONEXEMPT EMPLOYEE in one Partitioning, and into
PERMANENT EMPLOYEE and TEMPORARY EMPLOYEE in another.

After specifying its properties, define a classifying value of the Entity Subtype or the state of a Partitioning.

For example, if the Entity Type is EMPLOYEE and the classifying Attribute is Nationality, Foreign and Domestic can be
classifying values of the Partitioning.

An Entity Subtype subdivides an Entity Type based on a narrower definition and another Attributes and Relationships.
It must have at least one Attribute, one Relationship, both not shared by others. Entity Type CUSTOMER may fall into
two mutually exclusive groups: FOREIGN and DOMESTIC. All customers share a set of characteristics, but foreign and
domestic customers have Attribute, Relationships, both beyond those commonly shared.

Life-Cycle States

In life-cycle partitionings, there is a series of Entity States, which may have been defined as subtypes. An entity can exist
in four different types of states:

Creation state Specifies the initial state of an entity after the business becomes interested in it.
Termination state Specifies the final state in the life of an entity.

Null state Specifies the state of an entity when no information is available, as in an entity before the creation state.
Intermediate state Specifies any state that is not a creation, termination, or null state.

Entity Subtype

You can also subdivide an Entity Subtype. For instance, CUSTOMER can be DOMESTIC or FOREIGN. FOREIGN
CUSTOMER can be EUROPEAN or ASIAN.

The following figure shows Entity Subtypes in an ERD:
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Entity Subtype Requirements

Add a Partitioning to an Entity Type before creating Entity Subtypes within it.

Entity Subtype Inherited Characteristics

The characteristics of the Entity Subtype and all inherited characteristics of the Entity Type apply to the subtype. For
example, all customers have a value for Attribute Name, but foreign customers must also have a value for the Attributes
Country Code and Import License Number. The subtype also inherits Identifiers and Mutually Exclusive constraints; you
can add others if they apply only to the Entity Subtype, not to its parent.

Entity Subtype Classifying Attribute

The Classifying Attribute is the mandatory basis for subdividing the Entity Type into Entity Subtypes. Classifying Attribute
value determines the Entity Subtype placement. For Customer, Foreign and Domestic are classifying values of the
classifying Attribute Nationality.

BLOB attributes are not be selected as a classifying attribute.

Business System Definition
This article provides information for the Business System Definition. You define a business system by grouping these
elementary processes into potential systems.

In Analysis you work with elementary processes by:

• Discovering and defining them in your Process Hierarchy Diagram
• Sequencing them in your Process Dependency Diagram
• Detailing them in your Process Action Diagram

You use either the Business System Definition (BSD) Tool or the Standard Matrices to name and define the system.

Grouping Techniques

The various grouping techniques are as follows:

Affinity Clustering
Specifies grouping by how often processes and data are used together.
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Event Response
Specifies grouping by the executions of one or more elementary processes responding to specific events.

Logical Constraint Analysis
Specifies grouping by the prerequisites for implementing each process. Ordinarily, you implement processes in
the order they occur in the business life cycle and business systems in the order data is created by the processes.

Primitive Function Groupings
Specifies grouping by categories and content of functions.

Definition Tool

When you access the BSD Tool to define a new business system or view or change an existing business system, Gen
displays the unexpanded activity hierarchy that is associated with the current model. You must expand the hierarchy to
work in the hierarchy, as shown in the following figure.

On the BSD screen, processes that are already included in the selected business system are displayed in yellow with a
black background. Elementary processes that are already included in a different business system are displayed in white
with a black background. Elementary processes that are not included in a business system are displayed in white on a
blue background.

Creating a Business Plan Using Matrices Analysis
Matrices Analysis helps create a business plan by analysis of objectives, strategies, critical success factors, information
needs, and performance measures.

Business Objectives and Strategies

Add specific intentions and methods to the Objective/Strategy matrix.

Add cell values where a strategy supports an objective. Indicate a numeric degree of support between 1 (minimum) and 9
(maximum).

Critical Success Factors

Open the Objective/Critical Success Factor matrix.

Add the critical success factors. Indicate a numeric degree of impact a factor has on an objective between 1 (minimum)
and 9 (maximum).
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Intermediate Strategy Goals

Create a user-defined matrix with Objective and Goal.

Add the goals to the matrix. Indicate a numeric degree of impact a goal has on an objective between 1 (minimum) and 9
(maximum).

Key Performance Measures

Create a user-defined matrix with Objective and Performance Measure.

Consider each objective, and mark any cell where the Performance Measure is associated with the objective. Indicate a
numeric degree of impact a performance member has on an objective between 1 (minimum) and 9 (maximum).

Information Needs Impact

Evaluate how objectives, strategies, goals, performance measures, critical success factors, and organizational units are
affected by the need for certain information. This also helps establish priorities when considering information systems
development.

Information Need/Strategy

Open the Information Need/Strategy matrix. Indicate a numeric degree of impact an information need has on a strategy
between 1 (minimum) and 9 (maximum).

Information Need/Performance Measure

Open the Information Need/Performance Measure matrix. Indicate a numeric degree of impact an information need has
on a performance measure between 1 (minimum) and 9 (maximum).

Information Need/Critical Success Factor

Open the Information Need/Critical Success Factor matrix. Indicate a numeric degree of impact an information need has
on a critical success factor between 1 (minimum) and 9 (maximum).

Information Need/Organizational Unit

Open the Information Need/Organizational Unit matrix. Indicate a numeric degree of impact an information need has on
an organization between 1 (minimum) and 9 (maximum).

Information Need/Information Need Category

Open the Information Need/Information Need Category matrix. Ideally, there is at least one information need for the
Strategic, Planning, Control, and Operational categories. Indicate a numeric degree of importance for information to a
category between 1 (minimum) and 9 (maximum).

Organizational Units and Strategies

Open the Strategy/Organizational Unit matrix. All organizational units in the Organizational Unit Hierarchy Diagram appear
in the matrix.

Indicate a numeric degree of involvement for a unit to a strategy between 1 (minimum) and 9 (maximum).

In later stages, use this matrix to determine the principal users of key systems and to quantify the stake of the user in the
systems.
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Success Factors and Organizational Units

Open the Critical Success Factor/Organizational Unit matrix.

Cell values indicate if the organizational unit is active or passive. Active organizational units can positively manage
these critical success factors. Passive organizational units can influence, or indirectly impact a critical success factor.
Recommended cell values are 1 (active) and 2 (passive).

Performance Measures and Organizational Units

Open the Performance Measure/Organizational Unit matrix. Each organizational unit can be associated with one or more
Performance Measures. This confirms that the planned systems satisfy the needs of the responsible organizational units.

One or both of the matrix axes are populated if the Organizational Hierarchy Diagram exists, or the performance
measures are entered in a different matrix.

Business Functions and Information Need Categories

Create a user-defined matrix with Information Need Category (Planning, Control, Operational) and Function.

Indicate a numeric degree of importance for an information category to a function between 1 (minimum) and 9 (maximum).

Clustering Matrices
This article provides information for Clustering Matrices including Clustering Methods, Matrices Used, and Results.

Clustering Methods

Clustering Methods help you scope a project by identifying the Entity types and functions that make up a project or a
business system.

Matrices Used

Two matrices can be used with Interaction Clustering: the Business Function/Entity Type matrix and the Entity Type/
Elementary Process matrix. In both matrices, the cell values indicate if the function or elementary process Creates,
Reads, Updates, or Deletes the Entity Type.

Results

Interaction Clustering automatically groups the activities that act upon the same data objects. Thus, a cluster contains one
or more business functions and the Entity Types that the functions create and update.

The boundaries of a cluster define the smallest group of Entity Types and activities that form the scope of a system.

Entity Type/Business Function Matrix

The Entity Type/Business Function Matrix identifies the business functions involved with Entity Types, and records the
functions expected effects: CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) values.
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Clustered Entity Type/Business Function Matrix

The Clustered Entity Type/Business Function Matrix rearranges the rows and columns of the Business Function/Entity
Type matrix or the Elementary Process/Entity Type matrix to show a staircase of clusters from top left to the bottom right.

Clusters are based on Create and Update cell values. Functions and Entity Types are grouped when the function creates
or updates the Entity Type.

Clustering a matrix is an iterative process. Most often, a matrix is clustered, reviewed with the users, modified, and
clustered again.
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Matrix Without a Create Cell

There is no create cell value for the Entity Type Geographic Zone. Also, the function Assess Credit does not create or
update an Entity Type.
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Read Interaction Dependencies

The Pricing cluster reads the Entity Type Product that is created and updated by the second cluster which is unnamed. It
is simpler to implement the unnamed cluster first, but you have to implement the Pricing cluster first. If so, you determine
how to access an existing products file until the second cluster is resolved.
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Using Affinity Clustering To Define a Business Area

You can define a business area by analyzing the results of affinity matrices and creating several other matrices.

Define Function/Entity Types Interaction

Identify Entity Types and add them to the data model.

Identify functions and add them to the Activity Hierarchy Diagram. Define the expected effects of activities on Entity Types.

Open the Entity Type/Business Function Matrix and select Affinity Clustering.

The Gen software creates two result matrices: the Business Function/Business Function matrix and the Entity Type/Entity
Type matrix.

Identify Activity Clusters

Open the Business Function/Business Function matrix. Hide all cell values less than seven.
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The remaining cell values identify the functions with the highest degree of affinity. Each cluster of cells identifies an activity
cluster. Note the functions in each activity cluster.

With the Business Function/Business Function matrix displayed, you can select Matrices from Analysis or Design in the
Gen Main Window. Open the Activity Cluster/Business Function matrix.

This allows you to review the activity clusters that are displayed in the Business Function/Business Function matrix while
you add the cluster names to the Activity Cluster/Business Function Matrix.

Assign each function to one activity cluster by marking the cell with an X.

Identify Data Clusters

Open the Entity Type/Entity Type matrix. Hide all cell values less than seven.

The remaining cell values identify the Entity Types with the highest degree of affinity. Each cluster of cells identifies a data
cluster. Note the Entity Types in each data cluster and write down a name for each data cluster.

Open the Data Cluster/Entity Type matrix.

Add the data clusters to the matrix.

Assign each Entity Type to one data cluster by marking the cell with an X.

Assign Clusters to Business Areas

Open the Activity Cluster/Business Area matrix.

Add business areas to the matrix.

Assign each activity cluster to a business area by marking the cell with an X.

Open the Data Cluster/Business Area matrix.

Assign each data cluster to a business area by marking the cell with an X.

Display Clustered Function Groups

Open the Activity Cluster/Business Function matrix.

Note the order in which functions appear.

Open the Entity Type/Business Function matrix.

Move the functions so that they are in the same order as they appear in the Activity Cluster/Business Function matrix. This
produces a matrix with groups of clustered functions.

Include Functions in Business Areas

Open the Activity Cluster/Business Area matrix.

Note the activity clusters in each business area.

Open the Activity Cluster/Business Function matrix.

Note the functions in each activity cluster.

Open the Entity Type/Business Function matrix.

Use the Define BA action to include relevant functions in each business area.

Display Clustered Entity Type Groups

Open the Data Cluster/Entity Type matrix.
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Note the order in which Entity Types appear.

Open the Entity Type/Business Function matrix.

Move the Entity Types so they are in the same order as they appear in the Data Cluster/Entity Type matrix. This produces
a matrix with groups of clustered Entity Types.

Include Entity Types in a Business Area

Open the Data Cluster/Business Area matrix.

Note the data clusters in each business area.

Open the Data Cluster/Entity Type matrix.

Note the Entity Types in each data cluster.

Open the Entity Type/Business Function matrix.

Use the Define BA action to include relevant Entity Types in each business area.

Verify Business Areas

Open the Business Area/Business Function matrix.

Verify that all functions are included in only one business area.

Open the Business Area/Entity Type matrix.

Verify that all Entity Types are included in only one business area.

Using Matrices Analysis to Analyze Current Systems and New Business Areas
Matrices Analysis helps you analyze current information systems, business areas, and distribution of systems in multiple
locations.

Information systems analysis helps you specify function and Entity Type support needs, system information needs, and
current information systems and data stores by location and unit.

Business area analysis helps you group business functions and Entity Types into natural business systems and natural
data stores. You can verify the division of business areas into business systems, and you can divide the business into
business areas automatically with Interaction Clustering.

Distribution analysis helps you determine the need for one-site or multi-site support.

Current Systems and Data Stores

Open the Current Information System/Current Data Store matrix to ensure:

• Each current information system uses at least one current data store
• Each current data store is used by at least one current information system

This guards against major deficiencies in the inventory of information systems and data stores.

Current Support of Business Functions

Open the Business Function/Current Information System matrix. Look for:

• Current information systems not supporting functions
• Functions not supported by current information systems
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A system not supporting a function means that either a business function is missing from the matrix, or the matrix does not
identify completely what the business does.

A function that is not supported by a current information system means that the current environment does not support the
function, or the matrix does not identify completely how the systems support the functions.

Indicate a numeric degree of support for a function by a system between 1 (minimum) and 9 (maximum).

Entity Types Currently Supported by Data Stores

Open the Entity Type/Current Data Store matrix. Look for:

• Current information systems not supporting Entity Types
• Entity types that are not supported by current information systems

A system not supporting an Entity Type means that either a business function is missing from the matrix, or the matrix
does not identify completely what the business does.

An Entity Type not supported by a current information system means that the current environment does not support the
function, or the matrix does not identify completely how the systems support the Entity Types.

Indicate a numeric degree of support for an Entity Type by a system between 1 (minimum) and 9 (maximum).

Locations of Current Information Systems

Open the Current Information System/Location matrix. Use it for distribution analysis when you determine where to situate
computing elements and where to make information systems available.

Organizational Units that Use Current Information Systems

Open the Organizational Unit/Current Information System matrix. Use it to determine where to situate computing elements
and where to make information systems available.

Current Data Stores Impact

Evaluate how subject areas, locations, and organizational units are impacted by current data stores.

Subject Area/Current Data Store

Open the Subject Area/Current Data Store matrix to review, at a high level, the data stores that support principal areas of
interest to the business.

Current Data Store/Location

Open the Current Data Store/Location matrix and review the location of data stores. Use this analysis as you determine
where to locate computing elements and where to make data accessible.

Organizational Unit/Current Data Store

Open the Organizational Unit/Current Data Store matrix and review the organizational units that use each data store. Use
this as a completeness check and to compare the current and future system coverages.

Functions and Entity Types in Business Areas

Use the Business Area/Business Function matrix to assign functions to business areas. Use the Business Area/Entity
Type matrix to assign Entity Types to business areas.
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Information Needs Supported by Functions

Open the Business Function/Information Need matrix. Indicate a numeric degree of impact an information need has on a
function between 1 (minimum) and 9 (maximum).

Current Systems and Business Areas

Open the Business Area/Current Information System matrix. The cell values are:

• 1 = Business area is responsible for analyzing this system.
• 2 = Business area is responsible for analyzing this system, and the area currently is supported by this system.

Ranking Business Areas

The ways to rank the business areas are as follows:

• Review the Performance Measure/Business Function matrix with the Business Area/Entity Type matrix. Determine
which business area, when implemented, have the greatest impact on the performance measures.

• Review the Entity Type/Information Need matrix with the Business Area/Entity Type matrix to assess which business
area, when implemented, provide the greatest increase in satisfaction of information needs.

Locations

Locations are important characteristics of organizational units, functions, activity clusters, and data clusters. You can
evaluate how each is affected by its location.

Organizational Unit/Location

Use the Organizational Unit/Location matrix. To indicate that an organizational unit exists at a location, enter an X in the
cell.

Business Function/Location

Use the Function/Location matrix. To indicate that a function is used at a location, enter an X in the cell.

Activity Cluster/Location

Use the Activity Cluster/Location matrix. To indicate that an activity cluster exists at a location, enter an X in the cell.

Entity Type/Location

Use the Entity Type/Location matrix. To indicate that an Entity Type is used at a location, enter an X in the cell.

Data Cluster/Location

Use the Data Cluster/Location matrix. To indicate that a data cluster is accessed at a location, enter an X in the cell.

Location/Location

Use the Location/Location matrix. Use cell values to identify traffic flow characteristics (quantity, periodic, or continuous).
Periodic traffic lends itself to a batch implementation, continuous to online.

Rapid Testing Tool
The Gen Rapid Testing Tool provides an easy, fast way for you to test your GUI application while you are building it.
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Gen Testing Tool Overview

Normally when using Gen, you would have to use the options in the Construction menu to package, generate, and install
your complete application before you could actually test it, even if you wanted to test only a small part of your application.

When testing using the Gen Testing Tool, you do not need to package or generate your application. You simply pick the
window that you want to begin and click the Test toolbar button or menu item. The Testing Tool takes care of the rest.

NOTE
The Gen Testing Tool can only test GUI applications, not block-mode applications.

How the Gen Testing Tool works

The Testing Tool uses both interpretation and incremental generation as techniques to provide a rapid testing
environment.

Interpretation

Interpretation is used instead of actually generating a window manager. All the data-structures and window resources
that are normally generated as part of a window manager generation are provided dynamically at run time. No window
manager source files are ever produced by the Testing Tool.

Incremental Generation

Incremental generation is used for the action diagrams in your model, including procedure steps, event handlers, and
action blocks. However, these action diagrams are only generated and installed as they are called. For example, consider
the following action diagram code:

USE acblk_alpha

IF current customer number = 0 THEN USE acblk_beta

When the first statement is executed, acblk_alpha is generated, installed, and executed. However, when the second
statement is executed, acblk_beta is generated only if the customer number is zero. Otherwise, execution continues
normally. Also, the action diagram is only generated if it has been changed since it was last generated. If the currently built
version is still good, the Testing Tool just executes it.

Using these techniques, the Testing Tool must generate and install those parts of your application that you actually test
as you test it. However, once generated, the application runs at near full speed since you are still running a fully compiled
application.

When using the Testing Tool, everything takes place in a separate directory under your model directory, the TEST
directory. In this way, you can freely install your application using the traditional methods without worrying about Testing
Tool conflicts. Also, all action diagrams are generated with tracing enabled so that you can use the Gen Diagram Trace
Utility to examine views. See toggling the trace utility for more information.

How to Use the Gen Testing Tool

To use the Gen Testing Tool, verify that the following tasks are complete.

1. If your application uses a database, you must make sure that your data model is consistent, transformed, and installed
into a database. Also, you must generate and install the referential integrity triggers for the database. The Testing Tool
must be able to connect to the database from your machine.

2. You must indicate which DBMS you are using by opening a specific Technical Design under the Gen Toolset main
“Design” menu. Since, the Testing Tool ignores the actual settings in the Technical Design details dialog, you merely
must have a Technical Design open to indicate to the Testing Tool which DBMS to use. If you are not using any DBMS,
make sure that no Technical Design is open. If one is open, select it and choose Close from the diagrams menu.
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NOTE
Choosing a Technical Design that represents a DBMS that you do not have installed can cause the Testing
Tool to fail.

3. The Gen Testing Tool cannot perform client/server flows. If your model is built with cooperative processing in mind,
the Testing Tool executes all procedures locally, using a local database. No server flows are performed, and the Gen
Client Manager is not used or needed.

4. The Testing Tool needs no packaging. You must package your application if you are going to perform a traditional
construction. However, if your model is packaged, the Testing Tool ignores it.

5. If you have a Help push button (Extended help - Execute Help System) in the toolbar and a Help push button
(Extended help - Execute Help System) on the window, the Rapid Test Tool does not work. This is a limitation of the
tool.

Toolbar Buttons
This article provides information for Toolbar Buttons and their descriptions.

Toolbar Buttons

Exit the testing tool.

Restart the testing tool.

Edit a recent window.

Edit a recent action diagram.

Toggle trace on and off.

Regenerate everything.

Make testing toolbar always on top.

View help.
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Exiting the Testing Tool

To quit the Gen Testing Tool, press the

button at any time. The Testing Tool stops and returns you to the Gen Toolset.

Restarting the Testing Tool

To restart testing your application from the beginning, press the

button at any time. The Gen Testing Tool stops and automatically restarts from the first window.

Editing a Recent Window

When you click the

button, a drop-down menu appears that lists the 10 most recent windows that have been accessed from the Testing Tool.
If you select one of the windows from the menu, that window is opened in Gen for editing.

To return to the testing tool, you must choose the Test menu option or toolbar button on the Gen tool menu. You cannot
simply click back on the testing tool window or an application window.

NOTE
When you change a window, the changes are not shown immediately in the testing tool. You must restart your
testing session using the Restart the testing tool button. This is different from editing a recent action diagram
using the Edit a recent Action Diagram button.

Editing a Recent Action Diagram

When you click the

_
toolbar button, a drop-down menu appears that lists the 10 most recent action diagrams that have been accessed from
the Testing Tool. If you select one of the action diagrams from the menu, that action diagram is opened in the Gen Toolset
for editing.

To return to the testing tool, you must choose the Test menu option or toolbar button on the Gen Toolset menu. You
cannot simply click back on the testing tool window or an application window.

NOTE
When you change an action diagram using the previous method, the changes are available immediately to the
testing tool, and the action diagram is regenerated when next referenced by the application. This is different
from editing a recent window using the Edit a recent window toolbar button.

Toggling Trace On and Off

The Testing Tool automatically builds all of your application so that it can support tracing and allows you to turn tracing
on and off on demand. When tracing, the Testing Tool communicates with the Diagram Trace Utility. To successfully
communicate with the Diagram Trace Utility, the Diagram Trace Utility must be running on the localhost and listening on
the default port of 4567.
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When the

button is selected, a verification takes place to ensure that the Testing Tool can communicate with
the Diagram Trace Utility (for more information about invoking this utility, see the Diagram Trace
Utility documentation). If the verification fails, a message box appears to indicate the failure, and the

button is deselected. If the verification succeeds, the Testing Tool uses the Diagram Trace Utility to perform the tracing of
the application. Deselecting the

button disables communications with the Diagram Trace Utility.

Regenerating Everything

The Gen Testing Tool attempts to keep up with changes you make to your Gen model and transparently
regenerates the action diagrams as appropriate. However, some changes can ripple throughout
your model that the testing tool cannot synchronize with. When such changes are made, use the

toolbar button to cause all of your application to be regenerated when it is next referenced. This ensures that the
generated code matches the model specification.

An example of such a change is changing the size of a text attribute from 20 to 30 points. This causes all action diagrams
that contain views of that attribute to change so that the memory-layout of the view is no longer compatible. Using the

button makes sure all the action diagrams are regenerated so that their view memory-layout is compatible once again.

Advanced Information

Pressing the

button causes a batch file that is named RTCLEAN.BAT to be executed in the test directory for the model. This batch file
can be modified to suit your use of the testing tool.

Always Keeping the Toolbar "On Top"

Normally, the testing toolbar displays on top of all other windows so that it is always available. Sometimes, however,
that behavior can be annoying because it blocks access to other windows underneath the toolbar. When you select the

button, the toolbar window is always on top of all other windows. When you select the

button again, the window behaves like all other windows.
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Viewing Help

Pressing the

toolbar button shows this help file.

Troubleshooting the Testing Tool
This article provides information for Troubleshooting the Testing Tool including, Generation Failures, Installation Failures,
Diagram Trace Failures, and Execution Failures.

Troubleshooting Generation Failures

The Gen Testing Tool generates action diagram source code from your model definition. Therefore, the generation can fail
sometimes. If the generation fails, the Testing Tool notifies it in a dialog box. The generation can fail because of either of
the following categories:

• Inconsistent specifications in your application design
• Bugs in the code-generator component

When a generation fails, perform the following steps:

1. Stop the Testing Tool to return to the Gen Toolset.
2. Run a consistency check on the whole model.
3. Fix any errors that the consistency check report indicates.
4. Rerun the Testing Tool.

Troubleshooting Installation Failures

The Gen Testing Tool generates and installs action diagrams. The installation can sometimes fail mostly because of these
reasons:

NOTE
Missing the Gen Environment Variable: The Gen Testing Tool must be able to find the Toolset installation
directory by examining the Genxx environment variable. For example, SET GENxx=C:\CA\Gen\.

xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Incorrect Configuration in the RTT.TGT file:
The Gen Testing Tool looks for the RTT.TGT file in the test directory of your model to determine which directories
and commands to use for installation. Install the RTT.TGT file as part of the Gen Testing Tool, and copy the test
directory of your model during testing. Perhaps, you must modify some of the tokens for the particular DBMS you
are installing with.

Missing Libraries:
If you find some required object library files missing in the directories that the TGT file indicates, the link step
of installation can fail. In such a situation, double-check EXTRNC.LIB if you use external action blocks in your
model.

The RTBUILD.BAT batch file drives the installation. Perhaps, you can determine the source of any errors by inspecting
the .OUT file in TEST directory for your model.

Troubleshooting Diagram Trace Failures

The Gen Testing Tool communicates with the Diagram Trace Utility to trace the generated code. The Diagram
Trace Utility is a detached process that must be running before tracing an application. Sometimes selecting the
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button from the Testing Tool toolbar (enabling communications), and then executing an application does not perform any
diagram tracing.

The most common reasons for the tracing failures are:

• The Diagram Trace Utility is not running or has not been started. For more information on this utility, see Diagram
Trace Utility.

• The Diagram Trace Utility does not have any breakpoints set, and does not have the preference 'Suspend on initial
entry' selected. If neither is set, it appears as if the application is not communicating with the Diagram Trace Utility.

Troubleshooting Execution Failures

If a failure occurs during the execution of your application, the Testing Tool shows an Execution Error dialog box. You can
continue testing (and perhaps receive more failures) or you can choose to exit the Testing Tool. Execution failures can
occur for various reasons, but the most common are:

Inconsistent specifications in your application design:
To verify that there are no inconsistencies in your model, exit the Testing Tool and run a consistency check report.
Fix any errors that are reported and re-run your test.

Mismatch of generated code:
Sometimes the Gen Testing Tool cannot correctly determine when a model change must result in an action
diagram regeneration. For example, if you change the domain or length of an attribute in your data model,
regenerate all action diagrams those can view that attribute. The Testing Tool cannot detect this condition, and
an execution failure could result. To make sure all of the generated code is synchronized, click the Regenerate
Everything button.

Failure in an External Action Block:
If your model uses external action blocks, test the blocks fully before using them with the Gen Testing Tool.

The TEST Directory

When you generate and install a model, Gen generally creates a directory in your model directory. The new directory
corresponds to the language that you use, for example, COBOL, C, C#, or JAVA. Everything that the Gen Testing Tool
does, takes place in the TEST directory of your model. So, it is always safe to use the testing tool without disturbing
anything you have generated in the traditional way.

The test directory can contain the following kinds of files:

.C
specifies a generated action diagram.

.SQC
specifies a generated action diagram that contains entity action statements.

.OBJ
specifies the compiled version of the action diagram, an object file.

.OUT
specifies an output log of actions taking place during installation of an action diagram.

.DLL
specifies a fully linked and executable version of an action diagram.

.SST
specifies an Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) Structured Storage file, which contains any designed OLE
documents and/or OLE controls that are used by the model under test.
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.TGT
specifies a customizable token file that you use during a build. All the files in the TEST directory are transient.
Means, the Gen Testing Tool can delete and automatically recreate them all. When you click the Regenerate
Everything button, you execute the RTCLEAN.BAT file to remove files from the TEST directory. The Testing Tool
recreates the files the next time they are needed.

Customizing the Testing Tool
This article provides information for Customizing the Testing Tool including RTBUILD.BAT, RTCLEAN.BAT, and Database
Support.

RTBUILD.BAT

Customizing RTBUILD.BAT

RTBUILD.BAT installs action diagrams that are generated by the Gen Testing Tool. If you have some special installation
requirements, you can change the RTBUILD.BAT file to meet those requirements. The Testing Tool does not use the Gen
Build Tool.

RTBUILD.BAT reads the information that is contained in the file RTT.TGT. This file contains a set of tokens based on the
DBMS that is used to define the userid, password, connection name, database library name, and precompiler flags. These
tokens resemble those used in the Build Tool. Gen delivers a read-only copy that is copied to the test directory of the
model. You can customize this copy of the file.

When RTBUILD.BAT is run, it logs all of its actions to a .OUT file for debugging. You can examine that file to determine
the causes of an installation error. All the generation and installation takes place in the TEST directory.

RTCLEAN.BAT

Customizing RTCLEAN.BAT

Clicking the

_
button causes the batch file RTCLEAN.BAT to be executed in the TEST directory of the model. By default, the batch file
contains the following lines:

 del *.dll

del *.sst

 

These lines cause all the installed DLLs to be deleted from the directory. The DLL files are regenerated and re-installed
when they are next referenced. If you know that only certain DLLs must be regenerated, you might be able to shorten your
regeneration time by only deleting those DLLs.

Alternatively, you can change the RTCLEAN.BAT file so that it does whatever you want.

Customizing Database Support

The Gen Testing Tool is compatible with the standard GUI stub-executables that contain all the database connection,
disconnection, commit, and rollback database support. If you have customized the database support for the GUI
application by modifying the stub source code, and you want to use that modified version with the Gen Testing Tool, you
must copy your new stub-executable as shown in the following table so that the Testing Tool uses it.

Database Stub-Executable Test Tool Executable

None STUBN.EXE RTT.EXE
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Oracle STUBORAN.EXE RTTORAN.EXE

DB2 STUBDB2N.EXE RTTDB2N.EXE

ODBC STUBODBN.EXE RTTODBN.EXE

NOTE
Be sure to save a copy of the existing Test Tool Executable so that you can re-use it if something goes wrong
with your new stub-executable.

Customizing Testing Tool Tokens

The Gen Testing Tool delivers a token file named RTT.TGT. This file is used to locate various database-specific values
that are used when action blocks are built through the Testing Tool. The following is an example of what is delivered with
Gen:

 ; Please uncomment and/or modify values for tokens that you want to be used

; by the Application Rapid Testing Tool.

 

; Compiler Version

OPT.VSVERSION       VS140

 

; DBMS connection tokens

;OPT.DBUSER         USERID

;OPT.DBPSWD         PASSWORD

;OPT.DBCONNECT      LOCAL

 

; Oracle

OPT.ORALIB          ORASQL12.LIB

OPT.ORASQLLIB

OPT.ORAPCC          PROC.EXE

OPT.ORAPCCFLAGS     SQLCHECK=SYNTAX MODE=ANSI IRECLEN=255 ORECLEN=255 LTYPE=NONE

 

; DB2

OPT.DB2LIB          DB2API.LIB

OPT.DB2SQLLIB

OPT.DB2PCC          TIDB2PRP.EXE

OPT.DB2PCCFLAGS

 

; ODBC

OPT.ODBLIB          ODBC32.LIB

OPT.ODBSQLLIB       TIODBCn.LIB

OPT.ODBPCC

OPT.ODBPCCFLAGS

 

Any of these tokens can be modified before using the Testing Tool. These are a subset of the same tokens that are used
by the Build Tool.

NOTE
OPT.VSVERSION can be modified to use an alterative version of the compiler.

Designing
This article provides information for the designing processes and procedures.
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This section describes the following processes and procedures:

• Understanding design phase
• Designing client-server and blockmode applications
• Using Gen Studio and the Web Service Wizard
• Accessing a database
• Using the toolset
• Creating table partitions

Understand the Design Phase
This article provides information to Understand the Design Phase. Design is the process of defining an information system
that meets the needs of the users.

The human interface is considered as well as the characteristics of the specific environments in which the system runs.

In Gen, Design concentrates on selected areas of the entire system. These selected areas, called business systems,
let you design a manageable portion of a system at a time. A business system is a group of related procedures. Each
procedure can implement zero, one, or more elementary processes. An elementary process defines what must be done to
support the business activities. A procedure defines how it is done. Elementary processes are intended to be independent
of procedures and can be reused in different types of procedures, such as batch, terminal-based, GUI, and client-server.

To support the procedures, you may find it necessary to design other procedures, provide system or operational controls
to convert data, and so on. The activities during system design, therefore, tend to be iterative. You design part of the
system, such as the interface, see if it meets the needs of the users, and refine the design as needed. After your design
meets the needs of the users, you can use that design in subsequent phases of development, such as Construction.

Prerequisites

Design can begin after you have a partial or complete Data Model and a business system defined. Other information,
however, can be useful for design.

The following list offers one starting place of prerequisites to design. The list does not represent a sequence; it shows only
a set of prerequisites that can be satisfied in different sequences.

• A Data Model, a partial or complete Entity Relationship Diagram
• Activity model, a partial or complete Process Hierarchy Diagram
• Interaction model, a partial or complete set of Process Action Diagrams
• Implementation plan, a partial or complete plan determined through matrix clustering and affinity analysis
• Business system definition, which is defined through Business System Definition

Several development life cycles use information-engineering techniques. You can prefer a different set of prerequisites or
set of concurrent requisites. For a discussion of the alternative life cycles that use information engineering techniques, see
Designing Client Server Applications.

Objectives

The major objective of system design is to develop the system as it appears to the users (the external aspects of the
system). The external design of the system must be suitable for the proposed business users, locations, and technology.
Detailed technical design issues, however, are normally deferred until the users agree with the functionality of the
interface design. The interface design must first satisfy the needs of the users in its form and its suitability to meet the
business objectives.

Other objectives of design or constraints on the form of the system may also exist. For example, an objective may be that
the new system development exploits and protects other system development investment. This may involve designing
procedures to make the best use of current (sometimes called legacy) systems and data. The design may also have to
work with some other system that is planned or under parallel development.
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After an overall design is agreed upon, the results of the design work can supply subsequent phases of development,
such as Construction.

Tasks Performed During Design

Design requires you to perform several major tasks, each of which is described in detail in the Designing Client-Server
Applications.

The tasks in the following table assume that you have already prepared for design by doing the following tasks:

• Assembling a design team
• Reviewing the results of previous phases of a life cycle
• Establishing design standards

The order of the tasks in the table does not imply the only sequence in which you can perform the tasks. In the actual
design work, it is common to perform many tasks concurrently. The following table lists the major tasks that are performed
during design.

Task Purpose

Choose an application style. Map the tasks of the users to a type of application:
Graphical User Interface (GUI)
Client/server
Terminal based (blockmode)
Batch (Batch is only available on MVS)

Design the dialog. Specify the procedures and the dialog flows used to navigate the
system.

Design the interface. Build the screens, windows, and dialogs (the external interface).

Design the procedure logic. Specify the logic for each procedure.

Design the data structure. Transform the logical data model into a physical representation of
the database.

After completing the major tasks, you can complete the design by verifying with the application users the consistency and
completeness of the design.

Deliverables

After you complete design, you have the following set of deliverables to use for subsequent phases of development:

• Interface layouts that implement the data views for a particular procedure that is developed with the Screen Design tool
and the Navigation Diagram tool

• A set of procedural logic programs and data views, called Procedure Action Diagrams
• A diagram of links and transfers among the procedures based on commands and states that trigger these flows, called

Dialog Flow Diagram
• A design for the physical structure of the database that is developed with the Data Structure List and, depending on the

database management system, the Data Store List
• A set of specifications determined from the technical design to use during subsequent phases of development, such as

Construction

In addition, you must update deliverables from previous phases of development. For example, you may discover during
designs that previous information is invalid or other requirements must be analyzed.
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After You Complete Design

Typically, the tasks you must complete after design involve generating and installing your application, or parts of the
application. Installing the application lets you test the application and verify the design and functionality with users.

NOTE
For more information about generation and installation, see Workstation Construction.

Designing a Graphical User Interface
A Graphical User Interface (GUI) is the type of interface that is used by GUI applications and by different styles of client/
server applications.

You create a GUI with the Window Design functionality within the Navigation Diagram tool.

GUIs and User-Centered Design

As you design a GUI, you must consider some of the changes that are required for the interface user. These
considerations apply to standalone GUI applications and client/server applications. A good place to start is by considering
the interfaces for environments that are not graphical. In traditional online transaction processing, for example, a user
interacts with the system using a terminal-based screen on terminals that do not perform local processing of entered
information. The system drives the dialog of the user and restricts options of the menus provide. The work pattern for the
user is one of procedural tasks that are controlled by the system.

As a designer, you are now faced with a change in the work patterns of users from procedural tasks to information
gathering tasks. Users now expect greater control of application use and the sequence in which they perform application
tasks. In short, users want applications, especially the interface, to empower them to better complete their work.

Applications must address this change in work patterns and must offer a user-centered design for the interface. The
interface must provide a flexible user dialog with a choice of activities. To the greatest extent possible, the user must be in
control. The application becomes one of a set of tools by which the user accomplishes work.

The application user tends to view the entire desktop as a collection of tools. All applications work together, or must form
the perspective of the user, to provide an integrated solution to information gathering tasks. For example, data could be
shared among a Gen Client-Server application, a word processor, and a spreadsheet. This type of integration represents
what users want, and require, in desktop environments.

How to Create a GUI

To create a GUI design, you have some preliminary decisions to make concerning the interface. Gen tools can often assist
you make these decisions, but, overall, many of the preliminary decisions can be made independently of the tools.

For example, as you decide on the overall form and function of the interface, you would typically address tasks such as
shown next:

• Determine the flow between windows and dialogs that corresponds to the order in which the user is most likely to use
the application.

• Decide on any interface standards for the application, which could include decisions about:
– When to use tool bars and status bars
– The bitmap images to use as objects
– The font and the foreground and background colors for windows, dialogs, and controls

After you have a preliminary design, you perform several major tasks with the Window Design functionality. Each of these
major tasks has subtasks that are associated with it. The major tasks tend to group into the following broad categories:
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• Tasks to create windows and menu items
• Tasks to create controls and specify control characteristics (controls are components that allow the selection of

choices, entry of information, or both)
• Tasks to fine-tune the interface

The major tasks tend to be iterative. For example, since one procedure may have many windows that are associated with
it, you would iterate the tasks of specifying the characteristics for each window, the characteristics for each control.

You can follow the major tasks in sequence to create a GUI interface. This is not the only sequence in which you could
build a GUI. The major tasks show one sequence that can guide you as you create your application. As you become more
familiar with the Window Design functionality, you may prefer a different sequence.

The following table lists the tasks to create windows and menu items.

Task Primary Subtasks

Add a window. Choose a procedure or procedure step with which you want to
associate a window or dialog.

Specify window characteristics. Name the window.
Specify if the window is the primary one with which the user
interacts.
Specify where on the desktop the window appears when first
invoked.
Specify if the window can remain open while the user performs
other tasks.
Specify if the window uses a bitmap for a background.

Add menu items to a window. Name the menu options that appear in the menu bar and menu
bar pull downs.
Determine the arrangement (hierarchy) of the menu options.
Specify font and colors for menu items.

Specify menu item characteristics. Specify the text for the menu item.
Specify the result that occurs when the user selects the menu
item.
Specify the command, if any, associated with the menu item.

The following table lists the tasks to create controls and specify control characteristics.

Task Primary Subtasks

Add controls that implement views of attributes. Select attribute views.
Specify the type of control.
Specify prompts and edit patterns.
Place the control on a window.

Add controls that do not implement views of attributes. Specify the result that occurs when the user selects the control.
Specify the text for the control.
Place the control on a window.

Specify control characteristics. Map import and export views.
Specify the text for the control.
Specify prompts and edit patterns.
Specify behavioral results of the user interacting with the control.
Behavioral results also include event processing, which is listed
as a separate major task because of the amount of information
associated with events.
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Add events Add an event type.
Create a name for the event action.
Specify the action diagram logic for the event action. This subtask
is performed with the Action Diagram tool.

The following table lists tasks to fine-tune the interface.

Task Primary Subtasks

Test the flow of user tasks from window to window. Decide which windows open or close which other windows.
Test the flow from window to window.

Refine the overall appearance of the interface. Verify the implementation of any application-wide standards.
Verify the use of tool bars and status bars.
Rearrange the controls in a manner that satisfies the object/action
flow in which a user performs tasks.
Group-related controls together.
Disable controls where appropriate.
Create or update any bitmap images to use as objects.
Verify the choices for the font and the foreground and background
colors for windows, dialogs, and controls.

Designing a Terminal-Based Interface
A screen is a terminal-based interface, one that the user interacts with the system using a thin client or a PC with a
terminal emulation.

In an online environment, the primary visual layouts are screens and windows. A window is one of the graphical objects
that are used by the type of interface called graphical user interface. GUIs provide great flexibility and user-controlled
actions. The system drives the dialog of the user and restricts options of the menus provide. The work pattern for the user
is system-controlled procedural tasks.

GUI-based applications let the user drive the screen. Terminal-based interfaces offer the user predetermined routes and
restrict input.

Each screen provides the user interface for one procedure step or single-step procedure. When you design a screen, you
are creating a visual layout of the import and export views of a specific procedure step that was defined using the Dialog
Design tool.

You create a screen using the Screen Design tool.

You design screens only for online procedure steps. You do not design screens for batch procedure steps. The primary
visual layout in a batch environment is not a screen or window, but rather a report.

NOTE
Batch is only available on MVS.

Design Objectives

When you design terminal-based interfaces using the Screen Design tool, your objectives are as shown next:

• Create screens that are easy to read and consistent across the business system
• Make the steps that the user must follow clear and easy to implement
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Prerequisites

Before you begin designing screens, you must have either completed or have an understanding of certain tasks. However,
the specific task list and its contents can vary, depending on the information engineering techniques of the life cycle being
used.

As you begin your screen design tasks, you can use the list of prerequisite tasks that follows to help you get started. As
you gain experience in designing blockmode screens for your application, you may choose to use this list as it is, delete
some of these tasks, or add others.

This getting started list consists of the following tasks:

• An understanding of the tasks that the user intends to perform with the application. The tasks are determined from
previous phases of development, such as life-cycle analysis using the Entity Life-Cycle Analysis tool

• A data model defined with the Data Model tool, Data Model List tool, or the Data Model Browser tool
• One or more procedures that are defined with the Dialog Design tool
• Views for one or more procedures that are defined in procedure synthesis using the Dialog Design tool
• A business system defined with the Business System Definition tool

Types of Screen Objects

Two types of objects you can define during screen design:

• Screens
• Screen templates

A screen is the view of the system for the user. Each online procedure step that is created in dialog design is associated
with one screen.

A screen template is a definition of a part of a screen, typically a part that you may want repeated in the same position on
many or all screens such as the name of your business. Because it can be used repeatedly, a template saves design time.
It also gives screens uniformity.

Design Components in Screens and Templates

Screens contain the following design components:

• field
• literal
• prompt
• special field
• template

Templates contain the following design components:

• literal
• prompt
• special field

Fields are specific to a particular procedure step, since they are mapped to the attribute view of a procedure step. Since
templates can be shared by many screens (and therefore, many procedure steps), templates do not support fields.

Screen Design Components

The following list describes the functions of the major components that you create and modify in the process of designing
a screen:
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• A field implements import and export data views. A single screen that is associated with each procedure step is
responsible for providing data to its import view and displaying data from its export view. As a designer, you can use
each field on the screen to implement both an import and an export view of an attribute.

NOTE
Before you begin to add fields to screens, be sure you understand the relationship between screen fields and
import and export data views.

• A literal is information that does not change such as the title appearing at the top of a screen. Presented as text,
number, or symbol, a literal represents itself rather than a reference to something else.

• A prompt is a label for a field or a special field. A prompt is placed close to the field with which it is associated.
• A special field reflects a special attribute that is not derived from business requirements but is introduced

during system design for a specific purpose. Examples of special fields are user IDs, timestamps, transaction codes,
and system error messages.

• A template can also be part of a screen. It can consist of literals, prompts, and special fields.

How to Create a Terminal-Based Interface

To create screens or templates, you use the Screen Design option of the Design tool to perform the necessary tasks and
subtasks. The tasks can be divided into the following broad categories:

• Create templates and screens step by step
• Create screens automatically
• Fine-tune the interface

NOTE
If you plan to use templates, build them first. Then build the screens in which you plan to use them.

The following tables illustrate various tasks and subtasks.

The following table lists the tasks to create templates, step by step.

Step Task Subtasks to Consider

1. Open a new template. Define the template name.
In the Description field, define how and
where this template is used throughout the
business system.

2. Add a literal. Determine whether to use defaults for
properties.
Add literal properties.
Determine positioning.

3. Add a special field. Determine whether to use defaults for
properties.
Add a prompt.
Add prompt properties.
Determine the field display length.
Add field display properties.
Add error display properties.
Determine fill character.
Define edit pattern.
Add Help ID.
Determine positioning.

4. Copy a literal. Determine positioning.
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The following table lists the tasks to create the screens step by step.

Step Task Subtasks to Consider

1. Use a template in a screen. Delete any unwanted literals or special
fields that are contained in template.

2. Add a field. Define import view.
Add a prompt.
Add prompt properties.
Determine the field display length.
Add field display properties.
Add error display properties.
Determine fill character.
Define the edit pattern.
Add Help ID.
Determine positioning.

3. Add a literal. Determine whether to use defaults for
properties.
Add literal properties.
Determine positioning.

4. Add a special field. Determine whether to use defaults for
properties.
Add a prompt.
Add prompt properties.
Determine the field display length.
Add field display properties.
Add error display properties.
Determine fill character.
Define edit pattern.
Add Help ID.
Determine positioning.

5. Copy a literal or repeating group. Determine positioning.

6. Describe a screen. Include descriptions of source and
destination procedure steps.

7. Specify screen properties. Define the screen name (changing the
name changes the name of the associated
procedure step and action block).
Define Help ID.
Determine whether to enable scrolling.
Define whether unused occurrences are
protected or unprotected.
Define top on display-first return.
Describe the screen.

8. View in different display modes None.

9. Run prototyping None.

The following table lists the task to create a screen automatically.

Task Subtasks to Consider

Create a screen automatically. None.
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The following table lists the tasks to fine-tune an interface.

Task Screens Templates Subtasks to Consider

Assign commands to function
keys.

x x Define whether the message
type is Standard or Default.
Check reserved command
names before assigning a
command name.

Access view maintenance x Define whether any attributes
must be deleted.

Center a screen object x x None.

Change the name of the screen
or template.

x x None.

Delete an object. x x None.

Delete an unused prompt. x x None.

Specify whether to display
function keys and commands on
generated screens.

x None.

Move an object. x x None.

Redefine an object. x x None.

Redefine a literal. x x Reposition literal after changing
text.

Dialog Design Tool
The dialog flow between client and server procedures can pass commands and data as in any other dialog flow.

Processing logic is often divided between hardware platforms. This lets you best use the processing power of each
platform and to limit the quantity of data transferred over a network. This division requires separate procedures for the
client and server components.

Identify Client and Server Procedures

After you identify the initial procedures on the DLG, you must decompose these into client and server procedures (called
client-to-server mapping). This mapping can take several forms, as the following bullets show. The last three bullets
correspond to a style of client/server applications that are called the distributed process style.

• One Client Procedure: No Server Procedures
This mapping assumes that all processing is performed on the client, with data stored remotely on a server or
locally on a client, and accessed directly from the client procedure using a DBMS to obtain data from the server. The
advantage of this mapping is that all the processing is in one place and maintenance is easier.

• One Client Procedure: One Server Procedure
With this mapping, the client and server procedures are seen as closely coupled pairs. The server procedure is
developed specifically to serve the needs of the client. The client procedure is developed specifically to receive the
data provided by the server procedure.
You can conveniently define this mapping as two procedure steps of the same procedure. The client procedure is the
first step so that other client procedures can flow to it. Using two procedure steps of the same procedure, however,
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keeps other client procedures from accessing the server procedure step. The flow can go only to the first step of the
multiple-step procedure.

• One Client Procedure: Many Server Procedures
This mapping implies a multifunctional client procedure being serviced by many server procedures. This makes the
server procedures relatively simple and individually easy to maintain. However, the client procedure may become more
complex and the DLG is more complicated.
You may find it more convenient to define this group of procedures as procedure steps of the same procedure. The
client procedure is the first step and the server procedures are the following steps. With such a definition, other client
procedures cannot access the server procedure steps.

• Many Client Procedures: Many Server Procedures
In this mapping, the functionality of each server procedure is implemented to be reusable by many client procedures.
Reusability in this case may result in complex server procedures and complex client procedures. On the DLG, each
server must be a procedure (not a procedure step). Reusability might be better achieved with reusable action blocks.

Define Client/Server Flows

The following figure shows what occurs as control flows from a client procedure to a server procedure and back.

After a distributed process has been split into client and server procedures, you must add flows between the procedures.
Flows to a server are defined to connect client procedures to the information processes, which are implemented as server
procedures. The flows must always return and are defined as links. Maintenance of both client and server logic is simpler
if few dialog links between a client and server are defined. For instance, add, change, and delete requests must ideally be
on one flow, not three.

One starting place is to first add dialog flows between the client procedures that implement user tasks. The server links
are in addition to the client dialog flows. The users must not be able to tell when the client is accessing the server, so you
can think of these additional flows as being invisible to the user.

Link flows must be used to join client and server procedures; transfer flows cannot be used. The link flow works in the
following manner:

• When the client procedure completes execution an appropriate exit state is set and control is passed along the link
flow to a server procedure. The properties of the link flow must be Execute First on arriving at the server (the server
procedure has no display that is associated with it).

• When the server procedure completes execution an exit state that causes a return must be set in the procedure logic.
Control is then always passed back to the calling client procedure.

Exit States

The Returns On flow supports any of the termination actions for exit states (normal, rollback, abort) and any of the exit
state message types (none, informational, warning, error). Exit state messages that are associated with the server
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procedures return to the client component and are displayed. One exception to this is if you specify a message type of
none and specify a message text. The message is not returned for a message type of none that has message text.

Only data or a command may be passed along a flow. The value of the exit state cannot be tested by the client procedure
logic.

Exit states that cause a flow for Returns On are optional. If not used, flow returns to the client procedure when the server
procedure completes execution. This is no different from the behavior of any procedure.

The flow property must be set to Execute First on return. This ensures that the client procedure is always executed again
to interpret the result of the server procedure execution.

Data in Flows

Data is normally passed in both directions along the flow. View matching on the flow specifies that the data that is needed
by the receiving procedure is passed between a client and a server procedure. A well-designed client/server application
must minimize network traffic. When you match views on a flow, move only essential information between the two
procedures.

The data to be passed along a flow is defined using view matching. By introducing a work attribute view in the server
procedure and a corresponding view in the client procedure, you can return the server procedure execution status to the
client procedure for interpretation. The interpretation is performed by a CASE OF statement in the client procedure.

Summary of Requirements

The procedures and flows on the DLG must meet certain requirements for a distributed process application:

• Client procedures must be designated as online.
• Client procedures can flow to other client procedures or to server procedures.
• Flows from client procedures to server procedures must be links. The flow must return to the client.
• The link from a client procedure to a server procedure must be set to Execute First.
• Server procedures must be designated as online with no display.
• Server procedures can be subdivided into procedure steps, but the flow from a client procedure must go to the first

step of the server procedure.
• The server procedure must set an exit state to return control to the client procedure at the end of a server procedure

execution.
• When data is to be sent or returned across a link, you must map the information views on both the client and server

procedures to one another with view matching.

Recommendations

In addition to the requirements, certain tips can help the design of your DLG:

• Generally, use as few dialog flows as possible between a client and a server. For example, add, change, and delete
requests must be on one flow, not three. The client application can set the command to CURRENT on the flow to
the server application. The logic in the server Application Tests the CASE OF COMMAND to determine which action
to take. The reverse can happen on the return flow. In some situations, individual flows may be more efficient on a
network because you pass only required data.

• Include the word client or server (or an abbreviation for them) as part of your procedure name, perhaps as a suffix.
This helps you visually identify the two types on the DLG and during packaging.

How to Add Distributed Process to an Existing Model
This article provides information for how to add distributed process to an existing model. With Gen Toolsets, you can
modify an existing model and can add the distributed process style.
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You can continue to use the existing application as you phase in the distributed process application. The action blocks in
the existing model are reusable in the distributed process application.

This section explains how to add the distributed process style to a terminal-based (blockmode) application, but the
principles also apply to converting a GUI application.

The following details the main tasks that are required for converting an existing application to a distributed process
application:

• Create a separate business system
• Create the server procedure steps
• Copy the PrAD logic from the terminal-based PrADs
• Create the client procedure steps
• Modify the DLG
• Modify the client PrADs
• Modify the server PrADs
• Create the client user interface
• Package the application
• Generate/install the application

These tasks represent a fast way to convert an existing terminal-based application (preferably a small application). The
intent is for you to create quickly a distributed process application that works. This lets you begin exploring client/server
computing as soon as possible. Fast, however, does not necessarily mean best. Any redesign of an application must take
into account all the information that is discussed in the Designing Client Server Applications. Even so, the knowledge that
is gained from a quick conversion is beneficial to the future design work.

Typically, a terminal-based application contains online procedure steps. The procedure steps are associated with
screens, which use function keys to invoke commands. The commands are interpreted by the PrADs through a CASE OF
COMMAND structure.

The following figure shows an example of a terminal-based procedure.

Create a Business System

Create a separate business system for the distributed process application. The same business system must contain both
the client and server components of the application.

Including both in the same business system provides the following benefits:
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• Avoids flows across business systems which can make subsetting cumbersome.
• Flows between procedure steps can be verified more easily.
• Load module packaging is not possible across business systems.

Create the Server Procedure Steps

Server procedure steps contain the code that is used to execute the business logic that is contained in the corresponding
blockmode procedure steps.

1. Access the Dialog Design tool.
2. Create the server procedure steps for the DLG based on the ones for the terminal-based application.

You may find it easier to read from a list as you add the procedure steps for the distributed process application. Several
reports, such as the reports for online packaging and procedure definitions, list the procedure step names.

NOTE
We recommend that you add the word server, or some designation that indicates a server, to the procedure step
name.

Copy the PrAD Logic

Now that you have a DLG for the distributed process application, you must copy the PrADs from the terminal-based
application.

1. Open the business system for the terminal-based application.
2. Select the Action Diagram tool.
3. Open a PrAD that you want to copy.
4. Open the business system for the distributed process application.
5. Select the Action Diagram tool. You now have two windows open for the Action Diagram tool.
6. Open the corresponding server PrAD.
7. Select all lines of the logic in the terminal-based PrAD. Do not include the views.
8. Select the blank line below the views in the distributed process PrAD.
9. Select XCOPY from the Edit menu to copy the logic from the terminal-based PrAD to the distributed process PrAD.

The views get copied also.
10. Repeat steps 3 and 6 through 9 for each PrAD that you must copy from the terminal-based application to the

distributed process application. When finished, close the Action Diagram tool for the terminal-based application.

Create the Client Procedure Steps

Client procedure steps mimic the user interaction that the current screens facilitate. Logic in these procedure steps are
limited to interaction with the user and calls to the server procedure steps.

1. Access the Dialog Design tool.
2. Copy each server procedure step to create a client procedure step.

NOTE
We recommend that you add the word client, or some designation that indicates a client, to the procedure step
name.

Modify the DLG

In Dialog Design, the flows that currently exist between screened procedure steps are duplicated between the newly
created client procedure steps. This allows the flow of the application from the user interaction point of view to be the
same as it was before.

1. Select each server procedure step and set the step properties to online with no display.
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NOTE
The client procedure steps must already be set to online with display, so you do not have to change the step
properties.

2. Join each client procedure step to its corresponding server procedure step with a link.
3. Set the Flows On property to an exit state of FLOW_TO_SERVER. Set the command to Current.

Modify the Client PrADs

For each of the client component PrADs, complete the following steps.

1. Select all lines of logic in the PrAD, except for initial statements that move imports to exports.
2. Delete the lines of logic.
3. Add logic that sets an exit state of FLOW_TO_SERVER and then escapes.

You want the current command to get passed to the server procedure step. The server procedure step already has a
CASE OF COMMAND structure to handle the command.

4. Increase the cardinality of the repeating group views.
GUI client PrADs can handle more data than PrADs for terminal-based screens. A terminal-based screen is limited to
25 lines. Windows and dialogs can have numerous scrolling list boxes, drop down lists, and so on.

Modify the Server PrADs

For each of the server component PrADs, complete the following steps.

1. Delete all logic pertaining to the user interface, such as MAKE statements.
2. Retain the USE statements that use action blocks dealing with database manipulation.

Create the Client GUI

Select the Window Design functionality in the Navigation Diagram tool and create the windows and dialogs for the client
procedure steps. You can convert a procedure step into a window or dialog based on its views. In the Window Design tool,
the conversion process is called transformation. You access transformation from the Window Selection pop-up.

The conversion can create a window or dialog that serves as a good starting place depending on the type of functionality
provided by the procedure step. For example, a procedure step that performs only relatively simple processing, such as
an add capability, in the terminal-based application converts well. A procedure step that is associated with a selection list
on a screen and with dialog flows does not transform as well. You may want to convert the client procedure steps and
check the results. You can delete the ones that do not convert to your satisfaction and build those as required for the
design of your user interface.

Package and Generate the Application
Information about packaging, generating/installing, and testing a distributed process application is discussed in detail in
the Workstation Construction.

Package the distributed process business system for local testing and for production (the target platform). For local
testing, package the application for window packaging. Package the client and the server procedure steps as GUI load
modules.

Generate and install the distributed process application for local testing. Test the application. After you complete local
testing, generate and install the application for the target platforms. The server component on the host platform can run
concurrently with the terminal-based application. The same action block logic can access a common database.

The following figure shows reusable action blocks for different types of applications.
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Deploying Changes

After you install the distributed process application, revisions to it have to be redeployed. This can involve the
client component, server component, or both. Deploying changes to a distributed process application has several
considerations. For more information about deployment, see the  Designing Applications in Client-Server .

Database Design Team Tasks
Database design involves creating a relational database definition from the Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD).

The ERD is the conceptual data model. The database design team usually involves the following members:

• Application development team
• Database specialists

The involvement in the database design can vary greatly for each audience. For example, one primary goal of the design
team is to create an application with which the team can perform unit testing. The design team, at least initially, needs only
a database design that can be generated and installed. The design team is less concerned with fine-tuning the database
or with optimizing performance.

After completing unit testing and other areas of testing, the design team then must fine-tune the database and optimize its
performance. This is often when a database specialist assists the design team. The database specialist looks in detail at
the logical and physical definitions for the database.

Since different audiences have different roles concerning database design, the audiences tend to use different tools in the
Design Toolset.
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Database Specialist Tasks

The database specialist is primarily concerned with the following tools:

• Data Structure List
• Technical Design Defaults
• Data Store List
• Referential Integrity Process

For more information about these tools and the tasks that are related to them, see the Toolset Help.

Design Team Tasks

The design team, to reach unit testing, is most concerned with the Transformation and Retransformation Tools. In
addition, the design team may want to modify defaults with the Technical Design Defaults tool.

As development progresses, the design team must transform specific pieces of the data model as the data model
changes. Incremental retransformation is used for this. In general, transformation is performed the first time and
retransformation is performed thereafter as needed.

The physical database definition that is created when the data model is transformed does not contain a dynamic link to
the data model. This means that the design team can continue to change the data model without impacting the technical
design. Changes may be made to the Data Structure List without affecting the data model. Changes to the Data Structure
List are lost if a subsequent transformation is performed on the data model.

Initial Transformation Tasks

The design team has two primary tasks to perform the initial transformation:

1. Establish technical design defaults
2. Invoke the transformation

Technical Design Defaults
Technical design defaults provide control over the database definition that is created during the transformation process.

In general, the design team does not need to adjust the technical design defaults. The defaults are sufficient to produce
a database definition that can be generated and installed. The default values produce the data definition language (DDL)
necessary for structured query language (SQL) generation and installation. Most of the defaults relate to specifics of the
database management system being used and must be reviewed with a database specialist before being implemented in
other environments.

Technical Design provides support for the following DBMS types:

• DB2 z/OS
• DB2 UDB
• JDBC
• MS/SQL
• ODBC/ADO.NET
• ORACLE
• SQL/MP

For more information about changing the defaults in the Technical Design Properties pop-up, see the Toolset Help.
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Transformation

Transformation is the process of creating a data structure diagram (DSD) based on the ERD. You access the DSD
through the combination of the Data Structure List and Data Store List Tools.

The DSD consists of data structure objects (tables, indexes) and data store objects (databases, tablespaces,
indexspaces). Based on the data objects of the DSD, the DDL is created during Generation.

Before performing transformation, Gen runs a consistency check against the data model. If any portion of the data model
is incomplete or inconsistent, the transformation fails. The design team can either correct the errors in the data model and
then transform again, or manually transform parts of the data model that were consistent. Manual transformation involves
using the Data Structure List tool and requires more work from you than when Gen performs transformation.

Gen transforms a data model in the following way:

• Each entity type in the data model is implemented as a table.
• Each attribute in the data model is implemented as a column.
• Each relationship with a cardinality of 1:1 or 1:M is implemented as a foreign key. A foreign key is a collection of one or

more columns in one table that is used to identify another table.
• Identifiers are implemented as indexes.
• Foreign keys (implementing relationships) are placed in indexes.
• Data set sizes are calculated from entity type and relationship properties (maximum number of occurrences, and so

forth).
• Names of tables and columns are determined in this way:

– If the entity type (being implemented as a table) or attribute (being implemented as a column) has a Data Structure
List name, it is used.

– If there is no Data Structure List name, the entity type or attribute name is used.
– If the resulting name is a reserved word in the selected database management system, the name is modified

slightly by Gen.
– All tables are placed in a single database.

NOTE

• The characters in the table name are not verified for validity on the target DBMS OS system. The designer
must ensure that any invalid characters generated in table or row names are replaced with valid character
sequences. This can be done by defining a valid sequence of characters for the TD name of the entities and
attributes or by replacing the generated TD names in the Data Structure List with valid characters sequences.

• Technical Design has been changed to allow longer generic names for tables, columns, indexes, and
constraints. A model can fail DDL installation if the model was not transformed or specialized for the target
DBMS. Therefore, we recommend specializing the Technical Design for the target DBMS before generating
and installing the DDL.

Retransformation

Retransformation automates the process of reconciling changes in the ERD to the DSD. Retransformation selectively
updates the DSD after the ERD has been changed. The DSD is left intact and only those ERD objects that changed in
such a way to leave the DSD inconsistent with the ERD are implemented again. This preserves any customizing you may
have done on the DSD, such as changes to table sizes, and eliminates the need to delete and add a DSD table again to
make changes.

It is intended for use when you are in a DSD maintenance mode. If there is no DSD or you do not want to preserve the
existing one, a transformation serves you better.

Retransformation uses Consistency Check rules to detect differences between the ERD and DSD. A rule violation
is required to trigger retransformation. Simply changing the name of an entity type in the ERD does not cause
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retransformation but making a structural change, such as adding an entity type, does. Deletes in the ERD do not result in
any retransformation changes because they are immediately applied to the DSD.

Before performing retransformation, check the technical design defaults. Even though all databases are checked for
consistency, the default database that is specified is the one to which the retransformation adds any new tables or
tablespaces. If you change the default owner ID between retransformations, the result is some tables are qualified by
the new ID and some by the prior ID. This is because retransformation reconciles changes in the ERD to the DSD, not
changes between one setting of defaults and another setting of defaults.

The retransformation pop-up lets you select which objects are retransformed. You can use the options to select the type of
retransformation, and to limit the scope of the retransformation and the RI process to implement.

Type of Retransformation

You can use the following options to select the type of retransformation:

• Synchronize TD With Data Model causes changes in the data model to be implemented in the technical design.
• Specialize TD for Current DBMS causes each entity type in the TD to be specialized to the current DBMS.

Scope of Unimplemented Entity Type Implementation

The following options let you manage the scope of the retransformation:

• All causes every unimplemented entity type that is found in the ERD to be implemented in the default database. The
process updates all tables, indexes, and constraints.

• Mandatory and Identifying Relationships refer to relationships. This option implements any unimplemented entity types
that are related to an implemented entity type through identifying or mandatory relationships.

• Identifying Relationships Only implements unimplemented entity types that identify implemented entity types.
• None does not implement any unimplemented entity types but causes changes to existing DSD objects to be

processed.

Scope of RI Process

The following options let you manage the scope of the RI process:

• All selects any unimplemented relationships in the data model to be implemented in the RI process.
• None selects any implemented entity with changed relationships in the data model to be implemented in the RI

process. No unimplemented relationships are selected.

Retransformation Reports

The following reports might contain the results of a retransformation. The reports are created only if information is
available to report.

• Implementation -- This report is generated when no violations of Consistency Check rules are found. The report lists
what Consistency Check errors were found.

• Cleanup -- Retransformation takes care of certain situations for you such as calculating missing space allocations. If a
VCAT name is missing, the VCAT name in the DSD default panel is used. This report lists these types of changes that
are performed by Gen tools.

• Protection Errors -- This report lists if an action cannot be taken because an object is checked out in another subset.
• Unimplemented Objects -- This report lists entity types and relationships that are not implemented. This report

may appear if you do not select the All option. However, inconsistent entity types and relationships that cannot be
implemented in the DSL also appear on this report.

For more information, see the following information:
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• Designing Action Diagrams
• Administrating the Host Encyclopedia
• Online help for the Data Structure List, Data Store List, Technical Design Properties, and Referential Integrity Process

Tools

Procedure Definition and Dialog Design
The flow between procedure steps is known as a dialog and is represented in a Dialog Flow Diagram (DLG).

A procedure describes how a business conducts its activities and consists of one or more procedure steps.

The DLG describes the interactions between a user and the generated business system. In an online environment, users
interact with the system through screens, windows, or dialogs. In a batch environment, users interact with the system
through reports and connections to data outside of Gen software.

When you use the Dialog Design tool, inputs to the DLG are as shown next:

• Elementary processes defined during a previous phase of development
• Procedures added to the DLG
• Flows added to connect procedure steps
• Commands set to invoke a procedure
• Function keys assigned to invoke commands

Dialog Flow Diagram

In the DLG, a procedure appears as a horizontal bar with vertical end posts. Horizontal bars without end posts represent
procedure steps. Dialog flows appear as vertical magenta arrows indicating direction. Arrows without loops represent one-
directional transfers, while arrows with loops represent two-directional links.

The portion of the DLG where the procedure names appear is a fixed size (you can think of it as a window). The portion of
the names you see depends on the Zoom level. The procedure bars are also in their own window. In a complex DLG, this
window can be wide. To see the entire diagram, scroll the diagram portion using the bottom scroll bar.

The Gen code generator uses the DLG to build a dialog control program. This program manages the data flow logic and
the sequence of screens or windows in an application.

NOTE
For more information about dialog design tasks and concepts, see the Toolset Help.

Prerequisites to Using the Dialog Design Tool

Invoke Gen and open an existing model before using the Dialog Design tool.

Build a Dialog Flow Diagram

To build a DLG, you create procedures, procedure steps, and dialog flows.

Create Procedures

To create a procedure, use the Edit and Add Procedure commands, or use the Copy command to create a procedure from
an existing one.

Ordinarily, you create procedures to implement processes that result from Analysis. You also can create procedures
(called designer-added procedures) that improve the implementation of the business system, but are not a result of
Analysis. The most common example of a designer-added procedure is a menu that calls other procedures, each of which
implements one or more processes.
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NOTE
When a designer-added procedure is required to perform CREATE, READ, UPDATE, or DELETE actions on an
entity type, it indicates that an elementary process was not defined during Analysis. You can generate Create,
Read, Update, and Delete logic automatically using Procedure Synthesis. Review the activity model before
adding a designer-added procedure that performs Create, Read, Update, or Delete.

Add a Procedure

To add a procedure, select its location and assign it a unique name. The name must identify the work that the procedure
accomplishes. Most often, procedures are named with a verb, indicating the action, and a noun, identifying an entity type
or an attribute. For example, if the procedure is designed for customer maintenance, enter a name such as MAINTAIN
CUSTOMERS.

When naming procedures and procedure steps for client/server applications, indicate whether the procedure is processed
in the client or server environment. For example: MAINTAIN CUSTOMERS CLIENT and MAINTAIN CUSTOMERS
SERVER.

Adding Client and Server to the procedure name helps the person, responsible for load module packaging, distinguish
procedures for the client environment from procedures for the server environment.

When a procedure is added, it can be set to online or batch implementation. If you choose batch, the procedure name
displays with batch in parentheses.

In a client/server application, client procedures must be set to online with display. Server procedures must be set to online
with no display.

Perform Procedure Synthesis

To perform Procedure Synthesis, choose the action blocks (Analysis processes) and commands for each procedure to
implement.

NOTE
For more information about procedure synthesis, see Designing Action Diagrams.

Create Procedure Steps

Create procedure steps using the Edit and Add Procedure Step commands, or the Copy command. Each procedure
contains at least one procedure step.

A procedure step is a subdivision of a procedure. Procedures with only one step are called single-step procedures. Create
more than one step for a procedure when the contents of the data views of a single-step procedure are too large to fit on a
single screen.

Add a Procedure Step

When you add a procedure to the DLG, Gen software adds it as a single-step procedure. When a procedure contains
more than one step, the DLG distinguishes the procedure from the procedure steps.

The procedure is represented by a horizontal line with a vertical line at each end. Each procedure step is represented
by a horizontal line without a vertical line at the end. The procedure steps appear immediately below the procedure.
Gen software assigns the procedure name to the first procedure step. If desired, you can change the name of the first
procedure step using the Detail or Step Properties actions. You assign a unique name to the second step and all other
steps that you add to the procedure.

The following figure shows a procedure and procedure step names. The Cancel Purchase procedure contains two
procedure steps: Cancel Purchase and Cancel Line.
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The following figure shows a procedure with two procedure steps:

Procedure steps assume the type of implementation (online or batch) of the parent procedure.

Detail a Procedure Step

Using the Detail action, you can do the following tasks:

• Describe a procedure step.
• Specify the type of online procedure step (with display or without display).
• Define or redefine information views.
• Assign PF keys/commands and display them on screens. This task applies only to online procedures that are

associated with screens.
• Specify dialog flows for the procedure step.
• Define how Gen accesses unformatted (clear screen) input.

Each of these topics is described under the corresponding heading.

Describe a Procedure Step

Using the Detail and Properties actions, type a brief description of the nature of the procedure step and its relationships to
other steps.

Specify the Type of Online Procedure Step

Using the Detail and Step Properties actions, specify which of the following options is appropriate for an online procedure
step:

• with display
• no display

When an application is designed for local processing, all online procedure steps can be set to with display or no display.
When no display is selected, the online procedure step sometimes is referred to as a background online transaction.

When an application is designed for client/server processing, only online client procedure steps can be set to with display.
Online client and online server procedure steps can be set to no display. These guidelines reflect the characteristics of a
client/server application:

• User interface is handled only by client procedure steps
• Processing can be handled by client and/or server procedure steps

Specifying whether a procedure step is executed with display affects dialog flows, exit states, and clear screen input or
unformatted data.

Online procedure steps with no display:

• Are required for all server procedure steps in a client/server application.
• Permit dialog flows to and from other online procedure steps when the application is designed for local processing.
• Are the destination of link dialog flows and require the Returns On exit state.
• Cannot receive clear screen input (unformatted data) from the previous procedure step.

Online procedure steps with display:
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• Are permitted for all client procedure steps in a client/server application.
• Allow dialog flows to and from all procedure steps when the application is designed for local processing.
• Permit dialog flow links from client procedures to server procedures.

Define or Redefine Information Views

Using the View Maintenance option in the Detail pull-down list, you can define or redefine the information views of the
procedure step.

NOTE
For more information about restrictions, see Designing Action Diagrams.

Assign PF Keys/Commands and Display Them on Screens

Assigning commands to function keys expedites invoking commands. The PF Key Definitions pop-up window lists the
function keys. By selecting a function key and Props, you display the list of commands that are defined in Business
System Defaults. Commands that you select when setting system defaults apply to all procedure steps in the business
system. When you add a command using the Dialog Design tool, its type is Local, which means that is in effect only for
the particular procedure step. The Key Properties pop-up window lets you choose whether to display the key assignment
on the PF Key line.

The function key commands set in System Defaults are defined as either Standard or Default. In a procedure step you can
override default commands, but you cannot override standard commands.

Specify Dialog Flows for the Procedure Step

Specifying dialog flows is basically the same for procedures and procedure steps.

Define Clear Screen Input

Clear Screen Input lets you pass unformatted input to the procedure without displaying its empty formatted screen.

You cannot pass unformatted input to procedure steps without screens. To enter unformatted input on a clear screen,
you must enter a transaction code followed by a list of parameters that are separated by the appropriate string and
parameter delimiters. Business System Defaults contain the string and parameter delimiters that are defined for your
system. By entering this data, you specify how the dialog manager of Gen interprets the data that follows the transaction
code on clear screen execution and passes that data to the import views of the procedure step. The transaction code is
required by teleprocessing monitors (for example, IMS and CICS) to identify the programs that are required to execute the
procedure step.

The Clear Screen Input option can help you reduce execution costs and time by providing a short cut to invoking and
using a procedure. In addition, experienced users can employ this option to allow a program that is generated outside Gen
to access a program generated using Gen software.

The parameter list can be defined by keyword. Keywords are labels that identify the parameter and must be accompanied
by the parameter data that is enclosed in delimiters.

Example:

 <trancode> NAME'John Doe',NUMBER'123-45-6789'

 

<trancode>
Identifies the transaction code, single quotes represent the string separator.

comma (,)
Identifies the parameter delimiters.
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NOTE
NAME and NUMBER are keywords. If spaces are not selected as the parameter delimiter, they are ignored in
the clear screen input data stream.

The keyword can be the prompt that accompanies the field on the screen with which the procedure step is associated
or some other label that can be associated with the field. All keywords must be unique. When you use keywords, the
parameters that are entered at a clear screen do not need to be in the same order as the parameter list defined for the
screen.

For example, the following two clear screen inputs are acceptable:

<trancode> NAME'John Doe',NUMBER'123-45-6789'

<trancode> NUMBER'123-45-6789',NAME'John Doe'

 

Keywords are case sensitive and cannot contain delimiters. However, you can append symbols. For example, if you
append an equal sign (=) to the keyword NAME, the equal sign functions as a keyword delimiter. Using the example
presented here, the result is NAME=John Doe.

If you do not define parameters with a keyword, you must enter the parameters at a clear screen in the same order as
they are defined in the list. You can also combine keywords with parameters that are ordered by position in the list.

Combining Keyword and Positional Parameters

If you mix parameters with a keyword and positional input, you must be aware of this rule. Positional input counts its
position relative to other positional inputs. The following three examples illustrate the rule.

Example 1:

The clear screen input is acceptable when the employee number (201289), division number (6), and cost center number
(739) are the first, second, and third items, respectively, in the parameter list.

<trancode> 201289,6,739

 

Example 2:

If you add a keyword to the second item (DIV=6), and leave the other items unchanged, you create an error of conflicting
unformatted input.

<trancode> 201289,DIV=6,739

 

Although the first positional parameter is still first, the cost center parameter (739) is now the second positional input field,
not the third as it is in the parameter list.

Example 3:

To prevent the error shown in Example 2, code a second comma after the division parameter, as follows:

<trancode> 201289,DIV=6,,739

 

The second comma acts as the second positional parameter. It also makes the cost center the third positional parameter,
as it is in the parameter list.

Define Input

When you select Clear Screen Input, you use the menus to define how the dialog manager of Gen interprets the
unformatted data. Perform the following tasks to define the input:
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• Have Gen initialize the input text-look in the import view of the procedure step and select all non-repeating group
import views (unformatted input is not supported for repeating group views).

• Add import views individually by selecting Edit, Add Import.
• Select keywords for the import view.
• Map data to Gen special field Command.

NOTE
After a list of parameters is selected, you can delete or rearrange items on the list.

Create Dialog Flows

This article provides information to Create Dialog Flows. A dialog flow represents the movement and transfer of system
control between procedure steps.

The dialog flow for a client/server application illustrates the passing of control from the client environment to the server
environment and back to the client environment.

Dialog flows can occur within a business system (internal flows) or between business systems (external flows) within the
same model. A dialog flow can usually originate from any procedure step, but must go into the first procedure step of the
destination procedure. A dialog flow originating from a server procedure step can flow only to another step within that
same server procedure. A flow cannot originate with a server procedure step and flow to client procedure step.

In the DLG, a flow is represented by a vertical arrow between procedures. The arrow indicates the direction and
movement of control from one procedure step to another.

There are two types of dialog flows-a transfer and a link. Each type is represented by a different arrow on the DLG.

Transfer

A transfer is a type of flow in which control and, optionally, data pass from one procedure step to another.

In the DLG, the transfer of control is represented by an arrow pointing to the destination procedure or procedure step. The
arrow has a flat end.

Link

A link is a type of flow in which control and, optionally, data pass from a source procedure step to a destination procedure
step, and back to the source procedure step.

The destination procedure step returns control to the source when the destination procedure step is complete. Data
also may be passed to the source procedure step when control returns. In addition, all data that is known to the source
procedure step when it originally executes is saved and made available after the destination procedure completes and
returns control.

In the DLG, the link and return to a procedure step is represented by an arrow with a circle at the end. The arrow points to
the destination procedure or procedure step. The circle indicates that control can return to the originating procedure.

In a client/server application, the dialog flows from client procedures to server procedures must be links. Links are
required to ensure that system control returns to the client when server processing is complete.

Link and transfer arrows on the DLG point up and down to illustrate the transfer of control. The DLG groups all arrows
flowing from one procedure or procedure step. If the procedure step is near the top of the diagram, the arrows flowing
from the step appear on the left side. If the procedure step is near the bottom of the diagram, the arrows flowing from the
procedure appear on the right side.

Dialog Flows for Online and Batch Procedures

You can create dialog flows for online and batch procedures. The following restrictions exist with batch procedures:
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• You cannot connect a batch procedure or any of its steps to another procedure
• Only transfers are allowed
• Transfers to a prior procedure step are not allowed (forward or self-referencing transfers only)

Both online and batch procedure steps can be joined to themselves (known as a self-referencing transfer or link). This
feature lets you control the checkpointing frequency of your database tables. Online procedure steps can have self-
referencing links and transfers. Batch procedure steps can have self-referencing transfers but not self-referencing links.

Dialog flows are permitted to and from online procedure steps without screens.

NOTE
Batch is only available on MVS.

Dialog Flow Example

The following figure shows a DLG with the following types of internal flows from online and batch procedures:

• A transfer between two online procedure steps
– (PROC STEPS 1 and 3)

• A link between two online procedure steps
– (PROC STEPS 2 and 3)

• An online procedure with a self-referencing transfer
– (PROC STEP 3)

• An online procedure with a self-referencing link
– (PROC STEP 4)

• A batch procedure with a self-referencing transfer
– (PROC STEP 6)

Dialog Flows and Client/Server Applications

In an application designed for client/server processing, the following restrictions apply:
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• Client procedures must be designated as online.
• Client procedures can flow to other client procedures or to server procedures.
• Flows from client procedures to server procedures must be links. The flow must return to the client.
• The link from a client procedure to a server procedure must be set to Execute First.
• Server procedures must be designated as online with no display.
• Server procedures can be subdivided into procedure steps, but the flow from a client procedure must go to the first

step of the server procedure.
• If data is sent or returned on a link, you must match information views on the links from client procedures to server

procedures.
• The server procedure must set an exit state to return control to the client procedure at the end of a server procedure

execution.

When data is to be sent or returned across a link, the information views on both the client and server procedures are
mapped to one another by view matching.

The following figure shows a DLG for a client/server application.

External Flows

This article provides information for External Flows. External flows specify a flow in or a flow out of the current business
system.

Use the Edit action and either the Add External Flow In action or the Add External Flow Out action to create a flow
between business systems.

You can add an external flow into a destination business system and an external flow out of a source business system. An
external flow into a destination system, which is known as an external flow in, can be to the first procedure step only. An
external flow out of a business system, which is known as an external flow out, can originate from any procedure step.

The following figure shows an external flow in.
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The following figure shows an external flow out.

Join Procedure Steps Within a Business System

This article provides information to Join Procedure Steps Within a Business System. Use the Edit and Join actions to
create a flow between procedure steps within a business system.

When you join a procedure step to a multi-step procedure, the destination must be to the first procedure step. Procedure
steps other than the first are accessible only from within the procedure.

Detail a Dialog Flow

Use the Detail and Properties actions to detail a transfer or link dialog flow. This lets you do the following tasks:

• Specify the flow type
• Specify flow properties
• Specify commands to initiate dialog flow processing
• Specify conditions under which a flow occurs (exit states)
• Assign autoflow commands
• Match data views
• Describe the flow in words
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Specify Flow Type

Specifying the flow type means specifying whether an existing flow is a transfer or a link. For a definition of transfer and
link, see Creating Dialog Flows.

Default: Transfer

Specify Flow Properties

Specifying flow properties involves the following two activities that are related to the destination procedure step:

• Specify the first action by the procedure step
• Specify the command that the destination procedure step must execute

When a transfer or a link flows to an online procedure step that displays a screen, the destination procedure step can
begin the action in one of the following two ways:

• Display First -- The generated system can display the screen or window for the destination step and wait for operator
input to begin the logic of the procedure step.

• Execute First -- The generated system can execute the logic of the destination procedure step. This results in
either the display of the screen or window of the destination step, or the execution of a dialog flow. Links from client
procedures to server procedures must be set to Execute First.

Select Display First when the procedure step requires input from the user of the application before procedure step logic
can begin.

Select Execute First when the source procedure step provides all the information that is required for the destination
procedure step to begin processing.

Specify Commands to Initiate Dialog Flow Processing

A command value can be specified for each end of a dialog flow to direct the processing of procedure steps.

When two online procedure steps are joined with a link or a transfer, set a command that initiates the execution of the
destination procedure step. When the dialog flow is a link, set a command that initiates the return to the source procedure
step.

When a procedure step is activated from a screen, the application user enters a value in the Command field or presses a
function key that is assigned to the command. This initiates the destination procedure step.

When a procedure step is activated from a dialog flow, a command value is passed by the dialog flow. The value is
processed the same way that a command entered by an application user is processed.

When you select a command to be passed along a dialog flow, you can have the command set in the source procedure
step that is passed to the destination procedure step. To do this, you select the command option <CURRENT> when
associating a command with a flow. In addition, upon return from a link, you can restore the previous command value.
To do this, you select the command option PREV when associating a command with a link flow. You can set the value
of a command to <CURRENT> for flows within and between business systems. You can also set a command value to
<CURRENT> for autoflows.

The <CURRENT> option can be used to add flexibility to menus: the user can select menu options that set an exit state
and a command to be passed along the flow triggered by the exit state. The <CURRENT> option can be especially helpful
if you have multiple options on the same screen menu, each of which uses a flow to the same destination procedure.
For example, on a menu that includes options to add, delete, and fill sales orders, all three flows can occur to the same
destination procedure. Instead of adding three exit states and three different commands, you can add a single dialog flow
with one exit state and the command value set to <CURRENT>. By using fewer dialog flows, you develop smaller load
modules during the Construction phase of Gen usage.
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When you use the <CURRENT> value for command, be sure that the destination procedure step can respond to the
command values passed to it. You must use the techniques in Action Diagramming to ensure that all commands that are
passed to the procedure step can be acted upon.

When you set a command in a flow including <CURRENT>, you must set the properties of the dialog flow to Execute First.

Specify Conditions Under Which a Flow Occurs (Exit States)

For a dialog flow to take place, a condition that is called an exit state must occur. Defining an exit state includes assigning
a value to the exit state and optionally a message that appears on the screen when the exit state occurs. For example,
if there are procedure steps that are named MAIN MENU and CANCEL ORDER, the exit state that caused flow to occur
from MAIN MENU to CANCEL ORDER could be assigned as CANCEL ORDER REQUESTED. The exit state message
could be Order that is canceled.

Every procedure step that is associated with a dialog flow must have at least one exit state set in its action diagram.
Each transfer and link on a dialog flow diagram is associated with a Flows On exit state that causes the change of control
from the source procedure step to the destination procedure step. On links, there is also a Returns On exit state that is
associated with the return of control to the source procedure step. When a procedure step completes, it transfers control
based on the value for NEXTTRAN, then the exit state. If the procedure step finds two exit states with the same value, the
step transfers control based on the Returns On exit state before transferring control based on the Flows On exit state. For
more information about NEXTTRAN, see Designing Action Diagrams. For background (non-screened) transactions, it is
important to set an exit state that is associated with a dialog flow to a screened transaction in the procedure step in order
to respond to the terminal user.

In client/server applications, exit state messages that are associated with the server procedures return to the client
component and are displayed. Only data or a command may be passed along a flow. The value of the exit state cannot be
tested by the client procedure logic. However, any exit state messages that are associated with server procedures return
to the client procedure and are displayed.

Assign Autoflow Commands

Assigning a command as an autoflow command lets you indicate that a particular command causes an immediate
exit state to be set and the associated dialog flow to be executed without screen field validation or the invocation of a
procedure step action block. For example, it allows the user to exit a screen to return to a menu without entering required
data on the current screen. Autoflow is not required for prototyping, but it does facilitate it.

When you define autoflows, Gen software lets you add an exit state to a dialog flow and assign an autoflow command
to the exit state. If the dialog flow is a link and inputs to the source procedure step must be saved, autoflow updates
the data views in the user profile without verifying user inputs. Autoflow also performs the indicated view matching and
activates the destination procedure step. The input data is always verified immediately before execution of the destination
procedure step.

NOTE
As you assign commands as autoflow commands, you can also assign the same commands to function keys
and have the command display with the function key assignment on the screen. These steps improve operation
during prototyping.

NOTE
For information about the steps to add an autoflow, see Using the Using the Toolset.

Match Data Views

It is useful to send data between procedure steps in a dialog flow, especially when the same information is needed in both
steps. Communicating data between steps can improve system flow and reduce the chance for error. During a transfer or
a link, view matching is the way that you specify the export data views of the source procedure step that must be placed in
the import data views of the destination procedure step before the latter executes.
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Flows to procedure steps in external business systems require view matching as well as flows between procedure steps
within a business system. When matching views, you select the receiving views for the destination procedure step and the
supplying views for the source procedure step. Gen guides you through the view matching by providing possible views to
match and determining whether the match is possible.

In a transfer, control passes from the source step to the destination step. Match the export views of the source procedure
to the import views of the destination procedure.

For example, in the next illustration, Procedure Step A transfers to Procedure Step B, and the export views of Procedure
Step A are matched to the import views of Procedure Step B.

In a link, control passes from the source to the destination and, depending on the logic, may or may not return to the
source. After matching the export views of the source to the import views of the destination, you match the export views of
the destination to the import views of the source.

In the same illustration, Procedure Step B links to Procedure Step C and matches export to import in both directions.

NOTE
In a client-server application, minimize the volume of data that is transferred from the server to the client. When
matching server export views to client import views, specify only the data that is required to complete a unit of
work.

The following figure shows an example of view matching export to import views.

Match and Copy Views

Use the match-and-copy function in the DLG when the source procedure step does not have a supplying or receiving view
that corresponds to the views in the destination procedure step.

Unmatch Views

You can unmatch import and export views in the DLG. Unmatching a view does not delete either the supplying or
receiving view. If you use the match-and-copy function to create a view and then you unmatch it, you do not delete the
created view.

Describe the Flow in Words

You must briefly describe the nature of the flow and the procedure steps the flow connects on a description pop-up
window.
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Managing Dialog Flow Diagrams

After a Dialog Flow (DLG) is created, one or more of the screen objects (procedures, procedure steps, or dialog flows) can
be changed, deleted, or moved.

Exit states, flows, and other characteristics of the dialog flow also can be changed.

The changes are organized into the following groups:

• Procedures
• Procedure Steps
• Dialog Flows

Change Procedures

You can change procedures in the following ways:

• Access view maintenance from a single-step procedure. For more information about view maintenance, see the
Toolset Help and Designing Action Diagrams.

• Change a procedure description in the same way that you enter a procedure description.
• Change the implementation type (batch or online) for a single-step online, multistep online, or multistep batch

procedure when no dialog flows are connected to other procedures and the dialog flows within the procedure are
downward transfers only. The implementation change also applies to the procedure steps.

NOTE
Batch is only available on MVS. Delete an action block name from the list of action blocks that are
implemented for a procedure. Gen removes the USE statement for the action block from the CASE OF
COMMAND construct in the Action Diagram.

• Delete a procedure. When you do so, Gen deletes all of its associated procedure steps, screens, windows, and flows.
• Move a procedure. When you move a multistep procedure, its steps move with it. Gen does not allow you to move

procedure steps out of their parent procedure. When you move a procedure, the dialog flows into and out of the
procedure are redrawn to accommodate the new position of the procedure.

Copy a Procedure

You can copy procedures and procedure steps in the following two ways.

• The first method, Copy, duplicates an existing procedure step after you assign a unique name to the copy. You select a
new location for the duplicate procedure or procedure step. The only difference in the original and the duplicate is the
name.

• The second method, Copy with Substitution, duplicates the existing procedure or procedure step and replaces the
entity types with entity types you specify. A different business system also can be selected to replace the business
system in the original procedure or procedure step.

NOTE
For more information about Copy with Substitution, see the Toolset Help.

Change Procedure Steps

You can change procedure steps in the following ways:
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• Access view maintenance from a procedure step. For more information about view maintenance, see the Toolset
Help and Designing Action Diagrams.

• Change a procedure-step description the same way that you enter the description.
• Change the name of a procedure step. When you add a procedure step to a single-step procedure, the first procedure

step is initially named the same as the procedure. When you change the name of the first procedure step, you can also
apply the name change to the procedure.

• Delete a procedure step. When you do so, Gen deletes its associated screens, windows, and all its flows.
• Move a procedure step. Gen redraws the dialog flows to accommodate the new position of the procedure step.

Copy a Procedure Step

You can also create a procedure step by copying a single-step procedure or a procedure step to another procedure. This
can be useful when you have defined a procedure step and want to use the same procedure step details or (in the case of
a single-step procedure) the same elementary processes in another procedure.

Change Dialog Flows

You can change flows in the following ways:

• Convert the flow type for online procedures. A flow to or from a procedure can be either a transfer or a link. After you
join two procedures with a transfer, you can change the transfer to a link or change a link to a transfer. You cannot
change the flow type for a batch procedure step.

• Change a dialog flow description in the same way that you enter a description.
• Delete a dialog flow, which severs the data connection between two procedures or steps.
• Remove an exit state from a flow. You must remove exit states to avoid a processing conflict after a model merge.
• Unmatch data views if you happen to match the wrong views.

Designing Windows
This article provides information for Designing Windows. Use Window Design functionality to create a graphical user
interface for an application.

With Window Design functionality, you can design the windows and dialogs that are required to support a GUI application
and the appropriate controls for each.

For the sake of brevity, this section uses the term window to refer to both windows and dialogs. If a distinction is required,
this section mentions the difference.

Prerequisites

Before you begin designing a GUI, you must complete or have an understanding of a minimum list of tasks. However, the
specific task list can vary depending on the information engineering techniques of the life cycle being used.

The following list offers a starting place of prerequisites to the GUI design. The list does not represent a sequence. It
shows only a set of prerequisites that can be satisfied in several different sequences. As you become more familiar with
designing GUIs, or select a life cycle that works best for your needs, you may prefer a different set of prerequisites.

• An understanding of the tasks that the user performs with the application, which is determined from previous phases of
a life-cycle development

• A data model defined with one of the Data Model tools
• One or more procedures that are defined with the Dialog Design tool
• Views for one or more procedures that are defined with the View Maintenance tool or the Action Diagram tool
• A business system defined with the Business System Definition tool

For more information, see Designing Client Server Applications.
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Tasks Performed with Window Design Functionality

To create a GUI design, you have some preliminary decisions to make concerning the interface. Gen tools can often assist
you as you make these decisions, but, overall, many of the preliminary decisions can be made independently of the tools.

For example, as you decide on the overall form and function of the interface, you would typically address tasks as listed
here:

• Decide on a flow between windows and dialogs that corresponds to the order in which the user is most likely to use the
application.

• Decide on any interface standards for the application, which could include decisions about the following criteria:
– When to use tool bars and status bars.
– The bitmap images to use as objects.
– The font and the foreground and background colors for windows, dialogs, and controls.

After you have a preliminary design, you perform several major tasks with Window Design functionality. Each of these
major tasks has subtasks that are associated with it. For more information about the tasks and subtasks, see the following
table.

The major tasks tend to be iterative. For example, since one procedure may have many windows that are associated with
it, you would iterate the tasks by specifying the characteristics for each window, the characteristics for each control, and
so on.

You can follow the major tasks in sequence to create a GUI application. This is not the only sequence in which you could
build a GUI application, nor is it a list of all the tasks that you perform with Window Design functionality. The major tasks
show one sequence that can guide you as you create your application. As you become more familiar with Window Design
functionality, you may prefer a different sequence.

The following table lists major tasks that are performed with window design functionality.

Major Task Primary Subtasks
Add a window. Choose a procedure or procedure step with which you want to

associate a window or dialog.
Determine if you want to create an initial layout of the window or
dialog based on the views for the procedure, based on a screen
layout from the Screen Design tool, or based on your own design.

Specify window characteristics. Name the window.
Specify if the window is the primary one with which the user
interacts.
Specify where on the desktop the window appears when first
invoked.
Specify if the window can remain open while the user performs
other tasks.
Specify if the window uses a bitmap for a background.

Add menu items to a window. Name the menu options that appear in the menu bar and menu
bar pull downs.
Determine the arrangement (hierarchy) of the menu options.
Specify the font and colors for the menu items.

Specify menu item characteristics. Specify the text for the menu item.
Specify the result that occurs when the user selects the menu
item.
Specify the command, if any, associated with the menu item.
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Add controls that implement views of attributes. Select attribute views.
Specify the type of control.
Specify prompts and edit patterns.
Place the control on a window.

Add controls that do not implement views of attributes. Specify the result that occurs when the user selects the control.
Specify the text for the control.
Place the control on a window.

Specify control characteristics. Map import and export views.
Specify the text for the control.
Specify prompts and edit patterns.
Specify behavioral results of the user interacting with the control.
Behavioral results also include event processing, which is listed
as a separate major task because of the amount of information
associated with events.

Add events Add an event type.
Create a name for the event action.
Specify the action diagram logic for the event action. This subtask
is performed with the Action Diagram tool.

Test the flow of user tasks from window to window. Decide which windows open or close which other windows.
Test the flow from window to window.

Refine the overall appearance of the interface. Verify the implementation of any application-wide standards.
Verify the use of tool bars and status bars.
Rearrange the controls in a manner that satisfies the object/action
flow in which a user performs tasks.
Group-related controls together.
Disable controls where appropriate.
Create or update any bitmap images to use as objects.
Verify the choices for the fonts and the foreground and
background colors for windows, dialogs, and controls.

Windows and Dialogs

Windows can be regarded as primary or supplemental. Primary windows provide the main dialog between the user and
the application. Supplemental windows extend the dialog between the user and the application. Each application must
have at least one primary window and may contain none or more supplemental windows. Primary windows are associated
with procedures on the Dialog Flow Diagram.

Comparison of Windows and Screens

The other type of interface that you can create with Gen is a screen interface, which is used for terminal-based
applications. Terminal-based applications are also known as blockmode or 3270 applications. For a screen interface,
each procedure may have only one screen. A one-to-one mapping exists between them. For a GUI, each procedure may
have one or more windows. A one-to-many mapping exists between them. For both types of interfaces, a procedure may
implement one or more elementary processes.

For screen interfaces, the application controls the dialog of the user and restricts options by what the menus provide. The
interface suits a work pattern of procedural tasks that are controlled by the application. For GUIs, the application gives
the user more control and lets the user continue with tasks, cancel tasks, and switch to other parts of the application. The
interface suits a work pattern of information gathering tasks rather than procedural tasks. The interface offers a more user-
centered design and use of the desktop as a collection of tools.
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Add a Window

The objective of this task is to select a procedure and create an initial window or a dialog for it. You must have defined at
least one procedure on the Dialog Flow Diagram before you can perform this task.

Add a Window using Business System Defaults

The following procedure explains how to add a window using the Business System Defaults menu.

1. Open a model.
2. Select Design, Business System Defaults.
3. Highlight a business system and right-click to select Diagram, Open.
4. Select Tool, Design, Navigation Diagram.

The Navigation Diagram window appears.
5. Select Navigation Diagram, Edit, Add Window.

The properties dialog appears.
6. Complete the properties and click OK.

A window is added in the Navigation Diagram.

Adding a Window Using Dialog Design

The following procedure explains how to add a window using the Dialog Design menu.

1. Open a model.
2. Select Design, Dialog Design.
3. Select Edit, Add Procedure from the Dialog Design menu.

The properties dialog appears.
4. Complete the properties and click OK.
5. Select the procedure that you have added.
6. Select Diagram, Launch, Navigation Diagram.

The Navigation Diagram window appears.
7. Select the procedure from the Network view.
8. Select Navigation Diagram, Edit, Add Window.
9. Complete the Properties box and click OK.

A window is added in the Navigation Diagram.

Add a Dialog

The following procedure explains how to add a dialog.

1. Open a model.
2. Select Design, Business System Defaults.
3. Highlight a business system and select Diagram, Open.
4. Exit that menu and return to the Tool menu.
5. Select Tool, Design, Navigation Diagram.

The Open Navigation Objects dialog appears.
6. Select a business system from the Business Systems drop-down.
7. Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down.
8. Select one or more Windows from the Windows list and click Include.
9. Click Open.

The Navigation Diagram window is displayed.
10. Select the procedure from the Network view.
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11. Select Navigation Diagram, Edit, Add Dialog Box.
12. Complete the Properties box and click OK.

The dialog box is added.

Menu Items

You specify the menu items on a menu design pop-up. The layout of the menu items is presented as an indented list. This
makes the layout easier to design and view.

Add Menu Items to a Window

Only windows, and not dialogs, can have menu items. As you add menu items, you can also design the hierarchy of them
in the menu bar and in the menu item pull downs.

Specify Menu Item Characteristics

Only windows, and not dialogs, can have menu items. The characteristics affect the appearance and the action that
results when the user selects the menu item.

You specify the characteristics on pop-ups. The pop-ups vary depending on where in the menu structure hierarchy
the menu item appears. Other characteristics of menu items, such as colors, disabled-by conditions, events, and help
descriptions are also accessed from the pop-ups. You can access the pop-ups only from the Menu Design pop-up.

Controls

Controls are the interface elements that allow users to select choices, type information, or view information. Controls can
be divided into the following categories:

• controls that implement views of attributes
• controls that do not implement views of attributes

Controls that Implement Views of Attributes

These types of controls primarily deal with data coming from a database and from a user and data that is displayed to
the user. Therefore, these controls are associated with (implement) attribute views. These controls can also be used for
programmatic control by triggering events.

The following table lists the types of controls that implement views of attributes and the pop-up from which you add the
controls.

Control Added from Field Design Added from List Properties
Check box x
Drop List x
Entry field (multiple lines) x
Entry field (single line) x
Hidden field x
Radio button x
List box x
Enterable list box x
Enterable drop-down list x
Non-enterable drop-down list x
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All controls in the preceding table, except for list box, implement a single attribute view. The list box control can implement
one or more attribute views. The attribute views for a list box, and for the other three types of List Properties controls,
must belong to a repeating group view.

Attribute views implemented as Field Design controls may or may not belong to repeating group views. If you implement
an attribute view that does belong to a repeating group view, the control is called a list occurrence. For example, if you
implement an attribute view in a repeating group view as a check box, the control is referred to as a list occurrence check
box. The only exception to this is the hidden field control type. There is no list occurrence hidden field because hidden
fields are not placed (implemented) on a window.

For more information about the types of controls and specific information that is related to their use, see Toolset.

Controls that Do Not Implement Views of Attributes

These types of controls are primarily used for programmatic control, appearance, information, or a combination of the
three as listed:

• Group box
• Literal
• Menu Item
• Picture (bitmaps)
• Push button
• Special field

Menu items are discussed under their own topic.

Special fields provide read-only information from the operating system or from the Gen runtime. For more information
about the View List on the Field Design pop-up for further information about special fields, see Toolset.

It further defines the other types of controls and gives specific information that is related to their use.

Programmatic Control

Programmatic control is what you define to occur when a user interacts with a control. The action of interacting with a
control can cause the following results:

• Trigger an event
• Execute the procedure step
• Execute a command, which, in turn, can cause an autoflow
• Execute a special action of OK, CANCEL, or HELP
• Invoke a dialog

All the control types except literals, hidden fields, group boxes, and special fields can trigger events. Only menu items and
push buttons can cause the other four types of results.

Control Characteristics

The control characteristics affect the appearance or the action that results when the user interacts with the control.

You specify the characteristics on pop-ups. The pop-ups vary depending on the type of control.

Prototyping

At any point after you add a menu item or a push button to a window, you can start testing the dialogs among windows
and dialogs. This testing is called prototyping. You can use prototyping to verify the dialog flow with your users as you
design the interface.
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You perform prototyping by placing the Navigation Diagram tool into the prototype mode. The two modes are edit and
prototype. During prototyping, the Navigation Diagram tool either presents you with a pop-up on which you specify the
next procedure or displays a dialog. A dialog displays if the menu item or push button invokes a supplemental dialog.

NOTE
You cannot add or specify the characteristics for controls when the Navigation Diagram tool is in prototype
mode. All the menu items in the Edit drop-down are disabled. To add controls or specify characteristics for them,
select Mode, Edit.

Event Processing

Events are activities that occur during the execution of a GUI application, such as windows opening and closing, controls
being clicked. These events can result from user interaction, from the GUI application itself, or both.

The Gen runtime tracks these events. Event processing is a notification mechanism. A Gen-generated GUI application
can be notified after an event occurs. After the GUI application is notified, it can respond by executing procedure action
diagram (PrAD) logic. You associate the PrAD logic with the event.

Notice that the notification occurs after an event has taken place. Event processing is not a capability of deciding what
events do and do not happen. The application cannot change the event after it has occurred. The application can,
however, be notified that an event has occurred and then process PrAD logic.

You can create the following types of events with the Navigation Diagram tool:

• Open
• Close
• Changed
• Click
• Double-click
• ScrollBottom
• ScrollTop
• User-defined

Different controls can be associated with different event types. For more information, see Toolset.

Event processing does not change the overall process of creating applications, including client/server applications. It does
make it easier, however, to design the user interface and create the PrAD logic as concurrent activities. You can chain
back and forth between the PrAD logic and the Navigation Diagram tool conveniently.

As far as the design of client/server applications is concerned, events are only client that is based because they involve
GUI applications. Event processing provides the capability to do more flows to a server because the flows could be from
event actions. An application could flow to a server at almost anytime that is based on the events that trigger the flow.

Why Use Event Processing

The following tasks can be accomplished with event processing:

• Control program execution at a more granular level by associating events to controls.
• More conveniently design the user interface and the associated PrAD logic.
• More conveniently provide functionality of an application.

Event Processing Characteristics

The following characteristics of event processing enable you to complete the tasks:

• Special PrAD statements that are defined for event processing can be included in the PrAD logic. The event
processing statements execute as any other statements would during the normal execution of the PrAD.
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NOTE
The Gen runtime components silently ignore any failures of the event processing statements and allow
processing to continue. For example, CLOSING a window that is already closed does not produce an error;
the CLOSE statement is ignored.

• Special blocks of PrAD logic, named event actions, can be created in a PrAD.
• You can create event actions in the Navigation Diagram tool or in the Action Diagram tool.

Event Actions

Event actions are special blocks of logic in a procedure action diagram (PrAD) that can execute separately from the main
body of PrAD logic. An event action is an extension of a procedure step because it shares views with the procedure
step. The main use of an event action is for the user interface functionality and is typically tied to the presentation. Action
blocks, in comparison, are pieces of code that typically perform actions against the database and are not tied to the
presentation. The executing application queues all events. Event actions are executed in sequence, never in parallel.

Event actions are reusable and can be associated with many different events within the same procedure step. In such
a situation, the event action would typically have a CASE OF COMMAND structure. The commands in the CASE OF
COMMAND structure would be associated with different events.

In the Navigation Diagram tool, you add event actions from the Events pop-up. The field Action Name on that pop-up
specifies the name for the event action.

Event actions can be associated with windows, dialogs, and controls. The event action logic executes depending on the
action that is taken with the window, dialog, or control. The action is a combination of what the user does and what the
application does. For example, a user clicks a control. The click event sets an exit state that causes a flow which closes
the window. The user did not directly close the window. But as a result of the click event by the user, the application logic
closed the window.

Why Use Event Actions

Event actions enable you to control program execution at a more granular level by associating events to controls.
Sometimes, you can provide functionality of an application more conveniently with event actions than otherwise.

Event Action Characteristics

Event actions have the following characteristics:

• All event actions in a procedure step share views as the procedure step.
• We recommend you to perform entity actions in process or common action blocks and not directly in an event action.

However, if you do choose to perform entity actions in an event action, you must limit them to READ and READ EACH
only (no updates of any kind). Performing entity actions in action blocks also avoids the sharing of entity action views
between event actions and between event actions and the procedure step. Sharing views may cause undesirable
results with SQL optimization. For example, if you use the WHERE CURRENT OF construct with a READ statement,
the READ action could fail. Also, if your logic performs update functionality (UPDATE, TRANSFER, ASSOCIATE, or
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DELETE statements), too many database locks may be generated. This does not affect data integrity, but response
time may be unacceptable.

• By default, an event action moves import views to export views for all event types except the Changed event. With
Changed events, the import view contains the current view of the data in the window and the export view contains the
previous data. You can override the default for any event type by detailing an event action in the Action Diagram tool.

• Event actions never clear export views. When the main body of PrAD executes, the export views are cleared. Thus, an
event action may begin execution with import values or export values that resulted from the execution of another event
action.

• The logic in an event action executes without executing the logic in the entire PrAD. An event action cannot cause the
procedure step in which it is included to execute. You can, however, set an exit state within an event action that causes
a flow to another procedure step.

• Gen always places event actions after the main body of PrAD logic.
• The order of event actions in the PrAD is significant during Construction. Event actions produce entry points into the

source file. Therefore, if you reorder event actions within a PrAD, you must regenerate the Window Manager and the
procedure step.

• An implied commit point occurs when an event action completes execution, unless the event action sets an exit state
that causes a rollback.

• An event action cannot be nested within another event action. A user-defined event, however, can trigger another
event with the use of the special external action block TIREVENT. Refer to Toolset for a complete discussion of user-
defined events and TIREVENT.

Overall Appearance

The overall appearance of your interface helps the user work with the application. A layout that is consistent and
aesthetically pleasing helps a user increase productivity. The following tasks can help you refine the appearance of the
interface:

• Verify the implementation of any application-wide standards for the interface design.
• Verify the use of toolbars and status bars.
• Rearrange the controls in a manner that satisfies the object or action flow in which a user performs tasks.
• Group-related controls together.
• Disable controls where appropriate.
• Create or update bitmap images to use as backgrounds and on controls.
• Verify the choices for fonts, foreground and background colors for windows, dialogs, and controls.

Toolbars and Status Bars

Only windows, and not dialogs, can contain toolbars or status bars. A toolbar is a visually separate area across the top of
a window that can contain push buttons. A status bar is a visually separate area across the bottom of a window that can
contain read-only controls. Neither the status bar nor its controls can receive input focus at runtime.

Size, Align, and Move Controls

After you create and lay out the controls for your window, you must adjust the size and alignment of the controls. Sizing
and aligning could be tedious if you had to do them manually. The Navigation Diagram tool contains functionality that
helps you adjust the sizing, aligning, and moving of controls.

The following table lists the functionality for sizing, aligning, or moving controls:

Functionality Primary Use
Grid Define a grid as a positioning and alignment aid.

Cause an object to align (snap) to the nearest grid lines.
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Move Reposition a window or control.
Move Groups Move a group box and all controls with which it intersects as a

single object.
Position Size other controls to the size of a reference control.

Align controls vertically or horizontally.
Separate controls vertically or horizontally.
Move controls to the top, center, or bottom of a window.

NOTE
The size of fonts from platform to platform and the resolution of monitors can cause some overlapping or
truncation of controls. You may notice this more if you develop an application on one platform and execute it on
another.

The following suggestions can help you minimize or eliminate problems that are caused by different font sizes and monitor
resolutions:

• Size the surrounding box around each control and prompt (the box that you see when you select a control) larger both
horizontally and vertically.

• Change the font designation of the generated application on the target (execution) platform to match the font
designation on the development platform.

• Position entry fields and their prompts with the Horizontal/Middle alignment option (select Edit, Position).
• Perform the design work on the lowest resolution monitor on which the application executes. Controls sized for fonts

on a low-resolution monitor are sized adequately for a high-resolution monitor, but not conversely.

Disable Controls

The design of your interface is more user-centered if you specify the conditions for which a user can and cannot interact
with a control. Disabling a control prevents a user from interacting with it. You disable controls based on the conditions of
other controls. For example, you can disable a push button until an entry field contains data.

Add Pictures

You can associate an event (click or double-click) with a bitmap object.

Bitmaps can also be the background for windows or appear on push buttons.

NOTE
Gen supports only 16 color (4-bit) and 256 color (8-bit) bitmaps. Most graphic software packages save bitmap
images in one or both of these formats.

Fonts and Colors

The font and color specifications you make in the Navigation Diagram tool override any specifications you make in
Business System Defaults. If you change the font for a window, all controls on that window inherit the font. If you change a
color for a window, the following objects on the window inherit the color:

• Literals
• Group boxes
• Prompts
• Radio buttons
• Check boxes
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Specify Fonts and Colors for a Window

The following procedure details how to specify fonts and colors for a window.

1. Open a model and select Design, Navigation Diagram.
The Open Navigation Objects panel displays.

2. Select a business system from the Business Systems drop-down.
3. Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down.
4. Select one or more Windows from the Windows List and click Include.
5. Click Open.
6. From the Navigation Diagram menu, double-click the procedure in the Network View.
7. Display the font and color properties pop-up:

a. Select Detail, Video Properties.
b. Select the display properties.
c. Click OK.
For more information, see Toolset.

Differences Between Design and Target Platforms

Because of differences in hardware and operating systems, applications may look or behave differently on the execution
platform than on the design platform. The following points explain some of these differences.

• The size of fonts from platform to platform and the resolution of monitors can cause some overlapping or truncation of
controls. These suggestions can help you minimize or eliminate problems that are caused by different font sizes and
monitor resolutions:
– Size the surrounding box around each control and prompt (the box that you see when you select a control or

prompt) larger both horizontally and vertically.
– Change the font designation of the generated application on the target (execution) platform to match the font

designation on the development platform.
– Position entry fields and their prompts with the Horizontal/Middle alignment option (select Edit, Position).
– Perform the design work on the lowest resolution monitor on which the application executes. Controls sized for fonts

on a low-resolution monitor are sized adequately for a high-resolution monitor, but not conversely.
• Literals on the Windows platforms always align at the top of their surrounding box. Center Vertically is a property of

literals.
• The Navigation Diagram tool supports only 16 color (4-bit) and 256 color (8-bit) bitmaps. Most graphic software

packages save bitmap images in at least one of these formats.
• The Designed Position of a window or dialog can vary. Designed Position is a property of a window or a dialog. For

applications executing on Windows, the position of the window or dialog at runtime is relative to its designed position
on the design desktop. For example, suppose you design a window whose lower left corner is three inches horizontally
and three inches vertically from the lower left corner of the design desktop. At runtime, that window appears three
inches horizontally and three inches vertically from the lower left corner of the runtime desktop.

• The behavior of the default push button when the Enter key is pressed varies by platform. On the Windows platform,
the Enter key invokes the push button that has the focus regardless of which push button is the default. If the focus is
on any other type of control, the Enter key invokes the default push button.

Construction

Construction of a GUI application produces a Window Manager file and associated files that are required by the target
environment. These associated files can include a resource file, a help file, and a header file. The files produced have
the same name as the load module to which they are associated. In addition, construction produces the standard files
for a generated application, such as the source code files, the referential integrity library files, and the installation control
monitor files.
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For more information about construction, see Workstation Construction.

Designing a Screen
This article provides information for Designing a Screen. Screen design is often referred to as blockmode. Each screen is
associated with one online procedure step.

A screen cannot be associated with a batch procedure step.

NOTE
Batch is only available on MVS.

Block Mode Design

Block mode is a type of design that uses a static screen, one which cannot be resized the way a GUI screen can be.
Unless a user is running an application in a window, blockmode runs in what is called full-screen mode.

The following table summarizes the differences between the blockmode design and GUI design.

Points to Consider Block Mode GUI

Single procedure step represented by One screen One or more screens

Tool used Keyboard Mouse (primarily)

Type of design orientation User-Data Action-Object

Type of screen used Static Flexible

Tasks and Objectives of Screen Design

Screen design basically requires that you repeat the following set of tasks until the screen you have created fits the needs
of your target application:

• Create a template
• Create a screen
• Periodically preview a screen to be sure you are on the right track
• Make changes to the screen or templates as necessary

Use the Screen Design tool to accomplish the following objectives:

• Create screens that are easy to read and consistent across the business system
• Make the steps that the user must follow clear and easy to implement.

Screen Design Display Objects

This article provides information for Screen Design Display Objects. The Screen Design tool defines two types of display
objects -- templates and screens.

Templates are definitions of portions of a screen. A template can be used by many screens across a business system to
define and position standard screen objects. In addition, one or more templates can be used in each screen.

Screens are the view of the system by the user and can contain one or multiple templates. A screen is associated
with a single procedure step (or a single-step procedure) and is responsible for providing data to the import view of the
procedure step and displaying data from the export view.

A screen in a generated system can appear in the following two states:
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• Once as the system has formatted the export view as a response
• Once as the terminal operator has specified the data that is required in the import view

The following figure shows a screen using a template.

Screens and templates can contain the following objects:

• Fields (screens only), which implement the attributes of import and export data views.
• Literals, which are constant information in text or symbols.
• Special fields, which reflect the set of special attributes (attributes not derived from business requirements but

introduced during system design for a specific purpose). Special fields generally appear on all screens in the business
system.

• Prompts, which are labels for fields and special fields.

Screen Design Guidelines

You can customize screens by specifying the location and characteristics (color, light, and intensity) of any field. The
colors that you define in the system defaults or override when you define screen objects locally are the colors that the
user sees in the generated system. However, the display properties in the generated system vary with the software and
hardware that is used for development and display.

As a consequence, use the following guidelines as you design screens and templates.
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• If you plan to use templates, build them first. Then build the screens in which you plan to use them.
• Since the Screen Design tool does not permit overlapping fields, add templates to the screen before adding fields. If

you add a template and then you want to delete one or more literals or special fields the template provides, use the
Delete command.

• Use field properties to highlight important information. Do not overuse highlighting as it might confuse the user.
• Arrange fields on the screen in the same order that the user is likely to use them. When both mandatory and optional

fields appear, place the mandatory fields before the optional fields.
• Ensure that the order of fields on the screen reflects the reading order of the user; for example, in English, left to right

and top to bottom.
• Be consistent across screens and screen types in format and sequence of fields.
• Use display properties to differentiate data fields from prompts and literals. Use discretion in color selection. Do not

overuse color as tt makes screens difficult to read.
• Make literals consistent in text, color, and placement across screens in the business system.
• Use simple screen formats that convey information clearly and concisely. Do not crowd the screen; use other screens

when necessary.

At any stage in the design process, you can preview screens to see how they appear to the end user.

Screen Design Tasks

To build screens and templates, you add or copy screen objects. The following table shows the suggested sequence of
tasks and the related subtasks that you can perform to create templates using the Screen Design tool.

Each of these topics is discussed under the corresponding heading.

Step Task Subtasks to Consider
1. Open a New Template. Define the template name.

In the Description field, define how and
where this template is used throughout the
business system.

2. Add a literal. Determine whether to use defaults for
properties.
Add literal properties.
Determine positioning.

3. Add a special field. Determine whether to use defaults for
properties.
Add a prompt.
Add prompt properties.
Determine a field display length.
Add field display properties.
Add error display properties.
Determine fill character.
Define an edit pattern.
Add Help ID.
Determine positioning.

4. Copy a literal. Determine positioning.

The following table lists the tasks to create screens step by step.

Step Task Subtasks to Consider
1. Use a template in a screen. Delete any unwanted literals or special

fields that are contained in template.
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2. Add a field. Define an import view.
Add a prompt.
Add prompt properties.
Determine the field display length.
Add field display properties.
Add error display properties.
Determine fill character.
Define an edit pattern.
Add Help ID.
Determine positioning.

3. Add a literal. Determine whether to use defaults for
properties.
Add literal properties.
Determine positioning.

4. Add a special field. Determine whether to use defaults for
properties.
Add a prompt.
Add prompt properties.
Determine the field display length.
Add field display properties.
Add error display properties.
Determine fill character.
Define an edit pattern.
Add Help ID.
Determine positioning.

5. Copy a literal or repeating group. Determine positioning.
6. Describe a screen. Include descriptions of source and

destination procedure steps.
7. Specify screen properties. Define a screen name (changing the

name changes the name of the associated
procedure step and action block).
Define Help ID.
Determine whether to enable scrolling.
Define whether unused occurrences are
protected or unprotected.
Define top on display-first return.
Describe a screen.

8. View in different display modes None.
9. Run prototyping None.

Prepare to Design Screens and Templates

To begin designing screens and templates, you access the Screen Design tool. Select the Screen Design tool only when a
business system is defined or when Procedure steps exist for the business system.

Create Templates

Since most screens contain at least some common information, templates are a good way to minimize repetition and save
design time. You can create a list of templates, and then include whichever ones you need in each screen.

Complete the following tasks to create a template:
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• Add (and copying) literals
• Add special fields
• Add a description (optional but recommended)

When you create a template, the Screen Design tool displays each object that you add in a different color:

• Literals appear in white
• Special fields appear in green
• Prompts appear in blue

Add a Literal

Literals are the constant information that is shown as text or symbols. An example of a literal is the title that is placed at
the top of a screen.

1. Type a literal name.
2. Position the literal on the screen.

How to Create Screens

This article provides information on How to Create Screens. Access automatic screen design from Design through the
Action Diagramming, Dialog Design, and Screen Design Toolsets.

In Action Diagramming and Dialog Design, Gen automatically generates a screen when you copy an action diagram or
action block while substituting a new entity type.

Begin screen design after you create all the templates you think you may need. Each screen goes through the same basic
steps, covering the iterative tasks in the following order:

• Use templates in a screen
• Add fields
• Add and copy literals
• Add special fields
• Add a description (optional but recommended)
• Change the screen

Use a Template in a Screen

Use the Uses option of the Detail command in the Screen Design tool to perform the following tasks:

• Select a template to be used in the current screen. You can use more than one template in the same screen, provided
the literals or special fields on the templates do not occupy the same space.

• Identify the templates used in the current screen.

Add a Field

A field represents the implementation of an attribute. This means that you can add fields only to screens, not to templates.
When you add a field, you must define and position it (except for hidden fields, which you only define).

Adding a field involves the following tasks:

• Add a field name
• Define a field
• Position a field
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You can add individual fields, repeating groups of fields, and nested repeating groups. When you add repeating and
nested repeating groups where the maximum cardinality exceeds the number of display lines, you must also add the
special fields for scrolling (Scroll Location Msg, Scroll Amount Msg, and Scroll Indicator Msg) to either the template (if
repeating groups are found on all screens) or the individual screen.

When you add nested repeating groups to a screen, you must plan the screen layout so that the presentation of fields
reflects the subordination of one group to another. One way to do this is through an indention of groups, similar to the
indention of repeating group names on the Views panel during View Maintenance. Gen supports multiple levels of nesting,
but only three levels can contain groups with a cardinality greater than one. Only the highest level of a repeating group
can be scrolled.

Repeating group views can be mapped only to repeating group views. In addition, non-repeating group views can be
mapped only to non-repeating group views.

A procedure step is associated with a single screen, which is responsible for providing data to import and export views
of a procedure step. Since a field can represent both the import and export data views of an attribute, the field must be
correctly mapped to both. During the definition of a field, you can specify the import and export views. During a field
definition, Gen automatically maps a matchable import view field to the export view chosen. Sometimes, however, an
export view cannot be mapped to a corresponding import view. In these cases, you must map the import view as not yet
mapped. When you define a field with unmapped views, you must perform view mapping. If the field is contained only in
the export view (only exported from the procedure step), the system maps the import view of the field to none.

Define a Field

You can only define a field after you have added the field, using Add Field. You then select the attribute, entity, or group
view to use as a field.

Use the Field Definition panel to define the following fields:

• Import view to be mapped to the export view.
• Prompt that accompanies the field. You can select an existing prompt, add a new prompt, or display the field without a

prompt.
• Field characteristics-displayed or hidden.
• In an online system, you must save information between procedure step executions. To do this, you can hide the

field that contains the information. This lets the data pass between the export view of the proceeding execution and
the import view of the next execution without appearing on the screen. Any field identified as a hidden field must be
associated with an import and an export data view; otherwise, the data cannot be passed between the executions of
the procedure step.

• Length of the display and, for numeric fields, the number of decimal points.
• The length of the display is the number of character positions that are required to display the field on the screen. The

display length may differ from the number of characters in the value because of the additional characters in the edit
pattern. For example, the attribute Date Ordered for an entity that is named Customer contains a four-digit year, a two-
digit month, and a two-digit day (attribute length of eight). For it to appear using the edit pattern YYYY-MM-DD, the
display length is 10.

• The Screen Handler can accept only those numeric fields that have a length of 18 characters.
• Edit pattern to be used for field display. While it is preferable to keep edit patterns consistent across a business

system, you must locally change an edit pattern on selected screens.
• The edit pattern is the way the information in a field is formatted. Edit patterns are used to make values in views more

readable when they appear on a screen.
• Help identifier for the field. The identifier is associated with the text for the help system. The help identifier records

information needed by the help system of the installation to locate help text for the screen.
• Field video properties.
• Error message video properties.
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When setting field and error display properties, you can use system defaults or you can override the system defaults with
local properties. You have the same options when setting properties locally as when setting system defaults.

For attributes within a group, you can define the fields individually or you can define all attributes in the group in one
sequence. If you select a group view, Gen guides you through the definition of each field until all fields have been defined,
including fields in lower-level groups.

Describe a Screen

Describing a screen lets you explain its purpose. When you are describing a screen, you must include descriptions of the
source procedure step and the destination procedure step, if any.

Position a Field

To position a field and its prompt, you use the incremental move box. The size of the box varies to reflect the number of
characters in the prompt or field. First you select the attribute or group name from the views for the procedure step. You
then position the prompt and field for each view selected. After you have positioned a field, you can review or redefine it
only by using the Detail command from the Screen Design command menu.

The Screen Design tool prompts you for placement of the first occurrence of fields in both repeating and nested repeating
groups. For nested repeating groups, you position the fields in higher-level groups before the fields in lower-level groups.

After you position the last field for the lowest level repeating group (one level for a non-nested repeating group). Gen
prompts you to specify the options for the remaining occurrences in each group, starting with the lowest level group and
working up to the highest level group. The number of occurrences depends on the cardinalities you assign to the group
view during View Maintenance. You specify the remaining options for repeating group views on the Repeating Group
Occurrences for Export panel.

The following table lists the options for repeating group views.

Repeating Field Positioning Options Description
Number of additional occurrences Defaults to the maximum cardinality minus the one current

placement of the group.
Number of occurrences on each line Lets you place columns of the group fields across the screen.
Number of blank columns between occurrences Specifies the horizontal spacing of the group columns across the

screen.
Display prompts with each occurrence Specifies whether to include the prompt with each repetition of

group fields. Default is not to redisplay it.
Spacing Lets you specify vertical spacing (single, double, or triple lines)

between each field.

NOTE
The path to the Repeating Group Occurrences for Export panel is Add Field\[set the product group or family]
(r)\OK\<prompt>(whatever you select)\OK. Then you place the first prompt and below it the corresponding field.
When you have placed all prompts and fields in the first occurrence of the repeating group view, the Repeating
Group Occurrences for Export panel appears.

You must carefully plan the spacing requirements for single-level and nested repeating groups. For example, in a
repeating group where you place the prompt above the field, you may run out of vertical screen area if you choose
to accompany each occurrence of the field with a prompt. For nested repeating groups, Gen positions only those
occurrences in which all allowed levels of nested repeating groups can appear simultaneously.

NOTE
If the domain of an attribute is changed with the Data Modeling tool after the field for the attribute is positioned,
the new domain can be reflected by deleting the field and positioning it again.
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Define and Position a Field

You can add a field by defining and positioning it. For a repeating group, you continue defining and positioning fields until
all fields in all groups have been positioned.

Add a Literal to a Screen

Gen lets you add literals to screens and templates.

Add a Special Field to a Screen

Gen lets you add special fields to screens and templates.

Copy a Literal or Repeating Group

To save time in preparing the text for screens, you can copy literals and repeating fields to another part of the screen.
To copy, you must have already added a literal or a repeating group. The Screen Design tool copies only literals and
repeating groups, even if you select other objects to be copied.

Specify Screen Properties for Repeating Groups

If you add repeating groups, you use the Detail and Screen Properties commands to specify screen properties regarding
scrolling. You have the following options:

• Allow scrolling. Scrolling lets the user scroll back and forth through a repeating group. For nested repeating groups
(repeating groups within repeating groups), scrolling occurs on the highest level group. Multiple repeating groups that
are placed on the same screen scroll synchronously.

• If the maximum cardinality of the entity that is represented by a repeating group exceeds the number of display lines,
you must allow scrolling. If the cardinality is equal to or less than the number of display lines, scrolling is not necessary.
The same is true for nested repeating groups.

• Allow or prevent the updating of unused occurrences of a repeating group. This prevents a user from scrolling
forward when the last filled-in occurrence of the repeating group appears on the screen. If the user attempts to scroll
forward, the NEXT command is sent to the procedure. If the unused occurrences are protected, the user cannot add
occurrences to the end of the group. The default option is leaving unused occurrences unprotected to allow updates.

• Select which occurrence in the repeating group is displayed on a return from a link. You can choose to redisplay the
screen that was displayed before the link, or you can display the screen with the first occurrence in the repeating
group. If you select the screen that was displayed before the link, you must have the dialog flow returns on properties
set to Display First. The default option is the first occurrence in the repeating group.

You can select these options from the same panel.

Screen Preview

After a screen is built, you can use Prototyping to preview what you have created.

After previewing a screen, you may want to fine tune the screen by making some changes to the contents of the screen or
to one or more of the templates.
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Change Screens and Templates

After creating a template or a screen, you can change it. The following table lists the tasks to fine tune an interface.

Task Screens Templates Subtasks to Consider
Assign commands to function
keys.

x x Define whether a message type
is Standard or Default.
Check reserved command
names before assigning a
command name.

Access view maintenance. x Define whether any attributes
must be deleted.

Center a screen object. x x None.
Change the name of the screen
or template.

x x None.

Delete an object. x x None.
Delete an unused prompt. x x None.
Specify whether to display
function keys and commands on
generated screens.

x None.

Move an object. x x None.
Redefine an object. x x To change a protected prompt,

determine whether delete
authority is needed.

Redefine a literal. x x Reposition literal after changing
text.

Access View Maintenance

When using the Screen Design tool, you can access view maintenance only when you are working on a screen. For more
information, see Designing Action Diagrams. If a procedure step contains import and export views with cardinality greater
than one and you have positioned attributes on the screen, do not change the structure of the fields. Do not move a view
with positioned attributes into or out of a repeating group view. If such restructuring is required, delete the attributes from
the screen first.

Assign Commands to Function Keys

Assigning commands to function keys provides the user of the generated system an easy means of invoking a command.
The command, in turn, is tested for in the action diagram. You cannot assign function keys when designing a template.

The PF Key Definition panel lists the function keys and commands you have defined in Business System Defaults. When
you add a command using the Screen Design tool, its type is Local - it applies only to the particular procedure step. The
function key commands set in Business System Defaults are defined as either standard or default. You can override
default commands in a screen, but not standard defaults.

When assigning command names to PF keys, keep in mind that Gen reserves certain commands, for example, RESET
and RESTART. In addition, Gen recognizes the command names NEXT, PREV, TOP, and BOTTOM for scrolling. It also
reserves the command names HELP and PROMPT for invocation of the help system of the installation.

Change Screen or Template Names

You can change the name of a screen within the screen. Similarly, you can change the name of a template from within the
template.
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The screen name is created when you name a procedure step in a Dialog Flow Diagram. When you use the Dialog
Design tool to change the name of a procedure step or use the Screen Design tool to change the name of a screen, the
change is reflected in both the DLG and the Screens and Templates panel (used for selecting screens). When you change
the name of a template, the change affects only the template.

Delete Screens or Templates

When you delete a screen, the procedure step with which it is associated is not deleted. When you delete a template, all
objects on the template are removed and do not appear on any screens that used the template.

Delete Screen Objects

The Delete option on the Screen Design command menu lets you delete one or more objects from a screen or template.
If you delete an object that belongs to a template from a screen, all objects on the template are deleted only from the
application of the template of that screen.

From screens, you can delete fields, prompts, literals, or special fields. From templates, you can delete literals and special
fields.

When you delete a prompt, only the prompt is deleted. When you delete a field that was positioned with a prompt, the
prompt is also deleted. When you select a field from a group, Gen also selects for deletion all the fields from the same
entity that were positioned at the same time.

Unused Prompts

New prompts that are not used add to the size of the model and the number of objects the model must manage. If you
have unused prompts, you must delete them.

Function Keys and Commands

Using the Screen Design tool, you can specify whether to display function keys and commands on a PF key line on
generated screens.

Move Objects

You can move the following objects using the Screen Design tool:

• Objects positioned on a template only from within the template
• Objects positioned on a screen only from within the screen
• One or more objects on one or more consecutive lines

However, you cannot move objects to space that is already occupied.

Redefine Screen Objects

You can redefine objects that are positioned on a screen only from the screen. Similarly, you can redefine objects that are
positioned on a template only from the template.

If you change the display length or edit the pattern of a positioned occurrence of an attribute in a repeating group, all
occurrences change. If you change the field or error properties, only the selected occurrence is changed.

When you change the width of a positioned field in a repeating group, avoid a length that extends the field past column 80.
Gen wraps fields extending past column 80 to the next line.

You cannot change a protected prompt in a subset unless you have delete authority on the screens or procedure steps
that use the prompt.
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Redefine a Literal

When redefining literals, you can change the text and the display properties. After changing the text, you must reposition
the literal.

The literal can contain up to 80 characters, including international characters.

If you size prompts or literals in one dialect, and then change the dialect and resize the prompt or literal, the larger size
remains in effect for placement purposes (copy or move).

Suppose you have two dialects-Default and French. You create a literal under the default dialect with a size of 25
characters. Then, you select the French dialect and resize the literal to 10 characters. The literal that you see in the
Screen Design tool is 10 characters.

If you select the literal, however, and then select copy or move, the box that surrounds the literal is still 25 characters. The
amount of space that is reserved for the literal remains 25 characters, which is the larger of the two sizes. This feature
allows you to switch back and forth between dialects without causing spacing problems on the terminal screen.

You can place the 10-character literal only as you could place a 25-character literal. Other fields, for example, cannot be
closer to the 10-character literal than they could be to a 25-character literal.

Downstream effects

When a load module that is defined in Packaging contains multiple procedure steps, every screen in the load module must
contain a unique identifying string as the first literal on the screen. Place this literal on the first line of the screen, following
the transaction code.

The special field, panel ID, can be used instead of a unique literal. During screen generation, a literal equal to the member
name of the screen is generated in the location of the panel identification.

Refining Screens Using the Prototyping Tool
This article provides information for Refining Screens Using the Prototyping Tool. The Prototyping tool provides the ability
to review the order and content of screens before detailing procedure logic and generating code.

The PT tool can help you verify if your screens are complete and flow in the order that your business requires. By using
the PT tool before refining the action diagrams for procedure steps, you can avoid costly changes later in the project.

Before using this tool, you must have at least one procedure step that is defined in the Dialog Flow Diagram and one
screen that is defined in Screen Design for the application you are developing. On the Dialog Flow Diagram, you must
detail the transfer or link between screens, using Detail and Flows On or Detail and Returns On options. You must have
also assigned at least one command as an autoflow command.

Accessing the Prototyping Tool

After completing the minimum components of the Dialog Flow Diagram and Screen Design, you can access the
Prototyping tool by clicking Design, Diagram, Open, and selecting a beginning step (screen) from which to begin the
prototyping session.

You can also chain to the PT tool from the following tools:

• Dialog Design
• Screen Design
• Action Diagram
• Action Block Usage
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Using the Prototyping Tool

While you are reviewing the screens using the PT tool, you can interactively change screen definitions and the order in
which screens are presented and review the results immediately. For example, if a user is reviewing the screens with you
and suggests that one screen precede another, you can make that change by chaining to the source tool, making the
modification, and then accessing Prototyping with the updated screen order. This ensures that you and the user agree on
the change.

The objective of this tool is to further refine the screen definition. Therefore, when you build action diagrams for procedure
steps, you are working with stable information which has had the prior approval of the user and management.

You cannot enter data, interpret data, transfer data between screens, or simulate the look of data on the screen in the
PT tool. These tasks are done in the Gen test facility. However, the edit pattern displays with each data field. The cursor
position does not change to indicate which fields are protected and which allow data entry. Also, error messages do not
display when using this tool.

Select Another Beginning Screen

You can restart Prototyping to change to a different beginning screen or to start over with the session you are currently
running.

1. Select the space bar to exit the Prototyping session.
2. Select the procedure step which is to be the new beginning screen.

When you have completed the review of the screens and verified any changes, you can chain to the Dialog Design tool,
Screen Design tool, the Structure Chart tool, or the Action Diagram tool.

Business System Defaults

As part of the project-planning task for a Design project, you can define standards that are known as business system
defaults. Business system defaults, which are used with all design tools, provide a consistent user interface to the system
you are constructing.

Consistency in Construction
To be consistent in construction, make all business system default selections from pop-up menus or panels that appear
after you access Business System Defaults from Design.

Each menu selection in Business System Defaults has a menu with its own set of tasks or panels. The panels contain
fields to be completed or selected.

You can override the business system defaults usually at the procedure step, screen, or template level.

Prerequisites

Before you begin defining system defaults, be sure you have either completed or have an understanding of the following
prerequisites:

• A data model, which is defined with the Data Model tool, Data Model List tool or the Data Model Browser tool
• One or more procedures that are defined with the Dialog Design tool
• Views for one or more procedures that are defined with the View Maintenance tool
• A business system defined with the Business System Definition tool

NOTE
For more information about defining business systems, see Analyzing .
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How to Set Business System Defaults
This article provides information for how to set the Business System Defaults. After accessing Business System Defaults,
you can choose options.

After accessing Business System Defaults, you can choose from the options that are shown in the following table. Each
option is discussed under the corresponding heading.

Option Allows You To
Properties Rename or describe the system.
Video Properties Set the screen video properties such as the display properties of

screen prompts, fields, error messages, and literals.
Set the window video properties such as the color and font
characteristics of windows and dialogs.

Commands Set command names and the synonym that is associated with
each name.

Exit States Set exit states for action diagrams and dialog flows.
Function Keys Assign commands to function keys.
Special Edit Patterns Add editing patterns that control field display and input formats for

special fields, such as system date, time.
Field Edit Patterns Add editing patterns that control field display and input formats for

other screen objects.
Delimiters Specify the string separators and parameter delimiters that identify

the separation of data items.

Set Properties

The Properties option lets you rename or describe the business system. To reach this option, you must first select a
defined business system.

Set Video Properties

The Video Properties option lets you set screen video properties and window video properties.

Set Screen Video Properties

Click Screen in the Video Properties dialog tree view to set screen video properties. Screen video properties determine
the display characteristics of the following controls:

• Prompts
• Fields
• Errors
• Literals
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Set Prompt Properties

A prompt is a field label that indicates the contents of the field. You can set prompt display properties to distinguish them
from the fields. See the following table for the options available. Setting the display properties defines how the generated
system displays screens to the user.

Prompt or Literal Properties Comment Initial Default Other Options
Color Determines color or screen

display characters. Used only
on terminals with extended color
and highlighting features.

Normal White, Cyan, Yellow, Green,
Pink, Red, or Blue

Intensity Determines brightness of
display.

Normal High or Dark (no display; use for
hidden prompts or literals).

Highlight Determines how characters
are highlighted. Used only on
terminals with extended color
and highlighting features.

Normal Underscore, Blink, or Reverse
Video.

Justify Specifies how data is to be
aligned within the field when
input.

Left Right or Center

Set Field Properties

A field is an area of the screen in the generated system where an attribute value is displayed for, or entered by, the user.
You define fields in terms of their display properties in order to distinguish them from other types of screen objects. See
the following table, which identifies and explains the field properties that you can set.

Field Properties Comment Initial Default Other Options
Color Determines color of display

characters. Used only on
terminals with extended color
and highlighting features.

Normal (default for monitor) White, Cyan, Yellow, Green,
Pink, Red, or Blue

Intensity Determines brightness of
display.

Normal High or Dark (no display)

Highlight Determines how characters
are highlighted. Used only on
terminals with extended color
and highlighting features.

Normal (default for monitor) Underscore, Blink, or Reverse
Video.

Justify Specifies how data is to be
aligned within the field when
input.

Default (see Note 1). Left or Right

Put Cursor Here Indicates where a user is to
enter data when the generated
screen appears.

No Yes

Protected Prevents user from entering
data in a protected field.

Off On

Blank when Zero or NULL See Note 2. No Yes
Fill Character Used for input of fields shorter

than defined field length.
Blank Type desired fill character
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• Selecting Default lets you left-justify alphabetic text and right-justify numerals.
• If you select No and no data is present, blank numeric fields are filled with asterisks (*) and blank text fields with

underscores (_). If you select No and data is present, the import view displays 0 for numeric fields, spaces for text
fields, 0 for date and time fields, and spaces for commands. If you select yes, spaces appear where there are blanks
and zeroes.

Set Error Properties

Error fields can be displayed with unique properties to distinguish them from other fields. The options that you select must
differ from those for the corresponding field properties for intensity, color, and highlight. The following table describes the
error properties and their associated display options.

Error Properties Comment Initial Default Other Options
Color Determines color of characters

that are used to display the
error. Used only on terminals
with extended color and
highlighting features.

Red Normal (default), White, Cyan,
Yellow, Green, Pink, and Blue

Intensity Determines brightness of
display.

High Normal, Dark (no display)

Highlight Specifies highlighting for
characters in error. Used only
on terminals with extended color
and highlighting features.

Reverse Video Normal (default), Underscore,
Blink

Justify Specifies how data is to be
aligned within the field when
input.

Left Right, Default

Put Cursor Here Indicates where the user is to
enter data when the field is in
error.

Yes No

Protected Prevents user from entering
data in a protected field.

Off On

Set Literal Properties

A literal is constant information in text or symbols. Literals can be used on both screens and screen templates. Literals
can be column headings, lines between columns, or other information that cannot be manipulated. Display properties
must be set for literals so they can be distinguished from other screen objects. The property options available to define
literals are the same as those used for prompts.

Set Window Video Properties

Click Window in the Video Properties dialog tree view to set window video properties. Window Video Properties specifies
the color and font characteristics of an object on all the windows or dialogs in a business system. If you change a font or
color for a window, some or all the controls of that window are affected.

The following table lists window controls affected by font or color changes.

Control Affected by Font Change Affected by Color Change
Group Box Yes Yes
Literal Yes Yes
Menu Bar Yes Yes
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Prompt Yes Yes
Push Button Yes No
Status Bar Yes Yes
Toolbar No No
Entry Fields Yes Yes
Hypertext Links Yes Yes
Dialog Box Yes Yes
List Box Yes Yes
Window Yes Yes

In general, you can override the font or color selection for an individual control by selecting a different font or color.

Set Commands

A command provides a way for you to direct the execution of a procedure, which, in turn, implements one or more
processes. During dialog flow diagramming, you specify the command that tells the procedure step which action block
to execute. You can use a command to call an action block that was created in Analysis or Design. When setting system
defaults, you can assign the command name. You can also assign a synonym to the command name that the system
recognizes and uses to invoke the command (for example, A for Add). You can add, change, and delete command names
and synonyms.

NOTE
RESET, RESTART, HELP, AND PROMPT are reserved words and cannot be used as command names. Gen
reserves the command names HELP and PROMPT to invoke the help system of the installation. Gen recognizes
the command names NEXT, PREV, TOP, and BOTTOM for scrolling.

Set Exit States

For data and activity control to flow between procedure steps, a condition that is called an exit state must be met. An exit
state is the trigger that causes the transfer of control. Exit State is the name of a Gen special attribute that links the Action
Diagram and the Dialog Design Diagram. You can add, change, or delete exit states. For example, if a transaction code
must be validated before another procedure can occur, you can add an exit state that is called INVALID_CODE if the code
does not exist. You can set global exit states (exit states that apply across the model) or local exit states that apply only to
the current business system.

You can set the termination action of an exit state-the action to be taken when the exit state occurs. The following table
describes the types of termination actions.

Termination Action What System Does When Exit State Occurs
Normal Displays the message that is associated with the exit state only.
Rollback Backs out the database update, displays a message that is

associated with the exit state, and invokes the flow of control.
Abort Aborts processing and executes a system dump.

In specifying the properties of an exit state, you can add, change, or delete a message that is associated with the exit
state and displayed when a flow does not occur. You can also assign the type of message.
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Each type of message displays with unique properties. The following table shows the message types that you can assign,
what each message describes and how it appears on different types of monitors.

Message Type Appearance on Color
Monitors

Appearance on Monochrome
Monitors

Description

None Normal color (the color of fields
on the screens)

Normal Message type has not been
defined. This option allows
compatibility with messages that
are created in earlier releases.

Informational White High Intensity Message gives information only;
no action is required.

Warning Yellow High Intensity Message advises that user
action may be required as a
result of processing.

Error Red Highlighted Message advises that an error
occurred in an entry and action
is required to correct.

You can define and assign these messages when defining system defaults, when diagramming dialog flows, or when
defining action diagrams. For example, you can add the message CODE IS INVALID and associate it with the exit state
INVALID_CODE. The message would display when the logic of the action diagram causes the exit state to occur.

Set Function Keys

You can use a function key (also known as a program function key or PF key) as a shorthand way to issue a command to
a procedure in an online environment. For example, if you map PF key 2 to the Add command, you can invoke the Add
command with one keystroke by pressing PF2.

When you associate a command with a function key, you can define the type as Default (can be overridden) or Standard
(cannot be overridden). A Default command allows flexibility. For example, if a particular procedure does not have the
function that is mapped to a function key, you can map another command to that function key for that procedure. A
Standard command is assigned to its function key in every procedure step in the business system. For example, you
could assign commands so that PF1 always invokes Help, regardless of the procedure you execute.

Set Edit Patterns

An edit pattern is a defined mask that controls the display and input format for fields. Edit patterns are classified as text,
numeric, date, time, or timestamp. Each edit pattern class is associated with a set of supported edit pattern components.
Some components display variable data, others contain formatting instructions, while others display the literal component
itself. Any two components are separated by a space or a supported literal character such as a slash (/), hyphen (-),
period or decimal point (.), or colon (:).

The Business System Defaults menu lists two edit pattern options:

• Special Edit Patterns, which are used by the system to format System Date, System Time, Scroll Indicator, and Scroll
Location.

• Field Edit Patterns, which are used to define edit patterns for data fields. Five edit patterns have already been created
for your use. Their names are Date, Time, Timestamp, Quantity, and Currency. Quantity and Currency are both
instances of the numeric class.

You can add new edit patterns for fields with data display requirements different from the displayed defaults. You can
delete or modify any edit pattern that is supplied or that you add.

Edit patterns for a date typically include three components: year (YYYY), month (MM), and day (DD). The edit pattern,
YYYYMMDD represents a style where the 4-digit year, the 2-digit month (with leading zeroes), and the 2-digit day are
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displayed contiguously, that is, without separators. The default edit pattern for Date is YYYY-MM-DD, where the hyphen
is used as the separator; the default for Time is HH.MM.SS, where the period is the separator. Timestamps are stored
internally as a combination of all the date and time values, plus microseconds. This value is stored in the following edit
pattern: YYYYMMDDHHMISSNNNNNN.

The following table lists separators by class and description.

Class of Edit Edit Pattern Separators Separator Description
Date, Time, Timestamp, Text. Mixed Text,
and DBCS Text

A hard space or one of the following
symbols:
/ (slash)
. (period)
: (colon)
- (hyphen)

A literal character or space that is used
to separate the components of the edit
pattern.

Numeric . (decimal point) The character that is used to separate
the integer component from the mantissa
component of an edit pattern for a decimal
number.

, (comma) The character that is used to separate
periods of a number over 999 and
displayable after start of significance. Entry
is optional.

The following table describes components that can be used when specifying an edit pattern for the following types of data:
numeric, text, date, time, or timestamp. Use these components to build new edit patterns or modify those that exist.

Class of Edit Edit Pattern Components Component Description Valid Value and Default Value
Date and Timestamp C 1-digit century code Valid values: 0 through 9

inclusive, representing centuries
as follows:
0 - 1900
1 - 2000
2 - 2100
3 - 2200
4 - 2300
5 - 2400
6 - 2500
7 - 1600
8 - 1700
9 -1800

YYYY 4-digit year Valid values: 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-digit
number, where leading zeroes
are significant. The value must
be from 1600 through 2599, or 0
(zero).
Default value for omitted leading
digits: correct digit for the
current year.
Default value for an unspecified
component: current year unless
specified date components are
zeroes, then 0000.
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Date and Timestamp YY 2-digit year Valid values: 2-digit number,
where leading zeroes are
significant.
No default; if specified in the
edit pattern, a value must be
entered.

MM 1- or 2-digit number for month of
the year

Valid values: 1 through 12
representing the month, or 0 (a
special case).
Default value for unspecified
component: current month
unless specified date
components are zeroes, then
00.

DD 1- or 2-digit number for the day
of the month

Valid values: 1 through 31
representing the day, or 0 (a
special case).
Default value for unspecified
component: current day unless
specified date components are
zeroes, then 00.

Time and Timestamp HH 1- or 2-digit number for the
hour of the day, using 24-hour
notation.

Valid values: 0 through 23;
Default: 0

MI 1- or 2-digit number for minute
of the hour.

Valid values: 0 through 59;
Default: 0

SS 1- or 2-digit number for second
of the minute.

Valid values: 0 through 59;
Default: 0

Timestamp N, NN, NNN, NNNN, NNNNN,
NNNNNN

1- to 6-digit microsecond
value, where the number of Ns
determines precision. The value
is aligned to an implied decimal
point.

Valid values: 0 through 999999,
where leading zeroes are
significant and trailing zeroes
are insignificant. Default:
000000

Text X One or more 'Xs, where the
number of 'Xs, literals and
separators does not exceed
the field length. Spaces are
significant.

Valid values: All characters in
the current codepage, including
alphanumeric characters and
symbols but excluding DBCS
characters. Default: nothing

A-L, N-Z, 0-9, No DBCS
Characters

Literal text that is composed
of all alphanumeric characters
except 'X'.

Valid value: as is.

Mixed Text M One or more 'Ms, where the
number of 'Ms, literals and
separators does not exceed
the field length. Spaces
are significant. A single 'M'
represents one byte. Two 'Ms,
are required to hold a DBCS
character.

Valid values: All characters in
the current codepage, including
alphanumeric characters,
symbols, and DBCS characters.
Default: nothing

A-L, N-Z, 0-9, Any DBCS
Character

Literal text that is composed of
all alphanumeric characters and
DBCS characters except for the
single-byte 'M'.

Valid value: as is.
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DBCS Text DBCS:X One or more DBCS:'Xs,
where the number of bytes
of DBCS:'Xs, literals and
separators do not exceed
the field length. Spaces are
significant.

Valid values: All DBCS
characters in the current
codepage. All single-byte
characters are excluded.
Default: nothing

Any DBCS Character Literal text that is composed of
any DBCS character.

Valid value: as is.

Numeric * Asterisk line leader fill character
preceding data.

Valid values: must fill the field.

$ Floating dollar sign Valid value: as is.
9 Numeric characters, including

leading zeroes
Valid values: 0 through 9,
inclusive

Z Numeric characters, excluding
leading zeroes

Valid values: 0 through 9,
inclusive; 0s are suppressed
until significance has been
established.

0 A literal zero Valid value: as is
+ For signed data, displays both

plus sign (+) for positive data
and minus sign (-) for negative
data.

Valid values: + (plus sign) and -
(minus sign)

- For signed data, displays minus
sign (-) for negative data.

Valid values: - (minus sign)

Rules for Using Established Edit Patterns

Follow the rules listed to use established edit patterns:

• When separators are not used between components in the date, time, or timestamp edit patterns, then the entry must
include all digits of each component. Any white space included in the entry is ignored.

Edit Pattern Entry Result
YYYYMMDD 19930801 Accepted: 19930801
1993 08 01 Accepted: 19930801
20010104 Accepted: 20010104

• When date components are separated by valid separators in the edit pattern, it is not necessary to enter leading
zeroes for components with values from 1 through 9, inclusive.

Edit Pattern Entry Result
YYYY/MM/D 1993/8/1 Accepted: 1993/08/01
2003/8/1 Accepted: 2003/08/01

• When YYYY is part of an edit pattern that is defined with separators, you may omit up to the first three characters of
the year. The value for these characters is taken from the date that is set in the system clock. That is, if your system
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clock is set to 1999, and you enter 83 for the year, the year defaults to 1983. If you enter only 3, the date defaults to
1993. If your system clock is set to 2000, the dates, in these examples, would default to 2083 and 2003 respectively.

Edit Pattern Entry Result
YYYY/MM/DD 89/11/26 Accepted: 1989/11/26 or 2089/11/26
3/8/1 Accepted: 1993/08/01 or 2003/08/01

• When components are separated by valid separators in the edit pattern and you intend to accept defaults, you must
enter at least one digit for each component.

Edit Pattern Entry Result
YYYY/MM/DD 3/08/01 Accepted: 1993/08/01 or 2003/08/01
/08/01 Rejected: No value is specified for the year

component.

• If multiple components of an edit pattern target the same value, then the rightmost component overrides. For example,
the century code (C) and the 4-digit year code (YYYY) both supply the two most significant digits of the 4-digit year
where:
– C = 0 represents 1900,
– C = 1 represents 2000,
– C = 2 represents 2100.

Edit Pattern Entry Result
YYYY/MM/DD-C 1993/08/01-2 Interpreted: 2193/08/01

• A date value of all zeroes is a special case. If specified components are set to zeroes, then the unspecified
components that are used for the internal timestamp are also set to zeroes. In the following example where YYYY is
unspecified, the 4-digit year value is interpreted as 0000 for the associated timestamp.

Edit Pattern Entry Result
MM/DD 00/00 Timestamp: 00000000

Set Delimiters

A delimiter is a punctuation symbol that separates data items. In Design, delimiters refer to the parameter delimiters and
string separators you can use during the clear screen.

Parameter delimiters include spaces, commas (,), periods (.), semicolons (;), slashes (/), back slashes (\), carets (^),
dashes (-), asterisks (*), and plus signs (+). String separators include double quotations (“?”), parentheses ((?)), brackets
([?]), braces ({?}), and single quotations ('?').

In string data that contains symbols that may be interpreted as parameter delimiters, enclose the parameter with string
separators. For example, for the following string data:

John Smith, Jr.

Use a string separator such as double quotations, as shown in the following example:

“John Smith, Jr.”

This solution eliminates problems in parameter interpretation that may be caused by both the comma and the period.
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Reports
This article provides information for the four reports available from the Diagram action on the Business System Defaults
main window.

The Four reports available are:

• Command List lists commands and synonyms that are defined for the business system.
• Command Uses (Command Where Used) lists one or more commands and the procedure steps by which they are

used.
• Exit State List lists the exit states and messages that are defined for the business system.
• Exit State Uses (Exit State Where Used) lists one or more exit states and the processes and procedure steps by which

they are used.

Event Browser
The Event Browser displays in a dialog format the event objects that are created during window design using the Event
Processing tool.

An event is a notification that something has occurred. It includes opening and closing windows, clicking an item, and so
on. An event action is a special block of logic in a PrAD that can execute separately from the main body of PrAD logic.

The Event Browser tool lets you do the following tasks:

• View logic for an event action and change it by chaining to Action Diagramming
• Determine which controls have had events that are defined for them and what types of events they are
• Create or change a control

NOTE
There is also a user-defined event type. For more information, see the Toolset Help.

Work Set List

A work set provides information that a process, procedure step, or action block requires but cannot get from entity types in
the model. Attributes (or characteristics) of work sets are like entity type attributes. A work view is a view of a work set that
does not create permanent storage. A work set list displays a list of all work sets in a given model. The Work Set List tool
implements a work view from a work set.

Work set lists let you use work sets to do the following tasks:

• Monitor execution-time information, such as calculation of intermediate totals and counts
• View applications requiring information that is not available from entity views in the data model

Structure Chart

The Structure Chart tool shows the relationship between implemented action blocks and procedure action diagrams. This
lets you do the following tasks:

• See the entire action diagram structure without chaining between action diagrams
• See the procedure step action block decomposition in different ways
• Match import and export views of action blocks that are called by the USE command

Action Block Usage

The Action Block Usage tool creates a diagram that illustrates how an action block is connected to other action blocks,
processes, and procedure steps through the USE command.

This tool eliminates the need to chain between action diagrams and is useful in performing the following tasks:
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• Showing the different ways an action block is used in a model
• Providing a simple way to match import and export views of action blocks that are called by the USE command.

Dialect Definition
Using the Dialect Definition tool, you can do the following tasks:

• Add dialects with the Dialect Definition tool and use the Dialect Properties pop-up to define the various properties,
including dialect name, the direction the text flows, separators, and the scroll amount.

• Size prompts or literals in one dialect, then change the dialect and resize the prompt or literal in a smaller size without
causing spacing problems on the terminal screen.

NOTE
Multiple dialects are supported in both screen design and window design functionality.

The following table lists other design tools.

Tool Used In Used by Code Generator Also See
Event Browser Navigation Diagram Y Event Processing
Work Set List Navigation Diagram, client/

server, or Screen Design
N

Structure Chart Navigation Diagram, client/
server, or Screen Design

Y Action Diagram

Action Block Usage Navigation Diagram, client/
server, or Screen Design

Y Action Diagram

Dialect Definition Navigation Diagram, or Screen
Design

Y

NOTE
For more information about any design tool, see the Toolset Help.

z/OS Block Mode Screen Design
The underlying operational behavior of the z/OS Block Mode Screen Manager is controlled by the way that the user
defines screens and constructs edit patterns.

Operational Behavior

Some of the behavior, however, can be controlled by modifying the generated source materials.

The Enhanced Screen Generator is the default for all z/OS block mode applications that are developed with Gen.

3270 Information Display System

The screen presented to the user is formatted using the facilities and capabilities of the IBM 3270 Information Display
System or a compatible terminal and controller.

NOTE
For more information about 3270 Information Display System, see the IBM Programmer's Reference
Documentation.
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Initial Write Compared to Subsequent Write

The initial write of a screen is the case where the screen must clear what may exist on the screen and may write the first
instance of its image on the screen. After it is written, the image is retained in the device and control unit buffers until it is
changed or erased. The Gen implementation rewrites the content of fields that change. The software does not redefine
the fields, nor does it rewrite the entire screen.

Also, on the initial write, Gen uses either the Erase/Write or the Erase/Write Alternate device commands. These
commands first clear the buffer of all formatting information and set all display positions to nulls, which are displayed as
blanks. Then, the data stream is processed to write new formatting and data into the buffer.

Data Stream Options

The generated screen manager program contains a Screen Table that controls the Data Stream Options and Alarm
Options.

The following five options can be changed by modifying the Screen Table in the generated code:

• Repeat to Address (RA) Order
• Set Attribute (SA) Order
• Program Tab (PT) Order
• Erase/Write Always
• Alarm Options

A value is assigned to each option in the screen table. To suppress any combination of these options, add the value that is
assigned to each option. Enter the total in the value field for the Data Stream Options.

To control the alarm, set the value of the alarm options to the appropriate value.

 03 DATA-STREAM-OPTIONS PIC S9 (4) VALUE 0 COMP.

88 EXTENDED ATTRIBUTES VALUE 1.

88 BINARY ADDRESSES VALUE 2.

88 SUPPRESS RA ORDER VALUE 4.

88 SUPPRESS SA ORDER VALUE 8.

88 SUPPRESS PT ORDER VALUE 16.

88 ERASE-WRITE-A;LWAYS VALUE 32.

03 ALARM OPTIONS PIC S9 (4) VALUE 0 COMP.

88 ALARM-ALWAYS VALUE 1.

88 ALARM-ON-ERROR VALUE 2.

 

Repeat to Address Order

The Repeat to Address (RA) order compacts the data stream by eliminating repeated characters, specifying the ending
buffer address and the character to be repeated. The RA order can be used at any point in the data stream and can be
used within a field at any point in the data.

The RA Order, address, and character are 4 bytes long. Gen uses the RA order when the repeated data exceeds 4 bytes.

The RA Order can be inserted any number of times into a stream of data, even when the data is for the same field.

For example, the string:

 AAAAAAABBBBBBBCCCCCCC

 

Can be reduced to:
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 SA addrA SA addrB SA addrC

 

Where the address in each case indicates the buffer address of the last occurrence of the repeated character. This
example saves 9 bytes in the data stream. When combined with other fields, the savings can be significant.

When the RA order is suppressed by the user, the runtime does not reduce repeated strings. Instead, the runtime
software sends the entire string unchanged to the device.

To suppress the RA order, modify the Screen Table in the generated screen manager program. Add 4 to the value
currently shown for the Data Stream Options.

Suppressing this feature may make it possible to use non-IBM 3270 systems that do not support this order.

Set Attribute Order

The Set Attribute (SA) order can modify the highlighting, color, or character set used to display individual characters in a
field. This supports enhanced error detection and user interface improvements.

When the SA order is suppressed, individual characters that are in error are not highlighted. Also, Shift Out (SO) and Shift
In (SI) control codes are not suppressed in mixed DBCS/SBCS fields. This means unexpected spaces appear in mixed
strings containing single byte and multiple byte characters. The spaces are displayed in place of the SO and SI control
codes that mark the transition between single byte and multiple byte characters.

NOTE
When the TP monitor is IEFAE and extended attribute support is turned off, IEFAE supplies default colors for
screens. The default colors cannot be changed using the video properties dialog.

Program Tab Order

The Program Tab (PT) order advances the current buffer address and optionally clears the buffer. This works well for
clearing a field of its contents on an already formatted screen without transferring a large amount of data in the data
stream. This is especially true for scroll areas where only a partial view is valid.

Gen runtime uses a PT order to clear fields when the result must be a blank field. If other data replaces the field, use a PT
order at the end of the new data to clear the remainder of the field.

Consider the example of a field that is defined as 40 bytes in length. It currently contains a 32-byte string, which is
replaced by an 8-byte string. The PT order can be appended to the 8-byte string in the data stream to clear the remainder
of the existing field. In this mode, the PT order acts like a user placing the cursor in a field and pressing the Erase/EOF
key. The current buffer address is advanced to the next field. The runtime requires a Set Buffer Address (SBA) order to
move the current buffer address.

When the PT order is suppressed, the runtime software sends the entire string, padded with spaces or Nulls, to clear
fields.

To suppress the PT order, modify the Screen Table in the generated screen manager program.

Suppressing this feature makes it possible to use non-IBM 3270 systems that do not support this order.

Erase/Write Always

The Erase/Write Always option forces the runtime software to perform an Erase/Write or an Erase/Write Alternate for all
screen I/O, not just the first screen.

Device Alarm

If a device alarm is installed, it can be activated when data is entered in any field, or only when there is an error. Edit the
screen table in the generated code to modify the Attribute State Flag for the Alarm Options.
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To always sound an alarm, set the value to 1. To sound an alarm only when there is an error, set the value to 2.

External Data Representation

This article provides information for the external data representation and the way data appears after the internal data is
transformed to a character representation.

The external representation of data is displayed with the appropriate punctuation including commas, decimal points, and
currency symbols.

Edit patterns

All fields have an edit pattern. If the user does not select an edit pattern, the generator synthesizes an edit pattern that
matches the characteristics of the field and variable data types.

Character Sets

The 3270 display system defines a 1-byte Logical Character Set ID (LCID) for each character set loaded or installed in the
device. In addition, some of the LCIDs are reserved for permanently installed character sets and loadable character sets.

Loadable character sets are a control memory that can be programmed by the user application by the Load Programmed
Symbols structured field. Also, whether the character set is defined for a 1-byte or 2-byte codepoint is reserved. When
using 2-byte codepoints, select an LCID that defines a 2-byte character set.

The Gen runtime software does not load loadable character set buffers (LCIDs) and does not use these LCIDs if present.
DBCS character sets are always assumed to be in LCID x'F8', and the SBCS character set LCID is the device default,
x'00'.

The assigned character set buffers (LCIDs) are:

• x'00' Default character set
• x'40'-x'EF' Loadable character sets
• x'F0'-x'F7' Non-loadable single-byte character sets
• x'F8'-x'FF' Non-loadable double-byte character sets

All 3270 character sets define 190 printable characters (glyphs). These characters are assigned codepoints x'41' - x'FE'.
The first byte of a double-byte character set also is restricted to the range x'41'-x'FE', and can be thought of as a selector
of one of the 190 glyph sets. Therefore, DBCS characters can represent a maximum of 1+190X190 characters, or 36,101
characters (x'4040' is always a space, and is not part of the 190 groups of 190 characters).

The operation of double and single-byte characters depends on the character set for the field, the Input Control settings,
the use of SO/SI characters on write to the device, and the use of SA order.

When a single byte or mixed field is created, the Start Field Extended (SFE) order sets the default character set LCID to
x'00'. This selects the installed default for the target device. Although the default character set may differ from one device
to another, x'00' always selects the installed default.

Typically, the default character set is a single-byte character set, but it may not be English. This can be determined
by querying the installed character sets of the terminal, by user definitions, or other mechanisms. The Character Set
Descriptor self-defining terms received on the inbound Query Reply (Character Sets) structured field contains the LCIDs
of each installed character set, its characteristics (loadable, not loadable, number of panes, and so on), and its Coded
Graphic Character Set Global ID (CGCSGID) and Coded Character Set ID (CCSID). The CGCSGID and CCSID identify
the codepage number of the international standard codepage that is associated with that character set. Also, CICS
queries each terminal and retains that information, allowing applications to query CICS to obtain it, rather than query the
terminal. Under CICS, the standard API services must be used. Under TSO/CMS, the Query can be sent to the device to
determine this information (as defined in the TIRDCX) exit.
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Codepage Translations

Codepage translations also take place when querying the installed character sets on a terminal. When the application
is generated, the generator stores the codepage ID of the application in a constant data area made accessible to the
runtime. This codepage ID is the codepage in use when the screen was modeled. It is the codepage of all literals, edit
patterns, and character data in the application referenced by the runtime.

The codepage of the terminal is determined directly from the device or from the TP monitor (such as CICS). The terminal
codepage always is the target codepage on outbound operations and the source codepage on inbound operations. The
application codepage is the source codepage on outbound operations, and the target on inbound operations.

The application codepage is the codepage that is used to define the model. The screen manager assumes that the data is
in the same codepage as the application.

It is important to note that the internal representation of a character and the display image of the string can be a different
size. This is especially true when the field editing inserts literal characters and a codepage translates the data for display.

Single-Byte Characters

The customer must verify that the default LCID is set correctly when the control unit and display stations are configured. If
the default LCID cannot be configured, the correct codepage must be installed.

Not all 3270 display units report the installed codepage. In these systems, the Query Reply structured field indicates that
a single LCID is installed, and that the CGCSGID is not present. This information is relayed in the Query Reply (Character
Sets) structured field, in the character sets query reply base section. Specifically, the information is relayed in byte 4, bits
1 and 6. Also, when bit 5 is on double-byte (DBCS) fields are supported. When bit 5 is off, double-byte (DBCS) fields are
not supported.

When the CGCSGID is not present, the runtime assumes that the codepage in use is 37 (US English EBCDIC). This is
also true when CICS reports that the CGCSGID is not available.

During codepage translation from a single byte to a single-byte codepage, the length of the strings does not change.
However, if the translation is from a single byte to a multiple byte codepage, then the resulting multiple byte string may be
the same length, or longer.

Multiple Byte Characters

Multiple byte characters can be used both on the display device and in the screen manager program data areas. When
the screen manager data areas contain fill characters, punctuation characters, currency symbols, or strings, the fields
are defined large enough to contain multiple byte characters. No indication is made as to which is stored in one of these
data areas. The values are implicitly defined. Since no byte within a multiple byte string can have a value less than or
equal to a single-byte space (except for a double-byte space, which is x'4040'), the runtime determines implicitly whether
a character in a data area is a 1, 2, 3, or 4-byte value.

Multiple byte character strings are designated as such in the appropriate entry in the attribute table. All data within a
multiple byte character string are assumed to be multiple byte characters. No Shift In or Shift Out control codes are used.
When the data is presented to the user, the user is prevented from entering any single-byte characters. To block the entry
of single-byte characters, the field must be created with the Input Control attribute set to disallow the generation of SO/SI
control codes.

When the field contains characters that occupy less space than is provided, the characters are left aligned. For example,
if the fill character is defined as a PIC X(4) area in COBOL, and the fill character is a single-byte asterisk (x'5C'), then the
field is actually stored as x'5C404040'. Since the second byte is an x'40', it legally cannot be part of the character, and the
x'5C' is assumed to be the fill character. If, on the other hand, the fill character is a double byte '?' (x'426F'), then the fill
character field is stored as x'426F4040'. Again, the first occurrence of a space (x'40') signifies the end of the character
sequence, which is x'426F'. This also works correctly for ASCII encodings, except that an ASCII space is x'20' and not
x'40' as in EBCDIC.
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The previous algorithm works when the field is defined to contain only one character. When a field contains a string, an
indicator must inform the runtime that the value is a multiple byte, mixed, or single-byte string. This is provided for user-
defined fields, as an indicator in the field table entry for the field. This algorithm is used for constant data encoded in the
data areas of the screen manager.

When a multiple byte character is transmitted to a screen in a field, the appropriate mechanisms are used to represent it.

Fixed-Length Character Strings

Fixed-length strings have an invariant length, regardless of the length of the significant portion of the data.

When a fixed-length character string is output, it is edited to contain the appropriate formatting. All editing is performed
using the application codepage.

When a fixed-length character string is input, it is translated into the application codepage, if needed. This makes it
unnecessary to translate edit patterns, and to perform complex editing functions on mixed codepages because all literals,
edit patterns, and permitted values are stored in the generated screen manager program in the application codepage.

Varying Length Character Strings

The defined length of a varying length character string is treated as significant.

The string is not trimmed. This means that the user logic can pad the string with any desired characters, including the
defined fill character or white space.

When a varying length string is output, the current length determines the significant portion of the data. The string
occupies a substring which is left aligned within a space large enough to contain the maximum defined string length.
However, only the current length is valid, and any characters beyond the current length are ignored.

If the length is larger than the defined maximum length, then the length must be reset to the maximum length. This
prevents any storage violations, overlays, or other problems downstream. However, such a condition is suspect, and if
some diagnostic reporting is available (such as tracing), then the condition is reported.

The defined substring is edited using the edit pattern that is defined for the field. This results in a varying length
intermediate string.

The intermediate string is then translated to the terminal codepage. This may result in an intermediate string being longer
or shorter than the intermediate string that is output from editing. After translation, the output string is output to the device
and justified.

When a varying length string is input, it is translated into the application codepage, if needed. The variable is not padded
with spaces. Instead, the computed length is set into the current length of the variable. The variable is padded with spaces
to its maximum defined length to support COBOL comparisons, which are always for the maximum defined length.

Mixed Strings

In a mixed string field, all strings are assumed to begin in single-byte mode. The display system must distinguish where
the mode changes from single byte to multiple bytes.

When a mixed string is output, each character is transmitted to the device without alteration until an SO or SI control
code is encountered. When an SO code is encountered, then an SA order specifying the appropriate character set (x'F8'
for DBCS) is inserted into the data stream and the SO code is discarded (it is not removed from the variable however).
Then, double-byte characters are transferred to the data stream until an SI is encountered. When an SI is found, the SI is
discarded and an SA order specifying the default character set for the field is inserted. The single-byte characters are then
copied into the data stream as before. This process can be continued for as long as possible, with any number of SO/SI
pairs in the same string.

The controller synthesizes SO/SI control codes and places them in the data for the field that is returned in the inbound
data stream. The control codes exist only in the data stream that the controller returns to the host program. The codes
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are synthesized from the character set selections that are made by the SA orders when the fields were written. Also, if the
user is allowed to enter SO/SI codes, these are returned to the host program.

Numeric

Numeric fields can be signed or unsigned, and associated with zoned, packed, binary (either short or long), and floating
point variables.

Significance

Significance is the point in which data becomes significant and, if truncated, would cause a loss of meaning. Significance
can be forced by the edit pattern picture, or by the data itself.

For numeric, numeric/text, or picture data types, significant data begins with the left-most non-zero digit on the right of the
decimal point.

For example, 00123.4500 is the same as 123.45. The leading and trailing zeroes add nothing to the meaning of the data.

After significance is turned on, it remains on until the second condition (right most non-zero digit after the decimal point) is
encountered.

For example, the zeroes in the value 120.01 are significant, and cannot be removed without changing the value.

In picture strings, Z represents an optional digit, and 9 represents a mandatory digit which must be present even if the
data is insignificant.

The Z specifiers can exist only on the left side of the picture string, before any nine specifiers. The nine specifier forces
significance to be turned on, regardless of the data values, and to remain on for the rest of the pattern (proceeding from
left to right). The Z specifier is illegal if it exists after a 9, since the significance has been forced on by the 9.

Algebraic Notation Rules

When the input of a numeric field cannot be matched to the supplied edit pattern pictures (positive, negative, or zero),
then standard algebraic and quantity notation is attempted as a last course of action. If this fails, then the string is marked
as error, and the user is prompted to specify the value again.

The following list shows the rules for interpretation of an input value that does not match any pattern:

• If the edit pattern indicates a signed quantity (a format two or three edit pattern), the input value is checked for the
presence of a leading or a trailing sign, specified using the “+” or “-” characters. If either is found, then the sign is set
accordingly and the character is removed from consideration in the input string. If no sign character is found, then the
sign is assumed to be positive. If the variable is unsigned, then no check is made for a leading or trailing sign.

• Prefix and postfix literals are not allowed, and if present, fail the edit.
• Digits are extracted from the input string until an infix literal character is encountered or the end of the input is reached.

If an infix literal is encountered, then it must match an infix literal in the supplied edit pattern, and the data is aligned
over the edit pattern on that infix literal character. This supplies decimal point or separator alignment. After it is aligned,
the input digit string must match the digit and infix literal specifiers of the edit pattern from that point forward.

• If no infix literals are encountered in the digit string, then the value is assumed to be an integer value. If assignment is
to a variable that contains decimal digits, then the input value is aligned to the indicated decimal position.

The following table shows how the system interprets data that does not match a supplied pattern. The table shows various
positive, negative, and zero edit pattern pictures. For each pattern, the table shows which pattern is matched, its variable
width and decimal digits (w,d), and the resulting value extracted.

User Input Positive Picture Negative Picture Zero Picture Match Variable (w,d) Value
+123 +ZZ9 -ZZ9 N/A Positive (5,0) 00123
123 ZZ9 N/A N/A Positive (5,0) 00123
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1.23 ZZ9.99 -ZZ9.99 -0- Positive (5,2) 001.23
-0- ZZ9.99 -ZZ9.99 -0- Zero (5,2) 000.00
-12 ZZ9.99 -ZZ9.99 -0- None (5,2) -012.00
-12 ZZZ.ZZ9 -ZZZ,ZZ9 N/A Negative (5,2) -012.00

Numeric/Text (Picture)

Picture fields can be used to model edit patterns for phone numbers, social security numbers, part numbers, and others
that contain digits but are not formatted like numeric quantities.

Using a picture field, the user specifies an edit pattern string using the normal numeric specifiers Z and 9.

Edit patterns that are created in earlier versions of Gen are also accepted. They are converted to Z and 9 specifiers by the
generator.

Date

The external data representation of dates can consist of any combination of the component parts of date, or derivatives
of these parts. The parts can be in any order, which is separated by any number of literals. Internally, dates have three
components, the four-digit year, two-digit month of the year, and two-digit day of the month. Other components can be
derived from these values, including a two-digit year, century code, week number, day of week number, month name (both
abbreviated and long form), day name (both abbreviated and long form), and remainder day number. These components
are specified using particular edit pattern picture specifiers, as defined later.

Not all component parts are required to be present in an edit pattern picture. For example, a date edit pattern picture may
specify only the month and day. However, the internal representation must always result in a valid date. Therefore, default
values must be supplied for all omitted component parts in the edit pattern picture.

The defaults for date edit patterns are defined in the following table.

Component Edit Pattern Picture Specifier Default Value
Four-digit year YYYY Current value, unless ALL of the specified

components are zero. If all are zero, the
default is zero.

Two-digit year YY Current value, unless ALL of the specified
components are zero. If all are zero, the
default is zero, including the century digits.

Century code C Current value, unless ALL of the specified
components are zero. If all are zero, the
default is zero, including the century digits.

Month Number MM Current value, unless ALL of the specified
components are zero. If all are zero, the
default is zero.

Time

The external data representation of times can consist of any combination of its component parts, or derivatives of these
parts, in any order, which is separated by any number of literals. Times are internally composed of three component parts,
the two-digit hour, two-digit minute of the hour, and two-digit second of the minute. Other components can be derived from
these values, including a time zone name, 12-hour clock AM or PM specifier, and 24-hour clock hours.
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The following table lists the default values for time edit patterns.

Component Edit Pattern Picture Specifier Default Value
Two-digit Hour HH Zero
Two-digit minutes of the hour MM or MI Zero
Two-digit seconds of a minute SS Zero

Timestamp

The external data representation of timestamps can consist of any combination of the component parts of the timestamp,
or derivative of these parts, in any order, which is separated by any number of literals. Timestamps are internally
composed of all of component parts of both dates and times, plus a 6-digit microsecond value. Derived components
include all of those derived from dates, times, or both plus the microseconds value.

The following table lists default values for timestamp edit patterns.

Component Edit Pattern Picture Specifier Default Value
Fractional Seconds n, nn, nnn, nnnn, nnnnn, nnnnnn Current value unless ALL of the specified

components are zero, in which case
its default also is zero. If the execution
platform is not capable of a timer resolution
to one microsecond, then the missing
precision is supplied as zeros.

Field Fill Processing and Justification

Fill processing is performed on output whenever the data, after being formatted for presentation, is shorter than the
presentation area.

The defined fill character is added to the formatted data to make it the same length as the presentation area. Fill
characters are added before, after, or before and after the formatted results.

Fill characters also are removed from the presentation area when the presentation space is read. This is done to obtain
the significant data for editing. Input fill processing reverses the operations that are performed on the data during output fill
processing.

Fill processing is related to justification. The operation on the fill characters and the presentation space depends on the
justification modes in effect.

Blank When Zero or NULL

When the condition Blank When Zero or Null is true, fill characters are copied into the field. This applies to numeric fields,
numeric/text (picture) fields, text fields, and timestamp fields that have a value of zero or no defined value.

No edit pattern processing is performed. Instead, the field is cleared and no formatted data is presented to the user.

When the condition Blank When Zero or Null is false, numeric, text, and date fields display differently.

When the condition is false for numeric and numeric/text (picture) fields, the edit pattern is formatted based on a value of
zero. It is the same as if the value is supplied as zero. The standard formatting is applied.

When the condition is false for text fields, the edit pattern is copied into the field as if it is the intermediate result of editing.
No formatting is performed. Fill characters are applied after justification.

When the condition is false for date, time, or timestamp fields, the numeric components are edited using a value of zero.
Derived components that represent names are ignored as if they are not specified in the edit pattern. These include the
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month, day, calendar, AM or PM, and time zone names. Derived values that result in numeric values display as zeroes.
These include the number of the day or the week. The fill character is applied after justification.

Transparency

Transparent fields are used for the direct entry of internal format data, such as file uploads and binary data. When a field
is transparent, it can contain any value in any byte of its presentation space (x'00' - x'FF').

The field is assumed to be in the format of the internal variable. The data is not edited, nor checked for permitted value
violations, nor converted from the terminal codepage to the application codepage.

The fields are not operated upon in any way, except to verify lengths. If the presentation space is shorter than the
attribute, then the data is low-byte aligned and filled with nulls (x'00') in the attribute. If the presentation space is longer
than the attribute, then the low byte of the presentation space is aligned with the low byte of the attribute, and the excess
of the presentation space is discarded.

Shift Out/Shift In Generation

Shift Out/Shift In (SO/SI) generation is disabled for all fields except those defined as accepting mixed SBCS/DBCS
characters. SO/SI generation is not allowed for exclusive SBCS or DBCS fields.

Dynamic Attributes

Dynamic attributes are supplied by the MAKE statement in the procedure step. These attributes are passed to the screen
program in the export view. The view contains a six byte, character-encoded value preceding the attribute state variable
for a particular attribute. The format of the attributes is defined by the current implementation and cannot be changed.

Output Justification

Output justification is the process of aligning the data within a presentation space based on the size of the data and the
presentation space. Gen supports five justification modes. Not all are honored for all data types.

The five different supported justification modes are detailed in the following table.

Field Type Left Right Centered Word Wrap ASIS
Numeric Yes Yes Yes
Text Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Picture Yes Yes Yes
Date Yes Yes Yes
Time Yes Yes Yes
Timestamp Yes Yes Yes

When data is justified, the internal data is converted and edited to produce an intermediate text-like string. This
intermediate string is justified within the presentation space. Every character of the intermediate data is considered
significant.

The intermediate string is converted from the application codepage to the terminal codepage, if necessary. This
intermediate result is then compared to the length of the presentation area. The significant portion of the resulting string
may be longer, shorter, or the same size as the presentation space.

Fill and space characters are inserted into the string based on the selected justification.
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Fill Characters Output Justification

Fill characters are added to the edited intermediate results prior to being sent to the presentation space. The type of
justification determines whether fill characters are added to the beginning or end of the intermediate string.

Left and word-wrap justification adds fill characters to the end of the intermediate string.

Right justification adds fill characters to the beginning of the intermediate string.

Centered justification adds fill characters to the beginning and the end of the intermediate string.

ASIS justification adds only NULL (x'00') characters to the end of the string, if needed. Fill characters are never added to
an ASIS justification field.

Truncation of strings, either on the left or the right, is done at a character boundary. Since the terminal codepage may be
a multiple-byte character codepage, the truncation may leave an odd number of bytes unaccounted for. These bytes are
filled with the appropriate space character if possible, or nulls if not. These bytes in the intermediate string are called dead
positions.

Input Justification

Input justification is the process of aligning the input data properly in the variable. This process differs from one data type
to another.

Text Justification

If the justification mode is ASIS, the string is moved directly to the input variable unchanged. If the presentation space
is larger than the variable, then no truncation is performed and the field is flagged as error (overflow). If the presentation
space is smaller than the variable, then the variable is aligned left and filled with spaces.

For all other types of justification, the value in the text field is left-aligned. If the variable exceeds the size of the
presentation space and significant data would be truncated, the field is flagged with an overflow error.

Numeric Justification

Numeric quantities are always right justified. Fill digits (zeroes) are added to both the left and right as necessary to align
the decimal point (if one exists), to the defined implied decimal position.

If the variable is an integer variable (no decimal digits defined), then the value is right-aligned and filled on the left only.

Fill Characters

When the justification mode is ASIS, no fill characters are removed from the input. The entire input string is considered
significant.

When the justification mode is LEFT, fill characters are removed from the right to left in the presentation space only. When
the first non-fill character is encountered, removal of fill characters halts. The remaining presentation string is considered
significant.

When the justification mode is RIGHT, fill characters are removed from left to right in the presentation space only. When
the first non-fill character is encountered, removal of fill characters halts. The remaining presentation string is considered
significant.

When the justification mode is CENTER or WORD-WRAP, fill characters are removed from both ends of the presentation
space. Also, word-wrap justification results in the removal of multiple adjacent occurrences of fill characters or spaces
WITHIN the presentation space. The multiple occurrences are reduced to a single occurrence of a space.
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Decimal Point Alignment

When numeric attributes are defined in a data model or a work set, the size and decimal digits are defined using a syntax
such as (w,d). W represents the width of the variable in total digits, and d is the number of digits that are assumed to
be on the right of a decimal point. An integer, containing five digits, would be defined as a (5,0) variable. A real value,
containing 12 digits total, with 5 decimal digits (and therefore 8 integer digits) would be defined as a (12,5) variable.

A floating decimal point is provided using a sliding pattern matching algorithm to match a literal character specified in the
edit pattern at the specified decimal point position. If no literal character is present in the edit pattern picture string at the
specified decimal position, then the right-most infix literal is assumed to be the decimal point and the input is aligned on
that literal. If the data cannot be aligned to the implied decimal point, then it is assumed to be an integer, and a decimal
point is forced to the right of the last significant digit.

The following table illustrates several alignment examples.

Case Edit Pattern Input Aligned Input Variable (w,d) Value
1 ZZZ,ZZ9.99 123.1 000,123.10 (8,2) 00012310
2 ZZZ,ZZ9.99 1,234 001,234.00 (8,2) 00123400
3 ZZZ,ZZ9.99 1.0000 000,001.00 (8,2) 00000100
4 ZZ9.999999 1.20000 001.20 (5,2) 00120
5 ZZ9,99 1,2 001,20 (5,2) 00120
6 ZZ9,99 12 012,00 (5,2) 01200
7 ZZ9$99 1$2 001$20 (5,2) 00120

When the edit pattern is defined, only digit specifiers are recognized. All other characters are literal. They are placed in the
edit picture just as the user entered them. The literals are not processed by the runtime, except for formatting. A period in
the edit picture is not assumed to be the decimal point.

The runtime locates the decimal point position within the edit pattern, and aligns it with the implied decimal point of the
variable.

The value column does not have a decimal point because the actual internally-stored value has an implied decimal point
based on the defined width and decimal digits. The input is aligned on the implied decimal point and the right-most infix
literal. Then, zeroes are added or removed so the digit string conforms to the edit pattern.

Once aligned to the implied decimal point, the value is converted and stored in the internal variable. Alignment may
discard insignificant digits, as in case 4 in the Input Decimal Point Alignment table. However, if any significant digits
are to be discarded, then the field is flagged as an error and the user is allowed to correct the input (either underflow or
overflow).

Case 1 in the Input Decimal Point Alignment table shows the input string “123.1” of the user is aligned over the edit
pattern of “ZZZ,ZZ9.99”, based on the right-most infix literal rule and the defined width and decimal place of the variable.
The missing digits are then supplied as zeroes, resulting in an aligned input of “123.10”. This is then converted to the
internal representation and stored in the variable.

To obtain a fixed decimal point, associate the edit pattern picture with an integer variable and implement logic for the
appropriate scaling.

Validation

This article provides information for Validation. It is the job of validation to verify the data. After the input string is edited
and found to conform to the edit pattern, the data may be incorrect.

The edit pattern pictures convey formatting information only, not content.
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Validation takes place at one of three points in the processing of a transaction:

• Input of data from a formatted screen
• During processing and interpretation of unformatted input
• Dialog Flows

Input Data Validation

When an autoflow command is not used and validation errors are encountered for formatted input from a screen, the field
is flagged in error and the user is presented with the same screen again to allow corrections.

When an autoflow command is used and validation errors are encountered, the dialog manager performs the flow and
does not return control to the screen. The screen is not presented to the user for correction. The value in the export view
variable that is associated with the erroneous fields remains unchanged from the most recent non-error value.

Unformatted Input Validation

When validation errors are encountered for unformatted input, the incorrect input is moved to the image buffer for the
screen and displayed in error when the screen displays. When the unformatted input is associated with a variable that is
unplaced (does not exist on the screen), then the incorrect input is ignored and discarded.

Dialog Flows Validation

Validation also takes place when control flows from one procedure step to another passing data on a view. The dialog
manager calls the screen manager verification services to perform this validation. This is true even if the procedure step
being flowed to is executed first, in which no screen is displayed until the procedure step executes. If validation fails,
then the screen manager reports the error to the dialog manager, which passes control to the screen to cause the target
screen to be displayed. In this case, the screen is displayed first, even if the procedure step was marked as execute first,
to allow the user to correct the erroneous data on the flow. In other words, if the flow verification fails, the target of the
flow is treated as display first, regardless of how it is modeled. If the screen manager does not fail the validation, then the
execute first/display first characteristic of the flow is executed as normal.

Attribute State Variables Validation

Validation is also a place where the attribute state variable can be reset after the procedure step executes. The procedure
step does not preserve the attribute state variables that are used by the screen manager. As such, when verification
is called, it checks to see if the attribute state variables have been reset to an indeterminate state (spaces). If so, then
verification synthesizes new state information for each variable during verification. The synthesized value is based on
domain checks, verification, and permitted value checking, which also is checked each time verification is called with
determinate state variable values.

Domain

One aspect of the validity of a data item is the domain. If a variable is defined as character, then the value may be any
byte value from x'00' - x'FF'. For signed zoned, the range of legal values is different. The domain checks are summarized
for each data type. Also, the verification domain checking logic must perform this test such that it is not susceptible to
abnormal termination.

The following table lists domain checking rules.

Data Type Domain Checking Rules

Character Any byte may be from x'00' through x'FF', inclusive.

Unsigned zoned decimal Each byte must contain a valid numeric, in the range of 0 - 9. Each
byte must have a zone value of x'F' (x'F0 - x'F9').
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Signed zoned decimal Each byte must contain a valid numeric BCD encoding for digits
0 - 9. All bytes except the right-most byte must have a zone value
of: x'F'. The last byte must have a zone value of x'F', x'C', or x'D'.

Unsigned short Value may range from 0 to 65535 (x'0000' through x'FFFF'.

Signed short Value may range from -32768 to +32767 (x'8000' through x'7FFF'
in 2's complement notation.

Unsigned long Value may range from 0 to 4,294,967,295 (x'00000000' through
x'FFFFFFFF'.

Signed long Value may range from -2.147,483,648 to +2,147,483,647
(x'8000000' through x'7FFFFFF' in 2's complement notation.

Packed decimal All nibbles of all bytes must have the value 0 - 9. The only
exception is the low-order nibble of the last byte. It must be:
x'C', x'D', or x'F'. Based on the principles of operation for IBM
mainframes, x'F', is legal. However, COBOL recognizes only x'C'
and x'D'.

Time In addition to the validation rules for unsigned zoned decimal, the
time must adhere to the format HHMMSS. where:
HH represents the hours that are specified as 00 - 23, or 24 if all
other components are zero.
MM represents the minutes specified in the range from 00 through
59.
SS represents the seconds specified in the range from 00 through
59.

Date In addition to the validation rules for unsigned zoned decimal, the
date must adhere to the format YYYYMMDD. where:
YYYY represents the four-digit year.
MM represents the two-digit month of the year.
DD represents the two-digit day of the month.
The value must specify a valid month for the specified year. The
day of the month must be a valid specification for a day within the
indicated month and year. This check must account for leap years
and centuries, and Gregorian calendar anomalies. A value of zero
for the entire date value is legal for optional date fields.

Timestamp In addition to the validation rules for unsigned zoned decimal,
the timestamp must adhere to the rules for its date and time
components.
A value of zero for the entire timestamp is legal for optional
timestamp fields.
A value of zero for the date components, but a non-zero time
component is an illegal combination in all cases.
The microseconds component must be from 0 to 999999,
inclusive.

Optionality

A variable can be defined as mandatory or optional. A variable is mandatory only when its view is marked mandatory and
all containers of the variable are marked mandatory, and the variable itself. If any containing structure, sub-structure, or
other recursive or nested container is optional, then the variable is optional.

An optional variable does not require a value. This is reflected in the attribute state variable.
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The attribute state variable is sufficient to determine whether a value is assigned for all data types other than date and
timestamp. If the attribute state variable indicates that the value is present, then optionality is always successful. If a value
is not present and the variable is optional, then optionality is also successful. When a value is not present and the variable
is mandatory, then the field is flagged in error.

In the case of date and timestamp, it is necessary to check components of the entry for zeroes. Zero dates and
timestamps that are omitted or empty are legal only for optional variables. If specified for a mandatory variable, then the
field containing the zero value is marked in error. Times are not included in this test because a value of zero is legal even
for a mandatory variable.

Permitted Values

The user may associate one or more permitted values with a variable. The permitted values may be specified as individual
values, lists of values, ranges of values, or any combination. There is no limit to the number of permitted values that can
be specified. When permitted values are specified, the input of the user must match one of the values.

Permitted values are checked after domain and optionality are checked. The check for permitted values verifies optional
variables where a value is entered and mandatory variables. Permitted value checking is not performed on optional
variables that have no value, or any variable that has failed any of the previous tests (domain or optionality).

Error Processing

This article provides information for Error Processing. The screen manager detects and reports on many different types of
errors and error conditions.

The basic premise that is used throughout the error handling is to assist the user in correcting mistakes with the least
amount of effort. Data entered incorrectly is not discarded. The erroneous portions are highlighted and brought to the
attention of the user.

When extended attribute support is available, it is possible to highlight one or more individual characters within a field.
When extended attribute support is not available, standard field-level processing is used.

The cursor is positioned on the first erroneous character of the first erroneous field when the screen is displayed again.
Any error message that is displayed applies only to the first field in error.

Any field can have from zero to “n” characters (where “n” is the length of the field) flagged as errors. When extended
attributes are supported, each erroneous character is displayed using the merged normal and error characteristics.
Characters that are not in error are displayed using the normal characteristics for color and highlighting. When extended
attributes are not supported, the entire field is displayed using the error characteristics.

Each field has normal and error display characteristics.

Extended Attributes

When the target device supports extended attributes and the SA order is not suppressed, errors in an input string
are indicated by changing the characters to the defined error characteristics. When error characteristics and normal
characteristics are incompatible, the two are merged and the error characteristics are dominant. Data in the field that is
not in error is displayed using as many of the normal characteristics as possible.
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In the following table, which shows error display processing for extended attribute support, the field contents are shown
both for valid and invalid data.

Normal Characteristics Error Characteristics Valid Data Invalid Data

Blue, Not Protected,
Displayable, Not Selectable,
No MDT, Alphanumeric Shift,
Normal Highlighting

Red, Not Protected,
Displayable, Not Selectable,
MDT, Alphanumeric Shift,
Reverse Video

2002/01/12
Blue, Not Protected,
Displayable, Not Selectable,
No MDT, Alphanumeric Shift,
Normal Highlighting

2002/13/12
Field: Blue, Not Protected,
Displayable, Not Selectable,
MDT, Alphanumeric Shift,
Normal Highlighting.
Characters “13”: Red, Reverse
Video

Blue, Not Protected,
Displayable, Not Selectable,
No MDT, Alphanumeric Shift,
Normal Highlighting

Red, Protected, Displayable,
Not Selectable, MDT,
Alphanumeric Shift, Reverse
Video

2002/01/12
Blue, Not Protected,
Displayable, Not Selectable,
No MDT, Alphanumeric Shift,
Normal Highlighting

2002/13/12
Field: Blue, Protected,
Displayable, Not Selectable,
MDT, Alphanumeric Shift,
Normal Highlighting.
Characters “13”: Red, Reverse
Video

Blue, Not Protected,
Displayable, Not Selectable,
No MDT, Alphanumeric Shift,
Normal Highlighting

Red, Protected, Not
Displayable, Not Selectable,
MDT, Alphanumeric Shift,
Reverse Video

2002/01/12
Blue, Not Protected,
Displayable, Not Selectable,
No MDT, Alphanumeric Shift,
Normal Highlighting

XXXXXXXXXX
Field: Blue, Protected, Not
Displayable, Not Selectable,
MDT, Alphanumeric Shift,
Normal Highlighting.

Editing

Editing is the process of converting data from one form or representation to another, using a picture specification to control
the process.

This picture specification contains formatting information to convert the internal format to the presentation format, or to
reverse the process and interpret the presentation format and convert it back to the internal format.

There are six types of edit patterns. These are:

• Numeric
• Text
• Picture (Numeric/Text)
• Date
• Time
• Timestamp

The numeric edit patterns also have three formats, which are known as format 1, 2, and 3. These different formats supply
one, two, or three picture specifications related to positive, negative, or zero quantities.

Editing can take place either when the internal data is being displayed, known as output editing, or when the displayed
data is being interpreted for storage back into the variable, which is known as input editing.

Output Editing

Output editing converts the internal representation of a data item to the appropriate external representation, using a
picture specification to control formatting. The result can be displayed on the screen or printed on a printer.
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Numeric

Currently, numeric output is synthesized into a positive, negative, or zero edit pattern based on the numeric entry. Future
enhancements allow you to specify a positive, negative, or zero edit pattern picture string for output editing.

Positive and negative picture strings are interpreted to format the data for display. Specifier characters in the picture
strings have specific meaning, and are used to format the data accordingly. All other characters are literal characters, and
are copied from the picture to the output field as appropriate.

The blank when zero or null property of a field also controls the presentation of the data. When this property is enabled, a
zero numeric value is blanked and the field is filled only with the fill characters.

The significant digits in a numeric string are the digits on the left or right of the decimal point that provides meaning and
would alter the value if removed.

The numeric concept of significance is used. Both leading and trailing zeroes are considered insignificant. However, for
formatting purposes, once significance has been forced on, either by the picture or the value, proceeding from left to right,
it remains on for the entire field including any decimal digits. Specification of a specific precision for use in scientific and
engineering disciplines is controlled by the specification of the edit pattern picture, which the data is formatted to match on
output.

The edit pattern picture specifies optional (suppressible) digits, or mandatory digits, or both. Optional digits are denoted by
Z, and mandatory digits are specified by 9.

Significance can be forced on by the edit pattern or by the value of the data.

In an edit pattern, significance is forced on by the left-most 9 in the string. Significance is turned on at that position, and
for all other positions to the right of that digit, regardless of the value of the data. When significance is turned on by the
picture, then leading zeroes become significant.

The value being edited also can force significance on. When the value is edited, the left-most non-zero digit can be
aligned with a Z specifier. When the digit is non-zero, significance is forced on. The left-most Z and all other digit specifiers
to the right are treated as a 9.

This table shows examples of numeric output editing behavior.

Case Float Prefix Literal Picture Value Presentation
1 No ZZ9 000 __0
2 No ZZ9 012 __0
3 No 999 000 000
4 No 999 012 012
5 No ZZZ,ZZ9.99 00000000 _____0.00
6 No ZZZ,ZZ9.99 00123456 __1234.56
7 No ZZZ,ZZ9$99 00123456 **1234.56
8 No 999,999.99 00000000 000,000.00
9 No ZZZ,ZZZ.99 00000009 ********09
10 No 999,999.99 00012345 000,123.45
11 Yes +ZZZ,ZZ9.99 00012345 ****+123.45
12 No +ZZZ,ZZ9.99 00012345 +****123.45
13 No $ZZZ,ZZ9.99 00012345 $****123.45
14 Yes $ZZZ,ZZ9.99 00012345 ****$123.45
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The preceding table illustrates several cases where significance is controlled by the edit pattern. In all cases, an asterisk
is the field fill character. This fill character explicitly demonstrates the behavior of the edit routines based on the data,
pattern, and significance. Justification is not taken into account.

In case 1, significance is forced by the edit pattern picture at the last digit position (specified by the nine specifiers). The
Z specifiers are optional digits, and correspond to insignificant digits in the value (leading zeroes). Significance is not
already established. Therefore, the character positions that are occupied by the Z specifiers are removed from the result
and are filled with the fill character.

Case 2 is a variation of case 1 in that the same pattern is used, but the value is now non-zero. In this case, the digit 1
in the value is the start of significance. This digit corresponds to a Z specifier, thus significance is forced on by the data,
not the pattern. From that digit position onward to the right, significance is turned on, and all digit specifiers (Z and 9)
are considered significant (as if they were 9s). The leading zero in the value is still associated with an optional digit, and
significance has not yet been established, so it is suppressed and replaced with the fill character.

Cases 3 and 4 are extra variations, using a pattern picture that specifies only 9s. These specifiers force significance on,
and cause all digits, whether they are zero or not, to be output. This can be seen with both a zero and non-zero value.

Cases 5 and 6 demonstrate the effect of infix literals and significance. Infix literals are always suppressed until
significance is turned on. Then, they are copied into the output stream in the same relative position they hold in the edit
pattern picture. The implied decimal point is placed based on the defined width and decimal digits as defined by the
variable. This is further demonstrated in cases 7, 8, 9, and 10.

In case 5, significance is forced on by the nine specifiers in the picture, and thus all leading Z specifiers, and infix literals
(,), are suppressed and replaced by the fill character.

In Case 6, the significance is forced on by the data, and corresponds to the digit position before the infix literal. Since
significance is now on, all digits are significant and all infix literals in the edit pattern picture. It is also important to note that
the decimal point character (.) in both cases is just another infix literal. There is nothing special about this character, or
its position. The implied decimal point is placed based on the defined width and decimal digits as defined by the variable.
This is further demonstrated in cases 7, 8, 9, and 10 of the table.

Cases 11, 12, 13, and 14 demonstrate the effect of floating or fixing the position of prefix literals. When the Float Prefix
Literals property is enabled, the prefix literals (either a single character or string of characters) are floated along the field
such that they immediately precede the start of significance. If the property is not enabled, then the prefix literals are
placed in their exact position as specified by the picture, and suppression of insignificant digits and infix literals occurs
normally (being replaced by the fill character).

The effects of output editing also depend on which picture string is used to format the data. Currently, numeric output
is synthesized into a positive or a negative edit pattern based on the numeric entry. Future enhancements allow you
to specify a positive (format 1), negative (format 2), or zero (format 3) edit pattern picture string for output editing. See
numeric edit pattern restrictions.

The picture string is determined by the sign and magnitude of the value, which is combined with the format of the edit
pattern. When the edit pattern is a format 1 edit pattern, the sign is always disregarded. Negative values are displayed
and formatted on output as positive, or absolute value, quantities.

When a format 2 or 3 edit pattern is defined, the sign of the value determines which edit pattern picture is used to edit the
data. A zero quantity selects the positive edit pattern picture of format 2 edit patterns, or the zero picture of format 3 edit
patterns. This behavior is further demonstrated in the following examples.

The different picture strings (positive, negative, and zero) of the format 2 and 3 patterns can be different lengths. As a
result, the presentation space (field) length that is displayed is the longer of the various patterns. When shorter pictures
are formatted, they are justified and filled based on the defined fill character and justification mode for the field.
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The following table shows an example of numeric output editing using various edit pattern formats (1, 2, and 3).

Case Format Positive Negative Zero Value Presentation
1 1 ZZ9 123 123
2 2 +ZZ9 -ZZ9 123 +123
3 2 +ZZ9 -ZZ9 -001 **-1
4 2 ZZ9 (ZZ9) -123 (123)
5 3 ZZ9CR ZZ9DB -0- 012 *12CR
6 3 ZZ9CR ZZ9DB N/A 000 N/A

Numeric Edit Pattern Restrictions

The Enhanced Block Mode Screen Generator for the z/OS target platform synthesizes format 1 and format 2 edit patterns
from the edit pattern syntax that is used before COOL:Gen 5.0. Format 3 edit patterns are not synthesized, nor can they
be entered directly by the user. The discussion is included in this release for completeness, as the generated source file
contains these different types.

The standard generator may be forced by defining an environment variable, named TIMAPGEN, and setting it to a value
of 1. If omitted, or set to a value of 2, then the enhanced generator is used when targeting z/OS. If generating under z/OS,
an option is provided on the generation dialogs.

Character

Character and character string edit patterns use X and Y as specifiers. Each specifier represents a single character (not
necessarily a byte) in the data. Any character other than a specifier in the edit pattern is assumed to be a literal character.

The Y specifier represents a mandatory character position (like the 9 for numeric), while the X represents an optional
character position (like the Z for numeric). When a Y is specified, then the character position must be filled with a non-
space and non-fill characters. When an X is specified, then the position may or may not have a non-space or non-fill
character.

Literal characters can be prefix, infix, or postfix. The operation and use of these literals is basically the same as for
numeric and character strings. Significance is defined as being the left-most non-blank character for left-right orientation
dialects, and the rightmost non-blank character for right-left orientation dialects. Significance may also be forced on by the
picture, as for numeric edit patterns (the first occurrence of a Y specifier, either left-right or right-left based on dialect).

Character edit patterns are always format 1 edit pattern. There is never a negative or zero picture. The positive picture
supplies the edit pattern picture string for use in editing the field.

If a character string is edited, and there is less data in the string than required to satisfy the optional characters specified
in the picture, then fill characters are inserted for these missing characters. This is true for fixed or varying length strings.
In the case of varying length strings, the string may have fewer characters than those necessary to satisfy the optional
characters in the picture (especially for NULL strings).

The following table illustrates character string output edit patterns.

Case Picture Value Presentation
1 XXXXXXXXXY,YY DALLASTX ____DALLAS,TX
2 (XXXX)XXXXXXX DEWAYNE ______DEWAYNE
3 (XXXX)XXXXXXX DLH DEWAYNE (DLH_)DEWAYNE
4 (XXXX)XXXXXXX XYZ ZEBRA (XYZ_)__ZEBRA
5 (YYYY)YYYYYYY XYZ ZEBRA (XYZ ) ZEBRA
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Case 1 in the Character Output Editing table shows a picture that specifies a literal character (,) between two groups
of significant characters. The result is edited, with the literal inserted, and the fill character pads the field to account for
insignificant characters.

In case 2, the picture specifies entirely optional character specifiers. The data is the same length, but no significant data is
present for the left portion of the picture. Prefix literals and infix literals are suppressed until significance is started.

Case 3 is similar to case 2, except that significant data exists in the variable to force significance on immediately. This
causes the prefix literal to be displayed. The fill character is inserted for all optional character positions that do not have a
character in the data or spaces in the data.

Cases 4 and 5 demonstrate the different behaviors when the data is shorter than the picture, and the picture specifies
both optional and mandatory character specifiers.

Usage Note

Use of the edit pattern specifier is supported only by the Enhanced Block Mode Generator and only on the z/OS platforms.
If used, the edit pattern specifier is not supported on other platforms or by the standard map generator as a literal string.
Support for the enhanced generator on other platforms will be announced in the future.

Picture (Numeric/Character)

Picture, also known as Numeric/Text, is a logical combination of the behavior and specification of numeric and character
edit patterns and capabilities.

The edit pattern specifiers in picture fields are detailed in the following table.

Specifier Description
X Optional alphanumeric character. It can be any value from x'00' to

x'FF,' except x'11.' unless the field is transparent.
Y Mandatory alphanumeric character. It can be the same value as

an 'X' specifier.
Z Optional digit, may be from 0 to 9.
9 Mandatory digit, may be from 0 to 9.
A Optional alphabetic, may be any printable non-numeric character.
B Mandatory alphabetic, may be any printable non-numeric

character.

Picture fields are most often used for non-quantity numeric values, such as part numbers, phone numbers, social security,
and other identification numbers. Typically, they are associated with integer numeric variables, although they can also be
associated with fixed or varying length character strings.

Significance is defined differently, based on the orientation of the dialect. For dialects with a left-to-right orientation,
significance is defined by the left-most non-zero digit, or the left-most non-space character. For dialects with a right-to-left
orientation, significance is defined by the right-most non-space character.

Significance can be forced on by the edit pattern picture string, using either the 9 or Y specifiers. Again as either the left-
most 9 or Y for left-right orientation, or right-most Y for right-left orientation.

Prefix and infix literals up to the point of significance are suppressed. This differs from numeric editing, in that the prefix
literals are either fixed or floated. In picture fields, prefix literals are suppressed UNLESS significance starts immediately
following the prefix literal, in which case it is not suppressed. Infix literals are always suppressed until significance begins.
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The following table illustrates significance in Picture fields.

Case Picture Data Presentation
1 (ZZZ) 999-9999 0005756595 ______575-6595
2 (ZZZ) 999-9999 2145756595 (214) 575-6595
3 XX99-9999Y 123456X __12-3456X
4 XX99-9999Y AB121234C AB12-1234C
5 XX99-9999Y AB1212349 AB12-12349
6 XX99-9999B AB121234Z AB12-1234Z

Case 1 of the Picture Output Editing Examples shows data that is not significant until the fourth digit (left to right). The edit
pattern picture does not force significance until the fourth digit. This means that all prefix and infix literals, and optional
specifiers, are suppressed until significance has been started.

In case 2, the data is significant in the first digit position, forcing significance on. This in turn causes the prefix literals to be
output, because significance is on immediately following the prefix literal.

In cases 3 and 4, a picture edit pattern specifies both digits and characters. The digit specifier only accepts a digit (0-9),
while the character specifier accepts any character. This allows the picture to specify, in this case, a part number using a
mixed value of characters and digits. It is also significant to note that the data can have a character value that is the same
as a specifier in the edit pattern picture. These are not the same, and must not be confused.

In case 6, the edit pattern string is changed to force the last position to be a mandatory alphabetic value. Case 5 indicates
that the use of a Y specifier is satisfied by either a numeric or character value.

On output, data that does not conform to the edit pattern is flagged as an error, and the user is allowed to correct it. Thus,
a field is flagged in error when a numeric character is entered where the edit pattern specifies an alphabetic character.
Output editing not only flags the field in error, but also flags each character position that is incorrect. This is one of the few
places where output editing changes the state of a variable to error and fails an edit; normally this is performed during
input editing.

Date

Date editing accepts many different specifiers to indicate different portions of a formatted date value, such as the century,
year, month, name of the month in the current calendar. The specifiers can be used in any combination, and in any order.
Also, specifiers can be intermixed with any literal characters to provide the necessary punctuation.

The following table lists all of the date edit format specifiers.

Specifier Description
YYYY The century and year, which is formatted as a four-digit value,

ranging from 0001 to 9999 for date variables and from 1600
to 2599 for numeric variables, or 0000 for both when all other
components are also zero.

YY The year of the century, which is formatted as a two-digit value,
from 01 to 99 for either date or numeric variables, or 00 when all
other components are also zero.

C Century number, which is specified as a one-digit value, from 0 to
9.

MM Current month number of the year, based on the current calendar.
The number may be from 01 to 12 for Gregorian, or 00 when all
other components are also zero.
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MN The full name of the month for the current calendar. This
component results in a varying length value, corresponding to the
name of the month. For example, MN DD YYYY displays July 4,
2000 for 7/4/00, and August 4, 2000 for 8/4/00.

MA The abbreviation of the month name for the current calendar, if
an abbreviation is allowed. If not allowed, the full month name is
used. This component results in a varying length value.

DN The full name of the day of the week for the current calendar. This
component results in a varying length value, corresponding to the
name of the day of the week.

DA The abbreviation of the name of the day for the current calendar,
if an abbreviation is allowed. If not allowed, the full month name is
used. This component results in a varying length value.

JJJ This is the sequence number of the day in the year. It is based
on the current calendar for the date being edited. For Gregorian,
the first day of each year is January 1, and the specifier is the
sequence of days since the first of January. January 1 is sequence
number 1.

RRR The sequence number indicating the number of days remaining in
the current calendar.

CAL The full name of the current calendar. This component results in a
varying length result.

Sometimes, more than one specifier can be used to specify the same portion of the internal date. For example, the
specifier JJJ represents the day sequence number from the start of the year. This value actually implies the month and
day of the month within the year. If JJJ is used in an edit pattern and either the month and/or day of the month, then
an overlapping condition exists. In this case, output editing synchronizes the values. For input editing, however, these
overlaps can be a cause for concern.

Time

Time editing accepts many different specifiers. These specifiers indicate different portions of a formatted time value, such
as the hours, minutes, seconds, and time zone name. These specifiers can be used in any combination, in any order, and
intermixed with any literal characters to provide the necessary punctuation.

The following table lists all of the time specifiers.

Specifier Description
HH or 24 Two-digit hour of the day, in 24-hour clock format. The value

ranges from 00 to 23, or 24 when all other components are zero.
12 Two-digit hour of the day, in a 12-hour clock format. This value

ranges from 00 to 11, or 12 if all other components are zero.
MI or MM Two-digit minutes of the hour. This value may range from 00 to

59. When the hour of the day is 24 (24-hour clock) or 12 (12-hour
clock), then the minute value must be zero.
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AM or PM AM/PM indicator. If the internal time hour component is from 0 to
12, inclusive, then the string AM is shown. For a value of 13 to 24,
PM is shown.
On input, if the value is AM, and the 12 component is from 0 to 12,
then the internal hours and the value in the 12 component are the
same.
If the indicator is PM, then 12 is added to the value of the 12
component to compute the 24-hour clock value to be stored
internally.

The operation and behavior of the various time edit pattern specifiers is shown in the following table.

Internal Time (HHMMSS) Edit Pattern Presentation
012345 HH:MM:SS 01:23:45
134455 24:MI:SS 13:44:55
012345 12:MM PM 01:23 AM
134567 12:MM PM 01:45 PM

Timestamp

Timestamp edit patterns use all of the specifiers in both the date and time edit patterns. In addition, timestamp edit
patterns include a pattern for microseconds. These fractional portions of a second can be specified using from 1 to 6 digits
of precision. Also, the MM component is ambiguous between dates (month of the year) and times (minutes after the hour).
MM used in a timestamp edit pattern will be assumed to be the month of the year, MI will be the minutes after the hour.

The following table lists the descriptions for all the specifiers:

Specifier Description
N 1-digit fractional second (1/10th Second)
NN 2-digit fractional second (1/100th Second)
NNN 3-digit fractional second (1/1000th Second) or milliseconds
NNNN 4-digit fractional second (1/10,000th Second)
NNNNN 5-digit fractional second (1/100,000th Second)
NNNNNN 6-digit fractional second (1/1,000,000th Second) or microseconds

The following table lists all of the timestamp format specifiers.

Internal Timestamp
(YYYYMMDDHHMISSNNNNNN)

Edit Pattern Presentation

19960528123456123456 HH:MI:SS.N 12:34:56.1
19960528123456123456 12:MI:SS.NN PM 12:34:56.12 AM
19960528234500123456 12:MI:SS.NNN PM 11:45:00.123 PM

Input Editing

Input editing is the process of interpreting presentation data based on the edit pattern picture and converting it into the
appropriate internal representation. The internal representation is then stored in the associated attribute within the view.

Input editing must support all of the same specifiers as output editing. The field may be formatted based on these
specifiers, then displayed, modified (or maybe not, if the Modified Data Tag is set on), read back in, and processed.
Therefore, input and output editing must be synchronized such that both support the same edit specifiers and behaviors.
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The difference is that in output editing, an internal value is formatted for presentation. In input editing, a presentation is
being interpreted to derive an internal representation.

Numeric

Numeric editing is difficult because of the different edit pattern formats and the many different possibilities. Basically, input
numeric editing attempts to match the edit pattern to the input presentation based on the order of digits and literals for
each picture string in the edit pattern.

Pattern matching is based on the edit pattern picture string as the rules for interpretation. For example, an edit pattern of
ZZZ,ZZ9.99 represents the following rule: 0 -3 optional digits, followed by an optional comma, followed by 0-2 optional
digits, followed by a mandatory digit, period, and finally two digits. This is illustrated in the following syntax diagram for
pattern matching of numeric edit patterns.

In the syntax diagram, the rules for interpretation of any edit pattern are vague. The diagram shows the translation of an
edit pattern into a syntax diagram, but yields little information on how that transformation is performed.

The following list details the interpretation rules:

• Any prefix literals must be matched exactly (as in the case of “$” in the last example).
• Each Z specifier is interpreted as a parallel track to the main track through the syntax. This is because these specifiers

are optional, and may not be present.
• Adjacent optional digits (Zs) are grouped and may be satisfied using from zero (0) to the number of Z specifier digits of

input.
• Infix literals following optional digits must be matched within the optional digits track.
• Mandatory digits must be matched exactly.
• Infix literals after a mandatory digit must be matched exactly.
• Infix literals after optional digits must be matched after the optional digits in that parallel track, not in the main track.
• Postfix literals must be matched exactly.

Pattern matching begins with the positive picture string. It continues with the negative picture string for edit pattern formats
2 and 3. When the positive and negative strings fail, the zero picture string is matched if the edit pattern is format 3. The
sign or magnitude of the variable is known based on which pattern matches.
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For example, if the positive string matches the input pattern, then the sign is set to positive. If the negative string matches,
then the sign is set to negative. If the zero picture matches, then the magnitude of the value is set to zero and editing ends
for this variable. Even if the positive or negative string matches the general pattern of digits and literals input, no value has
yet been extracted.

When a positive or negative pattern is matched, then the value is extracted and converted to the domain of the variable.
Editing then ceases for this field.

If no pattern is matched, then the input edit routines revert to standard algebraic notation rules for interpretation of
the value. When the value is valid, both the sign and magnitude are extracted and set into the variable after domain
conversion.

If the algebraic notation rules do not yield a result, the appropriate characters in the input are flagged in error and the field
is set to an error state. Input editing of that field ceases.

Character

Input editing of character strings is the reversal of the application of the edit pattern to remove any literal characters that
may have been inserted into the output during output editing. It includes validation of optional and mandatory characters
as well. The result of the editing is a single character or character string. In the case of a character string, the extracted
characters are concatenated in the appropriate direction to compose the internal string value.

Character string edit patterns are interpreted much the same as for numeric strings, with the exception that there is only
one format.

Picture (Numeric/Text, Numeric/Character)

A picture edit pattern may use an edit pattern that specifies alphanumeric, numeric, and alphabetic specifiers. The pattern
can be associated with either a numeric or character variable. If alphabetic or alphanumeric specifiers are used, then the
variable must be capable of storing alphabetic data.

The characters and/or digits are extracted from the input based on the edit pattern. The resulting value is then stored in
the variable.

If the field is associated with a character or character string, then no domain conversion is performed. If the string is a
varying length string, then it is set to the actual length of the extracted data. If the variable is a numeric variable, then the
data is converted to the proper domain and stored in the variable.

When the associated variable is numeric, the picture can contain only Z and nine specifiers, and literal characters. This
prevents a non-numeric value from being extracted which could not be converted to a numeric domain.

Date

Input editing of dates attempts to extract the information from the input field and compute an internal value that is
composed of either the year, month, and day in the form YYYYMMDD or the century, year, month, and day in the form
CYYMMDD. Each component part of the date edit pattern specifies one or more portions of this value, either directly or by
derivation.

For example, the YYYY edit pattern component directly supplies the year portion of the YYYYMMDD format, or both the
century and year of the CYYMMDD format.

Overlap exists between many components that are used to specify dates. This overlap comes in the derivation of the
internal value based on the component. For example, JJJ specifies the sequence number of days since the first day of the
calendar, which implies the month and day of the month. If the JJJ specifier is used with the MM, or DD, or both specifiers,
then duplicate or overlapping specifications exist.

When a date edit pattern contains overlapping specifications, then all of the overlapping specifications must agree. Any
overlapping specifications that conflict are flagged in error, in a left to right scan. This means that the first specification is
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assumed to be correct, and that any subsequent overlap that is in disagreement is flagged as an error. The actual error
may be the first component, but editing has no way of knowing this.

Date components may be omitted from an edit pattern that is necessary to fully derive the internal date format
(YYYYMMDD or CYYMMDD). When this happens, the internal values must be defaulted. These defaults apply to
computing the INTERNAL value from specifiers that are OMITTED from the EDIT PATTERN. If the specifiers are used
in the edit pattern, and the user omits values for them in the input string, then the pattern flags the value as an error. The
error occurs because the user did not enter all of the values that are specified in the edit pattern.

The following list details the default rules:

• The current 4-digit year is used as a mask on which the input of the user for the YY or YYYY specifier is right-aligned.
The result is a merge of the current 4-digit year with the specified values, where the current value supplies all of the
missing left-most digits and the user-entered value supplies all of the right-most digits.

• If the DD component cannot be computed from the JJJ or RRR components, then it defaults to 01, unless the DN or
DA component specifies a day name, in which case it is defaulted to the day number corresponding to that day in the
first week of the indicated month.

• If the MM component cannot be computed from the JJJ, RRR, MN, or MA components, then it defaults to 01.
• If the C specifier is used, then it overrides the default century (based on the current year).
• If all values for all specifiers in an edit pattern are zero, then the resulting omitted (internal) components are forced to

zero to result in a zero date.

The following table illustrates date input editing behavior.

Presentation Edit Pattern Internal Date (YYYYMMDD) Internal Date (CYYMMDD)
05/28/00 MM/DD/YYYY 20000528 0000528
05/28/0 MM/DD/YYYY 20000528 0000528
Jan 2, 2000 MA DD, YYYY 20000102 0000102
Jan 2, 00 MA DD, YYYY 20000102 0000102
January 2000 MN YYYY 20000101 0000101
Jan 00, Wed MA YY, DA 20000103 0000103
00/00 YY/MM 00000000 0000000

Time

Time-edit patterns extract the time components from a presentation space and construct an internal value in the form
HHMMSS. Overlap may exist within times and for dates, especially in the use of the HH or 24-hour specifier combined
with the AM or PM specifier. In these cases, the two groups of specifiers provide derivation information for the same part
of the internal value. The action for overlapping specifications is the same for time as it is for date (disagreements are
flagged as an error).

When a time edit pattern contains overlapping specifications, then all of the overlapping specifications must agree. Any
overlapping specifications that conflict are flagged in error in a left to right scan. The first specification is assumed to
be correct, and any subsequent overlap that is in disagreement is flagged as an error. The actual error may be the first
component, but editing has no way of knowing this.

The internal storage format for time is a 2400 clock format, regardless of how data is displayed. The use of the 12
specifier and AM or PM specifiers must derive the value based on a 2400 clock. When the 12 specifier is used, then the
value of the AM or PM indicator determines whether 12 is added to the value specified by this component. If the AM or PM
indicator is not used, but the 12 is used in the edit pattern, then the clock value can never exceed 125959.

Time components that are necessary to fully derive the internal time format (HHMMSS) may be omitted from an edit
pattern. When this is the case, then the internal values must be defaulted. These defaults apply to computing the
INTERNAL value from specifiers that are OMITTED from the EDIT PATTERN. If the specifiers are used in the edit pattern,
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and the user omits values for them in the input string, then the pattern flags the value as an error because the user did not
enter all of the values that are specified in the edit pattern.

The following list details the default rules:

• If the MI or MM component is omitted, then it defaults to zero (00).
• If the SS component is omitted, then it defaults to zero (00).
• If the HH, 12, or 24 component is omitted, then it defaults to zero (00).

The following table illustrates the time input editing behavior.

Presentation Edit Pattern Internal Time (HHMMSS)
12:34:56 HH:MM:SS 123456
08:30:00 AM 12:MM:SS PM 083000
08:30:00 PM 12:MM:SS PM 203000
20:30:00 AM 24:MM:SS PM ERROR

Timestamp

Timestamps use the combination of both date and time editing, and add the microsecond specifier (as was the case for
timestamp output editing). All of the same rules for dates and times apply to timestamps. In addition, there is a rule for a
zero timestamp.

A zero timestamp can be valid only for an optional timestamp when all defined specifiers in the edit pattern have a zero
value. Any non-zero time component with any zero date component is illegal.

Input Edit Exit

An input editing exit lets you tailor the behaviors for input editing. The exit is called after all parsing and interpretation is
performed, but before the results are stored in the variable and before an error is reported. The exit provides the image
of the input field, the characteristics of the field (its type, justification, fill character, state, and so on), the results of the edit
(the intermediate result), the attribute address and its characteristics (type, length, and so on), the address of the error
mask, and a work area.

The user exit can do the following tasks:

• Alter the image and cause editing to be repeated
• Change the intermediate result
• Set any value that it wants in the variable
• Fail the edit
• Flag any character or characters that it wants to as error
• Clear the variable

The user exit reports the actions that it takes using a return code to the edit routines. The return code can be used to
direct the edit routines to continue normal processing, re-edit the image, fail the edit (even though the normal action may
not have been a failure), convert a new intermediate result and store it in the variable, bypass all processing, or erase the
value of the variable.

Edit Pattern Conversion

This article provides information to Edit Pattern Conversion. It is necessary to modify some edit pattern strings stored in
current models.
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The modifications generally involve conversion from numeric patterns to either format 1 or format 2 patterns, synthesis of
edit patterns for unedited strings, translation of numeric/text patterns to picture patterns, and so on.

Toolset Specification of Edit Patterns

From the perspective of the generator, it makes no difference how an edit pattern is defined or where it is defined.
However, it may make a tremendous difference to the user.

It is not necessary for a field to be the same length as the edit pattern. Fields can be the same length or LONGER than
the edit pattern (they may not be shorter, however). This is especially true when specifiers such as DN (Day Name) result
in a string that is much longer than the specifier. Specifiers need not be the same length as the data component that they
specify.

Named Edit Patterns

The user can use business system defaults to define a field or special edit pattern for the entire model. These edit
patterns are assigned a unique name and are available for any screen in the specified business system.

Special edit patterns can format system fields which are either derived from system information or used to display status
information. These fields include scroll amounts and indicators, system timestamp, and other system values.

Field-edit patterns format variables contained within the views, which are mapped onto the screen. The variables may be
values from a supplied work set, but they are still variables within the view. Being provided as part of the IEF_Supplied
group does not make them system variables. Also, some system variables (such as the command field) are copied into
IEF_Supplied variables which can be used in the view, but when placed on the screen are placed as system fields.

Generally, named edit patterns are a means to define a common picture format for different types of data fields. If a
consistent format is desired for a date or time, for example, then the edit pattern can be defined as a business system
default and given a name to uniquely identify it. This named edit pattern is then added to the choices of edit patterns that
are presented to the user when a field is placed on the screen in the screen designer.

Also, named edit patterns allow you to implement changes more easily. If it is necessary to alter the standard presentation
format of some particular data item, and named edit patterns are used, only the definition in the business system defaults
must be changed.

Unnamed Edit Patterns

Unnamed edit patterns are entered directly into the edit pattern control on the field properties dialog in the screen
designer. The entered edit pattern is then associated with only that field instance. It is not available for use in any other
field, even in the same screen. This is intended to provide an override capability, so that the user can enter a specific
picture for a specific field on a specific screen, without changing the business system defaults.

User-Defined Edit Specifiers

Users can define their own edit specifiers and can implement their behavior in the input edit exit (TIRIEX). These
specifiers are treated as literals within the edit pattern specification, and are generated directly into the screen source
code unchanged. These patterns are then passed to the runtime to interpret the meaning and edit the field contents on the
screen.

User-defined edit specifiers may be individual characters (for example, 9 for mandatory digit) or short strings of characters
(for example, DN for day name). Care must be taken that no user-defined specifiers are the same as any Gen specifiers.
To help with this effort, Gen does not define a specifier that starts with the letter U, thus allowing user-defined specifiers to
start with this letter.
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Conversion of Numeric Patterns to Format 1 or 2 Edit Patterns

Currently, the toolset allows only a single edit pattern for a numeric field. In this edit pattern, the user enters specifiers for
optional and mandatory digits and leading or trailing signs. Punctuation is treated as literals, which may be changed based
on the dialect. These specifiers are, generally, the same as defined by the generator, with a few exceptions.

In the toolset, a '+' represents a mandatory sign, and a '-' represents an optional sign. The sign may be leading (preceding
all digits) or trailing (following all digits). A mandatory sign specifier means that the sign must always be displayed, even
if the value is positive or zero. An optional sign is one where the sign is suppressed if the value is positive or zero, and
displayed if the value is negative.

Also, the current implementation defines the '*' and '$' characters to mean special things. The '*' is considered a
combination of fill character and optional digit (Z). If significance has not been established, then the '*' is used as the fill
character. If significance has been established, then the '*' operates as a digit specifier 9. This behavior is extracted from
the old edit pattern and is used to set the edit pattern correctly and to specify the fill character.

The '$' character is used to represent a floating currency symbol or optional digit. Much the same as the '*' character, if
significance is not set, then the '$' is replaced by the fill character. This is true for all positions EXCEPT the one left of the
first significant digit, in which case the '$' character is inserted. All other '$' characters after significance start are treated as
digit specifiers (9).

The generator translates numeric edit patterns that are specified using this syntax to either a format 1 or format 2 edit
pattern using the new syntax. This conversion process must handle unsigned, mandatory signed, and optional signed
patterns, as well as check-protection fill and floating currency symbols.

The rules for conversion of an old format edit pattern to a new pattern are:

• If there is no sign that is specified, either leading or trailing, then the old pattern is copied into the positive picture of a
format 1 edit pattern.

• If there is a mandatory sign, then the old pattern is copied into both the positive and negative picture strings of a format
2 edit pattern. The “+” sign in the negative picture is then changed to a “-” character. The sign characters (+/-) are now
considered only to be literals.

• If there is an optional sign, then the old pattern is copied into both the positive and negative picture strings of a format
2 edit pattern. The “-” sign in the positive picture is then removed from the string. The “-” character in the negative
picture is now considered to be a literal only.

• If the '*' character is specified, then all occurrences of '*' are replaced with 'Z' characters and the fill character is set to
'*'.

• If the '$' character is specified, then all but the first occurrence (or only occurrence) of the '$' is set to 'Z'. If there is
more than one '$' specified (for example, $$$$9.99), then the float prefix literal property is enabled, otherwise (for
example, $ZZZ,ZZ9.99) it is disabled causing the prefix literal to be fixed.

• If there is only a single '$' specifier, and it follows any '*' specifiers, then the '$' is replaced by a 'Z' and '$' is inserted as
the prefix literal and the float prefix literals property is enabled.

The following table illustrates the translation process. The sign of the value determines which picture is used to format the
value, resulting in the correct presentation. In the future, the toolset will be enhanced to allow the user direct entry of the
positive, negative, and zero edit pattern pictures for numeric values.

Old Format Edit
Pattern

Format Positive Picture Negative Picture Fill Character Float Prefix Literal

ZZZ,ZZ9 1 ZZZ,ZZ9 N/A Default No

+ZZ9 2 +ZZ9 -ZZ9 Default No

ZZ9+ 2 ZZ9+ ZZ9- Default No

-ZZ9 2 ZZ9 -ZZ9 Default No

ZZ9- 2 ZZ9 ZZ9- Default No
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***,**9 1 ZZZ,ZZ9 N/A * No

***,*$9 1 $ZZZ,ZZ9 N/A * Yes

$**9.99 1 $ZZ9.99 N/A * No

$$$9.99 1 $ZZ9.99 N/A Default Yes

+$**9.99 2 +$ZZ9.99 -$ZZ9.99 * No

$+**9.99 2 $+ZZ9.99 $-ZZ9.99 * Yes

$$$9.99+ 2 $ZZ9.99+ $ZZ9.99- Default Yes

$**9.99- 2 $ZZ9.99 $ZZ9.99- * No

Translation of User-Defined Specifiers

User-defined specifiers are not translated, assuming that they do not conflict with any defined specifiers. They are copied
directly into the format 1, 2, or 3 picture strings unchanged.

Conversion of Picture (Numeric/Text) Patterns

The current implementation limits the use of picture edit patterns to a textual representation of a numeric quantity. This
means that digits are specified using the 'X' specifier. This is defined as an optional alphanumeric specifier in the Gen
generator. Therefore, old format numeric/text edit patterns would continue to operate, but would not provide the level of
control as specified by the new generator. Domain validation would be the only mechanism to catch entry errors if the old
format pattern is interpreted using the new rules.

Therefore, old numeric/text edit patterns that contain 'X' specifiers are converted to 'Z' specifiers, if the associated variable
is a numeric variable. This is a simple transformation that guarantees that the edit pattern specifiers coincide with the type
of data that can be entered in the variable that is associated with the field.

This transformation is only performed if the pattern contains 'X' specifiers, AND the field is associated with a numeric
variable. This limitation is imposed because in the future, when picture fields may be associated with text variables, the 'X'
specifier may be valid.

Scrolling List

A scrolling list can display data that is stored in a repeating group view. Use scrolling when the maximum cardinality of a
group view exceeds the number of display lines available on the screen.

The screen, or presentation space, displays fields, literals, and special fields.

The area of the screen where the repeating group view is displayed is called the presentation view. Data in the
presentation view that is visible to the user is called the viewport.

The size of the repeating group view equals the cardinality of the view. This size is referred to as the data view extent. The
maximum cardinality of the repeating group view defines the total number of entries that can be present in the repeating
group. This sets the size of the data view extent in memory.

The size of the viewport is based on the number of rows it contains. This size also is known as the placed cardinality.
The viewport can originate at any row in the data view extent. The row in the data view extent that is the first row in the
viewport is called the viewport origin. This is an index number identifying the row in the data view extent that is to be
mapped to the first row in the viewport. All subsequent rows are mapped from that point.

The data view encompasses all of the occurrences in a repeating group view. The data in a repeating group must be
stored in memory in a table or in an array of data items. The entire collection of scrollable data can be up to 32 bytes in
length, including the overhead of the view and other variables within the view.
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The data population size is the number of rows that are populated in the repeating group view. Also called the current
cardinality, this value can range from zero to the data view extent size. The data population size cannot be greater than
the data view extent size, nor can it be a negative number.

Scroll Protection Property

In the toolset, a protection property can be set for each scrollable repeating group view. The view can be unprotected to
allow updates, or protected to prevent updates.

When the view is protected, the data view boundaries are defined by the data view, and not necessarily by the maximum
cardinality of the view. The population of the data view can range from zero (an empty view) to the size of the data view
extent. The population cannot be negative, and cannot exceed the size of the data view extent.

When a protected data view is used in scrolling, unpopulated fields are outside the boundaries of the data view. These
fields are protected and blanked to prevent the user from entering data. This is especially true when scrolling in two or
more fields is synchronized.

When the view is unprotected, the user can add an occurrence to the end of the view. The viewport can be positioned
anywhere within the data view extent.

If the user enters data in a previously unpopulated area of the data view, and there are unpopulated rows before the row
that was modified, then the view is condensed. The new data is moved to the first unpopulated row and the unpopulated
rows are removed. All unpopulated rows are collected at the end of the data view.

NOTE
The data view protection property controls the selection of areas that can be mapped to the viewport and
determines whether users can add a row to the data view. Screen Design also allows a field to be protected,
thus preventing users from entering data. The combination of data view protection and field protection
determines whether the user can change existing data, add new data to unpopulated rows, or both.

NOTE
The following table identifies the possible protection level combinations and the result of each common action.

Data View/Field Protection Levels Change Data Add Data

Data View Protected, Field Protected No No

Data View Protected, Field Unprotected Yes No

Data View Unprotected, Field Protected No No

Data View Unprotected, Field Unprotected Yes Yes

Scrolling Modes

This article provides information for the Scrolling Modes. The Scroll check box in the Screen Properties dialog determines
if scrolling is handled by the user procedure step, or by both the Gen software and the user procedure step.

When the box is checked, the user procedure step and Gen cooperate to perform scrolling. This is called Cooperative
Scrolling, or Mode 2 scrolling.

When the box is not checked, the user procedure step handles all scrolling functions. This is called User Scrolling, or
Mode 3 scrolling.

Currently, Mode 1 scrolling is not available.

Scrolling is controlled by the data view extent, the protection property for the data view, and the positioning property for
the map.
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Cooperative Scrolling Mode 2

In Cooperative Scrolling, the user procedure step and Gen cooperate to perform scrolling. When the user places the
viewport anywhere within the boundaries of the data view, then the Gen software performs the scrolling operation. Scroll
action commands are not passed to the procedure step.

However, when the user moves the viewport entirely outside of the data view boundaries, then the procedure step is
called. The command that is entered by the user is translated to a common scroll action command, which is then passed
to the procedure step for processing.

The scrolling command can be dialect-specific. It is associated with a standard scroll operation that is presented to the
procedure steps. This way, the screen procedure step logic does not have to be duplicated, or sensitive to, dialect-specific
scroll commands. As a result, scrolling support can be constructed without regard to the dialect defined for a screen.

After the viewport origin is relocated, it is evaluated to make sure it is within the data view. If the viewport has been
moved entirely outside of the data view boundaries either prior or beyond it, then the common command is passed to the
procedure step.

User Scrolling - Mode 3

In User Scrolling, the screen manager performs no actions to support scrolling. All commands that are entered are passed
to the procedure step. In addition, no command translation is performed, either on input or output, to common scroll
actions. The user application procedure step is responsible for all actions and behaviors.

When the Scroll check box is not selected, the software suppresses the placement of scroll position, scroll amount, or the
scroll indicator special fields.

In Mode 3, no viewport adjustment is performed. Instead, the command and the special fields are available to the user
procedure step to make scrolling decisions. After this logic completes, the assigned values of the scroll viewport, scroll
amount, scroll position, and scroll indicator are used to display the next screen.

Scrolling Commands

Scrolling actions can be associated with commands in any dialect. The scrolling actions are processed consistently
regardless of the dialect of the command entered.

NEXT, PREV, TOP, and BOTTOM are English commands that are associated with scrolling actions. Scrolling commands
in another dialect can be used in place of the English commands. The Gen software associates the non-English
commands with the appropriate scroll actions. The entered command is checked against the defined scroll actions. If
the command represents a defined scroll action, the action is performed and the command is replaced by a common
command for the scroll action.

The procedure step of the user requires one Case of Command statement containing cases for each of the common scroll
commands. It is not necessary to add individual case statements for each command in each dialect.

Data scrolls forward or backward based on the total number of lines in the viewport.

The following table defines the common scroll action commands.

Common Command Scroll Action Description

NEXT Scroll to next unit. NEXT increments the viewport origin to the
next entry that corresponds with the scroll
amount.

PREV Scroll to the previous unit. PREV decrements the viewport origin to the
previous entry that corresponds with the
scroll amount.
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TOP Scroll to the first entry. TOP sets the viewport origin coincident with
the first row of the data view.

BOTTOM Scroll to the last viewport. BOTTOM sets the viewport origin to the
row in the data view which, when mapped
into the viewport, causes the last row of
data to be coincident with the last row of the
viewport.

LOCATE Scroll to the indicated row. LOCATE sets the viewport origin to the row
of the data view indicated by the locate
amount.

NEXT is substituted when a scroll action indicates a sequentially forward movement by some scroll amount. PREV is
substituted when a scroll action indicates a sequentially backward movement by some scroll amount.

TOP, BOTTOM, and LOCATE are substituted regardless of the scroll amount, and based solely on the scroll action
entered.

Scroll Amounts

The scroll amount determines how many lines of data are scrolled forward or backward in the viewport. There are six
scroll amounts.

The following table shows scroll amount and viewport displacement.

Scroll Amount Description

PAGE Data scrolls forward or backward based on the total number of
lines in the viewport. The viewport displacement is the size of the
viewport. When the command is NEXT, the displacement is added
to the current viewport origin. When the command is PREV, the
displacement is subtracted from the current viewport origin.

HALF Data scrolls forward or backward based on half of the number of
lines in the viewport. The viewport displacement is half the size
of the viewport rounded down an integer. The displacement must
be at least one. When the command is NEXT, the displacement is
added to the current viewport origin. When the command is PREV,
the displacement is subtracted from the current viewport origin.

CURSOR Data is displayed in the viewport so that the row that contains
the cursor is either the first row or last row in the viewport. The
displacement is the same as it is for PAGE when the cursor is on
the:
First row of the viewport and NEXT is selected.
Last row and PREV are selected.

MAX The viewport origin is relocated to either the first row or the last
row of the data view.
When the command is PREV, the viewport origin is located to the
first row.
When the command is NEXT, the viewport origin is located to the
last row. If the view is protected, the last row is the last populated
row. If the view is not protected, the last row is the last row in the
data view extent. This row may or may not be populated.
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LOCATE The viewport origin is relocated to the line number entered by the
user. The line number cannot be zero or a negative number. If the
number is larger than the number of rows in the data view extent,
then the viewport is relocated to the last row of the data view, just
as it would be for a MAX NEXT command.

NUMERIC The viewport origin is relocated based on a number that is entered
by the user. The number is the viewport displacement that is
added to, or subtracted from, the viewport origin. The number
cannot be zero or a negative number. This is similar to PAGE
scrolling, except that the displacement equals a number that is
provided by the user instead of the number of rows in a viewport.

The Page, Half, Cursor, and Numeric displacement scroll amounts are retained after they are set. The Locate and Max
scroll amounts are processed and then discarded, returning the scroll amount to its previous setting. The setting remains
in effect until the user changes the scroll amount to a different value.

Also, Page is the scroll amount that is assigned when an application is started without a profile, or reset if a profile exists.
If a restart is performed and a valid profile exists, then the scroll amount is recovered from the profile and reset to the last
value it had in the application.

Processing of all scroll actions is performed using a two-phase process which depends on the following criteria:

• Protect/unprotect property of the repeating group view
• Boundaries of the repeating group view
• Scroll viewport positioning property

In the first phase, the viewport origin is relocated based on the scroll request. In the second phase, the viewport origin
is evaluated, a post processing action is performed, and the viewport origin is relocated if needed. The second phase
processing depends on the mode of scrolling used, and the protection property of the repeating group view being scrolled.

Synchronized Scrolling

Synchronized scrolling applies to all screens having two or more scrollable fields. With this scrolling style, all scrollable
fields are scrolled at the same time and in the same direction, based on the scroll command the user enters.

When the viewports of the scrollable fields are different sizes, the smaller viewport is used when determining how many
rows to scroll forward or backward.

For example, if one viewport contains five rows and another viewport contains seven rows, then five is the viewport size
Gen uses to scroll both fields.

When the data view boundaries are different for all fields, the largest data view extent is used to determine the boundaries
for all fields. It does not matter whether the fields are protected or unprotected.

For example, when there are two repeating group views, one with an extent of 50 and the other with an extent of 100, then
the extent size of 100 is used as the data view boundaries for both repeating groups for scrolling. Also, if there are two
data views, one protected and a population of 90, and another unprotected with an extent of 200, then the scroll boundary
for both is 200. The protected data view is extended (logically) by 110 to make up the missing rows. In this case, the
viewport for the protected data view is scrolled past the boundary and the viewport is spaced and protected to prevent
entry even if the fields are not defined as protected.

When there are mismatches between the boundary sizes of the repeating group views, then the unpopulated areas
of each view can be modified by the user if the screen property for unused occurrences is set to Unprotected to
Allow Updates. The unpopulated areas of each view cannot be modified by the user if the screen property for unused
occurrences is set to Protected to Prevent Update. In either case, the viewport is protected for undefined areas of any
data views that are smaller than the data view extent.
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Scroll Viewport Positioning Property

The scroll position property controls relocation of the viewport when the viewport is scrolled past the boundaries of
the data view extent. This scroll position property forces relocation to the top of the data view, or causes it to remain
in its previous location after adjustment to be inside the data view, if any. The scroll position property only applies to
Cooperative Scrolling, also called Mode 2.

The position property controls the relocation of the viewport to ensure that the viewport always is placed within the data
view boundaries. When the viewport is relocated to the top, or first row, of the data view, then the viewport origin is set to
coincide with the first row of the data view. When the viewport is relocated to the end of the view, then the viewport origin
is set such that the last row of the viewport is coincident with the last row of the data view boundaries. When the view is
protected and the population does not equal or exceed the size of the viewport, then positioning to the end of the data
view is ignored and the viewport is positioned to the beginning of the data view.

Relocation of the viewport depends upon the scroll positioning property that is specified by the user.

If scrolling is forward, then the NEXT common command is passed to the procedure step. If scrolling is backward, then the
PREV common command is passed to the procedure step.

If a locate request is issued that positions the viewport outside of the data view boundaries, then it is treated the same as
a NEXT common command that scrolled outside of the data view. The common command is set to NEXT.

If a Max scroll operation is requested, and a top or bottom request, then the viewport is positioned at the end of the data
view boundaries appropriate for the request, and a NEXT or PREV common command is passed to the procedure step.
The viewport is positioned at the beginning of the data view if the request was for TOP or Max backward, regardless of the
positioning property. Likewise, if the command is BOTTOM or Max forward, then the positioning property determines the
viewport relocation.

Designing Client Server Applications
This article provides information for Designing Client Server Applications. For client/server applications, the design
decisions are often numerous, which results in numerous tasks.

When you create applications, the design decisions you make determine, in part, the tasks that you perform.

Types of Logic

For purposes of distribution, it is possible to divide application software into three distinct types of logic:

• Presentation, which is associated with the user interface
• Business rule, which is associated with accomplishing a basic business process
• Data manipulation, which is associated with reading and writing persistent data

Presentation logic is associated with a procedure step definition. Business rule logic and data manipulation logic are found
in elementary or action block processes. In some applications, little or no business logic exists except for that directly
governing data.

In simple client/server applications, these three types of logic can be divided into two components executing on different
machines, one for presentation and one for data manipulation. Business rule logic is embedded in whichever component
it appears to make sense. Business rule logic may be segmented into reusable action blocks. One reason for putting
business rule logic in a reusable component is that you can easily generate and install the component for a different
platform.

You do not have to decide what processing logic is required to support network communications. Gen for client/
server products includes a communications runtime for you. For more information about the communications runtime
components, see Understanding Distributed Processing.

The important task to remember is to design client/server applications to be modular and flexible. Maintain a clear
distinction between the presentation logic, business rule logic, and data manipulation logic so that you can change
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between client/server styles as needed. Maintain data manipulation logic as separate action diagrams or common action
blocks to be used by server procedures. This approach also allows many client procedures to use the server procedures.

Presentation Logic

The client component of a client/server application requires a graphical user interface. For information about the special
action statements for GUI applications, see Designing Action Diagrams.

Business Rule Logic

A major design consideration for the processing logic is what logic is required to fully support the tasks performed by the
user. After you determine this, you can decide if the logic must be distributed or not. If the logic is distributed, you have
considerations of which platform, client, or server, is best suited for the particular functionality.

Data Manipulation Logic

A key design consideration concerning data is how important is the access to current data. Depending on the application
and business needs, data that is updated periodically, instead of continually, may be adequate. Data that is replicated
on the client platform is often used only for read access (data look up). If other actions are required, such as create,
update, and delete, the database management system (DBMS) must have the capability to handle the data integrity, node
directories, and two-phase commits. Typically, the DBMS provides these capabilities and not the generated application.
You can, however, build with Gen the time stamping and locking logic in your application, but you must also design for
various failure conditions.

With read-only replicated data, you have several design decisions:

• How to distribute the data
• How to update the replicated data
• How often to update the replicated data and ensure that each client machine has the same data
• How to ensure consistency and synchronization of data after a component fails

You provide these capabilities through the processing logic in your procedure action diagrams (PrADs), the procedure
steps on the Dialog Flow Diagram (DLG), batch transfer of data, and office procedures.

Design Alternatives

Dividing the logic also gives rise to three basic design alternatives for client-server:

• remote presentation
• distributed process
• remote data access

Distributed Process and Gen Toolsets

Most of your design work for a distributed process application occurs with the following tools in the Design Toolset:

• Navigation Diagram tool
• Dialog Design tool
• Action Diagram tool

You also have some considerations when you use the Construction Toolset.

Navigation Diagram Tool

The user interface for a distributed process application is a graphical user interface. Only the client component contains
an interface. To design a GUI interface, see Designing Windows.
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Action Diagram Tool

The PrADs for distributed process applications must contain separate logic for the client and server components. The
client logic has two parts. One part receives input from the user, begins processing, and passes control to the server. A
second part receives control from the server and ends the processing for that procedure step.

Generally speaking, the separation of logic occurs along the following areas of processing:

• Client (Input)
– Presentation of information
– Dialog control
– Input validation
– Event processing

• Client (Output)
– Error reporting
– Reformatting of extracted data

• Server
– Data actions against the database
– Error recovery
– Input validation requiring data access

Tracking between the client and server logic is easier if you match the command sent and received. You can accomplish
this by creating a similar CASE OF COMMAND structure in the PrADs for the client and server components. Although the
structure is similar, the actions for the commands differ in each PrAD.

For more information about the Action Diagram tool, see Designing Action Diagrams.

Construction Tasks

The construction tasks for a client/server application differ little from those for other types of applications. You package
procedure steps, define environment parameters, and generate/install the application. For a distributed process
application, you perform these tasks for both the client and server components. For more information about generating
and installing client-server applications, see Workstation Construction.

Preparing for Designing Client Server Applications
This article provides information for Preparing for Designing Client Server Applications. Preparing for design involves
dealing with the technical and non-technical issues to be considered before beginning design work.

This section explains how to assemble the design team, review analysis results, and establish system standards.

Prerequisites for Design Preparation

Completing analysis before beginning design is optional.

NOTE
For more information about performing analysis, see Analysis.

Design Process

The following figure lists the deliverables from preparing for design and shows where you are in the overall design
process.
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Organizing for Design

The membership for the design organization must come from the:

• Information Management function-Systems designers must be experienced with system development in general and
design techniques in particular.

• User community-User representatives must be able to determine end-user needs and help designers translate those
needs into the design. Some or all of the user representatives who participated in analysis must also participate in
design.

In organizations with a formal quality program in place, the design team also needs access to a quality assurance
coordinator from within the organization. This access helps ensure that the resulting system meets the quality standards
of the organization.

Understanding Analysis Results

Design team members who participated in analysis are well acquainted with the characteristics of the business to be
supported by the system.

Designers new to the development project need time to review and familiarize themselves with the results of analysis.
They must develop a clear picture of both the underlying Information Architecture and the work environment of the user.
They must therefore take time to understand the data that the business deals with, the activities the business performs,
and the interaction between the two.

For all designers, a detailed understanding of these components is essential.
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NOTE
Broadcom provides documentation that describes the tasks, tools, and techniques used during analysis, in
particular the Analysis.

Reviewing and Specifying the Business System Definition

This article provides information for Reviewing and Specifying the Business System Definition. The Business System
Definition identifies which business systems implement which elementary processes.

Review the project scope and implementation plan to determine the following:

• What business systems to create to support the business requirements
• Which elementary processes to implement by the business system being developed by the project
• In what sequence those elementary processes must be implemented

NOTE
For a description of establishing business system boundaries based on the results of analysis, see Analyzing.

If this information is not available, you must complete the missing details before beginning work in design. Use Gen's
Analysis Toolset to review analysis results. If you have not already done so, define the business systems in Gen.

Specifying Business Systems to Gen

Review the clustered Entity Type/Elementary Process Matrix. After you have addressed all anomalies and firmly defined
all clusters, you can define the business systems in Gen.

Tasks for defining business systems in Gen include:

• Give each business system a name.
• If names have not yet been specified for the business systems that are discovered during cluster analysis, they must

be invented now.
• There are no firm rules governing the formulation of business system names. Simply choose words that express the

function of the system.
• Select the elementary processes that each named business system implements.
• Use the clustered matrix to identify the elementary processes belonging to each business system, bypassing any that

were not selected for implementation.

Developers specifying business systems to be implemented in a client/server environment may find that:

• Processes that are closely clustered by their creation and maintenance of data that is widely used by many other
processes are candidates for support by business systems that include server procedures that can be used by many
client procedures.

• Processes that need many entity types (possibly created by several different clusters) are candidates for support by
business systems that are composed of client procedures that reuse data maintained by a combination of current
systems and provided by common server procedures.

Setting Development and System Defaults Standards

This article provies information for Setting Development and System Defaults Standards. One aim of design is to create a
consistent user interface for the system being constructed.

This objective is especially important in an online environment where ambiguity can lead users to make serious mistakes.

Some standards must be common to many systems. These must be set at a corporate level. Some standards may be set
for a specific development project.
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Standards may apply to the following:

• Procedure style
• User interface
• Reusable logic
• Quality

Choosing a Procedure Style

Automated procedures must employ the styles most appropriate for each type of system user. In design, this involves
deciding which style must be used for each procedure in a system.

The choice of procedure style is limited by organizational standards, which are influenced by:

• Strategic direction -- There may be a policy to develop systems to a preferred style. For example, if the organization
has standardized use of a database management system supporting distributed data, “remote data access” might be
preferred.

• Target production environment -- The best style option could involve the use of powerful client machines. If these are
not in place, that style option may not be possible.

• Cost -- The cost of implementing different styles vary. Some may be prohibitively expensive.

The frequency of procedures that are performed and their physical location also influence the choice of styles for the
system. It might be that several activities are performed in one location only, and so need not be distributed.

The system might have to reuse a significant amount of code from existing systems or off-the-shelf packages. This may
influence the choice of style.

Setting User Interface Standards

User interface standards ensure that users are presented with consistent displays, error messages, and commands
in all the systems they use. This requires setting standards that are uniform across the entire organization, while also
conforming to industry guidelines for user interfaces, for example, Common User Access (CUA).

For a graphical user interface (GUI), guidelines must be set within the project for the modality of the interface. If the
interface is to be open, and therefore “modeless,” standards must be set for the point at which a modal interface must be
enforced and for what user actions.

Standards can be set only for delete actions, or delete and create actions.

Setting Reusable Logic Standards

It is essential to document all new procedure logic and reused existing code and follow standards that will allow for its
reuse, both within this system and for future systems.

Setting Quality Standards

Adhering to several quality standards and guidelines during design ensures that the system meets its intended purpose
and achieves a certain “quality threshold.” These are corporate standards.

System Default Standards

Before design work begins, specify standards for system defaults through the System Defaults panels in the Design
Toolset. You can establish other standards using individual tools in the Toolsets.

Tool standards relate to the following controls:
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• Commands
• Function keys
• Accelerator keys
• Windows and dialog box formats
• Field edit properties
• Field prompts
• Common exit state definitions
• Dialect

Command Standards

A command provides a way for a user to direct the execution of a procedure.

Commands must be consistent across the system so that users are comfortable in their choice of commands, regardless
of the procedure being executed. The lack of standards can cause confusion.

For example, you might choose the command D to mean DISPLAY while another designer might choose D to mean
DELETE. Such ambiguity can have serious consequences.

You can also specify standard synonyms for menu items in windows. For example, you might assign MODIFY the
synonym M to reduce the actions that are required to invoke it. Whether the user enters M or selects MODIFY, the logic
that is associated with MODIFY executes.

Function Key Assignment Standards

Function keys (also referred to as “Product Function keys,” and “PF keys”) are available on many types of video display
terminals.

You can use function keys to provide a shorthand way for users to communicate commands to procedures in various
online and graphical environments. For example, you could specify that pressing F10 has the same effect as entering the
ADD command.

If a function key represents a particular command, it must represent that same command in all procedures that use it.
For example, if F1 invokes the CHANGE command in one procedure and F10 invokes it in another, this results in user
confusion and error.

You can define function keys as standard or default:

• Standard -- You cannot override a standard function key. For example, no matter what procedure is being executed, F1
means Help.

• Default -- You can override a default function key. For example, procedures that support a Display command use F4 for
display, but a procedure with no Display capability can use F4 to represent some other command.

Gen supports the maintenance of both standard and default function keys across the system.

Accelerator Key Standards

In a graphical user interface, the same principle that applies to standards for function keys must be applied to accelerator
keys (also known as “hot keys”) for menu items and pushbuttons. The accelerator key (for example, Ctrl + D for Detail)
that is assigned to a command must be used wherever that command is used.

Window and Dialog Box Layout Standards

The general format of windows and associated dialog boxes must remain consistent throughout a system. Windows must
have a common look and feel.
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Gen supports default font and color usage for windows and window components (also called “controls”). These defaults
apply unless overridden by the designer for a specific control or window.

Field Edit Pattern Standards

Edit patterns dictate the output format of a field (for example, the preferred format for a date field) on a display or report.

Use consistent edit patterns for fields containing the same information. In a system with part numbers, for example, one
designer might cause a part number to be displayed as “123456789,” while another might format it as 12-34567/89. Such
inconsistency leads to confusion.

Gen supports the maintenance of standard edit patterns to help enforce consistency throughout a system.

Field Prompt Standards

Where possible, standardize field prompts. Use one common prompt for fields implementing the same attribute.

For example, if the Customer Number attribute appears on two displays, a user has a better chance of recognizing it as
the same value if they see a consistent label (such as CUSTOMER NUMBER) rather than two different labels (such as
CLIENT NUM: on one and CUST NUM: on another).

Gen supports the standardization of prompts by reminding the designer of all previous prompts that are used to describe a
particular attribute. This help becomes available whenever you place a field using the Window Design functionality.

Common Exit State Definition Standards

During design, an exit state can be associated with a message that appears on the display.

We recommend that you establish standard exit state definitions for outcomes or results common to many procedures,
especially successful outcomes.

For example, if processing completed successfully, a procedure might set the exit state to REQUESTED OPERATION
COMPLETE. However, if a problem is detected, such as an invalid value entered for the command special attribute, the
outcome might be INVALID COMMAND.

Exit state definitions are shared across all the business systems and business areas that are defined in a single model.

Specifying Multiple Dialects

The generating business system uses the same language as that specified for the Gen model. You can specify an extra
dialect.

Before the system is generated, anything that affects the language that is used in the user interface must be translated
into the additional dialect. This includes literals on layouts, commands, and messages.

The transition plan may call for the system to be generated in different locations for different dialects. In this case, several
translations must be performed on copies of their completed design.

If you must use several dialects within a system, consult Broadcom Support for information on the options available.

Confirming the Transition Strategy

This article provides information for Confirming the Transition Strategy. The overall concern of transition is with changing
the business and its systems together to support a new set of business requirements.

Although transition is still some way off at this point, you must consider the transition strategy now. If a strategy has
already been produced during analysis, it must be reviewed and revised.

The following transition issues are critical:
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• Who is responsible for transition? What information is needed?
• In a distributed environment, where is the data stored? What processing must be maintained and provided to

applications? You must know the location names to be used whenever a procedure must select a location. This is
especially critical where client/server technology is to be used.

• How are the newly implemented entities populated initially in new databases, either manually or through a conversion
program, all at once or portions at a time? If you decide to use a conversion program, someone must design and
construct it.

• How is the newly implemented system phased in while the old one is phase out? The new system may replace the old
system overnight or the old and new systems may run in parallel. The new system may be implemented all at once or
a portion at a time. Duplicate maintenance may be required to synchronize the old and new databases, and possibly
to integrate them, which also requires maintenance. The duplicate maintenance could be handled dynamically, or
synchronization transactions may be batched.

The decisions are largely dependent on the organization, but the intent here is to fire the imagination to consider transition
issues.

These considerations may yield a requirement for some special procedures to be designed for transition, or may point out
some special transition logic to be addressed during procedure logic design.

Identifying and addressing transition issues at this point helps you avoid later unpleasant surprises for the user.

Preparing a Documentation Plan

This article provides information for preparing a documentation plan defining the requirements for Online help, Training,
and Reference and technical guides.

You must establish a documentation plan defining the requirements for:

• Online help
• Training
• Reference and technical guides

Defining Online Help Requirements

In an online environment, documentation can be provided directly to users through their workstations or terminals.

An online help system is useful to infrequent users who need constant assistance in performing normal operations, and to
frequent users who attempt unusual or complex operations.

You must consider including online help before starting system structure design. Providing online help influences the
menu design. You also want to word your definitions so that you can use them in the help documentation. This avoids
duplication of effort.

In organizations with an online help system already in place, you must investigate whether the business system can be
designed to use this help system.

If a help facility is unavailable, you must consider providing procedures that display help information as part of the design.

Consider the needs of non-English speakers when planning for the help system.

Defining Training Requirements

Planning for training is an important aspect of design. Good training helps ensure that the users are introduced to a
system in the best possible way.

Training for users can be conducted by many different techniques, from formal classroom courses, and self-study tutorials,
to informal “learning on the job” scripts.
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The delivery medium for training can range from online interactive multimedia tutorials to hand-written demonstration
notes.

There are several types of users, such as regular user, supervisor, or system administrator. You must determine the most
appropriate training technique and medium for each type of user.

Defining Reference and Technical Guide Requirements

Reference and technical guides must accurately describe the system.

If the guides are accurate and complete, they can be used both by users and developers wishing to reuse system
components.

Capturing Data Requirements Identified During Design

Gen automatically transforms the conceptual data model, expressed as a Data Model Diagram during analysis, into a
Database Definition during design.

However, when addressing implementation issues, you must use the conceptual model in different ways than were
expected during analysis. Sometimes, you must invent other types of data that is needed in a particular implementation.

Gen provides the following techniques for capturing data requirements that are identified during design:

• Special attributes
• Local data views
• Work attribute sets
• Design entity types

Using Special Attributes

Gen supplies variables called special attributes that you can use to communicate with the execution environment.

Special attributes include:

• Current Date
• Error Message
• Transaction Code

Using Local Data Views

The sole purpose of a local data view is to provide a temporary store for attribute values that are to be referenced in action
statements.

Unlike import and export data views, a local data view cannot:

• Receive/present data to or from displays.
• Receive/present data to or from called Procedure Action Blocks, except in the context of a USE statement.
• Communicate with the underlying data model, unlike entity action views.

Using Work Attribute Sets

When you must satisfy an implementation-specific data requirement by creating a view of an item that is not known in the
data model, you must define a new data item. In Gen such data items are included in work attribute sets. You use work
attribute sets to keep track of execution-time information such as totals and counts.

Work attribute sets are composed of attribute definitions but are not referred to as entity types because they do not reflect
the permanently stored reality of the business.

Work attribute sets are similar to entity types in many ways. For example, they can:
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• Appear in import, export, and local views.
• Be placed on layouts.
• Be passed by a USE action in an action diagram.

Entity actions (such as CREATE, READ, UPDATE, and DELETE) are not available for work attributes. This prevents them
from finding their way into the database.

Using Design Entity Types

Sometimes, you must store implementation-specific data that is discovered during design. When this is so, and the
requirement is clearly not related to the business itself, you may define a design entity type.

Gen accepts both business entity types and design data. You can add design data definitions as entity types and
attributes to the data model defined previously in analysis.

Design data is a must to maintain:

• Security information for the business system, such as user IDs and passwords.
• Quality and productivity statistics, such as error rates of high volume procedures and keystrokes per hour, for users of

the business system.
• Information specific to a particular implementation technique, such as job accounting information and printer IDs by

user.

Preparing a Security Plan

This article provides information for Preparing a Security Plan. The standard security package of the organization must
control access. You may want to augment the standard package with other security procedures.

You must prepare a security plan to ensure:

• Security of design work
• Security within applications
• Privacy

Ensuring Design Work Security

Security of the design work depends on the type of system being built. It might be appropriate to divide the system into
interdependent modules and then split the development among different independent development teams.

Regardless of the type of security, make sure that the working procedures for security are in place before development
work starts.

Ensuring Security within Applications

Security within a completed application involves allowing users access to the appropriate data and processes.

Access to data can depend on the following criteria:

• Type of data
• Data values
• Associations with other data
• Organizational unit
• Location

Access to processes can depend on the following criteria:
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• Available to some users.
• Available in a limited way to other users.
• Not available at all to some users.

Ensuring Privacy within Systems

With the increase of legislation about data protection, it is essential to incorporate privacy standards into the system.

You must also verify if the system operates internationally, data protection legislation may vary between different
countries. This can affect international flows of data.

Preparing a Contingency Plan

This article provides information for Preparing a Contingency Plan. A contingency plan is a set of provisions for events
that interrupt or destroy the information processing capability.

Integrity controls can never be effective. Even if it were possible to identify every potential risk, the cost of securing
against all of them would probably be prohibitive.

Contingency handling must be designed into the system. It is too late to start contingency planning when things begin to
go wrong.

A contingency plan must contain the procedures that are listed in the following:

• Fallback -- Allows business activities to continue while the normal computer system is unavailable.
• Back up -- Devised to take regular copies of data and transactions to be used if there is loss or corruption of the

database.
• Recovery -- Can be performed to enable a return to using routine computing procedures after a failure. This may

involve:
– Roll back -- The reversal of changes made by the current transaction
– Restore -- The resetting of stored data to the state immediately following the most recent back-up
– Roll forward -- The rerun of the current transaction after a rollback

Considering Coordination and Integration Issues

Design is rarely undertaken in isolation. There are likely to be needs for coordination and integration between associated
design and analysis work.

Your team must be aware of other development projects and plan appropriate procedures to ensure coordination.

Results of Preparing for Design

This article provides information for the results of preparing for design.

The results of preparing for design are:
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• Established design team
• Application development standards
• Procedure style
• User interface
• Reusable logic
• Quality
• Technical standards
• Transition strategy (revised)
• Document development plan
• Security plan
• Contingency plan

Designing System Structures
This article provides information for Designing System Structures. System structure design is driven by user requirements
and the business results of analysis.

This section describes how to determine the procedures and outline dialog for the design, based on processes and user
tasks detailed using analysis techniques.

The business processes defined in analysis can be mapped to procedures and then organized so that users can perform
those procedures in the most effective and natural way.

As design work proceeds, the basic system structure that supports business processes continues to evolve. Other
procedures must provide reports, business and operational controls, conversion of current data, inter-working with current
and packaged systems, bridging between new procedures and current data stores augment the structure.

After you have identified the need for a procedure, whatever its purpose, you use the same techniques for that detailed
definition and construction of the procedure.

Prerequisites

You must have completed the tasks in preparing for design before beginning system structure design.

Design Process

The following figure lists the deliverables from system structure design and shows where you are in the overall design
process.
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Audience Analysis

You must create a profile of the potential users of the application to be developed.

The user profile describes these characteristics:

• User experience
• Frequency of a task execution
• Geographical location
• Volatility in the work environment

User Experience

How experienced is the user with the job to be performed? How well developed is the information technology skill set of
the user?

Often in a single environment, users range from raw recruits to seasoned veterans, and from the technology-impaired to
computer genius. Clearly, this yields several possible user permutations.

Ensure that the application is equally usable by users of all levels of experience and knowledge. This may mean providing
more than one version of the user interface to cater to different needs of the user.

Frequency of Task Execution

If some users perform a certain task only occasionally, they may forget how to use the application from one execution to
the next. In such cases, special guidance must be made available each time the application is run.
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Frequent users, on the other hand, become comfortable with the interface once the initial learning phase is complete.
Often, such users benefit from a fast path through the dialog.

Geographical Location

If the application is to be used in more than one country or region, cultural differences have to be kept in mind.

Cultural differences can manifest themselves in many ways, including different character sets and keyboards, the
relevance of examples, different terminology, and different idioms, to name a few.

From this, different classes of user have different requirements. For example, some users may require a different interface
or extra help.

It is a good idea to interview several different users when performing user task analysis to ensure that you accommodate
all relevant issues of experience, usage, and culture.

Volatility in the Work Environment

Work environments fall into two broad categories based on their degree of volatility:

• Constant -- Deviation from a predictable, established pattern of work is unlikely. For example, a job that involves
tabulating the results of questionnaires every day tends to be constant.

• Dynamic -- The work pattern is so variable that a sequence of operations is unlikely to be repeated frequently. For
example, a customer service role, in which the work flow can be dramatically affected by a phone call, is dynamic.

The dialogs designed to support a particular work environment must reflect its degree of volatility.

A constant work environment requires a highly structured dialog in which the system guides the user through the work
pattern.

A dynamic work environment requires a loosely structured dialog in which the user directs the system based on shifting
priorities.

A highly structured dialog tends to exhibit the following characteristics:

• It allows the user limited control because the system determines the sequence of actions.
• It uses few menus.

A loosely structured dialog has the following characteristics:

• It allows the user great flexibility in switching between procedures because the sequence of actions is largely
unpredictable.

• It can use several menus to simplify navigation among procedures.
• It can use function keys and short command synonyms (single characters) to provide quick access to many

procedures.

User Task Support

This article provides information for User Task Support. User tasks represent the human activities that are involved in
carrying out the work of elementary processes.

A user task is some identifiable activity, often part manual, and part computer-supported, that is carried out by the user to
achieve a specific result.

A user task is typically triggered by a business event and may consist of several subtasks.

A key feature of a task specification is that the user can tell when the task has been completed. That is, each task has a
clear beginning and a clear end. It may, however, be subject to interruption.
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A user task typically requires several inputs. It may involve a complex arrangement of steps, not just a linear sequence.
For example, assume that an order processing task requires an order form as input, and requires the use of a price list
during the task. While this task sounds clear, in practice it can be fraught with interruptions and exceptions, such as:

• Poor handwriting or missing information on the form may require contact with the purchaser to clarify details.
• Some purchaser requests may be open.

(“Let me know when you can deliver the goods.”).
• Some purchaser requests are impossible and require a resolution.

(“Deliver before 7 a.m.”)
• The total price may exceed the authority of the person processing the order, requiring that person to seek a higher

authorization.

Objectives of User Task Support

User task support is a project-level objective to help ensure that interactions of the user with an application are effective
and comfortable and they can complete their tasks as easily as possible.

User task support is achieved using two techniques:

• User task analysis
• User task design

These techniques result in a user interface design that focuses more on the work the user does and the way the user
does it rather than on the computer processing to be undertaken.

Rationale for User Task Support

User task support focuses the development on a client-level application that supports the work flows of end users. To
that end, user task analysis is not limited to the man/machine interactions. It includes looking at the work flow of the user,
under both normal and abnormal conditions, to determine the required behavior of an application that supports that work
flow.

User task analysis helps you to understand:

• Tasks the user performs.
• Ways the user performs the tasks.
• Appropriate application behavior to optimize the performance of the tasks of the user.

User task design helps the developer to create the user interface design that is required to produce the desired behavior.

The combination of user task analysis and design yields the following benefits:

• The user interface must accurately reflect the tasks of the user.
• The application design must meet the business requirements.

Principles of User Task Support

During user task analysis, the application developer looks at application requirements from the standpoint of the
objectives and working conditions of the user, not that of the information architecture. Once the tasks have been identified
and documented in detail, the client application, including its user interface, can be designed to reflect them.

User task analysis is used to answer the following questions:

• Who is the user?
• What tasks does the user perform?
• What is the relationship between the tasks?
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Can one task interrupt another?
• Is there any sequence to the tasks?
• How are interruptions, exceptions and problems handled?
• What business event triggers each task?
• What objects does the user manipulate to carry out each task?
• How can the usability of the final user interface be measured?

Business Impact of User Task Support

It is important to remember that the view of a business process of the user may differ significantly from the formal
organization structure and current systems that tend to support that structure. To satisfy his customer, the user must cross
many organizational boundaries, involve several organizational units, and make use of multiple functional systems.

This difference in viewpoints is illustrated in the following illustration.

This illustration shows how the business is organized into departments that traditionally have been supported by separate
information systems:

• The Order Processing Department has an Order system.
• The Accounting Department has a Credit system.
• Warehousing has a Stock system.

These systems often have been identified by a top-down analysis of the business processes such as information
engineering. While this approach is still valid today, it does not yield the optimum solution on its own.

To completely satisfy the customer request, “Please supply me some goods,” various actions must be taken by each
of these departments. While the separate information systems support the work of the individual department, none of
them focus on the end-to-end process of responding as effectively and as quickly as possible to the customer. Only one
department, Order Processing, may have contact with the customer. Often this contact is indirect through a sales person
or the mail. The apparent “customer” of the Accounting Department might be perceived as the internal Order Processing
Department.

One of the key business benefits of client/server computing is better support for the external customer by focusing on the
overall, end-to-end process. We all know that as customers ourselves, we prefer to deal with a business that is focused on
us, and we often show our appreciation by submitting repeat orders and by recommendation. Where opportunities exist
for a business to implement improved customer-oriented support, significant benefits can accrue.

How does this objective of improved customer-oriented support translate into the analysis and the eventual information
development? The answer is through business event analysis.

For example, using business event analysis, we can determine that the event Order Arrival leads to a response of
Sending an Order Acknowledgment. The information processes required to handle the Order Arrival are found by process
decomposition and involve the three business areas: Order, Credit, and Stock. Business event analysis focuses attention
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on the flow of control from start to finish “Order Arrival.” Any interruption in that flow can lead to the delay or loss of a
response to the customer.

This example is illustrated in the following illustration.

Event analysis identifies the complexity of the relationships between the various departments, the dependencies of the
existing business processes.

NOTE
If this event is the subject of a Business Re-engineering study, the question might be asked whether the correct
response to an Order Arrival is Order Delivery rather than Sending an Order Acknowledgment.

The analysis identifies that although the individual processes Order, Credit, and Stock are supported by separate
information systems, there is no system to ensure a timely completion of the end-to-end process. Each information system
(even if linked electronically) hands off to the next system.

An overview of the services that are currently provided in this example is shown in the following illustration.

If we are merely setting out to rewrite our systems for client/server, then these existing information systems would be
redesigned as components located on one or more servers.

The previous illustration shows which parts of the business event handling lack support. Any breakdowns in
communication in these areas would mean delays in Sending an Order Acknowledgment.
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Business users have to track new Orders and chase delays in response by various departments (Is there an answer yet
from the Stock department to the Order from ABC company for the supply of 10,000 left boots?). Traditional computing
technologies did not handle inter-departmental interactions easily. Typically, coordination was left to manual mail
procedures to ensure that action followed action correctly and without delay.

What is needed on top of the traditional information systems (now located as components on the server) is a layer of
computerized support with work queues, inter-departmental messages, time-out alarms for a late response, and so on.

This is illustrated in the following illustration.

This illustration shows the business user (and most importantly, the business customer) supported by a client-based
application. The user and this client application are the main focus of attention.

Gen enables the client application with its links to server components.

The prime purpose of the client application is user task support. The effectiveness of the application can be validated by
its ability to handle business events.

The client application makes use of one or more server components, each of which is a conventional information system
(excluding any presentation logic). These server components must provide a complete information handling and integrity
service incorporating both the business data and the business rules.

If these components are to be reusable, they must also incorporate data validation even though any well-designed client
applications would already apply validation.

This approach ensures that the enterprise data is protected and processed according to agreed-upon business rules no
matter how many different client applications (of whatever quality) make use and reuse of these components.

Obviously, there are many ways for a business to organize, including the following ways:
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• Maintain the separate departmental structure and institute computer-supported group workflow that is integrated with
the Order Handling client application on the workstations of their staff.

• Combine the many tasks previously carried out by several separate departments into a single integrated task that
completes, or at least monitors, completion of a business process from start to finish.

• To provide an effective environment for this type of organization, the separate tasks must be integrated into one
desktop design.

• If tasks are organized around a single individual who is responsible for carrying out all the activities for any one
customer transaction from start to finish, that person is often referred to as a caseworker.

• The supervisor of this type of organization is often called a process owner.
• Both the case worker and the process owner have on their workstations client applications that access many

information systems on servers.

User Task Analysis and Design

User task analysis and design include the activities that are shown in the following tables.

User Task Analysis

User Task Support BSI Stage RAP Stage
Analyze tasks of the user. Detailed Analysis Conceptualization
Set usability criteria. Detailed Analysis Conceptualization

User Task Design

User Task Design BSI Stage RAP Stage
Build interface structure. System Structure Design Visualization
Prototype interface System Structure Design Visualization

These tasks are carried out by conducting interviews, prototyping solutions, and observing users. Observations must be
documented in a project notebook.

While these tasks are included within each of the recommended life cycles, we have brought them together in this section
because of their heightened significance in client/server applications where much better support can be provided.

Task Analysis

Users naturally center tasks around business events and entry objects, although other types of objects are used as a
task progresses. For example, taking an order primarily involves filling in an order form (an object). However, it may also
involve looking up a price in a price list (another object) or even using a telephone directory (another object) to help phone
a supplier (yet another object).

Usually, simply talking through the task with the user enables you to identify all the required objects.

Users are accustomed to dealing with these objects in the real world. They understand how they are integrated to
complete a task. Special attention must be given to the user interface design to ensure that this integration is reflected.

Analyzing User Tasks

User task analysis involves modeling the procedures that are performed by roles or persons in the organization in support
of elementary processes. The current tasks may be analyzed, and also an improved set of tasks may be specified.

If you have not already done so, perform task analysis for those tasks to be supported by the application.
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User task analysis consists of:

• Gathering information.
• Identifying external, temporal, and internal events.
• Analyzing how the user manipulates data.
• Identifying user tasks.
• Defining user tasks.
• Defining user task structures.

Gathering Information

Familiarize yourself with the fundamental business rules defined during analysis.

To help identify the tasks that a user performs, you must gather information about the data (files, documents, data storage,
and so forth) and activities that are currently involved in the tasks being examined.

Identifying Events

Since events require a response, they are useful pointers to the tasks that might be performed to respond.

An event may be:

• External -- An external event is something that happens outside the system being designed. Mail arriving is an
example of an external event.

• Temporal -- A temporal event is the arrival of a time point of interest to the system, for example, end of month.
• Internal -- An internal event is something that occurs within the business activities that are included in the scope of

the development project. They often arise as the result of human activities that are not specified as part of formal
procedures. For example, making a decision or initiating an analysis of data is an internal event.

The event analysis technique defines external and temporal events, and the planned responses by business processes.

NOTE
For more information, see Analyzing.

Analysts must have recorded the frequency of event, and possibly the required response time. This detail is useful for
assessing the performance requirements of user tasks and system procedures.

External and temporal events can cause user roles to initiate a system procedure to respond. A batch procedure may
be initiated by some automatic mechanism, such as the arrival of a time of day, or the existence of data that has been
transmitted through a network.

Internal events are now of interest to you because they may indicate the need for other procedures (such as reporting or
browsing data), and providing an extra reason for executing formal, process-implementing procedures.

Analyzing Data Manipulation

You must examine how users manipulate data by identifying the actions that they perform. For example, a user may
complete, authorize, amend, or cancel an order form.

Identifying User Tasks

A user task is an identifiable activity, either manual or computerized, that is carried out by the user to achieve a particular
result (goal).

The task is typically triggered by an event and may consist of several sub-tasks. It is essential for the user to be able to tell
when the task has been completed so the goal must be measurable.
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Understanding how data is manipulated enables you to list the user tasks. At this stage, a simple list is sufficient; you can
add detail later.

The identified data and actions may be a useful starting point, so are the business processes and the events that initiate
them. However, these must be checked carefully with the user.

It may be useful to observe the user carrying out a task and to record observations for later discussion with the user. For
example, a user may often must switch to a higher priority task before returning to the original task. You must ensure that
the user can easily resume the original task.

Defining User Tasks

You are now ready to define by recording:

• Flows between the tasks
• Sub-tasks (components of each task)
• Data and documents that are used to complete the task
• Flows between sub-tasks
• Dependencies between or within tasks
• Time constraints on the completion of a single task, or of a group of related tasks
• Frequency with which the tasks are performed
• How and when the user switches between tasks

Document tasks using structured English or a diagram such as a flowchart or a data flow diagram.

Defining User Task Structures

Define the structure of each user task by observation or examination of task descriptions and the data used.

Once you have defined the task structure, verify the design with the users. A “walk through” is an effective technique for
conducting this type of review. It may be necessary to go back and review the tasks with the user to clarify any issues.

Example Formal Task Structure with Sub-Tasks

This is an example formal task structure, with its sub-tasks, is shown in the following:

• User task -- Take order from a customer over the telephone. The user can be interrupted in this task.
• Initiating event -- Customer telephones and indicates desire to place an order.

Task Structure

Sub-Task Description
1 All customers must be registered before an order can be taken, so

the user first checks to see if this customer is registered:
If the customer is already registered, user continues with the task.
If the customer is not registered, user must register the customer.
(Registering the customer is a different but associated task.)

2 If the registration details of a customer are correct, user completes
customer details on the order form.

3 User asks what products the customer would like to order and in
what quantity.
User checks the availability of the products and the current price
and confirms the order with the customer.
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4 User repeats sub-task 3 until the customer is satisfied with the
products ordered, the quantity, price, and any limitations on
delivery time.

5 The completed order form is finally confirmed with the customer
before it is formally recorded and sent off.
The record of the customer is amended to reflect the new order,
and the product stock levels are adjusted accordingly.
Copies of the order are sent to the appropriate departments.

Designing the User Interface Structure

This article provides information for Designing the User Interface Structure. Design the user interface in detail and
construct a prototype to obtain comments and acceptance from the user.

Setting Usability Criteria

Measurable usability criteria for the user interface must be used to assess the likely success of the system during testing
or user trials.

Usability criteria to consider:

• How easy do users find it to learn to use the interface?
• How efficient are users once they are familiar with the interface? (Productivity must increase.)
• How easy do occasional users find it to re-learn how to use the system after a break? Good design features, such as

keeping the number of menu levels low, must help. Keeping a record of recurring problems is helpful, possibly even
using the system itself to record problems.

• How often do errors occur and how serious are they? Do any errors occur repeatedly? These criteria can be measured
by counting and classifying the errors to give the number of errors as a percentage of the total number of times that a
procedure was used. This helps to balance error ratios for often and infrequently used procedures.

• How satisfied are the users? This can be subjective, but it does help to gauge user acceptance of the interface.
However, the speed with which new users take up the new system or facilities may provide some measurable
indication of satisfaction.

Mapping User Tasks to a User Interface

You build a system structure using a prototype of the user tasks and sub-tasks. Examine the opportunities and technical
limitations of the products being used. In particular, decide how to subdivide the system into procedures by considering
issues such as the following:

• A data maintenance task must be supported by one or more system procedures, depending on data integrity and other
business rules.

• Part of a user task, such as a look-up display, is a part of many user tasks, and so must be supported by a separate
reusable procedure.

• Parts of the user task require different levels of security.

For graphical user interfaces, decide whether:

• A window must remain open while the user accesses other windows.
• Several windows of the same type must be open at the same time for decision-making purposes.

Mapping User Tasks to Procedures

User tasks are mapped to procedures to ensure that the user tasks provide the main framework on which the user
interface is based.
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Prototyping the User Interface

Perform prototyping to check the completeness and usability of support for user tasks, and to refine the design of the user
interface.

A useful method for verifying that the design with business persons is to convert the user interface structure into a
computer-based prototype.

The following illustration shows this method.

The prototype must demonstrate the graphical user interface, windows, dialog boxes, pull-down menus, pushbuttons,
radio buttons, check boxes, and so forth.

The data usage that is identified provides a useful basis for the design of the user interface. For example, you can base
form layouts in the user interface on forms currently in use. An on-screen product catalog can mimic a paper-based one.

For client/server environments, it is important to look for opportunities for front-end integration. For example, the user
regularly must switch between two tasks or use of data, the graphical user interface must make the switch easy. If users
can be logged on to more than one information system at a time, where previously they had to log on and off each one in
turn, this could lead to substantial time-saving.

It must be possible to move between the displays and dialogs so that the usability of the flow of the system can be
checked. You can collect initial comments from the potential users of the interface.

You must produce several prototypes, iterating where necessary, before the design can finally be confirmed with the user.

It may be beneficial to review the usability criteria, amending them as necessary.
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A prototype may still prompt questions about the user interface and the movement between the different displays. For
example, consider the prototype that is shown in the figure “Prototype for a User Task.” Would users wish to display
Order Forms after displaying Customer Details, or after displaying Product Details in addition to displaying Product? What
selection criteria must be assumed?

During an analysis of user tasks and prototyping a user interface structure, it might become obvious that the structure,
sequence, and interaction of the activities within the user task are not the most efficient way to perform the overall
business task. Although it is not the purpose of system structure design to radically re-engineer the user task, any
suggestions for improvements in workflow must be presented to the users. Ultimately, it is the system of the user. It must
work effectively for them.

Choose a Client-Server Style

This article provides information for how to Choose a Client-Server Style. Multiple styles are available for client-server
applications including remote presentation, distributed processing, and remote data access.

The following list shows the available styles for client-server applications:

• Remote presentation
• Distributed processing
• Remote data access

These styles are represented in the following illustration:

Logic Types

For purposes of distribution, it is possible to divide application software into the layers of logic shown in the following list.

Logic Types Defined

User task support - The part of the application that deals with the supporting the many daily user tasks and workflow
between users.

The following user tasks are typically supported:
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• Providing a checklist of procedures the user must follow
• Allowing the user to telephone the current customer on screen
• Providing a diary of partly completed tasks

The same layer provides workflow support, routing tasks or transactions between successive operations by different
users. Finally, this layer makes use of the underlying business rules layer.

Business Rule - The part of the application that deals with business rules and policies.

While most business rules have something to do with persistent data, which is clearly the domain of data manipulation
logic, business rule logic holds the fundamental definition that binds data accesses together. It defines such elements
of an application as the sequence in which steps must be performed and the conditions that determine which steps are
performed.

This layer protects the underlying data manipulation layer from inadvertent actions that might lead to data inconsistency.

Data Manipulation - The part of the application that deals with data.

Data manipulation logic determines which persistent data is read or written. It requests services of a data management
component, the DBMS, or file system responsible for the physical storage of the data.

In Gen methodology, business rule logic and data manipulation logic are found in elementary processes, as follows:

In some application programs, there is no business logic apart from that directly governing data. There might be little or no
business rule logic.

Many current systems contain little or no user task support or workflow (because the technology of host-terminal was not
convenient for these purposes). This relationship is depicted on the left side of the previous illustration.

Most applications will, however, contain significant business logic. Even simple information retrieval can include business
rules for allocating or grouping transactions.

As client/server applications become more sophisticated, they tend to include all four types of logic shown on the right-
hand side of the previous illustration (presentation, user task support, business rule, and data manipulation).

The four types of logic in client/server applications can be divided into the following components targeting different
machines:
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• Client for presentation and user task support
• Server for business rules and data manipulation

A basic information retrieval application may be composed of only a client presentation workstation accessing a database
server.

The result is described by Paul Winsberg as a ham and cheese sandwich (Paul Winsberg, “Designing for Client/Server”
Database Programming and Design, July 1993, 29-31):

• The bread is the off-the-shelf software components that provide the functions of presentation management and data
management.

• The ham and cheese is the interior presentation, user task support, business rule logic, and data manipulation, which
are built by the developer.

Remote Presentation

In the remote presentation, most of the real work is done on the server. The presentation, user task support, business
rule, and data manipulation logic all reside on the server side. Only the presentation management component resides on
the workstation.

This alternative includes the technique that is known as screen-scraping, which is a means of putting a new user interface
on an existing mainframe transaction with little rework.

It also includes the more sophisticated mechanism for presentation distribution that is employed in UNIX and Linux
environments with X-terminals.

Distributed Processing

With the distributed process alternative, the presentation logic and user task support logic reside on the workstation with
the presentation management component. Business logic and data manipulation logic reside on the server with the data
management component.

Any but the most simple of client/server transactions use some form of distributed processing. Some DBMS vendors
have developed a mechanism that is called the stored procedure, which provides a degree of logic distribution. While
this limited form has value, it is not as useful as the more flexible approaches that provide a greater choice and support a
wider distribution.

These alternatives form a good conceptual foundation for simple client/server transactions, but business processes might
require more complex configurations. For example, an application can require data to be present both at the client and at
the server. This can result in data manipulation logic being required at both locations.

When to Use Distributed Processing

Every factor involves a delicate balance between network load, server processing load, and server database access that
can be altered by locating parts of the logic on either the client or the server.

Distributed processing offers the ability to vary the location of logic and data between client and server to arrive at an
acceptable compromise. Gen allows such design changes to be made swiftly and with a minimum of effort.

You must test the effect of the design decisions about locating logic to ensure that the delivered application performs as
required.

Use distributed processing when the following factors are true:

• Transaction Rates for the Application are High - Where transaction rates are high, the processing load on the server
can be minimized by locating as much processing as possible to the client. Because every user has an individual
workstation, the effect of high transaction rates is dispersed.

• Data Volumes are High - The aim here is often to minimize network traffic.
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If a transaction involves retrieving many items of data and manipulating them by some algorithm before selecting a
small amount of data, then such manipulation must be located on the server rather than the client if possible.

• The User Community is Geographically Dispersed - Wide Area Networks (WANs) are typically between towns [as
compared with Local Area Networks (LANs) within one building or complex] and tend to be much slower than LANs.
Therefore, minimizing network traffic can become an important design consideration. In this case, distribute the logic to
minimize the data flow between client and server.

• Integrity and Security are Critical - Any one server module can be accessed in principle not by just one but by many
different client applications. If integrity and security are to be maintained, every usage must be “safe.” If the server
module exposes data as in the remote data style, each client application must implement the identical high-quality logic
to ensure safety. This can be very challenging organizationally.
However, if the server module is built using distributed processing, the safety logic (integrity and security) and indeed
any other common business rules can be located on the server with the data. Access to the data is then allowed only
through the server logic.
Client applications must also ensure integrity and security. But with the recommended approach, there is no reliance
on the same high quality and identical logic in multiple client applications.

• Most enterprise-shared databases are best catered for by the distributed process style, for which the remote data style
is not appropriate.

• Multiple Legacy Screens Need to be Associated with One GUI Window - The distributed processing style lends itself
nicely to this interworking. Legacy and current systems residing on hosts or servers contain some logic. Further new
logic to support user tasks can be located on the client application that accesses these older modules.

Where to Locate Logic with Distributed Processing Style

The distributed processing style often is the best solution for user task support, flexibility, and performance.

Try to design the end-to-end logic of the application so that it runs in one or more modules on the client.

When access is required to shared databases, locate the databases together with the business logic, integrity rules, and
security rules on the server. Access to the data is always through the server logic layer not direct to the database. In
practice this often means that the information processes reside on the server while the procedural logic is on the client.

You can consider accesses to the server rather like traditional accesses to sub-routines. The overall logic must be visible
and testable on the client with calls to the server modules as necessary (by Gen dialog link flows). By adopting this style,
you must find that your server modules can be reused by new applications without change.

Also, by locating such rules in one place (next to the data), changes to business rules can be more easily implemented
and with minor disturbance to the using client applications.

Remote Data Access

In this alternative, the presentation, user task support, business, and data logic reside on the workstation with the
presentation management component. Only the data management component resides on the server.

The DBMS performs the remote data access.

Guidelines for Selecting a Client/Server Style

Some simple criteria are presented shortly to help with the task of selecting styles. However, following this single guideline
greatly simplifies the whole process:

Always design applications to be modular and flexible.

By maintaining a clear distinction between the following elements of presentation logic, you are in a good position to
change between client/server styles as needed:
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• Presentation
• User task support
• Business rules
• Data manipulation logic

This can be useful because it is difficult to fully anticipate the behavior of an application before it is actually executing.
If you designed an application to run as a remote data access application and discover after implementation that the
distributed process style performs better, it is relatively easy (with Gen) to move the data manipulation logic from client to
server.

In the Gen environment, the appropriate level of modularization is achieved by ensuring that the procedure step logic
(associated with presentation) is held separate from elementary process logic.

Use remote data whenever you can, for example, when you are putting a GUI front end on a legacy system or building
UNIX and Linux applications that run using X-terminals.

This is the easiest style to use because it relies on the DBMS to perform the remote access. There is no division of
application components involved.

However, with this style, performance might not be optimum, and data integrity can be compromised.

Combine Client/Server Styles

It is not unusual to find various application styles that are employed by a given organization. The following figure illustrates
how applications using different client/server styles can be combined with legacy systems and workstation application
packages.
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Client-Server Workstations

Most client-server computing uses an intelligent workstation for the client. This usage gives added processing power for
users to run desktop applications, and the Gen-generated application.

The following two opportunities for improving the visualization display of data that is accessed on a server include:

• Front-end Integration - To enable users to take full advantage of their desktop applications, integrate the Gen-
generated application into those other tools. Use the Object Linking and Embedding technique. If this technique raises
data security and concurrence issues, describe them to ensure data integrity. Combine some technology analysis with
user task analysis to determine which personal productivity tools (word-processing, spreadsheets, and so on) must be
available to users, and what user interfaces are available.

• Current Global Check System and Data Integration - Users can improve the visualization display of data that is
accessed on a server, directly or through current systems, and can combine data that is accessed through different
systems and on different servers.

Considerations for System Structure Design

You can use the results of elementary process/entity type usage, user task analysis, distribution analysis, and current
systems analysis to decide the following:

• Whether data that is used by users at the same type of location can be stored on client workstations to support
distributed process procedures

• Whether data must be stored on a shared server because it is used by a wide range of organizational units or users
• Whether current systems logic can be reused for new distributed presentation procedures
• Whether new logic must be placed either on a server for remote presentation, or on a client for combining local with

remote data
• How many of the user tasks must be automated on the client

In general, the functions of client and server procedures must be:

• Client procedures deal with user task support, the user interface, simple field validation, work-flow logic, and
interworking with other workstation-based facilities (such as for managing documents and spreadsheets).

• Server procedures manage business rule and data integrity logic, and therefore logic that provides access to shared
stored data.

Results of System Structure Design

This article provides information for the results of system structure design.

The results of system structure design are listed next:

• Understanding experience levels of the user, frequencies of task execution, geographic locations, and work
environments volatility

• Objects of interest to users
• Detailed tasks and subtasks the users must perform
• Graphical user interface structure of the system
• Client/server style

Designing the Data Structure
This article provides information for Designing the Data Structure. Data structure design is the design of a relational
database using Gen.
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This section describes how to transform the conceptual data model into an implementation representation of the
database. The data structure is the physical version of the data model. This version does not violate the intent of the data
model but does allow customization for performance and targeted databases.

The following illustration shows the overall approach to creating a relational database definition.

Each database that is defined using Gen contains its own Data Structure List and Data Store List. These two lists
represent the physical database definition that forms the basis for the generation of the Data Definition Language (DDL).
DDL generation yields the Structured Query Language (SQL) statements that are required to define a database to a
relational database management system (DBMS).

Also consider the means of converting data to one or more new databases (single location or distributed). Some further
conversion procedures or external action blocks to interface to database management systems not supported by Gen's
toolsets may be needed. Early planning for these transition and associated implementation issues makes the entire
process much easier.

Prerequisites

You need an outlined system structure design before beginning data structure design. See Designing the System
Structure.

Design Process

The following illustration shows the deliverables from data structure design and shows where you are in the overall design
process.

NOTE
Although the illustration, Designing the Data Structure, shows data structure design preceding Procedure
Interaction, GUI, and Procedure Logic design, data structure design may be done in parallel with or after these
activities.

Transforming the Data Model

This article provides information for Transforming the Data Model. Gen can automatically generate the initial database
definition that reflects the data model.

Begin database design with the data model that is defined in analysis.

The data model is only a conceptual definition of the database. This activity is called transformation. Further definition is
needed for specific database implementations.

NOTE
The detailed content of the data model is described in Analysis.

Transformation Implications

Before starting transformation, it is worth considering the implications of transformation, which are the differences between
the:

• Conceptual (business level) definition that is represented as a data model
• Logical database definition represented by the Data Structure List
• Physical definition that is represented by the Data Store List

When you transform the data model, a physical database definition is created. There is no dynamic link from this definition
back to the data model.

The implications of transformation are:
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• You can make changes to the data model with no impact on the data structure.
• You can use the Gen retransformation capability when changes must be reflected in a Data Structure List or Data

Store List.
• You can make changes to a Data Structure List without affecting the data model.
• You cannot change the Data Structure List to violate the rules of the data model. For example, a text field cannot

become a numeric field.
• If you use transformation or retransformation again, the changes you made in the Data Structure List and Data Store

List are lost.
• If you remove a foreign key index from a data record and then retransform, you typically see that the foreign key index

is added back in. Sometimes, it may be better to rename unneeded indexes. For example, you could prefix each
unneeded index with ZAP. You could then delete them near the end of testing for a project.

You must use meticulous change management to maintain the business logic that is embodied in the data model while
allowing physical changes to be made to the Data Structure List. Any modifications to these lists must be documented
thoroughly to ensure consistency between different versions of the lists.

Setting Technical Design Properties

Before you transform the data model, you must establish the technical design properties.

Technical design properties for each targeted DBMS provide control over the database definition created during the
transformation process.

The information in the technical design properties includes the following:

• Reserved word checking
• Referential integrity (RI) enforced by either the DBMS or Gen
• Permitted value default enforcement
• Data structure defaults

Setting Reserved Word Checking

The technical design property options for reserved word checking are listed in the following list.

• DBMS -- Use this option if you are going to let Gen name the tables and you do not want any reserved words from the
DBMS used.

• None -- Use this option if you are planning to name the tables such that none of the reserved words for the DBMS are
being used.
This is much more typical for those applications that are using coded table names or a code in the table name that
would make it unique.

• All -- Use this option if you are going to let Gen name the tables for you, and you would like the tables in each targeted
DBMS to be named the same.

Setting Referential Integrity Enforcement

The technical design property options for referential integrity enforcement are listed in the following list.

• Gen-enforced RI -- Use this option if you want Gen to enforce RI. Gen generates pieces of code to handle all of the
referential integrity.

• DBMS-enforced RI -- Use this option if you want the DBMS to handle as much RI as possible. This keeps the amount
of code that is generated as small as possible and helps system performance.

Gen allows the DBMS to handle all of the referential integrity it can and only generate pieces of code for the referential
integrity that is not handled by the DBMS.
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Setting Permitted Value Default Enforcement

The technical design property options for permitted value default enforcement are listed in the following list.

• Reads-Enabled -- Use this option if you want the permitted value enforcement for read statements for all the tables in
one or more databases to be handled by the DBMS.
By enabling the DBMS to control the permitted value enforcement, you are requiring all applications (Gen or not) that
are reading tables in the generated database to adhere to the same permitted value rules.
If you allow the database to handle the permitted value violations, there are no action taken for the reads within the
Gen application.

• Reads-Disabled -- Use this option if you want the permitted value enforcement to be handled at the database level and
you want Gen to do the enforcement.
This is a good selection if there are no permitted values in the database, or if you do not want the DBMS to enforce the
permitted values for READ statements.

• Creates/Updates-DBMS -- Use this option if you want the permitted value enforcement for row creates and updates for
all tables in one or more databases to be handled by the DBMS.
By enabling the DBMS to control the permitted value enforcement, you are requiring all applications (Gen or not) that
are creating or updating rows in any of the tables in the generated database to adhere to the same permitted values.
If you select this option, an SQL return code is returned to the Gen application within the create statement (when
permitted value violation exception) and you handle it in the procedure logic. See Designing the Procedure Logic to
learn more about this technique.

• Creates/Updates- Gen -- Use this option if you want Gen to handle the permitted value enforcement.
This is a good selection if there are no permitted values in the table, or if you do not want the DBMS to enforce the
permitted values for create and update statements.

Setting Data Structure Defaults

Generally, data structure defaults do not need to be adjusted. Most of the defaults relate to specifics of the DBMS being
used.

Review data structure defaults with a database expert before implementation in the other environments. However, the
default values for the transformation produce the DDL necessary for SQL generation and installation.

Performing Transformation

Transformation uses the data model to derive a relational database design conforming to the technical design properties
(see Setting Technical Design Properties).

Before performing transformation, Gen runs a consistency check against the data model.

If any part of the data model (every entity type, attribute, and relationship) is incomplete or inconsistent, the transformation
is aborted. You must correct any errors and severe warnings (but not warnings) in the data model before continuing.

You must complete a transformation for each DBMS to be used.

Results of Transformation

Transformation creates a logical and physical database definition for each DBMS, even if you are only going to target a
single DBMS. This way, each of the implementations matches at transformation time.

Transformation creates these diagrams for each DBMS targeted:

• Data Structure List -- Logical table/column definition
• Data Store List -- Physical storage method definition

These lists serve as a database definition for DDL generation.
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When the system design is complete, you may want to modify the Data Store List and/or the Data Structure List to
conform to local standards or optimize performance.

Using the Data Structure List

This article provides information for Using the Data Structure List. A Data Structure List is created for each DBMS for
which you completed the transformation.

Each Data Structure List shows how the data in the data model is logically mapped to a database.

After transformation, each Data Structure List shows how the conceptual data model that is represented by the data
model must be translated into a physical model containing tables, columns, RI constraints, and indexes.

The Data Structure List reflects any changes that are made in the Data Store List.

Use the Data Structure List tool to:

• Refine the data structure organization
• Define how relationships are implemented

Data Structure

The equivalent data modeling, relational, and production terms are shown in the following table.

Data Structure Terms

Gen Model Relational Term Production

Data Model Data structure (physical design) Database implementation by the DBMS

Entity Type and its Subtypes One Table Table

Attribute - Basic Column Column

Attribute - Designed Column Column

Attribute - Derived Not implemented physically Not implemented physically

Attribute - Auto Number Column Column

Relationship (1:1 or 1:M) Foreign key RI constraint

Relationship (M:N) Table Table

Identifier Index Index (unique)

N/A (added to the Data Structure List) Denormalized column Column

N/A (added to the Data Structure List) Index Index (typically non-unique)

One-to-Many Relationships

A one-to-many relationship is illustrated in the following Illustration.

1:M Relationship
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This illustration is a data model fragment showing:

• Each CUSTOMER entity sometimes places (relationship membership) one or more ORDER entities.
• Each ORDER entity is placed by (relationship membership) exactly one CUSTOMER.

The identifier of CUSTOMER is an attribute that is called CUSTOMER NUMBER.

The following illustration is a Data Structure List showing the implementation of the figure “1:M Relationship” as a foreign
key.

Implementation of the 1:M Relationship

The ORDER table includes a Foreign Key (FK) column called FK_CUSTOMERNUMBER. For any ORDER, the number of
the CUSTOMER that places it is stored in that column. This allows your application user to access from the ORDER table
the CUSTOMER who placed an ORDER or the ORDERS a CUSTOMER has placed.

Many-to-Many Relationships

Many-to-many (M:M) relationships must have been resolved in analysis by defining an extra entity type.

Most M:M relationships have some extra information that must be kept on an associative entity type (see Associative
Entity Type). Even if you do not find this during the initial implementation of an application, it happens later.
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Resolving the M:M into an associative entity type results in a more stable model and requires fewer action diagramming
changes in other intersection data is found after the initial version of an application has been implemented. If this has not
been done, any remaining M:M relationships are implemented with another table.

A many-to-many relationship is illustrated in the following Illustration:

This figure is a data model fragment showing:

• Each EMPLOYEE possesses one or more SKILLS
• Each SKILL is possessed by one or more EMPLOYEES.

The identifier of EMPLOYEE is the attribute Number.

The identifier of SKILL is the attribute Type.

The following figure is a Data Structure List showing the implementation of the figure “M:M Relationship.”
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A table joins the EMPLOYEE and SKILL tables and its name is “IS POSSESSED BY” (the name of one of the relationship
memberships). The link record contains both the key of the EMPLOYEE table and the key of the skill table. This means
that if the database is queried by EMPLOYEE number, it can find all the SKILLS that the EMPLOYEE possesses, and
given a SKILLTYPE, it can find all the EMPLOYEES who possess it.

Using the Data Store List

This article provides information for Using the Data Store List. A Data Store List is created for each of the DBMS when
you complete a transformation.

After transformation, each Data Store List shows how the data in the data model will be stored in a physical database.

Gen's transformation facility uses a rule-based approach to examine data model objects and determine an appropriate
implementation. Gen generates the objects, associations, and properties. Each Data Store List suggests an initial storage
strategy that you can modify to fit the needs of your DBMS.

The Data Structure List for that specific DBMS reflects any changes that are made in the Data Store List.

The database administrator uses the Data Store List tool to:

• Add and define databases
• Add data devices
• Add log devices
• Add data files
• Assign tablespaces and indexes to the appropriate databases
• Assign any tablespace or indexspace to storage parameters
• Define tablespace partitioning

Data Structure List

The terms that are used in the Data Structure List are:

• Tables
• Indexes
• Referential integrity (RI) constraints

Tables

A table is an implementation of an entity type appearing in the data model. A table is associated with the data model entity
type that it implements.

Each table is attached to at least one index, the contents of which uniquely identify an occurrence of the table in the
database.

Each table may be attached to RI constraints, which are implementations of relationships from the data model.

A table is placed in the Data Structure List for each of the M:N relationships. The table is named by the M:N relationship
itself. This type of table is relatively rare. Such tables contain foreign key columns to both participants in the relationship.

Each table that is created by a M:M relationship is granted two unique entry points. Each entry point contains the two
foreign key columns in each of the two possible sequences. The only columns appearing on this type of a table are the
foreign keys to the two participants in the relationship.

Each table in the database has the properties that are listed in the following sections.
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Properties of Tables

Entity Type

The name of the entity type in the data model that this table logically represents. This is a read only in the Data Structure
List.

Database
This is the database for which this table is implemented.
You cannot change which database implements this table in the Data Structure List. (If you must change this, go
to the Data Store List.
The database name is a maximum of eight characters.

Generic Name
A name that is consistent for the implemented entity type throughout all of the technical designs. It is called
generic because it is not DBMS-specific.
The generic name can be no more that 18 characters long.
Change this name if you want the name of this table to be consistent throughout all the technical designs,
regardless of DBMS.

DBMS Name
Used by the specific DBMS generation to identify a table.
Gen uses the table name as the default table name, unless otherwise specified here or in the data model. If this
name is changed in the data model, each time a transformation is made you would not have to change the name.
The DBMS table name can be no more than 30 characters long in the Gen model. Certain databases, however,
only allow a maximum of 18 characters. Do not exceed 18 characters unless you are certain your database
supports it.

Owner
Specifies your name or ID. The DDL uses this owner during processing.

Permitted Value Default Enforcement-Reads
Select from the following options:
Defaulted

Select this option if you want the permitted value enforcement to be handled at the database level.
Enable

Select this option if you want the permitted value enforcement for table reads to be handled at the table
level and you want the DBMS to do the enforcement.
By enabling the DBMS to control the permitted value enforcement, you are requiring all application (Gen
or not) that is reading this table to adhere to the same permitted value rules.

Disable
Select this option if you want the permitted value enforcement to be handled at the table level and you
want Gen to do the enforcement.

This is a good selection if there are no permitted values in the table, or if you do not want the DBMS to enforce
the permitted values for READ statements.
Permitted Value Default Enforcement-Creates/Updates-Select from the following options:
Defaulted

Select this option if you want the permitted value enforcement to be handled at the database level.
DBMS

Select this option if you want the permitted value enforcement for row creates and updates to be handled
at the table level and you want the DBMS to do the enforcement.
By enabling the DBMS to control the permitted value enforcement, you are requiring all application (Gen
or not) that are creating or updating rows in this table to adhere to the same permitted value rules.
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Gen
Select this option if you want the permitted value enforcement to be handled at the table level and you
want Gen to do the enforcement. This is a good selection if there are no permitted values in the table, or if
you do not want the DBMS to enforce the permitted values for create or and update statements.

Description
Freeform text documentation about the table.

Keep information about changes that have been made to this table in technical design. Although Gen knows these
changes, you may want to know what changes were made in case the table is retransformed.

Remember that this description is eliminated when this table is transformed again (either by transformation or
retransformation).

NOTE
Other than these properties, each table contains several details that are specific to target DBMS
implementations. The default settings are sufficient for unit testing; they need not be considered until volume or
integration testing begins.

Indexes

In the data structure, an index describes an arrangement of columns that are used as an index into a table.

Indexes are used to:

Ensure uniqueness of entities represented in the database --
When an index is specified as being unique, it allows no two records in the same table to have the same index
value. For example, consider the entity type CUSTOMER with an identifying attribute, Number. When customer
is implemented as a table in the Data Structure List, it is given a unique index of Number. When the database is
then generated and installed, no two customers are allowed to have the same Number.

Enhance performance of the generated database --
The use of indexes to improve performance depends on the access characteristics of the procedures that use the
data.

Imagine that the CUSTOMER entity type has a non-identifying attribute that is called Name, and that no index is defined
for Name. Thus, for a procedure that lists customers in alphabetical order by Name, at execution time the DBMS would
have to execute these steps:

1. Look at all of the CUSTOMER records
2. Sort them into Name sequence
3. Present the list to the procedure

When an index is defined for Name, the DBMS automatically keeps track of customers in Name sequence, eliminating the
need for sorting the records. Gen automatically creates an index for each identifier during transformation. In addition, it
creates an index for foreign keys implementing relationships.

Each index is associated with exactly one record in a table and may have the properties that are shown in the following
table.

Properties of Indexes

Property Description
Generic Name A name for the index that is consistent throughout all the technical

designs. It is called generic because it is not DBMS-specific.
The generic name can be no more that 18 characters long.
There is no reason to change this name in the Data Structure List.
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Name During DDL generation and installation, this is the name of the
index that is created using the properties of this entry point.
The transformation process creates a unique default name for
each index in the Data Structure List. Unlike columns and tables,
an index is not based on a single object from the conceptual
mode, so Gen has little basis on which to form a meaningful
name. As a result, the names that are given to entry points that
are created during transformation appear as the letter “I” followed
by a string of digits. Although they work properly that way, you
may choose to change the name to something more meaningful.

Unique Indicates that the index does not permit duplicate key values.
If the index is derived from a data model identifier, then it must
remain unique.
It is unusual to have more than one unique index for a table so
review carefully before creating a second (or third) unique index.

Cluster If you want the table itself to be sorted into the same order as the
index, so that performance may be improved for certain types of
access, you would add a cluster index. Review the material about
clustering for your DBMS.
In several cases, the DBMS attempts to put rows in the clustering
order by only actually organizing every row in a clustering order
after reorganization.

Primary Marks the index as the primary key.
The referential integrity process sets the primary key during
transformation, retransformation, or a separate (RI) process.
Each table has only one primary key, which is used as the foreign
key in relationship implementation.

Description A freeform text field used to document the purpose of the index.

RI Constraints

A referential integrity (RI) constraint is the implementation of a relationship in the data model. It defines how the foreign
key is used to get from one table to another, as described in Transforming the Data Model.

For an M:M relationship, two RI constraints and a table are required.

In the unlikely event an entity type has more than one identifier, the table that implements it is given a unique index to
support each of them. Gen uses the primary index of the related table to implement the foreign key. Choosing another
identifier may change Gen selection.

The RI constraint properties in the pop-up window that can be changed are listed in the following table.

Properties of RI Constraints

Property Permitted Changes
RI Constraint Generic Name The generic name of the RI Constraint is a name that is consistent

for the implemented relationship throughout all the technical
designs. It is called generic because it is not DBMS-specific.
The generic name can be no more that 18 characters long.
There is no reason to change this name in the Data Structure List.

RI Constraint DBMS Name If the DBMS detects a referential integrity error, this RI Constraint
name appears in the error message. Therefore, you must name
the RI Constraint something meaningful.
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Referential Integrity Options Enforced by You have the option on each RI constraint to have the DBMS
handle the constraint (if the DBMS contains the capability to
handle the particular constraint) or let Gen generate the code to
handle the constraint.
Typically better performance is gained by selecting the DBMS to
handle anything it can and let Gen generate the constraints that
are not handled by the DBMS.

Description A free text field used to document the purpose of this RI
Constraint.

Other Data Structure List Details

Several other DBMS-specific details can be modified using the Data Structure List, for instance the placement of tables in
tablespaces, the names of the database and index spaces.

As with the DBMS-specific details of tables and indexes, Gen creates defaults that enable database generation to create
a usable database. Their values must be adequate for the operational environment that is used for procedure testing, and
need be changed only to satisfy installation standards or performance needs.

Retransforming the Data Model

This article provides information for Retransforming the Data Model. The Gen Data Model tool automatically ensures that
changes in the Data Structure List do not invalidate the properties that are specified in the data model.

To provide you with maximum flexibility, changes to the data model are not immediately reflected in the Data Structure
List. You must choose when you want the Data Structure List to be updated.

In nearly all cases, data model changes must be immediately followed by retransformation. Failure to do so could result in
application code that does not work.

WARNING
Transformation, which is the wholesale re-creation of the Data Structure List and the Data Store List from the
data model, results in the loss of a customization that has been done and must be used with extreme caution. It
is advisable to delay customizing the Data Structure List until the data model is accurate and stable.

It may be necessary to change the data model after either list has been modified. For instance, you must enhance an
existing Gen-generated system. If so, a selected part of the data model can be transformed using the retransformation
technique.

Basics of Retransformation

Gen retains complete knowledge of how each component of the data model is implemented in the data structure.
Each object on the list (except for indexes) is the direct implementation of an object or objects in the data model. Gen
easily tracks what has or has not been implemented. Gen-executed consistency check refreshes the Data Structure List
and the Data Store List to eliminate the errors.

NOTE
A change to the DSD name for an implemented entity type or attribute does not cause a consistency check error
and NEVER results in a change to the name of the corresponding table or column.

As system development progresses and the data model changes, you must transform specific pieces of the data model.
These changes must be implemented into each possible DBMS, only a few, or only one. This is achieved through
incremental retransformation.

These situations may require incremental retransformation:
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• Adding a new entity type, relationship, or attribute to the data model
• Changing an existing entity type, relationship, or attribute

When new objects are added to the data model, their implementations must be added to the Data Structure List for the
targeted DBMS as well.

When an existing data model object is changed, its implementation on the Data Structure List must be deleted. Gen then
puts the object on the list of unimplemented data model objects, and it may then be added as if it were a new data model
object.

Rules of retransformation for multiple DBMS targets:

• If you want to make sure that the data model is transformed for all of the targeted databases, use the synchronization
of the data model to the technical design.

• If you must update only a single DBMS with changes from the data model, use specialize technical design for current
DBMS.

• If you have only a single target DBMS, use synchronization of the data model to the technical design. If there is only a
concern about a single DBMS, this always keeps each DBMS synchronized.

An object that is deleted from the data model requires no retransformation action as the object and its dependent objects
are immediately deleted from the Data Structure List.

For example, deleting an identifying attribute in the data model causes the following to be deleted:

• Corresponding column in the table
• Column in the unique column
• Foreign key columns in dependent tables to be deleted
• Foreign key columns in the indexes to be deleted

Identifying Changes to the Data Model

This article provides information for Identifying Changes to the Data Model. Whenever the data model is changed, and a
Data Structure List exists, a consistency check must be used to report.

The affected entity types, relationships, and attributes are retransformed.

• Which entity types, relationships, and attributes in the data model are not yet implemented in the Data Structure List.
• Which entity types, relationships, and attributes in the data model are not implemented properly in the Data Structure

List.

Completing the Data Structure Design

The activities in this section must be completed after the system is unit that is tested. The longer changes are deferred,
the less likely they are to be lost in retransformation.

Completing the data structure design consists of these tasks:

• Change database names to conform to installation standards
• Optimize the data structure design
• Rearrange the database structure

Changing Database Names

Most installations have naming conventions for databases that are installed in shared environments.

Changes to database, tablespace, index space, index, and column names can be made without affecting the names of
related objects in the data model or Data Structure List.
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Optimizing the Data Structure Design

Usually, Gen supports tuning database performance without changing the data model.

Changes must be reviewed with a specialist for the target database.

Some of the optimizations that can be performed in the Data Structure List are:

Adding and deleting indexes --
Adding new indexes result in new index definitions in the DDL.
Analyzing the access paths that are used in procedures determine a set of entry points that allow the DBMS to
traverse the database as efficiently as possible.
After the system has been designed, it is possible to remove any unused indexes from the Data Structure List.

Denormalizing --
Gen also supports a technique that is called denormalization, which involves replicating fields from one record into
another, related record.
Logic that is generated by Gen automatically maintains the correct values of data that are replicated in this way.

Specifying locations for tables --
A DBMS may support specified location of tables on pages and different storage devices. The locations of tables
can be specified in Gen.

Making changes specific to the DBMS --
The changes that can be made to optimize the design depends on the target DBMS. For example, DB2 allows the
clustering of records from different tables to the same tablespace to improve access to related records.

Some optimization must be performed before procedure design begins, but some can only be completed after the detailed
design has been completed. The DBMS expert must make a least two “passes” over the Data Structure List and Data
Store List before the physical definition of the database is converted into DDL statements.

The optimizations must be performed to increase performance for the predominate processing pattern, since for every
gain in one area, losses may be sustained in others.

Rearranging the Database Structure

Physical storage characteristics of the database can be adjusted for performance reasons.

The detailed reasons for changing these characteristics and the techniques for doing so are beyond the scope of this
section but they might include:

• Moving tables between tablespaces
• Combining multiple indexes into a single index space
• Defining multiple databases
• Clustering a table around an index and partitioning tablespaces

Choose to Distribute or Replicate Data

This article provides information for Choose to Distribute or Replicate Data. The decision to either distribute or replicate
data is a critical one because it involves a significant effort.

Rules may already be in place that define how the data is to be distributed and or replicated.

Avoiding distribution and replication is the simplest and most expedient option.

The main reason for distributing and replicating data is to increase performance. Performance is an issue that becomes
much more important in construction and testing. The most appropriate action to improve performance can be taken then.

Detailed discussions of the alternatives with DBMS and network specialists must be sought before proceeding.
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Distributed Data Alternative

Distribution of data is the division of data between several servers.

The complexity of the division can range from simply placing different types of data (tables, or even individual columns) on
separate servers to partitioning data of the same type between servers according to where it is created or needed.

The following list explains advantages of distributing data are:

• Brings complex or iterative maintenance of data closer to the user
• Provides for a faster retrieval through dedicated database processors

The following list explains disadvantages of distributing data are:

• Can create an extensive network traffic
• May not always be accessible as quickly as needed

Data can be distributed by using a database management system to automatically take control of the process.

NOTE
Controlling the distribution of data that is outside the scope of the DBMS can be achieved by specifying locations
in procedure logic. Remember to consider the risks of failing to maintain data consistency, integrity, and security.
This approach must be considered only if you are familiar with these issues, and the techniques for controlling
distributed data.

Mechanisms distributing data depend on the currency requirement for the data:

• If the solution demands immediate, up-to-date data, a database management system must be used.
• If, however, the solution is a decision support system and requires data distribution on a monthly basis, it may be safe

for an application or personal productivity software (such as a spreadsheet) to maintain the data locally.

Replicated Data Alternative

Replicating data (usually for use on a client) may improve performance considerably by freeing up processing time for
other processes.

The following list explains considerations for replicating data:

• Do client procedures use replicated data locally rather than a centralized source?
If a process requires read-only access to the data, it might be worth considering using replicated data on the client for
that process to free up processing time for other processes.

• How current does read-only data have to be?
If the process performs queries on the data, such as for statistical graphs, it might not matter if the data is replicated
daily. The data of the previous day might be sufficient.

Challenges of Distributed and Replicated Data

If you plan to use distributed or replicated data, you must carefully check for these:

• The target operational environment
• What the DBMS can achieve automatically
• What the Gen-generated application provides
• What remains to be specified by the designer so that the full advantages of distributed and replicated data can be

realized in a safe manner

If you plan to use distributed or replicated data, you must address these issues:
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• Integrity
• Consistency
• Referential integrity
• System security
• Performance

Integrity of Distributed Data

If the data is not distributed and held on a single server, data integrity raises the same issues as in a traditional host/
terminal environment. However, if the data is to be distributed across two or more processors, you must consider how the
data is to be distributed.

Distributing data has a major consequence on the integrity of the data. Take special care in designing a data distribution.
The integrity of the data to be stored within the database must be guaranteed. It is vital that the database management
system to be used fully supports the use of distributed data. In particular, the database management system must handle
the checking and cancellation of unsuccessful changes to avoid integrity problems when updating the data.

The following list explains options for distributed data:

• Rows in tables may be arranged by value. For example, all rows for customers of each sales office could be placed
contiguously.

• Updating the data is relatively straightforward. Each processor can update the data independently of the others.
• Columns in tables may be split by ownership. For example, the sales department has CUSTOMER NAME and

ADDRESS, and the accounts department has CUSTOMER RATING.
• In this case, the data at one location must be maintained as the master. Data at any other location that uses or updates

that data must be kept in synchronization with that master.
• A combination of splitting by rows and tables may be used.

Deletion of any data in a distributed environment can cause problems, as other processors may depend on the data for
their own procedures. Deletions must be synchronized, possibly by performing such operations at predetermined times,
such as overnight.

Integrity of Replicated Data

With replicated data, the data is replicated as identical copies on the clients, or possibly on several distributed servers.

Integrity considerations for replicated data integrity:

• How is the data be updated?
• What mechanisms are used to ensure that each client has access to the same data always?
• Where is the master copy of the data?
• Is the data needed immediately, or is a snapshot sufficient?
• Is the whole table replicated or just a subset?

NOTE
Ideally, replication must be used only to give read-only processes better performance.

Updating replicated data must be avoided as it is a high risk process. If replicated data is updated, the following minimum
procedure is required:

1. Record the source of the data.
2. Update the source.
3. Apply the updates to the replicated data.
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Consistency

If one change fails but changes to data on the other databases are successful, the changes to the other databases must
be rolled back to ensure that no changes are made to any of the databases. This avoids data integrity problems.

This means using a mechanism to apply the changes to all the databases or not at all. The available DBMS may be able
to achieve this using a multi-phase commit, whereby the update is made and logged to each of the databases. The DBMS
then checks to ensure that the updates have been made successfully. If so, the updates are committed to the databases
simultaneously.

Maintaining data consistency by using procedure logic is critical to data, and therefore to business process integrity. Such
logic must be defined by experienced designers who have an understanding of the operation of the target DBMS and
operating system.

Referential Integrity

Referential integrity requires that data that has been affected by a procedure must satisfy all integrity rules for that
procedure to execute successfully. For example, when an ORDER is created, at least one ORDER ITEM must also be
created.

Referential integrity considerations for database and application design:

• Location of boundaries -- Every reference from data stored in one location to data stored in another must satisfy
integrity rules before a change to data can be accepted as successful.
Any physical boundary between related data can cause extra data accesses and checking to maintain referential
integrity. The boundary must be positioned to minimize access by procedures to related data stored in more than one
location.

• Relationships across a boundary -- Mandatory relationships across a physical boundary must be maintained by
procedure logic. This logic must identify and attempt to fix any discrepancies.
For example, assume that CUSTOMERS may be stored in one location and EMPLOYEES in another location, and
that each CUSTOMER must be the responsibility of an EMPLOYEE. The name of the RESPONSIBLE EMPLOYEE
is defined as an attribute of CUSTOMER. When a CUSTOMER is created, the procedure checks the existence of a
responsible EMPLOYEE. When an EMPLOYEE is deleted, a procedure checks that there is no CUSTOMER who is
the responsibility of the EMPLOYEE.

• Use of foreign keys -- Foreign keys can be useful to represent relationship memberships across a physical boundary
between two data stores. Where the target DBMS is unable to maintain integrity across different physical databases,
then the designer must specify procedure logic to maintain the data values in step.

• Deletions -- Deletions, such as cascade deletes, pendant deletes, and restricted deletes, that affect related data that is
held in more than one location, can be difficult to complete successfully.

Ideally, the DBMS must make all checks. If this is not possible, data integrity must be maintained by procedures.

System Security

The more distributed the data is in the system, the greater the security risk.

Security considerations for distributed data:

• What authorization is required before a user can run certain procedures?
Authorization with password may also be required before a user is able to use irreversible procedures, such as
deleting data. This probably means holding the user identifiers and passwords centrally on the server for access by
client procedures to disable options on the user interface.

• Should the system time out after a prolonged period of inactivity?
The security of the enterprise procedures may dictate that users must not leave unattended machines logged on to
systems. If so, a time-out facility may be required. However, this could lead to data integrity problems. For instance,
data integrity may be impaired if the server times out but the client does not.
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Performance

It is likely that the system design needs tuning for optimum performance. The precise nature of this tuning depends on the
individual system environment.

Database performance considerations:

• Is database performance affected by the location of the data?
• If the data is distributed, is access to the data fast enough across the network?
• If the data is centralized, can the server handle the anticipated number of transactions?
• If necessary, consider using distributed data or replicated data.
• Is the performance of the network adequate?
• This can be assessed by looking at the number and size of data transfers. For instance, would a few large data

transfers or many small data transfers provide better performance?
• How many concurrent clients are there likely to be?
• If there are many users accessing a single data source, are there problems with users being locked out of the data?
• Is there a potential bottleneck at the communications bridge or server?
• Must the system be available always? Can the system cope with machine failures?
• If the workstations are considered inadequate for backup, a more controlled approach is needed.

Results of Data Structure Design

This article provides information for the results of data structure design.

The results of data structure design are listed next:

• Data Structure List and a Data Store List that are accurate transformations of the data model, optimized if necessary
for performance

• Data storage plan showing where data is stored and which replicated data is primary data.

Designing the Procedure Interaction
This article provides information for Designing the Procedure Interaction. Specify in detail the procedures and flows that
allow users to navigate through the system.

Procedure interaction is what allows procedures to communicate with one another. This includes client-to-client and client-
to-server procedure communication.

The GUI, procedure interaction, and procedure logic are best designed in parallel. Procedure interaction and layouts may
then be refined, often by prototyping. When the initial design is stable, detailed procedure logic can be completed, and the
flows and layouts can be finalized.

Together, the procedure interaction, layout design, and logic yields a completed navigation diagram, fully detailed displays,
and action diagrams that are the basis for generating a complete system.

Prerequisites

You need an outlined system structure design before beginning procedure interaction design.

Design Process

The following illustration lists the deliverables from procedure interaction design and shows where you are in the overall
design process.
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Principles of Procedure Interaction

Procedure interaction can occur through a flow or Procedure Step USE statement:

• Flow (transfer or link)-A flow can be used to communicate between any two client procedures or client and server
procedures.

• Procedure Step USE statement-This statement, sometimes generically called Remote Use, can be used to
communicate between two client procedures if they reside on the same platform, and between any client and server
procedure.

In a client/server environment, each client procedure may be associated with a procedure action diagram and a graphical
user interface (GUI) display. You define the possible series of interactions between a user and the procedures in a
business system through these associated GUIs. The GUI can be a window and associated dialog boxes as needed.
You also determine when there is a need to communicate with a server procedure to gather the correct data for the user
request.

An interaction refers to a single instance in which a user requests an action of the system and the system responds.

From the perspective of the user, an interaction involves this procedure:

1. The user enters data on a window or dialog box.
2. The system acts and responds with another window or dialog box. The window or dialog box may be in the same

format as the one on which data was entered, or it may be in a different format.
3. After the system responds, the user may be prompted by the response to begin the cycle again by entering more data,

or to select another procedure.

The following illustration shows a simple interaction that begins with a user entering data on the starting window or dialog
box.
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When the user indicates that data entry is complete by selecting a menu item, push a button, or a toolbar item, the system
responds by processing the data according to the procedure definition. When processing is complete, the resulting
window or dialog box is presented to the user. Remember that windows and dialog boxes are associated only with client
procedures.

From the perspective of the developer, an interaction involves an indeterminate number of procedures. Remember
that the client procedure is what contains a window plus one or more associated dialog boxes. There may be a need to
communicate with other client and/or server procedures before returning a window or dialog box to the user.

There are two possible procedure interactions:

• Client/client through a flow
(only if on the same hardware platform)

• Client/server through a flow or a Procedure Step USE

The user does not see the procedure interactions. The window or dialog box that is associated with a client procedure
presents only the data.

Gen Commands in Client Server Environment

This article provides information for Commands in Client Server Environment. Commonly used commands must be
standardized across the system. A command is a special concept in system design using Gen.

A command allows you to specify how users can influence the procedure execution. This special attribute is defined here
because the concept of a command is important to the discussion of procedure definition.

You can associate a command with a graphical object, such as a push button or menu item, on a window. At execution
time, a user can activate that graphical object by pressing the push button to cause a procedure to behave in a desired
manner.

For example, the following figure illustrates a client procedure that provides the user a list of customers. The user can add
a customer or can choose one to change or delete.
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The user must be allowed to choose whether to add, change, or delete a customer at execution time by activating the
appropriate graphical object. These commands are assigned and sent to the server as illustrated in the following figure.

Commands tell the server what action must be performed.

The following figure shows the statements for the procedure step Customer Server.

 Procedure Step: CUSTOMER_SERVER                                      

 

   1-    -----  CUSTOMER_SERVER                                      

   2-   |                IMPORTS: Entity View import customer        

   3-   |                EXPORTS: Entity View import customer        

   4-   |       EXIT STATE IS prossing_ok                            

   5-   |   --- CASE OF COMMAND                                      

   6-   |  |--- CASE delete                                          
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   7-   |  |    USE delete_customer                                  

   8-   |  |                WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View import customer

   9-   |  |                WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View export customer

  10-   |  |--- CASE add                                             

  11-   |  |    USE add_customer                                     

  12-   |  |                WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View import customer

  13-   |  |                WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View export customer

  14-   |  |--- CASE update                                          

  15-   |  |    USE update_customer                                  

  16-   |  |                WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View import customer

  17-   |   ---             WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View import customer

  18-    ------                                              

 

When to Use Commands

The special attribute command can be set in several places during design:

• Assigned to a graphical user interface object (such as a push button or menu item) -- Assign a command to the GUI
object only if you would like it assigned to any action that would take place with the object.
You do not usually assign a command to the object since there may be several events that are associated with a single
object. There may be an event that is associated with clicking the object, double-clicking the object, bringing the object
into focus, and so on.

• Assigned to an event associated with a GUI object -- This is the typical mechanism of assigning commands:
– If the command is associated with an event, and a remote use of a server is executed in the event, the server

procedure can evaluate the command and can perform the correct logic.
– If the command is associated with an event, and the exit state is set to cause a flow, and if you have defined the

command to be “current” on the flow, the command is carried to the server.
The logic in the server evaluates the command to understand what the user is trying to accomplish.

• Assigned along a flow -- A command can be set along a flow, which means that every time that flow is executed, the
command is always the same.
This is not a typical use of setting the command for client/server or client/client procedure interactions.

• Set to current along a flow -- For client/server and client/client procedure interactions, you typically set the command to
current along the flow.
Since most of the flows in client/server design are links, you typically set to current in both directions of the flow. This
does not assign a value to the command. It simply allows the value of the command to remain the same from the
source procedure to the destination procedure as the flow is executed.

• Set to previous along a return link flow -- Although you typically set the command to current on the return link flow,
you could set the command to whatever the command was when the send flow was executed. This means that if the
command changes in the destination procedure for some processing, it would be changed back to whatever it was
when the send flow was executed. This allows you to know what command was sent to the destination procedure.
This becomes more useful as server-to-server flows are implemented.

• Set it in a logic statement -- There is a procedure logic statement that sets the command whenever logic is being
executed. For more information about how commands are set by a procedure logic statement, see the section
“Designing the Procedure Logic.”
You have many reasons to set the value of the command in the logic.

Reserved Commands

Gen's window and server managers, the execution-time components that govern procedure execution, reserve several
commands for their own use. You must be aware of the commands that are listed in the following and must use them
appropriately.
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• HELP -- Causes the window manager to invoke its HELP exit.
NOTE
For more information, see the Toolset Help.

• RESET -- Causes the window manager to go back to the initial window or dialog box for the business system.

Designing Procedure Interactions

Designing procedure interactions allow single and multi-procedures for providing the same information in designing
procedure interactions.

A client procedure may have one primary window or dialog box and as many secondary dialog boxes as needed for the
application. The two approaches:

• Single procedure-using separate dialog boxes for each detail function
• Multi-procedure-using one detail dialog box with disable flags

Single-Procedure Approach

One option in graphical dialog design is to include all listing display and maintenance functionality in a single procedure,
as shown in the following illustration.

The procedure uses secondary dialog boxes as an auxiliary aid to a primary window.

The following illustration shows an example of the window interaction for a procedure called MAINTAIN CUSTOMER.
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The following list explains the example in the figure:

• The List Customer window is a primary window that is used to select objects and actions. This primary window is the
focus of the procedure.

• The customer detail secondary dialog box is used as part of the list customer procedure.
• Similar secondary dialog boxes are also specified for add and for update functions.
• A listbox is used on the update and detail dialog boxes, so that the customer occurrence that is selected in the list is

the one displayed in the customer detail dialog box.
• The detail dialog box displays all the fields but does not allow changes.
• The update dialog box allows changes to be made to the fields.
• The Add dialog box requires a single occurrence input view so that the dialog box is displayed with empty fields into

which the new customer details can be added.

If you add an attribute to an entity, and you include that attribute on the dialog boxes, you must add the same field to all
three dialog boxes. Even a small modification can introduce synchronization errors, and large changes can be difficult
to keep compatible in all three dialog boxes. For example, adding several fields and changing field order can introduce
numerous synchronization errors.

Users probably want the three dialog boxes to look the same except for field protection levels.

Another way to modify the design is to specify only one secondary dialog box, based on the Display Customer Detail
dialog box. You then modify the appropriate field properties to support the Add, Update, and Delete commands.

Performance may suffer from this approach. Using a list occurrence requires that all data to populate the dialog box is
retrieved in the first execution. No procedure logic is executed when the dialog box is initiated. Gen uses the values in
the selected row in the list and matches them to the fields in the dialog box. If a small amount of data is involved, the
disadvantage is minimal. On the other hand, if views of several entity types are to be displayed, this could mean an
extensive overhead in building the list.

Multi-Procedure Approach

In this approach, the detail dialog box is implemented as a primary dialog box in a separate procedure that links back to
the list customer procedure. An example of this approach is illustrated in the following illustration.
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Using two procedures, with one detail dialog box employing disable flags in this way, results in windows that must be
easier to maintain and execute because no flow is needed.

Consider the following illustration. Compare this illustration with the second illustration in the section Single-Procedure
Approach.

The following list explains the previous illustration:

• List Customer is a primary window.
• Detail Customer is now a primary dialog box in a second procedure.
• Customer action buttons have been added to the dialog box.
• Embedding the action requires maintaining just one dialog box for add, update, and display actions.

In this primary window or primary dialog box interaction, the record that is selected and the action requested field both
need to be passed or mapped to the detail customer procedure using view matching.
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Comparison of the Single and Multi-Procedure Approaches

Using single procedures, with secondary dialog boxes, windows that can be modified by export view values, and
modeless windows, offers greater flexibility in the design of the dialog.

The following list explains other advantages of the single-procedure approach:

• Allows the user to display multiple occurrences of a window, or to switch to another window without quitting the first
window

• Furnishes other action-related information without cluttering the primary window
• Simplifies the design by consolidating list and maintenance functions into one procedure

The following table points out the differences between the two approaches.

Comparison of Approaches

Single-Procedure Approach Multi-Procedure Approach
Multiple secondary dialog boxes One detail version with disable flags.
LIST and MAINTAIN in one procedure LIST and MAINTAIN in at least two procedures.
Menu items that are disabled according to function Push buttons that are disabled according to function.
Selected object that is used as a listbox on the appropriate dialog
boxes

Select list occurrence moved to the output field and view-matched
to the input field of the called procedure.

These are situations where several procedures may be preferred to a single procedure:

• Processing that is associated with a dialog box must be performed before it is displayed, for instance, to display a
value that is derived or computed from the primary window input as an output field.

• The procedure is too large and must be divided into more manageable units.

Exit States

Exit State is a special attribute in the Gen toolset. The value of this attribute controls what happens at the conclusion of a
procedure.

Depending on the value of exit state, the procedure may do the following tasks:

• Display a message in the system message field
• Initiate a flow
• Roll back database updates resulting from the execution of the procedure
• Abort the procedure (roll back all database updates and abnormally terminate)

Components of an Exit State

Each exit state definition includes the components shown next:

• Name -- The name appears as the subject of the EXIT STATE IS action.
For example, an Exit State customer not found may be set if a particular customer does not exist on the database. In
that case, the exit state is action in the action diagram would read:
 EXIT STATE IS CUSTOMER_NOT_FOUND

 

• Message -- A message appears in the system message field if its associated exit state value is set when the procedure
concludes and the exit state value does not trigger a flow or an abnormal termination.
Messages are displayed according to the message type (informational, warning, or error). In a client procedure that
contains a display, messages are displayed in an appropriate dialog box.
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For example, the CUSTOMER_NOT_FOUND Exit State may have an associated message: Requested customer not
on the database. If CUSTOMER_NOT_ FOUND is set in the WHEN NOT FOUND condition of a READ statement, the
message Requested customer not on the database appears in the system message field of a screen.

• Termination Action -- A termination action indicates the type of processing that is performed at run time when the
associated exit state value is detected.
These are the possible termination actions:
– Normal-the exit state message is displayed or a flow takes place.
– Rollback-all database updates (the results of CREATE, UPDATE, and DELETE actions) performed by the

procedure since the previous checkpoint is backed out.
– Abort-the procedure abnormally terminates and roll back all database updates.

Exit State Definitions

Exit state definitions can be built using system defaults or from any tool that can reference exit states. In a Gen action
diagram, exit states are set according to the action performed and its outcome.

The outcome of an action may be signaled by the following values:

• Return condition of a data action (for example, WHEN NOT FOUND)
• Value of a return code attribute exported from a USED Action Block (for example, processing successful)
• Value of an Exit State returned to a client from a server procedure (for example, return WITH ROLLBACK)

These are the options for ensuring an appropriate exit state is always set:

• Set an exit state only after each action is successfully achieved or each exception condition is discovered.
• You must ensure that every possible exception condition is identified.
• Set a positive default exit state at the beginning of the procedure logic, then test for each “positive” outcome and every

exception that can be foreseen, and can reset the exit state accordingly.
• The default value is used if no other exit state value is set.
• You must ensure that every possible exception condition is identified, to avoid giving a false positive result.
• This is the most widely adopted option.
• Set a negative exit state at the beginning of the procedure logic, then test for each successful outcome that is part of

the procedure specification and reset the exit state accordingly.
• You must ensure that every possible exception condition is identified.
• The default value is also used if no “positive” or known “negative” exit state value is set. This ensures that any

unexpected exception condition is not assumed to be a successful outcome.

For ease of logic design and maintenance, each organization must try to adopt a single, consistent option for all client,
server, and common action block logic. Where a mixture of these options is already adopted, be especially aware of which
option is employed by existing logic with which their procedures must interwork.

This example raises the following issues:

• Exit State is set to “Processing OK” before any other logic is executed (line 4). You assume that positive conditions are
not addressed in the USED action blocks. Therefore, you initialize exit state to the positive condition here. This avoids
handling exception conditions throughout the remainder of the procedure logic.

• If Exit State is never set to a different value as the result of an exception, the positive condition remains set. This
design approach may not be safe unless you can guarantee correct handling of all exception conditions that may arise.
For example, exception conditions could arise if the action blocks were later modified.

• There is no handling of the exit state if the command sent to the procedure is not included in the case of command.
This is handled using one of the client/server error handling techniques.

It is essential that all action diagrams are compatible with the exception handling of any USED action blocks, and that
exception conditions are handled completely and safely. When an exit state is set during a procedure execution, the
results must be unambiguous.
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These are the rules governing the assignment of exit state definitions to flows:

• An exit state value may appear on the flows on exit state list of only one flow from a given procedure.
• No exit state value that appears on the returns on exit state list of a link to a given procedure may appear on a flow on

exit state list of flows from the same procedure.

Flows in the Client Server Environment

This article provides information for Flows in the Client Server Environment. Flows can be used to communicate between
any two client procedures or client and server procedures.

Types of Flows

There are two types of flows:

• Transfer
• Link

Transfer Flows

A transfer flow indicates that the source procedure passes control to the destination procedure when appropriate
conditions are met. The source procedure may also pass data. For more information about how control is passed to the
destination procedure, see How Flows are Initiated.

The transfer flow is not used in the following scenarios:

• Not used for client-to-server flows because a return is necessary
• Not used much in GUI application since a graphical user interface is oriented around graphical objects and complete

control transfer is not necessary

The transfer flow is used in blockmode.

NOTE
For more information about how transfer flow is used in blockmode, see Designing Applications in Block Mode.

Link Flows

A link flow is more complex than a transfer flow. As with a transfer flow, a link flow indicates that the source procedure
passes control and, optionally data, to the destination procedure.

The link flow performs the following tasks:

• Allows the destination procedure to return control and data to the source procedure
• Saves all export data that is known to the source procedure when it completes its original execution and makes it

available after the destination procedure returns
• Is always used in client-to-server flows because it is necessary to return from the server back to the client in client/

server processing.
• If a flow is selected for the procedure interaction between a client and server procedure, the link flow is used.
• Is used in client-to-client flows since the processing is based on a graphical object, and although a flow may be used to

open another primary window, the focus still comes back to the original object

For example, the illustration in the section Passing Data shows a Customer List. The user may add, update, or delete a
customer from that list. This initiates a flow that is made to the Customer Detail client. After the action is completed, the
focus comes back to the Customer List.

A link flow allows a user to acquire additional information from another procedure when it is needed by the initial
procedure. After the information is acquired, the initial procedure executes again from the beginning with all the
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information from its initial execution intact. Any new data or commands that are returned from the destination procedure is
also utilized.

If multiple links execute consecutively, all information from each linked procedure is saved in anticipation of its restart.

How Flows Are Initiated

Each flow is initiated by the source procedure setting an appropriate exit state.

Each transfer flow on a navigation diagram must be associated with one or more exit state definitions that trigger the
transfer. These are called Flows On Exit States.

Each link flow must have at least one Flows On Exit State.

Each link flow must also have at least one Returns On Exit State, except for the client-to-server flows. There is an
implied return from the server, and no exit state is necessary. The return flow completes with the completion of the server
procedure.

For a given procedure, only one flow can be associated with each exit state value.

After the destination procedure finishes executing, the Returns On Exit State causes control to be returned to the source
procedure.

The use of exit states can be summarized as follows:

• When the logic of a procedure concludes, the value of Exit State is evaluated.
• If this value matches that associated with any flow from the procedure whether it be a transfer, link, or return from a

link, the flow is executed.
• If this value does not match any exit state values that are associated with any flows, you must specify some corrective

action.
• The corrective action is appropriate to the procedure implementation. In a client procedure, the exit state message

would typically be displayed in a dialog box with the appropriate icon as shown in the following illustration.
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The Gen window manager controls this dialog box and icon according to the message type specified. The message dialog
box is modal; that is, it requires an input before proceeding.

Choose a Flow Action

Whenever a flow takes place between procedures in either direction, the procedure to be initiated begins in one of the
following ways:

• Display First -- This option shows the window or dialog box that is associated with the destination procedure and waits
for user input to begin the logic of the procedure. Display first can be set only if the procedure is designated “online
with a display” and contains a window or dialog box. A procedure that meets these criteria is a client procedure.

• Execute First -- This option executes the logic of the procedure, which results in either the display of the window or
dialog box of the procedure or the execution of a flow. The distinction relies on the definition of a flow action that is
associated with each procedure.

These are the guidelines for selecting a flow action:

• If the destination procedure requires information from the user before it can execute, the Display First option is used.
• If the procedure is a server, which contains no windows or dialog boxes, Display First is not an option.
• If the source procedure provides all the information that is required by the destination procedure, the Execute First

option is used.

Using Autoflows

Often, the only processing that is associated with a value of command is the setting of an exit state with a particular value.
An autoflow is appropriate if the only logic placed behind a GUI object on a window or dialog box sets an exit state to
cause a flow.

It is possible to associate a particular value of command with a particular value of exit state. A command that is associated
with an exit state value for a procedure is called an autoflow because it can be used to initiate a flow without any action
diagram logic to support it.

At execution time, autoflows are processed as follows:

1. The Gen window manager evaluates the command special attribute. If the command special attribute value contains
an autoflow, the execution of the action diagram of the procedure is bypassed. Otherwise, the value of command is
passed along to the action diagram as usual.

2. Exit State is set to the exit state value associated with the autoflow. If the value of exit state is associated with a flow,
the flow happens as if Exit State had been set with the EXIT STATE IS action in an action diagram.

Executing a Command through a Flow

Most server procedures rely on the value in the command special attribute to direct their processing.

When a procedure is initiated from a window or dialog box, the user selects a push button, menu item, toolbar item, and
so on, to influence procedure execution. The same kind of value is required when a procedure is initiated by a flow from
another procedure.

A command value can be specified for each direction of a flow. When the destination procedure of the flow executes, its
underlying procedure action diagram treats the command value exactly as if it were entered on a window or dialog box.

You can choose to send one of the following:
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• A specific command value
• For a transfer flow, specify the command value that triggers the destination procedure.
• For a link flow, specify both the command value that triggers the destination procedure, and the command value that

triggers the return to the source procedure.
• The current value of command (its value at the conclusion of the source execution of the procedure)
• For client/server, you send the command of current. This lets the server know what the client is trying to accomplish.
• If there is a return from a link, the previous value of command (the value in the command field when the procedure that

initiated the link finished executing)

How Window Manager Controls a Flow

The following illustration shows how the window manager of Gen controls a flow. (The diamond shaped boxes are the
decisions being made by the window manager.)

The window manager controls a flow as follows:

1. As a procedure is being entered, the Gen window manager checks to see if the procedure is Execute First or Display
First.
a. If the procedure is Display First, the window manager checks to see if the procedure contains an open window

event.
b. If the procedure contains an open window event, the event is executed, and the primary window or dialog box is

opened.
c. If the procedure does not contain an open window event, the primary window or dialog box is opened. See How

Window Manager Controls a Flow to learn more about open window events.
d. If the procedure is Execute First, the main procedure logic is executed. See Choosing a Flow Action to learn more

about the Execute First procedure.
2. At the end of the execution of the logic, the window manager checks to see if an exit state is set to cause a flow:

a. If the exit state is set to cause a flow, go to step 1.
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b. If the exit state does not cause a flow, the primary window or dialog box that is associated with this procedure is
opened.

3. For each selected GUI control that has an associated event, only the event handler logic executes. At the end of each
event logic execution, the window manager checks to see if an exit state is set to cause a flow:
a. If the exit state is set to cause a flow, go to step 1.
b. If the exit state does not cause a flow, the window is presented, along with any dialog box that may have been

opened in the event.
4. If any of the GUI controls are associated with a command that is designed as an autoflow on a flow the flow executes

immediately. Go to step 1. See Using Autoflows to learn more about executing flows in this manner.
5. During any of the procedures main logic or event logic, if a remote use to another procedure is executed, the control is

passed to the destination procedure. Upon return to this procedure, the window manager checks the value of the exit
state to see if it causes a flow to another procedure.

Choose Flow or Remote Use

Procedure Step USE is an action diagram statement that allows interaction between procedures.

The procedure is still the commit point whether it is flowed to or used.

The following table shows the differences between the flow and Procedure Step USE procedure interactions.

Comparison of Flow and Remote Use

Design Parameter Link Flow Procedure Step USE
Command Passed with <current>, or it can be

changed along the flow.
Passed to the procedure being used

Exit State Causes a flow Passed to the procedure being used
Views View matched View matched
Return from Procedure The window manager:

Interrogates the exit state to see if it causes
another flow (if so, the exit state flows).
If there is no flow, interrogate the exit state
to see if it has a message that is associated
with it (if so, the message is displayed).
Executes the main logic.

Handle Termination Conditions

Gen uses server and window managers to handle termination conditions for server and client procedures.

The database commit point for a Gen application is upon a successful execution of a procedure. This is true for both client
and server procedures and whether the procedure interaction is a flow or remote use.

If an error occurs in the procedure, a rollback is to be performed.

Exit states are also used to determine the condition of the database access of the procedure.

You can assign the termination action to the exit state.

The server manager handles termination conditions for server procedures. Gen invokes the server manager at the end of
the execution of a server procedure.

The window manager handles termination conditions for client procedures. Gen invokes the window manager at the end
of the execution of a client procedure or at the end of the execution of an event handler.
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Map Client and Server Procedure Interaction

Client-to-server mapping happens after the initial system structure is complete, some of the identified procedures must be
decomposed into client and server procedures.

When you finish this decomposition, you map these procedures. This task is called client-to-server mapping. Flows are
not allowed to non-cooperative procedure steps.

Client Procedure Characteristics

These are the characteristics of a client procedure:

• Usually has a graphical user interface
• Should be designated online with display
• Can flow to other client procedures
• Can flow to server procedures
• Can remote use other client procedures if the client procedures are both implemented on the same platform
• Can remote use server procedures
• Contains a commit point at the end of execution

Server Procedure Characteristics

These are the characteristics of a server procedure:

• Does not contain a user interface
• Must be designated online without display
• Can return flow to client procedures
• Contains a commit point at the end of execution

Procedure-Mapping Options

The options for mapping client and server procedures are:

• One client procedure/No server procedures
• One client procedure/One server procedure
• One client procedure/Many server procedures
• Many client procedures/Many server procedures

One Client Procedure and No Server Procedures Mapping

This mapping assumes that all processing is performed on the client. Data is stored remotely on a server and accessed
directly from the client procedure using a DBMS to obtain data from the server. This is known as the remote data style of
client/server.

Maintenance is easier with this approach because all processing is in one place. If there is no data maintenance, the
procedure is there to facilitate the display of data.

However, you must have a more powerful client machine to run this kind of procedure Network traffic can be higher.

One Client Procedure and One Server Procedure Mapping

With this mapping, the client and server procedures are seen as closely coupled pairs:

• The server procedure is developed specifically to serve the needs of the client.
• The client procedure is developed specifically to receive the data provided by the server procedure.
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The following illustration shows this approach.

Figure 8: Line Client Procedures

One Client Procedure and Many Server Procedures Mappings

This mapping implies a multi-functional client procedure being served by many server procedures, as shown in the
following illustration.
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Figure 9: Line Product

This mapping makes individual server procedures relatively simple and easy to maintain and reuse.

However, this approach makes the maintenance of the entire system slightly more difficult because several server
procedures must be maintained at the same time. For instance, you must review the procedures that use a shared data
definition each time that definition is changed.

Many Client Procedures and Many Server Procedures Mappings

This is an extension of the one-client procedure or many server procedures mapping. In this mapping, the functionality of
each server procedure is implemented to make it reusable by many client procedures. This approach is illustrated in the
following illustration.
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Figure 10: Line Product 1

Reusability is a laudable aim, but here it may mean a more complex server and client arrangement.

Passing Data in the Client Server Environment

When data is passed from one procedure to another, it is done using view matching for both flows and remote uses.

The navigation diagram in the following illustration represents a slightly more complex example.

The illustration provides an example of data passing for both a flow and a remote use would be if the user is on the
customer list and decides to update information about a customer.
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The illustration shows a navigation diagram collection of an airline reservation system:

• The user selects a customer.
• That customer identifier is view that is matched along the flow from the customer list client to the customer detail client.
• It is the view that is matched along the remote use from the customer detail client to the customer server.
• The customer server reads all of the data that can be updated for the customer and returns that data to the customer

detail client. The data is returned through a view match on the remote use.

Data can pass over both flows and Procedure Step USE to its destination. Any data in the source that is in the procedure
export data view can be passed to the destination procedure import data view, as long as the views are compatible.

Link flows can also return data from the destination of the link to its source. Any data in the destination procedure export
data view can be passed to the source procedure import data view, as long as the views are compatible. Remember that
during a return from a link, the source procedure import view is populated from the export view of its previous execution.
However, any data that is returned from the destination to the source procedure overlays the corresponding elements of
the procedure import view.

Results of Procedure Interaction Design

This article provides information for the Results of Procedure Interaction Design. The results of procedure interaction
design are mapped client and server procedures.

Each mapping results in:

• A client procedure with associated windows and occasionally with local data access statements in its action diagram.
• A server procedure with no associated windows but one or more data access statements in its action diagram.

Designing the Graphical User Interface
This article provides information for Designing the Graphical User Interface (GUI). The Graphical User Interface is the
user interface that is designed for client procedures.

This section describes how to design windows and dialog boxes. The GUI consists of windows and dialog boxes through
which the user interacts with the application.

Client procedures are defined as online with a display. The display can be a GUI window, a dialog box, or some
combination of windows and dialog boxes.
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The GUI, procedure interaction, and procedure logic are best designed in parallel. GUI and procedure interactions may
then be refined. Prototyping is an effective method for refining these interactions. When the initial design is stable, detailed
procedure logic can be completed, and the GUI and procedure interactions finalized.

The GUI, procedure interaction, and procedure logic combine to yield a fully detailed user interface, a completed design
navigation diagram, and action diagrams. These form the basis for generating a complete system.

Prerequisites

You need an outlined system structure design before beginning GUI design.

Design Process

The following illustration shows the deliverables from GUI design and shows where you are in the overall design process.

How to Learn About GUI

NOTE
You can skip this section if you regularly use sophisticated workstation tools that include graphical user
interfaces.

If you are unfamiliar with the operation of a typical GUI, you must first become familiar with techniques for building an
effective GUI. An effectively designed GUI provides visual cues so the user can quickly complete the correct tasks.

Do the following tasks to get started with GUIs:

• Acquire a workstation and some reasonable, commercially available workstation software. Spreadsheets and word
processors running under Windows, Motif, or an alternative graphical environment works well.

• Purchase one or more style guides. There are style manuals available that give guidance on creating user interfaces
for all major environments, including the windows interface and Motif.

• Spend some time familiarizing yourself with the various elements of applications such as tool bars, menus, and dialog
boxes.

• Critique applications. Note the various areas that appear inconsistent. Identify the parts that are the easiest to use. It is
even more effective to critique with a group.

This approach helps you to get a firm grip on both the grand scheme and the subtleties of how GUIs operate and what
users expect to see.

Rapid Prototyping

Gen lets you rapidly build a prototype of the application for users to review.

The Design Toolset of Gen provides window design functionality that uses definitions of views as a source of the data to
be presented. If you retain these views, they can be promoted to data views after the GUI design is complete.

The data model does not have to be defined to design or prototype the user interface. If you wish to prototype flows as an
aid to developing data and view definitions, you do not need to begin with prototypes produced using word processing or
graphic tools. The Gen GUI designs can be arranged completely with or without the complete data model.

User Interface Design

This article provides information for the User Interface Design. The fundamental principles of GUI are that the design must
be closely mapped to the needs of a user.

It is essential to have a thorough understanding of the needs of the user. You must also understand who the users are and
how they use the interface. This understanding must form the basis of the windows you design.
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Traditional blockmode interfaces reflect an expectation that tasks are linear in nature. In a linear program, a well-defined
series of steps must lead to a single definable goal. For example, consider the role of a data entry operator that is
assigned to type data as quickly and accurately as possible. Such a task is repetitive and linear in nature, which makes it
better served by a simple blockmode, form-driven interface.

Many tasks are not repetitive or linear. Consider a more open-ended task such as word processing a document. This task
may involve accessing several sources of information, such as other word-processed documents for text, a spreadsheet
for a data, and a graphics package for a diagram. The performance of the task involves the ability to make a decision and,
as a result, requires an open task structure.

An open task structure is also needed when the data entry work of the operator may be interrupted by some external
business event. The operator must suspend the task while switching to a higher priority assignment.

The linear versus open-task models are summarized in the following illustration.

The linear task structure is task-oriented. Block mode interfaces tend to be task-oriented.

The open-task structure is user-oriented. Properly designed GUIs tend to be user-oriented.

You must be aware of this major distinction as you move into the world of GUI design if you normally build blockmode
interfaces.

A GUI allows a closer mapping to the user task structure in the following ways:

• Interleaving -- A user often starts a task, only to be interrupted with one of higher priority. The user suspends the first
assignment while performing the high priority task. The user returns to the first task at the point of interruption after
completing the high priority task.

• Single task, multiple applications -- The user employs several applications to complete one task. This task is usually of
a managerial nature. For example, scheduling a meeting may require the use of a diary, electronic mail on the server.
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The user may also refer to the minutes of the previous meeting that was held as a word processed document on the
client.

• Single application, multiple tasks -- The user uses one application to complete several tasks. For example, employees
use the electronic mail system for social interaction, cascading company notices to subordinate staff, and taking part in
on-demand discussions.

• Multiple representations -- Various visual representations are used on the same underlying data. For example,
numbers may be viewed one at a time, together in a table, or as a chart or graphic.

• Multiple sources -- The user requires access to several sources of information or processes (typically on different
machines) to complete the task.

• Reminding and feedback -- The user may become disoriented in the computing environment, so information on what
tasks are currently active (you are here function) becomes essential.

• Context signaling and re-orienting -- The users may require a reminder of what they were doing in a particular task. For
example, on resuming a task that the user is informed of the last command that is executed in the window before the
task was suspended.

GUI Elements

This article provides information for the Graphical User Interface (GUI) Elements including a list of all GUI elements for
windows and dialog boxes.

The following illustration shows most of the elements of a graphical user interface.

The illustration does not show group boxes, literals, OLE areas, or OLE custom controls.

The following table lists all GUI elements.

GUI Element Description Window Dialog Box Provides Action Provides Data User Aid Only
Title Bar Contains the

name of the
window or dialog
box.

Yes Yes No No Yes
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Menu Bar Clicking each
option in the
menu bar reveals
a drop-down list
of menu items
(not shown)
designed by
the application
developer.
Each menu
item triggers its
own piece of
application logic.

Yes No Yes No No

Tool Bar Optional element
that contains only
push buttons
for pieces of
application logic.

Yes No Yes No No

Status Bar Optional element
that displays
information,
typically about
the status of the
process.

Yes No No No Yes

Scroll Bar GUI scrolling
device that
allows the
user to display
information that is
not visible on the
screen.

Yes Yes Yes No No

System Menu Operating system
menu under the
icon on the top-
left corner of the
window.

Yes No Yes No No

Minimize Button Shrinks the
window to an icon
on the desktop,
where it can be
maximized when
you next view the
window.

Yes Yes Yes No No

Maximize Button Displays the
window in the
largest possible
size, or in the
size it was first
opened, or last
resized.

Yes Yes Yes No No

Check Box Control that acts
like a switch (on/
off, yes/no, and
true/false).

Yes Yes Yes No No
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Group Box Margin box that
is drawn around
a collection of
logically related
fields.

Yes Yes No No Yes

List Box Control that
displays a series
of values as a list.

Yes Yes No Yes No

Entry Field Control into which
the user types
information.

Yes Yes No Yes No

Field Prompt Text label that
identifies a
selection or entry
field.

Yes Yes No No Yes

Literal Text that is
displayed but
cannot be
changed.

Yes Yes No No Yes

Radio Button Control that offers
one choice from
among a group of
choices.

Yes Yes Yes No No

Push button Control that
performs
an action
immediately when
it is selected.

Yes Yes Yes No No

Icon Small bitmap
picture that
represents
a minimized
window on the
desktop.

Yes Yes Yes No No

Bitmaps Graphics used to
distinguish push
buttons and as
literals or icons.

Yes Yes No No Yes

OLE Area In Win32
applications,
an embedded
area that allows
communication
with other
applications.

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

OLE Custom
Control (OCX)

In Win32
applications,
an embedded
control, such as a
spin button.

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Controls on Windows and Dialog Boxes

A control is a window component that allows the user to select choices, enter information, or both.
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The following list shows some examples of controls:

• Entry fields
• Check boxes
• Radio buttons
• List boxes
• Push buttons

Windows and dialog boxes use controls to enable the user to interact with the application.

Because of the number of control types, GUI design is an approach that gives a greater variety of choice and can increase
the functionality, but also can increase the complexity and testing.

Primary Windows

A primary window is a re-sizable area of the desktop in which the user carries out the main dialog with the application.

The following list shows the elements of a primary window:

Title bar Group box

Menu bar List box

Tool bar OLE area

Status bar OLE custom control (OCX)

Scroll bar Entry field

System menu Field prompt

Minimize button Literal

Maximize button Radio button

Check box Bitmaps

Dialog Boxes

A dialog box is a movable window that requests input from the user.

Dialog boxes are not resizable and do not have menu, tool, or status bars. Instead, they use push buttons to dictate
procedure interaction.

• Primary Dialog Boxes -- A primary dialog box is an alternative to using a primary window for a procedure.
A primary dialog box is appropriate when, for example, criteria must be applied to retrieve data before it can be
displayed, or when a password is required.

• Secondary Dialog Boxes -- A secondary dialog box is a dialog box subordinate to a primary window or a primary dialog
box.
A secondary dialog box is often invoked either using a menu option from the menu bar in a window or a push button in
another dialog box.
A client procedure that is designated Online With Display may have one primary window or dialog box and as many
secondary dialog boxes as needed for the application.
A secondary dialog box depends on its parent window or dialog box and may not be displayed on its own. The
following illustration shows a primary window and secondary dialog box.
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NOTE
Import views receive data. Export views populate display controls.

The following list shows the elements of a dialog box:

Title bar OLE custom control (OCX)

Scroll bar Entry field

Minimize button Field prompt

Maximize button Literal

Check box Radio button

Group box Push button

List box Bitmaps

OLE area

Message Boxes

A message box can display three types of information:

• Informational messages usually about status
• Action required by the user
• Warnings about problems

An informational message may or may not require the user to select a push button to end the message and close the box.

Action-required and warning message boxes require the user to select a push button to acknowledge the message.

Gen generates message boxes that are based on the value of the message that is associated with the exit state.

Graphical Design Standards

This article provides information for the Graphical Design Standards. Before identifying application standards, everyone
that is involved must give careful thought to how an application must behave.

You must discuss the window appearance and how to implement common functions like adding, changing, or deleting
database records.
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Consistent application behavior reduces training time and user errors. It decreases development and maintenance time
and cost.

The standards committee must discuss these topics and must understand how GUI issues affect the standards:

• Approaches for single windows
• Unit of work
• Modal versus modeless windows

Standardize the Approach for Single Windows

In setting standards, consider these approaches for single windows:

• Put all the controls on one window
• Use progressive focus

All Controls on One Window Approach

In this approach, you design a window to handle all the tasks a user may want to perform. In this window, all the controls
are available at the same time. For example, a list window may contain search criteria, sorts, filters, a detail area, and
navigation buttons.

This approach lets the user enter search criteria, perform the search, select or add a row, make changes, save the
changes, and flow to a related business object on one window.

All controls are available at the same time. This may confuse the user by presenting misleading results. For example:

• The user may perform a search, then change the search criteria, and then be distracted before performing the search.
When the user returns from the distraction, there is no way to tell if the program performed the search. The user would
perform the search again to be sure.

• If the user did not perform the search before the distraction, the data in the list would not correspond to the search
criteria.

Progressive Focus Approach

Focus refers to the window or the part of a window that is active. We say that this window or part of the window is
enabled.

For example, three windows are open on a desktop. The window whose title bar is highlighted has focus. This window is
also referred to as the active window. A window typically becomes active when the mouse is clicked anywhere within the
area of the window.

Parts of a window can receive focus. For example, a radio button is clicked. Some of the controls in the window are
disabled and others are enabled. The enabled parts are said to have focus.

Only one GUI control can have focus at any given time. This is usually the control that contains the cursor on the active
window.

Progressive focus refers to the windows, or the parts of a window, that come into focus to complete a transaction.

The progressive focus approach minimizes the number of functions per window to make each window simple, user-
friendly, and limits focus to only the controls that pertain to the action being performed. Such a window might contain only
a list and buttons.

To minimize the number of functions per window, perform the following.

1. Push a button or select a menu item to flow to a search window containing all the search criteria fields.
The search window now has focus.

2. Enter information in the fields and click OK.
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The search is performed if the data passed the validations. The search criteria fields are displayed and protected at
the top of the list window, so focus would be on the list, not the search criteria fields.

3. Press the appropriate button to add, change, or delete a record to flow to a window to perform the appropriate
transaction.
The resulting window has focus.

4. Click OK on the window.
The window closes. The database is updated. The list containing the new data regains focus.

5. Click OK to perform the search.
If the list window has focus, the search was performed.

In this approach, the user knows what steps are completed, based on which window (search criteria window, list window,
and so forth) has focus.

The data in the list always corresponds to the search criteria. Therefore, there are no misleading results.

The same holds true for updating a record. If the user is distracted while updating a record, the user would have no way
of knowing if they committed the change when they returned. With progressive focus, the window performing the change
transaction would still have focus, which lets the user that the change has not been committed.

Balance the Two Approaches

You must choose a happy medium between the two approaches. Apply the progressive approach to its fullest and then
lessen it where the approach would hinder more than it helps the users.

This strategy is similar to developing a data model. Just as an analyst strives to build a third normal form data model and
then downgrades to the second normal form in some areas for performance reasons, you must design for progressive
focus and downgrade in certain areas depending on the intended skill set of the user and work flow needs.

In a client/server architecture, you must also consider the network. A design that gives the user focus on all controls at
once might lead to unnecessary network traffic for actions that the user performed by mistake or are irrelevant.

Standardize the Unit of Work

This standards committee topic requires the analysis of a business scenario to determine the unit of work before windows
are designed to support it.

A unit of work is the set of data necessary to complete a transaction.

A unit of work is usually a commit point, since it is the point where committing the data to the database completes the
transaction. Since a commit occurs at the end of a unit of work, the unit of work must not violate any business rules.

For example, to add entity A, which has a mandatory relationship with entity B, the unit of work may include adding
attributes of entity A and either associating it to an existing entity B or allowing the creation of entity B at the same time as
entity A.

A unit of work may require more than one window to capture all necessary data.

Some transactions consist of a defined set of data while others consist of a minimum set of data. The unit of work for
adding a customer, for example, might require that the name, address and phone number of the customer that is entered.
This type of unit of work is typically applied to entity type maintenance.

As a minimum, taking an order may require the order header information, one customer, and one product. However, a
customer may order several products at once. Therefore, the unit of work for taking an order requires the order header,
one customer, and one or more products. This type of unit of work is typically applied to one-to-many relationship and
many-to-many relationship maintenance.

Another example of the minimum set of data concept is when two entities exist and all a user must do is associate the
two. This type of unit of work is typically applied to many-to-many relationship maintenance.
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Window design standards must define the presentation and processing method for each type of unit of work-a defined set
of data or minimum set of data.

The processing methods consider when the commit occurs. For entity type maintenance, whatever is on the window is
applied to the database.

For the minimum set of data scenario, the user may visit many windows adding, updating, and removing entities or
associating and disassociating entities. This brings up several questions such as listed next:

• Does the commit occur after each add, update, remove, associate, or disassociate?
• Is the data collected until the user is finished and then applied to the database?

If the answer is yes, these questions need answers:

• Is all the old data removed and the new data added?
• Are just the changes a user recorded and applied to the database?

You must also consider network traffic, view size, and processing complexity.

Standardize Modality on Windows

This standards committee topic requires deciding whether windows must be modal or modeless. For more information,
see Set the Modality of Windows and Dialog Boxes.

Modal Windows

Modal processing is a way of enforcing the progressive focus approach. For a definition of focus, see Progressive Focus
Approach.

A modal window is displayed in front of the window that invoked it. The modal window has focus. The user cannot obtain
any previous window while the modal window has focus. However, the user can move the current modal window to view
the contents of the previous window.

This approach ensures that the user completes the unit of work or cancels it before returning to the previous window.

Modeless Windows

Modeless processing allows access to more than one window without closing the active one first. This works well with
unrelated objects.

These are sources of confusion with modeless dialogs:

• Two modeless windows displaying the same object can create havoc on the desktop and even cause data integrity
problems or errors.

• If the user accidentally processes changes from two windows containing the same object, the later change would
either wipe out the effects of the first or cause an error to occur if it is caught.

• There may be valid business reasons for needing to view different occurrences of the same object at the same time.
For example, a user must compare multiple versions of a quote side by side.

• Another source for confusion is the implementation of implicit commit.
• If the user selects a row from a list and flows to a modeless detail window, makes changes, and then selects another

row from the list, the changes are implicitly committed as long as no business rules are violated.
• If business rules are violated, the user is put into an awkward situation of answering validation checks before the

change of focus can occur.

If there is a good case for modeless processing, guidelines must be set for processing considerations, such as the list
window keeps track of which occurrences are open so the same occurrence cannot be opened twice.

Modeless processing is used for menu processing to flow between applications.
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The primary windows attached to a menu are modeless. After a primary window is invoked, the user can click another
window selection on the menu to invoke another primary window for another application. Then the two applications can
run simultaneously, and the user can switch between them. However, within each window, the dialog that is traversed by
the user would be modal.

Guidelines for Window and Dialog Box Design

This article provides information for Guidelines for Window and Dialog Box Design. Use Gen to design windows and
dialog boxes.

Consider the following guidelines for designing windows and dialog boxes:

• When in doubt, make a window or dialog modeless.
• Use the modal style only when there is a good reason. For example, when it is impossible to imagine the application

continuing unless the interaction completes.
• Lay out controls with the specific user in mind.
• Place a logical unit of work on a window.
• Use pop-up dialogs for infrequently used data or for users to trace their workflow.
• Use a large window or dialog instead of numerous pop-ups. This usage has less fragmentation of workflow and is

more efficient for the user.
• For specific pop-ups, provide an indicator on the primary window to inform the user if exits in the pop-up.

NOTE
The guidelines that are presented here are reasonable for GUI design using Gen. Do not construe them as hard
rules. The user of the application is the final arbiter of what constitutes good practice.

Set the Modality of Windows and Dialog Boxes

The modality of a system describes the freedom of movement that a user has among system components. This freedom
involves the number of windows that a user can access and have open at any time.

Types of Modality

The following table lists the types of modality that you can use in order of increasing freedom to the user.

Type Description
Modal In a fully modal system, the user can follow only one path through

the dialog at any one time.
When a user opens a modal window, other windows in the same
application can be opened only by selecting commands directly
from that window, or from windows opened as a result of those
commands, and so forth.

Modeless Single-Instance A modeless single instance window allows the user to switch to
another window without closing the first window.

Modeless Multiple-Instance Modeless multiple instance windows allows the user either of the
two:
• Display multiple occurrences of that window.
• Switch to another window without closing the first window.

The following illustration shows the layouts for part of a system where the modality has been varied.
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The illustration displays that only one modal Menu window can be displayed.

The List windows A, B, and C are all displays of the same primary modeless multiple windows. They are all associated
with the same procedure.

The dialog 1 is defined as modal. When displayed, this dialog must be closed before the user can return to any other
window.

Window D is modeless single instance. This window lets the user switch to other windows (A, B, C, or menu), but only
one display of window D is ever shown. This display process avoids the confusion that might occur when using modeless-
multiple instances (windows A, B, C). Here, the same data can be displayed in many windows. Thus if a user edits the
data in one of the many displayed windows, confusion might result as to which window contains the updated data.

Guidelines for Setting Modality

You must mirror how the user completes a series of user activities in a user task. The following table describes the options
for modality on windows and dialog boxes.

If. . . Use. . .
The task requires browsing or comparing many types of data
before finalizing a task.

Modeless Window

The task requires browsing or comparing many instances of the
same type of data before finalizing a task.

Modeless Multiple-Instance Window

Each discrete activity that is performed by a procedure for a
window must be completed before the user moves on to the next
activity (guides the user through the work and helps to maintain
data consistency).

Modal Window
or
Modeless Single-Instance Window

User actions must be confirmed because there is a chance of an
action being performed for the wrong object.
This can be set as a development standard, for example, use a
confirmation dialog for all deletions.

Modal dialog

Messages are presented to the user by exit states. Modal dialog

Set the Initial Window or dialog Position

Initial position specifies the initial placement of any window or dialog on the desktop. The following list describes the
placement options for windows and dialog boxes.
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• Mouse Alignment -- The center of the generated window or dialog falls wherever the mouse pointer happens to be.
You may not want to use this placement because it requires a user to move the window or dialog to use it.

• Designed Position -- The window or dialog is placed where you indicate during design.
• Modeless Multiple-Instance -- A modeless multiple instance window lets the user display multiple occurrences of that

window, or to switch to another window without closing the first window.
• System-Placed -- The operating system determines where to place the window or dialog.

Depending on the resolution of the users monitor, you may want to use the system placed position to let the monitor
use the best fit algorithm.

The following list details guidelines for positioning windows and dialog boxes:

• Position windows and dialog boxes as you expect the user would position them.
• Size and position the window to be immediately useful when it is opened.
• Consider a window or dialog box relationship to other windows or dialog boxes that are opened at the same time.

Bitmaps

You can place bitmaps on push buttons, window backgrounds, and dialog backgrounds. You can also use bitmaps as
literals or icons. An icon is a small picture that is used to represent a minimized window on the desktop.

You can import bitmaps from any source that creates .bmp files.

Use bitmaps that can be easily recognized by the user. The image that is used must instantly convey its meaning and
must not be more complex than the space allows. For example, avoid complex images on icons.

The state of a push button can be normal, disabled, activated, or selected. Gen enables the state of a push-button bitmap
to be displayed below the bitmap when the cursor is positioned over it for more than a few seconds. This is referred to as
micro help.

NOTE
Bitmaps can be time-consuming to develop. When possible, either purchase bitmaps or have a graphic artist
develop them.

Bitmaps can be dynamically changed during runtime through action diagramming statements.

Literals

A literal is a text or a bitmap that cannot be changed on windows and dialog boxes.

A text literal can contain multiple lines. Text literals wrap if they are not vertically centered and do not fit horizontally.

For literals, you can specify color and font:

• Color-Fields can appear in any of a defined palette of colors, or a mixed color, provided that the color is supported by
the target workstation and its display

• Font-You can select the style and design of characters.

Visual Cues

A graphical user interface lets the application communicate flexibly and sometimes subliminally with the user.

Visual cues can be as listed next:

• Design visual cues
• Automatically created by the GUI environment
• Under the control of the application
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Designed Visual Cues

The following list explains guidelines for designed visual cues:

• Have the current status of the application (for example: current customer name, or number of units of a product in
stock, fact that the user is currently creating an order) continually updated at the bottom of the window.

• Distinguish different windows and parts of a single window by applying color and font differences or by including a
picture.

• Disable buttons and menu items. They are grayed out to show that they are unavailable at this moment.
• Enable the application to give the user visual feedback as actions are carried out.

For example, icons are highlighted as they are selected, the mouse pointer may change shape as it moves over
different areas of the screen.

GUI Environment Visual Cues

Many visual cues are under the control of the GUI environment. For example, radio buttons and push buttons appear to
be physically pushed when the user clicks on them. They create this special effect by the appearance of a shadow around
the edge.

Application Visual Cues

Many visual cues are under the control of the application, such as the disabling (or graying out) of fields, menu items, and
push buttons when their use is inappropriate. For example, the OK button must be disabled until all the mandatory fields
on a window have been completed.

Menu items must be disabled to prevent the user performing actions that are out of sequence, not relevant to the current
processing or for which the user is not authorized.

Menu options can also be disabled to advise the user that a particular action is currently inappropriate.

Minimize and Maximize Buttons

A minimize button enables the user to shrink the window to an icon on the desktop, where it can be maximized when the
user next must view the window.

A maximize button enables the user to display the window either in the largest possible size, or in the size it was first
opened, or last resized.

Use maximize and minimize buttons only on primary (top level) or modeless windows.

About Scroll Bars

A scroll bar is a scrolling device that is used in windows, dialog boxes, listboxes, and multi-line entry fields to let users see
information that is too large to fit in the displayed view. Scroll bars conserve space.

A scroll bar consists of a scrolling area, a slider box, and boxes with arrows at each end. The following illustration shows
horizontal and vertical scroll bars.
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A Gen-generated application automatically handles vertical and horizontal scrolling on listboxes. Horizontal scrolling of
prompts at the head of a list is synchronized with scrolling of the data to maintain the visual association of field names and
field values.

Fonts and Colors on Windows and Dialog Boxes

There are a number of studies on best use of colors, use of colors in combinations (including undesirable combinations),
and colors and fonts that are most effective.

The following list explains guidelines for using fonts and colors:

• Keep the concept LESS IS BETTER as your primary objective.
• Consider user community preferences.
• Avoid a riot of color and fonts, which may confuse rather than assist or please the user.
• Establish font and color standards to ensure consistency within and across applications.
• Avoid highlighting too many items in a window.

NOTE
Be aware that the fonts you select must be installed on every application PC of the user.

NOTE
You can dynamically change the colors and fonts at runtime using action diagramming statements.

Cursor Sequencing

The following list explains guidelines for sequencing the cursor:

• Make sure that there is a well-defined default sequence of tabbing between fields.
• The cursor must normally tab through the fields from left to right and top to bottom.
• When the window is first displayed, the cursor must be placed in the first unprotected field in the sequence.

Title Bars Design

The title bar contains the name of the window or dialog.

The following list explains guidelines for title bars:

• Wherever possible, use the name of the procedure that is supported by a window or dialog as the title of that window
or dialog on the title bar.

• Titles on the title bar are generally objects (nouns) prefixed by actions (verbs), for example, Accept Policy, Create Mail,
Confirm Order.

Menu Bars Design

All windows must have a menu bar. Menu bars are not used on dialog boxes.
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Selecting a menu item results in one of the following actions for the user of the Gen application:

• Initiates a flow due to a command set that is an autoflow.
• Opens a supplemental dialog to this procedure
• Executes the procedure from the top.
• Executes an event.
• Executes a special action.

The following list explains guidelines for menu bars:

• Place functionality into broad categories on the menu bar.
• Limit the number of items on the menu bar. A rule of thumb is a maximum of 10 items.
• You may choose to design in the window and help menu items.
• Use menu names that would be of interest to the user, for example, Policy, Payment, and Customer.
• The drop-down list of cascading menu items underneath each menu must contain

actions that can be performed on that object, for example, New, Change, and
Display. The following illustration shows the presentation of the drop-down menus.

• Capitalize the first letter of each word, except for noise words (such as a, the, and of). All other letters must be
lowercase.

• Assign a mnemonic to each menu and each menu item to let the user use the keyboard instead of the mouse.
• If the selection of an option results in the opening of a dialog, add an ellipsis (...) to the menu option. For example,

Rename as... opens a dialog for the user to enter a new name.
• Assign an accelerator (also known as a hot key) to a frequently used menu item.
• The accelerator must be listed to the right of the menu item on the drop-down.
• An accelerator is a key or combination of keys that perform some function that is defined by the application. The

accelerator allows the menu item can be selected with the minimal number of key strokes, no matter at what level the
menu item is located.

• Available key options are F1 to F12, 0 through 9, and A to Z. You can combine these options with Ctrl, Alt, or Shift to
provide more options.

• Place the most frequently used items first in the menu drop-down.
• Place sub-menu options as follows:
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– Place in order of frequency when top items are used most of the time
– Place in order of importance to show critical items first
– Place in alphabetic order if the user knows the exact wording of each item
– Place logically when the order shows that work flow or other criteria are not met

• Always gray out unavailable menu items.
• Use separator lines to visually separate choices on a drop-down menu.
• A separator line is a horizontal that focuses the eye of the user on the fact that the action within the lines is not

necessarily consistent with the rest of the menu items.
• You must use separator lines for those menu item actions that could cause a significant change to the database or

window, such as:
– Select All
– Deselect All
– Delete
The following illustration shows the use of separators for the Delete and Quit menu items.

When to use a drop-down menu instead of the menu bar:

• Invoking an action from the menu bar itself must be discouraged. Users find them awkward and hard to notice because
they are more the exception.

• If an action would be the only item in the drop-down menu, try to place it within another drop-down menu, using
separator bars to logically differentiate it from the other items.

• If you must place the action in the menu bar, make it stand out from the other menu bar items by placing an “!” after the
test to indicate that there are no options under the item and the action is invoked when selected.

Mnemonics

A mnemonic is an assigned character in a menu item, push button, or selection field prompt. The user can type the
mnemonic, in uppercase or lowercase, for a choice to select it instead of using the mouse.

The mnemonic is identified by an underscore. This is a visual cue to the user that the mnemonic can be selected.

The following list explains guidelines for mnemonics:

• Use the first letter of the choice when possible; otherwise, assign the first available relevant, meaningful, and unique
letter in the text.

• Use the same mnemonic for a choice throughout the application.
• Make each mnemonic unique.
• In a generated application, mnemonic selection is not valid if the cursor is positioned in an entry field or a listbox. The

mnemonic works with the ALT key regardless of the accelerator setting.

Status Bars

The status bar is an optional window element that displays information about the current state of the application. Status
bars are not used on dialog boxes.

The status bar can be used to provide the following information:
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• Display static data, such as accounting period during journal entry posting or variable data related to the current
transaction.

• Provide help by showing a brief explanation of the field to which the cursor currently points.

The status bar can contain single-line entry fields that are not modifiable by the user.

The fields within a status bar can be mapped to either an export view or a special field.

You place fields on the status bar just as any other fields are placed on windows or dialog boxes. They are left justified on
the bar. To achieve equidistant spacing, you can insert blank work attribute fields.

Tool Bars

A toolbar is an optional window element that provides quick and convenient access to frequently used choices and
commands through push buttons. The toolbar is also used to invoke sub-applications within the application.

In Gen, toolbars are defined for windows only and not for dialog boxes.

The use of a toolbar is optional. Deciding whether to use a toolbar on a window must be based on how much space there
is available and how the toolbar affects the overall appearance of the design of the window.

The following list explains guidelines for toolbars:

• Use a toolbar for all frequently used operations to reduce the number of mouse moves and clicks the user must
complete.

• Use micro help for all bitmaps on the toolbar.
• Always place toolbar near the top of the window.
• Use the toolbar in conjunction with a menu bar.
• The actions that are represented on the toolbar must also appear as menu items on the menu bar.
• Size the toolbar based on its contents.

Entry Field

An entry field is a control into which the user types information on windows and dialog boxes.

NOTE
A hidden field defines an import view of data to an export view of data without the data being placed on the
window.

The following list explains guidelines for fields:

• Use margin boxes around all entry fields.
• Place the most important fields first (top left) and the least often accessed last (bottom right).
• Place logically related fields into a group box (a margin box is drawn around the collection of fields) and label the group

box. For more information, see Group Boxes.
For example, if a customer address is in four separate fields, these fields can be assembled into a group box labeled
Customer Address.

• Follow the guidelines for field prompts.
• Display-only fields:

– Change the color to the same as the background of the window and do not use a margin box around the field. This
helps to avoid confusion between the prompt text and the field text.

– Use a vertical separation between fields of 10-pixel elements. The maximum separation must be no more than 15-
pixel elements.

– Left-align text fields (have values start in the same position from the left).
– Use decimal alignment for decimal fields.

• Identify mandatory entry fields using these techniques:
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– Disabling or enabling options
– This can be confusing to the user if there are too many and they cannot easily determine how to enable an object.
– Use bold text on prompts.
– Be aware that this takes up more space, and mixing fonts can really slow down the user and make the windowless

appealing.
• Provide assistance within the application.
• Place separate group boxes around mandatory fields.
• If an attribute has an exhaustive, finite list of permitted values, use radio buttons, a checkbox, or a drop-down listbox

rather than an entry field. This gives guidance on the permitted values for the field and avoids the entering of incorrect
values.

Group Boxes

A group box is a margin box that is drawn around a collection of logically related fields.

The following list explains when to use a group box:

• Use a group box around similar information to focus the eye of the user.
For example, if a customer address is in four separate fields, and there is no need to have a prompt for each part of
the information. You can assemble these fields into a group box labeled Customer Address.

• You do not have to name a group box, but it nearly always makes sense to do so.
• In complex windows, a combination of named and unnamed group boxes may be necessary if space is available.
• An alternative to a group box is grouping related fields using the equivalent of blank lines and indentation.
• Place a group box around radio buttons and checkboxes presenting options for the value of a single attribute.
• This focuses the eyes of the user on the options for that single attribute.
• A group box is needed if you have more than one set of radio buttons or checkboxes in a single window or dialog.
• Use a group box around related items or a domain of choices.

Field Prompts

A field prompt is a text label that identifies a selection or entry field.

The following list explains guidelines for field prompts:

• Place the prompt near the field labels.
• Use the same prompt for an attribute wherever it appears on a layout.
• Gen keeps a list of each prompt that is used to implement each attribute across the system and allows you to choose

among them.
• Capitalize the first letter of the prompt; make all other letters (except for proper nouns) lowercase.
• Gen creates default prompts in all capitals. We recommend that you delete these prompts and enter prompts with

initial capitals instead.
• Right-justify all prompts.
• Keep field prompts short.
• Assign a mnemonic to each selection field to allow the user to use the keyboard instead of the mouse.

Checkboxes

A checkbox is a control that acts like a switch (on/off, yes/no, and true/false) for selecting choices. It consists of a box that
displays an X when the user selects it. (In some windows environments, the checkbox is marked with a _ instead of an X).

Each checkbox is independent of all other checkboxes.

Using checkboxes saves space on windows and dialog boxes.
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For a yes/no example, you have a single checkbox that is labeled With Totals. If the box is marked (selected by the user),
the value is yes. If the box is blank, the value is no. The following illustration shows a checkbox that is marked for true.

Another example is a checkbox for an active or inactive customer. The checkbox is labeled Active. If the box is marked
(selected by the user), the customer is active. If the box is blank, the customer is inactive, as is the case in the following
illustration.

A checkbox is associated with an attribute. The true (yes) and false (no) value for the box can be any valid value for the
domain attribute and size that is selected from its permitted values.

You can group checkboxes if you want multiple options to be set on or off. For example, the persons who are covered by a
policy can be selected by a series of checkboxes, as shown in the following illustration.

The following list explains guidelines for checkboxes:

• Always use a single checkbox for independent true/false, on/off, yes/no information. You recognize this information by
attributes such as a flag and indicator.

• Group checkboxes if you want multiple options to be toggled on or off. Limit the number of checkboxes to 10-12 per
related item.

• Align the checkboxes vertically.
• Assign a mnemonic to each field prompt to allow the user to use the keyboard instead of the mouse (see the Assigning

Mnemonics section in this section).
• Follow the guidelines for field prompts.

Listboxes

A listbox is a control that enables the display of a series of attribute values as a list. The user can select from the list and,
optionally, enter new values in the list.
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Listboxes are used on windows and dialog boxes.

NOTE
A Gen-generated application automatically handles vertical and horizontal scrolling on listboxes.

You can specify the following for listboxes:

• Import and export views, which must be group views.
• Whether a user can select more than one entry at a time.
• Attributes and field prompts.
• Attribute that may be used as a selection indicator, which is flagged so that procedure logic can detect the entry in a list

that the user highlighted.

Listbox Type PossibleAttribute Views When to Use
Non-enterable listbox (the default) Several The user must see the list.

There are multiple columns in the list.
Multiple selections are desirable.

Non-enterable drop-down list Only one Space is limited.
A list is rarely viewed (the default value that
is displayed is accepted).
A single choice is selected.
While drop-down lists can save space, too
many of them on the same window can
become hard for the user to navigate.
If there are fewer than 6 possible values,
consider using radio buttons instead of a
listbox (see the Designing Radio Buttons
section).

Enterable listbox Only one Data entry and list selection are allowed.
Display as a drop-down or already dropped
down if space is available.

Enterable drop-down Only one Data entry only is allowed.

Types of Listboxes

The following illustrations show the types of listboxes.

Enterable

Listbox
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Enterable Drop-down

Non-enterable Drop-down

The following list explains guidelines for listboxes:

• Make the listbox as wide as necessary to limit horizontal scrolling
• Determine the default number of lines to display based on the precedence of the listbox relative to other window

controls, its specific use, the available space, and the user.
• The average position can see five to seven items without the user moving their eyes.
• If the listbox is the main control in the dialog, up to 20 lines can be displayed initially, depending on the space

available.
• Provide search or filtering capability if the user scrolls through a long list (more than four or five page downs).
• If the listbox contains many fields, improve scanning ease by placing a blank line after every 5th or 6th line.
• Follow the guidelines for field prompts.

Radio Buttons

A radio button is a control on a window or dialog that offers the user one choice from a group of choices. It consists of a
circle that is marked with a filled inner circle when the user selects it.

Radio buttons map to the permitted values of one attribute view. Only one button can be active at a time.

The following list explains guidelines for radio buttons:
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• Use radio buttons when there is a short list (up to about six) of possible values in a mandatory field.
• To avoid visual confusion, restrict the total number of radio buttons to six or less.
• You must have a minimum of two radio buttons.
• Align one to two radio buttons horizontally; align longer lists vertically.
• Follow the guidelines for field prompts.
• Use a group box around related radio buttons.
• Assign a mnemonic to the field prompt for each radio button to allow the use of the keyboard instead of the mouse.

Push Buttons

A push button is a control that performs an action immediately when it is selected. It is a rounded-corner rectangle with
text or a bitmap inside.

Push buttons are used on dialog boxes, message boxes, and secondary windows that have no menu bars. Push buttons
can also be used on a tool bar. For more information, see Tool Bars.

Selecting a push button results in one of the following actions for the user of the Gen application:

• Initiates a flow due to a command set that is an autoflow.
• Opens a supplemental dialog to this procedure.
• Executes the procedure from the top.
• Executes an event.
• Executes a special action.

Examples of push buttons for dialog boxes are listed next:

• Apply Causes the application to accept user changes in dialogs that set properties.
• Cancel-Closes the dialog without performing uncommitted user changes.
• Exit-Closes the dialog after the user has committed changes.
• Help-Displays online help.
• OK-Causes the application to accept any changed information.
• Reset-Cancels any uncommitted user changes and resets any changed fields to their initial values.

The following list discusses uses of push buttons:

• Exiting the dialog (OK, Select, Cancel, Exit)
• Invoking other functions or features (Options, Details, Help)
• Domain specific (does not apply to the whole dialog, for example, a prompt for a field; may invoke a list of values for

that field)

The first two uses of push buttons are shortcuts for menu actions.

The third use of push button (domain specific) may not be provided as a menu item. This type of push button may be
placed near the control to which it applies.

The following list discusses guidelines for push buttons:

• Provide a Cancel push button as required:
– Provide a Cancel (or equivalent) push button if the OK (or equivalent) button causes processing to take place.
– Do not provide a Cancel push button if the OK button is used to indicate that the reader has finished reading a

purely informative message.
• Avoid yes/no and true/false text answers, as this slows the user down by making them read the question.

By using a one-word description of the action to be performed, the user can make an immediate decision.
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• If a push button invokes a secondary dialog, add ellipsis (...) to the text on the button to indicate that another dialog
appears.

• Position the push buttons with 10 pixel elements space between them and with the OK button in the bottom left corner
of the dialog.

• If a push button is not global to the dialog, place it near or within the group of related controls.
• Recommended placement for push buttons:

– If push buttons are aligned horizontally across the bottom, place affirmative actions to the left and non-affirmative to
the right.

– If push buttons are aligned vertically down the right, place the affirmative actions above the non-affirmative actions.
– If feature and exiting buttons are all aligned either horizontally or vertically, separate the two uses by white space (a

blank equivalent to the size of a button).
• Identify a default action by making the border of its push button bold.
• The default push button must be that which may be expected of the user to choose most often, when it does not delay

the user or affect the state of the data if chosen accidentally. Most often this would be the affirmative action (why the
user came here in the first place). The exceptions are actions such as delete, purge, archive, and sometimes print if it
can cause a bottleneck. In these cases, the non-affirmative action must be the default as this is a form of confirmation
by forcing the user to deliberately select the non-default button (as opposed to selecting the enter key without thinking
of the result and accidentally invoking the wrong action).

• Push buttons automatically provide visual feedback when selected. They can be distinguished if desired by applying a
bitmap image.

• If a push button is covered by a bitmap, its associated text cannot normally be seen. Gen enables the text that is
associated with a push button bitmap to be displayed below the bitmap when the cursor is positioned over it for more
than a few seconds. This is referred to as the micro help technique.

• Assign a mnemonic to each push button to let the user use the keyboard instead of the mouse.

Radio Buttons, Checkboxes, and Listboxes

Deciding whether to use a radio button, a checkbox, or a drop-down listbox depends on a number of items, such as listed
next:

• How much window space is available
• Whether the user is primarily using the keyboard or some point-and-click device for data entry
• How frequently the item is accessed

Situation Radio Button Checkbox Listbox
2-6 static choices X X
7-12 static choices X
13 or more dynamic choices X
Yes/No, True/False, On/Off X
Many choices, limited space on
window

X

Special Actions for Menu Items and Push Buttons

Special actions can be applied to either menu items or push buttons.

The names of the special actions do not reflect the name of the specific menu item or push button for which they are
assigned.

The following list shows the categories of special actions:
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• Execution control
• Help system
• Window control
• Edit
• OLE area control

Execution Control Actions

The special action options are:

• OK -- Use this action to execute the option of the user on the window or dialog and then close the window or dialog.
You use this special action on a push button, but it can also be assigned to a menu item.

• Cancel -- Use this action to simply cancel the user option on the window or dialog and close the window.
You use this special action on a push button, but it can also be assigned to a menu item.

An example of the use of this special action is for a dialog asking the user “Are you sure you want to delete this
object?” (You want to give the user the option to cancel the pending delete.)

Help System

You typically place help on the menu bar. This gives you the option to format the help menu item to your own GUI
standards.

The following special actions execute as part of the help system:

• Help
• Help for Help
• Extended Help
• Keys Help
• Help Index

Special Actions for Window Control

The following describes the options for controlling windows:

• Tile -- Select a menu item that will tile the open windows in the Gen application.
• Cascade -- Select a menu item that will cascade the open windows in the Gen application.

Edit

The following describes the special actions for user editing.

Cut
Copies the object in selected OLE area or selected data to the clipboard and remove it.
This option is disabled if there is no object in the OLE area or no data is selected.

Copy
Copy the object in the OLE area or selected data to the clipboard.
This option is disabled if there is no object in the OLE area or no data is selected.

Paste
Copy the object from the clipboard into the selected OLE area or copy the data from the clipboard into the
selected area.
This option is disabled if the selected OLE area already contains an object, if there is no object or data in the
clipboard, or the selected object in the clipboard is not compatible with the OLE area.
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Clear
Remove the object or data from the selected area.
This option is disabled if there is no data or object in the selected area.

Undo
Reverse current actions.

OLE Area Control

Each special action that is to be available to the user during runtime must be associated with a menu item or push button.
Since the menu items can be merged with the OLE object menu items (see Set Merge for OLE Menu Items), you always
use these as menu items.

The special action options for the OLE Area are described in the following list.

Save
Saves the OLE object under the same name as it was inserted.
This option is only necessary if you have allowed the user to update the OLE object.

Save As
Saves the OLE object under a different name as it was inserted.
This option is only necessary if you have allowed the user to update the OLE object.

Load
Loads the OLE object form a file.

Insert
Inserts the OLE object while executing the application.
You must be sure that this special action is assigned to a menu item if you are not inserting the object at design
time.

Paste Special
Selects one of multiple formats compatible with the OLE area that is to be pasted.

Object
Allows the user to see the verbs supplied by the OLE object.
The user only has sub-menu items that are associated with the menu item that this special action is associated
with when there is an object in the OLE field.

Return
Returns from the merged window back to only the Gen application window.
You must have this special action that is assigned to a menu item. To allow the user to return, that menu item
must be merged into the menu bar when the OLE object is embedded.

Embed OLE Areas in Windows and Dialog Boxes

NOTE
This information pertains to Microsoft Win32 only.

You can embed an OLE (object linking and embedding) area on a Gen window or dialog to allow communication from the
Gen application to another desktop application. The desktop application is embedded in the Gen application.

The Gen application acts as an OLE automation controller. Presentation of the desktop application data appears within the
Gen window or dialog.

The following list shows guidelines for OLE areas:
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• A single window can contain multiple OLE areas.
• The number of areas is limited by space. More than four starts to become difficult to read without a rather large

monitor.
• Only one OLE area can be active at any one time.
• When you design the OLE area you, keep in mind the size of the area needed by the desktop application. For

example, if the OLE area is being designated to run a word processor, you want to place the area with the maximum
width and as much length as possible for reading the material.

• Which main window menu bar items you would like to have merged with the OLE application. For more information,
see Set Merge for OLE Menu Items.

• The tool bar is replaced by the OLE objects tool bar.
• When you bring the OLE object into place, there are no scroll bars for the area, unless the object brought the scroll

bars with it.
• You can insert to OLE object for the user during design time, or allow the user to insert the object during application

runtime (see Special Actions for Menu Items and Push Buttons). You can make the OLE object either read only or
update.

• If you insert the OLE object during design, make the object read only. The reason for this is that each time the
application is executed the object starts at its designed state. Allowing the user to update the object gives the false
impression that work on that object is being accomplished.

• If you allow the user to insert the object (which leaves the OLE area unfilled during design), and the user needs the
capability to update the object, allow the object to be updated.

Set Merge for OLE Menu Items

NOTE
This information pertains to Microsoft Win32 only.

You can place a menu item in one of three menu item groups. The menu groups are named with some OLE naming
conventions, but the main difference among the three groups is where the menu items are placed in the merged menu
bar.

You also have the option not to merge menu items.

Option When to Use
Do not merge. Not to be merged.
Merge as a member of the file group. There are file manipulation characteristics to be placed to the left

of the merged menu bar.
Merge as a member of the container group. There are items to be placed toward the center of the merged

menu bar.
Merge as a member of the window group. There are window manipulations to be placed toward the right of

the merged menu bar.

NOTE
When you assign a merge to the top-level menu item, it carries with it all the sub-menu items.

The following illustration shows a Gen window at design time. The window has an OLE area with an embedded Excel
spreadsheet that is inactive.
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The following illustration shows a Gen window at design time. The window has an OLE area with an embedded Excel
spreadsheet that has been enabled.

The illustration shows how menu items are merged when the embedded spreadsheet is active.

• The window tool bar has been replaced with the tool bar of the embedded spreadsheet.
• The menu items in the illustration were designed to be merged as follows:
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– File-Merge as a member of the file group
– Edit-Merge as a member of the container group
– Reservation-Do not merge

• After the menu items have been merged, there are two file and two edit menu items. The file and edit menu items from
the Gen window were merged, as designed. The reservation menu item was not merged, as designed.

If you double-click an embedded desktop application, the default verb for that application is executed. For example, the
default verb for Microsoft Word is Edit. In a Gen window, when you double-click an OLE area containing an embedded
Word document, the document is presented in edit mode. The Gen window tool bar is replaced with the Microsoft Word
tool bar, and the menu items are merged as you specified in the design.

Embed OLE Custom Controls

NOTE
This information pertains to Microsoft Win32 only.

You can embed an OLE custom control (an OCX) on a window or dialog that is controlled by a Gen application.

Examples of OCXs are spin buttons, gas gauges, and other graphic gadgets. These controls let you
give the user an indication of the time it takes to accomplish a specific task.

The following list detail considerations for OCX controls on windows or dialog boxes:

• The OLE object does its own resizing.
• Each OCX provides its own sets of events.
• In addition to the Gen properties, each OCX contains properties.
• The number of properties is not limited.
• Information about OCX properties must be delivered with the OCX itself.

Results of GUI Design

This article provides information for the results of designing the Graphical User Interface (GUI).

The results of designing the GUI are:

• Designed windows
• Designed dialog boxes

Designing Procedure Logic
Procedure logic design involves taking the outline system structure and fully detailing its procedure components.

This section describes how to fully detail the procedure components of the outline system structure.

The GUI, procedure interaction, and procedure logic are best designed in parallel. Procedure interaction and layouts may
then be refined (often by prototyping). When the initial design is stable, detailed procedure logic can be completed, and
the flows and layouts can be finalized.

Together, the procedure interaction, lay out design, and logic yield a completed navigation diagram, fully detailed displays,
and action diagrams that are the basis for generating a completed system.

Prerequisites

You need an outlined system structure design before beginning procedure logic design.
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Design Process

The following illustration shows the deliverables from procedure logic design and shows where you are in the overall
design process.

Client Procedure Structure

A client Procedure Action Diagram can be viewed in three parts:

• Information views -- These views support all logic in the client procedure and included event handlers.
• Procedure main logic -- This logic includes return status from flows to server procedures, execution first logic on flows

from other procedures.
• Event handler logic -- These are the handlers for each of the GUI events.

Gen automatically adds event handlers to the bottom of the procedure action diagram. The handlers can then be moved,
but you must use a consistent approach to structure their action diagrams.

For client procedures, most logic can be placed in event handlers. Since they are focused groupings of logic,
understanding a Procedure Action Diagram is simplified.

Keeping together window or dialog boxes that deal with related data minimizes the number of information views
needed. This improves ease of maintenance by reducing the number of changes that have to be made to views. This
approach also minimizes the number of flows, attendant view matching, and procedure logic. All of this lead to increased
productivity and a reduction in the impact of change.

Client Procedure Standards

Completion and maintenance of action diagrams are easier if they follow a predictable pattern.
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Guidelines for setting standards are categorized as listed next:

• Client procedure with flows (link) to server procedures
• Client procedure with a remote use to server procedures

Standards for Client Procedure with Flows (Links)

In client procedures, event handlers are placed at the end of the action diagram but are executed independently of the
main processing.

The following list shows standards for a procedure with flows to server procedures:

• View definitions:
– Import views
– Export views
– Local views

• Initial processing:
– Move import view contents to export views
– Set initial values
– Set a default exit state
– Test for previously stored exit state and command to control subsequent processing

• Processing prior to any server:
– Some application processing
– Set and preserve values and commands for server procedures, and initializing links to servers (only one link is

activated in any one execution of the procedure)
– Move returned data to export views
– Prepare for a display of windows, dialog boxes, and fields
– Initialize opening and closing dialog boxes
– Set exit states
– Exit

• Processing after server procedure “A”:
– Test return code values for success or failure
– Some application processing
– Move returned data to export views
– Prepare for a display of windows, dialog boxes, and fields
– Initialize opening and closing dialog boxes
– Set exit states
– Exit

• Processing after server procedure “B”:
– Test return code values for success or failure
– Some application processing
– Move returned data to export views
– Prepare for a display of windows, dialog boxes, and fields
– Initialize opening and closing dialog boxes
– Set exit states
– Exit

• Event handlers only reached by a GUI event:
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– Respond to changes in windows, dialog boxes, and fields and their selection
– (Optionally) validate changed data
– Prepare for a display of windows, dialog boxes, and fields
– (Optionally) Set exit states

Standards for Client Procedure with Remote Use

Standards for a procedure with a remote use to server procedures:

• View definitions:
– Import views
– Export views
– Local views

• Initial processing:
– Move import view contents to export views
– Set initial values
– Set a default Exit State
– Test for previously stored exit state and command to control subsequent processing

• Processing prior to server procedure “A”:
– Some application processing
– Move returned data to export views
– Prepare for a display of windows, dialog boxes, and fields
– Initialize opening and closing dialog boxes
– Set exit states
– Use server procedure “A”

• Processing after server procedure “A”:
– Test return code values for success or failure
– Some application processing
– Prepare for a display of windows, dialog boxes, and fields
– Initialize opening and closing dialog boxes
– Set exit states
– Exit

• Event handlers only reached by a GUI event:
– Respond to changes in windows, dialog boxes, and fields and their selection.
– (Optional) validate changed data.
– Prepare for a display of windows, dialog boxes, and fields.
– (Optional) use server procedure “A.”
– (Optional) processing after server procedure “A” (if used server procedure “A”).
– (Optional) set exit states.

Server Procedure Structure

A server Procedure Action Diagram contains actions that must handle commands that are sent from the client
procedure to direct the order of execution and pick up any application errors and send them back to the client.

Server procedures are designated On-line With no Display.

Server procedures do not contain event handlers since events are associated with the graphical user interface.

Completion and maintenance of action diagrams are easier if they follow a predictable pattern. The following outlines a
possible standard action diagram structure for a server procedure that contains link flows or remote use statements, or
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both from client procedures. The structure is designed to handle links or remote use statements from more than one client
procedure.

• View definitions:
– Import views
– Export views
– Local views

• Initial processing:
– Move import view contents to export views
– Set initial values
– Set a default return code
– Set a return with command
– Test for commands to control subsequent processing.

• Processing:
– Application processing
– Move data to export views
– Set return codes
– (Optionally) set exit states
– Exit

Control Structure

Control is passed and results are received through event handlers, commands, exit states, flows, and remote uses.

The following illustration provides an example of a task definition.
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In this example, a design decision was made to use a separate client procedure and its primary window to present the
customer detail. The alternative was to have an extra dialog box in the list customer client procedure. This decision was
made to keep the amount of information about each customer returning from the customer server to the list customer
window to a minimum since it is not necessary. Only when a new customer is added, an exiting customer is updated, or all
data about a single customer must be displayed, the detailed window is used. This choice significantly changes the logic.

It is helpful if an organization decides on standards for common tasks such as this example. Standards ensure ease
of maintenance during and after the development cycle by ensuring consistency of approach. There are user interface
standards.

The following illustration and its key provide an example of the control structure. This example illustrates point by point,
how control is passed and results are received through event handlers, commands, exit states, flows, and remote uses.
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The steps in the next table lead you through the design shown in the illustration. Specific names of objects on the figure
are shown in italics in the table.

Step Action
1 The starting state for this example is that there has been a Display

First flow to the List Customer window.
Even though the procedure is Display First, the open window
event executes.
The open window event sets the command to openlist and
executes the remote use of the customer server procedure.
You can design this into the event handler such that each time the
event is executed the command is set. That is why you do not see
any logic to set the command in the event handler.
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2 Control is passed from the customer list client procedure to
the customer server procedure through the window and server
managers.

3 The customer server procedure processes the request of the
customer list client procedure by executing the case of command.
Since the open window event in the customer list client procedure
sets the command to openlist, an action block is used to read and
return the list of customers.
The detail of the logic of the action block is not included, nor is
the view matching from the server procedure. If there were any
problems while trying to read the list of customers, an exit state
would have been set.

4 Since a remote use statement was used for the procedure
interaction, and there is logic after the remote use statement,
the control passes back to the OPEN event through the window
manager.
The window manager first checks to see if the exit state had
changed to a value that causes a flow.
If the exit state has not been changed to a value that would cause
a flow, it is checked for having a message and the message type
is informational, warning, or error. If the message type is any of
these three values, a dialog box with the message is presented to
the user.
For this example, there were no errors.
The case of exit state logic in the OPEN event is then executed.
Since there were no errors, the control passes to the user through
the window.

5 The user is presented with the window containing a list of
customers.
The user selects one row (customer) from the list box.

6 The user clicks either the edit or update menu items or the update
from the tool bar.
This passes control to the menu update clicked event handler.

7 The menu update clicked event moves the selected row to the
export view and sets the exit state to link to detail customer.
This causes a flow to the detail customer client procedure.

8 Control is passed to the detail customer client procedure.
This client procedure is Display First, flowed to on the link to detail
customer exit state, and contains a view match of the selected
customer.
Since it contains an open window event, this event is executed
first.

9 The open window event sets the command to opendtl and
executes the remote use of the customer server procedure.
The command opendtl was included at design time. There is no
need for logic to set the command.

10 Control is passed from the customer detail client procedure to
the customer server procedure through the window and server
managers.
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11 The customer server procedure processes the request of the
customer detail client procedure by executing the case of
command.
Since the open window event in the customer detail client
procedure set the command to opendtl, an action block is used to
read and return all the information of the selected customer.
The logic detail of the action block is not included, nor is the view
matching from the server procedure. If there were any problems
while trying to read the list of customers, an exit state would have
been set.

12 Since a remote use statement was used for the procedure
interaction, and there is logic after the remote use statement,
control passes back to the OPEN event through the window
manager.
The window manager first checks to see if the exit state had
changed to a value that causes a flow.
If the exit state has not been changed to a value that would cause
a flow, it is checked for having a message and the message
type is informational, warning, or error. If the message type is
any of these three values, then a dialog box with the message is
presented to the user.
For this example, there were no errors.
The case of exit state logic in the OPEN event is then executed.
Since there were no errors, the control is passed to the user
through the window.

13 The user is presented with the window containing the detail of the
customer who is previously selected from the list customers.
The user modifies some information about the customer.

14 The user clicks either the edit or update menu items or the update
from the toolbar.
This passes control to the menu update clicked event handler in
the detail customer client procedure.

15 The menu update clicked event automatically moves the import
view to the export view (you do not have to put this logic in the
event handler) and sets the command to update.
The menu update clicked event then executes the remote use
statement to use the customer server procedure.

16 Control is passed to the customer server procedure.
17 The customer server procedure processes the request of the

customer detail client procedure by executing the case of
command.
Since the menu update clicked event in the customer detail client
procedure set the command to update, an action block is used
to read, update, and return all the information of the selected
customer.
The detail of the logic of the action block is not included, nor is
the view matching from the server procedure. If there were any
problems while trying to read the list of customers, an exit state
would have been set.
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18 Since a remote use statement was used for the procedure
interaction, and there is logic after the remote use statement, the
control passes back to the menu update clicked event through the
window manager.
The window manager first checks to see if the exit state changed
to a value that causes a flow.
If the exit state has not been changed to a value that would cause
a flow, it is checked for having a message. The message type can
be informational, warning, or error. If the message type is any of
these three values, a dialog box with the message is presented to
the user.
For this example, there were no errors.
The case of exit state logic in the OPEN event is then executed.
Since there were no errors, control is passed to the user through
the window.

19 The user is presented with the window containing the detail of the
customer previously updated.

20 The user clicks the OK push button.
This passes control to the pb OK clicked event handler in the
detail customer client procedure. This assumes that all the
information the user changed is presented properly.

21 The pb OK clicked event automatically moves the import view
to the export view (you do not have to put this logic in the event
handler).
The pb OK clicked event then sets the exit state to return.
Since this is the end of the pb OK clicked event, the window
manager checks the status of the exit state.
Since the value of return causes a flow to the list customer client
procedure, control is passed to list customer client procedure.

22 Control is passed to the list customer client procedure. This client
procedure is Display First, flowed to on the return exit state, and
contains a view match of the selected customer.
Since this procedure contains an open window event, this event is
executed first.

GUI Event Processing

GUI events (click push button or alter field contents) are executed through individual blocks of logic called event handlers.

You can attach an event handler to a window or field (control).

User-defined events can supplement or replace standard events that are supported by the Gen window manager or by the
window environment. This allows the user to have more control over the execution of GUI application procedures.

NOTE
There are other event types of interest to developers, especially events that are relevant to the business, such
as year end arrives. However, in this discussion, the term event means GUI event.

Characteristics of Event Handlers

Event handlers have the following characteristics:
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• Events are owned by the procedure and therefore have a name that is unique within the procedure.
• An event handler shares views with the procedure. All event handlers belonging to a procedure have access to its

views. Therefore, there is no view matching between a procedure and an event handler.
• A single event handler may be invoked by multiple controls. They are shareable within a procedure.
• All types of action diagramming actions may be specified in an event handler.

The Gen generated window manager detects events. It calls the appropriate event handler. When the event handler
completes execution, it returns to the window manager without having entered the procedure.

When the user or the system triggers an event, its code is immediately executed. An execution of the event handler is
similar but not exactly like a procedure's execution.

After an event handler executes, the following actions occur:

• Local and entity action views are cleared
• Commits take place
• Exit states are interrogated
• Export views are displayed

The default for the movement of the views is that the import views are automatically moved to export views, except for the
changed event, when views remain as they were before the event logic was executed. You can change this default.

There is a reason for the exception that is made for the changed event. Based on certain conditions, the prior value in the
field must be displayed instead of what was entered. For example, a default value may be displayed in an entry field. If
the user makes an incorrect entry, the default value must remain displayed, not the entry that was made. This means that
most action statements in event handlers must reference the export view. (However, that procedure logic must still move
import views to export views.)

Further events (such as Open or Close) that may be triggered by an event are placed in a queue and executed in turn
after the logic in the initial event handler has completed.

Standards for Naming GUI Events

You must establish standards for naming event handlers.

Gen produces a default name for events such as:

 window/dialog box name_[control type]-[object name]_event

The convention that is used in this example is as listed next:

• Control type is push button (pb), entry field (ef), and so on.
• Object name is the name of the push button, entry field, and so on.

Both of these may be absent depending on the event, for example, Open, Close.

Some event name examples are shown next:

 COLLECTIONS_OPEN

 COLLECTIONS_MN_LIST_CLICK

 ACCOUNTS_EF_JOURNAL_NUMBER_CHANGED

 

Using this or a similar convention, you can group the event handlers by window or dialog box. The window or dialog box
name becomes important and must follow the object action format to keep the procedure action diagram well organized
and understandable.
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Windows and Window Controls That Signal Events

This article provides information for the windows and window controls that signal events.

The following table defines the events signaled by windows and controls.

Window/Control Signals These Events
Window or Dialog box OPEN

CLOSE
ACTIVATE
DEACTIVATE

Single-line entry field CHANGED
GAIN FOCUS
LOSE FOCUS

Multiline entry field CHANGED
GAIN FOCUS
LOSE FOCUS

Check box CHANGED
GAIN FOCUS
LOSE FOCUS

Radio button group CHANGED
GAIN FOCUS
LOSE FOCUS

Combination box group CHANGED
GAIN FOCUS
LOSE FOCUS

List box CLICK
DOUBLE-CLICK
SCROLL BOTTOM
SCROLL TOP
GAIN FOCUS
LOSE FOCUS

List box field CLICK
DOUBLE-CLICK
GAIN FOCUS
LOSE FOCUS

Bitmap or icon CLICK
DOUBLE-CLICK

Drop-down list, enterable CHANGED
GAIN FOCUS
LOSE FOCUS

Drop-down list, non-enterable CHANGED
GAIN FOCUS
LOSE FOCUS

Non-drop-down list, enterable CHANGED
GAIN FOCUS
LOSE FOCUS

Push button CLICK
Menu item (lowest level) CLICK
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OLE embedded area GAIN FOCUS
LOSE FOCUS

OLE control GAIN FOCUS
LOSE FOCUS

OPEN GUI Event

An OPEN event is triggered just before a window or dialog box is to be displayed. It can be used to perform any window or
dialog box initialization before the window or dialog box is displayed.

OPEN can be triggered for the following actions:

• At initial module, startup
• As the result of a flow
• Execution of an explicit OPEN statement as part of the procedure logic
• Selecting a push button or menu item with the result of initializing a dialog box

For example, to open a dialog box containing a list of departments, the procedure logic can include an OPEN statement.

An OPEN event handler contains statements to populate the list as shown in the next sample code. The list box for
departments is then populated just before the Department dialog box is opened.

Initialization Accompanying an OPEN Event
 114-    --- EVENT ACTION department_open

115-   |    SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_department TO 0

116-   |   --- READ EACH department

117-   |  |--- SORTED BY ASCENDING department_number

118-   |  |   --- IF SUBSCRIPT OF export_department IS LESS THAN MAX OF

119-   |  |  |                 export_department

120-   |  |  |    SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_department TO SUBSCRIPT OF

121-   |  |  |                 export_department = 1

122-   |  |  |    MOVE department TO export_line_department

123-   |  |  |--- ELSE

124-   |  |   --- ESCAPE

125-   |  |            

126-   |   ---

127-    ---

 

CLOSE GUI Event

The CLOSE event is triggered when a window is closed. This even can be used to perform any window or dialog box
clean-up required by the procedure.

CLOSE can be triggered for the following actions:

• As the result of a return or transfer flow
• Selecting a push button or menu item with a special action of OK
• Selecting a push button or menu item with a special action of Cancel
• Execution of an explicit CLOSE statement as part of the procedure logic
• Selecting Close from the System Menu

In the next sample code, the subscript of an export view is set to zero.
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Clean Up When a Window Is Closed
 211-  --- EVENT ACTION sort_close

212-  --- SET LAST OF export_sort_results TO 0

213-                                      

 

ACTIVATE GUI Event

The ACTIVATE event is triggered whenever a window or dialog box changes from inactive or non-display to active. This
occurs when a window is displayed initially, or when the user brings a window into the foreground.

If a window or dialog box is active and is clicked again, the activated event is not triggered again.

When a window or dialog box is opened, the OPEN event is triggered before the ACTIVATE event.

DEACTIVATE GUI Event

The DEACTIVATE event is triggered whenever a window or dialog box is deactivated or closed. This may occur due to
activating another application window, closing a window, or dismissing a dialog box.

When a window or dialog box is closed, the DEACTIVATE event is triggered before the CLOSE event.

CHANGED GUI Event

The CHANGED event is triggered when the actions of the user causes data in the import view to change.

The CHANGED event is triggered for the following actions:

• Tabbing off an entry field after editing it
• Clicking an unselected radio button or check box
• Selecting a different item from a drop-down list
• Clicking an unselected row in a list box

The event handler runs after the import view has been updated with new data.

The CHANGED event is provided to allow actions such as validation of fields as they are entered and population of other
fields as a result of changing a field. The user expects instant (or, nearly instant) response time when they tab. Processing
in changed events must meet this expectation.

Before any logic is coded in-line in the event handler, you must ask, “Can this logic be reused?” If the answer is yes, then
you must construct an action block to contain the logic.

The next sample code shows validating a department if the key is changed in a dialog box.

Read a Record if the Key is Changed
 394-   --- EVENT ACTION department_number_changed

395-  |    MOVE input_department TO output_department

396-  |   --- READ department

397-  |  |      WHERE DESIRED department_number IS EQUAL TO input_department_

398-  |  |            number

399-  |  |--- WHEN successful

400-  |  |    EXIT STATE IS dept_already_set

401-  |  |--- WHEN not_found

402-  |  ---

403-   ---
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GAIN FOCUS GUI Event

The GAIN FOCUS event is triggered whenever a control receives the input focus. This typically occurs when the user
clicks or tabs onto a control, although it may be triggered for other reasons, such as window initialization and autotab.

If a control already has the input focus and is clicked again, the GAIN FOCUS event is not triggered again.

LOSE FOCUS GUI Event

The LOSE FOCUS event is triggered whenever a control loses the input focus.

If the input focus is being transferred from one control to another, the LOSE FOCUS event for the control being left is
queued before the GAIN FOCUS event of the control being entered.

The priorities of the GAIN or LOSE FOCUS events relate to existing events in the following way.

 Changed > Lose Focus > Gain Focus > Click

 

CLICK and DOUBLE-CLICK GUI Events

These events are triggered when the user clicks the left mouse button on a standard list box, list box field (one column of
a standard list box), bitmap, or icon.

The click continues to have the display effect it normally does. It causes a row of a list box to be selected or unselected.

The event handler runs after the click has been processed by the control. The event handler may use one of the following
statements:

 Get Row Clicked

 Get Row Highlighted

 

Some applications use a single CLICK event to invoke processing on a row in a list and others use the DOUBLE-CLICK
event.

For Example:

• Given a list of customers, the user clicks once on a row, and the selected details of a customer are displayed in the
detail area of the same window.

• To invoke a dialog box containing customer details, the user double-clicks a row in the list.

In these cases, only one event is associated with clicking a row in the list.

If both a click and double-click are associated with the same list, then both events are performed. This can be counter-
intuitive and confusing.

You must come up with a consistent approach throughout the application on what a single click does and what a double-
click does. The best approach would be to use only one event throughout the application. If this is not possible, then at
least avoid using both types of events for the same list if it produces counter-intuitive results.

SCROLL TOP and SCROLL BOTTOM GUI Events

A search is performed on a list window to limit the number of rows returned from the database, however sometimes the
number of rows that are returned exceeds the cardinality of the group view.

The SCROLL TOP and SCROLL BOTTOM events allow processing to retrieve the next group of data in either direction.

When the SCROLL TOP EVENT is triggered, the following actions occur:
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• Scroll indicator is moved to the top of the scroll bar.
• Up arrow key is pressed.
• First row in the group view is displayed.

When the SCROLL BOTTOM event is triggered, the following actions occur:

• Scroll indicator is moved bottom of the scroll bar.
• Down arrow key is pressed.
• Last row in the group view is displayed.

For example, the user requests all the customers with addresses in California be sorted by last name. There are 15,042
customers in California.

The group view containing the customers has a cardinality of 500.

After the user scrolls through the first 500 customers, a SCROLL BOTTOM event is triggered to retrieve the next 500
customers in last name order.

If the user wants to scroll back up to the first 500 customers, they move the scroll indicator to the top of the scroll bar. The
SCROLL TOP event is triggered, and the previous 500 customers are retrieved in last name order.

NOTE
If new customers were added in the first 500 group, the first record is not displayed in the previous group of 500
customers.

The user is not able to look at the last window of data by moving the scroll indicator to the bottom of the scroll bar since
this action triggers the SCROLL BOTTOM event (the same is true for the SCROLL TOP event). Even using the up and
down arrow keys, the user may trigger a SCROLL TOP or SCROLL BOTTOM event unintentionally.

There are three scrolling alternatives:

• Retrieve only half of the number of records that are allowed in a list. This is the recommended alternative.
For example, if the group view has a cardinality of 500, have the scroll bottom event retrieve the next 250 and append
them to the previous 250, displaying the last row before the fetch at the top of the list window.
This lets the user stay in the context of where they are working in the list. When they scroll to the bottom of the list, the
next group is retrieved and appended to the first group. Then the scroll indicator bounces from the bottom to the middle
of the scroll bar.
If the user wants to scroll backwards from this point, the query does not have to be re-executed until the user scrolls
to the top of the previous 250 records. If that happened, a Scroll Top event is triggered to retrieve the previous 250
records. The scroll indicator moves to the middle of the scroll bar, and the first row before the fetch is displayed at the
top of the window.

• Provide More buttons in each direction, one for previous group and another for next group. The More buttons are
enabled as long as data exists in either direction outside the current group view of the data.
The SCROLL TOP and SCROLL BOTTOM events are not used, except perhaps to enable the More buttons if there is
more data.
If the user scrolls to the bottom of the list, and there is more data, the More button is enabled. When the user selects
the button, the next group or half group of data is retrieved.

• Implement either of the previous alternatives without SCROLL TOP.
SCROLL BOTTOM is used along with refresh to populate the first group view of the list.
This avoids dealing with the complexity of SCROLL TOP processing.

User-Defined Events

This article provides information for User-Defined Events. A user-defined event shares views with the Procedure Action
Diagram that contains the event.
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User-defined events are useful when common logic is needed for several event handlers, and/or GUI statements are
needed in the common logic.

The event USEs an external action block named TIREVENT, which must be added to the model. TIREVENT must have
an import view of command, which receives the name that is specified as the event type in Gen. This action block does
not have to be generated.

Associate the event with the window or primary dialog box so that it can be shared and not duplicated within the
procedure.

An example of how to specify the event type and action name for a window is shown in the next sample code.

Specify a User-Defined Event
 Window Accounting

Define Event

Even Type Action Name Command

  makeacct ACCOUNTING MAKEACCT

READEACH ACCOUNT_READ_EACH

The next sample code shows a user-defined event that performs common logic and contains a GUI statement.

 ---

|     --- EVENT ACTION accounts_pb_list_click       

|    |    SET LAST OF export_account TO 0           

|    |    SET local_ief_supplied_command to READEACH

|    |    USE tirevent                              

|     --- WHICH IMPORTS: Work_Viewlocal_ief_supplied

|                                                   

|     --- EVENT ACTION account_read_each

|    |   --- READ EACH account

|    |  |        SORTED BY ASCENDING account_number

|    |  |        WHERE DESIRED account_number IS GREATER OR EQUAL TO

|    |  |          input_account_number

|    |  | ADD EMPTY ROW TO export_account AFTER LAST OF export_account

|    |  | SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_account TO LAST OF export_account

|    |  | MOVE account TO export_line_account

|    |  |   --- IF LAST OF export_account IS EQUAL TO MAX OF export_account

|    |  |   --- ESCAPE

|    |   ---

|     --- SET output_account_type TO "E"

 ---

 

To trigger the user-defined event, the event type READEACH is passed to TIREVENT.

The event is executed when the current event handler or procedure logic is complete.

If a single event handler triggers multiple user-defined events, they are placed in a first-in first-out (FIFO) queue and
executed in turn when the original logic completes execution.

GUI Presentation Actions

This article provides information for the Graphical User Interface (GUI) presentation actions. You can use GUI statements
in an action diagram control to open and close dialog boxes and manipulate fields.

These statements can be placed only in Procedure Action Diagrams or event handlers:
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• OPEN
• CLOSE
• DISABLE and ENABLE
• MARK and UNMARK
• REFRESH

OPEN Statement

The OPEN statement causes the referenced dialog within the current procedure to be opened after execution of the
procedure or event handler.

Flows must be used to initiate opening windows or dialog boxes in other procedures.

OPEN is useful if more processing is needed before a dialog is displayed.

OPEN statements are not executed when they are encountered in the action language. They are placed in a FIFO queue.
The dialog boxes are opened once the procedure or event handler completes execution.

The last dialog opened gains the focus. Focus represents the part of the user interface that will receive the next piece of
input if no navigation occurs before the input is generated.

If you are using the MAKE action to position the cursor to a field in another dialog, consider when the dialog is to open.
If the MAKE action comes after OPEN, the MAKE will have no effect. This is because the opened dialog obtains focus
(control), which negating the MAKE action.

If multiple OPENs are executed for the same dialog during an execution of a procedure or event handler, that dialog is
opened only once. Subsequent executions of a procedure or event handler for a modal dialog does not allow the box to be
open multiple times.

A modal dialog requires the user to respond to the dialog before continuing work in the application.

A modeless dialog lets the user leave the dialog and continue working with other dialogs in the application.

  --- EVENT ACTION accounts_pb_sort_click

|    USE account_metadata

|       WHICH EXPORTS:   Group View export_sort_from

|                        Work View output_sort_metadata

 --- OPEN Dialog Box sort

 

In this example, data loads in a local view when the user clicks a push button. This is needed before the sort or filter
dialog is opened.

Conditional OPEN
  --- EVENT ACTION journal_entries_pb_balance_click

|    --- IF export_variance_ief_supplied_total_currency IS EQUAL TO 0

|   |    OPEN Dialog Box in_balance

|   |--- ELSE

|   |    OPEN Dialog Box balance

|    ---

 ---

 

In this example, a condition governs which of two dialog boxes is displayed.

CLOSE Statement

The CLOSE statement can act on both the primary window/dialog box or a secondary dialog.
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CLOSE pertains to only windows or dialog boxes in the current procedure.

A CLOSE statement cannot be executed simultaneously as an OPEN for a dialog. If the window is not open, no runtime
error occurs.

A CLOSE for a window or dialog can be contained in the OPEN event.

If the primary window or dialog is closed, all secondary dialog boxes are closed.

Control returns to the last active window of the procedure that invoked the closed procedure. If the closed step was the
first procedure, then control returns to the operating system.

CLOSE statements are not executed when they are encountered in the action language. They are placed in a FIFO
queue. CLOSE statements are executed when the procedure or event handler completes execution.

In Gen, no relationship between secondary dialog boxes is maintained. It is the responsibility of the procedure to close
subordinate boxes if the structure of the procedure has established a relationship between secondary dialog boxes.

The following illustration shows how the procedure establishes this relationship.

In the illustration, the Journal Entries dialog is the primary dialog. Each of the three other dialog boxes depends it.

One of the two smaller dialog boxes is displayed when the balance push button is clicked the Journal Entries dialog. A
green one is displayed if debits and credits are equal; a red one if they are not.

The third dependent dialog is displayed when the Post push button is selected, and debits do not equal credits.

Whenever Journal Entries are discontinued, all four dialog boxes are closed.

The logic that is shown in the code in the next section closes the journal entries box. Therefore, the related boxes must be
closed also.

CLOSE Statement for Logically Related Boxes
  --- EVENT ACTION journal_pb_exit_and_clear_click

|    SET LAST OF export_journal TO 0

|    CLOSE Dialog Box journal_posting

|    CLOSE Dialog Box in_balance

|    CLOSE Dialog Box balance

 --- CLOSE Dialog Box journal_entries
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NOTE
Be careful of CLOSE events that use CLOSE actions triggering other CLOSE events. They may cause loops
and unexpected results.

The code that is shown in next section demonstrates how a CLOSE can be used to close a window or dialog if an error
occurs.

CLOSE Statement for Errors
 --- EVENT ACTION journal_entries_open

|   --- READ period

|  |        WHERE DESIRED period status IS EQUAL TO "A"

|  |--- WHEN successful

|  |    MOVE period TO output_period period

|  |    SET export_status_period ief_supplied sort_string TO

|  |        substr (textnum(period month), 14, 2)

|  |    SET export_status_period ief_supplied sort_string TO

|  |        concat (trim(export_status_period ief_supplied sort_string),"/")

|  |    SET export_status_period ief_supplied sort_string TO

|  |        concat(trim(export_status_period ief_supplied sort_string),

|  |        substr (textnum(period year), 12,4))

|  |--- WHEN not found

|  |    EXIT STATE IS no_active_period

|   --- CLOSE Dialog Box journal_entries

 ---

 

This example also uses the status bar to display information about the accounting period to which journal entries are
being posted.

Other uses of the CLOSE statement are listed next:

• Closing a dialog only if an operation is successful.
• Closing a dialog during an OPEN event if a highlighted row was expected, and no row is highlighted.

DISABLE and ENABLE Statements

The DISABLE statement causes a menu item or push button to be disabled, which means it cannot be clicked on. The
menu item or push button is disabled until its command is enabled using the Enable statement or the window/dialog box is
closed.

Gen allows menu items and push buttons to be disabled. This feature must be used when possible to simplify procedure
logic. However, when program control is desired, use the Disable command instead. The next section shows an example.

DISABLE Statement for a Push Button
  --- IF export_credit ief_supplied total_currency IS EQUAL TO

 |        export_debit ief_supplied total_currency

 |--- ENABLE COMMAND post

 |    ELSE

  --- DISABLE COMMAND post

 

When using the Gen disabling feature built into menu items and push buttons, enabling is automatic. Menu items and
push buttons are enabled when the disabling conditions are not met.

When DISABLE is used, the affected selection must be later enabled through action logic, if the selection is ever to be
used.
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Disable can also be used with modeless windows or dialog boxes to prevent users from inadvertently opening multiple
dialog boxes at one time. For example, there are separate modeless boxes for add, change, and delete. When the user
selects one of the push buttons, the other two are disabled.

Take care when disabling selections. With the emergence of the GUI, the traditional approach of letting the user type in
all the data and then validating is replaced with disallowing certain controls and fields depending on which field the user
entered data. Data validation went from reactive to preventive. It sounds like a good idea to disable the OK button until
all the required data is filled in, and all the subordinate dialog boxes have been visited and their data has been filled in
as well. But it turns out it is not such a good idea if there are several required and optional fields, several combinations of
required fields, or required subordinate dialog boxes. A user can become frustrated trying to figure out what must be done
before the OK button becomes enabled.

You must analyze each situation for the best approach to this issue. These are alternatives to consider:

• Change the color of the required fields and then disable the OK button until they are all filled.
• Users may be familiar with the system and therefore knowing what is required is not an issue. In this case, it makes

sense to disable the OK button.
• Have the system tell the user what is missing when they click the OK button.
• This approach is good for infrequent users.
• This approach does not have processing issues because the validation logic resides in the client procedure.
• The disadvantage of this approach is the duplication of validation logic, which is also in the server procedure.

MARK and UNMARK Statements

A MARK statement immediately causes menu items that reference the command to display a check mark.

An UNMARK statement causes the check mark to be removed.

Only menu items that are placed on the windows/dialog boxes of the current procedure are affected by MARK and
UNMARK statements. Push buttons that use the same commands are not affected.

MARK and UNMARK can be used to show what options have been specified for a window or dialog. You can see this
in the Gen Options drop-down list where single or multiple adds for an object can be specified. You can also use these
statements in any application that adds occurrences of entity types.

The next sample code shows examples of the use of these statements.

  --- EVENT ACTION collections_mi_single_add_click

 |        SET local_add_option ief_supplied command TO COMMAND

 |     --- IF COMMAND IS EQUAL TO singel

 |    |    MARK COMMAND multiple

 |    |--- ELSE

 |    |    MAKE COMMAND multiple

 |     --- UNMARK COMMAND single

  ---

 

REFRESH Statement

The REFRESH statement immediately causes all fields of all windows or dialog boxes of the current procedure to be
updated with their export view values.

REFRESH can be used to provide status information to users during a long-running procedure. To serve this function, the
REFRESH statement must be placed within the repeating logic that is causing the time delay.

The next sample code shows how this is done.

  --- EVENT ACTION click_update_progress_indicator
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 |    SET export work_fields temp_text_25 TO SPACES

 |     --- FOR local number_control FROM 1 TO 24 BY 1

 |     --- SET export work_fields temp_text 25 TO

 |    |        concat(trim(export work_fields_temp_text_25),     )

 |    |    REFRESH

 |    |    FOR local_count work_fields rep_nbr FROM 1 to 5000 BY 1

 |     ---

 |    CLOSE Dialog Box modify_shipment

  --- OPEN?

 

As processing progresses, this logic extends a bar by appending a solid box to the bar every time a counter reaches
500,000.

Group View Manipulation

This article provides information for Group View Manipulation. Use GUI statements in action diagram control for
manipulating group views.

The list of GUI statements are:

• SORT
• FILTER and UNFILTER
• ADD EMPTY ROW
• REMOVE ROW FROM
• HIGHLIGHT and UNHIGHLIGHT
• GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED
• GET ROW CLOCKED
• DISPLAY
• GET ROW VISIBLE

The same functionality is available for explicitly and implicitly indexed group views. The techniques that are employed
are sometimes different, depending on the action. Explicitly indexed group views are used more in client procedures than
implicitly indexed views. The examples for these statements use only explicitly indexed group views.

Restrictions on using the group view manipulation statements:

• These statements can only be placed in procedure action diagrams or event handlers.
• SORT, FILTER, UNFILTER, ADD EMPTY ROW, and REMOVE ROW from are only for export, local, or exportable

import that includes a selection character.

SORT Statement
This article provides information for SORT Statement. SORT statement sorts an updateable repeating group view based
on a sort argument.

The sort argument consists of parameters that are made up of operators of the form n d. n is the sequence number of the
attribute in the group view. The d is an A for ascending and a D for descending.

SORT Statement with a Character String

The next sample code illustrates the use of a character string to sort a group view on one field.

 15-    --- EVENT ACTION accounts_pb_new_click

 16-   |    --- CREATE account

 17-   |   |    SET Description TO input account description
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 18-   |   |    SET type TO input account type

 19-   |   |    SET number TO input account number

 20-   |   |--- WHEN successful

 21-   |   |    --- IF LAST OF export_account IS EQUAL TO MAX OF export_account

 22-   |   |   |    SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_account TO LAST OF export_account

 23-   |   |   |    --- IF input account number IS GREATER THAN export_line

 24-   |   |   |   |        account_number

 25-   |   |   |   |    EXIT STATE IS account_out_of_list_box

 26-   |   |   |   |--- ELSE

 27-   |   |   |   |    MOVE input account TO export_line account

 28-   |   |   |    --- SORT export_account BY 4 A

 29-   |   |   |

 30-   |   |   |--- ELSE

 31-   |   |   |    SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_account TO LAST OF export_account +1

 32-   |   |   |    MOVE input account TO export_line account

 33-   |   |    --- SORT export_account BY 4 A

 34-   |   |

 35-   |   |--- WHEN already exists

 36-   |   |    MAKE output account number Unprotected Normal Intensity Normal

 37-   |   |        Color containing Cursor

 38-   |   |    EXIT STATE IS account_already_exists

 39-   |   |    WHEN permitted value violation

 40-   |    --- EXIT STATE IS account_invalid_permitted_values

 41-   |

 42-   |        GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED IN export_account STARTING AT 1 GIVING

 43-   |            SUBSCRIPT OF export_account

 44-   |    --- IF SUBSCRIPT OF export_account IS GREATER THAN 0

 45-   |   |    MOVE export_line account TO output account

 46-   |   |--- ELSE

 47-   |   |    MOVE local_account_blank account TO output account

 48-   |    --- SET output account type TO E

 49-   |

 50-    ---

 

In lines 27 and 32, the group view containing accounts is sorted ascending on the fourth field in the view, which is an
account number.

This example also shows how a new entity can be added to the bottom of a group view (if it is within the range that is
contained in the group view). This logic is contained in the nested IF statements in lines 21 through 33. The group is then
sorted to put the list back in sequence.

Another method of putting lists back in sequence is to use the ADD EMPTY ROW statement. For more information, see
ADD EMPTY ROW Statement.

Always use a local character view for the sort argument character expression. Assign it a value in one place for the ease
of maintenance. Also, if plans call for the sort sequence to be user-defined, you must use a variable.

The next sample code shows one way to set up user definable sort sequences. The next sample code shows one way to
set up user definable sort sequences.

Load SORT Data
  --- ACCOUNT_METADATA

 |      IMPORTS:

 |      EXPORTS:
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 |      LOCALS:

 |      ENTITY ACTIONS:

 |

 |    SET output_entity metadata entity_type TO ACCOUNT

 |    SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_sort_from TO 0

 |    SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_sort_from TO SUBSCRIPT OF

 |        export_sort_from + 1

 |    SET export_sort_from_line metadata name TO Account

 |    SET export_sort_from_line metadata length TO 4

 |    SET export_sort_from_line metadata number  TO 04

 |    SET export_sort_from_line metadata type TO N

 |    SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_sort_from TO SUBSCRIPT OF

 |        export_sort_from +1

 |    SET export_sort_from_line metadata name TO Description

 |    SET export_sort_from_line metadata length TO 25

 |    SET export_sort_from_line metadata number TO 02

 |    SET export_sort_from_line metadata type TO T

 |    SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_sort_from TO SUBSCRIPT OF

 |        export_sort_from +1

 |    SET export_sort_from_line metadata name TO Type

 |    SET export_sort_from_line metadata length TO 1

 |    SET export_sort_from_line metadata number TO 03

  --- SET export_sort_from_line metadata type TO T

 

The sample code shows the loading of data containing each name, length, sequence number, and domain of the
attribute in the view.

The attribute names are displayed on a dialog box. The user then selects the attributes in the preferred sort order. As the
fields are selected, they are displayed in the selected fields list box.

Radio buttons on the dialog box are used to specify ascending or descending sort, as shown in the following illustration.

The next sample code illustrates the entire sort logic of operations.

User-Defined SORT Sequence
  --- EVENT ACTION sort_open

 |    SET LAST OF export_sort_to TO 0

  --- SET output_sort metadata ascend_descent TO “A”

 

  --- EVENT ACTION sort_1b_export_sort_doubleclick

 |    GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED IN export_sort_from STARTING AT 1 GIVING SUB SCRIPT OF
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 |        export_sort_from

 |    SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_sort_to TO LAST OF export_sort_to + 1

 |    MOVE export_sort_from_line metadata TO export_sort_to_line metad ata

 |    SET export_sort_to_ line metadata ascend_descend TO input_sort metadata

 |        ascend_descend

 |

 |     --- IF input_sort metadata ascend_descend IS EQUAL TO “D”

 |    |

 |     --- SET export_sort_to_line metadata name TO

 |             concat (trim(export_sort_to_line metadata name),   “(D)”)

  ---

 

  --- EVENT ACTION sort_pb_sort_click

 |    SET local_sort_argument ief_supplied sort_string TO SPACES

 |     --- FOR SUBSCRIPT OF export_sort_to FROM 1 TO LAST OF export_s ort_to BY:

 |    |    SET local_sort_argument ief_supplied sort_string TO

 |    |        concat (trim(local_ sort_argument ief_supplied sort_string),

 |    |        concat (“ “, concat(export_sort_to_line metadata number,

 |     ----    concat (“ “, export_sort_to_line metadata ascend_descent))) )

 |

 |     --- IF local sort_argument ief_supplied sort_string IS GREATER THAN SPACES

 |    |     --- CASE OF output_sort metadata entity_type

 |    |    |--- CASE “ACCOUNT”

 |    |    |--- SORT export_account BY local_sort_argument ief_supplied sort_string

 |    |     --- OTHERWISE

 |     ---

  --- CLOSE Dialog Box sort

 

The sample code shows four event handlers:

• The event handler accounts_pb_sort_click calls the action block that is described in the sample code in Load SORT
Data section to load the sort options into the export view.

• It then opens the Sort dialog box, which triggers the next event, sort_open.
• The event handler sort_open initializes the subscript of the fields the user requests as their sort preference and sets

the default sort mode to ascending. The user specifies sort preferences by double-clicking the available fields. Double-
clicking triggers the event handler sort_lb_export_sort_doubleclick.
The event handler sort_lb_export_sort_doubleclick moves the available field to selected fields list box. This shows the
user the sort sequence that is being constructed.
The last event handler is triggered when the user clicks the sort push button in the sort dialog box.
It builds the sort argument character expression. The expression would be constructed as “3 A 4 A” if the preferred sort
sequence was account type (the third field in the view) and account number (the fourth field in the view).

• This event handler then sorts the view.

When building user-defined sort preferences, provide logic in the action diagram that allows a user to “undo” a selection.

SORT and FILTER each work on group views, not on a database. Thus, the occurrences that are being sorted or filtered
may only be a subset of the data that must be sorted or filtered. It may not be possible for all the data to be returned to the
group view.

The group view must be large enough to handle all occurrences that are to be sorted or filtered. This can be done for
entity types whose number is small (low thousands at most) or by pre-filtering the occurrences that are to be sorted/
filtered as they are read. Therefore, the SORT or FILTER statements are not always used when sort and filter type logic is
needed.
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FILTER and UNFILTER Statements
The FILTER statement filters an updateable repeating group view to show only those occurrences of the view that match a
filter character expression.

The occurrences that are not shown remain in the group view and can be redisplayed by using the UNFILTER statement.

The filter-character-expression contains an attribute, an operator (=, >, <, and so forth), and a value.

Attribute expressions can be strung together by using and and or operators.

For example, a filter to extract accounts in ZIP Code 75208 with a balance of over $10,000 can be expressed as:

 zipcode = 75208 and balance > 10000”

As recommended for the SORT statement, the filter character expression must be a character view for ease of
maintenance and flexibility.

A dialog can be used to construct the filter expression, as shown in the following illustration.

The four boxes at the top of the dialog (attributes, operators, value, and and/or) are the components of the filter
expression. The user selects from these options.

The field on the bottom of the dialog shows the FILTER expression as it is being constructed. The user undoes by double-
clicking the filter expression line that is being constructed in the list box at the bottom of the FILTER dialog.

The next sample code shows the use of the FILTER statement.

FILTER Statement for a Group View
  --- EVENT ACTION filter_ok

 |    CLOSE Dialog Box filter 0

 |    CLOSE Dialog Box filter

 |    SET local_filter_big ief_supplied filter_big_field TO SPACES

 |

 |     --- FOR SUBSCRIPT OF export_selected_filter FROM 1 TO LAST OF

 |    |        export_selected_filter BY 1

 |    |     --- IF subscript of export_selected_filter IS EQUAL TO 1

 |    |    |    SET local_filter_big ief_supplied filter_big_field TO

 |    |    |        concat (trim(local_ filter_big ief_supplied

 |    |    |        filter_big_field),

 |    |    |        export_line_selected_filter ief_supplied

 |    |    |        filter_input_statement)

 |    |    |--- ELSE
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 |    |    |    SET local_filter_big ief_supplied filter_big_field TO

 |    |    |        concat (trim(local_ filter_big ief_supplied filter_big_field),

 |    |    |        concat (“ “,export_line_selected_filter ief_supplied

 |    |     ---         filter_input_statement)

 |     ---

 |

 |     --- CASE OF output_meta_entity ief_supplied meta_entity_name

 |    |--- CASE “JOURNAL”

 |    |    FILTER export_je BY local_filter_big ief_supplied

 |    |        filter_big_field),

 |    |--- CASE “ACCOUNT”

 |    |    FILTER export_account BY local_filter_big ief_supplied

 |    |        filter_big_field),

 |    |--- CASE “DEPT”

 |    |    FILTER export_department BY local_filter_big ief_supplied

 |    |        filter_big_field),

 |     --- OTHERWISE

  ---

 

It uses data similar to that described for the SORT statement to populate the dialog that is shown in the illustration in
FILTER and UNFILTER Statements.

The logic in the FOR loop constructs the filter expression from the options that are specified in the FILTER dialog.

The CASE logic filters the applicable group view.

After a group view is filtered, it must be unfiltered to display all group view occurrences, which are shown in the next
sample code.

UNFILTER Statement for a Group View
  --- EVENT ACTION account_unfilter

 |

  --- UNFILTER export_account

 

ADD EMPTY ROW Statement
This article provides information to add an empty row that is added BEFORE or AFTER the current index when the index
expression is omitted.

This statement inserts a blank row into an updateable repeating group. The empty row can then be filled with data.

An index expression may be specified for explicitly indexed group views. There is no need to refresh the list or to have a
complex expansion logic in the action diagram.

The next sample code shows adding an empty row and then filling it.

 --- EVENT ACTION account_double_click

|    GET ROW CLICKED IN export_account STARTING AT 1 GIVING SUBSCRIPT

|         OF export_account

|

|     --- EXIT STATE IS aok

|    |--- FOR SUBSCRIPT OF export_budget FROM 1 TO LAST OF export_budget BY 1

|    |

|    |     --- IF export_line_budget account number IS EQUAL TO export_line
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|    |    |        account number

|    |     --- EXIT STAT IS duplicate_accounts

|     ---

|

|     --- IF EXIT STATE IS EQUAL TO aok

|    |

|    |     --- FOR SUBSCRIPT OF export_budget FROM 1 TO LAST  OF

|    |    |        export_budget BY 1

|    |    |

|    |    |     --- IF export_line_budget account number IS GREATER THAN

|    |    |    |        export_line account number

|    |    |    |    ADD EMPTY ROW TO export_budget BEFORE SU BSCRIPT OF

|    |    |    |        export_budget

|    |    |    |    MOVE export_line account TO export_line_budget account

|    |    |     --- ESCAPE

|    |     ---

|    |

|    |     --- IF LAST OF export_budget IS EQUAL TO 1

|    |    |    ADD EMPTY ROW TO export_budget AFTER 0

|    |    |    SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_budget TO 1

|    |    |--- ELSE

|    |    |    ADD EMPTY ROW TO export_budget BEFORE LAST OF  export_budget

|    |     --- SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_budget TO LAST OF expo rt_budget  - 1

|    |

|     --- MOVE export_line account TO export_line_budget account

 ---

The logic operates on two group views that contain the account entity type. The first view contains a list of all accounts.
The second view contains the list of accounts for which budgets exist.

The user double-clicks an account from the first view to select it for inclusion in the second view.

Duplicates are not allowed and are checked in the first FOR loop.

The remainder of the logic places the account number that is selected into an account number sequence in the second
view.

REMOVE ROW FROM Statement
This article provides information for REMOVE ROW FROM Statement. The REMOVE ROW FROM statement removes a
row from an updateable repeating group view.

For explicitly indexed group views, an AT INDEX expression appears when the statement is constructed.

If an entity is deleted from a list and removed from the database, there is no need to refresh the list or to have complex
compression logic in the action diagram.

The next sample code illustrates the use of the REMOVE ROW FROM statement.

REMOVE with DELETE Action
  --- EVENT ACTION delete_department_pd_delete_click

 |    GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED IN export_department STARTING AT 1

 |         GIVING SUBSCRIPT OF export_department

 |

 |     --- IF SUBSCRIPT OF export_department IS GREATER THAN 0

 |    |
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 |    |     --- READ department

 |    |    |        WHERE DESIRED department number IS EQUAL TO

 |    |    |            input_department department number

 |    |    |--- WHEN successful

 |    |    |    REMOVE ROW FROM export_department AT SUBSCRIPT OF

 |    |    |        export_department

 |    |    |    DELETE department

 |    |    |--- WHEN not found

 |    |    |    EXIT STATE IS department_not_found WITH ROLLBACK

 |    |     ---

 |     ---

  ---

 

The sample code shows the deletion of a department entity from the database and the updating of the group view through
a refreshing READ.

Another example using REMOVE is shown in the next sample code.

REMOVE from Sort String
  --- EVENT ACTION so_lb_export_sort_to_doubleclick

 |    GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED IN export_sort_to_STARTING AT 1 GIVING

 |        SUBSCRIPT OF export_sort_to

  --- REMOVE ROW FROM export_sort_to  AT SUBSCRIPT OF export _sort_to

 

In the sample code, the REMOVE action removes a sort option if a user double-clicks its row in a list box.

HIGHLIGHT and UNHIGHLIGHT Statements
This article provides information for HIGHLIGHT and UNHIGHLIGHT Statements. The HIGHLIGHT and UNHIGHLIGHT
statements highlight or unhighlight a given row of an export repeating group view.

For explicitly indexed fields, an AT index expression is used to specify the row in the group view to be highlighted.

Although a clicked field is highlighted by the system, it is sometimes useful to highlight a field under the system control.

In the next sample code, highlight is used to show a default. In this case, it is the default sort order for a list of accounts.

HIGHLIGHT Statement to Show Default
 --- EVENT ACTION accounts_pb_sort_click

|    USE account_metadata

|        WHICH EXPORTS:  Group View export_sort_from

|                        Work View output_sort_metadata

|    HIGHLIGHT export_sort_from  AT 2

 --- OPEN Dialog Box Sort

The next sample code shows that the data for sorting accounts was loaded.

HIGHLIGHT Statement for the Last Entity Added
 --- EVENT ACTION accounts_pb_new_click

|     --- CREATE account

|    |    SET description TO input account description

|    |    SET type TO input account type

|    |--- SET number TO input account number

|    |     --- WHEN successful
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|    |    |    IF LAST OF export_account IS EQUAL TO MAX OF export_account

|    |    |     --- SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_account TO LAST OF export_account

|    |    |    |    IF input account number IS GREATER THAN export_line

|    |    |    |        account number

|    |    |    |    EXIT STATE IS account_out_of_list_box

|    |    |    |--- ELSE

|    |    |    |    MOVE input account TO export_line account

|    |    |    |    HIGHLIGHT export_account AT SUBSCRIPT of export_account

|    |    |    |    MOVE input account TO output account

|    |    |     --- SORT export_ account BY 4A

|    |    |--- ELSE

|    |    |    SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_account TO LAST OF export_account + 1

|    |    |    MOVE input account TO export_line account

|    |    |    HIGHLIGHT export_account AT SUBSCRIPT of export_account

|    |    |    MOVE input account TO output account

|    |     --- SORT export_ account BY 4A

|    |--- WHEN already exist

|    |    MAKE output account number Unprotected Normal Intensity

|    |        Normal Color Containing Cursor

|    |--- EXIT STATE IS account_already_exists

|    |    WHEN permitted value violation

|     --- EXIT STATE IS account_invalid_permitted_values

 ---

In the sample code, the account description was the second row in the available fields list. That row is highlighted as the
default sort sequence. To select this sequence, the user presses Return when the sort dialog box pops up.

The next sample code illustrates highlighting the last account added to a list.

UNHIGHLIGHT Statement for a Changed Entity
 --- EVENT ACTION change_department_pb_ok_click

|    MOVE input_department department TO output_department  department

|    GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED IN  export_department STARTING AT  1 GIVING

|        SUBSCRIPT OF export_department

|     --- IF SUBSCRIPT OF export_department IS GREATER THAN  0

|    |     --- READ department

|    |    |    WHERE DESIRED department number IS EQUAL TO

|    |    |    input_department department number

|    |    |--- WHEN successful

|    |    |     --- UPDATE department

|    |    |    |    SET manager TO input_department department manager

|    |    |    |    SET description TO input_department department description

|    |    |    |--- WHEN successful

|    |    |    |    MOVE input_department department TO

|    |    |    |        export_department_line department

|    |    |    |    CLOSE Dialog Box change_department

|    |    |    |    UNHIGHLIGHT export_department AT SUBSCRIPT OF

|    |    |    |        export_department

|    |    |    |--- WHEN not unique

|    |    |    |    EXIT STATE IS system_error

|    |    |    |--- WHEN permitted value violation

|    |    |    |    EXIT STATE IS dept_invalid_permitted_values

|    |    |     ---
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|    |     --- WHEN not found

|    |         EXIT STATE IS department_not_found WITH ROLLBA CK

|     ---

 ---

The sample code shows the removal of the highlight from a list box after the highlighted row has been changed. This is
important if the system allows multiple rows to be highlighted, each being processed in some defined sequence.

This was done to let the user easily change an entry made. In addition to being highlighted, the account is added to the
export view used to change accounts.

The user does not have to click a field if the default highlighted is their choice.

GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED Statement
A GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED statement determines the index of the first highlighted row of an explicitly indexed repeating
group view starting from a specified position.

A row can be highlighted by the user selecting it, or by using the HIGHLIGHT statement.

A conditional statement may be used to test whether an implicitly indexed repeating group view is highlighted or not.

The next sample code illustrates the use of this statement.

 --- EVENT ACTION accounts_1b_export_account_click

|    GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED IN  export_account STARTING AT 1 G IVING

|        SUBSCRIPT OF export_account

|    SET local ief_supplied subscript TO SUBSCRIPT OF export_account

|     --- IF SUBSCRIPT OF export_account IS GREATER THAN 0

|    |    MOVE export_line account TO output account

|    |    ELSE

|    |    MOVE local_account_blank account TO output account

|    |    SET output account type TO “E”

|     --- EXIT STATE IS nothing_selected

 ---

The logic in the sample code finds the first account that is highlighted and puts it into the single occurrence export view so
that it can be changed. The row must be unhighlighted in the change logic, and the next highlighted row, if any, is put into
the single occurrence export view.

If multiple rows are selected and must be processed in the order in which they appear in the list, then GET ROW
HIGHLIGHTED must be used (it works with both click and double-click).

If processing must occur as rows are clicked, then the next statement, GET ROW CLICKED must be used instead.

GET ROW CLICKED Statement
The GET ROW CLICKED statement is used in the event handler to determine which element of an explicitly indexed
repeating group is selected.

This statement is used in a similar manner to GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED.

A conditional statement may be used to test whether an implicitly indexed repeating group view is clicked or not.

The next sample code illustrates the use of this statement.

GET ROW CLICKED to Find a Row
  --- EVENT ACTION account_double_click

 |    GET ROW CLICKED IN  export_account STARTING AT 1 GIVIN G SUBSCRIPT
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 |        OF export_account

 |     --- EXIT STATE IS aok

 |    |    FOR SUBSCRIPT OF export_budget FROM 1 TO LAST OF e xport_budget BY 1

 |    |     --- IF export_line_budget account number IS EQUAL TO

 |    |    |        export_line account number

 |    |     --- EXIT STATE IS duplicate_accounts

 |     ---

 |     --- IF EXIT STATE IS EQUAL TO aok

 |    |     --- FOR SUBSCRIPT OF export_budget FROM 1 TO LAST  OF

 |    |    |        export_budget BY 1

 |    |    |     --- IF export_line_budget account number IS GREATER THAN

 |    |    |    |        export_ account number

 |    |    |    |    ADD EMPTY ROW TO export_budget BEFORE SU BSCRIPT OF

 |    |    |    |        export_budget

 |    |    |    |    MOVE export_line account TO export_line_budget account

 |    |    |     --- ESCAPE

 |    |     ---

 |    |     --- IF LAST OF export_budget IS EQUAL TO 1

 |    |    |    ADD EMPTY ROW TO export_budget AFTER 0

 |    |    |    SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_budget TO 1

 |    |    |--- ELSE

 |    |    |    ADD EMPTY ROW TO export_budget BEFORE LAST OF  export_budget

 |    |     --- SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_budget TO LAST OF expo rt_budget   - 1

 |     --- MOVE export_line account TO export_line_budget account

  ---

 

In the sample code, budgets can be added for each account. The accounts are selected from an accounts list. This logic
finds the account that was double-clicked and then checks for a duplicate budget. If no duplicate is found, the account is
added to the budget list.

The selection indicator for the repeating group view that indicates what row is selected changes when associated with the
clicked event handler:

• If the row is selected, it is set to +.
• If the row was clicked but not selected, it is set to -.

NOTE
The selection indicator remains an asterisk symbol (*) for a non-event handler procedure logic.

GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED is preferred to GET ROW CLICKED because with the latter, the event handler logic must
check the indicator to see if the row has been deselected and must not be processed. With GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED,
the mouse controls the highlighting, and no checks are necessary to see if a row has been unhighlighted.

DISPLAY Statement
This article provides information for the DISPLAY statement.

This statement places the referenced row of an export repeating group at the top of a list box:

• If the view is explicitly indexed, an index expression is used.
• If the view is implicitly indexed, the current row is displayed at the top.

The next sample code demonstrates the use of this statement.

Bring a Row to the Top with DISPLAY
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 --- EVENT ACTION account_new_ok

|     --- CREATE account

|    |    SET type TO input account type

|    |    SET description TO input account description

|    |    SET number TO input account number

|    |--- WHEN successful

|    |   

|    |    GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED IN export_account STARTING AT  1 GIVING

|    |        SUBSCRIPT OF export_account

|    |     --- IF SUBSCRIPT OF export_account IS EQUAL TO 0

|    |     --- SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_account TO LAST OF export_account

|    |    ADD EMPTY ROW TO export_account AFTER SUBSCRIPT OF

|    |        export_account

|    |    SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_account TO SUBSCRIPT OF ex port_account +1

|    |    MOVE input account TO export_line account

|    |    HIGHLIGHT export_account AT SUBSCRIPT OF export_account

|    |    DISPLAY export_account WITH SUBSCRIPT OF export_account ROW AT TOP

|    |    EXIT STATE IS enter_new_account

|    |--- WHEN already exists

|    |    EXIT STATE IS system_error_invalid_account WITH ROLLBACK

|    |--- WHEN permitted value violation

|    |    EXIT STATE IS system_error_invalid_values WITH ROLLBACK

|     ---

 ---

In the sample code, as new accounts are added, the last one added is brought to the top of the list and highlighted. The
next account will be added to the top of the list, unless the user has highlighted another account for the new one to follow.

GET ROW VISIBLE Statement
The GET ROW VISIBLE statement can be used with a filtered group view to select a visible row in an explicitly indexed
repeating group view.

The GET ROW VISIBLE statement is a companion to the FILTER statement.

This statement can be used to count the following rows:

• Number of rows visible or invisible so that the number of rows that were unfiltered or filtered can be displayed.
• Further process rows that were (not) filtered.

For example, the filter may have selected all accounts in ZIP Code 75208.

The next action is to add up all the balances for the selected ZIP Code. GET ROW VISIBLE is used to cycle through the
filtered rows and add up the balances.

A conditional statement may be used to test whether an implicitly indexed repeating group view is visible or not.

Implicitly Indexed Group Views
With implicitly indexed group views, the subscript is controlled using repetitive logic, such as READEACH.

Most group view statements can be used but, GET statements for HIGHLIGHTED, CLICK, and VISIBLE, are not available
for implicitly indexed group views. In their place are tests that can be made, such as IS (NOT) HIGHLIGHTED.

ADD EMPTY ROW adds BEFORE, AFTER, or at the current subscript. REMOVE ROW removes the row at the current
subscript location. Highlight and UNHIGHLIGHT also affect the row at the current subscript location.

The DISPLAY statement uses the syntax WITH CURRENT ROW AT TOP.
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Handle Repeating Groups

This article provides information for Handle Repeating Groups. Each repeating group view is defined as either Implicitly or
Explicitly subscripted.

Implicit Subscripting

If a repeating group view is implicitly subscripted, Gen tracks the position within the group view, so that no logic does this
explicitly.

For example, when the FOR EACH action is used, the Gen-generated procedure automatically jumps to the next
occurrence of the subject repeating group view of the FOR EACH after each iteration.

When the TARGETING clause is used, the generate procedure automatically jumps to the next occurrence of the targeted
repeating group view after each iteration (if the current occurrence is modified).

The following constructs support implicit subscripting and apply only to implicitly subscripted repeating group views:

• FOR EACH
• Targeting clause on the actions:

– FOR EACH
– READ EACH
– WHILE
– REPEAT

• Condition is:
– FULL
– NOT FULL
– EMPTY
– NOT EMPTY

Usually, implicit subscripting is sufficient for the handling of repeating group views, particularly during analysis.

However, some cases exist where the processing requirement for repeating group views exceeds the capabilities of
implicit subscripting. For example, it is impossible to iterate through two different repeating groups views simultaneously
using this technique. Likewise, the procedure logic cannot reverse direction or select arbitrary occurrences from the group.
In cases where such processing is required, explicit subscripting is helpful.

Explicit Subscripting

When explicit subscripting is used, the procedure logic must ensure that the proper occurrence of the repeating group
view is accessed at any given time. The current occurrence is identified by its subscript.

The value of the repeating group view subscript is a number that corresponds to its position in the repeating view.

For example, consider a circus application in which the names and relative sizes of the elephants of the circus are stored
in a repeating group view. It might look like this:

Elephant Name Size
DUMBO puny
HUMONGO large
KING FORTINBRAS THE BRAVE huge
LEON medium

If the repeating group view's subscript is set to 1, the occurrence for DUMBO is current. If it is set to 4, the occurrence for
LEON is correct.
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Subscript values are set using the SUBSCRIPT option of the SET action. Each explicitly indexed repeating group view
has a single subscript that is called SUBSCRIPT OF repeating-group-view. Assuming that the elephant list is stored in the
repeating group view Elephants, the following action points to the occurrence for KING FORTINBRAS THE BRAVE:

 SET SUBSCRIPT OF Elephants TO 3

When iterating through an explicitly subscripted repeating group view, the procedure logic must increment the subscript
explicitly and test for the end of the group explicitly.

The example that is shown in the next sample code causes the size of each elephant in the repeating group view to be set
to elephantine.

Explicit Subscripting Example
  --- SET SUBSCRIPT OF elephants TO 1

 |--- WHILE

 |        SUBSCRIPT OF elephants IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO LAST OF elephants

 |            SET elephant_size TO “elephantine”

 |            SET SUBSCRIPT OF elephants TO SUBSCRIPT OF elephants +1

  ---

 

In contrast, had the repeating group view elephants been defined as implicitly subscripted, the statement in the next figure
would accomplish the same result.

Implicit Subscripting Example
  --- FOR EACH elephants

 |        SET elephant_size TO elephantine

  ---

 

NOTE
Using implicit subscripting eliminates the need to initialize, maintain, and test the subscript value.

Certain action diagram constructs apply only to explicitly indexed repeating group views:

• FOR action
• SUBSCRIPT OF repeating-group-view special attribute
• LAST OF repeating-group-view special attribute identifies the highest subscript value for which a repeating group view

occurrence exists.
• MAX OF repeating-group-view special attribute identifies the maximum cardinality of the repeating group view.

SUBSCRIPT OF, LAST OF, and MAX OF are used in numeric expressions.

SUBSCRIPT OF and LAST OF can be the target of a SET statement.

How Gen Supports OLE

Gen supports OLE automation, Embedding, and OCXs (OLE custom controls) object linking and embedding concepts.

This explanation is an attempt to describe how Gen supports object linking and embedding concepts.

Gen supports the following object linking and embedding concepts:

• OLE automation
• Embedding
• OCXs (OLE custom controls)
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NOTE
This information pertains to Microsoft Win32 platforms only.

Gen Control through OLE Automation

OLE automation is controlling one application from within another application using objects. The objects that are used for
this purpose are known as object linking and embedding automation objects. An object linking and embedding automation
object is an exposed component of an object linking and embedding automation server.

Automation objects provide properties and methods that allow the Gen application to control the server application, as if
you were issuing commands in the other application.

A method is a function that acts on the object linking and embedding automation object. For example, if you are working
with a column in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, apply a method to the column to sum the numbers that are contained in
the cells of the column'.

Properties are the characteristics of an automation object that describe the object. For example, if you are working with a
column in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, the width of the column is a property that can be changed.

Not all object linking and embedding servers expose both methods and properties. If you are building a controller in
Gen, determine which methods and properties are available from the object linking and embedding servers that you are
using.

Gen supports OLE automation by acting as an object linking and embedding automation controller or an object linking and
embedding automation server.

Gen as an OLE Automation Controller

An object linking and embedding automation controller is an application that accesses and controls object linking and
embedding automation objects.

Gen can be an automation controller. For example, object linking and embedding automation allows you to operate OLE
server applications such as Microsoft Word or Excel, remotely. The following illustration shows this role.

In the illustration, communication is from the Gen application to the desktop application (for example, an Excel
spreadsheet). Gen acts as an object linking and embedding automation controller. Gen initiates the communication. The
desktop application is presented in its own window in the Gen application.

The other object linking and embedding application can have the following characteristics:

• Be external, including all of its presentation.
• Embed the presentation in the window of the Gen application. For more information, see Gen Control through

Embedding.

Gen as an OLE Automation Server

An object linking and embedding automation server is an application that can be accessed through methods and
properties and an automation controller.
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Gen can be an automation server. The following illustration shows this role.

In the illustration, communication is from a desktop application such as an Excel spreadsheet. The desktop application
initiates the communication. Gen becomes the object linking and embedding automation server.

The generation of the automation server is automatic. The following list shows the only tasks that you must perform:

• Adding the names to the controls and windows in the Gen model. For more information, see the section “Designing the
Graphical User Interface.”

• A default name is generated for each control that is placed on the window.
• Building scripts to access the interface
• These scripts are built outside the Gen application (for example, from Microsoft Excel or Visual Basic).

Use an OLE Automation Object

The following steps explain how to use an object linking and embedding automation object:

1. Dimension the object variable (create a work set in Gen).
2. Create an object (use a set statement to set a work view).
3. Set the object as the contents of the object variable (use a set statement to set a work view).
4. Do the work that you want to do with the object (use the invoke method statements to work with the object).
5. Clear the object when you are finished with it.

The next sample code illustrates an action diagram fragment that opens Microsoft Word and places the name of the
traveler into a field in a document.

 1-    --- EVENT ACTION word open

 2-   |    SET local guiobj word TO APPLICATION CreatObject(T:Word.Basic)

 3-   |    INVOKE local guiobj word AppShow()

 4-   |    INVOKE local guiobj word AppMaximize()

 5-   |    INVOKE local guiobj word FileOpen (T:d:\reservation.doc)

 6-   |    INVOKE local guiobj word EditGoTo (T:person)

 7-    --- INVOKE local guiobj word InsertField (T:export_selected_customer)

 

The following table explains the sample code:

Line Action
1 Builds an event to open a Word document and place information

into it, which is equivalent of the dimension statement (Step 1).
2 Sets a local view guiobj word to the CreateObject type library from

Word. This creates the object (Step 2 object).
3 Invokes a method to show the Word application.
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4 Invokes a method Word makes available to maximize the
application (in this case the application is already running on the
desktop).

5 Invokes a method to open the Word document reservation.doc.
6 Invokes a method to go the person place holder.
7 Invokes a method to insert the export view of the selected

customer into the person place holder.

Name Work Views for Manipulating OLE Objects

Because you use a significant number of work views for manipulating OLE objects, set the standards for naming them.

We recommend you to name them according to what objects you are manipulating. For example, name the workset Excel
and the attributes window, push button, and tool bar.

Gen Control through Embedding

Gen can control other OLE applications by embedding the presentation of the other OLE applications into the Gen
window. This action uses OLE compound documents (in-place editing) technology.

The Gen application runs the embedded application through action diagram statements.

Since the desktop application is embedded, presentation commands must be issued. The presentation commands are
simply action diagram statements.

Gen Control through OCXs

Gen supports OCXs (OLE custom controls).

Each OCX comes with its own set of events. Some events have the same names as the events Gen offers (for example,
CHANGED or OPEN), but the events that come with the OCX are available only to the control itself.

The following illustration shows an example of three OCXs, two of which are spin buttons, and the other is a calendar.

The calendar contains the following events that it makes available to the Gen application.
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• MOUSEDOWN
• MOUSEMOVE
• MOUSEUP
• ERROR
• CLICK
• DBLCLICK
• KEYDOWN
• KEYPRESS
• KEYUP
• CHANGE

The action diagram statements fill the events which are appropriate for each of the possible actions.

The OCX events provide some attributes. For example, the Calendar OCX CLICK event makes available an attribute that
is named the date. The next sample code provides an example of how the OCX CLICK event is used.

OCX Click Event
  --- EVENT ACTION flight_select_olecontrol1_click

 |   SET export flight departure_date to export change the date

 |   USE flight_server (procedure step)

 |       WHICH IMPORTS:  Entity View export flight to Entity View import

 |          flight

 |       WHICH EXPORTS:  Group View export_group FROM Group View

  ---       export_group_flight

 

The example in the sample code reads all flights from a certain departure city and a certain arrival city for a date that is
selected through the calendar CLICK event.

The CLICK event sets an export departure date to the attribute supplied by the OCX click event the date. It then remote
uses a server procedure to read the flights from the departure city to the arrival city on the specific date and returns a
group view of those flights.

External Action Blocks in Client Server Applications

You must use logic that was not defined using Gen. You can do this by using an external action block.

Use an external action block to do the following tasks:

• Bridge to an existing system
• Read from or write to an ASCII file
• Construct and print reports
• Perform database functions not supported by Gen
• Perform other C functions such as Gen assigns a small integer (8 bits) for number set to one position.
• If more granular typing (domain assignment) is required, an external action block can be used.

An external action block has only three components:

• Import views
• Export views
• External designation

An external action block contains no action statements of its own.
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The designation external on the action block definition indicates that a non-Gen-generated program is used to obtain the
data for the export view action block. This type of action block can be the object of a USE statement in normal Procedure
Action Diagrams or Blocks.

During construction, Gen ensures that the program that is referenced by the external action block is properly referenced
by Gen-generated programs.

The next sample code illustrates a Gen-defined Procedure Action Diagram that references an external date manipulation
routine called Date Services.

Procedure Action Diagram for Date Services
  --- CHECK_HOLIDAY

 |      IMPORTS: Entity View incoming customer

 |      EXPORTS:         Entity View work status

 |      LOCALS:            Entity View work date

 |

 |    SET work date  request TO HOLIDAY TEST

 |    USE date_services WHICH IMPORTS incoming customer work date

 |    WHICH EXPORTS work status

 |     --- IF work status flag IS EQUAL TO H

 |    |

 |     --- EXIT STATE IS shipment_requested_on_a_holiday

  ---

 

The next sample code shows the external action block definition of the date services routine.

External Action Block for Date Services
  ---

 |    DATE_SERVICES

 |        IMPORTS:  Entity View incoming work date

 |                  Entity View incoming work request

 |        EXPORTS: Entity View exported work status

 |    EXTERNAL

  ---

 

Copy with Substitution

Copy With Substitution lets you copy an existing action block or event and substitute data during the copy.

This capability saves time when you are completing similar actions on different data.

You can use Copy With Substitution when you want to select an event and copy that event either into the same
procedure, another procedure in the same business system, or another procedure outside the same business system.

For many of the events (for example, the OPEN event), you want to perform similar activities for all the list boxes. You can
build a standard OPEN event, which other designers can copy and substitute their own data.

The action block Copy With Substitution works by performing the following tasks:

• Selecting an existing action block that references a single entity type
• Replacing the reference to that entity type and its attributes with another entity type of choice
• Creating an action block
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For example, consider an action block that is named Add Employee. Its logic may be similar to an existing action block
called Add Customer. Using Copy With Substitution, you can request that an Add Employee action block be built from
Add Customer, substituting references to Customer with references to Employee. It may be used on procedure or action
blocks.

Copy With Substitution for an action block is presented as an alternative only when both of the following occur:

• The action block to be copied references entities of only one type.
• No relationships (except for ones involved with the entity type) are referenced in the action block.

Copy With Substitution has to make assumptions about the use of attributes. For this reason, you must check that the
action block produced by Copy With Substitution really does what it must.

Results of Procedure Logic Design

This article provides information for the results of procedure logic design.

You can see the following results after procedure logic design:

• Designed client procedures
• Designed server procedures

Error Handling in Client Server Applications
Gen handles runtime errors in client server applications and how to build logic to identify and communicate application
errors.

The ability to build Gen applications that can be distributed across multiple platforms opens up a key issue: how to capture
and communicate errors in a distributed environment.

Errors can be classified into two types:

• Runtime errors -- Gen automatically captures and communicates all runtime errors to users.
• Application errors -- The designer builds logic to identify and communicate application errors to users.

Handle Runtime Errors

Gen automatically captures all runtime errors in the client or the server. Runtime errors include all non-expected database
failures, communication, and teleprocessing monitor errors.

Gen automatically communicates runtime errors to users. Runtime error messages are displayed in a Gen dialog box.
When a message is displayed the user can view the message, save it to a disk file, and then continue to work with the
application. The message can be used for resolving the runtime error.

Design Error Handling in Applications

You are responsible for designing in the capture and reporting of application errors. Application errors include not found
conditions, validation errors, and security violations.

NOTE
This discussion assumes you are using the distributed process model design approach for client/server. This
model implies that business logic is split between a client procedure supporting primarily presentation and a
server procedure primarily supporting data access. Your distributed process model could be implemented across
multiple platforms or reside entirely on the workstation. (If the application executes entirely on the workstation, it
uses remote data services to access data.)

There are two types of application errors that must be captured when implementing client/server applications using the
distributed process model:
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• Client errors (those captured in the client procedure)
• Server errors (those captured in the server procedure)

Client Error Handling

Errors that are captured in the client procedure can be handled in the same way errors are handled for blockmode
and standalone GUI applications-the client procedure detects the error, sets the appropriate exit state, and the error is
displayed by the window manager.

For client procedures, this technique is the most flexible and easiest to implement.

Use exit states to capture client errors no matter what technique you use for capturing server errors.

Server Error Handling

The results of a server action must be communicated to the client procedure so the user can be informed about the
success or failure of a requested operation.

There are several design techniques to communicate errors from the server to the client. Each of the techniques provides
different capabilities.

The following list shows the techniques for handling server errors:

• Flow or remote use and exit states
• Exit states and action block
• Server-supplied error information

Use Flow or Remote Use and Exit States

The flow or remote use and exit states technique provides a quick mechanism to communicate errors back to the client.

The interaction between client and server procedure is the link flow or a remote use statement.

On a flow, Gen captures the exit states that cause the client to flow to the server (the Flows On Exit State) and the exit
state that causes the server to return to the client (the Returns on Exit State).

In the client/server environment, there is an implied return from a server to a client. Upon completion of the server, control
returns to the client regardless of what exit state is set in the server. Defining the returns on exit state is not necessary.

When Gen returns on a link flow or a remote use from the server to the client, it can display the message that is
associated with the exit state set in the server procedure when it completes.

To display a message, the exit state must have its message type that is defined as Informational, Warning, or Error. The
message is displayed automatically in a dialog box whether the returns on property is Execute First or Display First. After
the user presses the OK push button on the message box, if the client/server procedure interaction is a link flow, one of
the following two things happens:

• If the upon return property on the flow is defined Execute First, the client procedure is executed.
• If the upon return property on the flow is defined Display First, the primary window of the client procedure is displayed.

If the client/server procedure interaction is a remote use, then the next statement in the procedure logic (main or event
logic) executes.

Given this behavior, the server can set an exit state with the appropriate message to be displayed. At the client procedure,
the message displays automatically.

A link can have up to eight exit states that trigger a return to the client defined on the flow. However because there is
an implied return from the server to the client, defining the exit state is optional. As a result, the server has an unlimited
number of returning conditions.
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Each exit state set by the server represents a different condition in which the server may return to the client. Although
specifying the upon return exit states on a link flow is optional, an application may choose to identify them so that the
communication between the client and the server procedure is documented. This documentation of a flow helps in
maintaining the application.

The following list explains advantages of this technique:

• Gen handles the communication of the error messages from the server to the client. You do not have to design any
communication architecture to support error handling.

• The message box displayed to the user contains the appropriate icon to represent the type of error message being
displayed, which improves the quality of end-user communication.

• Changes to exit state messages are automatically applied by performing code generation on the affected components.
• Using exit states, you can design a flow to return the exit state from the server to the client, or a remote use will return

the value of the exit state. As a result, if the client procedure can perform some processing (such as case of exit state)
and determine what the server error was and determine how to handle it.

• You must turn off the error message (set it to “none”) on the return exit state if you want the client procedure to
interrogate the error before presenting the user with a message dialog box.

• Otherwise, if the exit state contains a message and it is error, warning, or informational, the window manager captures
that exit state and present the message to the user before it returns control to the procedure (regardless if it is Execute
First or Display First).

The following list explains disadvantages of this technique:

• Distribution is a concern with this technique.
• Changing an exit state requires the client and server procedure that use that exit state be generated and redistributed.

The reason is the exit state message is contained within the window manager as text. If the number of installed client
locations is high, this distribution could be a challenge.

Use Exit States and an Action Block

The exit state and action block technique are similar to the flow or remote use and exit states technique.

The exit state and action block technique provide a robust error handling mechanism because the client can detect what
has happened in the server. This mechanism can be effective in all types of applications. It provides an application the
ability to easily display messages by using the capabilities of Gen, and the technique lets a client procedure detect what
has happened in the server.

With this technique, an error code is returned from the server to the client to indicate the results of the requested action.
This is in addition to the exit state that causes the returns on flow or returning from the remote use.

The exit state is used to display the message. The returned error code is used by the client to execute action diagram
logic based on the results of the server. This error code is view that is matched as part of the data that is returned on a
flow or view that is matched with the remote use statement.

Setting exits states in the server procedure communicates the message to the client workstation. In addition, the returns
on property for the flow are defined as Execute First so that the returned error code can be evaluated.

An action block in the server can set the returned error code. The exit state set is evaluated and converted to an error
code that is then returned to the client.

The conversion action block logic would consist of one large case of exit state statement with a case for every exit state.
At the client procedure, the message is automatically displayed by the window manager (see the Using a Flow or Remote
Use and Exit States section in this section). The error code that is returned is then evaluated in the client procedure to
determine what processing may be required as a result of the server action.

The following list explains advantages of this technique:
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• Gen handles the communication of the error messages, the display of the error messages, and the implementation of
changes through code generation.

• The use of a return code enables the client procedure to determine what error has occurred in the server procedure.
• As a result, the client procedure can perform unique processing based on the code returned. This processing can

include flowing to another window or marking a field in error.

The following list explains disadvantages of this technique:

• Distribution is a concern with this technique.
• If this technique is used every time an exit state is changed in the server, the clients that use that server must also be

generated and redistributed.
• The maintenance of the exit state conversion action block could become difficult.
• Every time a new exit state is added the conversion action block would have to be updated and all servers would have

to be reinstalled.

Use Server-Supplied Error Information

For complex applications, the server-supplied error information technique provides a robust technique to error
handling. This technique eliminates the disadvantages of the other error handling techniques such as client distribution,
maintenance, and lack of flexibility. The cost of these advantages is that the application must build and maintain the error
message architecture. The type of application that may best use this approach is one with many clients that may have
messages change regularly.

With this technique, the server sends all the error information back to the client. This technique isolates the client
procedures from changes in server errors. The error information may include the error code, the message text, and the
message type (Error, Warning, or Informational).

The server contains an action block that converts the exit state to a code and populates the other information. To populate
the message and the type fields, the action block can use either set statements to assign literals, or read from a server-
based table that contains that message information. The server table option provides the greatest flexibility because a
message or message type can be changed without a logic change. For more information, see Create an Error Data Table.

After the message is assigned or read, it is returned using data that is returned on the flow or view that is matched with
the remote use statement.

After the message information is assigned, the procedure sets one of two exit states to trigger the return flow to the client.
One exit state is used when a rollback is necessary and the other when a rollback is not necessary. The exit state that is
used for rollback is defined with the rollback property set.

The exit states must be defined with a message type of “none” to prevent any unwanted message displays.

If a flow is used for the procedure interaction, define the flow returns on property as Execute First.

At the client procedure, if a server message must be displayed (determined by evaluating the message type), the client
flows, using a link, to an error message display procedure. It sends the message using view matching on the flow.

All clients in the business system must reuse the error message procedure.

The following list explains advantages of this technique:

• The client is isolated from having to process server error messages.
• All the client does is check the error type code to determine if a message must be displayed and display the error

message that is sent by the server. The server can add or change error messages without impacting the client. As a
result the client procedure is easier to maintain.

• The distribution of data or load modules that are caused by message changes at the server are eliminated because all
information is stored centrally.

• This makes management of the production environment simpler.

The following list explains disadvantages of this technique:
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• Appearance of the message dialog box.
• Gen does not have the capability to display the error, warning, and informational bit map icons on the dialog box.
• You must develop all the logic to support server errors.

Create an Error Data Table

The server-supplied error information error handling technique uses database tables to find the error information to
display.

The following table lists the attributes that are represented on the ERD.

Attribute Domain Length
Error Code -- Contains the error code for
the exit state.
This attribute is the identifier. It must
contain the first 5 characters of the exit
state name.

Text 5

Error Type -- Contains the code to identify
what is the type of the message. It contains
one of the following:
I (Informational)
W (Warning)
E (Error)
This attribute must contain the same value
as defined in the model for the exit state
type property. It is used by the client to
evaluate the severity of the error returned
to determine if the message must be
displayed. For example, a client procedure
can suppress all informational messages
that are received from the server.

Text 1

Error Action -- Contains the code to identify
the action for the server to perform when
this error is encountered.
The values for this attribute are either:
R (Rollback completion)
N (Normal completion)
The server uses the code to determine
which of the two returns on exit states to
set.
The value for this attribute must contain the
same value as defined in the model for the
exit state type property.

Text 1

Error Message -- Contains the message
that is displayed to the end user.
It must contain the same text that is defined
on the exit state message property.

Text 80

Error Handling Technique Selection

The techniques that are described in this section can all provide effective error handling for client/server applications.

The technique that you choose for an application depends on the type of application being developed:
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• For most applications, you must use the flow or remote use and exit states technique. This technique provides
the easiest and quickest way to handle client/server errors. You want to select the remote use as your procedure
interaction to allow more than the eight exit states allowed on a return flow.

• If you must use a flow for the client/server procedure interaction (perhaps you are putting error handling techniques in
an existing system before the remote use was available), one of the other techniques can be effective.

Concerns that must be addressed are the cost of maintenance and production administration for the application system:

• The exit states and action block technique help reduce the cost of development and maintenance because the code
generator implements the exit states automatically, but it may provide some challenges for application maintenance
and distribution.

• The Server Supplied Error Information technique provides some advantages in these areas because it does isolate the
client from changes in server errors, but it requires the application design the error handling architecture.

NOTE
To position applications to take advantage of future Gen software releases, always use exit states and
messages in the server procedure steps.

NOTE
To choose an error handling technique, map the capabilities of each technique to the needs of the requirements
for an application and select the technique that best meets those needs.

You can modify the chosen technique to better meet the needs of the application. For example, modifying a technique to
return more than one error condition from the server to the client.

Standardize Error Codes

In several of the error handling techniques, an error code is used to communicate the server error to the client. This error
code is directly related to exit states.

Maintaining this relationship is an important consideration to the assignment and management of the error codes. You
must establish a naming convention for both exit states and error codes to enable this association.

An effective approach is to develop a code that prefixes all exit state names and represent the error code for that exit
state.

The following table provides examples of a five-character code:

Exit State Error Code
AA001_Customer_Not_Found AA001
AA002_Customer_Add_Not_Successful AA002
AA003_Customer_Type_Invalid AA003

In this example, the error code is made up of two parts:

• The first two characters (AA) contain a unique code that is assigned to every business system.
• This code ensures that exit state names and error codes are not duplicated.
• The last three characters (001, 002, 003) are a numeric sequence number.

The business system is the boundary for this sequence number. Every time a new exit state is added to the business
system the last number assigned is incremented by one and used to name the new exit state.

Security in Client Server Applications
Design security into client/server applications for an application that uses the distributed process model for client/server
applications.
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Applications that use remote data access can apply some of the techniques with modifications.

Ensuring security of the client/server application is an important design consideration for all projects. Transaction
environments are configured to use security when they require restricted access to their set of available transactions.
Each transaction request that is received by a secured target server must contain security data such as a user ID and
password. The target server uses the security data to grant execution access to users which it deems as authorized.

Client/server application security has two major components:

• Identify and verify the user at both the client and server
The identification of the user includes capturing the security data of the person using the client software and providing
the security data to the server. The security data is the user ID, password, and optionally a security token.

• Prevent unauthorized access to an application or its functions
After the user is identified at the client and server, the access rights of that user must be determined and
the application that is secured within the application itself.
Securing a transaction and its functions is the responsibility of the application designer. Gen verifies security in the
server environment only.

User Identification

This article provides information for User Identification. The identification of the user is a function of the client or client
manager software.

With Gen, security is a function of the distributed processing client, client manager, transaction environment, and
distributed processing server software.

The user ID and password are both available in action diagramming statements. Therefore the user ID and password can
be entered by the user in a graphical user interface and set in an action diagram statement or set in an action diagram
statement by the system designer. The graphical user interface in this case is probably part of the user login process.

If the client software does not identify the user, it can be done at the client manager level through a login process or using
the client manager configuration files.

The client manager has the responsibility to derive the security data to be used for each cooperative request. A
cooperative request is the instance of the data flowing as a result of a remote use statement or a link flow.

Assuming the server transaction environment has enabled security, for example, the asynchronous daemon is started with
the -l option or a CICS connection is enabled for attach time security, then the target server uses the security data to grant
access to users which it deems authorized. At the server, the security data is checked. How the check is performed varies
by server environment.

The following illustration shows how security is implemented. The top portion of the illustration provides the
implementation for a client-to-server procedure interaction and the middle portion of the figure shows the implementation
for a server-to-client procedure interaction and the lower portion of the illustration shows the implementation for a
communications bridge.
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The following table provides descriptions of the parts of this illustration.

Key Description
1 The client software is the code that is generated from the action

diagramming statements in the client procedures. The user ID and
password are both available in action diagramming statements.
Therefore the user ID and password can be entered by the user in
a graphical user interface and set in an action diagram statement
or set in an action diagram statement by the system designer.

2 The Cooperative Runtime constructs the communication message
and invokes the security token user exit.
This security token user exit has the ability to influence whether
the security data is placed into the communication message.
The security data can be supplemented by the generation of a
security token using external security software such as adding
Kerberos capability. The user exit allows you to enter the length of
the token along with the value of the token itself.

3 Encryption is not required, but this user exit is invoked in the case
you require encryption to be used.
The client encryption user exit allows you to use your own or
a third-party encryption capability. This routine encrypts the
communication message from the client software to the server
software.
If the user exit return value indicates that encryption was used,
the runtime sets a flag in the communication message indicating
the communication message is encrypted. This allows the client
manager and server runtime to know that the communication
message is encrypted. This implies that you must use a decryption
routine that decrypts according to the encryption routine used.
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4 Each target server that is configured in the Client Manager has
an associates security level which can be set to remote, defer,
or none. The default security level in the Client Manager can be
set to none or remote. For more information, see Understanding
Distributed Processing and Working With the Client Manager.
A security level that is associated with a target server can be set
to remote in one of two ways:
The target server security level is set to remote.
The target server security level is set to defer and the Client
Manager default security level is remote.
In both of these cases, the target server security is derived to be
remote.

5 The client manager must determine where to obtain the security
data to be used for conversation startup. If you set the flag in the
security token user exit to:
BOOLEAN YES -- The security data is specified by the client
software and extracted by the client manager.
BOOLEAN NO -- The security data is provided by the client
manager configuration data.

6 Derive the user ID and password for the target server that is
used in the conversation setup. At this point the security level of
the target server has been derived as remote, the user ID and
password is first assigned from the target server information.
If both the user ID and password are blank in the target server,
then the conversation setup security information is obtained from
the client manager defaults.
If the user ID and/or password are defined in the target server,
then the conversation setup security information is obtained from
the target server.
If both the user ID and password are blank in the target server and
blank in the client manager, then blanks are used for both the user
ID and password in the conversation setup security information.

7 The client manager checks to see if the security information
from the client software is encrypted. This flag was set by the
cooperative runtime based on information that is returned from the
client encryption user exit. If the flag is set to:
BOOLEAN YES -- The communication message is encrypted.
BOOLEAN NO -- The communication message is not encrypted.

8 Extract the security data information out of the communication
message (as opposed to deriving the information from the client
manager configuration - see #6).

9 This user exit allows for the use of your own or a third-party
decryption capability to decrypt the communication message.
A key point here is that the decryption routine used for the client
manager and the communication bridge (if used) must decrypt the
information correctly from the encryption routine that is used in
client encryption user exit.
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10 The conversation instance data user exit provides the opportunity
to interrogate, use, or modify the selected user ID and/or
password that is used by the conversational transport LU6.2.
Example: Translate a lower case password to upper case.
The user exit can be enabled or disabled. This user exit is called
during the initialization of the client manager and communication
bridge (if used). If the user exit returns disabled, it is invoked as
long as the client manager (or communication bridge) is running. If
the user exit returns enabled, it is invoked for each conversation.
Any modifications that are made to the user ID and/or password in
this user exit do not change the information in the communication
message. The extracted, and possibly modified, data is for use
only by the target server associated transport layer.

11 The server runtime checks the communication message to see if
the flag is set indicating whether the communication message is
encrypted or not. If the communication message is encrypted, the
server decryption user exit is invoked.

12 The server decryption user exit allows you to use your own or
a third-party decryption capability. This routine decrypts the
communication message from the client software.
A key point here is that the decryption routine that is used on the
server must decrypt the information correctly from the encryption
routine that is used in the cooperative runtime.

13 This user exit allows you to use your own or a third-party security
package in the server environments.

14 The server software is the code that is generated from the action
diagramming statements in the server procedures.

15 Extract the client manager derived security data from the
communication message. See #6 for how the security data was
derived in the client manager.

The following table provides security level, user ID, and password examples for target server, client manager, and derived
security data.

Target Server Client Manager DerivedSecurity Data
Security level
User ID
Password

remote
good-bye
dolly

none or remote
hello
world

good-bye
dolly

Security level
User ID
Password

remote
good-bye
<blank>

none or remote
hello
world

good-bye
<blank>

Security level
User ID
Password

remote
<blank>
dolly

none or remote
hello
world

<blank>
dolly

Security level
User ID
Password

remote
<blank>
<blank>

none or remote
hello
world

hello
world

Security level
User ID
Password

remote
<blank>
<blank>

none or remote
<blank>
<blank>

<blank>
<blank>
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Security level
User ID
Password

remote
<blank>
<blank>

none or remote
hello
<blank>

hello
<blank>

Security level
User ID
Password

remote
<blank>
<blank>

none or remote
<blank>
world

<blank>
world

Security level
User ID
Password

defer
good-bye
dolly

remote
hello
world

good-bye
dolly

Security level
User ID
Password

defer
good-bye
<blank>

remote
hello
world

good-bye
<blank>

Security level
User ID
Password

defer
<blank>
dolly

remote
hello
world

<blank>
dolly

Security level
User ID
Password

defer
<blank>
<blank>

remote
hello
world

hello
world

Security level
User ID
Password

defer
<blank>
<blank>

remote
<blank>
<blank>

<blank>
<blank>

Security level
User ID
Password

defer
<blank>
<blank>

remote
hello
<blank>

hello
<blank>

Security level
User ID
Password

defer
<blank>
<blank>

remote
<blank>
world

<blank>
world

How to Prevent Unauthorized Access in Applications

To prevent unauthorized access in applications, application security includes transaction security and functional security.

Application security includes securing the transaction and all functions within a transaction:

• Transaction security denies or permits user access to one or more transactions.
For example, transaction security prevents a non-manager from accessing the maintain payroll transaction.

• Transaction security is typically a requirement of all application systems.
• Functional security determines access for a user that is based on the transaction function being attempted.

For example, functional security allows a manager to access the maintain payroll transaction but prevents a non-
finance manager from approving the payroll.

• Functional level security is less common.

Design Transaction Security

You can design transaction security in one of the following ways:

• Use an external security package
• Build logic
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Use an External Security Package

Wherever possible design transaction security without application programming because it is easier to implement and
change.

This type of security can be done by using an external security package, such as RACF or ACF/2, that is automatically
invoked by the teleprocessing monitor when a transaction executes.

When the user requests the execution of a transaction the external security package must automatically validate that the
logged on user ID can execute that transaction. If this check fails, access to the transaction is denied, and no application
logic is executed.

Using CICS as the server environment, this automatic checking is achieved easily and is external to the application.
Transaction security for servers is set up and checked in the same manner as blockmode applications.

NOTE
For more information about these security issues, see Host Encyclopedia Construction

Code Security Logic

In environments without a teleprocessing monitor, such as UNIX and Linux, application logic must be coded for
transaction security. To build logic for transaction security, the first thing a server must do is validate authorization for a
user.

There are two ways an application can validate transaction security:

• Automatic transaction security checking can be simulated by using Gen TIRSECR user exit.
– The server manager automatically calls this exit, and it can be customized to verify that the user who is logged on

can execute the transaction. Both the user ID and transcode are supplied as input to the exit.
– After the TIRSECR exit completes, the server manager checks the return code exported.
– A space in this code indicates that the user has authority to execute the transaction.
– A non-blank value indicates a security violation.
– The exit also exports a message field, a COBOL (z/OS only) or C variable that contains the error message to be

displayed to the user. If a security violation is detected by the server manager (a non-blank value in the return code
field), Gen abnormal termination routines are invoked, and the message that is exported by the TIRSECR exit is
displayed to the user.

– The TIRSECR routine is automatically linked into every load module during installation.
– The COBOL (z/OS only) or C code skeletons for the TIRSECR user exit routine are supplied with the

implementation toolset. Any code can be placed in the exit routine to validate security. However, the code added to
the skeletons must be written in COBOL (z/OS only) or C. Typically the code does the following:

– A read of a file or database is done to determine if the user has access to the transaction.
– If the user does not have authority the return code and message fields are set. These fields can be set to any value.

A non-blank character in the return code causes the server manager to stop the execution of the transaction and
display the exported message field to the user.

– If the user does have authority to execute the transaction, the return code and message are blanked.
– Calls to Gen-generated action blocks, such as the Security Template action block, can be placed within this exit.

However, the calls to these action blocks must be written in COBOL (z/OS only) or C, not in Gen action diagram
logic.

– Modifications to the TIRSECR user exit can be made once. All transactions using the Implementation Toolset
automatically link in the modified exit.

– If you use the TIRSECR user exit is used, you do not have to build any action diagram logic for security. All
transactions receive the security logic as part of the installation of the load module. As a result, transaction security
is obtained in a way similar to using an external security package.

• Transaction security can also be accomplished by invoking a common or external action block within the procedure.
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– This action block call must be one of the first statements in the procedure.
– The called/used action block first must import the user ID and transaction code. Then the logic must read a file or a

database table to determine the transaction authority for the imported information:
– If the user has the appropriate transaction authority, the action diagram returns an exit state or return code that

allows further processing.
– If a user does not have the appropriate transaction authority, the execution of the transaction is terminated, and a

message is returned to the client procedure.
This approach is similar to the way Gen Security Template implements security.
By placing the transaction authorization check within the procedure, an application has control over what information
is available to check authorization and what information is returned from the check. Using the TIRSECR user exit, the
information that is imported and exported is fixed and cannot be changed. An example of some additional information
that may be required is a password. If the information imported and exported by the TIRSECR user exit is not sufficient
to meet the security requirements of the application, then using a common or external action block may be necessary.
The disadvantage of this approach is that transaction security is not automatic, and application logic must be coded in
every procedure. This disadvantage makes maintenance of security logic costlier.

NOTE
For information about the TIRSECR exit, see User Exits .

Design Functional Security

Functional security restricts access to application functions within a procedure. The application must provide all logic to
implement functional security.

The approach to implementing functional security in a client/server environment is similar to the common action block
option for implementing application coded transaction security. For more information, see Coding Security Logic.

The functional security check must occur early in the procedure by using a common or external action block, preferably
one of the first statements.

The called or used action block first must import the user ID, transaction code, and function requested. Then the logic
must read a file or a database table to determine the transaction authority for the imported information:

• If a user does not have the appropriate functional authority, the execution of the transaction is terminated and a
message is returned to the client procedure.

• If the user does have the appropriate functional authority, the action diagram returns an exit state or return code that
allows further processing.

This approach is similar to how the Gen Security Template implements security.

Functional security can be enhanced in the client/server environment by enabling or disabling controls in the Gen GUI
designer. Disabled controls on a GUI window can prevent a user from selecting an item to which they do not have access.
By extending the functional security to the client window, the security integrates effectively with the GUI interface, and the
usability increases for the application.

For example, a customer information list procedure contains two functions, detail the customer information and view the
customer credit history. Selecting a push button starts both functions.

Access to view customer credit history is limited to loan officers only. When a loan officer opens this window, both push
buttons can be selected. When any other user opens the window the detail customer information push button is enabled,
but the view credit history is disabled. The window manager prevents the non-loan officer user from selecting the push
button.

The disabling can also proactively prevent unauthorized use. If the push button were not disabled, the non-loan officer
user could select the view credit history button and be notified of a security violation after the selection.
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The type of functional security that is described in this example can be implemented in all client/server applications. The
security information that is used for disabling is retrieved from the server. The GUI controls are disabled based on that
information.

Follow these steps:

1. On all GUI windows that have controls (such as push buttons and menu items) and require security, create an import
and export work attribute view for each control to be secured.
The views must contain a 1-byte attribute for each control that is disabled. The attribute holds either a Y or a space:
– The Y indicates that the user has access to the control and can perform the function that is represented by the

control.
– A space indicates that the user does not have access to the control and cannot perform the function.
The flag attribute is populated by the server procedure through an export view. Using the customer information list
example, the secured control is the view customer credit history push button.
The import and export views to secure the push button are:
– IMPORT SECURE
– CREDIT_HISTORY_FLAG

and
– EXPORT SECURE

CREDIT_HISTORY_FLAG
2. Place the flags on the window so that the Disabled By feature of the window painter can be used to disable the

controls if necessary.
Hide the flags from the user by one of these methods:
– Extending the window or dialog box beyond its normal size
– Adding a read-only attribute in an extreme corner of the window
– Resizing the attribute to the smallest size
– Returning the window to its normal size
In the customer information list example, the EXPORT SECURE CREDIT_HISTORY_FLAG is placed on the window
(see Step 1).

3. After the flag is placed on the window, use the Disabled By feature of the GUI painter to detail each control that
requires disabling. Set each control to be disabled when the appropriate attribute flag does not have data.
It is important that a space in the flag attribute indicate no access because when a window is initiated all functions
are disabled. If Y indicated no access then when the window is initiated, then all functions would be enabled.
Continuing with the customer information list procedure example, the view customer credit history push button would
be disabled in the following way:
 THE PUSH BUTTON 'View Credit' IS DISABLED WHEN

 ENTRY FIELD 'Credit_History_Flag' DOES NOT HAVE DATA

 

Enable and disable the controls by defining each client procedure as Execute First. This property must be set for all
procedure interactions and the clear screen input property of the procedure.
The client procedure action diagram must have logic for the initial execution of the client that is sent to the server
procedure to determine what functions the user can perform. This initial check can occur either by itself or bundled
with another service request.
The following sample code shows example action diagram logic for retrieving security information for the function
Security Check.
  ---

 |    CASE OF COMMAND

 |     ---

 |    |    CASE firstime

 |    |

 |    |--- NOTE*****************************
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 |    |    Initial execution               

 |    |    Get function Security Information

 |    |    *********************************

 |    |    COMMAND IS security

 |    |    USE PSTEP server (or EXIT STATE IS link_to_server)

 |    |    CASE grafdel

 |     ---

  ---

 

4. At the server, a service must be provided that accepts as input the transaction code of the client procedure and the
logged on user ID. It must return to the client procedure the access flags that hold the authority of the user. The
following sample code is the action diagram logic that is contained within the server for the functional security check.
The following sample code shows an example action block for checking security authorizations for the function
Security Check.
  ---

 |    CASE OF COMMAND

 |     ---

 |    |    CASE security

 |    |

 |    |    NOTE**********************************

 |    |    Check Security Authorizations for user

 |    |

 |    |    USE check_security

 |    |    WHICH IMPORTS: Work View import client_procedure_step

 |    |    WHICH EXPORTS: Work View export secure

 |    |

 |    |    CASE initial

 |     ---

  ---

 

5. Functional security must be re-validated at the server with each request for a secured function to assure integrity.

Security Approach Selection

The security approaches described in this section provides sufficient transaction and functional security for most
application systems.

These approaches can be enhanced to meet other security requirements such as data or sub-functional security. For
these additional requirements, you have to develop the application logic that functions similarly to the functional security
technique.

Using the approaches outlined, security for client/server applications becomes a server function.

The following list explains advantages of locating security within the server:

• All the authorization data and the security logic are located in one location. This enables security changes to be
implemented more easily.

• Security functions are located in a more secure environment than on personal workstations. This provides a higher
degree of integrity.

By integrating the security approaches in this section with the capabilities of Gen, you can achieve effective transaction
and functional security for an application. As a result, a client/server application can be secured as effectively as any
blockmode application.

In addition, by integrating GUI design capabilities, you can significantly improve the usability of an application.
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Designing Blockmode Applications
This article provides information for Designing Blockmode Applications. The blockmode design process begins with the
results of analysis.

During system development using Gen, designers use the information that is discovered during analysis as the basis for
describing an information system that can satisfy the needs of the business.

The system description can be used to build and test a prototype iteratively until the users are satisfied with the design.

You can construct and test a system that is based on this design.

NOTE
For information about the techniques and best practices for client-server, see Designing Client-Server
Applications.

Design Process

The process concludes when you have a system design ready for construction.

The following illustration shows the sequence of activities that make up the blockmode design process.

NOTE
Analysis is optional for the blockmode design. You can design the data structure anytime after the system
structure design.

Objectives of Design

Your goals for design activities are designing and confirming the external aspects of the system with end-user
representatives.
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You, the designer, must ensure that the external design of the system is suitable for the proposed business users and
locations and broadly suitable in technology for the expected volume and speed of response. You probably want to defer
consideration of detailed technical issues until the users agree on the functionality of the design, its form, and its suitability
to meet the business objectives for developing the system.

For example, an analyst has discovered that the business must keep track of customers. You have defined an elementary
process, named Add Customer, in which the rules for adding a customer are specified to support this requirement.

To implement the process during design, address issues such as shown next:

• Should the customers be added online, in batch, or both?
• If online, must a user be allowed to add multiple customers in a single execution?
• How must the user interface (screen or window) look, and how must the user interact with it?
• Should the process Add Customer be combined with other elementary processes, such as Change Customer and

Delete Customer, into a single procedure?

There are other objectives of design or constraints on the form of the system. For example, management wants the new
system to exploit and protect investment in other systems wherever possible. This involves designing procedures to
make effective use of current systems and data. You hear the term legacy that is applied to current applications and data
storage structures that survive into the new system. Management also wants you to design the new system to work with
some other system that is planned or under parallel development.

Gen Tools for Design

Throughout design, you can add detail to the business system model using the tools listed in the following table.

Gen Tool How to Use It

Dialog Design Defining procedures and designing dialog.

Action Diagram Designing procedure logic.

Data Structure List and Data Store List Displaying the physical structure of the database and modifying
that physical structure.

Procedure Synthesis Automating the construction of procedure action diagrams.

Structure Chart Showing the relationship between implemented action blocks and
procedure action diagrams.

Screen Design Designing screen layouts.

NOTE
This section deals primarily with design techniques, not with a detailed description of the use of Gen tools.

Gen Construction Toolsets can generate code for a wide variety of target operating systems, database management
systems, presentation management environments, and teleprocessing monitors. Usually, you can use the results of
design directly for construction.

In other cases, Design Toolset reports can be collected for a system specification to be used in implementing procedures
manually.

Preparing for Designing
This article provides information for Preparing for Designing. Completing analysis before beginning design is optional.

For more information about performing analysis, see Analyzing.
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Design Process

The following illustration lists the deliverables from preparing for design and shows where you are in the overall design
process.

Design Team Selection

The membership for the design organization come from the following functional organizations:

• The Information Management function - Systems designers are experienced with system development in general and
design techniques in particular.

• The user community - User representatives are able to determine end-user needs and help designers translate those
needs into the design. Some or all the user representatives who participated in analysis also participate in design.

In the organizations with a formal quality program in place, the design team also needs access to a quality assurance
coordinator from within the organization. This ensures that the resulting system meets the quality standards of the
organization.

Understand Analysis Results

Design team members who participated in analysis are acquainted with the characteristics of the business to be
supported by the system.

Designers new to the development project need time to review and familiarize themselves with the results of analysis.
They develop a clear picture of both the underlying Information Architecture and the work environment of the user. They
therefore take time to understand the data that the business deals with, the activities the business performs, and the
interaction between the two.

For all designers, a detailed understanding of these components is essential.
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For more information about the tasks, tools, and techniques that are used during analysis, see the Analysis Phase.

Review the Business System Definition

The Business System Definition identifies which business systems implement which elementary processes.

For information about establishing business system boundaries that are based on the results of analysis, see Analysis.

Review the project scope and implementation plan to determine the following items:

• What business systems are created to support the business requirements.
• Which elementary processes are implemented by the business system being developed by the project.
• In what sequence those elementary processes are implemented.

If this information is not available, complete the missing details before beginning any work in design. Use Gen's Analysis
Toolset to review analysis results. If you have not already done so, define the business systems in Gen.

Specify Business Systems to Gen

Review the clustered Entity Type/Elementary Process Matrix. After you have addressed all anomalies and firmly defined
all clusters, you can define the business systems in Gen.

Perform the following tasks to define business systems in Gen:

• Give each business system a name.
• If names have not yet been specified for the business systems that are discovered during cluster analysis, they must

be invented now.
• There are no firm rules governing the formulation of business system names. Simply choose words that express the

function of the system.
• Select the elementary processes that each named business system implements.
• Use the clustered matrix to identify the elementary processes belonging to each business system, bypassing any that

were not selected for implementation.

Set Development Standards

One aim of design is to create a consistent user interface for the system being constructed. This is especially important in
an online environment where ambiguity can lead users to make serious mistakes.

Some standards are common to many systems, which are set at a corporate level. Some standards are set for a specific
development project.

Standards apply to the following functional design areas:

• Procedure style
• User interface
• Reusable logic
• Quality

Choose a Procedure Style

The automated procedures employ the styles most appropriate for each type of system user. In design, this involves
deciding which style is used for each procedure in a system.

The choice of procedure style is limited by organizational standards, which are influenced by:
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• Strategic direction - There might be a policy to develop systems to a preferred style. For example, if the organization
has standardized use of a database management system supporting distributed data, “remote data access” is
preferred.

• Target production environment - The best style option can involve the use of powerful client machines. If these are not
in place, that style option might not be possible.

• Cost - The cost of implementing different styles vary. Some are prohibitively expensive.

The frequency of procedures that are performed and their physical location also influence the choice of styles for the
system. Several activities are performed in one location only, and so not distributed.

The system has to reuse a significant amount of code from existing systems or off-the-shelf packages. This influences the
choice of style.

Set User Interface Standards

User interface standards ensure that users are presented with consistent displays, error messages, and commands
in all the systems they use. This requires setting standards that are uniform across the entire organization, while also
conforming to industry guidelines for user interfaces, for example, Common User Access (CUA).

Set Reusable Logic Standards

It is essential to document all new procedure logic and reused existing code and follow standards that will allow for its
reuse, both within this system and for future systems.

Set Quality Standards

Adhering to several quality standards and guidelines during design ensures that the system meets its intended purpose
and achieves a certain “quality threshold.” These are corporate standards.

System Defaults Standards

Before design work begins, specify standards for system defaults through the System Defaults panels in the Design
Toolset. You can establish other standards using individual tools in the Toolsets.

Tool standards relate to the following system defaults:

• Commands
• Function keys
• Screen video properties
• Screen formats
• Clear screen input delimiters
• Field edit properties
• Field prompts
• Common exit state definitions
• Dialect

Commands Standards

A command provides a way for a user to direct the execution of a procedure.

Commands are consistent across the system so that users are comfortable in their choice of commands, regardless of the
procedure being executed. The lack of standards can cause confusion.

For example, select the command D to mean DISPLAY while another designer selects D to mean DELETE. Such an
ambiguity can have serious consequences.

Function Key Assignments Standards

Function keys (also named PF keys) are available on many types of video display terminals.
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You can use function keys to provide a shorthand way for users to communicate commands to procedures in various
online and graphical environments. For example, you could specify that pressing Function Key 10 have the same effect as
entering the command ADD.

If a function key represents a particular command, it represents that same command in all procedures that use it. For
example, if Function Key 1 invokes the command CHANGE in one procedure and Function Key 10 invokes it in another,
this result in user confusion and error.

You can define function keys as a standard or default:

• Standard-You cannot override a standard function key. For example, no matter what procedure is being executed,
Function Key 1 means Help.

• Default-You can override a default function key. For example, procedures that support a Display command all use
Function Key 4 for display, but a procedure with no Display capability can use Function Key 4 to represent some other
command.

Gen supports the maintenance of both standard and default function keys across the system.

Screen Video Properties Standards

Standards for the use of highlighting and colors are important. All data entry fields must be one color or intensity, prompts
and literals another, and fields in error yet another.

Window and Screen Format Standards

The general format of screens must remain consistent throughout a system. For example, error messages must appear at
the same place on each screen, and users must enter commands at the same place on each screen. Gen accomplishes
this standardization by establishing screen design templates.

Clear Screen Input Delimiters Standards

Permissible parameter and string delimiters for clear screen input to a procedure are defined if any procedure in the
business system uses Clear Screen Input.

Field Edit Pattern Standards

Edit patterns dictate the output format of a field (for example, the preferred format for a date field) on a display or report.

Use consistent edit patterns for fields containing the same information. In a system with part numbers, for example, one
designer might cause a part number to be displayed as “123456789,” while another might format it as 12-34567/89. Such
inconsistency could lead to confusion.

Gen supports the maintenance of standard edit patterns to help enforce consistency throughout a system.

Field Prompt Standards

Where possible, standardize field prompts. Use one common prompt for fields implementing the same attribute.

For example, if the attribute Customer Number appears on two displays, a user has a better chance of recognizing it as
the same value on both displays if a consistent label is used (such as CUSTOMER NUMBER) rather than two different
ones (such as CLIENT NUM: on one and CUST NUM: on the other).

Gen supports the standardization of prompts by reminding the designer of all previous prompts that are used to describe a
particular attribute. This help becomes available whenever you place a field using the Screen Design tool.

Common Exit State Definition Standards

During design, an exit state can be associated with a message that appears on the display.

It is wise to establish standard exit state definitions for outcomes or results common to many procedures, most notably
successful outcomes.
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For example, if processing was successful, a procedure might set the exit state to REQUESTED OPERATION
COMPLETE. However, if a problem is detected, such as an invalid value entered for the command special attribute, the
outcome might be INVALID COMMAND.

Exit state definitions are shared across all the business systems and business areas that are defined in a single model.

Specify Multiple Dialects

The generating business system uses the same language as that specified for the Gen model. You can specify an extra
dialect.

Before the system is generated, anything that affects the language that is used in the user interface must be translated
into the additional dialect. This includes literals on layouts, commands, and messages.

The transition plan may call for the system to be generated in different locations for different dialects. In this case, several
translations must be performed on copies of their completed design.

If you must use several dialects within a system, contact Broadcom Support for information on the options available.

Confirm the Transition Strategy

The overall concern of transition is with changing the business and its systems together to support a new set of business
requirements.

Although transition is still some way off at this point, you must consider the transition strategy now. If a strategy has
already been produced during analysis, it must be reviewed and revised.

The following transition issues are critical:

• Responsibility - Who is responsible for transition? What information is needed?
• Location of data - In a distributed environment, where is the data stored? What processing must be used to maintain

it and provide it to applications? You must know the location names to be used whenever a procedure must select a
location.

• Loading new databases - This is how the newly implemented entities are populated initially, either manually or through
a conversion program, all at once or portions at a time. If you decide to use a conversion program, someone must
design and construct it.

• Replacing old systems with new-This is how the newly implemented system is phased in while the old ones phase out.
– The new system may replace the old system overnight or the old and new systems may run in parallel.
– The new system may be implemented all at once or a portion at a time.

Duplicate maintenance may be required to synchronize the old and new databases, and possibly to integrate them, which
also requires maintenance. Such duplicate maintenance could be handled dynamically, or synchronization transactions
may be batched.

The decisions are largely dependent on the organization, but the intent here is to fire the imagination to consider transition
issues.

These considerations may yield a requirement for some special procedures to be designed for transition, or may point out
some special transition logic to be addressed during procedure logic design.

Identifying and addressing transition issues at this point helps you avoid later unpleasant surprises for the user.

Prepare a Documentation Plan

You must establish a documentation plan defining the requirements for:

• Online help
• Training
• Reference and technical guides
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Define Online Help Requirements

In an online environment, documentation can be provided directly to users through their workstations or terminals.

An online help system is useful to infrequent users who need constant assistance in performing normal operations, and to
frequent users who attempt unusual or complex operations.

You must consider including online help before starting system structure design. Providing online help influences the
menu design. You also want to word your definitions so that you can use them in the help documentation. This avoids
duplication of effort.

In organizations with an online help system already in place, you must investigate whether the business system can be
designed to use this help system.

If a help facility is unavailable, you must consider providing procedures that display help information as part of the design.

Consider the needs of non-English speakers when planning the help system.

Define Training Requirements

Planning for training is an important aspect of design. Good training helps ensure that the users are introduced to a
system in the best possible way.

Training for users can be conducted by many different techniques, from formal classroom courses, and self-study tutorials,
to informal learning on the job scripts.

The delivery medium for training can range from online interactive multimedia tutorials to hand-written demonstration
notes.

There are several types of users, such as a regular user, supervisor, and system administrator. You must determine the
most appropriate training technique and medium for each type of user.

Define Reference and Technical Guide Requirements

Reference and technical guides must accurately describe the system. If the guides are accurate and complete, they can
be used both by users and developers wishing to reuse system components.

Capture Data Requirements Identified During Design

Gen automatically transforms the conceptual data model, expressed as a Data Model Diagram during analysis, into a
database definition during design.

However, when addressing implementation issues, you might use the conceptual model in different ways than were
expected during analysis. Sometimes, you might invent other types of data that is needed in a particular implementation.

Gen provides the following techniques for capturing data requirements that are identified during design:

Special Attributes

Gen supplies variables called special attributes that can be used to communicate with the execution environment.

Special attributes include:

• Current Date
• Error Message
• Transaction Code

Local Data Views

The sole purpose of a local data view is to provide a temporary store for attribute values that are to be referenced in action
statements.

Unlike import and export data views, a local data view cannot:
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• Receive/present data to or from displays.
• Receive/present data to or from called procedure action blocks, except in the context of a USE statement.
• Communicate with the underlying data model, unlike entity action views.

Work Attribute Sets

When you must satisfy an implementation-specific data requirement by creating a view of an item that is not known in the
data model, you must define a new data item. In Gen such data items are included in work attribute sets. You use work
attribute sets to keep track of execution-time information such as totals and counts.

Work attribute sets are composed of attribute definitions but are not referred to as entity types because they do not reflect
the permanently stored reality of the business.

Work attribute sets work is similar to entity types in many ways. For example, they can:

• Appear in import, export, and local views
• Be placed on layouts
• Be passed by a USE action in an action diagram

Entity actions (CREATE, READ, UPDATE, and DELETE) are not available for work attributes. This prevents them from
finding their way into the database.

Design Entity Types

Sometimes, you might store implementation-specific data that is discovered during design. When this is so, and the
requirement is clearly not related to the business itself, you may define a design entity type.

Gen accepts both business entity types and design data. You can add design data definitions as entity types and
attributes to the data model defined previously in analysis.

Design data might be used to maintain the following information:

• Security information for the business system, such as user IDs and passwords
• Quality and productivity statistics, such as error rates of high volume procedures and keystrokes per hour, for users of

the business system
• Information specific to a particular implementation technique, such as job accounting information and printer IDs by

user

Prepare a Security Plan

You must prepare a security plan to ensure:

• Security of design work
• Security within applications
• Privacy

Ensure Design Work Security

Security of the design work depends on the type of system being built.

It might be appropriate to divide the system into interdependent modules and then split the development among different
independent development teams.

Regardless of the type of security, make sure that the working procedures for security are in place before development
work starts.

Ensure Security Within Applications

Security within a completed application involves allowing users access to the appropriate data and processes.

Access to data can be by:
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• Type of data
• Data values
• Associations with other data
• Organizational unit
• Location

Access to processes can be:

• Available to some users
• Available in a limited way to other users
• Not available at all to some users

The standard security package for the organization must control access. You may want to augment the standard package
with other security procedures.

Ensure Privacy Within Systems

With the increase of legislation about data protection, it is essential to incorporate privacy standards into the system.

You must also be aware that if the system operates internationally, data protection legislation may vary between different
countries. This can affect international flows of data.

Prepare a Contingency Plan

Integrity controls can never be effective. Even if it were possible to identify every potential risk, the cost of securing
against all of them would probably be prohibitive. For this reason, you must establish a contingency plan.

A contingency plan is a set of provisions for events that interrupt or destroy information processing capability.

Contingency handling must be designed into the system. It is too late to start contingency planning when things begin to
go wrong.

A contingency plan must contain the following procedures:

• Fallback-Lets business activities continue while the normal computer system is unavailable.
• Back-up-Devised to take regular copies of data and transactions to be used if there is loss or corruption of the

database.
• Recovery-Can be performed to enable a return to using routine computing procedures after a failure. This can involve:

– Roll back, the reversal of changes made by the current transaction.
– Restore, the resetting of stored data to the state immediately following the most recent back-up.
– Roll forward, the rerun of the current transaction after a rollback.

Consider Coordination and Integration Issues

Design is rarely undertaken in isolation. There are likely to be needs for coordination and integration between associated
design and analysis work.

Your team must be aware of other development projects and plan appropriate procedures to ensure coordination.

Designing the System Structure
This article provides information for Designing the System Structure. System structure design is driven by user
requirements and the business results of analysis.

The business processes defined in analysis can be mapped to procedures and then organized so that users can perform
those procedures in the most effective and natural way.
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As design work proceeds, the basic system structure that supports business processes continues to evolve. Other
procedures must; provide reports, business and operational controls, conversion of current data, inter-working with current
and packaged systems, bridging between new procedures, and current data stores augment the structure.

After you have identified the need for a procedure, whatever its purpose, you use the same techniques for that detailed
definition and construction of the procedure.

Prerequisites

You must complete the tasks in preparing for design before beginning system structure design.

Design Process

The following illustration lists the deliverables from system structure design and shows where you are in the overall design
process.

Influences on System Structure Design

User requirements must provide the primary drive for the design of any system. Consider the user interface before any
other components.

The user interface determines the appearance of the system that is desired by the user. It is composed of several
displays, including screens, windows, and dialog boxes.

Linking the displays using dialog flows determine the behavior of the system.

After the users confirm the appearance and behavior of the user interface, the procedure logic can be fully developed.
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In system structure design, you are only interested in those aspects of the user interface that influence the other
components of the system. Aspects of the user interface that display only for the user can be left until the layout design.

Consider the characteristics of all the intended users. The design of an online dialog must address all possible interactions
users might have with the business system.

The following factors influence the final appearance of the dialog:

• Volatility in the work environment
• Roles in the business of the user
• Frequency of dialog use
• Geographical location of users
• Linguistic differences

Volatility in the Work Environment

Work environments fall into the following broad categories based on their degree of volatility:

• Constant-Deviation from a predictable, established pattern of work is unlikely. For example, a job that involves
tabulating the results of questionnaires every day tends to be constant.

• Dynamic-The work pattern is so variable that a sequence of operations is unlikely to be repeated frequently. For
example, a customer service role, in which the workflow can be dramatically affected by a phone call, is dynamic.

The dialogs designed to support a particular work environment must reflect its degree of volatility.

A constant work environment requires a highly structured dialog in which the system guides the user through the work
pattern.

A dynamic work environment requires a loosely structured dialog in which the user directs the system based on shifting
priorities.

A highly structured dialog tends to exhibit the following characteristics:

• Allows the user limited control because the system determines the sequence of actions
• Uses few menus

A loosely structured dialog has the following characteristics:

• Provides the user great flexibility in switching between procedures because the sequence of actions is largely
unpredictable.

• May use several menus to simplify navigation among procedures.
• May use function keys and short command synonyms (single characters) to provide quick access to many procedures.

Role in the Business of the User

You must consider the position and responsibilities of individuals using dialogs. The dialog design may vary based on a
role of the user, level of authority, or frequency of use of a particular procedure.

Dialog Variation Based on Role

The following table illustrates how a difference in role can result in different dialogs.

Order Entry System Order Entry System

Data Entry Menu Data Entry Menu

Maintain Customer Details Allocate Work

Enter Orders Review Productivity
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Exit System Check Quantity

Data Entry Menu

Exit System

The menu used by a data entry clerk (left) identifies the type of work the clerk performs. Since supervisors in the data
entry department have broader responsibilities, their menu (right) supports extra functions and access to the same data
entry functions as the clerks they supervise.

The following illustration shows how two users with different levels of authority might require different responses based on
a common request.

In this example, a peer and a supervisor have requested detail about an employee. The response the peer receives is
less revealing than the response to the same request made by the supervisor. The response the supervisor receives
includes Salary and Date Hired. The supervisor does not need the Internal Mail Code. The design must identify the level
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of authority of the user. Perhaps a sign-on procedure could be constructed to recognize levels of authority. Layouts could
then reflect that authority.

Frequency of Dialog Use

A difference in frequency of use can affect a dialog. A frequent user of a system, after becoming familiar with the
operation of the system, wants to complete each task with the minimum number of interactions possible. This results in
fewer displays, more data that is presented in each display, and less help offered by the system.

The infrequent user needs a great deal more assistance from the system to complete the same work as the frequent user.
As a result, the infrequent user does not object to a greater number of interactions.

The following illustration shows two separate sets of interactions that implement the same elementary process. Both
sets of interaction implement Take Order. Each set uses a different dialog design and different procedures. One set
accommodates frequent users, the other infrequent users.

The illustration uses screens as an example, but the same approach is true for windows.

Geographical Location of Users

If the application is to be used in more than one country or region, consider the following cultural differences:

• Different character sets and keyboards
• Relevance of examples
• Different terminology
• Different idioms

General policy or by consulting representative, users must identify these differences. This may require some country or
region-specific user interfaces.

Linguistic Differences

Linguistic differences influence the design. Gen provides support for several different dialects. You can apply these to the
user interface.

NOTE
For more information, see Understanding the Toolset.
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Guidelines for System Structure Design

Consider the following key principles for designing a system structure:

• Adopt the perspective of the user - Observe or imagine the user carrying out a certain task. The user interface must
closely support that task.

• Give the user control - The user must be in control of the application and always able to move on to, cancel or switch
to, another part of the system.

• Keep the user interface natural - The navigation of the system must be intuitive and easy to understand.
• Ensure consistency throughout the applications - Consistency helps users to transfer familiar skills to new situations.

Applying well-formulated corporate standards for the user interface design also ensures consistency.
• Keep the context of the system - If users are able to fill in six displays in any order to complete a task, they must know

at any point what they have completed and what remains unfinished. This may be done by marking changes on a
display, or providing a command to display all changes or the last change performed. This aids navigation through the
system, and lets the user resume a task after interruption.

• Use real-world metaphors - A good user interface lets the user transfer skills from real world experiences. This makes
it easier for the user to infer how to use an application. Base the interface design on things with which users are
familiar, such as the manual files, documents, or forms they use, or their engagement diary.

Analyze User Tasks

A user task is an identifiable activity, either manual or computerized, that the user carries out to achieve a particular result
or goal.

User tasks represent the human activities that are involved in carrying out the work of elementary processes.

User task analysis involves modeling the procedures that are performed by roles or persons in the organization in the
support of elementary processes. Current tasks may be analyzed, and an improved set of tasks may be specified.

If you have not already done so, perform task analysis for those tasks to be supported by the application. You may omit
user task analysis where user involvement is minimal, or if a security subsystem is being built.

User task analysis consists of the following procedures:

• Gather information
• Identify external, temporal, and internal events
• Analyze how the user manipulates data
• Identify user tasks
• Define user tasks
• Define user task structures
• Map user tasks to elementary processes

Gather Information

Familiarize yourself with the elementary processes and roles that are defined during analysis.

To help identify the tasks that a user performs, gather information about the data (files, documents and data stores,
described in analysis documentation) and activities that are currently involved in the tasks being examined.

Identify Events

Since events require a response, they are useful pointers to the tasks that might be performed for a respond.

The following list details the types of events:
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• External-An external event is something that happens outside the system being designed. Mail arriving is an example
of an external event.

• Temporal-A temporal event is the arrival of a time point of interest to the system, for example, end of month.
• Internal-An internal event is something that occurs within the business activities that are included in the scope of

the development project. They often arise as the result of human activities that are not specified as part of formal
procedures. For example, making a decision or initiating an analysis of data is an internal event.

The event analysis technique defines external and temporal events, and the planned responses by business processes.
This technique is described in Analyzing. Analysts must have recorded the frequency of event, and possibly the required
response time. This detail is useful for assessing the performance requirements of user tasks and system procedures.

External and temporal events can cause user roles to initiate a system procedure to respond. A batch procedure may
be initiated by some automatic mechanism, such as the arrival of a time of day, or the existence of data that has been
transmitted through a network.

Internal events are now of interest to you because they may indicate the need for other procedures (such as reporting or
browsing data), and providing an extra reason for executing formal, process-implementing procedures.

Analyze Data Manipulation

You must examine how users manipulate data by identifying the actions that they perform. For example, a user may
complete, authorize, amend, or cancel an order form.

Identify User Tasks

A user task is an identifiable activity, either manual or computerized, that is carried out by the user to achieve a particular
result (goal).

The task is typically triggered by an event and may consist of several sub-tasks. It is essential for the user to be able to tell
when the task has been completed so the goal must be measurable.

Understanding how data is manipulated enables you to list the user tasks. At this stage, a simple list is sufficient. You can
add detail later.

The identified data and actions may be a useful starting point, so are the business processes and the events that initiate
them. However, these must be checked carefully with the user.

It may be useful to observe the user carrying out a task and to record observations for later discussion with the user. For
example, a user must switch to a higher priority task before returning to the original task. You must ensure that the user
can easily resume the original task.

Define User Tasks

You are now ready to define user tasks.

You must record the following information:

• Flows between tasks
• Sub-tasks (components of each task)
• Data and documents that are used to complete the task
• Flows between sub-tasks
• Dependencies between or within tasks
• Time constraints on the completion of a single task, or of a group of related tasks
• Frequency of the task performance
• How and when the user switches between tasks

Document tasks using structured English or a diagram such as a flowchart or a data flow diagram.
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Define User Task Structures

Define the structure of each user task by observation or examination of task descriptions and the data used.

After you have defined the task structure, verify the design with the users. A walk-through is an effective technique for
conducting this type of review. It may be necessary to go back and review the tasks with the user to clarify any issues.

Example of a Task Structure

This is an example of a formal task structure, with its sub-tasks. User task-Take order from a customer over the telephone.

NOTE
The user can be interrupted in this task.

Initiating event-Customer telephones and indicates the desire to place an order.

Sub-Task Description
1 All customers must be registered before an order can be taken, so

the user first checks to see if this customer is registered:
If the customer is already registered, user continues with the task.
If the customer is not registered, user must register the customer.
(Registering the customer is a different but associated task.)

2 If the registration details of a customer are correct, the user
completes the customer details on the order form.

3 User asks what products the customer would like to order and in
what quantity.
User checks the availability of the products and the current price
and confirms the order with the customer.

4 User repeats sub-task 3 until the customer is satisfied with the
products ordered, the quantity, price, and any limitations on
delivery time.

5 The completed order form is finally confirmed with the customer
before it is formally recorded and sent off.
The record of the customer is amended to reflect the new order,
and the product stock levels are adjusted accordingly.
Copies of the order are sent to the appropriate departments.

Map User Tasks to Elementary Processes

You can now map the sub-tasks to the elementary processes you defined in analysis. This mapping may not be directly
one-to-one. It depends on the granularity of the user task structure.

The following illustration shows some possibilities available to you:
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Figure 11: Line
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NOTE

• A complete user task (such as Task A) may map to an elementary process in one instance, or its sub-tasks
(as in Task B) may map to several elementary processes.

• A task (such as Task C) must be implemented as several procedures, each of which may support a specific
sub-task.

• If a task or sub-task (such as Task D) does not map to an elementary process, this could indicate that the
user task or sub-task must be implemented as a designer-added procedure, or that a change to the Analysis
model must be negotiated.

• Other designer-added procedures (such as Procedure F) may not directly support any user tasks. Such a
procedure may instead support a business logic (such as calculate tax) defined in a common action block,
rather than a process.

• Alternatively the procedure may be a system control procedure; if neither of these are the case, you must
check carefully for missing user tasks.

• It is possible that the user task as performed is unnecessary. This must have been confirmed during analysis,
or during business process re-engineering. Discuss any doubts with appropriate users.

• Sometimes a process, such as Process E, has no single directly correlating user task. This may indicate that
not all user tasks have yet been identified, or the process may be concerned with maintaining data that is
used by many tasks or sub-tasks. Such a process may typically be mapped to a server procedure, which is
used by client procedures that do directly support user tasks.

There may still be elementary processes, such as Process F, that are not mapped to any user tasks. You must discover
the cause and take corrective action along the following lines:

• The scope of the business system is incorrect, and the elementary processes must be included in a business system.
• An insufficient or inappropriate cross-section of the user community has been interviewed. Identified and interviewed

those users who do perform the corresponding user tasks.
• A new elementary process was identified as desirable during analysis, or in business process re-engineering, but is not

yet performed; this requires that user tasks be designed to support it.
• An elementary process does not apply to the user community to be supported.
• An elementary process that is identified during analysis no longer must be performed. This situation requires that the

analysis model and requirements for the system be amended and reconfirmed.

Set Usability Criteria

Use measurable usability criteria for the user interface to assess the likely success of the system during testing or user
trials.

Consider the following usability criteria:

• Ease of learning-How easy do users find it to learn to use the interface?
• Efficiency once learned-How efficient are users after they are familiar with the interface? Their productivity must

increase.
• Ability of infrequent users to re-learn-How easy do occasional users find it to re-learn how to use the system after a

break?
• Good design features, such as keeping the number of menu levels low, must help. Keeping a record of recurring

problems is also helpful, possibly even using the system itself to record problems.
• Frequency and seriousness of errors-How often do errors occur and how serious are they? Do any errors occur

repeatedly?
Measure these criteria by counting and classifying the errors to give the number of errors as a percentage of the total
number of times a procedure executed. This helps to balance error ratios for often and infrequently used procedures.

• User satisfaction-How satisfied are the users?
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This can be subjective, but it does help to gauge user acceptance of the interface. However, the speed with which new
users take up the new system or facilities may provide some measurable indication of satisfaction.

Design the User Interface Structure

The designing activity involves designing the user interface in detail and constructing a prototype to obtain comments and
acceptance from the user.

Map User Tasks to a User Interface

The system structure is built using a prototype of the user tasks and sub-tasks.

Examine the opportunities and technical limitations of the products being used. In particular, decide how to subdivide the
system into procedures by considering issues such as the following issues:

• A data maintenance task must be supported by one or more system procedures, depending on the data integrity and
other business rules. For more information about procedures, see the section “Designing the Procedure Logic.”

• Part of a user task, such as a look-up display, is a part of many user tasks, and so must be supported by a separate
reusable procedure.

• Parts of the user task require different levels of security.

Map User Tasks to Procedures

User tasks are mapped to procedures to ensure that the user tasks provide the main framework on which the user
interface is based.

The following list shows the categories of procedures:

• Process-implementing procedures
• Designer-added procedures

User Interface Prototyping

Perform prototyping to check the completeness and usability of support for user tasks, and to refine the design of the user
interface.

A useful method for verifying that the design with business persons is to convert the user interface structure into a
computer-based prototype running on a workstation.

The following illustration shows this method:
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The prototype must demonstrate the screen interface, screens, menus, and command lines.

The data usage that is identified earlier provides a useful basis for the design of the user interface. For example, you can
base form layouts in the user interface on forms currently in use. An on-screen product catalog can mimic a paper-based
one.

It must be possible to move between the displays and dialogs so that the usability of the dialog flow can be checked. You
can collect initial comments from the potential users of the interface.

You must produce several prototypes, iterating where necessary, before the design can finally be confirmed with the user.

It may be beneficial to review the usability criteria, amending them as necessary.

A prototype may still prompt questions about the user interface and the movement between the different displays. For
example, consider the prototype that is shown in “Prototype for a User Task.” Would users wish to display Order Forms
after displaying Customer Details, or after displaying Product Details in addition to displaying Product? What selection
criteria must be assumed?

During an analysis of user tasks and prototyping a user interface structure, it might become obvious that the structure,
sequence, and interaction of the activities within the user task are not the most efficient way of performing the overall
business task. Although it is not the purpose of system structure design to radically re-engineer the user task, any
suggestions for improvements in workflow must be presented to the users. Ultimately, it is the system of the user and
therefore must work effectively for them.

Choose a Procedure Style

This article provides information for Choose a Procedure Style. Selecting a procedure style for implementation is based on
the decision to use batch or online.
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Online Procedure Style

Systems that are driven by the arrival of events or work to be performed by users, the default procedure style is online.

Users may be able to perform some online procedures entirely on a workstation or personal computer.

Batch Procedure Style

Consider batch procedures when the following statements are true:

• A large volume of transactions must be processed together, and the processing can proceed without interim user
decisions.

• The response time achievable for the processing volume would interrupt the workflow of the user.

A batch procedure might not be the solution for all executions of a user task. For example, creating a manufacturing plan
for a week might be requested by a user as a batch procedure. Optimizing a plan for a single shift period might be best
performed online.

Workstation or Personal Computer Procedures

Users can perform some tasks entirely using a personal computing application in isolation from data that is used by any
other users. This might require Custom-designed procedure executing as an application.

Two examples of a standard packaged application are:

• Writing a letter to a customer or supplier using a word-processing application.
• Planning a warehouse construction project using a project management application.

Designing Data Structures
This article provides information for Designing Data Structures. Data structure design is the design of a relational
database using Gen. The data structure is the physical version of the data model.

This version does not violate the intent of the data model but does allow customization for performance and targeted
databases.

Create a Relational Database Definition

The following illustration shows the overall approach to creating a relational database definition.
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Each database that is defined using Gen contains its own Data Structure List and Data Store List. These two lists
represent the physical database definition that forms the basis for the generation of the Data Definition Language (DDL).
DDL generation yields the Structured Query Language (SQL) statements that are required to define a database to a
relational database management system (DBMS).

Also consider the means of converting data to the new database (single location or distributed). Some further conversion
procedures or external action blocks to interface to database management systems that are not supported by Gen
Toolsets may be needed. Early planning for these transition and associated implementation issues makes the entire
process much easier.

Prerequisites

You need an outlined system structure design before beginning data structure design.

Design Process

The following illustration shows the deliverables from data structure design and shows where you are in the overall design
process:
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NOTE
Although this illustration shows data structure design preceding Procedure Interaction, GUI, and Procedure
Logic design, data structure design can be done in parallel with or after these activities.

Data Model Transformation

The data model is only a conceptual definition of the database. When the data model is complete, Gen can automatically
generate the initial database definition that reflects the data model.

Begin database design with the data model defined in analysis.

NOTE
For more information, see Analyzing.

This activity is called transformation. Further definition is needed for specific database implementations.

Transformation Implications

Before starting transformation, it is worth considering the implications of transformation, which are the differences between
the following definitions:

• Conceptual (business level) definition that is represented as a data model
• Logical database definition represented by the Data Structure List
• Physical definition that is represented by the Data Store List

When you transform the data model, a physical database definition is created. There is no dynamic link from this definition
back to the data model.
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The following list details the implications of transformation:

• You can change the data model with no impact on the data structure.
• You can use the Gen retransformation capability when changes must be reflected in a Data Structure List or Data

Store List.
• You can change a Data Structure List without affecting the data model.
• You cannot change the Data Structure List to violate the rules of the data model. For example, a text field cannot

become a numeric field.
• If you use transformation or retransformation again, the changes you made in the Data Structure List and Data Store

List is lost.
• If you remove a foreign key index from a data record and then retransform, you see that the foreign key index is added

back in. Sometimes, it may be better to rename unneeded indexes. For example, you could prefix each unneeded
index with ZAP. You could then delete them near the end of testing for a project.

You must use meticulous change management to maintain the business logic that is embodied in the data model while
allowing physical changes to be made to the Data Structure List. Any modifications to these lists must be documented
thoroughly to ensure consistency between different versions of the lists.

How to Set Technical Design Properties

Before you transform the data model, you must establish the technical design properties. Technical design properties for
each targeted DBMS provide control over the database definition created during the transformation process.

The technical design properties include the following information:

• Reserved word checking
• Referential integrity (RI) enforced by either the DBMS or Gen
• Permitted value default enforcement
• Data structure defaults

Set Reserved Word Checking

The technical design property options for reserved word checking are listed in the following table.

Option When to Use
DBMS If you are going to let Gen name the tables and you do not want

any reserved words from the DBMS used.
None If you are planning to name the tables such that none of the

reserved words for the DBMS are being used.
This is much more typical for those applications that are using
coded table names or a code in the table name that would make it
unique.

All If you are going to let Gen name the tables for you, and you would
like the tables in each of the targeted DBMSs to be named the
same.

Set Referential Integrity Enforcement

The technical design property options for referential integrity enforcement are listed in the following table.

Option When to Use
Gen-enforced RI If you want Gen to enforce RI. Gen generates pieces of code to

handle all of the referential integrity.
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DBMS-enforced RI If you want the DBMS to handle as much RI as possible. This
keeps the amount of code that is generated as small as possible
and helps system performance.
Gen allows the DBMS to handle all of the referential integrity it can
and only generate pieces of code for the referential integrity that is
not handled by the DBMS.

Set Permitted Value Default Enforcement

The technical design property options for permitted value default enforcement are listed in the following table.

Option When to Use
Reads - Enabled If you want the permitted value enforcement for read statements

for all of the tables in the databases to be handled by the DBMS.
By enabling the DBMS to control the permitted value enforcement,
you are requiring all applications (Gen or not) that are reading
tables in the generated database to adhere to the same permitted
value rules.
If you allow the database to handle the permitted value violations,
there is no action that is taken for the reads within the Gen
application.

Reads - Disabled If you want the permitted value enforcement to be handled at the
database level and you want Gen to do the enforcement.
This is a good selection if there are no permitted values in the
database, or if you do not want the DBMS to enforce the permitted
values for READ statements.

Creates/Updates - DBMS If you want the permitted value enforcement for row creates
and updates for all tables in the databases to be handled by the
DBMS.
By enabling the DBMS to control the permitted value enforcement,
you are requiring all applications (Gen or not) that are creating or
updating rows in any of the tables in the generated database to
adhere to the same permitted values.
If you select this option, an SQL return code is returned to the
Gen application within the create statement (when permitted value
violation exception) and you handle it in the procedure logic. See
Designing the Procedure Logic.

Creates/Updates - Gen If you want Gen to handle the permitted value enforcement.
This is a good selection if there are no permitted values in the
table, or if you do not want the DBMS to enforce the permitted
values for create and update statements.

Set Data Structure Defaults

Generally, data structure defaults do not need to be adjusted. Most of the defaults relate to specifics of the DBMS being
used.

Review data structure defaults with a database expert before implementation in the other environments. However, the
default values for the transformation produce the DDL necessary for SQL generation and installation.

Perform Transformation

Transformation uses the data model to derive a relational database design conforming to the technical design properties,
described in How to Set Technical Design Properties.
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Before performing transformation, Gen runs a consistency check against the data model.

If any part of the data model (every entity type, attribute, and relationship) is incomplete or inconsistent, the transformation
is aborted. You must correct any errors and severe warnings (but not warnings) in the data model before continuing.

You must complete a transformation for each DBMS to be used.

Results of Transformation

Transformation creates a logical and physical database definition for all of the DBMSs, even if you are only going to target
a single DBMS. This way, each of the implementations matches at transformation time.

Transformation creates the following diagrams for each DBMS targeted:

• Data Structure List-logical table/column definition
• Data Store List-physical storage method definition

These lists serve as a database definition for DDL generation.

When the system design is complete, you may want to modify the Data Store List or the Data Structure List, or both to
conform to local standards or optimize performance.

Data Structure List and Data Store List

A Data Structure List is created for each DBMS for which you completed the transformation. Each Data Structure List
shows how the data in the data model is logically mapped to a database.

After transformation, each Data Structure List shows how the conceptual data model that is represented by the data
model must be translated into a physical model containing tables, columns, RI constraints, and indexes.

The Data Structure List reflects any changes that are made in the Data Store List.

Use the Data Structure List tool to perform the following tasks:

• Refine the data structure organization.
• Define how relationships are implemented.

The equivalent data modeling, relational, and production terms are shown in the following table.

Data Structure Terms

Gen Model Relational Term Production
Data Model Data structure (Physical Design) Database Implementation by the DBMS
Entity Type and its Subtypes One table Table
Attribute - Basic Column Column
Attribute - Designed Column Column
Attribute - Derived Not implemented physically Not implemented physically
Attribute - Auto Number Column Column
Relationship (1:1 or 1:M) Foreign key RI constraint
Relationship (M:N) Table Table
Identifier Index Index (unique)
N/A (added to the Data Structure List) Denormalized column Column
N/A (added to the Data Structure List) Index Index (typically non-unique)
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One-to-Many Relationships

The following illustration shows a one-to-many (1:M) relationship:

This illustration is a data model fragment showing the following relationships:

• Each CUSTOMER entity sometimes places (relationship membership) one or more ORDER entities
• Each ORDER entity is placed by (relationship membership) exactly one CUSTOMER.

The identifier of CUSTOMER is an attribute that is called CUSTOMER NUMBER.

The following illustration is a Data Structure List showing the implementation of the customer number as a foreign key.

 Type              Macro Name                    Format    Length  Optional

 

Table             CUSTOMER                                       

Column            NUMBER                       Integer      4        Not Null 

Column            NAME                     Char        20    Not Null 

Column            ADDRESS                    Char        78    Not Null 

Index (U)                                                        

Column            PKEY (Primary)            Integer      4        Not Null 

                  NUMBER                                         

 

Table             ORDER                                          

Column            NUMBER                        Integer      4        Not Null 

Column            DATE_PLACED                Date         8      Not Null 

Column            TOTAL_VALUE                Float      5,2        Not Null 

FK Column         FK_CUSTOMER MNUMBER      Integer      4        Null     

RI Constraint     <No Name> Customer                             

Index             FKEY                                           

Column            FK_CUSTOMER MNUMBER      Integer      4        Null     

 

Index (U)         PKEY (Primary)              Integer      4        Not Null 

Column            NUMBER    

 

The ORDER table includes a Foreign Key (FK) column called FK_CUSTOMERNUMBER. For any ORDER, the number of
the CUSTOMER that places it is stored in that column. This allows your application user to access from the ORDER table
the CUSTOMER who placed an ORDER or the ORDERS a CUSTOMER has placed.
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Many-to-Many Relationships

Many-to-many (M:M) relationships must have been resolved in analysis by defining an extra entity type.

Most M:M relationships have some extra information that must be kept on an associative entity type, as described in the
Associative Entity Type section. Even if you do not find this during the initial implementation of an application, it happens
later.

Resolving the M:M into an associative entity type results in a more stable model and requires fewer action diagramming
changes in other intersection data is found after the initial version of an application has been implemented. If this has not
been done, any remaining M:M relationships are implemented with another table.

The following illustration shows a many-to-many relationship:

This illustration is a data model fragment showing the following relationships:

• Each EMPLOYEE possesses one or more SKILLS.
• Each SKILL is possessed by one or more EMPLOYEES.

The identifier of EMPLOYEE is the attribute Number.

The identifier of SKILL is the attribute Type.

The following illustration is a Data Structure List showing the implementation of the M:M relationship.

 Type            Macro Name            Format     Length Optional

 

Table             EMPLOYEE                                         

Column            NUMBER                Integer      4         Not Null   

Column            NAME                     Char        30    Not Null   

Column            ADDRESS                    Char        78    Not Null   

Index (U)         PKEY (Primary)                                   

Column            NUMBER                  Integer      4        Not Null   

 

Table             IS_POSSESSED_BY                                  

FK Column         FK_SKILL_TYPE                Char        15    Not Null   

FK Column         FK_EMPLOYEE_NUMBER       Integer      4        Null       

RI Contrating     <No Name> EMPLOYEE                               

RI Constraint     <No Name> SKILL                                  
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Index (U)         FKEY                                             

Column            FK_EMPLOYEE_NUMBER     Integer      4       Not Null   

Column            FK_SKILL_TYPE          Char        15      Not Null   

 

Index (U)         PKEY (Primary                                    

Column            FK_SKILL_TYPE          Char        15      Not Null   

Column            FK_EMPLOYMENT_NUMBER   Integer      4    Not Null   

 

Table             SKILL                  Char        15     Not Null   

Column            TYPE                   Char        78        Not Null   

Column            DESCRIPTION                                      

Index (U)         PKEY (Primary)         Char        15   Not Null   

Column            TYPE  

 

NOTE
A table joins the EMPLOYEE and SKILL tables and its name is IS POSSESSED BY (the name of one of the
relationship memberships). The link record contains both the key of the EMPLOYEE table and the key of
the skill table. This way, if the database is queried by EMPLOYEE number, it can find all the SKILLS that the
EMPLOYEE possesses, and given a SKILLTYPE, it can find all the EMPLOYEES who possess it.

Data Structure List

The following terms are used in the Data Structure List:

• Tables
• Indexes
• Referential integrity (RI) constraints

Tables

A table is an implementation of an entity type appearing in the data model. A table is associated with the data model entity
type that it implements.

Each table is attached to at least one index, the contents of which uniquely identify an occurrence of the table in the
database.

Each table may be attached to RI constraints, which are implementations of relationships from the data model.

A table is placed in the Data Structure List for each of the M:N relationships. The table is named by the M:N relationship
itself. This type of table is relatively rare. Such tables contain foreign key columns to both participants in the relationship.

Each table that is created by a M:M relationship is granted two unique entry points. Each entry point contains the two
foreign key columns in each of the two possible sequences. The only columns appearing on this type of a table are the
foreign keys to the two participants in the relationship.

Properties of Tables

Each table in the database has the properties that are listed in the following list.

• Entity Type -- The name of the entity type in the data model that this table logically represents. This is read only in the
Data Structure List.

• Database -- This is the database for which this table is implemented.
You cannot change which database implements this table in the Data Structure List. (If you must change this, go to the
Data Store List.)
The database name is a maximum of eight characters.

• Generic Name -- A name that is consistent for the implemented entity type throughout the technical designs. It is called
generic because it is not DBMS-specific.
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The generic name can be no more than 32 characters long. Change this name if you want the name of this table to be
consistent throughout the technical designs, regardless of DBMS.

• DBMS Name -- Used by the specific DBMS generation to identify a table.
Gen uses the table name as the default table name, unless otherwise specified here or in the data model. If this name
is changed in the data model, each time a transformation is made you would not have to change the name.
The DBMS table name can be no more than 32 characters long in the Gen model. Certain databases, however, only
allow a maximum of 18 characters. Do not exceed 32 characters unless you are certain your database supports it.

• Owner -- Specifies your name or ID. The DDL uses this owner during processing.

Permitted Value Default Enforcement - Reads

The following list details the options that you can set to handle the permitted value enforcement for reads:

• Defaulted -- Select this option if you want the permitted value enforcement to be handled at the database level.
• Enable -- Select this option if you want the permitted value enforcement for table reads to be handled at the table level

and you want the DBMS to do the enforcement.
By enabling the DBMS to control the permitted value enforcement, you are requiring all application (Gen or not) that
are reading this table to adhere to the same permitted value rules.

• Disable -- Select this option if you want the permitted value enforcement to be handled at the table level and you want
Gen to do the enforcement.
This is a good selection if there are no permitted values in the table, or if you do not want the DBMS to enforce the
permitted values for READ statements.

Permitted Value Default Enforcement - Creates/Updates

The following list details the options that you can set to handle the permitted value enforcement for creates or updates:

• Defaulted -- Select this option if you want the permitted value enforcement to be handled at the database level.
• DBMS -- Select this option if you want the permitted value enforcement for row creates and updates to be handled at

the table level and you want the DBMS to do the enforcement.
By enabling the DBMS to control the permitted value enforcement, you are requiring all application (Gen or not) that
are creating or updating rows in this table to adhere to the same permitted value rules.

• Gen  -- Select this option if you want the permitted value enforcement to be handled at the table level and you want
Gen to do the enforcement. This is a good selection if there are no permitted values in the table, or if you do not want
the DBMS to enforce the permitted values for create or and update statements.

• Description -- Freeform text documentation about the table.
Keep information about changes that have been made to this table in the technical design. Although Gen knows these
changes, you may want to know what changes were made in case the table is retransformed.

NOTE
Remember that this description is eliminated when this table is transformed again (either by transformation or
retransformation).

Other than these properties, each table contains several details that are specific to target DBMS implementations. The
default settings are sufficient for unit testing; they do not need to be considered until the volume or integration testing
begins.

Indexes

In the data structure, an index describes an arrangement of columns that are used as an index into a table. Indexes are
used for the following purposes:

• Ensure the uniqueness of entities represented in the database
• When an index is specified as being unique, it allows no two records in the same table to have the same index

value. For example, consider the entity type CUSTOMER with an identifying attribute, Number. When a customer is
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implemented as a table in the Data Structure List, it is given a unique index of Number. When the database is then
generated and installed, no two customers are allowed to have the same Number.

• Enhance performance of the generated database
• The use of indexes to improve performance depends on the access characteristics of the procedures that use the data.

Imagine that the CUSTOMER entity type has a non-identifying attribute that is called Name, and that no index is defined
for Name. Thus, for a procedure that lists customers in alphabetical order by Name, at execution time the DBMS would
have to execute these steps:

1. Look at all the CUSTOMER records
2. Sort them into Name sequence
3. Present the list to the procedure

When an index is defined for Name, the DBMS automatically keeps track of customers in Name sequence, eliminating the
need for sorting the records. Gen automatically creates an index for each identifier during transformation. In addition, it
creates an index for foreign keys implementing relationships.

Each index is associated with exactly one record in a table and may have the properties that are shown in the following
table.

Properties of Indexes

Each index in the database has the properties that are listed in the following list.

• Generic Name -- A name for the index that is consistent throughout all the technical designs. It is called generic
because it is not DBMS-specific.
The generic name can be no more than 32 characters long.
There is no reason to change this name in the Data Structure List.

• Name -- During DDL generation and installation, this is the name of the index that is created using the properties of
this entry point.
The transformation process creates a unique default name for each index in the Data Structure List. Unlike columns
and tables, an index is not based on a single object from the conceptual mode, so Gen has little basis on which to
form a meaningful name. As a result, the names that are given to entry points that are created during transformation
appear as the letter “I” followed by a string of digits. Although they work properly that way, you may choose to change
the name to something more meaningful.

• Unique -- Indicates that the index does not permit duplicate key values. If the index is derived from a data model
identifier, then it must remain unique.
It is unusual to have more than one unique index for a table so review carefully before creating a second (or third)
unique index.

• Cluster -- If you want the table itself to be sorted into the same order as the index, so that performance may be
improved for certain types of access, you would add a cluster index. Review the material about clustering for your
DBMS.
In several cases, the DBMS attempts to put rows in the clustering order by only actually organizing every row in a
clustering order after a reorganization.

• Primary -- Marks the index as the primary key.
The referential integrity process sets the primary key during transformation, retransformation, or a separate (RI)
process.
Each table has only one primary key, which is used as the foreign key in the relationship implementation.

• Description -- A freeform text field used to document the purpose of the index.

RI Constraints

A referential integrity (RI) constraint is the implementation of a relationship in the data model. It defines how the foreign
key is used to get from one table to another, as described in Transforming the Data Model.

For a M:M relationship, two RI constraints and a table are required.
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In the unlikely event an entity type has more than one identifier, the table that implements it is given a unique index to
support each of them. Gen uses the primary index of the related table to implement the foreign key. Choosing another
identifier may change the selection of Gen.

Properties of RI Constraints

The following list details the RI constraint properties that can be changed:

• RI Constraint Generic Name -- The generic name of the RI constraint is a name that is consistent for the implemented
relationship throughout all the technical designs. It is called generic because it is not DBMS-specific.
The generic name can be no more than 32 characters long.
There is no reason to change this name in the Data Structure List.

• RI Constraint DBMS Name -- If the DBMS detects a referential integrity error, this RI constraint name appears in the
error message. Therefore, you must name the RI constraint something meaningful.

• Referential Integrity Options Enforced by -- You have the option on each RI constraint to have the DBMS handle the
constraint (if the DBMS contains the capability to handle the particular constraint) or let Gen generate the code to
handle the constraint.
Typically better performance is gained by selecting the DBMS to handle anything it can and let Gen generate the
constraints that are not handled by the DBMS.

• Description -- A free text field used to document the purpose of this RI constraint.

Other Data Structure List Details

Several other DBMS-specific details can be modified using the Data Structure List, for instance the placement of tables in
tablespaces, the names of the database and index spaces.

As with the DBMS-specific details of tables and indexes, Gen creates defaults that enable database generation to create
a usable database. Their values must be adequate for the operational environment that is used for procedure testing, and
need be changed only to satisfy installation standards or performance needs.

Data Store List

A Data Store List is created for each of the DBMS when you complete a transformation. After transformation, each Data
Store List shows how the data in the data model is stored in a physical database.

Gen's transformation facility uses a rule-based approach to examine data model objects and determine the appropriate
implementation. Gen generates the objects, associations, and properties. Each Data Store List suggests an initial storage
strategy that you can modify to fit the needs of your DBMS.

The Data Structure List for that specific DBMS reflects any changes that are made in the Data Store List and the opposite.
For more information, see Data Structure List.

The database administrator uses the Data Store List tool to perform the following tasks:

• Add and define databases
• Add data devices
• Add log devices
• Add data files
• Assign tablespaces and indexes to the appropriate databases
• Assign any tablespace or index space to storage parameters
• Define tablespace partitioning

Data Model Retransformation

The Gen Data Model tool automatically ensures that changes in the Data Structure List do not invalidate the properties
that are specified in the data model.
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The reverse, however, is not true. To provide you with maximum flexibility, changes to the data model are not immediately
reflected in the Data Structure List. You must choose when you want the Data Structure List to be updated.

In nearly all cases, data model changes must be immediately followed by retransformation. Failure to do so could result in
application code that does not work.

WARNING
Transformation, which is the wholesale recreation of the Data Structure List and the Data Store List from the
data model, results in the loss of a customization that has been done and must be used with extreme caution. It
is advisable to delay customizing the Data Structure List until the data model is accurate and stable.

It may be necessary to change the data model after either list has been modified. For instance, you must enhance an
existing Gen-generated system. If so, a selected part of the data model can be transformed using the retransformation
technique.

Basics of Retransformation

Gen retains complete knowledge of how each component of the data model is implemented in the data structure. Each
object on the list (except for indexes) is the direct implementation of an object or objects in the data model. Gen can easily
track what has or has not been implemented. Gen-executed consistency check refreshes the Data Structure List and the
Data Store List to eliminate the errors.

NOTE
A change to the DSD name for an implemented entity type or attribute does not cause a consistency check error
and so never results in a change to the name of the corresponding table or column.

As system development progresses and the data model changes, you must transform specific pieces of the data model.
These changes must be implemented into all the possible DBMSs, only a few, or only one. This is achieved through
incremental retransformation.

These situations may require incremental retransformation:

• Adding a new entity type, relationship, or attribute to the data model
• Changing an existing entity type, relationship, or attribute

When new objects are added to the data model, their implementations must be added to the Data Structure List for the
targeted DBMS as well.

When an existing data model object is changed, its implementation on the Data Structure List must be deleted. Gen then
puts the object on the list of unimplemented data model objects, and it may then be added as if it were a new data model
object.

The following list details the rules of retransformation for multiple target DBMSs:

• If you want to make sure that the data model is transformed for all the targeted databases, use the synchronization of
the data model to the technical design.

• If you must update only a single DBMS with changes from the data model, use specialize technical design for current
DBMS.

• If you have only a single target DBMS, use synchronization of the data model to the technical design. If there is only a
concern about a single DBMS, this always keeps all of the DBMSs synchronized.

An object that is deleted from the data model requires no retransformation action as the object and its dependent objects
are immediately deleted from the Data Structure List.

For example, deleting an identifying attribute in the data model causes the following to be deleted:
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• Corresponding column in the table
• Column in the unique column
• Foreign key columns in dependent tables to be deleted
• Foreign key columns in the indexes to be deleted

Identify Changes to the Data Model and Complete Design

This article provides information for changes to the data model and complete design. Whenever the data model is
changed, and a Data Structure List exists, a consistency check must be used to report.

A consistency check reports the following details:

• Which entity types, relationships, and attributes in the data model are not yet implemented in the Data Structure List.
• Which entity types, relationships, and attributes in the data model are not implemented properly in the Data Structure

List.

The affected entity types, relationships, and attributes may then be retransformed.

Complete Design

The activities in this section must be completed after the system is unit tested. The longer changes are deferred, the less
likely they are to be lost in retransformation.

Completing the data structure design consists of the following tasks:

• Change database names to conform to installation standards
• Optimize the data structure design
• Rearrange the database structure

Change Database Names

Most installations have naming conventions for databases that are installed in shared environments.

Changes to database, tablespace, indexspace, index, and column names can be made without affecting the names of
related objects in the data model or Data Structure List.

Optimize the Data Structure Design

Usually, Gen supports tuning database performance without changing the data model. Changes must be reviewed with a
specialist for the target database.

The following list details some of the optimizations that can be performed in the Data Structure List:

• Adding and deleting indexes-Adding new indexes result in new index definitions in the DDL.
Analyzing the access paths that are used in procedures determine a set of entry points that allow the DBMS to
traverse the dpaths that are used as efficiently as possible.
After the system has been designed, it is possible to remove any unused indexes from the Data Structure List.

• Denormalizing-Gen also supports a technique that is called denormalization, which involves replicating fields from one
record into another, related record.
Logic that is generated by Gen automatically maintains the correct values of data that is replicated in this way.

• Specifying locations for tables-Some DBMSs support specified location of tables on pages and different storage
devices. The locations of tables can be specified in Gen.

• Making changes specific to the DBMS-The changes that can be made to optimize the design depends on the target
DBMS. For example, DB2 allows the clustering of records from different tables to the same tablespace to improve
access to related records.
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Some optimization must be performed before procedure design begins, but some can only be completed after the detailed
design has been completed. The DBMS expert must make a least two “passes” over the Data Structure List and Data
Store List before the physical definition of the database is converted into DDL statements.

The optimizations must be performed to increase performance for the predominate processing pattern, since for every
gain in one area, losses may be sustained in others.

Rearrange the Database Structure

Physical storage characteristics of the database can be adjusted for performance reasons.

The detailed reasons for changing these characteristics and the techniques for doing so are beyond the scope of this
section, but they might include:

• Moving tables between tablespaces
• Combining multiple indexes into a single indexspace
• Defining multiple databases
• Clustering a table around an index and partitioning tablespaces

Designing the Procedure Dialog
This article provides information for Designing the Procedure Dialog. Dialog design deals with the movement or flow,
between procedures and procedure steps.

Screens, dialog, and procedure logic are best designed in parallel. You can then refine the screens and dialogs.
Prototyping is an effective technique for refining screens and dialogs. When the initial design is stable, you can complete a
detailed procedure logic and finalize the screens and dialog flows.

Together, the screen designs, dialog, and procedure logic yield fully detailed displays, a completed dialog flow diagram,
and action diagrams that are the basis for generating a completed system.

Prerequisites

You need an outlined system structure design before beginning procedure interaction design.

Design Process

The following illustration shows the deliverables from designing the procedure dialog and shows where you are in the
overall design process.
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Principles of Dialog Design

A dialog describes the movement or flow, between procedures and procedure steps within and between business
systems.

A procedure, and therefore all of its procedure steps, can be classified into one of the following categories:

• Online
• Batch

Online Procedures

In an online environment, each procedure or procedure step may be associated with a procedure step action diagram and
a display. You define the possible series of interactions between a user and the procedures in a business system through
these associated displays. The display for blockmode is a screen.

An interaction in a dialog refers to a single instance in which a user requests an action of the system and the system
responds.

From the perspective of the user, an interaction follows this scenario:

1. The user enters data on a display and indicates that data entry is complete by entering a command.
2. The system acts and responds with another display. The display may be in the same format as the one used earlier to

enter data, or it may be in a different format.
3. After the system responds, the user may be prompted by the response to begin the cycle again by entering more data,

or to select another procedure.

The following illustration shows a simple online interaction that begins with a user entering data on the starting display.
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From the perspective of the designer, an interaction involves an indeterminate number of procedure steps. Remember
that a procedure step is the unit at which a single screen is defined.

You can design the system action in one of the following ways:

• The system initiates a procedure step to process the data, as shown in the following illustration.

If the request of the user can be satisfied without displaying further data, the procedure step can be defined to respond
with a display (Result Display 1) in the same format as the starting display on which the user originally entered data. If
a different display satisfies the request, the possibilities depend on the target environment.

• In an online environment, another procedure step is initiated, which can respond with a display (Result Display 2) in a
different format from that on which the user originally entered data. This is illustrated in the following illustration.

Batch Procedures

In a batch environment, you define the steps of each batch procedure and the flows within each procedure.

The system structure provides a basic outline for the dialog design. At this point, you must detail the basic outline with
specific procedure steps and flows.

Gen Commands

A command is a special attribute in system design using Gen. It lets you specify how users can influence the online
procedure execution.

Command is defined here because its concept is important to the discussion of procedure definition. Commonly used
commands must be standardized across the system.

When to Use Commands

The special attribute Command is used in several places during design. You can place it on a screen, set or interrogate it
in a Procedure Action Diagram, and send it along a flow on the Dialog Flow Diagram. A command may have synonyms
and be associated with a function key.

Reserved Commands

Gen's Dialog Manager (the execution-time component that governs the procedure execution) reserves commands for its
own use. You must be aware of the commands that are listed in the following sections and use them appropriately.
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Gen contains the following reserved commands:

• HELP -- Causes the dialog manager to invoke its HELP exit.
• RESET -- Causes the dialog manager to go back to the initial display for the business system.

Commands to Initiate Dialog Flows

Another consideration that has a bearing on dialog design is the use of commands to initiate dialog flows.

When designing dialogs, loosely structured ones, several instances arise in which a command must initiate a dialog flow.
When this is the case, you must adopt some standard. These standards allow the users to easily distinguish between
commands that directly perform “real work” (such as adding a customer, canceling an order, or displaying a report) and
commands that indirectly invoke another procedure that performs the work.

An example standard is to prefix with an X all commands that cause a flow. For example, ADD, CANCEL and DISPLAY
are appropriate for adding customers, canceling orders, and displaying reports. The commands XADD, XCANCEL, and
XMENU can mean “transfer to the Add Customer procedure,” “transfer to the Cancel Order procedure,” and “transfer to
the MENU procedure” respectively. This distinction eases maintenance.

Procedure Step Execution

To understand building dialog flows between procedures, you must know the relationship between procedure steps,
Procedure Action Diagrams, displays, and dialog flows.

Each makes its own contribution to implementing a business system.

• Dialog flows provide the means by which one procedure step, based on the results of its execution, can pass control
and data to another procedure step.

• A procedure step, whether online or batch, controls the use of Procedure Action Diagrams.
• An online procedure step also controls the use of displays.
• A source procedure step can stop executing at any point in its logic, and so initiate a flow or a display.
• A destination procedure step can execute only from the beginning of its logic; in other terms, a flow is always to the

beginning of a procedure step.

The following illustration describes how a display, Procedure Action Diagram, and dialog flow work together during the
execution of an online procedure step in the Gen environment.
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For an explanation of the components of this illustration, see the following table.

Key Description
1 Procedure step execution usually begins when a user enters data

on a display and presses either the Enter key or a function key.
2 The data that is captured on the display is mapped into the import

data view for the procedure step. The section “Designing Screens”
discusses the connection between fields on the display and the
data views of the procedure step.

3 The import data view, whether from a display or another procedure
step, is processed by the Procedure Action Diagram that supports
the procedure step being executed. At its conclusion, the
procedure step populates its export data view. For information
about procedures, see the section “Designing the Procedure
Logic.”

4 Based on a condition set by the Procedure Action Diagram,
the procedure step either shows a display or flows to another
procedure step. Such a condition, called an exit state, is described
in How Flows Are Initiated.

5 If the decision in key 4 is to show a display, the data from
the export data view of the procedure step is mapped into the
associated display and the display is shown again.

6 If the decision in key 4 is to flow to another procedure step, the
export view from the current procedure step is matched to the
import view of the procedure step to which the flow takes place.
Data view matching is discussed in the section “Designing the
Procedure Logic.”
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7 If the dialog flow has the Execute First property, the import data
view for the new procedure is passed to its Procedure Action
Diagram. Otherwise, the contents of the import data view are
placed on the display. The Execute First property is described in
Choosing a Flow Action.

In one special case, it is possible to shortcut this cycle by avoiding the execution of the Procedure Action Diagram (step
3), as described in Autoflows.

This description of procedure step execution reveals that the Procedure Action Diagram is independent of the display and
dialog flow.

NOTE
No explicit actions are required to accept and display the displays.

• No explicit actions are required to initiate dialog flows.
• No special logic is required to detect whether the Procedure Action Diagram was initiated from a display or a dialog

flow, or whether the result of its execution is to show a display or initiate a dialog flow.

With most database management systems, any requests for update are saved in some type of temporary storage, and
the database is not physically updated until a commit point is reached. Each procedure step execution must be seen as a
commit unit, sometimes known as a “success unit.” When execution finishes, stored data is updated to reflect the create,
modify, and delete actions that are initiated during the execution completed. Where several procedure steps must execute
to bring all stored data to a consistent state, you specify procedure step logic to ensure that required data consistency is
maintained.

Flows

A flow can be used to communicate between procedures and procedure steps. The Gen Dialog Flow Diagram can be
used for building flows.

Dialog Flow Diagramming Conventions

The following illustrations show the conventions for the Dialog Flow Diagram:

The following list details the keys to the illustration:

• The bars represent procedures and procedure steps and are always accompanied by the name of the procedure or
step to the left of the bar.

• The symbol for procedure step appears only if a procedure has more than one step.
• If multiple procedure steps support a procedure, they may be contracted on the diagram into a single procedure bar.
• Transfers and links, discussed in the next section, represent flows between procedures and steps. The arrowhead

indicates the direction of the flow.
• A dialog flow (that is, a transfer or link) to a multi-step procedure must always flow to the first step in that procedure.

The following illustration shows a Gen Dialog Flow Diagram:
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The following list details the keys to the illustration:

• MENU is a single-step procedure, so has no procedure steps directly beneath it.
• At execution time, when certain exit state conditions occur as a result of menu selection by the user, explained in How

Flows Are Initiated, the MENU procedure can initiate transfers to the procedures TAKE ORDER, CANCEL ORDER,
and MAINTAIN CUSTOMER.

• TAKE ORDER is a procedure with two procedure steps: ADD ORDER HEADER and ADD ORDER ITEMS.
• Under certain conditions, the ADD ORDER HEADER procedure step can initiate a transfer to its companion

procedure step, ADD ORDER ITEMS. Under other conditions, it can initiate a link to a different procedure, MAINTAIN
CUSTOMER.

• Under certain conditions, the ADD ORDER ITEMS procedure step can initiate a transfer to ADD ORDER HEADER.
• No flows enter ADD ORDER ITEMS from outside the TAKE ORDER procedure because it is not the final step of a

procedure.
• CANCEL ORDER is a single-step procedure.
• MAINTAIN CUSTOMER is a multi-step procedure with its procedure steps and the flows between them contracted.
• Note the ellipsis (...) beneath the procedure label. This indicates that MAINTAIN CUSTOMER has undisplayed

procedure steps.
• Two flows enter Maintain Customer. If Maintain Customer were expanded to show its included procedure steps, the

flows would be shown as entering the first procedure step of MAINTAIN CUSTOMER, just as the flows in Take Order
are shown as entering Add Order Header.

Types of Flows

You can describe the following types of flows with the Dialog Flow Diagram:

• Transfer
• Link

Transfer Flows

A transfer flow indicates that the source procedure step passes control. It can also pass data to the destination procedure
step if appropriate conditions are met. In the illustration Dialog Flow Diagram, for example, the transfer from Add Order
Header to Add Order Items shows that after Add Order Header completes, Add Order Items is initiated. So, Add Order
Header can send data to Add Order Items using the dialog flow.

The following list details the properties of transfers:

• Flows On exit states.
• Flow Actions (Execute First, Display First) for destination procedure step.
• A command triggers execution of the destination procedure step.
• Data is sent from the source to the destination procedure step.
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Link Flows

A link flow is more complex than a transfer flow. As with a transfer flow, a link flow indicates that the source procedure
step passes control and, optionally, data to the destination procedure step. However, the link flow also allows the
destination procedure step to return control and data to the source procedure step. In addition, all export data that is
known to the source procedure step when it completes its original execution is saved and made available after the
destination procedure step returns.

For example, the illustration Dialog Flow Diagram shows a link between the procedure steps Add Order Header and
Maintain Customer. Assume that this link only takes place when the user takes an order from a customer who is not yet
known to the system. By linking to Maintain Customer, the system lets the user add the customer without losing any of
the information that is already entered into the Add Order Header display. After the user adds the customer, the Add
Order Header procedure step begins again with all the information from its original export view available in its import view,
augmented by data returned by Maintain Customer.

A link lets a user acquire additional information from another procedure step when the initial procedure step needs it. After
the information is acquired, the initial procedure step executes again from the beginning with all the information from its
initial execution intact, plus any new data or commands returned from the destination procedure.

If multiple links execute consecutively, all information from each linked procedure step is saved in anticipation of its restart.

For example, suppose that MAINTAIN CUSTOMER flows to another procedure step called CHECK CREDIT STATUS
under certain circumstances.

• If TAKE ORDER links to MAINTAIN CUSTOMER, all information that is required for TAKE ORDER is saved.
• If MAINTAIN CUSTOMER then links to CHECK CREDIT STATUS, all information that is required by MAINTAIN

CUSTOMER is saved.
• When CHECK CREDIT STATUS ends, the data that is saved for MAINTAIN CUSTOMER is restored, and MAINTAIN

CUSTOMER executes again from its beginning.
• When MAINTAIN CUSTOMER ends, the data that is saved for TAKE ORDER is restored, and TAKE ORDER executes

again from its beginning.

If a transfer flow took place at any time during this process, all the information that is saved during the links would be
discarded.

The following list details the properties of link flows:

• Flows On exit states.
• Flow Actions (Execute First, Display First) for the destination procedure step.
• A command triggers execution of the destination procedure step.
• Data that is sent from the source to the destination procedure step.
• Returns On exit states.
• Flow Actions (Execute First, Display First) for the source procedure step on return.
• A command triggers execution of the source procedure step on return.
• Data is returned from the destination to the source procedure step.

How Flows Are Initiated

Each dialog flow is initiated by the source procedure step setting an appropriate exit state. Each transfer on a Dialog Flow
Diagram must be associated with one or more exit state definitions that trigger the transfer. These are called Flows On
Exit States. Each link flow on a Dialog Flow Diagram must have at least one Flows On exit state.

Each link flow must also have at least one Returns On Exit State. After the destination procedure step finishes executing,
the Returns On exit state causes control to be returned to the source procedure step.

For a given procedure step, only one flow can be associated with each exit state value.

When the logic of a procedure step concludes, the value of Exit State is evaluated with one of these results:
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• If this value matches that associated with any dialog flow from the procedure step, the dialog flow is executed. The flow
is executed whether it is a transfer, link, or return from a link.

• If this value does not match any exit state values that are associated with any dialog flows, you must specify some
corrective action.

• Corrective action is appropriate to the procedure implementation.
• In a batch procedure, the particular transaction would have to be aborted or reversed, and the message included as

the reason on some reporting file. In extreme cases execution would have to be halted, and the message passed to
the initiator of the batch procedure execution. See also Designing for Restart.

• The screen that is associated with an online procedure step is displayed again with the exit state message appearing
in the Gen-supplied Error Message field.

• These are the types of message that is displayed, each of which has been assigned different video properties, as listed
in the following table.

Message Type Description Color Display Monochrome Display
None Normal

(the default field color as defined
in the video properties)

Normal

Informational Message gives information only;
no action is required.

White
High Intensity

High Intensity

Warning Message advises that user
action may be required.

Yellow
High Intensity

High Intensity

Error Message advises that an error
has occurred and action is
required to correct it.

Red
Reverse Video

Reverse Video

Choose a Flow Action

Whenever a flow takes place in either direction, the procedure step the flow initiates begins in one of the following ways:

• It can show the display that is associated with the destination procedure step and wait for user input to begin the logic
of the procedure step.

• It can execute the logic of the procedure step, which results in either the display of the procedure step being shown or
a dialog flow being executed.

This distinction relies on the definition of a flow action that is associated with each procedure step.

The guidelines for determining flow action are simple:

• If the destination procedure step requires information from the user before it can execute, use the Display First option.
• If the source procedure step provides all the information that is required by the destination procedure step, use the

Execute First option.

Autoflows

Often, the only processing that is associated with a value of Command is the setting of Exit State to a particular value.

For example, consider the example in Example From MENU Procedure. The MENU procedure does nothing but inspect
the incoming command and set an exit state value based on its value in anticipation of flowing to a different procedure
step.

In cases like this, it is possible to associate a particular value of Command with a particular value of Exit State. A
command that is associated with an exit state value for a procedure step is called an “autoflow” because you can use it to
cause a dialog flow to take place without any action diagram logic to support it.
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At execution time, autoflows are processed as follows:

1. The Gen Dialog or Window Manager evaluates the Command special attribute. If the value it contains is an autoflow,
the execution of the action diagram of the procedure is bypassed. Otherwise, the value of Command is passed along
to the action diagram as usual.

2. Exit State is set to the exit state value associated with the autoflow.
3. If the value of Exit State is associated with a dialog flow, the flow happens just as if Exit State had been set with the

EXIT STATE IS action in an action diagram.

In the menu example (see Example From MENU Procedure), it would have been possible to simplify the construction of
the Procedure Action Diagram shown in the illustration Procedure Action Diagram for MENU Procedure even further by
specifying the autoflows in the following table.

Autoflow Command Exit State Value
1 TAKE ORDER REQUESTED
2 CANCEL ORDER REQUESTED
3 MAINTAIN CUSTOMER REQUESTED

Autoflows handle all valid exit states. Therefore, the Menu Procedure Action Diagram has to set only the Invalid Request
condition as shown in the following illustration. If it ever executes, it means that an invalid value was placed in Command.

Revised MENU Procedure Action Diagram

 Procedure Step          MENU

  

 MENU                        

 EXIT STATE IS               

 invalid_request

 

The combination of these autoflow definitions, the Dialog Flow Diagram shown in the illustration Annotated Dialog Flow
Diagram in the Example From MENU Procedure, and the action diagram that is shown in the illustration Revised MENU
Procedure Action Diagram give the same execution-time result as the MENU Procedure example.

Execute a Command Using a Flow

Most online procedure steps rely on the value in the Command special attribute to direct their processing. When a
procedure step initiates from a display, the user selects a pushbutton, enters a value in the Command field, or presses a
function key to influence procedure step execution. The same kind of value is required when a procedure step is initiated
by a dialog flow from another procedure step.

You can specify a command value for each direction of a dialog flow. When the destination procedure step of the flow
executes, its underlying Procedure Action Diagram treats the value exactly as if it were entered on a display. You can
choose to send a specific command value, the current value of Command, or, in the case of a return from a link, the
previous value of Command.

The following list details the current value and previous value implications:

• The current value of command, you are sending its value at the conclusion of the source procedure step's execution.
• The previous value of command, you are sending the value in the Command field when the procedure step that

initiated the link finished executing.

For a transfer, you can specify the command value that triggers the destination procedure step.

For a link, you can specify both the command value that triggers the destination procedure step and the command value
that triggers the return to the source procedure step.
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Pass Data Through a Flow

It is possible and often useful to send data between procedure steps along a dialog flow. For example, consider the online
Take Order procedure in the illustration Annotated Dialog Flow Diagram in Example From MENU Procedure.

The illustration shows two procedure steps, Add Order Header and Add Order Items. Assume that the Order Number is
assigned in the Add Header procedure step. The ability to pass its value from Add Header to Add Lines eliminates the
need for the user to retype it when Add Lines starts.

The Dialog Flow Diagram in the following illustration represents a slightly more complex example, Airline Reservation
System Fragment.

The Check Reservation online procedure is intended to show the flight on which a particular passenger is booked.

The Locate Passenger procedure, given a passenger name, such as Smith, attempts to find it, and list all names like
Smiff, Smithe, or Smythe with which it might be confused.

If Check Reservation fails because it cannot find the name of the passenger, Locate Passenger is invoked to resolve a
possible misspelling.

In this case, sending the name of the passenger along the dialog flow from Check Reservation to Locate Passenger frees
the user from having to retype the name when Locate Passenger is invoked.

Likewise, after Locate Passenger identifies the correct passenger name, sending it back to Check Reservation over
the link's return executes Check Reservation again without other user intervention. It is not necessary for the course
procedure step to store data values for later use by the destination procedure step.

These examples demonstrate that passing data between procedure steps can improve system flow, simplify dialog
interactions, and reduce the chance for error.

Data can pass over both transfers and links from the source of the flow to its destination. Any data in the source
procedure step's export data view can be passed to the destination procedure's import data view, as long as the views are
compatible.

Links can also return data from the destination of the link to its source. Any data in the destination's export data view can
be passed to the source procedure step's import data view, as long as the views are compatible. Remember that during
a return from a link, the source procedure step's import view is populated from the export view of its previous execution.
However, any data that is returned from the destination to the source procedure step overlays the corresponding elements
of that step's import view.

For example, consider the illustration Airline Reservation System Fragment again. For this example, assume that the
following points:

• The import data view for Check Reservation has two components: Passenger Name and Reservation Date.
• The export data view for Check Reservation includes Passenger Name and a list of flights.
• Check Reservation is unable to locate a passenger named John Doe.

When Check Reservation links to Locate Passenger, the following takes place, assuming an Execute First dialog flow:

1. The export view from Check Reservation is saved, including the name John Doe.
2. The appropriate elements of the export view are placed in the import view of Locate Passenger. In this case the import

view receives the name of the passenger, John Doe.
3. Locate Passenger begins execution, looking for names that are similar to John Doe. In its export view, it returns

Shawn Toe, Jon Deaux, and John Dough.
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The user may now select from these possibilities to identify the correct passenger. If John Dough is the correct choice, the
following takes place when Locate Passenger returns to Check Reservation (assuming that the return has a flow action of
Execute First):

1. The import view of Check Reservation is populated from its saved export view. John Doe appears as the passenger
name.

2. The appropriate elements of the export view of Locate Passenger are then used to overlay the import view of Check
Reservation. John Dough replaces John Doe as the passenger name.

3. Check Reservation executes. This time, the procedure finds the passenger John Dough and displays the list of flights
that are reserved for him.

Flows Between Gen Business Systems

The subject of a Gen Dialog Flow Diagram is a single business system.

When it is necessary to flow between two business systems both specified using Gen, you can add external flows and
links in or out of the system currently being designed.

The flow is to or from a specific procedure in the other Gen-generated system. As with any flow between procedures, the
destination must be the first step of a procedure.

Suppose in our example Ordering dialog in the illustration Annotated Dialog Flow Diagram that a high value order needs
an extension of customer credit, which is supported by a second Credit Control system. Also suppose that large credit
exposure requires an extension of commercial risks insurance, which is supported by a third Insurance Management
system. Then part of the Dialog Flow Diagram for Credit Control would show flows between systems as arrows without a
source or destination procedure, as in the following illustration, External Dialog Flows.

Flows Between Gen and Non-Gen Procedures

It is sometimes desirable to have a flow between online procedures that are generated by Gen and transactions built
using some other method. These flows can be represented on the Dialog Flow Diagram.

For online procedures, these flows can be implemented using other dialog design features: Clear Screen Input and the
special attribute NEXTTRAN.

Configure Flows to Gen Procedures

To flow from a Gen-generated transaction to one not generated by Gen, the appropriate input message must be set in the
NEXTTRAN special attribute. NEXTTRAN is either placed directly on the screen or set in an action diagram.

In either case, whenever the Gen dialog manager detects a value in NEXTTRAN, it flows to the transaction in question
using the native facilities of the teleprocessing monitor, such as IMS/DC or CICS.

Configure Flows to Non-Gen Procedures

To flow to a Gen-generated transaction from one not generated by Gen, the non-Gen-generated transaction is responsible
for creating a message to invoke a Gen-generated transaction.
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Typically, an online procedure uses the facilities of the teleprocessing monitor to transfer control to the Gen-generated
transaction. The message that it creates must be in the same format as that used for Clear Screen Input.

Define Exit States

You specify the circumstances in which a procedure step places each possible exit state value in the exit state special
attribute by using the EXIT STATE IS action statement.

For each exit state, define the properties that are described in the following list.

• Value-Set by procedure logic
• Message type-None, Error, Warning, or Informational

Determines how the message is displayed.
• Message (optional) text-Displayed when the Exit State is recognized when a procedure stops execution
• Termination action-Normal, Rollback, or Abort

Specifies the action to be taken when the Exit State occurs.

The following list shows examples of meaningful exit state names:

• Customer Was Not Found
• Order Taken Successfully
• Duplicate Item Number

You can also specify when this exit state value is used by invoking the autoflow feature, which is described in Autoflows.

Example From MENU Procedure
The following illustration, Annotated Dialog Flow Diagram, shows a Dialog Flow
Diagram with exit state values for each dialog flow from the MENU procedure.

The following sample code, Procedure Action Diagram for MENU Procedure, shows the Procedure Action
Diagram for the MENU procedure.
 CASE OF COMMAND

      CASE 1

      EXIT STATE IS take_order_requested

      CASE 2

      EXIT STATE IS cancel_order_requested

      CASE 3

      EXIT STATE IS maintain_customer_requested

 OTHERWISE

 EXIT STATE IS invalid_requested
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The exit state value and exit state message for each exit state definition are required by the MENU procedure.
The exit state definitions that are used in the MENU Procedure are shown in the following table.

Exit State Value Exit State Message Exit State Termination Action

TAKE ORDER REQUESTED Normal

CANCEL ORDER REQUESTED Normal

MAINTAIN CUSTOMER
REQUESTED

Normal

INVALID REQUEST You have made an invalid request.
Please make another selection.

Normal

The following list shows the possible values of Exit State at the conclusion of the execution of the MENU
procedure:

• Take Order Requested -- The Take Order procedure is initiated. (Actually, its first procedure step, Add
Header, is initiated.)

• Cancel Order Requested -- The Cancel Order procedure is initiated.
• Maintain Customer Requested -- The Maintain Customer procedure is initiated.
• Invalid Request -- The following message is displayed:

 You have made an invalid request. Please make another selection.

 

An online procedure redisplays the menu display along with the error message.
A batch procedure halts.

Rules for Assigning Exit State Definitions

When an exit state is set during a procedure step execution, the results must be unambiguous.

The following rules govern the assignment of exit state definitions to dialog flows:

• An exit state value may appear on the Flows On exit state list of only one dialog flow from a given procedure step.
• No exit state value that appears on the Returns On Exit State list of a link to a given procedure step may appear on a

Flows On exit state list of dialog flows from the same procedure step.

The following illustration, Exit State Rule Violation, shows violations of both rules using an annotated Dialog Flow
Diagram.
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The illustration shows three procedures, P1, P2 and P3, and six dialog flows, each of which has been assigned a number.
The Flows On and Returns On Exit States that are associated with each flow are also listed.

Despite the confused use of exit states in this diagram, there are only two violations:

• For procedure P1, flows 1 and 3 violate the first rule because they both use ES1 as a Flows On exit state.
• For procedure P3, flows 5 and 6 violate the second rule because flow 5 uses ES3 as a Flows On exit state and flow 6

uses ES3 as a Returns On exit state.

This discussion reveals an interesting property of Returns On exit states; they depend entirely on the context of a
particular link.

The following illustration, Context Sensitivity of Returns on Exit States, shows that both Take Order and Change Order can
link to Maintain Customer. (Assume that the Returns On Exit State for both links is Request Successful.)

According to this illustration, there are three possible results if MAINTAIN CUSTOMER sets Request Successful during its
execution:

• If MAINTAIN CUSTOMER was linked to from TAKE ORDER, control is returned to TAKE ORDER.
• If MAINTAIN CUSTOMER was linked to from CHANGE ORDER, control is returned to Change Order.
• If MAINTAIN CUSTOMER was not the destination of a link, the Maintain Customer display is redisplayed along with the

exit state message that is associated with the exit state value Request Successful.

The result depends on how MAINTAIN CUSTOMER was initiated.

Design Online Dialogs

When designing online procedures, try to minimize the number of terminal or host interactions to maximize the use that
the user can make of each screen displayed.

Besides the description given in the previous section, some aspects of online design needs special attention. These
include the way commands and function keys are used and the way dialog flows are executed.

Screens for Data Maintenance

You can design one procedure to combine all maintenance functions. On the screen, attributes provide different field
protections for the different Add, Change, Delete, and Display functions. Whenever detail field changes are needed in the
design, only one screen must be modified.

Some field level protections that an online application might use are listed in the following table.

Function Attribute Type Protection Comment

Add Identifier
Non-identifier

Unprotected
Unprotected

Sometimes the identifier is
automatically generated, in
which case the identifier would
be protected.

Delete Identifier
Non-identifier

Protected
Protected

The only enterable field is
usually a Y/N to confirm delete.
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Update Identifier
Non-identifier

Protected
Unprotected

Anything except the identifier
can be changed, providing
the result of the change still
conforms to business and data
integrity rules.

Display Identifier
Non-identifier

Unprotected
Protected

Only the identifier can be
entered to select an occurrence.

Commands

The commands that are described in the following list receive special attention from the Gen Dialog Manager.

• NEXT -- For a procedure step using the automatic scrolling feature, this causes the dialog manager to scroll forward
based on the value of the Scroll Amt special attribute.
If NEXT is requested after the last occurrence of a repeating group has been displayed, the NEXT action is passed to
the Procedure Action Diagram.
For a procedure step not using the automatic scrolling feature, NEXT has no special meaning.

• PREV -- For a procedure step using the automatic scrolling feature, this causes the dialog manager to scroll backward
based on the value of the Scroll Amt special attribute.
If PREV is requested after the first occurrence of a repeating group has been displayed, the PREV action is passed to
the Procedure Action Diagram.
For a procedure step not using the automatic scrolling feature, PREV has no special meaning.

• TOP -- For a procedure step using the automatic scrolling feature, causes the dialog manager to scroll to the first item
of the repeating group.
For a procedure step not using the automatic scrolling feature, TOP has no special meaning.

• BOTTOM -- For a procedure step using the automatic scrolling feature, causes the dialog manager to scroll to the last
item of the repeating group.
For a procedure step not using the automatic scrolling feature, BOTTOM has no special meaning.

• RESTART -- Causes the dialog manager to redisplay the last display that the user was shown for the business system.

Function Keys

The section “Preparing for Design” covers the use of standard function keys.

All commands for a host procedure step must be accessible by function key, if the function key standards are not violated,
and that the keyboards in use support enough function keys.

Function keys to navigate online procedures are more convenient for the frequent user than entering commands.

The following illustration, Flow Actions for Online Procedures, shows three online examples that call for a Display First
flow action.
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The following list details the keys to the illustration:

• Example 1 shows that Display First is most often used in flows from menus.
• Example 2 shows that flows in loosely structured dialogs between dissimilar procedure steps exist purely for user

convenience.
• Example 3 shows that there are occasions when the destination procedure step is required to create entities.

NOTE
This example, the Command field and Customer Number field are prepopulated with pertinent information, even
though Display First was specified.

The following illustration, Execute First Flow Actions, shows two examples of dialogs using Execute First flow actions.
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Execute First is most often used when the destination procedure step is to present data identified in the source procedure
step or in menus that allow the capture of key information relevant to the destination procedure step.

For dialog flows that are transfer flows, a flow action is specified for the destination procedure step. For dialog flows that
are link flows, two flow actions are specified-one for the destination procedure step and another for the source procedure
step on return.

An interesting aspect of the Execute First flow is that its execution, when followed by any other flow, can cause user
interaction with procedure steps to be bypassed. Consider the following illustration.

Assume that the link between procedures P1 and P2 specifies Execute First in both directions, that is, for P2 when the link
is initiated and for P1 when the link completes. Also assume that the link flows on ES1 and returns on ES2.

The following scenario is then possible:

1. The user fills in the display for P1 and presses Enter.
2. P1 executes and sets Exit State to ES1 at its conclusion.
3. Based on the value of the Exit State, P1 links to P2.
4. Because the flow action is Execute First, P2 executes. At its conclusion, it sets Exit State to ES2.
5. Based on the value of the Exit State, P2 returns to Pl.
6. Because the flow action for return is Execute First, P1 executes. At its conclusion, it sets Exit State to ES3.
7. No dialog flow is associated with exit state value ES3, so the display for P1 is displayed.

From the user's perspective, the execution of procedure P2 is hidden. The display for P1 is used for input and then
redisplayed, as if P2 had never been invoked, although P2 contributed to the successful execution of the procedure.
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Sometimes a procedure step does not need to display a display. In this case, it is defined as non-display.

When commands are passed along a dialog flow using a Display First action, the value of Command specified on the flow
appears on the display of the destination procedure step. Example 3 in the illustration, Display First Flow Actions, shows
this display.

Prototype Online Dialogs

Gen includes a prototyping feature that enables you to demonstrate online dialog flows without building action diagrams or
generating code or databases.

Define the following items to prototype online dialog flows:

• Procedure steps to be prototyped (except for the action diagram)
• Display for each procedure step
• Dialog flows connecting the procedure steps
• Autoflows and associated exit states for each dialog flow to be prototyped
• Assignments for each command for which an autoflow specified

To initiate prototyping, select Prototyping from the Design pull-down menu in the main Gen window. The displays are
displayed in the same manner as when using the Display command from Display design; the prototype user cannot enter
any variable data into the display.

The function keys that are associated with the autoflows can be used to move from display to display based on dialog
flows. This lets you review the behavior of an online conversation without building detailed procedure logic.

Design Batch Dialogs

This article provides information for Design Batch Dialogs. The design of batch dialogs is also accomplished using the
Dialog Flow Diagram.

Various features available for online dialog design are not applicable in a batch dialog, so the options available are more
limited.

Batch procedures on the Dialog Flow Diagram are annotated BATCH beneath the label of the procedure as shown in the
following illustration.

Otherwise, the diagramming symbols for batch procedures are the same as those for online procedures. For more
information, see Dialog Flow Diagramming Conventions.

Flow Restrictions for Batch Dialogs

The following restrictions apply to dialogs involving batch procedures:

• Flows between procedures are not permitted-It is possible only to create flows between procedure steps in the
same batch procedure. Remember that a batch procedure is analogous to a batch job and a batch procedure step is
analogous to a batch job step in the MVS world.

• Only flows forward are permitted-Flows forward are represented by arrows pointing downward on the Dialog Flow
Diagram. The one exception to this rule is the involuted transfer, which is explained in Establishing Checkpoints.

• Display First has no meaning in a batch procedure-All flows in a batch procedure are processed as Execute First.
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Design for Restart

One consideration unique to batch procedures is the need to restart them. A procedure step is restartable when, if it
abnormally terminates midway through its execution, it can be restarted from the point it terminated.

Designing for restart has two aspects:

• Establishing checkpoints, which are analogous to leaving a trail of bread crumbs in the path through the enchanted
forest

• Restarting from the last checkpoint, which is something like following the trail of bread crumbs back into the forest after
being mysteriously transported back to your initial starting point

Establish Checkpoints

A checkpoint is a point during processing you establish to be certain that everything in the processing environment is
synchronized and the procedure can restart.

To establish a checkpoint, it is necessary to commit all outstanding database updates and to take a process snapshot.

With most database management systems, any requests for update are saved in some type of temporary storage. The
physical database is not updated until a commit point is reached.

In the absence of an explicit request for a database commit, updates are not committed until the end of a procedure step's
execution.

In a typical restartable procedure step, a commit is explicitly requested by the procedure step every so often during
processing, usually after some operations take place. This means that if there is a restart, you lose only the updates that
are made since the last commit.

A database commit can be initiated by calling an external action block which is hand coded to explicitly execute the
commit; so using an external action block is a simple and efficient means of achieving a commit.

In a Gen-generated system, a database commit can also be requested by using an involuted transfer flow on the Dialog
Flow Diagram, as shown in the following illustration.

Figure 12: Dialog Flow Diagram

An involuted transfer flow causes the dialog manager to commit all outstanding database requests and reinvoke the
procedure logic for the procedure step.

The illustration shows a single-step batch procedure called ACCOUNT UPDATE. Whenever the execution of the
ACCOUNT UPDATE Procedure Action Diagram concludes and the value of exit state is PROCESS COMMIT, the Gen
dialog manager commits all outstanding updates and returns to the beginning of the ACCOUNT UPDATE procedure.
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Process snapshot refers to any information that might be required to return the procedure step to its state at the last
commit point if there is a restart. Otherwise, duplicate database updates may result. Enough information to allow the
procedure step to return to a commit point must therefore be saved each time that a commit is issued.

Restart at the Last Checkpoint

To take advantage of the checkpoints that are established by conscientiously issuing database commits and taking
process snapshots, you must include logic in the procedure step to interpret the snapshot and restore things to the state
that existed at the last checkpoint. This usually involves repositioning sequential files and, possibly, resetting the values of
some local views.

Designing Screens
In an online environment, the primary visual layouts are screens; in a batch environment, they are reports. Many of the
comments about export views apply to reports as well.

Screens, dialogs, and procedure logic are best designed in parallel. You can then refine the screens and dialogs.
Prototyping is an effective technique for refining screens and dialogs. When the initial design is stable, detailed procedure
logic can be completed, and the screens and dialog flows can be finalized.

Together, the screen designs, dialog, and procedure logic yield fully detailed displays, a completed dialog flow diagram,
and action diagrams that are the basis for generating a completed system.

Gen Design Toolset provides a screen design tool that uses definitions of views as a source of the data to be laid out.
These views depend in turn on a well-defined data model.

If you wish to prototype dialogs as an aid to developing data and view definitions, you may decide to begin with paper
prototypes, or screens produced using word processing or graphic tools. You could also develop the screens in Gen using
areas of literals to simulate the layout of data.

Prerequisites

You need an outlined system structure design before beginning screen design.

Design Process

The following illustration lists the deliverables from designing the screens of the application and shows where you are in
the overall design process.
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Principles of Screen Design

During screen design, you arrange the fields that implement import and export data views and specify explanatory text to
support them. An understanding of the environment of the user and a set of meaningful standards help to produce good
screen designs.

The following list shows critical principles for user-oriented screen design:

• Adopt the perspective of the user -- The user has to perform a certain task, and the interface has to support this task
as closely as possible.
Different user roles have different requirements. For instance, the frequent user of a system tends to want the greatest
amount of information possible on the screen, commands, and function keys to streamline navigation, minimal
descriptive and help text, and minimal interruption.
The infrequent user of a system tends to need descriptive headings and labels, longer messages, a low volume of data
per screen, and comprehensive help facilities.
Keep the interface natural. The navigation must feel right to the user.
Give the user control. The user must be able to go on, cancel, or switch to another part of the application.
Maintain consistency throughout the application. The user always knows what to expect.

• Design for frequent use -- Place the most frequently used fields where the user sees them first.
• Take account of physical documents -- Arrange fields on data entry screens to closely resemble any corresponding

planned or current source document. In the case of a planned document, the document and the layout designs may
influence each other.

• Take account of workflow within the layout -- Arrange fields in the layout, and in any new document designs, according
to the sequence in which users access the information.
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Segregate data functionally. All the information the user must complete a particular activity must be on one display.
• Group-related objects together -- Do not leave large spaces between unrelated objects; this forces the eye of the user

to travel too far.
• Keep the layout simple -- A cluttered and busy display distracts from the task at hand. Balance this against the

inconvenience of users having to go through multiple displays to complete a user task.
Arrange fields on a screen in priority sequence, top-to-bottom, left-to-right. Linguistic differences may change this
priority sequence.
Set standards for colors, highlighting, and general format. This ensures that the look and feel of all components of the
system is the same.

By the time screen design is finalized, you must already have defined the data views of the procedure steps involved.

Screens and Templates Design

Screens embody the user view of the system. Each online procedure step is associated with a screen. The main types of
objects that are defined during screen design are Screens and Screen templates.

Screens

A screen can contain fields, special fields, prompts, and literals. It can also include one or more screen templates.

Besides providing anchor points for fields, prompts, literals, and special fields, screens have some properties of their own.
Since each screen describes exactly one online procedure step, some screen properties are borrowed from the procedure
step definition. For instance, screens do not have names of their own. They are identified by the name of the procedure
step that they support. They do not have their own descriptions, but assume the same description as the procedure step.

Only the properties that are shown in the following list are unique to a screen:

• Scrolling -- This property, which may have either the value yes or no, indicates whether the user can scroll back and
forth through a repeating group appearing on the screen using Gen's automatic scrolling feature.

• Help identifier -- Online systems must be supported by help data.
Many organizations have systems in place that support the capture and display of help text.
The Help ID is used to tell the installation help system where to locate help text for the screen.

• Protection of unused occurrences -- For screens that support repeating groups, this property is used to specify whether
occurrences of the repeating group on the screen that were not populated in the procedure step's export view must be
automatically protected.

• Positioning on a Dialog Flow Return -- For screens that support repeating groups, this property is used to specify the
occurrence of the repeating group that is displayed at the top of the group. This happens after a return from a link type
of dialog flow. There are two options:
– Restore the position of the group to its position when the link was requested. For instance, if the tenth occurrence of

the repeating group was displayed on the top of the screen when the link was requested, it will still be on the top of
the screen after the corresponding return.

– Reset the position of the group so that the first repeating group occurrence is displayed on the first line of the
repeating group on the screen. For instance, if the tenth occurrence of the repeating group was displayed on the top
of the screen when the link was requested, the first occurrence will be displayed on the top of the screen after the
corresponding return. In practice, the second option is rarely used.

Templates

A screen template is a named pattern of fields, prompts, and literals that can be used to build many screens. The template
is the layout of a screen.

Fields, which implement import and export data views, are specific to a particular procedure step. Because templates can
be shared by many screens, and therefore many procedure steps, they cannot support fields.
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Templates have only the properties listed:

• Name-Used to reference the template when it is included on a screen
• Description-a place to record in detail the intended use of the template

Screen and Template Components

The following list shows basic components of screens and screen templates:

• Fields
• Literals

(For constant information)
• Prompts

(Labels for fields and special fields)
• Special fields

(The set of special attributes that are appropriate for placement on a screen)

Define Fields

In screen design, a field implements an attribute for which an export data view, and optionally an import data view, has
been defined for the procedure step.

The attribute may belong either to an entity type or it may be a work attribute.

You must understand the relationship between screen fields and import and export data views before addressing the
properties of fields on screens.

The single screen that is associated with each procedure step is responsible for providing data to its import view and
displaying data from its export view. You can use each field on the screen to implement both an import and an export view
of an attribute. The following illustration shows this point.

The following list details the keys to the illustration:

• The procedure step Customer Address Inquiry requires an import view of CUSTOMER NAME. It produces an export
view that is composed of the following information:
– Customer name
– Customer Address Line 1
– Customer Address Line 2
– Customer Address Line 3

• The screen for Customer Address Inquiry is shown in two states:
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After the terminal user has specified the data that is required in the import view
After the system has formatted the export view in response

• The field labeled Customer Name: provides input to the import view Requested Customer Name before procedure
step initiation. The field displays the contents of the export view Returned Customer Name at the conclusion of the
procedure step.

• The fields that are identified as Customer Address: only display the contents of the export view's Returned Customer
Address Lines 1, 2, and 3.

• In general, all fields for which an import view is defined must have a corresponding export view.

The following list shows the properties of fields:

• Import Data View
• Export Data View
• Display Length
• Hidden Field Indicator
• Edit Pattern
• Field Video Properties
• Error Video Properties
• Field Prompt
• Prompt Video Properties
• Help Identifier

Import Data View

This view receives data input to the field, if any.

Export Data View

This view provides data to the field, if any.

Display Length

This is the number of character positions that are required to display the field on the screen.

Many times a display length of the field is the same as that of the attribute it implements, but sometimes it will not. The
most frequent reason for a difference in display length and attribute length is the use of an edit pattern.

For example, consider an attribute of Employee that is called Date Hired that contains a 4-digit year, a 2-digit month
and a 2-digit day, 8-digits in all. When placing a field representing Date Hired on a screen, you determine that it must be
displayed in the format YYYY-MM-DD. The insertion of two more characters (the dashes) requires a display length of 10
characters. So, the attribute length is 8 while the display length is 10.

Sometimes, you may choose to truncate a field value to make it fit on a screen. For instance, an 80-character description
may not fit on a densely packed screen. You can squeeze it in by reducing the display length. Avoid this approach
wherever possible because of the potential loss of meaning resulting from the partial display.

Number of Decimals

For numeric views, this property indicates the number of decimal places the field accepts or displays.

Hidden Field Indicator

In an online system, information must be preserved between procedure step executions. Every field that both come from
an export data view and goes to an import data view can be considered “saved” because it passes between procedure
steps without a user retyping it.
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The following illustration shows this.

However sometimes, information must be preserved but not displayed to the user. You most often do this by using the
hidden field property.

A hidden field is not displayed, but is still passed from export to import view between transaction executions. The following
illustration shows an example of a procedure step using a hidden field to pass data between executions.

In this example, a secure procedure step has been designed to require a user password. Whenever the screen is
displayed, the Output Display Time is saved as a hidden field. When the user presses Enter to start the next procedure
step execution, the value of Output Display Time that is saved in the hidden field is compared with the current time. If the
user lets too much time elapse, the procedure step can prompt for a password.

Traditionally, hidden fields are implemented as dark, protected fields on the screen.

At execution time, the Gen-generated system automatically saves hidden fields and restores them without requiring space
on the screen.

Gen imposes the following requirements:

• Any field identified as a hidden field must be associated with both an import and an export data view. Otherwise it
cannot pass data between procedure step executions.

• Each component of a procedure step's import and export data views must either be implemented by a field that is
placed on the screen or as a hidden field.

Edit Pattern

Edit patterns make the values in views more readable when they appear on a screen. For example, a United States Social
Security number is nine digits long. If the contents of an export view of Social Security Number is displayed, it might
appear as shown next:

 888888888

However, by applying the edit pattern XXX-XX-XXXX before displaying it, the result is shown next:

 888-88-8888

The format in which Social Security numbers commonly appear.

There are two categories of edit patterns:
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• Standard edit patterns
• Local edit patterns

You must name edit patterns for the domain of the data they represent. For instance, to ensure that all currency values
are displayed consistently on every screen that uses them, one might establish a standard edit pattern called Currency.

One striking advantage of using standard edit patterns is how easily you can change the appearance of fields across the
system. For example, imagine that a standard edit pattern called Date has the value MM/DD/YY. Assume that all fields
implementing attributes of type Date have been assigned the edit pattern Date. If you later wish to change the format to
DD.MM.YY, it is possible to change every field in the system that uses the Date edit pattern simply by changing the edit
pattern definition.

Local edit patterns are specific to a particular field. Designers must avoid them in favor of standard edit patterns wherever
possible, but they are available when required.

The characteristics of edit patterns vary by the attribute type of the view that is implemented by the field. For instance,
YYYY-MM-DD is valid for a field implementing a date attribute but not for one implementing a time attribute.

For a complete definition of the edit patterns supported by Gen, see the Toolset Help.

Field Video Properties

Video properties control several terminal-dependent aspects of field display.

Video properties must be standardized across the system. However, in certain cases, you must deviate from the standard
by specifying local video properties.

You must avoid using local video properties to specify intensity, color, or highlighting unless necessary, since it represents
a deviation from the system standard.

The following lists detail the video properties, either standard or local, that can be defined for a field.

• Cursor Position -- Indicates whether the cursor is to be placed in the field when the screen is displayed.
The cursor identifies where the next character entered will appear on the screen.
The possible values of this property are yes and no.
If no fields on a particular screen have a value of yes specified for this property, the cursor appears in the first field on
the screen.
If multiple fields have a value of yes specified, the cursor appears in the first one on the screen (beginning in the upper
left corner and working left-to-right through each row on the screen).

• Protection -- Indicates whether data can be entered into a field.
• Intensity -- On a terminal that supports different intensities, lets fields appear at different levels of brightness (high

intensity, normal intensity, or dark, which does not appear at all).
• Color -- Fields appear in any of the colors that are supported by the terminal.
• Highlight -- Fields are displayed with any highlighting characteristics that are supported by the terminal, such as

reverse video or blink.
• Justification -- Controls the alignment of data at either the right or the left of the field. Normally, text is left-justified and

numbers are right-justified.
• Blank when zero -- Causes a numeric field to be displayed as blank, regardless of its edit pattern, if its value is zero.
• Fill character -- Is inserted in remaining character positions after justification. For example, a value of 999 right-justified

in a field five digits long with a fill character of 0 would appear as 00999.

Error Video Properties

Error video properties are similar to field video properties except that they are used to highlight a field in error. For
instance, on a data entry screen, data that does not conform to a permitted value list of an attribute can be redisplayed to
the user in reverse video to highlight the error.
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You can specify that a field be displayed using its error video properties by using the MAKE … ERROR action statement.

The list of error video properties is a subset of the list of field video properties that includes cursor position, protection,
intensity, color, and highlight. As with field video properties, it is always best to default to the system standard. Use of a
local error video property is likely to confuse a user who is accustomed to reacting to the standard error video property.

Field Prompt

A prompt is a label for either a field or a special field. It appears on the screen near the field itself.

In the following example, Customer Name and Hair Color are labels, or prompts, for the fields with which they are
associated.

                    Customer Hair Color Inquiry     

                    Customer Name = John Doe________

                    Hair Color    = Brown___________

 

Gen keeps a list of each prompt that is used with fields to implement each attribute across the system, and lets you
choose among them. This improves the opportunity to standardize field labels across the system. You can use literals to
create the same effect as prompts. This section takes up the topic of literals.

For example, in the example Field Prompts, assume the field that is preceded by the prompt Customer Name: implements
an attribute that is called Customer Name.

Suppose that another designer builds a screen that requires a field implementing Customer Name. When the designer
is positioning the field, Gen issues a reminder that Customer Name was previously used as a prompt for the attribute
and encourages the designer to use it again rather than inventing a new one such as Name of Cust Is or Client Name Is
===>>.

Prompt Video Properties

These properties allow you to specify terminal-dependent characteristics of the prompt display.

As with field properties, you must establish a standard for prompt properties and override it only in extreme situations.

Since prompts contain no variable data, the only video properties available for them are intensity, color, and highlight.

Help Identifier

The value of this property can be communicated to a Help Facility of an installation if it supports field-level help.

If you are experienced in building screens using other techniques, you may notice that no mention is made here of the
Modified Data Tag (MDT) used on IBM Model 3270 and compatible terminals to indicate that a field on the screen has
been changed. Gen deals with all Modified Data Tag handling when generating the system. You must assume that all data
exported from the procedure step that is not modified will be available in the import view of the next execution. This is
assuming all Modified Data Tags had been set.

Define Literals

Literals contain the two components, constant data and video property. Literals contain only constant data. As a result,
literals have only two components, Constant data to be displayed and Video property of the constant data.

Where possible, use the system standard video properties and avoid literal-specific local video properties.

You may specify the following video properties for a literal:
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• Intensity
• Color
• Highlight

Define Prompts

Although prompts appear separately on the screen, each prompt is intimately connected with a field.

Define Special Fields

This article provides information for Define Special Fields. Special fields implement special attributes that are appropriate
for the placement on a screen.

The following lists detail the special fields that are available when using the Screen Design tool:

• Current Date -- The system date at the time the procedure that is associated with the screen is executed.
• Current Time -- The system time at which the procedure that is associated with the screen is executed.
• Transaction Code -- The field required by transaction-oriented teleprocessing monitors (such as IMS and CICS) to

identify the programs that are required to execute the procedure step.
Screen generation of Gen, a construction facility, requires that Transaction Code appear as the first item on each
screen.

• Command Area -- Where a terminal user may specify a value for the Command special attribute.
System Error Message -- Where messages that are associated with exit states are displayed.

• Program Function Keys -- Where a list of the function keys available for the procedure step can be displayed on a
single line as a reminder to the user.

• Terminal ID -- Displays the system terminal identification of the terminal on which the screen is displayed.
• User ID -- Displays the User ID by which the terminal user is known to the teleprocessing monitor.
• Printer ID -- lets a user specify the system terminal identification of a printer on which the screen prints, must the user

request it.
• Local System ID -- Displays the identity that is given to the processor and possibly the service under which the

procedure step is executing (for instance, the kind of teleprocessing monitor, for example, IMS, CICS, TSO).
• Panel ID -- Displays the mapname that is associated with the screen. Mapnames are assigned during construction. For

more information, see the Toolset Help.
• Scroll Indicator Message -- Used for automatically scrolled repeating groups. If there are more items in the repeating

group than appear on the screen, it displays as MORE: followed by a minus sign (“-”) to indicate there are items
preceding the first occurrence that is displayed, a plus sign (“+”) to indicate that there are items following the last
occurrence that is displayed, or both.

• Scroll Amount Message -- Prompts the user to specify the scrolling interval desired. Options are:
– CURS

(for cursor, or single line scrolling)
– HALF
– PAGE

• Scroll Location Message -- Used for automatically scrolled repeating groups. It displays a message in the form:

LINES aaa to bbb of ccc 

where:
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– aaa is the occurrence number, within the repeating group view, of the first occurrence displayed on the screen.
– bbb is the occurrence number of the last occurrence that is displayed on the screen.
– ccc is the occurrence number of the last populated occurrence in the repeating group view.

• Next Transaction -- Where the terminal user can specify a transaction code and formatted input to invoke a
transaction. This is usually one not generated by Gen. The information that is placed in this field is processed as
though the user had cleared the screen and entered Clear Screen Input to invoke the transaction.

The properties of special fields are the same as for fields, with the following exceptions:

• Do not require import or export data views.
• May not be implemented as hidden fields.
• May not have edit patterns.

Repeating Groups and Automatic Scrolling

Some procedure steps deal with repeating import or export data views. Consider a procedure step called List Customers,
which provide a list of customer names and phone numbers beginning with a certain value.

Such a procedure step might have import and export views that look like those in the following sample code.

Repeating Export Dataview

 Procedure Step LIST_CUSTOMER                             

    LIST_CUSTOMERS                                        

       IMPORTS                                            

             Entity ViewCustomer (mandatory, persistem    

                       Attributes                         

                                Name                      

       EXPORTS                                            

             Group ViewListed                             

                     Cardinality MIN: 0  Max: 100  Avg: 50

             Entity ViewCustomer (transitive, export only)

                       Attributes                         

                                Name                      

                                Phone_Number    

 

NOTE
The group view Listed is a repeating group view, as indicated by its cardinality. The maximum cardinality, which
is shown as 100, indicates that at most 100 values for Customer Name and Phone_Number are returned as the
result of executing the procedure step List Customers.

The implementation of such a procedure step in an online environment requires a screen similar to the following screens.

Screen Containing a Repeating Group 1

                               List Customer

    Starting Custmer Name ===> XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

 

    Customer Name           Phone Number

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX
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    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX

 

 

Screen Containing a Repeating Group 2

                               List Customer

    Starting Custmer Name ===> XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                 

 

    Customer Name           Phone Number                            

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX

 

 

The multiple occurrences of Customer Name and Phone_Number shown on this screen are referred to collectively as a
repeating group.

Notice that only 10 occurrences of the repeating group appear on the screen, yet the maximum cardinality of the group
view is 100. In a case like this, you can use scrolling to provide a window on the repeating group. Through this window, a
user can see 10 values for Customer Name and Phone_Number at a time.

You implement the scrolling feature using the Scroll Indicator property of a screen. When the Gen-generated procedure
step executes, it automatically includes support for moving backward and forward ten occurrences at a time through the
100 occurrences of Customer Name and Phone_Number.

You can use automatic scrolling on one repeating group per screen. In the case of nested repeating groups, only the
highest level repeating group is scrolled. For example, the view definitions in the following sample code reflect a modified
version of List Customers, called List Customers 2, in which each customer can have six phone numbers.

Nested Repeating Group Views

 Procedure Step LIST_CUSTOMER_2

 LIST_CUSTOMER_2

      IMPORTS

          Entity ViewStarting_Customer

                Attributes

                        Name

      EXPORTS

         Group ViewListed

                Cardinality Min: 0  Max: 100  Avg: 50

         Entity ViewReturned_Customer

                Attributes

                        Name

 

The screen for the nested repeating group views is illustrated next.

Screen With a Nested Partial Repeating Group

                              List Customer                                    

    Starting Customer Name ===> XXXXXXXXXXXX                                  
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    Customer Name        Phone Number

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  

    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  (XXX) XXX-XXXX  

 

 

Automatic Scrolling Command Values

If the Scroll Indicator property for a screen is set to Yes, the following values have special meaning to the Dialog Manager
when placed in the Command field at execution time:

• NEXT
• PREV
• TOP
• BOTTOM

The Screen With a Nested Partial Repeating Group shows one way to represent this data on a screen. In this case, the
screen shows ten out of a possible 100 customers, and for each customer, three out of a possible six phone numbers.
Automatic scrolling cannot be used both to scroll through the values of Customer Name and the values of Customer
Phone_Number. It becomes the responsibility of the designer to provide the scrolling capability with the procedure action
logic.

Special Fields for Automatic Scrolling

The special fields Scroll Location Message, Scroll Indicator Message, and Scroll Amount Message, explained in Defining
Special Fields, are automatically maintained during the execution for screens with a Scroll Indicator property value of Yes.

When to Use Automatic Scrolling

Depending on the specific circumstances, automatic scrolling might not be the best approach. Sometimes it is more
straightforward, both for the user and you, to handle scrolling explicitly in the procedure logic.

Automatic scrolling is the most effective when the following conditions are met:

• A single, non-nested repeating group is to be scrolled.
• The number of occurrences that satisfy the selection criteria of the user is likely to be so small that all occurrences fit in

the repeating group view.

For example, consider a procedure step in which an ORDER and the ORDER_ITEMs it contains are displayed. If you
are confident that there are never over one hundred ORDER_ITEMs per ORDER, automatic scrolling is an excellent
alternative. You must still include logic to handle the case where there are more than one hundred ORDER_ITEMs for a
particular ORDER.

You select automatic scrolling by specifying the Scroll Indicator property for the screen to Yes.

When to Use Logic for Scrolling

Consider a procedure step that displays a list of employees in alphabetical order starting with a particular employee name.
The number of occurrences to be returned is indeterminate; depending on the starting employee name and the size of
the organization, the number of occurrences satisfying the selection criteria might range anywhere from zero to tens of
thousands. In such cases, explicit scrolling logic yields a more efficient and effective design.
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Line Item Actions

If a repeating group implements both an import and an export repeating data view, you must allow the user to specify the
activity to be performed on each occurrence of the group.

You can accomplish this by specifying a line item action using a work attribute set.

For example, consider a procedure step similar to List Customers that let a user change or delete a phone number of the
customer. The following sample code lists the import and export views for this procedure step, named Maintain Customer
Phone Numbers.

Dataviews for Maintain Customer Phone Numbers

 Procedure Step  MAINTAIN_CUSTOMER_LIST

    Import View

           ViewSTARTING of entity CUSTOMER

                 Attributes:

                                NAME

           Group ViewLISTED_FOR_INPUT

                    Cardinality   Min: 0  Max: 100  Avg: 50

           ViewINBOUND of work group DESIGNER_ADDED

                  Attributes:

                                ACTION_CODE

           ViewINBOUND of entity CUSTOMER

                  Attributes:

                                NAME

                                PHONE_NUMBER

    Export Views

           Group ViewLISTED_FOR_INPUT

                    Cardinality   Min: 0  Max: 100  Avg: 50

           ViewOUTBOUND of work group DESIGNER_ADDED

                  Attributes:

                                NAME

                                PHONE_NUMBER

 

NOTE
The appearance of the work attribute Action Code in the repeating group view Listed. You can easily add logic in
the Procedure Action Diagram to respond to the value of this work attribute.

The following sample code shows a screen that can be used to represent the data views from the sample code Dataviews
for Maintain Customer Phone Numbers.

Screen for Maintain Customer Phone Numbers

                     Customer Phone Number Maintenance                         

    Starting Customer Name ===> XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                             

 

    Action       Customer Name             Phone Number                       

      X          XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX                     

      X          XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX                     

      X          XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX                     

      X          XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX                     

      X          XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX                     

      X          XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX                     

      X          XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX                     

      X          XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXX) XXX-XXXX                     
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Clear Screen Input

It is desirable to provide a shortcut initial entry into a procedure by using Clear Screen Input. In general, import views of
online procedure steps are populated from screens.

To illustrate, consider the Screen Containing a Repeating Group.

Ordinarily, a terminal user must complete the following steps to invoke the List Customers procedure at execution time:

1. The transaction code, which is assigned during Construction, is entered on the screen and the user presses Enter.
2. The screen that is associated with List Customers is displayed with no values in its fields.
3. The user keys in a value in the starting customer name field and presses Enter.
4. The screen that is associated with List Customers is displayed again. This time it contains customer names and phone

numbers.

However, it would be more convenient for frequent users of List Customers to be able to enter the Trancode, followed by a
value for Starting Customer Name on a clear screen. The screen that is associated with List Customers is displayed filled
in with customer names and phone numbers. This is achieved using the Clear Screen Input feature.

The Clear Screen Input feature also allows the population of the import views of the procedure if it is “flowed to” from
a non-Gen generated transaction. By using the native facilities of the teleprocessing monitor, a non-Gen-generated
transaction can send a message invoking a Gen-generated transaction, with parameters that map to the import views of
the procedure step.

You can only specify Clear Screen Input for the first procedure step in a procedure. A complete description of the
specification of the Clear Screen Input feature is available in the Toolset Help.

Design the Procedure Logic
Procedure logic design involves taking the outlined system structure and fully detailing its procedure components.

The techniques of detailing a procedure and defining procedure logic use the Action Diagramming tool.

The term Procedure Action Diagram refers to both Procedure Action Diagrams and Procedure Step Action Diagrams. For
complete information about Action Diagramming, see the Toolset Help.

NOTE
You need a working knowledge of analysis techniques. Broadcom provides other documents that describe the
tasks, tools, and techniques to be used, in particular Analysis.

You must design the screens, dialog, and procedure logic in parallel. You can then refine your screens and dialogs,
perhaps by prototyping. When the initial design is stable, you can complete a detailed procedure logic and finalize the
screens and dialog flows.

Together, the screen designs, dialog, and procedure logic yield fully detailed displays, a completed dialog flow diagram,
and action diagrams that are the basis for generating a completed system.

Prerequisites

You need an outlined system structure design before beginning procedure logic design.

Design Process

The following illustration shows the deliverables from procedure logic design and shows where you are in the overall
design process.
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Figure 13: Line 1
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Types of Procedures

In analysis, processes describe business requirements. During design, you describe the method by which each
elementary process is carried out in procedures.

NOTE
For more information about the elementary processes, see Analyzing.

The important point to recall for design is that elementary processes are the objects for which Process Action Diagrams
are built.

All activities are described in procedures and components of procedures.

A procedure is a precise set of instructions that facilitates the completion of one or more specific processes.

All procedures support the execution of elementary processes in some way. However, you may consider them in two
broad categories based on their level of support:

• Process-implementing procedures-These procedures directly implement elementary processes defined during
analysis. For example, the designer may directly implement an elementary process that describes the adding of an
order using the online procedure Take Order. Process-implementing procedures generally USE process action blocks.

• Designer-added procedures-These procedures are implementation-specific activities that improve or simplify some
characteristics of the overall implementation. For instance, you might add a menu procedure to allow users to select
between multiple process-implementing procedures.

Some designer-added procedures are specified during design. However, most procedures that are defined are process-
implementing procedures.

Another way to categorize procedures that are held as a property in the Gen design model:

• Online procedures with display -- These procedures execute (directly or indirectly) through one or more display
interactions with the user.

• Online procedures without display -- These procedures execute indirectly without interaction with the user.
• Batch procedures -- These procedures execute under the control of the operating system with no interaction with the

user, for instance, as a batch job under JES in an MVS environment.
Gen provides 100 percent code generation for most batch processing needs. It supports, but does not generate code
for, sequential file processing or report creation.

NOTE
Sequential file access can be accomplished through external action blocks, and the reports are generated either
through a user-written program, a separate reporting package.

Action Diagram Terminology

Before beginning to use action statements that describe the detailed process or procedure logic, you must become
familiar with some terms that are used in action diagramming.

These terms are defined in the following list:

• Process Action Diagram -- A collection of action statements that directly support an elementary process. These
statements represent business logic and may be defined during analysis, or deferred until design.

• Action Block -- (Process Action Block) A named collection of action statements not directly associated with an
elementary process.
An action block may define:
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– A derivation algorithm for a derived attribute
– A default algorithm for a basic or designed attribute
– A business algorithm used to calculate an attribute value in a SET … USING action
– A business algorithm invoked through a use action
– Logic for design-specific procedures such as security, operational control, data bridging, and conversion.

• Common Action Block -- An action block that is used by more than one process or a process action diagram that is
transformed as more than one procedure.

• Procedure Action Diagram -- A collection of action statements that directly support a procedure step.
• Business Algorithm -- An action block that is invoked through a SET … USING action or through a USE action.
• Action Group -- Any bracketed collection of actions in a Process Action Diagram or Process Action Block.

All statements appearing within a bracket participate in the action group enclosed by the bracket.

Refine Action Blocks Developed During Analysis

Gen lets you create action blocks in the Analysis toolset. However, many developers defer creating action blocks until
design so all logic can be specified at the same time.

Any action blocks developed during analysis to support elementary processes or as business algorithms are available for
implementation during design.

If the analysis-developed action diagram must be changed, remember that all changes that are made by the designer are
visible to the analyst. You are modifying the same specification that is originally created by the analyst.

Consider the following guidelines for an action diagram modification:

• The intent of the analyst must not be violated. You must limit modifications to those addressing implementation issues.
• An analyst must make any modifications that reflect a change in the business model. If an analyst cannot make the

change, the analyst must at least approve it.

Refine Synthesized Procedure Action Diagrams

Gen automatically creates synthesized Procedure Action Diagrams during the process-to-procedure transformation.

These are action blocks that can be considered a starting point for designing the detailed logic of the procedure.

You may make changes to the Procedure Action Diagram to address these kinds of processing issues:

• Handling termination conditions
• Dynamically modifying video properties
• Providing for restart
• Designing for ease of use

Handle Termination Conditions

You must address all possible termination conditions for the synthesized Procedure Action Diagram of the procedure step.

The following sample code is an example of an action diagram of the procedure step immediately after transformation.

NOTE
Exit State is never set, even for the condition of an invalid command.

Procedure Action Diagram for MAINTAIN CUSTOMER

 MAINTAIN CUSTOMER

           IMPORTS: Entity Viewimport customer

           EXPORTS: Entity Viewexport customer
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      CASE OF COMMAND

      CASE delete

      USE delete_customer

           WHICH IMPORTS: Entity Viewimport customer

           WHICH EXPORTS: Entity Viewexport customer

      CASE add

      USE add_new_customer

           WHICH IMPORTS: Entity Viewimport customer

           WHICH EXPORTS: Entity Viewexport customer

      OTHERWISE

 

The following sample code shows that the same Procedure Action Diagram after the designer has addressed termination
conditions.

Procedure Action Diagram With Exit State Is Actions

 MAINTAIN CUSTOMER

      IMPORTS: Entity Viewimport customer

      EXPORTS: Entity Viewexport customer

 EXIT STATE IS requested_operation_complete

      CASE OF COMMAND

      CASE delete

      USE delete_customer

           WHICH IMPORTS: Entity Viewimport customer

           WHICH EXPORTS: Entity Viewexport customer

      CASE add

      USE add_new_customer

           WHICH IMPORTS: Entity Viewimport customer

           WHICH EXPORTS: Entity Viewexport customer

OTHERWISE

      EXIT STATE IS invalid_command

 

This example raises the following two issues:

• Exit State is set to Requested Operation Complete before any other logic is executed, as is shown in line 4.
In this example, the designer has assumed that positive conditions are not addressed in the used action blocks, and
has therefore initialized Exit State to the positive condition here, to avoid handling exception conditions throughout the
remainder of the procedure step logic.
If Exit State is never set to a different value as the result of an exception, the positive condition remains set. This
design approach may not be safe if you cannot guarantee correct handling of all exception conditions that may arise.
For example, can you be sure that all exceptions will be handled correctly after the action blocks are then modified.
The EXIT STATE IS an action added at line 15 is a typical case of setting Exit State for an exception.

• Exit State is not set after the USEd action blocks are invoked (lines 7 and 11). Again this is because the designer has
assumed that exception conditions are addressed in the action blocks themselves.

It is essential that all action diagrams are compatible with the exception handling of any USEd action blocks, and that
exception conditions are handled completely and safely. You must modify all parts of synthesized logic so that they remain
compatible with any system components with which they interact.
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Dynamically Modifying Video Properties in Online Procedures

Using the MAKE action statement, which modifies video properties, is restricted to Procedure Action Diagrams that
directly support procedure steps. Any special handling of video attributes in a process-implementing procedure must take
place in the synthesized Procedure Action Diagram.

The procedure logic can inspect the setting of Exit State on a return from a transformed procedure action block to
determine whether video properties must be dynamically modified.

An example of this technique appears in the following sample code. The designer has added a condition followed by a
make action to highlight the name of a duplicate customer. See lines 14 through 16.

Procedure Action Diagram With a MAKE Statement

 MAINTAIN_CUSTOMER

           IMPORTS: Entity Viewimport customer

           EXPORTS: Entity Viewexport customer

 EXIT STATE IS requested_operation_complete

      CASE OF COMMAND

      CASE delete

      USE delete_customer

           WHICH IMPORTS: Entity Viewimport customer

           WHICH EXPORTS: Entity Viewexport customer

      CASE add

      USE add_new_customer

           WHICH IMPORTS: Entity Viewimport customer

           WHICH EXPORTS: Entity Viewexport customer

           IF EXIT STATE IS EQUAL TO customer already exists

           MAKE export customer name “ERROR”

      EXIT STATE IS invalid_command

 

Restart in Batch Procedures

The following illustration represents the Dialog Flow Diagram for a batch process-implementing procedure named Batch
Maintenance. This procedure handles checkpointing and restart at last checkpoint.

Dialog Flow Diagram - Batch Maintenance

A fully commented Procedure Action Diagram for the procedure Batch Maintenance is represented in the following sample
code.

Procedure Action Diagram - Batch Maintenance (Part 1)

 BATCH_MAINTENANCE

      IMPORTS:   Work View  returned_from_transfer work

      EXPORTS:   Work View  sent_through_transfer work

      LOCALS:    Work View  restart work

                 Work View  target work

                 Work View  returned work

                 Work View  returned customer

                 Work View  commit ief_supplied

                 Work View  message work

 EXIT STATE IS requested_operation_complete
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 NOTE 

     ... FIRST, check to see if this is a RESTARTED procedure. If the number 

         written to the restart file by WRITE RESTART RECORD in a previous 

         execution is greater than zero, it means that BATCH MAINTENANCE 

         previously failed in mid-execution.

 IF returned from transfer work restart_count IS EQUAL TO 0

 USE get_restart_number

      WHICH EXPORTS: Work View target_work

NOTE

      Get RESTART NUMBER is an external action block which reads the restart    

     file (written by WRITE RESTART NUMBER at the end of the action block). It    

     passes back a value of zero if the restart file is empty.

NOTE

      GET TRANSACTION is an external action block that reads a sequential file 

     of CUSTOMERS. It returns CUSTOMER details (in RETURNED CUSTOMER) and a   

     request code (in RETURNED WORK).

     Possible values of REQUEST TYPE are:

      - A=Add (CREATE) this customer

      - C=Change (UPDATE) this customer

      - D=Delete this customer

      - E=End of input file reached

 USE get_transaction

      WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View returned customer

                     Work View returned work

NOTE

      ... NEXT. If we are restarted, spin through the transaction

         file until you get to the first one that was not processed

         properly the first time.

 

Procedure Action Diagram for Batch Maintenance (Part 2)

 WHILE restart work restart_count IS LESS THAN target work

      restart count

 AND returned work request_type IS NOT EQUAL TO E

 SET restart work restart_count TO restart work

      restart_count + 1

 USE get transaction

      WHICH EXPORTS: Work View returned work

                     Entity View returned customer

 NOTE

      ... NOW, you must be positioned at the first customer transaction not yet 

         processed. If this is not a restarted execution, that will be the 

         first transaction on the input file; if it IS a restart, it will be 

         the transaction right after the last one for which a commit took 

         place.

 WHILE commit_ief_supplied count IS LESS THAN 100

 AND returned work request_type IS NOT EQUAL TO E

 EXIT STATE IS requested_operation_complete

 SET message work result TO OPERATION COMPLETED

 NOTE

      CREATE CUSTOMER, UPDATE CUSTOMER, and DELETE CUSTOMER are Elementary 

     Processes for which Process Action Diagrams were created during BAA.

 CASE OF returned work request_type
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CASE A

 USE create_customer

      WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View returned customer

          IF EXIT STATE IS NOT EQUAL TO

               requested_operation_complete

          SET message work result TO NOT ADDED

 CASE C

 USE update customer

      WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View returned customer

           IF EXIT STATE IS NOT EQUAL TO

                requested_operation_complete

           SET message work result TO NOT CHANGED

 

Procedure Action Diagram for Batch Maintenance (Part 3)

 CASE D

 USE delete customer

      WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View returned customer

           IF EXIT STATE IS NOT EQUAL TO

                requested_operation_complete

           SET message work result TO “NOT DELETED”

 NOTE

      WRITE MESSAGE is an external action block that writes a result message to 

     a message file it forms the message based on REQUEST TYPE (in RETURNED 

     WORK), the details in RETURNED CUSTOMER and RESULT (in MESSAGE WORK).

 USE write message

      WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View returned customer

                     Work View message work

                     Work View returned work

 

 SET commit_ief_supplied count TO commit_ief_supplied_count +1

 USE get_transaction

      WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View returned customer

                     Work View returned work

      IF returned work request type IS EQUAL TO e

      SET sent_through_transfer work restart_count TO 0

      ELSE

      SET sent_through_transfer_work restart_count TO

           returned_from_transfer work restart_count +

           commit_ief_supplied_count + restart work

           restart_count

 EXIT STATE IS process_commit

 SET target work restart_count TO sent_through_transfer

      work restart_count

 NOTE

      WRITE RESTART NUMBER is an external action block that records the number 

     of input transactions for which database updates have been committed.

 USE write_restart_number

      WHICH IMPORTS: Work View target work

 ...

 NOTE

      WRITE RESTART NUMBER is an external action block that records the number 

     of input transactions for which database updates have been committed.
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 USE write_restart_number

      WHICH IMPORTS: Work View target work

 

The views that are used by Batch Maintenance are presented in the following sample code. The technique for using
external action blocks for sequential file processing is also illustrated in these samples.

View Definitions for Batch Maintenance

 Import View

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 View RETURNED_FROM_TRANSFER of work group WORK Attributes:

      RESTART_COUNT

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Export Views

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 View SENT_THROUGH_TRANSFER of work group WORK Attributes:

      RESTART_COUNT

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 Local Views

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 View RESTART of work group WORK Attributes:

      RESTART_COUNT

 

 View Target of work group WORK Attributes:

      RESTART_COUNT

 

 View RETURNED of work group WORK Attributes:

      REQUEST_TYPE

 

 View RETURNED of entity CUSTOMER Attributes:

      NUMBER

      NAME

      STATUS

      CREDIT_RATING

      BILL_TO_ADDRESS_LINE_1

      BILL_TO_ADDRESS_LINE_2

      BILL_TO_ADDRESS_LINE_3

      BILL_TO_CITY

      BILL_TO_STATE

      BILL_TO_ZIP

 

 View COMMIT of work group COMPOSER_SUPPLIED Attributes:

      COUNT

 

 View MESSAGE of work group WORK Attributes

      RESULT

 

Design for Ease of Use

Depending on the characteristics of the implementation, you may supplement the action diagram significantly. Any logic is
required to provide a reasonable implementation of elementary processes is permissible.
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Suppose that while considering the implementation of Maintain Customer and the requirements of the user community,
you conclude the following points:

• A user must not be allowed to delete a customer without first displaying it.
• If a delete fails, the Command special field must contain the value “Display” in anticipation of the next request of the

user.
• A user can delete the customer just added.

The following sample code presents one possible solution to these requirements.

Procedure Action Diagram for Maintain Customer (version 2)

 MAINTAIN_CUSTOMER_VERSION_2

      IMPORTS:        Entity View hidden_import_customer

                      Entity View import_customer

      EXPORTS:        Entity View hidden_export_customer

                      Entity View export_customer

      LOCALS:         Entity View temporary customer

      ENTITY ACTIONS: Entity View customer

 EXIT STATE IS requested_operation_complete

 

 CASE OF COMMAND

 CASE display

      READ customer

           WHERE DESIRED customer number IS EQUAL TO import customer number

      WHEN successful

      MOVE customer TO export customer

      SET hidden export customer number TO customer number

      WHEN not found

      EXIT STATE IS customer_not_found

 

 CASE delete

      IF hidden_import customer number IS EQUAL TO import customer number

      USE delete_customer

           WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View import customer

           WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View export customer

      ELSE

      EXIT STATE IS read_required_before_delete

      COMMAND IS display

 

 CASE add

      USE add_new_customer

           WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View import customer

           WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View export customer

                IF EXIT STATE IS EQUAL TO requested_operation_complete

                MOVE temporary customer TO export customer

                SET hidden_export customer number TO customer number

                MAKE export customer name “ERROR”

      ELSEIF EXIT STATE IS EQUAL TO customer_already_exists

      OTHERWISE

      EXIT STATE IS invalid_command

 

This procedure step includes several new data views:
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• The requirement for a Display action implies the need for a read statement, which requires a new entity action view of
CUSTOMER. Note line 7.

• The requirement that a Delete is preceded by a Display or an Add implies the need to save data after a Display or an
Add. One can test the saved data before a Delete to verify that the correct occurrence was selected for deletion.

• In this case, the Customer Number field is exported as a hidden field through the view Hidden Export Customer (line 4)
and imported as a hidden field through the view Hidden Import Customer (line 2).

This procedure step includes a new CASE option to the CASE OF COMMAND action.

If the command is Display, the requested customer is read and displayed. Note lines 10 through 19.

A move action is required to populate the export view from the entity action view. See note line 15.

If the read statement is successful, the Customer Number is saved in the hidden field Hidden Export Customer Number.

In the Add case, modeled in lines 30 through 40, the user may delete the what the customer just added. The newly added
number of the customer must be saved as a hidden field as in the Display case. See line 16.

To allow the user to continue with the next transaction, it is useful to clear the display of the customer data just added, so
in line 35 the local view Temporary Customer (defined in line 6, containing attributes that remain unpopulated) is moved to
Export Customer.

Design Designer-Added Procedures

Designer-added procedures are implementation-specific procedures that support user tasks or otherwise improve or
simplify some characteristics of the system implementation.

The situation must be remedied by further analysis, which may result in the addition of an elementary process, and any
consequent modification to the data model. The additional procedure can then be transformed from the elementary
process in the same way as other procedures.

NOTE
Take care when creating a designer-added procedure to avoid altering the results of analysis. You may be
tempted to add a procedure that does not implement an elementary process but is still relevant to the business
rather than to the user task or system. Resist this temptation.

When to Use a Designer-Added Procedure

The following examples detail when you can use a designer-added procedure:

• To add a menu procedure in an online environment
• A menu procedure gives the user a way to navigate through the process-implementing procedures in the business

system
• For example, the menu screen in the following screen allows selection among three procedures, each of which

implements an elementary process

                   Order Entry Menu                                             

 

                  1.  Take An Order                                            

 

                  2.  Delete An Order                                          

 

                  3.  Correct An Order                                         

 

                  Select Option ===> ____________________                      
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• The menu window allows the same choices. The menu procedure that supports the display has no direct relevance
to the business and so would not have been identified during analysis. In this case, the designer has added the
procedure simply to improve the system flow

• To create a report or display, in which data is presented to the user, but is not manipulated for any single business
purpose

When Not to Use a Design-Added Procedure

In general, a designer-added procedure must not perform CREATE, UPDATE, or DELETE actions on entity types
identified during analysis.

The following list details the exceptions to this guideline:

• Maintaining business or designer-added entities in support of user tasks; for instance, contained in a personal work-in-
progress, or in a work queue.

• Maintaining replicated data by procedure logic instead of by the DBMS.
• This is the recommended method, but may not be possible where more than one DBMS must be used, or data is

related to data in a current data store not maintained by the application.
• Transfer or deletion by archive procedures of entities that are no longer of interest or that can legally and safely be

discarded.

Procedures and Procedure Steps

In a Gen design, each procedure contains at least one procedure step. Online and batch procedures can be single-step
procedures or multi-step procedures.

Although it is not immediately apparent when looking at the Dialog Flow Diagram, the procedure step (not the procedure)
is the object for which a Procedure Action Diagram and a screen are defined.

Since most procedures are single-step procedures, the existence of procedure steps is sometimes not obvious to the
designer. On the Dialog Flow Diagram, where both procedures and procedure steps appear, procedure steps are not
added to the diagram unless more than one is required to support the parent procedure. Based on whether the procedure
is defined as online or batch, the meaning of the terms procedure and procedure step differs slightly.

Online Procedures

An online procedure step is the portion of a procedure that is associated with a display and one procedure action diagram.

Each online process-implementing procedure is responsible for implementing complete elementary processes.

Multiple Online Procedure Steps

Any procedure requiring multiple screens to support the elementary processes it implements needs a procedure step for
each screen.

Consider the example in the following illustration, Procedure With Two Procedure Steps.
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The example shows a single procedure that is called Enter Order Details. Assume that this procedure implements an
elementary process that is called Take Order. The designer determines that the user must use two displays when taking
an order: one to enter the base order information and another to enter order item details. As a result, two procedures are
created to support the Enter Order Details procedure. These new procedure steps are Enter Order Header Details and
Enter Order Item Details.

Whenever possible, you must implement online procedures in a single procedure step. Multi-step procedures can require
more effort to develop and maintain than single-step ones, and splitting the results of transformation into multiple steps is
largely a manual process.

Multi-step procedures may be appropriate when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The contents of the data views of the procedure are too large to fit on a single display.
• Implementing the procedure in one procedure step is awkward and might lead to user confusion.

In all these situations the designer must carefully manipulate any action blocks developed during analysis, to ensure that
the business requirement for the elementary process being implemented is not compromised. Gen does not automatically
maintain the integrity of the elementary process once a procedure is divided into procedure steps.

It is important to ensure the integrity of the business across multiple procedure steps. We strongly recommended that you
execute entity actions that cause database modifications in the final procedure step. These entity actions are CREATE,
UPDATE, and DELETE. In this way, interruption of a procedure between procedure steps does not leave the data partially
updated, and therefore possibly in an inconsistent state.

Divide Online Procedures Into Multiple Steps

Consider the elementary process Add New Customer, which has been used in the examples in this section. Rather
than combining Add New Customer and Delete Customer into a single Maintain Customer procedure, suppose that the
designer opts to define Add New Customer in its own procedure.

Assume that the designer divides Add New Customer into two procedure steps as shown next:

• Add First Part is responsible for collecting the following attributes:
Name
Street Address
City
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State
• Add Last Part is responsible for collecting the following attributes:

Phone Number
Credit Limit

The elementary process Add New Customer must be implemented in two procedure steps. You must implement all
update type entity actions, such as CREATE, UPDATE, and DELETE, in the final procedure step. This avoids violating
the integrity of the data base. By observing this guideline, the designer guarantees that the view of the business that is
represented on the data base remains in a consistent state if the system fails between procedure steps.

Given this constraint, the sample Add Customer procedure can be implemented as shown in the following illustration,
Dialog Flow Diagram With Two Procedure Steps.

Assume the following details of the dialog flow shown in the illustration:

• Add First Part transfers to Add Last Part when Exit State is Requested Operation Complete.
• All data in the export view of Add First Part is sent to the import view of Add Last Part during the transfer.
• Add Last Part transfers back to Add First Part when Exit State is Requested Operation Complete.
• Both transfers have flow actions of Display First.

This division of procedures into steps requires no change to the views in the original Add Customer Process Action
Diagram as shown in the following sample code.

Dataviews for Add First Part

 Procedure Step Definition

 Procedure Step     ADD_FIRST_PART

 Import Views

    ViewIMPORT of entity CUSTOMER

       Attributes:

                  NAME

                  STREET_ADDRESS

                  CITY

                  STATE

 Export Views

    ViewEXPORT of entity CUSTOMER

       Attributes:

                  NAME

                  STREET_ADDRESS

                  CITY

                  STATE

 End Of Report

 

The following notes help clarify the example:

• Add First Part must validate all data for which it is responsible, even though the update is deferred until the final
procedure step. Otherwise, the user may fill in several screens of data only to learn on the final screen that an item has
failed validation.
 ADD_FIRST_PART

     IMPORTS:         Entity View import customer
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     EXPORTS:         Entity View export customer

     ENTITY ACTIONS:  Entity View requested customer

 EXIT STATE IS requested_operation_complete

     READ requested customer

        WHERE DESIRED customer name IS EQUAL TO import customer name

     WHEN successful

     EXIT STATE IS customer_already_exists

     WHEN not found

     MOVE import customer TO export customer

 

• In this case, the READ action (line 7) that tests for duplicate customer name appear in the Procedure Step Action
Diagram for Add First Part. This is the same logic that is specified in the transformed action block, Add New Customer.

• An experienced designer of online procedures may notice a flaw in this portion of the example, must two users
concurrently attempt to add the same customer. The first procedure step may succeed where the second fails. This
could happen if, between the execution of the first and second, another user adds the same customer. In this example,
such a possibility is assumed to be remote. Even if it must occur, the worst that would happen is user inconvenience.
There is no loss of system integrity because no real update takes place until Add Last Part completes.

• Those components of the import and export views of Add Last Part that are not displayed on the screen (everything
but Phone Number and Credit Limit) are implemented as hidden fields. For more information about hidden fields, see
Designing Screens. This way, all information that is captured in Add First Part is available through multiple executions
of Add Last Part.
 Procedure Step ADD_LAST_PART

 Import Views

     ViewIMPORT of entity CUSTOMER

       Attributes:

         NAME

         STREET_ADDRESS

         CITY

         STATE

         PHONE_NUMBER

         CREDIT_LIMIT

         DATE_ADDED

 Export Views

     ViewEXPORT of entity CUSTOMER

       Attributes:

         NAME

         STREET_ADDRESS

         CITY

         STATE

         PHONE_NUMBER

         CREDIT_LIMIT

         DATE_ADDED

 

• All attributes of the import view of Add Last Part appear in its export view as well, even though some are not returned
by the Add New Customer action block. By moving the contents of the import view to the export view, all information
that is placed on the initial screen for Add Last Part is available through multiple executions.
 ADD_LAST_PART

     IMPORTS:          Entity View import customer

     EXPORTS:          Entity View export customer

 EXIT STATE IS requested_operation_complete

 MOVE import customer TO export customer

 USE add_new_customer
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     WHICH IMPORTS:    Entity View import customer

     WHICH EXPORTS:    Entity View export customer

 

This example satisfies the guidelines that are mentioned previously. The update takes place in Add Last Part using an
unmodified Process Action Diagram, Add New Customer as shown in the following sample code.

Action Diagram for Add New Customer

 ADD_NEW_CUSTOMER

      IMPORTS:         Entity View candidate_customer

      EXPORTS:         Entity View newly_created_customer

      ENTITY ACTION:   Entity View brand_new_customer

 READ brand_new_customer

      WHERE DESIRED customer name IS EQUAL TO candidate customer name

      WHEN successful

      EXIT STATE IS customer_already_exists

 WHEN not found

      CREATE brand_new_customer

      SET name TO candidate_customer_name

      SET number USING calculate_customer_number

           WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View candidate customer

      SET street address TO candidate customer street_address

      SET city TO candidate customer city

      SET state TO candidate customer state

      SET zip TO candidate zip

      SET phone_number TO candidate customer phone_number

      SET credit_limit TO 0

      SET date_added TO CURRENT DATE

 MOVE brand_new_customer TO newly created customer

 EXIT STATE IS requested_operation_complete

 

If for any reason, you do not follow the guidelines, you must ensure that the business requirement is satisfied and that the
integrity of the data is not compromised.

Batch Procedures

Batch procedures are implemented as jobs.

Batch procedure steps are implemented as job steps.

Dividing a batch procedure into multiple procedure steps is different from doing so for online procedures. Since batch
procedure steps have no displays, the case where the data views of the procedure are too large to fit on a single display
does not apply. Likewise, since there is no interaction with a user, the notion that a procedure is split into steps to reduce
confusion does not hold.

Most batch procedure steps that deal with elementary processes at all implement at least an entire elementary process
(and maybe multiple ones).

The only reason for defining multi-step batch procedures is to arbitrarily combine different process-implementing
procedure steps so that they execute as a single batch job for the sake of convenience.
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Build Procedures

Use the results of analysis and the system structure design to build process-implementing and designer-added
procedures.

Process-Implementing Procedures

The purpose of a process-implementing procedure is to implement directly one or more elementary processes that are
specified during analysis.

The technique for converting analysis objects into design objects is called transformation.

Any elementary process that has been fully defined can be implemented by one or more procedures as shown in the
following illustration.

Relationship Between Processes and Procedures

Gen automatically transforms the necessary detail for this purpose and makes any process action diagrams available as
process action blocks.

These are the possible relationships between processes and procedures:

• One process to one procedure
• This relationship is the easiest to implement
• One process to many procedures
• Many processes to one procedure
• Many processes to many procedures

One Process to One Procedure

Typically, one procedure implements one elementary process, as shown in the following illustration.

The one-to-one case is the easiest to implement because it requires less complex logic and is simpler to maintain than
many-to-many.

One Process to Many Procedures

This relationship is used for alternative implementations of the same elementary process, for instance, where different
users have differing access and update authorities when performing the same process.

For example, consider a single elementary process that is named Take Order. Two groups of users execute this
elementary process. One group, the expert group, takes orders often. To satisfy their needs, a single procedure must be
able to take many orders. The other group, a casual group of users, takes orders occasionally and, therefore, needs more
reference material on the screen. To satisfy their needs, a single procedure must take only one order. In both cases, the
elementary process Take Order is being implemented. Only the details of how Take Order is implemented.
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In this instance, one elementary process is implemented in multiple procedures, as shown in the following illustration.

Many Processes to One Procedure

This relationship is used when several elementary processes have similar information views and are required by a
common set of users.

An example of this case is shown in the following illustration.

In this example, three separate elementary processes are implemented by the same procedure. This is possible if the
following two conditions are met:

• The information that is required by the elementary processes is similar. In the illustration, all three elementary
processes probably require Customer Details.

• The same set of users performs all the elementary processes under consideration. In other words, if one person is
responsible for all aspects of Customer Maintenance, the arrangement that is depicted in the illustration is acceptable.
However, if different people are responsible for adding, changing, and deleting customers, you must implement the
three processes separately.

Many Processes to Many Procedures

This relationship is a combination of the one procedure to many processes and many procedures to one process cases.
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Build Designer-Added Procedures

Designer-added procedures are implementation-specific procedures that improve or simplify some characteristic of the
overall implementation.

Designer-added procedures must not alter the results of analysis. To avoid compromising the results of analysis, designer-
added procedures must never modify business information.

NOTE
Do not use the entity actions CREATE, UPDATE, or DELETE, except for design entity types.

Such a requirement that is identified during Design generally points out a deficiency in analysis that must be corrected by
adding or modifying a process.

There is another class of designer-added procedure that is less frequently used. This class of designer-added procedure
is responsible for displaying and maintaining design entity types. Imagine that you must determine the failure rate of each
user who adds customers using the Maintain Customer procedure step. This involves:

• Adding a design entity type that has attributes of Terminal ID (to identify the user), number of executions of Add
Customer, and number of failures of Add Customer

• Modifying the Maintain Customer action diagram to add to the number of executions each time Add Customer is
invoked and to add to the number of failures each time it fails

The mechanism for displaying this information on a terminal is a designer-added procedure. The following illustration is a
designer-added procedure that supports this example.

Procedure Action Diagram for Designer-Added Procedure

 DISPLAY_FAILURE_RATE

      IMPORTS:        Entity View inbound add_customer_failure

 Procedure Step:      DISPLAY FAILURE RATE

      EXPORTS:        Work View outbound Composer_supplied

                      Entity View outbound add_customer_failure

      ENTITY ACTIONS: Entity View add_customer_failure

 

 EXIT STATE IS requested_operation_complete

      READ add_customer_failure

           WHERE DESIRED add_customer_failure terminal_id

           IS EQUAL TO inbound add_customer_failure_terminal_id

      WHEN successful

      MOVE add_customer_failure TO outbound_add_customer_failure

      SET outbound_Composer_supplied percentage TO (add_customer_failure

           number_of_failure/add_customer_failure

           number_of_attempts - add_customer_failure

           number of attempts) 100

      SET outbound Composer_supplied total_integer TO add_customer_failure

           number_of_attempts - add_customer_failure                      

           number_of_failures

 WHEN not found

 EXIT STATE IS terminal_id_not_found

 

This example references two views of the work attribute set supplied by Gen.

Percentage is used to show the percentage of failures to attempts. Total Integer shows the total number of successes of
the user, which are calculated as the number of attempts less the number of failures.
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Build Action Diagrams
Both analysis and design in Gen can be used to generate Action Diagrams automatically. It can ensure that standard,
efficient action statements are written for all types of diagrams.

These are the basic ways to build an action diagram:

• Let Gen synthesize a complete process or procedure, and, if necessary, the action blocks within.
• Copy an existing procedure with a substitution of entity types.
• Manually adjust either of the previous point.
• Write an action diagram from scratch using the Action Diagram editor.

For the first two methods of building an action diagram, Gen offers the following tools:

• Process synthesis
• Procedure synthesis
• Copy with substitution

Process Synthesis to Build an Action Diagram

The Gen process synthesis tool is used during analysis to generate elementary processes to create, read, update, and
delete, an entity type.

In certain circumstances, tool may also list entity types. The resulting action diagrams have entity actions, import and
export views.

In creating the process action diagram, Gen lets the developer select actions performed on related entity types for the
create, update, and delete of entity actions. If a mandatory relationship exists between two entity types, one of which is to
be created, selecting this option allows you to choose whether to read or to create the other entity in the relationship.

The developer may also request an automatic attribute view selection. This directs Gen to create views and view matching
without a designer intervention. This is used when all attributes are required. Otherwise you find it more convenient to
select the required attributes when prompted by Gen during synthesis.

Procedure Synthesis to Build an Action Diagram

The use of the Gen procedure synthesis tool dovetails well with the process synthesis. It generates new procedure action
diagrams that implement existing action blocks, and entire procedures with enhanced features.

Procedure synthesis can build:

• A menu procedure that allows flows to other procedure steps based on commands.
• An entity maintenance action diagram that will USE process action blocks to create, read, delete, and update an entity

type for which process action blocks exist. These process action blocks are often created by process synthesis.
• An action diagram that USEs existing action blocks.
• An action diagram that reads a group of entities and then lists them (selection list). In this case, an action block to

perform the read is also generated.
• In addition, from an existing selection list procedure Gen can synthesize a further subject list or neighbor list procedure

and a flow between the two.

The following list shows procedure synthesis options:
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• Entity Maintenance
• Selection List
• Implements Action Blocks
• Menu
• Subject List
• Neighbor List

Entity Maintenance

This is used to synthesize a procedure that uses action diagrams for the entity actions read, update, delete, and create.
Gen can add extra logic to the action diagram if necessary, for instance:

• Two-stage commits for create, update, and delete entity actions, that require the user to confirm a selected entity
action for a selected entity. This reduces the risk of unintentional updates, at the cost of increased user interaction

• Associating commands on the associated layout to the synthesized actions for entity maintenance, clear screen, and
refresh screen

• Clear screen logic
• Validation logic

The following sample code shows the type and sequence of logic that Gen synthesizes.

SYNTHESIZED PROCEDURE

     IMPORTS:  POPULATED

     EXPORTS:  POPULATED

SET INITIAL EXIT STATE

CLEAR SCREEN LOGIC

REFRESH SCREEN IF COMMAND IS EQUAL TO CLEAR

IS EQUAL TO CLEAR

MOVE IMPORTS TO EXPORTS

SECOND STAGE UPDATE/DELETE LOGIC

VALIDATION LOGIC

MAIN CASE OF COMMAND

USE ACTION BLOCKS

The synthesized groups of actions form the starting point for designing the detailed logic. For more information, see
Refining Synthesized Procedure Action Diagrams.

Selection List

This option builds a procedure that lists occurrences of an entity type. Gen gives the designer the opportunity to choose
the sort attribute, the attributes that are to be listed, and a sequence for the list.

Implements Action Blocks

This option lets the designer select action blocks to be used in a procedure, and to associate the execution of each action
block with a designated command that is selected by a user. Gen then builds the appropriate CASE OF COMMAND and
action group to USE the action block.

Menu

With this option Gen synthesizes a menu procedure and the flows to other procedures. It assigns commands and
associated exit states to the flows. This option is shown in the following illustration:
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Gen adds a transfer and a link flow to each destination procedure selected.

The link flow is from the menu to the procedure and the transfer flow is from the selected procedure back to the menu.

The transfer flow may be used when the selected procedure is flowed to from one or more other procedures.

Subject List

Synthesizing a subject list flow lets the designer add a flow between a synthesized selection list procedure step and
a maintenance procedure step. The selection list procedure step must have the same subject entity as the entity
maintenance procedure, and may have been synthesized earlier.

This procedure synthesis automatically creates a transfer and a link:

• A link is created between the selection list procedure step and the entity maintenance procedure step. The link flow is
from the selection list step to the maintenance procedure step.

• A transfer is created between the entity maintenance procedure step and the selection list procedure step. The transfer
flow may be used when the entity maintenance procedure is flowed to from one or more other procedures.

Neighbor List

Some procedures require the user to enter data about two or more related entity types. Often the information to be
entered is the identifier of an entity occurrence that is to be associated with some central entity being created or updated
in the procedure. For example, in the data model fragment that is shown in the following illustration, CUSTOMER is a
neighbor of ORDER.

When a procedure creates an order, the identifier of the customer must be supplied so that the order can be associated
with one customer. In this example, the user does not know the customer identifier.

One solution, which is shown in the following illustration, is to design a list procedure that the user may link to, select the
customer entity, and return from after obtaining the identifier of the chosen customer entity occurrence.

Synthesizing a neighbor selection list flow lets you add a flow from a current procedure step to a selection list procedure
step. For example, you could add Enter Order. The selection list procedure step has any subject entity type, in this case
customer, which could be that of the current procedure step.

Copy With Substitution to Build an Action Diagram

This article provides information for Copy with Substitution to Build an Action Diagram.

Copy with Substitution lets you do the following tasks:
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• Select an existing action block that references a single entity type
• Replace the reference to that entity type and its attributes with another entity type
• Create an action block

For example, consider an action block that is named Add Employee. Its logic may be similar to an existing action block,
Add Customer. Using the copy with substitution, the designer can request that an Add Employee action block is built from
Add Customer, substituting references to Customer with references to Employee. You may use it on procedure steps or
action blocks.

Copy with Substitution is presented as an alternative only when both of these situations occur:

• The action block to be copied references entities of only one type.
• Only those relationships that are involved with the entity type are referenced in the action block.

Copy with Substitution has to make assumptions about the use of attributes. For this reason, the designer must check that
the action block produced by Copy with Substitution really does what it must.

Copy with Substitution for an online procedure step action block invokes the Auto Layout option of the Screen Design tool.
The result is both the action diagram and the screen for the procedure step.

Action Diagram Editor

This article provides information for the Gen action diagram editor that lets you add, modify, and delete actions in an
action diagram.

The Gen action diagram editor is a menu-driven interface. You are able to build action diagrams by picking from the lists
that include all options available in a particular context with no syntax errors. Details of actions that are used in the editor
are described in the Toolset documentation.

The actions relevant to blockmode design are described in the following list:

• Entity-Retrieve and manipulate stored information about entities.
• Relationship-Manipulate pairings of stored entities.
• Assignment-Assign values to attribute views.
• Repeating-Manipulate components of a repeating group view.
• Conditional-Change the flow of actions based on some condition.
• Control-Change the flow of the process unconditionally.

Structure of Completed Action Diagrams

This article provides information for Structure of Completed Action Diagrams. Completion and maintenance of action
diagrams are easier if they follow a predictable pattern.

The following illustrates a possible standard action diagram structure for an online procedure step.

Action Diagram Structure for Online Procedure

NOTE
This suggested structure includes all possible import validation before the main processing takes place.

• View definitions
Import views
Export views
Local views

• Initial processing
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Setting a default Exit State
Checking for a clear screen
Moving import view contents to export views
Setting initial values
Validating imported data and making export data that is indicated as error
Testing for commands to control subsequent processing

• Processing
Application processing
Moving data to export views
(Optionally) setting field properties
Setting Exit States
Exit

Advanced Action Diagram Features
This article provides information that deals with some of the more advanced concepts in action diagramming.

Starting with topics that help you to more fully understand some of the action diagramming features frequently used during
design:

• Action diagram expressions
• Notes on set using, Default, and Derivation Algorithms
• Using Exit States
• Using special attributes

There are two more topics, which deal with action diagramming constructs that you use less frequently. The topics provide
an extra level of flexibility for handling more complex detailed logic:

• Action diagram functions
• Advanced repeating group handling

The final topic in this section deals with the use of external action blocks.

Action Diagram Expressions

This article provides information for Action diagram expressions that are used in conditions of all kinds and in SET
statements.

Action diagram expressions provide a value consistent with the primitive domain of the attribute view or special attribute
to which they are being assigned (in SET statements and the FOR loop) or compared (in conditions). As a result, the
construction of an expression is different depending on whether it is to return a Text, Number, Date, or Time value.

Text Expressions

Expressions that evaluate to a text value are described in the following list.

• Character View-An attribute view on the primitive domain Text, like CUSTOMER Name
• Character String-A literal value enclosed in quotes, like “Davey Crockett”
• Character Function-An action diagram function that evaluates to a character value, like SUBSTR (CUSTOMER Name,

3, 2)

In online procedures, a text expression can also refer to one of the following special attributes: TERMINAL ID, USER ID,
PRINTER TERMINAL ID, or TRANCODE.
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Number Expressions

Expressions that evaluate to a number can include parentheses for grouping and the arithmetic operators -, +, /, * and **,
as well as the components described in the following list.

• Numeric View -- An attribute view on the primitive domain Number, like ORDER_LINE Quantity
• Number -- A numeric constant, like 153
• Numeric Function -- An action diagram function that evaluates to a number, like JULDATE (CURRENT_DATE)
• Subscript -- The current value of a subscript for an explicitly subscripted repeating group view
• Last -- The occurrence number of the last populated entry of an explicitly subscripted repeating group view
• Max -- The maximum cardinality of an explicitly subscripted repeating group view

Date Expressions

Expressions that evaluate to a date must begin with one of the components that are described in the following list.

• Date View-An attribute view on the primitive domain Date, like ORDER Date_Shipped.
• Date Function-An action diagram function that evaluates to a date, for example:

 DATEJUL(Working JULIAN_DATE)

 Current Date-The special attribute which contains current date.

 

After they begin with one of the specified components, they can include a numeric modifier that adds various years, days,
or months to the initial date component or subtracts years, days, or months from it. For example, the following expression
returns the date exactly one week before the current date:

 current_date - 7 days

The following expression returns the date three months after an order was placed:

 Order date_placed + 3 months

Time Expressions

Expressions that evaluate to a time are similar to expressions which evaluate to a date.

A time expression must begin with one of the components that are described in the following list.

• Time View-An attribute view on the primitive domain Time, like FLIGHT Time_of_Arrival
• Time Function-An Action Diagram Function that evaluates to a time, for example:

 TIMENUM(IMPORT APPOINTMENT NUMERIC_TIME)

• Current Time-The special attribute which contains the current time

Time expressions can include a numeric modifier to adjust the time component by various hours, minutes, or seconds.

Action Blocks Used in SET ... USING Actions

This article provides information for SET ... USING that invokes an action block that establishes the value of the attribute
view being set.

The used action block may have any number of import, local, or entity action views. However, it can have only one export
attribute view, and it must be a view of the attribute being set in the using action block.

For example, assume that the action block Create Customer includes the following SET ... USING statement:

SET customer number USING customer_number_calculation
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The action block Customer Number Calculation must contain only a single export attribute view, and it must be a view of
CUSTOMER Number.

Derivation Algorithms

A derivation algorithm of an attribute executes whenever an entity of the type to which the attribute belongs is READ,
provided the entity action view includes a view of that attribute.

A derivation algorithm must return a single export attribute view of the attribute being derived. Also, it can have only a
single import view, and that is a view of the entity type to which the derived attribute belongs. All non-derived attributes for
the entity occurrence have already been populated before the derivation algorithm is invoked.

The import view of a derivation algorithm has a special property: it can be referenced as the equivalent of a CURRENT
view (a distinction normally reserved for entity action views) in READ statements appearing in the derivation algorithm.

The derivation algorithm in the following sample code calculates a value for the attribute Total of the entity type ORDER,
which is the sum of the value of all its ORDER ITEMs.

Example Derivation Algorithm

DERIVE_ORDER_TOTAL

     IMPORTS:         Entity View provided order

     EXPORTS:         Entity View derived order

     ENTITY ACTIONS:  Entity View product

                      Entity View order_item

READ EACH order_line

     product

     WHERE DESIRED order_item is on CURRENT provided order

     AND DESIRED product appears on DESIRED order_item

SET derived order total TO derived order total +

     (product price * order_item_quantity)

Composite attributes can be simulated by using a derivation algorithm that includes string functions. For example, assume
that a composite attribute Phone Number is built from the elementary attributes Area Code, Exchange, and Station. This is
a reasonable need for a phone company.

To simulate the composite attribute, Phone Number can be defined as a derived attribute with the derivation algorithm
shown in the following sample code.

Simulating a Composite Attribute

DERIVE_PHONE_NUMBER

     IMPORTS:    Entity View provided customer

     EXPORTS:    Entity View derived customer

SET derived customer phone_number TO CONCAT

     (provided customer exchange, provided customer station)

Exit States

Exit State is a special attribute whose value controls what happens at the conclusion of a procedure step.

Depending on the value of Exit State, the procedure step may react in the following way:
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• Display a message in the system message field.
• Initiate a dialog flow.
• Roll back database updates resulting from the execution of the procedure step.
• Abort the procedure step. Roll back all database updates and abnormally terminate.

The special attribute Exit State is assigned a value using the exit state is action. The only exit state values that can be
assigned are those defined using the Exit State definition facility.

Exit state definitions can be built using System Defaults or from any tool that can reference Exit States.

Each Exit State definition includes the following components:

• Name -- The name appears as the subject of the EXIT STATE IS action.
For example, an Exit State customer NOT FOUND may be set if a particular CUSTOMER does not exist on the
database. In that case, the EXIT STATE IS action in the action diagram would read:
 EXIT STATE IS CUSTOMER_NOT_FOUND

• Message -- The message appears in the system message field if its associated exit state value is set when the
procedure step concludes and the exit state value does not trigger a dialog flow or an abnormal termination.
Messages are displayed according to the message type. The message types are Informational, Warning, and Error.
In online procedure steps, each type of message is displayed on the screen with different video properties.
For example, the CUSTOMER_NOT_FOUND Exit State may have an associated message: Requested customer not
on the database. If CUSTOMER_NOT_FOUND is set in the WHEN NOT FOUND condition of a READ statement, the
message requested customer not on the database appears in the system message field of a screen.

• Termination Action -- The termination action indicates the type of processing that is performed at run time when the
associated exit state value is detected. The possible termination actions are described in the following table.

Termination Actions

The following list describes three types of termination actions:

• Normal -- The exit state message is displayed or a dialog flow takes place.
• Rollback -- All database updates (that is, the results of create, update, and delete actions) performed by the procedure

since the previous checkpoint is backed out.
• Abort -- The procedure step abnormally terminates and rolls back all database updates

Set Exit States

In an action diagram, exit states are set according to the action performed, and its outcome.

The outcome of an action may be signaled by the:

• Return condition of a data action (for example, WHEN NOT FOUND)
• Value of a return code attribute exported from a USEd Action Block; (for example, “processing successful”)

These are options for ensuring that an appropriate exit state is always set:
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• Set an exit state only after each action is successfully achieved or each exception condition is discovered.
• You must ensure that every possible exception condition is identified.
• Set a positive default exit state at the beginning of the procedure logic, then test for each positive outcome and every

exception that is foreseen, and reset the Exit State accordingly. (This is the most widely adopted option.)
• If no other exit state value is set, then the default value is used.
• You must ensure that every possible exception condition is identified to avoid giving a false “positive” result.
• Set a negative exit state at the beginning of the procedure logic, then test for each successful outcome that is part of

the procedure specification (and as before, every exception that is foreseen), and reset the Exit State accordingly.
• If no positive or known negative exit state value is set, the default value is used. This ensures that any unexpected

exception condition is not assumed to be a successful outcome.

For ease of logic design and maintenance, each organization must try to adopt a single, consistent option for all online
and common action block logic.

Where a mixture of these options is already adopted, you must be aware of which option is employed by existing logic
with which their procedures must inter work.

Special Attributes

This article defines the following special attributes that are used in online environments Current Date, Current Time,
Terminal ID, User ID, Trancode, and Next Transaction ID.

CURRENT DATE

The data type of CURRENT DATE is Date. You cannot modify it, but you can compare it with any view of a date attribute
and use it as the source for a SET statement whose target is the view of a date attribute.

This is an example of how CURRENT DATE is used:

 if current date is equal to client_checkup_date

   exit state is send_client_reminder

   set customer date_added to current date

 

CURRENT TIME

The data type of CURRENT TIME is Time. You cannot modify it, but you can compare it with any view of a time attribute
and use it as the source for a SET statement whose target is the view of a time attribute. (The examples that are shown
for CURRENT DATE also apply to CURRENT TIME, with appropriate substitutions.)

TERMINAL ID

The data type of TERMINAL ID is Text. You cannot modify it, but you can compare it with any view of a text attribute or
literal, and use it as the source for a SET statement whose target is the view of a text attribute.

This is an example of how TERMINAL ID is used:

 IF TERMINAL ID IS NOT EQUAL TO user usual_terminal_id

   EXIT STATE IS security_violation

   SET user last_terminal_used to terminal id
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USER ID

The data type of the USER ID special attribute is Text. You cannot modify it, but you can compare it with any view of a text
attribute or literal, and use it as the source of a SET statement whose target is the view of a text attribute.

This is an example of how USER ID is used:

 IF USER ID IS EQUAL TO “DAACJCN”

   EXIT STATE IS warn the system administrator

 

TRANCODE

The data type of the TRANCODE special attribute is Text. You cannot modify it, but you can compare it with any view of a
text attribute or literal, and use it as the source for a set statement whose target is the view of a text attribute.

This is an example of how TRANCODE is used:

 IF TRANCODE IS EQUAL TO “DX01”

 AND TERMINAL ID IS NOT EQUAL TO valid dx01 terminal

   EXIT STATE IS security violation

 

NEXT TRANSACTION ID

The data type of the NEXT TRANSACTION ID special attribute is Text. You can modify it with the SET NEXTTRAN
statement, but you cannot inspect its contents.

If, at the conclusion of procedure step execution, the Next Transaction ID special attribute contains a non-blank value, the
Dialog Manager attempts to cause the transaction that is specified to be invoked using the facilities of the teleprocessing
monitor (for instance, IMS, CICS, and TSO). This feature is used to implement dialog flows to non-Gen-generated
transactions.

This is an example of how NEXT TRANSACTION ID is used:

 SET NEXTTRAN TO

    CONCAT(“DM01”,CONCAT(“ “,customer name))

 

Action Diagram Functions

This article provides information for the Action diagram functions that are special-purpose subroutines invoked as part of
an expression.

Categories of available functions are shown in the following sections.

Action Diagram Functions

The following list describes the action diagram functions:

• String manipulation - Manipulates and inspects text attributes and portions of text attributes.
For example, string manipulation functions can extract the last name of an employee from the attribute EMPLOYEE
Name.

• Domain conversion - Converts a value from one primitive domain to another.
For example, a domain conversion function can convert a date value to a numeric value.

• Date format conversion - Converts date values from one form to another.
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For example, date format conversion can convert a Julian date (YYYYDDD) to a Gregorian date.
• Date/Time extraction-Extracts a portion of a date or time value.

For example, a function of this type can extract the DAY portion of CURRENT_DATE.

Diagram functions always take the form:

 FUNCTION_NAME(parameter_list)

 When the action diagram function executes, the value it returns is substituted for it in the expression.

 

A different set of functions is available, depending on the primitive domain of the expression in which it is included. The
functions are text functions, numeric functions, date functions, and time functions.

Some functions are not available in READ actions. The Gen Toolsets clearly identify which functions are not available in
READ actions.

Functions can themselves be parameters of functions.

Function Example

Assume that a name of an employee is stored as three separate attributes: First Name, Middle Name, and Last Name.
The following actions set the value of EMPLOYEE Full Name to Last Name followed by a comma and a space, First
Name followed by a space, and the first character of Middle Name followed by a period.

 SET employee full_name TO CONCAT(TRIM(employee last_name),

    CONCAT(', ',employee first_name))

 SET employee full_name TO CONCAT(TRIM(employee full_name),

    CONCAT(' ',CONCAT(SUBSTR(employee middle_name,1,1 ),'.')))

 

• CONCAT is an action diagram function that combines two character strings.
• TRIM is an action diagram function that removes trailing blanks from a character string.
• SUBSTR is an action diagram function that extracts a portion from a character string. It requires a starting position

within the string and the length of the string to extract.

If the values of EMPLOYEE First Name, Middle Name and Last Name are Charles, Taze, and Russell, respectively, the
value of EMPLOYEE Full Name after the execution of the example statements would be Russell, Charles T.

Advanced Repeating Group Handling

This article provides information for Advanced Repeating Group Handling. Each repeating group view is defined as either
implicitly or explicitly subscripted.

This section discusses the distinction in detail.

Implicit Subscripting

If a repeating group view is implicitly subscripted, Gen tracks the position within the group view, so that no logic is needed.

For instance, when the FOR EACH action is used, the Gen-generated procedure automatically jumps to the next
occurrence of the subject repeating group view of the FOR EACH after each iteration.

When the TARGETING clause is used and the current occurrence is modified, the generate procedure automatically
jumps to the next occurrence of the targeted repeating group view after each iteration.

The following constructs support implicit subscripting and apply only to implicitly subscripted repeating group views:
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• For each
• The targeting clause on For Each, Read Each, While, and Repeat actions.
• The conditions are: is full, is not full, is empty, and is not empty.

Usually, implicit subscripting is sufficient for the handling of repeating group views, particularly during analysis.

Some cases exist where the processing requirement for repeating group views exceeds the capabilities of implicit
subscripting. For instance, it is impossible to iterate through two different repeating groups views simultaneously using this
technique. Likewise, the procedure logic cannot reverse direction or select arbitrary occurrences from the group. In cases
where such processing is required, explicit subscripting is needed instead.

Explicit Subscripting

When explicit subscripting is used, the procedure logic must ensure that the proper occurrence of the repeating group
view is accessed at any given time.

The current occurrence is identified by its subscript. The value of a subscript of the repeating group view is a number that
corresponds to its position in the repeating view.

For example, consider a circus application in which the names and relative sizes of the elephants of the circus are stored
in a repeating group view. It might look like this:

Elephant Name Size

DUMBO puny

HUMONGO large

KING FORTINBRAS THE BRAVE huge

LEON medium

If the subscript of the repeating group view is set to 1, the occurrence for dumbo is current. If it is set to 4, the occurrence
for LEON is correct.

Subscript values are set using the SUBSCRIPT option of the SET action. Each explicitly indexed repeating group view
has a single subscript that is called SUBSCRIPT OF repeating-group-view. Assuming that the elephant list is stored in the
repeating group view Elephants, the following action points to the occurrence for KING FORTINBRAS THE BRAVE:

 SET SUBSCRIPT OF Elephants TO 3

When iterating through an explicitly subscripted repeating group view, the procedure logic must increment the subscript
explicitly and must test for the end of the group explicitly. In the example that is shown in the following sample code
causes the size of each elephant in the repeating group view to be set to elephantine.

Explicit Subscripting

 SET SUBSCRIPT OF elephants TO 1

 WHILE

      SUBSCRIPT OF elephants IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO LAST OF elephants

           SET elephant size TO elephantine

           SET SUBSCRIPT OF elephants TO SUBSCRIPT OF elephants +1

 

Had the repeating group view Elephants have been defined as implicitly subscripted, the statement in the following
sample code would accomplish the same result.

Implicit Subscripting

 CHECK HOLIDAY

      IMPORTS:     Entity View incoming customer
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      EXPORTS:     Entity View work status

      LOCALS:      Entity View work date

                   Entity View order_item

 SET work date request TO HOLIDAY TEST

 USE date_services WHICH IMPORTS incoming customer

                                 work date

                   WHICH EXPORTS work status

      IF work status flag IS EQUAL TO H

           FOR EACH elephants

      EXIT STATE IS shipment_requested_on_a_holiday

      SET elephant_size TO “elephantine”

 

NOTE
Using implicit subscripting eliminates the need to initialize, maintain, and test the subscript value.

Certain action diagram constructs apply only to explicitly indexed repeating group views:

• FOR action
• SUBSCRIPT OF repeating-group-view special attribute
• LAST OF repeating-group-view special attribute
• It identifies the highest subscript value for which a repeating group view occurrence exists.
• MAX OF repeating-group-view special attribute
• It identifies the maximum cardinality of the repeating group view.

The special attributes SUBSCRIPT OF, LAST OF, and MAX OF are used in numeric expressions.

SUBSCRIPT OF and LAST OF can be the target of a SET statement.

External Action Block

This article provides information for External Action Block. An external action block contains no action statements of its
own.

A procedure must use logic that is not defined using Gen. For example, you may wish to use an installation standard date
manipulation routine that takes into account its own holidays and work schedules.

In another case, you must access data bases and files that are not yet supported by Gen. Access to logic not originally
specified using Gen is achieved by using External Action Blocks.

An external action block is an action block that has only three components:

• Import Views
• Export Views
• Designation that it is external

The designation external on the action block definition indicates that a non-Gen-generated program is used to obtain the
data for the export view of the action block.

Action blocks of this sort can be the object of a USE statement in normal Procedure Action Diagrams or Blocks.

During construction, Gen ensures that the program that is referenced by the external action block is properly referenced
by Gen-generated programs.

The following sample code illustrates a Gen-defined Procedure Action Diagram that references an external date
manipulation routine called Date Services:

Procedure Action Block Referencing an External Action
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WHILE restart work restart_count IS LESS THAN target work restart count

AND returned work request_type IS NOT EQUAL TO E

SET restart work restart_count TO restart work restart_count + 1

USE get_transaction

     WHICH EXPORTS:  Work View returned work

                     Entity View returned customer

NOTE

     ... NOW, you must be positioned at the first customer transaction not 

     yet processed. If this is not a restarted execution, that will be the 

     first transaction on the input file; if it IS a restart, it will be the   

     transaction right after the last one for which a commit took place.

 

WHILE commit_ief_supplied count IS LESS THAN 100

AND returned work request_type IS NOT EQUAL TO E

EXIT STATE IS requested_operation_complete

SET message work result TO OPERATION COMPLETED

NOTE

     CREATE CUSTOMER, UPDATE CUSTOMER, and DELETE CUSTOMER are

     Elementary Processes for which Process Action

     Diagrams were created during BAA.

CASE OF returned work request_type

CASE A

USE create_customer

     WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View returned customer

     IF EXIT STATE IS NOT EQUAL TO requested_operation_complete

     SET message work result TO NOT ADDED

CASE C

USE update_customer

     WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View returned customer

     IF EXIT STATE IS NOT EQUAL TO requested_operation_complete

     SET message work result TO NOT CHANGED

CASE D

...

The following sample code shows the external action block definition of the Date Services routine:

External Action Block for Date Services

DATE_SERVICES

     IMPORTS: Entity View incoming work date

              Entity View incoming work request

     EXPORTS: Entity View exported work status

EXTERNAL

Design Block Mode Presentation Logic
The main elements of handling a blockmode dialog are, Clear Screen Input, Clearing the screen, Validating input from a
screen, and Handling scrolling on a screen.

The following list shows the main elements of handling a blockmode dialog:
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• Using Clear Screen Input
• Clearing the screen for the next transaction
• Validating input from a screen
• Handling scrolling of repeating group views that are too large to display on a single screen.

Clear Screen Input

Where it can save screen displays and be efficient for the user dialog, it is possible to provide some import data directly
from the TRANCODE or other field of a previously displayed screen. In the case of an external procedure, some output
can be matched with the import view.

This can be done using Clear Screen Input, but only for the first step of a procedure.

NOTE
The Clear Screen Input feature of Gen is described fully in the Toolset Help.

The Gen Dialog Manager automatically populates the import view for the destination procedure, but a procedure that can
be initiated in this way must test the command to determine whether this situation has occurred.

Before the last display of the screen during the execution of a transaction, a procedure step can populate the TRANCODE
field with the command and required data value. The required data value is usually a key that steers the execution of the
following process. This gives the user the option to transfer directly to the procedure of another screen. The user then
needs only to press the Enter key to proceed.

Clear the Screen

When a transaction is complete or if the user requests the screen to be cleared, to allow the user to continue with the next
transaction, there must be logic to clear the display of the customer data just added, by moving an empty local view to the
export view.

If the next screen that is needed by the user is different from the current screen, then the procedure must set an exit state
that ensures that a clear screen will be displayed as a result of initiating a flow to the appropriate procedure.

Validate Input From a Screen

Design of a host terminal dialog seeks to minimize interactions between the host and the terminal, so the logic is specified
to perform all possible validation of the data imported from the screen.

Any field found to be in error is indicated using the MAKE … ERROR statement.

When the screen is redisplayed, the cursor can be automatically placed at the start of the first field that is indicated as an
error.

Handle Scrolling on a Screen

Scrolling through the display of a single repeating group can be handled automatically, providing that the contents of the
repeating group is never too large for the generated transaction to handle.

For a large group, or for more than one group on a screen, a procedure can handle scrolling explicitly by tracking the
values of key fields that are used in the last display of the screen, and explicitly indexing and retrieving data as required by
scrolling commands entered by the user.

The following illustration is an example of a procedure called List Customers. This procedure produces a list of
CUSTOMERS.

The following illustration shows how the procedure, based on the value of an action code next to each, flows to a process-
implementing procedure.
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The following screen illustrates the screen layout for the procedure List Customers:

 TRANCODE                                                               MMDDYY  

                               CUTOMER LIST                            HH:MM:SS

                                                                       <USERID>

 

STARTING CUSTOMER NUMBER: 9999999999  LIST SEQUENCE (NAME OR NUMBER) XXXXXX    

STARTING CUSTOMER NAME: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                         

 

ACT Number       Name                          Status     Credit Rating        

X 9999999999     XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       XX            9               

X 9999999999     XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       XX            9               

X 9999999999     XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       XX            9               

X 9999999999     XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       XX            9               

X 9999999999     XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       XX            9               

X 9999999999     XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       XX            9               

X 9999999999     XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       XX            9               

 

ACT  X-Full Screen Display  M-Maintain Customer Details  S-Maintain Ship To Info

Command ===>                                                                   

F3=EXIT    F7=PREVIOUS    F8=NEXT                                              

 

 

The user can choose between displaying the customers in NAME or NUMBER sequence.

The user can request a DISPLAY by entering DISPLAY in the Command field or by pressing the function key that is
associated with the command value “display.” This causes LIST CUSTOMERS to build a list starting with the customer
specified in the STARTING CUSTOMER fields.

The user can requests a NEXT operation by entering a command or pressing the appropriate function key. This causes
the last populated item in the incoming repeating group view to be used as the starting point of the list. Assuming that
the example screen does not use the automatic scrolling feature, this will result in the last entry on the screen before the
NEXT operation appearing at the top of the list after the NEXT operation.

The NEXT action in this example works whether the automatic scrolling feature is used.

If automatic scrolling is specified for the screen, the Gen Dialog Manager would handle all NEXT operations until the user
displayed the final item of the repeating group.

If the user enters NEXT again, the Dialog Manager would pass the next command to the Procedure Action Diagram for
processing.

The following sample code, View Definitions for List Customers, shows the views for the procedure List Customers:

 Import Views

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Group View IN_REPEATING
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      Cardinality Min: 1  Max: 10  Avg: 10

      Optional Import

 View IMPORT_REPEATING of entity CUSTOMER

      Optional_Import

      Attributes:

           NUMBER

           NAME

           STATUS

           CREDIT_RATING

 View IMPORT_REPEATING of work group LINE_ITEM

      Attributes:

           LINE ACTION

 View IMPORT_STARTING of entity CUSTOMER

      Attributes:

           opt NUMBER

           opt NAME

 View IMPORT_STARTING of work group LINE_ITEM

      Attributes:

           opt SEQUENCE

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Export Views

------------------------------------------------------------------------------Group View OUT_REPEATING

      Cardinality Min: 1  Max: 10  Avg: 10

 View EXPORT_REPEATING of work group LINE_ITEM

      Attributes:

           LINE ACTION

 View EXPORT_REPEATING of entity CUSTOMER

      Attributes:

           NUMBER

           NAME

           STATUS

           CREDIT_RATING

 View EXPORT_STARTING of work group LINE_ITEM

      Attributes:

           NUMBER

           NAME

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Local Views

------------------------------------------------------------------------------View LOCAL_STARTING of entity

 CUSTOMER

      Attributes:

           NUMBER

           NAME  

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Entity Action Views

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ View of entity CUSTOMER

       Attributes:

            NUMBER

            NAME

            STATUS

            CREDIT RATING
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Procedure Action Diagram for List Customers (Part 1)

 LIST_CUSTOMER

      IMPORTS:        Group View in_repeating

                      Entity View import starting customer

                      Work View import_starting line_item

      EXPORTS:        Group View out_repeating

                      Work View export_starting line_item

                      Entity View export_starting customer

      LOCALS:         Entity View customer

      ENTITY ACTIONS: Entity View customer

      EXIT STATE IS requested_operation_complete

      SET export_starting line_item sequence TO import_starting line_item sequence

      MOVE import_starting customer TO local_starting customer

           IF COMMAND IS EQUAL TO next

                FOR EACH in_repeating

                     IF import_repeating customer number IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

                     MOVE import_repeating customer TO local_starting customer

                     MOVE import_repeating customer TO export_starting customer

           IF import_starting line_item sequence IS EQUAL TO NAME

                READ EACH CUSTOMER

                     TARGETING out_repeating FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

                     SORT BY ASCENDING customer_name

                     WHERE DESIRED customer_name

                          IS GREATER OR EQUAL TO local_starting customer_name

                     MOVE customer TO export_repeating customer

           IF out_repeating IS EMPTY

           EXIT STATE IS no_more_customers

           ELSE

                READ EACH customer

                     TARGETING out_repeating FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

                     SORT BY ASCENDING customer_name

                     WHERE DESIRED customer_number IS GREATER OR EQUAL TO

                          export starting customer number

                     MOVE customer TO export_repeating customer

 ...

 

If the user requests a PROCESS operation, the first item in the list that has a valid line item action is used to trigger a
process-implementing procedure (based on the setting of EXIT STATE in the action diagram in Procedure Action Diagram
for List Customers (Part 1) and the flows that are shown in Dialog Flow Diagram for List Customers.

Assume that EXPORT_STARTING_CUSTOMER is specified as Data Sent on each of the flows from List Customers.
Each of the flowed-to procedures have their import views populated with the number of the selected customer when they
begin execution if the flow action is Execute first. They have their screens that are displayed if the flow action is Display
First. This is illustrated in the following sample code.

Procedure Action Diagram for List Customers (Part 2)

 ...

                IF out_repeating IS EMPTY

                EXIT STATE IS no_more_customer

 

           ELSEIF COMMAND IS EQUAL TO process

                FOR EACH in_repeating
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                     TARGETING out_repeating FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

                MOVE import_repeating line_item TO export_repeating line_item

                IF import_repeating line_item line_action IS NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                MOVE import_repeating customer TO export_starting customer

                SET export_repeating line_item line_action TO SPACES

 

                CASE OF import_repeating line_item line_action

                CASE M

                EXIT STATE IS link_to maintain_customer

                CASE S

                EXIT STATE IS link_to maintain_ship_to

                CASE X

                EXIT STATE IS link_to display_customer

                OTHERWISE

                EXIT STATE IS unknown_line_action

                SET export_repeating line_item line_action TO ?

                MAKE export_repeating line_item line_action ERROR

 

           ELSE

           EXIT STATE IS unknown_command

 

In the sample code, Dialog Flow Diagram for List Customers, notice that all flows are implemented as links.

Notice also that the logic in the Procedure Action Diagram sets the EXPORT LINE_ITEM_ACTION of the selected line
item to spaces (line 66). Assuming that the flow action for the return of each link is Execute first, List Customers are re-
executed whenever one of the process-implementing procedures returns to it. If List Customers finds another valid line
item action, it triggers another flow.

To a user entering multiple valid line actions, apparently all those actions are processed without any intervening displays
of the screen for List Customers.

Verifying the Design
Examine the design model at intervals throughout design to verify the correctness and completeness of the work so far
performed.

Toward the end of design, it is especially important to make sure that the model is ready for continued refinement during
the next phase of system development.

Apply verification techniques in a systematic manner before proceeding with construction activities. Gen does not allow
inconsistent objects to be used in construction.

Gen provides the basic information to support these activities, but verification can never be automated. Designers and
user team members must use their own judgment as required.

Design Process

The following illustration lists the deliverables of verifying the system design and shows where you are in the blockmode
design process.
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Prototyping

Prototyping is a technique that can support various analysis and design activities. Prototyping performance is a form of
simulation. It can also be used to explore technical design and performance issues.

In analysis, prototyping can be used to explore a business requirement by simulating the design of a system that might
support that requirement.

In design, prototyping is commonly used to check and improve the user interface and dialog structure.

Prototyping using the Gen Construction Toolset can be:

• Simply displaying layouts for user acceptance.
• Simulating the execution of a dialog.
• Constructing of all or part of a working system with which users can interact and evaluate.

The system can be executed in a test environment. If some aspect of system performance is to be verified, it can be
executed in a technical environment that replicates some part of the planned operational environment.

Gen is a prototyping tool because of the speed and ease with which a design can be modified and regenerated to meet
the need for a change or to explore a design alternative. Gen lets you make changes that can be related to the business
requirements defined during analysis. It is not necessary to use the full operational environment to execute parts of the
system.

Check for Completeness

Verifying the design also involves inspecting the design results for completeness. This verification assures that each
elementary process has been faithfully implemented by a procedure.

Gen's Consistency Check facility handles a great deal of the required checking automatically. Consistency checking
ensures that:
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• Each procedure has been fully defined.
• A Procedure Action Diagram details each procedure.
• Each host/terminal procedure has a screen.
• The Consistency Check facility automatically checks these rules.
• Each elementary process has been implemented by a procedure.
• This can be achieved by checking a Procedure Definition report or a Where implemented encyclopedia report.

Check for Correctness

Perform correctness checking to ensure that:

• Each process implementing procedure accurately reflects the requirements of each of its client processes.
• Compare the process definition, expected effects, and Procedure Action Diagrams to ensure that procedures faithfully

reflect the processes they implement. Someone other than the designer who built the procedure using the techniques
of facilitated sessions, walkthroughs, and inspections must perform this comparison. These techniques are described
in Facilitated Sessions, Walkthroughs, and Inspections.

• Each design object is properly formed. These design objects include screens, action diagrams, and dialog flows.
• The Consistency Check facility is used to check that:

– Each dialog flow is initiated by an exit state.
– Each import and export view of an online procedure step is placed on a screen or defined as hidden.
– Each Procedure Action Diagram has at least one action statement.

Check for Consistency

Consistency checking verifies that the design model conforms to Gen's rules and conventions. Where a model does
conform to these rules and conventions, it is said to be in a consistent state.

Gen automatically checks the consistency of the model at the data, activity, and interaction levels. Gen can selectively
perform those checks that are applicable to design. However, a model that is in a consistent state may still not fully and
accurately represent the required design.

When to Perform Consistency Checks

It is useful to perform Gen consistency checks on the design objects at regular intervals during design, and especially
before completing an aspect of design and beginning a new design activity.

Check for consistency before performing the following tasks:

• Transforming data
• Completing the dialog flow diagram
• Completing a screen design
• Completing a procedure step action diagram

The following illustration shows consistency checking.
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Consequences and Levels of Inconsistency

The Design Toolset automates consistency checking at the level of a model and for objects you select. It reports the rules
to which elements of the model do not appear to conform.

Each problem encountered is classified according to likely severity, and this level of severity affects whether system
development is able to proceed.

Levels of Severity

The following list describes the individual levels of severity:

• Warning-Conditions indicating that context is important.
For example, if X is required before Y, a warning on Y appears, but it may still be possible to perform transformation
and system and database generation.

• Severe Warning-Conditions in the model that have a greater degree of severity than warnings.
In most instances, severe warnings cause errors during system implementation.

• Error-Conditions that must be corrected before the model moves to the next stage of system development.

Resolve Inconsistencies

When Gen reports inconsistencies at all levels of the design model, it lists the current anomalies at a given point.

An inconsistency at the object level may have a cascade effect and generate other consequential inconsistencies in
different parts of the model. It is therefore sensible to approach the resolution of inconsistencies in a structured and
ordered manner, concentrating first on the object being checked, its immediately associated objects, then all the objects in
the Dialog Flow Diagram.

Following this approach maximizes the likelihood of resolving consequential inconsistencies, and minimizes iterations of
the checking and revision cycle.

Facilitated Sessions, Walkthroughs, and Inspections

Facilitated sessions are meetings of business staff and developers to explore and verify the structure of the system, or
some aspect of system design. These sessions are widely referred to as Joint Application Design or JAD sessions.

You can incorporate many general group working techniques into your facilitated sessions. Gen can be used to record
design decisions and to prototype parts of the system.

As a final test of the correctness of the design, a series of structured walkthroughs is recommended.

A structured walkthrough is a formal, step-by-step inspection of design results.

The following list details the levels of walkthroughs:
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• First level -- You can present the detailed design results to the analysts who built the business model on which it is
based.

• Second level -- You can present a subset of the design to the most knowledgeable intended users of the system, using
presentation or prototyping techniques.
Such walkthroughs not only verify the completeness and correctness of the design, but serve to point out potential
problems in usability as well.

• Third level -- Where technical performance has been identified as an issue, you can present the results to technical
specialists who may identify performance problems or advise on use of the planned technical facilities.

You must address the problems that are identified during design verification before considering the design complete. You
can then use the verified design in system construction and transition.

Consolidate the System Structure

Throughout system design, the different aspects of design interact closely. For example, changes to a dialog cause
changes to lay out designs, or a decision on the distribution of data may require a new control procedure.

Using Gen ensures that system components remain compatible. When the developers and business staff are happy with
a design that is consistent, the design is complete. The design documentation can then be finalized, and a compatible set
of system development plans, technical facility development, and performance requirements that are refined to reflect the
design.

Refine the Project Plan

You must ensure that the design results are reflected as needed in the system development plan after completing any
major aspect of design. This check is especially important when finally verifying a design model.

In the case of a large system with many procedures, you must establish the sequence in which procedures and data are
to be implemented.

The implementation sequence is determined by the following criteria:

• Business priority of the processes supported by each procedure.
• Availability of the data that is used by procedures but created by other procedures.
• These data structures and data-creating procedures must be implemented first.

Results of Design Verification

The results of design verification are:

• Verified design is a defined system that can immediately be constructed.
• Plans and preparations to commission that system with minimum business and technical risk.
• Changes to the design model to reflect user requests or issues that are identified during prototyping.
• If needed, changes to the analysis model to reflect new requirements identified during prototyping.
• (Optional) Minutes of facilitated sessions, prototyping sessions, and walkthroughs.
• (Optional) Sequence in which procedures are to be implemented within the business system

Designing Action Diagrams
The Action Diagram tool lets you build the Process Action Diagram, Procedure Action Diagram, and the associated action
blocks.

This section explains the interaction component of the business model. Interaction analysis identifies the effects that
processes have on entities, attributes, and relationships, found in Gen.
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These specify the detailed logic of elementary processes, procedure steps, business algorithms, and derivation
algorithms.

The first part of an Action Diagram details the views that the process imports and exports. The remaining pseudocode
consists of action statements such as CREATE, READ, UPDATE, DELETE, with levels of nesting enclosed in brackets.
These statements include the actual effects that a process has at execution time. The statements provide the detailed
process logic on which code generation is based.

Process Action Diagrams

The product of interaction analysis is the Process Action Diagram that consists of an ordered collection of actions that
defines an elementary process.

You can also generate statements that appear in a Process Action Diagram using tools other than the Action Diagram.
For example, you can expand the expected effects of processes that are defined with the Activity Hierarchy Diagram or
Matrix Processor into actual effects and views in a Process Action Diagram. Similarly, when you detail views, the software
generates corresponding entries in a Process Action Diagram.

Process logic analysis identifies actions to be performed on entities by an elementary process. The actions produce
output information based on input information. Process logic analysis also deals with how entity actions act on data in the
underlying Data Model. Procedure logic builds on the process logic to identify how the system interacts with the end user.

The following list details the objectives of process logic analysis:

• Define each elementary process rigorously and unambiguously by detailing its actions upon entities, relationships, and
attributes

• Ensure that the Data Model can support all the processes
• Combine the results of data analysis and activity analysis so that it is clear how changes to the process definition affect

data analysis
• Provide the data designer with the basic information necessary to define data structures
• Provide the starting point for transformation to Design and the definition of procedures

Procedure Action Diagrams

The extension of interaction analysis into Design results in the Procedure Action Diagram, which consists of an ordered
collection of actions that defines a Procedure Step. A Procedure Step is a useful subdivision of a procedure that performs
a discrete and definable amount of processing necessary to complete a procedure. A procedure is a method by which one
or more elementary processes are carried out using a specific implementation technique.

The Procedure Action Diagram defines the detailed logic of a Procedure Step. It allows the designer to define the
following fields:

• Fields local to the Procedure Step
• Fields required to process the screen that interacts with the Procedure Step
• Fields required to process the database (also available in the Process Action Diagram)
• Exit states or conditions that terminate processing, also available in Process Action Diagram

The following list details the objectives of the procedure logic design:

• Express the business system design at a level that includes data access, important conditional actions, reference to
fields in screens, and the use of algorithms

• Provide a basis for generating the business system

The Procedure Action Diagram complements Dialog Design. While the Dialog Flow Diagram defines the logic between
Procedure Steps, the Procedure Action Diagram defines the detailed logic within each step, including setting the exit
states that control the flows to and from each step.
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The Procedure Action Diagram also complements Screen Design and Window Design functionality, tools that control the
user interface. Statements in a Procedure Step can set the properties of fields, dialog boxes, and windows, and control
event processing activities.

Views
A view is a collection of associated attributes input to or output from a business activity. Views are the way processes see
entities and are provided on a need-to-know basis.

For example, one process to view only the Status attribute of an entity occurrence of CUSTOMER to accomplish its task.
Another process to see the Name and Address attributes of CUSTOMER. Define the scope of views carefully, you control
and restrict access to shared information.

The creation and usage of views are integral model-building activities and can be performed in several tools. Views are
not tool-dependent.

Downstream Effects: During the code generation stage of Construction, you generate a system that consists of screens
or windows that are populated with the fields you initially defined with views. Gen bases the generated program logic on
the manipulation of views in the Procedure Action Diagrams.

Introduction to Views

To understand views, understand the relationship between entities and processes. By itself, an entity has little meaning to
a business. An entity takes on meaning when a business activity processes information about the entity and makes that
information available. For example, unless a business knows the name, address, and telephone number of a customer
who is named Jane Doe, the fact that she is a customer is of no interest to the business. The mechanism through which
an activity (generally an elementary process) receives, uses, and produces information is a view. It is a window through
which a process communicates information about entities.

Another way of illustrating views is as vantage points from which processes see entities. You provide views on a need-
to-know basis. For example, one process must view only the Status attribute of an entity occurrence of CUSTOMER to
accomplish its task. Another process must see the Name and Address attributes of CUSTOMER. By carefully defining the
scope of views, you can control and restrict access to shared information.

View Maintenance

View maintenance allows you to update, revise, add to, or edit a view set, which is a collection of views for a process.
You use view maintenance to match views between processes and the action blocks they call and between Procedure
Steps and the action blocks they call. The import view subset defines the information input to a process or action block.
The export view subset defines the information that is produced (exported) by the process or action block. The entity
action view subset defines stored information about an entity that a process manipulates during execution; views in this
subset are the object of the entity actions: CREATE, READ, UPDATE, DELETE, and READ EACH statements. The local
view subset defines information from an entity that is used solely within a process, not exported. If needed, you can add
missing views to each subset.

The Process Action Diagram automatically reflects the import and export view subsets you defined with the Activity
Hierarchy Diagram and Activity Dependency Diagram. The Procedure Action Diagram uses synthesized import and export
views from elementary processes, views from Analysis and Design action blocks that Process Action Diagram calls, and
any new views such as local views.

Action Diagram View Maintenance

Action Diagram view maintenance differs from view maintenance in one aspect -- you work directly with views in an Action
Diagram or action block without accessing view maintenance from the Detail action. You can add new views, delete views,
if they are not used in action statements, copy views, and change details of group, entity, work, and attribute views being
imported. You can also change the way that the views display on the Action Diagram view list.
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You can modify specific details about views directly in the Action Diagram view list. These details include the optionality
of entity, work, and attribute views being imported; and the optionality, cardinality, and indexing of group views being
imported. These details appear in parentheses next to view names when you expand the list.

Action Diagram view list information examples are as follows:

Example 1

This example illustrates an optional import entity view that supports entity actions, cannot be used for both import and
export, and is unlocked upon entry:

 entity input customer (optional, persistent, import only, unlocked)

Example 2

This example illustrates a repeating group view that is mandatory, has a maximum cardinality of 6, is explicitly indexed,
and can be used for both import and export:

 group (r) in_group product information (mandatory, 6, explicit, exported)

NOTE
You can add views to the view lists in Action Diagrams and action blocks. Also, you can add new attributes or
existing attributes to entity views and work views.

Creating Views
Create views through view maintenance by assigning a view set, or a collection of views, to a process.

In the view set, you specify three types of views that processes can relate to entities:

• Import views show information about an entity that a process receives (or imports)
• Export views show information about the entity that a process produces (or exports)
• Entity action views show stored information about an entity that a process manipulates during execution

Import, export, and entity action views are called view subsets, meaning possible groupings of views within a view set. A
fourth view subset, local views, includes views in which processes temporarily save information during execution.

The following illustration shows the types of views you can define at each stage of the methodology and the tools used.
The following chart allows you to view subsets by activity and tool.
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NOTE
You can create views for functions during Planning but, in practice, you rarely must specify this type of
information at the function level. You may wish to record views for functions if you anticipate some benefit for
doing so. Generally you only record views for processes and, most frequently, for elementary processes.

Creating Views

The following table shows which types of views you can add to each view subset.

View Type View Subset

Entity View Import, Export, Local, Entity Action

Group View Import, Export, Local

Work View Import, Export, Local

Two features, expanding expected effects and Process Synthesis, automatically generate views in the import, export, and
entity action view subsets. The features also generate other information including expected effects of processes, definition
properties of processes, and process logic.

Common Steps for Adding Views

Follow the same steps when you add group, entity, and work views as you do when you add attributes to entity and
work views. This section describes these common steps. References to these steps and detailed information about view
subsets and view types appear in the sections following the task descriptions.
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You can add new attributes or attributes existing in the model to entity views and work views. You can add attributes in the
following cases:

• If you elected not to add attributes when you created a view
• If you discovered other attributes, you want to add to a view after it was created
• If you added a work set to a work view

Unlike entity views, attributes for a new work set are not available when you first create them because they are not called
from an entity type.

Create Views in the Import View Subset

Creating views in an import view subset consists of creating import group views, creating import entity views, and creating
import work views.

Create Import Group Views

Creating import group views consists of adding a group view or nested repeating group view and describing a detail group
view.

Add Import Group Views

Adding import group views is the first part of creating import group views. A group view is a collection of one or more
associated entity views. Group views have cardinality, that is, each of their component views may occur more than once.

A group view with cardinality greater than one is a repeating group view, and can be thought of as an array of data items.

Group views with cardinality of one are non-repeating group views. Non-repeating group views are often used to collect
many other entity views and group views together so that view matching can be simplified when calling subordinate action
blocks.

Repeating group views can be illustrated by an order form. A typical order form for one customer relates to attributes
from the CUSTOMER, ORDER, PRODUCT, and ORDER LINE entity types in the Data Model. An order relates to only
one customer; therefore, an entity view for CUSTOMER exists. The details on the order form concern only one order;
therefore, an entity view of ORDER exists.

The views for PRODUCT and ORDER LINE exist because each line on the order represents a different product. However,
the correct product for each order line must always be referenced. Therefore, it is convenient to establish a group view
that assembles the entity view of PRODUCT and the entity view of ORDER LINE.

The order form can be represented by an import group view named IN_GROUP_PRODUCT_INFORMATION. It contains
the entity views Input Product (view of PRODUCT) and Input Order Line (view of ORDER LINE). The group view is
defined as repeating because both entity views are imported for each line on the order.

 group(r) IN_GROUP PRODUCT INFORMATION

 view of INPUT

entity PRODUCT

attr NUMBER

view of INPUT

entity ORDER_LINE

attr QUANTITY

 

A group view can contain one or more work views. In the next example, the group view In_Group_Order_Line contains the
work view that includes attributes from the work set IEF_SUPPLIED. The group view also contains the input entity view
Input Customer_Order_Line.
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The name of the group view must accurately reflect its contents. Unlike entity view names, group view names always
stand alone in the process logic or the procedure logic. They must therefore carry the full weight of the meaning of their
components. For example, if you are adding an import group view, you may want to use the naming system shown in the
example, which is IN_GROUP followed by the name of the entity type.

Procedure Synthesis generates new view names when you specify processes to be implemented by a procedure.

The Consistency Check facility checks group views and subordinate entity views for conformance with the following rules:

• A group view must decompose into subviews.
• An entity view must have at least one predicate view for code generation to succeed.

 Views for CREATE_ORDER

 Import Views

group (r) IN_GROUP_ORDER_LINE

view of CUSTOMER_WORK_AREA

wrk set IEF_SUPPLIED

attr COUNT

attr FLAG

view of INPUT

entity CUSTOMER_ORDER_LINE

attr QUANTITY

attr NUMBER

attr REQUESTING_UNIT

 

Add a Nested Repeating Group View

Adding nested repeating group views is the second part of adding import group views.

A group view can include other group views. These subordinate group views are called nested group views. When the
nested views have a cardinality greater than one, they are called nested repeating group views.

Nested repeating group views allow flexibility when displaying and performing entity actions on repetitive data, especially
attributes of entities involved in one-to-many or many-to-many relationships.

Detail Import Group Views

The second part of creating group views is to detail them. Detailing group views consists of the following activities:

• Describe group views
• Specify cardinality
• Specify optionality

Describe Import Group Views

Describing an import group view is an optional activity. It lets you record the contents of a group view when the content is
unclear. Keep the description concise.

Click Description to invoke the Description Editor. The Description Editor lets you perform certain word-processing
functions while you enter the description.

Specify Import Group View Cardinality

The number of times a group view repeats is referred to as the cardinality of the group view. Group views are the only type
of views for which you define cardinality.
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When you define a repeating import group view, you specify the following cardinalities:

1. Expected numbers of occurrences for the group view. You set the minimum cardinality of the group view (the least
number of occurrences it can contain) by the value you enter for at least. You set the maximum cardinality of the
group view (the greatest number of occurrences it can contain) by the value you enter for at most. Finally, you set the
average cardinality of the group view (the average number of occurrences it can contain) by the value you enter for
on average. To maintain consistency, the values for minimum and average cardinality of repeating group views are
adjusted based on the value you enter for the maximum cardinality. For example, if the average cardinality is 12 and
you change the maximum cardinality from 20 to 10, the average value is adjusted to 10.

2. Whether the numbers you add for the minimum and maximum cardinalities are estimated or absolute.
3. Explicitly or implicitly indexed. Explicitly indexed repeating group views have user-accessible indexes to refer to

specific entries in the repeating group (or table). You must add logic to the Action Diagram to handle explicitly indexed
repeating group views.
Implicitly indexed repeating group views allow the subscript of the group view to be incremented implicitly whenever
an action occurs that would imply it. For example, if an implicitly indexed repeating group view is referenced in a FOR
EACH statement, the index is incremented whenever the end of the FOR EACH statement is reached.

The Consistency Check facility checks group views for conformance with the following rule:

A group view with cardinality of many must have the expected cardinality that is defined.

Specify Import Group View Optionality

The optionality of an import group view refers to whether the view is mandatory (always used as input) or optional
(sometimes used as input).

If you specify an import group view as mandatory, each view that belongs to the group view must have a matching view
when the action block is invoked.

You can specify optionality only for views you add in the import view subset. Export, local, and entity action views do not
have optionality.

Create Import Entity Views

This article provides information for Create Import Entity Views. Creating import entity views consists of, add import entity
views and detail import entity views.

Add Import Entity Views

Import entity views are views of entities that are input to a process, procedure, or action block during execution. These
views consist of the information input through a screen or window.

The name of an entity view must always modify the entity type name. The combination of entity view name and entity type
name must be unique within a process.

In Analysis, if one occurrence of an entity is in the import view subset, you can distinguish import view names from
export view names by using a name such as INPUT for entity views. For example, if you add import views for the entities
EMPLOYEE, DIVISION, and COST CENTER, the entity views may be named INPUT EMPLOYEE, INPUT DIVISION,
and INPUT COST CENTER. This naming convention is useful when you work with long lists of views and want to see the
information that you are importing quickly.

Based on the needs of information that is imported to the process, you can add more than one occurrence of an entity to
an import view subset. For example, consider the situation where information is required from two separate CUSTOMERS
in the same execution of a process. In this case, the process requires two import views of the same entity type, thus
making the combination of the entity type (CUSTOMER) name and the view name (input) insufficient to distinguish
between the two views. Each entity view must have a unique name.
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Procedure Synthesis generates new view names when you specify processes to be implemented by a procedure.

The Consistency Check facility checks entity views for conformance with the following rules:

• An entity view must have at least one predicate view.
• An entity view must have at least one attribute for code generation.

Detail Import Entity Views

Detailing import entity views consists of the following activities:

• Describe import entity views
• Specify optionality of import entity views

Describe Import Entity Views

Describing entity views lets you record the contents of an entity view when the content is unclear. As with group views,
describing entity views is optional. Keep the description concise and short.

Click Description to invoke the Description Editor. The Description Editor lets you perform certain word-processing
functions while you enter the description.

Specify Import Entity View Optionality

All views in the Import view subset must be optional or mandatory. If you specify mandatory, each component attribute
view must have a value when the process to which it belongs begins execution.

If you specify optional, a value is not required when execution begins.

You can specify optionality for an optional entity view in the same way you specify optionality conditions for attributes or
relationship memberships. You can store this condition as part of the entity view description. The default is optional.

Create Import Work Views

This article provides information to Create Import Work Views. Creating an import work view consists of add import work
view and detail import work view.

A work view defines information that a process, Procedure Step, or action block requires, but cannot be provided from
entity types in the model. Work views are applicable when you have an implementation-specific data requirement that you
cannot meet by creating a view of an existing data item. In these instances, you must define a new data item. These data
items are not entity types because they do not reflect the reality of the business. However, you may consider them pseudo
- entity types because they are composed of attribute definitions.

Add Import Work Views (Views of Work Sets)

The work view is a view of a work set (also referred to as a work attribute set) that does not create a permanent storage.
The attributes in a work view come from a work set, not from an entity. Counters, totals, indicators, and selection codes
are examples of attributes that are stored in a work set. You can use these attributes in Action Diagram statements to
monitor execution-time information such as the calculation of intermediate totals and counts.

Work sets are added by the designer, but the software supplies some of them. For example, one work set called
IEF_SUPPLIED is available when you add work views. The attributes in this work set include Select Char, Action Entry,
Command, Count, Total Real, Total Currency, Total Integer, Percentage, Average Real, Average Currency, Average
Integer, Flag, and Subscript. These views are intended to be used for data that exists only during an action block or
transaction; these views cannot be used directly to update a database.

The following example shows how a work view appears in View Maintenance:
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 Import Views

 view of ORDER_PROCESS_COUNT

wrk set IEF_SUPPLIED

attr COUNT

attr TOTAL_INTEGER

attr FLAG

 

Work sets act like entity types in several ways:

• Add a work set to the import, export, or local view subset. Within each view subset, you can add the work view by itself
or to an existing group view.

• Place them on screens.
• Pass them through a USE action in the Action Diagram.

Work views cannot be added to the entity action view set, so these views can never be used in entity actions (CREATE,
READ, UPDATE, and DELETE).

Detail Import Work Views

Detailing a work set consists of the following activities:

• Describe a work set
• Add attributes to a work set
• Detail attributes in a work set

Describe an Import Work Set

Describing the work set of a work view lets you document how the work view is used. As with group and entity views, the
description is optional.

Click Description to invoke the Description Editor. The Description Editor lets you perform certain word-processing
functions while you enter the description.

Add Attributes to a Work Set

When you start adding work views, you must add new attributes to the work sets they reference. This task is described in
Common Steps for Adding Views.

Detail Attributes in a Work Set

Detailing attributes in a work set consists of the following activities:

• Describe attributes in a work set
• Specify properties of work set attributes
• Specify values of work set attributes

The tasks that are associated with these activities are the same as those in the Data Model.

NOTE
For more information about detailing attributes, see Data Model Objects.

Create Views in the Export View Subset

This article provides information to create views in the export view subset the same as creating views in the import view
subset.
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You can perform the following types of activities in the export view subset and the import view subset:

• Create export group views
– Add export group views
– Detail export group views
– Describe export group views
– Specify export group view cardinality

• Create export entity views
– Add export entity views
– Detail export entity views
– Describe export entity views

• Create export work views
– Add export work views
– Add export work sets
– Detail export work sets
– Detail export work views
– Describe export work views

These activities require the same steps as those for adding import views, with the following exceptions:

• When you add export views, select the view subset labeled Export Views. Keep this in mind when referring to other
sections in this section.

• Since the naming conventions for export views and import views are different, use the appropriate naming convention
as recommended in this section.

• When you detail a group view, entity view, or work view in the export view subset, you cannot specify optionality.
Optionality is available only for import views.

Export entity views are views of entities that are output from a process, Procedure Step, or action block after execution.
These views consist of the information that is displayed on a screen, which is printed on a report, or passed to another
process, Procedure Step, or action block.

The name of an entity view must always modify the entity type name. The combination of entity view name and entity type
name must be unique within a process.

If you have one occurrence of an entity in the export view subset in Analysis, you can distinguish export view names by
using a name such as OUTPUT. For example, if you add export views for the entities CUSTOMER and ORDER, you can
name the export entity views OUTPUT CUSTOMER and OUTPUT ORDER. The name of an export group view might be
ORDER_LINE_OUTPUT. This naming convention is useful when you want to know at a glance from a long list of views
the information you are exporting from a process, Procedure Step, or an action block.

The view subset can contain more than one occurrence of an entity. For example, consider the case where information
from two separate CUSTOMERS in the same execution of a process is exported. In this case, the process requires two
export views of the same entity type. The combination of the entity type name (CUSTOMER) and view name (output) is
insufficient to distinguish between the two views. Each entity view must have a unique name.

Procedure Synthesis generates new view names when you specify processes to be implemented by a procedure.

The Consistency Check facility checks entity views against the following rule:

An entity view must have at least one predicate view.

Create Views in the Local View Subset

This article provides information to create views in the local view subset the same as creating views in the import view
subset.
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You can perform the following types of activities when you create views in the local view subset and in the import view
subset:

• Create local group views
– Add local group views
– Detail local group views
– Describe local group views
– Specify cardinality of local group views

• Create local entity views
– Add local entity views
– Detail local entity views
– Describe local entity views

• Create local work views
– Add local work views
– Detail local work views
– Describe local work views

The activities in the previous list require the same steps as those for adding import views, with the following exceptions:

• To define views for the local view subset, use the Action Diagram, Structure Chart, or Action Block Usage tools. The
Activity Hierarchy Diagram, Activity Dependency Diagram, Dialog Design, and Screen Design tools do not permit you
to create views in the local view subset during view maintenance.

• When you add local views, select the view subset called Local Views. Keep this in mind when referring to other
sections in this section.

• Since the naming conventions for local views and import views are different, name the view using the appropriate
convention as recommended in this section.

• When you detail a group view, entity view, or work view in the local view subset, you cannot specify optionality.
Optionality is available only for import views.

A local view is a view of an entity type and some or all of its attributes. The sole purpose of a local view is the temporary
storage and checking of attribute values.

You use local views primarily in Design. Unlike import and export views, a local view cannot receive data or present data
to screens or calling processes, Procedure Steps, or action blocks except in the context of a USE statement. You cannot
use a local view to communicate with the underlying Data Model as you can with entity action views.

As an example of why work views are used, consider the task of locating among all products that are known to the
business, the product with the highest price under $100. A local view of the entity PRODUCT can be used to achieve this.
As each PRODUCT is READ into an entity action view, its price is compared with that in the local view.

To distinguish local views from those views being imported and exported or used as entity action views, you may want to
use names such as LOCAL or TEMP. For example, local views for the entity types EMPLOYEE and COST CENTER can
be named LOCAL EMPLOYEE and LOCAL COST CENTER. This naming convention is useful when you want to know at
a glance from a long list of views the information you are using solely within the process, Procedure Step, or action block.

Create Views in the Entity Action View Subset

Entity action views define stored information that a process, Procedure Step, or action block uses in entity actions (create,
read, update, and delete) in the Action Diagram.

Creating views in the entity action view subset consists of the following activities:

• Add entity action views
• Detail entity action views
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Entity action views define stored information that a process, Procedure Step, or action block uses in entity actions (create,
read, update, and delete) in the Action Diagram. An entity action view is always an entity view with attributes from a single
entity type or subtype. An entity action view cannot be a group view.

Add Entity Action Views

Use the Action Diagram to add an entity view to the import, export, or entity action view subsets:

1. Specify the entity action view subset as parent view subset for the view
2. Specify the subject entity type or subtype
3. Name the entity view
4. Create any missing attributes for the view
5. Specify attributes

A useful convention, when the entity action view set contains only one view of a particular entity is to leave the entity
action view unnamed. This can significantly reduce the wordiness of WHERE clauses in complex READ statements.

The Consistency Check facility checks entity views for conformance with the following rule:

Each entity action view must be used in the action block.

Detail Entity Action Views

Describing entity action views lets you document how the views are used. Describing entity action views is optional.

Click Description to invoke the Description Editor. The Description Editor lets you perform certain word-processing
functions while you enter the description.

Assign View Characteristics

Depending on the view you create, various characteristics can be assigned including supports entity actions, lock required
on entry, and used as both input and output.

Supports Entity Actions

When an entity view is defined in the Import or Export view subset, the Supports Entity Action option specifies whether the
view is transient or persistent.

A transient entity view does not support the entity actions CREATE, READ, DELETE, or UPDATE. Transient views can be
modified by MOVE and SET actions. Repeating group views always are transient. Transient is the default for entity views
in the import, export, or local view subset.

A persistent entity view allows entity actions to be performed on the designated view. All rules that apply to entity action
views apply to persistent entity views. Persistent views can be thought of as database buffers.

Use persistent views when multiple Action Diagrams require access to the same physical data record, as in batch
processing.

Support for entity actions reduces the need for multiple READs of the same entity action views within a process. After the
entity action view is read, a persistent view may be passed to subordinate action blocks. This means that a Procedure
Step can perform a READ and pass the persistent view to an action block that performs an UPDATE action. A lock on the
database record is released at the end of the Procedure Step. The subordinate action blocks may perform an UPDATE
action on a received persistent view.

The following example shows persistent views in a Procedure Step and an action block:

 Procedure Step:

 MAINTAIN EMPLOYEE
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IMPORTS:...

EXPORTS:...

ENTITY ACTIONS:

Entity View employee

name

number

 CASE OF COMMAND

CASE read

USE AB_READ_EMPLOYEE

WHICH IMPORTS...

WHICH EXPORTS output_employee employee

CASE update

READ employee

USE AB_UPDATE_EMPLOYEE

WHICH IMPORTS employee

.

.

Action block:

AB_UPDATE_EMPLOYEE

WHICH IMPORTS employee

.

.

Action block:

AB_UPDATE_EMPLOYEE

IMPORTS:

Entity View input_persistent employee (mandatory, persistent, locked

.

.

IF input_persistent employee IS POPULATED

UPDATE input_persistent employee

 

Consider this example to understand the benefit of persistent views. An Action Diagram READ_EMPLOYEE performs
an initial READ of an entity occurrence. The entity action view in the initial Action Diagram is matched to an import entity
view in a USEd action block where an entity action is performed. The receiving import entity view is designated persistent,
exported, locked.

Persistent
Indicates that entity actions can be performed on the view.

Export
Indicates that the import entity view can be modified. Data can flow out of the action block without the need to
explicitly move the data to an export view.

Lock
Indicates that the view does not need to be READ again.

To be used for entity action statements, import views must be both persistent and used as both input and output. Then,
import views can be used in the following cases:

• In statements that include the verbs READ, READ EACH, UPDATE, CREATE, DELETE, TRANSFER, ASSOCIATE,
and DISASSOCIATE

• Within the qualifiers of READ and READ EACH statements
• As the target of predicate action set verbs
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Only persistent entity views and entity action views can be used in IF statements that test whether the view is populated or
locked. For more information about locked occurrences, see the next topic.

Downstream Effects: There is a performance advantage to be gained by using persistent views that are exact matches.
Two view structures are exact matches when they contain the same entity view and the same attributes in the same order.

If an entity action view or a persistent view is matched exactly to a persistent view in a subsequent action block, then all
references between the two are handled by address passing. View data is not moved to the called action block.

Matching views exactly is quicker than actually moving the data and having two copies of it. Working storage is built in
the calling Action Diagram for the view and Linkage section (only) copies of the "database buffer" are built into the called
action block.

The exact match performance consideration also applies to transient views. Exported on Import Views and Imported on
Export Views eliminate the overhead of extra views. SETs and MOVEs to attributes in the import view are allowed, and
export views are not initialized upon entry.

Lock Required on Entry

The Lock Required on Entry option allows locking of an occurrence in an import view at entry to the action block.
Locking an occurrence prevents other transactions from changing the view. When you add an entity type to a view, this
characteristic becomes available for selection only if the view supports entity actions.

Those views in which occurrences are to be locked are labeled locked in the Action Diagram view list. Those views in
which occurrences are not locked are labeled unlocked. The default value is unlocked.

The Locked parameter is strictly a means of communication at code generation time. The generator checks the view
matching on USE statements to determine the intent of called action blocks regarding the views that are being passed.
Use the Locked parameter on the receiving persistent view if any entity actions are planned.

Downstream Effects: When an action block or procedure reads an entity action view that is matched to a view in a called
action block marked 'locked,' this signals code generation to create a cursor with locking. The implication is that the called
action block intends to update the database using this matched entity action view.

Used as Both Input and Output

The Used as Both Input and Output option allows import entity views to be exported and export entity views to be
imported. Import views that are to be used for both input and output are labeled exported on the Action Diagram view list.
Import views that are to be used for input only are labeled import only. Export views that are to be used for both input and
output are marked imported; export views that are to be used for export only are labeled export only.

This characteristic cannot be set on the import and export view sets of Procedure Steps; it can be used only in action
blocks.

Using a view as both input and output lets a single view act as both import and export views. This facilitates transaction
restart or availability of information on a return from a link.

The following possibilities can occur when import views are used as both input and output:

• SET and MOVE may be used to change data.
• The import view can be changed and the changes can be returned to the calling action block.
• Import views that are used for export do not need to be moved to export at the start of each Action Diagram.

Import views that are not used for both input and output may not be matched to views that are used for both input and
output; the calling view cannot be changed on return from the called action block.

For export views, the view is not initialized on entry to the action block. The export view may also receive data into action
blocks. When export views are selected for import, any values in the view of the calling action block pass to the called
action block.
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Downstream Effects: Import views selected to be used as both input and output are updated in the called action block.
The calling action block also sees the results. For export views selected to be used as both input and output, the called
action block sees data that is passed from the calling action block.

Using a view as both input and output allows values to be returned to entity views using call by reference instead of call by
value.

Recommendations

Consider the following tips as you create views:

• When passing data up and down a hierarchy of Action Diagrams, use one of the following combinations of view
characteristics:
– Import, Transient, Exported
– Export, Transient, Imported

• When importing data that is not exported, use Import, Transient, Import only. These views can be starved.
• When multiple Action Diagrams require access to the same physical data record, use persistent views. Batch

processing is an example of multiple Action Diagrams requiring access to the same physical data record.
• Remember that persistent views require coordination between the using and the used Action Diagrams as to the

intended usage of the data. It is not a good idea, for example, to lock entity occurrences that are needed only for
inquiry. A view can only be Locked or Unlocked. There is no option to switch between the two options at runtime.

• Starve all views, especially entity action views. Include only the attributes that are required to make an Action Diagram
work. Starving the views this way saves time at execution because the DBMS does not retrieve any unnecessary data.

Changing Views
Working with views in the Analysis and Design tools, you can change the various components, change their placement, or
change information that the views reflect.

The following list contains changes that you can make while working with views.

• Change parent of views
• Copy views
• Delete views and their attributes
• Make miscellaneous view changes
• Move a view and reorder a view under a parent
• Rename a view

Change Parent of Views

The parent of a view (entity view, work view, or group view) is either a group view or the view subset (import, export, or
local views). If a view is part of a group view, its parent is the group view. If a view is not part of a group view, its parent is
the view subset. You can change the parent of a view from one group view to another group view, a group view to a view
subset and a view subset to a group view.

NOTE
When you change the parent of a view, both the old parent and the new parent must be within the same view
subset.
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Copy Views

You can copy views as described in the following table. In all cases, attributes are copied as part of the view to which they
belong.

Copy from Copy to Cannot copy Tool Required

Entity views Subtype views
Work views

Export view subset Group views Predicate views. Unrestricted

Entity views Subtype views
Work views

Import view subset Group views Predicate views. Unrestricted

Entity views Subtype views
Work views

Local view subset Group views Predicate views. Action Diagram

Entity views Subtype views Entity action view subset Group views Work views
Predicate views.

Action Diagram

Delete Views

A view can be deleted if it is not referenced in an Action Diagram. When a group view is deleted, the generated
application software also removes all entity views associated with the group view and all the predicate views within the
entity views.

Move Views

You can move a view to another position under a parent. You cannot move views between the import, export, and entity
action view subsets, but can move a view to and from the local view subset. You cannot move an attribute view to a
different parent.

NOTE
Do not move attribute views in a repeating group view if a FILTER or SORT statement is used. The FILTER and
SORT statements refer to an attribute view according to its sequence in the repeating group view. By moving the
views, you can change the sequence of attribute views and unknowingly change the arguments in a sort or filter
statement.

Rename a View

You can rename an entity, group, or work view to better reflect the business environment.

Using Views
This article provides information for using views. After you create views, you use them in specific tools.

In the Activity Dependency Diagram, you associate views of a process with an external object. In the Dialog Design, you
automatically invoke view synthesis during process-to-procedure implementation. You also conduct view matching to
match views passed between Procedure Steps.

In the Action Diagram, you conduct view matching to match views between processes and Procedure Steps and the
action blocks they call.

Downstream Effects: The following discussion describes how views are used throughout all stages of Information
Engineering, starting with their creation in Analysis and ending with application generation in Construction.

During Analysis, view creation actually starts when you add entity types and subtypes, and their attributes to the data
model with the Data Model tool. These entity types and subtypes with their attributes are then assigned to import
and export views with the Activity Hierarchy and Activity Dependency Diagram tools. The Process Action Diagram
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automatically reflects the import and export views you defined for elementary processes with the Activity Hierarchy and
Activity Dependency Diagram. If needed, you can add any missing import and export views using the Action Diagramming
tool. You can also add entity action and local views.

During Design, you specify procedures with the Dialog Design tool. You implement one or more elementary processes
in procedures. During transformation, Gen automatically synthesizes a set of views based on the combined views of the
processes being implemented and places the views in a Process Action Diagram.

The Process Action Diagram uses the following views:

• Synthesized import and export views from elementary processes
• Views from any Analysis and Design action block the Process Action Diagram calls
• Any new views (such as local views)

You map views to fields on screens with Screen Design or Window Design.

During the code generation phase of Construction, you generate a system that consists of screens that are populated
with the fields you initially defined with views. Gen bases the generated program logic on the manipulation of views in the
Process Action Diagrams.

Associate Views with External Objects (Add)

When you join an activity and an external object in the Activity Dependency Diagram, you identify the information to
be passed between them. To do this, you assign associated views that are subsets of the import or export views of the
activity.

You identify to a process what data to expect from the external object and what data to prepare to send out. This level of
detail is recommended when two or more external objects provide information to or receive information from the process.
In these cases, the associated views help identify the providers and receivers of information.

You can associate only import and export entity views of a process with an external object. You cannot associate group
and work views. The local and entity action view subsets are not available in the Activity Dependency Diagram.

Synthesize Views in the DLG

When you conduct procedure synthesis in the Dialog Design, the following activities occur automatically:

• Synthesizes the views for each process that is implemented in the procedure
• Adds a CASE OF COMMAND statement with nested USE statements that call the implemented action blocks
• Matches the views for the action blocks

During procedure synthesis, the software generates a merged set of views for the Action Diagram of the procedure based
on the combined views of all elementary processes you chose to implement in the procedure. The software synthesizes
views based on the type of process-to-procedure implementation that you invoke:

• One-to-one
• One-to-many
• Many-to-one
• Many-to-many

The most common implementation is one-to-one. Use one-to-many for alternative implementations of the same
elementary process. Use many-to-one when multiple elementary processes have similar views that a common set of
users require. Many-to-many is a combination of the one-to-many and many-to-one cases. The following illustration shows
how views are synthesized when you invoke a many-to-one process-to-procedure implementation.

The following illustration is a View Synthesis for Many-to-One Process-to-Procedure Implementation:
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During procedure synthesis, the software copies the views and assigns new view names. The following table shows
the default names assigned to entity and group views during view synthesis. The table includes names for other view
occurrences. This table illustrates the Default Names for Synthesized Views:

View Type Import View Subset Export View Subset
Entity View IMPORT EXPORT
EV - 2nd Occurrence IMPORT_2 EXPORT_2
Group view GROUP_IMPORT GROUP_EXPORT
GV - 2nd Occurrence GROUP_IMPORT_2 GROUP_EXPORT_2

You can rename views and add names to the entity action views by accessing view maintenance in the Activity Hierarchy
Diagram, Activity Dependency Diagram, or Action Diagram.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis leaves unchanged any default name that you assign before transformation.

When you specify that a process containing two or more views of the same entity be implemented, the software
renames the views with sequential numbers. The following table shows examples of renamed import and export entity
view occurrences of EMPLOYEE. It also shows examples of renamed import and export group view occurrences of
ORDER_LINE.

This table illustrates the View Naming examples:

Analysis Design
Input_Employee New_Employee Import_Employee

Import_2 Employee
Output_Employee Old_Employee Import_Employee

Import_2 Employee
In - Group_Order_Line Input_Group_Order Line Import_Employee

Import_2 Employee
Out_Group_Order_Line Output_Group_Order_Line Import_Employee

Import_2 Employee

Match Views

View matching is how the software defines information that is passed between an Action Diagram and an action block.
You can match views alone or match and copy views. In Analysis, you can match views with the Action Diagram,
Structure Chart, and Action Block Usage tools. In Design, you can match views with the Action Diagram, Dialog Design,
Structure Chart, and Action Block Usage tools.

You can also unmatch views that you previously matched.
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NOTE
For more information about matching views using the Dialog Design tool, see Understand the Design Phase.

Guidelines for Matching Views

The following view matching guidelines are enforced.

• Match views between two entity views of the same entity type. This guideline also applies to work views.
• Match views between two group views with comparable structures. The two group views have comparable structures

in the following cases:
– The entity views and group views that make up each group view to be matched correspond exactly in content and

relative position.
– For repeating group views, the maximum cardinality of the receiving group view is greater than the maximum

cardinality of the sending group view.
– For each component group view matched to its corresponding group view, the two group views look exactly alike

except for the list of attribute views they contain.
• Match views between two group views when the cardinalities are compatible. That is, the receiving maximum

cardinality of the view must be greater than or equal to the sending maximum cardinality of the view; otherwise,
information is lost.

NOTE
Passing repeating group views can present a tremendous overhead that is compared with passing a single
occurrence. The overhead can be reduced by exactly matching the attributes, cardinality, and the order of
entity and work groups between the sending and receiving views.

• In USE and SET USING statements in the Action Diagram, match a single occurrence of a repeating group view to a
non-repeating group view of comparable structure.

• When you match dialog flows, match export views of the source Procedure Step to import views of the target
Procedure Step.

• When you match views in Action Diagrams:
– Match import views of the used action block to the import, local, or entity action views of the action block that USEs.
– Match export views of the USEd action block to the export or local views of the action block that USEs, or to export

views that are marked as importable. Also, import views in the calling action block that is marked as exportable can
be matched to USEd action block export views.

View matching causes the values of attribute views in the source view to be copied to the corresponding attribute views in
the target view. Attribute views correspond when they implement the same attribute.

The table, View Matching Possibilities by Characteristic, indicates which views can be matched based on view
characteristics.

The following diagram shows the View Matching Possibilities by Characteristic:
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The Consistency Check facility checks matched views for conformance with the following rules:

• Matched entity views must have at least one attribute in common.
• Matched group views must have the same entity view structure.
• Matched views must have the same cardinality.
• No view matches are allowed under a repeating group view.

Match Views Using the PAD

Matching views using the Action Diagram tool consists of the following activities:

• Add USE control actions
• Update USE control actions
• Add SET USING assignment actions

A process, Procedure Step, or action block can use the logic of another action block. The information that is passed to
and returned from the used action block is defined by view matching in the Action Diagram of the process or Procedure
Step that uses the action block.

Add a USE Control Action

Adding a USE control action consists of the following activities:

• Specify USE control action
• Create action block

– Match called action block import views
– Match called action block export views

• Use existing action block
– Match called action block import views
– Match called action block export views

Adding a USE action in the Action Diagram is one way to access view matching in the PAD. The other two ways are
discussed in the following sections. You can match views after you add the USE action and either create an action block
to use or specify an existing one.

A process, Procedure Step, or action block calls other action blocks using the USE control action. When you invoke a
USE action, you must match the views of the called action block to the views of the calling Procedure Step or action block.
The matching occurs in the Action Diagram of the calling (current) Procedure Step or action block.

When you match import views, the import views of the called action block are listed with possible supplying views of the
calling process, Procedure Step, or action block. The supplying views may be import views, entity action views, or local
views. Work attributes cannot be matched to entity type attributes.

The following illustration summarizes import view matching:
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When you have matched the import and export views of the action block, the USE statement is complete. Matched views
appear in the Action Diagram as shown in the following examples of USE statements:

USE find_space

WHICH IMPORTS: Group View product_information

WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View new_warehouse

USE dsgn_create_order

WHICH IMPORTS: Group View group_import

WHICH EXPORTS: Group View group_export

Update a USE Control Action

Updating a USE control action is the second way to access view matching in the Action Diagram. Updating a USE control
action consists of the following activities:

• Specify view in USE control action to change
• Match called action block import views
• Match called action block export views

Add a SET USING Assignment Action

Adding a SET USING action consists of the following activities:

• Specify SET action
• Specify USING action
• Match called action block import views

Adding a SET USING action is the third way to access view matching in the Action Diagram. The SET USING action
lets you use an algorithm to set an attribute value. The algorithm is defined as an action block. When you invoke a SET
USING action, you must match the import views of the called (USEd) action block to the supplying views from the calling
Procedure Step or action block. The export view of the called action block is the value of the attribute that you are setting.
When you have matched the import views of the action block, the SET USING statement is complete.

The following example shows how a SET USING statement appears in the Action Diagram:

SET status USING status_assignment

WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View new_employee
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Match and Copy Views

You use the match-and-copy function for import and export view matching in the Action Diagram when the calling process
(or action block) does not have a supplying or receiving view that corresponds to the view in the called action block.
The software copies the view from the used action block to the calling process or action block and then performs view
matching.

Unmatching Views

You can also unmatch import and export views using the Action Diagram tool. Unmatching a view does not delete either
the supplying or receiving view. If you use the match-and-copy function to create a view and then you unmatch the views,
the created view is not deleted.

Maximum Size of Views

The amount of data that can be passed on a dialog flow depends on the type of application, the load module packaging,
and the execution environment. The following restrictions apply for the view sizes:

• For Procedure Steps packaged in an online Load Module, the maximum view size that can be passed from one load
module to another load module is 31,744 bytes.

• For Windows GUI applications, the maximum view size that can be passed from one Procedure Step to another
Procedure Step within the same load module or another load module on the same machine (that is, not a client-server
flow) is unlimited.

• For Procedure Steps packaged in a cooperative load module, the maximum view size can vary from 31400 bytes to
16775847 bytes. The maximum varies depending on the server platform and communication protocol used. View sizes
less than 31,400 are supported and are the most portable. To determine the limits that are currently supported for each
server/communications combination use Consistency Check.

Define Logic for Elementary Processes and Procedures
This article provides information to define the logic for elementary processes and procedures. Building an Action Diagram
is to define the logic for elementary processes and procedures.

The second part of building an Action Diagram consists of the following activities:

1. Define the process as elementary in the activity model
2. Add entity actions
3. Add relationship actions
4. Add assignment actions
5. Add conditional actions
6. Add repeating actions
7. Add control actions
8. Add miscellaneous actions

Define Process as Elementary in Activity Model

The decomposition of activities in the Activity Hierarchy Diagramming portion of Analysis results in lowest-level processes
named elementary processes. An elementary process is the smallest self-contained unit of business activity of meaning
to an end user. When complete, an elementary process leaves the business in a consistent state. Elementary processes
interrogate or change the state of the business. Add Product, Create Customer, and Process Order are examples of
elementary processes.

The starting point for defining logic for elementary processes is to specify that a process in either a Process Hierarchy
Diagram (PHD) or a Process Dependency Diagram (PDD) is elementary. When you define a process as elementary, Gen
automatically creates a Process Action Diagram for that process with the same name. The Action Diagram is a shell to
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which you add logic that summarizes how the elementary process views entity types. You can also expand the expected
effects of the elementary process on entity types.

Add Entity Actions

An entity action is an action that is performed on entity action views to retrieve and manipulate the information about
entities.

Entity actions are CREATE, READ, READ EACH, UPDATE, and DELETE. To perform an entity action, the entity action
views must exist. The following table shows examples of entity actions:

Entity Action View Name Entity Type
CREATE new customer
READ required order
READ EACH existing customer
UPDATE required part
DELETE canceled order

NOTE
For more information about an entity action, see Action Diagram Overview.

You can use one or more of the following activities to add entity actions:

• Generate elementary processes
• Expand expected effects in the Action Diagram
• Directly add entity actions while working with the Action Diagram

These activities establish the framework for the subsequent development of process and procedure logic. All other logic in
the Action Diagram is built around the entity actions you first establish.

Generate Elementary Processes

One way to add entity actions to the Action Diagram is to generate elementary processes using Process Synthesis. This
activity creates views, expected effects, definition properties, and action statements in Process Action Diagrams and
action blocks.

During Process Synthesis, you are prompted to specify a subject entity type against which to generate a process and
associated logic. You can also specify that you want Process Synthesis to generate logic for any entity types related to the
subject entity type.

For example, in addition to creating Customer, the generated Action Diagram for Create Customer might also include
the logic for creating one or more Orders and associating them with Customer. This would be the case if the Data Model
included the relationship. Each Customer always places one or more Orders.

Similarly, if each Customer is either a Foreign Customer or Domestic Customer, Gen might also include the logic to check
the Location attribute and update either Foreign Customer or Domestic Customer based on the result. By tracing all the
relationships surrounding the entity type selected for Process Synthesis, Gen can automatically generate complex logic
that is related to other entity types near the subject entity type.

Process Synthesis generates the following actions, based on expected effects defined for an entity type and references to
other entity types:
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• CREATE with MOVE, SET, and ASSOCIATE actions and exception logic
• READ with MOVE, selection conditions, and exception logic
• READ EACH with MOVE and selection conditions
• UPDATE with SET and ASSOCIATE actions
• DELETE with READ and MOVE actions and exception logic

In Analysis, Process Synthesis is available in the Data Modeling tools, the Activity Hierarchy Diagram, the Activity
Dependency Diagram, and the Action Diagram. In Design, Process Synthesis is available when you access an Action
Diagram that does not contain action statements.

Process Synthesis can save you much time and effort in action diagramming. The generated Action Diagrams contain
everything that is needed for elementary processes except the relevant business rules, which you must add.

Expand Expected Effects in the Action Diagram

Expanding expected effects consists of the following activities:

• Select an elementary process in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram or Activity Dependency Diagram.
• Specify the expected effects of a process on one or more entities.
• Access a Process Action Diagram that contains no existing actions.
• Expand expected effects.

When you expand expected effects, Gen generates the following information in the Process Action Diagram:

1. Defined import and export views are added. This is not a specific result of expanding expected effects; it occurs as a
result of defining import and export views for a process.

2. Entity action views reflecting the entities that you specified for expected effects are added to the Action Diagram.
These views are unnamed; you must detail the entity action views to name them.

3. Attribute views reflecting the attributes of the entities you specified for expected effects are added to the entity action
views.

4. Any combinations of the entity actions (CREATE, READ, UPDATE, or DELETE) on associated entity action views are
added. These actions reflect the expected effects that you specified for the selected process in Matrices, the Activity
Hierarchy Diagram, or the Activity Dependency Diagram. The actions also represent the actual effects of processes on
entities.

For example, if you specify the expected effects of READ and DELETE on the entity CUSTOMER in the Activity Hierarchy
Diagram, Gen populates the entity action view subset with an unnamed view of CUSTOMER. Gen also automatically
generates a READ customer action and DELETE customer action with appropriate subordinate actions based on other
menu selections you make while expanding expected effects. This is an efficient way to populate entity action views in the
Action Diagram.

Expanding expected effects applies only to the Process Action Diagram. It is not applicable in Analysis action blocks,
Design action blocks, or the Procedure Action Diagram.

Create Entity Actions in the Action Diagram

Directly adding entity actions in the Action Diagram consists of adding, CREATE entity action, READ entity action,
UPDATE entity action, DELETE entity action, and READ EACH entity action.

NOTE
For more information, see the Toolset Help.
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Add CREATE Entity Action

Adding a CREATE entity action is part of creating entity actions in the Action Diagram. In addition to the CREATE entity
action, the following list contains other actions that you can specify when creating entity actions:

• Add READ actions for any associated entity types
• SET attributes
• Add any ASSOCIATE actions
• Add exception logic to a CREATE entity action

The CREATE entity action records information about entities once they are of interest to the business. CREATE
establishes an entity occurrence. To CREATE an entity occurrence, you must have an entity action view for the entity type.
When you CREATE an entity, you must assign values to the identifying attributes. All basic and designed attributes must
have either a value explicitly SET or a default value defined.

A complete CREATE action statement is as follows:

 CREATE entity - view - 1

 [SET attribute - view - 1 TO expression ]...

[ASSOCIATE WITH entity - view - 2 WHICH relationship IT]...

WHEN SUCCESSFUL

action - statement - list

WHEN ALREADY EXISTS

action-statement - list

 

When you add a CREATE action, Gen gives you the choice to automatically generate SET actions. A SET action assigns
a value to an individual attribute view. You have the following options when adding the CREATE entity action:

• SET mandatory attributes
• SET all attributes
• Add no SET statements

When you set all attributes, Gen generates SET statements for mandatory and optional attributes. SET statements are not
generated for auto number or derived attributes.

Consistency check detects and reports if the mandatory attribute is not set.

Gen also generates the ASSOCIATE actions for all identifying relationships. ASSOCIATE establishes a pairing along a
relationship between two entities. You can ASSOCIATE entities when the relationship is optional; you must ASSOCIATE
them (before the end of the elementary process) when the relationship is mandatory.

If you elect not to SET attributes and generate ASSOCIATE statements for the CREATE action, you must add SET
statements that assign a value to all mandatory attributes and any other attributes. You must also add ASSOCIATE
statements to allow pairings to be established for identifying relationships.

A complete CREATE action statement with SET and ASSOCIATE statements is shown in this example.

 CREATE received product

 SET code to "RECD"

ASSOCIATE WITH processing warehouse WHICH holds IT

 

In the READ Action Statement example below, the logic creates an ORDER after a READ action verifies the prior
existence of a CUSTOMER. In this example, the create only occurs if the READ of CUSTOMER was successful (that is,
if a CUSTOMER with the correct value for its name attribute exists). The business algorithm order number calculation
is assumed to return the value of the next available ORDER Number. In the ASSOCIATE clause, CUSTOMER is the
unnamed entity action view into which information about the requesting CUSTOMER entity is placed as a result of the
READ action.
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 READ customer

 WHERE DESIRED customer name IS EQUAL TO requesting

customer name

WHEN successful

CREATE order

SET number USING order number calculation

ASSOCIATE number with customer WHICH places IT

 

Add Exception Logic to a CREATE Entity Action

Exception logic defines the actions to take if an exception to an entity action occurs. You can add the following exception
conditions to a CREATE action:

• WHEN exists
• WHEN successful
• WHEN permitted value violation

The WHEN exists condition lets you define the actions to be taken if the entity occurrence exists. The WHEN successful
condition lets you define the actions to be taken when the entity occurrence is successfully created. The WHEN permitted
value violation condition lets you manage the error that occurs when the application attempts to write a column to the
database with a value other than a permitted value. If the exception condition is not included and a permitted value
error occurs, the transaction is terminated. Gen-generated applications cannot write data that violates permitted value
constraints to the database.

The exception logic is added automatically to the CREATE entity action group. If actions are to be taken when an
exception occurs, you must add the exception action to the entity action group. If you do not add logic for the WHEN
permitted value violation condition, a runtime error is issued when the condition occurs.

In the following example, the CREATE statement shows exception logic noting that information about entity occurrence
(PRODUCT) is already stored.

 CREATE received product

 SET code TO import product_code

ASSOCIATE WITH processing warehouse WHICH holds IT

WHEN successful

WHEN already exists

 WHEN permitted value violation

 

Add READ Entity Action

Adding a READ entity action consists of the following subordinate activities:

• Add READ action
• Specify selection conditions
• Add READ exception logic
• Detail properties of a READ statement

The READ entity action retrieves a single occurrence or multiple occurrences of one or more entity types that satisfy the
selection criteria that you specify. The READ entity action makes one or more entity occurrences available for further
action.

The READ action statement takes the following form:

 READ entity - view - list

 [WHERE selection - condition]
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[WHEN successful

action - statement - list - 1]

[WHEN not found

action - statement - list - 2]

 

The first line indicates the READ action and one or more entity action views being read. The second line indicates the
selection criteria for the READ. The remaining lines indicate the two types of exception statements that are used in the
READ and statement lists specifying actions to take if the exception occurs.

Downstream Effects: To reduce the use of cursors in the DBMS, Gen generates a standalone SQL SELECT statement
for Action Diagram READ statements that: select only one row, are not referenced by UPDATE, ASSOCIATE,
DISASSOCIATE, or DELETE statements, or do not read persistent views.

NOTE
For more information about the code that is generated for a READ statement, see the Toolset Help.

Add READ Action

Adding the READ action is the first step in building READ action statements. You can read one or more entities with one
READ action. Specifying multiple entities (or entity action views) in the entity-view-list of the READ statement:

• Reduces the amount of text in the Action Diagram.
• Improves the efficiency of the generated program by reducing the number of accesses to the database management

system (DBMS). It decreases the number of SQL statements.

However, be careful when using multiple entities in READ statements as it may be necessary to generate SQL statements
that are joins when multiple tables are read.

Cartesian joins, results in reading all rows of two or more tables, can seriously impact response time. The generated logic
takes maximum advantage of denormalized data to attempt to avoid or reduce joins in generated logic.

Downstream Effects: The second benefit takes advantage of denormalization, or replication of data in multiple places.
Denormalization is available in the Data Structure Diagram in technical design.

For example, consider a Data Model that contains two entity types, PART and ORDER LINE. PART contains the
identifying attribute, Part Number. In the Data Structure Diagram, the relationship between PART and ORDER LINE is
implemented by Part Number, which becomes a foreign key. In the database, Part Number is implemented in the PART
table as a primary key. Part Number is implemented in the ORDER LINE table as a foreign key. Part Number becomes a
denormalized field and is stored redundantly.

Carried one step further, the Action Diagram contains a READ statement that READs both PART and ORDER LINE and
contains selection conditions relating PART to ORDER LINE. The resulting benefit occurs during Code Generation. The
Code Generation Tool verifies that all fields it requires from PART (in this example, Part Number) are stored in ORDER
LINE. The tool reads Part Number out of the ORDER LINE table rather than perform a join to the PART table, thereby
accessing the database only once. Without the advantages of denormalization and the ability to read multiple views in a
single READ statement, both PART and ORDER LINE would have appeared in separate READ statements. A join of the
two tables representing each entity type in the database would be necessary to collect data from both.

A READ statement which reads multiple views must always contain a WHERE clause that connects the views in the
READ list (relationship or attribute comparison). For example, if the relationship between PART and ORDER LINE were
optional from ORDER LINE, you would not place both entity views on the READ list unless you only wanted to see those
ORDER LINES that had a pairing to PART.

READ EACH repeating actions, also let you read multiple views. This diagram illustrates a Data Model Representation of
Entity Types:
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• Specify attribute conditions
• Specify relationship conditions
• Specify system conditions

The first two activities also pertain to the READ EACH repeating action, so references to this appear where appropriate.

The format for READ selection conditions and their placement in the READ statement follows. Expanded views of the
READ statement in the following sections show the valid types and combinations of expressions and operands.

 READ entity - view - list

 WHERE [(] attribute - condition - 1 [)] AND [(] attribute - condition - 2 [)]

relationship - condition - 1 OR relationship - condition - 2 ...

system condition - 1 system condition - 2

[WHEN successful

action - statement - list - 1]

[WHEN not found

action - statement - list - 2]

 

When you specify a combination of attributes and relationships as selection criteria for a READ entity action, specify the
attributes first.

The selection conditions that qualify the READ action appear after the WHERE clause. You can combine and join the
selection conditions with ANDs, ORs, and parentheses. The selection conditions test attribute values and the existence of
a pairing.

You qualify each view being read by at least one selection condition somewhere in the READ statement. Otherwise, all
occurrences are read. Your READ statement can be simple or complex. For either simple or complex statements, Gen
makes statement construction easy by presenting only valid choices.

Use local attributes instead of work set attributes in READ selection criteria. Work set attributes in READ statements might
cause poor performance because a domain mismatch can cause the DBMS not to use the available index for searching.

Import entity views that are persistent, import only (locked or unlocked) can be used only as the object of a CURRENT
clause in a WHERE clause in a READ or READ EACH statement. The import only designation prevents import views from
being used for entity actions.

Export, Persistent, Export only (Locked or Unlocked) can also be used as the object of a CURRENT clause. However, as
nothing was passed down from the using Action Diagram, they must first be READ into (or CREATEd) before being used
in a CURRENT clause. The results can then be exported.

Specify Attribute Conditions for a READ Action

The first task in specifying selection conditions for a READ (and a READ EACH) action is to add attribute conditions.

The following READ Action Statement shows the attribute condition format in a READ (and READ EACH) statement.
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An attribute-view is an expression consisting of one or more of the following in valid combinations:

• Entity-action-view attribute-view (preceded by DESIRED, SOME, CURRENT, or THAT)
• Other-view attribute-view
• Function (character-, numeric-, date-, or time-related)
• Special attribute (USER ID, PRINTER TERMINAL ID, TERMINAL ID, TRANCODE, CURRENT DATE, CURRENT

TIME)
• Numeric literal
• Character string
• Special keyword (SPACES, YEARS, MONTHS, DAYS, HOURS, MINUTES, SECONDS)
• Numeric operators: plus (+), minus (-), multiply (*), divide (/), exponent (**)
• Explicit indexing constructs (SUBSCRIPT, LAST, MAX)

An attribute condition must include an attribute of an entity action view on at least one side of the comparison operator.
Comparisons must involve combinations of operands of the same domain (character, number, date, or time).

Each reference to an attribute of an entity action view is preceded by a view qualifier (DESIRED, SOME, CURRENT, or
THAT). DESIRED refers to one of the views being read. SOME refers to any other entity action view. THAT refers to a
view previously referenced by SOME. CURRENT can refer to the current occurrence of any entity action view.
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The following examples show the usage of attribute conditions for a READ statement in Action Diagrams. The first
example discovers whether the business knows about the CUSTOMER who is attempting to place an ORDER (in the
process Take Order):

 READ customer

 WHERE DESIRED customer name IS EQUAL TO

requesting customer name

 

The following example READs all customers whose name begins with Q:

 READ customer

 WHERE SUBSTR(DESIRED customer name, 1,1) IS EQUAL TO "Q"

 

The last statement READs an explicitly indexed repeating group view and references a subscript for the group view which
is incremented by one.

 READ customer_order

 WHERE input customer order IS EQUAL TO SUBSCRIPT OF

group_customer_order + 1

 

Specify Relationship Conditions for a READ Action

The second part of specifying selection conditions for a READ (and READ EACH) action is to add any relationship
conditions.

The following illustration shows a relationship-condition:

A relationship-condition must be a relationship between two entity action views.

Each reference to an entity action view is preceded by a view qualifier (DESIRED, SOME, CURRENT, or THAT).
DESIRED refers to one of the views being read. SOME refers to any other entity action view. THAT refers to a view
previously referenced by SOME. CURRENT refers to any entity action view previously populated by a READ or a
CREATE action.

The following example shows how relationship conditions are used in Action Diagrams.

 READ customer

 order
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WHERE DESIRED customer places DESIRED order

AND DESIRED order contains SOME order line

AND THAT order_line is for CURRENT product

 

This statement READs a CUSTOMER and ORDER pair satisfying the criterion of containing an ORDERLINE for the
CURRENT PRODUCT.

NOTE
The Action Diagram tool does not offer THAT as a selection option, but the tool does insert THAT as an
exception option. Gen inserts THAT in a WHERE clause if there is more than one qualifier beginning with
SOME. Gen automatically translates the second and subsequent references to SOME entity view to read THAT
entity view. This enhances the readability of complicated WHERE clauses.

Restriction: There is a restriction in the case where two entities, having a fully optional one-to-many relationship, are
used in an entity action statement to retrieve all rows for the entity on the many sides of the relationship and the key of
the other entity is tested for NULL. In this case, no other clauses or conditions are allowed in the entity action statement.
For example, the use of IS NULL on a fully optional relationship to find records with NULL foreign keys is only supported
for simple WHERE expressions. More complex WHERE expressions, containing an OR combined with the use of the IS
NULL, in this particular scenario is not allowed.

Specify System Conditions

The third part of specifying selection conditions for a READ statement is to specify any system conditions. You first specify
the system value of the entity being read. Gen supplies four system values:

• User ID
• Printer terminal ID
• Terminal ID
• Transaction code

You then specify the relational operator and complete the expression by qualifying any entity action view attributes. You
specify any character attributes, character strings, or spaces.

The following example of a READ statement contains a system condition for terminal ID:

 READ library

 WHERE TERMINAL ID IS EQUAL TO DESIRED library terminal_id

 

Specify READ Exception Logic

Exception logic defines the actions to take if an exception to an entity action occurs. You can add the following exception
conditions to a READ action:

• WHEN successful
• WHEN not found

The WHEN successful exception condition allows you to specify actions to be taken after a successful READ. Not using
the WHEN successful exception condition can cause maintainability problems and can decrease execution performance.

The WHEN not found exception condition allows you to specify actions to be taken if an entity occurrence that meets the
selection criteria is not found. These conditions also apply to a combination of entity occurrences for each view in the
READ list.

If no records are returned as a result of the READ, and there is no WHEN not found clause, an error occurs. The runtime
routine TIRFAIL is called to report the error condition.
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The following example illustrates how actions following exception conditions in a READ statement can be nested. This
example contains multiple READs with multiple exception conditions.

These are Multiple READ Statements with Multiple Exception Conditions:

Add UPDATE Entity Action

Adding an UPDATE entity action consists of the following activities:

• READ or CREATE entity
• Add UPDATE exception logic

The UPDATE entity action can change the attribute values of an entity occurrence. UPDATE can also change the
relationships of an entity.

READ or CREATE Entity

You must READ or CREATE an entity before you UPDATE it. It is also possible for the view being acted upon to be a
persistent view READ or CREATEd by an earlier action block.

When using an UPDATE statement, add appropriate READ and CREATE entity actions to the Action Diagram. Use SET
to change attribute values.

The UPDATE action statement has the following format:

 UPDATE entity - view - 1

 [SET attribute - view - 1 TO expression ] ...

[REMOVE attribute - view - 2]...

[ASSOCIATE WITH entity - view - 2 WHICH relationship IT]...

[DISASSOCIATE FROM entity - view - 3 WHICH relationship - 2 IT]...

[TRANSFER FROM entity - view - 4 WHICH relationship - 3 IT

TO entity - view - 4 WHICH relationship - 4 IT]...

WHEN successful

action - statement - list

WHEN not unique

action - statement - list
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Downstream Effects: The generated code eliminates the need to search the DBMS for a record to be UPDATEd when
the following conditions occur:

• The table being UPDATEd has been READ successfully
• The table is not involved in another READ or CREATE
• The READ and the UPDATE use the same view
• The view is not used in any other READ statement except with WHERE conditions
• The WHERE CURRENT on the cursor name can be used because the cursor is already positioned on the row

requiring the update.

Add UPDATE Exception Logic

Exception logic defines the actions to take if an exception to an entity action occurs. You can add the following exception
conditions to an UPDATE action:

• WHEN successful
• WHEN not unique
• WHEN permitted values violation

The WHEN not unique exception condition executes if the UPDATE action changes the value of an identifying attribute
so that it is no longer unique. The WHEN successful exception condition executes if the UPDATE action is successful.
The WHEN permitted values violation executes when the application retrieves data external to Gen (a file or external
database) that may not be validated against permitted values. If you do not add logic for the WHEN permitted values
violation condition, a runtime error is issued when the condition occurs.

The following statement is terminated with ESCAPE if the UPDATE of received product modifies the identifying attribute to
a common value:

Add DELETE Entity Action

Adding a DELETE entity action consists of the following activities:

• READ or CREATE entity
• Add DELETE action

The DELETE entity action removes an occurrence of an entity. After a DELETE, the business can no longer access the
entity occurrence. Before performing the DELETE, the process logic must have CREATEd or READ the entity, as shown
in the following example.

The following example shows DELETE following a READ Statement:
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NOTE
DELETE has no exception condition.

The DELETE action also deletes all entity occurrences that no longer participate in mandatory pairings with occurrences
of this entity type. This effect is named cascade deletion. For example, ORDER and ORDER LINE have a mandatory
relationship in the Data Model. It becomes necessary to delete the ORDER with an ORDER Number of 111.

The following logic addresses this situation:

 READ order

 WHERE DESIRED order number IS EQUAL TO 111

DELETE order

 

Downstream Effects: Because ORDER has a mandatory relationship to ORDER LINE, Gen generated code also
deletes all ORDER LINES associated with the affected ORDER. If ORDER LINE had any other mandatory relationships,
Gen would have deleted any entity that is paired with an ORDER LINE based on that relationship. The cascade delete
continues until all pairings based on mandatory relationships have been deleted.

Delete Followed by Insert

Unpredictable results can occur when subsequent READs follow Delete and Insert statements. To prevent unknown
results, use a DISTINCT clause, or perform an UPDATE instead of a DELETE and an INSERT.

READ Properties

Properties of a READ statement control cursor generation. To access the Read Properties dialog, highlight a READ
statement. Select the Detail pull-down menu and the Properties Action. For more information, see the Toolset Help.

You can specify how to control the generation of a database cursor resulting from a READ statement using the READ
Properties dialog.

NOTE
For more information, see the Toolset Help.

Add READ EACH Entity Action

The READ EACH entity action allows you to retrieve all entity occurrences that meet the selection criteria. The read is
successful and iterates once for each time any of the views in the READ list receives a new occurrence.

READ EACH Properties

Properties of a READ EACH statement determine whether the statement is generated with a DISTINCT clause. To access
the Read Each Properties dialog, highlight a READ EACH statement. Select the Detail menu and the Properties Action.

NOTE
For more information, see the Toolset Help.
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Add Relationship Actions

A relationship action is an action that is used to manipulate pairings of stored entities. Relationship actions maintain the
relationship between the entities in an entity action.

Relationship actions appear as clauses in CREATE or UPDATE action statements. Specifically, ASSOCIATE can appear
as a clause in either CREATE or UPDATE action statements. DISASSOCIATE and TRANSFER can also appear as
clauses in UPDATE action statements. ASSOCIATE, DISASSOCIATE, and TRANSFER can also appear as standalone
relationship actions.

NOTE
When ASSOCIATE, TRANSFER and DISASSOCIATE appear outside of CREATE and UPDATE statements, all
appropriate READS must be performed to populate the entity action views involved.

ASSOCIATE Entities

After you CREATE an entity, you build its identifying relationship memberships using ASSOCIATE. The entity being
associated must be one the Action Diagram recognizes through a CREATE or READ. ASSOCIATE establishes a pairing
along a relationship between two entities. You ASSOCIATE entities when the relationship is optional, and you must
ASSOCIATE them (before the end of the elementary process) when the relationship is mandatory.

WARNING
Do not attempt to ASSOCIATE entities that have a mutually exclusive relationship in the Data Model. This can
cause the application to end abnormally because code is generated to enforce the mutually exclusive condition.

ASSOCIATE can appear as a clause in either CREATE or UPDATE action statements. The following CREATE statement
shows an example of ASSOCIATE action:

CREATE received product

 SET code TO "RECD"

 ASSOCIATE WITH processing warehouse WHICH holds IT

 

You can also create a standalone ASSOCIATE action. It operates the same as the relationship clauses in the CREATE
and UPDATE, with one exception: in relationship clauses, the subject of the clause is always the subject of the entity
action. In a standalone relationship action, you explicitly specify the subject of the action.

The following example shows a standalone ASSOCIATE action:

ASSOCIATE existing product

 WITH processing warehouse WHICH holds IT

 

DISASSOCIATE Entities

You can DISASSOCIATE entities whose relationships have been designated as optional. You cannot DISASSOCIATE an
identifying relationship.

The DISASSOCIATE action breaks a specific pairing along a specific relationship. In the example below, the relationship
between PRODUCT and WAREHOUSE in the Data Model still exists but the pairing does not.

DISASSOCIATE can appear as a clause in an UPDATE action statement. The following UPDATE statement shows an
example of a DISASSOCIATE action:

UPDATE received product

 SET number_delivered TO input product number_delivered

 DISASSOCIATE FROM warehouse WHICH can hold IT
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DISASSOCIATE can also appear as a standalone relationship action. It operates the same as the relationship clauses in
the CREATE and UPDATE, with one exception: in relationship clauses, the subject of the clause is always the subject of
the entity action. In a standalone relationship action, you explicitly specify the subject of the action.

The following statement shows an example of a standalone DISASSOCIATE action.

DISASSOCIATE received product

 FROM order_line WHICH contains IT

 

In the previous example, received product is deleted if its relationship to order_line is mandatory and has a cardinality of
one. In addition, any product components dependent on that occurrence of PRODUCT are deleted.

TRANSFER Relationships

You can TRANSFER relationships that are defined as transferable in the Data Model. The TRANSFER action exchanges
the relationship between specific entity occurrences. The effect of TRANSFER is to change the pairing from one entity to
another. This action does not affect the relationship between the entities in the Data Model.

Identifying relationships may not be the subject of a TRANSFER clause. Also, the relationship membership cannot have a
many-to-many cardinality.

You must READ or CREATE the entity before you TRANSFER the relationship. You can TRANSFER as part of an
UPDATE or as a standalone action. If you TRANSFER a relationship between entities where the relationship is mutually
exclusive, the application terminates.

To illustrate TRANSFER relationships, consider multiple warehouses, each of which holds products. Products can be
moved between warehouses. In the following statement, PRODUCT has been moved from PROCESSING WAREHOUSE
to NEW WAREHOUSE:

TRANSFER received product

 FROM processing warehouse WHICH holds it

 TO new warehouse WHICH holds it

 

The relationship between WAREHOUSE and PRODUCT is represented in the Data Model as PRODUCT always is
held in one WAREHOUSE and WAREHOUSE sometimes holds one or more PRODUCT. The relationship is defined as
transferable and is not changed in the Data Model.

Add Assignment Actions

An assignment action assigns values to attribute views. Assignment actions act on the attributes of an entity that is
involved in an entity action.

These actions include SET, MOVE, COMMAND IS, EXIT STATE IS, and PRINTER TERMINAL IS.

Add Attribute Actions
When you CREATE an entity, you assign values to its identifier attributes. When you CREATE or UPDATE an entity, you
can SET any attribute value.

When you work with attribute actions, you use the SET action to assign a value to an individual attribute view. SET either
establishes an initial value for an attribute or changes an existing value. You can SET an attribute by assigning a specific
value using the TO option, or by calculating a value USING an algorithm.

When using the TO option, Gen presents expressions that are consistent with the primitive domain of the attribute you
selected.
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The SET action is used in CREATE or UPDATE action blocks and also can be used as a standalone action. The SE
action is similar to SET clause.

Set Text Attributes

Setting text attributes consists of the following activities:

• Select text attribute in entity action view
• Set text attribute to character expression (character function, character string, character view, special attribute, and

spaces)
• Set text attribute using action block or algorithm

For information about character functions, see the Toolset Help.

The SET statement in the following example sets a text attribute to a character string by assigning a literal value to code:

CREATE received product

 SET code TO "GA"

 

A character view is a component of an entity view that sees an attribute that is defined as text. The SET statement in the
following example sets a text attribute to a character view by finding the value of code and copying it:

CREATE received product

 SET code TO input product code

 

Special attributes include terminal ID, user ID, printer ID, and trancode. The SET statement in the following example
specifies a value for a printer terminal:

 SET id TO PRINTER_TERMINAL_ID

The SET statement in the following example sets a text attribute to spaces:

SET status TO SPACES

The SET statement in the following example uses an algorithm to set an attribute value:

CREATE new department

 SET code USING find_department

 WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View division

 

SET can also be used as a standalone action to establish a value for an attribute from an export or local view. The
following statement shows an example:

SET export code TO input product code

Set Numeric Attributes

Setting numeric attributes consists of the following activities:

• Select numeric attribute in entity action view
• Set numeric attribute to numeric expression (explicit indexing expression, specific expression, number, numeric

function, and numeric view)
• Set numeric attribute using action block or algorithm

NOTE
For information on numeric functions, see the Toolset Help.
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You can set numeric attributes for entity views that are used in repeating group views to explicit indexing expressions. You
must have previously set the group view to explicitly indexed in View Maintenance when you set its cardinality. A numeric
attribute of an entity view can be set to:

• Subscript of repeating group view
• Last populated item of repeating group view
• Absolute maximum of repeating group view

The SET statement in the following example sets a numeric attribute to an expression used to reference an explicitly
indexed repeating group view:

SET work index TO SUBSCRIPT OF screen_group + 1

The SET statement in the following example shows an expression for a numeric attribute that is built directly in the Action
Diagram syntax:

SET product sales_tax TO (price * .06)

The SET statement in the following example sets a numeric attribute to a number:

SET new number TO 12

A numeric view is a component of an entity view. A numeric view sees an attribute that is defined as numeric. The SET
statement in the following example sets a numeric attribute to a numeric view by finding the value of customer number
and copying it:

CREATE customer

 SET number TO input customer number

 

Set Date Attributes

Setting date attributes consists of the following activities:

• Select attribute in entity action view
• Set date attribute to date expression (current date, date function, and date view)
• Set date duration expression
• Set date attribute using date action block or algorithm

NOTE
For information about date functions, see the Toolset Help.

A SET action can be used to establish the value of an attribute from an export or local view.

The SET statement in the following example sets a date attribute to the current date:

SET actual_date_started TO current date

A date view is a component of an entity view. A date view sees an attribute that is defined as a date. The SET statement
in the following example sets a date attribute to a date view:

SET actual_date_started TO start date

You can build date duration expressions in Action Diagrams. These expressions let you add various years, months, and/
or days to a date value. The expressions include dates and labeled durations. The result is another date value. Date
durations are available when you select a date value (either date view or current date).

The following statement illustrates the format for date duration expressions:

SET customer_contact_date TO import_customer_contact_date

 _2_YEARS_3_MONTHS 12 DAYS
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Set Time Attributes

Setting time attributes consists of the following activities:

• Select time attribute in an entity action view
• Set time attribute to time expression (current time, time function, and time view)
• Set time duration expression
• Set time attribute using time algorithm

NOTE
For information about time functions, see the Toolset Help.

A SET action can be used to establish the value of an attribute from an export or local view.

The SET statement in the following example sets a time attribute to the current time:

SET actual_time_started TO CURRENT_TIME

A time view is a component of an entity view that sees an attribute that is defined as time. The SET statement in the
following example sets a time attribute to a time view:

 SET actual_time_started TO project_actual_time_started

 

You can build time duration expressions in the Action Diagram. These expressions let you add various hours, minutes,
and seconds to a time value. The expressions include times and labeled durations. The result is another time value. Time
durations are available when you select a time value (either time view or current time).

The following statement illustrates the format for time duration expressions:

SET customer_contact_time TO import_customer_contact_time

 _2_HOURS_13_MONTHS + 1 SECOND

 

Set Export or Local View Attributes

When you set export or local view attributes, you create a standalone SET action.

Add a MOVE Action
Adding a MOVE action to the Action Diagram is part of creating assignment actions. This action moves information into
the export view so you can output the information from a process.

In the following example, the MOVE statement takes the information from a new customer and places it into the export
view preferred customer list:

MOVE new customer to preferred customer list

The MOVE statement moves the entire view. You do not have to add a MOVE action for each attribute value. Any extra
attributes in the destination view (preferred customer list in the preceding example) are not changed.

Transient views can be modified by MOVE and SET actions. Persistent views cannot be the target of MOVE or local SET
verbs.

Add Special Attribute Actions
Special attributes are implementation-specific attributes. You can test these attributes in condition statements (such as IF).
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Add EXIT STATE IS Action

An exit state is a trigger that transfers control from one Procedure Step to another. A dialog flow takes place based on the
existence of one or more exit states.

NOTE
You can add two types of exit states with the Action Diagram in Analysis and Design: global exit states and exit
states that are created for a specific business system.

Global exit states may be defined before the existence of a business system and thus are not associated with a business
system. They accommodate the concept of common action blocks. Because a common action block may be USEd in
multiple business systems within the same model, the exit states referenced and set within that action block must be
available to all those business systems.

Both types of exit states can be used by any Action Diagram or action block within the same model, regardless of the
business system.

NOTE
For more information about managing exit states and their messages, see Understand the Design Phase.

Exit states are set within procedures based on the following:

• Interpretation of a command, which may be set by a PF key
• Derived by processing logic within the Procedure Step, which may be based on the data input

You can modify an exit state in the Action Diagram with the EXIT STATE IS action. This action sets the value of the
special attribute, exit state. In the EXIT STATE IS statement, you can compare the exit state to possible exit state values.
Since there is only one occurrence of the exit state special attribute, the execution of an EXIT STATE IS action destroys its
previous contents.

The format of the EXIT STATE IS action statement is:

EXIT STATE IS exit - state - value

The following statement sets the exit state value to order_cancelled:

EXIT STATE IS order_cancelled

The following statement uses the EXIT STATE IS statement in an IF statement to set screen attributes:

IF EXIT STATE IS EQUAL TO

 customer_not_found

 MAKE ERROR

 

Add COMMAND IS Action

A command is a request for action that is made to a Procedure Step by another Procedure Step or a user. A command
tells the Procedure Step what logic to use.

A command allows you to direct the execution of a procedure. A procedure can implement more than one process. You
specify the command that instructs the procedure which process to execute at any given time. You can use a command to
execute an action block in the current Procedure Step or another Procedure Step.

In the Procedure Action Diagram, you create a COMMAND IS statement to set the value of the special attribute,
command. Because there is only one occurrence of the command special attribute, the execution of a COMMAND IS
action overlays its previous contents.

The COMMAND IS action takes the following form:

COMMAND IS command_value:
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The following statement sets the command value to blanks:

COMMAND IS SPACES

The following statement sets the command value to cancel:

COMMAND IS cancel

NOTE
You can add commands only when you are working with system defaults, Dialog Design, and the Action
Diagram. You can add the COMMAND IS action only in the Procedure Action Diagram and in Design action
blocks. Although any action blocks containing COMMAND IS actions that you create in Design can be accessed
with the Action Diagram in Analysis, you cannot add or manipulate commands in Analysis. To manage
commands and their synonyms, see Understand the Design Phase.

Add PRINTER TERMINAL IS Action

The PRINTER TERMINAL IS action statement sets the value of the special attribute, printer terminal ID. If a value for
this special attribute is present when a Procedure Step completes execution, the Procedure Step prints a copy of its
associated screen on the identified terminal. This statement has meaning only in online procedures.

The format of the PRINTER TERMINAL IS action is:

PRINTER TERMINAL IS printer - terminal - value

The following statement uses a character view for printer output:

PRINTER TERMINAL IS output TERMINAL_ID

The following statement uses spaces for printer output:

PRINTER TERMINAL IS SPACES

The following statement uses a literal printer ID value for printer output:

PRINTER TERMINAL IS PRINT1

Add Expressions for Explicit Indexing
Explicit indexing allows you to incorporate complex array processing into the Action Diagram and resulting generated
code.

Adding expressions for explicit indexing consists of the following activities:

• SET subscript of explicitly indexed repeating group view
• SET last variable of explicitly indexed repeating group view

You can specify the Action Diagram expressions for explicit indexing to refer to specific entries in a repeating group view
(or table). Explicitly indexed repeating group views have user - accessible indexes that are used as any other numeric
attribute view.

The explicit indexing expressions are:

• Subscript Index of a data array (all views in an explicitly indexed repeating group view) that indicates the specific
item (view) in the referenced group view. The value is the specific item of interest. You modify directly it in the Action
Diagram.

• Last Index variable that specifies the last item in the array containing data. The value is changed automatically when a
row is modified that has a higher index than the value in LAST.

• Max Index variable that specifies the highest array location, whether it contains data. Max refers to the actual size of
the repeating group view which is the maximum cardinality you set when you defined properties for the group view.
The value is constant and cannot be modified during execution.
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For example, consider a group view (or table) that contains 10 occurrences of entity views (or items) and you want to
reference the second occurrence. You would specify SUBSCRIPT set to 2 in the SET statement to have the subscript
point directly to the second occurrence in the repeating group view. In another statement, you want to reference the last
view in the same repeating group view where the first five items contain data. Using LAST in the SET statement points
to the fifth view in the group view. Finally, in another statement, you want to reference the last view in the group view that
now has six items that are filled with data. Using the MAX index variable points to the tenth view (the maximum for the
repeating group view) even though only six views are filled.

You observe the following rules concerning explicit indexing:

1. All references to entity views and their attribute views defined within the explicitly indexed repeating group view are
implied to mean the occurrence of that view indicated by the current value of SUBSCRIPT for the group view.

2. You can SET SUBSCRIPTs OF views and LAST OF views to numeric expressions; you can also SET numeric attribute
views to SUBSCRIPT OF views.

3. MAX is not valid in SET statements because the value is constant.
4. The value of the first SUBSCRIPT of a repeating group is 1 (not 0 as in some systems). The value of LAST is 0 or

positive. The value of MAX is always the maximum cardinality of the view.
5. The SUBSCRIPT value must be set to a value greater than 0 and less than or equal to MAX.

The SET statements in the following example set a SUBSCRIPT OF a repeating group view that is defined as explicitly
indexed. This example illustrates the position of the SET statements containing SUBSCRIPT expressions. It also
illustrates how the subscript increments by a value of 1.

NOTE
The export_list is explicitly indexed and local_list is implicitly indexed.

READ EACH customer

WHERE DESIRED customer places SOME order

TARGETING local_list FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_list TO 1

FOR EACH local_list

MOVE local customer TO export customer

SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_list TO SUBSCRIPT OF export_list + 1

Add NEXTTRAN System Attribute
Gen provides the NEXTTRAN (next transaction) special attribute as the means to invoke non-Gen transactions from a
Gen-generated transaction.

The NEXTTRAN attribute is specified within a Dialog Flow Diagram.

NOTE
For more information about the Dialog Flow Diagram and NEXTTRAN, see Understand the Design Phase.

You can use the NEXTTRAN attribute to implement the following types of flows:

• Transfers to non-Gen-generated transactions
• Transfers or links to Gen-generated transactions in a different business system

When transferring to non-Gen-generated transactions, the NEXTTRAN attribute can specify the transaction code to be
invoked by the Dialog Manager when the current transaction terminates. You can place the NEXTTRAN attribute on a
screen and can have the user enter the desired transaction code in the field. Alternately, you can set the NEXTTRAN
attribute using the SET command. In either case, the transaction code must conform to the requirements of the
teleprocessing monitor and the receiving transaction.

The NEXTTRAN field must be formatted correctly for the receiving transaction. The transaction code and any unformatted
input data must be valid to the receiving transaction.
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The use of external action blocks is another method by which you can access existing subroutines and databases.

Add NEXTLOCATION System Attribute
Gen provides the NEXTLOCATION special attribute to specify the location of a server transaction in a distributed
processing client/server environment.

This system attribute can be used to direct server transactions and client requests when transactions reside on multiple
application servers.

You can SET NEXTLOCATION to any character string up to a maximum length of 1,000 characters. The character string
is a logical address that varies by site.

During processing, the Client Manager on the client uses an internal mapping table or a user-defined directory service to
map the value of NEXTLOCATION to the appropriate application server.

NOTE
NEXTLOCATION has only one value at a time. Initially, the value is set to blanks. After a value is set, the
value stays in effect during the execution of the load module until a different value is set. Ensure that you SET
NEXTLOCATION to the correct value if you want a different server transaction than the one currently set.

For more information, see Understand the Design Phase.

Add SUMMARIZE Entity Action
This article provides information for Adding a SUMMARIZE entity action that is part of creating entity actions in the Action
Diagram.

This statement lets you summarize all selected occurrences of a set of entities consisting of one or more related entity
types.

The SUMMARIZE action statement must be in the following format:

SUMMARIZE entity-view-list 

 PLACING aggregate function INTO attribute-view

 

entity-view-list
Contains the same views eligible for READ or READ EACH statements.

PLACING clause
References an aggregate function and designates a modifiable attribute view to receive the results. The attribute-
view is transient and modifiable.

The SUMMARIZE statement supports the use of all ANSI standard SQL aggregate functions such as COUNT, MAX, MIN,
AVERAGE, and SUM to be used to derive values from a specified collection of entities. The SUMMARIZE statement is
used to retrieve a single composite value for each aggregate function specified. It is similar to READ except that one or
more PLACING clauses are required, in which modifiable attribute views of the appropriate domain are designated to
receive each aggregate value.

The SUMMARIZE statement reviews all selected occurrences of a set of entities consisting of one entity type or multiple
related entity types, and retrieves aggregate values from the database using one or more of the following aggregate
functions:
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• Average
• Average Distinct
• Count Distinct
• Count Occurrences
• Maximum
• Minimum
• Sum
• Sum Distinct

Examples - SUMMARIZE
For use of the SUMMARIZE statement, the following examples are organized by type of entity view and
qualification.

Add Single Entity Views

You can add single entity views with or without a WHERE clause as discussed in the following examples:

Single Entity View without a WHERE Clause
To determine the total number of employees listed in the database, use a statement similar to the following
example:
SUMMARIZE employee 

 PLACING count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count

Single Entity View with a WHERE Clause
To find the total salaries of all exempt employees, use a statement similar to the following example:
SUMMARIZE employee 

 PLACING sum(employee salary) INTO local employee salary 

 WHERE DESIRED employee classification = `EX'

Add Multiple Entity Views

NOTE
You can add multiple entity views as discussed in the following example:

Multiple Entity Views with a Simple Relationship
Using an aggregate function with multiple views provides a result table or an intersection result table depending
on the relationship that is specified in the WHERE clause between those views.
For example, to find the total number of classes attended by all the students, use a statement similar to the
following example:
SUMMARIZE student 

 class 

 PLACING count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count 

 WHERE DESIRED student 

 attends DESIRED class

NOTE
When multiple entity views are included in the read list, each aggregate function in a PLACING clause
reference the intersection table that results by joining their corresponding tables. Therefore, the number
of occurrences in the result equal the product of the number of entities of each type that are selected.
The joining of the tables occurs because of the relationships defined between the entities.

Related Entities Not in the Read List
To find the number of students that actually attend at least one class, use a statement similar to the following
example:
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SUMMARIZE student 

 PLACING count(OCCURRENCES) 

 INTO local ief_supplied count 

 WHERE DESIRED student attends SOME class

NOTE
The result table excludes entity views not in the entity view list. Relationships between DESIRED and
SOME entity views do not create an intersection table.

Use Multiple Functions

You can use multiple functions in a single SUMMARIZE statement as discussed in the following examples:

Same Entity View
To find the lowest and highest employee salaries, use a statement similar to the following example:
SUMMARIZE employee 

 PLACING minimum (employee salary) 

 INTO local_min employee salary 

 PLACING maximum(employee salary) 

 INTO local_max employee salary

Multiple Entity Views
To find the average number of semester hours and grade-point average for all seniors, use a statement similar to
the following example:
SUMMARIZE student 

 class 

 PLACING average (class semester_hours) 

 INTO local class semester_hours 

 PLACING average(student grade_point_avg) 

 INTO local student grade_point_avg 

 WHERE DESIRED student attends DESIRED class 

 AND DESIRED student grade_level = 12

Use Expressions as Functions

Aggregate functions other than Count Occurrences, Count Distinct, Sum Distinct, and Average Distinct use expressions
as arguments if they meet the following restrictions:

• At least one attribute of an entity action view in the read list is included.
• All entity action (non-transient) views referenced in the expression must either be in the read list or be designated as

CURRENT.
• No non-aggregate functions (such as NUMTEXT) are included.
• The expression is of the proper domain.

Aggregate functions are not used as part of a larger expression.

NOTE
CURRENT views allowed in an aggregate function expression must be populated before the SUMMARIZE
statement executes.

Single Entity View
To find the latest start time for all classes expressed in daylight standard time, use a statement similar to the
following example:
SUMMARIZE class 

 PLACING maximum(class start_time 

 + local_daylight_time adjustment_hours) 
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 INTO local_avg class start_time

Multiple Entity Views
Use a statement similar to the following example to find the total billable amount (quantity times price plus sales
tax):
SUMMARIZE order_line 

 product 

 PLACING sum((order_line qty_ordered * product unit_price) 

 * (1 + CURRENT purchase_order sales_tax_rate)) 

 INTO local purchase_order amt_billed 

 WHERE DESIRED order_line belongs_to CURRENT purchase_order 

 AND DESIRED product is_ordered_in DESIRED order_line

NOTE
Both the entity views in the read list (order_line and product) are used as the subject of the aggregate function
sum.

Add SUMMARIZE EACH Entity Action
The SUMMARIZE EACH statement requires each of the common attribute views to be placed with a PLACING clause,
and allows TARGETING and SORTED BY clauses.

You can use the SUMMARIZE EACH statement with the SQL aggregate functions COUNT, MAX, MIN, AVERAGE, and
SUM for the following purposes:

• To subdivide all selected occurrences of a set of entities into groups based on common attribute values
• To retrieve aggregate values for each group

You can also use the SUMMARIZE EACH statement to retrieve the common attribute values themselves, without
selecting an aggregate function. This feature can eliminate the need for a DISTINCT clause on a READ EACH statement,
because that solution does not yield the desired results.

NOTE
For more information about using a DISTINCT clause in READ EACH statement, see the Toolset Help.

The SUMMARIZE EACH statement is similar to the SUMMARIZE statement in that it requires a PLACING clause and
allows a WHERE clause, but it also includes a WITH THE SAME clause to designate the common attributes.

Within SUMMARIZE EACH statements, aggregate functions that apply to groups are preceded by the word GROUP, to
distinguish them from aggregates that apply to all the selected entities. All aggregate functions in the PLACING clause of
a SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP statement is GROUP functions.

The SUMMARIZE EACH statement supports the use of all ANSI standard SQL aggregate functions. This statement lets
you subdivide all selected occurrences of a set of entities into groups based on common attribute values, and retrieve
aggregate values for each group. The format of the SUMMARIZE EACH statement is:

 SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF entity-action-view 

 WITH THE SAME entity-action-view-attribute(s) 

 TARGETING group-view FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL 

 PLACING entity-action-view-attribute INTO export entity-action-view-attribute 

 PLACING GROUP aggregate function INTO export entity-action-view number 

 SORTED BY {ASCENDING/DESCENDING} placing-clause-source-value

 WHERE selection-conditions 

 action-statement-list 
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entity-action-view
Contains the same views eligible for READ or READ EACH. The views that appear in the entity-view-list not be
populated or modified.

WITH THE SAME clause
Identifies your groups. All common attributes that are designated in the WITH THE SAME clause appear in the
PLACING clauses before any aggregate functions.

TARGETING clause
(Optional) Specifies the implicitly indexed repeating groups to be populate.

PLACING clause
References a WITH THE SAME attribute view and designates a modifiable attribute view to receive the results.

PLACING GROUP clause
(Optional) References an aggregate function and designates a modifiable attribute view to receive the results. The
keyword, GROUP, preceding the aggregate function indicates that a new value for the function, and thus a new
result table, is computed for each iteration.

SORTED BY clause
(Optional) Indicates whether the sort is ASCENDING or DESCENDING. It must reference either a PLACING
(WITH THE SAME) attribute view or an aggregate function expression that occurs in a PLACING GROUP clause.
The attribute-views are transient and modifiable.

WHERE clause
(Optional) Indicates the entities to be aggregated.

action-statement-list
Indicates a block of actions to execute for each group occurrence.

NOTE
The TARGETING, PLACING GROUP, SORTED BY, and WHERE clauses are all optional. If there is no
SORTED BY clause, the groups are sorted in ascending sequence by the attributes in the WITH THE SAME
clause.

The SUMMARIZE EACH statement supports the following SQL aggregate functions:

• Average
• Average Distinct
• Count Distinct
• Count Occurrences
• Maximum
• Minimum
• Sum
• Sum Distinct

NOTE
For more information about these aggregate functions, see the Toolset Help.

The SUMMARIZE EACH statement stops iterating when either of the following situations occurs:

• No more occurrences exist that match the selection criteria.
• A database exception occurs, regardless of whether any database exception statements exist for the SUMMARIZE

EACH statement.
• If database exception statements are added to a SUMMARIZE EACH statement, they appear after any other

statements that are enclosed by, and subordinate to, the SUMMARIZE EACH statement. A new "(for each successful
iteration)" line also displays immediately before any such subordinate statements. Contract the line "(for each
successful iteration)" to display database exceptions next to a SUMMARIZE EACH statement.
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NOTE
For the WHERE clause in a SUMMARIZE EACH statement, views that are nullable be tested for NULL or NOT
NULL. You can test these views for equivalence by using the relational operators IS EQUIVALENT TO or IS
NOT EQUIVALENT TO. For more information, see the Toolset Help.

Group Aggregation Without Selection Criteria

The aggregate function COUNT, when used with OCCURRENCES, is used to count the number of entities in each group.
The keyword, GROUP, preceding this function indicates that a new value for the function is computed for each iteration.

In the following example, the SUMMARIZE EACH statement finds the number of employees for each job grade:

SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee 

 WITH THE SAME employee job_grade 

 PLACING employee_job_grade INTO local employee job_grade 

 PLACING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count 

 

NOTE
The SUMMARIZE EACH statement requires all common attributes that are designated in the WITH THE
SAME clause to appear in PLACING clauses before the aggregate functions. For this example, the counts and
corresponding Job Grades for each subgroup is stored in the designated local views, and retrieved in ascending
Job Grade sequence because there is no SORTED BY clause.

Group Aggregation TARGETING Repeating Group Views

The SUMMARIZE EACH statement is iterative and it provides a TARGETING clause that lets a new occurrence of
repeating group views be populated each time that the statement executes. However, unlike the READ EACH statement,
SUMMARIZE EACH has the ability to populate a repeating group occurrences of a view directly, by using its attributes in
the PLACING clause.

In the following example, the PLACING . . . INTO attributes belong to a repeating group.

SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee 

 WITH THE SAME employee job_grade 

 TARGETING repeating_group_local FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL 

 PLACING employee job_grade INTO local employee job_grade 

 PLACING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count 

 

In this example, the designated local views belong to the implicitly indexed repeating group view, repeating_group_local.

NOTE
Attributes of repeating group views that are referenced in the TARGETING clause may not be used in the
WHERE clause. This is because the targeted occurrence of the repeating group is not yet available when the
WHERE clause is executed. This restriction also applies to READ EACH.

The following example shows attribute view definitions that are associated with implicit:

LOCALS:

 Group View repeating_group_local (4, implicit)

 Work View local ief_supplied 

 count

 Work View local employee 

 job_grade

 ENTITY ACTIONS:

 Entity View employee
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 number

 job_grade

 

Group Aggregation Using Explicitly Indexed Repeating Group Views

You can populate an explicitly indexed repeating group view by using a PLACING clause, if each iteration of the
SUMMARIZE EACH statement is preceded by a SET SUBSCRIPT for that view:

SET SUBSCRIPT OF repeating_group_local to 1 

 SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee 

 WITH THE SAME employee_job_grade 

 PLACING employee_job_grade INTO local employee_job_grade 

 PLACING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local employee_count 

 SET SUBSCRIPT OF repeating_group_local to SUBSCRIPT OF repeating _group_local + 1 

 SET LAST OF repeating_group_local to SUBSCRIPT OF repeating_group_local - 1

 

NOTE
The SET LAST statement is needed because the last SET SUBSCRIPT statement executed follows the last
successful SUMMARIZE EACH iteration, and thus will index an unused occurrence. This is important when
assigning cardinalities to explicitly indexed views populated by the SUMMARIZE EACH statement.

The following example shows attribute view definitions that are associated with explicit:

LOCALS:

 Group View repeating_group_local (4, explicit)

 Work View local ief_supplied 

 count

 Work View local employee 

 job_grade

 ENTITY ACTIONS:

 Entity View employee

 number

 job_grade

 

Group Aggregation With Selection and Sort Criteria

You can change the previous example using implicit indexing to select only job grades 10 and above and to rank them by
the number of employees as shown in the following example:

 SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee 

 WITH THE SAME employee job_grade 

 TARGETING repeating_group_local FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL 

 PLACING employee job_grade INTO local employee job_grade 

 PLACING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count 

 SORTED BY DESCENDING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES)

 SORTED BY ASCENDING employee job_grade

 WHERE DESIRED employee job_grade IS GREATER OR EQUAL TO 10

 

In this example, GROUP count(OCCURRENCES) is the primary sort key because it occurs first. We are using employee
job grade as a secondary sort key in case some job grades have the same number of employees.
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Examples - SUMMARIZE EACH
The following SUMMARIZE EACH examples are broken down by type of entity view and qualification.

Subgroup Aggregation Without Qualification

Use the following statement to determine the total number of employees for each job grade:

SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee 

 WITH THE SAME employee job grade 

 PLACING employee job grade INTO local 

 employee job grade 

 PLACING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES) 

 INTO local ief_supplied count

 

Subgroup Aggregation With Entity Qualifiers

Use the following statement to determine the total salary of exempt and non-exempt employees in department 3:

SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee 

 WITH THE SAME employee classification 

 PLACING employee classification 

 INTO local employee classification 

 PLACING GROUP sum(employee salary) 

 INTO local employee salary 

 WHERE DESIRED employee belongs to SOME department 

 AND THAT department id = 3

 

Subgroup Aggregation With Multiple Entities

Multiple entities in the read list of a SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP statement must have a relationship between them.

Use the following statement to find the total salary by departments:

SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee 

 department 

 WITH THE SAME department id 

 PLACING department id INTO out department id 

 PLACING GROUP sum(employee salary) INTO out employee salary 

 WHERE DESIRED employee belongs to DESIRED department

 

Subgroup Aggregation With Multiple Common Attributes

A subgroup can be based on more than one common attribute. Each common attribute that is used must appear in both
the WITH THE SAME clause and the PLACING clause.

Multiple Common Attributes of the Same Entity
Use the following statement to find the number of classes by subject that start at a given time:
SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF class 

 WITH THE SAME class_subject 

 class_start_time 

 PLACING class_subject INTO local class subject 

 PLACING class_start_time INTO local class start time 
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 PLACING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES) 

 INTO local ief_supplied count

Multiple Common Attributes and Entities
Use the following statement to find the total salary of exempt and non-exempt employees by department:
SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee 

 department 

 WITH THE SAME department id 

 employee classification 

 PLACING department id INTO out department id 

 PLACING employee classification INTO out employee classification 

 PLACING GROUP sum(employee salary) INTO out employee salary 

 WHERE DESIRED employee belongs_to DESIRED department

NOTE
Department is not used by any aggregate function, but must be in the read list because it provides a common
subgroup attribute.

Use Expressions as Aggregate Function Arguments

The rules for using expressions as aggregate function arguments for a SUMMARIZE EACH statement are the same
as those for a SUMMARIZE statement. For more information, see Use Expressions as Functions in the section Add
SUMMARIZE Entity Action.

For example, to retrieve the total billing amount (the sum of the quantities times the price of the ordered products) for each
product, you can use the following statement:

SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF order_line 

 product 

 WITH THE SAME product id 

 PLACING product id INTO local product id 

 PLACING GROUP sum(order_line qty ordered * product unit price) 

 INTO local ief_supplied total_currency 

 WHERE DESIRED product is_ordered_in DESIRED order_line

 

DATABASE EXCEPTION Statement
The DATABASE EXCEPTION statement specifies what action to take if a database-related problem occurs, as opposed to
logical exceptions.

The following list details the DATABASE EXCEPTION statements:

• WHEN successful -- use this statement when valid conditions exist for adding it. It can also be considered a logical
exception.

• WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK or TIMEOUT -- use this statement when trying to update concurrently, or otherwise
unable to access the data in a required amount of time.

• WHEN DATABASE ERROR -- use this statement for any exception other than logical exceptions.

You must add the DATABASE EXCEPTION statements to the entity action statements. Do not use these statements
unless you must specify your own logic for handling these errors. Gen generates code to handle these conditions for you.
It rolls back any database updates that occur up to that point; for timeouts and deadlocks, Gen may attempt to retry the
transaction automatically. Otherwise, a fatal error occurs causing the application to terminate.

Add the DATABASE EXCEPTION statements if you need changes to Gen's default error-handling procedures.
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WARNING
You are responsible for database integrity after you include database exception conditions. This includes any
rollback that must be done.

Rollbacks do not occur unless you use one of the following clauses:

• ABORT TRANSACTION verb
• RETRY TRANSACTION verb
• EXIT STATE with rollback
• EXIT STATE with abort
• External action block that issues a rollback

Otherwise, any successful database updates that occur before or after the database exceptions are committed.

The Gen code generators provide default actions for the two database exception statements -- WHEN DATABASE
DEADLOCK or TIMEOUT and WHEN DATABASE ERROR. When a database deadlock or timeout exception is added,
the generators automatically add the RETRY TRANSACTION statement. When a database error statement is added,
the generators automatically add the ABORT TRANSACTION statement. These defaults cause the Action Diagram to
execute in basically the same way as it would have if the database exceptions had not been added.

You must add your own error-handling statements underneath the appropriate WHEN statement to change this default
behavior. You can also delete or change the RETRY and ABORT statements that are added automatically.

Unlike ordinary logical exceptions, such as WHEN not found, a database exception must have at least one action that
is specified for it. Otherwise, the default error-handling procedures are followed for that condition, and the statement is
marked as inactive.

NOTE
If the WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK or TIMEOUT statement is deleted, but the WHEN DATABASE ERROR
statement remains, then deadlocks or timeouts that occur during execution are captured by the WHEN
DATABASE ERROR condition and follow that path.

Add Database Exception Logic to an Entity Action Statement

You can add database exception logic to the following entity action statements:

• READ
• READ EACH
• SUMMARIZE
• SUMMARIZE EACH
• CREATE
• UPDATE
• DELETE
• ASSOCIATE (standalone form)
• TRANSFER (standalone form)
• DISASSOCIATE (standalone form)

To add database exception logic to an entity action statement

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog appears.

2. Select a process from the Processes list.
3. Select an action block from the Action Blocks list and click OK.

The entity action statements are displayed in the Action Diagram window.
4. Right-click the last statement in the entity action statement and click Edit, Add Statement, Database Exception.

The database exception statements are added automatically after each statement.
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NOTE
You can also select the statement itself for READ EACH and SUMMARIZE EACH statements. Database
Exception logic displays after any other statements that are enclosed by, and subordinate to, the READ
EACH or SUMMARIZE EACH. A new "(for each successful iteration)" line also displays immediately before
any such subordinate statements. Contract the line "(for each successful iteration)" to display database
exceptions next to a READ EACH or SUMMARIZE EACH statement.

5. Type the exception logic that you must add after each WHEN clause.

Inline Code Statement
With the Inline Code statement, Gen supports the ability for users to add target-specific source code (COBOL, C, Java,
C# and/or SQL) directly into an action diagram.

Although this ability is similar to that provided by external action blocks (EABs), with this statement, the code is stored in
the model instead of outside the model.

For more information, see Add an Inline Code Statement.

To allow customers to limit the amount of code that may be placed in an individual Inline Code statement, there is a model
preference (Model / Model Preferences) in the Toolset. This model preference sets the maximum number of characters
that are allowed in any single Inline Code statement in an Action Diagram. For more information, see Limit the number of
characters in an inline code statement.

NOTE
For more information about adding Inline Code statements containing ODBC/JDBC/ADO.NET statements, see
How to Add Inline Code Statements Containing ODBC, JDBC, or ADO.NET Statements.

Call External Statement
Add Call External statements in an action diagram to work with web services. This statement helps you map the
parameters of a web service with the views of an entity or work set of your application.

You can create entity views on the fly and then map them to the parameters of the web service. You have the option
of creating an internal work set whose attributes match the best possible Gen data types with the data types of the
parameters.

The action diagram CALL EXTERNAL statement is used to call a web service interface in the following format:

CALL EXTERNAL <type of external call> <method name>

<type of external call>
Specifies the type of external call being made by the statement. One of the types of external call being made is
Web Service.

<method name>
Specifies the WSDL method name.

For example: The type of external call being made in the following example is Web Service and the method name is
GetQuote:

-EXAMPLE_ACTION_BLOCK

|   IMPORTS:    

|   EXPORTS:    

|   LOCALS: 

|   ENTITY ACTIONS: 

| CALL EXTERNAL Web Service “GetQuote”
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Add Conditional Actions

A conditional action evaluates a situation and directs the flow of a process based on the result. Conditional actions include
IF (including ELSE and ELSE IF) and CASE.

Creating conditional actions consists of adding:

• Simple conditions
• Complex conditions
• Conditions dependent on attribute values

The following sections discuss the activities required to build each type of conditional action.

Add Simple Conditions

You add a simple condition by adding the IF action statement. The IF action specifies the conditions under which process
actions take place. In its simplest form, IF allows you to compare two objects. To make simple mutually exclusive
conditions, you add ELSE conditions to the IF action statement.

An IF action statement for a simple condition:

IF condition 1

action_statement_list_1

The IF action statement for a simple mutually exclusive condition takes the following form:

IF condition_1

action_statement_list_1

[ELSE

action_statement_list_2]

The actions inside the bracket are performed only if the condition is not true.

Condition 1 is any of the following expressions that can be either true or false:

• Entity view
• Group view
• Explicit expression
• Command
• Exit state
• Current time
• Links
• Current date
• Function
• Special attributes (terminal ID, user ID, printer ID, transaction code)
• Subscript
• Last
• Max

The IF statement merely sets up the condition; it does not indicate the actions to be taken when the condition is met. To
complete the description, follow the IF statement with one or more action statements. Since an IF statement contains a
comparison, it must contain a relational operator such as IS EQUAL TO or IS LESS THAN. The following example shows
an IF statement containing a relational operator:

IF processing vendor reference_evaluation

IS GREATER OR EQUAL TO 2

MOVE processing vendor TO export vendor
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When the IF statement and the ELSE IF condition are not true, conclude the IF statement with an ELSE clause. The
actions inside the ELSE bracket are performed only if one or more conditions in the IF statement and all ELSE IF
statements are false. For a discussion of ELSE IF actions, see the next section. When you select ELSE, you can add one
or more actions to the ELSE block.

The following statement illustrates the use of ELSE with IF:

IF (processing vendor average_delivery_time_in_days) - 

(competitive vendor average_delivery_time_in_days

IS EQUAL TO 0 AND processing vendor reference_

evaluation IS EQUAL TO competitive vendor

reference_evaluation

IF competitive vendor average_delivery_time_in_days

IS LESS OR EQUAL TO 5

MOVE competitive vendor TO preferred vendor

ELSE

MOVE competitive vendor TO ok vendor

You can also use simple conditions with repeating group views. The following statement illustrates a simple condition that
references a subscript and sets a subscript in a repeating group view:

IF SUBSCRIPT OF export_list > MAXIMUM OF export_list

SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_list TO MAXIMUM OF export_list

SET output customer name TO "Press F5 for More"

You can add an IS VALID expression to an IF condition to check for permitted values. To test whether persistent views can
be used for UPDATE, DELETE, ASSOCIATE, or DISASSOCIATE actions, you can add the following expressions:

• IS POPULATED
• IS NOT POPULATED
• IS LOCKED
• IS NOT LOCKED

The expressions IS POPULATED and IS NOT POPULATED test whether a READ statement populated a view. The
expressions IS LOCKED and IS NOT LOCKED test whether the view is still locked from a previous READ and may be
updated without another READ statement.

Successful READs and CREATEs set the POPULATED flag on. Unsuccessful READs and DELETEs set the flag to
off. The flag can be checked with the IF POPULATED / IF NOT POPULATED statements. These statements must be
used in Action Diagrams accepting persistent views. If the populated flag is off, a subsequent UPDATE would cause a
runtime error, TIRM039E. To protect against this, have a path in your Action Diagram wherein a READ is performed if the
Populated flag is off.

If a previously populated view is involved in a subsequent unsuccessful READ, the populated flag is turned off, but the
data remains in the view. This can cause more than a little confusion when displaying views using Gen Diagram Trace
Utility.

The Locked/Unlocked parameter is only for communication during code generation. As a result, something else must
ensure at runtime that a lock is established when the used action block is executed. The IF LOCKED/IF NOT LOCKED
statements are used to make this test. If the view is not locked and must be, you must READ the entity occurrence again
or a TIRM039 runtime failure occurs with a DU status code.

Add Complex Conditions

You can add complex mutually exclusive conditions by adding any number of ELSE IF clauses to an IF action statement,
followed by the ELSE clause. You can have a series of actions in which only one may take place based on the satisfaction
of the corresponding ELSE IF condition.
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The IF action statement that represents a complex mutually exclusive condition takes the following format:

IF condition_1

action_statement_list_1

[ELSE IF condition_2

action_statement_list_2]...

[ELSE

action_statement_list_3]...

The following example of an IF statement contains a complex mutually exclusive condition that tests the rating of a
vendor:

IF processing vendor company_rating IS EQUAL TO "BEST"

MOVE processing vendor TO preferred vendor

ELSE IF processing vendor company_rating IS EQUAL TO

"FAIR" OR processing vendor company_rating IS

EQUAL TO "GOOD"

MOVE processing vendor to ok vendor

ELSE

MOVE processing vendor TO export vendor

Add Conditions Dependent on Attribute Values

Adding conditions dependent on attribute values consists of building a CASE OF and subordinate CASE action
statements.

The CASE action statement appears in the following format:

CASE OF expression _1

CASE constant_1

action_statement_list_1

[CASE constant_2

action_statement_list_2]...

[OTHERWISE

action_statement_list_3]...

The CASE OF conditional action specifies actions that depend on the value of a specific attribute. All actions depend on
the same attribute and are mutually exclusive.

To add conditions dependent on attribute values, begin by specifying the attribute whose value determines the action.
Specify each CASE attribute value as shown in the following example:

CASE OF competitive vendor company_rating

CASE "BEST"

CASE "GOOD"

OTHERWISE

Then, specify the action for each possible value of that attribute, as shown in the following example:

CASE OF competitive vendor company_rating

CASE "BEST"

MOVE competitive vendor TO preferred vendor
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CASE "GOOD"

MOVE competitive vendor TO ok vendor

OTHERWISE

Finally, specify what happens when the attribute value is equal to none of the above using OTHERWISE. This is shown in
the following example:

CASE OF competitive vendor company_rating

CASE "BEST"

MOVE competitive vendor TO preferred vendor

CASE "GOOD"

MOVE competitive vendor TO ok vendor

OTHERWISE

MOVE competitive vendor TO export vendor

When you implement a process in the Dialog Flow Diagram, Gen automatically creates a Procedure Action Diagram
containing a CASE statement. When you specify commands during process-to-procedure implementation, the CASE
statement includes a USE action for each command selected. This is shown in the following example:

CASE OF COMMAND

CASE modify

USE modify_purchase_order

CASE log

USE enter_purchase_order

CASE cancel

USE cancel_purchase_order

OTHERWISE

NOTE
For more information about the CASE command, see Understand the Design Phase.

Add Repeating Actions

A repeating action supports the repetition of a set of action statements under different conditions. Repeating actions
include READ EACH, FOR EACH, WHILE, REPEAT UNTIL, and FOR.

Adding repeating actions, part of defining logic for elementary processes, consists of three activities:

• Add READ EACH action
• Add FOR EACH action
• Add repeat conditions

Add READ EACH Entity Action

Adding READ EACH entity actions to the Action Diagram is made up of the following subordinate activities:

• Add READ EACH entity action
• Specify desired group view
• Target group view
• Specify sorting of READ results, if desired
• Specify any selection criteria
• Detail properties of a READ EACH statement
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A READ EACH entity action retrieves information about multiple entities of a given type that meet specified selection
criteria. The results of the READ EACH and its MOVE action can populate a repeating group view.

The DBMS dictates how the entity occurrences and their attribute values are retrieved when the READ EACH is first
encountered during an execution. The DBMS does not indicate whether it retrieves data individually or all occurrences at
once. The individual case is more common. If you change an entity occurrence after that, the change is not reflected in the
next iteration.

Downstream Effects: READ EACH statements always cause a cursor to be used in the DBMS. For DB/2 mainframe
batch applications, READ EACH statements can be generated with cursor hold. To access the option, select the Read
Each statement. Select the Detail pull-down and the Properties action.

NOTE
For more information, see the Toolset Help.

The READ EACH action uses the following format:

READ EACH entity - view - list

[TARGETING repeating - group - view - 1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]] 

[AND TARGETING repeating - group - view - 1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL] . . .

[SORTED BY ASCENDING attribute 1] . . .

DESCENDING

[WHERE selection - conditions]

action - statement - list

The first line indicates the READ EACH action and the entity action views(s) being read. Entity-view-list indicates that
you can specify multiple entity action views in the READ EACH statement. For a discussion of the advantages of reading
multiple views in one READ statement, see the Add READ Entity Action section; the same advantages pertain to READ
EACH statements.

The next four lines target the group view. A group view is a collection of entity views, other group views, or both. Only
group views can be identified as repeating. The four lines contain optional TARGETING clauses that target repeating
group views to be populated each time the READ EACH repeats. The repeating group views may be either local or
export views. The TARGETING clause allows you to identify (connect) the repeating group that is read with the repeating
export or local group that may be populated. The clause establishes the sequence in which the occurrences of the entity
views within a repeating export or local group are populated. You can add multiple TARGETING clauses to allow multiple
repeating group views to be populated simultaneously.

Parts of the TARGETING clauses include the FROM THE BEGINNING and UNTIL FULL clauses. The FROM THE
BEGINNING clause is useful if multiple READ EACH actions target the same repeating group view. To begin populating
the group with the first entity view in the group, specify FROM THE BEGINNING. If you do not specify FROM THE
BEGINNING, the group is populated beginning with the current entity view. The UNTIL FULL clause causes the READ
EACH to terminate if an attempt is made to exceed the maximum number of occurrences set for the repeating group view.

You specify the order of the READ with two clauses: SORTED BY ASCENDING and SORTED BY DESCENDING. The
SORTED BY clause returns entities in a particular sequence based on an attribute value. The ASCENDING clause
returns the entities in a low-to-high order. The DESCENDING clause returns the entities in a high-to-low order.

The optional WHERE clause indicates selection conditions that are used for the READ EACH action. Refer to Specify
Selection Conditions for a READ EACH Action.

Action-statement-list indicates a block of actions to occur for each occurrence.

One iteration occurs per distinct combination of entity occurrences that satisfy the selection criteria. One occurrence
can be retrieved for more than one iteration if more than one view in the read list retrieve new occurrences. Every
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view is populated for every iteration. If any view cannot be populated for a given combination of occurrences, then that
combination is rejected (no iteration).

The following examples illustrate READ EACH statements (action-statement-list is not shown):

READ EACH product

WHERE DESIRED product code IS EQUAL TO "GA"

READ EACH product

TARGETING group export FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

WHERE code IS EQUAL TO "GA"

customer_order

READ EACH customer order line

SORTED BY customer_orderline_number ascending

WHERE DESIRED CUSTOMER_ORDER_LINE_PART_OF_CURRENT

Specify Selection Conditions for a READ EACH Action

Specifying selection conditions for a READ EACH entity action is part of adding the action. Specifying selection conditions
consists of the following activities:

• Specify the WHERE expression
• Specify attribute conditions
• Specify relationship conditions

The selection criteria is specified in terms of attributes, relationships, and combinations thereof. When specifying a
combination of attributes and relationships, specify the attributes first.

READ EACH statements can be simple or complex. For either simple or complex statements, Gen makes statement
construction easy by presenting only valid choices.

A selection condition takes the following form:

[(] attribute - condition - 1 [)] AND [(] attribute - condition - 2 [)]

or

OR

relationship - condition - 1& OR relationship - condition - 2

or

AND

Specify Attribute Conditions for a READ EACH Action

The same attribute conditions apply to the READ and the READ EACH actions. For information on the syntax and types of
expressions that are used to specify attribute conditions for a READ EACH action, see the Specify Attribute Conditions for
a READ Action.

The following example shows how READ EACH attribute conditions are used in Action Diagrams. The first example
discovers whether the business knows about the CUSTOMER who is attempting to place an ORDER (in the process Take
Order):

READ EACH customer

WHERE DESIRED customer name IS EQUAL TO requesting

customer name

The next example reads all customers whose name begins with Q:
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READ EACH customer

WHERE SUBSTR(DESIRED customer name, 1,1) IS EQUAL TO

"Q"

NOTE
If the qualifying attributes of a READ EACH action must be changed before subsequent iterations of the READ
EACH are executed, an escape could be placed within the READ EACH. The qualifying attributes could then be
set to new values, and those set statements along with the READ EACH could be placed within a REPEAT loop.

Specify Relationship Conditions for READ EACH

Like attribute conditions, the same relationship conditions apply to the READ and the READ EACH actions.

The following examples show how relationship conditions are used in Action Diagrams. The first example reads each
CUSTOMER ORDER pair where the customer placed the order for the current occurrence of PRODUCT; it also reads any
ORDER placed for that PRODUCT:

READ EACH customer

order

WHERE DESIRED customer places DESIRED order

AND DESIRED order contains SOME order line

AND THAT order_line is for CURRENT product

The next example shows a fully defined READ EACH statement that targets a repeating group view:

READ EACH issue

status

TARGETING out_group FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

SORTED BY ASCENDING issue number

WHERE DESIRED issue_status is_contained_in

CURRENT design_development

AND (DESIRED issue_status status IS EQUAL TO "Q"

OR DESIRED issue_status status IS EQUAL TO "T"

OR DESIRED issue_status status IS EQUAL TO "N")

MOVE issue_status to output issue_status

MOVE issue TO output issue

Detail Properties of a READ EACH Statement

You can specify whether a DISTINCT clause is generated in a READ EACH statement using the READ EACH Properties
dialog. The dialog also allows you to specify whether an OPTIMIZE FOR clause is generated for DB2 applications.

NOTE
For more information, see the Toolset Help.

To access the dialog and Toolset Help, select the READ EACH statement. With the statement highlighted, select the
Detail pull-down menu and the Properties action.

To select this option, display the READ EACH properties dialog by either double-clicking the READ EACH statement or by
selecting the READ EACH statement and then selecting Detail -- >Properties from the menu bar. On the properties dialog,
click the "Generate with cursor hold" check box.

This option is valid only for DB2. This option is ignored for all other DBMSs.
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Add FOR EACH Condition

The FOR EACH condition is used to iterate through implicitly indexed repeating group views. Since the view is implicitly
indexed, there is no need to specify subscript controls. This is automatically generated by Gen software.

Gen presents a list of implicitly indexed group views when you select FOR EACH. You cannot use FOR EACH if there are
no implicitly indexed repeating group views.

The TARGETING clause allows you to identify the repeating export or local group view to be populated. The following
example shows usage of the TARGETING clause:

FOR EACH product details

TARGETING group export FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

ASSOCIATE processing warehouse

WITH received product WHICH is_held_in IT

NOTE
For a description of the TARGETING clause, see the description of READ EACH in.

After you add the FOR EACH statement, add the actions to be repeated for each occurrence of the entity.

NOTE
For information on specifying selection criteria for a FOR EACH statement, refer to the selection conditions for a
READ action.

Add Repeat Conditions

Adding repeat conditions consists of the following activities:

• Add WHILE condition
• Add REPEAT UNTIL condition
• Add FOR condition

Add WHILE Condition

The WHILE repeat condition repeats the action group as long as a condition is true. When you add the WHILE condition,
set up the condition and then state one or more actions to be taken. The test for the condition takes place first. If the
condition is not met, there are no iterations.

The WHILE statement can contain multiple TARGETING statements that target repeating group views.

The WHILE statement uses the following format:

WHILE condition - 1

[TARGETING repeating - group - view - 1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]] 

[AND TARGETING repeating - group - view - 1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]]  . . .

action - statement - list

The following example of a WHILE statement sets a condition for a product code and USEs the action block check against
order:

WHILE received product code IS EQUAL TO "WI"

USE check against order

WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View received product
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WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View received product

Add REPEAT UNTIL Condition

The combination of the REPEAT and UNTIL statements repeats an action or group of actions until a specific condition is
satisfied. The test for the condition takes place after the iteration. Therefore, REPEAT - UNTIL always has at least one
iteration.

The REPEAT - UNTIL statements can contain multiple TARGETING statements that target repeating group views.

The REPEAT - UNTIL statement uses the following format:

REPEAT

[TARGETING repeating - group - view - 1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]] 

[AND TARGETING repeating - group - view - 1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]]  . . .

action - statement - list

UNTIL condition - 1

The following example of REPEAT - UNTIL statements repeats the referenced business algorithm find space until a value
is met.

REPEAT

USE find space

WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View processing warehouse

WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View processing warehouse

UNTIL processing warehouse number_of_available_bins IS EQUAL TO 0

The following REPEAT - UNTIL statements use a FOR EACH action:

REPEAT

FOR EACH product details

ASSOCIATE processing . . .

WITH received . . .

UNTIL. . .

Finally, the following example targets the group view order_line_export:

REPEAT

TARGETING order_line_export FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL.

UNTIL . . .

Add FOR Condition

The FOR Action Diagram statement provides a concise way to set up a program loop. It is often used to control iterating
through an explicitly indexed repeating group view. The syntax allows you to pick a subscript or local numeric attribute
view, a starting value, an ending or limit value, and an increment value for each iteration.

The FOR Action Diagram statement is similar to the FOR statement that is provided by many programming languages.
However, one major difference is that any changes to the limit and increment values during iteration of the FOR loop does
not affect the actual incrementation or limit testing that is done. This is because these values are saved in work variables
before the loop begins, and those work variables are used for each iteration to avoid re-evaluating the limit and increment
expressions each time.
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Another difference between the FOR Action Diagram statement and a typical FOR statement in a programming language
is that, if the increment value in a FOR Action Diagram statement is negative, the loop terminates when the control view
or subscript is less than or equal to the limit or ending value. Otherwise, the loop terminates when the control view or
subscript is greater than or equal to the limit or ending value.

In the following example, the FOR action statement starts a loop that repeatedly executes the IF statement that follows:

FOR local work_items counter FROM 1 TO 10 BY 1

   IF input customer_order confirmed_date IS LESS OR EQUAL TO CURRENT_DATE + local work_items counter DAYS

   EXIT STATE IS confirm_date_order

<--ESCAPE

The first time through the loop, the IF statement is executed with a value of 1. If the conditions are met, the local counter
increments by 1 and the entire set of statements executes again. The process repeats 10 times. If the conditions are not
met (input customer_order confirmed_date is greater than the current date plus the number of days that are indicated by
the counter), the exit state is set and the FOR loop is terminated by the ESCAPE statement.

The following FOR statement example shows how a reference to the subscript of an explicitly indexed repeating group
view appears in the Action Diagram:

FOR SUBSCRIPT OF group_customer_order

FROM 1 TO MAX OF group_ customer_order BY 1

The following example of a fully defined FOR statement uses an explicitly indexed repeating group view. The statement
shows how subscripts are used both to control the FOR loop and to calculate totals.

FOR SUBSCRIPT OF loan_payments FROM 1 TO 360 BY 1

   SET payment principle TO (loan principle amount * table factor)

SET payment total TO payment principle + payment interest

SET local work_view yearly_total TO local work_view

yearly_total + payment total

IF local work_view month_counter IS EQUAL TO 12

    SET yearly payment total TO local work view yearly_total

SET local work_view month_counter TO 1

SET SUBSCRIPT OF yearly_totals TO yearly totals + 1

   ELSE

    SET local work_view month_counter TO 1

The following example shows how expressions may be used as the initial, increment, and limit values:

FOR local employee fica_withheld_ytd FROM (employee salary * employee fica_rate) TO (employee salary * 12 *

 employee annual_fica_max_rate) BY (employee salary * employee fica_rate)

IF local employee fica_withheld_ytd IS GREATER THAN (employee salary * 12 * employee annual_fica_max_rate)

SET local employee fica_withheld_ytd TO (employee salary * 12 * employee annual_fica_max_rate)

In the preceding example, the loop terminates when the employee_salary * 12 * employee annual_fica_max_rate value is
reached. The enclosed IF block prevents local employee fica_withheld_ytd from exceeding it.

The following example shows that a change to the limit or increment during execution of the FOR loop does not affect the
values that are used during execution of the FOR statement:

SET local work_items limit TO 10

FOR local work_items counter FROM 1 TO local work_items limit BY 1
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   SET local work_items limit TO 5

When the preceding FOR statement terminates, local work_items counter has a value of 10, not 5, even though the limit
variable was reset during the loop. This is because the values of the limit and increment expressions are saved in work
variables before the first FOR iteration, and the saved values are the ones that are used during the execution of the
statement.

Add Control Actions

A control action changes the flow of an elementary process unconditionally. Control actions specify the reuse of other
action groups and provide a structured means of terminating the execution of action groups.

Adding control actions consists of five activities:

• Add USE actions
• Add Procedure Step USE actions
• Add NEXT actions
• Add ESCAPE actions
• Add ASYNC actions

The following topics discuss these activities.

Add ASYNC Action

A set of Async action statements are used to invoke logic in an online, non-display Procedure Step asynchronously to the
ongoing execution of the invoking action block.

Add USE Action

The USE action allows you to call other action blocks from procedure and action blocks. The called action block cannot be
a Procedure Step or a derivation algorithm.

In the Action Diagram, after selecting USE, you select the action block to be used. You then match import views, export
views, local views, and entity action views.

The following example shows how a USE statement references an action block called find_space: The views in the
WHICH IMPORTS list populate the import view of the action block before it begins execution. The views in the WHICH
EXPORTS list are populated from the export view of the action block on return.

USE find space

 WHICH IMPORTS: Group View product information

Entity View storage_space warehouse

WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View used warehouse

 

The following example shows how a USE statement references an action block called create_order:

USE create_order

 WHICH IMPORTS: Group View group_import Entity View import customer Entity View import customer_order

WHICH EXPORTS: Group View group_export Entity View export customer Entity View customer_order

 

In the following example, another form of the USE action SETs the value of an attribute USING an algorithm:

SET employee_number USING number_generator
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After you select the algorithm, Gen prompts you to match the import views of the algorithm with the supplying views from
the process.

Add Procedure Step USE Actions

A Procedure Step USE statement calls logic in an online, non-display Procedure Step.

NOTE
For more information, see the Toolset Help.

Add NEXT Action

The NEXT action is used within repetitive action statements like WHILE and FOR to go directly to the next iteration
without completing the current one.

NEXT allows you to perform an action on some but not all entities TARGETED in a repetitive action. For example, in the
following statement, you are interested only in input products with code WI.

NOTE
The head of the arrow in the NEXT action shows which action group terminates and which action group gains
control. The second part of the diagram shows how you can specify control to other action groups with the NEXT
action.

This diagram shows the Add NEXT Action:
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Figure 14: Add Control Actions Image

You want to ASSOCIATE those input products with an available bin in a warehouse. If you find a code other than WI, you
do not want to stop the entire process; you simply do not want to ASSOCIATE that product with a warehouse bin.

Add ESCAPE Action

The ESCAPE action terminates the execution of a particular action group. ESCAPE is frequently used after exception
conditions such as WHEN exists and WHEN not found.

ESCAPE is just like the GOTO statement that appears in many languages, and has all the drawbacks of the GOTO, in
that it can make your Action Diagrams difficult to read and debug.

The following example shows how ESCAPE terminates the READ of REQUIRED SUPPLIER and specifies which action
group to process next:

This is an example of ESCAPE:
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Figure 15: Add Control Actions Image 1

The head of the arrow in the ESCAPE shows which action group terminates and which action group gains control. The
following diagram shows how you can specify control to other action groups with the ESCAPE action.

This is an example of ESCAPE Action Statement:

Figure 16: Add Control Actions Image 2

Add Miscellaneous Actions

This article provides information for defining logic for an elementary process and a procedure can include adding
miscellaneous actions.

Adding miscellaneous actions consists of three activities:

• Add MAKE action
• Add NOTE action
• Add a blank line
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Add MAKE Action

The MAKE action dynamically sets the video properties of on-screen fields from an Action Diagram. The MAKE action has
meaning only in online procedures.

NOTE
The MAKE command is available for selection only when you select a Procedure Step. To access a Procedure
Step, select Design, Action Diagram, which is a Procedure Action Diagram. Gen software does not allow you to
add MAKE actions in the Process Action Diagram or action blocks.

The MAKE statement must be used carefully to assure that your system color scheme is followed.

The following example uses the MAKE action to set the video attribute to the default ERROR values:

MAKE ... ERROR

 SET Video Attributes

 

This is the preferred statement for setting video attributes.

The following example applies the MAKE action to set video attributes:

MAKE input purchase_order_status Unprotected Normal

 intensity

Pink Underscored

MAKE output division number

Unprotected HIGH Intensity Yellow Underscored

 

Notice that this last example might violate your local Screen Design standards.

Add NOTE

The NOTE action allows you to document your diagram. You can insert a NOTE anywhere in the Action Diagram. When
you select NOTE, enter the text in the pop-up window.

The following example of NOTE action conveys information about the purpose of a procedure that is used in a general
ledger system.

NOTE
The purpose of this procedure is to display the requested journal entry header and its associated line items.

Add a Blank Line

A blank line between actions can make a diagram easier to read. You can add a blank line anywhere except inside an
entity action statement.

Define Action Blocks
An action block is a named collection of action statements that do not directly support an elementary process.

A common action block is an action block that is invoked by more than one process or procedure. A business algorithm is
an action block that is invoked through a USE action or a SET USING action.

Defining logic for action blocks consists of the following activities:

• Create action block in Analysis or Design
• Define logic for action blocks
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– Define algorithm for derived attributes
– Define algorithm for designed attributes

• Reference common action blocks in process and Procedure Action Diagrams
– Specify business algorithm in SET USING statements
– Specify business algorithm in USE statement

• Define external action blocks
– Add EXTERNAL designation
– Define import and export views

The following topics discuss these activities.

Create New Action Block in Analysis or Design

You must create an action block before you define it. You can create an action block by assigning a name to a new action
block or by copying an existing action block with substitution (referred to as copy with substitution).

Define Action Blocks for Processes and Procedures

When you build action blocks for elementary processes and procedures, you define algorithms for both derived and
designed attributes. The same logic rules apply to both Action Diagrams and action blocks. The Action Diagram displays
the actions and expressions you previously encountered in building an Action Diagram.

Reference Common Action Blocks

Common action blocks see blocks of logic that more than one process or Procedure Action Diagram can reference
through SET USING and USE actions. Existing action blocks or diagrams can USE a defined action block. The business
system in which you create or scope the action block does not own it.

When you create a new elementary process in the activity model, the process appears in two places:

• As an Analysis Process Action Diagram
• As a Design action block

When you create an action block in Analysis or Design, the action block appears in two places:

• As an Analysis action block
• As a Design action block

The following illustration shows Relationships between Action Blocks and Action Diagrams in Business Systems:
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Define External Action Blocks

External action blocks that you create with the Action Diagram tool define the interface between Procedure Steps (or
action blocks) and subroutines that are created outside Gen. The external action block provides a structure to match the
views of the Procedure Step with the views (input and output arguments) of the handwritten subroutine.

An external action block contains only import views, export views, and an EXTERNAL designation, as shown in the
following example:

READHIST

 IMPORTS: Entity View new customer

EXPORTS: Entity View existing customer

EXTERNAL
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Gen Procedure Step or action block that uses the external action block supplies the import views. The Procedure Step or
action block calls the external action block through the USE control action. The import views define the data that is passed
from the Gen-generated application to the interface routine. The export views define the data returned to the generated
application from the interface routine.

When an EXTERNAL action block is generated, only the views structure and a program shell are built. You must supply
any program logic that is required by your application.

NOTE
For more information about external action blocks, see Workstation Construction.

Changing the Action Diagram
The Action Diagram tool allows you to change statements after they are added. When you are adding the statements, only
syntactically valid choices are presented to you as you request the change.

Complex Changes

Complex changes apply to complex action statements. For complex changes, Gen lets you add new text, add
parenthetical expressions, and delete parts of some statements.

Gen prevents you from performing the following activities when you make complex changes:

• Deleting invalid combinations of expressions within a statement
• Changing a statement that has associated statements

Perform Simple Changes

Simple changes generally consist of replacing a component in the Action Diagram with the same type of object. Unlike
complex change, which allows you to change many parts of an action group, simple changes map one-to-one. Exceptions
are expressions: when you change an expression, Gen lists valid choices.

You can make simple changes to views, expressions, operators, note descriptions, and exit state values.

Copying an Action Diagram
The Action Diagram tool allows you to copy procedures, Procedure Steps, action blocks, and Action Diagrams. All of
these can be copied exactly, or copied with substitution.

When copying exactly, the result is two identical objects with different names.

When copying with substitution, you can specify different entity types, attributes, and relationships for those in the Action
Diagram that is being copied.

NOTE
For more information, see the Toolset Help available in the Action Diagram tool.

Event Processing and GUI Statements
Applications with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) allow application users to select a push button, click an item, or interact
with an application in several other ways.

These actions can trigger logic that opens a dialog box, highlights an item, or initiates more logic.

The actions of the application user are called events. The logic that is triggered by an event is contained in an event
action, a special block of logic at the end of a Procedure Step.
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A common event that can trigger an event action occurs when an application user clicks OK. This event can trigger an
event action that contains the logic to set an exit state that causes a dialog flow.

After an event action executes:

• Local and entity action views are cleared
• Database commits/rollbacks take place
• Exit states are interrogated
• Export views are displayed
• EVENT ACTION event name

Adding Event Actions

Add Event actions to a Procedure Step using the Action Diagram or the Window Design within the Navigation Diagram.

Use the Action Diagram or the Window Design tool to assign the Event Action Name.

In the Window Design functionality, select a window or dialog and select Detail, Events.

In the Action Diagram, select a Procedure Step. Select Edit, Add Event Action.

Use the Window Design functionality to associate the event action with an event type.

NOTE
For more information, see  Understand the Design Phase .

Event Action Names

The name of an event action must be unique in the Procedure Step.

In the Window Design, Gen automatically supplies an event action name when an event is added without a name. The
following convention is used:

window or dialog box name_[control type]_[object name] event

[control type] is pb (push button), ef (entry field), etc.

[object name] is the name of the push button, entry field, etc.

Event Types

This article provides information for Event Types. Each event action must be associated with one or more event types.
More event types can be added using the Window Design functionality.

The event type classifies an event as one that opens or closes dialog boxes, validates changed data, repopulates a
scrollable list, or responds when an application user click or double-clicks an item.

Gen Supplied Event Types

All event types that are supplied by Gen can be triggered when an application user directly affects a window or a control.
These event types include:
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• Open and Close
• Changed
• Click and Double-click
• ScrollTop and ScrollBottom
• Gain and Lose Focus
• Activated and Deactivated
• LeftMouseBtnDown and LeftMouseBtn Up
• RightMouseBtnDown and RightMouseBtnUp
• MouseMove
• MouseEnter and MouseExit
• WinMove
• WinResize
• Keypress

NOTE
For more information about user-defined event types, see Designing.

User-Defined Event Types

User-defined event types do not require the direct action of an application user. Instead, TIREVENT triggers these event
types, a special external action block.

TIREVENT is pre-defined to the runtime components. You do not have to compile it outside of Gen or write any other
code.

The example that follows, illustrates how TIREVENT must be defined in a Procedure Step.

TIREVENT

 IMPORTS:

Work View IEF_Supplied (transient, optional, import only)

command (required)

EXPORTS:

LOCALS:

ENTITY ACTIONS:

EXTERNAL

 

TIREVENT must be used in the Procedure Step as follows:

SET local IEF supplied command to <your_event_type>

 USE TIREVENT

WHICH IMPORTS: local IEF supplied command

 

The name of the user-defined event type is passed to the TIREVENT external action block (your_event_type). The event
action name IS NOT passed to TIREVENT. Both names are entered using the Events dialog of the Navigation Diagram.

Action Diagram Statements for GUI Applications

GUI statements, statements with dot notation, and GUI object references can be added only to a Procedure Step or to an
event in a Procedure Step.

They cannot be added to action blocks or Process Action Diagrams.

GUI statements can manipulate dialog, items in a list, push buttons, and menu items.
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• Window and Dialog Statements
– Open
– Close
– Refresh

NOTE
In AllFusion Gen r7, an Open Dialog box statement in a Close Event causes the Dialog box to be opened
and displayed. In prior releases, if an Open Dialog box statement was encountered within a Close Event,
the Dialog box was not displayed. If you have such an Open Dialog box statement in a window Close Event
and you want the original window to remain open when the Dialog box is closed, explicitly provide an Open
Window statement. This statement causes the Close action to be aborted. Otherwise, the original window is
closed.

• Statements for Push buttons and Menu Items
– Enable Command
– Disable Command
– Mark Command
– Unmark Command

• List Box Statements
– Sort
– Filter
– Unfilter
– Display
– Highlight
– Unhighlight
– Add Row
– Remove Row

• Get Row

GUI Object Domain

An attribute of GUI Object domain is an interface pointer to an object. In keeping with the object-oriented nature of object
linking and embedding, an application does not have access to the entire object, to its external interfaces. These external
interfaces are named methods, properties, and events.

The object could be a standard window control such as a button, listbox, or entry field, or an embedded/linked object such
as a Microsoft Excel™ spreadsheet or Word™ document.

Typically in an application logic, a GUIObject attribute is used to temporarily refer various objects as required to interact
with those objects. A GUIObject can contain a reference to an object even though that object no longer exists. When the
application logic sets a GUIObject attribute to a new reference, any existing object that is referenced by that GUIObject
is first released before being set to the new value. When a GUIObject attribute contains an object reference and that
object still exists and has not been destroyed, the GUIObject can successfully be set to a new value without first setting
the GUIObject to NOTHING. But, if that initial object no longer exists, then the release of that reference follows an invalid
pointer to a destroyed object.

Dot notation

Many development programs today use the dot notation syntax. When implementing dot notation, you use periods or
"dots" to separate each part of the expression from the next.

The benefits of dot notation in Procedure Action Diagrams are:
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• Reduces the number of views that are created
• Reduces logic that is written
• Reduces time that is required to create an application

Process Synthesis
Using Process Synthesis is faster and easier than building Action Diagrams from scratch or expanding expected effects.

These methods require varying degrees of effort and are suitable for different situations.

• Building process logic from scratch requires you to select each command from a menu. This method can take more
time to complete and assumes familiarity with the Action Diagram tool, but it offers great flexibility and control.

• Expanding expected effects is an interactive method that recalls the effects you predicted for each process and guides
you through the options available to build action statements. This method requires less familiarity with the Action
Diagram tool. However, after you have defined logic with this method or any other method, you must still use individual
commands to specify more logic.

• Process Synthesis allows you to generate processes and detailed process logic automatically based on a consistent
portion of the Data Model. The generated processes and process logic reflect the five basic entity actions available in
Process Synthesis -- CREATE, READ, UPDATE, DELETE, and LIST (READ EACH).

When to Use Process Synthesis

Process Synthesis looks at and uses entity types that are related to the subject entity type (the entity type upon which a
generated process operates), creating the required views and action statements. Using related entity types (entity types
with a direct relationship to the subject entity type) is especially helpful if the entity type being acted upon has multiple
relationships.

Process Synthesis makes certain assumptions about your intentions based on the Data Model. In comparison, expanding
expected effects makes no assumptions and offers you the possible choices. Sometimes you may prefer to expand
expected effects because assumptions that are made by Process Synthesis may not be what you want.

Process Synthesis Output

The generated output from Process Synthesis does not differ from the types of output you obtain when you build from
scratch or expand expected effects. For each elementary process, Process Synthesis creates the following information in
various diagrams:

• Elementary process box in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram
• Views for the elementary process
• Expected effects for the elementary process
• Definition properties for the elementary process
• Process logic in the Action Diagram
• Complete logic except for specific action statements must reflect your business rules

NOTE
For the best and most complete results, resolve all consistency check error messages pertaining to the Data
Model before invoking Process Synthesis.

The following five types of entity actions that you can generate through Process Synthesis are described:

CREATE
Creates an occurrence of the specified subject entity type. Also may create or read related entity types as
specified in the dialogs that appear.
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READ
Retrieves an occurrence of the subject entity type and places its contents in an entity action view. Also may read
related entity types, if identifying relationships are present.

UPDATE
Reads and then modifies an occurrence of the subject entity type. Also may read, associate, disassociate, or
transfer related entity types as specified in the dialogs that appear. Gen generates all ASSOCIATE actions for any
mandatory relationship when a CREATE action is added to the Action Diagram.

DELETE
Reads and then removes occurrences of the subject entity type from the database. Also may read related entity
types as specified in the dialogs that appear.

LIST
Reads each occurrence of the subject entity type.

The following example shows the results of Process Synthesis. The process Place New Part In Inventory can be expected
to create, read, update, and delete entities of the type Stock of Product.

The following example lists the candidate processes generated in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram to perform the indicated
activities, and the list activity (READ EACH).

Names of Generated Processes:

CREATE_STOCK_OF_PRODUCT

READ_STOCK_OF_PRODUCT

UPDATE_STOCK_OF_PRODUCT

DELETE_STOCK_OF_PRODUCT

LIST_STOCK_OF_PRODUCT

The following illustration shows the new processes that are generated by Process Synthesis:

The following example shows part of the process logic and the views that are generated for Create Stock of Product.
This code was generated at the same time the processes were created in the Activity Hierarchy. Process Synthesis also
populates appropriate cells in the Elementary Process or the Entity Type Matrix.

NOTE
For more information about matrices, refer to Clustering Matrices.
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Generated Process Logic:

CREATE_STOCK_OF_PRODUCT

IMPORTS:...

EXPORTS:...

LOCALS:

ENTITY ACTIONS:...

READ warehouse

WHERE DESIRED warehouse name IS EQUAL TO input warehouse

name

WHEN successful

MOVE warehouse TO output warehouse

READ product

WHERE DESIRED product number IS EQUAL TO input product

number

WHEN successful

MOVE product TO output product

CREATE stock_of_product

ASSOCIATE WITH product WHICH is_inventoried_as IT

ASSOCIATE WITH warehouse WHICH holds IT

SET quantity_on_hand TO input stock_of_product

quantity_on_hand

SET color TO input stock_of_product color

WHEN successful

MOVE stock_of_product TO output stock_of_product

WHEN already exists

WHEN not found

Prerequisites - Process Synthesis

Before you can access the commands to invoke Process Synthesis, invoke the Gen software and access an existing
model or create a one.

Perform Process Synthesis in a model in which the data portion (in the Data Model) is consistent and stable. Generate
processes in an inconsistent model but the resulting Action Diagram may not be as complete as required.

During Process Synthesis, you can perform or bypass the consistency check. If you perform the check and it produces
no errors or only warnings, Process Synthesis can execute successfully. If consistency check issues error messages,
Process Synthesis does not let you proceed until you correct all the errors. If you elect to bypass the check, Process
Synthesis proceeds without a consistency check.

Downstream Effects: Processes that are generated during Analysis are the basis of procedures that are used in Design.
The stability of the Data Model becomes important during Procedure Synthesis, which you conduct in Design.

For example, if you change the identifier of an entity type that is used by a generated process, the implementation of
processes as procedures fails a consistency check. You must then correct the problem. You must delete the process (in
Analysis) and recreate it before you can successfully implement it in Design.

If you have added logic to the Action Diagram, you might decide to correct the specific error condition instead of deleting
and regenerating the process. When you delete a process, you delete all the information that is stored for it, including
its views, expected effects, and action statements. To avoid these losses and unexpected results, always perform a
consistency check and correct any errors before you attempt to implement processes into procedures.
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NOTE
If you plan to perform Process Synthesis on a subset of a model, ensure to scope the entire Data Model for
inclusion in the subset. If you fail to do this, the Action Diagrams you generate can be incomplete because you
do not have access to entity types directly or indirectly related to the subject entity type.

How to Access Process Synthesis
You can access Process Synthesis directly from the Data Model, Data Model List, Data Model Browser, Activity Hierarchy
Diagram, Activity Dependency Diagram, and Action Diagram.

Process Synthesis from the Data Model

In the Data Model, available processes can be defined as elementary or not elementary. Elementary processes appear
on a pop-up for selection only if they do not have actions that are defined for them in Action Diagrams. Non-elementary
processes appear on a pop-up for selection only if they do not have subordinate processes. If you select a non-
elementary process, it changes to elementary as a result of Process Synthesis.

Process Synthesis from the Action Diagram

In the Action Diagram, you can expand expected effects only if you have selected an elementary process for which you
have defined expected effects in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram or Activity Dependency Diagram.

You can access Process Synthesis by accessing an Action Diagram that has no statements from the following tools:

• Structure Chart
• Action Block Usage
• Dialog Flow Diagram
• Screen Design
• Prototype

NOTE
You can access Process Synthesis from existing processes, Action Diagrams, and action blocks only if they do
not contain action statements. They may have defined views. All predefined views are deleted at the start of
Process Synthesis.

Process Synthesis from Activity Hierarchy and Activity Dependency - Overview

In the Activity Hierarchy Diagram and Activity Dependency Diagram tools, Process Synthesis lets you generate processes
and process logic for all five basic entity actions at the same time. You usually use Process Synthesis when building
Action Diagrams for basic processes.

How to Create a Process Logic Diagram
Creating a process logic diagram is a manual activity. It is fundamental to understanding both the specific effects of
Process Synthesis and process logic in general.

One approach you can use to address process logic analysis is to create a process logic diagram. This is the first step
before using Process Synthesis and consists of the following activities:

• Select elementary process to analyze
• Identify entity types used in the process
• Identify required actions
• Identify sequence of actions

A specific Gen tool is not available for creating a process logic diagram.
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The process logic diagram helps you understand the logic of a specific process before detailing it precisely in the Action
Diagram. Look at the main (subject) entity types that the process affects and then consider whether any additional, related
entity types are affected. After you have determined which entity types are necessary in your process logic, specify the
different entity actions against each entity type and attempt to sequence them. Record this information in your process
logic diagram.

Select an Elementary Process to Analyze

Selecting an elementary process to analyze is the first step in creating a process logic diagram. Start by analyzing the
Data Model to see what activities can be implied by its entity types. For example, the portion of the Data Model that is
shown in the Take Order Process Example contains the entity types CUSTOMER ORDER, CUSTOMER ORDER LINE,
and CUSTOMER. For the business rules demonstrated by the relationships, if CUSTOMER places an order, we must
create an occurrence of ORDER. You can create and select an elementary process that is called Create Customer Order
for the subject of your analysis.

At this point, you must also consider the following details for the process:

• Definition
• Import and export views
• Identification as an elementary process

The following example shows the Take Order Process:

Identify Entity Types Used in Process

This step involves identifying the primary entity types, which means looking first at the subject entity type. For example, if
the process name is Create Customer Order, the subject entity type is a CUSTOMER ORDER.

The second part of identifying entity types is to study the neighborhood of the primary entity types. The neighborhood is
the set of all entity types directly related to the subject entity type. Based on the entity action to be performed against the
subject entity type, determine if any related entity types must be included in the logic for a particular process. Based on
the relationships involved, you may decide to include a related entity type in the process logic. You then must look at the
neighborhood of the related entity type and determine if any additional entity types are required.

In the Take Order Process example, CUSTOMER ORDER is related to CUSTOMER ORDER LINE because they are
joined in the Data Model. Because CUSTOMER ORDER LINE cannot exist without one PRODUCT (denoted by the
mandatory relationship), PRODUCT has an implicit relationship to CUSTOMER ORDER.
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Identify Required Actions

In this step, you annotate the Data Model with the five entity actions (CREATE, READ, UPDATE, DELETE, and LIST
(READ EACH)). The entity actions are performed on occurrences of the identified entity types.

The logic for the Create Customer Order process must reflect the following actions:

• CREATE CUSTOMER ORDER
• READ CUSTOMER
• READ PRODUCT and ASSOCIATE
• CREATE CUSTOMER ORDER LINE

You also determine which actions on attributes and relationships of the affected entity types are used and how. This gives
you an idea of the three types of actions that are needed in the process logic:

• Required SET actions (1) that assign values to attributes in CREATE and UPDATE action statements. A CREATE
action must SET each mandatory attribute of the subject entity type. In addition, it can SET optional attributes as
required by the process.

• Required ASSOCIATE (2) and DISASSOCIATE (3) actions that establish and eliminate pairings in the CREATE action
statements.

Identify Sequence of Actions

After identifying all actions on entity types, attributes, and relationships, you can determine the order in which those
actions must be performed during process execution.

For example, in the Create Customer Order process, you can perform the following actions:

1. READ customer.
2. CREATE order and ASSOCIATE WITH customer.
3. READ product.
4. CREATE order line and ASSOCIATE WITH product and order.

Before pairing two occurrences of entity types, you must make them available through a READ or CREATE statement. In
general, you must read existing entities, then create entities with which they are associated.

When the process logic diagram is complete, you have a picture outlining the process logic. You can use the results of this
activity with Process Synthesis to generate the Process Action Diagram for a process. The Process Action Diagram logic
contains all the required entity actions.

Perform Process Synthesis
This article provides information to perform Process Synthesis. You can perform Process Synthesis from Data Model,
Data Model Browser, or Data Model List, Activity Hierarchy Diagram and Activity Dependency Diagram, and Action
Diagram.

The following table shows the output from each of the tools from which you can initiate Process Synthesis. The following
table also illustrates the Process Synthesis Tools and Output:

Tool Output
Activity Hierarchy Diagram
Activity Dependency Diagram

Elementary process box
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Data Model
Data Model List
Data Model Browser
Activity Hierarchy Diagram
Activity Dependency Diagram

Definition properties

Data Model
Data Model List
Data Model Browser
Activity Hierarchy Diagram
Activity Dependency Diagram

Expected effects

Data Model
Data Model List
Data Model Browser
Activity Hierarchy Diagram
Activity Dependency Diagram
Action Diagram

Views

Data Model
Data Model List
Data Model Browser
Activity Hierarchy Diagram
Activity Dependency Diagram
Action Diagram

Action Statements The generated logic is complete except for
specific action statements that must reflect your business rules.

The requirements to perform Process Synthesis differ from tool to tool. These requirements are covered in the following
sections.

Process Synthesis Rules

This section describes the rules that are used to populate the default values for CREATE, UPDATE, and DELETE
statements generated during the Process Synthesis dialogs.

Each dialog allows different selections and defaults that are entirely dependent upon the entity action type and the
relationships involved. In the following rules, the relationships are defined as they appear in the Data Model, with the
subject entity types always to the left of all possible related entity types. The rules apply to creating, updating, or deleting
a single occurrence of the subject entity type. The following illustration shows the Representation of Relationships in
Process Synthesis Rules:

In general, a mandatory one-optional many relationships mean that the subject entity type sometimes has one or more
related entity types and the related entity type always has one subject entity type. The source relationship refers to the
mandatory one and the destination relationship refers to the optional many.

The following relationship combinations are grouped by the actions that are allowed against the target entity types.

Rules for CREATE

Use these combinations of relationship memberships to determine whether you can use CREATE and READ together.
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• For these relationship combinations, the default is CREATE - yes, and READ is not allowed. CREATE - Yes, READ not
allowed:

• For these relationship combinations, the default is CREATE - no, and READ is allowed. CREATE - No, READ is
allowed:

• For these relationship combinations, the default is CREATE - no, and READ is not allowed. CREATE - No, READ not
allowed:

NOTE
All relationships (any one or many) for which you indicate a CREATE action cause a FOR EACH construct and
the necessary repeating group views to be created.

Rules for UPDATE

Use these combinations of relationship memberships to determine whether you can use TRANSFER, ASSOCIATE, and
DISASSOCIATE actions together.

• For the following relationship combinations, only TRANSFER actions are allowed (ASSOCIATE and DISASSOCIATE
are not allowed):
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• For the following relationship combinations, the default is ASSOCIATE - NO. DISASSOCIATE is not allowed, and
TRANSFER actions are allowed:

• For these relationship combinations, the default for DISASSOCIATE - NO, TRANSFER actions are allowed, and
ASSOCIATE is not allowed:

• For the following relationship combinations, the default for both ASSOCIATE and DISASSOCIATE - NO, TRANSFER
actions are allowed:

NOTE
Associate actions require that an occurrence of the target entity type exists. Therefore, the identifier is included
in the READ statement before the ASSOCIATE statement. However, DISASSOCIATE and TRANSFER actions
require that an occurrence of the subject entity type is already associated. The READ statements for these
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actions are qualified using related to subject entity type instead of using identifiers. For DISASSOCIATE
statements, a READ EACH statement is built if the relationship is any any-any many.

TRANSFER actions are only allowed whenever the property of the relationship between the subject entity type and the
related entity type has been defined as transferable.

Rules for DELETE

If you want to delete a single occurrence of the entity type you originally selected, all related entity types are allowed to be
read.

Default: No

Process Synthesis from Data Model

To initiate Process Synthesis from the Data Model, generate action statements for one process at a time.

The process must exist in the Process Hierarchy or Process Dependency Diagrams. Each process may be defined as
elementary or not elementary in its definition properties. Elementary processes appear only if they do not have actions
that are defined for them in Action Diagrams. Non-elementary processes appear only if they do not have subordinate
processes (children). If you select a non-elementary process, it changes to elementary as a result of Process Synthesis.

Select the entity type or subtype from the Data Model, then select the process. You can select whether to populate the
views for each type of entity action.

You can also customize the way Process Synthesis executes by selecting from the following options:

Review default actions
This option allows you to select actions to be performed on related entity types for create, update, and delete
entity actions.
If you do not select this option, Process Synthesis accepts the default values of actions to be performed on
related entity types. See Process Synthesis Rules in this section for a description of the rules used when
generating the Action Diagram statements.

Consistency check on entity type
If you select this option, Consistency Check before Process Synthesis continues. A pop-up stating that a report
has been prepared indicates that a consistency check has found inconsistencies.

NOTE
For more information about consistency checks, see the Toolset Help.

If your model is inconsistent, Process Synthesis stops executing. To continue, you have two options:

• Correct the error conditions and re-execute Process Synthesis
• Execute Process Synthesis without Consistency Check

If you do not select this option, Consistency Check does not execute and you can proceed with Process
Synthesis.

Automatic attribute view selections
If you select this option, Process Synthesis includes all basic and designed attributes of the required entity types.
This includes the setup of import, export, and entity action views. Gen does not list attributes for selection.
If you do not select this option, a list of all attributes of the subject entity type and related entity types displays.
The list allows you to select the attributes you want to include in the logic. For a description of the rules that are
used when generating the Action Diagram statements, see Process Synthesis Rules.

The advantage of using Process Synthesis from within the Data Model is that you can easily review the entity types and
relationships you are working with before initiating Process Synthesis. In the other tools, you select entity types from a list
and must have a working knowledge of the relationships between the subject and the related entity types.
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Process Synthesis from Activity Hierarchy and Activity Dependency

To perform Process Synthesis from the Activity Hierarchy and Activity Dependency Diagrams, complete the Process
Hierarchy Diagram or Process Dependency Diagram as far as the parent process.

To generate processes, you detail the non-elementary parent process. The generated processes become subordinates of
the process that you detail.

The Activity Hierarchy Diagram and Activity Dependency Diagram are the only tools from which you can generate both
action dialog and process boxes that appear in the Process Hierarchy and Process Dependency Diagrams. In the Process
Hierarchy Diagram, a generated process appears on the activity hierarchy as a subordinate of a non-elementary parent
process. In the Process Dependency Diagram, you must expand the parent process to see the generated process.

The advantage of using Process Synthesis from within the Activity Hierarchy Diagram and Activity Dependency Diagram
is that you can generate five processes at one time, reflecting five types of action logic against the subject entity type.

The generated views and definition properties appear in the Process Hierarchy Diagram, Process Dependency Diagram,
and Action Diagram. Gen indicates through expected effects in the Process Hierarchy Diagram and Process Dependency
Diagram whether the process creates, reads, updates, or deletes an entity type.

Process Synthesis from Action Diagram

To perform Process Synthesis with the Action Diagram tool, you must access a Process Action Diagram, Procedure
Action Diagram, or an action block that has no action statements.

You have several options for accessing Process Synthesis in the Action Diagram:

• Within the Activity Hierarchy Diagram, Activity Dependency Diagram, Structure Chart, or Action Block Usage, access
an elementary process that contains no statements.

• From Dialog Design, Screen Design, Prototyping, Structure Chart, or Action Block Usage, access (chain to) a
Procedure Step Action Diagram that contains no action statements.

• Within the Process Action Diagram:
– Create a Action Diagram or action block
– Select an elementary process, Procedure Step, or action block
– Access another Action Diagram
– Access an empty action block from a USE statement in an Action Diagram or action block

After you select the Action Diagram or action block, you select the entity type or subtype followed by the type of action
dialog you want to generate. You can then customize the way Process Synthesis executes. You can select from the same
options that are available when you perform Process Synthesis with the Data Model:

• Review default actions
• Consistency check on entity type
• Automatic attribute view selections

Review Results of Process Synthesis

To see the results of Process Synthesis from the Activity Hierarchy Diagram, Activity Hierarchy Diagram, and Action
Diagram, review the results of, the Processes, Definition properties for processes, Expected effects, Views, and Action
Diagrams.

Review Generated Processes

After Process Synthesis from the Activity Hierarchy Diagram or Activity Dependency Diagram, the generated process
boxes appear in the Process Hierarchy Diagram and Process Dependency Diagram.
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Review Generated Definition Properties

Process Synthesis assumes that the process to be generated is elementary and is non-repetitive. Both assumptions
are explicit in the definition properties that are generated for each process. You can view these properties by detailing
properties in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram.

Review Generated Expected Effects

After Process Synthesis, you can review expected effects in the Process Hierarchy Diagram and Process Dependency
Diagram to see whether the subject entity type and related entity types are created, read, updated, or deleted.

For example, if you generate logic for the process Create Order based on the Data Model that is shown in the Take Order
Process Example, expected effects for the process would reflect the following actions:

• CREATE order
• CREATE order line
• READ product
• READ customer

When you perform Process Synthesis against a process with previously defined expected effects, the new expected
effects are added. Existing effects are not changed. For example, if you had any expected effects of UPDATE defined for
the entity types in the previous example, they would still appear.

Review Generated Views

This article provides information for Review Generated Views. Process Synthesis lets you choose manual or automatic
selection of attribute views.

If you choose an automatic selection, Process Synthesis automatically creates and populates views of all basic and
designed attributes that are used in the action statements. If you choose a manual selection, the same types of views are
created. However, you select the attributes of the views that are used for READ statement qualifiers in the delete, read,
and list processes, and the attributes of the views that are used for SET statements in the create and update processes.

If the entity types against which you are generating actions have any relationship memberships that are defined with a
cardinality of one or more, a repeating group view is created.

In the Process Action Diagram, Process Synthesis populates the appropriate views for the action statements.

Process Synthesis does not create SET statements for derived attributes. This is because the SET statement for each
derived attribute appears in its derivation algorithm, which is invoked by database accesses (I/Os) for the derived attribute.

NOTE
For more information about derived attributes, see Data Model Objects.

Further, Process Synthesis does not create SET statements for auto number attributes. This is because the DBMS used
by the application automatically populates this column as a row is inserted into the table.

The generated views have default names which are shown in the following table. It includes names for extra view
occurrences. You can rename views and add names to the entity action views by accessing view maintenance in the
Activity Hierarchy Diagram, Activity Dependency Diagram, or Process Action Diagram. The following table displays
Default Names for Generated Views:

View Type Import View Subset Export View Subset Entity Action View Subset
Entity View
EV - 2nd Occurrence

IMPORT
IMPORT_2

EXPORT
EXPORT_2

<Unnamed>
Persistent
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Group view
GV - 2nd Occurrence

GROUP_IMPORT
GROUP_IMPORT_2

GROUP_EXPORT
GROUP_EXPORT_2

N/A
N/A

If you perform Process Synthesis against a process with previously defined views, Process Synthesis deletes the current
views and creates ones as needed.

Review Generated Action Diagrams

Each generated Process Action Diagram contains Views, One or more MOVE statements, One or more entity action
groups, and Branches for an exception logic, such as WHEN exists or WHEN not unique.

The generated MOVE statements move the input view or the subject entity action view of the entity type to the output
view. In the create and update Action Diagrams, statements that move the input view to the output view appear in the
exception logic for the create or update action. Placing the MOVE statement after the action statements displays user
input in the export view only after the process executes successfully. The list Action Diagram has one MOVE statement
appearing at the end to move the entity action view to the export, which is a repeating group view.

Process Synthesis always populates the WHEN successful branch of the exception logic with more actions to perform.
It does not populate the branches of exception logic (WHEN exists, WHEN not found, and WHEN not unique) with more
actions.

Review-Generated PAD for CREATE

The generated create Action Diagram creates an occurrence of the entity type you specify during Process Synthesis. In
addition, it may create or read related entity types as specified in the data navigation.

The following example shows a generated Process Action Diagram for CREATE CUSTOMER:

 CREATE_CUSTOMER

 IMPORTS:...

EXPORTS:...

LOCAL:

ENTITY ACTIONS:...

CREATE customer

SET name TO input customer name

SET number TO input customer number

SET address TO input customer address

SET city TO input customer city

SET state TO input customer state

SET zip TO input customer zip

WHEN successful

MOVE customer TO output customer

WHEN already exists

 

Import, export, and entity action views are present, indicated by ellipses (...). Local views are not included; you must add
them as needed for business rules and specific implementations. In this example, all views represent the subject entity
type CUSTOMER. Views of any related entity types do not appear in the example of the Generated CREATE CUSTOMER
Process Action Diagram because those entity types were not selected during Process Synthesis.

The MOVE statement after the WHEN successful exception logic executes only if the create succeeds. By moving import
to export after execution of the process, the keyed input displays as output on the original screen only if the process
succeeds.
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The exception logic following WHEN exists contains no action statements when the process is generated. You may want
to add statements to handle this case. Action statements that you add after WHEN exists execute if an entity type with the
same identifier has already been created.

Multiple associations and related entity types are shown in the example of a generated Process Action Diagram for
CREATE CUSTOMER ORDER.

 CREATE_CUSTOMER_ORDER

 IMPORTS: Group View group_import

Entity View import customer_order

Entity View import customer

EXPORTS: Group View group_export

Entity View export customer_order

Entity View export customer

 LOCAL:

ENTITY ACTIONS: Entity View customer_order_line

Entity View product

Entity View customer_order

Entity View customer

READ customer

WHERE DESIRED customer number IS EQUAL TO input

customer number

WHEN successful

MOVE customer TO output customer

 CREATE customer_order

ASSOCIATE WITH customer WHICH places IT

SET number TO input customer_order number

SET date TO input customer_order date

SET status_code TO input customer_order status_code

SET confirmed_date TO input customer_order confirmed_date

SET time TO input customer_order time

WHEN successful

MOVE customer_order TO output customer_order

FOR EACH supplied

TARGETING

READ product

WHERE DESIRED product number IS EQUAL TO input

product number

WHEN successful

MOVE product TO output product

 CREATE customer_order_line

ASSOCIATE WITH product WHICH ordered_on IT

ASSOCIATE WITH customer_order WHICH contains IT

SET number TO input customer_order_line number

SET quantity TO input customer_order_line quantity

SET requesting_unit TO input customer_order_line

requesting_unit

SET status_code TO input customer_order_line status_code

WHEN successful

MOVE customer_order_line TO output customer_order_line

WHEN already exists

WHEN not found

WHEN already exists

WHEN not found
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The import, export, and entity action views show views of the subject entity type and related entity types.

The expression in the READ statement is the identifying attribute of the input view of the related entity type. If multiple
identifying attributes are specified for the entity type, they also appear in the READ statement.

Generated Process Action Diagrams can handle any number of related entity types. For each related entity type, Process
Synthesis generates the necessary views, READ (or CREATE), and ASSOCIATE statements. In fact, the CREATE action
block appears under the WHEN successful branch of the READ for the related entity type. The second exception branch
of the READ statement is WHEN not found.

The create action block uses SET statements to set the attributes of the entity action view to the corresponding input
attributes, if the attributes are basic or designed.

You can add an exception logic in this diagram or wait to add it during Design, after Process Synthesis. If the exception
logic requires the execution of another process, you may want to wait until Design, when you can specify dialog flows and
define exit states.

Review-Generated PAD for READ

The generated read Action Diagram uses specific selection criteria to retrieve each occurrence of the subject entity type
and places its contents in an entity action view.

The generated Process Action Diagram for the read action is the same as that for the delete action except that it does not
have the DELETE statement. If the subject entity type is related to other entity types, the read Action Diagram generates
views for the related entity types and includes the related entity types in the READ statement.

Using Process Synthesis to generate the read Action Diagram is especially helpful when the subject entity type is related
to multiple entity types and you want Process Synthesis to follow them for you.

The following is an example of a generated Process Action Diagram for READ CUSTOMER:

 READ_CUSTOMER

 IMPORTS: Entity View import customer

EXPORTS: Entity View export customer

LOCAL:

ENTITY ACTIONS: Entity View customer

READ customer

WHERE DESIRED customer number IS EQUAL TO input

customer number

WHEN successful

MOVE customer TO output customer

WHEN not found

 

Import, export, and entity action views are views of the subject entity type. In this example, if a related entity type was
included, import, and entity actions views for that entity type would also appear.

The attribute view number is the identifying attribute of the subject entity type.

The MOVE statement following the WHEN successful branch moves all the attributes of the subject entity type to the
output view.

The branch for the exception logic, WHEN not found, contains no action statements when the process is generated. You
must add the processing necessary to handle this condition.
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Review-Generated PAD for UPDATE

The generated update Action Diagram reads and then modifies each occurrence of the subject entity type. The diagram
also reads each related entity type that you have specified.

TRANSFER statements appear for transferable relationships if you have selected this option during Process Synthesis.

If you have indicated disassociate for related entity types, READ EACH statements are generated for each entity type
involved in relationships with the subject entity type where the destination has a cardinality of many. All occurrences are
then disassociated.

The following example shows the generated Process Action Diagram for UPDATE CUSTOMER.

The following example is an UPDATE CUSTOMER Generated Process Action Diagram:

 UPDATE_CUSTOMER

 IMPORTS: Entity View import customer

EXPORTS: Entity View export customer

LOCAL

ENTITY ACTIONS: Entity View customer

READ customer

WHERE DESIRED customer number IS EQUAL TO input

customer number

WHEN successful

UPDATE customer

SET name TO input customer name

SET address TO input customer address

SET city TO input customer city

SET state TO input customer state

SET zip TO input customer zip

WHEN successful

MOVE customer TO output customer

WHEN not unique

WHEN not found

 

Import, export, and entity action views are views of the subject entity type in this example.

The MOVE statement after the exception logic WHEN successful executes only if the read succeeds. By moving import
to export after execution of the process, the keyed input displays as output on the original screen only if the process
succeeds.

The READ statement selects the correct subject entity type by the identifying attribute or attributes.

The update action has two branches for an exception logic: WHEN successful and WHEN not unique. The UPDATE
action statements follow the WHEN successful branch of the READ statement.

Action statements following the WHEN not unique branch are not populated. You must add them to specify what logic
occurs if the subject entity type is found to have the same identifier as another entity type.

After the WHEN not found branch of the read, specify what to do if the specific occurrence of the subject entity type does
not exist.

Review-Generated PAD for DELETE

The generated delete Action Diagram reads each occurrence of the subject entity type and removes it from the database.
It also contains READ statements for each related entity type that you have specified.
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The following example shows a generated Process Action Diagram for DELETE CUSTOMER. The following example is a
DELETE CUSTOMER Generated Process Action Diagram:

 DELETE_CUSTOMER

 IMPORTS: Entity View import customer

EXPORTS: Entity View export customer

LOCAL:

ENTITY ACTIONS: Entity View customer

READ customer

WHERE DESIRED customer number IS EQUAL TO input

customer number

WHEN successful

MOVE customer TO output customer

DELETE customer

WHEN not found

 

In this example, import, export, and entity action views are views of the subject entity type. The attribute view is the
identifying attribute of the subject entity type.

If the read of the subject entity type is successful, the Action Diagram moves all attributes of the subject entity type
CUSTOMER to the output view and deletes them.

The Action Diagram contains two entity actions, a read and a delete. The read has two branches for an exception logic:
WHEN successful and WHEN not found. If the read of the subject entity type is successful, the entity action view that
is indicated in the MOVE statement following the WHEN successful branch is moved to output and deleted. Before the
export view is deleted from the database, you may want to archive the data, perhaps on tape. If so, add an external action
block for this purpose during Design.

If the subject entity type references an entity of another type, the generated delete also builds the necessary views for the
related entity type and adds a WHERE clause to the basic READ statement.

As always, a delete action deletes all entity types that are paired with the subject entity type by a mandatory relationship.
For example, if you delete occurrences of INVOICE, all associated occurrences of INVOICE LINE are also deleted.

Review-Generated PAD for LIST

The generated Action Diagram containing the list (READ EACH) action logic reads each occurrence of the subject entity
type.

Because of the assumptions that are made in the targeting clause, the list action dialog is the most likely of the generated
processes to require a modification. However, it can serve as a template and is useful in generating views.

The following example shows a generated Process Action Diagram for LIST CUSTOMER.

LIST CUSTOMER Generate Process Action Diagram

 LIST_CUSTOMER

 EXPORTS: Group View group_export

ENTITY ACTIONS: Entity View customer

READ EACH customer

TARGETING presented FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

MOVE customer TO output customer

 

The export and entity action views are views of the subject entity type.

The MOVE statement moves the input view to the output view. This move preserves user input in case the process fails to
execute successfully.
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The TARGETING clause specifies a repeating group export view that is populated each time the READ EACH performs
an iteration. After each iteration that moves an entity type view subordinate to the repeating group view, the Action
Diagram primes the repeating group view to accept the next entity type view subordinate.

The UNTIL FULL clause causes the READ EACH process to terminate if it attempts to add more occurrences to the
repeating group view than were specified as the maximum cardinality of the group view.

NOTE
Process Synthesis gives the group view a default maximum cardinality equal to the maximum occurrences
specified in the entity type properties (in the Data Model) or a value of 10 if a maximum occurrence was never
specified.

Structure Chart and Action Block Usage Tools
Two related tools, the Structure Chart and the Action Block Usage, graphically display the context of action blocks in your
model.

An action block is a standalone Action Diagram that other diagrams use. During Analysis, you can use both tools for the
interaction analysis task to refine a process logic. During Design, you can use both tools for the procedure logic design
task to refine a procedure logic.

The Structure Chart displays a diagram of the hierarchy of action blocks that are used by a selected process, procedure,
or action block. The Action Block Usage tool displays a diagram that shows where an action block is used in processing.

The following illustration shows the organization of a Structure Chart and an Action Block Usage Diagram, respectively.
The term E. PROCESS refers to an elementary process.

This diagram shows the organization of a Structure Chart:

This diagram shows the Organization of an Action Block Usage Diagram:
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Structure Chart

You use the Structure Chart to analyze Action Diagrams. The branches of a Structure Chart represent the paths to lower-
level action blocks referenced by the USE command in the Action Diagram, including special functions.

Gen creates the diagram automatically when you access the Structure Chart and select an Action Diagram name. The
Structure Chart consists of the selected process, procedure, or action block (represented by a rounded-corner rectangle)
displayed in the middle of the screen, with the hierarchy of called action blocks (if any) branching from it.

The following colors distinguish objects on a structure chart:

Color Diagram Object
White Action block that is associated with a Procedure Step.
Blue Action block that is associated with an elementary process that is

created during Analysis.
Magenta Action block created with the Action Diagram tool.
Cyan Outline Special (IEF_supplied) functions referenced by a Procedure Step

or action block.

When you access the Structure Chart from Analysis, you can display the charts of a process or an action block. When you
access the tool during Design, you can display the Structure Chart of a Procedure Step or an action block.

A Structure Chart provides the following benefits:

• Provides information quickly about the structure of an Action Diagram
• Eliminates the need to chain between Action Diagrams to review the structure
• Provides a simple way to match import and export views of action blocks that are called by the USE command
• Allows you to see a Procedure Step action block decomposition in a different way

Action blocks are created during Analysis and Design:

• When adding common action blocks using the Action Diagram tool during Analysis and Design
• When automatically generating a process using the Activity Hierarchy Diagram or Data Model tool during Analysis
• When implementing a process in a procedure using the Dialog Design tool during Design

How to Access the Structure Chart

Before using the Structure Chart, you must invoke Gen and access an existing model.

You can access the Structure Chart from the following sources:

• Analysis action bar
• Design action bar
• Activity Hierarchy Diagram
• Activity Dependency Diagram
• Dialog Design
• Screen Design
• Prototyping
• Action Diagram
• Action Block Usage
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Action Block Usage Tool

An Action Block Usage diagram shows how an action block has been referenced through the USE command by other
action blocks, processes, and Procedure Steps.

This is similar to an index reference in a book. The branches of an Action Block Usage diagram represent the paths from
each higher-level action block to the same lower-level action block.

Gen creates this diagram automatically when you access the Action Block Usage tool and select an Action Diagram
name. The diagram displays the selected action block on the right, which is connected to the processes, Procedure Steps,
or action blocks that call it, on the left.

The following colors are used to distinguish objects on an Action Block Usage diagram:

Color Diagram Object
White Procedure Step
Blue Elementary process (created during Analysis)
Magenta Action block added during Analysis or Design

Action Block Usage diagrams provide the following benefits:

• Provides information quickly about how an action block is used in the model
• Eliminates the need to chain between Action Diagrams to review the structure
• Provides a simple way to match import and export views of action blocks that are called by the USE command
• Allows you to see Action Block Usage in different ways

Action blocks are created during both Analysis and Design:

• When adding common action blocks using the Action Diagram during Analysis and Design
• When automatically generating a process using the Activity Hierarchy Diagram or Data Model during Analysis
• When implementing a process in a procedure using the Dialog Design during Design.

Access the Action Block Usage Tool

Before using Action Block Usage, you must invoke Gen and access an existing model.

• Defined one or more business systems during Analysis
• Created Procedure Steps during Dialog Design

NOTE
For more information about defining a business system and defining Procedure Steps, see Understand the
Design Phase.

You can access Action Block Usage in the following ways:

• Analysis action bar
• Design action bar
• Activity Hierarchy Diagram (in Analysis only)
• Activity Dependency Diagram (in Analysis only)
• Structure Chart
• Action Diagram

Using a Structure Chart or Action Block Usage Diagram

The actions that you take upon action blocks are reflected in the Action Diagrams associated with the graphic objects.
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After you displayed the Structure Chart or Action Block Usage diagram, you can do the following tasks:

Add an Action Block

You can add action blocks to Structure Charts or Action Block Usage diagrams. The parent can be an action block, a
process, or a Procedure Step.

After you add an action block, you cannot delete it using the Structure Chart or Action Block Usage tool.

The following criteria are used for an action block to be on the delete list:

• Not protected
• Not used by another action block (No REFDBY association)

If the action block is associated with an elementary process (DTLOGT association), you must use Analysis -- Activity
Hierarchy to delete the action block and its associated processes.

Detail an Action Block

Detailing action blocks (except special functions) involves the following tasks:

• Changing the name
• Describing the action block
• Accessing view maintenance
• Matching views, including matching an import view with a supplying action block or matching an export view with a

receiving action block

You cannot perform any activities on action blocks that represent special functions.

Changing the Name of an Action Block

You may rename any action block that is shown on the Structure Chart or Action Block Usage diagram. The change is
applied to both the chart or diagram and the Action Diagram.

Describing an Action Block

You can add a description to the action block that explains its purpose and relevance to other action blocks.

Accessing View Maintenance

You can access view maintenance for an action block.

Matching Views

The Structure Chart and Action Block Usage tools let you match views. Gen guides you through view matching by
providing possible views to match and determining whether the match is possible.

You can match the import and export views of the selected action block.

Using Other Action Options

The Structure Chart and Action Block Usage tools let you perform extra tasks including, Chain to another tool, Check
the consistency of an action block, Contract, expand, and redraw a Structure Chart or Action Block Usage diagram, and
Unmatch views.
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Chain

From the Structure Chart, you can link from an action block to the Action Diagram, to the Structure Chart (showing lower
levels of the chart, if any), or the Action Block Usage diagram. You can also link from a Procedure Step to the Screen
Design, Dialog Design, Prototyping tool, or the Action Diagram.

From Action Block Usage, you can link from an action block to the Action Diagram, to the Structure Chart (showing
lower levels of the chart, if any), or the Action Block Usage Tools. You can also link from a Procedure Step to the Screen
Design, Dialog Design, Prototyping tool, or the Action Diagram.

Check

The Structure Chart and Action Block Usage tools allow you to check the consistency of a process, procedure, or action
block.

Contract

The Structure Chart and Action Block Usage tools allow you to contract the levels of action blocks that are visible. The
higher the level of action block you select to contract, the more the chart is contracted.

Expand

After you have contracted the levels of visible action blocks, you can expand the diagram to show the next immediate
level of action blocks.

Expand All

The Structure Chart and Action Block Usage tools let you expand all subordinate action blocks that may be contracted.

Redraw

Both the tools, Structure Chart and Action Block Usage, let you redraw the Structure Chart or Action Block Usage diagram
in different ways.

You have the following display options for Structure Chart and Action Block Usage Tools:

Option Description

Box height Lets you display an action block as a box with 1, 2, or 3 lines per
box.

Inverted display Lets you toggle the direction of the chart.

Chart/diagram type Lets you display an action block as a box with 1, 2, or 3 lines per
box.

After you select a diagram placement scheme, Gen immediately redraws the chart according to your selections, as shown
in the following figures.

This diagram shows a Horizontal Structure Chart:
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This diagram shows an Indented List Structure Chart:

This is a Vertical Structure Chart:

Unmatch

The Structure Chart and Action Block Usage tools allow you to unmatch views that have been mistakenly matched.

Procedure Synthesis
The goal of Procedure Synthesis is to produce an Action Diagram that you can refine during procedure logic design to
reflect your business needs completely and accurately.

In Design, you use the information that is discovered during Analysis as the basis for describing an information system
(referred to as a business system) that satisfies the needs of the business. The objective of Design is to define the
human-to-computer interactions that are required to perform the business activities defined during Analysis.

In a procedure definition, you determine what kinds of procedures are required to implement the elementary processes
discovered during Analysis. A procedure defines how business activities are conducted. In essence, a procedure is the
method by which one or more processes are carried out using a specific implementation technique. In a batch processing
system, a procedure represents a single batch job.
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In an online transaction processing system, a Procedure Step (a subdivision of a procedure) represents a transaction that
is conducted at a single screen.

In a windowed or graphical user interface (GUI) system, a Procedure Step may represent the set of windows and dialog
boxes that complete a task. A Procedure Step may also represent a separate client or server application in a client/server
environment.

Create a Procedure Action Diagram

After you decide which processes to implement, you must create a Procedure Action Diagram. You can use these
methods to prepare this Action Diagram:

• Create the Procedure Action Diagram from scratch and manually construct views that combine the views of all
selected processes. Building process logic from scratch requires you to select each command from a menu. This
method may take more time to complete and assumes familiarity with the Action Diagram tool, but it offers great
flexibility and control.

• Use Procedure Synthesis in the Design toolset to conduct synthesis (or resynthesis) which automatically builds
a design based on analysis objects and design criteria selected. During Procedure Synthesis, Gen generates a
Procedure Action Diagram that describes procedure logic. The Procedure Action Diagram USEs the Process Action
Diagrams being implemented in the procedure. Gen also prepares a set of data views for the Procedure Action
Diagram based on the combined views of all implemented processes.

Downstream Effects: The Construction toolset generates program code based on Procedure Action Diagrams. The
Procedure Action Diagram uses the logic of the Process Action Diagrams for the processes that are implemented in the
procedure.

The Construction toolset generates software that consists of screens that are populated with the fields that are initially
defined with views. Code generation depends on the manipulation of views in Procedure Action Diagrams.

Prerequisites - Procedure Synthesis

The prerequisites for Procedure Synthesis are:

• Completion of elementary processes (dependent upon options in Process Synthesis)
• Definition of a business system

Completion of the Business System Definition is the last task in Analysis. This task reveals the list of elementary
processes that are necessary for the business system.

How to Access Procedure Synthesis

Access Procedure Synthesis in Dialog Design after adding and detailing a Procedure Step.

Using Procedure Synthesis
For online systems, use Procedure Synthesis to determine how the user interacts with screens that present the generated
software.

During business system design, you must consider how the user uses the generated system.

When you select the stereotype, you can also select options that influence both procedure definition and dialog design.
For example, you can assign commands when you implement action blocks. Command is a special attribute. It allows you
to specify the means for users to influence a procedure execution. In an online system, you can place a command field
on a screen. At execution time, the user can enter a value into the command field to direct execution of the procedure.
For example, consider a procedure that is called Maintain Customer that implements elementary processes that are
called Add Customer, Change Customer, and Delete Customer. If you specify the command to be used for execution,
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the user can select among the three processes by placing the appropriate value in the command field. During Procedure
Synthesis, you can set the command in a Procedure Action Diagram that executes the required action block.

Resynthesize Processes

The resynthesis of elementary processes and stereotype options into a Procedure Step is automatic. You simply apply a
stereotype that you have selected.

On completion of resynthesis, you can refine the Action Diagram for the Procedure Step using the Action Diagram tool.
You can review the interconnections between action blocks using the Structure Chart tool. Finally, you can generate the
screen in the Screen Design tool by selecting the Auto Layout action.

Select the Stereotype

Building Procedure Action Diagrams consists primarily of selecting and applying a stereotype. A stereotype refers to a
typical style of procedure design.

In essence, a stereotype is a pre-defined implementation strategy for one or more business processes. When you apply
a stereotype, Gen generates a stereotypical Procedure Action Diagram. You select the options that influence the design
of the Action Diagram. After it is created, you can refine the procedure logic to reflect the needs of the business system. If
necessary, you can repeat stereotyping. During each stereotyping iteration, you can preserve changes that you made as a
result of the last iteration or replace the entire Procedure Action Diagram with code from the current iteration.

You can select one or more of the following stereotype styles:

• Entity maintenance stereotype
• Selection list stereotype
• Stereotype by implementation of action blocks

These stereotypes are designed for blockmode (online transaction processing) screen systems. Most parts are adaptable
to GUI systems.

Downstream Effects: The major benefit of stereotyping besides the automation of implementation is reusability, reusing
typical procedure definitions for any procedure.

Reusability has the following benefits:

• Improves quality
• Reduces overall project costs
• Encourages the use of corporate standards
• Encourages the commonality of user interfaces
• Reduces corporate risk

Entity Maintenance Stereotype

An entity maintenance stereotype synthesizes a procedure for entity maintenance actions. You select an action block
for each of the four entity actions (create, read, update, and delete). You must select an action block to display (read)
records. In an online system, you must read a record before you can update or delete it.

You also select a screen identifier from the import attribute views of the process that you selected to read records. Gen
uses the screen identifier as the criteria for record searches.

Procedure Action Diagrams that result from entity maintenance stereotyping contain NOTE statements that signal you
where to add a custom validation logic.

A need for common logic often occurs at the end of a Procedure Action Diagram. To allow for this, error conditions that are
found before the main CASE OF COMMAND statement do not escape out of the procedure. Instead, the condition sets
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the command to the value of BYPASS and stores away the actual command. A case of BYPASS occurs in the main CASE
OF COMMAND statement to set the command back to the original value.

In addition, any ESCAPE statement in the main CASE OF COMMAND construct escapes only to the outside of the case
structure. You can put any common logic at the bottom of the Procedure Action Diagram after the CASE OF COMMAND
construct.

All views that Procedure Synthesis generates are set to optional. In addition, Procedure Synthesis generates a local work
set attribute view that is named IEF_SUPPLIED that stores the COMMAND.

Selection List Stereotype

A selection list stereotype allows you to generate a Procedure Action Diagram that presents a selection list. A selection
list shows the occurrences of a subject entity type. Each display line in the list displays one or more of the attributes. The
occurrences are sorted by a selected attribute. During Procedure Synthesis, Gen creates a Procedure Action Diagram
that describes the logic to display all occurrences of the subject entity type. Gen also creates a field to permit the user to
enter a selection.

The following is an example of a selection list.

 LIST OF EMPLOYEES

 EMPLOYEE NUMBER: 0000000

NAME NUMBER

M. ADAMS 0198395

J. BROWN 1388404

W. COLLINS 9873913

R. JOHNSTON 5467938

T. NASH 9085940

E. ROBERTSON 9851098

C. SANDERS 2992847

D. SMITH 0999800

B. WALTERS 5986070

 

Gen automatically adds the CASE command to display a selection list.

Selection list stereotypes use the generated Dialog Manager for scrolling.

Implementation of Action Blocks Stereotype

A stereotype that is based on the implementation of action blocks allows you to generate a Procedure Action Diagram that
calls any action block. You can select action blocks for the implementation from Analysis and Design.

You can use this type of stereotype for procedures that do not fit the entity maintenance or selection list stereotypes but
can still benefit from the automatic view synthesis. When you select the action block, you also select the command value
that directs processing.

Select Stereotype Options

In preparation for transformation, you can select options that modify the stereotype. Each modification results in annotated
action statements in the Procedure Action Diagram.

You can do the following tasks:
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• Add an action bar for command entry
• Execute entity actions in one- or two-stages
• Use the Enter command to update
• Use the Enter command to display
• Refresh the screen when the command is CANCEL
• Clear data from the screen

You can select all of these options for the entity maintenance stereotype after you select the action block that displays
records and the screen identifier. You can select only the first option for the selection list stereotype after you select the
subject entity type.

The following discussions explain these options.

Add an Action Bar for Command Entry

A user can execute commands in three ways:

• Press a function key to which a specific command is assigned. See Business System Defaults in Design.
• Enter a command or synonym value in the command field
• Enter a one- or two-character code in the generated action entry field of an action bar and press a key that executes

the command

You can have Procedure Synthesis add an action bar to a screen when you select a selection list stereotype or an
entity maintenance stereotype. When you apply the stereotype, Procedure Synthesis generates an Action Diagram that
includes the logic to list commands on the action bar and provide a field for command entry. The letters D, C, and U direct
the system to Display, Create, and Update, respectively. Since Display and Delete both start with the letter D, you can
distinguish the Delete command with the two-character entry DE.

The following illustration is an example of a screen with a generated action bar.

Procedure Synthesis generates the following statements when you choose to add an action bar for command entry:
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If you generate an action bar, you do not need to assign the same commands to PF (function) keys. In addition, you must
not use the Enter key to display or update options. See Use the Enter Command to Display and Use the Enter Command
to Update.

You can also obtain the action bar functionality by using Command Synonyms and placing a command field on the
screen. You must shorten the command field.

Execute Entity Actions in One or Two Stages

In the simplest implementation of entity maintenance, the action executes immediately after the user issues the command.
This is known as a one-stage execution. However, to reduce the risk of unintentionally executing entity actions that affect
the database, you can have Procedure Synthesis generate Action Diagram logic that requires a two-stage execution:

• In the first stage, the user enters a command and the system returns a request for confirmation of the action.
• In the second stage, the user confirms the action and the system executes it.

During confirmation, the screen is protected from input.

You can select one- or two-stage execution individually for the create, update, and delete entity actions when you select
an entity maintenance stereotype. Two-stage execution is most commonly used for the delete entity action.
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The following example shows the Action Diagram statements that Procedure Synthesis generates for a two-stage
deletion:

Use the Enter Command to Update

You can have Procedure Synthesis generate Action Diagram logic that executes commands based on the contents of
screen fields. You can determine that when the user presses Enter after changing the data in any field except the screen
identifier fields, the screen updates the data. This assumes that the Enter key is assigned a command of ENTER.

The following example shows the logic if you choose to have the user press Enter to update the data:

 NOTE The ENTER command is used to request an UPDATE.

 Convert ENTER to UPDATE if the key has not changed.

IF COMMAND IS EQUAL TO enter

AND import customer number IS NOT EQUAL TO
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import_hidden_id customer number

COMMAND IS display

 

Use the Enter Command to Display

You can determine that when the user presses Enter after changing the data in the screen identifier fields, a new screen
appears that displays the selection that is identified by the screen identifier field. This assumes that the Enter key is
assigned a command of ENTER.

The following example shows the logic if you choose to have the user press Enter to display the next selection:

 NOTE The ENTER command is used to request a DISPLAY

 of the next selection. Convert ENTER to

DISPLAY if the key has changed.

IF COMMAND IS EQUAL TO enter

AND import customer number IS NOT EQUAL TO

import_hidden_id customer number

COMMAND IS display

 

Refresh the Screen on Cancel

You can determine that when the user requests the CANCEL command, the generated system refreshes the screen from
the database. The data that refreshes the screen is based on the screen identifier from the previous display.

The following example shows the logic for the CANCEL command:

 NOTE If command is CANCEL and the hidden

 identifier is blank, escape before moving

Imports to Exports so that the screen is

blanked out.

IF COMMAND IS EQUAL TO cancel

AND (import customer number IS EQUAL TO 0

EXIT STATE IS processing_ok

ESCAPE

.

.

.

NOTE: Main CASE OF COMMAND

CASE OF COMMAND

.

.

.

CASE cancel

NOTE Passes the hidden identifier rather than the import identifier when the display module is called.

USE dis_customer

WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View import_hidden_id customer

WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View export customer

.

.

.

 

Procedure Synthesis also creates a CASE CANCEL that USEs the action block that displays the data.
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Clear Data from the Screen

You can determine that the user can select a command that clears data from all screen fields.

The following example shows the logic if you choose to have the user enter a command to clear the screen:

Command to Clear the Screen Example

Synthesize Flows

Procedure Synthesis lets you create special flows between the procedure to be generated and other procedures.

A flow refers to the movement of control and, optionally, data between Procedure Steps.

Synthesize flows consists of the following tasks:

• Synthesize menu flows
• Synthesize subject list flows
• Synthesize neighbor selection list flows

The following discussions explain each task.

Synthesize Menu Flows

In an online system, a menu gives the user a way to navigate between procedures in the current business system or in
another business system. Procedure Synthesis lets you create flows between Procedure Steps so that one Procedure
Step serves as a menu to another.

Procedure Synthesis creates a link flow and a transfer flow. The CASE statements that execute the link are built
when the link flow is created. Each link occurs through an EXIT STATE IS link_to_procedure_name statement, where
procedure_name refers to the name of the destination Procedure Step.

The transfer to a menu Procedure Step is created to manage the following situations:

• When a Procedure Step is displayed from a clear screen
• When there is a flow from another Procedure Step

You can also map views to ensure that the correct data flows. The figure that follows is an example of a basic menu.

Menu Example

Menu flows can be added to any Procedure Steps that must be connected to other Procedure Steps.
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Synthesize Subject List Flows

Subject list flow synthesis allows you to add a flow between a synthesized selection list Procedure Step and the current
Procedure Step. The selection list Procedure Step has the same subject entity as the entity maintenance procedure. You
also select the command that executes the flow.

The selection list to which you connect the flow is intended to be used as a menu of the subject entity type occurrences for
the Procedure Step being detailed. For example, you can synthesize a flow between a selection list Procedure Step that
lists employees and an entity maintenance Procedure Step that performs entity actions on employee personnel records.
The intent is to select the subject entity from the selection list and perform entity maintenance actions on the subject
entity. At the completion of entity maintenance, the user returns to the selection list.

Procedure Synthesis automatically creates a transfer and a link. A link flows from the selection list Procedure Step to the
entity maintenance Procedure Step. A command of DISPLAY invokes the Execute First option. The entity maintenance
Procedure Step returns from the link on a command of RETURN and passes no command with the Execute First option.
The current subject view in the entity maintenance Procedure Step is matched back on the return so that the selection list
Procedure Step starts from the current selection.

A transfer flows from the entity maintenance Procedure Step to the selection list Procedure Step. A command of DISPLAY
invokes the Execute First option at the selection list. Since no data is matched, the selection list is displayed from the
beginning.

Synthesize Neighbor Selection List Flows

Neighbor selection list flow synthesis also allows you to add a flow from a current Procedure Step to a selection list
Procedure Step. The selection list Procedure Step has any subject entity type, including that of the current Procedure
Step. The flow is implemented as a link. You select the command that executes the flow.

The intent of the neighbor selection list flow is to allow the user to complete an action at one screen (including an entity
maintenance screen) by selecting an occurrence from a selection list. The occurrence of the selected neighboring entity
type must have an attribute that appears in the view set. For example, the user must complete a name at an entity
maintenance screen. By adding a flow to a neighbor selection list, the user can select the name from the list to complete
the field on the entity maintenance screen.

You select the neighboring entity type from the import views of the current Procedure Step. A command of DISPLAY
passes down the flow with the Execute First option. No data is matched on the flow. The flow returns to the current
Procedure Step on a command of RETURN. The flow passes no command with the Display First option. On the return
from the neighbor procedure, the data maps to the selected entity view.

On many systems, this is called the Prompt option and is tied to PFkey 4 per IBM Common User Access (CUA)
standards.

Asynchronous Behavior
Gen applications using synchronous processing use the Procedure Step USE statement to request a cooperative flow.

The Procedure Step USE statement operates as one atomic operation by sending a view, waiting for a response, and
receiving a view.

Asynchronous processing decouples the request from the response, so it is necessary to use one statement to initiate
the request, and then a different statement to retrieve the response. That is, you specify a view that the initiating request
sends (an import view), and a view in the retrieving command (an export view) to receive the response.

NOTE
Some environments do not support asynchronous processing. For more information about the supported
environments, see Gen Technical Requirements.

The action language statements that are associated with asynchronous processing are:
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• USE ASYNC -- to initiate an asynchronous request.
• GET ASYNC RESPONSE -- to retrieve an asynchronous response.
• CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE -- to check whether a response is available.
• IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE -- to ignore a response.

NOTE
For information about how to include the asynchronous action statements in your model, see the Toolset Help.
For more information about covering asynchronous processing within a Gen distributed processing application,
see the Understanding Distributed Processing.

ASYNC_REQUEST Work Set

In addition to the asynchronous action statements, each Gen model contains a Work Set to support an asynchronous
behavior. This work set type, named ASYNC_REQUEST, allows each outstanding request to contain a unique request
identifier, and is used to communicate aspects of a given asynchronous request between the requesting application
component and the supporting runtime components. Each unique outstanding request within an application must be
represented by a unique instance of a view of the ASYNC_REQUEST work set.

Each instance of an ASYNC_REQUEST work set view contains the following attributes:

Attribute Size Type Description

ID (8) numeric data The ID attribute is a unique
identifier that is associated
with a given request. The ID
field is set by the runtime when
the asynchronous request is
accepted for processing.

REASON_CODE (8) text data Reserved for future use.

LABEL (128) mixed text data The LABEL attribute is a
character string that is set by
the application program. It
provides the program with a way
to identify the given request.

ERROR_MESSAGE (2048) mixed text data The ERROR_MESSAGE
attribute only has value
if the associated request
completed with an error. The
ERROR_MESSAGE value
contains a text description
of the failure. This attribute
contains the same text data as
is displayed if a server error or
communications error.

Async Action Statements
This article provides information for Each ASYNC statement that is composed of a set of arguments and a set of WHEN
clauses.

The Action Diagram statement editor supplies each ASYNC statement with its full complement of WHEN clauses, each of
which you can choose to retain or delete, depending on the process flow that you require at that point in your application.
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See the description of each of the preceding ASYNC statements for the behavior that results if a particular WHEN clause
is present or is deleted.

NOTE
For information about including the asynchronous actions in your model, see the Toolset Help.

USE ASYNC

This article provides information for USE ASYNC statement that is used to initiate an asynchronous cooperative flow.

This command description includes the following information:

• The syntax of the command
• A description of the parameters
• Related Examples

Syntax - USE ASYNC
 +--USE ASYNC target_pstep (Procedure Step)

 | WHICH IMPORTS:...

| IDENTIFIED BY: viewname async_request

| RESPONSE HANDLING: POLL | NOTIFY EVENT | NO RESPONSE

| RESPONSE EVENT: eventhandlername

| RESPONSE SCOPE: PSTEP | GLOBAL

+--WHEN request accepted

+--WHEN request not accepted

 

The clauses of the USE ASYNC statement communicate, to the supporting runtime code, how to process the
corresponding response of the request.

As with a USE PStep, the USE ASYNC statement must specify an import view that identifies the data to be sent to the
server PStep.

NOTE
A USE ASYNC statement can only be used to flow to a Procedure Step that is packaged in a server manager.
The USE ASYNC command does not support a flow from a windowed client to a non-windowed client.

Request Identifier (IDENTIFIED BY) - ASYNC_REQUEST

Each asynchronous request must be uniquely identified by the requesting application. The IDENTIFIED BY clause
conveys the specific ASYNC_REQUEST view instance that is used, by the runtime, to reference a specific asynchronous
cooperative flow. The ID attribute of the specified ASYNC_REQUEST view is populated by the supporting runtime when
that runtime accepts the request.

Conditional Clauses (WHEN) - request accepted/not accepted

The optional set of WHEN clauses on the USE ASYNC statement give the application developer control that is not
available with a synchronous cooperative flow. Each of the WHEN clauses is included in the code when a USE ASYNC
statement is constructed by the PAD editor. You can delete either or both of the WHEN clauses.

WHEN request accepted -- The code that is contained in this WHEN clause is given control if the supporting runtime
reaches a point in its processing where the request is considered accepted. Typically, this is the point where the runtime
has sent the request to the target server using the send mechanism of the supporting Middleware. For example, if
MQSeries is the transport, all the processing leading up to and including the MPUT of the request must be successful for
this WHEN clause to be given control.
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If this clause is not present, processing continues with the first statement following the USE ASYNC.

WHEN request not accepted -- The code that is contained in this WHEN clause is given control if the supporting
runtime encounters an error attempting to initiate the asynchronous cooperative flow. The ERROR_MESSAGE field,
of the specified ASYNC_REQUEST view, contains a message explaining why the given request was not accepted for
processing.

If deleted, the runtime terminates the initiating PStep. This process is similar to an error occurring during a failed USE
Procedure Step statement. The currently executing code block is exited.

NOTE
A request must be successfully accepted before it can be referenced by other statements that are then used to
check or retrieve the response (GET ASYNC RESPONSE, CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE, and IGNORE ASYNC
RESPONSE).

Response Handling

The RESPONSE_HANDLING clause is used to set Asynchronous requests as POLL requests or NOTIFY EVENT
requests.

Poll
A RESPONSE HANDLING clause specified as POLL communicates, to the supporting runtime code, that
the application asks for response information rather than expect to receive it automatically. The application
completes an outstanding request using a GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement or by using an IGNORE ASYNC
RESPONSE statement. The GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement supports both active and passive polling, as
described in the Processing Options for Async Requests section.

Notify Event
A RESPONSE HANDLING clause specified as NOTIFY EVENT indicates that the application is notified when a
response to an event is received by the supporting runtime. The event notification is handled in a similar way to
existing window events. You must first specify that the application wishes to be notified, by specifying a value of
NOTIFY EVENT for the RESPONSE HANDLING clause on the USE ASYNC statement. Also, you must associate
an event handler with each asynchronous request that specifies an event that is raised. The event handler name
is supplied by the RESPONSE EVENT clause on the requesting USE ASYNC statement. A unique event type
is created for each given instance of the USE ASYNC statement. This unique event type is associated with the
specified event handler that has been specified using the RESPONSE EVENT clause.

When you add a NOTIFY EVENT type USE ASYNC statement, you can create an EVENT ACTION block, or select an
existing EVENT ACTION already associated with the PStep.

NOTE
The runtime only provides notice that the request has completed. This does not imply that the request completed
successfully.

As with other window events, the PStep can only receive a given event when it has at least one open window. The open
window must send the event to the event action block that has been defined to handle the specified event type. If the
window is closed, the event notification is ignored, and the response is retained or discarded depending on the response
scope of the call. That is, the response is discarded if the response scope is PSTEP, and retained if the scope is GLOBAL.
For more information, see Response Scope.

It is the responsibility of the application designer to determine if the request fulfilled the desired actions, and to obtain any
requested data. The application may also, periodically, poll for completion status. However, any given outstanding request
can only be completed once.

If an application attempts to complete a given outstanding request from more than one area of processing logic (for
example, from the Action Diagram or an event handler), each statement must expect that the designated request has
already been completed.
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For example, the logic doing the polling may complete the request before the event handler being scheduled. The logic in
the event handler, assuming it attempts to complete the request, must be coded to cope with the fact that the request that
causes the event handler to be driven might, in fact, already be complete.

No Response

Response handling set to NO RESPONSE indicates that the application is not interested in retrieving the corresponding
response of the request. Also, no error conditions are reported to the client. Once accepted, no indication of how the
request was processed is returned to the requesting client application.

Response Scope

By default, the scope of an asynchronous request is limited to the initiating PStep. All outstanding requests that are
initiated by a PStep are implicitly ignored when the PStep exits. When operating in a GUI application, there may be
cases, you may wish to retain the response so that it can be obtained by a different PStep executing within the same
process. The scope of the response is indicated by the RESPONSE SCOPE clause that is specified on the USE ASYNC
statement. RESPONSE SCOPE may be either PSTEP or GLOBAL, where PSTEP limits the scope to the initiating PStep,
and GLOBAL indicates that the response is considered global to all Procedure Steps executing in the process.

If you write one application PStep to initiate an asynchronous cooperative flow, and another PStep to complete the flow,
you must preserve the content of the ASYNC_REQUEST view instance that you used to initiate the outstanding request.
This is necessary so that the processing that completes the flow can specify the identifier in either the GET ASYNC
RESPONSE statement or the IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE statement.

Contrary to the cleanup provided for the default scope of PSTEP (that is, where the request is considered complete),
the runtime does not implicitly complete an outstanding request where the response scope is marked as GLOBAL. You
must include application logic that is responsible for completing requests that indicate their associated response have
a GLOBAL scope. That is, the application logic must issue either a GET ASYNC RESPONSE or an IGNORE ASYNC
RESPONSE to complete the request.

NOTE
The Gen Server Runtime only supports a RESPONSE SCOPE of PSTEP. That is, a response to an outstanding
request cannot linger across invocations of a target server PStep. All asynchronous cooperative flows initiated
by a server PStep (that is, server-to-server flows) must be completed explicitly by the server PStep code, or
implicitly by the Server Runtime, before returning control to the invoking client application component.

Examples - USE ASYNC
The Action Diagram of the Toolset helps construct the USE ASYNC statement. The following examples show
the various types of USE ASYNC:

• An asynchronous request indicating that the application does not wish to receive the response associated
with the request:
 +--USE ASYNC target_pstep (Procedure Step)

 | WHICH IMPORTS: ...

 | IDENTIFIED BY: viewname async_request

 | RESPONSE HANDLING: NO RESPONSE

 +--WHEN request accepted

 +--WHEN request not accepted

 +--

 

• An asynchronous request indicating that the application wishes to Poll for the response, where the
response is only available to the PStep initiating the request:
 +--USE ASYNC target_pstep (Procedure Step)

 | WHICH IMPORTS: ...

 | IDENTIFIED BY: viewname async_request

 | RESPONSE HANDLING: POLL
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 | RESPONSE SCOPE: PSTEP

 +--WHEN request accepted

 +--WHEN request not accepted

 +--

 

• An asynchronous request indicating that the application wishes to Poll for the response, where the
response is available to other processing executing within the process:
 +--USE ASYNC target_pstep (Procedure Step)

 | WHICH IMPORTS: ...

 | IDENTIFIED BY: viewname async_request

 | RESPONSE HANDLING: POLL

 | RESPONSE SCOPE: GLOBAL

 +--WHEN request accepted

 +--WHEN request not accepted

 +--

 

• An asynchronous request indicating that the GUI application wishes to be notified when the response
becomes available to be obtained from the runtime. Also, this request indicates that the response is
available only to the PStep that initiated the request.
 +---USE ASYNC target_pstep (Procedure Step)

 |    WHICH IMPORTS: ...

 |    IDENTIFIED BY: viewname async_request

 |    RESPONSE HANDLING: NOTIFY EVENT

 |    RESPONSE EVENT: eventname

 |    RESPONSE SCOPE: PSTEP

 +  WHEN request accepted

 +  WHEN request not accepted

 +---

 

• This example also shows the EVENT ACTION block that is created when the USE ASYNC statement was
created. The name of the EVENT ACTION is automatically assigned to be the same as the target_pstep
referenced on the USE ASYNC statement. If the application developer wishes to create an EVENT
ACTION (as opposed to using a previously defined EVENT ACTION) and if for some reason an EVENT
ACTION exists with the target-pstep name, the Toolset creates a unique name for the new EVENT
ACTION (for example, adding a 1, 2, 3...).
 +--USE ASYNC target_pstep (Procedure Step)

 | WHICH IMPORTS: ...

 | IDENTIFIED BY: viewname ASYNC_REQUEST

 | RESPONSE HANDLING: NOTIFY EVENT

 | RESPONSE EVENT: target_pstep

 | RESPONSE SCOPE: PSTEP

 +--WHEN request accepted

 +--WHEN request not accepted

 +--

 .

 .

 .

 +--EVENT ACTION target_pstep

 |

 +--
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• An asynchronous request indicating that the application wishes to be notified when the response becomes
available to be obtained from the runtime. Also, this request indicates that the response is available to
other processing that is executing within the process:
 +--USE ASYNC target_pstep (Procedure Step)

 | WHICH IMPORTS: ...

 | IDENTIFIED BY: viewname ASYNC_REQUEST

 | RESPONSE HANDLING: NOTIFY EVENT

 | RESPONSE EVENT: target_pstep

 | RESPONSE SCOPE: GLOBAL

 +--WHEN request accepted

 +--WHEN request not accepted

 +--

 .

 .

 .

 +--EVENT ACTION target_pstep

 |

 +--

 

GET ASYNC RESPONSE

This article provides information for the GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement that allows the application to request a
response.

This command description includes the following information:

• The syntax of the command
• A description of the parameters

Syntax - GET ASYNC RESPONSE
+--GET ASYNC RESPONSE target_pstep (Procedure Step)

 | WHICH EXPORTS:...(syntax the same as USE PStep)

| IDENTIFIED BY: viewname async_request

+--WHEN successful

+--WHEN pending

+--WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST_ID

+--WHEN server error

+--WHEN communications error

 

When an application uses asynchronous processing, it is the responsibility of the application to obtain the response of
the target PStep. As with a synchronous USE PStep statement, the data must be mapped into export views so that the
application can make the use of the response data.

The behavior of the GET ASYNC RESPONSE may be modified, depending on whether the WHEN Pending clause is
present on the statement.

• If the WHEN pending clause is coded, the application is requesting active polling. Control is returned to the application
if the response is not immediately available.

• If the WHEN pending clause is not coded, the application is requesting passive polling. The GET ASYNC RESPONSE
statement blocks until the response becomes available.
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NOTE
Depending on the logic of the application, it may be more efficient to use the CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE
statement, followed by the GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement. The check statement is simply a status check,
and does not incur any of the resource overheads that are associated with the get response statement (for
example, storage for the response message object). However, this processing may be offset by the increased
processing time that is used if the application loops, repeating a check statement.

Request Identifier (IDENTIFIED BY)

The application must track each outstanding request, so that it can obtain a corresponding response of a given request.
The application indicates the response by the specified ASYNC_REQUEST view. The specified ASYNC_REQUEST Work
Set view must be the same view (or at least a view that contains the same values) as was specified on the USE ASYNC
statement that initiated the original asynchronous flow.

Due to the inherent, disjointed nature of processing asynchronous cooperative flows, the application logic may be
engaged in other processing when a response to an outstanding request becomes available. The GET ASYNC
RESPONSE statement gives you the opportunity to determine when the application is best able to attempt to retrieve an
outstanding response.

Conditional Clauses (WHEN) - successful

The optional set of WHEN clauses on the GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement, give you processing control that is not
available with a synchronous cooperative flow. For example, you may not want to interrupt the current processing of the
application if an error is detected during the handling of an asynchronous request. Compare this with the processing of
a synchronous cooperative flow, where errors are handled by the runtime servicing the flow, and the processing of the
initiating PStep is aborted if the runtime detects an error in either the handling of the request or in the actual processing of
the target PStep code (that is, an XFAL).

As an application developer, you may want control of the various processing conditions that may occur when servicing
an asynchronous flow. Alternatively, you may prefer that the runtime process errors in the same way as they are handled
for existing synchronous flows. The behavior of the GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement can be modified, depending on
which of the WHEN clauses you include in the statement.

When executing the GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement, the process flow gives control to an applicable WHEN clause,
if it is present. When the block of code that is associated with the WHEN clause has completed, processing continues
with the statement immediately after the GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement. All the WHEN clauses are included in the
code when the GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement is constructed by the PAD editor. You can delete any of the WHEN
clauses, as required.

Control is passed to the associated WHEN clause under the following circumstances:

WHEN successful
-- Control is passed to the WHEN successful block of code if the response identified by the specified
ASYNC_REQUEST view is available, and has successfully resulted in the runtime populating the specified view
(specified by the WHICH EXPORTS clause). The outstanding request is considered complete as a result of
successfully executing the GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement.
If the statement is not present, processing continues with the statement following the GET ASYNC statement.

WHEN pending
-- The behavior of the GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement varies depending on whether the WHEN pending
clause is present. If present, active polling is used, and the response that is identified by the specified
ASYNC_REQUEST Work Set view is not available, control is passed to the WHEN pending block of code. That
is, the outstanding request remains outstanding, and the execution of the GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement
operates as a non-blocking operation.
If the WHEN pending clause is not present, passive polling is used, and the GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement
causes the application to block until the response is available. Processing is returned to the application only when
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the asynchronous request is completed. The appropriate WHEN clause is driven when processing the completed
request.

WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID
-- If the specified request identifier does not correspond to an outstanding request, processing continues at the
first statement that is contained in the WHEN Invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID.
If the WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID is not present, processing continues at the default error handling
code that is generated for this statement. Processing exits the currently executing code. This may be handled
differently if within a GUI event or within an action block.

NOTE
For more information, see Understanding Distributed Processing.

WHEN server error
-- If this clause is present, and the response that is returned from the server contains a server failure (that is, an
XFAL buffer), control passes to the first statement contained within the WHEN server error clause.
If the WHEN server error clause is not present, the Gen runtime continues at the default error handling code that
is generated for this statement. That is, the currently executing code is exited. This may be handled differently if
within a GUI event or within an action block.

NOTE
For more information, see Understanding Distributed Processing.

WHEN communications error
-- If this clause is present, and the processing of the asynchronous flow encounters a problem in either the
transport of the request or receipt of the response (that is, an XERR buffer), then processing is passed to the first
statement contained within the WHEN communications error clause.
If this clause is not present, control is passed to the default error handling code generated for this statement. This
default code causes the processing to exit the currently executing code. This may be handled differently if within a
GUI event or within an action block.

NOTE
For more information, see Understanding Distributed Processing.

CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE

An application can check the state of a given outstanding asynchronous request, without actually obtaining its associated
response, by using the CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE statement.

This command description includes the following information:

• The syntax of the command
• A description of the parameters

Syntax - CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE
 +--CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE

| IDENTIFIED BY: viewname async_request

+--WHEN available

+--WHEN pending

+--WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST_ID

 

This statement executes as a non-blocking operation. The runtime interrogates the state of the specified request. The
runtime then communicates that state to the application by passing control to one of the specified blocks of code that has
been defined in the associated WHEN clauses of the statement.
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If the application must check the status of a response, using CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE is more efficient, and faster,
then using GET ASYNC RESPONSE as it does not need to allocate (then de-allocate) any resources (for example,
storage for the response message object).

Request Identifier (IDENTIFIED BY) - USE ASYNC

The application indicates which specific request is to be checked by the ASYNC_REQUEST work set view, as part of
the IDENTIFIED BY clause. The specified ASYNC_REQUEST work set view that is defined must be the same view (or
at least a view that contains the same values) as was specified on the USE ASYNC statement that initiated the original
asynchronous flow.

Conditional Clauses (WHEN) - available/pending

When executing the CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE statement, the process flow gives control to an applicable WHEN
clause, if it is present. When the block of code that is associated with the WHEN clause has completed, processing
continues with the statement immediately after the CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE statement. The WHEN clauses are
included in the code when the CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE statement is constructed by the PAD editor. You can delete
any of the WHEN clauses, as required.

Control is passed to the associated WHEN clause under the following circumstances:

WHEN available
-- Control is passed to the WHEN available block of code if the response associated with the specified
ASYNC_REQUEST Work set view has been received by the runtime, and is available for the application to
retrieve via a GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement. The WHEN available clause does not imply the success or
failure of the actual request, it only indicates that the response is available to be retrieved by the application.
If this clause is not present, there is no way to know if the response is available using the CHECK ASYNC
RESPONSE. Processing continues at the statement following the CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE statement, as in
the case where the response is still pending.

WHEN pending
-- If this clause is present, and the identified request has not yet completed execution, then control is passed to
the WHEN pending block of code. The associate request is still considered outstanding.
If this clause is not present, there is no way to know if the response is available using the CHECK ASYNC
RESPONSE. Processing continues at the statement following the CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE statement, the
same as if the response is still pending.

WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID
-- If the specified request identifier does not correspond to an outstanding request, control is passed to the first
statement contained in the WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID.
If the WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID is not present, processing continues at the default error handling
code that is generated for this statement. Processing exits the currently executing code. This may be handled
differently if within a GUI event or within an action block. For more information, see User Exits in the Distributed
Processing.

IGNORE ASYNC

You can use the IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE statement to inform the runtime that the application wishes to ignore the
response corresponding to the specified ASYNC_REQUEST.

This command description includes the following information:

• The syntax of the command
• A description of the parameters
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Syntax - IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE
+--IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE

 | IDENTIFIED BY: viewname async_request

+--WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST_ID

 

Applications have one or more outstanding asynchronous requests that it no longer wishes to process.

The runtime continues to track an ignored request. The resources that are associated with an ignored request remain
allocated as long as the corresponding request of the ignored request remains outstanding. Only when the response is
received (the request is complete), can the runtime free the resources that are associated with the request.

An ignored outstanding request is considered complete.

Request Identifier (IDENTIFIED BY) - Application

The application identifies the specific request that is to be ignored by the ASYNC_REQUEST view, which is specified
in the IDENTIFIED BY clause. The specified ASYNC_REQUEST view must be the same view (a view that contains the
same values) as was specified on the USE ASYNC statement that initiated the given asynchronous flow.

Conditional Clause (WHEN) - WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID

Control is passed to the associated WHEN clause under the following circumstance:

WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID -- If the specified request identifier does not correspond to an outstanding request,
control is passed to the first statement contained in the WHEN Invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID.

User-Added Functions in Action Diagram
The Gen Toolset reads the userfunctions.xml file whenever a list of functions is requested during the addition or changing
of an action diagram statement.

To create user-added functions, add the function definitions to the userfunctions.xml file at C:\ProgramData\CA
\Toolset. When one of the functions that are described in the userfunctions.xml file is selected, the definition of that
function is added to the model (if the function definition did not exist in the model). This allows user-added functions to be
added to models as they are used instead of having to add them before they are used.

NOTE
Although the function definition has been added to the model and may be used by action diagrams, the code
to implement that function must be written externally and included when the application is linked together. The
Gen partner QAT has an application that can generate user-added function implementations and their function
definition XML file can be copied into the userfunctions.xml file that is used by the Gen Toolset.

Userfunctions.xml File Format

The userfunctions.xml file format is as follows:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>

<Gen_Functions xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

<Advantage_Gen_Function>

<Name>function-name</Name>

<Description>function-description</Description>

<Domain>single-character-return-domain-value</Domain>

<Entity_Name>HLENTDS-name</Entity_Name>

<OPT>M-or-O</OPT>

<Gen_Specific>
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<CGName>generated-function-name</CGName>

<USESELEC>N-or-Y</USESELEC>

<DBMSNAME>name-of-DBMS-supplied-version-of-this-function</DBMSNAME>

</Gen_Specific>

<IMPORTS>

<Import>

<ENTVW>

 <NAME>IMPORT</NAME>

</ENTVW>

<ATTRUSR>

 <DOMAN>single-character-parameter-domain-value</DOMAN>

 <CASESENS>N-or-Y</CASESENS>

 <NAME>parameter-name</NAME>

 <LEN>parameter-length</LEN>

 <DECPLC>parameter-decimal-places</DECPLC>

</ATTRUSR>

<VIEWIMP>

 <LENGTH>parameter-length</LENGTH>

 <IMPTYPE>single-character-parameter-implementation-domain-value</IMPTYPE>

 <MISSING>N</MISSING>

 </VIEWIMP>

 </Import>

<Import>

...

 </Import>

</IMPORTS>

<EXPORTS>

 <Export>

<ENTVW>

 <NAME>EXPORT</NAME>

</ENTVW>

<ATTRUSR>

 <DOMAN>single-character-parameter-domain-value</DOMAN>

 <CASESENS>N-or-Y</CASESENS>

 <NAME>parameter-name</NAME>

 <LEN>parameter-length</LEN>

 <DECPLC>parameter-decimal-places</DECPLC>

</ATTRUSR>

<VIEWIMP>

 <LENGTH>parameter-length</LENGTH>

 <IMPTYPE>single-character-parameter-implementation-domain-value</IMPTYPE>

 <MISSING>N</MISSING>

</VIEWIMP>

</Export>

</EXPORTS> 

</Advantage_Gen_Function>

<Advantage_Gen_Function>

 …

</Advantage_Gen_Function>

</Gen_Functions>
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Descriptions

The descriptions of the functions and tags are as follows:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>

Specifies the XML header of the file.

<Gen_Functions xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance>

Gen_Functions

Specifies the root tag that contains the data of the multiple functions.

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance

Specifies a namespace for the XML instance which facilitates use of elements and attributes in the XML file.

<Advantage_Gen_Function>

Specifies a tag enclosing all the user-added functions at one place.

<Name>

Specifies the function name that appears in the Action Diagram.

Example: CONCATBLOB

<Description>

Specifies the function description.

<Domain>

Specifies a character return domain value for a user-added function. See the Object Decomposition Report (odrpta.chm)
located in the toolset installation directory for a complete list of allowable domains (ATTRUSR property DOMAN).

Example: B for CONCATBLOB

<Entity_Name>

Specifies the HLENTDS name.

Example: CONCATBLOB

<OPT>

Indicates whether the FUNCDEF object is mandatory (M) or optional (O).

<Gen_Specific>

Specifies the generation-specific node, that is, which function name is used in the generated code either the DBMS name
or CGName.

<CGName>

Specifies the generated function name.

Example: TIRLBCT for CONCATBLOB

<USESELEC>

Indicates whether the function is used in a database SELECT statement as selection criteria.

• Y—The function is used in a database SELECT statement. DBMSNAME gives the name of the DBMS function to be
generated.
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NOTE
The DBMS implementation of the function is used, not the Gen runtime implementation.

• N—The function is not used in a database SELECT statement and DBMSNAME is not included.

<DBMSNAME>

Specifies the DBMS name of the function.

<IMPORTS>

Specifies the input to the functions.

<ENTVW>

Specifies the Entity View Definition.

<NAME>

Indicates an entity view name. Must be IMPORT for the parameters (import views) and EXPORT for the return value
(export view).

<ATTRUSR>

Specifies the user-added attribute data.

<DOMAN>

Specifies a character return domain value for a user-added attribute. See the Object Decomposition Report (odrpta.chm)
located in the toolset installation directory for a complete list of allowable domains (ATTRUSR property DOMAN).

<CASESENS>

Indicates the value of the text domain that is case-sensitive.

• Y—Sets the case-sensitive value of the text domain.
• N—Does not set case-sensitive value of the text domain.

<NAME>

Specifies the parameter name of the user-added attribute.

<LEN>

Specifies the parameter length of the user-added attribute.

<DECPLC>

Specifies the decimal places of the parameter.

<VIEWIMP>

Specifies the view implementation that contains the information about the attribute format, max length, and optionality.

<LENGTH>

Specifies the parameter length of the view implementation. The UNITS parameter for the BLOB attribute is provided as G
from the toolset and is fixed.

<IMPTYPE>

Specifies a character parameter implementation domain value. See the Object Decomposition Report (odrpta.chm)
located in the toolset installation directory for a complete list of allowable domains (FIELDELE property FORMAT).

<MISSING>

Indicates whether the missing flag is passed to the function.
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• Y—The missing flag is passed to the function.
• N— The missing flag is not passed to the function.

Default: N

<EXPORTS>

Specifies the return values from the functions.

Example: CONCATBLOB Function

The following XML is used in the userfunctions.xml file to define the definition of the CONCATBLOB function:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>

<Gen_Functions xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

<Advantage_Gen_Function>

<Name>CONCATBLOB</Name>

<Description>Concatenates two blobs</Description>

<Domain>B</Domain>

<Entity_Name>CONCATBLOB</Entity_Name>

<OPT>M</OPT>

<Gen_Specific>

<CGName>TIRLBCT</CGName>

<USESELEC>N</USESELEC>

</DBMSNAME>

</Gen_Specific>

<IMPORTS>

<Import>

<ENTVW>

 <NAME>IMPORT</NAME>

</ENTVW>

<ATTRUSR>

 <DOMAN>B</DOMAN>

 <CASESENS>N</CASESENS>

 <NAME>BLOB1</NAME>

 <LEN>000000000000002</LEN>

 </DECPLC>

</ATTRUSR>

<VIEWIMP>

 <LENGTH>000000000000002</LENGTH>

 <IMPTYPE>B</IMPTYPE>

 <MISSING>N</MISSING>

 </VIEWIMP>

 </Import>

<Import>

<ENTVW>

 <NAME>IMPORT</NAME>

</ENTVW>

<ATTRUSR>

 <DOMAN>B</DOMAN>

 <CASESENS>N</CASESENS>

 <NAME>BLOB2</NAME>

 <LEN>000000000000002</LEN>

 </DECPLC>
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</ATTRUSR>

<VIEWIMP>

 <LENGTH>000000000000002</LENGTH>

 <IMPTYPE>B</IMPTYPE>

 <MISSING>N</MISSING>

 </VIEWIMP>

 </Import>

</IMPORTS>

<EXPORTS>

 <Export>

<ENTVW>

 <NAME>EXPORT</NAME>

</ENTVW>

<ATTRUSR>

 <DOMAN>B</DOMAN>

 <CASESENS>N</CASESENS>

 <NAME>OUTPUT_BLOB</NAME>

 <LEN>000000000000002</LEN>

 </DECPLC>

</ATTRUSR>

<VIEWIMP>

 <LENGTH>000000000000002</LENGTH>

 <IMPTYPE>B</IMPTYPE>

 <MISSING>N</MISSING>

</VIEWIMP>

</Export>

</EXPORTS> 

</Advantage_Gen_Function>

</Gen_Functions>

Example: SUBSTRBLOB Function

The following XML is used in the userfunctions.xml file to define the definition for the SUBSTRBLOB function:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>

<Gen_Functions xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

<Advantage_Gen_Function>

<Name>SUBSTRBLOB</Name>

<Description>extracts substrblob from a blob with length and offset specified</Description>

<Domain>B</Domain>

<Entity_Name>SUBSTRBLOB</Entity_Name>

<OPT>M</OPT>

<Gen_Specific>

<CGName>TIRLBSUB</CGName>

<USESELEC>N</USESELEC>

</DBMSNAME>

</Gen_Specific>

<IMPORTS>

<Import>

<ENTVW>

 <NAME>IMPORT</NAME>

</ENTVW>
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<ATTRUSR>

 <DOMAN>B</DOMAN>

 <CASESENS>N</CASESENS>

 <NAME>BLOB1</NAME>

 <LEN>000000000000018</LEN>

 <DECPLC>4</DECPLC>

</ATTRUSR>

<VIEWIMP>

 <LENGTH>000000000000018</LENGTH>

 <IMPTYPE>B</IMPTYPE>

 <MISSING>N</MISSING>

 </VIEWIMP>

 </Import>

<Import>

<ENTVW>

 <NAME>IMPORT</NAME>

</ENTVW>

<ATTRUSR>

 <DOMAN>N</DOMAN>

 <CASESENS>N</CASESENS>

 <NAME>OFFSET</NAME>

 <LEN>000000000000020</LEN>

 </DECPLC>

</ATTRUSR>

<VIEWIMP>

 <LENGTH>000000000000020</LENGTH>

 <IMPTYPE>I</IMPTYPE>

 <MISSING>N</MISSING>

 </VIEWIMP>

 </Import>

<Import>

<ENTVW>

 <NAME>IMPORT</NAME>

</ENTVW>

<ATTRUSR>

 <DOMAN>N</DOMAN>

 <CASESENS>N</CASESENS>

 <NAME>LENGTH</NAME>

 <LEN>000000000000020</LEN>

 </DECPLC>

</ATTRUSR>

<VIEWIMP>

 <LENGTH>000000000000020</LENGTH>

 <IMPTYPE>I</IMPTYPE>

 <MISSING>N</MISSING>

 </VIEWIMP>

 </Import>

</IMPORTS>

<EXPORTS>

 <Export>

<ENTVW>

 <NAME>EXPORT</NAME>

</ENTVW>
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<ATTRUSR>

 <DOMAN>B</DOMAN>

 <CASESENS>N</CASESENS>

 <NAME>OUTPUT_BLOB</NAME>

 <LEN>000000000000022</LEN>

 </DECPLC>

</ATTRUSR>

<VIEWIMP>

 <LENGTH>000000000000022</LENGTH>

 <IMPTYPE>B</IMPTYPE>

 <MISSING>N</MISSING>

</VIEWIMP>

</Export>

</EXPORTS> 

</Advantage_Gen_Function>

</Gen_Functions> 

Example: LENGTHBLOB Function

Update the following information in the userfunctions.xml file for the LENGTHBLOB function:

<IMPORTS>

<Import>

<ENTVW>

 <NAME>IMPORT</NAME>

</ENTVW>

<ATTRUSR>

 <DOMAN>B</DOMAN>

 <CASESENS>N</CASESENS>

 <NAME>BLOB1</NAME>

 <LEN>000000000000018</LEN>

 <DECPLC>4</DECPLC>

</ATTRUSR>

<VIEWIMP>

 <LENGTH>000000000000018</LENGTH>

 <IMPTYPE>B</IMPTYPE>

 <MISSING>N</MISSING>

 </VIEWIMP>

 </Import>

</IMPORTS>

<EXPORTS>

 <Export>

<ENTVW>

 <NAME>EXPORT</NAME>

</ENTVW>

<ATTRUSR>

 <DOMAN>N</DOMAN>

 <CASESENS>N</CASESENS>

 <NAME>LENGTH</NAME>

 <LEN>000000000000020</LEN>

 </DECPLC>

</ATTRUSR>
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<VIEWIMP>

 <LENGTH>000000000000020</LENGTH>

 <IMPTYPE>I</IMPTYPE>

 <MISSING>N</MISSING>

</VIEWIMP>

</Export>

</EXPORTS> 

</Advantage_Gen_Function>

</Gen_Functions>

Using User-Added Function in an Action Block Using Gen Toolset

The action block is a container for all the views and the statements of an action diagram. Add a SET statement in the
action diagram.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Toolset.
NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen

2. Click Model, Open Model.
3. Navigate to the location of the model and open it and click Open.
4. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
5. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.

NOTE
To create an action diagram on the Action Diagram Names dialog, Click New. Type a name in the Action
Block text box and a description. A blank action diagram with a blank view list is created.

6. Click Edit, Add statement, SET.
7. Select Attribute View, select a view containing an attribute whose return value domain is the same as the return value

domain of the user-added function, select the attribute and then select TO expression.
8. Select function (<return-domain>). Depending on the parameters you defined for a given function, one or more

selection lists appear. Continue to select expressions, values, and operators until the SET statement is complete. Click
Complete, Add.

Example: Concat Two BLOBs

This example explains how to concat two BLOBs by adding the following SET statement:

SET local_ief_supplied blob_attr_2gb TO concatblob (local_ief_supplied blob_attr_2kb, local_ief_supplied

 blob_attr_2mb)

Example: Substring of Two BLOBs

This example explains how to extract substring from a BLOB with length and offset specified by adding the following SET
statement:

SET sube_local ief_supplied blob_attr_2kb TO substrblob (sub_local ief_supplied blob_attr_2mb, index

 ief_suplied index, length ief_supplied length)

Example: Length of a BLOB

This example explains how to retrieve the length of a BLOB by adding the following SET statement:

SET length_local ief_supplied count TO lengthblob (blob_local ief_supplied blob_attr_2mb)
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To generate the code, click Generate, Code Selected. Code is generated. The number of lines of generated code is
displayed in the window. Click Diagram, Show, Source to view the code. The output of the generated code is stored where
the model is placed.

Next, build and test the application in Gen Build Tool to verify the application.

Use Gen Studio
Gen Studio is a plug-in framework for Gen development tools that provides the common functionality that is required by
various tools.

You can integrate Gen Studio with supported Gen tools and third-party Eclipse-based plug-ins.

Gen Studio is based on Eclipse. Eclipse is a software platform comprising extensible application frameworks, tools, and
a runtime library for software development and management. It is written primarily in Java to provide software developers
and administrators an integrated development environment (IDE). You can extend its capabilities by installing plug-ins that
are written for the Eclipse software framework, such as development toolkits for other programming languages, and can
write your own plug-in modules.

NOTE
Gen Studio runs only on the Microsoft Windows operating system.

This section is intended for Gen designers who create Gen applications. This section assumes that you have the basic
knowledge about using the Toolset to create Gen applications.

Perspectives Compared to Views in the Gen Studio Editor

A perspective is a window layout and a set of views. Gen Studio includes default perspectives. You can customize default
perspectives to create your own perspectives.

A designer and a perspective are loosely related; each designer has a navigator and a set of views, named Perspective.
A perspective includes tools to perform specific tasks pertaining to the designer. A designer can open by itself, or you can
stack it with other designers in a tabbed notebook in the Gen Studio main window.

The Gen Studio framework includes the following perspective:

PStep Interface Designer

This perspective helps you create customized interfaces, proxies, and web services to Gen Server Procedure Steps.

WebView Generation

This perspective helps you generate HTML pages from an existing model.

Install Gen Studio
This article provides information for installing Gen Studio.

Hardware and Software Requirements

See Technical Requirements for the Gen Studio hardware and software requirements.

Installation Considerations

Review the following considerations before installing Gen Studio:

• Gen Studio is implemented on the Java-based Eclipse Workbench and is written in the Java programming language.
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NOTE
For more information about the Eclipse Foundation Framework, see www.eclipse.org.

• Gen Studio is built on the Eclipse Workbench foundation and requires no additional Eclipse installation packages.
• The underlying Eclipse Workbench supports execution on non-Windows platforms. However, Gen Studio runs only on

the Microsoft Windows operating systems.

Install Gen Studio

Install Gen Studio as instructed from the Gen download folder. The installation program installations all the files that are
required to run the interface. Alternatively, you can download the installation program file from the Broadcom Support
Online website.

WARNING
Ensure that your computer meets the system requirements before installing Gen Studio.

Gen Studio Framework
This article provides information for Gen studio framework. The Gen Studio framework contains a Menu Bar, Tool Bar, and
Work Area.

Gen Studio Welcome View

The Gen Studio Welcome view contains the following items in the main window:

• Menu Bar
• Choose Perspectives
• Help
• Support
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Gen Studio Framework

Use the Gen Studio framework to perform the following tasks:

• Open or close Gen Studio perspectives
• Change the default window layout and save it as your own perspective
• Dock views in different positions in the framework
• Change the display options of the Gen Studio tools

Open a View and Rearrange Views in the Gen Studio Editor

Views are information panes in the Gen Studio framework that define a perspective. A perspective can have many views.
Drag-and-drop the views to any location in the perspective. Also save the modified layout as a new perspective.

Detach a view from the framework except the Editor view. Double-click the tab of a view to maximize the view so it covers
the full screen.

The following views are available in Gen Studio:
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• Navigator view
• Editor view
• Properties view
• Console view
• Problems view
• Welcome view
• Error Log view
• Plug-in Registry view
• Help view

Rearrange Views

Rearrange the placement of views in the Gen Studio framework by dragging and dropping a view to dock (or place) it in a
different location.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the title bar of the view you want to rearrange and drag the view across the framework.
2. Release the mouse button to dock the view in any position in the framework.
3. Drag the title bar of another view to dock the view in another position in the framework.

The views are docked to the new positions in the framework.

NOTE
You can save the rearranged window layout as a new perspective.

Rearrange Tabbed Views

Rearrange the views in a tabbed view.

The following procedure explains how to rearrange the Plug-in Registry view and the Error Log view.

Follow these steps:

1. Drag the title bar of the Error Log tab to the right of the Plug-in Registry tab until the cursor appears as a stack cursor,
and then release the mouse button.
The Error Log tab now appears to the right of the Plug-in Registry tab.
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2. Drag the title bar of the Plug-in Registry tab to the right of the Error Log tab until the cursor appears as a stack cursor,
and then release the mouse button.
The Plug-in Registry tab now appears to the right of the Error Log tab.

Open a View

You can open an undisplayed view in the Gen Studio framework.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Window, Show View.
Gen Studio shows a list of views as shown in the following illustration:

2. Select the view that you want to open.
Gen Studio displays the selected view.

Menu Bar

The menu bar is a collection of menus. It contains commands that execute immediately or display a window to specify
additional information. Some menus contain sub-menus. Disabled menu items are not available in the current context.

File Menu

Menu items on the File menu open, save, and close models and site projects in Gen Studio.

Open Model
Opens a model.

Open Model (ReadOnly)
Opens a model in read-only view. You cannot make model changes when you use this command.

Open Site Project
Prompts you to browse and select the Gen Studio Site Project file.

Close
Closes the current editor tab in the Editor view.

Close All Sources
Closes all the open models and site sources that are open.

Save
Saves sources that are associated with the current view or editor.
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Save All Sources
Saves all the open model and site sources.

Print
Prints the information from the Editor view.

Properties
Displays details about the currently selected model such as model name, subset name, code page ID, and last
saved date.

Exit
Exits Gen Studio.

Edit Menu

Use the menu items in the Edit menu to manage your resources in the Editor view:

Undo
Reverses your most recent editing action.

Redo
Re-applies the editing action that has most recently been reversed by the Undo action.

Cut
Removes the selection and places it on the clipboard.

Copy
Places a copy of the selection on the clipboard.

Paste
Places the text or object on the clipboard at the current cursor location in the currently active view or editor.

Delete
Removes the current selection.

Select All
Selects all text or objects in the currently active view or editor.

Refresh
Reloads the current view reflecting the most recent changes.

Window Menu

Use the Window menu items to manage perspectives, show views, and to set preferences for Gen Studio:

Show Perspective
Opens a sub-menu listing the default perspectives.

Show View
Opens a sub-menu listing the currently known perspectives. Upon selecting a perspective, a new sub-
menu opens listing the views such as Properties, Error Log, Plug-in Registry that is applicable to the current
perspective.

Close Perspective
Closes the current perspective.

Close All Perspectives
Closes all the perspectives.

Save Perspective As
Displays a dialog to save the current perspective with a different name. Use this option to modify a default
perspective to your requirements and save it as another perspective.
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Reset Perspective
Removes changes to the current perspective.

Preferences
Opens a dialog with sub-panels that allow access to various preferences that configure the appearance of views
and the behavior of Gen Studio tools.

Help Menu

Use the Help menu commands to access online help, plug-in details, and configuration details.

Tool Bar

Use the Tool Bar for quick access to commonly used commands in the Gen Studio user interface. Disabled options are
not available in the current context.

Save
Saves the current open model.

Print
Prints the information from the Editor view.

Work with Models in Gen Studio
This article provides information to work with models in Gen Studio including, Open a Model in Gen Studio, Open Multiple
Models, Remove a Model from Navigator View, and Close a Model.

Open a Model in Gen Studio

To open a model and display its contents in the Navigator view of Gen Studio follow these steps.

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Gen Studio.
NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

2. Select a perspective to open the model.
NOTE
You can open the perspective before or after you open the model.

3. Click File, Open Model.
4. Browse to the directory that stores the model and select the ief0000.dat file.
5. Click Open.

The model and its contents are available for viewing in the Navigator view. Expand the model in the Navigator view to
view its contents.

WARNING
Open the model first in Toolset so that it supports 64K strings. You can then open the model in Gen Studio.

NOTE

• If a model is loaded in Gen Studio but the model is closed in the Navigator view, open it by right-clicking the
model in the Navigator view and selecting Open Model from the pop-up menu. You can open multiple models
simultaneously. Alternatively, double-click the model to open it.

• You can open a model in Toolset and Gen Studio simultaneously but the model is read-only in one of them. If
you open a model in Gen Studio first and then open the same model in Toolset, the model is editable in Gen
Studio and read-only in Toolset. To work on a model in Toolset, close the model in Gen Studio before opening
it in Toolset.
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Open Multiple Models

To open multiple models in Gen Studio follow these steps.

1. Open the first model as explained in the previous section.
2. Click File, Open Model...again.
3. Browse to the location where the second model is stored and select the ief0000.dat file.
4. Click OK.
5. Repeat step 2 to step 4 until you open all the models you need in Gen Studio.

All the models are opened in Gen Studio.

Remove a Model from Navigator View

When you close a model in the Navigator view, it remains displayed in Gen Studio.

To close a model in the navigator view, follow these steps:

1. Right-click the model in the Navigator view.
A pop-up menu opens.

2. Select Remove From List from the pop-up menu.
A Confirm Model List Removal dialog opens for confirmation.

3. Click Yes.
Gen Studio removes the model from the Navigator view.

Close a Model

Follow these steps to close a model in Gen Studio when needed.

1. Right-click the model in the Navigator view.
A pop-up menu opens.

2. Click Close Model from the pop-up menu.
A dialog opens for confirmation.

3. Click Yes.
The selected model closes.

Create and Publish EJB and Custom EJB Web Services to API Gateway
This article provides information for creating and publishing EJB and custom EJB web services to API Gateway.

Prerequisites

• API Gateway
– API Gateway 8.2
– API Gateway 9.2

• Ensure that you have access to a correctly configured and running API Gateway before using publishing the web
services. If you do not have access, follow the configuration steps in the API Gateway documentation before
proceeding further.

• Ensure that the Gateway Management Service (wsman) is installed and running inside the API Gateway before
publishing the web services. If it is not running, install and start the Gateway Management Service using the Publish
Internal Service Wizard in the API Gateway Policy Manager.
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NOTE

• The target environments that are used for the Gen-generated web services that are mentioned in this
document are JVM as operating system and EJB web services as TP monitor.

• For more information about the Gateway Management Service, see the Working with Internal Services
section of the API Gateway Policy Manager documentation.

Create and Publish Web Services to API Gateway

The API Gateway is composed of three interoperable products:

• Gateway
• Securespan XML VPN Client
• Policy Manager

These products protect applications that are exposed as web services, connect applications across security and identity
domains, and validate policy compliance end-to-end across a transaction.

You can create web service interfaces using Gen and can publish those web service interfaces to API Gateway so that
the other development environments consume these web services. You can monitor and control the usage of those web
services from the API Gateway Policy Manager.

When you publish a web service to API Gateway, the following actions take place:

1. Adds a web service to the Services and Policies list of the API Gateway Policy Manager.
2. Establishes the default policy of the web service.

You can publish multiple instances of the same web service when each contains a unique resolution URI. After the
publication, the Policy Manager allows you to view the web service WSDL code and change or reset the web service
WSDL from an established WSDL document without changing its existing policy.

Open a Model in Gen Studio

Open a model and display its contents in the Navigator view of Gen Studio.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Gen Studio.
NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

2. Select a perspective to open the model.
NOTE
You can open the perspective before or after you open the model.

3. Click File, Open Model.
4. Browse to the directory that stores the model and select the ief0000.dat file.
5. Click Open.

The model and its contents are available for viewing in the Navigator view. Expand the model in the Navigator view to
view its contents.

WARNING
Open the model first in Toolset so that it supports 64K strings. You can then open the model in Gen Studio.

NOTE
If a model is loaded in Gen Studio but is closed in the Navigator view, you can open it by right-clicking the
model in the Navigator view and selecting Open Model from the pop-up menu. You can open multiple models
simultaneously. Alternatively, double-click the model to open it.
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You can open a model in Toolset and Gen Studio simultaneously but the model is read-only in one of them. If you open a
model in Gen Studio first and then open the same model in Toolset, the model is editable in Gen Studio and read-only in
Toolset. To work on a model in Toolset, close the model in Gen Studio before opening it in Toolset.

Create an Interface

To create an interface from a procedure step of a business system follow these steps. Later, you can edit the interface to
customize its details.

1. Open a model in the PStep Interface Designer perspective.
2. Expand the model to show all the Business Systems.
3. Expand the Business System for which you want to create an Interface.
4. Right-click the Procedure Step and click Create Interface.
5. Accept the suggested name or type a new name for the Interface.

NOTE
You cannot create duplicate Interfaces. You cannot name an interface after the procedure step it is
originating from, nor can you name an interface after any other procedure step in the model. The Interface
name can include alphanumeric characters and special characters. It does not accept spaces and converts a
space to an underscore character.

6. Specify the initial mapping style of the parameters.
Mapping style determines which attributes are to be included as part of the interface and which attributes to exclude.
System attributes are not included. After the interface is created, you can change individual attribute-mapping styles
within the editor.
Default: <None>

<None>
Specifies that no attributes of the interface are exposed to the end user.

<Variable>
Specifies that all the attributes of the interface are exposed to the end user and allows the end user to enter data
into this parameter. You can rename this parameter to add a user-friendly name.

NOTE
To expose only a few attributes of the interface, specify the Mapping Style as <Variable>. You can modify the
attribute details later while customizing the interface.

7. Select the Views to Set.
This option is available only when you specify the Mapping Style as <Variable>.

Both
Indicates that attributes in both import and export views are mapped according to the mapping style set in the
previous step.

Import
Indicates that only attributes in the import view are mapped according to the mapping style set in the previous
step.

Export
Indicates that only attributes in the export view are mapped according to the mapping style set in the previous
step.

8. Click Finish.
The interface is added under the procedure step in the Interfaces view.

Customize an Interface

You can customize an interface in the Editor view. Use the Editor view to manage the mapping functions for all the
parameters that are associated with the current interface.
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You can customize the import view in the Input Mapping tab and the export view in the Output-Mapping tab in the Editor
view.

You can customize one or more interfaces using the import and export views as defined in the following procedure steps.

1. Open a model in the PStep Interface Designer perspective.
2. Expand the model in the Interfaces tab to show the Business System, Procedure Steps, and Interfaces.
3. Double-click the interface in the Interfaces view

The Editor view opens and displays the parameters of the import and export views as defined by its associated
procedure step. If you double-click more than one interface, each interface displays on a different tab in the Editor
view.

4. Change the values, as needed, for those parameters that are associated with the newly created custom interface
using the Input Mapping tab and the Output-Mapping tab:
Parameter
Defines the name of the parameter. You can change the name of this parameter to add a user-friendly name including
view names.
Gen Name
Identifies the original name of the parameter. This column is read-only.
Gen Attribute
Identifies the data type of the parameter. This column is read-only.
XSD Data Type
Specifies the data type of the parameter that conforms to the XML schema definition. Map the Gen Data Type to the
XSD Data Type.
Mapping Style
Specifies the mapping style of the parameter.
Default: <None>

•<None>
: The parameter is not exposed to the end user as it is eliminated from the interface. Set the Mapping Style to
<None> to omit the parameter.

<Literal>
: The parameter is not exposed to the end user but the value you add in the Mapping field is hard-coded to this
parameter.

<Variable>
: The parameter is exposed to the end user and allows the end user to enter data into this parameter. You can
change the name of this parameter to add a user-friendly name.

To change the mapping style of all the parameters in an entity or group view simultaneously, you can select the mapping
style cell for the entity or group view.

Example:

To change the Mapping Style of the ImportEmployee parameter, select the Mapping Style from the drop-down and press
the Enter key. The Mapping Style for the parameter is changed.

Mapping

Defines any data specific to the parameter of the interface. You can edit this field only if you select the Mapping Style
value as <Literal>.

Save the model to keep all your changes.
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Add a Web Service Definition

A web service definition is a collection of Web Services. An existing Web Service definition must be associated to a
business system.

Each Web Service Definition has a special property named Web Service URL. After a Web Service Definition is created,
the value of this property will be prepopulated with a URL as follows:

http://hostname:8080/<WSD-name>/

<WSD-name>
Specifies the name of the Web Service Definition is created.

You change the host and port values to reflect your environment. The host and port values reflect the application server
host where the application and its custom web services are being deployed to.

NOTE
In addition, you can override the host and port values in the Web Services pane of the EAR File Assemble
Details dialog in the Build Tool. The override values affect ALL web service definition modules being assembled.

However, the default <WSD-name> value is changed. If you change this value, verify that no two Web Service Definitions
have the same value.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a model in the Web Services view.
2. Expand the Web Service Definitions folder to display all web service definitions.
3. Right-click the Web Service Definitions folder and click Add Web Service Definition.
4. Type a name for the new Web Service Definition or click Finish to accept the default name.

NOTE
The Web Service Definition name includes alphanumeric characters and special characters. The name
does not accept spaces and converts a space to an underscore character. You cannot create duplicate Web
Service Definitions.

5. Select the business system to which you want to add the web service definition from the drop-down list and click
Finish.

The Web Service Definition is added under the Web Services view.

Add Web Services

For each web service, you add to a Web Service Definition, two nodes appear under the Web Service Definition node --
the Web Service itself and the Port underneath it. By default, a port name is a concatenated string of the Web Service
name and a suffix, SoapPort. This implementation of web services is based on SOAP. A Web Service Definition contains
zero or more Web Services.

NOTE
Gen Studio supports only SOAP Web Services. SOAP is the transport protocol.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Web Service Definition in the Web Services view and click Add Web Service.
2. Type a name for the new Web Service or click Finish to accept the default name.

NOTE
You cannot duplicate Web Services within the same Web Service Definition.

3. Click Finish.
The Web Service and its port are added to the Web Service Definition in the Web Services view.
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Add a Web Operation

Web Operations are based on Procedure Steps in the model. To qualify as a Web Operation, the Procedure Step is
packaged cooperatively and no screens that are associated with it.

NOTE
If you are sending any Web Service for third party to use, Gen naming conventions are not applicable to your
customers. You can rename the Web Operations accordingly.

You can move or copy only Web Operations in the Web Services view.

• To move a Web Operation across different Ports, drag the Web Operation from the source Port and drop it in the
destination Port.

• To copy a Web Operation, press the Ctrl key and then drag-and-drop the Web Operation.

NOTE

You can move multiple Web Operations simultaneously.

To add a web operation, identify an interface and add it to an existing web service. A web operation must be added to a
web service. Either create a web service and then add a web operation to the web service or add a web operation to an
existing web service.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the port node of a Web Service in the Web Services view and click Add Web Operation.
2. If there are many interfaces, type the initial letters of an interface to filter the interface that you want to add as a web

operation. Else, skip to the next step.
NOTE
The Interfaces field is case-sensitive. Interfaces that were already added as web operations to the web
service are not listed. That is, you cannot add the same interface more than once for a web service.

3. Select the interface and click Finish.
The web operation is added under the web service in the Web Services view. By default, new web operations are
named using the names of their interfaces.

Publish Web Services

Gen web services are deployed to one of the support web application servers: JBoss, JBoss EAP, WildFly, WebLogic, or
WebSphere. The web service must be deployed to one of these servers before it can be published into the API Gateway.

NOTE
Gen web services are published to the folder named Gen in the API Gateway. If the folder does not exist, it
is created before the service is published.

Follow these steps:

1. After creating an interface and adding that interface to a web service in Gen Studio, right-click the web service
definition and select Publish to API Gateway.

NOTE
A Gen web service definition contains multiple operations.

2. Enter the API Gateway properties and the Service properties in the Publish Web Service dialog.
The properties and its description are as follows:
API Gateway Properties
a. API Gateway URL

Specifies the location of the API Gateway server.
The format of the API Gateway URL is:
https://CAAPIGateway_hostname:portnumber/wsman
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Example: https://CAAPIGateway.ca.com:8443/wsman
WARNING
Do not delete the API Gateway Client web service (wsman) in the API Gateway Policy Manager. Ensure
that this client web service is running to publish a web service.

b. Username
Specifies the API Gateway username.

c. Password
Specifies the API Gateway password.

d. Context
Specifies the alias name of the web service in the API Gateway.
Example: If Target URL is http://localhost:8080/Calculator/calculate and the context is calc, the published API
Gateway URL is http://<CAAPIGateway_URL>/calc.

Service Properties
a. Service Name

Specifies the web service definition name. This field is automatically populated with the selected web service
definition name and is not editable.

b. Target URL
Specifies the URL location of the deployed web service. This URL is used to publish the web service in API
Gateway. The format template that is shown is based on the selected Application Server.

c. AppServer
Indicates one of the following application servers where the web service is deployed to:
a. Other

Select this option if the web service was customized using the PStep Interface Designer.
The format is as follows:
http://hostname:port/<custom web service>/<custom_web_service_name>
Example: http://hostname:port/calculator/calculator

b. JBoss
Select this application server when the procedure step was published and deployed in JBoss.
The format is as follows:
http://hostname:port/load_module_name/procedure_step_name
Example: http://hostname:port/sample-P900/SERVER_MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT

c. WildFly
Select this application server when the procedure step was published and deployed in WildFly.
The format is as follows:
http://hostname:port/load_module_name/procedure_step_name/procedure_step_name
Example: http://hostname:port/sample-P900/SERVER_MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT/
SERVER_MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT

d. WebLogic
Select this application server when the procedure step was published and deployed in WebLogic.
The format is as follows:
http://hostname:port/procedure_step_name_Bean/procedure_step_name
Example: http://hostname:port/LIST_SCORING_RECORD_Bean/LIST_SCORING_RECORD

e. WebSphere
Select this application server when the procedure step was published and deployed in WebSphere.
The format is as follows:
http://hostname:port/load_module_name/procedure_step_name
Example: http://hostname:port/sample-P900/SERVER_MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT

f. JBoss EAP
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Select this application server when the procedure step was published and deployed in JBoss EAP.
The format is as follows:http://hostname:port/load_module_name/procedure_step_name/procedure_step_name
Example: http://hostname:port/sample-P900/SERVER_MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT/
SERVER_MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT

3. Click Finish to close the dialog and the web service is published to API Gateway.

When the web service is published successfully, the following message is displayed:

Publishing is successful. URL: <API Gateway URL/Context>

The API Gateway properties details (API Gateway URL and user name) are stored in a properties file in the configuration
folder at the following location:

C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\CA\Gen 8.5\cfg\GenStudio\configuration\CAAPIGateway\CAAPIGateway.properties

When you want to publish another web service, the API Gateway user name and URL are populated in to the Publish
Web Service dialog from the properties file. If necessary, you can modify the values in the dialog.

NOTE
If the web service exists in API Gateway, a confirmation message is prompted whether to update an existing
service. If Yes, the service is updated with a new Target URL. If No, no action is performed.

Manage Web Services

After you have published the Gen web services to API Gateway, select the following tasks to manage these Gen web
services:

• To browse Gen web services, right-click the web service definition and select Browse Web Services. Enter API
Gateway Properties and click Browse. All the Gen web services are displayed in a tabular format with the Service
Name, Type, Target URL, and Operation information.

NOTE
In the Web Services view, the Browse Services from API Gateway C option are available when you right-click
the model name or Web Service Definitions. The web services that are listed in the Gen Web Services table
are specific to Gen only.

• To update Gen web services, select the web service that you want to update from the Gen Web Services table and
click Update. The latest WSDL is fetched from the running web service and updated in the API Gateway. You can also
edit the Target URL and point to a new Target URL when selecting the web service.

• To sort Gen web services, sort the web services that are based on the Service Name, Target URL, or Type.
• To delete Gen web services, select the web service and click the trashcan icon in the Operation column to remove the

selected web service.

Error Messages

The following error messages display when the web services are published to API Gateway:

Target service is not running at <Target URL>.

Reason:

The target service is not running because of one of the following reasons:

• The web service is not running at the given target URL.
• The target URL is not formatted correctly.
• A spelling error is in the target URL specification.

Solution:

Ensure that all the previously mentioned reasons are validated.
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Invalid API Gateway Properties

Reason:

The API Gateway properties are incorrect.

Solution:

Enter the correct API Gateway properties, that is, the API Gateway URL, Username, or Password.

Update/Browse Failed

Reason:

The update or browse of a web service is failed because of entering invalid API Gateway properties.

Solution:

Enter the correct API Gateway properties, that is, the API Gateway URL, Username, or Password.

Update Failed

Reason:

The selected web service is not updated because the target service is not running at <Target URL>.

Solution:

Ensure that the target service is running at <Target URL>.

NOTE
An error message is displayed from the API Gateway Policy Manager as a pop-up for any API Gateway Policy
Manager errors.

Configure API Gateway Virtual Appliance

This article provides information about configuring the API Gateway Virtual Appliance. This topic walks you through how to
download, configure, and run the API Gateway Virtual Appliance in an on-premise configuration.

Introduction

The term Virtual Appliance refers to that this version is supplied as a staged Red Hat Linux VM image that comes with the
API Gateway software preinstalled. When running within a compatible VM host, it requires only minimal configuration to
start publishing and using services through the API Gateway.

The target audience for this document is anyone who:

• Is using a Broadcom Application Development product that supports API Gateway, for example, Gen Release 8.5.
• Has a requirement to host and manage an API Gateway within their own Local Area Network, that is, on premise.

Prerequisites

To successfully download, configure, and run the API Gateway Virtual Appliance, follow these steps:

1. Run the virtual appliance on a 64-bit PC with at least 16 GB of RAM.
2. Have access to an API Gateway Customer Support Portal user name and password.
3. Obtain an API Gateway license file (contact Support for details).
4. Comply with all other prerequisites listed in the API Gateway – XML Accelerator (Virtual Appliance) Getting Started

section.

Notes:
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• You might have received items (2) and (3) as part of a customer validation program in which you are enrolled. If you
are enrolled in multiple customer validation programs that require the use of a running API Gateway instance, the
same details are shared between all validation programs in which you are enrolled.

• Do not hesitate to contact Support for assistance getting access to the API Gateway Customer Portal, obtaining an API
Gateway license file, or both.

Download and Installation Instructions

To run an API Gateway instance, download the following API Management components:

SSG_64bit_VirtualAppliance_v8.2.00.ova:
This Open Virtualization Format (OVA) file contains the API Gateway virtual appliance that you run under a
compatible VM host.

API Gateway Virtual Appliance Getting Started, Rev2.1.pdf:
This 12-page document contains details on how to configure, license, and run the API Gateway Virtual Appliance.

API Gateway Policy Manager 8.2.00 Installer.exe:
This installs the desktop version of the Policy Manager Client. It is a Windows-based tool that allows you to
connect to, view, and manage the API Gateway and the services that are published within it.

To download the necessary files, follow these steps:

1. Go to http://www.layer7tech.com/support and log in using your API Gateway Support Portal credentials.
2. On the main page, select Downloads.

a. Select VMware Appliance Image.
Locate the SSG_64bit_VirtualAppliance_v8.2.00.ova file and download it.

b. Select Documentation.
Locate the API Gateway Virtual Appliance Getting Started, Rev2.1.pdf document and download it.

c. Select Policy Manager.
Locate the API Gateway Policy Manager 8.2.00 Installer.exe file, download, and install it.

You have now downloaded the files necessary to install and manage the API Gateway.

Follow the steps in the API Gateway – XML Accelerator (Virtual Appliance) Getting Started section to find out how to:

1. Run the API Gateway Virtual Appliance under VMware Player, Workstation, or ESX Server.
2. Configure the running API Gateway Virtual Appliance instance.
3. Install the API Gateway license that the Broadcom Support team provided.

Next Steps

After you have successfully connected to the API Gateway Virtual Appliance using the Policy Manager and installed a
license, you are ready to start publishing services into API Gateway.

Create Custom Proxies and Web Services
This article provides information in this section to help you create custom proxies and web services.

PStep Interface Designer

The PStep Interface Designer is another perspective in Gen Studio. Use the PStep Interface Designer to perform the
following tasks:
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• Create interfaces to Gen Server Procedure Steps
• Define custom proxies from the interfaces
• Define custom web services from the interfaces
• Define multiple interfaces for each entry point
• Generate WSDL and XSL files that are related to custom web services

This perspective includes the following views:

• Interfaces
• Custom Proxies
• Web Services
• Editor
• Properties

Interfaces View

You must create an interface in the Interfaces view before you can declare it as a proxy in the Custom Proxies view or as
a web service in the Web Services view.

The Interfaces view displays the following objects in a tree structure.

• Gen Model
• Business System
• Procedure Steps
• Interfaces

Custom Proxies View

You can manage custom proxies of a model using the Custom Proxies view. You can create, rename, or delete custom
proxies in the Custom Proxies view.

The Custom Proxies view displays the following objects in a tree structure.
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• Gen Model
• Proxy Definition folder
• Proxy

The Proxy Definitions folder is a placeholder and can contain zero or more Proxy Definitions. A Proxy Definition can
contain zero or more Proxies.

Web Services View

You can manage the web services of a model using the Web Services view. You can create, rename, or delete Web
Service Definitions, Web Services, and Web Operations in the Web Services view.

The Web Services view displays the following objects in a tree structure.

• Gen Model
• Web Service Definitions folder
• Web Service Definition
• Web Service
• Port
• Web Operation

A Web Service Definitions folder is a placeholder for Web Services related artifacts. It may contain zero or more Web
Service Definitions. A Web Service Definition can contain zero or more Web Services, and a Web Service may contain
zero or more Web Operations.
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Editor

Use the Editor view to access and customize interfaces. Using a tabular format that the editor provides you with editing
capabilities so that certain characteristics of an interface, proxy, or web operation can be modified.
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Properties

The Properties view displays detailed information about the current selection in any of the other views. You may also use
the Properties view to update certain properties.
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Create and Customize Interfaces

Interfaces are the starting point for creating custom proxies and web services. The Custom Proxies and Web Services
views are used to manage the same set of interfaces from two different points of view.

An interface can be a proxy, a Web Service, or both.

Therefore, the user must define interfaces out of the import and export views of existing procedure steps.

Interfaces are based on Procedure Steps in the model. To qualify as an interface, the Procedure Step must be packaged
cooperatively and it must not have any screens that are associated with it.

For more information about import and export views, see Distributed Processing.

Create an Interface

Create an interface from a procedure step of a business system. Later, you can edit the interface to customize its details.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a model in Gen Studio in the PStep Interface Designer perspective.
2. Expand the model to show all the Business Systems.
3. Expand the Business System for which you want to create an Interface.

The Procedure Steps of the Business System are displayed.
4. Right-click the Procedure Step, and click Create Interface.

5. Accept the suggested name or type a new name for the Interface.
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– The Interface name can include alphanumeric characters and special characters. It does not accept spaces and
converts a space to an underscore character.

– You cannot create duplicate Interfaces.
– You cannot name an interface after the procedure step it is originating from, or after any other procedure step in the

model.

NOTE
For Japanese, the full-width alphabet and numeric characters, and the half-width Katakana having the
character codes greater than #xF900 and lesser than #xFFFE are not compatible with XML. Hence, these
characters are not allowed in XML names. The Gen Custom Web Services, therefore, do not support
these characters in Procedure Step, Entity, Entity View, Group View, or Attribute names. Replace these
characters in the model with those that fall outside this range (from #xF900 to #xFFFE) if you use Custom
Web Services.

6. Specify the initial mapping style of the parameters.
The mapping style determines which attributes are included as part of the interface and which attributes to exclude.
System attributes are not included. After the interface is created, you can change individual attribute-mapping styles
within the editor.
Default: <None>

<None>
specifies that no attributes of the interface are exposed to the end user.

<Variable>
specifies that all the attributes of the interface are exposed to the end user and allows the end user to enter data
into this parameter. You can rename this parameter to add a user-friendly name.

NOTE
If you want to expose only a few attributes of the interface, specify the Mapping Style as <Variable>. You can
modify the attribute details later while customizing the interface.

7. Select the appropriate option for Views to Set.
This option is available only when you specify the Mapping Style as <Variable>. The options are:

Both
indicates that attributes in both import and export views are mapped according to the mapping style set in the
previous step.

Import
indicates that only attributes in the import view are mapped according to the mapping style set in the previous
step.

Export
indicates that only attributes in the export view are mapped according to the mapping style set in the previous
step.

8. Click Finish.
The interface is added under the procedure step in the Interfaces view.

Manage Interfaces

Perform the following tasks to manage interfaces:

• Rename an interface

1. Right-click the interface, and click Rename.
2. Change the interface name in the Rename Interface dialog.
3. Click Finish.
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You cannot name an interface after the procedure step it is originating from. You also cannot name an interface after
any other procedure step in the model.

• Copy an interface

1. Right-click the interface, and click Copy.
2. Right-click the procedure step, and click Paste.

The Paste Interface dialog appears.

• Delete one or more interfaces

1. Select the interfaces that you want to delete.
2. Right-click the selected interfaces, and click Delete.

A confirmation for deleting appears.
Deleting an interface deletes its references to custom proxies and web services.

• Sort interfaces

To sort interfaces alphabetically in ascending order, click

on the Interfaces view.

• Hide procedure steps

To hide empty procedure steps in the tree structure that do not contain interfaces, click

. This icon is a toggle button.

Customize an Interface

You can customize an interface in the Editor view. Use the Editor view to manage the mapping functions for all the
parameters that are associated with the current interface.

You can customize the import view in the Input Mapping tab and the export view in the Output Mapping tab in the Editor
view.

To demonstrate the use of custom interfaces, the following illustration shows the Action Diagram of the Employee Detail
Procedure Step from the sample model with both the Import Views and Export Views expanded:
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You can customize one or more interfaces using the import and export views as defined in the preceding procedure step.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a model in Gen Studio in the PStep Interface Designer perspective.
2. Expand the model in the Interfaces tab to show the Business System, Procedure Steps, and Interfaces.
3. Double-click the interface in the Interfaces view.

The Editor view opens and displays the parameters of the import and export views as defined by its associated
procedure step. If you double-click more than one interface, each interface displays on a different tab in the Editor
view.
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4. Change the values, as needed, for those parameters that are associated with the newly created custom interface
using the Input Mapping tab and the Output Mapping tab:

Parameter
defines the name of the parameter. You can change the name of this parameter to add a user-friendly name
including view names.

Gen Name
identifies the original name of the parameter. This column is read-only.

Gen Attribute
identifies the data type of the parameter. This column is read-only.

XSD Data Type
specifies the data type of the parameter that conforms to the XML schema definition. Map the Gen Data Type to
the XSD Data Type.

Mapping Style
specifies the mapping style of the parameter.
Default: <None>
<None>

: The parameter is not exposed to the end user as it is eliminated from the interface. Set the Mapping
Style to <None> to omit the parameter.

<Literal>
: The parameter is not exposed to the end user but the value you add in the Mapping field is hard-coded
to this parameter.
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<Variable>
: The parameter is exposed to the end user and allows the end user to enter data into this parameter. You
can change the name of this parameter to add a user-friendly name.

To change the mapping style of all the parameters in an entity or group view simultaneously, you can select the
mapping style cell for the entity or group view.
Example:
To change the Mapping Style of the ImportEmployee parameter, select the Mapping Style from the drop-down and
press the Enter key.
The Mapping Style for the parameter is changed.

Mapping
defines any data specific to the parameter of the interface. You can edit this field only if you select the Mapping
Style value as <Literal>.

NOTE
For Japanese, the full-width alphabet and numeric characters, and the half-width Katakana having the
character codes greater than #xF900 and lesser than #xFFFE are not compatible with XML. Hence,
these characters are not allowed in XML names. The Gen Custom Web Services, therefore, do not
support these characters in Procedure Step, Entity, Entity View, Group View, or Attribute names.
Replace these characters in the model with those that fall outside this range (from #xF900 to #xFFFE) if
you use Custom Web Services.

5. Save the model to keep all your changes.

Create Custom Proxies

A Gen Proxy is an interface that enables a user-written client application to communicate with a generated Gen server.

Proxies allow applications that are not generated using Gen to use the procedure step logic of a Distributed Processing
Server (DPS). In general, proxies provide application developers more flexibility in creating multi-tier applications.

Proxies also allow applications that are not generated using Gen to access the interfaces and methods that are defined as
components within a CBD-compliant model.

For more information about proxies, see Working With Proxies.

You can declare any number of interfaces for a procedure step. You can create custom proxies out of the interfaces that
you created for a procedure step.

Add a Proxy Definition

A proxy definition is a collection of proxies. To exist, a proxy definition must be associated with a business system.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a model in the Custom Proxies view.
2. Expand the Proxy Definitions folder in the Custom Proxies view to display all the proxy definitions.
3. Right-click the Proxy Definitions folder and click Add Proxy Definition.

The Add Proxy Definition dialog opens.
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4. (Optional) Type a name for the proxy definition in the Proxy Definition Name field.

NOTE

• The proxy definition name can include alphanumeric characters and special characters.
• A space is converted to an underscore character.
• You cannot create duplicate proxy definitions.

5. Select the business system, to which you add the proxy definition, from the drop-down menu and click Finish.
The proxy definition is added to the model tree in the Custom Proxies view.

NOTE
Although proxy definition names do not have a character limit, their names must be unique within the first 32
characters. This uniqueness is because of legacy rules governing names of certain meta model objects. In the
Proxy Code Generation dialog in the Toolset, only the first 32 characters of the web service definition appear.

Manage Proxy Definitions

Perform the following tasks to manage proxy definitions:

• Rename a Proxy Definition

1. Right-click the proxy definition.
2. Click Rename. The Rename Proxy Definition dialog opens.
3. Type the name of the proxy definition.
4. Click Finish.
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• Delete a Proxy Definition

1. Right-click the proxy definition.
2. Click Delete. A confirmation message displays.

Deleting a proxy definition deletes all its proxies, but the interfaces that are referenced by proxies remain intact.

Add a Proxy

To add a proxy, identify an interface and add it to an existing proxy definition. You must add a proxy to a proxy definition.
You can either create a proxy definition and then add a proxy to the proxy definition or add a proxy to an existing proxy
definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the proxy definition to which you want to add a proxy, and click Add Proxy.

The Add Proxy dialog appears to display all the interfaces of the model.
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2. If there are many interfaces, type the initial letters of an interface to filter the interface that you want to add as a proxy;
otherwise, move to the next step.

NOTE

• The Interfaces field is case sensitive.
• Interfaces that were already added as proxies to the proxy definition are not listed in the dialog. That is,

you cannot add the same interface more than once to a proxy definition.
3. Select the interface and click Finish.

The proxy is added under the proxy definition in the Custom Proxies view. By default, new proxies are named using
the names of their interfaces.

Manage Proxies

Perform the following tasks to manage proxies:

Rename a Proxy

1. Right-click the proxy, and click Rename.
2. Change the proxy name in the Rename Proxy dialog, and click Finish.

You cannot name a proxy after the procedure step that originated its interface. You also cannot name a proxy after any
procedure step in the model.

Remove Proxies

1. Select the required proxies in the Custom Proxies view.
2. Right-click the selected proxies and click Remove.

A confirmation message appears.
Removing a proxy removes its reference to the interface but not the interface itself.

Delete Proxies

1. Select the required proxies
2. Right-click the selected proxies and click Delete.

Deleting a proxy deletes its referenced interface and other proxies under the same name, even if the proxies reside
in another proxy definition. In addition, deleting a proxy also deletes any web operation that references the same
interface.

Customize a Proxy

Edit a Custom Proxy

Editing a custom proxy is same as customizing an interface.

NOTE
Date, Time, and Timestamp attributes can be mapped to a literal value in Gen Studio. Gen Studio accepts only
the appropriate length of numeric value for the literal that is assigned to these attributes. However, it does not
check the range of values. For example, Gen Studio accepts only the following date format, ‘YYYYMMDD’
where:

• 'YYYY’ represents the four-digit year
• ‘MM’ represents the month in a year
• ‘DD’ represents the day in a month

If the literal value ‘01234567’ is mapped to a date attribute, Gen Studio does not prevent it, but executing the
generated proxy code throws the exception when the given value is assigned to the internal view structure.
To avoid the unexpected termination of the client application, mapping a literal value to these attribute types
requires extra attention. Gen Studio accepts the following format for each attribute type.
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• Date: YYYYMMDD
• Time: HHMMSS
• Timestamp: YYYYMMDDHHMMSSssssss

NOTE
The current Custom Proxies implementation exposes the import view attributes that are mapped to a literal to
the consumer of proxies. This is not the intended behavior and will be changed in future releases. Therefore, the
client application that consumes the proxies must not take advantage of this feature.

Generate a Custom Proxy

Use the Proxy Code Generation dialog in Gen Toolset.

Create Custom Web Services

This article provides information to create Custom Web Services including, Add a Web Service Definition, Add Web
Services, Add Web Operations, Generate Customized Interfaces, and Restrict a Set of Japanese Characters.

Add a Web Service Definition

A web service definition is a collection of Web Services. An existing Web Service definition must be associated with a
business system.

Each Web Service Definition has a special property named Web Service URL. After a Web Service Definition is created,
the value of this property is pre-populated with a URL as follows:

http://hostname:8080/<WSD-name>/

<WSD-name>
Specifies the name of the Web Service Definition that is created.

To reflect your environment, change the host and port values. The host and port values reflect the application server host
where the application and its custom web services are being deployed to.

NOTE
In addition, override the host and port values in the Web Services pane of the EAR File Assemble Details dialog
in the Build Tool. The override values affect ALL web service definition modules being assembled.

However, the default <WSD-name> value is changed. If you change this value, verify that no two Web Service Definitions
have the same value.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a model in Gen Studio in the Web Services view.
2. Expand the Web Service Definitions folder to display all web service definitions.
3. Right-click the Web Service Definitions folder and click Add Web Service Definition.
4. Type a name for the new Web Service Definition or click Finish to accept the default name.

NOTE

• The Web Service Definition name includes alphanumeric characters and special characters. The name
does not accept spaces and converts a space to an underscore character.

• You cannot create duplicate Web Service Definitions.
• DBCS characters are not allowed when creating Web Service Definition names. Only English characters

are used for Web Service Definition names.
5. Select the business system to which you want to add the web service definition from the drop-down list and click

Finish.
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The Web Service Definition is added under the Web Services view.

Manage Web Service Definitions

Perform the following tasks to manage web service definitions:

• To rename a web service definition, right-click it and click Rename. The Rename dialog displays. Type the name of the
web service definition and click Finish.

• To delete a web service definition, select the web service definition, right-click it, and click Delete. A confirmation
message displays. Deleting a web service definition deletes all its web services and web operations, but the interfaces
that gave origin to those web operations remain intact.

• Although web service definition names are not limited to a certain length, their names must be unique within the first 32
characters. This is due to legacy rules governing names of certain meta model objects.

NOTE

In the Proxy Code Generation dialog box in the Gen Toolset, only the first 32 characters of the web service
definition display.

Add Web Services

For each web service that you add to a Web Service Definition, two nodes appear under the Web Service Definition node
-- the Web Service itself and the Port underneath it. By default, a port name is a concatenated string of the Web Service
name and a suffix, SoapPort. This implementation of web services is based on SOAP. A Web Service Definition contains
zero or more Web Services.

NOTE
Gen Studio supports only SOAP Web Services. SOAP is the transport protocol.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Web Service Definition in the Web Services view and click Add Web Service.
2. Type a name for the new Web Service or click Finish to accept the default name.

NOTE
You cannot duplicate Web Services within the same Web Service Definition.

3. Click Finish.
The Web Service and its port are added to the Web Service Definition in the Web Services view.

Manage Web Services

Perform the following tasks to manage web services:

• To rename a web service, right-click the web service and click Rename. Change the web service name in the Rename
Web Service dialog and click Finish.

• To delete web services, select the required web services, right-click the web services and click Delete. Deleting a web
service deletes its associated web operations, but not the interfaces that those operations reference.

Add Web Operations

Web Operations are based on Procedure Steps in the model. To qualify as a Web Operation, the Procedure Step is
packaged cooperatively and no screens that are associated with it.

NOTE
If you are sending any Web Service for a third party to use, Gen naming conventions are not applicable to your
customers. You can rename the Web Operations accordingly.

You can move or copy only Web Operations in the Web Services view:
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• To move a Web Operation across different Ports, drag the Web Operation from the source Port and drop it in the
Destination Port.

• To copy a Web Operation, press and hold the Ctrl key and then drag-and-drop the Web Operation.

NOTE
You can move multiple Web Operations simultaneously.

A web operation must be added to a web service. To add a web operation, identify an interface and add it to an existing
web service. You can either create a web service and then add a web operation to the web service or add a web operation
to an existing web service.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the port node of a Web Service in the Web Services view and click Add Web Operation.
2. If there are many interfaces, type the initial letters of an interface to filter the interface that you want to add as a web

operation. Otherwise, skip to the next step.
NOTE

• The Interfaces field is case-sensitive.
• Interfaces that were already added as web operations to the web service are not listed. That is, you

cannot add the same interface more than once for a web service.
3. Select the interface and click Finish.

The web operation is added under the web service in the Web Services view. By default, new web operations are
named using the names of their interfaces.
If the custom interface includes characters within the range of #xF900–#xFFFE, you receive the following error
message:

For details about XML character codes, see the following topic, Restrict a Set of Japanese Characters.

Customize Web Operations

A Web Operation has a set of input parameters and a set of output parameters. You can change the default values of
these parameters in the Input Mapping tab and the Output Mapping tab in the Editor view.

The input parameters match the import views of the associated interface and the output parameters match the export
views of the associated interface. In addition, both the Input Mapping tab and the Output Mapping tab contain a set
of system-defined parameters. These parameters are also available to the operation. System-defined parameters are
available to all the models.

Mapping the exitState output system parameter to <Variable> causes two other pieces of information to appear in
the response SOAP message. These additional pieces of information are exitStateMsg and exitStateType and these
parameters appear as attributes of the Export element in the SOAP message. Although exitStateMsg and exitStateType
are not currently part of the default set of output system attributes available in the designer, they are available in the
SOAP response message. Future releases of the PStep Interface Designer may make these parameters available in the
Editor view.

Mapping the exitState output system parameter to <None> removes all the three pieces from the SOAP response
message.
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Currently, PStep Interface Designer supports only the mapping of exitState numbers.

Customizing a Web Operation is same as customizing an interface.

Generate Customized Interfaces

For each Web Service Definition, you generate a WSDL document that describes in detail Web Services and their custom
operations. In addition, a set of XSL files is created. These files contain transformation rules to be used at run time. These
rules dictate the customization that EJB bound SOAP messages must follow when sent between the application server
and clients. After you create and customize your Web Service Definitions, you can generate customized interfaces.

To generate the WSDL file and the corresponding XSL files for a Web Service Definition, right-click the Web Service
Definition in the Web Services view and click Generate Custom Interface. Alternatively, you can click Generate and Install
Custom Interface. This option invokes the Build Tool immediately after generation is complete. The Build Tool proceeds to
build the newly created module.

After generation, the WSDL documents are stored in the following folder:

\\<model directory>\java\Web Services\wsdls

The XSL files are stored in the following folder:

\\<model directory>\java\Web Services\transformations

In addition, Gen Studio generates an ICM file to be used by the Build Tool. This file is similar to the ICM files generated by
the Toolset. It contains necessary information that the Build Tool uses to build and package resources that are needed by
the web application at runtime.

After this file is generated, it will be located in the folder \\<model directory>\java. This file is named as <WSD-
name>.WSD.icm, where <WSD-name> is the given name of the web service definition for which the generation is being
done.

In either case, the new module must be built and assembled with the rest of the application using the Build Tool.

In the Build Tool, you select at least one module of type SRVR with the WSD module (which in the Build Tool shows
as being of type SRVR_ROUTER). You cannot create an EAR file out of a WSD war file alone. The SRVR module
is generated when you select EJB Web Services as TP monitor in the Generation Defaults dialog. At the end of the
assembly your EAR file contains the following information:

• One or more EJB jar files
• The Gen runtime jar file
• One or more web service definition war files (modules of type SRVR ROUTER)
• The application.xml file
• The Manifest.mf file

Make sure that you include the correct WSD files with the appropriate EJB jar files.

The following illustration from the Build Tool shows that the build status after the application is assembled using the
SAMPLE model that is provided with Gen. Two Web Service Definition modules, defining custom web services, have
been assembled into an EAR file with a server module. The CASCADE module is included too because the application
accesses a database.
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NOTE
When publishing or exposing your customized Web Services that it is necessary to use the generated WSDL
residing in the Web Service Definition module (war file) within the assembled ear file instead of the generated
WSDL found in the \\<model directory>\java\Web Services\wsdls directory. This is due to WSDL post-processing
activity during assembly time. Selection of the target application server determines the difference between the
two WSDL documents. Use third-party tools to extract the WSDL.

For more information about the different tasks that are required to assemble Gen applications, see Working with Build
Tool.

To access the custom web service from the browser, type either of the following directories depending upon the
application server selected in Build Tool:

• http://hostname:port/<custom web service>/router?wsdl
• http://hostname:port/<custom web service>/<custom web service>?wsdl

When generating Custom Interface if the characters are found within the range of #xF900–#xFFFE, you receive the
following error message:

For details about XML character codes, see the following topic, Restrict a Set of Japanese Characters.

Restrict a Set of Japanese Characters

The full-width alphabet and numeric characters, and the half-width Katakana having the character codes greater
than #xF900 and lesser than #xFFFE are not compatible with XML. Hence, these characters are not allowed in XML
names. The Gen Custom Web Services, therefore, do not support these characters in Procedure Step, Entity, Entity
View, Group View, or Attribute names. Replace these characters in the model with those that fall outside this range
(from #xF900 to #xFFFE) if you use Custom Web Services.
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Use Custom Web Services

This article provides information to Use Custom Web Services. As a Gen application developer, you can build, deploy, and
use custom web services.

To Build Custom Web Services perform the following steps.

1. Open a model in the Toolset.
2. Generate and Install EJB web services.
3. Open the model from Gen Studio.
4. Create Custom Interfaces, Web Services Definitions, and Web Services.

For more information, see Create Custom Web Services.
5. Click the Web Service Definition.
6. Modify the Web Service Definition URL in the Properties tab of each Web Service Definition.

NOTE

You can override the value of <host_name> and <port number> later in the build tool during assembling.
7. Right-click each Web Service Definition, and click Generate and Install Custom Interface.
8. Click the Web Service Definition.
9. After the build is OK, assemble the EJB web service and the Custom Web services together.
10. During assembling, you can see the following options in the Web Services panel. The URL format is http://

<host_name>:<port>/<Context_Path>. The <host_name> and <port> depict the machine name and port number
where the web service is deployed.
Example: http://localhost:8080/egolf/golfer/test
Here “egolf/golfer/test” represents the context path for the web service.

Host
- Provide the Host name where the web services are deployed.

Port
- Port number where the web services run.
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EndPoint URL
- Indicates the endpoint URL to access the Custom Web Service. You have two options - Router and Custom Web
Service.
If you select Router, you can access the Custom Web Service with the old URL with /router as the endpoint.
Example: http://<host_name>:<port>/<context path>/router
If you select Custom Web Service, you can access it with the new URL that has /Custom_WebService_Name as
the endpoint.
Example: http:// <host_name>:<port>/<context path>/ Custom_webservice_name

NOTE
This router option is just for backward compatibility with previously generated custom web services.

To Deploy and Access Custom Web Services perform the following steps.

1. Deploy the EAR in any of the supported app servers - JBoss, JBoss EAP, Web Logic, Web Sphere, or WildFly.
2. Access the Custom Web Service by using one of the following URLs. Choose the URL depending on the endpoint

URL that you selected during assembling of the EAR.
a. http://<host_name>:<port>/<context path>/router?wsdl 
b. http://machine:port/<context path>/Custom_webservice_name?wsdl

Use Custom Web Services

You can use Custom Web Services like any other web services in user applications. For example, you can use
the Custom Web Services in the action diagrams by using CALL EXTERNAL statement as well.

Use either of the following two procedures:

1. Using the custom web service WSDL URL
Preferred way, after Gen 8.5 IR3:
– Use the Custom Web Services URL directly in the Call External Statement in the action diagram.
– Generate the EJB Web Services and Custom Web Services.
– Assemble them and deploy the EAR in the web application server.
– Access the WSDL URL by either one of the following URLs.

• http://<host_name>:<port>/<context path>/Router?wsdl
• http://machine:port/<context path>/Custom_webservice_name?wsdl.

– Use the WSDL URL, which was published earlier, in the Call External statement in the action diagram.
– Generate and assemble the client.

2. Using the custom web service WSDL file
Correct Way:
– Generate the EJB web services and the custom web services.
– Assemble both of them together. As a result of assembling, an EAR file gets generated.
– This EAR contains the WSDL file, which you can find in the WEB-INF/wsdl folder (inside the EAR).
– Extract this WSDL file and use this file in the action diagram for Call External Statement.
– Incorrect Way:

When generating the code for Custom Web Service, a few WSDL files get generated in the <model_directory>\java
\Web Services\wsdls folder. Do not use them because these files are not the final WSDLs. These files undergo
changes during assembling.

Messages in Gen Studio
This article provides information for messages in Gen Studio.
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Unable to Open the Model in Gen Studio

Reason:

This error message displays while opening a model in Gen Studio.

Solution:

This model is not upgraded to handle more than 64K strings. To open this model in Gen Studio, upgrade the model in
Toolset.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the model in Toolset.
It asks for a confirmation to upgrade the model.

2. Click Yes to confirm.
The string identifiers in the model are converted to a new format which allows the model to support a maximum of half
a million strings. The earlier format allowed only 64K string properties.

3. Close the model in the toolset and reopen it in Gen Studio.

NOTE
An older release of toolset cannot read the converted .DAT files. To open a converted model or subset in an
older release of toolset, upload the model to a Gen encyclopedia and then download the model to an older
release of toolset.

Work with Web View
This article explains how to use the Web View Generation perspective in Studio to deliver a dynamic web user interface
that accesses the business logic.

This section describes the design, generation, and building an application by providing the following information:

• Prerequisites for installing the software
• Technical requirements for Web View Generation
• How to set up the required environments
• How to generate the application
• How to deploy the generated application

This section is intended for web developers and Gen developers who create and deploy content that is created by
Web View to an Application Server. This section assumes that you are familiar with the application generation methods in
Gen.

Web View Generation

The Web View Generation perspective in Gen Studio generates HTML pages from an existing model. Use this
perspective to open existing models in Gen Studio, generate HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and other necessary files for
creating a Web View application.

For information about other perspectives in Gen Studio, that is, PStep Interface Designer, see Create Custom Proxies and
Web Services.

Web View Environments

This article includes topics that are related to web view environments. Install Gen Studio as instructed from the Gen
download folder.
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Environments Overview

For more information about Gen Studio installation, see Install Gen Studio.

There are four environments that are involved in Web View Generation that can be on one computer or four physically
separate computers. The following environments are involved in Web View Generation:

Server Environment
- The Gen runtime is installed for generated server applications. No special setup is required for Web View
applications.

Application Server Environment
- The runtime engine for the client is installed on an application server, which enables you to run the generated
Web View application on a browser. The application servers must conform to the Java EE standard.
For more information about the supported Java EE version, see Gen Technical Requirements.

Development Environment
- The Toolset and the Gen Studio framework provide the environment to develop and generate Gen Web View
applications. This environment contains the components that generate the application both locally and remotely.

Build Environment
- This environment enables the generated files from the Gen Development Environment to be compiled and
packaged into a Web Application Archive (WAR) inside an Enterprise Application Archive (EAR). The Gen Build
Environment is often on the same computer as the Gen Development Environment.

The generated product includes the following highlights:

• The application logic resides on the application server in an EAR/WAR file.
• LM.html and TC.html files serve as entry points to generated applications.
• The Web View application is a combination of HTML, JavaScript, and Cascading Style Sheets that are downloaded to

the browser.
• Permitted Value and Edit Pattern checking takes place on the browser using JavaScript Edit Pattern checking, and it

also takes place on the application server.
• The product enables existing users to reuse their models by generating Web View applications.
• The Web View software can access databases by using Gen Server applications or utilizing JDBC on the Application

Server environment.
• The Web View application interface can be available on any platform with a supported web browser.

For more information, see Gen Technical Requirements.
• Due to browser and HTML limitations, some Gen related features have a different level of support when generated for

Web View.

Set Up the Development Environment

To develop a Web View application, set up your environment to generate the Web View application. The development
environment for Web View requires the Gen Toolset and the Gen Studio.

Set Up the Build Environment

The Build Tool has tokens that must be set to allow the generated applications to build on the implementation computer.
You can set these using the Profile Manager in the Build Tool. Using the Build Tool EAR File Assemble Details dialog, you
can assemble an EAR file containing your application in preparation for deployment to the Application Server.

For more information, see Working With Build Tool.

Set Up the Web View Application Server Environment

You can deploy Web View applications to the following Application Servers:
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• WebSphere
• WebLogic
• JBoss
• JBoss EAP
• WildFly

Install the required Application Server to deploy a Web View application.

Set Up the End-User Environment

The Web View application end users can access the application using a supported web browser. No special setup is
necessary.

Pre-Installation Planning for Web View

This article provides information for Pre-Installation Planning for Web View. The four different environments that are
involved in this feature can be on one computer or four physically separate computers.

The end-user computer must have a supported version of a web browser.

NOTE
For more information, see Gen Technical Requirements.

Microsoft Internet Explorer has a limitation that ignores any CSS selector beyond the 4096th one in a single file and a
maximum number of CSS files that are linked to one HTML page. The Web View assembly process removes empty CSS
styles to reduce the chance of reaching the selector limitation. If some controls on the page lose the layout or style, it
is necessary to reduce the number of customizations, such as video property and controls on the page.

Technical Requirements

Third-party software and Gen software each have requirements in addition to the Gen requirements as shown in the
following table:

Environment Third-Party Software Gen Software

Gen Server No change is required for Web View
applications.

Installed Gen cooperative server.

Application Server computer The application servers must conform to the
Java EE standards. **

Web View Runtime*. Communications
Runtime**

Development Client Windows Operating System ** Workstation Development Toolset for
designing and generation of models and
Gen Studio for generation.

Build computer Windows Operating System **
Java Platform, Standard Edition (Java
SE)**

Gen Build Tool

End User Web Browser**

NOTE

* Only needed if not packaged in the application EAR file.

** See Gen Technical Requirements for details.
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Web Applications Compared to Windows GUI Applications

Due to differences between Windows GUI applications and web applications, some feature differences occur when
generated using Gen for Web View.

A model that is developed for Windows GUI contains elements that are specific to Windows and are not available in
Web View.

Some features behave differently in the web environment. In particular, there is no guarantee that events in Web View
applications occur in the same order as they occur in Windows GUI applications. If a model relies on the order of events,
modify the model for it to behave as expected.

Browser Cache

Browser caching does not retain the state of a Web View application because the application is dynamically updated
while it is running. When the user attempts to leave the application, a warning message is displayed to inform them that
the application is restarted when they return. They may choose whether they want to stay in the application or not. This
happens regardless of how the user leaves the application including using the browser Back and Forward buttons.

This feature is turned off by changing the notifyOnUnload setting in the configuration.js for the skin. This file is located in
the gen\skins\xp directory in the default Web View skin.

Use Existing Models in Web View

You can open existing models in Gen Studio and then generate HTML and other required files for a Web View application.

Controls that are customized in the HTML mode retain their customization and you can generate them accordingly in Web
View. Controls that you added in the HTML mode are retained and you can generate them in Web View.

For more information about customization, see the Toolset Help.

NOTE
Designs made using the Gen Studio tools are not backward compatible with Windows, Web Generation, or
ASP .NET Web Clients interface.

User Interface Controls

The following list shows the supported user interface controls:
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• Windows
• Dialogs
• Menus and menu items
• Hidden fields
• Foreground and Background colors
• Fixed size tables
• Tool bar
• Status bar
• Entry fields
• Push buttons
• Images on push buttons
• List boxes
• Background images in windows and dialogs
• System menu to close primary windows and dialogs
• Message boxes
• Edit patterns
• Tab ordering for fields
• Multi-state bitmaps
• Picture controls on the window
• Check boxes
• Radio buttons
• Combo boxes
• Multiline entry text boxes
• Modeless dialogs
• Modal dialogs

Action Diagram Code Elements

The following list shows the supported Action Diagram code elements:

• Activate and Deactivate events
• ScrollTop and ScrollBottom events
• Math, string, and file functions
• Database statements (Add, Delete, Update, Display, Change, and so on)
• Exit states
• Command statements
• GUI statements
• User-defined action blocks
• External Action Blocks (EABs)

HTML Control and HTML Text

The contents of HTML Control and HTML Text are not compatible between Web View and other Gen web products.

The contents must be XHTML-compliant. Verify XHTML compliance using a validator such as validator.w3.org. Place the
content that is to be validated in the <body> section of an XHTML document as shown next:

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">

   <html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

    <head>

      <title>Content To Validate </title>
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      <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=8" />

      <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" />

    </head>

    <body>

    <! -- Place the content to be validated inside the body section -->

    </body>

   </html>

Do not include CDATA sections in the XHTML document. Even though CDATA sections are valid in an XHTML document,
they are not allowed in a Web View HTML Control or HTML Text element.

Special characters must be escaped using the &; notation. The most common character that is likely to be found in user
code is the ‘&’ character which is escaped as ‘&amp;’. Proper validation helps identify special characters in the content.

Minimize the usage of <style> tags as Internet Explorer has limitations on the number of CSS selectors that can be
included in a document. Web View uses a technique that stacks opened windows, which in a single HTML document
causes many CSS selectors to be loaded.

If the custom content in an HTML control must be referenced using the ID, wrap the content inside its own div with the
appropriate ID. The Web View controls do not use the same ID naming conventions as Web Generation. If you intend to
use the model only for Web View, you can use the className property, which matches the controls name instead of using
the ID.

Each HTML Control and HTML Text element is rendered in a separate <iframe> tag in the HTML document. References
between the contents of different controls are done by first referencing the <iframe> and then referencing the content
relative to the <iframe>.

Example:

An HTML Text element named “HTMLText1” contains the following JavaScript:

<script> var mydate=new Date(); </script>

From another HTML Control or HTML Text element, the variable “mydate” would be referenced using the following
JavaScript syntax:

top.document.querySelector(".HTMLText1").contentWindow.mydate

As an alternative to specifying HTML content that is inserted into either the <head> or <body> tags of the <iframes>
HTML page, an entire document is included. If the generator reads that the content begins with <!DOCTYPE> statement,
the entire content is loaded into the <iframe>, as is, instead of being inserted into a pre-defined HTML page. No validation
is done at generation time to ensure that the document is valid. It is the Gen developers responsibility to supply valid
content.

MAKE Support

The MAKE statement's functionality behaves differently in a few cases for Mozilla Firefox and Internet Explorer. Note that
MAKE support may not be effective when dealing with imported HTML pages that were created using third-party web
authoring tools external to Gen.

MAKE in Internet Explorer

The following table illustrates Gen's support for MAKE in Internet Explorer:

Control Color Highlight
Underline

Highlight
Reverse

Intensity Dark Error Cursor Protect

Single-line edit
field

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Multi-line edit
field

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Check Box No No Yes** No Yes** Yes Yes

Radio Button No No Yes** No Yes** No Yes

Drop down List Yes*** Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

List box
(implemented
with HTML
tables and
links)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes*

NOTE

** Color changes are on the controls, not on their prompt.

*** Color changes are on the selected/displayed item.

MAKE in Mozilla Firefox

The following table illustrates the Gen support for MAKE in Mozilla Firefox:

Control Color Highlight
Underline

Highlight
Reverse

Intensity Dark Error Cursor Protect

Single-line edit
field

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Multi-line edit
field

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Check Box No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Radio Button No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Drop down List Yes*** Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

List box
(implemented
with HTML
tables and
links)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes*

NOTE

* Protected Fields in a List Box are placed within <P> and </P> tags. As a browser feature, when you click such
protected text, the browser will not highlight it. However, if you double-click, Ctl+click or Shift+click, Internet
Explorer highlights the text while Mozilla Firefox highlights the border of the cell. Events that are associated with
protected rows are not fired.

*** Color changes are on the selected/displayed item.

User Exits

A user exit is modifiable source code that you can customize to fit your specific needs. The user exits can be as simple
or as complex as you require. The source modules as delivered are referred to as default exits because the logic they
contain is executed if no modifications are made. The source for the default exits is in the Gen installation directory.
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Gen generated Web View applications invoke several Gen supplied routines at execution time to perform various
functions. The userOnLoad user exit is supported in Web View applications. This is the only user exit that executes on a
browser.

For more information about Web View user exits, see User Exits.

Support for Tabbed Browsing

Gen supports tabbed browsing in Web View applications. Tabbed browsing lets you concurrently open, access, and
update a Web View application from different tabs of a single browser instance.

A tabbed session is comparable to an individual browser instance of the Web View application. Gen independently
manages the session states of an application running under different tabs in a Browser Window.

NOTE
Tabbed browsing support requires a minimum of Internet Explorer 7.x and Mozilla Firefox 2.x.

Support for List Box Selection

The functionality of multiple-selection list boxes and extended-selection list boxes is identical in Web View applications.
Use the following keys to select more than one row:

• CTRL+CLICK to select rows non-consecutively
• SHIFT+CLICK to select rows consecutively

Fixed and Varying Size Tables

Resize the Fixed and Varying Size Tables in existing models to display the scroll bar. Fixed Size Tables must be smaller
than the actual size and Varying Size Tables must be larger by a couple of rows.

Tab Order

In Web View applications, the Help and Close menu items, and the tool bar buttons are placed at the end of the tab order.
The Help button is placed before the Close button in the tab order.

Controls in Dot Notation Syntax

The following controls are available in Dot Notation syntax:
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• Application
• Button
• Check Box
• Dialog
• Drop-down List (Selection)
• Drop-down List Prompt
• Group Box
• List Box
• List Column Item
• List Row Item
• Literal
• Menu
• Multiline Edit Field Prompt
• Multiline Edit Field
• Permitted Value List
• Picture
• Radio Button Group
• Radio Button Group (Properties)
• Singleline Edit Field Prompt
• Singleline Edit Field
• Status Bar
• Tool Bar
• Window

The following table lists controls and the corresponding properties that are supported in Microsoft Internet Explorer and
Mozilla Firefox:

Legend:

• X denotes that the property is provided for the control.
• An empty cell denotes that the property is not provided.

Table 1: Controls and Their Supported Properties (Table 1 of 4)

Property Get/Set Application Button Check Box Dialog
Drop

Down List
(Selection)

Drop Down
List Prompt Group Box

BackgroundC
olor

Get X X X

Set X X X

BitmapBackg
round

Get X

Set

BitmapDispla
yMode

Get

Set

BitmapName Get

Set
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Property Get/Set Application Button Check Box Dialog
Drop

Down List
(Selection)

Drop Down
List Prompt Group Box

Caption Get X X X X

Set X X X X

Check Get

Set

ColumnCou
nt

Get

Set

ColumnType Get

Set

CurrentCount Get X

Set

DisplayAtTop Get

Set

EditValue Get

Set

EditPattern Get

Set

Enabled Get X X X

Set X X X

Focus Get X X X

Set X X X

FontSize Get X X X X X

Set X X X X X

FontStyle Get X X X X

Set X X X X X

FontType Get X X X X X

Set X X X X X

ForegroundC
olor

Get X X

Set X X

FullName Get X

Set

Handle* Get X X X X

Set

Height Get X X X X X

Set X X X X X
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Property Get/Set Application Button Check Box Dialog
Drop

Down List
(Selection)

Drop Down
List Prompt Group Box

Left Get X X X X X

Set X X X X X

Maximized* Get

Set

Minimized* Get

Set

Multiline Get

Set

Name Get X X X X X

Set

ObjectType Get X X X X X

Set

Parent Get X X X X

Set

Prompt Get X

Set X

PromptHeight Get X

Set X

PromptBackg
roundColor

Get X

Set X

PromptFontS
ize

Get X

Set X

PromptFontS
tyle

Get X

Set X

PromptFontT
ype

Get X

Set X

PromptForeg
roundColor

Get X

Set X

PromptLeft Get X

Set X

PromptTop Get X

Set X
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Property Get/Set Application Button Check Box Dialog
Drop

Down List
(Selection)

Drop Down
List Prompt Group Box

PromptWidth Get X

Set X

ReadOnly Get

Set

Selected Get X

Set

Top Get X X X X

Set X X X X X

Value Get X

Set

Visible Get X X X X X

Set X X X X X

Width Get X X X X X

Set X X X X X

Table 2: Controls and Their Supported Properties (Table 2 of 4)

Property Get/Set List Box List Column
Item List Row Item Literal Menu Multiline Edit

Field Prompt

BackgroundCo
lor

Get X X

Set X X

BitmapBackgr
ound

Get

Set

BitmapDisplay
Mode

Get

Set

BitmapName Get

Set

Caption Get

Set

Check Get X

Set X

ColumnCount Get

Set

ColumnType Get X

Set
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Property Get/Set List Box List Column
Item List Row Item Literal Menu Multiline Edit

Field Prompt

CurrentCount Get X

Set

DisplayAtTop Get X

Set X

EditedValue Get X

Set

EditPattern Get

Set

Enabled Get X X

Set X X

Focus Get X

Set X

FontSize Get X X X

Set X X X

FontStyle Get X X X

Set X X X

FontType Get X X X

Set X X X

ForegroundCo
lor

Get X X

Set X X

FullName Get

Set

Handle* Get X

Set

Height Get X X

Set X X

Left Get X X

Set X X

Maximized* Get

Set

Minimized* Get

Set

Multiline Get

Set

Name Get X X X X

Set
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Property Get/Set List Box List Column
Item List Row Item Literal Menu Multiline Edit

Field Prompt

ObjectType Get X X X X X

Set

Parent Get X X X X X

Set

Prompt Get X

Set X

PromptHeight Get X

Set X

PromptBackgro
undColor

Get X

Set X

PromptFontSi
ze

Get X

Set X

PromptFontSt
yle

Get X

Set X

PromptFontTy
pe

Get X

Set X

PromptForegro
undColor

Get X

Set X

PromptLeft Get

Set

PromptTop Get

Set

PromptWidth Get X

Set X

ReadOnly Get

Set

Selected Get X

Set

Top Get X X

Set X X

Value Get X X

Set X

Visible Get X X
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Property Get/Set List Box List Column
Item List Row Item Literal Menu Multiline Edit

Field Prompt

Set X X

Width Get X X

Set X X

Table 3: Controls and Their Supported Properties (Table 3 of 4)

Property Get/Set Multiline
Edit Field

Permitted
Value List Picture Radio Button

Radio Button
Group

(Methods)

Radio Button
Group

(Properties)

BackgroundCo
lor

Get X X

Set X X

BitmapBackgr
ound

Get

Set

BitmapDisplay
Mode

Get X

Set

BitmapName Get X

Set

Caption Get X X X

Set X X X

Check Get

Set

ColumnCount Get

Set

ColumnType Get

Set

CurrentCount Get

Set

DisplayAtTop Get

Set

EditedValue Get X

Set X

EditPattern Get

Set

Enabled Get X X

Set X X

Focus Get X X
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Property Get/Set Multiline
Edit Field

Permitted
Value List Picture Radio Button

Radio Button
Group

(Methods)

Radio Button
Group

(Properties)

Set X X

FontSize Get X X X X

Set X X X X

FontStyle Get X X X X

Set X X X X

FontType Get X X X X

Set X X X X

ForegroundCo
lor

Get X X

Set X X

FullName Get

Set

Handle* Get X X X X

Set

Height Get X X X X X

Set X X X X X

Left Get X X X X X

Set X X X X X

Maximized* Get

Set

Minimized* Get

Set

Multiline Get X

Set

Name Get X X X

Set

ObjectType Get X X X X

Set

Parent Get X X X X

Set

Prompt Get X

Set X

PromptHeight Get X

Set X

PromptBackgro
undColor

Get X
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Property Get/Set Multiline
Edit Field

Permitted
Value List Picture Radio Button

Radio Button
Group

(Methods)

Radio Button
Group

(Properties)

Set X

PromptFontSi
ze

Get X

Set X

PromptFontSt
yle

Get X

Set X

PromptFontTy
pe

Get X

Set X

PromptForegro
undColor

Get X

Set X

PromptLeft Get X

Set X

PromptTop Get X

Set X

PromptWidth Get X

Set X

ReadOnly Get X

Set

Selected Get

Set

Top Get X X X X X

Set X X X X X

Value Get X X X

Set X

Visible Get X X X X X

Set X X X X X

Width Get X X X X X

Set X X X X X
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Table 4: Controls and Their Supported Properties (Table 4 of 4)

Property Get/Set
Single-line
Edit Field
Prompt

Single-line
Edit Field Status Bar Tool Bar Tool Bar

Controls Window

BackgroundCo
lor

Get X X X X

Set X X X X

BitmapBackgr
ound

Get X

Set

BitmapDisplay
Mode

Get X

Set X

BitmapName Get

Set

Caption Get X

Set X

Check Get

Set

ColumnCount Get

Set

ColumnType Get

Set

CurrentCount Get

Set

DisplayAtTop Get

Set

EditValue Get X

Set X

EditPattern Get

Set

Enabled Get X

Set X

Focus Get X X

Set X X

FontSize Get X X

Set X X

FontStyle Get X X

Set X X
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Property Get/Set
Single-line
Edit Field
Prompt

Single-line
Edit Field Status Bar Tool Bar Tool Bar

Controls Window

FontType Get X X

Set X X

ForegroundCo
lor

Get X

Set X

FullName Get

Set

Handle* Get X X X X

Set

Height Get X X

Set X X

Left Get X X

Set X X

Maximized* Get X

Set

Minimized* Get X

Set

Multiline Get X

Set

Name Get X X

Set

ObjectType Get X X X

Set

Parent Get X X X X

Set

Prompt Get X

Set X

PromptHeight Get X

Set X

PromptBackgro
undColor

Get X

Set X

PromptFontSi
ze

Get X

Set X

PromptFontSt
yle

Get X
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Property Get/Set
Single-line
Edit Field
Prompt

Single-line
Edit Field Status Bar Tool Bar Tool Bar

Controls Window

Set X

PromptFontTy
pe

Get X

Set X

PromptForegro
undColor

Get X

Set X

PromptLeft Get X

Set X

PromptTop Get X

Set X

PromptWidth Get X

Set X

ReadOnly Get X

Set

Selected Get

Set

Top Get X

Set X

Value Get X

Set

Visible Get X X X X

Set X X X X

Width Get X

Set X

The following applies to the corresponding properties marked with * (asterisk) in the previous table:

• The Maximized property always returns a TRUE value and the Minimized property always returns a FALSE value.
• The controls on the tool bar are not buttons and you cannot access the tool bar controls in the same way as you can

access buttons.
• Radio Button Group (Methods) is not supported.
• The following list details the specific font types, styles, and sizes that are supported:

– Font Type
• Century Gothic
• Times New Roman
• Sans Serif
• Wingdings
• Courier

– Font Style
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• Normal
• Italic
• Oblique

– Font Size
• 8
• 12
• 24

• In Bitmap properties, the Scaled BitmapDisplayMode property is not supported completely in Web View applications
as it does not scale to the size of the window. The Centered or Tiled BitmapDisplayMode is not supported for Picture
control.

• For EditedValue property, validation checking using values in the EditedValue property is not supported in Gen
Release 8.5.

• The Handle property always returns a value of zero in Web View applications.

Events

JavaScript does not support the following Gen events and are ignored at runtime:

NOTE
Read-only entry fields do not intercept any events.

Control Event Handlers

Window RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
WinMove
WinResize

Single or multi-line entry field RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove
Keypress

Check box RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove

Radio Button RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove

Non-Enterable Drop-down LeftMouseBtnDown
LeftMouseBtnUp
RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove

Non-Enterable List RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove
MouseEnter
MouseExit
GainFocus
LoseFocus
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Picture RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove

The following events are not supported in the Web View applications:

• The single-click event is not supported in List Boxes
• Gain focus events and Lose focus events

Web Graphics

All bitmaps must be converted to JPG, GIF, or PNG graphic formats. Background bitmaps are implemented by the
background image style sheet property that is applied to the body element (and must be implemented by a JPG, GIF,
or PNG graphic file). Before application assembly, create a directory in the model directory with the name assets and
manually copy the images to the assets directory.

Image file names must be lowercase and the file extension must match what is specified in the model.

Colors

The color properties for an object stored in the model include the following:

• background color
• foreground color
• highlighting background color
• highlighting foreground color
• disabled background color
• disabled foreground color
• background text window color
• foreground text window color

The object's foreground color property in the model is used as the value for the color property in the style sheet. The
object's background color property in the model is used as the value for the background color property in the style sheet.
The other color properties are not supported and are ignored at runtime.

Browser Support

In Mozilla Firefox, you cannot scroll Multi-line Entry Fields without horizontal scroll bars when the number of characters
that you typed in the field exceeds the field display area.

If you resize the browser in Web View applications, you may not be able to scroll or access all the elements in the window
or dialog.

Asynchronous Support

Web View does not support asynchronous processing.

Bi-directional Language Support

Bi-directional language includes text that follows both the right-to-left text orientation (for example, Arabic and Hebrew)
and the left-to-right text orientation (for example, English).

Web View applications support bi-directional languages partially. You may see some discrepancies in the user interface
such as buttons could be placed in the wrong location, radio buttons may not be aligned correctly, or text may be partially
visible in a text editor.
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Help Support

In Web View applications, all help actions (Help, Help for Help, Extended Help, Keys Help, and Help Index) display the
generated <LoadModuleName>.Help.html in a dialog.

Generate Applications in Web View

This article provides information to Generate Applications in Web View. You can generate Web View applications that are
based on your model objects using Gen Studio.

This task is a two-step process. First, you generate source code using the Gen Studio generation capabilities, and then
you compile and assemble that source code as necessary using the Build Tool or Implementation Toolsets.

For detailed procedures, see the Generating Web View Applications video.

Generation Configuration

A Generation Configuration (also known as a configuration instance) defines the model objects and the target
environment parameters that you can specify to generate source code. You can create and manage multiple
configurations for any model.

By default, a new configuration is file-based. However, if you have the appropriate model access you can save the
configuration in the model.

NOTE
In Client-Server Encyclopedia and Host Encyclopedia, we refer to a configuration as Configuration Instance. In
Gen Studio, we refer to a configuration as Generation Configuration.

Configuration Types

The following configuration types are supported in Generation Configurations:

• Cooperative
• Non-cooperative

You can create configurations in the Generation Configurations dialog that is based on these configuration types.

Model-based Configurations and File-Based Configurations

Configurations that are saved to a model are Model-based Configurations. Configurations that are saved to a file are File-
based Configurations. By default, new configurations are file-based configurations but with appropriate model access, you
can change a file-based configuration to a model-based configuration.

NOTE
You cannot change a model-based configuration to a file-based configuration if you do not have permissions to
delete a configuration from a model. This can occur if the model is read-only or the configuration is not checked
out with Delete protection in your subset.

Create and Manage Configurations
You can create, edit, delete, and run configurations using the Generation Configuration option in Gen Studio.

Open a model in Gen Studio and click Construction, Generation Configurations in the main menu to open the Generation
Configurations dialog.
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Existing configurations do not work with the current release and you must recreate the configurations. If there are any
configurations available in a model, then delete these configurations before installing the latest version.

You can perform the following tasks in the Generation Configurations dialog:

• Create a configuration
• Edit a configuration
• Delete a configuration
• Run a configuration

If a generation configuration has protected objects that are selected in it, the Name field is disabled and you cannot
rename the generation configuration.

NOTE
The duplicate functionality is not currently available.

You can create a configuration using the Generation Configurations dialog. You can create configurations with the
same name for different models irrespective of whether the configuration is a file-based configuration or a model-based
configuration.

For file-based configurations, the configuration names are not case-sensitive.

For model-based configurations, the encyclopedia stores the model-based configurations with configuration names
in a case-sensitive format. You can create two configurations with the same configuration name if you create the
configurations in two different subsets. If the two configurations have the same configuration name and case, the upload
applies renaming logic and creates a unique configuration name for the second configuration that is created. If the two
configuration names are in a different case, then both the configurations are stored in the model without being renamed.

For model-based configurations where the model is checked in, you can rename the configuration from Gen Studio only
by checking out the configuration from the model with delete protection.
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NOTE
The Encyclopedia functionality provides a function for renaming the configuration outside of Gen Studio.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a model in Gen Studio.
The Generation Configuration menu option and toolbar icon are enabled.

2. Click Construction, Generation Configuration from the Gen Studio main menu.
The Generation Configurations dialog opens.

3. Right-click on the configuration type in the left pane and click New from the pop-up menu.
A new configuration is added under the configuration type in the left pane. By default, a system-generated name is
assigned to the new configuration; however, you can modify the name by providing a new configuration name in the
Name field.
You can edit the configuration settings in the following tabs on the right pane:

Main
Defines the local model, the target environment values, the generation options, and the dialects for the selected
generation configuration.

Database
Defines the database-specific generation settings for the selected DDL options.

Model Object Selection
Lists a tree hierarchy of all the Business Systems that are associated with the model that is selected in the Main
tab. Only the valid objects for the selected configuration type are displayed in the hierarchy.

NOTE
If your configuration instance is saved to a model, the model objects that are in Read protection are not
displayed in this tab.

The tree hierarchy lists the following objects in the same order as mentioned:
Business System
Packaging Type (Cooperative or Non-cooperative)
Load Modules
Procedure Steps
Action Blocks
Primary Windows/Dialogs
Secondary Dialogs

Trace
Defines the objects for which you can generate trace information. Only the objects that are selected for generation
in the Model Objects Selection tab can be set to trace.

NOTE
For a file-based configuration, all the objects that are selected for generation in the Model Object
Selection tab are also listed in the Trace tab. For a model-based configuration, the objects that are in
Read protection are not displayed.

Common
Defines the settings to save the configuration either as a file-based configuration or as a model-based
configuration. You can configure the Console view to display the generation output.

4. Select the Local Model, set generation options for the Target Environment, and select the Generation Options in the
Main tab.
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Local Model

Displays the model name that is associated with the current configuration. When creating a configuration, the first open
model is selected in this drop-down by default. For a model-based configuration, this drop-down list is disabled if the
current model or the subset is read-only or portions of the configuration cannot be deleted.

If you change the model selection in this drop-down list, all the selections of the model-specific objects in all the tabs are
reset.

For a model-based configuration, you cannot select a read-only model from the Local Model drop-down list.

Target Environment
Specifies the values for the Target Environment. The values that are selected in these lists are inter-related and
each field displays only the valid options that are based on the selection in other fields.
For example: Any change in the Operating System drop-down list updates the DBMS (TD) and the Language
drop-down lists in a way such that these lists have only the valid options for the selected Operating System.

Operating System
Specifies the operating system under which the generated application executes.

DBMS(TD)
Specifies the database management system (DBMS) technical design that is used by the generated application.
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NOTE
The DBMS(TD) drop-down list is disabled if the current model or the subset is read-only or the selected
database objects are in Read protection. You cannot select the value <NONE> if the configuration is
stored in a model and it includes protected database objects that are selected from the table in the
Database tab. You cannot select the value JDBC or MS/SQL if the configuration is stored in a model and
it includes protected tablespace objects that are selected from the table in the Database tab.

Language
Specifies the high-level programming language in which the Generation Configuration generates an application.
The language choices available depend on the configuration of your Gen software.

TP Monitor
Specifies the Transaction Processing Monitor under which the application executes. The choices that are listed
are valid TP monitors for the specified operating system.

Generate RMT Files for Remote Installation
Creates a remote file and does not invoke the Build Tool.

Generate RI Triggers
Generates Referential Integrity Trigger modules.

Launch Build Tool
Invokes the Build Tool to build and assemble the application after generation is complete. To invoke the Build
Tool, select this check box and then select the Load Module in the Model Objects Selection tab, at least for Action
Blocks.
If Build Tool is already open, the same instance of Build Tool is used to build the application.

Dialects
Generates dialect windows or dialogs. Select the dialects in the Main tab and the associated windows or dialogs
in the Model Object Selection tab.

Apply
Saves the configuration settings.

Revert
Undoes the last change. You cannot undo your last change after saving the settings.

Select the database-specific generation defaults in the Database tab.

NOTE
The DDL Options and the DDL Generation Selection are disabled on the Database tab if you select <NONE> in
the DBMS(TD) drop-down in the Main tab.
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Qualify Tables and Indices with Owner ID (DDL)

Adds the Owner ID as a prefix to all the table and index names in SQL DML for all the DBMS except Microsoft SQL.

Create Storage Group in DDL (DB2 z/OS Only)
Generates DDL with storage group definitions.
If you select DB2 z/OS as the database, the Create Storage Group in DDL (DB2 z/OS Only) check box is
enabled.
If you select the Create Storage Group in DDL (DB2 z/OS Only) check box and the database contains storage
groups, the DDL Generation Selection table contains storage groups for the database.

Create RI Alter Primary Keys/Foreign Keys/Triggers in DDL
Generates DDL that creates alternate Referential Integrity Primary and Foreign Key triggers so that they can be
compared against an existing database.

NOTE
This option creates the RI constraints and primary key statements only. No other DDL statements are
generated.

If you select the Create RI Alter Primary Keys/Foreign Keys/Triggers in DDL check box, the Create Storage Group
in DDL (DB2 z/OS Only) check box and the Drop column are disabled.

DBMS Drive for Local Installation
Specifies the drive on which the DBMS installs the database for a local installation. This option is valid only for the
DB2 UDB database.

DDL Generation Selection
Displays the database objects in a tabular format. You can sort the Name column in ascending or descending
order.
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The following object types are included in this table:

• Database
• Table
• Index
• Tablespace
• Storage Group (DB2 z/OS only)

NOTE
When a configuration includes the storage group for a database, we recommend you to select the
database also in the configuration.

For model-based configurations, you cannot change the selection state of a database object if it has read-only
protection.

Select the model objects to include in your configuration in the Model Object Selection tab. This tab displays the model
objects that are based on the configuration type.

NOTE
If you select a Business System, all the Load Modules under the Business System object are selected. Similarly,
if you select a Procedure Step, all the Action Blocks under the Procedure Step object are selected.
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1. Select the objects for which you must generate trace information in the Trace tab. Only Action Blocks and Procedure
Steps that are selected in the Model Object Selection tab are enabled in the Trace tab for selection.

NOTE
In Windows 7, the Trace tab shows disabled check boxes only in the Windows Classic theme.
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1. Set the options to save the configuration settings in the Common tab. You can save the configuration settings either to
the model or to a Launch file. You can also set the configuration options to save the generation output in a file in this
tab.
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Save to Model

Saves the configuration settings to the model selected in the Main tab.

The Save to Model option is disabled in the following cases:

• If the configuration is saved in a file and the model is read-only.
• Protections of selected objects in the Database tab or the Model Object Selection tab prevent moving the configuration

to the model.
• Protected Objects

Displays a report listing the objects with Read protection that are defined in your file-based configuration. The
Protected Objects button is enabled only when the Save to Model option is disabled and you have objects in your
configuration with Read protection. The Protected Objects report file defaults to your local model directory.

• Save to File
Saves the configuration settings in a launch file, which by default is saved in the launch directory within your model
directory.
Type the path in the field that is provided or click Browse to change the location. If the location you specified is valid
but the folder is not yet created, a new folder structure is created. If the location you specified is not valid, an error
message is displayed.
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NOTE
If the specified directory path in the Save to File field is longer than the size of the field, the Protected
Objects and the Browse buttons shift to the right and may not be visible on the dialog. To view these buttons,
increase the dialog size accordingly.

The Save to File option is disabled in the following cases for model-based configurations:
– If the configuration is saved in the model and the model is read-only.
– If any of the object protections of the selected objects in the Database tab and the Model Object Selection tab would

prevent moving the configuration out of the model.
For example:
– If the configuration instance is checked out with Read, the Save to File option is disabled.
– If the procedure step that is selected on the Model Object Selection tab is checked out with Read, the Save to File

option is disabled.
The launch file is in XML format and encoded in UTF-8 format. The filename is in the following format:
<ConfigurationName>.launch

<ConfigurationName>
Specifies the name of the configuration.

Default: Selected
• Console Encoding

Specifies character encoding and displays the generation output.
Default: Encoding used by Gen Studio.

• Allocate Console
Specifies the use of the Console view to display the generation output.

• Write to File
Saves the generation output in a file. By default, the file location is the directory in which the model is saved.
Console.out is the generation output filename.
Type the path in the field that is provided or click Browse to change the location. If the location you specified is valid
but the folder is not yet created, a new folder structure is created. If the location you specified is not valid, an error
message is displayed.
If the path specified is not accessible, an error message is displayed in the Console view.

• Append
Identifies if the output file is to be configured to the Append mode or the Overwrite mode.
Default: Overwrite mode

• Launch in Background
Runs the generation configuration in the background. By default, the generation configuration runs in the foreground
and you can see a pop-up dialog showing the generation progress.

Click Apply.

The generation configuration is created.

Edit a Configuration

You can edit existing configurations using the Generation Configurations dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a model in Gen Studio.
The Generation Configuration menu option and toolbar icon are enabled.

2. Click Construction, Generation Configuration from the Gen Studio main menu.
The Generation Configurations dialog opens.

3. Select a configuration from the list of configurations in the left pane.
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4. Update the information that is required for the type of Configuration.
5. Click Apply to save the configuration.

Delete a Configuration

You can delete an existing configuration from the Generation Configurations dialog. You cannot delete configurations that
are stored in a model and that have protected model objects or database objects selected in it.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a model in Gen Studio.
The Generation Configuration menu option and toolbar icon are enabled.

2. Click Construction, Generation Configuration from the Gen Studio main menu.
The Generation Configurations dialog opens.

3. Select a configuration from the list of configurations in the left pane.
4. Click the delete icon to delete the selected configuration. You can also right-click on an existing configuration in the left

pane and click Delete from the pop-up menu.
The configuration is deleted.

NOTE
In a file-based configuration, the Launch file is deleted when you delete the configuration.

Subsetting Considerations for Configurations
Define a subset for configurations that are based on the tasks you must perform and the expansion options and the
protection levels that are checked out in your model or subset.

For more information about subsetting, see Client Server Encyclopedia Subsetting and Host Encyclopedia Subsetting.

Model Object Protection Requirements

Protection requirements are applicable only on model-based configurations. If you perform a task for which the model
objects that are included in a subset do not have the appropriate protection, the proposed changes are either not allowed
or discarded. An error message is displayed for information purpose.

Protection levels are hierarchical and are from highest to lowest:

1. Delete
2. Modify
3. Access
4. Read

You can delete a configuration only if it is defined with Delete protection and not with Update, Read, or Access protection.
You can modify a configuration only if it is defined with Update or Delete protection and not with Read or Access
protection.

For example, if a subset is defined with Delete protection on Procedure Step A but the subset is not checked out, another
subset containing Procedure A with Delete protection may be checked out and that procedure step may be deleted.

The following requirements govern the model object protection with the default expansion:

Delete
You can delete existing configurations.
You can add a new configuration and can include target objects unless the target objects are defined with Read
protection.
You can update existing configurations including update of target environments. You can select new objects or
clear selected objects from the model objects list and update trace selection unless the target object is defined
with Read protection.
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You can update the generation options and can generate a configuration unless the target objects are defined
with Read protection in which case you cannot select the trace option.

NOTE
The Delete icon is disabled in the Generation Configurations dialog if the configuration is not defined
with Delete protection.

Modify
You can add a new configuration and can include target objects unless the target objects are defined with Read
protection.
You can update existing configurations including update of target environments. You can select new objects or
clear selected objects from the model objects list and update trace selection unless the target objects are defined
with Read protection.
You can update the generation options and can generate a configuration unless the target objects are defined
with Read protection in which case you cannot select the trace option.
You cannot delete existing configurations.

Access
You can add a new configuration and can include target objects unless the target objects are defined with Read
protection.
You cannot update existing configurations including update of target environments. You cannot select new objects
or clear selected objects from the model objects list and you cannot update a trace selection.
You can generate a configuration but you cannot update the generation options or the trace options.
You cannot delete existing configurations.

Read
You cannot add a new configuration.
You cannot update existing configurations including update of target environments. You cannot select new objects
or clear selected objects from the model objects list and you cannot update a trace selection.
You cannot delete existing configurations.
You can generate a configuration but you cannot update the generation options or a trace options.

Read-only Models or Subsets

You can generate a configuration from a read-only model or subset.

• You can create, modify, and delete file-based configurations from a read-only model.
• You can create, modify, or delete model-based configurations when the model or the subset is read-only.

Run Generation Configurations
Run the configurations using either from the Generation Configurations dialog or Right-click on a valid object in the Web
View Navigator view and click Generate or Generate including subordinates depending on your requirement.

If you run a generation configuration that includes any of the following generators, a successful generation updates the
model if it is not a read-only model:

• Procedure Step
• Action Block
• RI Triggers
• Web Client

NOTE
DDL generation does not update the model.

The location of the generated files is the same as in Toolset.
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View the generation output messages in the Console view. Configuration generation errors, if any, display in the Problems
view. The Problems view is cleared if the current configuration is regenerated or another configuration is generated. If
an object belongs to more than one-generation configuration, errors that are logged for that object in other generation
configurations are not cleared.

Run a Configuration from the Generation Configurations Dialog

You can run the configurations from the Generation Configurations dialog using any of the following methods:

• Select a configuration in the left pane and click Run
• Select a configuration in the left pane and press the Enter key
• Double-click the configuration in the left pane

The following procedure explains how to select and run a configuration in the Generation Configurations dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a model in the Web View Generation perspective.
The Generation Configuration menu option and toolbar icon are enabled.

2. Click Construction, Generation Configurations from the Gen Studio main menu.
The Generation Configurations dialog opens. The defined configurations are listed in the left pane.

3. Select a configuration in the left pane or create a configuration.
For information about creating a configuration, see Create a Configuration.

4. Click Run.
If you have selected the configuration to run in the foreground, the Progress Information dialog opens showing the
progress.

NOTE
If you click Cancel on the Progress Information dialog, the generation stops after completing the current
generation step and closes the pop-up dialog.

The selected objects are generated based on the configurations. You can view the generation output messages in the
Console view.

Run a Configuration from Web View Navigator

You can run a configuration from the Web View Navigator in the Web View Generation perspective. You can run
configurations of valid objects using this procedure. Running a configuration from the Web View Navigator lets you
generate a subset of the configuration such as an individual Action Block or a Procedure Step.

Valid Configuration
Specifies a generation configuration for an object in which the object is selected for generation.

Valid Object
Specifies an object in the Web View Navigator that has valid configurations. Any object that can be selected for
generation in the Model Object Selection tab in the Generations Configuration dialog are valid for generation.
The following objects are valid to run a configuration from the Web View Navigator view:

• Model
• Business System
• Procedure Step
• Action Block

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Web View Generation perspective in Gen Studio.
2. Open a model and expand the model objects in the Web View Navigator.
3. Right-click on a valid object that you want to run the configuration.
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NOTE
Use the Ctrl key to select multiple objects in Web View Navigator. When you use the Ctrl key to select
multiple objects in the Navigator view, only the selected objects are generated including the child objects that
were selected in the configuration.

A pop-up menu opens showing Generate and Generate including subordinates menu items. The model object
and the packaging type object (Cooperative or Non-cooperative) in the Web View Navigator view display only the
Generate including subordinates menu item. All the other objects in the Web View Navigator view display Generate
and Generate including subordinates menu items.

Generate
Generates the objects that are selected in the Web View Navigator.

Generate including subordinates
Generates the selected objects in the Web View Navigator along with their child objects that were selected in the
configuration.

NOTE
If there are no valid configurations for an object, the Generate and Generate including subordinates
menus display (no matching configurations)# Configuration Object Types as a sub-menu as shown in
the following illustration:

4. Click Generate or Generate including subordinates depending on your requirement.
A pop-up menu opens showing only the valid configurations for that object.

5. Click the required configuration name.

If you have selected the configuration to run in the foreground, the Progress Information dialog opens showing the
progress.

NOTE
If you click Cancel on the Progress Information dialog, the generation stops after completing the current
generation step and closes the pop-up dialog.

The selected objects are generated based on the configurations. You can view the generation output messages in the
Console view.

Generate and Build the Web View Application

Build the application using the Build Tool after you generate the source code from your model definitions in Gen Studio.

The Build Tool compiles the source code, assembles the application, and prepares it for deployment.

After generating your application, you have to build it on a Windows platform. The Build Tool works with either ICM files
that result from a Local generation, or RMT files that result from a Remote generation. You can set options that affect the
build process of your application through the Build Tool Profile.

NOTE
For more details about the Build Tool and Assemble utility, see Working With Build Tool.

For detailed procedure of generating Web View applications, see the video Generating Web View Applications.
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Deploy the Web View Application

Creating an EAR file with the Build Tool Assemble feature targeting Web View textually compresses static files, such as
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript files.

If these files are generated, they are compressed during the assemble process in Build Tool. If these files are delivered,
these have been already compressed in advance.

However, sometimes, it is necessary to leave the files uncompressed. The OPT.DEBUG token in the Build Tool profile
controls the behavior. When OPT.DEBUG is set to ‘YES’, all textual compression is disabled and the pre-packaged non-
debug Web View JavaScript files, WebViewUI_Debug.zip file, and the debug version of YUI library files are packaged into
the assembled EAR file.

To be able to run a Web View application, you must first assemble and then deploy it to an Application Server. You can
deploy a Web View application to the following Application Servers:

• WebLogic
• WebSphere
• JBoss
• JBoss EAP
• Wildfly

Follow these steps:

1. Open Build Tool.
2. Click Action, Assemble.

The EAR File Assemble Details dialog opens.
3. Click Application Server on the left panel.

The Application Server specific settings appear.
4. Select the required application server from the Application Server drop-down.
5. Click OK.

The EAR file is stored in the following location:

\\<model directory>\java\deploy.j2ee

Format for Load Module and Trancode Filenames

The Web View generator generates startup files for each load module and trancode is defined in the window and
cooperative packaging. These HTML files are used to start the application.

For load modules, the filenames are suffixed with '.LM'.

Example:

If the packaging is Windows and the load module name is X, the load module HTML file is generated as 'WIN.X.LM.html'.

For trancodes, the filename contains the trancode name that is suffixed with '.TC’.

Example:

If the packaging is cooperative and the trancode name is X, the trancode HTML file is generated as 'COOP.X.TC.html'.

Trace a Generated HTML Application Using Diagram Trace Utility

To trace a generated HTML application using the diagram trace utility, follow these steps:

1. Select to generate with Trace during Generation.
2. From the Build Tool, in the EAR File Assemble Details dialog, select Enable Diagram Trace under the Tracing tag.
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3. To start the Diagram Trace Utility, click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Diagram Trace Utility.
NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen. Diagram Trace Utility executes only on Windows.
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The Diagram Trace Utility autostarts and listen on port 4567. You can change the default port from within the Diagram
Trace Utility.

4. Start the application normally from the browser by invoking the TC.html file. You invoke the HTML file by typing the
lowercase name into the browser "location" or URL field.

5. Step through the Action Diagram code.

For more information, see Tracing.

Run the Web View Application

You must deploy the generated Web View application to an Application Server.

NOTE
When deploying a Java 11 Web View application to the JBoss Application Server, you must configure the JVM
that is launched. For information about how to configure the JVM, see Configuring the JBoss Application Server
JVM for Java 11.

Use the EAR file created by the Build Tool under your model directory: \\<model directory>\java\deploy.j2ee. Follow your
Application Server deployment instructions to actually deploy the EAR file.

You can invoke your generated application from a supported browser. The URL to access Web View applications rely on
the context that is specified plus the startup HTML filename. It must follow the following format:

<http://<hostname>/<context>/<startupfile>

The web.xml file is also used to modify the Session Timeout value, which is set to 30 minutes by default.

National Language Support (NLS)

All files that are generated for Web View are UTF-8 encoded. The model encoding is used to determine the translation
that is used to convert the files to UTF-8.

The dialect name or culture language code is used as part of the context, for example:

http://hostname:portnumber/application_DIALECT/WIN(or COOP).trancode(or loadmodulename)_DIALECT.TC(or LM).html

Therefore, NLS requires that the model contain a non-DEFAULT dialect definition.

Windows GUI Specific Features

This article provides information to cover Windows GUI specific features including, Presentation-related Functions, Tips,
Message Box, OLE Functions, and File-Related Functions.

Presentation-related Functions

The browsers do not support the following Gen presentation-related functions:
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• Beep
• BackgroundColor
• ClearDisplayProperties
• ForegroundColor
• GetCaption
• GetHandle
• GetHeight
• GetLeft
• GetPromptHeight
• GetPromptLeft
• GetPromptTop
• GetPromptWidth
• GetTop
• GetVisible
• GetWidthMessageBoxBeep
• Mark Command
• Refresh
• RestoreDisplayProperties
• SaveDisplayProperties
• SetCaption
• SetFont
• SetFontDynamically
• SetHeight
• SetLeft
• SetPromptHeight
• SetPromptLeft
• SetPromptTop
• SetPromptWidth
• SetTop
• SetVisible
• SetWidth
• Unmark Command

Tips

The following list provides tips for the unsupported presentation-related functions:

• All the Get and Set (for example, GetHeight, SetTop) functions use Windows API calls that need the HANDLE to a
specific control or a window that is displayed on the desktop to get or set a presentation property of that window or
control. These types of Windows API calls are not possible in a browser environment.
– Dot notation cannot be used with Hypertext links the same as with HTMLText and HTMLControl, which were

introduced in Advantage Gen 6.5.
– The functions Beep and MessageBoxBeep emit a beeping sound on the speaker of the computer where the code is

running. Since the browsers run on a different computer than the Application Server, these features are not useful
in browser clients. MessageBoxBeep, however, produces a message box from the browser window. Only the audio
beep is not supported.

• The functions ClearDisplayProperties, RestoreDisplayProperties, and SaveDisplayProperties work with the registry
entries of the specified display properties and use Windows APIs that need the handles of the registry keys. Any
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changes that are made to the registry keys only affect the display properties that are associated with windows on that
machine. For browser clients, which reside on a different computer, these functions do not provide the desired effect.

• Also, some Gen Interface Object Methods and Properties are represented internally by Get or Set functions. Thus,
they are not supported. The following Gen Interface Object Properties are not supported:
– Caption
– Enabled
– Focus
– FontSize
– FontStyle
– FontType
– Groupbox Caption
– Handle
– Height
– Left
– Literal Value
– Maximized
– Minimized
– Prompt
– Prompt FontStyle
– Prompt FontType
– Prompt Height
– Prompt Left
– PromptFontSize
– PromptTop
– PromptWidth
– Top
– Visible
– Width

• The following Gen Interface Object Methods are not supported:
– Clear
– Click
– Copy
– Cut
– Paste
– Redraw
– SetBitmapBackground
– SetSelection
– Undo
– Window.EnterableDropDownList
– Window.EnterableDropDownLists
– Window.EnterableListBox
– Window.EnterableListBoxes
– Window.OLEArea
– Window.OLEAreas
– Window.OLEControl
– Window.OLEControls
– OLE Functions
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Message Box

Message boxes are asynchronous in behavior and you see multiple message boxes that are displayed during Action
Block or Event processing.

The function MessageBox can be used only in Web View applications after the primary window or primary dialog displays.
This function must not be invoked from Procedure Step action logic, from Open, or Activate event actions, or from
TIREVENTs, which are invoked before the window display.

OLE Functions

The following Gen OLE functions are not supported, because browsers do not support Object Linking and Embedding
(OLE) technology:

• CreateObject
• GetObject
• PrintWindow
• Quit
• RegCloseKeys
• RegCreateKey
• RegDeleteKey
• RegDeleteValue
• RegEnumKey
• RegOpenKey
• RegQueryValue
• RegSetValue

File-Related Functions

The following Gen functions are used to create, view, or update files and documents on the local or network drives, and
are not supported:

• OpenExcelDocument
• OpenWordDocument
• UpdateExcelCell
• ValueFromExcelCell

The functions OpenExcelDocument, and OpenWordDocument cannot be supported because the client business logic
runs on the Application server. Access to the file system of the computer is considered a security violation. Also, some of
these functions also use OLE objects, which are not supported.

Even though file functions, such as OpenTextFile, are enabled in Web View environments, they are not thread safe. Due
to the inherent multi-threaded nature of Web View applications, care must be taken when using file functions. Because no
locks are taken on resources that the file functions access, a file from a user session upon accessing, must prevent other
users from attempting to access the same resource. This poses potentials for collisions. Furthermore, references to these
resources are not preserved from one request to the next. You must Open, Access, and must Close within one event
action because the information would not be preserved on a second execution if the thread changed. To avoid side effects
and collisions between different sessions, create a unique file per user session.

Where not supported, action diagram statements are ignored at runtime.
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Window or Dialog Properties

The window properties, such as initial position (Designed, Mouse Alignment, or System Placed) and style (System Menu,
Minimize Button, Maximize Button, or Dialog Border) are not currently supported and such properties are ignored at
runtime.

All the HTML pages for a given window or dialog have a common appearance based on a predefined style sheet
(Cascading Style Sheet). Custom Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) are not supported in Web View.

Vertical menus are supported in Web View applications.

The title property of the window or dialog is used in the <TITLE> element of all HTML files that are generated for that
window or dialog. The icon file that is associated with the window or dialog is not supported and the property is ignored.

Other Unsupported Features

The following functionalities are unsupported, or partially supported in Web View Generation:

1. Due to the limitations imposed by HTML, the following controls are not supported:
– OLE Area
– Enterable DropDown List
– Enterable List
– ASP.NET controls

2. The following functionalities that are associated with specific controls are not supported:
– Disable By for ActiveX controls
– Auto tabbing among Entry Fields
– Extended Selection is only supported for list boxes on Internet Explorer
– Accelerators for push buttons and Menu or Menu Items

3. The following table discusses the functioning of Disabled By logic in Mozilla Firefox and Internet Explorer:

Operation Mozilla Firefox Internet Explorer
Cut, Paste, Delete, and Undo from the
Keyboard consistently
(without using the Context menu)

Disabled By works as expected. Disabled By works as expected.

Cut, Paste, and Undo from the Context
menu consistently
(without using the keyboard)

Disabled By does not work as expected. Disabled By does not work as expected.
The state changes once the element loses
focus.

Delete by using the Context menu. Disabled By does not work as expected. Disabled By does not work as expected.
The state changes once the element loses
focus.

Delete key on the keyboard to delete the
contents of a control and then use Undo
from the Context menu.

Disabled By does not work as expected. Disabled By does not work as expected.
The state changes once the element loses
focus.

Select the data to be deleted, use the
Delete key on the keyboard to delete the
contents of a control, and then use the
Undo key.

Disabled By does not work as expected. Disabled By works as expected.

1. Tab sequencing among window controls is governed by the order of the control in the generated HTML file. Since a list
box is implemented by HTML <TABLE> and Link (Action:) tags, sequencing does not include list boxes.

2. Recursive calls within action blocks (such as, an action block calling itself) are not supported and may result in runtime
abends.

3. Multiple selection listbox behaviors are not supported.
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4. Varying size table is not supported. If such a table exists on a window, it is rendered as a Fixed size table.
5. The CSSCLASS property is not supported in Web View applications.
6. The HideRadioButtonGroup method is not supported in Web View applications. Use the Visible property to hide the

Radio Button Group controls.
7. Customized help and close buttons are not supported.
8. System menu does not provide minimize, maximize, and restore functionality.
9. Cross-Context Flows are not supported in Web View applications.
10. Copying generation configurations or model directories that include generation configurations is not supported.
11. Duplicating generation configurations is not supported.
12. In Web View applications, prompts are part of the list box and it is not possible to detach the prompts from the list box

as done in other target environments. If you detach the prompts from the list box in the Navigation Diagram, the list
box follows the prompts and it may overlap the controls that are placed between the prompts and the list box in the
Navigation Diagram in Toolset.

13. You cannot use single-click and double-click events on the same control in Web View applications.

Application Skins

This article provides information for Application Skins that includes, Select Files to be Loaded in a Skin and Override
Skins Using the Injection Technique.

Select Files to be Loaded in a Skin

Extract the skinloader.js file that is located in the Gen installation directory:

<Gen Installation Directory>\Gen\webview\ui\WebViewUI.zip
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Add the CSS files that have been created to customize the behavior of the application. Add a line of code that loads your
customized CSS file in the portion of the script that begins with “if ((skinName == “”) || (skinName == “xp)) {“. Add this line
of code before the document.write(‘<style>’); line. The line of code necessary to load your customized CSS must be in the
following format:

document.write(‘@import url(“gen/skins/xp/customize.css”);’);. 

The values of the url parameter provide the location within the WAR file of your customized CSS file. Perform these steps
for each customized CSS file needed.
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Override Skins Using the Injection Technique

The WebViewUI.zip file that is located in the Gen installation directory includes the default skin for Web View applications.
You can modify the default skin directly but we recommend that you replace the skin files that you wish to override
using the injection technique. This technique keeps your skin overrides from being overwritten with updates to your Gen
installation.

Use the injection technique either to replace individual skin files or to apply an entirely different skin while assembling the
application.

The following example details the steps that are required to override the skinloader.js file and add an extra CSS file
named customize.css.

1. Select the appropriate load module in Build Tool
2. Right-click the load module and click Assemble.

The EAR File Assemble Details dialog opens.
3. Click Additional Files in the left pane and provide the files that are needed for inclusion in the WAR file.
4. Select the <WAR file> node in the tree structure and click New Folder.
5. Type Gen in the entry field and click OK.
6. Create the folder named skins in the Gen directory.

This directory structure is necessary to properly override the skinloader.js file that is provided in the <Gen installation
directory>\Gen\webview\ui\WebViewUI.zip file:

1. Select the skins folder and click Include File to add the modified skinloader.js file. The directory structure is created
and the modified skinloader.js file is included in the WAR file.

2. Create the directory structure that is defined in the skinloader.js for the customized CSS files and include the
customized CSS files. The directory structure is created and the CSS file is included as shown:
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Messages in Web View

This article provides information for messages that can be generated while working in Web View.

Message about Active Content

To help protect your security, Internet Explorer has restricted this webpage from running scripts or ActiveX controls that
could access your computer.

Reason:

Web View HTML pages reference external templates.

Action:

To modify Internet Explorer settings to stop seeing this message, follow these steps.

1. Open Internet Explorer.
2. Click Tools, Internet Options.

The Internet Options dialog opens.
3. Click the Advanced tab and scroll down to the Security settings.
4. Select the Allow active content to run in files on My Computer check box.

ERROR Writing Console Output - <path> (The system cannot find the path that is specified)

Reason:

This error message displays in the Console view if the path you specified in the Write to File field in the Generation
Configurations dialog is not accessible.

Action:

Specify a different path that is accessible to save the generation output in a file.
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Using the Web Service Wizard
Gen Web Service Wizard is a plug-in application developed using Gen. The Web Service Wizard allows you to create a
web service from a Gen XML Java proxy.

The wizard reads information from the model that is opened in the Gen Toolset to determine what potential web services
are available. The wizard looks for procedure steps that are packaged in server load modules and that are generated for
the XML Java proxy.

The wizard generates the Java source code that calls the XML Java proxy. It also generates the Web Service Description
Language (WSDL) file that describes the web service and the files that are needed by Apache-Axis to deploy the web
service to that environment. After generation, the wizard can compile the generated Java source and, if the application
server is installed locally, it copies the files to deploy the service to the correct directories.

The wizard uses template files to generate its output. This allows you to customize the generated source to add more
capability to the web service.

NOTE
The Gen Web Service Wizard does not support DBCS characters in Procedure Step, Entity, Entity View, Group
View or Attribute names. Replace the DBCS characters with single-byte characters if you use the Web Service
Wizard. Using the proxynms.dat rename method, when generating the XML Java Proxy, does not allow users to
work around this restriction. The wizard does not use this rename method.

Create a Web Service from a Gen XML Java Proxy
This article provides information to create a web service from a Gen XML Java Proxy including, Specifying Application
Server Information, Selecting Interface Styles and Specifying Deployment Options.

To create a web service, follow these steps:

1. Start the Web Service Wizard by selecting Plug-in either from the main Gen menu or from the Tools menu when a
diagram is open.
The Web Service Wizard Welcome panel appears.
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2. Clicking Cancel stops the wizard and returns control to the Toolset.
3. Clicking Help brings up the online help for the wizard.
4. Clicking Next displays the Operation Selection panel.
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The Operation Selection panel displays the procedure steps (operations) that are available to be selected for inclusion
in the web service. All available procedure steps that are packaged as server load modules are displayed, but only
those that have the XML Java proxy that is generated are available for selection because the proxy-generated XML
schema definition (XSD) file is used to generate the WSDL file for the web service.
When operations in the Available Operations list are selected and valid, the >> button is enabled. Clicking this button
moves the selected operations to the Selected Operations list. After the operations have been added to the Selected
Operations list, the Next button is enabled.
When operations in the Selected Operations list are selected, the << button is enabled. Clicking this button removes
the selections from the Selected Operations list and returns them to the Available Operations list.

NOTE
If the first character of procedure step (PStep) name is single-byte numeral, the PStep name is displayed in
the Step 2 through 5 window of the Web Service Wizard. If the color is red, you are not able to select it.

Specifying Application Server Information

On the Operation Selection window, clicking Back closes the window and displays the previous window. Clicking Next (or
double-clicking in the Selected Operations list) displays the App Server Information panel:
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This window allows you to enter a name for your web service. The name may have spaces, but all spaces are removed
and the first character of each word in the name is capitalized. For example, if you named your web service My First Web
Service, the actual name of the service becomes MyFirstWebService. The web service name is used for the files that are
generated by the wizard, the directory where the files are placed, and in the URL used to locate the service.

A Java package name may be specified. If one is entered, that name is used for the package statement in the generated
Java source code. Also, every word that is separated by periods in the name is used to create directories where the
generated code is placed. For example, a package name of com.ca.wizard results in the directory structure com\ca\wizard
being created and the compiled Java class being placed in this directory.

The host name and port number are used when generating the URL for the address location in the WSDL file. The
generated URL is:

http://<host name>:<port number>/axis/services/< service name>

The Web Service Application Server field indicates which web service application server is the target for this web service
(do not confuse a web service application server with application servers such as Tomcat or WebSphere). Currently, the
only supported web service application server is Apache-Axis, an open-source SOAP engine available as a free download
from the www.apache.org web site. Axis is also included with several application servers including IBM's Web Services
Toolkit, Macromedia's JRUN and ColdFusion MX, Apple's WebObjects, JBoss, and Borland's Enterprise Server. The Web
Service Description field is an optional entry that is used to populate the documentation area of the WSDL file.
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Selecting Interface Styles

If any of the selected operations were generated with both the classic Java proxy style and the new Gen Java proxy style,
the Interface Style Selection panel appears:

Each operation that was generated in both proxy styles causes the Interface Style Selection window to be displayed. The
wizard must know which style of proxy to use because the directory paths are different for each style.

Clicking Next changes the window to display the next operation. This allows you to decide which style of proxy must be
used for each individual operation.

Clicking Ok indicates that all the operations use the default Java Proxy API style. When this window closes, you return to
the Operation Selection window.

After you select a style for all the operations, the following panel appears:
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This panel indicates that all the selected operations have been processed.

Click Ok to return to the Operation Selection window.

Specifying Deployment Options

Clicking Back closes this window and displays the Operation Selection window.

Clicking Next brings up the Deployment Options panel.
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This panel allows you to define the values that are needed to deploy the web service to a local Apache-Axis installation.
When the window is first displayed, the Compile after generation check box is not selected and all the other fields on the
window are disabled. Selecting the Compile after generation check box informs the wizard that it must compile the web
service after it has been generated. It also enables the Deploy after compiling check box.

Selecting the Deploy after compiling check box informs the wizard that it must copy the appropriate files to the deployment
directory so that Axis is able to run the web service. It also enables all the other fields except for the Deployment jar file
name entry field, which is enabled when one or more of the other options are selected that indicate that a jar file must be
created.

The Deployment directory indicates the path where your Axis installation WEB-INF directory is located. The wizard
assumes that there is a lib directory and a classes directory that is located under the WEB-INF directory. If those
directories do not exist, they are created. The specified deployment directory must include WEB-INF as part of the
directory path.

The check boxes and radio buttons on this window allow you to determine what must be placed in the deployment jar file.
If none of the check boxes are selected and both do not deploy radio buttons are selected, the deployment jar file is not
created. In this case, the Deployment Jar file name field is disabled until a check box or one of the Places in deployment
jar radio buttons is selected.

The check boxes and radio buttons on this window are as follows:

• .class file
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Indicates where to deploy the web service class file (which is created by the compile of the <service>.java file). If this
box is checked, the class file is included in the deployment jar file. If it is not checked, the class file is copied to the
WEB-INF\classes directory.

• .wsdl file
Indicates where to deploy the web service WSDL file. If this box is checked, the WSDL file is included in the
deployment jar file. If it is not checked, the WSDL file is copied to the WEB-INF\classes directory. Copying this file to
either location ensures that Axis is able to display the correct WSDL file when it is queried for this information.

• Gen proxy jars
Indicate where to deploy the jar files for the Gen Java proxies that are referenced by this web service. If this box is
checked, the jar files are included in the deployment jar file. If it is not checked, the jar files are copied to the WEB-INF
\lib directory.

• commcfg.properties file deployment
Indicates whether the Gen commcfg.properties file must be copied into the deployment jar file, to the WEB-INF\classes
directory, or must not be copied. The commcfg.properties file is copied from the directory indicated by the %GENxx%
environment variable. Select the Do not deploy radio button, if on a previous deployment, you had selected the Copy to
WEB-INF/classes radio button so that there is no need to copy the file again.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

• Gen runtime deployment
Indicates whether the Gen Java runtime jar file must be copied into the deployment jar file, to the ..\WEB-INF
\lib directory, or must not be copied. The file (named CAGenRuntime.jar) is created when the deployment step is
executed. This builds a single jar file from the multiple jar files that make up the Java runtime. Select the Do not deploy
radio button, if on a previous deployment, you had selected the Copy to WEB-INF/lib radio button so that there is no
need to copy the file again.
The Deployment jar file name entry field lets you set or change the name of the Java jar file that may be used for the
deployment.

NOTE
If a deployment jar file is created, it is copied to the ..\WEB-INF\lib directory as part of the deployment.

Reviewing Selections

Clicking Back closes this panel and displays the App Server Information panel.

Clicking Next brings up the Review panel:
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This panel allows you to review the selections you have made for the creation of your web service. It also allows you
to modify the program that is used to display the results of the compile and deploy processes. The default program is
notepad.exe. If this value is changed, the program must be reachable using the PATH environment variable.

Viewing Generation and Deployment Progress

Clicking Back closes this panel and displays the Deployment Options window.

Clicking Generate brings up the Generation and Deployment Progress panel.
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This window shows the progress of the generation process. Following the compile step, a window is displayed showing
the results of the compile. After the deployment, another window is displayed showing the results of the deployment.
Before the deployment step can be run, the window showing the compile results must be closed. To return to the wizard,
the Deployment Results window must be closed because the build scripts wait for the windows to be closed before writing
out the file that indicates to the wizard that the step has been completed.

The Web Service Wizard generates the following files to the <modelPath>\WebServices\<serviceName> directory:

• <serviceName>.java
The XML Java proxy wrapper source file.

• <serviceName>Client.java
A sample java client that calls one of the methods in the service.

NOTE
If there is more than one method in the service, the sample contains code that calls only one of them.

• <serviceName>.class
The compiled Java class file. This file is located in a directory path that corresponds to the package name where
periods in the package name indicate directories. If the package name is blank, this file is generated into the same
directory as the remainder of the files (that is, <modelPath>\WebServices\<serviceName>).

• <serviceName>.wsdl
The WSDL file for this service.

• <serviceName>Deploy.wsdd
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The Web Service Deployment Description (WSDD) file used to tell Axis that the service is available.
• <serviceName>Undeploy.wsdd

The WSDD file used to remove the service from Axis' view (note that it does not delete the files from the Axis
directory).

• <serviceName>_java.bat
The Windows batch file used to compile the Java source.

• <serviceName>_java.mak
The make file that is used by the Windows batch file to compile the Java source.

• <serviceName>_java.log
This file contains the results of the compile and deploy steps.

• <serviceName>_deploy.bat
This file is the Windows batch file that is used to deploy the generated class file and WSDL file and all the other parts
of the web service.

Web Service Status

After the web service has been deployed, you must run the following command from a command prompt that tells Axis
that the service is available.

 java org.apache.axis.client.AdminClient <modelPath>\WebServices\<serviceName>\<serviceName>Deploy.wsdd

NOTE
This command must be on a single line.

WARNING
This command is only run once, not every time the service is deployed. Also, Axis must be running at the time
the command is run.

If the CLASSPATH environment variable does not include the Axis classpath values, you must include the cp parameter
executing java to include these values.

To inform Axis that the web service is no longer available, use the following command:

 java org.apache.axis.client.AdminClient <modelPath>\WebServices\<serviceName>\<serviceName>Undeploy.wsdd

After running the command, you can check to see that your web service is available to Axis by opening up a browser and
entering the following URL:

http://localhost:8080/axis

A screen appears in the following list of tasks you can perform:

• Administer Axis
• View the list of deployed Web services
• Validate the configuration of the local installation
• Visit the Apache-Axis Home Page

Selecting the View option brings up a list of available web services. Each web service that is listed is followed by the text
(wsdl). Selecting this item displays the WSDL file that is associated with that web service.

Error Messages Generated in the Web Service Wizard
This article explains the error messages that Gen Web Service Wizard generates.
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Java proxy generator is not installed.

Reason:

Gen Web Service Wizard uses the XML code that is generated by the Java proxy generator to create the WSDL file. The
Java proxy runtime is not installed.

Action:

The runtime is needed when the web service that is created by the Gen Web Service Wizard is compiled and run.

Web Service Wizard Cannot create API object.

Reason:

The Web Service Wizard uses the Gen Toolset Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) automation object to communicate
with the Toolset. One of the OLE objects that is created by the Toolset OLE Automation object is an API object that is used
to read and write metamodel objects to a Gen model. For some reason, this object could not be created.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

Web Service Wizard Cannot create the models object.

Reason:

The Web Service Wizard uses the Gen Toolset OLE Automation object to communicate with the Toolset. One of the OLE
objects that is created by the Toolset OLE Automation object is a models object that is used to read a list of the models
available to a Gen Toolset. For some reason, this object could not be created.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

Web Service Wizard Cannot create model object.

Reason:

The Web Service Wizard uses the Gen Toolset OLE Automation object to communicate with the Toolset. One of the OLE
objects that is created by the Toolset OLE Automation object is a model object, which is used to read the current model
opened in a Gen Toolset. This error occurs if the Web Service Wizard was started separately from the Gen Toolset and a
Toolset was not currently running with an open model.

Action:

Be sure to run only the Web Service Wizard from the Plug-in menu available in the Gen Toolset. Also, after having shut
down any instances of the Gen Toolset, use the Windows Task Manager application processes tab to ensure that all
instances of the Gen Toolset (toolset.exe) have been stopped. If any instances of the Toolset are running, use the End
Process button in the Task Manager to halt the instance.

NOTE
This error also occurs if the Toolset was not started with the /Automation switch. This is a switch that was added
with Advantage Gen 6.5 and is used to indicate that the Toolset is used as an automation server (which is how
the plug-ins work). The Toolset installation creates a shortcut and a menu option both of which include this
switch, but if the Toolset was installed in some other manner, the switch is not included.

Web Service Wizard Cannot create Toolset object.

Reason:
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The Web Service Wizard uses the Gen Toolset OLE Automation object to communicate with the Toolset. One of the OLE
objects that are created by the Toolset OLE Automation object is a Toolset object that is used as the entry point to a Gen
Toolset. This error occurs if the Web Service Wizard was started separately from the Gen Toolset and a Toolset was not
currently running with an open model.

Action:

Be sure to run only the Web Service Wizard from the Plug-in menu available in the Gen Toolset. Also, after having shut
down any instances of the Gen Toolset, use the Windows Task Manager application processes tab to ensure that all
instances of the Gen Toolset (toolset.exe) have indeed been stopped. If there are any instances of the Toolset running,
use the End Process button in the Task Manager to halt the instance.

Entered port number must be less than 65536.

Port numbers that are entered in the Application Server Information window must be less than 65536. Also, numbers are
greater than 2100 as the port numbers below 2100 have already been allocated for use by other services.

Error when opening input template file '<template file name>' FIL303 File does not exist. Cannot open.

Ensure that the file '<template file name>' exists in the Templates directory under the Web Service Wizard installation
directory. If it does not exist, use the Windows Add/Remove functionality of the program to repair the installation.

The xsd complexType tag that must create the WSDL schema was not found in the file <XML Java proxy schema
definition file>

Reason:

The WSDL generator of the Web Service Wizard reads the XML Java proxy schema definition file (.xsd) to create the
types section of the WSDL file. The generator searches the .xsd file looking for an XML tag named xsd:complexType. This
error appears if that tag is not found in the given file.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

REG605 The value does not exist.

Reason:

This error occurs if any of the following keys do not exist on a Windows 32-bit system with Gen installation:

 HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\ComputerAssociates\CA Gen\Plug-ins\CA Gen Web Service Wizard Plug-in\ExeLocation

 HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\ComputerAssociates\CA Gen\Plug-ins\CA Gen Web Service Wizard Plug-in\Home

 HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\ComputerAssociates\CA Gen\Plug-ins\CA Gen Web Service Wizard Plug-in\MenuItemText

 

This error occurs if any of the following keys do not exist on a Windows 64-bit system with Gen installation:

 HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\CA Gen\Plug-ins\CA Gen Web Service Wizard Plug-in

\ExeLocation

 HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\CA Gen\Plug-ins\CA Gen Web Service Wizard Plug-in

\Home

 HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\CA Gen\Plug-ins\CA Gen Web Service Wizard Plug-in

\MenuItemText

 

Action:

If any of these keys do not exist, use the Windows Add/Remove programs functionality to repair the installation.
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REG606 The specified SubKey does not exist.

Reason:

This error occurs if any key in the following key does not exist on a Windows 32-bit system with Gen installation:

 HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\ComputerAssociates\CA Gen\Plug-ins\CA Gen Web Service Wizard Plug-in\

This error occurs if any key in the following key does not exist on a Windows 64-bit system with Gen installation:

 HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\CA Gen\Plug-ins\CA Gen Web Service Wizard Plug-in\

Action:

If any of these keys do not exist, use the Windows Add/Remove functionality of the program to repair the installation.

Web Service Templates
This article provides information for Web Service Templates and explains about each of the templates used.

WebServicePluginBindingOperationsTemplate.wsdl

This template file is used to populate the individual operation tags in the WSDL <definitions><binding>. It uses the
following variables:

operation
Specifies the name of the current operation.

service
Specifies the name of the service.

location
Specifies the target URL string which takes the form //<host name>:<port number>/axis/services/<service name>.

There is one operation tag for every operation in the service.

WebServicePluginDeployTemplate.wsdd

This template file is used to populate the deploy Web Service Deployment Descriptor (WSDD) file. It uses the following
variables:

service
Specifies the name of the service.

operationWrapper
Specifies a comma-separated list of the operation names that are appended with the word Wrapper.

WebServicePluginMessageOperationsTemplate.wsdl

This template file is used to populate the individual operation tags in the WSDL <definitions> messages section. The
variable <operation> is used, which is the name of the current operation. An input and output message tag is created for
every operation in the service.

WebServicePluginClassicOperationTemplate.java

This template file is used to populate the wrapper program that calls the XML Java proxy. There is one method
for every operation in the service. There is also a template called WebServicePluginOperationTemplate.java.
This template is used with the AllFusion Gen Toolset and has the same overall structure as the
WebServicePluginClassicOperationTemplate.java file.
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The signature of the method uses the Axis message style that takes a single Document object parameter and returns a
Document object result. The document object includes the entire SOAP body and allows the method to work directly with
the XML.

The basic flow of the program is:

• Create a DocumentBuilder object that is used to create the return Document object.
• Create the XML string to be sent to the Java proxy from the input Document object.
• Create a Java proxy object and initialize the tracing and the communications endpoint if needed.
• Call the Java proxy.
• Create the output Document object from the string returned by the proxy.
• If an exception occurred, create the output error Document object from the error string that is attached to the Exception

object.

This template uses the variable <operation>, which is the name of the current operation.

WebServicePluginSampleClientTemplate.java

This template file is used to create a sample Java client that may be used to test the web service or as the basis for
writing your own client in Java. This file contains a class (<serviceName>Client) with an embedded class for the method
called (<methodName>Request) and a main method. If there are multiple methods that are defined in the service, only the
first one is used to create the sample.

The file that is generated from this template allows you to set all of your input parameters, display the SOAP message that
is being sent, call the web service, and display the SOAP message that is returned. The main method contains a sample
of the code that is needed to set the input parameters and display the sent and returned SOAP messages. The code that
sets the input parameters must be modified before executing the client.

The template uses the following variables:

service
Specifies the name of the web service.

operation
Specifies the name of the operation that is selected to be included in the sample.

ClientRequest
Specifies a placeholder that indicates where the individual parameter set methods are placed. A set method is
created for every attribute view in the import view set.

SetClientRequest
Specifies a placeholder that indicates where sample calls to each of the set methods is placed. There is one call
to each set method created. If one of the views is a repeating group view, only the first item in the repeating group
view is set.

WebServicePluginPortOperationsTemplate.wsdl

This template file is used to populate the individual operation tags in the WSDL <definitions><portType> section. There is
one operation tag for each operation in the service. The variable <operation> is used in this template, which is the name
of the current operation.

WebServicePluginTemplate.java

This template file is used to populate the wrapper program that calls the XML Java proxy. It provides the framework for the
Java source code that calls the XML Java proxy. It includes the class definition, the class constructor, and a method that is
used to convert a Document object to a text string. It uses the following variables:
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package_name
Specifies if a package name was entered.

imports
Specifies that there is an import statement for every XML Java proxy that is used by the service.

service
Specifies the name of the service.

operations
Specifies the template WebServicePluginOperationTemplate.java is inserted for every operation in the service.

WebServicePluginTemplate.wsdl

This template file is used to populate the WSDL file generated by the Web Service Wizard. It uses the following variables:

operation
Specifies the name of the current operation.

service
Specifies the name of the service.

schema
Specifies the schema definition from the operation.xsd files.

messageOperations
Specifies the template WebServicePluginMessageOperationsTemplate.wsdl.

portOperations
Specifies the template WebServicePluginPortOperationsTemplate.wsdl.

bindingOperations
Specifies the template WebServicePluginBindingOperationsTemplate.wsdl.

documentation
Specifies the description entered using the Web Service Wizard.

location
Specifies the target URL string is substituted here and takes the form //<host name>:<port number>/axis/services/
<service>.

WebServicePluginTemplatejava.bat

This template is used to build the Windows batch file that compiles the generated Java code. It uses the following
variables:

service
Specifies the service name.

web_service_dir
Specifies the directory where the generated output of the Web Service Wizard is located.

cd_to_bld_dir
Specifies this is used to change to the drive and directory where the build is done.

WebServicePluginTemplatejava.mak

This template is used to build the Windows make file that compiles the generated Java code. The following variables are
used:

service
Specifies the service name.
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lm_classpath
Specifies the class path for the XML Java proxy jar files.

toolset_version
Specifies the version of the toolset that started the Web Service Wizard.

java_file_encoding
Specifies the encoding scheme to be used when compiling the java source code. This value is obtained from
the IEFJ2EE_ENCODING environment variable or, if the variable is not set or invalid, from the codepage.ini file
located in the directory located using the IEF environment variable.

WebServicePluginUnDeployTemplate.wsdd

This template file is used to populate the undeploy Web Service Deployment Descriptor (WSDD) file. The variable service
is used and is replaced with the name of the service.

Deploy a Web Service
This article provides information to manually deploy a Web Service Wizard web service.

Copy the following files to the respective directories to manually deploy a Web Service Wizard web service:

• <service>.class
axis\WEB-INF\classes.
If a package name was specified, copy the entire package directory structure containing the <service>.class file to the
axis\WEB-INF\classes directory.

• <service>.wsdl
axis\WEB-INF\classes

• <XML Java proxy>.jar
axis\WEB-INF\lib

• <Java proxy runtime>.jar
axis\WEB-INF\lib

• commcfg.properties
axis\WEB-INF\classes

To let Axis know that the service is available, execute:

java org.apache.axis.client.AdminClient <service>Deploy.wsdd

NOTE
The command is case-sensitive.

Manage the Generated Sample Client
This article provides information to Manage the Generated Sample Client. Edit and compile the generated sample client
before executing the sample client.

The data that is set in the main method at the bottom of the file for each of the input parameters must be examined and
modified as necessary. Parameters that are of type date, time, or timestamp, must be modified as the sample calls to the
set methods use text that indicates how these fields may be formatted.

After the file has been edited, it may be compiled using the following statement in a command prompt.

javac -classpath <path to saaj.jar> <serviceName>Client.java

For example, where <path to saaj.jar> is:
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c:\java\xml-axis-10\lib\saaj.jar

For example, <serviceName>Client.java is:

MyFirstServiceClient.java

NOTE
The command is case-sensitive.

The client may be run from a command prompt with the following command:

Java -cp %ClientClassPath% <serviceName>Client

Where %ClientClassPath% might be an environment variable that includes the current directory (.) and the following jar
files that may be found in your Axis lib directory, except as indicated:

• saaj.jar
• axis.jar
• commons-logging.jar
• commons-discovery.jar
• jaxrpc.jar
• servlet.jar (found in your Tomcat common\lib directory)

The client might also be used in a Gen external action block (EAB) by removing the main code from the client and putting
it into the EAB.

Accessing Database
This article provides information for accessing a database through the Gen-generated GUI applications that have fields
and push buttons.

The Gen-generated GUI applications have the following fields and push buttons.

Fields

• Database
• SQL ID
• Password

Push buttons

• Logon
• Exit

Database

Enter the name of the database that you want to connect to in this field.

• If you are using Oracle SQL*NET V1.1, enter the name in the form: protocol:host:sid
• If you are using Oracle SQL*NET V2, enter the database alias or full TNS service name.

The database alias should be stored in the Windows registry under the ORACLE key. This alerts Oracle to look in the
TNSNAMES.ORA file for the appropriate connect descriptor.

Logon

Press Logon to attempt a connection to the database. If the connection is unsuccessful, the logon window appears again.
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SQL ID

Enter the logon ID that you use to connect to the database.

Password

Enter the password for the logon ID specified in the SQLID field. The password does not display as you type it.

Exit

Press Exit to abort the attempted connection and the application.

Using the Toolset
Gen enables business professionals to capture information needs at the highest possible level of abstraction and
transform them into executing application systems.

Startup Window Overview

Gen Toolset - Startup Window

The Startup window displays when you start the Toolset application. From this window, you can manage Gen models,
which contain the specifications for application systems in the form of diagrams, and manage the Toolset configuration.
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Figure 17: Startup Window Overview

The actions in the Startup window are:

Action Description

Model Creates, opens, copies, or deletes a subset or model. Accesses
the encyclopedia.

Options Provides tools to:
View or hide the toolbar and tree view.
Automatically save your model at designated time periods.
Change the text font in a diagram.
Set the background color for diagrams.
Define subdirectories to read from or write to when storing files.
Configure the parameters for host communications.
Aid technical support

Help Accesses Toolset online information, accesses error message
help, accesses the Broadcom Support website, and displays Gen
product version details.

The system menu is the pull-down on the left edge of the title bar, identified by an icon. The system menu allows you to
restore, move, size, minimize, maximize, or close a window.
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Gen is supplied with a sample model named sample.ief. To open the sample model, click Model, Open Model and (if
necessary) navigate to the Gen directory.

Model Window Overview

The model window in Toolset is the starting point for Gen modeling activities. The Model window appears when you open
a model. From this window, you can access all diagrams and primary functions within the Gen Toolset application.

Figure 18: Model Window Overview

NOTE
Because the Gen Toolset is not Unicode-enabled, it can only display characters within the local character
mapping.

The actions in the Gen Model window are:

Action Description

Model Create models; open, close, copy, save, and delete existing
models; display model status and other information; generate
reports; and access the encyclopedia.

Planning High-level analysis of business activities and data.

Analysis Refine the models that are built during Planning and build a
process logic that describes the data and activity interaction.

Component Modeling Select, create, and edit Component Architecture Diagrams,
Subject Areas, Interface Types, and Type Maps.

Design Define what the user sees and specify environment requirements.
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Construction Create databases and executable applications.

Options Access information about the way the model displays and the way
items are added.

Window Control the size and display of windows on the screen.

Help Access online information about Gen and its help system.

Tree View Features

The tree view structure provides access to the Gen diagrams and tools in a different format from the traditional menus that
you see at the top of each Gen window. The tree view displays when a model is opened. The Tree View window, which is
located on the left side of Gen windows, consists of the Model, Diagrams, and Options tabs.

Attributes of the tree view include:

• Moving and sizing the window within the Toolset frame
• Displaying or hiding the Tree View window

Model Tab

The Model tab displays model objects, with the root function on the first line. If you click the + box beside the root function,
the next level of objects display. All objects appear below the root function in a tree-like format. The Properties dialog box
can be accessed for each object, allowing you to perform various actions.

Unique icons within the tree view represent each object, tool, and diagram in the Gen application. By moving the cursor
over an icon within Model tab, the object type (for example, subject area, attribute, and procedure) displays.

Diagrams Tab

The Diagrams tab lists the most frequently used Gen tools. If you click the + box beside a tool, the diagrams and actions
specific to that tool display. You can limit the list of items that display by specifying selection criteria on the Options tab.

Options Tab

The Options tab serves as a filter to limit the Gen tools and diagrams that display from the Diagrams tab. The box beside
each tool name acts as a toggle switch. A checked box beside a tool displays that tool and its related diagrams within the
tree view. An unchecked box deselects the tool and its related diagrams.

Diagram Window Overview

A diagram window displays when you select it from the Model window toolbar. The following illustration shows the Action
Diagram displayed:
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Figure 19: Diagram Window Overview

From the diagram window, diagram-specific menus let you access all necessary features and local functions for that
diagram. The Minimize and Maximize buttons are available for all diagram windows.

For a list of Gen diagram overviews, refer to Understanding Gen Toolset Diagrams in Contents.

Tool Palette Features

Tool palettes appear on the Action Diagram, the Data Model Diagram, the four Component Modeling Diagrams, and the
Navigation Diagram. The tool palette is located on the right side of these seven diagrams. The actions available from the
tool palette vary as described for these diagrams.
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Figure 20: Actions available on Tool Palette

Data Model, Specification Model, Implementation Model, Interface Type Model, and Scoped Type Model

The tool palette on these diagrams lets you quickly add data modeling objects and relationships to the diagram. Click the
tool icon. Move the cursor into the diagram. Place the object in the diagram by clicking when the cursor is on the location
you want for the new object.

You may also join two objects using a tool in this palette. Join in the tool palette is different from the join tool on the
toolbar. Join two entity types using the tool palette by first clicking the Join icon and then two entity types. When you click
the second entity, the Relationship Properties dialog box displays.

Navigation Diagram

The tool palette in the Navigation Diagrams enables you to add windows, dialog boxes, and servers to the model by
clicking an icon on the palette and then placing the object in the diagram. The appropriate properties dialog box displays
whenever you place a window, dialog box, or server in the model using the tool palette.

Action Diagram

The tool palette in the Action Diagram allows you to add statements by clicking the icon and placing the object in the
diagram. When you place a new object in the current action diagram, the properties panel appropriate for that object
appears.

Figure 21: Action Diagram Tool Palette

To Customize the Tool Palette

The Customize Toolbar/Tool Palette dialog box allows the user to customize the toolbar and tool palette on each diagram.
For more information, refer to the topic, Customize Toolbar/Tool Palette Dialog Box.

The tool palette must be docked to display the pop-up menu. If the tool palette is floating, right-clicking the tool palette
does not display the pop-up menu.

Toolbar Features

Most Gen windows provide a toolbar for quick access to commands and functions. The toolbar is under the action bar.
Each toolbar for the window contains tool icons that represent the actions that are commonly used on that window. When
you click an icon, Gen executes the action.
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The sample toolbar represents tool icons that are used by the Navigation Diagram.

Figure 22: Toolbar Features

Captions

To determine the function of an icon on a Gen window, place the mouse cursor over it. The following are the names of the
action that the icon depicts.

Ellipse (...)

Icons without ellipses are menu choices that execute a command or take you to another window. An example is Save
Model. When you click this icon, Gen saves the current model. Captions that have an ellipse after the name take you to a
dialog box. Search is an example of these icons. When you click this icon, a dialog box appears to allow you to provide a
search criterion.

Enabled/Disabled

Some of the icons on these toolbars are not always enabled. Disabled icons appear dimmed or grayed out. If an icon is
disabled, the action is available, but only when a specific condition is met. Delete is an example of this sort of icon. To
enable this icon, you must highlight an object in the diagram.

Help for Individual Actions

For help on the actions the toolbar icons invoke, search for the caption topic in the index, or go to the drop-down menu
choice that corresponds to the icon, highlight the action, and press F1.

When to Use the Toolbar

The toolbar offers quick access to menu actions. If you cannot remember which drop-down menu holds an action, you can
locate the icon with the mouse. Using the toolbar increases your speed most when you are doing procedures that require
the mouse. Deleting objects in a data model is an example of such a procedure. You must use the mouse to highlight the
object you want to delete. Since your hand is already on the mouse, the quickest way to invoke this action is to click the
Delete icon.

To Customize the Toolbar

The Customize Toolbar/Tool Palette dialog box allows the user to customize the toolbar and tool palette on each diagram.
For more information, see Customize Toolbar/Tool Palette Dialog Box.

The toolbar must be docked to display the pop-up menu. If the toolbar is floating, right-clicking on the toolbar does not
display the pop-up menu.
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Icon List

Throughout the Gen application, icons are used to help you quickly identify features, tools, and objects. The icons
available are:

Icon Description Icon Description

Gen model that is not a
component-based development

Data Model Diagram

Gen model that is a component-
based development

Data Model List

Component specification (type) Entity Life-Cycle Diagram

Component implementation
(type)

Work Set List

Interface (type) Business System Defaults

Specification type Dialog Flow Diagram

Entity type Dialog Flow Browser

Package/Subject area Screen Design

Specification package Prototyping

Implementation package Navigation Diagram

Partitioning Event Browser

Operation Action Diagram

Attribute Dialect Definition

“Offers” association Technical Defaults

Gen Toolset desktop Data Structure List

Activity Hierarchy Diagram Data Store List

Activity Dependency Diagram Transformation

Organizational Hierarchy
Diagram

Retransformation

Matrices Referential Integrity Processing

Structure Chart Diagram Environment

Action Block Usage Diagram Packaging
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Business System Definition Generation

Specification model Consistency check

Implementation model Attribute List

Interface type model Operations List

Scoped type model Partition List

Data Model Browser Procedure

Reports Procedure step

Procedure synthesis Screen

Organization Window

Function Dialog box

Business system Technical Design

Process Load module

Work set Table

Relationship

More information:

• Startup/Model Window Procedures

Understanding Toolset Diagrams
This article provides information for understanding the various Gen Toolset diagrams.

This section describes the following various Gen Toolset diagrams:

• Planning Diagrams
• Analysis Diagrams
• Data Modeling Diagrams
• Design Diagrams
• Technical Design Diagrams
• Construction Diagrams

Planning Diagrams

Gen supports a project planning stage by providing tools for high-level analysis of activities and data of the business.
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During the planning stage, analysis is at a conceptual level. Implementation considerations are disregarded because they
are independent of physical and technical details.

This section contains information about the following topics:

• Planning Overview
• Activity Hierarchy Overview
• Activity Dependency Overview
• Organizational Hierarchy Diagram
• Matrices Overview
• Data Model Overview
• Data Model List Overview

Planning Overview
Gen supports a project planning stage by providing tools for high-level analysis of activities and data of a business.

During the planning stage, analysis is at a conceptual level. Implementation considerations are disregarded because they
are independent of physical and technical details.

The Gen tools use information that is collected during the investigation of the enterprise mission statement, business
objectives, critical success factors, information needs, and project scope.

The scope of the project determines whether you build a model of the entire enterprise or a single pilot project. The scope
also helps you identify existing organizational units within the business for the Organizational Hierarchy Diagram (OHD).

The next tasks include developing the data component and the activity component of the business model. Use the Data
Model Diagram to build the data component. Use the Activity Hierarchy (AHD) and Activity Dependency Diagramming
(ADD) Tools to build the activity component.

The data component begins with the data model, a graphic representation of the things in which a business is interested.
Each subject area is studied to determine the entity types it contains. By adding entity types to the subject areas, you
create the Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD).

The activity component begins with the Function Hierarchy Diagram (FHD), a graphic representation of the types of
things a business does. Each high-level function is studied to determine the subordinate functions it contains. This
decomposition process must result in at least two subordinate functions. Generally, high-level functions have no more
than seven subordinate functions.

After creating the FHD, you identify the associations between functions in the Function Dependency Diagram (FDD). An
association exists when one activity produces information that is required by another activity.

The interaction between data and activities is defined using matrices. Those matrices that are related to data and activity
interaction include:

• Business Function/Entity Type Matrix
• Clustered Business Function/Entity Type Matrix
• Data Cluster/Entity Type Matrix
• Business Area/Entity Type Matrix

Matrices also help you analyze the following factors during the Planning stage:

• How effectively current systems satisfy the needs of an organization
• What activities make up different business areas
• What information has to be distributed to various physical locations

Objectives

The objectives of Planning include the following:
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• Define the structure of the enterprise
• Define the information requirements of the enterprise
• Define the activities performed by the enterprise
• Define the data required to perform the activities
• Group the activities and data into natural business systems
• Forecast the required hardware and software facilities
• Supply detailed information supporting the Information Strategy Plan

Deliverables

The Planning stage concludes with a recommendation to management about the proposed system.

The recommendation to management can be supported with matrices and diagrams resulting from the Planning tasks.
These deliverables include standard and custom matrices and the following diagrams:

• OHD
• FHD
• FDD
• ERD

Actions

The following actions are part of Planning:

Data Model Creates the data model and displays it graphically.

Data Model List Creates the data model and displays it in a list format.

Activity Hierarchy Records high-level business functions in the FHD.

Activity Dependency Records the dependencies between business activities in the FDD

Organizational Hierarchy Records the structure of the organization in the OHD.

Matrices Records business facts and graphically represents the relationship
between paired categories.

Check Verifies that the model conforms to the Gen consistency rules.

Activity Hierarchy Overview
This article provides information for the Activity Hierarchy Overview that includes the Activity Hierarchy Diagram.

The business model that is created during Planning and Analysis has the following basic components:

• Business data
• Business activities
• Use of data by activities (interaction)

Business data describes things of interest to the business and the relationships between them. Business activities record
the things that the business does. Interaction details how the things the business does (activities) affect the things of
interest to the business (data).

The Activity Hierarchy Diagram (AHD) identifies the lowest-level processes of interest to the business through
decomposition.

AHD shows levels of increasing detail for each function and process until activities decompose to the lowest level
(elementary processes).

The AHD creates the activity model and produces the following diagrams:
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• A Function Hierarchy Diagram (FHD) during the planning stage
• A Process Hierarchy Diagram (PHD) during the analysis stage

The PHD decomposes some or all the FHD. An enterprise has only one FHD, but it can have several PHDs (one for each
business area).

Example

The following example shows an activity hierarchy diagram. The root function in this activity hierarchy, Corporate
Management, decomposes into the following processes:

• Division Maintenance
• Department Maintenance
• Maintenance

In turn, the process Department Maintenance decomposes into the lower-level processes Add Department, Modify
Department, and Delete Department.

Figure 23: Activity Hierarchy Overview
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Downstream Effects

Analyze the business activities to understand:

• What the business does
• What its information needs are

It is essential to build an accurate and complete activity model that:

• Follows the rules of Information Engineering
• Represents the needs of the business

The activity model lays the foundation for subsequent system design and implementation efforts.

Analysis and Design reference the activity model to refine further processes, procedures, and screens. Process and
procedure logic also reference the activity model. The Code Generation Tool generates application systems using
information originating in the activity model and referenced in other diagrams.

Actions

The following table describes the AHD actions:

Diagram Accesses and saves models, chains to other diagrams, runs
consistency check and reports, prints and plots diagrams, lists
model information, and saves your model.

Edit Changes parents for an activity hierarchy or adds, modifies,
deletes, and moves processes and functions.

Detail Describes activities, specifies usage properties, properties,
expected effects, views, and dependencies of activities.

Generate Creates a process for the activity hierarchy, activity dependency,
and process action diagram and generates expected effects.

View Controls how the activity hierarchy displays activities.
Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add,

changing fonts, and customizing pop-up menus.
Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, closes one

or more windows, maximizes the width and height of the active
window, staggers and indents all open windows, divides the work
area into halves, or fourths to display each open window in a part
of the screen.

Help Describes general and specific online help, explains contents
and tasks that are performed in the application window for online
help, lists key assignments, and lists all online help topics in
alphabetical order.

Edit in Activity Hierarchy Diagram

Selecting Edit in AHD provides the following actions:

Add Process Specifies a subordinate activity of a function or process.

Add Function Specifies a root function or a subordinate function.

Delete Removes an activity from the hierarchy.

Move Moves an activity to another location on the hierarchy.

Change Parent Specifies a new parent for an activity.
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Modify Changes subordinate functions to processes or subordinate
processes to functions of a function.

If during Planning, you choose to create a hierarchy diagram composed only of high-level functions, disregard the Add
Process action on the pull-down. You can use Add Process during Analysis to add lower-level functions and processes to
the hierarchy diagram.

Change Parent

Change Parent assigns an existing activity and its subordinates to a different function or non-elementary process.

NOTE
Elementary processes cannot become parent activities.

Change Parent has the following limitations:

• A function that has subordinate processes cannot become the parent of a function with subordinate functions.
• The subordinate activities of an activity cannot become the new parent of an activity.

For example, when a function with subordinate processes is assigned to a different parent process, the function becomes
a process and the subordinate processes appear under the process.

Modify in Activity Hierarchy Diagram

To change the subordinate activities of a function, select Modify. Subordinate functions are changed to processes and
subordinate processes are changed to functions.

Only the activities immediately subordinate to the selected activity are changed. The subordinates of the modified
activities are not changed.

NOTE
A function cannot be subordinate to a process. As a result, you can only modify the activities that are
subordinate to functions.

For example, consider the following hierarchy:

 ABC inc. (Function)

    Accounting (Function)

    Data Processing (Function)

    Personnel (Function)

    Sales and Marketing (Function)

     Sales (Process)

     Advertising and Promotion (Process)

     Order Processing (Process)

     Customer Credit (Process)

 Product Management (Function)

 

If you select to Modify Sales and Marketing, the subordinates of the function are promoted and the hierarchy is defined as
follows:

 ABC inc. (Function)

    Accounting (Function)

    Data Processing (Function)

    Personnel (Function)

    Sales and Marketing (Function)

     Sales (Function)

     Advertising and Promotion (Function)
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     Order Processing (Function)

     Customer Credit (Function)

 Product Management (Function)

 

By selecting to Modify Sales and Marketing again, the subordinates become processes and the hierarchy is defined as
shown in the first example.

Process Synthesis in Activity Hierarchy and Activity Dependency

To set up the conditions for a process synthesis, specify:

• Entity type
• Candidate processes to populate
• Default actions review
• Consistency check
• Type of attribute view selection

Selecting Process Synthesis from the Activity Hierarchy Diagramming (AHD) Tool, or the Activity Dependency
Diagramming (ADD) Tool displays a series of dialogs. These dialogs let you automatically generate elementary processes
and detailed process logic based on a consistent part of the data model. This feature is called process synthesis. These
processes and logic reflect the basic entity actions available in process synthesis:

• CREATE
• READ
• UPDATE
• DELETE
• LIST (READ EACH)

Prerequisites

The Process Synthesis action is active whenever the activity model has non-elementary processes that are the parents of
the elementary processes you want to generate. To use process synthesis, you detail the parent process. The generated
processes are subordinates of the process that you detail.

View in Activity Hierarchy Diagram

Selecting View in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram provides the following actions:

Action Description

Home Scrolls a window display to the upper left of the client area.

Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string.

Place Unplaced Box Places the children of the selected object on the diagram.

Redraw Lines Rearranges specific lines on the diagram.

Redraw Diagram Rearranges all objects on the diagram.

Zoom In Increases the size of the objects in a diagram.

Zoom Out Decreases the size of the objects in a diagram.

Frame Enlarges or reduces the size of selected objects to fit within the
client area, based on a fully expanded window.

Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects.
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Activity Dependency Overview
Activity Dependency in planning and analysis creates the activity model that records the things that a business does.

The following example shows an activity dependency diagram.

Figure 24: Activity Dependency Diagram

Creating the activity model requires identifying business functions and processes.

During planning, you create a function dependency diagram to document the sequence in which functions must occur.
The sequence is based on dependencies between functions, including logic and timing constraints.

During analysis, you refine the function dependency diagram by creating the process dependency diagram, which
documents the specific business activities with their inputs and outputs.

Objectives

The following are the objectives of dependency analysis:

• Ensure that a process hierarchy is complete and that the processes are at their correct level.
• Understand the dependencies between business activities independent of the organizational structure and existing

procedures.
• Define the properties of processes.
• Define the types of dependency.
• Identify the external sources and destinations of information.
• Identify events that trigger processes.

Concepts
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Dependency diagrams illustrate the association between functions and processes. The progression of activities that are
illustrated in the diagram reflects changing stages during the business.

At each stage, information is available that satisfies the requirements of different activities. The required information is
called a precondition. Information resulting from an activity is called a postcondition. Generally, the postcondition of one
activity satisfies the precondition of an activity that follows.

A line that is drawn between the activities is the dependency line. It indicates the direction of the business stages and
matches the postcondition of an activity with the precondition of the next activity.

The line represents one of three primary dependency relationships:

• Mutually
• Parallel
• Sequential

Mutually Exclusive

The Join Mutual Excel action draws a line indicating the postcondition of the prerequisite activity satisfies the precondition
of only one of several possible dependent activities.

The following image shows an example of a mutually exclusive dependency:

Figure 25: Mutually Exclusive Dependency

A mutually exclusive dependency line is drawn with a circle where the dependency lines meet. The circle indicates that
only one of the dependent activities executes.

In the example, the prerequisite activity Evaluate Request has two possible post conditions: Grant Raise or Deny Raise.
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Figure 26: Grant Raise Or Deny Raise

An activity closes a mutually exclusive dependency when the post conditions of the mutually exclusive activities satisfy the
precondition of the same activity.

In the example, the dependent processes Grant Raise and Deny Raise are a prerequisite to the closing process Record
Reaction.

Parallel

The Join Parallel action draws a line indicating the post condition of the prerequisite activity satisfies the precondition of
two or more dependent activities. The dependent activities can occur in any order or simultaneously.

Figure 27: Parallel

A parallel dependency exists between the prerequisite activity Have Car Wreck and the dependent activities Call Police
and Call Auto Club.

You can execute either of the dependent activities in any order or simultaneously.

Sequential

The Join action draws a sequential dependency line linking the post condition of the prerequisite activity with the
precondition of another activity.
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Figure 28: Sequential

The Activity Dependency Diagram illustrates a dependency between the activities Receive Delivery and Check Against
Order. A dependency also exists between Check Against Order and Inspect Goods.

To complete the Check Against Order process, the items must be received and compared with the items that are listed on
the original order form.

The dependency is noted because the Receive Delivery process produces a post condition (Received Items) that satisfies
the precondition of the Check Against Order process.

Properties of the activity, and the combination of preconditions and post conditions, determines whether the line
represents a:

• Repetitive dependency
• Recursive dependency,
• Multiple enabling dependency

Repetitive Dependency

When the dependent process is repetitive, a repetitive dependency exists. The dependency line indicates that the post
condition of the prerequisite activity supports multiple executions of the dependent activity.

You assign the repetitive property to a process when it is added to the Activity Dependency Diagram or the Activity
Hierarchy Diagram.

In the diagram, repetitive processes have a dash in the upper-left corner.

Figure 29: Repetitive Dependency

A repetitive dependency exists when the dependent activity can execute multiple times.

In the example, Establish Interview Schedule is followed by several executions of Interview Applicant.

Repetitive activities have a dash in the upper-left corner of the activity symbol.

Recursive Dependency

When an activity is dependent upon itself, a sequential line exits from the activity and then enters the same activity. This
indicates that the output of one execution of the activity provides the input for the next execution.

Figure 30: Recursive Dependency
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A sequential dependency line exits an activity and enters the same activity when the dependency is recursive.

The sequential dependency line indicates that the activity is dependent upon itself. One execution of the process results in
a post condition that is a precondition of a subsequent execution of the process.

Multiple Enabling Dependency

When a prerequisite activity results in several post conditions which provide preconditions for two or more dependent
activities, the dependency is multiple enabling. Each post condition satisfies a precondition of a different activity. For each
precondition, the diagram shows a sequential line from the prerequisite activity to the dependent activity.

By identifying the association between prerequisite and dependent activities, analysts verify that each non-root activity
either satisfies or requires at least one activity. The diagram confirms that elementary process import dependencies
correspond to expected effects.

Figure 31: Multiple Enabling Dependency

In a multiple enabling dependency, separate dependency lines join the prerequisite activity with each dependent activity.

The diagram indicates that the dependent activities have different preconditions. Post conditions of the prerequisite
activity satisfy all of the different preconditions.

Downstream Effects

Dependency diagrams illustrate the relationship between all sibling processes. When the diagram shows that all sibling
processes are interdependent, the decomposition is verified.

When the sibling processes are not interdependent, review the preceding diagram to determine whether one of the
conditions that are described exists.

Processes that do not belong together are grouped.

The diagram incorrectly identifies an object as a process.

If the diagram is correct and the sibling processes are not interdependent, explain why. It is important to explain all
exceptions in a diagram to verify that elementary processes are identified correctly.

Deliverables

The deliverables from Activity Dependency are:

• A Function Dependency Diagram illustrating the association between business functions
• A Process Dependency Diagram illustrating the sequence of business activities

Activity Dependency Actions
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The actions in the Activity Dependency Diagram are:

Detail Defines an activity properties and usage properties, expected
effects, dependencies, and associated views; and accesses view
maintenance.

Diagram Accesses and saves models, runs consistency check and reports,
and prints and plots diagrams.

Edit Adds functions, processes, events, external objects; joins
functions and processes; deletes and moves activities;
changes subordinate activities to a different parent; transfers
dependencies, activities, and events.

Generate Generates elementary processes and detailed process logic
Help Describes general and specific online help, explains contents

and tasks that are performed in the application window for online
help, lists key assignments, and lists all help topics in alphabetical
order.

Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add,
changing fonts, and customizing pop-up menus.

View Controls display of the dependency diagram.
Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, maximizes

the width and height of the active window, staggers, and indents
all open windows, divides the work area into halves or fourths,
then displays each open window in a portion of the window.

Expected Effects

Expected Effects accesses the Expected Effects dialog on which you record the expected effects of an activity on an entity
type or entity subtype. For each entity type or entity subtype with which an activity deals, you may specify whether entities
are read, created, updated, or deleted.

Generally, you record expected effects for processes and, most frequently, for elementary processes.

Organizational Hierarchy Diagram
This article provides information for an Organizational Hierarchy Diagram. The organizational structure of a business
reflects the general approach of the organization to fulfilling its mission.

The Organizational Hierarchy Diagram lets you perform the following tasks:

• Build an organizational chart that accurately portrays the levels of hierarchy within the organization.
• Automatically populate several matrices with the names of existing organizational units. When you build an

Organizational Hierarchy Diagram, organizational units at every level of the hierarchy appear in corresponding
matrices.

• Work in reverse order, automatically populating the Organizational Hierarchy Diagram by manually entering the names
of organizational units into a related matrix. Gen automatically assumes that all organizational units are children of the
root organization. No attempt is made to place them in any other hierarchical order. If you use this technique to enter
organizational information, you can use the Change Parent command to rearrange units in the proper order within the
Organizational Hierarchy Diagram.

The structure also defines the relationship between organizational units. An organizational unit is a named collection of
people or smaller organizational units.

Deliverables
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The Organizational Hierarchy Diagram is useful during the initial assessment, information architecture definition, current
environment assessment, and technical architecture definition.

Downstream Effects

The Organizational Hierarchy Diagram includes the organizations that are defined using Matrices. Conversely, units you
add in the OHD are automatically reflected in all organizational unit matrices.

Organizational Hierarchy Diagram Actions

The following table describes the (tool) pull-down actions:

Action Description
Diagram Accesses and saves models, runs reports, prints, and plots

diagrams.
Edit Adds, deletes, and moves organizational units.
View Controls how the diagram displays.
Detail Defines the properties of an organizational unit.
Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, maximizes

the height and width of the active window, staggers, and indents
all open windows, divides the work area into halves or fourths, and
then displays each open window in a portion of the screen.

Options Customizes the user interface for multiple or single adds.

Matrices Overview
Matrices are used to perform complex analysis on the different data that is required during planning and analysis.

Matrices help you record and evaluate numerous facts about the business. Using matrices, you can do the following:

• Record business facts manually or automatically through another Gen tool
• See and record relationships between paired categories of facts by cross-referencing them to one another
• Initiate automatic clustering and affinity analysis

Gen supports more than 35 standard matrices. In addition, the software allows you to create custom matrices. Both types
of matrices help you carry out the following planning and analysis tasks:

• Initial assessment
• Information architecture definition
• Current environment assessment
• Business system architecture definition
• Technical architecture definition
• Business system definition

The Information Needs/Organization Matrix, for example, lists each information need and identifies one or more
organizations that require the information. Likewise, the Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix indicates whether an
elementary process creates, reads, updates, or deletes an entity type.

The interaction between information needs and organizational units, or elementary processes and entity types, is
illustrated on a grid. The horizontal axis of the grid contains columns of objects of one type. The vertical axis contains
rows of a second set of related objects. The intersection of a row and a column is a cell. The value in the cell indicates
whether the two objects interact. A blank cell indicates that there is no interaction between the two objects.

In some matrices, the cell value is an X. The X indicates that the relationship exists but does not measure the degree of
interaction.
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In other matrices the cell value is a number ranging from one (1) to nine (9) that indicates the degree of interaction. One
(1) represents the lowest degree of interaction and nine represents the highest. Zero (0) represents no interaction.

Matrices that analyze data and activities have cell values that depict four uses of business data by an activity: Create (C),
Read (R), Update (U) and Delete (D). C and D represent the strongest involvement, followed by U, and then R, the lowest
level of C, R, U, and D interaction.

The strength of interaction that is indicated by the numbers zero through nine or C, R, U, and D, influences the automatic
clustering that is performed by the software. The automatic clustering is a mathematical process that orders subjects into
groups based on the strength of their interactions.

Interaction clustering must be used repeatedly throughout Analysis to verify that the project is focused. Interaction
clustering also makes it possible to identify design areas early, thus enabling scoping at an early stage. When early
scoping is required, activities must be maintained as functions until all design areas are defined.

More than 35 standard matrices are available. In addition, you can create custom matrices using standard objects or
custom objects or both.

Objective

The objective of the matrices is to assist you in recording and evaluating numerous facts about the business. You can use
both standard and custom matrices to verify the initial assessment and provide more insight into the enterprise.

Deliverables

Deliverables include more than 35 standard matrices. The following example shows the Elementary Process/Entity Type
matrix.
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Figure 32: Elementary Process Entity Type Matrix

Fourteen of these matrices are core matrices and are useful when developing an Information Strategy Plan. The following
list shows the core matrices:

• Organizational Unit/Information Unit Matrix
• Organizational Unit/Performance Measure Matrix
• Business Function/Organizational Unit Matrix
• Entity Type/Information Need Matrix
• Business Function/Entity Type Matrix
• Current Information System/Current Data Store Matrix
• Business Function/Current Information System Matrix
• Entity Type/Current Data Store Matrix
• Clustered Business Function/Entity Type Matrix
• Entity Type/Entity Type Matrix
• Business Area/Entity Type Matrix
• Business Function/Business Function Matrix
• Business Area/Business Function Matrix
• Performance Measure/Business Function Matrix
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Actions

The Matrices provide the following actions:

Action Description
Diagram Opens matrices, runs consistency check, creates reports, prints

matrices, and saves a model.
Edit Accesses user-defined matrices, and defines business areas and

business systems in selected matrices.
View Changes the way the matrix is displayed.
Detail Describes properties of matrices
Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add,

controlling matrix colors, changing fonts and customizing pop-up
menus.

Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, closes one
or more windows, maximizes the width and height of the active
window, staggers, and indents all open windows, divides the work
area into halves or fourths to display each open window in a part
of the screen.

Help Describes general and specific online help, explains contents
and tasks that are performed in the application window for online
help, lists key assignments, and lists all online help topics in
alphabetical order.

Initial Assessment Matrices
This article provides information for Initial Assessment Matrices. Performance measures provide quantifiable indicators of
progress toward specific goals or objectives.

During the Initial Assessment of a project, you:

• Formulate a mission statement
• Establish a set of objectives for the enterprise
• Develop a strategy to support each objective
• Develop goals to support each strategy
• Formulate a set of information needs
• Define the relationship between organizational units in an enterprise

Progress is influenced by many critical success factors. Positive factors are facilitators; negative factors are inhibitors.

Objective/Strategy Matrix

The Objective Strategy Matrix associates long-term objectives with the required strategies.

The matrix helps management determine the following:

• The analysis of the overall business strategy is complete.
• Elements of the resulting business plan are implemented.

Each objective should have at least one supporting strategy.

Permitted values in cells are X, 1 through 9, or blank. Use of the X value generally is adequate.
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Objective/Critical Success Factor Matrix

The Objective/Critical Success Factor Matrix maps long-term objectives to the critical factors that influence their
achievement. It helps managers track how critical success factors affect progress toward objectives. Gen populates the
objectives axis of the matrix if the Objective/Strategy Matrix exists.

Permitted values in cells are X, 1 through 9, or blank. Use of the X value generally is adequate.

Information Need/Objective Matrix

The Information Need/Objective Matrix maps long-term objectives to the information needs required to meet the
objectives.

This matrix highlights the information that is required to accomplish long-term objectives. You can use the information to
assign priorities to the development of information systems.

Gen populates the objectives axis, if objectives are defined in another matrix.

Permitted values in cells are X, 1 through 9, or blank.

Information Need/Strategy Matrix

The Information Need/Strategy Matrix associates the information needs required to meet objectives with the strategies for
achieving objectives.

This matrix highlights the information that is required to accomplish long-term objectives. You can use the information to
assign priorities to the development of information systems.

Gen populates the rows and columns if the information needs and strategies exist in another matrix.

Permitted values in cells are X, 1 through 9, or blank.

Information Need/Goal Matrix

The Information Need/Goal Matrix associates the information needs required to meet objectives with the specific time-
related goals for achieving those objectives.

This matrix highlights the information that is required to accomplish short-term objectives. You can use the information to
assign priorities to the development of information systems.

Gen populates the rows and columns if the information needs and critical success factors exist in another matrix.

Permitted values in cells are X, 1 through 9, or blank.

Information Need/Critical Success Factor Matrix

The Information Need/Critical Success Factor Matrix associates the information needs required to meet objectives with
the critical factors that influence the ability to achieve the objectives of the enterprise.

This matrix shows how the need for certain information influences critical success factors. You can use the information to
assign priorities to the development of information systems.

Gen populates the rows and columns if the information needs and critical success factors exist in another matrix.

Permitted values in cells are X, 1 through 9, or blank.

Organizational Unit/Strategy Matrix

The Organizational Unit/Strategy Matrix maps strategies to organizational units in the enterprise. This matrix indicates
which organizational units pursue specific strategies.
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Initially, the matrix shows the extent of involvement in a strategy of an organizational unit. Later, the matrix helps identify
the principal users of key systems and quantifies each stake of a user in a system.

Gen populates the rows and columns if the organizational units and strategies exist in another matrix.

Permitted values in cells are X, 1 through 9, or blank.

Organizational Unit/Critical Success Factor

The Organizational Unit/Critical Success Factor Matrix indicates which organizational units impact specific critical success
factors.

Initially, the matrix can measure the importance of a critical success factor to the organizational unit. Later, the matrix
helps identify the principal users of key systems and quantifies each stake of a user in a system.

Gen populates the rows and columns if the organizational units and critical success factors exist in another matrix.

Permitted values in cells are X, 1 through 9, or blank. You can record the involvement of an organizational unit as active or
passive using the following suggested cell values:

1 = Active

2 = Passive

An active organizational unit can positively manage the critical success factor. A passive organizational unit can influence
the critical success factor only indirectly.

Organizational Unit/Information Need Matrix

The Organizational Unit/Information Need Matrix highlights the information that is required by each organizational unit.
After you define potential systems, the matrix can confirm that the data that is handled by each system satisfies the needs
of an organizational unit responsible for the system.

Gen populates the rows and columns if the organizational units and information needs exist in another matrix.

Permitted values in cells are X, 1 through 9, or blank.

This matrix is 1 of 14 core matrices.

Organizational Unit/Performance Measure Matrix

The Organizational Unit/Performance Measure Matrix relates each organizational unit to the performance measures that
monitor progress toward goals and objectives.

After you define potential systems, the matrix can confirm that the systems satisfy the needs of the responsible
organizational units.

Gen populates the organizational units axis of the matrix if organizational units exist in another matrix or the
Organizational Hierarchy Diagram.

Permitted values in cells are X, 1 through 9, or blank.

This matrix is 1 of 14 core matrices.

Information Architecture Definition Matrices
During the definition of the information architecture, you deal with business functions and entity types.

Functions come from the activity side of the business model. Entity types come from the data side of the overall business
model. By creating a Business Function/Entity Type Matrix, you also begin building the interaction side of the business
model.
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The matrices for information architecture definition provide a bridge between business strategy planning concepts and the
model you are building. The matrices help demonstrate to senior managers the relevance of the information architecture
to management requirements.

The following standard matrices are useful when defining the information architecture:

• Business Function/Organizational Unit Matrix
• Entity Type/Information Need Matrix
• Business Function/Entity Type Matrix

Business Function/Organizational Unit Matrix

The Business Function/Organizational Unit Matrix maps functions to organizational units with which they are involved.
The matrix verifies the completeness of the activity model, determines whether any functions that are performed by the
business have been overlooked, and highlights possible areas of conflicting responsibility.

The matrix also provides a starting point for transition planning by identifying functions that impact organizational units.

Gen populates the functions axis of the matrix if the function dependency diagram or function hierarchy diagram exists.
The organizational units axis is populated if organizational units exist in another matrix or the Organizational Hierarchy
Diagram.

Permitted values in cells are X, 1 through 9, or blank. Assign a number from 1 through 3 to record the degree of
involvement. The suggested cell values are 1 through 3 where:

1 = Lowest involvement

2 = Moderate involvement

3 = Highest involvement

This matrix is 1 of 14 core matrices.

Entity Type/Information Need Matrix

The Entity Type/Information Need Matrix maps entity types to information needs required by the business to meet its
objectives. The matrix alerts you to information needs not satisfied by the model.

Gen populates the entity types axis if the subject area diagram is expanded into an entity relationship diagram.

The information needs axis is populated if the information needs exist in another matrix.

Permitted values in cells are X, 1 through 9, or blank. Use of the X value generally is adequate.

This matrix is 1 of 14 core matrices.

Business Function/Entity Type Matrix

The Business Function/Entity Type Matrix lays the foundation for the interaction side of the business model.

Use the matrix to record the expected effects of business functions on entity types. During Analysis, the Business
Function/Entity Type Matrix confirms that each entity type has at least one C, R, U, or D expected effect.

All activities have one of four effects on data:

• C = Create
• R = Read
• U = Update
• D = Delete
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The Create and Delete effects also have the effect of Update and Read. The Update effect also has the effect of Read.
These four effects also are called CRUD indicators.

Only the lowest-level functions appear in the business function axis of the matrix.

Gen populates the rows and columns if the expected effects of lowest-level functions are detailed in the model.

Permitted cell values are C, R, U, D, or blank.

Cluster this matrix to subdivide the business into potential business areas.

During Analysis, the software ensures that the expected effects of functions are consistent with the expected effects
of elementary processes. The expected effects of elementary processes form the basis for a detailed Process Action
Diagram statement.

This matrix is 1 of 14 core matrices.

Current Environment Assessment Matrices
During the current environment assessment, you correlate the proposed business model more closely with the current
environment.

This helps determine how effectively current information systems and current data stores satisfy the needs of the
organization.

A current information system is a collection of procedures that already support some aspect of the enterprise. A current
data store is one of the permanent files and databases that presently support the enterprise. In addition to documenting
the current inventory of information systems and data stores, the matrices serve the following three functions:

• Confirm the completeness of the information architecture
• Highlight what must be replaced by proposed new systems and who is affected
• Show where coexistence between new systems and current systems must be managed and when bridges/interfaces

must be built

The following standard matrices are useful when evaluating the current environment:

• Current Information System/Current Data Store Matrix
• Business Function/Current Information System Matrix
• Entity Type/Current Data Store Matrix
• Subject Area/Current Data Store Matrix
• Organizational Unit/Current Information System Matrix
• Organizational Unit/Current Data Store Matrix

Current Information System/Current Data Store Matrix

The Current Information System/Current Data Store Matrix records the use of current data stores by current information
systems.

Permitted cell values are C, R, U, D, or blank.

This is 1 of 14 core matrices.

Business Function/Current Information System Matrix

The Business Function/Current Information System Matrix relates functions that are identified in the activity model to the
information systems that currently support them.

The software populates the rows and columns if the function hierarchy diagram or function dependency diagram and
Current Information System/Current Data Store Matrix exists.

Only the lowest-level functions appear in this matrix.
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Permitted values in cells are X, 1 through 9, or blank. Assign a number to indicate the strength of support. The suggested
cell values are 1 through 3 where:

1 = Lowest support

2 = Moderate support

3 = Highest support

This matrix is 1 of 14 core matrices.

Entity Type/Current Data Store Matrix

The Entity Type/Current Data Store Matrix relates entity types that are identified in the data model to the data stores that
currently support them.

Gen populates the cells if the current data stores exist in another matrix and an Entity Relationship Diagram is built.

Permitted cell values are X, 1 through 9, or blank. Assign a number to indicate the strength of support. The suggested cell
values are 1 through 3 where:

• 1 = Lowest support
• 2 = Moderate support
• 3 = Highest support

This matrix is 1 of 14 core matrices.

Subject Area/Current Data Store Matrix

The Subject Area/Current Data Store Matrix relates subject areas that are identified in the data model to the data stores
currently supporting the subject areas.

Gen populates the rows and columns if a subject area diagram exists or current data stores are in another matrix.

Permitted cell values are X, 1 through 9, or blank. Assign a number to indicate the strength of support. The suggested cell
values are 1 through 3 where:

1 = Lowest support

2 = Moderate support

3 = Highest support

Organizational Unit/Current Information System Matrix

The Organizational Unit/Current Information System Matrix correlates information systems with the organizational units
the system serves.

Gen populates the rows and columns if organizational units and current information systems exist in other matrices.

Permitted cell values are X, 1 through 9, or blank. Assign a number to indicate the level of satisfaction. The suggested cell
values are 1 thorough 3 where:

1 = Lowest satisfaction

2 = Moderate satisfaction

3 = Highest satisfaction

Organizational Unit/Current Data Store Matrix

The Organizational Unit/Current Data Store Matrix correlates organizational units with the data stores the units currently
access.
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Gen populates the rows and columns if the organizational units or current data stores exist in another matrix.

Permitted cell values are X, 1 through 9, or blank.

Business System Architecture Definition Matrices
During business system architecture definition, you cluster activities and data to identify likely business areas.

In addition to setting the scope of future projects, you rank the projects that are based on the current environment
assessment.

The following standard matrices are useful when identifying business areas:

• Clustered Business Function/Entity Type Matrix
• Entity Type/Entity Type Matrix
• Business Area/Entity Type Matrix
• Business Function/Business Function Matrix
• Business Area/Business Function Matrix
• Data Cluster/Entity Type Matrix
• Business Area/Data Cluster Matrix
• Activity Cluster/Business Function Matrix
• Business Area/Activity Cluster Matrix
• Business Area/Business System Matrix
• Business Area/Current Information System Matrix
• Performance Measure/Business Function Matrix

Clustered Business Function/Entity Type Matrix

The Clustered Business Function/Entity Type Matrix reveals business functions and entity types that have a high degree
of affinity with one another. The matrix is derived from cluster and affinity analysis on the Create, Read, Update, and
Delete (CRUD) values you entered when defining the information architecture. Only the lowest-level functions appear in
the matrix.

You can use the Clustered Business Function/Entity Type Matrix to detect irregularities in groupings, discover errors in
anticipated data usage, and determine the best way to group data and activities.

Clustered matrices that are the principal technical aids in determining potential business areas are:

• Clustered Business Function/Entity Type Matrix
• Entity Type/Entity Type Matrix
• Business Function/Business Function Matrix.

The Clustered Business Function/Entity Type Matrix is an intermediate step toward creating Business Area/Business
Function and Business Area/Entity Type Matrices.

Possible cell values are C, R, U, or D.

This matrix is 1 of 14 core matrices.

Entity Type/Entity Type Matrix

The Entity Type/Entity Type Matrix identifies groups of entity types that have a high degree of affinity with one another
based on a common usage by business functions. Gen creates the Entity Type/Entity Type Matrix when you cluster the
Business Function/Entity Type Matrix.

Cell values of 1 through 9 are generated automatically to indicate the degree of affinity. The highest affinity is represented
by 9 and the lowest is 1. The values are derived from the Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) indicators in the
Clustered Business Function/Entity Type Matrix.
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You cannot add, delete, or cluster elements in this matrix.

To identify major groups of entity types you can hide cell values below a certain cutoff point, such as 7. Entity types with
a value of 6 or less can be added to one of the business areas within the major groups of entity types. Use the Include,
Remove, and Def BA commands to define business areas and assign entity types to them. Assign a meaningful name to
each business area.

The Entity Type/Entity Type Matrix and the Business Area/Entity Type Matrix are reciprocal. Any change made to one
affects the other.

The matrix is 1 of 14 core matrices.

NOTE
The cell values in this matrix are mirrored on either side of the diagonal (which consists of all 9's). Focus only on
one side when grouping entity types.

Business Area/Entity Type Matrix

The Business Area/Entity Type Matrix records the entity types to include in each business area. This matrix and the
Business Area/Business Function Matrix define the scope of future Analysis projects.

To help rank business areas, review this matrix with the Entity Type/Information Need Matrix that is created when defining
the information architecture.

In the Business Area/Entity Type Matrix, a business area can have principal or shared responsibility for an entity type.
(This distinction is meaningful only if you name and define data clusters in the Data Clusters/Entity Type Matrix.)

Principal responsibility means that the entity type is included in a data cluster that is assigned to the business area.

Shared responsibility means that the entity type is accessed by business functions that are included in the business area.

Gen populates the business area axis and the cells if business area names and entity type assignments exist in the Entity
Type/Entity Type Matrix. Changes in the Business Area/Entity Type Matrix are reflected in the Entity Type/Entity Type
Matrix.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, or blank. You can assign a number to indicate whether a business area has
principal or shared responsibility for an entity type.

The suggested values are:

1 = Principal responsibility

2 = Shared responsibility

This matrix is 1 of 14 core matrices.

NOTE
If you assign an entity type to more than one business area, designate one business area as having a principal
responsibility.

Business Function/Business Function Matrix

The Business Function/Business Function Matrix identifies groups of business functions that have a high degree of
affinity with one another based on common usage of entity types Gen creates the Business Function/Business Function
Matrix when you cluster the Business Function/Entity Type Matrix. Only the lowest-level functions appear in the Business
Function/Business Function Matrix.

Cell values of 1 through 9 are derived automatically from the Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) indicators to
indicate the degree of affinity. The highest affinity is represented by 9 and the lowest is 1.
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To identify major groupings of business functions, you can hide cell values below a certain cutoff point, such as 7.
Business functions with a value of 6 or less can be added to one of the business areas within one of the major groups of
business functions. Assign a meaningful name to each business area.

Use the Include, Remove, and Def BA commands to assign business functions to business areas defined in the Entity
Type/Entity Type Matrix, and define new business areas.

The Business Function/Business Function Matrix and the Business Area/Business Function Matrix are reciprocal. Any
change made to one affects the other.

This matrix is 1 of 14 core matrices.

NOTE
The cell values in this matrix are mirrored on either side of the diagonal (which consists of all 9's). Focus only on
one side when grouping business functions.

Business Area/Business Function Matrix

The Business Area/Business Function Matrix records the business functions to include in each business area.

The Business Area/Entity Type Matrix and the Business Area/Business Function Matrix define the scope of future Analysis
projects.

In the Business Area/Business Function Matrix, a business area can have principal or shared responsibility for a business
function. (This distinction is meaningful only if you name and define activity clusters in the Activity Cluster/Business
Function Matrix.)

Principal responsibility means that the business function is included in an activity cluster that is assigned to the business
area.

Shared responsibility means that the business function uses entity types that are included in the business area.

Gen populates the rows and columns if business areas are defined in the Business Function/Business Function Matrix.
The cells are populated with Xs that are based on business function assignments.

The Business Function/Business Function Matrix and the Business Area/Business Function Matrix are reciprocal. Any
change made to one affects the other.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, or blank. You can assign a number to indicate whether a business area has
principal or shared responsibility for a business function.

The suggested values are:

1 = Principal responsibility

2 = Shared responsibility

This matrix is 1 of 14 core matrices.

NOTE
For the purposes of logical organization, each business function should be assigned to one business area.

Data Cluster/Entity Type Matrix

The Data Cluster/Entity Type Matrix lets you name data clusters and make a cross-reference of data clusters and entity
types.

Gen populates the entity type axis if entity types exist in the data model or another matrix.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.
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Business Area/Data Cluster Matrix

The Business Area/Data Cluster Matrix associates each data cluster with the business area that is responsible for it. Each
data cluster should be responsible for only one business area.

Gen populates the data cluster axis if the Data Cluster/Entity Type Matrix exists.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

Activity Cluster or Business Function Matrix

The Activity Cluster/Business Function Matrix lets you name activity clusters and reference them to the business functions
included in the activity cluster. Only the lowest-level functions are included.

Gen populates the business function axis if the functions exist in the activity model or another matrix.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

Business Area/Activity Cluster Matrix

The Business Area/Activity Cluster Matrix lets you name business areas and reference them to the activity clusters
included in an area. Each activity cluster should be assigned to only one business area.

Gen populates the rows and columns if the activity clusters and business areas exist in the Activity Cluster/Business
Function Matrix and the Business Area/Data Cluster Matrix.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

Business Area/Business System Matrix

The Business Area/Business System Matrix lets you name business areas and reference them to the business systems
included in an area. You can forecast the assignments during Planning and change the names during Design.

Gen populates the business area axis if the business areas exist in another matrix.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

Business Area/Current Information System Matrix

The Business Area/Current Information System Matrix lets you confirm that business areas are defined correctly. The
matrix helps you determine which systems should undergo current systems analysis during the Analysis phase.

Gen populates the rows and columns if the business areas and current information systems exist in another matrix.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

The suggested values are:

1 = Business area is responsible for analyzing this system.

2 = Business area also is supported by this system.

Performance Measure/Business Function Matrix

The Performance Measure/Business Function Matrix records the potential impact of business functions on performance
measures. This information helps you rank business areas, particularly when you review it with the Business Area/
Business Function Matrix. The matrix helps senior managers visualize the impact of conceptual business functions on the
concrete realities of the business.

Gen populates the rows and columns of this matrix if performance measures are in another matrix and an activity model
exists. Only the lowest-level functions appear in the business function axis of matrix.
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Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank. Suggested cell values are 1 through 4 where:

1 = Slight impact

2 = Moderate impact

3 = Significant impact

4 = Great impact

NOTE
For the purposes of logical organization, each business function should be assigned to only one business area.

Technical Architecture Definition Matrices
During a technical architecture definition, you analyze the distribution of business functions and entity types at physical
types of locations, and compare them against the current environment.

This analysis helps you determine possible single-site and multi-site support requirements for business areas. This task is
meant to establish a strategic direction rather than produce a detailed network design.

The following standard matrices are useful when evaluating the current environment:

• Organizational Unit/Location Matrix
• Current Information System/Location Matrix
• Current Data Store/Location Matrix
• Location/Location Matrix
• Activity Cluster/Location Matrix
• Data Cluster/Location Matrix
• Business Function/Location Matrix
• Entity Type/Location Matrix

Organizational Unit/Location Matrix

The Organizational Unit/Location Matrix records the distribution of existing organizational units at physical locations.

Gen populates the organizational unit axis if the organizational unit names exist in the Organizational Hierarchy Diagram
or another matrix.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

Current Information System/Location Matrix

The Current Information System/Location Matrix records the distribution of current data stores at physical locations.

The software populates the rows and columns if the information systems and locations exist in other matrices.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

Current Data Store/Location Matrix

The Current Data Store/Location Matrix records the distribution of current data stores at physical locations.

The software populates the rows and columns if current data stores and locations exist in another matrix.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

Location/Location Matrix

The Location/Location Matrix determines whether traffic flows from one type of location to another.
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The software populates the rows and columns if locations exist in another matrix.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

You can quantify the amount of traffic between locations by using a value from 1 through 6 to indicate high, medium,
or low volume of either continuous or periodic traffic. Continuous traffic might lend itself to a batch implementation.
Suggested values are 1 through 6 where:

Value Traffic

1 low volume periodic

2 medium volume periodic

3 high volume periodic

4 low high volume continuous

5 medium volume continuous

6 high volume continuous

Activity Cluster or Location Matrix

The Cluster/Location Matrix distributes activity clusters at physical locations.

The software populates the rows and columns if activity clusters and locations are entered in other matrices.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

Data Cluster/Location Matrix

The Data Cluster/Location Matrix records the distribution of business functions at physical types of locations.

The software populates the rows and columns if data clusters and locations exist in other matrices.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

Business Function/Location Matrix

The Business Function/Location Matrix records the distribution of business functions at physical locations. Only the
lowest-level functions appear in the business function axis of this matrix.

The software populates the rows and columns if business functions are in the activity model and locations exist in another
matrix.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

Entity Type/Location Matrix

The Entity Type/Location Matrix records the distribution of entity types at physical types of locations.

The software populates the rows and columns if entity types are in the data model and locations exist in another matrix.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

Business System Definition Matrices
During a business system definition, you use the matrices to create an Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix.

You can identify potential business systems by clustering this matrix that is based on the expected effects of elementary
processes on entity types.

The following standard matrices are useful when defining business systems:
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• Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix
• Clustered Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix
• Elementary Process/Elementary Process Matrix
• Business System/Elementary Process Matrix
• Business Area/Business System Matrix

Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix

The Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix lets you record the expected effects of elementary processes on entity types.

All activities have one of following effects on data:

• C = Create
• R = Read
• U = Update
• D = Delete

The Create and Delete effects also have the effect of Update and Read. The Update effect also has the effect of Read.
These four effects also are called CRUD indicators.

When you run a consistency check, the software ensures that the expected effects are consistent with the expected
effects of functions that are specified in the Business Function/Entity Type Matrix.

The software populates the rows and columns if elementary processes exist in the activity model and entity types exist in
the data model.

The software populates the cells if expected effects of elementary processes are detailed in the model.

Permitted cell values are C, R, U, D, or blank. As part of a business system definition, you cluster this matrix to subdivide
the business area into potential business systems.

During Analysis, the Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix confirms that each elementary process has at least one C, R,
U, or D expected effect.

Clustered Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix

The Clustered Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix shows naturally occurring groupings of elementary processes and
entity types. This matrix is an intermediate step toward creating a Business System/Elementary Process Matrix.

To create the matrix, invoke the Cluster command in the Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix. Gen performs cluster and
affinity analysis on the Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) values.

Permitted cell values are C, R, U, D, or blank.

Elementary Process/Elementary Process Matrix

The Elementary Process/Elementary Process Matrix is created when you cluster the Elementary Process/Entity Type
Matrix. You cannot add, delete, detail, cluster, or sort elements in the matrix.

Cell values of 1 through 9 are derived automatically from Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) indicators in the
Clustered Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix. The highest affinity is represented by 9 and the lowest is represented
by 1.

To identify major groups of elementary processes, you can hide cell values below a certain cutoff point, such as 7.
Elementary processes with a value of 6 or less can be added to one of the business systems.

Assign a meaningful name to each business system. Use the Include, Remove, and Define BS commands to define
business systems and assign elementary processes to them.
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The Elementary Process/Elementary Process Matrix and the Business System/Elementary Process Matrix are reciprocal.
Any change made to one affects the other.

NOTE
The cell values in this matrix are mirrored on either side of the diagonal (which consists of all 9's). Focus only on
one side when grouping elementary processes.

Business System/Elementary Process Matrix

The Business System/Elementary Process Matrix associates each elementary process with the business system that is
responsible for it.

The software populates the elementary process axis if elementary processes exist in the activity model. The software also
populates the business system axis and cells if business systems are grouped and named in the Elementary Process/
Elementary Process Matrix.

Possible cell values are X and blank.

The Business System/Elementary Process Matrix and the Elementary Process/Elementary Process Matrix are reciprocal.
Any change made to one affects the other. Similarly, the Business System/Elementary Process Matrix reflects changes to
the business scope that are made using the Business System Definition Tool.

Business Area/Business System Matrix

The Business Area/Business System Matrix lets you name business areas and reference them to the business systems
included in an area. You can forecast the assignments during Planning and change the names during Design.

Gen populates the business area axis if the business areas exist in another matrix.

Possible cell values are X, 1 through 9, and blank.

Data Model Overview
When you work with data in Gen, you define entity types (fundamental things of relevance to the business).

You also define relationships between entity types. The result is a data model of the business area.

During planning, the data model takes the form of a subject area diagram (SAD) as you perform the initial assessment
task. The SAD graphically depicts principal areas of interest to the business. In the information architecture definition task,
the data model begins to take the form of an entity relationship diagram (ERD). The ERD is an expansion of the SAD that
identifies entity types and their relationships.

During analysis, you use the Data Model Diagram for the data analysis task to develop the ERD for a selected business
area. You detail the relationships between entity types and identify the characteristics of entity types. You can also
partition entity types into subordinate entity subtypes.

Purpose

The objective of data modeling is to complete a concise data diagram that represents all the data that is needed for
processing within the business area.

Example

The following example shows the Data Model Diagram.
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Figure 33: Data Model Diagram

You build a global data model using the Data Model Diagram. You show business data at its highest level in a subject area
diagram. This includes principal subject areas of interest to business. You can subdivide subject areas into other subject
areas or into high-level entity types such as PROJECT, TEAM, DIVISION, DEPARTMENT, and OUSE. Subject areas
are used primarily to group multiple occurrences (entities) of multiple entity types. In this example, employee is an entity
type that encompasses a group of entities (such as people) who work as employees of an organization. For example, the
entities of EMPLOYEE are John Smith and Jane Doe.

An entity type name followed by dots indicates that the entity type has entity subtypes. To view the entity subtypes, select
the entity type and select View > Expand or simply press +.

Deliverables
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The deliverables from data modeling are:

• An entity relationship diagram describing the data requirements of the entire business area.
• Supporting documentation (stored as details of the objects appearing on the entity relationship diagram).

The combined set of deliverables is named the data model of the business area.

Downstream Effects

The data model that is produced in planning and analysis represents data at the conceptual level. It emphasizes modeling
business information -- not constructing optimal data structures. Planning and analysis techniques are technology-
independent. Therefore, you can usually disregard the implementation, a concern that is addressed during design and
construction. However, the online help panels within the Data Model Diagram note certain practical considerations,
advising you when one approach produces better results than another.

Accuracy, completeness, and consistency are imperative, because other phases use the data model. Analysis and design
reference it to specify the data that is used by the processes and procedures of a business area. During design, the
data model is the basis of the data structure model in the Data Structure List (DSL). The DSL includes only what you
have previously defined in the data model. The DSL, in turn, underlies the database generation during Construction. Full
documentation is important both as you develop a system and later when you maintain it.

Implications of Transformation

Transformation is the process of using objects that are created in one part of a model to create the appropriate objects for
subsequent phases. Through transformation, the data model that is created during data analysis is used to create the data
structure model in the DSL.

You cannot introduce new data in the DSL, which includes only what you have previously defined in the data model. The
transformation from the data model to DSL implements entity types as records, relationships as linkages, identifiers as
entry points, and attributes as fields. It also implements many-to-many relationships using link records.

If you have already performed transformation from Data Model to DSL, any subsequent changes that are made to the
data model (for example, the addition of new attributes) are not reflected in the DSL until you perform a transformation
again. However, you need not always retransform the entire data model. If you have changed only a few objects, you
can choose incremental transformation, which lets you transform individual entity types, relationship memberships, or
attributes. If you have made extensive changes, you can transform the entire data model again, but see the warning
below.

WARNING
If you transform the entire data model, you lose any work that you have added in the DSL.

Data Model Main Actions

The actions within data modeling are:

Diagram Accesses and saves models, runs consistency check and reports,
chains to other diagrams, prints and plots diagrams, and exits the
active window.

Edit Adds subject areas, entity types, partitionings, and entity
subtypes, joins entity types, deletes and moves objects, and
transfers relationships.

Detail Defines the properties of an object, lists where objects are
used on the diagram, displays relationships, adds and defines
attributes, identifiers, and aliases, and defines mutually exclusive
relationships.

Generate Creates a process for the activity hierarchy, activity dependency,
and process action diagram. Also generates expected effects.

View Controls how the data model displays the data.
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Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add, setting
Technical Design (TD) name, changing fonts, and customizing
pop-up menus.

Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, closes one
or more windows, maximizes the width and height of the active
window, staggers, and indents all open windows, divides the work
area into halves or fourths, then displays each open window in a
portion of the screen.

Help Describes general and specific online help, explains contents and
tasks that are performed in the application window for online help,
lists key assignments, lists all online help topics in alphabetical
order, and displays consistency check errors and runtime error
messages.

Process Synthesis in Data Modeling Diagrams

To set up the conditions for a process synthesis, specify the following items:

• Candidate process
• Mode
• Default actions review
• Consistency check
• Type of attribute view selection

Selecting Process Synthesis from the Data Model Diagram, the Data Model List, or the Data Model Browser displays
a series of dialogs. These dialogs let you automatically generate processes and detailed process logic based on a
consistent part of the data model. This feature is called process synthesis, or the automated generation of elementary
processes and associated Process Action Diagrams. These processes and logic reflect the basic entity actions available
in a process synthesis:

• CREATE
• READ
• UPDATE
• DELETE
• LIST (READ EACH)

Prerequisites

The Process Synthesis action is active whenever you have the following in the activity model:

• Elementary processes without actions defined in action diagrams
• Non-elementary processes without children (subordinate processes)

NOTE

More information:

• Use Data Model Diagram
• Protected Attributes and Relationships

Protected Attributes and Relationships
Protection refers to the visibility of attributes and relationships to action diagrams and operations.

A protected attribute or relationship (depending on the preceding rules) may or may not be visible to an action diagram or
operation.

Rule on Protecting Attributes
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Only attributes of restricted or encapsulated entities can be protected. An attribute defined as protected, can be used in a
view of a restricted or encapsulated entity only if either of these conditions exists:

• The view is an entity action or local view in an operation of the entity that owns the attribute. (The operation itself may
be public or protected.)

• The view is an import or export view in a protected operation of the entity that owns the attribute.

Rule on Protecting Relationships

Only restricted entities can have protected relationships. A relationship defined as protected can only be referenced in
operations of the two related entities.

Data Model List Overview
The Data Model List is used with or in place of the Data Model Diagram or Data Model Browser. The Data Model List
displays data objects in a list format.

Changes made to the Data Model List are implemented in the entity relationship diagram and changes made to the entity
relationship diagram are implemented in the Data Model List.

The Data Model List is active in both planning and analysis. You use the Data Model List or the Data Model Diagram to
build the data model. Once the framework of the conceptual layer of the model has stabilized, you can use the Data Model
Browser in place of the entity relationship diagram or Data Model List. The Data Model Diagram displays the data model
graphically as a subject area diagram or an entity relationship diagram. The Data Model Browser displays the data model
in a dialog format, showing data objects concurrently with their action blocks, attributes, relationships, and descriptions.
The Data Model List displays the data model as a list.

You can tile Data Model List with the Activity Hierarchy Diagram to allow concurrent work on both the data and activity
components of a model.

You use the Data Model List to add or change subject areas, entity types, attributes, relationships, partitionings, and entity
subtypes.

Objectives

The objective of using the Data Model List is to build, modify, or view the data model in a list format.

Example

The Data Model List shows the data of your model in a list format. The list shows the subject areas, entity types,
attributes, and relationships.

The following example shows the list format for the entity type TEAM. The I next to NUMBER indicates that NAME is an
identifying attribute. The I next to Always WORKS ON One PROJECT indicates an identifying relationship.

Figure 34: Data Model List
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Deliverables

The deliverables from the Data Model List are:

• An outline of the data requirements of the entire business area.
• Supporting documentation (stored as details of the objects appearing on the Entity Relationship Diagram).
• The combined set of deliverables is called the Data Model List of the business area.

Downstream Effects

The data model that is produced in planning and analysis represents data at the conceptual level. It emphasizes modeling
business information, not constructing optimal data structures. Planning and analysis techniques are technology-
independent. Implementation is addressed during design and construction, so do not be concerned with implementation
during planning and analysis.

Transformation is the process of using objects that are created in one part of a model to create the appropriate objects for
subsequent stages. Through transformation, the data model that is created during data analysis is used to create the data
structure model in the Data Structure List (DSL).

The Data Structure List does not allow the introduction of new data. It includes only what was previously defined
in the Data Model List. The transformation from Data Model List to Data Structure List implements entity types as
records, relationships as linkages, identifiers as entry points, and attributes as fields. It also implements many-to-many
relationships using link records.

If the following applies, perform a corrective action:

If you.. Then...
Performed Data Model List to DSL transformation Perform transformation again to reflect any subsequent changes

that are made to the Data Model List (for example, the addition of
new attributes).

Changed only a few objects Retransform the Data Model List which transforms only changed
or added entity types, relationship memberships, or attributes.

Made extensive changes Transform the entire data model again. If you transform the entire
data model, you lose any work that you have added in the Data
Structure List.

Data Model List Main Actions

The actions in the Data Model List are:

Diagram Accesses and saves models, chains to other diagrams, runs
consistency check and reports, prints diagrams, details printer
setup, and exits the active window.

Edit Adds subject areas, entity types, partitionings, entity subtypes,
and attributes, copies and transfers attributes, deletes objects,
moves objects in a list, joins entity types with relationships, and
transfers relationships.

Detail Defines the properties and values of the object, lists where objects
are used on the diagram, adds and defines attributes, identifiers,
and aliases, and defines mutually exclusive relationships.

Generate Creates a process for the activity hierarchy, activity dependency,
and process action diagram and generates expected effects.

View Controls how the Data Model List displays the data.
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Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add,
expanding with attributes, operations, and/or relationships,
changing fonts and customizing pop-up menus.

Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, closes one
or more windows, maximizes the width and height of the active
window, staggers, and indents all open windows, divides the work
area into halves or fourths to display each open window in a part
of the screen.

Help Describes general and specific online help, explains contents and
tasks that are performed in the application window for online help,
lists key assignments, lists all online help topics in alphabetical
order, and displays consistency check errors and runtime error
messages.

Expand with Attributes/Operations/Relationships

Select Expand with Attributes, Expand with Operations, and/or Expand with Relationships to show the corresponding
objects when you select the following actions in the Data Model List:

• View > Expand
• View > Expand All

To hide a type of object when the diagram is expanded, deselect the menu option for that type of object.

Analysis Diagrams

Gen supports the analysis stage of a project by providing tools to define clearly the data, activities, and their interaction in
the business model.

This section contains the following related topics:

• Analysis Overview
• Action Diagram Overview
• Structure Chart Diagram
• Action Block Usage Diagram
• Business System Definition Diagram
• Understanding Work Set List
• Data Model Browser Overview
• Entity Life-Cycle Diagram Overview
• Attributes Overview
• Operations Diagram

Analysis Overview
Gen supports the analysis stage of the project by providing tools to define clearly the data, activities, and their interaction
in the business model.

The following list defines the objectives of the analysis:
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• Fully identify and define the type of data that is required by the business
• Identify and define the business activities that make up each business function
• Define the necessary sequence of business activities
• Bring the results of data analysis together with activity analysis to illustrate how changes to the process definition affect

data analysis
• Provide the basic information necessary to define data structures
• Provide the starting point for transformation to Design and the definition of procedures

Analysis tasks consist of data analysis, activity analysis, and interaction analysis.

Data Analysis

Data analysis tasks include:

• Defining entity types
• Defining the characteristics of entity types
• Defining the relationships between entity types

Use the following Gen options to perform a data analysis:

• Data Model Diagram, Data Model List, or Data Model Browser
• Entity Life-Cycle Diagram

Activity Analysis

Activity analysis includes decomposing the activities of the business into functions and processes.

Use the following tools to perform an activity analysis:

• Activity Hierarchy Diagram
• Activity Dependency Diagram

The dependency analysis task verifies that all processes are identified.

Interaction Analysis

Interaction analysis details how processes affect data. Use the Action Diagram to perform an interaction analysis.

Deliverables

The deliverables from analysis are:

• A data model
• A process hierarchy diagram

One or more process action diagrams, each of which identifies the input into an elementary process, the action performed
by the elementary process, and the output resulting from the execution of a process. Each process action diagram
specifies elementary process logic and data views.

Analysis Diagram Options

The following list shows the diagram selection options in analysis:

Data Model Browser Creates the data model and displays it in a list box format.
Data Model Creates the data model and displays it graphically.
Data Model List Creates the data model and displays it in a list format.
Component Modeling Provides access to diagram used in a component-based

development.
Entity Life Cycle Creates subtypes and partitions and displays them in a dialog flow

format.
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Activity Hierarchy Records business functions and processes in the process
hierarchy diagram.

Activity Dependency Records the dependencies between business activities in the
process dependency diagram

Action Diagram Defines the effect of business activities on data
Work Set List Implements a view of a work attribute set from a work set.
Structure Chart Displays a hierarchical diagram of action blocks. Shows how

action diagrams are related.
Action Block Usage Displays a diagram illustrating how an action block is connected to

other action blocks. Shows how action diagrams are related.
Matrices Records business facts and graphically represents the relationship

between paired categories. You can use Matrices to compare the
existing system with the current model under development. This
helps identify current problems to avoid, ensure completeness,
and prepare for a transition from existing systems to new systems.
You can also use Matrices to group activities into potential
business systems. You can then employ cost/benefit analysis to
rate business system priorities based on business objectives.
Each business system serves as the basis for a design project.

Business System Definition Defines a business system by grouping elementary processes.
Use Business System Definition to group activities into potential
business systems. You can then employ cost/benefit analysis to
rate business system priorities based on business objectives.
Each business system serves as the basis for a design project.

Check Verifies that the model conforms to Gen's consistency rules.

Action Diagram Overview
The Action Diagram lets you build both the process action diagrams and procedure action diagram and associated action
blocks.

The following is part of a process action diagram.

Figure 35: Action Diagram Overview
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Highlighting identifies a selected statement line. The line number for the current selected line appears in status bar at the
bottom of the window.

Action diagrams specify the detailed logic of elementary processes, procedure steps, business algorithms, and derivation
algorithms to complete the activities of the business. A process action diagram is an ordered collection of actions that
defines an elementary process. The process action diagram deals with the interaction component of the business model.
Interaction analysis identifies the effects that processes have on entities, attributes, and relationships. The process action
diagram is developed during the analysis stage. A procedure action diagram is an ordered collection of actions that define
a procedure step. Interaction analysis continues into the design stage when you build the procedure action diagram that
calls the process action diagrams. During design, the logic in the procedure action diagram is further refined. Process
logic identifies actions to be performed on entities by an elementary process to produce the necessary output information
from input information. Process logic also deals with how entity actions act on data in the data model. Procedure logic, on
the other hand, builds on process logic to identify how the system interacts with the end user.

NOTE
The acronym PAD is used interchangeably when referring to the Action Diagram, process action diagram, and
procedure action diagram.

Objectives

The objectives of process logic analysis are to:

• Define each elementary process by detailing its actions upon entities, relationships, and attributes
• Verify that the data model can support all the processes
• Combine the results of data analysis and activity analysis
• Provide the data designer with the basic information necessary to define data structures
• Provide the starting point for transformation to design of the interface and the definition of procedures

The objectives of procedure logic design are to:

• Define the business system at a level that includes data access, important conditional actions, reference to fields in
screens, and the use of algorithms

• Provide a basis for generating the business system.

Deliverables

The deliverable a process action diagram for each elementary process at the conclusion of analysis and a completed
procedure action diagram for each procedure step at the conclusion of design.

Upstream Effects

The procedure action diagram complements the dialog flow. The Dialog Flow Diagram defines the logic between
procedure steps and the procedure action diagram defines the logic within each step, including setting exit states that
control the flows to and from each step. The procedure action diagram also complements Screen Design and Window
Design. Each field on a screen or window is controlled by video properties that govern how the field must be displayed.
These properties can be modified from within the procedure action diagram.

Creating Action Diagram

An action diagram can be created manually or automatically. You can create an action diagram automatically by
expanding expected effects in PAD. You can change properties of objects that are defined in the diagram after creating
the action diagram.

View Maintenance
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Views are the means by which activities receive, use, and send information about entities. Information an activity receives
is an import view.

View Maintenance Overview

Information an activity uses can be a local view or an entity action view.

The import, export, local, and entity action categories are named view subsets.

The following example shows the View Maintenance Diagram:

Figure 36: View Maintenance Overview

Objective

The objective of views in the FHD, FDD, PHD, and PDD are to identify information that an activity receives (imports)
and sends (exports). By showing how information flows between functions and processes, the diagrams confirm that
information is available when a process requires it. The diagrams also confirm that a process produces the data in a state
that is required by a subsequent process.
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The objective of views in action diagrams is to identify information a process or procedure creates, reads, updates,
deletes, or stores temporarily. Entity action views create, read, update, and delete data. Local views temporarily store data
and check attribute values.

Downstream Effects

During Analysis, you create views by selecting attributes of entity types, subtypes, and work sets that a process receives
(imports) or sends (exports).

The import and export views you define in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram and Activity Dependency Diagram appear in the
Action Diagram (PAD). You can create extra import and export views in the PAD and entity action views and local views.

During Design, a set of views is synthesized automatically based on the combined views of the processes being
implemented.

The PAD uses:

• Synthesized import and export views from elementary processes
• View from any action blocks the PAD calls
• Any new views (such as local views)

Using Navigation Diagram or the Screen Design Tool, you map views to fields on the screens.

During the code generation part of Construction, you generate a system that consists of screens that are populated with
the fields that are initially defined with views. The generated program logic is based on the manipulation of views in the
Procedure Action Diagrams.

Example

The list of views in the View Maintenance secondary window specifies view subset:

• Import
• Export
• Local
• Entity action

The notation on the left identifies the type of view.

• "group (r)" precedes a repeating group view.
• "group" precedes a non-repeating group view.
• "view of" precedes an entity type name.
• "attr" precedes an attribute view.

Import Views

group (r) IN-GROUP_PRODUCT_INFORMATION

view of INPUT

entity ORDER_LINE

attr QUANTITY

view of INPUT

entity PRODUCT

attr NUMBER

View Maintenance Main Actions

The View Maintenance menu displays import, export, entity action, and local views.
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The following table shows the actions in View Maintenance:

Model Creates, opens, copies, deletes, saves, and renames models.
Provides model information. Accesses encyclopedia functions and
allows you to change various settings.

Diagram Displays printer and output options, and allows you to exit the
active window.

Edit Adds views of groups, entity types, subtypes, work types, and
attributes. Deletes, moves, copies, and changes parents of
objects. Adds the “nullable” or “not nullable” property to attributes.

Detail Displays the properties of the selected object.
Generate Lets you automatically generate either detailed process logic that

is based on a consistent part of the data model or generate the
selected code.

View Scrolls to the left corner of the window, performs searches, scrolls
to import, export, local, and entity action views and removes
highlighting from all selected objects.

Tool Provides an alternative method of navigating to the Planning,
Analysis, Design, and Construction menus.

Options Customizes the user interface to set show or hide for the toolbar
and tree view, font selection, colors, and pop-up menus. Also
specifies defaults for generation.

Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows; lists the
current diagrams, cascades, or tiles the current diagrams and
closes all the current diagrams.

Help Provides help on function keys and their uses, links to the Help
Topics (contents and index), links to the Gen documentation, and
displays consistency check and runtime error messages. Also
provides the release and version of the product.

Using Null Statements
This article provides information for Using Null Statements. NULL is defined as the state of having no actual value. Gen
supports nulls in a flexible way.

Null Properties

It allows you to test attribute views for a NULL state or to explicitly set an attribute view to a NULL state in an industry-
standard way. However, Gen also allows you to reference attribute view values in a consistent manner without needing to
know if a view is NULL.

Customers can set and test a null indicator on any view, except for procedure step import and export views. All other types
of transient views, entity action views, and persistent views may be set to or tested for NULL.

Gen does not support the following:

• Passing null indicators on dialog flows (either the typical dialog flows or those caused by a Procedure Step USE, USE
ASYNC, or GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement).

• Passing null indicators to and from screens, windows, or web clients.
• Returning or obtaining a NULL value from a "complex" or multi-element expression, or from any Action Language

function.

NOTE
A slight performance overhead exists for fields that are marked as nullable in a view.
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Entity action or persistent views are nullable if the following statements are both true:

• The attribute is defined as optional.
• The field (table column) that implements the attribute is defined as nullable in the Data Structure List.

Defining a Transient View as Nullable within Gen

Unlike nullable entity action or persistent views, nullable transient views are always initialized to a NULL state by the
generated application and is also initialized to the appropriate default values (either the user-defined default value or the
default zero/space value for the domain).

Access Method 1:

1. From the Gen Model Window, highlight the Design menu, and select Action Diagram.
2. From the Action Diagram Names dialog, select an action block and click OK.
3. Right-click any line of code and click View Maintenance.
4. Highlight the desired attribute and right-click. (For multiple attributes, highlight one attribute, press and hold the Ctrl

key, highlight all other desired attributes, and right-click.)
5. Highlight Edit and select Nullable. In the code, nullable displays in parentheses following the highlighted item.

Access Method 2:

1. From the Gen Model Window, highlight the Design menu, and select Action Diagram.
2. From the Action Diagram Names dialog, select a Procedure Step or an action block and click OK.
3. Highlight the desired attribute and right-click. (For multiple attributes, highlight one attribute, press and hold the Ctrl

key, highlight all other desired attributes, and right-click.)

NOTE
Highlight only the words within the parentheses (mandatory or optional or nullable) to the right of the
attribute.

4. Highlight Detail and select Properties.
5. From the Detail Attribute View dialog, click the Nullable option and click OK. In the code, “nullable” displays in

parentheses following the import or export view.

Clearing Nullable Option

1. In an Action Diagram View Definition, highlight the nullable attribute of the desired import or export view.
2. Right-click, highlight Detail, and Properties.
3. Click Nullable to deselect it and click OK. In the code, “nullable” no longer displays in parentheses following the

highlighted item.

Equivalence Test for Attribute Views

Because of the limitations of null support before COOL:Gen 6.0, the IS EQUAL TO and IS NOT EQUAL TO operators
could not test the nullability of any views except those designated DESIRED, SOME, OR THAT within a WHERE clause
of an entity action statement (READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, or SUMMARIZE EACH). So an IF statement that
compared a transient view to an entity action view that was previously read would behave differently than if the preceding
READ statement had done the same comparison.

For example, if local ent1 attr1 contains spaces, the following READ EACH statement would return only those
occurrences of ent1 that contained spaces (not NULLs) in attr1:

READ EACH ent1

WHERE DESIRED ent1 attr1 IS EQUAL TO local ent1attr1
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However, if the preceding WHERE clause were taken out of the READ EACH statement and converted to an IF
statement, the results would be different:

READ EACH ent1

! IF ent1 attr1 IS EQUAL TO local ent1attr1

This READ EACH would return all occurrences of ent1, including those where attr1 was NULL. The subsequent IF
statement would not test the nullability of ent1 attr1, only the default value, which would be spaces if no user-defined
default value was specified for it. So the IF statement would be true for NULL values of attr1 as well as cases where attr1
was NOT NULL and contained spaces.

For backward compatibility, the behavior of IS EQUAL TO and IS NOT EQUAL TO has been retained. This means that
WHERE clauses, which cause SQL to be generated and interpreted by the target DBMS, continues to behave differently
from IF, REPEAT, or WHILE statements that contain the same IS EQUAL TO or IS NOT EQUAL TO condition. However,
two new operators, IS EQUIVALENT TO and IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO, have been added to eliminate this difference in
behavior. In the previous examples, if the word EQUAL were changed to EQUIVALENT, the entities that are selected by
the IF statement would be the same as those selected by the first READ EACH statement.

So, IS EQUAL TO and IS NOT EQUAL TO only tests nullability of entity action or persistent views within a WHERE
clause of an entity action statement, and only in cases where the views are designated as DESIRED, SOME, or THAT.
IS EQUIVALENT TO and IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO tests the nullability of all nullable views, regardless of the type of
statement in which they occur.

The equivalence operators, IS EQUIVALENT TO and IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO, may be used for both persistent (entity
action) views and transient views. In the example “A IS EQUIVALENT TO B,” the expression is true if:
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Figure 37: Equivalence Test for Attribute Views

These equivalence operators differ from IS EQUAL TO and IS NOT EQUAL TO in that they test the null properties of
the views, not just their values. Thus, for nullable attribute views, use the equivalence operators unless only the default
values, and not the null properties, are to be compared.

Examples

• A and B are both NULL, but A has a default attribute value of “X” and B has no default value:
“A IS EQUIVALENT TO B” is TRUE because both are NULL.
“A IS EQUAL TO B” is FALSE because their values are different (“X” compared to blank) and IS EQUAL TO does not
check null properties.

• A is NULL with a default attribute value of “X,” and B is NOT NULL (or not nullable) and has been SET to the value “X:”
“A IS EQUIVALENT TO B” is FALSE because A is NULL and B is not.
“IF A IS EQUAL TO B” is TRUE because their values are equal.
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“WHERE A IS EQUAL TO B” is FALSE because A is NULL and is thus not considered as equal to any value by the
target DBMS.

• A is NULL with a default attribute value of “X,” and B is NULL and also has the default value of “X:”
“A IS EQUIVALENT TO B” is TRUE because both are NULL.
“IF A IS EQUAL TO B” is TRUE because their values are equal.
“WHERE A IS EQUAL TO B” is FALSE because A is NULL and is thus not considered as equal to any value by the
target DBMS.

• A is not nullable and has not been SET to anything, and B is not nullable and has been SET to SPACES (both are text
attribute views):
“A IS EQUIVALENT TO B” is TRUE because both are not nullable and have the same values. (A contains spaces even
if it has a default value because it is not NULL.)
“A IS EQUAL TO B” is TRUE because their values are equal.
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SET and MOVE Behavior Involving NULLs

Figure 38: SET and MOVE Behavior Involving NULLs

Support for NULLs in External Action Blocks (EABs)

To allow an EAB to set or test the null property of an attribute view, the “Generate Missing Flags in Code” property of the
EAB must be enabled, and the attribute views within the EAB that are set or tested for NULL must be marked as nullable.

To set an attribute view to NULL in an EAB, the attribute state (AS) flag variable for that view must be set to “N.” To set a
view to NOT NULL, set the AS flag to space (recommended method) or any other value except “N.”

The variable that follows the AS flag should be set to the appropriate default value if the view is NULL or to the actual
value if the view is NOT NULL.
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Default Values for Nullable Views

Transient (local or non-persistent import or export) nullable views that are uninitialized or are explicitly SET to NULL
contains the default value of the attribute, if such a value has been specified. Otherwise, the default value of the domain
(zero, spaces, or a null string) of the attribute is used.

Entity action or persistent nullable views that have been read or created have the same default value as transient nullable
views of the same attribute. However, uninitialized entity action or persistent views contain the default value for the
domain rather than any default value defined for the attribute.

Expand Expected Effects in Action Diagram

To automatically generate an action based on the information entered in the Matrix Processor, Activity Hierarchy Diagram
(AHD), and Activity Dependency Diagram (ADD), select Expand Expected Effects on the Edit menu. An action diagram
is generated that contains the defined views and a combination of entity action statements. The Add Statement dialog
displays for each entity action statement being built as a result of expanding expected effects.

Expanding expected effects requires that you define:

• An elementary process in the AHD or ADD
• The expected effects of a process on one or more entities

Selecting Expand Expected Effects generates the following information in the PAD:

• Defined import and export views (this occurs as a result of defining views for a process, and not as a direct result of
expanding expected effects).

• Entity action views reflecting the entities that you specified for expected effects.
• Attribute views reflecting the attributes of the entities you specified for expected effects.
• Any combination of the entity actions (CREATE, READ, UPDATE, or DELETE) on associated entity action views.

These actions reflect the expected effects that you specified for the selected process in the Matrices, AHD, or ADD.
These actions represent the actual effects of processes on entities.

This feature is an efficient way to populate entity action views in the PAD.

For example, if in the AHD you specify the expected effects of READ and DELETE on the entity CUSTOMER, the
software populates the entity action view subset with an unnamed view of CUSTOMER. It also automatically generates a
READ customer action and DELETE customer action with appropriate subordinate actions based on other selections you
make while expanding expected effects.

Properties in Action Diagram

To define the objects within an action diagram (PAD), select Properties. Depending on the object selected in the PAD
when you access Properties, different dialogs are displayed.

• If you select the action diagram name at the top of the PAD or an action block name in a USE or SET...USING
statement, the Properties action lets you change the name and description of the action diagram or action block.

• If you select an entity view on the PAD (either at the top where the views are listed or in the logic), the Properties
action displays the Detail View Maintenance dialog. The dialog allows you to modify the views currently defined for the
PAD.

• If you select an attribute view on the PAD (either at the top where the views are listed or in the logic), the Attribute
Properties dialog displays. The dialog allows you to modify the attribute properties.

IS NOT NULL

IS NOT NULL adds a special attribute to the action diagram logic for optional entity action attribute views, optional
persistent attribute views, and optional transient views.

IS NOT NULL is a relational operator that can be used in comparison statements.
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Using Dot Notation in the Action Diagram
Dot notation is a syntax used by many development programs today. When implementing dot notation, you use periods or
dots to separate each part of the expression from the next.

Benefits of Dot Notation

Dot notation in process/procedure action diagrams benefits you in the following ways:

• Reduces number of views that are created
• Reduces logic that is written
• Reduces time needed to create an application

Sample Dot Notations

MyWindow.NameField.ForegroundColor

Foreground Color
is a property of a field

NameField
is the name of a field on a window

MyWindow
is the name of a window.

Read as "My-window dot name-field dot foreground-color"

MyWindow.OKButton.Click

Click
is a method of a push button

OKButton
is the name of a button on a window

MyWindow
is the name of a window.

Read as "My-window dot ok-button dot click"

MyWindow.DeptGrid.Columns(0).Width

Width
is a property of a column

Columns(0
) is a method of grid control

DeptGrid
is the name of a grid control on a window

MyWindow
is the name of a window.

Read as "My-window dot dept-grid dot columns-zero dot width"

MyWindow.DeptGrid.Columns(0).RemoveItem(1)

RemoveItem(1)
is a method of a column

Columns(0)
is a method of a grid control
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DeptGrid
is the name of grid control on a window

MyWindow
is the name of a window.

Read as "My-window dot dept-grid dot columns-zero dot remove-item-one"

Example

The following example shows you how dot notation reduces the amount of views, logic, and time needed to create an
application. In the following example, an event, MyGrid_rowcolchange, locks a column on a grid to ensure the user does
not overwrite the attribute (an identifier) in column zero.

The following graphic shows a view of the window in this example:

Figure 39: Using Dot Notation in the Action Diagram

Logic before using dot notation

Here is the logic before using dot notation:

Local View WorkSet Attribute Type Length
local supplied truefalse Text 6
DeptGrid GUIObject 4
column GUIObject

+-- EVENT ACTION MyGrid_rowcolchange

| SET local GridObjs DeptGrid TO

|  GUIObject(MYWINDOW.MyGrid (OLEControl))

| SET local supplied truefalse TO local supplied DeptGrid IsAddRow()

| +-- IF local supplied truefalse IS EQUAL TO “True”

| | SET local supplied column TO local supplied DeptGrid Columns(0)

| | SET local supplied column Locked TO “False”

| |-- ELSE

| | SET local supplied column TO local supplied DeptGrid Columns(0)

| | SET local supplied column Locked TO “True”

| +--
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+--

You must associate the GUIObject view local GridObjs DeptGrid with the MyGrid found on MyWindow. However, using dot
notation, the association to a GUIObject view is unnecessary.

Logic after using dot notation

Here is the logic after using dot notation. Notice how much less code is required.

Local View WorkSet Attribute Type Length
local supplied truefalse Text 6

+-- EVENT ACTION MyGrid_rowcolchange

| SET local supplied truefalse TO MYWINDOW.MyGrid.IsAddRow()

| +-- IF local supplied truefalse IS EQUAL TO “True”

| | SET MYWINDOW.MyGrid.Columns(0).Locked TO “False”

| |-- ELSE

| | SET MYWINDOW.MyGrid.Columns(0).Locked TO “True”

| +--

+--

Explanation

The method GUIObject returns the GUIObject, an abstract data type that can be thought of as a pointer, of a given
window or control.

When the GUIObject method is called for an OLEArea or an OLEControl, this method returns the GUIObject of the
contained OLE object (OCX or embedded document). Only objects that are direct children of windows can be located this
way.

NOTE
The GUIObject method uses a syntax to refer to window objects that is similar to Dot Notation. In the example,
GUIObject(MYWINDOW.MyGrid (OLEControl)) is the call to the method GUIObject. The syntax used in the call
to the method should not be confused with the Dot Notation used throughout a logic statement.

The IsAddRow method used in the logic below determines if the current row is the add row at the bottom of a grid. This
method is useful to find out whether the current row is actually a new record being added at the bottom of the grid.

The locked property determines if a column is locked from user-input.

Local suppled truefalse is a view that holds a value of True or False determined by the IsAddRow function. Truefalse is
used to determine if the column should be locked or not locked from user input.

Example using a Progress Control Object

Suppose you created a window named MyWindow on which you placed a push button and a progress control. The
progress control both gives a textual and graphical representation of the percentage complete of a task.

Here is a view of the window used in this example:
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Figure 40: Progress Control Object

The StepIt method increments the progress shown on the control. Within the call to the method, you must supply a value
that indicates how much the progress bar is incremented.

Comparing the Results

The dot notation logic is easy to understand because it makes a somewhat readable sentence.

Code sample without dot notation

The following table shows the view and logic added to the Increment push button click event to increment the progress
control on MyWindow. Notice the length and complexity of the code.

Local View WorkSet Attribute Length
local ole_controls ocx_progress_control 4

+-- EVENT ACTION ole_controls_exa_pb_increment_click

|

| SET local ole_controls ocx_progress_control TO

| GUIObject(MYWINDOW.ProgressControl (OLEControl))

| INVOKE local ole_controls ocx_progress_control StepIt(10)

+--

The SET statement associates the work set attribute, ocx_progress_control, to the progress control placed on MyWindow.
The INVOKE statement calls the StepIt method supplying a value of 10.

Code sample with dot notation

The following code shows the same logic added to the Increment push button click event, as in the previous example, this
time taking advantage of Dot Notation. Note that there are no views associated with the following logic.

+-- EVENT ACTION ole_controls_exa_pb_increment_click

|

| INVOKE MYWINDOW.ProgressControl.StepIt(10)

+--

Example Using a Progress Control Object and Other OLE Controls
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Suppose you created a window named MyWindow on which you placed a progress control, slider control, and a spin
control.

The following graphic shows a view of the window and control in this example:

Figure 41: Dot Notation in the Action Diagram

The progress control gives both a textual and graphical representation of the percentage complete of a task. When you
use the slider control, you want the results to be updated in the progress control. You also want to be able to use the spin
control to adjust the slider control in increments of 10, which in turn adjusts the progress control.

To use the slider control to adjust the progress bar, you must use the slider control’s Change event. To use the spin control
to adjust the slider bar, you must use the Upbuttonclick and Downbuttonclick events.

Comparing the Results

The dot notation logic dramatically reduces the amount of logic and views necessary to create the event. In the above
example, the overall logic necessary to control these events is reduced by one-half. Dot Notation is easier to understand
because it makes a somewhat readable sentence.

Code example without dot notation

The example contains the views and logic that adjusts the progress control based on a change in the slider control. The
change in the slider control can come directly from the slider control itself, or from the spin control. The following logic
uses Dot Notation in its GUIObject method, but does not use Dot Notation in the overall logic statements:

Local View WorkSet Attribute Type Length
slidercontrol_change change currentposition Number 11

local ole_controls ocx_progress_control GUIObject 4
ocx_slider_control GUIObject 4
count Number 9

+-- EVENT ACTION mywindow_oc_slidercontrol_change

| SET local ole_controls ocx_progress_control TO

|  GUIObject(MYWINDOW.ProgressControl (OLEControl))

| SET local ole_controls ocx_progress_control Value TO

|  slidercontrol_change change currentposition

+--
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+-- EVENT ACTION mywindow_oc_spincontrol_upbuttonclick

| SET local ole_controls ocx_progress_control TO

|  GUIObject(MYWINDOW.ProgressControl (OLEControl))

| SET local ole_controls ocx_progress_control StepIncrement TO 10

| INVOKE local ole_controls ocx_progress_control StepIt(local

|  ole_controls ocx_progress_control StepIncrement)

| SET local ole_controls count TO local ole_controls ocx_progress_control Value

| SET local ole_controls ocx_slider_control TO

|  GUIObject(MYWINDOW.SliderControl (OLEControl))

| SET local ole_controls ocx_slider_control Value TO

|  local ole_controls count

+--

+-- EVENT ACTION mywindow_oc_spincontrol_downbuttonclick

| SET local ole_controls ocx_progress_control TO

|  GUIObject(MYWINDOW.ProgressControl (OLEControl))

| SET local ole_controls ocx_progress_control StepIncrement TO -10

| INVOKE local ole_controls ocx_progress_control StepIt(local

|  ole_controls ocx_progress_control StepIncrement)

| SET local ole_controls count TO local ole_controls ocx_progress_control Value

| SET local ole_controls ocx_slider_control TO

|  GUIObject(MYWINDOW.SliderControl (OLEControl))

| SET local ole_controls ocx_slider_control Value TO

|  local ole_controls count

+--

Code example with dot notation

The following table shows the logic that adjusts the progress control based on a change in the slider control. The change
in the slider control can come directly from the slider control itself or from the spin control.

Local View WorkSet Attribute Type Length
slidercontrol_change change currentposition Number 11

+-- EVENT ACTION mywindow_oc_slidercontrol_change

|

| SET MYWINDOW.ProgressControl.Value to

|  slidercontrol_change change currentposition

|

+--

+-- EVENT ACTION mywindow_oc_spincontrol_upbuttonclick

|

| SET MYWINDOW.ProgressControl.StepIncrement TO 10

| INVOKE MYWINDOW.ProgressControl.StepIt

|  (MYWINDOW.ProgressControl.StepIncrement)

| SET MYWINDOW.SliderControl.Value TO MYWINDOW.ProgressControl.Value

|

+--

+-- EVENT ACTION mywindow_oc_spincontrol_downbuttonclick

|

| SET MYWINDOW.ProgressControl.StepIncrement TO -10

| INVOKE MYWINDOW.ProgressControl.StepIt

|  (MYWINDOW.ProgressControl.StepIncrement)
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| SET MYWINDOW.SliderControl.Value TO MYWINDOW.ProgressControl.Value

|

+--

Functions in Action Diagram
The supplied functions enable you to add sophisticated algorithms to the logic in action diagrams and action blocks.

You can use these algorithms to manipulate character strings and numbers and to process dates and time. These
functions return values in each of the following domains:

• Text
• Number
• Date
• Time
• Timestamp
• DBCS type (this option is available only when using the DBCS-enabled version of Gen)
• Mixed type (this option is available only when using the DBCS-enabled version of Gen)
• BLOB

Select the function about which you want more information and the corresponding help displays.

NOTE
The * denotes functions valid only for applications that are targeted for Windows C GUI applications. The +
denotes functions that are not supported on Java and C # applications. As functions may be selected for use in
an Action Diagram before the environment parameters are specified, Consistency Check warnings are provided
to inform users of potential problems using these functions, depending on the environment parameters specified.
Also, if these functions exist in a model that is being generated for Java and C # applications, they are ignored.

The Gen built-in functions that accept a mixed argument also accept a text argument (that is, all functions ending in
mixed).

All OLE functions (those with *) accept either mixed or text as the argument, and return string results that are either mixed
or text.

String functions (those with ¨) allow only text and mixed attributes; DBCS-only attributes are not supported.

When mixed data is returned to a text attribute, it can only be used by another OLE function. So in an application which
might handle mixed characters, all OLE returned strings should be mixed.

Abort Function
This article provides information for the Abort Function that halts the application by terminating the process of the
application.

Usage Abort()
Description This function halts the application by terminating the process of

the application.
Arguments None.
Return Value None. Use the Abort function within a Gen-generated application.

Quit is for use by a client (a Microsoft Visual Basic application, for
example) to terminate the Gen-generated application.

Notes The application is aborted immediately with no clean-up or roll-
backs. Use this function with extreme caution.

Related Functions Launch, Quit
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Example

+-

| NOTE The Abort function will halt this application and, if running under the

| CA Gen Test Tool, the Test Tool will also get an "Abnormal program

| termination".

|

| FUNCTION Abort()

+--

AbsoluteValue Function
This article provides information for the AbsoluteValue Function that computes the absolute value of a given number.

Usage AbsoluteValue(Number)
Description Computes the absolute value of a given number.
Arguments Number: Positive or negative number. Example:

AbsoluteValue(-21.5) = 21.5
Return Value This function returns the absolute value of the given number as a

positive number.
Related Functions Ceiling, ExponentOf_e, Floor, Maximum, Minimum, Round

AnnuityPayment Function
This article provides information for the AnnuityPayment Function. This function calculates the payments on loans or an
ordinary annuity investment.

Usage AnnuityPayment(Loan Amount, Interest, Term)
Description An ordinary annuity is a series of constant cash flows that occurs

at the end of each period for some fixed number of periods.
Arguments Loan Amount: Annuity cash flow.

Interest: Interest rate.
Term: Term or number of periods.

Return Value Decimal number representing the annuity payment.
Error Numbers 502 (MTH502)
Related Functions AnnuityPrincipalPayment

This function is based on the following equation for the present value of an annuity payment:

Annuity payment = C * [ (1 - Present Value Factor)] / r

-or-

Annuity payment = C * [ 1 - 1 / ( 1 + r ) [LP1]t ] / r

Where C is the monetary amount of the annuity per period, t is the number of periods, and r is the interest rate or rate of
return.

The following statements show an example.

+-

| NOTE With a loan of 90,000, 7.1% interest over 7 years return the
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| annuity payment

|

| SET main property annuity_payment TO AnnuityPayment(90000, 7.1, 7)

|

| NOTE With an annual payment of $16758.06 and 7.1% interest at the

| end of 7 years what is the present value

|

| SET main property present_value TO AnnuityPrincipalPayment(16758.06, 7.1, 7)

+--

AnnuityPrincipalPayment Function
This article provides information for the AunnuityPrincipalPayment Function.

Usage AnnuityPrincipalPayment(Annuity, Interest, Term)
Description This function calculates the present value for annuity cash flows.
Arguments Annuity: Annuity cash flow (payment amount).

Interest: Interest rate.
Term: Term or number of periods.

Return Value Decimal number representing the present value for annuity cash
flows.

Related Functions AnnuityPayment

This function is based on the following equation:

Annuity present value = C * [ (1 - Present Value Factor) ] / r

-or-

Annuity present value = C * [ 1 - 1 / ( 1 + r ) [LP2]t ] / r

Where C represents the monetary amount of the annuity per period, t is the number of periods, and r is the interest rate or
rate of return.

The following statements show an example:

 +-

 | NOTE With a loan of 90,000, 7.1% interest over 7 years

 | return the annuity payment

 |

 | SET main property annuity_payment TO AnnuityPayment(90000, 7.1, 7)

 |

 | NOTE With an annual payment of $16758.06 and 7.1% interest at the

 | end of 7 years what is the present value

 |

 | SET main property present_value TO AnnuityPrincipalPayment(16758.06, 7.1, 7)

 +--

Application Property
This article provides information for Application Property.

Usage Application ()
Description Returns the root application object.
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Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns the root application object as a GUI Object

data type.

ArcCosine Function
This article provides information for the ArcCosine Function.

Usage ArcCosine(Trig Ratio)
Description Computes the arccosine (inverse cosine) of a given ratio.
Arguments Trig Ratio: Number in the range -1 to 1.
Return Value This function returns a number in the range 0 to pi radians.
Error Numbers 500 (MTH500)
Related Functions ArcSine, ArcTangent, Cosine, PiMultiplier, Sine, Tangent

ArcSine Function
This article provides information for the ArcSine Function.

Usage ArcSine(Trig Ratio)
Description Computes the arcsine (inverse sine) of a given ratio.
Arguments Trig Ratio: Number measured in radians. Must be in the range -1

to 1.
Return Value This function returns a number in the range -pi/2 to +pi/2 radians.
Error Numbers 500 (MTH500)
Related Functions ArcCosine, ArcTangent, Cosine, PiMultiplier, Sine, Tangent

ArcTangent Function
This article provides information for the ArcTangent Function.

Usage ArcTangent(Trig Ratio)
Description Computes the ArcTangent (inverse tangent) of a given ratio.
Arguments Trig Ratio: Number in any range.
Return Value This function returns a number in the range -pi/2 to +pi/2 radians.
Related Functions ArcCosine, ArcSine, Cosine, PiMultiplier, Sine, Tangent

Average Function
This article provides information for the Average Function. The Average function is used to retrieve the mean of an
attribute or expression for all occurrences within the result table.

Each occurrence is included in the calculation, regardless of whether duplicate values exist. Average may only be used
with numeric attributes or expressions.

Average Distinct Function
This article provides information for the Average Distinct Function. The Average Distinct function retrieves the mean of an
attribute of a selected entity.

Duplicate values of that attribute in the result table are excluded from the calculation; thus, each distinct value is counted
only once. Average may only be used with numeric attributes.
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BackgroundColor Method
This article provides information for the BackgroundColor Method.

Usage BackgroundColor (Control Name 1, Color)
Description Changes the BackgroundColor for an individual control. Displays

the standard Windows Color Dialog for the color selection.
Arguments Control Name 1: String expression containing the name of the

individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow. In
an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view.
Control Name 1 allows selection of the control types Window,
Field, Button, ListBox, EnterableListBox, DropDown List,
EnterableDropDownList, RadioButtonGroup, CheckBox, Literal,
GroupBox, OLEControl, ToolBar, and StatusBar.
Color: A number (up to 8 digits in length) containing the aggregate
RGB number for the appropriate color. You can obtain the
aggregate color number by using the RGB Function . You can
also select a prompt for a "Standard Color Dialog" to select
colors during design or for a "Color Dialog at Execution" to select
colors at runtime. Standard colors are valid for selection. The
standard colors include Red, Green, Blue, Black, White, Yellow,
and Magenta. If "ColorDialog at Execution" is selected, a value of
-1 appears in the PAD statement. If a color is selected from the
color dialog, the PAD statement shows a number. The numbers for
the standard colors are provided in the preceding short table.

Return Value This function returns a number containing the aggregate RGB
number for the color that was applied to the control. This number
must be large enough to contain a complete RGB Number. The
function returns a value of -1 if an error occurs.

Standard color Numeric equivalent
White 16777215
Black 0
Red 255
Green 65280
Blue 167711680
Yellow 65535
Magenta 16711935

Example workset property

Name             Domain Length

----             ------ ------

attribute color  Number 9

attribute field2 Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field2

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   color
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Statements

+-

| NOTE Set the foreground color of the literal named "another_color" on the

| window named "COLOR" to a yellow shade using the standard dialog at design

| time.

|

| SET main property color TO ForegroundColor(COLOR.another_color (Literal), 65535)

|

|

| NOTE Set the background color of the field named "Field2" on the window named

| "COLOR" at runtime using the standard dialog.

|

| FUNCTION BackgroundColor(COLOR.Field2 (Field), -1)

+-- 

Beep Function
This article provides information for the Beep Function.

Usage Beep(Frequency, Duration)
Description Emits a sound on the speaker of the computer.
Arguments Frequency: Number that represents the frequency of the sound

in hertz. The value must be at least 37 and not more than 32,767.
Normal human hearing extends from 20 Hz to 20KHz, but you
may want to use a value in the middle of the range to be audible to
the greatest number of users.
Duration: Number of milliseconds of sound.

Return Value None.
Notes Windows: The Beep function ignores the Frequency and Duration

parameters. On computers with a sound card, the function plays
the default sound event. On computers without sound cards, the
function plays the standard system beep.
Windows: The Beep function is synchronous. It does not generally
return control to its caller until the sound finishes. The -1 feature
available for Windows applications is not supported by Gen.

Error Numbers 102 (GUI102), 103 (GUI103), 506 (MTH506)
Related Functions MessageBoxBeep

Example Statements

+-

| FUNCTION Beep(440, 123)

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(), "Beep error", "OK",

| | 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| +--

+--

blobdbcs
This article provides information for blobdbcs. This function converts a BLOB view to a double-byte character string.
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Input is a BLOB view. Output is a double-byte character string.

INPUT: input_blob: blob

OUTPUT: output_string: double-byte

FORMAT: blobdbcs (blob)

Example:

The following code sets a double-byte character string to the BLOB which converts a BLOB view to a double-byte
character string:

SET <export dbcs text view> TO blobdbcs (<import blob view>) 

blobmbcs
This article provides information for the blobmbcs. This function converts a BLOB view to a mixed character string.

Input is a BLOB view. Output is a mixed text character string.

INPUT: input_blob: blob

OUTPUT: output_string: text or mixed text

FORMAT: blobmbcs (blob)

Example:

The following code sets a mixed character string to the BLOB which converts a BLOB view to a mixed character string:

SET <export mixed text view> TO blobmbcs (<import blob view>)

blobtext
This article provides information for blobtext. This function converts a BLOB view in a BLOB-domain attribute to a
character string in a text-domain attribute.

Input is a BLOB view. Output is a character string.

INPUT: input_blob DOMAIN: BLOB

OUTPUT: string DOMAIN: text

FORMAT: blobtext (blob)

Example:

The following code sets a character string to the BLOB which converts a BLOB view to a character string:

SET <export char view> TO blobtext (<import blob view>)

Ceiling Function
This article provides information for the Ceiling Function.

Usage Ceiling(Number)
Description Computes and returns the smallest whole number value not less

than the given number input.
Arguments Number: A number that is to be used to obtain the smallest

whole number that is greater than or equal to the argument. For
example, Ceiling(6.7) returns 7 and Ceiling(-6.2) returns -6.

Return Value This function returns a number containing an integer.
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Related Functions AbsoluteValue, Floor, Round

ClearDisplayProperties Method
This article provides information for the ClearDisplayProperties Method.

Usage ClearDisplayProperties (Window_Name)
Description Removes the registry entry for the display properties of the

specified window.
Arguments Window_Name String expression containing the name of the

window whose properties are removed from the registry. The
default control is CurrentWindow. In an Action Block, the Control
Name must be passed in a view.

Return Value None.

Example

+-

| NOTE Remove the registry entry for the specified window named "COLOR" that

| contains the window's display properties.

|

| FUNCTION ClearDisplayProperties(COLOR)

+--

CloseFile Function
This article provides information for the CloseFile Function.

Usage CloseFile(File Number)
Description Closes a file opened using the OpenTextFile function. Terminates

all processing and flushes all buffers that are associated with an
individual file.

Example
Arguments File Number: A number that is returned from an OpenTextFile or

CreateTextFile function. The File Number is associated internally
with a file name.

Return Value Close Status: The function returns a positive number if successful.
If it is not successful, the function returns a negative number. If the
file is not opened, the function returns a negative number.

Errors Each function initializes the error number to zero at the beginning
of the function. If an error is encountered, the error number is set
by the function. The following functions may be used to interrogate
this information.
GetFunctionErrorDescription returns the description of the error
that was received from the last function executed. This function
does not initialize or set the error number.
GetFunctionErrorNumber returns the number of the error that was
received from the last function executed. This function does not
initialize or set the error number.

Error Numbers 300 (FIL300), 310 (FIL310)
Related Functions CreateTextFile, OpenTextFile
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ColorRefRGB Function
This article provides information for the ColorRefRGB Function.

Usage ColorRefRGB(Red Color, Green Color, Blue Color)
Description Produces up to a 9-digit Color from individual Red, Green, and

Blue color components.
Arguments Each of the Red Color, Green Color, and Blue Color arguments is

a number in the range 0 through 255 specifying a color intensity. If
all three components are zero (000), the resulting color is Black. If
all three components are 255 (255, 255, 255), the resulting color is
White.

Return Value Aggregate Color: The function returns a number containing a 9-
digit aggregate Color that is appropriate for the other supported
Color functions.

Error Numbers 101 (GUI101)
Related Functions GetBlue, GetGreen, GetRed

Example

+-

| NOTE Set the background color of the window named "COLOR" to a specified

| combination of the red, green and blue by using the results of the

| function ColorRefRGB.

|

| FUNCTION BackgroundColor(COLOR, ColorRefRGB(0, 255, 0))

|

| NOTE Set the background color of the literal named "another_color" on the

| window named "COLOR" using GetRed to extract the red component of the

| color number "16711680" and GetGreen to extract the green component of

| the color number "8421631" and GetBlue to extract the blue component of

| the color number "8421631". The red, green and blue components are then

| combined by the function ColorRefRGB to produce a composite color for

| the literal "another_color".

|

| FUNCTION BackgroundColor(COLOR.another_color (Literal),

| ColorRefRGB(GetRed(16711680), GetGreen(8421631), GetBlue(8421631)))

+--

Concat
This article provides information for Concat. Concat concatenates two character strings. Inputs are two character strings
or character views.

The input string and the maximum final length can be as long as the largest character field supported by Gen.

INPUT: string1 DOMAIN: text

INPUT: string2 DOMAIN: text

OUTPUT: output_string DOMAIN: text

FORMAT: concat(string1,string2)

The following example sets a text attribute to a character string using concat (a character function).
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SET export acct_mgmt concatenated_name TO concat(concat(local

acct_mgmt first2, local acct_mgmt middle2),sales_rep last_name)

NOTE
The concat function concatenates two strings without trimming the trailing spaces (varying text strings do not
have trailing spaces but fixed text strings do). If you concatenate two strings of 100 characters each, you need
a 200-character field for the result. If the resulting field must be smaller, then you should use the trim function
so that trailing spaces are excluded. It is best to always use the trim function regardless of whether the text is
varying to ensure that the functionality of the statement remains the same.

WARNING
When creating a text string for use on the z/OS platform using the following PAD functions, ASCII 14, ASCII 15,
EBCDIC 14, and EBCDIC 15 characters may be lost.

• concat()
• substr()
• length()
• trim()

Characters ASCII 14, ASCII 15, EBCDIC 14, and EBCDIC 15 are used for delimiting strings on the z/OS platform and
must appear in mutual pairs. Do not use these characters when creating strings with the above PAD functions. For cross-
platform compatibility, you should avoid using these special characters on all platforms.

Concatblob
This article provides information for Concatblob. This function concatenates two BLOB attributes. Inputs are two BLOB
views. The inputs and the output can be as large as the largest blob field that is supported by Gen.

If the length of the concatenated views would be greater than the length of the target view, the resulting BLOB is truncated
to the length of the target view.

INPUT: blob1 DOMAIN: BLOB

INPUT: blob2 DOMAIN: BLOB

OUTPUT: output_blob DOMAIN: BLOB

FORMAT: concatblob(blob1,blob2) 

Example:

The following code sets a BLOB attribute to the BLOB which is the result of the concatenation of three input BLOBs:

SET export work blob TO concatblob(concatblob(input1 work blob, input2 work blob),input3 work blob

Concatdbcs
This article provides information for Concatdbcs. Concatdbcs concatenates two double-byte character strings.

The output is text.

INPUT: string1 DOMAIN: double-byte

INPUT: string2 DOMAIN: double-byte

OUTPUT: output_string DOMAIN: double-byte

FORMAT: concatdbcs(string1,string2)

Concatmixed
This article provides information for Concatmixed. Concatmixed concatenates two text or mixed text character strings. The
behavior of the concatmixed function depends on the platform of the application.
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Mixed text refers to a combination of single-byte characters (text) and double-byte characters. (Chinese characters can
occur as double-byte characters (also known as graphic characters).)

INPUT: string1 DOMAIN: text or mixed text

INPUT: string2 DOMAIN: text or mixed text

OUTPUT: output_string DOMAIN: text or mixed

FORMAT: concatmixed(string1,string2)

Performance of Concatmixed Function in Web Application using DBCS

Java uses UNICODE instead of a codepage-based representation of the data. While UNICODE does have code points
that represent all characters previously called DBCS, it does not distinguish between DBCS and SBCS. Therefore,
the character length of all attributes is the number of UNICODE characters. For example, an attribute with a length of
four holds four UNICODE characters. Fixed-length fields that hold more characters than entered are filled with spaces.
Variable-length fields that hold more characters than are entered, are not filled with spaces, and therefore do not require
trim to remove spaces.

The web browser counts bytes while the Java server counts characters. Therefore, concatmixed works as expected when
used in a web application.

CopyFile Function
This article provides information for the CopyFile Function.

Usage CopyFile(FromFileName, ToFileName)
Description Makes an exact copy of the given file.
Example
Arguments FromFileName : String containing the file name from which to

copy. If this file is opened, copy continues. The buffer is flushed
before the copy begins. You must provide a fully qualified path and
file name.
ToFileName : String containing the name of the new file that is
created and populated as a result of the copy. This function fails
if this file exists. If the desired filename already exists, it can be
deleted using the DeleteFile function.

Return Value Copy Status: The function returns a positive number if successful,
and a negative number if it is not successful.
Note: If the file in FromFileName is open, CopyFile fails if
FromFileName's share attribute does not include Read.

Errors Each function initializes the error number to zero at the beginning
of the function. If an error is encountered, the error number is set
by the function. The following functions may be used to interrogate
this information.
GetFunctionErrorDescription returns the description of the error
that was received from the last function executed. This function
does not initialize or set the error number.
GetFunctionErrorNumber returns the number of the error that was
received from the last function executed. This function does not
initialize or set the error number.

Error Numbers 302 (FIL302), 310 (FIL310), 311 (FIL311), 314 (FIL314)
Related Functions RenameFile

Cosine Function
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This article provides information for the Cosine Function.

Usage Cosine (Angle)
Description Computes the cosine ratio of a given angle that is measured in

radians. The result is a ratio.
Arguments Angle: Number measured in radians.
Return Value This function returns the cosine ratio of the given angle.
Related Functions ArcCosine, ArcSine, ArcTangent, PiMultiplier, Sine, Tangent

CreateObject Method
This article provides information for the CreateObject Method.

Usage CreateObject (String)
Description Returns the Interface Object name of an object and activates the

object, using the Application.Class name input.
Arguments A string that is a name of the object to create. The object name

should be in the format Application.Class, where the value
is a registered application name. For example, Word.Basic,
Excel.Application and Excel.Chart (if the Microsoft Word and/
or Microsoft Excel products are installed) are valid, registered
names. Generated applications are registered using the format
loadmodulename.Composer.Application. (This is also the format of
the second argument to the GetObject method.)

Return Value This method returns the interface object name when the create
is successful. The method returns NULL if the object cannot be
activated.

Notes All objects that are created with CreateObject must be set TO
NOTHING in the reverse order of creation. Any GUI object that
is used also must be set TO NOTHING to release that interface
pointer.

CreateTextFile Function
This article provides information for the CreateTextFile Function.

Usage CreateTextFile(File Name, Access Mode, Share Mode)
Description Creates and opens a file.
Example
Arguments File Name: String containing a valid name for the file to be created

and opened. Long name support for Windows and path support is
provided. You must provide a fully qualified path and filename.
Access Mode: String specifying the intended use of the file. Valid
values are Read and Write. If the file is opened for Write, it must
be closed before Read can occur. If the file is opened for Read, it
must be closed before Write can occur. The default access mode
value is Read.
Share Mode: String indicating the permitted simultaneous activity
on this file. Valid values are No_Sharing, Read, Write, and
Read_Write. The default share value is No_Sharing.
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Return Value File Number: The function returns a unique file number, if the
create and open was successful. This file number is used for a
subsequent file operation. The function returns a negative number
if an error occurs.

Errors Each function initializes the error number to zero at the beginning
of the function. If an error is encountered, the error number is set
by the function. The following functions may be used to interrogate
this information.
GetFunctionErrorDescription returns the description of the error
that was received from the last function executed. This function
does not initialize or set the error number.
GetFunctionErrorNumber returns the number of the error that was
received from the last function executed. This function does not
initialize or set the error number.

Error Numbers 301 (FIL301), 302 (FIL302), 315 (FIL315)
Notes The Replace write mode erases all information in the file when

the open is completed. The Append write mode automatically
positions the pointer at the end of file.

Related Functions CloseFile, OpenTextFile

CurrentWindow Method
This article provides information for the CurrentWindow Method.

Usage CurrentWindow ()
Description Returns the interface object name for the currently active window

of the application.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns the interface object name for the currently

active window of the application.

Example

Example Workset application

          Name             Domain    Length

          ----             ------    ------

attribute windowguiobj     GUIObject 4

attribute fieldsguiobj     GUIObject 4

attribute field            GUIObject 4

attribute number_of_fields Number    9

Workset work

attribute count            Number    4

View

LOCALS:

Group view group (20,explicit)

Work View work application

   count

Work View local application

   windowguiobj

   fieldguiobj

   field

   number_of_fields
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Statements

+-

| SET local application windowguiobj TO CurrentWindow()

| SET local application fieldsguiobj TO local application windowguiobj Fields()

| SET local application number_of_fields TO local application fieldsguiobj Count()

| +- FOR work application count FROM 1 TO local application number_of_fields BY

| | 1

| | SET local application field TO local application fieldsguiobj

| | Item(work application count)

| | NOTE change the background color of each field to a shade of green.

| | SET local application field BackgroundColor TO 123456

| +--

+--

Cyydate
This article provides information for Cyydate. Cyydate translates a date into the cyymmdd format. This function, like
CYYNUM, allows you to store dates in a seven-digit format.

The input is a date in the YYYYMMDD format.

INPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date

OUTPUT: cyymmdd_number DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: cyydate(date_value)

The elements of a date are represented in the format as CYYMMDD. The century is represented as a single digit in the
first position of the format. The following table provides the numbers that stand for the centuries in this format.

TWO DIGITS OF CENTURY NUMBER USED
19 0
20 1
21 2
22 3
23 4
24 5
25 6
16 7
17 8
18 9

Using this format, the date October 10, 1996 would be stored as 0961010. The date January 15, 1999 would be stored as
0990115. The date March 15, 2001 would be stored as 1010315.

NOTE
This format can accommodate dates between January 1, 1600 and December 31, 2599.

Cyynum
This article provides information for Cyynum. Cyynum translates a number into the cyymmdd format.

The input is a number.
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INPUT: number DOMAIN: date

OUTPUT: cyymmdd_number DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: cyynum(number)

Datedays
This article provides information for Datedays. Datedays converts a positive numeric value into a valid Gen-formatted date
that represents the number of days since December 31, 0000.

Input is a number or numeric view representing days. Output is a date value in the date format (yyyymmdd).

INPUT: number_of_days DOMAIN: number

OUTPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date

FORMAT: datedays(number_of_days)

In the following example, the datedays function returns 00010110 for January 10, 0001.

datedays(10)

DateFormat Function
This article provides information for the DateFormat Function. You can use numdate under func(numeric), which allows for
the use of this function for date and numeric input.

Usage DateFormat(NumericDate, DateFormat)
Description Converts a date which is of the numeric domain format to the

format specified by the user (format depends on the language of
the use).

Arguments NumericDate: of type long, for example, 19970319 stands for
March 19, 1997 DateFormat: of type string can be constructed
using the following syntax.

Syntax d Numeric representation of the day of the month,
without leading zeros.

dd Numeric representation of the day of the month,
with leading zeros.

ddd Three-letter abbreviation for the day of the week.

dddd Full name of the day of the week.

M Numberic representation of the month, without
leading zeros.

MM Numberic representation of the month, with leading
zeros

MMMM Full name of the Mmonth.

y Year represented by only the last two digits, without
leading zeros if less than 10.

yy Year represented by only the last two digits.

yyyy Year represented by all four digits.

Note: The string is case-sensitive. It only identifies previous
characters for formatting, all other characters are used as
separators.
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NumericDate: 19970319 DateFormat: MM/dd/yyyy Result is:
03/19/1997

Return Value Formatted date in the form of string.
Notes Formatting restrictions apply for NLS.
Example A sample action diagram statement reads:

Set Char View TO DateFormat(Numeric View, Char View)
or
Set Char View TO DateFormat(19970319, "MM/dd/yyyy")
or
Set Char View TO DateFormat(numdate(Date View), "MM/dd/
yyyy")
Example Workset Date
Name Domain Length Decimal
attribute Numericdate Number 8
attribute Dateformat   Text    128
attribute Resultdate   Text    128
attribute DateDomain  Date     8
View
IMPORTS:
Work View import_date Date
  Numericdate
  Dateformat
  Resultdate
  DateDomain
EXPORTS:
Work View export_date Date
  Numericdate
  Dateformat
  Resultdate
  DateDomain
LOCALS:
Work View local_date Date
Statements
+-
| SET export_date Date Resultdate TO DateFormat(export_date
Date Numericdate,
| export_date Date Dateformat)
|
OR
| SET export_date Date Resultdate TO DateFormat
(numdate(export_date Date
DateDomain), export_date Date Dateformat)
Notes:

• Perhaps the date had previously been obtained from a
Calendar control in a format, converted to a date domain
by the "datetext" function and stored in the database. This
function could then be used to put this date back in a text
domain attribute view.

• numdate function has to be called on the views of type/domain
DATE, before passing that value as input of type NumericDate
to this function.
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Datejul
This article provides information for Datejul. Datejul returns a Gen date value from a valid Julian date.

Input is a number or numeric view. Output is a Gen date value.

INPUT: date_string DOMAIN: number

OUTPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date

FORMAT: datejul(date_string)

The Julian date has the structure YYYYnnn in which YYYY represents the year and nnn represents sequential order for
the date in the sequence 001 (January 1) through 365 or 366 (December 31).

For example, datejul (2004033) represents February 2, 2004.

Datenum
This article provides information for Datenum. If the date is correct, datenum tests for a valid date and returns a number
greater than zero. If the date is incorrect, datenum returns zero which results in a runtime error.

When the database has dates that are stored as numbers, datenum converts them to dates.

The input is a number or numeric view. The output is a Gen date value.

INPUT: number_date DOMAIN: number

OUTPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date

FORMAT: datenum(number_date)

The following example shows the datenum function that is used in a SET statement:

SET SOME customer purchase_date TO datenum(19920731)

Datenum requires the YYYYMMDD format; it can be any valid date from 00010101 to the present. 00000000 is a special
case as it is used internally to represent the NULL date value.

Datetext
This article provides information for Datetext. Datetext returns the Gen date format from a valid date string or Julian date
string.

This function is similar to datenum except that dates stored as text are converted to dates. Valid input date formats are:

• yyyy-mm-dd
• mm/dd/yyyy
• dd.mm.yyyy
• yyyynnn

These are the standard date formats that are supported by DB2. Output is a date value in the Gen date format.

INPUT: date_string or julian date DOMAIN: text

OUTPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date

FORMAT: datetext(date_string)

Datetimestamp
This article provides information for Datetimestamp.

Datetimestamp translates the date part of the Gen timestamp value into a Gen date value.
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INPUT: timestamp_value DOMAIN: timestamp

OUTPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date

FORMAT: datetimestamp(timestamp_value)

day
This article provides information for day. The day function extracts the day part of a Gen date value.

Input is a Gen date view. Output is a number (1 through 31), which is the day part of the date.

INPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date

OUTPUT: day DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: day(date_value)

dayofweek
This article provides information for dayofweek. The dayofweek function returns the day of the week in the character
format from a Gen date value.

Input is a Gen view. Output is an upper case character string containing the desired day, for example, MONDAY,
TUESDAY, or WEDNESDAY.

INPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date

OUTPUT: day_of_week DOMAIN: text

FORMAT: dayofweek(date_value)

days
This article provides information for the days function. The days function converts a date to the number of days since
December 31, 0000.

Input is a Gen date view. Output is a number that represents the number of days since December 31, 0000.

 INPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date

 OUTPUT: number_of_days DOMAIN: number

 FORMAT: days(date_value)

 

daystimestamp
This article provides information for the daystimestamp.

The daystimestamp function translates the Gen timestamp value to a positive integer which represents the number of
days since December 31, 0000.

INPUT: timestamp_value DOMAIN: timestamp

OUTPUT: number_of_days DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: daystimestamp(timestamp_value)

daytimestamp
This article provides information for daytimestamp.

The daytimestamp function extracts the day part of a Gen timestamp value.

INPUT: timestamp_value DOMAIN: timestamp

OUTPUT: day DOMAIN: number
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FORMAT: daytimestamp(timestamp_value)

dbcsblob
This article provides information for dbcsblob. This function converts a double-byte character string to a BLOB view.

Input is a double-byte character string. Output is a BLOB view.

INPUT: input_string: text

OUTPUT: output_blob: blob

FORMAT: dbcsblob (blob)

Example:

The following code converts a double-byte character string to a BLOB. This conversion is a byte-by-byte copy of the
double-byte character string to a BLOB:

SET <export BLOB view> TO dbcsblob (<import DBCS text view>)

DeleteFile Function
This article provides information for the DeleteFile Function.

Usage DeleteFile(File Name)
Description Deletes a file using the supplied file name. A failure occurs if the

file does not exist or if the file is open or currently in use.
Example
Arguments File Name: A standard name conforming to the targeted operating

system. You must provide a fully qualified path and filename.
Return Value Delete Status: The function returns a positive number if the delete

is successful. The function returns a negative number if the delete
fails. A delete may fail if the file is in use or open, or if the file does
not exist.

Notes Windows does not delete a file if any applications have the file
open.
Windows deletes a file regardless of how many processes have it
open. The DeleteFile function always fails if the file is opened by
the Gen application. If the Gen application does not have the file
open, success of DeleteFile is system-dependent.

Errors Each function initializes the error number to zero at the beginning
of the function. If an error is encountered, the error number is set
by the function. The following functions may be used to interrogate
this information.
GetFunctionErrorDescription returns the description of the error
that was received from the last function executed. This function
does not initialize or set the error number.
GetFunctionErrorNumber returns the number of the error that was
received from the last function executed. This function does not
initialize or set the error number.

Error Numbers 301 (FIL301), 311 (FIL311), 312 (FIL312)
Related Functions CloseFile, FileExists

ExponentOf_e Function
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This article provides information for the ExponentOf_e Function.

Usage ExponentOf_e(Number)
Description Computes the exponential value (base e) of the given input. The

value of e is approximately 2.7182818284.
Arguments Number: Number in the range -40 to 40 to be used as the

exponent.
Return Value This function returns a number containing the result of this

calculation. An error occurs if the argument is too large.
Error Numbers 503 (MTH503)
Related Functions NaturalLog, Power

Factorial Function
This article provides information for the Factorial Function.

Usage Factorial(Number)
Description Computes the factorial value of a given number.
Arguments Number: Number in the range 1 - 25 used in the factorial

computation. For example, Factorial(5) = 5*4*3*2*1 = 120.
Return Value This function returns a number containing the result of the

calculation.
Error Numbers 502 (MTH502), 503 (MTH503)

The number that is returned from this function may exceed the
number of digits that are defined for the view holding the value.

FileExists Function
This article provides information for the FileExists Function.

Usage FileExists(File Name)
Description Verifies that a file exists using the supplied filename.
Example
Arguments File Name: String containing the name of a file. You must provide

a fully qualified path and file name.
Return Value File Status: If the file exists, the function returns a positive number.

The function returns zero (0) if the file does not exist. The function
returns a negative number if an error occurred.

Errors Each function initializes the error number to zero at the beginning
of the function. If an error is encountered, the error number is set
by the function. The following functions may be used to interrogate
this information.
GetFunctionErrorDescription returns the description of the error
that was received from the last function executed. This function
does not initialize or set the error number.
GetFunctionErrorNumber returns the number of the error that was
received from the last function executed. This function does not
initialize or set the error number.

Error Numbers 301 (FIL301)
Related Functions CopyFile, CreateTextFile, DeleteFile, OpenTextFile, RenameFile
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FileLength Function
This article provides information for the FileLength Function.

Usage FileLength(File Name)
Description Obtains the length of the file, in bytes, of the provided file name.

The Carriage Return (CR) and Line Feed (LF) characters are
included in the count. Refer to the PutText Function for more
information.

Example
Arguments File Name: String containing the name of a file. You must provide

a fully qualified path and file name.
Return Value File Length: If the file exists, the function returns a positive number

containing the length of the file. If the file does not exist, the
function returns a negative number.

Errors Each function initializes the error number to zero at the beginning
of the function. If an error is encountered, the error number is set
by the function. The following functions may be used to interrogate
this information.
GetFunctionErrorDescription returns the description of the error
that was received from the last function executed. This function
does not initialize or set the error number.
GetFunctionErrorNumber returns the number of the error that was
received from the last function executed. This function does not
initialize or set the error number.

Error Numbers 301 (FIL301), 305 (FIL305), 311 (FIL311)

Find
This article provides information for Find. Given two input strings (x,y), Find returns the starting position of y within x.

If y does not occur in x, a zero value is returned. If x is NULL and y is not NULL, y does not occur in x and a zero value is
returned. If y occurs more than once in x, the starting position of the farthest left occurrence is returned. A NULL string for
y is not allowed.

INPUT: string DOMAIN: text

INPUT: substring DOMAIN: text

OUTPUT: index DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: find(string, substring)

Finddbcs
This article provides information for Finddbcs. Given two input strings (x,y), finddbcs returns the starting position within x
of a substring of y.

If y does not occur in x, a zero value is returned. If y occurs more than once in x, the starting position of the farthest left
occurrence is returned. Null strings are not allowed.

INPUT: string DOMAIN: double-byte

INPUT: substring DOMAIN: double-byte

OUTPUT: index DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: finddbcs(string, substring)

FindReplaceString Function
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This article provides information for the FindReplaceString Function.

Usage FindReplaceString(SourceString, FindString, ReplaceString)
Description This function finds a character or string within a given source

string and replaces the occurrence with another character or
string. If the string is not found, the original source string is
returned. The string comparisons are case-sensitive.

Arguments SourceString: The string in which you intend to replace a
character or string.
FindString: The character or string for which you are looking in the
given SourceString.
ReplaceString: The character or string with which to replace the
FindString value.

Return Value This function returns the modified source string or the original
source string, if the string in FindString was not found. The
function returns an empty string "" if an error occurs.

Example

Example Workset string

          Name      Domain Length

          ----      ------ ------

attribute source    Text   250

attribute resulting Text   250

View

IMPORTS:

Work View import_main string

   source

   resulting

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main string

   source

   resulting

LOCALS:

Work View main string

   find

   replace

Statements

+-

| SET export_main string resulting TO FindReplaceString(

| import_main string source, "CA", "Computer Associates”)

+--

or

+-

| NOTE import views are automatically trimmed. Local views

| and export views must be trimmed.

| SET export_main string resulting TO FindReplaceString(

| import_main string source, TrimLeadTrail(main string find)

| , TrimLeadTrail(main string replace))

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()
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| | , "String Function error", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

+--

Floor Function
This article provides information for the Floor Function.

Usage Floor(Number)
Description Computes and returns the largest whole number value not greater

than the given number input.
Arguments Number: A number that is to be used to obtain the largest whole

number that is not greater than the argument. For example,
Floor(6.7) returns 6 and Floor(-6.2) returns -7.

Return Value This function returns a number containing an integer.
Related Functions AbsoluteValue, Round

ForegroundColor Method
This article provides information for the ForegroundColor Method.

Usage ForegroundColor (Control Name 2, Color)
Description Changes the ForegroundColor for an individual control. Displays

the standard Windows Color Dialog for the color selection.
Arguments Control Name 2: String expression containing the name of the

individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow. In an
Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view. Control
Name 2 allows selection of the control types Field, ListBox,
EnterableListBox, DropDown List, EnterableDropDownList,
RadioButtonGroup, CheckBox, Literal, and GroupBox.
Color: A number (up to 8 digits in length) containing the aggregate
RGB number for the appropriate color. You can obtain the
aggregate color number by using the RGB Function . You can
also select a prompt for a "Standard Color Dialog" to select
colors during design or for a "Color Dialog at Execution" to select
colors at runtime. Standard colors are valid for selection. The
standard colors include Red, Green, Blue, Black, White, Yellow,
and Magenta. If "ColorDialog at Execution" is selected, a value of
-1 appears in the PAD statement. If a color is selected from the
color dialog, the PAD statement shows a number. The numbers for
the standard colors are provided in the preceding short table.

Return Value This method returns a number that is the RGB color that is
assigned or -1 if there was an error.

Standard
Color/

Numeric
equivalent

White/1677215
Black/0
Red/255
Green/65280
Blue/167711680
Yellow/65535
Magenta/16711935

Example
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Example Workset property

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute color  Number 9

attribute field2 Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field2

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   color

Statements

+-

| NOTE Set the foreground color of the literal named "another_color" on the

| window named "COLOR" to a yellow shade using the standard dialog at design

| time.

|

| SET main property color TO ForegroundColor(COLOR.another_color (Literal), 65535)

|

| NOTE Set the background color of the field named "Field2" on the window named

| "COLOR" at runtime using the standard dialog.

|

| FUNCTION BackgroundColor(COLOR.Field2 (Field), -1)

+--

FullName Property
This article provides information for FullName Property.

Usage FullName ()
Description Retrieves the full path name of the application.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a string that is the full path name of the

application.

GetBlue Function
This article provides information for the GetBlue Function.

Usage GetBlue(Color)
Description Extracts the Blue component from a given RGB Color.
Arguments Color: Nine-digit number containing an RGB Color.
Return Value Blue Intensity: Number from 0 to 255 specifying the Blue color

intensity of the provided Color.
Error Numbers 100 (GUI100)
Related Functions GetGreen, GetRed, RGB

Example

Example statements
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+-

| NOTE Set the background color of the window named "COLOR" to a specified

| combination of the red, green and blue by using the results of the

| function ColorRefRGB.

|

| FUNCTION BackgroundColor(COLOR, ColorRefRGB(0, 255, 0))

|

| NOTE Set the background color of the literal named "another_color" on the

| window named "COLOR" using GetRed to extract the red component of the

| color number "16711680" and GetGreen to extract the green component of

| the color number "8421631" and GetBlue to extract the blue component of

| the color number "8421631". The red, green and blue components are then

| combined by the function ColorRefRGB to produce a composite color for

| the literal "another_color".

|

| FUNCTION BackgroundColor(COLOR.another_color (Literal),

| ColorRefRGB(GetRed(16711680), GetGreen(8421631), GetBlue(8421631)))

+--

GetCaption Method
This article provides information for GetCaption Method.

Usage GetCaption (Control Name 6)
Description Retrieves the caption for a window or control.
Arguments Control Name 6: String expression containing the name of the

individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow. In an
Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view. Control
Name 6 allows selection of the control types Window, Field,
Button, EnterableListBox, DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList,
RadioButtonGroup, CheckBox, and GroupBox.

Return Value Caption: A string which contains the text of the Caption of the
specified Control Name.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name         Domain Length

          ----         ------ ------

attribute control_name Text   25

attribute caption      Text   20

attribute caption1     Text   20

View

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   control_name

   caption

   caption1

Statements

+-

| NOTE Obtain the current caption on the button named
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| "Very_OK on the window named "MAIN".

|

| SET main property control_name TO "MAIN.Very OK (Button)"

| SET main property caption TO GetCaption(main property control_name)

| INVOKE SetCaption(MAIN.Very_OK (Button),

| StringPlusOperator("Very", " ", main property caption,

| "", "", "", "", "", "", ""))

|

| NOTE Append "Very " to the current caption of the button named

| "Very_OK" on the window named "MAIN".

|

| SET main property caption1 TO GetCaption(MAIN.Very_OK (Button))

+--

GetFunctionErrorDescription Function
This article provides information for the GetFunctionErrorDescription Function.

Usage GetFunctionErrorDescription()
Description Retrieves a brief text message describing the last function error, if

an error occurred.
Arguments None.
Return Value Error Message: This function returns an empty string if the last

function (excluding the call to this function) executed without
detecting errors. If the last function encountered an error, this
function returns a short string containing both the error message
number and the error message text.

Notes All function methods except GetFunctionErrorDescription and
GetFunctionErrorNumber initialize and set the last error number
based on error conditions in each function.

Related Functions GetFunctionErrorNumber

GetFunctionErrorNumber Function
This article provides information for the GetFunctionErrorNumber Function.

Usage GetFunctionErrorNumber()
Description Retrieves the last function error number, if an error occurred.
Arguments None.
Return Value Error Number: This function returns the number of the last error, or

zero if the previous function call executed successfully.
Notes All function methods except GetFunctionErrorDescription and

GetFunctionErrorNumber initialize and set the last error number
based on error conditions in each function.

Related Functions GetFunctionErrorDescription

GetGreen Function
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This article provides information for the GetGreen Function.

Usage GetGreen(Color)
Description Extracts the Green component from a given RGB Color.
Arguments Color: Nine-digit number containing an RGB Color.
Return Value Green Intensity: Number from 0 to 255 specifying the Green color

intensity of the provided Color.
Error Numbers 100 (GUI100)
Related Functions MessageBoxBeep, MessageBox, Beep, GetBlue, GetRed, RGB

Example

Example statements

+-

| NOTE Set the background color of the window named "COLOR" to a specified

| combination of the red, green and blue by using the results of the

| function ColorRefRGB.

|

| FUNCTION BackgroundColor(COLOR, ColorRefRGB(0, 255, 0))

|

| NOTE Set the background color of the literal named "another_color" on the

| window named "COLOR" using GetRed to extract the red component of the

| color number "16711680" and GetGreen to extract the green component of

| the color number "8421631" and GetBlue to extract the blue component of

| the color number "8421631". The red, green and blue components are then

| combined by the function ColorRefRGB to produce a composite color for

| the literal "another_color".

|

| FUNCTION BackgroundColor(COLOR.another_color (Literal),

| ColorRefRGB(GetRed(16711680), GetGreen(8421631), GetBlue(8421631)))

+--

GetHandle Method
This article provides information for GetHandle Method.

Usage GetHandle (Control Name 9)
Description Retrieves the handle value for a window or control.
Arguments Control Name 9 String expression containing the name of the

individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow. In
an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view.
Control Name 9 allows selection of the control types Window,
Field, Button, ListBox, EnterableListBox, DropDown List,
EnterableDropDownList, RadioButtonGroup, CheckBox, Picture,
Literal, GroupBox, OLEControl, OLEArea, Tool Bar, and Status
Bar.

Return Value Handle: A number which represents the handle value of the
specified window or control.

Example
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Example Workset application

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute handle Number 9

View

LOCALS:

Work View local application

   handle

Statements

+-

| SET local application handle TO Handle(MAIN)

| NOTE: This would be used to set up a handle to the window

| named "MAIN" before interfacing with the Windows

| API through an external action block.

+--

GetHeight Method
This article provides information for GetHeight Method.

Usage GetHeight (Control Name 5)
Description Retrieves the height of the window or control.
Arguments Control Name 5: String expression containing the name of

the individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow.
In an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a
view. Control Name 5 allows selection of the control types
Window, Field, Button, ListBox, EnterableListBox, DropDownList,
EnterableDropDownList, RadioButtonGroup, CheckBox, Picture,
Literal, GroupBox, OLEControl, OLEArea, and ToolBar.

Return Value Height: A number in arbitrary units that represents the height of
the specified control.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name         Domain Length

          ----         ------ ------

attribute control_name Text   25

attribute height       Number 9

attribute height1      Number 9

View

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   control_name

   height

   height1

Statements

+-

| NOTE Obtain the height of the button named "Big_Button" on the

| window named MAIN.

| SET main property control_name TO "MAIN.Big_Button (Button)"
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| SET main property height TO GetHeight(main property control_name)

| NOTE Set the height of the button named "Big_Button" on the

| window named MAIN to a height of 100 units + current

| height.

| SET local_main property height1 TO local_main property height - 100

| INVOKE SetHeight(MAIN.Big_Button (Button), local_main property

| height1)

+--

GetLeft Method
This article provides information for the GetLeft Method.

Usage GetLeft (Control Name 3)
Description Retrieves the leftmost location of the window or control.
Arguments Control Name 3: String expression containing the name of

the individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow.
In an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a
view. Control Name 3 allows the selection of the control types
Window, Field, Button, ListBox, EnterableListBox, DropDown List,
EnterableDropDownList, RadioButtonGroup, CheckBox, Picture,
Literal, GroupBox, OLEControl, and OLEArea.

Return Value Left Location: A number in arbitrary units that represents the
leftmost location of the specified control.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute height Number 9

attribute width  Number 9

attribute top    Number 9

attribute left   Number 9

attribute field1 Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field1

LOCALS:

Work View local_main property

   height

   width

   top

   left

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION SetCaption(MAIN.Field1 (Field), "Much More Text")

| SET local_main property top TO GetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property top)
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| SET local_main property left TO GetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property left TO main property left - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property left)

| SET local_main property height TO GetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property height TO local_main property height + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property height)

| SET local_main property width TO GetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property width TO local_main property width + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property width)

| SET local_main property top TO GetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO local_main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property top)

| SET local_main property left TO GetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO local_main property top + 10

| FUNCTION SetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property left)

+--

GetObject Method
This article provides information for GetObject Method.

Usage GetObject (File_Name, Class_Name)
Description Returns object created using CreateObject method.
Arguments The first argument to GetObject is a data filename and should

be a file that is supported by the interface that is defined in the
second argument. For example, "GetObject("C:\My Documents
\MySheet.xls", “Excel.Sheet”)” would create a Microsoft Excel
object and preload it with an Excel sheet.
If the GetObject first parameter is null, then the CreateObject
method is not called. If it has a space or value, then the object that
is created using CreateObject method is returned.
The second argument to the GetObject method is exactly like the
registered application name string that is used in CreateObject
method. Use the format Application.Class.

Return Value This method returns the interface object name.
Notes All objects that are created with CreateObject must be set TO

NOTHING in the reverse order of creation. Any GUI object that
is used also must be set TO NOTHING to release that interface
pointer.
For additional information on OLE and how to use CreateObject
and GetObject and the results of each, refer to documentation
provided by the vendor of the application that you wish to access.

GetPromptHeight Method
This article provides information for the GetPromptHeight Method.

Usage GetPromptHeight (Control Name 10)
Description Retrieves the height of the prompt of a given window or control.
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Arguments Control Name 10: String expression containing the name of the
individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow. In
an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view.
Control Name 10 allows selection of the control types Field,
EnterableListBox, DropDownList, and EnterableDropDownList.

Return Value Height: A number in arbitrary units that represents the height of
the prompt of the specified control.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute height Number 9

attribute width  Number 9

attribute top    Number 9

attribute left   Number 9

attribute field1 Text 10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field1

LOCALS:

Work View local_main property

   height

   width

   top

   left

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION SetCaption(MAIN.Field1 (Field), "Much More Text")

| SET local_main property top TO GetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property top)

| SET local_main property left TO GetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property left TO main property left - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property left)

| SET local_main property height TO GetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property height TO local_main property height + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property height)

| SET local_main property width TO GetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property width TO local_main property width + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property width)

| SET local_main property top TO GetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO local_main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property top)

| SET local_main property left TO GetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO local_main property top + 10

| FUNCTION SetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property left)

+--
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GetPromptLeft Method
This article provides information for the GetPromptLeft Method.

Usage GetPromptLeft (GUIName)
Description Retrieves the leftmost location of the prompt of the specified

window or control.
Arguments Control Name 10: String expression containing the name of the

individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow. In
an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view.
Control Name 10 allows selection of the control types Field,
EnterableListBox, DropDownList, and EnterableDropDownList.

Return Value Left Location: This method returns a number in arbitrary units
that represents the leftmost location of the prompt of the specified
control.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute height Number 9

attribute width  Number 9

attribute top    Number 9

attribute left   Number 9

attribute field1 Text 10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field1

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   height

   width

   top

   left

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION SetCaption(MAIN.Field1 (Field), "Much More Text")

| SET main property top TO GetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property left TO main property left - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

| SET main property height TO GetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property height TO main property height + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property height)

| SET main property width TO GetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property width TO main property width + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property width)
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| SET main property top TO GetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top + 10

| FUNCTION SetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

+--

GetPromptTop Method
This article provides information for GetPromptTop Method.

Usage GetPromptTop (Control Name 10)
Description Retrieves the topmost location of the prompt of the specified

window or control.
Arguments Control Name 10: String expression containing the name of the

individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow. In
an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view.
Control Name 10 allows selection of the control types Field,
EnterableListBox, DropDownList, and EnterableDropDownList.

Return Value Top Location: This method returns a number in arbitrary units that
represents the topmost location of the specified control.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute height Number 9

attribute width  Number 9

attribute top    Number 9

attribute left   Number 9

attribute field1 Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field1

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   height

   width

   top

   left

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION SetCaption(MAIN.Field1 (Field), "Much More Text")

| SET main property top TO GetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property left TO main property left - 50
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| FUNCTION SetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

| SET main property height TO GetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property height TO main property height + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property height)

| SET main property width TO GetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property width TO main property width + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property width)

| SET main property top TO GetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top + 10

| FUNCTION SetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

+--

GetPromptWidth Method
This article provides information for the GetPromptWidth Method.

Usage GetPromptWidth (Control Name 10)
Description Retrieves the width of the prompt of the specified window or

control.
Arguments Control Name 10: String expression containing the name of the

individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow. In
an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view.
Control Name 10 allows selection of the control types Field,
EnterableListBox, DropDownList, and EnterableDropDownList.

Return Value Width: A number in arbitrary units that represents the width of the
prompt of the specified control.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute height Number 9

attribute width  Number 9

attribute top    Number 9

attribute left   Number 9

attribute field1 Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field1

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   height

   width

   top

   left

Statements

+-
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| FUNCTION SetCaption(MAIN.Field1 (Field), "Much More Text")

| SET main property top TO GetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property left TO main property left - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

| SET main property height TO GetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property height TO main property height + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property height)

| SET main property width TO GetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property width TO main property width + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property width)

| SET main property top TO GetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top + 10

| FUNCTION SetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

+--

GetRed Function
This article provides information for the GetRed Function.

Usage GetRed(Color)
Description Extracts the Red component from a given RGB Color.
Arguments Color: Nine-digit number containing an RGB Color.
Return Value Red Intensity: Number from 0 to 255 specifying the Red color

intensity of the provided Color.
Error Numbers 100 (GUI100)
Related Functions GetBlue, GetGreen, RGB

Example

Example statements

+-

| NOTE Set the background color of the window named "COLOR" to a specified

| combination of the red, green and blue by using the results of the

| function ColorRefRGB.

|

| FUNCTION BackgroundColor(COLOR, ColorRefRGB(0, 255, 0))

|

| NOTE Set the background color of the literal named "another_color" on the

| window named "COLOR" using GetRed to extract the red component of the

| color number "16711680" and GetGreen to extract the green component of

| the color number "8421631" and GetBlue to extract the blue component of

| the color number "8421631". The red, green and blue components are then

| combined by the function ColorRefRGB to produce a composite color for

| the literal "another_color".
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|

| FUNCTION BackgroundColor(COLOR.another_color (Literal),

| ColorRefRGB(GetRed(16711680), GetGreen(8421631), GetBlue(8421631)))

+--

GetText Function
This article provides information for the GetText Function.

Usage GetText(File Number)
Description Reads a line from the designated text file starting at the current

position of the file pointer. All lines end with a carriage return -
line feed (CR/LF) pair. The PutText function appends a CR/LF
pair to the end of each line that it writes. The GetText function
removes the CR/LF pair from the end of each line that it reads.
A CR/LF pair is appended from PutText if that was the source for
the text. (files that are not written by PutText may not follow this
convention.)

Example
Arguments File Number: Number that was the return value from the

OpenTextFile function.
Return Value Line Read: The function returns a Gen view that contains the

string that is read from the designated file. If the string is too
long to fit in the view, the extra (rightmost) trailing characters are
dropped. If the function fails, it returns a null string "".

Errors Each function initializes the error number to zero at the beginning
of the function. If an error is encountered, the error number is set
by the function. The following functions may be used to interrogate
this information.
GetFunctionErrorDescription returns the description of the error
that was received from the last function executed. This function
does not initialize or set the error number.
GetFunctionErrorNumber returns the number of the error that was
received from the last function executed. This function does not
initialize or set the error number.

Error Numbers 300 (FIL300), 308 (FIL308), 313 (FIL313)
Notes The maximum number of bytes supported is 4096. At the current

time, the maximum length of a text attribute in Gen is 255 for fixed
length and 4094 for variable length.

Related Functions PositionFile, PutText

GetTop Method
This article provides information for the GetTop Method.

Usage GetTop (GUIName)
Description Retrieves the topmost location of a window or control.
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Arguments Control Name 4: String expression containing the name of
the individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow.
In an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a
view. Control Name 4 allows selection of the control types
Window, Field, Button, ListBox, EnterableListBox, DropDownList,
EnterableDropDownList, RadioButtonGroup, CheckBox, Picture,
Literal, GroupBox, OLEControl, OLEArea, and Status Bar.

Return Value Top Location: A number in arbitrary units that represents the
topmost location of the specified control.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute height Number 9

attribute width  Number 9

attribute top    Number 9

attribute left   Number 9

attribute field1 Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field1

LOCALS:

Work View local_main property

   height

   width

   top

   left

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION SetCaption(MAIN.Field1 (Field), "Much More Text")

| SET local_main property top TO GetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property top)

| SET local_main property left TO GetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property left TO main property left - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property left)

| SET local_main property height TO GetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property height TO local_main property height + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property height)

| SET local_main property width TO GetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property width TO local_main property width + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property width)

| SET local_main property top TO GetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO local_main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property top)

| SET local_main property left TO GetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO local_main property top + 10

| FUNCTION SetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property left)
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+--

GetVisible Method
This article provides information for the GetVisible Method.

Usage GetVisible (Control Name 8)
Description Retrieves the visible status of the specified window or control. If

the window or control is visible, "True" is returned. If the window or
control is not visible, "False" is returned.

Arguments Control Name 8: String expression containing the name of
the individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow.
In an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a
view. Control Name 8 allows selection of the control types
Window, Field, Button, ListBox, EnterableListBox, DropDownList,
EnterableDropDownList, CheckBox, Picture, Literal, GroupBox,
OLEControl, OLEArea, Tool Bar, and Status Bar.

Return Value Visible: A string which reports the status of the specified window
or control. If the window or control is visible, "True" is returned. If
the window or control is not visible, "False" is returned.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name         Domain Length

          ----         ------ ------

attribute control_name Text   25

attribute visible      Text   5

attribute visible1     Text   5

attribute visible2     Text   5

View

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   control_name

   visible

   visible1

   visible2

Statements

+-

| NOTE Get the visible status of the button named "OK" on

| the window named "MAIN".

|

| SET main property control_name TO "MAIN.OK (Button)"

| SET main property visible TO GetVisible(main property control_name)

| +- IF main property visible IS EQUAL TO "True"

| | FUNCTION SetVisible(MAIN.OK (Button), "False")

| | NOTE The button named "OK" is no longer visible.

| |

| | SET main property visible1 TO GetVisible(MAIN.OK (Button))

| +- ELSE IF main property visible IS EQUAL TO "False"
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| | FUNCTION SetVisible(MAIN.OK (Button), "True")

| | NOTE The button named "OK" is now visible.

| |

| | SET main property visible2 TO GetVisible(MAIN.OK (Button))

| +--

+--

GetWidth Method
This article provides information for the GetWidth Method.

Usage GetWidth (GUIName)
Description Retrieves the width of a window or control.
Arguments Control Name 3: String expression containing the name of

the individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow.
In an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a
view. Control Name 3 allows selection of the control types
Window, Field, Button, ListBox, EnterableListBox, DropDownList,
EnterableDropDownList, RadioButtonGroup, CheckBox, Picture,
Literal, GroupBox, OLEControl, and OLEArea.

Return Value Width: A number in arbitrary units that represents the width of the
specified control.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name         Domain Length

          ----         ------ ------

attribute control_name Text   25

attribute width        Number 9

attribute width1       Number 9

View

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   control_name

   width

   width1

Statements

+-

| NOTE Obtain the width of the button named "Big_Button" on the

| window named MAIN.

| SET main property control_name TO "MAIN.Big_Button (Button)"

| SET main property width TO GetWidth(main property control_name)

|

| NOTE Set the width of the button named "Big_Button" on the

| window named MAIN to a width of 100 units.

|

| INVOKE SetWidth(MAIN.Big_Button (Button), 100)

| SET main property width1 TO GetWidth(MAIN.Big_Button (Button))

+--
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Hour
Hour extracts the hour part of a Gen time value.

Input is a Gen time view. Output is a number (0 through 24), which is the hour part of the time value.

INPUT: time_value DOMAIN: time

OUTPUT: hour DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: hour(time_value)

In the following example, if CURRENT_TIME equals 10:30 a.m., the function returns 10. If CURRENT_TIME equals 2:30
p.m., the hour function returns 14:

hour(CURRENT_TIME)

Hourtimestamp
This article provides information for Hourtimestamp.

Hourtimestamp extracts the hour part of a Gen timestamp value.

INPUT: timestamp_value DOMAIN: timestamp

OUTPUT: hour DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: hourtimestamp(timestamp_value)

Juldate
This article provides information for Juldate. Juldate translates a valid Gen date value into a valid integer Julian date
(YYYYDDD).

Input is a Gen date view. Output is a Julian date number.

INPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date

OUTPUT: julian_date DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: juldate(date_value)

In the following example, if CURRENT_DATE is January 10, 1992, the juldate function returns 1992010:

juldate(CURRENT_DATE)

Launch Function
This article provides information for the Launch Function.

Usage Launch(Application Path)
Description Starts a new process and a given application. The calling process

remains active.
Arguments Application Path: String containing the path of the application to be

started.
Return Value None.
Error Numbers 1000 (MSC1000)
Related Functions Abort

Example
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+-

| FUNCTION Launch("c:\msoffice\winword\winword.exe")

|

| NOTE This Launch function example starts Microsoft Word.

+--

LeftRemove Function
This article provides information for the LeftRemove Function.

Usage LeftRemove(Text, Number of chars)
Description Removes the specified number of characters from the beginning

of a string.
Arguments Text: String from which the beginning Number of chars is

removed.
Number of chars: Number containing the number of characters to
be removed from the beginning of the Text.

Return Value String containing the remaining text after this function is complete.
If the Number of chars exceeds the length of Text, the returning
string contains spaces. If an error occurs, the function returns an
empty string "".

Related Functions RightRemove, TrimLead TrimLeadTrail

Example

Example Workset string

          Name      Domain Length

          ----      ------ ------

attribute source    Text   250

attribute resulting Text   250

 

View

IMPORTS:

Work View import_main string

     source

     resulting

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main string

     source

     resulting

Statements

+-

| NOTE Remove the first 5 characters and then the last

| 5 characters.

| SET export_main string resulting TO LeftRemove(

| import_main string source, 5)

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()
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| | , "String Function error", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| SET export_main string resulting TO 

RightRemove(TrimLeadTrail(

| export_main string resulting), 5)

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "String Function error", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

+--

Length
Length is the maximum number of characters or digits that are allowed for each value of an attribute. Decimal points are
not counted towards this length.

The maximum supported length varies according to the domain:

• The maximum length of an attribute of a numeric domain is 18.
• The maximum supported length for varying length text attributes is 4094.
• The maximum supported length for fixed-length text attributes is 255.
• The maximum length for the DBCS text domain is 127.
• Date attributes have eight characters, including four digits for the year (YYYYMMDD). Time attributes have six

characters (HHMMSS). Timestamp attributes have 20 characters. (The edit pattern has 6 characters, making a total of
26 when including the: and - characters.) You cannot change the number of characters for date, time, or timestamp.

• The maximum size of BLOB domain attributes is 2 GB.  You can specify the maximum size of the BLOB attribute in the
Length field of the Attribute Properties dialog. When you specify the size, you also specify the units in a separate drop-
down list which may be Bytes, KB, MB, or GB. The following are the maximum sizes that you can specify for a BLOB
attribute:
– 32,767 Bytes
– 32,767 Kilobytes
– 2,048 Megabytes
– 2 Gigabytes

NOTE
For numeric attributes, the actual precision of arithmetic operations and number of significant digits depends on
the version of the platform, compiler, and database management system (DBMS). In general, you should get at
least 15 significant digits of accuracy.

Examples

The number 1000 is, obviously, four digits long.

The number 3.14159 is six digits long. (Count each whole number and each decimal place, but not the decimal point itself.
Decimal points are not counted toward the length total. This number is six digits long and has five decimal places.)

The date January 1, 1992 becomes 19920101.

The time 8:30 a.m. becomes 083000.

Downstream Effects

The attribute length that is specified in the DM is the amount of space that is reserved for the column in the database. This
may differ from the field as it displays on the screen.
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A consistency check rule verifies that varying length text attributes do not exceed the length supported. Usually, the length
that is supported is different from the maximum length that is allowed by the database management system (DBMS).

Lengthblob
This function returns the length of a BLOB attribute.

Input is a BLOB view.

INPUT: blob DOMAIN: BLOB

OUTPUT: blob_length DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: lengthblob(blob)

Limits: Up to nine digits

Example:

The following example sets the output work length to the input of the lengthblob function:

SET output work length TO lengthblob(input work blob)

Lengthdbcs
Lengthdbcs returns the number of double-byte characters in a string. Input is a double-byte character string or view.
Output is a number giving the length of the input string.

NOTE
Lengthdbcs interprets each DBCS character as having a length of 2 in the applications generated for C
language, thus returning the actual number of bytes. (For applications generated for languages other than C
language, it returns the number of characters.)

INPUT: input_string DOMAIN: double-byte

OUTPUT: string_length DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: lengthdbcs(input_string)

LogBase10 Function
This article provides information for the LogBase10 Function.

Usage LogBase10(Number)
Description Computes the base 10 logarithm of a given number.
Arguments Number: Positive number. For example, LogBase10(100) = 2.
Return Value This function returns a number containing the result of this

calculation.
Error Numbers 502 (MTH502)
Related Functions NaturalLog, Power, SquareRoot

Lower Function
This article provides information for the Lower Function.

Usage Lower(Text String)
Description Converts a string of text of mixed or uppercase to a lowercase

string.
Arguments Text String: A string that is converted to lowercase.
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Return Value This function returns a lowercase string. If a NULL string or empty
string is passed in, the GetFunctionErrorDescription returns the
string "Missing mandatory parameters." If an error occurs, the
function returns an empty string "".

Example Workset string

          Name      Domain Length

          ----      ------ ------

attribute source    Text   250

attribute lowercase Text   250

View

IMPORTS:

Work View import_main string

   source

   lowercase

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main string

   source

   lowercase

Statements

+-

| SET export_main string lowercase TO Lower(import_main string  source)

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "String Function error", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

+--

Maximum Function
This article provides information for the Maximum Function.

Usage Maximum(Number1, Number2)
Description Returns the larger number of two given numbers.
Arguments Number1 / Number2: Negative or positive numbers.
Return Value This function returns the larger of Number1 or Number2.
Related Functions Minimum

mbcsblob
The mbcsblob function converts a mixed character string to a BLOB.

Input is a mixed text character string. Output is a BLOB view.

INPUT: input_string: text or mixed text

OUTPUT: output_blob: blob

FORMAT: blobmbcs (blob)

Example:
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The following code converts a mixed character string to a BLOB. This conversion is a byte-by-byte copy of the mixed
character string to a BLOB:

SET <export blob view> TO mbcsblob (<import  mbcs text view>)

MessageBoxBeep Function
This article provides information for the MessageBoxBeep Function.

Usage MessageBoxBeep (Text, Title, Buttons, Default Button, Style,
Modality, Handle)

Description Displays a dialog box containing a message, waits for a response
from the user, and returns a string indicating the button that was
pushed. Predefined buttons and icons are provided and can be
invoked by the Buttons and Style arguments.
This function issues a beep when used in GUI applications. In web
applications, it does not issue a beep.

Arguments Text: String containing the message displayed in the dialog box.
This argument is mandatory.
Title: String containing the caption or title that is displayed in the
dialog box. The default value is spaces.
Buttons: String containing the caption for the push button or
push buttons that are present on the dialog box. The caption
from the selected push button is returned in the return value.
The valid values are OK, OKCancel, AbortRetryIgnore, YesNo,
YesNoCancel, and RetryCancel. Pressing the Esc key activates
the Cancel button when the Cancel button is present. OK is the
default button.
Default Button: Number indicating the default push button. For
example, if the Buttons selection was YesNoCancel and the
number supplied was 3, the Cancel Button would be the default
button. The default value is 1. The default button is the first button
if the value is 0 or greater than the number of buttons on the
message box.
Style: String containing the display icon type. The valid values are
None, Critical, Question, Exclamation, and Information. None is
the default.
Modality: String containing values Application or System.
Application level modality prohibits any activity on the window
that is identified by Handle. Application modality is the default.
For non-multitasking platforms, System level modality keeps the
messagebox that is displayed on top of all other windows and
dialog boxes until the user responds to it, and prohibits activity on
all windows and dialogs.
For multitasking platforms such as Windows, System level
modality keeps the messagebox that is displayed on top of all
the current application windows and dialog boxes until the user
responds to it, but does not prohibit activity on other application
windows and dialog boxes.
System is normally used only to notify the user of serious errors
that require immediate attention.
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Handle: Number containing the internal identifier of the window
to which focus is returned when MessageBox is completed. If this
argument is zero, the CurrentWindow is assumed. The default
value is zero.

Return Value The function returns a string containing the caption from the
selected push button. One of the following values is returned: OK,
Cancel, Abort, Retry, Ignore, Yes, No, or Retry. If an error, such as
a memory problem, occurs the returned string contains a message
describing the anomaly. If there is a memory problem, this function
ensures that a MessageBox displays indicating to the user that
an error has occurred. The MessageBox contains an appropriate
message with the modality argument set to System and the style
set to Critical. The application invoking this function should take an
appropriate action.

Notes When an application calls MessageBox and specifies the
MB_ICONHAND and MB_SYSTEMMODAL flags, Windows
displays the resulting message box regardless of the available
memory. When these flags are specified, Windows limits the
length of the message box text to three lines. Windows does not
automatically break the lines to fit in the message box. This means
that the message string must contain carriage returns to break the
lines at the appropriate places.
In the Text and Title arguments, carriage returns must be provided
if multiple lines are required.
MB_HELP: Windows: Adds a Help button to the message box.
Choosing the Help button or pressing F1 generates a Help event.
MB_RTLREADING: Windows: Displays message and caption
text using right-to-left (RTL) reading order on Hebrew and Arabic
systems.

Error Numbers 1000 <MSC1000)
Related Functions Beep, MessageBox

Example

Example Workset property

          Name            Domain Length

          ----            ------ ------

attribute button_selected Text   10

View

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   button_selected

Statements

+-

| SET main property button_selected TO

| MessageBoxBeep("This is the message box text"

| , "This is the message box title", "YesNoCancel", 1, "None"

| , "Application", 0)

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0
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| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(), "",  "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| +- IF main property button_selected IS EQUAL TO "Yes"

| | NOTE The button the user selected on the MessageBoxBeep dialog was the "Yes"

| | button.

| +- ELSE IF main property button_selected IS EQUAL TO "No"

| | NOTE The button the user selected on the MessageBoxBeep dialog was the "No"

| | button.

| +- ELSE

| | NOTE The button the user selected on the MessageBoxBeep dialog was the

| | "Cancel" button.

| +--

+--

MessageBox Function
This article provides information for the MessageBox Function.

Usage MessageBox(Text, Title, Buttons, Default Button, Style, Modality,
Handle)

Description Displays a dialog box containing a message, waits for a response
from the user, and returns a string indicating the button that was
pushed. Predefined buttons and icons are provided and can be
invoked using the Buttons and Style arguments.
Note: This function is similar to the MessageBeepBox function.
It too issues a beep when used in GUI applications. In Web
applications, it does not issue a beep.

Arguments Text: String containing the message displayed in the dialog box.
This argument is mandatory.
Title: String containing the caption or title in the dialog box. The
default value is spaces.
Buttons: String containing the caption for one or more push
buttons that are present on the dialog. The caption from the
selected push button is returned in the return value. The
valid values are OK, OKCancel, AbortRetryIgnore, YesNo,
YesNoCancel, and RetryCancel. Pressing the Esc key activates
the Cancel button when the Cancel button is present. OK is the
default button.
Default Button: Number indicating the default push button. For
example, if the Buttons selection was YesNoCancel and the
number supplied was 3, the Cancel Button would be the default
button. The default value is 1. The default button is the first button
if the value is 0 or greater than the number of buttons on the
message box.
Style: String containing the display icon type. The valid values are
None, Critical, Question, Exclamation, and Information. None is
the default.
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Modality: String containing the level at which the interaction of the
user with the computer is discontinued. Two levels are supported.
The valid values are Application and System. Application prohibits
any activity on the window that is identified by Handle. Work may
continue on other windows. For multitasking platforms such as
Windows, System keeps the message box on top, but does not
prohibit the activity on other applications. Normally, System is
reserved for use if there is a catastrophic failure. Application is the
default.
Handle: Number containing the internal identifier of the window
to which focus is returned when MessageBox is completed. If this
argument is zero, the CurrentWindow is assumed. The default
value is zero.

Return Value The function returns a string containing the caption from the
selected push button. One of the following values is returned:
OK, Cancel, Abort, Retry, Ignore, Yes, No, or Retry. If an error,
such as a memory problem, occurs the returned string contains a
message describing the anomaly. If there is a memory problem,
this function ensures that a MessageBox displays indicating to
the user that an error has occurred. The MessageBox contains an
appropriate message with the Modality set to System and the style
set to Critical. The application invoking this function should take
the appropriate action.

Notes When an application calls MessageBox and specifies the
MB_ICONHAND and MB_SYSTEMMODAL flags, Windows
displays the resulting message box regardless of the available
memory. When these flags are specified, Windows limits the
length of the message box text to three lines. Windows does not
automatically break the lines to fit in the message box. This means
that the message string must contain carriage returns to break the
lines at the appropriate places.
In the Text and Title arguments, carriage returns must be provided
if multiple lines are required.
MB_HELP: Windows - Adds a Help button to the message box.
Choosing the Help button or pressing F1 generates a Help event.
MB_RTLREADING: Windows - Displays message and caption
text using right-to-left (RTL) reading order on Hebrew and Arabic
systems.

Error Numbers 1000 (MSC1000)
Related Functions MessageBoxBeep

Example

Example Workset property

          Name            Domain Length

          ----            ------ ------

attribute button_selected Text   10

View

LOCALS:

Work View main property

     button_selected

Statements
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+-

| SET main property button_selected TO

| MessageBox("This is the message box text"

| , "This is the message box title", "AbortRetryIgnore", 1,  "None"

| , "Application", 0)

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(), "", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| +- IF main property button_selected IS EQUAL TO "Yes"

| | NOTE The button the user selected on the MessageBox dialog was the "Abort"

| | button.

| +- ELSE IF main property button_selected IS EQUAL TO "No"

| | NOTE The button the user selected on the MessageBox dialog was the "Retry"

| | button.

| +- ELSE

| | NOTE The button the user selected on the MessageBox dialog was the

| | "Ignore" button.

| +--

+--

Microsecond
Microsecond extracts the microsecond part of a timestamp value.

INPUT: timestamp_value DOMAIN: timestamp

OUTPUT: microsecond DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: microsecond(timestamp_value)

Minimum Function
This article provides information for the Minimum Function.

Usage Minimum (Number1, Number2)
Description Returns the smaller number of two given numbers.
Arguments Number1/ Number2: Negative or positive numbers.
Return Value This function returns the smaller of Number1 or Number2.
Related Functions Maximum

Minute
This article provides information for the Minute Function. The Minute function returns the minute part of a time value.

The input is a Gen time view. The output is a number (0 through 59), which is the minute part of a time value.

INPUT: time_value DOMAIN: time

OUTPUT: minute DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: minute(time_value)

In the following example, if CURRENT_TIME equals 11:37:5, the minute function returns 37:
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minute(CURRENT_TIME)

Minutetimestamp
The Minutetimestamp function extracts the minute part of a Gen timestamp value.

INPUT: timestamp_value DOMAIN: timestamp

OUTPUT: minute DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: minutetimestamp(timestamp_number)

Modulus Function
This article provides information for the Modulus Function.

Usage Modulus(double Numerator, double Divisor)
Description Computes and returns the remainder of the first input number that

is divided by the second input number.
Arguments Numerator/Divisor: Numbers used to compute the remainder. The

Divisor must not be zero.
Return Value This function returns the floating-point remainder of the

computation. Division by zero produces an error.
Error Numbers 501 (MTH501)

Each function initializes the error number to zero at the beginning
of the function. If an error is encountered, the error number is set
by the function. The following functions may be used to interrogate
this information.
GetFunctionErrorDescription returns the description of the error
that was received from the last function executed. This function
does not initialize or set the error number.
GetFunctionErrorNumber returns the number of the error that was
received from the last function executed. This function does not
initialize or set the error number.

Month
This article provides information for the Month Function. The Month function returns the month part of a date value.

Input is a Gen date view. Output is a number (1 through 12), which is the month part of the date value.

INPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date

OUTPUT: month DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: month(date_value)

In the following example, if CURRENT_DATE is July 28, 1992, the month function returns 7:

month(CURRENT_DATE)

Monthtimestamp
This article provides information for the Monthtimestamp Function. The Monthtimestamp function extracts the month part
of a timestamp value.

INPUT: timestamp_value DOMAIN: timestamp

OUTPUT: month DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: monthtimestamp(timestamp_value)
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Name Property
This article provides information for Name Property. The Name property is not available on a collection object.

Usage Name ()
Description Returns a name of an object.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a string containing the name of the object.
Notes This property is available for Application, Button, CheckBox,

DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox, Field,
GroupBox, ListBox, Literal, Menu, OLEArea, OLEControl, Picture,
RadioButtonGroup, and Window.

NaturalLog Function
This article provides information for the NaturalLog Function.

Usage NaturalLog(Number)
Description Computes the base e logarithm of a number.
Arguments Number: Positive number.
Return Value This function returns a number containing the result of this

calculation.
Error Numbers 502 (MTH502)
Related Functions ExponentOf_e

NumberFormat Function
This article provides information for the NumberFormat Function.

Usage NumberFormat(double Number, PosFormat, NegFormat,
ZeroFormat, NullFormat)

Description Edits a number for display, using a supplied format string
containing appropriate edit characters.

Arguments double Number: The Number that is prepared for display.
PosFormat: String containing a format for a display of Number.
This Format is used if Number is greater than zero.
NegFormat: String containing a format for a display of Number.
This Format is used if Number is less than zero.
ZeroFormat: String containing a format for a display of Number.
This Format is used if Number is equal to zero.
NullFormat: String containing a format for a display of Number.
This Format is used only if Number is NULL.
If no formats are given, the function performs a straight-forward
conversion. For example, if the input number is "-123.45", and the
input formats are "" (no value), the output is "-123.45".

Return Value The function returns a string containing the formatted number. If
an error occurs, the function returns an empty string "".
The maximum display format length is 80 characters.
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Notes on Display Patterns Z Display as space if a position digit is zero and digits
to the left of this position are zero. There must not
be any 9s to the left of this position.

9 Display digit "as is" always. There must not be any
Zs to the right of this position.

. (period)
or decimal
separator

Display if there is a displayable digit to the right.
There can be multiple occurrences of this symbol.

, (comma)
or

thousands
separator

Display if there is a displayable digit to the left,
otherwise print a space character if there is no
floating $ character.

* (asterisk) Fill symbol. Display as * if the position digit is zero
and digits to the left of this position are zero.

$ >Floating monetary symbol. Can represent a
space, a position digit, or a monetary symbol. The
monetary symbol displays differently depending
on its position relative to the decimal point in the
number. This symbol can also replace a comma
under certain conditions (refer to the examples).
For monetary symbols in the format occurring
before the decimal in the number (this includes
whole numbers or numbers with no decimal in
them), displays a space if the position digit is
zero and digits to the left of this position are zero.
The rightmost space is displayed as a $ (or other
monetary symbol) if any such spaces exist.
For monetary symbols in the format occurring after
the decimal in the number, displays the symbol
if the current position digit is zero and the next
format character to the right of this symbol is not a
monetary symbol.

+ (plus
sign)

This symbol displays if the display number is
positive. May appear as either the first or last
character in a format string. There may be at most
one positive symbol in each display pattern.

- (minus
sign)

For negative display numbers only: If this symbol
is either (exclusively) the first or last character of
the display pattern and there is only one occurrence
of this symbol, the negative symbol is displayed. If
there are multiple occurrences of this symbol, or this
symbol is not at the beginning or end of the display
pattern, acts as the non-numeric hyphen described
below.

DR Same as + except only at the end. May also be dr.
CR Same as - except can only be at the end. May also

be cr.
B Display only if there is a displayable digit to the left

of this symbol (may also be a space).
- (hyphen) Display only if there is a displayable digit to the

immediate left of this symbol, otherwise display a
space.

: (colon) Display only if there is a displayable digit to the
immediate left of this symbol, otherwise display a
space.

/
(foreslash)

Display only if there is a displayable digit to the
immediate left of this symbol, otherwise display a
space.

( (left
paren)

Display only if there is a displayable digit to the right
of this symbol, otherwise display a space.

) (right
paren)

Display only if there is a displayable digit to the left
of this symbol, otherwise display a space.
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Related Functions LeftRemove, RightRemove, SpecialCharacter, StringCompare,
StringFiller, StringPlusOperator, StringToken, TrimLead,
TrimLeadTrail

Example

Example Workset string:

          Name             Domain Length Decimal 

          ----             ------ ------ ------- 

attribute formatted phone  text   30 

attribute formatted number text   30 

attribute phone number     number 10 

attribute balance          number 11     2 

View 

IMPORTS: 

Work View import_main string 

   formatted phone 

   formatted number 

   phone number 

   balance 

EXPORTS: 

Work View export_main string 

   formatted phone 

   formatted number 

   phone number 

   balance 

Statements 

+- 

| SET export_main string formatted_phone TO NumberFormat( 

|import_main string phone_number, 

|"999/B999-9999", "", "", "") 

| SET main string formatted_number TO NumberFormat(main string balance 

|, "+ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9.99", "-ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9.99", "ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9.99", "")

+-- 

Numcyy
Numcyy tests for a valid date. When the date is valid, numcyy translates a number from the cyymmdd date format to an 8-
digit number and returns a number greater than zero.

If the date is incorrect, numcyy returns zero which results in a runtime error.

INPUT: cyymmdd_number DOMAIN: number

OUTPUT: number DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: numcyy(cyymmdd_number)

Numdate
This article provides information for Numdate Function. Numdate extracts a numeric value from a date value.

Input is a Gen date view. Output is an integer, which is the date.

INPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date

OUTPUT: number DOMAIN: number
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FORMAT: numdate(date_value)

In the following example, if CURRENT_DATE is July 28, 1992, the function returns 19920728:

numdate(CURRENT_DATE)

Numtext
This article provides information for the Numtext Function. Numtext obtains the integer numeric representation of a
character string.

Input is a character string or character view. The only special characters that are allowed in the input string are plus (+),
minus (-), and period (.). Output is an integer; it does not contain either sign or the period as a decimal.

The Numtext function is limited to and always returns 15 characters. If the target field is smaller than 15, the field is zero-
filled to 15 characters and only the leftmost characters are displayed.

INPUT: string DOMAIN: text

OUTPUT: number DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: numtext(string)

For example, assume CHARSTR = "-12.34" and A is 15 characters. Then, the statement:

SET A = NUMTEXT(CHARSTR)

Returns the number 000000000001234. In this example, the numtext function returns the number 1234. No decimal
places or signs are included according to DB2.

The following example shows the use of numtext in a SET statement:

SET output_item cost_center TO numtext(output work_item mail_station)

Numtime
This article provides information for the Numtime Function. Numtime obtains a numeric value from a time value.

Input is a Gen time view. Output is an integer, which is the time.

INPUT: time_value DOMAIN: time

OUTPUT: number DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: numtime(time_value)

In the following example, if CURRENT_TIME equals 1:10:25 p.m., the function returns 131025:

numtime(CURRENT_TIME)

ObjectType Property
This article provides information for ObjectType Property.

Usage ObjectType ()
Description Retrieves one of the Interface Object type names.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a string containing the name of the Interface

Object.
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OpenExcelDocument Method
This article provides information for OpenExcelDocument Method.

Usage OpenExcelDocument (Workbook_Name, Sheet_Name)
Description Starts a new copy of Excel and opens a workbook to the sheet

indicated. This allows manipulation of the worksheet beyond the
ValueFromExcelCell and UpdateExcelCell cell methods already
provided.

Arguments Workbook_Name: String containing the full path and filename of
the Excel workbook.
Sheet_Name: String containing the name of the sheet within the
Excel workbook.

Return Value Workbook GUI Object: A number used by OLE to represent the
Excel Workbook.

Error Reporting An error that is encountered during the execution of the function
is reported in a message box. No error indication is returned to the
action code.

Example

Example Workset excel.

          Name       Domain Length

          ----       ------ ------

attribute workbook   Text   64

attribute sheet      Text   20

attribute cell_value Text   25

View

EXPORTS:

Work View output_main excel

   cell_value

LOCALS:

Work View local_main excel

   workbook

   sheet

Statements

+-

| NOTE Open the specified worksheet with the sheet "hardware" active.

| Obtain the value at row 2, column 3.

| SET local excel workbook TO "c:\msoffice\excel\performance.xls"

| SET local excel sheet TO "hardware"

| INVOKE OpenExcelDocument(local excel workbook,

| local excel sheet)

| SET output excel cell_value TO ValueFromExcelCell(local excel workbook,

| local excel sheet, 2, 3)

+--

OpenTextFile Function
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This article provides information for the OpenTextFile Function.

Usage OpenTextFile(OpenFileName, OpenAccessMode, ShareMode)
Description Opens an existing file. You can obtain the filename at runtime with

the standard Open File dialog box.
Example
Arguments OpenFileName: String containing the name of the file that is to be

opened. Valid name for the target operating system. Long name
support for Windows and path support is provided. You must
provide a fully qualified path and filename. File_Dialog brings up
the Standard file dialog at runtime.
OpenAccessMode: String specifying the intended use of the file.
Valid values are Read, Write_Append, and Write_Replace. If the
file is opened for write, it must be closed before read can occur.
If the file is opened for read, it must be closed before write can
occur. The default value is Read.
ShareMode: String indicating the permitted simultaneous activity
on this file. Valid values are No_Sharing, Read, Write, and
Read_Write. The default value is No_Sharing. This mode is tested
at the System API level.

Return Value The function returns a unique file number if the open was
successful. This file number is used for the subsequent file
operation. The function returns a negative number if the open fails.

Errors Each function initializes the error number to zero at the beginning
of the function. If an error is encountered, the error number is set
by the function. The following functions may be used to interrogate
this information.
GetFunctionErrorDescription returns the description of the error
that was received from the last function executed. This function
does not initialize or set the error number.
GetFunctionErrorNumber returns the number of the error that was
received from the last function executed. This function does not
initialize or set the error number.

Error Numbers 301 (FIL301), 303 (FIL303), 305 (FIL305), 315 (FIL315)
Notes Write_Replace erases all information in File Name when the open

completes. Write_Append automatically positions the pointer at
the end of file. The standard File Open dialog pops up at runtime.
The default file filter is "*.txt" for text files.

Related Functions CloseFile, CreateTextFile

OpenWordDocument Method
This article provides information for the OpenWOrdDocument Method.

Usage OpenWordDocument (Document Name)
Description Obtains a number that is used by OLE to represent the specified

Word document.
Arguments Document Name: String containing the full path and the file name

of the Word document.
Return Value Word Document's GUI Object: A number used by OLE to

represent the Word document.
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Error Reporting An error that is encountered during the execution of the function is
reported in a message box. No error indication is returned to the
action code.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name            Domain    Length

          ----            ------    ------

attribute document_object GUIObject 4

View

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   document_object

Statements

+-

| NOTE If not already opened, open the specified document.

|

| SET main property document_object TO

| OpenWordDocument("c:\msoffice\winword\performance.doc")

|

| NOTE Using the "Microsoft Word Basic Type Library", select the

| method "EditGoTo". When INVOKEd, this method positions

| to the bookmark "type" within the Word document.

|

| INVOKE main property document_object EditGoTo("type")

|

| NOTE Using the "Microsoft Word Basic Type Library", select the

| method "Insert". When INVOKEd, this method inserts

| the text "performance" at the bookmark "type" within

| the Word document.

|

| INVOKE main property document_object Insert("performance")

+--

The Microsoft Word Type Library

To obtain the Word95 typelib, call Microsoft support. The typelibrary is provided with Word97.

The typelibrary or .tlb file must be registered. The easiest way to do the registration is to create a registration file using a
standard text editor. The registration file should have the following information in it and should be named word.reg. The
entries should be all on one line. (The line after the "=" sign is actually part of the previous line.)

REGEDIT

HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\TypeLib\5ECD1920-D1CA-11CE-AAZF-00AA006156DA =

Microsoft Word Basic95 Type Library

HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\TypeLib\5ECD1920-D1CA-11CE-AAZF-00AA006156DA\7.0 =

Microsoft Word Basic95 Type Library

HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\TypeLib\5ECD1920-D1CA-11CE-AAZF-00AA006156DA\7.0\9\win32 =

c:\MSOFFICE\WINWORD\wb70en32.tlb

HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\TypeLib\5ECD1920-D1CA-11CE-AAZF-00AA006156DA\7.0\FLAGS =

0
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HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\TypeLib\5ECD1920-D1CA-11CE-AAZF-00AA006156DA\7.0\HELPDIR =

c:\MSOFFICE\WINWORD

Once the word.reg registration file is created, type the command regedit word.reg at a system prompt and press the Enter
key. This registers the typelibrary for use in the Action Diagram. The methods "EditGoTo" and "Insert" can be obtained
from the Microsoft WordBasic 95 Type Library.

Special Notes

The OpenWordDocument method only interfaces with the English version of Word.

The methods and properties that are used to interface with Word are different depending upon the language. For
example, if you are running a French version of Word, you would use different method and property names to interface
with it. Also, French-specific type libraries have been unavailable. This means that the French user must type in the
French method or property name in the OLE Object Browser rather than select it from a list.

One technique for building these statements is to first build them in English using the Microsoft Word Basic95 Type
Library. This gives you an understanding of the arguments required. Then do a change on the English method or property
and type in the French, German, or other equivalent in the entry field in the middle of the OLE Object Browser and rebuild
the arguments. To find the names of these methods and properties, the language-specific Word distributes a help file
listing that information - wrdbasic.hlp - Programming with WordBasic.

Some action diagram examples for different languages follow:

English

SET word basicobj TO CreateObject("Word.Basic")

INVOKE word basicobj AppShow( )

INVOKE word basicobj FileOpen("C:\MyDocuments\someWordDoc.doc")

INVOKE word basicobj Insert(import some text)

French

SET word basicobj TO CreateObject("Word.Basic")

INVOKE word basicobj FenAppAfficher( )

INVOKE word basicobj FichierOuvrir("C:\MyDocuments\someWordDoc.doc")

INVOKE word basicobj Insertion(import sometext)

PiMultiplier Function
This article provides information for the PiMultiplier Function.

Usage PiMultiplier(Number, Power)
Description Raises the value of pi to the given power and then multiplies the

result by the given number.
Arguments Number: Number multiplier of pi raised to Power.

Power: Number exponent for pi.
Return Value This function returns a number containing the result of this

calculation.
Related Functions ArcCosine, ArcSine, ArcTangent, Cosine, Sine, Tangent

PositionFile Function
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This article provides information for the PositionFile Function.

Usage PositionFile(File Number, New Position)
Description Adjusts the current position of the file pointer using the New

Position indicator. This function is valid in Read mode only.
Example
Arguments File Number: String containing the value that is returned from

OpenTextFile or CreateTextFile function.
New Position: Number containing prompted values. Valid values
are BEGIN, END, NEXT, and PREVIOUS. BEGIN moves the
current position to the beginning of the file. END moves the
current file position to the end of the file. NEXT moves the current
file position forward by one line. PREVIOUS moves the current
file position backward by one line. A line is determined by the
existence of a Carriage Return and Line Feed (CR/LF) pair.

Return Value Position Status: The function returns a positive number
representing the new file position if successful. If the file does not
exist, the function returns a negative number. If the function is
attempted while the file is in Write mode, the function returns a
negative number.

Errors Each function initializes the error number to zero at the beginning
of the function. If an error is encountered, the error number is set
by the function. The following functions may be used to interrogate
this information.
GetFunctionErrorDescription returns the description of the error
that was received from the last function executed. This function
does not initialize or set the error number.
GetFunctionErrorNumber returns the number of the error that was
received from the last function executed. This function does not
initialize or set the error number.

Error Numbers 300 (FIL300), 308 (FIL308), 313 (FIL313), 315 (FIL315)
Related Functions GetText

Power Function
This article provides information for the Power Function.

Usage Power(Number, Power)
Description Raises the given number to a power.
Arguments Number: Number to be raised to a power. For example, Power(10,

2) = 100.
Power: Number to be used as the exponent.

Return Value This function returns a number containing the result of this
calculation.

Error Numbers 504 (MTH504), 505 (MTH505)
Related Functions ExponentOf_e, Factorial, LogBase10, NaturalLog, PiMultiplier,

SquareRoot

PromptBackgroundColor Method
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This article provides information for the PromptBackgroundColor Method.

Usage PromptBackgroundColor (Control Name 10, Color)
Description Changes or retrieves the Background Color of the prompt of the control. Displays the

standard Windows Color Dialog for the color selection. If a Color is not specified, the
function returns the existing background color of the prompt of the control.

Arguments Control Name 10: String expression containing the name of the individual control.
The default selection is CurrentWindow. In an Action Block, the Control Name must
be passed in a view. Control Name 10 allows selection of the control types Field,
EnterableListBox, DropDownList, and EnterableDropDownList.
Color: A number (up to 8 digits in length) containing the aggregate RGB number for the
appropriate color. You can obtain the aggregate color number by using the RGB Function
. You can also select a prompt for a "Standard Color Dialog" to select colors during
design or for a "Color Dialog at Execution" to select colors at runtime. Standard colors
are valid for selection. The standard colors include Red, Green, Blue, Black, White,
Yellow, and Magenta. If "ColorDialog at Execution" is selected, a value of -1 appears in
the PAD statement. If a color is selected from the color dialog, the PAD statement shows
a number. The numbers for the standard colors are provided in the preceding short table.

Return Value This function returns a number that is the aggregate RGB color number that was applied
to the control (if a Color is specified). This number must be large enough to contain a
complete RGB Number. The function returns a value of -1 if an error occurred.
Standard color Numeric equivalent
White 16777215
Black 0
Red 255
Green 65280
Blue 167711680
Yellow 65535
Magenta 16711935

Example

Example Workset property

          Name           Domain Length

          ----           ------ ------

attribute color          Number 9

attribute field_to_color Text   5

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field_to_color

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   color

Statements

+-

| NOTE Set the foreground color of the prompt of the field named "Field1" on

| the window named "COLOR" to a color using the standard dialog at design

| time.

|
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| FUNCTION PromptForegroundColor(COLOR.Field1 (Field), 16711935)

|

| NOTE Set the background color of the prompt of the field named "Field1" on

| the window named "COLOR" to a color by specifying a color number.

|

| SET main property color TO PromptBackgroundColor(COLOR.Field2 (Field), 65535)

+--

PromptForegroundColor Method
This article provides information for the PromptForegroundColor Method.

Usage PromptForegroundColor (Control Name 10, Color)
Description Changes or retrieves the ForegroundColor of the prompt of the control. Displays the

standard Windows Color Dialog for color selection. If a Color is not specified, the function
returns the existing background color of the prompt of the control.

Arguments Control Name 10: String expression containing the name of the individual control.
The default selection is CurrentWindow. In an Action Block, the Control Name must
be passed in a view. Control Name 10 allows selection of the control types Field,
EnterableListBox, DropDownList, and EnterableDropDownList.
Color: A number (up to 8 digits in length) containing the aggregate RGB number for the
appropriate color. You can obtain the aggregate color number by using the RGB Function
. You can also select a prompt for a "Standard Color Dialog" to select colors during
design or for a "Color Dialog at Execution" to select colors at runtime. Standard colors
are valid for selection. The standard colors include Red, Green, Blue, Black, White,
Yellow, and Magenta. If "ColorDialog at Execution" is selected, this string appears in the
PAD statement. If a color is selected from the color dialog, the PAD statement shows a
number. The numbers for the standard colors are provided in the preceding short table.

Return Value This function returns a number that is the aggregate RGB color number that was applied
to the control (if a Color is specified). This number must be large enough to contain a
complete RGB Number. The function returns a value of -1 if an error occurred.
Standard color Numeric equivalent
White 16777215
Black 0
Red 255
Green 65280
Blue 167711680
Yellow 65535
Magenta 16711935

Example

Example Workset property

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute color  Number 9

attribute field1 Text   5

attribute field2 Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property
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   field1

   field2

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   color

Statements

+-

| NOTE Set the foreground color of the prompt of the field named "Field1" on

| the window named "COLOR" to a color using the standard dialog at design

| time.

|

| FUNCTION PromptForegroundColor(COLOR.Field1 (Field), 16711935)

|

| NOTE Set the background color of the prompt of the field named "Field1" on

| the window named "COLOR" to a color by specifying a color number.

|

| SET main property color TO PromptBackgroundColor(COLOR.Field2 (Field), 65535)

+--

PutText Function
This article provides information for the PutText Function.

Usage PutText(File Number, Text Data)
Description Writes a line to a text file. A Carriage Return (CR) followed by a

Line Feed (LF) is appended to this string as it is written to disk.
The PutText function appends a CR/LF pair to the end of each line
that it writes. The GetText function removes the CR/LF pair from
the end of each line that it reads.

Example
Arguments File Number: Number that was the return value from an

OpenTextFile or CreateTextFile function.
Text Data: String containing the data to be written. If this is a Gen
View, a fixed-length string (with trailing spaces, if any are present)
is written to the file. The length is determined from the length
of the view. (Length of view is determined by the original length
property for the attribute that is used in the view.) Using the trim
function to eliminate trailing spaces may reduce the amount of
data that is written to a file. You can also use a literal. To ensure
a Line designation, a CR/LF pair is appended to each string
written to the opened file. This appended value is removed on
subsequent GetText functions.

Return Value # Characters Written: The function returns a number containing
the number of bytes written. This number does not contain count
for the CR/LF pair. The function returns a negative number if a
failure occurs.

Errors Each function initializes the error number to zero at the beginning
of the function. If an error is encountered, the error number is set
by the function. The following functions may be used to interrogate
this information.
GetFunctionErrorDescription returns the description of the error
that was received from the last function executed. This function
does not initialize or set the error number.
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GetFunctionErrorNumber returns the number of the error that was
received from the last function executed. This function does not
initialize or set the error number.

Error Numbers 300 (FIL300), 307 (FIL307), 309 (FIL309),
Notes If the File associated with this File Number was opened with

Replace, the entire file is replaced starting at the beginning of the
file. If Append was specified, each new line is added to the end of
the file.

Related Functions GetText, PositionFile

Quit Method
This article provides information for the Quit Method.

Usage Quit ()
Description Halts the application.
Arguments None.
Return Value None. Use the Abort function within a generated application. Quit

is for use by a client (a Microsoft Visual Basic application, for
example) to terminate the generated application.

Related Functions Abort

RandomNumber Function
This article provides information for the RandomNumber Function.

Usage RandomDoubleNumber()
RandomLongNumber()

Description Returns a random number.
Arguments None.
Return Value This function returns a number containing the generated random

number in the data type you specified in the syntax. The returned
value (random number) for both functions has 5 significant digits.
RandomLongNumber () returns an integer value between 1 and
RAND_MAX (usually 32767 for Windows operating systems; may
be different other operating systems).
RandomDoubleNumber () returns a decimal value from 0 through
1, with 5 significant digits. If the return value is larger than the size
of the destination numeric attribute, the return value is truncated
by the function to fit the display field.

Redraw Method
This article provides information for the Redraw Method.

Usage Redraw ()
Description Tells an object to redraw itself. For objects with prompts, the

prompt is also redrawn.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.
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Notes This method is available for Button, CheckBox, DropDownList,
EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox, Field, GroupBox,
ListBox, Literal, OLEArea, OLEControl, Picture, RadioButton,
RadioButtonGroup, StatusBar, ToolBar, and Window.

RegCloseKeys Function
This article provides information for the RegCloseKeys Function.

Usage RegCloseKeys()
Description Closes the last registry key that the application has opened.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.
Notes The registry functions store and maintain two open keys that are

called Parent_Key and Current_Key. The RegCloseKeys function
closes these two keys.

Example

Example Workset registry

          Name       Domain Length

          ----       ------ ------

attribute queryvalue Text   10

View

LOCALS:

Work View main registry

   queryvalue

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION RegOpenKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx", "Product x"

| , "All_Access")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Function error on RegOpenKey", "OK", 1, "None", "Application"

| | , 0)

| +--

| SET main registry queryvalue TO

| RegQueryValue("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx/Product x/1.0"

| , "User")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Function Error on RegQueryValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| +- IF main registry queryvalue IS EQUAL TO "Jane Doe"

| | NOTE The "Parent_Key" is //HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx" as

| | specified in the "ParentKey" argument of the RegOpenKey function or the

| | RegCreateKey function.

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteValue("Parent_Key", "User")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()
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| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +- ELSE IF main registry queryvalue IS EQUAL TO "John Doe"

| | NOTE The "Current_Key" is //HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx/Product

| | x". Product x was specified in the "SubKeyName" argument of the

| | RegOpenKey function or the RegCreateKey function.

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteValue("Current_Key", "User")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +- ELSE

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/Company xxx/Product x"

| | , "1.0")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteKey", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +--

| FUNCTION RegCloseKeys()

+--

RegCreateKey Function
This article provides information for the RegCreateKey Function.

Usage RegCreateKey(ParentKey, SubKeyName, Security, ClassName,
Volatility)

Description Creates a subkey as a child of the ParentKey. If the ParentKey is
not open, it is opened to create the child key.

Arguments ParentKey: String containing either an existing, fully qualified
registry path (//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE)
or one of the permitted values Parent_Key, Current_Key,
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT, or HKEY_CURRENT_USER.
ParentKey specifies the parent of the key that is to be created.
This parameter is required.
SubKeyName: String containing the name of the child key to be
created. This key is created as a subkey of the given ParentKey.
Empty subkey names ("") are invalid.
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Security: String containing security necessary to access
the SubKeyName. The permitted values are All Access -
combination of Query_value, Enumerate_Sub_Keys, Notify,
Create_Sub_Keys, Create_Link, and Set_Value No_Security
- any user can access, edit, or take control of the selected
key, Create_Link - sets the permissions to allow creation of
a symbolic link, Create_Sub_Keys - sets the permissions to
allow creation of subkeys, Enumerate_Sub_Keys - sets the
permissions to allow enumeration of subkeys, Execute - sets the
permissions to allow read access, Notify - sets the permissions
to allow change notification, Query_Value - sets the permissions
to allow for querying subkey data, Read - combination of
Query_value, Enumerate_Sub_Keys, and Notify, Set_Value -
sets the permissions to allow setting of subkey data, Key_Write -
combination of Set_Value and Create_Sub_Keys.
Class Name: String containing an object class name that is used
in associating a class method code with class instances that are
stored in the registry. This field is optional and is not normally used
by applications.
Volatility: String containing REG_VOLATILE specifies that the
information is stored in memory and not preserved when the
system is restarted. Windows ignores this parameter. A string
containing REG_NON_VOLATILE specifies the information is
stored in a file and is preserved when the system is restarted.

Return Value This function returns a string containing the created key name if
successful, and an empty string "" if there is an error condition.

Error Numbers 600 (REG600), 601 (REG601), 602 (REG602), 604 (REG604)
Notes The RegCreateKey function cannot create keys directly below the

keys HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE and HKEY_USERS. However,
keys can be created below their subkeys.

Example

Example statements

+-

| NOTE Create a key in the Registry and add a value name of "User"

| and value of "Jane Doe" to the key "1.0"

|

| ------ HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

| --------- SOFTWARE

| ------------ Company xxx

| ----------------Product x

| -------------------1.0 Value name: User Value: Jane Doe

| FUNCTION RegCreateKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE", "company xxx"

| , "All_Access", "", "REG_NON_VOLATILE")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Registry Function Error", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| +--

| FUNCTION RegCreateKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx", "Product x"
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| , "All_Access", "", "REG_NON_VOLATILE")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Registry Function error on Product xxx", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| FUNCTION RegCreateKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx/product x"

| , "1.0", "All_Access", "", "REG_NON_VOLATILE")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Registry Function Error on 1.0", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| FUNCTION RegSetValue("Current_Key", "User", "Jane Doe")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Registry Function Error on RegSetValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

+--

RegDeleteKey Function
This article provides information for the RegDeleteKey Function.

Usage RegDeleteKey(ParentKey, KeyName)
Description Deletes the given key if it has no SubKeys for Windows.
Arguments ParentKey: String containing the parent of the key to be deleted.

The value of the string can be either an existing fully qualified
registry path (//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE) or one of
the values Parent_Key, Current_Key, HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT,
HKEY_CURRENT_USER, HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, or
HKEY_USERS.
KeyName: String containing the name of the SubKey to delete.
This value can be retrieved using the RegEnumKey function.

Return Value This function returns a string containing the deleted key name if
successful. If the function is not successful, the return value is an
empty string "".

Notes On Windows, this function deletes the given key only if it has no
SubKeys.

Example

Example Workset registry

          Name       Domain Length

          ----       ------ ------

attribute queryvalue Text   10

View

LOCALS:
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Work View main registry

   queryvalue

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION RegOpenKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx", "Product x"

| , "All_Access")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Function error on RegOpenKey", "OK", 1, "None", "Application"

| | , 0)

| +--

| SET main registry queryvalue TO

| RegQueryValue("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx/Product x/1.0"

| , "User")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Function Error on RegQueryValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| +- IF main registry queryvalue IS EQUAL TO "Jane Doe"

| | NOTE The "Parent_Key" is //HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx" as

| | specified in the "ParentKey" argument of the RegOpenKey function or the

| | RegCreateKey function.

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteValue("Parent_Key", "User")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +- ELSE IF main registry queryvalue IS EQUAL TO "John Doe"

| | NOTE The "Current_Key" is //HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx/Product

| | x". Product x was specified in the "SubKeyName" argument of the

| | RegOpenKey function or the RegCreateKey function.

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteValue("Current_Key", "User")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +- ELSE

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/Company xxx/Product x"

| | , "1.0")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteKey", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +--

| FUNCTION RegCloseKeys()

+--
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RegDeleteValue Function
This article provides information for the RegDeleteValue Function.

Usage RegDeleteValue(ParentKey, ValueName)
Description Deletes the given value for the given registry key. Empty ("") value

names are valid.
Arguments ParentKey: String containing the parent of the value to be deleted.

The value of the string can be either an existing, fully qualified
registry path (//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE) or one of
the values Parent_Key, Current_Key, HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT,
HKEY_CURRENT_USER, HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, or
HKEY_USERS.
ValueName: The name of the value to be deleted.

Return Value This function returns a string containing the deleted value name if
successful. If the function is not successful, the function returns an
empty string "".

Error Numbers 600 (REG600), 601 (REG601), 602 (REG602), 604 (REG604)
Notes The parent key must have been opened with SET_VALUE access.

or one of the combinations that contains Set_Value.

Example

Example Workset registry

          Name       Domain Length

          ----       ------ ------

attribute queryvalue Text   10

View

LOCALS:

Work View main registry

   queryvalue

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION RegOpenKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx", "Product x"

| , "All_Access")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Function error on RegOpenKey", "OK", 1, "None", "Application"

| | , 0)

| +--

| SET main registry queryvalue TO

| RegQueryValue("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx/Product x/1.0"

| , "User")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Function Error on RegQueryValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| +- IF main registry queryvalue IS EQUAL TO "Jane Doe"

| | NOTE The "Parent_Key" is //HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx" as

| | specified in the "ParentKey" argument of the RegOpenKey function or the

| | RegCreateKey function.
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| | FUNCTION RegDeleteValue("Parent_Key", "User")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +- ELSE IF main registry queryvalue IS EQUAL TO "John Doe"

| | NOTE The "Current_Key" is //HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx/Product

| | x". Product x was specified in the "SubKeyName" argument of the

| | RegOpenKey function or the RegCreateKey function.

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteValue("Current_Key", "User")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +- ELSE

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/Company xxx/Product x"

| | , "1.0")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteKey", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +--

| FUNCTION RegCloseKeys()

+--

RegEnumKey Function
This article provides information for the RegEnumKey Function.

Usage RegEnumKey(ParentKey, SubKeyIndex)
Description Retrieves a SubKeyName of a given open key.
Arguments ParentKey: String containing the parent of the SubKey Name

to be retrieved. The value of the string can be either an existing
registry path (//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE) or one of
the values Parent_Key, Current_Key. HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT,
HKEY_CURRENT_USER, HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, or
HKEY_USERS.
SubKeyIndex: The index of the SubKey to retrieve.

Return Value This function returns a string containing the key name of the
SubKey that was retrieved, if successful. If there are no more
SubKeys, or if the function fails, the return value is an empty string
"".

Error Numbers 600 (REG600), 602 (REG602),
Notes To find a specific sub key using RegEnumKey, set the Subkey

Index to zero first and increment Subkey Index on each
subsequent call until the subkey is found.
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An empty KeyName is invalid, so an empty string return value tells
you that there are no more keys to enumerate.

Example

Example Workset registry

          Name       Domain Length

          ----       ------ ------

attribute queryvalue Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main registry

   subkeyname

LOCALS:

Work View local_main registry

   subkeyindex

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION RegOpenKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx", "Product x"

| , "All_Access")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Function error on RegOpenKey", "OK", 1, "None", "Application"

| | , 0)

| +--

| SET local_main registry subkeyindex TO 0

| += FOR SUBSCRIPT OF group FROM 1 TO 5 BY 1

| | SET export_main registry subkeyname TO

| | RegEnumKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx/Product x"

| | , local_main registry subkeyindex)

| +- IF registry subkeyname IS EQUAL TO "1.0"

<------ESCAPE

| +- ELSE

| | SET local_main registry subkeyindex TO main registry subkeyindex + 1

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Registry Function Error on RegSetValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +--

RegOpenKey Function
This article provides information for the RegOpenKey Function.

Usage RegOpenKey(ParentKey, SubKeyName, Security)
Description Opens a given subkey of the given key.
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Arguments ParentKey: The parent of the key to be opened. ParentKey
must be either an existing registry path or one of the permitted
values Parent_Key, Current_Key, HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT,
HKEY_CURRENT_USER, HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, or
HKEY_USERS.
SubKeyName: String containing the name of the key to be
opened. Empty ("") key names are invalid.
Security: String containing security necessary to access
the SubKeyName. The permitted values are All Access -
combination of Query_value, Enumerate_Sub_Keys, Notify,
Create_Sub_Keys, Create_Link, and Set_Value No_Security
- any user can access, edit, or take control of the selected
key, Create_Link - sets the permissions to allow creation of
a symbolic link, Create_Sub_Keys - sets the permissions to
allow creation of subkeys, Enumerate_Sub_Keys - sets the
permissions to allow enumeration of subkeys, Execute - sets the
permissions to allow read access, Notify - sets the permissions
to allow change notification, Query_Value - sets the permissions
to allow for querying subkey data, Read - combination of
Query_value, Enumerate_Sub_Keys, and Notify, Set_Value -
sets the permissions to allow setting of subkey data, Key_Write -
combination of Set_Value and Create_Sub_Keys.
Class Name: String containing an object class name which is used
in associating a class method code with class instances that are
stored in the registry. This field is optional and is not normally used
by applications.

Return Value If successful, this function returns the opened key name. If
unsuccessful, the function returns an empty string "".

Error Numbers 600 (REG600), 601 (REG601), 602 (REG602), 604 (REG604)
Notes The application stores two open keys - Parent_Key and

Current_Key. There are four root keys in the registry that the
operating system always keeps open - HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT,
HKEY_CURRENT_USER, HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, and
HKEY_USERS.

Example

Example Workset registry

          Name       Domain Length

          ----       ------ ------

attribute queryvalue Text   10

View

LOCALS:

Work View main registry

   queryvalue

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION RegOpenKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx", "Product x"

| , "All_Access")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()
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| | , "Function error on RegOpenKey", "OK", 1, "None", "Application"

| | , 0)

| +--

| SET main registry queryvalue TO

| RegQueryValue("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx/Product x/1.0"

| , "User")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Function Error on RegQueryValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| +- IF main registry queryvalue IS EQUAL TO "Jane Doe"

| | NOTE The "Parent_Key" is //HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx" as

| | specified in the "ParentKey" argument of the RegOpenKey function or the

| | RegCreateKey function.

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteValue("Parent_Key", "User")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +- ELSE IF main registry queryvalue IS EQUAL TO "John Doe"

| | NOTE The "Current_Key" is //HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx/Product

| | x". Product x was specified in the "SubKeyName" argument of the

| | RegOpenKey function or the RegCreateKey function.

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteValue("Current_Key", "User")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +- ELSE

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/Company xxx/Product x"

| | , "1.0")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteKey", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +--

| FUNCTION RegCloseKeys()

+--

RegQueryValue Function
This article provides information for the RegQueryValue Function.

Usage RegQueryValue(ParentKey, ValueName)
Description Retrieves the data for the given value of the given SubKey.
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Arguments ParentKey: The key that has the ValueName to be queried.
A key must be either an existing registry path or one of the
permitted values Parent_Key, Current_Key, Default_Key,
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT, HKEY_CURRENT_USER,
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, or HKEY_USERS.
ValueName: The name of the value to be deleted. Empty ("") value
names are valid.

Return Value Data Value: This function returns a string containing the data that
is associated with the given value. If unsuccessful, this function
returns an empty string "".

Error Numbers 600 (REG600), 601 (REG601), 602 (REG602), 603 (REG603),
605 (REG605), 606 (REG606)

Notes This function only supports data of a string type.

Example

Example Workset registry

          Name       Domain Length

          ----       ------ ------

attribute queryvalue Text   10

View

LOCALS:

Work View main registry

   queryvalue

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION RegOpenKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx", "Product x"

| , "All_Access")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Function error on RegOpenKey", "OK", 1, "None", "Application"

| | , 0)

| +--

| SET main registry queryvalue TO

| RegQueryValue("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx/Product x/1.0"

| , "User")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Function Error on RegQueryValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| +- IF main registry queryvalue IS EQUAL TO "Jane Doe"

| | NOTE The "Parent_Key" is //HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx" as

| | specified in the "ParentKey" argument of the RegOpenKey function or the

| | RegCreateKey function.

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteValue("Parent_Key", "User")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteValue", "OK", 1, "None"
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| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +- ELSE IF main registry queryvalue IS EQUAL TO "John Doe"

| | NOTE The "Current_Key" is //HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx/Product

| | x". Product x was specified in the "SubKeyName" argument of the

| | RegOpenKey function or the RegCreateKey function.

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteValue("Current_Key", "User")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +- ELSE

| | FUNCTION RegDeleteKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/Company xxx/Product x"

| | , "1.0")

| | +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | | , "Function error for RegDeleteKey", "OK", 1, "None"

| | | , "Application", 0)

| | +--

| +--

| FUNCTION RegCloseKeys()

+--

RegSetValue Function
This article provides information for the RegSetValue Function.

Usage RegSetValue(ParentKey, ValueName, Data)
Description Puts string data in the value field of an open registry key.
Arguments ParentKey: The key with the given ValueName. The key must

be either an existing registry path or one of the permitted
values Parent_Key, Current_Key, HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT,
HKEY_CURRENT_USER, HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, or
HKEY_USERS.
ValueName: String containing the name of the value to be created
or changed. Empty value names ("") are valid.
Data: String containing the new data for the value.

Return Value This function returns a string containing the data for the specified
value. If unsuccessful, the function returns an empty string "".

Error Numbers 600 (REG600), 601 (REG601), 602 (REG602)
Notes If the ValueName does not exist for the ParentKey, a new value is

added to the key with this name. If ValueName exists, the data for
this value is changed to the new Data.
Value data may be one of several types. However, this function
supports data of the string type only.

Example

Example statements

+-
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| NOTE Create a key in the Registry and add a value name of "User"

| and value of "Jane Doe" to the key "1.0"

|

| ------ HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

| --------- SOFTWARE

| ------------ Company xxx

| ----------------Product x

| -------------------1.0 Value name: User Value: Jane Doe

|

| FUNCTION RegCreateKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE", "company xxx"

| , "All_Access", "", "REG_NON_VOLATILE")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Registry Function Error", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| +--

| FUNCTION RegCreateKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx", "Product x"

| , "All_Access", "", "REG_NON_VOLATILE")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Registry Function error on Product xxx", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| FUNCTION RegCreateKey("//HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/company xxx/product x"

| , "1.0", "All_Access", "", "REG_NON_VOLATILE")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Registry Function Error on 1.0", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| FUNCTION RegSetValue("Current_Key", "User", "Jane Doe")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "Registry Function Error on RegSetValue", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

+--

RenameFile Function
This article provides information for the RenameFile Function.

Usage RenameFile(FromFileName, ToFileName)
Description Changes the name of the provided file to the provided name.
Example
Arguments FromFileName: String containing the name of a file to be

renamed. You must provide a fully qualified path and file name to
ensure that the correct file is renamed. This file must not currently
be opened by any application.
ToFileName: String containing the new filename of the file.
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Return Value Rename Status: The function returns a positive number if the
rename operation is successful. The function returns a negative
number if the FromFileName is open or does not exist, or if a file
in the ToFileName argument exists.

Errors Each function initializes the error number to zero at the beginning
of the function. If an error is encountered, the error number is set
by the function. The following functions may be used to interrogate
this information.
GetFunctionErrorDescription returns the description of the error
that was received from the last function executed. This function
does not initialize or set the error number.
GetFunctionErrorNumber returns the number of the error that was
received from the last function executed. This function does not
initialize or set the error number.

Error Numbers 302 (FIL302), 310 (FIL310), 311 (FIL311), 312 (FIL312)
Notes The Windows API allows you to rename an existing file to the

same name without creating an error condition.
Related Functions CopyFile

RestoreDisplayProperties Method
This article provides information for the RestoreDisplayProperties Method.

Usage RestoreDisplayProperties (Window_Name)
Description Sets all display properties of the specified window to the values

saved in the registry. The window and all controls are updated.
Arguments Window_Name: String expression containing the name of the

window. The Default control is CurrentWindow. In an Action Block,
the Control Name must be passed in a view.

Return Value None.

Example

Example statements

+-

| NOTE Restore the display properties of the window named "Color" that were

| saved in the registry.

|

| FUNCTION RestoreDisplayProperties(COLOR)

+--

RightRemove Function
This article provides information for the RightRemove Function.

Usage RightRemove(Text, Number of chars)
Description Removes the specified number of characters from the end of a

string.
Arguments Text: String from which the ending Number of chars is removed.
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Number of chars: Number containing the number of characters to
be removed from the end of the Text.

Return Value The function returns a string containing the remaining text after
this function is complete. If the Number of chars exceeds the
length of Text, the returning string contains spaces.

Related Functions LeftRemove, TrimLead TrimLeadTrail

Example

Example Workset string

          Name      Domain Length

          ----      ------ ------

attribute source    Text   250

attribute resulting Text   250

View

IMPORTS:

Work View import_main string

   source

   resulting

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main string

   source

   resulting

Statements

+-

| NOTE Remove the first 5 characters and then the last

| 5 characters.

| SET export_main string resulting TO LeftRemove(

| import_main string source, 5)

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "String Function error", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| SET export_main string resulting TO RightRemove(TrimLeadTrail(

| export_main string resulting), 5)

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "String Function error", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

+--

Round Function
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This article provides information for the Round Function.

Usage Round(Round Number, Position)
Description Rounds the given base number to a specified number of positions

to the right of the decimal place. For example, Round(123.5576,2)
returns 123.56.

Arguments Round Number: A number that is the base number to be rounded.
Position: Number of positions to the round relative to the decimal
place. Positive numbers round to the right of the decimal.
For example, a value of 1 rounds to the tenths place, 2 to the
hundredths place. Negative numbers round to the left of the
decimal. For example, 0 rounds to the ones place, -1 to the tens
place, -2 to the hundreds place.

Return Value This function returns a rounded number.
Related Functions Ceiling, Floor, Modulus

NOTE
If accuracy is essential, use the ROUNDED option instead of the Round function, ensuring to use attributes with
the decimal precision checked.

SaveDisplayProperties Method
This article provides information for the SaveDisplayProperties Method.

Usage SaveDisplayProperties (Window_Name, Save All)
Description Saves in the registry all display properties for the specified window

and its controls.
Arguments Window_Name: String expression containing the name of the

window. The Default control is CurrentWindow. In an Action Block,
the Control Name must be passed in a view.
Save All: A string that is set to "True" when all controls on the
window are to be saved. The string is set to "False" when only the
window properties are to be saved.

Return Value None.

Example

Example statements

+-

| NOTE Save the display properties of the window named "Color" and all the

| display properties of the controls on the window in the registry.

|

| FUNCTION SaveDisplayProperties(COLOR, "True")

+--

Second
This article provides information for the Second Function. Second returns the seconds part of a time value.

Input is a Gen time view. Output is a number (0 through 59), which is the seconds part of a time value.
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INPUT: time_value DOMAIN: time

OUTPUT: second DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: second(time_value)

In the following example, if CURRENT_TIME equals 1:10:25, the function returns 25:

second(CURRENT_TIME)

Secondtimestamp
This article provides information for the Secondtimestamp Function.

Secondtimestamp extracts the seconds part of a Gen timestamp value.

INPUT: timestamp_value DOMAIN: timestamp

OUTPUT: second DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: secondtimestamp(timestamp_value)

SetCaption Method
This article provides information for the SetCaption Method.

Usage SetCaption (Control Name 6, Caption)
Description Sets the caption for a window or control.
Arguments Control Name 6: String expression containing the name of the

individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow. In an
Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view. Control
Name 6 allows selection of the control types Window, Field,
Button, EnterableListBox, DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList,
RadioButtonGroup, CheckBox, and GroupBox.
Caption: A string which contains the text of the Caption to be set
for the specified Control Name.

Return Value None.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name         Domain Length

          ----         ------ ------

attribute control_name Text   25

attribute caption      Text   20

attribute caption1     Text   20

View

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   control_name

   caption

   caption1

Statements

+-

| NOTE Obtain the current caption on the button named

| "Very_OK on the window named "MAIN".
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|

| SET main property control_name TO "MAIN.Very OK (Button)"

| SET main property caption TO GetCaption(main property control_name)

| INVOKE SetCaption(MAIN.Very_OK (Button),

| StringPlusOperator("Very", " ", main property caption,

| "", "", "", "", "", "", ""))

|

| NOTE Append "Very " to the current caption of the button named

| "Very_OK" on the window named "MAIN".

| SET main property caption1 TO GetCaption(MAIN.Very_OK (Button))

+--

SetFontDynamically Method
This article provides information for the SetFontDynamically Method.

Usage SetFontDynamically (Control Name 7)
Description Allows the application user to select font characteristics for a

control using the standard dialog at runtime.
Arguments Control Name 7: String expression containing the name of

the individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow.
In an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a
view. Control Name 7 allows selection of the control types
Field, Button, ListBox, EnterableListBox, DropDownList,
EnterableDropDownList, CheckBox, Literal, and GroupBox.

Return Value None.

Example

Example statements

+-

| NOTE Change the button named "Big_Button" on the window named "MAIN" to font

| settings specified by the user.

|

| INVOKE SetFontDynamically(MAIN.Big_Button (Button))

+--

SetFont Method
This article provides information for the SetFont Method.

Usage SetFont (Control Name 7, Font Name, Font Style, Font Size)
Description Changes the font for an individual control. Displays the standard

Windows Font Dialog for a font selection.
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Arguments Control Name 7: String expression containing the name of
the individual control. The default selection is CurrentWindow.
In an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a
view. Control Name 7 allows selection of the control types
Field, Button, ListBox, EnterableListBox, DropDownList,
EnterableDropDownList, CheckBox, Literal, and GroupBox.
Font Name: String containing the font name.
Font Style: String containing the font style. Commas separate
the style types. Acceptable style types are "Bold", "Not Bold",
"Underline", "Not Underline", "Strikeout", "Not Strikeout" and
"Standard". "Standard" is the same as "Not Bold".
Font Size: A number specifying the size of the font.

Return Value None.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name         Domain Length

          ----         ------ ------

attribute control_name Text   25

attribute font_name    Text   25

attribute font_style   Text   25

attribute font_size    Number 9

View

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   control_name

   font_name

   font_style

   font_size

Statements

+-

| SET main property control_name TO "MAIN.Big_Button (Button)"

|

| NOTE Change the font on the button named "Big_Button" on the window named

| "MAIN" to the specified font name, style and size.

|

| SET main property font_name TO "Times New Roman"

| SET main property font_style TO "Bold,Underline"

| SET main property font_size TO 14

| INVOKE SetFont(main property control_name, main property font_name

| , main property font_style, main property font_size)

+--

or

+-

| SET main property control_name TO "MAIN.Big_Button (Button)"

|

| NOTE Change the font on the button named "Big_Button" on the window named

| "MAIN" to the specified font name, style and size.
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|

| INVOKE SetFont(main property control_name, "Times New Roman", "Bold,Underline"

| , 14)

+--

SetHeight Method
This article provides information for the SetHeight Method.

Usage SetHeight (Control Name 5, Height)
Description Changes the height of a window or control.
Arguments Control Name 5: String expression containing the name of the

window or individual control for which the height is changed.
The Default control is CurrentWindow. In an Action Block, the
Control Name must be passed in a view. Control Name 5 allows
selection of the control types Window, Field, Button, ListBox,
EnterableListBox, DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList,
RadioButtonGroup, CheckBox, Picture, Literal, GroupBox,
OLEControl, OLEArea, and ToolBar.
Height: Number containing the height to which to change the
window or control. This number is in arbitrary units.

Return Value None.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name         Domain Length

          ----         ------ ------

attribute control_name Text   25

attribute height       Number 9

attribute height1      Number 9

View

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   control_name

   height

   height1

Statements

+-

| NOTE Obtain the height of the button named "Big_Button" on the

| window named MAIN.

| SET main property control_name TO "MAIN.Big_Button (Button)"

| SET main property height TO GetHeight(main property control_name)

| NOTE Set the height of the button named "Big_Button" on the

| window named MAIN to a height of 100 units + current

| height.

| SET local_main property height1 TO local_main property height - 100

| INVOKE SetHeight(MAIN.Big_Button (Button), local_main property

| height1)
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+--

SetLeft Method
This article provides information for the SetLeft Method.

Usage SetLeft (Control Name 3, Left Location)
Description Changes the leftmost location of a window or control. For controls

with prompts, the prompt is moved the same amount.
Arguments Control Name 3: String expression containing the name of

the window or individual control for which the leftmost location
is changed. The Default control is CurrentWindow. In an
Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view.
Control Name 3 allows selection of the control types Window,
Field, Button, ListBox, EnterableListBox, DropDownList,
EnterableDropDownList, RadioButtonGroup, CheckBox, Picture,
Literal, GroupBox, OLEControl, and OLEArea.
Left Location: Number containing the leftmost location to which the
window or control is changed. This number is in arbitrary units.

Return Value None.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute height Number 9

attribute width  Number 9

attribute top    Number 9

attribute left   Number 9

attribute field1 Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field1

LOCALS:

Work View local_main property

   height

   width

   top

   left

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION SetCaption(MAIN.Field1 (Field), "Much More Text")

| SET local_main property top TO GetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property top)

| SET local_main property left TO GetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property left TO main property left - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property left)

| SET local_main property height TO GetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field))
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| SET local_main property height TO local_main property height + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property height)

| SET local_main property width TO GetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property width TO local_main property width + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property width)

| SET local_main property top TO GetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO local_main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property top)

| SET local_main property left TO GetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO local_main property top + 10

| FUNCTION SetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property left)

+--

SetPromptHeight Method
This article provides information for the SetPromptHeight Method.

Usage SetPromptHeight (GUIName, Number)
Description Changes the height of the prompt of a given window or control.
Arguments Control Name 10: String expression containing the name of the

window or individual control for which the height is changed.
The default control is CurrentWindow. In an Action Block, the
Control Name must be passed in a view. Control Name 10
allows selection of the control types Field, EnterableListBox,
DropDownList, and EnterableDropDownList.
Height: Number containing the height to which the prompt of the
window or control is changed. This number is in arbitrary units.

Return Value None.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute height Number 9

attribute width  Number 9

attribute top    Number 9

attribute left   Number 9

attribute field1 Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field1

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   height

   width

   top

   left

Statements

+-
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| FUNCTION SetCaption(MAIN.Field1 (Field), "Much More Text")

| SET main property top TO GetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property left TO main property left - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

| SET main property height TO GetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property height TO main property height + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property height)

| SET main property width TO GetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property width TO main property width + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property width)

| SET main property top TO GetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top + 10

| FUNCTION SetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

+--

SetPromptLeft Method
This article provides information for the SetPromptLeft Method.

Usage SetPromptLeft (Control Name 10, Left Location)
Description Changes the leftmost location of the prompt of the specified

window or control.
Arguments Control Name 10: String expression containing the name of the

window or individual control for which the leftmost location of
the prompt is changed. The Default control is CurrentWindow.
In an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view.
Control Name 10 allows selection of the control types Field,
EnterableListBox, DropDownList, and EnterableDropDownList.
Left Location: Number containing the leftmost location to which the
window or control is changed. This number is in arbitrary units.

Return Value None.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute height Number 9

attribute width  Number 9

attribute top    Number 9

attribute left   Number 9

attribute field1 Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property
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   field1

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   height

   width

   top

   left

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION SetCaption(MAIN.Field1 (Field), "Much More Text")

| SET main property top TO GetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property left TO main property left - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

| SET main property height TO GetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property height TO main property height + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property height)

| SET main property width TO GetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property width TO main property width + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property width)

| SET main property top TO GetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top + 10

| FUNCTION SetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

+--

SetPromptTop Method
This article provides information for the SetPromptTop Method.

Usage SetPromptTop (Control Name 10, Top Location)
Description Changes the topmost location of the prompt of the window or

control.
Arguments Control Name 10: String expression containing the name of the

window or individual control for which the topmost location of
the prompt is changed. The default control is CurrentWindow.
In an Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view.
Control Name 10 allows selection of the control types Field,
EnterableListBox, DropDownList, and EnterableDropDownList.
Top Location: Number containing the topmost location to which
prompt of the window or control is changed. This number is in
arbitrary units.

Return Value None.

Example

Example Workset property
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          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute height Number 9

attribute width  Number 9

attribute top    Number 9

attribute left   Number 9

attribute field1 Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field1

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   height

   width

   top

   left

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION SetCaption(MAIN.Field1 (Field), "Much More Text")

| SET main property top TO GetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property left TO main property left - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

| SET main property height TO GetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property height TO main property height + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property height)

| SET main property width TO GetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property width TO main property width + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property width)

| SET main property top TO GetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top + 10

| FUNCTION SetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

+--

SetPromptWidth Method
This article provides information for the SetPromptWidth Method.

Usage SetPromptWidth (GUIName, Number)
Description Changes the width of the prompt of the specified window or

control.
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Arguments Control Name 10: String expression containing the name of the
window or individual control for which the width of the prompt
is changed. The Default control is CurrentWindow. In an Action
Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view. Control Name
10 allows selection of the control types Field, EnterableListBox,
DropDownList, and EnterableDropDownList.
Width: Number containing the width of the prompt to which the
window or control is to be changed. This number is in arbitrary
units.

Return Value None.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute height Number 9

attribute width  Number 9

attribute top    Number 9

attribute left   Number 9

attribute field1 Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field1

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   height

   width

   top

   left

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION SetCaption(MAIN.Field1 (Field), "Much More Text")

| SET main property top TO GetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property left TO main property left - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

| SET main property height TO GetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property height TO main property height + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property height)

| SET main property width TO GetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property width TO main property width + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property width)

| SET main property top TO GetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property top)

| SET main property left TO GetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET main property top TO main property top + 10
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| FUNCTION SetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), main property left)

+--

SetTop Method
This article provides information for the SetTop Method.

Usage SetTop (Control Name 4, Top Location)
Description Changes the topmost location of a window or control. For controls

with prompts, the prompt is moved the same amount.
Arguments Control Name 4: String expression containing the name of the

window or individual control for which the topmost location
is changed. The Default control is CurrentWindow. In an
Action Block, the Control Name must be passed in a view.
Control Name 4 allows selection of the control types Window,
Field, Button, ListBox, EnterableListBox, DropDownList,
EnterableDropDownList, RadioButtonGroup, CheckBox, Picture,
Literal, GroupBox, OLEControl, OLEArea, Status Bar.
Top Location: Number containing the topmost location to which the
window or control is changed. This number is in arbitrary units.

Return Value None.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name   Domain Length

          ----   ------ ------

attribute height Number 9

attribute width  Number 9

attribute top    Number 9

attribute left   Number 9

attribute field1 Text   10

View

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main property

   field1

LOCALS:

Work View local_main property

   height

   width

   top

   left

Statements

+-

| FUNCTION SetCaption(MAIN.Field1 (Field), "Much More Text")

| SET local_main property top TO GetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property top)

| SET local_main property left TO GetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property left TO main property left - 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property left)

| SET local_main property height TO GetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field))
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| SET local_main property height TO local_main property height + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptHeight(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property height)

| SET local_main property width TO GetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property width TO local_main property width + 50

| FUNCTION SetPromptWidth(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property width)

| SET local_main property top TO GetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO local_main property top - 50

| FUNCTION SetTop(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property top)

| SET local_main property left TO GetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field))

| SET local_main property top TO local_main property top + 10

| FUNCTION SetLeft(MAIN.Field1 (Field), local_main property left)

+--

SetVisible Method
This article provides information for the SetVisible Method.

Usage SetVisible (Control Name 8, Visible)
Description Sets the specified window or control to visible.
Arguments Control Name 8: String expression containing the name of the

window or individual control to be made visible. The default control
is CurrentWindow. In an Action Block, the Control Name must
be passed in a view. Control Name 8 allows selection of the
control types Window, Field, Button, ListBox, EnterableListBox,
DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList, CheckBox, Picture,
Literal, GroupBox, OLEControl, OLEArea, Tool Bar, and Status
Bar.
Visible: String expression containing the value "True" or "False". A
value of "True" sets the control to be visible and a value of "False"
sets the control to be invisible.

Return Value None.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name         Domain Length

          ----         ------ ------

attribute control_name Text   25

attribute visible      Text   5

attribute visible1     Text   5

attribute visible2     Text   5

View

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   control_name

   visible

   visible1

   visible2

Statements

+-

| NOTE Get the visible status of the button named "OK" on
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| the window named "MAIN".

|

| SET main property control_name TO "MAIN.OK (Button)"

| SET main property visible TO GetVisible(main property control_name)

| +- IF main property visible IS EQUAL TO "True"

| | INVOKE SetVisible(MAIN.OK (Button), "False")

| | NOTE The button named "OK" is no longer visible.

| |

| | SET main property visible1 TO GetVisible(MAIN.OK (Button))

| +- ELSE IF main property visible IS EQUAL TO "False"

| | INVOKE SetVisible(MAIN.OK (Button), "True")

| | NOTE The button named "OK" is now visible.

| |

| | SET main property visible2 TO GetVisible(MAIN.OK (Button))

| +--

+--

SetWidth Method
This article provides information for the SetWidth Method.

Usage SetWidth (Control Name 3, Width)
Description Changes the width of a window or control. For controls with

prompts, the prompt is moved the same amount.
Arguments Control Name 3: String expression containing the name of the

window or individual control for which the width is changed.
The default control is CurrentWindow. In an Action Block, the
Control Name must be passed in a view. Control Name 3 allows
selection of the control types Window, Field, Button, ListBox,
EnterableListBox, DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList,
RadioButtonGroup, CheckBox, Picture, Literal, GroupBox,
OLEControl, and OLEArea.
Width: Number containing the width to which the window or control
is to be changed. This number is in arbitrary units.

Return Value None.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name         Domain Length

          ----         ------ ------

attribute control_name Text   25

attribute width        Number 9

attribute width1       Number 9

View

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   control_name

   width

   width1
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Statements

+-

| NOTE Obtain the width of the button named "Big_Button" on the

| window named MAIN.

|

| SET main property control_name TO "MAIN.Big_Button (Button)"

| SET main property width TO GetWidth(main property control_name)

|

| NOTE Set the width of the button named "Big_Button" on the

| window named MAIN to a width of 100 units.

| INVOKE SetWidth(MAIN.Big_Button (Button), 100)

| SET main property width1 TO GetWidth(MAIN.Big_Button (Button))

+--

Sine Function
This article provides information for the Sine Function.

Usage Sine(Angle)
Description Computes the sine ratio of a given angle that is measured in

radians.
Arguments Angle: Number measured in radians.
Return Value This function returns the sine ratio of the given angle.
Related Functions ArcCosine, ArcSine, ArcTangent, Cosine, PiMultiplier, Tangent

SoundEx Function
This article provides information for the SoundEx Function.

Usage SoundEx(String)
Description Converts a string into the soundex format. For example, the string "Gen PRODUCTS"

is represented in soundex format as "C416". "Computer Associates" is represented as
"C251".

Arguments String: A string with only alphabetic and space characters in it. Any other characters such
as commas or numbers cause the function to fail.

Return Value If the function succeeds, it returns a string containing the SoundEx representation of the
given string. If the function fails, it returns an empty string ("") and sets the function error
number.
Soundex produces a four-character code for the input string. The first character of the
code is the first letter in the string. The remaining three characters are a three-digit code
representing the next three codable letters in the remainder of the string. Vowels, W, Y,
H, and the space character are not coded. If there are not enough letters in the string to
produce three code numbers, the function uses zero (0) for the remainder of the code
string. If there are more than 3 coding letters in the string, the rest of the coding letters in
the string are ignored.
String Letter Soundex Value
B, F, P, V 1
C, G, J, K, Q, S, X, Z 2
D, T 3
L 4
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M, N 5
R 6

Notes The input string may contain only alphabetic and space characters. SoundEx is case
insensitive.
If using the return from SoundEx as a database lookup key, you may receive multiple
values that "sound like" the key. You may want to use a repeating group view to hold the
names or values from the database.

Error Numbers 700 (STR700), 1001 (MSC1001)

Example

Example Workset string

          Name         Domain Length

          ----         ------ ------

attribute first name   Text   25

attribute middle name  Text   25

attribute last name    Text   25

attribute full name    Text   75

attribute key soundex  Text   10

attribute full soundex Text   15

View

IMPORTS:

Work View import_main string

   first_name

   middle_name

   last_name

   full_name

   key_soundex

   full_soundex

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main string

   first_name

   middle_name

   last_name

   full_name

   key_soundex

   full_soundex

Statements

+-

| NOTE The last name can be converted to soundex format and used, for example

| searchable key in a database table.

| SET export_main string key_soundex TO Soundex(import_main string

| last_name)

|

| NOTE Soundex can also create a key from a full name.

| SET export_main string full_name TO StringPlusOperator(import_main string

| last_name, " ",import_main string first_name, " ", import_main string

| middle_name,"","","","","")

| SET export_main string full_soundex TO Soundex(export_main string full_name)

+-

SpecialCharacter Function
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This article provides information for the SpecialCharacter Function.

Usage SpecialCharacter(ASCII Number)
Description Converts an ASCII number to an ASCII character.
Arguments ASCII Number: Integer that is returned as a single ASCII

character. ASCII values range from 0 to 127. Extended ASCII is
128 through 255. Supplied values include Null(0X00), Tab(0X09),
Line_Feed(0X0A), Form_Feed(0X0C), Carriage_Return(0X0D),
and Space(0X20). These supplied values are in the hexadecimal
format, but the parameter displays in the decimal format after it
is entered. Note also that numeric views should contain decimal
values, not hexadecimal.
This function can be used with the file functions to facilitate
drawing and formatting. The American English extended-ASCII set
contains line drawing characters.

Return Value The function returns one-character string representing the
converted ASCII value.

Example

Example Workset string

          Name      Domain Length

          ----      ------ ------

attribute source    Text   250

attribute resulting Text   250

View

IMPORTS:

Work View import_main string

   source

   resulting

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main string

   source

   resulting

Statements

+-

| NOTE Put 2 line feeds after the string --Cars for Sale--

| SET export_main string resulting TO StringPlusOperator("--Cars for Sale--",

| SpecialCharacter(10), SpecialCharacter(10), import_main string

| source, "", "", "", "", "", "")

+--

SquareRoot Function
This article provides information for the SquareRoot Function.

Usage SquareRoot(Number)
Description Computes the square root of a number.
Arguments Number: Positive number. For example, SquareRoot(100) = 10.
Return Value Positive number containing the square root of Number.
Error Numbers 502 (MTH502)
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Related Functions LogBase10, Power

StartTimer Function
This article provides information for the StartTimer Function.

Usage StartTimer()
Description Causes the application to start an internal timer that counts in

milliseconds (1/1000 of a second).
Arguments None.
Return Value This function returns an integral number that uniquely identifies

the timer that was started. This number is the input argument for
the StopTimer function.

Related Functions StopTimer

Example

Example Workset property

          Name         Domain Length

          ----         ------ ------

attribute timer number Number 4

attribute elapsed time Number 9

View

EXPORTS:

Work View main property

   elapsed time

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   timer number

Statements

+- EVENT ACTION main_pb_start_timer_click

| SET main property timer_number TO StartTimer()

+--

+- EVENT ACTION main_pb_stop_timer_click

| SET main property elapsed_time TO StopTimer(main property timer_number)

+--

StringFiller Function
This article provides information for the StringFiller Function.

Usage StringFiller(Substring, Number of occurrences)
Description Returns a string with the indicated number of substrings. A

substring can be an individual character.
Arguments Substring: String to be repeated by the Number of occurrences.

For example, if Substring is the text value "Abc" and the Number
of occurrences is 2, the result is "AbcAbc".
Number of occurrences: Number used to determine the number of
times the Substring is repeated.
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Return Value The function returns a string containing the result. The string is
cleared before the result is returned. If the Substring and the
Number of occurrences produce a string that is too long, the
returned string is truncated.

Error Numbers 1000 (MSC1000)
Related Functions StringPlusOperator

Example

Example Workset string

          Name      Domain Length

          ----      ------ ------

attribute source    Text   250

attribute resulting Text   250

attribute separator Text   10

View

IMPORTS:

Work View import_main string

   source

   resulting

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main string

   source

   resulting

LOCALS:

Work View local_main string

   separator

Statements

+-

| NOTE Append the separator to the import view and combine "Computer Associates"

| to the string. Then replicate this resulting string 5 times with the

| Filler function.

| SET local_main string separator TO "-*-*-"

| SET export_main string resulting TO StringFiller(StringPlusOperator(TrimLeadTrail(

| local_main string separator), import_main string source, "Computer

| Associates", "", "", "", "", "", "", ""), 5)

+--

StringCompare Function
This article provides information for the StringCompare Function.

Usage StringCompare (String1, String2, Case sensitivity)
Description Compares two strings. Case sensitivity is supported and can be

switched off.
Arguments String1/String2: Strings to be compared.
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Case sensitivity: String containing a YES or NO. YES implies case
sensitivity is active and NO implies a case insensitivity.

Return Value The function returns a negative number if String1 is less than
String2. The function returns a positive number if String1 is greater
than String2. If both strings are equal, the function returns a value
of zero (0).

Error Numbers 700 (STR700)
Notes Comparison is performed by character code page not by

lexicographically.

Example

Example Workset string

          Name    Domain Length Decimal

          ----    ------ ------ -------

attribute source1 Text   120

attribute source2 Text   120

attribute status  Number 1

View

IMPORTS:

Work View import_main string

   source1

   source2

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main string

   source1

   source2

LOCALS:

Work View local_main string

   status

Statements

+-

| SET local_main string status TO StringCompare(import_main string source1,

| import_main string source2, "Case_Sensitive")

| +- IF local_main string status IS EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep("source1 is equal to source2", "Stringcompare", "OK"

| | , 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| +- ELSE IF local_main string status IS GREATER THAN 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep("source1 is greater than source2", "StringCompare"

| | , "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| +- ELSE IF local_main string status IS LESS THAN 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep("source1 is less than source2", "StringCompare", "OK"

| | , 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| +--

+--

StringPlusOperator Function
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This article provides information for the StringPlusOperator Function.

Usage StringPlusOperator(String1, String2, ..., String10)
Description Concatenates up to 10 strings.
Arguments String: any supported string. Except for strings containing ONLY

white-space characters (both literal strings and string views),
trailing white-space characters are removed from all strings before
concatenation.

Return Value The function returns a string containing all the concatenated
strings. If the resulting string is too long, the function truncates it.

Related Functions StringFiller

Example

Example Workset string

          Name        Domain Length

          ----        ------ ------

attribute first name  Text   25

attribute middle name Text   25

attribute last name   Text   25

attribute full name   Text   250

View

IMPORTS:

Work View import_main string

   first_name

   middle_name

   last_name

   full_name

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main string

   first_name

   middle_name

   last_name

   full_name

Statements

+-

| NOTE Append the first name, a space, the middle name, a space and the

| last name together

| SET export_main string last_name TO StringPlusOperator(import_main string

| first_name, " ", import_main string middle_name, " ",

| import_main string last_name, "", "", "", "", "")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "String Function error", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

+--
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StringToken Function
This article provides information for the StringToken Function.

Usage StringToken(Parse string, Delimiters)
Description Returns the next token of the given string. A token is a (string)

sequence of characters that are delimited by some other
character. This function returns one token at a time. A call to this
function with the Parse string set to an empty string returns the
next token in the last (non-empty) string that was passed in a
Parse string. Subsequent calls with a null or zero-length string
works through and tokenize the string until no tokens remain.
Parse string: String to be tokenized.
Delimiter String containing delimiting characters.

Return Value The function returns a string containing the token as determined
by the Delimiter. If no Delimiter is found, the entire remaining
string becomes the token and is returned.

Notes The Delimiter can stay the same or it can be changed on each
invocation of this function.

Related Functions LeftRemove, NumberFormat, RightRemove, SpecialCharacter,
StringCompare, StringFiller, StringPlusOperator

Example

Example Workset string

          Name        Domain Length

          ----        ------ ------

attribute first name  Text   25

attribute middle name Text   25

attribute last name   Text   25

attribute full name   Text   100

View

IMPORTS:

Work View import_main string

   first_name

   middle_name

   last_name

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main string

   first_name

   middle_name

   last_name

LOCALS:

Work View local_main string

   full_name

Statements

+-

| NOTE local_main string full_name = lastname,firstname middlename

| This example will return the lastname in one view and firstname

| in another view.

| SET export_main string last_name TO StringToken(local_main string full_name
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| , ",")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "String Function error", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

| SET export_main string first_name TO StringToken("", SPACES)

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "String Function error", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

+--

StopTimer Function
This article provides information for the StopTimer Function.

Usage StopTimer(Timer Number)
Description Stops a timer that was started by the StartTimer function. The

timers measure in milliseconds (1/1000th of a second).
Arguments Timer Number: A number that is returned from a call to the

StartTimer function which identifies a started timer. A Timer
Number value of zero (0) indicates the last timer that was started.

Return Value This function returns the number of milliseconds that have elapsed
since the StartTimer function was called.

Related Functions StartTimer

Example

Example Workset property

          Name         Domain Length

          ----         ------ ------

attribute timer number Number 4

attribute elapsed time Number 9

View

EXPORTS:

Work View main property

   elapsed time

LOCALS:

Work View main property

   timer number

Statements

+- EVENT ACTION main_pb_start_timer_click

| SET main property timer_number TO StartTimer()

+--

+- EVENT ACTION main_pb_stop_timer_click

| SET main property elapsed_time TO StopTimer(main property timer_number)
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+--

Substr
This article provides information for the Substr Function. Substr extracts a part (substring) of a string starting at a specified
position and having a certain length.

Inputs consist of three parameters:

• The character string or character view to be manipulated
• The number or numeric view that is the starting point for the substring
• The number or numeric view that is the desired length of the substring

The output is a character string.

INPUT: input_string DOMAIN: text

INPUT: starting_position DOMAIN: number

INPUT: substring_length DOMAIN: number

OUTPUT: substring DOMAIN: text

FORMAT: substr(input_string,starting_position, substring_length)

The following error messages are received when the input values are not correct:

• TIRM132E - when the substring length exceeds the length of the input string.
• TIRM133E - when the starting position of the substring exceeds the length of the input string.
• TIRM134E - when the starting position of the substring and the length of the substring exceeds the length of the input

string.

NOTE

If the length parameter is 0 (zero), the function returns a string with length 0. No run-time error occurs.

When creating a text string for use on the z/OS platform using the following PAD functions, ASCII 14, ASCII 15, EBCDIC
14, and EBCDIC 15 characters may be lost.

• concat()
• substr()
• length()
• trim()

Characters ASCII 14, ASCII 15, EBCDIC 14, and EBCDIC 15 are used for delimiting strings on the z/OS platform and
must appear in mutual pairs. Do not use these characters when creating strings with the above PAD functions. For cross-
platform compatibility, you should avoid using these special characters on all platforms.

NOTE

Do not use SUTSTR with DBCS character strings; use SUTSTRDBCS.

Substrblob
The Substrblob function extracts the contents of a BLOB starting at a specified position and having a certain length.

If the length of the blob returned by the substrblob function is greater than the length of the target blob, the resultant is
truncated to the length of the target blob. If the length given as a parameter to the substrblob function is greater than the
length of the amount of data that is left from the starting position, then the length is the difference between the starting
position and the length of the input blob function. Inputs consist of the following parameters:

• The BLOB view to be manipulated
• The number or numeric view that is the starting index for the substring
• The number or numeric view that is the length of the substring BLOB
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The output is a BLOB value.

INPUT: input_blob DOMAIN: BLOB

INPUT: starting_index DOMAIN: number

INPUT: substring_length DOMAIN: number

OUTPUT: output_blob DOMAIN: BLOB

FORMAT: substrblob (input_blob,starting_index, substring_length)

Example:

The following code sets a BLOB attribute to the BLOB which is the result of the substring of the import blob at the given
starting position for the given length:

SET export work blob TO substrblob (import work_blob, start_index, length_of _substr)

Substrdbcs
Substrdbcs extracts a part (substring) of a string starting at a specified position and having a certain length.

Inputs consist of three parameters:

• The double-byte character string or character view to be manipulated
• The number or numeric view that is the starting point for the substring
• The number or numeric view that is the desired length of the substring

Output is a double-byte character string. Maximum input string and substring lengths are 127 characters.

INPUT: input_string DOMAIN: double-byte

INPUT: starting_position DOMAIN: number

INPUT: substring_length DOMAIN: number

OUTPUT: substring DOMAIN: double-byte

FORMAT: substrdbcs(input_string,starting_position, substring_length)

Substrmixed
Substrmixed extracts a part (substring) of a text or mixed character string starting at a specified position and containing a
specified length.

Inputs consist of three parameters:

• The mixed text character string or view to be manipulated
• The number or numeric view that is the starting point for the substring
• The number or numeric view that is the desired length of the substring

Output is a mixed text character string. Maximum input string and substring lengths are 127 characters.

INPUT: input_string DOMAIN: text or mixed text

INPUT: starting_position DOMAIN: number

INPUT: substring_length DOMAIN: number

OUTPUT: substring DOMAIN: text or mixed text

FORMAT: substrmixed(input_string,starting_position, substring_length)

NOTE
Do not use SUBSTRMIX on Java. Because Java is Unicode, use SUBSTR or SUBSTRDBCS. SUBSTRMIX
counts bytes that return odd results on Unicode.

Tangent Function
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This article provides information for the Tangent Function.

Usage Tangent(Angle)
Description Computes the tangent ratio of a given angle that is measured in

radians.
Arguments Angle: Number measured in radians.
Return Value This function returns the tangent ratio of the given angle.
Related Functions ArcCosine, ArcSine, ArcTangent, Cosine, PiMultiplier, Sine

textblob
This function converts a BLOB-domain attribute to a character string in a text-domain attribute to a BLOB view.

Input is a character string. Output is a BLOB view.

INPUT: string DOMAIN: text

OUTPUT: output_blob DOMAIN: blob

FORMAT: textblob (blob)

Example:

The following code converts a character string to a BLOB:

SET <export blob view> TO textblob (<import char view>)

Textnum
Textnum converts the integer portion of a number value in a number-domain attribute into a text value in a text-domain
attribute.

Input is a number or numeric view. Output is a character string that contains only the integer value. If you wish to include
the decimal value, you must convert the number into an integer first. If you do not convert the number into an integer, the
decimal portion is ignored. The sign is not processed by the function either.

INPUT and OUTPUT

Textnum is limited to 15 characters input. If the input is fewer than 15 characters, Textnum zero-fills to 15 characters
starting from the leftmost character.

Textnum always returns the number of characters in the target field. If the number of input characters is less than the
target field, the field is zero-filled from the left to the number of characters in the target field.

If the number of input characters is greater than the target field, Textnum returns the number of characters in the target
field. The leftmost input characters are truncated.

For example, assume that A is seven characters and NUM = 120000123. Then, SET A=TEXTNUM(NUM) returns
0000123.

Using SUBSTR with Textnum

You can also use the SUBSTRING function with Textnum. For example:

SET A = SUBSTR(TEXTNUM(NUM),12,3)

In this statement, NUM = 1230, the statement returns 123. The SUBSTR function goes to the 12th position and returns 3
characters (position 12, 13, and 14). The input is zero-filled to 15 characters before executing the substring function. Now
A = 123.

Using Special Characters
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The Textnum function accepts as input special characters plus (+), minus (-), and decimal (.) but does act on these
characters.

For example, assume C (target) is 15 characters and NUM= -1234.456. Then, SET C = TEXTNUM(NUM) returns
000000000001234. The minus (-) and the decimal portion (.456) is dropped.

INPUT: number DOMAIN: number

OUTPUT: string DOMAIN: text

FORMAT: textnum(number)

TextToNumber Function
This article provides information for the TextToNumber Function.

Usage TextToNumber (NumericString)
Description Converts a string, representing a base 10 number, in a text

attribute view into a number in a numeric attribute view.
Arguments NumericString: String representing an integer or decimal number

(at most 1 decimal). May contain a + or - as the first or last
character, but not both first and last characters. The leading and
trailing white-space characters are removed before conversion.

Return Value Number: Returns an integer or decimal number equal to the
number represented in the given string.

Examples

'123.45' ----> 123.45

'-123.45' ----> -123.45

'123.45-' ----> -123.45

'+123.45' ----> 123.45

'123.45+' ----> 123.45

Timenum
Timenum tests for a valid time and if the time is correct, returns a number greater than zero. If the time is incorrect,
timenum returns zero which results in a runtime error.

When the database has time that is stored as numbers, timenum converts the numbers to Gen time.

The input is a number or numeric view. The output is a Gen time value. The valid input range is 0 - 240000.

INPUT: number_time DOMAIN: number

OUTPUT: time_value DOMAIN: time

FORMAT: timenum(number_time)

Timetext
This article provides information for the Timetext Function. Given an input time string, timetext returns the Gen time
representation.

Valid input time formats are:
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• HH.MM.SS
• HH:MM AM or PM
• HH:MM:SS
• HH AM or PM
• HHMMSS

INPUT: time_string DOMAIN: text

OUTPUT: time_value DOMAIN: time

FORMAT: timetext(time_string)

The first two characters in the input string represent the hours (00-23, where 00-11 represent AM hours and 12-23
represent PM hours), the next two characters represent the minutes (00-59), and the last two characters represent the
seconds (00-59). The input string must contain at least three characters.

Examples

000 = 00:00:00 AM (minimum valid input string)

000000 = 00:00:00 AM (string representing minimum time value)

235959 = 11:59:59 PM (string representing maximum time value)

123 = 12:03:00 PM

1234 = 12:34:00 PM

12345 = 12:34:05 PM

123456 = 12:34:56 PM

00 AM = 00:00:00 AM

23 PM = 23:00:00 PM

Timestamp
This article provides information for the Timestamp Function. Timestamp translates a valid character string timestamp into
a Gen timestamp value.

The following character strings are valid for input:

• YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MI.SS.NNNNNN (year-month-day-hour.minute.second.microsecond)
• YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MI.SS
• YYYY-MM-DD

INPUT: timestamp_string DOMAIN: text

OUTPUT: timestamp_value DOMAIN: timestamp

FORMAT: timestamp(timestamp_string)

Timetimestamp
This article provides information for the Timetimestamp function.

Timetimestamp translates the time part of a Gen timestamp value into a Gen time value.

INPUT: timestamp_value DOMAIN: timestamp

OUTPUT: time_value DOMAIN: time

FORMAT: timetimestamp(timestamp_value)
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timestampdatetime
This article provides information for the timestampdatetime function.

The timestampdatetime function translates a valid date and time into a Gen timestamp value.

INPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date

INPUT: time_value DOMAIN: time

OUTPUT: timestamp_value DOMAIN: timestamp

FORMAT: timestampdatetime(date_value, time_value)

The calculated timestamp output format is as follows:

YYYYMMDDHHMISSNNNNNN (year-month-day-hour-minute-second-microsecond)

For example, timestampdatetime(datenum(19920731), timenum(111111)) returns 19920731111111000000 as output.

The following examples show the timestampdatetime function that is used in a SET statement:

SET export golfer timestamp TO timestampdatetime(datenum(19920731), timenum(111111))

SET export golfer timestamp TO timestampdatetime(datetext(1992-07-31), timetext(11:11:11))

SET export golfer timestamp TO timestampdatetime(currentdate, currenttime)

Host Encyclopedia Changes
To use the timestampdatetime function with existing 9.2.A6 models, upload or reload the new Schema Functions Model
that is delivered with Incremental Release 1.

To convert the 9.2.A6 models to add the definition of the new function to the models.

1. Reload the Schema Function Model by running CEJOB10 and CEJOB11 again, after applying and deploying
Incremental Release 1.

2. Copy or backup the models that you want to convert.
3. Convert models in the 9.2.A6 schema to add the definition of the new system defined function timestampdatetime to

the model.
4. Applications that use the timestampdatetime function must be installed and executed using Incremental Release 1

runtimes.

For the sample model and the help model to include the timestampdatetime function, either convert the models as
previously described, or reload these models.

Follow these steps to reload the models:

1. Copy or backup the existing sample model GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6.
2. Rename or delete the existing sample model GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6. (The reload job fails if the model is already in

the encyclopedia.)
3. Reload the new sample model by running the CEJOB12 again after applying and deploying Incremental Release 1.
4. Copy or backup the existing help model GEN SAMPLE HELP MODEL 8 6.
5. Rename or delete the existing help model GEN SAMPLE HELP MODEL 8 6. (The reload job fails if the model is

already in the encyclopedia.)
6. Reload the new help model by running the CEJOB13 again after applying and deploying Incremental Release 1.

Client Server Encyclopedia Changes
This article provides information for Client Server Encyclopedia Changes. To use the new timestampdatetime function,
existing models must be converted to add the definition of the new function.
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Follow these steps to converted to add the definition of the new:

1. Apply the 8.6 Incremental Release 1.
2. Copy or backup the models that you want to convert.
3. Convert models in the 9.2.A6 schema to add the definition of timestampdatetime function to the model.
4. Applications that use the timestampdatetime function must be installed and executed using Incremental Release 1

runtimes.

For the sample model to include the new timestampdatetime function, either convert or reload the sample model.

Follow these steps to reload the sample model:

1. Copy or backup the existing GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6.
2. Rename or delete the existing GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6. (The upload fails if the model is already in the

encyclopedia.)
3. Locate the latest update.trn file for the GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6 in the cse\bin directory after applying Incremental

Release 1.
4. Use the upload command-line utility or the checkout client to upload the GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 6 to the CSE.

trim
This article provides information for the trim Function. The trim function removes trailing blanks from a character string.

INPUT: input_string DOMAIN: text

OUTPUT: trimmed_string DOMAIN: text

FORMAT: trim(input_string)

WARNING
When creating a text string for use on the z/OS platform using the following PAD functions, ASCII 14, ASCII 15,
EBCDIC 14, and EBCDIC 15 characters may be lost.

• concat()
• substr()
• length()
• trim()

Characters ASCII 14, ASCII 15, EBCDIC 14, and EBCDIC 15 are used for delimiting strings on the z/OS platform and
must appear in mutual pairs. Do not use these characters when creating strings with the above PAD functions. For cross-
platform compatibility, you should avoid using these special characters on all platforms.

Trimdbcs
This article provides information for the Trimdbcs Function. Trimdbcs removes trailing blanks from a double-byte character
string.

INPUT: input_string DOMAIN: double-byte

OUTPUT: trimmed_string DOMAIN: double-byte

FORMAT: trimdbcs(input_string)

Trimmixed
This article provides information for the Trimmixed Function. Trimmixed removes trailing blanks from a mixed text
character string.

INPUT: input_string DOMAIN: text or mixed text
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OUTPUT: trimmed_string DOMAIN: text or mixed text

FORMAT: trimmixed(input_string)

TrimLeading Function
This article provides information for the TrimLeading Function.

Usage TrimLeading(String)
Description Trims all consecutive white-space characters (new line, space,

and tab characters) from the beginning of the given string.
Arguments String: that contains leading space characters at the beginning.
Return Value This function returns the given string that is stripped of all leading

white-space characters.
Related Functions LeftRemove, RightRemove, TrimLeadTrail

Example

Example Workset string

          Name       Domain Length

          ----       ------ ------

attribute first name Text   25

View

IMPORTS:

Work View import_main string

   first_name

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main string

   first_name

Statements

+-

| SET export_main string first_name TO TrimLeading(export_main string first_name)

+--

TrimLeadTrail Function
This article provides information for the TrimLeadTrail Function.

Usage TrimLeadTrail(String)
Description This function trims all consecutive space characters (new line,

space, and tab characters) at the beginning and end of the given
string.

Arguments A string that contains leading and/or trailing space characters.
Return Value This function returns the given string that is stripped of all leading

and trailing space characters.
Related Functions LeftRemove, RightRemove, TrimLeading,

Example

Example Workset string
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          Name      Domain Length

          ----      ------ ------

attribute source    Text   250

attribute resulting Text   250

View

IMPORTS:

Work View import_main string

   source

   resulting

EXPORTS:

Work View export_main string

   source

   resulting

LOCALS:

Work View main string

   find

   replace

Statements

+-

| SET export_main string resulting TO FindReplaceString(

| import_main string source, "CA", "Computer Associates”)

+--

or

+-

| NOTE import views are automatically trimmed. Local views

| and export views must be trimmed.

| SET export_main string resulting TO FindReplaceString(

| import_main string source, TrimLeadTrail(main string find)

| , TrimLeadTrail(main string replace))

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription()

| | , "String Function error", "OK", 1, "None"

| | , "Application", 0)

| +--

TrimLength Function
This article provides information for the TrimLength Function.

Usage TrimLength (String)
Description Counts the number of characters up to the rightmost non-white

space character in the given string.
Arguments String: A text view, literal, or other string of characters.
Return Value The function returns a number representing the length of the right-

trimmed string.
Notes This function is essentially a combination of two intrinsic functions:

trim and length.
Related Functions length, trim, TrimLeading, TrimLeadTrail

Examples

'ABC' returns 3
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'ABC' returns 3

' ABC' returns 6

' ABC ' returns 6

UpdateExcelCell Method
This article provides information for the UpdateExcelCell Method.

Usage UpdateExcelCell (Workbook, Sheet, Cell_Row, Cell_Column,
Cell_Value)

Description Allows the application user to update a cell in a specific sheet of a
given Excel workbook.

Arguments Workbook: String containing the full path and filename of the Excel
workbook.
Sheet: String containing the name of the sheet within the Excel
workbook.
Cell Row: The cell row number within the sheet of the Excel
workbook.
Cell Column: The cell column number within the sheet of the Excel
workbook.
Cell Value: The value to be placed in the cell that is identified
by the row and column number within the sheet of the Excel
workbook. The cell is updated with a number if the view used is a
number.
Cell Value Text: The value to be placed in the cell that is identified
by the row and column number within the sheet of the Excel
workbook. The cell is updated with a text if the view used is a text.

Return Value None.
Notes Excel is loaded each time the Excel workbook changes. Each

subsequent call to the function looks to see how the last call was
made. If the workbook and sheet name match, the same sheet
is used. If the sheet name has changed, the new sheet is made
active, and a cell from that one accessed. If both the workbook
and sheet change, a new copy of Excel is started and a workbook
is opened to the sheet indicated.

Error Reporting An error that is encountered during the execution of the function is
reported in a message box. No error indication is returned to the
action code.

Example

          Name     Domain Length

          ----     ------ ------

attribute workbook Text   64

attribute sheet    Text   20

View

LOCALS:

Work View main excel

   workbook

   sheet

Statements
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+-

| NOTE If not already opened, open the specified worksheet with the

| sheet "hardware" active. Update row 2, column 3 with the

| text "high performance"

|

| SET local excel workbook TO "c:\msoffice\excel\performance.xls"

| SET local excel sheet TO "hardware"

| INVOKE UpdateExcelCell(local excel workbook, local excel sheet, 2, 3,

| "high performance")

+--

Upper
This article provides information for the Upper Function. Upper converts a character string to an uppercase character
string.

Input is a character string. Output is a character string.

INPUT: string DOMAIN: text

OUTPUT: upper_string DOMAIN: text

FORMAT: upper(string)

Upperdbcs
This article provides information for the Upperdbcs Function. Upperdbcs converts a double-byte character string to an
uppercase double-byte character string.

Input is a double-byte character string. Output is a double-byte character string.

INPUT: string DOMAIN: double-byte

OUTPUT: upper_string DOMAIN: double-byte

FORMAT: upperdbcs(string)

Uppermixed
This article provide information for the Uppermixed Function. Uppermixed converts a mixed text character string to an
uppercase mixed text character string.

Input is a mixed text character string. Output is a mixed text character string.

INPUT: string DOMAIN: text or mixed text

OUTPUT: upper_string DOMAIN: text or mixed text

FORMAT: uppermixed(string)

ValueFromExcelCell Method
This article provides information for the ValueFromExcelCell Method.

Usage ValueFromExcelCell (Workbook, Sheet, Cell_Row, Cell_Column)
Description Allows the application user to obtain a value from a cell in a

specific sheet of a given Excel workbook.
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Arguments Workbook: String containing the full path and filename of the Excel
workbook.
Sheet: String containing the name of the sheet within the Excel
workbook.
Cell Row: The cell row number within the sheet of the Excel
workbook.
Cell Column: The cell column number within the sheet of the Excel
workbook.
Cell Value: The value to be obtained from the cell that is identified
by the row and column number within the sheet of the Excel
workbook. The cell that is obtained is a number if the view used is
a number.
Cell Value Text: The value to be obtained from the cell that is
identified by the row and column number within the sheet of the
Excel workbook. The cell that is obtained is a text if the view used
is a text.

Return Value Cell Value: The value to be obtained from the cell that is identified
by the row and column number within the sheet of the Excel
workbook. The cell that is obtained is a number if the view used is
a number.
Cell Value Text: The value to be obtained from the cell that is
identified by the row and column number within the sheet of the
Excel workbook. The cell that is obtained is a text if the view used
is a text.

Notes Excel is loaded each time the Excel workbook changes. Each
subsequent call to the function looks to see how the last call was
made. If the workbook and sheet name match, the same sheet
is used. If the sheet name has changed, the new sheet is made
active, and a cell from that one accessed. If both the workbook
and sheet change, a new copy of Excel is started and a workbook
is opened to the sheet indicated.

Error Reporting An error that is encountered during the execution of the function is
reported in a message box. No error indication is returned to the
action code.

Example

Example Workset excel.

          Name       Domain Length

          ----       ------ ------

attribute workbook   Text   64

attribute sheet      Text   20

attribute cell_value Text   25

View

EXPORTS:

Work View output_main excel

   cell_value

LOCALS:

Work View local_main excel

   workbook

   sheet
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Statements

+-

| NOTE If not already opened, open the specified worksheet with the

| sheet "hardware" active. Obtain the value at row 2, column 3.

|

| SET local excel workbook TO "c:\msoffice\excel\performance.xls"

| SET local excel sheet TO "hardware"

| SET output excel cell_value TO ValueFromExcelCell(local excel workbook

| , local excel sheet, 2, 3)

+--

Excel Method Shortcuts

ValueFromExcelCell (Workbook_Name, Sheet_Name, Cell_Row_Number, Cell_Column_Number) returns variant.

The shortcut methods for accessing Microsoft Excel are used to replace statements that could be coded using the
Application Interface. For example:

| SET some_entity some_view TO INVOKE APPLICATION

| ValueFromExcelCell("C:\My Documents\MySpreadsheet", "Sheet1", 1, 1)

|

Replaces:

| SET some_entity some_view TO INVOKE APPLICATION

| SET excel applobj Visible TO "True"

| SET excel workobj TO excel applobj Workbooks()

| INVOKE excel workobj Open("C:\My Documents\MySpreadsheet")

| SET excel sheetobj TO excel applobj Worksheets("Sheet1")

| SET excel cellobj TO excel sheetobj Cells(1, 1)

| SET some_entity some_view TO excel cellobj Value

|

After the first SET statement, all of these methods and properties are defined by Microsoft Excel, not by the Gen
Application Interface. Changes to vendor interfaces may require subsequent Gen upgrades for predictable results.

The shortcut methods available on the Application object to access Excel spreadsheet use the CreateObject Method to
locate a document at the first reference.

This means that Excel loads each time the document name changes. Each subsequent call to the Excel shortcut checks
to see how the last call was made. If the workbook and sheet name match, the same sheet is used, and the cell referred
to is found. If the sheet name changes, the new sheet is made active, and a cell from that one accessed. If both the
workbook and sheet change, a new copy of Excel is started and a workbook is opened, to the sheet indicated.

verify
Given two input strings, the function verify confirms that any character in the first string is also present in the second
string.

If a character in the first string is not in the second string, the position of this character is returned. If all characters in the
first string are also in the second string, a zero is returned.

Trailing blanks are ignored. If the length of the second string is zero, an error may occur.
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INPUT: string DOMAIN: text

INPUT: validation_string DOMAIN: text

OUTPUT: verify DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: verify(string,validation_string)

Verifydbcs
Given two input strings, Verifydbcs confirms that any double-byte character in the first string is also present in the second
string.

If a double-byte character in the first string is not in the second string, the position of this double-byte character is
returned. If all double-byte characters in the first string are also in the second string, a zero is returned.

INPUT: string DOMAIN: double-byte

INPUT: validation_string DOMAIN: double-byte

OUTPUT: verifydbcs DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: verifydbcs(string,validation_string)

Window Method
This article provides information for the Window Method.

Usage Window (Window_Name)
Description Returns the interface object for the name of the window input.
Arguments Window_Name: Name of the application object to evaluate.
Return Value This method returns a string that is the GUI Object. If no window is

found, this method returns NULL.

Example

Example Workset application

          Name         Domain    Length

          ----         ------    ------

attribute windowguiobj GUIObject 4

View

LOCALS:

Work View local application

   windowguiobj

Statements

+-

| NOTE Obtain the guiobject for the window named MAIN.

| SET local application windowguiobj TO Window(MAIN)

| NOTE change the background color of the window named

| "MAIN" to a shade of green.

| SET local application windowguiobj BackgroundColor TO 123456

+--

Windows Method
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This article provides information for the Windows Method.

Usage Windows ()
Description Returns the collection of Windows for the application object.

Should always return a list of at least one object.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a Windows Object name which is a GUI

Object of abstract type and can be thought of as a pointer to a list
of all Windows.

Example

Example Workset application

          Name              Domain    Length

          ----              ------    ------

attribute windowguiobj      GUIObject 4

attribute window            GUIObject 4

attribute number_of_windows Number    9

Workset work

attribute count             Number    4

View

LOCALS:

Group view group (20,explicit)

Work View work application

   count

Work View local application

   windowguiobj

   window

   number_of_windows

Statements

+-

| SET local application windowguiobj TO Windows()

| SET local application number_of_windows TO local application windowguiobj

| Count()

| +- FOR work application count FROM 1 TO local application number_of_windows

| | BY 1

| | SET local application window TO local application windowguiobj

| | Item(work application count)

| | NOTE change the background color of each window within the application

| | to a shade of green.

| | SET local application window BackgroundColor TO 123456

| +--

+--

Year
This article provides information for the Year Function. The Year Function extracts the year part of a date value.

Input is a Gen date view. Output is a number (1 through 9999), which is the year part of a date value.

INPUT: date_value DOMAIN: date
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OUTPUT: year DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: year(date_value)

In the following example, CURRENT_DATE equals July 28, 1992, so the function returns 1992.

year(CURRENT_DATE)

Yeartimestamp
This article provides information for the Yeartimestamp Function. Yeartimestamp extracts the year part of a Gen
timestamp value.

INPUT: timestamp_value DOMAIN: timestamp

OUTPUT: year DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: yeartimestamp(timestamp_value)

Functions - BLOB Functions in Action Diagram
This article provides information for the BLOB Functions in an Action Diagram. Use these functions to manipulate BLOBs.
The BLOB functions return values in the BLOB domain.

The following list of BLOB functions lets you add algorithms to the logic in action diagrams and action blocks.

• concatblob
• substrblob
• dbcsblob
• mbcsblob
• textblob

Functions - Character Functions in Action Diagram
The preceding is a list of supplied character functions that let you add sophisticated algorithms to the logic in action
diagrams and action blocks.

You use these functions to manipulate character strings. The character functions return values in the Text domain.

Select the function about which you want more information and the corresponding help is displayed.

The * denotes functions valid only for applications that are targeted for Windows C GUI applications.
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• blobdbcs
• blobmbcs
• blobtext
• concat
• concatmixed
• concatdbcs
• DateFormat*
• dayofweek
• substr
• substrdbcs
• substrmixed
• textnum
• trim
• trimdbcs
• trimmixed
• upper
• upperdbcs
• uppermixed
• ValueFromExcelCell*

Functions - Numeric Functions in Action Diagram
The preceding functions are supplied numeric functions that let you add sophisticated algorithms to the logic in action
diagrams and action blocks.

You use these functions to manipulate numbers and to process dates and times. The numeric functions return values in
the Number domain.

Select the function about which you want more information and the corresponding help displays.

The * denotes functions valid only for applications that are targeted for Windows C GUI applications. The + denotes
functions that are not supported on Java and C # applications. As functions may be selected for use in an Action Diagram
before the environment parameters are specified, Consistency Check warnings are provided to inform users of potential
problems using these functions, depending on the environment parameters specified. Also, if these functions exist in a
model that is being generated for Java and C # applications, they are ignored.

The following links provide you information on using the length modifier for numeric functions.
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• AbsoluteValue*
• AnnuityPayment
• AnnuityPrincipalPayment*
• ArcCosine*
• ArcSine*
• ArcTangent*
• BackgroundColor*+
• Ceiling*
• CloseFile*+
• ColorRefRGB*
• CopyFile*+
• Cosine*
• CreateTextFile*+
• cyydate
• cyynum
• day
• days
• daystimestamp
• daytimestamp
• DeleteFile*+
• ExponentOf_e*
• Factorial*
• FileExists*+
• FileLength*+
• find
• finddbcs
• Floor*
• ForegroundColor*+
• GetBlue*
• GetFunctionErrorNumber*
• GetGreen*
• GetHandle*+
• GetHeight*+
• GetLeft*+
• GetPromptHeight*+
• GetPromptLeft*+
• GetPromptTop*+
• GetPromptWidth*+
• GetRed*
• GetTop*+
• GetWidth*+
• hour
• hourtimestamp
• juldate
• length
• lengthdbcs
• LogBase10*
• Maximum*
• microsecond
• Minimum*
• minute
• minutetimestamp
• Modulus*
• month
• monthtimestamp
• NaturalLog*
• numcyy
• numdate
• numtext
• numtime
• OpenTextFile*+
• PiMultiplier*
• PositionFile*+
• Power*
• PromptBackgroundColor*+
• PromptForegroundColor*+
• PutText*+
• RandomNumber*
• RenameFile*+
• Round*
• second
• secondtimestamp
• Sine*
• SquareRoot*
• StartTimer*
• StopTimer*
• StringCompare*
• Tangent*
• TextToNumber*
• TrimLength*
• ValueFromExcelCell*+
• verify
• verifydbcs
• year
• yeartimestamp
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Functions - Date Functions in Action Diagram
The preceding functions are supplied date functions that let you add sophisticated algorithms to the logic in action
diagrams and action blocks.

You use these functions to process dates in the PAD. The date functions return values in the Date domain.

Select the function about which you want more information and the corresponding help is displayed.

The * denotes functions valid only for applications that are targeted for Windows C GUI applications.

• datedays
• dateformat
• datejul
• datenum
• datetext
• datetimestamp
• ValueFromExcelCell*

Functions - Time Functions in Action Diagram
The preceding functions are supplied time functions that let you add sophisticated algorithms to the logic in action
diagrams and action blocks.

You use these functions to process times in the PAD. The time functions return values in the Time domain.

Select the function about which you want more information and the corresponding help is displayed.

The * denotes functions valid only for applications that are targeted for Windows.

• timenum
• timetext
• timetimestamp
• ValueFromExcelCell*

Functions - Timestamp Functions in Action Diagram
The preceding function is a Gen -supplied timestamp function. This function lets you add sophisticated algorithms to the
logic in action diagrams and action blocks.

You use this function to manipulate and process timestamps in the action diagram. The timestamp function returns values
in the Timestamp domain.

Select the preceding function for more information and the corresponding help is displayed.

The * denotes functions valid only for applications that are targeted for Windows.

• Timestamp
• ValueFromExcelCell*
• timestampdatetime

Before After in Action Diagram
This article provides information for Before and After in an Action Diagram.

Select before or after to specify a position of a row in a repeating group view.

Structure Chart Diagram
This article provides information for the Structure Chart Diagram. The Structure Chart displays a hierarchical diagram of
action blocks.
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The following example shows a structure Chart.

In the planning stage, you can display the structure charts of a process, or an action block. In the design stage, you can
display the structure chart of a procedure step, or action block.

The branches of a Structure Chart represent the paths to lower-level action blocks referenced by the USE command in the
action diagram, including supplied functions.

The following colors distinguish Structure Chart objects:

Color Description
White Action blocks associated with a procedure step.
Blue Action blocks associated with an elementary process.
Magenta Action blocks created with the Action Diagramming Tool.
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Cyan outline Supplied functions that are referenced by a procedure step or
action block

Action blocks are created when:

• Adding common action blocks using the Action Diagram.
• Automatically generating a process using the Activity Hierarchy Diagram or the Data Model Diagram.
• Implementing a process in a procedure using the Dialog Flow Diagram.

Objectives

Objectives of the Structure Chart are to:

• Provide information about the structure of an action diagram
• Eliminate the need to link between action diagrams (using the Launch command) to review the structure
• Provide a simple way to match import and export views of action blocks that are called by the USE command
• Allow you to see a procedure step action block decomposition in different ways

Actions

The Structure Chart actions are:

Diagram Accesses and saves models, launches other diagrams, runs
consistency check, creates reports, and prints diagrams.

Edit Adds new or existing action blocks.
View Changes the way the diagram displays.
Detail Describes action blocks, details, and matches views.
Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add,

changing fonts, and customizing pop-up menus.
Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, closes one

or more windows, maximizes the width and height of the active
window, staggers, and indents all open windows, divides a work
area into halves or fourths to display each open window in a part
of the screen.

Help Describes general and specific online help, explains contents
and tasks that are performed in the application window for online
help, lists key assignments, and lists all online help topics in
alphabetical order.

View in Action Block Usage or Structure Chart
Selecting View in Action Block Usage or Structure Chart allows you to specify how to display (view) objects on the screen.

View in an action block usage or structure chart provides the following actions:

Action Description
Home Scrolls a window display to the top left of the client area
Search Finds an item along the horizontal or vertical axis
Expand Displays (one level at a time) the hidden objects that are

subordinate to the selected object
Expand All Displays all hidden objects that are subordinate to the selected

object
Contract Hides the subordinate objects of the selected object
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Redraw Modifies the layout of the diagram
Zoom In Enlarges the size of the objects in the client area
Zoom Out Decreases the size of the objects in the client area
Frame Enlarges or Decreases the size of the selected objects to fit within

the client area
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all objects on the diagram

Action Block Usage Diagram
The diagram identifies action blocks that are connected to other action blocks, processes, and procedure steps through
the USE command.

The Action Block Usage diagram illustrates how action blocks and procedure steps are used.

In addition, the tool identifies all the procedure steps that call a selected procedure step with the Procedure Step USE
statement and the USE ASYNC statements.
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The following colors distinguish objects in the Action Block Usage diagram:

White Procedure step
Blue Elementary process created during analysis
Magenta Action blocks added during planning or design

Objective

The Action Block Usage diagram has the following objectives:

• Illustrate how an action block is used in the model
• Eliminate the need to link between action diagrams using Launch. (Launch is selected from the Diagram menu bar

option.)
• Provide a simple way to match import and export views of action blocks that are called by the USE command and the

ASYNC commands
• Allow you to see action block usage in different ways

Actions

The following are the Action Block Usage actions:

Diagram Accesses and saves models, launches other diagrams, runs
consistency check, creates reports, and prints diagrams.

Edit Adds new or existing action blocks.
View Changes the way the diagram displays.
Detail Describes action blocks, details, and matches views.
Window Controls the size and format of the windows that are displayed on

the screen.
Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add,

changing fonts, and customizing pop-up menus.
Help Describes general and specific online help, explains contents

and tasks that are performed in the application window for online
help, lists key assignments, and lists all online help topics in
alphabetical order.

Business System Definition Diagram
A business system is an integrated collection of procedures that support particular processes of a business.

Business system components include the elementary processes that are specified in the Process Hierarchy Diagram,
sequenced in the Process Dependency Diagram, and detailed in the action diagram.

To define a business system, you can group elementary processes according to any of the criteria as follows:

• Costs and benefits
• Data used
• Prerequisites

Grouping elementary processes according to a Cost/Benefit analysis, establishes the net financial benefit of implementing
each elementary process in the business area.

Grouping processes according to how often data and processes are used together, defines affinity clusters.

Grouping processes according to the prerequisites each process uses, helps you analyze the logical constraints for each
business system.
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Objective

The objective of the Business System Definition Tool is to group elementary processes into business systems. This
grouping provides the basis of the project you use in the Design stage.

In addition, you can rank the priorities of business systems and identify the projected implementation sequence for
processes in the systems.

Deliverables

The deliverables from the Business System Definition Tool include the following:

• Definition of one or more business systems
• Clustered Elementary Process/Entity Type Usage Matrix

The following examples show a defined business system in the Business System Definition Diagram:

Business System Definition Main Actions
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The actions in the Business System Definition Tool include the following:

Diagram Accesses Process Hierarchy Diagram, creates and saves models,
launches diagram showing a different level of hierarchy, runs
reports, prints and plots diagrams, and details printer setup.

Edit Includes elementary processes in a business system or removes
processes from a system.

View Controls the display of a business system and its component
elementary processes.

Detail Defines the properties, expected effects, views, frequency of
occurrence and dependencies of an elementary process.

Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, maximizes
the width and height of the active window, staggers and indents all
open windows, and divides a work area into halves or fourths to
display each open window in a part of the screen.

Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add, and
customizing pop-up menus.

Help Describes general and specific online help, explains contents and
tasks that are performed in the application window for online help,
and lists all online help topics in alphabetical order.

Launch in Business System Definition

Launch displays the next higher or lower level of the hierarchy diagram. The next lower level is shown unless the selected
activity is either the lowest level of the diagram or the parent activity. In these cases, the next higher level is shown.

Include in Business System Definition

Include adds a selected elementary process to a business system.

Only elementary processes that are displayed in blue can be added. Elementary processes that are outlined in yellow
are part of the business system definition. An elementary process that is outlined in white belongs to a different business
system.

Remove in Business System Definition

Remove takes a selected elementary process out of the definition of a business system. The elementary process is not
deleted from the model.

Only elementary processes that are displayed in yellow can be removed. Elementary processes that are displayed in
blue are not part of the business system definition. An elementary process that is outlined in white belongs to a different
business system.

View in Business System Definition

Selecting View from the Business System Definition Tool provides the following actions:

Action Description

Home Scrolls a window display to the top-left of the client area

Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string

Expand Shows any hidden activities that are subordinate to the selected
activity
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Expand All Shows all subordinate hidden activities

Contract Hides any visible activities that are subordinate to a selected
activity

Redraw Modifies the size of the boxes and the layout of the diagram

Zoom In Enlarges the diagram

Zoom Out Removes the highlighting from all selected activities in the client
area

Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected activities in the client
area

More information:

How to in Business System Definition

Understanding Work Set List
The Work Set List is used to implement a work view from a work set. A work view is a view of a work attribute set that
does not create a permanent storage.

Counters, totals, indicators, and codes are examples of attributes that are stored in a work set rather than an entity. A
work set provides information that a process, a procedure step, or an action block requires but cannot get from entity
types in the model.

The following example illustrates the Work Set List:

Work views are used when you have an implementation-specific data requirement that cannot be met by creating a view
of an item in the data model. To meet the data requirement, a new data item must be defined. These new data items are
not entity types; they are pseudo-entity types. Although they do not reflect the reality of the business, they are composed
of attribute definitions.
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In several ways, work sets act like entity types. You can add a work set to the import, export, or local view subset. Within
each view subset, you can add the work view by itself or to an existing group view. Work sets can be used to populate
screens and windows, and are passed through a USE, USE ASYNC, GET ASYNC, CHECK ASYNC, or IGNORE ASYNC
action in the action diagram.

No entity actions (CREATE, READ, UPDATE, and DELETE) are available for work sets, so they are never stored in a
database.

Although designers usually add work sets, the software supplies a work set containing frequently used attributes.

The attributes in IEF_SUPPLIED work sets include the following:

• Count
• Total Real
• Total Currency
• Total Integer
• Percentage
• Average Real
• Average Currency
• Average Integer
• Flag
• Subscript
• Command
• Action_Entry
• Select_Char

Objectives

The objective of Work Set List is to use work sets as follows:

• Attributes in action diagram statements to monitor execution-time information, such as the calculation of intermediate
totals and counts

• Views for applications that require information that is not available from entity views in the data model

Downstream Effects

A subset protection error on can occur on 5.0 models if the following objects are not included in the IEF-supplied work
attribute set:

• Command
• Action_Entry
• Select_Char

In version 5.0, these attributes are added to the IEF-supplied work attribute set during a procedure synthesis. In later
versions of the software, the attributes are added at the model initialization time.

A subset protection error can occur when a later version of the software is used to download a 5.0 model. The error
occurs when the following conditions exist:

• The work attribute set does not contain COMMAND, ACTION_ENTRY, or SELECT_CHAR
• The IEF-supplied work attribute set is not modifiable
• A business system is being created

To correct the error, download the subset again. Request at least Modify usage on the IEF-supplied work attribute set.
This allows the software to add the objects to IEF-Supplied.
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Modify usage is required only the first time the model is downloaded after the error appears. Once the additions to the
IEF-supplied work attribute set are uploaded successfully to the Encyclopedia, Modify usage is not required for IEF-
Supplied.

During subsequent downloads, the IEF-supplied work set can be downloaded with read-only or access usage.

To Promote a Work Set

1. Access the Gen Model Window.
2. Select Design then Work Set List.
3. To promote a work set, go to step 4. To promote an attribute, go to step 7.
4. Select a work set to promote (this promotes all of its attributes).
5. Select Edit then Promote Work Set.
6. Go to step 9.
7. Select the individual attributes that you want to promote.
8. Select Edit then Promote Attribute.
9. Select an entity type or subtype as a destination of the promotion. (If the desired entity type is not in the list, select Add

and create the desired entity type.)
10. Select OK.
11. Select OK.

Data Model Browser Overview
The Data Model Browser Tool can be used with (or in place of) the Data Model List Tool or the Data Modeling Tool, after
the framework of the conceptual layer of the model has been stabilized.

The Data Model Browser displays data objects in a dialog format. Changes made to the Data Model Browser are reflected
in the other diagrams.

The Data Model Browser Tool is active in Analysis. You use the Data Model Browser Tool, the Data Model List Tool, or
the Data Modeling Tool to build the data model. The Data Modeling Tool displays the data model graphically. The Data
Model List Tool displays the data model as a textual list. The Data Model Browser Tool also displays the model as a list
but in a dialog format. In this format, you can select a subject area or entity type and see all its action blocks, attributes,
and relationships. You can also change descriptions.

The Data Model Browser Tool also allows you to view or change the properties of an object by double-clicking it (to reach
Properties).

You use the Data Model Browser Tool to add or change component Implementation types, component specification types,
specification types, interface types, subject areas, attributes, entity types, entity subtypes, relationships, partitionings, and
operations.

Objectives

The objective of using the Data Model Browser is to build, modify, or view the data model in a dialog format.

Example

The following example shows an entity type that is highlighted with its corresponding action blocks, attributes,
relationships, and description:

NOTE
Unlike other dialogs, the Data Model Browser can be minimized.
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Deliverables

• The deliverables from the Data Model Browser include the following:
• An outline of the data requirements of the entire business area
• Supporting documentation (stored as details of the objects appearing in the tool)
• The combined set of deliverables is called the Data Model of the business area.

Downstream Effects

The data model that is produced in Analysis represents data at the conceptual level. It emphasizes modeling business
information, not constructing optimal data structures. Analysis techniques are technology-independent. Implementation is
addressed during Internal Design and Construction, so do not be concerned with the implementation during Analysis.

Transformation is the process of using objects that are created in one part of a model to create the appropriate objects for
subsequent stages. Through transformation, the data model that is created during data analysis is used to create the data
structure model in the Data Structure List (DSL).

The DSL does not allow the introduction of new data. It includes only what was previously defined in the Data Model
Browser. The transformation from Data Model Browser to Data Structure List implements entity types as records,
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relationships as linkages, identifiers as entry points, and attributes as fields. It also implements many-to-many
relationships using link records.

If the following applies, perform a corrective action:

If you... Then...
Performed Data Model to a DSL transformation Perform transformation again to reflect any subsequent changes

that are made to the data model (for example, the addition of new
attributes).

Changed only a few objects Retransform the data model that transforms only changed or
added entity types, relationship memberships, or attributes.

Made extensive changes Transform the entire data model again. If you transform the entire
data model, you lose any work that you have added in the Data
Structure List and Data Store List.

More information:

• Protected Attributes and Relationships
• How to in Data Model Browser

Entity Life Cycle Diagram Overview
The Entity Life-Cycle Diagram displays entities and subtypes (life-cycle states) in the form of a dialog flow, graphically
showing how and where an entity moves between states in a life cycle and what processes effect those changes.

The Entity Life-Cycle Diagram allows you to create both life-cycle partitionings and states within the partitioning.

Changes made to entity types, states, and partitions in the Entity Life-Cycle Diagram are reflected in the Data Model.

The Entity Life-Cycle Diagram is used in Analysis. You use the Entity Life-Cycle Diagram to record what processes
move an entity through various states in a life cycle. You can indicate which processes cause a transition. You can add a
process to or remove a process from a transition.

You can use the Entity Life-Cycle Diagram as either a discovery tool or a confirmation tool.

As a discovery tool, which is used with opened Data Model List and Activity Hierarchy windows, it allows you to construct
an Entity Life-Cycle Diagram as the life-cycle analysis progresses. This allows you to identify entity states and their
associated processes and determine whether the processes you have supported the entities you have. As entity states
are identified and their associated processes that are discovered, each state or process can be added to its respective
diagram.

As a confirmation tool, the Entity Life-Cycle Diagram verifies that a process supports each life-cycle state.

You use the Entity Life-Cycle Diagram to add or change the following objects:

• Entity States
• Partitions
• Transition processes

NOTE
In the Entity Life-Cycle Diagram, entity states are subtypes on life-cycle partitionings.

Example

In the diagram shown, the entity type CUSTOMER INQUIRY has one life-cycle partitioning with the following states:
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• Received
• Assigned
• Researched
• Answered

The following processes move the states through the life-cycle partition of the entity:

• RECEIVE INQUIRY (moves CUSTOMER INQUIRY to Received state)
• ASSIGN INQUIRY (moves Received to Assigned state)
• RESEARCH INQUIRY (moves Assigned to Researched state)
• ANSWER INQUIRY (Termination state--moves Researched to Answered and later to Archive)

Objectives

The objective of using the Entity Life-Cycle Diagram is to record and present Entity Life-Cycle analysis.

Downstream Effects

Life-cycle analysis adds to the completeness of the entity and process models. It supports many Business process Re-
engineering activities by providing a data-centered view of workflow to complement the process-centered view.

Analysis of the time occurrences that are spent in each state or the number of times occurrences transition between two
states can provide a useful input to cycle time reduction initiatives.

Deliverables

The deliverables from the Entity Life-Cycle Diagram are:

• A diagram of the states of an entity life cycle
• A clear understanding of how an entity moves through a life cycle and what processes move it from one state to

another.
• The combined set of deliverables is called the Entity Life-Cycle Diagram.
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Main Actions in Entity Life Cycle

The actions in the Entity Life-Cycle Diagram are:

Diagram Opens the diagram for one entity type and its life cycle, saves
and exits models, launches other diagrams, prints diagrams and
accesses printer setup information, and runs Consistency Check
and reports.

Edit Adds states and partitions, joins states to record transitions,
associates transition processes, moves states within a partition,
and deletes objects.

Detail Adds and defines entity state properties and transition properties.
View Controls how the Entity Life Cycle displays the data.
Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, closes one

or more windows, maximizes the width and height of the active
window, staggers and indents all open windows, and divides the
work area into halves or fourths to display each open window in a
part of the screen.

Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add,
changing fonts, and customizing pop-up menus.

Help Describes general and specific online help, explains contents and
tasks that are performed in the application window for online help,
lists key assignments, lists all online help topics in alphabetical
order, and displays consistency check errors and runtime error
messages.

Launch in Entity Life-Cycle Diagram

Selecting Launch from the Entity Life-Cycle Diagram lets you move directly to any of the following Analysis Tools:

• Entity Life Cycle
• Data Model Browser
• Data Model List

NOTE
For Data Model List and Entity Life Cycle, an item that is selected in Entity Life-Cycle Diagram is the root item
of the diagram being launched. Usually, Data Model List shows the entire data model but if launched from the
Entity Life-Cycle Diagram with entity and subtype (state) selected, only the selected item and its children display.

Move State

A state can be moved within the same partitioning. To move a state, you must have update or delete authority.

View in Entity Life-Cycle Diagram

Selecting View in Entity Life-Cycle Diagram enables the following actions:

Action Description
Home Scrolls window display to the upper left corner; resets font and

expansion.
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string
Expand Displays hidden objects subordinate to the selected object
Contract Hides objects that are subordinate to the selected object
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Expand All Displays all subordinate hidden objects
Zoom In Enlarges the size of the objects in the client area
Zoom Out Decreases the size of the objects in the client area
Frame Enlarges or decreases the size of the selected object to fit within

the client area.
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects

More information:

How to in Entity Life Cycle Diagram

Attributes Overview
Attributes allow you to manage attributes, attribute values, and attribute aliases for each entity type.

For example, the following sample shows the attributes of the entity type EMPLOYEE:

Each entity has an attribute value for each of its attributes. For example, "Jane Doe" can be assigned as the attribute
value for the Name attribute of an entity of the entity type CUSTOMER.

The objective of defining attributes for the data model is to complete a concise data diagram that represents all the data
that is needed for processing within the business area.

Downstream Effects

Each attribute is implemented as a column in a table during the database design. When the database design is
implemented as a relational database, each attribute is implemented as a column in at least one table. It can be
implemented in multiple tables because of foreign keys and denormalized columns.

Attribute Categories
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Attributes can be categorized as follows:

Category Description Examples Rules
Basic attribute An attribute whose value must

be collected while a process.
Employee Name, Address

Designed attribute An attribute whose value is
calculated or deduced but does
not change.

Employee Number
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Derived attribute An attribute whose value is not
stored but must be calculated
or deduced from the value of
other attributes or relationships.
The value can change with
changes in the source attributes
or relationships.
Derived attributes are the
attribute equivalent of transient
entity types and relationships.
Non-derived attributes may be
termed persistent attributes,
although Gen requires that
persistent attributes are
categorized as basic or
designed.
Persistent entity types may own
derived as well as persistent
attributes. Derived attributes
allow persistent types to display
a degree of denormalization,
without the need to store
redundant data. For example,
the Employee entity type may
own the attributes Age and
Boss's _Name. The first of these
are derived from Date_Of_Birth,
a persistent attribute of
Employee; the second is derived
from Head_Name, a persistent
attribute of the associated entity
type Department. The attribute
value may be derived from
simple SET statements without
the need to define an action
block derivation action diagram.

Sales tax, which is calculated by
multiplying the price of an item
by the tax rate. The computed
sales tax, the price of the item,
and the tax rate may all vary.
Therefore, the sales tax must be
computed for each transaction.

The derivation algorithm must
be stored in the form of an
action block. This action block
must contain as input the
identifier for the entity containing
the derived attribute. In addition,
any other attributes that are
contained in the entity that
is required by the derivation
algorithm should also be
included in the input. The
action block must contain
as output only the derived
attribute. The action block
must be constructed before the
transformation of the logical
data to the physical data
occurs, because the anatomy
of the derived action block is
examined for conformity during
transformation.
The derived attribute must
be contained in the Entity
view addressed by the READ
statement. For performance
reasons, do not include the
derived attribute in the Entity
view if the derived attribute is
not needed.
Derived attributes fall into two
categories: (1) Those with an
action block derivation algorithm
(as supported by prior releases)
and (2) those without an action
block (not supported by prior
releases).
A derived attribute included in
an import, export, or local view
gets its value that is assigned
by explicit SET or MOVE
statements or through view
matching.
A derived attribute that is
included in an entity action
view receives a value when a
successful READ statement is
performed for that view. Gen
automatically assigns the value
that is exported by the action
block derivation algorithm of the
attribute.
All the attributes of a transient
entity type must be derived;
they are assigned values by
explicit in-line statements.
(Since READ actions cannot be
performed on transient entity
types, there is no automatic
triggering of the action block
derivation algorithm.) However,
the algorithm may be explicitly
invoked.
Both persistent and transient
entity types may own derived
attributes. The attributes of a
transient entity type must all be
derived.
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Auto Number An attribute whose value is
automatically generated by the
DBMS of the application.

Serial Number An Auto Number attribute must
be a whole number with no
decimal places. Auto Number
attributes cannot be set in a
CREATE or UPDATE statement.

Protected Attributes

Protected attributes are only visible to the implementations of the owning entity type.

Attributes are protected so they can be altered, removed, or added to the implementation of an entity type without
impacting the rest of the application. Ideally, encapsulated and restricted entity types protect all their non-derived (basic,
designed, or auto number) attributes, except for the primary identifier, since this enables consumers to have a "handle" on
an occurrence of the entity type. This is the default protected provided.

Rules for Protected Attributes

Protected attributes may not be used as a field in a screen or window design in an entity view unless it is:

• An entity action or local view being defined in an operation of the type that owns the attribute (or in an operation of a
subtype or supertype of the type that owns the attribute)

• An import or export view being defined for a protected operation of the type that owns the attribute (or for a protected
operation of a subtype or supertype of the type that owns the attribute)

• Derived attributes may be protected

Uses of Protected Attributes

Protect all non-derived attributes of restricted or encapsulated entity types, except for the primary identifier. This should
enable the implementation of the entity type to be changed without impacting the consumers of the entity type.

It is recommended that the primary identifier be a meaningless, single-attribute identifier that remains unknown to end
users.

Where the project is confident that a particular attribute is stable, and it is unlikely to be dropped or altered in any way, the
attribute may be unprotected to simplify the action diagramming. If the storage of the attribute is changed in the future, the
developer may alter the attribute to be derived then, and introduce new persistent attribute(s) to store the values.

Protected derived attributes may be used for attributes that are used in intermediate calculations, where there is no
requirement to reveal this value to consumers.

Default Values of Attributes

Auto number attributes may not have permitted values, a default value, or an algorithm. The details of an Auto Number
attribute are specified by selecting the technical design for the target DBMS, opening the Data Structure List, and then
opening the properties column of the Auto Number.

BLOB attributes may not have permitted values, a default value, or an algorithm.

Date, Time, and Timestamp attributes may have one default value, but no permitted values. The default value must be a
specific value (not a range), and cannot be an algorithm. The default value must be of the following formats:

• Date (yyyyMMdd) - A date is a three-part numeric value representing a year, month, and day.
– A year must be in the range of 0001 - 9999.
– A month must be in the range of 01 - 12.
– A day must be two digits and valid for that month and year.

• Time (HHmmss) - A time is a three-part numeric value representing a time of day in hours, minutes, and seconds.
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– Hours must be in the range of 00 - 24.
– Minutes must be in the range of 00 - 59.
– Seconds must be in the range of 00 - 59.

• Timestamp(yyyyMMddHHmmssSSSSSS) - A timestamp is a seven-part numeric value representing a date and time by
year, month, day, hour, minute, second, and microsecond.
– A year must be in the range of 0001 - 9999.
– A month must be in the range of 01 - 12.
– A day must be two digits and valid for that month and year.
– Hours must be in the range of 00 - 24.
– Minutes must be in the range of 00 - 59.
– Seconds must be in the range of 00 - 59.
– Microseconds must be in the range of 000000 - 999999.

When no default value exists for an attribute, the format string appears in the default field. Although it is not a valid value
(because all values must be numeric), it serves as a guide for what numbers should be entered.

Attribute Actions

The actions within defining attributes are:

Diagram Accesses and saves models, runs consistency check and reports,
and prints and plots diagrams.

Edit Adds, deletes, moves, copies, and transfers attributes.
Detail Defines an attribute properties specifies the permitted values,

identifies aliases of an attribute, and lists where attributes are
used in the model.

Generate Creates a process for the activity hierarchy, activity dependency,
and process action diagram. Also generates expected effects.

View Controls how the data model displays the data.
Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add and

defines the typeface of the text on the diagram.
Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, maximizes

the width and height of the active window, staggers, and indents
all open windows, divides the work area into halves or fourths,
then displays each open window in a portion of the screen.

Help Describes general and specific help, explains contents and tasks
that are performed in the application window for help, lists key
assignments, and lists all help topics in alphabetical order.

More information:

Use Data Model Diagram

Operations Diagram
The Operations Diagram offers an alternative view of the data model allowing the developer to use object modeling
concepts to perform data modeling.

Operations Diagram Overview

The Operations Diagram is a flexible tool for managing operations that are owned by an entity type. Changes made to
a data model in this tool are updated in all the other tools that operate on the model. See the Data Model Overview for
additional information.
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The Operations Diagram enables you to do the following:

• Add operations to an entity type
• Delete operations from an entity type
• Specify entity type properties
• Specify operations properties

From the diagram menu, you can do the following:

• Perform consistency check on a selected entity type
• Generate Entity Type Hierarchy Report
• Generate Entity Type Definition Report
• Launch the Action Diagram

More information:

Use Data Model Diagram

Data Model Overview

Data Modeling Diagrams

This article provides information for Data Modeling Diagrams.

This section provides information about the following topics:

• Data Model Overview
• Data Model Browser Overview
• Data Model List Overview
• Entity Life Cycle Diagram Overview
• Attributes
• Operations Diagram
• Component Modeling Diagrams

Understanding Component Modeling
Component modeling provides an extension to the Gen full life-cycle development capabilities to support the concepts of
specifying, creating, and using components.

A component is an independently deliverable package of software operations that can be used to build applications or
larger components.

Component definition comprises the following three facets:

• Component specification
• Component implementation
• Component modules

Component Specification

The Component Specification describes the view of the consumer of a component. It describes what the component does,
that is, its stated intention, or objective. The specification describes WHAT the component does, but not HOW it is done.
The specification also forms part of the requirements definition for the component builder.

The specification of a component includes its Interfaces. Each interface contains one or more public operations that define
the services that the component makes available to its consumers.
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Component Implementation

The Component Implementation is the internal design of the component. The implementation describes HOW the
component provides the services that are described in the specification. In Gen, the implementation is defined in terms
of action diagrams, which describe how the behavior is implemented, and entity types, which describe the data of the
component.

Component Modules

The component modules are the pieces of compiled code that executes the behavior of the component on a computer
system. In Gen this includes the generated load modules (such as EXE), operations libraries (such as DLL), and object
modules used for static linking (such as OBJ).

Characteristics of a Component

A component has the following characteristics:

• It is encapsulated, that is, its implementation can be changed without impacting its consumers.
• It is replaceable by other components that offer at least the same set of operations.
• If it provides persistence, its data storage is independent from that of other components.
• Its implementation may have a dependency upon other components.

Component-Based Development

Component Modeling is the process of building applications by combining and integrating components and includes the
following:

• An approach to developing software based on assembly of pre-specified parts.
• Communication and coordination of parts through a common infrastructure.
• Common services made available in a single, well-defined way.
• Standard ways to add parts to a system, to query parts to determine their behavior, and to replace one part with

another.

More Information:

• Type Map
• Component Specification Diagram
• Component Implementation Model Diagram
• Scoped Type Diagram

Component Architecture Diagram
The Gen Toolset provides the Component Specification Model, Component Implementation Model, Component Modeling,
and Scoped Type diagrams to support Component Base Development (CBD).

These four diagrams support specific parts of the CBD process. However, none of these diagrams show how components
in the model interact with each other. For example, you can see the component specification in the Component
Specification Model Diagram as one component that provides a particular interface by offering an association between
Component Specification Model Diagram and Interface Type Model Diagram. In addition, you can see the implementation
of the component by using Component Implementation Model Diagram and Interface Type Model Diagram.

When you must see the interaction between the components, the Component Architecture Diagram (CAD) provides a
top-down view of component interaction in the model. CAD depicts the components that are used by an application and
describes the interaction or the dependency among the components. You can also use the diagram to draw component
architecture for any user-defined scope business area. For example, you can diagram the components that must
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accept and process the online payment. The diagram presents a picture of the components that are directly or indirectly
consumed within a pre-defined scope.

Component Architecture consists of the following objects:

• Component Specification Type.
• Interface Type.
• Offer Association.
• Usage Dependency.

A component architecture diagram consists of component specifications, interfaces, and the usage relationships that one
of these objects can have with the same kind or another object. Component specifications are represented as boxes.
Interfaces are represented as lollipops (or nodes) extending from a component specification. Usage relationships are
represented as a dashed line between two boxes.

Creating a component architecture diagram before creating more detailed diagrams enables you to do the following:

• Plan and determine the cost of the project.
• Decide which components to build.
• Make subsequent work more efficient.

Component architecture diagrams are created in packages and specification packages. Packages are not represented as
visible objects in a component architecture diagram.

The Component Architecture Diagram provides two different user interface categories. One category is manipulation of
the contents of the diagram and other category is manipulation of the diagram itself.

The manipulation of the contents of the diagram allows for the following:

• Adding a new object into the model.
• Adding an existing object into the diagram.
• Deleting an object from the model.
• Deleting an object from the diagram.
• Moving an object in the diagram.
• Changing a property of the objects in the diagram.

The manipulation of the diagram allows for the following:

• Creating a diagram.
• Opening the existing diagram.
• Deleting the existing diagram.
• Printing the diagram.
• Zooming in and out the diagram.
• Modify the display property of the diagram.
• Adjusting the object placement in the diagram.
• Creating the object group for multiple object manipulation.

NOTE
The Component Architecture Diagram (CAD) only works within the current model as the Toolset model access is
limited to one model. Thus, if you want to include components from other models in your diagram, you must use
an Encyclopedia to migrate those components from other models into the current model. In addition, no access
control is provided for these consumed components. You can modify these consumed components. Modifying
their interface in any way would invalidate them.

When you modify the consumed components and the modification has to be migrated into the suppliers of consumed
components, you must merge changes into the suppliers of the consumed components. Because CAD cannot distinguish
the origin of the consumed components, detail of component implementation may not be seen in the Gen environment.
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No protection and no distinction of the consumed components can cause duplicate implementation of the consumed
component. Again, you are responsible for avoiding duplicate implementation of consumed components.

While Gen allows a model to contain a mixture of operations and free-standing action diagrams, it is recommended that
the project builds either a conventional model of free-standing action diagrams (not object-oriented) or an "object model"
of operations, in which all functionality is owned by entity types.

The actions in Component Architecture Diagram are:

Action Option Description
Model New Model Creates a model.

Open Modle Activates selected models.
Close Model Closes the current model, leaving the application running.
Copy Model Reproduces the selected model in a new model.
Delete Model Removes a selected model from the workstation encyclopedia.
Rename Model Allows you to change the long or short name of the model.
Reports Generates and displays online reports to review and verify the active model.
Info Displays detailed information about a current model.
Save Model Stores the model to the drive and directory that is specified under Options Menu

and Paths menu item.
Encyclopedia Accesses the encyclopedia, which lets you generate a new model, check in a

model, check out a model, update a model, add objects to an existing subset, or
increase a subset.

Settings Accesses several options, which let you add one or several objects to a
diagram, choose to view or hide the toolbar, and tool palette, change the text
font in a diagram, set the background color for diagrams, or customize the order
of menu items.

Recently Used Models Displays a list of recently used models. To open one of these models, click the
model name. The number of recently used models that are displayed here is
defined in the MRU settings dialog.

Exit Exits the application.
Diagram New Creates a diagram.

Open Displays a list of subject areas or entity types that can be selected for use with
CAD.

Close Closes the selected diagram.
Delete Removes a selected diagram.
Check Runs a Consistency Check of the model.
Print Prints a diagram or part of a diagram.
Printer Preview Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed control, orientation

(portrait or landscape), print quality, and default spool file type.
Printer Setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed control, orientation

(portrait or landscape), print quality, and default spool file type.
Edit Add Component

Specification Type
Allows for a Component Specification Type to be added to a Specification
Type model diagram. It cannot have attributes or own operations. It cannot
participate in regular relationships with other objects, although it may have an
"offers" association with an Interface Type. A Component Specification Type is a
transient object.
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Add Interface Type Allows for an Interface Type to be added to either a Specification Type model
diagram or an Interface Type model diagram. It can have attributes and own
operations. It can only participate in regular relationships with Specification
Types and Entity Types. An Interface Type is a transient object.

Add Usage Dependency Allows for the placement of a usage dependency between two selected objects.
Usage Dependency can connect between a component specification type and
an interface type or between two component specification types. However,
Usage Dependency cannot connect between two interface types.

Add Offer Association Specifies the data that is of interest to the business.
Add Operation Add an operation to an entity type.
Add Attribute Add an attribute to an entity type.
Copy Attribute From Moves an object from one place to another on the diagram.
Transfer Attribute From Establishes a relationship of interest between two entity types.
Unplace Type Removes an object from a Component Architecture Diagram without deleting it.
Place Type Allows for existing component specification types and interface types to be

added to the current Component Architecture Diagram (CAD).
Delete Removes an object from CAD.

Detail Properties Lets you modify the objects on the data model diagram such as name and
description relationship cardinality.

Where Used Displays, prints, or stores a list of the occurrences of entity types, subtypes,
relationships, and attributes within the model.

Operations Accesses a listing of all operations that are associated with the item that is
highlighted in CAD.

Attributes Creates and defines the attributes for entity types.
Identifiers Specifies the combination of attributes and relationship memberships whose

values and pairings distinguish an entity from all others of the same type.
Mutually Exclusive Specifies entity types that can only participate in one relationship at a time.
Aliases Identifies alternative names for an entity type.

View
Layout

Toolbars Allows for either the standard toolbar or the object toolbar to display. The Object
bar contains the buttons to switch the operation or object that is applied on the
current CAD.

Status Bar Controls the Status bar on the window.
Ruler Bar Controls the display of ruler bars on the Diagram (child) window.
Snap Points Controls the snap points on the objects in the current CAD.
Align Objects Provides alignment operation on multiple selected objects.
Space Evenly Controls the space between the multiple selected objects.
Center in View Moves the selected one or more objects to specified location in the diagram.
Make Same Size Makes the multiple selected objects the same size.
Grid Settings Allows for the modifications of grid properties for the CAD.
Edit View Changes the mode for the current CAD between edit and non-edit (view only)

mode.
Draw Zoom Provides the functionality to zoom in and out of the diagram (client area).

Group Provides the functionality to control grouping of the selected objects in the
current diagram.
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Edit Points Enables edit point on the selected offer association or usage dependency.
This function is only enabled when offer association or usage dependency is
selected.

Tool Provides access to other Gen diagrams.
Options Tree View Use the Tree View menu choice to display or hide the tree view. When a check

appears next to this menu choice, the tree view displays.
Toolbar Use the Toolbar menu choice to display or hide the toolbar for diagrams. When

a check appears next to this menu choice, the toolbar for a diagram displays.
Set TD Name Specifies the entity type name or attribute name to be used during

transformation.
Always use default
subject area

Specifies that all actions be conducted on the default subject area.

Support Provides detail for the Gen Support functions.
Window Arranges the display of all open windows, closes one or more open windows,

maximizes the width and height of the active window, staggers and indents all
open windows, and divides the work area into halves or quarters to display each
open window in a part of the screen.

Help Describes general and specific online help, explains contents and tasks that
are performed in the application window for online help, lists key assignments,
lists all online help topics in alphabetical order, and lists consistency check and
runtime error messages.

Accessing CAD in Gen

The Component Architecture Diagram is accessed from various places within the product where the customer can access
the Component Modeling submenu.

From the Gen Model Window:
From the Gen Model Window, highlight Component Modeling and select Component Architecture.

From any Diagram Window:
From any Diagram window, highlight Tool, highlight Component Modeling and select Component Architecture.

More Information:

• Component Specification Type
• Interface Type
• Offer Association
• Usage Dependency

Component Specification Diagram
The Component Specification Model Diagram provides a view of the objects within a Specification subject area.

To open an existing diagram, or create a diagram, you must first select a scoping specification subject area. This
diagramming tool allows you to create one or more Component Specification Model Diagrams for each Specification
subject area.

On each diagram you can create or place the following types:

• Component Specification Types (CST)
• Interface Types (IT)
• Specification Types (ST)
• Entity Types (ET)
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You can create any number of diagrams, including overlapping diagrams, to show pieces of the data model based on your
needs.

NOTE
For Component Specification Types, Specification Types, and Entity Types, you can only place objects that
belong to the scoping subject area or one of its child subject areas. However, Interface Types that belong
to other specification subject areas can be placed on the diagram. There can be only one instance of this
diagramming tool open at any time.

You can edit and detail specific sections of a specification model by either using the Edit or Detail menus or by right-
clicking the mouse within the diagramming tool. The options that are available on the right-click menu depend on where
the cursor is positioned when you invoke the right-click menu, for example, on the diagram background, a type, or a
relationship.

Editing a Specification Model

Depending on the type of object on the Specification Model, the following operations can be available:

Operation Restrictions/Notes
Add, Delete, and Edit Partitioning. Not available for CST, IT.
Add, Delete, and Edit Subtypes. Not available for CST, IT.
Add, Delete, and Edit Operations. Not available for CST. It is also recommended that you do not add

operations to a Specification Type.
Add, Delete, and Edit Attributes. Not available for CST.
Copy attributes Not available for CST.
Transfer attributes Not available for CST.
Join types The effect of a join depends on the types of object that you have

selected. If the objects do not include a CST, a regular relationship
is created. If you select a CST and an IT, a join results in an
“offers” association. You cannot join a CST with any object other
than an IT.

Delete objects
Move types

Detailing a Specification Model

Depending on the object you select, you can obtain details of the following:

Operation Restrictions/Notes
Type Properties
Where the type is Used
Operations A CST cannot own operations.
Attributes A CST cannot have attributes.
Identifiers Not available for CST.
Mutually exclusive relationships Not available for CST.
Aliases Not available for CST.

Component Implementation Model Diagram
The Component Implementation Model Diagram provides a view of the objects within an Implementation subject area.

Component Implementation Model Diagram Overview
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To open an existing diagram, or create a diagram, you must first select a scoping Implementation subject area. The
diagramming Tool allows you to create one or more Component Implementation Model Diagrams for each Implementation
subject area.

On each diagram you can create or place:

• Component Implementation Types (CIT)
• Entity Types (ET)

You can create any number of diagrams, including overlapping diagrams, to show pieces of the data model based on your
needs. There may only be one instance of this diagramming tool open at any time.

You can edit and detail specific sections of an implementation model by either using the Edit or Detail menus, or by right-
clicking the mouse within the diagramming tool. The options that are available on the right-click menu depend on where
the cursor is positioned when you invoke the right-click menu, for example, on the diagram background, a type, and a
relationship.

Editing an Implementation Model

Depending on the type of object on the Implementation Model, the following operations might be available:

Operation Restrictions/Notes
Add, Delete, and Edit Partitioning. Not available for CIT.
Add, Delete, and Edit Subtypes. Not available for CIT.
Add, Delete, and Edit Operations. Not available for CIT.
Add, Delete, and Edit Attributes. Not available for CIT.
Copy attributes Not available for CIT.
Transfer attributes Not available for CIT.
Join types Not available for CIT.
Delete objects
Move types

Detailing an Implementation Model

Depending on the object you select, you can obtain details of:

Operation Restrictions/Notes
Type Properties
Where the type is Used
Operations Not available for CIT.
Attributes Not available for CIT.
Identifiers Not available for CIT.
Mutually exclusive relationships Not available for CIT.
Aliases Not available for CIT.

Interface Type Model Diagram
This article provides information for the Interface Type Model Diagram. The Interface Type Model Diagramming Tool
allows you to define an Interface Type Model Diagram.
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Figure 42: Interface Type Model Diagram

An Interface Type Model Diagram is created automatically when an Interface Type is created. The diagram always has the
same name as the Interface Type, and the Interface Type that owns the diagram is automatically placed on the diagram
and cannot be removed. The Interface Type Model Diagram is a part of the definition of a component interface, placing an
object on the diagram defines it as being part of the interface.

On each diagram you can create or place:

• Interface types (IT)
• Specification types (ST)
• Entity types (ET)

There can only be one instance of this diagramming tool open at any time.

By either using the Edit, Detail menus, or by right-clicking the mouse within the diagramming tool, you can edit and detail
specific sections of an interface type model. The options that are available on the right-click menu depend on where
the cursor is positioned when you invoke the right-click menu, for example, on the diagram background, a type, and a
relationship.

Editing an Interface Type Model

Depending on the type of object on the Implementation Model, the following operations might be available:

Operation Restrictions/Notes
Add, Delete, and Edit Partitioning. Not available for IT.
Add, Delete, and Edit Subtypes. Not available for IT.
Add, Delete, and Edit Operations. It is recommended that you do not add operations to a

Specification Type.
Add, Delete, and Edit Attributes. Not available for IT.
Copy attributes Not available for IT.
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Transfer attributes Not available for IT.
Join types Not available for IT.
Delete objects Not available for IT.
Move types Not available for IT.

Detailing an Interface Type Model

For either Specification Type or Entity Type within an interface type model, you can obtain details about the following:

• Type Properties
• Where the type is Used
• Operations
• Attributes
• Identifiers
• Mutually exclusive relationships
• Aliases

Type Map
The Type Map Generator simplifies the process of mapping between a component specification and implementation,
and between an application and a consumed component operation, by providing a wizard to generate the mapping SET
statements.

Type Map Generator Overview

The mapping SET statements can be built once and re-used rather than developed for every public operation.

Component-Based Development (CBD) requires separation of specification and implementation. In general, public
operation has imports and exports in terms of specification types but uses internal operations that have imports and
exports in terms of implementation types. This method requires a translation phase (typically in a “mapper” action block)
in which a list of SET statements “sets” implementation type attribute values to the values of specification types. A similar
situation occurs when a consuming application uses a component operation. Application entity types are translated to a
consumed specification view of the operation before the views of an operation can be used.

Creating translation SET statements is tedious and time consuming. With the Type Map Generator, Gen provides a way to
generate the translation/mapper SET statements from a simple point-and-click method. The Correspondence dialog box
allows for matching of different entity types, that is action blocks that are written in terms of one set of entity types wish to
USE action blocks written in terms of a different set of entity types. Examples include:

• A public operation in a specification invoking an implementation operation
• An application invoking operations of a component
• A component implementation consuming operations of a different component
• Anything consuming external action blocks that are built from the EAI or COBOL Connector products

The functionality of the Type Map Generator provides for:

• A new item list in the Component Modeling menu to add and display a type map. The “Type Map” selection starts the
Mapper Wizard, which can display, create, modify, or delete a type map object.

• The defining of a mapping between attributes of two or more entity types. Individual attributes can be matched if their
data types are compatible. If two entity views are matched, then their attributes are matched if their names and data
types are the same. Action diagram SET statements are generated for each pair of matched attributes.

• Generated action diagram statements, which may be changed as desired.
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Accessing the Type Map Generator

Access method 1:

From the Gen Model Window, highlight the Component Modeling menu, and then click Type Map.

Access method 2:

1. From the Gen Model Window, highlight the Component Modeling menu, select one of the first four options
(Component Specification Diagram, Component Implementation Diagram, Interface Type Model Diagram, or Scoped
Type Diagram).

2. From the Model Diagram (Component Specification Diagram, Component Implementation Diagram, Interface Type
Model Diagram, or Scoped Type Diagram), highlight the Diagram menu, select Launch, select Component Modeling,
and then click Type Map.

More information:

SET Statements in CREATE

Scoped Type Diagram
The Scoped Type Diagram allows you to construct and view a data model. It offers an alternative view to the data model
diagram, data model browser, and data model list.

Scoped Type Diagram Overview

Changes that are made in any of these tools are updated in all the others. You may wish to use the Scoped Type Diagram
for preparing diagrams for feedback sessions with users. Multiple Scoped Type Models can be easier to comprehend than
one large data model diagram.

Within the Scoped Type Diagram, you can:

• Create any number of diagrams, including overlapping diagrams, to show pieces of the data model based on your
needs.

• Add other regular Entity Types.

The Scoped Type Diagram allows you to scope in several ways, although the “scope” of a Scoped Type Diagram is
always restricted to a particular, general subject area.

• If the "root" subject area, which represents the entire model, is selected, then any type within the model may be placed
in the scoped type diagram.

• If a lower-level subject area is selected, only the contents of that subject area (and its contained subject areas, if any)
can be placed in the diagram.

• You can select which entity types are placed on the diagram (it is not necessary to place every entity type).
• The same entity type can be placed on any number of diagrams.

You can create as many Scoped Type diagrams as you want for any given subject area, although there may only be one
instance of this diagramming tool open at any time.

The Open menu options let you open an existing Scope Type diagram. Model diagrams cannot be created or deleted from
the dialog box (select Diagram, then New... or Delete... as appropriate). Only one model diagram can be open at any one
time.

You can edit and detail specific sections of a scoped type diagram by either using the Edit or Detail menus, or by right-
clicking the mouse within the diagramming tool. The options that are available on the right-click menu depend on where
the cursor is positioned when you invoke the right-click menu, for example, on the diagram background, a type, and a
relationship.

Editing a Scoped Type Diagram

For entity types within a scoped type diagram, you can do the following:
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• Add a partitioning, delete a partitioning, and edit a partitioning
• Add an entity subtype, delete an entity subtype, and edit an entity subtypes
• Add, delete, and edit operations
• Add attributes, delete attributes, and edit attributes, including adding an attribute alias
• Copy attributes
• Transfer attributes
• Join types
• Delete objects
• Move types
• Transfer types

NOTE
For more information about adding a partitioning, adding attributes, adding entities, and so on, see How to in
Scoped Type Diagram.

Detailing a Scoped Type Diagram

For any of the types within a scoped type diagram, you can obtain details about the following:

• Type properties
• Where the type is Used
• Operations
• Attributes
• Identifiers
• Mutually exclusive relationships
• Aliases

Most Recently Used Model List
This article provides information for the Most Recently Used Model List. The list of most recently used (MRU) models is
shown above the Exit option on the Model menu.

To open one of the listed models, click the model name.

To specify the number of models listed, select Model, Settings, MRU settings.

Component Specification Type
The Component Specification Type represents a Component Specification object, which is either implemented in Gen or
consumed from some other model.

The Component Specification object is one of four objects that compose the Component Architecture Diagram (CAD).

The Component Specification Type was implemented in previous Component-Based Development (CBD) enhancements,
such as the Specification Model Diagram. The Component Specification Type is added to the Component Architecture
Diagram in the following ways:

• Through the existing Component Specification Type Properties dialog boxes: When all properties in the dialog box
are entered, a new Component Specification Type is added to the diagram and the model. Adding new Component
Specification Type functionality is accessed from the drop-down menu on the Model Window, the diagram context
menu, or the object toolbar.

• Through the Place Type dialog box: This dialog box was created for the Component Architecture Diagram. Adding the
existing Component Specification Type creates an object that is required to display Interface Type on the diagram. This
action can be invoked from the drop-down menu or the diagram context menu.

The Component Specification Type on the diagram is represented with a rectangle with two ears. This object provides a
Context menu that consists of strictly Component Specification Type-related actions, which include the following:
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• Invoking the Component Specification Type Properties dialog box
• Invoking the Where Used report
• Deleting the selected Component Specification Type
• Invoking the Consistency Check
• Invoking other diagramming tool
• Excluding the selected objects
• A right mouse button click (or holding down the right mouse button) invokes the Context menu. When double-clicking

the object, this action invokes the property sheet of the selected object. Any properties included in the existing
Component Specification Type Detail Properties dialog box and the object display properties can be modified through
the property sheet.

Interface Type in CAD
The Interface Type represents a particular interface that is offered by some Component Specifications. It is one of the four
objects that compose the Component Architecture Diagram (CAD).

The Interface Type can be added to the Component Architecture Diagram by creating an Interface Type or by including
an existing Interface Type. The existing dialog box, which was implemented by previous Component Based Development
(CBD) enhancements, is used to create an Interface Type.

To add an existing Interface Type, use the same dialog box that adds the existing Component Specification Type. Adding
the existing Interface Type creates an object that is necessary to display Interface Type on the diagram.

The object in the diagram can be excluded from the diagram. This action can be invoked either from the drop-down menu
or from the Context menu. The Interface Type on the diagram is represented with a circle as shown in the following figure:

Figure 43: Interface Type

This object provides the Context menu, which consists of strictly Interface Type-related actions. Interface Type-related
actions include:
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• Invoking the Component Specification Type Properties dialog box
• Invoking the Where Used report
• Invoking the Operation diagram
• Invoking the Attribute diagram
• Invoking the Identifier dialog box
• Invoking the Mutually Exclusive dialog box
• Invoking the Aliases dialog box
• Adding Operation (Action Block)
• Adding Attribute
• Copying Attribute from another object
• Transferring Attribute from another object
• Deleting the selected Interface Type
• Invoking the Consistency Check
• Invoking other diagramming tool
• Excluding the selected objects

A right mouse button click invokes the Context menu. When double-clicking the object, the property sheet of the selected
object displays. Any properties included in the existing Interface Type Detail Properties dialog box and the object display
properties can be modified by the property sheet.

Offer Association
The Offer Association object represents the particular component specification that provides a particular interface. It is one
of the four objects that compose the Component Architecture Diagram (CAD).

Offer Association was already implemented by previous CBD enhancements. Offer Association can only connect a
component specification type and an interface type. To add an Offer Association object, select the two objects. Then
select Add Offer Association from the Edit menu. When inappropriate objects are selected, the adding action is disabled.

The existing Offer Association object is automatically included when a connected component specification type and
interface type are included in the diagram. Offer Association is automatically excluded when either a connected
component specification type or an interface type is excluded from the diagram.

To remove the Offer Association object, click Delete from the Edit menu or from the Context menu. Pressing the Delete
key also deletes the selected Offer Association. When Offer Association is detached from a Component Specification
Type or an Interface Type, the Offer Association is deleted from the diagram and the model. To do this, drag the end of the
Offer Association from the connection point of the object. Deleting the Component Specification Type or the Interface Type
also deletes the connected Offer Association because of the cascading delete action.

The same action is used to transfer the Offer Association from one object to another object. To do this, drag the end of the
Offer Association to the connection point of another object.

Offer Association provides the Context menu, which includes the Delete an Offer Association. A right mouse button
click invokes the Context menu. The property sheet of the selected object displays when you double-click the object.
Any display properties of an object can be modified through the property sheet.

Supported Actions in CAD for Each Object Type
This article provides information for the supported actions in the Component Architecture Diagram for each object type.

The following table lists the actions that are required to manipulate each object type in the Component Architecture
Diagram.

Object Type Manipulation Action Result
Component Specification Type Left mouse button click. Selects Component Specification Type.
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Left mouse button double-click Displays the Property Sheet dialog box.
Right mouse button click. Displays the Context menu for the

Component Specification Type.
Drag object Moves the selected object to any location in

the current CAD.
Drag object edge Resizes the selected object.

Interface Type Left mouse button click. Selects Interface Type.
Left mouse button double-click Displays the Property Sheet dialog box.
Right mouse button click. Displays the Context menu for the Interface

Type.
Drag object Moves the selected object to any location in

the current CAD.
Drag object edge Resizes the selected object.

Offer Association Left mouse button click. Selects the Offer Association.
Move entire line. Moving entire Offer Association removes

the moved Offer Association from the
diagram.

Move one end. Moving one end of Offer Association can be
used in two ways:
1. If moved end is not connected to any

object on the diagram, this action
removes the Offer Association from the
diagram.

2. If moved end is reconnected to
another object, this action changes the
destination of Offer Association.

Usage Dependency Left mouse button click. Selects the Usage Dependency.
Left mouse button double-click Opens the Property Sheet for the Usage

Dependency.
Right mouse button click. Displays the Context menu for the Usage

Dependency.
Move entire line. Moving entire Usage Dependency removes

the moved Usage Dependency from the
diagram.

Move one end. Moving one end of Usage Dependency can
be used in two ways:
1. If moved end is not connected to any

object on the diagram, this action
removes the Usage Dependency from
the diagram.

2. If moved end is reconnected to
another object, this action changes the
destination of Usage Dependency.

More information:

• Component Architecture Diagram
• Offer Association
• Usage Dependency
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Usage Dependency
The Usage Dependency object is one of four objects that compose the Component Architecture Diagram (CAD).

The Usage Dependency object shows one of the following:

• A particular Component Specification object dependent on another Component Specification object
• A particular Interface object dependent on another Component Specification object

The Usage Dependency object has different properties to distinguish it from an Offer Association object. The Usage
Dependency object can connect between a component specification type and an interface type or between two
component specification types. However, Usage Dependency cannot connect between two interface types. To add a
Usage Dependency object, select the two objects. Then select Add Usage Dependency from the Edit menu. When
Usage Dependency is created, the dialog box prompts the user to enter the description for the Usage Dependency. When
inappropriate objects are selected, the Usage Dependency action is disabled.

The existing Usage Dependency object is automatically included when the connected types are included in the diagram.
Usage Dependency is automatically excluded when the Component Specification Type is excluded from the diagram.
Usage Dependency is automatically moved to the component specification type when the interface type on that
component specification type is excluded.

To remove a Usage Dependency, click Delete from the Edit menu or from the Context menu. Pressing the delete key also
deletes the selected Usage Dependency. When Usage Dependency is detached from the types, the Usage Dependency
is deleted from the diagram and the model. To do this, drag the end of the Usage Dependency from the connection
point of the object. Deleting component specification type or interface type also deletes Connected Usage Dependency
because of the cascading delete action.

The same action can be used to transfer the Usage Dependency from one object to other. To do this, move the end of the
Usage Dependency to the connection point of another object.

The Usage Dependency object provides the Context menu, which includes the following:

• The Delete a Usage Dependency action
• The Change Usage Dependency properties

More information:

• Component Architecture Diagram
• Supported Actions in CAD for Each Object Type
• Usage Dependency Dialog

Usage Dependency Dialog
The Usage Dependency can connect between a component specification type and an interface type or between two
component specification types.

The Usage Dependency dialog let you add usage dependency between two selected objects. However, Usage
Dependency cannot connect between two interface types.

To access the Usage Dependency dialog, click Add Usage Dependency from the Edit menu.

To add a usage dependency:

1. In the Component Architectural Diagram, select the two objects that require a usage dependency. The two objects
must be either two component specification types or a component specification type and an interface type.

2. From the Edit menu, click Add Usage Dependency.
3. The Usage Dependency dialog displays.
4. Enter a description, if desired. This field is optional.
5. Click OK.

The following are the fields in the dialog:
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Usage Dependency Description

An optional field. Allows for the entry of 1,000 bytes of descriptive information. This description is drawn next to the
Dependency Usage line.

OK

Allows for the placement of a usage dependency between two selected objects.

Cancel

Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

CAD Context Menu
The Context menu provides a convenient way to access existing menu items in another location. Each Context menu item
causes the same action as the menu item from the CAD pull-down menus.

To access the Context menu for the diagram, click the right mouse button on empty space (not an object) within the open
CAD.

NOTE
Right-clicking the mouse button on an object displays the menu items appropriate for that CAD object.

More information:

Supported Actions in CAD for Each Object Type

CAD Property Sheet
The property sheet for the Component Specification Type or the Interface Type object contains similar information as the
Properties dialog box for the object.

The first tab, Type, contains the same items as found in the Properties box for that object. The second tab, Display,
contains the display properties for that object in CAD.

To modify one of the display characteristics, click the property that you want to change. The dialog box for that property
displays, allowing you to make changes.

Design Diagrams

This article provides information for the Design Diagrams two stages; defining what the user sees and defining the data
process environment.

Design has two stages:

• Defining what the user sees (business systems, dialog flows between procedures, screens, windows, action diagrams,
workset lists, structure charts, prototypes, and dialect definitions). During this stage, you use Business System
Defaults, Dialog Design, Screen Design, Navigation Diagram, Event Browser, Action Diagram, Work Set List, Structure
Chart, Action Block Usage, Prototyping, and Dialect Definition.

• Defining the data process environment (DBMS, data storage and retrieval, and referential integrity). This stage is also
referred to as Technical Design.

Design Overview
Technical design encompasses environment-specific issues, such as the DBMS, data storage and retrieval, and
referential integrity.

Technical Design

Technical design builds and refines a data structure using the following actions:
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• Technical Design Defaults
• Technical Design Specialization
• Data Structure List
• Data Store List
• Transformation
• Retransformation
• RI Process

The technical design is constructed by Transformation action. Transformation converts the logical data model (containing
entity types, attributes, identifiers, and relationships) into a physical model (containing tables, columns, indexes, and
constraints) for each business system. Once Transformation takes place, refine the data design using the Data Store List.

Objectives

During technical design, you do the following:

• Determine environment-specific implementation details
• Tune the model for maximum performance

Prerequisites

Analysis activities

During analysis, the designer performs certain activities that overlap the internal design:

• Reviews the Data Model.
• Reviews the process logic analysis.
• Recommends changes to improve the business system implementation.

During analysis, the emphasis is not on physically implementing the data. Therefore, a design team may or may not
include a database administrator at this point in the design stage.

NOTE
Process logic analysis is performed only on strategic elementary processes. Typically, 20 percent of the
elementary processes are strategic.

Interface design

During interface design, you perform certain activities that overlap the technical design:

• Reviews logic in the Procedure Action Diagram (PAD)
• Transforms the Data Model to create a preliminary Technical Design

During Construction, you generate and load test databases in preparation for unit testing.

Deliverables

The deliverables of technical design for each business area are:

• DBMS-specific technical design
• Data structure list
• Data store list
• A collection of technical designs and database structures

NOTE
During Construction, the designer builds one or more application databases.

Technical Design Actions
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The following table describes technical design actions:

Technical Design Defaults Sets technical design default values before transformation.
Data Structure List Builds tables, columns, indexes, foreign keys, and constraints of

the database design.
Data Store List Updates databases, tablespaces, tables, index spaces, and

storage groups of the data structure design after a DDL
generation.

Transformation Converts the logical data model (containing entity types,
attributes, identifiers, and relationships) into a new physical model
(containing tables, columns, indexes, and constraints).

Retransformation Detects differences between the logical data model and the
physical model, then reconciling those differences in a way that
leaves the current technical design intact.

RI Process Maintains the integrity of the data relationships as modeled in the
data model. Gen supports referential integrity for one-to-many
relationships.

Blockmode Design
During system development using Gen, designers use the information that is discovered during analysis as the basis for
describing an information system that can satisfy the needs of the business.

The system description can be used to build and test a prototype iteratively until users are satisfied with the design.

At this point, you can construct and test a system based on this design.

Business System Defaults Overview
When performing project planning tasks for the Business System Design project, you can define standards that are known
as system defaults. Standard defaults provide a consistent user interface to the system.

During analysis, you initialize the business system definition. The Business Systems Defaults diagram allows you to
define system defaults.

The following example shows the Business System Default diagram. The asterisks identify the business system for which
defaults are being defined.
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Figure 44: Business System Default

The objectives of the Business System Defaults are:

• Set standard defaults for the Procedure Action Diagram, Screen Design, and Dialog Design
• Create a consistent user interface to the business system construction process

Categories of Business System Defaults

Selecting Business System Defaults from the Design pull-down provides the following actions:

• Properties
• Screen Video Properties
• Window Video Properties
• Commands
• Exit States
• Function Keys
• Special Edit Patterns
• Field Edit Patterns
• Delimiters
• Web Properties

When building procedure action diagrams (PADs), standard defaults are implemented for the following:

• Commands
• Exit states

When building screens, standard defaults are implemented for the following:
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• Properties
• Screen video properties
• Window video properties
• Text Window video properties
• Function keys
• Special edit patterns
• Field edit patterns

When building a dialog flow diagram, standard defaults are implemented for delimiters.

You can override standard defaults for your system usually at the procedure step, screen, or template level.

Properties

Properties include the business system name and description.

Examples:

• NAME = Order Maintenance
• DESCRIPTION = Modifies the Sales Order line items.

Screen Video Properties

Screen Video Properties sets display properties (color, intensity, highlight, and justification) for prompts, fields, error
messages, and literals. Screen Video Properties also define cursor placement and protection for fields and errors and
blank when zero or null status for fields. The following video properties can be defined for a field:

• Color allows fields to appear in any of the colors supported by the terminal.
• Intensity allows fields to appear at different levels of brightness (high or dark).
• Highlight allows fields to display with any emphasizing characteristics supported by the terminal (underscore, blink, and

reverse video).
• Justify aligns the data at either the right or the left of the field.
• Field properties protect the field entry, define fill character after justification, and replace zeros and nulls with blanks.
• Error properties determine cursor placement and protect the field entry.

Examples:

• PROMPT COLOR = green
• INTENSITY = high
• JUSTIFY = left

Window Video Properties

Window Video Properties sets foreground color, background color, and font characteristics of an object on all the windows
or dialog boxes in the current business system.

Commands

Commands direct the execution of a procedure, which implements one or more processes. By using standard commands
across the system, users are comfortable in their choice of commands, regardless of the procedure being executed.

When designing a system, first populate the commands list with a standard set; then, add more commands and synonyms
as needed.

To simplify the user interface, specify synonyms for commands. At execution time, the generated logic automatically
translates the synonym to the command value.

Examples:
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• DISPLAY
• DISP

Exit States

An exit state is a special attribute that describes the outcome of a process or procedure. Based on the EXIT STATE IS
condition set by the action diagram, the procedure step either displays a screen or flows to another procedure step. By
standardizing exit state values and messages, the same condition sets the same exit state value throughout the business
system.

The Exit State action sets exit states for action diagrams and dialog flows.

Examples:

• PROCESSING_SUCCESSFUL_COMPLETED
• CREDIT_LIMIT_EXCEEDED
• CUSTOMER_UNKNOWN

Function Keys

Function keys associate a command with each of the 24 function keys. In an online environment, function keys provide a
shorthand for communicating commands to procedures.

Each function key definition that is specified from the system defaults panel can be specified as standard or default.
Default commands map another command to a selected function key for a procedure. Standard commands assign the
same command to a selected function key in every procedure step in the business system. Default function keys can be
overridden; standard function key definitions cannot.

Examples:

• F1 = HELP
• F2 = DISPLAY
• F3 = ADD

Special Edit Patterns

Special edit patterns modify the supplied edit patterns that control field display and input format for the system date, time,
lines, and scroll indicator.

Examples:

• DATE = MM/DD/YY
• TIME = HH:MM:SS

Field Edit Patterns

Field Edit Patterns control field display and input formats for screen objects. Field edit patterns create an edit pattern using
character symbols from the following valid characters:

Type Valid characters
Numeric 9 Z $ + - ., * 0
Time HH MM SS / - : (spaces)
Date C MM DD YY YYYY JJJ / - : (spaces)
Text 0 through 9; A through Z
Mixed Text 0 through 9; A through Z; any DBCS character
DBCS Text Any DBCS character

Examples:
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• NAME = SSN
• TYPE = TEXT
• PATTERN = XXX-XX-XXXX

Delimiters

Delimiters specify string separators and parameter delimiters that identify the separation of data items. Valid symbols that
separate parameters in data items are spaces, commas, periods, semicolons, slashes, carets, dashes, asterisks, and plus
signs. Use parameter delimiters to enclose data items during Clear Screen Input.

Example:

trancode,NAME='ANDREW',NUMBER=180161

In this case, single quotation marks represent the string separator, commas represent the parameter delimiters, and
NAME and NUMBER are keywords.

Web Properties

Web Properties allows you to set certain browser features across windows and dialogs for a business system.

You can specify that the menu that is designed in the Navigation Diagram be placed horizontally across the top of the
browser frame space. Otherwise the menu bar is placed vertically along the left edge starting from the top-left corner of
the browser frame space.

You can also specify one image to be used for all Help buttons and one image for all Close buttons to appear on all
windows and dialogs for a business system. You can also select whether to exclude the image from the web page. If you
exclude the specified image for Help, the default image of "?" appears. If you exclude the specified image for the Close
button, the default of an "X" appears. The specified images appear during runtime but not during design time.

More information:

How to in Business System Defaults

Dialog Design Overview
This article provides information for a Dialog Design Overview. Dialog Design (DLG) lets you accomplish two design tasks,
Procedure Definition and Dialog Design.

Procedure Definition involves describing how a business carries out its activities and consists of one or more procedure
steps. Dialog Design involves identifying the flows between procedure steps and documenting the flows on a dialog flow
diagram.

The dialog flow diagram illustrates the passing of control from one procedure step to the next. In client/server applications,
the dialog flow diagram illustrates the passing of control from the client to the server and back to the client.

When you use the Dialog Design, the input to the diagram includes the following:

• Elementary processes defined in analysis
• Procedures and procedure steps added to the dialog flow diagram
• Flows added to connect procedure steps
• Commands set to invoke a procedure
• Function keys assigned to invoke the commands

The Dialog Design diagram has a limit on the number of Procedures or Procedure Steps that can display. This limit varies
depending on the mix of Procedures or Procedure Steps and how many of those are expanded. In general, approximately
330 Procedures can display. A message appears when the diagram is opened or an object is added or expanded that
causes the display to reach its limit.

Example

The following example shows a dialog flow diagram:
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Figure 45: Dialog Design Overview

The Gen toolset represents a procedure as a horizontal bar with vertical end posts. Horizontal bars without end posts
represent procedure steps. Dialog flows appear as vertical arrows indicating direction. Arrows without loops represent
one-directional transfers, while arrows with loops represent bi-directional links.

This diagram contains five single-step procedures. The first two vertical arrows are links and the last three are transfers.
Data can be passed between the procedures as needed.

Objectives

The following are the objectives of using the Dialog Design:

• Define business system procedures
• Specify the elementary processes that the procedures implement
• Use Analysis processes in design procedures
• Define the contents of data views passed between procedure steps
• Specify the conditions under which control is passed between procedure steps
• Define the function keys used to invoke commands in procedure steps
• Optionally define the clear screen parameters to a procedure step

Deliverables

The following are the deliverables from Dialog Design:
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• Procedure action diagrams for the implemented processes
• The sequence in which procedures and procedure steps occur
• Synthesized data views

Downstream Effects

To initiate Packaging in Construction, you must define the dialog flows between procedures and procedure steps for each
business system. If the DLG is not complete, Packaging displays only the business system name.

Flows and Non-Display Procedures: Load Module Considerations

The following scenario demonstrates the effects of a flow on a non-display procedure:

Scenario

• A non-display procedure is called on a link
• An exit state is set that is not on the return link or any other flows

Effects

• If the link involves one load module (both procedures are contained in one load module), no return flow is executed. It
may appear that a flow is executed because the GUI window removes the non-display procedure from the procedure
step stack and acts as if the flow never took place.

• If the link involves TWO load modules (each procedure in a separate load module), a forced return flow is executed no
matter what the exit state is.

Although this is inconsistent and a forced return flow with the data must be executed in all cases, the ONE load module
scenario is based on a historical design perspective in which existing models and Gen client/server encyclopedia (CSE)
clients depend on a NON-flow on single module links.

Dialog Design Main Actions

The following actions are in the Dialog Design:

Diagram Accesses and saves models, chains to other diagrams, runs
consistency check and reports, prints diagrams, and details printer
set-up.

Edit Adds procedures and procedure steps, joins procedures, adds
external flows into and out of the business system, moves objects
on the diagram, copies procedures and procedure steps, and
deletes objects from the diagram.

Detail Defines the properties of Dialog Flow Diagram objects, accesses
Procedure Synthesis, modifies views, specifies PF keys and
commands, details clear screen input, and defines the usage of
exit states and the data that is passed between procedure steps.

View Controls the display of the Dialog Flow Diagram.
Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add,

specifying dialect, changing fonts, and customizing pop-up menus.
Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, maximizes

the width and height of the active window, staggers and indents all
open windows, and divides the work area into halves or fourths to
display each open window in a portion of the screen.

Help Describes general and specific online help, explains contents
of and tasks that are performed in the application window for
online help, lists key assignments, and lists all online help topics in
alphabetical order.
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Move in Dialog Design

Move relocates the selected object within the dialog flow diagram.

Procedure steps cannot be moved outside of their parent procedure.

When a procedure/procedure step is moved, the dialog flows are redrawn to accommodate the new position.

More information:

How to in Dialog Flow Diagram

Dialog Flow Browser
Dialog Flow Browser lets you review and change all the functions for dialog flow in one diagram, with a minimum
movement to other windows or dialog.

You can use the Dialog Design tool to check the directions and completeness of dialog flows and then modify your
choices in Dialog Flow Browser as you view all the dialog flow information.

The Dialog Flow Browser shows the dialog flow data of your model in a dialog, instead of a diagram format.

The following fields are available on this dialog:

From Procedure Step
Displays all procedure steps in the entire model in a drop-down menu, when you launch the Dialog Flow Browser
from the main Design menu. From this list, you can see the dialog flows defined in the model. Once you select a
procedure step, all procedure steps that it flows to are placed in the To procedure step drop-down. If you launch
the Dialog Flow Browser from the Dialog Design menu or from Flow Maintenance, the From and To procedure
steps are populated with the source and destination of the selected flow.

To Procedure Step
Displays all the procedure steps in the model to which the From procedure step flows. From this drop down list,
select the To procedure step for which you want to display the dialog flow information.

Links to/Transfer
Specifies the dialog type. Select either link or transfer dialog type fro the drop-down menu. If the current setting is
Link and you change it to Transfer, all the data returned, command returned, returns on exit state, return current
exit state and display/execute upon return is disabled and the associated information is deleted. Select OK to
apply the change.

Flows On
Displays a list of commands from which you select an Autoflow trigger. This trigger dictates what condition causes
an autoflow from one procedure or procedure step to another. Autoflow commands set an exit state immediately.
The associated dialog flow executes without screen field validation or invoking a procedure step action block. This
lets the user exit a screen and return to a menu without entering required data on the current screen. When you
define autoflows, you add an exit state to a dialog flow and assign a command to that exit state as an autoflow
command. If the dialog flow is a link and inputs must be saved, autoflow updates the data views in the user profile
without verifying user inputs. Autoflow also performs the indicated view matching and activates the destination
procedure step. The input data is always verified immediately before execution of the destination procedure step.
Assigning autoflow commands facilitates the use of the Prototyping Tool. As you assign autoflow commands,
you can also assign the same commands to function keys and have the command display with its function key
assignment on the screen. These steps ensure smooth operation during Prototyping.

Returns On
Specifies an autoflow command as the trigger for an exit state. Autoflow commands immediately set an exit state.
The associated dialog flow executes without screen field validation or the invocation of a procedure step action
block.
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Data Sent/Returned
Defines the views, work sets, and entities for the data sent to an Import view if the Data Sent radio button is
selected, or for the data that is returned to an Import view of the To procedure step if Data Returned of the From
procedure step is selected.
If Data Sent is selected and an item from the To Import Views is selected from one list, the possible From Export
Views show in the other list.
If Data Returned is selected and an item from the From Export Views is selected from one list, the possible To
Import Views show in the other list.

Match Data Sent/Data Returned
Specifies whether to match a view in the top list to one in the bottom list. If two views are already matched, you
can effectively rematch the views by selecting again. The original match is replaced by the new selection.

Unmatch Data Sent and Data Returned
Specifies whether to unmatch views in a procedure or procedure step in one list from a procedure or procedure
step in the other list.

At "To"/"From" PStep
Specifies whether the Execute or Display action occurs in the To and From Procedure steps when a flow takes
place. For more information, see At To/From PStep Radio Buttons.

Command Sent Enterable Drop Down
Specifies the command, if any, you want to be set when the destination or To procedure step executes.

NOTE
If the flow is between two business systems, all commands from both business systems display in this
drop-down.

Command Returned Enterable Drop Down
Specifies the command, if any, you set in the From procedure step at execution.

NOTE
If the flow is between two business systems, all commands from both business systems display in this
drop-down.

The following graphic shows data on the flow from procedure step CLIENT_MAINTAIN_DIVISION to procedure step
CLIENT_DETAIL_DIVISION. Changes to any of the fields are reflected instantly across the dialog in all affected areas.
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Figure 46: Dialog Flow Browser Overview

NOTE
For information on the conditions that disable certain fields in the Dialog Flow Browser, see Conditions That
Disable Individual Fields.

The Dialog Flow Browser lets you perform the following actions:

• Select From and To procedure steps and their resulting links or transfers.
• Review and change Flows On and Returns On exit states and autoflow commands
• Determine whether the current exit state is send or return
• Review and change view matching of data sent
• Review and change view matching of data that is returned
• Review and change the execute or display mode of the To and From procedure steps
• Review and change the Sent command or Returned command
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Accessing the Dialog Flow Browser

You can access the Dialog Flow Browser by using the following methods:

• Select Dialog Flow Browser from the Design menu drop-down list.
• Double-click a flow, or select Window Navigation Diagram, select Detail, Properties.
• Double-click a flow, or select Dialog Design, then Detail, Properties.
• Double-click a flow, or select Flow Maintenance Diagram, then Detail, Properties.

Downstream Effects

To initiate Packaging in Construction, define the dialog flows between procedures and procedure steps for each business
system. If the dialog flows in Dialog Design or Dialog Flow Browser are not complete, Packaging only displays the
business system name.

Dialog Flow Browser Actions

The main actions in Dialog Flow Browser are as follows:

Diagram
Launches to other diagrams, runs consistency checks, saves the model, and closes the diagram.

Edit
Adds and removes Flows On and Returns On exit states and autoflows, and allows matching and unmatching of
data that is sent and returned.

Detail
Defines the properties of Dialog Flow Browser views only, and describes relevant information about a dialog flow
and the procedures or procedure steps which the flow connects.

View
Controls the display of the import and export views in Dialog Flow Browser.

Window
Arranges the display of all open secondary windows.

Help
Describes general and specific help, explains contents of and tasks that are performed in the application window
for help, lists key assignments, and lists all help topics in alphabetical order.

NOTE
Some users find it helpful to understand the conditions that disable fields on a dialog. For more information, see
Conditions That Disable Individual Fields.

At To/From PStep Radio Buttons

At "To"/"From" PStep Radio Buttons

This radio button specifies which of the following actions occurs when a flow takes place:

Option Description
Execute The generated system executes the logic of the destination

procedure step first, which results in either the display of the
destination step's screen or the execution of a dialog flow.

Display The generated system displays the screen for the destination step
first and waits for operator input before executing the logic of the
procedure step.

The guideline for determining which option to choose is whether the destination procedure step requires user input before
it can execute. If user input is required, choose Display. If the source procedure step provides all the information that is
required by the destination procedure step, choose Execute.
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In a client/server application, the link from a client procedure to a server procedure must be set to Execute.

When commands are passed along a dialog flow using a Display action, the value of the command that is specified on the
flow appears on the screen of the destination procedure step. When you set a command (including <Current>) in a flow,
set the properties of the dialog flow to Execute.

Conditions that Disable Individual Fields

Use the following list to determine why a button, menu item, checkbox, or drop-down is not available for you to select. If
necessary, correct the condition to gain access to a given field.

Control/Menu Item Option Reason Disabled
Menu item Properties No view selected

Description No flow displayed
Flows on Autoflow No flow, no flows on exit state selected, or

subsetting conflict
Returns on Autoflow No flow, no returns on exit state selected or

subsetting conflict
Remove Flows On No flow, no flows on exit state selected, or

subsetting conflict
Remove Returns On No flow, no returns on exit state selected, or

subsetting conflict
Match No flow, sent/returned radio button

selected, or invalid match
Unmatch No flow, sent/returned radio button

selected, valid view that is not selected in
top listbox.

Contract Valid view not selected in either view listbox
Launch to Dialog Design. No flow
Check No flow

Push button Forward Only one "To" Procedure step, not in "join"
mode, or no flow

Back Have not selected Forward push button yet
Reset Same as Back
OK No flow, or subset protection
Flows on No flow, or subsetting conflict
Returns On No flow, or subsetting conflict

Checkbox Return Current Exit State Link type=Transfer
Display first at "From" Pstep radio button is
selected.

Send Current Exit State Display first at "To" Pstep radio button is
selected.

Data Returned Link type=Transfer
Display first at "To" Pstep radio button Link type=transfer or "To"

Pstep=nonscreened
Display first at "From" Pstep radio button "From" Pstep=nonscreened

Drop-down Dialog Type "From" Pstep's procedure is batch rather
than online.

Return command Link type=transfer or subsetting conflict
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Send Command Subsetting conflict

Specifying Type of Dialog Flow

You can specify the type of dialog flow as Transfers to or Links to.

Transfers and links pass control from one procedure step to the next procedure step. Optionally, data can be passed from
the source to the destination procedure step.

Dialog flows that are links can return control and data to the source procedure step. Any data available when the source
procedure step originally executes also is available after the destination procedure step is complete and returns control.

Dialog flows that are transfers cannot return control or data to the source procedure step.

The default value is Transfers to.

In applications with a graphical user interface (GUI), the type of dialog flow you choose determines whether a window
remains open or closes when control passes to the next procedure step.

If you want a window to remain open when the next procedure step executes, select Links to. If you want a window to
close before the next procedure step executes, select Transfers to.

Links to makes it possible to have more than one window open at a time. As a result, Links to is used most often in GUI
applications.

On the Dialog Flow Diagram, a link appears as an arrow with a loop circling the source procedure step and the arrow
pointing to the destination procedure step. A transfer appears as an arrow pointing to the destination procedure step.
There is no loop at the end of a transfer dialog flow.

The Dialog Flow Diagram for a client/server application illustrates the passing of control from the client to the server, and
back to the client. The guidelines below must be followed when joining procedures or procedure steps in a client/server
application.

• Client procedures can flow to other client procedures or server procedures
• Flows from client procedures to server procedures must be links
• A flow cannot originate from a server procedure

Links and transfers control whether windows remain displayed.

The following example shows the different types of internal flows:

• A transfer between two online procedure steps (Proc Steps 1 and 3)
• A link between two online procedure steps (Proc Steps 2 and 3)
• An online procedure with a self-referencing transfer (Proc Step 3)
• An online procedure with a self-referencing link (Proc Step 4)
• A batch procedure with a self-referencing transfer (Proc Step 6)
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Figure 47: Specifying Type of Dialog Flow

At "From" PStep (Execute/Display) Radio Buttons

These radio buttons specify which of the following actions executes when a link flow returns to the source procedure step:

Action Description
Execute First The generated system executes the logic of the destination

procedure step, which results in either the display of the
destination screen of the step or the execution of a dialog flow.

Display First The generated system displays the screen for the destination step
and waits for operator input to begin the logic of the procedure
step.

The guideline for determining which option to choose is whether upon completion of the link flow the source procedure
step requires extra user input before it can execute. If user input is required, choose Display First. If all the information
that is required by the source procedure step is retained or is provided by the destination procedure upon return, choose
Execute First.

In a client/server application, the return flow from a server procedure to a client procedure generally is set to Execute First.
This allows the client procedure to test the data being returned before the data is displayed to the user.
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When commands are passed along a dialog flow using a Display First action, the value of the command that is specified
on the flow appears on the screen of the destination procedure step. When you set a command (including <Current>) in a
flow, set the properties of the dialog flow to Execute First.

More information:

How to in Dialog Flow Browser

Understand Procedure Synthesis
Procedure synthesis lets you select, customize, and apply a stereotype. Procedure synthesis generates a Procedure
Action Diagram that represents the logic of one procedure step.

Procedure Synthesis Overview

Applying a stereotype generates a Procedure Action Diagram. The procedure step can implement one or more
elementary processes that are defined during Analysis. During a procedure synthesis, the software builds an action
diagram that USEs the Process Action Diagrams of the processes being implemented. Gen also generates a set of views
that combine the views of the implemented processes.

The client area of the Procedure Synthesis window lets you select and specify the stereotype objects that procedure
synthesis uses. The first line in the client area shows the stereotype to be used. The second line shows the name of the
procedure step. The remainder of the window contains the objects that are related to the stereotype.

The following example shows the Dialog Flow Diagram (background), where selecting procedure synthesis resulted in the
Procedure Synthesis diagram (middle), and finally the action diagram (front) that resulted from the synthesized procedure:

Figure 48: Procedure Synthesis Overview

In the Procedure Synthesis Diagram, you can specify an object in the client area in two ways:
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• Select the object, select Edit from the action bar, and then select Select from the pull-down.
• Double-click the object.

Downstream Effects

The Construction Toolset generates program logic based on the Procedure Action Diagram. The Procedure Action
Diagram uses the logic in the Process Action Diagram for each implemented process.

The Dialog Design (DLG) Tool synthesizes a set of data views for the Procedure Action Diagram based on the combined
views of the implemented elementary processes. For online systems, the Construction Toolset generates software that
consists of screens that are populated with the fields that are initially defined with views. Code generation bases the
generated program logic on the manipulation of views in Procedure Action Diagrams.

Main Actions

The actions in Procedure Synthesis include the following:

Action Description
Model Performs actions on the model, generates reports, accesses

encyclopedia tasks, and manages settings that apply across all
diagrams.

Diagram Launches other diagrams, saves models, and closes the active
window.

Edit Selects, customizes, and applies a stereotype, selects stereotype
options, selects an object, and removes an object.

Tool Accesses other Gen diagrams.
Options Selects the font that Gen uses to display text in the client area.
Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, staggers and

indents all open windows, and divides the screen into halves or
fourths to display each open window.

Stereotype

Procedure synthesis has several options for the stereotype to be used for generating the procedure action diagram.

Entity Maintenance

Entity Maintenance specifies a stereotype for a procedure step that performs entity actions. You specify which action
blocks perform the entity actions.

You must select an action block to display tables.

You must also specify a screen identifier that is used as the criteria to search tables. You can select the screen identifier
only after you select the action block that displays tables. The screen identifier is the import view of the process to be
implemented to READ tables.

Selection List

Selection List specifies a stereotype for a procedure step that displays a selection list of the occurrences of a single
entity type. During procedure synthesis, Gen creates a Procedure Action Diagram that contains the logic to display all
occurrences of the selected entity type. Each display line consists of one or more attributes. The generated selection list is
sorted according to the attribute and sort order you select.

Implements Action Blocks

Implements Action Blocks specifies a stereotype for a procedure step that does not fit the entity maintenance or selection
list stereotypes but can benefit from view synthesis. This type of stereotype can call any action block from Analysis or
Design.
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NOTE
Implements Action Blocks provides the process implementation capability that is found in earlier releases of the
product. For each action block you select, you also select the command value that directs processing.

Menu

Menu specifies a menu flow to another procedure step. The flow can be to a destination procedure step in the current
business system or in another business system.

You specify the following when you select a menu flow:

• The destination business system
• The destination procedure step
• The command or synonym that executes the flow

Subject List

Subject List specifies a flow between a synthesized selection list procedure step (a procedure step that resulted from
procedure synthesis and that displays a selection list) and the current procedure step when both manipulate the same
entity type. When you select a subject list flow, specify:

• Subject entity view
• Selection list procedure step from which the flow originates
• Command that directs the flow

Neighbor List

Neighbor List specifies a flow from the current procedure step to a procedure step that displays a selection list. The
two procedure steps can act on different entity types. This type of flow lets the user of the generated system select an
occurrence of an entity type that is a neighbor of the subject entity type.

When you add a neighbor selection list flow, specify the following:

• The command that directs processing to the selection list procedure step
• The selection list procedure step to which the flow is directed
• The entity view to which data is mapped on return from the selection list procedure step

Options

To specify how the generated system interprets keyboard commands that the user enters, select Options. The stereotype
style that you select affects how the commands are interpreted. You can select the following options:

• Action bar for command entry
• Update in one stage or two
• Delete in one stage or two
• Create in one stage or two
• Use the Enter command to Update
• Use the Enter command to Display
• Cancel command and refresh the screen from the database
• Clear screen fields

The Action bar for command entry option is available for procedure steps that are generated using entity maintenance
and selection list stereotypes. All other options are available only for procedure steps that are generated using entity
maintenance stereotypes.

To specify stereotype options, select the name of an entity maintenance or selection list procedure step, and select
Options.

Prototyping
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Prototyping demonstrates online dialog flows between screens without action diagrams, or generating code or databases.
Prototyping verifies that the screens and flows are complete.

Objectives

The following are the objectives of Prototyping:

• Verify fields on particular screens
• Identify missing screens and invalid dialog flows
• Test flows between screens
• Review screen appearance

Prerequisites

Before you use Prototyping, you must define your business system, screens, dialog flows, and commands.

Deliverables

Prototyping shows the customer screen design through the dialog flows and procedures. To prototype online dialog flows,
the analyst builds the following items:

1. Procedure steps to be prototyped (except for the action diagram)
2. Dialog flows connecting the procedure steps
3. Autoflows and the associated exit states for each dialog flow to prototype
4. Function key assignments for each command that has an autoflow that is specified
5. A screen for each procedure step

Downstream Effects

By using the Prototyping Tool before refining the action diagram for procedure steps, you can avoid costly changes later in
the project.

Using the Prototyping Tool

The Prototyping Tool displays the screens in the same manner as in Screen Design Display. You cannot enter any
variable data, interpret data, transfer data between screens, or simulate the look of data on the screen while in the
Prototyping Tool. Function keys that are associated with the autoflows let you move from screen to screen based on
dialog flows.

The cursor position does not change to indicate which fields are protected and which allow data entry. The edit pattern
does display with each data field. Prototyping allows you to review the fundamental behavior of an online conversation
without building detailed procedure logic.

While reviewing the screens, the customer can change screen definitions and the order in which screens are presented
with an immediate review of the results. This ensures that the analyst and the customer agree on the screen changes.

Prototyping helps avoid changes later in the development process.

NOTE
When prototyping is initialized, a keyboard function is loaded that captures all keyboard function keys including
the F1 (HELP) key. Therefore, F1 does not work for HELP in the prototyping tool. You must select HELP from
the tool bar.

Example

The following example shows how the procedure steps, dialog flows, function keys, and screens work together during
Prototyping.

The procedure action diagram (PAD) shown in the following diagram identifies the exit states and the autoflow to the next
logical screen. The EXIT STATE IS action sets the value of the special attribute Exit State. Exit States indicates what
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happens at the conclusion of a procedure. To support Prototyping, set Exit States to autoflow which initiates the dialog
flow.

The Dialog Flow Diagram shown in the following diagram enables the transfer of control and data from one procedure
step to another during system execution. A link indicates that the source procedure step passes control and data
(optional) to the target procedure step. In this example, a link exists from Order Entry to Customer Maintenance and
Part Maintenance. A transfer indicates that the source procedure step passes control and data (optional) to the target
procedure step if appropriate conditions are met. In this example, a transfer exists from Order Entry to Order Maintenance
and Customer List.

The following diagram shows the Order Entry screen, the starting point for a link or transfer:

The function keys identify which procedure step to activate for a selected function key. When demonstrating a business
system, activate a screen in Prototyping. Then, use the function keys to move between screens as defined in the dialog
flows and PAD. The following function key list identifies that F2 has been assigned to activate the CUSMAINT (Customer
Maintenance) procedure step:

By pressing F2 from the Order Entry screen, you pass control to the Customer Maintenance screen, which is shown in the
following diagram.

In the generated system, linking to the Customer Maintenance screen retains the original views that are defined for Order
Entry and then adds input from Customer Maintenance.

The following functions work together during Prototyping:

• Exit states from the PAD
• Transfers and links in the DLG, which pass control and data between the procedure steps
• Function keys and commands from Screen Design

Understand Screen Design
Screen Design is the process of defining the visual layouts of views that are imported to procedure steps and exported
from procedure steps.

In an online environment, the primary visual layouts are screens; in a batch environment, they are reports. You design
reports, not screens, for batch procedure steps. Each screen provides the user interface for one procedure step or single-
step procedure.

A typical screen layout that is built in Screen Design shows literals appearing in white, prompts in blue, and fields in green.
Color, intensity, and highlight are set to Normal for all prompts and fields. Justify is set to Left for all prompts.

A screen can contain fields, special fields, prompts, and literals. It can also include one or more templates. A template
can contain only literals, special fields, and prompts. Fields, which implement import and export data views, are specific
to a particular procedure step. Because templates can be shared by many screens and thus, many procedure steps, they
cannot support fields.

The two major types of objects that are defined during Screen Design are:

Object Description
Screens The user view of the system (most online procedure steps are

associated with a screen).
Templates Definitions of portions of a screen. A template can be used by

many screens across a business system to define and position
standard screen objects. One or more templates can be used in
each screen to give them all a common look and feel.
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Screens and templates contain the following fundamental objects:

Object Description
Fields Implements import and export data views
Literals Provides constant information
Prompts Labels fields and special fields
Special fields Reflects a set of special attributes appropriate for placement on a

screen

Objectives

The following are the objectives of using Screen Design:

• Maximize the performance of those who use the resulting screens
• Ensure the consistency of screens across the business system
• Format the fields that implement data views so the user can clearly and easily find the information

Screen Design Guidelines

The colors the user sees in the generated system are the system defaults. However, the display properties in the
generated system vary with the software and hardware that is used for development and display. Therefore, observe the
following guidelines when designing screens and templates.

• Use highlighting for important information, but note that overuse of highlighting causes confusion.
• Use display properties to differentiate data fields from prompts and literals. Use discretion in color selection. Overuse

of color results in screens that are difficult to read.
• Synchronize the order of fields on the screen with the user's logical order of use. When both mandatory and optional

fields appear, place the mandatory fields above and before the optional fields.
• Ensure that the order of fields on the screen reflects the user's reading order. For example, in English, left to right and

top to bottom.
• Make literals consistent in text, color, and placement across screens in the business system.
• Be consistent across screens and across screen types. Be consistent in format and sequence of fields.
• Avoid overcrowding a screen, and use simple screen formats that convey information in a clear and concise manner.

Use additional screens when necessary.

Screen Design Rules
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• Consistency Check verifies the following rules:
• A screen must contain at least one literal or field or include at least one template.
• A screen, which is not defined as scrollable, must not contain special attributes for scrolling.
• A screen, which is not defined as scrollable, must not use a template containing special attributes for scrolling.
• Each mandatory input predicate view should be input by a screen variable or provided by a dialog flow.
• The number of occurrences that are placed on the screen for an inner nested repeating group must be the same as its

cardinality.
• A screen must contain special attribute for error message.
• A screen or its template must contain special attribute for error message.
• A screen must contain special attribute for trancode.
• A screen or its template must contain special attribute for trancode.
• The first field on the screen must be the special variable TRANCODE.
• A template must contain at least one literal or special field.
• A template should be used by at least one screen.
• A variable or literal on a template must not precede a TRANCODE field on that template.
• A variable or literal on a template must not precede a TRANCODE field on any screen included by that template.
• A non-hidden field must either be mapped or defined as 'none'.
• Non-hidden fields must be placed on a screen.
• The edit pattern type that is specified for a screen variable must be consistent with the type of attribute it represents.
• The edit pattern type that is specified for a screen variable must be consistent with the type of the edit pattern.

Deliverables

The Screen Design deliverables are a set of screen and report layouts. Each screen layout implements the data views for
a particular procedure step.

Downstream Effects

During Construction, Gen software generates a set of screens in the target environment, based on the results of Screen
Design. Before moving to the Construction stage, you should run a Consistency Check after Screen Design to verify the
accuracy of the screen layouts within your business system.

Screen Design Actions

The following actions are in Screen Design:

Action Description
Diagram Activates a selected procedure step or template. Creates a

template. Removes a selected template. Chains to Dialog Flow,
Prototyping, Action Diagram, Structure Chart, or Construction.
Runs a Consistency Check. Outputs the screens to a specified
printer or file. Stores the entire model.

Edit Adds, moves, and centers objects (fields, literals, and special
fields). Deletes fields and unused prompts. Copies literals and
repeating groups.

Detail Specifies field definition properties, template properties, screen
properties, views maintenance, PF keys/commands, screens that
use a template (Used In), and templates that are used in a screen
(Uses).

Generate Places all attributes in a selected export view as fields on a screen
associated with a procedure step. Generates source code for a
selected screen.
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View Displays a sample screen or template layout showing how the
screen appears to the end user after system generation. Removes
highlighting on all selected objects.

Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object adds,
inverts the screen, selects dialect, and customizes fonts and pop-
up menus.

Window Arranges the display of all open windows, closes one or more
windows, maximizes the width and height of the active window,
staggers, and indents all open windows, divides a work area
into halves or fourths to display each open window in a part of
the screen, then displays each open window in a portion of the
screen.

Help Describes general and specific help. Explains contents and
tasks that are performed in the application window, lists key
assignments, lists all help topics in alphabetical order, and all
consistency check and runtime error messages.

Code Example

This example shows a portion of the generated code for the screen called MAINTAIN_CUSTOMER. The high-level
programming language is COBOL.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

PROGRAM-ID. PSOUNDX.

***************************************************************

*

*                 Source Code Generated By

*                        <productname> 8.5

*           Copyright(C)2012 CA. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Name: TEST_SOUNDEX_FUNCTION         Date: 2012/01/14

* TARGET OS: MVS                     Time:10:30:13

* TARGET DBMS: DB2 z/OS              User:Scott

*

* Generation Options:

* Debug trace option not selected

* Data modeling constraint enforcement not selected

* Optimized import view initialization not selected

* High performance view passing ignored for pstep

* LAST_STATEMENT_NUM execution selected

* Enforce default values with DBMS not selected

* Init unspecified optional fields to NULL not selected

* Dynamic link (z/OS) used bus sys default of "No"

*

***************************************************************

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

77 COPYRIGHT PIC X(44)

VALUE 'COPYRIGHT 2002, Computer Associates'.

77 MODULE-NAME PIC X(0008) VALUE 'MAINTAIS'.

77 MP-VERSION PIC X(0008) VALUE '4.2.A2'.

*
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* Dummy attribute and missing-flag for system variables.

77 NO-DYN-ATTR PIC X(6) VALUE LOW-VALUES.

77 NO-MISS-IND PIC X VALUE LOW-VALUES.

77 POS PIC X VALUE 'Y'.

77 NEG PIC X VALUE 'N'.

77 ACTIVE-ENTRY PIC X VALUE 'Y'.

77 INACTIVE-ENTRY PIC X VALUE 'N'.

LINKAGE SECTION.

01 IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1 PIC X.

01 IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2 PIC X.

01 ENVIRONMENT-LIST.

03 REG1-ADR PIC S9(9) COMP SYNC.

03 PSB-DATA.

05 PCB-CNT PIC S9(9) COMP SYNC.

05 PCB-ENTRY OCCURS 255.

07 PCB-ADR PIC S9(9) COMP SYNC.

03 FORMAT-TYPE PIC X.

88 MAPPED-FORMAT VALUE 'M'.

88 BYPASS-FORMAT VALUE 'B'.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* START OF IMPORT VIEWS

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

01 W-IA.

03 A-0004784229-IA.

05 IMPORT-001E0V.

07 CUSTOMER-001E0T.

09 NUMBER-001GP.

11 NUMBER-001MS PIC X(0001).

11 NUMBER-001 PIC S9(0006).

11 NUMBER-001XX REDEFINES NUMBER-001

PIC X(0006).

09 ADDRESS-001GP.

11 ADDRESS-001MS PIC X(0001).

11 ADDRESS-001 PIC X(0040).

11 ADDRESS-001XX REDEFINES ADDRESS-001

PIC X(0040).

09 CREDIT-BALANCE-001GP.

11 CREDIT-BALANCE-001MS PIC X(0001).

11 CREDIT-BALANCE-001 PIC S9(0008)V9(0002).

11 CREDIT-BALANCE-001XX REDEFINES

CREDIT-BALANCE-001 PIC X(0010).

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* START OF EXPORT VIEWS

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

01 W-OA.

03 A-0004915302-OA.

05 EXPORT-002E0V.

07 CUSTOMER-002E0T.

09 NUMBER-002AT PIC X(0006).

09 NUMBER-002GP.

11 NUMBER-002MS PIC X(0001).

11 NUMBER-002 PIC S9(0006).

11 NUMBER-002XX REDEFINES NUMBER-002
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PIC X(0006).

09 NAME-002AT PIC X(0006).

09 NAME-002GP.

11 NAME-002MS PIC X(0001).

11 NAME-002 PIC X(0040).

11 NAME-002XX REDEFINES NAME-002 PIC X(0040).

09 ADDRESS-002AT PIC X(0006).

09 ADDRESS-002GP.

11 ADDRESS-002MS PIC X(0001).

11 ADDRESS-002 PIC X(0040).

11 ADDRESS-002XX REDEFINES ADDRESS-002

PIC X(0040).

09 CREDIT-BALANCE-002AT PIC X(0006).

09 CREDIT-BALANCE-002GP.

11 CREDIT-BALANCE-002MS PIC X(0001).

11 CREDIT-BALANCE-002 PIC S9(0008)V9(0002).

11 CREDIT-BALANCE-002XX REDEFINES

CREDIT-BALANCE-002 PIC X(0010).

* **************************************************************

* IEF MAP GENERATION PROCEDURE DIVISION *

* **************************************************************

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1, IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2,

ENVIRONMENT-LIST, APPLICATION-LIST, SCMGR-CMCB,

GURB-BUFFER, W-UA, W-IA, W-OA.

*

A0000-MAIN.

MOVE SPACES TO TMOH-REQUEST-CODE

MOVE LOW-VALUES TO TMOH-BUFFER-OFFSET

SET TMOH-OK TO TRUE

EVALUATE TRUE

WHEN SCMGR-IDENTIFY-MAP

PERFORM B1000-IDENTIFY-MAP

WHEN SCMGR-GET-SCREEN-PROPS

PERFORM B1500-GET-SCREEN-PROPS

WHEN SCMGR-PARSE-MAP

PERFORM B2000-INPUT-MAP

WHEN SCMGR-OUTPUT-SCREEN

SET OUTPUT-TO-SCREEN TO TRUE

PERFORM B3000-OUTPUT-MAP

IF TMOH-OK

PERFORM B3100-WRITE-BUFFER

ELSE

MOVE TMOH-RETURN-CODE TO SCMGR-RETURN-CODE

MOVE TMOH-MESSAGE TO SCMGR-MESSAGE

END-IF

WHEN SCMGR-OUTPUT-PRINTER

SET OUTPUT-TO-PRINTER TO TRUE

PERFORM B3000-OUTPUT-MAP

IF TMOH-OK

PERFORM B3100-WRITE-BUFFER

ELSE

MOVE TMOH-RETURN-CODE TO SCMGR-RETURN-CODE

MOVE TMOH-MESSAGE TO SCMGR-MESSAGE
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END-IF

For more information, see Use Screen Design.

Understand Clear Screen Input
The Clear Screen Input option lets you pass data to a procedure without having to first display the associated screen.

Clear Screen Input Overview

Clear Screen Input passes the unformatted input to a procedure when the procedure step is initially invoked. This
eliminates displaying the formatted empty screen.

NOTE

• You cannot pass unformatted input to procedure steps without display screen or window.
• The parameter list cannot exceed 32K.
• The mapping of Clear Screen Input to attributes in the Import View is available only with Block Mode screens.

For GUI, ASP.NET, and Web Generation applications, the Clear Screen Input is available to the procedure
action diagram in the Command field. Any parsing of the Clear Screen Input to other views must be done
logically within the action diagram.

• Clear Screen Input for GUI, ASP.NET, and Web Generation applications is passed into a Procedure Step
Action Diagram in the Command field with length up to 80 characters. If the Command is not reset prior to its
use between client and server, it is truncated to 8 characters.

• A procedure step that is invoked with Clear Screen Input processes as "Execute First." The option for
executing first without any data is applicable only to the screens and not to GUI or Web applications.

• Clear Screen Input helps you reduce execution costs and time by providing a short cut to invoking a
procedure. Experienced users can employ this option to allow a program that is generated outside Gen to
access Gen-generated program.

• Check your operating system, business system, and language compiler defaults before using double
quotation marks as string separators. For more information, see Clear Screen Input Delimiters and Data
Separators.

For example, to invoke a List Customer procedure, an operator can ordinarily perform the following steps:

1. Type transaction code (assigned during the Construction phase) press ENTER.
2. The screen that is associated with List Customers displays with no values in its fields.
3. The operator enters a value in the Starting Customer Name field and presses ENTER.
4. The screen that is associated with List Customer displays again, this time filled in with customer names and phone

numbers.

However, it is more convenient for frequent users of List Customers to type the trancode, followed by a value for Starting
Customer Name on a clear screen. The screen that is associated with List Customers displays with customer names and
phone numbers filled in.

The second alternative is made available by using the Clear Screen Input feature of Gen. To access the Clear Screen
input Diagram, select a procedure or procedure step in the Dialog Flow Diagram and click Detail, Clear Screen Input.

Clear Screen Input Delimiters and Data Separators

If when using Clear Screen Input, input data contain business system defaults separators or delimiters, the defaults
must be changed to suit the data and input style desired. Do not set or use operating system-specific separators such as
double quotes " ". The system parses away the default delimiters before passing data to programs. When this happens,
program operation is unpredictable. Here are some options that you can try to correct the problem:
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• Use single quotes or equally appropriate separator,
• Change default delimiter from spaces to commas if spaces are part of input data,
• If double quotes must be used, prefix each quote with a backslash "\" character. This character bypasses the system

C-language parsing of double quotes.

Understand Dialect Definition
This article provides information to Understand Dialect Definition. Dialect Definition lets you design bilingual applications
for screens in more than one language.

NOTE
Some of the actions on the Design pull-down are inactive until a business system is selected. To activate a
business system, select Business System Defaults, a business system, Diagram, Open.

Understand Flow Maintenance
This article provides information for Understand Flow Maintenance. Flow Maintenance lets you review all the properties
for a particular procedure step at one time.

Flow Maintenance Overview

You can also define external flows into a destination business system and external flows out of a source business system.

The following example shows the Flow Maintenance Diagram:
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Figure 49: Flow Maintenance Diagram

Objectives

The objective of flow maintenance is to further refine the properties that are defined for a particular procedure step and its
related dialog flows.

Flow Maintenance Main Actions

The actions in flow maintenance include the following:

Diagram

Prints the Flow Maintenance diagram and saves the entire model.

Edit

Adds external flows into and out of the business system, adds exit states to the business system, modifies exit states and
autoflow commands, adds autoflow commands, and removes objects from the Flow Maintenance diagram.

View
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Returns to the top of the Flow Maintenance diagram, searches for a string within the diagram, and deselects highlighted
objects.

Detail

Specifies the dialog flow properties of the procedure step, and defines the data that is sent (passed) to a procedure and
the data that is returned to the source procedure.

Window

Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, maximizes the width and height of the active window, staggers, and
indents all open windows, divides the work area into halves or fourths, and then displays each open window in a portion of
the screen.

Options

Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add.

Help

Describes general and specific help, explains contents and tasks that are performed in the application window for help,
lists key assignments, and lists all help topics in alphabetical order.

More Information:

Use Dialog Flow Diagram.

GUI Design
You can use Gen to design windows and dialog boxes. This section provides information about GUI design.

NOTE
The guidelines that are presented here are reasonable for GUI design using Gen. Do not construe them as hard
rules. The user of the application is the final arbiter of what constitutes a good practice.

Navigation Diagram Overview
The Navigation Diagram offers a single point of access to model objects and their related tools. It is an efficient way to
design and implement user interfaces.

Use the Navigation Diagram as a starting point for your application development.

The diagram is a single window that is divided into three separate panes:

• Network pane
• Hierarchy pane
• Controls pane

Each of the panes uses different display techniques to show information about the relationships between the objects
(windows, dialog boxes, and servers) you select for display, or that are contained in a diagram. You can resize the entire
window, or the individual panes within, to fit your needs.
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Figure 50: Navigation Diagram

Using the Navigation Diagram

Each of the panes contains controls that allow you to access other tools in the Gen toolset.

The Network Pane allows you to do the following:

• Double-click any window or dialog box to open that particular window or dialog box.
• Double-click any server icon to open the Action Diagram (PAD).
• Double-click any flow arrow to open the appropriate flow creation tools.
• Select two objects and perform a Join to create a flow between them.
• Select a window or dialog box and then select the Action Diagram push button on the toolbar to access the action

diagram for the selected object.

The Hierarchy Pane allows you to do the following:
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• Select a checkbox to control whether the object displays in the Network pane.
• Select plus/minus boxes to expand or contract objects in the hierarchy.
• Double-click the window or dialog box beside the name to access its window or dialog box.
• Double-click a server icon beside the name to access the Action Diagramming tool.

The Controls Pane allows you to do the following:

• Double-click the name or the icon to display the properties dialog box for the selected object.
• Double-click an event name to display the Action Diagram logic for that event.
• Select plus/minus boxes to expand or contract objects such as menus.

Navigation Diagram Actions

The actions in Navigation Diagram include the following:

Diagram Accesses and closes windows and dialog boxes; runs consistency
checks; opens, closes, and copies windows and dialog boxes; and
launches other Gen tools.

Add Specifies the controls that can be added, including hypertext links
to bookmarks and new browser windows. All controls can be
added to windows; all controls except status bars and toolbars can
be added to dialog boxes.

Edit Specifies the controls that can be edited, deleted, and positioned.
Edit places the Navigation Diagram Tool into a mode in which you
design windows and dialog boxes. You can create, manipulate, lay
out, and move controls. For windows, you can design menus. Edit
is the default mode.

Mode Specifies the condition in which Navigation Diagram responds to
controls on application windows and dialog boxes.

Detail Specifies the properties of windows, dialog boxes, and controls;
documents the help information for windows, dialog boxes, and
controls; defines the mapping and maintenance of views; and
maintains a directory of bitmap files.
You can detail Individual Radio Buttons by double-clicking them.
You can detail the properties of a Radio Button Group using any of
the following two ways:
Right-click inside the Radio Button Group. Select Detail,
Properties.
Double-click the border edge of the Radio Button Group.

View Specifies the various options available for displaying objects in
Navigation Diagram, opens a standard search dialog, and displays
procedure step names in the Hierarchy pane.

Generate Generates source code for a window or dialog box.
Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add,

specifies movement of group boxes as a unit, narrows, or expands
the scope of language dialects available in windows and dialog
boxes, sets values of horizontal and vertical movement, and
customizes pop-up menus.

Window Arranges the display of all open windows, closes one or more
open windows, maximizes the width and height of the active
window, staggers and indents all open windows, and divides the
work area into halves or quarters to display each open window in
a part of the screen.
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Help Describes general and specific help, explains contents and tasks
that are performed in the application window for help, lists key
assignments, lists all help topics in alphabetical order and lists
consistency check and runtime error messages.

Panes in Navigation Diagram

The Navigation Diagram contains three editing areas called panes. Each pane contains different information about objects
that are displayed in the diagram.

Each pane contains controls for scrolling and can be sized as desired. Various controls from menus in the Navigation
Diagram effect the display of objects in the panes.

Move

Move in Navigation Diagram

Move relocates selected objects. The objects can be windows, dialog boxes, or controls within windows or dialog boxes.
You can select multiple fields, list boxes, list occurrences, literals, and push buttons to move. Their positions, when
selected, remain relative to one other.

To move an object in the Navigation Diagram

1. Select the object to move (window, dialog box, or control) using the left mouse button.
2. Press and hold the right mouse button (or press F7).
3. Move the object to the desired location.
4. Release the right mouse button (or click the mouse button).

NOTE
For a non-enterable drop-down list control, after you select it, right-click in the shaded area to initiate the move.

Figure 51: List Control

Menu Design

To design a menu, specify the following:

• Menu items
• Properties of each menu item

Change parent, if needed. This action moves a menu item in a menu bar pull-down from one menu bar keyword to
another menu bar keyword, or from a menu bar pull-down to the menu bar.

Menu Design is active for windows only, not for dialog boxes.

Mode in Navigation Diagram

Selecting Mode in the Navigation Diagram changes the condition in which Navigation Diagram responds to controls on
application windows and dialog boxes.
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Mode provides the following actions:

Action Description
Edit Places Navigation Diagram into a design mode so that controls

can be laid out on application windows or dialog boxes.
Prototype Places Navigation Diagram into a simulation mode in which

initialization of dialog boxes can be checked. For example, an
action or push button may initiate a dialog box. You can verify if
the dialog box appears by selecting the action or push button in
Prototype mode.

Test Provides a fast, easy way to test GUI applications while they are
being built. With Rapid Testing, you are not required to package,
generate, and install the application. You simply pick the window/
dialog box that you want to begin with and click the Test toolbar
button (car) or menu item.

NOTE
The Gen Testing Tool contains extensive help. This help is installed ONLY when you install the Build Tool,
including the file RTTUI.HLP.

Prototype Mode

Prototype places the Navigation Diagram Tool into a mode in which initialization of dialog boxes can be verified. For
example, an action or button may initiate a dialog box. You can verify if the dialog box appears by selecting the action or
push button in Prototype mode.

You can prototype a window when Edit is set to Window (Mode > Window). You can prototype in a web browser when Edit
is set to HTML (Mode > HTML).

Mapping

Mapping allows you to perform view mapping, which consists of assigning import views to export views. The views
represent attributes and may be implemented in Navigation Diagram as fields, list boxes, and list occurrences.

A single procedure step may have several windows and dialog boxes that are associated with it. The controls on the
windows and their associated dialog boxes share the same view set. Mapping provides a convenient way to assign and
change views globally rather than at the individual control level.

More information:

• Designing Windows and Dialogs
• Toolbar Features

Network Pane
This pane presents a graphic representation of the organization of windows, dialog boxes, and servers in your application.

There are separate symbols for each of the objects and different colored flow lines to indicate the type of flow involved.
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Figure 52: Network Pane

NOTE
You can find a complete explanation of all the flow types and colors and the objects in the legend.

Each of the objects in the Network pane is active and provides access to other tools in the Gen Toolset. For example,
double-clicking the icon for a window or dialog box opens that particular window or dialog box.

Double-clicking a server icon opens the Action Diagram tool.

Double-clicking a flow opens the appropriate tool for a flow creation.

Selecting any of the icons in the Network pane also highlights the text entry for that object in the hierarchy pane. If there
are controls that are associated with the object, as for a window or dialog box, a list of controls and events appears in the
controls pane.

The Network pane diagram displays procedure steps that do not (yet) have windows as a three-dimensional, dashed-line
box. Double-click the procedure step (pstep) icon or entry in any of the three panes to access the Action Diagram tool for
that procedure step.

If you drag a window from the tool palette and drop it on top of the pstep icon in the Network pane, the window icon
replaces the pstep icon.

Controls Pane
The Controls pane lists all the controls that are associated with a selected object. You can select an object in either the
Network or Hierarchy panes.
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Objects in the Control pane look like this:

Figure 53: Control Pane

You can double-click any object to access the properties dialog for that object. For example, double-clicking the window
name displays the Window/Dialog Box Properties dialog box. You can access the action diagram logic for an event if you
double-click the event name or icon.

If you have not selected an object, the pane displays the message <Nothing Selected>. If you select two or more objects,
the Control pane displays the message <More than One Selected>.

Hierarchy Pane
This article provides information for Hierarchy Pane. The Hierarchy pane displays the names of windows, dialog boxes,
and servers in your application.

The display is in a hierarchical outline format as in this example:

Figure 54: Hierarchy Pane

In the example, Corporate Departments is a window that provides access to several dialog boxes. The Display? Checkbox
icon determines whether or not the object appears in the Network pane. The Expand/Contract Icon determines how many
of the objects display in this pane. If this icon contains a +, there are more objects. The icon functions in the same manner
as the contract and expand menu items in the rest of the toolset.
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Double-click the Window or Dialog Box name to access that particular window or dialog box. Double-click a Server name
to access the Action Diagram tool.

Navigation Diagram Legend
This article provides information for the Navigation Diagram Legend.

Objects

Window

The blue box with the gray and blue banner represents a window. The text within the box is the window title, or the window
name if the window does not have a title.

Figure 55: Navigation Diagram Window

Dialog Box

The dark blue box with the dark blue banner represents a dialog. The text within the box is the dialog title. If the dialog is
untitled, the procedure step name is displayed within the box.

This box represents both primary and regular dialogs.

Figure 56: Navigation Diagram Dialog Box

Server

The three-dimensional box represents a server that is a procedure step with the "No Display" attribute set. The text within
the box is the procedure step name.

Figure 57: Navigation Diagram Server

Procedure Step

The dashed three-dimensional box represents a procedure step with the "with Display" attribute set.
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Figure 58: Navigation Diagram Procedure Step

Once the procedure step has a window, the procedure step box is replaced with the window box. The text within the box is
the procedure step name.

Dialect Window

The red box with the gray and red banner represents a dialect window. Dialect windows are displayed when you select a
dialect other than the default. The text within the box is the window title, or the window name if the window does not have
a title.

Figure 59: Dialect Window

Dialect Dialog Box

A dark red box with a dark red banner represents a dialect dialog. Dialect dialog boxes are displayed when you select a
dialect other than the default. The text within the box is the dialog title. If the dialog is untitled, the procedure step name is
displayed within the box.

Figure 60: Dialect Dialog Box

Flows

Window Server

A cyan arrow indicates a USE statement in the procedure step of the initiating dialog, procedure step, or server that uses
the designation server. Double-click the line to display the action diagram scrolled to the USE statement.

Figure 61: Window Server

Window Dialog Box
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A red arrow indicates that the initiating window or dialog has a CLOSE statement in the associated action diagram or
event logic that closes the destination dialog. Double-click the line to display the action diagram that is scrolled to the
CLOSE statement.

Figure 62: Windows Dialog Box

Window Window

A thick blue arrow indicates that there are multiple flows between the two objects. Double-click the line to get additional
information on the flows.

Figure 63: Window Window

Window Window

A dashed magenta arrow indicates a dialog flow between the procedure step that is associated with the initiating object
and the procedure step that is associated with the destination object. The line is dashed because the initiating procedure
step does not have an EXIT STATE IS statement that would cause the flow to happen. Double-click the line to display the
dialog flow data.

Figure 64: Window Window 2

Window Window

A solid magenta arrow indicates a dialog flow between the procedure step that is associated with the initiating object and
the procedure step that is associated with the destination object. Double-click the line to display the dialog flow data.

Figure 65: Window Window 3

Window Dialog Box or Window Dialog Box

A black arrow indicates that the initiating window or dialog has a button or menu item that initiates the destination dialog.
Double-click the line to display the properties of the initiating button or menu item.
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Figure 66: Window Dialog Box

NOTE
If you select the black background choice when viewing the Navigation Diagram, this arrow appears white. No
other arrow changes color to accommodate the black background.

Using HTML
The Navigation Diagram Mode menu has been extended to include options for viewing and editing windows in HTML
mode.

Web Authoring Overview
Web Authoring provides increased functionality for generating Internet Clients by allowing users to add customized HTML
into Gen models.

The Navigation Diagram Mode menu has been extended to include options for viewing and editing windows in HTML
mode. This feature does not affect existing product functionality, and it is possible to keep parallel versions of Windows
in both HTML mode and standard Window mode. When editing a window in HTML mode, a developer can add HTML-
specific controls and text. This HTML information is not visible, nor available, when editing the window using standard
Window mode.

By default, both HTML and Windows versions of a window are maintained in the same state (that is, all changes are
saved to both HTML and standard Window versions of the window). By selecting the Common Edit Modifications entry on
the Options menu to clear the check box, two versions are maintained, with changes that are saved to one mode that is
not saved to the other mode. If you delete an object, however, it is removed from both modes. Deleting is not included as
an edit.

An entry on the Prototype option on the Mode menu allows windows to be viewed as they appear when generated, either
in HTML or standard Window mode.

NOTE
Custom HTML controls display on the window using the Microsoft Web Browser OCX control, which is
distributed with Microsoft Internet Explorer. Unsupported controls are not displayed in HTML mode.

Accessing HTML and ASP.NET Modes in Gen

1. From the Gen Model Window, highlight the Design Menu and select Navigation Diagram.
2. From the Open Navigation Objects dialog, select the desired windows and dialogs and click OK.
3. From the Mode menu, select HTML. This enables the HTML Control, HTML Text, and Hypertext options on the Add

menu.
4. From the Mode menu, select ASP.NET. This enables the HTML Control, HTML Text, Hypertext options on the Add

menu. It also enables Control Design and ASP.NET Control Manager on the Edit menu.

ASP.NET Mode
The ASP.NET mode in the Navigation Diagram Tool allows for the customization of the user interface for generated
ASP.NET.

You can build a customized version of a window for ASP.NET generation without changing the Window application version
of the window. For more detail, see Common Edit Modifications. ASP.NET specific controls can be added to a designed
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window that is generated for an internet application. The diagram title displays (ASP.NET Mode) when editing in ASP.NET
mode.

By default, this menu item is always enabled. When selected, the window displays in ASP.NET mode, which closely
resembles how the window appears when displayed in a browser. Unsupported controls (OCX, OLE Area, Enterable
Listbox, and special fields) do not display.

In ASP.NET mode, you can do the following:

• Delete a control.
• Move or resize existing controls.
• Add new ASP.NET specific controls that can be placed on a window.
• Control Design dialog box lists the third-party ASP.NET controls that are included in the assemblies that is selected in

the ASP.NET Control Manager Dialog.
• Save a customization of a control when editing a window for Window, Internet, and ASP.NET applications.
• Remove a customization of a control, reset to window application settings for all three modes.

The common features for HTML and ASP.NET on the Add menu (HTML Control, HTML Text, and the hypertext Link
options Bookmark and Open Browser Window) are enabled only when a window is open and the Edit mode is set to
HTML or ASP.NET. Also, the ASP.NET feature on the Edit menu (Control Design…, and ASP.NET Control Manager…)
is enabled only when a window is open and the Edit mode is set to ASP.NET. The custom HTML control displays on the
window using the Microsoft Web Browser OCX control, which is distributed with MS Internet Explorer.

NOTE
To access this feature in Gen, see Accessing HTML and ASP.NET Modes in Gen in Web Authoring Overview.

Third-Party .NET Control Manager Dialog
This dialog displays the names of web controls that are installed and available for placement on windows and dialogs.

You can add to the list or remove installed controls from the list.

To add web controls to the list, perform the following steps:

1. Select Mode.
2. Select Edit.
3. Select ASP.NET.
4. Select Edit.
5. Select ASP.NET Control Manager.
6. Click Add.
7. Select the Dynamic Link Library (.dll) file representing the ASP.NET assembly that contains one or more controls.
8. Click Open.
9. Select one or more web controls from the list that is contained in the assembly.
10. Click Add.
11. Close the window.

NOTE
To remove a web control, select it in the list and click Remove.

HTML Mode
The HTML mode in the Navigation Diagram Tool allows for the customization of the user interface for generated HTML.

You can build a customized version of a window for HTML generation without changing the Window application version
of the window. (For more detail, see Common Edit Modifications.) HTML-specific controls can be added to a designed
window that is generated for an internet application. The diagram title displays (HTML) when editing in HTML mode.
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By default, this menu item is always enabled. When selected, the window displays in HTML mode, which closely
resembles how the window appears when displayed in a browser. Unsupported controls (OCX and special fields) do not
display.

In HTML mode, you can do the following:

• Delete a control.
• Move or resize existing controls.
• Add new HTML-specific controls that may be placed on a window.
• Save a customization of a control when editing a window for both Window and internet applications.
• Remove a customization of a control, reset to window application settings.

The HTML features on the Add menu (HTML Control, HTML Text, and the hypertext Link options Bookmark and Open
Browser Window) are enabled only when a window is open and the Edit mode is set to HTML or ASP.NET. The custom
HTML control displays on the window using the Microsoft Web Browser OCX control, which is distributed with MS Internet
Explorer.

NOTE
To access this feature in Gen, see Accessing HTML and ASP.NET Modes in Gen in Web Authoring Overview.

HTML Control Properties Dialog
The HTML Control Properties dialog allows you to place a visible object on a window using valid HTML.

When present, the HTML controls display in the lower right pane of the Navigation Diagram control list.

NOTE
To access this feature from the Navigation Diagram, select the Add menu and click HTML Control.

Field Help

Name Description
HTML Code Specifies the HTML code with a limit of 1000 characters.
Name The name used to identify the HTML text control with a limit of 32

characters.

Help for Buttons

Name Description
OK Closes the dialog and saves any changes.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Describes the HTML Control Properties dialog and its functions.

HTML Text Properties Dialog
The HTML Text Properties dialog allows for the entry of valid HTML that is not visible on the window, such as script code.

HTML text does not display on a window but does display in the lower right pane of the Navigation Diagram along with
any HTML controls.

NOTE
To access this feature from the Navigation Diagram, select the Add menu and click HTML Text.

Field Help

Name Description
HTML Code Specifies the HTML code with a limit of 1000 characters.
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Text Location Specifies the location (Head or Body) in the generated HTML to
output the text.

Name The name used to identify the HTML text control with a limit of 32
characters.

Help for Buttons

Name Description
OK Closes the dialog and saves any changes.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Describes the HTML Text Properties dialog and its functions.

Open New Browser Window Dialog
Use this dialog to specify a hypertext link on a window or dialog that opens a new browser window and displays a
specified web page when selected. The specified web page is outside of Gen control.

To add the hypertext link, the current window or dialog must be displayed in HTML mode or ASP.NET mode. To set the
window or dialog to HTML mode or ASP.NET mode, select (or right-click and select) Mode > Edit > HTML or ASP.NET.

Specify properties for the bookmark and click OK. Select a position on the window or dialog and click to place a hypertext
link.

Field/Control Range of values Description
HypertextLink Grouping
Display Text <alphanumeric string> The text that appears in the application link.

The link appears as the default if you do
not add an image. Completion of this field is
mandatory.

Name <alphanumeric string> Optional label that is assigned to the field.
The default is Browserwindow1.

Command <list of commands> The command that is assigned to the link
that is assigned to Enable Command or
Disable Command in the associated action
diagram.

Image Grouping
Image <names of files in html\images directory> Specifies the images that occupy the area

of the hypertext link. When the application
user selects the image, the browser window
is launched. The first image in the list
appears when the link is enabled. The
second image appears when the link is
disabled.

Number of Pictures 1-2 The number of images to be displayed in
the link. The images are found in the html
\images directory. If the value is 1, the first
image in the image appears whether the
link is enabled or disabled. If the value is
2, the first image appears when the link is
enabled and the second when the link is
disabled.
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HTML Extension jpeg, gif The extension for the type of graphics
image files to be used for the hypertext link.

New Browser Window Properties
Grouping
URL <string representing existing HTML Web

page>
The web page to be displayed when the
new browser window opens. Completion of
this field is mandatory.

Menubar, Toolbar, Statusbar, Scrollbars,
Resizeable, Location

<selected/not selected> Features provided in the new browser
window when it opens.

Top <number of pixels in current display
setting>

The number of pixels from the top of the
display where the upper left corner of the
new browser window appears.

Left <range of pixels in current display setting) The number of pixels from the left edge of
the display where the upper left corner of
the new browser window appears.

Width <range of pixels in current display setting> The width of the new browser window in
pixels when it opens.

Height <range of pixels in current display setting> The height of the new browser window in
pixels when it opens.

Buttons
Images Displays dialog for specifying the images to

be added to the Image drop-down list. More
than two can be selected but only up to two
images can appear.

More Information:

Field CssClass Property

Bookmark Properties Dialog Box
Use the Bookmark properties dialog to specify a hypertext link to another location on the same application page.

When the application user clicks the bookmark link, the application page displays the destination field, control, or link.

Specify properties for the bookmark and click OK. Select a position on the window or dialog and click to place the
hypertext link.

Field/Control Range of Values Description
HypertextLink Grouping
Display Text <alphanumeric string> The text that appears in the application link.

The link appears as the default if you do
not add an image. Completion of this field is
mandatory.

Name <alphanumeric string> Optional label that is assigned to the field.
The default is Bookmark1.

Command <list of commands> The command that is assigned to the link
that is assigned to Enable Command or
Disable Command in the associated action
diagram.

Image Grouping
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Image <names of files in html\images directory> Specifies the images that occupy the area
of the hypertext link. When the application
user selects the image, the browser window
is launched. The first image in the list
appears when the link is enabled. The
second image appears when the link is
disabled.

Number of Pictures 1-2 The number of images to be displayed in
the link. The images are found in the html
\images directory. If the value is 1, the first
image in the image appears whether the
link is enabled or disabled. If the value is
2, the first image appears when the link is
enabled and the second when the link is
disabled.

HTML Extension jpeg, gif The extension for the type of graphics
image files to be used for the hypertext link.

Bookmark Target Object Grouping
Bookmark list <list of window or dialog objects> Specifies object that serves as the

destination of the bookmark.
Buttons
Images Displays dialog for specifying the images to

be added to the Image drop-down list. More
than two can be selected but only up to two
images can appear.

Common Edit Modifications and Remove Customization
The Common Edit Modifications menu item allows for most of the edits that are made to a window to be common changes
to all modes of the window, ASP.NET, HTML, and Window mode.

Common Edit Modifications

Moving a control in Edit Window mode causes the field to move when the window displays in Edit HTML or ASP.NET
mode. The same result is true when editing a field in Edit HTML or ASP.NET mode. This same change appears when the
window displays in Edit Window mode. This common functionality is the default state of the Common Edit Modifications
menu item and occurs when the item is “checked.”

If the menu item is not checked, then any edits causing updates to any of the visible properties of the windows and its
controls are considered a customization for whichever edit mode the window is set (Window, HTML, or ASP.NET). Control
location, prompt text, control font, and color are examples of customizable properties.

If a window is resized when the Common Edit Modifications menu item is not checked, then only the current customized
window is changed and customized windows in other modes are not changed.

The following are two conditions where all windows are not changed when the Common Edit Modifications menu item is
checked:

• If the current window was previously modified when the Common Edit Modification menu item is not checked, then
only that window changes.

• If the windows in different modes (other than the current window) were ever changed with the Common Edit
Modification menu unchecked, they are not changed.
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Accessing Common Edit Modifications

1. From the Navigation Diagram, select the Options menu. By default, the Common Edit Modifications menu item
displays with a checked box. Thus, any changes are reflected for Window, HTML, and ASP.NET modes.

2. To allow for the customization of edits to a specific mode, click the Common Edit Modifications menu item. The check
box is cleared and parallel versions are saved. The Navigation Diagram title bar also indicates when Common Edit
Modifications are off.

Remove Customization

The Remove Customization menu item allows you to remove the customization of a selected control.

This menu item is enabled when a control has been customized. When you select "Remove Customization,” the
customization is removed, causing the control to assume the properties of the original window application control.

NOTE
To access this feature from the Navigation Diagram, select the Edit menu and click Remove Customization.

When pushbuttons are added to Toolbars in different modes with CEM OFF, and more pushbuttons are added after
turning on CEM, the new pushbutton may be hidden behind the original pushbuttons. To work around this issue, move
each pushbutton off the toolbar and then back onto the toolbar again.

NOTE
You must move every pushbutton off and back on otherwise the problem persists.

Designing Windows and Dialogs
The Navigation Diagram allows you to design the user interface for applications that execute in a windowing environment.

A windowing environment allows more than one application to share the monitor at the same time.

The Navigation Diagram lets you design the windows and dialogs that are required to support a windowing, or GUI
(graphical user interface), application, and the appropriate controls for each.

Term Description
Window An area of the screen in which information displays.
Dialog box A window without an action bar and without sizing borders.
Control A component that allows the selection of choices, entering of

information, or both. Windows and dialogs use controls to enable
an end user to interact with the application.

The end user can interact with more than one dialog box or window when several are open at the same time. These
modeless dialog boxes do not require an end user to complete one task before beginning the next task. When the
sequence of tasks is important, modal dialog boxes are used. These require an end user to make a selection before the
application continues.

Usually, GUI applications look and act alike. This consistency allows users to switch among applications with a minimum
of difficulty. Applications that are built upon a common graphical user interface provide consistency. The Navigation
Diagram lets you create applications with a common graphical user interface.

You can also use the Navigation Diagram to create help for your GUI application. For more information about writing GUI
help, see Help Guide for GUI Applications in the Tips, Techniques, and Methods collection.

Design Concepts

GUI applications differ from non-GUI applications. For example, a single procedure step can have a window and multiple
dialogs that are associated with the window. Commands can initiate dialogs without executing the procedure step.
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The window and all its associated dialogs can access the same view sets. (Contrast this with a non-GUI application:
associating multiple screens with one procedure step is not supported.)

A selected line in a list (a list occurrence) on a window can appear in a dialog subordinate to that window. A user can
change data in the list occurrence and repopulate the list on the window. A single dialog can perform an add, change, and
delete functions.

GUI applications use controls that are query-like in their functionality and help define the scope of the data. The controls
help guide a user to select and input data.

Design Objectives

The design objective of the Navigation Diagram is to create an interface for applications that execute in a windowing
environment.

Design Deliverables

The design deliverables from the Navigation Diagram include the following:

• The windows and dialogs that are required to support a GUI application
• The appropriate controls for the windows and dialogs

Design Downstream Effects

The code generator for GUI applications has certain restrictions that it enforces. The following information helps you
design your GUI application.

For a GUI application designed with this release of the software:

• For applications developed under UNIX, the size of import views and export views is unlimited.
• For applications developed under Windows, the maximum size of an import view or an export view is 64K.
• For UNIX applications, the maximum view size that can be passed from one procedure step to another procedure step

within the same load module is unlimited.
• For Windows applications, the maximum view size that can be passed from one procedure step to another procedure

step within the same load module is 64K.
• Clear screen input is not supported.
• Nested repeating group views cannot be implemented as any type of list box. Non-nested repeating group views can

be.
• Bitmaps are not uploaded with the model at check-in; bitmap data is not stored in the model itself. Only the names of

the bitmap files are stored in the model.

The generated files that are produced for a GUI application vary depending on the execution environment. In general
terms, the generation of a GUI application produces the source code files, the referential integrity library files, and the
installation control monitor files.

The generation of other types of files, such as dynamic link libraries and header files, depends on the execution
environment.

Bitmaps are supported though the design cycle as follows:

• When pre-existing bitmaps are imported, the Toolset converts the bitmaps to a portable format called PPM (Portable
PixMap) and stores them in the BITMAP subdirectory of each model directory.

• The Window Manager Generator puts bitmap names and data in generated resource files, which are distributed with
other generated files.

• The GUI Runtime loads and displays the bitmaps when windows, dialogs, pictures, or buttons are created or
redisplayed. Bitmaps are always built into the .EXE or the DLL.

• When generating applications that use bitmaps, the generators determine what bitmaps are required, and convert
them into the format of the target platform, when necessary, and store them in the BITMAPS directory.
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NOTE
When downloading a model from an encyclopedia, copy the bitmaps separately.

Window/Dialog Examples

The follow sample window contains read-only fields, a toolbar with bitmapped buttons and a status bar for displaying 80
character error messages in a small font.

Figure 67: Designing Windows and Dialogs 1

The following sample dialog contains various controls, including entry fields, drop-down lists, radio buttons, and buttons:
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Figure 68: Designing Windows and Dialogs 2

OLE Support
OLE support is provided for a collection of GUI functions. The functions are contained in these groups: File, GUI, Math,
Miscellaneous, Registry, and String.

NOTE
For Web Generation applications, Registry functions are not supported. For a list of supported functions, see the
help topic Web Generation Supported Functions.

An interface object library contains the properties and methods for the OLE Interface Objects, which are the controls that
are exposed for your use. Each object, or control, can be manipulated by its respective properties and/or methods.

A method is something that an interface object can do, while a property is something that an interface object has.

You can add OLE objects and controls through window design within the Navigation Diagram tool. You can also use a
wide variety of methods, properties, and functions in the Action Diagramming tool. Gen supports embedding of OLE
objects.

Gen uses long filenames to reference OCX controls and OLE Areas in windows and dialog boxes. The name of an OCX
control must be less than, or equal to, 31 characters. Names containing more than 31 characters cause OCX controls to
appear as boxes without controls.

Gen does not support nested OCX controls. That is, an OCX control does not work if it is embedded within another OCX
control.

Some directory management applications, for example, older versions of LapLink and WinZip may not handle long
filenames, truncating them to eight characters with a 3-character extension. This can also cause OCX controls to appear
as boxes without controls, and embedded files to disappear.
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You should use a 32-bit application when moving or copying models that contain OLE OCX controls or OLE Areas to
avoid loss of OCX functionality.

Considerations for MS-SQL Server Targets

The precompiler for the Microsoft SQL Server DBMS cannot expand the windows.h header file. This file must be
expanded during precompile to use OLE automation with Gen.

If a procedure step or action block contains embedded SQL, it cannot contain automation methods. Conversely, if the
procedure step or action block contains OLE automation calls, it cannot contain embedded SQL statements.

Ignoring this limitation of the Microsoft SQL Server precompiler results in compile errors during generation with Gen.

You can separate DBMS access and OLE actions into different procedure steps, or use a different DBMS, to avoid the
compile errors.

Object Linking and Embedding

Microsoft offers Object Linking and Embedding (OLE 2.0 or just OLE) as a way to evolve Windows into an object-oriented
operating system. With object linking, we can link applications to objects within other applications. For example, a Gen-
generated application can link to Excel which resides in its own separate window.

Applications and programming tools that access linked and embedded objects are called OLE clients. Applications that
supply objects are called OLE servers, and applications containing objects are called OLE containers. A single application
can be both an OLE server and an OLE container. In fact, Gen applications can be OLE servers, containers, and clients,
simultaneously.

With object embedding, applications can have embedded objects without being linked to the original source of the object.
With OLE in-place activation, a server application can activate an object within an OLE container. For example, a Gen-
generated application can have an embedded Excel sheet within an OLE container on the application window. When
a user activates the embedded area, the menu and toolbar of Excel take over the Gen application window to give your
application some functionality of Excel.

The OLE 2.0 specification defines a Component Object Model based on an underlying object architecture. This model
defines objects, how they must behave and how they can be controlled through OLE automation. OLE Automation allows
an application to take advantage of services provided by other OLE-enabled applications.

OLE Linking to Microsoft Excel

OLE linking to an Excel sheet can be accomplished through a pair of functions: UpdateExcelCell and ValueFromExcelCell.
The ValueFromExcelCell function returns a number in this example.

1. Set up an export view using the Navigation Diagram rapid prototyping capability.
2. From the window design tool palette within the Navigation Diagram, select the field icon and put it on the window. The

Entry Field Properties dialog displays.
3. Modify the Field 'Prompt:' enterabledropdownlist to read "Excel Cell" and select the "OK" push button.

NOTE
If you want to activate linking by selecting a button, you must place the button on the window. If needed, you
can make the entire window invisible by setting the SetVisible property to "False." There is still a 32K byte view
passing limit.

1. From the window design tool palette within the Navigation Diagram, select the button icon and put it on the window.
The Push-Button Properties dialog displays.

2. Modify the Text: to read "link to Excel" and give the button a name.
3. Select the "Events" button on the toolbar. The Event Processing dialog displays.
4. Select the Event Type: Click.
5. Select the "Add" button to generate an event name and define an event stub in the Action Diagram for the event logic.
6. Select the "Action Diagram" button to go into the Action Diagram.
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7. Within the Action Diagram, add the event logic to add two cell values to an Excel sheet and obtain a cell value from the
Excel sheet and put it in the field on the window.

More information about using action diagram statements to build an event logic for OLE activation is available in tutorials
that are located in the Information Base.

OCX Controls Overview

One form of an in-process OLE server is called an OLE Custom Control (OCX). (An in-process server is implemented as a
DLL and is tightly bound to its container.) As an in-process server, an OCX supports in-place activation, object embedding
(no linking), automation, events, methods, and properties. For an out-of-place activation, you have to press the Ctrl key
and double-click the control.

Gen can be both an OLE server and an OLE client. OLE2 provides an object-oriented interface to programmable
applications and services. Gen uses OLE2 to provide these pre-built components by exposing the programmable interface
to the application designer through events, methods, and properties. The events are exported function calls that may or
may not be handled by the application. The events are triggered by an external action and processed by an event handler.

Unlike events, which are triggered by the OCX and processed by an event handler, OCX methods are OCX-defined
functions that can be called by the application. The events are triggered by an external action. Methods are also like
functions - they are something a control (an interface object) can do. Properties are characteristics; something that the
interface object has.

You access the properties and methods for an OCX control from that control's library in the OLE Object Browser dialog
box.

Gen uses long filenames to reference OCX controls and OLE Areas in windows and dialogs. The name of an OCX control
must be less than or equal to 31 characters. Names containing more than 31 characters cause OCX controls to appear as
boxes without controls.

Gen does not support nested OCX controls. That is, an OCX control does not work if it is embedded within another OCX
control.

Some directory management applications (for example, LapLink® (LL3.EXE)) might not handle long filenames, truncating
them to eight characters with a 3-character extension. This can also cause OCX controls to appear as boxes without
controls, and embedded files to disappear.

You should use a 32-bit application when moving or copying models that contain OLE OCX controls or OLE Areas, to
avoid loss of functionality.

Function Objects
This article provides information for the function objects that are available including, File, GUI, Math, Miscellaneous,
Registry, and String.

The following function objects are available:

• File - Provides a flat file interface for the PAD language.
• GUI - Provides windowed GUI functionality not previously available in the windows runtime of Gen.
• Math - Provides arithmetic, trigonometric, and other mathematical support.
• Miscellaneous - Provides access to annuity and application start/stop functions.
• Registry - Provides access to the system registry.
• String - Provides advanced string manipulation.

NOTE
For more information about methods and properties that are supported in web generation or ASP .NET Web
Clients, see Web Generation.

OLE Interface Objects List
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This article provides information for OLE Interface Objects List. The Gen Application Library provides these interface
objects.

Each of the objects contains one or more Methods and/or Properties:

• A Method is something that the interface object can do.
• A Property is something that the interface object has, and many properties can be both retrieved and set.

NOTE

• Some methods that return a complex data type are not available because the Gen software cannot process
them.

• The * denotes functions that are not supported on Web Generation applications. Although these functions do
not appear grayed out, they are picked up during Consistency Check, if used. When these functions exist in a
model that is being generated for Web Generation applications, they are ignored.

Application

Button

CheckBox

DropDownList

EnterableDropDownList*

EnterableListBox*

Field

GroupBox

ListBox

ListColumnItem

ListItem

ListPermittedValue

ListRowItem

Literal

Menu

OLEArea*

OLEControl*

Picture

RadioButton

RadioButtonGroup

StatusBar

ToolBar

Window

Web Generation Supported Functions
This article provides information for Web Generation Supported Functions. The following list of functions is supported by
Web Generation applications.
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Abort

AbsoluteValue

AnnuityPayment

AnnuityPrincipalPayment

Application

ArcCosine

ArcSine

ArcTangent

Ceiling

ColorRefRGB

concat

concatmixed

concatdbcs

Cosine

CurrentWindow

cyydate

cyynum

datedays

datejul

datenum

datetext

datetimestamp

day

dayofweek

days

daystimestamp

daytimestamp

DateFormat

ExponentOf_e Function

Factorial

Filler

find

finddbcs

FindReplaceString

Floor
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FullName

GetBlue

GetFunctionErrorDescription

GetFunctionErrorNumber

GetGreen

GetRed

GUIObject

hour

hourtimestamp

juldate

Launch

LeftRemove

length

lengthdbcs

LogBase10

Lower

Maximum

MessageBox

MessageBoxBeep

microsecond

Minimum

minute

minutetimestamp

Modulus

month

monthtimestamp

Name

NaturalLog

NumberFormat

numcyy

numdate

numtext

numtime

ObjectType Property

Parent
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PiMultiplier

Power

RandomNumber

RightRemove

Round

second

secondtimestamp

Sine

SpecialCharacter

SquareRoot

StartTimer

StopTimer

StringCompare

StringPlusOperator

StringToken

substr

substrdbcs

substrmixed

Tangent

TextToNumber

textnum

timenum

timestamp

timetext

timetimestamp

trim

trimdbcs

TrimLeading

TrimLeadTrail

TrimLength

trimmixed

upper

upperdbcs

uppermixed

verify
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verifydbcs

Window

Windows

year

yeartimestamp

Event Browser Overview
This article provides information for the Event Browser Overview. The Event Browser displays event objects in a dialog
box format.

Figure 69: Event Browser Window

You can perform the following tasks from the Event Browser:
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• View the procedure action diagram (PAD) logic for an event action.
• Change the logic for an event action.
• Create or change an event for a control.
• Determine the type of event, such as Open, Close, or Click, associated with a window or control.
• Determine which controls have events that are defined for them.

Asynchronous (ASYNC) Processing
Asynchronous processing allows a requesting application component to be given control immediately after a flow request
is made, so that it can continue with other processing while the target server is processing an outstanding request.

Asynchronous Processing

Asynchronous processing can also initiate cooperative flows without any obligation to process the corresponding
response, thus allowing a fire and forget capability in Gen applications.

This type of processing contrasts with Synchronous processing, the type of flow behavior found in versions of COOL:Gen
before 6.0. In Synchronous processing, application behavior is restricted to request and wait on a reply, effectively
blocking further processing by the requesting application until retrieving a reply.

Applications that use asynchronous flows are complex, as the logic necessary to request that the services of a target
procedure are separate from the logic that is involved in retrieving the response, requiring strict adherence to good
asynchronous design practices. The developer is given the opportunity to provide the logic for handling errors that may
occur. For more information, see Asynchronous Processing.

NOTE
Asynchronous flows can be modeled for either Client-to-Server or Server-to-Server flows.

To add ASYNC statements to a Gen model, do the following:

1. From the Gen Model Window, highlight the Design Menu and select Action Diagram.
2. From the Action Diagram Names dialog box, highlight a procedure step and click OK.
3. Highlight the line in the code that immediately precedes where you want to add the ASYNC logic.
4. From the Action Diagram Edit Menu, select Add ASYNC Statement.
5. Select the desired ASYNC statement from the first four options.
6. For help with constructing an ASYNC statement, see the topic with that ASYNC statement name (USE ASYNC, GET

ASYNC RESPONSE, CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE, IGNORE ASYNC RESPONS).

ASYNC Work Set

Asynchronous processing requires a new work set, ASYNC_REQUEST, which is present in every Advantage Gen 6.5
model and subsequent models.

A view of the ASYNC_REQUEST Work Set provides a method of communication between USE ASYNC and the other
ASYNC statements. The returning data includes information relating the status of the USE ASYNC. An instance of an
ASYNC_REQUEST view identifies a given outstanding ASYNC request. The ID field is populated as a result of initiating
a flow with the USE ASYNC statement. Once initiated, a specific outstanding ASYNC request is identified to the other
ASYNC statements (GET ASYNC RESPONSE, CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE, IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE) by
specifying the instance of the ASYNC_REQUEST view that contains the ID value that is returned on the USE ASYNC
statement.

Unlike other workset views, the ASYNC_REQUEST view is modified by the runtime to communicate the request ID and
the error message back to the application.

NOTE
If a single instance of an ASYNC_REQUEST view is used for multiple, potentially simultaneous asynchronous
flows, it is the responsibility of the application designer to track and maintain the request IDs as returned
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from the USE ASYNC statement. A second usage of the USE ASYNC statement, using the same
ASYNC_REQUEST view, results in the loss of the request ID returned from the first USE ASYNC unless the
application takes explicit steps to save that first request ID.

The attributes of the new work set, ASYNC_REQUEST, follow:

Name Domain Length Description

ID NUM 8 Set by runtime and is the unique
ID.

REASON_CODE TXT 8 Reserved for future use.

LABEL Mixed Text 128 Optional. Can be set to identify
a request in a more user-friendly
way.

ERROR_MESSAGE Mixed Text 2048 (max) Set by the runtime and contains
the text of what happened when
an error occurred.

ASYNC Statements
This article provides information for a list of type of ASYNC Statements that includes USE, GET, CHECK, IGNORE, and
Exception Condition.

USE ASYNC Statement The USE ASYNC statement initiates an asynchronous cooperative flow. The clauses of the USE ASYNC
statement tell the supporting runtime how to process the corresponding response to the request.

GET ASYNC
RESPONSE Statement

The GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement attempts to retrieve the response corresponding to the specified
ASYNC_REQUEST view. The response to the designated request can be outstanding or available.

CHECK ASYNC
RESPONSE Statement

The CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE statement allows you to check (or poll) the state of a request without
actually obtaining the reply.

IGNORE ASYNC
RESPONSE Statement

The IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE statement tells the system to ignore the reply of its associated request.

ASYNC Exception
Condition

The ASYNC Exception Condition statement allows you to restore deleted WHEN clauses of any of the four
ASYNC (USE, GET, CHECK, or IGNORE) statements.

USE ASYNC Statement
This article provides information for USE ASYNC Statement. USE ASYNC allows the requesting application to continue
executing without waiting for a response from the target server procedure step (pstep).

USE ASYNC can request different types of asynchronous flows. The differences are determined by specifying particular
clauses. Not all clauses are necessary or valid, depending on the variation. The Action Diagram ensures that only valid
combinations of clauses are added during the construction of the USE ASYNC statement. For example, the RESPONSE
EVENT clause is invalid unless it is the NOTIFY EVENT variation.

Format for USE ASYNC

+--USE ASYNC target_pstep 

| IDENTIFIED BY: viewname async_request

| RESPONSE HANDLING: POLL | NOTIFY EVENT | NO RESPONSE (select one)

 

| RESPONSE EVENT: event_name (only for notify event)

| RESPONSE SCOPE: PSTEP | GLOBAL (Select one. Only for Poll or Notify Event)

 

| WHICH IMPORTS (syntax same as existing USE PSTEP statement)

+--WHEN request accepted (optional block of statements)
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+--WHEN request not accepted (optional block of statements)

+--

Constructing a USE ASYNC Statement

To construct a USE ASYNC statement, follow these steps, which correlate to the preceding format:

1. To designate the target procedure step (target_pstep), select from the list of existing procedure steps (psteps) or
create a target pstep. The target procedure step must be located in a remote server manager.

2. To designate the specific ASYNC_REQUEST view instance (viewname async_request), select from the list of existing
ASYNC_REQUEST views or create a ASYNC_REQUEST view.
This ASYNC_REQUEST view instance must be referenced by the runtime when initiating an asynchronous
cooperative flow. Existing views are listed in the following order:
a - all modifiable imports
b - all exports
c - all locals
For the “new view option,” the default name of the view is the name of the “used” action diagram, with a number
appended (for example, view_1, view_2), if necessary, to make it unique. The default for the new view is LOCAL view,
which you can rename or move to a different to a different view group if desired.

3. Select the type of response handling that this specific asynchronous flow requires from these three values: POLL,
NOTIFY EVENT, or NO RESPONSE.
(Certain clauses of USE ASYNC become enabled or disabled depending on which RESPONSE HANDLING value is
selected.)
– For more information about POLL, see Response Handling.

To code a blocking or non-blocking GET ASYNC RESPONSE, see GET ASYNC RESPONSE.
– For more information about NOTIFY EVENT, see Response Handling.

Notify Event is available only to Windows clients. It is not available for server-to-server flows.
For more information about NO RESPONSE, see Response Handling.
If RESPONSE HANDLING: NOTIFY EVENT is specified, complete Step 4. If not, go to Step 5.

4. To select the event handler (event_name), select from the list of existing Event Actions that are associated with the
initiating pstep or create an Event Action block.
This name identifies the event handler that is driven when the runtime receives the response to the asynchronous
request being initiated by this instance of a USE ASYNC statement. Retrieving the response data must be done
explicitly by the application logic issuing a GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement. The triggering of the event only
notifies the application that the runtime has received the response data. It does not populate the application with the
data.
For more information about Event Action, see Event Action in USE ASYNC.
If RESPONSE HANDLING: POLL or NOTIFY EVENT is specified, complete Step 5. If not, go to Step 6.

5. Select the response scope that this specific asynchronous flow requires from these two values: PSTEP or GLOBAL.
This option informs the supporting runtime how to handle responses that have not been obtained by the initiating
application when the initiating pstep exits.
– For more information about PSTEP, see Response Scope.
– For more information about GLOBAL, see Response Scope.

6. Select a displayed import view (WHICH IMPORTS) of the target pstep that is used as part of this asynchronous
cooperative flow.

View matching of the specified import view is performed to ensure that the target procedure step has an import view of the
type that is specified on the USE ASYNC request.
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WHEN Clauses for USE ASYNC

When the statement is created, all applicable WHEN clauses are present. You can delete any of the WHEN clauses that
are not needed. All deleted WHEN clauses can be re-added, if desired, using the ASYNC Exception Condition statement.

The following defaults occur for the WHEN clauses:

WHEN clause If present If deleted

WHEN request accepted If the supporting runtime reaches a point
in its processing where the request is
considered accepted, processing continues
at the first statement that is contained within
the WHEN request accepted clause.
Generally, this point is where the runtime
has sent the request to the target server
using the “send mechanism” of the
supporting Middleware. For example,
if MQSeries is the transport, all the
processing leading up to and including the
MPUT of the request must be successful for
this WHEN clause to be given control.

Processing continues with the first
statement following the USE ASYNC.

WHEN request not accepted If the supporting runtime encounters
an error when attempting to initiate the
asynchronous cooperative flow, processing
continues at the first statement that is
contained within the WHEN request not
accepted clause.
The ERROR_MESSAGE field, of the
specified ASYNC_REQUEST view,
contains the message explaining why
the given request was not accepted for
processing.

The runtime terminates the initiating
pstep. This process is similar to an error
occurring during a failed USE Procedure
Step statement. The currently executing
code block is exited.

Examples of USE ASYNCH

The following examples show the generated code for a USE ASYNC statement for each of the three response options:

For Poll

+--USE ASYNC reservation_server 

| IDENTIFIED BY: loc async_request

| RESPONSE HANDLING: POLL

| RESPONSE SCOPE: PSTEP

 

| WHICH IMPORTS ...

+--WHEN request accepted

+--WHEN request not accepted

+--

For Notify Event

+--USE ASYNC reservation_server 

| IDENTIFIED BY: loc async_request

| RESPONSE HANDLING: NOTIFY EVENT

| RESPONSE EVENT: async_reply
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| RESPONSE SCOPE: GLOBAL

 

| WHICH IMPORTS ...

+--WHEN request accepted

+--WHEN request not accepted

+--

NOTE
The RESPONSE EVENT refers to the name of the event that is triggered upon completion of the request.
This event is found in the Action Diagram with the USE ASYNC statement. This clause is only available when
RESPONSE HANDLING is “NOTIFY EVENT.” The default-supplied name is set to the target procedure step
name. This example shows the RESPONSE EVENT to be overridden.

For No Response

+--USE ASYNC reservation_server 

| IDENTIFIED BY: loc async_request

| RESPONSE HANDLING: NO RESPONSE

 

| WHICH IMPORTS ...

+--WHEN request accepted

+--WHEN request not accepted

+--

Difference Between USE ASYNC and Procedure Step USE

The USE ASYNC statement differs from a Procedure Step USE statement as follows:

• The USE ASYNC statement requires the use of an instance of an ASYNC_REQUEST view to allow each outstanding
asynchronous request to be uniquely identified. The Procedure Step USE is processed serially and does not require an
individual request to be uniquely identified.

• The initiating application does not block its execution while waiting for the reply of the target server. The USE ASYNC
statement only blocks the application until the point where the flow request is successfully sent to the target server by
the underlying Middleware of the flow. The execution of the target server happens “asynchronously” to the execution of
the initiating client application.

• The USE ASYNC statement only identifies the target IMPORT view of the Pstep. The EXPORT view that is associated
with the cooperative flow is specified on the corresponding GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement that is used to obtain
the reply of the request.

• The Procedure Step USE returns control to the statement immediately following the USE statement (assuming the
processing of the request was successful). The point at which execution resumes for a USE ASYNC statement
depends on how the USE ASYNC statement is constructed. The USE ASYNC statement has optional WHEN clauses
that offer the application developer flexibility in how to handle the completion of the coded USE ASYNC statement.

• The Procedure Step USE only supports a blocked request/reply type of operation. The USE ASYNC statement can be
constructed to support various behaviors about how the corresponding response of the request should be processed.

• The USE ASYNC statement can only be used to flow from a client to a procedure step that is packaged in a remote
server manager. The USE ASYNC does not support a flow from a windowed client to a non-windowed client.

Help for Buttons.

Button Description

Add Displays the ASYNC dialog box to complete the definition of the
current ASYNC statement and adds the statement to the action
diagram.
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Undo Backs out an action and returns to the options previously
displayed.

Complete Complete button is disabled for ASYNC processing.

Qualify Qualify button is disabled for ASYNC processing.

View M. Displays the View Maintenance dialog box for the current action
diagram.

Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Help Displays this help topic, USE ASYNC.

Response Handling in ASYNC Statements

The Response Handling radio button group box, in the ASYNC dialog box, allows you to decide if a response from a USE
ASYNC command is required and, if so, how the response should be treated. Response Handling is only available for the
USE ASYNC statement.

Format of a RESPONSE HANDLING Statement

RESPONSE HANDLING: POLL | NOTIFY EVENT | NO RESPONSE (select one).

The following three options are available:

Option Description Other requirements

Poll For POLL, the requesting component
expects to process a response later in
the application. You must poll for the
response with either a CHECK ASYNC
RESPONSE or a GET ASYNC RESPONSE
to determine if the response associated
with the request is available. Applications
can implement either active or passive.
The type of polling that is used for an
outstanding request is determined by the
application request’s corresponding GET
ASYNC RESPONSE and CHECK ASYNC
RESPONSE statements.
To code a blocking or non-blocking GET
ASYNC RESPONSE, see GET ASYNC
RESPONSE.

If Poll is selected, a selection is required
in the Response Scope field. The Event
Action area is grayed out.

Notify Event For NOTIFY EVENT, the requesting
application can request that an event
handler be driven when the response to
a given asynchronous request becomes
available for processing. Thus, the
requesting application knows that the
runtime has received a response to an
outstanding asynchronous request. To
obtain the response, the application
issues a GET ASYNC RESPONSE. The
“notify” indicates that a response has been
returned to the runtime. It does not imply
the correct completion of the request.

If Notify Event is selected, a selection
is required in both the Event Action and
Response Scope fields.
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No Response For NO RESPONSE, the application
may choose to initiate a cooperative flow
and not be concerned about receiving its
corresponding response. NO RESPONSE
frees the application from having to
explicitly obtain or explicitly ignore
the response of the target server. From the
point of view of the application, this request
is known as a “fire and forget.”

If No Response is selected, no selection is
required in the Event Action or Response
Scope fields.

Event Action in ASYNC Statements

The Event Action field, in the USE ASYNC dialog box, designates a special block of logic in a procedure action diagram
(PAD) that can execute separately from the main body of PAD logic. This event action is required if the Notify Event option
is selected. The event is a notification that a response occurred as a result of the USE ASYNC request. For more detail on
event actions, refer to Event Action Concepts.

The Event Action drop-down list displays a list of existing event action names (in alphabetical order) and “<Add New
Event Action>,” which allows for the creation of a new event action. If you select “<Add New Event Action>,” another
dialog box with input and description fields pops up and allows you to create an event action.

Event Action is enabled only for the USE ASYNC statement or when editing procedure steps.

Format of an Event Action Statement

RESPONSE EVENT: event_name

The Action Diagram creates a unique event usage for each USE ASYNC statement and associates that event usage with
the specified Event Action.

As with other window events, the Event Action that is associated with notifying the application that the runtime has
received an asynchronous response can only be triggered while the initiating pstep has a least one open window. The
specified Event Action cannot be triggered if the initiating pstep exits (such as, through a link return or transfer flow).

NOTE
A response that is associated with a request having a RESPONSE SCOPE of GLOBAL, which has not been
received by the runtime before the exit of the initiating pstep, can still be obtained by another part of the
application. It does not have the associated Event Action code triggered. The application must poll for the
response as described in the description of the RESPONSE HANDLING clause.

Event Action Concepts

Event actions are special blocks of logic in a Procedure Action Diagram (PrAD) that can execute separately from the
main body of PrAD logic. An event action is an extension of a procedure step because it shares views with the procedure
step. The main use of an event action is for the user interface functionality and is typically tied to the presentation. Action
blocks, in comparison, are pieces of code that typically perform actions against the database and are not tied to the
presentation. The executing application queues all events. Event actions are executed in sequence, never in parallel.

Event actions are reusable and can be associated with many different events within the same procedure step. In such
a situation, the event action would typically have a CASE OF COMMAND structure. The commands in the CASE OF
COMMAND structure would be associated with different events.

Event actions can be associated with windows, dialog boxes, and controls. The event action logic executes depending on
the action that is taken with the window, dialog box, or control. The action is a combination of what the user does and what
the application does. For example, a user clicks a control. The Click event sets an exit state that causes a flow that closes
the window. The user did not directly close the window. But as a result of the click event of the user, the application logic
closed the window.
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Creating Event Actions

You have two ways to create event actions. In the Navigation Diagram tool, select Events in the Detail pull-down menu.
In the PrAD, select Add Event Action from the Edit pull-down menu. The Navigation Diagram tool creates an event action
and associates it to an event. If you create an event action in the PrAD, you must later use the Navigation Diagram tool to
associate that event action with an event.

NOTE
Event actions can be created for the ASYNC USE statement through the Action Diagram. For more detail, see
Event Action in ASYNC Statements.

Reason for Using Event Actions

Event actions enable you to control the program execution at a more granular level by associating events to controls.
Sometimes, you can provide functionality of an application more conveniently with event actions than otherwise.

Event Action Characteristics

Event actions have the following characteristics:

• All event actions in a procedure step share views as the procedure step. It is recommended that you perform entity
actions in process or common action blocks and not directly in an event action. However, if you do choose to perform
entity actions in an event action, you should limit them to READ and READ EACH only (no updates of any kind).
Performing entity actions in action blocks also avoids the sharing of entity action views between event actions and
the procedure step. Sharing views may cause undesirable results with SQL optimization. For example, if you use the
WHERE CURRENT OF construct with a READ statement, the READ action could fail. Also, if your logic performs
update functionality (UPDATE, TRANSFER, ASSOCIATE, or DELETE statements), too many database locks may be
generated. This does not affect data integrity, but response time may be unacceptable.

• By default, an event action moves import views to export views for all event types except the Changed event. With
Changed events, the import view contains the current view of the data in the window and the export view contains the
previous data. You can override the default for any event type by detailing an event action in the Action Diagram tool.

• Event actions never clear export views. (When the main body of the PrAD executes, the export views are cleared.)
Thus, an event action may begin execution with import/export values that resulted from the execution of another event
action.

• The logic in an event action executes without executing the logic in the entire PrAD. An event action cannot cause the
procedure step in which it is included to execute. You can, however, set an exit state within an event action that causes
a flow to another procedure step.

• Gen always places event actions after the main body of PrAD logic.

 --- Procedure Step Name

| . . . views . . .

|

| main body of procedure step statements

 ---

 -- Event Action 1

| event action statements

 --

 -- Event Action 2

| event action statements

 --

.

.

.

 -- Event Action n
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| event action statements

 --

• The order of event actions in the PrAD is significant during Construction. Event actions produce entry points into the
source file. Therefore, if you reorder event actions within a PrAD, you must regenerate the Window Manager and the
procedure step.

• An implied commit point occurs when an event action completes execution, unless the event action sets an exit state
that causes a rollback.

• An event action cannot be nested within another event action. A user-defined event, however, can trigger another
event with the use of the special external action block TIREVENT. Refer to the online help for user-defined events.

Response Scope in ASYNC Statements

The Response Scope area, in the USE ASYNC dialog box, defines the limitations of the GET ASYNC RESPONSE
statement. Response Scope is enabled only for the USE ASYNC statement.

Format of a RESPONSE SCOPE Statement

RESPONSE SCOPE: PSTEP | GLOBAL (Select one. Only for Poll or Notify Event)

The two options are:

Option Description Other Requirements

PSTEP Indicates that the application is no longer
interested in obtaining the associated
response of the request. The runtime
implicitly ignores the response of the
associated outstanding response, making it
unavailable to other parts of the application.

The GET ASYNC RESPONSE must be
done in the same pstep that does the USE
ASYNC. When the pstep that does the
USE ASYNC goes away, all outstanding
responses that have not been retrieved or
ignored are unavailable to the application.

GLOBAL Indicates that the application wishes
to obtain the associated response of
the request from another part of the
application (outside the pstep that initiated
outstanding request). The application logic
is responsible for obtaining or ignoring
global response data and for preserving the
contents of the ASYNC_REQUEST view,
allowing it to be specified on either the GET
ASYNC RESPONSE or IGNORE ASYNC
RESPONSE statement for completing the
outstanding request.

The GET ASYNC RESPONSE may
be done in a different pstep than the
pstep that does the USE ASYNC. All
outstanding requests that were not ignored
or retrieved lingers until ALL windows/
dialogs are stopped. This feature is no
small consideration, as each reply that
lingers, takes up roughly 32K of memory. If
the application designer chooses GLOBAL
Response Scope and does not do a good
job of either ignoring or getting all the
replies of the server, your machine may run
out of memory. This point becomes even
more critical as the Proxies are considered,
where the runtime resides on the same
machine as the Web Server and handles
many more requests/responses than would
a traditional client runtime.

GET ASYNC RESPONSE Statement
This article provides information for the GET ASYNC RESPONSE Statement. If the response is unavailable, then the
behavior of the statement depends on which WHEN clause has been coded.
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The presence of the WHEN PENDING clause indicates that the application does not want to be blocked if the response is
not immediately available. If the WHEN PENDING clause is not included in the GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement, the
application blocks until the response becomes available for processing (that is, the response is received from the server).

Format for GET ASYNC RESPONSE

+--GET ASYNC RESPONSE target_pstep

| IDENTIFIED BY: viewname async_request

| WHICH EXPORTS target_pstep (syntax same as existing USE PSTEP statement)

+--WHEN successful (optional block of statements)

+--WHEN pending (optional block of statements)

+--WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID (optional block of statements)

+--WHEN server error (optional block of statements)

+--WHEN communications error (optional block of statements)

+--

Constructing a GET ASYNC RESPONSE Statement

To construct a GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement, follow these steps, which correlate to the preceding format:

1. To designate the target procedure step (target_pstep), select from the list of existing procedure steps (psteps) or
create a target pstep. The target procedure step must be in a remote server manager.

2. To designate the specific ASYNC_REQUEST view instance (viewname async_request), select from the list of existing
ASYNC_REQUEST views or create a ASYNC_REQUEST view. This ASYNC_REQUEST view instance must be
referenced by the runtime when initiating an asynchronous cooperative flow. Existing views are listed in the following
order:
a - all modifiable imports
b - all exports
c - all locals
For the “new view option,” the default name of the view is the name of the “used” action diagram, with a number
appended (for example, view_1, view_2), if necessary, to make it unique. The default for the new view is LOCAL view,
which you can rename or move to a different to a different view group if desired.

3. Select a displayed export view (WHICH EXPORTS) of the target pstep that is used as part of this asynchronous
cooperative flow.

4. View matching of the specified export view is performed to ensure that the target procedure step has an export view of
the type that is specified on the GET ASYNC RESPONSE request.

WHEN Clauses for GET ASYNC RESPONSE

When the statement is created, all applicable WHEN clauses are present. The five WHEN clauses provide for processing
of the GET ASYNC RESPONSE exceptions. The application designer can delete any of the WHEN clauses that are not
needed. All deleted WHEN clauses may be re-added, if desired, using the ASYNC Exception Condition statement.

The following defaults occur for the WHEN clauses:

When clause If present… If deleted…
WHEN successful Processing continues with the first

statement that is contained within the
WHEN successful clause.

Processing continues with the first
statement following the GET ASYNC
RESPONSE statement.
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WHEN pending Processing continues in a non-blocked
manner with the first statement that is
contained within the WHEN pending clause.

The GET becomes a blocking operation.
The client logic stops here and waits until
the response is delivered.
Upon completion, processing continues at
the first statement within the appropriate
WHEN successful, WHEN invalid
ASYNC_REQUEST ID, WHEN server error,
or WHEN communications error clause
provided they have been coded.

WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID The runtime User Exit is called. Upon return
from the user exit, the ASYNC_REQUEST
view error message data area is populated,
explaining why the given request was
not accepted for processing. Processing
continues at the first statement that
is contained within the WHEN Invalid
ASYNC_REQUEST ID clause.

The runtime User Exit is called. Upon return
from the user exit, the ASYNC_REQUEST
view error message data area is populated,
explaining why the given request was not
accepted for processing.
Processing continues with the default error
handling code that is generated for this
statement, which causes the currently
executing code block to be exited.

WHEN server error The runtime User Exit is called. Upon return
from the user exit, the ASYNC_REQUEST
view error message data area is populated,
explaining why the given request was not
accepted for processing.
Processing continues at the first statement
that is contained within the WHEN server
error clause.

The runtime User Exit is called. Upon return
from the user exit, the ASYNC_REQUEST
view error message data area is populated,
explaining why the given request was not
accepted for processing.
Processing continues with the default
error handling code that is generated
for this statement, which causes the
currently executing code block to be exited.
The status of all outstanding requests is
unknown.

WHEN communications error The runtime User Exit is called. Upon return
from the user exit, the ASYNC_REQUEST
view error message data area is populated,
explaining why the given request was not
accepted for processing.
Processing continues at the first statement
that is contained within the WHEN
communications error clause.

The runtime User Exit is called. Upon return
from the user exit, the ASYNC_REQUEST
view error message data area is populated,
explaining why the given request was not
accepted for processing.
Processing continues with the default
error handling code that is generated
for this statement, which causes the
currently executing code block to be exited.
The status of all outstanding requests is
unknown.

Help for Buttons

Button Description
Add Displays the ASYNC dialog box to complete the definition of the

current ASYNC statement and adds the statement to the action
diagram.

Undo Backs out an action and returns to the options previously
displayed.

Complete Complete button is disabled for ASYNC processing.
Qualify Qualify button is disabled for ASYNC processing.
View M. Displays the View Maintenance dialog box for the current action

diagram.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
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Help Displays this help topic, GET ASYNC RESPONSE.

CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE Statement
This article provides information for CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE Statement. The CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE statement
lets you select an existing view of the ASYNC_REQUEST work set.

Format for CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE

+--CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE

| IDENTIFIED BY: viewname async_request

+--WHEN available (optional block of statements)

+--WHEN pending (optional block of statements)

+--WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID (optional block of statements)

+--

To designate the specific ASYNC_REQUEST view instance (viewname async_request), select from the list of existing
ASYNC_REQUEST views.

This ASYNC_REQUEST view instance must be referenced by the runtime when initiating an asynchronous cooperative
flow. Existing views are listed in the following order:

' 'a - all modifiable imports

' 'b - all exports

' 'c - all locals

WHEN Clauses for CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE

The three WHEN clauses provide for processing of the CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE exceptions. The application designer
can delete any of the WHEN clauses that are not needed. All deleted WHEN clauses may be re-added, if desired, using
the ASYNC Exception Condition statement.

The following defaults occur for the WHEN clauses:

When clause If present… If deleted…
WHEN available Processing continues with the first

statement that is contained within the
WHEN available clause.
Control is passed to this coding block if
the response is available for processing.
This status does not imply that the request
was successful - only that the response is
available.

Processing continues with the first
statement following the CHECK statement.

WHEN pending Processing continues with the first
statement that is contained within the
WHEN pending clause.
Control is passed to this coding block if the
response is not immediately available for
processing.

Processing continues with the first
statement following the CHECK. The
CHECK is not a blocking operation.
This is a notable difference between the
“WHEN pending clause” in the GET and the
CHECK statements.
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WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID The runtime User Exit is called. Upon return
from the user exit, the ASYNC_REQUEST
view error message data area is populated,
explaining why the given request was
not accepted for processing. Processing
continues at the first statement that
is contained within the WHEN Invalid
ASYNC_REQUEST ID clause.

The runtime User Exit is called. Upon return
from the user exit, the ASYNC_REQUEST
view error message data area is populated,
explaining why the given request was not
accepted for processing.
Processing continues with the default error
handling code that is generated for this
statement, which causes the currently
executing code block to be exited.

IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE Statement
This article provides information for IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE Statement. Although the request continues processing
and completes, the reply cannot be accessed with a GET ASYNC RESPONSE or be checked.

The IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE statement allows you to select an existing view of the ASYNC_REQUEST work set.

Format for IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE

+--IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE

| IDENTIFIED BY: viewname async_request

+--WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID

Constructing an IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE Statement

To construct an IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE statement, follow this procedure, which correlates to the preceding format:

To designate the specific ASYNC_REQUEST view instance (viewname async_request), select from the list of existing
ASYNC_REQUEST views.

This ASYNC_REQUEST view instance must be referenced by the runtime when initiating an asynchronous cooperative
flow. Existing views are listed in the following order:

a - all modifiable imports

b - all exports

c - all locals

WHEN Clauses for IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE

The WHEN clause provides for processing of the IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE exceptions. If not needed, the application
designer can delete the WHEN clause. The deleted WHEN clause may be re-added, if desired, using the ASYNC
Exception Condition statement.

The following defaults occur for the WHEN clauses:

When clause If present… If deleted…
WHEN invalid ASYNC_REQUEST ID The runtime User Exit is called. Upon return

from the user exit, the ASYNC_REQUEST
view error message data area is populated,
explaining why the given request was
not accepted for processing. Processing
continues at the first statement that
is contained within the WHEN Invalid
ASYNC_REQUEST ID clause.

The runtime User Exit is called. Upon return
from the user exit, the ASYNC_REQUEST
view error message data area is populated,
explaining why the given request was
not accepted for processing. Processing
continues with the default error handling
code that is generated for this statement,
which causes the current executing code
block to be exited.

ASYNC Exception Condition
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This article provides information for the ASYNC Exception Condition to restore deleted WHEN clauses.

To restore deleted WHEN clauses, do the following steps:

1. In the action block, highlight the desired statement to be restored (USE ASYNC, GET ASYNC RESPONSE, CHECK
ASYNC RESPONSE, or IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE).

2. From the Action Diagram Edit menu, select Add ASYNC Statement.
3. Select ASYNC Exception Condition. The missing WHEN statements are restored.

Using ASYNC Statements
This article provides information for Using ASYNC Statements that includes USE, GET, CHECK, IGNORE, and Identified
By.

This section provides information about the following dialogs.

USE ASYNC Dialog Box The USE ASYNC dialog box allows for the entry of information to complete the clauses of the USE ASYNC
statement. These clauses tell the runtime how to process the corresponding response of the request.

GET ASYNC
RESPONSE Dialog

The GET ASYNC RESPONSE dialog allows for the entry of information to complete the IDENTIFIED BY
clause of the GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement.

CHECK ASYNC
RESPONSE Dialog Box

The CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE dialog box allows for the entry of information to complete the
IDENTIFIED BY clause of the CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE statement.

IGNORE ASYNC
RESPONSE Dialog Box

The IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE dialog box allows for the entry of information to complete the
IDENTIFIED BY clause of the IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE statement.

Identified By in
ASYNC Statements

This view is the mechanism for passing the request identifying data from the application to the runtime.

USE ASYNC Dialog Box

This dialog displays after clicking Add from the Add Statement dialog.

For help on constructing the USE ASYNC statement or any of the ASYNC statements, click Related Topics. For help on a
field entry, click Field Help.

For field help, refer to the following topics:

• Event Action in ASYNC Statements
• Identified By in ASYNC Statements
• Response Handling in ASYNC Statements
• Response Scope in ASYNC Statements

Help for Buttons

Button Description

OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and
closes the window. The Import View Matching dialog displays.

Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Help Displays this help topic, USE ASYNC Dialog Box.

GET ASYNC RESPONSE Dialog

This clause conveys the specific ASYNC_REQUEST view instance that the runtime must reference when initiating
an asynchronous cooperative flow. You can select from a list of existing ASYNC_REQUEST views or create a
ASYNC_REQUEST view. This dialog displays after clicking Add from the Add Statement dialog box.

For field help, see Identified By in ASYNC Statements.
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Help for Buttons

Button Description

OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and
closes the window. The Export View Matching dialog displays.

Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Help Displays this help topic, GET ASYNC RESPONSE Dialog Box.

CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE Dialog Box

This clause conveys the specific ASYNC_REQUEST view instance that the runtime must reference when initiating an
asynchronous cooperative flow. You can select from a list of existing ASYNC_REQUEST views.

To display this dialog:

1. Within the Action Diagram, from the Edit pull-down menu, select the ADD ASYNC Statement.
2. Select the CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE menu item.

For help on constructing the CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE statement or any of the ASYNC statements, click ASYNC
Statements..

Help for Buttons

Button Description

OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and
closes the window.

Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Help Displays this help topic, CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE Dialog Box.

IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE Dialog Box

The IDENTIFIED BY clause conveys the specific ASYNC_REQUEST view instance that the runtime must reference when
initiating an asynchronous cooperative flow. You can select from a list of existing ASYNC_REQUEST views.

To display this dialog:

1. Within the Action Diagram, from the Edit pull-down menu, select ADD ASYNC Statement.
2. Select IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE menu item.

For field help, see Identified By in ASYNC Statements.

Help for Buttons

Button Description

OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and
closes the window.

Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Help Displays this help topic, IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE Dialog
Box.
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Identified By in ASYNC Statements

The Identified By drop-down list, within the ASYNC dialog, allows you to select an existing view of the ASYNC_REQUEST
work set or to add a view of the ASYNC_REQUEST work set.

Existing views are listed in the following order:

1 - all modifiable imports

2 - all exports

3 - all locals

NOTE
A new view of the ASYNC_REQUEST work set can only be added for USE ASYNC and GET ASYNC
RESPONSE statements.

The list includes existing modifiable views of the ASYNC_REQUEST work set and the <Add New View> entry, which
allows for the creation of a new view of the ASYNC_REQUEST work set. If “<Add New View>” is selected, another dialog
with input and description fields displays and allows you to create a view of the ASYNC_REQUEST work set.

This field is required for the USE ASYNC, GET ASYNC RESPONSE, CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE, and IGNORE
ASYNC RESPONSE statements.

Format of an IDENTIFIED BY Statement

IDENTIFIED BY: viewname async_request

The IDENTIFIED BY view name can be changed, within the action block, to another modifiable view of the
ASYNC_REQUEST work set. Within the code, highlight the view name and right click. From the pop-up menu, select Edit,
and then Change.

ASYNC Tips and Techniques
This topic provides information for tips and techniques for usage of asynchronous processing and response.

Tips for Using ASYNC

This topic provides tips and helpful suggestions for maximizing your development effort and usage of asynchronous
processing:

• When comparing GET ASYNC RESPONSE to CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE, CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE is the less
costly command in terms of the processing time.

• Outstanding, completed requests consume system resources until they are retrieved or explicitly ignored.
• If the application designer codes a GET ASYNC RESPONSE statement that processes before the “event handler” of

its related USE ASYNC is invoked, the event handler is fired. The application code must handle the condition where
the response that triggers the event can be processed before the event handler getting control.

• The four ASYNC statements (USE ASYNC, GET ASYNC RESPONSE, CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE, and IGNORE
ASYNC RESPONSE) can be contracted and expanded using + and -. Or, from the View menu, select Expand or
Contract.

• The four ASYNC statements (USE ASYNC, GET ASYNC RESPONSE, CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE, and IGNORE
ASYNC RESPONSE) can be created, displayed, copied, moved, changed, and deleted, as follows:
a. Highlight the section of the statement that requires the action (for example, the IDENTIFIED BY view name of

ASYNC_REQUEST) and right click.
The pop-up menu displays with all possible options for that statement.

b. Select the desired operation (for example, Edit then Change) and follow the procedure as described from its
associated Help topic.
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Limitations of ASYNC Processing

Limitations of ASYNC processing include the following:

• A USE ASYNC statement can only be used to flow from a client to a procedure step that is packaged in a server
manager. The USE ASYNC does not support a flow from a windowed client to a non-windowed client. Dialog flows do
not support ASYNC calls.

• Server-to-Server flows do not support the NOTIFY EVENT variation of ASYNC calls.
• CICS-to-CICS ASYNC calls do not require MQSeries. IMS does not support ASYNC calls.
• CICS asynchronous flows require the use of z/OS MQSeries when flowing. The CICS implementation may be able to

utilize new features available in TS 1.3 to facilitate CICS to CICS server-to-server flows. Flows to environments other
that CICS require the use of MQSeries.

• The Server Trace facility does not support testing of concurrent asynchronous flows targeting the same server
environment. Tracing of the target server procedure step of concurrent asynchronous flows may only be accomplished
by directing each flow request to a unique AEFAD.

• A NO RESPONSE asynchronous request is processed by the supporting runtime of the requesting component as if
the application ignored the response. From the requesting application view, this type of request can be treated as a
fire-and-forget. However, the server manager and supporting middleware components continue to operate with the
expectation that a response is transmitted from the server.

• The ASYNC processing feature does not provide any time-out mechanism for asynchronous requests other than what
is already being provided by certain middleware components (for example, MQSeries).

• This feature enhancement does not allow for the cancellation of outstanding asynchronous requests.
• It does not provide for any "persistent queuing" of request or response data, other than that already provided by certain

middleware components (for example, MQSeries).
• The ability to notify a requesting application component that its corresponding response is available is limited to Gen

Window Managers only.

View Matching in USE Statements

The USE, Procedure Step Use, and USE ASYNC action statements call action blocks and procedure steps. This way, the
PAD lets you reference common logic and algorithms.

After you select USE, Procedure Step USE, or USE ASYNC, the software prompts you to match the views of the called
(used) action block or Pstep to the views of the calling procedure step or action block. You match import views, export
views, local views, and entity action views as needed from the calling Pstep or action block to the import and export views
of the USEd (called) Pstep or action block.

If you do not want to match all the views, you can match to <none>. For example, if you are not certain what information
you must pass to the called action block, you can set up the USE statement and match <none> to the views in the called
action diagram. The matched views can be modified at any time using the Change command.

Example

This example shows a USE statement referencing an action block called CHANGE CUSTOMER. The import and export
views have been matched.

 -- USE change_customer

| WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View import_2 customer TO Entity View import_customer

| <none> TO Entity View import department

| WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View export_2 customer FROM Entity View export_customer

| <none> FROM Entity View department

 ---
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NOTE

• In Analysis, the Process Action Diagrams of elementary processes are not available for USE statements.
• In Design, Process Action Diagrams appear as action blocks and are available for USE statements.
• The action block may not be the Procedure Action Diagram of a procedure step.
• View matching creates the WHICH IMPORTS and WHICH EXPORTS lists. This ensures the compatibility of

views that exchange data.
• The views in the WHICH IMPORTS list are sent to the import view of the action block before it begins

execution.
• The views in the WHICH EXPORTS list are returned from the export view of the action block after it

completes execution.

Client-to-Server Flows for ASYNC Processing

Those clients capable of client-to-server flow within Asynchronous processing include the following:

• Generated Gen GUI Clients
• Handwritten C applications using a Gen C Proxy
• COM OLE applications using a Gen COM Proxy
• Active Server page from a Web Server using a Gen COM Proxy
• Java Proxy Clients

NOTE
Client-to-Client ASYNC calls are not supported.

Server-to-Server Flows for ASYNC Processing

Those server managers capable of performing a server-to-server flow within asynchronous processing include the
following:

• MQSeries server managers
• CICS server managers

Technical Design Diagrams

Technical Design (TD) defines the physical model where logical objects are implemented. The TD is implemented in the
Data Structure List (DSL) and Data Store List (DOL).

During Transformation, Gen builds a general TD for each supported DBMS and a specialized DBMS-Specific TD for the
target DBMS for the entire model. The DSL contains Tables that can be expanded into columns, indexes, and constraints.
The DOL contains Databases that expand into Tables, Tablespaces, Indexes, and Identifiers. Together the Technical
Design, Data Structure List and Data Store List are the physical representation of the data model.

Technical Design Overview
This article provides information for Technical Design Overview. The Technical Design Diagram is the starting point for
Technical Design activities.

The following image is an example of the Technical Design Diagram.
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Figure 70: Technical Design Overview

Transformation converts the logical data model (ERD containing entity types, attributes, identifiers, and relationships) into
a Technical Design, a physical model (containing tables, columns, indexes, and constraints) for each business system.
See the Transformation Overview Help panel for more information about the transformation process.

Objectives

The objectives of Technical Design are to do the following:

• Generate a DBMS-Specific TD using the Data Structure List and Data Store List
• Provide the capability of overriding all default elements of the database such as: Table, Column, Index, Constraint,

Database, and Tablespace
• Provide one TD for each DBMS
• Provide one TD hierarchy for all DBMSs
• Provide support for multiple DBMS-specific constraints to maintain database integrity
• Take advantage of DBMS native Constraints reducing Gen Trigger/Action codes and network traffic
• Maintain database integrity when accessed by applications not generated in Gen
• Provide Mixed-Case name support for SQL Server Code/DDL generation

Output

The result is a consistent DBMS-Specific Technical Design for each business system and each Gen-supported DBMS.

Downstream Effects

The data structure design has direct ties to the effectiveness and efficiency of the databases that are generated during
Construction. The database administrator or designer must consider the following factors when building a Technical
Design:

• What are the most efficient data store default values (CAT, locksize, bufferpool, close, password)?
• How do you implement the entity types into tables?
• How do you improve the allocation of databases, tablespaces, tables, indexspaces, and storage groups?

During the unit and system testing, the designer does the following:
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• Applies security
• Generates database(s)
• Performs unit testing
• Performs system testing
• Refines the Technical Design using the Data Structure List and Data Store List to improve performance

Code Page Considerations When Using Microsoft Windows

When using Windows platforms, you might encounter situations where procedure step or action block names that use
National Language (NLS) characters are changed during the code generation, or where an unnecessary translation
occurs. Some scenarios follow:

Unnecessary Database Translation

Characters that are stored in the database are translated because MS-SQL contains a default setting for database access
from a DOS program. This default sets the database character set to code page 437 OEM. As a result, all data that is
entered by GUI applications is translated from code page 437 to code page 1252. Since the data is already stored under
code page 1252, the further translation can destroy the text.

Use the DBMS configuration to turn off the OEM to ANSI translate flag, and all data is handled correctly.

Technical Design Actions

The following actions are in Technical Design:

Diagram Opens and closes Technical Designs, Launches Data Structure
List and Data Store List, runs Consistency Check and reports,
prints diagrams, details printer setup and saves models.

Detail Specifies Technical Design properties, database, tablespace,
table, and index defaults. These default values are used by
transformation and retransformation to identify database elements
that are implemented in technical design, and within which the
data objects are placed.

View Controls how the database administrator displays the Technical
Design.

Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add,
changing fonts, and customizing pop-up menus.

Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, maximizes
the width and height of the active window, staggers and indents all
open windows, and divides the work area into halves or fourths to
display each open window in a part of the screen.

Help Describes general and specific online help, explains contents
and tasks that are performed in the application window, lists key
assignments, and lists all online help topics in alphabetical order.

Data Structure List
The Data Structure List (DSL) contains the physical model where logical objects are implemented. During Transformation,
the Gen software builds a DSL and Data Store List (DOL) for the entire model.

Data Structure List Overview

Transformation converts the logical data model (ERD containing entity types, attributes, identifiers, and relationships) into
a physical model (DSL containing tables, columns, indexes, and constraints) for each business system. Transformation
converts the DSL into a DBMS-specific DOL. Together the DSL and DOL are the current representation of the Technical
Design.
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Objectives

The objectives of using the Data Structure List are to do the following:

• Refine the data structure organization
• Define how data objects are implemented

Example

The following example shows components of the Data Structure List:

Figure 71: Data Structure List

Deliverables

The deliverable is a consistent Data Structure List for each business system.

Downstream Effects
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The Data Structure Design has direct ties to the effectiveness and efficiency of the databases that are generated during
Construction. The database administrator or designer must consider the following factors when building a Data Structure
List:

• What are the most efficient data store default values (CAT, locksize, bufferpool, close, password)?
• How do you implement the entity types into tables?
• How do you improve the allocation of databases, tablespaces, tables, indexspaces, and storage groups?

During the unit and system testing, the designer performs the following tasks:

• Applies security
• Generates database(s)
• Performs unit testing
• Performs system testing
• Refines the Data Structure List and Data Store List to improve performance

Data Structure List Actions

The following are the actions in the Data Structure List:

Diagram Opens tables, saves model, runs consistency check and reports,
prints diagrams, and details Printer Setup.

Edit Adds unimplemented entity types (tables), attributes (columns),
relationships (referential integrity (RI) constraints), and Indexes;
Deletes, Denormalizes, Specializes, and Moves selected objects;
and converts object names.

View Controls how the database administrator displays the Data
Structure List.

Detail Specifies properties of tables, columns, indexes, foreign keys,
and constraints, displays table Layout, column index usages, and
constraint identifiers.

Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, maximizes
the width and height of the active window, staggers and indents all
open windows, and divides the work area into halves or fourths to
display each open window in a part of the screen.

Options The following options are provided:
Tree View (toggle on/off))
Tool Bar (toggle on/off)
Show Object Tips (toggle on/off)
Font Selection
Color Selection
Customize Pop-Up Menu
Customize Toolbar (add/remove toolbar buttons)
Customize Palette
Reset Toolbar
Reset Palette

Help Describes general and specific help, explains contents and
tasks that are performed in the application window, lists key
assignments, and lists all help topics in alphabetical order.

Implement Entity Type in Data Structure List

Implement Entity Type implements an unimplemented entity type to create a table in the Data Structure List.
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When transforming an entity manually in the Data Structure List, consider performing either a consistency check or the
referential integrity process, if necessary, before generating DDL.

Process Purpose

Referential Integrity Reset all the constraint RI options to the suggested default values.
There is no such thing as a partial RI process.

Consistency Check Detect any inconsistent RI options, while retaining the customized
RI options.

WARNING
Failure to take one of the following actions after implementing an entity type can cause incorrect DDL to be
generated:

• Perform the Referential Integrity process (optional)
• Perform a Consistency check (required)

Effect of Entity Type Implementation on Affected Relationships

When you implement an entity-type having a relationship that is mandatory, this relationship is implemented automatically
also.

When you implement an entity type with optional relationships, you must explicitly implement these relationships after
implementation of the entity type.

Implement Attribute in Data Structure List

Implement Attribute lists the columns that are not associated with the selected index.

Implement Relationship in Data Structure List

Implement Relationship implements an unimplemented relationship between two entity types to create a constraint
between tables.

When you implement an entity type with optional relationships, you must explicitly implement these relationships after
implementation of the entity type.

NOTE
When you implement an entity-type having a relationship that is mandatory, this relationship is implemented
automatically also.

When transforming a relationship manually in the Data Structure List, consider performing either a consistency check or
the referential integrity process, if necessary, before generating DDL.

Process Purpose

Referential Integrity Reset all the constraint RI options to the suggested default values.
(A partial RI process is not supported.)

Consistency Check Detect any inconsistent RI options, while retaining the customized
RI options.

WARNING
Failure to take one of the following actions after implementing an entity type could cause incorrect DDL to be
generated:

• Perform the Referential Integrity process
• Perform a Consistency check followed by manual updates to correct any inconsistencies detected
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More Information:

How to in Data Structure List

Data Store List
The Data Store List specifies the information that must define the physical environment of the database.

When using DBMS, the Data Store List answers the following questions for each tablespace and indexspace:

• Which VCAT names must be assigned
• Which volumes are defined
• How much space should be allocated
• What amount of free space should be available

Data Store List also assigns storage groups into appropriate databases.

Transformation places all tablespaces and indexspaces into a database. Most business systems usually consist of more
than one database.

Use the Data Store List to create the databases; then, move the tablespaces and indexspaces into the appropriate
databases. Also use the Data Store List to lump all databases into one or more storage groups or assign any tablespace
or indexspace to a storage group. To fit your individual needs, create custom databases and storage groups.

Generate DDL for each business system only before testing. DDL generation is a process of converting the Data Structure
List and the Data Store List into data definition statements that are required by the DBMS.

Objectives

The objective of the Data Store List is to refine the physical storage of the Data Storage Diagram.

Example

The following example shows the Data Store List:
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Figure 72: Data Store List

Deliverables

The deliverable is a consistent Data Store List for each business area.

Downstream Effects

The Data Store List defines the physical environment of the databases for each business system. Therefore, you must
refine the Data Store List into the most efficient layout of databases, tablespaces, tables, indexspaces, and storage
groups. Consider that you can partition indexspaces into tablespaces and indexspaces. An experienced database
administrator should perform these functions.

Data Store List Actions

The following actions are in the Data Store List:

Menu Item Description
Diagram Opens databases, runs Consistency Check and reports, prints

diagrams, and details printer setup.
EDIT->ADD Adds databases, tablespaces, storage groups, data devices, log

devices, data files, and storage locations.
EDIT->DELETE Deletes selected objects.
EDIT->MOVE Moves selected objects from one physical storage location to

another.
EDIT->AUTOSIZE Estimates the approximate tablespace and indexspace primary

and secondary quantity based on modeling values.
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EDIT->SPECIALIZE Selects and specializes one or more objects when the consistency
check reveals an inconsistency. Specialization applies the
Technical Design Defaults to the selected object.

View Controls how the database administrator displays the Data Store
List.

Detail Specifies properties of databases, tablespaces, tables,
indexspaces, and storage groups, and segments (partitions)
physical and addressable storage into tablespaces and
indexspaces.

Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, maximizes
the width and height of the active window, staggers and indents all
open windows, and divides the work area into halves or fourths to
display each open window in a part of the screen.

Options The following options are provided:
Tree View (toggle on/off)
Tool Bar (toggle on/off)
Show Object Tips (toggle on/off)
Font Selection
Color Selection
Customize Pop-Up Menu
Customize Toolbar (add/remove toolbar buttons)
Customize Palette
Reset Toolbar
Reset Palette

Help Describes general and specific help, explains contents and
tasks that are performed in the application window, lists key
assignments, and lists all help topics in an alphabetical order.

Partitioning
Partitioning allows for efficient use of DBMS utilities and placement of rows on different direct-access storage devices.

Partitioning a tablespace is the process of dividing a table by rows into partitions that Gen can manage.

Creating Partitioned Tablespaces

Example

To create a partitioned tablespace, the database administrator must detail a tablespace or partition. During DDL
generation, the following SQL language is built:

CREATE TABLESPACE CUSTBS

IN DACUSDB

USING STOGROUP DACUSSTG

PRIQTY 500000

SECQTY 4

ERASE NO

NUMPARTS 10

(PART 1 USING STOGROUP DANAMSTG

PRIQTY 1000000

SECQTY 8,

PART 2 USINAG STOGROUP DANAMSTG

PRIQTY 1000000

SECQTY 8)
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...

LOCKSIZE PAGE

BUFFERPOOL BPO

CLOSE NO;

The only difference between a simple tablespace and a partitioned tablespace is the NUMPARTS parameter. Use
NUMPARTS to establish the partitions. Each partition has its own data set. An index on the table, divides the partitions
and manages rows.

After naming the tablespace (CUSTBS) and specifying its database (DACUSDB), the database administrator should
specify the default storage group or VCAT. This storage group or VCAT assignment determines the placement of partitions
not already assigned. This example has 10 partitions. The default storage group (DACUSSTG) contains partitions 3
through 10. Storage group DANAMSTG contains partitions 1 and 2.

Tablespace CUSTBS

CUSTNUM TABLE PARTITION 1 >>> VSAM DATA SET 1

CUSTNUM TABLE PARTITION 2 >>> VSAM DATA SET 2

... ...

CUSTNUM TABLE PARTITION 10 >>> VSAM DATA SET 10

A partitioned tablespace requires a clustering index.

Creating Clustering Index

To create a clustering index, the database administrator must detail an indexspace or partition. During DDL generation,
the following SQL language is built.

CREATE INDEX CUSTIDX

ON DACUSDB.TCUST (CUSTNUM)

SUBPAGES 4

CLUSTER

(PART 1 VALUES(1000000)

USING STOGROUP DANAMSTG

PART 2 VALUES(1000000)

USING STOGROUP DANAMSTG

...

PART 10 VALUES(1000000)

USING STOGROUP DAN10STG)

BUFFERPOOL BPO

CLOSE NO;

After naming the index (CUSTIDX) and specifying the index table (DACUSDB.TCUST), the database administrator should
specify the index values. The CLUSTER parameter determines this index is clustered. The information in parentheses
assigns the customer values to each index partition and the row values corresponding to the tablespace partition. Values
can be partitioned in descending (DESC) or ascending (ASCEND) order.

The CREATE INDEX structure specifies the column that provides the index values and ranges of values for each partition
row. The index is partitioned the same as the tablespace. This CREATE INDEX statement assigns each index partition to
a VSAM data set in a storage group or VCAT. When loading tablespaces, the rows containing the value of each partition
are placed in each corresponding tablespace partition.

Indexspace CUSTIDX

CUSTIDX TABLE PARTITION 1 >>> VSAM DATA SET 90

CUSTIDX TABLE PARTITION 2 >>> VSAM DATA SET 91
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... ...

CUSTIDX TABLE PARTITION 10 >>> VSAM DATA SET 100

Data Store List Detail Partition Actions

The following actions are in the Data Store List Detail Partitions:

Diagram Saves the model, prints diagrams, details printer setup, and exits
the diagram.

Edit Adds and deletes selected partitions.
View Controls how the database administrator displays the Data Store

List Detail Partition diagram.
Detail Specifies properties of tablespaces, indexes, indexspaces, and

partitions.
Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, maximizes

the width and height of the active window, staggers and indents all
open windows, and divides the work area into halves or fourths to
display each open window in a part of the screen.

Options Customizes user interface for multiple or single object add,
changing fonts, and customizing pop-up menus.

Help Describes general and specific help, explains contents and
tasks that are performed in the application window, lists key
assignments, and lists all help topics in alphabetical order.

Clustering Indexspace

A partition must have a clustering indexspace. Clustering stores related tables physically close together on the disk.
Related tables are often used together; therefore, physical data clustering improves the performance of the data set.

During DDL generation, partitioning information is created for both the tablespace and indexspace in the following format.

Create Index

using and free block information (default)

(parent tablespace and indexspace detail)

PARTITION 1 Value / Key

"

"

"

PARTITION n Value / Key

using and free block information (optional)

(tablespace and indexspace detail)

Defaults For Tablespace And Indexspace Properties

You can specify dataset properties for tablespaces and indexspaces. The properties that you set can apply to all
partitions, or the properties can apply only to the selected tablespace partitions or indexspace partitions.

If you want the tablespace properties to apply only to the selected tablespace partitions, access the Tablespace Properties
dialog box and select the radio button Do not use values as default.
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If you want the tablespace properties to apply to one or more partitions, access the Tablespace Properties dialog box and
select the radio button Use following values as defaults.

The indexspace properties can be designated in the same manner. Use the Indexspace Properties dialog box and select
one of the following radio buttons: Do not use values as defaults, or Use following values as defaults.

When the radio button Do not use values as defaults is selected, properties must be set up for each partition that is
added.

When the radio button Use following values as defaults is selected, a partition can be set up with or without the default
values.

To use the default tablespace values, access the Partition Tablespace Properties dialog box and select the radio button
Use default values for partition.

To set up unique tablespace values for the partition, select the radio button Use following values for partition.

The indexspace properties can be designated in the same manner. Use the Partition Indexspace Properties dialog box
and select one of the following radio buttons: Use default values for partition, or Use following values for partition.

A consistency check error occurs when no default values are set for a tablespace or indexspace, and the partition
properties dialog box is set to use the default values.

For example, the consistency check error occurs when Do not use values as default, is selected in the Indexspace
Properties dialog box and Use default values for partitioning is selected in the Partitioning Indexspace Properties dialog
box.

Calculating Partition Size

The number of partitions determines the maximum partition size.

Partitions Maximum Size in Gigabytes
1 to 16 4
17 to 32 2
33 to 64 1

The partition table size is the largest addressable number of bytes, not the actual number of bytes used or allocated. Each
partition occupies one data set.

For example, a DBMS allows up to 64 1-gigabyte partitions, each in its own data set. Partitions can be as large as 4 GB
each, but the total tablespace cannot exceed 64 GB.

Partitioning Tablespaces

Database administrators should consider partitioning any table with 1 million rows or more. For smaller tables, the
advantages are probably not worth the effort that is needed to create the partitions. Use partitioning to allocate free space.

Partitioning places table rows that are accessed often on fast, direct-access storage devices. It also places table rows that
are seldom accessed on slower devices. Customers collect and maintain recent data more often than the historical data.
Therefore, when partitioning, the database administrator might move rows to a slower device as their information ages.

Partitioning Benefits

When using few indexspaces on the tablespace, the benefits of partitioning increases. When using many indexspaces on
a tablespace, partitioning results in inefficient processing. An indexspace that contains the (required) clustering index for a
partitioned tablespace is partitioned and requires minimal maintenance.
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NOTE
In Toolset, click Tools, Design, Data Structure List. A list of tables is displayed. Tables with partition are labeled
as Has Partitioning.

Transformation
Transformation is the automatic creation of general and DBMS-Specific Technical Design (TD) objects from data model
objects.

Gen represents the implemented technical design in the Data Structure List and Data Store List.

Transformation implements the following tasks:

• Entity types as tables
• Relationships as constraints
• Identifiers as indexes
• Attributes as columns
• Attributes of subtypes as columns in the table that implements the high-level entity type
• Many-to-many relationships using link tables

Click Proceed to start the transformation process.

Click Technical Design to view the technical design information.

Retransformation Overview
Retransformation performs two functions, synchronizes the Technical Design (TD) to the Data Model, or specializes the
TD for the current DBMS based on the choice of the user.

Retransformation can only be performed after changes have been made in the structure of the data model. The data lists
are left intact and only changed data model objects are reimplemented in the TD. This preserves any customization work
and avoids the need to delete and re add objects.

Retransformation performs the following processes:

• Determines changes to the data model
• Performs Consistency Check
• Checks Protection Violations
• Transforms Changed Entity types
• Transforms Changed Relationships
• Executes Referential Integrity process
• Calculates Table and Index spaces

The processes Performs Consistency Check through Transforms Changed Relationships are repeated until all
inconsistencies are resolved.

Retransformation takes less time than a complete transformation of the entire model. Use retransformation when you are
in a maintenance mode.

Retransformation detects differences between the Data Model and the TD by using consistency check rules. There must
be a rule violation to trigger retransformation. You can retransform when you make a structural change to the Data Model,
such as changing an identifier.

Deleting an object in the Data Model does not require retransformation. The object is simultaneously deleted from the
TD. Only structural changes to the Data Model, such as adding an entity type, must be retransformed. Changes to some
properties, such as a name, quantity, and TD name do not require retransformation. Changes to other properties, such as
lengths, domains, varying lengths, and optionality do require retransformation.
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In addition, if you change the relation integrity operator in a relationship, you can also retransform or perform an
incremental RI process.

NOTE
Retransformation sets the relationship property to the default, if None is selected.

Retransformation implements:

• Entity types as tables
• Relationships as constraints
• Identifiers as indexes
• Attributes as columns
• Attributes of subtypes as columns in the table that implements the high-level entity type
• Many-to-many relationships using link tables

Before performing retransformation, verify your Technical Design Defaults. Even though all databases are checked for
consistency, retransformation uses the technical design defaults to add any new tables or tablespaces. You can access
the technical design window from the Retransformation pop-up using the Tech Design push button.

When you select Retransformation, the Retransformation pop-up window appears. Select the type of retransformation
from the following options:

Option Description
Synchronize TD When selected, the TD is synchronized with the data model.

Each entity in the data model is transformed and implemented
in the TD. Select the scope of entity implementation (All, None,
Identifying Relationships Only, or Mandatory and Identifying
Relationships) before proceeding. See Retransformation Item 3.

Specialize TD When selected, each entity in the TD is specialized to the selected
DBMS default values. DBMS-Specific names are reset to the
defaults taken from the Entity Relationship Diagram TD names.
Select the scope of RI Process (All or None) before proceeding.
See Retransformation Item 4.

The scope of unimplemented entity type options determines which objects are retransformed when Synchronize TD with
Data Model is selected.

Scope Objects retransformed
All Selects for retransformation any unimplemented entity in the data

model.
None Selects for retransformation any implemented entities that have

been changed since transformation. No unimplemented entity
types are selected.

Identifying Relationships Only Selects for implementation any unimplemented entity with an
identifying relationship with an implemented entity.

Mandatory and Identifying Relationships Selects for implementation any entity with an identifying or
mandatory relationship with an implemented entity.

The Referential Integrity Process (RI Process) evaluates the Technical Design to determine whether referential integrity
should be supported by the DBMS or Gen. The choices of scoping include the following:

Scope Description
All Re-evaluates everything.
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None Does not evaluate anything.

You choose DBMS or Gen to enforce referential integrity on the properties panel for the DBMS.

If you choose Gen, all RI is maintained by Gen.

If you choose DBMS, there can still be some relationships that the DBMS cannot support. These relationships are still
supported by Gen.

WARNING
You must define and download an appropriate subset to take advantage of retransformation. The following
method is suggested for defining this subset because it works in all circumstances and minimizes manual effort.

The subset definition should consist of all entity types in the model and only entity types. They should be scoped with
Modify authority. The subset expansion process includes all the data objects that are required for the task with Delete
authority. Scoping on data objects results in an incomplete subset.

Retransformation Reports

Reports are generated only as needed to report results of a retransformation. Available reports include:

Report Name Description
Implementation Lists basic listing of what processing occurred. If Consistency

Check rules are violated, the Implementation Report prints.
Otherwise, this report does not print.

Cleanup Lists all assignments of values to missing information such as
calculating missing space allocations. Technical Design Defaults
are used as default values.

Protection Errors Lists all object level protection violations.
Unimplemented Objects Lists entity types and relationships not implemented. Select All to

correct.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Synchronize TD With Data Model
When selected, the TD is synchronized with the data model. Each entity in the data model is transformed and
implemented in the TD. Select the scope of entity implementation (All, None, Identifying Relationships Only, or
Mandatory and Identifying Relationships) before proceeding. See Retransformation Item 3.

Specialize TD for Current DBMS Defaults
When selected, each entity in the TD is specialized to the selected DBMS default values. DBMS-Specific names
are reset to the defaults taken from the Entity Relationship Diagram TD names. Select the scope of RI Process
(All or None) before proceeding. See Retransformation Item 4.

Synchronize - All
Selects any unimplemented entity in the data model for retransformation.

Synchronize - None
Selects for retransformation any implemented entities that have been changed since transformation. No
unimplemented entity types are selected.

Synchronize - Identifying Relationships Only
Selects for implementation any unimplemented entity with an identifying relationship with an implemented entity.

Synchronize - Mandatory and Identifying Relationships.
Selects for implementation any entity with an identifying or mandatory relationship with an implemented entity.

Referential Integrity Scope - ALL
Selects any unimplemented relationship in the data model to be implemented in the RI process.
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Referential Integrity Scope - NONE
Selects any implemented entity with changed relationships in the data model to be implemented in the RI process.
No unimplemented relationships are selected.

Referential Integrity Overview
Maintenance of referential integrity is essential in applications that Gen generates. Action diagram statements that modify
an entity or relationship are likely to affect related data model objects.

Modify includes create, update, delete, associate, or disassociate an entity. Application data can become inconsistent,
without referential integrity rule enforcement to maintain a consistent state among related data objects.

Referential Integrity Enforcement in Gen-Generated Applications

The Referential Integrity Enforced by option appears on the Technical Design Properties dialog for each target DBMS. For
most target DBMSs, a list lets selection of either Gen or DBMS, although for some DBMSs only Gen is allowed. The RI
enforcement type determines whether RI-enforcing statements are in generated DDL, thereby defining database objects
as DBMS enforced, or RI-enforcing code is generated to access and modify the database, Gen enforced. Both generated
code and DDL enforce relationship properties that are defined among data model objects that are implemented as tables,
foreign key columns, constraints and/or RI triggers in Gen Technical Design.

Depending on the default RI enforcement setting of the target DBMS TD properties, the RI process examines all
relationships among implemented tables, then sets RI enforcement Type on each constraint properties dialog to either
DBMS or Gen, with as many as possible set to the Target DBMS TD default setting. On each constraint properties
dialog, the RI enforcement option may also be set manually. It may not be possible to set all constraints to DBMS RI
enforcement, due to different combinations of relationships that are not implementable in the target DBMS. Only those
constraints for which the setting is Target DBMS may have RI-enforcing statements that are generated in DDL.

RI Process and Valid Data Relationships in Gen Technical Design

Referential integrity rules maintain the valid data relationships that are modeled in the DBMS-specific Technical Design in
a database. Some Technical Design processes compromise the validity of a DBMS-specific data structure design. Such
Technical Design databases include the following actions:

• Delete a table, foreign key column, or RI constraint
• Implement an Entity Type
• Implement a Relationship
• Change RI enforcement setting of Technical Design Properties

By executing Referential Integrity Process from the Design menu, illegal relationships that are caused by these actions
may be resolved in a target DBMS Technical Design. The RI process is automatically performed during Transformation,
and is an option during Retransformation. This ensures valid implementation of entity types, identifiers, and relationships
in the Technical Design data structure.

WARNING
Referential Integrity resets all RI enforcement to default value for the selected enforcement type (DBMS/Gen).
This overwrites any modifications that you previously made.

Recommendations

The first time that you run a full transformation to create the data structure objects from data model objects, the full
referential integrity process is run automatically. If you continue to develop the model after the initial transformation,
make sure that referential integrity is maintained. The decision to explicitly run the full referential integrity process after
implementing unimplemented data model objects and after running an incremental transformation, depends on whether
you want to customize and want to preserve changes. The referential integrity process is run in the following methods:
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• If you do not customize the generated suggested defaults, run the full referential integrity process.
• If you replace the suggested defaults with customized entries and you want to preserve the customized version, run

the TD consistency check to verify referential integrity options of all the linkages.

Example

customer.DIVNBR=division.DIVNO

This relationship between rows has the following properties:

• Each row in the dependent table CUSTOMER is related to no more than one row in the parent table DIVISION.
• Each row in the dependent table CUSTOMER that has a non-null value for DIVNBR is related to a row in the parent

table DIVISION.

The constraint on the values of DIVNBR which is the foreign key in the CUSTOMER table is a referential constraint.
Enforcing this constraint provides referential integrity. The DBMS enforces referential constraints.

Referential Integrity Rules

Referential Integrity has the following rules:

Insert
Verifies that each non-null foreign key corresponds to a primary key of the parent table before you can insert a
row into a dependent table. If the verification fails, rows are not inserted.

Delete
Performs one of three actions when there are matching foreign keys in the dependent table, before you can delete
a row from a parent table, the DBMS. The action is any one among the following:
Restrict

Specifies that if any dependent rows are found, rows are not deleted.
Cascade

Specifies that dependent rows are deleted in dependent tables. Any referential constraints on the
dependent table must be satisfied. If referential constraints on the dependent table are not satisfied, rows
are not deleted.

Set Null
Specifies that if any dependent rows are found, null values are set for nullable foreign key parts.

Update
Specifies that at each non-null foreign key must match a primary key value in the parent table, before you can
update a foreign key If no match occurs, rows are not updated. When updating a primary key with a matching
non-null foreign key value in a dependent row, rows are not updated due to the DBMS applying an implicit
UPDATE rule with a value of RESTRICT.

Primary Keys
Specifies that to update primary key columns in a row only if there are no occurrences of foreign key rows which
point to that primary key row. Gen does not allow any updates of primary key columns.

Self Referencing Table
Defines a table that is both a parent and a dependent. If the foreign key of a row matches the primary key, that
row in a self-referencing table can be self-referencing. You cannot update a primary key of self-referencing
rows, but you can insert or delete self-referencing rows. However, you cannot update the primary key of a self-
referencing row.
The following restrictions apply to self-referencing tables:

• If an Insert statement self-referencing table has a subselect that returns one row, rows are not inserted.
• If a Delete statement self-referencing table, which includes Set Null or Restrict, selects more than one row with

a Where clause, rows are not deleted.
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The dialog contains the following field information:

Referential Integrity Proceed
Specifies the referential integrity based on the data model relationship specifications. Proceed processes the
entire data model; all prior customization is overwritten with the suggested default values. Currently, Gen is not
supporting a partial or incomplete referential integrity process.
Before selecting Proceed, select Tech Design to review the active TD defaults and to make modifications if
needed.

Prerequisite

You must have a complete TD implementation before you begin this process.

Construction Diagrams

This article provides information for Construction Diagrams including Environment Diagram, Construction Overview, and
Environment Overview.

Environment Diagram
This section includes more information in the following:

Construction Overview

Using diagrams and information from other Gen tools, the Construction Toolset creates the following items:

• Source code for Dialog Managers, Batch Managers, Window Managers, procedure steps, action blocks, screens,
windows, and dialog boxes

• Data Definition Language
• Cascade delete control statements
• Installation control statements

The Construction Toolset also controls the installation of an application, which includes compiling the source code, link-
editing, and binding load modules to the correct database. Installation results in one or more executable load modules.

You have the option during Construction to create an application system that contains trace code. The trace code lets
you test and revise at the action diagram level, instead of at the program code level. After testing, you can create the
application without the trace code and move the application to the environment on which the production system will
execute.

Objectives

The objective of using the Construction Toolset is to build all the pieces necessary for an application system to execute in
a selected environment.

Prerequisites

The following items must be completed before you can create an application system with the Construction Toolset:

• Entity Relationship Diagram
• Dialog Flow Diagram
• Screens that are built with the Screen Design Tool and/or windows and dialog boxes that are built with the Window

Design Tool
• Procedure Action Diagram(s)
• Data Structure Diagram

Deliverables
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The deliverables that are included from Construction include the following items:

• Application database(s)
• Executable load module(s)
• Cascade delete library
• Application install deck
• All additional environment-specific constructs for program execution

Downstream Effects

The downstream effects of Construction are seen during the execution of the application system. For example, packaging
the load modules one way versus another could produce a difference in execution time and performance.

The specific downstream effects for each part of the Construction Toolset (Environment, Packaging, and Generate) are
documented at the appropriate level within the help system for each tool.

Construction Main Actions

The following actions are available in Construction:

Environment Specifies the defaults for the execution environment.

Packaging Specifies the combination of load modules and procedures that
are associated with a business system.

Generate Specifies which components to generate and install.

Environment Overview

The environment parameters apply to a particular business system and are stored as part of the business system for a
model. Different business systems can have different environment parameters.

The following example shows the Environment Diagram:

Figure 73: Environment Overview

You must define at least one business system before you can specify the parameters for the production environment.
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Environment parameters for the DDL and Referential Integrity triggers are specified separately (under Generation
Defaults). These objects apply to an entire model and do not belong to a particular business system.

The environment parameters identify such information as the type of operating system, DBMS, TP monitor, and so forth.
The environment parameters must be specified before you generate and install an application. The code generator uses
the environment parameters in the generation process.

NOTE
Client/server applications do not use these parameters.

You can override some of the environment parameters by using the Generation Defaults dialog. For instance, you
may want to specify different parameters for testing an application. You can override the following parameters under
Generation Defaults:

• Operating system
• DBMS type
• Language
• TP monitor

NOTE
The environment parameters are also accessible from the Generation Tool.

Objective

The objective of using the Environment Tool is to specify the parameters for the execution environment.

Downstream Effects

The downstream effects of the environment parameters occur during generation and installation and during execution of
the application system.

The environment parameters enable the generated code to take advantage of certain features of the production
environment. This usually results in improved performance of the application. For example,

Selecting or not selecting the parameter Restartable Application can affect the performance of the application. (The
parameter affects the use of the runtime profile database.)

Selecting Optimize Import View Initialization improves performance and should always be selected unless a calling action
block was generated by release 4.x.

Request help on the individual control for information about how the control may affect the generation and/or execution.

Environment Actions

The actions in Environment include the following:

Model Creates models; opens, saves, copies, and deletes existing
models; displays model status and other information; generates
reports; and accesses the encyclopedia.

Diagram Closes and saves models.

Detail Specifies the properties for the environment

View Searches for text strings, positions objects in the client area, and
deselects objects.
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Options The following options are provided:
Tree View (toggle on/off))
Tool Bar (toggle on/off)
Show Object Tips (toggle on/off)
Model Generation Properties
Font Selection
Color Selection
Customize Pop-Up Menu
Customize Toolbar (add/remove toolbar buttons)
Customize Palette
Reset Toolbar
Reset Palette

Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows, closes one
or more windows, maximizes the width and height of the active
window, staggers and indents all open windows, and divides the
work area into halves or fourths to display each open window in a
part of the screen.

Help Describes general and specific help, explains contents and tasks
that are performed in the application window for help, lists all help
topics in alphabetical order, and displays consistency check and
runtime error messages.

Packaging Overview
The Packaging Tool identifies the minimum number of objects that are required to generate and install the source code for
a load module or operations library.

Each load module or operations library is associated with a business system. Packaging is also referred to as load module
or operations library packaging.

Packaging does not create the source code for an executable load module or operations library; this is done by
Generation.

Packaging identifies the objects for the following different types of load modules and operations libraries:

• Online
• Batch
• Window
• Cooperative
• Component Packaging
• z/OS Library Packaging

A packaged load module for an online, batch, window, and cooperative packaging contain one or more procedure steps
and names for the generated source code. A packaged load module also contains other information depending on its
type. For Component Packaging and z/OS library packaging, a packaged operations or z/OS library contains one or more
action blocks.

Objective

The objective of using the Packaging Tool is to define the objects of each executable load module or operations library.

Examples

The following example shows the packaging for an online load module. The load module contains three procedures:

Type Name
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Business Sys CUST_MAINT

   Load Module MAINMENU

    Proc Step CUST_LIST

        Action Block LIST_CUSTOMER  

        Proc Step CUST_MAINT    

        Action Block CREATE_CUSTOMER    

        Action Block DELETE_CUSTOMER    

        Action Block READ_CUSTOMER  

        Action Block UPDATE_CUSTOMER    

    Proc Step MENU

The following example shows the packaging for two batch load modules (batch jobs). Each batch procedure and its
procedure steps must be packaged into a separate load module:

Type Name

Business Sys ORDER_MAINT

    Batch Job BATCHJ1

        Proc Step BATCH1_PSTEP1 

        Proc Step BATCH1_PSTEP2 

    Batch Job BATCHJ2

        Proc Step BATCH2_PSTEP1 

        Proc Step BATCH2_PSTEP2 

        Proc Step BATCH2_PSTEP3 

The following example shows the packaging for a window load module. The load module contains four procedures:

Type Name

Business Sys CUSTOMER_MAINTENANCE

    Load Module CUSTOMER

        Proc Step CUSTOMER_OPEN 

        Proc Step CUSTOMER_CHG  

        Proc Step CUSTOMER_ADD  

        Proc Step CUSTOMER_LIST 

Prerequisites

The following activities must occur before you can package load modules:

• At least one business system must be defined.
• The dialog flow of the procedures must be diagrammed on the Dialog Flow Diagram.

Deliverables

Packaging deliverables are the definition of one or more load modules, operations libraries, or z/OS libraries.

Downstream Effects

The downstream effects of packaging occur during generation and installation and during the execution of the application
system.

Packaging is required before source code can be generated. Each load module becomes an executable file. Packaging
can affect the size of the executable files and the number of source code files created.

If you package the application into separate load modules, the operating system must load and unload the modules from
the memory during execution. This loading and unloading takes time. Packaging several procedures and their procedure
steps into one load module improves the load/unload performance. This is especially useful during testing.
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If you package all procedures into one load module, you may produce an executable file too large to fit into the available
memory.

Web Generation Applications

For window packaging or cooperative packaging, set up the client environment as follows:

• OS = JVM
• Language = Java

The value for TP Monitor should be “INTERNET”.

Packaging Main Actions

The following actions are available in Packaging:

Model Creates models; opens, saves, copies, and deletes existing
models; displays model status and other information; generates
reports; and accesses the encyclopedia.

Diagram Specifies the type of packaging to perform, opens packaging
windows, launches other diagrams, accesses reports, prints
and plots diagrams, details printer setup, and closes the active
window.

Edit Adds an operations library or a z/OS library to support component-
based development or just to allow the user of DLLs, assigns
procedure steps to a load module, specifies a load module and
the procedure steps that are associated with it, adds action blocks
to an operations library, removes a selected load module or
procedure step from the client area, and completes the packaging
for a selected object.

Detail Defines the properties of load module packaging objects, and
specifies the environment parameters for server and client load
modules.

View Controls how the Packaging Tool displays the packaging objects.
Tool Provides an alternative method of navigating to the Planning,

Analysis, Design, and Construction menus.
Options The following options are provided:

Tree View (toggle on/off))
Tool Bar (toggle on/off)
Show Object Tips (toggle on/off)
Model Generation Properties
Font Selection
Color Selection
Customize Pop-Up Menu
Customize Toolbar (add/remove toolbar buttons)
Customize Palette
Reset Toolbar
Reset Palette

Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows: lists the
current diagrams, cascades, or tiles the current diagrams and
closes all the current diagrams.

Help Provides help on function keys and their uses, links to the Help
Topics (contents and index), links to the Gen documentation, and
displays consistency check and runtime error messages.
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Add Operations Library

Add Operations Library allows you to specify the name of an operations library to be defined.

Open in Packaging

Open displays the online, batch, window, cooperative (client/server), and component packaging for business systems.

If the objects for a business system have not been packaged, only a list of business systems displays. Otherwise, both the
business systems and their associated load modules or batch jobs appear.

For online, window, and client/server packaging, the load modules represent the first level of packaging for a business
system. Other objects are packaged subordinate to the load module. For batch packaging, batch jobs represent the first
level of packaging for a business system. Other objects are packaged subordinate to the batch job.

Open Batch Packaging

Open Batch Packaging displays a list of business systems and the batch load modules that are packaged for each
business system.

If no batch load modules have been packaged, only a list of business systems displays. Otherwise, both the business
systems and their associated load modules appear.

The batch jobs represent the first level of packaging for a business system. Other objects are packaged subordinate to the
batch job.

Open Component Packaging

Open Component Packaging displays a list of business systems and the component operations libraries that are
packaged for each business system.

If no component operations libraries have been packaged, only a list of business systems displays. Otherwise, both the
business systems and their associated operations libraries appear.

The operations libraries represent the first level of packaging for a business system. Action blocks and operations are
packaged into that operations library.

Open Cooperative (Client/Server) Packaging

Open Cooperative Packaging displays a list of business systems and the client/server load modules that are packaged for
each business system.

If no client/server load modules have been packaged, only a list of business systems displays. Otherwise, both the
business systems and their associated load modules appear.

The load modules represent the first level of packaging for a business system. Other objects are packaged subordinate to
the load module.

Open Online Packaging

Open Online Packaging displays a list of business systems and the online load modules that are packaged for each
business system.

If no online load modules have been packaged, only a list of business systems displays. Otherwise, both the business
systems and their associated load modules appear.

The load modules represent the first level of packaging for a business system. Other objects are packaged subordinate to
the load module.
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Open Window Packaging

Open Window Packaging displays a list of business systems and the window load modules that are packaged for each
business system.

If no window load modules have been packaged, only a list of business systems displays. Otherwise, both the business
systems and their associated load modules appear.

The load modules represent the first level of packaging for a business system. Other objects are packaged subordinate to
the load module.

Generation Overview
Generation generates and installs the source code for a database and an application. You have the option during
generation to create an application system that contains the trace code.

For a database, the generated code is Data Definition Language. For an application, the generated code is source code in
a high-level programming language. The language depends on the options available for your configuration of Gen.

Installation is the process that puts the code into a usable form. Installation of a database creates the tables and indexes
of the database and makes the database available for manipulation by an application. Installation of an application
involves compiling and link-editing the application and binding it to the correct database. An executable application results.

The trace code lets you test and revise at the action diagram level, instead of at the program code level. After testing the
action diagram, you can create the application without the trace code and move the application to the environment on
which the production system will execute.

The following example shows the Generation diagram:
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Figure 74: Generation Overview

Objective

The objective of using Generation is to create and install all the components that are required to produce an executable
application.

Generation Prerequisites

Before you generate an application, you must perform the following tasks:

• Complete the appropriate diagrams (ERD, DLG, SD, PAD, and DSD)
• Verify that required procedure steps and action blocks are consistent
• Transform the ERD (perform Transformation under Design)
• Specify the execution environment parameters (Environment action under Construction)
• Package the load modules (Packaging action under Construction)

Before you install an application, you must perform the following tasks:

• Start the database management system (DBMS)
• Log on to the operating system (if necessary for access to the DBMS)
• Generate and install the database that is referenced by the application
• Resolve any external action blocks used by the application (ensure that the external subroutines interface correctly

with the generated code and the DBMS)
• Have access to a high-level language compiler for the type of high-level source code being installed
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Generation Main Actions

The following actions are available in Generation:

Model Creates models; opens, saves, copies, and deletes existing
models; displays model status and other information; generates
reports; and accesses the encyclopedia.

Diagram Specifies the types of generated code that you can generate for
and view, launches other diagrams, prints diagrams, details printer
setup, and exits the active window.

Edit De-selects objects that are selected for generation or installation.
Detail Defines the environment parameters for operating system,

database, language, and so on. Also specifies the environment
parameters for server and client environments.

Generate Creates and installs the code for database components and load
module components.

View Controls how the DDL or source code displays and searches for
text strings.

Tool Provides an alternative method of navigating to the Planning,
Analysis, Design, and Construction menus.

Options The following options are provided:
Tree View (toggle on/off))
Tool Bar (toggle on/off)
Show Object Tips (toggle on/off)
Generation Defaults
Model Generation Properties
Font Selection
Color Selection
Customize Pop-Up Menu
Customize Toolbar (add/remove toolbar buttons)
Customize Palette
Reset Toolbar
Reset Palette

Window Arranges the display of all open secondary windows: lists the
current diagrams, cascades, or tiles the current diagrams and
closes all the current diagrams.

Help Provides help on function keys and their uses, links to the Help
Topics (contents and index), links to the Gen documentation, and
displays consistency check and runtime error messages. Also
provides the release and version of the product.

Example

The Construction toolset generates the code for various components. This panel shows the following types of the
generated code for an online Order Entry system:

• Dialog Manager
• Database
• Install Deck

This example shows a small part of the generated code for a Dialog Manager. The high-level programming language is
COBOL.
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IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

PROGRAM-ID. PSOUNDX.

***************************************************************

*

*                 Source Code Generated By

*                        <productname> 8.5

*           Copyright(C)2012 CA. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Name: TEST_SOUNDEX_FUNCTION         Date: 2012/01/14

* TARGET OS: MVS                     Time:10:30:13

* TARGET DBMS: DB2 z/OS              User:Scott

*

* Generation Options:

* Debug trace option not selected

* Data modeling constraint enforcement not selected

* Optimized import view initialization not selected

* High performance view passing ignored for pstep

* LAST_STATEMENT_NUM execution selected

* Enforce default values with DBMS not selected

* Init unspecified optional fields to NULL not selected

* Dynamic link (z/OS) used bus sys default of "No"

*

***************************************************************

* DIALOG MANAGER INFORMATION

* ----- LOAD MODULE PACKAGING -----

* CLR SCR DLG FLOW

* PROCEDURE STEP TRAN TRAN

*

* CUSTOMER_LIST L CL

* PART_MAINTENANCE P PM

* ORDER_MAINTENANCE O OM

* ORDER_ENTRY_MENU M OEM

* CUSTOMER_MAINTENANCE C CM

*

* ----- DIALOG FLOW INFORMATION -----

*

* CUSTOMER_LIST

* XFERS TO ORDER_ENTRY_MENU DFLOW: 0000262372

* TRANCODE: M LOAD MODULE: ORDRENT

* FLOWS ON: RETURN_TO_MENU EXIT: 0000001419

* DISP 1ST AUTO-COMMAND: EXIT START COMMAND: (SPACES)

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

DATA DIVISION.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

77 COPYRIGHT PIC X(44)

VALUE 'COPYRIGHT(c) COMPUTER ASSOCIATES 18nn'.

77 DATE-STAMP PIC 9(6) VALUE 911225.

77 TIME-STAMP PIC 9(8) VALUE 081349.

77 MODULE-NAME PIC X(8) VALUE 'TIRDMGR'.

01 APPLICATION-LIST.

03 DM-VERSION PIC X(8) VALUE '4.2.A2 '.

03 CURR-LMOD PIC X(8) VALUE 'ORDRENT '.

03 MAX-SEG-SIZE PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE 1024.
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03 FOR-MOD-INPUT-SW PIC X.

88 FOR-MOD-INPUT VALUE 'Y'.

* This message is the result of MFS /FOR modname input

03 UNFORMATTED-DATA-SW PIC X.

88 UNFORMATTED-DATA VALUE 'Y'.

* Clear screen with input other than trancode and

* NOT KNOWN-DIALOG-ACTION

03 CLR-SCR-SW PIC X.

88 CLR-SCREEN VALUE 'Y'.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* START OF IMPORT VIEWS

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

02 W-IA PIC X(0106).

02 B-0007143525-IA REDEFINES W-IA.

05 USER-INPUTTED-0019V.

07 CUSTOMER-0019T.

09 NUMBER-001GP.

11 NUMBER-001MS PIC X(0001).

11 NUMBER-001 PIC S9(0006).

11 NUMBER-001XX REDEFINES NUMBER-001

PIC X(0006).

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* START OF EXPORT VIEWS

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

02 W-OA PIC X(9710).

02 B-0007274598-OA REDEFINES W-OA.

05 SAVED-USER-INPUTTED-0119V.

07 CUSTOMER-0119T.

09 NUMBER-011AT PIC X(0006).

09 NUMBER-011GP.

11 NUMBER-011MS PIC X(0001).

11 NUMBER-011 PIC S9(0006).

11 NUMBER-011XX REDEFINES NUMBER-011

PIC X(0006).

05 LAST-0129V.

07 CUSTOMER-0129T.

09 NUMBER-012AT PIC X(0006).

09 NUMBER-012GP.

11 NUMBER-012MS PIC X(0001).

11 NUMBER-012 PIC S9(0006).

11 NUMBER-012XX REDEFINES NUMBER-012

PIC X(0006).

*************************************************************

* CURRENT TABLES *

*************************************************************

01 CURRENT-TABLE-DATA.

03 FILLER PIC X(8)

VALUE 'CURR-TBL'.

03 CURR-PST.

05 CURR-PST-PSTEP PIC X(32).

05 CURR-PST-IA-LEN PIC 9(9) COMP.

05 CURR-PST-OA-LEN PIC 9(9) COMP.

05 CURR-PST-MAP PIC X(8).
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88 NONSCREEN-PST VALUE SPACES.

05 CURR-PST-INFO.

07 CURR-PST-PROF PIC X.

88 PROFILE-SUPPORT VALUE 'Y'.

07 CURR-PST-SCREENED PIC X.

88 PST-SCREENED VALUE 'Y'.

07 CURR-PST-DFLTLOC PIC X.

88 PST-DFLT-TOP VALUE 'T'.

DATABASE EXAMPLE

This example shows part of the generated DDL for a database. The type of DDL is Structured Query Language.

CREATE DATABASE "ORDENTDB" ;

CREATE TABLE "ORDER"

("QUANTITY" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"STATUS" CHAR(4) NOT NULL,

"NUMBER" CHAR(6) NOT NULL,

"FK_CUSTOMERNUMBER" INTEGER ,

"FK_PARTNUMBER" CHAR(10) );

COMMIT ;

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "I0000040" ON "ORDER"

("NUMBER" ASC);

COMMIT ;

CREATE INDEX "I0000075" ON "ORDER"

("FK_CUSTOMERNUMBER" ASC);

COMMIT ;

CREATE INDEX "I0000085" ON "ORDER"

("FK_PARTNUMBER" ASC);

COMMIT ;

CREATE TABLE "PART0"

("NUMBER" CHAR(10) NOT NULL,

"DESCRIPTION" CHAR(40) NOT NULL);

COMMIT ;

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "I0000051" ON "PART0"

("NUMBER" ASC);

COMMIT ;

CREATE TABLE "CUSTOMER"

("NAME" CHAR(25) NOT NULL,

"NUMBER" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ADDRESS" CHAR(20) NOT NULL,

"CITY" CHAR(20) NOT NULL,

"STATE" CHAR(2) NOT NULL,

"ZIP" INTEGER NOT NULL);

COMMIT ;

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "I0000066" ON "CUSTOMER"

("NUMBER" ASC);

COMMIT ;

INSTALL DECK EXAMPLE

This example shows a part of the generated statements for an install deck. The statements are in Standard Generalized
Markup Language (SGML).
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:execdef

user=WINUSER

date=91/12/25

time=08:56:40

os=WINDOWS

:source

model='ORDER ENTRY'

subset='ALL'

dateup=0000/00/00

timeup=00:00

saved=NO

schema=n.n.nn

level=n.n.nn.nn.

:esource.

:systems

techsys=BUS_SYSTEM

source=E:.IEF

:esystems.

:execunit

member=ORDRENT

objid=122

language=COBOL

os=WINDOWS

execenv=IEFAE

dbms=DB2/2

isolation=RR

profile=SQL

format=BYPASS

dbname=ORDENTDB.

:pstep

member=CUSLIST

objid=167

name=CUSTOMER_LIST

techsys=BUS_SYSTEM

dlgtran=L

clrtran=L

sql=YES

create=NO

update=NO

delete=NO

test=YES.

:epstep.

:screen

member=CUSLISTS

objid=230

name=CUSTOMER_LIST

techsys=BUS_SYSTEM.

:escreen.

:acblk

type=STANDARD

member=APART

objid=167

name=ADD_PART
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techsys=BUS_SYSTEM

sql=YES

create=NO

update=NO

delete=NO

test=YES.

:eacblk.

:eexecunit.

:eexecdef.

Deliverables for Non-Web Generation Applications

Generation deliverables include the following:

• Generated and installed DDL files
• Generated and installed source code files
• Generated and installed cascade delete library files
• Generated and installed installation control files

Deliverables for Web Generation Applications

The following are Web Generation deliverables:

• Generated and installed HTML
• Cascading style sheets (CSS)
• Java scripts (JS)
• Java server pages (JSP)
• Java source files
• XML files

Downstream Effects

The Generation actions have several downstream effects that are described in the following paragraphs.

RESERVED WORD CHECKING

The Generation tool checks the object names for DBMS Reserved Words before code generation starts.

If reserved words are found, the generation tool notifies the user of the Technical Design objects that are in violation and
then stops generation.

Technical Design (TD) Property, Reserved Word Checking

Reserved word checking is performed based on the status of the TD Property, Reserved Word Checking.

TD Property Description of Effect:
None No Reserved Word Enforcement
Target DBMS Reserved Word Enforcement using the target DBMS reserved

words List
All Reserved Word Enforcement using the reserved words Lists for all

DBMS(s)

Objects Checked for Reserved Words

Before DDL Generation, the following object names are checked for reserved words:
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• Database
• Tablespace
• Table
• Constraint
• Column
• Index

Prior to Non-DDL Generation, the following objects names are checked for reserved words:

• Table
• Table Column

Error Reports

All errors are reported to the user on the Generation Error Report.

MISCELLANEOUS DOWNSTREAM EFFECTS

• Some Generation actions install the load modules for an application system. Installation creates executable load
modules, and requires a DBMS and a compiler for a high-level programming language.

• An application can be generated for a local installation or a remote installation. A local installation takes place on the
platform that generated the source code and DDL. A local installation is often used for initial testing of an application. A
remote installation takes place on a platform different from the one that generated the source code and DDL.

• Generating source code can require a large amount of disk storage. One of the generation defaults specifies the
deletion of the source code files after an installation.

• Installing a database or a load module creates a separate process independent of the toolsets. This process is called
the Installation Monitor. The Installation Monitor displays the status of the installation process as it occurs, provides a
way to view errors that may occur during installation, and provides one way to test the installed application.

WARNING
Selecting Code, All or Code, All and Installation executes automatic packaging and can add objects to load
modules that you might not want. To avoid this, use Code, Selected. If the option is not available, no packaging
has been done. Execute packaging, then return to Generation and select Code, Selected.

Downstream Effects of Source Code Generation/Installation

An entity type must have at least one attribute or code generation fails. An entity type created to resolve a many-to-
many relationship may lack attributes. Create a "dummy" attribute for such an entity type to ensure that code generation
completes.

The installation of source code runs as a separate process independent of Gen toolsets. This process is called the Gen
Installation Monitor.

Gen allows only one Installation Monitor at a time. If it was created from a previous installation and is still active, Gen uses
it. Otherwise, the Installation Monitor is re-created.

The installation process creates various working files. If the installation process runs out of physical storage space, the
following may occur:

• A protection error is issued during compilation because insufficient space exists for the temporary working file.
• The file that reports errors may not be written to the physical storage. Therefore, you may not know why certain errors

occurred.

Code Page Considerations When Using Microsoft Windows

When using Windows platforms, you may encounter situations where procedure step or action block names that use
National Language (NLS) characters are changed during code generation, or where the unnecessary translation occurs.
Some scenarios follow:

Unnecessary Database Translation
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Characters that are stored in the database are translated because MS-SQL contains a default setting for the database
access from a DOS program. This default sets the database character set to code page 437 OEM. As a result, all data
that is entered by GUI applications is translated from code page 437 to code page 1252. Because the data is already
stored under code page 1252, the further translation can destroy text.

Use the DBMS configuration to turn off the OEM to ANSI translate flag, and all data are handled correctly.

Reset in Generation
Reset is active only if objects have been displayed with the Open action under Diagram. After objects are displayed and
selected, Reset returns all the selected objects to a non-selected status.

5655

Reset provides a quick way to cancel the selection of objects.

The following example shows the result of resetting selected objects. These are the objects for an online application. No
objects are selected.

  Type        Trce Code Scrn Inst Name

Triggers             -         -  REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY TRIGGERS

Business Sys    -    -    -    -  BUS_SYSTEM

Dialog Mangr    -    -         -  ORDRENT

Proc Step       -    -         -  CUSTOMER_LIST

Proc Step       -    -         -  PART_MAINTENANCE

These are the objects that are selected. The Y indicates selection.

  Type        Trce Code Scrn Inst Name

Triggers             Y         -  REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY TRIGGERS

Business Sys    -    -    -    -  BUS_SYSTEM

Dialog Mangr    Y    Y         -  ORDRENT

Proc Step       Y    Y         -  CUSTOMER_LIST

Proc Step       Y    Y         -  PART_MAINTENANCE

These are the objects after applying Reset. The selected objects (those with Ys in the preceding example) have returned
to a non-selected status.

  Type        Trce Code Scrn Inst Name

Triggers             -         -  REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY TRIGGERS

Business Sys    -    -    -    -  BUS_SYSTEM

Dialog Mangr    -    -         -  ORDRENT

Proc Step       -    -         -  CUSTOMER_LIST

Proc Step       -    -         -  PART_MAINTENANCE

Working with Toolset
The following sections help you work with the Toolset:
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• Startup or Model Window Procedures
• Use Tree View in Model Window
• Use Matrix Processor
• Use Activity Hierarchy Diagram
• Use Activity Dependency Diagram
• Use Action Diagram
• Use View Maintenance
• Use Data Model Diagram
• Use Data Model Browser
• Use Data Model List
• Use Partioning
• Use Scoped Type Model Diagram
• Use Entity Life Cycle Diagram
• Use Business System Defaults
• Use Business System Definition
• Use Dialog Flow Diagram
• Use Dialog Flow Browser
• Use Screen Design
• Use Procedure Synthesis
• Use Navigation Diagram
• Use Technical Design
• Use Data Structure List
• Use in Data Store List
• Use Environment
• Use Packaging
• Use Generation
• Use Reports
• Use Referential Integrity
• Use Retransformation

Startup or Model Window Procedures

You can perform the following tasks by using the Startup or the Model Window: close a model, rename a model, obtain
info about a model, and save model.

Create a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Select Model menu.
2. Select New Model.
3. Type Model name and Local name.
4. Select OK.

For more information, see New Model Dialog.
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Open a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Select Model menu.
2. Select Open Model.
3. Specify a file name.
4. Click Open.

Copy a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Select Model menu.
2. Select Copy Model.
3. Select a model name.
4. Select Copy.
5. Type Model name and Local name.
6. Select OK.

For more information, see Model Copy Dialog.

Delete a Model

Follow these steps

1. Select Model menu.
2. Select Delete Model.
3. Select a model name.
4. Select Delete.
5. Select Yes.

Display and Print Reports

The Reports action lists reports that can be displayed online. After a report displays, it can be printed.

Selecting a report also accesses a reports window where other reports can be printed or viewed online.

Check Out a Model

Follow these steps

1. Log on to the host.
2. Select Model menu.
3. Select Encyclopedia.
4. Select Check Out A Model.
5. Type Subset name.
6. Select OK.

Generate a New Model

Follow these steps

1. Log on to the desired Host Encyclopedia or Client/Server Encyclopedia.
2. From the Toolset select Model, Encyclopedia, Generate New Model.
3. Specify the long model name for the destination model to be stored in the encyclopedia.
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4. Select the checkbox for "Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options".
5. Click OK.

Increment a Subset

Follow these steps

1. From the Startup or Model Window, select Model menu.
2. Select Encyclopedia.
3. Select Increment Subset.
4. To continue, see the following topic "Add a New Object to your Subset".

Add a New Object to Your Subset

Follow these steps:

1. From the Increment Subset dialog box, click the + box to the left of the desired dialog object type.
The selected object expands, displaying a list of scoping objects.

2. Click the checkbox to the left of the name of the desired scoping object.
The status changes to Added. Default protection and expansion values display for the selected scoping object.

3. Continue through the list of objects, repeating Steps 1 and 2 for all objects to be added.
NOTE
If a scoping object displays with the Scoped status, it can still be selected for purposes of modifying its
protection or expansion values.

4. After selecting all desired scoping objects, click Update.
NOTE
The Update button remains enabled if any scoping objects are selected. If not, the button is grayed out.

A Progress bar appears as the definition of your subset is updated in the encyclopedia with the additional objects.
After updating completes, the Increment Subset dialog box closes and the Downgrade report displays for viewing.

5. After viewing the report, press Enter.
The Downgrade Report dialog box closes and the Model Window reappears.

NOTE
For automatic selection of a scoping object, click either the Protection or the Expansion field on the scoping
object line and select the desired value. Gen automatically checks the box to the left of the name of the object,
selecting it for you.

Resend the Last Update

Follow these steps

1. Log on to the host.
2. Select Model menu.
3. Select Encyclopedia.
4. Select Resend Last Update.

Update and Check in a Model

Follow these steps

1. Log on to the host.
2. Select Model menu.
3. Select Encyclopedia.
4. Select Update And Check In.
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WARNING
When you select Update And Check In Model, the Gen Workstation Communications automatically transfers the
active model to the encyclopedia. Then, it marks the active model as read only.

Update but Do Not Check in a Model

Follow these steps

1. Log on to the host.
2. Select Model menu.
3. Select Encyclopedia.
4. Select Update But Do Not Check In.

WARNING
When you select Update But Do Not Check In, the Gen Workstation Communications Facility automatically
transfers the active model to the encyclopedia.

Verify the Last Update

Follow these steps

1. Log on to the host.
2. Select Model menu.
3. Select Encyclopedia.
4. Select Verify Last Update.

Close a Model

Closes the current model leaving the application running.

Rename a Model

To change the long or short name of a model, select Rename Model.

For details, see Rename Model Dialog.

Info Model

Info model provides the following details about a model:
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• Model name
• Subset
• Local name
• Model stage
• Model status
• Model level
• Character Set ID
• Total number of objects
• Objects that are created since last check-out
• Number of objects available before check-in
• Last save
• Last check-out
• Last update
• Workstation schema
• Workstation Version

Save Model

Save Model stores your model.

Use Tree View in Model Window

This article provides information for Use Tree View in Model Window. You can perform the following actions using tree
view in the Model window.

Open a Tab in the Tree View

To open one of the tabs at the bottom of the Tree View window, click the desired tab name.

Expand an Item in the Tree View

Click the + box beside the item.

Open the Tree View Window

From the Options Menu, click the Tree View menu choice.

Hide the Tree View Window

Click the x box at the top right of the Tree View window.

Open a Diagram from the Tree View

From the Tree View window, click the Diagrams tab.

1. Click the + box beside the required Gen tool.
2. Double-click the desired diagram name.

An alternate method:

1. Click the Diagrams tab.
2. Click the + box beside the required Gen tool.
3. Highlight the desired diagram name and right click. The Launch button displays.
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4. Click LaunchLaunch.

Limit the List of Objects from the Diagram Tab within the Tree View

From the Tree View window, click the Options tab.

1. Click the box beside the Gen tool for which you want to limit the object list. The checked box is deselected.
2. Click the Diagrams tab. The tool that is deselected from the Options tab and its related diagrams no longer display.

For example, to hide the objects relating to Planning & Analysis in the Tree View.

1. Click the box beside the Planning and Analysis tool.
2. Click the Diagrams tab. The Planning & Analysis tool and its related diagrams no longer display.

Display the Object Type from the Tree View

To display the object type from the Tree View window, move the cursor over the desired icon.

Display the Properties Box from the Tree View

To display the Properties box from the Tree View window, double-click the name of the desired object.

Find Dialog Box for Tree View

The Find feature for the tree view searches for text, either whole or partial words, within an opened Gen model. The
search may include all object types or may be limited to a specific object type.

Accessing the Find Feature Dialog Box

1. In the Tree View window, click the Model tab.
2. Click the

icon above the Tree View window. The Find dialog box displays.

Using the Find Feature Dialog Box

1. In the Tree View window, click the Model tab.
2. Highlight the object in the tree from which to start the search. Note: The search does not include the highlighted object.
3. Click the

icon above the Tree View window. The Find dialog box displays.
4. In the Search for: field, type the text that you want to find.
5. To search for the text as a whole word, click Match whole word.
6. In the Type of object: list, click All or click a specific object type.
7. To expand the Model, click Expand Items. All lower levels of objects display in the tree view.

NOTE
If Expand Items is not checked, the Find does not automatically search the entire tree. It searches only
the objects in the tree that you have manually expanded (that is, the objects that display in the Tree View
window).

8. To choose the direction of the search, click either Up or Down.
NOTE
The search starts from the highlighted object in the indicated direction but does not include the highlighted
object.
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9. Click Find. If a match is found, the line containing the object is highlighted. If a match is not found, then a message
box displays indicating that the text cannot be found.

10. To find the next occurrence of the same object, click the

icon above the Tree View window.
11. To find the previous occurrence of the same object, click the

icon above the Tree View window.
NOTE
Clicking of the previous and next icons supersedes the direction of the search as indicated in the Find dialog
box.

Help for Fields

Name Description

Search for Contains the desired text for which you want to search.

Type of object Contains the specific type of object to search for or you can
search all objects.

Match whole word Searches for the text indicated in the Search for field as a whole
word.

Expand Items If down is clicked, automatically expands objects and searches
the entire tree below, but not including, the highlighted item. If up
is clicked, automatically expands objects and searches the entire
tree above, but not including, the highlighted item.

Direction Searches either up or down from the location of the highlighted
item. The search does not include the highlighted item.

Help for Buttons

Button Description

Find Searches for the text indicated in the Search for field.

Close Returns to the Gen diagram window and closes the dialog box
without implementing any changes.

Help Displays this topic.

Use Matrix Processor

This article provides information for Use Matrix Processor. You can perform the following tasks by using the Matrix
Processor.

Access a Matrix from Outside of the Matrix Processor

To access a Matrix from outside of the Matrix Processor, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
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The new matrix displays.

Access a Matrix from within the Matrix Processor

To access a Matrix from within the Matrix Processor, perform these steps:

1. Click Diagram, Open.
The Matrix Selection dialog is displayed.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
A new matrix displays.

Add a Cell Value

To add a Cell Value, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Select (highlight) a cell value from the upper left corner. You can select one or more cells where you want the value to
appear.

4. Click the + icon on the menu bar.
This is the icon for Add object.
The Properties Dialog displays.

5. Add the cell values in the fields and click OK.
The new object is added to the matrix window.

6. Repeat the steps for any additional cells where the value is to appear.

Add an Object to a Matrix Row or Column

To add an object to a Matrix Row or Column, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection Dialog displays.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis list and an object from the Select Second Axis and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click to highlight the object name on the heading of the row or column.
4. Click Edit, Add.

The Properties dialog displays.
5. Type the object name and click OK.

A new object is added to the matrix row or column.

NOTE
Functions and elementary processes cannot be added in a Matrix. Add elementary processes to the Data Model
and add functions to the Activity Hierarchy.

Change Cell Values

To change Cell Values, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog appears.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from Select Second Axis and click OK.
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The Matrix window opens.
3. Perform one of the following:

– Using the mouse:
a. Select a cell value in the upper left corner and click Edit, Add.
b. Move the hand pointer to a cell that you want to change and select the cell.
c. You can continue pointing to other cells that must be changed to the selected value or, you can select a different

value and repeat the steps for other cells.
The cell values change.

– Using the keyboard:
a. Select one cell, or hold down Ctrl and select multiple cells.
b. Select the cell value in the upper left corner.
c. Click Edit, Add.

The cell values change.

Change the Colors in a Matrix

To change the colors in a Matrix, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click Options, Matrix Colors.
The Matrix Color Layout dialog displays.

4. Select a color for each matrix component.
5. Click OK.

The colors in the Matrix change.

Change the Name of an Object in a Matrix Row or Column

To change the name of an object in a Matrix Row or Column, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Select (highlight) the object name on the heading of the row or column.
4. Click Details and Properties.

The Properties dialog displays.
5. Type the new name for the object and click OK.

The name of the object changes.

Change the Properties of an Object

To change the Properties of an Object, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Select (highlight) the object name on the heading of the row or column.
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4. Click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog displays.

5. Change one or more properties and click OK.
The properties of the object change.

Cluster Cells for an Affinity Matrix

To cluster cells for an Affinity Matrix, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select Entity Type object from the Select First Axis. Select "is used by Function" or "is used by Elementary Process"
from the Select Second Axis and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click Edit, Affinity Clustering.
The Affinity Matrix Creation dialog displays.

4. Select the Cluster the current matrix check box if you want to perform Interaction Clustering and click OK.
The cells for an affinity matrix are clustered.

Cluster Cells for an Interaction Matrix

To cluster cells for an Interaction Matrix, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select Entity Type object from the Select First Axis. Select "is used by Function" or "is used by Elementary Process"
from the Select Second Axis and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click Edit, Interaction Clustering.
The cells for an interaction matrix are clustered.

Create a User Defined Matrix

To create a User Defined Matrix, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Click Cancel.
A blank Matrix window opens.

3. Click Edit, User Defined, User Defined Matrix.
The Matrix Definition dialog displays.

4. Click Add.
The Properties dialog displays.

5. Type the matrix name.
6. Select the existing objects or type names of new objects.
7. Click OK, Close.

The user defined matrix is created.
8. Click Diagram, Open.

The Matrix Selection dialog displays.
9. Select a custom object for first axis from the Select First Axis and a custom object for second axis from the Select

Second Axis, and click OK.
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The new matrix displays.

Create a User Defined Object

To create a User Defined Object, follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Click Cancel.
A blank Matrix window opens.

3. Click Edit, User Defined, User Defined Objects.
The Object Definition dialog displays.

4. Click Add.
The Properties dialog displays.

5. Type the object name.
6. Click OK, Close.

The user defined object is created.

Define a Business Area

To define a Business Area, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select a combination of Entity Type and Entity Type Matrix, Business Function and Business Function Matrix, or
Business Function and Entity Type Matrix from the selection areas, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click Edit, Define BA.
The Business Area Definition dialog displays.

4. Click Add.
The Properties dialog displays.

5. Type the business area name, click OK.
6. Select the name of business area and click Use.
7. Select (highlight) the name of an entity type or function.
8. Click Edit, Include.

The business area name is defined.

Define a Business System

To define a Business System, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select the combination of Elementary Process and Elementary Process Matrix, or Elementary Process and Entity Type
Matrix from the selection areas, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click Edit, Define BS.
The Business System Definition dialog displays.

4. Click Add.
The Properties dialog displays.

5. Type the business system name and click OK.
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6. Select the name of business system and click Use.
7. Select (highlight) the name of an elementary process or entity type.
8. Click Edit, Include.

The business system name is defined.

Delete a Business Area

To delete a Business Area, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select a combination of Entity Type and Entity Type Matrix, Business Function and Business Function Matrix, or
Business Function and Entity Type Matrix from the selection areas, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click Edit, Define BA.
The Business Area Definition dialog displays.

4. Select the business area to delete and click Delete.
A confirmation displays.

5. Click Yes and click Close.
The Business Area is deleted.

Delete a Business System

To delete a Business System, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select a combination of Elementary Process and Elementary Process Matrix, or Elementary Process and Entity Type
Matrix from the selection areas, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click Edit, Define BS.
The Business System Definition dialog displays.

4. Select the name of the business system to delete and click Delete.
A confirmation displays.

5. Click Yes and click Close.
The Business System is deleted.

Delete an Object from a Matrix Row or Column

To delete an object from a Matrix Row or Column, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Select the object on a matrix row or column.
4. Click Edit, Delete.

The Delete dialog displays.
5. Click Yes in the confirmation box (if it appears), and click OK.

The object is deleted.
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Detail an Object or Cell in a Matrix

To detail an object or cell in a Matrix, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Select (highlight) an item on one axis or a cell.
4. Click Details, Properties.

The Properties dialog displays.
5. Provide the details in the Description and click OK.

The details of the object or cell are provided.

Hide Cell Values

To hide Cell Values, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click View, Hide.
4. Select a value from the top-left corner of the matrix.

A period replaces the value in the left corner and in every cell where the value appears to indicate that the value is
hidden.

Highlight Rows and Columns in a Matrix

To highlight rows and columns in a Matrix, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click View, Highlight.
4. Perform one of the following tasks:

– Select the intersecting cell to highlight an intersecting row and column.
– Select the object name to highlight a row or a column.
– Select the first cell and drag the cursor to the last cell in the block to highlight a block of cells. To remove the

highlight, select the highlighted area again.

Include a Row, Column, or Block of Cells in a Business Area

To include a row, column, or block of cells in a Business Area, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select a combination of Entity Type and Entity Type Matrix, Business Function and Business Function Matrix, or
Business Function and Entity Type Matrix from the selection areas.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Select an object, click Edit, and Define BA.
The Business Area Definition dialog displays.
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4. Select a business area. If the business area does not display in the selection list, select Add. Type business area
name and description, and then click OK.

5. Click Use.
6. Select a row, column, or block of cells, and click Edit, Include.

The row, column, or block of cells are included.

Include a Row, Column, or Block of Cells in a Business System

To include a row, column, or block of cells in a Business System, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select Elementary Process/Elementary Process Matrix or Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click Edit and Define BS.
The Business System Definition dialog displays.

4. Select a business system. If the business system is not displayed in the selection list, select Add. Type business
system name, and click OK.

5. Select the business system name and click Use.
6. Select a row, column, or block of cells, and click Edit, Include.

The row, column, or block of cells are included.

Print the Dense Objects Map

To print the Dense Objects Map, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select Entity Type object from the Select First Axis. Select "is used by Function" or "is used by Elementary Process"
from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click Diagram, Reports, and Dense Objects.
The Dense Object window opens.

4. Click File, Print.
The Dense Objects map prints.

Print the Information Needs Map

To print the Information Needs Map, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Click Cancel.
A blank Matrix window opens.

3. Click Diagram, Reports, and Information Needs Map.
The Information Needs Map window opens.

4. Click File, Print.
The Information Needs map prints.
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Print a Matrix

To print a Matrix, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
3. Click Diagram, Print

The Print Options dialog displays.
4. Select the options for content and page adjustment and click OK.

The matrix prints.

Print the Planning Objects Report

To print the Planning Objects Report, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Click Cancel.
A blank Matrix window opens.

3. Click Diagram, Reports, and Planning Objects.
The Report Options dialog displays.

4. Select an object and click OK.
The report displays.

5. Click File, Print.
The Planning Objects report prints.

Print the Planning Objects Uses Report

To print the Planning Objects Uses Report, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog displays.

2. Click Cancel.
A blank Matrix window opens.

3. Click Diagram, Reports, and Planning Objects Uses.
The Matrix Where Used dialog displays.

4. Select one or more planning objects that appear in the matrices and click OK.
The report displays.

5. Click File, Print.
The report prints.

Remove a Row, Column, or Block of Cells from a Business Area

To remove a row, column, or block of cells from a Business Area, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog is displayed.

2. Select a combination of Entity Type and Entity Type Matrix, Business Function and Business Function, or Business
Function and Entity Type Matrix from the selection areas.
The matrix window opens.

3. Click Edit, Define BA.
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The Business Area dialog is displayed.
4. Select the name of a business area and click Use.
5. The matrix window opens.
6. Select rows, columns, or a block of cells in the business area.
7. Click Edit, Remove.

The selected row, column, or block of cells are removed from the business area.

Remove a Row, Column, or Block of cells from a Business System

To remove a row, column, or block of cells from a Business System, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog is displayed.

2. Select Elementary Process or Elementary Process Matrix or Elementary Process or Entity Type Matrix and click OK.
The matrix window opens.

3. Click Edit, Define BS.
The Business System Definition dialog is displayed.

4. Select the name of a business system and click Use.
5. Select rows, columns, or a block of cells in the business system.
6. Click Edit, Remove.

The selected rows, columns, or the block of cells are removed from the business system.

Rotate Axes in a Matrix

To rotate axes in a Matrix, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog is displayed.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click View, Rotate.
The axes in the matrix are rotated.

Show Hidden Cell Values

To show hidden cell values, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog is displayed.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Click View, Hide.
The hidden cell value representing a period in the upper left corner is shown.

Sort Matrix Objects in Ascending Order

To sort Matrix Objects in ascending order, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog is displayed.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.
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3. Select (highlight) the matrix axis heading.
4. Click View, Sort Ascending.

The matrix is sorted.

Sort Matrix Objects in Descending Order

To sort Matrix Objects in descending order, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog is displayed.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Select (highlight) the matrix axis heading.
4. Click View, Sort Descending.

The matrix is sorted.

Sort a Matrix in Hierarchical Order

To sort a Matrix in hierarchical order, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Matrices.
The Matrix Selection dialog is displayed.

2. Select an object from the Select First Axis and an object from the Select Second Axis, and click OK.
The Matrix window opens.

3. Select (highlight) the matrix axis heading (Function or Organizational Unit).
4. Click View, Sort Hierarchy.

The matrix is sorted.

Use Activity Hierarchy Diagram

This article provides information to perform multiple tasks by using Activity Hierarchy Diagram.

Add and Detail a Function

To add and detail a Function, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select Object as the target.
3. Click Edit, Add Function.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Type name and description and click OK.

The function detail is added.

Add and Detail a Process

To add and detail a Process, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select function as the target.
3. Click Edit, Add Process.
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The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Type name and description and click OK.

The process detail is added.

Add a Group View

To add a Group View, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select Process or Function.
3. Click Detail, View Maintenance.

The View Maintenance dialog is displayed.
4. Select Import Views, Export Views, Group Views, or Work Views.
5. Click Edit, Add Group View.

The Add Export Group View dialog is displayed.
6. Type Name, select One or One or More times from occurs and click OK.

The Group View is added.

Add an Entity View

To add an Entity View, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select Process or Function.
3. Click Detail, View Maintenance.

The View Maintenance dialog is displayed.
4. Select Import Views, Export Views, Group Views, or Work Views.
5. Click Edit, Add Entity View.

The Add Entity View dialog is displayed.
6. Type Name and select an entity.
7. (Optional) This dialog also contains the following buttons:
Search

Searches an entity in the Entity Types list.
Description

Describes the entity.
8. Click OK.

The entity view is added.

Add a Subtype View

To add a Subtype View, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select Process or Function.
3. Click Detail, View Maintenance.

The View Maintenance dialog is displayed.
4. Select Import Views, Export Views, Group Views, or Work Views.
5. Click Edit, Add Subtype View.
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The Add Subtype View dialog is displayed.
6. Type Name and select an entity.
7. (Optional) This dialog also contains the following buttons:
Search

Searches an entity in the Entity Types list.
Description

Describes the entity.
8. Click OK.

The subtype view is added.

Add a Work View

To add a Work View, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select Process or Function.
3. Click Detail, View Maintenance.

The View Maintenance dialog is displayed.
4. Select Import Views, Export Views, Group Views, or Work Views.
5. Click Edit, Add Work View.

The Add Work View dialog is displayed.
6. Type Name and select an entity.
7. (Optional) This dialog also contains the following buttons:
Search

Searches an entity in the Entity Types list.
Description

Describes the entity.
8. Click OK.

The work view is added.

Add an Attribute View

To add an Attribute View, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select a view of entity.
3. Click Edit, Add Attribute View.

The Attribute View dialog is displayed.
4. (Optional) This dialog also contains the following buttons:
Search

Searches an entity in the Entity Types list.
Description

Describes the entity.
5. Click OK.

The attribute view is added.
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Change Description

To change a description, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select an activity.
3. Click Deatail, Properties.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Type changes to description in the Description and click OK.

The description is changed.

Change Function to a Process

To change Function to a Process, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select a function.
3. Click Edit, Modify.

The function is changed.

Change Parent of an Activity

To change Parent of an Activity, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select an activity.
3. Click Edit, Change Parent.

The cursor is changed.
4. Click an activity to make a new parent.

The activity is changed to a new parent.

Change Process to a Function

To change Process to a Function, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select a process.
3. Click Edit, Modify.

The process is changed.

Contract Subordinate Activities

To contract Subordinate Activities, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select an activity or activities.
3. Click View, Contract.

The subordinate activities are contracted.
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Change Entity Type or Subtype Details

To change Entity Type or Subtype Details, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select an activity.
3. Click Detail, Expected Effects.

The Expected Effects dialog is displayed.
4. Select an entity type or subtypes, and click Close.

The entity type or subtype details are changed.

Delete an Activity

To delete an Activity, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select an activity.
3. Click Edit, Delete.

The Delete dialog is displayed.
4. Perform one of the following tasks:
5. To delete only activities, select Confirm on delete, and Delete.

– To delete subordinates, select Delete Subordinate Only, Promote Subordinates, or Delete Hierarchy.
6. Click Delete.

The activity is deleted.

Delete an Activity's Expected Effects on an Entity Type or Subtype

To delete an activity Expected Effects on an Entity Type or Subtype, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select an activity.
3. Click Detail, Expected Effects.

The Expected Effects dialog is displayed.
4. Select an entity type or subtype.
5. Click Delete.

The expected effect on the entity is deleted.

Expand Subordinate Activities

To expand Subordinate Activities, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select an activity or activities.
3. Click View, Expand.

The subordinate activities are expanded.
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Expand All Subordinate Activities

To expand All Subordinate Activities, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select a function.
3. Click View, Expand All.

The subordinate activities are expanded.

Launch Another Diagram and Tool

To launch another Diagram and Tool, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select an activity.
3. Click Diagram, Launch, Hierarchy Diagram, Action Diagram, Dependency Diagram, Structure Chart, or Action

Block Usage.
The diagram and tool is launched.

Redraw Model

To Redraw Model, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Click View, Redraw.
The Diagram Placement dialog is displayed.

3. Select the Box Height.
4. Select the Hierarchy Type.
5. Select the Inverted Order option.
6. Click OK.

The model is redrawn.

Rename an Activity

To Rename an Activity, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select an activity.
3. Click Detail, Properties.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Type the new name of the activity.
5. Click OK.

The activity is renamed.

Specify Properties of a Process or Function

To specify Properties of a Process or Function, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.
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2. Select a process.
3. Click Detail, Properties.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Type the description in the Description box.
5. Click OK.

The properties of the process or function are specified.

Use Activity Dependency Diagram

This article provides information to Use Activity Dependency Diagram. You can perform the following tasks by
using Activity Dependency Diagram.

Access Activity Dependency

To access Activity Dependency, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis.
2. Select Activity Dependency.

Associate Views of a Process with an External Object

To associate a view of a process with an External Object, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the information view line joining an external object and a process.
3. Click Detail, Associated Views.
4. Select an entity view name.

The process is associated with an external object.

Add an Event

To add an Event, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select a position on the diagram for the event.
3. Click Edit, Add Event.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Type Event name and description.
5. Click OK.

The event is added.

Add an External Object

To add an External Object, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select a position on the diagram for the object.
3. Click Edit, External Object.

The External Object dialog is displayed.
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4. Click Add.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

5. Type external object name and description, and click OK.
The external object is added.

NOTE
The Select push button is active when a position is selected on the diagram.

Add a Function

To add a Function, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select a position on the diagram for the object.
3. Click Edit, Add Function.

The Add Function dialog is displayed.
4. Type the function name and description and click OK.

The function is added.

NOTE
A function cannot be subordinate to a process.

Add a Process

To add a Process, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select a position on the diagram for the process.
3. Click Edit, Add Process.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Type process name and click OK.

The process is added.

Change the Parent of an Activity

To change the Parent of an Activity, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the activity that you want to assign to a different parent.
3. Click Edit, Change Parent.

The Change Parent dialog is displayed.
4. Select the name of the new parent and click OK.

The parent of the activity is changed.

Delete an Activity and All Levels of Its Subordinates

To delete an Activity and all levels of its Subordinates, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the activity that you want to delete.
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3. Click Edit, Delete.
The Delete dialog is displayed.

4. Select the Delete Hierarchy radio button, and click Delete.
The activity, its subordinate activities, the dependencies, and views that are associated with the activities are all
deleted.

Delete an Activity and Promote Its Subordinates

To delete an Activity and promote its Subordinates, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the activity that you want to delete.
3. Click Edit, Delete.

The Delete dialog is displayed.
4. Select the Promote Subordinates radio button and click Delete.

The selected activity, its dependencies, and views are deleted.

NOTE
The subordinate activities and their dependencies and views are promoted.

Delete an Activity with no Subordinates

To delete an Activity with no Subordinates, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the activity that you want to delete.
3. Click Edit, Delete.

The Delete dialog is displayed.
4. Click Delete.

The activity with no subordinates is deleted.

Delete All Lines in a Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency

To delete all lines in a Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the line coming from the first activity.
3. Click Edit, Delete.

The Delete dialog is displayed.
4. Click Delete.

All lines in a mutually exclusive or parallel dependency are deleted.

Delete an Event

To delete an Event, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the event that you want to delete.
3. Click Edit, Delete.
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The Delete dialog is displayed.
4. Click Delete.

The event is deleted.

Delete an External Object

To delete an External Object, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the external object that you want to delete.
3. Click Edit, Delete.

The Delete dialog is displayed.
4. Click Delete.

The external object is deleted.

Delete a Function

To delete a Function, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the function that you want to delete.
3. Click Edit, Delete.

The Delete dialog is displayed.
4. Click Delete.

The function is deleted.

Delete an Information View

To delete an Information View, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the information view that you want to delete.
3. Click Edit, Delete.

The Delete dialog is displayed.
4. Click Delete.

The information view is deleted.

Delete Only the Subordinates of an Activity

To delete only the Subordinates of an Activity, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the parent of the subordinate activities that you want to delete.
3. Click Edit, Delete.

The Delete dialog is displayed.
4. Select the Delete Subordinates Only radio button and click Delete.

The subordinate activities are deleted.
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NOTE
This procedure does not delete the selected activity.

Delete a Process

To delete a Process, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the process that you want to delete.
3. Click Edit, Delete.

The Delete dialog is displayed.
4. Click Delete.

The process is deleted.

Delete a Sequential Dependency

To delete a Sequential Dependency, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the sequential dependency line that you want to delete.
3. Click Edit, Delete.

The Delete dialog is displayed.
4. Click Delete.

The sequential dependency line is deleted.

Diagram a Closed Mutually Exclusive Dependency

To diagram a Closed Mutually Exclusive Dependency, perform these steps:

1. Select one of the mutually exclusive activities, and a closing activity.
2. Click Edit, Join.
3. Select another mutually exclusive activity dependency, the line joining the first mutually exclusive activity, and the

closing activity.
4. Click Edit, Join.
5. Move the hand mouse pointer to the vertical part of the mutually exclusive dependency line and select the line above

or below the circle that marks the junction of the horizontal and vertical lines.
The dependency is closed.

NOTE
If the lines are not displayed, select View and then Zoom out to spread the objects farther apart. If necessary
move objects that appear to be crowded.

NOTE
To join another activity to the closed mutually exclusive dependency, perform the following actions:

1. Select the activity, vertical part of the closed mutually exclusive line.
2. Click Edit, Join.

The activity is joined.
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Diagram a Multiple Enabling Dependency

To diagram a Multiple Enabling Dependency, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select a prerequisite activity and one dependent activity.
3. Click Edit, Join.
4. Select prerequisite activity and another dependent activity.

Multiple enabling dependency diagramming is done.

Diagram a Mutually Exclusive Dependency

To diagram a Mutually Exclusive Dependency, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select a prerequisite activity and one dependent activity.
3. Click Edit, Join.
4. Select a dependency line joining the first two activities and another dependent activity.
5. Click Edit, Join Mutual Excl.

Mutually exclusive dependency diagramming is done.

NOTE
To join another activity to the mutually exclusive dependency, perform the following actions:

1. Select the vertical part of the mutually exclusive dependency line and the activity that you want to add.
2. Click Edit, Join.

Joining another activity to the mutually exclusive dependency is done.

Diagram a Parallel Dependency

To diagram a Parallel Dependency, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select a prerequisite activity and one dependent activity.
3. Click Edit, Join.
4. Select the dependency line joining the first two activities, and another dependent activity.
5. Click Edit, Join Parallel.

The parallel dependency diagramming is done.

NOTE
To add another activity to the parallel dependency line, perform the following actions:

1. Select the vertical part of the parallel dependency line and the dependent activity.
2. Click Edit, Join.

The parallel dependency line is added to another activity.

Diagram a Recursive Dependency

To diagram a Recursive Dependency, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.
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2. Select an activity which is dependent upon itself.
3. Click Edit, Join.

The recursive dependency diagramming is done.

Diagram a Repetitive Dependency

To diagram a Repetitive Dependency, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select an activity which is repetitive.
3. Click Edit, Detail.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Select Repetitive radio button and click OK.

The repetitive dependency diagramming is done.

Diagram a Sequential Dependency

To diagram a Sequential Dependency, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select a prerequisite activity and dependent activity.
3. Click Edit, Join.

The sequential dependency diagramming is done.

Join an Event and an Activity

To Join an Event and an Activity, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select an event or activity, an activity, or event.
3. Click Edit, Join.

The event and activity are joined.

Join an External Object and an Activity

To Join an External Object and an Activity, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select an external object or activity, an activity, or external object.
3. Click Edit, Join.

The external object and activity are joined.

Move An Object

To move an Object, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select an object that you want to move.
3. Click Edit, Move.
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4. Drag the object to the required location.
The object is moved.

Place An Unplaced Box

To place an Unplaced Box, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Click View, Placed Unplaced Box.
The Placed Unplaced Box dialog is displayed.

3. Select the activity name on the selection list and click Place.
The unplaced box is placed.

Transfer a Dependency from One Activity to Another Activity

To transfer a Dependency from One Activity to another Activity, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the dependency line joining two activities.
3. With the dependency line selected, hold down Ctrl and select compact.

– The process that is to remain connected to the dependency line.
– A process is not connected to the dependency line.

4. Click Edit, Transfer, and click Yes.
The Dependency is transferred.

Transfer an Event from One Process to Another Process

To transfer an Event form one Process to another Process.

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the dependency line joining an event and a process.
3. Select an event that is connected to the dependency line.
4. With the dependency line selected, hold down Ctrl and select:

– Event that is connected to the dependency line.
– Different process.

5. Click Edit, Transfer, and click Yes.
The event from one processor to another processor is transferred.

Transfer an Information View to Another External Object

To transfer an Information View to another External Object, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select information view line joining an external object and an activity.
3. With the information view selected, hold down Ctrl and select:

– The process that is to remain connected to the information view line.
– A different external object.

4. Click Edit, Transfer, and click Yes.
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The information view to another external object is transferred.

Transfer a Process from One Event to Another Event

To transfer a Process from one Event to another Event, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select the dependency line joining an event and a process.
3. With the dependency line selected, hold down Ctrl and select:

– Process that is connected to the dependency line.
– Different event.

4. Click Edit, Transfer.
The process from one event to another event is transferred.

Use Action Diagram

This article provides information to Use Action Diagram. You can perform the following tasks by using Action Diagram.

Add an Action Diagram for an External Action Block

To add an Action Diagram for an External Action Block, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog displays.

2. Click New.
The New Action Diagram dialog displays.

3. Type action block name and description.
4. Click OK.

The New Action Diagram window opens.
5. Add necessary import and export views.
6. Select a location in the first bracket.
7. Click Edit, Add Statement, External.

The action diagram for an external action block is added.

Add a Blank Line

The addition of blank lines makes the action diagram easier to read.

To insert a blank line, select the intended position in the action diagram before you select Add a blank line.

Add an Empty Row to a List Box

To add an empty row to a List Box, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names window appears to display the procedure steps.

2. Select one procedure step and click OK.
The action diagram window for the selected procedure appears.

3. Select the location (or row) after which you want to add an action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, Add Row.

The Add Statement window appears to display Select Relative Position - Before, After.
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5. If the repeating group view is implicitly indexed, select Add.
If the repeating group view is explicitly indexed, select a numeric expression. Continue to build the statement. Select
Add.

Add an ASSOCIATE Action Statement

To add an ASSOCIATE Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, Associate.

The Add Statement window opens.
5. Select a relationship and Click Add.

The associated action statement is added.

Add a COMMAND IS Action Statement

To add a COMMAND IS Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Command Is.

– To set the command to a character string, select a character string. Type character literal value. Select OK.
– To set the command to a character view, select character view, entity view, attribute.
– To specify a command value, select command value, command, OK.
– To set the command to blanks, select spaces.
– To set the command to a special attribute, select printer ID, terminal ID, trancode, or user ID.

5. Click Add.

Add Database Exception Logic to an Entity Action Statement

NOTE
Database Exception logic can be added to the following entity statements: READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE,
SUMMARIZE EACH, CREATE, UPDATE, DELETE, ASSOCIATE (standalone form), TRANSFER (standalone
form), and DISASSOCIATE (standalone form). The two database exception conditions are WHEN DATABASE
ERROR and WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK or TIMEOUT.

To add Database Exception Logic to an Entity Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select the last statement in the entity action statement.
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NOTE
For READ EACH and SUMMARIZE EACH statements, the statement itself is selected. Database Exception
logic displays after any other statements that are enclosed by, and subordinate to, the READ EACH or
SUMMARIZE EACH. A new "(for each successful iteration)" line also displays immediately before any such
subordinate statements. Contract the line "(for each successful iteration)" to display database exceptions
next to a READ EACH or SUMMARIZE EACH statement.

4. Click Edit, Add statement, Database Exception.
The database exception statements are added automatically after each statement.

5. Type the desired exception logic after each WHEN clause.
The database exception logic is added.

Add a Description of Action Diagram/Block

To add a Description of Action Diagram/Block, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a name of action diagram/block (first line), and click Detail, Properties.
The Detail dialog displays.

4. Type the description and click OK.
The description of action diagram/block is added.

Add an Event Action

To add an Event Action, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Edit, Add Event Action.
The Add Event Action dialog displays.

4. Type Event Action Name. Select a radio button to specify when views are moved and click OK.
5. Click Diagram, Launch, Window, Detail, Event Processing.
6. Select the new Event Action from the list of Action Names. Select an Event Type or a Command.
7. Click Add, Close.

The event action added.

Add an EXIT STATE IS Action Statement

To add an EXIT STATE IS action statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select last statement in CREATE, READ, or UPDATE.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, Exit State Is.

The Exit State Selection dialog displays.
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5. Select an exit state value, and an exit state, and click Select.
The Exit state is added.

Add a New Action Block

To add a New Action Block, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog displays.

2. Click New.
The New Action Diagram dialog displays.

3. Type a new action block name, click OK.
4. Add views and add logic.

The new action block is added.

Add a PRINTER TERMINAL IS Action Statement

To add a PRINTER TERMINAL IS action statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statements, Printer Terminal Is.

The Add Statement dialog displays.
5. Perform one of the following tasks:

– To specify a character view for printer output, select the character view, entity view, attribute options.
– To specify a value for printer output, select printer id value. Type the literal for the printer terminal ID.
– To specify spaces for printer output, select spaces.

6. Click Add.

Change the Display of Action Diagram/Block

To change the display of Action Diagram/Block, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Options, Fonts.
The Font Selection dialog displays.

4. Select the font type, font size, and click OK.
The display of the action diagram/block is changed.

Change the Name of Process, Procedure Step, or Action Block

To change the Name of Process, Procedure Step, or Action Block, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
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The Action Diagram window opens.
3. Select the name of action diagram/block (first line).
4. Click Details, Properties.

The Properties dialog displays.
5. Type a new name in the name field and click OK.

The name is changed.

Change an Operator

To change an Operator, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select operator in action statement.
4. Click Edit, Change.

The Change dialog displays.
5. Select the desired operator and click Change.

The operator is changed.

Contract an Action Statement

To contract an Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select the first line of action statement which you want to contract, click View, Contract.
The action statement is contracted.

Contract All Statements

To contract all Statements, perform theses steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click View, Contract All Statements.
All the action statements are contracted.

Detail Views in Action Diagram

To detail views in Action Diagram, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select view in the PAD view list or in action statement (select twice).
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4. Select or type the desired parameters, and click OK.

Expand an Action Statement

To expand an Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select the contracted statement that appears in PAD as . . . (three dots).
4. Click View, Expand.

The action statement is expanded.

Expand All Statements

To expand all statements, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click View, Expand All Statements.
All the statements in the action diagram are expanded.

Generate Code

To generate code, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Generate, Code.

If the PAD has not been packaged, close Action Diagramming Tool. Select Construction, Packaging, Diagram, Open,
Online, Batch, or Window, Complete.

Print an Action Diagram/Block

NOTE
Printer driver must be defined and assigned in operating system to print correctly.

To print an Action Diagram/Block, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Print, select the desired print options, and click OK.
The action diagram/block is printed.
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Promote an Action Block to a Process

To promote an Action Block to a Process, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Diagram, Promote.
The Promote Selection dialog displays.

4. Select the action block name, click Promote.
5. Select an action from the 'Select the process to promote action block into', and click OK.
6. Click Yes on the confirmation window.

Specify Expected Effects

To Specify Expected Effects, perform these steps:

1. Select a process or function.
2. Click Detail, Expected Effects.

The Expected Effects dialog displays.
3. Select a data element (entity types, subtypes, or others), an entity action (CREATE, READ, UPDATE, DELETE), and

click Add.
The expected effect is specified.

ABORT TRANSACTION Statement
The ABORT TRANSACTION statement terminates the execution of the procedure step, regardless if the ABORT
TRANSACTION statement occurs within an action block or the procedure step itself.

The ABORT TRANSACTION statement causes an immediate exit and displays a fatal error message. That message
may be either the last error message that is returned by a database exception or a user-supplied text expression. ABORT
TRANSACTION is normally used after a WHEN DATABASE ERROR statement, but it can be added anywhere within an
action diagram. It is automatically added after a WHEN DATABASE ERROR statement.

In the following example, the last database error message displays:

WHEN database error ABORT TRANSACTION DISPLAYING last database error message 

In the following example, a user-supplied text expression displays:

WHEN database error ABORT TRANSACTION DISPLAYING concat ("A serious error occurred updating product ", product

 id)

Add Blank Line
This article provides information for the addition of blank lines that makes the action diagram easier to read.

To insert a blank line, select the intended position in the action diagram before you select Add a blank line.

Copying in Action Diagrams
This article provides information for Copying in Action Diagrams, Diagram/Block, Action Statement, View List, and
Statements.
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Copy an Action Diagram

To Copy an Action Diagram, perform these steps:

1. Access the Gen main window.
2. Click Analysis or Design then Action Diagram.
3. In the Action Diagram Tool, select Diagram then Copy (an action diagram can be open or not).
4. Select a process, procedure step, or action block.
5. Click Destination.
6. Select a destination process, procedure step, or action block. (For a procedure step, also select a business system if

the current one is not the one you want.) If you want to create an action diagram, key in a name in the Action Diagram
field.

7. Click OK.
8. If copying a procedure and you want to include the associated windows, select Include All Source Windows.
9. If you do not want to substitute entity types, select Copy, then OK to confirm the copy. If you do want to substitute,

complete the remaining steps.
10. Click Entity Substitution During Copy.
11. Click Substitution.
12. Select an entity type in the Original column. (After you match an entity type, you can match its associated attributes

and relationships.)
13. Select Match.
14. Select a choice to use as a substitute.
15. Click OK.
16. Repeat steps 12 through 15 for each item in the Original column for which you want a substitution. All entity types

must be matched to enable the OK push button.
17. If you do not want certain matched attributes or relationships to be copied and substituted, select the item, then

Unmatch. Any unmatched attributes or relationships do not get copied.
18. Click OK.
19. Click Copy.
20. Click OK (to confirm the copy).

Copy an Action Diagram/Block

To Copy an Action Diagram/Block, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design then Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Click Cancel.
3. Click Diagram, Copy.

The Source Selection dialog displays.
4. Select a source action diagram from the process or procedure step list or action block list, and click Copy.

– If you want to copy an existing action block/diagram to an existing action block or diagram, select the destination
action diagram (process or procedure step), or action block. Click OK, Yes.

– If you want to copy an existing action diagram/block to a new action block, type the new destination action block
name. Click OK, Yes.

– If a screened procedure step is copied by selecting Copy in Dialog Design, the associated screen objects are also
automatically copied.

– If a screened procedure step is copied by selecting Copy in the Action Diagram, the associated screen objects are
not automatically copied.

– If a screen procedure step is copied by selecting Copy with Substitution (from any diagram), the associated screen
objects are not automatically copied.
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Copy an Action Diagram/Block with Substitution

Select Analysis or Design, Action Diagram, Cancel, Diagram, Copy, source action diagram (process or procedure step)
or action block, Substitution. Type new action block name in As field. Select Entity, entity type to substitute entity views in
new action diagram/block with, OK.

If you want to associate the action diagram/block with the current business system, select OK.

If you want to associate the action diagram/block with another business system, select Bus Sys, business system name,
OK, OK.

If a screened procedure step is copied by selecting Copy in Dialog Design, the associated screen objects are also
automatically copied.

If a screened procedure step is copied by selecting Copy in the Action Diagram, the associated screen objects are not
automatically copied.

If a screen procedure step is copied by selecting Copy with Substitution (from any diagram), the associated screen objects
are not automatically copied.

Copy Action Statements

You may want to copy action statements within an action diagram to replicate their functionality.

To Copy an Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design then Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.
– To copy one statement, select an entire statement. Click Edit, Copy.
– To copy a block of statements, select first statement to copy, Shift, last statement in block, click Edit, Copy.
– To copy multiple non-contiguous statements, select first statement to copy, Ctrl, each additional statement to be

copied, click Edit, Copy.

NOTE
If you select a CALL EXTERNAL statement, the menu item Edit, Copy is disabled because Copy is not allowed
for CALL EXTERNAL statements.

Copy a View in Action Diagram View List

NOTE
Only entity, work, and group views can be copied. Attribute views cannot be copied by themselves. Group views
cannot be copied to the entity action view subset.

To Copy a View in Action Diagram View List, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design then Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.
– To copy the view within its view subset, select a view subset (import, export, local, or entity action), click View,

Expand.
– To copy the view to a different view subset, click View, Expand All Views. Select a view which you want to copy.

Position the hand pointer on the view subset to copy it. Type new name for the view and click OK.
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Xcopy Action Statements from/to Multiple Action Diagrams

You may want to copy action statements of many action diagrams into one or more action diagrams to replicate their
functionality.

To Xcopy Actions Statement from/to Multiple Action Diagrams, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design then Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select the first source action diagram (process, procedure step) or action block, select the second source process,
procedure step, or action block. Continue to select as many source action diagrams and action blocks as needed.

3. Click OK after each selection.
– To copy a single one-line statement, select it by clicking the left mouse button one time.
– To copy a multi-line statement, select the first line of statement to copy, Shift, last line statement in block. (Drag

select also selects all lines of statement.)
– To copy multiple non-contiguous statements, select the first statement to copy, Ctrl, select each additional

statement that you want to copy.
4. Click Diagram, Launch, Action Diagram.

The Action Diagram Names dialog displays.
5. Select a name of destination action diagram or action block, and click OK. Continue to select as many destination

action diagrams and action blocks as needed, and click OK after each selection.
6. Select a line in destination after which you want to copy the selected action statement from each source action

diagram or action block.
7. Click Edit, Xcopy.
8. Select a source action diagram to copy from, click Xcopy. Select the second source action diagram to copy from, and

click Xcopy. Continue to select as many source action diagrams as needed and click Xcopy.

NOTE
If you select a CALL EXTERNAL statement, the menu item Edit, Xcopy is disabled because Xcopy is not
allowed for CALL EXTERNAL statements.

Xcopy Action Statements from/to Single Action Diagrams

You may want to copy action statements of an action diagram into another action diagram to replicate their functionality.

To Xcopy Action Statements from/to Single Action Diagrams, perform these steps:

1. Click Diagram, Launch, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select the name of a single source action diagram (process, procedure step) or action block, and click OK.
– To copy a single one-line statement, select it by clicking the left mouse button one time.
– To copy a multi-line statement, select the first line of statement to copy, Shift, last line statement in block. (Drag

select also selects all lines of statement.)
– To copy multiple non-contiguous statements, select the first statement to copy, Ctrl, each additional statement to be

copied.
3. Click Diagram, Launch, Action Diagram.

The Action Diagram Names dialog displays.
4. Select a name of destination action diagram or action block. Click OK, line in destination after which to copy the

selected action statement from the source, click Edit, Xcopy.

NOTE
If you select a CALL EXTERNAL statement, the menu item Edit, Xcopy is disabled because Xcopy is not
allowed for CALL EXTERNAL statements.
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Deleting in Action Diagrams
This article provides information for Deleting in Action Diagrams, Block, Statements, Expression, Parentheses, and Views.

Delete an Action Block

To Delete an Action Block, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the Process, Procedure, or Action block list, and click OK.
3. Click Diagram, Delete.

The Source Selection dialog displays.
4. Select the action block name, desired parameters, and click Delete.
5. Click Yes.

The selected action block is deleted.

Delete Action Statements

To Delete Action Statements, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.
– To delete one statement, select the entire statement, click Edit, Delete Statement.
– To delete a block of statements, select the first statement to delete, Shift, last statement in block, click Edit, Delete

Statement.
– To delete multiple non-contiguous statements, select first statement to delete, Ctrl, each additional statement to be

deleted, click Edit, Delete Statement.

Delete an Expression

To Delete an Expression, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select the first object in expression, Shift, last object in expression to be deleted. Click Edit, Delete Expression.
The expression is deleted.

Delete Parentheses

To Delete Parentheses, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select the left parenthesis that you want delete, click Edit, Delete Parenthesis.
The parenthesis is deleted.
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Delete Views in Action Diagram View List

To Delete Views in Action Diagram View List, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select the view subset (import, export, local, or entity action), click View, Expand.
4. Select the view that you want to delete, click Edit, Delete View.

The view in the action diagram is deleted.

Assignment Action Statements
This article provides information for Assignment Action Statements including Add (Abort Transaction, MOVE, Retry, and
SORT) and Move (Action Group and Action Statement).

Add an Abort Transaction Action Statement

NOTE
Abort transaction is normally used after a When database error statement, but it can be added anywhere within
an action diagram.

To add an Abort Transaction Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, Abort Transaction.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Complete the expression (last database error message, character string, character view, function, or spaces).
6. Click Add.

The abort transaction statement is added.

Add a MOVE Action Statement

To add a Move Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, Move.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select import, entity action, or local view, export, or local view from the Select an entity view list and click Add.

The Move action statement is added.
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Add a Retry Transaction Action Statement

NOTE
Retry Transaction is normally used after a WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK or TIMEOUT statement, but it can be
added anywhere within an action diagram.

To add a Retry Transaction Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, Retry Transaction.

The statement is added.

Add a SORT Action Statement

To add a SORT Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, SORT.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select options from the Select repeating group view list.
6. Perform one of the following tasks:

– To build a SORT statement for a character string, select char string. Type character string. Click OK, Add.
– To build a SORT statement for a character view, select a character view, entity view. Click OK, Add.
– To build a SORT statement that tests for spaces, select spaces. Continue to build SORT statements or click Add.
– To build a SORT statement for a supplied character function, select function (char). Continue to build the SORT

statement or click Add.

Move an Action Group

To move and Action Group, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select top of action group, Ctrl, bottom of action group.
4. Click Edit, Move.
5. Position the hand pointer to a location that you have to move to and click.

Move an Action Statement

To move an Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.
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2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select the top action group, Ctrl, bottom action group.
4. Click Edit, Move.
5. Select and position the hand pointer to the location you want to move to.

The action statement is moved.

Case Statements
This article provides information for Case Statements for Command, Current Dialect, Date Attribute, Exit State, Function,
Group View, Numeric Attribute, Special Attribute Text Attribute, and Time Attribute.

Add a CASE OF Statement for a Command

To add a CASE OF Statement for a Command, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Case of.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select CASE OF and a command:

– To build a CASE statement for a character string, select a char string. Type character string. Select OK. Continue to
build CASE statements or select Add.

– To build a CASE statement for a command value, select a command value, name of command. Select OK.
Continue to build CASE statements or select Add.

6. Click Complete.
The case of statement for a command is added.

Add a CASE OF Statement for Current Dialect

To add a CASE OF statement for Current Dialect, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Case of.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select CASE OF and current dialect from the list. Continue to build CASE statements.
6. Click Complete.

The case of statement for the current dialect is added.

Add a CASE OF Statement for Date Attribute

To add a CASE OF Statement for Date Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.
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2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Case of.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select CASE OF and select one of the following options:

– attribute view
– entity view name
– date attribute view

6. To build a date duration expression, select an operator (plus or minus), date duration (YEARS, MONTHS, or DAYS).
Continue to select from a series of selection lists.

7. Click Complete, Add.

NOTE
The software adds the CASE CURRENT DATE to the action diagram.

Add a CASE OF Statement for Exit State

To add a CASE OF Statement for Exit State, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Case of.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select CASE OF, exit state or exit state value from the list. Continue to build CASE statements.

The Exit State Selection dialog is displayed.
6. Select Add.

The case of statement for the exit state is added.

Add a CASE OF Statement for a Function

To add a CASE OF Statement for a Function, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Case of.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select CASE OF and select one of the following options:

– function (any)
– function,
– expression for first parameter of function

NOTE
Depending on the parameters you are defining for a given function, more selection lists appear. Continue to
select expressions, values, and operators until the CASE OF statement is complete.

6. Click Complete. Build the CASE statements and click Add.
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The case of statement for the function is added.

Add a CASE OF Statement for Group View

NOTE
This procedure is for explicitly indexed repeating group views only.

To add a CASE OF Statement for Group View, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Case of.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select CASE OF and select subscript, max, or last, repeating group view from the list.

NOTE
Depending on the parameters you are defining for the group view, more selection lists appear. Continue
to select expressions, values, and operators until the CASE OF statement is complete and then click
Complete.

6. Select an expression (number). Type a number for the position in the repeating group view. Select OK. Continue to
build CASE statements or select Add.

Add a CASE OF Statement for Numeric Attribute

To add a CASE OF Statement for Numeric Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select CASE OF and select an attribute view, entity view name, numeric attribute view name from the list.

– If you want to build an arithmetic expression, select an operator and continue to select from a series of selection
lists. When the expression is complete, click Complete.

– If the CASE OF statement is complete, select Complete.
– To build a CASE statement, select an expression. Type a number. Select OK. Continue to build CASE statements

or click Add.

Add a CASE OF Statement for Special Attributes

To add a CASE OF Statement for Special Attributes, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Case of.
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The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select CASE OF and select one of the following options:

– client password
– client user id
– printer id
– terminal id
– trancode
– transaction retry count
– transaction retry limit
– user id

6. Complete the expression (spaces or corresponding value for the type of special attribute that you are adding).
7. Type the values in the dialogs that open.
8. Click OK.
9. Continue to build CASE statements or click Add.

The case of statement for the special attribute is added.

Add a CASE OF Statement for Text Attribute

To add a CASE OF Statement for Text Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Case of.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select CASE OF and select one of the following options:

– attribute view
– entity view name
– text attribute name

6. Complete the expression.
– To build a CASE statement for a character string, select a char string. Type character string. Select OK, Add.
– To build a CASE statement for a command value, select command value, name of command, OK, Add.
– To build a CASE statement that tests for spaces, select spaces. Continue to build CASE statements or select Add.

Add a CASE OF Statement for Time Attribute

To add a CASE OF Statement for Time Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Case of.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select CASE OF and select one of the following options:
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– attribute view
– entity view name
– time attribute view name

6. To build a time duration expression, select an operator (plus or minus), time duration (HOURS, MINUTES, or
SECONDS). Continue to select from a series of selection lists. Click Complete, Add.
The software adds the CASE CURRENT TIME to the PAD.

7. Click Complete, Add.
The software adds the CASE CURRENT TIME to the action diagram.

Set Statements
This article provides information for Set Statements Date Attribute, Explicit Indexing Expression, NEXTTRAN Expressions,
Numeric Attribute, Text Attribute, Time Attribute, and Using Action Block or Algorithm.

Add a SET Action Statement for Date Attribute

To add a SET Action Statement for Date Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select CREATE or UPDATE action statement or a statement within a CREATE or UPDATE action group.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, SET.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select date attribute, TO expression. Perform one of the following tasks:

– To build an expression for the current date or set a date duration expression, select the current date, operator (plus
or minus) date duration (YEARS, MONTHS, or DAYS). Continue to select from a series of selection lists. When the
date duration expression is complete, click Complete, Add.

– To build an expression for a date view, select a date view, entity view, attribute.
– To build an expression for a date function, select a function that returns a date value, expression for the first

parameter of function. Depending on the parameters you are defining for a given function, more selection
lists appear. Continue to select expressions, values, and operators until the SET statement is complete. Click
Complete.

6. Click Add.

Add a SET Action Statement for Explicit Indexing Expressions

To add a SET Action Statement for Explicit Indexing Expressions, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, SET.
5. The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
6. Select Subscript or Last from the Select set option.
7. Select repeating group view. Perform one of the following tasks:
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– To set the subscript or last variable to a numeric expression, select TO expression. Complete the expression, and
click Add. For more information, see SET Action Statement for Numeric Attribute.

– To set the subscript or last variable to an algorithm, select USING algorithm. Complete the expression and click
Add. For more information, see SET Action Statement Using Action Block or Algorithm.

Add a SET Action Statement for NEXTTRAN Expressions

To add a SET Action Statement for NEXTTRAN Expressions, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, SET.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select SET, NEXTTRAN.
6. Perform one of the following tasks:

– To set NEXTTRAN to a text expression, select TO expression. Complete the expression, and click Add. For more
information, see SET Action Statement for Text Attribute.

– To set NEXTTRAN to an algorithm, select USING algorithm. Complete the expression and click Add. For more
information, see SET Action Statement Using Action Block or Algorithm.

Add a SET Action Statement for Numeric Attribute

To add a SET Action Statement for Numeric Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select CREATE or UPDATE action statement or a statement within a CREATE or UPDATE action group.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, SET.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select numeric attribute, rounding option (ROUNDED, NOT ROUNDED), TO expression.
6. Perform one of the following tasks:

– To set a numeric attribute to a numeric function, select function (numeric), function, expression for the first
parameter of the function. Depending on the parameters you define for a given function, more selection lists
appear. Continue to select expressions, values, and operators until the IF statement is complete. Click Complete,
Add.

– To set a numeric attribute to an explicitly indexed repeating group view expression, select last, max, or subscript.
Continue to select values and operators from the selection list until the SET statement containing the reference for
an explicitly indexed group view is complete. Click Complete, Add.

– To set a numeric attribute to a number, select a number. Type the desired number. Click OK. Select an operator to
continue building the statement or click Add.

– To set a numeric attribute to a numeric view, select a numeric view, entity view name, attribute. Continue to select
from selection lists until the SET statement is complete. Click Add.

– To build an expression for a numeric attribute, select left paren '(' or unary minus '-'. Continue to select expressions
until the expression for determining the numeric value is complete. Click Add.
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Add a SET Action Statement for Text Attribute

To add a SET Action Statement for Text Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select CREATE or UPDATE action statement or a statement within a CREATE or UPDATE action group.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, SET.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select text attribute, TO expression.
6. Perform one of the following tasks:

– To set a text attribute to a character string, select char string. Type attribute value, and click Add.
– To set a text attribute to a character view, select char view, entity view, attribute, and click Add.
– To set a text attribute to a command, select command, and click Add.
– To set a text attribute to a command value, select command value, command. Click OK, Add.
– To set a text attribute to a function, select function (char), function that returns a text value, expression for the first

parameter of function. Depending on the parameters you are defining for a given function, more selection lists
appear. Continue to select expressions, values, and operators until the IF statement is complete. Click Complete,
Add.

– To set a text attribute to a special attribute, select printer ID, terminal ID, trancode, or user ID, and click Add.
– To set a text attribute to spaces, select spaces, and click Add.

Add a SET Action Statement for Time Attribute

To add a SET Action Statement for Time Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select CREATE or UPDATE action statement or a statement within a CREATE or UPDATE action group.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, SET.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select time attribute, TO expression.
6. Perform one of the following tasks:

– To build an expression for the current time or set a time duration expression, select current time, operator (plus or
minus) time duration (HOURS, MINUTES, OR SECONDS). Continue to select from a series of selection lists. When
the time duration expression is complete, click Complete, Add.

– To build an expression for a time view, select a time view, entity view, attribute.
– To build an expression for a time function, select a function that returns a time value, expression for the first

parameter of function. Depending on the parameters you define for a given function, more selection lists appear.
Continue to select expressions, values, and operators until the SET statement is complete. Click Complete.

7. Click Add.

Add a SET Action Statement Using Action Block or Algorithm

To add a SET Action Statement Using Action Block or Algorithm, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.
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2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select CREATE or UPDATE action statement or a statement within a CREATE or UPDATE action group.
4. Edit, Add Statement, SET.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select an attribute, USING algorithm.
6. Perform one of the following tasks:

– To add an action block, select Add New Action Block. Type action block name. Type description, and click OK.
– To use an existing action block, select the action block name, and click Add.

7. On the Import View Matching dialog, select a displayed import view from the called action block, supplying view from
the calling action diagram, Match. Match import views from the called action block as needed. Click Close.

8. On the Export View Matching dialog, select a displayed export view from the called action block, receiving view from
the calling action diagram, Match. Match export views from the called action block as needed. Click Close.

Add a Call External Statement
CALL EXTERNAL statements enable Toolset to consume web services. The web services can be of the type HTTP or
HTTPS.

Consuming SOAP Web Services Video

To enable Toolset to consume web services, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog opens.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes or Action Blocks, and then click OK.
The Action Diagram window appears.

3. Select the blank line immediately after the views section and click Edit, Add Statement, Call External.
The Select WSDL Method dialog appears.

4. Click the push button next to the WSDL URI field to browse the file.
The Windows File Open dialog displays the File name field that is initialized with ‘*.wsdl’ extension. Also, the files that
are listed in the Windows File Open dialog are initially filtered with the extension ‘wsdl’. You can change it from the
drop-down list next to the file name entry field.

5. Select the appropriate file and click Open.
6. Click Go.

NOTE
You can also enter the file path or URI in the WSDL URI field and click Go.

For example, an insecure WSDL path ws.cdyne.com/delayedstockquote/delayedstockquote.asmx?wsdl or a secure
WSDL path www.santanderconsumer.fi/_vti_bin/search.asmx?WSDL.
A secure WSDL URI that starts with https undergoes validation for a security certificate at the runtime. If you want to
ignore validation, edit the server entry in the Call External File.
Only the methods that support SOAP 1.1 or 1.2 bindings for the Web Service are retrieved and listed. If both the
bindings are available, methods that have SOAP 1.2 binding take priority over SOAP 1.1 binding.
If the specified WSDL file is not accessible or it is not valid, an error message appears.
With HTTPS, if the certificate is self-signed or is not valid, a warning message displays. You can ignore the certificate
validation by clicking Yes.

7. Select the method and click Add.
The Import Web Service Parameter Matching dialog appears.

8. Follow one of these steps to match the parameters:
– To automatically match the parameters, click Default.
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The parameters from the WSDL Parameters list are matched to a new work view.
NOTE
This option overrides the existing matches. For more information about the various Gen data types and
XSD data types, see XML Data Types. For more information about which XSD data type is matched with
which Gen data type when the Default button is clicked, see Recommended Gen Data Type Choices for
XSD Data Types.

– Select a parameter from the WSDL Parameters list and select an existing attribute view to match to it.
Or, select a data model attribute or work set attribute to have the toolset create an attribute view for you. Click
Match.

The selected parameter and the matched attribute are added in the Parameter and Views columns respectively.
NOTE
To unmatch a parameter and an attribute, select the row in the Parameter and Views table and click
Unmatch.

9. Click OK.
The Export Web Service Parameter Matching dialog opens.

10. Repeat steps 8 and 9 for output parameters, if needed.
The output parameters for a WSDL method may only match to the export views of an action diagram, or to the import
views that are marked as “Used as both input and output”.

NOTE

• You can match a Gen BLOB view to a method string parameter on import or export so that data larger
than 4094 characters are sent to or returned from the method call.

• Gen Web service supports receiving data up to 16 MB. With BLOB, data gets converted to a binary
format; hence, the data size is doubled. We can, therefore, receive a maximum 8 MB of BLOB data.

11. Click OK.
The CALL EXTERNAL statement is added with the specified parameters.

The statement displays as CALL EXTERNAL followed by the type of external call being made (for example, “Web
Service”), followed by the method name.

NOTE

• If the action diagram has any statements other than NOTE statements in it, the menu option for adding a Call
External statement is disabled.

• You cannot add a CALL EXTERNAL statement in an action diagram that has local or entity action views. To
add a CALL EXTERNAL statement, the action diagram must only have import and export views.

• After adding a CALL EXTERNAL statement, the only statements that are allowed to be added in that action
diagram are NOTEs and blank lines.

• CALL EXTERNAL statement is valid for all languages that are supported by Gen except COBOL.
• CALL EXTERNAL statement does not support a NonStop operating system.
• For more information about HTTP status codes, search for "List of HTTP status codes" in your search

engine.

Select WSDL Method
This article provides information for Select WSDL Method. This dialog lets you import a web service method. This dialog
contains WSDL URI, Add, and Cancel.

WSDL URI

Specify the file path or URI of a WSDL. Use one of the following options:
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• You can type the URI of the WSDL.
• Start typing the path. The drop-down list displays the existing WSDL paths that match the text you type. Select the

appropriate path from the drop-down list.
• Click the browse (...) button to navigate to the WSDL file in your local computer or on a network. By default the File

Open dialog box displays the .wsdl file format. You can change the file type to .xml, .txt, or other by selecting the
respective option or All from the dropdown list. The path is reformatted with the “file:///” URI form.

Click Go to display the list of methods that support SOAP 1.1 or 1.2 bindings for the WSDL. Select a method from the list.

With a secure WSDL, Gen validates a server certificate at runtime. If you want to ignore validation, edit the server entry in
callexternal.ini.

Add

Adds the method to the model (if it did not exist). This button is enabled when a method is selected.

Cancel

Exits the dialog without performing any action.

Web Service Parameter Matching
This article provides information for the Web Service Parameter Matching. This dialog lets you match the Gen attribute
views, data model attributes, or work set attributes to the WSDL input and output parameters.

This dialog contains the following items:

Parameter and Views

Displays the list of parameters and their matched views.

WSDL Parameters

Select the WSDL input or output parameters to match with an action diagram view.

Views, Attributes and Work Sets

Select an attribute view, data model attribute, or work set attribute that you want to match with the selected parameter.

Default

Creates a work set attribute with the name of the method and an import view of that work set, if there is an import web
service parameter matching. Creates a work set attribute with the name of the method and an export view of that work
set, if there is an export web service parameter matching. The work set is then automatically matched with the method
parameters. If there is a repeating group view, a repeating group view of size 10 is created and a separate repeating
group is created for each individual parameter, if the grouping is not obvious. This option simplifies the need for explicit
parameter matching.

NOTE
Using this option overrides the existing matches.

For more information about the various Gen data types and XSD data types, see XML Data Types. For more information
about which XSD data type is matched with which Gen data type when the Default button is clicked, see Recommended
Gen Data Type Choices for XSD Data Types.

Match

Matches the selected parameter with a selected attribute view, data model attribute, or work set attribute. The selected
items are added to the Parameter and Views table. The parameter is removed from the WSDL Parameters list. This
button is enabled only if a compatible combination is selected. If a data model attribute or work set attribute is selected, a
dialog opens. In the dialog, you can either name the view and add the attribute in the view, or select from a list of existing
views of the entity type or work set to add the attribute into. The match is then displayed in the Parameter and Views
table. The changes are updated in the model.
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If the WSDL parameter is optional, that is, minOccurs=0 or nillable (nillable=true) you should mark the matched predicate
view as nullable using View Maintenance. The NullIndicator of the matched predicate view can be used to verify if the
matching parameter value is missing or nil in the executing Web Service method response.

Unmatch

Removes the selected items from the Parameter and Views table, that is, the matches are cleared. The parameter is
added back to the list of parameters that must be matched. This button is enabled when one or more entries in the
Parameter and Views table are selected.

OK

Closes the dialog and updates the model.

Change the Method Parameter Matching
The input and output parameters of a method are matched with the attribute views, data model attribute, or work set
attribute.

You can change the matching later after matching the views and the parameters.

To change the matching later, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog opens.

2. Select an action diagram containing a CALL EXTERNAL statement and click OK.
The action diagram opens.

3. Select the method whose parameter matching you want to change.
4. Click Detail, Properties.

The Method Parameter dialog opens. The input parameters and its view matching are displayed in the Matched Input
area. The operations of adding matches and deleting matches are available below the table. Similarly, the Matched
Output area contains the output parameters and their matches, and the operations that can be performed on them.

5. Make the necessary changes and click OK.
The changes are saved.

Recommended Gen Data Type Choices for XSD Data Types
This article provides information for recommended Gen Data Type choices for XSD Data Types. The following table
contains the recommended Gen data type match for every XSD data type.

The Gen data type matches are also used while creating work set views when you click the Default button on the Import
or Export Web Service Parameter Matching dialog.

XSD Data Type Gen Data Type
string Text (length = 4094, varying = true, case-sensitive = true)
anyURI Text (length = 1000, varying = true, case-sensitive = true)
QName Text (length = 1000, varying = true, case-sensitive = true)
NOTATION Text (length = 1000, varying = true, case-sensitive = true)
duration Text (length = 100, varying = false, case-sensitive = false)
boolean Number (1)
base64Binary BLOB (length = 2GB)
hexBinary BLOB (length = 2GB)
float Number (length = 15, decimal points = 6, decimal precision =

false)
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double Number (length = 15, decimal points = 6, decimal precision =
false)

decimal Number (length = 18, decimal points = 6, decimal precision = true)
integer Number (length = 18, decimal points = 0, decimal precision = true)
long Number (length = 18, decimal points = 0, decimal precision = true)
int Number (length = 10, decimal precision = false)
short Number (length = 5)
byte Number (length = 3)
nonPositiveInteger Number (length = 18, decimal points = 0, decimal precision = true)
nonNegativeInteger Number (length = 18, decimal points = 0, decimal precision = true)
negativeInteger Number (length = 18, decimal points = 0, decimal precision = true)
positiveInteger Number (length = 18, decimal points = 0, decimal precision = true)
unsignedLong Number (length = 18, decimal points = 0, decimal precision = true)
unsignedInt Number (length = 10, decimal points = 0, decimal precision =

false)
unsignedShort Number (length = 5)
unsignedByte Number (length = 3)
dateTime Timestamp
time Time
date Date
gYearMonth Date
gYear Date
gMonthDay Date
gDay Date
gMonth Date

XML Types
This article provides information for XML Types and Gen Types for the inbound and outbound matching.

The following table shows XML Type followed by Gen Type for the inbound matching:

XML Type Gen Type
string text, numeric, date, time, timestamp, BLOB
boolean text, numeric
decimal text, numeric
float text, numeric
double text, numeric
duration text
dateTime text, numeric, date, time, timestamp
time text, numeric, time
date text, numeric, date
gYearMonth text, date, timestamp
gYear text, date, timestamp
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gMonthDay text, date, timestamp
gDay text, date, timestamp
gMonth text, date, timestamp
hexBinary text, BLOB
base64Binary text, BLOB
anyURI text
QName text
NOTATION text
integer text, numeric, date, time
nonPositiveInteger text, numeric
negativeInteger text, numeric
long text, numeric, date, time
int text, numeric, date, time
short text, numeric
byte text, numeric
nonNegativeInteger text, numeric, date, time
unsignedLong text, numeric, date, time
unsignedInt text, numeric, date, time
unsignedShort text, numeric
unsignedByte text, numeric
positiveInteger text, numeric, date, time

The following table shows Gen Type followed by XML Type for outbound matching:

GenType XML Type
text string, duration, time, dateTime, date, gYearMonth, gYear,

gMonthDay, gDay, gMonth, boolean, base64Binary, hexBinary,
float, decimal, double, anyURI, QName, NOTATION, integer,
nonPositiveInteger, negativeInteger, long, int, short, byte,
nonNegativeInteger, unsignedLong unsignedInt, unsignedShort
unsignedByte, positiveInteger

numeric string, date, time, boolean, float, decimal, double, integer,
nonPositiveInteger, negativeInteger, long, int, short, byte,
nonNegativeInteger, unsignedLong, unsignedInt, unsignedShort
unsignedByte, positiveInteger

date string, dateTime, date, gYearMonth, gYear, gMonthDay, gDay,
gMonth, integer, long, int, nonNegativeInteger, unsignedLong,
unsignedInt, positiveInteger

time string, time, dateTime, integer, long, int, NonNegativeInteger,
unsignedLong, unsignedInt, positiveinteger

timeStamp string, dateTime, gYearMonth, gYear, gMonthDay, gDay, gMonth
BLOB base64Binary, hexBinary, String

NOTE
For more information, see http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#built-in-primitive-datatypes and http://
www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#built-in-derived
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Call External Statement in Action Diagram
This article provides information on how an application developer calls external Web Services in action diagrams.

The Web Service to be called in this scenario calls a method of a dictionary service which, when given a word or phrase,
returns the definitions of that word or phrase as found in one or more dictionaries. This Web Service is from Aonaware
and was found by searching the Programmable Web (www.programmableweb.com) website.

Using the CALL EXTERNAL statement, the user can call external Web Service methods from an action diagram. Web
Service Method input and output parameters can be matched to Gen Views so that the user can send and receive data to
and from a Web Service using Gen Views.

The construction of the CALL EXTERNAL statement has the following steps:

1. Importing a Web Service method to the action diagram.
2. Matching the Web Service method parameters to Gen views.

Import Web Service Method

To import a Web Service method, add the CALL EXTERNAL statement to an action diagram and enter a URL or a file
name that points to the WSDL (Web Service Description Language) file that describes the Web Service in the statement
dialog. A list of methods that are associated with the Web Service is displayed. You can then select a method and all
the input and output parameters of the method are displayed in separate dialogs allowing them to be matched with Gen
views. The format of the parameters is described in the following section.

Format of the Parameters

The parameters of the method are displayed as follows:

Data-Type Parameter-Name [Optional, n]

Data-Type
Displays the data type of the parameter.

Parameter-Name
Displays the fully qualified name of the parameter in the namespace.

Optional
Indicates that the parameter is optional. If this value is not displayed, the parameter is mandatory.

n
Indicates that the instance of the parameter may be repeated. If this value is not available, the parameter may
be matched with any attribute view that is not part of a repeating group view. If this value is a specific number or
“Unbound”, the parameter may be matched with an attribute view that is part of a repeating group view.

NOTE
If there is a value (n) in any element in the fully qualified name, any matching attribute view must
be part of a nested repeating group view. For example, data_type element1. element2 [Optional,
n].parameter_name [n2] must be matched to a nested group view where both the outer group and the
inner group repeat.

Match Web Service Method Parameters to Gen Views

After selecting the Web Service method, you may match the parameters of the method with Gen views. Web Service
parameters are specified as XSD (XML Schema Definition) data types. The dialogs that allow you to match these
parameters with Gen attribute views limit the views to those that map correctly.

How to Call External Web Service Methods

To call the external Web Service methods, follow the steps in these sections.
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Create Work Sets for the Example Web Service

We create a work set and then attributes to the work set. The attribute name suggestions are similar to the parameter
names. These names are provided for convenience sake. During parameter matching, you can create views or you can
use existing views.

NOTE
For more information about the various Gen data types and XSD data types, see XML Types. For more
information about which Gen data type is the recommended match for an XSD data type, see Recommended
Gen Data Type Choices for XSD Data Types .

To create Work Sets for the Example Web Service, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Work Set List.
The Work Set List window opens.

2. Click Edit, Add Work Set.
3. Type Define_Request as the work set name.
4. Click Edit, Add Attribute to add the following attributes to pass as inputs to the Web Service:

Attribute Name Gen Type Length Varying Length Optional Case-Sensitive

DEFINE Text 4094 Yes No True

1. Repeat steps 3 and 4 to create a work set containing the following attributes to receive the output of the Web Service:
Work set name: Define_Response

Attribute Name GenData Type Length Varying Length Optional Case-Sensitive

ID Text 4094 Yes No True

NAME Text 4094 Yes No True

WORDDEFINITION Text 4094 Yes No True

FIRSTWORD Text 4094 Yes No True

SECONDWORD Text 4094 Yes No True

Create an Action Block

The action block is a container for all the views and the statements of an action diagram. To add a Call External statement
in an action diagram, the action diagram must be empty except for Note statements. Therefore, we create an action
diagram for each Call External statement.

To create an Action Block, perform these steps:

1. Click Tool, Analysis, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog opens.

2. Click New.
The New Properties dialog opens.

3. Type a name in the Action Block text box and a description.
4. Click OK.

These steps create a blank action diagram with a blank view list.

Create Views

To match the input parameters of the Web Service, add a view for the Define_Request work set we created here to the
import section of the action diagram. Name the view as Import. Similarly, to match the output parameters of the Web
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Service, add a view for the Define_Response work set to the export section of the action diagram. Name the view as
Export. You can skip this step and create views on the fly too.

IMPORTANT
If the number of rows exceeds the group view size, rows are considered until the group view is exhausted. The
remaining rows are ignored. Therefore, select a group view size that holds all the data that you anticipate. In our
example, the group view size is set to 10.

Add Call External Statement

Now, we add the CALL EXTERNAL statement in the action block and match the parameters of the Web Service.

To add Call External Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Edit, Add Statement, Call External.
The Select WSDL Method dialog appears.

2. Type http://services.aonaware.com/DictService/DictService.asmx?WSDL and click Go.
The text area displays the methods of the Web Service.

3. Select Define method and click Add.
The Import Web Service Parameter Matching dialog appears.

4. Perform one of these steps:
– Select a parameter from the WSDL Parameters list, select an appropriate view that you already created in the

import section, and click Match.
– To create views on the fly, follow these steps:
– Select a parameter from the WSDL Parameters list, select a work set attribute with the same name that was

created here, and click Match.
The Create/Select View dialog appears.

– Type a name for the view and click OK.
The selected parameter and the matched attribute are added in the Parameter and Views columns respectively.

NOTE
To unmatch a parameter and an attribute, select the row in the Parameter and Views table at the top of the
Parameter Matching dialog and click Unmatch.

5. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until all input parameters are mapped.
6. Click OK.

The Export Web Service Parameter Matching dialog appears.
7. Repeat steps 4 through 7 for all the output parameters of the WSDL.
8. Click OK.

These steps complete adding the Web Service to the action diagram. The following code is added to the action
diagram:
Call External Web Service "Define"

Consume a Secure Web Service
As an application developer, you can consume a Secure Web Service in action diagrams by using call external statement.

The process is similar how you consume a non-secure web service. The only difference is that a Gen-generated
application performs server certificate validation at runtime for a Secure Web Service.

Take a note of the following important points before you consume a secure web service:
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• A Gen-generated application validates a trusted server using a certificate bundle, cacert. For details, see cacert.
• SSL certificate validation is performed for server certificates only.
• The secure web service consumption is available for Java-, C-, and C#-generated applications.
• The web service must follow the SOAP version 1.1 or 1.2 WSDL specifications. If the version is not mentioned in the

WSDL, the application by default treats it as SOAP version 1.1. If any WSDL contains both the SOAP versions, it is
treated as SOAP version 1.2.

• A secure URL that starts with https, by default undergoes secure certificate validation at runtime. You can ignore
server certificate validation by editing the validation option in Call External File.

Create a Call External Statement in an Action Diagram

You can call an external secure web service method from an action diagram by using the Call External statement.
Example for a trusted HTTPS URL: https://api.postalmethods.com/2009-09-09/PostalWS.asmx?WSDL

Complete the following procedures to create a call external statement.

Create an Action Diagram

To add a Call External statement in an action diagram, the action diagram must be empty except for Note statements.
Therefore, we create an action diagram for each Call External statement.

To create an action diagram:

1. Click Tool, Analysis, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog appears.

2. Click New.
The (new object) Properties dialog appears.

3. Type a name and description for Action Block in the corresponding text boxes.
NOTE
The action block is a container for all the views and the statements of an action diagram.

4. Click OKOK.
These steps create a blank action diagram with a blank view list.

Create Work Sets for the Example Web Service

First, create a work set. Next, create attributes to the work set. The attribute names are provided for convenience. During
parameter matching, you can create views or you can use existing views.

To know more about various Gen data types and XSD data types, see XML Types.

To know more about the recommended match of a Gen data type for an XSD data type, see Recommended Gen Data
Type Choices for XSD Data Types.

To create work sets for the example web service:

1. Click Tools, Analysis, Work Set List.
The Work Set List window appears.

2. Right-click to display the list of actions, click Add Work Set.
The (new object) Properties dialog appears.

3. Type WS_CANCEL_REQ as the work set name, and click OK.
The WS_CANCEL_REQ work set name appears in the Work Set List window.

4. Right-click WS_CANCEL_REQ.
5. Click Edit, Add Attribute.

The (new object) Properties dialog appears.
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6. Add the following attributes, and click OK.

Attribute Name Domain Length Varying Length Optional Case-Sensitive

ID Number 10 No No No

APIKEY Text 4094 Yes No True

The above attributes are passed as input to the web service.
7. Follow steps 2-5 to create a work set WS_CANCEL_RES with the following attributes.

Attribute Name Domain Length Varying Length Optional Case-Sensitive

CANCELDELIVERY
RESULT

Number 10 No No No

The previous attribute is used to receive the output of the Web Service.

Match Service Parameters to Gen Views

You can match the Web Service method input and output parameters to Gen Views. This matching helps you sending and
receiving data to and from a Web Service using Gen Views.

To match the input parameters of the Web Service, add a view for the WS_CANCEL_REQ work set (that you
created here) to the import section of the action diagram. Name the view as Import.

To match the output parameters of the Web Service, add a view for the WS_CANCEL_RESP work set to the export
section of the action diagram. Name the view as Export. You can skip this step and create views on the fly too.

WARNING
If the number of rows exceeds the group view size, rows are considered until the group view is exhausted. The
remaining rows are ignored. Therefore, select a group view size that holds all the data that you anticipate. In the
given example, you do not have a group view.

Add a Call External Statement

After having created an action diagram, add a Call External statement to the action diagram, and match the parameters of
the Web Service.

To add a call external statement:

1. To open an action diagram click Tool, Analysis, Action Diagram.
2. Right-click the blank row.
3. Click Edit, Add Statement, Call External.

The Select WSDL Method dialog appears.
4. Type a WSDL URI (for example, https://api.postalmethods.com/2009-09-09/PostalWS.asmx?WSDL) and click Go.

NOTE
For a secure WSDL, Gen validates the server certificate at runtime. If you want to ignore validation, edit the
server entry in Call External File.

The text area displays the methods of the Web Service.
If the URI is not trusted, you receive a warning saying that the certificate is self-signed or invalid.
– To continue with a non-trusted WSDL, click Yes.
– To abort the action, click No.

5. Select the appropriate Web Service method and click Add.
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The Import Web Service Parameter Matching dialog appears for you to match parameters. You can perform matching
for both import and export views.

6. Perform one of these steps:
– Select a parameter from the WSDL Parameters list, select an appropriate view that you already created in the

import section, and click Match.
– To create views on the fly, select a parameter from the WSDL Parameters list, select a work set attribute with the

same name that was created here, and click Match.
The Create/Select View dialog appears.

– Type a name for the view and click OK.
The selected parameter and the matched attribute are added in the Parameter and Views columns respectively.

NOTE
To unmatch a parameter and an attribute, select the row in the Parameter and Views table at the top of
the Parameter Matching dialog and click Unmatch.

7. Repeat step 6 until all input parameters are mapped.
The Export Web Service Parameter Matching dialog appears.

8. Repeat step 6 for all the output parameters of the WSDL.
These steps complete adding the Web Service to the action diagram. The following code is added to the action
diagram:
Call External Web Service "CancelDelivery"

Understand the Format of the Parameters

The parameters of the method appear as follows:

Data-Type Parameter-Name [Optional, n]

Where,

• Data-Type - The data type of the parameter
• Parameter-Name - Fully qualified name of the parameter in the namespace
• Optional - Optional parameter

If this value does not appear, the parameter is mandatory.
• n - Repeated instance of the parameter

– If n is not available, the parameter can be matched with any attribute view that is not part of a repeating group view.
– If n is a specific number or “Unbound”, the parameter can be matched with an attribute view that is part of a

repeating group view.
NOTE
If there is a value (n) in any element in the fully qualified name, any matching attribute view must be part of a
nested repeating group view. For example, data_type element1. element2 [Optional, n].parameter_name [n2]
must be matched to a nested group view where both the outer group and the inner group repeat.

Configure the Application for Secure Web Services

During execution, the generated application uses two new files: the call external file and the cacert.

• The call external file has the configuration that is required for overriding the runtime server certificate validations. For
details, see Call External File.

• The cacert is a Certification Authority file that is used for validating https requests against trusted servers. For details,
see cacert.
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cacert

The cacert is a bundle of trusted public certificates that are provided by the Certificate Authority (CA). This is used by the
Call External statement for validating https requests against trusted servers. Below are important notes about this file.

For C
It uses the PEM file format. Download it from http://curl.haxx.se/ca/cacert.pem.

NOTE
You also receive a sample file shipped along with Gen installation. Keep replacing this file frequently.

File name should be cacert.pem, and it is case-sensitive.
A C application performs the search in this order:
In Windows:

• %CALLEXTERNAL_HOME%
• %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg
• %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg
• %PATH% - In each of the path components within this environment variable

In Linux/UNIX flavors:

• $CALLEXTERNAL_HOME
• $PATH - In each of the path components within this environment variable

For Java
It uses the cacert file available at the JDK installation location.

NOTE
Ensure that application servers are configured to use JDK defaults for https requests.

For C#
It uses the System Store Locations.

If the file is not found in one of these places, it is assumed not to exist. This can lead to an error at runtime when the Gen-
generated application tries to access a trusted server.

Method Parameter
This article provides information for the dialog that lets you edit the list of the matching between web service method
parameters and Gen attribute views.

The Matched Input area displays the input parameters and matching views. The Add and Delete buttons below the
table let you add new matches and delete the existing matches. Similarly, the Matched Output area displays the output
parameters and their matching views with Add and Delete options.

The dialog displays the web service URI at its top. A secure WSDL by default undergoes certificate validation at runtime. If
you want to disable validation, override configuration settings for Call External Statement in the callexternal.ini file.

This dialog contains the following fields:

View and Parameter
Displays a list of views and its matched parameters.

Add
Creates a mapping between the method parameters and the views in the action diagram. Opens the Web Service
Method Parameter dialog.

Delete
Deletes the selected view and parameter matching. This button is enabled when one or more items in the View
and Parameter table are selected. Alternatively, select the items and press the delete key on the keyboard.
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OK
Closes the dialog after saving the changes.

Cancel
Exits the dialog without performing any changes.
If you used the Default button option to match the parameters in the Web Service Parameter Matching dialog,
a set of work sets is created. Later, you delete the matching by double-clicking the Call External Web Service
statement and click Delete in the Method Parameter dialog. When you click Cancel in the Method Parameter
dialog, the matching is deleted but the work sets that were created for the parameter matching are not deleted.

Call External File
The call external file provides you with the ability to override the configuration settings for the Call External statement.

The call external file enables you to customize the execution flow for a server certificate validation. Use the file with the
following extensions for Java, C, and C#:

• Java - callexternal.properties
• C - callexternal.ini
• C# - callexternal.txt

Usage of the Call External File

The Server certificate validation at runtime is turned on by default. You can turn it off if you want to proceed without
validation. To do this, override the settings for validation during execution by using the call external file. For details about
options available at design time, see Consume a Secure Web Service.

See the following options with examples:

Format of the configuration line to turn on and off server certificate validation:

<Server Name> : <Port Number> <Value>

Where:

• Server Name - The machine name where the web service is running
• Port Number - The port number on which the web service is running
• Value - Y or N

– Y - Client validates the server certificate
– N - Client does not validate the server certificate

NOTE
Port Number is required if the WSDL contains a port number. Otherwise, Server name is sufficient.

You can write the following combinations:

• Server_name Y
The server certificate validation should be performed at the execution for the Secure web service that is hosted on the
Server_name.

• Server_name N
The server certificate validation should NOT be performed at the execution for the Secure web service that is hosted
on the Server_name.

• Server_name:port_number Y
The server certificate validation should be performed at the execution for the Secure web service that is hosted on the
Server_name and on the given Port_Number.

• Server_name:port_number N
The server certificate validation should NOT be performed at the execution for the Secure web service that is hosted
on the Server_name and on the given Port_Number.
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Example: If the https URL is api.postalmethods.com/2009-09-09/PostalWS.asmx?WSDL, the Server_name is
“api.postalmethods.com”. If you want to turn off the server validation, the entry should be 'api.postalmethods.com N'.

Points to remember:

1. The call external file contains default settings for the server certificate validation at runtime. To override the settings,
edit the validation option.

2. The file name should be callexternal.ini for C, callexternal.properties for Java, callexternal.txt for C#. The file name is
case sensitive.

NOTE

The call external files are packaged with the following PTFs for your installation. Look for the following
directories for the corresponding call external files:

- callexternal.ini: PTF RTN86120, directory %GEN86%Gen

- callexternal.properties: PTF RTJ86102, directory %GEN86%Gen

- callexternal.txt: PTF RTA86101, directory %GEN86%Gen\.net
3. The configuration entry inside the file is not case sensitive.
4. The Gen-generated application searches a call external file in the following locations:

callexternal.properties file for Java
– In Windows and Unix/Linux

The callexternal.properties file is present in the EAR file that is packaged along with Gen Runtimes.
callexternal.ini file for C Gen searches the callexternal.ini file in the following locations in the given order of
preference.
– In Windows

• %CALLEXTERNAL_HOME%
• %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg
• %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg
• %PATH% - In each of the path components within this environment variable

– In Linux/Unix flavors
• $CALLEXTERNAL_HOME
• $PATH - In each of the path components within this environment variable

callexternal.ini Parameter Definitions
CONNECTIO
N_TIMEOUT

A number representing the maximum time (in seconds) that you allow the connection phase to the
server to take. Set to zero to switch to the default built-in connection timeout of 300 seconds.

REQUEST_TIMEOUT Set this option to provide a timeout for the request. A number representing the maximum time (in
seconds) that you allow the transfer operation to take. Default timeout is 0 (zero) which means it never
times out during transfer.

SOAPHEADER
_BUFFERSIZE

The length of the SOAP header to be added through the user exit
ABRT_xcall_ws_soapheader_exit. You can use the custom SOAP header to add authentication
credentials (username and password) required to access the SOAP service. Default header length is
3000.

ERROR_HAND
LING_BY_USER

Set this option if the user wants to handle exceptions. The value can be either Y or N. Y indicates that
error handling is done by the user. In this case, the application does not abend even if there is an error.
N indicates that the user does not have control of exceptions. This is the default.

callexternal.txt file for C#
Build Tool assembles the callexternal.txt file within the MSI file. After installation of the MSI file, the callexternal.txt file
can be found in the Application bin directory by default.
Gen searches the callexternal.txt file in the following directories.
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– Application Base Directory
– Code base directory of the loaded CA.Gen.odc.dll assembly
– Application private path directory
– All subdirectories under the application base directory

5. If the file is not found in one of these locations, it is assumed to not exist.
6. Comments in the call external file start with #. If more than one valid entries with the same server, the first entry is

considered.

Content of the callexternal.properties File

Following is the content of the file:

#

# CA Gen

# Copyright (C) 2017 CA. All rights reserved. 

#

# callexternal.properties - This file is to customize the server's SSL certificate validation.

#

# By default there exists only one copy of this file. The installed location

# is the <CA Gen installation directory> folder. 

#

# The content of the file looks like below.

# <Server Name> <Value>

#

# <Server Name>:

# The name of the server where it is running, for example for the 

# given WSDL https://api.postalmethods.com/2009-09-09/PostalWS.asmx?WSDL 

# the server name is "api.postalmethods.com" 

#

# <Value>:

# The value can be either Y or N.

# Y indicates Client validates the server's SSL certificate

# N indicates Client does not validate the server's SSL certificate

#

# api.postalmethods.com Y

# api.postalmethods.com N

#

# If server is running on a specific port we have to mention port number as well.

# <Server name>:<Port no> Y

Content of the callexternal.ini File

Following is the content of the file:

#

# CA Gen

# Copyright (C) 2018 CA. All rights reserved. 

#

# callexternal.ini - server options file for call external statement

#

# By default there exists only one copy of this file. The installed location
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# is the <CA Gen installation directory> folder. 

#

# Refer to the FILE LOCATION and MULTIPLE OVERRIDE SUPPORT section below for

# possible locations and overrides of this file 

#

###########################################

#

# To set the server options for all servers, provide the following keywords:

#

#SERVER_CERT_VALIDATION=<Value>

#CONNECTION_TIMEOUT=<Value>

#REQUEST_TIMEOUT=<Value>

#SOAPHEADER_BUFFERSIZE=<Value>

#ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER=<Value>

#

# All optional parameters are defined below

#

# SERVER_CERT_VALIDATION=<Value>

# Set this option to validate the server's SSL certificate.This option is valid only for secure servers.

# <Value>:

# The value can be either Y or N.

# Y indicates Client validates the server's SSL certificate. This is the default.

# N indicates Client does not validate the server's SSL certificate.

#

# CONNECTION_TIMEOUT=<Value>

# Set this option to provide a timeout for the connect phase.

# <Value>:

# Pass a number representing the maximum time (in seconds) that you allow the connection phase to the server

 to take.

# Set to zero to switch to the default built-in connection timeout - 300 seconds.

#

# REQUEST_TIMEOUT=<Value>

# Set this option to provide a timeout for the request.

# <Value>:

# Pass a number representing the maximum time (in seconds) that you allow the transfer operation to take.

# Default timeout is 0 (zero) which means it never times out during transfer.

#

# SOAPHEADER_BUFFERSIZE=<Value>

# Set this option to provide the length of the soap header which we are going to add through userexit -

 ABRT_xcall_ws_soapheader_exit.

# <Value>:

# Pass a number representing the Soap header length. 

# Default header length is 3000.

#

# ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER=<Value>

# Set this option if the user wants to handle exceptions.

# <Value>:

# The value can be either Y or N.

# Y indicates error handling is done by the user. In this case, the application will not abend even in case of

 error.

# N indicates the user does not have control of exceptions. This is the default.

#

# Examples:
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#

#SERVER_CERT_VALIDATION=Y 

#CONNECTION_TIMEOUT=600

#SOAPHEADER_BUFFERSIZE=4500

#ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER=Y

#

#################################################################################

#

# To set the server options for a specific server, provide the following keywords:

#

#<Server name> {:<Port no>} 

# {SERVER_CERT_VALIDATION=<Value>} 

# {CONNECTION_TIMEOUT=<Value>}

# {REQUEST_TIMEOUT=<Value>}

# {SOAPHEADER_BUFFERSIZE=<Value>}

# {ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER=<Value>}

#

# <Server Name>

# The name of the server where it is running. For example, for the given WSDL

# https://api.postalmethods.com/2009-09-09/PostalWS.asmx?WSDL, the server name is

# api.postalmethods.com.

#

# :<Port no>

# Set this option if the server is running on a specific port.

#

# All other optional parameters are defined in above section.

#

# Example:

#

# api.postalmethods.com:8080 SERVER_CERT_VALIDATION=Y CONNECTION_TIMEOUT=600 REQUEST_TIMEOUT=600

 SOAPHEADER_BUFFERSIZE=4500 ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER=Y

#

# Note: Options which are set for all servers should define first.

#

############## FILE LOCATION ###############

########## MULTIPLE OVERRIDE SUPPORT #######

#

# By default there exists only one copy of this file. The installed location

# is the CA Gen installation directory. As there is only one file, all

# applications must use this same file.

# Alternatively, an application will search for this file in the following order:

#

# 1)%CALLEXTERNAL_HOME% - The directory value contained within this environment 

# variable

# 2)%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg

# 3)%ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg

# 4)%PATH% - In each of the path components within this environment variable

# 

# Unix/Linux only

# 1) $CALLEXTERNAL_HOME - The directory value contained within this environment

# variable

# 2) $PATH - In each of the path components within this environment variable

#
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#

# If the file is not found in one of these places, it is assumed to not exist.

# In case there is more than one copy of the file, the order of precedence 

# is as described above. The use of this search order is defined below:

#

# %CALLEXTERNAL_HOME%, $CALLEXTERNAL_HOME:

# The environment variable CALLEXTERNAL_HOME can be set to point to a

# directory containing the callexternal.ini file to be used by the invoking

# application. 

#

# %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg (Windows only):

# If the callexternal.ini file is stored in this location, it is accessible by

# all applications executed by a particular user on the system.

#

# %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg (Windows only):

# If the callexternal.ini file is stored in this location, it is accessible by

# all applications executed by all users on the system.

#

# %PATH%, $PATH:

# If the callexternal.ini file has not been found in the other 3 locations above,

# all paths listed in the PATH environment variable will be searched. By

# default, CA Gen is part of the PATH environment variable.

#

###########################################

#

Content of the callexternal.txt File

#

# CA Gen

# Copyright (C) 2017 CA. All rights reserved. 

#

# callexternal.txt - This file is to customize the server's SSL certificate validation.

#

# By default there exists only one copy of this file. The installed location

# is the <CA Gen installation directory> folder. 

#

# The content of the file looks like below.

# <Server Name> <Value>

#

# <Server Name>:

# The name of the server where it is running, for example for the 

# given WSDL https://api.postalmethods.com/2009-09-09/PostalWS.asmx?WSDL 

# the server name is "api.postalmethods.com" 

#

# <Value>:

# The value can be either Y or N.

# Y indicates Client validates the server's SSL certificate

# N indicates Client does not validate the server's SSL certificate

#

# api.postalmethods.com Y

# api.postalmethods.com N
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#

# If server is running on a specific port we have to mention port number as well.

# <Server name>:<Port no> Y

Error Handling in Call External
This article provides information for Error Handling in Call External. A Call External statement does not handle any
exceptions by its own.

Handle an Error in the Action Diagram

For exceptions at runtime, the application fails and sends error information. For error handling in the Action diagram,
set the variable ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER in callexternal.ini as ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER=Y. This setup
prevents an application from failing even if there is an error, but stores the error information in the global data.

Error information is stored in globdata->psmgr_extra_errinfo.errinfo_buf_addr[0] and http_errorcode is stored in
globdata→psmgr_funtion_data.psmgr_func_errmsg.

This global data can be retrieved using an inline statement.

The following example shows how to access these global variables.

Example

A procedure step named "APP" has an Action diagram named "calc" with a CALL EXTERNAL statement. Another Action
diagram named “callexternal_exceptionhandler” has a code to retrieve the global data and handle the error.

In this example, the content of “callexternal_exceptionhandler” action diagram should be:
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Figure 75: Call External Exception Handler

The following Proc Step uses a calc Action diagram and uses an callexternal_exceptionhandler Action diagram:

Figure 76: Call External Exception Handler 2
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Figure 77: CALC Action Diagram

The following example shows the error response from the server when division by zero is executed for the
service addwithdelay and what is set in the global data:
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Figure 78: Error Response

Add a Call REST Statement
This article provides information to add a Call REST Statement. CALL REST statements enable Toolset to consume
RESTful web services.

The web protocol can be either HTTP or HTTPS.

To enable a Toolset to consume RESTful web services, follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog window appears.

2. Select an Item from the list of Processes or Action Blocks, and then click OK.
The Action Diagram window appears.

3. Select the blank line immediately after the views section and click Edit, Add Statement, Call REST.
The Select REST API Method dialog window appears.

4. Click the Browse button to browse for an OpenAPI specification file.
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The Select OpenAPI Specification File dialog displays the File name field that is initialized with the ‘*.json’ extension.
All the files that are listed in the dialog all have the extension ‘json’. The file filter can be changed from the drop-down
list next to the file name entry field.

5. Select the appropriate file and click Open.
6. Click Go.

NOTE
Specifications can also be loaded by entering a file path or URI in the OpenAPI Spec URI field and click Go.

The list only displays methods that support JSON for both the request and response. Currently, Gen only supports
GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE methods.
If the specified specification file is not accessible or it is not valid, an error message appears. A message also appears
to indicate any methods that are not currently handled by Gen.

7. Add the Service or URIMAP name, select the method and click Add.
The Import REST API Parameter Matching dialog appears.

8. Follow one of these steps to match the parameters:
a. To automatically match the parameters, click Default.

The parameters from the REST Parameters list are matched to a new work view.
NOTE
This option overrides the existing matches. For more information about the various Gen data types
and JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) data types, see JSON Types. For more information about
which JSON data type is matched with which Gen data type when the Default button is clicked, see
Recommended Gen Data Type Choices for OpenAPI Data Types.

b. Select a parameter from the REST Parameters list and select an existing attribute view to match to it, or, select a
data model attribute or work set attribute to have the toolset automatically create an attribute view. Click Match.

9. The selected parameter and the matched attribute are added in the Parameter and Views columns respectively.
10. To unmatch a parameter and an attribute, select the row in the Parameter and Views table and click Unmatch.
11. Click OK.

The Export REST API Parameter Matching dialog opens.
12. Clicking the Back button goes back to the Select REST API method dialog.

All the matches that have been made are undone, but any views that are created by the default button remain.
13. Repeat steps 9 and 10 for output parameters, if needed.

The output parameters for a REST API method may only match to the export views of an action diagram, or to the
import views that are marked as “Used as both input and output”.

NOTE
Gen BLOB views match to a method string parameter on import or export so that data larger than 4094
characters are sent to or returned from the method call. Gen does not currently support BLOB views on z/
OS.

14. To add the CALL REST statement to the Action Diagram, Click OK.
The CALL REST statement is added with the specified parameters.
The statement displays as CALL REST followed by the type of external call being made (for example, “Web Service”)
followed by the service/URIMAP name, the HTTP verb for (example, GET) and the selected resource.

NOTE

• If the action diagram has any statements other than NOTE statements in it, the menu option for adding a
Call REST statement is disabled.

• A CALL REST statement cannot be added to an action diagram that has local or entity action views. To
add a CALL REST statement, the action diagram must only have import and export views.

• After adding a CALL REST statement, the only statements that are allowed to be added in that action
diagram are NOTEs and blank lines.

• CALL REST statement is only supported for Java and COBOL.
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Select REST Method
This article provides information to select a REST Method. This dialog allows you to import a REST API method.

This dialog contains the following items:

OpenAPI Spec URI
Specifies the file path or URI of an OpenAPI Specification json file. You can type the full path in the field, or select
a previous entry from the drop-down list that appears while typing.

Go
Press this button to open the OpenAPI specification URI. The toolset parses the selected URI and displays a list
of resources and HTTP methods from which to choose. Any parsing errors are displayed and so will a list of any
unsupported resources that were found in the file.
The Gen Toolset does not support the use of login credentials for retrieving OpenAPI specifications. If you are
using a site that requires you to log in to retrieve data, the Toolset will prompt you for the username and password
for the remote site. If the login information is correct, the specification will be read and you will be able to select
methods.

Browse
Click this button to search for an OpenAPI specification file on the local file system. When the file selection dialog
opens, the default choice is any file with a “json” extension. The drop-down on the dialog is used to filter for other
file types, including YAML (*.yml, *.yaml) and text (*.txt). When the Open button is clicked, the toolset parses the
selected file and displays the list of resources and methods. Any parsing errors are displayed and all so a list of
any unsupported resources that are found in the file.

Service Name
Enter the Service Name for distributed applications. The service name is used as a key to find parameters in the
callrest configuration file. For CICS applications, enter the URIMAP name that is used to manage the connection.
Valid characters for the Service name are: A-Z 0-9 $ @ # . / -_ % & ? ! : | " = ¬ , ; < >. The entry field filters user
input to ensure that only valid characters are entered. If using this field for a URIMAP, the maximum length is 8-
characters. Names longer than 8-characters are truncated, while names shorter than 8-characters are padded
with blanks. For other systems, the Service name can be up to 32-characters long.

Select a Resource
This list displays the available resources and HTTP methods to select for the CALL REST statement. Right now
Gen only supports JSON request and response bodies. Data of other types, like octet-stream or url-form-encoded
are not supported and the toolset produces a warning indicating that the methods that do not use JSON do not
appear on the selection list.

Add
This button adds a selected method to the Action Diagram. It is disabled until a method is selected and a service
name entered. Once the button is pressed, the Import REST API Parameter Matching dialog appears to match
REST parameters to Gen views.

Cancel
Allows you to leave the dialog without performing any actions.

REST API Parameter Matching
This dialog allows you to match the input and output parameters of the REST API to Gen attribute views, data model
attributes, or work set attributes.

This dialog contains the following items:

Service Name
Displays the Service Name (for distributed applications) or URIMAP (for Mainframe applications).

Base URL
Displays the URL that is used as the prefix for calls to this service. The Base URL is retrieved from the servers
section of the OpenAPI specification.
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Resource
Displays the path to the method endpoint used to execute the call.

HTTP Method
Displays the action that is performed for the selected resource.

Parameter and Views
Displays a list of parameters with their matching views.

REST Parameters
Displays the list of REST parameters available for matching.

Views, Attributes and Work Sets
Displays the attribute views, data model attributes, or work set attributes that are available to match with the
selected parameters.

Default
Creates a work set attribute with the name of the method and a view of that work set. For input matching, create
an import view, and create an export view for output matching. The work set is automatically matched with the
method parameters.
Any repeating group views that are created uses the maxItems property of the associated array in the OpenAPI
specification. If maxItems is undefined, then a default size of 10 is used. A separate repeating group is created
for each individual parameter, if the grouping is not obvious. This option simplifies the need for explicit parameter
matching.

NOTE
Using this option overrides the existing matches.

For more information about the various Gen data types and JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) data types, see
JSON Data Types. For more information about which JSON data type is matched with which Gen data type when
the Default button is clicked, see Recommended Gen Data Type Choices for OpenAPI Data Types.

Match
Matches the selected parameter with the selected attribute view, data model attribute, or work set attribute. The
parameter is removed from the REST Parameters list and the matched items are added to the Parameter and
Views table. This button is enabled when a compatible combination of parameters and views are selected. If a
data model attribute or work set attribute is selected, a dialog opens to allow for either the creation of a new view
or the selection an existing view and the addition of the attribute to the view.
If the REST parameter is optional, that is, minOccurs=0, or could be returned as null from the remote server,
the matched predicate view is marked as nullable using View Maintenance. The NullIndicator of the matched
predicate view is used to verify if the matching parameter value is missing or null in the executing Web Service
method response.

Unmatch
Clears the selected matches from the Parameter and Views table. The parameter is added back to the list of
parameters available for matching. This button is enabled when one or more entries in the Parameter and Views
table are selected.

Back
Closes the dialog without updating the model and returns to the previous dialog.

OK
Closes the dialog and updates the model.

Change the REST Method Parameter Matching
This article provides information to Change the REST Method Parameter Matching. The input and output parameters of a
method are matched with the attribute views, data model attribute, or work set attribute.
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To Modify previously assigned matches, follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog appears.

2. Select an action diagram containing a CALL REST statement then click OK.
The Action diagram appears.

3. Select the method parameter matching that must change.
4. Click Change or click Detail, Properties.

The REST Method Parameters dialog opens. The current service name, base URL, API resource, and HTTP method
are displayed at the top of the screen. The input parameter and view matches are displayed in the Matched Input list,
while the output parameter and view matches are displayed in the Matched Output list. The buttons below each list
allow for the editing and deletion of selected matches.

5. If needed, change the Service Name to reflect changes in the URIMAP or property file.
6. If needed, change the Base URL for the REST call. This should only be done for applications that do not have a

property file or URIMAP and also do not set the base URL through the configuration parameters.
7. Make the necessary changes and click OK.

The changes are saved.

Recommended Gen Data Type Choices for OpenAPI Data Types
This article provides information for Recommended Gen Data Type Choices for every OpenAPI Data Types and format.

These matches are used while creating work set views when the Default button on the Import or Export REST API
Parameter Matching dialog is clicked.

OpenAPI Data Type OpenAPI Format Gen Data Type
boolean Number (1)
integer Number (length = 10, decimal precision =

false)
integer int32 Number (length = 10, decimal precision =

false)
integer int64 Number (length = 18, decimal points = 0,

decimal precision = true)
number Number (length = 18, decimal points = 6,

decimal precision = true)
number double Number (length = 15, decimal points = 6,

decimal precision = false)
number float Number (length = 15, decimal points = 6,

decimal precision = false)
string Text (length = 4094, varying = true, case-

sensitive = true)
string binary BLOB (length = 2GB)
string byte BLOB (length = 2GB)
string date Date
string date-time Timestamp
string time Time

JSON Types
This article provides information for JSON Types and Gen Types for inbound matching and outbound matching.
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The following table shows JSON Type followed by Gen Type for inbound matching.

JSON Type Gen Type
string text, numeric, date, time, timestamp, BLOB
boolean text, numeric
Decimal text, numeric
float text, numeric
double text, numeric
dateTime1 text, numeric, date, time, timestamp
time2 text, numeric, time
date3 text, numeric, date
base64Binary text, BLOB
integer text, numeric, date, time
long text, numeric, date, time

1DateTime data is sent to the API as YYYY-MM-DDTHH:mm:ss.nnnnnn (ex. 2021-12-13T14:03:37.123456).
2Time data is sent as HH:mm:ss (ex. 14:03:37).
3Date data is sent as YYYY-MM-DD (ex. 2021-12-13).

The following table shows Gen Type followed by JSON Type for outbound matching.

Gen Type JSON Type
text string, time, dateTime, date, boolean, base64Binary, float,

decimal, double, integer, long
numeric string, date, time, boolean, float, decimal, double, integer, long
date string, dateTime, date, integer, long
time string, time, dateTime, integer, long
timeStamp string, dateTime
BLOB base64Binary, string

Example of a Call REST Statement in an Action Diagram
This article provides information for an example of a Call REST Statement in an Action Diagram. This scenario describes
how an application developer calls an external REST API in an action diagram.

The API to be called in this scenario calls a method of the Swagger Pet Store service that simulates the operations of a
pet store. Swagger is an open-source provider of API development tools and can be found at www.swagger.io.

Using the CALL REST statement, users can call REST API methods in an action diagram. REST API Method input and
output parameters can be matched to Gen Views so the application can send and receive data to and from a Web Service
using Gen Views.

The construction of the CALL REST statement has the following steps:

1. Importing a REST API method into the action diagram
2. Matching the REST API method parameters to Gen views.
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Import REST API Method

To import a REST API method, add the CALL REST statement to an action diagram and enter a URL or a file name that
points to the OpenAPI specification JSON file that describes the REST API in the statement dialog. The dialog displays a
list of methods that are associated with the API that can be used to select a method. All the input and output parameters
of the method are displayed in separate dialogs allowing them to be matched with Gen views. The following section
describes the format of the parameters.

Format of the Parameters

The parameters of the method are displayed as follows:

Parameter-Name[Optional, n]<Data-Type>

Parameter-Name
Displays the fully qualified name of the parameter.

Optional
Indicates that the instance of the parameter is optional. If this value is not displayed, the parameter is mandatory.
If the element is part of a repeating group, and it is not optional, the value 1 is displayed instead of Optional.

n
Indicates that the instance of the parameter is repeated. If this value is not available, the parameter may be
matched with any attribute view that is not part of a repeating group view. If this value is a specific number or
“Unbound”, the parameter may be matched with an attribute view that is part of a repeating group view.

NOTE
If there is a value (n) in any element in the fully qualified name, any matching attribute view must be part
of a nested repeating group view. For example, element1. element2 [Optional, n].parameter_name [1,
n2] must be matched to a nested group view where both the outer group and the inner group repeat.

Data-Type
Displays the data type of the parameter.

Match REST API Method Parameters to Gen Views

After selecting the REST API method, the parameters of the method can be matched with Gen views. REST API
parameters are specified as JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) data types. The dialogs that handle the matching of these
parameters with Gen attribute views limit the allowable matching views to those that map correctly.

How to Call REST API Methods

Follow the steps in the following sections to call REST API methods.

Create Work Sets for the Example API

First create a work set and then attributes for the work set. The attribute name suggestions are similar to the parameter
names. These names are provided for convenience sake. During parameter matching, users can create views or use
existing views.

NOTE
For more information about the various Gen data types and JSON data types, see JSON Types. For more
information about which Gen data type is the recommended match for an XSD data type, see Recommended
Gen Data Type Choices for OpenAPI Data Types.

1. Click Analysis, Work Set List.
The Work Set List window appears.

2. Click Edit, Add Work Set.
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3. Type Pet_Request as the work set name.
4. Click Edit, Add Attribute to add the following attributes to pass as inputs to the API:

Attribute Name Gen Data Type Length Varying Length Optional Case-Sensitive

STATUS Text 4094 Yes No True
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 to create a work set containing the following attributes to receive the output of the Web Service:

Work set name: Pet_Response

Attribute Name Gen Data Type Length Varying Length Optional Case-Sensitive

ID Number 10 No No False

NAME Text 4094 Yes No True

CATEGORY Text 4094 Yes No True

STATUS Text 4094 Yes No True

Create an Action Block

The action block is a container for all the views and the statements of an action diagram. To add a Call REST statement in
an action diagram, the action diagram must be empty except for Note statements. Create an action diagram for each Call
REST statement.

These steps create a blank action diagram with a blank view list.

1. Click Tool, Analysis, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog window appears.

2. Click New.
The New Properties dialog window appears.

3. Type a name in the Action Block text box and a description.
4. Click OK.

Create Views

Add a view for the Pet_Request work set that was created during Create Work Sets for the Example Method to the import
section of the action diagram to provide a location for the input parameters of the API. Name the view as Import. Do the
same for the output parameters. Add a view for the Pet_Response work set to the export section of the action diagram.
Name the view as Export. It is possible to skip this step and create views on the fly as well.

IMPORTANT
If the number of rows exceeds the group view size, rows are considered until the group view is exhausted. The
remaining rows are ignored. Select a group view size that holds all the data that is anticipated. In the example,
the group view size is set to 10.

Add Call REST Statement

Now, add the CALL REST statement in the action block and match the parameters of the Web Service.

1. Click Edit, Add Statement, Call REST.
The Select REST API Method dialog appears.

2. Type https://petstore3.swagger.io/api/v3/openapi.json and click Go.
The text area displays the methods for the API.

3. Enter Pet.Service as the service name.
4. Select pet/findByStatus, get method, and click Add.

The Import REST Method Parameter Matching dialog appears.
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5. Perform one of these steps:
a. Select a parameter from the REST Parameters list, select an appropriate view that has already been created in the

import section, and click Match.
b. To create views on the fly, follow these steps:

a. Select a parameter from the REST Parameters list, select a work set attribute with the same name that is
created here, and click Match.

b. The Create/Select View dialog appears.
c. Type a name for the view and click OK.

The selected parameter and the matched attribute are added in the Parameter and Views columns respectively.
To unmatch a parameter and an attribute, select the row in the Parameter and Views table at the top of the Parameter
Matching dialog and click Unmatch.

6. Repeat step 5 until all input parameters are mapped.
7. Click OK.

The Export REST Method Parameter Matching dialog appears.
8. Repeat steps 5 through 7 for the output parameters of the method.
9. Click OK.

These steps complete adding the Web Service to the action diagram. The following code is added to the action
diagram:
CALL REST Web Service "Pet.Service:GET:/pet/findByStatus"

Consume a Secure REST API Method
This article provides information for Consume a Secure REST API Method. Applications can consume secure REST
API methods in action diagrams by using the Call REST statement.

Secure API calls are created identically to non-secure API calls. The only difference is that a Gen generated application
performs server certificate validation at runtime for a secure API call.

Take a note of the following important points before consuming a secure API method:

• A Gen-generated application validates a trusted server using a certificate bundle, cacert. For details, see cacert.
• SSL certificate validation is performed for server certificates only.
• The secure REST API consumption is available for Java and COBOL-generated applications.
• The API method must be able to receive and send JSON.
• A secure URL that starts with https, by default undergoes a secure certificate validation at runtime.

For Java
Server certificate validation can be ignored by editing the validation option in the callrest file.

For COBOL CICS/BATCH
The callrest.properties file is not used.

Configure the Application for Secure Web Services

During execution, the generated application uses the callrest properties file and the cacert.

• The call rest file has the configuration that is required for overriding the runtime server certificate validations. For
details, see Call REST File. The override can also be set at runtime using the ServerCert configuration parameter
during the method definition.

• The cacert is a Certification Authority file that is used for validating https requests against trusted servers. For details,
see cacert.
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cacert

The cacert is a bundle of trusted public certificates that are provided by the Certificate Authority (CA). This is used by the
Call REST statement for validating https requests against trusted servers. The proceedings are important notes about this
file.

For Java
Java applications use the cacert file available at the JDK installation location.
Ensure that application servers are configured to use JDK defaults for https requests.

For COBOL CICS
The CICS environment must be configured to contain the cacert file and to handle the HTTPS communication.

For COBOL BATCH
The TCP/IP stack for the BATCH execution environment must be configured to contain the server certificate and
to handle the HTTPS communication.

If the file is not found in one of these locations, it is assumed not to exist. This can lead to an error at runtime when the
Gen generated application tries to access a trusted server.

REST Method Parameters
The dialog allows for the review and modification of the matching between REST API method parameters and Gen
attribute views.

It also allows users to edit the service name and the Base URL that is used for the REST API call. The dialog displays the
Service Name, the base URL derived from the OpenAPI specification, the path to the resource to access, and the HTTP
method to be used for the REST call.

The Matched Input area displays the input parameters and matching views. The Edit button below the table allows for the
addition or editing of matches. The Delete button allows for the removal unneeded matches. Similarly, the Matched Output
area displays the output parameters and their matching views with Edit and Delete options.

This dialog contains the following fields:
Service Name

Displays, and allows for editing the Service Name (for distributed applications) or URIMAP (for Mainframe
applications).

Base URL
Displays and allows the editing of the URL that is used as the prefix for calls to this service. The Base URL is
retrieved from the servers section of the OpenAPI specification.

Resource
Displays the path to the method endpoint used to execute the call.

HTTP Method
Displays the action to be performed for the selected resource.

Parameter and View
Displays a list of parameters with their matching views.

Edit
Displays the REST API Parameter Matching dialog to allow for mapping or remapping of parameters and views.

Delete
Deletes the selected parameter and view match. This button is enabled when one or more items in the View and
Parameter table are selected. Alternatively, select the items and press the delete key on the keyboard.
Using the Default button option to match the parameters in the REST Method Parameter Matching dialog creates
a set of work sets. If, later, the match is deleted, the created work sets is not deleted.
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OK
Closes the dialog after saving the changes.

Cancel
Exits the dialog without performing any changes.

Call Rest Configuration
The HTTP connections used for Call Rest statements in distributed applications can be configured either at deployment
time using the call rest configuration file or at runtime using a set of predefined configuration parameters that can be
associated with Gen Views.

When configuring a Call REST statement, the following hierarchy is used:

For Java

1. The modifyURL user exit. For more details, refer to Java Action Block Runtime User Exit WebServiceMethodCallExit.
2. Any configuration parameters set in the Action Diagram.
3. Service-based entries in callrest.properties.
4. General values in callrest.properties.
5. Default values.

For COBOL CICS

1. Any configuration parameters set in the Action Diagram.
2. Default values.

For COBOL BATCH

1. Any configuration parameters set in the Action Diagram.
2. Default values.

Usage of the Call Rest File

The callrest file has a different name depending on the source language of the application.

To define a REST web service, the following information must be present in the file:
Service Name=Base URL

Where:
Service Name

The Service Name is the name that was given to the REST API web service. This value must match the Service
Name that is provided when the Call REST statement is created.

Base URL
The Base URL is URL pointing to the REST API. The various methods and parameters are appended to this URL
to produce the full path to the API method.

In addition to the Service name, there are several other parameters that can be set in the callrest.properties file.
SERVER_CERT_VALIDATION

By default, the runtime validates the SSL certificate for https connections. Setting this property to N turns off this
validation.

CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
A number representing the maximum time (in seconds) that the application waits for a successful connection. Set
to zero to switch to the default built-in connection timeout of 300 seconds.
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REQUEST_TIMEOUT
Set this option to provide a timeout for the request. A number representing the maximum time (in seconds) that
transfer operations are allowed to take. Default timeout is 0 (zero) which means it never times out during transfer.

ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER
Set this option to handle exceptions in the Gen application. The value can be either Y or N. Y indicates that error
handling is done by user written code. In this case, the application does not fail even if there is an error. N, the
default value, indicates that the user-written code does not have control of exceptions.

Store_AUTH_TOKEN
Set this option to indicate whether you want to hold the OAuth2 token in memory until it expires. If set to Y, the
default, the token is held. If set to N, the runtime requests a new token for every API call.

The properties that are described earlier can be applied at either the global level, or at the service name level. For
example:
CONNECTION_TIMEOUT=60

Pet.Service.CONNECTION_TIMEOUT=180

In the example, the global connection timeout is 60 seconds, but for the service named Pet.Service, the timeout is 180
seconds.

For Java

1. The callrest.properties file must be on the classpath of the Java application.
2. The callrest.properties file is case-sensitive.
3. The callrest.properties file must be included in the EAR file. It is picked up in the assembly if the package runtime files

checkbox is selected.
4. Comments in the callrest.properties file start with #. If more than one valid entries with the same server, the first entry

is considered.

For COBOL CICS

Only Runtime configuration is possible.

For COBOL BATCH

Only Runtime configuration is possible.

Content of the callrest.properties File

The following is an example of the callrest.properties file:

#

# Gen

# Copyright(C) 2022 Broadcom. All rights reserved.

#

# callrest.properties - service options file for CALL REST statement

#

# By default there exists only one copy of this file. The installed location

# is the <Gen installation directory> folder. This file must be included in

# the deployed EAR file for the changes to take effect.

#

#############################################################################################################

#

# To set the server options for all servers, provide the following keywords:

#

#SERVER_CERT_VALIDATION=<Value>

#CONNECTION_TIMEOUT=<Value>
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#REQUEST_TIMEOUT=<Value>

#ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER=<Value>

#STORE_AUTH_TOKEN=<Value>

#

# All optional parameters are defined below

#

# SERVER_CERT_VALIDATION=<Value>

#  Set this option to validate the server's SSL certificate. This option is valid only for secure servers.

#  <Value>:

#   The value can be either Y or N.

#       Y indicates Client validates the server's SSL certificate. This is the default.

#       N indicates Client does not validate the server's SSL certificate.

#

# ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER=<Value>

#  Set this option to handle errors from the REST call in inline code.

#  <Value>:

#   The value can be either Y or N

#       Y indicates that error messages will not appear and error information will be retrieved from

global data.

#      N indicates that error messages will appear and execution will be halted if an error occurs. This

is the default.

# CONNECTION_TIMEOUT=<Value>

#  Set this option to provide a timeout for the connect phase.

#  <Value>:

#   Pass a number representing the maximum time (in seconds) that you allow the connection phase to

the server to take.

#   Set to zero to switch to the default built-in connection timeout - 300 seconds.

#

# REQUEST_TIMEOUT=<Value>

#  Set this option to provide a timeout for the request.

#  <Value>:

#   Pass a number representing the maximum time (in seconds) that you allow the transfer operation to

take.

#   Default timeout is 0 (zero) which means it never times out during transfer.

#STORE_AUTH_TOKEN=<Value>

# Set this option to allow the run time to cache authorization tokens

# <Value>:

#   The value can be either Y or N

#       Y indicates that the runtime will hold an OAuth token until it expires.  This is the default.

#       N indicates that the runtime will re-authorize every time.

#

# Examples:

#

#SERVER_CERT_VALIDATION=Y

#CONNECTION_TIMEOUT=600

#REQUEST_TIMOUT=300

#ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER=N

#STORE_AUTH_TOKEN=Y

#

##############################################################################################################

#

# To access a particular REST Web Service, the Service name is defined when the

# CALL REST statement is generated. The service name is then used to retrieve
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# the base URL for API calls.

#

# To setup a service do the following:

# <SERVICE_NAME>=http://<Server Name>:<port>/<Base Path>

#

# Where:

# <SERVICE_NAME> is the name of the service to match to the URL. This must be

#UPPERCASE.SERVICE_NAME is a valid name, Service_Name is not.

# <Server_Name>

#  The name of the server where it is running. For example, for the given API

#  https://api.postalmethods.com/2009-09-09/rates, the server name is

#  api.postalmethods.com

#

# :<Port>

#  Set this option if the server is running on a specific port.

#

# /<Base Path>

#  The base path to the API. In the Server Name example above, the base path

#  is 2009-09-09

#

#############################################################################################################

#

#  Service Specific Settings

#

#############################################################################################################

#

# The global settings can be overridden at the individual service level by

# preceding the parameter name with <SERVICE_NAME>.

#

# Examples for a service named MY_SERVICE:

#

#MY_SERVICE.SERVER_CERT_VALIDATION=N

#MY_SERVICE.CONNECTION_TIMEOUT=900

#MY_SERVICE.REQUEST_TIMEOUT=0

#MY_SERVICE.ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER=Y

#MY_SERVICE.STORE_AUTH_TOKEN=N

#

      

Usage of the Call Rest Configuration Parameters

During the parameter to view matching process, the Call REST method creates several configuration parameters that are
matched to views. This allows for connection parameters to be changed at run time. This approach also removes the need
for the callrest properties file if there is concern about storing the information in plain text.
Configuration.ServiceName

This parameter overrides the Service Name that is provided when the Call REST statement was created. When
the connection is established, the runtime selects the connection parameters for this service name.

Configuration.URL
This property overrides the base URL defined for the service in the callrest properties file.

Configuration.ServerCert
By default, the runtime validates the SSL certificate for https connections. Setting this property to N turns off this
validation.
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Configuration.ConnectionTimeout
A number representing the maximum time (in seconds) that the application waits to connect to the remote server.
Set to zero to switch to the default built-in connection timeout of 300 seconds.

Configuration.RequestTimeout
Set this option to provide a timeout for the request. A number representing the maximum time (in seconds) that
the transfer operation is allowed to take. The default timeout is 0 (zero) which means it never times out during
transfer.

Configuration.ErrorHandlingByUser
Set this option if the generated application handles exceptions. The value can be either Y or N. Y indicates that
error handling is done by user written code. In this case, the application does not fail even if an error. N, the
default value, indicates that the user-written code does not have control of exceptions.

For Java
All of the above configuration parameters are applicable.

For COBOL CICS
Only the ServiceName( or URIMAP) configuration is applicable.

For COBOL BATCH
Configuration parameters of ServiceName, Connection Timeout , RequestTimeout are applicable.
Connection Timeout - For the connection for outgoing requests, the default is 30 seconds.
RequestTimeout - For the connection for incoming responses, the default is 30 seconds.

Authentication for REST API Calls
This article provides information for Authentication for REST API Calls including Basic, Bearer, API Key, and OAuth2
Authentication.

Gen currently supports four types of REST Authentication as defined in the OpenAPI specification.

Basic Authentication The Basic Authentication scheme passes encoded credentials (username and password) in the header of
the HTTP message.

Bearer Authentication The Bearer Authentication scheme passes a service provided token in the header of the HTTP message.
API Key Authentication API Key Authentication uses query, header, or cookie parameters to send authentication information to the

REST API.
OAuth2 Authentication Oauth2 is the most secure authentication scheme for REST APIs. Gen supports the client credentials flow

of OAuth2. In this flow, client credentials are sent to an authentication server. The server then returns a
token with an expiration time. This token is then used to access the API until it expires, when a new token is
requested.

Gen provides matching parameters for each of these authentication schemes when they are detected in the OpenAPI
specification.

Basic Authentication

The following parameters are made available when the specification requests Basic Authentication.

Authentication.
Basic.Username

This parameter defines the username that Gen passes to the REST API. When matched to a view, it can be
hardcoded in the PAD logic or prompted from input.

Authentication.
Basic.Password

This parameter defines the password that Gen passes to the REST API. Gen sends this value along with
the username to identify a user to the remote service.

Bearer Authentication

When the specification identifies Bearer Authentication, the Toolset presents the following parameter.

Authentication
.Bearer.Token

The token is a string value that Gen places in the header of the HTTP request. This can be any value, but is
provided by the remote API or by its authentication provider.

API Key Authentication
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Gen handles API keys in a different manner than other Authentication schemes. API Keys can appear as query
parameters, as header keys, or as cookies. As a result, API keys are presented with the other REST parameters rather
than in any special way.

OAuth2 Authentication

When the specification identifies the Client Credentials flow of OAuth2, the Toolset allows you to provide values for the
following parameters.

Authentication.O
Auth2.clientCred
entials.TokenUrl

The token URL identifies the authentication service that provides the OAuth token for processing the REST
API.

Authentication.O
Auth2.clientCre
dentials.ClientId

The client ID is provided by the remote authenticator when you register with the service. This id identifies
the Gen application to the API.

Authentication.OA
uth2.clientCreden
tials.ClientSecret

The Client Secret is the password that is associated with the client ID. It is passed along with the id to the
token server to authenticate the client so that the token can be retrieved.

Authentication.OA
uth2.clientCredent
ials.Scopes.Scope

The scopes represent the level of access the Gen application has on the REST API. This is an array of
values, and can be empty indicating that the application is using default scope.

Because OAuth is managed as a REST call to an authentication server, Gen supports configuration parameters similar to
those for the base REST call.

Authentication.OA
uth2.Configuratio
n.StoreAuthToken

If this flag is set to Y, the runtime code caches the OAuth token, and only refreshes it when it expires. This
is the default behavior. If this flag is set to N, the runtime code retrieves a new token for every call.

Authentication.O
Auth2.Configurat
ion.ServiceName

The authentication server is just another REST call. As a result, the service name can be used in the
callrest.properties file to identify server-specific parameters. For CICS calls, the ServiceName represents
the URIMAP to select to connect to the token provider.

Authentication.
OAuth2.Configur
ation.ServerCert

By default, the runtime validates the SSL certificate for https connections. Setting this property to N turns off
this validation.

Authentication.OA
uth2.Configuration.
ConnectionTimeout

A number representing the maximum time (in seconds) that the application waits to connect to the
authentication server. Set to zero to switch to the default built-in connection timeout of 300 seconds.

Authentication.OA
uth2.Configuratio
n.RequestTimeout

Set this option to provide a timeout for the request. A number representing the maximum time (in seconds)
that the transfer operation is allowed to take. The default timeout is 0 (zero) which means it never times out
during transfer.

To retrieve the OAuth token, Gen must call the authentication server. This server returns its own status code and message
to allow action block code to distinguish between status from authentication and status from the REST call.

authResponseCode The response code returned by the authentication server.
authResponseMsg A translation of the response code returned by the authentication server.

Error Handling in Call REST
This article provides information for Error Handling in Call REST. Like Call External, a Call REST statement does not
handle any exceptions by its own.

For exceptions at runtime, the application fails and sends error information. The HTTP response information is returned
and is matched to a view so errors are handled by the application.

HTTP Error Parameters

When the Call REST statement is created, HTTP response information can be matched to attributes that can be used
elsewhere in the application. The HTTP response is identified by the following output parameters:
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HttpResponseCode
This property contains the response code that is provided by the API to the Gen application. Generally, 200
represents a success, while 4xx or 5xx represent errors. This integer can be used in the application to control next
steps depending on what response was returned from the server.

HttpResponseMsg
This is a brief message indicating the meaning of the numeric response code. This value is appropriate for
messaging about the particular status.

HTTP Authentication Error Parameters

For HTTP requests that use OAuth2 authentication, response information from the Authentication server can be matched
to attributes that can then be used elsewhere in the application. The Authentication response is identified by the following
output parameters:
AuthResponseCode

This property contains the response code that is provided by the authentication service to the Gen application.
For authentication, 200 represents a success, while 4xx or 5xx represent errors. This integer can be used in the
application to control next steps depending on what response was returned from the server.

AuthResponseMsg
This is a brief message indicating the meaning of the numeric response code. This value is appropriate for
messaging about the particular authentication status.

Handle an Error in the Action Diagram
For Java

For errors that do not return an HTTP response code, such as network errors, the Call REST statement works
like the Call External statement. Details of this process can be found in Error Handling in Call External. For Java
error handling in the Action diagram, set the variable ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER in callrest.properties as
ERROR_HANDLING_BY_USER=Y. For Java, the Request.Configuration.ErrorHandlingByUser property is set to
Y. This setup prevents an application from failing even if there is an error, but stores the error information in the
global data.
Error information is stored in globdata->psmgr_extra_errinfo.errinfo_buf_addr[0] and http_errorcode is stored in
globdata→psmgr_funtion_data.psmgr_func_errmsg.
This global data can be retrieved using an inline statement.

For COBOL CICS/BATCH
Not Applicable.

z/OS Specific Configuration
This article provides information for z/OS Specific Configuration for COBOL CICS and COBOL BATCH including URIMAP,
TIRZINFO, PORT, and OMVS Access.

For COBOL CICS

Add a URIMAP

The CICS implementation of the Call REST statement requires the use of new URIMAP definitions for the RESTful Web
Services that your application calls.

The following is a list of the URIMAP properties that must be defined in the URIMAP:

OBJECT CHARACTERISTICS                                    

 CEDA  View Urimap( ECHORNDM )

  Urimap         : ECHORNDM

  Group          : GENTEST
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  DEScription    :

  STatus         : Enabled            Enabled | Disabled

  USAge          : Client             Server | Client | Pipeline | Atom

                                      | Jvmserver

 UNIVERSAL RESOURCE IDENTIFIER

  SCheme         : HTTP               HTTP | HTTPS

  POrt           : No                 No | 1-65535

  HOST           : host.com                  :

  PAth           : /echoRandomString

  (Mixed Case)   :

                   :

 OUTBOUND CONNECTION POOLING

  SOcketclose    : 001234             0-240000 (HHMMSS)

 ASSOCIATED CICS RESOURCES

  TCpipservice   :

  ANalyzer       : No                 No | Yes

  COnverter      :

  TRansaction    :

  PRogram        :      

    

The important properties for using Call REST are the URIMAP name, which is limited to eight characters in length and
are all uppercase to match the behavior of the Toolset. Because the Gen CICS application is serving as an HTTP client,
the USAGE is CLIENT. The SOCKETCLOSE attribute is non-zero to take advantage of connection pooling. The HOST
property contains the name of the server providing the REST service, and PORT contains the port number to use on that
server. The PATH property contains the base path to the API on the server.

TIRXINFO

The TIRXINFO user exit in the CEHBSAMP dataset specifies the EBCDIC codepage that is used in the z/OS execution
environment by CICS applications that contain Call REST statements. The default exit is set to use codepage 37. If a
different codepage value is needed, modify the TIRXINFO user exit and rebuild the TIRXINFZ user exit DLL using only
the last two steps of the MKCRUN job in the CEHBSAMP dataset. Then make sure this DLL is included in a dataset in the
CICS DFHRPL concatenation, along with the other necessary Gen runtimes, for any CICS application that contains Call
REST statements.

For COBOL BATCH

PORT

If the port information is not supplied in the BASE URL, the port defaults to 80 for http and 443 for https.

OMVS Access(Authorize Users to Access USS Resources)

Consuming Restful services for Cobol Batch on z/OS uses z/OS UNIX System Services (USS).

Access to USS resources is limited to users who have a defined OMVS segment that contains the following options:

• A default shell program specification (PROGRAM or OMVSPGM)
• A numeric z/OS USS user ID (UID)

NOTE
A policy could exist at your site for assigning OMVS UID numbers. If not, use a unique number.

• A numeric z/OS USS group ID (GID)

Use one of the following commands to determine that the OMVS segment is correct.

ACF2:
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LIST userid profile(all) section(all)

Top Secret:
TSS LIST(userid) DATA(ALL)

IBM RACF:
LISTUSER userid OMVS NORACF

To grant access to USS resources, perform the following procedure.

1. Create a home directory to associate with each user ID (UID). For example, to set up a directory named /u/name for
UIDnnn, issue the following commands in the OMVS UNIX shell.
    mkdir /u/name

          chown nnn /u/name

          chmod 775 /u/name

2. Confirm the owner and access to the directory.
ls -ld /u/name

3. Verify that a valid record group exists, and then define the OMVS segment.
ACF2
CHANGE userid UID(uid) HOME(path_name) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) GROUP(ggggg)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(userid) HOME(path_name) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(uid) GROUP(ggggg) DFLTGRP(ggggg)

IBM RACF
ALU userid OMVS(UID(uid) HOME(path_name) PROGRAM(/bin/sh)) GROUP(ggggg) DFLTGRP(ggggg)

The OMVS segment is defined to grant USS access to the specified user.

POSIX

A Batch application must be executed as a POSIX-enabled application to use a Call REST statement. There are several
ways to indicate that your application is POSIX-enabled, but one of the simplest methods is to add the following JCL
cards:

//CEEOPTS   DD *

      POSIX(ON)

These JCL cards must be added to every batch job step that uses a Call REST statement. They are not needed for the
TIRIOVFI job step or other job steps that do not use Call REST statements.

TIRXINFO

The TIRXINFO user exit in the CEHBSAMP dataset specifies the EBCDIC codepage that is used in the z/OS execution
environment by the batch applications that contain Call REST statements. The default exit is set to use codepage 37. If
a different codepage value is needed, modify the TIRXINFO user exit and rebuild the TIRXINFZ user exit DLL using only
the last two steps of the MKCRUN job in the CEHBSAMP dataset. Then make sure this DLL is included in a dataset in the
STEPLIB concatenation of the batch job step, along with the other necessary Gen runtimes, for any batch application that
contains Call REST statements.

Creating OpenAPI Specification (OAS) by Hand
This article provides information for Creating OpenAPI Specification (OAS) by Hand including Turnkey and Manual
solutions.

Turnkey Solutions

There are two ways to document an existing REST API. The first approach uses a tool from SmartBear. This is not a
free tool but does have a limited version available to try on a publicly available API. Because of this, it is not an option
for everyone. The tool has its own documentation and is fairly simple to get started with. You can get started at https://
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swagger.io/tools/swagger-inspector/. If this is not an option for you, or you would rather not use a UI tool, the other
approach is manual, but free.

Manual Solution

This approach involves manually creating a file with the OpenAPI specification in a JSON format. The process for creating
an OAS from scratch is detailed in this topic. It is possible to create an OAS using YaML syntax, but Gen does not support
this format.

Documenting an existing REST API that does not already have an OAS is a relatively simple process. Use any text editor
that you are comfortable using, as long as it saves in plain text. Since you are creating JSON content, an editor that
understands and provides highlighting for JSON is helpful.

A Quick Guide for the Busy Professional

This section provides a high-level sketch of the steps involved. You can use https://swagger.io/docs/specification/basic-
structure/ as a reference. This section assumes a level of familiarity with JSON and OAS, so if you need more guidance
check the preceding section for more in-depth information.

To

1. Start with the openapi: 3.0.1 directive.
2. Add a servers section, if you want a server URL to be displayed in the CA Gen Workstation Toolset.
3.   Define a path for each endpoint in your REST API that you want to consume.

a. If your path has any parameters, ensure those are correctly defined so CA Gen can map them to import views.
b. If your request has a request body, ensure you properly define the requestBody section.

a.   Must be application/json or text/plain response types. For application/json, ensure that the schema of the
response is properly defined.

c.   If you use JSON Pointers to refer to your schemas, they must be local document references, not remote
references.

In-Depth Guide

Creating an Open API spec (OAS) is a relatively simple process. An OAS is a JSON document, so you can use any plain
text editor that you like (for example, Notepad, Vim, Atom, Sublime). JSON has a simple syntax that can be summarized
by the following rules:

• Data is in name/value pairs, which consist of a field name, in double quotes, followed by a colon, followed by a value.
• Data is separated by commas.
• Curly braces hold objects.
• Square brackets hold arrays.
• Values can be double-quoted strings, a number, an object, an array, a boolean (true/false), or null.

If you need more help getting started with writing JSON, there are numerous tutorials available online that can instruct you
on the JSON syntax rules.

Once you have your text editor open and are comfortable with JSON syntax, you can proceed to create your OAS. The
first thing to note is that all the OAS content must be enclosed in a JSON object. Start your document with the following:

{“openapi”: “3.0.1”}

The openapi key is important to let Gen know which OAS version you are specifying. Currently, the 3.0.x version series is
supported.
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Defining Servers

The servers section is an array of servers that host your REST API. If you have more than one instance running (for
example, dev, test and prod instances) you can list all of them in this section. Defining servers is optional for Gen. If
defined, the Toolset chooses the first URL in the array and uses it to display any sample URLs in the Call REST dialog.
It can be helpful if you would like to see what a “real” URL looks like. Do not worry about providing the URLs for all the
different environments because the actual URL is not saved into the model. This is done because the actual host and port
is something that is defined externally at runtime.

Each item in the servers array is a JSON object with “url” and “description” keys. The URL should be a full URL, but
without any query string parameters. This looks something like https://api.mycompany.com/api/v1/employees or https://
api.mycompany.com:8080/api/v1/employees.

“servers”: [

  {

    “url”: “https://test.mycompany.com/api/v1/employees”,

    “description”: “test instance of the employees API” 

  }

]

Defining Paths

Paths contain most of the important content for Gen to process. This is where you spend the bulk of your time creating the
OAS. Define a path for any REST endpoint that you want to consume in your Gen application. Defining a path requires
little definition or quite a lot, depending on the path. A path without any parameters and a simple request/response
requires little definition, but one that has numerous parameters or a complicated request or response body requires more.

We do not replicate the OAS documentation here as there are many different things that you can define in a path
and depending on the different parameters, response types, and so on. You can find a reference for paths at https://
swagger.io/docs/specification/paths-and-operations. This document talks about important things to consider when defining
your paths.

If you plan to utilize multiple HTTP methods in your application, make sure you define each one. Gen supports the GET,
POST, PUT, and DELETE methods. Both the request and response schemas are different for the various HTTP methods.
You are able to select a particular path and HTTP method combo in the Toolset UI.

If your REST API returns different response schemas for different HTTP return codes, you must ensure that you define the
format for each response. It is common for a 200 HTTP response to have a different schema than a 500 response. The
Toolset only understands local document references for schemas. If your OAS contains remote document references (this
is uncommon), those need to be copied into the OAS directly.

Ensure that any portions of the REST API call that are done dynamically have a proper parameter defined. The Toolset
looks at all the parameters for a particular path and allows the user to map Gen import variables to the OAS parameters.
If you do not define parameters in the OAS, you are not able to use the mapping features to give your application dynamic
capabilities. Gen supports path, query, header, and cookie parameters so you can use any combination of those types of
parameters.

There are common uses for the different types of parameters. Path parameters are commonly used to refer to a specific
resource in a REST API (for example: PUT /users/{id}). Query parameters are common on GET requests for things like
filters (for example: GET /users?filter={query}). Both header and cookie parameters are sent transparently along with a
request. These are common for tracking IDs or various types of tokens (auth, CSRF, session). Your REST API ultimately
dictates the types of parameters, so make sure you define them correctly. Using the wrong type causes things to not
function correctly during runtime.

Full Example Config

The preceding is a full Open API specification for a relatively simple API. You can use this for reference.
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{

    "openapi": "3.0.1",

    "info": {

        "title": "OpenAPI definition",

        "version": "v0"

    },

    "servers": [

        {

            "url": "http://test.example.com:9090",

            "description": "Example API server URL"

        }

    ],

    "paths": {

        "/employees/{id}": {

            "get": {

                "parameters": [

                    {

                        "name": "id",

                        "in": "path",

                        "required": true,

                        "schema": {

                            "type": "integer",

                            "format": "int64"

                        }

                    }

                ],

                "responses": {

                    "200": {

                        "description": "OK",

                        "content": {

                            "application/json": {

                                "schema": {

                                    "$ref": "#/components/schemas/Employee"

                                }

                            }

                        }

                    }

                }

            },

            "put": {

                "parameters": [

                    {

                        "name": "id",

                        "in": "path",

                        "required": true,

                        "schema": {

                            "type": "integer",

                            "format": "int64"

                        }

                    }

                ],

                "requestBody": {

                    "content": {
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                        "application/json": {

                            "schema": {

                                "$ref": "#/components/schemas/Employee"

                            }

                        }

                    },

                    "required": true

                },

                "responses": {

                    "200": {

                        "description": "OK",

                        "content": {

                            "application/json": {

                                "schema": {

                                    "$ref": "#/components/schemas/Employee"

                                }

                            }

                        }

                    }

                }

            },

            "delete": {

                "parameters": [

                    {

                        "name": "id",

                        "in": "path",

                        "required": true,

                        "schema": {

                            "type": "integer",

                            "format": "int64"

                        }

                    }

                ],

                "responses": {

                    "200": {

                        "description": "OK"

                    }

                }

            }

        },

        "/employees": {

            "get": {

                "responses": {

                    "200": {

                        "description": "OK",

                        "content": {

                            "application/json": {

                                "schema": {

                                    "type": "array",

                                    "items": {

                                        "$ref": "#/components/schemas/Employee"

                                    }

                                }
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                            }

                        }

                    }

                }

            },

            "post": {

                "requestBody": {

                    "content": {

                        "application/json": {

                            "schema": {

                                "$ref": "#/components/schemas/Employee"

                            }

                        }

                    },

                    "required": true

                },

                "responses": {

                    "200": {

                        "description": "OK",

                        "content": {

                            "application/json": {

                                "schema": {

                                    "$ref": "#/components/schemas/Employee"

                                }

                            }

                        }

                    }

                }

            }

        },

        "/employees/firstEmployeeName": {

            "get": {

                "responses": {

                    "200": {

                        "description": "OK",

                        "content": {

                            "text/plain": {

                                "schema": {

                                    "type": "string"

                                }

                            }

                        }

                    }

                }

            }

        },

        "/employees/first": {

            "get": {

                "responses": {

                    "200": {

                        "description": "OK",

                        "content": {

                            "application/json": {
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                                "schema": {

                                    "$ref": "#/components/schemas/Employee"

                                }

                            }

                        }

                    }

                }

            }

        }

    },

    "components": {

        "schemas": {

            "Employee": {

                "type": "object",

                "properties": {

                    "id": {

                        "type": "integer",

                        "format": "int64"

                    },

                    "name": {

                        "type": "string"

                    },

                    "role": {

                        "type": "string"

                    }

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

OpenAPI Spec Caveat for Gen
For the initial implementation of Consuming REST APIs, the Gen Toolset parses an OpenAPI 3.0.X specification (spec)
that describes the different paths/endpoints that a service publishes.

The Toolset accepts any valid OpenAPI 3.0.X spec without throwing an error. As long as the data we read is located in
the correct locations, the Toolset do not throw errors for every semantic error. This behavior changes if a full OpenAPI
semantic parser is introduced post-MVP.

We do not currently have support for all the constructs that you can define in an OpenAPI specification. The rest of the
document describes the things that we do and do not support so you can use or define a specification and know what the
Toolset does and does not understand. As we continue to build out this feature through our continuous delivery process,
you can expect to see that the Toolset understands more of the OpenAPI spec. This guide works best when you follow
along with the OpenAPI specification documentation (https://swagger.io/docs/specification/about).

Version and Info

The Toolset reads the “openapi” key to determine if the specification is supported or not. We do not use the data in the
“info” block, though you can define it for your own documentation purposes.

Servers

The “servers” section is read and the first full URL is used in the Toolset. This value is used to show an example Base
URL in the screens, but the value is passed to the application runtime. The runtime uses this Base URL if no alternative is
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provided. Do not use this approach, but instead use the Request.Configuration.URL parameter to set the Base URL of the
service at runtime. The service that you access during development is likely not the same that your application accesses
when it is production (or test).

The proper value for a Base URL is the common portion of the URL defined for all the endpoints. Service endpoints are
relative to the server name, but the server name in different environments can be defined in different ways. The following
is a table of Full URLs and what the base and paths (endpoints) are for each one.

Full URL Base URL Attribute Name

http://dev.example.com/myapi/employees http://dev.example.com myapi/employees

http://example.com/dev/myapi/employees http://example.com/dev myapi/employees

http://testexample.com/myapi/employees http://testexample.com myapi/employees

https://apigateway.example.com/prod/myap
i/employees

https://apigateway.example.com/prod myapi/employees

Gen uses Dynamic Config or configuration files for overriding server URLs at runtime. We do not support Server
Templating, Overriding Servers or Relative URLs.

Media Types

Gen supports the application/json media type. If you define a path with any other media type for the request or response,
the path is not selectable in the Toolset. The Toolset displays a message if it encounters a path with an invalid content
type, but it still presents other valid paths.

Paths

Paths are an important piece of the OpenAPI specification and where most of the work in defining the spec occurs. Paths
define the actual endpoints of your service. You must define not only the path to the endpoint/resource, but also the
request parameters, request body, response body, and security. Each of these items is explained in the following sections.

Templating

Path templating is supported as specified in the OpenAPI spec. Each template variable needs a corresponding parameter
using “in”: path in the parameter definition. All path parameters are required, so this must always be true.

Operations

For each path, there are different operations (HTTP methods) used to access the path. Gen supports GET, PUT, POST,
and DELETE. Gen does not use description, tags, externalDocs, operationId, or links, though you are free to define them
if you find them helpful for other purposes.

Gen has its own mechanism for choosing servers at runtime, so the servers section is ignored.

Operation Parameters

Gen supports all types of parameters: path, query, header, and cookie. The schema for any parameter must be a “scalar”
type and not an object or array.

The allowReserved flag is not currently supported. This means that all reserved characters (RFC 3986) are percent-
encoded by the Gen runtime.

The default keyword is intended to describe the default value of the server when the client does not specify the value. Gen
does not use the value in any way. This is defined in the specification but can be confusing if you are expecting it to be
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sent by Gen by default. Gen does not process any example values, so they can be defined but does not have any effect
on processing. Examples and defaults are intended for documentation in a Swagger UI page.

If the allowEmptyValue keyword is true, Gen has certain behaviors depending on the value of the mapped parameter.
If the IMPORT VIEW variable is NULL, the parameter is sent with just the parameter name and no equals sign (=). If
the parameter is mapped to an IMPORT VIEW variable that is not NULL, then the parameter is serialized as any other
parameter as: parameter=<value>.

Gen does not validate values using OpenAPI definitions before they are converted to/from JSON. For example, if you
define bounds using maximum, minimum, enum, those are ignored and the values are not validated against those
constraints at runtime. Gen does enforce constraints from the IMPORT/EXPORT view definitions.

Header Parameters

Accept, Content-Type, and Authorization headers are not defined, per the OpenAPI specification. Gen does not currently
prevent you from defining these headers, but doing so results in the undefined behavior. It is best to not define these
headers, as the specification describes.

Document References

The $ref construct allows you to refer to definitions in another part of the JSON document. Document references are
allowed in different locations in an OpenAPI spec. They are used to define a complex schema that is referenced from
multiple places. This allows you to define a component once and refer to it, by name, in multiple places without having to
type all the content over again. Gen supports only local document references. These are of the format #/path/to/element.
$ref is only valid following a schema keyword. Parameter and response document references are not currently supported.

Default View Matching

If you use the Default button to automatically generate IMPORT/EXPORT views from the Call Rest dialog, there are some
important things to note. Gen assigns values based on the rules in the following table.

OpenAPI Type OpenAPI Format Call External Type Gen Type (in view)

Number float float NUMBER(15,6)

Number double double NUMBER(15,6)

Number Any other decimal NUMBER(18,6)

integer int64 long NUMBER(18,0)

integer Any Other integer NUMBER(10,0)

boolean Any Other boolean NUMBER(1)

string date date Date

string date-time dateTime Date

string binary base64Binary Blob (2GB)

string byte base64Binary Blob (2GB)

array N/A PARENT Repeating Group View

object N/A PARENT Work Set

Describing Request Body

The OpenAPI spec allows you to define a requestBody with a content section. Although OpenAPI allows you to define
a definition for any valid HTTP content type, Gen currently supports only application/json, */* (which is interpreted as
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application/json) and text/plain. Any other content definitions are ignored. Descriptions and examples are defined for a
request body, but they are not processed by Gen.

Gen does not currently support the anyOf, oneOf, allOf, or not keywords for request schema definitions.

Describing Responses

The OpenAPI spec allows you to define a response for any valid HTTP status code or status code range (using the 2XX,
3XX, and so on, notation). Gen does not currently support status code ranges. Any definitions for a range of response
codes are ignored at runtime and causes data to not be mapped to your Gen views.

Responses have the same restrictions in place as request bodies, so only application/json and text/plain are supported.

Gen does not support the anyOf, oneOf, allOf, or not keywords for response schema definitions.

Schemas

Gen supports the following values for the type keyword: string, number, integer, boolean, array, and object. Gen does
not support mixed types, so any definitions using oneOf and anyOf keywords are ignored. There is no support for the
polymorphic definitions in the OpenAPI spec.

Numbers

Gen generates default work set attributes for numbers based on the type and format keywords that are defined in the
OpenAPI spec. Any validation keywords (minimum, exclusiveMinimum, multipleOf, and so on) are ignored.

Strings

There are many possible format values for strings, Gen only supports the ones from the preceding table. Gen also ignores
the pattern keyword.

Null/Nullable

Gen does not currently honor the OpenAPI nullable keyword that is defined alongside the type keyword. Gen does not
generate nullable work set attributes when using Default matching. You can manually define or modify view attributes to
be nullable, and the Gen runtimes honor the normal Gen semantics regarding nullable values.

Arrays

Mixed-type arrays are not supported. The minItems and maxItems keywords are used when creating a work attribute
using Default matching. However, the values are ignored at runtime and are not used for validation of incoming data. The
cardinality of a group view determines the valid number of items.

The uniqueItems keyword is not supported. To ensure uniqueness, you must do so in your application logic.

Objects

Gen processes the list of required parameters for an object. If a property is optional, it is displayed in the Parameter
Matching screens as [optional]. Otherwise, optionality is not enforced in the Toolset.

The readOnly and writeOnly keywords for properties are ignored.

If the object has the additionalProperties keyword that is defined, Gen interprets this as a repeating group view of key/
value pairs. The key is always text and the value is whatever type keyword is defined for the additionalProperties keyword.
The minProperties and maxProperties keywords that go along with additionalProperties are ignored.

OpenAPI allows arbitrarily nested objects. Gen supports nested objects, but only three levels of nesting are allowed.
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The Any Type or freeform object concept, denoted by empty curly braces {} is not supported. Gen must be informed about
the structure of the data to be consumed, so you must provide a definition of the structure of the incoming data.

Enums

The enum keyword is ignored.

In many places in the OpenAPI specification, you provide examples using the example keyword. You define examples in
your OpenAPI spec for your own documentation purposes, but they are ignored by Gen.

Authentication and Authorization

Gen limits support for the security and securitySchemes keywords. Our Java implementation supports http and apiKey
security schemes. Within http, the only scheme keyword value is bearer.

The use of multiple authentication types is not supported, so ensure that only a single security definition is present for any
operation.

Links

The links keyword is ignored.

Callbacks

The callbacks keyword is ignored.

API General Info

The keywords that define the general API info are ignored, but you define them for your own documentation.

Tags

The tags keyword is ignored.

Add an Inline Code Statement
The Inline Code statement lets you include a target-specific source code inline within an action diagram and stored in the
model.

Add Inline Code Statement

Instead of maintaining external action block (EAB) code outside the model, you can put that code into Inline Code
statements in an action diagram and store them within the model. The Inline Code statement lets you add custom code in
native target languages (such as C or COBOL) or SQL statements which may be database-specific or non-specific.

To add custom code in native target languages, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens and displays the selected items.

3. Select the statement after which you want to add a statement.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Inline Code.

The Inline Code dialog opens.
5. Specify the following information:
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SQL Declarations
Lets you specify any host variables that may be needed by the Inline Code statement. They are collected
separately from the Inline Code statement so that they may be included in the EXEC SQL DECLARE section of
the generated code. These variables are used with SQL statements to retrieve information from the database or
add information to the database. To enable this field, select the SQL option on the dialog.

NOTE
Even though you may have entity action views defined in the action diagram, the host variables that are
generated for those views are not accessible to the Inline Code statement.

Global Variable Declarations
Lets you specify any variables that you must define globally within the action diagram that may be used by
multiple Inline Code statements. You can also add “#include” statements (for C code) and “copy” statements (for
COBOL) in this section. In COBOL, the global variable declarations are placed in the Working Storage section
of the generated code; for other languages, the declarations are placed at the top of the generated code so they
may be referenced globally. To enable this field, select a value from the Language dropdown list on the dialog.
If your target language is COBOL, the program sections are supported by inline code statement for global
variables. Declare global variables in the following order:

1. INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION (FILE-CONTROL)
2. FILE SECTION
3. WORKING STORAGE SECTION

To declare global variables for COBOL, follow these rules:

• Every section text must be preceded by a section name.
• Order of the sections is fixed.
• End of a valid section text is determined by either the next valid section name or end of the text.
• When no valid section name is found, the text is placed in the WORKING-STORAGE section.
• All the supported sections are optional. If they are empty and have no text that is defined, they can be ignored.
• Use '*' at the beginning of a line to add comments.

NOTE
The Java Import and C # Using statements can be declared in Global Variable Declarations field. All the
Import or Using statements must be specified only at the beginning of this field and nowhere else.

Code
Type the code here. This code can be language-specific code or SQL statements. If nothing is typed in this field,
the OK button is not enabled. It also displays the code that was added in the other fields. You can edit the code
in this text box. You can use the Tab key to add the tab character in the code. You can use the Shift and Tab keys
to navigate the fields in the dialog box in the reverse direction and exit out of the text box. You cannot navigate
forward in the dialog box by pressing the Tab key in the text box.

NOTE
Do not use the TAB key while typing inline code statements or declarations in COBOL.

Insert View Reference
This pushbutton allows you to insert an action diagram view reference into the Inline Code statement. Click this
button to open the Insert View Reference dialog. This dialog lets you select action diagram views and have the
encoded reference that is inserted into the statement at the current cursor position rather than you having to type the
reference yourself. Any view in the action diagram may be selected as well as the subscript, max, and last values of
any referenced repeating group view.
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NOTE
If the inline code statement contains the delimiter (##) of a view reference as data, this may result in invalid
code generation or failure of code generation. Perform the following steps to avoid this scenario:

1. Declare a global variable and use the global variable to refer a string literal containing “##” character
sequence.

2. Use the language constructs specific to your language to escape the ## character sequence.
Example in C: \x23#<text>#\x23
Example in C# and Java : \u0023#<text>#\u0023
Insert System Variable Reference
This pushbutton allows you to insert references to Gen system variables such as Command. Click this button to open
the Insert System Variable Reference dialog and select a Gen system variable reference to insert into in the Inline
Code statement at the current cursor position.
Insert Physical Model Element
This push button lets you insert physical model references to the database elements. Click this button to open the
Insert Physical Model Element dialog and select a database element such as a table, column, or an index at the cursor
position. This button is enabled only when a database option is selected in the Database field.
Character Count
Displays the number of characters in the inline code statement. If you have not limited the maximum number of
characters for inline code statements, this field is not visible.

NOTE
You can limit the number of characters in the inline code statement by setting it in the Model Preferences
dialog. For more information, see Limit the Number of Characters in an Inline Code Statement.

Code Name
(Optional) This entry field lets you specify a name for the function that is generated to encapsulate the Inline Code
statement. This allows you to include code in the action diagram to be reused later by another Inline Code statement.
When an Inline Code statement has a name, that statement can only be executed using a reference in another Inline
Code statement. The name that is specified must be a valid identifier for the selected language. Code name is similar
to a function name
Ignore Statement in Different Target
This checkbox allows you to determine how an Inline Code statement is treated if the containing action diagram is
generated for a target other than the one specified on the statement. If the checkbox is checked, the statement is not
included in the generated code. If this option is not selected, an error is displayed during generation stating that the
statement is inappropriate for the generated environment. This lets you create multiple versions of an Inline Code
statement to target different environments and include only the code that is appropriate for that environment.
Target Environment
This section of the dialog specifies the target environment information that the generator uses to ensure that the code
is only included when generating for that environment. The generator uses this information to determine if the code
must be included in the generated source.
Operating System
(Optional) Specifies the operating system. If an operating system is specified, the Inline Code statement is only valid
when the target environment includes the selected operating system.
Language
Specifies the language of the Inline Code statement. The language can be any of the supported programming
languages (C, COBOL, Java, or C#).
SQL
Specifies that the Inline Code contains one or more SQL statements. Selecting this checkbox ensures that the
database pre-compiler is executing before compiling the action diagram containing this statement. A database does
not have to be selected when this checkbox is checked. Also note that either a Language must be selected or the SQL
checkbox that is checked for the statement to be valid.
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Database
(Optional) Specifies the database. The database can be any supported database (SQL Server, Oracle, DB2, JDBC, or
ODBC).
TP Monitor
(Optional) Specifies the Transaction Processing (TP) Monitor under which the application executes. If an operating
system is specified, the field displays a list of TP monitors that are valid for the selected operating system. An
operating system does not need to be selected for it to select a TP Monitor.

NOTE
When you select an option from the Operating System, Language, Database, or TP Monitor fields, the set of
valid options that are associated with the selected option are available in the remaining fields.

6. Click OK.
The Inline Code action statement is added in the action diagram.

NOTE
You can edit the code in the dialog. If you modify the system variable reference or the view reference and the
value is invalid, a message that the code is invalid is displayed when you click OK on the dialog. The invalid
part of the code is highlighted after you close the message.

Double-click an existing inline code in an action diagram to edit the inline code. The OK button in the Edit
Inline Code Dialog is enabled only when you modify any part of the code. The Delete Statements menu item
in the Edit menu is available after you select an inline code statement.

The Inline Code statement is formatted as follows:

INLINE CODE Code Name: xxxxxxxx  Ignore Statement in Different Target: yes/no

   Operating System: xxxxxxxx  Language: xxxxx

   SQL: yes/no  Database: xxxxx

    **SQL Declarations**

    

    <SQL-Declarations-text>

    **Global Variable Declarations**

    

    <Global-Variable-Declarations-text>

    **Code**

    

    <Code-text>

Limit the Number of Characters in an Inline Code Statement
This article provides information to Limit the Number of Characters in an Inline Code Statement. You may want to limit the
number of characters that are used in an inline code statement.

To specify the limit for each model, perform these steps:

1. Open a model.
2. Click Model, Settings, Model Preferences.
3. The Model Preferences dialog opens.
4. Type any number from 0 through 65535 in the Maximum Inline Code statement character setting field.

NOTE
Specify 0 when you do not want to limit the number of characters.

5. ClickOK.

The maximum number of characters for an inline code for that model is set.

For more information about Model Preferences, see Model Preferences Dialog.
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Add Inline Code Statements Containing ODBC, JDBC, or ADO.NET Statements
This section describes how an application developer builds an action diagram containing inline code statements. This
section also guides you on creating inline code statements with ODBC/JDBC/ADO.NET statements.

The Inline Code statement lets you include the target-specific source code inline within an action diagram and stored
in the model. Instead of maintaining external action block (EAB) code outside the model, add that code in Inline Code
statements. This statement ensures that the code is stored within the model. The Inline Code statement lets you add
custom code in native target languages such as C or COBOL. Add SQL statements which are database-specific or
nonspecific.

This section includes tips and best practices that help you add inline code statements targeting ODBC/JDBC/ADO.NET
statements, but it is not an exhaustive list of all possible scenarios.

Open the Inline Code Dialog

The Inline Code dialog lets you add inline code statements in an action diagram.

To add an inline code statement in an action diagram, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens and displays the selected items.

3. Select the statement after which you want to add a statement.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Inline Code.

The Inline Code dialog opens.

This article contains the suggestions for the fields for specifying various sections of the OBDC/ JDBC/ ADO.NET code.

Inline Code Statements with ODBC/JDBC/ADO.NET

The inline code statement lets you add custom code or SQL statements including ODBC/JDBC/ADO.NET statements
in an action diagram. Statements containing only SQL statements are straightforward to create because the database
precompiler converts the SQL into a language-dependent source code. ODBC/JDBC/ADO.NET code is written directly in
the target source language and thus requires more coding than SQL statements alone.

Consider a scenario where CRUD operations are performed over an entity EMPLOYEE with the following schema:

Entity EMPLOYEE

Attribute NUMBER number(6) primary key

Attribute NAME text(30)

Attribute WORK_PHONE text(16) optional

Declare Variables

The following items are the types of variables:

• Variables specific to the data access
• Host variables

1. Declare variables specific to data access.
They facilitate executing ODBC/JDBC statements. Use the Global Variable Declarations section of the inline code
statement.
Specify any variables that are to be used globally within the action diagram in the Global Variable Declarations field.
Use variables in multiple Inline Code statements.
– C/ODBC
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/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

static TIHSTMT create_stmt = {SQL_NULL_HSTMT, NULL};

static RETCODE ret_code = 0;

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query*/

static TIHSTMT read_stmt = {SQL_NULL_HSTMT, NULL};

static RETCODE ret_code = 0;

/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query*/

static TIHSTMT update_stmt = {SQL_NULL_HSTMT, NULL};

static RETCODE ret_code = 0;

 

– C#/ADO.NET

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

IAbstractCommand create_cmd;

IAbstractResultSet create_rs;

Exception sql_ex = null;

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query*/

IAbstractCommand read_cmd;

IAbstractResultSet read_rs;

Exception sql_ex = null;

/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query*/

IAbstractCommand update_cmd;

IAbstractResultSet update_rs;

Exception sql_ex = null;

 

– JAVA/JDBC

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

PreparedStatement create_cmd;

ResultSet create_rs;

Exception sql_ex = null;

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */
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PreparedStatement read_cmd;

ResultSet read_rs;

Exception sql_ex = null;

/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query */

PreparedStatement update_cmd;

ResultSet update_rs;

Exception sql_ex = null;

 

2. Declare the host variables. They are used to bind either columns or parameters while constructing the SQL statement.
Use either declaration sections of the Inline Code statement because no precompilation is required to process the
ODBC / ADO.NET / JDBC SQL declarations. The SQL Declaration field lets you specify any host variables. The Inline
Code statement especially containing embedded SQL statements use host variables. These variables are collected
separately so that they are included in the EXEC SQL DECLARE section of the generated code. These variables are
used with SQL statements to retrieve information from the database or add information to the database. To enable this
field, select the SQL option on the dialog.

NOTE
If you have entity action views defined in the action diagram, the Inline Code statement cannot access the
host variables that are generated for those views.

– C/ODBC

static SDWORD hv_number;

static UCHAR FAR hv_name[31];

static UCHAR FAR hv_work_phone[17];

static SQLLEN hvind_work_phone;

– C#/ADO.NET

int hv_number;

string hv_name;

string hv_work_phone;

bool hvind_work_phone;

– JAVA/JDBC

int hv_number;

String hv_name;

String hv_work_phone;

boolean hvind_work_phone;

 

Use the following native data types for declaring host variables corresponding to available GEN types.
– C/ODBC

Gen Data Type Native Data Type

TEXT static UCHAR FAR[]
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NUMBER
(with precision enabled)

static UCHAR FAR[]

DATE static DATE_STRUCT

TIME static TIMESTAMP_STRUCT

TIMESTAMP static TIMESTAMP_STRUCT

BLOB <none>

– C#/ADO.NET

Gen Data Type Native Data Type

TEXT string

NUMBER short
int
double

NUMBER
(with precision enabled)

decimal

DATE DateTime

TIME DateTime

TIMESTAMP DateTime

BLOB byte[]

– JAVA/JDBC

Gen Data Type Native Data Type

TEXT String

NUMBER short
int
double

NUMBER (with precision enabled) BigDecimal

DATE java.sql.Date

TIME java.sql.Time

TIMESTAMP java.sql.Timestamp

BLOB byte[]

Construct the ODBC/JDBC Statements

This procedure gives you an idea about constructing ODBC/JDBC statements.

To construct ODBC/JDBC statements, perform these steps:

1. Initialize the statement handle or object with the SQL query string. This initialization is done in the Code section of the
inline code statement.
– C/ODBC

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

ret_code = TiodbcAllocStmt(&create_stmt, “create_employee”, FALSE);

ret_code = TiodbcPrepare(&create_stmt, “INSERT INTO `EMPLOYEE` (`NUMBER`,`NAME`, 
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            `WORK_PHONE`) VALUES (?, ?, ?)”);   

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

ret_code = TiodbcAllocStmt(&read_stmt, “read_employee”, FALSE);

ret_code = TiodbcPrepare(&read_stmt, “SELECT `NUMBER`, `NAME`, 

            `WORK_PHONE` FROM `EMPLOYEE` WHERE `NUMBER` = ? FOR UPDATE OF `WORK_PHONE`”);   

/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query */

ret_code = TiodbcAllocStmt(&update_stmt, “update_employee”, FALSE);

ret_code = TiodbcPrepare(&update_stmt, 

            “UPDATE `EMPLOYEE` SET `WORK_PHONE` = ? WHERE `NUMBER` = ?”);   

– C#/ADO.NET

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

create_cmd = Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManager().GetCommand(Globdata, 

            IefRuntimeParm2, “IEFDB”, “INSERT INTO `CUSTOMER`   

            (`NUMBER`, `NAME`, `WORK_PHONE`) VALUES (?, ?, ?)”);    

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

read_cmd = Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManager().GetCommand(Globdata, 

            IefRuntimeParm2, “IEFDB”, “SELECT `NUMBER`, `NAME`, `WORK_PHONE` FROM `EMPLOYEE`    

            WHERE `NUMBER` = ? FOR UPDATE OF `WORK_PHONE`”);    

/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query */

update_cmd = Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManager().GetCommand(Globdata, 

            IefRuntimeParm2, “IEFDB”, “UPDATE `EMPLOYEE` SET    

            `WORK_PHONE` = ? WHERE `NUMBER` = ?”);  

NOTE
The string literal “IEFDB” refers to the data source name.

– JAVA/JDBC

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

create_cmd = globdata.getDBMSData().getDBMSManager().getStatement(globdata, 

            iefRuntimeParm2, “IEFDB”, “INSERT INTO `CUSTOMER` (`NUMBER`,    

            `NAME`, `WORK_PHONE`) VALUES (?, ?, ?)”);   

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

read_cmd = globdata.getDBMSData().getDBMSManager().getStatement(globdata, 

            iefRuntimeParm2, “IEFDB”, “SELECT `NUMBER`, `NAME`, `WORK_PHONE`    

            FROM `EMPLOYEE` WHERE `NUMBER` = ? FOR UPDATE OF `WORK_PHONE`”);    
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/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query */

update_cmd = globdata.getDBMSData().getDBMSManager().getStatement(globdata, 

            iefRuntimeParm2, “IEFDB”, “UPDATE `EMPLOYEE`    

            SET `WORK_PHONE` = ? WHERE `NUMBER` = ?”);  

 

NOTE
The string literal “IEFDB” refers to the data source name.

Binding the columns or parameters using host variables is a way to exchange data between the data source and the
application. When an SQL statement is executed, the bounded parameters are read and the bounded columns are
retrieved. The application must take the responsibility to read or write the host variables. Sometimes, more than one
set of host variables are needed (for example, SELECT + UPDATE).
Binding the columns in a SELECT SQL statement using host variables applies to C/ODBC only. Result sets are used
to retrieve data in C#/ADO.NET and Java/JDBC.
– C/ODBC
Use the SQLBindCol ODBC API to bind columns with known host variables. For more information, see the MSDN
documentation on ODBC APIs.

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

ret_code = SQLBindCol(read_stmt.hstmt, 1, SQL_C_SLONG, &hv_number, 

            sizeof(hv_number), &cbData);    

ret_code = SQLBindCol(read_stmt.hstmt, 2, SQL_C_CHAR, &hv_name, 

            sizeof(hv_name), &cbData);  

ret_code = SQLBindCol(read_stmt.hstmt, 3, SQL_C_CHAR, &hv_work_phone, 

            sizeof(hv_work_phone), &hvind_work_phone);  

 

NOTE
The column index starts from one. Non-query SQL statements, such as INSERT / UPDATE / DELETE, do
not need binding columns. Note: Refer to Table 1 in Data Type Information about SQL C types for various
Gen data types.

2. Bind the parameters using host variables, if any. All types of SQL statements need parameter binding.
– C/ODBC

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

ret_code = TiodbcParameter(&create_stmt, 1, “”, “EMPLOYEE”, “NUMBER”);

ret_code = SQLBindParameter(create_stmt.hstmt, 1, SQL_PARAM_INPUT, SQL_C_SLONG, 

            info->sqlType, info->precision, info->scale, &hv_number,    

            sizeof(hv_number), NULL);   

ret_code = TiodbcParameter(&create_stmt, 2, “”, “EMPLOYEE”, “NAME”);

ret_code = SQLBindParameter(create_stmt.hstmt, 2, SQL_PARAM_INPUT, SQL_C_CHAR, 

            info->sqlType, sizeof(hv_name)-1, info->scale, hv_name,     

            sizeof(hv_name), NULL); 

ret_code = TiodbcParameter(&create_stmt, 3, “”, “EMPLOYEE”, “WORK_PHONE”);

ret_code = SQLBindParameter(create_stmt.hstmt, 3, SQL_PARAM_INPUT, SQL_C_CHAR, 

            info->sqlType, sizeof(hv_work_phone)-1, info->scale, hv_work_phone,     

            sizeof(hv_work_phone), NULL);   

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

ret_code = TiodbcParameter(&read_stmt, 1, “”, “EMPLOYEE”, “NUMBER”);
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ret_code = SQLBindParameter(read_stmt.hstmt, 1, SQL_PARAM_INPUT, SQL_C_SLONG, 

            info->sqlType, info->precision, info->scale, &hv_number,    

            sizeof(hv_number), NULL);   

/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query */

ret_code = TiodbcParameter(&update_stmt, 1, “”, “EMPLOYEE”, “WORK_PHONE”);

ret_code = SQLBindParameter(update_stmt.hstmt, 1, SQL_PARAM_INPUT, SQL_C_CHAR, 

            info->sqlType, sizeof(hv_work_phone)-1, info->scale, hv_work_phone,     

            sizeof(hv_work_phone), NULL);   

ret_code = TiodbcParameter(&update_stmt, 2, “”, “EMPLOYEE”, “NUMBER”);

ret_code = SQLBindParameter(update_stmt.hstmt, 2, SQL_PARAM_INPUT, SQL_C_SLONG, 

            info->sqlType, info->precision, info->scale, &hv_number,    

            sizeof(hv_number), NULL);   

 

NOTE
The parameter index starts from one. Column and Parameter indexes are independent of each other. When
required, specify the OWNER of DB physical table at the third parameter of TiodbcParameter API.

Refer to Table 1 in Data Type Information section about SQL C types for various Gen data types.
– C#/ADO.NET

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

create_cmd.InsertParameter();

create_cmd.BindParameter(0, hv_number);

create_cmd.InsertParameter();

create_cmd.BindParameter(1, hv_name);

create_cmd.InsertParameter();

create_cmd.BindParameter(2, hv_work_phone);

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

read_cmd.InsertParameter();

read_cmd.BindParameter(0, hv_number);

/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query */

update_cmd.InsertParameter();

update_cmd.BindParameter(0, hv_work_phone);

update_cmd.InsertParameter();

update_cmd.BindParameter(1, hv_number);

 

NOTE
The parameter index starts from zero. Refer to Table 2 in Data Type Information section about bind methods
for various Gen data types.

– JAVA/JDBC

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

create_cmd.setInt(1, hv_number);
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create_cmd.setString(2, hv_name);

create_cmd.setString(3, hv_work_phone);

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

read_cmd.setInt(1, hv_number);

/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query */

update_cmd.setString(1, hv_work_phone);

update_cmd.setInt(2, hv_number);

 

NOTE
The parameter index starts from one. Refer to Table 3 in Data Type Information section about bind methods
for various Gen data types.

Execute SQL Statement

You can now type code that is meant for executing SQL statements.

To type code that is meant for executing SQL statements, perform these steps:

1. Execute the SQL statement and retrieve the result set, if any. Use the Code section of the inline code statement for
this purpose.
– C/ODBC

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

ret_code = SQLExecute(create_stmt.hstmt);

ret_code = SQLRowCount(create_stmt.hstmt, &create_count);

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

ret_code = SQLExecute(read_stmt.hstmt);

/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query */

ret_code = SQLExecute(update_stmt.hstmt);

ret_code = SQLRowCount(update_stmt.hstmt, &update_count);

– C#/ADO.NET

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

try {

    …

    create_count = create_cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();

    …

} catch (Exception ex) { sql_ex = ex; }
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/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

try {

    …

    read_rs = read_cmd.ExecuteQuery();

    …

} catch (Exception ex) { sql_ex = ex; }

/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query */

try {

    …

    update_count = update_cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();

    …

} catch (Exception ex) { sql_ex = ex; }

– JAVA/JDBC

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

try {

    …

    create_cmd.execute();

    create_count = hstmt_cmd.getUpdateCount();

    …

} catch (Exception ex) { sql_ex = ex; }

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

try {

    …

    read_cmd.execute();

    read_rs = hstmt_cmd.getResultSet();

    …

} catch (Exception ex) { sql_ex = ex; }

/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query */

try {

    …

    update_cmd.execute();

    update_count = hstmt_cmd.getUpdateCount();

    …

} catch (Exception ex) { sql_ex = ex; }

 

2. Verify the return code from every TIR or SQL ODBC API yielded. Use try/catch blocks to catch SQL exceptions for
both C#/ADO.NET and JAVA/JDBC for further error handling.
The following predicates may be helpful in catching SQL errors:
– For the successful execution

• C/ODBC

ODBC_SUCCESSFUL(ret_code)
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Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManager().WasSuccessful(sql_ex)

globdata.getDBMSData().getDBMSManager().wasSuccessful(sql_ex)

 

• C#/ADO.NET
• JAVA/JDBC

– For data not found on SELECT / UPDATE / DELETE SQL statement execution
• C/ODBC

ODBC_NOT_FOUND(ret_code)

Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManager().WasNoDataFound(sql_ex)

globdata.getDBMSData().getDBMSManager().wasNoDataFound(sql_ex)

 

• C#/ADO.NET
• JAVA/JDBC

– For duplicate data found on INSERT
• C/ODBC

TiodbcDuplicate(&create_hstmt)

Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManager().WasDuplicateFound(IefRuntimeParm2, “IEFDB”, sql_ex)

globdata.getDBMSData().getDBMSManager().wasDuplicateFound(“IEFDB”, sql_ex)

 

• C#/ADO.NET
• JAVA/JDBC

3. Propagate the error information to callers using action block runtime global data so that the application sees the
failures.
– C/ODBC

strcpy(globdata->psmgr_dasg_data.status_flag, fatal_error);

strcpy(globdata->psmgr_dasg_data.last_status, db_error);

TiodbcError(&create_stmt);

longjmp(excp_jumpbuf, TRACE_EXCEPTION);

– C#/ADO.NET

Globdata.GetErrorData().SetStatus(ErrorData.LastStatusFatalError);

Globdata.GetErrorData().SetLastStatus(ErrorData.LastStatusDbError);

Globdata.GetErrorData().SetErrorMessage(sql_ex);

throw new ABException();

– JVM/JDBC

globdata.getErrorData().setStatus(ErrorData.FATAL_ERROR_FL_LS);

globdata.getErrorData().setLastStatus(ErrorData.DB_ERROR_FL_LS);

globdata.getErrorData().setErrorMessage(sql_ex);

throw new ABException();

Retrieve Data

Use the Code section of the inline code statement to type statements that retrieve data. Retrieval of data applies to
SELECT SQL statements only.
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C/ODBC
SQLFetch ODBC API fetches rows and returns data for all bound columns.
/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

ret_code = SQLFetch(read_stmt.hstmt);

Now the host variables are ready to read. Check for the data availability of NULLABLE columns using the
indicator variables. Indicator value -1 represents NULL, that is, there is no value for the corresponding column.

C#/ADO.NET
Place a cursor position on a row before reading data in a result set.
/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

if (hstmt_rs.MoveNext()) {

    hv_number = Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManager().GetInt32(

            IefRuntimeParm2, "IEFDB", read_rs.GetValue(0)); 

    hv_name = Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManager().GetString(

            IefRuntimeParm2, "IEFDB", read_rs.GetValue(1)); 

    hv_work_phone = Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManager().GetString(

                IefRuntimeParm2, "IEFDB", read_rs.GetValue(2)); 

    hvind_work_phone = read_rs.IsNull(2);

}

Select an appropriate method to read the column data depending on the data type. Check for the data availability
of NULLABLE columns using the IsNull method.

NOTE
Refer to Table 4 in Data Type Information section about retrieval methods for various Gen data types.

JAVA/JDBC
Place a cursor position on a row before reading data in a result set.
/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

if (hstmt_rs.next()) {

    hv_number = read_rs.getInt(1);

    hv_name = globdata.getDBMSData().getDBMSManager().getStringFromResultSet(

            "IEFDB", read_rs, 2);   

    hv_work_phone = globdata.getDBMSData().getDBMSManager().

                getStringFromResultSet("IEFDB", read_rs, 3);    

    hvind_work_phone = read_rs.wasNull();

}

Select an appropriate method to read column data depending on the data type. Check for the data availability
using the wasNull method.

NOTE
Refer to Table 5 in Data Type Information section about retrieval methods for various Gen data types.

Clean-up Resources

Use the Code section of the inline statement to specify the code that clears resources after the execution is complete.
Resources specific to the data access layer must be released after their use.

• C/ODBC

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

ret_code = TiodbcFreeStmt(&create_stmt);

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */
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ret_code = TiodbcFreeStmt(&read_stmt);

/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query */

ret_code = TiodbcFreeStmt(&update_stmt);

• C#/ADO.NET

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

create_cmd.Close();

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

read_rs.Close();

read_cmd.Close();

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

update_cmd.Close();

• JAVA/JDBC

/* To execute SQL (INSERT) query */

create_cmd.close();

/* To execute SQL (SELECT) query */

read_rs.close();

read_cmd.close();

/* To execute SQL (UPDATE) query */

update_cmd.close();

Provide details in the remaining fields in the dialog and click OK to close the dialog.

Data Type Information

The following SQL C types are used in calling either SQLBindColumn (as the third argument) or SQLBindParameter (as
the fourth argument) ODBC APIs to bind the columns and query parameters respectively.

Table 1:

C/ ODBC Gen Data Type SQL C Types Used in ODBC APIs

TEXT SQL_C_CHAR

NUMBER SQL_C_SSHORT
SQL_C_SLONG
SQL_C_DOUBLE
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NUMBER (with precision enabled) SQL_C_CHAR

DATE SQL_C_TYPE_DATE

TIME SQL_C_TYPE_TIMESTAMP

TIMESTAMP SQL_C_TYPE_TIMESTAMP

BLOB <none>

Following methods are used to bind the query parameter with the host variable before executing a query.

Table 2:

C# / ADO.NET Gen Data Type C# Method to Bind Query Parameter
With Host Variable

TEXT IAbstractCommand.BindParamter

NUMBER IAbstractCommand.BindParamter

IAbstractCommand.BindParamter

DATE IAbstractCommand.BindParamter

TIME IAbstractCommand.BindParamter

TIMESTAMP IAbstractCommand.BindParamter

BLOB IAbstractCommand.BindParamter

Table 3:

Java / JDBC Gen Data Type Java Method to Bind Query Parameter
With Host Variable

TEXT PreparedStatement.bindParameterString

NUMBER PreparedStatement.setShort
PreparedStatement.setInt
PreparedStatement.setDouble

PreparedStatement.setBigDecimal

DATE PreparedStatement.setDate

TIME PreparedStatement.setTime

TIMESTAMP PreparedStatement.setTimestamp

BLOB PreparedStatement.bindParameterBlob

Following methods are used to retrieve column value from the given result set after executing a query.

Table 4:

C# / ADO.NET Gen Data Types C# Method to Retrieve Column Value
From Result Set

TEXT Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSMana
ger().GetString

NUMBER Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManager().GetInt16
Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManager().GetInt32
Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManager().GetDouble
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Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManag
er().GetDecimal

DATE Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManag
er().GetDateTime

TIME Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManag
er().GetDateTime

TIMESTAMP Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSManag
er().GetDateTime

BLOB Globdata.GetDBMSData().GetDBMSMana
ger().GetBlob

Table 5:

Java / JDBC Gen Data Types Java Method to Retrieve Column Value
From Result Set

TEXT globdata.getDBMSData().getDBMSManage
r().getStringFromResultSet

NUMBER ResultSet.getShort
ResultSet.getInt
ResultSet.getDouble

globdata.getDBMSData().getDBMSManage
r().getBigDecimalFromResultSet

DATE ResultSet.getDate

TIME globdata.getDBMSData().getDBMSManage
r().getTimeFromResultSet

TIMESTAMP ResultSet.getTimestamp

BLOB globdata.getDBMSData().getDBMSManage
r().getBlobFromResultSet

Attributes and Views in Action Diagrams
This article provides information for Attributes and Views in Action Diagrams. An attribute can be added to an entity and a
work set.

Add an Attribute View to Entity/Work View

You can add an attribute to an entity using any of the following menus:

• Planning, Data Model
• Planning, Data Model List
• Planning, Data Model Browser
• Analysis, Data Model
• Analysis, Data Model List
• Analysis, Data Model Browser

You can add an attribute to a work set using any of the following menus:
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• Planning, Action Diagram
• Analysis, Action Diagram
• Design, Action Diagram
• Analysis, Work Set List
• Design, Work Set List

To add an attribute to both an entity and a work set, use the Action Diagram menu item in the Analysis or Design menus.

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog opens.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks and click OK.
The Action Diagram window for the item is displayed.

3. (Optional) If a view has ellipses at the end of it indicating that the view is contracted, select the view and click View,
Expand.
The view is expanded and statements for that view are visible.

4. Click Edit, Add View, Add Attribute View.
The Add Export Attribute View dialog opens.

5. Select an attribute and click OK.
The attribute view is added to an entity/work view.

Add an Entity View to Action Diagram View List

To add an Entity, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select the view subset (import, export, local, entity action).
4. Click View, Expand.

– To add an entity view to a view subset, select the view subset from PAD view list.
– To add an entity view to a group view, select group view from PAD view list.

5. Click Edit, Add View, Add Entity View.
The Entity View dialog is displayed.

6. Type name.
7. Select optionality, check boxes as needed, entity type, attributes, and click OK.

The Entity View is added.

Add a Group View to PAD View List

To add a Group View, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select the view subset (import, export, or local).
4. Click View, Expand.

– To add a group view to a view subset, select the view subset from the PAD view list.
– To add a group view to a group view, select a group view from the PAD view list.

5. Click Edit, Add View, Add Group View.
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The Group View dialog is displayed.
6. Type name.
7. Specify the desired parameters, and click OK.

The group view is added.

Add a Work View to PAD View List

To add a Work View, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select the view subset (import, export, local, entity action).
4. Click View, Expand.
5. Click Edit, Add View, Add Work View.

The Add Work View dialog is displayed.
6. Type the name, and specify the desired parameters.
7. Select a word set that is set to be added. Select attributes, and click OK.

The work view is added to the PAD view list.

Change Attribute Properties

There may be situations where you want to change the properties of an attribute after adding the attribute to an entity or a
work set.

To change the properties of an attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog opens.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks and click OK.
The Action Diagram window is displayed.

3. Double-click an attribute.
The Properties dialog opens.

4. Modify the properties and click OK.
The properties of the attribute are changed.

Change an Attribute View

To change an Attribute View, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select attribute view in action statement.
4. Click Edit, Change.

The Change dialog is displayed.
5. Select a new attribute view, and click Change.

The attribute view is changed.
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Change an Entity View

To change an Entity View, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select entity view in action statement.
4. Click Edit, Change.

The Change dialog is displayed.
5. Select a new entity view, and click Change.

The entity view is changed.

Change an Expression

To change an Expression, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select an expression.
4. Click Edit, Change.

The Change dialog is displayed.
5. Select expression type, complete the expression, and click Change.

The expression is changed.

Change a Group View

To change a Group View, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select group view in action statement.
4. Click Edit, Change.

The Change dialog is displayed.
5. Select a new group view, and click Change.

The group view is changed.

Change the Name of View

To change the Name of View, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a view name.
4. Click Details, Properties.
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The Properties dialog is displayed.
5. Type a new name in the name field and click OK.

The name of the view is changed.

Change Optionality of Import Attribute View

To change optionality of an Import Attribute View, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select Import view subset.
4. Select optionality of attribute view (select twice).

The View dialog is displayed.
5. Select the desired optionality, and click OK.

The optionality of import attribute view is changed.

Change a Relationship View

To change a Relationship View, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select relationship in action statement.
4. Click Edit, Change.

The Change dialog is displayed.
5. Select a relationship, and click Change.

The relationship view is changed.

Contract All Views

To contract all views, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click View, Contract All Views.
All the views are contracted.

Contract a View Subset

To contract a View Subset, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a view subset name.
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4. Click View, Contract.
The view subset is contracted.

Expand All Views

To Expand All Views, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click View, Expand All Views.
All the views in the action diagram are expanded.

Expand a View Subset

To Expand a View Subset, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select the view subset (import, export, local, or entity action), click View, Expand.
The view subset is expanded.

Move Views in an Event Action

To move Views in an Event Action, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select the Event Action, Detail, Properties.
4. Select a radio button to specify when views are moved.

The views in an event action are moved.

Substitute a View

To substitute a View, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Diagram, select an entity action view or a local view.
4. Click Edit, Substitute view.
5. Select a view from the list of views of the same entity type, and click OK.
6. Click Yes.

The view is substituted.
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Control Actions
This topic provides information for control actions including add CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE, ESCAPE, GET ASYNC
RESPONSE, IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE, NEXT, USE, and USE ASYNC action statement.

Add a CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE Action Statement

To add a CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select (highlight) a code before which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, ASYNC Statement and select Check Async Response.

The Add ASYNC dialog displays.
5. Select the desired view name from the IDENTIFIED BY drop-down list and click OK.

The check Async response is added.

Add an ESCAPE Action Statement

To add an ESCAPE Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a condition statement, such as, IF, ELSE, ELSE IF, or an exception statement (such as WHEN not found,
WHEN exists, WHEN successful) or the last statement within one of these action groups.

4. Click Edit, Add statement, Escape.
The cursor changes.

5. Click the column of the action group to which you want to pass control, and click Add.
The Escape action statement is added.

Add a GET ASYNC RESPONSE Action Statement

To add a GET ASYNC RESPONSE Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. From the Model Window, highlight the Design menu, and select Action Diagram.
2. Select a process, procedure step, or action block and click OK.
3. Highlight the line in the code that precedes where you want to add the action.
4. From the Edit menu, highlight Add ASYNC Statement and select GET ASYNC RESPONSE.

Decide whether to add a procedure step or use an existing procedure step. Go to step 6 to add a procedure step, or
go to step 13 to use an existing procedure step.

5. Select Add New Non-Display Procedure Step.
6. Type procedure step name.
7. Type description.
8. Click OK.
9. Perform View Maintenance.
10. Click Add.
11. Go to step 14.
12. Select the procedure step and click Add.
13. At the ASYNC dialog box, select the desired view name in the Identified By: drop-down list box and click OK.
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14. On the Export View Matching pop-up window, select a displayed export view from the called action block.
15. Select the receiving view from the calling action diagram. Click Match.
16. Repeat steps 15 and 16 for each view that you want to match and click Close to exit View Matching.

Add an IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE Action Statement

To add an IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE Action statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select (highlight) the line in a code before which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, ASYNC Statement and select Ignore Async Response.

The ASYNC dialog displays.
5. Select the desired view name from the IDENTIFIED BY drop-down list and click OK.

The check Async response is added.

Add a NEXT Action Statement

NOTE
NEXT action statements can only be added to WHILE, FOR EACH, and READ EACH repetitive action
statements.

To add a NEXT Action statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location in WHILE, FOR EACH, or READ EACH action statement after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Next.

The Add Statement dialog displays.
5. Select a column of the action group to which you wan to pass control, and click Add.

The next action statement is added.

Add a USE Action Statement

To add a USE Action statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Use.

– To add an action block, select <Add New Action Block>. Type action block name. Type description. Click OK.
– To use an existing action block, select the action block name, click Add.

5. On the Import View Matching dialog, select a displayed import view from the called action block, supplying view from
the calling action diagram, Match. Match import views from the called action block as needed. Click Close.

6. On the Export View Matching dialog, select a displayed export view from the called action block, receiving view from
the calling action diagram, Match. Match export views from the called action block as needed. Click Close.
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Add a USE ASYNC Action Statement

To add a USE ASYNC Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
2. Select a process, procedure step, or action block and click OK.
3. Highlight the line in the code that precedes where you want to add the action.
4. From the Edit menu, highlight Add ASYNC Statement and select USE ASYNC.

Decide whether to add a procedure step or use an existing procedure step. Go to the next step to add a procedure
step, or go to step 12 to use an existing procedure step.

5. Select Add New Non-Display Procedure Step.
6. Type procedure step name.
7. Type description.
8. Click OK.
9. Perform View Maintenance.
10. Click Add. Go to step 13.
11. Select the procedure step and click Add.
12. At the ASYNC dialog box, select the desired view name in the Identified By drop-down list box.
13. In the Response Handling radio button group box, select Poll, No Response, or Notify Event. If you select Poll, go to

the next step; if you select No Response, go to step 17; if you select Notify Event, go to step 16.
14. Select a Response Scope (PSTEP or GLOBAL). Go to step 17.
15. Select the desired event action in the Event Action drop-down list box. Select a Response Scope (PSTEP or

GLOBAL).
16. Click OK.
17. On the Import View Matching dialog, select a displayed import view from the called action block.
18. Select the supplying view from the calling action diagram.
19. Click Match.
20. Repeat Steps 18-20 for each view that you want to match, and click Close to exit View Matching.

Entity Actions
This article provides information to create entity actions, update entity actions, delete entity actions, expand expected
effects, and synthesize an action block.

Add a CREATE Action Statement

To add a CREATE Action statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, CREATE.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select an entity action view.

– To set certain combinations of attributes and associations, select SET only mandatory attributes and associations,
Set all attributes and associations, or SET all attributes (no associations). Select an existing view or <new view> to
set attributes to, views for ASSOCIATE statements, Add. Add an exception logic as needed.

– To update selected attributes, select Set No SET Statements, Add. Add an exception logic as needed.
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NOTE
You can automatically add a CREATE action statement to a PAD by expanding expected effects when first
accessing a PAD or by using Process Synthesis in the Data Modeling, Activity Hierarchy, or Activity Dependency
tools.

Add a DELETE Action Statement

To add a DELETE Action statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, Delete.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select an entity view, and click Add.

The delete action statement is added.

Add an UPDATE Action Statement

To add an UPDATE Action statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, UPDATE.
5. Select an entity view.
6. Perform one of the following tasks:

– To update only mandatory attributes, select Set Mandatory Attributes. Select an existing view or <new view> to set
attributes to.

– To update all attributes, select Set All Attributes. Select an existing view or <new view> to set attributes to.
– To update selected attributes, select Set No SET Statements.

7. Click Add.
The update action statement is added.

Add Exception Logic to a CREATE, READ, or UPDATE

NOTE
Exception is only active if the action statement has one or more missing exception statements.

To add Exception Logic to a CREATE, READ, or UPDATE, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select last statement in CREATE, READ, or UPDATE before which you want to add the exceptions.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, Exception.

Exception statements added automatically with a first exception highlighted.
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5. Type the desired exception logic after each WHEN clause and click Add.
The Exception logic is added.

Expand Expected Effects in PAD

To automatically generate an action based on the information entered in the Matrix Processor, Activity Hierarchy Diagram
(AHD), and Activity Dependency Diagram (ADD), select Expand Expected Effects on the Edit menu. An action diagram
is generated that contains the defined views and a combination of entity action statements. The Add Statement dialog
displays for each entity action statement being built as a result of expanding expected effects.

Expanding expected effects requires that you define:

• An elementary process in the AHD or ADD
• The expected effects of a process on one or more entities

Selecting Expand Expected Effects generates the following information in the PAD:

• Defined import and export views (this occurs as a result of defining views for a process, and not as a direct result of
expanding expected effects).

• Entity action views reflecting the entities that you specified for expected effects.
• Attribute views reflecting the attributes of the entities you specified for expected effects.
• Any combination of the entity actions (CREATE, READ, UPDATE, or DELETE) on associated entity action views.

These actions reflect the expected effects that you specified for the selected process in the Matrices, AHD, or ADD.
These actions represent the actual effects of processes on entities.

This feature is an efficient way to populate entity action views in the PAD.

For example, if in the AHD you specify the expected effects of READ and DELETE on the entity CUSTOMER, the
software populates the entity action view subset with an unnamed view of CUSTOMER. It also automatically generates a
READ customer action and DELETE customer action with appropriate subordinate actions based on other selections you
make while expanding expected effects.

Expand Expected Effects for CREATE

To expand expected effects for CREATE, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks that contain no action statements. Click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Edit, Expand Expected Effects.
– If you want to set certain combinations of attributes and associations, select SET only mandatory attributes and

associations. Set all attributes and associations, or SET all attributes (no associations). Select an existing view or
<new view> to set attributes to, views for ASSOCIATE statements, click Add. Add an exception logic as needed.

– If you want to update selected attributes, select Set No SET Statements, click Add. Add an exception logic as
needed.

Expand Expected Effects for DELETE

To expand expected effects for DELETE, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks that have no action statements, and DELETE
expected effects. Click OK.

3. Click Edit, Expand Expected Effects, Add.
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The expected effect is expanded.

Expand Expected Effects for UPDATE

To expand expected effects for UPDATE, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks that have no action statements. Click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Edit, Expand Expected Effects.
– To update only mandatory attributes, select Set Mandatory Attributes. Select an existing view or <new view> to set

attributes to.
– To update all attributes, select Set All Attributes. Select an existing view or <new view> to set attributes to.
– To update selected attributes, select Set No SET Statements.

4. Click Add.
The expected effects for update are expanded.

Synthesize an Action Block for CREATE

To Synthesize an Action Block for CREATE, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks that contain no action statements. Click
OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Edit, Action Block Synthesis.
4. Select a subject entity type for action block synthesis, and check boxes as needed for Action Dialog Options (Review

Default Actions, Consistency Check on Entity Type, and Automatic Attribute Selections). Click Create (for Mode), OK.
– If you have selected Review Default Actions and you want to change the defaults that are displayed for Create

and Read of related entity types, select the defaults (Yes or No), Chg Create or Chg Read, and click OK. If you
select Yes for Create, subsequent Create dialogs appear for each related entity type you want to create. Change
the defaults as needed.

– If you have selected Consistency Check on Entity Type and the entity type is not consistent, select Display from
the Consistency Check dialog. View the report for errors. Access Data Modeling and correct the errors. Re-execute
Action Block Synthesis.

– If you have selected Review Default Actions and the defaults that appear for each related entity type are OK, select
OK.

– If you have not selected Automatic Attribute View Selections, select the desired attributes for the subject entity type,
OK, desired attributes for each related entity type, and click OK.

Synthesize an Action Block for DELETE

To synthesize and Action Block for DELETE, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks that contain no action statements. Click
OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Edit, Action Block Synthesis.
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4. Select a subject entity type for action block synthesis, check boxes as needed for Action Dialog Options (Review
Default Actions, Consistency Check on Entity Type, and Automatic Attribute Selections).

5. Click Delete (for Mode), OK.
– If you have selected Review Default Actions and you want to change the defaults displayed for Read of related

entity types, select the default (Yes or No), Chg Read, OK. If you elect to read related entity types, subsequent
READ dialogs appear for each related entity type you want to create.

– If you have selected Consistency Check on Entity Type and the entity type is not consistent, select Display from the
Consistency Check dialogs. View the report for errors. Access Data Modeling and correct the errors. Re-execute
Action Block Synthesis.

– If you have selected Review Default Actions and the defaults that appear for each related entity type are OK, select
OK.

– If you have not selected Automatic Attribute View Selections, select the desired attributes for the subject entity type,
OK, desired attributes for each related entity type, and click OK.

Synthesize an Action Block for UPDATE

To synthesize and action block for UPDATE, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks that contain no action statements. Click
OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Edit, Action Block Synthesis.
4. Select subject entity type for action block synthesis, check boxes as needed for Action Dialog Options (Review Default

Actions, Consistency Check on Entity Type, and Automatic Attribute Selections).
5. Click Delete (for Mode), OK.

– If you have selected Review Default Actions and you want to change the defaults displayed for Associate,
Disassociate, and Transfer of related entity types, select the defaults (Yes or No), Chg Assoc, Chg Disassoc, or
Chg Transfer, OK.

– If you have selected Consistency Check on Entity Type and the entity type is not consistent, select Display from
the Consistency Check dialog. View the report for errors. Access Data Modeling and correct the errors. Re-execute
Action Block Synthesis.

– If you have selected Review Default Actions and the defaults that appear for each related entity type are OK, click
OK.

– If you have not selected Automatic Attribute View Selections, select the desired attributes for the subject entity type,
OK, desired attributes for each related entity type, and click OK.

GUI Action Statements
This article provides information for GUI Action Statements including Add, Disable, Display, Enable, Highlight, Mark,
Remove, and Unmark.

Add a CLOSE Statement

To add a CLOSE Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
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4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, Close, Window  or Dialog Box, and click OK.
The close statement is added.

Add an Empty Row to a List Box

To add an empty row to a List Box, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes or Procedure steps, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, Add Row.
5. Select a repeating group view, Before or After.

– If the repeating group view is implicitly indexed, click Add.
– If the repeating group view is explicitly indexed, select a numeric expression. Continue to build the statement.

6. Click Add.
The rows are added.

Add a FILTER Action Statement

TO add a FILTER Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, FILTER, repeating group view.

– To build a FILTER statement for a character string, select char string. Type character string. Select OK, Add.
– To build a FILTER statement for a character view, select character view, entity view, OK, Add.
– To build a FILTER statement that tests for spaces, select spaces. Continue to build FILTER statements or select

Add.
– To build a FILTER statement for a supplied character function, select function (char). Continue to build the FILTER

statement or select Add.

Add an OPEN Statement

To add an OPEN Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, Open.

The Window Selection dialog is displayed.
5. Select Window or Dialog Box, and click OK.
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Add a REFRESH Statement

To add a REFRESH Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, Refresh.

The refresh statement is added.

Add an UNFILTER Action Statement

To add an UNFILTER Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, Unfilter.
5. Select an option from the Select repeating group view and click OK.

The unfilter action statement is added.

Disable a Command

To disable a command, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, Disable Command.

The Command Selection dialog is displayed.
5. Select a command, and click OK.

The command is disabled.

Display a Row at the Top of a List Box

To display a row at the top of a list box, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog is displayed.

2. Select an object from the Procedure Steps area, an object from the Action Blocks area, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, Display.
4. Select a repeating group.

– If the repeating group view is implicitly indexed, select Add.
– If the repeating group view is explicitly indexed, select a numeric expression.

5. Click Add to continue to build the statement.
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Enable a Command

To enable a command, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select IF action statement or last statement in IF action statement such as MOVE.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Click Enable Command, Command, and click OK.

The command is enabled.

Get a Selected Row in a List Box

To get a selected row in a list box, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements.

The Add Statements dialog is displayed.
5. Select Get Row and select Highlighted In, Clicked In, or Visible In from the Select row time section.
6. Continue to build the statement and click Complete, Add.

The selected row is available in the list box.

Highlight a Row in a List Box

To highlight a row in a list box, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, Highlight.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select options from the Select a repeating group view.

– If the repeating group view is implicitly indexed, click Add.
– If the repeating group view is explicitly indexed, select a numeric expression. Continue to build the statement and

click Add.

Mark a Command

To Mark a command, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.
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3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, Mark Command.

The Command Selection dialog is displayed.
5. Select a command and click OK.

The command is added.

Remove a Row from a List Box

To remove a row from a list box, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, Remove Row.
5. Select repeating group view, Before or After.

– If the Repeating Group View is implicitly indexed, click Add.
– If the Repeating Group View is explicitly indexed, select a numeric expression. Continue to build the statement.

Click Add.

Unhighlight a Row in a List Box

To unhighlight a row in a list box, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, Unhighlight.
5. Select options from the Select a repeating group view list.

– If the repeating group view is implicitly indexed, click Add.
– If the repeating group view is explicitly indexed, select a numeric expression. Continue to build the statement. Click

Add.

Unmark a Command

To unmark a command, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add GUI Statements, Unmark Command.
5. Select a command.

The command is unmarked.
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If And Else Statements
This article provides information to add If and Else Statements for a Command, Current Dialect, Current Date/Time/
Timestamp, Exit State, Function, Group View, and Numeric/Special/Text/Time Attributes.

Add an ELSE Action Statement

To add an ELSE Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select IF action statement, or last statement in IF, or ELSE IF action statement.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, Else.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Build the action statement to occur when the IF is not true, using the appropriate entity views, attribute views, literal

expressions, special attributes, and expressions for explicit indexing.
6. Select Add.

The action statement is added.

Add an ELSE IF Action Statement

To add an ELSE IF Action Statement perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select IF action statement or last statement in IF action statement such as MOVE.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, Else IF.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Build the action statement using the appropriate entity views, attribute views, literal expressions, special attributes, and

expressions for explicit indexing.
6. Select Add.

The action statement is added.

Add an IF Statement for a Command

To add an IF Statement for a command, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, IF.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select a command, relational operator, expression for command (character string, character value, command value,

printer ID, spaces, terminal ID, trancode, user ID).
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– To continue building the IF statement for these expressions, select a Boolean operator (AND, OR). Depending on
the expression you selected, more selection lists appear. Continue to select expressions, values, and operators
until the IF statement is complete. Click Complete, Add.

– To add the IF statement, click Add.

Add an IF Statement for Current Dialect

To add an IF Statement for Current Dialect, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, IF.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select 'current dialect' expression from the Select an expression list.
6. Click Complete.

– To continue building the IF statement, select a Boolean operator (AND, OR). Depending on the expressions you
select, more selection lists appear. Continue to select expressions, values, and operators until the IF statement is
complete. Click Complete, Add.

– To add the IF statement, click Add.

Add an IF Statement for Current Date/Time/Timestamp

To add an IF Statement for Current Date/Time/Timestamp, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, IF.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
– To build an expression for a date, time, or timestamp view, select the date view, time view, or timestamp view, entity

view, attribute.
– To build an expression for a date, time, or timestamp function, select a function that returns either a date, time, or

timestamp value, expression for the first parameter of the function. Depending on the parameters you define for
a given function, more selection lists appear. Continue to select expressions, values, and operators until the IF
statement is complete. Click Complete.

5. Click Add.

Add an IF Statement for Exit State

To add an IF Statement for Exit State, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, IF.
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The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select exit state, relational operator, exit state value, or exit state.

– To continue building the IF statement, select a Boolean operator (AND, OR). Depending on the expressions you
select, more selection lists appear. Continue to select expressions, values, and operators until the IF statement is
complete. Click Complete, Add.

– To add the IF statement, click Add.

Add an IF Statement for a Function

To add an IF Statement for a Function, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, IF.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select function (any), function, expression for the first parameter of function. Depending on the parameters you are

defining for a given function, more selection lists appear. Continue to select expressions, values, and operators until
the IF statement is complete.

6. Click Complete, Add.
The If statement for function is added.

Add an IF Statement for a Group View

To add an If Statement for a Group View, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, IF.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select repeating group view, repeating group view condition.

For implicitly indexed group views, valid selections are:
– IS (NOT) FULL
– IS (NOT) EMPTY
– IS (NOT) HIGHLIGHTED
– IS (NOT) CLICKED
– IS (NOT) VISIBLE
For explicitly indexed group views, valid selections are:
– IS (NOT) FULL
– IS (NOT) EMPTY

6. To add a Boolean expression, select either AND or OR and continue building another expression. Depending on the
parameters you define for the group view, more selection lists appear. Continue to select expressions, values, and
operators until the IF statement is complete.

7. Click Complete, Add.
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Add an IF Statement for Numeric Attribute

To add an IF Statement for Numeric Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, IF.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select attribute view, entity view name, numeric attribute view name, operator.

To build an arithmetic expression, select an operator and continue to select from a series of selection lists. When the
expression is complete, click Complete.

6. Click Complete, Add.
The IF statement for the numeric attribute is added.

Add an IF Statement for Special Attributes

To add an IF Statement for Special Attributes perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, IF.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select IF and select one of the following options:

– client password
– client user id
– printer id
– terminal id
– trancode
– transaction retry count
– transaction retry limit
– user id

6. Complete the expressions (spaces or corresponding value for the type of special attribute that you are adding).
7. Type the values in the dialogs that open.
8. Click OK, Add.

The IF statement for the special attributes is added.

Add an IF Statement for Text Attribute

To add an IF Statement for Text Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
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4. Click Edit, Add statement, IF.
The Add Statement dialog is displayed.

5. Select one of the following expressions:
– attribute view
– entity view name
– relational operator

6. Depending on the expressions you select, more selection lists appear. Continue to select expressions, values, and
operators until the IF statement is complete.

7. Click Complete, Add.
The IF statement for the text attribute is added.

Add an IF Statement for Time Attribute

To add an IF Statement for Time Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, IF.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select one of the following expressions:

– attribute view
– entity view name
– time attribute view name

6. Perform one of the following actions:
– To build a time duration expression, select an operator (plus or minus), time duration (HOURS, MINUTES, or

SECONDS). Continue to select from a series of selection lists and complete the expressions. Click Complete, Add.
– To build an expression for a current time, select the relational operator, relational operator type, current time,

operator (to continue building the IF statement) expression or click Add.
– To build an expression for a time function, select the relational operator, relational operator type function (time),

function that returns a time value expression for the first parameter of function. Depending on the parameters you
are defining for a given function, more selection lists appear. Continue to select expressions, values, and operators
until the IF statement is complete. Click Complete.

– To build an expression for a time view, select the relational operator, relational operator type, time view, entity view,
attribute expression and click Add.

Read and Read Each Statements
This article provides information for Read and Read Each Statements including Add Attribute and Function Conditions,
Relationship Conditions, System Conditions, Expand Expected Effects, and Synthesize an Action Block.

Add Attribute Conditions for READ/READ EACH

To add Attribute Conditions for READ/READ EACH, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.
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3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Read, or Read Each.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select an entity view and click Qualify.
6. Select an attribute view.

– To add an occurrence phrase for one of the views being READ, select DESIRED.
– To add an occurrence phrase for an entity action view previously populated by a READ or CREATE statement,

select CURRENT.
– To add an occurrence phrase for any other entity action view, select SOME.
– To add an occurrence phrase for a transient view, select transient.

7. Select an entity view (if multiple views are being READ).
8. Select Attribute, Relational operator.

Depending on the type of expression being built (text, numeric, date, or time), subsequent selection lists display
different choices.

9. Continue to select from the lists until the attribute view condition is complete.
10. Click Add.

The attribute conditions for read or reach each is added.

Add Function Conditions for READ/READ EACH

To add function conditions for READ/READ EACH, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Read, or Read Each.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select an entity view and click Qualify.
6. Select function or first parameter of function.

Depending on the parameters you are defining for a given function, subsequent expressions display.
7. Select values and operators from the selection lists until the function is complete and click Complete.
8. Build another function expression if prompted and click Add.

The function conditions for read or reach each is added.

Add a READ Action Statement

To add a READ Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Read.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Perform one of the following tasks:
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– To specify a single entity view, select an entity view from the list.
– To specify multiple entity views, select another entity view from the list.
– To add qualifying expressions, select Qualify.

For more information, see the following topics:
Attribute Conditions to READ/READ EACH Function Conditions to READ/READ EACH READ EACH Action
Statement Relationship Conditions to READ/READ EACH System Conditions to READ/READ EACH

– To complete the statement without qualifiers, select Add.

NOTE
You can automatically add a READ action statement to a PAD by expanding expected effects when first
accessing a PAD, by using Process Synthesis in the Data Modeling, Activity Hierarchy, or Activity Dependency
tools, by using Action Block Synthesis.

Add a READ EACH Action Statement

To add a READ EACH Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statements, Add Statement, Read Each.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Perform one of the following tasks:

– To specify a single entity view, select an entity view from the list.
– To specify multiple entity views, select another entity view from the list.
– To add selection conditions, such as attribute and relationship conditions, click Qualify.

For more information, see the following topics:
Attribute Conditions to READ/READ EACH
Function Conditions to READ/READ EACH READ Action Statement
Relationship Conditions to READ/READ EACH
System Conditions to READ/READ EACH

– To complete the statement without qualifiers, click Add.

Add Relationship Conditions for READ/READ EACH

To add Relationship Conditions for READ/READ EACH, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Read, or Read Each.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select entity views, and click Qualify.
6. Select relationship view.

– If you want to add an occurrence phrase for one of the views being READ, select DESIRED.
– If you want to add an occurrence phrase for any other entity action view, select SOME.

7. Select an entity view, relationship.
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– If you want to add a Boolean expression, select either AND or OR and continue building another expression. When
the statement is complete, click Add.

– If the statement is complete, click Add.

Add System Conditions for READ/READ EACH

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Read, or Read Each.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select the entity view and click Qualify.
6. Select system condition (current date, current time, current timestamp, printer ID, terminal ID, trancode, user ID),

operator, or relational operator.
Depending on the type of expression built (text, numeric, date, or time), subsequent selection lists display different
choices.

7. Continue to select from the lists until the system condition is complete. Click Add.

Expand Expected Effects for READ

To expand Expected Effects for READ, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks that has no action statements. Click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Edit, Expand Expected Effects.
– If you want to add qualifying expressions, click Qualify. (See the procedures for adding Attribute, Function,

Relationship, and System Conditions to READ/ READ EACH action statements.)
– If you want to complete the statement without qualifiers, click Add.

Synthesize an Action Block for READ/LIST

To synthesize an Action Block for READ/LIST, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks that contain no action statements. Click
OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Click Edit, Action Block Synthesis.
4. Select subject entity type for action block synthesis, check boxes as needed for Action Dialog Options (Review Default

Actions, Consistency Check on Entity Type, and Automatic Attribute Selections).
5. Click Read or List (for Mode), and click OK.

If you have selected Consistency Check on Entity Type and the entity type is not consistent, select Display from the
Consistency Check dialog. View the report for errors. Access Data Modeling and correct the errors. Re-execute Action
Block Synthesis. Click OK.
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Relationship Actions
This article provides information for Relationship Actions including Add Associate and Disassociate Action Statements.

Add an ASSOCIATE Action Statement

To add an ASSOCIATE Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, Associate.

The Add Statement window opens.
5. Select a relationship and Click Add.

The associated action statement is added.

Add a DISASSOCIATE Action Statement

To add a DISASSOCIATE Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, Disassociate.

The Add Statement dialog is displayed.
5. Select the desired relationship, and click Add.

The disassociate action statement is added.

Repeating Action Statements
This article provides information for Repeating Action Statements including Add Repeat Until, While, For, and For Each
action statement.

Add a REPEAT UNTIL Action Statement

To add a REPEAT UNTIL Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, Repeat.

– To add a REPEAT UNTIL targeting a group view, select Targeting group view, repeating group view.
– To target another group view, select AND Targeting group view, group view to be targeted, UNTIL.
– To add a REPEAT UNTIL for a single action, select UNTIL.

5. Select from a series of selection lists to build the UNTIL part of the statement, and click Add.
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Add a WHILE Action Statement

To add a WHILE Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statement, WHILE.
5. Select relational operator or other operators, expression, any other operators.
6. Complete the expressions and click Qualify.

– To target a group view, select the Targeting group view, repeating group view.
– To target another group view, select AND Targeting group view, group view.
– If you do not want to target a group view, select None.

7. Click Add.

Add a FOR Action Statement

To add a FOR Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statements, For.

The Add Statement dialog displays.
– To add a FOR loop for a local numeric attribute view, select local view, local entity view, attribute. Build an

expression that is based on the desired criteria for the local numeric attribute view.
– To add a subscript for an explicitly indexed repeating group view, select subscript, repeating group view. Build an

expression that is based on the criteria that are desired for the group view.
5. Click Add.

Add a FOR EACH Action Statement

To add a FOR EACH Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog displays.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add statements, For Each.

The Add Statement dialog displays.
5. Select a group view.

– To add the statement to the PAD, select Add.
– To add qualifiers to the statement, select Qualify, export or local group view.
– To add the statement to the PAD, and click Add.
– To add logic for another group view, select AND Targeting group view, group view, and click Add.

6. Add the actions that you want repeat for each occurrence of the entity and click Add.
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Miscellaneous Action Statements
This article provides information for Miscellaneous Action Statements including Add a Blank Line, Note, and Make Action
Statement.

Add a Blank Line

To add a blank line, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select the line below which you want to add a blank line.
4. Click Edit, Add Blank Line.

The blank line is added.

Add a NOTE Action Statement

To add a NOTE Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Select a location after which you want to add the action.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Note.

The Note dialog is displayed.
5. Type description of the note and click OK.

The note action statement is added.

Add a MAKE Action Statement

NOTE
MAKE can be added only to procedure action blocks.

To add a MAKE Action Statement, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram Names dialog opens.

2. Select a Procedure step and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.

3. Go to the location where you want to add the Make statement.
4. Click Edit, Add Statement, Make.

The Add Statement dialog opens.
5. Select an entity view and an attribute.
6. If you want to set the video attribute to the default ERROR values, select ERROR.
7. If you want to set video attributes, select Set video attributes.
8. Select desired fields to override video properties set in Screen Design or Business System Defaults.
9. Click OK.
10. Click Add.

The Make statement is added.
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Use View Maintenance

This article provides information to use View Maintenance from Action Block Usage, Action Diagram in Design and
Analysis, Activity Dependency and Hierarchy, Dialog and Screen Design, and Structure Chart.

Access View Maintenance from Action Block Usage

To access View Maintenance from Action Block Usage, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Action Block Usage.
The Add Diagram Names dialog is displayed.

2. Select an option from Process or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Block Usage window opens.

3. Select a process on the diagram, click Detail, View Maintenance.
The View Maintenance window shows details of the Action Block Usage.

Access View Maintenance from the Action Diagram in Design

To access View Maintenance from the Action Diagram in Design, perform these steps:

1. Click Design.
– If Action Diagram is active, select Action Diagram.
– If Action Diagram is not active, select Business System Defaults, name of the business system, Diagram, Open,

Close the Business System Defaults secondary window, Action Diagram.
2. Select an option from Procedure Step or Action Block, and click OK.

The Action Block Usage window opens.
3. Select a process on the diagram, click Detail, View Maintenance.

The View Maintenance window shows details of the Action Diagram in Design.

Access View Maintenance from the Action Diagram in Analysis

To access View Maintenance from the Action Diagram in Analysis, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Action Block Usage.
The Add Diagram Names dialog is displayed.

2. Select an option from Process or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Block Usage window opens.

3. Select a process on the diagram, click Detail, View Maintenance.
The View Maintenance is accessed.

Access View Maintenance from Activity Dependency

To access View Maintenance from Activity Dependency, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Dependency.
The Activity Dependency window opens.

2. Select a Process, click Detail, View Maintenance.
The View Maintenance window shows the details of Activity Dependency.

Access View Maintenance from Activity Hierarchy

To access View Maintenance from Activity Hierarchy, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Hierarchy.
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The Activity Hierarchy window opens.
2. Select a Process from the diagram, click Detail, View Maintenance.

The View Maintenance window shows the details of Activity Hierarchy.

Access View Maintenance from Dialog Design

To access View Maintenance from Dialog Design, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
The Dialog Design window opens.
If Dialog Design is not active, select Business System Defaults, name of the business system, Diagram, Open, Close
the Business System Defaults secondary window, Dialog Design.

2. Select a procedure or procedure step, click Detail, View Maintenance.
The View Maintenance window shows details of the Dialog Design.

Access View Maintenance from Screen Design

To access View Maintenance from Screen Design, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Activity Hierarchy.
The Activity Hierarchy window opens.

2. Select a process, click Detail, View Maintenance.
The View Maintenance window shows details of the Screen Design.

Access View Maintenance from Structure Chart

To access View Maintenance from Structure Chart, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Structure Chart.
The Action Diagram Names dialog is displayed.

2. Select an option from the Processes list and click OK.
The Structure Chart window opens.

3. Select the process on the diagram, click Detail, View Maintenance.
The View Maintenance window shows the details of the process.

Add an Attribute View

To add an Attribute View, perform these steps:

1. Access View Maintenance.
– If the attribute view is associated with an entity, select the name of the entity view.
– If the attribute view is associated with a work set, select the name of the work set.

2. Click Edit, Add Attribute View.
3. Select attributes, and click OK.

The attribute view is added.

Add an Entity View

To Access View Maintenance, perform these steps:

1. Determine whether the entity view is part of a group view.
– If the entity view is part of a group view, select the name of the group view.
– If the entity view is not part of a group view, select the name of a view subset (Import, Export, Local, or Entity

Action).
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2. Click Edit, Add Entity View.
3. Type the entity view name. To specify the import view, go to next step; to specify the export view, go to step 10.
4. Select sometimes or always.

Determine whether the import view is persistent or transient.
– If the view is persistent, select Supports Entity Action. Select Lock Required on Entry, or leave blank to leave the

view unlocked.
– If the view is transient, do not select Supports Entity Action or Lock Required on Entry.

5. Determine whether the import view used for both import and export or only for the import.
– If the view is for both input and output, select Used as Both Import and Export.
– If the view is import only, do not select Used as Both Import and Export.

6. Go to step 12.
7. Determine whether the export view is persistent or transient.

– If the view is persistent, select Supports Entity Action. Select Lock Required on Entry, or leave blank to leave the
view unlocked.

– If the view is transient, do not select Supports Entity Action or Lock Required on Entry.
8. Determine whether the export view is used for both import and export or for export only.

– If the view is for both input and output, select Used as Both Import and Export.
– If the view is export only, do not select Used as Both Import and Export.

9. If entity action or local view, leave check boxes blank.
10. Select an entity type.
11. Select the attributes.
12. Select the Description push button.
13. Type description.
14. Click OK.

– If you want to view the list of entity types, select the Back push button.
– If you want to search the list, select the Search push button.

15. Click OK.

Add A Group View

To add a Group View, perform these steps:

1. Access View Maintenance.
2. Select view subset (Import, Export, or Local Views), click Edit, Add Group View.
3. Type the group view name. In the import view, select sometimes or always.
4. Select one, or select one or more.

If you select 'one or more', type minimum and select average or absolute. Type average and maximum and select
average or absolute. Select implicitly or explicitly.

5. Select used as both import and export, or leave blank for the import only or export only.
6. Select the Description push button. Type description.
7. Click OK, click OK again.

Add a Subtype View

To add a Subtype View, perform these steps:

1. Access View Maintenance
– If the subtype view is part of a group view, select the name of the group view.
– If the subtype view is not part of a group view, select the name of a view subset (Import, Export, Local, or Entity

Action).
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2. Click Edit, Add Subtype View.
If selecting the import view:
– Select sometimes or always.
– If the view is persistent, select Supports Entity Action. Select Lock Required on Entry, or leave blank to leave the

view unlocked.
– If the view is transient, do not select Supports Entity Action or Lock Required on Entry.
– If the view is for both input and output, select Used as Both Import and Export
– If the view is import only, do not select Used as Both Import and Export
If selecting the export view:
– If the view is persistent, select Supports Entity Action. Select Lock Required on Entry, or leave blank to leave the

view unlocked.
– If the view is transient, do not select Supports Entity Action or Lock Required on Entry.
– If the view is for both input and output, select Used as Both Import and Export.
– If the view is export only, do not select Used as Both Import and Export
– If entity action or local view, leave check boxes blank.

3. Select Entity Type to display attributes, Attributes for the view.
4. Select Description, Type description. Click OK.

– If you want to see the list of entities, select Back.
– If you want to search for an entity type or attribute, select Search.

5. Click OK.

Add a Work View

To add a Work View, perform these steps:

1. Access View Maintenance
– If the work view is part of a group view, select the name of the group view.
– If the work view is not part of a group view, select the name of a view subset (Import, Export, Local, or Entity

Action). Click Edit, Add Work View.
2. Type the work view name.

If selecting the import view:
– Select sometimes or always.
– If the view is persistent, select Supports Entity Action. Select Lock Required on Entry, or leave blank to leave the

view unlocked.
– If the view is transient, do not select Supports Entity Action or Lock Required on Entry.
– If the view is for both input and output, select Used as Both Import and Export.
– If the view is import only, do not select Used as Both Import and Export.
If selecting the export view:
– If the view is persistent, select Supports Entity Action. Select Lock Required on Entry, or leave blank to leave the

view unlocked.
– If the view is transient, do not select Supports Entity Action or Lock Required on Entry.
– If the view is for both input and output, select Used as Both Import and Export.
– If the view is export only, do not select Used as Both Import and Export.
– If entity action or local view, leave check boxes blank.

3. Select a work set, attributes, Description push button. Type description and click OK.
– If you want to view the list of work sets, select Back.
– If you want to search the list, select Search.

4. Click OK.
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Change the Parent of a View

To change the Parent of a View, perform these steps:

1. Access View Maintenance.
2. Select the view to be moved.
3. Click Edit, Change Parent.

– If the view is to be part of a group view, select a group view in the same view subset.
– If the view is not to be part of a group view, select the view subset name.

NOTE
When you change the parent of an import, export, or local view, both the old and new parent must be within the
same view subset. Entity action views can be changed to a parent in the import or export view subset if the view
is not a repeating group view or a view for a procedure step.

Copy a View

To copy a View, perform these steps:

1. Access View Maintenance.
2. Select entity view, subtype view, or work view.
3. Click Edit, Copy.

– If the view is to be part of a group view, select a group view.
– If the view is to be part of another subset, select the name of a view subset (Import, Export, Local, or Entity Action).

Type the name of new view and click OK.

NOTE
To copy a view to the local view or entity action view subset, access view maintenance from the PAD.

Define the Optionality of an Attribute View

To define the Optionality of an Attribute View, perform these steps:

1. Access View Maintenance.
2. Select an attribute view, Detail, Properties.
3. Select the drop-down list.

– If the view is optional, select Sometimes.
– If the view is mandatory, select Always.

4. Click OK

Delete a View

To delete a View, perform these steps:

1. Select the view name in the list.
The lines starting with view of and work set are highlighted.

2. Click Edit, Delete.
3. Select Delete in dialog.
4. Click Yes at confirmation message.

Copy a View

To copy a View, perform these steps:

1. Access View Maintenance.
2. Select the view to be moved.
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3. Click Edit, Move.
– If you want to reorder views under a parent, select the view that precedes the new location.
– If you want to move the view to the top of the subset, select the subset name.

NOTE
Views cannot be moved between the import, export, and entity action view subsets. Views can be moved from
and to the local view subset. Attribute views cannot be moved to a different parent view.

Use Data Model Diagram

This article provides information to use a Data Model Diagram to Add, Copy, Delete, Describe, Detail, Join, List, Move,
and Transfer.

Add an Attribute Alias

To add an Attribute Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute and click Detail, Aliases, Add.
4. Type name and long name.

– If the alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
– If the alias is an acronym, select Acronym.

5. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
6. Click OK.
7. Click Cancel.

The Attribute Alias is added.

Add an Entity Type Alias

To add an Entity Type Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model. You can also select a diagram under the Component Modeling menu.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute and click Detail, Aliases, Add.
4. Type name and long name.

– If the alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
– If the alias is an acronym, select Acronym.

5. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
6. Click OK.
7. Click Cancel.

The entity type alias is added.

Add an Attribute

To add an Attribute, perform theses steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
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The Data Model diagram is displayed.
2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.

The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.
3. Click Edit, Add.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Enter the Attribute Name.
5. Select the Category from the Category drop-down. The category options are:

– Basic
– Derived
– Designed
– Auto Number

6. Select the Domain from the Domain drop-down. The Domain options are:
– Text
– Date
– Number
– Time
– Timestamp
– Mixed Text
– DBCS Text

7. If the attribute is optional, select the Optional check-box.
8. For a text attribute, select the Case-Sensitive check box if the attribute is case-sensitive.
9. For a text attribute, select the Varying Length check box if the attribute is varying length.
10. If an attribute is protected, select Protected.
11. Enter the length of the attribute.
12. Enter the number of decimal places for a numeric attribute.
13. If you want to specify a technical design name for the attribute, select a Set TD name to attribute the name and modify

the name
14. If the attribute should be implemented with decimal precision, select Implement in C, C#, and Java with decimal

precision.
15. Select a COBOL Data type.
16. Click the Description... push button.

The Attribute Description dialog appears.
17. Enter the description and click OK.
18. Click OK to close the Properties dialog.

The attribute is added to the entity type.

Add a Default Value for an Attribute

To add a Default Value for an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute and click Detail, Values.
4. Type the default value or default algorithm.
5. Select Value or Algorithm, and click OK.

The default value for an attribute is added.
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Add a Derivation Algorithm Name

To add a Derivation Algorithm Name, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute (the category must be specified as derived) and click Detail, Values.
4. Type the name of the algorithm that derives the attribute value and click OK.

The derived algorithm name is added.

Add an Entity Subtype

To add an Entity Subtype, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select a partitioning and click Edit, Add Entity Subtype.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Enter the name details in Type Name.
4. Click Business Object Type and enter your details in the following fields:

– Encapsulation Type
– No Occurrences
– Expected Number of Occurrences
– Expected Growth
– TD Name

5. Click Description.
The Description dialog is displayed.

6. Type the description and click OK.
7. Click OK.

The entity subtype is added.

Add an Entity Type

To add an Entity Type, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Click Edit, Add Entity Type.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Type name, specify the following details:
– Business Object Type
– Encapsulation Type
– No Occurrences
– Expected Number of Occurrences
– Expected Growth
– TD Name

4. Click Description, type the description and click OK.
5. Click OK.

The entity type is added.
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Add an Identifier

To add an Identifier, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Identifiers.
The Identifiers diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute from the Selection List and click Add.
The Properties dialog is displayed. This dialog contains the following fields:

4. Identifier Name
Specifies the name of the Identifier.

5. Primary
Specifies that the attribute is a primary key.

6. Description
Describes the Identifier details.

7. Apply
Applies the properties that are assigned to the Identifier.

8. Properties
Shows the property details of the Identifier. Lets you change the properties of the Identifiers.

9. Search
Searches the Identifiers.

10. Click OK.
11. Click Cancel.

The Identifier is added.

More information:

• Modify the properties of an Identifier
• Search an Object in the Selection List

Add a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

To add a Mutually Exclusive Relationship, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Mutually Exclusive.
The diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select the relationships name from the Selection List and click Add.
The Properties dialog is displayed. This dialog contains the following fields:

4. Name
Specifies the relationship name.

5. Description
Describes the relationship details.

6. Apply
Applies the properties that are assigned to a relationship.

7. Properties
Shows the property details of the relationship. Lets you change the properties of the relationships.

8. Search
Searches the mutually exclusive object.
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9. Click OK.
10. Click Cancel.

The mutually exclusive relationship is added.

Add an Operation

TO add an Operation, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select the entity type to which the Operation is to be added.
3. Click the + icon on the menu bar (if necessary) to get a single entity type.
4. Click Detail, Operations.

The Operations dialog is displayed.
5. Select Entity Type, and click Edit, Add.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
6. Type the Operation name in Action Diagram field, set the Operation Properties and Generation Properties. Enter the

details in Description.
7. Click OK.

The operation is added.

Add a Partitioning

To add a Partitioning, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Edit, Add Partitioning.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Select an option from the Class Attr drop-down list.
– If the partitioning is fully enumerated, select Fully Enumerated.
– If the partitioning shows the entity type life cycle, select Life-Cycle Partitioning.

4. Click Description.
The Description dialog is displayed.

5. Type the description and click OK.
6. Click OK.

The Partitioning is added.

Add Permitted Values for a Basic or Designed Attribute

To add Permitted Values for a Basic or Designed Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute and click Detail, Values, Add.
– If the value is a Single Value, type value.
– If the value is the default value for the attribute, select Value is Default.
– If the value is a Numeric Range, type From and To values.

4. Click OK.
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5. Type default if applicable.
6. Select Value radio-button or Algorithm radio-button and click Description.

The Description dialog is displayed.
7. Type the description and click OK.
8. Click OK.

The permitted values are added.

Add Permitted Values for a Derived Attribute

A Derived Attribute does not have permitted values or defaults. Its value is calculated from an algorithm whenever it is
read from the database.

To add permitted values for a Derived Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute and click Detail, Values.
4. Type default algorithm name.
5. Click OK.

The permitted values for the derived attribute are added.

Add a Relationship

To add a Relationship, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select the two entity types that you want to join, and click Edit, Join.
The Relationship Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Select Optionality (Always/Sometimes).
4. Type the Relationship name, and select Cardinality (One/One or More).

– If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display Relationship Name.
– If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable Relationship.

5. Click Source Properties and perform the following steps:
6. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.

a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Select Description, type the description and click OK.
e. Click OK.

7. Click Destination Properties and perform the following steps:
8. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.

a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Select Description, type the Description, and click OK.
e. Click OK.

9. Click OK.
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WARNING
Be sure that a membership is mandatory before specifying always. Always has important implications in the
generated system. For example, if you define a membership as mandatory and delete one entity of the pairing,
the other entity -- and its stored data -- are also deleted. If the second entity is a customer, the lost data may
include such items as the name, address, telephone number, and credit rating of the customer.

Not only is the information of the second entity that is deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to the second
entity are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships ends. This
effect is called the cascade delete. Beware of it when specifying optionality.

Add a Type Model Diagram

To add a Type Model Diagram, perform these steps:

1. Click Component Modeling (from Analysis or an associated sub-menu).
2. Select Type Model, desired "root" for the subject area.
3. Click New, type the name, description, and click OK.

The diagram is added.

Add a Subject Area

To add a Subject Area, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window displays.

2. Click Edit, Add Subject Area.
The properties dialog displays.

3. Select Role, specify "may contain persistent entity types" or "should only contain transient entity types" as appropriate.
4. Type description, click OK.

The subject area is added.

Copy an Attribute

To copy an Attribute, perform theses steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window displays.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
The entity type or attribute (the new attribute that is created by the copy command is positioned after the selected
object).

3. Click Edit.
4. Click Copy.

The attribute is copied.

Delete an Attribute Alias

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window displays.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Aliases.
4. Select the alias, click Delete.
5. Click Yes (for each confirmation box).
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The attribute alias is deleted.

Delete an Attribute

To Delete an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window displays.

2. Select the entity type from which attribute is to be deleted, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Edit, Delete.

If you want a confirmation box to display and list the object that is selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
If you want a confirmation box to display and list the hierarchy of objects that are impacted by this delete, select
Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy and Subordinates (Delete Subordinates Only, Promote Subordinates, Delete
Hierarchy).

4. Click Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).
The attribute is deleted.

Delete an Entity Type Alias

To Delete an Entity Type Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Aliases.
3. Select the alias, click Delete.
4. Click Yes (for each confirmation box).

The entity type alias is deleted.

Delete an Entity Subtype

To delete an Entity Subtype, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a subtype, click Edit, Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the object that is selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the hierarchy of objects that are impacted by this delete, select

Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy and Subordinates (Delete Subordinates Only, Promote Subordinates, Delete
Hierarchy).

3. Click Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).
The entity subtype is deleted.

Delete an Entity Type

To delete an Entity Type, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity and click Edit, Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the object that is selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the hierarchy of objects that are impacted by this delete, select

Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy and Subordinates (Delete Subordinates Only, Promote Subordinates, Delete
Hierarchy).
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3. Click Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).
The entity type is deleted.

Delete an Identifier

To delete an Identifier, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Identifiers.
3. Select an identifier from the Current Identifiers List, and click Delete.

– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the object that is selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the hierarchy of objects that are impacted by this delete, select

Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy and Subordinates (Delete Subordinates Only, Promote Subordinates, Delete
Hierarchy).

4. Click Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).
The identifier is deleted.

Delete a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

To delete a Mutually Exclusive Relationship, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Mutually Exclusive.
3. Select a mutually exclusive relationship, and click Delete.

– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the object that is selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the hierarchy of objects that are impacted by this delete, select

Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy and Subordinates (Delete Subordinates Only, Promote Subordinates, Delete
Hierarchy).

4. Click Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).

Delete a Partitioning

To delete a Partitioning, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select partitioning, click Edit, Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display listing the hierarchy of objects impacted by this delete, select Confirm on

Delete of Hierarchy and Subordinates (Delete Subordinates Only, Promote Subordinates, Delete Hierarchy).
3. Click Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).

Delete Permitted Values of an Attribute

To delete Permitted Values of an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Values, Current Permitted Value to delete, Delete.
4. Click Yes on confirmation.
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NOTE
You cannot delete a permitted value from a window until you first remove all the specific usages of a
permitted value of the window.

To remove usages of a permitted value:

1. Open a window from the Navigation Diagram.
2. Select a field on the window.
3. Click Detail, Properties.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Select the permitted values that you want to delete, click Remove.

The permitted values are removed.

Delete a Relationship

To delete a Relationship, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select the relationship line, click Edit, Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the object that is selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the hierarchy of objects that are impacted by this delete, select

Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy and Subordinates (Delete Subordinates Only, Promote Subordinates, Delete
Hierarchy)

3. Click Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).

Delete a Subject Area

To delete a Subject Area, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a subject area, click Edit, Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the object that is selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the hierarchy of objects that are impacted by this delete, select

Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy and Subordinates (Delete Subordinates Only, Promote Subordinates, Delete
Hierarchy). (This option is only available if subordinates exist for the subject area that is selected for deletion.)

3. Click Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).

Delete an Operation

To delete an Operation, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type from which the Operation is to be deleted. Expand the selection if necessary to get a single entity
type.

3. Click Detail, Operations.
4. Select Operation to be deleted, click Edit, Delete. (If you want a confirmation box to display and list the object that is

selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.)
5. Click Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).
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Describe an Attribute Alias

To describe an Attribute Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Aliases.
4. Select an alias, click Description.
5. Type the description, click OK.
6. Click Cancel.

The attribute alias is described.

Describe an Entity Type Alias

To describe an Entity Type Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Aliases.
3. Select an alias, click Properties.

The properties dialog is displayed.
4. Click Description, type the description, click OK.
5. Click OK, Cancel.

The entity type alias is described.

Describe an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Properties.

The properties dialog is displayed.
4. Click Description, type the description, click OK.
5. Click OK.

The attribute is described.

Describe an Entity Subtype

To describe an Entity Subtype, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a subtype, click Detail, Properties, Description.
3. Type the description, click OK.
4. Click OK.

The entity subtype is described.
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Describe an Entity Type

To describe an Entity Type, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Properties, Description.
3. Type the description, click OK.
4. Click OK.

The entity type is described.

Describe an Identifier

To describe an Identifier, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Identifiers.
3. Select an identifier from the Current Identifiers List, click Properties.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Type the description, click OK.

– To add an identifier, click Add, type the name, click Primary (if applicable), type the description, and click OK.
– To add another attribute from the Selection List to the selected Identifier in the Current Identifiers List, click Apply.
– To search an object, click Search.

5. Click Cancel.
The identifier is described.

Describe a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

To describe a Mutually Exclusive Relationship, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Mutually Exclusive.
The Mutually Exclusive Relationship dialog is displayed.

3. Select a mutually exclusive relationship from the Selection list, click Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

4. Type the description,
– To add a mutually exclusive relationship, click Add, type the name and click OK.
– To add a relationship from the Selection List to the selected Mutually Exclusive Relationship in the Current Mutually

Exclusive List, click Apply.
– To search a mutually exclusive object, click Search.

5. Click OK, Cancel.
The mutually exclusive relationship is described.

Describe a Partitioning

To describe a Partitioning, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select partitioning, click Detail, Properties.
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3. Click Description, type the description, click OK.
– To apply the Classifying Attribute to the partitioning, click Apply.
– To define a value, select a subtype, click Define Value, select the value to assign the subtype.

4. Click OK.
The partitioning is described.

Describe Permitted Values of an Attribute

To describe Permitted Values of an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Values.
4. Select a value from the Current Permitted Value, click Description.
5. Type the description, click OK.
6. Click OK.

The permitted value of an attribute is described.

Describe a Relationship

To describe a Relationship, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a relationship line, click Detail, Properties, Source Properties, Description.
3. Type the description, click OK.
4. Click OK.
5. Click Destination Properties, Description, type the description, and click OK, OK.
6. Click OK.

The relationship is described.

Describe a Subject Area

To describe a Subject Area, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a subject area, click Detail, Properties.
3. Type the description, click OK.

The subject area is described.

Detail an Attribute Alias

To detail an Attribute Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute and click Detail, Aliases.
The Alias Properties opens.
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4. Type name and long name.
– If the alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
– If the alias is an acronym, select Acronym.

5. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
6. Click OK.
7. Click Cancel.

The Attribute Alias is detailed.

Detail an Entity Type Alias

To detail an Entity Type Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Aliases.
The diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an alias and click Properties.
4. Type name and long name.

– If the alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
– If the alias is an acronym, select Acronym.

5. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
6. Click OK.
7. Click Cancel.

The entity type alias is added.

Detail an Attribute

To detail an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute and click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

4. Type the Attribute Name.
5. Select the Category from the Category drop-down. The category options are:

– Basic
– Derived
– Designed
– Auto Number

6. If the attribute is optional, select Optional.
7. Select domain (text, date, number, time).
8. If the attribute is case-sensitive, select Case Sensitive.
9. If the attribute is varying length, select Varying Length and type the length.
10. If the attribute is a numeric domain, type the number of decimal places.
11. Type TD Name.
12. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
13. Click OK.
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Detail a Default Value for an Attribute

To detail a Default Value for an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute and click Detail, Values.
4. Type the default value or default algorithm.
5. Select Value or Algorithm, and click OK.

The default value for an attribute is added.

Detail a Derivation Algorithm Name

To detail a Derivation Algorithm Name, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute (the category must be specified as derived) and click Detail, Values.
4. Type the name of the algorithm that derives the attribute value and click OK.

The derived algorithm name is added.

Detail an Entity Subtype

To detail an Entity Subtype, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a subtype, click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Type name, Expected Number of Occurrences, Expected Growth TD Name, and click Description.
4. Type the description, click OK.
5. Click OK.

The entity subtype is detailed.

Detail an Entity Type

To detail an Entity Type, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Properties.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Type name, specify the following details:
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– Business Object Type
– Encapsulation Type
– No Occurrences
– Expected Number of Occurrences
– Expected Growth
– TD Name

5. Click Description, type the description and click OK.
6. Click OK.

The entity type is detailed.

Detail an Identifier

To detail an Identifier, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Identifiers.
The Identifier dialog is displayed.

3. Select an identifier from the Current Identifiers List, click Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

4. Type identifier name, click Primary (if applicable).
5. Type description, click OK.

– To add an identifier, click Add, type the name, click Primary (if applicable), type the description, and click OK.
– To add another attribute from the Selection List to the selected Identifier in the Current Identifiers List, click Apply.
– To search an object, click Search.

6. Click Cancel.

Detail a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

To detail a Mutually Exclusive Relationship, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Mutually Exclusive.
The Mutually Exclusive Relationship dialog is displayed.

3. Select a mutually exclusive relationship from the Selection list, click Properties.
– To add a mutually exclusive relationship, click Add, type the name and click OK.
– To add a relationship from the Selection List to the selected Mutually Exclusive Relationship in the Current Mutually

Exclusive List, click Apply.
– To search a mutually exclusive object, click Search.

4. Type name and description, click OK.
5. Click Cancel.

The mutually exclusive relationship is detailed.

Detail a Partitioning

To detail a Partitioning, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select partitioning, click Detail, Properties, Classifying Attribute.
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– If the partitioning is fully enumerated, select Fully Enumerated.
– If the partitioning shows the entity type life cycle, select Life-Cycle Partitioning.

3. Click Description, type the description, click OK.
– To apply the Classifying Attribute to the partitioning, click Apply.
– To define a value, select a subtype, click Define Value, select the value to assign the subtype.

4. Click OK.
The partitioning detailed.

Detail Permitted Values of a Basic or Designed Attribute

To detail Permitted Values of a Basic or Designed Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Values.
4. Select a value from the Current Permitted Value to be changed, click Properties.
5. Change the appropriate fields, click OK.
6. Type default, if applicable. Select Value radio-button or Algorithm radio-button.
7. Click Description, type the description, click OK.
8. Click OK.

The permitted values of a basic or derived attribute are detailed.

Detail Permitted Values of a Derived Attribute

To detail Permitted Values of a Derived Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Values.
4. Type the default algorithm name, click OK.

The permitted values of a derived attribute are detailed.

Detail a Relationship

To detail a Relationship, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a relationship line, click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Select Optionality (Always/Sometimes), type Relationship Name, select Cardinality (One/One or More).
– If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display Relationship Name.
– If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable Relationship.

4. Select Optionality (Always/Sometimes). Type Relationship Name. Select Cardinality (One/One or More),
– If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display Relationship Name.
– If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable Relationship.

5. Click Source Properties and perform the following steps:
6. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.

a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
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b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Select Description, type the description and click OK.
e. Click OK.

7. Click Destination Properties and perform the following steps:
8. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.

a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Select Description, type the Description, and click OK.
e. Click OK.

9. Click OK.

WARNING
Be sure that a membership is mandatory before specifying always. Always has important implications in the
generated system. For example, if you define a membership as mandatory and delete one entity of the pairing,
the other entity -- and its stored data -- are also deleted. If the second entity is a customer, the lost data may
include such items as the name, address, telephone number, and credit rating of the customer.

Not only is the information of the second entity that is deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to the second
entity are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships ends. This
effect is called the cascade delete. Beware of it when specifying optionality.

Detail a Subject Area

To detail a Subject Area, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window is displayed.

2. Select a subject area, click Detail, Properties.
The properties dialog is displayed.

3. Select Role, specify "may contain persistent entity types" or "should only contain transient entity types" as appropriate.
4. Type description, click OK.

The subject area is detailed.

Detail Destination Properties

To detail Destination Properties, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a relationship line, click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Click Destination Properties.
4. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.
5. Select Estimated or Absolute, type On Average, At Most.
6. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
7. Click Description, type the description, click OK, OK.
8. Click OK.

The destination properties are detailed.
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Detail Source Properties

To detail Source Properties, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a relationship line, click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Click Source Properties.
4. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.
5. Select Estimated or Absolute, type On Average, At Most.
6. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
7. Click Description, type the description, click OK, OK.
8. Click OK.

The source properties are detailed.

Detail an Attribute Alias

To detail an Attribute Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute and click Detail, Aliases.
The Alias Properties opens.

4. Type name and long name.
– If the alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
– If the alias is an acronym, select Acronym.

5. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
6. Click OK.
7. Click Cancel.

The Attribute Alias is detailed.

Detail an Entity Type Alias

To detail an Entity Type Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Aliases.
The diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an alias and click Properties.
4. Type name and long name.

– If the alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
– If the alias is an acronym, select Acronym.

5. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
6. Click OK.
7. Click Cancel.

The entity type alias is added.
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Detail an Attribute

To detail an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute and click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

4. Type the Attribute Name.
5. Select the Category from the Category drop-down. The category options are:

– Basic
– Derived
– Designed
– Auto Number

6. If the attribute is optional, select Optional.
7. Select a domain (text, date, number, time).
8. If the attribute is case-sensitive, select Case Sensitive.
9. If the attribute is varying length, select Varying Length and type the length.
10. If the attribute is a numeric domain, type the number of decimal places.
11. Type TD Name.
12. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
13. Click OK.

Detail a Default Value for an Attribute

To detail a Default Value for an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute and click Detail, Values.
4. Type the default value or default algorithm.
5. Select Value or Algorithm, and click OK.

The default value for an attribute is added.

Detail a Derivation Algorithm Name

To detail a Derivation Algorithm Name, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model Diagram is displayed.

2. Select an entity type and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes diagram for the entity type is displayed.

3. Select an attribute (the category must be specified as derived) and click Detail, Values.
4. Type the name of the algorithm that derives the attribute value and click OK.

The derived algorithm name is added.
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Detail an Entity Subtype

To detail an Entity Subtype, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a subtype, click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Type name, Expected Number of Occurrences, Expected Growth TD Name, and click Description.
4. Type the description, click OK.
5. Click OK.

The entity subtype is detailed.

Detail an Entity Type

To detail an Entity Type, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Properties.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Type name, specify the following details:

– Business Object Type
– Encapsulation Type
– No Occurrences
– Expected Number of Occurrences
– Expected Growth
– TD Name

5. Click Description, type the description and click OK.
6. Click OK.

The entity type is detailed.

Detail an Identifier

To detail an Identifier, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Identifiers.
The Identifier dialog is displayed.

3. Select an identifier from the Current Identifiers List, click Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

4. Type identifier name, click Primary (if applicable).
5. Type description, click OK.

– To add an identifier, click Add, type the name, click Primary (if applicable), type the description, and click OK.
– To add another attribute from the Selection List to the selected Identifier in the Current Identifiers List, click Apply.
– To search an object, click Search.

6. Click Cancel.
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Detail a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

To detail a Mutually Exclusive Relationship, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Mutually Exclusive.
The Mutually Exclusive Relationship dialog is displayed.

3. Select a mutually exclusive relationship from the Selection list, click Properties.
– To add a mutually exclusive relationship, click Add, type the name and click OK.
– To add a relationship from the Selection List to the selected Mutually Exclusive Relationship in the Current Mutually

Exclusive List, click Apply.
– To search a mutually exclusive object, click Search.

4. Type name and description, click OK.
5. Click Cancel.

The mutually exclusive relationship is detailed.

Detail a Partitioning

To detail a Partitioning, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select partitioning, click Detail, Properties, Classifying Attribute.
– If the partitioning is fully enumerated, select Fully Enumerated.
– If the partitioning shows the entity type life cycle, select Life-Cycle Partitioning.

3. Click Description, type the description, click OK.
– To apply the Classifying Attribute to the partitioning, click Apply.
– To define a value, select a subtype, click Define Value, select the value to assign the subtype.

4. Click OK.
The partitioning detailed.

Detail Permitted Values of a Basic or Designed Attribute

To detail Permitted Values of a Basic or Designed Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Values.
4. Select a value from the Current Permitted Value to be changed, click Properties.
5. Change the appropriate fields, click OK.
6. Type default, if applicable. Select Value radio-button or Algorithm radio-button.
7. Click Description, type the description, click OK.
8. Click OK.

The permitted values of a basic or derived attribute are detailed.

Detail Permitted Values of a Derived Attribute

To detail Permitted Values of a Derived Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
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The Data Model window opens.
2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Values.
4. Type the default algorithm name, click OK.

The permitted values of a derived attribute are detailed.

Detail a Relationship

To detail a Relationship, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a relationship line, click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Select Optionality (Always/Sometimes), type Relationship Name, select Cardinality (One/One or More).
– If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display Relationship Name.
– If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable Relationship.

4. Select Optionality (Always/Sometimes). Type Relationship Name. Select Cardinality (One/One or More),
– If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display Relationship Name.
– If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable Relationship.

5. Click Source Properties and perform the following steps:
6. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.

a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Select Description, type the description and click OK.
e. Click OK.

7. Click Destination Properties and perform the following steps:
8. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.

a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Select Description, type the Description, and click OK.
e. Click OK.

9. Click OK.

WARNING
Be sure that a membership is mandatory before specifying always. Always has important implications in the
generated system. For example, if you define a membership as mandatory and delete one entity of the pairing,
the other entity -- and its stored data -- are also deleted. If the second entity is a customer, the lost data may
include such items as the name, address, telephone number, and credit rating of the customer.

Not only is the information of the second entity that is deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to the second
entity are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships ends. This
effect is called the cascade delete. Beware of it when specifying optionality.

Detail a Subject Area

To detail a Subject Area, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window is displayed.
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2. Select a subject area, click Detail, Properties.
The properties dialog is displayed.

3. Select Role, specify "may contain persistent entity types" or "should only contain transient entity types" as appropriate.
4. Type description, click OK.

The subject area is detailed.

Detail Destination Properties

To detail Destination Properties, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a relationship line, click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Click Destination Properties.
4. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.
5. Select Estimated or Absolute, type On Average, At Most.
6. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
7. Click Description, type the description, click OK, OK.
8. Click OK.

The destination properties are detailed.

Detail Source Properties

To detail Source Properties, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a relationship line, click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Click Source Properties.
4. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.
5. Select Estimated or Absolute, type On Average, At Most.
6. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
7. Click Description, type the description, click OK, OK.
8. Click OK.

The source properties are detailed.

Join Entity Types

To Join Entity Types, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select the two entity types that you want to join, click Edit, Join.
The Relationship Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Select Optionality (Always/Sometimes), type Relationship Name, and select Cardinality (One/One or More).
– If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display Relationship Name.
– If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable Relationship.

4. Select Optionality (Always/Sometimes), type Relationship Name, and select Cardinality (One/One or More).
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– If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display Relationship Name.
– If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable Relationship.

5. Click Source Properties and perform the following steps:
6. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.

a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Select Description, type the description and click OK.
e. Click OK.

7. Click Destination Properties and perform the following steps:
8. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.

a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Select Description, type the Description, and click OK.
e. Click OK.

WARNING
Be sure that a membership is mandatory before specifying Always. Always has important implications in the
generated system. For example, if you define a membership as mandatory and delete one entity of the pairing,
the other entity -- and its stored data -- are also deleted. If the second entity is a customer, the lost data may
include such items as the name, address, telephone number, and credit rating of the customer.

Not only is the information of the second entity that is deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to the second
entity are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships ends. This
effect is called the cascade delete. Beware of it when specifying optionality.

List Where Entity Types, Subtypes or Relationships Are Used

To List Where Entity Types, Subtypes or Relationships Are Used, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, subtype, or relationship.
3. Click Detail, Where Used.

The location of entity type, subtype, or relationship that is used is shown.

List Where Attributes are Used

To List Where Attributes are Used, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Where Used.

The location of the attributes that are used is shown.

Move an Attribute

To Move an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.
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2. Select an entity type.
3. Click Detail, Attributes.
4. Select an attribute.
5. Click Edit, Move.
6. Select a new location.

The attribute is moved.

Move an Entity Subtype

To Move an Entity Subtype, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a subtype, click Edit, Move.
3. Select a new location.

The entity subtype is moved.

Move an Entity Type

To Move an Entity Type, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type.
3. Click Edit, Move.
4. Select a new location.

The entity type is moved.

Move a Partitioning

To Move Partitioning, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a partitioning.
3. Click Edit, Move.
4. Select a new location.

The partitioning is moved.

Move a Relationship Line

To Move a Relationship Line, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a relationship line.
3. Click Edit, Move.
4. Select a new location.

The relationship line is moved.
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Move a Subject Area

To Move a Subject Area, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a subject area.
3. Click Edit, Move.
4. Select a new location.

The subject area is moved.

Transfer an Attribute

To Transfer an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an entity type or attribute (the object being transferred is positioned after the selected object), click Edit,

Transfer.
4. Select the entity to transfer an attribute from.

The attribute is transferred.

Transfer a Relationship

To Transfer a Relationship, perform these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, relationship to transfer, and the new entity type it is to be associated with.
3. Click Edit, Transfer, Yes.

The relationship is transferred.

To Modify the properties of an Identifier
This article provides information to modify the properties of an Identifier.

To modify the properties of an Identifier, perform these steps:

1. Select attribute or relationship from Selection List, and Click Properties.
The Properties dialog opens.

2. Modify the required fields.
3. Click OK.

The desired identifier is modified.

To Search an Object in the Selection List
This article provides information to search an object in the Selection List.

To Search an Object in the Selection List, perform these steps:

1. Ensure that no item is selected in the Selection List.
2. Click Search.

The Search dialog opens.
3. Type the name of the object to locate.
4. Select an option and click Search.
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5. Click Close.
The object is located.

Use Data Model Browser

This article provides information for Use the Data Model Browser for adding, editing, deleting, and describing attributes.

Add an Attribute Alias

To add an Attribute Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser..
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Aliases.

The Aliases dialog is displayed.
4. Click Add.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
5. Type Alias name and Long Name.

– If the alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
– If the alias is an acronym, select Acronym.

6. Click Description, type the description, and click OK, Close.
The attribute alias is added.

Detail an Attribute Alias

To detail an Attribute Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser..
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, attribute.
3. Click Detail, Aliases.

The Aliases dialog is displayed.
4. Select the alias to detail and click Properties.

The Alias Properties dialog is displayed.
5. Type the Alias name and Long Name.

– If the alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
– If the alias is an acronym, select Acronym.

6. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
7. Click OK, Close.

The Attribute alias is detailed.

Delete an Attribute Alias

To delete an Attribute Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser..
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, attribute.
3. Click Detail, Aliases, select an alias and click Delete.
4. Click Yes for each confirmation box.
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The attribute alias is deleted.

Describe an Attribute Alias

To describe an Attribute Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser..
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, attribute.
3. Click Detail, Aliases.

The Aliases dialog is displayed.
4. Select the alias that you want to describe, click Properties.

The Alias Properties dialog is displayed.
5. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
6. Click OK, Close.

The attribute alias is described.

Add an Entity Type Alias

To add an Entity Type Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser..
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype.
3. Click Detail, Aliases.

The Aliases dialog is displayed.
4. Click Add.
5. Type the Alias name and Long Name.

– If the alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
– If the alias is an acronym, select Acronym.

6. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
7. Click OK, Close.

The entity type alias is added.

Detail an Entity Type Alias

To detail an Entity Type Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype.
3. Click Detail, Aliases.

The Aliases dialog is displayed.
4. Select the alias to detail and click Properties.

The Alias Properties dialog is displayed.
5. Type the Alias name and Long Name.

– If the alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
– If the alias is an acronym, select Acronym.

6. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
7. Click OK, Close.

The entity type alias is detailed.
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Delete an Entity Type Alias

To delete an Entity Type Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype.
3. Click Detail, Aliases, select an alias and click Delete.
4. Click Yes for each confirmation box.

The entity type alias is deleted.

Describe an Entity Type Alias

To describe an Entity Type Alias, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype.
3. Click Detail, Aliases.

The Aliases dialog is displayed.
4. Select the alias that you want to describe, click Properties.

The Alias Properties dialog is displayed.
5. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
6. Click OK, Close.

The entity type alias is described.

Add an Attribute

To add an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser displays.

2. Select the Entity Type or subtype.
3. Select Edit, Add Attribute.

The Properties dialog appears.
4. Enter the Attribute Name.
5. Select the Category from the Category drop-down. The category options are:

– Basic
– Derived
– Designed
– Auto Number

6. Select the Domain from the Domain drop-down. The Domain options are:
– Text
– Date
– Number
– Time
– Timestamp
– Mixed Text
– DBCS Text

7. If the attribute is optional, select the Optional check box.
8. For a text attribute, select the Case-Sensitive check-box if the attribute is case-sensitive.
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9. For a text attribute, select the Varying Length check-box if the attribute is varying length.
10. If the attribute is protected, select Protected.
11. Enter the length of the attribute.
12. Enter the number of decimal places for a numeric attribute.
13. If you want to specify a technical design name for the attribute, select Set TD name to attribute name and modify the

name.
14. If the attribute should be implemented with decimal precision, select Implement in C, C#, and Java with decimal

precision.
15. Select a COBOL Data type.
16. Click Description.

The Attribute Description dialog appears.
17. Enter the description and click OK.
18. Click OK to close the Properties dialog.

The attribute is added to the entity type or subtype.

Detail an Attribute

To detail an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, attribute.
3. Click Detail, Properties.

The properties dialog is displayed.
4. Type the attribute Name.
5. Select the Category from the Category drop-down. The category options are:

– Basic
– Derived
– Designed
– Auto Number

6. If the attribute is not required, select Optional.
7. Select Domain.
8. If the attribute contains upper and lower case characters, select Case Sensitive.
9. If the attribute is not a fixed length, select Varying Length.
10. Type Length.
11. If the attribute is a numeric domain, type Decimal Places.
12. Type TD Name or leave blank for default.
13. Click Description.

The Description dialog is displayed.
14. Type the description, and click OK.

The attribute is detailed.

Delete an Attribute

To delete an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, attribute.
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3. Click Edit, Delete, attribute. (If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select
Confirm on Delete.)

4. Click Delete, Yes for each confirmation box.
The attribute is deleted.

Describe an Attribute

To describe an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, attributes.
3. Click Detail, Properties.

The properties dialog is displayed.
4. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
5. Click OK.

The entity type alias is described.

Move an Attribute

To move an Attribute, perform these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype.
3. Click Edit, Move Attribute.
4. Select a new location.

The attribute is moved.

List Where Attributes are Used

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Where Used.

Default Value or Default Algorithm for an Attribute

Add a Default Value or Default Algorithm for an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens

2. Select an entity type or subtype.
3. Select an attribute, click Detail, Values.

The Values dialog is displayed.
4. Type default value or default algorithm.
5. Select Value or Algorithm, and click OK.

The value is added.
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Detail a Default Value or Default Algorithm for an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, attribute.
3. Click Detail, Values.

The Values dialog is displayed.
4. Change the default value or default algorithm.
5. Select Value or Algorithm, and click OK.

The value is detailed.

Derivation Algorithm Name

Add a Derivation Algorithm Name

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens

2. Select an entity type or subtype.
3. Select an attribute (category must be specified as derived).
4. Click Detail, Values.

The Values dialog is displayed.
5. Type the algorithm name that derives the attribute value, and click OK.

The derived algorithm name is added.

Detail a Derivation Algorithm Name

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype.
3. Select an attribute (category must be specified as derived).
4. Click Detail, Values.

The Values dialog opens.
5. Type the algorithm name that derives the attribute value, and click OK.

The derived algorithm name is detailed.

Entity Subtype

Add an Entity Subtype

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select partitioning, click Edit, Add Entity Subtype.
3. Type the Subtype name, Expected Number of Occurrences, Expected Growth, and TD Name or leave blank for default

setting.
4. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
5. Click OK.
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The entity subtype is added.

Detail an Entity Subtype

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select subtype, click Details, Properties.
3. Type the Subtype name, Expected Number of Occurrences, Expected Growth, and TD Name.
4. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
5. Click OK.

The entity subtype is detailed.

Delete an Entity Subtype

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select subtype, click Edit, Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display only when a hierarchy deletion occurs, select Confirm on Delete of

Hierarchy.
3. Click Delete, Yes for each confirmation box.

The entity subtype is deleted.

Describe an Entity Subtype

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens

2. Select a subtype, click Detail, Properties.
The properties dialog is displayed.

3. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
4. Click OK.

The entity subtype is described.

Entity Type

Add an Entity Type

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window appears.
Note: We can also add an Entity type from the Data Model and Data Model List options under the Planning and
Analysis menus, Scoped Type Diagram option under Analysis menu, and Component Specification Diagram,
Component Implementation Diagram, and Interface Type Model Diagram options under Component Modeling menu.

2. Select the parent subject area to which a new entity type is added. Select Edit, Add Entity Type.
The Entity Type Properties dialog appears.

3. Enter the name for the Entity Type. Select if the entity type is a Business Object Type. Select the type of encapsulation
(Open, Restricted, or Encapsulated) for the entity type. Enter the expected number of occurrences (Minimum,
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Average, Maximum), and expected growth percentage. Specify whether the data structure is transient, and the
Technical Design (TD) name should be set to Entity Type name. If the TD name is to be set, enter the TD name. Enter
the description and click OK.
The Entity Type is added in the display window. Click OK to close the Entity Type Properties Dialog.

Detail an Entity Type

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Properties.
3. Type the entity name, Expected Number of Occurrences, Expected Growth, and TD Name.
4. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
5. Click OK.

The entity type is detailed.

Delete an Entity Type

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type, click Edit, Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display only when a hierarchy deletion occurs, select Confirm on Delete of

Hierarchy.
3. Click Delete, Yes for each confirmation box.

The entity type is deleted.

Describe an Entity Type

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens

2. Select an entity type, click Detail, Properties.
The properties dialog is displayed.

3. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
4. Click OK.

The entity type is described.

Join Entity Types

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select the first entity type, click Edit, Join.
3. Select the second entity type to which the fist is joined (an entity type can be joined with itself), click Edit, Join, OK.
4. Select Optionality (Always/Sometimes). Type the relationship name, select cardinality (One/One or More).

– If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display relationship name.
– If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable relationship.

5. Select optionality (Always/Sometimes). Type relationship name. Select cardinality (One/One or More).
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– If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display relationship name.
– If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable relationship.

6. Click Source Properties and perform the following steps:
7. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.

a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Click Description, type the description and click OK.
e. Click OK.

8. Click Destination Properties and perform the following steps:
9. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.

a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Click Description, type the Description, and click OK.
e. Click OK.

WARNING
Be sure that a membership is mandatory before specifying always. Always has important implications in the
generated system. For example, if you define a membership as mandatory and delete one entity of the pairing,
the other entity -- and its stored data -- are also deleted. If the second entity is a customer, the lost data may
include such items as the name, address, telephone number, and credit rating of the customer.

Not only is the information of the second entity that is deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to the second
entity are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships ends. This
effect is called the cascade delete. Beware of it when specifying optionality.

Identifier

Add an Identifier

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, click Detail, Identifiers.
The Identifiers dialog is displayed.

3. Select relationship and/or attribute from Selection List and click Add.
The Add Properties dialog is displayed.

4. Type the Identifier name, select Primary (if applicable), and type the description.
5. Click OK.

– If you want to add another attribute or relationship from the Selection List to the selected Identifier in the Current
Identifiers List, select Identifier name, attribute, or relationship from Selection List. Click Apply.

– If you want to change properties of an object, select an attribute or identifier, Properties. Change the appropriate
fields. Click OK.

– If you want to find an object in the Selection List, verify that no items are selected in the Current Identifiers selection
list. Click Search. Type the name of the object to locate. Select an option, Search.

6. Click Close.
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Detail an Identifier

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, click Detail, Identifiers.
The Identifiers dialog is displayed.

3. Select the identifier from the Current Identifiers List, and click Properties.
The properties dialog is displayed.

4. Type the Identifier name, select Primary (if applicable), and type the description.
5. Click OK.

– If you want to add an identifier, click Add. Type the Identifier name. Select Primary (if applicable). Type description.
Click OK.

– If you want to add another attribute from the Selection List to the selected Identifier in the Current Identifiers List,
select the Identifier name, attribute or relationship from Selection List, and click Apply.

– If you want to find an object, click Search. Type the name of the object to locate. Select an option, click Search.
6. Click Close.

Delete an Identifier

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype.
3. Click Detail, Identifiers.
4. Select an identifier from the Current Identifiers List, click Delete.

– If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If the last attribute or relationship is deleted from the identifier, the identifier is also deleted.

5. Click Delete, Yes for each confirmation box.
The identifier is deleted.

Describe an Identifier

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens

2. Select an entity type or subtype.
3. Click Detail, Identifiers.

The Identifier dialog is displayed.
4. Select an identifier from the Current Identifiers List, click Properties.

The properties dialog is displayed.
5. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.

– If you want to add an identifier, click Add. Type Identifier name. Select Primary (if applicable). Type description.
Click OK.

– If you want to add another attribute from the Selection List to the selected Identifier in the Current Identifiers List,
select Identifier name, attribute from Selection List, click Apply.

– If you want to find an object, click Search. Type the name of the object to locate. Select an option, click Search.
6. Click Close.

The Identifier is described.
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Mutually Exclusive Relationship

Add a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, click Detail, Mutually Exclusive.
The Mutually Exclusive dialog is displayed.

3. Select two or more relationship names from the Selection List, and click Add.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

4. Type the Mutually Exclusive name and description, and click OK.
– If you want to add a relationship from the Selection List to the selected Mutually Exclusive Relationship in the

Current Mut Excl List, select the relationship name from Selection List, Mutually Exclusive relationship, Apply.
– If you want to change properties of an object, select the object (a Mutually Exclusive Relationship in the Current

Mut Excl List or a relationship in the Selection List), and click Properties. Change the appropriate fields, and click
OK.

– If you want to find an object, click Search. Type the name of the mutually exclusive object to find. Select an option,
click Search.

5. Click Close.

Detail a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, click Detail, Mutually Exclusive.
The Mutually Exclusive dialog is displayed.

3. Select a mutually exclusive relationship to be changed, and click Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

4. Type the Mutually Exclusive name and description, and click OK.
– If you want to add a mutually exclusive relationship, click Add. Type Mutually Exclusive name and description. Click

OK.
– If you want to add a relationship from the Selection List to the selected Mutually Exclusive Relationship in the

Current Mut Excl List, select a relationship name from Selection List, Mutually Exclusive relationship, and click
Apply.

– If you want to find an object in the Selection List, verify that no items are selected in the Current Identifiers selection
list. Click Search. Type the name of the relationship to find. Select an option, and click Search.

5. Click Close.

Delete a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype.
3. Click Detail, Mutually Exclusive
4. Select an individual relationship or mutually exclusive constraint, click Delete.

– If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If two relationships are not maintained, the mutually exclusive relationship is also deleted.
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5. Click Delete, Yes for each confirmation box.
The mutually exclusive relationship is deleted.

Describe a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, click Detail, Mutually Exclusive.
The Mutually Exclusive dialog is displayed.

3. Select mutually exclusive relationship to describe, click Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

4. Type description, and click OK.
– If you want to add a mutually exclusive relationship, click Add. Type Mutually Exclusive name and description. Click

OK.
– If you want to add a relationship from the Selection List to the selected Mutually Exclusive Relationship in the

Current Mut Excl List, select a relationship name from Selection List, Mutually Exclusive relationship, click Apply.
– If you want to find an object in the Selection List, verify that no items are selected in the Current Mutually Exclusive

selection list. click Search. Type the name of the relationship to find. Select an option, click Search.
5. Click Close.

The mutually exclusive relationship is described.

Partitioning

Add a Partitioning

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window is displayed.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, click Edit, Add Partitioning, Classifying Attribute.
– If the partitioning is fully enumerated, select Fully Enumerated.
– If the partitioning shows the entity type life cycle, select Life-Cycle Partitioning.

NOTE
You can define classifying values only after defining subtypes for partition and permitted values for the
classifying attribute.

3. Click Description, type the description and click OK.
4. Click OK.

The Partitioning is added.

Detail a Partitioning

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window is displayed.

2. Select a partitioning, click Detail, Properties, Classifying Attribute.
– If the partitioning is fully enumerated, select Fully Enumerated.
– If the partitioning shows the entity type life cycle, select Life-Cycle Partitioning.

3. Click Description, type the description and click OK.
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– If you want to select or change the classifying attribute without closing the window, select new Classifying Attribute,
and click Apply.

– If you want to define classifying values, select Define Value after selecting a subtype in the selection list. Select the
value to assign the subtype.

– If no subtypes exist in selection list, add subtypes, or select and apply the classifying attribute.
– If no values exist, define the permitted values for the classifying attribute.

4. Click OK.
The Partitioning is detailed.

Delete a Partitioning

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select partitioning, click Edit, Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display only when a hierarchy deletion occurs, select Confirm on Delete of

Hierarchy.
3. Click Delete, Yes for each confirmation box.

The partitioning is deleted.

Describe a Partitioning

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select a partitioning, click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Click Description, type the description, click OK.
4. Click OK.

The partitioning is described.

Permitted Values for a Basic or Designed Attribute

Add Permitted Values for a Basic or Designed Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window is displayed.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, and select an attribute.
3. Click Detail, Values, Ok.

– If the value is a Single Value, type value.
– If the value is the default value for the attribute, select Value is Default.
– If the value is a Numeric Range, type From and To values.

4. Click OK.
5. Type Default Value or Algorithm name, if applicable.
6. Select Value or Algorithm.
7. Click Description, type the description and click OK.

The permitted values are added.
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Detail Permitted Values for a Basic or Designed Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window is displayed.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, and select an attribute.
3. Click Detail, Values.

The Values dialog is displayed.
4. Select a value from Current Permitted Value to be changed, and click Properties.
5. Type Default Value or Algorithm name, if applicable.
6. Select Value or Algorithm.
7. Click Description, type the description and click OK.

The permitted values are detailed.

Permitted Values for a Derived Attribute

Add Permitted Values for a Derived Attribute

A Derived Attribute does not have permitted values or defaults. Its value is calculated from an algorithm whenever it is
read from the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype and select an attribute.
3. Click Detail, Values.

The Values dialog is displayed.
4. Type the default algorithm name, and click OK.

The permitted value is added.

Relationship

Add a Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Click Edit, Join.
3. Select the first entity type.
4. Select the second entity type to which the first is joined (an entity type can be joined with itself). Click OK.

The Relationship Properties dialog is displayed.
5. Select Optionality (Always/Sometimes)
6. Type relationship name and select cardinality (One/One or More).

– If you want the relationship name to be displayed on the diagram, select Display relationship name.
– If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable relationship.

7. Select Associate is Modifying or Referencing.
8. Select optionality (Always/Sometimes).
9. Type relationship name and select cardinality (One/One or More).

– If you want the relationship name to be displayed on the diagram, select Display relationship name.
– If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable relationship.
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10. Select Associate is Modifying or Referencing.
11. Click Source Properties and perform the following steps:
12. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.

a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Select Description, type the description and click OK.
e. Click OK.

13. Click Destination Properties and perform the following steps:
14. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.

a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Select Description, type the Description, and click OK.
e. Click OK.

WARNING
Be sure that a membership is mandatory before specifying always. Always has important implications in the
generated system. For example, if you define a membership as mandatory and delete one entity of the pairing,
the other entity -- and its stored data -- is also deleted. If the second entity is a customer, the lost data may
include such items as the name, address, telephone number, and credit rating of the customer.

Not only is the information of the second entity that is deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to the second
entity are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships ends. This
effect is called the cascade delete. Beware of it when specifying optionality.

Detail a Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select the relationship, click Detail, Properties.
The Relationship Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Select optionality (Always/Sometimes).
4. Type the relationship name and select cardinality (One/One or More).

– If you want the relationship name to be displayed on the diagram, select Display relationship name.
– If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable relationship.

5. Select optionality (Always/Sometimes).
6. Type the relationship name and select cardinality (One/One or More).

– If you want the relationship name to be displayed on the diagram, select Display relationship name.
– If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable relationship.

7. Click Source Properties and perform the following steps:
8. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.

a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Click Description, type the description and click OK.
e. Click OK.

9. Click Destination Properties and perform the following steps:
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10. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.
a. Select Estimated or Absolute.
b. Type On Average, At Most.
c. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule.
d. Select Description, type the Description, and click OK.
e. Click OK.

WARNING
Be sure that a membership is mandatory before specifying always. Always has important implications in the
generated system. For example, if you define a membership as mandatory and delete one entity of the pairing,
the other entity -- and its stored data -- are also deleted. If the second entity is a customer, the lost data may
include such items as the name, address, telephone number, and credit rating of the customer.

Not only is the information of the second entity that is deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to the second
entity are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships ends. This
effect is called the cascade delete. Beware of it when specifying optionality.

Delete a Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select relationship, click Edit, Delete. (If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion,
select Confirm on Delete.)

3. Click Delete, Yes for each confirmation box.
The relationship is deleted.

Describe a Relationship

There are two ways to describe a Relationship.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select a relationship, click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Click Source Properties, Description, type the description, and click OK.
4. Click OK.
5. Click Destination Properties, Description, type the description, and click OK.
6. Click OK.

The relationship is described.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select a relationship, click the Description text box, add the changes, click Change.
3. The relationship is described.

List Where Entity Types, Subtypes or Relationships are Used

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
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The Data Model Browser window opens.
2. Select an entity type, subtype, or relationship, click Detail, Where Used.

Subject Area

Add a Subject Area

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window appears.

NOTE
We can also add a subject area from the Data Model and Data Model List options under the Planning and
Analysis menus.

2. Select the parent subject area to which a new child subject area is added. Click Edit, Add Subject Area.
The Subject Area Properties dialog appears.

3. Enter the name for the Subject Area. Select the Role (General, Implementation, or Specification) for the subject area.
Specify whether the new subject area contains persistent entity types, or if it should only contain transient entity types.

4. Enter the description and click OK.
The Subject area is added in the display window.

5. Click OK to close the Subject Area Properties Dialog.

Detail a Subject Area

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window appears.

2. Select subject area, click Detail, Properties.
The properties dialog is displayed.

3. Type description and click OK.
The subject area is detailed.

Delete a Subject Area

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select a subject area, click Edit Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display only when a hierarchy deletion occurs, select Confirm on Delete of

Hierarchy. (This option is only available if subordinates exist for the subject area that is selected for deletion.)
3. Click Delete, Yes for each confirmation box.

Describe a Subject Area

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select a subject area, click Detail, Properties.
3. Type the description, and click OK.
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The subject area is described.

Destination Properties

Detail Destination Properties

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens

2. Select a relationship, click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Click Destination Properties.
The Destination Properties dialog is displayed.

4. Enter percentage of time in Sometimes text box.
5. Enter details in At least text box, select Estimated or Absolute.
6. Enter details in On average and At most text box and select Estimated or Absolute.
7. Select the appropriate Deletion Rule, click Description.
8. Type the description and click OK.
9. Click OK.

The destination property is detailed.

Source Properties

Detail Source Properties

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens

2. Select a relationship, click Detail, Properties.
The Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Click Source Properties.
The Source Properties dialog is displayed.

4. Enter percentage of time in Sometimes text box.
5. Enter details in At least text box, select Estimated or Absolute.
6. Enter details in On average and At most text box and select Estimated or Absolute.
7. Select the appropriate Deletion Rule, click Description.
8. Type the description and click OK.
9. Click OK.

The source property is detailed.

Permitted Values of an Attribute

Delete Permitted Values of an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select entity type or subtype, attribute.
3. Click Detail, Values, Current Permitted Value to delete, Delete.
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4. Click Yes confirmation.

NOTE
You cannot delete a permitted value from a window until you first remove all the windows-specific usages of a
permitted value.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a window from the Navigation Diagram.
2. Select a field on the window.
3. Click Detail, Properties
4. Select all permitted values that you want to delete, click Remove.

The permitted values are removed.

Describe Permitted Values of an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, attribute, click Detail, Values.
The values dialog is displayed.

3. Select a value from the Current Permitted Value.
4. Click Description, type the description, and click OK.
5. Click OK.

The value is described.

Action Blocks

Show All Action Blocks

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select a data object from the Entity Types list box.
3. Click the Referenced Action Blocks radio button.

All the action blocks are shown.

Show Operations Action Blocks

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select data object from the Entity Types list box.
3. Select Operations Radio Button.

The operations action blocks are shown.

Select Action Blocks as Operation

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an action block, click Edit, Select as Operation.
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The action blocks are selected as Operation.

Deselect Action Blocks as Operation

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window opens.

2. Select an action block, click Edit, Deselect as Operation.
The action blocks are deselected.

Use Data Model List

This article provides information to use the Data Model List for adding, editing, deleting, and describing attributes.

Add an Attribute Alias

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity type or subtype and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes window opens.

4. Select an attribute and click Detail, Aliases.
The Aliases dialog opens.

5. Click Add, type Alias and Long Name.
6. If an alias is an abbreviation select Abbreviation, or if an alias is an acronym select Acronym.
7. Click Description.

The description dialog opens.
8. Type a description and click OK.
9. Click OK.
10. Click Close.

An attribute alias is added.

Detail an Attribute Alias

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity Type or subtype, and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes dialog opens.

4. Select attribute, click Detail, Aliases.
The Aliases dialog opens.

5. Select added Alias and click Properties.
The Alias Properties dialog opens.

6. Type the Alias field and the Long Name field.
7. If the alias is an abbreviation select Abbreviation, or if the alias is an acronym select Acronym.
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8. Click Description.
The Description dialog opens.

9. Type description in the Description box, and click OK.
10. Click OK.

The detailed attribute alias is added.

Delete an Attribute Alias

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Attributes, attribute, Detail, Aliases, alias,
Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).

Describe an Attribute Alias

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Attributes, attribute, Detail, Aliases, alias to
describe, Properties, Description. Type description. Select OK, OK, Close.

Entity Type Alias

Add an Entity Type Alias

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select entity type or subtype and click Detail, Aliases.
The Aliases window opens.

4. Click Add, type Alias name and Long Name.
5. If an alias is an abbreviation select Abbreviation, or if an alias is an acronym select Acronym,
6. Click Description.

The description dialog opens.
7. Type a description and click OK
8. Click OK
9. Click Close.

An entity type alias is added.

Detail an Entity Type Alias

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity Type or subtype, and click Detail, Aliases.
The Aliases dialog opens.

4. Select the alias to detail and click Properties.
The Alias Properties dialog opens.

5. Type the Alias field and the Long Name field.
6. If the alias is an abbreviation select Abbreviation, or if the alias is an acronym select Acronym.
7. Click Description.

The Description dialog opens.
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8. Type description in the Description box, and click OK.
9. Click OK.

The detailed entity alias is added.

Delete an Entity Type Alias

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Aliases, alias, Delete, Yes (for each
confirmation box).

Describe an Entity Type Alias

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Aliases, alias to describe, Properties,
Description. Type description. Select OK, OK, Close.

Attribute

Add an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity Type or subtype, and click Edit, Add Attribute.
The Properties dialog opens.

4. Type the Attribute Name.
5. Select the Category from the Category drop-down.
6. Select the Domain from the Domain drop-down.
7. If the attribute is optional, select Optional.
8. For a text attribute, if the attribute is case-sensitive select the Case-Sensitive check-box.
9. For a text attribute, if the attribute is varying length select the Varying Length check-box.
10. If an attribute is protected, select Protected.
11. Type the length of the attribute.
12. Type the number of decimal places for a numeric attribute.
13. If you want to specify a technical design name for the attribute, deselect Set TD name to the attribute name and modify

the name
14. If the attribute should be implemented with decimal precision, select Implement in C, C#, and Java with decimal

precision.
15. Select a COBOL Data type from drop-down.
16. Click the Description push button.

The Description dialog opens.
17. Type the description and click OK.
18. Click OK.

The attribute is added to the entity type or subtype

Copy an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Edit, Copy Attribute From, entity type or work set
(the new attribute is copied after the selected object), OK.
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2. If a name conflict occurs, type new name at the prompt.

Detail an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser opens.

2. Select an entity type or subtype, attribute.
3. Click Detail, Properties.

The properties dialog opens.
4. Type the Attribute Name field.
5. Select a Category from the drop-down.
6. If the attribute is not required, select Optional.
7. Select a Domain from the drop-down.
8. If the attribute contains upper and lower case characters, select Case Sensitive.
9. If the attribute is not a fixed length, select Varying Length.
10. Type Length.
11. If the attribute is a numeric domain, type Decimal Places.
12. Type TD Name or leave blank for default.
13. Click Description

The Description dialog opens.
14. Type the description, and click OK.

The attribute is detailed.

Describe an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Attributes, attribute, Detail, Properties.
2. Select Description. Type description. Select OK, OK.

Move an Attribute

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Edit, Move, attribute, new location by selecting entity
or attribute.

Transfer an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Edit, Transfer Attribute From, entity type or work
set (the new attribute is transferred after the selected object),

2. If a name conflict occurs, type a new name at the prompt.

Delete an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Edit, Delete, attribute, Delete.
2. If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
3. Select Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).
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List Where Attributes Are Used

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type, Detail, Attributes, attribute, Detail, Where Used.

Default Value or Default Algorithm for an Attribute

Add a Default Value or Default Algorithm for an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity Type or subtype, and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes dialog opens.

4. Select attribute, click Detail, values.
The Permitted Values dialog opens.

5. Type value or algorithm in the Default field.
6. Select the Value button for default value, or select the Algorithm button for default algorithm.
7. Click OK.

Default value or default algorithm is added.

Detail a Default Value or Default Algorithm for an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Attributes, attribute, Detail, Values. Change
the default value or default algorithm name.

2. Select Value or Algorithm, OK.

Change a Default Value or Default Algorithm for an Attribute

See To Detail a Default Value or Default Algorithm for an Attribute.

Derivation Algorithm Name

Add a Derivation Algorithm Name

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity Type or subtype, and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes dialog opens.

4. Select attribute (category must be specified as derived), click Detail, values.
The Permitted Values dialog opens.

5. Type Algorithm name that derives the attribute value.
6. Click OK.
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Detail a Derivation Algorithm Name

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Attributes, attribute (category must be
specified as derived), Detail, Values.

2. Type algorithm name that derives the attribute value.
3. Select OK.

Change a Derivation Algorithm Name

See To Detail a Derivation Algorithm Name.

Entity Subtype

Add an Entity Subtype

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select partitioning, click Edit, Add Entity Subtype.
The Entity Subtype dialog opens.

3. Type Subtype name, Expected Number of Occurrences, Expected Growth, and TD Name or leave it blank for default.
4. Click Description.

The description dialog opens.
5. Type Description name and click OK.
6. Click OK.

The Subtype Entity is added.

Detail an Entity Subtype

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity type and click Detail, Properties.
The entity Type properties dialog opens.

4. Type the Type Name field, Expected Number of Occurrences field, Expected Growth field, and TD Name.
5. Click Description.

The Description dialog opens.
6. Type the description and click OK.
7. Click OK.

The detailed entity subtype is added.

Describe an Entity Subtype

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, subtype, Detail, Properties, Description. Type description. Select OK, OK.

Move an Entity Subtype

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, subtype, Edit, Move, attribute, new location by selecting entity.
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Delete an Entity Subtype

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, subtype, Edit, Delete.
2. If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
3. If you want a confirmation box to display only when a hierarchy deletion occurs, select Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy.
4. Select Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).

Entity Type

Add an Entity Type

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
2. Select a subject area and click Edit, Add Entity Type.

The Entity Type Properties dialog opens.
3. Type name, specify the following details:

– Business Object Type
– Encapsulation Type
– No Occurrences
– Expected Number of Occurrences
– Expected Growth
– TD Name

4. Click Description, type the description and click OK.
5. Click OK.

The entity type is added.

Detail an Entity Type

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity type and click Detail, Properties.
The Entity Type Properties dialog opens.

4. Type the Type Name field, Expected Number of Occurrences field, Expected Growth field, and TD Name and click
Description.
The Description dialog opens.

5. Type the description and click OK.
6. Click OK.

The detailed entity type is added.

Describe an Entity Type

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
2. Click View, Expand All.
3. Select an entity type and click Edit, Properties.
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The Entity Type Properties dialog opens.
4. Type the name and specify the following details:

– Business Object Type
– Encapsulation Type
– No Occurrences
– Expected Number of Occurrences
– Expected Growth
– TD Name

5. Click Description, type the description and click OK.
6. Click OK.

The entity type is described.

Move an Entity Type

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type, Edit, Move, attribute, new location by selecting subject area.

Delete an Entity Type

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type, Edit, Delete.
2. If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
3. If you want a confirmation box to display only when a hierarchy deletion occurs, select Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy.
4. Select Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).

Join Entity Types

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, the two entity types to join (Use Ctrl-select to highlight another entity
type. An entity type can be joined with itself)., Edit, Join, optionality (Always/Sometimes). Type relationship name.
Select cardinality (One/One or More).

2. If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display relationship name.
3. If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable relationship.
4. Select optionality (Always/Sometimes). Type relationship name. Select cardinality (One/One or More).
5. If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display relationship name.
6. If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable relationship.
7. Select Src Properties. Type Percentage of Time, At Least. Select Estimated or Absolute. Type On Average, At Most.

Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule. Select Description. Type description. Select OK, OK.
8. Select Dst Properties. Type Percentage of Time, At Least. Select Estimated or Absolute. Type On Average, At Most.

Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule. Select Description. Type description. Select OK, OK, OK.

WARNING
Be sure that a membership is mandatory before specifying always. Always has important implications in
the generated system. For example, if you define a membership as mandatory and delete one entity of the
pairing, the other entity -- and its stored data -- are also deleted. If the second entity is a customer, the lost
data may include such items as the name, address, telephone number, and credit rating of the customer.

Not only is the information of the second entity that is deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to the second
entity are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships ends. This
effect is called the cascade delete. Beware of it when specifying optionality.
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Identifier

Add an Identifier

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity Type or subtype, and click Detail, Identifiers.
The Identifiers dialog opens.

4. Select an attribute or relationship from Selection List, and Click Add.
The Properties dialog opens.

5. Type Identifier name, select Primary, and click OK.
The identifier is added.

NOTE
If you want o add more attribute or relationship from the selection list to the selected identifier in the current
Identifiers List, select Identifier name, attribute or relationship from Selection List, and click Apply.

Detail an Identifier

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Identifiers, identifier from the Current
Identifiers List, Properties. Type Identifier name. Select Primary (if applicable).

2. Type description.
3. Select OK.
4. If you want to add an identifier, select Add. Type Identifier name. Select Primary (if applicable). Type description.

Select OK.
5. If you want to add another attribute from the Selection List to the selected Identifier in the Current Identifiers List, select

Identifier name, attribute, or relationship from Selection List, Apply.
6. If you want to find an object, select Search. Type the name of the object to locate. Select an option, Search.
7. Select Close.

Delete an Identifier

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Identifiers or individual attribute or
relationship of an identifier, identifier(s) from the Current Identifiers List, Delete.

2. If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
3. If the last attribute or relationship is deleted from the identifier, the identifier is also deleted.
4. Select Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).

Describe an Identifier

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Identifiers, identifier from the Current
Identifiers List, Properties.

2. Type description.
3. Select OK.
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4. If you want to add an identifier, select Add. Type Identifier name. Select Primary (if applicable).
5. Type description.
6. Select OK.
7. If you want to add another attribute from the Selection List to the selected Identifier in the Current Identifiers List, select

Identifier name, attribute from Selection List, Apply.
8. If you want to find an object, select Search.
9. Type the name of the object to locate.
10. Select an option, Search.
11. Select Close.

Mutually Exclusive Relationship

Add a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity Type or subtype, and click Detail, Mutually Exclusive.
The Mutually Exclusive relationship dialog opens.

4. Select two or more relationships from the Selection List, and click Add.
The Properties dialog opens.

5. Type Mutually exclusive name and Description, and click OK
The Mutually exclusive relationship is added.

NOTE

– To add more relationships from the selection list to the selected Mutually Exclusive Relationship, select relationship
name and click Apply.

– To change properties of an object, select the object which you want to change from the Selection List, Click
Properties, change the appropriate field, and click OK.

– To search an object from the selection list, ensure that no object is selected in the Selection List, click Search, type
the desired object name, select an Option, click Search, and click Close.

Detail a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity type or subtype and click Detail, Mutually Exclusive.
The Mutually Exclusive Relationships opens.

4. If you want to add a mutually exclusive relationship, select an attribute from the Selection List and click Properties.
The Relationships Properties dialog opens.

5. Type the Mutually Exclusive Name and Description, and click OK.
6. If you want to add a relationship from the Selection List to the selected Mutually Exclusive Relationship in the Current

Mut Excl List, select relationship name from Selection List
7. If you want to find an object in the Selection List, ensure that no items are selected in the Current Identifiers Selection

List, and select Search.
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The Search dialog opens.
8. Type the name of the relationship to find in the Note field, select an option under Options, and click Search.
9. Click Close.

Delete a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Mutually Exclusive, individual relationship
or mutually exclusive constraint, Delete.

2. If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
3. If two relationships are not maintained, the mutually exclusive relationship is also deleted.
4. Select Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).

Describe a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Mutually Exclusive, mutually exclusive
relationship to describe, Properties. Type description. Select OK.

2. If you want to add a mutually exclusive relationship, select Add. Type Mutually Exclusive name and description. Select
OK.

3. If you want to add a relationship from the Selection List to the selected Mutually Exclusive Relationship in the Current
Mut Excl List, select relationship name from Selection List, Mutually Exclusive relationship, Apply.

4. If you want to find an object in the Selection List, verify that no items are selected in the Current Mutually Exclusive
selection list. Select Search. Type the name of the relationship to find. Select an option, Search.

5. Select Close.

List Where Entity Types, Subtypes or Relationships Are Used

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type, subtype, or relationship, Detail, Where Used.

Partitioning

Add a Partitioning

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity Type or subtype, and click Edit, Add Partitioning.
The Properties dialog opens.

4. Select an option from the Classifying Attribute drop-down.
5. If the partitioning is fully enumerated select Fully enumerated, or if the partitioning is life-cycle partitioning select Life-

Cycle Partitioning.

NOTE
You can define classifying values only after defining subtypes for partition and permitted values for
classifying attribute.

6. Click Description.
The Description dialog opens.

7. Type description and click OK.
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8. Click OK.
The partition is added.

Detail a Partitioning

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, partitioning, Detail, Properties, Classifying Attribute.
2. If the partitioning is fully enumerated, select Fully Enumerated.
3. If the partitioning shows the life cycle of the entity type, select Life-Cycle Partitioning.
4. Select Description. Type description. Select OK.
5. If you want to select or change the classifying attribute without closing the window, select new Classifying Attribute,

Apply.
6. If you want to define classifying values, select Define Value after selecting a subtype in the selection list. Select the

value to assign the subtype.
7. If no subtypes exist in selection list, you must add subtypes, or select and apply the classifying attribute.
8. If no values exist, you must define the permitted values for the classifying attribute.
9. Select OK.

Delete a Partitioning

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, partitioning, Edit, Delete.
2. If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
3. If you want a confirmation box to display only when a hierarchy deletion occurs, select Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy.
4. Select Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).

Describe a Partitioning

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, partitioning, Detail, Properties, Description.
2. Type description.
3. Select OK, OK.

Move a Partitioning

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, partitioning, Edit, Move, attribute, new location by selecting entity type.

Permitted Values for a Basic or Designed Attribute

Add Permitted Values for a Basic or Designed Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity Type or subtype, and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes window opens.

4. Select an attribute and click Detail, Value.
The Permitted Values for selected attribute dialog opens.
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5. Click Add.
The permitted value dialog opens.

6. If the value is single type the Single value field, or if the value is default select Value is Default, or if the value is
Numeric Range type the From and To field.

7. Click OK.
8. Select the added value or algorithm from the Current Permitted Values.
9. Click Description.

The Description dialog opens.
10. Type the Description window.
11. Click OK.
12. Click OK.

The permitted value is added.

Detail Permitted Values of a Basic or Designed Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Attributes, attribute, Detail, Values, Current
Permitted Value to be changed, Properties.

2. Change the appropriate fields.
3. Select OK.
4. Type Default Value or Algorithm name, if applicable.
5. Select Value or Algorithm.
6. Select Description.
7. Type description.
8. Select OK, OK.

Permitted Values for a Derived Attribute

Add Permitted Values for a Derived Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select the entity Type or subtype, and click Detail, Attributes.
The Attributes window opens.

4. Select an attribute and click Detail, Value.
The Permitted Value dialog opens.

5. Type the algorithm name in the Default field.
6. Click OK.

Detail Permitted Values of a Derived Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Attributes, attribute, Detail, Values.
2. Change the default algorithm name.
3. Select OK.
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Subject Area

Add a Subject Area

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window is displayed.

2. Select a subject area and click Edit, Add Subject Area.
The Subject Area Properties dialog is displayed.

3. Select Role, specify "may contain persistent entity types" or "should only contain transient entity types" as appropriate.
4. Type description, click OK.

The subject area is added.

Detail a Subject Area

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, subject area, Detail, Properties.
2. Type description.
3. Select OK.

Delete a Subject Area

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, subject area, Edit, Delete.
2. If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
3. If you want a confirmation box to display only when a hierarchy deletion occurs, select Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy.

(This option is only available if subordinates exist for the subject area that is selected for deletion.)
4. Select Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).

Describe a Subject Area

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
2. Select a subject area and click Detail, Properties.

The Subject Area Properties dialog is displayed.
3. Select Role, specify "may contain persistent entity types" or "should only contain transient entity types" as appropriate.
4. Type description, click OK.

The subject area is described.

Move a Subject Area

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, subject area, Edit, Move, attribute, new location by selecting subject area.

Relationship

Add or Modify a Relationship

A relationship is established between two entities. A relationship contains many properties that can be defined while
adding the relationship between the entities.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select two entity types by pressing the Ctrl key while selecting the entities.
4. Click Edit, Join.

NOTE
To modify the details of a relationship, select a relationship and click Detail, Properties.

The Relationship Properties dialog opens.
5. Select optionality as Always or Sometimes from the drop-down.
6. Select cardinality as One, or One or More from the drop-down.
7. Type the relationship name.
8. If you want to display the relationship name on the diagram, select Display relationship name.
9. If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable Relationship.
10. Select the type of association by selecting the Associate is option.
11. Click Source Properties and Destination Properties buttons to specify the source or destination properties.
12. Click OK.

The Relationship is added.

WARNING
Be sure that a membership is mandatory before specifying Always. Always has important implications in
the generated system. For example, if you define a membership as mandatory and delete one entity of the
pairing, the other entity and its stored data are also deleted. If the second entity is a customer, the lost data may
include such items as the name, address, telephone number, and credit rating of the customer. Not only is the
information of the second entity that is deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to the second entity
are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships ends.
This effect is called the cascade delete. Beware of it when specifying optionality.

Delete a Relationship

You may want to delete a relationship between two entities.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select a relationship and click Edit, Delete.
The Delete dialog opens.

4. If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
5. Click Delete.
6. Click Yes for each confirmation box.

The relationship is deleted.

Transfer a Relationship

A relationship is defined between two entities. You can transfer the relationship from one entity to another.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
The Data Model List opens.

2. Select a Subject Area, click View, Expand All.
The expanded Data Model List opens.

3. Select a relationship, entity type currently joined to the selected relationship, another entity type independent of the
selected relationship.

4. Click Edit, Transfer Relationship.
Click Yes to confirm the transfer.
The relationship is transferred.

Permitted Values of an Attribute

Delete Permitted Values of an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype.
2. Select Detail, Attributes, attribute, Detail, Values, Current Permitted Value(s) to delete, Delete, Yes.

NOTE
You cannot delete a permitted value from a window until you first remove all the specific usages of a
permitted value from the window.

To remove usages of a permitted value

1. From Navigation Diagram, open a window.
2. Select, field on window, Detail, Properties, select all permitted values that you want to delete, Remove.

Describe Permitted Values of an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, entity type or subtype, Detail, Attributes, attribute, Detail, Values, Current
Permitted Value to describe, Description.

2. Type description.
3. Select OK, OK.

Use Partitioning

The Gen Toolset lets you add index space partitions, detail partition index space, detail partition tablespace, open, and
expand data store list.

Add an Index space Partition

1. Select Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Records or Database.
– If All Records, select View then Expand Diagram.
– If Database, select database, View then Expand.

2. Select index space, Detail, Partition, Edit, Add Partition then field in index to add to the Key.
3. Modify value.
4. Select Set to add value to the Key.
5. Repeat for each non-high value field to add to the Key. Select OK to create the partition.
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Detail a Partition Index space

1. Select Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Records or Database.
– If All Records, select View then Expand Diagram.
– If Database, select database, View then Expand.

2. Select index space, Detail, Partition, partition value, Detail, Index space then Use default values for partition or Use
following values for partition, Erase, Storage Grp then VCAT.

3. Type VCAT, Primary Qty, and Secondary Qty.
4. Select Qty Units.
5. Type Free Page and Percent Free.

Push Button Procedure

Add Vol Select Add Vol then DASD Volume ID. Type volume description.
Select OK.

Del Vol Select Del Vol then DASD Volume ID. Select OK.

Description Select Description. Type index space description. Select OK
6. Select OK.

Detail a Partition Tablespace

1. Click Tools, Design, Data Store List.
2. Click Diagram, Open, All Records, or Database.

– If you have selected All Records, click View, Expand Diagram.
– If you have selected Database, select a database and click View, Expand.

3. Select an index space and click Detail, Partitioning.
4. Select a partition value and click Detail, Tablespace.
5. Use default values for partition or Use following values for partition, Erase, Storage Grp then VCAT. Type VCAT,

Primary Qty, and Secondary Qty.
6. Select Qty Unit.
7. Type Free Page and Percent Free.

The following fields are available on this:
Add Vol

1. Select Add Vol then DASD Volume ID.
2. Type volume description.
3. Click OK.

Del Vol

1. Select Del Vol then DASD Volume ID.
2. Click OK.

Description

1. Select Description.
2. Type tablespace description.
3. Click OK

8. Click OK.

Open and Expand a Data Store List

1. Select Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open, All Tables, or Database.
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– If All Tables, select View then Expand Diagram.
– If Database, select database, View then Expand.

Use Scoped Type Model Diagram

The Scoped Type Diagram allows you to construct and view a data model. It offers an alternative view to the data model
diagram, data model browser, and data model list.

Changes that are made in any one of these tools is updated in all the others. You can use the Scoped Type Diagram for
preparing diagrams for feedback sessions with users. Multiple Scoped Type Models might be easier to comprehend that
one large data model diagram.

Within the Scoped Type Diagram, you can perform the following tasks:

• Create any number of diagrams, including overlapping diagrams, to show pieces of the data model based on your
needs.

• Add other regular Entity Types.

The Scoped Type Diagram allows you to scope in several ways, although the “scope” of a Scoped Type Diagram is
always restricted to a particular, general subject area.

• If the "root" subject area, which represents the entire model, is selected, then any type within the model can be placed
in the scoped type diagram.

• If a lower-level subject area is selected, only the contents of that subject area (and its contained subject areas, if any)
may be placed in the diagram.

• You can select which entity types are placed on the diagram (it is not necessary to place every entity type).
• The same entity type can be placed on any number of diagrams.

You can create as many Scoped Type diagrams as you want for any given subject area, although there can only be one
instance of this diagramming tool open at any time.

The Open menu options let you open an existing Scope Type diagram. Model diagrams cannot be created or deleted from
the dialog box (select Diagram, then New... or Delete... as appropriate). Only one model diagram may be open at any one
time.

You can edit and detail specific sections of a scoped type diagram by either using the Edit or Detail menus, or by right-
clicking the mouse within the diagramming tool. The options that are available on the right-click menu depend on where
the cursor is positioned when you invoke the right-click menu, for example, on the diagram background, a type, a
relationship, and so on.

You can use the Scoped Type Diagram for adding, deleting, describing, and developing the following attributes:

Attribute

Add an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Scoped Type Diagram.
The Scoped Type Diagrams dialog displays.

2. Select the Entity Type.
3. Select Edit, Add Attribute.

The Properties dialog appears.
4. Enter the Attribute Name.
5. Select the Category from the Category drop-down. The following category options display:
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– Basic
– Derived
– Designed
– Auto Number

6. Select the Domain from the Domain drop-down. The following Domain options display:
– Text
– Date
– Number
– Time
– Timestamp
– Mixed Text
– DBCS Text

7. If the attribute is optional, select the Optional check box.
8. For a text attribute, select the Case-Sensitive check-box if the attribute is case-sensitive.
9. For a text attribute, select the Varying Length check-box if the attribute is varying length.
10. If an attribute is protected, select Protected.
11. Enter the length of the attribute.
12. Enter the number of decimal places for a numeric attribute.
13. If you want to specify a technical design name for the attribute, select Set TD name to attribute name and modify the

name
14. If the attribute should be implemented with decimal precision, select Implement in C, C#, and Java with decimal

precision.
15. Select a COBOL Data type.
16. Click the Description... push button.

The Attribute Description dialog appears.
17. Enter the description and click OK.
18. Click OK to close the Properties dialog.

The attribute is added to the entity type.

Describe an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Attributes, attribute, Detail, Properties.
3. Select Description.
4. Type description.
5. Select OK.
6. Select OK.

Detail an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Attributes, attribute, Detail, Properties.
3. Type name.
4. Select category (basic, derived, designed, auto number).
5. Depending on the type of attribute, select the appropriate option:

a. If attribute is optional, Select Optional, domain (text, date, number, time).
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b. If attribute is case sensitive, Select Case Sensitive.
c. If attribute is varying length, Select Varying Length.

6. Type length.
7. If attribute is a numeric domain, type the number of decimal places.
8. Type TD Name.
9. Select Description.
10. Type description.
11. Select OK.
12. Select OK.

List Where Attributes are Used

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, (select carefully) attribute, Detail, Where Used.

Attribute Alias

Add an Attribute Alias

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Aliases, Add.
3. Type name and long name.
4. If alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
5. If alias is an acronym, select Acronym.
6. Select Description.
7. Type description.
8. Select OK.
9. Select OK.
10. Select Cancel.

Detail an Attribute Alias

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Aliases, alias, Properties.
3. Type name and long name.
4. If alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
5. If alias is an acronym, select Acronym.
6. Select Description. Type description. Select OK.
7. Select OK. Select Close.
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Entity Type

Add an Entity Type

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Data Model Browser.
The Data Model Browser window appears.

NOTE

We can also add an Entity type from the Data Model and Data Model List options under the Planning and
Analysis menus, Scoped Type Diagram option under Analysis menu, and Component Specification Diagram,
Component Implementation Diagram, and Interface Type Model Diagram options under Component
Modeling menu.

2. Select the parent subject area to which a new entity type is added. Select Edit, Add Entity Type.
The Entity Type Properties dialog appears.

3. Enter the name for the Entity Type. Select if the entity type is a Business Object Type. Select the type of encapsulation
(Open, Restricted, or Encapsulated) for the entity type. Enter the expected number of occurrences (Minimum,
Average, Maximum), and expected growth percentage. Specify whether the data structure is transient, and the
Technical Design (TD) name should be set to Entity Type name. If the TD name is to be set, enter the TD name. Enter
the description and click OK.
The Entity Type is added in the display window. Click OK to close the Entity Type Properties Dialog.

Describe an Entity Type

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Properties.
3. Select Description.
4. Type description. Select OK.
5. Select OK.

Detail an Entity Type

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Attributes, attribute, Detail, Properties.
3. Type name.
4. Specify Business Object Type, Encapsulation Type, No Occurrences, Expected Number of Occurrences, Expected

Growth, and TD Name.
5. Select Description, type description, and select OK.
6. Select OK.

Join Entity Types

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, the two entity types to join, Edit, Join, Optionality (Always/Sometimes).
3. Type Relationship Name.
4. Select Cardinality (One/One or More).
5. If:
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– You want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display Relationship Name.
– The entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable Relationship.

6. Select Optionality (Always/Sometimes).
7. Type Relationship Name.
8. Select Cardinality (One/One or More).
9. If:

a. You want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display Relationship Name.
b. The entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable Relationship.

Push Button Procedure

Src Properties Select Src Properties. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.
Select Estimated or Absolute. Type On Average, At Most. Select
Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule. Select
Description. Type description. Select OK, OK.

Dst Properties Select Dst Properties. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.
Select Estimated or Absolute. Type On Average, At Most. Select
Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule. Select
Description. Type description. Select OK, OK.

10. Select OK.

WARNING
Be sure that a membership is mandatory before specifying always. Always has important implications in
the generated system. For example, if you define a membership as mandatory and delete one entity of the
pairing, the other entity -- and its stored data -- are also deleted. If the second entity is a customer, the lost
data may include such items as the name, address, telephone number, and credit rating of the customer.

Not only is the information of the second entity deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to the second
entity are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships ends.
This effect is called the cascade delete. Beware of it when specifying optionality.

Entity Subtype

Add or Detail Entity Subtypes

Consider adding an entity subtype if the potential subtype has:

• At least one attribute of its own that is not shared by other entities of the same type.
• One or more relationships of its own not shared by other entities of the same type.

NOTE

Under life cycle partitioning, a subtype, or "state," does not have to have its own attributes and/or relationships
and/or operations.

The following properties, which are used to define an entity type, also define an entity subtype:
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• Subtype name
• Business Object Type
• Encapsulation Type (this is inherited, and cannot be overridden)
• No Occurrences (this is inherited, and cannot be overridden)
• Expected number of occurrences
• Expected growth
• Transient option
• TD Name
• Set the TD name to the Entity Type name option
• Description of the subtype

Example

The entity occurrence of entity type CUSTOMER may fall into one of two mutually exclusive groups:

• FOREIGN
• DOMESTIC

All customers share a set of attributes and relationships, foreign customers have predicates beyond those in the common
set, and domestic customers have still others that are unique to them.

All the predicates of the entity type apply to its subtypes. For example, all customers have a value for the attribute Name,
but foreign customers must have a value for the attributes Country Code and Import License Number.

The attribute that is the basis for subdividing the entity type into subtypes is the classifying attribute. The entity type
CUSTOMER is divided into subtypes depending on the value of its attribute Nationality. Foreign and Domestic are
classifying values of the classifying attribute Nationality.

Downstream Effects

Technical Design requires subtypes to have an identifier inherited from the highest-level entity type (the highest-level
parent entity type in the data model).

Describe an Entity Subtype

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, subtype, Detail, Properties, Description.
3. Type description, select OK.
4. Select OK.

Entity Type Alias

Add an Entity Type Alias

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Aliases, Add.
3. Type name and long name.
4. If:

a. Alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
b. Alias is an acronym, select Acronym.

5. Select Description.
6. Type description, select OK.
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7. Select OK.
8. Select Cancel.

Describe an Entity Type Alias

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Aliases, alias, Properties, Description.
3. Type description.
4. Select OK.
5. Select OK.
6. Select Close.

Detail an Entity Type Alias

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Aliases, alias, Properties.
3. Type name and long name.
4. If:

a. Alias is an abbreviation, select Abbreviation.
b. Alias is an acronym, select Acronym.

5. Select Description. Type description.

Mutually Exclusive Relationship

Detail a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Mutually Exclusive, mutually exclusive relationship, Properties.
3. Type name and description.
4. Select OK.

Identifier

Describe an Identifier

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Identifiers, Identifier from the Current Identifiers List, Properties.
3. Type description and select OK.
4. Select Close.

Detail an Identifier

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Identifiers, Identifier from the Current Identifiers List, Properties.
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3. Type identifier name.
4. Select Primary (if applicable).
5. Type description.
6. Select OK.

Operation

Add an Operation

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, Entity type to which the Operation is to be added.
3. Expand the selection if necessary to get a single entity type.
4. Edit, Add Operation.
5. Type Operation name in Action Diagram: field, set Operation Properties, Generation Properties, and type Description.
6. Select OK.

Delete an Operation

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram.
3. (Select carefully) the operation to be deleted.
4. Expand the selection if necessary, Edit, Delete.
5. If you want a confirmation box to display and list the object that is selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
6. Select Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).

Partitioning

Add a Partitioning

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Edit, Add Partitioning, Classifying Attribute.
3. If the partitioning:

a. is fully enumerated, select Fully Enumerated.
b. shows the entity life cycle of the type, select Life Cycle Partitioning.

4. Select Description.
5. Type description.
6. Select OK.
7. Select OK.

Delete a Partitioning

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, partitioning, Edit, Delete.
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3. If you want a confirmation box to display:
a. Listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
b. Listing the hierarchy of objects impacted by this delete, select Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy and Subordinates

(Delete Subordinates Only, Promote Subordinates, Delete Hierarchy).
4. Select Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).

Describe a Partitioning

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu, Scoped Type Diagram, partitioning, Detail, Properties, Description.
2. Type description.
3. Select OK.
4. Select OK.

Detail a Partitioning

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, partitioning, Detail, Properties, Classifying Attribute.
3. If the partitioning:

a. is fully enumerated, select Fully Enumerated.
b. shows the entity type's life cycle, select Life Cycle Partitioning.

4. Select Description.
5. Type description.
6. Select OK.

Relationship

Describe a Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, relationship line, Detail, Properties, Src Properties, Description.
3. Type description.
4. Select OK, OK.
5. Select Dst Properties, Description.
6. Type description. Select OK, OK.
7. Select OK.

Detail a Relationship

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu. Select Scoped Type Diagram, the two entity types to join, Edit, Join,
Optionality (Always/Sometimes). Type Relationship Name. Select Cardinality (One/One or More).

2. If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display Relationship Name.
3. If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable Relationship.
4. Select Optionality (Always/Sometimes). Type Relationship Name. Select Cardinality (One/One or More).
5. If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display Relationship Name.
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6. If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable Relationship.

Push Button Procedure

Src Properties Select Src Properties. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.
Select Estimated or Absolute. Type On Average, At Most. Select
Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule, Description.
Type description. Select OK, OK.

Dst Properties Select Dst Properties. Type Percentage of Time, At Least.
Select Estimated or Absolute. Type On Average, At Most. Select
Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule, Description.
Type description. Select OK, OK.

7. Select OK.

WARNING

Important! Be sure that a membership is mandatory before specifying always. Always has important
implications in the generated system. For example, if you define a membership as mandatory and delete
one entity of the pairing, the other entity -- and its stored data -- are also deleted. If the second entity is a
customer, the lost data may include such items as the name, address, telephone number, and credit rating of
the customer.

Not only is the information of the second entity deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to the second
entity are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships ends.
This effect is called the cascade delete. Beware of it when specifying optionality.

List Where Entities, Subtypes, or Relationships Are Used

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, subtype, or relationship (as appropriate), Detail, Where Used.

Scoped Type Diagram

Describe a Scoped Type Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Scoped Type Diagram.
The Scoped Type Diagrams dialog appears.

2. Select Analysis, Scoped Type Diagram.
The Scoped Type Diagrams dialog appears.

3. Select a Scoped Type Diagram and click Properties.
4. The Diagram Properties dialog appears.
5. Enter the description and click OK.

Detail a Scoped Type Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Scoped Type Diagram.
The Scoped Type Diagram dialog opens.

2. Click New.
The Scoped Type Diagram (new) dialog opens.
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3. Type a name and select a subject area.
The subject area is added to the scoped type diagram.

4. Click OK.
The new scoped type diagram is listed in the Scoped Type Diagram dialog.

5. Click Open.
The new scoped type diagram window opens.

6. Click Edit, Add Subject Area.
The properties dialog is displayed.

7. Select Role, specify "may contain persistent entity types" or "should only contain transient entity types" as appropriate.
8. Type description, click OK.

The scoped type diagram is detailed.

Delete a Scoped Type Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Scoped Type Diagram.
2. The Scoped Type Diagram dialog appears.
3. Select the Diagram, click Open.

The Diagram Type Model window appears.
4. Select Diagram, Delete.

The Confirmation dialog appears.
5. Click Yes to delete the diagram.

Subject Area

Add a Subject Area

Follow these steps:

1. Click Analysis, Scoped Type Diagram.
The Scoped Type Diagram dialog opens.

2. Click New.
The Scoped Type Diagram (new) dialog opens.

3. Type a name and select a subject area.
The subject area is added to the scoped type diagram.

4. Click OK.
The new scoped type diagram is listed in the Scoped Type Diagram dialog.

5. Click Open.
The new scoped type diagram window opens.

Describe a Subject Area

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, subject area, Detail, Properties.
3. Type description.
4. Select OK.
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Detail a Subject Area

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Component Modeling menu.
2. Select Scoped Type Diagram, subject area, Properties.
3. Select Role.
4. Specify "may contain persistent entity types" or "should only contain transient entity types" as appropriate.
5. Type description.
6. Select OK.

Use Entity Life Cycle Diagram

Use the Entity Life Cycle Diagram for adding, editing, deleting, describing, and detailing various attributes.

Partition

Add a Partition

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Entity Life Cycle, entity type or subtype.
2. Edit, Add Partitioning, Add a Classifying Attribute.
3. Add description, OK.

NOTE

You can define classifying values only after defining subtypes for partition and permitted values for
classifying attribute. In Entity Life Cycle Diagram, Fully Enumerated and Life Cycle Partitioning must both be
checked on this dialog box.

Describe a Partition

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Entity Life Cycle, Select Partition, Detail, Properties, Description.
2. Type description.
3. Select OK, OK.

Detail a Partition

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Entity Life Cycle, Select Partition, Detail, Properties, Classifying Attribute.

NOTE
Fully Enumerated and Life Cycle Partitioning must both be checked in Entity Life Cycle Diagram.

2. Select Description. Type description. Select OK.
3. If you want to select or change the classifying attribute without closing the window, select new Classifying Attribute,

Apply.
4. If you want to define classifying values, select Define Value after selecting a subtype in the selection list. Select the

value to assign the subtype.
5. If no subtypes exist in a selection list, you must add subtypes, or select and apply the classifying attribute.
6. If no values exist, you must define the permitted values for the classifying attribute.
7. Select OK.
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Delete a Partition

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Entity Life Cycle,
2. Select Partition Edit, Delete.
3. If you want a confirmation box to:

a. display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
b. display only when a hierarchy deletion occurs, select Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy.

4. Select Delete, Yes (for the confirmation box).

State

Add a State

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Entity Life Cycle, state, Edit, Add State.
2. Type a description.
3. If this is the terminating state, the last state before archiving or deletion, check the Termination box.
4. Select OK, OK.

Describe a State

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Entity Life Cycle, state, Detail, Properties, Description.
2. Type description.
3. Select OK, OK.

Detail a State

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Entity Life Cycle, Detail, Properties.
2. Make changes.
3. Select OK.

Move a State

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Entity Life Cycle.
2. Select the state (subtype) to be moved, Edit, Move.
3. Select new position for state.

Delete a State

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Entity Life Cycle, state, Edit, Delete.
2. If you want a confirmation box to display:

a. listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
b. only when a hierarchy deletion occurs, select Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy.

3. Select Delete, Yes (for the confirmation box).
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Join States

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Entity Life Cycle, select the two states (subtypes) to join, Edit, Join.
2. Select Process.
3. Select process.
4. Select OK.

Transition Process

Add a Transition Process

For more information, see To Join States.

Change a Transition Process

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Entity Life Cycle, relationship, Edit, Delete.
2. Select Transition Process.
3. Select OK.
4. If you want a confirmation box to display, listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
5. Select the two states (subtypes) to join, Edit, Join.
6. Select Process.
7. Select process.
8. Select OK.

Delete a Transition Process

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Entity Life Cycle, relationship, Edit, Delete.
2. Select Transition Process.
3. Select OK.
4. If you want a confirmation box to display listing the object selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
5. Select Delete, Yes (for the confirmation box).

Use Business System Defaults

Use Business System Defaults for setting various attributes including Business System Properties, Command Name, Exit
State, Field Edit Pattern, Video Properties, Function Keys, Special Field Edit Patterns, and Web Properties.

Business System Properties

Set Business System Default Colors or Fonts

This task does not override any objects that were set from the Navigation Diagram.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the diagram from the Business System Defaults.
2. Click Detail, Window Video Properties.
3. From the Change Default Appearance list box, select the object to modify.
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4. Select the appropriate push button. The dialog your operating system uses to modify video properties appears.
5. Modify the properties.

When you finish assigning new properties, the Video Properties dialog displays your selection.
6. From the Video Properties, select Close to exit and retain your selection.

Change Business System Properties

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Properties.
2. Type Business System and Description.
3. Click OK.

Command Name

Add a Command Name

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Commands, Add.
2. Type New Name.
3. Click OK, Close.

Add a Synonym to a Command Name

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Commands, command, Add Syn.
2. Type New Name.
3. Click OK, Close.

Change a Command Name

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Commands, Command, Properties.
2. Type New Name.
3. Click OK, Close.

Change a Dialect Command or Synonym Name

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, Options, Dialect, dialect, OK, Detail, Commands, command or
synonym, Properties.

2. Type New Name.
3. Click OK, Close.

Delete a Command Name or Synonym

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Commands, command or synonym, Delete,
Delete.

2. Click Close.
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Search for a Command Name or Synonym

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Commands, Search.
2. Type string to find.
3. Select Options: Search from beginning, Circular Search, or Case Sensitive, Search, Close, Close.

Search for a Dialect Command Name or Synonym

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, Options, Dialect, dialect, OK, Detail, Commands, Search.
2. Type string to find.
3. Select Options: Search from beginning, Circular Search, or Case Sensitive, Search, Close, Close.

Exit State

Add an Exit State

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Exit States, <Global Exit States>, or SYS
name, Add.

2. Type Exit State Name.
3. Select Termination Action, Message Type.
4. Type Message Text.
5. Click OK, Close.

Change Exit State Properties

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Exit States, exit state, Properties.
2. Type Exit State Name.
3. Select Termination Action, Message Type.
4. Type Message Text.
5. Click OK, Close.

Change a Dialect Exit State Message Text

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Options, Dialect, dialect, OK, Detail, Exit States,
exit state, Properties.

2. Type Message Text.
3. Click OK, Close.

Contract an Exit State Listing

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Exit States, <Global Exit States>, or SYS
name, Expand/Contract.

2. Click Close.
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Delete an Exit State

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Exit States, exit state, Delete, Delete, Close.
2. Click Close.

Delete an Exit State Message

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Exit States, exit state, Properties, Del Msg,
OK.

2. Click Close.

Expand an Exit State Listing

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail,  Exit States, <Global Exit States>, or SYS
name, Expand/Contract.

2. Click Close, Close.

Select the Type of Exit State

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Exit States, exit state, Properties,
Termination Action.

2. Click OK, Close.

Search for an Exit State

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Exit States, Search.
2. Type string to find.
3. Select Options: Search from beginning, Circular Search, or Case Sensitive, Search.
4. Click Close, Close.

Set Delimiters

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Delimiters, parameter delimiter(s), string
separator(s).

2. If you want to deselect a delimiter, select the highlighted choice again.
3. Select OK.

Field Edit Pattern

Add a Field Edit Pattern

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Field Edit Patterns, Add.
2. Type Name and Pattern.
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3. Select Type.
4. Click OK, Close.

Change a Field Edit Pattern

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Field Edit Patterns, edit pattern, Properties,
Type.

2. Type Pattern.
3. Click OK, Close.

Change a Dialect Field Edit Pattern

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Options, Dialect, dialect, OK, Detail, Field Edit
Patterns, edit pattern, Properties, Type.

2. Type Pattern.
3. Click OK, Close.

Delete a Field Edit Pattern

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Field Edit Patterns, edit pattern, Delete,
Delete.

2. Click Close.

Delete a Dialect Field Edit Pattern

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Options, Dialect, dialect, OK, Detail, Field Edit
Patterns, edit pattern, Delete, Delete.

2. Click Close.

Video Properties

Set Error Video Properties

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Screen Video Properties, Error Color, Error
Intensity, Error Highlight, Error Justify, Error Property: Put Cursor Here and/or Protected.

2. Click OK.

Set Field Video Properties

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Screen Video Properties, Field Color, Field
Intensity, Field Highlight, Field Justify.

2. Type Fill Character.
3. Select Blank when Zero or Null, Put Cursor Here, and/or Protected.
4. Click OK.
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Set Literal Video Properties

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Screen Video Properties, Literal Color,
Literal Intensity, Literal Highlight, Literal Justify.

2. Click OK.

Set Prompt Video Properties

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Screen Video Properties, Prompt Color,
Prompt Intensity, Prompt Highlight, Prompt Justify.

2. Click OK.

Function Keys

Add a Command Name from the PF Key Definitions Dialog

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Function Keys, function key, Properties,
Add Cmd.

2. Type New Name.
3. Click OK, OK, Cancel.

Set a Command to a Function Key

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Function Keys, function key, Properties,
Type, command.

2. Click OK, Cancel.

Set a Function Key Type

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Function Keys, function key, Properties,
Type, command.

2. Click OK, Cancel.

Special Field Edit Patterns

Change a Special Field Edit Pattern

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Detail, Special Edit Pattern, edit pattern, Properties.
2. Type Pattern.
3. Click OK, Cancel.
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Change a Dialect Special Field Edit Pattern

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Options, Dialect, dialect, OK, Detail, Special Edit
Patterns, edit pattern, Properties.

2. Type Pattern.
3. Click OK, Cancel.

Web Properties

Specify Help and Close Button Images and Menu Position

Follow these steps:

1. From the Gen Model window, click Design, Business System Defaults.
2. Select the business system.
3. Click Diagram, Open.
4. Click Detail, Video Properties, Web Properties.
5. To display a menu designed in the Navigation Diagram along the top edge of browser frame, select Horizontal

Menus.
6. To display the menu along the left edge starting from the top-left corner of the browser frame, do not select.
7. To specify a file to be displayed for the Help button or Close Button, click Browse to display the standard Windows

dialog for finding files.
8. Locate the image file to be used for the Help button.
9. Repeat for the Close button.

The name of the file, the width, and the height populate their respective fields after you locate the needed file.
10. Click OK.
11. To omit the display of the Help or Close button, select Exclude from web page for the appropriate button.
12. Click OK to save and close the Web Properties dialog.

Use Business System Definition

You can use Business System Definition to perform various activities including Access, Add, Change, Delete, Detail,
Include, Open, and Remove.

Access Business System Definition

Follow these steps:

1. Select Planning or Analysis, Business System Definition.

Add A Business System

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Business System Definition, Diagram, New.
2. Type the name of a business system, OK.

Change A Business System Name

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Business System Definition, Detail, Business Sys Properties.
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2. Type a unique business system name, OK.

Change An Elementary Process Name

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Business System Definition, Elementary Process, Detail, Properties.
2. Type a unique elementary process name, OK.

Delete A Business System

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Business System Definition, Diagram, Delete.
2. Select a business system to delete, OK.

Detail the Expected Effects of an Elementary Process

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Business System Definition, Elementary Process, Detail, Expected Effects.
2. Select an entity type or subtype, Select the appropriate push button to assign or remove the expected effect: Create,

Read, Update, or Delete.
3. Select OK.

Detail Usage Properties of an Elementary Process

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Business System Definition, Elementary Process, Detail, Usage Properties.
2. Type number corresponding to the expected frequency of occurrence and expected growth.
3. Select OK.

Include an Elementary Process in a Business System

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Business System Definition, Diagram, Open.
2. Select the name of a business system, OK.
3. Select an elementary process that is displayed in blue.

NOTE
Elementary processes that are outlined in yellow are part of the business system. Elementary processes that
are outlined in white are part of a different business system.

4. Select Edit, Include.

Open A Business System

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Business System Definition, Diagram, Open.
2. Select the name of a business system, OK.
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Remove an Elementary Process from a Business System

Follow these steps:

1. Select Analysis, Business System Definition, Diagram, Open.
2. Select the business system that contains the elementary process you want to remove.
3. Click OK.
4. Select the elementary process that you want to remove.
5. Select Edit.
6. Select Remove.

If Remove is not active, the elementary process you selected is not part of the business system you opened.

Use Dialog Flow Diagram

Use the Dialog Flow Diagram to perform various activities including Clear, Add, Initialize, Reorder, Delete, Remove,
Specify, Change, Describe, Detail, Match, Unmatch, Copy, and Move.

Clear Screen Input

Add Data to a Special Field in Clear Screen Input

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure or procedure step, Detail.
2. Clear Screen Input, Edit, Add Command.
3. Close the diagram.

Add Import Views to Clear Screen Input

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure or procedure step, Detail, Clear Screen Input, the item after which you want
to locate the import view, desired view, OK.

2. Close the diagram.

Initialize Clear Screen Input

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure or procedure step, Detail, Clear Screen Input, Clear Screen with the user
input, Edit, Initialize.

2. Close the diagram.

Add a Keyword to the List in Clear Screen Input

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure or procedure step, Detail, Clear Screen Input, the item after which you want
to locate the keyword, Add Keyword, the keyword.

2. If you want to use a keyword that is not listed in the Keyword Selection List, select Add Command.
3. Type the keyword.
4. Click OK.
5. Select the new keyword.
6. Click Select. Close the diagram.
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Reorder Items in Clear Screen Input

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure or procedure step, Detail, Clear Screen Input, the item you want to move,
Edit, Move, the new location on the diagram.

2. Close the diagram.

Delete Items in Clear Screen Input

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure or procedure step, Detail, Clear Screen Input, the item you want to delete,
Edit, Delete, Yes.

2. Close the Diagram.

Autoflow Command

Add a Command as an Autoflow Command

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, flow, Detail.
2. If you selected a transfer, select Flows On.
3. If you selected a link, select Flows On or Returns On.
4. Select <none>, Autoflow, command.
5. If you want to use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List, select Add Command. Type the

command name. Click OK. Select the new command.
6. Click OK and then click Cancel.

Exit State

Add an Exit State

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design.
2. Select Dialog Design.
3. Select flow.
4. Select Detail.
5. If you selected a transfer, select Flows On. If you selected a link, select Flows On or Returns On.
6. Select Exit State.
7. Select exit state.
8. Select, Select.
9. Select Cancel.

Remove an Exit State from a Flow

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, flow, Detail.
2. Select Flows On or Returns On, exit state, Remove, Yes.
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External Flow

Add an External Flow In

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure or procedure step, Edit, Add External Flow In, the Business System to add
flow from, procedure step, OK, flow type (transfer or link), Execute First or Display First at destination, Set Command,
command.

2. If you want to use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List, select Add Command. Type the
command name. Select OK. Select the new command.

3. Select OK, Upon Return Execute First or Display First (for links only), Return Command, command.
4. If you want to use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List, select Add Command. Type the

command name. Select OK. Select the new command.
5. Select OK, OK.

Add an External Flow Out

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure or procedure step, Edit, Add External Flow Out, the Business System to add
flow to, procedure step, OK, flow type (transfer or link), Execute First or Display First at destination, Set Command,
command.

2. If you want to use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List, select Add Command. Type the
command name. Select OK. Select the new command.

3. Select OK, Upon Return Execute First or Display First (for links only), Return Command, command.
4. If you want to use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List, select Add Command. Type the

command name. Select OK. Select the new command.
5. Select OK, OK.

Flow

Specify Flow Properties

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, flow, Detail, Properties, Execute First or Display First at destination, Set Command,
command.

2. If you want to use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List, select Add Command. Type the
command name. Select OK. Select the new command.

3. Select OK, Upon Return Execute First or Display First (for links only), Return Command, command.
4. If you want to use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List, select Add Command. Type the

command name. Select OK. Select the new command.
5. Select OK, OK.

Specify Flow Type

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, flow.
2. Select Detail, Properties, flow type (transfer or link), OK.
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Change the Flow Description

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, flow.
2. Select Detail, Properties, Description. Type description. Select OK, OK.

Change the Flow Type (Online Procedures Only)

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, flow.
2. Select Detail, Properties, Links to or Transfers to, OK.

Dialog Flow

Describe a Dialog Flow

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, flow.
2. Select Detail, Properties, Description. Type description. Select OK, OK.

Detail a Dialog Flow

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, flow, Detail, Properties, flow type (transfer or link), Execute First or Display First at
destination, Set Command, command.

2. If you want to use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List, select Add Command. Type the
command name. Select OK. Select the new command.

3. Select OK, Upon Return Execute First or Display First (for links only), Return Command, command.
4. If you want to use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List, select Add Command. Type the

command name. Select OK. Select the new command.
5. Select OK, OK.

Match Data Views in a Dialog Flow

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design
2. Select a flow.
3. Click Detail, and one of the following menu options:

– If you selected a transfer, click Data Sent.
– If you selected a link, click Data Sent or Data Returned.

4. Select the import view to match and the export view to match to the import.
– If you want to see more of an import view or export view, select the view to expand and click Expand.
– If you want to see less of the import view or export view, select the view to contract and click Contract.
– If you want to modify the view, click Detail.

5. Click Match, OK.
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Unmatch Data Views in a Dialog Flow

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Select a flow.
3. Click Detail, Data Sent.
4. Select a view to unmatch, and click Unmatch,

Delete a Dialog Flow

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, flow.
2. Select Edit, Delete, Delete, Yes.

PFKeys and Commands

Add PFKeys and Commands

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure or procedure step, Detail, PFKeys/Commands, the key to define, Properties,
command to assign to the selected key.

2. If you want to use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List, select Add Command. Type the
command name. Select OK. Select the new command.

3. Select Display on PFKey Line if you want the command to display on the PFKey line of the generated application.
Select OK.

Procedure

Add a Procedure

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, location on diagram.
2. Select Edit, Add Procedure, Batch, or Online. Type name and description. Select OK.

Add a Procedure Step

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure to add the procedure step to.
2. Select Edit, Add Procedure Step, with Display or no Display. Type name and description. Select OK.

Change the Procedure Type

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure.
2. Select Detail, Properties, type, OK.

Copy a Procedure or Procedure Step

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure or procedure step, Edit, Copy, location on a diagram for a new object.
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2. Type name of the new object.
3. Select Create New Procedure or Create New Procedure Step, OK.

Copy a Single-Step Procedure or a Procedure Step to Another Procedure

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, single-step procedure or a procedure step (source) to be copied, Edit, Copy, location on
the diagram.

2. Type name of the new object.
3. If you are creating a procedure, select Create new procedure.
4. If you are creating a procedure step, select Create new procedure step.
5. Select OK.

Copy a Procedure or Procedure Step with Substitution

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, single-step procedure or a procedure step (source) to be copied, Edit, Copy with
Substitution.

2. Type name of the new object. Select Entity, Match, new entity type, OK.
3. If you want to copy an unmatched attribute, select attribute, Match, attribute to substitute, OK.
4. If you want to copy a relationship, select the relationship, Match, relationship to substitute, OK.
5. Repeat for all entity types.
6. Select Business System, new business system, OK, OK.

Delete a Procedure

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure.
2. Select Edit, Delete, Delete, Yes.

Delete a Procedure Step

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure step.
2. Select Edit, Delete, Delete, Yes.

Describe a Procedure Step

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure step.
2. Select Detail, Properties, or Step Properties. Type description. Select OK.

Describe a Procedure

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure.
2. Select Detail, Properties. Type description. Select OK.
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Specify Online Procedure Step Type

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure step.
2. Select Detail, Properties or Step Properties, with Display or no Display, OK.

Join Procedures or Procedure Steps

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedures or procedure steps to join, Edit, Join, flow type (transfer or link), Execute
First or Display First at destination, Set Command, command.

2. If you want to use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List, select Add Command. Type the
command name. Select OK. Select the new command.

3. Select OK, Upon Return Execute First or Display First (for links only), Return Command, command.
4. If you want to use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List, select Add Command. Type the

command name. Select OK. Select the new command.
5. Select OK, OK.

Move a Procedure

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure.
2. Select Edit, Move, new location on diagram.

Move a Procedure Step

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure step.
2. Select Edit, Move, new location on the diagram.

Attribute Views

Remove Attribute Views from Entity Maintenance Stereotypes

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure step.
2. Select Detail, Procedure Synthesis, attribute view.
3. Select Edit, Select, deselect attribute view, OK.

NOTE
You cannot remove the last remaining attribute view.

Use Dialog Flow Browser

Use the Dialog Flow Browser to perform multiple activities including Autoflow Command, Specify Flow Properties, Exit
State, Procedure Flow, and Dialog Flow.
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Autoflow Command

Add Flows On Command as an Autoflow

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select exit state.
3. Select Edit, Flows On Autoflow.
4. Select the command that you want to use and select OK.

To use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List:

1. Select Add.
2. Type the command name and click OK.
3. Select the new command and click OK.

Specify Flows on Autoflow Command

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select Edit, Flows on Autoflow.
3. Select command to assign as an autoflow trigger.

To use a command that is not listed in the Command list:

1. Select Add Cmd.
2. Type new command name, click OK.
3. Select the new command in the Command list dropdown.

Add Returns On Command as an Autoflow

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select exit state.
3. Select Edit, Returns On Autoflow.
4. Select the command that you want to use and click OK.

To use a command that is not listed in the Command Selection List:

1. Select Add.
2. Type the command name, click OK.
3. Select the new command, click OK.

Specify Flow Properties for Source

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select, Execute, or Display radio button At "To" Pstep.

To use a command that is not listed in the Command Sent List:

1. Select Flows On Autoflow.
2. Select Add Cmd.
3. Type new command name, click OK.
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NOTE
This adds the command to the business system of the Destination (To) procedure step.

4. Select the new command in the Command Sent drop-down.

Specify Flow Properties for Destination

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select, Execute, or Display radio button At "From" Pstep.

To use a command that is not listed in the Command Sent List:

1. Select Flows On Autoflow.
2. Select Add Cmd.
3. Type new command name, click OK.

NOTE
This adds the command to the business system of the Source (From) procedure step.

4. Select the new command in the Command Sent dropdown.

Specify Returns on Autoflow Command

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select Edit, Returns on Autoflow.
3. Select command to assign as an autoflow trigger.

To use a command that is not listed in the Command list:

1. Select Add Cmd.
2. Type new command name, click OK.
3. Select the new command in the Command list dropdown.

Delete the Usage of a Flow On Autoflow Command

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select the exit state with the autoflow command.
3. Select Edit, Flows on Autoflow.
4. Select <none> on the Commands Dialog Box, click OK.

Delete Returns On Autoflow Command

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select the exit state with the autoflow command.
3. Select Edit, Returns on Autoflow.
4. Select <none> on the Commands Dialog Box, click OK.
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Exit State

Add Flows On Exit State

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select Flows On.
3. Select business system, Add.
4. Enter information on the new exit state, click OK, then Cancel.
5. Expand/Contract the business system that you have changed if necessary.
6. Select the new exit state (or an existing one), Select.

Add Returns On Exit State

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select Returns On.
3. Select business system, Add.
4. Enter information on the new exit state, click OK, then Cancel.
5. Expand/Contract the business system that you have changed if necessary.
6. Select the new exit state (or an existing one), Select.

Specify Flows on Exit State

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select exit state, Flows On.
3. Select a business system and if necessary, Expand/Contract.

Select an exit state, Select.

You can also add an exit state to the business system as follows:

1. Select Add.
2. Add the new exit state.
3. Highlight the new entry, Select.

Specify Returns on Exit State

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select exit state, Flows On.
3. Select a business system and if necessary, Expand/Contract.

Select an exit state, Select.

You can also add an exit state to the business system as follows:

1. Select Add.
2. Add the new exit state.
3. Highlight the new entry, Select.
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Specify to Send or Return Current Exit State

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select the Send or Return radio button for Current Exit State.

Delete the Usage of Flows On Exit State

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select Edit, Remove Flows On.

Delete the Usage of a Returns On Exit State

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select Edit, Remove Returns On.

Procedure Flow

Change the Flow Type (Online Procedures Only)

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select Links to or Transfer from the dropdown.

Change a Procedure Step Flow Description

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select From or To Procedure Step.
3. Select Detail, Description.
4. Type a new description (or change the existing one).
5. Click OK.

Describe a Procedure Step Flow

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select From or To Procedure Step.
3. Select Detail, Description.
4. Type a description or change the existing description, click OK.

Select Command Returned to Source Procedure Step

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. At From Pstep, select command (or none) from Command Rtrn drop-down.
3. Click OK to make the selection the active command.
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Select Command Sent at Destination Procedure Step

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. At To Pstep, select command (or none) from Command Sent drop-down.
3. Click OK to make the selection the active command.

Specify a Dialog Flow Type

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select Links to or Transfer.

Dialog Flow

To Match Data Views in a Dialog Flow

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select a flow.
3. Click Detail, and one of the following menu options:

– If you selected a transfer, click Data Sent.
– If you selected a link, click Data Sent or Data Returned.

4. Select the import view that you want to match to the export view.
5. Select the export view that you want to match to the import view.

– To modify the view, select the view, click Detail, Properties.
– If there is no export view, click Match, View Match, and Copy dialog box, Copy. Then use the Copy Export Group

View dialog box to create an export view.
6. Click Match, OK.

Unmatch Data Views in a Dialog Flow

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Dialog Flow Browser.
2. Select a flow.
3. Click Detail, and one of the following menu options:

– If you selected a transfer, click Data Sent.
– If you selected a link, click Data Sent or Data Returned.

4. Select the import or export view that you want to unmatch.
– If you want to modify the view, click Detail, Properties.

5. Click Unmatch.

Use Screen Design

This article provides information for Use the Screen Design for adding, editing, deleting, and describing various attributes.
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Field

Add a Field

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, template or procedure step, OK, Edit, Add Field, field, OK, Import View.
2. If a prompt exists, select it from the drop-down list.
3. If a prompt does not exist, type the new prompt text string.
4. If you do not want a prompt, select <No Prompt>.
5. If a field is not visible, select Hidden Field.
6. Type Display Length.
7. If edit pattern exists, select it from the drop-down list.
8. If edit pattern does not exist, type the new edit pattern string.
9. Type Help ID. Select Properties, Color, Intensity, Highlight, and Justify for Prompt, Field, and Error. (If you select no

edit pattern, prompt is not active.) Type Fill Character. Select Field Property: Blank when Zero or Null, Put Cursor
Here, and/or Protected, Error Property: Put Cursor Here and/or Protected.

10. If you want to replace local video property values with business system defaults, select Use Defaults.
11. Select OK, OK. Place prompt and field on screen.

Add a Special Field

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, template or procedure step, OK, Edit, Add Special, special attribute, OK.
2. If a prompt exists, select it from the drop-down list.
3. If a prompt does not exist, type the new prompt text string.
4. If you do not want a prompt, select <No Prompt>.
5. Type Display Length.
6. If edit pattern exists, select it from the drop-down list.
7. If an edit pattern does not exist, type the new edit pattern string.
8. Type Help ID.
9. Select Properties, Color, Intensity, Highlight, and Justify for Prompt, Field, and Error. Type Fill Character. Select

Field Property: Blank when Zero or Null, Put Cursor Here, and/or Protected, Error Property: Put Cursor Here and/or
Protected.

10. If you want to replace local video property values with business system defaults, select Copy Defaults, Yes.
11. Select OK, OK.
12. If you want to add a prompt, place it on the screen.
13. Place special field on screen.

Change Field or Special Field Properties

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, template or procedure step, OK, field or special field, Detail, Properties.
2. If you want to change a field, select Import View, Export View.
3. If a prompt exists, select it from the drop-down list.
4. If a prompt does not exist, type the new prompt text string.
5. Type Display Length.
6. If edit pattern exists, select it from the drop-down list.
7. If an edit pattern does not exist, type the new edit pattern string.
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8. Type Help ID. Select Properties, Color, Intensity, Highlight, and Justify for Prompt, Field, and Error.
9. Type Fill Character. Select Field Property: Blank when Zero or Null, Put Cursor Here, and/or Protected, Error Property:

Put Cursor Here and/or Protected.
10. If you want to replace local video property values with business system defaults, select Copy Defaults, Yes.
11. Select OK, OK.

Literal

Add a Literal

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, template or procedure step, OK, Edit, Add Literal.
2. Type literal text string.
3. Select OK.
4. Place literal on screen.

Change Literal Properties

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, template or procedure step, OK, literal, Detail, Properties, literal text, Properties, Color,
Intensity, Highlight, and Justify for Literal.

2. If you want to replace local video property values with business system defaults, select Copy Defaults, Yes.
3. Select OK, OK.

Copy a Literal or Repeating Group

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, procedure step, OK, literal or repeating group, Edit, Copy.
2. Place literal or repeating group on screen.

Template

Add a Template

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, Cancel, Diagram, New.
2. Type Template name and description.
3. Select OK.

Detail Template Properties

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, template, OK, Detail, Template Properties.
2. Type Template name and description.
3. Select OK.
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Delete a Template

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, Cancel.
2. Select Diagram, Delete, template, Delete, Yes.

Use a Template in a Screen

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, procedure step, OK.
2. Select Detail, Uses, template, OK.

Display Templates Used in a Screen

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, procedure step, OK.
2. Select Detail, Uses, Cancel.

Function Key

Assign a Function Key

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, procedure step, OK, Detail, PFkeys/Commands, function key, Properties.
2. If a command exists, select Command.
3. If a command does not exist, select Add Command. Type New Name. Select OK.
4. If you want to display function keys on the screen, select Display on PFKey line.
5. Select OK, Cancel.

Display Functions Keys and Commands

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, procedure step, OK.
2. Select Detail, PFkeys/Commands, Cancel.

Screen

Generate a Screen

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, procedure step, OK, Generate, Auto Layout, Yes, export view, Detail.
2. For each attribute to detail, select the attribute.
3. If a prompt exists, select it from the drop-down list.
4. If a prompt does not exist, type the new prompt text string.
5. If an edit pattern is an existing format, select an edit pattern from the drop-down list.
6. If an edit pattern is a new format, type new edit pattern string.
7. Type Edit Pattern Size. Select Apply.
8. Select OK, OK, template, OK.
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Display a Screen

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, procedure step, OK.
2. If you want to display another screen, select Diagram, Open, procedure step, OK.

Display Screens that Use a Template (Used In)

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, template, OK.
2. Select Detail, Used In, Cancel.

View a Screen

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, procedure step, OK, View, Display.
2. If you want to exit View, select anywhere on screen.

Screen Object

Center a Screen Object

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, template or procedure step, OK.
2. Select screen object, Edit, Center.

Move a Screen Object

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, template or procedure step, OK.
2. Select screen object, Edit, Move, new location for object.

Delete a Screen Object

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, template or procedure step, OK.
2. Select screen object, Edit, Delete Field, Yes.

Delete an Unused Prompt

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, template or procedure step, OK.
2. Select Edit, Delete Unused Prompt, attribute or prompt, Delete.

Detail Screen Properties

Follow these steps:

1. Select Design, Screen Design, procedure step, OK, Detail, Screen Properties. Type Name and Help ID.
2. If the screen allows scrolling, select Scroll.
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3. Select Unused occurrences are unprotected to allow update or protected to prevent update, On a display-first return
top is first occurrence in repeating group or top occurrence that is displayed before link. Type screen description.
Select OK.

Use Procedure Synthesis

This article provides information for Use Procedure Synthesis for selecting, editing, and deleting various attributes.

Procedure Action Diagram

Generate a Procedure Action Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Click procedure step, Detail.
3. Click Procedure Synthesis, procedure step.
4. Click Edit, Apply.

Selection List Stereotype

Select Stereotype Options

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design, procedure step, Detail.
2. Click Procedure Synthesis, procedure step with entity maintenance or selection list stereotype.
3. Click Edit, Options.
4. Select desired options.
5. Click OK, Edit, Apply.

Change Attribute Used for Sorting in Selection List Stereotype

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Click Procedure step, Detail, Procedure Synthesis.
3. Click Sort By or Sort Sequence, Edit, Select, sort parameter.
4. Click OK.

Change Sort Order in Selection List Stereotype

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Click Procedure step, Detail, Procedure Synthesis.
3. Click Sort By or Sort Sequence, Edit, Select, sort parameter.
4. Click OK.

Change Subject Entity Type in Selection List Stereotype

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
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2. Click Procedure step, Detail, Procedure Synthesis.
3. Click entity, Edit, Select, entity type.
4. Click OK, Yes.
5. Click OK, Edit, Apply.

Remove Attributes from Selection List Stereotypes

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Click Procedure step, Detail, Procedure Synthesis.
3. Click attribute, Edit, Select, deselect attribute.
4. Click OK.

NOTE
  You cannot remove the last remaining attribute using this procedure.

Select a Selection List Stereotype

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Click Procedure step, Detail, Procedure Synthesis.
3. Click Procedure step, Edit, Stereotype, Selection List.
4. To change the current stereotype, select Yes on the Confirmation dialog.

If you select No, the current stereotype is left unchanged.
5. Select entity, Edit, Select, entity type.
6. Click OK.

Entity Maintenance Stereotype

Change Entity Actions in Entity Maintenance Stereotype

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Click Procedure step, Detail, Procedure Synthesis.
3. Click Action block, Edit, Select, action block.
4. Click OK.
5. If you selected the Display action block, select Yes from the confirmation dialog.
6. Click Attribute view, Edit, Select, attribute view.
7. Click OK, Edit, Apply.

Remove Attribute Views from Entity Maintenance Stereotypes

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Click Procedure step, Detail, Procedure Synthesis.
3. Click Attribute view, Edit, Select, deselect attribute view.
4. Click OK.

NOTE
You cannot remove the last remaining attribute view.
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Remove Stereotype Selections

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Click Procedure step, Detail, Procedure Synthesis.
3. Click Object, Edit, Remove.

NOTE

You cannot remove the following objects using Remove:

• Display action block in an entity maintenance stereotype
• Last remaining attribute in an entity maintenance stereotype
• Subject entity type in a selection list stereotype

If you remove the last attribute from a selection list stereotype, the procedure synthesis window closes.

Select an Entity Maintenance Stereotype

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Click Procedure step, Detail, Procedure Synthesis.
3. Click Procedure step, Edit, Stereotype, Entity Maintenance.
4. To change the current stereotype, select Yes on the first Confirmation dialog.

If you select No, the current stereotype is left unchanged.
5. To keep the Procedure Action Diagram statements generated by the previous synthesis, select Yes on the second

Confirmation dialog.
To replace the previous PAD, select No.

6. Select Display action block, Edit, Select, action block, OK.
7. Repeat for other action blocks as needed.
8. Select attribute view, Edit, Select, attribute view, OK.

Action Blocks Stereotype

Select an Implements Action Blocks Stereotype

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Click Procedure step, Detail, Procedure Synthesis.
3. Click Procedure step, Edit, Stereotype, Implements Action Blocks.
4. To change the current stereotype, select Yes on the first Confirmation dialog.

If you select No, the current stereotype is left unchanged.
5. To keep the procedure action diagram statements generated by the previous synthesis, select Yes on the second

Confirmation dialog.
To replace the previous procedure action diagram, select No.

6. Select action block, Edit, Select, command, action block, Select.
7. Click OK.
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Menu and List Flow

Select a Menu Flow

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Click Procedure step, Detail, Procedure Synthesis.
3. Click Procedure step, Edit, Stereotype.
4. Click Menu, command, business system.
5. Click Procedure step, Select, Apply.

Select Neighbor Selection List Flow

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Click Procedure step, Detail, Procedure Synthesis.
3. Click Procedure step, Edit, Stereotype.
4. Click Neighbor List, command, entity view, selection list procedure step, Select.
5. Click Apply.

Select a Subject List Flow

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design.
2. Click Procedure step, Detail, Procedure Synthesis.
3. Click Procedure step, Edit, Stereotype.
4. Click Subject List, subject entity view, subject list procedure step, command.
5. Click Apply.

Use Navigation Diagram

Use Navigation Diagram for aligning, adding, editing, implementing, and deleting multiple attributes.

Alignment

Align Objects Vertically and Horizontally

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), Click, two or more objects
to align, Edit, Position.

2. If you want to align the objects vertically:
a. Click Vertically in the Align group box.
b. Click Left, Right, or Middle.
c. Click OK.

3. If you want to align the objects horizontally:
a. Click Horizontally in the Align group box.
b. Click Bottom, Top, or Middle.
c. Click OK.
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Align Prompts Against Fields

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), Click, prompts and fields
to align.

2. Click Edit, Position. Click the check box for Arrange prompts against the fields, OK.

Bitmap

Add a Bitmapped Background

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram.
2. Click the Windows tab, then Click a window in the list.
3. Click Include.
4. Click Open.
5. Click Detail, Properties.
6. Click Bitmaps pushbutton.
7. Choose the bitmap for the background either by Clicking the bitmap from the installed Bitmaps drop-down list or by

Clicking the Browse pushbutton, then Click a bitmap to be imported, and Click Open on the "Click Bitmap panel."
8. Preview one or more bitmaps, then Click the Click pushbutton when the desired bitmap displays.
9. Determine the style to Click by considering the differences in effects.
10. Tiled repeats the Clicked bitmap in the tiled formation.
11. Scaled "stretches" the bitmap to cover the window.
12. Centered centers the bitmap in the window.
13. Click the radio button for the style of choice: Tiled, Scaled, or Centered.
14. Click OK. The Clicked bitmap appears as a background, behind all other text and controls.

Delete a Bitmap

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step.
2. Perform one of the following:

– Click Detail, Bitmap Management.
– Click Detail, Properties, Bitmaps Push button.
– Click Edit, Add Push button, Bitmaps Push button.
– Click Edit, Add Picture, Bitmaps Push button.

3. Click the bitmap to delete from the Installed Bitmaps list box in the Bitmap Management dialog.
4. Click Delete.
5. Click Yes to confirm the delete action. The Clicked bitmap is deinstalled from the Installed Bitmaps list box and one or

more corresponding files are deleted from the BITMAP subdirectory of the directory of the model.

NOTE
If the bitmap being deleted is used, the references remain intact and must be resolved. Either assign the same
name to a new bitmap or change the way the window or control is defined.

Export a Bitmap

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step.
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2. Click the item (window or dialog box) from the Windows box.
3. Click Include.
4. Click Open.
5. Click Detail, Bitmap Management.

– Click Detail, Properties, Bitmaps Push button.
– Double-click on the item in the Network view to open the window or dialog box. Click Add, Push button, Bitmaps

Push button.
– Double-click on the item in the Network view to open the window or dialog box. Click Add, Picture, Bitmaps Push

button.
6. Click the name of the file to export from the Installed Bitmaps list box on the Bitmap Management dialog.
7. Type a fully qualified bitmap name in the File Name field.
8. Click Export. The Clicked bitmap is exported to the designated destination with the specified name, and converted to

the bitmap file type indicated by the extension.

Import a Bitmap

Perform these steps:

1. Ensure you have loaded pre-existing bitmap files with .BMP or .PPM extensions into an accessible directory.
2. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step.
3. Perform one the following to display the Bitmap Management dialog:

– Click Detail, Bitmap Management.
– Click Detail, Properties, Bitmaps Push button.
– Click Edit, Add Push button, Bitmaps Push button.
– Click Edit, Add Picture, Bitmaps Push button.

4. Identify the bitmap file to import. Either type the fully qualified filename or Click Browse and Click the file.
5. Click Import. The Import Bitmap dialog appears with the name of the Clicked file.
6. Either accept the displayed name or type another name

NOTE
If the bitmap you are importing is one you designed for push-button states, prefix the name with PB, or
another identifier. Later, when Clicking bitmaps from a sorted list, you have an easy means of identifying
those intended for push-button use, as opposed to background or picture.

7. Click OK. The bitmap file is imported into the BITMAP subdirectory of the current directory of the model and installed
for use during the window design. If the source file was a .BMP file, it is converted during import to a .PPM file; both
the .BMP file and the .PPM file reside in the BITMAP subdirectory. The bitmap name appears without the .PPM
extension in the Installed Bitmaps list box.

8. Click the installed file from the Installed Bitmaps list box to preview the image of the Clicked bitmap in the Bitmap
Preview graphics display area. (Messages of unsuccessful imports are not displayed unless you do this step.)

Bookmark

Add a Bookmark

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, window, Include, OK.
2. Ensure that Navigation Diagram is in HTML or ASP.NET mode: Click Mode, Edit, HTML, or ASP.NET.
3. Click window/dialog icon, double-click.
4. Click Add, Hypertext Link, Bookmark, position cursor, click to place.
5. Click bookmark, Detail, Properties.
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6. Enter display text, name of bookmark.
7. Click Command and click option in list.
8. Click bookmark target object.
9. Click OK.

Check Box

Add a Check Box

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click, Edit, Field Design.
3. Click an attribute in the selection list that is not placed (marked with an asterisk).
4. Click Type, Check Box.
5. Click Place (or, optionally, first Click Properties, specify properties, click OK, then click Place).
6. Position the check box prompt, if it has one, on the window.
7. Press the left mouse button to place the prompt.
8. Position the check box on the window.
9. Press the left mouse button to place the check box.

Implement a List Occurrence as a Check Box

Perform these steps:

1. Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), window, or dialog box, Add, Check Box,
export entity view, attribute view, Check Box radio button, Add.

2. Specify list occurrence check box properties, OK. Position prompt on window. Press the left mouse button.

Control

Detail a Control

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), control on window or
dialog box, Detail, Properties.

2. Specify changes to control properties, push button to accept the changes (OK or Include).

Specify Conditions When Control Is Disabled

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box).
2. Click, object on window or dialog box (other than a prompt), Detail, Disabled By, state to add to in top selection list,

condition to add in bottom Selection list.
3. Continue to Click conditions as needed. Click Add.

Change a Control

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), Click, control on window
or dialog box, Detail, Properties.
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2. Change information as needed, push button to accept the changes (OK or Include).

Change Colors for Control Background

From the Navigation Diagram, perform these steps:

1. Open the diagram.
2. Click the control or controls to modify by clicking and dragging the cursor over one or more controls.
3. Click Detail and then Video Properties.
4. Click Background Color. The dialog box that your operating system uses to modify colors appears.
5. Modify the colors, and save your choices. Your selections appear immediately on the window.

Change Colors for Control Text

From the Navigation Diagram Tool, perform these steps:

1. Open the diagram.
2. Click the control or controls to modify by clicking and dragging the cursor over one or more controls.
3. Click Detail and then Video Properties.
4. Click Foreground Color. The dialog box that your operating system uses to modify colors appears.
5. Modify the colors, and save your choices. Your selections appear immediately on the window.

Change Fonts for Control Text

From the Navigation Diagram Tool, perform these steps:

1. Open the diagram.
2. Click the control or controls to modify by clicking and dragging the cursor over one or more controls.
3. Click Detail and then Video Properties.
4. Click Font Selection. The dialog box that your operating system uses to modify fonts appears.
5. Modify the type, size, and style, and save your choices. Your selections appear immediately on the window.

Delete a Control

From the Navigation Diagram Tool, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box).
2. Click, a control on the window or dialog box.
3. Click Edit, Delete, Yes. (To verify if clicking Edit is correct here.)

Delete Control from Tool Palette

From Navigation Diagram,  perform these steps:

1. Click Edit, OLE Control Design.
2. From OLE Control Design, click the OCX you wish to remove. If the OCX is on the tool palette, it should have an *.
3. Click display on tool palette and the * is removed.

HTML Control

Add a Custom HTML Control

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, window, Include, OK.
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2. Ensure that Navigation Diagram is in HTML or ASP.NET mode: Click Mode, Edit, HTML, or ASP.NET.
3. Click window/dialog icon, double-click.
4. Click Add, HTML Control.
5. Type custom control code in HTML, change name (optional), OK.
6. Position cursor and click to place.

ASP.NET Web Control

Add an ASP.NET Web Control to a Window/Dialog

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Mode.
2. Click Edit.
3. Click ASP.NET.
4. Make sure that web controls are available for placement. For instructions on enabling web controls for placement, click

here.
5. Click Edit.
6. Click Control Design.
7. Click a web control from the list.
8. Click Place.

Add ASP.NET Web Controls to Gen

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Mode.
2. Click Edit.
3. Click ASP.NET.
4. Click Edit.
5. Click ASP.NET Control Manager.
6. Click Add.
7. Click the Dynamic Link Library (.dll) file representing the ASP.NET assembly that contains one or more controls.
8. Click Open.
9. Click one or more web controls from the list that is contained in the assembly.
10. Click Add.
11. Close the window

Detail an ASP.NET Web Control

Perform the following steps:

1. Click the web control on the window or dialog.
2. Click Detail.
3. Click Properties.
4. At the Web Control Properties dialog, click Control Properties.
5. Click the cell containing the property to be changed. If a drop-down arrow appears, click it and Click the property that

is required. The right column contains a numeric value, edit the number only.
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Dialects

Switch Between Dialects

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), Click.
2. Click Options, Dialect.
3. Click the language dialect that you want to use to view windows and dialog boxes.
4. Click OK.

Change a Dialect

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), Click.
2. Click Options, Dialect.
3. Click the language dialect that you want to use as the active dialect.
4. Click OK.

NOTE
The default is All Dialects.

Drop-down List

Add a Drop-down List

NOTE
Permitted values must exist for an attribute to make the attribute a Drop-down list.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click, Edit, Field Design.
3. Click one attribute in the selection list that satisfies both of the following conditions:

- is not marked with an asterisk (is not placed)
- has permitted values that are defined for it.

4. Click Type, Drop List.
5. Click Place (or, optionally, first Click Properties, specify properties, Click OK, then Click Place).
6. Position the drop list prompt, if it has one, on the window.
7. Press the left mouse button to place the prompt.
8. Position the drop list on the window.
9. Press the left mouse button to place the drop list.

Entry Field

Add an Entry Field

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design.
2. Click Navigation Diagram.
3. Click a procedure step that is associated with a window or dialog box followed by Click.
4. Click Edit.
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5. Click Field Design.
6. Click an attribute in the selection list that is not marked with an asterisk (is not placed).
7. Click Type.
8. Click Entry Field.
9. Click Place (or, optionally, first Click Properties, specify properties, Click OK, then Click Place).
10. Position the entry field prompt, if it has one, on the window.
11. Press the left mouse button to place the prompt.
12. Position the entry field on the window.
13. Press the left mouse button to place the entry field.

Add a Multiple-Line Entry Field

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click, Edit, Field Design.
3. Click an attribute in the selection list that is not been marked with an asterisk (is not placed).
4. Click Type, Multiple Line.
5. Click Place (or, optionally, first Click Properties, specify properties, Click OK, then Click Place).
6. Position the entry field prompt, if it has one, on the window.
7. Press the left mouse button to place the prompt.
8. Position the entry field on the window.
9. Press the left mouse button to place the entry field.

Implement a List Occurrence as an Entry Field

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), window, or dialog box,
Add, Entry Field, export entity view, attribute view, Entry Field radio button, Add.

2. Specify list occurrence entry field properties, OK.
3. Position prompt on window.
4. Left-click the mouse button. Position field on window.
5. Press the left mouse button.

Implement a List Occurrence as a Multiple-Line Entry Field

Perform the following steps:

1. Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), window, or dialog box, Add, Multiple
Line, export entity view, attribute view, Multiple Line Entry radio button, Add.

2. Specify list occurrence multi-line entry field properties, OK.
3. Position prompt on window.
4. Press the left mouse button. Position field on window.
5. Press the left mouse button.

Events

View Event Action Characteristics

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step.
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2. Click Detail, Event Processing.
3. Click Help.
4. Click Event Action Concepts.

View Event Processing Concepts

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step.
2. Click Detail, Event Processing.
3. Click Help.
4. Click Event Processing Concepts.

Add/Create Events and Event Actions

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click the item (the window, dialog box, or control) for which you want to add/create an event.
3. Click Detail, Event Processing.
4. Specify the event type and, optionally, an action name and a command.
5. Click Add. The Gen creates the event action in the Procedure Action Diagram (PrAD). The name of the event action

is the name that you specify for Action Name. If you leave the Action Name blank, the Window Design Tool creates a
name.

NOTE
If you want to specify how views are handled for an event action, such as moving imports to exports, Click the
Action Diagram Tool. Highlight the event action and Click Detail, Properties.

Delete a Defined Event

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step.
2. Click Detail, Event Processing.
3. Click the desired event in the Event Details Selection list.
4. Click Delete. This deletes the defined event from the selection list, it does not delete the event action from the

procedure action diagram.
5. Click Close.

Change an Event Type

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step.
2. Click the item (window or dialog box) from the Windows box.
3. Click Include.
4. Click Open.
5. Click the item (the window, dialog box, or control) for which you want to change an event type.
6. Click Detail, Events.
7. Click the desired event in the Event Details Selection list.
8. Specify the different event type (and, if applicable, the action name and the command).
9. Click Change.
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Grid

Snap Objects/Window/Dialog Box to the Grid

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), Click.
2. If you want to snap all objects on the window or dialog box, Click Options, Grid. Type new values for Horizontal (X) and

Vertical (Y) as needed. Click Snap the entire window to the grid, OK.
3. If you want to snap Clicked objects, Click the desired objects, Options, Grid. Type new values for Horizontal (X) and

Vertical (Y) as needed. Click Snap the Clicked objects to the grid, OK.

Specify Horizontal and Vertical Spacing for Grid

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), Click.
2. Click Options, Grid.
3. Type new values for Horizontal (X) and Vertical (Y) as needed.
4. Click OK.

Group Box

Add a Group Box

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click, Edit, Add Group Box.
3. Type a name for the group box.
4. Click OK.
5. Position the group box on the window.
6. Press the left mouse button to place the group box.

Help

Add Help, help description, and help ID

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram.
The Open Navigation Objects dialog is displayed.

2. Click the object for which you want to provide help (window, dialog box, or control).
3. Click Detail, Help Description.
4. Type description of help for the object.
5. (Optionally) type a help ID, that is, any number up to 999.

Refer to the online for Help ID if you want to create help outside of Gen and integrate it into your generated
application.

6. Click OK.
The help description and ID are added to the object.
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Hidden Field

Add a Hidden Field

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click, Edit, Field Design.
3. Click one attribute in the selection list that satisfies both of the following conditions:
4. is not marked with an asterisk (is not placed) is not marked with an "h" (for hidden).
5. Click Type --> Hidden Field.
6. Click Place.

HTML Text

Add HTML Text

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, window, Include, OK.
2. Ensure that Navigation Diagram is in HTML or ASP.NET mode: Click Mode, Edit, HTML, or ASP.NET.
3. Click window/dialog icon, double-click.
4. Click Add, HTML Text.
5. Type HTML text.
6. Click text location.
7. Type new name (optional).
8. Click OK, position cursor, click to place.

List Box

Add a List Box

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step that is associated with a window or dialog box for which repeating
group views are defined.

2. Click, Edit, Add List Box.
3. Click List Type, List Box.
4. Click one or more attributes in the selection list.
5. Click Include.
6. Click OK.

Size Columns in a List Box

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box) that has a list box.
2. Click right border of the column to size (mouse pointer changes to a double-pointed arrow (<-->).
3. Size column wider or narrower.
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List Occurrence

Add/Implement a List Occurrence

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click, Edit, Field Design.
3. Click one attribute in the selection list that satisfies both of the following conditions:
4. is not marked with an asterisk (is not placed)
5. occurs within a repeating group view (repeating group views are designated with an "r" beside the group name).
6. Click Type and the type of field you want as the list occurrence. Possible choices include entry field, multiline entry

field, radio button drop list, and check box. An attribute must have permitted values to be placed as a list occurrence
radio button or in a list occurrence drop list.

7. Click Place (or, optionally, first Click Properties, specify properties, Click OK, then Click Place).
8. Position the prompt, if the list occurrence has one, on the window.
9. Press the left mouse button to place the prompt.
10. Position the list occurrence on the window.
11. Press the left mouse button to place the list occurrence.

Implement a List Occurrence as a Drop-down List

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), window, or dialog box,
Add, Drop-down List, export entity view, attribute view, Drop-down List radio button, Add.

2. Specify list occurrence drop-down list properties.
3. Specify discrete values, Include. Position prompt on window.
4. Press the left mouse button. Position field on window.
5. Press the left mouse button.

Implement a List Occurrence as a Radio Button

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), window, or dialog box,
Add, Radio Button, export entity view, attribute view, Radio Button radio button, Add.

2. Specify list occurrence radio button properties.
3. Specify discrete values, Include.
4. Position field on window.
5. Press the left mouse button.

Literal

Add a Literal

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step, Click, Edit, Add Literal.
2. Type literal.
3. Specify literal properties.
4. Click OK.
5. Position on window.
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6. Press the left mouse button.

Menu Item

Add a Menu Item to Another Menu Item

NOTE
You can add menu items only to windows.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window.
2. Click, Edit, Menu Design.
3. Click an existing menu item that does not have a command that is associated with it. You can determine this by

Clicking Properties and viewing the properties for the menu item.
4. Click Add. The Add push button remains disabled if the menu item has a command that is associated with it.
5. Specify properties for the menu item. As a minimum, you must provide the text for the menu item.
6. Click OK.

Add a Menu Item to the Main Menu Bar

NOTE
You can add menu items only to windows.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window.
2. Click, Edit, Menu Design.
3. Click Main Menu Bar.
4. Click Add.
5. Specify properties for the menu item. As a minimum, you must provide the text for the menu item.
6. Click OK.

Set Menu Item Colors or Fonts

Perform the following steps:

1. Open Navigation Diagram.
2. Click Edit, Menu Design.
3. Highlight Main Menu Bar.
4. Click Properties.
5. Make your selection for font or color.
6. Click OK. The dialog your operating system uses to modify video properties appears.
7. Modify the properties. When you finish assigning new properties, the Video Properties dialog displays your selection.
8. From the Video Properties, Click Close to exit and retain your selection.

Reset Menu Item Colors or Fonts

Perform the following steps:

1. Open Navigation Diagram.
2. Click Edit, Menu Design.
3. Highlight Main Menu Bar.
4. Click Properties.
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5. Highlight Reset Font and Color.
6. Click OK.

When you finish resetting the properties, the Business System Defaults return for the Menu Items. If there were no
Business System Defaults for the Menu Bar, the operating system defaults return.

Detail a Menu Item

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window.
2. Click, Edit, Menu Design.
3. Click an existing menu item.
4. Click Properties to specify properties for the menu item.
5. Click OK.

Move a Menu Item to Another Menu Item

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window.
2. Click the item (window or dialog box) from the Windows box.
3. Click Include.
4. Click Open.
5. Double-click on the item in the Network view to open the window or dialog box.
6. Click, Edit, Menu Design.
7. Click a menu item.
8. Click Change Parent.
9. Click a menu item that does not have a command that is associated with it (the change parent destination). The menu

item Clicked in step 3 is placed below the destination.

NOTE

You cannot change the parent of a menu item if the destination menu item has a command that is associated
with it.

Reposition a Menu Item

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window.
2. Click, Edit, Menu Design.
3. Click a menu item.
4. Click Move.
5. Click a different menu item as a destination. The menu item Clicked in step 3 is positioned below the destination.

NOTE

• Move does not reposition menu items outside of the pull-down in which they appear. Use Change Parent to
reposition a menu item outside of its pull-down.

• Remember that Move places the menu item below the destination. For example, suppose you have three
menu items in the main menu bar: Menuitem1 Menuitem2 Menuitem3. To move Menuitem2 to the first
position, Click Menuitem1 and move it below Menuitem2.
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Modes

Specify Edit Mode

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box).
2. Click, Mode, Edit.

Specify Prototype Mode

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram.
2. Click Close, Mode, Prototype.

Specify Sequencing of Cursor Movement when Tabbing

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram.
The Open Navigation Objects dialog opens.

2. Click a business system in the Windows tab.
3. Click a procedure step that is associated with a window or dialog.

The window or dialog appears in the Windows area.
4. Click the window or dialog under the Windows area and click Include.

The object appears in the Included Objects area.
5. Click the object under the Included Objects area and click Open.

The Navigation Diagram window of the Clicked object opens.
6. Double-click the item in the Network view to open the window or dialog box.
7. Click Detail, Sequencing.

The order of the controls in the list represents the order in which the cursor moves when the Tab key is pressed.
8. Click a control whose sequence must changed.
9. Click Move.
10. Click another control as a destination.

The control Clicked in step 8 is placed below the destination.
11. Click Transform.

The controls are reordered to the default sequence for cursor movement, that is, top to bottom and left to right.

Objects

Separate Objects Vertically or Horizontally

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), Click the item (window or
dialog box) from the Windows box, Include, Open. Double-click on the item in the Network view to open the window or
dialog box. Click two or more objects to separate, Edit, Position.

2. If you want to separate the objects vertically, Click Vertically in the Separate group box. Type a value in Distance. Click
OK.

3. If you want to separate the objects horizontally, Click Horizontally in the Separate group box. Type a value in Distance.
Click OK.
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Size Objects to Equal Height

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box).
2. Click two or more objects to size, Edit, Position, Equal Height in Size group box, OK.

Size Objects to Equal Width

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), Click the item (window or
dialog box) from the Windows box, Include, Open.

2. Double-click the item in the Network view to open the window or dialog box.
3. Click two or more objects to size, Edit, Position, Equal Width in Size group box, OK.

Picture

Add a Picture

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step.
2. Click Edit, Add Picture.
3. Choose the bitmap for the picture either by Clicking the bitmap from Bitmaps drop-down list or by Clicking the

Bitmaps push button, previewing one or more bitmaps, then Clicking the Click push button when the desired bitmap is
displayed.

4. Click the display style of the bitmap: tiled, scaled, or centered.
5. Click OK. The Clicked bitmap appears on the current window in its actual size in a mouse-controlled position.
6. Position the picture anywhere in the window you choose. If placed where other controls or text are positioned, the

picture appears in the background when you focus on the window.
7. If the picture is tiled or scaled, resize it at your discretion.

If tiled, decreasing the size crops the bitmap along the decreased dimension. Increasing the size of the picture
displays the bitmap in tiled formation.
If scaled, decreasing or increasing the height or width separately shrinks or elongates the appearance of the bitmap
along the changed dimension; changing the size along the diagonal retains the original proportions of the picture while
making it appear larger or smaller.

NOTE

• To alter the layering of multiple pictures, Click Detail, Sequencing.
• Optionally, associate a click or double-click event with the picture.
• Gen supports only 16-color (4-bit) and 256-color (8-bit) bitmaps. Most graphic software packages save

bitmaps in one or both of these formats.

Push Button

Add a Push Button

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step.
2. If adding the push button to a toolbar, click the toolbar.
3. Click Edit, Add Push Button.
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4. Supply information in the Text group box and, if the push button is to display a bitmap, supply information in the Bitmap
group box. (If bitmapped, the text appears at runtime when the cursor is positioned over the push button.)

5. If the current push button is to be the default, mark the check box. (This option is not available if adding a push button
to the toolbar.)

6. Specify the routing choice or action choice by Clicking one of the radio buttons in the Button Action group box.
7. If applicable, Click Commands to specify the command for the procedure step to execute when a flow occurs.
8. Click OK.
9. Position push button. If adding to a window, move to the desired location and press the left mouse button. If adding to

a toolbar and you want to change position or create a separator space, drag and drop with the right mouse button.

NOTE
Gen supports only 16-color (4-bit) and 256-color (8-bit) bitmaps. Most graphic software packages save bitmaps
in one or both of these formats.

Radio Button

Add a Radio Button

NOTE
Permitted values must exist for an attribute to make the attribute a radio button.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click the item (window or dialog box) from the Windows box.
3. Click Include.
4. Click Open.
5. Double-click on the item in the Network view to open the window or dialog box.
6. Click Add, Radio Button.
7. Supply attribute information in the top area.
8. Specify the Radio Button Group name and text.
9. Click Values.
10. Supply value information.
11. Click Add.
12. Click OK.
13. Position radio button.

Status Bar

Add, Populate, and Edit a Status Bar

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step related to a window (not a dialog box).
2. Click Edit, Add Status Bar.
3. Either accept the displayed defaults for margins and control spacing and Click OK, or type different values for Left, Top

and Bottom, Default Spacing, and Separator and Click OK.
4. Determine whether you want to add a literal or an attribute, where attributes include system attributes and attribute

views.
5. To add a literal, focus on the status bar and Click Edit, Add Literal. Type the text that you want to appear, accept or

change the default alignment and Click OK. The literal is placed in the first vacant position on the status bar.
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6. To add an attribute, focus on the status bar and Click Edit, Field Design. Click a system attribute or a user-defined
attribute, change the prompt to None, if desired, and Click the Place push button. The read-only field appears on the
status bar.

7. Repeat one of the preceding two steps for each component to be added to the status bar.
8. Evaluate the appearance of the status bar. To change the spacing between components or sequence of components

on the status bar, drag and drop to the desired position.
9. If the window contains controls that are hidden by the status bar, drag the bottom of the window downward to correct

the overlap.
10. To modify the background color or foreground color, click the status bar for focus, Click either Detail, Video Properties,

Background Color or Detail, Video Properties, Foreground Color and set the color either by adjusting the numbers and
Clicking OK or by Clicking Open Palette and dragging a color to the Color Area Box and Clicking OK.

11. To modify font, for example, to make it small enough to display an 80 character error message, click the status bar for
focus, Click Detail, Video Properties, Font Selection, change the font Name and Size as needed and Click OK.

NOTE
To redisplay the Status Bar Properties dialog for modifying status bar properties, either double-click on the status
bar or single click the status bar and Click Detail, Properties.

Toolbar

Add, Populate, and Edit a Toolbar

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step related to a window (not a dialog box).
2. Click Edit, Add Toolbar.
3. Either accept the displayed defaults for margins and control spacing and Click OK, or type different values for Left, Top

and Bottom, Default Spacing, and Separator and Click OK.
4. With focus on the toolbar, Click Edit, Add Push Button.
5. Specify properties for the push button and Click OK. The push button appears on the toolbar.
6. Repeat the preceding step for each push button to be added to the toolbar. If a separator space is to fall before a given

push button, drag that push button to the right at least two times the default spacing value and drop it.
7. Evaluate the appearance of the toolbar. To change the sequence of push buttons on the toolbar, drag and drop the

push buttons to the desired position.
8. If the window contains literal text or controls that are hidden by the toolbar, drag the top of the window upward to

correct the overlap.
9. To modify the background color, click the toolbar for focus, Click Detail, Video Properties, Background Color and set

the color either by adjusting the numbers and Clicking OK or by Clicking Open Palette and dragging a color to the
Color Area Box.

NOTE
To redisplay the Toolbar Properties dialog for modifying toolbar properties, either double-click on the toolbar or
single click the toolbar and Click Detail, Properties.

Views

Delete Mapped Views

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box).
2. Click, window, or dialog box, Detail, Mapping, export view in top selection list, Unmap.
3. Click Close.
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Map Import Views to Export Views

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box).
2. Click, window, or dialog box, Detail, Mapping, export view in top selection list, import view in bottom selection list, Map.
3. Click Close.

Move in Navigation Diagram

Move relocates Clicked objects. The objects can be windows, dialog boxes, or controls within windows or dialog boxes.
You can Click multiple fields, list boxes, list occurrences, literals, and push buttons to move. Their positions, when Clicked,
remain relative to one other.

To move an object in the Navigation Diagram

1. Click the object to move (window, dialog box, or control) using the left mouse button.
2. Press and hold the right mouse button (or press F7).
3. Move the object to the desired location.
4. Release the right mouse button (or click the mouse button).

NOTE
For a non-enterable Drop-down list control, after you Click it, right-click in the shaded area to initiate the move.

Windows and Dialog Boxes

Create a Primary Window

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step that is not associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click the item (window or dialog box) from the Windows box.
3. Click Include.
4. Click Open.
5. Click Edit, Add Window.
6. Click Type, Primary Window.
7. Specify other properties as desired.
8. Click OK.

Copy a Window

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, window.
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2. Click window.
3. Click Edit, Copy.
4. Click Destination. Click procedure step, OK.
5. Click Copy.

NOTE
You can also copy the associated windows during the copy of an action diagram or of a procedure step.

Copy a Default Window on Create

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box).
2. Click Add.
3. Click checkbox, Copy Default Window on Create.
4. Specify other properties as desired.
5. Click OK.

Open a New Browser Window

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, window, Include, OK.
2. Ensure that Navigation Diagram is in HTML or ASP.NET mode: Click Mode, Edit, HTML, or ASP.NET.
3. Click window/dialog icon, double-click.
4. Click Add, Hypertext Link, Open New Browser Window, position cursor, click to place.
5. Click object, Detail, Properties.
6. Enter display text, name that is assigned to control.
7. Click Command and click command that invokes new browser window.
8. Complete URL specification for new browser window.
9. Click check boxes for options to be presented in new browser window (menu bar, tool bar, status bar, scroll bar,

whether window is resizable, and/or location).
10. If location check box is Clicked, specify the following:

– Top: Number of pixels from top of screen that top of window displays when opened
– Left: Number of pixels from left edge of screen that left side of window displays when opened
– Width: Width of window in pixels
– Height: Height of window in pixels

11. Click OK.

Create a Dialog Box

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click Add.
3. Click Type, Dialog Box.
4. Specify other properties as desired.
5. Click OK.
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Create a Modeless Dialog Box

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click Add.
3. Click Type, Dialog Box.
4. Click Modality, Modeless, Single Instance.
5. Specify other properties as desired.
6. Click OK.

NOTE
Only a dialog box can be Modeless, Single Instance.

Create a Primary Dialog Box

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step that is not associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click the item (window or dialog box) from the Windows box.
3. Click Include.
4. Click Open.
5. Click Edit, Add Window.
6. Click Type, Primary Dialog Box.
7. Specify other properties as desired.
8. Click OK.

Copy a Window or Dialog Box into Window or Dialog Box

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram.
The Open Navigation Objects dialog opens.

2. Click a business system in the Windows tab.
3. Click a procedure step that is associated with a window or dialog.

The window or dialog appears in the Windows area.
4. Click the window or dialog under the Windows area and click Include.

The object appears in the Included Objects area.
5. Click the object under the Included Objects area and click Open.

The Navigation Diagram window of the Clicked object opens.
6. Click Edit, Copy.

The Window Copy dialog opens.
7. Click Destination.

The Window Copy-Destination Selection dialog opens.
8. Click the procedure step that is associated with a window or dialog.
9. Click OK.

The Window Copy-Destination Selection dialog closes.
10. Click Copy.
11. Click Yes to confirm copying.
12. Click OK.

The copy operation is completed.
13. Repeat Step 7 through 12 until you complete copying all the required objects.
14. Click Close.
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The Window Copy dialog closes.

Create a Modal Window or Dialog Box

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step that is not associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click Add.
3. Click Type, Primary Window, or Primary Dialog Box.
4. Click Modality, Application Modal.
5. Specify other properties as desired.
6. Click OK.

Create a Modeless Primary Window or Primary Dialog Box

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step that is not associated with a window or dialog box.
2. Click the item (window or dialog box) from the Windows box.
3. Click Include.
4. Click Open.
5. Click Edit, Add Dialog Box or Add Window.
6. Click Type, Primary Dialog Box or Primary Window.
7. Click Modality, Modeless, Multiple Instances.
8. Specify other properties as desired.
9. Click OK.

Create a Window or Dialog Box from a Screen

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Window Design.
2. Click a procedure step that has a screen associated with it.
3. Click Transform, Transform Screen Design into Window.
4. Click OK.

Generate Source Code for a Window or Dialog Box

NOTE
You must have the generator files for GUI applications and package the application before you can generate
source code.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box).
2. Click Generate, Generate Code.

Change a Window or Dialog Box

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box).
2. Click window or dialog box, Detail, Properties.
3. Change information as needed.
4. Click OK.
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Delete a Window or Dialog Box

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box).
2. Click Delete, Yes.

NOTE
If you delete a window for the default dialect and there are windows or dialog boxes in other dialects that are
associated to this window, all child windows and dialog boxes are deleted.

Detail a Window or Dialog Box

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box). Click the item (window or
dialog box) from the Windows box. Click Include, Open.

2. Click the window or dialog box, Detail, Properties.
3. Specify changes to window or dialog box properties.
4. Click OK.

Copy a Window and Copy with Substitution
This article provides information to copy a window and copy with substitution.

For instructions on copying a window, click here.

For instructions on copying with substitution, click here.

NOTE
You can also copy the associated windows during the copy of an action diagram or of a procedure step.

Copy a Window from the Navigation Diagram
This article provides information to copy a window from the Navigation Diagram through the Gen main window.

Access the Gen main window.

1. Select Design, Navigation Diagram, Select the Windows tab then Select a window in the list to copy.
2. Select Include then Select Open.
3. To copy all controls, select the graphical representation of the window.

To copy specific controls, select the ones that you want in the list of controls.
4. Select Edit then Copy.
5. Select Destination.
6. Select a business system if the current one is not the one you want.
7. Select a destination window. You have three types of choices:

– An existing window (select one in the list)
– A new window (select New)
– A new dialog box within the current procedure step (select a window in the list, then Add)

8. After selecting a destination (or you finish creating one), select OK.
9. If you do not want to substitute entity types, select Copy, then Yes to confirm the copy, then OK to acknowledge the

successful copy. (After the successful copy, select Close to exit the Window Copy panel and return to the Navigation
Diagram.) If you do want to substitute, complete the remaining steps.

10. Select Substitution.
11. Select an entity type in the Original column. (After you match an entity type, you can match its associated attributes

and relationships.)
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12. Select Match.
13. Select a choice to use as a substitute.
14. Select OK.
15. Repeat steps 15 through 18 for each item in the Original column for which you want a substitution. All entity types

must be matched to enable the OK push button.
16. If you do not want certain matched attributes or relationships to be copied and substituted, select the item, then

Unmatch. Any unmatched attributes or relationships do not get copied.
17. Select OK.
18. Select Copy.
19. Select Yes (to confirm the copy).
20. Select OK (to acknowledge the successful copy).
21. Select Close to exit the Window Copy panel and return to the Navigation Diagram.

More information:

Window Copy/Copy with Substitution

Copy a Window with Substitution from the Navigation Diagram
This article provides information to copy a window with substitution from the Navigation Diagram through the Gen main
window.

Access the Gen main window.

1. Select Design then Navigation Diagram.
2. Select the Windows tab.
3. Select a window in the list to copy with substitution.
4. Select Include.
5. Select Open.
6. Select the graphical representation of the window to be copied.
7. Select Edit then Copy with Substitution.
8. Select Destination.
9. Select a business system if the current one is not the one you want.
10. Type a Procedure Step Name.
11. In the Substituting list box, all Substituting Original views must either be substituted or matched with themselves by

highlighting the view and selecting Match.
12. Select Include all source windows box. (If preferred, you can create the window later.)
13. Select Copy.
14. After the successful copy, select Close to exit the Copy with Substitution panel and return to the Navigation Diagram.

More information:

Window Copy/Copy with Substitution

Use Technical Design

This article provides information for Use Technical Design for adding, detailing, opening, and specifying various attributes.

Add a Storage Group

You can add a Storage Group from Technical Design Database, Tablespace, or Index Defaults dialog boxes.
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To add a Storage Group from Technical Design, perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Technical Design, TD object, and then Diagram.
2. Click Open, Detail, Database Defaults, Tablespace Defaults, or Index Defaults.
3. Click Add Storage Group.
4. Type Storage Group name, VCAT name, Password, and Auth_ID.
5. Click OK.

Detail Technical Design Properties

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Technical Design, select desired Technical Design, and then Diagram.
2. Click Open, Detail, Properties.
3. Click one:

– Targeted DBMS Version
– DBMS Access Method
– Reserved Word Checking For
– Referential Integrity Enforced By
– Permitted Value Default Enforcement

4. Click one:
– on READS
– on CREATEs/UPDATEs

5. Make the choice to enforce or not enforce defaults values within DBMS, then Click OK.

Detail Defaults

Perform the following simple steps to detail all of these Database, Tablespace, Table, and Index defaults:

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Technical Design.
2. Highlight the Technical Design that you are using.
3. Click Diagram, Open.
4. Click Detail, Index Defaults.

Specify Properties

Specify Entry Point Properties

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Technical Design, Diagram, Open then All Records or Neighborhood.
2. If All Records, click View, and then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View, and then Expand Diagram.
4. Click entry point name, Detail, Properties then Unique, Cluster, and/or Primary check box then Description.
5. Type entry point description.
6. Click OK, OK.

Specify Field Properties

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Technical Design, Diagram, Open then All Records or Neighborhood.
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2. If All Records, click View, and then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View, and then Expand Diagram.
4. Click field name, Detail, Properties.
5. Type field name.
6. Click Format, Optionality.
7. Type Fieldproc, Parms.
8. Click Description.
9. Type field description.
10. Click OK, OK.

Specify Foreign Key Properties

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Technical Design, Diagram, Open then All Records or Neighborhood.
2. If All Records, Click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, Click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click foreign key field name, Detail, Properties. Type Field Name. Click Format then Optionality. Type Fieldproc and

Parms.
5. If Entry Point FK Field, Click Sequence (Ascend or Descend). Click Description.
6. Type foreign key field description. Click OK then OK.

Specify Linkage Properties

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Technical Design, Diagram, Open, All Records, or Neighborhood.
2. If All Records, Click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, Click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click linkage name, Detail, Properties. Type Linkage Name. Click Referential Integrity "Enforced by," Primary Foreign

Key - Target Fields, Description. Type linkage description. Click OK then OK.

Display Entry Points Usage

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Technical Design, Diagram, Open then All Records or Neighborhood.
2. If All Records, Click View, Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, Click entity type, OK, View, Expand Diagram.
4. Click field name, Detail, Entry Points then Cancel.

Display Field Use Summary

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Technical Design, Diagram, Open then All Records or Neighborhood.
2. If All Records, Click View, Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, Click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click record name, Detail, Lay out then Cancel.
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Open a Technical Design

Perform these steps:

1. Click Design, Technical Design.
2. Highlight the Clicked technical design.
3. Click Diagram then Open.

Use Data Structure List

This article provides information to Use Data Structure List. You can use Data Structure List for adding, deleting,
specifying, and displaying various attributes.

Indexes

Add Indexes

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click table name, Edit, Add Index. Type index name.
5. Click Unique, Cluster, and/or Primary check box then Columns push button.
6. Click a column to associate with index.
7. Click OK, OK.

Add Columns to an Index

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click index name as the target object, Detail, Properties, Columns push button, one or more of the columns you want

to add.
5. Click OK, OK.

Remove Columns from an Index

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click index name as the target object, Detail, Properties, Columns push button, one or more of the highlighted columns

that you want to remove from the index then OK.

View Column Indexes

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open, All Tables, or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
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3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click Column then, Detail then Indexes.
5. Click Close to exit.

View Foreign Key Indexes

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View, Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click FK Column then, Detail then Indexes.
5. Click Close to exit.

Display Index Usage

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click column name, Detail, Indexes then Cancel.

Unimplemented Entity Types, Attributes, Relationships

Add Unimplemented Entity Types

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click Edit, Add Entity Type, entity type then OK.

Add Unimplemented Attributes

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click index name as the target object, Edit, Implement Attribute, column to add to index then OK.

Add Unimplemented Relationships

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open.
2. Click All Tables or Neighborhood, table name.
3. Click Edit, Add Relationship then the relationship that relates the two entities.
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Objects

Delete Objects

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View, Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click table, index, foreign key, or one or more of the constraint names.
5. Click Edit, Delete then Confirm on delete or Confirm on delete of hierarchy and subordinates (Delete Subordinates

Only, Promote Subordinates, or Delete Hierarchy).
6. Click Delete, Yes.

Move Objects

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click columns, denormalized columns, or foreign key columns.
5. Click Edit, Move then new location within the same table or index.

Candidates

Specify Denormalize Candidates

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click table name, containing one or more columns to be denormalized.
5. Click Edit, Denormalize, Cardinality One Relationship membership, one or more Denormalize Candidates attributes,

Denorm.

Properties

Specify Table Properties

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click table name, Detail, Properties.
5. Type Table Name, Owner, Synonym, Table Name, Edit Proc, and Valid Proc.
6. Click Description.
7. Type table description.
8. Click OK, OK.
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Specify Column Properties

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click Column name, Detail, Properties.
5. Type column name.
6. Click Format then Optionality.
7. Type Columnproc then Parms.
8. Click Description.
9. Type column description.
10. Click OK, OK.

Specify Index Properties

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open, All Tables, or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click index name, Detail, Properties, Unique, Cluster, and/or Primary check box then Description.
5. Type index description.
6. Click OK, OK.

Specify Foreign Key Properties

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click foreign key column name, Detail, Properties.
5. Type Column Name.
6. Click Format, Optionality.
7. Type Columnproc and Parms.
8. If Index FK Column, Click Sequence (Ascend or Descend).
9. Click Description.
10. Type foreign key column description.
11. Click OK, OK.

Specify RI Constraint Properties

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click RI Constraint Detail then Properties.
5. Type Constraint Name.
6. Click Referential Integrity "Enforced by", Primary Foreign Key - Target Columns then Description.
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7. Type constraint description.
8. Click OK, OK.

View Table Layout

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View then Expand Diagram.
4. Click Table then, Detail, Layout.
5. Click Close to exit.

View RI Constraint Identifiers

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View, Expand Diagram.
4. Click RI Constraint column then, Detail, Identifier.
5. Click Close to exit.

Open and Expand a DSL

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Neighborhood.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Neighborhood, click entity type, OK, View, Expand Diagram.

Display Column Use Summary

To Display Column Use Summary:

1. Click Design, Data Structure List.
The Data Structure List window appears.

2. Do one of the following tasks:
– Click Diagram, Open, All Records to display every record in the database.

The Data Structure List window is redisplayed.
– Click Diagram, Open, Neighborhood to display all the records that are directly related to a Clicked record.

The Implemented High-Level Entity Types dialog appears. Click Entity Type, OK. The Data Structure List window is
redisplayed.

3. Click View, Expand Diagram.
The Data Structure List displays all levels of hidden objects in the table.

4. Click the Table Name, Detail, Layout
The Column Use Summary Dialog appears.

5. Click Close to complete the dialog.

Use in Data Store List

This article provides information for Use the Data Store List for adding, detailing, and deleting various attributes.
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Database

Add a Database

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Database.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, click database, View then Expand.
4. Click Edit, Add Database.
5. Type database name.
6. Click Storage Grp then Bufferpool.
7. Type Owner and database description.
8. Click OK.

Detail Database Properties

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Database.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, click database, View then Expand.
4. Click database, Detail then Properties.
5. Type database name.
6. Click Storage Grp then Bufferpool.
7. Type owner and database description.
8. Click OK.

Partitions

Add an Indexspace Partition

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Records or Database.
2. If All Records, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, click database, View then Expand.
4. Click indexspace, Detail, Partition, Edit, Add Partition then field in index to add to the Key. Modify value.
5. Click Set to add value to the Key.
6. Repeat for each non-high value field to add to the Key.
7. Click OK to create the partition.

Detail a Partition Indexspace

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Records or Database.
2. If All Records, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, click database, View then Expand.
4. Click indexspace, Detail, Partition, partition value, Detail, Indexspace then Use default values for partition or Use

following values for partition, Erase, Storage Grp then VCAT.
5. Type VCAT, Primary Qty, and Secondary Qty.
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6. Click Qty Units.
7. Type Free Page and Percent Free.

Push Button Procedure

Add Vol Click Add Vol then DASD Volume ID. Type volume description.
Click OK.

Del Vol Click Del Vol then DASD Volume ID. Click OK.

Description Click Description. Type indexspace description. Click OK.
8. Click OK.

Detail a Partition Tablespace

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Tools, Design, Data Store List.
2. Click Diagram, Open, All Records, or Database.

– If you have Clicked All Records, click View, Expand Diagram.
– If you have Clicked Database, Click a database and click View, Expand.

3. Click an indexspace and click Detail, Partitioning.
4. Click a partition value and click Detail, Tablespace.
5. Use default values for partition or Use following values for partition, Erase, Storage Grp then VCAT. Type VCAT,

Primary Qty, and Secondary Qty. Click Qty Unit. Type Free Page and Percent Free.
6. The following fields are available on this
Add Vol

1. Click Add Vol then DASD Volume ID.
2. Type volume description.
3. Click OK.

Del Vol

1. Click Del Vol, DASD Volume ID.
2. Click OK.

Description

1. Click Description.
2. Type tablespace description.
3. Click OK.

7. Click OK.

Storage Groups

Add a Storage Group

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Database.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, click database name, View then Expand.
4. Click Edit then Add Storage Group.
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5. Type Storage Group name, VCAT name, Password, and Auth_ID.

Push Button Procedure

Add Vol Click Add Vol then DASD Volume ID. Type volume description.
Click OK.

Del Vol Click Del Vol then DASD Volume ID. Click OK.

Description Click Description. Type storage group description. Click OK.
6. Click DASD Volume ID.
7. Click OK.

Detail Storage Group Properties

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Records or Database.
2. If All Records, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, click database, View then Expand.
4. Click storage group, Detail, Properties.
5. Type Storage Group name, VCAT name, Password, and Auth_ID.

Push Button Procedure

Add Vol Click Add Vol then DASD Volume ID. Type volume description.
Click OK.

Del Vol Click Del Vol then DASD Volume ID. Click OK.

Description Click Description. Type storage group description. Click OK
6. Click DASD Volume ID.
7. Click OK.

Open and Expand a Data Store List

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open, All Tables, or Database.
2. If All Tables, Click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, Click database, View then Expand.

Spaces

Add a Tablespace

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Database.
2. If All Tables, Click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, Click database, View then Expand.
4. Click database, Edit, Add Tablespace. Type Name and Password. Click Close and/or Erase.
5. Type Seg Size.
6. Click Lockbox, Bufferpool, Storage Grp, storage group then VCAT.
7. Type VCAT name, Primary Qty, and Secondary Qty. Click Qty Units.
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8. Type Free Page and Percent Free.

Push Button Procedure

Add Vol Click Add Vol then DASD Volume ID. Type volume description.
Click OK.

Del Vol Click Del Vol then DASD Volume ID. Click OK.

Description Click Description. Type tablespace description. Click OK.
9. Click Volume Serial.
10. Click OK.

Detail Tablespace Properties

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Database.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, click database, View then Expand.
4. Click tablespace, Detail, Properties.
5. Type Name and Password.
6. Click Close and/or Erase.
7. Type Seg Size.
8. Click Locksize, Bufferpool, Storage Grp, storage group then VCAT.
9. Type VCAT name, Primary Qty, and Secondary Qty.
10. Click Qty Units.
11. Type Free Page and Percent Free.

Push Button Procedure

Add Vol Click Add Vol then DASD Volume ID. Type volume description.
Click OK.

Del Vol Click Del Vol then DASD Volume ID. Click OK.

Description Click Description. Type tablespace description. Click OK.
12. Click Volume Serial.
13. Click OK.

Detail Indexspace Properties

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Records or Database.
2. If All Records, Click View, Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, Click database, View then Expand.
4. Click indexspace, Detail, Properties.
5. Type Name and Password.
6. Click Close and/or Erase.
7. Type Seg Size.
8. Click Subpages, Bufferpool, Storage Grp, storage group then VCAT. Type VCAT name, Primary Qty, and Secondary

Qty. Click Qty Units.
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9. Type Free Page and Percent Free.

Push Button Procedure

Add Vol Click Add Vol then DASD Volume ID. Type volume description.
Click OK.

Del Vol Click Del Vol then DASD Volume ID. Click OK.

Description Click Description. Type indexspace description. Click OK.
10. Click Volume Serial.
11. Click OK.

Objects

Autosize an Object

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Database.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, click database, View then Expand.
4. Click database(s), tablespace(s), or indexspace(s), Edit then Autosize.

Delete an Object

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Database.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, click database, View then Expand.
4. Click object (database, tablespace, table, indexspace, or storage group).
5. Click Edit, Delete, Confirm on delete, Confirm on delete of hierarchy, or Subordinates (Delete Subordinates Only,

Promote Subordinates, or Delete Hierarchy), Delete.

Move an Object

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Database.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, click database, View then Expand.
4. Select tablespace or table.
5. Click Edit, Move then new location.
6. When moving a tablespace, select another database.
7. When moving a table, select any tablespace other than the current tablespace where the selected table resides.

Detail Table Properties

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Store List, Diagram, Open then All Tables or Database.
2. If All Tables, click View then Expand Diagram.
3. If Database, click database, View then Expand.
4. Click table, Detail then Properties.
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5. Type Table Name, Owner, Synonym, Table Name, Edit Proc, and Valid Proc.
6. Click Description.
7. Type table description.
8. Click OK, OK.

Verify Technical Design Defaults.

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Data Structure Default then Specify default values as needed.
2. Required fields are Name and Bufferpool.
3. Click OK.

Use Environment

This article provides information for Use Environment to define the environment parameters for Client and Server
Components, Individual Client and Server Applications, and Parameters for DDL and RI Triggers.

Define Environment Parameters for All Client Components in a Business System

Perform the following procedure:

1. Select Construction, Packaging, Open, Cooperative Packaging, business system name, Detail, then Client
Environment.

2. Specify desired parameters.
3. Click OK.

Define Environment Parameters for All Server Components in a Business System

Perform the following procedure:

1. Select Construction, Packaging, Open, Cooperative Packaging, business system name, Detail, then Server
Environment.

2. Specify desired parameters.
3. Click OK.

Define Environment Parameters for a Business System

Perform the following procedure:

1. Select Construction, Environment, business system name, Detail, Properties.
2. Specify desired parameters.
3. Click OK.

Define Other Parameters for z/OS Business System

Perform the following procedure:

1. Select Construction, Environment, business system name, Detail, Properties, z/OS Parms.
2. Specify desired parameters.
3. Click OK.
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Define Environment Parameters for Individual Client Components in a Business System

Perform the following procedure:

1. Select Construction, Packaging, Open, Cooperative Packaging, window manager, Detail, Client Environment.
2. Specify desired parameters.
3. Click OK.

Define Environment Parameters for Individual Server Applications

Perform the following procedure:

1. Select Construction, Packaging, Open, Cooperative Packaging, server manager, Detail, Server Environment.
2. Specify desired parameters.
3. Click OK.

Define Environment Parameters for DDL and RI Triggers

Refer to the procedures for the Generation Tool. The Environment Parameters for DDL and Referential Integrity Triggers
are specified on the Generation Defaults dialog.

Use Packaging

This article provides information for Use Packaging for adding, assigning, changing, completing, and defining various
attributes.

Load Modules

Add a Load Module to a Business System

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging.
The Packaging Diagram window opens.

2. Click Diagram, Open and select Online Packaging, Batch Packaging, or Window Packaging, business system name.
3. Click Edit, Add Load Module.

The Properties dialog is displayed.
4. Type a name for the load module and click Add PSteps

The Unpacked Procedure Steps dialog is displayed.
5. Select Procedure or Proc Step and click OK.
6. Click OK on the Properties dialog.

The load module is added.

Add a Client Load Module to a Business System

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Diagram, Open, Cooperative Packaging, business system name, Edit, Add Load
Module.

2. Type a name for the load module. Select Window Mangr.
3. Click Add PSteps.
4. Select procedures or procedure steps.
5. Click OK, OK.
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Add a Server Load Module to a Business System

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Diagram, Open, Cooperative Packaging, business system name, Edit, Add Load
Module.

2. Type a name for the load module.
3. Click Server Manager.
4. Click Add PSteps.
5. Select procedures or procedure steps.
6. Click OK, OK.

Change a Load Module Name from the Packaging Tool

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Diagram, Open, Online Packaging, Batch Packaging, Window Packaging, or
Cooperative Packaging, business system, View, Expand All, load module name, Detail, Properties.

2. Type name.
3. Click OK.

Operations Library

Add an Operations Library to a Business System

Follow these steps:

1. From the Component Packaging diagram, select the Business System to which you want to add an Operations Library.
2. Click Edit, Add Operations Library. Enter the name of the Operations Library, then select Add Actblks... From the list of

available action blocks, select one or more action blocks that you require.
3. Click OK, OK.

Change Operations Library Name

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Operations Library that you wish to change and select Properties.
2. Enter the new name and click OK.

Member Names

Assign Member Names to a Procedure Step

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Diagram, Open, Online Packaging, Batch Packaging, Window Packaging, or
Cooperative Packaging, business system, View, Expand All.

2. Click Edit, procedure step name, Detail, Properties. Type member name(s), OK.

NOTE
Using a DBMS reserved word for a member name may cause problems with generation and installation.
Check the vendor documentation for the DBMS that you are targeting, and avoid member names that are
reserved words for that DBMS. You must also ensure that the name is unique.
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NOTE
For Component Packaging, select the Operations Library or Action Block. Select Properties and enter the
member name.

Blocks

Assign MFS Control Blocks to a Procedure Step

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Diagram, Open, Online Packaging, business system, View, Expand All, Edit, procedure
step name, Detail, Properties.

2. Type member name(s), OK.

Change an Action Block Source Name from the Packaging Tool

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Diagram, Open, Online Packaging, Batch Packaging, Window Packaging, Cooperative
Packaging, or Component Packaging, business system, View, Expand All, action block name, Detail, Properties.

2. Type name.
3. Click OK.

Transaction Codes

Define Transaction Codes for a Load Module

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Diagram, Open, Online Packaging, Batch Packaging, Window Packaging, or
Cooperative Packaging, business system, View, Expand All, load module name, Detail, Properties, Add.

2. Type transaction code name.
3. Click OK, Close, OK.

Assign Transaction Codes to a Procedure Step

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Diagram, Open, Online Packaging, Batch Packaging, Window Packaging, or
Cooperative Packaging, business system, View, Expand All, Edit, procedure step name, Detail, properties.

2. Click Dialog Flow Trancode, Clear Screen Trancode.
3. Click OK.

Packaging

Complete Packaging for a Business System

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Diagram, Open, Online Packaging, Batch Packaging, Window Packaging, Cooperative
Packaging, or Component Packaging, business system name, Edit, Complete.
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NOTE

For online packaging only, you can package unpackaged procedures into a separate load module or into
one load module. If you want to package each unpackaged procedure into a separate load module, select
Multiple Modules. If you want to package all unpackaged procedures into one load module, select One
Module.

2. Click OK.

For component packaging, selecting one module creates an Operations Library for each Interface Type that is found in
a Specification subject area, if the Interface Type owns operations. Selecting multiple modules creates an Operations
Library for each operation in a Specification subject area, whose owner is an Interface Type.

Complete Packaging for Objects Subordinate to a Business System

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Diagram, Open, Online Packaging, Batch Packaging, Window Packaging, or
Cooperative Packaging, object (such as a load module)

2. Click Edit, Complete.

Environment Parameters

Define Environment Parameters for All Client Components in a Business System

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Open, Cooperative Packaging, business system name, Detail, Client Environment.
2. Specify desired parameters.
3. Click OK.

Define Environment Parameters for All Server Components in a Business System

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Open, Cooperative Packaging, business system name, Detail, Server Environment.
2. Specify desired parameters.
3. Click OK.

Define Environment Parameters for Individual Client Components in a Business System

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Open, Cooperative Packaging, window manager, Detail, Client Environment.
2. Specify desired parameters.
3. Click OK.

Define Environment Parameters for Individual Server Components

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Packaging, Open, Cooperative Packaging, server manager, Detail, Server Environment.
2. Specify desired parameters.
3. Click OK.
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Non-screen Procedure

Define Non-screen Procedure Steps for Server Components

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Dialog Design, a procedure step, Detail, Step Properties, no display in Online list.
2. Click OK.

Use Generation

Use Generation for accessing, changing, displaying, erasing, generating, installing, and overriding various attributes:

Installation Monitor

Access the Installation Monitor

Perform the following procedure:

1. Complete an installation process for DDL or Code.
2. Select the Installation Monitor icon or select the task Installation Monitor in the Task List window.

Action Block

Change a File Name for Action Block Source Code

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, any code type.
3. Select a business system, and click View, Expand All.
4. Select an action block, and click Detail, Properties.
5. Type source name.
6. Click OK.

Generate an External Action Block

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation, Diagram, Open, any code type, business system, View, Expand All.
2. Perform either of the following sets of actions:

a. Select tick marks in the Code column for each external action block to generate.
b. Click Generate, Code, Selected.

or

1. a. Click Design, Action Diagram, external action block from the selection list.
b. Click Generate, Code.
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Load Module

Change Load Module Name from the Generation Tool

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Perform either of the following sets of actions:

a. Click Diagram, Open.
b. Click Online Code, Batch Code, or Window Code.
c. Select a business system.
d. Click View, Expand All.
e. Click Dialog, Batch, or Window Manager, Detail, Properties.
f. Type load module name.
g. Click OK.

Or

1. a. Click Construction, Generation.
b. Click Diagram, Open, Cooperative Code.
c. Select a business system.
d. Click View, Expand All.
e. Select a Window or Server.
f. Click Detail, Properties.
g. Type load module name.
h. Click OK.

Generate All Objects of a Load Module

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation, Diagram, Open, Online, Batch, or Window Code.
2. Select business system name.
3. Click View, Expand All, Dialog, Batch, or Window.
4. Select tick mark in the appropriate column for code type.
5. Click Generate, Code, Selected.

Or

1. Click Construction, Generation, Diagram, Open, Cooperative Code.
2. Select the business system name.
3. Click View, Expand All, Client Server Applications.
4. Select tick mark in the appropriate column for code type.
5. Select Generate, Code, Selected.

Install All Generated Objects of a Load Module

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation, Diagram, Open, Any code type.
2. Select the business system.
3. Click View, Expand All.
4. Select a tick mark for a load module (Dialog, Batch, or Window Manager) in the Inst column.
5. Click Generate, Code, Selected.
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GUI Runtime Environment Variables

Change GUI Runtime Environment Variables

The file GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini contains the values that affect the GUI runtime environment initialization. The file
contains instructions for each environment variable. The file can be found in the following location, assuming the default
installation directory:

%GENxx%GEN\GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini

Where xx refers to the current release of Gen. For example:

%GEN80%GEN\GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini

Each variable can be set from the Microsoft Windows System Properties dialog (from the Windows desktop, Start,
Settings, Control Panel, System, Advanced tab, Environment Variables), but the settings in the configuration file take
precedence.

At runtime, the model looks for the GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini file in the following locations:

• The current model directory
• %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen x.x\cfg\client
• %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen x.x\cfg\client
• %GENxx%GEN

NOTE
x.x and xx refers to the current release of Gen.

This order allows you to specify a different set of environment variable settings for specific models from the one used for
the entire system.

To activate a variable, remove the ";" character in the first character position and set the value, if needed.

Error Messages for Object Failing Generation

Display Error Messages for Object Failing Generation

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation, Generate.
2. Generate source code or DDL with any of the actions for them.
3. Select any row that contains the word "Failed" in the Status column.
4. Click Diagram, Show, type of output file to display.

DDL

Display-Generated DDL for an Object

Perform the following procedure:

1. Select Construction, Generation, Generate.
2. Generate DDL with any of the actions for DDL.
3. Select any row that contains the word "Completed" in the Status column.
4. Select Diagram, Show, type of output file to display.
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Generate and Install All DDL

For the DDL, All and Installation, perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Generate, DDL, All and Install.

For the DDL, Selected, perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, DDL, database.
3. Click View, Expand All.
4. Select:

– DDL column for database
– Drop column for database
– Inst column for database

5. Click Generate, DDL, Selected.

Generate DDL for a Local Installation

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Options, Generation Defaults.
3. Select Local for the Type of installation option.
4. Click OK.

Select any of the actions that generate and install DDL.

Generate DDL for a Remote Installation

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Options, Generation Defaults.
3. Select Remote for the Type of installation option.
4. Click OK.

Select any of the actions that generate and install DDL.

Generate DDL for a Server Application

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Options, Generation Defaults.
3. Select Remote for the Type of installation option.
4. Click OK.

Select any of the actions that generate and install DDL.

Generate All DDL for a Database

For the DDL, All action, perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Generate.
3. Click DDL, All.
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For the DDL, Selected action, perform the following procedure:

1. Select Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, DDL, database.
3. Click View, Expand All.
4. Select the DDL column for database.
5. Select the Drop column for database.
6. Click Generate, DDL, Selected.

Generated Source Code

Display Generated Source Code for an Object

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Generate.
3. Generate code with any of the actions for source code.
4. Select any row that contains the word "Completed" in the Status column.
5. Click Diagram, Show.
6. Select the type of output file to display.

Database

Generate Specific Database Objects

Perform the following procedure:

1. Select Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, DDL.
3. Select database.
4. Click View, Expand All.
5. Select the DDL column for each object.
6. Click Generate, DDL, Selected.

Generate and Install Specific Database Objects

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, DDL.
3. Select database.
4. Click View, Expand All.
5. Select the DDL column for a specific object.
6. Select the Drop column for a specific object.
7. Select the Inst column for a specific object.
8. Click Generate, DDL, Selected.

Erase Specific Database Objects

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
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2. Click Diagram, Open, DDL.
3. Select database.
4. Click View, Expand All.
5. Select the Inst column for specific objects, the Drop column for specific objects.
6. Click Generate, DDL, Selected.

Erase a Database

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, DDL.
3. Select the Inst column for the database, the Drop column for the database.
4. Click Generate, DDL, Selected.

Business System

Generate All Code for Every Business System

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Generate, Code, All.

Generate All Objects of a Business System

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, any code type.
3. Select a business system.
4. Click View, Expand All.
5. Select the Code column for the business system, the Scrn column for the business system (for online, block mode

only).
6. Click Generate, Code, Selected.

Generate Specific Objects of a Business System

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, Code.
3. Select a business system.
4. Click View, Expand All.
5. Select the Code or Scrn columns for each object to generate.
6. Click Generate, Code, Selected.

Generate/Install All for Every Business System

Perform the following procedure:

1. Select Construction, Generation.
2. Generate, Code, All and Install.
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NOTE
Normally, you do not use the Code, All and Install option for cooperative applications since the type of
installation is different for clients (local installation) and servers (remote installation). If you want to perform
local testing, repackage the server load modules into client load modules and then use the Code, All and Install
option. Otherwise, use the Code, Selected option.

Generate/Install All for a Single Business System

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, Code.
3. Select a business system.
4. Click View, Expand All.
5. Select the Code column for the business system.
6. Select the Scrn column for the business system.
7. Select the Inst column for the business system.
8. Click Generate, Code, Selected.

Install All Generated Objects of a Business System

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, any code type.
3. Select a business system.
4. Click View, Expand All.
5. Select the Inst column of the business system.
6. Click Generate, Code, Selected.

NOTE
This procedure does not apply to client/server applications.

Install Specific Generated Objects of a Business System

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, Code.
3. Select a business system.
4. Click View, Expand All.
5. Select the Inst column for the load module (Dialog, Batch, or Window Manager) that contains the previously generated

object.
6. Click Generate, Code, Selected.

Generate/Install Specific Objects for a Business System

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, any code type.
3. Select a business system.
4. Click View, Expand All.
5. Select the Code or Scrn column for each object to generate.
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6. Select the Inst column for each Dialog, Batch, or Window Manager to which the selected Code or Scrn objects are
subordinate.

7. Click Generate, Code, Selected.

Codes

Generate Code for a Local Installation

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Options, Generation Defaults.
3. Select Local for the Type of installation option.
4. Click OK.
5. Select any of the actions that generate and install the source code.

Generate Code for a Remote Installation

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Options, Generation Defaults.
3. Select Remote for the Type of installation option.
4. Click OK.
5. Select any of the actions that generate and install the source code.

Generate Cooperative Code for Client Application

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, Cooperative Code.
3. Select window manager.
4. Click Options, Generation Defaults.
5. Select Local for Type of installation.
6. Select OK or Save.
7. Select any of the actions that generate and install the source code.

Generate Cooperative Code for Server Application

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, Cooperative Code.
3. Select server manager.
4. Click Options, Generation Defaults, Type of installation, Remote.
5. Select OK or Save.
6. Select any of the actions that generate and install the source code.

Generate Trace Code

The Generation Tool generates source code for the trace facility. Trace code increases the size of the source code
files. Therefore, you may choose to generate the components with trace code only during the period that you test your
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application. After testing, you can generate the components without trace code to reduce the amount of storage required
for the source code files.

Perform the following procedure for the actions - Code, All; Code, All and Install:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
The Generation window opens.

2. Click Options, Generation Defaults.
The Generation Defaults dialog opens.

3. Select Generate source code with trace (Gen all) option and click OK.
Any code that is generated from now is traced.

4. Click Generate, Code, All, or Code, All and Install.
The code is the generated code and is traced.

Follow these steps for the action Code, Selected:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
The Generation window opens.

2. Click Diagram, Open, any of the code options.
The generation window of the selected code opens.

3. Select a business system and click View, Expand All.
4. Select one of the following options:

– To generate the code, select tick marks in the Trce column for each object to generate.
– To install the generated code, select tick marks in the Trce column for each object to generate, tick marks in the Inst

column for each Dialog, Batch, or Window Manager to which the selected Trce objects are subordinate.
5. Click Generate, Code, Selected.

The code is generated code and is traced.

NOTE
If you have added inline code and the generation environment does not match the target environment that you
declared while adding the inline code, the diagram trace utility flags the code as follows:

INLINE CODE Different Target By <environment>

Where <environment> can be one or more of the following options:

• Language
• Operating System
• Database
• TP Monitor

Install Code Generated from Action Diagram, Screen Design, and Design

You must have previously generated source code from the Action Diagram, Screen Design, or Navigation Diagram.

Perform the following procedure:

1. Select Construction, Generation.
2. Select Generate, Install All Changes.

RI Triggers

Generate RI Triggers

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
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2. Click Diagram, Open, any code menu item.
The window of the menu item opens.

3. Select a business system.
4. Click View, Expand All.
5. Click to change the value of Triggers row under Code column to Y.
6. Click Generate, Code Selected.

The code is generated.

Generate and Install RI Triggers

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, one of the code menu items.

The window of the menu item opens.
3. Select the business system.
4. Click View, Expand All.
5. Click to change the value of Triggers row under Code column to Y.
6. Click to change the value of Triggers row under Inst column to Y.
7. Click Generate, Code Selected.

The code is generated.

Cooperative Application

Install Client and Server Parts of a Cooperative Application

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Diagram, Open, Cooperative Code
3. Select a business system.
4. Click View, Expand All.
5. Select a tick mark for a load module (Window Manager for the client load modules or Server Manager for the server

load modules) in the Inst column.
6. Click Generate, Code, Selected.

Bus Sys Target Environment

Override Bus Sys Target Environment Parameters

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Construction, Generation.
2. Click Options, Generation Defaults.
3. Select Override Bus Sys Target Environment with previous defaults option.
4. Click OK.

Use Reports

This article provides information to Use Reports including Generate, Access, Delete, Print, and Rename.
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Generate a Report

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Model, Reports.
The Reports window appears.

2. Click again Reports and select a report name from the list.
A corresponding dialog appears.

3. Select the options that you want in your report, and click OK.
4. The screen displays the report.

Access a Report

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Model, Reports, File, Open Report.
Open Reports dialog displays the report.

2. Select the report name.
3. Click Open to display the report.

Delete a Generated Report

Perform the following procedure:

1. Select Model, Reports, File, Open Report.
2. Select the report name that you want to open.
3. Click Delete.

A confirmation message appears.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the report.
5. Click Cancel to exit.

Print an Entire Report

Perform the following procedure:

1. Generate a new report or access a report.
2. Click File, Print.
3. Choose a printer in the Print dialog, and click Print.

Print a Report to a File

Perform the following procedure:

1. Generate a new report or access a report.
2. Click File, Print.
3. Select the Print to File check-box, and click Print.
4. Use Save in to select the location/file where you want to print the report.
5. Click Save.

Print Selected Lines in a Report

Perform the following procedure:

1. Generate a new report or access a report.
2. Highlight the lines to be printed. (To select several lines, hold down the Ctrl as you select the lines with the mouse

cursor.)
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3. Select File, Print to open the Print dialog.
4. Select the printer.
5. Under Page Range, click the Selection radio button.
6. Click Print.

Print Selected Lines to a File

Perform the following procedure:

1. Generate a new report or access a report.
2. Highlight the lines to be printed. (To select several lines, hold down the Ctrl as you select the lines with the mouse

cursor.)
3. Select File, Print to open the Print dialog.
4. Use Save in to select the location/file where you want to print the report.
5. Under Page Range, click the Selection radio button.
6. Click Print.

Rename a Generated Report

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Model, Reports to display the Reports window.
2. Click File, Open Report, and then select a file name.
3. Click File, Rename.
4. Type the new name, and click OK.

Use Referential Integrity

This article provides information to perform and verify Referential Integrity and Technical Design Defaults.

Perform Referential Integrity

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Referential Integrity.
2. Verify RI TD default values, then select Proceed.

Verify Referential Integrity Technical Design Defaults

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Referential Integrity, Tech Design.
2. At the TD Window select Detail, Properties.
3. Specify default values as needed.

Required fields are Name and Bufferpool.
4. Click OK.

Use Retransformation

This article provides information to perform Retransformation and Verify Retransformation Technical Design Defaults.
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Perform Retransformation

Perform the following procedure:

1. Click Design, Retransformation.
2. Select a type of retransformation.
3. Select a scope of implementation if applicable.
4. Select a scope of RI process.
5. Click Proceed.

Verify Retransformation Technical Design Defaults

Perform the following procedure:

1. Select Design, Retransformation, Tech Design.
2. When the TD window appears, select Detail then Database Defaults
3. Specify default values as needed.

Required entries are Name and Bufferpool.
4. Click OK.

0 (PAD), 1 (PAD), and About
This article provides information for 0 (PAD), 1 (PAD), and About.

0 (PAD)

0 is a numeric literal, such as 153. Rather than having to choose Number and input 0, you can select the 0 option.

1 (PAD)

1 is a numeric literal, such as 153. Rather than having to choose Number and input 1, you can select the 1 option.

About

About displays the logon window of the application that includes the current Gen release number. Refer to this release
number when citing any issues concerning either the Gen application or the help system.

Accelerator Key
This article provides information for the Accelerator Key drop-down list specifies the key that is identified as the
accelerator key.

Only the keys in the drop-down list are valid choices. To support National Language (NLS) characters, this list box
includes the extended ASCII character set for languages other than English.

Accelerator keys are valid only for subordinate menu items (menu items in pull-downs). The accelerator key may be used
with the assignment keys Control, Alt, and Shift. The accelerator key combination appears to the right of the subordinate
menu item.

You can specify any combination of the assignment keys to use with the Key selection. Shift is inactive for an accelerator
key that uses an alpha or a numeric character.

NOTE
Function key F1 is reserved for invoking the context-sensitive online help.

Across Libraries Check Box
This article provides information for the Across Libraries Check Box for checking libraries for matches.
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Select the Across Libraries radio button to check other libraries for matches on the filter value you specify. When you filter
across libraries, the Library drop-down list contains only the names of libraries that meet the filter criteria.

To remove the filter and restore the lists to all interface objects and methods/properties, use '*' in the filter string field to
match all, then select the Filter push button.

Add Drop Down List, Entity Type, Entity View, Entry Field, and Event
This article provides information to add a drop-down list, entity type, entity view, entry field, and event.

Add Drop Down List

To add a drop-down list, specify the following:

• The view from which the field receives input
• The view to which the field passes input
• Name of the work set
• Name of the field
• Special considerations concerning input and how the field displays
• Name of the drop down list
• Name of the prompt
• Permitted values

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Add Entity Type

An entity type may be added to any model diagram. An entity type can have attributes and operations, and may
participate in relationships.

An entity type may be changed to a specification type using the Change push button on the Properties dialog box, or to an
interface type, using the Promote push button on the Properties dialog box.

Add Entity View

To add an entity view to an import view, export view, local view, or entity action view, specify:

• Name
• Optionality (import view only)
• Entity attribute(s)
• Support for entity actions
• Usage as both input and output

Add Entry Field

To add an entry field, specify:

• View from which the field receives input and passes output
• Name of the work set
• Descriptive text for the field
• Name of the field prompt

For additional information, request help on the individual control.
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Add Event

To add an event, specify:

• Event
• Name
• Description

Add Event is active when you select a position on the diagram.

A red arrow appears on the dependency diagram.

AND Operator
AND is a Boolean (logical) operator that connects two propositions, which result in a new proposition.

Each of the propositions may be either true or false. If both propositions are true, the new proposition is true. In the
statement, IF A=1 AND B=1 THEN C=1, both A and B must be equal to 1 for C to equal 1, otherwise C remains
unchanged.

Application Interface Object
This article provides information for Application Interface Object. The * denotes functions that are not supported on Web
Generation applications.

Although these functions do not appear “grayed out,” they are picked up during Consistency Check, if used. If these
functions exist in a model that is being generated for Web Generation applications, they are ignored.

Methods Properties
BackgroundColor* Application
ClearDisplayProperties* FullName
CreateObject* Handle*
CurrentWindow Name
ForegroundColor* ObjectType
GetCaption* Parent
GetHandle*
GetHeight*
GetLeft*
GetObject*
GetPromptHeight*
GetPromptLeft*
GetPromptTop*
GetPromptWidth*
GetTop*
GetVisible*
GetWidth*
PromptBackgroundColor*
PromptForegroundColor*
Quit*
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Redraw*
RestoreDisplayProperties*
SaveDisplayProperties*
SetCaption*
SetFont*
SetFontDynamically*
SetHeight*
SetLeft*
SetPromptHeight*
SetPromptLeft*
SetPromptTop*
SetPromptWidth*
SetTop*
SetVisible*
SetWidth*
UpdateExcelCell*
ValueFromExcelCell*
Window
Windows

Apply Push Button in Detailed View Definition
This article provides information for Apply Push Button in Detailed View Definition.

This push button saves any changes that you make to the attribute properties.

Arithmetic Operator Expressions
This article provides information for Arithmetic Operator Expressions. You can add arithmetic operators to an Action
Diagram logic.

The following are the arithmetic operators that you can add:

• Plus (+)
• Minus (-)
• Multiply (*)
• Divide (/)
• Exponent (**)

You can combine numeric literals and/or numeric attribute values with numeric operators to form arithmetic expressions.
Select the expression about which you want more information and the corresponding help is displayed.
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• Function numeric
• Last
• Left paren '('
• Max
• 0, 1
• Number
• Numeric view
• Subscript
• Unary minus
• Application Object*

NOTE
The * denotes functions valid only for applications that are targeted for Windows.

Assign Screen Identifier Confirmation
This article provides information for Assign Screen Identifier Confirmation. You must assign a new screen identifier
when you assign a different action block for this entity action.

The current screen identifier is associated with the current Display import views of the module.

ASSOCIATE
ASSOCIATE can appear as a clause in either CREATE or UPDATE action statements. ASSOCIATE can also appear as a
stand-alone relationship action.

Relationship actions appear as clauses in CREATE or UPDATE action statements. ASSOCIATE has no exception
conditions, but its stand-alone form may have database exception conditions.

When you CREATE an entity, you must build its identifying relationship memberships using an ASSOCIATE. The entity
being associated must be one the action diagram recognizes through a CREATE or READ. ASSOCIATE establishes a
pairing along a relationship between two entities. You may ASSOCIATE entities when the relationship is optional, and you
must ASSOCIATE them (before the end of the elementary process) when the relationship is mandatory.

ASSOCIATE and Mandatory Relationships

All ASSOCIATE actions are generated for any mandatory relationships when you add a CREATE action to the PAD by:

• Expanding expected effects
• Using Procedure Synthesis
• Using the ACTIONS option
• Simply adding the CREATE action to an existing diagram

The Gen-generated code ensures that an ASSOCIATE action is performed for each mandatory relationship membership
when an entity occurrence is created. This constraint is enforced in action blocks that contain CREATE actions. After
executing a CREATE on view A, any attempt to READ into view A or exit the action block without associating A or its
mandatory relationship causes a runtime error.

ASSOCIATE and Mutually Exclusives

The Gen-generated code ensures that no ASSOCIATE action violates a defined mutually exclusive constraint. If any one
member of the mutually exclusive set exists, none of the other members are allowed to exist.

The following example illustrates this:

• A is related to B and to C in a mutually exclusive set.
• An action block reads A and attempts to ASSOCIATE it to B.
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ASSOCIATE and One-to-One Relationship Enforcement

Both ends of the relationship are checked before an ASSOCIATE is permitted. This prevents the foreign keys of several
different rows from pointing to the same related row.

The following example illustrates this:

A is related to B, and A contains the foreign key.

The following conditions must be true, or the transaction fails with a fatal error.

• The foreign key in the view of A to be associated with B must be null.
• No other A contains references to B.

Example

An example of an ASSOCIATE in a CREATE statement is:

 -- CREATE received product

| SET code TO "RECD"

| ASSOCIATE WITH processing warehouse WHICH holds IT

 --

You can also create a stand-alone ASSOCIATE action. It operates the same as one ASSOCIATE in CREATE and
UPDATE statements, with one exception. In relationship clauses, the subject of the clause is always the subject of the
entity action. In a stand-alone relationship action, you must explicitly specify the subject of the action. The following is an
example of a stand-alone ASSOCIATE action:

ASSOCIATE existing product

WITH processing warehouse WHICH holds IT

Associated View Dialog

Select a view of from the list of view set components when you want to Select or Remove a view.

Associated Views in Activity Dependency

Associated Views is active when you select the line representing an information view between an external object and a
process.

ASSOCIATE Statement

ASSOCIATE can appear as a clause in either CREATE or UPDATE action statements or as a stand-alone relationship
action. You may ASSOCIATE entities when the relationship is optional, and you must ASSOCIATE them (before the
end of the elementary process) when the relationship is mandatory. This action does not affect the relationship between
entities in the data model.

Associate View in CREATE

If you select this statement, the software creates an entity action view and includes it in the ASSOCIATE statement you
are building. If entity action views of related entity types are available, ASSOCIATE statements including each available
view appear on the list. You then select one ASSOCIATE statement for each relationship.

Attribute Messages and Dialogs
This article provides information for how to respond to the Attribute Messages and how to use attribute Dialogs.

Attribute Category Message
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A category of an attribute determines whether the data is basic, designed, derived, or auto number. Changing the
category changes the source of the data.

Permitted values that are established for the old category do not meet the requirements for the type of data in the new
category. As a result, the permitted values are deleted.

Select Yes to change the attribute category and delete existing permitted values.

Select No to avoid changing the attribute category and avoid deleting the permitted values.

Attribute Copy Failure Error Message

The Copy/Transfer could not be completed because the TD name is not valid. Enter a different name.

Valid characters are:

• @
• #
• $
• 0 - 9
• A - Z
• _ (underscore)
• Blank space

Attribute Domain Message

A domain of the attribute determines the data type of a field. Changing the domain changes the type of data that is
allowed in the field.

Permitted values that are established for the old domain do not meet the requirements for the type of data in the new
domain. As a result, the permitted values are deleted.

Select Yes to change the attribute domain and delete existing permitted values.

Select No to avoid changing the attribute domain and avoid deleting the permitted values.

Attribute Used Error Message

You have selected to move an attribute into a new entity, but this attribute is already included (for example, in a view or
action diagram).

To find where this attribute exists, run Where Used. (To access from a Data Modeling tool, highlight the attribute then
select Detail > Where Used.) Remove all references to this attribute and then attempt the move.

Attribute Dialog (Manual Attribute View Selection)

It only displays if you did not select the Automatic Attribute View Selection check box on the Process Synthesis dialog.
Select the attributes that you require for the views and process logic for the generated process.

Attribute Definition Report Dialog

You can select the entity type or work set whose attributes you want to include in the report.

You can select checkboxes that add information about aliases, description, and values to the report. The following are the
options in the dialog:

Alias
Select this report option to add to the report content a list of aliases for the selected entity or work set.

Description
Select this report option to add to the report content the text, if any, that describes the attributes of the selected
entity type or work set.
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Values
Select this report option to add to the report content the default and permitted values for the attributes of the
selected entity type.

Entity Types
This selection list includes all the entity types and work sets that make up the current model. Selecting an entity
type or work set creates a report that shows information about all attributes of that selection.

Search
This button initiates the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Select All
This button lets you simultaneously select all items in the selection list.

Deselect All
This button removes the highlighting from all selected objects.

Cancel
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

The default information that is contained in the report is:

• Attribute name.
• Subject area and entity it belongs to.
• Properties such as category, domain, length, TD name.

The selections that you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, None is displayed.

Attribute Definition Report Options

The options may be applied to all entity types or to selected entity types only. If an entity type is selected, the report
includes the selected entity type only.

You can select check boxes that add information about aliases, description, and values to the report.

The selections that you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" is displayed for that option.

This dialog contains the following options:

All entity types
Select this checkbox to apply the optional selection to all entity types.

Entity Types in SDM
Select this checkbox to include only those entity types in the Scoped Data Model (in Component Modeling).

Selected entity types
Use Selected entity types to view information about the entity type you selected (in Data Modeling).

Alias
Select this report option to include in the report any aliases for each entity type.

Description
Select this report option to add to the report the name and definition from the entity description of the Data Model,
if a description was entered.

Values
Select this report option to add to the report content the default and permitted values for the attributes of the
selected entity type.

Attribute Properties
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Select this option to specify the properties for an attribute.

Attribute Uses Report Dialog

Select the entity types for which you want to see attributes.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Entity Attributes
Select the attributes from the list you want to include in the report. The report shows the action blocks, procedure
steps, and processes which use the selected attribute or attributes.

Search
This button initiates the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Select All
This button lets you simultaneously select all items in the selection list.

Deselect All
This button removes the highlighting from all selected objects.

Cancel
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Attributes in Action Diagram

The following example shows the attribute Name in a READ statement:

 -- READ customer

| WHERE DESIRED customer name IS EQUAL TO

| requesting customer name

 --

Attributes in Data Model Browser

Attributes are the attributes for the selected entity type. To view or change properties of an attribute, double-click the
attribute.

Attribute Selection List for List Properties

A list box can contain a combination of attributes, either from the same entity view or from entity views for different entity
types. The attribute views become columns in the list box; the attribute prompts become column headings.

The other three types of lists can contain only one attribute view.

An asterisk (*) to the left of the attribute name indicates that the attribute is already included in a list, or is marked for
inclusion, and cannot be added again to a list on the same window or dialog box. The attribute can be included as a list
occurrence field on a different window or dialog box within the same procedure step.

A d to the left of the attribute name indicates that properties have been defined for that attribute. You define properties for
an attribute by selecting the Properties button or by double-clicking the attribute.

NOTE
The Navigation Diagram Tool automatically maps the import and export views for the attribute when you select
the Properties button if an exact mapping exists. For example, suppose you have a group import view that is
named GROUP IMPORT VEHICLE with an attribute named CAR and an export view that is named GROUP
OUTPUT VEHICLE with an attribute named CAR. The Navigation Diagram Tool can determine an exact match
between the views and map GROUP IMPORT VEHICLE CAR to GROUP OUTPUT VEHICLE CAR.

If no import view exists for the attribute that is selected, one is created for you. For example, import group view, entity view
and predicate view are created as needed.
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NOTE

• If attributes for different entity types contain the same prompt, make each prompt unique before combining
the attributes into a list box.

• Prompts for a list boxes wrap within their background areas (the background gives the effect of a surrounding
box). You can create a multiple-line prompt by sizing the background area of the prompt.

Attribute Values

Defining attribute values consists of three possible activities:

• Specify permitted values (for basic, designed, and derived attributes)
• Specify the default, if any (for basic and designed attributes)
• Specify an algorithm (for derived attributes)

For example, an entity type of EMPLOYEE has an attribute Name. The attribute value for Name may be "T. Allen."
Likewise, the attribute value for Address may be "401 State Street." Both of these attributes are basic - their values cannot
be calculated; they must be collected. On the other hand, Number is a designed attribute for EMPLOYEE, and Age is a
derived attribute for EMPLOYEE.

You can specify permitted values for attributes with a text, date, time, or timestamp domain only if the length of the
attribute is greater than 0 and less than or equal to 32. You can specify permitted values for attributes with a number
domain only if the length of the attribute is greater than 1 and less than or equal to 18.

Auto Number attributes may not have permitted values, a default value, or an algorithm. The details of an Auto Number
attribute are specified by selecting the technical design for the target DBMS, opening the Data Structure List, and then
opening the properties of the column of the Auto Number.

Attribute View

Select the attribute that you want to implement as a field. Only one attribute can be implemented at a time.

Attribute View Name

This field displays the name of the entity view or work view to which the attribute belongs.

The view name cannot be changed.

Attribute View Dialog

The import attribute views of the Display action block provide the views for the screen identifier.

More information:

How to in Procedure Synthesis

Attribute View in Action Diagram

These views become part of the view set for an action diagram or action block when you add them manually or when the
process or procedure synthesis adds them automatically. The attribute views belong to the entity view or work view that is
used in the current action statement.

For example, the import view subset of the Create Customer action diagram contains the entity view Input Customer and
three attribute views: Name, Address, and Phone Number. When building the CREATE CUSTOMER action statement,
these three attributes are available in the selection list.

To add an attribute view, select the View Maintenance push button.

Attribute External Properties

Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define the external
procedure step properties, see the documentation of that product for instructions on how to fill out this panel.
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Attribute Dialog

An attribute is a characteristic of an entity type or a descriptor whose values are associated with individual entities of a
specific entity type.

For example, Name and Address are attributes of EMPLOYEE. Each entity type that you define may acquire a set of
attributes.

The collection of attributes and relationship memberships that describe an entity type are its predicates. Predicates
distinguish one entity type from another. They constitute an important set of details concerning an entity type.

NOTE
Attributes are always added after the line that is highlighted on the Attribute diagram. In Component Architecture
Diagram, select an Interface Type object. From the CAD Edit menu, select Add Attribute.

Downstream Effects

Throughout design, attributes are used in data views and are implemented as fields when you build screens for block-
mode applications or windows and dialogs for GUI applications. Technical Design implements attributes as columns in the
data structure list.

Default Values of Attributes

Auto number attributes may not have permitted values, a default value, or an algorithm. The details of an Auto Number
attribute are specified by selecting the technical design for the target DBMS, opening the Data Structure List, and then
opening the properties column of the Auto Number.

BLOB attributes may not have permitted values, a default value, or an algorithm.

Date, Time, and Timestamp attributes may have one default value, but no permitted values. The default value must be a
specific value (not a range), and cannot be an algorithm. The default value must be of the following formats:

• Date (yyyyMMdd) - A date is a three-part numeric value representing a year, month, and day.
– A year must be in the range of 0001 - 9999.
– A month must be in the range of 01 - 12.
– A day must be two digits and valid for that month and year.

• Time (HHmmss) - A time is a three-part numeric value representing a time of day in hours, minutes, and seconds.
– Hours must be in the range of 00 - 24.
– Minutes must be in the range of 00 - 59.
– Seconds must be in the range of 00 - 59.

• Timestamp(yyyyMMddHHmmssSSSSSS) - A timestamp is a seven-part numeric value representing a date and time by
year, month, day, hour, minute, second, and microsecond.
– A year must be in the range of 0001 - 9999.
– A month must be in the range of 01 - 12.
– A day must be two digits and valid for that month and year.
– Hours must be in the range of 00 - 24.
– Minutes must be in the range of 00 - 59.
– Seconds must be in the range of 00 - 59.
– Microseconds must be in the range of 000000 - 999999.

When no default value exists for an attribute, the format string appears in the default field. Although it is not a valid value
(because all values must be numeric), it serves as a guide for what numbers should be entered.

The following are the fields in the dialog:
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Attribute Name
The name of the attribute is displayed. Do not include the name of the entity type or subtype when naming the
attribute. That creates redundant names, such as CUSTOMER Number. The action diagrams automatically
supply the name of their respective entity types. An attribute name can contain up to 32 alphanumeric characters.
It cannot contain special characters. Do not define foreign key attributes. Gen uses relationship memberships
instead.

Category
An attribute can belong to one of the four following source categories:

• Basic attribute
• Designed attribute
• Derived attribute
• Auto number attribute

The source category specifies the source of the attributed value.
Domain

Specifies the domain of the attribute. For more information about types of domains, refer Domains.
Length

Specifies the number of characters that are allowed for the value of an attribute. For more information about the
length of various types of attributes, refer Length.

Optional
Specifies if the attribute is mandatory or optional. A mandatory attribute must have a value for every entity of
the type or subtype it describes whenever an entity of the particular type or subtype is used or referenced. For
example, a credit card number is an optional attribute of EMPLOYEE. However, every EMPLOYEE has a name,
so Name is a mandatory attribute.
Downstream Effects
During design, the DSD implements mandatory attributes as mandatory columns in a table, and it implements
optional attributes as optional columns. Data must be present in mandatory columns; it is not required in optional
columns.

Decimal Places
Only attributes belonging to the Number domain can have the property Decimal Places. Decimal Places reflects
the number of digits of the total length of the attribute that fall to the right of the decimal point. For example, if you
specify five decimal places, the number 314159 becomes 3.14159.

NOTE
For numeric attributes, the precision of arithmetic operations and number of significant digits depends
on the version of the platform, compiler, and DBMS. In general, you should get at least 15 significant
digits of accuracy.

Downstream Effects
As you design the screen, you place each field on the screen. If a field is defined as having decimal places, the
decimal place appears in the field during screen design. If decimal places are necessary, you must specify them
in the data model. The number of decimal places that are specified determines the number of decimal places
in the column during database design. It is used internally in generated programs to ensure correct decimal
alignment.

Case Sensitive
Indicates whether text attributes can contain both uppercase and lowercase characters or only uppercase
characters. Clearing this option indicates that the attribute is not case-sensitive and the text input for the attribute
is saved in uppercase letters in the database. If this option is selected, the attribute is case-sensitive and the text
input for the attribute is saved as it was typed. For example, Name is an attribute for the entity type EMPLOYEE.
If Name is case-sensitive, the letters are saved in the database as they were typed. So, if "John Doe" was typed
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for the Name, "John Doe" is retained in the database. However, if Name is not case-sensitive, that is the option is
not selected, "John Doe" is saved as "JOHN DOE".

Varying Length
Specifies that the length of the text attribute can vary when stored in the database. The database only stores the
actual length of the text string. For example, assume that varying length is specified for the Name attribute of the
CUSTOMER entity type and the length of the attribute is 30 characters. In the implemented system, if the value of
CUSTOMER Name is only 20 characters, the database only stores 20 characters.

Protected
This option specifies that the attribute is protected.
Protected attributes are only visible to the implementations of the owning entity type. Attributes are protected
so they can be altered, removed, or added to the implementation of an entity type without impacting the rest of
the application. Ideally, encapsulated and restricted entity types protect all their non-derived (basic, designed, or
auto number) attributes except for the primary identifier, because it enables consumers to have a "handle" on an
occurrence of the entity type. This is by default.
Rules
Protected attributes may not be used as a field in a screen or window design. They also may not be used in an
entity view unless it is:

• An entity action or local view being defined in an operation of the type that owns the attribute (or in an
operation of a subtype or supertype of the type that owns the attribute)

• An import or export view being defined for a protected operation of the type that owns the attribute (or for a
protected operation of a subtype or supertype of the type that owns the attribute)

Derived attributes may be protected.
Use
Protect all non-derived attributes of restricted or encapsulated entity types (except for the primary identifier). This
should enable the implementation of the entity type to be changed without impacting the consumers of the entity
type.
It is recommended that the primary identifier be a single-attribute identifier that remains unknown to end users.
Where the project is confident that a particular attribute is stable and unlikely to be dropped or altered in any way,
the attribute may be unprotected to simplify action diagramming. If the storage of the attribute is changed in the
future, the developer may alter the attribute to be derived then and introduce new persistent attributes to store the
values.
Protected derived attributes may be used for attributes that are used in intermediate calculations, where there is
no requirement to reveal the value to consumers.

TD Name
Identifies the column in the Technical Design (TD) with which this attribute is associated. When a TD Name is not
provided, the attribute name is used. When a TD Name is provided, the data model retains the original attribute
name.
For example, two separate installations may work on the same project using the same data model. One
installation may use the attribute Status, while the corporate standard is Code. If you specify the TD Name as
Code, Gen invokes the change of Status to Code during Transformation.
Downstream Effects
If you do not specify a name, the TD Name field uses the attribute name after Transformation by default.

Set the TD Name to the attribute name
This option lets you specify whether the TD name is the same as the attribute name. This option is selected by
default which implies that the TD Name is the same as the attribute name. When this option is selected, you
cannot modify the TD Name field. An action on the Options pull-down menu, Set TD Name, lets you globally
select the option to Yes for all attributes.
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Implement in C, C# and JAVA with decimal precision
Select this option to implement intermediate calculations using fixed decimal precision. This option is available
only for attributes whose domain property is numerical. This affects calculations only and does not impact the way
that the data is stored in the selected database.

COBOL Data type
Specifies the COBOL data type. For more information about COBOL data types, refer COBOL Data Type.

Messages

The option 'Implement ... with decimal precision' is set but is not required.

This message appears when the attribute can be represented as an integer data type. In C, C#, and Java, an attribute is
generated as an integer when its length is 9 or less and there are no decimal places. When using an integer data type,
selecting decimal precision is unnecessary and consumes more memory and CPU resources when selected. Unchecking
the option Implement with decimal precision clears this message.

For C, C# and Java generated applications, the option 'Implement ... with decimal precision' should be set to
ensure accuracy is maintained in numeric calculations.

This message appears when the attribute can be represented as a double data type. In C, C#, and Java, an attribute is
generated as a double when its length is greater than 9 or the number of decimal places is not zero. Math operations
on double data types can lead to minor inaccuracies caused by rounding of the least significant digit. When accuracy in
calculations is required, decimal precision should be used. Using decimal precision causes an alternative data type to
be generated and calls to a software library to be utilized for each math and conversion operation. Therefore, decimal
precision consumes more memory and CPU resources as compared to native data types. Checking the option Implement
with decimal precision clears this message.

For Distributed Processing Clients, the option 'Implement ... with decimal precision' must be set to allow a
numeric attribute with a length > 15 to be passed to a server using the Common Format Buffer.

This message appears when a numeric attribute has a length greater than 15 digits. If this attribute is transmitted between
Distributed Processing Clients and Distributed Processing Servers using the Common Format Buffer, the attribute must be
marked as implement with decimal precision. Checking the option Implement with decimal precision clears this message.

More information:

Use Data Model Diagram

Attribute Values Dialog

This article provides information for Attribute Values Dialog. Each entity type may have an attribute value or values for
each of its attributes.

Defining attribute values consists of the following possible activities:

• Specify permitted values (for basic, designed, and derived attributes)
• Specify the default, if any (for basic and designed attributes)
• Specify a derivation algorithm (for derived attributes)

For example, an entity type of EMPLOYEE has an attribute Name. The attribute value for Name may be T. Allen.
Likewise, the attribute value for Address is "401 State Street". Both of these attributes are basic - their values cannot
be calculated; they must be collected. On the other hand, Number is a designed attribute for EMPLOYEE, and Age is a
derived attribute for EMPLOYEE.

The source category of an attribute determines which of the activities that you perform to specify the values of the
attribute:

Basic Attributes can supply permitted values and defaults.
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Designed Attributes can supply permitted values and defaults. For permitted values, you must specify the discrete value
that is established by earlier calculation or deduction. For defaults, you may specify either the discrete value or the name
of the algorithm that is used to calculate or deduce the value. When you enter an algorithm, the algorithm name becomes
the name of the action block that calculates the attribute value. Select Action Diagram from Analysis or Design to access
the action block.

Auto number attributes may not have permitted values, a default value, or an algorithm. The details of an Auto Number
attribute are specified by selecting the technical design for the target DBMS, opening the Data Structure List, and then
opening the properties column of the Auto Number.

BLOB attributes may not have permitted values, a default value, or an algorithm.

Date, Time, and Timestamp attributes may have one default value, but no permitted values. The default value must be a
specific value (not a range), and cannot be an algorithm. The default value must be of the following formats:

• Date (yyyyMMdd) - A date is a three-part numeric value representing a year, month, and day.
– A year must be in the range of 0001 - 9999.
– A month must be in the range of 01 - 12.
– A day must be two digits and valid for that month and year.

• Time (HHmmss) - A time is a three-part numeric value representing a time of day in hours, minutes, and seconds.
– Hours must be in the range of 00 - 24.
– Minutes must be in the range of 00 - 59.
– Seconds must be in the range of 00 - 59.

• Timestamp(yyyyMMddHHmmssSSSSSS) - A timestamp is a seven-part numeric value representing a date and time by
year, month, day, hour, minute, second, and microsecond.
– A year must be in the range of 0001 - 9999.
– A month must be in the range of 01 - 12.
– A day must be two digits and valid for that month and year.
– Hours must be in the range of 00 - 24.
– Minutes must be in the range of 00 - 59.
– Seconds must be in the range of 00 - 59.
– Microseconds must be in the range of 000000 - 999999.

When no default value exists for an attribute, the format string appears in the default field. Although it is not a valid value
(because all values must be numeric), it serves as a guide for what numbers should be entered.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Permitted Values
A permitted value is a value that is acceptable for a specific attribute. By specifying permitted values, you restrict
the domain of an attribute to a specific value or set of values.
Before you can specify permitted values for an attribute, you must specify the properties of the attribute. In
particular, you must specify its source category as basic or designed, its domain, and its length.
Permitted values can be individual values or ranges or both. Individual values must be a single character (M, X,
and so on), any character combination (N/A), or any individual number (1, 10, and so on). A range consists of two
numbers, such as 10-50. You can specify several ranges for an attribute, but the ranges cannot overlap.
The following example shows permitted value ranges.
000 to 500
501 to 750
The following example shows ranges that are not permitted because the ranges overlap.
501 to 750
300 to 750
Downstream Effects
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Permitted values are used in action diagrams in both Analysis and Design. Specifically, they are checked in
CREATE, READ, and UPDATE actions. In the generated system, the permitted values that are defined in the data
model are the only valid data that can be entered into a field on a screen. If you do not specify permitted values,
any value is accepted if it is in the domain and the specified length of the attribute.

Default Value/Algorithm Name
Each basic or designed attribute can be assigned a default value or a default algorithm, but not both. A default
value is a single value that is used when no other value is supplied. A default value must be among the permitted
values of the attribute if permitted values are specified. (A default value can exist without any defined permitted
values.)
A default algorithm is a calculation whose result is used to initialize an attribute value.
When you designate a value as the default, the value is added to the list of permitted values.
To specify an algorithm as the default, you use the algorithm name, which represents the algorithm. The actual
calculation that the algorithm performs is defined using action blocks in the PAD, default algorithms are currently
ignored during system generation.

NOTE
Date, Time, and Timestamp attributes may have one default value, but no permitted values. The default
value must be a specific value (not a range), and cannot be an algorithm.

To change an existing default value, simply type a replacement value in the default field and press the OK button.
(You are prompted to be sure that you want to replace the existing default value with the new value.)
To delete a default value, delete the characters in the default field, and press the OK button. (You are prompted to
be sure that you want to delete the default value.)
Example of Default Value
Assume that you designate Cash Only as the default value for CUSTOMER Status. Once you have specified
Cash Only as the default, CUSTOMER Status is automatically set to Cash Only each time CUSTOMER is created
unless you specifically override the default.
Example of Default Algorithm
You might specify an employee number by adding one to the last number issued, but you calculate it only once -
when the entity of EMPLOYEE is created.

Derivation Algorithm
For a derived attribute, you must specify a derivation algorithm name that calculates values for the attribute. When
you name the algorithm, Gen establishes an action block for the algorithm in the PAD. Gen names the action
block the same name that you specify for the algorithm. You do not specify the formula for a derivation algorithm
until you USE its action block in the PAD. Each time a READ or READ EACH action statement uses a view that
contains a derived attribute, the derivation algorithm of the attribute is invoked automatically.

Add
Click this button to add permitted values. You must define the properties of the attribute before you can specify the
values for the attribute.

Description
Click this button to add the description of the attribute values.

Properties
Click this button to modify or view the attribute values.

Delete
Click this button to delete any permitted value currently defined for the attribute. The following exceptions apply
when deleting permitted values:
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• The permitted value being deleted cannot be a classifying value for a partitioning.
• The permitted value being deleted cannot be implemented (for example, displayed in a drop-down list) in

Navigation Diagram.
• The permitted value cannot be the default value for the attribute.
• The permitted value range cannot be the default value for the attribute.

NOTE
If you want to delete a permitted value which is set as the default value for the attribute, select the
permitted value and then the Properties push button. Toggle off Value is Default. You can then delete the
permitted value.

Click OK to close the dialog after implementing the changes. Else, click Cancel to close the dialog without implementing
the changes.

More information:

Use Data Model Diagram

Auto Features
This article provides information for Auto Features including topics that describe commands, check boxes, and dialogs for
performing auto actions.

AutoFlow

To specify a command that initiates a flow from one procedure step to another, select Autoflow.

Autoflow Push Button

The associated dialog flow executes without screen field validation or the invocation of a procedure step action block.
Autoflow commands let the user exit a screen and return to a menu without entering required data on the current screen.

Auto Layout

Each screen layout implements the views for a selected procedure step. Auto Layout replaces the current screen with a
system-generated screen.

Use this action for simple screens. After the screen is generated, the designer moves prompts and fields around on the
screen to customize the display. Do not use Auto Layout for complex screens such as ones with repeating groups.

Auto Layout Confirmation Box

This confirmation box prompts with the following statement:

• A new screen replaces the current screen. Yes/No/Help
• If you are building a new screen and removing the current screen, select Yes.
• If you are retaining the current screen, select No.

AutoSave

The changes made to the AutoSave feature are saved in the Registry. After the changes are saved, these settings are
used whenever Gen is invoked, regardless of which model is opened.

To enable or change the AutoSave feature, do the following:

1. To access the feature with a model open, from the Model menu, highlight Settings, and click AutoSave.
NOTE
If a model has not been opened, then from the Options menu, click AutoSave.

2. Select the Automatic Save Every option.
3. In the Minutes area, enter the interval for how often you want an automatic save to occur or click the up and down

arrows.
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The minimum delay is one (1) minute.
4. If you want to be prompted before each save, select the Prompt To Confirm Before Saving option.
5. To close the dialog and save the changes, click OK.

These settings are used for all models.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Automatic Save Every
Select this option to specify the frequency of saving the model.

Minutes
If the Automatic Save Every option is selected, this field is displayed. Specify in minutes the frequency of saving
the model. The up and down arrows can be used to select a value. The minimum delay is one (1) minute.

Prompt To Confirm Before Saving
Select this option to prompt the user before an automatic save occurs.

AutoSave Confirmation

The AutoSave confirmation feature allows you to either save the changes to the model or to cancel without implementing
any changes.

Autoscroll for Entry Field

Character input or cursor movement scrolls the information in the field.

Autoscroll is useful for fields that you size to accept an average amount of input. Input that exceeds the average length
automatically scrolls as it is typed in.

Autoscroll for List Occurrence Entry Field

Character input or cursor movement scrolls the information in the field.

Autoscroll is useful for fields that you size to accept an average amount of input. Input that exceeds the average length
automatically scrolls as it is typed in.

Auto Set Dense Object

Auto Set Dense Object is only active in the following matrices:

• Entity Type/Function
• Entity Type/Elementary Process

Auto Set Dense Object Dialog

Dense objects are objects that are closely related to more than one object in the matrix. (For example, one function may
CREATE many entity types. If the function is not marked as dense, the clustering algorithm may create one large cluster.)
Auto Set Dense Objects automatically marks particular objects, according to the thresholds, so that they are not included
in the clustering algorithm. Therefore, the dense objects do not distort the clustering among the other objects.

Auto Set Dense Objects always clears any previously defined clusters.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Set Column Threshold
This field lets you specify the maximum number of CREATEs or UPDATEs in a column before objects are marked
as dense. For example, if you set the column threshold at 2, all columns are marked as Dense which contain
more than two occurrences of CREATE and/or UPDATE.
When you exit Matrices, the column threshold is reset to 0.
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Set Row Threshold
This field lets you specify the maximum number of CREATEs or UPDATEs in a row before objects are marked as
dense. For example, if you set the row threshold at 2, all rows are marked as Dense which contain more than two
occurrences of CREATE and/or UPDATE.
When you exit Matrices, the row threshold is reset to 0.

Click OK to continue with the changes. Else, click Cancel to discard the changes.

Autosize

Use Autosize when you delete and re-create an entity in the data model. You can use Autosize with Database,
Tablespace, or Table objects. When an object is selected, all objects below that level are also selected and autosized.

Active DBMSs

Autosize is active for the following DBMSs:

• DB2 z/OS
• ORACLE

Auto Tab for Entry Field

The length of the attribute determines the last character position.

The Sequencing dialog enables the user to specify the order in which the cursor moves from prompt to prompt when the
Tab key is pressed or when Auto Tab is enabled. Select Detail, Sequencing to verify or change the sequence of cursor
movement.

Auto Tab for List Occurrence Entry Field

The length of the attribute determines the last character position.

The Sequencing dialog specifies the order in which the cursor moves from control to control when the user presses the
Tab key. Select Detail, Sequencing to verify or change the sequence of cursor movement.

Available Classifying Values Dialog
The Available Classifying Values dialog lists the permitted values that you can associate with the selected entity subtype.

These values are defined for the classifying attribute (partitioning). Follow the preceding steps to add/change values on
this list:

1. Add the partitioning.
2. Add entity subtypes to the partitioning.
3. Add permitted values to the classifying attribute (partitioning).
4. Detail the properties for the partitioning
5. Select the subtype for which you want to define values.
6. Select the Define Value push button.
7. Select the value for the selected subtype from the Available

Classifying Values dialog.

For example, assume that the classifying attribute (or partitioning) of CUSTOMER is Nationality. Also, assume that
Nationality has "Foreign" and "Domestic" subtypes. The available classifying value for "Foreign" might be "F" and the
value for "Domestic" might be "D."
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Available Databases Dialog
This article provides information for Available Database Dialog.

One or more Available Databases dialog lists the databases from which to select when more than one exists.

Axis Color
This article provides information for Axis Color.

This drop-down list displays the colors available for the area of the matrix where items in the matrix are listed. The default
color is cyan.

Background Color
Use Background Color to specify the color of the area behind the selected object or the object you add. When you select
Background Color, the color palette of the operating system appears.

Choose the color that you want. The colors are applied when you select them.

NOTE
When selecting a background color, be sure it provides enough of a contrast to show against the color that you
chose for the foreground. For example, if you selected a white foreground, do not select a white background.

Background Color for Menu Video Properties

When you select Background Color, the color palette of the operating system appears. Choose the color that you want.
The colors are applied when you select them.

NOTE
When selecting a background color, be sure it provides enough of a contrast to show against the color that you
chose for the foreground. For example, if you selected a white foreground, do not select a white background.

Background Color on Reset Video Properties Dialog

If a Business System default exists for this type of object, the color resets to that default. If no default exists, the color
resets to the operating system default.

BackgroundColor Property

Usage BackGroundColor (Number)
Description Sets or retrieves the background RGB value.
Arguments A number that is the RGB color to set for the background of

the object. No input argument is specified if querying for the
background color.

Return Value This property returns a nine-digit number that is the RGB value for
the background color of the object.

Notes This property is available for Application, CheckBox,
DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox, Field,
GroupBox, ListBox, ListColumnItem, ListItem, ListPermittedValue,
ListRowItem, Literal, Menu, OLEControl, RadioButton,
RadioButtonGroup, StatusBar, ToolBar, and Window.

Example

The following example shows the statements to set the background color for the fields in a window.

Example Workset application
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          Name             Domain    Length

          ----             ------    ------

attribute windowguiobj     GUIObject 4

attribute fieldsguiobj     GUIObject 4

attribute field            GUIObject 4

attribute number_of_fields Number    9

Workset work

attribute count            Number    4

View

LOCALS:

Group view group (20,explicit)

Work View work

   application count

Work View local application

   windowguiobj

   fieldguiobj

   field

   number_of_fields

Statements

+-

| SET local application windowguiobj TO CurrentWindow()

| SET local application fieldsguiobj TO local application windowguiobj Fields()

| SET local application number_of_fields TO local application fieldsguiobj Count()

| +- FOR work application count FROM 1 TO local application number_of_fields BY

| | 1

| | SET local application field TO local application fieldsguiobj

| | Item(work application count)

| | NOTE change the background color of each field to a shade of green.

| | SET local application field BackgroundColor TO 123456

| +--

+--

Background Push Button

Select the Background push button to select the color of the title bar. The color that you select appears behind the text.

This selection is only for text windows.

BitmapBackground Property
This article provides information for BitmapBackground Property.

Usage BitmapBackground (String)
Description Retrieves the background bitmap for the window.
Arguments A string that is the full pathname to the bitmap file. If the input

string is "", the method removes the bitmap background.
Return Value This property does not normally return a value. If the return value

is "", no background is set.

Blank Object Name Field

The object Name field cannot be left blank. Select OK, then enter an object Name or cancel.
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Bitmap Deletion Confirmation

You are attempting to deinstall the selected bitmap from the Installed Bitmaps selection list and delete the corresponding
files from the BITMAP subdirectory of the directory of the model, but the selected bitmap is defined as a background,
picture, or push button.

Select one of the following:

Yes Specifies that the selected bitmap is to be deinstalled and
the corresponding files are to be deleted from the BITMAP
subdirectory. If you select this option, you must resolve the internal
references by redefining the affected properties or replace the
deleted bitmap with another one that has the same name.

No Specifies that the selected bitmap is not to be deleted.

BitmapDisplayMode Property

Usage BitmapDisplayMode (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the display mode of a Window bitmap

background.
Arguments A string that is to be the new display mode of the bitmap

background. Valid values are "Centered", "Tiled" or "Scaled".
Return Value This property returns a string that indicates the bitmap background

display mode. Valid return values are "Centered", "Tiled" or
"Scaled".

Bitmap Drop-down on Picture Properties Dialog

This drop-down combination box lets you select a bitmap to display as tiled, scaled, or centered when adding a picture to
the window through specifications in the Picture Properties dialog.

To select a bitmap from the drop-down list, either:

• Display the drop-down list and select the desired bitmap, or
• Enter the first letter of the bitmap name. The initial entry scrolls to the first of the bitmap names that begin with that

letter; repeated entries scroll through the rest.

Bitmap Drop-down on Push-Button Properties Dialog

The Bitmap Drop-down on Push-Button Properties Dialog lets you select a bitmap for a push button.

This drop-down combination box lets you select a bitmap for a push button.

To select a bitmap from the drop-down list, either:

• Display the drop-down list, scroll if needed, and select the desired bitmap.
• Enter the first letter of the bitmap name. The initial entry scrolls to the first of the bitmap names that begin with that

letter; repeated entries scroll through the rest.

Assigning a bitmap is an alternative to assigning text. The advantage of a bitmapped push button is the ability to control
the representation for different push-button states. If you previously assigned text to an existing push button and are
replacing the text with a bitmap, the text you had entered in the Text field is not deleted. Therefore, you can test the
appearance of a new bitmap, and reinstate the former text if the bitmap does not meet your requirements.

If you assign a bitmap, but provide text in the Text field, this text is displayed during runtime when the mouse is positioned
over the push button. The text is not displayed when the button is clicked or when the cursor is moved away. The images
must be placed under the html\images\ directory, and the value in the Number of Pictures field on the Push-Button
Properties dialog must be set to the number of images.
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NOTE
Gen supports only 16 color (4-bit) and 256 color (8-bit) bitmaps. Most graphic software packages save bitmaps
in one or both of these formats.

Bitmap Drop-down on Window or Dialog Box Properties Dialog

This drop-down combination box lets you select a bitmap to display as tiled, scaled, or centered when adding a
background to the window you are detailing through specifications in the Background group box on the Window / Dialog
Box dialog.

To select a bitmap from the drop-down list, either:

• Display the drop-down list and select the desired bitmap, or
• Enter the first letter of the bitmap name. The initial entry scrolls to the first of the bitmap names that begin with that

letter; repeated entries scroll through the rest. The default is NONE.

To remove an existing bitmapped background, select NONE.

Bitmap Management

Bitmap Management displays the names of the .PPM files in an Installed Bitmaps selection list; when selected, displays
the corresponding bitmap in a Bitmap Preview display area.

Bitmap Management imports the specified .BMP, .ICO, .DIB or .PPM bitmap file from the specified source directory into
the BITMAP directory of the directory of the model and if not .PPM, converts the file to a .PPM bitmap.

Bitmap Management can delete any installed bitmap or export it to an external directory as a .PPM file, a .BMP file, a .DIB
file or an .ICO file.

NOTE
Bitmap Management stores only the names of bitmap files and the associated controls, dialog boxes, or
windows in the model; it does not store the actual bitmaps.

Bitmap Management Dialog

The Bitmap Management dialog lets you maintain an up-to-date selection of installed bitmaps to use for background and
pictures on windows and dialog boxes or push buttons on toolbars.

Use the Bitmap Management dialog for the following reasons:

• To browse the list of pre-existing bitmap files in the user-specified directory.
• To import one or all bitmap files from this user-specified directory and install the files in the bitmap subdirectory of the

model directory, where they can be maintained through Bitmap Management. The names of installed bitmaps appear
in the Installed Bitmaps selection list.

• To preview the appearance of any installed bitmap. The bitmap that is selected from the Installed Bitmaps list appears
in the Bitmap Preview graphic display box.

• To delete any installed bitmap from the bitmap subdirectory of the model directory, and remove its name from the
Installed Bitmaps list box.

• To save a disk copy of an installed bitmap with a new name or at a location other than the location from which it was
installed through Export.

• To convert a bitmap on a disk from one type to another, by importing it and then exporting it with a different extension.

The Export and Delete options remain grayed-out until you select a file from the Installed Bitmaps list box to export or
delete.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

NOTE
Gen supports only 16 color (4-bit) and 256 color (8-bit) bitmaps. Most graphic software packages save bitmaps
in one or both of these formats.
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Upstream Effects

Use of bitmaps in the Navigation Diagram tool assumes the following:

• Bitmaps pre-exist; that is, they have been created with a graphics tool.
• Bitmaps have .BMP, .ICO, or .PPM extensions.
• Bitmaps are loaded into an accessible directory. To save space, load into the BITMAP subdirectory of the directory of

the model. To protect the disk copies of bitmaps from an inadvertent deletion, load into any user-defined directory.

NOTE
If you name bitmaps designed for push-button states with a common prefix, such as PB, you have an easy
means of identifying the bitmaps that are intended for push-button use, as opposed to background or picture.

Bitmap Management Dialog from Properties

The Picture Properties dialog, or the Push-Button Properties dialog, the Bitmap Management dialog window lets you
preview installed bitmaps and select one for background, a picture, or a push button.

The Select, Export, and Delete push buttons remain grayed out until you select a file from the Installed Bitmaps list box.

The Bitmap Preview area lets you preview bitmaps, as you select them from the Installed Bitmaps list box. Use this
feature:

• After importing a new bitmap to verify that the import is successful.
• During the selection of a bitmap for background, picture, or push button when the bitmap names are not adequate for

identification.
• Before deleting or exporting an existing bitmap to verify, it is the correct one.

NOTE
Messages appear beneath the graphic display when the selected bitmap must be displayed smaller than its
actual size or when it cannot be displayed.

Help for Fields

Installed Bitmaps list box

The Installed Bitmaps list box specifies the names of all bitmap files that are imported into the bitmap subdirectory of the
model directory and installed for use in designing windows. Installed bitmap files all have a .PPM extension; during the
import process, files with supported extensions such as .BMP and .ICO are converted to .PPM files.

Clicking an entry displays the highlighted bitmap in the Bitmap Preview graphic display area. A displayed bitmap can be
exported, deleted, and when the Select push button appears, selected and returned to the invoking Properties dialog.

Import/Export File

The Import/Export File field accepts your typed entry or displays your selection that is browsed from the Select Bitmaps
dialog. This field is used only with the Import and Export push buttons.

The required format for Windows is:

<drive>:path>bitmap filename>.<bitmap extension>

The required format for UNIX is:

<drive>:/<path>/<bitmap filename>.<bitmap extension>

drive The drive on which the directory being specified is located.
path The path to the directory containing the files to import or export.
bitmap filename If importing, the name of the file to be imported; if exporting, the

name to assign to the file being exported. This can be any valid
filename unique to the target directory.
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bitmap extension Valid extensions include .PPM, .BMP, and .ICO.

Help for Push Buttons

Select
Selects the bitmap that is highlighted in the Installed Bitmaps selection list and displayed in the Bitmap Preview
area and returns the name to the Bitmap combination box on the invoking Properties dialog.

Import
This push button imports the bitmap specified in the Import/Export File field into the BITMAP subdirectory of the
directory of the model. If the bitmap file is a .BMP or .ICO file, it is converted to a .PPM file for use in the window
design.
Selecting this push button displays a dialog allowing you to rename the bitmap as it is imported.

NOTE
Gen supports only 16 color (4-bit) and 256 color (8-bit) bitmaps. Most graphic software packages save
bitmaps in one or both of these formats.

Export
This push button exports the bitmap selected from the Installed Bitmaps list box as specified in the Import/Export
File field.

Delete
This push button deletes the bitmap file from the BITMAP subdirectory of the directory of the model that you
identify with your selection from the Installed Bitmaps list box.
Deletion of a bitmap does not delete any references to it within the model. If the bitmap you are considering
deleting is in current use by a window or control, deletion causes that window or control to be displayed with the
default bitmap.

Browse
This push button displays the Select Bitmaps dialog from which you can select a bitmap file to import. The Select
Bitmap dialog is provided by the operating system, not the Gen. For this reason, the dialog does not contain a
Help push button.
To select a bitmap from the Select Bitmap dialog:
Identify the drive containing the directory where the bitmap file exists. Either accept the default or select the
correct drive.
The entries in the Directory list box reflect the default path on the designated drive.
If the default path does not include the directory containing the bitmap files, select the correct path.
The files in the selected directory appear in the File nonenterable list box.
Select the bitmap file to import from the File list box.
The selected file name appears in the Open filename field.
Verify that the name in the Open filename field is the correct name. Then, choose the Select push button.
The Bitmap Management dialog displays with the selected name in the Import/Export File field.

Close
Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Help
Displays this panel, Bitmap Management dialog from Properties.

Bitmap Not Found Note

You are attempting to use a bitmap that was either deleted or not successfully imported. The bitmap does not exist in the
BITMAP subdirectory of the directory of the model.

Select OK. To proceed, detail the window or control and select a bitmap that was imported successfully. To identify the
options, select the Bitmaps push button and preview the installed bitmaps on the Bitmap Management dialog.

Bitmap Number of Pictures
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This numeric entry field specifies how many sub-bitmaps are present in the specified bitmap.

Bitmaps that are designed for push buttons are divided into rows of equal width and height; each row in the stack is called
a sub-bitmap.

Up to four states of a push button can be represented by sub-bitmaps. These states are: enabled, disabled, pushed, and
focused.

The Number of Pictures you specify is interpreted as follows:

1. The entire image is to represent the enabled state. Operating
system defaults are to be used for the disabled state, the pushed
state, and the focused state.

2. The top half of the bitmap is to represent the enabled state and
the bottom half is to represent the disabled state. Operating
system defaults are to be used for the pushed state and the
focused state.

3. The top third of the bitmap is to represent the enabled state, the
middle third is to represent the disabled state, and the bottom third
is to represent the pushed state. The operating system default for
focused is to be used for the focused state.

4. The top fourth of the bitmap is to represent the enabled state,
the second fourth is to represent the disabled state, the third
fourth is to represent the pushed state, and the bottom fourth is to
represent the focused state.

The bitmap image is divided into the number of parts you specify. The top-most, or first of these parts represents enabled,
the next sub-image represents disabled, the third sub-image represents pushed, the fourth sub-image represents focused,
and the remainder is not mapped.

Sample bitmaps containing 4, 3, 2, and 1 sub-bitmap images follow:
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Bitmap Replacement Confirmation

You are attempting to import a file with a name that matches a bitmap file name in the BITMAP subdirectory of the
directory of the model.

Select one of the following:

Yes Specifies that the file being imported is to replace the existing file
that has the same name.

No Specifies that the existing file is to be preserved. To proceed,
change the name in the To Bitmap Name field and select OK.

Bitmaps Push Button
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This push button displays the Bitmap Management dialog from Properties, which lets you preview installed bitmaps and
select one to return to the initiating Properties dialog.

Using this route to bitmap selection is an alternative to bitmap selection, without the benefit of preview, from the Bitmap
drop-down list.

You can also select this push button to maintain bitmaps for use during window design within the Navigation Diagram.

Both Report Type Option
Select the Both report option to see both the properties and the view mapping for either all windows that are defined in the
business system or open windows.

A report with both types of information includes:

• Business System, Procedure, and Procedure Step
• Window type (window or dialog box)
• Window title
• General properties including initial position, modality, background, style, icon filename, and dialect
• Window controls including hidden fields, literals, push buttons, and so forth
• Model name and subset scope
• Lists of Export Views and the Import Views they supply
• Date and time of the report.

The selections that you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, None shows for that option.

Both Select and Cursor
Select this control to cause the code that is generated for a READ statement to include both a SELECT statement and a
cursor.

If more than one-row returns when the SELECT statement is executed, a cursor opens and the first row returns.

Box Size
This article provides information for Box Size.

To set the default box size, specify:

• Horizontal (x) slots
• Vertical (y) slots

The default box dimensions apply to the following diagrams:

• Data Model Diagram
• Activity Dependency Diagram

Browse Push Button
This push button displays the Select Bitmaps dialog from which you can select a bitmap file to import.

The Select Bitmap dialog is provided by the operating system, not Gen. For this reason, the dialog does not contain a
Help push button.
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To select a bitmap from the Select Bitmap dialog:

1. Identify the drive containing the directory where the bitmap file
exists. Either accept the default or select the correct drive.
The entries in the Directory list box reflect the default path on the
designated drive.

2. If the default path does not include the directory containing the
bitmap files, select the correct path.
The files in the selected directory appear in the File nonenterable
list box.

3. Select the bitmap file to import from the File list box.
The selected file name appears in the Open filename field.

4. Verify that the name in the Open filename field is the correct
name. Then, choose the Select push button.
The Bitmap Management dialog is displayed with the selected
name in the Import/Export File field.

Bufferpool Drop-down List
The Bufferpool drop-down list assigns the bufferpool that is associated with the tablespace or indexspace.

Bufferpool sets the page size of the tablespace or indexspace. Select BP0, BP1, BP2, or BP32K. When using BP32K, the
page size is 32K bytes. When using BP0, BP1, or BP2, the page size is 4K bytes.

For a database administrator to have SYSADM bufferpool authority, the bufferpool must be activated, and the DBA must
have authorization for the USE command privilege.

Build a Hierarchy
This article provides information to Build a Hierarchy.

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Business Area
Business Area names a collection of business functions and entity types to be analyzed during a single Analysis project.

The business area name must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special characters are not
allowed.

Business Area or Business System Definition Dialog

This dialog lists either the names of existing business areas or business systems. The selection list is blank when the
areas or systems are not defined.

More information:

How to in Matrix Processor

Business Area Properties Dialog

The Business Area Properties dialog shows the name and description of a business area.

The dialog lets you add the name of a new area and change the name or description of an existing area.

Often, business areas consist of either a few business functions referencing many entity types or many business functions
referencing a few entity types.
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Business System Commands Selection List

This selection list lets you specify a command that the destination procedure step should execute when a flow occurs.

Online procedure steps rely on the command value to direct their processing.

Business System Default Video Properties

The Default Video Properties dialog lets you specify the appearance settings for screens, windows, controls, and objects
across a Business System.

Default Video Properties is a tree-based dialog which lists all the business systems, and consists of the following panels:

• Screen
The Screen node allows you to set the color, intensity, highlight, and justify display properties for prompts, fields, error,
and literals.
It also sets cursor placement and protection for fields and errors and blank when zero or null status for fields. You can
also specify the fill character for fields.

• Window
The Window node allows you to specify color and font characteristics of an object on all the windows or dialogs in the
Business System.

• Custom_
The Custom node allows you to specify a list of custom video properties which can be referenced by windows and
controls across a Java Web Generation application. Custom Video Properties specify the background color, foreground
color, font, other style strings for windows and control types.

• Web Properties
The Web Properties panel in the Default Video Properties dialog lets you set certain browser features across windows
and dialogs for the Java Web Generation application, and C# ASP.NET Web Client applications. You can specify
browser features such as position of menus, images for help and close button.

• Java Web Generation
The Java Web Generation node specifies video properties that are specific to Java Web Generation applications. You
can specify video properties such as user cascading style sheet and group box line css style.

• List Boxes/ Tables
The List Boxes/Tables node specifies the custom video properties and style schemes for all rows and columns in list
boxes and tables across a Java Web Generation application.

• Message Box_
The Message Box node specifies the video properties for message boxes across a Java Web Generation application.

Business System (DLG Copy with Substitution)

Business system specifies which business system is to contain the newly created procedure/procedure step.

The business system can be the same one in which the source procedure is defined or another business system within
the same model.

Business System Option

The Business System Option drop-down list displays the business systems that are defined for the model.

Selecting a business system displays the procedure steps that are associated with that business system. The procedure
steps appear in the procedure step selection list.

An autoflow is directed to a procedure step. The business system drop-down list displays the business system that
contains the desired procedure step.

Business System Properties

To modify a business system, specify:
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• Business System name
• Description

To create a business system select Analysis, Business System Definition, Diagram, New, or created in Analysis, Business
System Defaults, Diagram, then New.

Business System Properties Dialog

The Business System Properties dialog contains the following fields:

Business System
Specify a name in this field. The Business System name must be unique and no more than 32 characters long.

Description
Specify a description for the business system.

These properties make up a part of the standard system defaults.

Click OK to create the business system else click Cancel.

Business System Selection Dialog

The selection list in the Business System Selection dialog displays the list of defined business systems.

Select a business system and click OK to open the business system.

NOTE
If business systems are not displayed, create a business system.

Business Systems List in Navigation Diagram

Use the Business Systems List in Navigation Diagram to select a business system from all the business systems in the
current model.

The windows, dialog boxes, and servers you select for display in the Navigation Diagram are located in this business
system.

The procedure steps that are listed in the Procedure Steps list are also that are located in this business system.

This field defaults to the current business system selected in the Business System tool.

NOTE
Objects from different business systems may be displayed in the Navigation Diagram at the same time.

Button BitmapBackground Property
This article provides information for Button BitmapBackground Property.

Usage BitmapBackground ()
Description Retrieves the bitmap for a Button.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a string that contains the current bitmap

background of the button.

Button Caption Property

Usage Caption (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the text on a Button.
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Arguments String that is to be the new caption of the button. If querying for
the caption of the button, no input is specified.

Return Value This property returns a string containing the current caption of the
button.

Button Click Method

Usage Click ()
Description Queues a click event for an execution of a Button.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.
Notes If the button has no click event, this method has no effect.

Button Interface Object

Methods Properties
Click Application
Redraw BackgroundColor
SetBitmapBackground BitmapBackground

Caption
CssClass
Enabled
Focus
FontSize
FontStyle
FontType
ForegroundColor
Handle
Height
Left
Name
ObjectType
Parent
Top
Visible
Width

Button Method

Usage Button (String)
Description Retrieves a Button object using the name that is assigned during

design.
Arguments String that is the name for which you want the button object.
Return Value This method returns the GUI object for the input name. If the

object is not found or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.
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Button SetBitmapBackground Method

Usage SetBitmapBackground (String1, String2, String3)
Description Sets the bitmap background for a Button.
Arguments String1: the new bitmap file name. If the value is "", the method

removes the bitmap background.
String2: the new full pathname to the bitmap file.
String3: the new display mode. Valid values are "Centered",
"Scaled" or "Tiled".

Return Value None.
Notes. Only available if a bitmap was originally designed for the button.

Buttons Method

Usage Buttons ()
Description Retrieves the collection of Buttons on the window.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero.

Cancel Command
This article provides information for Cancel Command. This check box determines that the generated software refreshes
the screen from the database when the user executes the cancel command.

Cancel Error

You have interrupted the transformation or retransformation operation. The process does not complete. You must restart
the process to complete transformation or retransformation.

Cancel Update Attempt

If you click Yes, you can continue updating the model.

To update again, click Model, Encyclopedia, Update, and Check In Model.

or

Click Model, Encyclopedia, Update But Do Not Check In.

This includes any additional modifications that you have made.

If you click No, the model remains read-only.

To resend the update transaction file, click Model, Encyclopedia, Resend Last Update.

Candidate Process Selection List
This selection list displays every process available for process synthesis. The process may be elementary or non-
elementary. Elementary processes appear if they do not have actions defined for them in action diagrams. Non-
elementary processes appear if they do not have children (subordinate processes). If you select a non-elementary
process, it will change to elementary after you perform process synthesis.

Select a process from this list.
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Cannot Copy Source To Itself
This message means that you specified the same window as both source and destination. Specify either a different
source window or a different destination. A window cannot be copied to itself.

Cannot Move Error Message
You cannot move this entity because doing so would create a view that is not valid.

Caption Property
This article provides information for Caption Property.

Usage Caption (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the caption of the window.
Arguments String that is to be the new Caption for the window.
Return Value This property returns the caption in a string of the window.

Cardinality
Each relationship membership has one of three cardinalities, One-to-one (1:1), One-to-many (1:M), or Many-to-many
(N:M). The most common cardinality is one-to-many.

Although one-to-one and many-to-many cardinalities sometime occur naturally, they more often appear as a result of
inaccurate analysis. One-to-one is the default, but it is highly unusual and generally implies subtypes or life-cycle states.
The many-to-many cardinality is also highly unusual and may indicate that the relationship itself hides needed information.
In this instance, you must add an associative entity type to the data model and replace the many-to-many relationship
between the two original entity types with two one-to-many relationships from the two originals to the new associative
entity type.

Three questions help identify the need for an associative entity type:

• Do you need to keep information about the relationship?
• Do you have an attribute that does not belong to either of the associated entity types?
• Do you need to keep information about an attribute?

If the answer to any of these questions is yes, you generally need to as an associative entity type.

Knowing how to identify associative entity types is important, because no data base can directly implement a many-to-
many relationship. Instead, when the data base encounters a many-to-many, it creates a link record that acts as a cross-
reference. The link record has foreign keys that identify the two original entity types, but it has no place for the additional
attributes. If, however, you create an associative entity type, the data base creates a table for it that contains fields for its
specified attributes as for its foreign identifiers.

When you combine cardinality and optionality, eight combinations of relationship memberships are possible:
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• One to One
• One to Many
• Many to Many
• Zero or one to one
• Zero or many to one
• Zero or many to zero or one
• Zero or many to zero or many
• Zero or one to zero or one

For an example of an associative entity type, the entities CUSTOMER and ORDER usually have a one-to-many
cardinality because each CUSTOMER can have zero, one, or more ORDERs. The relationship must be specified in this
manner to allow the two entities to have a relationship even though CUSTOMER does not currently have an ORDER
being processed.

If in your original analysis, you have a many-to-many relationship between PART and SUPPLIER and then realize that
you must store information that does not belong to either entity type, such as delivery lead time or price. (Price cannot
belong to PART because different suppliers quote different prices, and it cannot belong to SUPPLIER because suppliers
may provide many different parts.) To resolve the problem, you must create an associative entity type such as SUPPLIER
QUOTE. In the new entity type, you can specify Price, Delivery Lead Time, and other information, such as Effective Date
of the quotation.

Cardinality (destination)

Each relationship membership has one of three cardinalities, One-to-one (1:1), One-to-many (1:M), or Many-to-many
(N:M). The most common cardinality is one-to-many.

Although one-to-one and many-to-many cardinalities sometime occur naturally, they more often appear as a result of
inaccurate analysis. One-to-one is the default, but it is highly unusual and generally implies subtypes or life-cycle states.
The many-to-many cardinality is also highly unusual and may indicate that the relationship itself hides needed information.
In this instance, you must add an associative entity type to the data model and replace the many-to-many relationship
between the two original entity types with two one-to-many relationships from the two originals to the new associative
entity type.

Three questions help identify the need for an associative entity type:

• Do you need to keep information about the relationship?
• Do you have an attribute that does not belong to either of the associated entity types?
• Do you need to keep information about an attribute?

If the answer to any of these questions is yes, you generally need to as an associative entity type.

Knowing how to identify associative entity types is important, because no database can directly implement a many-to-
many relationship. Instead, when the database encounters a many-to-many, it creates a link record that acts as a cross-
reference. The link record has foreign keys that identify the two original entity types, but it has no place for the additional
attributes. If, however, you create an associative entity type, the database creates a table for it that contains fields for its
specified attributes as for its foreign identifiers.

When you combine cardinality and optionality, eight combinations of relationship memberships are possible:
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• One to One
• One to Many
• Many to Many
• Zero or one to one
• Zero or many to one
• Zero or many to zero or one
• Zero or many to zero or many
• Zero or one to zero or one

For an example of an associative entity type, the entities CUSTOMER and ORDER usually have a one-to-many
cardinality because each CUSTOMER can have zero, one, or more ORDERs. The relationship must be specified in this
manner to allow the two entities to have a relationship even though CUSTOMER does not currently have an ORDER
being processed.

If in your original analysis, you have a many-to-many relationship between PART and SUPPLIER and then realize that
you must store information that does not belong to either entity type, such as delivery lead time or price. (Price cannot
belong to PART because different suppliers quote different prices, and it cannot belong to SUPPLIER because suppliers
may provide many different parts.) To resolve the problem, you must create an associative entity type such as SUPPLIER
QUOTE. In the new entity type, you can specify Price, Delivery Lead Time, and other information, such as Effective Date
of the quotation.

Cardinality (source)

Each relationship membership has one of three cardinalities, One-to-one (1:1), One-to-many (1:M), or Many-to-many
(N:M). The most common cardinality is one-to-many.

Although one-to-one and many-to-many cardinalities sometime occur naturally, they more often appear as a result of
inaccurate analysis. One-to-one is the default, but it is highly unusual and generally implies subtypes or life-cycle states.
The many-to-many cardinality is also highly unusual and may indicate that the relationship itself hides needed information.
In this instance, you must add an associative entity type to the data model and replace the many-to-many relationship
between the two original entity types with two one-to-many relationships from the two originals to the new associative
entity type.

Three questions help identify the need for an associative entity type:

• Do you need to keep information about the relationship?
• Do you have an attribute that does not belong to either of the associated entity types?
• Do you need to keep information about an attribute?

If the answer to any of these questions is yes, you generally need to as an associative entity type.

Knowing how to identify associative entity types is important, because no data base can directly implement a many-to-
many relationship. Instead, when the data base encounters a many-to-many, it creates a link record that acts as a cross-
reference. The link record has foreign keys that identify the two original entity types, but it has no place for the additional
attributes. If, however, you create an associative entity type, the data base creates a table for it that contains fields for its
specified attributes as for its foreign identifiers.

When you combine cardinality and optionality, eight combinations of relationship memberships are possible:
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• One to One
• One to Many
• Many to Many
• Zero or one to one
• Zero or many to one
• Zero or many to zero or one
• Zero or many to zero or many
• Zero or one to zero or one

For an example of an associative entity type, the entities CUSTOMER and ORDER usually have a one-to-many
cardinality because each CUSTOMER can have zero, one, or more ORDERs. The relationship must be specified in this
manner to allow the two entities to have a relationship even though CUSTOMER does not currently have an ORDER
being processed.

If in your original analysis, you have a many-to-many relationship between PART and SUPPLIER and then realize that
you must store information that does not belong to either entity type, such as delivery lead time or price. (Price cannot
belong to PART because different suppliers quote different prices, and it cannot belong to SUPPLIER because suppliers
may provide many different parts.) To resolve the problem, you must create an associative entity type such as SUPPLIER
QUOTE. In the new entity type, you can specify Price, Delivery Lead Time, and other information, such as Effective Date
of the quotation.

Cascade Window
This article provides information for Cascade Window. Cascading the window views enables you to bring one window to
the front of the screen.

The open windows are displayed overlapping each other. You can click the title bars of the other windows to bring them to
the front of the screen.

CASE
This article provides information for CASE. Conditions within the PAD logic can depend on, char string, Exit state,
command value, Window Control Names, number, spaces, 0, and 1.

Adding conditions dependent on these items is part of building the CASE OF and the subordinate CASE action
statements.

The format of a CASE action statement is:

CASE OF expression-1

CASE constant-1

action-statement-list-1

[CASE constant-2

action-statement-list-2]...

[OTHERWISE

action-statement-list-3]

For example, a completed CASE construct might look like this:

-- CASE OF competitive vendor company_rating

+- CASE "BEST"

| MOVE competitive vendor TO preferred vendor

+- CASE "GOOD"
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| MOVE competitive vendor TO ok vendor

+- OTHERWISE

| MOVE competitive vendor TO export vendor

--

CASE OF

Conditions within the PAD logic can depend on the following items:

• attribute view
• client password
• client user id
• command
• current dialect
• exit state
• function (any)
• last
• max
• printer id
• subscript
• terminal id
• trancode
• user id
• transaction retry limit
• transaction retry count
• Application Object

Adding conditions dependent on these items is part of building the CASE OF and the subordinate CASE action
statements.

The format of a CASE OF action statement is as follows:

CASE OF expression-1

CASE constant-1

action-statement-list-1

[CASE constant-2

action-statement-list-2]...

[OTHERWISE

action-statement-list-3]

The CASE OF conditional action specifies actions that depend on the value of one of the items previously listed. All the
actions in the construct depend on the same item and are mutually exclusive.

Begin the CASE OF construct by specifying the item whose value determines the action. Then specify each CASE value.

-- CASE OF competitive vendor company_rating

+- CASE "BEST"

+- CASE "GOOD"

+- OTHERWISE

--

Then, specify what happens for each possible value of that item.
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-- CASE OF competitive vendor company_rating

+- CASE "BEST"

| MOVE competitive vendor TO preferred vendor

+- CASE "GOOD"

| MOVE competitive vendor TO ok vendor

+- OTHERWISE

--

Finally, specify what happens when the value is equal to none of the above using OTHERWISE.

-- CASE OF competitive vendor company_rating

+- CASE "BEST"

| MOVE competitive vendor TO preferred vendor

+- CASE "GOOD"

| MOVE competitive vendor TO ok vendor

+- OTHERWISE

| MOVE competitive vendor TO export vendor

--

For example, a completed CASE OF construct might look like this:

-- CASE OF competitive vendor company_rating

+- CASE "BEST"

| MOVE competitive vendor TO preferred vendor

+- CASE "GOOD"

| MOVE competitive vendor TO ok vendor

+- OTHERWISE

| MOVE competitive vendor TO export vendor

--

CASE OF Expressions

Select the expression about which you want more information and the corresponding help displays.
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• attribute view
• client password
• client user id
• command
• current dialect
• exit state
• function any
• last
• max
• printer id
• subscript
• terminal id
• trancode
• user id
• Application Object
• transaction retry count
• transaction retry limit

Categories tab in Navigation Diagram
Use the Categories tab to select objects for your Navigation Diagram according to categories of windows. The selection
criteria in this dialog box include the Business System and Procedure Step, and then allow you to select all windows and
dialog boxes:

• in the model
• in the selected business system
• in the selected procedure step
• that are stand alone

NOTE
"Stand alone" means windows and dialog boxes that have no parent or children windows or dialog boxes.

Category of Entity Type in Data Model Browser
Use the Categories drop-down to filter the list of entity types displayed in the entity type list. The entities available for
selection are those in the panel directly beneath this drop-down. By making a selection from this drop-down, you control
the number and nature of entity types you must choose from in this list. The choices available on this list are:

• All Entity Types
• Persistent Entity Types
• Transient Entity Types
• Business Object Type

All Entity Types

Select All Entity Types to display every entity type in the model. The Work Sets will not be displayed in the Data Model
Browser.

Persistent Entity Types

Select Persistent Entity Types to display all the persistent entity types in the model. Persistent entity types are those entity
types that will be implemented by transformation to a database table.
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Transient Entity Types

Select Transient Entity Types to display all the transient entity types in the model. Transient entity types are those entity
types that derive all their instances and data values from other entity types. They derive instances and data values
through the logic of the operations. Transformation will not generates a database table for a transient entity type.

Business Object Type

Select Business Object Type to display all the business object types in the model. A business object type is an instance-
bearing, transaction-operation-bearing entity type.

Cell Color
This article provides information for Cell Color. This drop-down list displays the colors available for the area of the matrix
where rows and columns intersect. The default color is pale gray.

Cell Properties Dialog

The Cell Properties dialog lets you alter the definition of a cell. You can also add a description.

Valid cell values are C, R, U, D, X, 1-9, and blank (not referenced), depending on the matrix. If you initially add a value to
a cell and later want to change it, use this panel to make the correction.

For CRUD matrices, cells can have more than one value. For example, an elementary process can READ and UPDATE
an entity type. If the elementary process only UPDATEs an entity type, some other elementary process must READ the
entity type and pass a persistent view to the UPDATE.

Cell Value

This drop-down list displays the valid values for the selected cell. Depending on the matrix being changed, X, 1-9, and not
referenced are valid options.

An X is a simple involvement indicator. It indicates an involvement between the objects on the intersecting row and
column.

Numbers 1-9 are numeric involvement indicators. They indicate the degree to which the intersecting rows and columns
are involved. The highest degree of involvement is 9.

A blank cell is not referenced.

Center Horizontally
This check box centers a literal horizontally within its background area. (The background gives the effect of a surrounding
box.)

A literal not centered horizontally stays positioned at the left of its background area.

Center in Screen Design

Center positions a selected object (prompt, field, special field, or literal) within the width of the screen. If an object exists in
the center of a screen line, no change occurs.

Center Vertically

This check box centers a literal vertically within its background area. (The background gives the effect of a surrounding
box.)
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A literal not centered vertically stays positioned at the top of its background area. You cannot vertically center a multiple-
line literal. Multiple-line means that you have pressed the Enter key between lines.

Change an Exit State
This article provides information for Change an Exit State. The exit state specifies the condition under which a flow occurs
between two procedure steps.

Defining an exit state for a particular procedure step includes:

• Selecting the exit state for the procedure
• Adding new exit states to the business system
• Specifying the properties of an exit state
• Deleting an exit state from the business system
• Searching for an exit state
• Expanding or Contracting the exit state listing

Change Associate Push Button

This push button lets you change the system defaults (Yes or No), where:

Yes Means that an ASSOCIATE action appears in the PAD to establish
a pairing based on a relationship membership between the subject
entity type and the related entity type.

No Means that the ASSOCIATE action does not appear in the PAD.

Change Create Push Button

This push button lets you change the system defaults (Yes or No), where:

Yes Means that a CREATE action appears in the PAD to record
information about entities of the related entity types, once
the entities are of interest to the business. If you select Yes,
subsequent Create of Entity Types dialogs appear for each related
entity type you want to CREATE.

No Means that the CREATE action does not appear in the PAD.

Change Default Appearance List Box

Select the object for which you want to set video properties.

You may set only one object at a time. Selecting an object enables the Foreground, Background, and Font push buttons.
When you modify the video properties for an object, they are modified for:

• Any new objects of that type that are added to a dialog box or window in this Business System.
• Any existing objects of that type that have not been already assigned a property from the Navigation Diagram tool.

Changed Events

The logic in an event action performs the validation or population.
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The triggering of the Changed event occurs when actions by the application user cause data in the import view to change.
The event action runs after the import view updates with new data. Changing data in the import view varies depending on
the type of control, as the following list describes.

Single-line entry field Triggering occurs when the entry field loses focus and the data
has been changed. It also occurs if an entry field with a Make
Error condition loses focus, such as when the user tabs to another
control.
Typing into the field does not trigger the changed event. The field
is edited for input, permitted values, edit pattern, and so forth.
After the field matches all of these, the changed event will be
executed.

Multi-line entry field Same as for a single-line entry field.

Check box Triggering occurs when selecting or deselecting the checkbox
(toggling).

Radio button group Triggering occurs when selecting a different radio button within the
button group. Selecting the currently selected radio button does
not produce a Changed event.

Combination box group Triggering occurs when a user selects a different item from the
list. The Navigation Diagram Tool name for a combination box is a
drop list.

Enterable drop-down list Triggering occurs when a user selects a different item from the
drop-down list or enters a new item not in the list.

Enterable non-drop-down list Triggering occurs when a user selects a different item from the
drop-down list or enters a new item not in the list. The Navigation
Diagram Tool name for an enterable non-drop-down list is an
enterable list box.

Non-enterable drop-down list Triggering occurs when a user selects a different item from the
drop-down list.

A changed event action can test the data that a user enters in a single-line entry field, a multi-line entry field, or an
enterable drop-down list.

When the entry field or enterable drop-down list loses focus and the data changes, the software triggers the changed
event action that is associated with the field or list. Statements in the changed event action determine whether the data is
correct.

The event action is triggered each time the field or list loses focus and the data has been changed, except when the field
has been coded with a Make Error condition. As a result, the designer can test a field for an error until a condition causes
a MAKE statement to set the video attributes to normal.

Use Navigation Diagram to create the event action for a field or list and associate the event action with the event type
Changed.

Use the Action Diagram to create the statements that test the data of the user.

In the example below, the event action location_error determines whether the user entered a valid warehouse location
DALLAS.

 --- Procedure Step Name

| . . . views . . .

|

| main body of procedure step statements
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 ---

 --- Event Action location_error

|  --IF input location IS NOT EQUAL TO "DALLAS"

| | MAKE output location name ERROR

| | EXIT STATE IS loc_not_DALLAS

| +- ELSE

| | MAKE output location name Unprotected Normal Intensity Normal Color

| | EXIT STATE IS location ok

|  --

|

 ---

Change Disassociate Push Button

This push button lets you change the system defaults (Yes or No), where:

Yes Means that a DISASSOCIATE action appears in the PAD to
eliminate an existing pairing between the subject entity type and
the related entity type.

No Means that the DISASSOCIATE action does not appear in the
PAD.

Change Event Details Push Button

This push button changes the event details for an event type. The changes are shown in the Defined Events selection list.

This push button is enabled whenever you change any of the event details (event type, action name, or command).

NOTE
If you change the action name, this push button creates an event action in the Procedure Action Diagram
(PrAD). If you want only to change the name of an existing event action, launch the Action Diagram, select the
name of the event action, then select Detail --> Properties.

Change Exit States Push Button

This push button lets you alter the current definition of a specific exit state. Use the Exit State Selection dialog to:

• Select a new exit state for the business system
• Add new exit states to the business system
• Change the properties of existing exit states
• Delete an exit state from the business system
• Search for a specific exit state
• Expand or Contract the exit state listing

Change in Data Model Browser

Selecting Change in Data Model Browser applies the changes that are made to the description. If grayed out, no
description can be added for the selected object.

Change of Parentage Error Message

Either confirm that you want to move the attribute and accept the change of parentage, or cancel the attribute move.
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Change Push Button

This push button concludes the definition of the current statement and changes the statement in the action diagram.

Change Read Push Button

This push button lets you change the system defaults (Yes or No), where:

Yes Means that a READ action appears in the PAD to retrieve
information about previously stored entities of the related
entity types.

No Means that the READ action does not appear in the PAD.

Change Stereotype Confirmation

You must confirm changing the stereotype that is selected for the procedure step.

Change Transfer Push Button

This push button lets you change the system defaults (Yes or No), where:

Yes Means that a TRANSFER action appears in the PAD to move a
pairing between the subject entity and object entity to a new object
entity (of the same type as the original object entity).

No Means that the TRANSFER action does not appear in the PAD.

Change Parent in Activity Dependency
Change Parent assigns an existing activity and its subordinates to a different function or non-elementary process.

After changing the parent of an activity, use the Activity Hierarchy Diagram to view the new arrangement of activities.

Change Parent is active when an activity is selected and another parent activity exists.

Change Parent in Activity Hierarchy

Change parent assigns an existing function or process and its subordinates to a different function or non-elementary
processes.

NOTE
A function cannot be a subordinate to a process. Only non-elementary processes may have subordinates. After
the parent is changed, the new arrangement is displayed in the Activity Hierarchy.

Change Parent in Menu Design Dialog

Change Parent reassigns the hierarchy of menu items.

The following rules apply when you change the parent of a menu item:
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• Only one menu item can be reassigned at a time. If the menu item has subordinate menu items, however, the
subordinate items are also reassigned.

• A menu item cannot contain subordinate menu items if it is associated with a command. (Select the menu item and the
Properties push button to associate/disassociate the item with a command.)

• A subordinate menu item can be reassigned to the menu bar or to another subordinate group. A pull-down is
automatically created for subordinate groups if one did not exist. The menu item or subordinate menu item is placed at
the bottom of the pull-down.

• A menu item in the menu bar can be reassigned to a subordinate group. If the menu item being reassigned contains
subordinate menu items, each group of subordinate items become a cascading pull-down. A cascading pull-down is a
pull-down that is invoked from within a pull-down. A right-pointing triangle beside the subordinate action indicates that
another pull-down is available.

The Navigation Diagram tool beeps if you attempt to reassign a menu item to an invalid location. (In addition, the Add
push button is enabled only for valid locations where you can add menu items.)

Change Parent in Organizational Hierarchy Diagram

To modify the subordination of objects in the Organizational Hierarchy Diagram, select Change Parent.

Change Parent in View Maintenance

Change Parent lets you change the parent of a view. Usually, the new parent must be within the same view subset.
Exceptions are:

• A local view can be assigned to a new parent in the export view subset.
• An entity action view can be assigned to a new parent in the import or export view subsets when the view IS NOT used

in a procedure step.
• An entity action view can be assigned to a new parent in the import or export view subset when the new parent IS NOT

a repeating group view.
• Work views cannot be moved to the Entity Action subset.
• Group views cannot be moved to the Entity Action subset.
• A new parent must be another view; the view being moved cannot be its own parent.

Character Conversion
This article provides information for Character Conversion. Selecting Yes converts all VARCHARs fields that are
associated with fixed-length text Attributes in DSL to CHARs.

This option is valid only if you selected Oracle as the Technical Design (DBMS).

To convert on a case-by-case basis, highlight the data object and select Detail, Properties, and Text.

NOTE
If you are migrating from an Oracle 6 database to an Oracle 7 database, you should select either batch or field-
by-field conversion to avoid a major database reorganization.

Character String Dialog

The Character String dialog lets you set an attribute to a specific sequence of characters and spaces.

The dialog box displays a message indicating the maximum number of letters, numbers, and spaces allowed in the
expression.

For SORT statements, type a number corresponding to an attribute in a repeating group view, a space, and either A or D
to indicate Ascending or Descending. Two sort arguments can be entered.
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Example of one sort argument: 1 A

Example of two sort arguments: 1 A 2 D

For FILTER statements, only the preceding formats that are shown are accepted when the domain is date, time, or
timestamp.

Date: YYYY/MM/DD or YYYY-MM-DD

Time: HH:MM:SS or HH.MM.SS.

Timestamp: YYYYMMDDHHMMSSNNNNNN

Character strings in FILTER statements also require that text constants be enclosed in double quotation marks.

Example of FILTER statement displaying the names of people whose title is manager (the third attribute in a repeating
group view):

3 = "manager"

Character String in Action Diagram

Character string is a literal value that is enclosed in quotes and is of the text domain. When you select a character string a
dialog displays, enter alphanumeric characters that represent a string of text.

Character View in Action Diagram

Character view is an attribute view of the text domain. Character view is a component of an entity view that sees an
attribute that is defined as text. Character view usually references the entity view of the entire statement.

In the following example, name is the character view which is an attribute of CUSTOMER:

 -- READ customer

| WHERE DESIRED customer name IS EQUAL TO "John Hawkins"

 ---

In the following example, the SET statement sets a text attribute to a character view. The SET statement finds the value of
code and copies it:

 -- CREATE received product

| SET code TO input product code

 ---

Check Box
This article provides information for Check Box. This radio button implements the selected attribute as a list occurrence
check box.

Checkbox Caption Property

Usage Caption(String)

Description Sets or retrieves the prompt on the CheckBox.

Arguments Strings that are to be the new prompt of the CheckBox.
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Return Value This property returns a string that is the current prompt of the
CheckBox.

Checkbox Click Method

Usage Click ()

Description Acts as if a user had clicked the CheckBox.

Arguments None.

Return Value None.

Notes This method fires a changed event, if one is defined for the
CheckBox.

CheckBoxes Method

Usage CheckBoxes ()

Description Retrieves the collection of CheckBoxes on the window.

Arguments None.

Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection
contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero.

Checkbox Interface Object

Methods Properties

Click Application

Redraw BackgroundColor
Caption
CssClass
Enabled
Focus
FontSize
FontStyle
FontType
ForegroundColor
Handle
Height
Left
Name
ObjectType
Parent
Selected
Top
Value
Visible
Width
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CheckBox Method

Usage CheckBox (String)

Description Retrieves a CheckBox object using the name that is assigned
during design.

Arguments String

Return Value This method returns the GUI object for the given name. If the
object is not found or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.

Check Box Properties Dialog

The Check Box Properties dialog specifies the characteristics for a check box.

A check box toggles between an on or off state. The check box is either selected (on) or not selected (off). The on and off
conditions must contain values. These values can be the permitted values for the attribute if the attribute has permitted
values.

You can use the logic in a procedure action diagram to check the values and determine processing based on the values.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Design Guidelines

• Align entry and selection fields vertically and horizontally so the cursor can move in a straight-line pattern when
scanning text.

• Check boxes should be aligned when possible. A group box around the check boxes can be extended to the right so it
can align with other group boxes.

• Capitalize only the first letter of a choice unless it contains an acronym, abbreviation, or proper noun that is normally
capitalized. In that case, follow accepted capitalization rules.

Use preselected or default choices where appropriate to help users complete dialogs more quickly. When selected,
preselected choices allow users to proceed immediately to the next field.

Checkbox Selected Property

Usage Selected ()

Description Retrieves the status of the CheckBox.

Arguments None.

Return Value This property returns a string that indicates the status of the
Checkbox. A value of "True" means that the CheckBox is on
(marked with a check).

Checkbox Value Property

Usage Value ()

Description Retrieves the value of the CheckBox.

Arguments None.

Return Value This property returns a variant value that is based on the current
status of the Checkbox. If the CheckBox is set, the property
returns the value that is designed as the on value. If the CheckBox
is not set, the property returns the "off" value.
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Check Out a Model
Check Out a Model downloads (copies) a model or subset from the encyclopedia to the workstation. Models and subsets
are checked out to a user, not a workstation.

When checking out a model or a subset, its encyclopedia name must appear on the workstation's model list. If its
encyclopedia name is not on the workstation's model list, you must create an empty model of the same name before
requesting check-out.

Check Activity in Design

This article provides information for Check Activity in Design.

To verify the consistency of functions, processes, and their views, in the Design stage, select Check then Activity.

Verification of the entire model begins when you select Check then Activity. When the process completes, a message or a
report appears to regard the activity model in the Design stage. The message confirms that the activities are complete and
consistent. The report identifies errors and warns you of any inconsistencies.

Check Activity in Planning

To verify the consistency of functions, processes, and their views, select Check then Activity.  Inconsistencies will be
reported for those related objects that are encountered starting at the default function definition for the model. When
the process completes, a message will appear confirming the consistency of the objects checked, or a report will be
presented detailing the inconsistencies found, according to the report parameters specified previously through Model >
Settings > Consistency Check Options.

Check Business System

To verify the consistency of the current business system, select Check then Business System. This includes the related
Business Procedures, Business Procedure Steps, Action Diagrams, Windows, Dialog Flows, and Views. When the
process completes, a message will appear confirming that the business system is complete, or a report will be presented
detailing the inconsistencies found, according to the report parameters specified previously through Model > Settings >
Consistency Check Options.

Check Data in Design
This article provides information for Check Data in Design. To verify the consistency of subject areas, entity types,
subtypes, attributes, and relationships in the Design stage, select Check then Data.

Verification of the entire model begins when you select Check then Data. When the process completes, a message or a
report appears to regard the consistency of the data model in the Design stage. The message confirms that the data is
complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and warns you of any inconsistencies.

Check Data in Planning

To verify the consistency of subject areas, entity types, subtypes, attributes, and relationships, select Check then Data.
Inconsistencies will be reported for those related objects that are encountered starting at the default subject area for
the model. When the process completes, a message will appear confirming the consistency of the objects checked, or
a report will be presented detailing the inconsistencies found, according to the report parameters specified previously
through Model > Settings > Consistency Check Options.
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Check in Action Block Usage

This article provides information for Check in Action Block Usage. To verify that all processes, procedures, and action
blocks, conform to the consistency rules, select Check.

Verification process begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The
message confirms that the selected process, procedure, or action block is complete and consistent. The report identifies
errors and warns you of any inconsistencies.

Check in Action Diagram
This article provides information for Check in Action Diagram and Check Model to Verify. To verify that procedure steps
and action blocks conform to the consistency rules, select Check.

When you select a procedure step or an action block, Gen verifies the following objects and information:

• Action block
• Action blocks used
• Associated actions, action
• Dataviews, including group views, entity views, attribute views, and relationship views
• Entity types and entity subtypes used
• Attribute used
• Relationships used

Verification begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The message
confirms that the model is complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and warns you of any inconsistencies.

Check Model to Verify

Use Check to verify that all or part of a model conforms to Gen's consistency rules. The messages that you receive are
based on your choice of:

• Data
• Activity
• Model
• Design

Check in Business System Defaults
This article provides information for Check in Business System Defaults. To verify that procedures and procedure steps
conform to the consistency rules, select Check.

Verification begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The message
confirms that the model is complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and warns you of any inconsistencies.

Check in Data Model Attribute
This article provides information for Check in Data Model Attribute. To verify that all attributes of an entity type, or entity
subtypes, conform to the consistency rules, select Check.

Verification begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The message
confirms that the attributes are complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and warns you of any inconsistencies.

Check in Data Model List
This article provides information for Check in Data Model List. To verify that all entity types, entity subtypes, attributes, and
relationships conform to the consistency rules, select Check.
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Verification begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The message
confirms that the DML components are complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and warns you of any
inconsistencies.

Check in Data Model or Operation Model
This article provides information for Check in Data Model or Operation Model. To verify that all entity types, entity
subtypes, attributes, and relationships conform to Gen's consistency rules.

Verification begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The message
confirms that the data model components are complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and warns you of any
inconsistencies.

Check in Data Store List
This article provides information for Check in Data Store List. To verify that each table, tablespace, and indexspace
conform to the consistency rules, select Check.

When you select a table, Gen verifies the following objects and information:

• Table and associated tablespace
• Associated columns
• Associated indexes and actions

Verification begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The message
confirms that the tables and related information are complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and warns you of
any inconsistencies.

Check in Data Structure List

To verify that each table, column, index, and linkage conforms to the consistency rules, select Check.

When you select a table, Gen verifies the following objects and information:

• Table and associated tablespace
• Associated columns
• Associated indexes and actions

When you select a link table, Gen verifies the following objects and information:

• Link table and associated tablespace
• Associated columns
• Associated indexes and indexspaces

Verification begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The message
confirms that the tables and related information are complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and warns you of
any inconsistencies.

Check in Design
This article provides information for Check in Design. To verify the consistency of the current business system, in the
design stage, select Check then Business System.

Verification of the current business system begins when you select Check. This includes the related Business Procedures,
Business Procedure Steps, Action Diagrams, Windows, Dialog Flows, and Views. When the process completes, a report
is displayed that confirms that the business system is complete, or identifies any errors in the consistency of the business
system objects, or warns you of potential inconsistencies.
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Check in Dialog Design
This article provides information for Check in Dialog Design. To verify that procedures and procedure steps conform to the
consistency rules, select Check.

When a procedure is selected, Gen verifies the following objects and information:

• Selected procedure
• Associated procedure steps
• Associated screens, including screen fields and templates
• Associated dialog flows
• Action blocks used
• Associated actions
• Data views, including group views, entity views, attribute views, and relationship views,
• Entity types and entity subtypes used
• Attributes used
• Relationships used

When a procedure step is selected, Gen verifies the following objects and information:

• Selected procedure step
• Associated screen, including screen fields and templates
• Associated dialog flows
• Action blocks used
• Associated actions
• Data views, including group views, entity views, attribute views, and relationship views
• Entity types and entity subtypes used
• Attributes used
• Relationships used

Verification begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The message
confirms that the model is complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and warns you of any inconsistencies.

Check in Entity Life Cycle Diagram
This article provides information for Check in Entity Life Cycle Diagram. Check verifies that all entity types, subtypes,
attributes, and relationships conform to the consistency rules.

Verification begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The
message confirms that the ELCD components are complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and reports any
inconsistencies.

Check in Matrices
This article provides information for Check in Matrices. To verify that the components of a matrix conform to the
consistency rules, select Check.

Verification begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The message
confirms that the selected components are complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and warns you of any
inconsistencies.

Check in Navigation Diagram

Check performs a consistency check on a model or a small part of it by verifying the model against a set of predefined
rules. Use Check during confirmation of each stage of application development to assess the completeness and
consistency of the model.
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Consistency checks are available from the model window of any toolset or from individual tools within a toolset.

Check entity types, entity subtypes, attributes, and relationships

To verify that all entity types, entity subtypes, attributes, and relationships conform to the consistency rules, select Check.

Verification begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The message
confirms that the components are complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and reports any inconsistencies.

Check in Screen Design
This article provides information for Check in Screen Design, Structure Chart, and Work Set List. The Check performs a
Consistency Check on the selected objects.

If you select a screen, Gen verifies the screen, included templates, and included screen fields. If you select a template,
Gen verifies the screen, template, and included screen fields.

Check in Structure Chart

To verify that all processes, procedures, and action blocks conform to the consistency rules, select Check.

Verification begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The message
confirms that the selected process, procedure, or action block is complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and
warns you of any inconsistencies.

Check in Work Set List

To verify the Work Set List as it is defined and to ensure that it conforms to the consistency rules in Gen, select Check.

Verification begins when you select Check. When the process completes, a message or a report appears. The message
confirms that the work set list components are complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and warns you of any
inconsistencies.

Check Model in Design

To verify the consistency of the complete business model, in the Design stage, select Check then Model.

Verification of the entire model begins when you select Check then Model. When the process completes, a message or
a report appears regarding the business model in the Design stage. The message confirms that the business model is
complete and consistent. The report identifies errors and warns you of any inconsistencies.

Check Model in Planning

To verify the consistency of the complete business model, select Check then Model. Inconsistencies will be reported for
those related objects that are encountered starting at the business area for the model. When the process completes,
a message will appear confirming the consistency of the objects checked, or a report will be presented detailing the
inconsistencies found, according to the report parameters specified previously through Model > Settings > Consistency
Check Options.

Checkout Client

This article provides information for Checkout Client, Checkout Model Dialog, Checkout Model Radio Button, and
Checkout Status Detail.

Checkout Client invokes the Checkout Client window for the active client-server encyclopedia.
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Checkout Model Dialog

The Checkout Model dialog allows any authorized user to download or copy a model or subset from the encyclopedia to a
workstation. Models and subsets are checked out to a user profile and not on a workstation.

You can either check out the entire model or a subset to the workstation storage if space permits.

When checking out a model or subset, the encyclopedia name of the model or subset must appear on the model list of the
workstation. If the name does not appear, create an empty model with the same name before requesting check-out.

A check-out conflict occurs when a subset requests delete or modify usage of an object that is already referenced in an
active subset. Use the Expansion Conflict report to resolve issues.

The workstation copy is not deleted when you check in a model. The next time that you check out the model, it overlays
the model copy on the workstation.

The following restrictions apply to checking out models:

• Models and subsets are secured on the encyclopedia; therefore, verify that you are authorized to check out the model
or subset.

• Your authority is downgraded when you check out a subset, but someone else has some of the same objects that are
checked out in another subset. If downgrading occurs, you may not be authorized to modify or delete objects.

• Only one active copy of a model is available between the encyclopedia and the workstation that has checked out a
model.

• Checkout Concepts
During the check-out process, Gen performs the following tasks:
– Executes a TSO command (%IEFDOWN) to initiate the check-out process.
– Transfers a transaction file (CHECKOUT.TRN) to the workstation.
The Model Retrieval Status Report on the workstation displays the status of the last check-out and any protection
downgrades for a subset.
CHECKOUT.TRN expands into a model subdirectory containing:

IEF0000.DAT Contains the model and subset names and model status
information (time stamp, read-only flag, next object ID).

IEF1200.DAT Contains model data except for description text.

IEF0700.DAT Contains model description text.

IEF2511.DAT Contains any changes that are made to the model (transaction
file).

For the names of files that are involved during check-out, click here.

The Checkout Model dialog contains the following fields:

Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options
Specifies if the file is transferred. If this option is selected, the Client-Server Encyclopedia is used to access
the model. The Checkout Client requests for the model or subset name. If this option is not selected, no file is
transferred.

Model Name
Specifies the long name of the model.

Subset
Specifies the subset name.

Local
Specifies the model or subset name that appears in the directory listings.
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Default Encyclopedia Selection
Specifies if the Host or Client-Server Encyclopedia is used to access the model.

Checkout Model Radio Button

This radio button specifies that you want to check out a model from the encyclopedia. You can check out a model only it
has been successfully updated with check-in.

This radio button is disabled if no verify transaction file has been received. Try a Resend Last Update if not verify that
transaction file has been received.

Checkout Status Detail

The Checkout Status Detail dialog box allows you to that the client/server encyclopedia has stored about the selected
object:

• The name of the selected object
• The maximum access of the object
• The name of each checked-out subset containing the selected object
• The user ID of the person who checked out the subset
• The protection level of the object

The Checkout Status Detail box is for viewing purposes only. You cannot change the information.

More information:

To View the Details of an Object

Continue Update and Mark Model as Read-Only

This article provides information for the actions to Continue Update and Mark Model as Read-Only on the local
encyclopedia.

The action that you select will:

• Update your changes to the model on the encyclopedia.
• Check in the model on the encyclopedia and mark the model as read-only on your local encyclopedia.
• Create a transaction file (UPDATE.TRN) noting these actions.

To proceed, click Yes. To abort, click No. If you abort, your model changes are not updated on the encyclopedia. In
addition, the model remains marked as available for reading and writing on your local encyclopedia.

Continue Update and Mark Model for Write
This article provides information the actions to Continue Update and Mark Model for Write on the local encyclopedia.

The action that you select will:

• Update your changes to the model on the encyclopedia.
• Leave the model marked as available for reading and writing on your local encyclopedia.
• Create a transaction file (UPDATE.TRN) noting these actions.

To proceed, click Yes. To abort, click No. If you abort, your model changes are not updated on the encyclopedia.

Contract All Statements in Action Diagram
This article provides information for Contract All Statements in Action Diagram. To hide the statements for all actions in the
Action Diagram, select Contract All Statements.
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NOTE
When you copy, move, or delete contracted statements, they are automatically expanded. You cannot copy or
move statements into a group of statements that is contracted. When you print an action diagram that contains
contracted statements, the statement numbers and line numbers correspond to the items printed.

Classifying Value Message
This article provides information for Classifying Value Message. Removing or changing the classifying attribute of a
partition also deletes the classifying values.

Select Yes to either remove or change the classifying attribute and to delete the classifying values.

Select No to avoid removing or changing the classifying attribute and to avoid deleting the classifying values.

Clear Cluster Indicators
This article provides information for Clear Cluster Indicators. To remove the highlighting that identifies the interaction
clusters that are currently defined for the matrix, select Clear Cluster Indicators.

Interaction Clustering moves objects and highlights the grouping to form clusters on the matrix. Clear Cluster Indicators
removes the highlighting; however, the objects remain in their "post-cluster" location.

To activate this action, open the Entity Type/Function or Entity Type/Elementary Process matrix and select Interaction
Clustering.

For additional information, see the Interaction Clustering help panel.

Clear Dense Object

To remove all highlighted objects on the matrix, select Clear Dense Object.

To activate this action, open one of the following matrices:

• Entity Type/Function
• Entity Type/Elementary Process

Clear Loose Activities

To remove the highlighting from the "loose" activities, select Clear Loose Activities.

To activate this action:

• Open the Entity Type/Function or Entity Type/Elementary Process matrix
• Select Interaction Clustering
• Select Mark Loose Activities

For additional information on loose activities, see the Mark Loose Activities help panel.

Clear Missing Indicators

To remove the highlighting from the missing interactions, select Clear Missing Indicators.

To activate this action, open the Entity Type/Function or Entity Type/Elementary Process matrix and select Mark Missing
Interactions.

For additional information on missing interactions, see the Mark Missing Interactions help panel.
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Clear Screen Default

This drop-down list specifies the command (Reset or Restart) that the generated application executes when a user enters
a trancode by itself on a clear screen.

The Restart default is associated only with an application that is restartable. If you select Restart as the default, the
Restartable Application check box is automatically selected.

Applications with a graphical user interface (GUI) are not restartable.

Clear Screen Default Concepts

A Gen-generated online application supports two clear screen commands: Reset and Restart. The application user can
enter either of these commands following a clear screen transaction code. The Reset and Restart commands inform the
application what action to take with the clear screen transaction code.

Reset presents the procedure step that is associated with the clear screen transaction code as a new dialog. If a user
interrupts an application and begins again with a Reset command, the procedure step starts as a new dialog. Any data
from the session before the interruption is lost.

Restart presents the procedure step that is associated with the clear screen transaction code as a continuation of the
dialog. If a user interrupts an application and begins again with a Restart command, the procedure step resumes the
previous dialog. Any data from the session before the interruption is maintained and redisplayed to the user.

Either command is selectable as the default if the application is specified as restartable. (Restart cannot be the default if
the application is not restartable.) If a user enters a clear screen transaction code without specifying Reset or Restart, the
default applies.

The format for entering either command is <transaction code> <command>, where command is either Reset or Restart.

Applications with a graphical user interface (GUI) are not restartable.

Clear Screen Fields Command

This check box determines that procedure synthesis generates logic in the procedure action diagram that clears data from
the screen when the user executes the clear command.

Clear Screen Input Option

The Clear Screen Input option lets you pass data to a procedure without having to first display the associated screen.
Clear Screen Input passes the unformatted input to a procedure when the procedure step is initially invoked. This
eliminates displaying the formatted empty screen.

Clear Screen Input helps you reduce execution costs and time by providing a short cut to invoking and using a procedure.
Experienced users can employ this option to allow a program that is generated outside Gen to access a Gen-generated
program.

NOTE
If you enter a clear screen input string that is longer than eight characters and use this as a command that is
sent to a server, the string is truncated to eight characters to build a valid trancode name. The trancode name is
limited to eight characters.

To prevent this to happen, you may want to check your clear screen input string in your action diagram and manually build
valid command before sending it to server.

Clear Screen Input Properties Dialog

Clear Screen Input dialog lets you specify whether a screen is displayed before execution.
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When using Clear Screen Input, you may choose to show the screen that is associated with the procedure before
execution occurs. The Clear Screen Input data that is typed in with the trancode is displayed in the appropriate fields on
the screen. You may leave the input data as it is, change it, or add to it if any fields are incomplete.

Select Display Before Execution only if you want to view or change the input data before the procedure executes.

Clear Screen Trancode

This drop-down list specifies the clear screen transaction code (trancode) associated with the procedure step.

Since only the first procedure step of a procedure can be executed by a clear screen trancode, the drop-down list is
inactive if the procedure step is not a first procedure step.

If you intend for a first procedure step to execute from a clear screen, assign it a unique clear screen trancode.

Clear Window Size and Position

Returns window size and position on the screen to size and position they had before Save.

Click and Double-click Events
Click and Double-click events cause an event action to execute in response to a click or double-click of the mouse button.

Click and Double-click events may be associated with the following items:

• list boxes (the list box as a whole)
• list box fields (individual columns within a list box)
• pictures (bitmaps or icons)

NOTE
For repeating group views, the Click and Double-click events apply only to list boxes. The Changed event
applies to enterable and non-enterable drop-down lists and enterable list boxes.

Only the Click event may be associated with the following items:

• menu items
• push buttons

In list boxes, clicking or double-clicking causes a row to be selected or unselected. The associated event action, however,
runs after the control processes the click or double-click.

Since a row can be selected or unselected, Gen uses a unique character scheme for the selection indicator of the import
repeating group view. This scheme pertains only to the Click and Double-click event actions. Clicking the currently
highlighted row changes the selection indicator to a "+" (plus) sign. The selection indicator becomes a "-" (minus sign)
when clicking a row not currently highlighted. Other selection schemes exist as explained in the preceding table. The
Action Diagramming language does not need to refer to the "+" and "-" characters in the selection indicator. Instead, use
the Action Diagramming statements IS HIGHLIGHTED, IS CLICKED, and IS HIDDEN.

NOTE
For GUI applications, use the following scheme for selection indicators (select_char):

Indicator Meaning
* A selected item (row) in a list. Used when the procedure step

executes.
A An added and highlighted item. Applies only to enterable list boxes

and enterable drop-down lists.
H A hidden item.
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+ A currently highlighted item in a list box. The user has clicked the
item.

- An unhighlighted item in a list box. The user has clicked the item.
Used only when the list box allows multiple selections.

< An item (not highlighted) at the top of a vertically scrollable list
box.

> An item (highlighted) at the top of a vertically scrollable list box.
blank An item (not highlighted) in a list.

The following list describes when the triggering of the Click and Double-click events occur.

list box as a whole Triggering occurs whenever the selection in the list box changes.
This includes selecting or unselecting items in the list box. A Click
(or Double-click) event for a list box column takes precedence
over the list box. (Refer to the next item about list box column.)
Pressing the Enter key when a list box has focus equates
(generally) to double-clicking in the list box. A Double-click event
that is associated with the list box can be triggered by double-
clicking. Double-clicking the mouse invokes the selection indicator.
The selection indicator is not invoked by pressing the Enter key.
When the list box has no associated click or double-click event,
the default push button (or other designated default) is invoked.

list box column Triggering occurs whenever the selection in the column changes
(by selecting or unselecting). The mouse must be positioned
within the boundaries of the column for the Click or Double-click
event to occur. The list box acts as a grid in which you can click
and double-click individual cells (columns). Only the mouse can
trigger Click and Double-click events for a list box column.
The column takes precedence over the list box. For example, click
or double-click events may be associated with both a list box and
with a list box column. When this occurs, the event for the column
executes first, followed by the event for the list box.

Pictures Triggering occurs when the user clicks or double-clicks the bitmap
or icon.

The following list describes when triggering of the Click event occurs.

Menu item Triggering occurs when the user clicks (selects) a menu item or
when the user invokes the accelerator key combination for the
menu item.

Push button Triggering occurs when the user clicks the push button.

NOTE
The event action includes only the command that is associated with the click event in the Event Processing
dialog. This does not include the command for a menu item or a push button. The command for the menu item
or push button is still useful with such Action Diagramming statements as ENABLE, DISABLE, MARK, and
UNMARK.

Client Environment
This article provides information for Client Environment.
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Client Environment specifies the environment parameters for a selected object. If the selected object is a business
system, you can set environment parameters for all client load modules within that business system. If the selected object
is a client load module (Window Manager), you can set environment parameters for that particular client load module.

Client Environment Parameters Dialog

The Client Environment Parameters dialog specifies the production environment for a client component.

These parameters affect code generation and are saved as part of the client load modules, not the business system.

You can globally specify parameters for all client components by selecting a business system, then detailing the client
environment. The word ALL appears on the environment parameters dialog to indicate that the parameters apply to all
client load modules.

You may prefer to set environment parameters globally rather than setting parameters for each individual client
component. This can save time and help reduce generation errors from incorrect or omitted parameters.

If you prefer to override the global parameters, you can set "temporary parameters" (such as for testing an application) by
selecting the Generation Defaults option in the Generation Tool.

From the Generation Defaults dialog, you can set temporary parameters for:

• Operating system
• DBMS type
• Language
• TP monitor
• Profile Manager

Refer to the online help for Generation Defaults for more information.

Client Password Special Attribute in Action Diagram

Client Password adds the CLIENT PASSWORD special attribute to the PAD logic. The domain of CLIENT PASSWORD is
text.

CLIENT PASSWORD also can be the source of a SET statement whose target is the view of a text attribute.

Client User ID Special Attribute in Action Diagram

Client User id adds the CLIENT USER ID special attribute to the PAD logic. The domain of CLIENT USER ID is text.

CLIENT USER ID also can be the source of a SET statement whose target is the view of a text attribute.

CLOSE (GUI Statement)
This article provides information for CLOSE (GUI Statement). The CLOSE statement can close a dialog box or window
that is defined in the current Procedure Action Diagram (PrAD).

The format of CLOSE statement is:

CLOSE Dialog Box [dialog_box_name]

CLOSE Window [window_name]

NOTE
Care should be taken when using CLOSE commands that might in turn invoke CLOSE events. Loops and
unexpected results can occur.

In the example below, CLOSE illustrates an event action that closes subordinate dialog boxes.
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The journal entries dialog box is considered a primary dialog box in this example, although in the procedure it is a
secondary dialog box.

 --EVENT ACTION journal_pb_exit_and_clear_click

|

| SET LAST OF export_journal TO 0

| CLOSE Dialog Box journal_posting

| CLOSE Dialog Box in_balance

| CLOSE Dialog Box balance

| CLOSE Dialog Box journal_entries

 --

Close

Diagram Close (F3) closes the currently selected tool.

Close All Window

Close All closes all the open windows in the Toolset, but does not close the currently open model.

Close and Accept

Select this push button when you finish making modifications to the font and color. The dialog is closed and the selections
that you make are accepted. You must save the model to retain the selections.

Close button

This button closes the Entity Scoping dialog box and invokes the entity scoping and default choices you have made. The
values that you designate on this dialog box are the ones in force when you click the Close button. This dialog box does
not provide a cancel function to close the dialog box without invoking new choices.

Close Check Box

This check box closes the data sets supporting the tablespace or indexspace when there are no current users.

Close Method

Usage CheckBoxes ()

Description Closes the window.

Arguments None.

Return Value None.

Close Technical Design (TD)

Closes the selected open Technical Design.

Close Window

Select this option to close the currently active application window or dialog box. The window or dialog box is active if it or
any component on it is selected.
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NOTE
Any changes that are made to the window or dialog box are retained in memory during a Gen session. If you
change a window or dialog box, close it, then open it again, the changes are still present. The changes are
written to physical storage only if you save the model.

Close Window in Navigation Diagram

Close removes the active application window or dialog box from the client area of the Navigation Diagram tool. The
window or dialog box is active if it or any component on it is selected.

NOTE
Any changes that are made to the window or dialog box are retained in memory during a Gen session. If you
change a window or dialog box, close it, then open it again, the changes are still present. The changes are
written to physical storage only if you save the model.

The Close action is instantaneous when selected.

Cluster
This article provides information for Cluster and Cluster Color. Cluster indicates to the DBMS that the table rows should be
physically ordered based on this index.

Only one index per table may be clustered. This is not supported by every DBMS.

Cluster Color

This drop-down list displays the colors available to mark an interaction cluster. Interaction clusters are created by selecting
Interaction Clustering. The default color is pink.

COBOL Data Type
This article provides information for COBOL Data Type. You can specify a COBOL data type for all numeric attribute views
in action blocks and external action blocks.

Select one of the following COBOL data types for a numeric attribute:

Default Display
COMP Binary
COMP-1 Single Precision
COMP-2 Double Precision
COMP-3 Packed Decimal

NOTE
Auto number attributes may not be set to COMP-1 or COMP-2.

The COBOL data type also can be specified for numeric attribute views in procedure steps when the views are local views
or entity action views. The default data type, DISPLAY, is automatically specified for numeric attribute views that are used
as import or export views in a procedure step.

When you select a COBOL data type for an existing action block or procedure step, it is important to regenerate the object
you changed and action blocks that are called by the changed object. Older action blocks cannot be called from action
blocks with one of the COMP data types until both the calling action block and called action block are regenerated. You
can use Intelligent Regeneration to regenerate the changed object and the action blocks called by the changed object.
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NOTE
When an action diagram is generated for COBOL, checks are performed to determine whether the chosen data
type is supported on the selected platform. If the data type is not supported, the default data type Display is
used.

Downstream Effects

Support for COMP, COMP-1, COMP-2, and COMP-3 data types can improve performance and make it easier to interface
with existing external modules.

In earlier versions of the software, the COBOL Display format was required for external action block parameters. This
required extra coding to convert parameters that are passed between the Gen application and the existing legacy module.
The extra coding is no longer required when you select a COBOL data type for numeric attributes.

This feature can improve performance for applications that have:

• Intensive computations
• Iterations greater than 100,000
• Large number of calls to external action blocks when the native data format is not Display
• An interface with non-Gen subroutines such as matching C or PL/1 with COBOL

Code, All (Generate All Code)
Code, All generates the source code for every object in every business system defined for your model. The generated
code is generated only, not installed. (To generate source code for a specific object, such as a load module or a screen, or
for a specific business system, use Code, Selected.)

WARNING
Selecting Code, All or Code, All and Install executes automatic packaging and could add objects to load
modules that you may not want. To avoid this, use Code, Selected. If the option is grayed out, no packaging has
been done. Execute packaging, then return to Generation and select Code, Selected.

NOTE
Use Code, Selected when generating code for a graphical user interface (GUI) application.

These generation defaults affect the generation of the source code:

• Override Bus Sys Target Environment with above defaults
• Run Consistency Check for Each Item Generated
• Generate Source Code with Trace

The Override Bus Sys Target Environment default refers to the following target environment parameters:

• Operating system
• DBMS Type
• Language
• TP Monitor

The environment parameters for a business system are used unless you override them. If you override the parameters,
the values come from the Generation Defaults dialog in the Generation Tool. Access the generation defaults from the
Options pull-down.

NOTE
For cooperative applications, the environment parameters are stored as part of the client and server load
modules, not the business system. Therefore, the parameters for the client environment and server environment
dialogs are used unless they are overridden in the Generation Defaults dialog.
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Code, All and Install (Generate and Install All Code)

Code, All and Install generates and installs the source code for every object in every business system defined for your
model. (To generate source code for a specific object, such as a load module or a screen, or for a specific business
system, use Code, Selected.)

WARNING
Selecting Code, All or Code, All and Install executes automatic packaging and could add objects to load
modules that you may not want. To avoid this, use Code, Selected. If the option is grayed out, no packaging has
been done. Execute packaging, then return to Generation and select Code, Selected.

These generation defaults affect the generation of the source code:

• Override Bus Sys Target Environment with above defaults
• Run Consistency Check for Each Item Generated
• Generate Source Code with Trace

The Override Bus Sys Target Environment default refers to the following target environment parameters:

• Operating system
• DBMS Type
• Language
• TP Monitor

The environment parameters for a business system are used unless you override them. If you override the parameters,
the values come from the Generation Defaults dialog in the Generation Tool. Access the generation defaults from the
Options pull-down.

These generation defaults affect the installation of the source code:

• Type of Installation
• Delete Generated Source After Remote Install

NOTE
Normally, you do not use the Code, All and Install option for cooperative applications since the type of
installation is different for clients (local) and servers (remote). If you want to perform local testing, repackage the
server load modules into client load modules and then use the Code, All and Install option. Otherwise, use the
Code, Selected option.

Code in Action Diagram

This article provides information for Code in Action Diagram. To generate the source code for an action diagram, select
Code. This action is instantaneous.

When generation completes, a message box displays indicating the number of lines of source code generated.

Unless overridden, the environment parameters that are used for the code generation of a procedure step come from
a business system that owns the procedure step. (Business system parameters are specified on the Environment
Parameters dialog.)

Unless overridden, the environment parameters used for the code generation of an action block come from the current
business system. (Business system parameters are specified on the Environment Parameters dialog.) If a business
system is not open, or one does not exist, the Code action is grayed out and inactive.

You can override the environment parameters for procedure steps or action blocks from the Generation Defaults dialog.
You access this dialog from the Options pull-down in Generation.

The following environment parameters can be overridden under generation defaults:
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• Operating system
• DBMS Type
• Language
• TP Monitor

Code in Screen Design

Code generates the source code for a screen. This action is instantaneous. When generation completes, a message box
displays indicating the number of lines of source code generated.

Unless overridden, the environment parameters used for the screen code generation come from the business system.
Business system parameters are specified on the Environment Parameters dialog.

The following environment parameters can be overridden under generation defaults:

• Operating system
• DBMS Type
• Language
• TP Monitor

Code Page Mismatch on Checkout (Download)

This condition usually occurs during a manual download to a machine that uses a different code page than the one for
which you're downloading. When you download a model, you create a checkout.trn file that is built for the code page of
the workstation to which you're downloading. Manual download lets you select a destination code page. (The destination
code page supports the Gen toolset platform on which the model will reside.) Seamless communications automatically
selects the code page native to your workstation.

If you select a code page other than the one that your workstation is using, you will receive this warning.

You can ignore the warning if your model does not use any of the extended ASCII characters. Some of these characters
include accented vowels and language specific characters like the French cedilla. The model must contain only the
characters from a-z, A-Z, and numbers.

If your model uses accented vowels or other characters in the extended ASCII set, you should not ignore this warning.
Cancel the download by selecting the No push button. Then build a new checkout.trn file for the machine you are using by
selecting the appropriate destination code page.

If you ignore the warning and your model does contain extended ASCII characters, you could unintentionally replace
(corrupt) the affected characters.

If this happens, do not check the model back into the Encyclopedia.

Code, Selected (Generate Selected Code)

Code, Selected lets you specify which objects of a business system to generate and/or install. For example, you may
generate and install only one procedure rather than regenerate and reinstall the entire business system.

NOTE
Use Code, Selected when generating code for a graphical user interface (GUI) application.

The action Code, Selected is inactive until you:

• Display a business system and its objects.
• Specify the objects that you want to generate and/or install.
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The Concepts information explains how to display the objects and how to select specific objects.

These generation defaults affect the generation of the source code:

• Override Bus Sys Target Environment with above defaults
• Run Consistency Check for Each Item Generated

The Override Bus Sys Target Environment default refers to the following target environment parameters:

• Operating system
• DBMS type
• Language
• TP monitor
• Communications

The environment parameters for a business system are used unless you override them. If you override the parameters,
the values come from the Generation Defaults dialog in Generation. Access the generation defaults from the Options pull-
down.

These generation defaults affect the installation of the source code:

• Type of Installation
• Delete Generated Source After Remote Install

Explanation of Columns

The Trce (trace) column lets you specify which objects to generate with trace code. Trace code is used by the trace
facility. Trace code increases the size of the source code files. Therefore, you may choose to generate the objects with
trace code only during the period that you test your application. After testing, you can generate the objects without trace
code to reduce the amount of storage required for the source code files.

Selecting any tick marks in the Trace column also selects the corresponding tick marks in the Code column. The
Generation Tool does not generate trace code separately.

The Code column lets you specify which objects to generate with their source code in a high-level language. The
language used depends on the language options available for your configuration of Gen software and the language
specified for generation. You specify a language as an environment parameter; you access the environment parameters
from the Environment Tool.

The Scrn (screen) column lets you specify the screens to generate with screen definition code. A screen can be generated
separately from the procedure step with which it is associated. For example, you can modify a screen without changing
any of the logic for the procedure step. Therefore, there is no need to regenerate the source code for the procedure step.

In addition, screens can be generated from the Screen Design Tool with the Generate action.

The Scrn column does not apply to batch procedures.

The Inst (install) column lets you specify the objects to install. To process the installation, the toolset generates an install
deck. Each load module has its own Dialog Manager, Batch Manager, or Window Manager. The manager files and the
install deck have the same name as the load module.

You can generate source code and install it later. You do not have to generate and install at the same time.

Any object that fails to generate correctly will not install. Depending on the load module packaging, the failed object(s) can
prevent the entire load module from installing.

The Type column refers to the type of object. A Trigger refers to the referential integrity (RI) triggers. The RI triggers are
Gen-generated action blocks that implement the cascade delete logic. The cascade delete logic enforces data modeling
constraints specified in the data model. The RI triggers are saved as part of the model because they are tied to the data
model and the resultant database.
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All RI triggers must be generated for a model before any load modules are installed. The Generation Tool automatically
enforces this, so no unresolved external references occur during the link-editing of load modules.

RI triggers are not owned by an individual business system, like load modules.

A business system is an integrated collection of procedures, each of which may implement zero, one, or more elementary
processes defined during Analysis. The procedures are planned to support one or more functions of an enterprise.

This integrated collection of procedures is apparent during generation. Selecting any of the downward pointing arrows for
a business system selects the objects in that column.

NOTE
Only the visible objects are selected by a downward pointing arrow. To select all objects in a column, fully
expand the business system before selecting a downward pointing arrow.

Generating Code

To generate selected code, you must:

1. Select Open Online Code, Open Batch Code, Open Window
Code, or Open Cooperative Code in the Diagram pull-down. This
displays the objects for which code can be generated or installed.

2. Select a business system(s), then Expand All in the View pull-
down. This displays all objects for the business system.

3. Select the tick marks in the column(s) for the objects to generate
or install.

4. Select Code, Selected in the Generate pull-down.

DISPLAY AND EXPAND THE OBJECTS FOR ONLINE CODE

The following example shows the objects fully expanded for a business system if you open online code.

Type         Trce Code Scrn Inst Name

Triggers       -    -            REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY TRIGGERS

Business Sys   -    -    -    -  ORDER_ENTRY_SYSTEM

Dialog Mangr   -    -         -  ORDRENT

Proc Step      -    -    -          CUSTOMER_LIST

Proc Step      -    -    -          PART_MAINTENANCE

Action Block   -    -                 ADD_PART

Action Block   -    -                 CHG_PART

Action Block   -    -                 DIS_PART

Proc Step      -    -    -          ORDER_MAINTENANCE

Action Block   -    -                 ADD_ORDER

Action Block   -    -                 CHG_ORDER

Action Block   -    -                 DIS_ORDER

Proc Step      -    -    -          ORDER_ENTRY_MENU

Proc Step      -    -    -          CUSTOMER_MAINTENANCE

Action Block   -    -                 ADD_CUSTOMER

Action Block   -    -                 CHG_CUSTOMER

Action Block   -    -                 DIS_CUSTOMER

DISPLAY AND EXPAND THE OBJECTS FOR BATCH CODE

The following example shows the objects fully expanded for a business system if you open batch code.
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Type         Trce Code Scrn Inst Name

Triggers            -         -  REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY TRIGGERS

Business Sys   -    -    -    -  ORDER_ENTRY_SYSTEM

Batch Job      -    -         -  BATCHJ1

Batch Mangr    -    -         -  BATCH1P1

Proc Step      -    -              BATCH1_PSTEP1

Batch Mangr    -    -         -  BATCH1P2

Proc Step      -    -              BATCH1_PSTEP2

Batch Job      -    -         -  BATCHJ2

Batch Mangr    -    -         -  BATCH2P1

Proc Step      -    -              BATCH2_PSTEP1

Batch Mangr    -    -         -  BATCH2P2

Proc Step      -    -              BATCH2_PSTEP2

Batch Mangr    -    -         -  BATCH2P3

Proc Step      -    -              BATCH2_PSTEP3

DISPLAY AND EXPAND THE OBJECTS FOR WINDOW CODE

The following example shows the objects fully expanded for a business system if you open window code.

Type         Trce Code Scrn Inst Name

Triggers            -         -  REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY TRIGGERS

Business Sys   -    -    -    -  ORDER_ENTRY_SYSTEM

Window Mangr   -    -         -   ORDENT2

Proc Step      -    -    -         CUSTOMER_LIST

Proc Step      -    -    -         PART_MAINTENANCE

Action Block   -    -                ADD_PART

Action Block   -    -                CHG_PART

Action Block   -    -                DIS_PART

DISPLAY AND EXPAND THE OBJECTS FOR COOPERATIVE CODE

The following example shows the objects fully expanded for a business system that contains both online procedures for
server or window managers if you open cooperative code.

Type         Trce Code Scrn Inst Name

Triggers       -    -    -    -  REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY TRIGGERS

Business Sys   -    -    -    -  COOPERATIVE_SHIPPING_COMPANY

Server Mangr   -    -    -    -    SERVCUS

Proc Step      -    -    -    -      LIST_CUSTOMERS_SERVER

Proc Step      -    -    -    -      CUSTOMER_MAINTENANCE_SERVER

Action Block   -    -    -    -        DISPLAY_CUSTOMER

Action Block   -    -    -    -        CALCULATE_NUMBER_OF_ITEMS

Action Block   -    -    -    -        DELETE_CUSTOMER

Action Block   -    -    -    -        CHANGE_CUSTOMER

Action Block   -    -    -    -        ADD_CUSTOMER

Server Mangr   -    -    -    -    SERVFGT1

Proc Step      -    -    -    -      FREIGHT_DESCRIPTION_SERVER

Action Block   -    -    -    -        DISPLAY_FREIGHT_DESCRIPTION

Action Block   -    -    -    -        DELETE_FREIGHT_DESCRIPTION

Action Block   -    -    -    -        CHANGE_FREIGHT_DESCRIPTION

Action Block   -    -    -    -        ADD_FREIGHT_DESCRIPTION

Server Mangr   -    -    -    -    SERVFGT2
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Proc Step      -    -    -    -      LIST_FREIGHT_SERVER

Proc Step      -    -    -    -      FREIGHT_MAINTENANCE_SERVER

Action Block   -    -    -    -        DISPLAY_FREIGHT

Action Block   -    -    -    -        DELETE_FREIGHT

Action Block   -    -    -    -        CHANGE_FREIGHT

Action Block   -    -    -    -        TRANSFER_FREIGHT

Action Block   -    -    -    -        ADD_FREIGHT

Window Mangr   -    -    -    -    CLIENTLM

Proc Step      -    -    -    -      LIST_ORGANIZATIONS_CLIENT

Proc Step      -    -    -    -      ORGANIZATION_MAINTENANCE_CLIENT

Proc Step      -    -    -    -      LIST_EMPLOYEES_CLIENT

Proc Step      -    -    -    -      FREIGHT_DESCRIPTION_CLIENT

Proc Step      -    -    -    -      LIST_CUSTOMERS_CLIENT

The first and last columns identify the objects to generate or installed:

Column Explanation
Type The type of object to which the Code, Selected action applies.

Note that the object types Triggers, Business Sys, Dialog Mangr,
Batch Job, and Batch Mangr link to additional help information.

Name The name of the object as assigned by you or Gen.

SPECIFY THE objects

The four middle columns allow you to specify, by object, what to generate or install. Note that each column heading links
to additional help information.

Column Use
Trce (Trace) To generate the source code used by Gen trace facility
Code To generate the source code for all objects except screens
Scrn (Screen) To generate the source code for screen definitions
Inst (Install) To install the generated source code

The tick marks in the columns act as selection toggles (on/off). Selecting the top tick mark in any column selects all tick
marks that are displayed in that column. (objects, and their tick marks, may be contracted and therefore not displayed.) A
tick mark changes to a Y when selected.

SELECT CODE, SELECTED

The Code, Selected action becomes active after you display the objects for a business system or a load module. Specify
one or more objects to generate or install: then, select Code, Selected.

Collection Object Common Methods and Properties
This article provides information for Collection Object Common Methods and Properties. All collection objects contain the
Item method and Count property.

List of Collection Objects
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• Buttons
• Checkboxes
• DropDownLists
• EnterableDropDownLists
• EnterableListBoxes
• Fields
• GroupBoxes
• ListBoxes
• ListColumnItems
• ListItems
• ListPermittedValues
• ListRowItems
• Literals
• Menus
• OLEAreas
• OLEControls
• Pictures
• RadioButtons
• Windows.

NOTE
ListItems and ListPermittedValues are methods available from DropDownList, EnterableDropDownLists, and
EnterableListBox.

Color
This article provides information for Color, Color Menu (Options), Colors, and Color Selections for Textual Diagrams.

Color determines the color of a field. For block mode applications, the color applies to the characters in the field. For
GUI applications, the color applies to the foreground color. (With GUI applications, the highlight characteristic Reverse
reverses the foreground and background colors.)

Color Menu Item (Options)

The Color option allows you to change the background color for Gen diagrams.

In graphical diagrams, you can change the background color on which the objects display. The choices for a background
color are white and black.

Colors

The Colors option allows you to change the background color for Gen diagrams.

In graphical diagrams, you can change the background color on which the objects display. The choices for a background
color are white or black.

Color Selections for Textual Diagrams

This dialog lets you select from a list of 16 colors for the text foreground and background colors. You can set colors for:
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• Normal text
• Highlighted text
• Headings
• Disabled text (applies only to Action Diagrams)

NOTE
Within the Action Diagram, for the default white background, the following colors have a reserved purpose:

Blue = All key (reserved) words

• Green = Comments and notes
• Black = Normal text

The Default color scheme (white background) and the Legacy color scheme (black background) are two predefined color
schemes.

NOTE
The Default Scheme and Legacy Scheme options change the settings in each of the categories to match the
predefined values.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Default Color Scheme
The Default color scheme is based on a white background. Default Scheme is one of two predefined color sets
available for text-based diagrams.
Selecting this option changes the settings in the drop-down lists beside each of the text styles.

Legacy Scheme
This color scheme is based on a black background.

Customize
The Customize option allows you to define your own foreground and background colors for different text styles in
text-based diagrams. You can select from a palette of 16 colors for:
Normal Text

Select the Normal Text option to change colors for normal text. Use the Foreground and Background
options to select a color to change and then select a color from the color palette.

Highlighted Text
Select the Highlighted Text option to change colors for highlighted text. Use the Foreground and
Background options to select a color to change and then select a color from the color palette.

Headings Text
Select the Headings option to change colors for heading text. Use the Foreground and Background
options to select a color to change and then select a color from the color palette.

Disabled Text
Select the Disabled Text option to change colors for disabled text. Use the Foreground and Background
options to select a color to change and then select a color from the color palette.

Foreground
The Foreground option is active only when you have selected the Customize color scheme.
When you select Foreground, you can then change foreground colors for each of the text types, such as Normal,
Highlighted.

Background
The Background option is active only when you have selected the Customize color scheme.
When you select Background, you can then change background colors for each of the text types, such as Normal,
Highlighted.
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Apply
Click the Apply button to preview the diagram with the selected color scheme.

Reset
The Reset button restores colors back to the last saved color settings, updates the diagram, and leaves the dialog
open for more color modifications.

Each time that you click OK, Gen saves the settings. The settings affect only this diagram and will be in effect in your next
session as well. You can only save one set of values.

If the dialog is closed without clicking the OK button, the color scheme modifications are lost.

Columns
This article provides information for Columns, Column DBMS-Specific Name, Column Definition Report Dialog, Column
Definition Report Selection List, Column Description, and Column Field.

Columns specify the number of columns on the display device. The code generator generates code to support the number
of columns specified.

Columns accept numerics only, no more than three digits in length.

The Columns field shows the standard default value for the selected device, if the value has not been changed.

Column DBMS-Specific Name

Use this field to view or assign a DBMS-specific column name. The default name is the generic column name. An entry in
this field is mandatory. The number of characters you may enter is specific to the selected DBMS.

Column Definition Report Dialog

The Column Definition Report dialog allows you to select the tables for the columns you want in the report.

Column Definition Report Selection List

Use this list to select the columns you want to include in the report. The report gives key information about each selected
column, including format, length, column, table optionality, role, attribute, and entity information. It also identifies indexes
which use a selected column.

Column Description

Description provides a multi-line field in which to document in user terms the meaning and use of the selected column.

Use Description to describe the column procedure and parameter list.

Column Field

Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see the documentation for the product for instructions on how to fill out this panel.

Column Use Summary Dialog

The Column Use Summary dialog displays all columns in the selected table and identifies indexes, identifiers, and foreign
keys.

Column Use Summary displays:
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• Table Name
• Index
• Identifier
• Foreign Key
• Column

Columnwise Radio Button

Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see the documentation for the product for instructions on how to fill out this panel.

Column Properties

This article provides information for Column Properties. For help on controls, select Help on the dialog tab.

Related Topics

• Column Properties Dialog Auto Number Tab
• Column Properties dialog Default Value Tab
• Column Properties Dialog Fieldproc Tab
• Column Properties Dialog General Tab
• Column Properties Dialog Sequence Tab
• Column Properties Dialog Auto Number Tab - MS SQL
• Column Properties dialog Default Value Tab

Column Properties Dialog Auto Number Tab
This article provides information for the Column Properties Dialog Auto Number Tab. This Tab includes, Starting with,
Increment by, Minimum and Maximum value, Cache, and Cycle and Order values.

Starting with

The initial value generated by the auto number column. Starting with may be any positive, zero, or negative number. The
number of digits is limited to the size of the attribute. The default value is 1.

Increment by

The interval between the values generated by the auto number column. Increment by, is any positive or negative number
but is limited to the range -32768 to -1 and 1 through 32767 inclusive. The default value is 1.

Minimum value

The least value generated by the auto number column. Minimum value may be any positive, zero, or negative number but
the number of digits is limited to the size of the attribute. The minimum value must be less than or equal to the starting
value and less than the maximum value.

Maximum Value

The greatest value generated by the auto number column. Maximum value may be any positive, zero, or negative number
but the number of digits is limited to the size of the attribute. The maximum value must be greater than the minimum value
and greater than or equal to the starting value.

Cache

Specifies the number of auto number values to reserve. In general, applications can achieve higher levels of performance
by caching values but those values may be lost should the system fail. The value for the cached may be any positive
value in the range of 2 to 65535. The default is Do not generate a Cache clause.
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Cycle values

Specifies whether values should continue to be generated after the limit as specified by the maximum or minimum value
has been reached. The default is NO CYCLE.

Order values

Specifies whether values should be generated in order as they are requested. Specifying that values should be returned in
order may disable the caching option. The default is NO ORDER.

More information:

Using the Data Structure List

Column Properties Dialog Auto Number Tab - MS SQL
This article provides information for Column Properties Dialog Auto Number Tab - MS SQL. This Tab includes, Seed
value, Increment by, and Not for replication.

Seed value

The initial value generated by the auto number column. The seed value may be any positive, zero, or negative number.
The number of digits is limited to the size of the attribute. The default value is 1.

Increment by

The interval between the values generated by the auto number column. Increment by is any positive or negative number
but is limited to the range -32768 to -1 and 1 through 32767 inclusive. The default value is 1.

Not for replication

Setting this option indicates that values are not incremented when replication agents insert a row.

Column Properties dialog Default Value Tab
The DBMS Default Value Enforcement option button group determines how default database values are enforced during
DDL generation. The options are None and Attribute Default Value.

If a default value is not defined in the data model, the Attribute Default Value choice will be disabled.

DBMS Default Value Enforcement

This will generate a WITH DEFAULT clause in the DDL.

 

Attribute Description
None Select None, if you do not want the database to do default value

checking.
Attribute Default Value Select Attribute Default Value, if you want the database to set the

value of this column to be the default value defined in the data
model. This will generate a DEFAULT VALUE clause in the DDL.

More information:

Using the Data Structure List

Column Properties Dialog Fieldproc Tab
This article provides information for Column Properties Dialog Fieldproc Tab. Fieldproc specifies the exit that assumes
control when a specified column is stored or fetched.

Fieldproc
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Use Fieldproc to encode and decode column values. For additional information about restrictions, see your DBMS
documentation.

Parms

The Parms field specifies parameters that are passed to the Fieldproc routine whenever an Insert or Update processes.
The Parms must be no more than 256 bytes long.

More information:

Using the Data Structure List

Column Properties Dialog General Tab
The attribute properties from Analysis are transformed into column properties such as Generic Column Name, DBMS-
specific Column Name, Format, and Optionality.

DDL generation uses these properties to define the column in the DBMS.

Generic Name

The DSL Column Generic Name contains an entity type attribute name. Each entity type attribute name in the logical data
model is transposed to a column name in the Data Structure List. A group of Column Generic Name identifies the columns
that make up a table. The default value of Column Generic Name is the same as the attribute in the entity relationship
diagram.

Any change you make to the displayed column name does not affect the corresponding attribute name in the logical data
model.

Downstream Effects

When installing the DDL, each column is stored in a tablespace.

DBMS Specific Name

Use this field to view or assign a DBMS specific column name. The default name is the generic column name. An entry in
this field is mandatory. The number of characters you may enter is specific to the selected DBMS.

Format

Format refers to the type of data contained in the column. Valid numeric data types are Small, Integer, Large Integer
(LARGEINT valid for SQL/MX only), or Packed. Valid character data types are Text, Long Varchar (Oracle's VARCHAR2),
or Varchar. Date is also a valid data type. For more information about valid data types, see your specific DBMS
documentation. You must make changes to this field in the data model.

<Unsupported> indicates the data format is not supported by the DBMS. This can happen if you transform a data model
with a TD (DBMS) selected and then change to another TD which does not support the data format in the model. To
correct this situation, you must either change the data type, delete the unsupported data or change the TD.

<Inconsistent> indicates there is an inconsistency in the data model. You must perform Consistency Check and correct
errors before continuing. Possible solutions are to modify the attribute or delete the offending data Column if it is not
needed.

Optionality

Optionality marks the selected column as Null or Not Null.

More information:

How to in Data Structure List
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Column Properties Dialog Sequence Tab
This article provides information for Column Properties Dialog Sequence Tab. Sequence determines the order of
implemented columns.

Valid values are Ascend or Descend.

NOTE
This property is not valid for all databases and is ignored when set for any DBMS that does not allow
sequencing for primary keys (for example, Oracle and ODBC).

More information:

Using the Data Structure List

Column Properties dialog Default Value Tab
The DBMS Default Value Enforcement option button group determines how default database values are enforced during
DDL generation. The options are None and Attribute Default Value.

If a default value is not defined in the data model, the Attribute Default Value choice will be disabled.

DBMS Default Value Enforcement

This will generate a WITH DEFAULT clause in the DDL.

 

Attribute Description
None Select None, if you do not want the database to do default value

checking.
Attribute Default Value Select Attribute Default Value, if you want the database to set the

value of this column to be the default value defined in the data
model. This will generate a DEFAULT VALUE clause in the DDL.

More information:

Using the Data Structure List

Columns for an Index Dialog

The Columns dialog lists the columns that can be associated with the selected index. The list includes all eligible Columns
and Foreign Key Columns defined for the table to which the index belongs. BLOB attributes may not be selected for an
index.

When a column name is highlighted, it indicates that the column is associated with the selected index. You can remove
the association by selecting the column and removing the highlight.

Each index must be associated with at least one column. If no column is selected, the OK push button is not activated.

Another method of associating columns with indexes is to highlight an index, select Edit from the DSL window and then
select Implement Attribute. The Gen software displays a list of columns that are not implemented for the index.

Columns Node in Navigation Diagram Video Properties

This article provides information for Columns Node for List Boxes/Tables in Navigation Diagram Video Properties.

You can select a set of custom video properties to replace the Business System Defaults settings for columns in specific
list boxes.
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With this dialog, you can select the following modes of style schemes for the columns.

Automatic

Applies the Business System Default Video properties setting for columns in a specific list box.

Alternating

Specifies multiple video properties that are alternated in cyclic order for the columns. You can specify the column at which
the alternating style should start.

Column specific

Specifies a different custom video property for each list box column.

Related Topics:

• List Box/Table Style Node in Navigation Diagram
• List boxes and Tables Node
• Rows Node in Navigation Diagram Video Properties
• Specify Row and Column Video Properties for List Boxes and Tables
• Specify Row Custom Video Properties for Specific List Boxes
• Specify Alternating Custom Video Properties for a Column in a List Box
• Specify Column Specific Custom Video Properties in a List Box

Columns Push Button

This article provides information for Columns Push Button. The Columns push button provides a complete list of columns
that can be associated with an index.

The OK push button is only activated once a column is associated with the index. Each index must be associated with at
least one column.

Select one or more columns and select the OK push button.

Command Dialog
This article provides information for Command Dialog, Command entry, COMMAND IS, Command Properties Dialog, and
Command Returned Enterable Dropdown.

The Commands dialog lets you specify the command that the destination procedure step has to execute and the first
action by the procedure step. You specify commands for both directions of a dialog flow. You can specify a command
value for a destination procedure step when the dialog flow is a transfer. You can also specify command values for both
source and destination procedure step, when the dialog flow is a link.

Online procedure steps rely on the command value to direct their processing. When you activate a procedure step from
a screen, a terminal operator influences its execution. The influence happens when you enter a value in the Command
field, or you press a function key to which a command is assigned. The same capability is required when a dialog flow
from a source procedure step activates a destination procedure step.

In the Navigation Diagram tool, a command can be associated with a menu item or with a push button. The selection
list contains commands that have been identified to Gen. Commands can be identified from several diagram, including
Business Systems Defaults, Dialog Design, and Navigation Diagram.

Events and Commands -  Precedence

Gen enables you to assign commands to buttons and menu items using Properties. When an event, such as a click event,
is added to the control:
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• The text on the properties window changes from "Command Causes an Autoflow" to "Executes a Click Event"
• "Special Action" becomes inactive.
• "Initiates the Dialog Box" becomes inactive.
• The command still displays as active, but the events command takes precedence.

Although the command is selectable, the autoflow is not executed. When an event is associated, the event always
executes.

You can design an application to disable a control from an Action Diagram. To do so, associate a Disable command to the
control using the command under GUI Statements and not Detail/Disabled By.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Command value in Action Diagram

Command value displays the Command Selection dialog that allows you to select the value of the command. Select the
value from a list of predefined values for the business system. (These command values are set up in Business System
Defaults. You can, however, add commands from this dialog.)

NOTE
You cannot select the SPACES command value, even if it is displayed in the command values list, because it
may be confused with the SPACES expression.

Command entry

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

COMMAND IS

COMMAND IS sets the value of the special attribute, command. The command special attribute allows only one
occurrence of the attribute at a time. Execution of the COMMAND IS action destroys the previous contents of the
command special attribute.

The format of the COMMAND IS statement is:

COMMAND IS command_value

A command is a request for action that allows a user or procedure step to direct the execution of an action diagram or
action block, or autoflow to another procedure step.

NOTE
Commands can be added only with the following tools: Business System Defaults, Dialog Flow Diagramming
Tool, Window Design Tool, and the Action Diagramming Tool under Design. The Action Diagramming Tool under
Analysis can access commands that are created during Design, but cannot add them.

This example shows the use of the COMMAND IS statement to set the value of the command special attribute to
SPACES. No transfer of control would occur.

COMMAND IS SPACES

This example shows the use of the COMMAND IS statement to set the value of the command attribute to a user-defined
command, ADD. Execution would transfer to the procedure step with which ADD is associated.

COMMAND IS add

Command Properties Dialog

The following field is present in the dialog:

New Name
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Enter the new name of the command or synonym to be used as a business system default. The New Name must be no
more than eight characters.

NOTE
You cannot specify the name as SPACES because it may be confused with the SPACES expression.

Click OK to complete assigning the commands. Else, click Cancel to discard assigning the commands.

Command Returned Enterable Dropdown

Select the command, if any, you set in the From procedure step at execution.

NOTE
If the flow is between two business systems, all commands from both business systems display in this drop-
down.

Commands
This article provides information for Commands.

Commands specify the command that instructs the procedure step to execute a specific action block. Use commands to
pass a value to a procedure that influences procedure execution.

Command Sent Enterable Drop-down

Select the command, if any, you want to be set when the destination (To) procedure step executes.

NOTE
If the flow is between two business systems, all commands from both business systems display in this drop-
down.

Commands for Menu Item Properties

This push button displays a list of commands that you can associate with a menu item.

NOTE
The command that you specify for a menu item is not the command that is input to an event action for the menu
item. Only the command that is associated with the event for the menu item is input to the event action. (Select
the Events push button to display the Event Processing dialog, on which you specify events and event actions.)
The command that is specified for a menu item is still useful with such Action Diagramming statements as CASE
OF COMMAND, ENABLE, DISABLE, MARK, UNMARK, and so forth.

Commands for Push Button Properties

This push button displays a list of commands that you can associate with a push button.

NOTE
The command is input to an event action. However, if the event has a command, the event command takes
precedence. (Select Event Processing under Detail to display the Event Processing dialog, on which you
specify events and event actions.) The command that is specified for a push button is useful with such Action
Diagramming statements as CASE OF COMMAND, ENABLE, DISABLE, and so forth.

Events and Commands - Precedences

Gen enables you to assign commands to push buttons and menu items through Properties. When an event (such as a
click event) is added to the control, the following occurs:
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• The text on the properties window changes from "Command Causes an Autoflow" to "Executes a Click Event"
• "Special Action" is inactivated
• "Initiates the Dialog Box" is inactivated
• The command still displays as active, however the event command takes precedence.

Although the command is selectable, the autoflow is NOT executed. When an event is associated, the event is executed.

Applications can be designed to disable a control from an Action Diagram. To support this capability, a Disable command
must be associated to the control (using the Disabled command under GUI Statements -- NOT Detail/Disabled By).

Command Special attribute in Action Diagram

Command adds the command special attribute to Action Diagram logic. A command is a request for action that is made to
a procedure step by another procedure step or user. It tells the procedure step what logic to use. The domain of command
is text.

The following example shows the command value being modified with the COMMAND IS statement. Because there is
only one occurrence of the command special attribute, the execution of the COMMAND IS action destroys its previous
contents.

COMMAND IS add

The following example shows a command being compared to the value of 'add' in an IF statement:

 -- IF COMMAND IS EQUAL TO add

| EXIT STATE IS command-ok

 ---

Downstream Effects

Command has particular use in online systems. You may place the command field on the screen during screen design.
At execution time, when a terminal operator enters a command value in the command field, the action diagram or action
block can interrogate it. In addition, values in the command field are processed in two ways:

• At execution time, if a function key that is associated with a command value is pressed, the command that is
associated with the function key is inserted into the command field. It appears to the procedure step as though the user
entered the command values into the command field.

• At execution time, if a synonym of the command is entered into the command field, the command value itself is
inserted into the command field. It appears to the procedure step as though the user entered the command value into
the command field.

This special handling of commands is of particular importance to the action diagram. Consider the case where a
procedure step handles a command that is called ADD. If the ADD command has a synonym, A, and is associated with a
function key (for example, F12), the action statement IF Command IS EQUAL TO ADD evaluates to true in the following
three cases:

• When the user enters ADD in the command field on the screen and presses ENTER
• When the user enters A in the command field on the screen and presses ENTER
• When the user presses the F12 key

Commands Push Button

This push button displays the Commands dialog. Selecting a command from the dialog associates the command with the
event type.
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Commands or Synonyms for Active Dialect Dialog

The Commands/Synonyms for Active Dialect dialog lets you assign a name in the specified dialect to a command. The
command invokes a specific action block. You select the specified dialect using the Dialect Definition action.

A command lets you direct the execution of a procedure, which, in turn, implements one or more processes. This
command instructs the procedure step which action block to execute.

You assign the command name when you set Business System Defaults.

An operator issues a command by:

• Entering the command in a field on the screen that is known as the Command Area
• Pressing a function (PF) key
• Selecting a menu option

NOTE
The Delete push button is disabled if the selected command is:

• Invoked by a system or local function key
• Set by a dialog flow
• Used in an action diagram

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Concepts

Command is a special attribute of particular use in online systems. The designer may place the command field on the
screen during Design. At execution time, when a terminal operator enters a command value in the command field, the
action diagram can interrogate it. Values in the command field are processed in two ways:

• If you press a function key that is associated with a command value, the command that is associated with the function
key is inserted into the command field. It appears to the procedure step as though you entered the command value in
the command field.

• If you enter a command synonym in the default dialect in the command field, the command value itself is inserted into
the command field. It appears to the procedure step as though you entered the command value in the command field.

SETTING A COMMAND VIA A DIALOG FLOW

You can specify a command value for each direction of the dialog flow. When the target procedure step of the flow
executes, its underlying Procedure Action Diagram treats the value exactly as if it were entered on a screen. You can
choose to send:

A specific command value

• The current value of Command (its value at the conclusion of the execution of the source procedure step)
• The previous value of Command (its value when the procedure step that initiated the link finished executing)
• For a transfer, specify the command value that triggers the target procedure step. For a link, specify command values

for both directions.

Example

For example, assume that a procedure step executes a command that is called ADD. If the ADD command has a
synonym A in the default dialect and is associated with a function key (F11), the action diagram statement:

IF IEF command IS EQUAL TO ADD

Evaluates to true in the following cases:
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• When you enter ADD in the command field on the screen and press Enter
• When you enter A in the command field on the screen and press Enter
• When you press the F11 key

Command Uses Report Dialog

The Command Uses Report dialog lists all commands in the business system. You can select one or more commands to
be included in the report.

The following are the options in the dialog:

Command
Use this list to select all the commands in the business system that you want to include in the report.

Select All
This button lets you simultaneously select all items in the selection list.

Cancel
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Search
This button initiates the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Deselect All
This button removes the highlighting from all selected objects.

The report includes information on the procedure steps, menu items, push buttons, returns, and flows used by the
selected commands.

Common Methods and Properties

The following properties and methods are available for all interface objects.

• Redraw Method
• Application Property
• Handle Property
• Name Property
• ObjectType Property
• Parent Property

Many of the interfaces also support Presentation Characteristics and Prompt Presentation Characteristics.

Commands and Synonyms Dialog

This article provides information for Commands and Synonyms Dialog. The Commands and Synonyms dialog assigns
names and synonyms that invoke a specific action block.

A command lets you direct the execution of a procedure, which, in turn, implements one or more processes. This
command instructs the procedure step which action block to execute.

When setting Business System Defaults, you assign the command name and the associated synonym.

An operator issues a command by:

• Entering the command in a field on the screen that is known as the Command Area
• Pressing a function (PF) key
• Selecting a menu option
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NOTE
The Delete button is disabled if the selected command is:

• Invoked by a system or local function key
• Set by a dialog flow
• Used in an action diagram

Concepts

Command is a special attribute of particular use in online systems. The designer may place the command field on the
screen during Design. At execution time, when a terminal operator enters a command value in the command field, the
action diagram can interrogate it. Values in the command field are processed in two ways:

• If you press a function key that is associated with a command value, the command that is associated with the function
key is inserted into the command field. It appears to the procedure step as though you entered the command value in
the command field.

• If you enter a command synonym in the default dialect in the command field, the command value itself is inserted into
the command field. It appears to the procedure step as though you entered the command value in the command field.

SETTING A COMMAND USING A DIALOG FLOW

You can specify a command value for each direction of the dialog flow. When the target procedure step of the flow
executes, its underlying Procedure Action Diagram treats the value exactly as if it were entered on a screen. You can
choose to send:

• A specific command value
• The current value of Command (its value at the conclusion of the execution of the source procedure step)
• The previous value of Command (its value when the procedure step that initiated the link finished executing)

For a transfer, specify the command value that triggers the target procedure step. For a link, specify command values for
both directions.

Example

For example, assume that a procedure step executes a command called ADD. If the ADD command has a synonym A in
the default dialect and is associated with a function key (F11), the action diagram statement:

IF IEF command IS EQUAL TO ADD

Evaluates to true in the following cases:

• When you enter ADD in the command field on the screen and press Enter
• When you enter A in the command field on the screen and press Enter
• When you press the F11 key

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Commands
This list identifies commands and synonyms for a business system.

NOTE
The report is inactive until a business system is selected. One way to activate a business system is
to select the Gen Model Window, Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Diagram then
Open.

Add
Add assigns a command name to the business system. The following commands have special meaning to the
Dialog Manager in a generated application.
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RESET
Returns to the initial screen. Gen reserves this command.

RESTART
Redisplays the last screen that the user displayed. Gen reserves this command.

NEXT
Scrolls forward, based on the value of the Scroll Amt special attribute.

PREV
Scrolls backwards, based on the value of the Scroll Amt special attribute.

TOP
Scrolls to the first item of the repeating group.

BOTTOM
Scrolls to the last item of the repeating group.

HELP
Invokes the help system from a generated system.

PROMPT
Invokes a user customizable help exit.

Add Synonym
Click this button to assign a synonym that the system recognizes and uses to invoke the selected command (for
example, A for Add).

Delete
Click this button to remove the objects, subordinates, or both selected for deletion and closes the dialog.

Search
Click this button to search for the commands.

Properties
Click this button to view or modify the properties of the commands.

Close
Click this button to close the dialog.

Common Node in Navigation Diagram Video Properties
The Common node specifies the common video properties such as Foreground Color, Background Color, and Font for a
specific window or control in an application. The settings in the Common node override the default appearance settings for
a window or a control from the Business System.

To edit a new common video property

1. Select the required window or control in the Navigation Diagram.
2. Select Detail, Video Properties....

The Video Properties dialog  appears.
3. Click Select... and choose the Foreground Color.
4. Click Select... and choose the Background Color.
5. Click Select... and specify the Font.

NOTE
The default setting for Foreground Color, Background Color, and Font is Automatic. The Automatic option
applies the Business System Default Video Properties to the selected object. Choosing a value other than
Automatic for any of these fields overrides their setting on the Business Systems Window. To select a
Foreground Color, Background Color, or a font, you need to disable the Automatic option.
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Communications
The Communications field defines the communications transport used when a generated or proxy client application
communicates with a generated Server Manager.

NOTE
Even though this parameter is set as part of the server parameters, it is also used when generating transport
specific code for the corresponding client application.

Select the required transport by choosing one of the entries from the drop-down list. The content of the list may vary
depending on the currently selected Language and Operating System. For details of supported combinations, see the
Technical Requirements.

The following transports are supported depending on the selected Language and Operating system:

• Gen
Proprietary middleware requiring the use of Gen Client Manager. The Client Manager must reside on the same system
as the client. This selection is supported for use with C Proxy and COM XML Proxy clients. 

NOTE

TCP / IP based C Client is independent of Client Manager; hence, can connect to C Server both directly as
well as via Client Manager.

COM proxy and Java Proxy are independent of the Client Manager. They decide the destination server by
referring to the configuration file. Therefore, it is possible to directly connect to the generated C Server by
selecting "Gen".

• MQSeries
Message queuing middleware of IBM.

• TCP/IP
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol.

• JAVARMI
Java Remote Method Invocation

• ECI
External Call Interface

• Tuxedo
Transactions for UNIX, Extended for Distributed Operations

The Generator will generate code and relevant interface files depending on the Communications you have selected.

Comparison value in Action Diagram
Persistent views and entity action views are tested using the following expressions to determine whether the view can be
used for UPDATE, DELETE, ASSOCIATE, or DISASSOCIATE actions.

• IS POPULATED
• IS NOT POPULATED
• IS LOCKED
• IS NOT LOCKED

The expressions IS POPULATED and IS NOT POPULATED test whether a READ or CREATE statement populated a
view. The expressions IS LOCKED and IS NOT LOCKED test whether the view is still locked from a previous READ and
may be updated without another READ statement. The test expressions will reflect what occurred in the last instance of a
READ, without consideration of any prior READ of the same entity action view.

The following examples show how comparison values determine the current condition of an entity view.
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 --IF import customer number

| IS EQUAL TO 111 AND

| customer IS POPULATED

.

.

.

 --WHILE customer name

| IS VALID AND

| customer IS NOT_LOCKED

NOTE
For a READ EACH loop the status flag indicating POPULATED/NOT POPULATED is reset to NOT
POPULATED after the READ EACH loop terminates normally. Therefore unless the check for IS POPULATED/
IS NOT POPULATED is inside the READ EACH loop a false result may be received. We recommend that you
always check the status inside the READ EACH loop. For example, the status can be stored in a local attribute
view inside the loop and then reused later in other conditional logic outside of the loop.

Complete
This article provides information for Complete, Complete Dialog, and Complete Push Button. Complete finishes the
packaging for a selected object.

The Complete action automates the packaging process and provides a quick way to package an object for code
generation.

Packaging must be completed before code can be generated. You can complete packaging in the following ways:

• Manually package the objects.
• Select the Complete action, and let the Packaging Tool package the objects.
• Select any of the Generate actions in the Generation Tool. The Generate Tool verifies the packaging and, if packaging

is required, completes it before proceeding with generation.

The following table lists the objects for which you can select the Complete action and the overall, general result of the
packaging. The specific results of packaging depend on the type of object being packaged: online, batch, window, client/
server (cooperative), or component. The Packaging Tool assigns such specific things as the names for generated files and
transaction codes.

Object Packaging_Result

Business System Load modules
Procedure steps
Action blocks

Business System Operations libraries
Action Blocks

Load Module Procedure steps
Action blocks

Procedure Step Action blocks

Action Block File names for generated code

Batch Job Load Modules
Procedure Steps
Action Blocks

Operations Library Action Blocks
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NOTE
A dialog displays if you select the Complete action for a business system. For any of the other objects, the
Complete action executes without any visual indication.

For client/server packaging, the Complete action packages all no-display procedure steps into a single-server load module
(Server Manager). All other online procedure steps are packaged into separate client load modules (Window Managers).

For component packaging, the Complete action packages all Operations of Interface Types in Specification subject areas
or Interface Types that own operations (if the Interface Types belong to a Specification subject area into an Operations
Library).

Complete Dialog

The Complete dialog finishes the packaging for a business system.

For online, batch, window, or cooperative packaging, the choices are to package all procedures into one load module to
package each procedure into a separate load module. The Packaging Tool assigns all information necessary to complete
the packaging (such as file names and transaction codes).

For component packaging, selecting one module creates an Operations Library for each Interface Type that is found in a
Specification subject area. Selecting multiple modules creates an Operations Library for each operation in a Specification
subject area, whose owner is an Interface Type.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Downstream Effects

Complete can cause several downstream effects:

• Selecting Multiple Modules packages each procedure for the business system into a separate load module. Each
load module becomes a separate executable file after generation and installation. During execution of the application
system, the operating system must load and unload the executable files from memory. This loading and unloading
takes time and could slow performance and testing. For Component Packaging, an operations library is created for
each operation found in a Specification subject area whose owner is an Interface Type. The default name for the
Operations Library is derived from the name of the operation.

• Selecting One Module packages all procedures into a single load module. This can improve the load/unload
performance and prove useful during testing. The object file for a Dialog Manager, however, is limited to 64K in size.
Packaging all procedures into one load module may produce a Dialog Manager source file too large to compile. In
addition, a single load module may produce an executable file too unwieldy for practical purposes. For example,
the file may be too large to fit into available memory. For Component Packaging, an operations library is created for
each Interface Type, and all of its operations, that is found in a Specification subject area. The default name for the
Operations Library is derived from the name of the Interface Type.

• For either Multiple Modules or One Module, the names that are assigned by the Packaging Tool are valid, but they may
not be what you want. You may prefer to specify manually all or part of the packaging information. Use a combination
of the actions under Edit and Detail.

Complete Push Button

This push button concludes the definition of an expression in the logic. You can use the Complete push button to conclude
the following expressions:

• Function parameters (character, numeric, date, time, and timestamp functions)
• Duration (years, months, days, hours, minutes, seconds, microseconds)
• CASE OF expression
• FOR loop expressions
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Component Architecture Diagram Subject Area Selection
This article provides information for Component Architecture Diagram Subject Area Selection. Select an existing Subject
Area or enter the name of a new Subject Area to use as the basis for the Component Architecture Diagram.

NOTE
Only Subject Areas of type Specification are allowed for selection.

NOTE
Click Cancel to close the dialog without selecting any Subject Area.

Component Properties Dialog

This dialog lets the user modify the UUIDs for the Typelib, CoClass, and Client Typelib. These entry fields in the dialog
lets you enter UUIDs from previously generated components to establish communications to the components you are
preparing to generate.

UUIDs are only needed for the ActiveX/COM proxy.

You can manually type any of the UUIDs.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Typelib UUID
Specifies the UUID of Typelib.

CoClass UUID
Specifies the UUID of CoClass.

Client Typelib UUID
Specifies the UUID of Client Typelib.

New UUIDs
Click this button to automatically generate a new set of three UUIDs.

Click OK to save the changes and close the dialog. Else, click Cancel to close the dialog and discard the changes.

Confirm Specialization Object
This article provides information for Confirm Specialization Object.

The following object is to be specialized. Select YES to continue.

Consistency Check Completion Dialog
This article provides information for Consistency Check Completion Dialog. This dialog appears when consistency check
is complete.

Consistency check generates a report that shows the results of the check against consistency rules. You can display the
generated report or continue without viewing the report.

Consistency Check Error

The transformation or retransformation could not be completed because of consistency check errors. Review the errors in
the Consistency Check report file, correct the errors, and retry the transformation or retransformation.
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Consistency Check Error Messages

To see the current list of consistency check error messages, Select Help, Consistency Check Error Messages from the
main menu.

The consistency check error messages are arranged in groups by alphabetical order. Select your range choice on the
menu.

For example, if you are interested in message ICCAB08S, select the range Error Messages ICCAB01W-ICCDX01E.

Consistency Check Options

Consistency Check Options lets you filter the following regarding how consistency check is accomplished:

• The stage of development in which the Gen software reports inconsistencies.
• The level of severity reported.

The Consistency Check Options dialog contains the following tabs:

Consistency Check Options - Level
The Consistency Check Options Level tab lets you filter consistency checking on a single stage of development
(Planning, Analysis, Business System Design, Technical Design, or Construction) or you can select to report on
all stages (All). To check Technical Design for a specific DBMS, the Technical Design for that DBMS must be
opened.
Verification begins at the selected level when you select Check from one of the Toolset menus. If errors exist, a
report displays. The Consistency Check report also can be accessed by selecting Model, Reports, File, Open.

NOTE
The settings that you select apply to consistency check for all models only on the current workstation on
which the Gen software is installed.

Consistency Check Options - Severity Reported
The Consistency Check Options Severity Reported tab allows you to filter the consistency check report by
specifying the selected severity level of errors that you want to be included in the report:

1. All Warnings and Errors
2. Severe Warnings, Errors, and Fatal Errors only
3. Errors and Fatal Errors only
4. Fatal Errors only

All errors or warnings that are not in the specified severity are excluded from the consistency check report.
Verification begins at the selected level when you select Check from one of the Toolset menus. If errors exist, a
report displays. The Consistency Check report also can be accessed by selecting Model, Reports, File, Open.

NOTE
The settings that you select apply to consistency check for all models only on the current workstation on
which the Gen software is installed.

Consistency Check Setup Error

The Consistency Check could not be run because errors were detected trying to create, open, or access the Consistency
Check report file.

Consistency Check Successful

The Consistency Check was run and no errors were found. If errors were found, a report would be displayed with the
errors.
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Contract All Views in Action Diagram
This article provides information for Contract All Views in Action Diagram. To hide the IMPORT, EXPORT, LOCAL, and
ENTITY ACTION views displayed at the top of the PAD, select Contract All Views.

Contract Diagram

To hide the subordinate objects in the diagram, specify Contract Diagram. The Contract Diagram action is not active if
objects are currently selected on the diagram. Click View, Deselect All to activate Contract Diagram.

Contract Diagram works under the following conditions:

• Objects within the diagram have subordinate objects.
• Subordinate objects are visible.
• This action is instantaneous when selected if the previous conditions are met.

Contract Push Button

This push button hides all attributes of a selected entity view in the Import/Export Views Selection List. This lets you see
more entity views on the list without scrolling.

Constraint DBMS Specific Name
This article provides information for Constraint DBMS Specific Name. Use this field to view or assign a DBMS-specific
constraint name. This is a mandatory field.

The default entry is the generic name. The number of characters in the name field is specific to the selected DBMS.

Constraint Description

Description provides a multi-line field in which to document the entity relationship constraint.

Constraint Generic Name

Constraint Generic Name assigns a name to the selected constraint. The database administrator uses Constraint Generic
Name to assign meaningful coded names to <no name> constraints. If referential integrity problems occur during run time,
the Constraint Name displays in the DBMS.

Constraint Properties Dialog

The Constraint Property dialog contains summary information covering:

• Referential integrity (RI)
• The implementation of the relationship between specified entity types

When using DBMS RI, specify a constraint name. If DBMS detects an RI error, the constraint name is acknowledged in
the error message. It notifies DBMS in the ALTER TABLE ... FOREIGN KEY generated by the Gen software.

If the RI option Enforced by is changed to DBMS, Gen checks to ensure that the RI relationship adheres to DBMS RI
restrictions.

The primary key selection shows which foreign keys are implemented to maintain the constraint.

For additional information, request help on the individual controls.
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Controls
This article provides information for Controls. If you select the Controls menu item, only the Use Navigation Diagram pane
receives the font changes. The other panes are not affected.

Control Push Button Accelerator Check Box

Select the Ctrl checkbox to tie the current push button to a key combination which uses the Ctrl key and a letter, number,
or function key. The same action is taken whether you use the keyboard or the mouse to select the push button.

Control Sequencing Dialog

The Control Sequencing dialog specifies the order in which the cursor moves from control to control when the Tab key is
pressed. The order of the controls in the selection list determines the sequence in which the cursor moves.

The controls that you add to a window or dialog box are automatically identified in the selection list. The default is to list
controls relative to their position in a window or dialog box: left to right and top to bottom.

Unless you specify otherwise, the cursor moves from control to control in the sequence of top to bottom and left to right.

If you prefer a different sequence, select a control in the selection list and then the Move push button. Once you move one
or more controls, the left-to-right and top-to-bottom ordering is no longer maintained in the selection list.

The Transform push button reorders the controls to the default sequence: left to right and top to bottom.

NOTE
If you want a sequence other than the default, you may prefer to finish the layout of a window or dialog box
before moving controls. It often helps to see all the controls to which the cursor could move when you decide the
sequence.

The left-to-right and top-to-bottom sequence uses precise coordinates. To ensure that controls are equally aligned, you
may want to use the Position action in the Edit pull-down to access the Field Positioning dialog. The Field Positioning
dialog provides precise alignment.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Control Sequencing Move Push Button

This push button moves a control from one position in the list to another position in the list. The order of the controls in the
list determines the sequence in which the cursor moves.

You can move only one control at a time. The selected control is positioned below the control you indicate.

Control Sequencing Selection List

This selection list shows the order in which the cursor moves from control to control in the generated application. The
cursor moves when the user presses the Tab key. The order of the controls in the selection list determines the sequence
in which the cursor moves.

The controls that you add to a window or dialog box are automatically identified in the selection list. The default is to list
controls relative to their position in a window or dialog box: left to right and top to bottom.

Unless you specify otherwise, the cursor moves from control to control in the sequence of top to bottom and left to right.

If you prefer a different sequence, select a control in the selection list, the Move push button, and the destination. Once
you move one or more controls, the top-to-bottom and left-to-right ordering is no longer maintained in the selection list.

The sentence above the selection list indicates which sequence is in effect. If the sequence is left to right and top to
bottom, the sentence indicates that sequencing is transformed during editing. If you move one or more controls, the
sentence indicates that sequencing is transformed during editing.
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The Transform push button reorders the controls to the default sequence: left to right and top to bottom.

Cooperative Procedure Step Properties for Tuxedo
This article provides information for Cooperative Procedure Step Properties for Tuxedo. This dialog box displays
properties for an application to be generated using Tuxedo.

Tuxedo Service Name - The Tuxedo Service Name identifies a particular Procedure Step to Tuxedo. If you do not enter
details in this field, the default is the Procedure Step Source File name.

NOTE
Once you have changed the contents of this field, you can return it to <DEFAULT> by blanking out the name,
exiting, and then returning to the dialog.

You must specify the Tuxedo Service Name in the Tuxedo configuration file (ubbconfig) in the SERVICES section.

Copy or Transfer an Attribute
Copy lets you copy an attribute to another entity type or subtype. Transfer allows you to transfer an attribute and its
specifications to another work set, entity type, or subtype.

An attribute also can be copied to a work set.

Copying an attribute also copies the properties (optionality, source category, and domain) defined for it. You cannot copy
attributes that have identical names in the source and destination entity types.

An attribute cannot be transferred when it is:

• An identifier or a classifying attribute
• Used in a view

An attribute used as an identifier is marked with an I preceding the attribute name.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

From Entity Types
Select the entity type that must be copied or transferred.

From Entity Attributes
Select the entity attribute that must be copied or transferred.

Back
Click Back to undo the selection.

OK
Click OK to complete the selection.

More information:

Use Data Model Diagram

Copy Action Diagram Confirmation

This dialog verifies that you want to copy the listed action diagram from the source to the destination.

Copy a Procedure or Procedure Step

To copy a procedure or procedure step, you must specify:

• The name
• Whether the new object is a procedure or procedure step
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Copy lets you duplicate a procedure or procedure step, creating an identical version in a new location on the diagram. Any
windows or dialog boxes that are associated with the procedure/procedure step are copied automatically. The copy of a
procedure also references the same processes as the original procedure.

Copy a Procedure or Procedure Step Dialog

Copy lets you duplicate a procedure or procedure step, creating an identical version in a new location on the diagram. The
copy of a procedure references the same processes as the original procedure.

You can also create a procedure step by copying a single-step procedure or a procedure step to another procedure. This
is useful when you define a procedure step and want to use the same procedure step details or, if a single-step procedure,
the same elementary processes in another procedure. When you copy one procedure into another, the source procedure
becomes a procedure step in the destination procedure.

If a screened procedure step is copied by selecting Copy in Dialog Design, the associated screen objects are also
automatically copied.

If a screened procedure step is copied by selecting Copy in the Action Diagram, the associated screen objects are not
automatically copied.

If a screen procedure step is copied by selecting Copy with Substitution (from any diagram), the associated screen objects
are not automatically copied.

Copy Default Window on Create Checkbox

When checked, the new dialog box you create is a copy or "blueprint" of the layout that is used in the default window or
dialog box. Being able to copy the layout saves design time when you want to create a dialog box in a different dialect but
you do not want to build each window or dialog box individually.

The default dialect is the implied dialect when no additional dialects are defined.

NOTE
The Copy Default Window on Create checkbox is not enabled unless a default dialect window exists.

Copy Entity View Dialog

The Copy Entity View dialog displays when you invoke match and copy during view matching. It lets you create a new
supplying view name. Selecting OK completes the view match. The new supplying view name appears on the Import/
Export View Matching dialog.

Copy Events

Copying an event action is most commonly done when you must reuse the programming logic. The destination of the copy
can be the same procedure step or different one. The procedure step can be in the same business system or in a different
one.

The two types of copy are:

• Copy (as is) - Duplicates the event action exactly.
• Copy with substitution - Duplicates the event action and substitutes a specified entity type for an existing entity type.

The Copy push button is enabled after you select an event. (The default destination is the procedure step currently open.)
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All statements and views that are associated with the event action get copied.

Matched entity types and their associated matched attributes and matched relationships get substituted in the statements
and in the views. Unmatched attributes and relationships may result in statements being omitted from the copied event
action.
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A successful copy is confirmed with the message All events copied successfully. If the event action contains unmatched
attributes, you see this message: Unmatched attributes have resulted in one or more statements being dropped from one
or more copied events. This means that the source event contained attributes or relationships that were not matched for
substitution. These unmatched attributes or relationships resulted in statements being omitted from the event logic.

The message "Destination is protected" displays if you attempt to copy to a destination protected by any of the subset
protection levels. Select a different destination.

Restrictions

• A procedure step must be open and must contain one or more event actions. Otherwise, the Copy Events menu item is
not enabled.

• An event action cannot be copied to a procedure step that is protected (a procedure step that is checked out as part of
a subset and is protected by any of the subset protection levels).

• Any windows that are associated with the action diagram are not copied. If the event action includes statements
pertaining to controls, the statements are changed to include the word INVALID. For example, suppose that the original
statement is SET export_view entity1 attribute_view TO some_window_name control_name.

• The copied statement in the destination becomes SET export_view entity1 attribute_view TO INVALID
(some_window_name control_name).

The dialog contains the following field information:

Defined Events Selection List
This list contains the event actions for the procedure step currently open. The event actions are sorted
alphabetically.

Entity Substitution During Copy

This check box specifies that you want to substitute entity types, and their associated attributes and relationships, during
the copy. For example, you may want to substitute the entity type CUSTOMER for EMPLOYEE. The substitution occurs
wherever CUSTOMER is referenced, such as in views and statements.

This check box enables the Substitution push button.

If you make substitution choices and OK them, you can:

• Check and uncheck the box without losing the choices.
• Invoke the substitution dialog (to review your choices) and cancel it without losing the choices.

The following conditions always uncheck the box:

• You invoke the substitution dialog then cancel it without okaying any choices.
• You make an alternate selection in either list (the processes/procedure steps list or the action blocks list).

Copy Events Confirmation

This dialog verifies that you want to copy one or more listed events from the source to the destination.

Copy Events-Copy

This push button invokes the copy process.

Copy Events-Match

This push button displays a dialog of substitution choices. The choices display in the Replacement column and are
matched to the selected entity types and their associated attributes and relationships in the Original column.

All entity types in the Original column must be matched to enable the OK push button.
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The substitution choices appear on dialogs specific to the item selected in the Replacement column (one dialog for entity
types, one for attributes, and one for relationships).

Copy Events-Unmatch

This push button removes a matched item from the Replacement column. Unmatched attributes and relationships do not
get copied and may result in statements being omitted in the copied-to destination.

Copy Group View Dialog

The Copy Group View dialog lets you supply a new view name when you copy a group view.

Copy in View Maintenance

Copy lets you copy a view to another view subset.

Copy Statement/View in Action Diagram

To duplicate one or more statements or views in another portion of the action diagram, select the statements or views
before you select Copy.

Use the hand pointer cursor to select a valid destination when copying one or more action diagram statements or views.
Statements are copied to the position in the action diagram immediately following the statement that appears under the
hand pointer.

Copy With Substitution Dialog

Copy with Substitution lets you duplicate the selected procedure or procedure step and substitute the original entity types,
attributes, and relationships with specified replacements.

If the procedure or procedure step to be copied contains no entity types for substitution, the Copy pushbutton is enabled
when this dialog first displays. You can copy the procedure or procedure step to the same business system or to different
one. If you select a different business system, a unique name is automatically entered for the destination procedure step.
You can edit this name if you choose.

If the procedure or procedure step to be copied does contain entity types for substitution, the Copy pushbutton is disabled
when this dialog first displays. You must match all entity types in the Substituting list to enable the Copy pushbutton. In
addition, you can match or unmatch the associated attributes and relationships. Attributes are indented under the entity
types. Relationships are preceded with a three-dot ellipse (...).

The copy or copy with substitution creates a new procedure or procedure step and the associated dialog flows and exit
states. The procedure or procedure step is not checked for consistency before being copied.

You can also specify a business system for the location of the copied procedure or procedure step and, optionally, that
you want to include the graphical user interface (windows and dialog boxes). All windows and dialog boxes are included,
you cannot specify individual ones.

If a screened procedure step is copied by selecting Copy in Dialog Design, the associated screen objects are also
automatically copied.

If a screened procedure step is copied by selecting Copy in the Action Diagram, the associated screen objects are not
automatically copied.

If a screen procedure step is copied by selecting Copy with Substitution (from any diagram), the associated screen objects
are not automatically copied.

Concepts
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If Gen encounters a USE statement, Procedure Step USE statement, USE ASYNC statement, or GET ASYNC statement
in the action block being copied during the copy routine, the name of the used action block is searched for any entity type
names being substituted. The entity type names are replaced with their replacement entity type names to create the new
action block name.

If the new action block name is not found in the currently open model or subset, a new action block is created by copying
(with substitution) the old USEd action block to the new name. The newly created USE statement, Procedure Step USE
statement, USE ASYNC statement, or GET ASYNC statement has views matched following the substitution specified for
the two new action blocks being created (the calling and USEd action blocks).

If the new action block name is found in the currently open model or subset, the existing action block is used, and the
USE statement, Procedure Step USE statement, USE ASYNC statement, or GET ASYNC statement does not have any
view matching specified. This happens when the USEd name is changed from, for example, CREATE_CUSTOMER to
CREATE_EMPLOYEE, and the action block CREATE_EMPLOYEE already exists. It will also happen in cases where no
entity type name was found to substitute in the original USEd action block name (for example, CREATE_CUST where
CUSTOMER is being replaced with EMPLOYEE).

Copy with substitution works best when action blocks follow a naming convention in which the entity type acted upon
appears in the action block's name. You should check the action blocks resulting from Copy with Substitution to see that
the USE statements, Procedure Step USE statements, USE ASYNC statements, or GET ASYNC statements refer to the
correct action blocks and have the correct view matching. In some cases, this also indicates where other action blocks
should be copied with similar substitutions (for example, action blocks that do not use entity type names in their names).

The following example shows an action block called ADD_PART that is the "copied from" action block. ADD_PART
pertains to an entity type PART and adds a part to a database. The entity type and attributes copied with substitution are
shown in boldface.

-- ADD_PART

| IMPORTS:

| Entity View import part (Mandatory)

| number (Mandatory)

| description (Mandatory)

| EXPORTS:

| Entity View export part

| number

| description

| LOCALS:

| ENTITY ACTIONS:

| Entity View part

| number

| description

|

| -- CREATE part

| | SET number TO import part number

| | SET description TO import part description

| +- WHEN successful

| | MOVE part TO export part

| | EXIT STATE IS ok

| +- WHEN already exists

| | EXIT STATE IS part_already_exists

| ---

---
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This example shows an action block called ADD_ORDER that is the "copied to" action block. Copying ADD_PART and
substituting the entity type ORDER for PART created ADD_ORDER. The substituted entity type and attributes are shown
in boldface.

-- ADD_ORDER

| IMPORTS:

| Entity View import order (Mandatory)

| quantity (Optional)

| status (Optional)

| number (Mandatory)

| EXPORTS:

| Entity View export order

| quantity

| status

| number

| LOCALS:

| ENTITY ACTIONS:

| Entity View order

| quantity

| status

| number

|

| -- CREATE order

| | SET number TO import order number

| | SET status TO import order status

| | SET quantity TO import order quantity

| +- WHEN successful

| | MOVE order TO export order

| | EXIT STATE IS ok

| +- WHEN already exists

| | EXIT STATE IS order_already_exists

| ---

---

In this case, the attribute quantity was specified to be copied as Other Attributes.

Copy with Substitution Dialog

The following are the fields in the Copy with Substitution dialog:

Entity List
Displays the entity types in which you can perform the following:

• Select as a replacement when using Copy with Substitution.
• Select as the subject entity type during procedure synthesis.

Copy with Substitution replaces the entity type in the destination procedure or procedure step with the entity type
you select. If the new procedure or procedure step calls any action blocks that have a matching entity type, the
action blocks are also created. Dialog flows and exit states are generated. If a new action block calls other action
blocks with the same entity type, those action blocks also are created. The entity type is replaced throughout the
Procedure Action Diagram.
In addition, this list displays attributes and relationships. You must first select and match the entity types to
be substituted, then you can select and match replacement attributes and relationships. The words "Other
Attributes. . ." in the list display additional replacement attributes available for matching.
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A dialog appears when the selected entity type, attribute, or relationship can be matched with more than one other
object. If only one like-object is available, it is automatically added as the replacement upon selecting the Match
button for a selected original object.
The Gen software attempts to match the attributes during the substitution based on the following conditions and
the order indicates priority of attribute match:

• Name and domain
• Identifier (where attribute is part of an identifier) and domain
• Domain and length

Not all attributes match one-to-one between the original entity type and the substitute entity type. The resulting
action block or action diagram may contain fewer action statements than the original. A message informs you
if attributes are unmatched. If no attributes match, the resulting action block or action diagram may contain no
action statements.
Unmatching an entity type removes the matches for all related attributes and relationships. You can also unmatch
individual attributes and relationships.

Match
Displays a list of objects to replace the original object.
If you select Match when only one object is available, it is added as the replacement. Otherwise, a list is
displayed.

NOTE
Objects that are not matched result in statements being omitted from the destination.

Unmatch
Displays a list of objects to replace the original object.
If you select Match when only one object is available, it is added as the replacement. Otherwise, a list is
displayed.

NOTE
Objects that are not matched result in statements being omitted from the destination.

Include All Source Windows
Specifies that the graphical user interface (windows and dialog boxes) must be duplicated during the copy of
the procedure step. The copy includes the action statements and event actions, controls, views mapped to
the controls, and commands referenced by controls (if the commands do not exist in the destination business
system).
All matched entity types, and their associated matched attributes and matched relationships, get substituted
wherever they occur such as in views and action statements.
If you do not include windows, then statements pertaining to controls are changed to include the word INVALID.
For example, the original statement is
SET export_view entity1 attribute_view TO some_window_name control_name

The copied statement in the destination becomes
SET export_view entity1 attribute_view TO INVALID (some_window_name control_name)

If you include windows but have views unmatched, you may also have statements in the destination that contain
the word INVALID. Controls cannot map to unmatched views.

Copy with Substitution in Action Diagrams

Copy with substitution lets you copy a procedure or procedure step with one or more entity types and substitute the
existing entity types with new ones.

To copy and substitute a procedure or procedure step with one or more entity types, specify the:
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• Name of the new procedure or procedure step
• New entity names, attribute names, and relationship names
• Business systems

For the replacement entity types, you can substitute other attributes for those that Gen selects as replacements. You can
also select relationships to be substituted.

Gen then creates a whole new action block with its associated dialog flows and exit states, and makes the entity name
replacements throughout the action diagram.

If a screened procedure step is copied by selecting Copy in Dialog Design, the associated screen objects are also
automatically copied.

If a screened procedure step is copied by selecting Copy in the Action Diagram, the associated screen objects are not
automatically copied.

If a screen procedure step is copied by selecting Copy with Substitution (from any diagram), the associated screen objects
are not automatically copied.

Correspondence Dialog Box
The goal of a type map is a set of correspondences at the attribute level to start the generation of mapper action blocks.
These correspondences can be created in two ways:

• Attribute by attribute (domain must match).
• Matching entity types to indicate correspondences should be built for like-named attributes with like domain.

The Correspondence dialog box allows for the source and target attributes with the same domain to be matched.
Matching starts by selecting the source entity and target entity. The Type Map Generator then matches attributes having
the same names and domain automatically. This method is used to quickly build a set of correspondences.

To display the Correspondence dialog box, double click the desired type map name from the Type Map Lists dialog box or
highlight the desired type map name and click Open.

To Match Attributes

1. Select one source attribute from the source view and one target attribute from the target view.
2. Click Match. This procedure updates the map view to contain the new correspondence.

To Unmatch Attributes

Unmatching is used to undo or redo previously matched attributes.

1. Select one source attribute from the source view that has a matched target attribute from the target view.
2. Click Unmatch. After completion of the procedure, the map view is updated.

Field Help

Name Description
Correspondence Source Contains the entity and the attribute names of the source

correspondence.
Correspondence Target Contains the entity and the attribute names of the target

correspondence.
Tree View - Source Contains a list of subject areas. When expanded, it lists the

entities belonging to the subject area.
Tree View - Target Contains a list of subject areas. When expanded, it lists the

entities belonging to the subject area.
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Push Button Help

Push Button Description
Match Causes the matching “entities” from the tree view to be placed in

the correspondence view in the top box.
Unmatch Removes the correspondence of all attributes from both entities

and updates the correspondence view in the top box. It also
removes the correspondence of the selected entities in the type
map view and updates the correspondence view in the top box.

Close Closes the dialog box without implementing any changes and
returns to the Type Map Lists dialog box.

Generate Creates new SET statements as defined by the correspondences.
The SET statements are bounded by NOTE statements to indicate
that the Type Map Generator generated the SET statements.
Note: If the mapper action blocks were previously generated, a
warning message displays before the generation.

Help Displays this help topic, Correspondence Dialog Box.

Count Distinct
This article provides information for Count Distinct. Count Distinct is used to obtain the number of unique values of an
attribute for the selected entity.

Duplicate values of that attribute in the result table are excluded from the calculation; thus, each distinct value is counted
only once. For example, the result of the preceding SUMMARIZE statement equals 4 (see the table).

Scenario: Find the total number of classes attended by all students.

SUMMARIZE student

class

PLACING count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count

WHERE DESIRED student

attends DESIRED class

Student Name Grade
J. Baker 10
J. Baker 10
V. Smith 11
V. Smith 11

Count Occurrences

Count Occurrences can be used to obtain the number of specified entities, determine the cardinality of a relationship, or
the entities that are qualified by a relationship.

Count Occurrences returns the size of the result table. For example, the result of the preceding SUMMARIZE
statement equals 4 (see the table).

Scenario: Find the total number of classes attended by all students.
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SUMMARIZE student

class

PLACING count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count

WHERE DESIRED student

attends DESIRED class

Count Property

This article provides information for Count Property.

Usage Count ()
Description Retrieves the number of objects in a list (collection).
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a number containing the total number of

items in the list. This number is the index number when using the
Item method for collections.

Example

Example Workset application

          Name             Domain    Length

          ----             ------    ------

attribute windowguiobj     GUIObject 4

attribute fieldsguiobj     GUIObject 4

attribute field            GUIObject 4

attribute number_of_fields Number    9

Workset work

attribute count            Number    4

View

LOCALS:

Group view group (20,explicit)

Work View work application

   count

Work View local application

   windowguiobj

   fieldguiobj

   field

   number_of_fields

Statements
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+-

| SET local application windowguiobj TO CurrentWindow()

| SET local application fieldsguiobj TO local application windowguiobj Fields()

| SET local application number_of_fields TO local application fieldsguiobj Count()

| +- FOR work application count FROM 1 TO local application number_of_fields BY

| | 1

| | SET local application field TO local application fieldsguiobj

| | Item(work application count)

| | NOTE change the background color of each field to a shade of green.

| | SET local application field BackgroundColor TO 123456

| +--

+--

Country Drop-down
This drop-down list specifies the language for which your workstation communications controller is configured. The list of
countries representing supported languages includes:

• U.S. (extended) - default value
• U.S. (standard)
• U.S. (8K080)
• United Kingdom
• France
• Belgium
• Denmark
• Norway
• Italy
• Germany
• Finland
• Spain
• Sweden

CREATE
This article provides information for Adding a CREATE entity action. The CREATE entity action stores information about
entities once they are of interest to the business.

Adding a CREATE entity action consists of the following activities:

• Add READ actions for any associated entity types
• Add CREATE action
• SET attributes
• Add any ASSOCIATE actions
• Add CREATE exception logic

The first four activities are discussed on this help panel. The exception logic actions are discussed on the help panels
specific to each command.

To CREATE an entity occurrence, you must have an entity action view for the entity type. When you CREATE an entity,
you must assign values to the identifying attributes. All basic and designed attributes should have either a value explicitly
SET or a default value defined.

A complete CREATE action statement takes the form:
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CREATE entity-view-1

[SET attribute-view-1 TO expression ]...

USING process action block

[ASSOCIATE WITH entity-view-2 WHICH relationship IT]...

WHEN SUCCESSFUL

action-statement-list

WHEN ALREADY EXISTS

action-statement-list

WHEN permitted value violation

action-statement-list

When adding a CREATE action, you can choose to allow the software to automatically generate SET actions. A SET
action assigns a value to an individual attribute view. The options that you have when adding CREATE are:

• SET only mandatory attributes and associations
• SET all attributes and associations
• SET all attributes (no associations)
• Add no SET or ASSOCIATE statements

NOTE
If an exception statement is deleted from an entity action statement, the condition can be added back to the
statement by selecting Exception from the list of statements.

Highlight the last line in the entity action statement. Then, select Edit, Add Statement, and Exception.

For example, the following statement contains a CREATE action with SET and ASSOCIATE statements:

 --CREATE received product

| SET code TO "RECD"

| ASSOCIATE WITH processing warehouse WHICH holds IT

 --

The logic in the following statement CREATEs an ORDER after a READ action verifies the prior existence of a
CUSTOMER. In this example, the CREATE only occurs if the READ of CUSTOMER was successful (if a CUSTOMER
with the correct value for its name attribute exists). The business algorithm order number calculation is assumed to return
the value of the next available ORDER Number. In the ASSOCIATE clause, CUSTOMER is the unnamed entity action
view into which information about the requesting CUSTOMER entity was placed as a result of the READ action.

 --READ customer

| WHERE DESIRED customer name IS EQUAL TO requesting

| customer name

+- WHEN successful

|  --CREATE order

| | SET number USING order number calculation

| | ASSOCIATE number with customer WHICH places IT

|  --

 --

Create a New Custom Video Property

This article provides information to create a new custom video property.
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To create a new custom video property

1. Select Detail, Video Properties in the Business System.
The Default Video Properties dialog appears.

2. Click the Custom node.
The Custom panel appears.

3. Click New...
The Custom Video Properties dialog appears.

4. Specify the Name of the custom video property.
5. Click Select... and choose the Foreground Color.
6. Click Select... and choose the Background Color.
7. Click Select... and specify the Font.

NOTE
The default setting for Foreground Color, Background Color, and Font is Automatic. The Automatic option
applies the Business System Default Video Properties to the selected object. Choosing a value other than
Automatic for any of these fields overrides their setting on the Business Systems Window. To select a
Foreground Color, Background Color, or a font, you need to disable the Automatic option.

8. Specify other style strings if any. An example of other style string is as follows:
“border:solid; border-color:red; text-decoration:underline;”

NOTE
There can be any number of valid property:value; pairs in a style string. Ensure  that each property:value pair
ends with a semicolon (;) in the style string.

9. Click OK.
A new custom video property is created.

NOTE
When creating a new Custom Video Property, you must assign a unique name for the Custom Video Property
to identify the properties.  The name of the Custom Video Property is assigned as a case-sensitive CSS class
name in the generated style sheet.

The following rules apply when assigning a name for the Video Property Object, which is also the CSS class name:

• Must consist only of alpha-numeric characters, underscores, or hyphens
• Must not consist of other special characters or spaces
• Must not start with a numeral, or a hyphen followed by a digit
• May include NLS (and DBCS) characters
• May have a maximum of 32 characters in length

CreateNetObject Method

This article provides information for CreateNetObject Method.

Usage CreateNetObject (String, String, String, GUI Object);
Description Returns the Interface Object name of an object and activates the

object, using the Application.
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Arguments File Name: String containing a valid name for the file to be created
and opened. Long name support for Windows and path support is
provided. You must provide a fully qualified path and filename.
CodeBase: A string containing a full path to a .NET Assembly.
Note: If you are accessing an assembly from the Global Assembly
Cache (GAC), it is recommended that you define this as an
empty string and use the FullName parameter. If you specify the
parameter, CodeBase, set the second parameter, FullName, to a
blank (“”).
FullName: A string containing a full name to a .NET Assembly
(that is System.Data, Version=1.0.5000.0, Culture=neutral,
PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089). If you specify the Fullname
parameter, then set the first parameter, CodeBase, to a blank (“”).
Type: A string containing the type of object to be created from
the .NET Assembly as defined in the CodeBase or FullName
parameters. (For example, System.Data.DataSet).

Arguments Parameters: An ArrayList containing parameters for a constructor
of the Type. Mostly, you can find this defined as a blank GUI
Object (SET guiobj to NOTHING). However, if you must specify
a constructor that requires parameters you would Create an
ArrayList (a GUIObject with CreateNetObject), create objects for
each required parameter (also GUI Objects with CreateNetObject)
and add the parameter object to the ArrayList object (INVOKING
the Add method of the ArrayList). For example, if a constructor
required two parameters, the first entry in the list would be a GUI
Object of the correct type for the first parameter, the second entry
in the list would be a GUI Object of the correct type for the second
parameter.

Return Value This method returns a GUI Object if the object is successfully
created. The method returns NULL, if the object cannot be
created.

Notes This method is only implemented in the ASP.NET Runtime.

Create New Procedure/Procedure Step

This article provides information to create a New Procedure/Procedure Step.

Create New Procedure lets you specify that the object that is created by a Copy is a procedure. Create a New Procedure
Step specifies that the object that is created by a Copy is a procedure step.

The object that is created with a Copy must be a procedure or a procedure step. The new procedure references the same
processes as the original procedure or procedure step.

Create of Entity Type Dialog

The Create of Entity Type  dialog lets you select actions to be performed on related entity types in the generated PAD
logic. This dialog only displays if you select the Create mode or a Create candidate process and Review Default Actions
on the Process Synthesis or Action Block Synthesis dialog. The name of the entity type being created appears in the title.
All entity types related to the subject entity type by mandatory relationships are listed first. All entity types related to the
subject entity type by optional relationships follow. System defaults (Yes or No) for READ and CREATE of each related
entity type appear on the left side of the list. An asterisk (*) next to a default means it cannot be changed. (Select on the
Rules hyperlink for more information.)

To change the defaults, select the name of the related entity type on the selection list. Then, select the appropriate push
button.
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Rules

Several rules are used to populate the default values (Yes and No) on the Create dialog. Different selections and defaults
on the dialog depend on the entity action type and the relationships involved.

In the following rules, the relationships are defined as they appear in the data model with the subject entity type always to
the left of all possible related entity types. The rules apply to creating a single occurrence of the subject entity type.

A mandatory one -then optional many relationship means the subject entity type sometimes has one or more related
entity types and the related entity type always has one subject entity type. The source relationship property refers to the
mandatory one and the destination relationship properties refer to the optional many.

Process/Action Block Synthesis Rules for CREATE

• The default is Yes for CREATE, and READ is not allowed:
 Mandatory one ® mandatory one
 Mandatory one ® mandatory many

• The default is No for CREATE and Yes for READ:
 Mandatory many ® mandatory one
 Mandatory many ® mandatory many
 Optional one ® mandatory one
 Optional one ® mandatory many
 Optional many ® mandatory one
 Optional many ® mandatory many

• The default is No for CREATE, and READ is not allowed:
 Mandatory one ® optional one
 Mandatory one ® optional many

• The default is No for CREATE and No for READ:
 Mandatory many ® optional one
 Mandatory many ® optional many
 Optional one ® optional one
 Optional one ® optional many
 Optional many ® optional one
 Optional many ® optional many

NOTE
A FOR EACH construct and the required repeating group views are created for all any one --> any many
relationships for which you specify a CREATE action.

Create Optimized Update Transaction File

This check box optimizes the transaction file when a model is prepared for update transmission to the encyclopedia. The
optimization includes removing redundant transactions performed on the model. For example, a redundant transaction is
adding an object then later deleting the object.

The optimization is performed on the workstation rather than by the encyclopedia. This reduces the amount of work the
encyclopedia performs.

Create, Read, Update, or Delete Checkboxes

The Create, Read, Update and Delete check boxes let you alter the current cell definition. Cells can have more than one
value. For example, an elementary process can READ and UPDATE an entity type. If more than one value is assigned to
a cell, only one value is displayed. The hierarchy of display is C, D, U, and R (C being the most important value and R is
the least important value).
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Create or Select View

This dialog lets you name the view in which you can add the attribute or select from a list of existing views of the entity
type or work set to add the attribute into.

This dialog contains the following fields:

View Name
Specify the view name. Type a name for a new view or select a name of an existing view from the dropdown
menu.

OK
Adds the view, closes the dialog, and displays the view and its matching parameter in the Web Service Parameter
Matching dialog.

Cancel
Exit the dialog without performing any change.

Create Diagram
This article provides information for Create Diagram. Use the Create Diagram dialog to save the current layout of objects
in the Navigation Diagram.

The diagram is a dynamic snapshot and displays changes as they are made in other parts of the Toolset. For example,
you create a window with two dialogs. Later, you add a flow from the procedure step of the window to another procedure
step that has a window. When you next display the diagram, the "new" window displays in the Network pane. The new
window has a flow line connecting it to the original window.

After saving the diagram with the Create Diagram option, Gen automatically saves the changes that you make throughout
the current Gen session. If you want to save the changes for later sessions, save the model.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Existing Diagrams list
A diagram is a named, saved grouping of objects in a specific layout displayed in the Navigation Diagram. A
diagram lets you see and manipulate a selected set of objects, and to create the layout that best serves your
needs.
This list displays the diagrams that are previously saved as part of the current model.
Select one of the diagram names in the list and then select Include. This field populates both the Included
Diagrams and the Included Objects lists. Select Open to display the selected diagram.

Create Diagram as
Specifies a name for the diagram. Diagram names must be unique within a model and no longer than 32
characters. Alpha characters, spaces, numbers, and the underscore character (_) are the only characters allowed.
Gen truncates leading and trailing spaces automatically.

Description
Specifies the description of the diagram. The description is useful when you clearly describe the diagram. Specify
the reason that you created the diagram and the intended uses of the diagram in the description.
If you select a name from the Existing Diagrams list, the description is displayed in this field.

Create Diagram in Navigation Diagram

Use this menu item to display the Create Diagram dialog box. You can create/save a diagram you have not yet saved, or
overwrite a diagram by using an existing diagram name.

When you start the Navigation Diagram, or restart Gen after saving the model, the Navigation Diagram automatically
displays a diagram if only one exists.
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Refer to the help for the Diagrams tab for more information about using diagrams.

Create Dialect Version in Navigation Diagram

Create Dialect Version allows you to create a copy of a window or dialog box that uses a different dialect, but the same
underlying action diagram code.

NOTE
You must first create one or more dialects in Dialect Definitions from the Design menu in the model window.

To see a dialect other than the default dialect, you must select Dialect Scope from the Options menu in the Navigation
Diagram. The Navigation Diagram can display only one dialect at a time.

To create a dialect version of a window:

1. Display the desired window or dialog box in the Network or Hierarchy pane.
2. Select the window or dialog box.
3. Select Create Dialect Version from the Edit menu.

The Navigation Diagram copies the default dialect window to a new dialect version of the window. The display changes so
that the blue window becomes red indicating a dialect version.

Once you create the dialect version, you can modify it to your requirements. This may include adding or deleting controls,
changing literals, and so forth.

Create Directory Confirmation

This article provides information for Create Directory Confirmation. You are attempting to export a bitmap, but the target
directory you specified does not exist.

Select one of the following, depending on whether you want to create the named directory.

Yes Creates the directory in the specified path and exports the file.
No Does not create the directory; stops the export attempt.

Creating Help by Assigning Help IDs

An alternative to the help descriptions that are entered into the multi-line entry field is to create help information outside of
Gen and integrate it with the generated application.

This integration is accomplished with the use of help IDs that you specify.

During generation, all resource IDs -- including the help IDs -- are written to a header file for the application. The name of
the header file is the same as the name of the load module with a file suffix of ".h". The help IDs remain the same each
time a Window Manager is generated. (Other resource IDs can get redefined during each generation.)

At a high level, the following process is how you integrate help written outside of Gen with a GUI-generated application:

1. Enter a help ID for each window, dialog box, and control for which
you want help. Avoid using possible reserved words, such as
LISTBOX, as help IDs. (Generate one or more load modules to
produce one or more header files if you want to get a listing of the
help IDs.)

2. Write the help information outside of Gen. The format for Windows
and UNIX application is ASCII text in Rich Text Format.
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3. Use the help IDs identified to the Navigation Diagram tool as the
IDs associated with your help panels.

4. Create one or more help files outside of Gen. This involves a
compilation process. The compilation must also include the
header file in which the help IDs are identified.

5. Ensure that the executable application can locate one or more
help files. One or more application files and one or more help files
could reside together on physical storage or the path command
must be able to locate one or more help files.

The process by which you create help varies depending on the execution environment. Refer to the appropriate vendor
documentation for how to create online help for that particular environment.

Menu Item in the Help Pull-Down

The help pull-down is created automatically at installation. The Help Resource file, WRC.H, automatically assigns the help
IDs for the menu items in the pull-down. (You cannot specify them in the Navigation Diagram.)

WRC.H is a Gen supplied header file that is located in the Gen directory. You must include this file in your Help project file,
(*.HPJ).

The menu item in the help pull-down is Help.

Critical Success Factor
The critical success factor name must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special characters
are not allowed.

Critical Success Factor Properties Dialog

The Critical Success Factor Properties dialog identifies events and milestones that are important to the success or failure
of a project.

Critical success factors can have a positive or a negative influence on goals and objectives.

A positive critical success factor is called a facilitator. A goal is at risk if a facilitator does not occur.

A negative critical success factor is called an inhibitor. A goal is at risk if an inhibitor does occur.

An example of a positive critical success factor, also called a facilitator, is customer satisfaction. Without customer
satisfaction, it is not possible to achieve the objective of becoming a market leader.

An example of a negative critical success factor, also called an inhibitor, is non-availability of public lands for wildlife
preserves. Without public lands for wildlife preserve, it is not possible to achieve the objective of establishing reserves for
an endangered species.

CSF Is a Facilitator
This article provides information for CSF radio button. This radio button identifies the critical success factor as a positive
influence.

If this critical success factor does not occur, a goal is at risk.

CSF Is an Inhibitor

This radio button identifies the critical success factor as a negative influence. If this critical success factor occurs, a goal is
at risk.
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Ctrl
This check box specifies that pressing the Control key activates the menu item and the key specified for Key.

You can use the Control key in combination with the Alt and/or Shift key.

Current Data Store Properties Dialog
The Add Current Data Store dialog adds the name of a permanent file or database that presently supports the enterprise.

Current Date

This article provides information for Current Date. Current date is the system date at the time a screen is displayed.

The domain of current date is date. You cannot modify it.

The following example shows how current date is compared in an IF statement:

-- IF CURRENT DATE IS EQUAL TO employee_review_date

| EXIT STATE IS send_employee_message

---

The following example shows how current date is used in a SET statement whose target is the view of a date attribute:

SET customer date_added TO CURRENT DATE

Current Dialect

This article provides information for Current Dialect. Current dialect is a special attribute that lets you specify a dialect (or
language) in the PAD logic.

Dialects are added and detailed in the Dialect Definition Tool in the Design Toolset. They are used for bilingual
applications.

Example:

-- IF CURRENT DIALECT IS EQUAL TO french

| SET export country name TO "France"

---

Current Information System Properties Dialog

This topic provides information for Current Information System Properties Dialog.

The Current Information System Properties dialog adds the name of an existing system or a planned system to the matrix.

Current Info System

This article provides information for Current Info System. Current Information System names a collection of procedures
that support an aspect of the enterprise.

The current information system name must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special
characters are not allowed.
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Current TD Name Error Message

This article provides information for Current TD Name Error Message. The current TD name contains an invalid character,
an invalid format, or duplicates a name that currently is in use.

Select Yes if you want the attribute/entity name to be used as the TD name.

Select No to enter a different name.

Valid characters are:

• @
• #
• $
• 0 - 9
• A - Z
• _ (underscore)
• Blank space

The first character must be:

• Any letter
• A @
• A #
• $

A maximum length of 32 characters is allowed.

Current Time

This article provides information for Current Time. Current time is the system time when a screen is displayed. The
domain of current time is time. You cannot modify it.

The following example shows how current time is compared in an IF statement:

 -- IF CURRENT time IS EQUAL TO client_checkup_time

| EXIT STATE IS notify_client

 ---

The following example shows how current time is used in a SET statement whose target is the view of a time attribute:

SET customer time_added TO CURRENT time

Current Timestamp

This article defines the Current Timestamp function. A timestamp is information that is added to a message, record, or
other unit of data indicating the date and time it was handled by the system.

Current timestamp is the system timestamp when a screen is displayed. The domain of current timestamp is timestamp.
You cannot modify it.

The following formats are allowed:
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• YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MI.SS.NNNNNN (year-month-day-hour.minute.second. microsecond)
• YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MI.SS
• YYYY-MM-DD

NOTE
Different DBMS products provide different levels of support for fractions of a second. Refer to your specific
DBMS documentation for more information. Gen's CURRENT_TIMESTAMP function provides different levels
of support for fractions of a second depending on the generated code language. The CURRENT_TIMESTAMP
function returns microseconds for generated COBOL, C#, and Java 11 applications, but currently returns only
milliseconds for generated C applications.

Cursor (Scroll Amount)
Specify the value and accelerator key to scroll to the position of the cursor within the data. The default scroll value to scroll
to the cursor position is CSR. The default accelerator key is C.

Cursor Only

Select this control to cause the code that is generated for a READ statement to be implemented using a cursor.
Regardless of the number of rows the READ may return, the cursor is always open. If the READ can be satisfied by more
than one row, select this option to reduce DBMS overhead.

NOTE
This selection may not be desirable if you know that the result of the READ is a single row.

Cursor Stable Clause Isolation Level

When selected, the isolation level clause of the cursor is set to Cursor Stable.

• For DB2, the "WITH CS" clause is generated.
• For SQL/MP, the "FOR STABLE ACCESS" clause is generated.
• For SQL/MX, the following are the scenarios that explain the Cursor Stable clause for different statements:

– For Read and Read Each statements, this selection is valid under updatable actions. Selecting this option
generates the "FOR STABLE ACCESS" clause.

– For Summarize and Summarize Each statements, the Cursor Stable clause is invalid.

Custom Bind Style
Custom bind style provides the features of both Transparent and Explicit binding. You can provide code in the custom
binding user exit to select a server and return a binding handle, or you can let Encina select a server if your selection code
does not select one.

Customize Palette

To add, remove, or reorder any of the Tool Palette buttons, select Customize Palette.

Customize Pop-Up Menu

To select the commands you want to show and the order in which you want them to appear on pop-up menus, select
Customize Pop-Up Menu. Pop-up menus appear when you click the right mouse button on an object within a diagram.
You can use this dialog to select the menu commands you want to show and the order in which you want them to appear
on pop-up menus.
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NOTE
Customization is done on a diagram rather than an object level. When a command is disabled in a pop-up menu,
it is dropped (on the menu drop-down, a disabled command is grayed out).

Customize Pop-Up Menu Dialog

The Customize Pop-Up Menu dialog allows you to select the menu commands you want to show and the order in which
you want them to appear on pop-up menus. Pop-up menus offer quick access to commands you usually select by clicking
various menu dropdowns.

NOTE
The pop-up menu affects specific objects so you cannot select commands such as Model Save, Print, or Exit
because they are not object specific.

To activate a pop-up menu, right-click anywhere within a diagram.

To customize a pop-up menu, do the following:

1. Select the commands that you use most and want at the top of the
list from the Command Menu Hierarchy by highlighting them and
selecting Promote.

2. Select the list of commands that appear in the Pop-Up Menu
Order area.

3. Arrange the order that you want the commands to appear in a
pop-up menu. To move a command, select it, move the cursor to
the new position you want the command to assume, and click.

4. To prevent an available command from appearing in the pop-up
at all, highlight it in either the Command Menu Hierarchy or Pop-
Up Menu Order area and select Hide. Any command that you hide
from a pop-up menu is still available in the menu dropdowns.

5. To save the pop-up menu order, select Save.

6. To clear the selection of a command from either Hide or Promote,
select it in the Command Menu Hierarchy area and select Clear.

7. To cancel your selections, select Cancel.

NOTE
If you select not to customize your pop-up menus, the default pop-up menu uses all possible menu items
available in the menu hierarchy in the order they appear. Disabled items (grayed out in dropdowns) do not
appear in pop-up menus.

Command Menu Hierarchy
The Command Menu Hierarchy contains all the commands that you can select from for a pop-up menu. The
commands available depend on the diagram that is active when you access the pop-up menu.

• To move a command to the top of the pop-up, highlight it, and select Promote.
• To prevent an available command from appearing in the pop-up menu, highlight it, and select Hide.
• To clear the selection of a command you have promoted or hidden, highlight it, and select Clear.
• To save the list you have built, select Save.

NOTE
Because the pop-up menu affects specific objects, you cannot select commands such as Model Save, Print, or
Exit because they are not object specific.
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Pop-Up Menu Order
The Pop-Up Menu Order area shows the order in which the commands you selected in Command Menu
Hierarchy appears in the pop-up menu.
To change the order of a command, highlight it, move it to the new location in the order, and click.

Cancel
Click Cancel button to close the dialog without customizing.

Customize Toolbar

To add, remove, or reorder any of the Toolbar buttons, select Customize Toolbar.

Custom Node in Business System Default Video Properties

The Custom node lets you define a list of custom video properties that can be referenced by windows and controls across
a Java Web Generation application. The custom video properties include background color, foreground color, font, and
other style strings. You can also create, edit, and delete custom video properties.

• Create a new custom video property
• Edit a custom video property
• Delete a custom video property

Customize Toolbar and Pallete
The Customize Toolbar dialog, for Toolbar or Palette, lets you customize the toolbar and tool palette. Buttons can be
grouped in a different order, moved, or removed. Separators can be inserted to group the buttons to suit your needs. Also,
the diagram remembers the “state” (enabled, disabled, docked, floating, or location) of each toolbar or tool palette each
time the diagram closes.

Add and Move Buttons in Toolbar and Palette

To Add and Move Toolbar and Palette Buttons

The only new button that can be added to the toolbars/tool palettes is the Separator button. Any default buttons that were
previously removed can be added back to the Current Toolbar Buttons list using this same procedure.

1. To select the Customize Toolbar/Tool Palette dialog, right-click the toolbar (or tool palette) and select Customize. The
dialog displays:

2. Highlight Separator under the Available Toolbar Buttons' list and click Add. The Separator button is placed above the
highlighted button in the Current Toolbar Buttons list.

3. To move the Separator button, or any other button, to a different position within the Current Toolbar Buttons list,
highlight the desired button and drag it to a new location.

4. To save the changes, press Close.
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Add Separator Button

To Add the Separator Button

From the Available Toolbar Buttons list, highlight the Separator button and use the drag and drop technique to move it.
(Hold down the left mouse button and drag the mouse to the desired location within the Current Toolbar Buttons list.)

Help for Buttons

Button Description

Add Adds the highlighted button from the Available Toolbar Button list
to the position immediately above the highlighted button in the
Current Toolbar Button list.

Remove Removes the highlighted button from the Current Toolbar Button
list and moves it to the Available Toolbar Button list.

Close Closes the dialog and saves any changes to the displayed toolbar
or tool palette.

Reset Restores the displayed toolbar or tool palette to its default layout.

Help Describes the Customize Toolbar dialog and its functions.

Move Down Moves the highlighted button in the Current Toolbar Buttons list
down one position.

Move Up Moves the highlighted button in the Current Toolbar Buttons list up
one position.

DASD Volume ID
DASD Volume ID specifies the volume ID to add or delete from the selected database object (tablespace, indexspace, or
storage group).

Data Cluster
Data Cluster names a group of entity types, also called natural data stores, and assigned a name that identifies the group
of entity types.

The data cluster name must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special characters are not
allowed.

Data Cluster Properties Dialog

The Data Cluster Properties dialog adds a hypothetical repository of data that is geared to support the information
architecture.

Data Elements

This article provides information for Data Elements. The Data Elements selection list provides an indented list of objects
from the data model.

Objects appear in the following order (if they are defined in the data model.)

1. Subject area
2. Entity types
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3. Partitioning
4. Subtypes

From this list, select the entity types and subtypes that are candidates for expected effects and select Add. For a full
description of the procedure to assign expected effects, select Help on the Expected Effects dialog.

Current Information System - Current Data Store Matrix

The Current Information System/Current Data Store Matrix records the use of current data stores by current information
systems.

Permitted cell values are C, R, U, D, or blank.

This is 1 of 14 core matrices.

Data Model Browser - Delete

Delete in Data Model Browser removes the following objects from the data model:

• Subject areas
• Entity types
• Partitionings
• Entity subtypes
• Relationships
• Attributes
• Identifiers
• Action Blocks

The Delete dialog displays a selection list that lets you remove one or more objects from the current model.

Data Returned

To specify the data returned to the originating procedure step at the conclusion of a link, you:

• Match the necessary export views to the import views
• Unmatch any view-match made in error
• Expand or Contract the view to see the attributes for the entity type
• Modify the view properties and review the entity description

It is useful to send data between procedure steps in a dialog flow, especially when the same information is needed in both
steps. Communicating data between steps improves system flow and reduces the chance of error.

Data Returned Radio Button

Selecting this button shows the views, work sets, and entities for the data returned from an Export view in the procedure
step displayed in the From procedure step listbox. If you then select a view, work set, or entity from the list, the possible
supplying views from the Import views show in the procedure step that is displayed in the To procedure step listbox,
allowing you to match or unmatch import and export views.

For more information on data returned, click here.

Data Sent

This article provides information for Data Sent. It is useful to send data between procedure steps in a dialog flow,
especially when the same information is needed in both steps.
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To specify the data that is sent from one procedure step to another, you:

• Match the necessary export views to the import views
• Unmatch any view-match made in error
• Expand or Contract the view to see the attributes for the entity type
• Modify the view properties and review the entity description

Communicating data between steps improves system flow and reduces the chance of error.

Data Sent Radio Button

Selecting this button shows the views, work sets and entities for the data sent to an Import view in the procedure step
displayed in the To procedure step listbox. If you then select a view, work set, or entity from the list, the possible supplying
views from the Export views shows in the procedure step displayed in the From procedure step listbox, allowing you to
match or unmatch import and export views.

For more information on data sent, click here.

Data Sent or Returned List Box

This list box shows the views, work sets and entities for the data sent to an Import view if the Data Sent radio button is
selected, or for the data returned to an Import view of the To procedure step if Data Returned of the From procedure step
is selected.

If Data Sent is selected and an item from the To Import Views is selected from one list box, the possible From Export
Views show in the other list box.

If Data Returned is selected and an item from the From Export Views is selected from one list box, the possible To Import
Views show in the other list box.

Data Set Free Page and Percent Free

The Free Page must be from 0 through 255. One free page is left after every X pages, where X is the specified Free
Page. The default is 0, leaving no free pages. Percent Free specifies the percent of free space that is left in each page
when the tablespace or indexspace is loaded or reorganized. Specify an integer from 0 through 99. Use Percent Free to
allocate extra rows of free space in a page. The default is 5.

NOTE
Changes are applied once the tablespace or indexspace is loaded or reorganized.

Data Set - Primary Qty, Secondary Qty, and Unit Qty

Primary Quantity specifies the primary space allocation for a data set tablespace or indexspace. For a page size of 4K
(BP0 through BP49), specify a Primary Quantity from 12 through 1048576. For a page size of 32K (BP32K through
BP32K9), specify a Primary Quantity from 96 through 131072.

Secondary Quantity specifies the secondary space allocation for a data set tablespace or indexspace. The Secondary
Quantity must be from 1 through 131068.

Quantity Unit specifies the space allocation for a data set tablespace or indexspace.

NOTE
Changes are applied once the tablespace or indexspace is recovered, reorganized, or extended to a new
volume or data set. When assigning tablespaces or indexspaces to a storage group, Primary Quantity and
Secondary Quantity are optional.
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Data Set Volume Serial List

Volume Serial assigns the volume serial identifier of one or more OS/VS storage volumes.

Database in Data Store List

Database Bufferpool Drop-down List

This drop-down list assigns a bufferpool for tablespaces and indexspaces within the database. Values include BP0, BP1,
BP2, or BP32K. The default is BP0.

NOTE
BP32K applies only to tablespaces. If BP32K is specified, the default bufferpool for indexspaces in the database
is BP0.

Database Description

Description provides an area where essential documentation can be entered and stored. Use Description to explain any
special Owner, Bufferpool, or Storage Group requirements.

Database Error

You entered an identifier Gen does not recognize as valid. You cannot enter a national language character.

DATABASE EXCEPTION

DATABASE EXCEPTION specifies what action to take if a database-related problem occurs, as opposed to logical
exceptions.

DATABASE EXCEPTION applies to the following  entity action statements:

• READ
• READ EACH
• SUMMARIZE
• SUMMARIZE EACH
• CREATE
• UPDATE
• DELETE
• ASSOCIATE (standalone form)
• TRANSFER (standalone form)
• DISASSOCIATE (standalone form)

The database exception statements are:  

• WHEN successful - can also be considered a logical exception statement when valid conditions exist for adding it
• WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK or TIMEOUT - trying to update concurrently, or otherwise unable to access the data in

a required amount of time
• WHEN DATABASE ERROR - any exception other than logical exceptions

Database exception statements must be explicitly added to entity action statements. They should not be used unless you
need to specify your own logic for handling these errors. Gen generates code to handle these conditions for you. It rolls
back any database updates that occur up to that point, and, for timeouts and deadlocks, Gen may attempt to retry the
transaction automatically. Otherwise, a fatal error occurs causing the application to terminate.
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If you require changes to Gen's default error-handling procedures, then database exception statements must be added.
For more information, refer to the Developer's Reference documentation.

WARNING
You are responsible for database integrity once you include database exception conditions. This includes any
rollbacks that must be done. Rollbacks will not occur unless you use one of the following:

• ABORT TRANSACTION verb
• RETRY TRANSACTION verb
• EXIT STATE with rollback
• EXIT STATE with abort
• External action block that issues a rollback

Otherwise, any successful database updates that occur before or after the database exception are committed.

Default actions for the two database exception statements (WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK or TIMEOUT and WHEN
DATABASE ERROR) are provided by the toolset. When a database deadlock or timeout exception is added, the toolset
automatically adds the RETRY TRANSACTION   statement.  When a database error statement is added, the toolset
automatically adds the ABORT TRANSACTION   statement. These defaults cause the action diagram to execute in
basically the same way as it would have if the database exceptions had not been added.

You must add your own error-handling statements underneath the appropriate WHEN statement to change this default
behavior. You may also delete or change the RETRY and ABORT statements that are added automatically.

Unlike ordinary logical exceptions, such as WHEN not found, a database exception must have at least one action
specified for it. Otherwise, the default error-handling procedures are followed for that condition, and the statement is
marked as inactive.

NOTE
If the WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK or TIMEOUT statement is deleted, but the WHEN DATABASE ERROR
statement remains, then deadlocks or timeouts that occur during execution are captured by the WHEN
DATABASE ERROR condition and follow that path.

DATABASE EXCEPTION Example
This article provides information for DTATBASE EXCEPTION examples for READ and DELETE statements before and
after adding the database error condition.

The first example shows a READ statement before adding the database error condition:

READ entity view list

WHERE....

WHEN successful

action....

WHEN not found

EXIT STATE IS it_is_not_found

ESCAPE

The same example shows a READ statement after adding the database error condition:

READ entity view list

WHERE....

WHEN successful

action....

WHEN not found

EXIT STATE IS it_is_not_found
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ESCAPE

WHEN database deadlock or timeout

RETRY TRANSACTION

WHEN database error

ABORT TRANSACTION DISPLAYING last database error message

The second example shows a DELETE statement before adding the database error condition:

DELETE existing employee

The same example shows a DELETE statement after adding the database error condition:

DELETE existing employee

WHEN successful

WHEN database deadlock or timeout

RETRY TRANSACTION

WHEN database error

ABORT TRANSACTION DISPLAYING last database error message

The third example shows a READ EACH statement before adding the database deadlock or timeout condition:

READ EACH product

WHERE DESIRED product code is EQUAL to "GA"

MOVE product TO output product

The same example shows a READ EACH statement after adding the database deadlock or timeout condition:

READ EACH product

WHERE DESIRED product code is EQUAL to "GA"

(for each successful iteration)

MOVE product TO output product

WHEN database deadlock or timeout

RETRY TRANSACTION

WHEN database error

ABORT TRANSACTION DISPLAYING last database error message

Database in DSL

This article provides information for Database in DSL. Database identifies the name of the database where the selected
table is stored.

Database Object Description Dialog

The Description dialog documents the database object (tablespace, indexspace, or storage group). Use Description to
track any changes or additions to the Data Store List object for audit purposes.

Database Owner

Database Owner specifies the owner of the selected database. The Owner must be no more than eight characters long.

DB2 Audit Rules
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If the owner of the database has the CREATEDBA privilege, the owner acquires authority of the database
administrator for the database.

If the owner of the database has the CREATEDBC privilege, but not the CREATEDBA privilege, the owner acquires
DBCTRL authority for the database. In this case, only SYSADM authority can grant authorization IDs with database
administrator authority.

Database Properties Dialog

The Database Properties dialog defines or changes data characteristics of the selected database.

During DDL generation, these properties define the object to the DBMS.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

NOTE
The number of characters that are allowed in DBMS-specific database names is limited by your development
platform file system. If your development platform file system is limited to eight characters, MS-DOS for
example, then the DBMS-specific name that you enter must be eight characters or less.

Database Storage Grp

Database Storage Group designates a storage group to support DASD space requirements for tablespaces and
indexspaces within the database.

The default is SYSDEFLT. Select a storage group from the Storage Grp drop-down list. To add a storage group, use Edit
then Add Storage Group.

Date Duration
You build date duration expressions in the Action Diagram using date views. A date view is a component of an entity view
that sees an attribute that is defined as a date. These date duration expressions let you add a number of years, months,
and/or days to a date value. The expressions include dates and labeled durations. The result is another date value.

The following example shows the format for date duration expressions:

SET export customer contact_date TO import customer 

contact_date - 2 YEARS - 3 MONTHS - 12 DAYS

The results of the duration calculation must be a valid date (month, day and year combination).  Failure to provide a valid
date may lead to unpredictable results.

Examples:

MM/DD/YYYY If Valid Result
00/00/0000 Valid Zero values for month, day and year
01/01/0001 Valid Month, day and year all non-zero values
10/00/2006 Invalid Zero day but non-zero values for the month

and year
00/01/2006 Invalid Zero month but non-zero values for day and

year
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Date Expressions

Expressions appear in conditions and SET statements. They provide a value that is consistent with the primitive domain
of:

• Attributes or special attributes to which they are being assigned (in SET statements and the FOR loop)
• Attributes or special attribute to which they are being compared (in conditions)

Expressions appear differently in the PAD logic, depending on whether they return a text, numeric, date, time, or
timestamp value. Date expressions can begin with a date view, a date function, or current date. After this, the expressions
can include a numeric modifier that either adds or subtracts the number of years, days, or months to or from the initial
date component. For example, the following expression returns the date exactly one week prior to the current date:

 current_date - 7 days

Date Validation

When using data validation in expressions, the results of the duration calculation must be a valid date, represented with a
month, day, and year combination.

Failure to provide a valid date can lead to unpredictable results.

Examples:

• 00000000 - All zeros is a valid date
• 01010001 - Month, day, and year each set to 1 is a valid date
• 10002006 - A zero-day value is an invalid date
• 00012006 - A zero month value is an invalid date

Select the expression about which you want more information and the corresponding help displays:

• current date
• function date
• date view

Date View

This article provides information for Date View. Date view is an attribute view of the date domain. Date View is a
component of an entity view.

Date View sees an attribute that is defined as a date. The SET statement in the following example sets a date attribute to
a date view:

SET export employee actual_date_started TO

import employee start_date

DB2 Attach
DB2 Attach specifies the method by which an application invokes (attaches to) DB2. The attach methods are:

Attach Method Meaning
EXEC Used for applications that do not attach to DB2
DB2_DSN Used for applications that use the DSN attach facility of DB2.
IMS_BMP Used for applications that use the BMP attach facility of IMS.
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DLIBATCH Used for applications that use the DLIBATCH attach facility of
IMS.

A PSB name is required for DB2 attach methods of DLIBATCH or IMS_BMP.

DB2 UDB Database Defaults

This article provides information for DB2 UDB Database Defaults. This dialog is used to set the TD default options for the
DB2 UDB database.

Name
The default database name. An entry in this field is mandatory.

Territory
The territory to be used by DBMS. The default is blank. See the DBMS documentation for valid values. This field
is optional. If you specify a codeset, then you can also specify a valid territory.

Codeset
A field to specify the codeset to be used by the DBMS. The default is blank. See the DBMS documentation for
valid values. The field is optional. If a territory is specified, then a valid codeset must be specified."

Collating Sequence
Specifies the collating sequence to be used by the DBMS. The default is SYSTEM. The options are SYSTEM,
IDENTITY, and COMPATIBILITY. This field is mandatory.

Default Tablespace Extent Size
A field to specify the default tablespace extent size to be used by the DBMS. The default is 32 4Ks. You can use a
value in the range of 2 through 256. This field is mandatory.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Selecting Help from an action bar provides the following options:

Keys Help
Lists and defines the Gen function keys.

Help Topics
Provides a selectable list of all help panels for the toolset.

Consistency Check Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the consistency check error messages.

Runtime Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the runtime error messages.

About
Displays the logo window of the application.

DB2 UDB Database Properties

Use this dialog either to define properties for a new database or to modify properties for an existing database.

Property Description
Generic Name The default name of the database when a DBMS-specific name is

not defined. Generic Name is blank on new databases but cannot
be left blank.
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DB2 UDB Name The DBMS-specific name of the database. Use this field to
override the generic database name. This name cannot be left
blank.

Owner The owner ID of the named database; owner ID field cannot begin
with a digit, exclamation mark, or percent symbol.

System Catalog (tablespace) Select from this dropdown list the tablespace of type Regular
within this database which will hold the catalog tables. NONE
is the default. Cannot select the same tablespace as the user
tablespace.

Temporary (tablespace) Select from this dropdown list the tablespace of type Temporary
within this database which will hold the temporary tables. NONE is
the default for the Temporary tablespace.

Territory A field to specify the territory to be used by the DBMS. The default
is blank. Refer to the DBMS documentation for valid values. This
field is optional. If you specify a codeset, then you must also
specify a valid territory.

Codeset A field to specify the codeset to be used by the DBMS. The default
is blank. Refer to the DBMS documentation for valid values.
This field is optional. If you specify a territory, then you must also
specify a valid codeset.

Alias A field to specify the alias to be created for the database. The
default is blank. The value can be any legal database alias name
supported by the DBMS. This field is optional.

Collating Sequence A field to specify the collating sequence to be used by the DBMS.
The default is SYSTEM. The options are SYSTEM, IDENTITY,
and COMPATIBILITY. This field is mandatory.

Default Tablespace Extent Size A field to specify the default tablespace extent size to be used
by the DBMS. The default is 32 4Ks. You can use a value in the
range of 2 through 256. This field is mandatory.

User (tablespace) Select from this dropdown list the tablespace of type Regular
within this database which will hold the user tables. NONE is the
default. Cannot select the same tablespace as System Catalog
tablespace.

Default values are taken from the technical design defaults.

NOTE
The number of characters allowed in DBMS-specific database names is limited by the target database
management system.

DB2 UDB Default Table Tablespace
This article provides information for DB2 UDB Default Table Tablespace. Select the default table tablespace option from
this drop-down list.

Option Description
<TABLETBS> If <TABLETBS> is selected, all tables are created in the

TABLETBS tablespace.
User Entry If the user enters a tablespace name, all tables are created in the

named table tablespace.
<Unique> If <Unique> is selected, each table is created in a unique default

tablespace.
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DB2 UDB Index Defaults
This article provides information for DB2 UDB Index Defaults. Use the DB2 UDB Index Defaults dialog to define DB2
index default properties.

The following fields are available on this dialog:

Percent Free
Specifies the percent free for the index. You can use values from 1 through 99 percent. This field is mandatory.
Default: 10 percent

Minimum Percent Used
Specifies the minimum percent that is used for the index. The values may be from 1 through 99 percent. The field
is mandatory.
Default: 10 percent

Allow Reverse Scans
Specifies whether reverse scans on the index are allowed. The options are YES and NO. This field is mandatory.
Default: NO

DB2 UDB Index Properties
This article provides information for DB2 UDB Index Properties. Use this dialog to modify index properties for an existing
table.

Property Description
Generic Name The default name of the index when a name is not provided by the

DBMS.
DB2 UDB Name The DBMS-specific name of the index. Use this field to override

any generic index name.
Est. Index Length Estimated index row length. This property is used in some

“Autosize” calculations.
Percent Free A field to specify the percent free for the index. The default is 10

percent. You can use values from 1 through 99 percent. This field
is mandatory.

Minimum Percent Used A field to specify the minimum percent used for the index. The
default is 10 percent. You can use values from 1 through 99
percent. This field is mandatory.

Allow Reverse Scans A field to specify whether reverse scans on the index are allowed.
The default is NO. The options are YES and NO. This field is
mandatory.

Select Description to add a description.

DB2 UDB Table Defaults
This article provides information for DB2 UDB Table Defaults. This dialog is used to set the Technical Design default
options for creating DB2 UDB tables.

Default Table Tablespace
Select the default table tablespace option from this dropdown list. The user can enter the options <Table>
(default), <Unique>, or a name.
If <TABLETBS> is selected, all tables are created in the TABLETBS tablespace.
If <Unique> is selected, each table is created in a unique default tablespace.
If the user enters a tablespace name, all tables are created in the named tablespace.
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Owner
User entry field for the owner of created tables. Enter User name for the owner of the table. The owner has modify
privileges for the table. The default entry is blank.

Data Capture
This default has two options, None or Changes. Changes indicate that SQL changes to the table is written to the
log in an expanded retrievable format. None indicates that no additional information is written to the log.

Index Tablespace
This default is the Index tablespace name. The tablespace name must be different from the long tablespace
name.

Long Data Tablespace
The long data tablespace name cannot be the same as the index tablespace name.

The following dialog contains the following field information:

Selecting Help from an action bar provides the following options:

Keys Help
Lists and defines the Gen function keys.

Help Topics
Provides a selectable list of all help panels for the toolset.

Consistency Check Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the consistency check error messages.

Runtime Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the runtime error messages.

About
Displays the logo window of the application.

 

 

DB2 UDB Table Properties
This article provides information for DB2 UDB Table Properties. Use this dialog to modify table properties. Select
Description to add a multi-line description. Select Add Tablespace to add a tablespace.

Property Description
Entity Type Name that is assigned to the entity type before the transformation

process.
Database Name of the database in which the table is implemented in the

DB2 UDB Technical Design.
Generic Name The default name of the table when a DBMS specific name is not

provided.
DB2 UDB Name The DBMS-specific name of the table. Use this field to override

any generic table name.
Owner The owner ID of the named table.
Data Capture Select the data capture setting from this dropdown list. The

choices are None and Changes. This field specifies whether the
logging of SQL INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE operations on the
table is augmented by additional information. Changes record the
additional information.
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Index Tablespace Select a tablespace in which the indexes of the table are
implemented. This dropdown list shows all tablespaces of type
Regular within the database, except the tablespaces selected as
System Catalog and User.

Long Data Tablespace Select a tablespace in which the long columns of the table are
implemented. This dropdown list shows all tablespaces of type
Long within the database.

Row Length Specifies the estimated total length of a table row in bytes.

DB2 UDB Tablespace Defaults

The DB2 UDB Tablespace Defaults dialog specifies the default values used by transformation and retransformation when
implementing tablespaces in the technical design. In the Technical Design, the Data Store List diagram and Tablespace
properties dialog display the resulting implementation.

Storage location defaults specify a storage location that is implemented within each tablespace that transformation or
retransformation implements in the technical design. DBMS default tablespace is system-controlled tablespace and not
specified by Gen.

The following fields are available on this dialog that are active for DB2 UDB

Treat as DBMS Default Tablespace
Specifies the created tablespace properties as the DBMS default tablespace properties. The default condition is
checked.

Managed By
Specifies the management of the storage location. Select the Database option to set File as the storage type and
enable Size. Select System to set Directory as the storage type is Directory and disable Size.

Page Size
Specifies the page size that the tablespace in the DBMS uses. You can use the values 4, 8, 16 or 32K. The field is
mandatory.
Default: 4K

Extent Size
Specifies the Extent Size within a range of 2 to 256 pages.
Default: 2 pages.

Prefetch Size
Specifies the Prefetch Size within a range of 0 to 32767.
Default: 0

Overhead Rate
Specifies the Overhead Rate, which is a numeric field with unlimited range. The entries are made in milliseconds.
Default: 24.1 milliseconds.

Transfer Rate
The Transfer Rate is a numeric field with unlimited range. The entries are made in milliseconds.
Default: 0.9 milliseconds

The following fields are available on this dialog and specify the storage locations defaults.

Path
Defines the default path for the storage location. Each filename and path must be fully specified according to your
operating system. The tablespace name that [set to your product name] generates is added to this path. This is a
mandatory field that cannot be left blank.
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File Type
Defines the File Type which is set by the Managed By variable. If it is managed by the database, this field can be
set to File or Device. If it is managed by System, this field is set to Directory.

File Size
Defines the File Size when managed by database. The default value is 50 pages and cannot be set to 0. Enter
any numeric value except 0.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Selecting Help from an action bar provides the following options:

Keys Help
Lists and defines the Gen function keys.

Help Topics
Provides a selectable list of all help panels for the toolset.

Consistency Check Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the consistency check error messages.

Runtime Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the runtime error messages.

About
Displays the logo window of the application.

DB2 UDB Tablespace Properties

Use this dialog either to define tablespace properties for a new database or to modify tablespace properties for an existing
database.

Property Description
Generic Name The default name of the tablespace when no DBMS specific name

is provided.
DB2 UDB Name The DBMS-specific name of the tablespace. Use this field to

override any generic tablespace name.
Treat as DBMS Default When checked, indicates the default tablespace properties are

the DBMS default tablespace properties. The default condition is
checked.

TYPE 1 index Indicates the index was created by a release of DB2 before
Version 4, or that is specified as type 1 in Version 4.

TYPE 2 index Type 2 indexes are the only indexes allowed on a table space that
uses row locks.

TYPE Unspecified Indicates the index type is unspecified.
Managed By These radio buttons, System and Database, specify the

management of the storage location. If Database (default) is
selected, the storage type is File and Size is enabled. If System is
selected, the storage Type is Directory and Size is disabled.

Extent Size Extent Size has a range of 2 to 256 pages. The default is 2 pages.
Prefetch Prefetch Size has a range of 0 to 256 pages. The default is 0

pages.
Overhead Rate The Overhead Rate is a numeric field with unlimited range. The

default entry is 24.1 milliseconds.
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Transfer Rate Transfer Rate is a numeric field with unlimited range. The default
entry is 0.9 milliseconds.

Page Size A field to specify the page size to be used by the tablespace in the
DBMS. The default is 4K. You can use these values 4, 8, 16, or 32
K. This field is mandatory.

DB2 z/OS Database Defaults

This article provides information for DB2 z/OS Database Defaults. This dialog is used to set the TD default options for the
DB2 z/OS database.

The following fields are available on this dialog:

Name
Defines the default database name. An entry in this field is mandatory.

Bufferpool
Defines a list of available bufferpools. The choices are BP0 through BP49, BP32K, BP32K1 through BP32K9,
BP8K0 through BP8K9, and BP16K0 through BP16K9. An entry in this field is mandatory.
Default: BPO

Index Bufferpool
Defines a list of available bufferpools for the indices. The choices are BP0 through BP49. This field is mandatory.
Default: BPO

Storage Grp
Selects a storage group default within which a default database is created in the selected TD. The drop-down list
is updated when a storage group is added, deleted, or changed in the TD. If no names appear or if the name you
want does not appear, select the Add Storage Group option to create one. If you select NONE here, select either
a valid Storage Group or VCAT for both Tablespace Defaults and Indexspace Defaults.

ROSHARE
Defines the Read Only Share database property. The drop-down list contains the following ROSHARE choices
and functions:
None

Specifies that Read Only property cannot be shared.
Owner

Specifies the Database property as Read Only for all except the OWNER.
Read

Specifies the Database property as Read Only.
Add Storage Group

Displays a dialog for adding a storage group

DB2 z/OS Database Properties
This article provides information for DB2 z/OS Database Properties. Use this dialog either to define properties for a new
database or to modify properties for an existing database.

Property Description
Generic Name The default name of the database when a name is not provided by

the DBMS.
DB2 z/OS Name The DBMS Name entry is also blank for new databases and

cannot be left blank. For existing databases, use this field to
override the generic database name.
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STORAGE GROUP Names the area of storage to be used to support DASD space
requirements for tablespaces and indexes within the database.

BUFFERPOOL Select a bufferpool from this dropdown list. The choice of
bufferpool sets the page size of tablespace storage for this
database. The default is BP0. Options are: BP0 through BP49 (4K
page size), BP32K through BPK32K9 (32K page size), BP8K1
through BP8K9 (8K page size), and BP16K1 through BP16K9
(16K page size). This field is mandatory.

Index Bufferpool A list of available bufferpools for the indices storage. The default is
BP0. The choices are BP0 through BP49. This field is mandatory.

Owner Authorized owner ID of the created database.
ROSHARE Indicates how the database is shared using shared read-only

data.

Select Add Storage Group to add a storage group.

The default values are taken from the technical design defaults.

NOTE
The number of characters that are allowed in DBMS-specific database names is limited by the target database
management system.

Database Name

The Database field contains a unique database name within the DBMS catalog. The Database name must be no more
than eight characters long.

DB2 z/OS Default Table Tablespace
This article provides information for DB2 z/OS Default Table Tablespace. Select the default table tablespace name from
this drop-down list.

Option Description
<Unique> If <Unique> is selected, each table is created in a unique

tablespace.
<TABLETBS> If TABLETBS is selected, all tables are created in the TABLETBS

tablespace.
User Entry If the user enters a tablespace name, all tables are created in the

named tablespace.

DB2 z/OS Table Default Data Capture

The options available for DB2 z/OS Table Default Data Capture are:

• None
• Changes

DB2 z/OS Table Default Owner

This is a user entry field for the Owner of created tables. Enter a User name for the owner of the table. The owner has
modify privileges for the table. The default entry is blank.
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DB2 z/OS Table Defaults

This dialog is used to set the Technical Design default options for creating the DB2 z/OS database tables.

Table Default Description

Default Tablespace Select the default table tablespace option from this dropdown
list. The options are <Unique> (default), <TABLETBS>, or a
tablespace name entered by the user.
If <Unique> is selected, each table is created in a unique default
tablespace.
If <TABLETBS> is selected, all tables are created in the
TABLETBS tablespace.
If the user enters a tablespace name, all tables are created in the
named tablespace.

Owner User entry field for the owner of created tables. Enter a User name
for the owner of the table. The owner has modify privileges for the
created table.

Data Capture A field to specify the data capture options to be used by DB2 when
logging SQL operations. The default is None. Options are None
and Changes. This field is mandatory.

Restrict on Drop A field to specify to DB2 whether this table can only be dropped
using the REPAIR DBD PROP. The default value is NO. This field
is mandatory.

Audit Specifies to DB2 the types of operations on the table that should
be audited by the DBMS. The default is none. The options are
none, all, changes. This field is mandatory.

DB2 z/OS Table Properties

The DB2 z/OS dialog lets you modify table properties.

You can modify the following fields:

Entity Type
Specifies the name that is assigned to the entity type before the transformation process.

Database
Specifies the name of the default database.

Generic Name
Specifies the default name of the table when a DBMS-specific name is not provided.

DB2 z/OS Name
Specifies the DBMS-specific name of the table. Use this field to override any generic table name.

Synonym
Specifies an alias for the Database name.

Owner
Specifies an Authorized owner ID of the created table.

Edit Proc
Defines a named edit routine for the table.

Valid Proc
Designates a named validation exit routine for the table.
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Row Length
Specifies the estimated total length of a table row in bytes.

Data Capture
Specifies whether the logging of SQL INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE operations on the table is augmented by
additional information. The options are None, which does not record extra and Changes, which writes extra data
about SQL updates to the log.

With Restrict On Drop
Specifies that the table cannot be dropped, when checked. Also, the database and table space that contained the
table cannot be dropped.

Audit
Specifies to DB2 the types of operations on the table that DBMS has to audit. The default is none. The options are
None, All, and Changes. This field is mandatory.

Select Description to add a multiline description to your document panel.

DB2 z/OS Table Restrict on Drop Default

This applies to Version 4 and subsequent versions of DB2. Select Restrict on Drop when not using Version 4 or later.

DB2 z/OS Index Defaults

The DB2 Index Defaults dialog specifies the default values for the overall Technical Design. The defaults are used
throughout application design and appear on various dialogs in the Data Structure List and the Data Store List. In addition,
some of the defaults are required to perform transformation, retransformation, specialization, and the referential integrity
process.

Index Default Description
Storage Group (name) Specifies that DB2 will define and manage the data sets for the

index. Each data set will be defined on a volume listed in the
identified storage group list box. This control names the default
storage group for the indexspace. Storage group is inactive if an
indexspace VCAT is specified. (The two are mutually exclusive.)
If the Storage Group radio button is selected, you can select a
storage group name from a list. If no names appear or if the name
you want does not appear, selec tthe Add Storage Group push
button to create one.
The indexspace storage group overrides any storage group
specified as the database default.

VCAT (catalog-name) VCAT catalog-name specifies that the user manages the first data
set for the index, as are the following data sets, if needed. Storage
Group is inactive if VCAT is selected. They are mutually exclusive.
This control defines the default catalog data sets for the
indexspace VCAT is inactive if an indexspace storage group is
specified. (The two are mutually exclusive.)
Gen supplies the default VCAT name.
The following restrictions apply to the Name:
The VCAT name must contain an entry for the first data set of the
indexspace.
The name must be no more than 8 characters
The name must conform to any DBMS naming conventions for
data sets.
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Subpages Specifies the number of subpages for each physical page. The
subpage is the unit of index locking. Options are: 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16.
The default is 4.

Bufferpool Sets the default page size of the indexspace, which is  the default
bufferpool for all indexes. Bufferpools are of 4K page size only.
The options are BP0 through BP49. The default is BP0. An entry
in this field is mandatory. 32KB bufferpool selection does not apply
to indexspace.

Close Specifies whether or not the data set is eligible to be closed when
the indexspace is not being used and the limit on the number of
open data sets is reached. The default is unselected, meaning the
data set is eligible for closing.
For performance reasons, you may prefer to leave the indexspace
data sets open for applications that require frequent data set
access. The tradeoff involves virtual storage and access time from
the central processing unit.

Defer Indicates whether the index is built during the execution of the
CREATE INDEX statement. Regardless of the option specified,
the description of the index and its index space is added to the
catalog. By default, this option is not selected implying that the
index is built.

TYPE Specifies Type 2 as the type of index. Indicates that the
associated tablespace contains tables with a LOCKSIZE specified
as ROW. Any specification of Subpages is ignored.

Piecesize A field to specify the maximum addressability of each piece for a
non-partitioned index. The default is DEFAULT, which indicates
that DB2 selects the default value. The options are 256K through
64G. This field is mandatory.

Copy A field to indicate whether the COPY utility is allowed for the
index. The default value is NO. This field is mandatory.

DB2 z/OS Index Properties
This article provides information for DB2 z/OS Index Properties. Select the Description button to enter a description.
Select the Add Storage Group button to add a storage group.

Use this dialog to modify index properties for an existing table:

Property Description
Generic Name The default name of the index when a name is not provided by the

DBMS.
DB2 z/OS Name The DBMS-specific name of the index. Use this field to override

any generic index name.
CLOSE Indicates whether to close the data set when the index is not being

used and the limit on the number of open data sets is reached.
ERASE Indicates whether the DB2-managed data sets are to be erased

when they are deleted during the execution of a utility or when an
SQL statement that drops the index.

Est. Index Length Estimated index row length. This property is used in some
“Autosize” calculations.

STORAGE GROUP Names the area of storage to be used to support DASD space
requirements for tablespaces and indexes within the database.

VCAT Identifies the name of the volume catalog for the indexspace.
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BUFFERPOOL Specifies the disk storage for tablespaces and indexes within the
database. 32K applies only to tablespaces.

SUBPAGES Specifies the number of subpages for each physical page. The
subpage is the unit of index locking.

DEFER Indicates whether the index is built during the execution of the
CREATE INDEX statement. If the table is empty and DEFER is
checked, the index is not built or placed in a recover pending
state.

TYPE Specifies Type 2 as the index type to be implemented by the
DBMS.

UNIQUE Where Not Null Prevents the table from containing two or more rows with the
same value of the index key. WHERE NOT NULL specifies
that any two null values are taken to be equal. You can specify
UNIQUE WHERE NOT NULL only if TYPE is 2.

Piece size A field to specify the maximum addressability of each piece for a
non-partitioned index. The default is DEFAULT, which indicates
that DB2 selects the default value. The options are 256K through
64G. This field is mandatory.

Copy A field to indicate whether the COPY utility is allowed for the
index. The default value is NO. This field is mandatory.

Primary Quantity Primary Quantity specifies the primary space allocation for a
dataset indexspace. Units are selected by the Units dropdown
list and may be Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders. For 4K pages (BP0
to BP49), the maximum space allocation is 1048576 pages. For
cylinder and track units, the maximum space allocations are 5950
cylinders and 93207 tracks.

Secondary Quantity Secondary Quantity specifies the secondary space that is
allocated for a dataset indexspace. Units are selected by the
Units dropdown list and may be Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders.
For 4K pages (BP0 to BP49), the maximum space allocation is
32767 pages. For cylinder and track units, the maximum space
allocations are 186 cylinders and 2913 tracks.

Quantity Units This dropdown list selects the Primary and Secondary quantity
units. Options are Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders.

Percent Free Specifies the percentage of space to leave free for updates
and insertions within each of the pages when the tablespace or
indexspace is loaded or reorganized.

Volume Serial Adds or deletes the volume serial identifier to one or more OS/VS
storage volumes.

Free Page Specifies how often to leave a page of free space when index
entries are created as the result of executing a DB2 utility or when
creating an index for a table with existing rows.

DB2 z/OS Partitioned Indexspace
This article provides information for DB2 z/OS Partitioned Indexspace. Use this dialog to modify the properties of an
existing partitioned indexspace.
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The indexspace properties include:

Property Description
Default Select "Do not use values as default" if you do not want to use the

entries as default for creating partitions. The two push buttons are
mutually exclusive.

Generic Name The default name of the tablespace when no DBMS specific name
is provided.

DB2 z/OS Name The DBMS-specific name of the tablespace. Use this field to
override any generic indexspace name.

CLOSE (checkbox) Indicates whether to close the data set when the index is not being
used and the limit on the number of open data sets is reached.

BUFFERPOOL Specifies the disk storage for indexspaces within the database.
SUBPAGES Specifies the number of subpages for each physical page; the

subpage is the unit of index locking.
STORAGE GROUP Names the storage area to be used to support space requirements

for tablespaces and indexes within the database.
VCAT Identifies the name of the volume catalog for the indexspace.
DEFER Indicates whether the index is built during the execution of the

CREATE INDEX statement. If the table is empty and DEFER is
checked, the index is not built or placed in a recover pending
state.

TYPE 2 index Type 2 indexes are the only indexes that are allowed on a table
space that uses row locks.

Primary Quantity Primary Quantity specifies the primary space allocation for a
dataset indexspace. Units are selected by the Units dropdown
list and may be Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders. For 4K pages (BP0
to BP49), the maximum space allocation is 1048576 pages. For
cylinder and track units, the maximum space allocations are 5950
cylinders and 93207 tracks.

Secondary Quantity Secondary Quantity specifies the secondary space that is
allocated for a dataset indexspace. Units are selected by the
Units dropdown list and may be Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders.
For 4K pages (BP0 to BP49), the maximum space allocation is
32767 pages. For cylinder and track units, the maximum space
allocations are 186 cylinders and 2913 tracks.

Quantity Units This dropdown list selects the Primary and Secondary quantity
units. Options are Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders.

Percent Free Specifies the percentage of space to leave free for updates
and insertions within each of the pages when the tablespace or
indexspace is loaded or reorganized.

Free Page Specifies how often to leave a page of free space when index
entries are created as the result of executing a DB2 utility or when
creating an index for a table with existing rows.

Select the Description button to enter a description.

Select the Add Storage Group button to add a storage group.
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DB2 z/OS Tablespace Defaults
The DB2 z/OS Tablespace Defaults window specifies the default values for tablespace in the Technical Design.
Tablespace is the basic unit of storage space.

This dialog is used to set the TD default values for the DB2 z/OS Tablespace.

The defaults are used throughout database design and optimization and appear on various dialogs in the Data Structure
List and the Data Store List. In addition, some of the defaults are required to perform transformation, retransformation,
specialization, and the referential integrity process.

Storage Group
Selects the storage group within which the tablespace is created. All current storage groups are listed on the
dropdown list. If no storage groups are listed, you can add one by selecting an Add Storage Groups push button.
When Storage Group is selected, VCAT is deactivated. (The two are mutually exclusive). The tablespace storage
group overrides any storage group that is specified as the database default.

VCAT
Selects the volume catalog within which the tablespace is created and defines the default catalog data sets for the
tablespace. VCAT is inactive if a tablespace storage group is selected. (The two are mutually exclusive.) You can
change the default VCAT name that is supplied by Gen.
The following rules apply to the VCAT name:

• The VCAT name must contain an entry for the first data set of the tablespace.
• The name must be no more than eight characters.
• The name must conform to any DBMS naming conventions for data sets.

Locksize
Specifies the size of locks that are used within the tablespace, which refers to the default unit level at which the
database management system locks data (restricts the use of the data by other users and resources). Locksize
options are as follows:
Tablespace

All locks on the data are at the tablespace level. The advantage is that fewer locks are needed; the
disadvantage is that less concurrency may result.

Page
All locks on the data are at the page level when possible.

Any
All locks on the data are selected by the DBMS, which may use any locking level. Usually, the DBMS
uses page locking. However, when the number of page locks acquired for the tablespace exceeds the
maximum number that is allowed, the page locks are released and locking is set at the next higher level.
If the tablespace is segmented, the next higher level is the table. If the tablespace is not segmented, the
next higher level is the tablespace

Table
Specifies that the DBMS uses table locking.

Row
Specifies that the DBMS uses row locking. This means all indexes that are defined on tables in the
tablespace must be type 2 indexes. If you specify Row for a tablespace, you cannot create a type 1 index
on any of its tables. If you attempt to change a tablespace to Row, the statement fails if a type 1 index
exists on any of its tables.

Close
Specifies whether the data sets for the tablespace are closed or open when the tablespace is not in use. The
default is unchecked, which means that the data sets are open when the tablespace is not in use.
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For performance reasons, you may prefer to leave the tablespace data sets open. Leaving them open involves
approximately 2000 bytes of memory per data set. The overhead is probably justified for frequent data set access.
The tradeoff involves virtual storage and access time from the central processing unit.

Bufferpool
Sets the size of the memory area (known as page size) for storage of the tablespaces and/or indexspaces (unless
you specify a different bufferpool at the tablespace and/or indexspace level). The page size of the bufferpool is set
in 4K, 8K, 16K, or 32K page increments. This field is mandatory. BP32K applies only to tablespaces; if you select
BP32K for tablespaces, the default bufferpool for indexspaces is BP0. The default bufferpool value is BP0.
Bufferpool options are as follows:

Option Page size
BP0 - BP49 4K
BP8K0 - BP8K9 8K
BP18K0 - BP16K9 16K
BP32K - BP32K9 32K

Compress
Specifies whether the data sets for the tablespace are stored compressed or uncompressed. The default is
unchecked, which means that the data sets are stored uncompressed.

Selective Partition Locking
Determines whether DB2 uses selective partition locking (SPL) when locking a partitioned tablespace. The default
is unselected, which means DB2 does not use selective partition locking. This field is mandatory.

Lockmax (drop-down list and entry field)
Specifies the maximum number of pages or row locks an application process can hold simultaneously in the
tablespace. Options are Unlimited, Explicit, and System. Default is Unlimited. You can specify a value in the field
only when select Explicit from the drop-down list. System means that the system sets the value.

DSSize
Specifies the maximum size of each partition in the tablespace. The options are 1G (gigabyte) through 64 G and
Default. The default is Default, which means that DB2 decides the value. This field is mandatory.

Trackmod
Specifies whether DB2 tracks modified pages in the space map pages of the tablespace. the options are Yes,
No, and Default. The default is Default, which indicates that DB2 decides the Trackmod setting. This field is
mandatory.

Segment Size
Specifies the maximum size of each segment in the tablespace.

Maxrows
Specifies the maximum number of rows that DB2 considers placing on each page. The range of values is 1-255.
The default is 255. This field is mandatory.

Add Storage Group
Click this push button to create storage groups for tablespaces. Any new storage groups that are defined are
selectable from the Storage Group drop-down list when you specify database, tablespace, index, partition
tablespace, and partition indexspace properties.
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DB2 z/OS Tablespace Properties
This article provides information for DB2 z/OS Tablespace Properties. Use this dialog either to add a tablespace or to
modify the properties of an existing tablespace.

Property Description
Generic Name The default name of the tablespace when a DBMS-specific name

is not provided.
DB2 z/OS Name The DBMS-specific name of the tablespace. Use this field to

override any generic database name.
CLOSE (Checkbox) Specifies whether the data sets are eligible to be closed when the

tablespace is not being used and when the limit on the number of
open data sets is reached. When checked, the data set is eligible
for closing.

ERASE (Checkbox) Indicates whether the DB2-defined data sets are to be erased
when the table space is dropped. When checked, all data in
the data sets are overwritten with zeros when the table space
is dropped. Refer to the vendor documentation for further
information.

LOCKSIZE Specifies the size of locks that are used within the table space
and, sometimes, the threshold at which lock escalation occurs.

LOCKSIZE (Any) Specifies that DB2 can use any lock size. Usually DB2 uses
LOCKSIZE PAGE LOCKMAX SYSTEM. This is the default for
CREATE TABLESPACE.

LOCKSIZE (Tablespace) Specifies table space locks.
LOCKSIZE (Table) Specifies table locks. TABLE can be specified only for a

segmented table space.
LOCKSIZE (Page) Specifies page locks.
LOCKSIZE (Row) Specifies row locks. If you specify ROW, all indexes that are

defined on tables in the table space must be type 2 indexes. You
cannot create a type 1 index on any of its tables. Where a type
1 index exists on any table within a table space, the table space
cannot be changed to LOCKSIZE ROW.

BUFFERPOOL This control sets the size of the bufferpool in 4K, 8K, 16K or 32K
pages. Options are: BP0 through BP49 (4K page size), BP8K0
through BP8K9 (8K page size), BP16K0 through BP16K9 (16K
page size), and BP32K through BP32K9 (32K page size). This
field is mandatory.

STORAGE GROUP Names the storage area to be used to support space requirements
for tablespaces and indexes within the database.

SEGSIZE Indicates that the table space is segmented. Specifies how many
pages are to be assigned to each segment. Must be a multiple
of 4, from 4 through 64. A segmented table space cannot be
partitioned.

Compress Specifies whether the data sets for the tablespace are stored
compressed or uncompressed. The default is unchecked, which
means that the data sets are stored uncompressed.

Selective Partition Locking Determines whether DB2 uses selective partition locking (SPL)
when locking a partitioned tablespace. The default is unselected,
which means DB2 does not use selective partition locking. This
field is mandatory.

VCAT Identifies the name of the volume catalog for the tablespace.
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Compress Specifies whether the data sets for the tablespace are stored
compressed or uncompressed. The default is uncompressed, not
checked.

LOCKMAX LOCKMAX specifies the maximum number of pages or row locks
an application process can hold simultaneously in the table space.
Options are Unlimited, Explicit, and System. Default is Unlimited.

Primary Quantity Primary Quantity specifies the primary space allocation for a
dataset tablespace. Units are selected by the Units dropdown
list and may be Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders. For 4K pages (BP0
to BP49), the maximum space allocation is 1048576 pages. For
32K pages (BP32K to BP32K9), the maximum space allocation is
131072 pages. For cylinder and track units, the maximum space
allocations are 5950 cylinders and 93207 tracks.

Secondary Quantity Secondary Quantity specifies the secondary space that is
allocated for a dataset tablespace. Units are selected by the
Units dropdown list and may be Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders.
For 4K pages (BP0 to BP49), the maximum space allocation is
32767 pages. For 32K pages (BP32K to BP32K9), the maximum
space allocation is 1024 pages. For cylinder and track units, the
maximum space allocations are 186 cylinders and 2913 tracks.

Quantity Units This dropdown list selects the Primary and Secondary quantity
units. Options are Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders.

Percent Free Specifies the percentage of space to leave free for updates and
insertions within each of data block.

Volume Serial Adds or deletes the volume serial identifier to one or more OS/VS
storage volumes.

Free Page Specifies how often to leave a page of free space when index
entries are created as the result of executing a DB2 utility or when
creating an index for a table with existing rows.

Trackmod Specifies whether the DB2 tracks modified pages in the space
map pages of the tablespace. The default is DEFAULT which
indicates that DB2 decides the Trackmod setting. The other values
are YES and NO. This field is mandatory.

DSSize A field to specify the maximum size of each partition in the
tablespace. The default is DEFAULT which indicates that DB2
decides the value. The other values are 1 Gig through 64Gig. This
field is mandatory.

Maxrows Specifies the maximum number of rows that DB2 considers
placing on each page. The default is 255. The value may range
from 1 through 255. This field is mandatory.

Select the Description button to enter a description.

Select the Add Storage Group button to add a storage group.

DB2 z/OS Tablespace Properties (partitioned)
This article provides information for DB2 z/OS Tablespace Properties (partitioned). Use this dialog to modify the properties
of a tablespace with partitions.

Property Description
Generic Name The default name of the tablespace when no DBMS specific name

is provided.
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DB2 z/OS Name The DBMS-specific name of the tablespace. Use this field to
override any generic database name.

LOCKSIZE Specifies the size of locks that are used within the table space
and, sometimes, the threshold at which lock escalation occurs.

LOCKSIZE (Any) Specifies that DB2 can use any lock size. Usually DB2 uses
LOCKSIZE PAGE LOCKMAX SYSTEM. This is the default for
CREATE TABLESPACE.

LOCKSIZE (Tablespace) Specifies table space locks.
LOCKSIZE (Table) Specifies table locks. TABLE can be specified only for a

segmented table space.
LOCKSIZE (Page) Specifies page locks.
LOCKSIZE (Row) Specifies row locks. If you specify ROW, all indexes that are

defined on tables in the table space must be type 2 indexes. You
cannot create a type 1 index on any of its tables. Where a type
1 index exists on any table within a table space, the table space
cannot be changed to LOCKSIZE ROW.

BUFFERPOOL Specifies the disk storage for tablespaces and indexspaces within
the database.

STORAGE GROUP Names the storage area to be used to support space requirements
for tablespaces and indexes within the database.

SEGSIZE integer Indicates that the table space are segmented. Specifies how many
pages are to be assigned to each segment. Must be a multiple
of 4, from 4 through 64. A segmented table space cannot be
partitioned.

VCAT Identifies the name of the volume catalog for tablespace and
indexspace.

Compress Specifies whether the data sets for the tablespace are stored
compressed or uncompressed. The default is uncompressed, not
checked.

LOCKMAX LOCKMAX specifies the maximum number of pages or row locks
an application process can hold simultaneously in the table space.
Options are Unlimited, Explicit, and System. Default is Unlimited.

Primary Quantity Primary Quantity specifies the primary space allocation for a
dataset tablespace. Units are selected by the Units dropdown
list and may be Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders. For 4K pages (BP0
to BP49), the maximum space allocation is 1048576 pages. For
32K pages (BP32K to BP32K9), the maximum space allocation is
131072 pages. For cylinder and track units, the maximum space
allocations are 5950 cylinders and 93207 tracks.

Secondary Quantity Secondary Quantity specifies the secondary space that is
allocated for a dataset tablespace. Units are selected by the
Units dropdown list and may be Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders.
For 4K pages (BP0 to BP49), the maximum space allocation is
32767 pages. For 32K pages (BP32K to BP32K9), the maximum
space allocation is 1024 pages. For cylinder and track units, the
maximum space allocations are 186 cylinders and 2913 tracks.

Quantity Units This dropdown list selects the Primary and Secondary quantity
units. Options are Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders.

Percent Free Specifies the percentage of space to leave free for updates and
insertions within each data block.
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Free Page Specifies how often to leave a page of free space when index
entries are created as the result of executing a DB2 utility or when
creating an index for a table with existing rows.

Select the Description button to enter a description.

Select the Add Storage Group button to add a storage group.

DBMS
This list specifies the database management system (DBMS) accessed by the generated application. The DBMS choices
depend on the options available for your configuration of Gen software.

DBMS Drive for Local Install

This entry field specifies the drive on which the DBMS installs the database for a local installation.

The following restrictions apply to the drive designation:

• A single letter is allowed.
• Punctuation is not allowed. (The colon character (:) is not needed.)
• The drive designation must be valid for the system on which the local installation occurs.

DBMS Specific Column Name

Use this field to enter a DBMS specific column name. The default name is the generic column name. An entry in this field
is mandatory. The number of characters you may enter in the column name field is specific to the selected DBMS.

DBMS Specific Table Name

Use this entry field to specify the DBMS-specific table name. This is a mandatory entry field, the default is the generic
table name. Any change that you make to the displayed table name does not affect the entity type name in the data
model.

DBMS Type

This drop-down list specifies the database management system (DBMS) used for the generation and installation of the
DDL and referential integrity triggers.

If you select the check box Override Bus Sys Target Environment with the previous defaults, the DBMS Type drop-down
also applies to:

• The generation of unpackaged components from outside of the Construction Toolset. For example, generating the
source code for a procedure action diagram from the Action Diagramming Tool.

• The generation of load modules.

DBMS Type for Generation

This drop-down list specifies the database management system (DBMS) accessed by the generated application. This
drop-down applies only to a business system. The DBMS parameter for the generation of DDL is specified separately
(under Generation Defaults).

The choices that are listed are valid DBMSs for the specified operating system.
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DBRM Properties

This dialog lets you specify the name of a newly added DBRM module, or change the name of an existing DBRM module.

• OK Push Button
Accepts the changes and exits the dialog.

• Cancel Push Button
Exits the dialog without implementing any changes.

• Help Push Button
Displays this help dialog.

DB Transaction Isolation Level

Transaction Isolation Level has three options:

• Serializable (default)
• Repeatable Read
• Read Committed.

Select the database isolation level from these options.

DB Transaction Wait Mode

Wait Mode has three options:

• Wait Indefinitely (default)
• Timed Wait
• No Wait

When Timed Wait is selected, number and unit fields are enabled. Enter the number and select the units from the Hours/
Minutes/Seconds drop list.

DDL, All (Generate All DDL)
This article provides information for DDL, All (Generate All DDL). DDL, All generates the DDL for a database (all tables
and indexes). The database is not installed.

These generation defaults affect the generation of the DDL:

• Run Consistency Check for Each Item Generated
• Include DROP Statements in DDL
• Qualify Tables and Indexes with Owner ID
• Create Storage Group in DDL (DB2 only)

Access the generation defaults from the Options pull-down in the Generation Tool.

NOTE
The default Override Bus Sys Target Environment with the preceding defaults has no effect on DDL generation.
The environment parameters that are used for the generation of DDL always come from the Generation Defaults
pop-up window. This occurs whether you select the override default.

DDL, All and Installation (Generate and Install All DDL)

DDL, All and Installation generates and installs the DDL for a database (all tables and indexes). The installation creates
the database from the DDL.

These generation defaults affect the generation of the DDL:
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• Run Consistency Check for Each Item Generated
• Include DROP Statements in DDL
• Qualify Tables and Indexes with Owner ID
• Create Storage Group in DDL (DB2 only)

These generation defaults affect the installation of the DDL:

• DBMS Drive for Local Install
• Type of Installation

Access the generation defaults from the Options pull-down in the Generation Tool.

NOTE
The default Override Bus Sys Target Environment with the preceding defaults has no effect on DDL generation.
The environment parameters that are used for the generation of DDL always come from the Generation Defaults
dialog. This occurs whether you select the override default.

Downstream Effects

The installation of the DDL runs as a separate process independent of the Gen toolsets. This process is called the Gen
Installation Monitor.

Gen allows only one Installation Monitor at a time. If it was created from a previous installation and is still active, Gen uses
it. Otherwise, the Installation Monitor is re-created.

The Installation Monitor is initially created as an icon. It also appears in the Task List window under the task name Gen
Installation Monitor. Selecting the icon or the task name displays the Installation Monitor primary window.

The installation process creates various working files. If the installation process runs out of physical storage space, the
following may occur:

• A protection error is issued during compilation because insufficient space exists for the temporary working files.
• The file that reports errors may not get written to physical storage. Therefore, you may not know why certain errors

occurred.

DDL Column

The DDL column lets you specify the objects for which you want to generate DDL. The type of DDL generated is
Structured Query Language.

DDL, Selected (Generate Selected DDL)

DDL, Selected allows you to generate, install, or delete selected objects of a database. For example, you can generate
and install only one table rather than regenerate and reinstall the entire database.

This action is inactive until you:

• Display the database and its objects
• Specify the objects that you want to generate, install, or delete
• The Concepts information explains how to display the database objects and how to select specific objects.

These generation defaults affect the generation of the DDL:

• Run Consistency Check for Each Item Generated
• Qualify Tables and Indexes with Owner ID
• Create Storage Group in DDL (DB2 only)

These generation defaults affect the installation of the DDL:
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• DBMS Drive for Local Install
• Type of Installation

Access the generation defaults from the Options pull-down in the Generation Tool.

NOTE
The default Override Bus Sys Target Environment with the preceding defaults has no effect on DDL generation.
The environment parameters that are used for the generation of DDL always come from the Generation Defaults
dialog. This occurs whether you select the override default.

Concepts

To generate selected DDL, you must:

1. Select Open DDL in the Diagram pull-down. This displays the
OBJECTS for which DDL can be generated or installed.

2. Select the tick marks in one or more columns for the objects to
generate or install.

3. Select DDL, Selected in the Generate pull-down.

DISPLAY THE DATABASE OBJECTS

The following example shows a fully expanded database and its objects.

Type        Name

database  -    -    -  IEFDB

table     -    -    -  ORDER

index     -    -    -  I0000040

index     -    -    -  I0000075

index     -    -    -  I0000085

table     -    -    -  PART

index     -    -    -  I0000051

table     -    -    -  CUSTOMER

index     -    -    -  I0000066

The first and last columns identify the database objects:

Column Explanation

Type The type of database object to which the DDL, Selected action
applies.

Name The name of the object as assigned by you or Gen.

SPECIFY THE OBJECTS

The three middle columns allow you to specify, by object, what to generate or install. The following table summaries the
purpose of these columns. Each column heading links to more help information.

Column Use

DDL To generate DDL statements

Inst (Install) To install DDL statements

Drop To generate DDL DROP statements
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The tick marks in the columns act as selection toggles (on/off). Selecting the top tick mark in any column selects all tick
marks that are displayed in that column. (objects, and their tick marks, may be contracted and therefore not displayed.) A
tick mark changes to a Y when selected.

SELECT DDL, SELECTED

The DDL, Selected action becomes active after you display the database objects. Specify one or more objects to generate
or install: then, select DDL, Selected.

Downstream Effects

The installation of the DDL runs as a separate process independent of the Gen toolsets. This process is called the Gen
Installation Monitor.

Gen allows only one Installation Monitor at a time. If it was created from a previous installation and is still active, Gen uses
it. Otherwise, the Installation Monitor is re-created.

The Installation Monitor is initially created as an icon. It also appears in the Task List window under the task name Gen
Installation Monitor. Selecting the icon or the task name displays the Installation Monitor primary window.

The installation process creates various working files. If the installation process runs out of physical storage space, the
following may occur:

• A protection error is issued during compilation because insufficient space exists for the temporary working files.
• The file that reports errors may not get written to physical storage. Therefore, you may not know why certain errors

occurred.

Decimal (Separators)
This article provides information for Decimal (Separators). Specify the character to identify decimal places for this dialect.

Decimal Places

Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define the external
procedure step properties, see the documentation for the product for instructions on how to fill out this panel.

Default Algorithm
A default algorithm is a calculation whose result is used to initialize an attribute value. For example, you might specify
an employee number by adding one to the last number issued, but you calculate it only once -- when the entity of
EMPLOYEE is created.

For a derived attribute, you must specify a derivation algorithm name that calculates values for the attribute. When you
name the algorithm, Gen establishes an action block for the algorithm in the PAD. It names the block the same name you
specify for the algorithm. You do not specify the formula for a derivation algorithm until you USE its action block in the
PAD. Each time a READ or READ EACH action statement uses a view that contains a derived attribute, the attribute's
derivation algorithm is invoked automatically.

To specify an algorithm as the default, you use the algorithm name, which represents the algorithm. The algorithm name is
assigned to an action block where the actual calculation is defined. To access the action block, select Action Diagram from
Analysis or Design.

Default algorithms are currently ignored during system generation.
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Default Box Size Dialog
This article provides information for the Default Box Size Dialog. The Default Box Size dialog lets you set the default box
dimensions in Data Model Diagram and Activity Dependency Diagram.

Proportional spacing is applied to each diagram. Smaller numbers decrease the box dimensions. Larger numbers
increase the box dimensions. The minimum value is 2.

To activate the default box sizes for existing objects, select View, Redraw Diagram from the Data Modeling or Activity
Dependency Tools.

The Horizontal (x) Slots and the Vertical (y) Slots fields define the dimensions of the diagrams. Proportional spacing is
applied to each diagram. Smaller numbers decrease the box dimensions. Larger numbers increase the box dimensions.

To activate the default box sizes for existing objects, select View, Redraw Diagram from the Data Modeling or Activity
Dependency Tools.

Horizontal (x) Slots
Specifies the box width of the diagrams. The minimum value is 2.

Vertical (y) Slots
Specifies the box height of the diagrams. The minimum value is 2.

Default Font Selection Dialog
This article provides information for the Default Font Selection Dialog. The Default Font Selection dialog contains Fonts
List Box, Size List Box, and Sample Text.

The Default Font Selection dialog fields:

Fonts List Box
Specifies the typeface of the fonts for graphic and text diagrams. Select a font from the list to change the diagram
display. For more information about fonts, see the Installation Guide for your operating system.

Size List Box
Specifies the size of the font (height x width). For more information about fonts, see the Installation Guide for your
operating system.

Sample Text
Displays the view of the sample text in the selected font

Graphic diagrams can display fonts containing variable pitch (width) fonts. Text diagrams require fixed pitch fonts.

Fonts can be defined locally or globally:

• Fonts that are selected in the Model window set the default font for all Gen diagrams.
• Fonts that are selected within individual diagrams set the typeface for that particular diagram and override the default

that is selected in the Model window. To override the default for a particular diagram, select Options, Fonts from the
diagram menu bar.

The Gen default font defines the font for the next diagram that you open. The change does not affect the diagrams that
are currently open.

When you change the fonts within a particular diagram, the change is implemented for that particular diagram.

Click OK to apply the changes and Cancel to close the dialog without applying the changes.

Default Radio Button
The Move Import to Export radio buttons allow you to specify how the Navigation Diagram tool moves views.
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Default causes the software to move views automatically unless the event action is associated with the event type
Changed.

The changed event type can validate an application user's selections and entries before views are moved.

For example, after an application user types a different number in a zip code field, the field is edited for input (permitted
values, edit pattern, and so forth). The new data is in the import view, and the previous value is still in the export view. The
application can validate the new data, and if it is OK, move it to the export view.

Default Size Check Box
This article provides information for the Default Size Check Box. The Default Size check box resizes a selected object to
the original size when it was first created.

This check box has no effect if an object has been previously resized from its original size.

You can adjust multiple objects at the same time. The objects can be different types of controls. For example, you can
select a push button and a drop-down list and adjust both at once to their default sizes.

NOTE
Default Size adjusts an object relative to the position of its lower-left corner. An object adjusted to its default size
may be positioned at a different location from its original location. This occurs if the coordinates of the lower-left
corner of the object change when the object is resized.

Default Spacing Entry Field
This single-line entry field specifies the minimum number of spaces to allow between components displayed on:

• A toolbar
• A status bar

The Default Spacing default value is 1 space, where the size of a space depends on the font being used. You will see the
effects of this specification when you add the second push button to the toolbar or the second literal or entry field to the
status bar.

On a toolbar, the minimum space or Default Spacing is normally used between push buttons of the same category;
maximum space or Separator is reserved for separating one category of push buttons from another.

Although this field will accept values between 0 and 999, specifying too large a number can place components out of the
range of visibility. If this happens, double-click on the toolbar or space bar and make the default spacing smaller.
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Compare the spacing on the following toolbar examples:

Default Spacing = 1

Default Spacing = 10

Compare the spacing on the following space bar examples:

Default Spacing = 1

Default Spacing = 10

DefaultTablespace (ORACLE)
This article provides information for DefaultTablespace (ORACLE). Select the default tablespace option from this drop-
down list.

Option Description
<Table> If <Table> is selected, the table index is created in the same

default tablespace as the table.
<Unique> If <Unique> is selected, each index is created in a unique default

tablespace.
User Entry If the user enters a tablespace name, all indexes are created in

the named index tablespace.

Default Table Tablespace (Oracle)
This article provides information for Default Table Tablespace (Oracle). Select the table default tablespace option from this
drop-down list.

Option Description
<TABLETBS> If <TABLETBS> is selected, all tables are created in the

TABLETBS tablespace.
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<Unique> If <Unique> is selected, each table is created in a unique default
tablespace.

User Entry If the user enters a tablespace name, all tables are created in the
named tablespace.

Default Value
A default value is a single value that is used when no other value is supplied. A default value must be among the
attribute's permitted values if permitted values exist.

When you designate a value as the default, the default value must be the first permitted value added to the list. (A default
value can exist without permitted values being defined.)

For example, assume that you designate Cash Only as the default value for CUSTOMER Status. Once you have specified
Cash Only as the default, CUSTOMER Status is automatically set to Cash Only each time CUSTOMER is created unless
you specifically override the default.

Default Video Properties
This article provides information for the Default Video Properties. Defaults are set in Business System Design. These
defaults display in their respective windows in Screen Design in parentheses.

Screen Node in Business System Default Video Properties

The Screen node sets color, intensity, highlight, and justify display properties for prompts, fields, and literals. (Fields have
a Normal display and an Error display.) It also sets cursor placement and protection for fields and errors and blank when
zero or null status for fields.

You can customize your screen by changing the values at the field level. If one group value is changed, all the values in
that group lose their parentage and are no longer the inherited values. Likewise, if a single value is changed back to its
inherited value, all values in that group revert to the inherited values. Any values that are shown in parentheses in Screen
Design indicate they have been inherited from Business System Design. Those without parentheses have been modified
at the Screen Design level.

To change defaults for Screen Design, do the following:

1. Make desired changes to any of the group drop-down boxes.
2. Select Change Defaults.
3. Select OK.

Values that are changed at either the Business System Design or Screen Design level, do not take effect and become
written to the model until you press OK.

The video properties apply only to block mode applications. Video properties for GUI applications are set in the Action
Diagramming Tool at the field level with Set Video Attributes.

Color Determines the character color of the display for prompts, fields,
errors, and literals. Use only on terminals with extended color
(white, cyan, yellow, green, pink, red, and blue).

Intensity Determines the brightness of the display (high or dark) for
prompts, fields, errors, and literals.

Highlight Determines how to emphasize characters of the display for
prompts, fields, errors, and literals. Use only on terminals with
highlighting features (underscore, blink, and reverse video).

Justify Specifies how to align input data (left or right) for prompts, fields,
errors, and literals.
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Put Cursor Here Specifies whether to place the cursor on a field or an error
Protected Indicates whether field or error entry is protected
Blank when Zero or Null Indicates whether to replace zero or null with a blank in numeric

fields and text fields.
Fill character Specifies the desired fill character for a field.

Window Node in Business System Defaults Video Properties

Use Window node to specify color and font characteristics of an object on all the windows or dialogs in this Business
System. The Window node lets you change the default appearance of Dialog Boxes, Entry Fields, Group Boxes,
Hypertext Links, List Boxes, Literals, Menu Bars, Prompts, Push Buttons, Status Bars, Toolbars, and Windows.  The video
properties that are defined in the Window node help generate default CSS classes in the <Business_System_Name>.css
file.

Your selections are used in any new objects on windows or dialogs. The selections also flow to any existing objects that
do not have video properties that are assigned from the Navigation Diagram Tool.

If a font is changed for the window, all controls for that window inherit the font.

If a color is changed for the window, the following controls inherit the new color:

• Literal
• Group Box
• Prompt
• Radio Button
• Check Box

You can override these selections by providing a font or color for the control.

Toolbars and status bars do not inherit window colors. However, you can specify the background color of the status bar or
toolbar separately.

Font and color support is not available for menu bars on applications that are targeted for Windows. However, you can
change the font for push buttons.

NOTE
When selecting background and foreground colors, be sure that each background color provides enough of
a contrast to show against the color that you chose for each foreground. For example, if you selected a white
foreground, do not select a white background.

Video Properties determine how your generated application displays to your end user. Video Properties do not affect the
Diagram Fonts or List Box fonts that display to you.

Generated Application Fonts and Colors

If the fonts you select are not available on a computer running your generated application, the fonts default to the
operating system selections.

If the colors you select are not available, the colors default to a best fit. The application appears to use the colors that
most closely match the selections you made.

Keep in mind that you want to use color and font changes sparingly. Consider only changing fonts and colors for
emphasis.

Activating Foreground, Background, or Font

These items are inactive (grayed out) until you select an object that is displayed in the Change Default Appearance list.

Activating Reset Font and Color
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Reset Font and Color are inactive (grayed out) until you select an object that is displayed in the Change Default
Appearance list that has been modified.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Custom Node in Business System Default Video Properties

The Custom node lets you define a list of custom video properties that can be referenced by windows and controls across
a Java Web Generation application. The custom video properties include background color, foreground color, font, and
other style strings. You can also create, edit, and delete custom video properties.

• Create a new custom video property
• Edit a custom video property
• Delete a custom video property

Java Web Generation Node

The Java Web Generation Node Properties node specifies the user cascading style sheet file, and the group box line CSS
style.

The CSS Filename field specifies the Cascading Style Sheet file, which is the customized style sheet for the application.
This Cascading Style Sheet file must be available in the HTML\CSS directory of the model.  If you specify a CSS
Filename, the generated HTML file references the file by using a LINK element.

The Groupbox Line CSS Style field lets you specify the line CSS style for group boxes in the generated Java Web
application.

NOTE
If the CSS file does not exist in the html\css directory before assemble, a warning message is issued. Neither
the generator nor the Build Tool issues any error messages, if the user does not place the user CSS file in the
html\css directory.

List boxes/Tables Node

The List Boxes/Tables node lets you specify the video properties features for all rows and columns in list boxes, and
tables across the Business System.

The List Boxes/Tables node lets the user specify the following video properties for list boxes, and tables:

Show Borders in Listboxes

Specifies if the list boxes must display cell borders. By default, list boxes display without cell borders.

Row/Column Video Properties

Specifies the required Custom Video Properties that must apply to the rows and the columns in list boxes, and also tables
across the Business System.

The specified Custom Video Properties are applied in alternating style for the rows and the columns. If two or more
Custom Video Properties are specified, the Custom Video Properties are alternated in a cyclic order.

You can select the required property from the list of Custom Video Properties that are previously specified in the Custom
Node.

You can provide the following information to design the rows and column in the list Boxes and tables:

• Specify the set of Custom Video Properties for the alternating rows.
• Specify the set of Custom Video Properties for the alternating columns.
• Specify the row number where the alternating row styles must start. (The default row number is 1.)
• Specify the column number where the alternating column styles must start. (The default column number is 1.)
• Select if the row style overrides the column style for the intersection cells if both row and column styles are present at

runtime. (By default, the row style overrides the column style.)
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NOTE
The row style or a column style that is specified in the Navigation Diagram replaces the style that is specified in
the Business System.

Message Box Node

The Message Box node lets you specify the video properties for message boxes across the Business System. This node
lets you assign a Custom Video property for the following elements in the message box:

• Dialog Box
• Message Text
• OK button
• Cancel button
• Yes button
• No button
• Abort button
• Retry button
• Ignore button.

NOTE
A Message Box may have a maximum of three buttons.

By assigning the Custom Video property to each element of the Message box, you can change the appearance of the
Message Box when it is displayed in the browser.

The Message Box node lets you specify the width and height of the message box at runtime.

If the Automatic check box is checked, the runtime default sizes are applied to the message box. Java runtime assigns the
height and width of the message box based on the length of the message text.

Select a Custom Video Property for Elements in Message Boxes

Define BA in Matrices
This article provides information to define BA and BS in Matrices and Events Selection List. To identify a collection of
functions and entity types as a business area to be analyzed during a single Analysis project, select Define BA.

Business areas can be defined in the:

• Entity Type/Entity Type Matrix
• Business Function/Business Function Matrix
• Business Function/Entity Type Matrix

Define BS in Matrices

To identify one or more elementary processes, as a business system select Define BS.

Business systems can be defined in the:

• Elementary Process/Elementary Process Matrix
• Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix

Defined Events Selection List

This selection lists shows the events that are defined for a window, dialog box, or control. The events that are defined
include the event type, the action name created for the event type and the command, if any, associated with the event
type.
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This list appears blank until you create (define) some events. Only events that are defined for the currently selected
window, dialog box, or control appear in the selection list.

This list serves three functions:

• Displays the event details (event type, action name, and command) associated with a window, dialog box, or control.
This information appears when you initially create the event details or when you Detail Event Processing for the
window, dialog box, or control.

• Allows you to select a defined event from the list and quickly launch the event action in the Procedure Action Diagram
(PrAD). You launch by selecting the Action Diagram push button.

• Populates the event details on the lower portion of the dialog when you select a defined event in the list. You could
then change the event type that is associated with a defined event, for example.

Del Volume Push Button
This push button removes existing DASD Volume IDs from the selected database object (tablespace, indexspace, or
storage group).

Delete Field
Delete Field removes one or more fields, groups of fields, prompts, literals, or special fields from a screen. Delete Field
removes one or more literals and special fields from a template. Deleting a field in a template removes all fields in the
template as well as the reference to the template; however, the template definition remains. If a template is to be deleted,
a warning displays.

To prevent undesired deletions, a confirmation dialog displays.

The following rules apply to the Delete Field action:

• When you delete a template object from a screen, all instances of that object are removed from that screen's
application. The template is unaffected as are other screens that use the same template.

• When you delete objects from the template, the object is deleted from all screens that use the template.
• When you delete a prompt, only the prompt is deleted.
• When you delete a field that was positioned with a prompt, the prompt is also removed.
• When you select a field from a group, all group fields from the same entity that were positioned at the same time are

selected.

Delete a Dialog Flow

This article provides information to Delete a Dialog Flow. To delete a dialog flow, you must specify the flow that you want
to delete.

Delete Algorithm Action Block

The old default algorithm action block is no longer in use as an algorithm. You may delete the action block now. To delete
it, select Yes.

To keep the action block, select No.

Delete All Dialog

This dialog box allows you to delete all statements at once, or selectively delete statements in the action diagram.
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Delete an Object in Component Architecture Diagram

To delete an object (Component Specification Type or Interface Type) in the Component Architecture Diagram:

1. Select the object to be deleted on the Component Architecture Diagram.
2. Click Edit, Delete.
3. Select the object to be deleted from the list and click Delete.

Delete Attributes button

Select this button to delete all unused attributes that are associated with the unused views you delete through this dialog
box. Attributes that are used by other views are not deleted through this action.

Delete All Disabled Statements

The Delete All Disabled Statement(s) command selectively removes one or all disabled statements within an action
diagram.

Beginning at the top of the action diagram, the first disabled statement is located and positioned at the top of the client
area. A confirmation box appears with the following options available: Yes, delete this statement; All, delete all disabled
statements; No, move to the next disabled statement; and Cancel.

Delete Batch Job

Delete removes a batch job and all of its procedure steps. A batch procedure cannot be deleted separately from the batch
job with which it is associated. Therefore, the name of the batch job appears on the Delete dialog even if you select the
name of a procedure step.

Delete Component Architecture Diagram Dialog Box

The Delete Component Architecture Diagram dialog box allows for the deletion of Component Architecture Diagrams
(CADs).

To access the Delete Component Architecture Diagram dialog box, click Delete from the Diagram menu.

To Delete a CAD

1. From the Delete Component Architecture Diagram dialog box, highlight the name of the diagram to be deleted. The
Delete push button is enabled when a diagram is selected.

2. Click Delete. A confirmation box displays.
3. To confirm the deletion, click Yes. The selected diagram and associated objects are permanently deleted from the local

encyclopedia model.

NOTE
If you select No from the confirmation box, the focus returns to the Delete Component Architecture Diagram
dialog box. To exit, click Cancel.

Help for Fields

Field Name Description
Name Displays the existing Component Architecture Diagram names.
Description Displays the description of the CAD as entered in the Open

Component Architecture Diagram dialog box.
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Help for Push Buttons

Push Button Description
Delete This button is enabled after selecting a CAD. Causes the selected

diagram and associated objects to be permanently deleted from
the local encyclopedia model.

Cancel Returns to the previously displayed CAD.
Help Displays this help topic, Delete Component Architecture Diagram

Dialog Box.

Delete Confirmation Box

The Delete Confirmation Box allows you to confirm or cancel the deletion of the selected object.

Delete Confirmation Dialog

You must confirm a deletion to complete it.

Delete Contents Confirmation

A status bar or a toolbar is among the contents you have selected to delete. If you continue with the delete process, the
contents of the status bar or toolbar will also be deleted.

Select one of the following:

Yes Deletes all the selected objects.
No Stops the delete process so that you can move the contents you

want saved prior to deleting the toolbar or status bar.

Delete Diagram

Use this menu item to display the Delete Diagram dialog box. Select one or more diagrams from the list of existing
diagrams and then select the Delete push button.

Refer to the help for the Diagrams tab for more information about using diagrams.

Delete Diagram in Navigation Diagram

Use this dialog to delete saved diagrams. Select one or more diagram names from the list. When you select the Delete
button, the saved diagrams will be deleted from the model. There is no restore function for the deleted diagrams.

If you exit the model without saving, however, the diagrams you deleted will be in the model the next time you open it.

Deleting a diagram from the Navigation Diagram does not delete the objects displayed in the diagram from the model.

Delete (Diagram) push button

This article provides information for Delete (Diagram) Push Button.

Select one or more saved diagram names that you want to delete and then select the Delete button. There is no undo
once you select delete. Be sure you have one or more correct diagram names that are selected before you delete.
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If you exit the model without saving, however, the diagrams you deleted will be in the model the next time you open it.

Delete Action Block

To remove the selected action block from the model, select Delete. You can only delete the action blocks that are not used
in other action diagrams or action blocks. You must also have delete authority in the subset in which you are working.

Delete Activity

The Delete action accesses a dialog that lets you remove the selected activity from the hierarchy diagram. The sequence
of steps followed to delete the activity varies depending on whether the activity has subordinates.

To delete a function or process, specify:

• The function/process to be deleted
• Whether you want to confirm the delete of the object or of the hierarchy
• The subordinates to be deleted

NOTE
A process cannot be deleted if it contains a view that is referenced in an action diagram.

Delete a Custom Video Property

To delete a custom video property

1. Select Detail, Video Properties in the Business System.
The Default Video Properties dialog appears.

2. Select the Custom node.
The Custom panel appears.

3. Select the required custom video property.
4. Select Delete...

A confirmation dialog appears.
5. Select Yes to delete the custom video property.

NOTE
Deleting a custom video property deletes the property occurrence and all references to the property in a
model.

Delete Dialect Message

This article provides information for the Delete Dialect Message. The dialect that you selected cannot be deleted because
it is used in at least one of an Action Diagram, Window, or Screen.

To find out where the dialect is used, select Yes to view the Where Used Report.

To exit, select No.

Delete Dialog in Dialog Design

The Delete dialog lets you remove the selected object from the Dialog Design Diagram. The sequence of steps followed to
delete the object depends on the object selected for deletion.
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Delete Entities Button

Select this button to delete all unused entities associated with the unused views you delete through this dialog box.
Entities that are used by other views will not be deleted through this action.

DELETE Entity Action

This article provides information for DELETE Entity Action. Adding a DELETE entity action consists of the two basic
activities, READ or CREATE entity or Add Delete action.

The DELETE entity action removes an occurrence of an entity. Before performing the DELETE, the process or procedure
logic must have CREATE or READ the entity. DELETE has no exception condition, but it may have database exception
conditions.

In addition to deleting the specified entity occurrence, the DELETE action also deletes all entity occurrences that no longer
participate in mandatory pairings with occurrences of this entity type. This effect is called cascade deletion. For example,
ORDER and ORDER LINE have a mandatory relationship in the data model. It becomes necessary to delete the ORDER
with an ORDER Number of 111. All ORDER LINE entities with a mandatory pairing with this entity are deleted.

-- READ order

| WHERE DESIRED order number IS EQUAL TO 111

|

| DELETE order

--

Example

Before performing the DELETE, the process logic must CREATE or READ the entity, as shown in the preceding example.

|

| -- READ selected product

| | WHERE DESIRED product number IS EQUAL TO input

| | product number

| +- WHEN successful

| | DELETE selected product

| +- WHEN not found

<-+--+----ESCAPE

| --

|

Downstream Effects

Assume that ORDER and ORDER LINE have a mandatory relationship in the data model and it becomes necessary
to delete the ORDER with an ORDER Number of 111. When you delete ORDER Number 111, the generated code also
deletes all ORDER LINEs associated with the affected ORDER. If ORDER LINE had any other mandatory relationships,
the entity that is paired with an ORDER LINE also would be deleted. The cascade delete continues until all pairings based
on mandatory relationships have been deleted.

Delete Expression

This article provides information for Delete Expression. To remove an expression, select it before you select Delete
Expression.

The following examples show expressions that can be deleted:
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Example 1

1 + 2 + 3

Example 2

WHERE DESIRED customer name IS EQUAL TO "Smith"

AND DESIRED customer number IS EQUAL TO "123"

Delete Expression Dialog

You must confirm the deletion of an expression from an action diagram statement.

Delete Generated Source after Remote Install

This check box specifies whether or not the Generation Tool deletes the source code after remote install. Deleting the
code reduces the number of files on physical storage. The generated DDL files are not deleted because they require little
storage space relative to the source code files.

This default also affects the Type of Installation default when the type specified is Remote .

This default affects these generate actions:

• Code, All and Install
• Code, Selected (if the code is installed)
• Install All Changes

Delete in Clear Screen Input

To remove an object from the clear screen input parameter list, select the list item before you select Delete. To remove
consecutive items in the list, drag select each statement to be removed.

Delete in Dialog Design

This article provides information for Delete in Dialog Design. Delete accesses a dialog that enables you to remove the
selected object from the Dialog Design Diagram.

To delete an object, specify:

• The object to be deleted
• Whether you want to confirm the deletion of the object or of the hierarchy (if applicable)
• The subordinates to be deleted (if applicable)

The sequence of steps followed to delete the object depend on the object selected for deletion.

Delete in Matrices

This article provides information for Delete in Matrices. To remove a highlighted row, column or cell from a matrix, select
Delete.

The following exceptions apply to the matrices when using Delete:
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• An elementary process cannot be deleted from a matrix. Elementary processes can be deleted only in the Activity
Hierarchy Diagram.

• Objects and cell values cannot be deleted from affinity matrices.

Delete in Menu Design Dialog

Delete removes the selected menu item from the selection list. If the menu item has subordinate menu items, the
subordinates are removed also.

A confirmation box verifies that you want to delete the selected menu item.

Delete in Navigation Diagram

Selecting this menu option displays the standard Gen delete dialog box. You are deleting the selected object(s) from the
model, not just from the Navigation Diagram.

Gen automatically updates any diagrams which reference the objects that you delete. The next time you access those
diagrams, the deleted objects no longer display.

When you select a primary window for deletion the procedure step is also listed. By default, you will delete the procedure
step as well as the window. If you do not wish to delete the procedure step, you can deselect it.

Also, if you delete a primary window, all other dialog boxes in the same procedure step must be deleted as well.

Delete in Organizational Hierarchy Diagram

To remove an organization unit from the hierarchy diagram, select Delete.

Delete in Scoped Type Model Diagram

Delete is used to delete types, subtypes, partitionings, attributes, relationships, or operations from the entire model (not
only the diagram itself).

Gen provides the following options:

• A list of the items selected for deletion. Deselect items not intended for deletion
• Confirm on delete
• Confirm on delete of hierarchy
• Delete Subordinates Only
• Promote Subordinates
• Delete Hierarchy (specific to subordinates)

Delete in Screen Design

Delete provides a list of templates available for deletion. Use Delete to remove selected templates.

Delete Mapped Field Confirmation

The field you have selected to delete is an attribute view that has an import and export view mapping. When you delete
the field, the mapping is not deleted. It appears in the field design view list with an "h" indicator, for hidden field. Optionally,
you can delete this mapping through View Mapping by unmapping the deleted field's view.
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Select Yes to delete the selected attribute view or No to cancel deletion.

Delete Objects From DSL

The Delete dialog removes the specified objects (tables, columns, foreign key columns, indexes, and constraints) from the
DSL.

When deleting a table, more than one table appears in the list depending on the relationship each table has to its
neighbor.

Downstream Effects

During design:

• Deleting a constraint removes both the constraint and the corresponding index.
• Deleting a table removes both the table and indexes, but it does not remove the implemented entity type from the

ERD. Multiple tables may appear on the list because the selected table has an identifying relationship to the other
table(s).

Delete Objects in Data Store List

Delete removes selected database(s), tablespace(s), table(s), indexspace(s), or storage group(s) from the Data Store List.

If deleting a partition, this action removes the indexspace, tablespace, and key value for a selected partition.

Delete of Entity Type Dialog

The Delete of Entity Type dialog lets you select actions to be performed on related entity types in the generated PAD logic.

This dialog only displays if you select the Delete mode or a Delete candidate process and Review Default Actions on
the Process Synthesis or Action Block Synthesis dialog. The name of the entity type being created appears in the title.
All entity types related to the subject entity type by mandatory relationships are listed first. All entity types related to the
subject entity type by optional relationships follow. System defaults (Yes or No) for READ of each related entity type
appear on the left side of the list. All related entity types are allowed to be READ and the default is No. An asterisk (*) next
to a default means it cannot be changed.

To change the defaults, select the name of the related entity type on the selection list. Then, select the appropriate push
button.

Delete Online Load Module

Delete removes an online load module from the packaging for a business system. All associated procedure steps and
action blocks are also deleted. The procedure steps are then available for packaging and appear in the list of unpackaged
procedure steps.

Delete Online Procedure Step

Delete removes the selected procedure step from the load module to which it is packaged. The procedure step is then
available for packaging, and appears in the list of unpackaged procedure steps.

Delete Parentheses

To remove a set of parentheses from a statement, select the opening parenthesis before you select Delete Parentheses.
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NOTE
Removing the parentheses can change the meaning and results of arithmetic and Boolean expressions.

Delete Properties

Selecting Delete to access the menu for deleting properties.

Delete Push Button

This push button deletes the bitmap file from the BITMAP subdirectory of the model's directory that you identify with your
selection from the Installed Bitmaps list box.

Deletion of a bitmap does not delete any references to it within the model. If the bitmap you are considering deleting is in
current use by a window or control, deletion will cause that window or control to be displayed with the default bitmap.

Delete Selection List

This selection list identifies objects for removal from the Data Structure List.

To delete more than one object at a time, select (highlight) multiple objects.

Delete Statement

To remove a statement from an action diagram, select the statement before you select Delete Statement. To remove
consecutive statements, drag select each statement to be removed.

Delete Unused Prompt

Delete Unused Prompt displays the attribute prompts that are not implemented in the model. The list shows the unused
prompts for all attribute views within the procedure step.

You can select the prompts and delete them. Deleting the prompts makes them unavailable for implementation with a
control.

Delete Unused Prompts

Delete Unused Prompts removes any unused prompts in order to reduce the size of the model and the number of objects
the model must manage.

Delete Unused Views

This article provides information to Delete Unused Views. Use the Delete Unused Views dialog box to remove views from
the model that are not used in any statement.

The dialog box gives you the options of deleting unused import views, export views, local views, entity action views, or all
of these categories.

Delete Unused Views Dialog

Use the Delete Unused Views dialog to remove unused views from the model.
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Delete View

To remove one or more views from the action diagram, select the view from the view list before you select Delete View. If
the views are used in statements, delete the statements first.

Deleting Entity Identifier Message

An identifier of an entity type requires at least one attribute or relationship membership. When the last attribute or
relationship membership is deleted, the identifier is deleted automatically.

Select Yes to delete the attribute or relationship membership and the identifier of an entity type.

Select No to avoid deleting the last attribute or relationship membership and the identifier.

Deletion Confirmation Dialog

You must confirm a deletion to complete it.

Delimiters
Delimiters specifies string separators and parameter delimiters that identify the separation of data items.

Delimiters Dialog

The Delimiters dialog specifies string separators and parameter delimiters that identify the separation of data items. Use
delimiters during Clear Screen Input to separate parameter data.

Examples

Example 1

Parameter delimiters separate one parameter from another. For example, comma (,) is a parameter delimiter. A, B, and C
are separators in the following Clear Screen Input stream:

trancode A,B,C

Assume that trancode is the transaction code; the values A, B, and C are placed in separate import views based on the
Clear Screen Input definition.

Example 2

If a non-Gen generated transaction is to invoke a Gen-generated one, parameters can pass from the native transaction to
the Gen-generated one as Clear Screen Input. This is done through mapping of import views of the procedure step.

NOTE
Check your operating system, business system, and language compiler defaults before using double quotation
marks as string separators. For more information, see Clear Screen Input Delimiters and Data Separators.

NOTE
The following are the fields in the dialog:

Parameter Delimiters
Identifies punctuation symbols that separate parameters in data items for the selected business system. Valid
values are spaces, commas, periods, semicolons, slashes, carets, dashes, asterisks, and plus signs.
Use parameter delimiters to enclose data items during Clear Screen Input.
For example, enter the following command from a Clear Screen Input:
AC03,NAME='John Smith',NUMBER=123456
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AC03 is the transaction code, single quotes are the string separator, commas are the parameter delimiter, and
NAME and NUMBER are keywords. Keywords are labels that identify the parameter and must be accompanied
by the parameter data that is enclosed by delimiters. NAME and NUMBER are the field prompts on the screen.
Keywords must be unique. When using keywords, you do not have to enter them in the same order as the
parameters list for the screen.

String Separators
Identifies punctuation symbols that separate strings in data items for the selected business system. String
separators include double quotations, parentheses, brackets, braces, and single quotations.
Use string parameters to enclose symbols that may be interpreted as parameter delimiters.
For example, to enter string data like EXECUTIVE V.P.;SMITH from a Clear Screen Input using double quotes (" ")
string separator, enter "EXECUTIVE V.P.";"SMITH".
Using the double quotation marks eliminates problems in parameter interpretation that is caused by the
semicolons and periods.

Dense Color
This drop-down list displays the colors available to mark dense objects on the matrix. Dense objects are objects that are
closely related to more than one object in the matrix. The default color is dark pink.

Denormalize Dialog
The Denormalize dialog allows the DBA to improve the efficiency of the physical model without changing the logical data
model.

It reduces the number of retrievals from relational DBMS tables. Database administrators denormalize for performance
reasons.

Denormalize lets you change the implementation of ERD entity types without affecting the logic of the action diagram. You
should only denormalize static columns. BLOB attributes may not be selected.

The generated code can access the value of a foreign key without redundant reads on the entity types containing the key.

The prefix DN_ represents a denormalized foreign column.

The dialog contains the following field information.

Cardinality One Relationship(s) Selection List

This selection list identifies the relationships of the selected table.

First, select the Cardinality relationship; then, select the Candidate columns to denormalize.

Denormalize Candidates Selection List

This selection list identifies the columns available to denormalize on the selected cardinality relationship. BLOB attributes
are not available for selection.

Normalizing columns reduces the number of retrievals from the DBMS tables.

More information:

Using the Data Structure List

Denorm Push Button

This push button creates foreign columns from the selected columns. The prefix DN_represents a denormalized foreign
column.
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Dependencies Dialog
The Dependencies dialog lists the activities that depend upon a selected activity. If dependencies are not shown, an
association is not established in the FDD or PDD.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Activities List
Lists the activities that precede and follow the selected activity.

Properties
Displays the properties of the selected activity.

Delete
Deletes the selected activity.

Close
Closes the dialog.

 

Derivation Algorithm Name
Specify an algorithm name which also is used as the name of the action block where the actual calculation is performed.

To access the action block, select Action Diagram from Analysis or Design.

Default algorithms are currently ignored during system generation.

Description
Description provides a multi-line area for additional information about the object. The Description Editor lets you perform
word-processing functions while you enter the description.

Description Dialog

The Description dialog provides a multiline panel to document your model. The Description Editor lets you perform certain
word-processing functions while you enter the description.

Describing the object in words is part of defining the objects that are contained in a diagram.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Description Multi-Line Entry Field

Use this multi-line entry field to document your model. Make the description concise and include any information which is
considered pertinent. The description may be up to 999 characters long.

Description in Data Model Browser

Description in Data Model Browser provides a description of the selected object type. To change the description text, type
text directly into the description box, then select Change. The next time that you select that object, the new description is
active.

Description in Dialog Flow Browser

Selecting Edit, Description displays the Description dialog that lets you document relevant information about a dialog flow
and the procedures or procedure steps the flow connects.
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Deselect All
This article provides information for Deselect All including, Deselect All Events and Deselect as Operation. Deselect All
removes the highlighting from all selected objects.

Deselect All Events

This push button clears the selection (deselects) of all events in the Defined Events list.

Deselect as Operation

Deselecting an action block lets you remove the asterisk which marks it for a particular operation with a specific entity
type. To deselect an action block for an operation, select it and click Deselect as Operation.

Designed Position Radio Button
This radio button specifies that a window or dialog box appears on the screen at a specific (designed) location. The
positioning depends on the location you select.

You can position the window or dialog box in the client area of the Navigation Diagram tool by selecting Edit, Move.

You can display coordinates in the client area of the Navigation Diagram tool by selecting Options, Grid, Show
Coordinates check box.

APPLICATIONS EXECUTING ON WINDOWS OR UNIX PLATFORMS

For Windows and UNIX applications, the position of the window or dialog box at runtime is relative to the position on the
desktop where you designed the window or dialog box.

Design Tip for Push Button Bitmaps

Consider the following sample bitmaps for a push button. The four on the left represent four push button images or sub-
bitmaps for a single push button, each representing a state of the button. The one on the right consists of a single image
representing the same states:
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When designing a bitmap for a push button (including push buttons used in Web Generation), you can control how each
of four push button states are represented by creating four sub-bitmaps, one for each state. If you design and use a
bitmap with fewer than four sub-bitmaps, operating system defaults are used for the states for which sub-bitmaps are not
supplied. Gen maps the first through fourth sub-bitmaps to states as follows.

Bitmap State File name specification Description
First Enabled nameprefix_enabled.ext Required. This bitmap is also

used when only two states,
enabled or disabled, are
specified.

Second Disabled nameprefix_disabled.ext When the control is not
specified, the operating system
produces a grayed-out or
"ghosted" image of the first sub-
bitmap. This bitmap is also used
when only two states, enabled
or disabled, are specified.

Third Pushed nameprefix_pushed.ext When the control is not
specified, the operating system
produces an image of the first
sub-bitmap that appears with
shadows resembling a physical
button in the pushed-in position.

Fourth Focused nameprefix_focused.ext When not specified, the
operating system draws a line
around the edge of the first
sub-bitmap to indicate that the
control has the focus.

The values for nameprefix and ext must be the same for all four files. The underscore character (_) is also required. The
bitmap files must be placed in the html\images directory to be accessed.

If you design and use a bitmap with more than four sub-bitmaps, all sub-bitmaps beyond the fourth are ignored.

Push buttons defined with bitmaps can be assigned text that appears as an annotation when the mouse is positioned over
the push button during runtime.

Maintain consistency by using the same style of push button for all push buttons that appear across the bottom or on the
toolbar. For example:
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Desk Top Name
Desk Top Name specifies the name on the desktop for a window. This field does not apply to dialog boxes. The name
appears in the desktop task list and under the corresponding icon.

The name defaults to the window title if you do not specify a name.

The name can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters and must be no longer than 32 characters. Duplicate
names are allowed.

Destination is Protected
This message means that you attempted to copy an event action to a destination that is checked out as part of a subset
and is protected by one of the subset protection levels.

Select a different destination or check out the subset with the proper update permissions granted.

Detail
Selecting Detail provides the Properties option, which displays the detailed information about the selected item.
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Detail Database Defaults

Detail Database Defaults displays selected Technical Design database defaults.

Detail in Data Store List

Selecting Detail from the Data Store List Tool provides the following actions:

Properties Specifies properties of database, tablespace, table, indexspace, or
storage group

Partition Segments physical and addressable storage into tablespaces and
indexspaces

Detail in Environment

Selecting Detail from the Environment Tool provides the Properties action, which specifies the environment parameters for
a business system.

Detail in Generation

Selecting Detail from the Generation Tool provides the following action:

Properties Defines the properties of DDL and load module components

Server Environment Specifies the environment parameters for server load modules

Client Environment Specifies the environment parameters for client (window) load
modules.

Detail in Packaging

Selecting Detail from the Packaging Tool provides the following actions:

Properties Defines the properties of packaging objects

Server Environment Specifies the environment parameters for server load modules.

Client Environment Specifies the environment parameters for client (window) load
modules.

Detail Index Defaults

Detail Index Defaults displays selected Technical Design index defaults.

Detail Procedure Step in Navigation Diagram

When you select this menu item, Gen displays the Procedure Step Properties dialog box. More help is available from that
dialog box.

If you select a window or dialog box, Gen displays the dialog for the procedure step that is associated with the selected
object.

Detail Properties

Detail Properties allows you to add operations to an action diagram or specify the operations of an existing action
diagram.
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Detail Push Button in Auto Layout

This push button displays the Detailed View Definition dialog and defines the properties of the export views.

Detail Table Defaults

Detail Table Defaults displays selected Technical Design table defaults.

Detail Tablespace Defaults

Detail Tablespace Defaults displays selected Technical Design tablespace defaults.

Detail TD Properties

Detail TD Properties displays selected Technical Design default properties.

Details of Properties

Select this menu choice to access the Properties dialog box.

Detail in Activity Dependency

This article provides information for Detail in Activity Dependency. Selecting Detail in Activity Dependency provides the
following options.

Properties Lets you modify the name and description of a selected object.
Usage Properties Lets you estimate the expected growth rate of a process and its

frequency of occurrence.
Associated Views Lets you identify the data that an external object sends or receives

from a process.
Expected Effects Lets you specify what effect a process has on data: Create, Read,

Update, or Delete.
Dependencies Identifies the activities that precede and follow a selected activity.

Detail in Activity Dependency Diagram

This article provides information for Detail in Activity Dependency Diagram. Selecting Detail in ADD enables the following
actions.

Properties Defines the characteristics of a function or process
Usage Properties Specifies the expected growth rate of a process and its frequency

of occurrence
View Maintenance Adds and modifies views for the activity
Associated Views Identifies the data that an external object sends to and receives

from a process
Expected Effects Identifies the expected effects of an activity on an entity type or

subtype
Dependencies Displays activities that precede and follow a selected activity
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Detail in Activity Hierarchy Diagram

This article provides information for Detail in Activity Hierarchy Diagram. Selecting Detail in AHD enables the following
actions.

Properties Defines the characteristics of a function or process
Usage Properties Specifies the expected growth rate of a process
View Maintenance Adds and modifies views for the activity.
Expected Effects Identifies the expected effects of an activity on an entity type or

subtype
Dependencies Displays activities that precede and follow a selected activity.

Detail in Attributes

This article provides information for Detail in Attributes. Selecting Detail in the Attributes diagram provides the following
actions.

Properties Specifies the details of the entity types and attributes
Values Defines the permitted values for attributes
Where Used Displays, prints, or stores a list of the occurrences of entity types,

subtypes, relationships, and attributes within the model.
Aliases Identifies alternative names for an attribute

Detail in Business System Defaults

Detail defines standards known as system defaults for the Dialog Design, Screen Design, and Action Diagram. Selecting
Business System Defaults from the Design Tool provides the following actions:

Properties Specifies business system name and description.
Screen Video Properties Sets color, intensity, highlight, and justify video properties

for prompts, fields, errors, and literals. It also defines cursor
placement, protection, blank status when zero or null, and the field
fill character being used.

Window Video Properties Specifies the foreground color, background color, and font for a
selected object

Commands Sets command names and the synonym associated with each
name.

Exit States Sets exit states for action diagrams and dialog flows.
Function Keys Assigns commands to function keys.
Special Edit Patterns Sets special field format for the system date, time, lines, and scroll

indicator.
Field Edit Patterns Adds editing patterns that control field display and input formats

for screen objects.
Delimiters Specifies string separators and parameter delimiters that identify

the separation of data items.
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Detail in Data Model Browser

This article provides information for Detail in Data Model. Selecting Detail from the Data Model Browser Tool provides the
following actions.

Properties Specifies different characteristics about objects in the data model
Values Displays or adds current permitted values.
Where Used Displays, prints, or stores a list of the occurrences of entity types,

subtypes, relationship, and attributes.
Identifiers Adds identifiers with their associated properties to distinguish one

occurrence of an entity from all other occurrences of that type
Mutually Exclusive Creates mutually exclusive relationships with their associated

properties for a selected entity type
Aliases Creates another name for an existing entity type like an

abbreviated name or acronym

Detail in Data Modeling

This article provides information for Detail in Data Modeling. Selecting Detail in DM enables the following actions.

Properties Lets you modify the objects on the data model diagram such as
name, description relationship cardinality.

Where Used Displays, prints, or stores a list of the occurrences of entity types,
subtypes, relationships, and attributes within the model.

Attributes Creates and defines the attributes for entity types.
Relationships Lists the relationships in which the entity type participates
Identifiers Specifies the combination of attributes and relationship

memberships whose values and pairings distinguish an entity from
all others of the same type.

Mutually Exclusive Specifies entity types that can only participate in one relationship
at a time

Aliases Identifies alternative names for an entity type.

Detail in Data Structure List

This article provides information for Detail in Data Structure. Selecting Detail from the Data Structure List Tool provides the
following actions.

Properties Specifies properties of tables, columns, indexes, foreign keys, and
constraints

Layout Displays all columns in the selected table and identifies indexes,
identifiers, and foreign keys.

Indexes Displays all indexes for a selected column or foreign key column
Identifier Selects an identifier from target entity type for the constraint of

source table
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Detail in Dialog Design

This article provides information for Detail in Dialog Design. Selecting Detail in Dialog Design provides the following
actions.

Properties Specifies the properties of a procedure or a dialog flow, depending
on the object that is selected when Properties are accessed.

Procedure Synthesis Creates a procedure action diagram which uses existing action
blocks.

Step Properties Specifies the name and description of procedure steps.
View Maintenance Specifies updates, revisions, additions, and edits of a view set, or

a collection of views for a procedure step.
PF Keys and Commands Assigns commands to function keys.
Clear Screen Input Specifies the unformatted input to be passed to a procedure step.
Flow Maintenance Displays a list of flows and associated exit states. The properties

of the flows and exit states can be modified using this option.
Exit State Usage Displays a list of exit states which can be used within the

procedure steps.
Flows On Assigns one or more exit states which trigger a transfer or link.
Returns On Assigns exit states which trigger the return from a link.
Data Sent Specifies the import views sent to the procedure (for a transfer or

link).
Data Returned Specifies the export views returned to the procedure (for a link

only).

Detail in Dialog Flow Browser

This article provides information for Detail in Dialog Flow Browser. Selecting Detail from the Dialog Flow Browser provides
the following actions.

Properties Specifies the properties of an object that is selected in the view
matching list boxes (group views, entity views, or attribute views).

Description Displays the Description dialog so that you can document relevant
information about a dialog flow and the procedure or procedure
steps the flow connects.

Detail in Flow Maintenance

This article provides information for Detail in Flow Maintenance. Selecting Detail from Flow Maintenance lets you specify,
Properties, Data Sent, and Data Returned.

Properties Properties for any object on the diagram.
Data Sent Data that is sent to the destination procedure step. This applies to

a link or transfer.
Data Returned Data that is returned to the source procedure step. This applies to

links only.
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Detail in Scoped Type Model Diagram

This article provides information for Detail in Scoped Type Model Diagram. Selecting Detail from the Diagram window
provides several features.

Properties Allows you to modify the objects on the Diagram, such as name,
description, relationship, cardinality.

Where Used Displays, prints, or stores a list of the occurrences of types,
subtypes, relationships, and attributes within the Diagram.

Operations Creates and defines an operation for a type.
Attributes Creates and defines the attributes for types.
Relationships Lists the relationships in which the type participates.
Identifiers Specifies the combination of attributes and relationship

memberships whose values and pairings distinguish a type from
all others of the same type.

Mutually Exclusive Specifies types that can only participate in one relationship at a
time.

Aliases Identifies alternative names for a type.

Detail in Screen Design

This article provides information for Detail in Screen Design. Selecting Detail from the Screen Design Tool provides the
following actions.

Properties Assigns views, defines prompts, and specifies field and video
properties.

Unplaced Fields Adds fields to the screen that have not yet been placed
Template Properties Changes template name and description
Screen Properties Changes screen name and help ID, activates scrolling, determines

options for scrollable repeating groups.
View Maintenance Adds, deletes, and copies views and changes property details.
PFkeys/Commands Associates a command with a function key.
Used In Lists screens where a selected template is used
Uses Lists templates used in a selected screen.

Detail in Work Set List

This article provides information for Detail in Work Set List. Selecting Detail in Work Set List enables the following actions.

Properties Specifies the name and description of a work set
Values Displays or adds current permitted values.
Where Used Displays a report identifying where the work set is used in the

model
Attributes Lists the attributes that are defined for the work set
Aliases Lists the aliases that are defined for the work set.
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Detail Menu from Diagram Windows

The Detail Menu defines properties of an object, lists where objects are used on the diagram, displays relationships, adds
and defines attributes, identifiers, and aliases, and defines mutually exclusive relationships.

The options on the Detail Menu vary across Diagram windows. For Help with a particular option, highlight the option and
press F1.

Detail (menu) in Navigation Diagram

This article provides information for Detail (menu) in Navigation Diagram. When you select an object in Navigation
Diagram and then select one of these tools, the tool displays its normal information using the selected object.

The Detail menu provides access to these tools:

• Properties...
• View Maintenance
• Detail Procedure Step
• Events...
• Flow Maintenance
• Exit State Usage
• Video Properties (foreground, background, font selection, and reset font and color)
• Help Description...
• Sequencing...
• Disabled by...
• Mapping...
• Bitmap Management...

If no object is selected, Gen displays the properties panel for the current diagram.

Detail Push Button

This push button displays properties of objects displayed on the Import/Export View Matching dialog. You can change the
properties as needed. The following dialogs appear when you select the object listed in the left column and select Detail:

Object selected Dialog displayed after selecting Detail
Entity type Entity Type Properties
Import entity view Detail Import Entity View
Export entity view Detail Export Entity View
Attribute Detail Attribute View

Devices Push Button
This push button displays a dialog that lets you specify the extended attributes for individual Message Format Services
(MFS) devices.

This push button is active only if IMS is specified as the TP monitor.
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Diagram Options
This article provides information for Diagram Options including, Detailed View Definition Dialog and Diagram Menu for
Properties. Selecting Diagram provides the following actions.

Open Opens the selected business system so that you can define dialog
flows, screens, and procedure steps.

New Adds another business system
Delete Removes a business system
Check Runs a consistency check of the model
Reports Generates reports
Print Prints diagrams
Printer Setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed

control, orientation (portrait and landscape), print quality, and
default spool file type

Save Model Saves the model to the drive and directory that is specified under
Options

Exit Closes the active window

Detailed View Definition Dialog

The Detailed View Definition dialog lists export view detail properties and sequences attributes for screen placement.

Diagram menu for Properties

List the menu choices available under the Properties drop-down.

Diagram in Generation

This article provides information for Diagram in Generation. Selecting Diagram from the Generation Tool provides the
following actions.

Open Displays the components for which you can selectively generate
DDL and source code.

Launch Accesses the Action Diagram, Dialog Design, Screen Design,
Navigation Diagram, and Data Structure List tools

Show Displays an output file for a selected component
Print Prints the information that is displayed in the client area
Printer Setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed

control, orientation, print quality, and default spool file type
Save Model Writes a model to the drive and directory that is specified under

Options
Exit Closes the active window.
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Diagram in Matrices

This article provides information for Diagram in Matrices. Selecting Diagram from Matrices provides the following options.

Open Selects another matrix
Check Checks the model for consistency and completeness
Reports Displays a list of reports
Print Prints reports and diagrams on a laser printer
Printer Setup Displays output options for the default printer or plotter
Save Model Records changes to the model without exiting.
Exit Closes the active window

Diagram in Organizational Hierarchy Diagram

This article provides information for Diagram in Organizational Hierarchy Diagram. Selecting Diagram in Organizational
Hierarchy Diagram provides the following actions.

Launch Opens another organizational hierarchy diagram for the selected
activity

Reports Generates reports
Print Prints diagrams
Printer Setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed

control, orientation (portrait and landscape), print quality, and
default spool file type

Save Model Saves the model to the drive and directory that is specified under
Options

Exit Closes the active window

Diagram in Packaging

This article provides information for Diagram in Packaging. Selecting Diagram in Packaging provides the following actions.

Open Displays the packaging objects for online, batch, window, or client/
server (cooperative) processing load modules

Launch Accesses the Action Diagram, Dialog Design, Screen Design, and
Navigation Diagram tools

Reports Accesses the Online, Batch, Window, and Cooperative Packaging
reports

Print Prints the objects in the client area to a printer or to a file
Printer Setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed

control, page orientation, print quality, and default spool file type
Save Model Writes a model to the drive and directory that is specified under

Options
Exit Closes the active window
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Diagram in Prototyping

This article provides information for Diagram In Prototyping. Selecting Diagram from the Prototyping Tool provides the
following actions.

Open Reveals all procedure steps within the active business system
Launch Activates Dialog Design, Screen, Prototyping, Action Diagram,

Structure Chart, or Navigation Diagram
Save Model Stores the model to the drive and directory that is specified under

Options.
Exit Exits the Prototyping tool.

Diagram in Scoped Type Model

This article provides information for Diagram in Scoped Type Model. Selecting Diagram in any of the model diagram
windows provides several features.

Open Allows you to open a new diagram of the same type through the
Model Diagrams Selection box.

New Allows you to create a diagram of the same type.
Delete Deletes a diagram, through a Delete Diagram Selection box.
Check Runs a consistency check of the model.
Reports Generates reports.
Launch Allows you to launch the Data Model List, Data Model Browser,

Entity Life Cycle, one of the other Type Modeling Diagrams (from
the Component Modeling Menu), Data Model, or Action Diagram.

Print Prints diagrams.
Printer Setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed

control, orientation (portrait or landscape), print quality, and default
spool file type.

Close Closes the active diagram.

Diagram in Screen Design

This article provides information for Diagram in Screen Design. Selecting Diagram in Screen Design provides the following
actions.

Open Displays a list of procedure steps or templates that can be
selected for use with the Screen Design Tool

New Creates a template
Delete Removes a selected template from the selected screen
Launch Accesses the Dialog Design, Window, Prototyping, Action

Diagram, Structure Chart, or Construction diagrams
Check Runs a Consistency Check of the model
Print Prints the screens to a specified printer or file
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Printer Setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed
control, orientation (portrait or landscape), print quality, and default
spool file type

Save Model Stores the entire model to the drive and directory that is specified
under Options

Exit Closes the active window

Diagram in Work Set List

This article provides information for Diagram in Work Set List. Selecting Diagram in Work Set List provides the following
actions.

Check Runs a consistency check of the model
Print Prints diagrams
Printer Setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed

control, orientation (portrait and landscape), print quality, and
default spool file type

Save Model Saves the model to the drive and directory that is specified under
Options

Exit Closes the active window.

Diagram (menu) in Navigation Diagram

This article provides information for Diagram (menu) in Navigation Diagram. The options on the Diagram menu provide
the following actions.

Open Displays an existing diagram or creates a navigation diagram
layout by selecting objects from the business systems, procedure
steps, windows, dialog boxes, and servers in a model.

Create Diagram... Creates a new or saves an existing diagram.
Delete Diagram... Deletes an existing diagram.
Open Window... Displays a list of procedure steps that can be selected for use with

the Window Design functionality within the Navigation Diagram
tool.

Close Window Removes the selected application window or dialog box from the
client area of the Navigation Diagram Tool. (The changes that are
made to an application window or dialog box are saved in memory
during a Gen session.)

Launch Accesses the Event Browser, Action Diagram, Structure Chart,
Action Block Usage, Dialog Design, Construction, Screen,
Prototyping, or Work Set List tools.

Check Runs a Consistency Check of the model.
Reports Displays the Procedure Definition, Procedure Step Definition,

Window Definition, Command List, Command Uses, Exit State
List, and Exit State Uses Reports online.

Legend Provides all objects and flow for a detailed description.
Print Provides print operations from the network, hierarchy, and controls

panes.
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Printer Setup Displays output options for the printer or plotter.
Save Model Writes a model to the drive and directory that is specified under

Options.
Exit Exits the Navigation Diagram tool.

Diagram Close

Diagram Close (F3) closes the currently selected tool.

Diagram in Dialog Flow Browser

Selecting Diagram from the Dialog Flow Browser Tool provides the following actions:

Launch Selects the Dialog Design or Construction Tool

Check Runs a Consistency Check of the model

Save Model Writes a model to the drive and directory that is specified under
Options

Exit Closes the active window.

Diagram Radio Button

This radio button outputs the entire diagram to a printer, plotter, or a file.

Diagrams List Box in Scoped Type Model

This box lists all Scoped Type Model diagrams, if any, for the selected subject area. Select the appropriate diagram and
click OK to display the graphical Scoped Type Model diagram.

Diagram in Action Diagram
This article provides information for Diagram in Action Diagram. Selecting Diagram in the Action Diagram provides the
following actions.

Open Lists the elementary processes, procedure steps, or action blocks
that can be accessed in the Action Diagram.

New Creates an action block.
Copy Copies one action block to another.
Delete Deletes action blocks from the model.
Promote Changes an action block into an elementary process.
Launch Links to Action Diagramming, Structure Chart, Action Block

Usage, Dialog Design, Screen, Navigation Diagram, Prototyping,
and Construction Tools.

Check Runs a consistency check of the model.
Print Prints action diagrams to a file or a selected printer or plotter.
Printer setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed

control, orientation (portrait or landscape), print quality, and default
spool file type.

Save model Saves the model to the drive and directory that is specified under
Options.

Exit Closes the active window.
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Diagram in Attributes
This article provides information for Diagram in Attributes. Selecting Diagram in the Attributes diagram provides the
following actions.

Check Runs a consistency check of the model
Reports Generates reports
Print Prints diagrams
Printer Setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed

control, orientation (portrait or landscape), print quality, and default
spool file type

Save Model Saves the model to the drive and directory that is specified under
Options

Exit Closes the active window

Diagram in Clear Screen Input
This article provides information for Diagram in Clear Screen Input. Selecting Diagram in Clear Screen Input provides the
following actions.

Print Prints diagrams
Printer setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed

control, orientation (portrait or landscape), print quality, and default
spool file type

Save Model Saves the model to the drive and directory that is specified under
Options

Exit Closes the active window

Diagram in Data Model Browser
This article provides information for Diagram in Data Model Browser. Selecting Diagram from the Data Model Browser
Tool provides the following actions.

Launch Selects the Action Diagram, Data Model List, or Entity Life Cycle
Analysis Tool

Check Runs a Consistency Check of the model
Reports Generates the Entity Type Hierarchy, Entity Type Definition,

Attribute Cross Reference, and Attribute Definition reports
Save Model Writes a model to the drive and directory that is specified under

Options
Exit Closes the active window.

Diagram in Data Store List
This article provides information for Diagram in Data Store List. Selecting Diagram in the Data Store List Tool provides the
following actions.

Open Reveals all tables or a database within the Data Store List
Check Runs a consistency check
Reports Outputs the Column Definition, Implemented Data List, or DDL

Statements to a specified printer
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Print Outputs a Data Store List to a specified printer or file
Printer Setup Displays options for the default printer or plotter
Save Model Stores a Data Store List to the drive and directory that is specified

under Options then Paths.
Exit Closes the active window

Diagram in Data Structure List
This article provides information for Diagram in Data Structure List. Selecting Diagram from the Data Structure List
provides the following actions.

Open Reveals all records or a database in the Data Structure List
Check Runs a consistency check
Reports Accesses the Field Definition or Implemented Data List reports in

the Reports window
Print Outputs a Data Structure List to a specified printer or file
Printer Setup Displays output options for the default printer or plotter
Save Model Stores the model to the drive and directory that is specified under

Options then Paths.
Exit Closes the active window

Diagram in DLG
This article provides information for Diagram in DLG. Selecting Diagram in DLG provides the following actions.

Launch Accesses another tool such as Screen Design, Prototyping, and
Action Diagram.

Check Runs a consistency check of the DLG
Reports Generates Procedure Definition and Procedure Step Definition

reports
Print Prints diagrams
Printer Setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed

control, orientation (portrait or landscape), print quality, and default
spool file type

Save Model Writes a model to the drive and directory that is specified under
Options

Exit Closes the active window.

Diagram in Environment
This article provides information for Diagram in Environment. Selecting Diagram from the Environment Tool provides the
following actions.

Exit Closes the active window.
Print Prints the objects in the client area to a printer or to a file.
Printer Setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed

control, page orientation, print quality, and default spool file type.
Save Model Writes a model to the drive and directory that is specified under

Options.
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Diagram in Flow Maintenance
This article provides information for Diagram in Flow Maintenance. Selecting Diagram in Flow Maintenance provides the
following actions.

Print Prints diagrams
Printer setup Determines the type of form, code page support, form feed

control, orientation (portrait or landscape), print quality, and default
spool file type

Save model Saves the model to the drive and directory specifies under
Options.

Exit Closes the active window

Diagramming Requirements for Client/Server Processing

This article provides information for Diagramming Requirements for Client/Server Processing including, Requirements in
Dialog Design, Requirements in Action Diagram, and Requirements in Navigation Diagram.

Requirements in Dialog Design

The procedures and flows on the DLG must meet certain requirements for a client/server application:

• Server procedures must be designated as online with no display.
• Client procedures must be designated as online.
• Client procedures can flow to other client procedures or to server procedures.
• Flows from client procedures to server procedures must be links. The flow must return to the client.
• The link from a client procedure to a server procedure must be set to Execute First.
• A flow cannot originate from a server procedure.
• You must match views on links from client procedures to server procedures if data is sent or returned.

Requirements in Action Diagram

The modeling methods for data and activity analysis remain essentially the same for a client/server application. The
differences are noted in the client/server methodology.

The action diagrams for client/server components must contain separate logic for the client and server components.
Generally speaking, the separation occurs between the import views from the user and the export views returned to the
user.

The main purpose of the client component is to provide the user interface. Correspondingly, the action diagrams for client
procedures process the data coming in from a user. The main purpose of the server component is to access and update
data. The server procedures contain the USE statements for the CRUD (Create, Read, Update, and Delete) action blocks.
Most of the action blocks created for the elementary processes become part of the server component.

• An action diagram for a server procedure must set an exit state when the processing completes. The exit state causes
the flow to return to the client component. A runtime error occurs if the flow does not return.

• Keep search criteria as specific as possible in the action diagram logic. Search only for the data required. Return only
data required to complete the unit of work to the client component.

Requirements in Navigation Diagram

The client component must be a graphical user interface (GUI). You build GUI components with the Navigation Diagram
Tool. This tool allows you to lay out windows and dialog boxes, identify the controls for them, and associate processing,
such as commands and autoflows, with the controls.
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Diagram Placement Dialog

The Redraw dialog determines how an activity diagram appears on the screen. The diagram is redrawn based on the
specifications for box height, hierarchy type, and order of presentation.

Box Height
The Box Height option determines the height of the object boxes. The box width shortens as the box height
increases. Text automatically formats to fit the size of the box.
The following examples show the relative sizes of the box heights:
Small
---------------------------------
|                                 |
---------------------------------
Medium
--------------------------
|                          |
|                          |
--------------------------
Large
-------------
|             |
|             |
|             |
|             |
-------------

Hierarchy Type
The Hierarchy Type option determines the layout of the object boxes. The layout of an activity diagram is relative
to the root function.
The following examples show the layout for each of the hierarchy types:
Indented List
root
|
+--object
|
+--object
Horizontal
+--object
root--|
+--object
Vertical
root
|
-------+-------
object  object

Inverted Order
The Inverted Order option inverts the positions of the objects on an activity diagram relative to the root function.
For the hierarchy types Indented List and Vertical, objects at the top are placed at the bottom. For the hierarchy
type Horizontal, objects on the left are placed on the right.
The following examples show the effect of inverting each hierarchy type:
Indented List
Before Inverting                    After Inverting
root                                             --object
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|                                              |
--object                              --object
|                             |
--object                  root
Horizontal
Before Inverting                    After Inverting
--object                          object--
root--+                                          +--root
--object                          object--
Vertical
Before Inverting                    After Inverting
root                                 object   object
|                                      ----+----
---+----                                      |
object   object                                 root

Diagrams Tab

In the Navigation Diagram, a diagram is a named, saved grouping of objects in a specific layout. You can create many
such diagrams each with a different name. A diagram lets you manipulate a smaller set of objects, and to create the layout
that best serves your needs.

Use the Diagrams tab to access a list of the diagrams that were saved previously for the model. To select a diagram,
select a name in the Existing Diagrams list and click Include. Double-clicking the diagram name in the Existing Diagrams
list also adds it to the Included Diagrams list.

The names of windows, dialogs, and other objects that are part of the diagram appear in the Included Objects list when
you click Include. When you remove a diagram from the Included Diagrams list, Gen automatically removes the diagram
from the Included Objects list all objects that are part of that diagram.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Existing Diagrams
Specifies the names of the saved diagrams in your model. You can select one of these names to save the
diagram that is currently open. This procedure effectively updates an existing diagram. If you want to use a new
name, type it in the Create Diagram as field.

Included Diagrams
A diagram is a named, saved grouping of objects in a specific layout displayed in the Navigation Diagram. A
diagram lets you manipulate a selected set of objects, and to create the layout that best serves your needs.
This list displays the diagrams you have included for display in the Navigation Diagram.
You can click Open to display the included diagrams. If you select one of the diagram names in this list, and then
click Remove, the diagram is removed from the list.
Double-clicking a diagram name in this list also removes it.

Included Objects
The Included Objects list displays all the objects that you have designated for inclusion (sometimes named
scoping objects) in the Navigation Diagram. You can include objects for display by double-clicking them, or by
selecting an object and then click Include. You can select objects using the options on the Diagrams, Windows,
Server and Categories tabs.
In the Categories tab, the list displays all objects according to the criteria you set. Selecting one of the options
under the heading Select All Windows and then click Include to establish these criteria.

NOTE
Gen retains the selections you make as you move from one tab to another. Click Open to display the
Navigation Diagram with the selections you made.
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When you select objects for inclusion in the Navigation Diagram, you can view the selected (scoping) objects in
one of three ways:

• Display all scoping objects and their children, which are the objects that have flows from them. This is the
default choice.

• Display all scoping objects and their parents (objects that have flows to the scoping objects).
• Display the scoping objects with both parents and children.

These options correspond to choices on the View menu.
Include

Includes the selected objects in the Included Objects list. You can also double-click an object to include it in the
list.

Remove
Removes an object from the Included Objects list. Select an object from Included Objects list and click Remove,
or double-click an object in the Included Objects list.

Open
Opens the Navigation Diagram using all the settings you have made in the tabs in the Open Navigation Objects
dialog.

Tasks in Diagrams Tab

Create a Diagram

Use the four tabs in the Open Navigation Objects dialog to select objects for display in the Navigation Diagram. Once
you have displayed some objects, you can save them in a diagram by accessing the Create Diagram menu item from the
Diagram menu.

Open a Saved Diagram

Click Open to display a diagram. The Navigation Diagram displays all objects arranged as they were the last time the
diagram was displayed. Gen retains the layout of the diagram and any changes you make throughout the current session.
To save your changes and the current layout for the next Gen session, save the model.

If you include multiple diagrams, each diagram displays with the objects arranged as they were last saved. However,
some shifting of objects may occur to prevent overlapping.

Remove Objects from a Saved Diagram

To remove an object from a diagram before the diagram is displayed, select an object from the Included Objects list and
then click Remove. You can also double-click the object in the Included Objects list to remove it.

To remove an object from a diagram during display, first select the object and then select the Remove menu item from the
Edit menu.

Removing an object from an existing diagram in the Diagrams tab before it is displayed effectively changes the diagram.
For this reason, Gen drops the diagram name from the Included Diagrams list. The title bar of the Navigation Diagram
then shows the diagram name <Untitled>.

Dialect Dialog Box
This article provides information for Dialect Dialog Box. A dark red box with a dark red banner represents a dialect dialog.
Dialect dialog boxes are displayed when you select a dialect other than the default.

The text within the box is the dialog title. If the dialog is untitled, the procedure step name is displayed within the box.
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Dialect Drop-down

This drop-down box lets you select a language dialect for the window or dialog box you are adding from the Window
Selection window.

To select a dialect from the drop-down list, click the dialect that you want to use.

Dialect in Action Diagram

DIALECT is a special attribute that lets you specify a language, other than English, to be used in the action diagram logic.
Dialects are defined in the Dialect Definition Tool in the Design Toolset. They are used for bilingual applications.

The following example shows how DIALECT is used in the action diagram.

 -- IF CURRENT DIALECT IS EQUAL TO french

| SET export country name TO "France"

 ---

Dialect Name

Type the name of the dialect that you are defining. The maximum length is eight characters.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when defining a dialect. Only English characters may be used for dialect
names.

Dialect Names for Objects Dialog

The Dialect Names dialog lets you define and activate an object for the entire model by selecting a dialect name. After
a dialect is selected, it remains in effect across all tools until another dialect is selected. The object applies to the entire
model.

All models have an implied default dialect. Screen Design, Dialog Design, and Business System Defaults operate with the
default dialect if no additional dialects are defined. Dialects added by the user are specified dialects.

The following is the recommended order for system development:

1. Design system using the default dialect.
2. Specify more dialects.
3. Translate the commands, prompts, literals, messages, and so on, into the new dialects.

If a value is not specified for a dialect, the default dialect is used.

Defining Dialects

To specify dialect properties, use the following Gen Toolset design stage options:

• Use Dialect Definition to define multiple dialects.
• Use Business Systems Defaults to specify values in each dialect for commands and synonyms, exit state messages,

and edit patterns.
• Use Screen Design to specify values in each dialect for prompts and literals. A screen can be designed for

presentation in multiple dialects. At execution runtime, a user exit that is called by the Dialog Manager specifies in
which dialect the application displays to the end user.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when defining a dialect. Only English characters must be used for dialect
names.

The following fields are in the dialog:
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Value Entry Field
Type the value to which the selected attribute is to be compared.

Click OK to implement the changes or click Cancel to discard the changes.

Dialect Names for Screen Dialog

The Dialect Names dialog selects the Dialect Name for a selected screen. After a dialect is selected, it remains in effect
across all tools until another dialect is selected. Use Dialect Names for Bilingual Applications Support using an object
called Dialect.

All models have an implied default dialect. Screen Design, Dialog Design, and Business System Defaults operate with the
default dialect if no additional dialects are defined.

Dialects added by the user are referred to as specified dialects. When using Screen Design, a key difference exists
between the default dialect and specified dialects. When the default dialect is in effect, all options are available on all
panels. When a specified dialect is in effect, some options are restricted. See Design, Dialect Design for details.

The following list shows the recommended order for system development:

• Design system using the default dialect.
• Specify more dialects.
• Translate the commands, prompts, literals, messages, exit states, and so forth, into the new dialects.

If a value is not specified for a dialect, the Gen software uses the value from the default dialect.

Defining Dialects

To specify dialect properties, use the following Gen Toolset design stage options:

• Use Dialect Definition to define multiple dialects.
• Use Business Systems Defaults to specify values in each dialect for commands and synonyms, exit state messages,

and edit patterns.
• Use Screen Design to specify values in each dialect for prompts and literals. A screen may be designed for

presentation in multiple dialects. At execution runtime, a user exit that is called by the Dialog Manager specifies in
which dialect the application displays to the end user.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when defining a dialect. Only English characters may be used for dialect
names.

Dialect Properties Dialog

The Dialect Properties dialog defines an object or dialect in another language and specifies properties. When a new
dialect is added, the default properties display. When specifying a dialect, enter a Dialect Name, Message Table Name,
Trans Table Name, Separators, Scroll Amount values, and Description. If the Message Table Name and Trans Table
Name are not entered, Dialect Definition supplies Default for the system generation process.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Each model has a default dialect. Any dialects added are specified dialects. When the default dialect is in effect, all
options are available on all panels. When a specified dialect is in effect, some options are restricted.

Defining Dialects

To specify dialect properties, use the following Gen Toolset design stage options:

Dialect Definition

Defines multiple dialects.
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Business Systems Defaults
Specifies values in each dialect for commands and synonyms, exit state messages, and edit patterns.

Screen Design
Specifies values in each dialect for prompts and literals. A screen may be designed for presentation in multiple
dialects. At execution runtime, a user exit that is called by the Dialog Manager specifies in which dialect the
application displays to the end user.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when defining a dialect. Only English characters are used for dialect names,
Message Table names, and Trans Table names.

Dialect Scope

Dialect Scope lets you select the dialect that you want to be the active language dialect at any point during window design
within the Navigation Diagram tool. You can narrow the scope of windows and dialog boxes to one dialect by selecting any
one of the dialects that are listed or expand the scope to include all listed dialects by selecting All Dialects. The selection
that you make remains active across the model until you close a Gen session or choose another dialect.

Dialect Scope List Box

Select the dialect that you want to be active across all windows and dialog boxes in the model. The dialect remains active
until you end this Gen session or select a different dialect. The default is All Dialects.

Dialect Window

The red box with the gray and red banner represents a dialect window. Dialect windows are displayed when you select a
dialect other than the default. The text within the box is the window title, or the window name if the window does not have
a title.

Dialog Border Check Box
This article provides information for Dialog Border Check Box. This check box specifies that a dialog box contains a
border. The width of the border is set at the operating system.

The default is Yes for a dialog box. This check box does not apply to windows.

Dialog Box

The dark blue box with the dark blue banner represents a dialog. The text within the box is the dialog title. If the dialog is
untitled, the procedure step name is displayed within the box.

This box represents both primary and regular dialogs.

Dialog Box Drop-down Combination Box

This drop-down combination box specifies the dialog box that is initiated by a menu item or push button. The drop-down
list contains all dialog boxes that are associated with the procedure step.

Select a dialog box from the list or type in the name of a new one.

Dialog Box Radio Button

This radio button specifies that the dialog between users and the procedure step occurs through a dialog box. A dialog
box cannot contain menu items or sizing borders.
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A dialog box can share view sets as the primary window or primary dialog box with which it is associated. Every procedure
step must have at least one primary window or primary dialog box. A procedure step cannot have both. A primary window
or primary dialog box can contain as many non-primary dialog boxes as required for your application design.

Non-primary dialog boxes are not shown on the Dialog Flow Diagram.

Dialog Flow Properties Dialog

The Dialog Flow Properties dialog lets you define autoflows for a transfer or link. You add an exit state to a dialog flow
and assign a command to that exit state as an autoflow command. If the dialog flow is a link and inputs must be saved,
autoflow updates the views in the user profile without verifying user inputs. Autoflow also performs the indicated view
matching and activates the destination procedure step. The input data is always verified immediately before execution of
the destination procedure step.

Assigning a command as an autoflow command lets you indicate that a particular command is to cause an exit state
to be set immediately and the associated dialog flow to be executed without screen field validation or the invocation of
a procedure step action block. An autoflow command lets the user exit a screen and return to a menu without entering
required data on the current screen.

Downstream Effects of Autoflow

Assigning autoflow commands facilitates the use of the Prototyping Tool. As you assign autoflow commands, you can
also assign the same commands to function keys and have the command display with its function key assignment on the
screen. These steps ensure smooth operation during Prototyping.

Dialog Flow - Trancode

This drop-down list specifies the dialog flow transaction code that is associated with a procedure step for a windowing
application. The dialog flow transaction code is optional.

You may prefer not to assign a dialog flow transaction code because it takes up space as an object in the model.

Dialog Flow Trancode for Windows Application

This drop-down list specifies the dialog flow transaction code that is associated with a procedure step for a windows
application. The dialog flow transaction code is optional.

You may prefer not to assign a dialog flow transaction code because it takes up space as an object in the model.

Dialog Manager Properties

Specifies characteristics of a selected object. Often, some or all the characteristics are specified when the object is first
added (created). You can change the characteristics after adding an object with the Properties action.

For example, you add a load module named LODMOD1. Later, you want to rename the load module. Use the Properties
action to specify a new name for the load module. The name is one of the characteristics of a load module that you can
change with the Properties action. The characteristics vary depending on the object.

The following fields are available on this dialog:

Load Module
Specifies the name of a load module, Dialog Manager, or Window Manager. A Dialog Manager and Window
Manager use the same name as the load module with which they are associated.
The following restrictions apply to the name:
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• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be an alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are not allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than eight characters long.
• The name must be unique within a business system.

Trancodes
Defines a set of transaction codes to use within this load module.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when creating load module names. Only English characters are used for load
module names.

Direct Manipulation of the Toolbar or Tool Palette Buttons
This method of toolbar/tool palette customization involves direct manipulation of the Toolbar/Tool Palette buttons.

To Rearrange Buttons

1. Place the mouse over a button on the toolbar/tool palette.
2. Hold down the Shift key click the left mouse button and drag the button to the desired location.
3. Release the left mouse button to place the Toolbar/Tool Palette button.

To Remove Buttons

1. Place the mouse over the Toolbar or Tool Palette button to be removed.
2. Hold down the Shift key click the left mouse button and drag the button off the toolbar/tool palette.

To Remove the Separator Button

1. Place the mouse over the button located beside the separator button on the toolbar/tool palette.
2. Hold down the Shift key click the left mouse button and drag the button until it covers up the separator button. Release

the mouse button.

To Add the Separator Button

1. Place the mouse over the button located next to the position to which you want to add the separator button.
2. Hold down the Shift key click the left mouse button and drag the button left or right until it half covers the button beside

it. Release the mouse button.

NOTE
To add other buttons (that were previously removed), refer to Add/Move Toolbar/Tool Palette Buttons Procedure.

Directory In Use Error Message
A user or application is referencing the directory for which you are trying to change the local name. Access the operating
system by the most convenient means and resolve the situation before attempting to rename.

Disabled By

DISABLE Command

DISABLE Command can make active menu items and push buttons inactive. When DISABLED, push buttons and menu
items cannot be selected by an application user.

DISABLE Command can be used only in windows or dialog boxes that currently are open in the active procedure step.
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The format of DISABLE is:

DISABLE COMMAND

Command is the command that is associated with the menu item or push button being disabled.

In the example below, a POST push button is disabled if journal entries are out of balance. The POST push button is
enabled if debits equal credits.

--- IF export_credit ief_supplied total_currency IS EQUAL TO

| export_debit ief_supplied total_currency

| ENABLE COMMAND post

+- ELSE

| DISABLE COMMAND post

--

Disabled By Conditions for Menu Item Properties

Disabled By specifies the condition under which a menu item is disabled. Disabled menu items appear grayed out and
cannot be selected by the application user.

Disabled By for a Sub Menu Item

This push button displays the Disabling States dialog on which you specify conditions that enable and disable controls.

Disable/Enable Statement(s)

One or more Disable/Enable Statements command is used to exclude statements within the action diagram from
generation and reinstate statements for generation.

Any action statement within an action diagram can be excluded from generation using one or more Disable/Enable
Statements. Select a statement or a group of statements to disable/enable. With the statement highlighted, press Ctrl-
X or choose the menu option. Once disabled, the lines are denoted by an asterisk before the statement. If one of the
statements that are selected is an action block statement, all the logic within the action block is disabled.

This command works as a toggle. When a disabled statement is selected, one or more Disable/Enable Statements
command enables the statement for generation.

Disabling States Dialog

The Disabling States dialog specifies the condition under which a control is disabled. Disabled controls appear grayed out
and cannot be selected by a user.

The top selection list identifies the control to be disabled, and the bottom selection list contains the possible disabling
conditions.

Adding the first condition
- Select the name of the control and one condition. Select the Add push button to add a condition to the top list.

Joining the conditions with "OR"
- Add the first condition. Select 'OR' from the top selection list and select a different condition from the bottom list.
Select the Add push button.

Joining the conditions with "AND"
- Add the first condition. Select the condition that is displayed in the top selection list and select another condition
from the bottom selection list. Select the Add push button.

A control is disabled when the statement in the top list evaluates to true.
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For example, a field is disabled and grayed out if a customer number is not specified or if the name, address, and zip code
of the customer is not specified.

The dialog contains the following elements:

Add
Adds a condition from the bottom selection list to the selected disabling state in the top selection list.

Close
Accepts the statement in the top selection list and closes the dialog.

Delete
Removes the condition or disabling state from the top selection list. You cannot delete conditions in the bottom
selection list.

DISASSOCIATE
Relationship actions appear as clauses in CREATE or UPDATE action statements. DISASSOCIATE can also appear as
Clauses in UPDATE action statements and Stand-alone relationship action.

DISASSOCIATE has no exception conditions, but its stand-alone form may have database exception conditions.

You can DISASSOCIATE entities whose relationships have been designated as optional. The DISASSOCIATE action
breaks a specific pairing along a specific relationship.

DISASSOCIATE can appear as a clause in an UPDATE action statement or as a stand-alone relationship action like
ASSOCIATE. It operates the same as the relationship clauses in the CREATE and UPDATE, with one exception. In
relationship clauses, the subject of the clause is always the subject of the entity action. In a stand-alone relationship
action, you must explicitly specify the subject of the action.

An example of a stand-alone DISASSOCIATE relationship action is shown below. In this example, received product is
deleted if its relationship to order_line is mandatory and has a cardinality of one. In addition, any product components
dependent on that occurrence of PRODUCT is deleted.

 --DISASSOCIATE received product

| FROM order_line WHICH contains IT

 --

In the example below, the relationship between PRODUCT and WAREHOUSE in the data model still exists. The pairing
between the two specific entities does not. DISASSOCIATE can appear as a clause in an UPDATE action statement (as
shown here).

 --UPDATE received product

| SET number_delivered TO input product number_delivered

| DISASSOCIATE FROM warehouse WHICH can hold IT

 --

DISASSOCIATE Statement

You can DISASSOCIATE entity occurrences whose relationships have been designated as optional. The DISASSOCIATE
action breaks a specific pairing along a specific relationship.

DISASSOCIATE can appear as:
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• Clauses in UPDATE action statements
• Clauses in CREATE action statements
• Stand-alone relationship action

DISASSOCIATE can appear in an UPDATE action statement or as a stand-alone relationship action like ASSOCIATE.
It operates like the relationship clauses in the CREATE and UPDATE, with one exception. In relationship clauses, the
subject of the clause is always the subject of the entity action. In a stand-alone relationship action, you must explicitly
specify the subject of the action. This action does not affect the relationship between entities in the data model.

New Model Dialog

This article provides information for the New Model Dialog. The New Model dialog lets you create a model in the
workstation encyclopedia that becomes the active model.

The dialog has the following fields:

Model Name 

Defines the long name of a model.

NOTE

After you upload the model to the encyclopedia, you cannot change the long name; only the short name can be
modified.

The model name cannot contain the following characters:

< (less than)

> (greater than)

: (colon)

" (double quote)

/ (forward slash)

\ (backslash)

| (vertical bar or pipe)

? (question mark)

* (asterisk)

Local 

Defines the name that appears in directory listings.

Click Ok to create a model. Click Cancel to quit creating a model.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when creating model names. Only English characters are used for model
names.

More information:

• Startup/Model Window Procedures

Model Copy Dialog
This article provides information for the Model Copy Dialog. The Model Copy dialog displays a list of existing models and
subsets from which to copy.
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To copy a model

1. Select the model or subset.
2. Click Copy.

The model copy dialog appears.
3. Specify the Model Name and Local name.

NOTE

Note: Model name cannot contain the following characters:

< (less than)

> (greater than)

: (colon)

" (double quote)

/ (forward slash)

\ (backslash)

| (vertical bar or pipe)

? (question mark)

* (asterisk)
4. Click OK.

The model is copied.

NOTE

If you copy a subset to create a model, some of the default objects may not exist in the new model.

More information:

• Startup/Model Window Procedures

DISPLAY
DISPLAY allows you to control which row in a repeating group view appears at the top of the current list box.

NOTE
This command does not move the specified row to the top if the user is at the end of the list and the specified
row is visible.

The statement can be used with explicitly or implicitly repeating group views. Nested repeating group views are not
supported.

The format of a DISPLAY statement is:

DISPLAY export_implicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view

WITH CURRENT ROW AT TOP

The export_implicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view is an export repeating group view that is implicitly indexed.

DISPLAY export_explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view

WITH index_expression ROW AT TOP

The export_explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view is an export repeating group view that is explicitly indexed.
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The index_expression is a numeric attribute view or a subscript value that can be resolved into a row number in a
repeating group view.

Display 3270

To view the layout of the screen or template, select Display 3270. Each hardware device implements color and highlights
differently. This option lets you and the user review the colors, intensity, and highlights as they have been defined on
the Field Definition Video Properties dialog. Display 3270 presents the screen as it will be implemented in the generated
application.

Display 3278

To view the layout of the screen or template, select Display 3278. Each hardware device implements color and highlights
differently. This option lets you and the user review the colors, intensity, and highlights as they have been defined on
the Field Definition Video Properties dialog. Display 3278 presents the screen as it will be implemented in the generated
application.

Display 3279

To view the layout of the screen or template, select Display 3279. Each hardware device implements color and highlights
differently. This option lets you and the user review the colors, intensity, and highlights as they have been defined on
the Field Definition Video Properties dialog. Display 3279 presents the screen as it will be implemented in the generated
application.

Display Area

This article provides information for Display Area. This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the
direction of the Support group.

Display as Hypertext Link

Select this check box if you want the push button to appear as a hypertext link in the application. This check box is
available for selection only when you are editing in HTML or ASP.NET modes.

Display at From Procedure Step Radio Button

Select if you want the command to be set when the source (From) procedure step displays.

Display at "To" Procedure Step Radio Button

Select if you want the data that is sent with the To procedure step to display first, rather than execute first.

Display Before Execution

Display Before Execution lets you specify whether a screen is displayed before execution. Select Display Before
Execution only if you want to view or change the input data before the procedure executes.
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Display Length

Display Length specifies the total number of characters in the selected field. The default field length is taken from the
attribute length in the data model. The Display Length must be at least 1 and no more than 160 characters long. You can
wrap characters up to the limit. You cannot position a field with more than 160 characters.

The display length may differ from the number of characters in the field value because of extra characters in the edit
pattern. For example, the attribute Date Ordered contains a 4-digit year, a 2-digit month, and a 2-digit day (attribute length
of 8). For Date Ordered to appear using the edit pattern YYYY-MM-DD, the display length must be 10.

Display Operations/Attributes

This toggle displays/hides the operations and attributes that are associated with each item in the Scoped Type Model
Diagram. The menu shows a check to indicate that operations and attributes are being displayed. Clicking the menu
choice toggles the option on/off.

Display Prompts with Each Occurrence

Display Prompts with Each Occurrence, if selected, displays the prompt with each repetition of the group fields. When the
check box is selected the prompt appears beside each occurrence instead of once beside the first occurrence. The default
is unselected.

Display Properties on Adds

Use Display Properties on Adds to design windows without first creating the views with which those windows interact. A
check appears when you click this menu choice to indicate that the selection is on. To turn it off, click again. The status
of this choice determines the way that you create fields using the Add drop-down menu. When the option is on, a field
property dialog box displays each time that you add a field to a window. When the option is off, new fields are placed in
the window without displaying the properties dialog box.

Gen automatically creates a default work set for the type of field being placed if one does not exist. The default entity or
work set is a work set with the name of the window. This work set is the default whether the field property dialog displays.
When Display Properties on Adds is set to display the properties box, the default work set appears in the work set field.
You can choose to select any existing export view, entity, work set, or attribute as an alternative for the default.

Creating windows without views allows you to design a user interface earlier in the development process. This
development method allows the intended users of your system to review the screens at a point in the development cycle
when implementing their suggestions and advice is easier. An interface that is easier for them to use and more productive
for your enterprise results.

Distance
Distance specifies the space between objects. The value is in device-independent presentation units. This entry field is
inactive unless you select the check box for Separate Vertically or Separate Horizontally.

The following restrictions apply to the value:

• Only numeric characters are allowed.
• The value must be no more than 5 numerals long.

NOTE
The size of screen fonts varies depending on the resolution of monitors. Therefore, the size of the fonts that
appears on your application can vary from monitor to monitor. To ensure that none of the controls overlap or
truncate because of differences in monitor resolution, allow some distance between the controls. Try not to
overcrowd your layout. A layout that is spaced adequately also improves readability.
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Distributed Transaction Participant ((Tuxedo, EJB, and .NET Servers Only))
This article provides information for Distributed Transaction Participant (Tuxedo, EJB, and .NET Servers Only). This option
is only available when doing cooperative packaging or generation.

If a transaction is to participate in an extended unit of work, select Distributed Transaction Participant. This makes the
procedure eligible to participate.

A transaction is a unit of work. It represents a set of operations that transform data from one consistent state to another,
such that the change to the data is Atomic, Consistent, Isolated, and Durable, where:

Atomic:
Either all operations that are part of the transaction complete or none are performed.

Consistent:
The data that is modified by the operations of a transaction is changed to a consistent state.

Isolated:
Even though transactions may execute concurrently, no transaction has visibility to work in progress of another
transaction.

Durable:
Once a transaction completes successfully, its change survives subsequent failures.

A distributed transaction is a transaction whose operations run in multiple processes, possibly spread across one or more
machines. Each process participates in the Distributed Transaction.

Within Gen, a Server Manager Procedure Step embodies the set of operations that can participate in a Distributed
Transaction. If the Distributed Transaction Participant checkbox is checked, this indicates that the associated Procedure
Step will either:

• Extend the current unit-of-work (that is, extend the transactional scope), if one exists. That is, the associated
Procedure Step is enabled to participate in an existing transaction, indicating that a new transaction context is NOT
created.

• Create a unit-of-work (that is, transactional context)

If the Distributed Transaction Participant checkbox is not checked, the associated Procedure Step is not eligible to
participate in an existing transaction, indicating that a new transaction context should be created.

The commit or rollback operation for a Distributed Transaction is coordinated across ALL participating Procedure Steps
and is deferred until all the Procedure Steps involved have completed.

The default for the Distributed Transaction Participant is NOT checked, indicating that the associated Procedure Step
does not extend an existing transaction. The associated Procedure Step begins a new transaction.

Distributed Transaction Participant (Tuxedo)

A transaction is a unit of work. It represents a set of operations that transform data from one consistent state to another,
such that the change to the data is Atomic, Consistent, Isolated and Durable, where:

Atomic:
Either all operations that are part of the transaction complete or none are performed.

Consistent:
The data modified by the operations of a transaction is transitioned to a consistent state

Isolated:
Even though transactions may execute concurrently, no transaction has visibility to another transaction's work in
progress.
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Durable:
Once a transaction completes successfully, its change survives subsequent failures.

A "Distributed Transaction" is a transaction whose operations run in multiple processes, possibly spread across one or
more machines. Each process participates in the Distributed Transaction.

Within Gen, a Server Manager Procedure Step embodies the set of operations that can participate in a Distributed
Transaction. If the Distributed Transaction Participant checkbox is checked, this indicates that the associated Procedure
Step will either:

1. Extend the current unit-of-work (extend the transactional scope), if one exists. That is, the associated Procedure Step
is enabled to participate in an existing transaction, indicating that a new transaction context should be created.

2. Create a new unit-of-work (transactional context)

If the Distributed Transaction Participant checkbox is not checked, the associated Procedure Step is not eligible to
participate in an existing transaction, indicating that a new transaction context should be created.

The commit or rollback operation for a Distributed Transaction is coordinated across ALL participating Procedure Steps
and is deferred until all the Procedure Steps involved have completed.

The default for the Distributed Transaction Participant is NOT checked, indicating that the associated Procedure Step will
not extend an existing transaction. The associated Procedure Step begins a new transaction.

Do Not Generate
This article provides information for Do Not Generate. Select Do Not Generate when you do not want a LIMIT TO clause
generated for a READ EACH statement.

Do Not Generate a Multiple Row Fetch

Select this control to indicate that the logic for a Multiple Row Fetch should not be generated. This is the default.

Do Not Generate LIMIT TO clause

Select this control to prevent the generation of a LIMIT TO clause for a READ EACH statement with no TARGETING
clause.

Do Not Generate OPTIMIZE Clause

Select this control to disallow generation of an OPTIMIZE clause for a READ EACH statement with no TARGETING
clause.

Do Not Show Attributes on Entity Type Hierarchy Report

This option indicates that the report is to include only the selected entity types. No attributes are to be included in the
report.

Do Not Show Attributes on Report Options Dialog Box

Select Do not show attributes when you do not want a list of characteristics of the attributes for one or more entity types.

Do Not Show Node Numbers on Activity Hierarchy Report

Select Do Not Show Node Numbers to print no node numbers corresponding to the position of activities in the Activity
Hierarchy Report.

Node Numbers are not shown in the following example:
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Function 1 ADS_TEMPLATE_MODEL_-_TAD9311A

Function 2 ADS_MODEL_SAMPLE KIT

Function 3 BUSINESS_EVALUATIOM

Elem Proc 4 SK_ADD_DIVISION

Elem Proc 4 SK_MODIFY_DIVISION

Elem Proc 4 SK_DELETE_DIVISION

Do Not Specify Clause Isolation Level

When selected, the isolation level clause of the cursor is not generated.

Do Not Validate Memory Pages

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Domain
This article provides information for Domain. Domain refers to the collection of possible values for an attribute. Each value
of a numeric attribute consists of numbers.

The following are the types of domain:

• Text
• Date
• Time
• Number
• Timestamp
• DBCS text
• Mixed text
• GUI Object (This is not an option in Computer Architecture Diagram.)
• BLOB

Each value of a text attribute is a character string. Each value of a date attribute represents a date (including century).
Each value of a time attribute represents an hour, minute, and second. If you use an arithmetic calculation to specify
the value of an attribute, the domain of the attribute must be a number. Each value of a timestamp attribute represents
a combination of the date and the time of day to the microsecond. Each value of a BLOB attribute represents a variable
sized Binary Large Object.

DBCS indicates a double-byte character set. Mixed indicates a combination of a double-byte character set and a single-
byte character set.

NOTE
For numeric attributes, the actual precision of arithmetic operations and number of significant digits depends
on the version of the platform, compiler, and DBMS. In general, you should get at least 15 significant digits of
accuracy.

Downstream Effects

During the interaction analysis task, you can compare only attribute values from the same domain. A domain of the
attribute determines the data type of the column in which it is implemented in a database. This eventually determines the
data type of the column. The domain of the attribute also determines the data type of the variables that implement the
views of the attribute in action diagrams.
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The number domain is transformed into a format of small, integer, or packed based on length:

Small Integers with a length of 1 to 4 transform into half-word integers.
Integer Integers with a length of 5 to 9 transform into full-word integers.
Packed Integers with a length of 10 to 18 transform into decimal numbers

(packed decimal). (The length limit for the number domain is 18.)
Packed Non-integer numbers of any length transform into decimal

numbers (packed decimal).

NOTE
You can change the packed format to the float format (floating point decimal) for any integer that is converted
to a packed format. Use the Data Structure List Tool to change the format. You can change the length of an
attribute only from the Attribute Properties dialog, which is accessed from one of the data modeling tools.

TIMESTAMP Domain

TIMESTAMP attributes have 26 characters in the format (YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN) where:

YYYY Four digits for the year
MM Two digits for the month
DD Two digits for the day
HH Two digits for the hour
MM Two digits for the minute
SS Two digits for the second
NNNNNN Six digits for fractions of seconds (microseconds)

The remaining six characters are used for the dash and period characters.

NOTE
Different DBMS products provide different levels of support for fractions of a second. Refer to your specific
DBMS documentation for more information. Gen's CURRENT_TIMESTAMP function provides different levels
of support for fractions of a second depending on the generated code language. The CURRENT_TIMESTAMP
function returns microseconds for generated COBOL, C#, and Java 11 applications, but currently returns only
milliseconds for generated C applications.

TEXT Domain

The maximum length of TEXT domain attributes with the Varying Length attribute set is DBMS-dependent.

NOTE
Different DBMS products provide different levels of support for Varying Length TEXT domains. Refer to your
specific DBMS documentation for more information.

BLOB Domain

The maximum size of BLOB domain attributes is 2 GB. You can specify the maximum size of the BLOB attribute in the
Length field of the Attribute Properties dialog. When you specify the size, you also specify the units in a separate drop-
down list which may be Bytes, KB, MB, or GB. The following are the maximum sizes that you can specify for a BLOB
attribute:

• 32,767 Bytes
• 32,767 KB
• 2,048 MB
• 2 GB
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Drop Column
The Drop column lets you specify the objects to generate with SQL DROP statements. If a database object exists, you
cannot install it again until the existing one is deleted.

The DROP statement deletes an existing database object.

For example, to delete (drop) an object, select the Drop tick mark and the Inst tick mark. When you select DDL, Selected,
the Generation Tool generates the DDL DROP statement for the object. The DROP statement is then installed, deleting
the object.

NOTE
The generation default Include Drop Statements in DDL does not apply to the DDL, Selected action. You must
select tick marks in the Drop column if you want Gen to generate DROP statements.

Drop Down List
This article provides information for Drop-down List. This radio button implements the selected attribute as a list
occurrence drop-down list.

An attribute must have permitted values to be implemented as a list occurrence drop-down list.

DropDownList CurrentCount Property

Usage CurrentCount ()

Description Returns how many rows are in the list.

Arguments None.

Return Value If ListPermittedValues is not NULL, the property returns a number
that indicates how many permitted values are currently displayed.

DropDownList EditedValue Property

Usage EditedValue (String)

Description Sets or retrieves the edited value of the DropDownList.

Arguments String (text) that is to be the new edited value in the
DropDownList.

Return Value This method returns a string that is the edited value in the
DropDownList that is displayed to the end user.

Notes This method works as if a user selected an item from the list
and then moved to another location on the window: all editing is
performed and the changed event is fired, if one is present.

DropDownList EditPattern Property

Usage EditPattern (String)

Description Sets or retrieves the edit pattern for the DropDownList.

Arguments String that is to be the new edit pattern for the DropDownList.

Return Value This property returns a string that is the current edit pattern of the
DropDownList.
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Notes This property is not supported when ListPermittedValues is not
NULL.

DropDownList Interface Object

The * denotes functions that are not supported on Web Generation applications. Although these functions do not appear
“grayed out,” they are picked up during Consistency Check, if used. Also, if these functions exist in a model that is being
generated for Web Generation applications, they are ignored.

Application

Methods Properties

ListItem

ListItems BackgroundColor*

ListPermittedValues CurrentCount

Redraw* CssClass
EditedValue
EditPattern
Enabled*
Focus*
FontSize*
FontStyle*
FontType*
ForegroundColor*
Handle*
Height*
Left*
Name
ObjectType
Parent
Prompt*
PromptBackgroundColor*
PromptCssClass*
PromptFontSize*
PromptFontStyle*
PromptFontType*
PromptForegroundColor*
PromptHeight*
PromptLeft*
PromptTop*
PromptWidth*
Top*
Visible*
Width*

DropDownList ListItem Method

Usage ListItem (Number)

Description Retrieves a row from the list based on the input index.

Arguments Number that is the index of the row to be retrieved.
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Return Value This method returns a GUI object that contains the contents of
the desired LIstItem (row). If the value of Number is less than 1 or
greater than CurrentCount, this method returns NULL.

DropDownList ListItems Method

Usage ListItems ()

Description Returns the collection of ListItems (rows) in the list.

Arguments None.

Return Value This method returns a collection object that contains a list of all
the ListItems on the DropDownList. If ListPermittedValues for the
DropDownList are not NULL, the method returns NULL.

DropDownList ListPermittedValues Method

Usage ListPermittedValues ()

Description Retrieves the collection of permitted values for the object.

Arguments None.

Return Value This method returns a collection object containing the list of
permitted values for the DropDownList. If no permitted values are
defined, the method returns NULL.

DropDownList Method

Usage DropDownList (String)

Description Retrieves a DropDownList object using the name that is assigned
during design.

Arguments String that is the name of the object that you want to retrieve.

Return Value This method returns a GUI object for the given name. If the object
is not found, or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.

DropDownLists Method

Usage DropDownLists ()

Description Retrieves the collection of drop-down lists on the window.

Arguments None.

Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection
contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero.

Downstream Effects of MAKE or Disabled By or SETs
This article provides information for Downstream Effects of MAKE or Disabled By or SETs. You should use caution when
overriding the status of a control by combining the Disabled By, SET, and MAKE statements.

You can disable controls, menu items, and fields using any of these methods:
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• Disabled By <control name> in Navigation Diagram
• "SET <field>.enabled" (automation) action diagram statements
• MAKE action diagram statements

NOTE
It is recommended that you use either SET (automation) statements or MAKE statements for updating a
particular property for a control `in the same event or action diagram. Do not combine both SET and MAKE
statements in this situation.

The Disabled By action sets conditions that determine whether a control, menu item, or entry field is available to the user.
For example, an application allows users to access employee data using the employee name or number. The employee
number field is disabled when an employee name is entered. Similarly, the employee name field is disabled when an
employee number is entered.

The Disabled By option allows you to disable controls when certain criteria are satisfied. Therefore, Disabled By logic
causes a control to be disabled, if it satisfies the specified criteria. However, if the Disabled By logic does not satisfy the
criteria and a control is disabled using other statements such as MAKE or SET, the control is not be enabled.

Notes:

• If you set the statement SET <field>.enabled to True or create a MAKE...enabled statement at the end of the action
diagram the Disabled By criteria is evaluated. If the criteria is satisfied, the field is disabled.

• If you set the statement SET <field>.enabled to False or create a MAKE.disabled statement within the action diagram,
the field should not be enabled because it does not satisfy the Disabled By criteria.

The MAKE statement can protect or unprotect an entry field or control. A protected field is similar to a disabled field; it
does not allow character input. An unprotected field is available for input.

If you must include a MAKE statement, consider how the MAKE statement sets the protected status. When you use the
MAKE statement to set the video attributes of a field, protected status is included. When you use the MAKE ERROR
statement, which sets the field to the default values established for fields in error, protected status is unchanged and
cursor positioning is not affected.

The completed MAKE statement sets all the video attributes. When a MAKE statement sets a video attribute of a field,
the statement establishes the protected status, color, and intensity of an export view associated with a field. If you do not
select a color, intensity, or protected status, the application provides the default values. For example, when you create a
MAKE statement to display the employee name in green, the completed statement is:

MAKE export_emp employee name Unprotected Normal Intensity Green

The default values, Unprotected and Normal Intensity, are included in the statement. As a result, each execution of a
MAKE statement sets the color, intensity, and protected or unprotected status.

If a MAKE ERROR statement affects a field or control, the field or control have its change event that is executed on any
loose focus to ensure that the application code can validate the field again. The change event handler checks the field
value and, if correct, turns off the error status using a MAKE NORMAL statement. However, if a protection of a field was
set using a MAKE statement, you must execute a subsequent MAKE statement that reverses the protection flag to the
original protection status.

If multiple MAKE statements exist within an action diagram or event logic, the last MAKE statement prevails. For example,
in an action diagram there are two MAKE statements, MAKE <field> Unprotected Normal Intensity Blue followed by MAKE
<field> Protected Normal Intensity Green, the field in the action diagram only takes the values of the last MAKE statement
that is protected, normal, or green.

The SET <field>.enabled statement can protect or unprotect an entry field or control. These automation statements
process immediately when the statements are executed. Therefore, if a MAKE.protected statement exists and a SET
<field>.enabled to True follows within the action diagram, the result is a protected field. This result happens because the
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SET statement is processed immediately with execution and the MAKE statement has set the dynamic attributes of the
field, which are retained and applied at the end of the action diagram.

NOTE
These Disabled By criteria are applied after the dynamic attributes set by MAKE statements are evaluated.

Either use SET (automation) statements or MAKE statements and not both for updating a particular property for a control
within the same event or action diagram. Although combining Make, Set, and Disabled By statements is possible, but
combining these statements is not supported.

Downstream Effects of Modeless Windows

Modeless windows or dialog boxes (the children) are invoked from a window or another dialog box (the parent).

This parent/child relationship causes certain placement behaviors.

• If the parent and child are part of the same procedure step, the parent cannot move to the foreground in front of the
child. For example, suppose Window A is the parent and Dialog Box B is the child. When invoked, Dialog Box B
appears in front of Window A and, depending on its size, may cover some or all of Window A. You can select Window
A and make it active, but it does not move in front of Dialog Box B. If part of Window A is covered, you must move
Dialog Box B out of the way to access all of Window A. You can change this foreground/background relationship by
creating separate procedure steps for the parent and child. The dialog flow then uses a link to flow from the parent to
the child. This allows Window A or Dialog Box B to move to the foreground depending on which one is active. You can
package both procedure steps into the same load module if you want.

• If you minimize the parent, all children are also minimized. This is true only if the parent and child are in the same
procedure step. Children in separate procedure steps must be minimized individually.

Accessing Controls and OCXs on Modeless Windows

Actions Blocks that are used in Modeless windows must not use shortcuts to access controls and OCXs through
Automation. The shortcuts always find the first occurrence of a window, not the current occurrence. The following are
examples of the way to code the Action Block in Modeless windows.

Use GUIOBJECT OCX to reference the interface of OCX.

For software release 4.0:

SET GUIOBJECT WINDOW to CurrentWindow()
SET GUIOBJECT OCXFRAME to GUIOBJECT Window OLECONTROL(OCXNAME)
SET GUIOBJECT OCX to GUIOBJECT OCXFRAME GETOBJECT()

For software release 4.1 using dot notation:

SET GUIOBJECT OCX to CurrentWindow().OLECONTROL(OCXNAME).GETOBJECT()

Dump LA Tables
This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Dump Name Tables

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Duplicate Match
This article provides information for Duplicate Match. This error message indicates that the selected predicate view is
already matched with one of the WSDL parameters.
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Either use a different view name or select another predicate view.

Duplicates Error Message

You cannot move this entity because doing so creates two relationships with the same name or creates two attributes with
the same name.

To find where this entity is used, run the Relationship Uses or Attribute Uses Report. Change the name of one relationship
or attribute and then attempt the move.

Dynamically Link Action Blocks
This pull-down allows you to specify the business system default for dynamic linking for the selected action block when
the target is z/OS.

SELECT TO
Yes An action block having a default Dynamic Link option set to Yes

will be dynamically called at runtime and will reside in a DLL.
No An action block having a default Dynamic Link option set to No

will not be dynamically called at runtime. The action block will be
statically called and as such will be linked to the application in
which the action block is packaged.
Special processing is done to Action Blocks that are statically
called from a module marked for Compatibility. This processing
is implemented by selecting the option Process modules marked
for Compatibility. For more information about Process modules
marked for Compatibility, see Generation Defaults Dialog.

Compatibility An action block having a default Dynamic Link option set to
Compatibility will be dynamically called at runtime and will reside
in a non-DLL module.

Dynamically Link Procedure Steps

This pull-down allows you to specify the business system defaults for dynamic linking of procedure steps when the target
is z/OS.

SELECT TO
Yes A procedure step having a default Dynamic Link option set to Yes

will be dynamically called at runtime and will reside in a DLL.
No A procedure step having a default Dynamic Link option set to No

will not be dynamically called at runtime, rather the procedure step
will be statically called and as such will reside in the DLL created
for the load module in which the procedure step is packaged.

Compatibility A procedure step having a default Dynamic Link option set to
Compatibility will be dynamically called at runtime and will reside
in a non-DLL module.
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Dynamically Link Screen Managers

This pull-down allows you to specify the business system defaults for dynamic linking of screens when the target is z/OS.

SELECT TO
Yes A screen manager having a default Dynamic Link option set to Yes

will be dynamically called at runtime and will reside in a DLL.
No A screen manager having a default Dynamic Link option set to

No will not be dynamically called at runtime, rather the screen
manager will be statically called and as such will reside in the
DLL created for the load module in which the screen manager is
packaged.

Compatibility A screen manager having a default Dynamic Link option set to
Compatibility will be dynamically called at runtime and will reside
in a non-DLL module.

Dynamically Link (z/OS) Action Block List

This pull-down allows you to accept or override the business system default for dynamic linking for the selected action
block when the target is z/OS.

SELECT TO
Default Use the Business System default setting for action blocks

specified in the MVS Environment Parameters dialog.
Yes An action block having a Dynamic Link option set to Yes will be

dynamically called at runtime and will reside in a DLL.
No An action block having a Dynamic Link option set to No will not be

dynamically called at runtime. The action block will be statically
called and as such will be linked to the application in which the
action block is packaged.
Special processing is done to Action Blocks that are statically
called from a module marked for Compatibility. This processing
is implemented by selecting the option Process modules marked
for Compatibility. For more information about Process modules
marked for Compatibility, see Generation Defaults Dialog.

Compatibility An action block having a Dynamic Link option set to Compatibility
will be dynamically called at runtime and will reside in a non-DLL
module.

For details about the z/OS feature of dynamic linking, see  the z/OS documentation.

Dynamically Link (z/OS) Procedure Step List

This pull-down allows you to override the business system defaults for dynamic linking of procedure steps when the target
is z/OS.

SELECT TO
Default Use the Business System default setting for Procedure steps

specified in the MVS Environment Parameters dialog.
Yes A procedure step having a Dynamic Link option set to Yes will be

dynamically called at runtime and will reside in a DLL.
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No A procedure step having a Dynamic Link option set to No will not
be dynamically called at runtime, rather the procedure step will be
statically called and as such will reside in the DLL created for the
load module in which the procedure step is packaged.

Compatibility A procedure step having a Dynamic Link option set to
Compatibility will be dynamically called at runtime and will reside
in a non-DLL module.

For details on the z/OS feature of dynamic linking, see z/OS documentation.

Dynamically Link (z/OS) Screen List

This pull-down allows you to override the business system defaults for dynamic linking of screens when the target is z/OS.

SELECT TO
Default Use the Business System default setting for Screen managers

specified in the MVS Environment Parameters dialog.
Yes A screen manager having a Dynamic Link option set to Yes will be

dynamically called at runtime and will reside in a DLL.
No A screen manager having a Dynamic Link option set to No will not

be dynamically called at runtime, rather the screen manager will
be statically called and as such will reside in the DLL created for
the load module in which the screen manager is packaged.

Compatibility A screen manager having a Dynamic Link option set to
Compatibility will be dynamically called at runtime and will reside
in a non-DLL module.

For details on the z/OS feature of dynamic linking, see z/OS documentation.

Dynamic Linking Concepts

The ability to call a procedure step, screen, or action block (including external action blocks) module dynamically allows
application changes to become effective without relinking every load module using these modules.

Dynamic linking can also be used to save a storage space.

Downstream Effects

Whether it is better to dynamically link or statically link a given module depends on how often it is modified, how many
other load modules use it, and how often it is called.

CANDIDATE TO CONSIDER POTENTIAL ADVANTAGE
Frequently changed module Dynamic linking a frequently changed module eliminates the

requirements to relink every load module calling them when the
called module is changed.

Widely shared module Dynamic linking a shared module decreases the required storage
during execution, since only one copy would be present in
memory, as opposed to several copies embedded in different load
modules.

Infrequently invoked module Dynamic linking an infrequently invoked module decreases the
size of the base load module and then reduces the required
storage, except when the module is invoked.
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Example of Changing Static to Dynamic Linking

When the action block, AB2, is linked dynamically, two executable load modules are generated. The executable load
module for AB2 contains the Gen run time and referential integrity modules and the logic of the action block. Therefore,
it is larger than its non-executable, unresolved version. The executable load module, LM1, is decreased in size by
dynamically linking the action block, AB2.

  Dynamically Linked      Statically Linked
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Edit Points
This article provides information for Edit Points.

Edit Points allow you to position the lines joining two objects through an offer association or usage dependency.

Edit a Custom Video Property

This article provides information to Edit a Custom Video Property.

To edit a custom video property.

1. Select Detail, Video Properties in the Business System.
The Default Video Properties dialog appears.

2. Select the Custom node.
The Custom panel appears.

3. Select the required custom video property.
Select Edit...

4. Make the required modifications.

NOTE
The default setting for Foreground Color, Background Color, and Font is Automatic. The Automatic option
applies the Business System Default Video Properties to the selected object. Choosing a value other than
Automatic for any of these fields overrides their setting on the Business Systems Window.

5. Click OK to save the changes.

Edit Align for Entry Field

Edit Align specifies the position of the information in the entry field. All fields for Windows or UNIX applications are left
justified, even if you select an alignment of center or right.

The following choices apply:

Alignment Explanation
Default All characters are aligned left justified. (This is the default.)
Left All characters are aligned left justified.
Right All characters are aligned right justified.
Center All characters are aligned centered in the displayed entry field.

You can size an entry field wider than the attribute length. The
centering is relative to the size of the displayed field on the
window or dialog box.

Edit Align for List Box Field Properties

Edit Align specifies one of four (Left, Right, Center, or Default) orientations of the data displayed within a list box data
column. You can select the orientation from the drop-down list. The default Edit Align is Default, which is right alignment
for numeric data and left alignment for all other data types. Edit Align is discrete from Prompt Align.
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Edit Align for List Occurrence Entry Field

Edit Align specifies the position of the information in the list occurrence entry field. The following choices apply:

Alignment Explanation
Default All characters are aligned left justified. (This is the default for

windowing applications.)
Left All characters are aligned left justified.
Right All characters are aligned right justified.
Center All characters are aligned centered in the displayed list occurrence

entry field. You can size an list occurrence entry field wider than
the attribute length. The centering is relative to the size of the
displayed field on the window or dialog box.

Edit in Action Diagram

This article provides information to Edit in Action Diagram. Selecting Edit from the PAD provides the following actions.

Add Statement Defines the logic of the action diagram
Add Blank Line Inserts a blank line into the action diagram
Add Parentheses Inserts parentheses for group attributes, literals, or both into

expressions for arithmetic operations.
Add View Defines group, entity, subtype, work, and attribute views.
Change Modifies the logic in the action diagram
Copy Duplicates one or more statements or views in the same action

diagram.
Xcopy Duplicates one or more statements or views from one action

diagram to another.
Move Relocates one or more statements or views to another location in

the action diagram
Substitute View Replaces one view with another
Delete View(s) Removes views from the action diagram
Delete Expression Removes an expression from the action diagram
Delete Parentheses Removes a set of parentheses from a statement
Delete Statement(s) Removes statements in the action diagram
Insert After Specifies the line after which to insert an expression
Action Block Synthesis Generates detailed process logic
Expand Expected Effects Generates an action diagram based on the data entered

previously.
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Edit in Activity Dependency Diagram

This article provides information for Edit in Activity Dependency Diagram. Selecting Edit in the ADD provides the following
actions.

Add Function Specifies a root function or a subordinate function
Add Process Specifies a subordinate activity of a function or process
Add Event Specifies a point in time that is relevant to a process
External Object Specifies source or destination information that is pertinent to a

process
Join Creates dependencies between activities
Join Mutual Excl Links a prerequisite activity with two or more dependent activities

(only one of the dependent activities is performed).
Join Parallel Links a prerequisite activity with two or more dependent activities

(all dependent activities are performed).
Delete Removes an activity from the dependency diagram
Move Moves an activity to another location on the dependency diagram
Change Parent Specifies a new parent for an activity
Transfer Changes this source or destination of a dependency line.

Edit in Attributes

This article provides information for Edit in Attributes. Selecting Edit in the Attributes diagram provides the following
actions.

Add Specifies new attributes for the selected entity type
Delete Removes the selected attribute from the data model
Move Repositions the attribute in the list
Copy Copies an attribute to another entity type or subtype.
Transfer Transfers an attribute and its definition to another entity type or

subtype

Edit in Clear Screen Input

This article provides information for Edit in Clear Screen Input. Selecting Edit from the Clear Screen Input diagram
enables the following actions.

Initialize Fills the parameter list with the Gen command and the views in the
view set

Add Command Specifies data for a special field
Add Import Defines the import views for the parameter list.
Add Keyword Specifies the keyword that denotes each character string
Move Moves a parameter to another location in the list
Delete Deletes a parameter from the list
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Edit in Data Model Browser

This article provides information for Edit in Data Model Browser. Selecting Edit in Data Model Browser provides the
following actions.

Add Subject Area Specifies a general area of interest for the enterprise centered on
a major resource, product, or activity

Add Entity Type Specifies the data which is of interest to the business
Add Partitioning Specifies the subdivision of an entity type into subtypes based on

a classifying attribute.
Add Entity Subtype Specifies the subdivision of an entity type
Add Attribute Specifies the addition of an attribute
Select as Operation Marks an action block for an operation with a specific data object.
Deselect as Operation Removes action block from selection as an operation with a

specific data object
Join Specifies the relationship between two entity types
Delete Removes an object from the data model
Move an Attribute Moves an attribute to a new position in the list of attributes.

Edit in Data Modeling

This article provides information for Edit in Data Modeling. Selecting Edit in Data Model Diagram enables the following
actions.

Add Subject Area Specifies a general area of interest for the enterprise centered on
a major resource, product, or activity

Add Entity Type Specifies the data which is of interest to the business
Add Partitioning Specifies the subdivision of an entity type into the subtypes that

are based on a classifying attribute.
Add Entity Subtype Specifies the definition of the subdivision
Join Specifies the relationship between two entity types
Delete Removes an object from the data model
Move Moves an object to another location in the data model
Transfer Transfers a relationship from one entity type to another.

Edit in Data Store List

This article provides information for Edit in Data Store List. Selecting Edit from the Data Store List Tool provides the
following actions.

Add Database Creates a database in the Data Store List
Add Tablespace Creates a tablespace within a selected database
Add Storage Group Creates a storage group in the Data Store List
Delete Removes a database, tablespace, table, indexspace, or storage

group from the Data Store List
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Move Transports a tablespace and indexspace into a database or a
table into a tablespace

Autosize Estimates the Primary and Secondary Qty for a tablespace and
indexspace, based on modeling values.

Edit in Data Structure List

This article provides information for Edit in Data Structure List. The Edit menu in the Data Structure List contains the
following menu items.

Implement Entity Type Implements unimplemented entity types or subtypes to create
tables in the DSL.

Implement Attribute Implements unimplemented attributes to create columns in the
target table.

Implement Relationship Implements unimplemented relationship between two entity types
to create a constraint between tables.

Add Index Adds an index for the given columns or foreign keys to the
specified table.

Delete Removes the specified objects
Denormalize Creates foreign keys to improve retrieval performance.
Move Transports the selected column to a new location within the same

table or index.
To VARCHAR2 Implements conversion from CHAR to VCHAR2 in Oracle DBMS.
To CHAR Implements conversion from VARACHAR2 to CHAR in Oracle

DBMS.

Edit in Dialog Design

This article provides information for Edit in Dialog Design. Selecting Edit from the DLG Tool provides the following actions.

Add Procedure Creates a unit of design that contains one or more procedure
steps.

Add Procedure Step Specifies a subdivision of a procedure that performs a useful unit
of processing.

Join Specifies a flow between procedure steps within a business
system.

Add External Flow In Specifies a flow into a destination business system.
Add External Flow Out Specifies a flow out of a source business system.
Move Moves an object to another location on the Dialog Flow Diagram.
Copy Copies a procedure or procedure step, as is, to a new location on

the diagram.
Copy with Substitution Copies a single-entity procedure or procedure step and substitutes

a new entity name for the existing entity name.
Delete Removes an object from the Dialog Flow Diagram.
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Edit in Dialog Flow Browser

This article provides information for Edit in Dialog Flow Browser. Selecting Edit from the Dialog Flow Browser Tool
provides the following actions.

Flows On Assigns one or more exit states which trigger a transfer or link.
Remove Flows On Deletes the exit state in the Exit State selection list beside Flows

On.
Flows on Autoflow Gives a list of commands from which you select a Flows On

Autoflow trigger.
Returns On Assigns exit states which triggers the return from a link.
Remove Returns On Deletes the exit state in the Exit State selection list beside Returns

On.
Returns on Autoflow Gives a list of commands from which you select a Returns On

Autoflow trigger.
Match Lets you match views, entities, or work sets of an import view with

those of an export view.
Unmatch Lets you unmatch views, entities, or work sets of an import view

with those of an export view.

Edit in Flow Maintenance

This article provides information for Edit in Flow Maintenance. Selecting Edit from Flow Maintenance provides the
following actions.

Add Flow In Specifies the external flow into the current business system
Add Flow Out Specifies the external flow out of the current business system
Add Exit State Specifies the condition under which a flow occurs
Change Modifies the properties of an exit state or autoflow command
Autoflow Defines an autoflow command
Delete Removes an object from the Flow Maintenance diagram

Edit in Generation

Selecting Edit in Generation provides the Reset action, which returns all selected components to a non-selected condition.

Edit in Matrices

This article provides information for Edit in Matrices. Selecting Edit from Matrices provides the following options.

Add Adds objects to a matrix row, column, or cell
Delete Removes a value from a matrix row, column, or cell
Move Repositions a row or column in a matrix
Affinity Clustering Regroups rows and columns based on similarities between

objects
Interaction Clustering Regroups rows and columns creating clusters based on object

interactions
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Clear Cluster Indicators Removes the highlighting which identifies interaction clusters and
automatically creates affinity matrices.

Set Dense Objects Removes an object from consideration by the clustering algorithm
Clear Dense Objects Removes the highlighting from objects that are marked as dense
Auto Set Dense Objects Automatically marks objects as dense and removes the object

from clustering consideration.
Include Adds a function or entity type to a business area or adds an

elementary process to a business system.
Remove Removes a function or entity type from a business area or

removes an elementary process from a business system.
Define BA Specifies a business area
Define BS Specifies a business system
User Defined Specifies the name and objects of a custom matrix

Edit in Organizational Hierarchy Diagram

This article provides information for Edit in Organizational Hierarchy Diagram. Selecting Edit in Organizational Hierarchy
Diagram provides the following options.

Add Specifies an organizational unit
Delete Removes an organizational unit from the diagram
Move Repositions the organizational unit on the diagram
Change Parent Assigns an existing organizational unit to a different organizational

unit

Edit in Packaging

This article provides information for Edit in Packaging. Selecting Edit from the Packaging Tool provides the following
actions.

Add Procedure Step Assigns procedure steps to a load module
Add Load Module Specifies a load module and the procedure steps that are

associated with it.
Add Batch Job Specifies a batch job and the procedure steps that are associated

with it.
Delete Removes a selected load module or procedure step from the client

area
Complete Instructs the Packaging Tool to complete the packaging for a

selected object
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Edit in Scoped Type Model Diagram

This article provides information for Edit in Scoped Type Model Diagram. Selecting Edit in any of the Model Diagram
windows provides several options.

Add Component Specification Type Allows for a Component Specification Type to be added to a
Specification Type model diagram. It cannot have attributes or
own operations. It cannot participate in regular relationships with
other objects, although it may have an “offers” association with
an Interface Type. A Component Specification Type is a transient
object.

Add Interface Type Allows for an Interface Type to be added to either a Specification
Type model diagram or an Interface Type model diagram. It can
have attributes and own operations. It can only participate in
regular relationships with Specification Types and Entity Types. An
Interface Type is a transient object.

Add Specification Type Allows for a Specification Type to be added to either a
Specification Type model diagram or an Interface Type model
diagram. It can have attributes, but cannot own operations. It can
only participate in relationships with other Specification Types
and Entity Types. A Specification Type may be either transient or
persistent.

Add Entity Type Specify the data that is of interest to the business.
Add Partitioning Specify the subdivision of an entity type into subtypes based on a

classifying attribute.
Add Entity Subtype Specify the subdivision of an entity type.
Add Operation Add an operation to an entity type.
Add Attribute Add an attribute to an entity type.
Copy Attribute From Copies an attribute and its specifications to another entity type

or subtype. An attribute also can be copied to a work set. If the
destination entity or work set contains an attribute with the same
name, you are prompted for a different name.

Transfer Attribute From Transfers an attribute and its specifications to another entity type
or subtype. An attribute also can be transferred to a work set. If
the destination entity or work set contains an attribute with the
same name, you are prompted for a different name.

Join Specify the relationship between two entity types.
Delete Remove an object from the data model.
Move Moves an object from one place to another on the diagram.
Transfer Establish a relationship of interest between two entity types.

Edit in Screen Design

This article provides information for Edit in Screen Design. Selecting Edit from the Screen Design Tool provides the
following actions.

Add Field Creates and places fields and prompts on a selected screen.
Add Literal Creates and places literal character strings on a selected screen.
Add Special Creates and places special fields and prompts on a selected

screen.
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Delete Field Removes the selected screen fields, prompts, and literals.
Delete Unused Prompts Removes unused prompts from a selected list.
Copy Reproduces selected literal or repeating groups at selected screen

location.
Move Transports selected object(s) to another screen location.
Center Centers selected object(s) within the screen width.

Edit in Work Set List

This article provides information for Edit in Work Set List. Selecting Edit in Work Set List enables the following actions.

Add Work Set Defines new work sets for the list.
Add Attribute Activates the Attributes Window that lets you add and detail

attributes.
Copy Attribute From Specifies the entity type or subtype to which an attribute is copied.
Transfer Attribute From Specifies the entity type or subtype from which an attribute is

transferred.
Delete Removes the selected work set from the list
Move Specifies the position in the list of objects to which an object is

moved.

Edit menu for Properties

This article provides information for Edit Menu for Properties.

List the menu choices available under the Edit drop-down.

Edit (menu) in Navigation Diagram

This article provides information for Edit (menu) in Navigation Diagram. The Edit menu provides these options.

Copy Initiates the copy with substitution wizard for the selected object.
Copy with Substitution Duplicates the window controls and substitutes specified entity

types for existing entity types. The substitution occurs in the views
and procedure step statements.

Include Displays the Open Navigation Objects dialog box and its tabs for
selection of more model objects for the current diagram layout.

Remove Removes the selected object from the current diagram or
navigation diagram layout.

Add Window Adds a window icon to the current layout.
Add Dialog Box Adds a dialog box icon to the current layout.
Add Server Adds a server icon to the current layout. You can access the

Action Diagram tool from this icon.
Create Dialect Version Allows you to create a dialect version of a window or dialog box

provided you have first created more dialects in the Options menu
in the model window.
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Join Creates a flow between two objects. You can detail the flows from
a dialog flow, an Open, Close, or Use statement, or a dialog box
Initiate action.

Delete Removes a selected window, dialog box, field, list box, list
occurrence, literal, group box, menu item, or pushbutton. Multiple
items can be selected for deletion.

Menu Design Specifies the menu items that appear on a menu and their
sequence; permits moving a menu item in a menu bar pull-down
from one menu bar keyword to another menu bar keyword, or from
a menu bar pull-down to the menu bar.

Field Design Specifies the name, properties, and edit patterns for a field.
List Box Design Specifies the attributes, name, and properties for a list box.
OLE Control Design Specifies a list of the OCX controls available for adding a window,

dialog box, or for display on the tool palette in Navigation Diagram.
Delete Unused Prompt Removes unused prompts from the model to reduce the number

of objects the model must manage.
Delete Unused Views Removes unused views from the model to reduce the number of

objects the model must manage.
Move Relocates a selected window, dialog box, field, list box, list

occurrence, literal, group box, menu item, or pushbutton. Multiple
items can be selected and moved, but their positions when they
were selected remain relative to one other.

Position Sizes-selected objects relative to each other, aligns objects,
separates objects vertically and horizontally, and moves objects
horizontally without affecting vertical placement and vice versa.

OLE Action Adds an OLE area to a window or dialog box or changes the
properties of an OLE area.

Edit Pattern Dialog

The Edit Pattern dialog creates a field edit pattern using valid character symbols. Edit patterns must be named for the
domain of the data they represent.

The following are the two categories of edit patterns:

• Special
• Field

Special edit pattern lets you modify the edit pattern for a Gen generated attribute. For example, change the Date Format
from MM-DD-YY to YY/MM/DD.

Field edit patterns are specific to a particular field. This action customizes edit patterns at the field level. Field edit patterns
must be named for the domain of the data they represent. To verify that all currency values display the same on every
screen, establish a field edit pattern named Currency. Use field edit patterns to change the appearance of fields across
the system.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Name
Identifies the new field edit pattern. This field must be no more than eight unique characters long.

Type
Defines the kinds of field edit pattern. The following are the types of field edit patterns:

• Numeric
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– 9
Numeric characters, including leading zeros.

– Z
Numeric characters with leading zeros suppressed.

– $
Floating dollar sign.

– +
Plus sign.

– -
Minus sign.

– .
Decimal point.

– ,
Comma.

– 0
Zero.

Note: Numeric fields defined with decimal places will display a decimal, even if it is not defined within the edit
pattern.

• Time
– H

Defines hour and can accommodate a maximum of two digits.
– M

Defines minute and can accommodate a maximum of two digits.
– S

Defines second and can accommodate a maximum of two digits.
– / - : . (spaces)

These are the allowable separators.
• Date

– C
Defines century and can (one digit only)

– M
Defines month and can accommodate a maximum of two digits.

– D
Defines day and can accommodate a maximum of two digits.

– Y
Defines year and can accommodate two or four digits only.

– / - : . (spaces)
These are the allowable separators.

• Text
– 0-9 A-Z

Any combination of alphanumeric characters that contains at least one alphabetic character. The character
X is used as a placeholder and any of the characters 0 to 9, A-Z will be accepted in the specified position.
Using any other characters from the list will limit the character input at that position to allow only the
character specified.

• Mixed Text
– 0-9 A-Z DBCS characters

Any combination of alphanumeric or DBCS characters. The character M is used as a placeholder and any
of the characters 0 to 9, A-Z will be accepted in the specified position. Two M placeholder characters are
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required to hold a single DBCS character. Using any other characters from the list will limit the character
input at that position to allow only the character specified.

• DBCS Text
– DBCS Characters

Any combination of DBCS. The character DBCS:X is used as a placeholder and any DBCS character will
be accepted in the specified position. Using any other characters from the list will limit the character input at
that position to allow only the character specified.

• Timestamp
– YYYY

Year
– MM

Month
– DD

Day
– HH

Hours
– MI

Minutes
– SS

Seconds
– NNNN

Nanoseconds
– / - : . (spaces)

Allowable separators

Pattern
Defines the mask that controls field display and input format. You can define a pattern as a combination of
character symbols listed in the table of the previous field. If you mix any combination of Numeric, Time, or Date
type symbols, an error results. For Text type symbols, any combination of alphanumeric characters is valid.

NOTE
To define a custom edit pattern, combine character symbols from the following list of valid characters. For more
information, see Understanding the Design Phase section.

Edit Pattern Drop-Down

This field lets you select a default edit pattern from the drop-down list, type in a valid custom edit pattern, or select Default
Edit Pattern. The choice Default Edit Pattern uses the value from the Display Length field to set the length of the pattern.

The Edit Pattern field is disabled if you have selected a dialect other than Default and the only edit patterns in the list are
default edit patterns defined under the Default dialect. To enable the Edit Pattern field, refer to the help panel for Using
Edit Patterns With Dialects.

For more information, see Understanding the Design Phase section.

Edit Pattern for Entry Field

Edit Pattern specifies an edit pattern to apply to an entry field. The edit patterns applied to time, dates, and currency can
depend on the execution environment.

You can type in an edit pattern or select one from the drop-down list. Edit patterns added as Field Edit Patterns under
Business System Defaults also appear in the drop-down list.
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The following table summarizes this.

Currency Windows - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses
only three items:
Thousands separator
Decimal separator
Symbol
The defaults for the three are (,), (.), and ($), respectively.
Example: $ 1,000.00
UNIX - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses only
three items:
Thousands separator
Decimal separator
Symbol
The defaults for the three are (,), (.), and ($), respectively.
Example: $ 1,000.00

Date Windows - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses a
six-digit Month Day Year and the separator is the dash.
Example: MM-DD-YY
UNIX - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses a six-
digit Month Day Year and the separator is the dash.
Example: MM-DD-YY
Note: If the user interface accepts a two-digit year as input,
the century is assumed to be the current century. If this is not
acceptable, you must add logic to implement the desired behavior
for defaulting the century part of the date. See the Design book in
the Gen documentation.

Time Windows - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses a
12-hour format, the separator is a colon, and the layout is Hours
Minutes.
Example: HH:MM
UNIX - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses a
12-hour format, the separator is a colon, and the layout is Hours
Minutes.
Example: HH:MM
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Edit Pattern for Field Design Properties

Edit Pattern specifies an edit pattern to apply to a single-line entry field. You can type in an edit pattern or select one from
the drop-down list. Edit patterns added as Field Edit Patterns under Business System Defaults also appear in the drop-
down list. The patterns can be added to date, time, and currency values.

Currency Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses only three
items:
Thousands separator - default is comma (,)
Decimal separator - default is period (.)
Symbol - default is dollar sign ($)
Example: $ 1,000.00

Date Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses six digit
Month Day Year and the separator is the dash. Example: MM-DD-
YY
All components are not required in all edit patterns but the
internal representation must always result in a valid date. Default
values apply for omitted component parts in the edit pattern.
For example, if the user interface accepts a two-digit year, the
century is assumed to be the current century. You can add logic to
implement a different behavior if this is unacceptable.
The default value for omitted components is the current value,
unless all of the specified components are zero. If all are zero, the
default is zero.
Gen makes assumptions when a field with a smaller edit pattern
is moved to a field with a larger edit pattern. For example, if input
field Date1, defined DD/MM. is moved to Date2, defined DD/MM/
YY, then the current year is defaulted as the year value.

Time Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses a 12 hour
format, the separator is a colon, and the layout is Hours Minutes.
Example: HH:MM

Edit Pattern for List Box Field Properties

Edit Pattern specifies an edit pattern to apply to the attribute. You can specify an edit pattern by typing in one or selecting
one from the drop-down list. Edit patterns added as Field Edit Patterns under Business System Defaults appear in the
drop-down list.
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The edit patterns applied to time, dates, and currency can depend on the execution environment. The following table
summarizes this.

Currency Windows - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses
only three items:
Thousands separator
Decimal separator
Symbol
The defaults for the three are (,), (.), and ($), respectively.
Example: $ 1,000.00

 UNIX - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses only
three items:
Thousands separator
Decimal separator
Symbol
The defaults for the three are (,), (.), and ($), respectively.
Example: $ 1,000.00

Date Windows - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses a
six digit Month Day Year and the separator is the dash.
Example: MM-DD-YY
UNIX - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses a six
digit Month Day Year and the separator is the dash.
Example: MM-DD-YY

Time Windows - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses a
12 hour format, the separator is a colon, and the layout is Hours
Minutes.
Example: HH:MM
UNIX - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses a
12 hour format, the separator is a colon, and the layout is Hours
Minutes.
Example: HH:MM

Edit Pattern for List Occurrence Entry Field

Edit Pattern specifies an edit pattern to apply to the list occurrence entry field. You can specify an edit pattern by typing in
one or selecting one from the drop-down list.

Edit patterns added as Field Edit Patterns under Business System Defaults appear in the drop-down list.
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The following table summarizes the edit patterns that are applied to time, dates, and currency that can depend on the
execution environment.

Currency Windows - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses
only three items:
Thousands separator
Decimal separator
Symbol
The defaults for the three are (,), (.), and ($), respectively.
Example: $ 1,000.00
UNIX - Uses the default pattern from Gen. The pattern uses only
three items:
Thousands separator
Decimal separator
Symbol
The defaults for the three are (,), (.), and ($), respectively.
Example: $ 1,000.00

Date Windows - Uses the default pattern from the Gen. The pattern
uses a six-digit Month Day Year and the separator is the dash.
Example: MM-DD-YY
UNIX - Uses the default pattern from the Gen. The pattern uses a
six-digit Month Day Year and the separator is the dash.
Example: MM-DD-YY

Time Windows - Uses the default pattern from the Gen. The pattern
uses a 12-hour format, the separator is a colon, and the layout is
Hours Minutes.
Example: HH:MM
UNIX - Uses the default pattern from the Gen. The pattern uses a
12-hour format, the separator is a colon, and the layout is Hours
Minutes.
Example: HH:MM

Edit Pattern for Special Field

Edit Pattern specifies the way in which you want a special field to display. You can select a pattern from the drop-down
list or type in a new edit pattern. Edit patterns added as Special Field Edit Patterns under Business System Defaults also
appear in the drop-down list.

You can apply an edit pattern only to the special fields current date, current time, or current timestamp.

For more information, refer to the Design book in the Gen documentation.

Elementary Process Examples
This article provides information for Elementary Process Examples. Examples of elementary process names are.

• Receive Delivery
• Receive Stock Request
• Create Order
• Add Product
• Update Customer
• Calculate Account Balance
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ELSE Statement
Adding simple conditions consists of adding the IF action and adding simple mutually exclusive conditions (ELSE
conditions) to the IF action statement.

The format of the IF action statement that represents a simple condition with a mutually exclusive condition follows. The
ELSE action is performed only when the IF condition is not true.

IF condition-1

action-statement-list-1

ELSE

action-statement-list-2

When the IF statement (as well as the ELSE IF condition) is not true, conclude the IF statement with an ELSE clause. The
actions inside the ELSE are performed only if the condition(s) in the IF statement and all ELSE IF statements are false.

A completed IF-ELSE construct might look like this:

-- IF competitive vendor average_delivery_time_in_days

| IS LESS OR EQUAL TO 5

| MOVE competitive vendor TO preferred vendor

+- ELSE

| MOVE competitive vendor TO ok vendor

--

ELSE IF Statement

Adding complex conditions consists of adding complex mutually exclusive conditions to an IF action. Complex conditional
actions include adding any number of ELSE IF clauses to the IF action statement, followed by the ELSE clause. You can
have a series of actions in which only one may take place and each has its own set of criteria.

After you add an IF action to the action diagram, you can add mutually exclusive conditions. If one condition is satisfied, a
certain action takes place. If another condition is satisfied, a different action takes place.

The format of the IF action statement that represents a complex mutually exclusive condition is:

IF condition-1

action-statement-list-1

[ELSE IF condition-2

action-statement-list-2 ...]

[ELSE

action-statement-list-3 ...]

A completed ELSE IF construct might look like this:

-- IF processing vendor company_rating IS EQUAL TO "BEST"

| MOVE processing vendor TO preferred vendor

+- ELSE IF processing vendor company_rating IS EQUAL TO

| "FAIR" OR processing vendor company_rating IS

| EQUAL TO "GOOD"

| MOVE processing vendor to ok vendor

+- ELSE

| MOVE processing vendor TO export vendor
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--

ENABLE Command
This article provides information for ENABLE Command. ENABLE can be used only in windows or dialog boxes that
currently are open in the active procedure step.

ENABLE Command activates menu items and push buttons that have been disabled. When enabled, push buttons and
menu items can be selected by an application user.

The format of ENABLE is:

ENABLE COMMAND

Command is the command that is associated with the menu item or push button being enabled.

In the example below, a POST push button is disabled if journal entries are out of balance. The POST push button is
enabled if debits equal credits.

--- IF export_credit ief_supplied total_currency IS EQUAL TO

| export_debit ief_supplied total_currency

| ENABLE COMMAND post

+- ELSE

| DISABLE COMMAND post

--

Enable All Dialog

This dialog allows you to enable all statements at once, or selectively enable statements in the action diagram.

Enable All Statements

The Enable All Statement(s) command selectively enables one or all disabled statements within an action diagram.

Beginning at the top of the action diagram, the first disabled statement is located and positioned at the top of the client
area. A confirmation box appears with the following options available: Yes, enable this statement; All, enable all disabled
statements; No, move to the next disabled statement; and Cancel.

Enabled Check Box

Select the Enabled check box to turn on the OLE Object Browser filter capability. When you mark this check box, the other
controls, and the Filter push button, are enabled.

Filters apply to each library that you access after marking this check box. You can also filter across libraries.

Enabled Property

Usage Enabled (String)

Description Sets or retrieves the enabled state.

Arguments String value indicating the enabled state. "True" indicates Enabled
is on. If querying for the enabled state of the object, no input
argument is specified.
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Return Value This property returns a string value indicating whether Enable
Property is in use. A value of "True" indicates that the object is
Enabled.

Notes This property is available for Application , Button , CheckBox ,
DropDownList , EnterableDropDownList , EnterableListBox , Field
, ListBox , Literal , Menu , OLEArea , OLEControl , RadioButton ,
and Window .

Encapsulation Type of an Entity
The Encapsulation type of an entity can be open (the default), restricted, or encapsulated. Each type is described in detail
in a separate section in this article.

An Open entity has these characteristics:

• It can be updated or used by any action diagram or operation.
• The attributes, operations, and relationships of an open entity type are public.

A Restricted entity has these characteristics:

• It can be updated by its own operations.
• It may have some attributes, operations, and relationships that are protected.

An Encapsulated entity has these characteristics:

• It can only be updated by its own operations.
• It may have some attributes, operations, and relationships that are protected.
• It cannot have persistent relationships, and only supports persistent views within its own operations.

The encapsulation options affect:

• Feature visibility - The features of an entity type are its operations, attributes, and relationships. If a feature is
"protected", it is only visible (available) within the operations of the entity type that owns the feature OR the operations
of its subtypes or supertypes (involves Relationship Ownership, which is detailed at the end of this topic).

• Action restrictions - The actions on an entity are CRUD (Create, Delete, Update, Read) and DAT (Disassociate,
Associate, and Transfer). Encapsulation options restrict which actions are permitted in any given action diagram.

The restricted and encapsulated options require more development effort. The payback concerns ease-of-change,
maintainability, and data integrity. Changing the encapsulation level of the entity type or the protection of a feature can
result in models that break the encapsulation rules. Inconsistencies arising are reported as warnings by the Check
command. Breaking the encapsulation rules does not stop code generation, so the developer can decide whether to fix a
rule violation. Subtypes always inherit the encapsulation option set for their supertype. The encapsulation option can only
be selected for a root entity type.

Open Encapsulation

This category describes an entity type that is not encapsulated. This choice is the default and is how all previous releases
of Gen work. It corresponds to a "public" class in C++.

Rules:

• No feature of the entity type is protected.
• No CRUD action restrictions apply.
• Relationships that are owned by an open entity type can have DAT actions that are written against them by

any operation or free standing action diagram. (Open types can participate in a relationship without owning the
relationship.)

Use:
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• For traditional Gen development and the localized action diagram approach.
• For detailing (also known as dependent or characteristic entity types) entity types in object models where the project

has decided to encapsulate business object types rather than individual entity types.

Restricted Encapsulation

In this scenario, some of the restrictions that are inherited in full encapsulation are applied. Updates must be handled by
an own operation of an entity type, while any action diagram may perform a read. The features of the entity type can be
protected.

This choice is not pure encapsulation. It cannot bring all the benefits, and does not bring all the costs. The project
can enjoy the referential integrity advantages that are offered by Gen, and users are not forced to employ separate
operations to read the unprotected data of restricted types. But if the implementation changes of the entity type, then the
implementation of entity types that are related to that entity type and operations performing direct read actions on that
entity type is impacted.

The restricted option confines the maintenance of an entity type to a few operations, improving the integrity of the type,
the modularization of logic and the organization of developer responsibilities. There is no C++ equivalent to restricted
encapsulation.

Rules:

• Create, Update, and Delete actions on the entity type may only appear in the operations of that entity type. Read
actions have no restrictions.

• The features of restricted entity types may be protected. Protected features are only visible within the operations of
the entity type owning the feature. By default, all basic and designed attributes of a restricted entity type are protected,
unless the attribute is a part of any primary identifier of the type.

• Relationships that are owned by restricted entity types are always protected. In joint ownership situations, operations
of the other entity type (which may be open or restricted) are also permitted to perform DAT actions on the relationship.
Any action block may reference the relationship when reading occurrences or referring to occurrences of a restricted
entity type.

• The relationship ownership property is automatically set by Gen. Where the relationship of a restricted entity type is not
owned by a restricted type, it is not protected.

Restricted encapsulation is used in projects building object models.

Encapsulation

The implementation of the entity type (action diagrams and data storage) can be changed without impacting the users of
the entity type.

This choice corresponds to a "protected" class in C++. It is not as strict as C++ protected, since Gen protected allows
subtype features and supertype features to be visible to the operations of the protected entity type.

Rules:

• Persistent views of an encapsulated entity type may only occur within its own operations, or in the operations of a
supertype or subtype. Hence create, update, delete, and read actions on occurrences of this type are confined to
operations of the type, its subtype, or supertype.

• An encapsulated entity type may not have persistent relationships. Hence associate, disassociate, and transfer actions
are not available.

• The features of encapsulated entity types may be protected. Protected features are only visible within the operations
of the entity type owning the feature. By default, all basic and designed attributes of an encapsulated entity type are
protected unless the attribute is a part of any primary identifier type.

Use:

In projects performing object modeling, the recommended encapsulation level is restricted. However, encapsulated is
preferred in the following situations:
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• Where the data storage for the entity type occurrences is not a Gen-generated table
• Where it is known that implementation of the entity type is liable to change
• Where the project believes the benefits of strict encapsulation outweigh the costs of having to handle relationships and

RI through user-written logic

Relationship Ownership

An entity type owns a relationship if its participation in that relationship is "modifying," and not "referencing". Where both
participations are modifying, then both entity types own the relationship. Where neither participant is modifying (that is,
both have the value referencing -- and this can only occur for many-to-many relationships) then the relationship is not
owned by either entity type.

Invalid Code During Termination Processing

During termination processing an invalid code was handed off to the termination routine.

Report the error and the conditions that caused it to Gen Technical Support.

Encyclopedia Menu
Encyclopedia transfers between the workstation and the encyclopedia.

Selecting Encyclopedia from the Model pull-down provides the following actions:

Check Out a Model Transfers a model or subset from the encyclopedia to the
workstation. Sometimes referred to as download.

Update and Check In Model Transfers a workstation model or subset to the encyclopedia.
Sometimes referred to as upload.

Update but Do Not Check In Copies a workstation model or subset to the encyclopedia, but
does not perform a checkin. Sometimes referred to as upload.

Resend Last Update Retransmits an unsuccessful update from the workstation to the
encyclopedia.

Verify Last Update Checks whether the last update of a model or subset from the
workstation to the encyclopedia was successful.

Generate New Model Uses a workstation copy to create a model.
Increment Subset Allows the adding of scoping objects to an existing subset.

Encyclopedia Client

Encyclopedia Client invokes the Encyclopedia Client window for the active client server encyclopedia.

Encyclopedia Communications

To configure the parameters for host communications, specify:

• Board type
• Session ID
• Use IBM file transfer
• Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options
• Encyclopedia timeout value
• Host timeout value
• Controller timeout value
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Encyclopedia Communications Dialog

The Encyclopedia Communications dialog contains the following fields:

Board Type
Specifies the type of communications board to use during host connection. The options available are:

• <None>
• IBM 3270 Connection
• IBM Token Ring

Session ID
Specifies which session to use for IBM 3270 or Token Ring host communication. If your teleprocessing monitor
supports multiple sessions for a 3270-type terminal, enter a value between A and Z.
Default: A

Use IBM file transfer
Allows you to interface with the IBM file transfer utility IND$FILE. This utility copies files between the workstation
and the encyclopedia. Use the IBM file transfer to reduce the transfer time.

3270 Options

Interface
Specifies the list of DLLs for seamless interface. The following DLLs are available:

• PCSHLL32.DLL
• WHLLAPI.DLL
• WHLAPI32.DLL
• WHLLAP32.DLL

Path
Identifies the path.

Description
Identifies the description.

Product name
Identifies the product Name.

Product version
Identifies the product version.

File version
Identifies the file version.

Company name
Identifies the company name.

Perform a file transfers for encyclopedia options
Copies files between the workstation and the encyclopedia. If you enable this option, Gen uses the
communication software to copy the transaction files (*.TRN). Otherwise, you manually copy the transaction files
(*.TRN).

Timeout values

Encyclopedia
Specifies the time that the terminal communications software should wait for the encyclopedia to update or check
out a model. If the processing is not complete in the specified time, a host or communications error is assumed.
The default is 30 minutes.
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Host
Specifies the time that the terminal communications software should wait for a response from the host. This time
is used for completion of all host commands except for the encyclopedia access. If the processing is not complete
in the specified time, a host or communications error is assumed. The default is 5 minutes.

Controller
Specifies the number of seconds the terminal communications software will delay after a keyboard response is
received from the host. The combination of the controller integer and the controller decimal values makes up the
delay response time for the controller.

Encyclopedia Physical Mapping

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Encyclopedia Selection

Encyclopedia Selection lets you choose which type of encyclopedia to use to store the model. You can select Client-
Server Encyclopedia or Host Encyclopedia.

Encyclopedia Selection Dialog

The Encyclopedia Selection dialog designates the encyclopedia as the central repository for the model. The dialog
contains the following fields:

Use Host Encyclopedia
Specifies that the model components are stored, checked in, and checked out from the Host Encyclopedia.

Use Client/Server Encyclopedia
Specifies that the model components will be stored, checked in, and checked out from the Client/Server
Encyclopedia.

Encyclopedia Validate

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Enforce Data Modeling Constraints
This article provides information for Enforce Data Modeling. The data model contains information that describes the rules
to maintain the integrity of the database.

This check box specifies whether the code generator enforces certain constraints that maintain the integrity of the
database.

Some of these rules are enforced by the target DBMS. Others are enforced by Gen-generated referential integrity triggers
when DELETE, TRANSFER, or DISASSOCIATE actions are performed.

Selecting this check box adds four more constraints, which are enforced by the Gen software. The constraints are
enforced automatically; you do not need to add action statements to Procedure Action Diagrams to enforce them. The
constraints are selected as a group. They cannot be selected individually.

The constraints are:

• Enforce one-to-one relationships
• Enforce mutually exclusive relationships
• Enforce mandatory relationships
• Prevent quiet disassociations
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Enforce Default Values Within DBMS

The Enforce Default Values Within DBMS checkbox determines how default database values are enforced during DDL
generation. The default condition is unchecked with default values set by Gen DDL statements. The DBMS default values
are overridden or inherited.

When selected, default database values are enforced by the selected DBMS. If Gen enforcement is preferred for a
specific field, this property may be deselected on a column-by-column basis.

Enforce Default Within DBMS

When checked default column values are enforced from within the DBMS.

EnterableDropDownList Method
This article provides information for EnterableDropDownList Methods including Clear, Copy, Cut, ListItem, ListItems,
ListPermittedValues, Past, Set Selection, and Undo.

Usage EnterableDropDownList (String)
Description Retrieves the EnterableDropDownList object of the name input.
Arguments String
Return Value This method returns a GUI object for the given name. If the object

is not found, or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.

EnterableDropDownList Clear Method

Usage Clear ()

Description Clears the selected portion of the field.

Arguments None.

Return Value None.

EnterableDropDownList Copy Method

Usage Copy ()

Description Copies the selected portion of the field to the clipboard.

Arguments None.

Return Value None.

EnterableDropDownList CurrentCount Property

Usage CurrentCount ()

Description Returns how many rows are in the list.

Arguments None.

Return Value This property returns a number that indicates how many rows are
in the list.
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EnterableDropDownList Cut Method

Usage Cut ()

Description Copies the selected portion of the field to the clipboard and clears
the field.

Arguments None.

Return Value None.

EnterableDropDownList EditedValue Property

Usage EditedValue (String)

Description Sets or retrieves the edited value of the EnterableListBox.

Arguments String that is to be the new edited value in an EnterableListBox. If
querying for the edited value no input argument is specified.

Return Value This property returns a string that contains the current edited
value.

Notes This method works if a user had typed into the field and moved
it to another location on the window: all editing is performed and
the changed event is fired if one is present. Values are always
presented as text strings. You can use this property to add values
to the list.

EnterableDropDownList EditPattern Property

Usage EditPattern (String)

Description Sets or retrieves the edit pattern for the EnterableDropDownList.

Arguments String that is to be the new edit pattern for the list item. If querying
for the edit pattern of the list, no input argument is specified.

Return Value This property returns a string value that is the current list item edit
pattern.

EnterableDropDownList Interface Object

Methods Properties

Clear

Copy BackgroundColor

Cut CurrentCount

ListItem EditedValue

ListItems EditPattern

ListPermittedValues Enabled

Paste Focus

Redraw FontSize

SetSelection FontStyle
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EnterableDropDownList ListItem Method

Usage ListItem (Number)

Description Retrieves a row from the list that is based on the input index.

Arguments Number that is the index of the ListItem (row) to be retrieved.

Return Value This method returns a GUI object that contains the contents of the
desired ListItem (row). If the value of "Number" is less than 1 or
greater than "CurrentCount", the method returns NULL.

EnterableDropDownList ListItems Method

Usage ListItems ()

Description Returns the collection of rows in the list.

Arguments None.

Return Value This method returns a collection object containing the list items in
the EnterableListBox.

EnterableDropDownList ListPermittedValues Method

Usage ListPermittedValues ()

Description Retrieves the collection of permitted values for the object.

Arguments None.

Return Value This method returns a collection object containing the permitted
values in the EnterableListBox. This method returns NULL if no
permitted values are defined for the list.
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EnterableDropDownList Paste Method

Usage Paste ()

Description Copies the clipboard into the selected portion of the field.

Arguments None.

Return Value None.

Notes No editing is performed, and the changed event is not fired.

EnterableDropDownList SetSelection Method

Usage SetSelection (Number, Number)

Description Emulates (programmatically) a user selecting a range of
characters in an input field.

Arguments Number that is the index of the first selected character. If this
value is set to 0 (zero), the method begins selection at the first
character.
Number that is the index of the last selected character. If this value
is set to - 1, the method ends selection after the last character.

Return Value None.

Notes Numeric arguments are 1-relative. You must use this method
before using Clear, Cut, Copy, or Paste .

EnterableDropDownLists Method

Usage EnterableDropDownLists ()

Description Retrieves the collection of EnterableDropDownLists on the
window.

Arguments None.

Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection
contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero.

EnterableDropDownList Undo Method

Usage Undo ()

Description Undoes the last modification.

Arguments None.

Return Value None.

EnterableDropDownList Value Property

Usage Value (Variant)

Description Sets or retrieves the active value.
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Arguments Variant that is to be the new value of the list item. If querying for
the value no input is specified.

Return Value This property returns a variant value that is the current value of the
list item.

Notes Values can only be set to one of the values already in the list.

EnterableListBox Clear Method
This article provides information for EnterableListBox Methods including Clear, Copy, Cut, ListItem, ListItems,
ListPermmitttedValues, Paste, SetSelection, and Undo.

Usage Clear ()
Description Clears the selected portion of the field.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.

EnterableListBox Copy Method

Usage Copy ()

Description Copies the selected portion of the field to the clipboard.

Arguments none.

Return Value None.

EnterableListBox CurrentCount Property

Usage CurrentCount ()

Description Returns how many rows are in the list.

Arguments None.

Return Value This property returns a number that indicates how many rows are
in the list.

EnterableListBox Cut Method

Usage Cut ()

Description Copies the selected portion of the field to the clipboard and clears
the field.

Arguments None.

Return Value None.

EnterableListBox EditedValue Property

Usage EditedValue (String)

Description Sets or retrieves the edited value of the EnterableListBox.
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Arguments String that is to be the new edited value in an EnterableListBox. If
querying for the edited value no input argument is specified.

Return Value This property returns a string that contains the current edited
value.

Notes This method works as if a user had typed into the field and that the
user then moved to another location on the window: all editing is
performed and the changed event is fired, if one is present. Values
are always presented as text strings. You can use this property to
add values to the list.

EnterableListBox EditPattern Property

Usage EditPattern (String)

Description Sets or retrieves the edit pattern for the EnterableListBox.

Arguments String that is to be the new edit pattern for the list item.

Return Value This property returns a string value that is the current list item edit
pattern.

EnterableListBoxes Method

Usage EnterableListBoxes ()

Description Retrieves the collection of EnterableListBoxes on the window.

Arguments None.

Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection
contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero.

EnterableListBox Interface Object

Methods Properties

Clear Application

Copy BackgroundColor

Cut CurrentCount

ListItem EditedValue

ListItems EditPattern

ListPermittedValues Enabled

Paste Focus

Redraw FontSize

SetSelection FontStyle
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EnterableListBox ListItem Method

Usage ListItem (Number)

Description Retrieves a row from the list that is based on the input index.

Arguments Number that is the index of the ListItem (row) to be retrieved.

Return Value This method returns a GUI object that contains the contents of the
desired ListItem (row). If the value of "Number" is less than 1 or
greater than "CurrentCount", the method returns NULL.

EnterableListBox ListItems Method

Usage ListItems ()

Description Returns the collection of rows in the list.

Arguments None.

Return Value This method returns a collection object containing the list items in
the EnterableListBox.

EnterableListBox ListPermittedValues Method

Usage ListItems ()

Description Retrieves the collection of permitted values for the object.

Arguments None.

Return Value This method returns a collection object containing the permitted
values in the EnterableListBox. This method returns NULL if no
permitted values are defined for the list.
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EnterableListBox Method

Usage EnterableListBox (String)

Description Retrieves the EnterableListBox object of the name input.

Arguments String that is the name of the EnterableListBox to retrieve.

Return Value This method returns a GUI object for the given name. If the object
is not found, or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.

EnterableListBox Paste Method

Usage Paste ()

Description Copies the clipboard into the selected portion of the field.

Arguments None.

Return Value None.

Notes No editing is performed, and the changed event is not fired.

EnterableListBox SetSelection Method

Usage SetSelection (Number, Number)

Description Emulates (programmatically) a user selecting a range of
characters in an input field.

Arguments Number that is the index of the first selected character. If this
value is set to 0 (zero), the method begins selection at the first
character.
Number that is the index of the last selected character. If this value
is set to -1, the method ends selection after the last character.

Return Value None.

Notes Numeric arguments are 1-relative. You must use this method
before using Clear, Cut, Copy, or Paste.

EnterableListBox Undo Method

Usage Undo ()

Description Undoes the last modification.

Arguments None.

Return Value None.

EnterableListBox Value Property

Usage Value (Variant)

Description Sets or retrieves the active value.

Arguments Variant that is to be the new value of the list item. If querying for
the value, no input is specified.
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Return Value This property returns a variant value that is the current value of the
list item.

Notes Values can only be set to one of the values already in the list.

Entity Type/Entity Subtype Properties Dialog
Entity type is a generic term for anything about which the business keeps data or that provides information by association
with another object. An entity type can be created within a user-defined subject area or independent of a subject area.
However, all entity types belong to the model subject area. The model subject area is the default subject area for the
model if another subject area is not defined.

Entity subtypes are used when individual instances of an entity type have differing characteristics which are important to
highlight in your analysis.  For example, an entity type of customer is subtyped by nationality into foreign customer and
domestic customer with each subtype potentially having a different set of attributes and relationships but sharing attributes
and relationships defined on the parent entity type.

Object modeling (conducted using Component Modeling diagrams) can be also used for application development. In
object models, entity types are perceived to be packages of functionality that maintain data about themselves. They also
continue to correspond to types of things (tangible or intangible) that the business has to track. For example, the entity
type Customer performs Operations like Change Credit Ratings and Offer Discount. Customer also keeps data about itself
such as Name, Address, Payment Statistics, and Sales Statistics. This data can be accessed through the Operations of
the business entity.

In the following diagram, CUSTOMER is an example of an entity type that encompasses a group of entities (such as
people or companies) who buy products.

Gen uses these properties to define an entity type or entity subtype:
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• The name of the entity type.
• Whether the entity type is a Business Object Type.
• The type of encapsulation.
• The expected number of occurrences.
• The expected growth in occurrences of the entity type.
• Whether the data structure is transient.
• Whether the Technical Design (TD) name must be set to the Entity Type name.
• If the TD name must be set, the name to be specified.
• Description.

For example, CUSTOMER is the entity type of a group of entities (such as people or companies) who buy products.
However, CUSTOMERS is not a valid name because it is plural.

Object Modeling Features

Gen provides several properties that enable entity types to represent object types and allow data models to take on the
characteristics of object models. These properties are:

Operation (found under the Edit and Detail options)

• Encapsulation Type
• Transient Option
• Business Object Type
• Single Occurrence

Downstream Effects

During Analysis and Design, entity types are referenced in entity views, a basic unit of information views. During activity
analysis, interaction analysis, and application design, entity views let you specify the data used by the business area's
functions and processes and procedures. During application design, each entity type is implemented as a table.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Type Name
The name of the entity type classifies the entities it describes. The name must be a singular noun and unique
within the business. It can contain as many as 32 characters. These characters can be alphabetic, numeric, or
spaces, but not special characters.
For example, the following list shows potential entity type names:

• Customer
• Product
• Order
• Order Line
• Warehouse
• Employee
• Supplier

Downstream Effects
During Analysis and Design, entity types are referenced in entity views, a basic unit of information views.
During activity analysis, interaction analysis, and application design, entity views let you specify the data used
by the business area's functions and processes and procedures. During transformation, each entity types is
implemented as a table.

NOTE
The characters in the table name are not verified for validity on the target DBMS OS system. The
designer must insure that any invalid characters generated in table or row names are replaced with valid
character sequences. This can be done by defining a valid sequence of characters for the TD name of
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the entities and attributes or by replacing the generated TD names in the Data Structure List with valid
characters sequences.

Business Object Type
A business object type is an entity type that has the features:

• owns one or more transaction operations
• is meaningful to business personnel
• has multiple occurrences

Business object types are displayed using a distinctive icon on the Type Model Diagram. One can think of the
business object types as the "main" entity types of the model.
Transaction operations are defined in Gen by registering a procedure step as an operation.
Rules
Entity types marked as "single occurrence" may not be registered as business object types.
Check will report an error if an entity type marked as a business object type owns no transaction operations.
When an entity type is given a transaction operation (that is, a procedure step is registered as an operation of the
entity type), then that entity type is automatically marked as a business object type.
Transaction operations should provide meaningful units of work as far as business users are concerned, and must
also be database commit units. A transaction operation is implemented as a procedure step or a command within
a procedure step.
Use
When building an object/data model in a top-down fashion, mark the main entity types as business object types,
since these are the entity types we expect to offer transaction operations.
When the parallel decomposition technique is used, the central entity types should be marked as business object
types.
Once an entity type is given a transaction operation, it will, in any case, be marked as a business object type.

Single Occurrence
A single occurrence entity type, also known as a solitary entity type, owns operations, attributes and relationships,
but has no database occurrences.
The entity type represents an object in the sense that it is a bundle of functionality, and it has a data structure for
remembering its "state." One may think of this as an entity type with no instances, or a single instance that does
not belong to any type.
Rules

• The entity type must be transient.
• All its operations must be type operations.
• It cannot have an identifier.
• It cannot have minimum, average and maximum numbers of occurrences.
• It cannot have a partitioning.

Use

• To represent in models any package of functionality that does not correspond to a type of thing, but which
correspond to a single thing, for example:

• the functions of an existing system
• the functions of a transient type that supports utility operations (that reformat dates, for example)
• the functions of a type that has a single occurrence, where there is little or no chance there will ever be

multiple occurrences; for example, The Company, Head Office, or The Government

Where there is a single occurrence at the moment, but further occurrences may occur in the future, then it is
preferable to record the entity type as multiple occurrences, and enter this minimum, maximum, and average
occurrences as one.
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By way of contrast, most entity types represent types of things (for example Customer, Employee, Property) for
which multiple occurrences (instances) will exist at runtime. Operations are usually focused on single occurrences
of the type (instance operations).

Encapsulation Type
For more information about encapsulation type, see Encapsulation Type.

Expected Number of Occurrences
The Expected Number of Occurrences of the subtype represents the number that the business expects to store.
You record the estimated number of occurrences in terms of three values:

• Minimum (min)
• Average (avg)
• Maximum (max)

You can derive these numbers from past records or from business forecasts. You cannot enter a maximum that is
less than the minimum, nor an average that is greater than the maximum.
Downstream Effects
During Internal Design, the numbers you specify for the number of occurrences for a subtype provide a basis for
physical design. They provide a basis for calculating data set sizes for a database. They also help the database
designer determine where the cost benefit of automation is greatest.

Transient
For more information about Transient, see Transient Option.

Set the TD name to the type name
This option lets you specify whether the TD Name is the same as the entity type name. This option is selected by
default for all entity types.
Clear this option to individually set these options as necessary.

TD Name
The TD Name identifies the table in the database with which this entity type is associated. If you do not provide a
TD Name, this field defaults to the entity type name during Transformation. You are not required to provide one.
For example, assume that two separate installations are working on the same project using the same data model.
One installation prefers to use the entity type CUSTOMER, while the corporate standard is CLIENT. If you specify
the TD Name as CLIENT, Gen invokes the change of CUSTOMER to CLIENT during Transformation.
Downstream Effects
The TD Name field defaults to the entity type name after Transformation if you do not specify another name.

Description
Click this button to open the Description dialog. The Description dialog lets you document the objects contained in
the diagram. Make the description concise and include any information which is considered pertinent.

Change
Converts an existing Specification Type to a regular Entity Type, or a regular Entity Type to a Specification Type.
After conversion, the dialog displays the name of the new type. All existing properties for the type are preserved.

Promote
Promotes an existing Specification Type or regular Entity Type to an Interface Type. This is a one-way conversion.
That is, when a type has been promoted to an Interface Type, the change cannot be reversed.
All original properties are preserved in the new Interface Type except the Transient Property. An Interface Type
must be a Transient Type, and the Promote automatically enables the Transient Property.

Click OK to implement the changes. Else, click Cancel to discard the changes.

More information:

Use Data Model Diagram
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Entity Type Operations
This article provides information for Entity Type Operations. Select this report option to add to the report a list of
operations for the selected entity or entities.

Entity and Subtype Name List Box

This list contains all the entities and subtypes available within this data model.

Select the entity or subtype for which you want to:

• View a life cycle
• Create a life cycle

Entity Type Alias

Select this report option to include in the report any aliases for each entity type.

Entity Type Attributes

Select this report option to add to the report a list of attributes for the selected entity or entities.

Entity Type Description

Select this report option to add to the report the name and definition from the entity description of the Data Model, if a
description was entered.

Entity Type Identifiers

Select this report option to add to the report a list of identifiers for each selected entity.

Entity Type Inherited Features

Select this report option to add to the report the names of inherited features for each selected entity.

Entity Type Mutually Exclusive Relationships

Select this report option to add to the report a list of mutually exclusive relationships for each selected entity.

Entity Type Options Application

The content options may be applied to all entity types or to selected entity types only. Check the All checkbox to apply the
optional selection to all entity types. Check the Selected checkbox to apply the optional selection to selected entity types.

Entity Type Partitionings

Select this report option to add to the report the names of partitioning attributes for each selected entity.

Entity Type Relationships

Select this report option to add to the report the information on relationship properties for each selected entity.

Entity Type Report Content Options

The following check boxes allow you to select the optional content to include in the Entity Type Definition Report.
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Entity Type Selection List in Action Block Synthesis

This selection list displays every entity type in the data model. The entity type that you select becomes the subject entity
type for action block synthesis.

Entity-View-List

These views are the same views eligible for READ and READ EACH; however, the SUMMARIZE or SUMMARIZE EACH
statement does not populate these views or modify them in any way.

Entity Relationships in Action Diagram

The following entity relationships appear as choices when you are adding ASSOCIATE, DISASSOCIATE, and statements
and relationship qualifiers to a READ statement:

Entity relationship Purpose
FROM <entity view> WHICH <relationship membership> IT Used in DISASSOCIATE and TRANSFER statements
TO <entity view> WHICH <relationship membership> IT Used in TRANSFER statements
WITH <entity view> WHICH <relationship membership> IT Used in ASSOCIATE statements
<Relationship membership> DESIRED <entity view> Used as relationship qualifier in READ statements

Entity Scope

The Entity Scope dialog provides access to two time-saving features of the windows layout facility of Gen. The first of
these features is control over the number of the entities and work sets that appear in the Entity/Work set field of the
property panels for the fields you add. Limiting the number of entities and work sets that appear in this drop-down saves
time when adding fields to windows. Rather than scroll through every entity and work set in the model, you only deal with
those in the current entity scope.

To display the Entity Scope dialog, select Options, Entity Scope in the Navigation Diagram.

To include a work set or entity in the entity scope:

• Highlight the work set, subject area, or entity type you want to appear in the Entity/Work set field when you add a field
to a window.

• Click the Scope button.

NOTE
Each choice must be made individually. You cannot highlight a number of choices and then click the Scope
button.

<All> is the default when you first access this dialog box. This choice gives you every work set and entity type in the
current model. You can choose to display all the work sets or all the entity types in the model. To select one of these entity
scopes:

• Highlight <All Work sets> or <All Entities>.
• Click the Scope button.

NOTE
You do not need to remove the selection designation from <All> to make a subsequent choice.

The second function of the Entity Scope dialog box is to define the default entity or work set. To set the default, highlight
an entity or work set and click the Default button. A "D" will appear to indicate the entity or work set's default status. This
default only applies when you are creating fields.
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When you open the properties dialog box for a field, the default you have chosen will display in the field for work set.

Setting a default for the Entity/Work set field saves time when you add numerous fields to windows that all use the same
entity or work set as the attribute. You will not need to make a choice in this field, since your choice is provided as the
default.

Only one entity or work set can be the default at any given time. You do not need to remove the default designation from
one entity or work set to change it to another. When you highlight your subsequent choice and click the Default button, the
earlier choice will relinquish the default designation.

The values you set in this entity scope dialog box are only in force for the current invocation of Gen. If you close Gen and
start it again, none of the selections you made to limit the entity scope will be preserved. You will have the default entity
scope, which includes every entity type and every work set in the model.

Entity Scope Selection List

Use the Entity Scope Selection list to choose the entities and work sets that you will include in the entity scope and which
will be the default for the field property dialog boxes when you add a field to a window.

Entity Scope Default button

Use this button to designate which work set or entity type is the default choice for new fields you add to windows. Make
this designation by highlighting an entity or work set and click the Default button. A "D" will appear by the entity or work
set, indicating its default status. This default only applies to new fields you add to windows while this default is in force.
When you open the properties dialog box for a field, the default you have chosen will display in the Entity/Work set field.

Only one entity or work set can be the default at any given time. You do not need to remove the default designation from
the current default entity or work set to assign it another. Highlight your new choice and click the Default button. The
default designation leaves the earlier choice and goes to the new one.

Entity Scope Remove button

Use this button to remove the scoping or default designation from work sets, entity types, or grouping of work sets and
entity types. If you have included a work set or entity type in your scope, and then decide against it, highlight it and click
the Remove button. Doing this removes the asterisk.

It is not necessary to remove the default designation from one work set or entity type to assign it to another. When you
highlight a new work set or entity type and click the Default button, the default designation automatically leaves any other
work set or entity type as is assigned to the new one.

Entity Subtype Name

A subtype is a collection of entities of the same type to which a narrower definition and additional attributes and
relationships apply.

The name of the subtype classifies the subtypes it describes. The name must be a singular noun qualified by an adjective.

For example, the entity type CUSTOMER might have the subtypes of FOREIGN and DOMESTIC. The entity subtype
FOREIGN may be further subtyped to ASIAN and EUROPEAN.

The entity type EMPLOYEE may be subtyped to TEMPORARY and PERMANENT, and to EXEMPT and NON-EXEMPT.

Entity Type and Subtypes Dialog

This article provides information for Entity Type and Subtypes Dialog. This dialog lets you select an entity type or subtype
for the previously selected operation.
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The following are the fields in the dialog:

Entity or Subtype list
Select an entity type or subtype from the list to display its Entity Life Cycle Diagram.

Expand
Click this button to view all subtypes of a selected entity type.

Contract
Click this button to contract the expanded list of subtypes of a selected entity.

Click OK to complete the selection. Else, click Cancel to discard your selection.

Entity Type Definition Report Dialog

The Entity Type Definition Report dialog allows you to choose the entity types or work sets you want to include in the
report.

The default (no options selected) Entity Type Definition report includes:

• Entity or work set name
• Subject area to which the entity belongs
• Properties including minimum, average, and maximum occurrences, growth rate and Technical Design (TD) name

You can enhance the report by adding other information using the Report Content options.

The selections you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" will show for that option.

The following are the options in the dialog:

Alias
Select this report option to include in the report any aliases for each entity or work set.

Description
Select this report option to add to the report the name and definition from the Data Model's entity description, if a
description was entered.

Partitionings
Select this report option to add to the report the names of partitioning attributes for each selected entity.

Relationships
Select this report option to add to the report the information on relationship properties for each selected entity.

Mutually Exclusive Relationships
Select this report option to add to the report a list of mutually exclusive relationships for each selected entity.

Attributes
Select this report option to add to the report a list of attributes for the selected entity or entities.

Identifiers
Select this report option to add to the report a list of identifiers for each selected entity.

Entity Type
This selection list includes all the entity types and work sets that make up the current model and can be included
in the scope of this report.
If you want to select all entity types and work sets in the list, choose Select All.
If you want to deselect entity types and work sets in the list, choose Deselect All.
Otherwise, individually highlight the entity types or work sets you want to include in the report and select OK.
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Search
This button initiates the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Select All
This button lets you simultaneously select all items in the selection list.

Deselect All
This button clears the selection of all items in the list.

Cancel
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Entity Type Definition Report Options

The Entity Type Definition Report Options dialog allows you to select the content you want to include in the Entity Type
Definition Report. The options may be applied to all entity types or to entity types in the Scoped Data Model.

This dialog contains the following options:

All entity types
Provides information about all the entity types in this model. Use this detailed report to review for completeness
and provide full entity information to others.

Entity Types in SDM
Select this checkbox to include only those entity types in the Scoped Data Model.

The following content options may be included:

• Alias
• Operations
• Attributes
• Description
• Relationships
• Identifiers
• Partitionings
• Mutually Exclusive Relationships
• Inherited Features

Entity Type Hierarchy Report Dialog

The Entity Type Hierarchy Report dialog allows you to choose the entity types in the report and determine whether the
report will include entity attributes.

The following are the options available in the dialog:

Show Operations
Select this option to include all operations associated with the entity types represented in the report.

Show Attributes
This option indicates that the report is to include all attributes for each entity type included on the report. Identifiers
are included among the attributes.

Entity Types
This selection list includes all the entity types and work sets that make up the current model.

Select All
Click this button to select all currently displayed (expanded) items in the list box.
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Deselect All
Click this button to remove the highlighting from all selected objects.

Search
Search displays a dialog from which you can search for a specific entity type in the selection list. If found, the
search positions the selection list to make the entity type visible.

 

 

 

Entity Types Dialog

The Entity Types dialog lists the entity types available for; Substitution when using Copy with Substitution and Selection as
the subject entity type in procedure synthesis.

For substitution when using Copy with Substitution, the entity type that is selected from the list replaces all occurrences of
the entity type in the copied to object (procedure, procedure step, action block or action diagram).

During the substitution, Gen software attempts to match the attributes based on the following attribute characteristics
(order indicates priority of attribute match):

1. Name and domain
2. Identifier (where attribute is part of an identifier) and domain
3. Domain and length

You can change the attributes to be substituted.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Entity Selection List
For information about the entity list, see Entity Selection List.

OK
Click OK to complete the selection.

Cancel
Click Cancel to discard the selection.

Entity Types in Data Model Browser

Entity Types in Data Model Browser are all the object types created for the current data model. To see an object type's
corresponding action blocks, attributes, relationships and entity type descriptions, select a subject area or entity type. Data
Model Browser automatically refreshes the contents of each box each time you select a different object type.

Entity Type Uses Report Dialog

This article provides information for Entity Type Uses Report Dialog. The Entity Type Uses Report dialog allows you to
select the entity types in the report.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Entity Types
This selection list includes all the entity types and work sets that make up the current model.

Select All
Click this button to select all currently displayed (expanded) items in the list box.
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Deselect All
Click this button to remove the highlighting from all selected objects.

Search
Search displays a dialog from which you can search for a specific entity type in the selection list. If found, the
search positions the selection list to make the entity type visible.

Cancel
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Entity View in Action Diagram

Entity view displays a list of entity views that are available to the action diagram or action block.

These views become part of the view set for an action diagram or action block when you add them manually or when
process or procedure synthesis adds them automatically.

To add an entity view, select the View Maintenance push button or add them to a view subset in the PAD view list.

Entity View in READ and SUMMARIZE Statements - PAD

The entity view that is the subject of a READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, or SUMMARIZE EACH must be one of the
following:

• Entity action view
• Import view that is both persistent and defined as an export view
• Export view that is persistent

The following example shows the entity view in a READ and READ EACH statement:

-- READ customer

| WHERE DESIRED customer name IS EQUAL TO

| requesting customer name

--

--

+- READ EACH customer

| order

| WHERE DESIRED customer places DESIRED order

| AND DESIRED order contains SOME order_line

| AND THAT order_line is_for CURRENT product

--

For use of the SUMMARIZE statement, the following examples are broken down by type of entity view and qualification.

• Single Entity View
• Multiple Entity Views
• Multiple Functions
• Expressions as Functions

Entity/Work Views in Action Diagram

This article provides information for Entity/Work in Action Diagram. Select the entity view or work view that you wish to
include in the statement you are building.
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The list changes according to the entity views included in the view set for each action diagram or action block. It also
changes according to the statement that you are building. For example, you can SET a local view but you cannot READ
one.

To add an entity or work view, select the View Maintenance push button or add a view to a view subset in the PAD view
list.

If you are building an entity action statement and the list does not include a persistent view that you expect to see, check
the properties of the entity view. Determine whether the following check boxes are selected: Supports entity actions
(persistent), and Used as both import and export. Both check boxes must be selected for the entity view to appear in the
selection list for an entity action statement.

An entity view can belong to any view subset (import, export, local, and entity action) for an action diagram or action block.
For example, in the procedure Create Order, the following entity views might be required:

• IMPORTS: Customer, Product, Order Line
• EXPORTS: Order
• ENTITY ACTIONS: Customer, Order, Order Line, Product

Entry Field
The Entry Field Properties dialog specifies the characteristics of an entry field. This radio button implements the selected
attribute as a list occurrence entry field.

Entry Field Properties Dialog

An entry field is a view of a single attribute. You can specify the characteristics when first adding an entry field or later by
detailing the properties of the field.

The characteristics include the following:

• The view from which the field receives input and passes output
• Descriptive text for the field
• Edit patterns that affect field input
• The alignment of information in the field
• Special considerations concerning input and how the field displays

This dialog contains the following check boxes which are enabled by specific conditions:

Read Only
Enabled when you de-select password.

Password
Enabled when you de-select Read Only.

Upper Case
Enabled when you mark an attribute as Case Sensitive on the Attribute Properties dialog.

Design Guidelines for Entry Fields

The following are the design guidelines that are followed when filling entry fields:

Scrolling
Scrolling is not recommended for entry fields that are short or fixed in length, such as dates, time, or telephone
numbers.

Auto Tab
Auto tab is an application supported feature that automatically moves your cursor to the next supported field on
a screen after you have entered a character into the last position of the entry field. Auto Tab is activated when all
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fields on a screen have a fixed number of mandatory characters. When the number of characters in a field on the
screen is optional, Auto Tab is not activated.

Margin Box
Specifies that a visible box surrounds the entry field. The default for Margin Box is selected.
You may prefer to display the margin box if you are using the Field Positioning dialog to position controls. You
access Field Positioning by selecting Position under Edit.

INSERT AND REPLACE MODE
Information can be typed into a file using one of two entry modes: insert or replace mode. In insert mode. all
entered characters are inputted at the point of the cursor between existing characters. Existing characters move
to the right to accommodate the new input.
In replace mode, at the selected point that is determined by cursor position, all existing characters are deleted as
new characters are added. Applications determine which characters can be replaced and which are protected.
Users can toggle between insert mode and replace mode using the Insert key.

REPLACING SELECTED TEXT
Users can automatically delete existing text in entry fields by inputting new text at the selected point. The existing
text is deleted automatically when a user types the first character. The application, however, may prohibit certain
text from being deleted.

FIELD PROMPTS
Each field is supported by a descriptive prompt that gives users information on the purpose of the entry field. The
field prompt is located to the left of the entry field.
The window title is often used as the field identifier when a window contains only one field.

The following guidelines can help when you design field prompts:

• A colon can follow field prompts.
• Field prompts located above the field should be left aligned with the beginning of a field.
• Field prompts located to the left of the field should be left aligned with other field prompts.
• Capitalize the first letter of a field prompt.
• Descriptive text can be added to the right of a field prompt. Use this area to enter field parameters or any supportive

information.
• Align entry and selection fields vertically and horizontally so the cursor moves in a straight-line pattern between entries.
• Controls should be arranged in the order users want to complete them.

Decimal Field Note

When designing a GUI or ASP.NET client, ensure that any decimal lengths are sufficient to retain the significance required
by the application.

When a decimal number is moved to a field with an edit pattern that does not include decimals or has fewer decimals, the
decimal digits that are not displayed are truncated.

For example, when 156.123 is moved to a field with an edit pattern of 999.99 the value that is displayed on the screen is
156.12. If that number is moved back to a field with an edit pattern of 999.999, the value that is displayed is 156.120; the
rightmost digit is truncated.

Environment
This article provides information for Environment. Use the Environment Parameters Dialog to specify the production
environment for a business system.
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Environment Parameters Dialog

Different business systems can have different production environment parameters. These parameters affect code
generation and are saved as part of a business system for a model.

NOTE
These parameters do not apply to client-server applications. Use the Client and Server Environment Parameters
dialogs in the Packaging Tool to specify parameters for client and server applications. Although this dialog box
does not apply to client/server applications, these parameters can be used to generate a Window Client and to
perform a consistency check on the Window using Web Generation Consistency Check rules.

If the Operating System is specified as MVS, it enables the MVS Parameters button. This button launches the MVS
Environment Parameters dialog that lets you specify the parameters for the MVS environment in which an application
generated by Gen executes. The Devices button is enabled when Operating System is set to MVS, TP Monitor is set to
IMS, and Screen Type is set to MFS or MFS w/EOF.

The following environment parameters for the DDL and Referential Integrity triggers are specified separately and can be
overridden under Generation Defaults:

Operating System
Specifies the operating system under which the generated application executes. This drop-down applies only to
a business system. The operating system parameter for the generation of DDL and Referential Integrity triggers
is specified separately (under Generation Defaults). Selecting an operating system automatically changes the
selections in other drop-down lists. For example, selecting the operating system MVS, changes the DBMS type
to DB2 z/OS. If you select MVS, select the MVS Parameters push button when you have finished specifying the
environment parameters on this dialog. This enables you to specify environment parameters specific to MVS.

DBMS Type
Specifies the database management system (DBMS) accessed by the generated application. The DBMS Type
drop-down applies only to a business system. The DBMS parameter for the generation of DDL is specified
separately under Generation Defaults. The choices that are listed are valid DBMSs for the specified operating
system.

Language
Specifies the high-level programming language in which Generation generates an application. The language
choices available depend on the configuration of your Gen software. The Language drop-down list applies only
to a business system. The Language parameter for the generation of Referential Integrity triggers is specified
separately under Generation Defaults.

TP Monitor
Specifies the teleprocessing monitor under which the application executes. The choices that are listed in the drop-
down list are valid TP monitors for the specified operating system.

The following environment parameter options can also be selected:

Restartable Application
This check box specifies whether an application can restart a dialog after an interruption. A restartable application
redisplays the data from the dialog and the dialog continues as if no interruption occurred. The ability to restart
an application is possible because of a database created by the Gen software: the profile database. The profile
database retains the data from a dialog and allows the dialog to resume. Not all applications need a restart
capability. For this reason, you can specify whether an application is restartable. The performance of a non-
restartable application is improved because of reduced use of the profile database. If an application is specified
as non-restartable, the profile database is still accessed in certain situations. The database is accessed to
support scrolling, hidden fields, links to other procedure steps, and requests for Help or Prompt. For example,
a transaction that uses hidden fields is restartable even if the application is specified as non-restartable. The
Restartable Application check box is associated with the Clear Screen Default . If you select RESTART as the
clear screen default, Restartable Application is automatically selected. Applications with a graphical user interface
(GUI) are not restartable.
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NOTE
If you specify the application as non-restartable, the clear screen default is set to Reset. However, if a
user enters a transaction code without the Reset command, the profile database is not cleared. The
application assumes no profile database because of the non-restartable status. To clear the data base, a
user must input the transaction code followed by the Reset command: <transaction code> Reset.

Enforce Data Modeling Constraints
This check box specifies whether the code generator enforces certain constraints that maintain the integrity
of the database. The data model contains information that describes the rules to maintain the integrity of the
database. Some of these rules are enforced by the target DBMS. Others are enforced by referential integrity
triggers generated by Gen when DELETE, TRANSFER, or DISASSOCIATE actions are performed. Selecting
this check box adds four extra constraints that are enforced by the Gen software. The constraints are enforced
automatically; you do not need to add action statements to Procedure Action Diagrams to enforce them. The
constraints are selected as a group. They cannot be selected individually.
The constraints are as follows:

• Enforce one-to-one relationships
• Enforce mutually exclusive relationships
• Enforce mandatory relationships
• Prevent quiet disassociation.

Extended Attribute Support
This check box specifies whether the application sends extended attributes to the display devices in the execution
environment. The extended attributes are reverse video, underline, blinking, and color. This check box specifies
extended attributes for an entire transaction. You can specify extended attributes for each display device only for
IMS. To do this, specify the TP monitor as IMS and select the Devices push button. If an application attempts to
send extended attributes to a device that does not support them, unpredictable results may occur. For example,
partial screens may display.

NOTE
Both CICS and IMS/MFS check a table to determine if the device supports extended attributes. The
entry in the table overrides the Extended Attribute Support option. If the table entry shows that a device
does not support extended attributes, the application does not send them even if you have specified
extended attribute support. When the TP monitor is IEFAE and extended attribute support is turned
off, IEFAE supplies default colors for screens. The default colors cannot be changed using the video
properties dialog box.

Optimize Import View Virtualization
This check box specifies that called action blocks can bypass initializing import views. With every release of Gen,
all calling action blocks are generated. Full initialization of import views is performed automatically by the calling
action block, and therefore need not be performed again by the called action block. For earlier releases, please
contact Broadcom Support.

NOTE
Selecting the Optimize Import View Initialization checkbox impacts the initialization of import views in
called action blocks. When Optimization is not selected, the called action block validates every field in
the import view by checking for low values. If found, the field is set to either zero or spaces to ensure
that there are valid values in the import view when the called action block begins execution. If an action
block is called many times, which is common in batch applications, the overhead that is associated with
the view initialization can become excessive. When Optimize Import View Initialization is selected, the
check for low values in the called action block is not made, thereby reducing the overhead associated
with the call. As selecting Optimize Import View Initialization improves performance, select the Optimize
Import View Initialization option.

Help Style
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The generated online help system is produced in HTML. The file extension for the final resulting online help is .CHM.
When a menu is generated, only one menu item, called Help, is automatically created in the pull-down menu.

The following help systems are supported only when they are explicitly defined through Special Actions buttons or menu
items:

Help for Help'
Displays Microsoft help.

Keys Help
Displays the main content page.

Extended HELP'
Displays the description of the window.

Help Index
Displays the main content page.

Java

The Java Package Name field specifies the main Java package that used when generating any Java source code. If no
value is specified, the generators select a default package name which is based on the directory of the model. The value
can be any valid Java package name.

The following rules apply to Java package names:

• Only ASCII letters, numbers, and a period are allowed.
• Mixed-case is allowed.
• Any word in the name does not begin with a number.
• Words are separated by periods.
• Leading or trailing periods are not allowed.

NOTE
The Java Package Name can also be specified on a Model basis using the Model Generation Properties dialog
box.

.NET

The following are the NET group of fields that apply to .NET application source code:

Namespace Name
Specifies the namespace name-generated C# files for the business system.

Assembly Version
Specifies the version number that is used for assemblies that are created from generated code.

Assembly Key Pair
Allows you to create a key pair to make your assemblies strong named. Use the Create, Delete, Import, and/or
Export buttons to manage the strong named key file.

Equal Height Check Box
This article provides information for Equal Height Check Box. This check box adjusts the height of selected objects to the
height of the first selected object.

Equal Width Check Box

This check box adjusts the width of selected objects to the width of the first selected object.
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Erase Check Box

This check box erases by filling with zeros the DBMS-defined data sets when dropping the tablespace or indexspace.

ERROR Defaults
A field that the generates the system finds to be in error can display with unique properties to distinguish errors from other
fields.

You can select different options to indicate an error:

• Color Error determines the character color of the fields in error. Use Color Error only on terminals with extended color
and highlighting features. Set any color supported by your terminal.

• Intensity Error determines the brightness of the fields in error. Use Intensity Field to customize the contrast of dark to
light screen colors. Use dark intensity for hidden prompts or literals.

• Highlight Error how to emphasize characters of the fields in errors. Use Highlight Error only on terminals with extended
color and highlighting features. Set any color supported by your terminal.

ERROR/SET Video Attributes in Action Diagram

Select ERROR to set the field associated with the export attribute view to the Error Video Properties specified for that
field.

For GUI and Web Applications

"Make Error" makes a field turn red, but does not change the protection status of the field.

If the PAD is setting the field to "Make...Protected" before a "Make Error", the user cannot modify the (invalid) field. You
need an explicit "Make...Unprotected" first.

For Block Mode Applications

You can change the appearance of a field subject to "Make Error" including the color, cursor positioning, and protection
status.

You can specify this in Business System Defaults, Detail-->Screen Video Properties.

Example

The following example shows that the customer name field displays an error if the exit state indicates no customer found:

 --IF EXIT STATE IS EQUAL TO customer_not_found

| MAKE export customer name ERROR

 ---

Select Set video attributes to explicitly set video attributes within the procedure action diagram.

The following example shows that if an employee's salary exceeds 100,000 dollars, the field becomes bright red and
blinks:

 --IF employee salary IS GREATER THAN 100000

| MAKE output employee_salary Unprotected High Intensity Red Blinking

 ---
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ESCAPE
ESCAPE terminates the execution of a particular action group. ESCAPE is frequently used after exception conditions,
such as WHEN already exists or WHEN not found.

The head of the arrow in the ESCAPE pierces the action group to which control passes. The graphic is similar to the arrow
used for the NEXT statement, except the NEXT arrow points to the action group to which control passes.

The following examples show ESCAPE statements.

 --                                     --

|  --                                  |  --

| |  --                                | |  --

| | |  --                              | | |  --

| | | |                                | | | |

| | |<+--- ESCAPE                      |<+-+-+--- ESCAPE

| | | |                                | | | |

| | |  --                              | | |  --

| | |  <-- Control passes to           | |  --

| |  --    this action group           |  --

|  --                                  |  <-- Control passes to

 --                                     --    this action group

The following example shows an ESCAPE that terminates a READ of required supplier. Control passes to the action
group which the head of the ESCAPE arrow pierces.

 -- READ required supplier

| | WITH code EQUAL TO input supplier_code

| +- WHEN not found

<-+---+- ESCAPE

 --

Event Browser Dialog
The Event Browser dialog displays event objects in a dialog box format. You can perform the following tasks from the
Event Browser:

• View the procedure action diagram (PAD) logic for an event action.
• Change the logic for an event action by selecting Edit (which chains to the Action Diagram).
• Create or change an event for a control by selecting Update.
• Determine the type of event, such as Open, Close, Click, and so forth, associated with a window or control.
• Determine which controls have events defined for them. An item in the Controls drop-down list marked with an asterisk

(*) has an event defined for it.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Procedure Steps for Event Browser
Procedure Steps alphabetically displays all procedure steps defined for the current business system. Selecting a
procedure step automatically populates the drop-down list for Windows. If the procedure step has no windows or
dialog boxes associated with it, the Windows drop-down list is empty.

Windows for Event Browser
Windows alphabetically displays the windows and dialog boxes defined for the selected procedure step in the
Procedure Steps drop-down list. If a procedure step has no windows or dialog boxes associated with it, the
Windows drop-down list is empty.
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Controls for Event Browser
Controls alphabetically displays the controls defined for the selected window or dialog box in the Windows drop-
down list.
At a minimum, the Controls drop-down list includes the window or dialog box itself. (Both windows and dialog
boxes are classified in the list as window.) The list also displays all other controls defined for the window or dialog
box except hidden fields. The controls do not have to be placed on the window or dialog box to appear in the list.
For example, you can define a control on the Field Design dialog as an entry field, but not place it on a window or
dialog box.
An asterisk (*) beside a control indicates an event is defined for that control. Selecting a control marked with an
asterisk displays the associated event in the Events drop-down list.

Events for Event Browser
Events displays the events defined for the selected control in the Controls drop-down list. The events are listed
alphabetically, beginning with the type of event followed by the name of the event action. If a control has no
events associated with it, the Events drop-down list is empty.
If you invoke the Event Browser and create an event for a control, select the down arrow for the Events drop-
down list to see the newly created event.

Action Block for Event Browser
Action Block displays the Procedure Action Diagram (PrAD) logic defined for the event. You can scroll the logic up
and down and left and right. The name of the event action appears as the first line in the display.
To change the logic, select Edit. Edit invokes the Action Diagramming Tool, if it is not already active, and positions
you at the top of the event action.

Update for Event Browser
Update invokes the Event Processing dialog on which you can add or change an event and event action.

Edit for Event Browser
Edit invokes the Action Diagram, if it is not already active, and positions the current event action at the top of the
screen.

Event Processing Concepts

Events are activities that occur during the execution of a GUI application, such as opening and closing windows, and
clicking controls.

These events can result from user interaction, from the GUI application itself, or both.

The [set to your product name] runtime keeps track of these events. Event processing is a notification mechanism. [set to
your product name] generates GUI applications that can be notified after an event occurs. Once notified, an application
can respond by executing Procedure Action Diagram (PrAD) logic. You associate the PrAD logic with the event.

Notification occurs after an event has taken place. Event processing does not determine which events do and do not
happen. The application cannot change an event after it has occurred. The application can, however, be notified that
an event has occurred, and then process PrAD logic. Event processing does not change the overall process of creating
applications, including Client/Server (C/S) applications. However it does make it easier to design the user interface and
create the PrAD logic as concurrent activities. You can use the Launch menu selection to switch back and forth between
the PrAD logic and the Navigation Diagram tool conveniently.

As far as the design of C/S applications is concerned, events are only client-based because they involve GUI applications.
Event processing provides the capability to more flows to a server because the flows could be from event actions. An
application could flow to a server at almost anytime based on the events that trigger the flow.

The following tasks can be accomplished with event processing.
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• Control program execution at a more granular level by associating events to controls
• More conveniently design the user interface and the associated PrAD logic
• More conveniently provide functionality of an application

The following characteristics of event processing enable you to complete the tasks:

• Special PrAD statements that are defined for event processing can be included in the PrAD logic. The event
processing statements execute just as any other statements would during the normal execution of the PrAD. The
[set to your product name] runtime components silently ignore any "failures" of the event processing statements and
allow processing to continue. For example, CLOSING a window that is already closed does not produce an error, the
CLOSE statement is ignored.

• Special blocks of PrAD logic, called event actions, can be created in a PrAD.
• You have two ways to create event actions. In the Navigation Diagram tool, select Events in the Detail pull-down. In

the PrAD, select Add Event Action from the Edit pull-down. The Navigation Diagram tool creates an event action and
associates it to an event. In the PrAD, you must manually associate the event action block with an event.

• The logic in an event action can execute without having to execute the entire PrAD.
• Event actions can be associated with windows, dialogs, and controls.
• The event action logic executes depending on the action that is taken with the window, dialog, or control. The action

is a combination of what the user does and what the application does. For example, a user clicks a control. The click
event sets an exit state that causes a flow that closes the window. The user did not directly close the window. But as a
result of the user's Click event, the application logic closed the window.

Prerequisites

The prerequisites exist for event processing are the same as those for Navigation Diagram tool. You must have defined
views and defined procedure steps on the DLG.

Event Processing

Event Processing specifies the event type, event action name, and command associated with the currently selected
window, dialog box, or control.

Event Processing Dialog

The Event Processing dialog creates event actions and associates them with events and commands.

Supported Events

The Navigation Diagram supports the following events, referred to as event types:

• Open and Close Events
• Changed Events
• Click and Double-click Events
• ScrollTop and ScrollBottom Events
• Gain Focus and Lose Focus Events
• Activated and Deactivated Events
• LeftMouseBtnDown/Up Events
• RightMouseBtnDown/Up Events
• MouseMove Events
• MouseEnter/Exit Events
• WinMove Events
• WinResize Events
• Keypress Events
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Certain event types are the first of a series of AUTOMATIC events that are triggered from a single user action. The
developer should exercise caution when adding or changing events and completing actions that are related to these
types, to make sure that the expected series of events take place. Some expected events can be suppressed by the
series of events.

The following events have succeeding events that could mask the developers expected event process. For example, if
their event handlers display a window, this could cause some events to be suppressed. This list is not all inclusive, but is a
list of the most common cases.

Event Type For Example

Gain and Lose Focus The priority of Gain/Lose Focus events, as they relate to existing
events, is: Changed => Lose Focus => Gain Focus => Click (from
highest to lowest priority).

Open When opening a window or dialog box, the Open event triggers
the Activated event.

Deactivated When a window or dialog box is closed, the Deactivated event is
followed by the Close event.

LeftMouseBtnDown When a Click event occurs for a ListBox, the following related
events occur in this order: LeftMouseBtnDown => Click =>
LeftMouseBtnUp

MouseMove If two controls (A and B) occupy adjacent pixels, then moving the
mouse from control A to control B generates a MouseMove event
followed by a MouseExit event for control A and a MouseEnter
event for control B.

LeftMouseBtnUp In a ListBox, a Click event always follow the LeftMouseBtnUp
event.

Events and Commands

Gen lets you assign commands to buttons and menu items that are defined in Properties, when an event is added to the
control. The following actions take place when a click event is added to the control:

1. The text on the properties window changes from "Command Causes an Autoflow" to "Executes a Click Event"
2. "Special Action" is inactivated
3. "Initiates the Dialog Box" is inactivated
4. The command still displays as active

Although the command is selectable, the autoflow is NOT executed. When an event is associated, the event is always
executed. Applications can be designed to disable a control from an Action Diagram. To support this capability, a Disable
command has to be associated with the control. Disable commands are associated with the control using the Disabled
command under GUI Statements, and not using the Detail/Disabled By command. For accessibility reasons the command
remains active, and thus, selectable.

The following are the options on this dialog and the conditions that they enable.

Action Diagram
Adds an action name, selects a name from the drop-down list for the Action Name field, or selects an event in the
Defined Events selection list.

NOTE
This option is enabled only if the Event Processing dialog is launched by selecting Detail, Menu, Event
or from the Event Processing icon on the Toolset. If the Event Processing dialog is launched from
another diagram, this option is not enabled.
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Add
Selects an event type.

Change
Changes any of the event details: event type, action name, or command.

NOTE
Changing the action name creates an event action in the Procedure Action Diagram.

Remove
Selects an event in the Defined Events selection list.

NOTE
The Remove option applies only to event types and removes the event type from its association with a
window, dialog box, or control. It does not delete the event action from the Procedure Action Diagram.

Events for List Properties

Events display the Event Processing dialog on which you can define an event, event action, and command to associate
with the list field.

You can associate the following event types with a list field:

• Click
• Double-click

Events for Menu Item Properties

Events display the Event Processing dialog on which you can define an event, event action, and command to associate
with the menu item.

Events in Navigation Diagram

When you select an object and then select this menu item, Gen starts the Event Browser using the selected procedure
step of the object, window name, and so forth.

More help on the Event Browser is available from that dialog box.

Event Type for Event Processing

Event Type specifies the event type that is associated with a selected window, dialog box, or control. When an event
occurs during execution of the application, the runtime software checks the event actions that must notify about that event.
(Event actions register themselves to the runtime and await notification about events occurring.) Once notified, the event
action executes its block of code. The execution, or triggering, of the event action depends on the event type and the type
of control.

Only the event types appropriate for the item (window, dialog box, or control) appear in the drop-down list.

An event that is associated with a menu item or push button performs only the event. For example, if you associate a
push button with a command that sets an exit state and you associate the same push button with an event, only the event
occurs. Any subsequent behavior of the push button is ignored if an event is associated with it.

In addition, the event that is defined for a particular window, dialog box, or control occurs specific to ONLY that control.
For example, consider a case in which the MouseMove event is associated with a window. This event detects when the
mouse is being moved over the "open" areas of the window -- where controls have not been placed. In contrast, mouse
movement is NOT detected when the cursor passes over a specific control that is contained within the window, such as
a push button. If you want to detect mouse movement over the push button, you would have to associate a separate
MouseMove event specifically with the push button.
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Since various functionalities can be associated with push buttons, the functionality is evaluated as a series of ORs in the
following order:

1. Execute the event action OR
2. Perform a special action OR
3. Initiate a dialog box OR
4. Perform an autoflow (if a command is associated with an exit state) OR
5. Execute the procedure step.

NOTE
You can associate a user-defined event with a window, dialog box, or control for the current procedure step.
Associate user-defined events with the primary window for a procedure step and not with controls. This makes
the user-defined events easier to locate and track because you consistently associate them with the same object
(a primary window).

Example Procedure - To Add a Database
Options to select from the menu bar, drop-down menus, or from within windows and dialogs appear in boldface.
Optional steps are indicated by the expression "(optional)"; all other steps are mandatory. Completion of optional steps is
recommended.

1. Select Design from the menu bar
2. Select Data Store List.
3. Select Diagram
4. Select Open.
5. Select All Records or Database; go to step 6 if you selected All Records or step 8 if you selected Database.
6. Select View.
7. Select Expand Database; go to step 10.
8. Select database and select View.
9. Select Expand.
10. Select Edit.
11. Select Add Database.
12. Type database name.
13. Select option from Storage Grp.
14. Select option from Bufferpool.
15. Type database owner name in Owner.
16. (optional) Type description of database in Description.
17. Select OK.

EXCEPTION
EXCEPTION specifies what action to take if an ordinary (logical) exception to an entity action occurs, as opposed to
database exceptions. EXCEPTION applies to the entity action statements CREATE, READ, and UPDATE.

The exception statements are:

• WHEN successful
• WHEN already exists
• WHEN permitted value violation
• WHEN not found
• WHEN not unique
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NOTE
The WHEN successful statement can also be considered a database exception statement when valid conditions
exist for adding that statement.

When the entity action statement is first created, the exception statements are created with it. For example, when you
select the CREATE statement, the exception statements associated with it are WHEN successful, WHEN already exists,
and WHEN permitted value violation.

Any exception statements can subsequently be deleted. EXCEPTION creates the exception statements again if they have
been deleted. EXCEPTION is inactive unless one or more exception statements have been deleted from an entity action
statement.

These exception statements must precede any database exception statements for that entity action statement.

NOTE
If you delete an exception statement (other than WHEN successful) and that condition occurs during execution,
then a fatal error message displays.

Example

This example shows a READ statement as it was first created. The exception statements WHEN successful and WHEN
not found are created automatically.

 -- READ required supplier 

| WITH code EQUAL TO input supplier_code 

+- WHEN successful 

+- WHEN not found 

---

This example shows the same READ statement with the exception statements deleted.

 -- READ required supplier 

| WITH code EQUAL TO input supplier_code 

---

This example shows the READ statement with the exception statements re-created using the EXCEPTION statement.

 -- READ required supplier 

| WITH code EQUAL TO input supplier_code 

+- WHEN successful 

+- WHEN not found 

---

Executes the Procedure Step Radio Button
The Procedure Step radio button specifies that the menu item or push button executes the procedure step that is
associated with the menu item or push button.

A menu item or push button appears on a window or dialog box. The window or dialog box is associated with a procedure
step.

You execute the procedure step when you must perform the action diagram logic. For example, the user has supplied all
necessary data, and the procedure step must process that data.
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Execute at "From" Procedure Step Radio Button

Select if you want the command to be set when the source (From) procedure step executes.

Execute at "To" Procedure Step Radio Button

Select if you want the data that is sent with the To procedure step to execute first, rather than display first.

Executes the Procedure Step, Click Event, or Autoflow Command

The following list explains the three different texts that can appear with this radio button and an explanation of the text:

Radio Button Prompt Explanation

Executes click event. This text appears if you associate a Click event with the push
button. You associate a Click event by selecting Event Processing
under Detail and specifying the event information on the Event
Processing dialog. If you specify a command for the push button,
it is overridden by the command that is assigned to the event
action. Only the command that is associated with the Click event
in the Event Processing dialog is input to the event action. The
command for the push button is useful with such PAD statements
as ENABLE, DISABLE, and so forth.

Command causes autoflow. This text appears if you associate the push button with a
command that causes an autoflow. An autoflow causes a flow to
another procedure step without the need to execute PAD logic. An
autoflow can occur if the command is associated with an exit state
that causes an autoflow. (You specify autoflows on the Dialog
Flow Diagram under Flows On and Returns On.)

Executes the procedure step This text appears for all conditions other than numbers 1 or 2. For
this case, the push button executes the procedure step logic in
the PAD. If a command is also specified for the push button, the
areas of the PAD associated with that command are executed. For
example, a command could be associated with the push button
that is part of a CASE OF COMMAND structure in the PAD. If no
command is specified for the push button, the entire PAD logic
executes.

NOTE
Gen enables you to assign commands to push buttons and menu items through Properties. When an event
(such as a click event) is added to the control:

The text on the properties window changes from Command Causes an Autoflow to Execute a Click Event.

• "Special Action" is inactivated
• "Initiates the Dialog Box" is inactivated
• The command still displays as active, however the events command takes precedence

Although the command is selectable, the autoflow is NOT executed. When an event is associated, the event is always
executed.

Applications can be designed to disable a control from an action diagram. To support this capability, a Disable command
must be associated to the control (using the Disabled command under GUI Statements -- NOT Detail/Disabled By).
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Exit
This article provides information for Exit. This Exit closes the active window including Model Menu, Navigation Diagram,
Flow Error Message, List Report Options Dialog, Del Msg Push Button, Delete Dialog, Prop Push Button, and Properties
for Active Dialect.

Exit from Model Menu

The Exit closes the Gen application.

Exit in Navigation Diagram

This Exit closes the Navigation Diagram Tool.

Exit State Flow Error Message

This exit state is already being used. An exit state can only be used once when flowing from the same procedure.

Exit State List Report Options Dialog

The Exit State List Report dialog lets you determine whether the report contains the exit states for a business system or
the exit states for the complete model.

You can select a business system name, global exit states, or both.

Exit States Del Msg Push Button

This push button removes exit state message text from an exit state within a selected business system. This action does
not remove the message text that is associated with the same exit state in any other business system.

Exit States Delete Dialog

The Exit States Delete dialog removes the selected exit state.

Exit States Prop Push Button

Exit States Properties Push Button

This push button modifies properties for an existing exit state.

Exit States Properties for Active Dialect

The Exit States Properties dialog lets you define the message text in the specified dialect for a selected exit state.

The other properties of the exit state are defined under the default dialect. You specify the dialect when you select Dialect
Definition.

Exit States Push Button

This push button displays a selection list of exit states. You must associate an exit state with an autoflow.

Exit State in Action Diagram

Exit state adds the EXIT STATE special attribute to the PAD logic. It describes the outcome of a process or procedure and
may be associated with a message that is displayed on the screen at execution time.
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The domain of EXIT STATE is text.

The following example shows the exit state value being modified with the EXIT STATE IS statement:

EXIT STATE IS customer_not_found

The following example shows an exit state being compared to the value of 'customer_not_found' in an IF statement and
the resulting display if the exit state value is true.

 -- IF EXIT STATE IS EQUAL TO customer_not_found

| MAKE customer number Unprotected High Intensity Blue

 ---

EXIT STATE IS

EXIT STATE IS sets the value of the special attribute known as exit state. The data type of exit state is text. The exit state
special attribute allows only one occurrence of the attribute at a time. Executing the EXIT STATE IS action destroys the
previous contents of the exit state special attribute.

The following is the format of the EXIT STATE IS statement :

EXIT STATE IS exit-state-value

The following example shows the use of the EXIT STATE IS statement to set the value of the exit state attribute. The
value is set to "customer_not_found".

EXIT STATE IS customer_not_found

In comparison, the following example shows the use of an IF statement to evaluate the value of the exit state attribute
previously set with the EXIT STATE IS statement.

 -- IF EXITSTATE IS EQUAL TO customer_not_found

| COMMAND IS custmaint

 --

An exit state causes the transfer of control from one procedure step to another. A dialog flow takes place based on the
existence of one or more exit states.

NOTE
There are two classifications of exit states: global and those created for a specific business system. Global
exit states are not associated with a specific business system and may be defined prior to the existence of a
business system. They accommodate the concept of common action blocks. A common action block may be
USEd in multiple business systems within the same model. Therefore, the exit states referenced and set within a
common action block must be available to all those business systems.

Both classifications of exit states can be used by any action diagram or action block within the same model, regardless of
business system.

Exit states are set within procedures based on the interpretation of a command or derived by processing logic within the
procedure step.

Global exit states are defined under Business System Defaults, where the following exit state-related items are explained:
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• Exit states name
• Exit states termination action
• Exit states message type

Exit state value displays the Exit State Selection dialog that lets you select the value of the exit state from a list of
predefined values for the business system. You can also add, define, and delete exit state values on this dialog.

Exit State Push Button

This push button lets you access the list of exit states currently defined for the active business system. From this list, you
can select the exit state to associate with the Flows On or Returns On. Use the Exit State Selection dialog to:

• Select the exit state for the flow being defined
• Add new exit states to the business system
• Change the properties of existing exit states
• Delete an exit state from the business system
• Search for a particular exit state
• Expand or Contract the exit state listing

Exit States Dialog

The Exit States dialog provides a list of exit states for a selected business system. These exit states control data and
activity flow between the procedure steps in the PAD.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Exit States
Displays a list of exit states.

Add
Click this button to create an exit state with the following associated properties:

• Exit State Name
• Termination Action (Normal, Rollback, or Abort)
• Message Type (Informational, Warning, or Error)
• Message Text (None)

Properties
Click this button to alter the properties of a specific exit state. You can change the following properties of the
selected exit state:

• Exit State Name
• Termination Action (Normal, Rollback, Abort)
• Message Type (None, Informational, Warning, Error)
• Message Text

Delete
Click this button to remove the selected exit states.

Search
Click this button to locate a specific exit state based on the following options:
Search from beginning

Locates desired exit state starting from the first exit state within the selected business system
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Circular Search
Locates desired exit state starting from the current position through the end, then starts over from the
beginning of the exit states within the selected business system

Case Sensitive
Locates desired exit state based on upper and lower case criteria from the beginning of the exit states
within the selected business system.

Expand/Contract
Click this button to toggle between displaying all exit states in the selected business system and hiding all exit
states. The name of the business system only appears.

Close
Click this button to close the dialog.

Exit State Selection Dialog

The Exit State Selection dialog lets you define the exit state for a particular procedure step. You can perform the following
tasks:

• Select an existing exit state for the procedure
• Add new exit states
• Define the properties of an exit state
• Delete an exit state from the business system
• Search for an exit state
• Expand or Contract the exit state listing

In a client/server application, exit state messages associated with server procedures do not return to the client application.

Exit States Properties

This article provides information for the Exit States Properties. The Exit States Properties dialog creates an exit state.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Exit State Name
Exit States Name identifies a unique title within the selected business system. Use Exit State Name to identify the
special attribute that links the Action Diagram and the Dialog Flow Diagram.
The Exit State Name must be no more than 32 characters long.

Exit States Termination
This list sets the type of action that is taken when the exit state occurs. The following table describes the types of
exit states and their associated actions:
Normal

Displays the message that is associated with the exit state.
Abort

Cancels processing and executes a system dump.
Rollback

Backs out the database update, displays a message that is associated with the exit state, and invokes the
flow of control.

Message Type
This drop-down list assigns the type of exit state message. The following table describes the types of exit state
messages:
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Informational
Message gives information only; no action is required.

Warning
Message advises the user that action may be required as a result of processing.

Error
Message advises the user that an error occurred in an entry, and action is required to correct the error.

None
Message type has not been defined.
For example, the message Code is invalid displays when the logic of the action diagram causes the exit
state INVALID_CODE to process.
In another example, the CUSTOMER_NOT_FOUND exit state may have an associated message:
Requested customer not on the database. If CUSTOMER_NOT_FOUND is set in the WHEN NOT
FOUND condition of the READ statement, the message Requested customer not on the database
appears in the system message field.

Message Text
Defines and assigns messages when:

• Defining system defaults
• Diagramming dialog flows
• Defining action diagrams

Use Message Text to convey details that explain where, why, and how the exit state occurred. The Exit State Message
Text must be no more than 80 characters long.

The following table describes the color properties of message text on a color monitor:

Message Type Color
Informational White
Warning Yellow
Error Red
None Normal color (color of fields on the screen)

The following table shows examples of exit state names and their associated messages text:

Name Message_Text
ADD_SUCCESSFUL SALES ORDER ADD SUCCESSFUL
DELETE_UNSUCCESSFUL RECORD NOT FOUND DELETE UNSUCCESSFUL
CUSTOMER_UNKNOWN CUSTOMER DOES NOT EXIST TRY ANOTHER
CREDIT_LIMIT_EXCEEDED DO NOT EXCEED $2000 CREDIT LIMIT
SOM_COMPLETED SALES ORDER MAINTENANCE COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

Exit State Usage

This article provides information for the Exit State Usage. Exit State Usage assigns an exit state to a procedure step. The
exit state message could be Order canceled.

The Exit State Usage dialog lets you:

• Add or change exit states
• Define the properties of exit states
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For example, assume that two procedure steps are named MAIN MENU and CANCEL ORDER. The exit state that
caused a flow to occur from MAIN MENU to CANCEL ORDER could be assigned as CANCEL ORDER REQUESTED.

Exit State Usage Dialog

The Exit State Usage dialog lets you assign a value to an exit state and a message for an exit state.

The message assigned to an exit state appears on the screen when the exit state occurs. The Exit State Usage selection
list displays the exit states for the business system that were entered when System Defaults were set. You must select the
exit state to be used for the procedure step.

Exit State Concepts

Every procedure step that is associated with a dialog flow must have at least one exit state set in its action diagram. Each
transfer and link on a Dialog Flow Diagram is associated with a Flows On exit state. That exit state causes the change of
control from the source procedure step to the destination procedure step. For links, a Returns On exit state is associated
with the return of control to the source procedure step. When a procedure step completes, control is transferred based
on the value for NEXTTRAN. After the value of NEXTTRAN is evaluated, the value of the exit state is considered. If the
procedure step finds two exit states with the same value, the Returns On exit state takes precedence over the Flows On
exit state.

Ways of Setting Exit States

Exit states are set within procedures in one of the following ways:

• Based on the interpretation of a command (which may have been set by a PF key)
• Derived by processing logic within the procedure step (which may be based on data input)

For background (nonscreened) transactions, you must set an exit state that is associated with a dialog flow to a screened
transaction in the procedure step in order to respond to the terminal user.

Types of Exit States

You can add two types of exit states in Analysis and External Design:

• Global exit states
• Local exit states (ones that are created for a specific business system)

Global exit states are not associated with a particular business system. They may be defined before the existence of a
business system. Global exit states are used in common action blocks because the common action blocks may be used in
multiple business systems within the same model. Therefore, the exit states referenced and set within the common action
block are available to all business systems within the model.

Exit states specific to a particular business system are defined in any action diagram or action block. These exit states can
only be used within the business system for which they are defined.

To manage exit states and their messages, see the Business System Defaults help.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Exit State Usage Selection List
This selection list displays the exit states that are associated with a procedure or procedure step. The exit state
name is shown with its associated message. You may change, cancel, or display properties for an exit state.
Both global and local exit states are shown. Global exit states apply across the model. Local exit states apply only
to the current business system.

Exit States for Action Diagrams and Dialog Flows

Exit States sets exit states for action diagrams and dialog flows. Use Exit States dialog to:
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• Add exit states
• Change exit state properties
• Search for an exit state
• Expand or contract exit state listing

Remove Push Button

This push button deletes the exit state from the selection list.

Exit State Uses Report Dialog

This article provides information for Exit State Uses Report Dialog. The Exit State Uses Report dialog allows you to select
the exit states that appear in the report.

The dialog indicates whether a message appears when the exit occurs.

NOTE
The report is inactive until a business system is selected. One way to activate a business system is to select the
Gen Model Window, Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Diagram then Open.

NOTE
The following are the options:

Exit State Uses Report Selection List
Use this list to select the exit states that you want included in the report. The report indicates which procedure
steps, processes, flows, returns, and BSD action blocks use a given exit state.

Cancel
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Search
This button initiates the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Select All
This button lets you simultaneously select all items in the selection list.

Deselect All
This button removes the highlighting from all selected objects.

Expand/Contract
If the items in the list are contracted when this button is selected, the list expands. If the items in the list are
expanded when this button is selected, the list contracts. This switching between expand and contract allows you
to view the information that is pertinent only.

Expand
This article provides information for Expand. Expand displays all objects (columns, foreign key, indexes, and constraints)
of a selected table.

Expand All

Expand All expands the selected object and its subordinate objects.

Expand All Statements in Action Diagram

To show the hidden statements defined for the PAD, selected Expand All Statements. The ellipsis following each
statement indicates that subsequent statements are hidden.
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Expand All Views in Action Diagram

To show the hidden IMPORT, EXPORT, LOCAL, and ENTITY ACTION views defined at the top of the PAD, select Expand
All Views. The ellipsis following each heading indicates that the views are hidden.

Expand or Contract in Menu Design Dialog

Expand/Contract shows or hides any subordinate menu items to the selected item in the list. Expand/Contract acts as a
toggle: an expanded view is contracted and a contracted view is expanded. Expand shows subordinate objects; contract
hides subordinate objects.

Expand/Contract has no effect if the selected item in the list has no subordinate menu items.

Expand/Contract Push Button

This push button acts as a toggle. If the items in the list are contracted when this push button is selected, the list expands.
If the items in the list are expanded when this push button is selected, the list contracts. This allows you to only view the
information that is pertinent.

Expand Diagram

To reveal the subordinate hidden objects in the diagram, specify Expand Diagram. The Expand Diagram action is not
active if objects are currently selected on the diagram. To activate Expand Diagram click View, Deselect All.

Expand Diagram works under the following conditions:

• Objects within the diagram have subordinate objects.
• Subordinate objects are contracted.

This action is instantaneous when selected if the previous conditions are met.

Expand Diagram - All Levels

Expand Diagram displays all hidden objects within every table in the data structure list. All levels of hidden objects
(columns, foreign key, indexes, and constraints) are displayed.

Expand Objects in a Table

Expand Diagram displays all hidden objects within every table in the data structure list. All levels of hidden objects
(columns, foreign key, indexes, and constraints) are displayed.

Expand Push Button

This push button displays all attributes of a selected entity view in the Import/Export Views Selection List.

NOTE
You may have different views of the same entity type, and these views contain different attributes. It can be
helpful to display the attributes to be sure you match the views with the attribute set you desire.

Expected Effects Dialog
Specifying expected effects for a function or process is part of detailing it and consists of two activities:

• Selecting an entity type or subtype
• Applying the expected effects (Create, Update, Read, Delete) of an activity on an entity type or subtype.

The selection list at the bottom of the dialog lists objects previously defined in the Entity Relationship Diagram. From this
list select the entity types and subtypes that are candidates for expected effects.
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As you select an entity type or subtype, its name appears in the selection list at the top of the dialog. Select an item from
the top list and apply the expected effects using the appropriate button:

• Create
• Read
• Update
• Delete

Each button acts as a toggle switch, either assigning or removing the expected effect.

You discover expected effects by examining which entities a process might affect and how it affects them (either by
creating, deleting, updating, or reading). For example, the process Take Order probably affects entities of the entity types:
CUSTOMER, ORDER, ORDER LINE, PRODUCT, and PRODUCT STOCK. The following expected effects would apply :

• CUSTOMER must be read since a customer places an order.
• ORDER must be created.
• ORDER LINE must be created since each order probably contains multiple lines.
• PRODUCT must be read since the order is for particular products.
• PRODUCT STOCK must be updated since the product stock level must be reduced to reflect the number of items

appearing on an order line.

The expected effects would appear as follows in the Expected Effect selection list:

R CUSTOMER

C ORDER

C ORDER LINE

R PRODUCT

U PRODUCT STOCK

Description
Allows entry of an explanation of the expected effect.  For example, “Order Line must be created since each
Order probably contains multiple lines".

Remove
Removes the selected entity or subtype from the expected effects list.

Search
Locates a particular item in the list of entity types and subtypes that are available to be included in the expected
effects.

Close
Exits the dialog without implementing any changes.

Downstream Effects of Expected Effects

The expected effects you assign to an elementary process in the activity hierarchy are reflected automatically in the
process action diagram in two ways:

• By expanding expected effects
• By creating process action diagrams through process synthesis

For example, the expected effects READ and DELETE are assigned to CUSTOMER in the Delete Customer process.
After performing either task listed above, the entity action view subset in the PAD contains an unnamed view of
CUSTOMER. It also contains a READ customer action and DELETE customer action along with other subordinate actions
based on other input.
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Expected Growth for Subtypes

The Expected Growth of a subtype refers to the growth rate, or the anticipated increase (or decrease) in the number of
occurrences over time. The value is expressed as a percentage per day, week, month, or year.

Downstream Effects

During design, the numbers you specify for the growth rate of the subtype provide a basis for physical design. They
provide the basis for calculating data set sizes for a database. They also help the database designer determine where the
cost benefit of automation is greatest.

Expected Number of Occurrences for Subtypes

The Expected Number of Occurrences of the subtype represents the number that the business expects to store. You
record the estimated number of occurrences in terms of three values:

• Minimum (min)
• Average (avg)
• Maximum (max)

You can derive these numbers from past records or from business forecasts. You cannot enter a maximum that is less
than the minimum, nor an average that is greater than the maximum.

Downstream Effects

During Internal Design, the numbers you specify for the number of occurrences for a subtype provide a basis for physical
design. They provide a basis for calculating data set sizes for a database. They also help the database designer
determine where the cost benefit of automation is greatest.

Explicit Bind Style
Choose Explicit bind style if you need to select a specific server. You must provide code in the server selection user exit to
select a server and return a binding handle.

Exponent in Action Diagram
This article provides information for Exponent in Action Diagram. An exponent is a symbol ''**' 'written above and to the
right of a mathematical expression to indicate the operation of raising to power.

You can combine numeric literals and numeric attribute values to form arithmetic expressions using values and arithmetic
operators.

Export Match
This article provides information for Export Match. To match export views of the called action block to the receiving views
of the calling action block, select Export Match.

Export Entity View

This drop-down list specifies the entity view into which an action diagram places its data for display to a screen. The drop-
down list contains the export entity views defined for the procedure step. (The procedure step for which you are designing
the window or dialog box.) The list contains only entity views under repeating group views.

The attribute views for the displayed export entity view appear in the attribute selection list. Selecting a different export
entity view repopulates the list.
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File Not Found
This article provides information for File Not Found. The checkout.trn file in the model directory was not found.

Ensure that the path of the model is correct or the file exists in the model directory and then click Retry.

NOTE
If you click Cancel, the checkout operation is stopped.

Generate Affinity Matrices
Use the following UI elements to generate affinity matrices and perform other relevant tasks.

Affinity Clustering

To automatically create affinity matrices based on a set of common characteristics, select Affinity Clustering.

Affinity Clustering lets you automatically generate the appropriate affinity matrices. The function also allows you the option
of clustering the current matrix.

The type of matrix created depends on where you select Affinity Clustering:

• If you select Affinity Clustering in the Entity Type/Function matrix, the Entity Type/Entity Type and Function/Function
matrices are created.

• If you select Affinity Clustering in the Elementary Process/Entity Type matrix, the Elementary Process/Elementary
Process matrix is created.

For additional information, see the Affinity Clustering dialog help.

Affinity Matrix Creation Dialog

The Affinity Matrix Creation dialog lets you cluster the current matrix and/or automatically generate affinity matrices.

The type of matrix created depends on where you selected Affinity Clustering:

• If you select Affinity Clustering from the Entity Type/Function matrix, the Entity Type/Entity Type and Function/Function
matrices are created.

• If you select Affinity Clustering from the Elementary Process/Entity Type matrix, the Elementary Process/Elementary
Process matrix is created.

Creating the affinity matrix in the Elementary Process/Entity Type matrix does not create an Entity Type affinity matrix
because one may already exist.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Cluster the Current Matrix
This option lets you specify whether or not to cluster the current matrix while also creating affinity matrices. If you
want to group rows and columns based on affinities between objects, select this option.

Minimum Cell Value for Affinity Matrices (1-9)
This field lets you specify the minimum cell value for the affinity matrices being created. If you specify 5, cells are
created in the affinity matrices for values 5 - 9. Cells are not created for values 1 - 4.

Click OK to complete creating the matrix. Else, click Cancel to discard creating the matrix.
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Alias - Add or Define

abbreviated name or use an acronym. Even when the shortened name is familiar, it is good practice to record the full
name within the data model. Aliases ensure that the common variants are always available. This helps prevent confusion
when the data model changes hands or new analysts become involved.

An alias simply helps you better identify the entity type or attribute in question. For example, an alias of CUSTOMER may
be CUST, CS, or CLIENT.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Alias
Specify the name of the alias.

Long Name
Specify the long name of the alias.

Abbreviation
Selecting the Abbreviation option denotes that the alias is an abbreviation for the defined entity type or attribute.

Acronym
Selecting the Acronym option denotes that the alias is an acronym for the defined entity type or attribute.

Description
Click to add a description for the alias being defined.

Align Vertically Check Box

This check box places objects in a line relative to their background areas. (The background gives the effect of a
surrounding box.) The first object selected is the reference object to which the other objects are aligned.

This check box works in parallel with the Vertically check box for Separate. If you select the checkbox for Align Vertically,
only the Separate Vertically check box is active.

You can align selected objects relative to the following positions:

• Left
• Right
• Middle

Alias Dialog

Specifying aliases is important to the documentation of your system when the entity type is known by different names.
Recording the alias is especially helpful when analysts give an entity type an abbreviated name or use an acronym. Even
when the shortened name is familiar, it is good practice to record the full name within the data model. Aliases ensure that
the common variants are always available. This helps prevent confusion when the data model changes hands or new
analysts become involved.

An alias simply helps you better identify the entity type or attribute in question. For example, an alias of CUSTOMER may
be CUST, CS, or CLIENT.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Alias Selection List
This list displays the aliases currently defined for the entity type. If the alias is an abbreviation or acronym, YES
appears in the appropriate column.

Alias Add
To add aliases, specify:
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• The alias name
• The long name of the alias
• Whether the alias is an abbreviation or an acronym

Click Add to add new aliases for the entity type or attribute.
Alias Properties

Click Properties to modify the properties of the selected Alias.
Delete

Click Delete to delete the selected Alias.
Close

Click Close the dialog.

Align Vertically Selection List

This drop-down list specifies the position of a selected object to which other objects align vertically.

Aliases

Specifying aliases for an entity type is important to documentation when the entity type is known by different names.

To add aliases, specify:

• The alias name
• The long name of the alias
• Whether the alias name is an abbreviation or acronym

Align Horizontally Check Box

This check box places objects in a line relative to their background areas. (The background gives the effect of a
surrounding box.) The first object selected is the reference object to which the other objects are aligned.

This check box works in parallel with the Horizontally check box for Separate. If you select the check box for Align
Horizontally, only the Separate Horizontally check box is active.

You can align selected objects relative to the following positions:

• Bottom
• Top
• Middle

Affinity Matrix Creation Dialog

The Affinity Matrix Creation dialog lets you cluster the current matrix and/or automatically generate affinity matrices.

The type of matrix created depends on where you selected Affinity Clustering:

• If you select Affinity Clustering from the Entity Type/Function matrix, the Entity Type/Entity Type and Function/Function
matrices are created.

• If you select Affinity Clustering from the Elementary Process/Entity Type matrix, the Elementary Process/Elementary
Process matrix is created.

Creating the affinity matrix in the Elementary Process/Entity Type matrix does not create an Entity Type affinity matrix
because one may already exist.
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The following are the fields in the dialog:

Cluster the Current Matrix
This option lets you specify whether or not to cluster the current matrix while also creating affinity matrices. If you
want to group rows and columns based on affinities between objects, select this option.

Minimum Cell Value for Affinity Matrices (1-9)
This field lets you specify the minimum cell value for the affinity matrices being created. If you specify 5, cells are
created in the affinity matrices for values 5 - 9. Cells are not created for values 1 - 4.

Click OK to complete creating the matrix. Else, click Cancel to discard creating the matrix.

 

 

 

 

Auto-generate Affinity Matrices

 

To automatically create affinity matrices based on a set of common characteristics, select Affinity Clustering.

Affinity Clustering lets you automatically generate the appropriate affinity matrices. The function also allows you the option
of clustering the current matrix.

The type of matrix created depends on where you select Affinity Clustering:

• If you select Affinity Clustering in the Entity Type/Function matrix, the Entity Type/Entity Type and Function/Function
matrices are created.

• If you select Affinity Clustering in the Elementary Process/Entity Type matrix, the Elementary Process/Elementary
Process matrix is created.

For additional information, see the Affinity Clustering dialog help.

Invalid View Name
This article provides information for Invalid View Name. This error message indicates that the view name is invalid. A view
name cannot have special characters.

But the view name can contain a dot (.) only to include an attribute name. The view name in itself containing a dot (.) is not
valid.

Message Box Node
The Message Box node lets you specify the video properties for message boxes across the Business System. This node
lets you assign a Custom Video property for the following elements in the message box:
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• Dialog Box
• Message Text
• OK button
• Cancel button
• Yes button
• No button
• Abort button
• Retry button
• Ignore button.

NOTE
A Message Box comprises of a maximum of three buttons.

By assigning the Custom Video property to each element of the Message box, you can change the appearance of the
Message Box when it is displayed in the browser. The Message Box node lets you specify the width and height of the
message box at runtime.

If the Automatic check box is checked, the runtime default sizes are applied to the message box. Java runtime assigns the
height and width of the message box based on the length of the message text.

You can select a custom video property for elements in Message Boxes.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Detail, Video Properties in the Business System.
The Default Video Properties dialog appears.

2. Select the Message Box node.
The Message Box panel appears.

3. Select the Element and click Select...
The Select Custom Video Properties dialog appears, displaying a list of custom video properties.

4. Select the required custom video property and click OK.
The system saves the changes and closes the Select Custom Video Properties dialog.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each element in the Message Box.
6. Click OK to close the Message Box window.

Message Explanation
This message can result from a variety of LU6.2/APPC communication situations. Typically, messages in the range
TIRM700E - TIRM799E indicate a failure of the communications service. Corrective procedures are difficult to list without
diagnostic information. Usually, you should contact the administrator for your communications network and report the
error. The administrator can diagnose the problem and work with the LU6.2/APPC vendor to resolve it.

The documentation available for the Windows Communications Manager discusses problem determination of
communications. The documentation explains the trace services and dump services available. If a network administrator
is not available, you may want to familiarize yourself with this documentation before contacting the LU6.2/APPC vendor.

For troubleshooting in general, verify the following:
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• Windows Communications Manager is configured correctly.
• Gen Communications Bridge is configured correctly.
• Client Manager is executing correctly.
• The echo test is successful between the Communications Bridge workstation and the host platform.
• VTAM is configured correctly.
• CICS is configured correctly.
• NCP is configured correctly.
• Ensure that a load module exists before trying to invoke it with a clear screen transaction code. (It is possible to define

a transaction code to CICS, but not have the load module to which it is associated.)

Message Explanation 700
This message can result from a variety of LU6.2/APPC communication situations. Typically, messages in the range
TIRM700E - TIRM799E indicate a failure of the communications service. Corrective procedures are difficult to list without
diagnostic information. Usually, you should contact the administrator for your communications network and report the
error. The administrator can diagnose the problem and work with the LU6.2/APPC vendor to resolve it.

For troubleshooting in general, verify the following:

• LU6.2/APPC is configured correctly.
• Gen Communications Bridge is configured correctly.
• Client Manager is executing correctly.
• The echo test is successful between the Communications Bridge workstation and the host platform.
• VTAM is configured correctly.
• CICS is configured correctly.
• NCP is configured correctly.
• Ensure that a load module exists before trying to invoke it. (It is possible to define a transaction code to CICS but not

have the load module to which it is associated. To verify that the load module exists, ensure that the CICS command
CEMTS PROGRAM (name) NEW has a normal return.)

Message Explanation 800
This message can result from a variety of LU6.2 communication situations. Typically, messages in the range TIRM800E
- TIRM899E indicate logic problems on the Communications Bridge or with the host communications code. Corrective
procedures are difficult to list without diagnostic information. Usually, you should contact the administrator for your
communications network and report the error. The administrator can diagnose the problem and work with the LU6.2
vendor to resolve it.

For troubleshooting in general, verify the following:

• LU6.2/APPC is configured correctly.
• Communications Bridge is configured correctly.
• Client Manager is executing correctly.
• The echo test is successful between the Communications Bridge workstation and the host platform.
• The transaction code specified is associated with a cooperative server application that was generated with the Gen

software. A transaction code cannot be associated with a server application that is not generated with Gen.
• VTAM is configured correctly.
• CICS is configured correctly.
• NCP is configured correctly
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Message Table Name
The message table contains basic runtime error messages for block mode and GUI applications. The error messages
include conditions such as wrong date format, out of range/domain, and other operational messages.

GUI Message Table

The GUI message table name refers to a specific message table file that corresponds to the language support you need.
The file name format follows the __guiw.rc for Microsoft Windows convention.

The two characters that precede the 'gui' portion of the filename indicate the language supported by that file. (The files are
installed with the GUI Runtime.)

The runtime messages provided have these corresponding language codes:

Language Code
Arabic AR
Danish DA
Dutch DU
Finnish FI
French FR
German GE
Hebrew HB
Italian IT
Norwegian NO
Spanish SP
Swedish SW

Do not enter the .rc extension for the file name. You can enter either the filename, frguiw for example, or you can enter
just the two-letter code.

If you enter the two letter code, Gen supplies the remainder of the filename (without the file extension) for you, using the
platform you are using.

The default name is used if you do not enter a file name or language code. The default filename is wrguiw.rc.

The named file must be present on the system before you perform generation for the application build to succeed. If it is
not, you will encounter a build error. Examine the error output file to find the error text.

Block Mode Message Table

Runtime error messages for block mode applications are coded in tables in the user exit TIRMTQB. As delivered, the exit
contains one table of messages in English, with a name of DEFAULT. You may add tables containing the runtime error
messages in other languages, giving each table a unique name. You may also elect to make the DEFAULT table a non-
English translation table.

Specify the name of the table you wish to use to display runtime error messages for this dialect in the Message Table
Name field.

More information

If You Need Non-English Runtime Messages

Method Properties Dialog
This dialog allows the user to modify the UUIDs for the Client, CoClass, and Client Interface Typelib.
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These UUIDs may be overridden by (1) manually typing a UUID into one of the UUID entry fields or (2) automatically
generating a new set of UUIDs by clicking the New UUIDs button.

These entry fields allow you to enter UUIDs from previously generated methods to establish communications to the
methods you are preparing to generate.

UUIDs are only needed for the ActiveX/COM proxy.

MFS Control Blocks Dialog
The MFS Control Blocks dialog specifies the names of the control blocks used by the code generator for IMS Message
Format Services (MFS).

The control blocks handle where on the screen the information is stored and how it appears. Your application can use
screen formats without directly controlling where to store the information on the screen or how to format it.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

MFS Device Configuration Dialog
The MFS Device Configuration dialog specifies the Message Format Services (MFS) displays the devices that an
application supports. The Gen code generator creates source code to support the selected devices. The source code
contains the specifications for extended attributes and the number of rows and columns.

Note: Screen Design and the code generator support a maximum screen size of 24 lines by 80 characters/line.

The Extended Attributes drop-down list specifies the extended attributes for a device. The following choices are
selectable:

Yes
Generates Source code to support highlight and color.

No
Does not generate Source code to support this device.

Highlight only
Generates Source code to support highlight, which includes underlining, reverse video, and blinking.

Color only
Source code is generated to support only color display devices.

The specifications on this dialog override the Extended Attribute Support check box on the Environment Parameters
dialog. If you specify that you want extended attributes for a device, the code generator generates the code. This occurs
whether the Extended Attribute Support check box is selected or not.

NOTE
MFS checks a table to determine whether the device supports extended attributes. The entry in the table
overrides the Extended Attribute Support check box. If the table entry shows that a device does not support
extended attributes, the application does not send them even if you have specified extended attribute support.

MFS Devices Selection List
This selection list contains a standard set of device types supported by Message Format Services (MFS). You can change
the information in all of the columns except Type. Specify the information with the other controls on the dialog.

To see the specified information appear in this selection list, either select the OK push button, or select a different device
type.
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Microsoft SQL Data/Log Device Properties
For information about adding a new data or log device or modifying the properties of an existing data or log device, refer
to the SQL Server documentation provided by Microsoft or visit their website at http://technet.microsoft.com/.

Microsoft SQL Index Defaults
For information about setting the default values for the Microsoft SQL Index, See SQL Server documentation provided by
Microsoft or visit their website at http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us

Microsoft SQL Server Database Defaults
For information about setting the TD default values for the Microsoft SQL Server database, See the SQL Server
documentation by Microsoft or visit their website h ttp://technet.microsoft.com/.

Microsoft SQL Server Database Properties
For information about adding properties for a database or modifying database properties for an existing database, refer to
the SQL Server documentation provided by Microsoft or visit their website at http://technet.microsoft.com/.

Microsoft SQL Server Index Properties
For more information about modifying index properties for a table, refer to the SQL Server documentation provided by
Microsoft Corporation or visit their website at http://technet.microsoft.com/.

Microsoft SQL Server Table Properties
For information about modifying table properties for a database, refer to the SQL Server documentation provided by
Microsoft or visit their website at http://technet.microsoft.com/.

MID
MID specifies the name of the Message Input Descriptor (MID) control block used by the code generator for MFS screen
code. The MID describes an input message in a format your application expects.

The following restrictions apply to the name:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be an alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than 8 characters long.
• The name must be unique from the other control blocks and for each screen within a business system.

Minimize Button Check Box
This check box specifies that a window or dialog box contains a Minimize button. At execution time of the generated
application, a Minimize button reduces a window or dialog box to an icon. (During design in the Toolset, the minimize
button does not reduce the window or dialog box to an icon.) An icon is the smallest representation of a window or dialog
box allowed on a desktop.

The default is Yes for a window. This check box does not apply to dialog boxes.
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Minimized Property
This article provides information for Minimized Property.

Usage Minimized (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the minimized state of the Window.
Arguments String value that is to be the new minimized state of the Window.

A value of "True" indicates that the window is minimized.
Return Value This property returns a string value indicating the minimized state

of the Window. A value of "True" indicates that the window is
minimized.

Minimum
The Minimum function will return the least value of a given attribute or expression. The collating sequence of the target
platform (DBMS) determines the value.

Minus Arithmetic Operator
This article provides information for Minus Arithmetic Operator. A minus is an arithmetic operator that subtracts one value
from another.

You can combine numeric literals and numeric attribute values to form arithmetic expressions using values and arithmetic
operators.

Miscellaneous Action Diagram Expressions
This article provides information for Miscellaneous Action Diagram Expressions. Select the expression about which you
want more information and the corresponding help is displayed.

File Menu

Use File to display, print, and rename reports.

Miscellaneous Action Diagram Expression

• right paren ')'
• AND
• OR
• relational operator
• plus '+'
• minus '-'
• multiply '*'
• exponent '**'

Missing Interactions
This article provides information for Missing Interactions. This drop-down list displays the colors available to identify two
types of objects.

The two types of objects:
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• Entity types that are not created by an activity
• Activities that do not create, update, or delete an entity type

The default color is red.

Missing Model File Error Message
The required model file [set the File Name variable] is missing, however the Save will attempt to complete. Consequently,
this model cannot be checked into an Encyclopedia, 'Gen New Model' must be used. Notify Support as soon as possible.

These following conditions may have occurred:

• Protection has not occurred correctly on the object and it has subsequently been deleted.
• Information may not have been correctly downloaded from Host Encyclopedia.
• Construction of the tranfile has incorrectly specified the obj_id.

Contact Support for assistance.

Mnemonic for a Radio Button
Mnemonic specifies a single character by which a user can select a radio button from the keyboard. In a generated
application, mnemonic selection is not valid if the cursor is positioned in an entry field or a listbox. The Mnemonic will work
with the ALT key regardless of the accelerator setting.

The following restrictions apply to the mnemonic:

• The mnemonic must be a character in the prompt.
• The case of the mnemonic must match the case of the character in the prompt.
• The mnemonic must be unique within the window or dialog box for all controls except submenus. The mnemonic must

be unique, regardless of case.

The Gen Navigation Diagram tool enforces case requirements. Uniqueness requirements are enforced by the operating
system during application execution.

NOTE
For UNIX applications, mnemonics are limited to selectable menu options.

Mnemonic for List Occurrence Radio Button
Mnemonic specifies a single character by which a user can select a list occurrence radio button from the keyboard.
In a generated application, mnemonic selection is not valid if the cursor is positioned in an entry field or a listbox. The
Mnemonic will work with the ALT key regardless of the accelerator setting.

The following restrictions apply to the mnemonic:

• The mnemonic must be a character in the prompt.
• The case of the mnemonic must match the case of the character in the prompt.
• The mnemonic must be unique within the window or dialog box, for all controls except sub menus. The mnemonic

must be unique, regardless of case.

Navigation Diagram enforces case requirements. Uniqueness requirements are enforced by the operating system during
application execution.

NOTE
For UNIX applications, mnemonics are limited to selectable menu options.
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Mnemonic Key for a Submenu Item
Mnemonic Key specifies a single character by which a user can select a submenu item from the keyboard. In the
generated application, mnemonic selection is valid only if the cursor is on the submenu.

The following restrictions apply to the mnemonic:

• The mnemonic must be a character in the submenu.
• The case of the mnemonic must match the case of the character in the submenu.
• The mnemonic must be unique within the submenu. The mnemonic must be unique, regardless of case.

Navigation Diagram enforces case requirements. Uniqueness requirements are enforced by the operating system during
application execution.

NOTE
For UNIX applications, mnemonics are limited to selectable menu options.

Mnemonic Key for Check Box
Mnemonic Key specifies a single character by which a user can select a check box from the keyboard. In a generated
application, mnemonic selection is not valid if the cursor is positioned in an entry field or a listbox. The Mnemonic will work
with the ALT key regardless of the accelerator setting.

The following restrictions apply to the mnemonic:

• The mnemonic must be a character in the prompt.
• The case of the mnemonic must match the case of the character in the prompt.
• The mnemonic must be unique within the window or dialog box for all controls except submenus. The mnemonic must

be unique, regardless of case.

Navigation Diagram enforces case requirements. Uniqueness requirements are enforced by the operating system during
application execution.

NOTE
For UNIX applications, mnemonics are limited to selectable menu options.

Mnemonic Key for List Occurrence Check Box
Mnemonic Key specifies a single character by which a user can select a list occurrence check box from the keyboard.
In a generated application, mnemonic selection is not valid if the cursor is positioned in an entry field or a listbox. The
Mnemonic will work with the ALT key regardless of the accelerator setting.

The following restrictions apply to the mnemonic:

• The mnemonic must be a character in the prompt.
• The case of the mnemonic must match the case of the character in the prompt.
• The mnemonic must be unique within the window or dialog box for all controls except submenus. The mnemonic must

be unique, regardless of case.

Navigation Diagram enforces case requirements. Uniqueness requirements are enforced by the operating system during
application execution.

NOTE
For UNIX applications, mnemonics are limited to selectable menu options.
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Mnemonic Key for Menu Item Properties
Mnemonic Key specifies a single character by which a user can select a menu item from the keyboard. In the generated
application, mnemonic selection is valid only if the cursor is positioned in the menu bar.

The following restrictions apply to the mnemonic:

• The mnemonic must be a character in the text that appears in the menu item.
• The case of the mnemonic must match the case of the character in the menu item.
• The mnemonic must be unique within the window for all controls except submenus. The mnemonic must be unique,

regardless of case.

Navigation Diagram enforces case requirements. Uniqueness requirements are enforced by the operating system during
application execution.

NOTE
For UNIX applications, mnemonics are limited to selectable menu options.

Mnemonic Key for Push Button
Mnemonic Key specifies a single character by which a user can select a push button from the keyboard. In a generated
application, mnemonic selection is not valid if the cursor is positioned in an entry field or a listbox. The Mnemonic will work
with the ALT key regardless of the accelerator setting.

The following restrictions apply to the mnemonic:

• The mnemonic must be a character in the text that appears on the push button.
• The case of the mnemonic must match the case of the character on the push button.
• The mnemonic must be unique within the window or dialog box for all controls except submenus. The mnemonic must

be unique, regardless of case.

Navigation Diagram enforces case requirements. Uniqueness requirements are enforced by the operating system during
application execution.

NOTE
For UNIX applications, mnemonics are limited to selectable menu options.

MOD
MOD specifies the name of the Message Output Descriptor (MOD) control block used by the code generator for MFS
screen code. The MOD describes an output message as your application formats it.

The following restrictions apply to the name:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be an alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than 8 characters long.
• The name must be unique from the other control blocks and for each screen within a business system.

Modality - Application Modal
The Application Modal modality selection allows you to create a dialog box or window that the user must respond to
before continuing.

Select Application Modal when the dialog box or window is one step in a sequential path the user must follow.
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Application Modal modality can be selected for any type of window or dialog box.

A delete confirmation dialog box is an example of an Application Modal dialog box. The delete confirmation box asks
a user to verify that a selected object is to be deleted. The user must answer before accessing any other dialog box or
window.

Downstream Effects of List Occurrence Fields and Modality

The modality of a dialog box affects the behavior of the dialog box during execution of the GUI application. In the context
of modality, the presence of list occurrence fields on a dialog box also affects the behavior.

As a quick summary, the types of modality are modal, modeless-single, and modeless-multiple. List occurrence fields are
always based on data in a repeating group view. The group view must be repeating and must be placed as a list box.

The following text discusses the relationship of modality, list occurrence fields, and behavior. The discussion applies only
to non-primary dialog boxes, not to primary windows or primary dialog boxes.

Dialog Boxes with a Modality of Modal or Modeless-single

For these types of dialog boxes, the data in the list occurrence fields:

• Is automatically updated at the end of the procedure step execution.
• Always reflects the first selected row in the list box. If the first selected row changes, the data in the fields reflects the

changes.

The last bulleted item has an implication on behavior. If no row is selected, the dialog box automatically closes. The
deselection can occur from action diagram logic or user interaction. The result is the same - the dialog box closes when
the procedure step completes execution.

Dialog Box with a Modality of Modeless-multiple

For this type of dialog box, the data in the list occurrence fields:

• Reflects the first selected row in the list box when the dialog box first displays.
• Does not change automatically if the first selected row changes.

If no row is selected, the dialog box does not automatically close. Note this difference between modeless-multiple and
modal/modeless-single.

However, two conditions will close a modeless-multiple dialog box. The dialog box automatically closes if either of the
following conditions is true:

• The cardinality of the repeating group view in the list box is less than the cardinality of the currently displayed data.
• The repeating group view becomes empty.

The two conditions apply to the first list box that fulfills the condition regardless of the number of list boxes. For example,
suppose you have a window that contains two list boxes representing two different repeating group views. If either
repeating group view fulfills either condition, the dialog box automatically closes.

Modality - Modeless, Multiple Instances
The Modeless, Multiple Instance modality selection allows you to create a window or dialog box that can remain displayed
while the user accesses other dialog boxes or windows.

Multiple indicates that more than one instance of the window or dialog box can be displayed at the same time.

Select Modeless, Multiple Instance when:

• The user is not required to follow a sequential path through the data.
• It makes sense to open more than one dialog box or window containing the list occurrence values (or data).
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The Modeless, Multiple modality can be selected for all windows and dialog boxes. Most often this type of window or
dialog box displays details about a list occurrence. Note that separate instances of the same modeless multiple instance
dialog box can simultaneously display detail only for a single instance of a list occurrence.

For example, a user searching a customer list in the primary window can select a list occurrence and display details about
that customer in a Modeless, Multiple dialog box. Information about the selected customer remains displayed as the user
returns to the primary window and scrolls through the customer list.

Because the dialog box is modeless and multiple, it is possible to display more than one dialog box containing customer
information. Information about the first customer can be displayed when a second customer is selected. This allows the
user to compare detail information about two or more customers.

Modality - Modeless, Single
The Modeless, Single modality selection allows you to create one dialog box that can remain displayed while the user
accesses other dialog boxes or windows. A single modeless dialog box indicates that only one instance of the dialog box
can be displayed at a time.

Select Modeless, Single Instance when:

• The user is not required to follow a sequential path through the data.
• It makes sense to open only one dialog box containing the list occurrence values (or data).

The Modeless, Single radio button can be selected only for dialog boxes (select Design Tip for Modeless Windows if you
need a modeless window).

For example, a user searching a customer list in the primary window can select an Add push button to add a new
customer. When the Add a Customer dialog box is a Modeless, Single Instance, the user can open the Add a Customer
dialog box and then return to the primary window to scroll through the customer list before completing the Add transaction.
Also, only one Add Customer dialog box is displayed at a time. This means that the user must add the first customer
before attempting to open a second Add Customer dialog box.

Information about the first new customer is replaced when the second Add Customer transaction is initiated.

Design Tip for Modeless Primary Windows

If your applications requires a modeless, single instance primary window, you can provide that capability with work set
views and flags.

Suppose that you want a modeless window that remains open all of the time (a main menu). The main menu contains
several menu items that invoke other procedure steps that have modeless windows defined for them (secondary
windows). Your goal is to invoke a secondary window from the main menu, leave the main menu displayed, and disable
the menu item for the secondary window.

For each menu item that invokes a secondary window, create a work set view for a modeless flag. You can use
the ief_supplied flag if you want. The menu item is disabled when its flag contains data. The menu item is enabled
(selectable) when the flag does not contain data. Place the read-only field for the modeless flag on an area of the main
menu window that the user does not see. For example, size the main menu window large, place the field to one side, then
size the window small enough and cover the field.

In the PrAD logic for main menu, the CASE OF COMMAND structure for the menu item sets the modeless flag to "Y"
before exiting the logic. After the main menu PrAD completes execution, the flag is set in the main menu window. This
disables the menu item (it is grayed out). The main menu window and the secondary window now both display on the
screen. The user, however, cannot select the menu item from the main menu to invoke the secondary window while the
secondary window is displayed.

In the PrAD logic for the secondary window, set the modeless flag to spaces and pass it back on the link flow when the
logic completes execution. Designate the Returns On setting for the link flow to Execute First. This allows the logic for the
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main menu to move the input modeless flag to the output modeless flag. The modeless flag is then spaces and the menu
item on the main menu is enabled again.

Note that you must use a unique modeless flag for each menu item that invokes a modeless primary window. Also, you
must remove the system menu control from the definition of the secondary windows. Otherwise, a user could close the
secondary window without executing a Returns On flow.

Mode Drop-Down List
This drop-down list refers to the type of action dialog used for process synthesis. Select one of the following modes:

Create CREATES an occurrence of the subject entity type. Also may
CREATE or READ related entity types as requested

Read Retrieves an occurrence of the subject entity type and places its
contents in an entity action view. Also may READ related entity
types, if identifying relationships

Update READs and then UPDATEs an occurrence of the subject entity
type. Also may READ, ASSOCIATE, DISASSOCIATE, or
TRANSFER related entity types, if identifying relationships

Delete READs and then DELETEs occurrences of the subject entity
type from the database. Also may READ related entity types as
requested.

List READs each occurrence of the subject entity type

Model
This article provides information for the Model. Selecting Model from the menu provides the following actions.

Action Description
New Model Creates a model.
Open Model Activates selected models.
Close Model Closes the current model, leaving the application running
Copy Model Reproduces the selected model in a new model.
Delete Model Removes a selected model in the workstation encyclopedia.
Rename Model Allows you to change the long or short name of the model.
Reports Generates and displays online reports to review and verify the

active model.
Info Displays detailed information on a current model.
Save Model Stores the model to the drive and directory that is specified under

Options Menu and Paths menu item.
Encyclopedia Accesses the encyclopedia, which lets you generate a new model,

check in a model, check out a model, update a model, add objects
to an existing subset, or increment a subset.

Settings Accesses several options, which lets you add one or several
objects to a diagram, choose to view or hide the toolbar and tool
palette, change the text font in a diagram, set the background
color for diagrams, or customize the order of menu items.
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Recently Used Models Displays a list of models. To open one of these models, click
the model name. The number of recently used models that are
displayed here is defined in the MRU Settings dialog.

Exit Exits the application.

Model Action Dialog
The Model Action dialog specifies what action to take after an update transmission has occurred. An update marks a
model as read only.

The following conditions cause this dialog to appear:

• A model was updated with check in.
• A model was updated without check in, but no verify transaction file has been received yet.

The Resend Last Update radio button is disabled if no update.trn file exists.

The Checkout Model radio button is disabled if no verify transaction file has been received.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Model Delete Dialog
The Model Delete dialog displays a selection list of existing models that you can select for deletion.

Model Diagram Selection Box
This box lists all the current subject areas within the Specification, Implementation, or Scoped Type model.

A subject area role refers to the way in which the subject area is used. The roles explicitly supported in Gen are:

• S - indicates Specification
• I - indicates Implementation
• G - indicates General

A Gen model contains one “root” subject area. All other subject areas are contained (directly or indirectly) within that root
subject area. Indenting is used in the list box to denote these relationships.

For a given level, subject areas are listed in the order: specification, implementation, and general. Within each role,
multiple subject areas are listed alphabetically. For further information, see Subject Area Roles.

Although the subject area list box lists any available subject areas in the model, the actions of each type may differ
depending on the diagram you have selected. Only the actions that are the subject of the Diagramming Tool are enabled,
as shown in the following table:

Diagram Subject area Action
Specification Model Specification All push buttons enabled, although Open is

only enabled when a diagram is selected.
 Implementation New SA enabled.

New, Open, Properties, push buttons
disabled.

 General New, New SA, Open, Properties, push
buttons disabled.

Implementation Model Specification New, New SA, Open, Properties, push
buttons disabled.
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 Implementation All push buttons enabled
 General New SA enabled.

New, Open and Properties push buttons
disabled.

Scoped Type Model Specification All push buttons disabled.
 Implementation New, New SA, Properties enabled. Open

enabled when a diagram is selected.
 General All push buttons enabled

The Subject Areas Selection Box contains the following push buttons.

Push button Purpose
New Opens a New Model Diagram dialog box to create a new

Component Specification, Component Implementation, Interface
Type, or Scoped Type Diagram in the corresponding Model.

New SA Opens a new subject area dialog box to create a new subject area
with a role of Specification, Implementation, or Type.

Open Opens the selected model diagram.
Properties Purpose depends on whether a subject area or a diagram is

selected in the model selection box. If a subject area is selected,
the properties for the selected subject area display. If a diagram is
selected, the properties for the selected diagram display.

Close Closes the model diagrams dialog box.
Help Opens the corresponding help panel.

Model Directory Path Dialog
Model Directory Path lets you specify a path or accept the current directory as the subdirectory in which Gen stores and
accesses all files that define or relate to specific models. This dialog appears when the path specified through the Paths
pop-up does not exist or cannot be accessed.

Model Directory Path Entry Field
Either type the path name for the subdirectory in which Gen is to store and access all files that define or relate to specific
models and select OK, or type nothing and accept the current directory as the default path and select OK.

Model Extracted Error
The model was extracted, but not checked out. You can modify the model and save it on the workstation. You cannot
check in the model.

If you want to modify the model, you must override the extraction and check out the model.

Any changes you make to a model that is extracted but not checked out are lost.

Model Generation Properties
This article provides information for Model Generation Properties. Use the Model Generation Properties dialog to specify
model level settings that affect generation.

Java Package Name
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Use the Java Package Name field to specify the main Java package that is used when generating any Java source code.
If no value is specified, the generators select a default package name based on the directory of the model. The value can
be any valid Java package name as defined by Java.

Follow these rules when determining valid values:

• Only ASCII letters, numbers, and a period are allowed.
• Spaces are not allowed.
• Mixed case is allowed.
• A number may not begin any word in the name.
• Words are separated by periods.
• No leading or trailing periods are allowed.

NOTE
The Java package name can also be specified on a per Business System basis for finer grained control within
the model.

.NET Namespace Name

Use the .NET Namespace Name field to specify the main .NET namespace that is used when generating any C# source
code. If no value is specified, the generators select a default namespace name based on the directory of the model.  The
value can be any valid .NET namespace name.

Follow these rules when determining valid values:

• Only ASCII letters, numbers, and a period are allowed.
• Spaces are not allowed.
• Mixed case is allowed.
• A number may not begin any word in the name.
• Words are separated by periods.
• No leading or trailing periods are allowed.

NOTE
The .NET namespace name can also be specified on a per Business System basis for finer grained control
within the model.

Application Name

Use the .NET Application Name field to specify the name used by Gen when deploying and running the application.
The name appears as the virtual directory name in IIS. Therefore, it is used as part of the URL when executing. .NET
ASP.NET Web Clients generated clients and .NET Servers also uses this name as part of the location information for
client applications.

NOTE
The .NET application name cannot be specified on a per Business System basis.

Assembly Version

Use The .NET Assembly Version field to specify the version number to be used by Gen when building the assemblies
for the generated applications. If not specified, the default value is 1.0.0.0. The valid values must match the pattern
"##.###.###.####."

NOTE
The .NET Assembly Version can also be specified on a per Business System basis for finer grained control
within the model.

Assembly Key Pair

Use The .NET Key Pair field to specify the key pair used by Gen to strong-name the generated application assemblies
when they are being built. The field is read-only and the buttons must be used to populate or delete the value. The
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key pair values must be the contents of an SNK file that is generated by the SN.EXE utility that is provided with the
Microsoft .NET Framework.

The Create button automatically calls the SN.EXE utility to retrieve a key pair (SN.EXE must be present in the PATH of the
user.)

The Delete button removes the current key pair.

The Import… button opens a file chooser dialog to allow the selection of an existing SNK file from the file system.

The Export… button exports the current key pair into an SNK file on the file system.

Notes:

• The .NET key pair is required for generating .NET Servers.
• The .NET key pair can also be specified on a per Business System basis for finer grained control within the model.

Model Information Dialog
The Model Information dialog supplies the details about the model or subset in which you are currently working. The
following table lists the definition of each of the fields in the dialog.

Field Description
Model name Identifies the long name of the model.
Subset Identifies the name of the subset checked out.
Local name Identifies the short name of the workstation model. This name

provides the full path to the directory where the model files are
stored.

Model stage Identifies the development stage you have reached with the
model. The possible stages are Analysis, Business System
Design or Technical Design.

Model status Identifies the status of the model in relation to the Encyclopedia.
The Model status can be one of the following:

Requires "Generate New Model" Identifies the Encyclopedia requires that you select "Generate
New Model" in order to check this model in. This status occurs
when you copy a model (that has been checked out) to another
model.

Updated and checked in Identifies the model has been updated and checked in to the
Encyclopedia.

Updated and not checked in The model has been updated but not checked in to the
Encyclopedia.

Checked out Identifies the model or subset has been checked out from the
Encyclopedia but changes on the workstation have not been
saved in the Encyclopedia.

New Identifies that this model is new and has never been checked in to
the Encyclopedia.

Extracted, not checked out Identifies that this model can be modified and saved on the
workstation, but it cannot be checked in.

Model level Identifies the software version of Gen last used to save the model
or subset.
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Character Set ID Identifies the code page used by the model or subset. The first
number is the code page used at the workstation. The second
number is the code page used on the host. (This number can be
changed under Options > Encyclopedia Communications.) The
third number identifies the language of the model (this will be
implemented in a future release).

Total number of objects in a model Identifies the total number of objects in the model or subset.
Objects include entity types, processes, functions and the like.
Many objects are created automatically when a new model is
defined.

Objects created since last check out Identifies the number of objects created on the workstation since
this model or subset was checked out from the Encyclopedia.

Number of objects available before check in Identifies the number of objects that can be created before the
maximum is reached. For each model, there are a maximum
number of objects that can be added after a model is checked out.

Last save Identifies the date the model or subset was saved on the
workstation.

Last check out Identifies the date the model or subset was checked out by this
workstation.

Last extraction Identifies that this field appears instead of Last check out if the
model was extracted from the encyclopedia in read only mode. It
shows the date the model was last extracted to this workstation.

Last update Identifies the date the model or subset was uploaded from this
workstation. This field is reset to blank when a model is checked
out.

Workstation Schema Identifies the schema version for the model or subset.
Workstation Version Identifies the software version of Gen currently running on the

workstation.

Model Open Dialog
This article provides information for Model Open Dialog. Use the Model Open dialog to browse to and open a model.

NOTE
To execute any actions from the Gen Toolset, You must open a model.

The Model Open dialog has the following fields:

Look in
Displays the available folders and files. To see how the current folder fits on your hierarchy on your computer,
click the down arrow. You can also double-click a folder or file in the area to open it.

File Name
Identifies the name of the file that you are opening. You can use * as a wildcard. Enter *.* to see a list of all files.
You can also enter the full path of a file.

Files of Type
Lists the types of files to display. This option limits the list of displayed files.

Model Name
Identifies the 32 character string that represents the name of the model.

Schema
Identifies the metamodel schema level that the model is based on.
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User ID
Identifies the name of the user that currently has the model open, if applicable.

Make this path the default model path
Select this option to make this path as the default model path.

Model Open Error
When you selected the model to open, you chose the same model that is currently active in this session. Select either Yes
or No to indicate how you want to proceed:

Option Description
Yes Replace the currently loaded model files with files as they existed

at the time of the last save.
No Cancel the model open.

Model Preferences Dialog
This dialog displays all the model preferences of the current model. This includes the model preferences provided by Gen,
in addition to any model preferences that have been created by third parties using the API tools or Plug-ins. Whenever a
model preference is selected in the property list, the description for that model preference displays in the description area
in the dialog. To change the current value for a model preference, you can select from the dropdown list of values.

The following model preferences are provided by Gen:

• VARCHAR or LONG VARCHAR on transformation
• Generate comments in DDL
• Allow NOT NULL for non-identifying mandatory relationships
• Maximum Inline Code character setting

The Model Preferences dialog contains the following fields for each model preference present in the model:

Property
Specifies the short description for each model preference.

Value
Specifies the current value for each model preference.

Whenever a model preference is selected (highlighted), the usage description for that model preference displays in the
description area below the model preferences list.

NOTE
To change the current value for a model preference, select a value from the dropdown list of values beside the
selected model preference.

Help for Buttons

Button Description
OK Stores the updated values for the model preferences in the model,

and exits the dialog.
Cancel Exits the dialog without saving any changes.
Apply Stores the updated values for the model preferences in the model,

but does not exit the dialog.
Help Displays this help dialog.
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NOTE
For more detailed technical information regarding model preference objects, see the white paper entitled
Creating Model Preferences in a Gen Model on Broadcom Support.

Model Transfer Filenames
This article provides information for Model Transfer Filenames. The following tables list the workstation encyclopedia
update, encyclopedia update, and check-out files.

Workstation encyclopedia update and check-out files.

Transaction filename Description
CHECKOUT.TRN Transfers between the workstation encyclopedia and the

encyclopedia during check-out. Contains the four DAT files that
make up your model.

UPDATE.TRN Transfers between the workstation and the encyclopedia during
update.

VERIFY.TRN Contains messages and verification flags that are generated
during update.

Encyclopedia update and check-out files.

Transaction filename Description
IEF.TRN Transfers between the workstation and the encyclopedia.
IEF.LOGFILE Contains error messages that are received during the update or

check-out process to or from the encyclopedia.
IEF.SYSPRINT Contains additional information on the update or check-out

function to or from the encyclopedia.
IEF.MSGS Contains messages and verification flags that are generated

during update.

Move
Move relocates the selected object(s).

Move Columns in Data Structure List
Move transports the selected object to a new location. Use Move to alter the layout of a table by moving a column.

Move for List Occurrence Radio Button and Drop Down List
This article provides information for the Move for List Occurrence Radio Button and Drop Down List. The move repositions
a permitted value within the selection list.

You can move only one permitted value at a time. The selected value is positioned below the value that you indicate.

The order of the values in the selection list, from top to bottom, determines the order of list occurrence radio buttons or
items in a drop-down list.

NOTE
Once you place one or more values as list occurrence radio buttons, Move is disabled. To move radio buttons
after they are placed, select a radio button, then Edit and Move.
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Move Horizontally Check Box
This check box repositions selected objects without changing their size, alignment, or arrangement. Objects are moved
relative to the left, right, or center of the client area of the window or dialog box. Because of this, the first object selected
is not the reference by which the other objects are moved. The objects move as a group and, as such, do not have a
reference object. The object closest to the designated location reaches the location first. The move stops once an object
reaches the designated location.

For example, if you move several objects horizontally to the right, the right refers to the right border of the client area. If
one of the objects is slightly more to the right than the others, it reaches the right border first. The size, alignment, and
arrangement of the objects does not change. As a group, they simply moved toward the right border.

You can move selected objects relative to the following locations:

• Left
• Right
• Center

Move in Action Diagram
To relocate one or more statements or views within the same action diagram, select the statements or views before you
select Move.

Use the hand pointer cursor to select a valid destination when moving one or more action diagram statements or views.
Statements are moved to the position in the action diagram immediately following the statement that appears under the
hand pointer cursor.

Move in Clear Screen Input
To reposition a view in the parameter list, you select the new location within the list and Gen moves the view. The location
of the parameters within the list is extremely important when using positional parameters.

Move in Screen Design
This article provides information for Move in Screen Design. Move changes the location of a selected objects (prompts,
fields, special fields, or literals).

The following rules apply to the Move action:

• You can only move objects within the same template.
• You can only move objects within the same screen.
• You can move objects on one or more consecutive lines.
• You cannot move an object into a space that is already occupied by an object.

Move Push Button in Detailed View Definition
This push button places a selected attribute after the designated attribute in the selection list at the top of the dialog. Use
Move to sequence attributes in screen display order.

Move Vertically Check Box
This check box repositions selected objects without changing their size, alignment, or arrangement. Objects are moved
relative to the top, bottom, or middle of the client area of the window or dialog box. Because of this, the first object
selected is not the reference by which the other objects are moved. The objects move as a group and, as such, do not
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have a reference object. The object closest to the designated location reaches the location first. The move stops once an
object reaches the designated location.

For example, if you move several objects vertically to the top, the top refers to the top border of the client area. If one of
the objects is slightly higher than the others, it reaches the top border first. The size, alignment, and arrangement of the
objects does not change. As a group, they simply moved up to the top border.

You can move selected objects relative to the following positions:

• Bottom
• Top
• Center

MQI-Client Radio button
If you check the MQI-Client radio button, this indicates that you are making use of a thin MQSeries client that allows calls
to be made to a remote queue manager (without having a queue manager or queues or channels on the local system).

Encyclopedia Name
Name contains the encyclopedia name of the window or dialog. Name is used for migrations, a function of Version
Control.

You can change the encyclopedia name for a primary window or primary dialog. If you specify a new name, any screen
associated with the procedure step is renamed to that name. In addition, you have the option of also renaming the related
procedure or procedure step to that name.

The following restrictions apply to the name:

• Alphanumeric characters are allowed.
• The space character and the underscore character are allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than 32 characters long.
• The name must be unique within a model.

Conditions for Specifying Window or Dialog Name

The naming conventions for a window or dialog are:

In the Window Selection Dialog, when you select New, the Window/Dialog Box Properties dialog opens.

• If you enter information in the Name field, the name of the new window and the related procedure will be same as the
string that you entered in the Name field.

• If you enter information in the Title field but not in the Name field, the name of the new window and the related
procedure will be same as the string that you entered in the Title field that is up to 32 characters.

• If you do not enter information in both the Name and Title fields, the name of the new window will be same as the
default name of the new procedure step, for example, P1.

In the Window Selection Dialog, when you select Add, the Window/Dialog Box Properties dialog opens.

• If you enter information in the Name field, the application will use the string entered in the Name field to name the new
window.

• If you do not enter information in the Name field, but enter information in the Title field, the application will use the
string entered in the Title field to name the window only.

• If you do not enter information in both the Name and Title fields, the name of the window will be same as the name of
the related procedure step.
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Name Based Radio Button
Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see that product's documentation for instructions on how to fill out this panel.

Name Manager Control Table Dump
This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Name Radio Button
Use the Name radio button to compare the filter string value to the Method and/or Property names in the selected
interface object. Each time you select a different object from the list, or select a different Library, the filter is applied
against the Method and Property names contained in the selected object.

Name Validate
This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Navigate
Use Navigate to reveal the portion of a relationship that is not currently displayed on the screen. To do this:

1. Highlight the line that graphically depicts the relationship.
2. Click View on the menu to open the drop-down.
3. Click Navigate.

The display repositions so that the entity type at the other side of the relationship will be shown.

Repeat the above steps, and the display moves back to the first entity type.

The accelerator keys for this command are Ctrl + N.

If you highlight a relationship where both members already display on the screen, Gen ignores the command.

Navigate in Dialog Design
Use Navigate to reveal the origination or termination of a flow that is not currently displayed on the screen. When a
procedure or procedure step is displayed on the screen so that the other end of the flow is not visible:

1. Highlight the relationship.
2. Click View on the menu to open the drop down.
3. Click Navigate.

The display will reposition so that the Procedure or Procedure Step at the other end of the flow will be shown.

Repeat steps two and three, and the display will move back to the other side of the flow.

The accelerator keys for this command are Ctrl + N. Pressing both keys simultaneously will also invoke the Navigate
command. Pressing this key combination repeatedly will shift the display back and forth from one side of the flow to the
another.

If you highlight a flow where both members are already displayed on the screen, Gen will ignore the command. If you
highlight a flow where neither the origination nor the termination is visible, the display repositions to show one or the other.
Invoke the Navigate command again to move to the other side of the flow.
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Neighbor Selection Lists Dialog
The Neighbor Selection Lists dialog lets you add a flow from the current procedure step to a synthesized procedure step
that displays a selection list. The flow lets a user complete an action at the current procedure step by selecting from the
selection list procedure step.

A neighbor list flow lets the user of the generated system complete an action at one screen (including an entity
maintenance screen) by selecting an occurrence from a selection list procedure step. The occurrence of the selected
neighboring entity type should have an attribute that appears in the view set.

For example, the user may need to complete a name at an entity maintenance screen. A flow to a neighbor selection list
lets the user select the name from the list to complete the field on the entity maintenance screen.

When you specify a neighbor selection list flow, specify the following:

Commands and Synonyms
Lists commands that execute the flow

Selection List
Lists selection list procedure steps to which the flow can be directed

Entity View
Lists the entity views in the current procedure step to which returned data can be mapped

The Select option adds your choice to the uppermost selection list. Select Apply to generate the flows shown in the
uppermost selection list.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Neighborhood in Data Structure List
Selecting Neighborhood in Data Structure List displays all records directly related to the selected record by a relationship
membership.

Neighbors
Neighbors are the objects that are indirectly related to the selected object. If you select Neighbors of an object, the
neighborhood is displayed and all other objects are hidden from the diagram. This action is instantaneous.

To redisplay the hidden objects, select Show All.

Network
If you select the Network menu item, only the Use Navigation Diagram pane receives the font changes. The other panes
are not affected.

Never Generate Cursor with DISTINCT
Select this control to prevent generation of a DISTINCT clause with the SELECT statement. This selection causes the
DBMS to permit duplicate rows in the results table.

Since the code generator is designed to ensure integrity, it may generate an unnecessary DISTINCT clause. In those
cases where you do not want the DISTINCT clause, you can achieve better performance in your application by directing
the code generator not to use DISTINCT. In other cases, duplicates may be acceptable.

This option is not recommended unless you have performed a thorough analysis of the potential impact, and you are
certain the results are acceptable.
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Never Move Radio Button
The Move Import to Export radio buttons allow you to specify how the Navigation Diagram tool moves views.

Select Never Move when the event action populates export views from the database.

The Never Move option optimizes processing by assuring that views are moved only once for an event action.

If views are not moved in the event action, the export views will contain the previous value.

New Attribute Name Dialog
Enter the name of the new attribute. Make sure that the name does not conflict with the names of current attributes.

When you complete the entry, the name is added to the list.

New Component Architecture Diagram Dialog
The New Component Architecture Diagram dialog provides for the creation of new component architecture diagrams
(CADs). To access the New Component Architecture Diagram dialog, refer to the Open Component Architecture Diagram
Dialog or click New from the Diagram menu.

 To create a new CAD 

1. Type the name of the new diagram.
The field accepts up to 32 bytes of characters.

2. Type the description for the new diagram.
The field accepts up to 4K bytes string.

3. To close the New Component Architecture Diagram dialog, click OK.
The Open Component Architecture Diagram dialog redisplays with the name and description of the new CAD added to
the list of diagrams.

The following fields are found in the dialog:

Name
Allows for entry of a new Component Architecture Diagram name, with a maximum of 32 bytes of characters. The
OK button is enabled when the Name field contains a valid CAD name.

Description
Allows for entry of the new CAD description, with a maximum of a 4K byte string.

OK
If this dialog was invoked by clicking New in the Open dialog redisplays the Open CAD dialog.
If this dialog was invoked by clicking New from the Diagram menu, clicking OK opens the newly created
Component Architecture Diagram.

Subject Area
The Subject Area button allows the user to select a subject area whose type is specification, and that will be used
to group objects added to the diagram. If no subject area is selected, a new "Specification" subject area will be
created with the same name as the diagram.

Cancel
If this dialog was invoked by clicking New in the Open dialog, clicking Cancel redisplays the Open CAD dialog.
If this dialog was invoked by clicking New from the Diagram menu, clicking Cancel redisplays the previous
Component Architecture Diagram.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when creating Component Architecture Diagram names. Only English
characters are used for Component Architecture Diagram names.
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New in Action Block Usage or Structure Chart
To create an action block from scratch, select New.

New in Action Diagram
This article provides information for New in Action Diagram. To create an action diagram from scratch, select New.

You cannot add elementary processes from the PAD. You can only add elementary processes when you are building
PHDs with the Activity Hierarchy Diagram or when you are building PDDs with the Activity Dependency Diagram. Also,
you cannot add procedure steps from the PAD; you can only add them in the Dialog Flow Diagram.

New in Business System Definition or Defaults
To create a business system that is not yet defined, select New.

New in Screen Design
New creates a new template. Use New when building a template from scratch. If you use similar information in more than
one screen, you can create a template and include it in each screen.

New Model
This article provides information for a New Model. To create a model, specify the Model Name and Workstation
encyclopedia name.

The Model Name must be no more than 32 characters long with an eight-character workstation encyclopedia name.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when creating model names. Only English characters are used for model
names.

New Object Description
The New Object Description window allows you to describe the object being added (tables, columns, foreign key columns,
indexes, and constraints) to the DSL.

When adding an object, the description is entered into the text window.

Downstream Effects

During design:

• Deleting a constraint removes both the constraint and the corresponding index.
• Deleting a table removes both the table and indexes, but it does not remove the implemented entity type from the

ERD. Multiple tables may appear on the list because the selected table has an identifying relationship to the other
table(s).

New Object Name
This article provides information for a New Object Name. The Name lets you assign a name to the new procedure or
procedure step that is created with Copy.

Rules for naming
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• Procedure/procedure step names consist of a verb and noun; the noun is usually the name of an entity type or
attribute.

• Procedure/procedure step names must be unique within the business system and no more than 32 characters.
• The characters can be alphabetic or numeric characters or spaces, but not special characters.
• When naming procedures and procedure steps in a client/server application, add SERVER or CLIENT to the name.

This makes it easy to distinguish Client procedures from Server procedures during packaging.

Examples

Examples of procedure names for a local application are:

• ADD PRODUCT
• UPDATE CUSTOMER
• CALCULATE ACCOUNT BALANCE

Examples of procedure names for a client/server application include:

• CREATE ORDER CLIENT
• CREATE ORDER SERVER
• LIST CUSTOMERS CLIENT
• LIST CUSTOMERS SERVER

New Object Properties Dialog
The New Object Properties dialog lets you create a new template by specifying:

• Template name
• Description

New Password
This article provides information for a New Password. New Password lets you update a password for access to the Gen
software.

To change a password, enter the assigned password in the Old field and a new password of no more than eight
alphanumeric characters in the New field.

To create a password, enter no more than eight alphanumeric characters in the New field.

New Scoped Type/Component Specification/Component Implementation Diagram
This article provides information for a New Scoped Type, Component Specification, and Component Implementation
Diagram.

To create a Scoped Type Diagram

1. Select Analysis, Scoped Type Diagram.
The Scoped Type Diagrams dialog appears.

2. Click New.
The Scoped Type Diagram (new) dialog appears.

3. Complete the dialog by entering the name of the Scoped Type Diagram, selecting the Scoping Subject Area and
entering the description.

4. Click OK.
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To create a Component Specification Diagram

1. Select Component Modeling, Component Specification Diagram.
The Component Specification Diagrams dialog appears.

2. Click New.
The Component Specification Diagram (new) dialog appears.

3. Complete the dialog by entering the name of the Component Specification Diagram, selecting the Scoping Subject
Area and entering the description.

4. Click OK.

To create a Component Implementation Diagram

1. Select Component Modeling, Component Implementation Diagram.
The Component Implementation Diagrams dialog appears.

2. Click New.
The Component Implementation Diagram (new) dialog appears.

3. Complete the dialog by entering the name of the Component Implementation Diagram, selecting the Scoping Subject
Area and entering the description.

4. Click OK.

New UUID
This article provides information for New UUID. If you select New UUID, the system automatically updates the UUID field
with a new value.

The generator requires a valid UUID for all procedure steps.

WARNING
The UUID is used for communication between clients and server modules. Changing the UUID of a server (by
pressing New UUID) breaks communications between the existing clients and the new server. To correct this
situation, you must regenerate and redeploy any clients which use the server to re-establish communications.

NEXT
NEXT stops the execution of a particular group of actions within a repetition statement and directs the execution to
the same repetitive statement or to a different repetitive statement. NEXT applies only to the repetitive actions such as
WHILE, FOR EACH, and READ EACH.

The head of the arrow in the NEXT statement points to the repetitive statement to which control passes. (The graphic is
similar to the arrow used for the ESCAPE statement, except the ESCAPE arrow pierces the action group to which control
passes.)

The following examples show the NEXT statement.

--                                          -- Execution begins again with

with

+-                                          +- this repetitive statement

| --                                        | --

| | -- Execution begins again with          | | --

| | +- this repetitive statement            | | +-

| | |                                       | | |

| | | --                                    | | | --

| | | |                                     | | | |

| | |<--+--- NEXT                           |<--+---+---+--- NEXT
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| | | ---                                   | | | ---

| | ---                                     | | ---

| ---                                       | ---

---                                         ---

The following example shows that NEXT can be used to perform action on some entities, but not all. Assume that you
are interested in input products with a code WI. You want to ASSOCIATE those input products with an available bin in
a warehouse. If you find a code other than WI, you want to continue with the repetitive action but not ASSOCIATE that
product with a warehouse bin.

-- FOR EACH PRODUCT_DETAILS

+-

| -- IF input product code IS NOT EQUAL TO "WI"

|<+-- NEXT

| ---

| ASSOCIATE input product

| WITH available_bins warehouse WHICH holds IT

---

NEXTLOCATION
NEXTLOCATION specifies the location of a server transaction in a distributed processing client/server environment. This
system attribute can be used to direct client requests to server transactions that reside on multiple application servers.

You can SET NEXTLOCATION in a client Action Diagram to any character string up to a maximum length of 1,000
characters. The character string is a logical address that may vary by site.

During processing, the Client Manager on the client uses an internal mapping table or a user-defined directory service to
map the value of NEXTLOCATION to the appropriate application server.

NOTE
NEXTLOCATION has only one value at a time (it is initially set to blanks). Once you SET a value for it in the
procedure step logic, the value stays in effect during the execution of the load module until you SET a different
value. Ensure that you SET NEXTLOCATION to the correct value if you want a different server transaction than
the one currently set.

NEXTTRAN
When transferring to non-Gen transactions, the NEXTTRAN attribute can specify the transaction code that the Dialog
Manager invokes when the current transaction terminates.

NEXTTRAN (next transaction) lets you invoke:

• Non-Gen transactions from a Gen transaction
• Generated transactions in another model
• Generated transactions in another business system

You can place the NEXTTRAN attribute on a screen, so the user can enter the desired transaction code into the field.

You can also set the NEXTTRAN attribute using the SET command in the PAD. In either case, the trancode must conform
to the requirements of the teleprocessing monitor and the receiving transaction.

The NEXTTRAN field must be formatted correctly for the receiving transaction. The trancode and any unformatted input
data must be valid to the receiving transaction. The maximum string size for NEXTTRAN is 80 characters.
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No Border Radio Button
This radio button prints or plots a diagram without a border, model information, and page numbers.

No Entity Matching for Substitution
This message means that you selected the check box Entity Substitution during Copy but did not perform entity matching.

If you continue, no substitution will occur because no replacement choices were made.

If you want substitution to occur, select No, then the Substitution push button.

No Entry in Field Error
An entry is required for the field specified. If you do not want to enter data, select Cancel on the dialog.

No Message Error
You must have an existing data model and perform transformation before you can generate referential integrity triggers.

NOTE Statement
NOTE allows you to add your own annotations and comments anywhere in an action diagram. An input area appears
when you select NOTE. The input area accepts the text of your note.

For example, the following NOTE explains the purpose of a procedure used in a general ledger system and directs the
reader to a design team for questions.

NOTE The purpose of this procedure is to display the requested journal entry header and its associated line items. Directany questions about this procedure to Design Team 4.

Note Message
The noted child object cannot be expanded because of space limitations or the object's position in relation to an edge.
Either there is no room to shift other objects out of the way or the object is too close to an edge limit to allow room for
expansion.

Reposition the child object to be expanded to a location with enough space to accommodate the expanded appearance,
then retry the expand function.

Nothing to Generate
This article provides information for Nothing to Generate. If nothing is selected to generate, you must make a selection
before generating code.

To generate:

Select Construction.

Select Generate.

Select Diagram.

Select Open.

Select Code.
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Select an object to generate.

NULL
NULL adds a special attribute, the value of null, to the PAD logic for optional entity action views, optional persistent views,
and optional transient views that are marked as nullable.

Number
Number is a numeric literal, such as 153. Number displays a dialog that lets you enter numeric characters.

Number Dialog
The Number dialog lets you enter the numeral that is assigned to the SET expression. You can enter a numeral of up to
20 digits.

Number of Additional Occurrences
Number of Additional Occurrences specifies how many times to duplicate a repeating group field. The default is the
maximum cardinality minus the current placement of the group. You must define the maximum cardinality under the Group
View properties.

Number of Blank Columns between Occurrences
Number of Blank Columns between Occurrences specifies the horizontal spacing of the separator columns across the
screen. The Number of Blank Columns is only valid if the number of occurrences is greater than 1.

Number of Occurrences on Each Line
Number of Occurrences on Each Line identifies how many times to duplicate each field across the screen. The total row
spacing for the fields must not exceed 80 characters.

Use the following formula to calculate the length of a single row of fields:

Number of occurrences
times
Number of characters in each occurrence
plus
Number of blank columns between occurrences
Total row spacing

If you attempt to place more occurrences on each line than the screen allows, the SD Tool positions only the occurrences
that fit the space.

Numeric Expressions
Expressions appear in action diagram conditions and SET statements. They provide a value that is consistent with the
primitive domain of:

• Attributes or special attributes to which they are being assigned (in SET statements and the FOR loop)
• Attributes or special attributes to which they are being compared (in conditions)
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Expressions appear differently in the PAD logic, depending on whether they return a text, numeric, date, time, or
timestamp value. Numeric expressions evaluate to a number. They can include parenthesis for grouping and the
arithmetic operators:

• plus (+)
• minus (-)
• multiply (*)
• divide (/)
• exponent (**).

Select the expression about which you want more information and the corresponding help is displayed.

• function numeric
• last
• left paren '('
• max
• NULL
• 0, 1
• number
• numeric view
• subscript
• unary minus
• Application Object

Numeric View
A numeric view is an attribute view of the number domain. It is a component of an entity view. A numeric view "sees" an
attribute that is defined as numeric. The SET statement in the following example sets a numeric attribute to a numeric
view. It finds the value of customer number and copies it.

 -- CREATE customer

| SET number TO input customer number

 ---

Object Action Result Dialog
The Object Action Result dialog specifies the action associated with a menu item or push button. The action is the result
that occurs when a user selects the menu item or push button.

The action can:

• Initiate a dialog box
• Execute the procedure step

The actions are mutually exclusive. You can select only one of them for each menu item or push button.

The drop-down list for Initiates the Dialog Box displays all dialog boxes associated with the procedure step.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

More information

Use Navigation Diagram
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Object Definition Dialog
This article provides information for Object Definition Dialog. The Object Definition dialog lists existing custom objects.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Object Name
Identifies an object. The name of an object must be 32 characters or less. The characters can be alphabetic or
numeric characters or spaces, but not special characters.

Add
Click this button to add an object.

Delete
Click this button to delete the selected object.

Properties
Click this button to modify the properties of an object.

Search
Click this button to search for objects using keywords.

Close
Click this button to close the dialog.

 

Object Delete
Delete removes the selected object from the model. The sequence of steps followed to delete the object depends on
whether the object has subordinates.

Object Delete Dialog
This article provides information for Object Delete Dialog. The Delete dialog lets you specify, Confirmation of single object
delete, Confirmation of hierarchy delete, and Options for hierarchy delete.

The object that is selected for deletion appears in the selection list. If it has no subordinate objects, only the Confirm on
Delete check box is active. If it has subordinate objects, all fields on the dialog are active.

NOTE
The criteria for an action block to be in the delete list is as follows:

• Not used by another action block (No REFDBY association).
• Not protected.

If the action block is associated with an elementary process (DTLOGT association), you must display the Activity
Hierarchy Diagram to delete the action block and its associated process.

You have the following options in the dialog:

Objects
This selection list identifies objects for removal.
To delete more than one object at a time, select (highlight) multiple objects.

Confirm on Delete Option
This option toggles on or off the delete confirmation acknowledgment.

Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy Option
This option instructs Gen to display a confirmation for each hierarchy before deletion. This confirmation gives you
a final approval before the hierarchy is removed.
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You can select this field only when the selected object has subordinates. If subordinates do exist, you can delete
them or specify in the Subordinates group pane how to handle the subordinate objects.

Subordinates Delete
The Subordinates Delete options specify how to handle the subordinates of the object that must be deleted.
Delete Subordinates Only

Deletes only the objects subordinate to the selected object. But does not delete the selected parent
object.

Promote Subordinates
Deletes the selected parent object and promote the subordinate objects to the level of the object being
deleted.

Delete Hierarchy
Deletes the selected object and all subordinates.

Cancel Button
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Delete Button
This button removes the objects, subordinates, or both that are selected for deletion and closes the dialog.

Object Name Already Exists
The object Name already exists. Select OK, then rename the object.

Object Name in Navigation Diagram
The Name field in its various forms (Name, Menu Item Name, Button Name, and so forth) uniquely identifies objects being
placed on windows and dialog boxes.

The name can contain up to 32 alphanumeric characters (32 for SBCS and 16 for DBCS). As a general rule, names
should be as short and meaningful as possible.

Object Properties Dialog
The Object Properties dialog lets you add or change the name of a custom object.

Object Radio Button
Use the Object radio button to compare the filter string with the names in the objects (interface objects) list. Each time you
select a new Library, the filter is applied against the interface objects in that library.

Objective
This article provides information for Objective. Objective briefly identifies something that the organization plans to achieve
in five to 10 years.

The objective must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special characters are not allowed.

When necessary, abbreviate the objective, and supply more detailed information in the Description field.
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Objective Properties Dialog
The Objective Properties dialog adds a phrase to a matrix that identifies one of an enterprise's long-range results. The
objective is a broad statement that supports the enterprise's mission.

The objective is ranked according to its priority.

Each objective must be supported by a strategy.

Occurrence Phrase
In a READ or READ EACH action, each reference to an attribute of an entity action view, import persistent view, or export
persistent view is preceded by an occurrence phrase. Below is a list of valid occurrence phrases in the PAD.

The following examples show how occurrence phrases are used in the PAD.

 --READ order

| WHERE DESIRED order number IS EQUAL TO 111

|

 --DELETE order

 --READ customer

| order

| WHERE DESIRED customer places DESIRED order

| AND DESIRED order contains SOME order_line

| AND THAT order_line is for CURRENT product

 --

ODBC Database Defaults
This article provides information for ODBC Database Defaults. This window is used to set the TD default values for the
ODBC database.

The field contains the default database name. The maximum length is 32 characters.

Some ODBC drivers have stricter requirements than the 32 character limit. An entry in this field is mandatory. Gen
supplies the initial entry.

ODBC Database Properties
Use the ODBC Database properties window to either to define properties for a new database or to modify properties for
an existing database.

The database properties include the following:

Generic Name
Specifies the default name of the database when there is no DBMS specific name.

ODBC Name
Specifies the DBMS-specific name of the database. Use this field to override any generic database name.

NOTE
The number of characters allowed in DBMS-specific database names is limited by the target database
management system.
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ODBC Index Properties
Use the ODBC Index Properties window to modify index properties for a column of a table.The index properties include
the following properties:

Generic Name
Specifies the default name of the index, when a DBMS specific name is not provided.

ODBC Name
Specifies the DBMS-specific name of the index. Use this field to override any generic index name.

Est. Index Length
Specifies the Estimated index row length. This property is used in some “Autosize” calculations.

Select Description to add a description.

ODBC Table Default Owner
Entry field for the Owner of created tables. Enter User name for the owner of the table. The owner has modify privileges
for the created table.

ODBC Table Defaults
Use this window to set the default Owner for created tables. Enter User name for the owner of the table. The owner has
modify privileges for the created table.

ODBC Table Properties
This article provides information for ODBC Table Properties. Use the ODBC Table Properties window to modify table
properties for a database.

The table properties are as follows:

Entity Type
Specifies the name that is assigned to the entity type before the transformation process.

Database
Specifies the name of the default database.

Generic Name
Specifies the default name of the table when a DBMS-specific name is not provided.

ODBC Name
Specifies the DBMS-specific name of the table. Use this field to override any generic table name.

Owner
Specifies the Authorized owner ID of the created table.

Row Length
Specifies the estimated total length of a table row in bytes.

Property Description
Entity Type  

Name that is assigned to the entity type before the transformation
process.

Database Name of the default database.
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Generic Name The default name of the table when a DBMS-specific name is not
provided.

ODBC Name The DBMS-specific name of the table. Use this field to override
any generic table name.

Owner Authorized owner ID of the created table.
Row Length Specifies the estimated total length of a table row in bytes.

Select Description to add a description.

Off Value for Check Box
Off Value specifies the value for the attribute when the check box is not selected. If the check box is not selected, the
value is placed into the appropriate view for the attribute. An Off Value is required and must be different from the On
Value.

If the attribute contains permitted values, the Off Value can be any of the permitted values. The permitted values appear in
the drop-down list. You can also type in a value, but the value is not added to the list of permitted values for the attribute.
The value is only available for processing related to the check box. The value typed in must match the domain of the
attribute.

You can also type in a value if the attribute contains no permitted values. The value typed in must match the domain of the
attribute.

The logic in a Procedure Action Diagram can check the Off Value to determine processing.

Off Value for List Occurrence Check Box
Off Value specifies the value for the attribute when the check box is not selected. If the check box is not selected, the
value is placed into the appropriate view for the attribute. An Off Value is required and must be different from the On
Value.

If the attribute contains permitted values, the Off Value can be any of the permitted values. The permitted values appear in
the drop-down list. You can also type in a value, but the value is not added to the list of permitted values for the attribute.
The value is only available for processing related to the check box. The value typed in must match the domain of the
attribute.

You can also type in a value if the attribute contains no permitted values. The value typed in must match the domain of the
attribute.

The logic in a Procedure Action Diagram can check the Off Value to determine processing.

Offset
Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see that product's documentation for instructions on how to fill out this panel.

Old Password
This article provides information for an Old Password. Old Password requires you to identify the previous password when
changing the password.

To change a password, enter the assigned password in the Old field and a new password of no more than eight
alphanumeric characters in the New field.

To create a password, enter no more than eight alphanumeric characters in the New field.
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OLE Area Draw Border Check Box
This article provides information for OLE Area Draw Border Check-Box. The Draw Border dialog box controls whether the
OLE area has a border line around it at runtime.

If you populate the OLE area during window design, and do not give it a border, the OLE area is populated when the
generated application starts.

If you do not populate the OLE area at design time, when the application is executed there musts be some other control to
activate the OLE area, as without the border it is not visible and the OLE area may be hard to locate.

OLE Area Name field
This entry field allows you to set the name by which Gen refers to this OLE Area. It is a required field.

The default name for the OLE area is generic. A naming standard will help you to determine better which area resides on
a particular window or dialog box. This will be important as you add OLE Areas to more than one window or dialog box.

OLE Area Read Only Check Box
The Read Only check box lets you select whether or not the object can be updated at runtime. A Read-Only OLE area
cannot be manipulated through any user interface mechanism.

If you do not select Read Only, updates are stored in a structured storage file using the OLEArea SaveObject or OLEArea
SaveObjectAs methods.

Read-Only OLE Areas have these characteristics at runtime:

• A Read-Only OLE Area that is not populated cannot be populated by double-clicking on it.
• A Read-Only OLE Area that is populated cannot be activated by double-clicking on it.
• All OLE special actions are disabled. (The special actions include methods and properties such as LoadObject,

SaveObject, SaveObjectAs, Insert, Clear, Cut, Paste, Copy, and so forth.)
• Objects in Read-Only OLE Areas cannot add their verbs to the main menu, or to the pop-up menu that displays when

the right mouse button is clicked with the mouse cursor over the OLE Area.

OLE Both Radio Button
Select the Both radio button to include all of the Method and Property names for the selected object. When you select this
radio button, the title of the list changes to "Method/Property."

OLE Control (OCX) Design
This dialog box displays a list of the OLE controls you have registered with your operating system. You can add an OLE
control to a window or dialog box, or select it for display on the tool palette in the Navigation Diagram tool. OLE control
placement can occur whether you have selected to edit in window or HTML mode.

Controls that are selected for display as icons on the tool palette have an asterisk beside them. The Display on Tool
Palette push button is a toggle.

To place an OLE control on a window or dialog box, select a control from the displayed list. Provide a name for Gen to use
to store the control. Select an OLE control name from the list and then select the Place push button.

NOTE
Gen does not support nested OLE controls. That is, an OLE control does not work if it is embedded within
another OLE control.
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OLE Control Close Push Button
This article provides information for OLE Control Close Push Button. Use the Close button to close the OLE Control
Properties dialog box.

If you have not created an OLE OCX control using this dialog box, Close has the same effect as the Cancel push button.

If you have created an OLE OCX control by typing a name, selecting an OCX control, and selecting the Place push
button, the Close button closes the properties dialog box.

OLE Control Display on Tool Palette Push Button
This push button controls whether or not the selected OCX control appears on the Navigation Diagram tool's tool palette.

When you select a control for tool palette display, an asterisk appears next to the control name in the list. The push button
toggles display of the control in the tool palette.

OLE Control File Name Field
The File Name field allows you to save the OLE file with a different name. Note that this saves the OLE control with a new
file name. It does not rename the previous file, which still exists in the directory. You must manually delete this file if it is no
longer required.

OLE Control Name Field
Each OCX control you select for placement must have a name. You can use up to 32 characters. Alphanumeric and the
underscore are supported.

The default name for the control is generic. A naming standard will help you to determine better which control resides on a
particular window or dialog box. This will be important as you add OCX controls to more than one window or dialog box.

OLE Control Place Push Button
Use this push button to place a selected OCX control on the window or dialog box. When you select Place, the OLE
Control Design dialog box closes and Gen displays a frame for initial placement of the control.

OLE Control Property Push Button
Selecting this push button causes Gen to execute the control's default verb, if one exists. Typically this displays the
control's property sheets to allow modifications. This is not always the case.

The OCX vendor controls the action of the default verb associated with each control. Gen has no control over the action of
an OCX control's default verb.

OLE Controls List
This selection list contains a list of the OCX controls that are registered for your system. You must select (highlight) one of
the controls to place it.

If no control names appear in the list, be sure that your OCX controls are properly registered.
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OLE Method Radio Button
Select the Method radio button to limit the display of the names in the selected object to just the method names for the
selected object. When you select this radio button, the title of the list changes to "Method."

OLE Method/Property Field
When you select a method or property name from the list, that name is displayed in this field. To see context-sensitive
help for that one method or property, press the ? button.

You will also see a prototype statement and a one line short description to help you understand what that method or
property does.

If you know the name of the method or property, you can type it into this field. However, the ? button is not enabled unless
you select a method or property from the list.

OLE Method/Property List
Use this drop-down list to select the methods and properties available for the selected interface object.

NOTE
The Properties and Methods that display will depend on the domain of the part of the action diagramming
statement you are building. This means that you will not see listed Methods or Properties whose return value is
of a different domain. Filtering has no effect on the domain of the display.

The contents (and title) of the list can be controlled using the Method, Property, or Both radio buttons beneath the list. For
example, if you select the Property radio button, the list title changes to "Property", and the list contains only the properties
associated with the selected Object.

OLE Object "?" (Help) Button
The ? button calls help for the selected Method or Property name. If you type a Method or Property name into the Method/
Property Field, this button is disabled.

OLE Object Browser Dialog
An OLE library contains collections of interfaces called interface objects. Each of the interfaces in the library is a
pointer to a "function". A library, sometimes called a type library, then, is a collection of pointers to functions. The OLE
Object Browser lets you view and select one of the methods or properties available for an interface object for use in an
application.

Gen supplies two types of libraries - a Function Library (WROF0000.tlb) and an Application Library (WROA0000.tlb). The
function library contains function objects. The application library contains application objects.

Function Objects
Specifies how the OLE functions supplied with Gen are arranged in several areas. Refer to the help for Function
Objects for more information.

Application Objects
Specifies the Interface objects which includes methods and properties. A method is something the interface can
do; a property is something that an interface has. Each interface contains its own methods and properties and
also provides access to common methods or properties. Refer to the help for the Interface Objects List for more
information on the interface objects and individual methods and properties.

The methods or properties that display in the OLE Object Browser's lists depend on the combination of selected library
and object. You must have at least one Library registered with your operating system for any values to appear in this list.
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You can use the Filter commands to limit the items in the display lists.

• Tips in Action Diagram

Use the INVOKE or FUNCTIONS... verbs if you do not expect a return from the method or property you are using. If you
do expect a return value, use SET, WHILE, IF, or one of the other conditional actions.

The FUNCTIONS... verb allows access to the Gen-supplied functions (non-OLE functions) that are mostly time and date
oriented and many of the application interface object properties and methods. Refer to the PAD Functions for a list of the
"functions" available using the FUNCTIONS. verb.

The INVOKE verb allows access to all of the OLE functions and application interface objects and all other OLE objects
that are registered on your system. This includes any OLE OCX controls you have installed.

OLE Object List
Use this drop-down list to select an interface object. After you select an object, the Method/Property list displays the
methods and/or properties available for the selected interface object.

OLE Property Radio Button
Select the Property radio button to limit the display of the names in the selected object to just the Property names for the
selected object. When you select this radio button, the title of the list changes to "Property."

OLE/Web Control Properties Dialog
This dialog box allows you to add an OLE area to a window or dialog box, or view and change the properties of an OLE
area. The area must have a name to be added. When you select OK, window design within the Navigation Diagram Tool
displays a box that you can place and then resize to contain an OLE object.

After placing the OLE area, double click inside the box to open this same dialog (to review the properties) and then select
the Insert push button to display the Insert Object dialog box.

From the Insert Object dialog box, you can:

• Create a new OLE object.
• Create an OLE object from an existing file.
• Select an Object Type from the list of OLE registered applications on your system.
• Choose whether or not to display the object as an icon.
• Change the displayed icon.

The Read Only check box lets you select whether or not the object can be updated at runtime.

The Draw Border dialog box controls whether or not the OLE area has a border line around it when you execute the
generated application.

The Insert push button allows you to insert an OLE object by selecting from a list.

The Cancel push button closes the dialog box without performing any changes made by users that have not been saved.
The Cancel push button does not affect changes that have already been saved.

OLE/Web Control Properties
This dialog box allows you to change the name of a placed control, and to update its properties by selecting the Control
Properties push button.

Name
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The Name field contains the name you gave to the selected control. You can change this name, if desired. The default
name for the control is generic.  A naming standard will help you determine better which control resides on a particular
window or dialog box. This will be important as you add controls to more than one window or dialog box.

File Name

The File Name field allows you to save an OLE control file with a different name.  Note that this saves the control with a
new file name.  It does not rename the previous file, which still exists in the directory. You must manually delete this file if it
is no longer required. This field is not applicable to Web controls; it pertains to OCX controls only.

Class/OCX File

For Web controls, the Class field contains the class name and version number of the control. For OLE controls, the OCX
File field contains the OCX file name.

Control Properties

Selecting this push button typically displays the control's property sheets to allow modifications. For OLE controls, it
executes the control's default verb, if one exists. The vendor of the OLE control determines the action of the default verb
associated with each control. Gen has no control over the action of a control's default verb.

Upgrade

Select this button to manually upgrade to another version of the control.  This button is only enabled for Web controls; it is
disabled for OCX controls.

OK

Closes the dialog after saving all changes.

Cancel

Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

NOTE
For more information on methods and properties supported in Web generation ASP .NET Web Clients, see the
Web Generation section.

OLEArea Activate Method
This article provides information for OLEArea Activate Method.

Usage Activate ()
Description Forces focus onto the OLEControl, and activates it (performs the

default verb, if any).
Arguments None.
Return Value None.

OLEArea Clear Method
This article provides information for OLEArea Clear Method.

Usage Clear ()
Description Initializes the embedding area.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.
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OLEArea Copy Method
This article provides information for OLEArea Copy Method.

Usage Copy ()
Description Copies the contents of the OLEArea to the clipboard.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.

OLEArea Cut Method
This article provides information for OLEArea Cut Method.

Usage Cut ()
Description Cuts the contents of the OLEArea to the clipboard.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.

OLEArea Deactivate Method
This article provides information for OLEArea Deactivate Method.

Usage Deactivate ()
Description Deactivates the embedded object.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.

OLEArea GetObject Method
This article provides information for OLEArea GetObject Method.

Usage GetObject ()
Description Returns the GUIObject pointer for the embedded object (if it is

active).
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a GUI object that contains the interface object

called.
Notes This permits calling any methods that the object supports or

manipulating any properties that the object has. The methods
and properties are defined by the embedded object, not the Gen
Application Interface.

NOTE
All objects that are created with CreateObject must be set TO NOTHING in the reverse order of creation. Any
GUI object that is used also must be set TO NOTHING to release that interface pointer.
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OLEArea Insert Method
This article provides information for OLEArea Insert Method.

Usage Insert ()
Description Displays the standard insert dialog to allow the selection of the

object to insert.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.

OLEArea Interface Object
These functions are not supported for Web Generation applications.

Methods Properties
Activate Application
Clear BackgroundColor
Copy Enabled
Cut Focus
Deactivate FontSize
GetObject FontStyle
Insert FontType
LoadObject ForegroundColor
LoadObjectFromFile Handle
Paste Height
PasteSpecial Left
Redraw Name
SaveObject ObjectType
SaveObjectAs Parent
Verb Top
 Visible
 Width

OLEArea LoadObject Method
This article provides information for OLEArea LoadObject Method.

Usage LoadObject ()
Description Loads the control from a file. The user is prompted using the

standard file selection dialog.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.
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OLEArea LoadObjectFromFile Method
This article provides information for LOEArea LoadObjectFromFile Method.

Usage LoadObjectFromFile ()
Description Loads, or reloads, a control from its structured storage file.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.
Notes The original structured storage file is created during the

application design. Later, this file contains the results of any saves
performed while the control was active.

OLEArea Method
This article provides information for OLEArea Method.

Usage OLEArea (String)
Description Retrieves the OLE Area object of the name input.
Arguments String that is the name of the OLEArea object to retrieve.
Return Value This method returns a GUI object for the given name. If the object

is not found, or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.

OLEArea Paste Method
This article provides information for OLEArea Paste Method.

Usage Paste ()
Description Pastes from the clipboard to an empty OLEArea.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.
Notes If the OLEArea already has contents, the paste operation is

ignored.

OLEArea PasteSpecial Method
This article provides information for OLEArea PasteSpecial Method.

Usage ()
Description Displays the standard Paste Special Dialog to allow the selection

of the format to be pasted.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.
Notes Data for paste comes from the clipboard. If the OLEArea already

has contents, the paste operation is ignored.
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OLEArea SaveObject Method
This article provides information for OLEArea SaveObject Method.

Usage SaveObject ()
Description Saves the control into its structured storage file.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.
Notes If the control is reloaded later, it returns to the state at the time of

the last save. If the application is restarted, the control reverts to
its last saved state.

OLEArea SaveObjectAs Method
This article provides information for OLEArea SaveObjectAs Method.

Usage SaveObjectAs ()
Description Saves the control into a file that is selected by the user.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.
Notes When using this function, the control does not automatically revert

to its saved state. To revert to its saved state to happen, load the
control using LoadObjectFromFile.

OLEArea Verb Method
This article provides information for OLEArea Verb Method.

Usage Verb (String)
Description Attempts to execute a verb specified by the input argument.
Arguments String that is the verb to be executed.
Return Value None.
Notes If the object does not recognize the verb, this method does

nothing. You can see a list of verbs that are recognized by the
object by displaying the object menu while the object is active.

OLEAreas Method
This article provides information for OLEAreas Method.

Usage OLEAreas ()
Description Retrieves the collection of embedded OLE areas on the window.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero. The method always
returns zero in non-OLE environments.
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OLEControl Activate Method
This article provides information for OLEControl Activate Method.

Usage Activate ()
Description Forces focus onto the OLEControl, and activates it (performs the

default verb, if any).
Arguments None.
Return Value None.

OLEControl Border Property
This article provides information for OLEControl Border Property.

Usage Border (String)
Description Sets or retrieves whether a border is displayed on the control.
Arguments String that is to be the new display status of the border. A value

of "True" indicates that the border is displayed. If querying for the
status, no input argument is specified.

Return Value This property returns a string that indicates the display status of
the border. A value of "True" indicates that the border is displayed.

OLEControl DisplayAsDefaultButton Property
This article provides information for OLEControl DisplayAsDefaultButton Property.

Usage DisplayAsDefaultButton ()
Description Retrieves whether this OLEControl was designed as the default

button.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a string that indicates whether this

OLEControl was designed as a default. A value of "True" means
that the button was designed as a default.

OLEControl GetObject Method
This article provides information for OLEControl GetObject Method.

Usage GetObject ()
Description Returns the GUIObject pointer for the OCX (if it is active).
Arguments None
Return Value This method returns a GUI object containing the interface object

called.
Notes This permits calling any methods that the object supports or

manipulating any properties that it has. The embedded object, not
the Gen Application Interface, defines the methods and properties.
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NOTE
All objects that are created with CreateObject must be set TO NOTHING in the reverse order of creation. Any
GUI object that is used also must be set TO NOTHING to release that interface pointer.

OLEControl Interface Object
This article provides information for OLEControl Interface Object.

NOTE
These functions are not supported for Web Generation applications.

Methods Properties
Activate Application
GetObject BackgroundColor
Redraw Border
SaveObject DisplayAsDefaultButton
Verb Enabled

FocusHandle
FontSize
FontStyle
FontType
ForegroundColor
Height
Left
Name
ObjectType
Parent
ReadOnly
TextAlign
Top
Visible
Width

OLEControl Method
This article provides information for OLEControl Method.

Usage OLEControl (String)
Description Retrieves the OLE control object of the name input.
Arguments String that is the name of the OLEControl object to retrieve.
Return Value This method returns a GUI object for the given name. If the object

is not found, or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.
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OLEControl ReadOnly Property
This article provides information for OLEControl ReadOnly Property.

Usage ReadOnly ()
Description Retrieves whether this OLEControl allows data updates.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a string that indicates whether this

OLEControl accepts updates. A value of "True" means that the
control accepts updates.

OLEControl SaveObject Method
This article provides information for OLEControl SaveObject Method.

Usage SaveObject ()
Description Saves the control into its structured storage file.
Arguments None
Return Value None
Notes If the control is loaded later, it returns to its state at the time it was

saved. If the application is restarted, the control reverts to its last
saved state.

OLEControls Method
This article provides information for OLEControls Method.

Usage OLEControls ()
Description Retrieves the collection of embedded OLE controls on the window.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero. The method always
returns zero in non-OLE environments.

On Value for List Occurrence Check Box
On Value specifies the value for the attribute when the list occurrence check box is selected. If the check box is selected,
the value is placed into the appropriate view for the attribute. An On Value is required and must be different from the Off
Value.

If the attribute contains permitted values, the On Value can be any of the permitted values. The permitted values appear in
the drop-down list. You can also type in a value, but the value is not added to the list of permitted values for the attribute.
The value is only available for processing related to the check box. The value typed in must match the domain of the
attribute.

You can also type in a value if the attribute contains no permitted values. The value typed in must match the domain of the
attribute.

The logic in a procedure action diagram can check the On Value setting to determine processing.
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One-stage Create Radio Button
This radio button determines that the generated software executes the CREATE entity action immediately when the user
issues the create command. No intervening confirmation step occurs.

One-stage is the default.

One-stage Delete Radio Button
This radio button determines that the generated software executes the DELETE entity action immediately when user
issues the delete command. No intervening confirmation step occurs.

One-stage is the default.

Open Reports Dialog
The Open Reports dialog lists reports created for the model. Use this dialog to view XML reports and style sheets.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Reports selection list
Displays the list of reports that are available for the model.

Open
To view the reports, select any html report that you want to view and click the Open button. If you want to modify
the appearance of the report (such as fonts or colors), open the corresponding style sheet (xsl) and modify it.
This dialog also allows you to view old reports if any exist.
When a report is created for the first-time, it creates an html file and a new xsl file which are copied from the
report\xml directory within the Gen Directory.

Note: Gen replaces the Where Used xml file each time you request the report for Entity Types, Attributes, Relationships,
Commands, Exit States, and Planning Objects.

Delete..
This button removes the objects or the subordinates selected for deletion and closes the dialog.

Cancel
Click Cancel button if you do not want to open the report.

Open Window in Navigation Diagram
Open Window displays a list of procedure steps available for use with the Window Design functionality within the
Navigation Diagram Tool.

Open Window displays more than one application window or dialog box. If a dialog box displays, you can select Open
Window to display another dialog box or window. The windows and dialog boxes remain displayed until you select Close
or Exit.

OpenTextFile and GetText File Functions Example
Example Workset file

          Name            Domain Length

          ----            ------ ------

attribute name            Text   64

attribute line            Text   77
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attribute read_line       Text   77

attribute machine_type    Text   77

attribute action          Text   10

attribute number          Number 9

attribute handle          Number 9

attribute error           Number 9

attribute length          Number 9

attribute number_of_lines Number 9

View

EXPORTS:

Group View Group_Listbox (20, explicit)

Work View export file

   machine_type

LOCALS:

Work View local file

   name

   read_line

   action

   number

   handle

   error

   length

   number_of_lines

Statements

+-

| SET local file handle TO 

OpenTextFile("c:\configuration\report.txt",

| "Read", "No_Sharing")

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | NOTE Open error

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(), "Error 

Detected",

| | "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | SET local file error TO GetFunctionErrorNumber()

| +- ELSE

| | NOTE file opened

| +--

+--

or

+-

| SET local file line TO GetText(OpenTextFile("File_Dialog", "Read",

| "No_Sharing"))

| NOTE The Standard File Dialog will appear at runtime for the file name

| selection by the user.

| +- IF GetFunctionErrorNumber() IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | NOTE Open error

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(), "Error 

Detected",
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| | "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| +- ELSE

| | NOTE file opened

| +--

+--

or

+-

| SET local file name TO "c:\configuration\report.txt"

| SET local file handle TO OpenTextFile(local file name, "Write_Append",

| "No_Sharing")

| SET local file error TO GetFunctionErrorNumber()

| +- CASE OF GetFunctionErrorNumber()

| +- CASE 301

| | NOTE FILE301: Invalid file name given

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | "OpenTextFile 301 error", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| +- CASE 305

| | NOTE FIL305: File does not exist. Cannot open.

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | "OpenTextFile 305 error", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | SET local file action TO MessageBoxBeep(StringPlusOperator(

| | GetFunctionErrorDescription(), SpecialCharacter(13),

| | SpecialCharacter(10), "Do you want to create the file?", " ",

| | local file name, "", "", "", ""), "OpenTextFile Error",

| | "YesNoCancel", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | +- CASE OF local file action

| | +- CASE "Yes"

| | | SET local file handle TO CreateTextFile(local file name, "Write",

| | | "No_Sharing")

| | | +- CASE OF GetFunctionErrorNumber()

| | | +- CASE 301

| | | | NOTE FILE301: Invalid file name given.

| | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | "CreateTextFile 301", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | +- CASE 302

| | | | NOTE FIL302: File already exists. Cannot create.

| | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | "CreateTextFile 302", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | +- CASE 315

| | | | NOTE FIL315: File seek operation failed. Check file attributes.

| | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | "CreateTextFile 315", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | +- OTHERWISE

| | | +--

| | +- OTHERWISE

| | +--

| +- CASE 305

| | NOTE FIL305: Cannot open file.

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | "OpenTextFile 305 error ", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| +- CASE 315

| | NOTE FIL315: File seek operation failed. Check file attributes.

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),
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| | "OpenTextFile 315 error", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| +- OTHERWISE

| | SET local file line TO "This is the line to be written to the file"

| | FUNCTION PutText(local file handle, local file line)

| | +- CASE OF GetFunctionErrorNumber()

| | +- CASE 300

| | | NOTE FIL300: Invalid file number given.

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | +- CASE 306

| | | NOTE FIL306: Invalid input value

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | +- CASE 307

| | | NOTE FIL307: File specified is open for read operations only.

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | +- CASE 309

| | | NOTE FIL309: File write operation failed. Check file.

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | +- OTHERWISE

| | | FUNCTION CloseFile(local file handle)

| | | +- IF FileExists("c:\configuration\report.sav") IS GREATER THAN 0

| | | | FUNCTION DeleteFile("c:\configuration\report.sav")

| | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | +--

| | | FUNCTION CopyFile("c:\configuration\report.txt",

| | | "c:\configuration\report.sav")

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | SET local file handle TO OpenTextFile("c:\configuration\report.txt",

| | | "Read", "Read")

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "OpenTextFile error for read", "OK", 1, "None",

| | | "Application", 0)

| | | NOTE position to read the second record in the file.

| | | FUNCTION PositionFile(local file handle, "Next")

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | SET local file line TO GetText(local file handle)

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | NOTE Position back to the beginning of the file.

| | | FUNCTION PositionFile(local file handle, "Begin")

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | NOTE To determine how many lines are in the file, divide the file 

length by

| | | the length of the view (77 characters) plus the carriage return and line

| | | feed characters (2 characters).
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| | | SET local file length TO FileLength("c:\configuration\report.txt")

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(), "Error 

Detected",

| | | "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | SET local file number_of_lines TO local file length / 79

| | | +- IF local file number_of_lines IS EQUAL TO 1

| | | | +- IF FileExists("c:\configuration\report.sa1") IS GREATER THAN 0

| | | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | | | FUNCTION DeleteFile("c:\configuration\report.sa1")

| | | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | | +--

| | | | FUNCTION RenameFile("c:\configuration\report.sav",

| | | | "c:\configuration\report.sa1")

| | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | +--

| | | += FOR SUBSCRIPT OF group_listbox FROM 1 TO local file 

number_of_lines

| | | | BY 1

| | | | SET export file machine_type TO GetText(local file handle)

| | | | SET local file error TO GetFunctionErrorNumber()

| | | | +- CASE OF GetFunctionErrorNumber()

| | | | +- CASE 300

| | | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | | +- CASE 308

| | | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | | +- CASE 313

| | | | | NOTE Attempted to read past the end of file. Get out of the FOR 

loop.

| | | | | FUNCTION CloseFile(local file handle)

| | | <------ESCAPE

| | | | +- OTHERWISE

| | | | +--

| | | +--

| | +--

| +--

+--

Operations Diagram Menu Items
This article provides information for Operations Diagram Menu Items. The Operations Diagram Menu Items allow you to
perform the following actions.

Selection Description
Diagram, Check Performs a Consistency Check on the data model and generates

a report.
Diagram, Reports Generates an Entity Type Hierarchy or Definition report.
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Diagram, Launch Starts the Action Diagramming tool.
Edit, Add Brings up the (new object) Properties dialog box. Allows the user

to Add an Operation to the selected entity type.
Edit, Delete Brings up the Delete dialog box. Allows the user to delete an

Operation from an entity type.
Detail, Properties Allows the user to change the properties of the selected object.

When the entity type is selected, the Add Entity dialog box is
presented. When an Operation is selected, the Operations object
dialog box is presented.

Operators in TO and USING
The TO and USING actions set an attribute in a CREATE or UPDATE statement using an action block or algorithm that
already exists in the model. This task is used to set attributes of all domains (text, numeric, date, time, and timestamp).

The SET statement in the following example sets a text attribute to a character string.

 --CREATE received product

| SET code TO "GA"

 --

The SET statement in the following example uses an algorithm to set an attribute value.

 --CREATE new department

| SET code USING find_department

| WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View division

 --

Optimize Using Clause
When selected, causes an "OPTIMIZE USING <query name>" clause to be generated where the query outline name that
will be used is specified in the entry field.

Optionality
In relationship memberships, optionality is a property that indicates whether entities of types joined by a relationship must
participate in pairings.

The following are the two states of Optionality:

• Always-Indicates that a membership is mandatory; that is, each entity must participate in a pairing under the
relationship.

• Sometimes-Indicates that a pairing is optional, that an entity of the type can exist without participating in a pairing
under the relationship.

WARNING
Verify that a membership is mandatory before specifying always. Always has important implications in the
generated system. If you define a membership as mandatory and delete one entity of the pairing, the other entity
and its stored data are also deleted. For example, customer is the second entity and the lost data can include
the name of the customer, address, telephone number, and credit rating.
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The information of the second entity is deleted, and all entities that have mandatory relationships with the second entity
are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships end. This effect is
named cascade delete. Beware of it when specifying optionality.

For example, CUSTOMER and ORDER are joined entity types, and you specify the optionality as Always. To maintain
information about any given CUSTOMER, each CUSTOMER must always have an open ORDER. However, if you specify
the optionality as Sometimes, you can maintain information about all past and present CUSTOMERs, regardless of
ORDER because the relationship only exists sometimes.

Oracle Tablespace Defaults
This window is used to set the TD default values for ORACLE tablespace creation. Storage defaults specify the default
storage parameters for all objects created in the tablespace.

Types of defaults:

• Tablespace defaults
•Treat as DBMS Default

When checked, indicates that the created tablespace properties are the DBMS default tablespace properties. The
default condition is checked.

Offline
Checkbox to determine an ORACLE ONLINE/OFFLINE default. Default is ONLINE, unchecked. ONLINE makes
the tablespace available immediately after creation to all users who have permission. OFFLINE makes the
tablespace unavailable immediately after creation.

Disable Logging
When the default is checked, the logging on the tablespace is not performed. When unchecked, logging on the
tablespace is performed.

• Datafile defaults
•Path

Specifies the path to the tablespace. Specify each filename and path according to your operating system. The
Gen generated tablespace name is added to this path. The mandatory field cannot be left blank.

Size and Units drop list
Entry field for default datafile size. This field must contain a non-zero entry unless the file exists. The drop list that
is associated with Size is used to select default datafile size units. Options are Bytes, K Bytes, or MBytes. Default
unit is Bytes.

REUSE
Allows ORACLE to reuse an existing file. If the file exists, ORACLE verifies its SIZE parameter. If it does not exist,
ORACLE creates it. Default is Unchecked; the file must not exist.

• Storage defaults
•Initial Value (Extent Value)

Specifies the size of the first extent of the object in Bytes, K Bytes, or MBytes of the object's first extent. Options
are <System> (default), or any number equal to or greater than 0. The adjacent drop-down list contains the unit
options, Bytes, K Bytes, or MBytes.

Next Value (Extent Value)
Specifies the size of the next extent to be allocated in Bytes, K Bytes, or MBytes of the next extent to be allocated
to the object. Specifies the size in the Drop-down combination box to set default Next Value. Options are
<System> or any number equal to or greater than 0. The adjacent drop-down list contains the unit options, Bytes,
K Bytes, or MBytes.

Min Extents
Specifies the total number of extents that are allocated when the segment is created. Minimum Extents must be
equal to or greater than 1; and less than or equal to Maximum Extents. The default is <System>.
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Max Extents
Specifies the total number of extents, including the first, that can be allocated for the object. Maximum Extents
must be a number equal to or greater than 1; and greater than Minimum Extents. The default is <System>.

Percent Increase
Specifies the percent increase by which each extent after the second grows over the previous extent. The
minimum value is 0, meaning that all extents after the first are the same size. Maximum is 100 meaning that each
extent is twice as large as the previous. Default entry is <System>.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Selecting Help from an action bar provides the following options:

Keys Help
Lists and defines the Gen function keys.

Help Topics
Provides a selectable list of all help panels for the toolset.

Consistency Check Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the consistency check error messages.

Runtime Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the runtime error messages.

About
Displays the logo window of the application.

 

 

Oracle Tablespace Properties
Use this window either to add tablespace properties for a database or to modify tablespace properties for an existing
database.

The database properties include:

Property Description
Generic Name The default name of the tablespace when no DBMS specific name

is provided.
ORACLE Name The DBMS-specific name of the database. Use this field to

override any generic database name.
Treat as DBMS Default When checked, indicates the default tablespace properties are

the DBMS default tablespace properties. The default condition is
checked.

Offline Check this box to immediately make the tablespace unavailable
after creation to users. Default is online.

Initial Value Specifies the size of the tablespace's first extent in units of Bytes.
Space is allocated for the extent when the tablespace is created.
Minimum value is the size of 2 data blocks.

Next Value Specifies the size of the index's secondary (or next) extent in units
of Bytes. Minimum value is the size of 1 data block.

MinExtents Specifies the total number of extents that ORACLE can allocate
when the segment is created.
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MaxExtents Specifies the total number of extents, including the first extent, that
ORACLE can allocate when the segment is created.

Percent Increase Specifies the percent by which each extent after the second grows
over the previous extent. Minimum value is 0, which means that all
extents after the first are the same size.

Logging A field to specify whether logging on the tablespace will be
performed. The default is YES. The options are YES and NO. This
field is mandatory.

Type Specifies the type of tablespace. The default is PERMANENT.
The options are PERMANENT and TEMPORARY. A tablespace
cannot be marked TEMPORARY if any tables or indices are
contained within it. This field is mandatory.

Organizational Unit Dialog
The Organizational Unit dialog identifies the organization, manager of the organization, the title of the manager, and the
mission statement of the organization.

The following fields are in the dialog:

Organization Name
This is a required field that identifies the organization. The name must be no more than 32 alphanumeric
characters long. Special characters are not accepted.

Manager's Title
This is an optional field that identifies the professional title of the person responsible for the organizational unit.

Manager's Name
This is an optional field that identifies the person responsible for the organizational unit.

Mission
This is an optional field in which you can enter a general statement on the purpose of the organizational unit. You
also can describe the nature of the enterprise.

Description
The Description button opens the Description dialog allowing you to document the objects contained in the
diagram. Make the description concise and include any information which is considered pertinent.

Cancel
The Cancel button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Parent Property
This article provides information for Parent Property.

Usage Parent ()
Description Retrieves a parent object name of the Interface Object.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a string containing the name of the parent

object of the Interface Object.

Partition Indexspace
Partition Indexspace activates the dialog you use to specify data characteristics of the selected indexspace.
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Partition Properties
Partition Properties changes the selected tablespace or indexspace. The following table lists changeable fields by object
type.

Field Description
Tablespace Name, Password, Close, Erase, Seg Size, Locksize, Bufferpool,

Storage Grp, VCAT, and Data Set information such as Primary
Qty, Secondary Qty, Qty Units, Free Page, Percent Free,
Description, and Do not use values as default, and Use following
values as default

Indexspace Name, Password, Close, Erase, Subpages, Bufferpool, Storage
Grp, VCAT, and Data Set information such as Primary Qty,
Secondary Qty, Qty Units, Free Page, Percent Free, and
Description

Partition Properties Dialog
The Partition Properties dialog specifies storage characteristics of the selected partition. The following is a list of
changeable fields:

• Erase
• Storage Grp
• VCAT
• Data Set Primary Qty, Secondary Qty, and Unit Qty
• Data Set Free Page and Percent Free
• Data Set Volume selection list
• Use following values for partition
• Use default values for partition

DDL generation uses these properties to define the object to the DBMS.

For additional information, request help for the individual control.

 

Partition Tablespace Properties Dialog
The Partition Tablespace Properties dialog specifies storage characteristics of the selected tablespace. The following is a
list of changeable fields:
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• Name
• Password
• Close
• Erase
• Seg Size
• Locksize
• Bufferpool
• Storage Grp
• VCAT
• Data Set Primary Qty, Secondary Qty, and Qty Units
• Data Set Free Page and Percent Free
• Do not use values as default
• Use following values as default

Tablespace and indexspace are DB2 related. DDL generation uses these properties to define the object to the DBMS.

For additional information, request help for the individual control.

Partitioning Diagram in Data Store List
Selecting Diagram in Partitioning provides the following actions:

Action Description
Print Outputs a Data Store List to a specified printer or file
Printer Setup Displays output options for the printer or plotter
Save Model Stores a Data Store List

 

 

 

Partitioning Edit in Data Store List
Selecting Edit in Partitioning provides the following actions:

Action Description
Add Partition Creates a grouping of tables within a specified storage unit.

Partitioning allows for a better distribution of data across storage
units.

Delete Removes a grouping of tables. Removal of the last partition
triggers the end of partitioning and the return of standard data
storage.
 
 

Password for Entry Field
Password causes an entry field to hide the input at runtime. A user can key information into the field, but the input is not
visible. Password is useful for situations where the design requires an entry field but the input does not display.
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Selecting Password disables the Read Only check box. The two properties are mutually exclusive.

Paths
This article provides information for Paths. To define subdirectories to read or write when storing files, specify Output,
Models, and Work.

To change the Data subdirectory, modify the environment variable in your operating system configuration file
(CONFIG.SYS).

For example, when you specify a path for a model, Gen stores and accesses the models from the subdirectory you
specify for models such as E:. Depending upon your environment, you can specify separate subdirectories for each field;
one subdirectory for all the fields or one subdirectory for some of the fields.

Spaces are acceptable in path names.

Paths Dialog
The Paths dialog lets you define subdirectories to read from or write to when storing files regarding data, output, models,
record, and work.

When you specify a path for a model, Gen stores and accesses the models from the subdirectory. Depending upon your
environment, you can specify separate subdirectories for each field, one subdirectory for all the fields, or one subdirectory
for some of the fields.

WARNING
Only Data path supports a LAN server. Placing the Work or Models paths on a LAN causes model corruption if
another user accesses your files. Placing the Output path on a LAN drive means that another user can delete or
modify your files.

Spaces are acceptable in path names.

Maximum length for most paths is 248 characters. The maximum length for the Work path is 238.

The following fields appear in the dialog:

Current
Specifies the current directory and is primarily used internally for diagnostic purposes or by support.

Logfiles
Specifies the location of any application generated log files.

Settings
Specifies the location of the application configuration files.

Output
Specifies a path for files you want to save outside of Gen.

Models
Specifies a path for the subdirectory in which Gen stores and accesses all files that define or relate to specific
models.

Work
Specifies the subdirectory in which Gen stores and accesses temporary work files. The new work path is used the
next time you start Gen if the path exists (you create this path outside of Gen).

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when creating path names and model paths. Only English characters are used
for path names and model paths.
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Perform Transformation
Transformation requires a consistent data model. Perform a consistency check on the data model during either Analysis
or Design. If you complete consistency check during the Analysis stage, you can bypass the consistency check during
Transformation.

NOTE
If you run incremental transformation, run the full TD consistency check to verify referential integrity options of all
the constraints.

Verify technical design defaults before performing Transformation. Invoking Transformation executes the following tasks:

• Performs Consistency Check
• Checks protection violations
• Deletes current technical design
• Transforms entity types
• Transforms relationships
• Processes referential integrity
• Calculates tablespaces and indexspaces
• Specializes the TD to the target DBMS

WARNING
Transformation deletes the existing TD and creates a new TD based on the data model and technical design
defaults.

Performance Measure Properties Dialog
The Performance Measure Properties dialog adds an indicator that shows the progress of an action against the plan.

Each performance measure monitors a specific goal or objective and can be influenced by many critical success factors.

Trancode Property Dialog
The Trancode Property dialog does the following: Names a transaction code if you are adding a transaction code
(trancode) and Renames a transaction code if you are changing a transaction code.

The name can represent either a clear screen transaction code or a dialog flow transaction code. All names are added to
a selection list of transaction codes.

The following restrictions apply to the name:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be alpha. For CICS transaction codes, the first character cannot start with the letter c.
• No special characters or spaces are allowed.
• The name must be no more than eight characters. For CICS transaction codes, the name can be no more than four

characters.
• The name must be unique. You cannot add the same name twice.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when creating transaction names. Only English characters are used for
transaction names.

Trancodes Add Push Button
This push button specifies the name of a transaction code. The newly named code appears in the trancodes selection list.
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Trancodes Properties Push Button
This push button lets you specify the properties of a transaction code. Since name is the only property that you can
specify, this push button lets you rename a transaction code. The renamed code appears in the trancodes selection list.

Trancodes Push Button
This push button displays a selection list of transaction codes for the associated load module. You can add transaction
codes to the list, delete them, or rename them.

Trancodes Selection List
This selection list displays the transaction codes defined for the load module with which they are associated. You can add
transaction codes to the list, delete them, or rename them (specify the properties of).

When you use the Packaging Tool to detail the properties of a procedure step, you can specify whether the code is a clear
screen trancode or a dialog flow trancode .

Transaction File Dump
This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Transaction Locking Retries
Sets the number of locking attempts before the transaction returns an error code. Any number between 0 and 99 is
accepted.

Transaction Retry Count
TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT is a special attribute that can be used in the PAD logic. The domain of TRANSACTION
RETRY COUNT is numeric. It lets an action diagram determine if the current transaction has been retried, and, if so, the
number of times.

In the following example, TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT is compared to the maximum number of retries allowed to
determine if the limit is reached:

NOTE
This method is recommended to avoid a fatal error from occurring due to the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT
being exceeded.

IF TRANSACTION_RETRY_COUNT < TRANSACTION_RETRY_LIMIT

RETRY TRANSACTION

ELSE

EXIT STATE IS WAIT_AWHILE_AND_TRY_AGAIN

ESCAPE

In the following example, TRANSACTION RETRY COUNT is used as the source for a SET statement whose target is the
view of a numeric attribute:

SET local ief_supplied count TO TRANSACTION_RETRY_COUNT
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Transaction Retry Limit
TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is a special attribute that can be used in the PAD logic. The domain of TRANSACTION
RETRY LIMIT is numeric. It lets an action diagram specify the maximum number of times that the transaction may be
retried by a RETRY TRANSACTION statement or by the default Gen error-handling procedures for deadlocks. Once the
limit is reached, no more retries can occur.

If TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is not explicitly set in the action diagram, a default limit for the target environment is
used. That environment also has an upper bound that the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT cannot exceed. At execution
time, a check is made of the two values. The lesser of the two values (TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT and upper bound) is
used.

In the following example, TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is modified:

SET TRANSACTION_RETRY_LIMIT TO 20

In the following example, TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is compared to the current number of retries to determine if the
limit is reached:

NOTE
This method is recommended to avoid a fatal error from occurring due to the TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT
being exceeded.

IF TRANSACTION_RETRY_COUNT < TRANSACTION_RETRY_LIMIT

RETRY TRANSACTION

ELSE

EXIT STATE IS WAIT_AWHILE_AND_TRY_AGAIN

ESCAPE

In the following example, TRANSACTION RETRY LIMIT is used as the source for a SET statement whose target is the
view of a numeric attribute:

SET local ief_supplied count TO TRANSACTION_RETRY_LIMIT

Transaction Timeout
The Transaction Timeout property may be Enabled or Disabled from this drop list. Default setting is Disabled. When
enabled, the Timeout Number/Units and Locking Retries properties are enabled with defaults of 1, 10, and Hours
respectively. Enter the number, select the units from the Hours/Minutes/Seconds drop list and then enter the number of
retries.

Transaction Timeout Hours
The transaction timeout hours must be 59,652 or less. Press Enter to enter new Transaction Timeout hours.

Transaction Timeout Minimum
The transaction timeout value must be at least 1. Press Enter to enter a new Transaction Timeout.

Transaction Timeout Minutes
The transaction timeout minutes must be 3,579,139 or less. Press Enter to enter new Transaction Timeout.
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TRANSFER
Relationship actions appear as clauses in CREATE or UPDATE action statements. TRANSFER can also appear as a
stand-alone relationship action. TRANSFER has no exception conditions, but its stand-alone form may have database
exception conditions.

You can TRANSFER relationships defined as transferable in the data model. The TRANSFER action transfers the
relationship between specific entity occurrences. You are changing the pairing from one entity to another. This action
does not affect the relationship between entities in the data model. You must READ or CREATE the entity before you
TRANSFER the relationship.

For example, consider a warehouse that holds products.  Products can be moved from one warehouse to another.  In
the example below, PRODUCT has been moved from one PROCESSING WAREHOUSE to NEW WAREHOUSE. The
relationship between WAREHOUSE and PRODUCT is represented in the data model as PRODUCT always is held in one
WAREHOUSE and WAREHOUSE sometimes holds one or more PRODUCT.  The relationship is defined as transferable
and is not changed in the data model.

 -- TRANSFER received product 

|     FROM processing warehouse WHICH holds IT 

|     TO new warehouse WHICH holds IT

Transfer a Relationship in Data Model, Data Model List, or Operations Model
This article provides information for Transfer a Relationship in Data Model, Data Model List, or Operations Model. Transfer
moves a relationship from one entity type or subtype to another.

To transfer a relationship, the following objects must be selected:

• One relationship line
• One entity that the relationship line is joined to
• One new entity to which the relationship should be transferred

A confirmation box displays to confirm the change.

Transfer Attribute From
Transfer Attribute From transfers an attribute and its specifications to another entity type or subtype. An attribute also can
be transferred to a work set.

If the destination entity or work set contains an attribute with the same name, you are prompted for a different name.

An attribute cannot be transferred when it is:

• An identifier or a classifying attribute
• Used in a view

An attribute used as an identifier is marked with an 'I' preceding the attribute name.

Transfer in Activity Dependency
Transfer changes the source or destination of a dependency line. Dependencies can be transferred from an activity or
event to another activity or event. Also, information view lines can be transferred to a different external object or process.

Transfer is active when you select:

• Dependency line and the processes you want to join
• Information view line and the processes you want to join to an external object or event
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Transfer Relationship Limitations
This article provides information for Transfer Relationship Limitations. The following limitations apply when transferring a
relationship from one entity type to another.

1. Your subset must have delete authority of all three-entity types that are involved in the transfer (with short expansion).
2. The relationship being transferred cannot be implemented in the PAD logic.
3. Relationship names must be unique for each entity type. For example, STATUS tracks CUSTOMER and STATUS

tracks ORDER are invalid since each relationship name for one entity type must be unique.
4. If you have performed Transformation on the model and are now working with a subset, you cannot transfer the

relationship because it is related to technical design objects and you do not have authority to change the connection to
the technical design objects.

TRANSFER Statement
The TRANSFER statement transfers the relationship between specific entity occurrences. You are changing the pairing
from one entity to another. This action does not affect the relationship between entities in the data model. You must READ
or CREATE the entity before you TRANSFER the relationship.

You can TRANSFER relationships defined as transferable in the data model.

For example, consider that products can be moved from one warehouse to another. In the following statements,
PRODUCT has been moved from one PROCESSING WAREHOUSE to NEW WAREHOUSE.

 --TRANSFER received product

| FROM processing warehouse WHICH holds IT

| TO new warehouse WHICH holds IT

 --

The relationship between WAREHOUSE and PRODUCT is represented in the data model as PRODUCT always is
held in one WAREHOUSE and WAREHOUSE sometimes holds one or more PRODUCT. The relationship is defined as
transferable and is not changed in the data model.

Transfers to
This radio button specifies that the autoflow transfers to the selected procedure step. Only a procedure step implemented
as a primary window or primary dialog box accepts transfers.

In GUI applications, Transfers to closes a window or dialog box before the next procedure step executes.

If the transfer does not already exist on the Dialog Flow Diagram, the Navigation Diagram adds it.

Transform Existing Business System
Transform Existing Business System creates a primary window for each procedure step. The windows are based on the
screen layouts from Screen Design.

For details, see Transform Screen Design into Window.

Transform Push Button
This push button reorders the controls in the list to the default sequence: left to right and top to bottom. The reordering
occurs immediately when you select this push button.
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Transform Push Button for Window Selection
This push button transforms a procedure step into a window. Transformation creates the controls using the screen
definition for the procedure step. The Transform push button remains active until all procedure steps are associated with
windows.

Transform Screen Design into Window
Transform Screen Design creates a window from a screen layout designed in Screen Design. This radio button is inactive
if no screen exists for the selected procedure step.

The transformation process for a screen attempts to preserve the original screen layout.

The window size and the location of controls within it are based on the font defined for Literals in Window Video properties
for the business system. To achieve a layout similar to the original screen, use the same fixed-pitch font ( fonts in which
each character has the same width; for example, Courier) for all control categories. If you use different fonts or mix fixed-
pitch fonts with proportional-pitch fonts, the similarity of the layout cannot be maintained.

Note that even with a fixed-pitch font, the layout is preserved only to a certain degree. Because of the natural differences
between GUI controls and their screen counterparts, the sizes and the relative locations of the window controls might
differ slightly from the way screen fields look. For example, the arrow of a drop-down list or the scroll bar of a list box
affects the size of the corresponding controls.

The following list identifies additional information on the transformation process:

• Repeating group views are transformed as list boxes. The relative location of the columns is preserved. If each column
appears on the screen more than once (a split list box), only the leftmost ones appear as a list box on the transformed
window.

• The length of the transformed field will be no greater than the length defined in the data model, even if the screen
field definition and edit pattern are longer. For example, consider an attribute that is defined in the data model as a
number with a length of four and two decimal characters placed on a screen in a field nine characters wide with the
edit pattern $$$,$9.99. During transformation, the field becomes five characters in length, consisting of four numbers
plus a decimal point.

• If the display length of an attribute in a repeating group view placed on the screen is less than the length defined in the
data model, the width of the transformed column might be greater than expected.

• The prompts and literals used on the screen are transformed, and their relative location is preserved on the window.
• Attributes with several permitted values (and no ranges) are transformed into combo boxes. If at least one range is

defined, the attribute is transformed to a Single line entry field.
• Colors of transformed controls are based on the window video properties defined for the business system.
• Nested repeating groups, hidden fields, and functions keys are not transformed.
• Repeating groups in which each instance of the group is placed on the screen in a column rather than in a single row

are not supported.
• Transformation to dialects whose direction is right-to-left is not supported
• Only the following special fields are transformed:

Current Date
Current Time
Current Timestamp
Local System ID
System Error Message
Terminal ID
Transaction Code
User ID
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Transformation Type Dialog
The Transformation Type dialog lets you create a window, based on a screen layout for the procedure step.

You can also transform all procedure steps for a business system at once.

Transformation Options

Option Description
Existing business system This type of transformation is a fast way to convert a business

system. It transforms all screens that belong to a business system
in a single step.
This type of transformation is enabled only if all of the procedure
steps can be transformed. If one or more procedure steps already
have windows, the radio button for this type is disabled.

Transform screen design Transforms a single screen belonging to the selected procedure
step into a primary window. The layout of the transformed window
is based on the layout of the original screen.

For additional information, request help on the individual controls.

Transient (entity type) Checkbox
When selected, this checkbox designates the entity type as being transient. A transient entity type is one whose
occurrences are not stored. Transient entity types are typically part of a specification subject area (in reference to the
Type Model). In contrast, entity types that are "implemented" by a corresponding relational database table are termed
persistent, and are typically part of an implementation subject area.

Transient types have no corresponding relational database table. Persistent is the default for entity types. The
occurrences of transient entity types may be derived during the execution of an application. Operations of transient types
may create new occurrences of that type; other operations may retrieve occurrences of the type. These occurrences
are not realized as rows in tables, however. The logic of the transient entity type's operations will need to invoke the
operations of persistent types that physically store information about the transient occurrences so that it can be retrieved
and reconstituted into a transient type occurrence in future. Given suitable logic, transient types behave like persistent
types as far as the consumer is concerned.

The implementation of transient and persistent types will look quite different. While there may be a simple one-to-one
correspondence between a transient entity type and a persistent entity type, other mappings may prove useful. For
example, the data of several different transient types can be stored in one table corresponding to one persistent type.
A transient type may gather the data stored in several tables. Since transient types do not represent persistent storage,
there is no need for a set of transient types to be normalized.

Rules for Transient Entity Types

• Transient views (transient import, transient export and local views) may be defined for transient entity types. Persistent
views (entity action, persistent import and persistent export views) may not. In contrast, persistent entity types may
have both persistent and transient views.

• In following with the previous rule, it is not possible to define CRUD actions on occurrences of transient types.
• Transient entity types may not own persistent (basic or designed) attributes or persistent (non-transient) relationships.

Transient types may only own derived attributes and transient relationships.
• Transient types cannot be mapped to relational database tables. Technical design transformation ignores transient

types. Referential integrity triggers are not created for transient types.
• Transient types may have subtypes.
• Transient types MUST have identifiers.
• Classifying and identifying attributes for transient types will be derived attributes.
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Use of Transient Entity Types

Transient types are a powerful and flexible addition to Gen's modeling capabilities. Here are some examples of how they
can be used:

• To define user views or business objects or roles, which are subsequently synthesized into a set of non-redundant
persistent types which form the logical database design. User views (or business object types or roles) are defined
using one or more transient entity types -- the additional entity types being needed to express repeating or optional
structures of information. User views can overlap; that is, the full set of user views may exhibit redundancy, and do not
constitute a normalized collection of relations.

• The above illustrates the use of a two-layer model. The outer layer is built from transient types, to which business
personnel, user interface developers, and Component Based Development users can readily relate. The inner layer
is built using persistent entity types and represents a logical database design. It should be possible to re-design the
inner layer without impacting the operations offered by the outer layer. This is a further technique for encapsulating the
functionality of applications (which does not involve the use of the encapsulation property).

• The two-layer model can be built top-down, as implied above, or bottom up. The model of the database design may be
defined first (this could mirror an existing design) and the user views (or business object types or roles) added as they
are identified.

• If server steps or user interface-bearing steps only expose the attributes of transient types, any obscure genericity or
external file usage can effectively be hidden from the step consumer.

• Transient types are used to express the specification type model (as defined by the CBD standard).
• Transient types may be used to define IDL or OLE style interfaces in Gen.

Transient Entity Types in a Specification Subject Area
When adhering to the component modeling standard, a specification subject area should only contain TRANSIENT entity
types.

When the "should only contain transient entity types" radio button is marked, the consistency check will register a
WARNING against the specification subject area (registering an error would not allow the DDL to be built). This helps
prevent an inadvertent violation to the CBD standard.

In contrast, developers should mark the "may contain persistent entity types" radio button ONLY if it is their intent to
include persistent entity types in the specification subject area. It is recommended that this practice be applied (if at
all) only when producing component implementation models (not specification subject areas). When the "may contain
persistent entity types" radio button is marked, developers will NOT be notified of any violation to the CBD standard when
a consistency check is run.

Rules

When the "should only contain transient entity types" radio button is marked:

• All the entity types within a specification subject area must be transient (none of them may be persistent).
• All the subject areas within a specification subject area must have the role specification (none of the contained subject

areas may be general or implementation subject areas).

For a discussion of specification subject areas, click on Subject Area Role.

Transient Relationship
This article provides information for Transient Relationship. A transient relationship is one that is NOT stored as a
software-enforced relationship.

A transient relationship may be stored by adding a persistent attribute to an entity type, to hold the identifier of some other
persistent entity type. The validity of this foreign identifier has to be maintained by explicit action diagram statements (in
operations).
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Compare this with a software-managed relationship, in which Gen automatically generates foreign keys in the relational
tables, and manages referential integrity using database features or generated code. The user has the convenience
of referring to the relationship in Read actions, and performing Associate, Disassociate, and Transfer actions on the
relationship. This is an attractive capability, but it runs counter to encapsulation principles. (See Use heading)

In all new models, broken lines show transient relationships. In other tools, transient relationships are distinguished by a
leading slash (/) character.

Rules for Transient Relationships

• If one or more of the entities participating in a relationship is a transient entity type, the relationship MUST be a
transient relationship.

• If an entity type which participates in a relationship is changed to a transient entity type, the relationship is
automatically updated to be a transient relationship (if it is not already).

• A transient relationship is allowed to exist between two persistent entity types.
• Read statements may not reference transient relationships.
• Disassociate, Associate, and Transfer actions are unavailable for transient relationships.
• Transient relationships are "documentation only". They are not used to generate code or database design.

Use of Transient Relationships

Transient relationships can be used to show business relationships existing between persistent types, but which are not
to be managed by the software. The user must write specific logic to make relationship occurrences persistent, and to
maintain referential integrity. But the modeler may simply wish to depict a relationship in the diagram that is redundant
or derivable, as an aid to understanding the diagram. In this case, there is no requirement for user logic to maintain the
relationship.

One reason for not using Gen to implement the relationship is to achieve full encapsulation. Once two entity types share
a software-managed relationship, they cannot be fully encapsulated, since a change to the implementation of one entity
type impacts the implementation of the other.

Transient relationships are also useful for depicting relationships between transient and persistent types.

Transient relationships allow the user to define integrity constraints involving relationships (that is, optionality, cardinality
and identifier) although Compose does not enforce such constraints.

Transition Processes
This list shows the transition processes that can be used to effect a state transition when joining two states in Entity Life
Cycle Diagram.

Select the process you want to use and select OK.

Transition Properties Dialog
The Transition Properties dialog displays the transition processes that can be used to effect a transition when joining two
states in Entity Life Cycle Diagram.

You can add or delete processes as follows:

1. To add processes to the list, select Process.
2. To remove a process from the list, highlight it and select Remove.
3. When selections are complete, select OK.

Transparent Bind Style
Choose Transparent bind style if you want the software to select a server that supports the interface.
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TuxedoService Name
The Tuxedo Service Name identifies a particular Procedure Step to Tuxedo. If you do not enter details in this field, the
default is the Procedure Step Source File name.

NOTE
Once you have changed the contents of this field, you can return it to <DEFAULT> by blanking out the name,
exiting, and then returning to the dialog.

You must specify the Tuxedo Service Name in the Tuxedo configuration file (ubbconfig) in the SERVICES section.

Two-stage Create Radio Button
This radio button determines that the generated software executes the CREATE entity action in two stages when the user
issues the create command. The stages are:

• The user executes the command, allowing validation before the system requests confirmation of the action.
• The user confirms the action, and the system executes it.

Two-stage Delete Radio Button
This radio button determines that the generated software executes the DELETE entity action in two stages when the user
issues the delete command. The stages are:

• The user executes the command, allowing validation before the system requests confirmation of the action.
• The user confirms the action, and the system executes it.

Two-stage Update Radio Button
This radio button determines that the UPDATE entity action executes in two stages when the user issues the update
command. The stages are:

• The user executes the command, allowing validation before the system requests confirmation of the action.
• The user confirms the action, and the system executes it.

Type Map Lists Dialog
The Type Map Lists dialog, at the beginning of the Type Map Generator process, allows you to create a type map and
optional “mapper” action blocks. A type map contains mapping definitions of source attributes from one or more entities to
target attributes from one or more entities.

The mapper action blocks contain views defined in the type map. The forward mapper action block contains SET
statements to set values of target attributes to values of source attributes. The backward mapper action block contains
SET statements to set values of source attributes to values of target attributes. The SET statements are bounded by
comments (NOTE statements) to identify them as created by the Type Map Generator.

To display this dialog, see Accessing the Type Map Generator.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Name
Contains the type map name.

Forward Map Action Block
Contains the name of the forward map action block associated to the type map.
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Backward Map Action Block
Contains the name of the backward map action block associated to the type map

Open
Displays the Correspondence dialog to edit an existing type map. You can either add or remove SET statements
and attributes from the views. This button is enabled when a type map name is selected.

New
Displays the Type Map Properties dialog to create a type map. This button is always enabled.

Delete
Deletes the selected type map object. Delete does not delete the associated mapper action blocks, if any. It
removes only the association to the mapper action blocks. A warning message displays asking the user for
confirmation of deletion. This button is enabled only when a type map is selected.

Properties
Displays the Type Map Properties dialog to edit an existing type map. The name of the type map displays in the
title ("TYPEMAP_NAME Properties”). This button is enabled only when a type map is selected.

Close
Returns to the Gen Model Window. This button is always enabled. Closes the dialog without implementing any
changes.

Type Map Properties Dialog Box
The Type Map Properties dialog allows you to create a type map object or update an existing type map object. If the
forward and backward map action block fields are not blank, Gen associates the forward and backward map action
blocks. If the forward and backward map action block fields are blank, then the previous association, if any, is removed.
The type map name can be renamed by typing over the new name.

To display the Type Map Properties dialog, click either the New or Properties button from the Type Map Lists dialog.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Name
Contains the type map object name, which must be unique and contain a maximum of 32 bytes.

Description
Allows for 1000 bytes of detail about the type map object.

Forward Map Action Block
Contains the name of the forward map action block associated to the type map, which must be unique and
contain a maximum of 32 bytes.

Backward Map Action Block
Contains the name of the backward map action block associated to the type map, which must be unique and
contain a maximum of 32 bytes.

OK
Creates a type map if this dialog was initiated from the New button of the Type Map Lists dialog. If the forward
map action block and backward map action block fields are not blank, it associates the two action blocks. Updates
the type map object if this dialog was initiated from the Properties button of the Type Map Lists dialog. If the
forward map action block and backward map action block fields are not blank, it associates these action blocks.
Before the association, it removes previous associations, if any. If the forward map action block and backward
map action block are blanks or no entry, it removes the previous association, if any. You can type over the type
map name and a confirmation is displayed before renaming.

Cancel
Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
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Type of Installation
This drop-down list lets you select a local or a remote installation. A local installation takes place on the system that
generated the source code and DDL.

A local installation is often used for initial testing of an application.

A remote installation takes place on a different system from the one that generated the source code and DDL.

This default affects these generate actions:

• Code, All
• Code, All and Install
• Code, Selected (if installation is selected)
• DDL, All
• DDL, All and Installation
• DDL, Selected (if installation is selected)
• Install All Changes

Unary Minus
A unary minus indicates a negative value of expressions containing numeric attributes, literals, functions, and other
numeric expressions. The following is an example of how the unary minus is used in a SET statement:

SET export order delay_count TO -days(CURRENT_DATE)

Unary Minus Expression
A unary minus expression negates the expression that follows it. Select the expression about which you want more
information and the corresponding help is displayed.

• function numeric
• last
• left paren '('
• max
• numeric view
• subscript

Uncommitted/Browse Clause Isolation Level
This article provides information for Uncommitted/Browse Clause Isolation Level. When selected, the isolation level clause
of the cursor is set to Uncommitted read/browse access.

For DB2, the "WITH UR" clause is generated.

For SQL/MP and SQL/MX, the "FOR BROWSE ACCESS" clause is generated.

NOTE
A cursor marked uncommitted/browse cannot be used in a subsequent update. The generator stops with an
error message if this condition is detected.

Undo Push Button
This push button backs out an action and returns to the options previously displayed.
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UNFILTER
UNFILTER reveals all rows in a repeating group view. Generally, this is used to remove the effects of any previous FILTER
statements.

The format of a UNFILTER statement is:

UNFILTER repeating_group_view

The repeating_group_view is an export repeating group view.

Example

In the example below, the UNFILTER action is used before a FILTER action begins. This ensures that none of the items in
the repeating group view are hidden before the next filter is applied.

 --EVENT ACTION changed_filter

| UNFILTER export_supplier_group

+- CASE OF import_FILTER_filter work_fields type

| CASE "ALL"

| CASE "TRANSAXLE"

| FILTER export_supplier_group BY "5 > S AND 5 < U"

Ungroup
Ungroup separates grouped objects so that you can work with them as though they were individual objects.

UNHIGHLIGHT
This article provides information for UNHIGHLIGHT. UNHIGHLIGHT removes the highlighting from a row in a list box. The
statement can be used with explicitly or implicitly repeating group views.

Nested repeating group views are not supported.

UNHIGHLIGHT export_implicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view

The clause export_implicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view is an export repeating group view that is implicitly indexed.

UNHIGHLIGHT export_explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view

AT index_expression

The clause export_explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view is an export repeating group view that is explicitly indexed.

The clause index_expression is a numeric attribute view or a subscript value that can be resolved into a row number in a
repeating group view.

Unimplemented Attributes Dialog
The Unimplemented Attributes dialog displays columns that currently are not associated with the selected index.

Select the attribute that you want to add to the index.

If you want to remove an attribute from an index, close the Implement Attribute dialog. Highlight the desired column, select
Edit from the DSL window, and select Delete.
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If you want to see a complete list of Columns and Foreign Key Columns associated with an index, close the Implement
Attribute dialog. Highlight the desired index, select Detail from the DSL window, and select Properties. In the
Unimplemented Attributes dialog, select the Columns push button. All of the columns associated with the Table are
displayed. At least one column must be associated with an index.

The dialog contains the following field information.

Unimplemented Columns Selection List

This selection list displays columns that currently are not associated with the selected index. The list does not include
columns that are associated with the index.

Select one or more columns that you want to associate with the index.

More information:

Using the Data Structure List

Unimplemented Entity Types and Subtypes Selection List
This selection list specifies all unimplemented entity types and subtypes available for addition to the DSL.

NOTE
If the entity type is not listed, verify that the entity type is not already converted into a table or return to analysis
and add the entity type to the entity relationship diagram.

Unmap Push Button
This push button removes the mapping from a selected view in the top selection list. If the selected view is an entity
view, all attribute views belonging to it are unmapped. If the selected view is an attribute view, only the attribute view is
unmapped.

UNMARK Command
This article provides information for UNMARK Command. UNMARK removes a check mark from a menu item that
references a specific command.

UNMARK affects only menu items that are placed on windows of the current procedure step. Push buttons are not
affected by UNMARK.

The syntax is as follows:

UNMARK command

Where command is the command that is associated with the menu item or push button being unmarked.

Unmatch Menu Item/Push Button in Dialog Flow Browser
Select to unmatch views in a procedure or procedure step in one list box from a procedure or procedure step in the other
list box.

Unmatch Push Button
This push button unmatches views that appear as matched in the Import/ Export Views Selection List. Unmatching does
not delete either the supplying or receiving view. If you create a view with the View Match and Copy dialog and select
Unmatch, the created view is not deleted.
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Unpackaged Procedure Steps Dialog
The Unpackaged Procedure Steps dialog provides a selection list of all unpackaged procedure steps. The procedure
steps are not associated with a load module.

The selection list presents each procedure followed by its procedure step(s). If a procedure has only one step, the name
of the procedure and the procedure step are the same.

NOTE
When you package server applications for client/server, the title of this dialog is Non-Screen Unpackaged
Procedure Steps. Only procedure steps without screens can be packaged into server applications. In the Dialog
Design Tool, you specify whether a procedure step does or does not contain a display (screen).

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Rules for Packaging Online Load Modules

The packaging of online load modules has certain rules:

• At most, you can package a procedure step in three different packaging combinations. The packaging combinations
are online or batch, window (GUI), and client/server (cooperative).

• A procedure step can be included in only one load module per packaging combination.
• Every procedure step must have at least one transaction code. The transaction code can be a clear screen transaction

code or a dialog flow transaction code, depending on the procedure step.
• Every first procedure step must have a unique clear screen transaction code. Only first procedure steps can have a

clear screen transaction code. If a first procedure step is flowed to from another procedure step, it must also have a
dialog flow transaction code.

• A procedure step that is not a first procedure step must have a dialog flow transaction code. The step cannot have a
clear screen transaction code.

• A transaction code (clear screen or dialog flow) can be associated with only one load module.
• A clear screen transaction code can be associated with only one procedure step.

Rules for Packaging Batch Load Modules

The packaging of batch load modules has certain rules:

• All procedure steps in a procedure must be packaged into the same load module (batch job). The Packaging Tool
enforces this.

• The names of procedure steps (job steps) must be unique within a load module (batch job).
• Load module names and procedure step names must be unique within the model.
• Procedure steps from different procedures cannot be packaged into the same load module.

Rules for Packaging GUI Load Modules

The packaging of GUI load modules has certain rules:

• At most, you can package a procedure step in three different packaging combinations. The packaging combinations
are online or batch, window (GUI), and client/server (cooperative).

• A procedure step can be included in only one load module per packaging combination.
• Every procedure step must have at least one transaction code. The transaction code can be a clear screen transaction

code or a dialog flow transaction code. If a first procedure step is flowed to from another procedure step, the first
procedure step must have a dialog flow transaction code. Dialog flow transaction codes are optional. If you supply
them, the code generator incorporates them into the application. The Window Manager, however, can determine flows
only from the clear screen transaction codes.

• A transaction code (clear screen or dialog flow) must be unique for each load module.
• A clear screen transaction code can be associated with only one procedure step.

Rules for Packaging Client/Server (Cooperative) Load Modules
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Rules for packaging server components:

• At most, you can package a procedure step in three different packaging combinations. The packaging combinations
are online or batch, window (GUI), and client/server.

• A procedure step can be included in only one load module per packaging combination.
• Every procedure step must have at least one transaction code. The transaction code can be a clear screen transaction

code or a dialog flow transaction code, depending on the procedure step.
• Every first procedure step must have a unique clear screen transaction code. Only first procedure steps can have a

clear screen transaction code. If a first procedure step is flowed to from another procedure step, it must also have a
dialog flow transaction code.

• A procedure step that is not a first procedure step must have a dialog flow transaction code. The step cannot have a
clear screen transaction code.

• A transaction code (clear screen or dialog flow) can be associated with only one load module.
• A clear screen transaction code can be associated with only one procedure step.

The same rules for packaging server components apply to packaging client components, except that dialog flow
transaction codes are optional. If you supply them, the code generator incorporates them into the application. The Window
Manager, however, can determine flows only from the clear screen transaction codes.

Unplace
To hide a selected object so that it is no longer visible on the diagram, select Unplace. Use Place Unplaced Box to
redisplay the object. This action is instantaneous when selected.

For example, you may want to use Unplace if you have a large diagram and you only want to display the objects that are
relevant at a certain point in time. For instance, you may have a meeting with a user and only want particular objects to
be displayed to eliminate the possibility of confusion. Unplace allows you to hide the objects that are not presently needed
without deleting them from the diagram.

Unplace Entity Type in Scoped Type Model Diagram
To remove a selected Type from being displayed in the Model Diagram, select Unplace Type. It is removed from the
current Model Diagram only.

Unplaced Fields
This article provides information for Unplaced Fields. To add fields to the screen that have not yet been placed, select
Unplaced Fields.

WARNING
This action may not be used in place of Add Field.

Unplaced Fields lets you:

• Place fields that were previously defined as hidden fields.
• Add to a repeating group that is already placed on the screen.

This action displays the Field Views dialog that lets you select attributes to place on the screen.

Unused Prompts List All Push Button
This push button selects all prompts in the selection list.
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Unused Prompts List Delete Push Button
This push button removes the selected prompts from the list. The prompts are then unavailable for implementation with a
control.

Unused Prompts List Dialog
The Unused Prompts List dialog displays the attribute prompts that are not implemented within a model. The list shows
the unused prompts for all attribute views in the procedure step.

The Delete push button is inactive until you select one or more prompts. Deleting the prompts makes them unavailable for
implementation with a control.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

More information:

Use Navigation Diagram

Unused Prompts List Dialog in Screen Design

The Unused Prompts List dialog lets you remove any unused prompts in order to reduce the size of the model and the
number of objects the model must manage.

Unused Prompts Selection List

This selection list lets you select for deletion prompts not used by the selected screen. Unused prompts add to the size of
the model and the number of objects the model must manage. To reduce overhead, remove all unused prompts.

More information:

How to in Screen Design

Delete Unused Prompts Dialog
The Unused Prompts List dialog lets you remove any unused prompts in order to reduce the size of the model and the
number of objects the model must manage.

Unused Prompts Selection List
This selection list lets you select for deletion prompts not used by the selected screen. Unused prompts add to
the size of the model and the number of objects the model must manage. To reduce overhead, remove all unused
prompts.

Unused Prompts Selection List
This selection list displays the attribute prompts that are not implemented for a selected window or dialog. The list shows
the unused prompts for all attribute views in the procedure step. The prompts are listed by entity type.

You can select prompts several ways:

• Select the All push button. All prompts in the list are selected.
• Select the entity or attribute name. All prompts for that entity or attribute are selected.
• Select the prompts individually.
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Unused Views List
This Import Views list shows all the unused views in the model. Select one or more views by highlighting it and clicking
the Delete bottom. This list also provides a way to make sure all the views you have created are used. At the end of the
project, this list should be empty.

UPDATE
This article provides information for UPDATE. UPDATE consists of: READ or CREATE entity and Add UPDATE exception
logic.

The UPDATE entity action can change the attribute values of an entity occurrence. UPDATE can also affect a relationship
of an entity.

NOTE
If an exception statement is deleted from an entity action statement, the condition can be added back to the
statement by selecting Exception from the list of statements.

Highlight the last line in the entity action statement. Then, select Edit, Add Statement, and Exception.

Update and Check In Model
Update and Check In Model uploads (copies) a workstation model or subset to the encyclopedia. To update and check
in a model, you must be authorized in the encyclopedia as a project coordinator or encyclopedia administrator. When a
model is checked in (uploaded) to the encyclopedia, it becomes the active copy.

The initial check-in sends the entire model to the encyclopedia. Subsequent updates send only changes unless you
specify Generate New Model.

After an update with check-in, the model is set to read-only on the workstation and changes cannot be saved. If an update
failure occurs, perform Resend Last Update.

Check-in conflict occurs when:

• Adding a new object with the same name as some existing in a model in the encyclopedia
• Renaming new objects by the encyclopedia

For example, when updating and checking in a model, the object identification number for Customer in the subset is
renamed Customer - 12345 in the encyclopedia.

Model Update and Check In Concepts

During the check-in model (upload) process, Gen performs the following tasks:

• Executes a TSO command (%IEFUP) to initiate the update of the host encyclopedia
• Creates a transaction file (UPDATE.TRN) on the workstation
• Transfers a transaction file (IEF.TRN) to the mainframe
• Transfers an Update Verification Report (VERIFY.TRN) to the workstation

Workstation ! Mainframe

-----------------!-------------------------------------

UPDATE.TRN ----->! -> IEF.TRN -> Model History -> ENCYCLOPEDIA

IEF0000.DAT ! (%IEFUP) !

IEF2501.DAT ! !

VERIFY.TRN <----! <- IEF.MSGS <------------------------+

V

xxxxxx.DNX
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Display Report

Update but Do Not Check In
Update But Do Not Check In uploads (copies) a model from the workstation to the encyclopedia but without checking in
the model. The active copy is the one checked out to the user, not the one in the encyclopedia.

For example, when updating a model, the object identification number for Customer in the subset is renamed Customer -
12345 in the encyclopedia.

Update of Entity Type Dialog
The Update of Entity Type dialog lets you select actions to be performed on related entity types in the generated PAD
logic. This dialog only displays if you select the Update mode or an Update candidate process and Review Default Actions
on the Process Synthesis or Action Block Synthesis dialog. The name of the entity type being created appears in the title.
All entity types related to the subject entity type by mandatory relationships are listed first. All entity types related to the
subject entity type by optional relationships follow. System defaults (Yes or No) for ASSOCIATE, DISASSOCIATE, and
TRANSFER of each related entity type appear on the left side of the list. An asterisk (*) next to a default means it cannot
be changed. (Select on the Rules hyperlink for more information.)

To change the defaults, select the name of the related entity type on the selection list. Then, select the appropriate push
button.

Process/Action Block Synthesis Rules for UPDATE

Several rules are used to populate the default values (Yes and No) on the Update dialog. Different selections and defaults
on the dialog depend on the entity action type and the relationships involved.

In the following rules, the relationships are defined as they appear in the data model with the subject entity type always to
the left of all possible related entity types. The rules apply to creating a single occurrence of the subject entity type.

A mandatory one then optional many relationship means the subject entity type sometimes has one or more related
entity types and the related entity type always has one subject entity type. The source relationship property refers to the
mandatory one, and the destination relationship properties refer to the optional many.

1. Only TRANSFER is allowed. ASSOCIATE and DISASSOCIATE are not allowed:
2. Mandatory one à mandatory one
3. Mandatory one à mandatory many
4. Mandatory many à mandatory one
5. Optional one à mandatory one
6. Optional many à mandatory one
7. The default for ASSOCIATE is No. DISASSOCIATE is not allowed, but TRANSFER is allowed:
8. Mandatory many à mandatory many
9. Optional one à mandatory many
10. Optional many à mandatory many
11. TRANSFER is allowed, but ASSOCIATE is not allowed. The default for DISASSOCIATE is No:
12. Mandatory one à optional one
13. Mandatory one à optional many
14. The default for ASSOCIATE and DISASSOCIATE is No, and TRANSFER is allowed:
15. Mandatory many à optional one
16. Mandatory many à optional many
17. Optional one à optional one
18. Optional one à optional many
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19. Optional many à optional one

NOTE
ASSOCIATE actions require that an occurrence of the target entity type already exists. Therefore, the identifier
is included in the READ statement prior to the ASSOCIATE statement. However, DISASSOCIATE and
TRANSFER actions require that an occurrence of the subject entity type is already associated. These actions
also require that READ statements do not use identifiers but qualified READs using 'related to subject
entity type.' For DISASSOCIATE statements, a READ EACH is built if the relationship is any --> any many.
TRANSFER actions are only allowed when the property of the relationship between the subject entity type and
the related entity type is defined as transferable.

Upper Case for Entry Field
Upper Case specifies that the entry field converts all lowercase characters into uppercase characters. The conversion
occurs at runtime during character input.

An attribute must be marked as Case Sensitive to enable the Upper Case push button. You mark an attribute Case
Sensitive on the properties dialog for attributes. For example, in the Data Model List, select an attribute, select Detail, and
then select Properties.

Upper Case for List Occurrence Entry Field
Upper Case specifies that the list occurrence entry field converts all lowercase characters into uppercase characters. The
conversion occurs at runtime during character input.

An attribute must be marked as Case Sensitive to enable the Upper Case push button. You mark an attribute Case
Sensitive on the properties dialog for attributes. For example, in the Data Model List, select an attribute, select Detail, and
then select Properties.

Upper Case for List Occurrence Multi Line Entry Field
Upper Case specifies that the list occurrence multi line entry field converts all lowercase characters into uppercase
characters. The conversion occurs at runtime during character input.

An attribute must be marked as Case Sensitive to enable the Upper Case push button. You mark an attribute Case
Sensitive on the properties dialog for attributes. For example, in the Data Model List, select an attribute, select Detail, and
then select Properties.

Usage Properties Dialog
The Usage Properties dialog allows you to estimate the expected frequency of occurrence and the expected growth rate
of a process. Also, you can change the process name and access the Description dialog.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Process Name
A process name identifies the work being done and the entity types or main attributes that are affected. The name
currently assigned to a process can be changed by moving the cursor to the beginning of the Name field and
typing a new name.
Naming a Process
The name of the process classifies the business activity it describes. The name:
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• Is characterized by a verb and noun (that is an entity type or attribute name).
• Is unique within the business.
• Has no more than 32 characters.
• Has alphanumeric characters.
• Has no special characters.

Examples of Process Names

• Receive Delivery
• Receive Stock Request
• Create Order
• Add Product
• Update Customer
• Calculate Account Balance

NOTE
You cannot use the same name for two different processes, but you can reuse a process in the
hierarchy.

Expected Frequency of Occurrence
Expected frequency of occurrence is the number of times the business expects a process to execute over a given
time period. You can derive these numbers from past records or from business forecasts.
Specify the minimum, maximum, and average numbers. The software does not allow you assign a maximum that
is less than the minimum or an average that is greater than the maximum.
Year is the default time period, but you can select day, week, and month from the drop-down list.
Downstream Effects
Execution frequency impacts decisions made during the Design stage. Based on the expected frequency, data set
sizes are calculated and data base designers determine where the cost benefit of automation is greatest.

Expected Growth
Expected growth is the anticipated increase (or decrease) in the number of process executions over time. You
express this value as a percentage per day, week, month, or year. Year is the default.
Downstream Effects
The expected growth rate impacts decisions made during the Design stage. Based on the expected growth rate,
data set sizes are calculated and data base designers determine where the cost benefit of automation is greatest.

Description
Describes the properties of the process.

Usage Properties in Activity Hierarchy/Activity Dependency Diagrams
Usage Properties are the expected growth rate of a process and its frequency of occurrence.

Usage Properties is active when a process is selected.

USE
USE references logic in common action blocks and algorithms. The logic is common in that it can also be used in other
processes, procedures, and action blocks (including external action blocks).

The following example shows a USE statement referencing an action block called CREATE ORDER. View matching was
performed.

 -- USE create_order

| WHICH IMPORTS: Group View group_import TO Group View group_import
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| Entity View import customer TO Entity View import customer

| <none> TO Entity View import order

| WHICH EXPORTS: Group View group_export FROM Group View

| group_export

| Entity View export customer FROM export customer

| <none> FROM Entity View customer_order

 ---

This example shows the form of the USE statement to SET the value of an employee number USING an algorithm called
number generator.

SET employee number USING number_generator

NOTE
An action block used in a SET...USING construct (such as number_generator) must have an export view that
contains only one entity view. The entity view must have only one attribute view, whose domain matches the
domain of the attribute being set.

After selecting an action block to USE, you then match the import views, export views, local views, and entity action views.
You can also match views to <none>. For example, if you do not currently have a view to match to INPUT_EMPLOYEE,
you can leave the view unmatched and use the Change function later to match the view.

After selecting an algorithm, you then match the import views of the algorithm with the supplying views from the
process. The "ing" form of the USE statement indicates the use of an algorithm. For example, SET bonus value USING
bonus_value_calculation.

Use As Read Only
This radio button specifies that you cannot save changes to a model. You can perform all other activities with the toolsets,
such as adding new objects, generating reports, generating code, and so forth.

Any changes you make to the model are lost when you exit Gen because you cannot save the model to physical storage.

Use Default Algorithm To Determine If DISTINCT Is Required
Select this control to let the code generator determine whether the DISTINCT clause is needed. The code generator
determines the need by calculating if the SELECT statement that implements the READ EACH statement accesses tables
that do not implement the entity views being READ.

For example, assume that a CUSTOMER places many ORDERS, and the following READ EACH statement is created:

 --READ EACH order

| WHERE DESIRED order is_placed_by SOME customer AND THAT

| customer zipcode IS EQUAL TO 75023

 ---

This statement specifies one entity type, ORDER, but it must be joined with the entity type CUSTOMER, so a DISTINCT
clause is generated. In this case, a relationship was required because Zipcode was not an identifier of CUSTOMER. If
Zipcode had been an identifier, the relationship would not have been required because it would have been present in
ORDER as a foreign key.

This algorithm sometimes generates an unnecessary DISTINCT clause, but the algorithm is a best guess as to whether it
is necessary. The emphasis is on always generating a DISTINCT clause when necessary to ensure integrity.
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Use Default Values Radio Buttons
These radio buttons determine whether default values are set and used for storage properties and data set values during
DDL generation.

The properties you set in the Tablespace Properties dialog box and the Indexspace Properties dialog box can be unique,
or the properties can apply to all partitions.

In a similar manner, the partition's indexspace and tablespace properties can be unique, or the partition can accept any
default values that are set.

Tablespace Properties Dialog Box

If you want the tablespace properties to apply only to the selected tablespace partition, select the radio button Do not use
values as default.

If you want the tablespace properties to apply to one or more tablespace partitions, select the radio button Use following
values as defaults.

Indexspace Properties Dialog Box

If you want the indexspace properties to apply only to the selected indexspace partition, select the radio button Do not use
values as default.

If you want the indexspace properties to apply to one or more indexspace partitions, select the radio button Use following
values as defaults.

Partition Tablespace Properties Dialog Box

If you want to accept default tablespace partition values, select the radio button Use default values for partition.

NOTE
If the partition is to use tablespace default values, the radio button Use following values as defaults. must be
selected in the Tablespace Properties dialog box.

If you want the partition to use unique tablespace values, select the radio button Use following values for partition.

Partition Indexspace Properties Dialog Box

If you want to accept default indexspace partition values, select the radio button Use default values for partition.

NOTE
If the partition is to use default indexspace values, the radio button Use following values as defaults. must be
selected in the Indexspace Properties dialog box.

If you want the partition to use unique indexspace values, select the radio button Use following values for partition.

Use Defaults Push Button
This push button replaces the field definition values for video properties that you specify locally in Screen Design with the
defaults that you set in Business System Defaults.

NOTE
After you select Use Defaults, the changes do not take effect until you also select OK.

Use Enter Command for Display
This check box determines that when the user presses Enter after changing data in the screen identifier field, the
generated software displays a new table. This action assumes that you assign a command of enter to the Enter key.

You assign commands using the Business System Defaults action in the DLG Tool.
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Use Enter Command for Update
This check box determines that when the user presses Enter after changing data in any field except the screen identifier
field, the generated software executes the update logic. This action assumes that you assign a command of enter to the
Enter key.

You assign commands using the Business System Defaults action in the Dialog Flow Diagram.

Use TARGETING Value
Select this control for a READ EACH statement with a TARGETING clause. In this case, the default clause is OPTIMIZE
FOR max ROWS, where max is the maximum of the cardinalities of the targeted group views.

The TARGETING clause is omitted if no views are targeted.

Use Targeting Value When Present - Limit To Clause
Select Use Targeting Value When Present if you want to generate a LIMIT TO clause and when targeting a group view.

Use Targeting Value When Present - Optimize For Clause
Select Use Targeting Value When Present if you want to generate an OPTIMIZE FOR clause and when targeting a group
view.

Use Targeting Value When Present For Multiple Row Fetch
Select this control if you want to generate the code for a Multiple Row Fetch and when targeting a group view. If multiple
group views are present, the size for the largest repeating group view is used.

Use the Value
Select to limit the number of rows to be returned. You can enter a value in the range 1 to 2,147,483,647 in the entry field.

Use the Value for Multiple Row Fetch
Select this control if you want to generate the code for a Multiple Row Fetch and specify the number of rows to be
returned during the Multiple Row Fetch operation. You can enter a value in the range of 2 to 32,767.

 

Used In
Used In lists screens where a selected template is used.

Used In Screen Selection List
This selection list displays a list of screens in which the selected template is used.

User Defined in Matrices
This article provides information for User Defined in Matrices. To create a custom matrix, select User Defined.
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User Defined provides the following actions:

Action Description
User Defined Matrix Lists the name and axes of custom matrices
User Defined Objects Names custom objects

User Defined Matrix in Matrices
To define a custom matrix, specify:

• Matrix name
• Matrix axes

User Defined Objects in Matrices
To define a custom object in a user-defined matrix, specify:

• Object name
• Object description

User ID
User ID adds the USER ID special attribute to the PAD logic. The domain of USER ID is text. It is the identification by
which the terminal operator is known to the teleprocessing monitor. You cannot modify it.

In the following example, USER ID is compared with a view of a text attribute. It may also be compared with a literal:

 -- IF USER ID IS EQUAL TO "DAACXEB"

| EXIT STATE IS call_security

 ---

You can also specify USER ID as the source of a SET statement whose target is the view of a text attribute.

User-defined Events and TIREVENT
User-defined events are triggered by the execution of procedure action diagram (PAD) logic. Create them with the Event
Processing dialog in the Navigation Diagram. User-defined events have names of up to 32 characters. To define a new
user-defined event, enter a new event type in the Event Type field and enter new action name, then select Add.

User-defined events may be associated with a window, dialog box or control for the current procedure step. User-defined
events should be associated with the primary window for a procedure step and not with controls. This makes events
easier to locate and track.

A special external action block in the PrAD triggers user-defined events. This differs from other event types, such as Open
and Close, which are triggered when some activity occurs with the window or control.

A user-defined event allows processing to occur without requiring direct action from the user. For example, assume a
user-defined event is associated with a window. When the window opens, the event is automatically executed.

Using User-defined Events with TIREVENT

For user-defined events, you must define and use the special external action block TIREVENT.
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NOTE
TIREVENT is a special external action block that is pre-defined to the Gen runtime components. You do not
have to compile it outside of Gen or write any other code.

TIREVENT must be defined in the PAD as follows:

| IMPORTS:

| Work View IEF supplied (transient, optional, import only)

| command (required)

| EXPORTS:

| LOCALS:

| ENTITY ACTIONS:

|

| EXTERNAL

 -------

TIREVENT must be used in your PrAD as follows:

SET local IEF supplied command TO <your_event_type>

USE tirevent

WHICH IMPORTS: local IEF supplied command

The name passed to the TIREVENT external action block (<your_event_type>) is the name typed into the Event Type
field. It is not the action name typed into the Action Name field. Ensure that you create a unique name for Event Type.

The call to TIREVENT queues the request and, when TIREVENT returns, the associated event action has not yet
executed. TIREVENT executes after the current execution of the procedure step returns to the Dialog Manager. When
queued, multiple user-defined events execute in order.

Summary of using TIREVENT

1. Create an import view: Work View IEF supplied (transient, optional, import only) with an attribute of command.
2. Define TIREVENT as an external action block.
3. Define a unique Event Type on the Event Processing dialog.
4. Define an Action Name for the event type.
5. Launch the event action in the Action Diagram tool and set the local supplied command to the unique event type

defined in Step 3.
6. Create a USE statement to TIREVENT which imports the local supplied command.

User-Extended IDL File
This field allows you to add IDL data into the interface definition. If you do not specify a value in this field, then no data will
be added. If you specify a filename, the contents of the specified file are added into the interface definition.

Once you have changed the default, you can return it to <NONE> by blanking out the field, exiting the dialog, and then
returning.

Uses
The Uses action implements templates in a selected screen. A screen can use more than one template, provided the
literals or special fields on the templates do not occupy the same space. It also identifies the template(s) used in the
current screen.

To prevent any overlapping fields, include templates in the screen before adding fields.
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To delete one or more literals or special fields from a template, use Edit, Delete Field.

If the template contains any objects that overlap existing screen fields, the selected template cannot be included in the
screen.

Uses Template Selection List
This selection list lets you select a template to include in the selected screen. If a template is used in the screen, Yes
appears in the Used column. If it is not used in the screen, No appears in the Used column.

UUID
This field uniquely identifies this interface definition across all applications and networks. If you select New UUID, the
system automatically updates the field with a new value.

The UUID is a maximum of 48 characters which may contain any alphanumeric characters except / : * ? " < > |.

The Generator requires a valid UUID for all Procedure Steps.

WARNING
Because the UUID is used for communication between clients and server modules, changing the UUID of
a server (by pressing New UUID) breaks communications between the existing clients and the new server.
To correct this situation, you must regenerate and redeploy any clients which use the server to re-establish
communications.

Validate Memory Pages
This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Value
Value specifies the high end of the range of a selected column. Use Value as part of the total key to group tables. The
value for a given column must be valid for the column selected type, length, and extra number of decimals. If a column
value is not set, the default is high values.

To determine selection type, length, and extra number of decimals, use the Data Structure List to detail the index column.

Value Dialog
This dialog lets you enter the value to which the selected attribute is to be compared for equality.

Value Entry Field
Type the value to which the selected attribute is to be compared.

Variable Character Conversion
Selecting Yes will convert all CHARs (TEXT fields in Data Structure List) to VARCHARs. This option is valid only if you
selected Oracle as the technical design.

To convert on a case-by-case basis, highlight the data object and select Detail, Properties, and Varchar.
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NOTE
If you are migrating from an Oracle 6 database to an Oracle 7 database, you should select either batch or field-
by-field conversion to avoid major database reorganization.

Variant
A variant is a view or literal passed from the action block. The designer sets the data type during design of the statement
in the action diagram.

A variant data value can be passed without strict typing of the sending and receiving locations. This means that if a text
value is sent to a numeric location, it will be coerced into the appropriate format before it is stored in the new location.

Some data types cannot be guaranteed to be coercible to others. When coercion fails, the system passes default values
instead. The default value depends on the data type of the receiving location:

Receiving Data type Default Value
Text Spaces
Numbers Zeroes
Dates Value of 01-01-01
Times Value of 00:00:00

VCAT
The VCAT field specifies the name of the volume catalog for the database object (tablespace, indexspace, or storage
group).

The VCAT catalog name must contain an entry for the first data set of the tablespace, conforming to the DBMS naming
convention for data sets. The VCAT name must be no more than 8 characters long.

VCAT Radio Button
This radio button activates the volume catalog for the database object (tablespace, indexspace, or storage group).

Verify Last Update
Verify Last Update checks for successful updating of the last model or subset.

Version Number
The version number comprises version number and release number in the form x.y. These fields are used, with the UUID,
to identify the server.

Vertical Scroll for List Occurrence Multi Line Entry Field
This check box specifies that the multi line entry field contains a scroll bar that permits scrolling up and down. The scroll
bar appears on the right of the field.

The default for this check box is Yes.
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Video Properties in Navigation Diagram
The Navigation Diagram Video Properties dialog lets you specify the common video properties for specific windows and
controls. This common video properties setting overrides the selections you made in the Business System Defaults.
In addition, you can set the custom video property for specific windows and controls for the Java Web Generation
application. You can also select custom video property for rows and columns to replace the business system default rows
and columns style for specific instances of list boxes or tables.

The Navigation Diagram Video Properties is a tree-based dialog which consists of the following panels:

• Common
The Common node allows you to set common video properties such as Foreground Color, Background Color, and Font
for a specific window or control.

• Java Web Generation
The Java Web Generation node specifies the custom video property that must apply for specific windows and controls
in a Java Web Generation application.

• List Boxes/Tables
The List Boxes/Tables node specifies if the row style scheme overrides the column style scheme for a specific list box
or a table in a Java Web Generation application.

• Rows
The Rows node allows you to set the custom video properties that must replace the default row style scheme for a
specific list box or table.

• Columns
The Columns node allows you to set the custom video properties that must replace the default column style scheme
for a specific list box or table. This node also lets you select  automatic, alternating, or column specific style schemes
for a specific list box or table.

Video Properties Error Color
Error Video Properties let you set properties so fields containing errors are easily identified. Select different options for
error as you did for the corresponding field properties for intensity, color, and highlight.

Error Color determines the color of characters in fields where an error is detected. Specify Error Color only on terminals
with extended color and highlighting features. Set any color supported by your terminal.

Video Properties Error Highlight
Error Video Properties let you set properties so fields containing errors are easily identified. Select different options for
error as you did for the corresponding field properties for intensity, color, and highlight.

Error Highlight determines how to emphasize characters in fields that contain errors. Specify Error Highlight only on
terminals with extended color and highlighting features. Set any color supported by your terminal.

Video Properties Error Intensity
Error Video Properties let you set properties so fields containing errors are easily identified. Select different options for
error as you did for the corresponding field properties for intensity, color, and highlight.

Error Intensity determines the brightness of characters in fields where an error is detected. Specify Error Intensity to
customize the contrast of dark to light screen colors.
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Video Properties Error Justify
Error Video Properties let you set properties so fields containing errors are easily identified. Select different options for
error as you did for the corresponding field properties for intensity, color, and highlight.

Error Justify specifies how data is aligned within an error. The default value justifies alphabetic text on the left and
numerals on the right.

Video Properties Error Protected
Error Video Properties let you set properties so fields containing errors are easily identified. Select different options for
error as you did for the corresponding field properties for intensity, color, and highlight.

Error Protected specifies whether to prevent data entry in an error.

Video Properties Error Put Cursor Here
Error Video Properties let you set properties so fields containing errors are easily identified. Select different options for
error as you did for the corresponding field properties for intensity, color, and highlight.

Error Put Cursor Here specifies whether to place the cursor on an error.

Video Properties Field Blank When Zero or Null
This article provides information for Video Properties Field Blank When Zero or Null. Field Video Properties let you
distinguish fields from other types of screen objects.

Field Blank When Zero or Null specifies whether to replace a zero or null with a blank in numeric fields and text fields.

Use Blank When Zero or Null in these scenarios.

Selection Result
Blank and no data is present. Blank numeric fields fill with asterisks (*) and blank text fields with

underscores (_).
Blank and data is present. The import view displays 0 for numeric fields, spaces for text

fields, 0 for date and time fields, and spaces for commands.
X Spaces appear where there are blanks and zeros.

Video Properties Field Color
This article provides information for Video Properties Field Color. Field Video Properties let you distinguish fields from
other types of screen objects.

Field Color determines the color of characters in the fields. Specify Field Color only on terminals with extended color and
highlighting features. Set any color supported by your terminal.

Video Properties Field Fill Character Checkbox
This article provides information for Video Properties Field Fill Character Checkbox. Field Video Properties let you
distinguish fields from other types of screen objects.

The Field Fill Character checkbox specifies whether a character is input for fields shorter than the defined field length
being used. A check indicates yes.
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Video Properties Field Highlight
This article provides information for Video Properties Field Highlight. Field Video Properties let you distinguish fields from
other types of screen objects.

Field Highlight determines how to emphasize characters in the fields. Specify Field Highlight only on terminals with
extended color and highlighting features. Set any color supported by your terminal.

Video Properties Field Intensity
This article provides information for Video Properties Field Intensity. Field Video Properties let you distinguish fields from
other types of screen objects.

Field Intensity determines the brightness of fields. Specify Field Intensity to customize the contrast of dark to light screen
colors. Use dark intensity for hidden prompts or literals.

Video Properties Field Justify
This article provides information for Video Properties Field Justify. Field Video Properties let you distinguish fields from
other types of screen objects.

Field Justify specifies how data is aligned within a field in the generated system. The default value justifies alphabetic text
on the left and numerals on the right.

Video Properties Field Protected
This article provides information for Video Properties Field Protected. Field Video Properties let you distinguish fields from
other types of screen objects.

Field Protected specifies whether to prevent data entry in fields.

Video Properties Field Put Cursor Here
This article provides information for Video Properties Field Put Cursor Here. Field Video Properties let you distinguish
fields from other types of screen objects.

Field Put Cursor Here specifies whether to place the cursor on a field.

Video Properties Prompt Color
Prompt Video Properties let you distinguish prompts from fields by defining how the generated system displays the
prompts.

Prompt Color determines the color of characters in labels for fields (prompts). Specify Prompt Color only on terminals with
extended color and highlighting features. Set any color supported by your terminal.

Video Properties Prompt Highlight
Prompt Video Properties let you distinguish prompts from fields by defining how the generated system displays the
prompts.

Prompt Highlight determines how to emphasize characters of labels for fields. Specify Prompt Highlight only on terminals
with extended color and highlighting features. Set any color supported by your terminal.
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Video Properties Prompt Intensity
Prompt Video Properties let you distinguish prompts from fields by defining how the generated system displays the
prompts.

Prompt Intensity determines the brightness of labels for fields. Specify Prompt Intensity to customize the contrast of dark
to light screen colors. Use dark intensity for hidden prompts or literals.

Video Properties Prompt Justify
Prompt Video Properties let you distinguish prompts from fields by defining how the generated system displays the
prompts.

Prompt Justify specifies how data is aligned within a prompt. The default value justifies alphabetic text on the left and
numerals on the right.

VIEW
This article provides information for VIEW. View controls how the Data Structure List appears. The View actions are:

Action Description
Home Positions the cursor at the first table
Search Displays Search dialog
Expand Displays all objects (columns, foreign keys, indexes, and

constraints) of a selected table
Contract Hides any visible objects that are subordinate to a selected object
Expand Diagram Displays all hidden subordinate objects within every table
Contract Diagram Hides all subordinate objects within all tables
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects

View (menu) in Navigation Diagram
The View menu offers these options:

Action Description
Home Centers the Network pane and displays the default zoom level and

font.
Search... Opens the standard Gen Search dialog.
Expand Expands any objects subordinate to a selected object in either the

Network or Hierarchy panes.
Contract Contracts any objects subordinate to a selected object in either

the Network or Hierarchy panes.
Zoom In Makes the objects in the Network pane appear larger.
Zoom Out Makes the objects in the Network pane appear smaller.
Frame Enlarges and centers the entire Network pane display so that it

fills the frame in the Network pane. If you select an object and
then select Frame, the Navigation Diagram fills the Network pane
display area with that one object.

Show Children Displays all objects called by a selected object.
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Show Parents Displays all objects that call a selected object.
Show Parents and Children Displays all objects that call, and are called by, the selected

object.
Show Procedure Step Name Displays the procedure step name in the Hierarchy pane.
Deselect All Removes highlighting from all objects in all panes.

View in Attributes
This article provides information for View in Attributes. Selecting View in the Attributes diagram provides the following
actions.

Action Description
Home Scrolls a window display to the upper left of the client area
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects

 

 

View in Business System Defaults
This article provides information for View in Business System Defaults. Selecting View in Business System Defaults
enables the following actions.

Action Description
Home Scrolls window display to the upper left corner.
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects

View in Clear Screen Input
This article provides information for View in Clear Screen Input. Selecting View in Clear Screen Input provides the
following actions:

Action Description
Home Scrolls window display to the upper left corner.
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects

View in Data Model
This article provides information for View in Data Model. Selecting View in Data Model provides several features to specify
how to display (view) items on the screen.

Action Description
Home Scrolls a window display to the top left of the client area
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Search Finds an item along the horizontal or vertical axis
Navigate Moves the display from one member of a relationship to the other
Expand Displays (one level at a time) the hidden objects that are

subordinate to the selected object
Expand All Displays all hidden objects that are subordinate to the selected

object
Expand Diagram Displays all hidden objects for the entire diagram
Contract Hides the subordinate objects of the selected object
Unplace Hides the selected object so that it is no longer visible on the

diagram (labeled Unplace Entity Type on the SDM).
Place Unplaced Box Places the children of the selected object on the diagram
Place All Assigns all children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren to the

selected object
Resize Manipulates the size of the selected object
Redraw Line(s) Rearranges specific lines on the diagram
Redraw Diagram Rearranges all objects on the diagram
Redraw All Lines Rearranges all lines on the diagram
Zoom In Enlarges the size of the objects in the client area
Zoom Out Decreases the size of the objects in the client area
Frame Enlarges or Decreases the size of the selected objects to fit within

the client area
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all objects on the diagram

View in Data Model Browser
This article provides information for View in Data Model Browser. Selecting View in Data Model Browser enables the
following actions.

Action Description
Expand Displays hidden objects subordinate to the selected object
Contract Hides objects that are subordinate to the selected object

 

 

View in Data Model List
This article provides information for View in Data Model List. Selecting View in Data Model List enables the following
actions.

Action Description
Home Scrolls window display to the upper left corner.
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string
Expand Displays hidden objects subordinate to the selected object
Expand All Displays all subordinate hidden objects
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Expand Diagram Reveals subordinate hidden objects
Contract Hides objects that are subordinate to the selected object
Contract Diagram Restricts view to entity types only
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects

View in Data Store List
This article provides information for View in Data Store List. Selecting View from the Data Store List Tool provides the
following actions.

Action Description
Home Scrolls a window display to the top-left of the client area
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string
Expand Shows any hidden objects that are subordinate to a selected

object
Contract Hides any visible objects that are subordinate to a selected object
Expand Diagram Shows all subordinate objects that are hidden
Contract Diagram Hides all subordinate objects that are visible
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects in the client

area

View in Dialog Flow Browser
Selecting View in Dialog Flow Browser provides the following actions in the view matching list boxes:

Action Description
Expand Displays the objects subordinate to a selected object
Contract Hides the objects subordinate to a selected object.

View in Dialog Flow Diagram
Selecting View from the Dialog Flow Diagram lets you display (view) objects on the screen. It provides the following
actions:

Action Description
Home Scrolls a window display to the upper left of the client area
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string
Navigate Moves the screen from one end of a flow to the other
Expand Displays the objects subordinate to a selected object
Contract Hides the objects subordinate to a selected object
Neighbors Displays the objects that are indirectly related to the selected

object
Show All Displays all objects defined for the diagram
Zoom In Increases the size of the objects in a diagram
Zoom Out Decreases the size of the objects in a diagram
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Frame Enlarges or reduces the size of selected objects to fit within the
client area, based on a fully expanded window

Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects

View in Environment
This article provides information for View in Environment. Selecting View from the Environment Tool provides the following
actions.

Selecting View from the Environment Tool provides the following actions:

Action Description
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects
Home Scrolls a window display to the upper left of the client area
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string

View in Flow Maintenance
This article provides information for View in Flow Maintenance. Selecting View in Flow Maintenance provides the following
actions.

Action Description
Home Scrolls window display to the upper left corner.
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects

View in Generation
This article provides information for View in Generations. Selecting View from the Generation Tool provides the following
actions.

Action Description
Contract Hides one or more objects subordinate to a selected object
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects
Expand Displays, one level at a time, the objects subordinate to a selected

object.
Expand All Displays all levels of the objects subordinate to a selected object
Home Scrolls a window display to the upper left of the client area
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string.

View in Matrices
This article provides information for View in Matrices. Selecting View from Matrices provides the following options.

Action Description
Home Scrolls a window display to the top left of the client area
Search Finds an item along the horizontal or vertical axis
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Highlight Marks a block of objects in a unique color.
Rotate Shifts items along the vertical axis to the horizontal axis and vice

versa.
Hide Hides all occurrences of a cell value from view
Sort Ascending Sorts objects in the matrix in ascending order
Sort Descending Sorts objects in the matrix in descending order
Sort Hierarchy Groups subordinate units of an organization or business function

with the appropriate parent unit
Mark Loose Activities Identifies activities "loosely" related to more than one interaction

cluster
Clear Loose Activities Removes the highlighting from loose activities
Mark Missing Interactions Identifies objects that are not created, updated, or deleted
Clear Missing Indicators Removes the highlighting from missing interactions
Deselect All Removes highlights from all selected objects in the client area

View in Organizational Hierarchy Diagram
This article provides information for View in Organizational Hierarchy Diagram. Selecting View in Organizational Hierarchy
Diagram enables the following actions.

Action Description
Home Scrolls window display to the upper left corner.
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string
Expand Displays hidden objects subordinate to the selected object
Expand All Shows all hidden objects for the selected object
Contract Hides objects that are subordinate to the selected object
Redraw Specifies how to change the layout of a diagram
Zoom In Enlarges the size of the objects in the client area
Zoom Out Decreases the size of the objects in the client area
Frame Removes the highlighting from all selected objects
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects

View in Packaging
This article provides information for View in Packaging. Selecting View from the Packaging Tool provides the following
actions.

Action Description
Home Scrolls a window display to the upper left of the client area
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string
Expand Displays, one level at a time, the objects subordinate to a selected

object.
Expand All Displays all levels of the objects subordinate to a selected object
Contract Hides one or more objects subordinate to a selected object
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects
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View in Screen Design
This article provides information for View in Screen Design. Selecting View in Screen Design provides the following
actions.

Action Description
Display 3279 Displays a sample screen or template in 3279 mode showing

how the screen appears to the end user. The colors, intensity,
and highlighting that are defined on the Field Definition Video
Properties dialog are used here to properly represent the colors
that the user can expect to see on a 3279 screen.

Display 3278 Displays a sample screen or template in 3278 mode showing
how the screen appears to the end user. The colors, intensity,
and highlighting that are defined on the Field Definition Video
Properties dialog are used here to properly represent the colors
that the user can expect to see on a 3278 screen.

Display 3270 Displays a sample screen or template in 3270 mode showing
how the screen appears to the end user. The colors, intensity,
and highlighting that are defined on the Field Definition Video
Properties dialog are used here to properly represent the colors
that the user can expect to see on a 3270 screen.

Deselect All Removes highlighting on all selected objects

NOTE
The Display choice that you select here to view your screen or template does not force you to implement your
application using that particular hardware. These Display options are only used to provide your users with a
visual representation of the implemented screen.

View in View Maintenance
This article provides information for View in View Maintenance. Selecting View from View Maintenance provides the
following actions.

Action Description
Home Scrolls a window display to the top-left of the client area
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string
Go to Import Scrolls to Import view subset
Go to Export Scrolls to Export view subset
Go to Local Scrolls to Local view subset
Go to Entity Action Scrolls to Entity Action view subset
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected activities in the client

area

View in Work Set List
This article provides information for View in Work Set List. Selecting View in Work Set List enables the following actions.

Action Description
Home Scrolls window display to the upper left corner.
Search Locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string
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Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects.

View Maintenance Edit
This article provides information for View Maintenance Edit. Selecting Edit provides the following actions.

Action Description
Add Group View Specifies the name and cardinality of a collection of entity views or

work views, or both
Add Entity View Adds the views for one entity type
Add Subtype View Adds the views for subtypes of an entity type
Add Work View Adds a work set containing counters, totals, and other data that is

not stored permanently
Add Attribute View Adds views for attributes of an entity type
Delete Removes a view from the view list
Move Moves a view to another location in the view list. Do not move

attributes of export views if the attributes are included in a SORT
or FILTER statement.

Change Parent Specifies a new parent for a view
Copy Copies views within view subsets or from one subset to another.

View Maintenance from Field Design Properties
View Maintenance displays the View Maintenance window from which you can display, add, change, and delete views for
the current procedure step.

View Maintenance Push Button
This article provides information for View Maintenance Push Button. This push button lets you display a secondary
window where you can add, delete, and manipulate views.

The following is a list of views.

• Groups
• Entities
• Subtypes
• Attributes
• Work types

View Mapping Contract Push Button
This push button hides all attribute views for a selected entity view in the top selection list.

View Mapping Detail Push Button
This push button specifies properties for a selected view or entity type in the top selection list.
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View Mapping Dialog
The View Mapping dialog assigns entity import views to entity export views for a procedure step. The entity views contain
attribute views.

The following example shows the mapping for a procedure step named Client Detail Department. The entity view Export
Employee is expanded to display the attributes. The attributes Number and Name are not yet mapped, as indicated by the
blank spaces in the right column of the top selection list.
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You implement attribute views in the Navigation Diagram as fields, lists, and list occurrences. Consistency Check returns
a fatal error if you have any fields, lists, or list occurrences not mapped.

A single procedure step may have several windows and dialog boxes associated with it. The fields, lists, and list
occurrences on the windows and their associated dialog boxes share the same view set for the procedure step. Mapping
provides a convenient way to assign and change attribute views globally rather than individually for fields, lists or list
occurrences.

The Expand and Contract push buttons let you show and hide, respectively, the attributes for a selected entity in the top
selection list. The Detail push button lets you specify characteristics about a selected view or entity type. These three
push buttons apply only to items selected in the top selection list.

View Mapping Concepts

The Navigation Diagram considers certain rules when allowing views to be mapped. The views that pass the rules are
valid choices, and the Map push button becomes active.

MAPPING RULES ABOUT GROUP VIEWS

• Mapped group views should have compatible entity view structure and cardinality. In other words, two group views
must look exactly alike except for the list of attribute views they contain. Two group views have comparable structures
when:

• The entity views and the group views that make up each group view to be mapped correspond exactly in meaning and
relative position.

• The export view's maximum cardinality is equal to the import view's maximum cardinality; otherwise, information will be
lost.

• Each component group view is comparable to its corresponding group view.
• A single occurrence of a repeating group view can be mapped to a non-repeating group view of comparable structure.
• No import or export view mapping is allowed under a repeating group view in a used action block.
• No view mapping is allowed under a repeating group view in a dialog flow.

MAPPING RULES ABOUT ENTITY VIEWS

• Two entity views of the same entity type can be mapped. (This rule also applies to work views.)
• Mapped entity views should have at least one attribute in common.
• View mapping causes the values of attribute views in the export view to be copied to the corresponding attribute views

in the import view. Attribute views correspond when they implement the same attribute.

Mapping Views

To map views, follow these steps:

1. Select an entity view in the top selection list. (Select one that causes information to display in the bottom selection list.)
The possible supplying import entity views display in the bottom selection list.

2. Select the Expand push button to show the attributes for the selected entity view.
The right column in the top selection list, Supplying Import Views, shows the views that are mapped and not mapped.
A blank in this column indicates that the view is not mapped.

3. Select an attribute in the left column, Export Views, that has no corresponding view in the right column.
All views not mapped can be mapped at once if you prefer. Select an entity view in the top selection list and an entity
view in the bottom selection list. If the Map push button becomes active, the mapping is a valid combination. Select the
Map push button.

4. Select attributes in the bottom selection list until the Map push button becomes active.
The Map push button activates only when views selected in the bottom selection list can be mapped to the selected
views in the top selection list.

5. Select the Map push button.
The attribute name from the bottom selection list displays in the right column of the top selection list.
The attribute is now mapped.
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View Mapping Expand Push Button
This push button displays all attribute views for a selected entity view in the top selection list.

View Mapping Report Type Option
Select this report option to review the import and export views for either all windows defined in the business system or
open windows only.

View Mapping reports include:

• Model name and subset scope
• Lists of Export Views and the Import Views they supply
• Date and time of the report.

The selections you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" will show for that option.

View Match and Copy Dialog
This article provides information for View Match and Copy Dialog. The View Match and Copy dialog lets you proceed with
view matching in the following cases.

• In the Action Diagram, if the calling action diagram or action block does not have a supplying or receiving view that
corresponds to the view in the called action block. In other words, on the Import/Export View Matching dialog, no
supplying views appear in the bottom selection list after you select a view from the top selection list.

• In the Dialog Flow Design, if the source procedure step does not have a supplying or receiving view corresponding to
the views in the destination procedure step.

In both the Action Diagram and Dialog Flow Diagram, after you choose the supplying view set for a copy of the view
(import, export, local, or entity action) and select the Copy push button, the Copy Entity View dialog appears and lets you
enter a new name for the entity view.

The dialog contains the following field information.

View Match and Copy Radio Buttons

These radio buttons let you select the view subset (target) into which the view is copied. For example, if you select Import
View, the view is copied into the import view subset of the calling action diagram or action block. It is then available for
view matching.

View matching rules govern which view subset radio button is active.

View Matching in SET...USING Statements
This article provides information for View Matching in SET...USING Statements. The SET...USING action in the PAD lets
you use an algorithm to set an attribute value.

The algorithm is defined in an action block. The USEd action block may have any number of import, local, or entity action
views, but it must have only one export attribute view. The export attribute view must be a view in the same domain as the
attribute being set in the USEing action block.

For example, consider an action block that is called Create Customer that includes the following SET...USING statement:
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SET customer number USING customer_number_calculation

The action block Customer Number Calculation must contain only a single export attribute view, and it must be a view of
CUSTOMER in the same domain as the export attribute view.

When you invoke a SET...USING action, you must match the import views of the called (USEd) action block to the
supplying views from the calling action diagram or action block. The export view of the called action block is the value
of the attribute that you are setting. When you match the import views of the action block, the SET...USING statement is
complete.

NOTE
Default algorithms are just another kind of SET USING. During data modeling, you can specify a default
algorithm for an attribute that is to execute when entities of the type to which the attribute belongs are
CREATEd. However, you must ensure that the default algorithm is mentioned in a SET...USING within the
CREATE.

More information:

View Matching Rules

View Matching Rules
Many rules are enforced during view matching. The enforcement is based on view properties you have previously defined.
The views that appear as candidates during matching pass the following rules and are valid choices. This list is divided
into rules about group views and entity views. Rules about entity view passing are also listed.

Rules for Group Views

• Matched group views should have compatible entity view structures and cardinality. In other words, two group views
must look exactly alike, except for the list of attribute views they contain. Two group views have compatible structures
when:
– The entity views and group views that make up each group view to be matched correspond exactly in meaning and

relative position.
– The receiving view’s maximum cardinality is greater than or equal to the sending view’s maximum cardinality.

Otherwise, information will be lost.
– Each component view is comparable to its corresponding group view.

• In USE, SET USING, USE ASYNC, and GET ASYNC RESPONSE statements in the PAD, a single occurrence of a
repeating group view can be matched to a non-repeating group view of comparable structure.

• No import or export view matches are allowed under a repeating group view in a used action block.
• No view matches are allowed under a repeating group view in a dialog flow.

Rules for Entity Views

• Two entity views of the same entity type can be matched. (This also applies to work views.)
• Matched entity views should have at least one attribute in common.
• View matching causes the values of attribute views in the calling view to be copied to the corresponding attribute views

in the called view. Attribute views correspond when they implement the same attribute.
• The import view should have all the attribute views needed by the receiving action block.
• Action block matched import views must have the same cardinality.
• Action block matched export views must have the same cardinality.
• Dialog flow matched views must have the same cardinality.

Rules for Entity View Passing
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• A transient, modifiable view in a USEd action block may only be matched to a transient exported import view, transient
export view, or local view in the calling action block.

• A persistent, import-only view in a USEd action block may only be matched to a persistent view or entity action view in
the calling action block.

• A persistent, modifiable view in a USEd action block may only be matched to a persistent exported import view,
persistent export view, or entity action view in the calling action block.

• A persistent, import-only view in a USEd action block may only be matched to a view in the calling action block that
contains all of its attributes.

• A persistent, modifiable view in a USEd action block may only be matched to a view in the calling action block that
contains all of its attributes and no others.

Rules for Asynchronous Processing

The following rules are specific to USE ASYNC and GET ASYNC RESPONSE statements.

• The USE ASYNC matches only the import view of the USEd Procedure step (pstep). Data to be returned is handled in
the GET ASYNC RESPONSE.

• The GET ASYNC RESPONSE matches only the export view of the USEd pstep. Data sent to the USEd pstep is
specified in the USE ASYNC.

• The ASYNC_REQUEST ID enables the corresponding export data from the USEd pstep to be returned. Be certain
to use the same view of ASYNC_REQUEST on the corresponding USE ASYNC and GET ASYNC RESPONSE
statements.

WARNING
Do not try to re-use the same ASYNC_REQUEST view on many different pairs of USE ASYNC and GET
ASYNC RESPONSE statements.

View Menu from Diagram Windows
The options on the View Menu vary across Diagram windows. For Help with a particular option, highlight the option and
press F1.

Visible Property
This article provides information for Visible Property.

Usage Visible (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the visible state.
Arguments String value that indicates the visible state of the object. For

objects with prompts, both the prompt and the object have the
same visible state. TRUE means that the object is visible.

Return Value This property returns a string value that indicates the visible state
of the object. For example, the value True indicates that the object
is visible.

Notes This property is available for Application, Button, CheckBox,
DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox, Field,
GroupBox, ListBox, ListColumnItem, ListItem, ListPermiitedValue,
ListRowItem, Literal, Menu, OLEArea, OLEControl, Picture,
RadioButton, StatusBar, ToolBar, and Window.
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Volume Description
Description provides an area where essential information about the selected database object (tablespace, indexspace, or
storage group) can be entered or stored.

Wait Mode Timeout Hours
The wait mode timeout hours must be 9 or less. Press Enter to enter correct Wait Mode Timeout value.

Wait Mode Timeout Minimum
The wait mode timeout minimum must be at least 1. Press Enter to enter correct Wait Mode Timeout value.

Wait Mode Timeout Minutes
The wait mode timeout minutes must be 546 or less. Press Enter to enter correct Wait Mode Timeout value.

Wait Mode Timeout Seconds
The wait mode timeout seconds must be 32,767 or less. Press Enter to enter correct Wait Mode Timeout value.

Warning Message
The domain of the replacement attribute is different from the domain of the original attribute. Although you can continue
with the copy action, consider whether the choice of replacement is appropriate.

Copying an original attribute to a replacement attribute of a different domain can cause difficulty downstream. For
example, if you copy a numeric attribute to a text attribute, an action diagram may contain logic that attempts to perform
arithmetic operations on text.

Web Control Properties Dialog
Use this dialog to select and specify the properties for the Web control. The properties are specific to the control.

The buttons on the menu bar organize the properties list. Selecting the Categorized button organizes the properties
by applicable category. Selecting the Alphabetic button organizes the properties alphabetically by the first letter of the
property name.

The name of the property appears in the space at the bottom of the dialog along with a brief description.

To edit a property, select the corresponding cell in the right column. If a drop-down arrow appears, click it and then select
from the provided choices. If the cell contains a numeric value, you can select it and edit it. Clicking a cell corresponding
to a text property allows you to enter a text string. Cells containing a drop-down list with only two choices, True or False,
allow you to apply or not apply the property; True is equivalent to "apply" and False is equivalent to "do not apply."

If the property contains a "+" to the left of the left column, click it to display the subordinate properties. To hide subordinate
properties, click "-" to the left of the left column.

Web Control Toolbox Dialog
This dialog lists the ASP.NET Web controls available for addition to the window or dialog. To add a control to the window
or dialog, select the control to be placed on the window or dialog and select Place.

For instructions on adding ASP.NET Web controls to the list, click here.
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Web Generation Generator
You can invoke the Web Generation generator, ING.EXE, in two modes. The first mode serves to generate for deployment
and the second mode serves to generate for prototyping. The generator produces different outputs according to the
invocation mode. Even though a subset of the generated files shares common names, the content is often different.

Deployment Mode

In this mode you invoke the ing.exe generator on the level of a window manager by the Construction/Window code
generation. This produces the following set of files for each window in the window manager load module:

window_name.html:
Contains the HTML tags necessary to display the controls available on the window being generated.

window_name.js:
Contains the JavaScript code, which manipulates the above controls, and draws listboxes and menus if available.

window_name_menu.js
(if the window has a menu): Contains the JavaScript code necessary to indicate the settings of menus.

Prototype Mode

In this mode you invoke the ing.exe generator from the Navigation Diagram by selecting Model, Prototype then Browser.
In addition to the window_name.html, window_name.js and window_name_menu.js files described above, the Prototype
Mode also generates the following two files for each window:

prototype_window_name.html:
This HTML file contains a FRAME named ‘AppWindow’ with a src attribute of window_name.html. The
head section of this HTML file contains a script tag with a src attribute of window_name.js. By rendering
prototype_window_name.html on the browser, the information defined in the window_name.js file (listbox
definition, field validation and event handler definition) can take effect.

window_name.rme:
This file documents the controls’ event handlers defined in the relevant window. Since any event handler
defined in the imported HTML file may override the event handler defined in the model (and generated in the
window_name.js file), the designer may refer to this rme file before adding any event handler in the HTML file.

The window_name.html generated in both the deployment and prototype modes are identical. The window_name.js files,
however, are different primarily due to the different locations designated for the runtime JavaScript files and listbox image
files referenced.

Once you generate a window/dialog box, you can use the tool of your choice to open and modify the generated
window_name.html file. Since JavaScript implements the dropdown menus and listboxes, they will not be visible when you
bring up the generated window_name.html in Dreamweaver’s design view or FrontPage’s normal view. They only appear
in the preview mode of the respective authoring tools.

You should not modify areas occupied by listboxes or dropdown menus. Empty boxes mark the listboxes' coordinates to
help you locate their positions on pages. As for menus, the generated window_name_menu.js and ief_MenuDOM.js files
dynamically create the menu items in the area occupied by menus. As a result, no representation of empty boxes or any
other form will be provided in the Dreamweaver’s design view or FrontPage’s normal view. If you need to view rendered
menus and listboxes, you can always refer to the preview mode of the respective authoring tools.

If you create or update any window using these modes, the Toolset sets a flag to indicate so in the model. The generator
checks the appropriate flag in the model and upon finding it, ceases to generate window_name.html. You need to maintain
this file external to Gen. Window_name.html, however, will continue to be packaged and deployed by the build tool.

Web Properties Node
The Web Properties node lets you set certain browser features across windows and dialogs for a business system. You
can specify browser features in the following ways:
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• You can specify that the menu designed in the Navigation Diagram be placed horizontally across the top of the
browser frame space by selecting horizontal menus. Otherwise the menu bar is placed vertically along the left edge
starting from the top left corner of the browser frame space.

• You can specify one image for all Help buttons and one image for all Close buttons to appear on all windows and
dialogs for a business system. You can also select whether to exclude the Help or Close from the Web page.
If you do not specify image for Help the default of "?" appears. If you do not specify an image for Close , the default of
"X" appears. If you exclude the Help option, neither the default "?" nor the custom Help image appear. If you exclude
the Close button, neither the default "X" nor the custom Close image appear. The specified images appear during
runtime but not during design time.

NOTE
The options on the Web Properties node apply to both Java Web Generation applications and C# ASP.NET Web
client applications, but not to Java Web View applications.

What files are open?
This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group

Which Is A
This drop-down list distinguishes a geographic location from a type of location such as a warehouse or regional office. The
default is site; it indicates a geographic location.

Which Is Current or Planned
This drop-down list specifies whether the current information system exists today or is planned for future development.

WHILE
The WHILE repeat condition repeats the action group as long as a condition is true. First, set up the condition; then, state
the action(s) to be taken. The test for the condition takes place first. If the condition is not met, there are no iterations.

The WHILE statement can contain multiple TARGETING statements that target implicit repeating group views.

The format for the WHILE statement is:

WHILE condition-1

[TARGETING repeating-group-view-1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]] 

[AND TARGETING repeating-group-view-1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]] 

action-statement-list

For example, the following WHILE statement sets a condition for product code and USEs the action block
check_against_order.

--

+- WHILE received product code IS EQUAL TO "WI"

| USE check against order

| WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View received product

| WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View received product

--
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Views that are nullable may be tested for NULL or NOT NULL. Such views may also be tested for equivalence through
the use of the relational operators IS EQUIVALENT TO or IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO. For more information, see Null
Properties.

White Background Color - Global
This option globally changes the background color of all graphical diagrams to a background color of white.

White Background Color
This option sets the background color to white for this diagram.

White Background Color - Toggle
This option acts as a toggle switch between a background color of white or black for all diagrams.

NOTE
This change is global. To change the typeface for one diagram or locally, open the desired diagram and go to the
Options pull-down menu.

Width Property
This article provides information for Width Property.

Usage Width ()
Description Sets or retrieves the width of the object.
Arguments None
Return Value This property returns a number that is the current width of the

object.
Notes This property is available for Application, Button, CheckBox,

DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox, Field,
GroupBox, ListBox, ListColumnItem, ListItem, ListPermiitedValue,
ListRowItem, Literal, Menu, OLEArea, OLEControl, Picture,
RadioButton, RadioButtonGroup, and Window.

Window
The blue box with the gray and blue banner represents a window. The text within the box is the window title, or the window
name if the window does not have a title.

Window Access Error
The file listed cannot be accessed.

Window Copy - Destination
Selecting a destination is required to enable the copy process. The window must have a copied-to location. The copied
controls are added to the existing controls of the destination window.

The destination can be a window in the same or in a different procedure step. The procedure step can be in the same or
in a different business system.
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The following are the fields in the dialog:

Business Systems
Displays the business systems available as destinations, that is, copied-to choices. The business systems
are defined for the entire model and are sorted alphabetically. The current business system is the one initially
selected.
A procedure step is associated with the business system under which it is created. Therefore, selecting a
business system also changes the list of procedure steps.

Entity List
Displays the procedure steps available as destinations, that is, copied-to choices.
The procedure steps are the ones in the current business system. A procedure step is associated with the
business system under which it is created. Therefore, this list changes as you select different business systems.

Add
Opens a dialog from which you can create a dialog as the destination. The new dialog is contained within the
current procedure step. When the creation completes, the dialog is automatically selected as the destination for
the copy.
This button is enabled after you select an existing window.

New
Opens a dialog from which you can create a window and a new procedure step as the destination. The new
window and procedure step are added to the selected business system. When the creation completes, the
window is automatically selected as the destination for the copy.
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Window Copy Push Button
This push button accepts the selected window or dialog box from the list as the window into which it copies the selected
controls of the active window. It can also copy the entire window. (Active means the window or dialog box that you are
creating or editing.)

A confirmation box appears. You must specify yes to complete the copy.

NOTE
If more than one dialect is defined, you can copy controls from windows or dialog boxes of one dialect to
windows or dialog boxes of another.

Window Copy Selection List
This list specifies the windows and dialog boxes that you can copy to the active window or dialog box. (Active means the
window or dialog box that you are creating or editing.)

You can copy (select) only one item at a time from this list.

Window Copy/Copy with Substitution
Copying a window is most commonly done when you have to reuse the layout. You can copy an entire window (all
controls) or select specific controls. The copy can be to an existing window or to a new one.

The following are the two ways of copying a window:

• Copy-Duplicates the window controls, views with placed attributes, events, and event statements (including the
corresponding views) associated with the window.

• Copy with substitution-Performs as with "copy", substituting specified entity types for existing entity types. The
substitution occurs in the views, controls, and event statements.

NOTE
The Copy button is enabled after you select a destination.

You can copy a window or include the window during the copy of other objects from three locations:

• Navigation Diagram
• Action Diagram
• Dialog Design

The Navigation Diagram lets you specify individual controls to copy and permit copying to an existing window. The other
two tools copy all controls on the window to a new destination.
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What Gets Copied

The following items associated with a window get copied:

• Mapped views
• Controls (either all or specific ones)
• Event actions associated with controls Business system commands referenced by the event action (if the command

does not already exist in the destination business system)

NOTE

• Option buttons are copied as a group. You cannot copy individual option buttons.
• Option button groups must be matched to attributes that have enough permitted values for each option button.

Otherwise, as many option buttons as necessary are not copied. A matched attribute with no permitted values results
in no option buttons being copied, that is, an empty button group).

NOTE

If you select one of these, their children controls are also copied to the new window.

What Gets Substituted

Matched entity types, and their associated matched attributes and relationships, get substituted in the action statements
and in the mapped views.

Restrictions
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The source window must be open in the Navigation Diagram Tool. The properties of the destination window (such as
modal, primary, and so forth) remain the same. If you create a window as the destination, dialog flows associated with the
procedure step for the source window are not associated with the new procedure step for the destination window. Menu
bar items, toolbars, and status bars are not included if you copy a window to a dialog.

You cannot copy a window to itself, that is, the source and destination have to differ. Attributes and relationships that are
not matched are not included in a copy with substitution. Event action statements that reference unmatched attributes or
relationships are not copied.

Messages

The confirmation message for a successful copy is "Copy request completed successfully."

Window Copy Dialog

The following are the fields in the Copy dialog:

Controls
Displays the controls selected for copy. The word All appears if an entire window is selected (which includes all of
its controls). The phrase Currently selected for copy . . . appears if you select one or more controls.
You can use the drop-down to view the selected controls. The type of control is listed, followed by the name of
the export view, entity type, and attribute. (The names are specified on the properties dialog for the control). For
example, an entry field may display Entry field: OUTPUT EMPLOYEE CITY.
For Status Bars, Toolbars, and Group Boxes, the children controls are also copied to the new window. These
controls also display in this list.

Entity Substitution during Copy
Specifies that you want to substitute entity types, and their associated attributes and relationships, during the
copy. For example, you may want to substitute the entity type CUSTOMER for EMPLOYEE. The substitution
occurs wherever CUSTOMER is referenced, such as in views and statements.
This option enables the Substitution button.
If you make substitution choices and click OK, you can perform the following:

• Select and clear the selection of the option without losing the choices.
• Invoke the substitution dialog to review your choices and cancel it without losing the choices.
• The option is not selected if you invoke the substitution dialog and then cancel it without selecting any choices.

Substitution
Copy with Substitution

Destination
Window Copy - Destination

Copy
Invokes the copy process.

Close
Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

More information:

To Copy a Window and Copy with Substitution

Window Definition Report Dialog
The Window Definition Report lets you use report options to select the type of information and the specific items you want
to see in the report.

The report options include three report types: Properties, View Mapping, or Both.
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Within Properties, you can further refine your selections by choosing coordinates, defined events, help, menu design,
sequencing, status bar, toolbar, and video properties information.

You can select as many of the Properties report content options as you like. The selections you make are retained
throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" is displayed that option.

The following are the options in the dialog:

Properties
Select this report type to add to the displayed report the properties of the selected windows or dialog boxes.
You can enhance the report by adding other information from the selections in the Report Content window.

View mapping
Select the View mapping report type to review the import and export views for the selected windows and dialog
boxes.
Selecting View mapping disables the report content options. If you want to see the report content options with the
views, select Both.

Both
Select the Both report type when you want to see both the properties and the view mapping for the selected
windows or dialog boxes.

Coordinates
Select this report content option to add information about the coordinates of the window or dialog controls to the
Properties portion of the report. This information includes the positions of literals, push buttons, and so forth.

Defined Events
Select this report content option to add information about event processing to the report.

Help
Select this report content option to add information about any help IDs and help descriptions to the report to which
they apply.

Menu Design
Select this report content option to add existing menu design information to the report.

Sequencing
Select this report content option to add information to the report describing the sequence of window controls. This
sequence sets which control receives focus when you press the Tab key to move between the window controls.

Status Bar
Select this report content option to add information about the Status Bar to the report. This information includes
margins, default spacing, separators, and control information.

Toolbar
Select this report content option to add information about the Toolbar to the report. This information includes
margins, default spacing and separator information.

Video Properties
Select this report content option to add information about video properties to the report. Video properties include
foreground color, background color, and font information.

Procedure Steps
This list box shows all windows and dialog boxes that you can select to include in this report.

• If you want to select all windows and dialog boxes in the list, select Sel. All.
• If you want to clear all windows and dialog boxes in the list, select Desel. All.
• If you want to select all windows or dialog boxes within a procedure or procedure step, select the procedure

step accordingly.
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Otherwise, individually select the procedure or the windows or dialog boxes you want to include in the report and
select OK.

OK
The OK push button causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and close the window.

Cancel
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Search
This button initiates the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Select All
This button lets you simultaneously select all items in the selection list.

Deselect All
This button removes the highlighting from all selected objects.

Window Definition Report Options
Use the Report Options dialog box to select the type of information and the specific items you want in the report. You can
choose a report that draws data from all windows in the business system, or only from those that are currently open. You
can choose a report that contains information on the properties in these windows, views that contain these windows, or
both.

The Report Options dialog box accessible from Window Design is smaller than the one available by choosing Reports
from the Models drop-down menu. This smaller dialog box does not allow you to focus your report based on procedure
steps or properties within windows.

To focus your report on procedure steps or properties within windows, select Reports from the Models drop-down menu
on the Model window. From the Reports drop-down, choose Window Design. The Report Options dialog box provides
options for narrowing these criteria.

The selections you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" will show for that option.

Window Design Report Options
Use the report options to select the type of information and the specific items you want to see in the report.

The following are the report options:

• Three report types: Properties, View Mapping, or Both
• Eight report content options: Coordinates, Defined Events, Help, Menu Design, Sequencing, Status Bar, Toolbar, and

Video Properties

You can select as many of the report content options as you like.

The selections you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

You can get a more detailed report including procedure steps by selecting Model, then Reports from the Model window.
From the Reports Window, select Reports then Window Definition.

The following are the options in the dialog:

Properties
Select this report type to add to the displayed report the properties of the selected windows or dialog boxes.
You can enhance the report by adding other information from the selections in the Report Content window.
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View mapping
Select the View mapping report type to review the import and export views for the selected windows and dialog
boxes.
Selecting View mapping disables the report content options. If you want to see the report content options with the
views, select Both.

Both
Select the Both report type when you want to see both the properties and the view mapping for the selected
windows or dialog boxes.

Coordinates
Select this report content option to add information about the coordinates of the window or dialog controls to the
Properties portion of the report. This information includes the positions of literals, push buttons, and so forth.

Defined Events
Select this report content option to add information about event processing to the report.

Help
Select this report content option to add information about any help IDs and help descriptions to the report to which
they apply.

Menu Design
Select this report content option to add existing menu design information to the report.

Sequencing
Select this report content option to add information to the report describing the sequence of window controls. This
sequence sets which control receives focus when you press the Tab key to move between the window controls.

Status Bar
Select this report content option to add information about the Status Bar to the report. This information includes
margins, default spacing, separators, and control information.

Toolbar
Select this report content option to add information about the Toolbar to the report. This information includes
margins, default spacing and separator information.

Video Properties
Select this report content option to add information about video properties to the report. Video properties include
foreground color, background color, and font information.

Procedure Steps
This list box shows all windows and dialog boxes that you can select to include in this report.

• If you want to select all windows and dialog boxes in the list, select Sel. All.
• If you want to clear all windows and dialog boxes in the list, select Desel. All.
• If you want to select all windows or dialog boxes within a procedure or procedure step, select the procedure

step accordingly.

Otherwise, individually select the procedure or the windows or dialog boxes you want to include in the report and
select OK.

OK
The OK push button causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and close the window.

Cancel
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Search
This button initiates the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Select All
This button lets you simultaneously select all items in the selection list.
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Deselect All
This button removes the highlighting from all selected objects.

Window Dialog Box - Close Statement
A red arrow indicates that the initiating window or dialog has a CLOSE statement in the associated action diagram or
event logic that closes the destination dialog. Double-click the line to display the action diagram scrolled to the CLOSE
statement.

Window Dialog Box - Open Statement
A green arrow indicates that the initiating window or dialog has an OPEN statement in the associated action diagram or
event logic that opens the destination dialog. Double-click the line to display the action diagram scrolled to the OPEN
statement.

Window Dialog Box or Window Dialog Box
A black arrow indicates that the initiating window or dialog has a button or menu item that initiates the destination dialog.
Double-click the line to display the properties of the initiating button or menu item.

Note: If you select the black background choice when viewing the Navigation Diagram, this arrow appears white. No other
arrow changes color to accommodate the black background.

Window in Data Model Browser
Selecting Window in Data Model Browser shows the List action, which displays titles of open windows, and lets you select
the window you want to show in the foreground and the windows you want to close.

Window in Main Toolset
This article provides information for Window in Main Toolset. Selecting window provides actions that control the size and
arrangement of windows on the screen.

Action Description
List Displays titles of open windows, lets you select the window that

you want to show in the foreground, and the windows you want to
close.

Maximize Width Expands current window width
Maximize Height Expands current window height
Cascade Displays windows in a stair-step arrangement
Tile Displays windows side by side
Save window size and position. Saves window size and position on the screen as new default
Clear window size and position Returns window size and position on the screen to size and

position they had before Save.

Window Interface Object
This article provides information for Window Interface Object.
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ListBoxNameRedraw*

Methods Properties
Button Application
Buttons BackgroundColor*
CheckBox BitmapBackground
CheckBoxes BitmapDisplayMode
Close Caption*
DropDownList Enabled*
DropDownLists Focus*
EnterableDropDownList* FontSize*
EnterableDropDownLists* FontStyle*
EnterableListBox* FontType*
EnterableListBoxes* ForegroundColor*
Field Handle*
Fields Height*
GroupBox Left*
GroupBoxes Maximized*
Minimized*
ListBoxes
Literal ObjectType

Literals Parent
Menu Visible*
Menus Width*
OLEArea* CssClass
OLEAreas*
OLEControl*
OleControls*
Picture
Pictures
RadioButtonGroup
RadioButtonGroups

SetBitmapBackground*
StatusBar
ToolBar

NOTE
The * denotes functions that are not supported on Web Generation applications. Although these functions do
not appear “grayed out,” they are picked up during Consistency Check, if used. Also, if these functions exist in a
model that is being generated for Web Generation applications, they are ignored.
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Window List Dialog
This article provides information for Window List Dialog. The Open Window List dialog displays a list of all windows
currently open in Gen.

NOTE
The Installation Monitor, Trace Facility, and Client Encyclopedia windows do not appear on the Open Window
List.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Window List
Displays the list of open windows.

Activate
To select the window that you want to display in the foreground, either double-click it or highlight it and click
Activate.

Close Window(s)
To close one or more windows, highlight them and click Close Window(s).

Window Manager Properties
Properties specifies characteristics of a selected object. In many cases, some or all of the characteristics are specified
when the object is first added (created). After adding an object, you can change the characteristics with the Properties
action.

For example, suppose that you add a load module named LODMOD1. Later, you want to rename the load module. Use
the Properties action to specify a new name for the load module. The name is one of the characteristics of a load module
that you can change with the Properties action. The characteristics vary depending on the object.

The description of the push button in the Load Module properties dialog are as follows:

Push Button Description
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the window.
Trancodes... Allows you to define a set of transaction codes to use within this

load module.
New GUID Creates a new GUID to uniquely identify the load module.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays the help for the Load Module Properties window.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when creating load module names. Only English characters are used for load
module names.

Window Node in Business System Defaults Video Properties
Use the Window node to specify color and font characteristics of an object on all of the windows or dialogs in a Business
System. The Window node lets you change the default appearance of Dialog Boxes, Entry Fields, Group Boxes,
Hypertext Links, List Boxes, Literals, Menu Bars, Prompts, Push Buttons, Status Bars, Toolbars, and Windows. The video
properties defined in the Window node help generate default CSS classes in the <Business_System_Name>.css file.

Your selections are used in any new objects on windows or dialogs. The selections also flow to any existing objects that
do not have video properties assigned from the Navigation Diagram Tool.
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If a font is changed for the window, all controls for that window inherit the font.

If a color is changed for the window, the following controls inherit the new color:

• Literal
• Group Box
• Prompt
• Radio Button
• Check Box

Note:You can override these selections by providing a font or color for the control.

Toolbars and status bars do not inherit window colors. However, you can specify the background color of the status bar or
toolbar separately. Font and color support is not available for menu bars on applications for Windows. However, you can
change the font for push buttons.

NOTE
When selecting background and foreground colors, make sure that each background color provides a sufficient
contrast to the color chosen for each foreground. For example, if you selected a white foreground, do not select
a white background, and so forth.

Video Properties determine how your generated application displays to your end user. Video Properties do not affect the
Diagram Fonts or List Box fonts that display to you.

Generated Application Fonts and Colors

If the fonts you select are not available on a computer running your generated application, the fonts default to the
operating system selections. If the colors you select are not available, the colors default to a best fit. The application will
appear using the colors that most closely match the selections you made.

Note: Color and font changes are to be made sparingly. Consider only changing fonts and colors for emphasis.

Activating Foreground, Background, or Font

Foreground, Background, or Font options remain grayed out and inactive until you select an object displayed in the
Change Default Appearance list.

Activating Reset Font and Color

The Reset Font and Color option remains grayed out and inactive until you select an object displayed in the Change
Default Appearance list that has been modified.

Window Orientation
This article provides information for Window Orientation. If you change a window orientation, only the title and menu
change orientation.

To change the orientation of specific controls, you must change each control separately.

To change the orientation for a list box, select "Horizontal Scroll" in the List Box Properties before changing the orientation
on the list box.

Window Selection Add Push Button
This article provides information for Window Selection Add Push Button. This push button creates a window or dialog box
for a procedure step.

This push button creates a window or dialog box for a procedure step.
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NOTE
If you Add a window or dialog box in a dialect other than the default dialect, do the following on the Window/
Dialog Box Properties dialog box:

• Select the new dialect in the Dialect dropdown window.
• Decide whether you want to copy the default window and use it to build the window or dialog box you are adding. This

is optional, but copying an existing window is easier than creating one from scratch each time. To copy the window,
check the checkbox that says Copy Default Window on Create.

NOTE
The Copy Default Window on Create checkbox is not enabled unless a default dialect window exists.

Window Selection Dialog
The Window Selection dialog displays the procedure steps available for use with the Navigation Diagram. If any windows
or dialog boxes have been defined in languages other than the default in Dialect Scope under Options in Design, those
dialects are also shown and selectable. This dialog appears when you perform any of the following actions:

• First open the Navigation Diagram tool from the model window.
• Select Open from the Diagram pull-down.
• Copy one window into another window.

You can use the following ways to create windows and dialog boxes for a procedure step in the dialect of your choice:

• Select a procedure step with the Select push button. If no window or dialog box is associated with the procedure step,
the Select push button creates a primary window. No controls are placed on the window. The window is named the
same as the procedure step. The window name has initial capital letters for each word.

• Select a procedure step and convert it into a dialog box or window with the Transform push button. Transformation
creates the controls using either the screen definition for the procedure step or the views of the procedure step. You
specify which type of transformation you want. The Transform push button remains active until all procedure steps are
associated with a window or dialog box.

• Select a procedure step and add a window or dialog boxes with the Add push button. If the procedure step is already
associated with a window or dialog box, the Add push button lets you create additional dialog boxes. You can create as
many dialog boxes as your application design requires.

You can remove windows and dialog boxes from the selection list with the Delete push button.

Note: You can perform Select or Delete with any of the dialects that are listed for any procedure step in the Window
Selection list. If you delete a window for the default dialect and there are windows or dialog boxes in other dialects that are
associated to this window, all child windows and dialog boxes will also be deleted

• The Imported HTML Type column indicates whether the window is from an imported HTML file.
• If the value is "Y"m, then it is imported.
• If the value is blank, then it is not imported.

Important:Imported windows do not have HTML generated for them when generation is selected.
• Select View to access this dialog and create MAP from the HTML file you imported.
• This feature is no longer supported but the column remains for compatibility with existing models.

The dialog contains the following field information :

Window selection list :

This selection list displays the procedure steps available for use with the Navigation Diagram tool.

The columns Type and Title contain information only if a window or dialog box is associated with the procedure step. The
Type column indicates if the procedure step is implemented in Navigation Diagram as a window or a dialog box. The Title
column lists the name of the window or dialog box.
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You have several ways that you can create windows and dialog boxes for the procedure steps in this selection list:

Select a procedure step with the Select push button. If no window or dialog box is associated with the procedure step, the
Select push button creates a primary window. No controls are placed on the window. The window is named the same as
the procedure step. The window name has initial capital letters for each word.

Select a procedure step and convert it into a dialog box or window with the Transform push button Transformation creates
the controls using either the screen definition for the procedure step or the views of the procedure step. You specify which
type of transformation you want. The Transform push button remains active until all procedure steps are associated with a
window or dialog box.

Select a procedure step and add a dialog box or window with the Add push button. If the procedure step is already
associated with a window or dialog box, the Add push button lets you create additional dialog boxes. You can create as
many dialog boxes as your application design requires.

NOTE
If you Add a window or dialog box in a dialect other than the default dialect, do the following on the Window/
Dialog Box Properties dialog box:

1. Select the dialect in the Dialect dropdown window.
2. Decide whether you want to copy the default window and use it to build the window or dialog box you are adding.

This is optional, but copying an existing window is easier than creating a new one from scratch each time. To copy the
window, check the checkbox that says Copy Default Window on Create.

Note: The Copy Default Window on Create checkbox is not enabled unless a default dialect window exists.

Window Selection Dialog Box for Open/Close
This article provides information for Window Selection Dialog Box for Open/Close. The Window Selection dialog displays
windows and dialog boxes that are defined in the procedure step.

This dialog appears when you select OPEN or CLOSE from the list of GUI Statements.

Select the window or dialog box that you want to OPEN or CLOSE.

Window Selection List Box for Open/Close
This selection list displays windows and dialog boxes defined in the current procedure step.

Window Selection Select Push Button
This push button specifies which window or dialog box you want to display in the Navigation Diagram tool.

If no window or dialog box is associated with the procedure step, the Select push button creates a primary window. No
controls are placed on the window. The window is named the same as the procedure step. The window name has initial
capital letters for each word.

Window Server
A cyan arrow indicates a USE statement in the procedure step of the initiating dialog, procedure step, or server that uses
the designation server. Double-click the line to display the action diagram scrolled to the USE statement.

Window Video Properties in Business System Defaults
Use Window Video Properties to specify color and font characteristics of an object on all of the windows or dialog boxes in
this Business System.
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Your selections are used in any new objects on windows or dialog boxes. The selections also flow to any existing objects
that do not have video properties assigned from the Navigation Diagram Tool.

Window Window - Blue Arrow
A thick blue arrow indicates that there are multiple flows between the two objects. Double-click the line to get additional
information on the flows.

Window Window - Magenta Arrow
A dashed magenta arrow indicates a dialog flow between the procedure step associated with the initiating object and the
procedure step associated with the destination object. The line is dashed because the initiating procedure step does not
have an EXIT STATE IS statement that would cause the flow to happen. Double-click the line to display the dialog flow
data.

Window Window - Solid Magenta Arrow
This article provides information for Window Window - Solid Magenta Arrow. A solid magenta arrow indicates a dialog flow
between the procedure step that is associated with the initiating object.

The procedure step that is associated with the destination object. Double-click the line to display the dialog flow data.

Window/Dialog Box Properties Dialog
The Window/Dialog Box Properties dialog creates or modifies a window or a dialog box associated with a selected
procedure step. The window or dialog box can access any logic defined for the procedure step, as well as all view sets for
the procedure step.

A procedure step may have one primary window or primary dialog box and as many dialog boxes defined for it as are
needed for the design of your application.

Help for Fields

Type Primary Window
 Primary Dialog Box
 Dialog Box
 Help About Box
Initial Position Designed Position
 Mouse Alignment
 System Placed
Style System Menu
 Minimize Button
 Maximize Button
 Dialog Border
Modality Application Modal
 Modeless, Single Instance
 Modeless, Multiple Instances
Background Tiled
 Scaled
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 Centered
 Bitmap field
 HTML Extension field
Other Fields Title field
 Icon File field
 Name field
 Dialect field
 Copy Default Window on Create

Help for Push Buttons

Push Button Description
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the window.
Bitmaps Displays the Bitmap Management dialog from Properties, which

lets you preview installed bitmaps and select one to return to the
initiating Properties dialog.
Using this route to bitmap selection is an alternative to bitmap
selection, without the benefit of preview, from the Bitmap drop-
down list.
You can also select this push button to maintain bitmaps for use
during window design within the Navigation Diagram tool.

Description Opens the Description dialog allowing you to document the
objects contained in the diagram. Make the description concise
and include any information that is considered pertinent.

Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays this panel, Window/Dialog Box Properties dialog.

Windows list in Navigation Diagram
The Windows list presents all the windows and dialog boxes in the current procedure step, shown in the Procedure Steps
field. To change the procedure step shown in this field, select the dropdown list icon and select a procedure step from
which you want to include windows to the Navigation Diagram.

The list of procedure steps in this drop-down are those that are part of the current business system, shown in the
Business Systems field. To change current business systems, select the drop-down icon. This displays all of the business
systems in the current model. Select the business system that contains the desired procedure step.

Windows Selection Delete Push Button
This push button deletes a window or dialog box from physical storage. You cannot delete a procedure step, only the
window or dialog boxes associated with it. If the selection you choose to delete has any subordinate windows or dialog
boxes, those subordinates will also be deleted.

Windows tab in Navigation Diagram
This article provides information for Windows tab in Navigation Diagram. Use the Windows tab to select from all the
windows and dialogs in the current model.

The following are the fields in the Windows tab:
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Business Systems
Lists business systems in the current model. The windows, dialogs, and servers you select for display in the
Navigation Diagram are located in this business system.
The procedure steps that are listed in the Procedure Steps list are also located in this business system.
The default value of this field is the current business system that is selected in the Business System tool.

NOTE
Objects from different business systems may be displayed in the Navigation Diagram at the same time.

Procedure Steps
Lists all the procedure steps in the current business system. Use the list to select a procedure step. The windows
and dialogs you select for display in the Navigation Diagram are located in this procedure step.
The procedure steps that are listed in the Procedure Step list are those that belong to the business system
displayed in the Business Systems field. When you select a new business system, the procedure steps that are
listed in the Procedure Steps list change to display those in the new business system.

Windows
The Windows list presents all the windows and dialogs in the current procedure step, which is shown in the
Procedure Steps field. To change the procedure step shown in this field, select the dropdown list icon and select a
procedure step from which you want to include windows to the Navigation Diagram.
The list of procedure steps in this drop-down are those that are part of the current business system, which is
shown in the Business Systems field. To change current business systems, select the drop-down icon. This
displays all the business systems in the current model. Select the business system that contains the desired
procedure step.

Include
Use the Include push button to put selected objects into the Included Objects list. You may also double-click an
object to include it in the list.

Remove
Use the Remove push button to remove an object from the Included Objects list by selecting the object and
selecting the Remove push button, or by double-clicking an object in the Included Objects list.

Included Objects
The Included Objects list box displays all the objects that you have designated for inclusion (sometimes called
scoping objects) in the Navigation Diagram. You can include objects for display by double-clicking them, or by
selecting an object and then selecting the Include push button. You can select objects using the options on the
Diagrams, Windows, Server, and Categories tabs.
In the Categories tab, the list displays all objects according to the criteria you set. Selecting one of the radio
buttons under the heading Select All Windows and then selecting the Include push button establish these criteria.
Note: Gen retains the selections that you make as you move from one tab to another. Select the Open button to
display the Navigation Diagram with the selections you made.
When you select objects for inclusion in the Navigation Diagram, you can view the selected (scoping) objects in
one of three ways:

• Display all scoping objects and their children, which are the objects that have flows from them. (This is the
default choice.)

• Display all scoping objects and their parents (objects that have flows to the scoping objects)
• Display the scoping objects with both parents and children.

These options correspond to choices on the View menu.
Open

Displays the Navigation Diagram using all the settings that you have made in the tabs in the Open Navigation
Objects dialog.
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WinMove Events
The WinMove event is triggered whenever a movement of a window is detected. The new window coordinates are passed
to the EVENT ACTION.

Parameters use the following form:

Xcoord Ycoord Ctrl+ Alt+ Shift+

Parameter details are as follows:

• Window origin is defined as upper left regardless of the platform.
• All coordinates represent screen coordinates.
• Width and height are reported in pixels.
• X and Y coordinates are of Gen type NUMBER.
• All other parameters are of Gen type TEXT.

WinResize Events
The WinResize event is triggered whenever a window is resized. The new width and height of the window in pixels is
passed to the EVENT ACTION.

Parameters follow the form:

Width Height Ctrl+ Alt+ Shift+

Parameter details:

• Window origin is defined as upper left regardless of platform
• All coordinates represent screen coordinates
• Width and height are reported in pixels
• Width and Height are of Gen type NUMBER
• All other parameters are of Gen type TEXT

Open Navigation Objects
The Open Navigation Objects dialog box contains several notebook tabs. The tabs contain controls for determining what
you will see in a particular layout of the Navigation Diagram.

The following links contain information about each tab in the dialog:

• Diagrams tab
• Windows
• Servers
• Categories

Mouse Alignment Radio Button
This radio button specifies that the center of a dialog box appears on the screen centered on the position of the mouse
pointer.

This radio button is inactive for a primary window. A primary window cannot be positioned to the location of the mouse
pointer.
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MouseEnter/Exit Events
The MouseEnter/Exit events are triggered whenever the mouse cursor enters/exits the boundary of a control. This event is
intended to be applied to a specific control. No parameters are supplied with these events.

MouseMove Events
The MouseMove event is triggered whenever movement of the mouse cursor is detected. This event may be applied to
any control, window, or dialog box. The event is triggered whenever movement is detected directly over the boundary of
the control which the event has been defined upon. In the case of a window or dialog box, the event is triggered whenever
movement is detected over the window area that is not a control.

Parameters use the following the form:

Xcoord Ycoord Ctrl+ Alt+ Shift+

Parameter details are as follows:

• Window origin will be defined as upper left regardless of platform
• All coordinates represent screen coordinates
• Width and height will be reported in pixels
• X and Y coordinates are of Gen type NUMBER
• All other parameters are of Gen type TEXT

Move an Attribute
Move allows you to physically move an attribute to a new position in the list of attributes.

Move for Field Design Properties
Move repositions fields (attributes) in the field design view list. You can reposition any field except special fields. You can
move only one field at a time and only within the same view.

To move a field, select an attribute/field line in the list, select Move, select (click on) another attribute/field line as a
destination. The field you move is always positioned below the destination you select.

Move is useful when you are placing fields. You can place more than one field by selecting multiple fields in the field
design view list. However, the Navigation Diagram Tool lets you place multiple fields in the same order that the fields
appear in the view list. Repositioning the fields in the list into the sequence you want lets you place them in the sequence
you want.

NOTE
Move also repositions views in the view list. The use and restrictions are the same as for moving fields. You
would move views to make them more convenient for viewing in the list. The order of the views does not affect
placement of fields.

Move for List Properties
Move repositions an attribute within the selection list.

You can move only one attribute at a time. The selected attribute is positioned below the attribute you indicate.

The order of the attributes in the selection list, from top to bottom, determines the order, from left to right, of the attributes
in a list box.
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Move for Radio Buttons and Drop Lists
Move repositions a permitted value within the selection list.

You can move only one permitted value at a time. The selected value is positioned below the value you indicate.

The order of the values in the selection list, from top to bottom, determines the order of radio buttons or items in a drop
list.

NOTE
Once you place one or more values as radio buttons, Move is disabled. To move radio buttons after they are
placed, select a radio button, the Edit and Move.

Move Horizontally Drop-down List
This drop-down list specifies the location of a window or dialog box to which selected objects move horizontally.

Move in Activity Dependency Diagram
To change the position of events, external objects, activities, and lines, select Move. The relationship between items is not
changed, only the location.

Move is active when you select an activity, event, external object or line.

Move in Matrices
To change the position of a row or column, select Move. Gen inserts the selected object after the position you select.

Positioning an object in the first row (or column) on an axis requires moving the selected object to the second position and
moving the object in the first position to another location.

To move an object to a position after the first row or column:

1. Select the row(s) or column(s) you want to move.
2. Select Edit.
3. Select Move.
4. Using the cursor, point to the row or column that is in front of the desired location. The software inserts the object

following the position you select.

To move a row or column to the first position:

1. Select the row (or column) you want to move.
2. Select Edit.
3. Select Move.
4. Using the cursor, point to the first row (or column). This moves the selected row (or column) to the second position:
5. Select the first row (or column).
6. Select Edit.
7. Select Move.
8. Select a location following the second row (or column). This moves the first row (or column) to another location and

moves the second row (or column) to the first position.

Move in Menu Design Dialog
Move relocates menu items within the menu bar and subordinate menu items within their subordinate grouping. (Use
Change Parent to move a subordinate menu item to a different subordinate grouping.)
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To move an item, select the item, the Move push button, and the destination after which the want the item moved. The
menu item you move is always placed below a selected destination in the indented list.

For menu bar items, the top menu item in the indented list appears at the left of the menu bar. The next menu bar item in
the list appears to the right of the first menu item, and so forth. (Menu bar items are designated by two dashes (--) in the
list.) If the menu bar item contains subordinate menu items, all subordinate items move with the menu bar item.

The Navigation Diagram tool beeps if you specify an invalid destination for a move. To complete the move, you must re-
select the menu item, the Move push button, and a valid destination.

Move Push Button in Auto Layout
This push button places a selected export view after the designated new location. Use Move to sequence export views in
screen display order.

MOVE Statement
MOVE assigns the values of all attribute views for an entity view at once. A MOVE is not required for each attribute value
in the view.

The format of the MOVE statement is:

MOVE entity-view-1 TO entity-view-2

Entity-view-1 and entity-view-2 are views of the same entity type. Entity-view-1 may be any view of that entity type. Entity-
view-2 may be any modifiable non-persistent view or non-entity action view.

Import views are commonly moved to export views. For example, if an online application needs to display or redisplay
fields on a screen, the views for those fields must be in export views when the procedure ends execution.

For information on how nullable attribute views are handled, see SET and MOVE Behavior Involving NULLs.

The following example shows the MOVE statements moving import views to export views.

 -- DIS_CUSTOMER

| IMPORTS: ...

| EXPORTS: ...

| LOCALS:

| ENTITY ACTIONS: ...

|

|  -- READ customer

| | WHERE DESIRED customer number IS EQUAL TO import customer 

number

| +- WHEN successful

| | MOVE customer TO export customer

| +- WHEN not found

| | EXIT STATE IS cust_not_found

| | MOVE import customer TO export customer

|  ---

 ---

Move Vertically Drop-down List
This drop-down list specifies the location of a window or dialog box to which selected objects move vertically.
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MQS Radio button
If you check the MQS radio button, the generated client will attempt to attach to the queues, channels, and a queue
manager on the local client machine.

MRU Settings
Using the MRU settings, you can specify the maximum number of items that can be kept on the most recently used list.
The maximum value is 16. Setting the value to 0 will disable the feature and no models will be kept on the MRU list. Once
the value is changed, the Toolset must be restarted for the setting to take effect.

Multi Line Entry Field Properties Dialog
The Multi Line Entry Field Properties dialog specifies the characteristics for an entry field that accepts or displays multiple
lines of text. The text limit is 4000 characters. A multi-line entry field is a view of a single attribute. This control does not
apply to attributes in group views.

You can specify the characteristics when you first add the entry field or later when you detail the properties of the field.

The following list characteristics include:

• The view from which the field receives input
• The view to which the field passes input
• Descriptive text for the field
• Special considerations concerning input and how the field displays

The default condition for a multi-line entry field specifies:

• A vertical scroll bar
• Word wrap

The following conditions enable the checkboxes on this dialog.

Checkbox Enabled By
Horizontal Scroll De-selecting Word Wrap
Vertical Scroll Selecting Work Wrap
Upper Case Marking an attribute Case Sensitive on the attribute properties

dialog.

DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR MULTIPLE LINE ENTRY FIELDS

TAB KEY AND ENTER KEY

You may prefer to define the function of the TAB key and ENTER key differently when the cursor is in a multiple-line entry
field. The following guidelines are suggested:

• The TAB key should move the cursor to the next tab stop if a window contains only one field and the field is a multiple-
line entry field.

• The TAB key should move the cursor to the next field if a dialog box contains two or more fields.
• The ENTER key should move the cursor to the next line if the cursor is in a multiple-line entry field.
• The ENTER key should perform the action defined for the window if the cursor is not in a multiple-line entry field.

INSERT AND REPLACE MODE
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Information can be typed into a file using one of two entry modes: insert or replace mode. In insert mode all entered
characters are inputted at the point of the cursor between existing characters. Existing characters move to the right to
accommodate the new input.

In replace mode, at the selected point that is determined by cursor position, all existing characters are deleted as new
characters are added. Applications determine which characters can be replaced and which are protected.

Users can toggle between insert mode and replace mode using the Insert key.

REPLACING SELECTED TEXT

Users can automatically delete existing text in entry fields by inputting new text at the selected point. The existing text is
automatically deleted when a user types in a first character. The application, however, may prohibit certain text from being
deleted.

FIELD PROMPTS

Each field is supported by a descriptive prompt that gives users information on the purpose of the entry field. The field
prompt is located to the left of the entry field.

The window title is often used as the field identifier when a window contains only one field.

The following guidelines may help when you design field prompts:

• A colon may follow Field prompts.
• Field prompts located above the field should be left aligned with the beginning of a field.
• Field prompts located to the left of the field should be left aligned with other field prompts.
• Capitalize the first letter of a field prompt.
• Descriptive text can be added to the right of a field prompt. Use this area to enter field parameters or any supportive

information.
• Align entry and selection fields vertically and horizontally so the cursor moves in a straight-line pattern between entries.
• Controls should be arranged in the order users want to complete them.

The following list contains the fields in the dialog and their descriptions:

Import View
Specifies the import entity view from which the attribute receives input. Input can be from the keyboard or through
the dialog flow. Because you are implementing a specific attribute as a multi-line entry field, the list shows only
the entity views that contain that attribute. The list does not contain import repeating group views. The import view
you select maps to the displayed export view. You can also map the views for a procedure step with the Mapping
action under Detail.

Export View
Specifies the export entity view that receives data from the attribute. Because you are implementing a specific
attribute as a multi-line entry field, the list shows only the entity views that contain that attribute. The list does not
contain export repeating group views. The export view you select maps to the displayed import view. You can also
map the views for a procedure step with the Mapping action under Detail.

Prompt
Specifies the text that describes the purpose or meaning of the for multi line entry field. You can type in a prompt
or select one from the drop-down list. The drop-down list contains the name of the attribute and any prompts you
input for the field. The prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters and, as general rule, should be as short
and meaningful as possible.

Horizontal Scroll
Specifies that the entry field contains a scroll bar that permits scrolling left and right. The scroll bar appears below
the field.
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Vertical Scroll
Specifies that the entry field contains a scroll bar that permits scrolling up and down. The scroll bar appears on
the right of the field.
Default: Yes

Read Only
Specifies that the entry field is for display only and cannot accept input.

Ignore Tab
Enables or disables the Tab key within the multi line entry field. Select the check box indicates that the Tab key
moves the cursor to the next control on the window or dialog box. Pressing the Tab key moves the cursor to the
next tab stop within the multi line entry field. Tab stops are set every 8 characters. This checkbox does not apply
to the back tab action (Shift+Tab). Back tab moves the cursor to the previous control on the window or dialog box.
Default: No

Word Wrap
Specifies that the input automatically shifts to the next line when the input reaches the right side of the entry field.
The wrapping occurs at the word level. The horizontal size of the entry field determines the line length before
word wrap occurs. Size the field wider for a longer line length.
Default: Yes

Upper Case
Specifies that the multi line entry field converts all lowercase characters into uppercase characters. The
conversion occurs at runtime during character input. An attribute must be marked as Case Sensitive to enable
the Upper Case push button. You mark an attribute Case Sensitive on the properties dialog for attributes. For
example, in the Data Model List, select an attribute, select Detail, and then select Properties.

More information

Use Navigation Diagram

Multiple Adds
Multiple Adds is applicable to Action Diagrams and other Diagram types (non-Action Diagrams). For Action Diagrams,
selecting Multiple Adds causes the menu to be re-displayed after completing the current add statement. For other
Diagram types, selecting Multiple Adds causes the dialog (from which you are adding objects) to remain displayed until
you select the Cancel pushbutton. This way, you can add items repeatedly, without invoking the menu/initiating the dialog
each time.

If you select Multiple Adds or Single Add at the Model Window or from a diagram window (from Model then Settings), the
selection is saved to disk and becomes the default for all Toolset diagrams. The next Toolset session starts with the last
selected default. Any diagram opened after a selection is made will inherit the setting as a default. However, diagrams
that are open at the time the default is selected are not affected and have the value that was active at the time they were
opened.

Multiple Line Entry
This radio button implements the selected attribute as a list occurrence multiple-line entry field.

Multiple Modules
This radio button specifies that each online procedure step of a business system will be packaged into a separate load
module. The Packaging Tool assigns all information necessary to complete the packaging (such as file names, transaction
codes, and so forth).

Downstream Effects
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Selecting Multiple Modules packages each procedure for the business system into a separate load module. Each load
module becomes a separate executable file after generation and installation. During execution of the application system,
the operating system must load and unload the executable files from memory. This loading and unloading takes time and
could slow performance and testing.

For Component Packaging, an operations library is created for each operation found in a Specification subject area whose
owner is an Interface Type. The default name for the Operations Library is derived from the operation’s name.

The names assigned by the Packaging Tool are valid, but they may not be what you want. You may prefer to specify
manually all or part of the packaging information. Use a combination of the actions under Edit and Detail.

Multiply Arithmetic Operator
A multiplication symbol is an arithmetic operator that multiplies one value with another.

You can combine numeric literals and numeric attribute values to form arithmetic expressions using values and arithmetic
operators.

Mutually Exclusive
Defining an entity type as mutually exclusive means that the entity type only participates in one relationship at any given
time.

An entity type cannot be defined as being mutually exclusive until you have created two or more relationships for that
entity type. Then, select the entity type that participates in the mutually exclusive relationship and select Mutually
Exclusive.

Mutually Exclusive Dialog
Relationships between entity types are sometimes mutually exclusive; that is, participation by an entity type in one
relationship prevents its participation in the other relationship at the same time.

NOTE
You cannot define an entity type as being mutually exclusive until you have created relationships.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Current Mutually Exclusive Relationships
The mutually exclusive relationships currently defined for the selected entity type are listed in the selection list. If
the box is empty, no mutually exclusive relationships were defined.

Mutually Exclusive Relationship Selection List
The Selection List contains the relationship membership names in which the entity type is involved. Two
relationship names must be selected as being mutually exclusive in order to add because one mutually excludes
the other.

Add
To activate the Add button, select two relationships from the "Selection List". If you want to add a second identifier,
you must select two more relationships from the list.

Apply
To activate the Apply button:

1. Select two relationships for the entity type that are mutually exclusive.
2. Click Add.
3. Type the name and description of the mutually exclusive relationship.
4. Click OK.
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5. Select another relationship from the selection list that you want to add to the mutually exclusive relationship at
the top of the dialog.

6. Select the mutually exclusive relationship (at the top of the dialog) where the new relationship belongs.

For example, an APPLICANT receives either a REJECTION NOTICE or an EMPLOYMENT OFFER, but not both.
If the APPLICANT receives an EMPLOYMENT OFFER, the relationship prevents the applicant from participating
in the relationship APPLICANT receives REJECTION NOTICE.

Properties
Click this button to display the Properties of the selected object. You can change the properties of a mutually
exclusive relationship or a relationship.
The properties of a mutually exclusive relationship are:

• Name
• Description

The properties of a relationship are:

• Optionality
• Relationship name
• Cardinality
• Whether the relationship name displays
• Whether the relationship is transferable
• Whether the ASSOCIATE is modifying or referencing

Delete
Click this button to delete the selected relationship.

Search
Click this button to search for a relationship.

Close
Click this button to close the dialog.

MVS Environment Parameters Dialog
The MVS Environment parameters dialog specifies the parameters for the MVS environment in which an application
generated by Gen executes.

The MVS Environment Parameters Dialog lets you can define the following parameters:

Max Seg Size (IMS)
Specifies the maximum size in bytes for messages that are transmitted to and from devices. The Dialog Managers
which Gen generates use this value to manage multiple segmented messages. This field always accepts input
although a segment size applies only to a TP monitor of IMS. If you are testing your application with a TP monitor
other than IMS, you can still enter a value into this field. This allows you later to install the load modules of the
business system to IMS without having to regenerate them for a maximum segment size. This value for maximum
segment size must match the value that is entered in the IMS SYSGEN.

Pseudo-conversational Support (CICS)

Specifies whether a CICS application prevents a user from being able to clear the screen. If Pseudo-conversational
Support is specified, the Clear, PA1, PA2, and PA3 keys merely refresh the screen.For more information about Pseudo-
conversational Support (CICS), see Pseudo-conversational Support (CICS).

XCTL for Flows When Possible (CICS)
Specifies the CICS command that is used to flow from one procedure to another. An application which Gen
generates uses an EXEC CICS XCTL command when the module being flowed to is in the same CICS region.
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If you select this check box, the HANDLE ABEND and HANDLE CONDITION statements are used. For those
CICS commands that fail, the user sees a runtime error message rather than a CICS error message. Any
abends of CICS commands are intercepted by TIRFAIL, the module used for abend recovery. TIRFAIL displays
error messages describing the problem, then restores the prior screen. If you write an error recovery exit such
as TIRTERM, abends pass through it as well. You do not get a CICS dump of the abends if you use an error
recovery exit. You may prefer to select the Handle CICS Command Abends check box if you select the Pseudo-
conversational Support check box. The Pseudo-conversational Support check box prevents access to a clear
screen. Each check box can be selected independently, however. If you do not select the Handle CICS Command
Abends check box, the user sees the CICS error messages. A user would then clear the screen and start
over. This check box is always active although it applies only to a TP monitor of CICS. If you are testing your
application with a TP monitor other than CICS, you can still select this check box. This allows you later to install
the load modules of the business system to CICS without having to regenerate them to handle CICS command
abends.

Dynamic Linking

The ability to call a procedure step, screen, or action block (including external action blocks) module dynamically allows
application changes to become effective without relinking every load module using these modules. Dynamic linking can
also be used to save storage space.

The following MVS specific Business System default attributes define the dynamic link setting at Business System level:

Procedure Steps

Specifies the business system defaults to dynamically link procedure steps when the target is z/OS.Dynamic Link Defaults
for Procedure steps can be set to any of the following options from a pull-down menu:

Yes
Specifies that the procedure step is dynamically called at runtime and resides in a DLL.

No
Specifies that the procedure step is not dynamically called at runtime. The procedure step is statically called and
resides in the DLL created for the load module in which the procedure step is packaged.

Compatibility
Specifies that the procedure step is dynamically called at runtime and resides in a non-DLL module.

Action Blocks

Specifies the business system defaults for dynamic linking of action blocks when the target is z/OS. Dynamic Link
Defaults for Action Blocks can be set to any of the following from a pull-down menu:

Yes
Specifies that the action block is dynamically called at runtime and resides in a DLL.

No
Specifies that the action block is not dynamically called at runtime. The action block is statically called and as
such is linked to the application in which the action block is packaged. Special processing is done to Action
Blocks that are statically called from a module that is marked for Compatibility. This processing is implemented
by selecting the option Process modules that are marked for Compatibility. For more information about Process
modules marked for Compatibility, see Generation Defaults Dialog.

Compatibility
Specifies that the action block is dynamically called at runtime and resides in a non-DLL module.

Screen Managers

Specifies the business system defaults for dynamic linking of screens when the target is z/OS.Dynamic Link Defaults for
Screen Managers can be set to any of the following options from a pull-down menu:
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• Yes
• No
• Compatibility

NOTE
Individual procedure steps, Action blocks, and screens that are contained within a load module must have their
respective Dynamically Link attributes set to Default, to take advantage of the default value that is associated
with that type of item. The Business System in which the load module is located, establishes the default value.

Dynamic Linking Downstream Effects

A module can be linked either dynamically or statically. Dynamically Linking a module offers some advantages depending
on the frequency of modifying the module, the number of other load modules using it, and the frequency of calling the
module. Dynamic Linking is advantageous for the following kinds of modules:

• Frequently changed module - Dynamic linking a frequently changed module eliminates the need to relink every load
module calling them when the called module is changed.

• Widely shared module - Dynamic linking a shared module decreases the required storage during execution, since only
one copy would be present in memory, as opposed to several copies embedded in different load modules.

• Infrequently invoked module - Dynamic linking an infrequently invoked module decreases the size of the base load
module and reduces the required storage, except when the module is invoked.

Example of Changing from Static Linking to Dynamic Linking

When the action block, AB2, is linked dynamically, two executable load modules are generated. The executable load
module for AB2 contains the Gen run time and referential integrity modules and the own logic of the action block.
Therefore, it is larger than its non-executable, unresolved version. The executable load module, LM1, is decreased in size
by dynamically linking the action block, AB2.

Dynamically Linked         Statically Linked
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WITH THE SAME Clause
The WITH THE SAME clause determines the grouping criteria of the SUMMARIZE EACH statement. It also determines
the sort criteria if there is no SORTED BY clause.

All common attributes designated in the WITH THE SAME clause will appear in PLACING clauses before any aggregate
functions. The order of the attribute views designated in the WITH THE SAME clause determines the order in which the
results are grouped. In other words, each successive WITH THE SAME attribute view is subordinate to the one preceding
it. For example:

--

+- SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee

| department

| WITH THE SAME department number

| employee job_grade

| TARGETING repeating_group_local FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| PLACING department number INTO local department number

| PLACING employee job_grade INTO local employee job_grade

| WHERE DESIRED employee belongs_to DESIRED department

--

In this example, the results are returned by job grade within department number. Since there is no SORTED BY clause,
they are sorted in ascending sequence, with the first common attribute (department number) being the major sort key and
the second common attribute (employee job_grade) being the less significant sort key.

Word Wrap for List Occurrence Multi Line Entry Field
This check box specifies that the input automatically shifts to the next line when the input reaches the right side of the
entry field. The wrapping occurs at the word level.

The horizontal size of the entry field determines the line length before word wrap occurs. Size the field wider for a longer
line length.

The default for this check box is yes.

Work Set Properties
This article provides information for Work Set Properties. The Work Set Properties dialog lets you specify the name of a
Work Set and a description.

Work Set
Work Sets represent information that is not described or represented by an Entity Type. Work Sets are typically
used for application-specific attributes, such as flags, counters, selection characters, flat files, and intermediate
results from arithmetic or date/time operations and string concatenations, or any other information that does not
need to be saved in a database or is not of interest to the business.

Description
Description provides a multi-line area for additional information about the Work Set.

Click OK to save the information and close the dialog. To close the dialog without the saving the information click Cancel.
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Properties in Work Set

Selecting Properties in Work Set lets you modify the name or description of properties of a work set.

Xcopy
To copy statements or views in one action diagram to another action diagram, select Xcopy. Xcopy is available under the
following conditions:

• Statement(s) are selected in a source action diagram and a valid statement location is selected in a destination action
diagram

• View(s) are selected in a source action diagram and a valid view group is selected in a destination action diagram
• If the destination action diagram is a procedure action diagram, then no views(s) in the source action diagram have the

"Used as both input and output" checkbox turned on
•  If the destination action diagram is a procedure action diagram, then no views(s) in the source action diagram have

the "Supports entity actions (persistent)" checkbox turned on

Xcopy is active only when two action diagrams are open at the same time. Select Launch to link to the second action
diagram.

Xcopy lets you copy:

• Single or multiple statements from one action diagram to another action diagram
• A block of statements from one action diagram to another action diagram
• Statements from several action diagrams to one action diagram
• From procedure step to action block or vice versa
• From procedure step(s) to procedure step(s)
• From action block(s) to action block(s)
• From source action diagram(s) to one or more destination action diagrams

Xcopy requires that you complete the following tasks in the order presented or the Xcopy action is not active.

1. Open the source action diagram using the menu option sequence Design > Action Diagram.
2. Open the destination action diagram using the menu option sequence Design > Launch > Action Diagram.
3. Arrange diagrams so that both are visible.
4. Select the statement(s) or view(s) to be copied in the source action diagram.
5. If copying statement(s), highlight the target line in the destination action diagram where the statement(s) will be copied.

If copying view(s), highlight the target data view group (IMPORTS, EXPORTS, LOCALS, or ENTITY ACTIONS) in the
destination action diagram where the new view will be copied.

6. IN the destination action diagram, select Edit > Xcopy. If more than one source action diagram is open, you are
prompted to select which source action diagram to select from.

7. If statements from more than one action diagram are selected for Xcopy, you are prompted as to which source action
diagram you want to Xcopy to the destination action diagram. Any related views are automatically copied with the
statement(s). If copying view(s), you are prompted for a view name for each newly created view. The default is the
same name as the source view, unless that name is already used in the destination action diagram. If the destination
name is already used, a new name is created that is similar to the source view name. You are prompted to accept or
edit the proposed name.

When a view (entity, group, attribute, or relationship membership view) is referenced in the action block being copied, the
software checks for an equivalent view in the destination action diagram. Equivalent means having the same properties.
If an equivalent view is found, the source view uses the one defined in the destination action diagram. If a view is found
with the same name but only an attribute is missing, the needed attribute is added automatically. If the view is altogether
absent, the software adds it to the destination action diagram.
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When you select a parent entity view to copy, all child attribute views are included. When you select a parent group view
to copy, all child group, entity, and attribute views are included in the copy.

For example, an action diagram that tracks an individual's employers has a block of code that records current employer
information: name, address, hire date, and so forth.

The same logic is needed to record information about the individual's previous employer.

The code for the current employer can be copied to another action diagram where the view of current_employer is
replaced with previous_employer.

NOTE
Use Substitute View in conjunction with Xcopy to replace an entity action view or a local view in the copied
action block with a different view of the same entity type.

XCTL for Flows When Possible (CICS)
This check box specifies the CICS command used to flow from one procedure to another.  An application generated by
Gen will use an EXEC CICS XCTL command when the module being flowed to is in the same CICS region.  An EXEC
CICS START command is used when a procedure flows to a module in another region.

 An XCTL is quicker and uses less CICS resources. However, customization of TIRC$EXT is required when generating
CICS applications for DB2.  TIRC$EXT is the dynamic plan exit module for DB2.

This check box is always active although it applies only to a TP monitor of CICS.  If you are testing your application with
a TP monitor other than CICS, you can still select this check box.  This allows you to later install the load modules of the
business system to CICS without having to regenerate them for XCTL for flows when possible.

Yes
This article provides information for Yes, No, and Yes All push buttons. This push button allows you to take action only on
the disabled statement shown at the top of the client area.

No

This push button allows you to not take action on the disabled statement that is displayed at the top of the client area and
search for the next disabled statement.

Yes All

This push button allows you to take action on all the disabled statements in the action diagram without confirming the
action for each statement.

z/OS &amp; Operations Library Properties
Enter the name of the Operations Library you wish to use. The name must conform to the following standards:

• Maximum length is eight characters.
• First character must be alpha. Remaining characters must be alpha or numeric. The name must be unique in the

model, and it should be unique across the target deployment environment.

z/OS Block Mode Considerations
This article provides information for z/OS Block Mode Considerations. The z/OS Block Mode Screen Manager controls
several video properties.
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z/OS Blank Fields

In z/OS, when a field is blank and "Blank When Zero or Null" is set to Yes, then the following is true for numeric, text, and
date fields:

• Field edit pattern processing is not performed
• The field is cleared and no data is presented to the user
• No formatting appears
• The fill character is copied to the field

When a field is blank and "Blank When Zero or Null" is set to No, then numeric, text, and date fields are handled
differently.

Numeric - the edit pattern is formatted base on a value of zero. Standard formatting is applied.

Text - the edit pattern is copied into the field as if it is the intermediate result of editing. No formatting is performed and the
fill character is applied after justification.

Date/Time - the numeric components are edited using a value of zero. The fill character is applied after justification.

Derived components in dates that represent names are ignored as if they are not specified in the edit pattern. These
components include month, day, calendar, am, pm, and time zone.

Derived values in dates that result in numeric values are displayed as zeroes. These values include the day number and
week number.

z/OS Edit Patterns

External data representation is the conversion and editing performed that makes data that is stored internally usable by
a user. Binary data cannot be readily displayed; therefore, the data is transformed to a character representation of its
numeric quantity.

An external edit pattern is generated for every field. If the user does not select an edit pattern, the generator synthesizes
one that matches the characteristics of the field and variable data types. This is done for two reasons.

First, all input translations and transformations (such as code-page-to-code-page translations, upper case translations)
are performed during input editing. A default edit pattern is generated to facilitate consistent operation.

Second, edit routines process any implementation behaviors that are defined using the input edit exit. This means that
the user input edit exit might implement a behavior unique to a specific customer that should not be bypassed. By driving
all input processing through input edit, and therefore input edit exit processing, the customer has full control over all input
behaviors. If the customer wants to bypass an exit under certain conditions, it is his or her responsibility to encode the
appropriate logic in the exit.

Also, the behavior of the "unedited" field is still implemented. The default edit pattern that is generated is a simple edit
pattern, consisting of a character specifier for each display position of the field. No punctuation or other literal characters
are inserted.

NOTE
For more information about edit patterns, see the Design book in the Gen Documentation.

z/OS Error and Normal Fill Characters

A normal fill character is defined for each field. It is used when the state of the field is in error or not in error.

The fill character can be either an SBCS or MBCS character.

Fill characters are added to the edited intermediate results before being sent to the presentation space.

z/OS Field Fill Characters
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Fill processing is performed on output when the data, after being formatted for presentation, is shorter than the
presentation area. The defined fill characters are added to the formatted data to make it the same length as the
presentation area.

Fill characters also are removed from the presentation area to obtain the significant data for editing when the presentation
space is read. Input fill processing reverses the operations that are performed on the data during output fill processing.

Fill processing is related to justification. The operation on the fill characters and the presentation space may be different,
based on the justification modes in effect.

z/OS Input Justification

Input justification is the process of properly aligning input data in the variable.

ASIS justification moves a string directly to the input variable without changing the placement of the characters. When
the justification mode is ASIS, then no fill characters are removed from the input, and the entire input string is considered
significant.

LEFT justification applied to text if ASIS is not selected. When the justification mode is LEFT, fill characters are removed
from the right end of the presentation space only. When the first non-fill character is encountered, proceeding right to left,
removal of fill characters halts. The remaining presentation string is considered to be significant.

RIGHT justification is applied to numeric quantities. When the justification mode is RIGHT, then the fill characters are
removed from the left end of the presentation space only. When the first non-fill character is encountered, proceeding left
to right, removal of fill characters halts. The remaining presentation string is then considered to be significant.

CENTER or WORD-WRAP justification removes fill characters from both ends of the presentation space. Also, multiple
adjacent occurrences of fill characters, or spaces, WITHIN the presentation space are reduced to a single occurrence of a
space.

z/OS Output Justification

Output justification is the process of aligning the data in a presentation space based on the size of the data and the
presentation space.

When data is justified, the internal data is converted and edited to produce an intermediate text-like string. The
intermediate string is justified in the presentation space. Every character of the intermediate data is considered significant.

Fill characters are added to the justified edited intermediate results before being sent to the presentation space. The
selected justification determines where fill characters are added to the intermediate string.

When word-wrap or left justification is selected, fill characters are added to the end of the intermediate string.

When right justification is selected, fill characters are added to the left end of the string.

When center justification is selected, fill characters are added evenly to both ends of the string.

When ASIS justification is used, only NULL (x'00') characters are added to the right end of the string if needed. Fill
characters are never added to an ASIS justification field.

Zero Number of Pictures Error
This article provides information for Zero Number of Pictures Error. You are attempting to define a bitmap file to a push
button, but you entered 0 (zero) in the Number of Pictures field.

The minimum valid value is 1 (one).

Select Enter. To proceed, enter the number of pictures in the selected bitmap.
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Zoom
This article provides information for Zoom. Restores the default zoom level.

Zoom In
This article provides information for Zoom In. Zoom In increases the size of the objects in a diagram.

Zoom Out
This article provides information for Zoom Out. Zoom Out decreases the size of the objects in a diagram.

Conversion of Characters
Selecting Yes will convert all CHARs (TEXT fields in Data Structure List) to VARCHAR2 text fields. This option is valid only
if you selected Oracle as the technical design.

To convert on a case by case basis, highlight the data object and select Detail, Properties, and Varchar.

Black Background Color
This article provides information for Black Background Color. This option sets the background color to black for this
diagram.

Black Background Color - Global

This option globally changes the background color of all graphical diagrams to a background color of black.

Border Radio Button
This radio button outputs a diagram with lines around the perimeter and a box containing information about the model.
The information includes:

• Model name
• Subset name
• Date
• Time

Menu Enabled Property
This article provides information for the Menu Enabled Property.

Usage

Enabled (String)

Description

Sets or retrieves the enabled state of the menu.

Arguments
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String that indicates the new enabled state of the menu. A value of "True" indicates that the menu is enabled.

Return Value

This property returns a string that indicates the current enabled state of the menu. A value of "true" means that the menu
is enabled.

Model Upgrade During Load Confirmation
You probably upgraded your workstation since working on the model you are attempting to open, and now need to
determine whether work on this model is to continue on a workstation of the previous release or on a workstation of the
current release. You cannot alternate work on model files between workstations of different releases. Select either Yes or
No to indicate how you want to proceed.

Option Purpose
Yes Load the selected model and perform the file upgrade when the

next model save is done. After the upgrade, the model will no
longer be accessible through workstations that have not been
upgraded to the current release.

No Cancel the Open request. Model files are unchanged.

Perform File Transfers Error
The Perform File Transfers communications option is not selected. From the Gen Main diagram, select Options,
Encyclopedia Communications. Select the Perform File Transfers checkbox. Make sure that you select your
communications board type.

 

Action Bar for Command Entry

When selected, this check box specifies that procedure synthesis creates an entry field for an action bar. The bar consists
of a listing of commands for entity actions and a field for command entry.The user enters a one- or two-character code in
the field and presses a key to execute the command.

Action Block Copy Confirmation

This article provides information for copying an action block to another action block results in two identical action blocks.

Click OK to copy the action block.

Click Cancel to avoid copying the action block.

Action Block Delete Error

Deleting the action block will result in a consistency check error if the model contains a derived attribute for which there is
no derivation algorithm.

The selected action block calculates a value for a derived attribute.

To prevent the consistency check error:
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• Avoid deleting the action block
• Change the properties of the attribute to Basic or Designed
• Add a different derivation algorithm

Action Block Module Dialog

The Action Block Module dialog lets you select the action block (in the form of a process action diagram) to implement for
each entity action. The entity actions appear in the client area as Display, Create, Update, and Delete. The name in the
title bar corresponds to the action for which you implement an action block.

NOTE
An action block does not appear in the selection list if either of these conditions is true:

The action block contains any import or export views that are persistent views.

The action block contains any import or export views that are used as both input and output.

Action Block Properties Dialog

The Action Block Properties dialog names a source code file and specifies Default as the Dynamically Link choice. The
Generation Tool assigns the name when it generates the source code for an action block.

This dialog enables you to assign a new Source Name and specify different dynamic link options for the selected action
block.

The Dynamically Link (z/OS) drop-down lets you to accept or override the business system default for dynamic linking for
the selected action block when the target is z/OS.

Default
Use the Business System default setting for action blocks specified in the MVS Environment Parameters dialog.

Yes
An action block having a Dynamic Link option set to Yes will be dynamically called at runtime and will reside in a
DLL.

No
An action block having a Dynamic Link option set to No will not be dynamically called at runtime. The action block
will be statically called and as such will be linked to the application in which the action block is packaged.
Special processing is done to Action Blocks that are statically called from a module marked for Compatibility.
This processing is implemented by selecting the option Process modules marked for Compatibility. For more
information about Process modules marked for Compatibility, see the Generation Defaults Dialog.

Compatibility
An action block having a Dynamic Link option set to Compatibility will be dynamically called at runtime and will
reside in a non-DLL module.

NOTE
For details about the z/OS feature of dynamic linking, see the z/OS documentation.

Action Block Selection in Process Action Diagram

This article provides information for Action Block Selection in Process Action Diagram for new action blocks and existing
action blocks.

Select one of the following:

<Add New Action Block>
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Specify a new action block name and description.

Existing action block name

USE or SET an attribute using an action block built previously.

Action Blocks Implemented Dialog

The Action Blocks Implemented dialog lets you specify the action blocks to be implemented and the commands to direct
processing.

When you implement action blocks, specify:

Action Blocks Lists the action blocks that can be implemented
Commands and Synonyms Lists commands that direct processing to action blocks

The Select pushbutton adds your choice of command and action block to the uppermost selection list. To place the
command and action block combinations in the client area, select the OK pushbutton.

Action Blocks List Box in Data Model Browser

Action blocks are for the selected data object type. To view or change an action block's properties, double-click the action
block.

If Operations is selected, the action blocks shown are operations action blocks. If the list box is empty, no action blocks
have been selected as operations action blocks for that data object.

If Referenced Action Blocks is selected, the list box shows all action blocks, both those selected as operations action
blocks and those that are not.

To select an action block as an operations action block, see Select as Operation.

To deselect an action block as an operations action block, see Deselect as Operation.

Action Blocks Selection

This selection list lets you select the action block that the entity maintenance procedure step calls when executing the
entity action.

Select one or more of the action blocks listed and click OK.

Action Blocks Selection List

This selection list lets you select the action block that the entity maintenance procedure step calls when executing the
entity action.

NOTE

An action block does not appear in the selection list if either of these conditions is true:

• The action block contains any import or export views that are persistent views.
• The action block contains any import or export views that are used as both input and output.
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Action Block Synthesis Dialog in Action Diagram

This article provides information for the Action Block Synthesis dialog generates an action statement for one action
diagram or action block at a time.

The Entity Type selection list displays available entity types from the data model. Select an entity type from this list, then
select the mode or the desired type of action dialog (Create, Read, Update, Delete, or List). Finally, select action dialog
options to customize the way action block synthesis executes.

For additional information, request help on the individual controls.

The generated output from action block synthesis is the same as the output from manually created action blocks or action
diagrams. Each generated process/procedure action diagram contains the following:

• Views
• One or more MOVE statements
• One or more entity action groups
• Branches for exception logic (complete except for the logic must reflect your business rules)

Action block synthesis is faster than the manual method. While it automatically generates the information listed above it
also keeps track of entity types related to the subject entity type. Keeping track of related entity types is helpful if the entity
type being acted upon has multiple relationships.

NOTE
If you perform action block synthesis on a subset of a model, scope the entire data model for inclusion in the
subset. If you do not, the process/procedure action diagrams you generate may be incomplete because you do
not have access to entity types related to the subject entity type.

Action Block Synthesis in Action Diagram

Selecting Action Block Synthesis from in the Action Diagram displays a series of dialogs that let you automatically
generate detailed process logic based on a consistent part of the data model.

To set up the conditions for action block synthesis, specify:

• Entity type
• Mode
• Default actions review
• Consistency check
• Type of attribute view selection

This feature is called action block synthesis. This process logic reflects the basic entity actions available in action block
synthesis:

• CREATE
• READ
• UPDATE
• DELETE
• LIST (READ EACH)

The Action Block Synthesis action is active when you have an action diagram (either a Process Action Diagram or
Procedure Action Diagram) or action block that has no action statements.
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Action Diagram Copy - Destination

Selecting a destination is required to enable the copy process. The destination can be in the same or in a different
business system.

WARNING
All views and statements (and, optionally, windows) in the copied-from action diagram replace the views and
statements in an existing destination action diagram.

WARNING
The following are the fields in the dialog:

Action Diagram
This field identifies the destination of the copy. The destination can be an existing action diagram or a new one.
To specify an existing action diagram, select the name of a process, procedure step, and an action block. The
name appears in this field.
To create an action diagram, type a name. The following restrictions apply to the name:

• The maximum length is 32 characters.
• The only supported special characters are the space and the underscore.
• The first character must be a number or a letter.
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A typed name takes precedence over a selected process, procedure step or action block.
A new procedure step created by the copy is the same as if you had created it with the Dialog Design Tool. A new
process is the same as if you had created it with the Activity Hierarchy Tool.

Business Systems
This list displays the business systems available as destinations (copied-to choices). The business systems
are defined for the entire model and are sorted alphabetically. The current business system is the one initially
selected.
A procedure step is associated with the business system under which it is created. Therefore, selecting a
business system also changes the list of procedure steps. Business systems do not apply to processes.

Processes or Procedure Steps
This list displays the processes or procedure steps available as destinations (copied-to choices). The list is sorted
alphabetically. (The list items depend on whether you enter the Action Diagram Tool from Analysis or Design.)
The procedure steps are the ones in the current business system. The list of them changes as you select different
business systems. Processes are not associated with business systems.

Action Blocks
This list displays all action blocks available as destinations (copied-to choices). The action blocks are all of the
ones defined for the current model and are sorted alphabetically.

Action Diagram Copy - Source

Copying an action diagram is most commonly done when you must reuse the programming logic. (If an action diagram
contains a graphical user interface, you can also copy the interface.) The destination of the copy can be an existing action
diagram or a new one created during the copy process.

The two types of copy are:

• Copy (as is) -- Duplicates the action diagram exactly.
• Copy with substitution -- Duplicates the action diagram and substitutes a specified entity type for an existing entity

type.

The Destination button is enabled after you select an item to copy. The Copy button is enabled after you select a
destination. The destination can be in the same or in a different business system.
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All action statements and all views get copied. In addition, you can include all windows during the copy of a procedure
step.

Matched entity types and their associated matched attributes and relationships get substituted in the action statements
and in the views. (In precedence, views are considered first, then window controls. See also Restrictions.)

Restrictions

For substitution, unmatched attribute views or relationships result in statements being omitted in the destination.

If you do not include windows (for the copy or copy with substitution), statements pertaining to controls are changed to
include the word INVALID. For example, suppose the original statement is SET export_view entity1 attribute_view TO
some_window_name control_name.

The copied statement in the destination becomes SET export_view entity1 attribute_view TO INVALID
(some_window_name control_name).

If you include windows but have views unmatched, you may also have statements in the destination that contain the word
INVALID. (Controls cannot map to unmatched views.)

An action diagram cannot be copied to the following:
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• Itself.
• An action diagram that is protected (an action diagram that is checked out as part of a subset and is protected by any

of the subset protection levels.)
• An action diagram that is used by another action diagram.

If a screened procedure step is copied by selecting Copy in Dialog Design, the associated screen objects are also
automatically copied.

If a screened procedure step is copied by selecting Copy in the Action Diagram, the associated screen objects are not
automatically copied.

If a screen procedure step is copied by selecting Copy with Substitution (from any diagram), the associated screen objects
are not automatically copied.

Messages

If the copy is to a new action diagram, the confirmation message Copy action diagram [name] to [name] appears. If the
copy is to an existing action diagram, a message informs you that the existing views, action logic, and windows will be
deleted in the destination and replaced by the copied-from action diagram. You have the option to proceed with the copy
or discontinue.

A successfully copy is confirmed with the message Copy request completed successfully. If the action diagram contains
unmatched attributes, you will also see a message explaining that unmatched attributes have resulted in statements being
dropped. This message means that the source action diagram contained attributes or relationships that were not matched
for substitution. These unmatched attributes or relationships resulted in logic statements being omitted in the destination.

If you attempt to copy a source action diagram to itself, a message informs you that you must specify a different source or
destination. Similarly, an action block that is USEd is also an invalid copy destination and a message informs you. If you
attempt to copy to a protected action diagram or to one containing a protected view, messages inform you that the copy is
not permitted. The protection means that the action diagram or view is checked out as part of a subset and is protected by
one of the subset protection levels. Select a different destination or check out the subset with the proper update authority
granted. The messages for these conditions, respectively, are:

• The source cannot be copied to itself. You must specify a different source or destination.
• Cannot copy over an action block that is used.
• Cannot copy over a protected action diagram.
• Cannot copy over an action diagram with a protected view.

WARNING
Copying an action diagram to an existing one overlays the destination (copied to) action diagram. For example,
copying action block A to action block B results in two identical action blocks: A and B. The information
previously defined for B is lost, such as views, and logic statements.

WARNING
The following are the fields in the dialog:

(Source) Processes or Procedure Steps
This list displays the processes or procedure steps available as copied-from choices. The list is sort
alphabetically. The list items depend on whether you enter the Action Diagram Tool from Analysis or Design.
The procedure steps are the ones in the current business system. Processes are not associated with business
systems or with an interface. The option Include Windows is disabled when this list contains processes.
If a process or procedure step is open, it is automatically selected in the list. Otherwise, nothing is selected and
the list is positioned to the top of the entries.

(Source) Action Blocks
This list displays all action blocks in all business systems. The action blocks are sorted alphabetically and
represent the source, or copied-from, choices.
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If an action block is open, it is automatically selected in the list Otherwise, nothing is selected and the list is
positioned to the top of the entries.
The option Include Windows is disabled when you select from this list because action blocks that are not
associated with an interface.

(Action Diagram) Entity Substitution During Copy
This option specifies that you want to substitute entity types, and their associated attributes and relationships,
during the copy. For example, you may want to substitute the entity type CUSTOMER for EMPLOYEE. The
substitution occurs wherever CUSTOMER is referenced, such as in views and statements.
This option enables the Substitution button.
If you make substitution choices and select OK, you can:

• Select and clear selection of the option without losing the choices.
• Invoke the substitution dialog (to review your choices) and cancel it without losing the choices.

The following conditions always clear the selection:

• You invoke the substitution dialog then cancel it without accepting any choices.
• You make an alternate selection in either list (the processes/procedure steps list or the action blocks list).

(Action Diagram Copy) Include All Source Windows
This option specifies the duplication of the graphical user interface (all windows and dialog boxes) during the copy
of an action diagram.
If the copy includes substitution, the matched entity types are substituted in the titles of windows. For example,
suppose you substitute ACCOUNT_MANAGER for CUSTOMER. A window titled Customer Shipping Information
changes to Account Manager Shipping Information.
If you do not include windows (for the copy or copy with substitution), then statements pertaining to controls are
changed to include the word INVALID. For example, suppose the original statement is SET export_view entity1
attribute_view TO some_window_name control_name.
The copied statement in the destination becomes SET export_view entity1 attribute_view TO INVALID
(some_window_name control_name). If you include windows but have views unmatched, you may also have
statements in the destination that contain the word INVALID. (Controls cannot map to unmatched views.)

Substitution
For information about Substitution, see Copy with Substitution.

Destination
For information about Destination, see Action Diagram Copy - Destination.

Copy
This button starts the copy process.

Action Diagram Dump

The Action Diagram Dump is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Action Diagram Names Dialog

This article provides information for an Action Diagram Names dialog (Filters, Processes, Action Blocks, and New) that
lets you select an action diagram.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Filters
This field allows you to sort the list of options based on a particular keyword. Type a keyword in the text box and
click Apply.
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The Processes or Procedure Steps, and Action Block lists display the names that match the input string. The input
string may be at any position within the name.
Use the following wildcard characters to filter:

• Asterisk (*) substitutes for zero or more characters.
Example: Type ART*T, the list displays ADD_DEPARTMENT, DELETE_DEPARTMENT, and so on.

• Question mark (?) substitutes for zero or one occurrence of the character that precedes the question mark.
Example: Type DI?, the list displays DIVISION, DEPARTMENT, MODIFY_EMPLOYEE, and so on. Here the
character before ?, that is I, is optional.

• NLS characters are also supported.

Processes
This selection list displays the action diagram names for elementary processes (Analysis) or procedure steps
(Design).

Action Blocks
This selection list displays action blocks and algorithms that are defined for the action diagram.

New
Click this button to create an action diagram. The New Action Diagram dialog opens.

Click OK to complete the selection. Else, click Cancel to close the dialog without selecting any action diagram.

Action Diagram Print Selection Dialog

The Action Diagram Print Selection dialog lets you select one or more PADs to print. On the left, action diagram names for
elementary processes (during analysis) or procedure steps (during  design) are listed. On the right, the names of action
blocks and algorithms are listed.

To print the selected PAD, specify:

• Output media (file or printer)
• Formatting (with or without paging)
• Numbering format (line, statement, or none)
• Content (entire diagram or selected lines only)

The action diagrams can be printed to a file or to the selected printer or plotter.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Process/Procedure Steps Selection List
This selection list displays the action diagram names for elementary processes (Analysis) or procedure steps
(Design).

Action Block Selection List
This selection list displays action blocks and algorithms defined for the action diagram.

Click OK to complete the selection. Else, click Cancel to discard the selection.

 

 

 

Action Diagram Promote Selection Dialog

This article provides information for an Action Diagram Promote dialog contains either Action Block or Promote elements.
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The Action Diagram Promote dialog contains the following elements:

Action Block
This is a list of action blocks and algorithms that are defined for the action diagram.

Promote
Click this button to access a selection list of elementary processes into which you can promote an action block.
The Promote Action Block Dialog appears when Promote is clicked.

Click Cancel to discard the selection.

Action Diagram Push Button

This push button launches the associated Procedure Action Diagram (PrAD) and positions the PrAD logic at the event
action named in the Action Name field.

This push button is enabled after you:

• Add an action name
• Select a name from the drop-down list for the Action Name field
• Select an event in the Defined Events selection list.

Action Name for Event Processing

Action Name specifies a name for an event action. The name must be unique. You can either type a name or let the
Navigation Diagram Tool create one. Leave the Action Name blank and select Add to have the Navigation Diagram Tool
create the name. The Navigation Diagram Tool creates a name by combining in sequence the window name, control type,
control name, and event type. If unable to create a unique name, the Navigation Diagram Tool displays an error message
requesting you to enter a name.

The Action Name appears in the Procedure Action Diagram (PrAD) as

---- EVENT NAME <action name>

|

----

The action name can be up to 32 characters long. The only special characters allowed are the space and the underscore.

The drop-down list for Action Name includes all of the action names defined for the current procedure step. The reason
for this is that event actions are reusable and can be associated with many different events. In such a situation, the event
action would typically have a CASE OF COMMAND structure. The commands in the CASE OF COMMAND structure
would be associated with different events, and would make the events unique.

NOTE
You may prefer to adopt a naming scheme for event actions similar to the one used by the Navigation Diagram
Tool: window name+control type+control name+event type. A naming scheme helps you locate event actions
faster and more easily.

Action Name in Add Event Action Dialog

This article provides information for an Action Name that specifies a name for an event action. An Action Name also can
be added using the Navigation Diagram tool.

The name must be unique in the procedure step. The name can be up to 32 characters long. The only special characters
that are allowed are the space and the underscore.
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In Navigation Diagram, Gen automatically supplies an event action name using the following naming convention when an
event is added and no name is supplied.

Window or dialog box name_[control type]_[object name] event

The control type is pb (push button), ef (entry field), and so on.

The object name is the name of the push button, entry field, and so on.

After you create an event action, use Navigation Diagram to associate the event action with an event or a command.

The Action Name appears at the bottom of the Procedure Action Diagram (PrAD) as.

---- EVENT NAME <action name>

|

----

Activated and Deactivated Events

GUI generated windows support the Activated and Deactivated events and dialog boxes only. No other controls will trigger
these events.

The Activated event will be triggered whenever a window or dialog box transfers from an inactive or non-displayed state to
an active state. This will occur when a window is initially displayed or when the user brings a window into the foreground.
If a window or dialog box is active and is subsequently clicked on again, the Activated event will not be re-triggered

Upon opening a window or dialog box, the Open event will be triggered before the Activated event.

The Deactivated event will be triggered whenever a window or dialog box is deactivated or closed. This may occur due to
activating another application window, closing a window, or dismissing a dialog box.

When a window or dialog box is closed, the Deactivated event is triggered before the Close event.

Cannot Lock the Model

Having just verified that the model was available, the software got an error while attempting to place a lock on the model's
log file to prevent write access by other users. This situation is unlikely, but can occur if two users simultaneously try to
open the same model. Follow the directions given in the message. Contact technical support if the problem persists.

Activation Code Entry Dialog

This dialog applies to Gen software features not included with the initial installation. To activate this feature, enter the
applicable Software Activation Code (SAC code). Refer to the letter packaged with your Gen software for the SAC code.
You must enter or paste, if from the Clipboard, the correct SAC code to use this feature.

This dialog appears when anyone installs the Gen Toolset into a clean directory and then runs the Toolset for the first time.
It also displays from the Gen Startup Menu before a model is opened. At this point, additional options can be added that
were not supplied during the initial installation.

If you have problems with your activation code entry, contact Gen Technical Support.

Help for Push Buttons

Push Button Description
OK Closes the dialog and saves any changes to the SAC Code field. If

the code is incorrect, an error message displays.
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Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Paste Pastes or copies the activation code from the Clipboard into the

fields. If the code is incorrect, an error message displays.
Help Describes the function of the Activation Code Entry dialog.

Activity Cluster

The Activity Cluster name can be a word or phrase that represents a group of business functions, or it can be the name of
a business system.

The activity cluster name must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special characters are not
allowed.

Activity Definition Report Dialog

The Activity Definition Report dialog allows you to specify the type of report and the function or process to include in the
report.

If you want a report on Properties, you can include in the report content information about description, dependencies,
expected effects, subordinates and usage properties.

If you want a report on view sets, you can include information about description, properties, and attributes of the defined
view sets.

The selections you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" is displayed for that option.

The following are the options in the dialog:

Properties
Select this report type to add to the displayed report the properties of the selected items. The default properties
are:

• Name
• Type
• Subordinate of

View sets
Select this report type to add information for each of the view types. The default information for each of the four
view types (import, export, local, and entity action views) is:

• View name (if it exists)
• What the view is for (entity, work set, or subtype)

Both
Select this report type to include both properties and view sets of the selected list items. The information that
appears on the report is dependent on the content and view set detail, respectively.

Activities
This selection list contains all the activities available for selection for the selected report type. To limit the report to
selected activities, highlight only those activities of interest, and select OK.

Description
Select this report option to add to the report content the text, if any exists, that more fully describes the function of
the selected activity.
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Dependencies
Select this report option to add to the report content the dependencies, if any, of the selected activity. Dependency
information includes whether the activity:

• Runs in parallel.
• Is followed by another activity.

If it is followed by another activity, the circumstances and description are included, if they have been defined.
Expected Effects

Select this report option to add to the report content the expected effects, if any, of the selected activity. The
effects are listed by entity type and expected action and include a description, if one exists.

Subordinates
Select this report option to add to the report content the subordinates, if any, of the selected activity. If the activity
is a root function, it is subordinate to nothing.

Usage Properties
Select this report option to add to the report content the usage properties of the selected activity. Usage properties
include expected frequency (minimum and maximum) and growth on a year's basis.

Description View Set
Select this report option to include in the report content the text (if any exists) that more fully describes the import,
export, local and entity view sets of the selected activity.

Properties View Set
Select this report type to include in the displayed report the properties of the import, export, local and entity action
view sets of the selected activity. The properties include:

• Cardinality
• Whether the views are optional or mandatory
• Whether the views are import or export only
• Whether a view is initialized on each entry
• Whether entity actions are supported

Cancel
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Search
This button initiates the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Select All
This button lets you simultaneously select all items in the selection list.

Deselect All
This button removes the highlighting from all selected objects.

Activity Hierarchy Report Dialog

The Activity Hierarchy Report dialog allows you to determine whether the report is printed with node numbers.

Node numbers correspond to the position of activities in the hierarchy diagram.

Add Action Block

This article provides information to Add Action Block that allows you to select one or more action blocks that have not
been assigned (packaged) to a load module.

Select one or more of the action blocks listed.
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Add Push Button - Control Dialog

This push button accepts the selected view, attribute, and control and displays the properties dialog for the control.

Delete Action Blocks

Highlight the action blocks that you want to delete and select Delete.

Select Cancel to avoid deleting any action blocks.

Permitted value cannot be added or defined

A permitted value cannot be added or defined which contains more decimal places to the right than the attribute properties
specify. Either change the attribute definition or remove some of the positions to the right of the decimal.

Add Activity Cluster Properties Dialog

The Activity Cluster Properties dialog lets you group similar business functions under one name. The group of similar
functions represents a natural business system. that addresses one or more business needs.

Downstream Effects

An activity cluster is a hypothetical system that addresses the business needs represented in the information architecture.
The name of the activity cluster can be a word or phrase that describes a group of functions. Or, the name can be the
name that will identify the business system during the Design stage.

Using a name that describes a group of functions provides a record in the model of the systems originally predicted by the
project team. The name is replaced by the business system name at the end of the Analysis stage.

When a business system name is assigned to an activity cluster, there is no record of the configuration of systems as
clusters when the model is refined during analysis. The name should be used with the understanding that the list of
systems might change with further analysis. Using the business system name also requires a user-defined matrix that
maps Business Systems to Business Functions.

Add Attribute

This article provides information to add an attribute that is a characteristic of an entity type or a descriptor, values of which
are associated with individual entities of a specific type.

Add Attribute View

To add a view of an attribute, select an import view, export view, local view, or entity action view of an entity type, entity
subtype, or work set.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Entity Attributes
Lists include the attributes of the selected entity type, or work set. An asterisk (*) marks attributes that are part of
the view.

Search
Click Search to initiate the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Description
Click Description to open the Description dialog allowing you to document the objects contained in the diagram.
Make the description concise and include any information which is considered pertinent.

Cancel
Click Cancel to close the dialog without implementing the changes.
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OK
Click OK to complete adding an attribute view.

Add Batch Job

This article provides information for an Add Batch Job that specifies the name of a batch job and the procedure steps that
are associated with it.

EXTERNAL Named READLOG

EXTERNAL designates an action block as an external action block.

The following example shows an external action block named READLOG.

 -READLOG

| IMPORTS:

| Entity View import customer (mandatory,transient,import only)

| name (mandatory)

| number (mandatory)

| address (mandatory)

| city (mandatory)

| state (mandatory)

| zip (mandatory)

| EXPORTS:

| Entity View export customer (transient,export only)

| name

| number

| address

| city

| state

| zip

| LOCALS:

| ENTITY ACTIONS:

|

| EXTERNAL

 ---

Add Batch Job Dialog

The Add Batch Job dialog adds a batch job to a business system. A batch job is a batch procedure. The procedure steps
equate to job steps.

To add a batch job, you must associate one procedure with it. The OK push button remains inactive until you specify one
procedure.

These restrictions apply to the name of a batch job:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than 8 characters.
• The name must be unique for each business system.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.
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For more information, see How to in Packaging

Add Check Box

This article provides information to add a Check Box.

To add a check box, specify the following:

• The view from which the field receives input
• The view to which the field passes input
• Name of the work set
• Name of the field
• Name of the check box
• Prompt for the check box
• Mnemonic key
• On and off value

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Add Command

This article provides information for Add Command to map data to the Gen special field Command during screen design.

Select Add Command.

Downstream Effects

During Screen Design, you place the Command field on the screen. In the PAD, you define the commands that are valid
entries for the Command field in the CASE OF COMMAND construct.

Add Component Implementation Type

A component implementation type cannot have attributes or operations. A component implementation type also cannot
participate in regular relationships with other objects.

Add Component Specification Type

A component specification type is a transient object that may be added only to a specification type model diagram.

A component specification type cannot have attributes or own operations. A component specification type cannot
participate in regular relationships with other objects, although it may have an “offers” association with an interface type.

Add Database

This article provides information to Add a Database and specifies Database, Storage Grp, Bufferpool, Owner, and
Description properties.

Perform Data Store List Edit actions in the following order:

1. Add a database and/or storage group, and define properties.
2. Move existing tablespaces and indexspaces into the new database.
3. Add new tablespaces and indexspaces, and define properties.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.
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Add Dialog in Navigation Diagram

Selecting this menu option displays the Window/Dialog Box Properties dialog. From here you can add a new dialog to the
model without creating an Action Diagram.

Once you create the dialog, right click on it (in the Network pane). From the pop-up menu that displays, you can add
fields, buttons, and other controls.

Adding Procedure Steps to Batch Jobs Error

This article provides information for Adding Procedure Steps to Batch Jobs Error. When adding procedure steps to batch
jobs, the steps must belong to the same procedure.

Add Object Error

This article provides information for the Perform File Transfers Error Add the Object Identified in the Message.

Add the object identified in the message.

Add Object to Matrix

This article provides information for the Perform File Transfers Error that you must add this object from another matrix.
You can also add it from a tool other than the Matrix Processor.

Add or Detail Entity View Dialog

The Add/Detail Entity View dialog lets you define the entity view and specify the attributes that make up the entity view.
Each entity type can have more than one view, but each view must have a unique name.

The following lists shows that the characteristics of Entity views can be:

• Used in an import, export, local, or entity action view.
• Added to a group view.
• Used to populate a screen.
• Passed through a USE action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through a USE ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through a GET ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through a CHECK ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through an IGNORE ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with either of these conditions: Import or export views
that are persistent. Import or export views used as both input and output.

Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a procedure.

Downstream Effects

The consistency check action checks entity views against the following rules:

• An entity view must have at least one predicate view.
• An entity view must have at least one attribute for code generation.
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View synthesis renames views when there are two or more views of the same entity type. The software assigns sequential
numbers to entity views and group views in the import and export view subsets.

The following fields appear in the dialog:

Filters
This field allows you to sort the list of options based on a particular keyword. Type a keyword in the text box and
click Apply.
The Processes or Procedure Steps, and Action Block lists display the names that match the input string. The input
string may be at any position within the name.
Use the following wildcard characters to filter:

• Asterisk (*) substitutes for zero or more characters.
Example: Type ART*T, the list displays ADD_DEPARTMENT, DELETE_DEPARTMENT, and so on.

• Question mark (?) substitutes for zero or one occurrence of the character that precedes the question mark.
Example: Type DI?, the list displays DIVISION, DEPARTMENT, MODIFY_EMPLOYEE, and so on. Here the
character before ?, that is I, is optional.

• NLS characters are also supported.

Name
This field names the entity view. The name distinguishes one view of an entity type, from other views of the same
entity type. Different views of one entity type are required when a process uses separate elements of the entity
type.
Name the entity view with a word that either describes the elements in the view, or identifies the following view
subsets:

• Import
• Export
• Local
• Entity Action

Whenever a reference to an entity view appears in an action diagram, the name takes the following form:
entity-view-name entity-type-name

Each entity view must have a unique name. The names of entity views identify the view subset or the content of
the view.
The following are the examples of entity views:
INPUT 

OUTPUT 

LOCAL

In the following example, view of identifies the entity view name. This is the format displayed in the View
Maintenance secondary window.
Import Views 

group (r) IN-GROUP_PRODUCT_INFORMATION 

view of INPUT 

entity ORDER_LINE 

attr QUANTITY 

view of INPUT 

entity PRODUCT 

attr NUMBER

In the action diagram, the entity name follows the entity view name.
INPUT ORDER_LINE 

INPUT PRODUCT

Entity View Optionality
This drop-down list specifies whether the entity view is used as input.
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An entity view with value Always is used as input. This indicates that the view is a mandatory view, that is, the
view must have a value when the process executes.
An entity view with value Sometimes is optional. The view is sometimes used as an input, that is, the view does
not require a value when the process executes.
Import views are the only views with optionality. By default, Always is selected for all action diagrams except the
procedure step action diagrams.

Supports Entity Actions (Persistent)
The Supports Entity Actions (Persistent) option permits view passing by allowing import and export entity views to
be marked as supporting entity actions.
Persistent views support entity actions and represent an entity occurrence. MOVE and SET actions change
transient view and the views are not shared across users.
The Lock required on entry option activates on the Add Entity View dialog when you select the current option.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with import or export views that are persistent.
Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a procedure.

The Support Entity Actions option eliminates multiple READs of entity action views within an action block,
provided an executed statement concurrently acts upon the same occurrence in a different action block.
When you select the Used as Both Input and Output option and the Support Entity Actions (Persistent) option,
persistent views are used as entity action views:

• In statements that include the actions READ, READ EACH, UPDATE, CREATE, DELETE, TRANSFER,
ASSOCIATE, and DISASSOCIATE.

• Within the qualifiers of READ and READ EACH statements.
• As the target of predicate action SET verbs.

Persistent views cannot be the target of MOVE or local SET statements.
When you select the Support Entity Actions (Persistent) option and not the Used as Both Input and Output option,
persistent views cannot be the target of entity action or relationship action statements that change the view.
However, persistent views can be used as CURRENT qualifiers in READ statements.
Example
When you select the option, the entity view appears on action diagrams labeled persistent; otherwise, the entity
view appears labeled transient.
The following is an example of an entity view marked to support entity actions:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,import only,unlocked)

Downstream Effects
Support for entity actions affects view matching. You can match a persistent view only to its superset. This means
that you can match the views between a calling action block and an import view in a called action block if:

• The import view in the called action block is marked persistent.
• The views in the calling action block contain all of the predicates listed by the called view.

The superset rule requires an exact match between the listed predicates during the following conditions:

• When a calling action block is matched to a persistent export view of a called action block
• When a calling action block is matched to a persistent, changeable import view

Because persistent views are treated like entity action views, you can match persistent views only to entity action
views or other persistent views.
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Lock Required on Entry
The Lock required on entry option allows locking of an occurrence in an import view at entry to the action block.
This prevents other transactions from changing the data. When adding an entity type, you can select this option
only if the view is persistent.
The following example of a view list contains an import entity view in which occurrences are locked:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,import only,locked)

The default is unlocked.
Downstream Effects
During code generation, the software indicates to calling action blocks during READ actions that the current view
should be locked. Selecting of this option indicates to other action blocks that the current action block intends to
perform UPDATE actions.

Used as Both Input and Output
The Used as Both Input and Output option allows import views to be exported and export views to be imported.
When you select import views for export, the views can be changed, and the changes can be returned to the
calling action block. When you select export views for import, any values in the calling action block's view pass to
the called action blocks.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with import or export views used as both input
and output. Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a
procedure.

The following is an example of a view list containing import and export entity views marked for use as both input
and output:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,exported,locked) 

    quantity (mandatory)

EXPORTS: 

Entity View part (transient,imported) 

    description

Downstream Effects
Import views selected for use as both input and output are updated in the called action block. The calling action
block also sees the results. For export views selected for use as both input and output, the called action block
sees data passed from the calling action block.

Generate Attribute State Flags
This option determines whether internal flags are generated for attribute views.
Views contain flags that are used internally by Gen. If the flags are not generated, you eliminate passing
unnecessary data in views and reduce system overhead.
By default, the option is selected. This results in the generation of internal flags.
To turn generation off, clear the selection of this option.
It is important to regenerate the selected action block or procedure step and any other block of code called by the
selected action block or procedure step. If the selected action block or procedure step calls other procedure steps
or action blocks, they also must be regenerated.
The Generate Attribute State Flags option is available for all views in an action block. This option also is available
for entity action views and local views in a procedure step.

NOTE
If any of the attributes in the view are marked as nullable, do not turn off this flag.

• Initialize on every entry
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– The Initialize option is available only for local views.
– This option is selected by default, which causes the view to be initialized for every entry.
– Child views inherit the property from Parent views.
– When you clear the selection of this option for a local view, the contents of that view remain available throughout the

life of the procedure step. The view is not automatically re-initialized on every entry.
• Entity Types

This selection list shows the entity types in the data model.
Select an entity type to view its attributes.

• Back
Click Back to undo the selection and return to the options previously displayed.

• Search
Click Search to search for entity views containing a particular string.

• Description
Click Description to describe an entity view

Click OK to complete adding an entity view else click Cancel.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Entity View Name

This field names the entity view. The name distinguishes one view of an entity type, from other views of the same entity
type. Different views of one entity type are required when a process uses separate elements of the entity type.

Name the entity view with a word that either describes the elements in the view, or identifies the view subset:

• Import
• Export
• Local
• Entity Action

Whenever a reference to an entity view appears in an action diagram, the name takes the form:

entity-view-name entity-type-name

Each entity view must have a unique name. The names of entity views identify the view subset or the content of the view,
as shown in the following examples:

INPUT

OUTPUT

LOCAL

In the following example, view of identifies the entity view name. This format displays in the View Maintenance secondary
window.

Import Views

group (r) IN-GROUP_PRODUCT_INFORMATION

view of INPUT

entity ORDER_LINE

attr QUANTITY

view of INPUT

entity PRODUCT

attr NUMBER
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In the action diagram, the entity view name is followed by the entity name.

INPUT ORDER_LINE

INPUT PRODUCT

Entity View Selection List

This selection list shows the entity types in the data model.

Select an entity type to view its attributes.

Add or Detail Attribute View Dialog

Use the Add Attribute View dialog to select attributes for attribute views, which identify the details of an entity type,
subtype, or work set. Use the Detail Attribute View dialog to specify whether the attribute is mandatory or optional.

The optionality of an attribute indicates whether a value is always or sometimes required. The Detail Attribute View dialog
lets you specify always or sometimes.

Select Nullable to provide the capability of testing a view for NULL and NOT NULL values. For information on how nullable
attribute views are handled, see NULL Properties.

Attribute views can be placed on a screen or passed via a USE action statement in the action diagram. For more
information on views, see View Concepts.

The dialog contains the following field information

Attribute View Optionality

This drop-down list displays the optionality assigned to the import view of the attribute's work set or entity type.

To change the optionality, select the work set or entity type in the View Maintenance secondary window and use the Detail
Properties action.

Add or Detail Entity View Dialog With Filter

The Add/Detail Entity View dialog lets you define the entity view and specify the attributes that make up the entity view.
Each entity type can have more than one view, but each view must have a unique name.

The following list shows that the characteristics of Entity views can be:

• Used in an import, export, local, or entity action view.
• Added to a group view.
• Used to populate a screen.
• Passed through a USE action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through a USE ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through a GET ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through a CHECK ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through an IGNORE ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with either of these conditions: Import or export views
that are persistent. Import or export views used as both input and output.

Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a procedure.

Downstream Effects

The consistency check action checks entity views against the following rules:
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• An entity view must have at least one predicate view.
• An entity view must have at least one attribute for code generation.

View synthesis renames views when there are two or more views of the same entity type. The software assigns sequential
numbers to entity views and group views in the import and export view subsets.

The following fields appear in the dialog:

• Filters

This field allows you to sort the list of options based on a particular keyword. Type a keyword in the text box and click
Apply.

The Processes or Procedure Steps, and Action Block lists display the names that match the input string. The input string
can be at any position within the name.

Use the following wildcard characters to filter:

• – Asterisk (*) substitutes for zero or more characters.
– Example: Type ART*T, the list displays ADD_DEPARTMENT, DELETE_DEPARTMENT, and so on.

• – Question mark (?) substitutes for zero or one occurrence of the character that precedes the question mark.
– Example: Type DI?, the list displays DIVISION, DEPARTMENT, MODIFY_EMPLOYEE, and so on. Here the

character before ?, that is I, is optional.

• – NLS characters are also supported.
• Name

This field names the entity view. The name distinguishes one view of an entity type, from other views of the same entity
type. Different views of one entity type are required when a process uses separate elements of the entity type.
Name the entity view with a word that either describes the elements in the view, or identifies the following view
subsets:
– Import
– Export
– Local
– Entity Action
Whenever a reference to an entity view appears in an action diagram, the name takes the following form:

entity-view-name entity-type-name 

Each entity view must have a unique name. The names of entity views identify the view subset or the content of the
view.
The following are the examples of entity views:

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

LOCAL 

In the following example, view of identifies the entity view name. This format displays in the View Maintenance
secondary window.

Import Views 

group (r) IN-GROUP_PRODUCT_INFORMATION 

view of INPUT 

entity ORDER_LINE 

attr QUANTITY 

view of INPUT 

entity PRODUCT 
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attr NUMBER 

In the action diagram, the entity name follows the entity view name.

INPUT ORDER_LINE 

INPUT PRODUCT

• Entity View Optionality
This drop-down list specifies whether the entity view is used as input.
An entity view with value Always is used as input. This indicates that the view is a mandatory view, that is, the view
must have a value when the process executes.
An entity view with value Sometimes is optional. The view is sometimes used as an input, that is, the view does not
require a value when the process executes.
Import views are the only views with optionality. By default, Always is selected for all action diagrams except the
procedure step action diagrams.

Supports Entity Actions (Persistent)
The Supports Entity Actions (Persistent) option permits view passing by allowing import and export entity views to
be marked as supporting entity actions.
Persistent views support entity actions and represent an entity occurrence. MOVE and SET actions change
transient view and the views are not shared across users.
The Lock required on entry option activates on the Add Entity View dialog when you select the current option.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with import or export views that are persistent.
Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a procedure.

The Support Entity Actions option eliminates multiple READs of entity action views within an action block,
provided an executed statement concurrently acts upon the same occurrence in a different action block.
When you select the Used as Both Input and Output option and the Support Entity Actions (Persistent) option,
persistent views are used as entity action views:

• In statements that include the actions READ, READ EACH, UPDATE, CREATE, DELETE, TRANSFER,
ASSOCIATE, and DISASSOCIATE.

• Within the qualifiers of READ and READ EACH statements.
• As the target of predicate action SET verbs.

Persistent views cannot be the target of MOVE or local SET statements.
When you select the Support Entity Actions (Persistent) option and not the Used as Both Input and Output option,
persistent views cannot be the target of entity action or relationship action statements that change the view.
However, persistent views can be used as CURRENT qualifiers in READ statements.
Example
When you select the option, the entity view appears on action diagrams labeled persistent; otherwise, the entity
view appears labeled transient.
The following is an example of an entity view marked to support entity actions:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,import only,unlocked)

Downstream Effects
Support for entity actions affects view matching. You can match a persistent view only to its superset. This means
that you can match the views between a calling action block and an import view in a called action block if:

• The import view in the called action block is marked persistent.
• The views in the calling action block contain all of the predicates listed by the called view.

The superset rule requires an exact match between the listed predicates during the following conditions:
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• When a calling action block is matched to a persistent export view of a called action block
• When a calling action block is matched to a persistent, changeable import view

Because persistent views are treated like entity action views, you can match persistent views only to entity action
views or other persistent views.

• Lock Required on Entry
The Lock required on entry option allows locking of an occurrence in an import view at entry to the action block. This
prevents other transactions from changing the data. When adding an entity type, you can select this option only if the
view is persistent.
The following example of a view list contains an import entity view in which occurrences are locked:

CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,import only,locked) 

The default is unlocked.
Downstream Effects
During code generation, the software indicates to calling action blocks during READ actions that the current view
should be locked. Selecting of this option indicates to other action blocks that the current action block intends to
perform UPDATE actions.

Used as Both Input and Output
The Used as Both Input and Output option allows import views to be exported and export views to be imported.
When you select import views for export, the views can be changed, and the changes can be returned to the
calling action block. When you select export views for import, any values in the calling action block's view pass to
the called action blocks.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with import or export views used as both input
and output. Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a
procedure.

The following is an example of a view list containing import and export entity views marked for use as both input
and output:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,exported,locked) 

    quantity (mandatory)

EXPORTS: 

Entity View part (transient,imported) 

    description

Downstream Effects
Import views selected for use as both input and output are updated in the called action block. The calling action
block also sees the results. For export views selected for use as both input and output, the called action block
sees data passed from the calling action block.

• Generate Attribute State Flags
This option determines whether internal flags are generated for attribute views.
Views contain flags that are used internally by Gen. If the flags are not generated, you eliminate passing unnecessary
data in views and reduce system overhead.
By default, the option is selected. This results in the generation of internal flags.
To turn generation off, clear the selection of this option.
It is important to regenerate the selected action block or procedure step and any other block of code called by the
selected action block or procedure step. If the selected action block or procedure step calls other procedure steps or
action blocks, they also must be regenerated.
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The Generate Attribute State Flags option is available for all views in an action block. This option also is available for
entity action views and local views in a procedure step.
– Initialize on every entry
– The Initialize option is available only for local views.
– This option is selected by default, which causes the view to be initialized for every entry.
– Child views inherit the property from Parent views.
– When you clear the selection of this option for a local view, the contents of that view remain available throughout the

life of the procedure step. The view is not automatically re-initialized on every entry.

NOTE
If any of the attributes in the view are marked as nullable, do not turn off this flag.

Entity Types
This selection list shows the entity types in the data model.
Select an entity type to view its attributes.
Back

Click Back to undo the selection and return to the options previously displayed.
Search

Click Search to search for entity views containing a particular string.
Description

Click Description to describe an entity view.

Click OK to complete adding an entity view else click Cancel.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Entity View Name

This field names the entity view. The name distinguishes one view of an entity type, from other views of the same entity
type. Different views of one entity type are required when a process uses separate elements of the entity type.

Name the entity view with a word that either describes the elements in the view, or identifies the view subset:

• Import
• Export
• Local
• Entity Action

Whenever a reference to an entity view appears in an action diagram, the name takes the form:

entity-view-name entity-type-name

Each entity view must have a unique name. The names of entity views identify the view subset or the content of the view.

Examples are listed below.

INPUT

OUTPUT

LOCAL

In the following example, view of identifies the entity view name. This format displays in the View Maintenance secondary
window.

Import Views

group (r) IN-GROUP_PRODUCT_INFORMATION
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view of INPUT

entity ORDER_LINE

attr QUANTITY

view of INPUT

entity PRODUCT

attr NUMBER

In the action diagram, the entity view name is followed by the entity name.

INPUT ORDER_LINE

INPUT PRODUCT

Entity View Selection List

This selection list shows the entity types in the data model.

Select an entity type to view its attributes.

Nullable Check Box

If an attribute is marked as nullable, then this view of the attribute is enabled for the setting and testing of null values.
After clicking the Nullable check box in the Detail Attribute View dialog box, “nullable” displays in parentheses following its
related attribute in the Action Diagram code.

More information:

Using Null Statement

Select either an import view or an export view

A view is required to link a procedure step to a screen. Select either an import view or an export view.

Add or Edit Inline Code Dialog

Inline Code lets you save the external action block definitions in the model. You can store external action diagram source
code within the model instead of maintaining the code outside the model. Inline Code in an Action Diagram lets you add
custom code like native language statements or Embedded SQL statements.

NOTE
Double-click an existing inline code in an action diagram to edit the inline code. The OK button in the Edit Inline
Code Dialog is enabled only when you modify any part of the code.

This dialog contains the following fields:

SQL Declarations
Lets you specify any host variables that may be needed by the Inline Code statement. They are collected
separately from the Inline Code statement so that they may be included in the EXEC SQL DECLARE section of
the generated code. These variables are used with SQL statements to retrieve information from the database or
add information to the database. To enable this field, select the SQL option on the dialog.

NOTE
Even though you may have entity action views defined in the action diagram, the host variables
generated for those views are not accessible to the Inline Code statement.

Global Variable Declarations
Lets you specify any variables that you need to define globally within the action diagram that may be used by
multiple Inline Code statements. You can also add “#include” statements (for C code) and “copy” statements (for
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COBOL) in this section. In COBOL, the global variable declarations are placed in the Working Storage section
of the generated code; for other languages, the declarations are placed at the top of the generated code so they
may be referenced globally. To enable this field, select a value from the Language dropdown list on the dialog.
If your target language is COBOL, the program sections are supported by INLINE CODE statement for global
variables. Declare global variables in the following order:

1. INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION (FILE-CONTROL)
2. FILE SECTION
3. WORKING STORAGE SECTION

To declare global variables for COBOL, follow these rules:

• Every section text must be preceded by a section name.
• Order of the sections is fixed.
• End of a valid section text is determined by either the next valid section name or end of the text.
• When no valid section name is found, the text is placed in the WORKING-STORAGE section.
• All the supported sections are optional. If they are empty and have no text defined, they can be ignored.
• Use '*' at the beginning of a line to add comments.

NOTE
The Java Import and C # Using statements can be declared in Global Variable Declarations field. All the
Import or Using statements must be specified only at the beginning of this field and nowhere else.

Code
Type the code here. This code can be language specific code or SQL statements. If nothing is typed in this field,
the OK button is not enabled. It also displays the code that was added in the other fields. You can edit the code
in this text box. You can use the Tab key to add the tab character in the code. You can use the Shift and Tab keys
to navigate the fields in the dialog box in the reverse direction and exit out of the text box. You cannot navigate
forward in the dialog box by pressing the Tab key in the text box.

NOTE
Do not use the TAB key while typing inline code statements or declarations in COBOL.

Insert View Reference
This pushbutton allows you to insert an action diagram view reference into the Inline Code statement. Click this
button to open the Insert View Reference dialog. This dialog lets you select action diagram views and have the
encoded reference inserted into the statement at the current cursor position rather than you having to type the
reference yourself. Any view in the action diagram may be selected as well as the subscript, max and last values
of any referenced repeating group view.

NOTE
If the inline code statement contains the delimiter (##) of view reference as data, this may result in
invalid code generation or failure of code generation. Perform the following steps to avoid this scenario:

Example in C: \x23#<text>#\x23
Example in C# and Java : \u0023#<text>#\u0023

Insert System Variable Reference
This pushbutton allows you to insert references to Gen system variables such as Command. Click this button to
open the Insert System Variable Reference dialog and select a Gen system variable reference to insert into in the
Inline Code statement at the current cursor position.

Insert Physical Model Element
This push button lets you insert physical model references to the database elements. Click this button to open the
Insert Physical Model Element dialog and select a database element such as a table, column, or an index at the
cursor position. This button is enabled only when a database option is selected in the Database field.
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Character Count
Displays the number of characters in the inline code statement. If you have not limited the maximum number of
characters for inline code statements, this field is not visible.

NOTE
You can limit the number of characters in the inline code statement by setting it in the Model
Preferences dialog. For more information, see Limit the Number of Characters in an Inline Code
Statement.

Code Name
(Optional) This entry field lets you specify a name for the function that is generated to encapsulate the Inline
Code statement. This allows you to include code in the action diagram to be reused later by another Inline Code
statement. Note that when an Inline Code statement has a name, that statement can only be executed using
a reference in another Inline Code statement. The name specified must be a valid identifier for the selected
language.

Ignore Statement in Different Target
This checkbox allows you to determine how an Inline Code statement is treated if the containing action diagram
is generated for a target other than the one specified on the statement. If the checkbox is checked, the statement
is not included in the generated code. If this option is not selected, an error is displayed during generation stating
that the statement is inappropriate for the generated environment. This lets you create multiple versions of an
Inline Code statement to target different environments and include only the code that is appropriate for that
environment.

Target Environment
This section of the dialog specifies the target environment information that the generator will use to ensure
that the code is only included when generating for that environment. The generator will use this information to
determine if the code must be included in the generated source.
Operating System

(Optional) Specifies the operating system. If an operating system is specified, the Inline Code statement
will only be valid when the target environment includes the selected operating system.

Language
Specifies the language of the Inline Code statement. The language can be any of the supported
programming languages (C, COBOL, Java, or C#).

SQL
Specifies that the Inline Code contains one or more SQL statements. Selecting this checkbox ensures
that the database pre-compiler will be executing before compiling the action diagram containing this
statement. Note that a database does not have to be selected when this checkbox is checked. Also note
that either a Language must be selected or the SQL checkbox checked for the statement to be valid.

Database
(Optional) Specifies the database. The database can be any supported database (SQL Server, Oracle,
DB2, JDBC, or ODBC).

TP Monitor
(Optional) Specifies the Transaction Processing (TP) Monitor under which the application executes. If
an operating system is specified, the field displays a list of TP monitors that are valid for the selected
operating system. Note that an operating system does not need to be selected in order to select a TP
Monitor.

NOTE
When you select an option from the Operating System, Language, Database, or TP Monitor fields, the
set of valid options associated with the selected option are available in the remaining fields.
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NOTE
You can edit the code in the dialog. If you modify the system variable reference or the view reference and the
value is invalid, a message that the code is invalid is displayed when you click OK on the dialog. The invalid part
of the code is highlighted after you close the message.

NOTE
Double-click an existing inline code in an action diagram to edit the inline code. The OK button in the Edit Inline
Code Dialog is enabled only when you modify any part of the code. The Delete Statements menu item in the
Edit menu is available after you select an inline code statement

Insert Physical Model Element Dialog
The Insert Physical Model Element Dialog lets you insert physical model elements such as databases, tablespaces,
tables, columns, indexes, RI constraints, storage groups, and any appropriate element for the selected database.

The elements are listed as a tree. Select an element from the tree. You can also type a text string in the Filter field and all
elements that match the text string are displayed. Select an item from the list and click OK. The element is placed in the
cursor location of the Code section in the Inline Code dialog.

Insert System Variable Reference Dialog

This dialog lets you insert Gen system variable references in the Inline Code statement. Select a Gen system variable
from the list that is displayed in the dialog and click OK. The text representation of the selected value is placed at the
cursor location in the Inline Code area.

NOTE

Few variables are marked read-only and so you cannot change their values. The list of system variables that are
marked read-only are as follows:

• CURRENT_DATE
• CURRENT_DIALECT
• CURRENT_TIME
• CURRENT_TIMESTAMP
• TERMINAL_ID
• TRANCODE
• TRANSACTION_RETRY_COUNT
• USER_ID

Insert View Reference Dialog

This dialog lets you select action diagram views and have the encoded reference inserted into the statement at the current
cursor position rather than you having to type the reference yourself. You can select any view in the action diagram as
well as the subscript, max and last values of any referenced repeating group view. Views displayed in the dialog are views
in the current action diagram.

You can select attribute views. You can also select special repeating group view variables like Subscript, Max, Last, and
NullIndicator of attributes (if nullable).

The domain information, that is, the type, length, and decimal places for the attribute views is displayed in the dialog.

The attribute view is displayed as follows in the dialog:

(Gen-type, length.decimal-places - selected-language: language-type, length)

For example, a Gen attribute of type Number with language C is displayed as follows:

(Number, 15.2 - C: double)
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Type a text string in the Filter field and all the views matching that text string are displayed. The Filter field can filter view
names, entity type names, and attribute names. If the text string matches a set of view names, those views that match and
all of their subordinates are displayed. If the text string matches an entity type name, all views containing that entity type
and all of the subordinates of that entity type are displayed. If an attribute name matches, all parent views of that attribute
are displayed.

Select a view and click OK to enter the encoded text for that view. The text is placed at the cursor location in the Inline
Code area. The syntax of the encoded view reference is as follows:

##<view-name>.<entity-type-name>.<attribute-name>##

The syntax of the encoded view reference containing special variables is as follows:

##<view-name>.<entity-type-name>.<attribute-name>.<special variables>##

The view names are in upper case and the special variables are in mixed case.

The following is the syntax of the repeated group view special variables:

##<group-view-name>.Subscript##

##<group-view-name>.Max##

##<group-view-name>.Last##

The syntax of repeated group views with their respective diemensions is as follows:

##view-reference-text##(<subscript1>,<subscript2>...)

The syntax of nested repeated group views where Last is selected with their respective diemensions is as follows:

##group-view-name.group-view-name2.group-view-name3.Last##(##group-view-name.group-view-name2.Subscript##)

For COBOL applications, a special variable named Length is available for predicate view references. Length is applicable
to the following domains with Varying Length option enabled.

Text

Mixed Text

DBCS Text

The following is the syntax of Length:

##<view-name>.<entity-type-name>.<attribute-name>.Length##

Add Push Button

This article provides information to Add Push Button, Specification Type, READ EACH Entity Action, State, and Proceed.

To add a push button, specify:

• The text for the push button (to appear either as text on the push button or as a descriptor for a bitmapped push
button).

• If bitmapped, the bitmap file and the number of push button images the bitmap contains.
• The mnemonic selection key.
• If the destination is not a toolbar, whether the push button is the default push button.
• The result of selecting the push button, where options include taking a special action, initiating a dialog box, executing

a procedure, or flowing to another procedure step, if defined.
• If executing a procedure or initiating a dialog box, the associated command, if any.
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Add Radio Button

To add a radio button, specify:

• The view from which the field receives input
• The view to which the field passes input
• Name of the work set
• Name of the field
• Special considerations concerning input and how the field displays
• Name and descriptive text of the radio button group
• Values for the radio buttons

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Add Specification Type

A specification type has the following properties:

It can have attributes, but cannot own operations.

It can only participate in relationships with other Specification Types and Entity Types.

It may be either transient or persistent.

A Specification Type may be changed to an Entity Type, using the Change push button on the Properties dialog box, or to
an Interface Type, using the Promote push button on the Properties dialog box.

Add READ EACH Entity Action

The results of the READ EACH and its MOVE action can populate a repeating group view.

The DBMS dictates how the entity occurrences and their attribute values are retrieved when the READ EACH is first
encountered during an execution. The DBMS does not indicate when it retrieves data individually or all occurrences of
data at once.

Individual retrieval is more common. If you change an entity occurrence after that, the change is not reflected in the next
iteration.

The format of the READ EACH action is:

READ EACH entity-view-list

[TARGETING repeating-group-view-1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]] 

[AND TARGETING repeating-group-view-1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]] ...

[SORTED BY ASCENDING attribute 1]...

DESCENDING

[WHERE selection-conditions]

action-statement-list

Entity-view-list indicates that you can specify multiple entity action views in the READ EACH statement. The action-
statement-list indicates a block of actions to execute for each occurrence.

Example

The following are examples of READ EACH statements. (The action-statement-lists are not shown.)

--
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+- READ EACH product

| WHERE DESIRED product code IS EQUAL TO "GA"

--

--

+- READ EACH product

| TARGETING group export FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| WHERE code IS EQUAL TO "GA"

--

--

+- READ EACH customer order_line

| WHERE DESIRED customer_order_line_part_of_CURRENT

| customer_order

--

Add State

Before you add states of an entity type, you must add a partitioning to the entity type. The partitioning must be a life cycle.
At that point, adding and defining entity states consists of specifying the following:

• State name
• Whether it is a termination state
• Description

Proceed

The Proceed push button performs the retransformation processing. Retransformation detects differences between the
Data Model and the TD, then transforms only changed entity types and relationships and applies referential integrity rules
in accordance with the options you have selected.

Proceed in Transformation.

The Proceed push button performs the transformation processing.

ADD ROW

ADD ROW inserts a blank row into a populated repeating group view. The inserted row can be filled with data.

The statement can be used with explicitly or implicitly repeating group views.

The format of an ADD ROW statement is:

ADD EMPTY ROW TO export_implicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view

[BEFORE|AFTER] CURRENT ROW

The export_implicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view is an export repeating group view that is implicitly indexed.

ADD EMPTY ROW TO export_explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view

[BEFORE|AFTER] [index_expression]

The expression export_explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view is an export repeating group view that is explicitly
indexed. Explicitly indexed repeating group views have user accessible indexes that refer to specific entries in the
repeating group view.

The expression index_expression is a numeric attribute view or a subscript value that can be resolved into a row number
in a repeating group view.
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Add Server in Navigation Diagram
This article provides information when selecting this menu option displays the Server/Procedure Step Properties dialog
box.

The Navigation Diagram adds a server procedure step to the model and displays an icon in the Network pane after you
supply a business system and server name and then select OK.

From the Network pane, you can double-click the server icon to start the Action Diagram tool for that server procedure
step.

Add Special
A special field reflects a special attribute that is not derived from business requirements but introduced during the system
design for a specific purpose.

The Gen meta model does not support field video properties for different dialects. The video properties can only be
defined for the default dialect.

To add a special field, specify the:

• Special field
• Prompt
• Field properties
• Video properties

The following restrictions apply to a special field:

• Each special field can be used only once in a selected screen.
• The display length must be greater than zero.

The following table describes special fields available during Screen Design.

Special Field Description
Command Area Specifies a value for the command special attribute.
Current Dialect Provides the dialect of a screen.
Current Timestamp Displays the concatenated system date and time.
Current Time Provides the system time at which the screen is displayed.
Current Date Provides the system date at the time a screen is displayed.
Exit State Specifies the exit state.
Local System ID Displays the kind of teleprocessing monitor (such as IMS, CICS,

or TSO) under which the procedure step is executing.
Next Transaction Specifies a transaction code and unformatted input to use to

invoke a transaction. The information that is placed in this field
is processed as though the operator had cleared the screen and
entered Clear Screen Input to invoke the transaction.

Panel ID Displays the mapname that is associated with the screen.
Printer Terminal ID Specifies the printing device identifier for the specified screen.
Program Function Keys Displays on one line the function keys available for a procedure

step.
Scroll Amount MSG Prompts the user to specify the scrolling interval desired. Options

are CURS (for cursor or single line scrolling), HALF, and PAGE.
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Scroll Indicator MSG Scrolls repeating groups. If there are more items in the repeating
group than appear on the screen, MORE (-) indicates that
there are items preceding the first occurrence that is displayed,
and MORE (+) indicates that there are items following the last
occurrence displayed.

Scroll Location MSG Documents scrolled repeating groups in this format: LINES <first-
line-on-screen> TO <last-line-on-screen> OF <total-lines>. Where
<total-lines> equals all occurrences in an unprotected view OR
defined occurrences in a protected view.

System Error Message Displays errors, warnings, instructions, and messages associated
with exit states.

Terminal ID Specifies the system device identification of the terminal where the
screen displays.

Transaction Code Identifies the programs that are required to execute the procedure
step. Screen generation requires that the transaction code
appears as the first item on each screen.

User ID Specifies the identifier by which the terminal operator is known to
the teleprocessing monitor.

Downstream Effects

Screen generation requires that the transaction code appears as the first item on each screen.

Meaning of symbols

An asterisk (*) appearing next to a special field indicates that the field has already been positioned.

A T appearing next to a special field indicates that the field is placed in a template included in the screen.

Add Statement

This article provides information for the Add Statements that are organized according to their type: looping statements,
entity action statements, and other miscellaneous statements.

To define the logic for an action diagram, select Add Statement.

Looping Statements

• Case
• Case of
• Else
• Else If
• For
• For Each
• If
• Otherwise
• Repeat
• While

Entity Action Statements
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• Associate
• Create
• Delete
• Disassociate
• Read
• Read Each
• Remove
• Set
• Summarize
• Summarize Each
• Transfer
• Update

Miscellaneous Statements

• Abort Transaction
• Command Is
• Escape
• Exception
• Database Exception
• Exit State Is
• External
• Functions
• Invoke
• Make
• Move
• Next
• Note
• Printer Terminal Is
• Retry Transaction
• Use
• Procedure Step Use
• Use Async
• Get Async
• Check Async
• Ignore Async
• Async Exception Condition

Help for these actions is available only from the Add Statement pull-down and the Help Index. You cannot access help for
these actions from the Add Statement dialog.

Add Status Bar

To add a status bar specify:

• The number of spaces to allow for the left, top, and bottom margins around the literals or read-only fields.
• The number of spaces to leave between components when minimum space is desired.
• The number of spaces to leave between components when maximum space is desired.

Add Toolbar

To add a toolbar, specify:
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• The number of spaces to allow for the left, top, and bottom margins around the push buttons.
• The number of spaces to leave between push buttons that are placed next to each other.
• The number of spaces to leave when separating one group of push buttons from another.

Add Update Exception Logic

The preceding is a list of the possible exception conditions with an explanation of each execution:

WHEN not unique: Executes if the UPDATE action changes the value of an attribute in a way that would violate
uniqueness constraints either of an identifier or of some other set of fields that are defined in Internal Design as a unique
entry point.

WHEN permitted value violation: Executes if the UPDATE action changes the value of an attribute to some value other
than a permitted value.

WHEN successful: Executes if the UPDATE action is successful.

The format of the UPDATE action statement is:

UPDATE entity-view-1

[SET attribute-view-1 TO expression ]...

USING process-action-block

[REMOVE attribute-view-2]...

[ASSOCIATE WITH entity-view-2 WHICH relationship-1 IT]...

[DISASSOCIATE FROM entity-view-3 WHICH relationship-2 IT]...

[TRANSFER FROM entity-view-4 WHICH relationship-3 IT

TO entity-view-5 WHICH relationship-3 IT]...

[WHEN successful

action-statement-list]

[WHEN not unique

action-statement-list]

[WHEN permitted value violation

action-statement-list]

The following example is terminated (with ESCAPE) if the UPDATE of RECEIVED PRODUCT modifies the identifying
attribute to a non-unique value:

| -- UPDATE received product

| | SET number_delivered TO input product number_delivered

| | ASSOCIATE WITH processing warehouse WHICH holds IT

| +- WHEN not unique

<-+---+----ESCAPE

| +- WHEN permitted value violation

| | EXIT STATE IS invalid_number_delivered

| --

More information:

DATABASE EXCEPTION

Add View
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To add a view, specify:

Add Group View Adds and specifies the name and cardinality of a collection of
entity views, work views, or both

Add Entity View Adds the views for one entity type
Add Subtype View Adds the views for subtypes of an entity type
Add Work View Adds a work set containing counters, totals, and other data that

are not stored permanently
Add Attribute View Adds views for attributes of an entity type

Add Volume Dialog

The Add Volume dialog creates a DASD Volume to the selected database object (tablespace, indexspace, or storage
group).

Add Storage Group

Add Storage Group creates a storage group and specifies the following properties:

• Storage Group
• VCAT
• Password
• Auth ID
• DASD Volume ID
• Add Volume
• Del Volume

Perform Data Store List Edit actions in the following order:

1. Add a database and/or storage group, and define properties.
2. Move existing tablespaces and indexspaces into the new database.
3. Add new tablespaces and indexspaces, and define properties.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Add Subtype View

To add a subtype view, specify:

• Name
• Optionality (import view only)
• Description
• Support for entity actions
• Lock option
• Usage as both input and output

Add Tablespace

Identify the database before adding a tablespace. Add Tablespace creates a tablespace and specifies the following
properties:
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• Name
• Password
• Close
• Erase
• Seg Size
• Locksize
• Bufferpool
• Storage Grp
• VCAT
• Data Set
• Primary Qty
• Secondary Qty
• Free Page
• Percent Free
• Volume Serial

If the database does not exist, create a database by selecting Edit then Add Database.

Perform Data Store List Edit actions in the following order:

1. Add a database and/or storage group, and define properties.
2. Move existing tablespaces and indexspaces into the new database.
3. Add new tablespaces and indexspaces, and define properties.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Add Volume Push Button

The Add Volume push button adds DASD Volume IDs to the selected database object (tablespace, indexspace, or storage
group).

Add Window in Navigation Diagram

Selecting this menu option displays the Window/Dialog Box Properties dialog. From here, you can add a window to the
model without creating an Action Diagram.

Once you create the dialog box, right-click on it (in the Network pane). From the pop-up menu that displays, you can add
fields, buttons, and other controls.

Add Work View

To create a work view, specify:

• Name
• Optionality (import view only)
• Description
• Support for entity actions
• Lock option
• Usage as both input and output

Adjust Button to Bitmap Size Check Box

Selecting this checkbox specifies that the size of the control is to be permanently set to the size of the selected bitmap
with no resizing capability. The default is checked.

Do not change the default, checked, when targeting multiple platforms.
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Adjust Picture to Bitmap Size Checkbox

This checkbox lets you specify that the picture that is created from the selected bitmap is to be set to the bitmap size. The
options are as follows:

Checked The picture size is set permanently to the bitmap size. This option
disables the capability of resizing the picture. This is the default.

Unchecked The picture, which is the size of the bitmap when imported, can
be scaled up or down along the vertical axis, the horizontal axis,
or both axes. It can be tiled to any dimensions within the window.
It can be centered within the dimensions of the rectangle you
determine including dimensions smaller than the bitmap, which
results in cropping.

Accept the default to ensure successful porting of bitmaps across platforms and among TP monitors with varying
resolutions.

The following window example shows the addition of two pictures. The one on the left was created with the Adjust
checkbox that is checked. The one on the bottom right was created with the Adjust checkbox unchecked and the
rectangle (shown) sized to crop the bitmap.

Attribute Delete Error

Delete all usages of the view first. Then, delete the view. After the view is deleted, the attribute can be deleted.

Attribute Length Error

This article provides information for Attribute Length Error. The attribute length specification is greater than the allowable
maximum.

The following are the allowable maximums:
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• The maximum length of an attribute of a numeric domain is 18.
• The maximum length for varying length text attributes is 4094.
• The maximum length for fixed-length text attributes is 255.
• The maximum length for DBCS text attributes is 127.
• Date attributes have eight characters, including four digits for the year (YYYYMMDD).
• Time attributes have six characters (HHMMSS).
• Timestamp attributes have 20 characters.
• You cannot change the number of characters for date, time, or timestamp.

Attribute Move Canceled

This article provides information for Attribute Move Canceled including an attribute move that has failed or was canceled
by a user.

The user was trying to move an attribute from one entity to another entity but the DSD column name is either invalid or a
duplicate, or the Toolset could not generate a unique name for it. Or, the user canceled the move before it was completed.

If the attribute move has failed, verify that the DSD name of the attribute is unique within the table of the target entity. If the
user canceled the move, no action is required.

Auditing Error

This article provides information for Auditing Error.

Close all other windows before you turn on auditing.

Audit Log Recording Error

You cannot issue the Window designer command and log actions to the audit log simultaneously. Stop recording to the
audit log, issue the Window designer command, then resume logging.

Audit Log Replay Interrupted

This article provides information for Audit Log Replay Interrupted.

You stopped the replay of the audit log before the end of the recorded actions.

Average Value Error

This article provides information for Average Value Error. The average value must be greater than the minimum and less
than the maximum.

Change the appropriate value.

Busy Message

This article provides information for Busy Message.

The software is busy processing the verification.
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Cannot Access File

This article provides information for Cannot Access File. Access to the file is limited by the security protections of the
operating system.

To access the file, request the appropriate security protections from the owner of the file.

Cannot Access the Repository

The repository is not accessible.

Cannot Access View Details

This article provides information for Cannot Access View Details. When a view is marked hidden, Details cannot be
accessed about the view.

To show the view, select it in the Export Views Placement List. With the view highlighted, select the Hide push button. The
Hide push-button acts as a toggle, turning the characteristic on and off. Select the view and then select the Detail push
button.

Cannot Add or Delete Cells and Objects

You cannot add, or delete cells and objects in an affinity matrix. Affinity matrices are built and populated by clustering
another matrix.

Add or delete objects and cell values in the matrix that was clustered to create the affinity matrix.

Cannot Add the Prompt or Field

The maximum length of the prompt and its field is 78 columns when using Auto Layout. Prompts and fields longer than 78
columns are not added to the screen automatically. Adjust the length of the field or add the field manually.

Auto Layout continues to prompt you for the placement of other attributes in the export view. When Auto Layout is
complete, you can add the long field manually.

Cannot Assign Attribute to the Identifier

An attribute can be assigned to an identifier only once. An attribute currently assigned to the identifier was highlighted
when you selected the Add or Apply push button.

Clear the selection of the attribute that currently is assigned to the identifier.

This message occurs when many attributes are selected and one in the list is an identifier.

Cannot Change Parent

This article provides information for Cannot Change Parent. You can change the parent of some views, but you cannot
change the parent of a view subset.
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Cannot Change the Action Block

The destination action block is checked out as part of a subset. The subset protection rules prevent you from changing the
action block by copying over it.

If the subset is checked out to you, check in the subset and then check it out again with delete or modify authority.

Cannot Change the Group View Property

You cannot change this property for an import group view if it has a persistent, subordinate entity view that is the subject
of the following actions:

• READ
• READ EACH
• CREATE
• UPDATE
• DELETE
• ASSOCIATE
• DISASSOCIATE
• TRANSFER

The entity view inherits the properties of the group view. If the entity view must remain usable as both input and output,
the group view must remain likewise.

Cannot Change the Import Group View Property

This article provides information for Cannot Change the Import Group View Property. The entity view inherits the
properties of the group view.

You cannot change this property for an import group view under the following conditions:

• The group view contains a transient, subordinate entity view.
• The entity view is the subject of a SET or the destination of a MOVE.

If the entity view must remain usable as both input and output, the group view must remain likewise.

Cannot Change the Property of a View

This article provides information for Cannot Change the Property of a View. The view must remain usable for both input
and output so that it can be modified.

If you attempted to select Used as Both Input and Output, you cannot change this property for a persistent import entity
view that is the subject of the following actions:

• READ
• READ EACH
• CREATE
• UPDATE
• DELETE
• ASSOCIATE
• DISASSOCIATE
• TRANSFER

If you attempted to select Supports Entity Actions (Persistent):
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You cannot change this property for any entity view that is the subject of the following actions:

• READ
• READ EACH
• CREATE
• UPDATE
• DELETE
• ASSOCIATE
• DISASSOCIATE
• TRANSFER

You also cannot change this property for any view that is the subject of the following expressions:

• IS LOCKED
• IS NOT LOCKED
• IS POPULATED
• IS NOT POPULATED
• CURRENT

Cannot Change the Transient Entity View Property

You cannot change this property for a transient entity view that is the subject of a SET or the destination of a MOVE.

Cannot Check Out the Model

This article provides information for Cannot Check Out the Model. This message confirms that Gen could not check out
the model that you requested.

Fix the problem indicated in the error message, then repeat the checkout procedure.

NOTE
Try simple remedies first. Determine whether the model is already checked out. In addition, determine whether
you are checking out the model under the correct version of the software.

Cannot Clear the Command Name

This article provides information for Cannot Clear the Command Name. The name that is originally designated for the
command cannot be removed by clearing the field.

Use Delete to remove the command name.

Cannot Complete the Task

This article provides information for Cannot Complete the Task. The Client-Server Encyclopedia could not complete its
task.

Check the Client/Server Encyclopedia task to determine why.

Cannot Copy Action Block

This article provides information for Cannot Copy Action Block. A complete action block containing a persistent view
cannot be copied over a procedure step.
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If the view does not support an entity action, change the view to transient. An action block containing a transient view can
be copied over a procedure step.

If the view does support an entity action, use Xcopy to copy selected statements from the action block to the procedure
step.

Cannot Copy Action Blocks

This article provides information for Cannot Copy Action Blocks. Other pieces of logic depend on the destination action
block that you selected.

To prevent errors, the software requires that the destination action block not depend on other pieces of logic.

Use Xcopy to copy selected statements from one action block to another.

Cannot Copy Object

This article provides information for Cannot Copy Object. The size or position of the object prevents it from being copied to
the place that you selected.

Resize the object or copy it to a different location on the screen.

Delete Business System

The business system cannot be deleted because it contains commands used by another business system.

Cannot Delete a Constraint

The software does not permit you to delete a constraint that implements an identifying relationship membership. This type
of constraint is needed to relate the tables.

Cannot Delete Business System

The business system cannot be deleted because it contains action blocks used by another business system.

Cannot Delete Index

This article provides information for Cannot Delete Index. The software does not permit you to delete indexes to link
tables.

Cannot Delete Permitted Value

This article provides information for Cannot Delete Permitted Value. The permitted value that you are trying to delete is a
classifying value.

To remove the "classifying value" status:

Select the partitioning, Detail, Properties, the Classifying Value, Define Value push button, Not yet Defined, OK.
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Cannot Delete Root Subject Area

This article provides information for Cannot Delete Root Subject Area. The root subject area cannot be deleted.

Cannot Delete the Constraint Error

The software does not permit you to delete a constraint that implements a partitioning. The constraint is needed to
differentiate the types of tables.

Cannot Delete the Default Value

This article provides information for Cannot Delete the Default Value. A permitted value that is selected for deletion is
defined as the default value.

Click Yes to delete the default. Deleting the default value means that no default is defined for the attribute. Also, the
permitted value no longer is defined as a permitted value.

Click No to keep the permitted value and maintain the same default value.

Length of Character Strings in Action Diagram

Length returns the number of characters in a string. Input is a character string or character view. Output is a number
giving the length of the input string. If the field is defined as fixed length returns the defined length for varying length fields,
Length returns the actual used length.

Note: Length will interpret each DBCS character as having a length of 2 in the applications generated for C language,
thus returning the actual number of bytes. (For applications generated for languages other than C language, it returns the
number of characters.)

INPUT: input_string DOMAIN: text

OUTPUT: string_length DOMAIN: number

FORMAT: length(input_string)

In the following example, if the length of customer_name is defined as 25 and fixed, the length function always returns 25:

length(customer_name)

In the following example, the actual length is returned:

length(trim(customer_name))

Varying-length attributes return the actual length.

Important! When creating a text string for use on the z/OS platform using the following Action Diagramw functions, ASCII
14, ASCII 15, EBCDIC 14, and EBCDIC 15 characters may be lost:

concat()

substr()

length()

trim()

Characters ASCII 14, ASCII 15, EBCDIC 14, and EBCDIC 15 are used for delimiting strings on the z/OS platform and
must appear in mutual pairs. Do not use these characters when creating strings with the above PAD functions. For cross-
platform compatibility, you should avoid using these special characters on all platforms.
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Cannot Delete the View Error

This article provides information for Cannot Delete the View Error. The view that you are attempting to delete is associated
with one or more subtype views.

The classifying attribute view cannot be deleted until the subtype view is deleted.

Include in Business System Definition

Include adds a selected elementary process to a business system.

Only elementary processes that are displayed in blue can be added. Elementary processes that are outlined in yellow
are part of the business system definition. An elementary process that is outlined in white belongs to a different business
system.

Rename Model Dialog

The Rename dialog lets you change the long and short name of a model. However, if the model has been previously
uploaded to the encyclopedia, you cannot change the long name; only the short name can be modified.

The Rename Model dialog contains the following fields:

Model Name

Displays the model name.

NOTE

Model name cannot contain the following characters:

• < (less than)
• > (greater than)
• : (colon)
• " (double quote)
• / (forward slash)
• \ (backslash)
• | (vertical bar or pipe)
• ? (question mark)
• * (asterisk)

Local

To modify the name that appears in directory listings.

Click OK to rename the model. Else, click Cancel.

Cannot Delete View

This article provides information for Cannot Delete View. The object that is selected for deletion currently is used in a
screen.

Modify the screen by removing the view of the object. Then, delete the view.

Cannot Disable Statements

This article provides information for Cannot Disable Statements. One or more selected lines were not disabled. Only
action statements can be disabled.
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One of the lines that you selected may be part of another statement or you selected an Event Action. Be sure that the
area that you are selecting only contains an action statement. The statements within an Event Action can be disabled,
only the Event Action itself cannot be disabled.

If you select the parent statement of a block of statements, everything within that parent is disabled/enabled.

Cannot Execute Command

Cannot execute the command because you changed the model since the time that you record the audit log. If a copy
exists of the model at the time of the recording, replay the audit log against that copy.

Cannot Expand the Diagram

This is a warning message only. The Expand Diagram action was unable to expand some of the objects because there is
no more room on the diagram. The objects cannot exceed the double-line boundaries.

Move or contract objects to make room for others.

Cannot Expand the Diagram Message

The software was unable to expand the diagram because of diagram space limitations. Reposition the object to be
expanded to a location with enough space to accommodate the expanded appearance.

Cannot Find the Object Name

The software cannot find another object with the name that you specified. Check the spelling of the name or enter a new
name.

Cannot Find the Organizational Unit

The organizational unit that you specified could not be located. Specify an existing organizational unit.

Cannot Interpret the Command

The mainframe cannot interpret the command sent by the software. Modify the Controller Timeout Value. To access the
value from the Model window select Options, Encyclopedia Communications.

Cannot Modify Attribute

The attribute is checked out with read-only usage. To modify the attribute, check in the subset, and then check it out again
with Delete usage on the attribute and related entity types and subtypes.

Cannot Modify Procedure Step

The selected procedure steps are protected by the rules governing subsets. Either the complete procedure step is not
checked out, or the access level does not permit you to modify it.

Check out the procedure step and any related screens with the proper authority. Make the required changes and check in
the model.
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Cannot Modify Relationship Membership

The read-only usage level protects the relationship membership. When relationship memberships or other attributes
are assigned read-only protection, properties cannot be modified. Also, associations cannot be added, removed, or
transferred.

To create the association between a relationship membership and a mutually exclusive object, check out the model with
delete, update, or access usage level.

Cannot Move Attribute

Attributes can be moved within a given entity type if the attribute is not an identifier and it is not associated with a
partitioning of the entity type.

If you want to move an attribute that is associated with a partitioning, remove its status as the classifying attribute. Perform
the Move and reselect a classifying attribute for the partition.

Cannot Move Attribute to a Subtype

Attributes that are not identifiers and are not associated with a partitioning of the entity type can be moved from one
entity type to a subtype within that entity, or vice versa. The identifier is the unique characteristic that distinguishes one
occurrence of an entity type from other occurrences.

To move the attribute to a subtype within the entity type, remove it from the identifier of the current parent of the attribute.
Move the attribute. If needed, add it to the identifier of the subtype.

Cannot Move Attribute to Partition

The position you selected for the attribute is a partition. Attributes can be moved only to entities, attributes, or subtypes.

Cannot Open File

The file that you requested cannot be opened for one of the following reasons; another application is using the file, the file
is marked Read Only, or the file name is not correct.

If another application is using the file, close that application and then proceed.

If the file is marked Read Only, change it to write access.

If the file name is not correct, type the correct name.

Cannot Perform an External Call

This message appears when the model or a subset of the model that is being edited in the Toolset has not been run
through the optional 8.5 conversion process. This conversion process adds objects that support the ability to use the Call
External statement to converted models.

NOTE
For more information about model conversion, see the Client Server Encyclopedia section.
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Cannot Perform Auto Layout

This article provides information for Cannot Perform Auto Layout. An error exists that prevents the automatic layout of the
screen.

Repeat the Auto Layout process, correcting errors as they appear.

Cannot Perform Consistency Check

A file could not be opened for Consistency Check. Close as many windows as possible. Then, press Retry to proceed.

If the error continues, the data file is missing. Download the model again, or use a backup version of the model.

Cannot Perform Join

This article provides information for Cannot Perform Join. The selected activity is not an elementary process. It is
recommended that an information view line join only external objects and elementary processes.

The software allows you to join external objects to activities that are not elementary processes.

Click Yes to join the external object and activity with an information view line.

Click No to avoid joining the external object and activity.

Cannot Perform Retransformation

Retransformation can be done only after transformation is complete, or the data base is manually added to the data store
list. These design tasks must be complete before you can proceed with Retransformation.

Cannot Place Hidden Views on the Screen

This article provides information for Cannot Place Hidden Views on the Screen. All export views are marked hidden.
Hidden views cannot be placed on the screen.

To show the view, select it in the Export Views Placement List. With the view highlighted, select the Hide push button. The
Hide push-button acts as a toggle, turning the characteristic on and off.

Cannot Place the Object in the Selected Position

This article provides information for Cannot Place the Object in the Selected Position. The object cannot be placed in the
selected position.

Select another position, View, Place Unplaced Box. Place the object.

Cannot Read File

This article provides information for Cannot Read File. The file cannot be read due to a hardware or system error.

Try the command again. If subsequent attempts fail, the file might be corrupted. Use the back-up copy of the file.

The error also can occur when you try to access a file that has been copied. When the copy of the file is not complete, it
cannot be read.
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Cannot Record Actions to the Audit Log File

You must have a model loaded before you can record actions to the audit log file. Load a model and then start audit log
recording.

Cannot Rename File

This article provides information for Cannot Rename File. A file cannot be renamed because another application is using
the file.

Close the application that is using the file.

 

Cannot Run the Report File Error

This article provides information for Cannot Run the Report File Error. Attempted to run a report file that no longer exists.

Run the report again.

Cannot Save Error

An error occurred during the save process. Several things could cause the problem including hardware problems with the
disk drive, an operating system malfunction, or too many files open.

Close any files that are open before proceeding with the Save operation.

Cannot Save Model

The model is checked out to you, but it is not saved on your workstation due to the lack of disk space.

The model cannot be saved until more disk space is available.

Cannot Save the Checked Out Model

This article provides information for Cannot Save the Checked Out Model. There is not enough available disk space to
save changes to the model you have checked out.

Take one of the following actions:

• Remove enough of files to free up the indicated number of bytes, then select Retry to save the model to the current
destination.

• Select Cancel to stop the model save operation.

Cannot Select as Parent

This article provides information for Cannot Select as Parent. You cannot select a relationship as a parent.

Select another type of object as the new parent.
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Cannot Set as a Derived Attribute

The category of a classifying attribute cannot be set to derived. Either remove the classifying attribute or change the
category of the attribute.

Cannot Set the Property for Entity Action Views or Local Views

This article provides information for Cannot Set the Property for Entity Action Views or Local Views.

You cannot set this property for entity action views or local views.

Cannot Set the View as a Persistent View

This article provides information for Cannot Set the View as a Persistent View.

You cannot set persistent any view contained within a repeating group view.

Cannot Transfer an Attribute

This article provides information for Cannot Transfer an Attribute. You cannot transfer an attribute from one entity type to
another if any of the following apply:

• The attribute being transferred is a classifying attribute
• The attribute being transferred is used in a view
• The attribute being transferred has a default algorithm
• The attribute has been transformed into a data structure with the Transformation Tool or the Retransformation Tool

Copy instead of Transfer and then delete the unwanted attribute.

Cannot Update and Check in Model Error

This article provides information for Cannot Update and Check in Model Error. The model cannot be updated and checked
in until more disk space is available on your work station.

Remove files from the drive and directory that are indicated in the message. When space is available, proceed with the
check-in action.

Cannot Use View in Auto Layout

This article provides information for Cannot Use View in Auto Layout. A nested repeating group view cannot be used in
Auto Layout.

Add the view to the screen manually.

Cannot Work With the Object

The object you specified exists in another business system. You must select the other business system to work with the
object.
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Center Text Vertically

The software centers one line in a vertical space. When there is more than one line, the text automatically begins on the
first line.

To center text vertically, you can:

• Add blank lines above the first line of text.
• Enter the text on one line, adjusting the size of the control if necessary.

Change Cardinality

 When the cardinality of a relationship membership changes, it affects the following properties on the Source or
Destination Properties dialog:

• Minimum number of occurrences
• Average number of occurrences
• Maximum number of occurrences

Changing the cardinality of the relationship membership from One or More to One automatically resets the Minimum,
Maximum, and Average to one.

Click Yes to change the cardinality of the relationship membership.

Click No to avoid changing the cardinality of the relationship membership.

Change Decimal Place Confirmation

Changing the number of decimal places for the attribute means that a permitted value is removed, if it does not meet the
requirements of the attribute.

Click Yes to change the number of decimal places for the attribute and remove any permitted values that do not conform
to the new length.

Click No to avoid changing the number of decimal places.

Change Optionality Confirmation

When the optionality of a relationship membership changes, it affects the percentage of occurrences on the Source or
Destination Properties dialog:

Changing the optionality from Sometimes to Always on the Relationship Properties panel resets the percentage of
occurrence to 100% on the Source or Destination Properties panel.

Click Yes to change the optionality of the relationship membership.

Click No to avoid changing the optionality of the relationship membership.

Change Parent Error

Change Parent assigns a selected activity and its subordinates to a different function or non-elementary process. When
the selected activity is different from the subordinates of the new parent, it is necessary to change the selected activity.
The selected activity is changed to a function or process, based on the type of activities that are subordinate to the new
parent.

Click OK to modify the selected activity.
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Click Cancel to avoid changing the parent.

Close All Open Files

This article provides information for Close All Open Files. Close one or more of the open windows and retry the command.

The number of files that can be open is limited by the operating system.

Cluster Action Error

This article provides information for Cluster action Errors. The Cluster action for the Business Function/Entity Type Matrix
requires that the matrices be checked out with Delete usage.

The following matrices must be checked out with Delete usage:

• Business Function/Business Function matrix
• Entity Type/Entity Type matrix

If temporary work files exist in the directory, a model cannot be renamed.

Reset the work path. Select Options, Paths.

Screen Deletion Confirmation

The current screen is deleted.

Code Generation Error

The Action Block entries marked to be generated (Trace or Code) in the Generation Diagram belong to Business Systems
that have different environment parameters and override was not indicated.

You can generate Action Blocks from multiple Business Systems at once as long as those Business Systems are defined
with the same parameters for Operating System, DBMS, and Language or you specify a set of overriding parameters to
use for generation. For example, if the business system containing one of the selected Action Blocks uses z/OS, DB2,
and COBOL, then all other Action Blocks selected for code generation together should be defined to business systems
using z/OS, DB2, and COBOL. If this is not practical, you can override the inconsistent business system parameters by
specifying the parameters to use.

Do one of the following, then retry code generation:

• Select Action Blocks from Business Systems sharing the same environment parameters.
• Select Action Blocks from Business Systems with different environment parameters, then override the inconsistent

parameters with values you select on the Generation Defaults dialog. (Select Generation Defaults from the Options
menu on the Generation window.)

• Change the affected Business Systems to have the same environment parameters.

Code Page Error

A code page defines a collection or set of characters and their binary representations. Code page is a term normally
used in IBM and PC environments. Some environments use the terms Code Set or Character Encoding Method. Different
languages are supported by a variety of code pages.

This warning message says that the code page used when the model was created differs from the code page that the
toolset is currently using. If you open the model the new code page will be used.
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This condition can occur if the workstation's code page is out of sync with the code page saved with the model. (It may be
that the workstation's code page was temporarily reset and has not been restored to the previous setting.) In this case,
reset the workstation's code page to match the model's code page and then open the model.

This condition can also occur when you attempt to move models between workstations by copying the various data files
associated with the model, rather than using the Encyclopedia functions. Do not move models by copying the data files.
The results may be unpredictable between dissimilar platforms.

You can ignore the warning if your model does not use any of the extended ASCII characters. Some of these characters
include accented vowels and language specific characters like the French cedilla. The model must contain only the
characters from a-z, A-Z, and numbers.

If your model uses accented vowels or other characters in the extended ASCII set, you should not ignore this warning.
Cancel the open of the model by selecting the No push button. Correct the code page for the workstation and then open
the model.

If you ignore the warning and your model does contain extended ASCII characters, you could unintentionally replace
(corrupt) the affected characters.

If this happens, do not check the model into the Encyclopedia.

 

Column Name Error

Reduce the column name to a length that is no greater than the specified database management system (DBMS) allows.

Communications Board Type Error

A board type must be selected. From the Gen Main diagram, select Options, Encyclopedia Communications, Board type,
and select communications board type.

Confirmation of Message

Work views cannot be persistent.

Consistency Check Rules Violation

The software generates reports that list the results of retransformation. The reports are generated only when Consistency
Check Rules are violated, object level protection violations occur, entity types and relationships are not implemented, or
other errors occur.

Access the reports from the action bar in the Model window.

Select Model, Reports, File, Open, Retransformation.

Contact Technical Support

Contact Technical Support to advise that this error message was displayed. In addition, recall your actions that preceded
the error message.
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Convert DAT Files Format

This article provides information for Convert DAT Files Format. Once the .DAT files are converted, an older release of the
Gen 8.x toolset cannot read the new format.

When a model is opened for editing, the string identifiers in the model (.DAT files) are converted to a new format which
allows the model to support a maximum of half a million strings (the earlier format allowed only 64K string properties). This
message gives you the opportunity to decide whether to make that conversion now. Once the .DAT files are converted,
you do not receive this message again.

NOTE

8.x refers to the current release of Gen.

Click one of the following options:

Yes
-- Specifies that the model (.DAT files) is saved in the new format and is then opened for editing. After this,
the model may not be opened with an older release of the Gen 8.x toolset. Once the model/subset has been
converted, it may be uploaded to a Gen encyclopedia and then downloaded to an older release of the Gen 8.x
toolset.

No
-- Specifies that the model is not opened as this model is not upgraded to support more than 64K strings.

DB2 Unsupported Changes

This article provides information for DB2 Unsupported Changes. DB2 does not support the changes that you attempted to
make.

Refer to the rules governing four related tables.

Decimal Places Exceeds the Length of the Attribute

The attribute length includes the numeric length of the decimal places; therefore, the decimal places cannot exceed the
length of the attribute.

Increase the length to include the desired number of digits.

Decimal Place Specification Error

The decimal place specification is greater than the allowable maximum. The maximum is 18.

Default Value Error

The default value has been entered with non-numeric characters, and the attribute domain is defined as a number. You
can:

• Select Default Algorithm if an algorithm is desired
• Change the default value to be numeric
• Change the attribute to have a different domain than number.
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Delete Association Between Default Algorithm Action Block and Attribute

You have entered a default value, but a default algorithm action block already exists.

To delete the association between the algorithm action block and the attribute, click Yes. The newly entered value
becomes the default.

To cancel this entry and keep the action block as the algorithm default, click No.

Delete Controls

Click Yes to delete the controls on the toolbar or status bar.

Click No to cancel the delete process.

Delete DASD Volumes

Click Yes to delete the highlighted DASD volumes from the current storage group.

Click No to cancel deleting the highlighted DASD volumes.

Delete Error

The selected control is referenced in one or more action diagramming statements. When the control is deleted, all
references to it are modified in the action diagram.

The modified statements contain "Invalid" followed by the original reference in parentheses.

• Click No to cancel the delete process.
• Click Yes to delete the object. Then, delete or edit the action diagram statements.

Delete Fields Confirmation

This article provides information for Delete Fields Confirmation.

Click Yes to delete the highlighted fields.

Click No to cancel the deletion.

Delete Group Box

Click Yes to delete the group box.

Select No to cancel the delete process.

Delete or Edit Action Diagrams

The selected object is referenced in one or more action diagramming statements. When the object is deleted, all
references to it are modified in the action diagram.

The modified statements contain "Invalid" followed by the original reference in parentheses.

To cancel the delete process, click No.

To delete the object, click Yes. Then, delete or edit the action diagram statements.
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The following templates or screens are available for deletion

This article provides information for the templates or screen available for deletion.

Confirmation to delete the highlighted templates or screens.

Delete the Cell Value Confirmation

Click OK to delete the cell value or Cancel to abort the change.

Different Passwords Error

This article provides information for Different Passwords Error. Two different passwords were entered in the New fields.
Enter the same password in both New fields.

The password is not displayed for security reasons. The system requires that the new password is typed twice to ensure
that the entry is correct.

Duplicate Action Block Name

The action block name is assigned to an existing procedure step and action block. When a procedure step is created, an
action block with the same name is created automatically.

Type a unique name.

Duplicate Attribute

This article provides information for Duplicate Attribute. The attribute that you selected is part of the view. Duplicates are
not allowed.

Select a different attribute.

Duplicate Code Name

This error indicates that the action diagram contains another inline code statement with the same code name. If you click
Yes, the copied statement is renamed with the same name incremented by one. For example, the code name is ILC, the
statement is renamed as ILC1. Similarly, if the same statement is copied again, the new statement is named as ILC2, and
so on.

Duplicate Critical Success Factor

A Critical Success Factor exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique
name or delete the existing Critical Success Factor.

Duplicate DASD Volume Name

A DASD volume with the name you entered exists in the current storage group. Duplicate names are not allowed in a
storage group. Type a unique name.
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Duplicate Entity Type, Subtype, or Work Set Names

An entity type, subtype, or work set exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type
a unique name.

Duplicate Exit State Error

This article provides information for Duplicate Exit State Error.

The name that you entered is already assigned to an exit state. Enter a unique name.

Duplicate Exit States

A procedure step is limited to eight different exit states. Review the values set for the Flows On and Returns On exit states
to determine whether any duplicates exist.

Remove any duplicates. A value can be used only once.

Duplicate External Object Error

This article provides information for Duplicate External Object Error.

The name that you entered is already assigned to an external object. Enter a unique name.

Duplicate Field Error

The field you are attempting to place already exists on the screen. Choose another field for placement.

Duplicate Field Name

A field exists with the name you entered. Field names must be unique within a table. Type a unique name.

Duplicate File Name

This article provides information for a Duplicate File Name and a Valid File Name. A file with the same name exists or the
file name is incorrect.

You can:

• Click OK to save the file, overwriting the file that exists
• Cancel the save operation
• Cancel the save operation and save with a new name.

Enter a valid file name

Possible causes include:

• Name field is blank
• Name contains special characters
• The file does not conform to operating system requirements

Type a name in the field that does not include special characters and conforms to the operating system requirements.
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Duplicate Goal Name

A Goal exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique name or delete
the existing Goal.

Duplicate Identifier Name

An identifier is the unique characteristic that distinguishes one occurrence of an entity type or subtype from other
occurrences.

Each identifier for an entity type or subtype must have a unique name.

Type a name that is not used by another identifier for the entity type or subtype.

Duplicate Location

A Location exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique name or
delete the existing Location.

Duplicate Objective Name

An Objective exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique name or
delete the existing Objective.

Duplicate Primary Identifier

For an entity type or subtype, only one identifier can be designated as primary. Remove the primary designation for one of
the identifiers.

Duplicate Strategy Name

A Strategy exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique name or
delete the existing Strategy.

Duplicate Tactic Name

A Tactic exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique name or delete
the existing Tactic.

Duplicate the Controls and the Mapped Views

This article provides information for Duplicate the Controls and the Mapped Views from the selected window or dialog box
to the active window or dialog box.

Click Yes to duplicate the controls and the mapped views to the active window or dialog box. Active means the window or
dialog box that you are creating or editing.

Click No to return to the copy selection list.
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Duplicate View Name

A view exists with the name you entered. Duplicate view names are not allowed in the subset. Type a unique name or
delete the existing view name.

Edit Object Description

You must edit the description for this object from another matrix. You can also edit the description from a tool other than
the Matrix Processor.

Edit Pattern Error

You cannot enter a hyphen in a field designated with a numeric edit pattern. You will need to change the edit pattern to
enter a hyphen.

Encyclopedia Was Not Found Error

The Client-Server Encyclopedia is defined as being the default for Encyclopedia transactions. When the software was
invoked, the Encyclopedia was not found.

Check the installation of this software (LAN) or reset the Encyclopedia selection under Options to Central.

Entity Type Delete Error

This article provides information for the Entity Type Delete Error. The entity type that you are attempting to delete is used
within a procedure, process, or action diagram.

Delete all usages of the view first. Then, delete the view. After the view is deleted, the entity type can be deleted.

Duplicate Name

Enter a unique name.

Permitted Values and Default Values do not Match Attribute Properties

This article provides information for Permitted Values and Default Values that do not Match Attribute Properties. Permitted
values and default values cannot conflict with the defined properties of the attribute.

Either change the attribute length or reduce the number of digits in the permitted value.

Cannot Transfer Attribute

You cannot transfer an attribute from one entity type to another that is part of an identifier. Either remove the attribute from
the identifier or copy the attribute.

Cannot Perform Prototype Action

This article provides information for Cannot Perform Prototype Action. No screens exist for the Prototype action.

Create screens for the business system.
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Cannot Read Files

The user may copy the model (IEF*.DAT) files between machines and operating systems (platforms). When this occurs,
the Toolset may not be able to read the files due to incompatibilities in hardware and/or operating system software.

The model files are in a format optimized for the platform they were created on and can only be used on similar platforms.
A compatible platform combination is Intel/NT 32-bit and Intel/Windows 32-bit. Some incompatible platform combinations
are Intel/Windows 32-bit and Intel/Windows 16-bit, Intel/NT 32-bit and HP-RISC/UNIX 32-bit.

The model was last saved on a platform that uses a different integer size than the current platform attempting to use the
model. The "Error Code" indicates the incompatibility.

• A code of "2-4" indicates that the model was saved as on a 16-bit platform and the current software is executing in a
32-bit platform. The '2' translates into two bytes or 16-bits. The '4' translates into four bytes or 32-bits.

• A code of "4-2" indicates the model was saved on a 32-bit platform and the software is executing in a 16-bit platform.

Template Included in Screen

This article provides information for Template Included in Screen. The template that you selected is included in the screen.
Select a different template from the list.

Member name must start with alpha

The name begins with a number. Change the name and start it with a letter, A through Z.

Number of extra occurrences is not equal to the other placed repeating group occurrences

The number of extra occurrences is not equal to the other placed repeating group occurrences.

Change the number of extra occurrences.

Screen is not linked to another screen

The screen is not linked to another screen or returned from any other screen.

Select a new procedure step to start flow again. Or use Dialog Design to define a new dialog flow.

Field Included in the Screen

This article provides information for Field Included in the Screen. The template that you are adding to the screen contains
at least one field already in the screen.

Delete the field from the existing screen. Or, change the template by removing the duplicate field.

Cannot Record Audit Log and Set up Printer

You cannot record to the audit log file when you set up the printer. Stop the audit log and then restart it after you complete
the printer setup.

Transformation Error

Refer to the Consistency Check Report to determine the errors that prevented the Transformation process from occurring.

Access the reports from the action bar in the Model window.
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Select Model, Reports, File, Open, Consistency Check.

Constraint Aready Exists

It is unnecessary to implement the selected relationship membership as a constraint because the constraint already
exists.

Cannot Display Field

In the data model, the attribute length is zero. The display length has been set to something other than zero. Because the
attribute length is zero, the field cannot be displayed.

Generation Error

Generation is running on another workstation, or generation is running on your workstation in a different model.

The changes you make to the default values cannot be saved in the Gen configuration file until the generation process is
complete. The changes can be saved locally while the generation is running.

Wait until the generation process is complete and save the new default values.

Cannot Overwrite File

This article provides information for Cannot Overwrite File. A file cannot be overwritten because another application is
using the file.

Close the application that is using the file. Or, cancel the save process and then save the file with a different name.

Optionality is Always Error

When optionality is "always," the occurrence percentage can only be 100 percent. If the desired percentage is less than
100%, then change the optionality of the relationship to "sometimes."

Multi-level Cascade Delete Not Allowed

This article provides information for Multi-level Cascade Delete Not Allowed. The Referential Integrity option that you
selected, SQL/DS, does not allow multi-level cascade delete.

Select a different option.

Primary Window Exists

A primary window exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique name
or delete the existing primary window.

Group of Statements Not Highlighted

The group of statements you want to copy must be highlighted when you select Xcopy. The group of statements was
accidentally deselected as you selected an action or launched the second action block.
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Repeat the copy process again. You can use the Tile option to display the action diagrams or procedure steps side-by-
side.

To use Xcopy: Select Design, Action Diagram, Procedure Step or Action Block, OK, Line or Lines to copy, Diagram,
Launch, Action Diagram, Procedure Step or Action Block, OK, Position for copied block, Edit, Xcopy.

CASE Statement Already Contains the Selected Constant Values

This article provides information for CASE Statement Already Contains the Selected Constant Values. The CASE OF
statement already contains the selected constant values.

Select another value for the CASE statement.

Unique Index is Required

A unique index is required for one of the entity types that are implemented as a table. Make one of the existing identifiers
unique and implement the table again.

Unable to create a unique work directory

Each execution of the software requires a unique work space for temporary work files. When invoked, the software
attempts to create a directory that is named WK followed by the current system time in hours, minutes, and seconds. This
work directory is deleted when the software is terminated. Since the same combination of hhmmss repeats itself every 24
hours, the work directory name could exist for several reasons:

• Another execution of the software is using the work space.
• The work space was not deleted because the software ended abnormally.

Retry causes a new system time to be retrieved which should correct the problem. You should manually remove any
unused work directories from the disk.

Blank Columns Error

The number of blank columns between columns causes problems with the screen design. Fields in one line do not fit on
the screen. Reduce the number of blank columns.

RESTART and RESET are Reserved Words

This article provides information for RESTART and RESET are Reserved Words. RESTART and RESET are reserved
words and cannot be used for commands.

Type a different command name.

Specify a Single Value or Range Error

This article provides information for Specify a Single Value or Range Error.

Enter a single value (for example, 10) or a range (10 - 15).
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Cannot Find Path or File

This article provides information for Cannot Find Path or File. The path or file that is specified in the message cannot be
found.

Verify that the path or file exists on your workstation or local area network. Select Retry to proceed.

If you select Cancel, execution ends.

Mnemonic Error

The mnemonic associates a character on the keyboard with a menu item or prompt. This makes it possible to select an
action without using the mouse.

The mnemonic must be one of the characters in the Menu Text or prompt field. When the menu or prompt is displayed, the
mnemonic is underlined.

Enter a letter that is in the prompt field that is not used for another prompt or menu item at the same level.

Matched Attribute Error

You selected an attribute in the replacement entity type that has been matched already to an attribute in the original
entity type. The asterisk next to the attribute indicates that it has already been matched and therefore is unavailable to be
matched.

You must:

• Select an attribute in the replacement entity type that has not been matched already.
• Unmatch the already matched attribute

Generation Error Message

In trying to generate a report, the system could not open the necessary file. This can occur when another window is
viewing the same type of report and has a lock on the file.

Close all other windows and try the operation again.

Select Value or Algorithm

When a default is specified, you must select either the Value or Algorithm radio button.

Deleting an Object

When a user-defined object is deleted, the matrices that contain the object also are deleted.

Invalid Field Length

This article provides information for Invalid Field Length. The field length must be from 1 to 255.

The software does not accept zero or a number greater than 255.
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Cannot Delete the Selected Attribute View

This article provides information for Cannot Delete the Selected Attribute View. The attribute view that you selected cannot
be deleted because it appears on a screen or it is mapped to a screen.

Remove the view from the screen or unmap it before attempting to delete it.

Model Copying Error

This article provides information for Model Copying Error. The user may copy the model (IEF*.DAT) files between
machines and operating systems (platforms).

When this occurs, the Toolset may not be able to read the files due to incompatibilities in hardware and/or operating
system software.

The model files are in a format that is optimized for the platform that they were created on and can only be used on similar
platforms. A compatible platform combination is Intel/NT 32-bit and Intel/Windows 32-bit. Some incompatible platform
combinations are Intel/Windows 32-bit and Intel/Windows 16-bit, Intel/NT 32-bit, and HP-RISC/UNIX 32-bit.

The model was last saved on a platform that uses a different byte order than the current platform. The CPU in the
computer most often determines byte order. For example:

• Intel processors use a "reversed" byte order. This equates to an English speaking person reading a paper right to left.
• A Motorola processor uses "normal" order. This equates to an English speaking person reading a paper left to right.

A code of "1-2" indicates that the model was saved on a platform using the 'right to left' byte orientation and the current
platform is executing in a 'left to right' orientation. A code of "2-1" indicates that the model was saved on a platform using
the 'left to right' byte orientation and the current platform is executing in a 'right to left' orientation.

Model Copy Error

The user may copy the model (IEF*.DAT) files between machines and operating systems (platforms). When this occurs,
the Toolset may not be able to read the files due to incompatibilities in hardware and/or operating system software.

The model files are in a format optimized for the platform they were created on and can only be used on similar platforms.
A compatible platform combination is Intel/NT 32-bit and Intel/Windows 32-bit. Some incompatible platform combinations
are Intel/Windows 32-bit and Intel/Windows 16-bit, Intel/NT 32-bit and HP-RISC/UNIX 32-bit.

The model was last saved on a platform that uses a different integer size than the current platform attempting to use the
model. The "Error Code" indicates the incompatibility.

• A code of "2-4" indicates that the model was saved as on a 16-bit platform and the current software is executing in a
32-bit platform. The '2' translates into two bytes or 16-bits. The '4' translates into four bytes or 32-bits.

• A code of "4-2" indicates the model was saved on a 32-bit platform and the software is executing in a 16-bit platform.

Deselect a Classifying Attribute

This article provides information for Deselect a Classifying Attribute.

To deselect a classifying attribute, first deselect the highlighted subtype attribute.

Model is Not Complete

This article provides information for Model is Not Complete.

The model that you are copying is not complete. One or more of the files is missing.
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Incorrect Position Selected

The position that you selected covers all or part of another field, box, or other window design element.

If you continue, the element you are adding hides the underlying box and prevent users from accessing it.

The prompt "Do you wish to continue," allows you to prevent the fields from overlapping.

To prevent the overlap, select No. Then, reposition one of the window elements.

To accept overlapping fields and boxes, select Yes.

Same Value Assigned Error

This article provides information for Same Value Assigned Error. The same value is assigned to both the on and off check-
box controls.

Change the value associated with at least one of the check-boxes.

DB2 Unsupported Change

This article provides information for DB2 Unsupported Change. DB2 does not support the changes that you attempted to
make. Refer to the rules governing three related tables.

Duplicate names are not allowed in the model

A file exists with the name that you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model.

Select Yes to overwrite the existing file with the file you are saving.

Select No to avoid overwriting the existing file.

Selected procedure steps are protected

The rules governing subsets protect one or more selected objects. Either the complete object is not checked out, or the
access level does not permit you to modify it.

Check out the complete object with the proper authority. Make the required changes and check in the model.

Errors were found in the Data Model

Transformation requires a consistent data model. Refer to the Consistency Check report to identify the inconsistencies.

File is not Accessible

This article provides information for File is not Accessible. The file that is identified in the message is not accessible. The
file could be missing, marked hidden, or not accessible for another reason.

Download the model again, or use a backup version of the model.

Technical Design Naming Conventions Error

Comply with the Technical Design naming conventions as stated in the message. This format is required for successful
database generation.
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Delete Confirmation

This article provides information for Delete Confirmation. You can continue deleting objects, or select a different action.

Select Yes to continue deleting objects.

Select No to end the task and select a different action.

Action Block Error

This article provides information for the Action Block Error that the action block was not expanded before it was checked
out.

To view the statements, check in the subset. Then, redefine the subset and check it out.

Invalid value for horizontal slots

This article provides information for Invalid value for horizontal slots.

Enter a value in the range 2-99.

Character string length has exceeded the limit

You are attempting to enter more characters or digits than is allowed. Reduce the length of the entry.

Primary or Secondary Quantity Error

This article provides information for Primary or Secondary Quantity Error. The Primary Quantity specifies the primary
space allocation for a dataset tablespace.

Change the primary or secondary quantity.

For 4 thousand pages (BP0 to BP49), the maximum primary quantity is 1048576 pages. For 32 thousand pages (BP32K
to BP32K9), the maximum space allocation is 131072 pages. For cylinder and track units, the maximum space allocations
are 5950 cylinders and 93207 tracks.

Secondary Quantity specifies the secondary space that is allocated for a dataset tablespace. Units are selected by the
Units dropdown list and may be Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders. For 4 thousand pages (BP0 to BP49), the maximum space
allocation is 32767 pages. For 32 thousand pages (BP32K to BP32K9), the maximum space allocation is 1024 pages. For
cylinder and track units, the maximum space allocations are 186 cylinders and 2913 tracks.

INVALID text in the Action Diagram

There is INVALID text in the Action Diagram. When Gen finds invalid text in an action diagram, the offending text is
deleted and replaced with the word INVALID.

Fully expand the diagram and search for the key word "INVALID" to find the affected line. Take the appropriate action to
correct the error. This probably means deleting the offending statement and reconstructing it.

Port Error

This article provides information for Port Error.

Make sure that the security device is firmly connected to the parallel port 1 (the standard printer port).
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Index Property Error

This article provides information for Index Property Error. The index property must be the same for the parent and
subordinate group view.

Use the Detail Group View properties dialog to change the index property (implicit or explicit) of either the subordinate
view or new parent view.

Cannot Subtype View

This article provides information for Cannot Subtype View. The view that you are attempting to delete is associated with
one or more subtype views.

The classifying attribute view cannot be deleted because the subtype view is used in a screen or is protected in a subset.

Cannot Change the Parent of the Object

This article provides information for Cannot Change the Parent of the Object. Only valid parent types can be selected
when changing the parent of an object.

The valid parent types are listed here:

• Entity type parent is a subject area or a partitioning
• Partitioning parent is an entity type or a subtype
• Subtype parent is a subject area or a partitioning
• Subject area parent is a subject area

Write Permission Error

This article provides information for Write Permission Error. You have attempted an operation on a model for which you do
not have write permissions.

To determine the models available to you, use the Open Model option from the Model pull-down menu.

Edit Object Name

This article provides information for Edit Object Name. You must edit the name for this object from another matrix.

You can also edit the name from a tool other than the Matrix Processor.

Error in Day Field

This article provides information for Error in Day Field. The day field contains a number larger than the actual number of
days for the specified month.

Type a number 1 through 28 for February (except in a Leap Year, 1 through 29). Type a number 1 through 30 for months
April, June, September, or November. Type a number 1 through 31 for all other months.

Place All Warning

This is a warning message only. The Place All action was unable to place some of the objects because there is no more
room on the diagram. (The objects cannot exceed the double-line boundaries.)
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Select another location and try the placement again or select Place Unplaced Box.

Model in Use

The model that you wish to open is already open by the person whose logon ID is given at the beginning of the message.

You can open the model, but your options are limited. READ ONLY means that all options which allow the model to be
modified or manipulated in any way are disabled. Only options which allow the model to be viewed are available to you. If
the Model List Box did not indicate that this model was in use, then the model was opened after your list was displayed. In
this case, you may want to answer No and re-select Model--Open from the Model pull-down menu.

Local Name Already Exists

This article provides information for Local Name Already Exists. The short, or local name, corresponds to the directory on
disk where a model is stored.

A model with the local name entered exists. If you want to overwrite the model in that directory, answer Yes. Otherwise,
answer No to cancel the checkout.

Number of Characters Per Line

This article provides information for Number of Characters Per Line.

Enter a value for characters per line that is from 60 through 256.

Cannot Perform Operation on an Open Model

You have attempted an operation on a model that is already open. To determine which models are available to you, use
the Open option from the Model pull-down menu.

Matrix is Unavailable

This article provides information for Matrix is Unavailable. The matrix that you selected is unavailable in this model subset.

Select another matrix.

Parent Statement is Disabled

One or more selected lines were not enabled because the parent statement is disabled. Enable the parent statement first.

The statement that you selected is part of a larger "parent" statement. To enable the statement, you can move the
statement outside of the parent statement. You can also enable the parent statement before trying to enable a child
statement.

Parent of a View Error

This article provides information for Parent of a View Error. When you change the parent of a view, both the old parent and
the new parent must be within the same view subset.

Exceptions are:
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• A local view can be assigned to a new parent in the export view subset.
• An entity action view can be assigned to a new parent in the import or export view subsets when the view IS NOT used

in a procedure step.
• An entity action view can be assigned to a new parent in the import or export view subset when the new parent IS NOT

a repeating group view.

Other guidelines regarding views include:

• The parent of a view cannot be changed if the view is protected.
• External action blocks have only import and export views.
• Work views are not allowed in the Entity Action subset.
• Group views are not allowed in the Entity Action subset.
• A new parent must be another view; the view being moved cannot be its own parent.

Verify ESCAPE Default Destination

This article provides information for Verify ESCAPE Default Destination. When you copy or move an ESCAPE statement,
the software inserts a question mark (?) to show where control of the program could pass.

Verify that the question mark terminates the action group at the correct place.

If the question mark is correct, no action is required.

If the question mark is not correct, select PAD, the question mark you want to change, Edit, Change.

Device Error

This article provides information for Device Error for the Windows platform and the UNIX Platform.

For Windows Platforms

• Verify that the security device is connected to the parallel port 1 (the standard printer port).
• If your workstation is equipped with an enhanced parallel port, change the parallel port arbitration level to disabled.

See Workstation Installation: Windows Edition for further information about troubleshooting.

For UNIX Platforms

• Verify that the security device is properly connected to the correct serial port.
• Verify that the resource file has the correct IEF.securityKeyPort value.
• Verify that the permission values on the device are correct.

Refer to the book Workstation Installation: UNIX Edition for further information about troubleshooting.

Relationship Cardinality Error

This article provides information for Relationship Cardinality Error. If the relationship cardinality is one to many, the
membership with the cardinality of One must be Modifying.

Select Modifying for the membership with the cardinality of one.

Session ID Field Cannot be Empty

The Session ID field must have a value if the board type is "IBM 3270 Connection" or "IBM Token Ring." The default is
"A."
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Type the Session ID.

Priority Field Error

This article provides information for Priority Field Error. A number greater than 9 is in the Priority field. This field accepts
only the numbers 0 through 9.

Type 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9.

No Rule Selected Error in Source

This article provides information for No Rule Selected Error in Source. The deletion is set to no rule selected when the
optionality for a relationship is changed.

Select Yes to change the optionality and set the deletion rule to "no rule selected." Select No to disregard the change.

No Rule Selected Error in Destination

This article provides information for No Rule Selected Error in Destination. The deletion is set to no rule selected when the
optionality for a relationship is changed.

Select Yes to change the optionality and set the deletion rule to "no rule selected." Select No to disregard the change.

Cannot create the new model directory

This article provides information for cannot create the new model directory. The specified file cannot be accessed. Verify
that the path is valid and correct.

Verify that the directory or the file is read-protected.

If you select Cancel, the current task is not executed, but Gen remains available.

Cannot change parent of view

This article provides information for Cannot change parent of view. The view that you selected as the new parent is
subordinate to the view you want to move. This is not allowed.

Select a new parent that is not subordinate to the view you want to move.

Delete Confirmation for Subordinates

This article provides information for Delete Confirmation for Subordinates.

Select Yes to delete only the subordinates of the view.

Select No to cancel the deletion.

Delete view and all its subordinates

This article provides information for Delete view and all its subordinates.

Select Yes to delete the view and all of its subordinates.

Select No to cancel the deletion.
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Work file does not exist

This article provides information for the Work file does not exist. The drive and/or directory that is specified for the work
files does not exist.

Work files are created to process the model information. Therefore, the work files are saved in the current directory.

To change the work files path, select Model, Settings then Paths from the Model window. The work file path takes effect
after you exit and restart the software.

Warning! View matching will be affected by deleting view

Deleting a view affects information supplied or received during view matching. Rematch the views affected by the change.

Repeating group views within group views exceeded

The software limits the number of repeating group views within a repeating group view. The group view you are adding to
the parent repeating group view exceeds the maximum.

You can change a subordinate repeating group view from repeating to non-repeating because there is no limit for the
number of non-repeating group views.

Cannot promote view because attribute views cannot be promoted

The view cannot be promoted.

Cannot copy entity view because group views are not permitted in the Entity Action subset

The Entity Action View subset contains only entity views. Work views and group views are not permitted in the Entity
Action subset.

Delete View Confirmation

Click Yes to delete the view.

Click No to cancel deletion.

Only single-byte characters are allowed

You must enter only single byte (text) characters here.

Duplicate Object Name

The name you entered is a duplicate. The same name cannot be used for two different objects in the model.

Type a unique name or delete the existing name.

Cannot rename model

This article provides information for cannot rename a model. If temporary work files exist in the directory, a model cannot
be renamed.
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Reset the work path. Select Options, Paths.

Unmatched Attributes Error

Attributes of entity types in the action block you are copying do not match entity attributes in the destination action block.
The unmatched attributes will be dropped from the copied action block.

To prevent the error, you can add a similar entity type to the destination action block before using Copy with Substitution.

Cannot Create Relationship

This article provides information for Cannot Create Relationship. A mandatory relationship exists, therefore, the minimum
value is one.

Change the minimum value, or make the relationship optional.

Cannot Place Repeating Group View

There is not enough room on the screen to place all of the occurrences of the repeating group view.

Cannot process a checkout.trn file

Gen cannot process a checkout.trn file that was not created by Gen.

Remove the selected view

Click Yes to remove the highlighted views.

Click No to avoid removing the highlighted views.

Single byte characters are not allowed

You must enter only double byte characters here. No single byte (text) characters are allowed.

Cannot Delete Identifier

An identifier cannot be deleted. It must be unique.

Cannot Copy Over Action Block

The action block you are trying to copy over is in a subset that is checked out. The subset protection levels prevent you
from copying over an action block someone else is using.

To copy over the action block, redefine your subset to include the destination action block.

Enter a Range

Enter a value in the range 1-99.
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Create New Subset

Select Yes to create a new model from the subset. A new transaction file is created from the current model subset. The
new file is sent to the mainframe.

Select No to avoid creating a new model from the subset.

Delete View and Promote Subordinates Confirmation

Click Yes to delete the view and promote its subordinates.

Click No to cancel deletion.

Field Multiline Property

This article provides information for Field Multiline Property.

Usage Multiline ()
Description Retrieves whether the field is available for the multiline entry or

not.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a string that indicates the multiline state of

the field. A value of "True" means that the field can be multiline.

Field Name Field

Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see that product's documentation for instructions on how to fill out this panel.

Field Positioning Dialog

The Field Positioning dialog lets you size and position fields on a window or dialog box. All fields contain a background
area. (The background gives the effect of a surrounding box.) The background area becomes visible when you select a
field. You size, align, and separate fields relative to their background areas. You move fields relative to the borders of the
application window or dialog box.

NOTE
Font differences can exist from platform to platform. Always leave room for font differences when you size, align,
and separate fields. This can cause problems matching input patterns. Size fields at least one character larger
than the input. It is also recommended that you specify autoscroll to allow for font differences among platforms.

You can only specify Align or Separate when you select two or more objects. You can size or move a single field, however.

The first field that you select becomes the reference by which the other selected fields are sized and aligned. For
example, assume you have two fields: a small push button and a large push button. If you select the smaller push button
first and then the larger one, the larger push button becomes smaller when you size them to equal height. Conversely, if
you select the larger push button first, the smaller push button becomes larger.

If you select fields with a rubber band selection, the fields are selected in the order in which they were created. The first
field to appear selected within the rubber band box is the reference by which the other fields are sized and aligned.
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NOTE
You may prefer to select the reference field first; then, use the rubber band box and/or the Control key selection
to add the other fields. This ensures that the reference field is the one you intend.

The following list summarizes the group boxes on this dialog.

Size Resizes two or more fields to equal height and/or width or to a
default size. Resizes a single field to a default size.

Align Places fields in a line relative to their background areas. The line
can either be vertical or horizontal but not both at the same time.
The check boxes are mutually exclusive. In addition, the check
boxes for Align and Separate work in parallel. If you select the
check box for Align Vertically, only the Separate Vertically check
box is active

Separate Positions fields left to right or top to bottom by putting a set
amount of distance between them. The distance is in device-
independent presentation elements. The check boxes are
mutually exclusive. In addition, the check boxes for Align and
Separate work in parallel. If you select the check box for Separate
Vertically, only the Align Vertically check box is active.

Move Repositions fields without altering their size, alignment, or
arrangement.

You can specify a combination of sizing and positioning for fields.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Field Paste Method

This article provides information for Field Paste Method.

Usage Paste ()
Description Copies the contents of the clipboard into the selected portion of

the field. No editing is performed, and the changed event is not
fired.

Arguments None.
Return Value None.

Field PromptCssClass Property

This article provides information for Field PromptCssClass Property.

Usage PromptCssClass (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the Custom Style Sheet (CSS) class value for the

prompt of an html element.
Arguments String that is to be new CSS class name for prompt. If querying for

the CSS class name, no input is specified.
Return Value This property returns a string for the display to the end user.
Notes This property is available for DropDownList and Field.
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Field Prompt for Field Design Properties

Prompt describes the purpose or meaning of the field. You can type in a prompt or select one from the drop-down list.
The drop-down list contains the name of the attribute and any prompts you input for the attribute. Prompt defaults to the
attribute name.

The prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters but cannot exceed 60 characters. The prompt can also contain
DBCS characters and cannot exceed 30 characters in DBCS. As a general rule, however, prompts should be as short and
meaningful as possible.

Field Property

Properties displays the properties dialog for the type of field specified by Type or for special, system attribute fields. The
properties dialog varies depending on the type of field.

Field ReadOnly Property

This article provides information for Field ReadOnly Property.

Usage ReadOnly ()
Description Retrieves whether the field is read only or not.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a string that indicates the read-only state of

the field. A value of "True" means that the field is set to read only.

Field SetSelection Method

This article provides information for Field SetSelection Method.

Usage SetSelection (Number, Number)
Description Allows the programmatic emulation of the user selecting a range

of characters in an input field.
Arguments Number of the first character to be selected. If the value is set to 0

(zero), the method begins the selection at the first character.
Number that is the index of the last selected character. If the value
is set to -1, the method will end selection after the last character.

Return Value None.
Notes Each of the numeric inputs for this method is 1-relative. You must

call SetSelection before calling Cut, Copy, Paste, or Clear.

Field Type for Field Design Properties

Type specifies the type of field that you want to associate with an attribute. You have the following choices for field type:
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• Check box
• Drop list
• Entry field (single-line entry field)
• Hidden field
• Multiple-line entry field
• Radio button

NOTE
An attribute must have permitted values to be implemented as a drop list or as a radio button.

Fields Method

This article provides information for Fields Method.

Usage Fields ()
Description Retrieves the collection of fields on the window.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero.

Example

Example Workset application

          Name             Domain    Length

          ----             ------    ------

attribute windowguiobj     GUIObject 4

attribute fieldsguiobj     GUIObject 4

attribute field            GUIObject 4

attribute number_of_fields Number    9

Workset work

attribute count            Number    4

View

LOCALS:

Group view group (20,explicit)

Work View work application

   count

Work View local application

   windowguiobj

   fieldguiobj

   field

   number_of_fields

Statements

+-

| SET local application windowguiobj TO CurrentWindow()

| SET local application fieldsguiobj TO local application windowguiobj Fields()

| SET local application number_of_fields TO local application fieldsguiobj Count()

| +- FOR work application count FROM 1 TO local application number_of_fields BY

| | 1

| | SET local application field TO local application fieldsguiobj
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| | Item(work application count)

| | NOTE change the background color of each field to a shade of green.

| | SET local application field BackgroundColor TO 123456

| +--

+--

Field Type

Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see that product's documentation for instructions on how to fill out this panel.

Export Push Button

This article provides information for Export Push Button.

This push button exports the bitmap selected from the Installed Bitmaps list box as specified in the Import/Export File field.

Field Undo Method
This article to provide information for Field Undo Method.

Usage Undo ()
Description Undoes the last modification.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.

Field Value Property
This article provides information for Field Value Property.

Usage Value (Variant)
Description Sets or retrieves the value of the field.
Arguments Variant that is to be the new value of the field.
Return Value This property returns a value that is a variant.
Notes Values are returned as OLE VARIANTs. Within a PAD, this variant

is coerced to the data type of the receiving view. This operation
has the same effect as if an export view were modified within the
PAD: no editing is performed, and the changed event is not fired.

File Access Error

The file listed cannot be accessed. If you cannot stop the other processes using the file, you must select Cancel to
continue. Selecting Cancel will stop the current process, but will not exit Gen.

File Deletion Confirmation
You are attempting to uninstall the selected bitmap from the Installed Bitmaps selection list and delete the corresponding
files from the BITMAP subdirectory of the directory of the model.
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You must confirm a deletion to complete it. Select one of the following confirmations:

Yes Specifies that the selected bitmap is to be deinstalled and
the corresponding files are to be deleted from the BITMAP
subdirectory. This action deletes both the .PPM file and the file
that is initially imported, if different.

No Specifies that the selected files are not to be deleted.

File Extension Error

You are attempting to import or export a bitmap file, but the name in the File Name field was entered without a supported
extension. Only bitmaps with supported extensions can be imported or exported.

Select Enter. To proceed, enter the correct extension to the file name entry in the File Name field.

File Functions Common Example

This example is valid for the file functions CloseFile, CopyFile, CreateTextFile, DeleteFile, FileExists, FileLength,
PositionFile, PutText, and RenameFile.

A separate example exists for the OpenTextFile and GetText functions.

Example Workset file

          Name            Domain Length

          ----            ------ ------

attribute name            Text   64

attribute line            Text   77

attribute read_line       Text   77

attribute machine_type    Text   77

attribute action          Text   10

attribute number          Number 9

attribute handle          Number 9

attribute error           Number 9

attribute length          Number 9

attribute number_of_lines Number 9

View

EXPORTS:

Group View Group_Listbox (20, explicit)

Work View export file

   machine_type

LOCALS:

Work View local file

   name

   line

   read_line

   action

   number

   handle

   error

   length

   number_of_lines

Statements

+-
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| SET local file name TO "c:\configuration\report.txt"

| SET local file handle TO OpenTextFile(local file name, "Write_Append"

| , "No_Sharing")

| SET local file error TO GetFunctionErrorNumber()

| +- CASE OF GetFunctionErrorNumber()

| +- CASE 301

| | NOTE FILE301: Invalid file name given

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | "OpenTextFile 301 error", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| +- CASE 305

| | NOTE FIL305: File does not exist. Cannot open.

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | "OpenTextFile 305 error", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | SET local file action TO MessageBoxBeep(StringPlusOperator(

| | GetFunctionErrorDescription(), SpecialCharacter(13),

| | SpecialCharacter(10), "Do you want to create the file?", " ",

| | local file name, "", "", "", ""), "OpenTextFile Error",

| | "YesNoCancel", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | +- CASE OF local file action

| | +- CASE "Yes"

| | | SET local file handle TO CreateTextFile(local file name, "Write",

| | | "No_Sharing")

| | | +- CASE OF GetFunctionErrorNumber()

| | | +- CASE 301

| | | | NOTE FILE301: Invalid file name given.

| | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | "CreateTextFile 301", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | +- CASE 302

| | | | NOTE FIL302: File already exists. Cannot create.

| | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | "CreateTextFile 302", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | +- CASE 315

| | | | NOTE FIL315: File seek operation failed. Check file attributes.

| | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | "CreateTextFile 315", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | +- OTHERWISE

| | | +--

| | +- OTHERWISE

| | +--

| +- CASE 305

| | NOTE FIL305: Cannot open file.

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | "OpenTextFile 305 error ", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| +- CASE 315

| | NOTE FIL315: File seek operation failed. Check file attributes.

| | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | "OpenTextFile 315 error", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| +- OTHERWISE

| | SET local file line TO "This is the line to be written to the file"

| | FUNCTION PutText(local file handle, local file line)

| | +- CASE OF GetFunctionErrorNumber()

| | +- CASE 300

| | | NOTE FIL300: Invalid file number given.
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| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | +- CASE 306

| | | NOTE FIL306: Invalid input value

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | +- CASE 307

| | | NOTE FIL307: File specified is open for read operations only.

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | +- CASE 309

| | | NOTE FIL309: File write operation failed. Check file.

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | +- OTHERWISE

| | | FUNCTION CloseFile(local file handle)

| | | +- IF FileExists("c:\configuration\report.sav") IS GREATER THAN 0

| | | | FUNCTION DeleteFile("c:\configuration\report.sav")

| | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | +--

| | | FUNCTION CopyFile("c:\configuration\report.txt",

| | | "c:\configuration\report.sav")

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | SET local file handle TO OpenTextFile("c:\configuration\report.txt",

| | | "Read", "Read")

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "OpenTextFile error for read", "OK", 1, "None",

| | | "Application", 0)

| | | NOTE position to read the second record in the file.

| | | FUNCTION PositionFile(local file handle, "Next")

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | SET local file line TO GetText(local file handle)

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | NOTE Position back to the beginning of the file.

| | | FUNCTION PositionFile(local file handle, "Begin")

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | NOTE To determine how many lines are in the file, divide the file length by

| | | the length of the view (77 characters) plus the carriage return and line

| | | feed characters (2 characters).

| | | SET local file length TO FileLength("c:\configuration\report.txt")

| | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | SET local file number_of_lines TO local file length / 79

| | | +- IF local file number_of_lines IS EQUAL TO 1

| | | | +- IF FileExists("c:\configuration\report.sa1") IS GREATER THAN 0

| | | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | | | FUNCTION DeleteFile("c:\configuration\report.sa1")
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| | | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | | +--

| | | | FUNCTION RenameFile("c:\configuration\report.sav",

| | | | "c:\configuration\report.sa1")

| | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | "Error Detected","OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | +--

| | | += FOR SUBSCRIPT OF group_listbox FROM 1 TO local file number_of_lines

| | | | BY 1

| | | | SET export file machine_type TO GetText(local file handle)

| | | | SET local file error TO GetFunctionErrorNumber()

| | | | +- CASE OF GetFunctionErrorNumber()

| | | | +- CASE 300

| | | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | | +- CASE 308

| | | | | FUNCTION MessageBoxBeep(GetFunctionErrorDescription(),

| | | | | "Error Detected", "OK", 1, "None", "Application", 0)

| | | | +- CASE 313

| | | | | NOTE Attempted to read past the end of file. Get out of the

| | | | | FOR loop.

| | | | | FUNCTION CloseFile(local file handle)

| | | <------ESCAPE

| | | | +- OTHERWISE

| | | | +--

| | | +--

| | +--

| +--

+--

File in Use
This article provides information for File in Use. The file could be open on another workstation of the user or, the file could
be open in another application on your workstation.

The file that is listed cannot be accessed. The file that you requested is in use. If you cannot stop the other processes
using the file, click Cancel to continue. Clicking Cancel exits Gen. All unsaved changes to the model are lost.

Write permissions for the model

You do not have write permissions for the model you wish to open. You can open the model, but your options are limited.
READ ONLY means that you can view the model only. All options that allow the model to be modified or manipulated in
any way are disabled.

File Name Error

The number of characters allowed in DBMS-specific database names is limited by your development platform file system.
If your development platform file system is limited to eight characters, MS-DOS for example, then the DBMS-specific
name that you enter must be eight characters or less.

To correct this error, limit the DBMS-specific name to the character limit for your development platform file system.
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File Name for Print

This field lets you specify the drive, directory and filename of the action diagram you want to print.

File Name Not Found Error
You are attempting to import a bitmap file, but the name in the File Name field does not exist in the designated path.

Select Enter. To proceed, verify the accuracy of the path, the file name, and the file extension. If not known, select the
Browse push button to invoke the Select Bitmaps panel, where you can select the file to import.

File Use Error Message

Another application may be using the checkout.trn file. If so, close the other application when appropriate and try to
access the Model Checkout again. (Trying to open a protected checkout.trn file for read access should not cause this
problem.)

If another application is not using the file, you could have a disk drive problem - run diagnostics against the disk drive.

FILTER

FILTER displays selected items from a repeating group view in a list box. Items that do not meet the FILTER requirements
are hidden from view. To redisplay hidden items, use UNFILTER.

The FILTER statement acts on the current contents of an export repeating group view. Once populated, the repeating
group view can be filtered and unfiltered as many times as desired without rereading the database. Nested repeating
group views are not supported.

NOTE
When using certain National Language Characters, the standard C sort routine called by the GUI FILTER
statement may not yield desired results. You can define your own sort algorithm by modifying the String
Compare User Exit WRSTRNCM.

The format of a FILTER statement is:

FILTER repeating_group_view BY filter_character_expression

The repeating_group_view is an export repeating group view that includes a selection character.

NOTE
If you move the selection character with a repeating group view that has been filtered, the filtering will also be
copied. If you do not want the filtering, do not move the selection character, or unfilter the view after if has been
moved.

The filter_character_expression can be built using character functions, an entity attribute view, or character string.

When the filter_character_expression is true for an entry in the group view, the entry passes the filter and remains visible.
When the expression is not true, the entry does not pass the filter and is not displayed.

Only items that pass the filter are included when the next filter expression is executed. An item that is hidden as a result of
the first Filter statement is not included when subsequent Filter expressions are executed.

To build the filter_character_expression with a character string, you must know the order of attributes in the export
repeating group view. Expand the list of views in the action diagram, or access View Maintenance to see the order in
which attributes are listed. Attributes can be counted quickly in the View Maintenance window where an r identifies
repeating group views and attr identifies attributes.

Consider only the attributes in the export repeating group view. Count the attributes sequentially, disregarding the fact that
the attributes belong to different work sets or entities.
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NOTE
Always include attributes of the supplied work set when counting views. An error results if SELECT_CHAR and
other attributes of the supplied work set are overlooked when attributes are counted.

The filter argument is built on comparison expressions. A comparison expression consists of an attribute number, a
required space, the comparison operator (=, >, <, and so on.), a required space, and a comparison value.

For example,

"3 = 1994/01/28"

uses an equal condition to compare the third attribute with the date value January 28, 1994.

The comparison operators are:

= equal to
<> not equal to
< Less than
<= Less than or equal to
> greater than
>= greater than or equal to

NOTE
Space is required before and after comparison operators in a filter argument.

The data domain of the attribute and the data domain of the comparison value must be the same.

When the attribute domain is text, the comparison value must be a character string or a character view. If the character
string contains a text constant, it must be enclosed in double quotation marks.

When the attribute domain is a number, the comparison value must contain only numbers, sign characters, and decimal
points, if needed. The FILTER function does not support decimal precision attributes; use separate non-decimal precision
attributes. The following runtime error occurs when a decimal precision attribute is used.

TIRM149E: Error occurred in CA Gen supplied function: TIRFLTR

TIRM154E: Invalid filter or sort argument string

When the attribute domain is a date, the comparison value must be in one of the following formats.

YYYY/MM/DD or YYYY-MM-DD

When the attribute domain is time, the comparison value must be in one of the following formats.

HH:MM:SS or HH.MM.SS.

When the attribute domain is timestamp, the comparison value must be exactly 20 characters long with no decimal point,
no colon, and no slash. The format of a timestamp is:

YYYYMMDDHHMMSSNNNNNN

Join two or more expressions to progressively limit the items in the list box. The operators AND and OR can be used to
join two or more expressions. Also, parenthesis can be used to filter statements.

FILTER repeating_group_view BY (3 = engine)

If an invalid number of arguments are provided, a runtime error will occur.

Example
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In the example below, the progression of FILTER expressions locates suppliers in Dallas or Houston with an ID above
10045. The suppliers that meet these criteria are filtered using subsequent expressions for the state and supplier type.

At the end of the event action, the UNFILTER statement reveals all rows in the repeating group view.

 --EVENT ACTION filter_list

|

|  --CASE OF COMMAND

| +- CASE FILTER_CITY

| | FILTER export_supplier_group BY "8 = "DALLAS" or 8 = "HOUSTON""

| +- CASE FILTER ID

| | FILTER export_supplier_group BY "2 >= 10045"

| +- CASE FILTER_STATE

| | FILTER export_supplier_group BY "9 <> "TX" AND 9 <> "NY""

| +- CASE FILTER_TYPE

| | FILTER export_supplier_group BY "5 = "S" OR 5 = "T""

| +- OTHERWISE

| | UNFILTER export_supplier_group

|  --

 --

The number 5 in the FILTER statement corresponds to the fifth attribute in the repeating group view
EXPORT_SUPPLIER_GROUP shown as follows. The attributes are numbered in this example.

group (r) EXPORT_SUPPLIER_GROUP (50, implicit, export only)

view of GROUPED_EXPORT (transient)

wrk set SUPPLIED

attr SELECT_CHAR

view of GROUPED_EXPORT (transient)

entity SUPPLIER

attr ID <----- attr #2

attr NAME

attr TELEPHONE

attr TYPE <----- attr #5

attr STATUS

attr ADDRESS

attr CITY <----- attr #8

attr STATE <----- attr #9

attr ZIP

attr TAX_ID

attr COUNTRY_CODE

attr COUNTRY

attr GSA_NUMBER

attr QUANTITY

Filter Examples

Examples of filters to limit the list of objects displaying in the tree view of the Increment Subset dialog box follow:

Filter Value Details Sample Matches
M% “M%” selects objects of any length

beginning with the letter M.
Maintain_Employee
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%E “%E” is treated like “%E%” as it filters for
objects with names that end with E as well
as those with an embedded E.

Maintain_Employee
Add_customer

%E_ “%E_” is treated like “%E%” as the trailing
underscore is stripped, if encountered.

Maintain_Employee
Add_customer

___TAIN Selects objects of any length, where the
string “TAIN” occurs in the fifth through
eighth position in the string.

Maintain_Employee

%CENTER% Selects object names of any length that
contain “CENTER” anywhere within.

Center
Offcenter
Centerone
Atcenteroffice

More information:

Limiting the List of Objects from the Tree View

Filter Push Button

Select the Filter push button after providing filter values and selecting the search criteria. The Filter push button starts the
filtering action on the current (selected) library. The Filter stays on until you unmark the Enabled check box.

To remove filtering from the selected library and/or object and restore the display to all objects, use '*' in the filter string
field to match all, then select the Filter push button.

Filter String Field

Use this field to enter the string on which you want to filter the library that you access with the OLE Object Browser. A
value in this field is grayed out and ignored if you unmark the Enabled check box.

You can use the wildcard characters '*' and '?' as part of the filter criteria.

To restore display of all objects in the list for the selected Library, use the '*' character.

Flow From Subject Selection List

This selection list lets you select the procedure step from which the flow originates. In case you need to generate a new
selection list, the option <Synthesize new List> always appears.

Flow Maintenance
This article provides information for Flow Maintenance. The window shows information about the flow maintenance in the
Export Push.

The Flow Maintenance is also viewed in a navigation diagram.

Flow Maintenance in Navigation Diagram

When you select an object and then select this menu item, Gen starts the Flow Maintenance diagram using the selected
object.

More information on Flow Maintenance is available in that window.

Flow Selection List

This selection list lets you select the combinations of objects from the other selection lists that you apply as flows.
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When you add a menu flow, you can map views by selecting from this list and then selecting the Map View push button.

Flows On

Flows On passes control from one procedure step to another. Each transfer and link on a dialog flow diagram is
associated with one or more Flows On exit states. The Flows On exit state causes the change of control from the source
procedure step to the destination procedure step. On links, a Returns On exit state is associated with the return of control
to the source procedure step.

Flows On Menu Item/Push Button

Select to go to the Exit State selection dialog box where you can define the exit state you want to set as the trigger for a
flow. Here you can:

• Select an existing exit state
• Add a new exit state to flow on
• Define its properties
• Delete an existing exit state from a business system

If you add, then select, an exit state, it is added to the selection list in the drop-down adjacent to the Flows On push
button. Deleted exit states are likewise deleted from the drop-down list (if the exit state selected is not used as a Returns
On exit state).

Use this command to pass control from one procedure or procedure step to another. Each transfer and link in the Dialog
Flow Browser is associated with one or more Flows On exit states. The Flows On exit state causes the change of control
from a source procedure or procedure step to a destination procedure or procedure step.

Flow Type and Destination Dialog
This article provides information for the Flow Type and Destination dialog that specifies items that are associated with auto
flow including, Type of flow, Business system, and Procedure step.

The procedure step that you select determines the type of flow allowed. A procedure step that is implemented as a
primary window or primary dialog box accepts links or transfers. A procedure step implemented as a nonprimary dialog
box accepts only links. The dialog flow Starts is inactive and is reserved for future use.

In applications with a graphical user interface (GUI), the type of dialog flow you choose determines whether a window
remains open or closes when control passes to the next procedure step.

If you want a window to remain open when the next procedure step executes, select Links to. If you want a window to
close before the next procedure step executes, select Transfers to.

When you select Links to, it makes it possible to have more than one window open at a time. As a result, Links to is used
most often in GUI applications.

This dialog adds the link or transfer to the Dialog Flow Diagram if the link or transfer is not already on the diagram.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

More information:

Use Navigation Diagram

FMT

FMT specifies the name of the format control block used by the code generator for MFS screen code. This name refers to
the control block for the Device Input Format (DIF) and Device Output Format (DOF).

The following restrictions apply to the name:
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• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be an alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than 6 characters long.
• The name must be unique from the other control blocks and for each screen within a business system.

Focus Property
This article provides information for Focus Property.

Usage Focus (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the focus state.
Arguments String value that indicates whether an object is to assume focus.

If focus is set to "False", the next object in the tab sequence
assumes focus.

Return Value This property returns a string value indicating whether the object
assumes focus.

Notes This property is available for Application, Button, CheckBox,
DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox,
Field , ListBox , ListColumnItem , ListItem , ListPermiitedValue
, ListRowItem , Menu, OLEArea, OLEControl, RadioButton,
StatusBar, and Window.

Follow Back Push Button

Select this push button to move back to the procedure step selections you had before you selected the Follow Forward
push button.

Follow Forward Push Button

Select this push button to place the selected To procedure step into the From procedure step drop-down. This in turn will
move all of the To procedure step's flowed to procedure steps into the To procedure step drop-down.

Font Selection

Use Font Selection to modify the typeface, style, and size for the selected object or the object you will add.

When you use Font Selection, the operating system's font palette appears. Choose the type, size, and style you want. The
changes are applied as soon as you select them.

Font Selection for Menu Video Properties

Use Font Selection to modify the typeface, style, and size for the selected object or the object you will add.

When you use Font Selection, the operating system's font palette appears. Choose the type, size, and style you want. The
changes are applied as soon as you select them.

Fonts in Navigation Diagram

The fonts menu item contains menu options to set the font in each of the Navigation Diagram panes. When you select one
of the menu items, Gen displays the Gen Diagram Font Selection dialog box.

Any changes you make will affect only the selected pane. For example, if you select the Hierarchy menu item, only the
Hierarchy pane receives the font changes.
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FontSize Property
This article provides information for FontSize Property.

Usage FontSize (Number)
Description Sets or retrieves the point size of the font.
Arguments Number that is to be the new font point size of the object.
Return Value This property returns a number containing the font point size of the

object.
Notes This property is available for Application, Button, CheckBox,

DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox, Field,
GroupBox, ListBox, ListColumnItem, ListItem, ListPermiitedValue,
ListRowItem, Literal, Menu, OLEArea, OLEControl, RadioButton,
and RadioButtonGroup.

FontStyle Property
This article provides information for FontStyle Property.

Usage FontStyle (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the font style of an object.
Arguments String containing the type name of the new font.
Return Value This property returns a string containing style types, which are

separated by commas. Valid values are Bold, Not Bold, Underline,
Not Underline, Strikeout, Not Strikeout, and Standard. Standard
has the same meaning as Not Bold.

Notes This property is available for Application, Button, CheckBox,
DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox, Field,
GroupBox, ListBox, ListColumnItem, ListItem, ListPermiitedValue,
ListRowItem, Literal, Menu, OLEControl, RadioButton, and
RadioButtonGroup.

Font Type on Reset Video Properties Dialog

Use the Font Type to revert the font for the highlighted object back to the default. If a Business System default exists for
this type of object, the font resets to that default. If no default exists, the font resets to the operating system default.

FontType Property
This article provides information for FontType Property.

Usage FontType (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the font type of an object, such as Helvetica.
Arguments String containing the type name of the new font.
Return Value This property returns a string containing the type name of the font.
Notes This property is available for Application, Button, CheckBox,

DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox, Field,
GroupBox, ListBox, ListColumnItem, ListItem, ListPermiitedValue,
ListRowItem, Literal, Menu, OLEArea, OLEControl, RadioButton,
and RadioButtonGroup.
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FOR EACH

The FOR EACH repeating action repeats the action group for each occurrence of an implicitly indexed repeating group
view. Use FOR EACH when you have repeating group views with cardinality of one or more.

The TARGETING clause allows you to identify the repeating export or local group view to be populated.

After the FOR EACH statement is created, add the actions to be repeated for each occurrence of the entity.

A completed FOR EACH construct might look like this:

--

+- FOR EACH product details

| TARGETING group export FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| ASSOCIATE processing warehouse

| WITH received product WHICH is_held_in IT

--

Foreground/Background Color for Title Bars

Select a color that you want to appear in the title bar of a text window.

Foreground color controls the color of text.

Background color controls the color of the title bar behind the text.

The colors you choose override any choices made in the Color Selection dialog box in Business System defaults.

NOTE
For best results, select contrasting foreground and background colors.

Foreground Color

Use Foreground Color to specify the color of the font of the selected object or the object you will add.

When you select Foreground Color, the operating system's color palette appears. Choose the color you want. The colors
are applied as soon as you select them.

NOTE
When selecting a foreground color, be sure it provides enough of a contrast to show against the color you chose
for the background. For example, if you selected a white background, do not select a white foreground.

Foreground Color for Menu Video Properties

Use Foreground Color to specify the color of the font of the selected object or the object you will add.

When you select Foreground Color, the operating system's color palette appears. Choose the color you want. The colors
are applied as soon as you select them.

NOTE
When selecting a foreground color, be sure it provides enough of a contrast to show against the color you chose
for the background. For example, if you selected a white background, do not select a white foreground.

Foreground Color on Reset Video Properties Dialog

Use the Foreground Color to revert the text for the highlighted object back to the default. If a Business System default
exists for this type of object, the text color resets to that default. If no default exists, the text color resets to the operating
system default.
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ForegroundColor Property
This article provides information for ForegroundColor Property.

Usage ForeGroundColor (Number)
Description Sets or retrieves the foreground RGB value.
Arguments Number that is to be the new RGB for the foreground color of

an object. No input argument is specified if querying for the
foreground color of the object.

Return Value This property returns a nine-digit number that is the RGB value for
the foreground color of the object.

Notes This property is available for Application, CheckBox,
DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox, Field,
GroupBox, ListBox, ListColumnItem, ListItem, ListPermiitedValue,
ListRowItem, Literal, Menu, RadioButton, and RadioButtonGroup.

Foreground Push Button

Select the Foreground push button to select the color of the text in the title bar of a text window.

Foreign Key Column Name

Column Name identifies the key used to implement a relationship in a target table during DDL generation. The Column
Name must be not more than 30 characters long (required input).

Foreign Key Columnproc

Columnproc specifies the procedure that assumes control when a specified column is stored or fetched.

Use Columnproc to alter a sorting sequence of values entered into a column. For additional information on limitations,
refer to the documentation for your DBMS.

Foreign Key Description

Description is a multi-line field in which to document in user terms the meaning and use of the selected foreign key.

Foreign Key Format

Format refers to the type of data contained in Column Name. Valid numeric data types are Float, Integer, or Packed.
Valid character data types are Varchar or Text. Other valid data types are Time and Date. Refer to your specific DBMS
documentation for more information regarding valid data types.

Foreign Key Optionality

Optionality marks a foreign key as Null or Not Null.

Foreign Key Parms

The Parms field specifies parameters that are passed to the Columnproc routine whenever an Insert or Update processes.
The Parms must be no more than 256 bytes long.

Foreign Key Properties Dialog
This article provides information for Foreign Key Properties Dialog. The Foreign Key Properties dialog specifies properties
of the selected foreign key.
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Column and Foreign Key column properties are initially set by specifications in the data model. The only properties that a
database administrator may want to alter are Columnproc, Parms, Description, and Column Name.

Changes to Format or Optionality must be made in the ERD and retransformation executed.

The following describes the dropdown list items.

Attribute: Description:
Format This field includes only allowable DBMS-specific data types.

Some examples of valid numeric data types are Small, Integer, or
Packed. Valid character data types are Text, Long Varchar (Oracle
7's VARCHAR2), or Varchar. Date is also a valid data type.
Refer to your specific DBMS documentation for more information
regarding valid data types.

Optionality This field includes two options, NULL or NOT NULL.

For additional information, request help on the individual controls.

More information

Using the Data Structure List

FOR Index Variable in Action Diagram

The FOR action repeats a series of statements until the value of a loop control variable reaches an established limit.

In the following example, the FOR action initiates a loop that repeatedly executes the IF statement following the FOR.
The first time through the loop, the IF statement executes with a value of 1. If the conditions are met, the local counter
increments by 1 and the entire set of statements executes again. The process repeats ten times. If the conditions are not
met, the exit state is set.

--FOR local work_items counter FROM 1 TO 10 BY 1

| +-IF input customer_order confirmed_date IS LESS OR EQUAL TO

| | CURRENT_DATE + local work_items counter DAYS

| | | EXIT STATE IS confirm_date_order

| --

--

The only condition that terminates the FOR LOOP in the above example is when the counter is set to 10. The IF
statement condition has no impact on the FOR LOOP execution; it affects if the EXIT STATE is set.

The following example shows how a reference to the subscript of an explicitly indexed repeating group view appears in
the action diagram:

--FOR SUBSCRIPT OF group_customer_order FROM 1 TO MAX OF

| group_customer_order.

--

NOTE
The loop control variable must be able to handle the full range of values that the loop might go through
(especially the next incremented value after the ending value) or a decimal overthrow or endless loop may
occur. For example, a single digit loop control variable would not be advised for a loop counting from 1 to 9. In
fact, this will cause an endless loop in COBOL because the single digit loop control variable is generated as PIC
X(1).
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Format Not Valid Error

The format entered is not valid. Use the following guidelines to correct your entry:

Field Entry Requirements
Authorization ID
Owner
Password

The first character must be alphabetic. All other characters
must be numeric or alphabetic. The length must be 8 or fewer
characters. No double byte characters or national language
characters are supported.

Edit procedure name
Valid procedure name
Field procedure

The first character must be alphabetic. All other characters
must be numeric or alphabetic. The length must be 18 or fewer
characters. No double byte characters or national language
characters are supported.

VCAT The first character must be alphabetic. All other characters must
be numeric or alphabetic. The length must be 1-8 characters.
No double byte characters or national language characters are
supported.

Storage Group Name The first character must be alphabetic. All other characters must
be numeric or alphabetic or an underscore. The length must be
1-8 characters. No double byte characters or national language
characters are supported.

Synonym The first character must be alphabetic. All other characters must
be numeric or alphabetic or an underscore. The length must be
18 or fewer characters. No double byte characters or national
language characters are supported.

DASD Volume ID The length must be 6 or fewer characters. The first character must
not be numeric. All other characters must be numeric, alphabetic
or @ # or $. The field will not accept national language characters.

Format of Data

Format refers to the type of data contained in the column. Valid numeric data types are Small, Integer, or Packed. Valid
character data types are Text, Long Varchar (Oracle 7's VARCHAR2), or Varchar. Date is also a valid data type. Refer to
your specific DBMS documentation for more information regarding valid data types. You must make changes to this field
in the data model.

Format of data contained in a column

Format refers to the type of data contained in a column. Valid numeric data types are Float, Integer, or Packed. Valid
character data types are Varchar or Text. Other valid data types are Time and Date. Refer to your specific DBMS
documentation for more information regarding valid data types.

FOR Statement

The FOR statement repeats an action or action group according to the criteria you specify for a local numeric attribute
view or an explicitly indexed repeating group view subscript.

A FOR statement has these elements:

• The control value is the local view or subscript that will be incremented each time the statement iterates.
• The initial value is a numeric expression that the control value is set to prior to the first iteration of the FOR statement.
• The increment is a numeric expression that the control value is incremented by after each iteration of the FOR

statement.
• The limit is a numeric expression that the control value is compared to before each iteration of the FOR statement.
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A FOR statement executes using the following sequence:

1. The control value is set to the initial value.
2. The increment and limit expressions are evaluated and saved in temporary variables.  Therefore, any changes to

variables used within the increment and limit expressions after the FOR statement begins to execute will not affect the
increment and limit values used by the FOR statement.

3. The control value is compared to the limit variable value to determine if the block of statements subordinate to the
FOR statement should execute. If the increment variable value is negative, the FOR statement will terminate if the
control value is less than or equal to the limit value. Otherwise, the statement will terminate if the control value is
greater than or equal to the limit value.

4. If the test in the previous step does not cause the FOR statement to terminate, the action statements that are
subordinate to the FOR statement are executed. Any changes that these statements make to variables used in the
increment or limit expression will not change the values that were already saved for these expressions in Step 2.

5. The increment value is added to the control value.
6. The process repeats beginning with Step 3.

In the following example, the FOR action initiates a loop that repeatedly executes the IF statement that follows:

--

+- FOR local work_items counter FROM 1 TO 10 BY 1

| IF input customer_order confirmed_date IS LESS OR EQUAL

| TO CURRENT_DATE + local work_items counter DAYS

| EXIT STATE IS confirm_date_order

<--ESCAPE

The first time through the loop, the IF statement is executed with a value of 1. If the conditions are met, the local counter
increments by 1, and the entire set of statements executes again. The process repeats 10 times. If the conditions of the
IF statement are not met (input customer_order confirmed_date is greater than the current date plus the number of days
indicated by the counter), the exit state is set and the FOR loop is terminated by the ESCAPE statement.

The following example shows how a reference to the subscript of an explicitly indexed repeating group view appears in
the action diagram:

FOR SUBSCRIPT OF group_customer_order FROM 1 TO MAX OF

group_customer_order BY 1

The following statement is a fully defined FOR statement that uses an explicitly indexed repeating group view. The
statement shows how subscripts are used both to control the FOR loop and to calculate totals.

--

+- FOR SUBSCRIPT OF local loan_payments FROM 1 TO 360 BY 1

| SET payment principal TO (loan principal amount * table factor)

| SET payment total TO payment principal + payment interest

| SET local work_view yearly_total TO local work_view

| yearly_total + payment total

| -- IF local work_view month_counter IS EQUAL TO 12

| | SET yearly_payment_total TO local work_view yearly_total

| | SET local work_view month_counter TO 1

| | SET SUBSCRIPT OF yearly_totals TO yearly_totals + 1

| |

| +- ELSE

| | SET local work_view month_counter TO 1

| --
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--

The following example shows how expressions may be used as the initial, increment, and limit values:

--

+- FOR local employee fica_withheld_ytd FROM (employee salary * employee fica_rate) TO (employee salary * 12 * employee annual_fica_max_rate) BY (employee salary * employee fica_rate)

| --IF local employee fica_withheld_ytd IS GREATER THAN

| (employee salary * 12 * employee annual_fica_max_rate)

| | SET local employee fica_withheld_ytd TO (employee salary * 12 * employee annual_fica_max_rate)

| --

--

In the preceding example, the loop will terminate when the employee_salary * 12 * employee annual_fica_max_rate value
is reached.  The enclosed IF block prevents local employee fica_withheld_ytd from exceeding it.

The following example shows that a change to the limit or increment during execution of the FOR loop will not affect the
values actually used during execution of the FOR statement:

SET local work_items limit TO 10

--

+- FOR local work_items counter FROM 1 TO local work_items limit BY 1

| SET local work_items limit TO 5

--

When the preceding FOR statement terminates, local work_items counter will have a value of 10, not 5, even though the
limit variable was reset during the loop.  This is because the values of the limit and increment expressions are saved in
work variables before the first FOR iteration, and the saved values are the ones actually used during the execution of the
statement.

Frame

Frame resizes and moves the display window so that all of the selected objects are visible at the largest possible size.

Frame in Dialog Design

Frame enlarges the selected objects. To view them fully, expand the screen to full size. Other objects in the Dialog Flow
Diagram will not be shown unless they are in the immediate vicinity.

Frame in Navigation Diagram

Frame in the Navigation Diagram behaves somewhat differently than in the rest of the toolset. The Frame command sizes
and centers the entire graphic display so that it fills the frame in the Network pane. If you select an object and then select
Frame, the Navigation Diagram fills the Network pane display area with that one object.

Fully Enumerated

A fully enumerated partitioning is a partitioning for which all classifying attribute values have a corresponding subtype. If
a partitioning is fully enumerated, every value of the classifying attribute identifies a subtype, and every occurrence of the
parent entity type is an occurrence of a subtype.

For example, the partitioning of EMPLOYEE is fully enumerated if:
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• The classifying attribute Job Type has only two values, Manager and Staff;
• The partitioning contains two subtypes, MANAGER and STAFF; and,
• All employees are managers or staff.

For example, assuming that every EMPLOYEE, the parent entity type, is either a manager or a staff member, the
partitioning that divides EMPLOYEE into the subtypes, MANAGER and STAFF, must be fully enumerated. Job Type, an
attribute of EMPLOYEE, is defined with two values, Manager and Staff, that correspond one-to-one to the respective
subtypes. These values are classifying values and the attribute is a classifying attribute because of the one-to-one
mapping between attribute values and entity subtypes. There are no entities of entity-type EMPLOYEE that do not belong
to either the subtype MANAGER or the subtype STAFF.

Function Description

The Description panel provides an area where essential documentation can be entered and stored. The description
should be concise and complete, and convey what the function does. It may include why it is done. It should not describe
who, when, where, or how because such information is not fundamental to the existence of the function. Those aspects
reflect the business's approach to executing the activities that make up the function.

Function Keys

Function Keys associates a command with each function key. Function keys (PF keys) provide a shorthand way for users
to communicate commands to procedures in an online environment.

Function Name

In the function hierarchy diagram, if the business area includes the entire business, the root function name may be the
name of the business. In the process hierarchy diagram, if you select a subset of the Planning activity model to build
upon, the root function is the main activity of that subset.

The name of a root function classifies the grouping of activities that are subordinate to it in the hierarchy. If a function is
not a root function, its name classifies the business activities it describes. Function names are usually singular nouns
which contain as many as 32 alphanumeric characters. These characters can be alphabetic, numeric, or spaces. Function
names cannot contain special characters.

Examples of function names are:

• Research and Development
• Accounting
• Product Management
• Procurement
• Stock Management
• Manufacturing
• Materials Acquisition
• Assembly
• Quality Assurance
• Marketing
• Sales
• Shipping

FUNCTIONS

FUNCTIONS is an action that allows access to the Gen functions and the application interface object methods and
properties from the Gen Application Library. The functions are grouped into function objects  .
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The functions and methods/properties display in the OLE Object Browser.

Use the FUNCTIONS action when you do not require a return value. If you do expect a return value, use a SET, IF,
WHILE, or other statement to access the function objects.

Functions in Action Diagram Targeted For Windows Platforms

The following list of functions is valid only for applications targeted for Windows C GUI applications.

The + denotes unsupported functions for Java and C # applications. As functions may be selected for use in an Action
Diagram before the environment parameters are specified, Consistency Check warnings are provided to inform users
of potential problems using these functions, depending on the environment parameters specified. Additionally, if these
functions exist in a model that is being generated for Java and C # applications, they will be ignored.
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• Abort
• AbsoluteValue
• AnnuityPayment
• AnnuityPrincipalPayment
• Application
• ArcCosine
• ArcSine
• ArcTangent
• BackgroundColor+
• Beep+
• Ceiling
• ClearDisplayProperties+
• CloseFile+
• ColorRefRGB
• CopyFile+
• Cosine
• CreateObject+
• CreateTextFile+
• CurrentWindow
• DateFormat
• DeleteFile+
• ExponentOf_e
• Factorial
• FileExists+
• FileLength+
• Filler
• FindReplaceString
• Floor
• ForegroundColor+
• FullName
• GetBlue
• GetCaption+
• GetFunctionErrorDescription
• GetFunctionErrorNumber
• GetGreen
• GetHandle+
• GetHeight+
• GetLeft+
• GetObject
• GetPromptHeight+
• GetPromptLeft+
• GetPromptTop+
• GetPromptWidth+
• GetRed
• GetText+
• GetTop+
• GetVisible+
• GetWidth+
• GUIObject
• Handle+
• Launch
• LeftRemove
• LogBase10
• Lower
• Maximum
• MessageBox
• MessageBoxBeep
• Minimum
• Modulus
• Name
• NaturalLog
• NumberFormat
• ObjectType
• OpenExcelDocument+
• OpenTextFile+
• OpenWordDocument+
• Parent
• PiMultiplier
• PositionFile+
• Power
• PrintWindow+
• PromptBackgroundColor+
• PromptForegroundColor+
• PutText+
• Quit
• RandomNumber
• RegCloseKeys+
• RegCreateKey+
• RegDeleteKey+
• RegDeleteValue+
• RegEnumKey+
• RegOpenKey+
• RegQueryValue+
• RegSetValue+
• RenameFile+
• RestoreDisplayProperties+
• RightRemove
• Round
• SaveDisplayProperties+
• SetCaption+
• SetFont+
• SetFontDynamically+
• SetHeight+
• SetLeft+
• SetPromptHeight+
• SetPromptLeft+
• SetPromptTop+
• SetPromptWidth+
• SetTop+
• SetVisible+
• SetWidth+
• Sine
• SpecialCharacter
• SquareRoot
• StartTimer
• StopTimer
• StringCompare
• StringPlusOperator
• StringToken
• Tangent
• TextToNumber
• TrimLeading
• TrimLeadTrail
• TrimLength
• UpdateExcelCell+
• ValueFromExcelCell+
• Window
• Windows
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Gain Focus and Lose Focus Events

The Gain Focus and Lose Focus events apply to a subset of GUI controls. Following is a list of controls that support these
events:

• Single-line entry field
• Multi-line entry field
• Check box
• Radio button group
• Combination box group (permitted values as a list)
• List box
• List box field
• Enterable drop-down list
• Enterable non-drop-down list
• Non-enterable drop-down list
• OLE embedding area
• OLE control

The following controls do NOT support the Gain Focus and Lose Focus events:

• Window
• Dialog box
• Static text
• Toolbar and controls
• Status bar and controls
• Push button
• Menu items
• Static picture

The Gain Focus event is triggered whenever a control receives the input focus. This typically occurs when a user clicks
or tabs onto a control. Window initialization and Autotab can also trigger it. If a control already has the input focus and is
clicked on again, the Gain Focus event will not be re-triggered.

The Lose Focus event is triggered whenever a control loses the input focus. If the input focus is being transferred from
one control to another, the Lose Focus event is queued before the Gain Focus event. The priority order of Gain/Lose
Focus events, as they relate to existing events, is as follows (from High Priority to Low Priority):

• Changed
• Lose Focus
• Gain Focus
• Click

Generate Code from Navigation Diagram

Generate Code creates the source code for the selected window or dialog box. The generation occurs immediately when
you select this action. While the generation is in process, the Gen tools cannot accept additional requests for tasks. When
generation completes, a message informs you of the number of lines of source code that were generated. The Gen tools
then accept user requests.

NOTE
The Generate action is inactive if:

• You have not packaged the application under the Construction Toolset.
• You do not have the generator files for windowing application.
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Generate in Generation

Selecting Generate from the Generation Tool provides the following actions:

Code, All Generates the source code for every open every load module in
every business system

Code, All and Install Generates and installs the source code for every open every load
module in every business system defined for your model

Code, Selected Generates and installs selected components of a business system
DDL, All Generates the DDL for an entire database
DDL, All and Install Generates and installs the DDL for an entire database
DDL, Selected Generates, installs, or deletes selected components of a

database.
Install Code Changes Installs source code that was generated from toolsets other than

Construction.

Generate in Screen Design

Selecting Generate in Screen Design to access the following actions:

Auto Layout Places all attributes in a selected export view as fields on the
screen

Code Produces source code for an action diagram or a screen

Generate (menu) in Navigation Diagram

The options on the Generate menu provide the following actions:

• Generate Code
• Procedure Synthesis

Generate New Model

Generate New Model creates a new model using the workstation model as the master copy. When checking in a new
model, Gen verifies that the model name is unique.

Generate New Model Dialog
This article provides information to Generate New Model Dialog. The Generate New Model dialog creates a model using
the workstation copy as the master copy.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

New Model Name
Specify the long model name for the destination model to be stored in the encyclopedia. If the model name still
exists in the encyclopedia, delete or rename it before generating a new model. Generate New Model can resend
the entire model if the model in the encyclopedia is deleted or destroyed.
The Generate New Model dialog lists the long model name and location of the currently opened model that
is used as the source model for the copy. It also specifies the temporary writable location where the resulting
transaction file (UPDATE.TRN) is stored. The VERIFY.TRN file is stored at that location.

Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options
Select this option so that Gen uses the communication software to copy the transaction files (UPDATE.TRN and
VERIFY.TRN). Otherwise, you may manually copy the transaction files.
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WARNING
Use this action only if you have a complete copy of the model on the workstation. Do not use Generate New
Model with a subset.

Generate Ordinary

Select Generate Ordinary when you want to generate an ORDINARY cursor (as compared to an UPDATE only cursor) for
a READ EACH statement.

This option is available for a READ EACH statement.

Generate Update Only

Select Generate Update Only when you want to generate an UPDATE ONLY cursor (as compared to an ORDINARY
cursor) for a READ EACH statement.

This option is available for a READ EACH statement.

Generate Update Only Cursor

Select Generate Update Only when you want to generate an UPDATE ONLY cursor (as compared to an ORDINARY
cursor) for a READ statement.

If checked, a cursor is generated regardless of the setting in the General tab for "Control of Cursor Generation."

Generate With Cursor Hold

Select this control to specify READ EACH and SUMMARIZE EACH statements that declare cursor with hold. This
maintains the database cursor across commit points.

This may be useful in applications where an external action block is used for commits.

DB2 ignores this clause for online processing.

Generate with Query Number

DB2 for the mainframe allows SQL SELECT statements to include a QUERYNO clause. When selected, the number
entered is generated in the SQL SELECT statement.

If the entity action statement results in multiple SQL SELECT statements being generated, the QUERYNO clause is
generated only for the first statement.

Generation Defaults

To define generation defaults, specify:
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• Operating system
• DBMS type
• Language
• TP monitor
• Communications
• Type of installation
• DBMS drive for local install
• Override Bus Sys Target Environment with above defaults
• Run consistency check for each item generated
• Generate source code with trace (Gen All)
• Include DROP statements in DDL (Gen All)
• Qualify tables and indexes with owner ID
• Create storage group in DDL (DB2 only)
• Delete generated source after remote install
• Create RI Alter Primary/Foreign Keys/Triggers in DDL
• Process modules marked for Compatibility

Generation Defaults Dialog

The Generation Defaults dialog sets default values that affect the generation and installation of your application. The
following list shows the first four values for the target environment:

• Operating System
• DBMS
• Language
• TP Monitor

These four values are always used for the generation and installation of DDL and referential integrity triggers.

NOTE
The DDL and referential integrity triggers are specific to databases, which the Web Generation applications do
not support on the client side.

In addition, the four values are optional for the following:

• The generation of unpackaged components from outside of the Construction Toolset. For example, generating the
source code for a procedure action diagram from the Action Diagramming Tool.

• The generation of load modules.

To apply the first four values, you must select the Override Bus Sys Target Environment with above defaults check box.
Otherwise, the values used depend on the type of application. For block mode, batch, and GUI applications, the values
for the business system are used. The business system environment parameters are specified on the Environment
Parameters dialog. For client/server applications, the environment parameters come from the Client and Server
Environment Parameters dialog.

NOTE
For client/server applications, the environment parameters are stored in each client and server load module, not
in the business system.

These defaults affect the generation or installation of DDL:
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• Operating system
• DBMS type
• DBMS Drive for local install
• Type of installation
• Run Consistency Check for each item generated
• Include DROP statements in DDL
• Qualify tables and indexes with owner ID
• Create storage group in DDL (DB2 only)

These defaults affect the generation or installation of the following RI Triggers:

• Operating System
• DBMS Type
• Language
• Type of Installation
• Run Consistency Check for Each Item Generated
• Delete Generate
• Create RI Alter Primary/Foreign Keys/Triggers in DDL
• Process Modules Marked for Compatibility

NOTE
For more information about Process modules marked for Compatibility, see the note in Process modules
marked for Compatibility option in the generation or installation of source code.

The environment parameters used for the generation of DDL and RI triggers always come from the Generation Defaults
dialog. This occurs whether or not you select the override default.

These defaults affect the generation or installation of source code:

• Operating system (if override specified)
• DBMS Type (if override specified)
• Language (if override specified)
• TP monitor (if override specified)
• Communications (if override specified)
• Type of installation
• Override Bus Sys target environment with above defaults (optional)

If checked, this default uses the values specified for operating system, DBMS type, language, and TP monitor.
• Run Consistency Check for each item generated
• Generate source code with trace
• Delete generated source after remote install
• Process modules marked for Compatibility

NOTE

The Process modules marked for Compatibility check box is not selected by default. This causes the
generation and installation of the modules marked for Compatibility to be bypassed.

Selecting the Process modules marked for Compatibility check box causes all Action Blocks statically called
by a module marked for Compatibility to be compiled twice -- once using the compiler option NODLL and
again using the compiler option DLL.

The result of the NODLL compile is saved in the Compatibility Static NCAL library and is linked into the
Compatibility module.
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The result of the DLL compile is saved in the Internal NCAL load library so that it can be linked into any DLL
applications that statically call it. If the Action Blocks are External Action Blocks, they must be compiled using
the appropriate compiler options and placed in the correct External library to be included in the install of the
final load module.

Selecting the Process modules marked for Compatibility check box when generating and installing RI triggers
causes the RI trigger modules to be generated and precompiled once but compiled twice in a similar way
to Action Blocks. Separate libraries are provided in the target environment to hold the separate (NCAL) RI
modules resulting from the two compile steps.

Remote Data Services Concepts

Remote data services (RDS) refers to a type of support provided by a database management system (DBMS). The
support allows multiple workstations to access a common database. Depending on the DBMS, the support may also allow
a single workstation to access databases located at remote workstations.

You can create GUI applications (stand alone or client/server) with Gen Toolsets to take advantage of remote data
services. No extra effort is required as far as what you specify with the Toolsets. You design a remote database
application as a standard GUI application with a local database (a database located on the client workstation).

The DBMS vendor supplies a client layer for remote data services. This DBMS-provided client layer accepts all SQL calls
from the GUI application and routes the calls to the database on the server. The DBMS performs all database locking and
integrity management on the server.

The interception and routing is transparent to the GUI application. In other words, the DBMS vendor provides a means
by which remote data services functions. You do not have to specify this capability in Gen when you create your GUI
application.

Since you develop the GUI application for a local database, you can perform unit and system testing with Oracle as the
target database on an Windows workstation. Once an acceptable level of testing is complete, you can regenerate the
application for the desired remote database and perform final acceptance testing with the actual remote database server.

Note that the runtime modules for remote data services must be present on the target system. The DBMS vendor supplies
these runtime modules. Refer to the technical documentation from the DBMS vendor for the discussion of how to install
and operate remote data services for their DBMS.

Remote Installation Concepts

When you generate an application for a remote installation, the result is a set of special files called implementation
packages (IPs). The IPs contain information that allows them to be installed on a remote platform within a Gen
environment. You can then test and execute the application within Gen environment.

The Generation Tool produces the following three types of IPs:

• Load module IP. This contains the application source code for a single load module. The name of a load module IP is
the name of the load module.

• DDL IP. This contains the DDL for an application database. The name of a database IP is the name of the database.
• Referential Integrity (RI) Trigger IP. This contains the referential integrity trigger routines for a complete model (Gen-

generated application). An RI trigger IP is always named CASCADE.

Another generation default, Delete Generated Source After Remote Install deletes the generated load module files after
they are added to the IP.

Second, the Generation Tool adds all existing source code files to the load module IP. If the source code files are deleted
after an installation, the IP contains only the newly generated files. Otherwise, the IP contain the newly generated files as
well as the previously generated files.

When generating code for remote installation targeting an MVS TP Monitor (CICS, IMS, or IEFAE), the Process modules
marked for Compatibility checkbox must be checked in order for the source code of a Compatibility module to be included
as part of the resulting IP.
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For information about implementing an application on a remote platform, refer to the Gen Implementation Toolset topics.

Client/Server Applications

For client/server applications, the environment parameters are stored in each client and server load module, not in the
business system. These parameters can be set from the Client and Server Environment Parameters dialog. If the override
check box is selected in the Generation Defaults dialog box, then the environment parameters for the client modules will
be taken from the Generation Defaults dialog box.

For Web Generation applications in the Generation Defaults dialog, select the following values for Web Generation
applications:

• Client Operating System:   JVM
• Language:    Java

The value for TP Monitor should be “INTERNET” and the Run Consistency check box is automatically selected.

Window Applications

For Window Generation, use the Environment Parameters dialog box to set the Window environment. To display the
Environment Parameters dialog box, select Construction, Environment, a business system, Detail, Properties. Although
this dialog box does not apply to client/server applications, these parameters can be used to generate a Window Client if
the override check box is not selected from the Generation Defaults dialog box.

Parameters for Common Action Blocks

A common action block is an action block used by more than one business system. The business system in which the
action block is first built is called the owning business system. Any other business system that uses the action block is
called the using business system.

The environment parameters for a common action block belong to the owning business system. You specify these
environment parameters on an environment parameters dialog. (Block mode, batch, and GUI applications use a common
environment parameters dialog. Client/server applications use different dialogs: one for client components and one for
server components.)

From the Generation Defaults dialog, you can specify different parameters to use for generation and installation. The
different parameters apply to entire load modules, and therefore to the procedure steps and action blocks packaged in the
load module. Action blocks and common action blocks are treated the same.

The only parameters you can override for common action blocks are the same ones that apply to a load module:

• Operating system
• DBMS type
• Language
• TP Monitor
• Communications

To override these parameters, you must select the override checkbox.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Override Bus Sys Target Environment with the Preceding Defaults

Specifies the use of the target environment parameters on this dialog in place of the environment parameters for a
business system.

The parameters being overridden are:
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• Operating system
• DBMS Type
• Language
• TP Monitor
• Communications

The parameters are used for the generation or installation of load modules and unpackaged components from outside
of the Construction Toolset. For example, generating the source code for a procedure action diagram from the Action
Diagramming Tool.

The parameters are temporary overrides and are not saved as part of the model.

This check box provides a way to specify a different set of the target environment parameters. For example, you may want
different parameters in effect during the testing of your application.

If this check box is not selected, the values for the target environment parameters come from the business system. For
online, batch, and GUI applications, the business system environment parameters are specified on the Environment
Parameters dialog. For client/server applications, the parameters come from the Client and Server Environment
Parameters dialog.

NOTE
The environment parameters used for the generation of DDL and RI triggers always come from the Generation
Defaults dialog. This occurs whether or not you select the override default.

Run Consistency Check for Each Item Generated

This check box specifies whether or not the Generation Tool checks the model for consistency at generation. The items
checked are any component of a database or business system selected for generation.

The Generation Tool uses a combination of the consistency checks for design.

The components being generated must be consistent or generation fails. If a component fails Consistency Check, Gen
creates a report and presents it in the Consistency Check window.

This default affects the following generate actions:

• Generate (in the Action Diagramming, Navigation Diagram, and Screen Design Tools)
• Code, All
• Code, All and Install
• Code, Selected
• DDL, All
• DDL, All and Install
• DDL, Selected

Generate Source Code with Trace

This check box specifies whether or not the Generation Tool generates source code for the trace facility. Trace code
increases the size of the source code files. Therefore, you may choose to generate the components with trace code only
during the period that you test your application. After testing, you can generate the components without trace code to
reduce the amount of storage required for the source code files.

This default affects the following generate actions:

• Generate (in the Action Diagramming, Navigation Diagram, and Screen Design Tools)
• Code, All
• Code, All and Install
• DDL, All
• DDL, All and Install
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Include DROP Statements in DDL

This check box specifies whether the Generation Tool generates SQL DROP statements in the DDL. You cannot install a
database component if it already exists. The existing component must first be deleted. The DROP statement deletes an
existing database component.

Dropping a database also deletes all tables and indexes associated with it.

This default affects these generate actions:

• DDL, All
• DDL, All and Install
• DDL, Selected

Qualify Tables and Indexes with Owner ID

This check box specifies whether the Generation Tool prefixes the owner ID to the table and index names in the generated
DDL. For example, a Gen-generated SQL statement CREATE TABLE "DEPT1"."CUSTOMER" shows that an owner ID of
DEPT1 is prefixed to a table named CUSTOMER.

The owner ID is specified in the Technical Design defaults dialogs, selectable from the Design pull-down. If you change
any of the Technical Design defaults, you must transform or retransform the model. Otherwise, the Generation Tool does
not recognize the changed defaults.

If a table contains an owner ID (is qualified), the ID owns the table and has all privileges on it. Otherwise, the authorization
ID of the SQL statement owns the table. You may have difficulty installing DDL qualified with the owner ID unless the ID of
the person installing it is the same as the ID found in the DDL.

This default affects the following generate actions:

• DDL, All
• DDL, All and Install
• DDL, Selected

Create Storage Group in DDL (DB2 only)

This check box, when selected, specifies that the Generation Tool generates DDLs with storage group definitions. The
storage group definitions come from the following two sources:

• The Storage Group field specified in the Technical Design defaults dialogs
• The storage groups specified in the Data Store List

This default affects these generate actions:

• DDL, All
• DDL, All and Install
• DDL, Selected

NOTE

• This check box applies to DB2 only. Certain conditions must be true, or the generated DDL will not contain
the storage group definitions.

• The generation default Override Bus Sys Target Environment with above defaults must not be selected.
• The target environment parameter DBMS must be set to DB2. Set this parameter on the Environment

Parameters dialog.
• The information specified by the Technical Design defaults dialogs or in the Data Store List appears in the

DDL generated by Generation only after you perform transformation or retransformation.

Create RI Alter Primary/Foreign Keys and Triggers
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Create RI Alter Primary/Foreign Keys and Triggers specifies that the Generation Tool create alternate Referential Integrity
Primary and Foreign Key triggers ONLY so that they may be compared against an existing database.

NOTE
This option creates the RI constraints and primary key statements only. No other DDL statements are generated.

Click Ok to save the generation defaults settings only for the current Gen session. The settings are not retained if you exit
Gen.

Click Save and OK to retain the settings.

Language in Generation Defaults

This drop-down list specifies the high-level programming language in which the Generation Tool generates the referential
integrity triggers. For a client component, the language must be C. For a server component, the language can be COBOL
or C.

If you select the check box Override Bus Sys Target Environment with above defaults, the Language drop-down also
applies to:

• The generation of unpackaged components from outside of Construction. For example, generating the source code for
a procedure action diagram in Action Diagram.

• The generation of load modules.

The language choices available depend on the configuration of your Gen software.

Operating System in Generation Defaults

This list specifies the operating system under which the generated application executes. For a client component, the
operating system must be one that supports graphical user interface (GUI) applications (for example, Windows). For
a server component, the operating system can be one that supports block mode applications, GUI applications or
Cooperative applications.

Selecting an operating system automatically enables the choices in other lists. The enabled items ensure that no conflicts
occur between the specified operating system and other environment parameters.

TP Monitor in Generation Defaults

This drop-down list specifies the Transaction Processing Monitor under which the application will execute.

If you select the check box Override Bus Sys Target Environment with above defaults, the TP Monitor drop-down applies
to the generation of load modules.

The choices listed are valid TP monitors for the specified operating system.

Generator Not Loaded

The generator is not loaded. Install Gen with the generators also.

GetGroupBox Method
This article provides information for GetGroupBox Method.

Usage GetGroupBox
Description Returns the pointer for the GroupBox.
Arguments None.
Return Value A pointer for the group box.
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Notes After obtaining a pointer to the group box object, you can use
properties of the group box.

Example

In the following example, the height property is set to 55.

SET export_ca_control ca_control radio_button_group1 TO CA_CONTROL.RadioButtonGroup1.GetGroupBox()

SET export_ca_control ca_control radio_button_group1.Height TO 55

GET ROW
GET ROW can locate highlighted, clicked, or visible rows in explicitly indexed group views. The statement can be used
only with explicitly indexed repeating group views.

NOTE
A system supplied work set view selection character must be added to the Repeating Group View and marked
as the selection indicator. Refer to Selection Indicator for List Box Properties for additional information.

GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED identifies the index of the first highlighted row in an explicitly indexed repeating group view. A
highlighted row is a row that has been identified in a HIGHLIGHT statement or a row that an application user has selected
by clicking or double-clicking.

The format of a GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED statement is:

GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED IN explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view

STARTING AT index_expression GIVING index_view

The index_expression is a numeric attribute view or a subscript value that can be resolved into a row number in a
repeating group view.

The index view is a numeric attribute view or a subscript value that can be resolved into a valid subscript of a repeating
group view.

This example shows how to use the GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED statement on a single selection list box:

--- EVENT ACTION delete_departmen_pb_delete_click

| GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED IN export_department STARTING AT 1 GIVING

| SUBSCRIPT OF export_department

| ---IF SUBSCRIPT OF export_department IS GREATER THAN 0

| | -- READ department

| | | WHERE DESIRED department number IS EQUAL TO

| | | input_department department number

| | + WHEN successful

| | | REMOVE ROW FROM export_department AT SUBSCRIPT OF export_department

| | | --DELETE department

| | | + WHEN not found

| | | | EXIT STATE IS department_not_found with ROLLBACK

| | | --

| | --

| --

--
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If a list box allows multiple selections, an application user can select more than one row in a repeating group view. The
following example illustrates how GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED can return each row selected if it is used repeatedly until it
returns a zero index.

GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED IN export_group STARTING AT 1 GIVING

SUBSCRIPT OF export_group

SET LOCAL IEF-SUPPLIED SUBSCRIPT TO SUBSCRIPT OF export_group

-- WHILE LOCAL IEF-SUPPLIED SUBSCRIPT > 0

| REMOVE ROW AT SUBSCRIPT OF export_group

| GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED IN export_group STARTING AT SUBSCRIPT OF export_group + 1

| GIVING SUBSCRIPT OF export_group

| SET LOCAL IEF-SUPPLIED SUBSCRIPT TO SUBSCRIPT OF export_group

--

GET ROW CLICKED identifies the index of the first highlighted row in an explicitly indexed repeating group view. A clicked
row is a row that an application user has selected by clicking or double-clicking.

NOTE
GET ROW CLICKED can be used only in an event action that is associated with a Click or a Double-click event
type.

In multiple selection list boxes, an application user can click more than one row in a repeating group view. As a result, the
GET ROW CLICKED statement requires a starting position in the repeating group view.

The format of a GET ROW CLICKED statement is:

GET ROW CLICKED IN explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view

STARTING AT index_expression GIVING index_view

GET ROW VISIBLE identifies the index of the first visible row in an explicitly repeating group view. A visible row is a row
that meets the requirements of a FILTER statement. Items that do not meet the requirements are hidden from view.

Usually, more than one row in a repeating group view is visible. As a result, the GET ROW VISIBLE statement uses a
starting position in the repeating group view.

The format of a GET ROW VISIBLE statement is:

GET ROW VISIBLE IN explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view

STARTING AT index_expression GIVING index_view

Goal
This article provides information for Goal. The Goal names a short-term or long-term objective of an enterprise.

The goal name must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special characters are not allowed.

Goal Amount

Goal Amount estimates the cost of attaining the goal.

The field accepts up to nine digits.

Goal Properties Dialog

The Goal Properties dialog identifies the objectives of an enterprise. The target date for each objective distinguishes
short-term goals from long-term goals.
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Go To Entity Action

To scroll to the first entity action view, select Go to Entity Action.

The scroll effect is the same as manually moving the slider box to the list of entity action.

Go To Export Views

To scroll to the first entity action view, select Go to Export Views.

The scroll effect is the same as manually moving the slider box to the list of export views.

Go To Import Views

To scroll to the first entity action view, select Go to Import Views.

The scroll effect is the same as manually moving the slider box to the list of import views.

Go To Local Views

To scroll to the first entity action view, select Go to Local Views.

The scroll effect is the same as manually moving the slider box to the list of local views.

Grid Definition Dialog

The Grid Definition dialog aids in the movement and positioning of objects. You can set the horizontal and vertical values,
in device-independent presentation elements, for a grid. When a selected object is moved or sized, it snaps or jumps to
the next grid line.

The Information group box displays reference information from the operating system settings. You specify the settings at
the operating system, not from within the Gen software. The following table explains the information:

Field Description
Character Width The average width of the characters in the selected system font.
Character Height The average height of the characters in the selected system font.
Margin Box Border Height The height of the border of an entry field within a margin box. The

height is determined from the character width and height of the
currently selected system font.

Focus Border Width The width of the sizing border.
Focus Border Height The height of the sizing border.

For additional information, request help on the individual controls.

The dialog contains the following field information

Horizontal (X)

This field specifies the value in device-independent presentation elements (pels) for the horizontal spacing in a grid.

The following restrictions apply to the value:

• Only numeric characters are allowed.
• The value must be no more than 4 digits long.

Vertical (Y)

This field specifies the value in device-independent presentation elements (pels) for the vertical spacing in a grid.
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The following restrictions apply to the value:

• Only numeric characters are allowed.
• The value must be no more than 4 numerals long.

Grid ON/OFF Check Box

This check box turns the grid ON and OFF for the window or windows that you are designing. The spacing of the grid lines
is determined by the values for Horizontal and Vertical.

This check box always appears in the most recent selection when you display the Grid Definition dialog.

NOTE
If you are defining more than one window at the same time, the grid for all windows change as this check box is
selected and deselected.

Snap the Entire Window to the Grid

This check box repositions a selected window or dialog box to the nearest intersection of grid lines. All controls on the
window or dialog box are also repositioned. The objects are repositioned relative to their lower-left corners.

The spacing of the grid lines is determined by the values for Horizontal and Vertical.

This check box always appears unselected when you display the Grid Definition dialog. The dialog does not retain the
selected status of the check box. You can select the check box only for a single application of the OK push button.

NOTE
The snapping process rounds up in sizing and positioning. Objects reposition up and to the right.

Group

Group combines multiple selected objects so that you can work with them as though they were a single object.

Groupbox Caption Property
This article provides information for Groupbox Caption Property.

Usage Caption (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the caption text on the GroupBox.
Arguments String that is to be the new GroupBox caption. If querying for the

value, no input is specified.
Return Value This property returns a string that contains the current caption

value of the GroupBox.

GroupBoxes Method
This article provides information for GroupBoxes Method.

Usage GroupBoxes ()
Description Retrieves the collection of GroupBoxes on the window.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero.
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GroupBox Interface Object
This article provides information for GroupBox Interface Object.

Methods Properties
Redraw Application

BackgroundColor
CssClass
Enabled
Focus
FontSize
FontStyle
FontType
ForegroundColor
Groupbox Caption
Handle
Height
Left
LineCssClass
Name
ObjectType
Parent
Top
Visible
Width

GroupBox Method
This article provides information for GroupBox Method.

Usage GroupBox (String)
Description Retrieves the GroupBox object of the name input.
Arguments String that is the name of the GroupBox object to retrieve.
Return Value This method returns a GUI object for the given name. If the object

is not found, or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.

Group Box Name

This field specifies the name on the group box. The name can be any combination of alphanumeric characters.

The name field is optional. If a name is entered, it appears along the top border of the group box and does not wrap.
Therefore, a group box name is usually as short and meaningful as possible.

Group Box Node in Navigation Diagram Video Properties

The Group Box node specifies the custom video property that you can apply to a group box in a Java Web Generation
application. Before assigning a custom video property for group boxes, you must define a list of custom video properties
from the Custom node of the Business System Default Video Properties.

The custom video properties generate the class selector style statements in the <Business_System_Name>.css file for
the Java Web Generation application. The name of the custom video property is used as the CSS Class name in the
generated style sheet statement. The custom video property specified for a group box replaces the default settings from
the Business System Default Video Properties.
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To specify a custom video property for a group box line

1. Define a list of custom video properties in the Custom node of the Business System Defaults Video Properties dialog.

NOTE
To create a custom video property, see Create a New Custom Video Property.

2. Select the required group box in the Navigation Diagram.
3. Select Detail, Video Properties....

The Group Box Video Properties dialog appears.
4. Select the Group Box node.
5. Click Select...

The Select Custom Video Properties dialog appears.
6. Select the required custom video property and click OK to close the Select Custom Video Properties dialog.
7. Click OK in the Group Box panel to apply the custom video property to the selected group box line.

NOTE
Selecting the <Automatic> custom video property applies the Business System Defaults Video Property settings
and control’s (or window’s) common video properties to the group box.

Group Box Properties Dialog

The Group Box Properties dialog specifies the name of the group box. The name is optional. If a name is entered, it can
be any combination of alphanumeric characters.

A group box can contain list boxes, radio buttons, push buttons, and other controls. You can add the group box and
enlarge it so that it can contain controls that already appear on the screen. Or, a group box can be added and enlarged so
that you can put new push buttons, check boxes, and list boxes inside the group box.

The Navigation Diagram Tool sets a tab stop at the group box, but not within it. The application user can tab to a group
box then use the arrow keys to position the cursor to the controls within the group box.

When you highlight a group box and move it, all of the controls inside the group box also move. This makes it possible
to highlight a group box and use the position option to align all of the controls inside the box with another window
component.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

You can detail the properties of a Group Box using any of the following two ways:

1. Right-click inside the Group Box. Select Detail, Properties.
2. Double-click on the border edge of the Radio Button Group.

DESIGN GUIDELINES

• A group of controls that define a logical field should be arranged in a single row or column, starting at the top left
corner.

• Controls should be arranged in the order users want to complete them, if such an order exists.
• Group boxes should be aligned when possible. A group box can be extended to the right so they can align with other

group boxes.
• Capitalize only the first letter of a choice unless it contains an acronym, abbreviation, or proper noun that is normally

capitalized. In that case, follow accepted capitalization rules.

PRESELECTED CHOICES

Use preselected or default choices where appropriate to help users complete dialogs more quickly. When selected,
preselected choices allow users to proceed immediately to the next field.
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Group Box Text or Prompt

Group Box Text or Prompt describes the purpose or meaning of the radio button group or the drop list.

You can select text or a prompt from the list, or type in text or a prompt. The drop-down list contains any text or prompts
you input. For radio buttons, the list contains only the selections for group box text. For drop lists, the list contains only the
selections for drop list prompt.

The text or prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters but cannot exceed 60 characters. The prompt can also
contain DBCS characters and cannot exceed 30 characters in DBCS.

Group Box Text or Prompt for List Occurrence Radio Button and Drop Down

Group Box Text or Prompt describes the purpose or meaning of the list occurrence radio button group or the drop list.

You can select text or a prompt from the list, or type in text or a prompt. The drop-down list contains any text or prompts
you input. For radio buttons, the list contains only the selections for group box text. For drop lists, the list contains only the
selections for drop list prompt.

The text or prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters but cannot exceed 60 characters. The prompt can also
contain DBCS characters and cannot exceed 30 characters in DBCS.

Group View for READ EACH
This article provides information for Group View for READ EACH. The following is an example of a READ EACH action
statement syntax that targets a group view.

READ EACH entity-view-list

[TARGETING repeating-group-view-1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]] 

[AND TARGETING repeating-group-view-1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]] ...

[SORTED BY ASCENDING attribute 1]...

DESCENDING

[WHERE selection-conditions]

action-statement-list

A group view is a collection of entity views, other group views, or both. Only group views can be identified as repeating.
The optional TARGETING clauses in the example target repeating group views to be populated each time the READ
EACH performs an iteration. The repeating group views can be either local or export views. The TARGETING clause lets
you identify (connect) the repeating group that is read with the repeating export or local group that may be populated.
It establishes the sequence in which the occurrences of the entity views within a repeating export or local group are
populated. You can add multiple TARGETING clauses, which allow multiple repeating group views to be populated
simultaneously.

Parts of the TARGETING clauses include the FROM THE BEGINNING and UNTIL FULL clauses. The FROM THE
BEGINNING clause is useful if multiple READ EACH actions target the same repeating group view. To begin populating
the group with the first entity view in the group, specify FROM THE BEGINNING. If FROM THE BEGINNING is not
specified, the group is populated beginning with the current entity view. The UNTIL FULL clause terminates the READ
EACH if an attempt is made to exceed the maximum number of occurrences set for the repeating group view.

Example

The following are examples of READ EACH statements. (The action-statement-lists are not shown.)

--

+- READ EACH product
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| WHERE DESIRED product code IS EQUAL TO "GA"

 --

--

+- READ EACH product

| TARGETING group export FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| WHERE code IS EQUAL TO "GA"

 --

--

+- READ EACH customer order_line

| WHERE DESIRED customer_order_line_part_of_CURRENT

| customer_order

 --

Group View in Action Diagram

Group view displays a list of available group views from the view set for the action diagram or action block. A group
view is a collection of one or more associated entity views. A group view equates to an array, which is a group of two or
more logically related elements identified by a single name. Group views are usually repeating group views, meaning the
associated entity views occur more than once.

GUI Functions
This article provides information for GUI Functions. The following GUI functions are valid only for applications that are
targeted for Windows.

GUI Functions:

• Beep
• MessageBox
• MessageBoxBeep
• GetBlue
• GetGreen
• GetRed

GUI Object Domain

An attribute of GUI Object domain is an interface pointer to an object. In keeping with the object-oriented nature of OLE,
an application does not have access to the entire object, just to the its external interfaces. These external interfaces are
called methods, properties, and events.

The object could be a standard window control such as a button, listbox, or entry field, or an embedded/linked object such
as a Microsoft Excel™ spreadsheet or Word™ document.

Any attribute with domain type of GUI Object must be reset to null via the Action Diagram statement “SET <GUIObject> to
NOTHING” regardless of how the object was acquired. A GUI Object attribute is a pointer to reference counted memory,
which must be cleaned up when it is no longer needed.

All objects created with CreateObject must be set TO NOTHING in the reverse order of creation. Any GUI object used
also needs to be set TO NOTHING to release that interface pointer.

Typically in application logic, a GUIObject attribute is used to temporarily reference various objects as required to interact
with those objects. It is possible for a GUIObject to contain a reference to an object even though that object no longer
exists. When application logic sets a GUIObject attribute to a new reference, any existing object referenced by that
GUIObject is first released before being set to the new value. When a GUIObject attribute contains an object reference
and that object still exists and has not been destroyed, the GUIObject can successfully be set to a new value without first
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setting the GUIObject to NOTHING. But, if that initial object no longer exists, then the release of that reference will follow
an invalid pointer to a destroyed object.

GUI Object Domain for Attribute

You cannot promote a work set that contains an attribute with a domain of GUI object. Entity types do not support
attributes with a GUI object domain.

Transfer the attribute to a different work set, or select a different work set to promote.

GUIObject Method
This article provides information for GUIObject Method.

Usage GUIObject (Object Control_Name)
Description Returns the GUIObject for a given window or control name.
Arguments Control_Name is a character string of the format window-name or

window-name.control-name (control type).
Return Value This method returns a GUI Object which is an abstract type that

can be thought of as a pointer to the Control_Name.
Notes When GUIObject is called for an OLEArea or an OLEControl, this

method returns the GUIObject of the contained OLE object (OCX
or embedded document). Only objects that are direct children of
windows can be located this way.

Example

Example Workset property

          Name      Domain    Length Decimal

          ----      ------    ------ -------

attribute guiobject GUIobject 4

View

LOCALS:

Work View local_main property

   guiobject

Statements

+-EVENT ACTION main_spincontrol_upbuttonclick

| NOTE When the TI spin OCX control upbutton is pressed, this event is triggered.

| The following will cause the TIprogressbar to move the bar 10 units.

|

| SET local_main property guiobject TO GUIObject(MAIN.progressbar (OLEControl))

| INVOKE local_main property guiobject StepIt(10)

+--

Half Page (Scroll Amount)

Specify the value and accelerator key to scroll a half page. The default scroll value to scroll a half page is Half. The default
accelerator key is H.

Handle CICS Command Abends
This article provides information for Handle CICS Command Abends. This checkbox specifies how you want the
application to recover from CICS command abends.
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If you select this checkbox, the HANDLE ABEND and HANDLE CONDITION statements are used. For those CICS
commands that fail, the user sees a runtime error message rather than a CICS error message. Any abends of CICS
commands are intercepted by TIRFAIL, the module used for an abend recovery. TIRFAIL displays error messages
describing the problem, then restores the prior screen. If you write an error recovery exit such as TIRTERM, abends pass
through it as well. You do not get a CICS dump of the abends if you use an error recovery exit.

You may prefer to select the Handle CICS Command Abends checkbox if you select the Pseudo-conversational Support
checkbox. The Pseudo-conversational Support checkbox prevents access to a clear screen. Each checkbox can be
selected independently, however.

If you do not select the Handle CICS Command Abends checkbox, the user sees the CICS error messages. A user would
then clear the screen and start over.

This checkbox is always active although it applies only to a TP monitor of CICS. If you are testing your application with
a TP monitor other than CICS, you can still select this checkbox. This allows you later to install the load modules of the
business system to CICS without having to regenerate them to handle CICS command abends.

Handle Property
This article provides information for Handle Property.

Usage Handle ()
Description Retrieves a window handle of an object, a value that can be

passed directly to the Microsoft (tm) Windows API to perform
internal operations. Also used in some Gen Extensible Functions.

Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a number that is a window handle.
Notes This property is available for Button, CheckBox, DropDownList,

EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox, Field, GroupBox,
ListBox, Literal, OLEArea, OLEControl, Picture, RadioButton,
RadioButtonGroup, StatusBar, ToolBar, and Window.

Height Property
This article provides information for Height Property.

Usage Height ()
Description Sets or retrieves the height of the object.
Arguments None
Return Value This property returns a number that is the height of the object in

<units>.
Notes This property is available for Application, Button, CheckBox,

DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox, Field,
GroupBox, ListBox, ListColumnItem, ListItem, ListPermiitedValue,
ListRowItem, Literal, Menu, OLEArea, OLEControl, Picture,
RadioButton, RadioButtonGroup, ToolBar, and Window.

Help About Box Radio Button

This button specifies creation of a Help box for a procedure step. The Help About box is an optional dialog that identifies
the application. (If you do not specify a Help About box here, a default Help About box is created at generation.) Only one
Help About box can be defined for a procedure step.
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The Modality for the Help About box is fixed as Application Modal. All other properties can be specified as found with other
dialogs.

Help Description Dialog

The Help Description dialog provides two different methods of adding online help information to an application. Online
help information is the text that appears when a user requests help on a selected object in the executing application.

One method of creating the help information is to enter a help description into the multiple-line entry field. The help
description is limited to 999 characters. The special system attribute field Errmsg can also display the first 80 characters
of a help description. At runtime, the help descriptions appear when the mouse pointer is positioned over a control
associated with the help description. An Errmsg field can display a maximum of 80 characters. If the string of characters
contains a sentence delimiter, Errmsg displays no characters beyond the delimiter. A period and space (. ) combination
delimits a sentence.

The other method of creating help is to assign a Help ID to a selected object and write help information for the object
using a system outside of the Gen software. The Help ID is the link between the help information and the corresponding
object (window, dialog box, or control).

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Help Description Entry Field

The help description input area is a multiple-line entry field into which you can type help information for a window or
control. The help information appears during runtime when the user requests help for a selected object.

The special, system attribute field Errmsg can also display the first 80 characters of the help information. At runtime, the
help descriptions appear when the mouse pointer is positioned over the control associated with the help description. An
Errmsg field can display a maximum of 80 characters. If the string of characters contains a sentence delimiter, Errmsg
displays no characters beyond the delimiter. A period and space (. ) combination delimits a sentence.

The help description entry field is limited to 999 characters.

If you enter only a help description, the Gen software assigns a unique ID to the description when code is generated for
the application.

If you enter a help description and a Help ID, the ID you enter is assigned to the description when code is generated for
the application.

Both methods provide the online help for the application.

Help Description for a Sub Menu Item

This push button displays the Help Description dialog on which you specify help information for a control.

Help Description for Menu Item Properties

Help Desc(ription) displays the Help Description dialog on which you can specify help information for the menu item. The
help information is available at runtime if a user selects help for the menu item.

Help for Bad Business System Environment Parameters

The generation parameters are invalid. Open the Environment Diagram, then the Business System properties, set the
generation parameters to a valid combination and attempt the generation once again.
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Help for Bad Cooperative Client Environment

The generation parameters are invalid. The generation parameters could be from one of two sources: the Client
Environment properties for the individual Load Module or the Business System properties.

If the generation parameters are set on the individual load module, select the load module and open the Client
Environment properties dialog. Set the generation parameters to a valid combination and attempt the generation once
again.

If the generation parameters are set at the Business System level, select the Business System and open the Client
Environment properties dialog. Set the generation parameters to a valid combination and attempt the generation once
again.

If the Client Environment settings are not set, open the Environment Diagram, then the Business System properties, set
the generation parameters to a valid combination and attempt the generation once again.

Help for Bad Generation Defaults

The generation parameters are invalid. Open the Generation Defaults dialog, set the generation parameters to a valid
combination and attempt the generation once again.

Help for Bad Server Environment

The generation parameters are invalid. The generation parameters could be from one of two sources: the Server
Environment properties for the individual Load Module or the Business System properties.

If the generation parameters are set on the individual load module, select the load module and open the Server
Environment properties dialog. Set the generation parameters to a valid combination and attempt the generation once
again.

If the generation parameters are set at the Business System level, select the Business System and open the Server
Environment properties dialog. Set the generation parameters to a valid combination and attempt the generation once
again.

If the Server Environment settings are not set, open the Environment Diagram, then the Business System properties, set
the generation parameters to a valid combination and attempt the generation.

Help for Delete Event

An event with the same name is designated in a USE ASYNC statement. You must first modify or delete the response
event in the USE ASYNC statement before successfully deleting this event.

Help for Help

To access help for the open dialog box or current diagram, press the Help button or the F1 key. To access help on an
object, a control, a dialog, and so forth that is not available from the Help button or F1, select Help Topics from the Menu
Bar. Then click the Search tab.

The Gen Startup, Model, and Diagram windows provide a high-level, methodologically based overview help. As you move
deeper into the application and access help for menu bars, pull-downs, dialogs, and dialog controls, the help information is
more specific and task oriented.

How to Access Help

To access help from a primary window, press F1 from any position in the window.

To access help for each of the controls on a dialog, click on the field or use the tab key to move the cursor to a field and
then press F1.
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How to Print Help

To print a help panel, select Print from the Help Menu Bar or right click inside the help panel. Choose Print Topic from the
pull-down selection list.

To print a dialog definition, right click inside the dialog box. Choose Print Topic from the pull-down selection list.

Hyperlinks

In this and other help windows, certain underscored words or phrases known as hyperlinks provide additional help
information when selected. Click on the underscored hyperlink to access additional help. For example, many topics
contain How to hyperlinks that connect to topics contains step-by-step instructions for completing various tasks.

Navigating through the Help System

1. Click the Contents tab

to browse through topics by category. This Contents is an abbreviated version. Not all topics are included.
2. Click the Index tab

to see a list of index entries. Type the word you are looking for or scroll through the list.
3. Click the Search tab

to search for words or phrases that may be contained in a Help topic.
4. To close the help panel, click the x at the top right side of the window.

Help Pull Down

Selecting Help from a window's menu bar provides the following actions:

• Keys Help
• Help Topics
• Consistency Check Error Messages
• Runtime Error Messages
• About

Message Help

Help is available for three kinds of error messages:

Consistency Check Error Messages
: Consistency Check Messages Help is found on the Main Gen Window Overview help panel and the Reports
Window Overview help panel as a hyperlink. Click on the Consistency Check Messages hyperlink for a list of all
Consistency Check Messages.
When a message appears in Gen, it is preceded by an identification code. These identification codes are listed
in alphabetical/numeric order on the help panel. Messages can be located by scanning the list or by using the
search facility available under Windows. Messages can be printed using the help print facility.

Runtime Error Messages
: Generated by Gen when an error is detected during generation by the tool or in the generated application.
Runtime Error Messages and accompanying help is found on the Gen Startup and Model Window Overview help
panels as a hyperlink. Click on Runtime Error Messages hyperlink for a list of all runtime error messages.
When a runtime error message appears in Gen, it is preceded by an identification code. These identification
codes are listed in alphabetical/numeric order on the help panel. Messages can be located by scanning the list or
by using the search facility. Messages can be printed using the help print facility.
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Workstation Message Boxes:
Errors that occur while working with a Gen application are cited in Error Message Boxes that appear on the
screen. Each message box has an associated help. Press F1 to access the message box help panel. Messages
can be printed using the help print facility.

Other Help Information

Help Menu Bar:
Every help window has a Help Menu Bar. The Help Menu Bar provides some useful standard capabilities. Actions
on the menu bar are: File, Edit, Bookmark, Options, and Help. Under the Help Menu Bar on each Help Panel is
a set of push buttons. These include Help Topics, Back, Print, >>, <<, and See Also. To obtain more information
about these Window features, select the Contents push button.

How To Procedures
: Another type of help provided is How To. How To procedures give step-by-step instructions for performing a
specific task. How To procedures may be accessed from the Index or from within the overview help panel for each
tool. If procedures are accessed from an overview panel, only procedures related to the selected tool are listed.
To access all procedures, search the Index.

Help for Toolbar

Use the Toolbar menu choice to display or hide the toolbar for this diagram. When a check appears next to this menu
choice, the toolbar for this diagram displays.

Many Gen windows provide a toolbar for quick access to commands and functions. The toolbar is under the action bar.
Each window's toolbar contains tool icons that represent the actions commonly used on that window. When you click an
icon, Gen executes the action.

Captions

To determine the function of an icon, place the mouse cursor over it. The name of the action the icon depicts appears
below.

Ellipse (...)

Icons without ellipses are menu choices that execute a command or take you to another window. An example is Save
Model. When you click on this icon, Gen saves the current model. Captions that have an ellipse after the name take you
to a dialog box. Search is an example of these icons. When you click on this icon, a dialog box appears to allow you to
provide a search criterion.

Enabled/Disabled

Some of the icons on these toolbars are not always enabled. Disabled icons appear dimmed or grayed out. If an icon is
disabled, the action is available, but only when a specific condition is met. Delete is an example of this sort of icon. To
enable this icon, you must highlight an object in the diagram.

Help for Individual Actions

For help on the actions the toolbar icons invoke, search for the caption topic in the index, or go to the drop-down menu
choice that corresponds to the icon, highlight the action, and press F1.

When to Use the Toolbar

The toolbar offers quick access to menu actions. If you cannot remember which drop-down menu holds an action, you
can locate the icon with the mouse. Using the toolbar will increase your speed most when you are doing procedures
that require the mouse. Deleting objects in a data model is an example of such a procedure. You must use the mouse to
highlight the object you want to delete. Since your hand is already on the mouse, the quickest way to invoke this action is
to click the Delete icon.
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Help for Tool Palette

The Tool Palette choice on the Options menu allows you to hide or display the Gen tool palette. A check by the menu
item means that the tool palette appears by the diagram. No check means that the tool palette is hidden. Click this menu
choice to display or hide the tool palette.

Tool palettes appear on the Action Diagram, the Data Model Diagram, the four Component Modeling Diagrams, and the
Navigation Diagram tool. The tool palette is located on the right side of these seven diagrams.

Data Model, Specification Model, Implementation Model, Interface Type Model, and Scoped Type Model

The tool palette on these diagrams lets you quickly add data modeling objects and relationships to the diagram. Click the
tool icon. Move the cursor into the diagram. Place the object in the diagram by clicking when the cursor is on the location
you want for the new object.

You may also join two objects using a tool in this palette. Join in the tool palette is different from the join tool on the
toolbar. Join two entity types using the tool palette by first clicking the Join icon and then two entity types. When you click
the second entity, the Relationship Properties dialog box displays.

Navigation Diagram and Action Diagram

The tool palette on these diagrams allows you to add objects to a window by clicking the icon and placing the object in the
window. When you place a new object in the current window, the properties panel appropriate for that object appears.

The tool palette in the Navigation and Action Diagrams enables you to add windows, dialog boxes, and servers to the
model by clicking an icon on the palette and then placing the object in the diagram. The appropriate properties dialog box
displays whenever you place a window, dialog box, or server in the model using the tool palette.

Help for Tree View

The tree view choice on the Options menu allows you to hide or display the Gen Tree View. This choice is available on all
Gen diagrams. A check by the menu item means that the tree view appears by all diagrams. No check means that the tree
view is hidden in all diagrams. Click this menu choice to display or hide the Tree View.

Model Tab

The Model tab displays the root function on the first line. If you click the + box beside the root function, the next level of
objects display. All objects appear below the root function in a tree-like format. The Properties dialog box can be accessed
for each object, allowing you to perform various actions.

Unique icons within the tree view represent each object, tool, and diagram in the Gen application. By moving the cursor
over an icon within the Model tab, the object type (for example, subject area, attribute, and procedure) displays.

Diagrams Tab

The Diagrams tab lists the most frequently used Gen tools. If you click the + box beside a tool, the diagrams and actions
specific to that tool display. You can limit the list of items that display by specifying selection criteria on the Options tab.

Options Tab

The Options tab allows you to limit the Gen tools and diagrams that display from the Model tab. The box beside each tool
name acts as a toggle switch. A checked box beside a tool will display that tool and its related diagrams within the tree
view. An unchecked box deselects the tool and its related diagrams.

Help from the Startup Window

Selecting the Help Menu from the Gen action bar, within the Startup Window, provides the following options:

Keys Help Lists and defines the Gen function keys.
Help Topics Provides a selectable list of all help panels for the Toolset.
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Support Contacts Provides Gen Support information.
About Displays the logo window of the application.

Help ID Concepts

Help is a reserved command that is acted upon by the Dialog Manager. When you activate the reserved command, the
Dialog Manager:

• Invokes a subroutine
• Passes screen and field Help IDs to the Help interface
• Passes additional data like transaction code, terminal ID, user ID, and field value
• Returns data to populate the screen field
• Customizes the interface as needed

Help ID in Help Description
This article provides information for Help ID in Help Description. The Help ID field allows you to specify an identifier for
each help description.

Specify a Help ID when you want:

• To create help outside of Gen and use that help with your GUI application
• To not reassign help IDs every time, you generate the window manager
• To control the format of the displayed help text

The following restrictions apply to specifying a Help ID:

• The ID must be no more than 32 characters long.
• The ID must not contain the following characters: ! @ # $ % &and. * ( ) - + = [ ] | " ' : & ? / > . < ,
• All IDs are converted to uppercase.
• The ID name must not be the same as the procedure name.

The Help Resource file, WRC.H, automatically assigns the help IDs for the menu items in the pull-down. You cannot
specify them in the Window Design Tool.

WRC.H is a Gen supplied header file that is located in the Gen directory. You must include this file in your Help project file,
(*.HPJ).

Hidden Field Check Box

This check box marks the selected field as not visible on the screen. If you select the check box, the field is not visible. To
position a hidden field, you must remove its hidden characteristic.

Use hidden fields when you need to save information between procedure step executions. This lets the data pass
between the export view of the preceding execution and the import view of the next execution without appearing on the
screen.

When you define hidden fields, you must associate the field with an import and an export data view. Otherwise, the data
cannot be passed between the procedure step's executions.

Hidden Field Properties Dialog

The Hidden Field Properties dialog specifies a hidden field for a window or dialog box. Hidden means that the import and
export views for the field are mapped. You can map the views from this dialog or from the Mapping dialog. Select Mapping
under Detail to access the Mapping dialog. A hidden field does not occupy a position on a window or dialog box.

You delete a hidden field by selecting the Mapping action under Detail and unmapping the hidden field.
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NOTE
You might use hidden fields less for a GUI application than for a non-GUI application. A hidden field saves data
between procedure step executions. The data is passed between the export view of the preceding execution
and the import view of the next execution. In a GUI application, a window and its associated dialog boxes share
a global copy of the view sets for the procedure step. Such an application design has less need to save and
pass data because the data is globally available.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Hide in Matrices
This article provides information for Hide in Matrices. Hide lets you hide all occurrences of a cell value, or show hidden
values.

By hiding one or more values, you can view all occurrences of the remaining values.

Hide Push Button in Auto Layout

This push button marks all attributes associated with the selected export view as hidden fields. An "h" next to an export
view indicates a hidden field. Select Hide again to remove the Hidden definition.

Hidden field values are not displayed on the screen but may be mapped to the imports of the procedure.

Hide Push Button in Detailed View Definition

This push button marks the selected attributes as hidden fields. An "h" next to an export view indicates a hidden field.
Select Hide again to remove the Hidden definition.

Hidden field values are not displayed on the screen but may be mapped to the imports of the procedure.

HideRadioButtonGroup Method
This article provides information for HideRadioBUttonGroup Method.

Usage HideRadioButtonGroup (String)
Description Hides or displays (unhides) a group box and the contents of the

group box (for example, radio buttons in the group box).
Arguments If the value is "true," the method hides the group box and

contents. If the value is “false,” the method displays the group box
and its contents.

Return Value None.

Examples

INVOKE TI_CONTROL.RadioButtonGroup1.HideRadioButtonGroup("FALSE")

INVOKE TI_CONTROL.RadioButtonGroup1 HideRadioButtonGroup("TRUE")

Hierarchy

If you select the Hierarchy menu item, only the Hierarchy pane receives the font changes. The other panes are not
affected.
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Highlight

Highlight determines the emphasis on a field. For block mode applications, the highlight applies to the characters in the
field. For GUI applications, the highlight applies to the foreground.

Underscore and blink are not supported for GUI applications.

Highlight Color

This drop-down list displays the colors available for the Highlight action. Highlight makes rows and columns stand out by
displaying them in a different color. The default color is green.

Highlighted/Clicked/Visible (PAD)

Highlighted, Clicked and Visible are characteristics of rows in a list box.

A highlighted row is a row that has been identified in a HIGHLIGHT statement, or a row that an application user has
selected by clicking or double clicking.

A clicked row is a row that an application user has selected by clicking or double clicking.

GET ROW CLICKED can be used only in an event action associated with a clicked or double clicked event type.

A visible row is a row that meets the requirements of a FILTER statement. Items that do not meet the requirements are
hidden from view and are not visible.

Usually, more than one row in a repeating group view is visible. As a result, GET ROW VISIBLE uses a starting position in
the repeating group view.

Highlight in Matrices
This article provides information for Highlight in Matrices. Highlight emphasizes rows and columns by displaying them in a
different color.

Use this action to call attention to a row, column, or several rows and columns. This action also removes the highlight from
a selected area.

HIGHLIGHT Statement
HIGHLIGHT accents a selected row in a list box by showing the row in a reverse video. The statement can be used with
explicitly or implicitly repeating group views.

Nested repeating group views are not supported.

HIGHLIGHT export_implicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view

The export_implicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view is an export repeating group view that is implicitly indexed.

HIGHLIGHT export_explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view

AT index_expression

The expression export_explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view is an export repeating group view that is explicitly
indexed.

The expression index_expression is a numeric attribute view or a subscript value that can be resolved into a row number
in a repeating group view.
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Home in Display

Home moves and resizes the display to the default position, to restore the default view.

Home in Navigation Diagram

The Home command in the Navigation Diagram behaves differently from the Home command in the rest of the toolset.
Home uses the first selected object as the center of the diagram and builds outward circularly, using a default zoom level
and font size that matches the other panes.

For example, if you built a user interface that had several dialog boxes called from a main window, the main window would
be the center of a star-like placement of the objects.

Home in Tables

Home repositions the cursor on the first table in the Data Structure List.

Horizontal Scroll for List Occurrence Multi Line Entry Field

This check box specifies that the entry field contains a scroll bar that permits scrolling left and right. The scroll bar appears
below the field.

Horizontal Scroll for List Properties
For list box fields, the horizontal scroll check box lets the application user scroll horizontally using a scroll bar control along
the box's bottom. Scrolling will move both the box's data contents and the prompts aligned above the columns.

In HTML and ASP.NET modes, the horizontal scroll check box may also apply to Varying and Fixed Sized Tables. Unlike
list box fields, the horizontal scroll bar will not be seen in window design.

How to in Event Browser
This topic provides information about using the Event Browser including Adding, Changing, Determining, and Viewing.

Adding

To Add/Change Action Diagramming Logic to an Event Action

1. Select Design, Event Browser.
2. Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.
3. Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list.
4. Select a control from the Controls drop-down list.
5. Select an event from the Events drop-down list. The action diagramming logic appears in the display area titled Action

Block for Event.
6. Select Edit.

To Change an Event or Event Action Name

1. Select Design, Event Browser.
2. Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.
3. Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list that has an event that is associated with it. A control with

an asterisk (*) beside it indicates that the control is associated with an event.
4. Select Update. The Event Processing dialog appears.
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Changing

To Add/Change Action Diagramming Logic to an Event Action

1. Select Design, Event Browser.
2. Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.
3. Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list.
4. Select a control from the Controls drop-down list.
5. Select an event from the Events drop-down list. The action diagramming logic appears in the display area titled Action

Block for Event.
6. Select Edit.

To Add an Event or Event Action

1. Select Design.
2. Select Event Browser.
3. Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.
4. Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list.
5. Select a control from the Controls drop-down list that does not have an event that is associated with it.
6. Select Update. The Event Processing dialog appears.

Determining

To Determine Type of Event Associated with a Control

1. Select Design, Event Browser.
2. Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.
3. Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list.
4. Select a control from the Controls drop-down list that has an event that is associated with it. An asterisk (*) beside a

control in the Controls drop-down list indicates that an event is associated with the control.
5. Read the type of event and the name of the event action in the Events field. The format is Event Type: Event Action

Name.

NOTE

A control can have more than one event associated with it. If so, display the drop-down list for Events to
determine all the events associated with the control.

Viewing

To View Action Diagramming Logic for an Event Action

1. Select Design, Event Browser.
2. Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.
3. Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list.
4. Select a control from the Controls drop-down list that has an event that is associated with it. An asterisk (*) beside a

control indicates that an event is associated with the control.
5. Select an event from the Events drop-down list. The action diagramming logic appears in the display area titled Action

Block for Event.
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To View a Control with an Event Defined for It

1. Select Design, Event Browser.
2. Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.
3. Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list that has one or more controls that are defined for it.
4. Select the drop-down list for Controls to view the controls defined for window/dialog box. An asterisk (*) beside a

control indicates that an event is associated with the control.

To View Events Defined for a Control

1. Select Design, Event Browser.
2. Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.
3. Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list.
4. Select a control from the Controls drop-down list that has an event that is associated with it. An asterisk (*) beside a

control indicates that an event is associated with the control.
5. Select the Events drop-down list to view the events defined for the control.

To View Procedure Steps Defined for a Business System

1. Select Design, Event Browser.
2. Select the drop-down list for Procedure Steps. The procedure steps for the current business system are in the list.

To View Windows/Dialog Boxes Defined for a Procedure Step

1. Select Design, Event Browser.
2. Select a procedure step, from the Procedure Steps drop-down list, that has a window/dialog box that is associated with

it.
3. Select the Windows drop-down list to view the windows/dialog boxes defined for a procedure step.

HTML Extension

HTML Extension specifies the picture type for HTML generation, in the format xxxx, (for example, jpg). It must be no
longer than four characters. Any extension may be entered, however, if an extension is entered that does not match the
actual type of picture, then the picture will not be loaded at runtime. If the field is blank, the generator defaults to “jpg”
format.

The HTML Extension field is found on the following three dialog boxes:

• Window/Dialog Box Properties
• Picture Properties
• Push button Properties

HTML MAPPER
This article provides information for HTML MAPPER. Selecting an HTML tag in the lower left corner tree view,
automatically displays all the possible objects that you can match to the element.

This window is divided into three sections:

• The top section shows the mapped tag elements and objects.
• The lower left corner displays the unmapped tag elements.
• The lower right corner displays the possible objects to match when you select an unmapped tag element.

To access this window, press the Select button in the Window Selection dialog box.
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Help for Push Buttons

Name Description
Map Displays an object properties window
Unmap Deletes the mapped objects and redisplays the unmapped HTML

element in the tree view.

HTML Page Properties Dialog

This dialog allows you to set the modality and background properties for HTML pages. To access HTML Page Properties
press the Select or Add push button in the Window Selection dialog box.

Field Help

Name Description
Title The Title of the window you create is derived from the contents of

the HTML <title> tag.
Name The filename, without the extension, is used as the Name of the

window.
HTML Name The HTML Name is the HTML filename without the extension.

If, for example, the imported HTML file's path is c:\…\project
\html\division_sort_selection.html, then the HTML Name is
division_sort_selection.

Icon File

Icon File specifies the name of an icon file for a window. This field does not apply to dialog boxes. An icon file is a graphic
image that displays on the desktop as an icon when you minimize a window.

The name can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters and must be no longer than 32 characters. Do not
include a file extension.

This field is inactive for a dialog box.

NOTE
The generated application uses a default icon file if you do not specify one. For Windows applications, the
default file is DEFAULTW.ICO. These files are provided with the Gen software.

For UNIX applications, the X Windows environment provides the default icon file.

Identifier

Identifier switches the relationship base from the current implemented identifier to another implemented identifier in the
entity relationship diagram.

Identifier Dialog

The Identifier dialog lets you select a new constraint identifier. When you select the identifier, you can also display
the index columns. When you display the index columns, the Data Structure List displays whether the column has an
ascending or descending sequence.

For additional information, request help on the individual controls.
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More information

Using the Data Structure List

Identifiers

Identifiers distinguish one occurrence of an entity type from all other occurrences of that type. When relationship
memberships and attributes are used together as an identifier, the membership pairing and attribute value combine to
provide uniqueness.

Each entity type must have at least one identifier and at most have only one.

The order in which you specify identifiers is unimportant. What is important is the uniqueness of the identifier, which
uniquely identifies an entity type.

Attributes used as identifiers must be mandatory and may either be basic, designed, or auto number. Derived attributes
cannot be used. Relationship memberships used as identifiers must also be mandatory and have a cardinality of one.

Relationship memberships can help identify an entity when one or more of the identifying attribute values belong to
another entity with which it is paired. For example, to identify an ORDER LINE, you must identify the ORDER on which it
appears. To identify the ORDER, you can follow the relationship membership is contained on ORDER to identify the one
ORDER on which the ORDER LINE appears. Therefore, a combination of line number and the relationship membership to
ORDER uniquely identifies the ORDER LINE. Notice that a relationship membership must have a cardinality of one before
it can be an identifier or part of an identifier. (Each order line can be paired with only one order.)

When you designate a relationship membership as an identifier and return to the diagram, an I appears on the relationship
line next to the entity type it identifies.

Example

For a chain of video rental stores, here are some ways in which attributes and relationships may be used as identifiers:

Identifier Using Attribute Only

A CUSTOMER may be identified by the attribute SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

Identifier Using Relationship Only

Use the relationship (Store Membership) IS OWNED BY (Customer) to verify that a customer has an account at a
particular store location.

Identifier Using Attribute AND Relationship

Where to go to rent a particular video may be identified by the attribute TITLE and the relationship IS OWNED BY (Store
Number)

Downstream Effects

Identifiers are not modifiable; therefore, they do not appear in the Process Action Diagram in the following actions:

• UPDATE SET
• UPDATE ASSOCIATE
• TRANSFER
• DISASSOCIATE

During Design, an identifier is implemented as an index in the Data Structure List.

NOTE
Subtypes inherit the identifier(s) from the parent entity type. When you transform the data model into a data
structure, transformation creates a unique index for the parent identifier and a non-unique index for each
subtype identifier. The non-unique indexes can be redundant entry points. However, you cannot delete the non-
unique indexes in the data structure because they are based on a unique index for the parent. (You must delete
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the redundant identifiers for the subtypes in the ERD and retransform the data model. Then, the non-unique
indexes are not be present in the data structure.)

Therefore, it is recommended that you select a different identifier for a subtype than the identifier for the parent entity type.
The only identifier defined at the subtype level should have uniqueness constraints that apply only to that subtype.

Rules for Identifiers

• Each instance-bearing entity type MUST have at least one identifier (most have only one)
• An "instance-less" entity type cannot have an identifier
• For a persistent entity type, the identifier must be built from basic/designed/auto number attributes and/or persistent

relationships
• BLOB attributes may not be selected as an identifier.
• For a transient entity type, the identifier must be built from derived attributes and/or transient relationships
• Attributes used as an identifier must be mandatory
• Relationships used as an identifier must be mandatory and have a cardinality of one

Identifiers Dialog

An identifier is a combination of relationships and attributes whose values and pairings distinguish one entity from all
others of the same entity type. An entity may be defined by a single attribute or relationship, or may require both to identify
it uniquely.

Relationships are typically needed to identify an entity when one or more of the identifying attribute values belong to
another entity. When a relationship is used as an identifier, it displays with a red, capitalized I (with tails, regardless of font
selection), next to the entity type it identifies.

For more information about Identifiers, refer Identifiers.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Current Identifiers
The identifiers currently defined for the selected entity type are listed in this box. If the box is empty, no identifiers
are defined. Each entity type must have at least one identifier and at most have only one.

Selection List
The Selection List contains the attributes for the entity type being defined as well as the relationship memberships
in which the entity type is involved.

Add
Add identifier selected in selection list.

Apply
Apply causes Gen to add attributes or relationships selected in the Selection List to an Identifier in the Current
Identifier list box.

Properties
Specify the properties of identifier selected in the selection list. You can change the properties of an identifier or
an attribute.
The properties of an identifier are:

Name

• Whether the identifier is the primary identifier
• Description

The properties of an attribute are defined when the attribute is initially added to the entity type. You may change
the properties here so the attribute better suits your needs as an identifier.
The properties of an attribute are:
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Name of the attribute

• Category (basic, derived, designed, or auto number)
• Domain (text, numeric, date, time, or timestamp)
• Whether the attribute is optional
• Whether it is case sensitive (This property cannot be altered here.)
• Length
• Decimal places
• TD Name
• Whether the TD name is the same as the attribute name

Delete
Causes the selected identifier to be permanently deleted from the model.

Search
Search for an identifier in the selection list.

Close
Closes this dialog and returns to the open CAD.

Identifier Selection Dialog
This article provides information for Identifier Selection Dialog. The Identifier Selection dialog lets you select the identifier
when more than one exists.

During the generation of the action diagram in process synthesis and action block synthesis, the identifier you select
specifies the WHERE DESIRED clause of the READ statement. For example, if the entity type is EMPLOYEE and the
identifier consists of the attribute Number, the following action diagram statements result:

READ employee

WHERE DESIRED employee number IS EQUAL TO ...

ID/Trancode Expressions
This article provides information for ID/Trancode Expressions. Select the expression about which you want more
information and the corresponding help is displayed.

ID/Trancode Expressions:

• character view
• printer id
• spaces
• terminal id
• trancode
• user ID
• exit state

IF Statement

Adding simple conditions consists of adding the IF action and adding simple mutually exclusive conditions (ELSE
conditions) to the IF action statement.

IF specifies the conditions under which process actions take place. In its simplest form, IF allows you to compare two
objects.

The format of an IF action statement that represents a simple condition is:
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IF condition-1

action-statement-list-1

The format of an IF action statement that represents a simple condition with a mutually exclusive condition follows. The
actions inside the bracket are performed only if the condition is not true.

IF condition-1

action-statement-list-1

[ELSE

action-statement-list-2]

Condition-1 in the above example can be any of the following expressions.

• Attribute view
• Entity view
• Group view
• Command
• Exit state
• Current time
• Current date
• Current dialect
• Current timestamp
• Function
• Special attributes (terminal id, user id, printer id, trancode)
• Subscript
• Last
• Max

The IF statement itself does not indicate actions to take when the condition is met, it merely sets up the condition. Follow
the IF statement with one or more action statements to complete the IF construct. An IF statement contains a comparison;
therefore, it will contain a relational operator, such as IS EQUAL TO or IS LESS THAN.

Views that are nullable may be tested for NULL or NOT NULL. Such views may also be tested for equivalence through
the use of the relational operators IS EQUIVALENT TO or IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO. For more information, see Null
Properties.

For example, an IF action statement that represents a simple condition might look like this:

 --IF processing vendor reference_evaluation

| IS GREATER OR EQUAL TO 2

| MOVE processing vendor TO export vendor

 --

Another example of a simple condition including an ELSE action is:

 --IF competitive vendor average_delivery_time_in_days

| IS LESS OR EQUAL TO 5

| MOVE competitive vendor TO preferred vendor

+- ELSE

| MOVE competitive vendor TO ok vendor

 --
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The following statement is an example of a simple condition that references a subscript and sets a subscript in a repeating
group view:

 --IF SUBSCRIPT OF export_list > MAXIMUM OF export_list

| SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_list TO MAXIMUM OF export_list

| SET output customer name TO "Press F5 for More"

 --

Ignore Tab for List Occurrence Multi Line Entry Field

This check box enables or disables the Tab key within the list occurrence multi-line entry field. Selecting the check box
specifies that the Tab key moves the cursor to the next control on the window or dialog box.

The default for this check box is no. Pressing the Tab key moves the cursor to the next tab stop within the list occurrence
multi-line entry field. Tab stops are set every 8 characters.

This check box does not apply to the back tab action (Shift+Tab). Back tab moves the cursor to the previous control on the
window or dialog box.

Illegal Copy Error

You have tried to perform an illegal Copy. The statement was not copied. You cannot copy a procedure step into itself.

Implemented Data List Dialog

This dialog enables you to report on the implementation of selected objects or all objects in the Data Structure Diagram.

Implemented Data List Report Dialog

The Implemented Data List Report dialog lists the tables that can appear in the report. Select one or more tables.

The dialog contains the following field information

Implemented Data List Report Selection List
This selection list includes all the implemented objects that make up the current model.

Implemented Entity Types Selection List

This selection list specifies all high level entity types that have been implemented in the Data Structure List.

NOTE
If an entity type is in the data model but not listed here, the entity type has not been converted into a table. You
must implement the entity type by adding it to the Data Structure List using the Add Entity Type Procedure or
performing Retransformation.

Implemented High Level Entity Types

The Implemented Entity Type dialog enables you to select and open an implemented entity type with its immediate
neighbors for display in the Data Structure List.

The window is displayed with all high level entity types listed in the selection list box. No sub-types are listed. When
an entity type is selected and opened, the selected entity type and its immediate neighbors are displayed in the Data
Structure List.

To select and open a neighborhood:
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• From the Data Structure List, select Diagram -> Open -> Neighborhood. The Implemented High Level Entity dialog is
displayed.

• Select the entity type you wish to display.
• Select OK. The Data Structure List now contains the selected entity type and all related entity types.

Implement Entity Type Dialog

The Implement Entity Type dialog enables you to implement unimplemented entity types to create tables in the DSL.
When an entity type is initially added to the ERD, it is unimplemented within the DSL. For a table to be created from a new
entity type, that entity type must be implemented within the DSL. All entity types used within the DSL are implemented.

A new entity type cannot be implemented while one or more unimplemented entity types identify it. Therefore, when
there is more than one unimplemented entity type, first add the entity type with identifiers. You can return to the ERD to
determine which unimplemented entity types have identifiers identifying other entity types.

NOTE
Implementing an entity type does not run the referential integrity process automatically. This can result in the
generation of an incorrect DDL. To ensure the generation of a correct DDL, select Check to validate all the
constraint RI options.

Downstream Effects

After you add the unimplemented entity type, Transformation creates a table for each entity type in the DSL.
Retransformation can also be used to implement the unimplemented entity types.

Any unimplemented entity type may result in a consistency check error.

Implement Relationship Dialog

The Implement Relationship dialog defines a relationship between two tables. This relationship is implemented as a
constraint.

Before adding a relationship, verify that both entity types exist in the DSL.

NOTE
Implementing a relationship does not run the referential integrity process automatically. The result can be the
generation of an incorrect DDL. To ensure the generation of a correct DDL, select consistency check to validate
all the constraint Referential Integrity options.

Downstream Effects

During Transformation of a one-to-many relationship, Gen adds a:

• Foreign key (the identifier of the source table) to the target table (the many sides of the relationship)
• Non-unique index that contains the foreign key
• Constraint that points to the source of the foreign key

A many-to-many relationship results in a link table. The link table contains the foreign keys for the identifier of both ends of
the relationship.

If the optionality is the same for both entity types in a one-to-one relationship, the table to contain the foreign key is
arbitrary.

If optionality only exists on one entity type in a one-to-one relationship, the optional entity type is assigned a foreign key.

If the implementation of the one-to-one optional relationship between Entity A and Entity B has placed the foreign key and
related objects on table A and it is desired to have the foreign key on table B, perform the following steps:

1. From within the Gen Toolset for the model involved, go to the Data Structure List (DSL).
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2. On table A, using the Ctrl key to select multiple objects at the same time, highlight the foreign key, the RI Constraint,
and (if it exists) any foreign key index including its columns for table B. Delete that selected group of objects.

3. Highlight table A (at the table level) and select Edit, then Implement Relationship selecting the relationship to table B.
Now, the foreign key and its related objects are created on table B.

Importance Factor

Importance Factor measures the significance of the information need in terms of the business activities, critical success
factors, or other object shown on the other axes of the matrix.

The importance factor must be 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 (required input).

The software multiplies the importance factor and the satisfaction rating to calculate the Requirement Weight.

Use the requirement weight to evaluate the importance of satisfying the information need.

Import Bitmap Dialog
This article provides information for Import Bitmap Dialog. For additional information, request help on the individual
control. This dialog appears when you select the Import push button from the Bitmap Management Pop-up.

It enables you to rename the bitmap being imported into the BITMAP subdirectory of the directory of the model. For
additional information, request help on the individual control.

Import/Export File Field
This article provides information for Import/Export File Field. The Import/Export File field accepts your typed entry or
displays your selection browsed from the Select Bitmaps dialog.

This field is used only with the Import and Export push buttons. The required format for Microsoft Windows is:

<drive>:path>bitmap filename>.<bitmap extension>

The following table describes the arguments:

Argument Description
drive The drive on which the directory being specified is located.
path The path to the directory containing the files to import or export.
bitmap filename If importing, the name of the file to be imported; if exporting, the

name to assign to the file being exported. This can be any valid
filename unique to the target directory.

bitmap extension Valid extensions include .PPM, .BMP, and .ICO.

Import/Export View Matching Dialog
This article provides information for Import/Export View Matching Dialog. The Import/Export View Matching dialog lets you
perform view matching.

Perform view matching with:

• Dialog flows in the DLG
• USE and SET USING statements in the PAD
• USE Procedure Step statements in the PAD
• USE ASYNC, GET ASYNC, CHECK ASYNC, and IGNORE ASYNC statements in the PAD
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View matching maps views of a calling action diagram to the import views of a called action block. Then, the called action
block has the data necessary to execute. It also maps export views of the called action block to views in the calling action
diagram. This communicates results of the action block execution back to the calling action diagram.

A roadmap for using this dialog follows. (This roadmap assumes that both import and export views are being matched.
It does not assume that just import OR export are being matched, such as when you change the WHICH IMPORTS or
WHICH EXPORTS statements in an action diagram or add a SET...USING statement.)

1. When you begin, the name of the called action block always appears in the title of the dialog followed by Import View
Matching. The called action block name always appears in the top-left corner. The calling action diagram name always
appears in top-right corner. (The calling action diagram is in the currently active window.)

2. The top selection list displays the import views of the called action block on the left. In the field on the right, the
notation (required) indicates that the view is always used as input.

3. Selecting a displayed import view causes supplying views from the calling action diagram to display in the bottom
selection list.

4. Selecting a supplying view and the Match push-button causes that view to display in the top selection list to the right of
the selected import view. The view is matched.

5. Import views from the called action block are matched as needed. When all import views are matched, the calling
action diagram has the data necessary to execute.

6. Selecting the Close push button changes the dialog title to Export View Matching. The top selection list displays the
export views of the called action block on the left. The right side of the selection list is blank; this indicates that the
calling action diagram is waiting for a view match.

7. Selecting a displayed export view causes receiving views from the calling action diagram to display in the bottom
selection list.

8. Selecting a receiving view and the Match push-button causes that view to display across from the selected export view
in the top selection list. The view is matched.

9. Export views from the called action block are matched as needed. When all export views are matched, the results of
the action block execution are communicated back to the calling action diagram.

10. Selecting the Close push button completes the view matching process.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

View Matching in DLG

Sending data between procedure steps along a dialog flow in the DLG is often useful. Passing data can improve system
flow, simplify dialog interactions, and reduce the chance for error. To pass data, you detail the dialog flow (either a transfer
or a link) and select the Data Sent or Data Returned actions. These actions invoke view matching which lets you identify
the views that you want to pass between procedure steps.

In a transfer, control passes from the source procedure step to the destination procedure step. You match one or more
export views of the source to one or more import views of the destination.

In a link, control passes from the source to the destination and, depending on the logic, may or may not return to the
source. You match one or more export views of the source to one or more import views of the destination. Then, you
match one or more export views of the destination to one or more import views of the source.

In either type of dialog flow, you can pass any data in the source to the destination as long as the views are compatible.

For example, an airline reservation system can have two procedure steps joined by a link. Check Reservation shows
the flights on which a particular passenger is booked. Locate Passenger, which is given a passenger name (like Smith),
attempts to find and list all names that might be confused with it (like Smiff, Smithe, or Smythe). If Check Reservation fails
because it cannot find the name of the passenger, Locate Passenger is invoked to resolve a possible misspelling.

In this case, sending the name of the passenger (in a view called Passenger Name) along the dialog flow from Check
Reservation to Locate Passenger frees the user from having to retype the name when Locate Passenger is invoked.
Likewise, after Locate Passenger identifies the correct passenger name, it sends the view back to Check Reservation
over the return of the link. This allows Check Reservation to re-execute without extra user intervention.
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View Matching in PAD

An action diagram or action block can use the logic of another action block or online, non-display procedure step. View
matching in the action diagram that calls the action block or procedure step defines the information that is passed to and
returned from the USEd action block or procedure step. View matching in the PAD is invoked automatically when you add
or update:

• SET...USING statements
• USE statements
• Procedure Step USE statements
• ASYNC statements

View Matching in USE Statements

The USE, Procedure Step Use, and USE ASYNC action statements call action blocks and procedure steps. This way, the
PAD lets you reference common logic and algorithms.

After you select USE, Procedure Step USE, or USE ASYNC, the software prompts you to match the views of the called
(used) action block or pstep to the views of the calling procedure step or action block. You match import views, export
views, local views, and entity action views as needed from the calling pstep or action block to the import and export views
of the USEd (called) pstep or action block.

If you do not want to match all the views, you can match to <none>. For example, if you are not certain what information
you must pass to the called action block, you can set up the USE statement and match <none> to the views in the called
action diagram. The matched views can be modified at any time using the Change command.

Accessing View Matching

View matching is invoked in Action Diagram when you:

• Add USE control actions
• Update USE control actions
• Add SET USING assignment actions
• Add USE Procedure Step statements
• Add USE ASYNC statements
• Add GET ASYNC statements
• Add CHECK ASYNC statements
• Add IGNORE ASYNC statements

View matching is invoked in Dialog Design when you:

• Detail data sent on a transfer
• Detail data that is sent and returned on a link

View matching is invoked from Action Block Usage and Structure Chart Diagrams when you:

• Match import views
• Match export views

The dialog contains the following field information.

Import/Export Views Selection List

This selection list displays import views of the called action block on the left (before you match import views). In the field
on the right, the notation (required) indicates that the view is always used as input.

This selection list also displays export views of the called action block on the left (before you match export views). The
right side of the selection list is blank.

After view matching occurs, the matched views appear on the right side.
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Use the push buttons to expand, contract, and detail the views and entity types that are displayed in this list.

Possible Supplying Views Selection List

This selection list displays valid choices of views to match to the selected view in the Import/Export Views Selection List.

 

 

Import Match

To match import views of the called action block to supplying views of the calling action block, select Import Match.

Import Push Button
This article provides information for Import Push Button. This push button imports the bitmap specified in the Import/
Export File field into the BITMAP subdirectory of the directory of the model.

If the bitmap file is a .BMP or .ICO file, it is converted to a .PPM file for use in the window design. Selecting this push
button displays a dialog allowing you to rename the bitmap as it is imported.

NOTE
Gen supports only 16 color (4-bit) and 256 color (8-bit) bitmaps. Most graphic software packages save bitmaps
in one or both of these formats.

Import View for Check Box

Import View specifies the import entity view from which the check box receives input. Input can be from the keyboard or
through the dialog flow. Because you are implementing a specific attribute as a check box, the list shows only the entity
views that include that attribute. The list does not contain import repeating group views.

The import view you select maps to the displayed export view. You can also map the views for a procedure step with the
Mapping action under Detail.

Import View for Entry Field

Import View specifies the import entity view from which the attribute receives input. Input can be from the keyboard or
through the dialog flow.

Because you are implementing a specific attribute as an entry field, the list shows only the entity views that contain that
attribute. The list does not contain import repeating group views.

The import view you select maps to the displayed export view. You can also map the views for a procedure step with the
Mapping action under Detail.

Import View for Hidden Field

Import View specifies the import entity view from which the attribute receives input. Input can be from the keyboard or
through the dialog flow.

Because you are implementing a specific attribute as a hidden field, the list shows only the entity views that contain that
attribute. The list does not contain import repeating group views.

The import view you select maps to the displayed export view. You can also map the views for a procedure step with the
Mapping action under Detail.
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Import View for List Properties

Import View specifies the repeating group views from which the attribute(s) receive data from the list. The data can come
from an action diagram or a list occurrence.

The list contains only the import repeating group views for the procedure step. The import view you select maps to the
displayed export view.

Nested repeating group views are not supported for any type of list.

Import View for Radio Buttons and Drop Lists

Import View specifies the import entity view from which the attribute receives input. Input can be from the keyboard or
through the dialog flow.

Because you are implementing a specific attribute as a radio button or an item in a drop down list, the list shows only the
entity views that contain that attribute. The list does not contain import repeating group views.

The import view you select maps to the displayed export view. You can also map the views for a procedure step with the
Mapping action under Detail.

Include Color

This drop-down list displays the colors available for the rows and columns included in a business area or business
system. The default color is brown.

Included by Another BA or BS Color

This drop-down list displays the colors available for the rows and columns that are included in any business area or
business system other than the current business area or business system. The default color is blue.

Included Diagrams list

A diagram is a named, saved grouping of objects in a specific layout displayed in the Navigation Diagram. A diagram
allows you to see and to manipulate a selected set of objects, and to create the layout that best serves your needs.

This list displays the diagrams you have included for display in the Navigation Diagram.

You can select Open to open the included diagram(s). If you select one of the diagram names in this list, and then select
the Remove push button, you remove the diagram from the list.

Double-clicking a diagram name in this list also removes it.

Included Objects list in Navigation Diagram

The Included Objects list box displays all the objects that you have designated for inclusion (sometimes called scoping
objects) in the Navigation Diagram. You can include objects for display by double-clicking them, or by selecting an object
and then selecting the Include push button. You can select objects using the options on the Diagrams, Windows, Server
and Categories tabs.

In the Categories tab, the list displays all objects according to the criteria you set. Selecting one of the radio buttons under
the heading Select All Windows and then selecting the Include push button establish these criteria.

NOTE
Gen retains the selections you make as you move from one tab to another. Select the Open button to display the
Navigation Diagram with the selections you made.

When you select objects for inclusion in the Navigation Diagram, you can view the selected (scoping) objects in one of
three ways:
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• Display all scoping objects and their children, which are the objects that have flows from them. (This is the default
choice.)

• Display all scoping objects and their parents (objects that have flows to the scoping objects)
• Display the scoping objects with both parents and children.

These options correspond to choices on the View menu.

Include for List Occurrence Radio Button and Drop Down List
This article provides information for Include for List Occurrence Radio Button and Drop Down List. Include accepts the
selected permitted values in the selection list.

Include does one of the following:

• If the values are already placed as list occurrence radio buttons or items in a drop list, Include adds the values to the
existing list occurrence radio button group or drop list. (The adding occurs when you select the OK push button to exit
the Properties pop-up window.)

• If the values are not yet placed, Include marks the values as available for placement. In this case, the OK push
button on the Properties pop-up returns you to the Field Design pop-up window. You place (implement) the values by
selecting the Place push button on the Field Design pop-up window.

Each included value, whether placed or unplaced, is marked in the selection list with an asterisk (*).

Include for List Properties

Include marks the selected attribute(s) in the selection list for inclusion in a list. An asterisk (*) beside the attribute name
indicates that the attribute is marked.

Selecting OK returns you to the window or dialog box on which you can place the list.

Include for Radio Buttons and Drop Lists
This article provides information for Include for Radio Buttons and Drop Lists. Include accepts the selected attributes in
the selection list.

Include does one of the following:

• If the values are already placed as radio buttons or items in a drop list, Include adds the values to the existing radio
button group or drop list. (The adding occurs when you select the OK push button to exit the Properties pop-up
window.)

• If the values are not yet placed, Include marks the values as available for placement. In this case, the OK push
button on the Properties pop-up returns you to the Field Design pop-up window. You place (implement) the values by
selecting the Place push button on the Field Design pop-up window.

Each included value, whether placed or unplaced, is marked in the selection list with an asterisk (*).

Include in Matrices

Include adds elementary processes to a business system, or business functions, and entity types, to a business area.

Include in Navigation Diagram

Selecting Include (from the Edit menu) allows you to include objects to the Navigation Diagram layout that you are
currently building. This choice accesses the Open Navigation Objects dialog box and its tabs without closing the current
Navigation Diagram. Add windows and servers to your diagram by selecting them from the tabs.
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Selecting Open from the Diagram menu also accesses the Open Navigation Objects dialog box and its tabs. However,
when you choose the Open menu item and make a new selection, the current diagram is closed and replaced by a new
one. The Include menu item allows you to make additions to the diagram that is already open.

Include push button in Navigation Diagram

Use the Include push button to put selected objects into the Included Objects list . You may also double-click an object to
include it in the list.

For the Categories tab, selecting this push button invokes the criteria you selected and populates the Included Objects
box with the objects that meet these criteria.

Inconsistency Message

An object is missing. Running retransformation will rebuild all of the missing objects for each record.

Increment Subset

Increment Subset provides the ability to add scoping objects to an existing checked-out subset. Protection and expansion
values can be modified for scoping objects already in the checked-out subset.

NOTE
If changes are made to the subset prior to an Increment Subset operation, select Model > Encyclopedia >
Update But Do Not Check In before accessing Increment Subset. You can continue with the processing for
Update But Do Not Check In or cancel and return to the Toolset.

Increment Subset Dialog Box

The Increment Subset option displays the Increment Subset dialog box, which allows you to add new objects to an
existing subset. You can also modify the protection and expansion values of existing scoping objects.
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Your model or subset name displays on the first line of the Label column. A list of possible dialog object types appears in a
tree-like format below the model or subset name.

Under each dialog object type, a list of scoping objects appears. The list of scoping objects varies depending on the
number of objects that were defined for your model or subset. You can limit the list of objects that display by specifying
selection criteria for object names in the Filter field. You can select any of these scoping objects to add to your subset.

Status

Status displays the current state of each scoping object. The three categories are:

• Available - the object has not been included in your subset.
• Added - the object has been selected for your subset, but the Encyclopedia has not yet updated your subset’s

definition.
• Scoped - the object is already a part of your subset’s definition.

Protection

Protection logic prevents subset users from making conflicting updates and optimizes shared use of a model. The usage
level defines actions to perform on a scoped object. The four usage levels, listed from highest to lowest levels, are:

• Delete allows deletion of an object from a model. It is the most powerful level.
• Modify allows changes to an object. You can add or delete associations.
• Access allows use of an object. The user may not change any characteristics of the object. You can add or delete

associations.
• Read allows viewing of an object. You cannot add or delete associations. It is the least powerful level.

Expansion
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Each scoping object type has its own combination of expansion options. Expansion options fall within one of the following
categories:

• Short includes smaller groups of objects.
• Default includes the scoping object and its implied objects.
• Full adds additional, optional components.

For more help on protection and expansion, see Client Server Encyclopedia Subsetting section.

Filter

The Filter field allows you to enter an alphanumeric value that limits the list of objects displaying when the tree view
expands. The field holds a maximum of 32 characters, including special characters. Located at the bottom of the
Increment Subset dialog box.

More information:

• To add a new object to your subset
• To Modify Protection Values of an Object
• To Modify Expansion Values of an Object
• To View the Details of an Object
• Limit the List of Objects from the Diagram Tab within the Tree View
• Push Button Functions for Increment Subset Dialog Box
• Checkout Status Detail

Increment Subset Logon
This article provides information for Increment Subset Logon. Enter the user ID and password that identifies you to all the
CSE clients and to one or more encyclopedias to be accessed.

User

You must identify yourself before opening an encyclopedia and using any CSE client. This user ID and password must be
listed in the directories of the Coordination client and the Encyclopedia client.

NOTE
The User ID and Hostname are required fields. The OK button is enabled only when you enter values in both the
fields.

Message Dispatcher Connection

Hostname is the IP name or address of the computer on which the Message Dispatcher software is installed and running.
The IP name or address can be in Internet Packet version 4 (IPv4) or version 6 (IPv6) format. The following Universal
Resource Locator (URL) format is also supported in the Hostname field:

URL format: [host-name-or-IP-address]:port-number

Replace host-name-or-IP-address with the Message Dispatcher host name or IP address. Replace port-number with the
Message Dispatcher port number or service name.

NOTE
When you enter the URL format in the Hostname field, the port number field is ignored.

Port (number) is an IP socket number (assigned during CSE configuration) on which the Message Dispatcher software is
accepting connection requests. Service (name) is an alias for the port number that is provided as a mnemonic to help with
remembering the port number. The service name must be defined in the Services file on the computer on which the CSE
client is running. Enter either the port number or service name but not both.

The maximum length for an entry in the Hostname field is 1024 bytes. The maximum length for an entry in the port
number/service name field is 32 bytes.
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See your CSE Encyclopedia Administrator for the hostname and port number/service name.

NOTE
The user ID is stored in the CSE_USER environment variable. The hostname and service name/port number
are stored in the CSE_HOST environment variable. These values are created or updated each time that you
connect to a specific Message Dispatcher process.

Index Column Properties Dialog
This article provides information for Index Column Properties Dialog. The Index Column Properties dialog specifies
properties of the selected Index Column.

Column properties are initially set by specifications in the data model. The following column properties may be altered
from this window: Generic Name, DBMS-Specific Name, Format, Optionality, Sequence, and the option to Enforce Default
Values within DBMS.

Changes to Format or Optionality may also be made in the ERD and retransformation executed.

The following describes the dropdown list items.

Attribute Description
Format This field includes only allowable DBMS-specific data types.

Some examples of valid numeric data types are Small, Integer, or
Packed. Valid character data types are Text, Long Varchar (Oracle
7's VARCHAR2), or Varchar. The Date is also a valid data type.
Refer to your specific DBMS documentation for more information
regarding valid data types.

Optionality This field includes two options, NULL, or NOT NULL.
Sequence Sequence determines the order of implemented columns.

Valid values are Ascend or Descend. Set Sequence only when
addressing foreign key properties associated with an index.

More information

Using the Data Structure List

Index Description
This article provides information for Index Description. Index Description lets you define the purpose or objective of the
index to a target table.

If a many-to-many relationship exists, this push button describes the composite identifier relationship and any other
indexes within the cluster.

Use Index Description to document any activity as an audit trail.

Indexes Dialog

The Indexes dialog displays all indexes for a selected column or foreign key column.

Index Key

Key lists the columns in a selected index. The combined columns make up the key for the partition. The key must be
unique within the index. Only one partition with a key of all columns high values is permitted.

To modify a column value in the Value field, select column from the Key selection list.
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Index Properties Dialog
This article provides information for Index Properties Dialog. The Index Properties dialog specifies properties of the
selected index.

Each index must be associated with at least one column.

To add an index: type the index name, select the appropriate check boxes, and select the Columns push button. Select
one or more columns for the index.

You get an error if you click OK and there is no data in either of the index name fields.

The dialog contains the following field information.

Generic Index Name
Generic Index Name specifies the index name that is assigned during Transformation. The assigned numbers
begin with I and are followed by a seven-digit sequential number in ascending order. Each identifier in the ERD
converts into an index in the DSL.

DBMS-Specific Index Name
Use this field to view or assign a DBMS-specific Index Name. This is a mandatory field. The default entry is the
generic name. The number of characters in the name field is specific to the selected DBMS.

Unique
Unique specifies that the index columns are required to be unique in the table.

Indexspace Name

The indexspace name plus the implicit and explicit qualifier must identify an index that is unique within the DBMS catalog.
The indexspace Name must be no more than 8 characters long and begin with an alphabetic character.

The owner has the privilege of changing or deleting the indexspace.

Indexspace Properties Dialog
This article provides information for Indexspace Properties Dialog. The Indexspace Properties dialog specifies the
characteristics of an index on a table.

Tablespace and indexspace are DB2 related. During DDL generation, use these properties to define the indexspace to the
DBMS.

Indexspace Subpages Drop-down List

This drop-down list specifies the number of subpages for each physical page. Select 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16. The default is 4.

Information May Be Categorized As

This drop-down list specifies the type of information that satisfies the information need. The default is Summary.

The types of information are:

Information Type Explanation
Summary Information not requiring detailed records. Totals may be

categorized as summary information.
Exception Information relating to exceptions. Minimum and maximum values

may be categorized as exceptions.
Detail Information about a specific item. For example, an inventory item

may be categorized as detail.
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Correlation Information corresponding to two or more facts. For example, the
number of suppliers that are also customers may be categorized
as a correlation.

Other Information that does not fit into another category.

Information Need

Information Need identifies a type of information required to satisfy a goal or a critical success factor.

The information need name must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special characters are
not allowed.

Information Need Properties Dialog

The Information Need Properties dialog identifies the data that is required to meet the goals of the enterprise and support
its objectives.

Each information need must be assigned a satisfaction rating to indicate how well the current environment meets the
need.

An importance factor is assigned to indicate how important it is to satisfy the information need.

The importance factor and the satisfaction rating are required to calculate the requirement weight. The requirement weight
measures the importance of an information need. The number is recorded on the Information Needs List.

Information Should Be Updated

This drop-down list specifies whether the information that satisfies the information need must be updated continually or
occasionally to provide accurate information.

Continually means updates are required when information changes often. For example, stock values are an example of
information that should be updated continually.

Occasionally means updates are required when information changes periodically. For example, quarterly sales totals are
an example of information that should be updated occasionally.

The default is Continually.

Information Strategy Planning Report

The Information Strategy Planning report lists the organization, its manager, the manager's title, and the mission
statement of the organization.

Initialize

The Initialize action selects all non-repeating group import views of the procedure step and displays views in a list on the
Clear Screen Input window. (Unformatted input is not supported for repeating group views.)

Command lets you pass unformatted data to a special field labeled Command. Each subsequent line in the list represents
an attribute view defined for the procedure step.

This action is instantaneous when selected.

NOTE
Once a view or the Command variable is added to the parameter list, that view cannot be re-added. Initialize
automatically selects the Command parameter you would otherwise select with Add Command.
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Initialize Confirmation Box

If the Clear Screen Input is already defined and you select to initialize, the system prompts you with the warning that
reinitializing deletes any current definitions for Clear Screen Input. Select the appropriate response.

Initial Position Radio Buttons

The Initial Position Radio Buttons establish a reference point for a text window/dialog box. This reference point is used to
display the screen after the user reduces the size of the window.

If cascaded is selected, the window or dialog box cascades from the upper left corner of the parent window or dialog box.

Upper left is the default.

Initiates the Dialog Box

This radio button specifies that the push button displays the dialog box named in the drop-down list.

Initiates the Dialog Box for Menu Item Properties

This selection list specifies which dialog box a menu item invokes (causes to be displayed on the screen). The list
contains all dialog boxes associated with the current procedure step.

This selection list specifies which dialog box a push button invokes (causes to be displayed on the screen). You can also
create a new dialog box by typing a name into the selection field. (The new dialog box is a non-primary type.) The name
cannot exceed 32 characters. The only valid special characters allowed in the name are the underscore and the space.

Initiates the Dialog Box for Push Button Properties

This selection list specifies that the push button will cause the display of the non-primary dialog box selected from the drop
down list (causes to be displayed on the screen). The list contains all dialog boxes associated with the current procedure
step.

You can also create a new dialog box by typing a name into the selection field. (The new dialog box is a non-primary
type.) The name cannot exceed 32 characters. The only valid special characters allowed in the name are the underscore
and the space.

Initiates the Dialog Box Radio Button

This radio button specifies that the menu item or push button displays a dialog box. You do not have to associate a menu
item or push button with a command to initiate a dialog box.

The selection list for dialog box specifies which dialog box initiates.

You typically initiate a dialog box when:

• You need an additional area in which the user can interact with the application.
• You want the user to confirm an action, such as a deletion.
• You create a list occurrence from a list.

Insert After

To insert partial or complete expressions, select the statement term that will precede the expression before you select
Insert After.
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Insert Push Button in OLE Area

This push button calls a dialog box that allows you to select an OLE object for embedding. The list does not contain OCX
controls.

From the Insert Object dialog box, you can:

• Create a new OLE object.
• Create an OLE object from an existing file. (Pops up the standard File Open dialog.)
• Select an Object Type from the list of OLE registered applications on your system.
• Choose whether or not to display the object as an icon.
• Change the displayed icon.

 

When you select the Display object as icon check box, the dialog box changes its display to include the icon. Note the
icon in the lower right corner of this example:
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Install All Changes

Install All Changes installs the source code that was generated from Gen toolsets other than Construction.

WARNING
Do not use the Install All Changes option for client/server applications because the installation types are different
for client and server load modules.

Source code can be generated from these tools:

• Action Diagramming Tool (in the Analysis or Design stage)
• Screen Design Tool (in the Design stage)
• Navigation Diagram Tool (in the Design stage)

NOTE
For Web Generation applications, the Navigation Diagram tool can trigger the generation of HTML, CSS, and JS
code (in the Design stage). The Install All Changes action is inactive until code is generated from one of the Gen
toolsets other than Construction.

These generation defaults affect the installation of the source code generated from outside of the Construction Toolset:

• Type of Installation
• Delete Generated Source After Remote Install

The override default applies to these environment parameters:

• DBMS Type
• Language
• TP Monitor

The environment parameters for a business system or for a client or server environment are used unless you override
them. If you override the parameters, the values come from the Generation Defaults dialog in the Generation Tool. This
applies to code generated from the Action Diagramming Tool, Navigation Diagram, and the Screen Design Tool.
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With the exception of the HTML, CSS, and JS code generated through the Browser Prototype mode, code generated from
the Navigation Diagram Tool supports only applications created for Windows using DB2/2. The source code language is
always C.

WARNING
The Generate action in the Action Diagramming, Screen Design, and Navigation Diagram Tools does not
generate the source code for the Dialog Managers, Batch Managers, or Window Managers.

If you change views in an action diagram, for example, you need to regenerate the Manager files associated with that
action diagram before you install the action diagram.

For Web Generation applications, you cannot use the code generated from the Browser Prototype mode. Regeneration is
required.

To ensure that your application installs correctly, regenerate the associated Dialog, Batch, or Window Managers before
you use the Install All Changes Action.

Example

The Install All Changes action makes it convenient to install changes based on testing. The following example helps
illustrate this.

Suppose that you generate and install a load module from an order entry system. While testing it, you realize that you
want to display your list of customers alphabetically by last name. You would:

• End the test of the load module
• Access the appropriate action diagram in Design
• Modify the action diagram to display the list of customers alphabetically by last name
• Select Generate, Code
• Access the Construction Toolset
• Select Generate, Install All Changes
• Retest the load module

As the example points out, Install All Changes is intended as an aid after all objects associated with an action diagram
or screen are generated. The installation of the action diagram or screen fails if you have not already generated all
associated objects. (Previous installation of the associated objects is not required because the Install All Changes option
generates an install deck.)

Install Column

The Inst (install) column lets you specify the objects to install. The toolset automatically generates the DDL for the objects
you specify to install even if you specify no tick marks in the DDL column. In other words, for a given object, you cannot
install DDL that has been previously generated. The toolset regenerates the DDL before attempting the installation. (This
ensures that the toolset does not attempt to install DDL that does not exist.)

Installed Bitmaps List Box

This list box specifies the names of all bitmap files imported into the bitmap subdirectory of the model directory and
installed for use in designing windows. Installed bitmap files all have a .PPM extension; during the import process, files
with supported extensions such as .BMP and .ICO are converted to .PPM files.

Clicking on an entry displays the highlighted bitmap in the Bitmap Preview graphic display area. A displayed bitmap can
be exported, deleted, and when the Select push button appears, selected and returned to the invoking Properties dialog.
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Intensity

Intensity determines the brightness (intensity) of a field (normal, high, or dark). For block mode applications, the intensity
applies to the characters in the field. For GUI applications, the intensity applies to the foreground.

High is not supported for GUI applications.

NOTE
For some situations, you may need an entry field that does not display the input characters. An example of this
is a field in which the user types a password. In the PrAD logic, set the entry field to MAKE DARK. The field will
accept input, but the only indication to the user is the movement of the cursor. The MAKE DARK condition must
be in effect before the screen, window or dialog box is displayed. This means that the flow to the screen, window
or dialog box must be set to Execute First.

Interaction Clustering

To group rows and columns based on interactions, select Interaction Clustering. Interaction Clustering reorganizes the
matrix and highlights the clusters. The clusters are either potential Business Areas or potential Business Systems.

This action is only active when using one of the following matrices:

• Entity Type/Function
• Entity Type/Elementary Process

Interaction clustering also calls attention to areas of doubt that require further analysis and discussion. Look for clusters in
the following patterns or shapes.

• Large clusters containing one or more rows (or columns) with unusually high numbers of Create or Update expected
effects are called Dense objects.

• Long thin clusters indicate a possible difference in the level of analysis. Usually, this pattern suggests that more detail
appears in the direction of the long axis.

• Unclustered rows and columns containing read-only activities that do not create or update data.

Interface Properties Dialog
This article provides information for Interface Properties Dialog. This dialog allows the user to modify the Interface UUID.

This UUID may be overridden by (1) manually typing a UUID into the UUID entry field or (2) automatically generating a
new UUID by pressing the New push button of the UUID.

This entry field allows you to enter a UUID from a previously generated interface to establish communications to the
interface you are preparing to generate.

UUIDs are only needed for the ActiveX/COM proxy.

Interface Type Model Diagram Properties Dialog

This dialog lists all the current Interface Types Diagrams within the Interface Type model. Select an Interface Type from
the models available in the list.

The Interface Type Model Diagrams selection area contains the following buttons. The Open and Property buttons are not
enabled until you select a model. Click the appropriate button for corresponding online help.

The buttons in the dialog have the following purposes:

Open
Opens the selected model diagram.

Properties
Displays the properties of the selected Interface Type diagram.
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Close
Closes the model diagrams dialog.

NOTE
There is no button or menu item for Delete. An Interface Type model is removed when the subjected Interface
Type is removed.

In Units Of

In Units Of identifies the unit of measure for the Goal Amount field.

The field must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special characters are allowed.

Invalid Business System Object

An error was encountered opening a diagram. The business system object is invalid. The diagram will not be opened.
Selecting Enter will continue the auto-open sequence.

Cause:

• You may have typed the business system object name incorrectly, or the business system object does not exist.
• You may also have attempted to access a diagram in a business system that is not open. This is not a valid operation.

To correct the problem:

• If using the command line, retype the command using the correct spelling, or a valid business system object name.
• If using the data file, edit the entry in which the invalid business system object appears and re-execute the command.
• If the desired business system is not open, open the correct business system and save the model with that business

system open. Then re-execute the command.

Invalid Database Object Name

The object Name is invalid. The name may be invalid because it contains invalid characters. Select OK, then correct the
object name.

Valid characters are:

• @
• #
• $
• 0 - 9
• A - Z

Valid first characters are:

• Any letter
• A @
• A #
• $

Invalid Default Tablespace Entry

You have selected the same tablespace for the default tablespace and system catalog; or the same tablespace for the
default tablespace and the user tablespace.

Press Enter to change the selections before proceeding. Refer to the Online Help for additional information.
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Invalid Denormalization Selection

The attribute has already been denormalized in this table. Press Enter to select another candidate without the asterisk.

Invalid Entry

The value entered is Invalid for the field. Press Enter to make the required corrections before proceeding. Refer to the
Online Help for additional information.

Invalid Object Name

The Technical Design (TD) object name contains an invalid character, an invalid format, or duplicates a name that
currently is in use. Select OK to enter a correct TD object Name. Valid characters are:

@

#

$

0 - 9

A - Z

Invalid Object Name First Character

The first character in the Technical Design (TD) object Name is invalid. Select OK to enter or correct the object name.

Valid characters are:

Any letter

A @

A #

$

Invalid Reserved Word Definition

A user-defined reserved word is not allowed. Press Enter to continue.

Invalid Scoping Object

An error was encountered opening a diagram. The scoping object is invalid. The diagram will not be opened. Selecting
enter will continue the auto-open sequence.

The cause may be:

• You typed the scoping object name incorrectly.
• The scoping object does not exist.

To correct the problem:

• If using the command line, retype the command using the correct spelling or a valid scoping object name.
• If using the data file, edit the entry in which the invalid scoping object appears and re-execute the command.

Invalid System Catalog Tablespace Selection

The tablespace selected is the database's system catalog and cannot contain any tables. Press Enter to make another
selection.
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Invalid System Tablespace Move Selected

The tablespace selected is the database's system catalog and cannot be moved to another database. Press Enter to
make another selection.

Invalid Tablespace Selection

The system catalog tablespace and the user catalog tablespace cannot be the same. Press Enter to make another
selection.

Invalid TD Name Error Message

The Attribute or Entity Name contains an invalid character, an invalid format, or duplicates a name that currently is in use.

Select Yes if you want the software to create a unique Technical Design (TD) name for the attribute or entity type.

Select No to enter a different name.

Valid characters are:

@

#

$

0 - 9

A - Z

_ (underscore)

Blank space

The first character must be:

Any letter

A @

A #

$

A maximum length of 32 characters is allowed.

Invalid Temporary Tablespace Move Selected

The tablespace selected is the database's temporary tablespace and cannot be moved to another database. Press Enter
to make another selection.

Invalid Type Tablespace Selection

The tablespace selected must be type regular to contain any tables. Press Enter to make another selection.

Invalid User Tablespace Move Selected

The tablespace selected is the database's user tablespace and cannot be moved to another database. Press Enter to
make another selection.
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Invalid User Tablespace Selection

The tablespace selected is the database's User tablespace and cannot contain any tables. Press Enter to make another
selection.

INVOKE Statement

INVOKE is an action that allows access to the interface objects, methods, and/or properties in the available type libraries
registered with your operating system. One of those libraries is the Gen Application Library that contains interface
objects .

The type libraries display in the OLE Object Browser .

Use the INVOKE action when you do not require a return value. If you do expect a return value, use a SET, IF, WHILE, or
other statement to access the interface objects.

IR Command Processor
This article provides information for IR Command Processor.

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

IS NOT NULL

IS NOT NULL adds a special attribute to the action diagram logic for optional entity action attribute views, optional
persistent attribute views, and optional transient views.

IS NOT NULL is a relational operator that can be used in comparison statements.

Is the Default Push Button

This check box specifies that the push button represents the default action taken when the user presses the Enter key. A
bold border appears around the default push button when the window or dialog box appears.

Usually, the default push button is the one that the user chooses to respond positively to the window or dialog box. The
OK push button is an example of this.

You can specify only one default push button for each window or dialog box. This designator applies only to push buttons
that do not reside on the toolbar, if it exists.

NOTE
The behavior of the default push button when the Enter key is pressed varies by platform. For Windows and
UNIX applications, the Enter key invokes the push button that has the focus (regardless of the default push
button) if the focus is on a push button. If the focus in on any other type of control, the Enter key invokes the
default push button. (For all platforms, the Spacebar key invokes the push button that has the focus.)

Item Method
This article provides information for the Item Method.

Usage Item (Index)
Description Retrieves an object from list (collection) of objects using an index.
Arguments Number that is the index of the object to retrieve. The index is

between 1 and the Count property of the list object.
Return Value This method returns a GUIObject which is a pointer to the indexed

item.
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Notes This method is available for these objects: Buttons, Checkboxes,
DropDownLists, EnterableDropDownLists, EnterableListBoxes,
Fields, GroupBoxes, ListBoxes, ListColumnItems, ListItems,
ListPermittedValues, ListRowItems, Menus, OLEAreas,
OLEControls, Pictures, RadioButtons, and Windows.

Example

Example Workset application

          Name             Domain    Length

          ----             ------    ------

attribute windowguiobj     GUIObject 4

attribute fieldsguiobj     GUIObject 4

attribute field            GUIObject 4

attribute number_of_fields Number    9

Workset work

attribute count            Number    4

View

LOCALS:

Group view group (20,explicit)

Work View work application

   count

Work View local application

   windowguiobj

   fieldguiobj

   field

   number_of_fields

Statements

+-

| SET local application windowguiobj TO CurrentWindow()

| SET local application fieldsguiobj TO local application windowguiobj Fields()

| SET local application number_of_fields TO local application fieldsguiobj Count()

| +- FOR work application count FROM 1 TO local application number_of_fields BY

| | 1

| | SET local application field TO local application fieldsguiobj

| | Item(work application count)

| | NOTE change the background color of each field to a shade of green.

| | SET local application field BackgroundColor TO 123456

| +--

+--

Java Web Generation Node

The Java Web Generation Node Properties node specifies the user cascading style sheet file, and the group box line CSS
style.

The CSS Filename field specifies the Cascading Style Sheet file, which is the customized style sheet for the application.
This Cascading Style Sheet file must be available in the HTML\CSS directory of the model.  If you specify a CSS
Filename, the generated HTML file references the file by using a LINK element.

The Groupbox Line CSS Style field lets you specify the line CSS style for group boxes in the generated Java Web
application.
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NOTE
If the CSS file does not exist in the html\css directory prior to assemble, a warning message is issued. Neither
the generator nor the Build Tool issues any error messages, if the user does not place the user CSS file in the
html\css directory.

Java Web Generation Node in Navigation Diagram

The Java Web Generation node specifies the custom video property that you can apply to a window or a control in a Java
Web Generation application. Before assigning a custom video property for windows and controls, you must define a list of
custom video properties from the Custom node of the Business System Default Video Properties.

The custom video properties generate the class selector style statements in the <Business_System_Name>.css file for
the Java Web Generation application. The name of the custom video property is used as the CSS Class name in the
generated style sheet statement. The custom video property specified for a window or control replaces the default settings
from the Business System Default Video Properties.

 To specify a custom video property for a window or control

1. Define a list of custom video properties in the Custom node of the Business System Defaults Video Properties. To
create a custom video property, seeCreate a New Custom Video Property.

2. Select the required window or control in the Navigation Diagram.
3. Select Detail, Video Properties....

The Video Properties dialog  appears.
4. Select the Java Web Generation node.
5. Click Select...

The Select Custom Video Properties dialog appears.
6. Select the required custom video property and click OK to close the Select Custom Video Properties dialog.
7. Click OK in the Java Web Generation panel to apply the custom video property to the selected window or control.

NOTE
 Note: Selecting the <Automatic> custom video property applies the Business System Defaults Video Property
settings and control’s (or window’s) common video properties to the window or control.

JDBC Database Defaults
This article provides information for JDBC Database Defaults. The dialog contains the following field information including
Keys Help, Help Topics, Consistency Check Error Messages, Runtime Error Messages, and About.

NOTE
This window is used to set the TD default database name for the JDBC database. The maximum length is 32
characters. An entry in this field is mandatory. Gen supplies the initial entry.

NOTE
Some JDBC drivers can have stricter requirements than the 32 character limit.

Selecting Help from an action bar provides the following options:

Keys Help
Lists and defines the Gen function keys.

Help Topics
Provides a selectable list of all help panels for the toolset.

Consistency Check Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the consistency check error messages.

Runtime Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the runtime error messages.
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About
Displays the logo window of the application.

JDBC Database Properties

Use this window either to define properties for a new database or to modify properties for an existing database.

The database properties include:

Generic Name
The default name of the database when there is no DBMS specific name.

JDBC Name
The DBMS-specific name of the database. Use this field to override any generic database name.

NOTE
The number of characters allowed in DBMS-specific database names is limited by the target database
management system.

JDBC Index Properties
This article provides information for JDBC Index Properties. Use this window to modify index properties for a column of a
table. The following table describes the index properties.

The index properties include:

Property Description
Generic Name The default name of the index when a DBMS-specific name is not

provided.
JDBC Name The DBMS-specific name of the index. Use this field to override

any generic index name.
Est. Index Length Estimated index row length. This property is used in some

“Autosize” calculations.

Select Description to add a description.

JDBC Table Defaults

Use this window to set the default Owner for created tables. Enter User name for the owner of the table. The owner has
modify privileges for the created table.

JDBC Table Properties
This article provides information for JDBC Table Properties. Use this window to modify table properties for a database.
The table properties include the following properties.

Entity Type
Name that is assigned to the entity type before the transformation process.

Database
Name of the default database.

Generic Name
The default name of the table when a DBMS-specific name is not provided.

JDBC Name
The DBMS-specific name of the table. Use this field to override any generic table name.
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Owner
Authorized owner ID of the created table.

Row Length
Specifies the estimated total length of a table row in bytes.

Select Description to add a description.

Job Name

Job Name specifies the name of a batch job. A batch procedure is called a batch job, or job or short. To add a batch job,
you must associate one procedure step with it. The OK push button remains inactive until you specify one procedure step.

These restrictions apply to the name of a batch job:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than 8 characters.
• The name must be unique for each business system.

Job Step

Job Step specifies the name of the job step that appears in the batch Job Control Language (JCL). The name is assigned
when the host Generation Tool generates the source code for the procedure step. The procedure steps for a batch job are
the job steps.

The name must be unique within a batch job and must conform to standard JCL naming conventions for job steps.

Join

Joining entity types is the first step in creating relationships. A simple example of a relationship is that a customer places
an order. It should be thought of as bidirectional, i.e., customer places order, order is placed by customer.

Lines between the entity types usually represent the relationships that result from joining entity types. If an entity type
participates in more than ten relationships (the maximum number that can be drawn without increasing the size of the
entity type box), the eleventh and subsequent relationships are not drawn.

If you do not select a second entity type, the highlighted entity type establishes a relationship with itself (an involuted
relationship).

These properties define a relationship:

• Optionality (for source and destination)
• Relationship name, i.e., a word to describe the relationship, such as places/is placed by in the example above (for

source and destination).
• Cardinality (for source and destination)
• Display relationship name option (for source and destination)
• Transferable Relationship option (for source and destination)
• Associate is option - modifying or referencing (for source and destination)
• Protected option
• Transient option
• Description
• Properties (for source and destination - separate buttons on the dialog box)
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To create a relationship:

1. Select the first entity type (highlight it).
2. While pressing the CTRL key, select the second entity type. Both entity types will be highlighted.
3. Click on the Join button or select Join from the Edit pull-down menu. The Relationship Properties dialog box displays.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Join in Activity Dependency Diagram

To create dependencies between functions or processes, select Join. A dependency exists between activities when an
activity requires data to be in a certain state (a precondition) and the data is in that state after a prior process completes
(postcondition).

Join is active when you select two activities or an activity and a dependency line.

Example

 

The Activity Dependency Diagram illustrates a dependency between the activities Receive Delivery and Check Against
Order. A dependency also exists between Check Against Order and Inspect Goods.

To complete the Check Against Order process, the items must be received and compared with the items listed on the
original order form.

The dependency is noted because the Receive Delivery process produces a postcondition (Received Items) that satisfies
the precondition of the Check Against Order process.

Selecting Objects to Join

There are two ways to select the objects you want to join.

Drag Select:
Click on one object with the mouse cursor. Without releasing the mouse button, drag the cursor to the next object.
Release the button after selecting the objects you want to join. The order in which you select the objects does not
control the direction of arrows on the dependency line. Arrows always point from left to right, or from bottom to
top.

Control Key and Mouse Cursor:
Click on one object with the mouse cursor. Hold down the Control Key as you click on the second object. The
order in which you select the objects controls the direction of arrows on the dependency line. The arrows point
from the first object you select to the second object.

 

Join in Data Model Browser
To join two entity types in Data Model Browser, specify:

• Optionality
• Relationship name
• Cardinality
• Whether to display relationship names
• Whether the relationship is transferable
• Whether the relationship when used in ASSOCIATE statements will modify or reference the database.
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The source and destination relationships appear in the Relationship box for the selected entity type.

Join in Navigation Diagram
Selecting this menu option displays a different user interface depending upon the objects selected. The options that you
select in this dialog box determine how the line displays that connects the two objects.

• If you select only one object, or if you select two windows or dialog boxes that reside in different procedure steps, the
Dialog Flow Browser displays.

• If you select two windows or dialog boxes in the same procedure step, you may add an Initiate, Open, or Close
statement.

• If you select two servers, you may add a Use statement.
• If the source object is a server and the destination object is a dialog box, you may add a dialog flow.
• If the source object is window and the destination object is a server, you may add either a Use statement or a dialog

flow.

For more information on the line appearances and their meanings, refer to the Legend. You can find more information on
the various statements from the Action Diagram tool.

Join Mutually Exclusive

To link a prerequisite activity with two or more dependent activities, each having a different precondition, select Join
Mutual Excl. In mutually dependent activities, one dependent activity executes following the prerequisite activity.

Join Mutual Excl is active when you select a dependency line and a process.

Example

A mutually exclusive dependency line is drawn with a circle where the dependency lines meet. The circle indicates that
only one of the dependent activities executes.

In the example, the prerequisite activity Evaluate Request has two possible postconditions: Grant Raise or Deny Raise.

Selecting Objects to Join

There are two ways to select the objects you want to join.

Drag Select
: Click on one object or dependency line with the mouse cursor. Without releasing the mouse button, drag the
cursor to the next object. Release the button after selecting the objects you want to join. The order in which you
select the objects does not control the direction of arrows on the dependency line. Arrows always point from left to
right, or from bottom to top.
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Control Key and Mouse Cursor:
Click on one object or dependency line with the mouse cursor. Hold down the Control Key as you click on the
second object. The order in which you select the objects controls the direction of arrows on the dependency line.
The arrows point from the first object you select to the second object.

Join Parallel

To structure a parallel dependency, use three or more activities. One activity must be a prerequisite to the others. Join
Parallel is active when you select a dependency line and a process.

Example

A parallel dependency exists between the prerequisite activity Have Car Wreck and the dependent activities Call Police
and Call Auto Club.

You can execute either of the dependent activities in any order or simultaneously.

Selecting Objects to Join

There are two ways to select the objects you want to join.

Drag Select:
Click on one object or dependency line with the mouse cursor. Without releasing the mouse button, drag the
cursor to the next object. Release the button after selecting the objects you want to join. The order in which you
select the objects does not control the direction of arrows on the dependency line. Arrows always point from left to
right, or from bottom to top.

Control Key and Mouse Cursor:
Click on one object or dependency line with the mouse cursor. Hold down the Control Key as you click on the
second object. The order in which you select the objects controls the direction of arrows on the dependency line.
The arrows point from the first object you select to the second object.

Join Procedures/Procedure Steps
This article provides information for Join Procedures/Procedure Steps. A dialog flow represents the movement and
transfer of system control between procedure steps.

To join procedures or procedure steps, specify:

• Flow type (Transfer or Link)
• Destination action (Display First or Execute First).
• Return action (Display First or Execute First). This may only be specified when the flow type is a link.
• Command
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Dialog flows occur within a business system (internal flows) or between business systems (external flows) within the same
model. A dialog can flow from any procedure step but must flow to the first procedure step of the destination procedure.

NOTE
To enable the Join action, you must select the first object to join and then, using CTRL-select, select the second
object to join.

Join Procedures/Procedure Steps Dialog

The Join Procedures/Procedure Steps dialog lets you add dialog flows to the dialog flow diagram. Dialog flows occur
within a business system (internal flows) or between business systems (external flows) within the same model. A dialog
can flow from any procedure step but must flow to the first procedure step of the destination procedure.

The two types of dialogs that flow within and between business systems are:

• Transfer
• Link

Vertical arrows indicate flows. An arrow without a loop is a transfer. An arrow with a loop around the source procedure
step is a link.

Keypress Events

Keypress events apply to all enterable controls. This includes single/multiple edit controls and enterable list boxes. The
attribute view of the enterable control must be of the Gen attribute domain Text (Mixed Text and DBCS Text are not
supported).

The keypress event is triggered whenever a keypress is received while the input focus is located on an entry control. The
event passes to the EVENT ACTION the ASCII value representing the specific key pressed along with optional CTRL,
ALT, and SHIFT modifiers. Only printable characters trigger the keypress event - the event action does not respond to
special control keypresses, such as arrow and function keys.

Specific keys interact with Keypress events as follows:

Key Interaction
Enter No response since no printable characters result.
spacebar Triggers a Keypress event because space is a printable character.
Delete, Backspace Triggers a Keypress event because they affect printable

characters.
Alt, Enter Triggers a Keypress event in Windows XP but not in other

platforms.

NOTE
For Windows platforms other than Windows XP, the ALT key is reserved and cannot be used in a KEYPRESS
event.

The user has the ability to accept or reject the keypress in the event action block before the key displays in the edit box,
by setting the "keypress" attribute to one of the following values:

• accept - character displays as received in edit box
• reject - character is suppressed from displaying in edit box

NOTE
In order to modify or change the keypress (input character), reject the keypress character, then set the
current_text attribute to the character or character string that will replace the original keypress character. For this
usage the keypress attribute will be set to reject.
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Parameters are as follows:

character ctrl alt shift keypress current_text

Parameter details:

1. All parameters are of the type Text.
2. Character values are a single printable character.
3. Character must be mapped to a Text attribute view of Length > or = 1.
4. Ctrl, Alt, and Shift values are "down" or "up".
5. Ctrl, Alt, and Shift values must be mapped to a Text attribute view of Length > or = 4.
6.  Return Values for the "keypress" parameter  are "accept", "reject", or “modify”.
7. The “keypress” parameter must be mapped to a Text attribute view of Length > or = 6
8. You can also modify the current contents of the field by setting the current text to a new value in the event action block.

This enables the current contents to be modified based on end-user input.

The Keypress event is a fine grain event action. Like other event actions, fields are edited and views are updated when a
control associated with the event action loses focus, or when a procedure step executes.

During the keypress event, the import and export views for the control with focus do not reflect the control's displayed
value. The control's views are updated when the control loses focus and field editing occurs.

Keys Help

Keys Help lists the keys specific to Gen and describes their functions. You can use the keys to perform immediate actions
without selecting from menus or using the mouse.

Keyword

This field lets you enter the new keyword to the list of keywords. All keywords must be unique. Keywords are case-
sensitive and cannot contain delimiters.

Keyword Add Push Button

This push button lets you add a new keyword to the list of keywords. Keywords are labels used with Clear Screen Input
that identify the input parameter. They must be accompanied by the parameter data enclosed in delimiters.

The keyword can be the prompt that accompanies the field on the screen or some other label that can be associated with
the field. All keywords must be unique. Keywords are case-sensitive and cannot contain delimiters. However, you can
append symbols to keywords.

Last

Last adds the LAST OF special attribute to the PAD logic for explicitly indexed repeating group views. You can use LAST
OF in the following ways:

• Modify it with the SET LAST action statement.
• Compare it with any view of a numeric attribute.
• Use it as the source of a SET statement whose target is a numeric special attribute or the view of a numeric attribute.

The value of LAST OF for a repeating group view determines the highest used occurrence number. This number is always
a populated view, as opposed to the MAX OF subscript which refers to the highest cardinality and may or may not be
a populated view. The value of LAST OF is zero or a positive number. The value is changed automatically when the
subscript is set to a value greater than the current last value.

The format for a LAST OF statement is: LAST OF <explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view>
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The following are examples of LAST OF statements:

SET LAST OF repeating_product TO

SUBSCRIPT OF repeating_product

 --IF LAST OF repeating_product IS GREATER THAN 100

| SET SUBSCRIPT OF repeating_product TO 1

 ---

Launch

Selecting Launch from the Data Model Browser Tool lets you move directly to any of the following analysis diagrams:

• Action Diagram
• Data Model List
• Entity Life Cycle Diagram

Launch Action Diagram
This article provides information for Launch Action Diagram. Selecting Action Diagram from Launch lets you move directly
to the Action Diagram.

For more information about the Action Diagram, press F1 when the diagram appears.

Launch Business System Definition

Business System Definition is the last task in analysis. It lets you define a new business system or modify an existing one.

Launch Construction

Construction produces all the executable components of a system -- programs, databases, job control statements, screen
formats, and transaction definitions. The goal of Construction is to create application systems that support an area defined
during design.

Launch Data Model

Selecting Data Model from Launch lets you move directly to the Data Model Diagram.

Launch Data Model List

Selecting Data Model List from Launch lets you move directly to the Data Model List.

Launch Data Store List

Launches the Data Store List diagram.

Launch Data Structure List
This article provides information for Launch Data Structure List. The Data Structure List is a design tool that is used to
depict the data model in tables containing columns, indexes, foreign keys, and constraints.

It is part of the technical design tools.

For more information, see Data Structure List.
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Selected is part of the view

The attribute that you selected is part of the view. Duplicates are not allowed.

Select a different attribute.

Launch Dialog Design

Dialog Design displays the Dialog Flow Diagram, which describes the interactions between a user and the generated
business system.

In an on-line environment, a dialog describes the interaction between a user and each procedure step of the system,
represented through screens. The Dialog Flow Diagram represents the possible paths a user can take between the
screens. In a batch environment, a dialog represents the interaction between the user and the system through reports and
connections to external data.

Launch Entity Life Cycle

Selecting Entity Life Cycle from Launch lets you move directly to the Entity Life Cycle Diagram.

Launch Event Browser

The Event Browser displays event objects in a dialog box format. You can perform the following tasks from the Event
Browser:

• View the procedure action diagram logic for an event action.
• Change the logic for an event action.
• Create or change an event for a control.
• Determine the type of event, such as Open, Close, Click, and so forth, associated with a window or control.
• Determine which controls have events defined for them.

Launch from the Navigation Diagram

Selecting Launch from the Navigation Diagram lets you move directly to any of the following diagrams:

• Event Browser
• Action Diagram
• Structure Chart
• Action Block Usage
• Dialog Design (Dialog Flow Diagram)
• Construction
• Screen
• Prototyping
• Work Set List

Launch in Action Block Usage or Structure Chart

To link to another diagram from the Action Block Usage diagram or from the Structure Chart diagram, select Launch. The
diagram accessed by Launch include:

Diagram Purpose
Hierarchy Diagram Displays a related hierarchy diagram
Dependency Diagram Displays a related dependency diagram
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Action Diagram Displays the action diagram logic
Structure Chart Displays a chart that represents the usage of action diagrams by

one another
Action Block Usage Manages and manipulates logic in action diagrams using graphic

objects
Dialog Design Defines the transfer of control and/or data between procedure

steps
Screen Defines the screens that support the application being developed
Prototyping Produces a preview of screens and the flows between them
Navigation Diagram Defines the windows that support the application being developed

Launch in Action Diagram

To link to another diagram from the Action Diagram, select Launch. The diagrams accessed by Launch include:

Diagram Purpose
Action Diagram Displays another action diagram.
Structure Chart Displays a chart that represents the usage of action diagrams by

one another.
Action Block Usage Manages and manipulates logic in action diagrams using graphic

objects.
Dialog Design (Dialog Flow Diagram) Defines the transfer of control and/or data between procedure

steps.
Screen Defines the screens that support the application being developed.
Navigation Diagram Defines the windows that support the application being developed.
Prototyping Produces a preview of screens and the flows between them.
Construction Produces all the executable components of the system --

programs, databases, job control statements, screen formats, and
transaction definitions.

The current tool remains active in the background window with the selected tool in the foreground window.

Launch in Dialog Flow Browser

Select Launch to go directly to either Dialog Design or Construction.

Launch in Dialog Design

To link to another diagram from Dialog Design, select Launch. The tools accessed by Launch include:

• Screen
Defines the screens that support the application being developed.

• Navigation Diagram
Defines the windows that support the application being developed.

• Action Diagram
Displays the logic in the action diagram.

• Structure Chart
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Displays a chart that represents the usage of action diagrams by one another.
• Define Business System (Only applies to Windows)
• Prototyping

Produces a preview of screens and the flows between them.
• Construction

Produces all the executable components of the system -- programs, databases, job control statements, screen
formats, and transaction definitions

Lock Required on Entry

The Lock required on entry check box allows locking of an occurrence in an import view at entry to the action block. This
prevents other transactions from changing the data. When adding an entity type, you can select this check box only if the
view is persistent.

The following example of a view list contains an import entity view in which occurrences are locked:

CHG_CUSTOMER

IMPORTS:

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,import only,locked)

The default is unlocked.

Downstream Effects

During code generation, the software indicates to calling action blocks during READ actions that the current view should
be locked. Selecting of this check box indicates to other action blocks that the current action block intends to perform
UPDATE actions.

Launch in Generation

To access one of the following, select Launch.

• Action Diagram
• Dialog Design
• Screen Design
• Navigation Diagram
• Data Structure List

Launch in Organizational Hierarchy Diagram

To link to another organizational hierarchy diagram for the selected object, select Launch.

Launch in Packaging

To access one of the following Tools, select Launch.

• Action Diagram
• Screen Design
• Navigation Diagram
• Dialog Design

Launch in Prototyping
This article provides information for Launch in Prototyping. The current tool remains active in the background window with
the selected tool in the foreground window.
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To link to another tool, select Launch. Tools that are accessed by Launch are:

• Dialog Design
• Screen Design
• Prototyping
• Action Diagram
• Structure Chart
• Navigation Diagram

To view parts of each active window, select Window, Tile.

Launch in Scoped Type Model

Select Diagram, Launch to move directly to:

• Data Model List
• Data Model Browser
• Entity Life Cycle
• Component Modeling (and then via the submenu to any of the other Scoped Type Diagrams)
• Data Model
• Action Diagram

Launch in Screen Design

Launch links to the Dialog Design, Navigation Diagram, Prototyping, Action Diagram, Structure Chart, and Construction
tools. The Screen Design window remains active in the background. To view portions of each active window, access
Window, Tile.

Launch Navigation Diagram

Navigation Diagram is a tool for creating an application that executes in a windowing environment. A windowing
environment allows more than one application to share the monitor at the same time. This sharing occurs in areas called
windows.

Because windowing applications coexist, some consistency is needed so that the applications look and act alike. The
consistency allows users to switch among applications with a minimum of difficulty.

Applications built upon a common graphical model provide consistency. The interface to such graphical models is often
referred to as a graphical user interface (GUI). Navigation Diagram lets you create applications with a graphical user
interface (GUI applications).

Launch Prototyping

Prototyping demonstrates online dialog flows between screens without action diagrams, or generating code or databases.
Prototyping verifies that the screens are complete and flow in the order that the customer does business.

Prototyping lets you perform the following tasks:

• Verifies fields on particular screens
• Identifies missing screens and invalid dialog flows
• Tests flows between screens
• Reviews screen appearance
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Launch Reports

Launch displays the Reports window. Use Launch when you want to display more than one report.

Launch Screen

Screen Design defines the visual layouts of data views imported to and exported from procedure steps. In an online
environment, the primary visual layouts are screens. In a batch environment, they are reports. You design reports,
not screens, for batch procedure steps. Each screen provides the user interface for one procedure step or single-step
procedure.

The two major types of objects defined during the Screen Design process are:

Screens User's view of the system. (Most online procedure steps are
associated with a screen.)

Templates Definitions of portions of a screen. (Many screens may use
a template across a business system to define and position
standard screen objects. One or more templates can be used in
each screen to give them all a common look and feel.)

Launch Screen Design

Screen Design is the process of defining the visual layouts of data views imported to and exported from procedure steps.
In an online environment, the primary visual layouts are screens; in a batch environment, they are reports. You design
reports not screens for batch procedure steps. Each screen provides the user interface for one procedure step or single-
step procedure.

The two major types of objects defined during Screen Design are:

Screens User's view of the system (most online procedure steps are
associated with a screen.)

Templates Definitions of portions of a screen (A template may be used by
many screens across a business system to define and position
standard screen objects. One or more templates can be used in
each screen to give them all a common look and feel.)

Launch Work Set List

Work set lists are like entity types. A work set provides information that a process, a procedure step, or an action block
requires but cannot get from entity types in the model.

Attributes, or characteristics, of work sets are like entity type attributes.

The following work attributes display in the Gen-supplied work set:

• Count
• Total Real
• Total Currency
• Total Integer
• Percentage
• Average Real
• Average Currency
• Average Integer
• Flag
• Subscript
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Layout Size
This article provides information for Layout Size. Layout Size identifies the maximum size of a window or dialog box in a
windowed application.

The size is measured in character cell units.

LeftMouseBtnDown/Up Events

The LeftMouseBtnDown/Up events will pass to the EVENT ACTION the cursor position in screen coordinates (as defined
below). These events will provide the user with low-level control over mouse actions. They may be used, for example, to
display a custom configurable pop-up menu upon a left button down press.

These events may be applied to any control, window, or dialog box.

Parameters will follow the form:

Xcoord Ycoord Ctrl+ Alt+ Shift+

Parameter details:

• Window origin is defined as upper left regardless of platform
• All coordinates represent screen coordinates
• Width and height will be reported in pixels
• X and Y coordinates are of Gen type NUMBER
• All other parameters are of Gen type TEXT

Left Paren

Left paren '(' is the opening parenthesis that is used to group attributes, literals, or both into expressions for arithmetic
operations. The expression is followed by a right (closing) parenthesis. The following examples are two statements that
result in different calculations, based on the placement of the parentheses. If the value of import order quantity in both
examples is 2, the first example sets export order quantity to 2, while the second example sets it to 0.

SET export order quantity TO (3 - import order quantity) + 1

SET export order quantity TO 3 - (import order quantity + 1)

Left Property
This article provides information for Left Property.

Usage Left ()
Description Sets or retrieves the leftmost location of the object.
Arguments Number that is the leftmost screen column location of the object.
Return Value This property returns a number that is the leftmost screen column

location of the object.
Notes For objects with prompts, both the prompt and the object are

moved, with the prompt retaining its original orientation to the
object.
This property is available for Application, Button, CheckBox,
DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox, Field,
GroupBox, ListBox, ListColumnItem, ListItem, ListPermiitedValue,
ListRowItem, Literal, Menu, OLEArea, OLEControl, Picture,
RadioButton, RadioButtonGroup, and Window.
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Left, Top and Bottom Entry Field

This single-line entry field specifies the number of spaces to allow as left, top, and bottom margins on:

• A toolbar
• A status bar

On a toolbar, the margin is measured from the left edge of the window to the left of the first push button, and above and
below the largest push button displayed on the toolbar.

On a status bar, the margin is measured from the left edge of the window to the left edge of the first literal, field, or prompt
on the status bar; and above and below the largest component.

The default Left, Top and Bottom margin is 2 spaces. The size of a space depends on the font being used. You will see
the effects of the margin space you specify when you add the first component.

Although this field will accept values between 0 and 999, specifying too large a number can place the bottom of the
toolbar or status bar out of the range of visibility. If this happens, double click on the toolbar or status bar and make the
margin setting smaller.

Compare the margins on the following toolbar examples:

Left, Top and Bottom = 2

Left, Top and Bottom = 20

Compare the margins on the following status bar examples:

Left, Top and Bottom = 2

Left, Top and Bottom = 20

Legend Color

This drop-down list displays the colors available for the area of the matrix where cell values and axis headings are
displayed. The default color is pale gray.
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Length of Permitted Values Message
This article provides information for Length of Permitted Values Message. The attribute length exceeds the maximum that
is allowed for permitted values.

The maximum for text is 32 characters. The maximum for numbers is 18 digits.

Select Yes to change the attribute length and delete the permitted values.

Select No to cancel deleting the permitted values, and cancel changing the attributes length.

Length of Permitted Values

When the length of an attribute is changed, the permitted values that do not conform to the new length also are deleted.

Select Yes to change the attribute length and delete values that exceed the length.

Select No to cancel changing the length of the attribute and leave permitted values intact.

Relationship Currently Exists

A mutually exclusive relationship can be assigned only once. The relationship currently exists.

Deselect the mutually exclusive relationship.

This message occurs when the relationship is highlighted and the Add or Apply push button is selected.

Library Name (OLE Object Browser)

The Library drop-down list contains a list of all of the libraries that are registered with your operating system. Registry is
usually accomplished during installation of the library.

If the desired library does not appear in the list, verify that it has been properly registered using your vendor's
documentation.

The Gen libraries are registered automatically during the installation process.

Limiting the List of Objects from the Tree View

You can limit or “filter” the list of objects displayed in the tree view by specifying selection criteria for object names.

1. At the bottom of the Increment Subset dialog box, place your cursor in the Filter field.
2. Enter a filter value of up to 32 characters, including special characters. See rules following step 3.
3. To invoke the filter and display the filtered list, click the + box to the left of the desired dialog object type. The selected

object expands, displaying a list of scoping objects, limited by your selection criteria.

Special Characters Rules for Using
% (non-imbedded percent sign, also called the wild card
character)

Any string at all, including no string.
If used as the first character in the filter value, specifies any string
preceding the literal.
If used as the final character, specifies any string following the
literal.
If used as both the first and last characters (%LITERAL%),
specifies any string containing the literal in any position.
Note: It is automatically added to the end of the filter value that
you enter.

_ (non-trailing underscore) Any single character. Can be used multiple times, including
successive positions, within the filter value and in any position,
except the last position.
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More information

Filter Examples

Links to Radio Button

This radio button specifies that the autoflow links to the selected procedure step. A procedure step implemented as a
window or a dialog box accepts links.

In GUI applications, Links to makes it possible to have more than one window open at a time. As a result, Links to is used
most often in GUI applications.

If the link does not already exist on the Dialog Flow Diagram, the Navigation Diagram adds it.

List Access Control Table Dump
This article provides information for List Access Control Table Dump. This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a
customer under the direction of the Support group.

Listbox Cell Method
This article provides information for Listbox Cell Method.

Usage Cell (Number, Number)
Description Retrieves a specific ListColumnItem, using indices.
Arguments Number that is a valid row index for the object to retrieve.

Number that is a valid column index for the object to retrieve.
Return Value This method returns a GUI object that contains the contents of the

cell at the row, column location. If there is an error, this method
returns NULL.

Listbox CurrentCount Property
This article provides information for Listbox CurrentCount Property.

Usage CurrentCount ()
Description Returns how many rows are in the list.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns the number of rows in the list.

List Box Design
This article provides information for List Box Design. To add a list box, specify the following attributes:

• Group Import View
• Group Export View
• Horizontal Scroll
• Multiple Selections
• Adjust Position
• List Type

List Box
Non-enterable Drop-down
Enterable List Box
Enterable Drop-down
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Fixed Size Table
Varying Size Table

• One or more attributes that you want to appear in the list box

Sizing List Box Columns

The columns within a list box can be sized horizontally. This allows you to adjust the display amount of a column without
having to specify an edit pattern.

The horizontal sizing applies to space, not to the number of characters. For example, the character widths vary in a
proportional font. A "W" is wider than an "I". Therefore, a column of a certain size might display 10 Is but only 6 or 7 Ws.

An advantage of sizing over using an edit pattern is appearance. An edit pattern restricts the number of characters that
display to a fixed number. Sizing a column allows the number of characters to display that fit within the column size. An
example helps clarify this.

Suppose you have a list box with several columns. Space is tight, but you want to display a column of the following
names: William, Dorothy, Christina, Carlos, and Rolf. If you specify an edit pattern of four characters, you would see this:

 ---------

|Will     |

|Doro     |

|Chri     |

|Carl     |

|Rolf     |

 ---------

A column without an exit pattern, sized to the same size, could display more characters, possibly:

 ---------

|William  |

|Dorothy  |

|Christi  |

|Carlos   |

|Rolf     |

 ---------

The following restrictions apply to sizing a list box column:

Only the right border of a column can be selected as the sizing border. The mouse pointer changes shape to a double-
pointed arrow (<->) when it passes over a sizing border of a column.

The minimum size of a column is approximately one character.

All columns to the right of the column being sized shift the amount of sizing. For instance, a column sized narrower shifts
all columns to the right of it to the left. A column sized wider shifts all columns to the right of that column to the right.

The following examples show graphically what occurs when you size a column.

This example shows a list box with three columns: number, first name, and last name. The attribute lengths are:

Number 6
First Name 10
Last Name 20

  Number First Name Last Name
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 --------------------------------------

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

 --------------------------------------

This example shows the mouse pointer changing shape to a double-pointed arrow (<->), as indicated on the upper right
corner of the column First Name. The First Name column can now be sized horizontally.

  Number First Name Last Name

 --------------------------------------

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXX<->XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

 --------------------------------------

This example shows the First Name column that is sized to approximately half its original size. The Last Name column
shifted left.

  Number First Name Last Name

 --------------------------------------

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      |

 --------------------------------------

This example shows the First Name column that is sized to approximately 1.5 times its original size. The First Name
column is left aligned because it is text. Therefore, the extra space appears between the First Name and Last Name
columns. The Last Name column has been pushed to the right. You must resize the list box to see all 20 characters of the
Last Name.

  Number First Name Last Name

 --------------------------------------

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

 --------------------------------------

This example shows the Number column that is sized to twice its original size. The Number column is right aligned
because it is numeric. The extra space appears to the left of the column instead of between the Number and First Name
columns.

       Number First Name Last Name

 --------------------------------------
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|      ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

|      ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

|      ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

|      ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

|      ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

 --------------------------------------

List boxes and Tables Node

The List Boxes/Tables node lets you specify the video properties features for all rows and columns in list boxes, and
tables across the Business System.

The following fields are available on this list boxes and tables:

Show Borders in Listboxes
Specifies if the list boxes must display cell borders. By default, list boxes display without cell borders.

Row/Column Video Properties
Specifies the required Custom Video Properties that must apply to the rows and the columns in list boxes, and
also tables across the Business System. The specified Custom Video Properties are applied in alternating style
for the rows and the columns. If two or more Custom Video Properties are specified, the Custom Video Properties
are alternated in a cyclic order.
You can select the required property from the list of Custom Video Properties that are previously specified in the
Custom Node. You can provide the following information to design the rows and column in the list Boxes and
tables:

• Specify the set of Custom Video Properties for the alternating rows.
• Specify the set of Custom Video Properties for the alternating columns.
• Specify the row number where the alternating row styles must start. (The default row number is 1.)
• Specify the column number where the alternating column styles must start. (The default column number is 1.)
• Select if the row style overrides the column style for the intersection cells if both row and column styles are

present at runtime. (By default, the row style overrides the column style.)

NOTE
The row style or a column style specified in the Navigation Diagram replaces the style specified in the
Business System.

NOTE
Select a custom video property for elements in List Boxes/Tables.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Detail, Video Properties in the Business System.
The Default Video Properties dialog appears.

2. Select the List Boxes/Tables node.
The List Boxes/Tables appears.

3. Select Add...
The Select Custom Video Properties dialog appears, displaying a list of custom video properties.

4. Select the required custom video property and click OK.
The system saves the changes and closes the Select Custom Video Properties dialog.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each element in the List Boxes/Tables.
6. Click OK to close the List Boxes/Tables panel.

More information
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• List Box/Table Style Node in Navigation Diagram
• Rows Node in Navigation Diagram Video Properties
• Columns Node in Navigation Diagram Video Properties
• Specify Row and Column Video Properties for List Boxes and Tables
• Specify Row Custom Video Properties for Specific List Boxes
• Specify Alternating Custom Video Properties for a Column in a List Box
• Specify Column Specific Custom Video Properties in a List Box

ListBoxes Method
This article provides information for ListBoxes Method.

Usage ListBoxes ()
Description Retrieves the collection of ListBoxes on the window.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero.

List Box Field Properties Dialog

The List Box Field Properties dialog specifies the prompt, prompt align, edit pattern, and edit align for an attribute in a list.

The Selection Indicator check box specifies that an attribute indicates when a line is selected in a list. A list can have only
one attribute as a selection indicator. The selection attribute must be text (have a domain type of text) and a length of only
one character.

NOTE
A system supplied work set view selection character must be added to the Repeating Group View and marked
as the selection indicator. Refer to Selection Indicator for List Box Properties for additional information.

For additional information on individual controls, request help on the individual control.

Listbox Interface Object
This article provides information for Listbox Interface Object.

Methods Properties
Cell Application
ListRowItems Handle
ListRowItem Listbox CurrentCount
Redraw Name

CssClass
ObjectType
Parent

Listbox ListRowItem Method
This article provides information for Listbox ListRowItem Method.

Usage ListRowItem (Number)
Description Retrieves the specific row object requested.
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Arguments Number that is the number of the row to be retrieved.
Return Value This method returns a GUI object that contains the contents of the

specified row. If the value in Number is greater than CurrentCount
or less than 1, the method returns NULL.

Listbox ListRowItems Method
This article provides information for Listbox ListRowItems Method.

Usage ListRowItems ()
Description Returns the collection of rows in the list.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection object that contains the all of

rows in the list.

ListBox Method
This article provides information for ListBox Method.

Usage ListBox (String)
Description Retrieves the ListBox object of the name input.
Arguments String that is the name of the ListBox object to retrieve.
Return Value This method returns a GUI object for the given name. If the object

is not found, or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.

List Box Table Style Node in Navigation Diagram

The List box/ Table Style node specifies the cell intersection policy for row and column styles for a specific list box or table.

Selecting Automatic option applies the Business System Default Video Properties settings for the cell intersection policy to
the specific list box or table.

If you selecting the Row style overrides column style option, the row style overrides the column style for the specific list
box or table.

If you do not select the Automatic option and Row style overrides column style option, the column style overrides the row
style.

More information

• List boxes and Tables Node
• Rows Node in Navigation Diagram Video Properties
• Columns Node in Navigation Diagram Video Properties
• Specify Row and Column Video Properties for List Boxes and Tables
• Specify Row Custom Video Properties for Specific List Boxes
• Specify Alternating Custom Video Properties for a Column in a List Box
• Specify Column Specific Custom Video Properties in a List Box
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ListColumnItem ColumnType Property
This article provides information for ListColumnItem ColumnType Property.

Usage ColumnType ()
Description Retrieves the data type of the column.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a string that contains the data type of the

column. Valid values are "Number", "Text", "Date", "Time", and
"Timestamp."

ListColumnItem EditedValue Property
This article provides information for ListColumnItem EditedValue Property.

Usage EditedValue ()
Description Retrieves the edited value of the column. This method works as if

a user had typed into the field and then moved to another location
on the window: all editing is performed and the changed event is
fired, if one is present.

Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a text string of the value that is displayed to

the end user.

ListColumnItem EditPattern Property
This article provides information for ListColumnItem EditPattern Property.

Usage EditPattern (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the edit pattern for the column.
Arguments String that is to be the new edit pattern for the column.
Return Value This property returns a string that is the current edit pattern of the

column.

ListColumnItem Interface Object
This article provides information for ListColumnItem Interface Object.

Methods Properties
ListPermittedValues Application
Redraw ColumnType

EditedValue
EditPattern
Handle
Name
ObjectType
PromptForegroundColor
PromptHeight
Parent
Prompt
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PromptBackgroundColor
PromptFontSize
PromptFontStyle
PromptFontType
PromptLeft
PromptTop
PromptWidth
Value

ListColumnItem ListPermittedValues Method
This article provides information for ListColumnItem ListPermittedValues Method.

Usage ListPermittedValues ()
Description Retrieves the collection of permitted values for the object.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection object that contains a list of

permitted values for a column. If no permitted values are defined
for the column, the method returns NULL.

ListColumnItem Value Property
This article provides information for ListColumnItem Value Property.

Usage Value ()
Description Retrieves the value of the column.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a variant value containing the contents of the

column.

List Field View

The List Field View Properties dialog specifies the properties for an attribute in a list.

The Attribute properties include:

• Export Group View
• Export View
• Workset
• Domain
• Length
• Number of Decimal Places
• Case Sensitive (Check or Unchecked)
• Varying Length (Checked or Unchecked)

The Field properties include:

• Prompt
• Prompt Align
• Edit Pattern
• Edit Align
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For additional information on individual controls, request help on the individual control.

ListItem EditedValue Property
This article provides information for ListItem EditedValue Property.

Usage EditedValue ()
Description Sets or retrieves the edited value of the ListItem.
Arguments String that is to be the new edited value in a ListItem. If querying

for the edited value, no input is specified.
Return Value This property returns a string that contains the current edited value

of the ListItem.
Notes This method works as if a user had typed into the field and then

moved to another location on the window: all editing is performed
and the changed event is fired, if one is present. Values are
always presented as text strings. You can use this property to add
values to the list.

ListItem Interface Object
This article provides information for ListItem Interface Object.

Methods Properties
Redraw Application

EditedValue
Handle
Name
ObjectType
Parent
Selected
Value
Visible

ListItem Selected Property
This article provides information for ListItem Selected Property.

Usage Selected (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the selected state of the row.
Arguments String that is to be the new selected state. A value of "True"

indicates that the row is selected. If querying for the state of the
row, no input argument is specified.

Return Value This property returns a string that indicates the status of the
ListItem. A value of "True" means that the ListItem is selected.

Notes This property is used only when a selection character is defined
for the repeating group view in the ListBox.
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ListItem Value Property
This article provides information for ListItem Value Property.

Usage Value ()
Description Retrieves the active value.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a variant value that is the current value of the

ListItem.
Notes Values are always presented as text strings.

ListItem Visible Property
This article provides information for ListItem Visible Property.

Usage Visible ()
Description Retrieves the visible state of the row.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a string value that indicates the visible state

of the object. A value of "True" means that the object is visible and
is the standard return.

List Occurrence Check Box Properties Dialog

The List Occurrence Check Box Properties dialog specifies the characteristics for a list occurrence check box. A list
occurrence check box represents a view of a single attribute. This control applies only to attributes in group views.

A check box toggles between an on or off condition. The check box is either selected (on) or not selected (off). The on and
off conditions must contain values. These values can be the permitted values for the attribute if the attribute has permitted
values.

You can use the logic in a procedure action diagram to check the values and determine processing based on the values.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

More information

Use Navigation Diagram

List Occurrence Entry Field Properties Dialog

The List Occurrence Entry Field Properties dialog specifies the characteristics of a list occurrence entry field. An entry field
is a view of a single attribute. This control applies to attributes in repeating group views.

You can specify the characteristics when first adding an entry field or later by detailing the properties of the field.

The characteristics include:

• Descriptive text for the field
• Any patterns to which the field input must conform
• Where the input is positioned in the field
• Special considerations concerning input and how the field displays
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The following conditions enable the check boxes on this dialog.

Checkbox Enabled By
Read Only De-selecting Password
Password De-selecting Read Only
Upper Case Marking an attribute Case Sensitive on the attribute properties

dialog.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Downstream Effects

The modality of a dialog box affects the behavior of the dialog box during execution of the GUI application. In the context
of modality, the presence of list occurrence fields on a dialog box also affects the behavior.

As a quick summary, the types of modality are modal, modeless-single, and modeless-multiple. List occurrence fields are
always based on data in a repeating group view. The group view must be repeating and must be placed as a list box.

The following text discusses the relationship of modality, list occurrence fields, and behavior. The discussion applies only
to non-primary dialog boxes, not to primary windows or primary dialog boxes.

Dialog Boxes with a Modality of Modal or Modeless-single

For these types of dialog boxes, the data in the list occurrence fields:

• Is automatically updated at the end of the procedure step execution.
• Always reflects the first selected row in the list box. If the first selected row changes, the data in the fields reflects the

changes.

The last bulleted item has an implication on behavior. If no row is selected, the dialog box automatically closes. The
deselection can occur from action diagram logic or user interaction. The result is the same - the dialog box closes when
the procedure step completes execution.

Dialog Box with a Modality of Modeless-Multiple

For this type of dialog box, the data in the list occurrence fields:

• Reflects the first selected row in the list box when the dialog box first displays.
• Does not change automatically if the first selected row changes.

If no row is selected, the dialog box does not automatically close. Note this difference between modeless-multiple and
modal/modeless-single.

However, two conditions will close a modeless-multiple dialog box. The dialog box automatically closes if either of the
following conditions is true:

• The cardinality of the repeating group view in the list box is less than the cardinality of the currently displayed data.
• The repeating group view becomes empty.

The two conditions apply to the first list box that fulfills the condition regardless of the number of list boxes. For example,
suppose you have a window that contains two list boxes representing two different repeating group views. If either
repeating group view fulfills either condition, the dialog box automatically closes.

List Occurrence Multi Line Properties Dialog

The List Occurrence Multi Line Properties dialog specifies the characteristics for an entry field that accepts or displays
multiple lines of text. The text limit is 1024 characters. A list occurrence multi-line entry field is a view of a single attribute.
This control applies only to attributes in group views.

You can specify the characteristics when first adding the entry field or later by detailing the properties of the field.
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The characteristics include:

• Descriptive text for the field
• Special considerations concerning input and how the field displays

Based on a default condition, a list occurrence multi line entry field:

• Contains a vertical scroll bar
• Implements word wrap

The following conditions enable the check boxes on this dialog.

Checkbox Enabled By
Horizontal Scroll De-selecting Word Wrap
Vertical Scroll Selecting Work Wrap
Upper Case Marking an attribute Case Sensitive on the attribute properties

dialog.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

More information

Use Navigation Diagram

List Occurrence Permitted Value Display Dialog

The List Occurrence Permitted Value Display dialog lets you change the prompt for a permitted value. You can select a
new prompt from the drop-down list for Prompt or type in a prompt.

This dialog applies only to permitted values that appear in list occurrence drop down lists or radio buttons.

More information

Use Navigation Diagram

List Occurrence Radio Button and Drop Down List Properties Dialog

The List Occurrence Radio Button and Drop Down List Properties dialog lists the permitted values for an attribute. You
can implement the values as list occurrence radio buttons or in a list occurrence drop down list. Either control represents a
view of a single attribute. The controls apply only to attributes in group views.

You can select all of the permitted values or specific ones to include as radio buttons or in the drop down list. The All push
button marks all values with an asterisk (*), which indicates that the marked values are to be included as radio buttons or
in the drop down list.

The following conditions enable the push buttons on this dialog.

Push Button Enabled By
Include For radio buttons, selecting a value in the selection list that has

not been placed. For items in a drop down list, selecting any value
in the list.

Remove For radio buttons, selecting a value in the selection list that has
not been placed. For items in a drop down list, selecting any value
in the list.

Properties Selecting any value in the selection list.
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Move For radio buttons, selecting any value in the selection list that has
not been placed. (Once one or more values are placed, Move is
disabled for radio buttons.) For items in a drop down list, selecting
any value in the list.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

More information

Use Navigation Diagram

ListPermittedValue EditedValue Property
This article provides information for ListPermittedValue EditedValue Property.

Usage EditedValue ()
Description Retrieves the edited value of the EnterableListBox.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a string that contains the current edited

value.
Notes Values are always presented as text strings.

ListPermittedValues Interface Object
This article provides information for ListPermittedValues Interface Object.

Methods Properties
Redraw Application

Handle
Name
ObjectType
Parent

List Properties Dialog
This article provides information for List Properties Dialog. The List Properties dialog specifies the characteristics for a list.
Only entity views under repeating group views are available for use with lists.

You can implement a list as one of the following types:

• A list box
• A non-enterable drop-down
• An enterable list box
• An enterable drop-down
• A fixed size table
• A varying size table

A list displays the attribute views from the entity views. None of the lists support nested repeating group views.

A list box can contain a combination of attribute views from the entity views for different entity types. The other three types
of lists can contain only one attribute view.

The drop-down lists for Import and Export View contain all the repeating group views that are defined for the procedure
step.
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The columns within a list box can be sized horizontally. This allows you to adjust the display amount of a column without
having to specify an edit pattern.

NOTE
If attributes for different entity types contain the same prompt, make each prompt unique before combining the
attributes into a list box.

Prompts for lists wrap within their background areas. (The background gives the effect of a surrounding box.) You can
create a multiple-line prompt by sizing the background area of the prompt.

Fixed and Varying Size Tables

Fixed and varying size tables are only supported by Java Web Generation and ASP.NET target environments.  When
these tables are generated for Windows GUI applications, they are displayed as regular list boxes with the height defined
during design time.

The size of a fixed size table is specified at design time. It can only display the number of rows that can fit in that fixed
size. Controls placed beneath the table at design time are not moved at runtime.

A varying size table can grow with the number of rows in the associated group view. The position of controls that are
placed beneath a varying size table during design, shift downward to accommodate the size of the table. The distance
between the table and other controls during design time is maintained at runtime. Controls placed to the left and right of a
varying size table during design time are not moved at runtime. During design time, a varying size table may display some
rows to define the height of the corresponding list box in a Windows GUI target environment. However, when there is no
data being populated for a varying size table in Web Generation or ASP.NET environments during runtime, a varying size
table does not show any rows. Consider this difference if an application targets both GUI Windows and browser-based
environments.

The Show Borders check box specifies whether table cell borders appear in fixed and varying size tables only. To specify
whether cell borders appear in list boxes, see the Web Properties Dialog in Business System Defaults.

Controls That Modify List or Table Display

The following conditions enable the controls on this dialog.

Control Enabled By
Add Allows you to add attributes to the view.
Events Allows you to specify an event to be executed when a column is

selected.
Horizontal Scroll Provides a scroll bar across bottom edge of the table.
Single Selection/Multiple Selection/Extended Selected Specifies the type of selection within the table. Extended selection

allows the application user to select a row, press Shift or Control,
and select one or more extra rows.

Show Borders Specifies whether fixed size and varying size tables display
vertical and horizontal cell borders.

Adjust Position Specifies whether a list box or a table shows a partial row at the
bottom of a list box or a table. When checked, the last row that is
displayed is never a partial one. This check box does not affect a
list box or a table in a Web Generation target environment.

The following controls are only enabled under certain conditions:

Control Enabled By
Include, Properties, Move, and Events Selecting an attribute in the selection list.
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Remove Selecting an attribute in the selection list that has been placed or
marked for placement.

Concepts of Lists and List Occurrences

List

A discussion of lists is necessary before explaining list occurrences. You implement lists in the Navigation Diagram tool
with the action Add List Box in the Edit pull-down. A list contains attribute views from repeating group views. In the case of
nested repeating group views, a list can contain views only from the inner level. The outer levels are not supported.

You cannot directly add to or change data in attribute views in a list box or a non-enterable drop-down list. (Enterable list
boxes and drop-down lists are presented at the end of this discussion.) You can add or change data in the database or in
an action diagram. The list can then be repopulated from the database or from an action diagram.

If you want to change data in an attribute view, you cannot type directly into the list box. How you change attribute views in
lists is by creating a list occurrence for that attribute view.

List Occurrence

A list occurrence is an attribute view that is selected from a list. A list occurrence represents a single occurrence of an
attribute view. The data from a list occurrence can add to or update the data in the database or in an action diagram. The
list can then be repopulated from the data in the database or the action diagram.

You can implement a list occurrence as any of the following:

• Entry field
• Check box
• Radio button
•  Drop-down list
•  Multiple-line entry field

You must create a list occurrence on a different dialog box than the window or dialog box on which the list occurs.

Enterable list boxes and drop-down lists let you add one value to an attribute view. This can occur only if the repeating
group view has not reached its maximum cardinality. The logic in your action diagram must keep track of the cardinality
and allow additions only if size permits. Therefore, you may prefer to implement non-enterable list boxes and drop-down
lists. The choice depends on your process/procedure action diagrams and application design.

Example

The columns within a list box can be sized horizontally. This allows you to adjust the display amount of a column without
having to specify an edit pattern.

The horizontal sizing applies to space, not to the number of characters. For example, the character widths vary in a
proportional font. A "W" is wider than an "I". Therefore, a column of a certain size might display 10 I's but only 6 or 7 W's.

An advantage of sizing over using an edit pattern is appearance. An edit pattern restricts the number of characters that
display to a fixed number. Sizing a column allows the number of characters to display that fit within the column size. An
example helps clarify this.

Suppose you have a list box with several columns. Space is tight, but you want to display a column of the following
names: William, Dorothy, Christina, Carlos, and Rolf. If you specify an edit pattern of four characters, you would see this:

 ---------

|Will     |

|Doro     |

|Chri     |

|Carl     |
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|Rolf     |

 ---------

A column without an exit pattern, sized to the same size, could display more characters, possibly:

 ---------

|William  |

|Dorothy  |

|Christi  |

|Carlos   |

|Rolf     |

 ---------

The following restrictions apply to sizing a list box column:

• Only the right border of a column can be selected as the sizing border. The mouse pointer changes shape to a double-
pointed arrow (<->) when it passes over a sizing border of a column.

• The minimum size of a column is approximately one character.

All columns to the right of the column being sized shift the amount of sizing. For instance, a column sized narrower shifts
all columns to the right of it to the left. A column sized wider shifts all columns to the right of that column to the right.

The following examples show graphically what occurs when you size a column.

This example shows a list box with three columns: number, first name, and last name. The attribute lengths are:

Number 6
First Name 10
Last Name 20

  Number First Name Last Name

 --------------------------------------

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

 --------------------------------------

This example shows the mouse pointer changing shape to a double-pointed arrow (<->), as indicated on the upper right
corner of the column First Name. The First Name column can now be sized horizontally.

  Number First Name Last Name

 --------------------------------------

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXX<->XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX |

 --------------------------------------

This example shows the First Name column that is sized to approximately half its original size. The Last Name column
shifted left.
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  Number First Name Last Name

 --------------------------------------

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      |

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      |

 --------------------------------------

This example shows the First Name column that is sized to approximately 1.5 times its original size. The First Name
column is left aligned because it is text. Therefore, the extra space appears between the First Name and Last Name
columns. The Last Name column has been pushed to the right. You must resize the list box to see all 20 characters of the
Last Name.

  Number First Name Last Name

 --------------------------------------

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

| ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

 --------------------------------------

This example shows the Number column that is sized to twice its original size. The Number column is right aligned
because it is numeric. The extra space appears to the left of the column instead of between the Number and First Name
columns.

       Number First Name Last Name

 --------------------------------------

|      ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

|      ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

|      ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

|      ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

|      ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX|

 --------------------------------------

ListRowItem DisplayAtTop Property
This article provides information for ListRowItem DisplayAtTop Property.

Usage DisplayAtTop (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the "Display at top of the list" state of the row.
Arguments String that indicates the new display state for the row. A value

of "True" indicates that the state of the row is "Display at top of
the list". If querying for the state of the row, no input argument is
specified.

Return Value This property returns a string that indicates the current state of the
row. A value of "True" means that the state of the row is "Display
at top of the list".

Notes This method functions only when a selection character is defined
for the repeating group view in the ListBox.
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ListRowItem Interface Object
This article provides information for ListRowItem Interface Object.

Methods Properties
ListColumnItem Application
ListColumnItems DisplayAtTop
Handle
Redraw Name

ObjectType
Parent
Selected
Visible

ListRowItem ListColumnItem Method
This article provides information for ListRowItem ListColumnItem Method.

Usage ListColumnItem (Number)
Description Retrieves a specific column item of this ListRowItem.
Arguments Number that is the column to be retrieved.
Return Value This method returns a GUI object that contains the contents of the

column. If the value of "Number" is less than 1 or greater than the
number of columns, this method returns NULL.

Notes You can use this method to index to a column directly.

ListRowItem ListColumnItems Method
This article provides information for ListRowItem ListColumnItems Method.

Usage ListColumnItems ()
Description Returns a collection of the columns in the list.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection object containing the columns in

the list.

ListRowItem Selected Property
This article provides information for ListRowItem Selected Property.

Usage Selected (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the selected state of the row.
Arguments String that is to be the new selected state of the row item. If

querying for the state, no input argument is specified.
Return Value This property returns a string that indicates the selected state of

the row. A value of "True" means that the row item is selected.
Notes This method works only when a selection character is defined for

the repeating group view in the ListBox.
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ListRowItem Visible Property
This article provides information for ListRowItem Visible Property.

Usage Visible ()
Description Retrieves the visible state of the row.
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a value of "True" to indicate that the row

items are visible.

List Type for List Properties
This article provides information for List Type for List Properties. Only a list box can contain a combination of attributes
from entity views for different entity types.

List Type specifies the type of list that you want to create:

• A list box
• A non-enterable drop-down
• An enterable list box
• An enterable drop-down

The attributes become columns in the list box; the attribute prompts become column headings. The attributes can be from
any valid Gen domain (numeric, text, date, and so on). If a VARCHAR attribute is included, the column width is limited
to the maximum fixed-length size of a text field (255 characters). The entity views must all belong to the same repeating
group view at the same level. That is, none of the entity views can be subordinate (nested) to any of the others. You
should also assign a selection indicator (see discussion) to a list box. Consistency Check displays a warning if you do not.

You cannot directly add to or change data in attribute views in a list box or a non-enterable drop-down list. You can add
or change data in the database or in an action diagram. The list can then be repopulated from the database or from an
action diagram. You change attribute views in lists by creating a list occurrence for that attribute view. A list occurrence is
an attribute view that is selected from a list. A list occurrence represents a single occurrence of an attribute view.

You must create a list occurrence on a dialog box different from the window or dialog box where the list occurs.

Enterable list boxes and enterable drop-down lists let you add one value to an attribute view. You can do this only if the
repeating group view has not reached its maximum cardinality. The logic in your action diagram must keep track of the
cardinality and allow additions only if size permits. Therefore, you may prefer to implement non-enterable list boxes and
non-enterable drop-down lists. The choice depends on your action diagrams and application design.

NOTE
The Click or Double-click events apply to a list box or to a list box field. The Change event applies to the other
three types of lists.

Selection Indicator

 A selection indicator is an attribute view that indicates when a line is selected in a list. The attribute view must:

• Belong to an export repeating group view at the same level as the other attribute views in the list box. The repeating
group view cannot be nested.

• Define an attribute with a domain of text and a length of one.

A work view is an effective way to implement the attribute for a selection indicator.

When you select a line in a list, the Window Manager automatically places an asterisk (*) into the attribute view for the
selection indicator. The single asterisk applies to each attribute view in the selected line. If the list is a list box with multiple
columns, each of the columns in the selected line is indicated as being selected.
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The logic in your action diagrams can use this selection indicator to determine which attributes in the list are selected. The
logic can then perform the appropriate processing.

An example helps explain this. Assume you have created a work set called INSELECT IEF_SUPPLIED with an attribute
called FLAG. FLAG is the selection indicator for your list box. Your list box contains the columns customer, number, and
city.

Your action diagram performs a READ EACH for an entity view of customer. The customer, number, and city that is
selected in the list box is indicated by an asterisk in FLAG. The action diagram logic to perform a change on the selected
line could be implemented as follows:

+- CASE change

| ---

| +-- FOR EACH retrieved

| | -- IF inselect ief_supplied flag IS NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

| | | MOVE in customer TO flow_passed customer

| <------ESCAPE

| | ---

| ---

| EXIT STATE IS perform_change

---

Similarly, you can use the selection indicator to preselect attributes in a list box. The list box can display a line that is
already selected when the window or dialog box appears. The logic in your action diagram must set the selection indicator
to an asterisk. To continue with the example, the statement would be:

SET inselect ief_supplied flag TO "*"

You specify a selection indicator on the List Box Field Properties dialog. Select an attribute in the selection list then the
Define push button to display this dialog.

Literal Interface Object
This article provides information for Literal Interface Object.

Application

Methods Properties
Redraw Application

BackgroundColor
CssClass
Enabled
Focus
FontSize
FontStyle
FontType
ForegroundColor
Handle
Height
Left
Literal Value
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Name
ObjectType
Parent
Top
Visible
Width

Literal Method
This article provides information for Literal Method.

Usage Literal (String)
Description Retrieves the text object of the name input.
Arguments String that is the name of the Literal object to retrieve.
Return Value This method returns a GUI object for the given name. If the object

is not found, or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.

Literal Properties
This article provides information for Literal Properties. This multi-line entry field specifies a literal. You can create a multi-
line literal two ways:

• Key the literal as one line, and deselect the Center Vertically check box. Select OK to create the literal. Size the
surrounding box of the literal smaller horizontally. The line wraps to the size of the box and displays as multiple lines.

• Key each line to the length you want, and press the Enter key. The Enter key defines the end of the current line and
moves the cursor to the beginning of the next line. Deselect the Center Vertically check box. You cannot vertically
center a multiple-line literal.

Literal Properties Dialog

The Literal Properties dialog defines a literal. The literal can be one line or multiple lines. You can center a literal vertically
and/or horizontally within its background area. (The background gives the effect of a surrounding box.) You can size the
background area for a literal.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

 

Literals Method
This article provides information for Literals Method.

Usage Literals ()
Description Retrieves the collection of text literals on the window.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero.
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Literal Text Dialog

The Literal Text dialog lets you create a literal (constant information in text or symbols) by typing the literal term or phrase
in this panel and positioning the literal on the screen.

For a load module defined in packaging to contain multiple procedure steps, every screen within the load module must
contain a unique identifying string as the first literal on the screen. This literal must be on the first line of the screen,
following the transaction code.

For a special field Panel ID, screen generation assigns the Panel ID a literal equal to the screen's member name. To hide
this panel ID, change the display intensity to dark.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

An example of a literal is the title and subtitle placed at the top of a screen.

Gen Marketing System

Sales Order Maintenance

Prompts

The Literal Text for Active Dialect dialog lets you create a literal (constant information in text or symbols) by typing the
literal term or phrase in this panel. The literal appears for the specified dialect.

To define the literal text for an active dialect:

1. In the default dialect, create and position the literal text.
2. Change to the specified dialect using the Dialect Definition action.
3. Detail the properties of the literal to enter the literal text for the active dialect.

For a load module defined in packaging to contain multiple procedure steps, every screen within the load module must
contain a unique identifying string as the first literal on the screen. This literal must be on the first line of the screen,
following the transaction code.

For a special field Panel ID, screen generation assigns the Panel ID a literal equal to the screen's member name. To hide
this panel ID, change the display intensity to dark.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Prompts/Literals Resized in a Different Dialect

If you size prompts or literals in one dialect, then change dialect and re-size the prompt or literal, the larger size remains in
effect for placement purposes (copy or move). An example helps clarify this.

Suppose you have two dialects: Default and French. You create a literal under the default dialect with a size of 25
characters. You then select the French dialect and resize the literal to 10 characters. The literal you see in the Screen
Design Tool is 10 characters.

If you select the literal, however, then select copy or move, the "box" that surrounds the literal is still 25 characters. The
amount of space reserved for the literal remains 25 characters, which is the larger of the two sizes. This feature allows
you to switch back and forth between dialects without causing spacing problems on the terminal screen.

Note that you can place the 10 character literal only as you could a 25 character literal. Other fields, for example, cannot
be closer to the 10 character literal than they could be to a 25 character literal.

literal Text Name

Text is an entry field in which you type the static text that displays on the screen. Text must be no more than 255
characters long.
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Literal Text for Active Dialect Dialog

The Literal Text for Active Dialect dialog lets you create a literal (constant information in text or symbols) by typing the
literal term or phrase in this panel. The literal appears for the specified dialect.

To define the literal text for an active dialect:

1. In the default dialect, create and position the literal text.
2. Change to the specified dialect using the Dialect Definition action.
3. Detail the properties of the literal to enter the literal text for the active dialect.

For a load module defined in packaging to contain multiple procedure steps, every screen within the load module must
contain a unique identifying string as the first literal on the screen. This literal must be on the first line of the screen,
following the transaction code.

For a special field Panel ID, screen generation assigns the Panel ID a literal equal to the screen's member name. To hide
this panel ID, change the display intensity to dark.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

An example of a literal is the title and subtitle placed at the top of a screen. For example:

Gen Marketing System

Sales Order Maintenance

Prompts/Literals Resized in a Different Dialect

If you size prompts or literals in one dialect, then change dialect and re-size the prompt or literal, the larger size remains in
effect for placement purposes (copy or move). An example helps clarify this.

Suppose you have two dialects: Default and French. You create a literal under the default dialect with a size of 25
characters. You then select the French dialect and resize the literal to 10 characters. The literal you see in the Screen
Design Tool is 10 characters.

If you select the literal, however, then select copy or move, the "box" that surrounds the literal is still 25 characters. The
amount of space reserved for the literal remains 25 characters, which is the larger of the two sizes. This feature allows
you to switch back and forth between dialects without causing spacing problems on the terminal screen.

Note that you can place the 10 character literal only as you could a 25 character literal. Other fields, for example, cannot
be closer to the 10 character literal than they could be to a 25 character literal.

Literal Value Property
This article provides information for Literal Value Property.

Usage Value (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the text literal.
Arguments String that is to be the new text Literal.
Return Value This property returns a string that contains the current text value of

Literal.

Load Module Error

You entered a name Gen does not recognize as valid. You cannot enter a national language character.
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Load Module for Batch Procedure Step

Load Module specifies the load module name for a batch procedure step. The load module has the same name as the
Batch Manager. When you view batch objects in the Generation Tool, the batch load modules are labeled as Batch
Managers (Batch Mangr).

For batch procedures, you must package each procedure step in the same load module.

The following restrictions apply to the name:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be an alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are not allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than 8 characters long.
• The name must be unique within a business system.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when creating load module names. Only English characters are used for load
module names.

Load Module Trancodes Dialog

The Load Module Trancodes dialog provides a selection list of all transaction codes available for packaging. If the
selection list is blank, no transaction codes have been created. Select the ADD push button to add transaction codes to
the selection list.

(You specify in Packaging whether the code is a clear screen transaction code or a dialog flow transaction code. Detail the
properties of a procedure step.)

Transaction codes can also be deleted and renamed from this dialog.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Load Module Type

Type specifies the type of load module for a cooperative processing application. The choices are Server Manager and
Window (client) Manager.

Server Managers and Window Managers act as executives. Their main functions are to control the flow between
procedure steps, support terminal input and output, and maintain execution context.

Only procedure steps without screens can be added to a Server Manager load module. All online procedure steps, with or
without a display, can be added to a Window Manager load module.

Upstream Effects

The Dialog Flow Diagram greatly affects what you can do during cooperative packaging. For example, on the DLG, you
specify whether a procedure step does or does not contain a display (screen). These no-display procedure steps are
available to include in a Server Manager load module.

Window Managers always initiate communication with Server Managers, not the other way around. Therefore, all flows
defined on the DLG that you intend to be from a Window Manager to a Server Manager, must be links and be set to
execute first. Procedure steps in a Server Manager must set exit states to ensure that the flow returns back to a Window
Manager.

Locate Event Dialog

The Locate Event dialog displays a list of the event actions added to the procedure step logic and lets you select one to
be displayed.
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Location
This article provides information for Location. Location names a physical location. The location name must be no more
than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input).

Special characters are not allowed.

Location Properties Dialog

The Location Properties dialog identifies physical types of locations.

Location (Scroll Amount)

Specify the value and accelerator key to scroll to a particular location in the data. The default accelerator key for Location
is 'L' and is used in combination with a number to indicate the line to which to scroll.

Logicon Error Message
This article provides information for Logicon Error Message. An error was encountered opening a diagram because the
diagram is on the restricted list.

The diagram is not opened. Select Enter to continue the auto open sequence.

Logicon Error Message - 3301 Rules

An error was encountered opening a diagram because the diagram is restricted by the 3301 rules. The diagram is not
opened. Select Enter to continue the auto open sequence.

Logon
This article provides information for Logon. A password is required. Type the correct password to proceed.

The Gen software is aborted after two incorrect attempts.

Long Model Name Error Message

The long model name in the file CHECKOUT.TRN and in the open model must match. Verify that you have transferred the
model to the correct directory, and/or that you have keyed in the long model name accurately.

Loose Activity Color

This drop-down list displays the colors available to identify activities that are "loosely" related to more than one cluster
on the matrix. Select Mark Loose Activities to highlight the loose activities in the specified color. The default color is dark
green.

Lower-to-Upper Case Translation Table Name

Specify the name of the translation table you wish to use to do lower-to-upper case translation for the language (dialect)
you are defining. The maximum length is eight characters. The data in this field is used when developing Block Mode
applications only.

Lower-to-Upper Case Translation Table

Lower-to-upper case translation of data in block mode applications uses a translation table coded in user exit TIRUPPR.
As delivered, the exit contains one table with the 26 characters of the Latin alphabet (a-z), with the table name DEFAULT.
You may extend this table, or add tables containing non-Latin alphabets, giving each table a unique name. You may also
elect to make the DEFAULT table a non-Latin translation table.
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For additional information, refer to the uppercase translation user exit, TIRUPPR.C, supplied with and installed in the
same subdirectory as Gen.

MAKE

MAKE sets the video properties of screen fields and window controls from an action diagram. MAKE applies only to online
procedures.

For instance, MAKE can be used to set the video properties of a field or control to the default ERROR properties for fields.
(The ERROR defaults are specified under Business System Defaults.) Alternately, MAKE can set the video properties
different from the ERROR properties.

NOTE
MAKE is active only in the procedure steps under Design. It is inactive in action blocks and in the Process Action
Diagrams under Analysis Be sure to add a MAKE statement to a drop down list or an enterable list only if it is a
non-empty list.

The following example shows the MAKE statement used to set the video properties to the default ERROR values. The
customer name field or control shows an error if the exit state indicates no customer found:

 -- IF EXIT STATE IS EQUAL TO customer_not_found

| MAKE export customer name ERROR

 ---

This example shows the MAKE statement used to explicitly set the video properties of a customer name to a specific set
of properties:

MAKE export customer name Unprotected High Intensity

Underscored Containing Cursor

Downstream Effect of MAKE Statement on GUI Applications

The effect of a MAKE statement in a GUI application can differ from the effect in a block mode application. The main
difference is that MAKE settings for GUI applications are persistent across executions of the procedure step as long as
the window or dialog box is open. For block mode applications, all fields are reset to normal if you re-execute a procedure
step for a displayed screen.

For GUI applications, you have two choices to reset a control to normal:

• Use the MAKE NORMAL statement.
• Close the window or dialog box and reopen it.

For both block mode and GUI applications, the prompt for any field or control is not affected by any MAKE statement.

The following restrictions apply to the MAKE statement for GUI applications:

Blink Not supported for any execution environment.
Color Supported for all controls except the following list boxes: non-

enterable drop down, enterable drop down, and enterable list
box. Only the top item in a control (except the prompt) is affected
by the color. For example, only the top permitted value in a drop
down list is affected, not the other values in the list.

Cursor Supported for all controls except the four types of list boxes.
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Dark Supported for all controls except the following list boxes: non-
enterable drop down, enterable drop down, and enterable list
box. Only the top item in a control (except the prompt) is affected
by the color. For example, only the top permitted value in a drop
down list is affected, not the other values in the list.

Error There is no way to control the field color or protection state of a
field subject to a "Make Error". Supported for all controls except
the four types of list boxes.

Highlight Not supported for any execution environment.
Protect Supported for all controls except the four types of list boxes.
Reverse Supported for all controls except the following list boxes: non-

enterable drop down, enterable drop down, and enterable list
box. Only the top item in a control (except the prompt) is affected
by the color. For example, only the top permitted value in a drop
down list is affected, not the other values in the list.

Underscore Not supported for any execution environment.

MAKE/DISABLED BY Example

Consider a window with two fields, employee name and employee number. Either the name or the number can be
specified to display an employee's data. One, but not both fields, can be specified.

In Navigation Diagram, the following Disabled By properties are defined:

• Employee number field is disabled when an employee name is entered
• Employee name field is disabled when the employee number is entered

Two Event Actions in the procedure step verify whether valid data is entered in the fields. The Event Action for the
employee number verifies that the length of the employee number is five digits. The Event Action for the employee name
verifies that the name is longer than one character.

When a valid employee name is entered, a MAKE Unprotected statement is executed. This applies all of the video
attributes (color, intensity, and protected status) to the field when control leaves the event handler. The software
"remembers" the protected status and the Disabled By status.

The change event actions for these fields are shown below.

 --EVENT ACTION change_number_event

|

| MOVE import employee TO export employee

|  ---- IF export employee number IS NOT EQUAL TO 0

| | AND export employee number IS LESS THAN 10000

| | MAKE export employee number ERROR

| | EXIT STATE IS action_bar_is_invalid

| +- ELSE

| | MAKE export employee number Unprotected

| | Normal Intensity Normal Color

|  --

|

 --

 --EVENT ACTION change_name_event

|

| MOVE import employee TO export employee

|  ---- IF length(export employee name) IS EQUAL TO 1
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| | MAKE export employee name ERROR

| | EXIT STATE IS action_bar_is_invalid

| +- ELSE

| | MAKE export employee name Unprotected Normal Intensity Normal 

Color

|  --

|

 --

Map Push Button

This push button maps the import views from the bottom selection list to the export views in the top selection list. If the
selected view is an entity view, all attribute views belonging to it are mapped. If the selected view is an attribute view, only
the attribute view is mapped.

Map View Push Button

This push button lets you select the attribute view(s) to be used by the destination procedure step on a menu flow. Select
from the uppermost selection list before you select this push button.

Margin Box for Entry Field

Margin Box specifies that a visible box surrounds the entry field. The default for Margin Box is selected.

You may prefer to display the margin box if you are using the Field Positioning dialog to position controls. You access
Field Positioning by selecting Position under Edit.

Margin Box for List Occurrence Entry Field

Margin Box specifies that a visible box surrounds the list occurrence entry field. The default for Margin Box is selected.

You may prefer to display the margin box if you are using the Field Positioning dialog to position controls. You access
Field Positioning by selecting Position under Edit.

Margin Box for Special Field
This article provides information for Margin Box for Special Field. Margin Box specifies that a visible box surrounds the
special field.

You can size the surrounding box, but information in the field is always aligned horizontally left and vertically on the
bottom.

If you plan to position fields using the Field Positioning dialog, you may prefer to display a margin box. (You access this
pop-up by selecting Edit > Position.)

MARK Command

MARK Command places a check mark next to menu items that are selected for a current window or dialog box. MARK
does not affect push buttons.

The format of MARK is:

MARK command

Command is the command associated with the menu item or push button being marked.

In the example below, MARK and UNMARK are used to indicate whether a menu item is selected.
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 ---EVENT ACTION collections_mi_single_add_click

| SET local_add_option ief_supplied command TO COMMAND

|  --IF COMMAND IS EQUAL TO single

| | MARK COMMAND single

+-| UNMARK COMMAND multiple

| +- ELSE

| | MARK COMMAND multiple

| | UNMARK COMMAND single

|  --

 --

Mark Loose Activities

To identify the activities that are "loosely" related to more than one cluster in the matrix, select Mark Loose Activities.

Interaction Clustering creates clusters on the matrix. Some activities may be related to more than one cluster. Mark Loose
Activities identifies these activities.

A loose activity is one which updates several entity types in different clusters, but does not have a Create (C) expected
effect. The activity is automatically grouped into one cluster, but also could be grouped with one or more other clusters.

Loose activities reveal that there is insufficient detail to identify automatically the best cluster for the activity. The activity is
highlighted to allow analysts to determine the best allocation of the loose activity.

NOTE
It is possible to move a loose activity into a different cluster and print the matrix. However, each time the matrix
is re-clustered, the activity returns to its original position.

To activate this action, open one of the following matrices and select Interaction Clustering:

• Entity Type/Function
• Entity Type/Elementary Process

Mark Missing Interactions

To identify the objects on the matrix that are not defined to CREATE, UPDATE, or DELETE another object, select Mark
Missing Interactions.

Each entity type on the matrix should be created by an activity. Each activity should create, update, or delete an entity
type. Otherwise, the objects have missing interactions.

Read-only activities are permitted. Further analysis generally reveals that read-only activities can be dealt with using
display transactions via a separate inquiry language.

To activate this action, open one of the following matrices:

• Entity Type/Function
• Entity Type/Elementary Process

MARK/UNMARK Example

In the example below, MARK and UNMARK are used to indicate whether a menu item is selected.

 ---EVENT ACTION collections_mi_single_add_click

| SET local_add_option ief_supplied command TO COMMAND

|  --IF COMMAND IS EQUAL TO single
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| | MARK COMMAND single

+-| UNMARK COMMAND multiple

| +- ELSE

| | MARK COMMAND multiple

| | UNMARK COMMAND single

|  --

 --

Match Menu Item/Push Button in Dialog Flow Browser

Select to match a view in the top list box to one in the bottom list box. If two views are already matched, you can
effectively rematch the views by selecting again. The original match is replaced by the new selection.

Match Push Button

This push button matches selected views. Selecting a supplying view and the Match push button causes that view to
display in the Import/Export Views Selection List to the right of the view you want to match.

Matrix Colors

To select the color of matrix components, select Matrix Colors. The color of the following matrix components can be
controlled:

• Each axis
• Cell area
• Legend
• Highlighted (selected) rows or columns
• Objects to include in a BA or BS
• Objects included by another BA or BS
• Objects shared by another BA or BS

Matrix Colors Dialog

The Matrix Colors dialog lets you select the color of each matrix component. The colors you select apply to all matrices.

The following are the options in the dialog:

Axis Color
This drop-down list displays the colors available for the area of the matrix where items in the matrix are listed. The
default color is cyan.

Cell Color
This drop-down list displays the colors available for the area of the matrix where rows and columns intersect. The
default color is pale gray.

Legend
This drop-down list displays the colors available for the area of the matrix where cell values and axis headings are
displayed. The default color is pale gray.

Highlight Color
This drop-down list displays the colors available for the Highlight action. Highlight makes rows and columns stand
out by displaying them in a different color. The default color is green.

Included by current BA/BS
This drop-down list displays the colors available for the rows and columns included in a business area or business
system. The default color is brown.
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Included by another BA/BS
This drop-down list displays the colors available for the rows and columns that are included in any business area
or business system other than the current business area or business system. The default color is blue.

Shared by another BA
This drop-down list displays the colors available for the rows and columns included in the current business area or
business system and also included in any other business area or business system. The default color is dark blue.

Cluster Color
This drop-down list displays the colors available to mark an interaction cluster. Interaction clusters are created by
selecting Interaction Clustering. The default color is pink.

Dense Color
This drop-down list displays the colors available to mark dense objects on the matrix. Dense objects are objects
that are closely related to more than one object in the matrix. The default color is dark pink.

Loose Activity Color
This drop-down list displays the colors available to identify activities that are "loosely" related to more than one
cluster on the matrix. Select Mark Loose Activities to highlight the loose activities in the specified color. The
default color is dark green.

Missing Interactions
This drop-down list displays the colors available to identify the following types of objects:

• Entity types that are not created by an activity.
• Activities that do not create, update, or delete an entity type.

The default color is red.

Export View for Check Box

This drop-down list specifies the export entity view that receives data from the check box. The data is the value for on or
off.

Because you are implementing a specific attribute as a check box, the list shows only the entity views that contain that
attribute. The list does not contain export repeating group views.

The export view you select maps to the displayed import view. You can also map the views for a procedure step with the
Mapping action under Detail.

Export View for Entry Field

This article provides information for Export View for Entry Field. Export View specifies the export entity view that receives
data from the attribute.

Because you are implementing a specific attribute as an entry field, the list shows only the entity views that contain that
attribute. The list does not contain export repeating group views.

The export view that you select maps to the displayed import view. You can also map the views for a procedure step with
the Mapping action under Detail.

Export View for Hidden Field

This article provides information for Export View for Hidden Field. Export View specifies the export entity view that
receives data from the attribute.
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Because you are implementing a specific attribute as a hidden field, the list shows only the entity views that contain that
attribute. The list does not contain export repeating group views.

The export view you select, maps to the displayed import view. You can also map the views for a procedure step with the
Mapping action under Detail.

Export View for List Properties

Export View specifies the repeating group view that receives data from the attribute(s) in a list. The list contains only the
repeating group views for the procedure step.

The attribute views for the displayed export view appear in the attribute selection list. Selecting a different export view
repopulates the attribute selection list.

Nested repeating group views are not supported for any type of list.

Export View for Multi Line Entry Field

This article provides information for Export View for Multi Line Entry Field. Export View specifies the export entity view that
receives data from the attribute.

Because you are implementing a specific attribute as a multi-line entry field, the list shows only the entity views that
contain that attribute. The list does not contain export repeating group views.

The export view you select maps to the displayed import view. You can also map the views for a procedure step with the
Mapping action under Detail.

Export View for Radio Buttons and Drop Lists

This article provides for Export View for Radio Buttons and Drop Lists. Export View specifies the export entity view that
receives data from the attribute.

Because you are implementing a specific attribute, the list shows only the entity views that contain that attribute. The list
does not contain export repeating group views.

The export view that you select maps to the displayed import view. You can also map the views for a procedure step with
the Mapping action under Detail.

Export View is not Defined

This article provides information for Export View is not Defined. Auto Layout requires that at least one export view is
defined.

Use View Maintenance to define the export views.

Export Views Drop-Down List

This drop-down list lets you select an export view for retrieving field information. If the export view is not mapped to an
import view, not yet mapped appears on the selection list.

Export Views Placement List Dialog

The Export Views Placement List dialog lists export views defined for the selected procedure step (screen).
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Each attribute has to be assigned to a screen field or flagged as a hidden field.

Auto Layout Concepts

This conceptual discussion illustrates the use of hidden fields to avoid concurrency errors. Concurrency is the
simultaneous updating of a record from two different workstations. A date/time stamp indicates the version of the record.

PROCEDURE STEP

_ _

EXPORT VIEW                             IMPORT VIEW

Output Current Time: 10:17:22 --------> Input Current Time: 10:17:22

Output Current Date: 09/03/1995 ------> Input Current Date: 09/03/1995

Output Employee Number: 149 ----------> Input Employee Number: 149

Output Employee Salary: 10/hr --------> Input Employee Salary: 10/hr

_ _

EMPLOYEE SALARY DISPLAY SCREEN

EMPLOYEE NUMBER: 149

EMPLOYEE SALARY: $10.00/HR

The following steps explain processing of the procedure step logic:

1. The employee record is read into the procedure's export view. (including the date/time stamp, which indicates when
the record was last updated.) The employee record displays on the screen, but the date/time stamp is hidden.

2. The operator updates the employee's record.
3. Values from the screen and the hidden date/time stamp map to the procedures import view.
4. The procedure reads the employee's record again from the data store and compares the date/time stamp. If the date/

time stamp from the first to the second read match, the procedure step updates the employee record. If they do not
match, the operator is given the option to update the new version of the record.

Export Views Selection List

This selection list displays the export entity views for a procedure step and the import entity views mapped to them.

Import views selected from the bottom selection list appear in this list when the views are mapped.

Export View Template Selection Dialog

The Export View Template Selection dialog lets you select one or more templates for automatic placement of screen
objects. Selected templates are included in the generated screen.

Expressions after Boolean Operators in Action Diagram

This article provides information for Expressions after Boolean Operators in Action Diagram. The expressions on this list
appear after you select a Boolean operator (AND or OR).

AND is a Boolean (logical) operator that connects two propositions, which result in a new proposition. Each of the
propositions may be either true or false. If both propositions are true, the new proposition is true. In the statement, IF A=1
AND B=1 THEN C=1, both A and B must be equal to 1 for C to equal 1, otherwise C remains unchanged.

OR is a Boolean (logical) operator that connects two propositions, which result in a new proposition. Each of the
propositions may be either true or false. If one or both propositions are true, the new one is true. If both are false, the
new one is false. In the statement, IF A=1 or B=1 THEN C=1, A or B must equal 1 for C to equal 1, otherwise C remains
unchanged.
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Select the expression about which you want more information and the corresponding help displays.

• attribute view
• client password
• client user id
• command
• current date
• current dialect
• current time
• current timestamp
• entity view
• exit state
• function any
• date view
• group view
• last
• left paren '('
• max
• printer id
• subscript
• terminal id
• trancode
• unary minus
• user id
• Application Object
• transaction retry count
• transaction retry limit

EXTERNAL

This article provides information for EXTERNAL. EXTERNAL designates an action block as an external action block.

The following example shows an external action block named READLOG.

 -READLOG

| IMPORTS:

| Entity View import customer (mandatory,transient,import only)

| name (mandatory)

| number (mandatory)

| address (mandatory)

| city (mandatory)

| state (mandatory)

| zip (mandatory)

| EXPORTS:

| Entity View export customer (transient,export only)

| name

| number

| address

| city

| state
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| zip

| LOCALS:

| ENTITY ACTIONS:

|

| EXTERNAL

 ---

External Object Properties Dialog

This article provides information for External Object Properties Dialog. The External Objects Properties dialog displays the
properties of an external object.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

External Object
An external object name identifies the source or destination of information.
The name should be a short term identifying the object that it represents.
The name cannot be the same as an entity type, subtype, or work set.

Description
Description provides a multi-line area in which to document characteristics of the external object and the impact of
the object on a process.

OK
Click OK to save the details of the external object.

Cancel
Click Cancel to discard the changes made in the External Object Properties dialog.

External Objects Dialog

The External Objects dialog lists external objects in the model. An external object is represented by a red box with a red
shadow box behind it.

In the following example, Supplier is an external object providing information for the process Receive Delivery.

 

The interaction of an external object with a process is diagrammed as a directed line connecting the external object and
the process. The directed line is not a dependency; rather, an information view.

If you accessed this dialog by selecting the root process and then selecting Add External Object, you can:

• Add external objects to the list.

NOTE
Do not have an external object highlighted on the activity dependency diagram when selecting another to add
to the diagram. If you do, the added object will replace the highlighted one.

• Delete external objects from the list.
• Show the properties of an external object in the list.
• Search for an external object in the list.
• Select an external object to place on the diagram.
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If you accessed this dialog by selecting an existing external object in the diagram and then selecting Replace External
Object, you can select an external object from the list to replace the external object highlighted on the diagram. (This is a
short cut to deleting an external object, then adding a new one.)

When an external object is replaced, it is removed from the diagram.

When external objects are joined to elementary processes, the connecting line is an information view. Information view
lines are displayed in cyan. This distinguishes them from the white dependency lines that connect activities.

An external object can be added only once to a dependency diagram. However, the object can be shared among
dependency diagrams assuming each dependency is under the same root function.

External objects must be associated only with elementary processes. If, however, you need to represent the association of
an external object with a non-elementary process, Gen allows you to diagram the association.

If a location for the external object currently is selected, you can use the Place/Replace button to place the object on the
diagram. If a location is not selected, the Place/Replace button is not activated.

Downstream Effects

Consistency check verifies that external objects conform to the following rules:

• An external object must be associated with at least one activity.
• Each occurrence of an external object must have at least one import or one export view.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

External Objects List
This list includes external objects in the current model.

Add
This button displays a dialog where you can type the name and description of a new external object.

Delete
This button removes the objects, subordinates, or both that were selected for deletion and closes the dialog.

Search
This button initiates the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Properties
This button displays the properties of the selected object and lets you change the properties.

Place/Replace
This button lets you place or replace an external object. If a position on the diagram has been selected, the
external object selected from the list will be placed at that position on the diagram. If an external object has been
selected on the diagram, it will be replaced by the external object selected from the list.

Close
This button exits the dialog without implementing any changes.

External Properties

Application developers should ignore this item. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see the documentation for that product for instructions on how to fill out this panel.

The External Properties dialog lets you add, modify, or delete the names of any DBRM modules that are associated to
SQL usage in this external action block. These DBRM modules are included in the DB2 plan during the bind processing.
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• Add button lets you add new DBRM modules.
• Properties button lets you change the DBRM module name.
• Delete button enables deletion of DBRM modules.
• Search button enables to search for a particular DBRM module in the DBRM list.
• Close button exits the dialog without implementing any changes.
• Help button displays this help dialog.

Facility Properties Dialog

The Facility Properties dialog identifies the computing resources to meet the goals of the enterprise and support its
objectives.

Each facility is defined as hardware, software, or communications.

The capacity defines how much of the facility is currently provided, how much is required, and the units in which the facility
is measured.

More information:

How to in Matrix Processor

Field Already Exists in the Template

You cannot place the selected field because it exists in the template for this screen. Choose another field for placement.

Field Clear Method

This article provides information for Field Clear Method.

Usage Clear ()
Description Clears the selected portion of the field.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.

Field Copy Method

This article provides information for Field Copy Method.

Usage Copy ()
Description Copies the selected portion of the field to the clipboard.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.
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Field CssClass Property

This article provides information for Field CssCLass Property.

Usage CssClass (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the Custom Style Sheet (CSS) class value for an

HTML element.
Arguments String that is to be a new CSS class name. If querying for the CSS

class name, no input is specified.
Return Value This property returns a string for the display to the end user.
Notes This property is available for Button , CheckBox , DropDownList

, Field , GroupBox , HypertextLink, ListBox , Literal , Picture,
StatusBar , ToolBar , and Window .

Field Cut Method

This article provides information for Field Cut Method.

Usage Cut ()
Description Copies the selected portion of the field to the clipboard and clears

that part of the field.
Arguments None.
Return Value None.

Field Definition Dialog

The Field Definition dialog specifies the type of prompt and the characteristics (Display Length, Decimals, Edit Pattern,
and Help ID) for a field. You can also set video properties for prompts, fields, and error messages by selecting the
Properties push button.

NOTE
The META MODEL does not support field video properties for different dialects. The video properties can only
be defined for the default dialect.

The Edit Pattern field is disabled if you have selected a dialect other than Default and the only edit patterns in the list are
default edit patterns defined under the Default dialect. To enable the Edit Pattern field, refer to the information for Using
Edit Patterns With Dialects.

For additional information, refer to the Design book in the Gen documentation.

Example of Repeating Group Placement

The following is an example of the Customer Listing screen. Scroll Amount and Command are special fields. Starting
Customer Number lets you control where the listing starts.

When adding nested repeating groups to a screen, use indentation to illustrate the subordination of a field to other fields
in the repeating group. The software allows a maximum of three levels of nested repeating groups. You position the fields
in higher-level groups before the fields in lower-level groups. After you position the last field, the software prompts you to
specify the layout for the remaining occurrences from the lowest to the highest-level group.
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You should carefully plan the spacing requirements for repeating groups. In this example, each line represents one
occurrence in the repeating group. The following space settings were used in designing a repeating group on the
Customer Listing screen:

Field Setting
Number of Additional Occurrences 8
Number of Occurrences on Each Line 1
Number of Blank Columns Between Occurrences 2
Display Prompts with Each Occurrence Disabled
Spacing Single

Add special fields for scrolling when adding repeating and nested repeating groups where the maximum cardinality
exceeds the number of display lines. Add the following special attributes to the template or screen: Scroll location msg,
Scroll amount msg, and Scroll indicator msg.

NOTE
Scrolling occurs only at the highest level of nested repeating groups.

z/OS Edit Patterns

External data representation is the conversion and editing performed that makes data stored internally usable by a user.
Binary data cannot be readily displayed; therefore, the data is transformed to a character representation of its numeric
quantity.

An external edit pattern is generated for every field. If the user does not select an edit pattern, the generator synthesizes
one that matches the characteristics of the field and variable data types. This is done for two reasons.

First, all input translations and transformations (such as codepage to codepage translations, upper case translations, and
so on.) are performed during input editing. A default edit pattern is generated to facilitate consistent operation.
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Second, edit routines process any implementation behaviors defined using the input edit exit. This means that the user
input edit exit might implement a behavior unique to a specific customer that should not be bypassed. By driving all
input processing through input edit, and therefore input edit exit processing, the customer has full control over all input
behaviors. If the customer wants to bypass an exit under certain conditions, it is his or her responsibility to encode the
appropriate logic in the exit.

Additionally, the behavior of the "unedited" field is still implemented. The default edit pattern that is generated is a simple
edit pattern, consisting of a character specifier for each display position of the field. No punctuation or other literal
characters are inserted.

NOTE
For more information about edit patterns, see the Design book in the Gen Documentation.

Using Edit Patterns with Dialects

All models have an implied default dialect. The Screen Design Tool uses the default dialect if no additional dialects are
defined and used. The default dialect is named Default. Dialects that you add are referred to as specified dialects. You
can select a different dialect in the Screen Design Tool under Options --> Dialect, or add/select a dialect in the Design pull-
down under Dialect Definition.

Gen tools also use default edit patterns and custom edit patterns.

Default edit patterns are patterns that you specify under Business System Defaults or are automatically set by Gen. Under
Business System Defaults, you can define default edit patterns for the Default dialect and for specified dialects. Within the
Screen Design Tool, default edit patterns are selectable for screen fields on all screens if you use the Default dialect.

Custom edit patterns are ones that you specify in the Edit Pattern field on the Field Definition dialog.

Custom edit patterns apply only to the screen field for which you defined the pattern. For instance, the custom pattern
defined for screen field 1 is not available as a selection for screen field 2. Custom edit patterns that you define for a
specified dialect apply only to that specified dialect. Custom edit patterns that you define for the Default dialect are
available to all specified dialects.

The following table summarizes this information:

Dialect Being Used Default Dialect Edit Patterns
Available

Custom Edit Pattern Available
(defined under Default dialect)

Custom Edit Pattern Available
(defined under Specified
dialect)

Default Yes Yes No
Specified No Yes Yes

The second column in the table indicates that the Edit Pattern field on the Field Definition dialog is disabled for all
specified dialects if both of the following conditions are true:

• The only edit patterns in the list are default edit patterns defined under the Default dialect (see note).
• You select a specified dialect (a dialect other than the Default dialect).

ENABLING THE EDIT PATTERN FIELD

To enable the Edit Pattern field, perform the following steps from the Screen Design Tool:

1. Select Options --> Dialect.
2. Select Default.
3. Select OK.
4. Select the field that is placed on the screen.
5. Select Detail --> Properties to display the Field Definition dialog.
6. Key in a unique edit pattern in the Edit Pattern field (see note).
7. Select OK.
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8. Select Options --> Dialect.
9. Select a dialect other than the default dialect.
10. Select OK.
11. Select the field that is placed on the screen.
12. Select Detail --> Properties to display the Field Definition dialog. The Edit Pattern field is now enabled. The only edit

pattern that now appears in the list for the Edit Pattern field is the custom edit pattern you added for that specific
screen field.

NOTE
If all of the custom edit patterns you add match default edit patterns, the Edit Pattern field will still be disabled.
For example, one of the default edit patterns is ZZZZZZZZZ9. If you were unaware of this and keyed in
ZZZZZZZZZ9 as a pattern, the Screen Design Tool interprets this as a default edit pattern, not a custom edit
pattern. To ensure that you do not inadvertently key in a default edit pattern, display the drop-down list and
specify a pattern that is not in the list.

For more information, see the Design book in the Gen documentation.

Field Deletion Error

During transformation, entity types become tables and an entity type's identifiers become indexes into that table. To
preserve model integrity, you cannot delete such indexes. To view the entity type's identifiers, use the Identifiers dialog
accessible under Detail from either the Data Model or Data Model List.

Field Design Dialog

The Field Design dialog identifies the type of field you want to add to a window or dialog box. A field represents a single
occurrence of an attribute for an entity type or entity subtype.

Attributes in repeating group views can be placed as single occurrence fields if the attributes have not already been
placed in a list box. Attributes in a nested repeating group view cannot be placed under any circumstances.

Field refers to several types of controls, not just to the controls that contain the word "field" as part of their descriptive
name:

• Check box
• Drop-down list
• Entry field (single-line entry field)
• Hidden field
• Multi-line entry field
• Radio button
• Special field

This dialog also displays all export views defined for the current procedure step (and, therefore, for the current window or
dialog box).

To add a field, select an attribute in the list that does not contain as asterisk (*) and a field type from the Type drop list. (An
asterisk indicates that the attribute has already been placed on a window or dialog box.)

The following conditions enable the push buttons on this dialog.

Push Button Enabled By
Place Selecting any attribute that is not already placed
Properties Selecting any attribute that is not already placed
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Move Selecting any view or any attribute other than a special attribute

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Field Design View List

This article provides information for Field Design View List. Select one or more attributes you want to implement (place) as
a field.

This selection list displays:

• All export views defined for the current procedure step
• The types of fields implemented for the attributes
• An indicator (*) for the fields that have been placed
• An indicator (d) for the views that have been mapped for the field
• An indicator (h) for hidden fields or fields that have been placed and then deleted
• The prompts associated with the fields
• The special, system attribute fields that you can implement for the window or dialog box.

Multiple attributes can be placed if you select more than one in the list.

An asterisk (*) to the left of the attribute name indicates that the attribute is already placed in the window or dialog box and
cannot be added again to the current window or dialog box. The attribute can be placed on a different window or dialog
box within the same procedure step.

A d to the left of the attribute name indicates that properties have been defined for that attribute. You define properties for
an attribute by selecting the Properties push button or by double clicking on the attribute.

NOTE
The Navigation Diagram Tool automatically maps the import and export views for the field when you select
the Properties push button if an exact mapping exists. For example, suppose you have an import view named
IMPORT VEHICLE with an attribute named CAR and an export view named OUTPUT VEHICLE with an
attribute named CAR. The Navigation Diagram Tool can determine an exact match between the views and will
map IMPORT VEHICLE CAR to OUTPUT VEHICLE CAR.

An h to the left of the attribute name indicates the following:

• The type of field is hidden.
• The import and export views have been mapped either from the Hidden Field Properties dialog or from the View

Mapping dialog. You access the View Mapping dialog from the Navigation Diagram window by selecting Detail,
Mapping.

• The import and export views were mapped when the field was placed on the window; the field was subsequently
deleted from the window but the views were not unmapped.

The special, system attribute fields appear at the bottom of the selection list. These special fields provide read only
information from the operating system or from the Gen runtime.

The following list explains the special fields:

Field Description
Current_Date Provides the system date at the time a window or dialog box is

displayed.
Current_Time Provides the system time at which a window or dialog box is

displayed.
Current_Timestamp Provides the concatenated system date and time.
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Errmsg Displays message text associated with an exit state for all four
message types: error, warning, information, and none. If the
message type is error, a message box also pops up. For example,
suppose an exit state of message type error causes a flow and
closes a dialog box. You would see the message text in the
Errmsg field and, after the dialog box closes, a message box
would also pop up.
At runtime, any help descriptions associated with a control also
appear in the Errmsg field. The help descriptions appear when
the mouse pointer is positioned over the control. You add help
descriptions from the Help Description dialog (accessed via Detail
--> Help Description).
An Errmsg field can display a maximum of 80 characters. If
the string of characters contains a sentence delimiter, Errmsg
displays no characters beyond the delimiter. A period and space
(. ) combination delimits a sentence.

Local_System_ID Displays the value for system identification as provided by the
WRSYSID user exit. The default value from the exit is Win for
Windows applications.

Terminal_ID Specifies the terminal identification as provided by the
WRTERMID user exit. The default value from the exit is None.

Trancode Specifies the clear screen transaction code associated with the
procedure step.

User_ID Specifies the identifier by which the user is known to the operating
system as provided by the WRUSRID user exit. The default value
from the exit is None.

Field EditedValue Property

This article provides information for Field EditedValue Property.

Usage EditedValue (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the edited value of a field.
Arguments String that is to be the new contents of the field.
Return Value This property returns a string for the display to the end user.
Notes Values are always presented as text strings. This method works

as if a user had typed into the field from the window, then moved
to another location on the window. All editing is performed and
the changed event is fired, if one is present. The returned value is
what is displayed to a user.

Field Edit Pattern Dialog

This article provides information for Field Edit Pattern Dialog. The Field Edit Pattern dialog modifies the type of format of
the selected field edit pattern.

The following are the two categories of edit patterns:

• Special
• Field

Special edit pattern lets you modify the edit pattern for a Gen-generated attribute. For example, change the Date Format
from MM-DD-YY to YY/MM/DD.
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Field edit patterns are specific to a particular field. This action customizes edit patterns at the field level. Field edit patterns
must be named for the domain of the data they represent. To verify that all currency values display the same on every
screen, establish a field edit pattern named Currency. Use field edit patterns to change the appearance of fields across
the system.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Type
Defines the kinds of field edit pattern to modify. The following are the types of field edit pattern:
Numeric

9 Z $ + - ., * 0 are the valid characters for this type of field edit pattern.
Time

HH MM SS / - : . (spaces) are the valid characters for this type of field edit pattern.
Date

C MM DD YY YYYY JJJ / - : . (spaces) are the valid characters for this type of field edit pattern.
Text

0 through 9, and A through Z are the valid characters for this type of field edit pattern.
Mixed Text

0 through 9, A through Z, and any DBCS character are the valid characters for this type of field edit
pattern.

DBCS Text
Any DBCS character is a valid character for this type of field edit pattern.

Timestamp
YYYY MM DD HH MI SS NNNN / - : . (spaces) are the valid characters for this type of field edit pattern.

Pattern
Defines the mask that controls the field display and input format. If you mix any combination of Numeric, Time, or
Date type symbols, an error results. For Text type symbols, any combination of alphanumeric characters is valid.

Click OK to complete modifying the properties. Else, click Cancel to discard the modifications.

 

 

Field EditPattern Property

This article provides information for Field EditPattern Property.

Usage EditPattern (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the edit pattern for the field.
Arguments String that is to be the new edit pattern for the field. If querying for

the current edit pattern of the field, no input argument is specified.
Return Value This property returns a string that is the current edit pattern of the

field.

Field Edit Patterns

Field Edit Pattern adds, changes, or deletes the type and format of an edit pattern.
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Field Edit Patterns Dialog

Edit patterns are used to define the format that user-defined fields are displayed with and the format that is required to
enter data in these fields. The Field Edit Patterns dialog allows you to add new patterns and change or delete the existing
edit patterns. Following are the edit patterns examples for date and time:

Edit Pattern Description
HH:MM:SS Controls display/entry of time in hours, minutes, and seconds.

Each unit is separated by a colon.
MM/DD/YY Controls display or entry of date in month, day, and year. Each unit

is separated by a slash.

Creating/Modifying Field Edit Patterns

To create or modify a field edit pattern, combine character symbols from the following list of valid characters. Numerics
can also use text, date, and time character symbols. For example, an edit pattern of XXX-XX-XXXX can be used for a
nine-digit social security number.

Domain Character Explanation
Numeric 9 Numeric characters, including leading zeros

Z Numeric characters with leading zeros
suppressed

$ Floating dollar sign
+ Plus sign
- Minus sign
. Decimal point
, Comma
* Asterisk
0 Zero

Time H Hour (maximum of 2 digits)
M Minute (maximum of 2 digits)
S Second (maximum of 2 digits)
/ - : . (spaces) Allowable separators

Date C Century (1 digit only)
M Month (maximum of 2 digits)
D Day (maximum of 2 digits)
Y Year (2 or 4 digits only)
J Julian date (3 digits only)
/ - : . (spaces) Allowable separators
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Text 0-9 A-Z Any combination of alphanumeric
characters that contains at least one
alphabetic character. The character X
is used as a placeholder and any of
the characters 0-9, A-Z are accepted in
the specified position. Using any other
characters from the list limit the character
input at that position to allow only the
character specified. For example, if the edit
pattern is XXX-abc-XXX, then the entry
would allow any characters to be entered
for the first two and last two characters, but
-abc- should be entered in the middle.

Mixed Text 0-9 A-Z DBCS characters Any combination of alphanumeric or DBCS
characters. The character M is used as
a placeholder and any of the characters
0-9, A-Z are accepted in the specified
position. Two-M placeholder characters are
required to hold a single DBCS character.
Using any other characters from the list limit
the character input at that position to allow
only the character specified. For example, if
the edit pattern is MMMM-abc-MMMM, then
the entry would allow any DBCS characters
to be entered for the first two and last two
characters, but -abc- should be entered in
the middle.

DBCS Text DBCS Characters Any combination of DBCS. The character
DBCS: X is used as a placeholder and
any DBCS character is accepted in
the specified position. Using any other
characters from the list limit the character
input at that position to allow only the
character specified.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Field Edit Patterns
Displays the Name, Type, and Pattern for existing edit patterns.

Add
Click this button to create a field edit pattern using character symbols from the valid characters shown at the
dialog level.

Properties
Click this button to modify an existing field edit pattern.

Delete
Click this button to remove the objects, subordinates, or both selected for deletion and closes the dialog.

Close
The Close button exits the dialog without implementing any changes.

Field Edit Patterns Example

This article provides information for Field Edit Patterns Example. The contents of an export view of Social Security
Number are displayed as 123456789.
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However, by applying the edit pattern XXX-XX-XXXX (the common format of a social security number) before displaying
to the screen, the result is:

123-45-6789

Ensure that all currency values display the same on every screen by establishing a field edit pattern that is called
Currency with a format of $$$$$$$9.99.

Field Edit Patterns for Active Dialect Dialog

The Field Edit Patterns for Active Dialect dialog lets you define a selected field edit pattern for the specified dialect.
Default edit patterns are time, date, currency, or quantity. You can delete a field edit pattern also.

Categorizing Edit Patterns

The two categories of edit patterns are:

• Special
• Field

Special edit pattern lets you modify the edit pattern for a Gen-generated attribute. For example, change the Date Format
from MM-DD-YY to YY/MM/DD.

Field edit patterns are specific to a particular field. Use field edit patterns to change the appearance of fields across the
system.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Field Enabled Property

This article provides information for Field Enabled Property.

Usage Enabled (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the enabled state of the field.
Arguments String that indicates the new enabled state of the field. A value

of "True" indicates that the field is enabled. If querying for the
enabled state of the field, no input argument is specified.

Return Value This property returns a string that indicates the current enabled
state of the field. A value of "true" means that the field is enabled.

Field Fill Character

Field Fill Character lets you specify a character to input for fields shorter than the defined field length. The fill character
can be no more than one character long.

For example, a value of 999 right justified in a field five digits long with a fill character of 0 appears as:

00999

Cannot change field format

This article provides information for Cannot Change Field Format. Use a field format that is consistent with the domain of
the attribute.

For example, use a date format for an attribute that reflects date values.
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Field Interface Object

This article provides information for Field Interface Object. The * denotes functions that are not supported on Web
Generation applications.

Although these functions do not appear “grayed out,” they are picked up during Consistency Check, if used. If these
functions exist in a model that is being generated for Web Generation applications, they are ignored.

PromptFontSize*

Methods Properties
Clear* Application
Copy* BackgroundColor
Cut* EditedValue
ListPermittedValues EditPattern
Paste* Enabled*
Redraw* Focus*
SetSelection* FontSize*
Undo* FontStyle*

CssClass
FontType*
ForegroundColor*
Handle*
Height*
Left*
Multiline
Name
ObjectType
Parent
Prompt*
PromptBackgroundColor*
PromptCssClass*
PromptFontStyle*
PromptFontType*
PromptForegroundColor*
PromptHeight*
PromptLeft*
PromptTop*
PromptWidth*
ReadOnly
Top*
Value
Visible*
Width*

Field Length

Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see that product's documentation for instructions on how to fill out this panel.
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Field Length Does Have Even Numbered Byte Count

This article provides information for Field Length Does Have Even Numbered Byte Count.

Make sure that the field length has an even-numbered byte count.

Field Length Error

The field that you are trying to place is longer than the screen allows. Shorten the field or place it on two lines.

Field Length Greater Than the Custom Edit Pattern

The field length you entered is greater than the custom edit pattern set for the field. Change the field length.

Field LineCssClass Property

This article provides information for Field LineCssClass Property.

Usage LineCssClass (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the Custom Style Sheet (CSS) class value for the

line.
Arguments String that is to be new CSS class name. No input is specified, if

querying for the CSS class name.
Return Value This property returns a string for a display to the end user.
Notes This property is available for GroupBox.

Field ListPermittedValues Method

This article provides information for Field ListPermittedValues Method.

Usage ListPermittedValues ()
Description Retrieves a list of permitted value objects, for any that are defined.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the GUI objects of that type for the field. When no
such objects are defined, this method returns NULL.

Field Method

This article provides information for Field Method.

Usage Field (String)
Description Retrieves the Field object of the name input.
Arguments String that is the name of the Field object to retrieve.
Return Value This method returns a GUI object for the given name. If the object

is not found, or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.
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File Access Problem

This article provides information for File Access Problem. A file access problem exists. Retry the command.

If the problem persists, save the model and exit. Start again and continue your work.

File Cannot be Accessed

This article provides information for File Cannot be Accessed. The specified file cannot be accessed. Verify that the path
is valid and correct.

Also, verify that the directory or the file is read-protected.

If you select Cancel, execution ends.

File Write Error

A file write error occurred. Verify that enough disk space is available. Investigate possible hardware problems.

Font Files Missing

The outline fonts required to display or print the text are missing. To proceed, you must install the font files. For more
information on installing font files, see the installation instructions for the operating system.

Format of the Field and Attribut Domain do not Match

The attribute domain specifies whether the field contains text, numbers, a date, the time, or a timestamp. The format of
the field must agree with the attribute domain.

Change the attribute domain or the field format.

Generate Process Synthesis

The generated output from process synthesis does not differ from the output from manually created processes and
process logic. For each elementary process, process synthesis creates the following information in various diagrams:

• Process box
• Views
• Expected effects
• Properties
• Process logic (complete except for the logic needed to reflect your business rules)

Process synthesis is faster than the manual method. While it automatically generates the information listed above, it also
keeps track of entity types related to the subject entity type. It creates the required views and action statements for each.
Keeping track of related entity types is helpful if the entity type being acted upon has multiple relationships.

Process synthesis simultaneously generates companion logic and views. It also populates appropriate cells in the
Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix.

NOTE
If you perform process synthesis on a subset of a model, scope the entire data model for inclusion in the subset.
If you do not, the PADs you generate may be incomplete because you do not have access to entity types related
to the subject entity type.
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For example, the process Place New Part in Inventory might be expected to create, read, update, and delete entities of
the type STOCK OF PRODUCT. During process synthesis, you could generate the following elementary processes as
subordinates of Place New Part in Inventory:

• Create Stock of Product
• Update Stock of Product
• Delete Stock of Product
• Read Stock of Product
• List Stock of Product

Downstream Effects

Processes generated during Analysis are the basis of procedures used in Design. If you change the data model after
process synthesis, the implementation of processes to procedures during Design fails. For example, if you change the
identifier of an entity type used by a generated process, the implementation will fail consistency check. You must then
correct the problem. You may need to delete the process and re-create it before you can successfully implement it in
Design.

If you have added logic to the PAD, you may decide to correct the specific error condition instead of deleting and
regenerating the process. When you delete a process, you delete all the information stored for it, including its views,
expected effects, the generated logic in the PAD, and any logic you may have added.

To avoid these losses and unexpected results, always perform a consistency check before attempting to implement
processes to procedures.

Generation Errors

Generation is complete for one or more of the selected objects. The message indicates how many objects were not
generated.

Click OK to continue with the Install process.

Click Cancel to end the Install process.

Group View Check Box

You cannot select the check box for any view whose parent is a group view. The subordinate inherits this property from
the parent.

Host Communications Error

You must be logged onto the host session and at the ready state. Switch to your host session to ensure this is true.

Incorrect Edit Pattern

An incorrect edit pattern is not accepted. Select an edit pattern from the drop-down list or enter a custom pattern.

Incorrect Month Number

This article provides information for Incorrect Month Number. The month field contains a number other than 1 through 12.

Type a correct month.
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Incorrect Path

Specify the correct path for the file.

Select Options, Paths.

Input Field Inactive Error

You may have typed characters into a field while it was not the active input field. In some execution environments, placing
the cursor on a field allows you to type characters into an inactive field. When the OK button is pressed, they are invisible
to the application. To activate the field, place the cursor on it and click the mouse button.

Invalid Code Name

This error indicates that the code name for the inline code statement is not valid for the selected language. Code name
cannot contain hyphens (-). Only code names targeting COBOL language contain hyphens.

Invalid Day of the Month Number

This article provides information for Invalid Day of the Month Number. The day-of-the-month field contains a number that
is not in the month.

Type a number 1 through 28 for February (except in a Leap Year, 1 through 29). Type a number 1 through 30 for months
April, June, September, or November. Type a number 1 through 31 for all other months.

Invalid Default Algorithm Name

This article provides information for Invalid Default Algorithm Name. The name of the default algorithm is limited to the
following characters:

• A - Z
• 0 - 9
• Blank space
• Underscore ( _ )

Remove any other characters from the name.

Type a name that contains 32 characters or less.

Invalid Importance Factor

A number greater than 5 is in the Importance Factor field. The field accepts only the numbers 0 through 5.

Type 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5.

Invalid Occurence

There must be at least one occurrence of a repeating group view on a line. Zero is not accepted.
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Invalid Parent Type

This article provides information for Invalid Parent Type. Only valid parent types can be selected when changing the
parent of an object.

The valid parent types are:

• Entity type parent is a subject area or a partitioning
• Partitioning parent is an entity type or a subtype
• Subtype parent is a subject area or a partitioning
• Subject area parent is a subject area

Invalid Path Name

Verify that the path name and file name are accurate. The system cannot access the file when the name is typed
incorrectly.

Check for misspelled names and incorrect paths. Also, verify that the name meets the operating system's standards for
uppercase or lowercase letters.

Invalid Relationship

The replacement relationship you selected is not a valid relationship between the replacement entity types.

You can replace the original relationship only with a relationship that exists between the replacement entity types.

If you must replace the relationship, first unmatch the replacement for the entity type at the other end of the original
relationship.

Invalid TD Name

The software will not accept a blank for the TD name. Enter a valid alphanumeric name that starts with a letter and
contains no more than 32 characters.

Invalid Value

This article provides information for Invalid Value. The software does not permit blanks in these edit fields.

Enter a valid value.

Invalid Work Path Name

An invalid name for a work path was entered. A work path cannot have an .ief extension because this extension is
reserved for model directories.

To update the paths, clear the work path or enter a valid name for the work path directory. A valid name may contain any
combination of letters, numbers, underscores, and periods, with the exception of the text, .ief.

Matrix Definition Dialog

This article provides information for Matrix Dialog. The Matrix Definition dialog lists the names and axes of custom
matrices.
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The axes names are indented below the matrix name.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Matrix Definition List
This selection list includes the names of custom matrices and the axes that each matrix contains.

Add
Click this button to display a dialog where you add properties of a custom matrix.

Delete
Click this button to remove the objects, its subordinates, or both that were selected for deletion from the list.

Properties
Click this button to change the name, description, or its possible cell values of a user-defined matrix. The axes
cannot be changed.

Search
Click this button to search for objects, its subordinates, or both using keywords.

Close
Click this button to close the dialog.

Matrix Definition Properties Dialog

The dialog lets you add the properties of a new matrix and change the properties of an existing matrix.

You create custom objects by entering the name in one of the Axis fields.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Name
Identifies the custom matrix that you are adding.
The matrix name must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special characters are not
allowed.

Axis 1
Select an object from the list or type the name of a new object.
The field must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special characters are not allowed.

Axis 2
Select an object from the list or type the name of a new object.
The field must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special characters are not allowed.

Numeric
Specifies that the cell values of a matrix must be a number from 1 to 9.
Called numeric involvement indicators, the numbers identify the degree to which the intersecting rows and
columns are involved. The highest degree of involvement is 9.

CRUD
Specifies that the cell values of a matrix must be a C, R, U, or D.
Select CRUD when the matrix identifies how business data is used. The permitted values are:

• C = CREATE
• R = READ
• U = UPDATE
• D = DELETE

X, 1-9
Specifies that the cell values of a matrix must be an X, or a number from 1 to 9.
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An X is a simple involvement indicator. This field identifies an involvement between the objects on the intersecting
row and column.
Numbers from 1 to 9 are numeric involvement indicators. This field indicates the degree to which the intersecting
rows and columns are involved. The highest degree of involvement is 9.

Description
Click this button to open the Description dialog which lets you document the objects contained in the diagram.
Make the description concise and include any information which is considered pertinent.

Click OK to save the changes and close the dialog. Click Cancel to close the dialog without saving the changes.

Matrix Display Error

The current resolution of your monitor prevents the software from displaying the entire matrix. To display the entire matrix,
you must change the display configuration using the operating system setup program. If you are unable to change the
display configuration, you can still display parts of the matrix at the current resolution.

Matrix Selection Dialog

The Matrix Selection dialog lets you select an object for each axis of a standard matrix or an existing custom matrix.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Select First Axis
This selection list contains all of the objects for standard matrices and the objects added for custom matrices. An
asterisk (*) marks the custom objects.
When you select an object, the Select Second Axis selection list displays related objects.

Select Second Axis
This selection list contains the objects that correspond to the object highlighted in the Select First Axis selection
list. Objects for standard matrices, and objects created for custom matrices are displayed. An asterisk (*) marks
the custom objects.
When you select an object, the matrix name displays above the selection lists.

You can select a matrix or access the matrix secondary window. To access the secondary window, select the Cancel
button.

Max

Max adds the MAX OF special attribute to the PAD logic for explicitly indexed repeating group views. MAX OF refers to
the actual size of the repeating group view (which is the maximum cardinality you set when you define properties for the
group view). The value is positive and constant. It cannot be modified during execution. You can compare it with any view
of a numeric attribute or to a number. You also can use it as the source of a SET statement whose target is a numeric
special attribute or the view of a numeric attribute.

Consider the difference between MAX OF and LAST OF as subscripts. MAX OF refers to the highest cardinality,
which may or may not be a populated view. LAST OF refers to the highest used occurrence number, which is always a
populated view.

Format: MAX OF <explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view>

Examples:

 --IF SUBSCRIPT OF repeating_product IS EQUAL TO

| MAX OF repeating_product
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|<--|------ ESCAPE

 ---

Max Amount (Scroll Amount)

Specify the value and accelerator key to scroll to the top or bottom of screen. The default scroll value to the top/bottom is
MAX. The default accelerator key is M.

Maximize Button Check Box

This check box specifies that a window contains a Maximize button. A Maximize button enlarges a window to its largest
possible size allowed on the desktop.

The default is Yes for a window. This check box does not apply to dialog boxes.

NOTE
The Window Design Tool on the UNIX platform does not display the maximize button on the window being
designed. After you generate and install the application, however, the maximize button does display on the
window.

Maximized Property

This article provides information for Maximized Property.

Usage Maximized (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the maximized state of the Window.
Arguments String value that is to be the new maximized state of the Window.

A value of "True" indicates that the window is maximized.
Return Value This property returns a string value indicating the maximized state

of the Window. A value of "True" indicates that the window is
maximized.

Maximum

The Maximum function will return the greatest value of a given attribute or expression. The collating sequence of the
target platform (DBMS) determines the value.

Maximum Length of a Path Name Reached Error

The maximum length of a path name is 60 characters including a terminating slash. If the slash is missing, the software
appends a slash. Therefore, you can input only 59 characters unless you explicitly terminate the name with a slash.

Maximum Length of Field Name Error

The DBMS limits the length of field names. Refer to the DBMS documents to determine the maximum length.
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Maximum Number of New Objects Reached

This article provides information for Maximum Number of New Objects Reached. Check in the model before creating more
objects.

The Gen software limits the number of new objects that can be created between uploads. The maximum number of new
objects has been added.

To check in the model, select Model, Encyclopedia, Update, and Check In Model.

Maximum Number of Objects Warning

The Gen software limits the number of new objects that can be created between uploads. This message warns that the
number of new objects that has been added almost equals the maximum. When the maximum is reached, the model must
be checked in before more new objects can be added.

The Gen software monitors the number of objects created since the last time the model was checked in and displays the
number in the Model Information dialog. To view the information, select Model, Info.

To check in the model, select Model, Encyclopedia, Update and Check In Model.

Max Seg Size (IMS)

Maximum Segment Size specifies the maximum size in bytes for messages that are transmitted to and from devices.

The Gen-generated Dialog Managers use this value to manage multiple segmented messages.

This field always accepts input although a segment size applies only to a TP monitor of IMS. If you are testing your
application with a TP monitor other than IMS, you can still enter a value into this field. This allows you later to install the
load modules of the business system to IMS without having to regenerate them for a maximum segment size.

This value for the maximum segment size must match the value that is entered in the IMS SYSGEN.

Member Names/Trancodes Dialog

The Member Names/Trancodes dialog names a source code file and a screen code file, and specifies the transaction
codes for dialog flow and clear screen, and allows you to override business systems defaults for dynamic linking of
procedure steps when the target is z/OS.

The Screen Control... push button is active only for IMS mapped screens.

The information on this dialog is associated with an online procedure step. The Generation Tool assigns the names for the
source file and screen file when it generates code for the procedure step.

NOTE
Using a DBMS reserved word for a member name may cause problems with generation and installation. Check
the vendor documentation for the DBMS you are targeting, and avoid member names that are reserved words
for that DBMS.

Clear Screen Trancode Downstream Effects

Each procedure step must be assigned at least one transaction code (trancode). You can assign trancodes to a procedure
step as either a clear screen or dialog flow trancode.

A procedure step that is not a first procedure step cannot be executed from a clear screen. Therefore, you cannot assign
a clear screen trancode to a procedure step that is not a first procedure step.
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Any first procedure step may be executed from a clear screen; the decision depends on the design of your application. For
a first procedure step to execute from a clear screen, you must assign it a unique clear screen trancode. The TP monitor
uses the clear screen trancode to invoke the correct load module. The Dialog Manager uses it to identify the procedure
step to execute from clear screen input.

If you are testing your application with the TP monitor IEFAE, Gen creates a special file name AEENV. The AEENV file
contains the clear screen trancodes for all load modules in all models. The clear screen trancodes must be unique within
the AEENV file, or you may encounter problems during execution of your application.

Dialog Flow Trancode Concepts

Each procedure step must be assigned at least one transaction code (trancode). The trancodes are defined for the load
module in which the procedure step is packaged. You can assign trancodes to a procedure step as either a clear screen
or dialog flow trancode.

The Dialog Manager uses dialog flow trancodes to manage flows (links and transfers) between procedure steps. All
procedure steps that are linked to or transferred to must have a dialog flow trancode.

Every procedure step that is not a first procedure step must have a dialog flow trancode. This type of procedure step is
always flowed to from another procedure step. It cannot be invoked from a clear screen.

First procedure steps require a dialog flow trancode if they can be flowed to from another procedure step. A first
procedure step that is accessed only from a clear screen does not require a dialog flow trancode.

You can assign the same dialog flow trancode to more than one procedure step. The TP monitor uses the dialog flow
trancode to invoke the correct load module. The Dialog Manager uses other information in the flow message to identify the
procedure step to execute.

The Dialog Manager initiating the dialog flow calls the TP monitor with the dialog flow trancode of the procedure step
being flowed to. The TP monitor invokes the load module associated with the dialog flow trancode. The Dialog Manager
receiving the flow uses the information in the flow message to determine the destination procedure step.

Dialog Flow Trancode Downstream Effects

Each procedure step must be assigned at least one transaction code (trancode). The trancodes are defined for the load
module in which the procedure step is packaged. You can assign trancodes to a procedure step as either a clear screen
or dialog flow trancode.

The Dialog Manager uses dialog flow trancodes to manage flows (links and transfers) between procedure steps. All
procedure steps that are linked to or transferred to must have a dialog flow trancode.

Every procedure step that is not a first procedure step must have a dialog flow trancode. This type of procedure step is
always flowed to from another procedure step. It cannot be invoked from a clear screen.

First procedure steps require a dialog flow trancode if they can be flowed to from another procedure step. A first
procedure step that is accessed only from a clear screen does not require a dialog flow trancode.

You can assign the same dialog flow trancode to more than one procedure step. The TP monitor uses the dialog flow
trancode to invoke the correct load module. The Dialog Manager uses other information in the flow message to identify the
procedure step to execute.

The Dialog Manager initiating the dialog flow calls the TP monitor with the dialog flow trancode of the procedure step
being flowed to. The TP monitor invokes the load module associated with the dialog flow trancode. The Dialog Manager
receiving the flow uses the information in the flow message to determine the destination procedure step.

Dynamically Link (z/OS) Procedure Step List
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This pull-down allows you to override the business system defaults for dynamic linking of procedure steps when the target
is z/OS.

SELECT TO
Default Use the Business System default setting for Procedure steps

specified in the MVS Environment Parameters dialog.
Yes A procedure step having a Dynamic Link option set to Yes will be

dynamically called at runtime and will reside in a DLL.
No A procedure step having a Dynamic Link option set to No will not

be dynamically called at runtime, rather the procedure step will be
statically called and as such will reside in the DLL created for the
load module in which the procedure step is packaged.

Compatibility A procedure step having a Dynamic Link option set to
Compatibility will be dynamically called at runtime and will reside
in a non-DLL module.

For details on the z/OS feature of dynamic linking, see z/OS documentation.

Dynamically Link (z/OS) Screen List

This pull-down allows you to override the business system defaults for dynamic linking of screens when the target is z/OS.

SELECT TO
Default Use the Business System default setting for Screen managers

specified in the MVS Environment Parameters dialog.
Yes A screen manager having a Dynamic Link option set to Yes will be

dynamically called at runtime and will reside in a DLL.
No A screen manager having a Dynamic Link option set to No will not

be dynamically called at runtime, rather the screen manager will
be statically called and as such will reside in the DLL created for
the load module in which the screen manager is packaged.

Compatibility A screen manager having a Dynamic Link option set to
Compatibility will be dynamically called at runtime and will reside
in a non-DLL module.

For details on the z/OS feature of dynamic linking, see z/OS documentation.

Distributed Transaction Participant (Tuxedo, EJB, and .NET Servers Only)

This option is only available when doing cooperative packaging/generation. If a transaction is to participate in an extended
unit of work, select Distributed Transaction Participant. This makes  the procedure eligible to participate. For more
information on distributed transaction participation, see the discussion of transaction processing in Distributed Processing
Overview.

Member Names - Trancodes

The Member Names/Trancodes dialog names a source code file and specifies the transaction codes for dialog flow and
clear screen. This dialog applies only to procedure steps for windowing applications.

The dialog flow transaction code is optional. A windowing application does not use this transaction code.

The clear screen transaction code is used if your application contains a load module packaged with two or more
procedure steps.

The Generation Tool assigns the name for the source file when it generates code for the procedure step.
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Note: Using a DBMS reserved word for a member name may cause problems with generation and installation. Check the
vendor documentation for the DBMS you are targeting, and avoid member names that are reserved words for that DBMS.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Memory Validation

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Menu Bar Node in Navigation Diagram Menu Bar Video Properties

This article provides information for Menu Bar Node in Navigation Diagram Menu Bar Video Properties. The Menu Bar
node specifies the following properties for a menu bar on a window in an application.

Generate Window and Help

This field specifies whether the default system window and help menus are present.

The Generate Window and Help field is found on the Menu Bar Video Properties dialog box, within the Menu Bar node.

Percent (%) Occupied by HTML menu

This field specifies the percentage of the window that is occupied by a menu in an HTML-generated application. The field
accepts 0 - 100 for value. 0 results in no menu being displayed in the generated application and 100 means that the menu
is the only item visible in the generated application. If the field is blank, the value defaults to 25.

The % Occupied by HTML menu field is found on the Menu Bar Video Properties dialog box, within the Menu Bar node.

To edit the properties of a Menu Bar

1. Select the required window in the Navigation Diagram.

2. Select Edit, Menu Design...

    The Menu Design dialog appears.

3. Select Main Menu Bar listed on the dialog.

    The Properties button is enabled.

4. Click the Properties… button.

5. Click the Menu Bar node.

6. Check or Uncheck the Generate Window and Help checkbox.

7. Specify the value in % Occupied by HTML menu field.

 

Menu Bar Video Properties in Navigation Diagram

You can specify the percentage of space that is occupied by the HTML menu in the % Occupied by the HTML menu  filed.

You can also specify if the menu bar needs to be generated for window and help.

NOTE
To navigate to the Menu Bar Video Properties, open the Menu Design dialog for the window. Select Main Menu
Bar and click Properties...
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Menu Branches to Procedures Dialog

The Menu Branches to Procedures dialog lets you specify a menu flow to another procedure step. A menu flow lets you
use the current procedure step as a menu to another procedure step.

Specify a menu flow using the following selection lists:

Business System
Displays destination business systems. You select the destination business system to which the procedure step
branches on the menu flow. The current business system is always listed.

Procedures Steps
Displays the procedure steps in the destination business system. You select the procedure step that is the
destination of the menu flow.

Commands and Synonyms
Lists the command or synonym that are available to execute the flow.

The Select push button adds your choice to the uppermost selection list. The Apply push button generates all menu flows
displayed in the uppermost selection list as CASE commands in the action diagram.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Menu Check Property

This article provides information for Menu Check Property.

Usage Check (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the checked state of the menu item.
Arguments String that indicates the new checked state of the menu item. A

value of "True" indicates that the menu item is checked.
Return Value This property returns a string that indicates the current checked

state of the menu item. A value of "true" means that the menu item
is checked.

Menu Click Method

This article provides information for Menu Click Method.

Usage Click ()
Description Selects the menu items with a mouse click.
Arguments None
Return Value None

Menu Design Dialog

The Menu Design dialog displays the menu layout for a window. You can design the layout by adding, deleting, and
moving menu items. In addition, you can expand or contract parts of the layout for easier viewing and specify the
properties for specific menu items.

The layout of the menu items is presented as an indented list for ease of design and viewing.

The following conditions enable the buttons on this dialog:
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Move
Selecting a menu item or subordinate menu item in the list.

Change Parent
Selecting a menu item or subordinate menu item in the list.

Expand/Contract
Selecting any item in the list.

Add
Selecting any item in the list for which it is valid to add a menu item.

(You cannot add a subordinate menu item to a menu item that is associated with a command.)

Delete
Selecting a menu item or subordinate menu item in the list.

Menu Design Dialog Selection List

This list shows the hierarchy of menu items for the currently selected window. The menu items are shown in an indented
list layout.

The top level of menu items is indicated by two dashes (--). These menu items appear in the menu bar for the window.

Four dashes or more indicates subordinate menu items. The number of dashes indicates the level of subordination.

For Windows applications, the ampersand (&) character precedes the letter. (A mnemonic allows a user to select a menu
item from the keyboard, by pressing the mnemonic key, instead of with a mouse.)

Any accelerator keys associated with the menu item appear to the right of the menu item.

Menu Interface Object

This article provides information for Menu Interface Object.

Methods Properties
Click Application
Redraw Check

Enabled
Handle
Name
ObjectType
Parent

Menu Item Properties Dialog

The Menu Item Properties dialog specifies the characteristics for a menu item. You can add a menu item only to a window,
not to a dialog box.

A menu item can:
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• Perform a special action of OK, Cancel, or Help
• Cause a non-primary dialog box to display (initiate a dialog box)
• Execute the procedure action diagram logic for the procedure step
• Execute a Click event associated with the menu item
• Cause an autoflow by invoking a command associated with an autoflow

NOTE
The special actions Save, Save As, Load, Insert, Paste Special, Undo, Object and Return are supported only in
32-bit Windows environments.

You can define mnemonic keys for menu items in the menu bar and for subordinate menu items. You can define an
accelerator key only for subordinate menu items (menu items not in the menu bar).

The following conditions enable the controls on this dialog.

Control Enabled By
Preceded by a Separator Line The menu item must be in a pull-down, but cannot be the first

menu item in the pull-down.
Shift The accelerator key must be a function key, not an alpha or a

numeric key.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Menu Method

This article provides information for Menu Method.

Usage Menu (String)
Description Retrieves the menu object of the name input.
Arguments String that is the name of the Menu object to retrieve.
Return Value This method returns a GUI object for the given name. If the object

is not found, or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.

Menu Text

Menu Text specifies the characters that appear in the menu item. The field accepts alphanumeric characters.

The text should be as short and meaningful as possible.

Menu Video Properties

Use Video Properties to specify color and font characteristics of an object on a window or dialog box. The selections you
make here override any selections you made in the Business System Defaults.

If a font is changed for the window, all controls for that window will inherit the font. If a color is changed for the window, the
following controls will inherit the new color:

• Literal
• Group box
• Prompt
• Radio button
• Check box
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You can override these inheritances by providing a font or color for each individual control.

Video Properties determine how your generated application displays to your end user. Video Properties do not affect the
Diagram fonts or List Box fonts that display to you.

Generated Application Fonts and Colors

If the fonts you select are not available on a computer running your generated application, the fonts default to the
operating system selections.

If the colors you select are not available, the colors default to a "best fit." The application will appear using the colors that
most closely match the selections you made.

Keep in mind that you want to use color and font changes sparingly. Consider only changing fonts and colors for
emphasis.

Activating Reset Font and Color

Reset Font and Color can be inactive (grayed out) for two reasons:

• You highlighted more than one object on the displayed diagram. To correct this, select only one object by clicking on it.
• You highlighted an object for which the font or colors were not modified. To correct this, select another object.

Help for Fields

Foreground Color

Background Color

Font Selection

Reset Font and Color

 

Help for Push Buttons

Push Button Description
OK The OK pushbutton causes Gen to implement any new or

changed information and close the window.
Properties Displays this help topic, Menu Video Properties.
Cancel (Close and Accept) Select this pushbutton when you finish making modifications to the

font and color. The dialog is closed and the selections you make
are accepted. You must save the model to retain the selections.

Help Displays this help topic, Menu Video Properties.

Model Check Out Confirmation

Click Yes to check out the model specified with the new long name. This overwrites the model that currently is open.

Click No to avoid overwriting the current model.

If you enter a new short model name the current model will not be overwritten.

Model Incompatible Error

This article provides information for Model Incompatible Error. The software that you are using is not compatible with the
model because it was created with a different version.
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Check in the model using a version of the software that is compatible with the model. Then, check out the model using the
current software.

Toolset Support Functions

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Model Long Name is not Saved Error

Although you can change the long name of the model, the change will not be recorded until you save the model.

Model Save

Click Yes to save the model.

Click No to avoid saving the model and to exit.

Click Cancel to return to the main menu and avoid saving the model.

Model Save Error

Errors were detected in validating the model.

• Click Yes to save the model.
• Click No to avoid saving the model and to exit.
• Click Cancel to avoid saving the model and to return to the main menu.

Model Update Error

An error occurred as the model was being updated. Several things could cause the problem including hardware problems
with the disk drive, an operating system malfunction, or too many files open.

Close any files that are open before proceeding with Update and Check In.

Mutually Exclusive Constraint Delete

A mutually exclusive constraint requires at least two relationships. When one of the last two relationships is deleted, the
mutually exclusive constraint is deleted automatically.

• Click Yes to delete the mutually exclusive constraint.
• Click No to avoid deleting the mutually exclusive constraint.

Mutually Exclusive Relationship Name Exists

A mutually exclusive relationship exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a
unique name or delete the existing mutually exclusive relationship.

Name Cannot be Blank

This article provides information for Name Cannot be Blank. A name is required. A blank name field is not accepted.

Type a name.
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No Attributes

There are no attributes to transfer for this entity type. Select the entity type that contains the desired attribute to transfer.

No Disk Space

This article provides information for No Disk Space. No more disk space is available. Delete unnecessary files.

If there seems to be sufficient space and the message continues, a hardware problem could exist.

Number of Additional Occurences Exceeds Cardinality

The cardinality of the group view is less than the number of additional occurrences. Change the number of additional
occurrences.

Number of Lines Per Page Error

Enter a value of 10 or more for the number of lines per page.

Object Already Selected

This article provides information for object already selected. The external object that you selected appears in the diagram.

Select an object that does not appear in the diagram.

An external object can be used in more than one diagram; however, the object can be used only once in each diagram.

Object Placed on a Screen

The object selected for deletion currently is placed on a screen. If you delete the object, it will be deleted from the screen.

Objects Update Message

Wait until the software completes redrawing the updated objects.

Occurrence Percentage Error

The occurrence percentage cannot exceed 100%. Change the percentage to 100% (or less if the optionality is
"sometimes").

OLEControl TextAlign Property

This article provides information for rOLEControl TextAlign Property.

Usage TextAlign (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the text alignment within the OLEControl.
Arguments String that is to be the new text alignment type of the OLEControl.

Valid values are "Default", "Left", "Right", "Centered", or "None".
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Return Value This property returns a string that indicates the current text
alignment type of the OLEControl. Valid values are "Default",
"Left", "Right", "Centered", or "None".

Optimize Import View Initialization

This check box specifies that called action blocks can bypass initializing import views. With all releases of Gen, all calling
action blocks are generated. That is, full initialization of import views is performed automatically by the calling action block,
and therefore need not be performed again by the called action block all calling action blocks are generated. For earlier
releases, please contact Broadcom Support.

Concepts

Selecting the Optimize Import View Initialization checkbox impacts the initialization of import views in called action blocks.

View Initialization Processing without Optimization (5.x releases)

When Optimization is not selected, the called action block validates every field in the import view by checking for low
values. If found, the field is set to either zero or spaces to ensure that there are valid values in the import view when the
called action block begins execution.

How Optimize View Initialization Improves Performance

If an action block is called many times, which is common in batch applications, the overhead associated with the view
initialization can become excessive. When Optimize Import View Initialization is selected, the check for low values in the
called action block is not made, thereby reducing the overhead associated with the call.

Recommendations

It is recommended that you select the Optimize Import View Initialization option.

Optimize Using Name
This article provides information for Optimize Using Name. Use this entry field to specify the query outline name.

The maximum length of the field is 32. The first character of the query outline name must be alphabetic. The remaining
characters can be either alphabetic or numeric.

Options for Accessing Dialog Flow Browser

You can also get to the Dialog Flow Browser by double clicking a flow or selecting Detail > Properties after selecting an
existing flow on the following diagrams:

• Dialog Flow Diagram (Dialog Design)
• Navigation Diagram
• Flow Maintenance Diagram

One other way is to select Detail > Properties in Dialog Flow Diagram after joining two procedure steps.

Options for Procedure Definition Report

The Report Options dialog lets you choose whether to prepare the Procedure Definition report for selected procedures or
all procedures.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

All Procedures Report Option
Select this report option to include all procedures listed in the diagram.
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Selected Procedures Report Option
Select this report option to add to the report just the procedures highlighted in the diagram.

Options for Procedure Step Definition Report

The Procedure Step Definition Report dialog lets you select the content of the Procedure Step Definition report.

The selections you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

All procedure steps
Specifies that all procedure steps listed in the diagram must be included in the report.

Selected procedure steps
Specifies that the selected procedure steps listed in the diagram must be included in the report.

Properties
Specifies that the report must include the properties of the selected procedure step. The default (no options
selected) Properties report includes:

• The model, business system, and procedure to which the procedure step belongs
• Procedure steps linked by dialog flow (from and to)
• Exit state flows and data returned option
• Exit state flows and data sent option

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" is displayed for that option.
View sets

Specifies that the report must include the view sets of the selected procedure steps in the displayed report.
Both

Specifies that the report must expand the displayed report to include both properties and view sets of the selected
list items, depending on content and view set detail, respectively.

Options in Data Model Browser

Selecting Options in Data Model Browser enables the following actions:

Action Description
Single Add Adds one object at a time to the diagram
Multiple Adds Adds several objects to the diagram, one after another, until you

cancel the action
Set TD Name Specifies the entity type name or attribute name to be used during

transformation
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Options in Environment

Selecting Options provides the following actions:

Action Description
Fonts Specifies the typeface of the text that is displayed in the diagram
Customize Pop-Up Menu Customizes the order of items appearing in pop-up menus.

Options Including Attributes and Relationships

Selecting Options in provides the following choices:

Menu option Description

Single Add Adds one object at a time to the diagram.

Multiple Adds Adds several objects to the diagram, one after another, until you
cancel the action.

Set TD Name Specifies the entity type name or attribute name to be used during
transformation.

Expand with Attributes. Enables (if checked) or disables (if unchecked) expansion for
attributes in the diagram.

Expand with Relationships. Enables (if checked) or disables (if unchecked) expansion for
relationships in the diagram.

Fonts Specifies the typeface and size of text that is displayed on the
diagram.

Customize Pop-Up Menu Customizes the order of items appearing in pop-up menus.

Options Including Dialect

Selecting Options in Matrices provides the following choices:

Menu option Description

Single Add Adds one object at a time to the diagram.

Multiple Adds Adds several objects to the diagram, one after another, until you
cancel the action.

Dialect Provides multilingual application support.

Fonts Specifies the typeface and size of text that is displayed on the
diagram.

Customize Pop-Up Menu Customizes the order of items appearing in pop-up menus.

Options Including Encyclopedia

Selecting Options in provides the following choices:

Menu option Description

Single Add Adds one object at a time to the diagram.

Multiple Adds Adds several objects to the diagram, one after another, until you
cancel the action.
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Toolbar Use the Toolbar menu choice to display or hide the toolbar for
diagrams. When a check appears next to this menu choice, the
toolbar for a diagram is displayed.

Default Diagram Fonts Changes the typeface of text in a diagram.

Default List Box Fonts Changes the typeface of text in a list box.

White Default Background Color This option sets the background color to white for all diagrams.

Black Default Background Color This option sets the background color to black for all diagrams.

Printer Defines the lines per page and the characters per line for your
printer.

Path Defines subdirectories to read from and write to for Gen files.

Encyclopedia Communications Configures the parameters for encyclopedia communications.

Encyclopedia Selection Identifies where the Encyclopedia is located.

Password Sets the access code for entry into Gen.

Box Size Defines the default box size for the ERD and ADD.

Consistency Check Level Defines the levels at which inconsistencies are reported.

Options Including Fonts

Selecting Options provides the following choices:

Menu option Description

Single Add Adds one object at a time to the diagram.

Multiple Adds Adds several objects to the diagram, one after another, until you
cancel the action.

Fonts Specifies the typeface and size of text that is displayed on the
diagram.

Customize Pop-Up Menu Customizes the order of items appearing in pop-up menus.

Options Including Invert Screen

Selecting Options in provides the following choices:

Menu option Description

Single Add Adds one object at a time to the diagram.

Multiple Adds Adds several objects to the diagram, one after another, until you
cancel the action.

Invert screen Reverses text to read from right to left.

Dialect Provides multilingual application support.

Fonts Specifies the typeface and size of text that is displayed on the
diagram.

Customize Pop-Up Menu Customizes the order of items appearing in pop-up menus.
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Options Including TD Name

Selecting Options in provides the following choices:

Menu option Description

Single Add Adds one object at a time to the diagram.

Multiple Adds Adds several objects to the diagram, one after another, until you
cancel the action.

Set TD Name Specifies the entity type name or attribute name to be used during
transformation.

Fonts Specifies the typeface and size of text that is displayed on the
diagram.

Customize Pop-Up Menu Customizes the order of items appearing in pop-up menus.

Options in Generation

Selecting Options in Generation provides the following actions:

Action Description
Generation Defaults Specifies the defaults used by the code generator
Fonts Specifies display typefaces
Customize Pop-Up Menus Customizes the order of items appearing in pop-up menus.

Options in Matrices

Selecting Options in Matrices provides the following choices:

Menu option Description
Single Add Adds one object after Add is selected
Multiple Adds Adds several objects after Add is selected
Matrix Color Specifies the color of each part of the matrix
Fonts Specifies the typeface and size of characters displayed on the

screen
Customize Pop-Up Menu Customizes the order of items appearing in pop-up menus.

Options in Navigation Diagram
This article provides information for Options in Navigation Diagram. The Options menu offers the following menu items.

Menu option Description
Single Add Adds one object at a time.
Multiple Adds Adds multiple items at a time.
Display Properties on Adds Allows for a window layout without initially having to create the

views with which those windows interact.
Toolbar Toggles display of the toolbar.
Tool Palette Toggles display of the tool palette.
Move Groups Moves as a unit a group box and the controls within it.
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Dialect Scope... Narrows or expands the scope of windows and dialog boxes to
one or multiple dialects.

Entity Scope... Narrows or expands the scope of windows and dialog boxes
according to selected work sets, subject areas, and entity types.

Grid... Sets the horizontal and vertical values for moving selected
objects, specifies coordinates and snapping information.

Fonts... Allows selection of fonts for the individual Navigation Diagram
panes.

Colors Allows selection of the background color for the entire diagram.
Customize Pop-Up Menu Selects and orders the menu commands for pop-up menus.

Options in the Startup Window
This article provides information for Options in the Startup Window. Selecting the Options Menu from the Gen action in the
Startup Window provides the following actions.

Action Description
Tree View Use the Tree View menu choice to display or hide the tree view.

When a check appears next to this menu choice, the tree view
displays.

Toolbar Use the Toolbar menu choice to display or hide the toolbar for
diagrams. When a check appears next to this menu choice, the
toolbar for a diagram displays.

Autosave Specifies time interval between automatic saves.
MRU Settings Specifies number of files to display in the most recently used

(MRU) list of files.
Default Diagram Fonts Changes the typeface of text in a diagram. This change is

reflected across all windows.
Default Fixed Width Fonts Changes the typeface of text displayed in text-based diagrams.

This change is reflected across all windows.
White Background Color Toggles the background color from white to black for all diagrams.

This change is reflected across all windows.
Black Background Color Toggles the background color from white to black for all diagrams.

This change is reflected across all windows.
Paths Defines subdirectories to read from and write to for Gen files.
Encyclopedia Communications Configures the parameters for encyclopedia communications.
Encyclopedia Selection Identifies where the Encyclopedia is located.
Password Allows a new access code or changes the existing access code

for entry into the Gen software.
Remember Window Size/Position Specifies the size and location of each window the next time it is

opened based on the settings from the last usage.

NOTE
Any changes to fonts and colors are reflected across all windows. To make a diagram-specific or local change,
go to the Options pull-down menu for that diagram.

Options menu for Properties

Provides various choices for the Options menu.
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Oracle Database Default Data Block Size

From this drop-down list the user selects default database block size. The list includes 1024, 2048, 3072, 4096, 6144,
7168, and 8192. This value is used during automatic sizing.

Oracle Database Default Name - Database

This field is used to specify the default database name. The initial default name is supplied by Gen. This field must be
filled before selecting OK.

Oracle Database Defaults
This article provides information for Oracle Database Defaults. This window is used to set the TD default values for the
ORACLE database name and data block size.

Name
The default database name. The maximum length is eight characters. An entry in this field is mandatory. The
initial entry is this field is supplied by Gen.

Data Block Size
Data block size in Bytes. Options are in 1-KByte steps: 1028, 2048, 8192.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Selecting Help from an action bar provides the following options:

Keys Help
Lists and defines the Gen function keys.

Help Topics
Provides a selectable list of all help panels for the toolset.

Consistency Check Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the consistency check error messages.

Runtime Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the runtime error messages.

About
Displays the logo window of the application.

 

Oracle Database Properties

Use the Oracle Database window either to define properties for a new database or to modify properties for an existing
database. The database properties include the following :

Generic Name
Specifies the Generic Name entry, which defines the default name of a database. This field is blank on a new
database but cannot be left blank.

ORACLE Name
Specifies the DBMS specific name entry field. It is blank for new databases and cannot be left blank. Character
length and case requirements are the same as that for the Generic Name. For existing databases, use this field to
override the generic database name.

Data Block Size
Specifies the size of the data blocks which are allocated to the table. Sizes are in units of bytes, and values range
from 1024 to 8196.
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Owner
Specifies the Authorized owner ID of the database. ID must begin with an alphabetic character.

Description
Specifies the database description.

NOTE
The number of characters allowed in DBMS-specific database names is limited by the target database
management system.

Oracle Datafile Properties

Use this window either to add a new data file or to modify the properties of an existing data file.

The datafile properties include:

Property Description
File Name The path name of the datafile
File Size Size of the datafile in units of Bytes, Kilobytes, or Megabytes.
REUSE Check this option to reuse an existing datafile. If the file already

exists, the DBMS verifies that the file's size matches the value of
the Size parameter. If the file does not exist, the DBMS creates
one.

Description Multi-line text description of the defined datafile.

Oracle Index Defaults

This window is used to set the Technical Design default options for creating Oracle database indexes.

• Index Defaults
•Default Tablespace

Select the default tablespace option from the drop-down list. The user can enter the options <Table> (default),
<Unique>, or a name.
If <Table> is selected, the table index is created in the same default tablespace as the table.
If <Unique> is selected, each index is created in a unique default tablespace.
If the user enters a tablespace name, all indexes are created in the named index tablespace.

Percent Free
ORACLE database Percent Free. The default is <system> which allocates 10 percent. The sum of Percent Free
and Percent Used must be less than 100. The user can enter a number from1 through 99.

INITRANS
Initial Transaction default. The user can select <system> or a number in the range 1 through 255. The default is
system. The Initial Transaction value must be less than or equal to the Maximum Transaction value.

MAXTRANS
Maximum Transaction default setting. The user can select <system> or a number in the range of 1 to 255. The
default is <system>. The Maximum Transaction value must be greater than or equal to the Minimum Transaction
value.

NOSORT checkbox
Checkbox to determine NOSORT Default. Default is unchecked.

• Storage Defaults
•Initial Value Unit

Drop-down list containing the Initial Value unit options, Bytes, K Bytes, or MBytes.
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Next Value Unit
Drop-down list containing the Next Value unit options, Bytes, K Bytes, or MBytes.

Min Extents
Minimum Extents must be a number equal to or greater than 1; and less than or equal to Maximum Extents. The
default is <Tablespace>.

Max Extents
Maximum Extents must be a number equal to or greater than 1; and greater than Minimum Extents. The default is
<Tablespace>.

Free lists
Free lists must be a number equal to or greater than 1. The default value is <Tablespace>.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Selecting Help from an action bar provides the following options:

Keys Help
Lists and defines the Gen function keys.

Help Topics
Provides a selectable list of all help panels for the toolset.

Consistency Check Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the consistency check error messages.

Runtime Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the runtime error messages.

About
Displays the logo window of the application.

Oracle Index Properties
This article provides information for Oracle Index Properties. Use this window to modify index properties for a column of a
table.

The index properties include:

Generic Name The default name of the index when a DBMS specific name is not provided.

ORACLE Name Specifies the DBMS-specific name of the index. Use this field to override any generic index name.

Est. Index Length Specifies the Estimated index row length. This property is used in some “Autosize” calculations.

Percent Free Specifies the percentage of space to leave free for updates and insertions within each of the data blocks of
the index.

INITRANS Specifies the initial number of concurrent transaction entries that are allocated within each data block
allocated to the table. This value can range from 2 to 255 and defaults to 2. This parameter ensures that a
minimum number of concurrent transactions can update the block.

MAXTRANS Specifies the maximum number of concurrent transaction entries that can update a data block allocated to
the table. This value can range from 1 to 255 and defaults to a function of the data block size.

NOSORT Check this box to indicate to ORACLE that the rows are stored in the database in ascending order and
therefore, ORACLE does have to sort the rows when creating the index. Using this parameter reduces the
amount of space that is required to build an index.

Initial Value Specifies the size of the first extent of the index in units of Bytes. Space is allocated for the extent when the
index is created. Minimum value is the size of 2 data blocks.

Next Value Specifies the size of the index's secondary (or next) extent in units of Bytes. Minimum value is the size of 1
data block.
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MinExtents Specifies the total number of extents that ORACLE can allocate when the segment is created. This value
can range from 0 to 505.

MaxExtents Specifies the total number of extents, including the first, that ORACLE can allocate when the segment is
created. This value can range from 0 to 505.

Freelists Specifies the number of free lists for each of the free lists groups for the index. The default and minimum
value is 1, which means that each free list group contains one free list. The maximum value depends on the
data block size.

Percent Increase Specifies the percent by which each extent after the second grows over the previous extent. Minimum value
is 0, which means that all extents after the first are the same size.

Logging Specifies whether logging on the index is performed. The default is DEFAULTED. The options are
DEFAULTED, ENABLED, and DISABLED. A value of DEFAULTED instructs the database to use the
Logging attribute of the tablespace the index is contained within. This field is mandatory.

Bitmap Specifies whether the index is organized by a BITMAP. The default is NO. The options are YES and NO.
This field is mandatory.

Reverse Specifies whether the index byte ordering is reversed. The default is NO. The options are YES and NO.
This field is mandatory.

Bufferpool Specifies the default bufferpool location for the index. The default is DEFAULT. The options are DEFAULT,
KEEP, and RECYCLE. This field is mandatory.

Select Description to add a description.

Oracle Table Defaults

This window is used to set the Technical Design default options for tables created in the Oracle database.

Default Tablespace

• Select the default table tablespace option from the drop-down list.
• The Use can enter the options <TABLETBS> (default), <Unique>, or a name.
• If <TABLETBS> is selected, all tables are created in the TABLETBS tablespace.
• If <Unique> is selected, each table is created in a unique default tablespace.
• If the user enters a tablespace name, all tables are created in the named table tablespace.
• Owner

User entry field for the owner of created tables. Enter User name for the owner of the created table. The owner has
modify privileges for the table. The default entry is blank.

• Percent Free
User entry field for the owner of created tables. Enter User name for the owner of the created table. The owner has
modify privileges for the table. The default entry is blank.

• Percent Used
Oracle database Percent Free. The default is <system> which allocates 10 percent. The sum of Percent Free and
Percent Used must be less than 100. The user can enter a number from 1 through 99.

• INITRANS
Initial Transaction default. The user can select <system> or a number in the range 1 through 255. The default is
system. The Initial Transaction value must be less than or equal to the Maximum Transaction value.

• MAXTRANS
Maximum Transaction default setting. The user can select <system> or a number in the range of 1 through 255. The
default is <system>. The Maximum Transaction value must be greater than or equal to the Minimum Transaction value.

• Initial Value Unit
This entry field determines the initial unit value of the table. The default is BYTES. The choices are: BYTES, KBYTES
and MBYTES.

• Next Value Unit
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This entry field determines the next unit value of the table. The default is BYTES. The choices are: BYTES, KBYTES
and MBYTES.

• Min Extents
Minimum Extents must be a number equal to or greater than 1; and less than or equal to Maximum Extents. The
default is <Tablespace>.

• Max Extents
Maximum Extents must be a number equal to or greater than 1; and greater than Minimum Extents. The default is
<Tablespace>.

• Free lists
Free lists must be a number equal to or greater than 1. The default value is <Tablespace>.

• Free list Groups
Free list Groups must be a number equal to or greater than 1. The default value is <Tablespace>.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Selecting Help from an action bar provides the following options:

Keys Help
Lists and defines the Gen function keys.

Help Topics
Provides a selectable list of all help panels for the toolset.

Consistency Check Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the consistency check error messages.

Runtime Error Messages
Provides a set of ranges for the runtime error messages.

About
Displays the logo window of the application.

Oracle Table Freelists

Freelists must be a number equal to or greater than 1. The default value is <Tablespace>.

Oracle Table Freelists Groups

Freelists Groups must be a number equal to or greater than 1. The default value is <Tablespace>.

Oracle Table Initial Transaction

This is the Initial Transaction default setting. The user may select <system> or a number in the range of 1 to 255. The
default is system. The Initial Transaction value must be less than or equal to the Maximum Transaction value.

Oracle Table Initial Value Unit

This entry field determines the table's initial unit value. The default is BYTES. The choices are: BYTES, KBYTES and
MBYTES.

Oracle Table Maximum Extents

Maximum Extents must be a number equal to or greater than 1; and greater than Minimum Extents. The default is
<Tablespace>.
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Oracle Table Maximum Transaction

This displays the Maximum Transaction default setting. The user may select <system> or a number in the range of 1 to
255. The default is <system>. The Maximum Transaction value must be greater than or equal to the Minimum Transaction
value.

Oracle Table Minimum Extents

The Minimum Extents must always be less than or equal to the Maximum Extents value. The choices are <Tablespace> or
a number equal to or greater than 1. The default is <Tablespace>. When the default is selected, the Minimum Extents is 1.

Oracle Table Next Value Unit

This entry field determines the table's next unit value. The default is BYTES. The choices are: BYTES, KBYTES and
MBYTES.

Oracle Table Owner

This is the user entry field for the owner of created tables. Enter User name for the owner of the created table. The owner
has modify privileges for the table. The default entry is blank.

Oracle Table Percent Free

This displays the ORACLE database Percent Free. The default is <system> which allocates 10 percent. The sum of
Percent Free and Percent Used must be less than 100. The user may enter a number between 1 and 99.

Oracle Table Percent Used

This displays the ORACLE database Percent Used. The default is <system> which allocates 10 percent. The sum of
Percent Used and Percent Free must be less than 100. The user may enter any number between 1 and 99 percent.

Oracle Table Properties

Use this window to modify table properties for a database.

The table properties include:

Property Description
Generic Name The default name of the table when a DBMS specific name is not

provided.
ORACLE Name The DBMS-specific name of the table. Use this field to override

any generic table name.
Percent Free Specifies the percentage of space in each of the table's data

blocks reserved for future updates to the table's rows. The value
must be an integer from 1 to 99. A value of 0 allows the entire
block to be filled by inserts of new rows.

Owner The owner ID of the named table.
Percent Used Specifies the minimum percentage of used space that the DBMS

maintains for each data block of the table. A block becomes a
candidate for row insertion when its used space falls below the
value of percent used. The value must be an integer from 1 to 99.
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INITRANS Specifies the initial number of concurrent transaction entries
allocated within each data block allocated to the table. This value
can range from 1 to 255 and defaults to 1. This parameter ensures
that a minimum number of concurrent transactions can update the
block.

MAXTRANS Specifies the maximum number of concurrent transaction entries
that can update a data block allocated to the table. This value can
range from 1 to 255 and defaults to a function of the data block
size.

Initial Value Specifies the size of the table's first extent in units of Bytes,
Kbytes, or Mbytes. Space is allocated for the extent when the
table is created. Minimum value is the size of 2 data blocks.

Next Value Specifies the size of the table's secondary (or next) extent in units
of Bytes, Kbytes, or Mbytes. Minimum value is the size of 1 data
block.

MinExtents Specifies the total number of extents that ORACLE can allocate
when the segment is created. This value can range from 0 to 505.

MaxExtents Specifies the total number of extents, including the first extent, that
ORACLE can allocate when the segment is created. This value
can range from 0 to 505.

Freelists Specifies the number of free lists for each of the free lists groups
for the table. The default is <Tablespace>. The minimum value is
1, which means that each free list group contains one free list. The
maximum value depends on the data block size.

Freelist Groups Specifies the number of groups of free lists for a table. The default
and minimum value for this parameter is 1.

Percent Increase Specifies the percent by which each extent after the second grows
over the previous extent. Minimum value is 0, which means that all
extents after the first are the same size.

Bufferpool A field to specify the default bufferpool location for the table.
The default is DEFAULT. The options are DEFAULT, KEEP, and
RECYCLE. This field is mandatory.

Organization Specifies the organization type for the table. The default is HEAP.
The options are HEAP and INDEX. This field is mandatory.

Compression A field to specify if key compression should be performed on the
table. The default is NO. The options are NO and YES. This field
is mandatory.

Percent Threshold A field to specify the percentage of space reserved in the index
block for an INDEX-organized table. The default is 50 percent.
The value may range between 1 and 50 percent. This field is
mandatory.

Overflow Specifies whether any data rows in an INDEX-organized table that
exceed the specified threshold are placed in the data segment.
The default is NO. The options are NO and YES. This field is
mandatory.

Logging A field to specify whether logging on the table will be performed.
The default is DEFAULTED. The options are DEFAULTED,
ENABLED and DISABLED. A value of DEFAULTED instructs the
database to use the Logging attribute of the tablespace the table
is contained within. This field is mandatory.

Select Description to add a description.
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Oracle Tablespace Offline Checkbox

Checkbox to determine ORACLE ONLINE/OFFLINE default. Default is ONLINE, unchecked. ONLINE makes the
tablespace available immediately after creation to all users who have permission. OFFLINE makes the tablespace
unavailable immediately after creation.

OR Logical Operator

OR is a logical operator that connects two propositions, which result in a new proposition. Each of the propositions may be
either true or false. If one or both propositions are true, the new one is true; if both are false, the new one is false. In the
statement, IF A=1 or B=1 THEN C=1, A or B must equal 1 for C to equal 1; otherwise C remains unchanged.

OTHERWISE

Adding conditions dependent on attribute values, part of adding conditional actions to the action diagram, consists of
building a CASE OF and subordinate CASE action statements. When the attribute value is equal to none of the constants
in the CASE statements, the OTHERWISE condition is executed.

The format of an OTHERWISE action statement is:

CASE OF expression-1

CASE constant-1

action-statement-list-1

[CASE constant-2

action-statement-list-2]...

[OTHERWISE

action-statement-list-3]

The CASE OF conditional action specifies actions that depend on the value of a specific attribute. All actions depend on
the same attribute and are mutually exclusive. In the OTHERWISE action statement, specify what happens when the
attribute value is equal to none of the CASE actions.

-- CASE OF competitive vendor company_rating

+- CASE "BEST"

| MOVE competitive vendor TO preferred vendor

+- CASE "GOOD"

| MOVE competitive vendor TO ok vendor

+- OTHERWISE

| MOVE competitive vendor TO export vendor

--

Outline Radio Button

This radio button prints diagrams by outlining the shape of each graphic object. The name of the object is shown inside
the outline.

You can use this when printing or plotting diagrams on paper.

Page Radio Button

This radio button prints one page of the diagram. The page contains the part of the diagram that currently is displayed.
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Partition Detail in Data Store List

Selecting Detail in Partitioning provides the following actions:

Action Description
Properties Specifies default partition properties of a tablespace or

indexspace, or modifies key values of a partition
Partition Segments physical and addressable partition storage into

tablespaces and indexspaces

Partition Indexspace Properties Dialog

The Indexspace Partition Properties dialog specifies storage characteristics of the selected indexspace. The following is a
list of changeable fields:

• Name
• Password
• Close
• Erase
• Subpages
• Bufferpool
• Storage Grp
• VCAT
• Data Set Primary Qty, Secondary Qty, and Qty Units
• Data Set Free Page and Percent Free
• Do not use values as default
• Use following values as default

Tablespace and indexspace are DB2 related. DDL generation uses these properties to define the object to the DBMS.

Partition Tablespace

Partition Tablespace activates the dialog to specify data characteristics of the selected tablespace.

Partition View in Data Store List

Selecting View in Partitioning provides the following actions:

Action Description
Home Scrolls a window display to the top-left of the client area
Find Locates an alphanumeric string
Deselect All Removes the highlighting from all selected objects in the client

area

Password

The DBMS passes the password you specify to the appropriate access services such as VSAM to gain access to the data
sets. Password is a VSAM master level password. The Password must be no more than 8 characters long.
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Password for List Occurrence Entry Field

Password causes a list occurrence entry field to hide the input at runtime. A user can key information into the field, but the
input is not visible. Password is useful for situations where the design requires an entry field but the input does not display.

Selecting Password disables the Read Only check box. The two properties are mutually exclusive.

Percent (%) Occupied by HTML Menu in Menu Video Properties

This field specifies the percentage of the window occupied by a menu in an HTML-generated application. The field
accepts 0 - 100 for value. “0” results in no menu displaying in the generated application and “100” means that the menu is
the only thing visible in the generated application. If the field is blank, the value defaults to “25.”

The % Occupied by HTML Menu field is found on the Menu Properties dialog box.

Performance Measure

Performance Measure identifies a criterion for measuring progress.

The Performance Measure must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special characters are not
allowed.

Perform Consistency Check

Permitted Value Default Enforcement

This field is a drop-list with three choices: Defaulted, Gen or DBMS. Defaulted is the default selection. Gen performs
permitted Value checking on CREATEs and UPDATEs in code generation. Table values will be overridden or inherited.

Permitted Value Default Enforcement on CREATE/UPDATE

This field is a drop-list with two values: Gen and DBMS. Gen is the default. Gen performs permitted Value checking on
CREATEs and UPDATEs in code generation. Table values will be overridden or inherited.

Permitted Value Default Enforcement on READ

This field is a drop-list with two values: Enabled and Disabled. Enabled is the default. When enabled, Gen performs
Permitted Value checking on READs.

Permitted Value Default Enforcement on READS

This field is a drop-list with three choices: Defaulted, Enabled or Disabled. Defaulted is the default selection. When
enabled, Gen performs Permitted Value checking on READs.

Permitted Value Display Dialog

The Permitted Value Display dialog lets you change the prompt for a permitted value. You can select a new prompt from
the drop-down list for Prompt or type in a prompt.

This dialog applies only to permitted values that appear in drop-down lists or radio buttons.

More information

Use Navigation Diagram
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Permitted Values Dialog

A permitted value is a value that is acceptable for a specific attribute. By specifying permitted values, you restrict the
domain of an attribute to a specific value or set of values.

Before you can specify permitted values for an attribute, you must specify the properties of the attribute. You must specify
its source category as basic or designed, its domain, and its length.

Permitted values can be individual values or ranges or both. Individual values must be a single character (M, X, and so
forth), any character combination (N/A), or any individual number (1, 10, and so forth). A range consists of two numbers,
such as 10-50.

The following example shows permitted value ranges.

000 to 500

501 to 750

The following example shows ranges that are not permitted because the ranges overlap.

501 to 750

300 to 750

Downstream Effects

Permitted values are used in action diagrams in both Analysis and Design. They are checked in CREATE, READ, and
UPDATE actions. In the generated system, the permitted values defined in the data model are the only valid data that can
be entered into a field on a screen. If you do not specify permitted values, Gen accepts any value that is in the domain of
the attribute and the specified length.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Single Value
Specify the text string or a numeric value that is to be a permitted value for the attribute.
For example, State is an attribute of CUSTOMER. Your CUSTOMERs are located only in the southeast, you can
specify the states with which you do business. Those states would be the permitted values of State.

Value Is Default
Selecting this option indicates the permitted value defined in the value name field is the default for this attribute.
In the preceding example, you can define all the states in the southeast as permitted values. But, because most of
your CUSTOMERs are in Florida, you can specify Florida as the default.

From and To
A range consists of two numbers: beginning (from) and ending (to). You can specify several ranges for an
attribute, but the ranges must not overlap. If a range is defined as a permitted value, the Single Value field must
remain blank.

Permitted Values for List Occurrence Radio Button and Drop Down List

This selection list for list occurrence radio button and drop down lists displays the permitted values for an attribute. You
can implement the values as list occurrence radio buttons or in a list occurrence drop list.

A permitted valued marked with an asterisk (*) indicates that the value is to be placed on the window or dialog box and
cannot be added again to the current window or dialog box. The attribute can be placed on a different window or dialog
box within the same procedure step.

The order of the values in the selection list, from top to bottom, determines the order of radio buttons or items in a drop
list. Select the Move push button to reorder items. (Once one or more values are placed as list occurrence radio buttons,
Move is disabled for radio buttons.)
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You can select all of the permitted values or specific ones to include as radio button or in the drop list. The All push button
marks all values.

The Remove push button unmarks values from an implemented drop list and deletes the values from the list when you
select OK. Remove does not delete implemented radio buttons. You can delete a radio button by selecting the radio
button, then Edit and Delete.

Permitted Values Properties

Properties specifies a prompt for a selected permitted value. The prompt is the text that appears in the Displayed As
column of the selection list. The prompt is what a user sees in a drop list or as a radio button.

Permitted Values Selection List

This selection list displays the permitted values for an attribute. You can implement the values as radio buttons or in a
drop list.

A permitted valued marked with an asterisk (*) indicates that the value is to be placed on the window or dialog box and
cannot be added again to the current window or dialog box. The attribute can be placed on a different window or dialog
box within the same procedure step.

The order of the values in the selection list, from top to bottom, determines the order of radio buttons or items in a drop
list. Select the Move push button to reorder items. (Once one or more values are placed as radio buttons, Move is
disabled for radio buttons.)

You can select all of the permitted values or specific ones to include as radio button or in the drop list. The All push button
marks all values.

The Remove push button unmarks values from an implemented drop list and deletes the values from the list when you
select OK. Remove does not delete implemented radio buttons. You can delete a radio button by selecting the radio
button, then Edit and Delete.

Persistent Entity Types in a Specification Subject Area

The may contain persistent entity types option is used to control consistency checks against the current specification
subject area.

When adhering to the component modeling standard, a specification subject area must only contain TRANSIENT entity
types.

You must select the may contain persistent entity types option ONLY when you intend to include persistent entity types
in the specification subject area. We recommend that you select this option (if at all) only when producing component
implementation models (not specification subject areas).

When this option is marked, developers are NOT be notified of any violation to the CBD standard when a consistency
check is run.

If the should only contain transient entity types option is selected, the consistency check registers a WARNING against
the specification subject area (registering an error would not allow the DDL to be built). This option helps prevent an
inadvertent violation to the CBD standard.

For more information about specification subject areas, refer Subject Area Role.

Persistent Relationship Error Message

Check the "From" entity or its subtypes for Persistent Relationships. You cannot move an entity or subtype with a
persistent Relationship to an encapsulated hierarchy.
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PF Key Definition Properties for Active Dialect

The PF Key Definition Properties for Active Dialect dialog lets you define a new name for a command assigned to
a function key for the specified dialect. Use these properties to prototype online dialog flows without building action
diagrams, or generating code or databases.

For example, specify that function key 4 (F4) has the same effect as placing ADD in the Command field and pressing
Enter. The following table describes a typical function key assignment for an online environment.

PF Key Command
F1 HELP
F2 EXTENDED HELP
F3 DISPLAY
F4 ADD
F5 CHANGE
F6 DELETE

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Rules for PF Keys

Whenever possible, function key definitions should be consistent. For example, if function key (F4) means CHANGE to
one procedure and DELETE to another, the system's users may be confused.

When prototyping, assign commands for each function key with an autoflow.

Assign function key commands in an ordered sequence of operation. For example, use F3 for Display; F4 for Add; F5 for
Change; F6 for Delete.

 

PF Key Definitions Dialog

The PF Key Definitions dialog associates a command with each of the 24 function keys (PK keys). Function keys provide
a shorthand way for users to communicate commands to procedures in an online environment.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Keys list
Displays a list of defined keys.
The following example shows a typical function key (PF key) assignment. Each function key is assigned a
command and the message type is specified. For ENTER and PF keys 1 through 5, the message type is
Standard. A Standard message type means that this command executes for every procedure in the business
system. A Default message type (PF key 6 in example) means you can map another command to that PF key for
this procedure.
Function (PF) Key Definitions
Key   Command Type

ENTER LIST    Standard

1     HELP    Standard

2     DISPLAY Standard

3     ADD     Standard

4     CHANGE  Standard

5     DELETE  Standard

6     SELECT  Default

...   ...     ...
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Properties
Click this button to view the command name and type for the selected function key.

Close
Click this button to close the dialog.

PF Key Definitions for Active Dialect Dialog

The PF Key Definitions for Active Dialect dialog lets you associate a command with each of the 24 function keys
(PK keys). Function keys provide a shorthand way for users to communicate commands to procedures in an online
environment.

To associate a command with a key, select the key from the list and then select the Properties push button.

The following example shows a typical function key (PF key) assignment. Each function key is assigned a command and
the message type is specified. For ENTER and PF keys 1 through 5, the message type is Standard. A Standard message
type means that this command executes for every procedure in the business system. A Default message type (PF key 6 in
example) means you can map another command to that PF key for this procedure.

Function (PF) Key Definitions

Key   Command Type

ENTER LIST    Standard

1     HELP    Standard

2     DISPLAY Standard

3     ADD     Standard

4     CHANGE  Standard

5     DELETE  Standard

6     SELECT  Default

...   ...     ...

PF Key Properties Dialog

The PF Key Properties dialog specifies the type of command, assigns a command to a selected function key, and
manipulates control whether the PF key displays on the function key line. Use PF Key Properties to prototype online
dialog flows without building action diagrams, or generating code or databases.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

PF Key Type
PF Key Type defines the type of command associated with a function key. The following are the types of PF Key
commands:
Default

Maps a command to a selected function key for a procedure. For a selected procedure step or screen,
you can override a Default command.

Standard
Assigns the specified command to a selected function key in every procedure step in the business
system. You cannot modify a Standard command.

PF Key Command
The command selection list provides a list of commands that are available for a selected function key.
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For example, specify that function key 4 (F4) has the same effect as placing ADD in the Command field and
pressing Enter. The following table describes a typical function key assignment for an online environment:

PF Key Command
F1 HELP
F2 EXTENDED HELP
F3 DISPLAY
F4 ADD
F5 CHANGE
F6 DELETE

Rules for PF Keys

• Whenever possible, function key definitions must be consistent. For example, if function key (F4) means CHANGE to
one procedure and DELETE to another, the users of the system can get confused.

• When prototyping, assign commands for each function key with an autoflow.
• Assign function key commands in an ordered sequence of operation. For example, use F3 for Display; F4 for Add; F5

for Change; F6 for Delete.
• Display on PF Key Line

This option lets you specify whether the function key and command are displayed on the generated screen.

NOTE
If you choose to display a key on the screen, add the special field Program Function Keys to the screen or
template.

• Add Command
Click this button to specify the name of a new command in the current business system.

Click OK to complete adding commands. Else, click Cancel to close the dialog without implementing any changes.

PFKeys/Commands

Function Keys associates a command with each function key. Function keys (PF keys) provide a shorthand for users to
communicate commands to procedures in an online environment.

Picture BitmapDisplayMode Property
This article provides information for Picture BitmapDIsplayMode Property.

Usage BitmapDisplayMode (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the display mode of a Picture bitmap

background.
Arguments String that is to be the new display mode for the Picture. Valid

values are "Centered", "Tiled", or "Scaled".
Return Value This property returns a string that is the display mode for the

Picture. Valid values are "Centered", "Tiled", or "Scaled".

Picture BitmapName Property
This article provides information for Picture BitmapName Property.

Usage BitmapName ()
Description This read-only property retrieves the bitmap name.
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Arguments None.
Return Value This read-only property returns a string that contains the current

BitmapName of the Picture.

Picture Interface Object
This article provides information for Picture Interface Object.

Methods Properties
Redraw Application
SetBitmapName BackgroundColor

CssClass
BitmapDisplayMode
BitmapName
Enabled
Focus
FontSize
FontStyle
FontType
ForegroundColor
Handle
Height
Left
Name
ObjectType
Parent
Top
Width

Picture Method
This article provides information for Picture Method.

Usage Picture (String)
Description Retrieves the picture object of the name input.
Arguments String that is the name of the Picture object to retrieve.
Return Value This method returns a GUI object for the given name. If the object

is not found, or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.

Picture Properties Dialog

The Picture Properties dialog lets you select the bitmap to display on the current window and specify whether the display
is to be tiled, scaled or centered.

Advanced Usage

If you select bitmaps both as background and as pictures, window objects and bitmaps are layered from back to front as
follows:
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• Background bitmap
• Picture bitmaps, layered in order selected or as defined in sequencing
• Controls and text

NOTE
Gen supports only 16 color (4-bit) and 256 color (8-bit) bitmaps. Most graphic software packages save bitmaps
in one or both of these formats.

To add multiple pictures of the same bitmap or a picture using the same bitmap as the background, specify the same style
(tiled, scaled, or centered) for all. Or, import the bitmap to be used in multiple styles as separate files, one per style, and
use as needed. Either of these solutions makes it possible to avoid the automatic changing of a bitmap in its existing style
to the style used in a later addition of that bitmap.

For GUI and C# applications, a Picture control can be added without specifying a bitmap; however, one must be imported
and selected prior to a successful build. For GUI applications, if <NONE> is left as the default and no imported bitmap is
selected, a build error will occur unless a NONE.bmp exists in the bitmap directory.

Help for Fields

• Tiled, scaled, or centered radio button
• Bitmap drop-down box
• Adjust Picture to Bitmap size checkbox
• Name field
• HTML Extension field

Help for Push Buttons

Push button Description
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the window.
Bitmaps Displays the Bitmap Management dialog from Properties, which

lets you preview installed bitmaps and select one to return to the
initiating Properties dialog.
Using this route to bitmap selection is an alternative to bitmap
selection, without the benefit of preview, from the Bitmap drop-
down list.
You can also select this push button to maintain bitmaps for use
during window design within the Navigation Diagram tool.

Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays this dialog, Picture Properties.

Picture SetBitmapName Method
This article provides information for Picture SetBitmapName Method.

Usage SetBitmapName (String, String, String)
Description Sets the bitmap. Use this function for a control to set the bitmap

on a picture control in GUI, Web Generation, and ASP.NET Web
Client applications during design.

Arguments String that is to be the new bitmap file name of the Picture
String that is the full pathname to the new bitmap file
String that is the new display mode for the bitmap. Valid values
are "Centered", "Scaled", or "Tiled".
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Return Value None.

Pictures Method
This article provides information for Pictures Method.

Usage Pictures ()
Description Retrieves the collection of pictures on the window.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero.

Place All

To automatically assign all unplaced children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren for a particular object, select Place
All. This action is instantaneous when selected.

Place Entity/Unplaced Box

This option has different names in the different diagrams, but functions the same in all. A dialog lists the first level children
for a selected item. This action allows you to selectively place items on the diagram.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Selection List
This selection list displays the first-level children for the selected object. Select the box or boxes you want to place
on the diagram.

Place
This button puts the selected object on the diagram in the location you have specified.

Search
This button searches for a particular string.

Close
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Place Entity Type in Scoped Type Model Diagram

This option displays a dialog that lists all of the first level children for the selected item that are NOT currently placed in
the Model Diagram. Place Type enables you to select one or more types (using the Shift key) for placement in the Model
Diagram. Where possible, Gen places the types according to the last place you clicked on the Model Diagram.

Place Field for Field Design Properties

Place removes the Field Design dialog from the screen and lets you position the field and its prompt on a window or dialog
box. If you specify a prompt for the field, the prompt is always placed first, then the field is placed.

You can place more than one field (attribute) by selecting multiple fields in the field design view list. The Navigation
Diagram Tool lets you place multiple fields one at time in the same order that the fields appear in the view list. Even if you
select the fields in a specific sequence, the availability for placement occurs in the same order as the fields in the list. You
can, however, reposition the fields in the list into the sequence you want, then place them. Use the Move push button to
reposition the fields.
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Place Type Dialog Box

From the Place Type dialog box, existing component specification types and interface types can be added to the current
Component Architecture Diagram (CAD). The Type drop-down list box at the top of the dialog box specifies the type of
object to display. ALL, which is the default, allows all component specification types and all interface types to display.

Multiple objects may be selected at one time. As types are selected from the list box to be placed in the current
Component Architecture Diagram, these objects are excluded from the list. If a component specification type and an
interface type are selected, which are connected either by Offer Association or be Usage Dependency, the necessary
connection between types is also added to the diagram.

NOTE
To remove an object from a CAD without deleting it, use the Unplace Type feature. Highlight the object to be
removed and click Unplace Type from the CAD Edit pull-down menu.

Help for Fields

Field Name Description
Type Determines the objects that display for selection into the CAD.

Choices are either ALL, Component Specification Type, or
Interface Type.

Help for Push Buttons

Push Button Description
Add Allows for the selection of one or multiple objects into the current

CAD.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays this help topic, Place Type Dialog Box.

Place Unplaced Box

To place only the selected objects on the diagram, select Place Unplaced Box. A dialog is displayed that lists the first level
children for the selected object that are not currently placed on the diagram. The first object is placed at the point where
the mouse selected the parent object, and all the subsequent objects are placed below.

PLACING and PLACING GROUP Clauses

The SUMMARIZE statement must contain at least one PLACING clause. The clause(s) has these properties:

• It defines the aggregate function you are using
• It contains the attribute view you want to populate with the results of the function query. (The attribute view must be

transient and modifiable), and should be large enough to contain the aggregate result.

The SUMMARIZE EACH statement must contain a PLACING clause for each WITH THE SAME attribute view and may
contain one or more PLACING GROUP clauses. The PLACING clause defines a modifiable attribute view to receive
results. The PLACING GROUP clause is equivalent to the SUMMARIZE statement PLACING clause above; it must
reference an aggregate function and must designate a modifiable attribute view large to receive the results.

Planning Objects Report Dialog

The Planning Objects Report dialog displays a list of objects appearing in standard and custom matrices.

The following are the options:
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Planning Objects
This selection list includes all the planning objects that make up the current model.

OK
The OK button causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and close the window.

Cancel
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Search
This button initiates the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Select All
This button lets you simultaneously select all items in the selection list.

Deselect All
This button removes the highlighting from all selected objects.

Plus Arithmetic Operator
This article provides information for Plus Arithmetic Operator. Plus is an arithmetic operator that is used to add two
operands together in an arithmetic expression.

You can combine numeric literals and numeric attribute values to form arithmetic expressions using values and arithmetic
operators.

Position Dialog in Action Diagram

The Position dialog lets you reposition the action diagram to a particular line or specific statement number.

Current Top of Screen indicates the line number of the line or statement that is currently displayed at the top of the
window. For example, there may be 100 lines in the action diagram and line 47 is currently displayed at the top of the
window.

Total Viewable Lines defines the total number of lines that can be viewed in the action diagram. Lines or statements
that are contracted cannot be viewed (until they are expanded). Therefore, this number changes to reflect contracted or
expanded lines/statements in the action diagram.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Line number
This option positions the action diagram top-of-screen to the viewable line number specified in New Position. A
"viewable" line is determined by the lines currently displayed on an action diagram. If statements are contracted,
the total number of lines in the contracted group are not counted. For example, if an action diagram contains 100
lines but 45 are contracted, the total viewable lines is 55.

Statement number
This option positions the action diagram top-of-screen to the statement number specified in New Position. Total
Statements defines the total number of statements within the action diagram. Statements are actual action
diagram statements such as READ, CASE OF, and MAKE. The view definitions at the top of the action diagram
are not statements, they are lines.

New position
This field identifies the line or statement number that is to be positioned at the top of the action diagram window.

Position in Action Diagram

To reposition the action diagram window to a particular line or statement, select Position.
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Position in Navigation Diagram

Position sizes and positions selected objects. You can align objects, separate objects vertically and horizontally, and move
objects horizontally without affecting vertical placement and vice versa.

Possible Supplying Import Views Selection List

This selection list displays the import entity views that can be mapped to the export entity views for the procedure step.

Views selected in this list appear in the top list when the views are mapped.

Preceded by a Separator Line

This check box specifies that a horizontal line appears above the menu item. The horizontal line provides a visual
separation between two menu items.

This check box applies only to menu items in pull-downs. The menu item cannot be the first menu item in the pull-down or
a menu item in the main menu bar.

Presentation Characteristics

These properties affect presentation characteristics. The interfaces for which these properties are available are listed in
the help for the individual property.

• BackgroundColor Property
• Enabled Property
• Focus Property
• FontSize Property
• FontStyle Property
• FontType Property
• ForegroundColor Property
• Height Property
• Left Property
• Top Property
• Visible Property
• Width Property

Prevent Quiet Disassociations

This constraint concerns the effect of overlaying the value in a foreign key when an ASSOCIATE action is applied to a
one-to-many relationship. If the foreign key is populated and no cascade delete logic is performed, the effect is the same
as a DISASSOCIATE action. This is called a quiet disassociation because it executes without performing any database
integrity checks.

The Gen-generated code ensures that before an ASSOCIATE action is performed the attribute on which the foreign key
is based is null. If not, the association requested must match the one that already exists. The association is said to exist if
the value of the foreign key equals the value of the attribute on which it is based. If the foreign key is not null and also not
the same value as the requested key, the transaction fails with a fatal error.

Primary

Primary marks the index as the primary key. The referential integrity process sets the primary key during Transformation,
Retransformation, or a separate RI process.

Each table has only one primary key.
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Primary Dialog Box Radio Button

This radio button specifies that the primary dialog between users and the procedure step occurs through a dialog box. The
primary dialog for a procedure step could occur through a window. Your design determines which you choose. However, a
dialog box and a window are similar. A window can contain menu items and sizing borders; a dialog box cannot.

Every procedure step must have at least one primary window or primary dialog box. A procedure step cannot have both.

A primary dialog box can contain as many dialog boxes as required for your application design.

Primary Key Selection

Primary Key Selection identifies the foreign key column associated with the selected constraint from both the source and
target table.

Primary Window Radio Button

This radio button specifies that the primary dialog between users and the procedure step occurs through a window.
The primary dialog for a procedure step could occur through a dialog box. Your design determines which you choose.
However, a window and a dialog box are similar. A window can contain menu items and sizing borders; a dialog box
cannot.

Every procedure step must have at least one primary window or primary dialog box. A procedure step cannot have both.

A primary window can contain as many non-primary dialog boxes as required for your application design.

Print Diagram or Report

To print a diagram or report to a print device or a plotter, select Print. The dialog that displays will vary depending on the
diagram you want to print.

Printer ID

Printer id adds the PRINTER TERMINAL ID special attribute to the PAD logic. The domain of PRINTER TERMINAL ID is
text. It lets a system operator specify the system terminal identification of a printer on which the screen will print, should
the operator request it.

In the following example, PRINTER TERMINAL ID is modified:

PRINTER TERMINAL IS "NYP7P2"

In the following example, it is compared with a view of a text attribute. It may also be compared with a literal:

 -- IF PRINTER TERMINAL ID IS NOT EQUAL TO "NYP7P2"

| EXIT STATE IS define_printer_terminal_id

 ---

In the following example, it is used as the source for a SET statement whose target is the view of a text attribute:

SET work save_pterm TO PRINTER TERMINAL ID

Printer Options Dialog
This article provides information for Printer Options Dialog. The Printer Options dialog controls the line width and page
depth of a list that is printed to a file.
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You can use the Printer Options dialog when printing any Toolset list to a file. Toolset lists include:

• Data Model List
• Data Structure List
• Data Store List

The Printer Options dialog contains the following fields:

Lines/page Specifies the number of lines of text to print on one page and controls the page depth of text that is printed
to a file.

Chars/line Specifies the number of characters to print on one line and controls the line width of text that is printed to a
file.

Printer Setup
This article provides information for Printer Setup. Printer Setup displays output options for the default printer or plotter.
The printer or plotter that is identified in the dialog is the default printer.

The printer driver controls the options that are displayed in the dialog. Use the Microsoft Windows Control Panel to
change the default printer when necessary.

PRINTER TERMINAL IS

PRINTER TERMINAL IS sets the value for the special attribute, printer terminal ID. If a value for printer terminal ID is
present when a procedure step completes execution, the procedure step prints a copy of its associated screen to the
identified printer. This statement applies only to online procedures.

The value can be a character view, SPACES, or a printer ID (such as a logical terminal ID).

The following example shows the PRINTER TERMINAL IS statement assigning a logical terminal ID of padptr to the
printer terminal ID special attribute.

PRINTER TERMINAL IS "padptr"

Print in Navigation Diagram
This article provides information for Print in Navigation Diagram. The submenu available from this menu item allows you to
print the panes.

The submenu lists the following panes:

• Network pane
• Hierarchy pane
• Controls pane

When you select one of these options, Gen displays the Print Options dialog box. Use the options to tailor the print to your
specifications.

Print Options Dialog
This article provides information for the Print Options Dialog. The current default printer for the Print operation is displayed
at the top of the dialog.

The Print Options dialog lets you specify:
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• Output media
• Output format
• Page format
• Numbering format (PAD only)
• Content

The following are the fields in the dialog:

File
Prints text to a file. The File option causes the dialog to display a file destination. You can type a file name for the
default directory, or type a different directory and file name. The software controls the line width and page depth of
text that is printed to a file. To access these printer options, select Options from the Gen Model window, Settings,
and Printer.

Printer
This option prints text to the device named at the top of the Printer Options dialog.
The printer or plotter identified in the pop-up window is the default printer. Use the Microsoft Windows Control
Panel to change the default printer when necessary.

ASCII Text Characters
Converts graphic characters to ASCII Text Characters and prints the diagram to a file.
Some printers cannot print the graphic line draw characters. If you select ASCII Text Characters, the printed
file converts the line draw graphic characters to approximate text characters. For instance, the + character is
typically used in place of the corner graphic character, and the | character is used in place of the vertical line draw
character.
A box drawn with graphic characters, for example, may print with the following text characters:
+----------+

|          |

+----------+

ASCII Graphic Characters
Prints graphic characters to a file. If you select ASCII Graphic Characters, the printed file leaves the line drawing
intact.
If your printer does not recognize line draw characters, you should specify ASCII Text Characters. The line draw
characters are converted to approximate ASCII text characters.
For example, a box that is drawn with graphic characters may print with the following text characters:
+----------+

|          |

+----------+

with paging
Prints page numbers on reports and lists.

without paging
Eliminates printing page numbers on reports and lists.

Entire diagram
Prints the complete list or report.

Selected lines only
Prints only the lines that are highlighted in the report. This option is available only when lines are highlighted.

line
This option numbers every line when the action diagram is printed.

statement
This option numbers every statement when the action diagram is printed.
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none
This option does not number any line when the PAD is printed.

Print Options Dialog for Graphic Diagrams

The Print Options dialog lets you specify the content of the report and the page adjustment in the following diagrams:

• Data Model Diagram
• Activity Hierarchy Diagram
• Activity Dependency Diagram
• Organizational Hierarchy Diagram
• Structure Chart
• Action Block Usage
• Dialog Design

The current default printer for the Print operation is displayed at the top of the dialog.

The following are the options in the dialog that you can configure:

Screen
This option prints the part of the diagram that is visible on the screen.

Entire diagram
This option prints the complete diagram.

Title and border
This option enables or disables the printing of the title and border on the page.
The title has the following format:
Model Name Date

Subset Name Time Page #

NOTE
Page # is printed only for an entire diagram with multiple pages. The border is drawn completely around the
perimeter of the printed page with a separator line between the title and the graphics.

Solid graphics
This option enables or disables the printing of graphics as they appear on the diagram. If Solid Graphics is
selected, the graphics are drawn exactly as they appear on the screen and graphical objects are filled. For
example, entity type boxes are filled with red and relationship lines are drawn in white. This selection is only
useful if you have a color printer or you are importing Gen graphics to another software system and you want to
maintain colors.
If Solid Graphics is not selected, graphical objects are not filled. Therefore, entity type boxes are hollow. All colors
are mapped to black and white, except on color printers or plotters (white lines and text are changed to black, but
all other colors remain the same).

Multiple pages
This option is only enabled when Entire Diagram option is selected. Multiple Pages prints the entire diagram on
several pages. The portion of entire diagram displayed on the screen when print or plot is initiated determines the
default page size. For example, if the current screen contains 1/4 of the width and 1/4 of the height of the graphics
for the entire diagram, then 16 pages are printed with 1/16 of the diagram graphics on each page. The amount of
the graphics displayed on each page can be adjusted by the Page Adjustment buttons.
If Multiple Pages is not selected, the entire diagram prints on a single page.

Multiple print jobs
This option is only enabled when Entire Diagram and Multiple Pages are selected. If you select Multiple Print Jobs
and then select Screen, Multiple Print Jobs selection is automatically cleared.
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This feature lets you divide one large job into several smaller ones. Multiple Print Jobs generates a different print
job for each page of the multiple page diagram output. Therefore, each page will appear as a different job in the
queue and as a different file in the relevant SPOOL subdirectory. This is useful if you have a laser printer with
limited memory or some other reason such as network considerations.

Omit blank jobs
This option is automatically selected when Entire Diagram and Multiple Pages are selected. You must clear the
selection of Omit blank pages if you want the blank pages to print.
This feature prevents blank pages from printing. This means the application did not draw anything on that
particular page. If text, graphics, or a "world boundary border" (Data Model for example) is on the page, the page
is not blank. The Title and Border option is not considered in the determination of blank page.

Preview print content
This option enables a preview mode which permits you to see what is printed on each page. Preview Print
Content redraws the screen display behind the Print Options dialog to a full diagram zoom level. The dotted grid
lines define the area to be printed to either a single page or multiple pages, depending on the selected option.
Use the Page Adjustment buttons to adjust the content for each page and the number of total pages printed.
Note: This preview does not accurately depict how text is output or how text will crossover pages due to the
differences between printer device fonts and screen display fonts.
This option is a toggle. Clear the Preview Print Content option and the screen display returns to the previous
zoom level.

Coarse and Fine
These options define the granularity of the adjustment made to page boundary grid lines during page content
adjustment. These options are always enabled and the middle button is the default.
The options closer to Fine give a successively smaller amount of movement while those closer to Coarse give a
successively larger amount of movement when the "+" and "-" buttons are clicked.

"+" (Plus) and "-" (Minus)
These buttons define the amount of the diagram printed on a particular page. The "+" and "-" buttons are enabled
when Multiple Pages is selected or Preview Print Content is selected.
The "+" button displays more diagram information on a page. Each selection of the button decreases the number
of pages being output in a multiple page print.
The "-" button displays less diagram information on a page. Each selection of the button increases the number of
pages being output in a multiple page print.
Pages High : 2
Pages Wide : 2
The above example means that the print output will be 2 pages wide by 2 pages high, for a total of 4 output
pages.

Cancel
The Cancel button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

OK
The OK button causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and close the window.

Print Options Dialog for Matrices

The Print Options dialog lets you specify the content of the report and the page adjustment. The current default printer for
the Print operation is displayed at the top of the dialog.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Screen
This option prints the part of the matrix that is visible on the screen.

Entire diagram
This option prints the complete matrix.
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Title and border
This option enables or disables the printing of the title and border on the page.

NOTE
Page number is printed only for an entire matrix with multiple pages. The border is drawn completely
around the perimeter of the printed page with a separator line between the title and the graphics.

Solid Graphics
This option enables or disables the printing of graphics as they appear on the diagram. If Solid Graphics is
selected, the graphics are drawn exactly as they appear on the screen and graphical objects are filled. For
example, entity type boxes are filled with red and relationship lines are drawn in white. This selection is only
useful if you have a color printer or you are importing Gen graphics to another software system and you want to
maintain colors.
If Solid Graphics is not selected, graphical objects are not filled. Therefore, entity type boxes are hollow. All colors
are mapped to black and white, except on color printers or plotters (white lines and text are changed to black, but
all other colors remain the same).

Omit blank rows/columns
This option prevents blank rows and columns from printing. For example, if a matrix is 100 rows by 10 columns
and this option is not selected, axis lines and cells for a 100 X 100 matrix are printed. If this option is selected,
only the defined rows and columns are printed. This saves print time, reduces the size of the print job, and makes
the output easier to read.

Multiple pages
This option is only enabled when Entire Diagram option is selected. Multiple Pages prints the entire diagram on
several pages. The portion of entire diagram displayed on the screen when print or plot is initiated determines the
default page size. For example, if the current screen contains 1/4 of the width and 1/4 of the height of the graphics
for the entire diagram, then 16 pages are printed with 1/16 of the diagram graphics on each page. The amount of
the graphics displayed on each page can be adjusted by the Page Adjustment buttons.
If Multiple Pages is not selected, the entire diagram prints on a single page.

Multiple print jobs
This option is only enabled when Entire Diagram and Multiple Pages are selected. If you select Multiple Print Jobs
and then select Screen, Multiple Print Jobs selection is automatically cleared.
This feature lets you divide one large job into several smaller ones. Multiple Print Jobs generates a different print
job for each page of the multiple page diagram output. Therefore, each page will appear as a different job in the
queue and as a different file in the relevant SPOOL subdirectory. This option is useful if you have a laser printer
with limited memory or some other reason such as network considerations.

Axis names on all pages
This option specifies that the axis row and column names are printed on every page of a multiple page diagram
print. This option increases the total number of pages printed for a multiple page diagram. The option is only
enabled when Multiple Pages is selected.

Preview print content
This option enables a preview mode which permits you to see what is printed on each page. Preview Print
Content redraws the screen display behind the Print Options dialog to a full diagram zoom level. The dotted grid
lines define the area to be printed to either a single page or multiple pages, depending on the selected option.
Use the Page Adjustment buttons to adjust the content for each page and the number of total pages printed.
Note: This preview does not accurately depict how text is output or how text will crossover pages due to the
differences between printer device fonts and screen display fonts.
This option is a toggle. Clear the Preview Print Content option and the screen display returns to the previous
zoom level.

Coarse and Fine
These options define the granularity of the adjustment made to page boundary grid lines during page content
adjustment. These options are always enabled and the middle button is the default.
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The options closer to Fine give a successively smaller amount of movement while those closer to Coarse give a
successively larger amount of movement when the "+" and "-" buttons are clicked.

"+" (Plus) and "-" (Minus)
These buttons define the amount of the diagram printed on a particular page. The "+" button displays more
diagram information on a page. Each selection of the push button decreases the number of pages being output in
a multiple page print and increases the rows and columns printed on that page.
The "-" button displays less diagram information on a page. Each selection of the button increases the number of
pages being output in a multiple page print and decreases the rows and columns printed on that page.
Pages High : 2
Pages Wide : 2
Rows per page : 122
Columns per page : 92
The above example means that the print output will be 2 pages wide by 2 pages high, for a total of 4 output
pages. Each page will have a total of 122 rows and 92 columns if all blank rows and columns are printed.

Cancel
The Cancel button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

OK
The OK button causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and close the window.

Print Options Dialog for Screen Design

The Print Options dialog lets you specify the content of the report. The current default printer for the Print operation is
displayed at the top of the dialog.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Print Options Dialog for Text Diagrams
This article provides information for Print Options Dialog for Text Diagrams. The current default printer for the Print
operation is displayed at the top of the dialog.

The Print Options dialog lets you specify:

• Output media
• Output format
• Page format
• Numbering format (PAD only)
• Content

The following are the fields in the dialog:

File
Prints text to a file. The File option causes the dialog to display a file destination. You can type a file name for the
default directory, or type a different directory and file name. The software controls the line width and page depth of
text that is printed to a file. To access these printer options, select Options from the Gen Model window, Settings,
and Printer.

Printer
This option prints text to the device named at the top of the Printer Options dialog.
The printer or plotter identified in the pop-up window is the default printer. Use the Microsoft Windows Control
Panel to change the default printer when necessary.

ASCII Text Characters
Converts graphic characters to ASCII Text Characters and prints the diagram to a file.
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Some printers cannot print the graphic line draw characters. If you select ASCII Text Characters, the printed
file converts the line draw graphic characters to approximate text characters. For instance, the + character is
typically used in place of the corner graphic character, and the | character is used in place of the vertical line draw
character.
A box drawn with graphic characters, for example, may print with the following text characters:
+----------+

|          |

+----------+

ASCII Graphic Characters
Prints graphic characters to a file. If you select ASCII Graphic Characters, the printed file leaves the line drawing
intact.
If your printer does not recognize line draw characters, you should specify ASCII Text Characters. The line draw
characters are converted to approximate ASCII text characters.
For example, a box that is drawn with graphic characters may print with the following text characters:
+----------+

|          |

+----------+

with paging
Prints page numbers on reports and lists.

without paging
Eliminates printing page numbers on reports and lists.

Entire diagram
Prints the complete list or report.

Selected lines only
Prints only the lines that are highlighted in the report. This option is available only when lines are highlighted.

Print Reports
This article provides information for Print Reports. Print displays the printer model and allows you to define whether the
report is printed.

Here is a list of options for how the report is printed:

• To a file or a printer
• With or without page numbers
• In its entirety or only selected lines

PrintWindow Function
This article provides information for PrintWindow Function.

Usage PrintWindow(Handle, PrintDialogBox)
Description Captures a given window and prints it to a printer.
Arguments Handle: Number containing the internal identifier of the window to

be printed. If the value is '0', the current window is printed.
PrintDialogBox: One of two values: "PrintDialogBox" displays the
Print Setup dialog box. "DefaultPrinter" sends the output directly to
the default printer.

Return Value None.
Notes Use the GetHandle Method to obtain the window handle.
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You can change the number of copies to be printed using options
in the Print Setup properties.

Example A sample action diagram statement reads:
INVOKE PrintWindow(GetHandle(MATH_MENU), PrintDialogBox)
where MATH_MENU is the name of the window procedure.

Priority of a Critical Success Factor

Priority ranks the importance of the critical success factor in terms of its effect on the project's success or failure.

The field accepts 1 number. Rank priorities from 0 (lowest) to 9 (highest).

Priority of a Goal

Priority ranks the importance of a goal.

The field accepts 1 number. Rank priorities from 0 (lowest) to 9 (highest).

Priority of an Information Need
This article provides information for Priority of an Information Need. Priority ranks the importance of an information need to
the goal or critical success factor.

The field accepts one number. Rank priorities from zero (lowest) to 9 (highest).

Priority of an Objective

Priority ranks the importance of an objective to the enterprise.

The field accepts one number. Rank priorities from 0 (lowest) to 9 (highest).

Priority of a Strategy

Priority ranks the importance of a strategy to the objective.

The field accepts one number. Rank priorities from 0 (lowest) to 9 (highest).

Procedure Definition Options
This article provides information for Procedure Definition Options. This selection list contains all the procedures available
for selection for the selected report type.

Procedures:

To limit the report to selected procedures, highlight those procedures of interest, and click OK.

Select All
Specifies all the items in the list must be selected.

Cancel
Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Search
Initiates the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.
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Procedure Definition Report Dialog
This article provides information for Procedure Definition Report Dialog. The Procedure Definition Report dialog lists all
the procedures in the Business System.

The following are the options in the dialog:

Procedures
This selection list contains all the procedures available for selection for the selected report type. To limit the report
to selected procedures, highlight only those procedures of interest, and click OK.

Cancel
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Search
This button initiates the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Select All
This button lets you simultaneously select all items in the selection list.

Deselect All
This button removes the highlighting from all selected objects.

Procedure Example

Procedures give step-by-step instructions on using Gen to accomplish a specific task.

Procedure Properties Dialog

The Procedure Properties dialog lets you create, define, and rename procedures. There are two types of procedures, as
follows:

Process-implementing procedures
Implement processes that are the result of Analysis.

Designer-added procedures
Improve or simplify the implementation of the business system without being a result of Analysis. The most
common use of a designer-added procedure is a menu that calls process-implementing procedures. A designer-
added procedure should never perform CREATE, UPDATE, or DELETE actions on entity types.

Batch procedures are labeled on the diagram. The word BATCH appears in parentheses below the procedure name.
Online procedures are not labeled. An example of a batch procedure name is Employee Mass Update.

NOTE
Avoid creating a procedure that does not implement elementary processes but is still relevant to the business.
This condition indicates that more analysis and refinement may be needed.

Description provides a multi-line field in which to document in user terms the meaning and use of the selected field.
Describing the object in words is part of defining the objects contained in the diagram. The description field is used to
document relevant information about the procedure. Make the description concise and include any information that is
considered pertinent.

Example

If an online process-implementing procedure has to add new customers and update information about them, enter a name
such as Maintain Customer.

If an online designer-added procedure is needed as a menu in an Order Entry system, enter a name such as Order Entry.

Other examples of online procedure names are:
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• Process Order
• Query List
• Query Product

Procedure Step Definition Report Dialog

The Procedure Step Definition Report dialog allows you to select the content of the report. In addition to selecting
procedure steps to include, you determine whether the report must include view sets or property information, or both.

If you want a report on Properties, you can include in the report content information about description, data returned or
sent, PF keys, screens or windows.

If you want a report on view sets, you can include information about description, properties, and attributes of the defined
view sets.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, None is displayed. The selections you make are
retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

The following are the options in the dialog:

Properties
Select this report type to add to the displayed report the properties of the selected items. The default properties
are:

• Name
• Type
• Subordinate of

Both
Select this report option to expand the displayed report to include both properties and view sets of the selected list
items, depending on content and view set detail, respectively.

View sets
Select this report option to include the view sets of the selected procedure steps in the displayed report.

Description
Select this view set option to add to the report content the text (if any exists) that more fully describes the view
sets of the selected procedure step.

Data returned
Select this report option to add return information to the report content on data returned to the originating
procedure step at the conclusion of a link.

Data sent
Select this report option to add information about data sent from one procedure to another to the report content.

PF Keys
Select this report option to add information about PF Key definitions for the selected Procedure Step to the report
content.

Screens
Select this report option to add information about the screen definitions for the selected Procedure Step to the
report.

Windows
Select this report option to add information about window definitions for the selected Procedure Step to the report.

Procedure Steps
This selection list contains all the procedure steps you can select for the given report option. To limit the report to
selected procedure steps, highlight only those procedure steps of interest, and select OK.
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Cancel
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.

Search
This button initiates the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Select All
This button lets you simultaneously select all items in the selection list.

Deselect All
This button removes the highlighting from all selected objects.

Procedure Step Flows
This article provides information for Procedure Step Flows. This dialog displays the flows that may be followed from the
current procedure during prototyping. 

Select a flow to go to the next window.

Procedure Step in the Diagram

The dashed three-dimensional box represents a procedure step with the "with Display" attribute set. Once the procedure
step has a window, the procedure step box is replaced with the window box. The text within the box is the procedure step
name.

Procedure Step Name

This field lets you name the new procedure created using Copy With Substitution. Copy with substitution requires a new
procedure; you cannot copy to an existing one.

Rules for naming

• Procedure names must be unique within the business system and no more than 32 characters.
• The characters can be alphabetic or numeric characters or spaces, but not special characters.
• When naming procedures and procedure steps in a client/server application, add SERVER or CLIENT to the name.

This makes it easy to distinguish Client procedures from Server procedures during packaging.
• To remember the purpose of a procedure if you choose a name consisting of a verb and a noun. The noun is usually

the name of an entity type or attribute.

Examples

Examples of procedure names for a local application are:

ADD PRODUCT

UPDATE CUSTOMER

CALCULATE ACCOUNT BALANCE

Examples of procedure names for a client/server application include:

CREATE ORDER CLIENT

CREATE ORDER SERVER

LIST CUSTOMERS CLIENT

LIST CUSTOMERS SERVER
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Procedure Step Properties

Select a specific field and press F1 or press the Help push button to view specific help for this panel.

Procedure Step Properties Dialog

The Procedure Step Properties dialog lets you create, define, and rename procedure steps. Create procedure steps for
the following reasons:

• The contents of a single-step procedure's views are too large to fit on a single screen.
• Implementing the procedure in one procedure step is awkward and may confuse the user.

For example, a procedure named Cancel Purchase could contain two procedure steps: Cancel Purchase and Cancel
Line.

If you create one or more procedure steps, design the last procedure step to perform CREATE, UPDATE, and DELETE
database changes. This keeps the business in a consistent state by executing related database updates in one program
execution.

When you add a procedure to the diagram, Gen adds it as a single-step procedure. If you add another step to a
procedure, two procedure steps appear below the procedure. The first procedure step has the same name as the
procedure, and the second has the new step name.

Procedure steps assume the type of implementation (batch or online) of the parent procedure. A procedure step equates
to a job step if it is part of a batch procedure.

Description provides a multi-line field in which to document in user terms the meaning and use of the selected field.
Describing the object in words is part of defining the objects contained in the diagram.

The description field is used to document relevant information about the procedure step and its relationships to other
steps. Make the description concise and include any information that is considered pertinent.

To detail a procedure step, specify the following:

• With Display (for online only) or No Display (online or batch)
• The procedure name
• A description of the procedure step

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Online list
This drop-down list lets you specify the type for online procedure steps.
Online With Display is associated with a screen and is interactive.
Online No Display does not have an associated screen. Its transactions are sometimes referred to as background
online transactions.
In a client/server application, the client application displays the user interface, and the server application retrieves,
updates, and stores data. As a result, Client procedure steps can be set to Online No Display or Online With
Display. Server procedure steps, however, must be set to Online No Display.

Downstream Effects
Selecting whether a procedure step is executed with a screen has consequences regarding the use of links exit
states, and Clear Screen Input. In the case of Clear Screen Input, you can pass unformatted data to the first
procedure step in a procedure.
A procedure step with display can map import views to export views. When a procedure step with display links to
another procedure step, on return the import views contain:
Export views that are mapped to import views
Data returned by the target procedure step
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A procedure step without display does not map import views to export views. As a result, when a procedure step
without display links to another procedure step and returns, the import views of the caller will contain only the data
returned by the target procedure step.
Therefore, when you want to retain the information in the export views of the caller, pass the data to the target
procedure step and have the target procedure step return the data. Or, you can define the caller with display and
map import views to export views.

Procedure Step Properties - Tabbed dialog box

The Procedure Step Properties dialog box contains two notebook tabs. These allow you to view and define General
properties, and also properties for Tuxedo.

For further help on each tab, select a field and press F1 or press the Help push button.

Procedure step selection list for procedure steps (screens)

The Procedure Step selection list displays the procedure steps (screens) that can be prototyped.

Procedure Steps Selection List - Menu Flow

This selection list lets you select the destination procedure step for the menu flow. The procedures for the business
system you select appear here.

Procedure Steps Dialog
This article provides information for Procedure Steps Dialog.

The Procedure Steps dialog displays a selection list of procedure steps (screens) that can be prototyped.

Procedure Step Selection
Select an existing procedure step or add a procedure step. The selection list displays all online, non-display procedure
steps in all business systems.

After selecting a procedure step to USE, match the import views, export views, local views, and entity action views. When
a corresponding view does not exist, you can match a view to <none> and modify the view using the Change function.

The following example shows a Procedure Step USE statement in an event action.

 -- EVENT ACTION update_customer

| USE s_customer_server (procedure step)

| WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View export_c_customer_detail customer TO Entity View import customer

| WHICH EXPORTS: <none> FROM Group View export_group_customer

| Entity View export_c_customer_detail customer FROM Entity View export_maintained customer

|

|

 ---

NOTE
This process also applies to the ASYNC statements.

Procedure Step Selection List - Autoflow
This selection list specifies the procedure step to which an autoflow is directed. The procedure step that you select
determines the type of flow allowed.
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A procedure step implemented as a window accepts links or transfers. A procedure step implemented as a dialog box
accepts only links.

Procedure Steps Selection List

This selection list displays all available procedure steps for a selected business system. A procedure step constitutes a
unit of execution. Each procedure step can be associated with an action diagram that describes its execution.

The procedure step is associated with a screen in an online system. Although online procedure steps are not required to
have screens, most do. In a batch environment, a procedure step is equivalent to a job step.

Procedure Steps List in Navigation Diagram

This list contains all of the procedure steps in the current business system. Use the list to select a procedure step. The
windows and dialog boxes you select for display in the Navigation Diagram are located in this procedure step.

The procedure steps listed in the Procedure Step list are those that belong to the business system displayed in the
Business Systems field. When you select a new business system, the procedure steps listed in the Procedure Steps list
change to display those in the new business system.

Procedure Step USE
A Procedure Step USE statement calls logic in an online, non-display procedure step. In a client/server application, a
client procedure step or action block can USE a server procedure step.

In an application targeted for z/OS, a server procedure step can USE another server procedure step.

When a procedure step USES another procedure step, the following actions occur:

1. The calling procedure step logic is executed until the USE procedure step statement occurs.
2. Execution of the calling procedure step is suspended and control is passed to the called procedure step.
3. The called procedure step logic is executed. Upon successful completion, control is returned to the calling procedure

step.
4. Execution of the calling procedure step resumes immediately following the USE procedure step statement.

When an application is running in a client/server environment, database commits occur at the completion of each
procedure step.

When an application is tested locally as a standalone GUI application, database commits take place only after all
procedure steps are complete.

The current exit state and command values are preserved across procedure step usage. For example, procedure step
A uses procedure step B. When procedure step B sets the exit state to "Successful" and the command to "ADD," these
values are preserved when control returns to procedure step A.

Procedure Step Use is available when you select Action Diagram from the Design pull-down menu.

The following example shows a Procedure Step USE statement in an event action.

 -- EVENT ACTION update_customer

| USE s_customer_server (procedure step)

| WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View export_c_customer_detail customer TO Entity View import customer

| WHICH EXPORTS: <none> FROM Group View export_group_customer

| Entity View export_c_customer_detail customer FROM Entity View export_maintained customer

|

|

 ---
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Server-to-Server Procedure Step USE Design Techniques

As you design an application with a procedure step USE statement, keep in mind that each procedure step is a distinct
unit of work. Database commits occur at the completion of each procedure step.

When a server-to-server application is tested locally as a standalone GUI application, commits take place only after all
procedure steps are complete.

If the USED procedure step encounters an error condition, an exit state can be set that causes a rollback. The database
updates are backed out and control returns to the calling procedure step.

Recovery efforts are required when the USED procedure step completes successfully but the USING procedure step
encounters an error condition. In this situation, the USED procedure step is complete. Any database commits that resulted
from its execution must be recovered manually.

Contention problems may occur when the USING procedure step and the USED procedure step share entity actions
against entities on the same server. To prevent table deadlocks, create two different USED procedure steps that are called
serially from a USING procedure step. The USING procedure step should not contain entity actions against the entities in
either of the USED procedure steps.

For related information about z/OS user exits, refer to the documentation.

z/OS Technical Requirements for Server-to-Server Procedure Step USE

For z/OS, Gen supports cooperative processing on the CICS and IMS Transaction Processors. CICS is bundled with its
own LU 6.2 services. IMS must have APPC/IMS installed and be bundled with an z/OS having APPC/z/OS installed.

Minimizing Recovery

Consider the effort required to recover from an error in a USED or USING procedure step when designing an application
with a server procedure step that calls an online, non-display server procedure step.

Consider an application that adds an item to a collection. The business rules require that the oldest item in the collection
be deleted when a new item is added.

The following figure illustrates how one Server procedure step Tran_Add_Object USES Tran_Dlet_Oldest. This implies
placing the necessary views into the Tran_Add_Object procedure step or action block to perform the Use statement.

This strategy places the procedure step Tran_Dlet_Oldest at the end of the Used procedure step chain because
Tran_Dlet_Oldest has the greatest potential of failure and requires the least amount of manual recovery.

If Tran_Dlet_Oldest fails, Tran_Add_Object can detect the failure on the return Exit State and roll back accordingly.

If Tran Dlet_Oldest succeeds, but Tran_Add_Object fails, its roll back does not affect the work that is already done by
Tran_Dlet_Oldest. According to the design, recovery for Tran_Dlet_Oldest is minimal.

Minimizing Contention

When designing an application with a server procedure step that calls an online, non-display server procedure step,
consider entities that are shared by the USING and USED procedure steps.
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If the USING and USED procedure steps share entity actions against the common entity types, table deadlocks could
occur.

To avoid the deadlocks, create two different USED procedure steps as shown in the example of an application that adds
an item to a collection. The business rules require that the oldest item in the collection be deleted when a new item is
added.

The following figure illustrates how one Server procedure step Tran_Add_Controller USES Tran_Dlet_Oldest. This implies
placing the necessary views into the Tran_Add_Controller procedure step or action block to perform the Use statement.

IMS Regions - Design Considerations

For IMS, the availability of regions must be considered when a server procedure step calls an online, non-display server
procedure step.

When a transaction USEs a procedure step, the USING procedure step remains active in the Region in which it is
running. The region is unavailable for further scheduling while the USING procedure step awaits response from the USED
procedure step.

In the following example at least two regions are needed for the calling chain.

In the example below, three regions are required because Tran_Add_Object uses Tran_Dlet_Oldest,
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Process Definition Dialog

Use this dialog to define a process. To define a process you must specify the name. Optionally, you can also do the
following:

• Select a suggested mechanism for implementing the process.
• Specify whether the process is an elementary process.
• Specify whether the process is a repetitive process.
• If the process you are adding is an elementary process, select the entity type that it operates on. In addition, specify

whether this is an instance operation or type operation.
• Describe the process.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Process Name
A process name identifies the work being done and the entity types or main attributes that are affected. The name
currently assigned to a process can be changed by moving the cursor to the beginning of the Name field and
typing a new name.
The name of the process classifies the business activity it describes. The name:

• Is characterized by a verb and noun (that is an entity type or attribute name).
• Is unique within the business.
• Has no more than 32 characters.
• Has alphanumeric characters.
• Has no special characters.

Examples of Process Names

• Receive Delivery
• Receive Stock Request
• Create Order
• Add Product
• Update Customer
• Calculate Account Balance

NOTE
You cannot use the same name for two different processes, but you can reuse a process in the
hierarchy.

Elementary
Discovering processes in your business that are truly elementary processes is complex. To consider a process
elementary, you need to ensure that each execution:
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• Leaves the business in a consistent state.
• Produces a result that is complete and meaningful to the user in itself.
• Occurs from beginning to end, at a single point in time in one place.

You must also ensure that no components of the process can be executed individually.
Downstream Effects
Identifying elementary processes impacts the Analysis and External Design stages. The following components
use elementary processes and the information (such as views) you define for them:

• Process Action Diagram (Analysis)
• Procedure and procedure step (Design)
• Screen (Design)
• Procedure Action Diagram (Design)
• Action block (Analysis and Design)

Each time you define a process as elementary, the process is added to the list of Process Action Diagrams you
can build with the Action Diagramming Tool. Elementary processes then form the basis for system implementation
when you specify procedures that directly implement them. For example, you can directly implement an
elementary process that describes adding an order as the online procedure Take Order. The procedure (or
procedure step) corresponds to a screen driven by logic in the PAD and associated action blocks.

Repetitive
A repetitive process occurs multiple times whenever it executes. Specifying a process as repetitive means that the
process logic in the action diagram must allow for repetition.
For example, divide the process Take Order into two subordinate processes:

• Record Order Header
• Record Order Line

When an order is taken, Record Order Header executes once (and is NOT repetitive), but Record Order Line
executes once per order line added to the order (and IS repetitive).
Downstream Effects
Defining a process as repetitive reminds you to use the necessary logic in the action diagram to invoke the
process numerous times. This field does not automatically set the repetitive logic.

Suggested Mechanism
Suggested Mechanism refers to the method of implementation. Implementation considerations are generally a
function of Design and Construction. However, if you know how your system is to be implemented, you can record
that information here.
The four available choices are:
Batch

A computerized batch job carries out the process, non-interactively.
Example: Posting Journal Transactions

Online
A computer operator carries out the process on a terminal.
Example: Order Entry

Manual
The process is not available on a computer.
Example: Employee Timecards

Other
The process is automated, but uses some alternative other than online or batch. (This mechanism is
unusual in business situations. Examples include real-time systems and process control systems.)
Example: Process Control Systems
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Choose Entity Type
The Choose Entity Type button lets you select the owning entity type or subtype when you are creating an
operation. After clicking the button and select the name of an entity type or subtype, that name appears to the
right of the Operation of: field. If the action diagram is not an operation, <<NONE>> will appear in place of a
name. If an entity type or subtype has been selected, the Instance Operation and Type Operation options are
available. The Operation Package option is available if the current action diagram is a procedure step.

Instance Operation
An instance operation focuses on a single existing occurrence (instance) of the owning entity type.
Operations that update or delete an existing entity occurrence (instance) should ideally be registered as instance
operations. Operations that read an existing instance and then retrieve data about that instance or its associated
instance (or update associated instances) should also be registered as instance operations.
Gen automatically adds an import view which defines the primary identifier of the instance, and an entity action
view for the instance (if the type was defined as persistent).
Rules
An instance operation must:

• Import the primary identifier of the owning type (not a supertype or subtype of the owning type), or must
• Import a persistent view of the owning type (not a supertype or subtype of the owning type)

Only the transient import view is allowed for external action blocks, operations of transient types, and procedure
steps.
The primary identifier must be in mandatory views, and may not appear within a repeating group view.
In the second option, the persistent view may be imported as a <persistent, mandatory> import view, or a
<persistent, imported> export view.

• Instance operations may not be defined for no-occurrence entity types.
• Instance operations may update or read other instances of the same or other types, as long as the

encapsulation options allow. it. Instance operations may invoke any non-protected operations of other types.
Hence, the instance operation is not restricted to acting on a specific instance, but that instance is the central
focus of the operation.

• Action block synthesis will automatically classify update, delete and read actions as instance operations.

For instance operations in action diagrams:

• Each action diagram may update, delete, or simply read this occurrence.
• Each action diagram may also read or update other occurrences of the same or different entity types.
• If a procedure step or an external action diagram is defined as an Instance Operation, the primary identifier of

the owning entity type must appear within the import views of the procedure step.
• The occurrence of the operation may be identified by being imported as a persistent view, or the primary

identifier of the owning entity type may be imported in one or more transient import views of the action
diagram.

Use
Instance operations typically result in more clearly defined operations. The subject of the verb or action part of the
operation name refers to the subject instance, as identified by the imported persistent view or primary identifier.
Operations on occurrences of different types should be given the same verb or action for equivalent instance
operations. This helps developers to decompose the functionality of the business in a uniform way by developers.
In the object paradigm, operations on instances (objects) are the more usual, and instance operations assist to
develop "think objects". However, the operation classification defaults to "type operation" since any operation can
be validly classified as a type operation. Some projects may prefer to forgo this aspect of the object modeling
approach.

Type Operation
A type operation is one that is NOT focused on a single existing occurrence (instance) of the owning entity type.
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A type operation is focused on a single non-existent occurrence (such as a create operation) or is focused on
multiple occurrences (such as a list operation or a find operation employing a non-unique search key).
Rules

• A type operation must contain a view of the entity type that owns it (not just a view of its subtype or supertype).
• Type operations may update or read instances of the owning type or other types, as long as the encapsulation

option allows it. Type operations may invoke any non-protected operations of other types. Hence the type
operation is not restricted to acting on occurrences of a single type, but that type should be the main focus of
the operation.

• Action block synthesis will automatically classify create and list blocks as type operations.

For type operations in action blocks:

• Each action diagram may update, delete, or simply read this occurrence.
• Each action diagram may also read or update other occurrences of the same or different entity types.
• If a procedure step is defined as a Type Operation, it must contain a view of its owning entity type (not a

subtype or supertype).

Use
Any operation that contains a view of a type can be validly defined as a type operation of that type; thus, it is the
default.
Procedure steps that contain commands should normally be classified as operation packages.

Description
Describes the process.

Process Description

The Description panel provides an area where essential documentation can be entered and stored. The description
should be concise and complete, and convey what the process does. It may include why it is done. It should not describe
who performs the process, when it is performed, or how it is performed. Such information reflects the business's approach
to implementing the process. The description also should reflect a single execution of the process.

When you select the Description push button, the Description Editor is invoked. It lets you perform certain word
processing functions while you enter the description.

Process Push Button

The Process Push Button opens the Process Selection dialog that lets you select a process to effect a state transition
between the two states you are joining in the Entity Life Cycle Diagram.

Process Selection Dialog

This list shows the processes available for the active entity type. Select the process you want to use and select OK.

Process Selection List

To select a process to use as a classifying attribute, highlight it and select OK.

Process Synthesis Dialog in Activity Hierarchy and Activity Dependency

The Process Synthesis dialog generates action dialog for up to five processes at a time. The Entity Type selection
list displays available entity types from the data model. The Candidate Process List displays the possible elementary
processes that may be generated for the selected entity type. (You may modify the names.) Select an entity type and
the candidate processes to be populated. Finally, select action dialog options to customize the way process synthesis
executes. For information on Process Synthesis, see Process Synthesis.
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The following are the fields in the dialog:

Entity Selection List
This selection list displays every entity type in the data model. The entity type you select becomes the subject
entity type for process synthesis.

Review Default Actions
This option lets you specify one of the following:

• If you want the software to assign the actions to be performed on related entity types during process or action
block synthesis.

• If you want to assign the actions.

The first choice automatically generates the actions. The software does not display subsequent dialog that let you
select default actions.
The second choice displays the following windows for each action dialog:
Create

Create of Entity Type.
Read

Identifiers (if multiple identifiers for subject entity type and/or related entity types exist).
Update

Update of Entity Type.
Delete

Delete of Entity Type.
List

Identifiers (if multiple identifiers for subject entity type and/or related entity types exist).
For example, if you want to generate actions for the process CREATE CUSTOMER and select Review Default
Actions, the Create of Customer dialog displays. You then specify if the process is to READ and CREATE each
displayed entity type.

Consistency Check on Entity Type
This option lets you specify if you want consistency check to execute before process or action block synthesis
begins. If the entity types have errors or warnings, a message is displayed. It informs you that a report has been
created and process or action block synthesis does not execute. To continue, you have two options:

• Correct the error conditions shown on the consistency check report and re-execute process or action block
synthesis

• Re-execute process or action block synthesis without consistency check.

Automatic Attribute View Selections
This option lets you specify:

• If you want the software to select all non-derived attributes of the required entity types.
• If you want to manually select the attributes.

The first choice includes the setup of import, export, and entity action views. No Attribute dialogs are displayed.
The second choice displays the Attribute dialog that lists all attributes of the subject entity type and related entity
types. You can select the attributes you want to include in the PAD logic.

Candidate Process List
This list contains five entry fields that are populated when you select an entity type from the Entity Selection List.
Edit the process names as desired. For example, you can change CREATE CUSTOMER to ADD CUSTOMER.
Process names can contain up to 32 characters.
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Populate
These options let you select the processes you want to generate through process synthesis. To generate the
process, select the option and click OK.

Process Synthesis Dialog in Data Modeling Diagrams

The Process Synthesis dialog generates action dialog for one process at a time in the Data Model Diagram, Data Model
List, and Data Model Browser. The Candidate Process List displays existing non-elementary or elementary processes.
They must meet the following conditions to appear on the list:

• Elementary processes may not have actions defined in action diagrams.
• Non-elementary processes may not have children (subordinate processes).

Select a candidate process from this list, then select the mode or the desired type of action dialog (Create, Read, Update,
Delete, or List). Finally, select action dialog options to customize the way process synthesis executes.

For additional information, request help on the individual controls.

Concepts

The generated output from process synthesis does not differ from the output from manually created processes and
process logic. For each elementary process, process synthesis creates the following information in various diagrams:

• Process box
• Views
• Expected effects
• Properties
• Process logic (complete except for the logic needed to reflect your business rules)

Process synthesis is faster than the manual method. While it automatically generates the information listed above, it also
keeps track of entity types related to the subject entity type. It creates the required views and action statements for each.
Keeping track of related entity types is helpful if the entity type being acted upon has multiple relationships.

Process synthesis simultaneously generates companion logic and views. It also populates appropriate cells in the
Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix.

NOTE
If you perform process synthesis on a subset of a model, scope the entire data model for inclusion in the subset.
If you do not, the PADs you generate may be incomplete because you do not have access to entity types related
to the subject entity type.

For example, the process Place New Part in Inventory might be expected to create, read, update, and delete entities of
the type STOCK OF PRODUCT. During process synthesis, you could generate the following elementary processes as
subordinates of Place New Part in Inventory:

• Create Stock of Product
• Update Stock of Product
• Delete Stock of Product
• Read Stock of Product
• List Stock of Product

Downstream Effects

Processes generated during Analysis are the basis of procedures used in Design. If you change the data model after
process synthesis, the implementation of processes to procedures during Design fails. For example, if you change the
identifier of an entity type used by a generated process, the implementation will fail consistency check. You must then
correct the problem. You may need to delete the process and re-create it before you can successfully implement it in
Design.
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If you have added logic to the PAD, you may decide to correct the specific error condition instead of deleting and
regenerating the process. When you delete a process, you delete all the information stored for it, including its views,
expected effects, the generated logic in the PAD, and any logic you may have added.

To avoid these losses and unexpected results, always perform a consistency check before attempting to implement
processes to procedures.

Profile Manager Concepts

The Profile Manager is called by the Dialog Manager or Server Manager to maintain the profile database.

The profile database is a temporary runtime stack that stores the export views of procedure steps. It saves information
between procedure step executions to support scrolling, hidden fields, links to other procedures, requests for Help or
Prompt, and application restarts.

The Gen software maintains one stack for each business system and for each user of the business system.

If your application transfers to a procedure step, the stack is cleared, and the export view of the transferred-to procedure
step is the only entry on the stack. If your application links to a procedure step, existing entries remain on the stack, and
the export view of the linked-to procedure step is placed on top of the stack.

If your application is restartable, a user can interrupt the application session and return to the application without losing
data. The Profile Manager maintains the data in the profile database until the user restarts the application. A user can
leave one business system to use another or perform activities unrelated to the generated application.

If your application is not restartable, the Profile Manager only accesses the profile database to support scrolling, hidden
fields, links to other procedure steps, or requests for Help or Prompt.

Profile Manager Option

This drop-down list specifies the type of Profile Manager that controls the profile database. The choices are SQL
(Structured Query Language) and TSQ (Temporary Storage Queue).

SQL applies to all operating systems. Select SQL when profile data is stored in a relational database management system
(DBMS).

TSQ applies only when the operating system is MVS and the TP Monitor is CICS. Select TSQ when profile data is stored
in CICS temporary storage queues instead of a relational database.

Promote

Promote changes an action block into an elementary process. Any existing views and action statements associated with
the elementary process are replaced by the views and action statements of the promoted action block.

NOTE
The promoted action block is also deleted from physical storage. This is how Promote differs from Copy. Copy
does not delete the copied action block.

Promote Action Block Dialog

The Promote Action Block dialog contains a selection list of the elementary processes into which you can promote an
action block. A promoted action block assumes the name of the process into which it is promoted.

WARNING
The software deletes any existing views and action statements from the process when you promote another
action block into that process. In addition, the promoted action block is deleted from physical storage.
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Promote Work Set

Promoting a work set is most commonly performed within the context of creating the windows for a graphical user
interface (GUI). You can set the Navigation Diagram to automatically create a work set for a window. Work set views are
then automatically associated with controls (both types of entry fields, check boxes, options, drop-down lists, and list
boxes) as you add them to the window. This automatic association speeds GUI development and lets you lay out controls
without first creating views.

When you add controls, a unique work set name is created for both imports and exports. The name is based on the name
of the window or dialog. A work set attribute view is created, and uniquely named, for each applicable control.

To access this feature right-click on the work set in the model tree view.

After you select a work set or individual attributes within a work set, you can select an entity type or subtype. The work set
attributes are added to those of the entity type or subtype. The attribute properties get promoted, as well as the permitted
values, prompts, and aliases.
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If the promotion is successful, the promoted work set attributes are added to those of an entity type or subtype. The work
set views are converted to entity views and the work set is deleted.

If the promotion is not successful, the work set and work set views are not deleted. Any attributes that could not be
promoted remain in the work set.
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When to Promote

While your application interface undergoes design changes, you may prefer to associate work set views with the GUI
controls. Once the interface design stabilizes, you can then promote the work set to associate the controls with the
appropriate data (entity types).

Restrictions

If you select a work set, all attributes in a work set are promoted. Select individual attributes ONLY if you wish to promote
specific attributes (not the entire work set). Only multiple attributes within a work set can be selected. You CANNOT select
attributes from multiple work sets. Gen-supplied work sets, such as IEF_SUPPLIED, cannot be promoted.

If you are working with a subset, you must have delete authority on a work set to promote it. Also, you must have modify
authority on the entity type being promoted into. You cannot promote a work set that contains an attribute with a domain of
GUI object.

Messages

Promote work set has one confirmation message and two error messages. The confirmation message is "Work set
promotion has completed successfully."

One error message is "The work set [work set name] has been promoted. Protection of the work set and/or its views
prevented their deletion. You may need to clean up the model." This error is caused by not having delete authority on the
work set or its views. The work set or it views are protected and could not be deleted during the work set promotion. The
work set promotion completed, but the action diagram will contain more views than you need. Delete the unwanted views
with the Action Diagram.

The other error message tells you that you cannot promote a work set that contains an attribute with a domain of GUI
object. Entity types do not support attributes with a GUI object domain. Transfer the attribute to a different work set, or
select a different work set to promote.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Entity Types
This list displays the entity types and subtypes available as destinations of a work set promotion. If a desired
entity type is not listed, click Add to create it.

OK
Click this button to promote the attributes of a work set. After the promotion is completed, the status of the
promotion is displayed.

Add
Click this button to add an entity type. The newly created entity type appears in the selection list on the Promote
Work Set dialog.

Search
Click button to display dialog from which you can search for a specific entity type in the selection list. If found, the
search positions the selection list to make the entity type visible.
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Prompt for Permitted Values for Radio Buttons

Prompt describes the purpose or meaning of the permitted value. You can type in a prompt or select one from the drop-
down list. The drop-down list contains the prompts you input for the permitted value.

This dialog applies only to permitted values for radio buttons. The prompt appears as the text associated with the radio
button.

The prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters but cannot exceed 60 characters. The prompt can also contain
DBCS characters and cannot exceed 30 characters in DBCS.

NOTE
The width of the radio button group is initially sized to the wider of the group box text or the radio button
prompts. You may have to resize the radio button group and/or the prompt for the radio button depending on the
wide of the prompt you add.

Prompt for Permitted Values in Drop Lists

Prompt describes the purpose or meaning of the permitted value. You can type in a prompt or select one from the drop-
down list. The drop-down list contains the prompts you input for the permitted value.

The prompts apply only to permitted values in drop lists.

 The prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters but cannot exceed 60 characters. The prompt can also contain
DBCS characters and cannot exceed 30 characters in DBCS.

NOTE
The width of the drop list is initially sized to the widest prompt included in the list. If you add an even wider
prompt, you will have to size the drop.

Prompt for Permitted Values in List Occurrence Drop-down

Prompt describes the purpose or meaning of the permitted value. You can type in a prompt or select one from the drop-
down list. The drop-down list contains the prompts you input for the permitted value.

The prompts apply only to permitted values in list occurrence drop-down lists.

The prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters and must be no longer than 60 characters.

Prompt for Permitted Values in List Occurrence Radio Buttons

Prompt specifies the descriptive text that gives users information about the purpose or meaning of the permitted value.
You can type in a prompt or select one from the drop-down list. The drop down list contains the prompts you input for the
permitted value.

This dialog applies only to permitted values for list occurrence radio buttons.

The prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters and must be no longer than 60 characters.

Prompt for Object Name

Type the name of the object to be located.

Prompt Name

Type the name to be located.
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Prompt Align for List Box Field Properties

Prompt Align specifies one of three (Left, Right, or Center) orientations of a prompt assigned to a list box data column to
the width of the prompt. You can select the orientation from the drop-down list. The default Prompt Align is Center. Prompt
Align is discrete from Edit Align.

PromptBackgroundColor Property
This article provides information for PromptBackgroundColor Property.

Usage PromptBackgroundColor (Number)
Description Sets or retrieves the background RGB value for the prompt.
Arguments Number that is to be the new RGB color for the background color

of the prompt. If querying for the background color of the prompt,
no input argument is specified.

Return Value This property returns a nine-digit number that is the RGB value for
the background color of the prompt.

Prompt Drop-Down

This drop-down combination box lets you select a prompt from the drop-down list, type the name of a new prompt (up to
60 characters), or select No Prompt to display the fields without a prompt.

A prompt can be removed by detailing the field and selecting no prompt.

PromptFontSize Property
This article provides information for PromptFontSize Property.

Usage PromptFontSize (Number)
Description Sets or retrieves the point size of the font for the prompt.
Arguments Number that is to be the new point size for the font of the prompt.

If querying for a prompt font size, no input argument is specified.
Return Value This property returns a number containing the font point size of the

prompt.

PromptFontStyle Property
This article provides information for PromptFontStyle Property.

Usage PromptFontStyle (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the font style for the prompt.
Arguments String containing the new font style for the prompt. If querying for

the font style of the prompt, no input argument is specified.
Return Value This property returns a string containing font style names, which

are separated by commas. Valid values are "Bold", "Not Bold",
"Underline", "Not Underline", "Strikeout", "Not Strikeout" and
"Standard". "Standard" has the same meaning as "Not Bold, Not
Underline, Not Strikeout".
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PromptFontType Property
This article provides information for PromptFontType Property.

Usage PromptFontType (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the font type, such as "Helvetica", for the prompt.
Arguments String containing the new font type name for the prompt. If

querying for the font type of the prompt, no input argument is
specified.

Return Value This property returns a string containing the font type name for the
prompt.

Prompt for Check Box

Prompt describes the purpose or meaning of the check box. You can type in a prompt or select one from the drop-down
list. The drop-down list contains the name of the attribute and any prompts you input for the check box.

The prompt often poses a true or false condition.

The prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters and cannot exceed 60 characters. The prompt can also contain
DBCS characters and cannot exceed 30 characters in DBCS.

PromptForegroundColor Property
This article provides information for PromptForegroundColor Property.

Usage PromptForegroundColor (Number)
Description Sets or retrieves the foreground RGB value for the prompt.
Arguments Number that is to be the new RGB for the foreground color of

the prompt. No input argument is specified if querying for the
foreground color of the prompt.

Return Value This property returns a nine-digit number that is the RGB value for
the foreground color of the prompt.

Prompt for Entry Field

Prompt describes the purpose or meaning of the entry field. You can type in a prompt or select one from the drop-down
list. The drop-down list contains the name of the attribute and any prompts you input for the field.

The prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters but cannot exceed 60 characters. The prompt can also contain
DBCS characters and cannot exceed 30 characters in DBCS.

Prompt for List Box Field Properties
Prompt describes the purpose or meaning of the list or of the column in a list box. Prompts for attributes in a list box
become the column headings for the list box.

You can type in a prompt or select one from the drop-down list. The drop-down list contains the name of the attribute and
any prompts you input for the field.

The prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters but cannot exceed 60 characters. The prompt can also contain
DBCS characters and cannot exceed 30 characters in DBCS.

NOTE
If attributes for different entity types contain the same prompt, make each prompt unique before combining the
attributes into a list box.
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Prompts wrap within their background areas (the background gives the effect of a surrounding box). You can create a
multiple-line prompt by sizing the background area of the prompt.

If you define properties for a list field, but do not place the field, the properties for the list field are not saved.

Prompt for List Occurrence Check Box

Prompt describes the purpose or meaning of the list occurrence check box. You can type in a prompt or select one from
the drop-down list. The drop-down list contains the name of the attribute and any prompts you input for the list occurrence
check box.

The prompt often poses a true or false condition.

The prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters and cannot exceed 60 characters. The prompt can also contain
DBCS characters and cannot exceed 30 characters in DBCS.

Prompt for List Occurrence Entry Field

Prompt describes the purpose or meaning of the list occurrence entry field. You can type in a prompt or select one from
the drop-down list. The drop-down list contains the name of the attribute and any prompts you input for the field.

The prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters but cannot exceed 60 characters. The prompt can also contain
DBCS characters and cannot exceed 30 characters in DBCS.

Prompt for List Occurrence Multi Line Entry Field

Prompt specifies the text that describes the purpose or meaning of the for list occurrence multi line entry field. You can
type in a prompt or select one from the drop-down list. The drop-down list contains the name of the attribute and any
prompts you input for the field.

The prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters and, as general rule, should be as short and meaningful as
possible.

Prompt for Special Field

Prompt describes the purpose or meaning of the special field. You can type in a prompt or select one from the drop down
list. The drop-down list contains the name of the system attribute and any prompts you input for the attribute. Prompt
defaults to the system attribute name.

Any of the special fields can have a prompt.

The prompt can contain any alphanumeric characters and can be up to 60 characters. As a general rule, however,
prompts should be as short and meaningful as possible.

PromptHeight Property
This article provides information for PromptHeight Property.

Usage PromptHeight (Number)
Description Sets or retrieves the height of the prompt.
Arguments Number that is to be the new height of the prompt in arbitrary

<units>. If querying for the prompt height, no input argument is
specified.

Return Value This property returns a number that is the height of the prompt in
arbitrary <units>.
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PromptLeft Property
This article provides information for PromptLeft Property.

Usage PromptLeft (Number)
Description Sets or retrieves the leftmost location of the prompt for the field.
Arguments Number that is to be the new leftmost location of the prompt.

If querying for the location of the prompt, no input argument is
specified.

Return Value This property returns a number that is the leftmost location of the
prompt.

Prompt Presentation Characteristics

These properties affect prompt presentation characteristics. The interfaces for which these properties are available are
listed in the help for the individual property.

• Prompt Property
• PromptBackgroundColor Property
• PromptFontSize Property
• PromptFontStyle Property
• PromptFontType Property
• PromptForegroundColor Property
• PromptHeight Property
• PromptLeft Property
• PromptTop Property
• PromptWidth Property

Prompt Property
This article provided information for Prompt Property.

Usage Prompt (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the prompt for the field.
Arguments String that is to be the new prompt for an object. If querying for a

prompt for an object, the input argument is not specified.
Return Value This property returns a string containing the prompt for an object.

Prompts/Literals Resized in a Different Dialect

If you size prompts or literals in one dialect, then change dialect and re-size the prompt or literal, the larger size remains in
effect for placement purposes (copy or move). An example helps clarify this.

Suppose you have two dialects: Default and French. You create a literal under the default dialect with a size of 25
characters. You then select the French dialect and resize the literal to 10 characters. The literal you see in the Screen
Design Tool is 10 characters.

If you select the literal, however, then select copy or move, the "box" that surrounds the literal is still 25 characters. The
amount of space reserved for the literal remains 25 characters, which is the larger of the two sizes. This feature allows
you to switch back and forth between dialects without causing spacing problems on the terminal screen.

Note that you can place the 10 character literal only as you could a 25 character literal. Other fields, for example, cannot
be closer to the 10 character literal than they could be to a 25 character literal.
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PromptTop Property
This article provides information for PromptTop Property.

Usage PromptTop (Number)
Description Sets or retrieves the topmost location of the prompt for the field.
Arguments Number that is to be the new topmost location for the prompt.
Return Value This property returns a number that is the topmost location of the

object.

PromptWidth Property
This article provides information for PromptWidth Property.

Usage PromptWidth (Number)
Description Sets or retrieves the width of the prompt.
Arguments Number that is to be the new width of the prompt. No input

argument is specified if querying for the width of the prompt.
Return Value This property returns a number that is the width of the prompt.

Properties Dialog Box

This dialog box displays properties for component specification type, interface type, and implementation type. When a
new type is created, the Properties dialog box displays the default properties that have been defined for that type. When
properties display for an existing type, the display shows the actual values that exist for that type.

When an interface type is created, an Interface Type Model is also created. If an interface type is deleted, the associated
Interface Type model is also deleted. It is not possible to create a standalone Interface Type Model.

For Component Architecture Diagram

This dialog lets you create a component specification type or interface type into the current Component Architecture
Diagram. To access this (new object) Properties dialog, click Add Component Specification Type (or Interface Type) from
the CAD Edit menu.

Type Name
Specifies a new Component Specification Type or Interface Type name. This field can have a maximum of 32
bytes of characters.
Gen uses these properties to define an entity type:

• The name of the entity type
• Whether the entity type is a Business Object Type
• The type of encapsulation
• The expected number of occurrences
• The expected growth in occurrences of the entity type
• Whether the data structure is transient
• Whether the Technical Design (TD) name should be set to the Entity Type name
• If the TD name should be set, the name to be specified

Description
For example, CUSTOMER could be the entity type of a group of entities (such as people or companies) who buy
products. However, CUSTOMERS is not a valid name because it is plural.
Object Modeling Features
Gen provides several properties that enable entity types to represent object types and allow data models to take
on the characteristics of object models. These properties are:
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• Operation (found under the Edit and Detail pull-down menus)
• Encapsulation Type
• Transient Option
• Business Object Type
• No Occurrences

Business Object Type
A business object type is an entity type that owns one or more transaction operations, is meaningful to business
personnel and has multiple occurrences.
Business object types are displayed using a distinctive icon on the Type Model Diagram. One can think of the
business object types as the "main" entity types of the model.
Transaction operations are defined in Gen by registering a procedure step as an operation.
Rules

• Entity types marked as "single occurrence" may not be registered as business object types.
• Check command displays an error if an entity type marked as a business object type owns no transaction

operations.
• When an entity type is given a transaction operation (that is, a procedure step is registered as an operation of

the entity type), then that entity type is automatically marked as a business object type.
• Transaction operations should provide meaningful units of work as far as business users are concerned,

and must also be database commit units. A transaction operation is implemented as a procedure step or a
command within a procedure step.

Use
When building an object/data model in a top-down fashion, mark the main entity types as business object types,
since these are the entity types we expect to offer transaction operations.
When the parallel decomposition technique is used, the central entity types should be marked as business object
types.
Once an entity type is given a transaction operation, it will, in any case, be marked as a business object type.

Single Occurrence
A single occurrence entity type, also known as a solitary entity type, owns operations, attributes and relationships,
but has no database occurrences.
The entity type represents an object in the sense that it is a bundle of functionality, and it has a data structure for
remembering its "state." One may think of this as an entity type with no instances, or a single instance that does
not belong to any type.
Rules

• The entity type must be transient.
• All its operations must be type operations.
• It cannot have an identifier.
• It cannot have minimum, average and maximum numbers of occurrences.
• It cannot have a partitioning.

Use
To represent in models any package of functionality that does not correspond to a type of thing, but which
correspond to a single thing, for example:

• the functions of an existing system
• the functions of a transient type that supports utility operations (that reformat dates, for example)
• the functions of a type that has a single occurrence, where there is little or no chance there will ever be

multiple occurrences; for example, The Company, Head Office, or The Government
• where there is a single occurrence at the moment, but further occurrences may occur in the future, then it is

preferable to record the entity type as multiple occurrences, and enter this minimum, maximum, and average
occurrences as one.
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By way of contrast, most entity types represent types of things (for example Customer, Employee, Property) for
which multiple occurrences (instances) exists at runtime. Operations are usually focused on single occurrences of
the type (instance operations).

Expected Number of Occurrences
If Business Object Type is selected, all the three fields in the Expected Number of Occurrences area are enabled.
The Expected Number of Occurrences for an entity type represents the number of occurrences for this entity that
the business expects to store. The estimated number of occurrences has three values:

• Minimum (min)
• Average (avg)
• Maximum (max)

You can derive these numbers from past records or from business forecasts. Gen prevents you from entering a
maximum that is less than the minimum, or an average that is greater than the maximum.
Downstream Effects
During design, the numbers you specify for the number of occurrences for an entity type provide a basis for
physical design. They are used to calculate data set sizes for a database. They also help the database designer
determine where the cost benefit of automation is greatest.

Encapsulation Type
The Encapsulation Type of an entity can be open (the default), restricted, or encapsulated.

Expected Growth
The Year drop-down list box is enabled for both Business Object Type and Single Occurrence. The % per field is
enabled for only Business Object Type.
The Expected Growth for an entity type refers to the growth rate, or the anticipated increase (or decrease) in the
number of entity occurrences over time. The value is expressed as a percentage per day, week, month, or year.
Downstream Effects
During Internal Design, the numbers you specify for the number of occurrences for an entity type provide a
basis for physical design. They are used to calculate data set sizes for a database. They also help the database
designer determine where the cost benefit of automation is greatest.

OK
Creates a component specification type (or interface type) and places the new type in the current Component
Architecture Diagram.

Description
Describes the new CAD and can accommodate a maximum of 4K byte string.

Cancel
Closes this dialog and returns to the CAD.

More information:

• Component Architecture Diagram
• Component Specification Type
• Interface Type

Properties Dialog Box for Specification Type and Entity Types
This dialog box displays properties for Specification Type and regular Entity Types. When a new type is created, the
Properties dialog box displays the default properties that have been defined for that type.

When properties display for an existing type, the display shows the actual values that exist for that type.
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The Change and Promote push buttons are enabled when properties are displayed for an existing type:

Push button Description
Change Converts an existing Specification Type to a regular Entity Type, or

a regular Entity Type to a Specification Type. After conversion, the
dialog displays the name of the new type. All existing properties
for the type are preserved.

Promote Promotes an existing Specification Type or regular Entity Type to
an Interface Type. This is a one-way conversion. That is, when a
type has been promoted to an Interface Type, the change cannot
be reversed.
All original properties are preserved in the new Interface Type
except the Transient Property. An Interface Type must be a
Transient Type, and the Promote automatically enables the
Transient Property.

Change and Promote conversions are not committed until you press OK.

Properties Dialog for User Defined Object
This article provides information for Properties Dialog for User Defined Object. This dialog displays the properties of a
selected object.

This dialog displays the properties of a selected object.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Object
Specifies the name of the new object.

Description
Provides a multiline panel to describe the new user-defined object. The Description Editor lets you perform certain
word-processing functions while you enter the description.

OK
Accepts the information.

Cancel
Exits the dialog without implementing any changes.

Properties Dialog in Entity Life Cycle Diagram

An entity state is a stage in the life of an entity type or subtype. Throughout the life of an entity or subtype, it is likely to go
through many stages from creation through archiving or deletion. Add the entity states and descriptions you want to use to
show the stages through which the selected entity type or subtype goes.

Entity State
Add the name you want to assign to this entity state (subtype).

Termination
Select this if this state is the last state in the life cycle of an entity type before it is archived or deleted.

Description
Add an optional description that helps identify this entity state.

Click OK to complete the changes and close dialog. Else, click Cancel to discard the changes and close the dialog.
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Properties for Action Diagram/Operation

The Properties dialog enables you to specify properties for a new or existing action diagram or operation.

When adding a new action diagram, type a name and a description. When you are adding an online non display
procedure step, verify if the default online procedure displays in the pull-down list.

These properties are used to define an action diagram or operation:

• Name of the action diagram.
• Owning entity type or subtype name for an operation.
• Protection setting for action blocks and operations of encapsulated or restricted entity types.
• Operation type.
• Operation package setting. This option is not available unless the operation is a procedure step.
• Execute Statement Number option.
• High performance view passing option. This option is not available for procedure steps.
• Generate MISSING flags in the code option (for external action blocks only).
• Name of the Business System to which the action diagram belongs, if any.
• Description of the action diagram.

Several of the controls are disabled unless certain conditions are met.

• The Action Diagram type drop-down list box is enabled only when you are creating an Operation using the Data
Model Browser, the Data Model List, or the Component Architecture Diagram. Otherwise, the type is disabled and only
displays the type for the current action diagram.

• The Protected option is disabled unless you are creating an operation for an encapsulated or restricted entity type.
• The name of the entity type or subtype to the right of the Operation of: field will state <<NONE>> unless you select to

make a new or existing action diagram into an operation. You would use the Choose Entity button to select the owning
entity type or subtype name.

• The Operation Package option only becomes enabled if the current action diagram/operation is also a procedure step.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Action Diagram
Action Diagram Name identifies the name of the current action diagram or lists the names of candidate diagrams
when adding an operation.
If entering a new name, assign a unique name with no more than 32 characters. Do not name the action block
"Main". A general protection fault can occur if an action diagram or procedure step name is "Main".

NOTE
If the action diagram is also an operation, the Operation of field shows the name of the owning entity
type or subtype.

Action Diagram Type List
This list displays the type of action diagram currently selected. An action diagram can be one of four types:

• BAA Block-must not be an elementary process.
• BSD Block-must not be associated with a procedure step.
• Elementary Process-must have an association with a process definition.
• Procedure Step-must have an association with a procedure step.

The list is enabled when you add an operation using the Data Model Browser or the Data Model List tools. When
you add an operation, you can select the type of action diagram needed to perform that operation. Depending on
the type of action diagram you select, names of candidate action diagrams appear in the Action Diagram Name
field. You cannot change the type of the action diagram if it is are already defined as an operation.
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Choose Entity Type
This drop-down list displays the type of action diagram currently selected. An action diagram can be one of four
types:

• BAA Block-must not be an elementary process.
• BSD Block-must not be associated with a procedure step.
• Elementary Process-must have an association with a process definition.
• Procedure Step-must have an association with a procedure step.

The list is enabled when you add an operation using the Data Model Browser or the Data Model List tools. When
you add an operation, you can select the type of action diagram needed to perform that operation. Depending on
the type of action diagram you select, names of candidate action diagrams appear in the Action Diagram Name
field. You cannot change the type of the action diagram if it is are already defined as an operation.

Protected Operation
Protected operations are only visible to the implementations of the owning entity type.
The Protected Operation option is enabled when you add an operation to a Restricted or Encapsulated entity type
or subtype. If an operation is protected, the visibility of its attributes and relationships is restricted.
Protected operations can be altered, removed or added to a model, and the impact will be confined to the
implementation of the owning entity type.
Rules
Protected operations may only be USE'd by a calling action diagram where the caller is:

• An operation of the (protected operation's) owning entity type
• An operation of a subtype or supertype of the (protected operation's) owning entity type.
• Procedure steps, and operations of open entity types, may not be protected.
• Elementary processes and common action blocks owned by restricted or encapsulated types may be

protected.
• A protected operation can only be called by another action diagram if the following conditions of the calling

action diagram are true:
• It is an operation of the same owning entity type, or
• It is an operation of a subtype or supertype of the same entity type.

By default, all operations are unprotected.
Use
Protected operations have several uses:

• To define processing that is common to many (unprotected) operations of an entity type, but which need not be
directly invoked by the rest of the application.

• To break up the logic of large (unprotected) operations.
• To isolate a piece of logic within an (unprotected) operation that is subject to frequent change.

Instance Operation
An instance operation focuses on a single existing occurrence (instance) of the owning entity type.
Operations that update or delete an existing entity occurrence (instance) should ideally be registered as instance
operations. Operations that read an existing instance and then retrieve data about that instance or its associated
instance (or update associated instances) should also be registered as instance operations.
Gen automatically adds an import view which defines the primary identifier of the instance, and an entity action
view for the instance (if the type was defined as persistent).
Rules
An instance operation must:

• Import the primary identifier of the owning type (not a supertype or subtype of the owning type), or must
• Import a persistent view of the owning type (not a supertype or subtype of the owning type)
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Only the transient import view is allowed for external action blocks, operations of transient types, and procedure
steps.
The primary identifier must be in mandatory views, and may not appear within a repeating group view.
In the second option, the persistent view may be imported as a <persistent, mandatory> import view, or a
<persistent, imported> export view.
Instance operations may not be defined for no-occurrence entity types.
Instance operations may update or read other instances of the same or other types, as long as the encapsulation
options allow. it. Instance operations may invoke any non-protected operations of other types. Hence, the instance
operation is not restricted to acting on a specific instance, but that instance is the central focus of the operation.
Action block synthesis will automatically classify update, delete and read actions as instance operations.
For instance operations in action diagrams:

• Each action diagram may update, delete, or simply read this occurrence.
• Each action diagram may also read or update other occurrences of the same or different entity types.
• If a procedure step or an external action diagram is defined as an Instance Operation, the primary identifier of

the owning entity type must appear within the import views of the procedure step.
• The occurrence of the operation may be identified by being imported as a persistent view, or the primary

identifier of the owning entity type may be imported in one or more transient import views of the action
diagram.

Use
Instance operations typically result in more clearly defined operations. The subject of the verb/action part of the
operation name refers to the subject instance, as identified by the imported persistent view or primary identifier.
Operations on occurrences of different types should be given the same verb/action for equivalent instance
operations. This helps developers to decompose the functionality of the business in a uniform way by developers.
In the object paradigm, operations on instances (objects) are the more usual, and instance operations assist to
develop "think objects". However, the operation classification defaults to "type operation" since any operation can
be validly classified as a type operation. Some projects may prefer to forgo this aspect of the object modeling
approach.

Type Operation
A type operation is one that is NOT focused on a single existing occurrence (instance) of the owning entity type.
A type operation is focused on a single non-existent occurrence (such as a create operation) or is focused on
multiple occurrences (such as a list operation or a find operation employing a non-unique search key).
Rules

• A type operation must contain a view of the entity type that owns it (not just a view of its subtype or supertype).
• Type operations may update or read instances of the owning type or other types, as long as the encapsulation

option allows it. Type operations may invoke any non-protected operations of other types. Hence the type
operation is not restricted to acting on occurrences of a single type, but that type should be the main focus of
the operation.

• Action block synthesis will automatically classify create and list blocks as type operations.

For type operations in action blocks:

• Each action diagram may update, delete, or simply read this occurrence.
• Each action diagram may also read or update other occurrences of the same or different entity types.
• If a procedure step is defined as a Type Operation, it must contain a view of its owning entity type (not a

subtype or supertype).

Use
Any operation that contains a view of a type can be validly defined as a type operation of that type; thus, it is the
default.
Procedure steps that contain commands are classified as operation packages.
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Operation Package
An operation package is a procedure step that represents a packaging together of several operations.
Procedure steps may offer several discrete units of functionality, and the consumer uses an input command to
distinguish which piece of functionality is to be executed. Each command, then, effectively represents a separate
operation within the procedure step.
If you select the Operation Package option, a procedure step performs several different functions that are invoked
at run-time using different command values. For example, the procedure step might have a CASE OF COMMAND
structure with ADD, DROP, CHANGE, and DISPLAY commands, which all perform separate functions.
Rules

• The classification "operation package" is only available for procedure step operations (also known as
transaction operations).

• A procedure step that has no input commands may not be classified as an operation package, but a step with
input commands need not be classified as an operation package.

For the operation package:

• Each procedure step may update, delete, or simply read this occurrence.
• Each procedure step may also read or update other occurrences of the same or different entity types.
• The primary identifier of the owning entity type must appear within the import views of the procedure step.
• An elementary process cannot be defined as an operation package.

Use
On the Data Model Browser, the operations within an operation package are listed by command name, so the
user can see all the operations of the package. The commands are only displayed for operations classified as
operation packages.

Execute Statement Number
The Execute Statement Number option determines whether COBOL code is generated with action diagram
statement numbers.
The statement number can be useful when debugging a generated application. When the option is selected, the
last statement number will be shown when an abend occurs during processing.
Once testing is complete, clear the selection of this option and regenerate the action block or procedure step. This
will cause the load module to be generated without the extra code required to execute the statement numbers.
If an abend occurs when the option is not selected, the abend message displays a null value for the last statement
number.

High Performance View Passing
This option makes it possible to efficiently pass data between action blocks. The High Performance View Passing
feature is available for process action diagrams and action blocks. The feature is not available for derived
algorithm action blocks and procedure action diagrams.
Selecting this feature enables the action block to be called as externals by another model.
High Performance View Passing is the default value for action blocks and process action blocks created using
COOL:Gen version 3.0 and higher.
The High Performance View Passing option can be selected for process action diagrams and action blocks
created before COOL:Gen3.0. After selecting this option, it is necessary to regenerate the action block and all of
the action blocks, process action diagrams, and procedure action diagrams that USE the selected action block.
If you are using Component Based Development methods, keep the High Performance View Passing checkbox
selected. This is required to pass the whole globdata structure to the component call. If you do not select the
option, only a pointer to the substructure containing just the ENVIRONMENTDATA is passed. This prevents the
component from successfully interacting with the database.

NOTE
It is recommended that you NOT change the globdata contents by an external action block.
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Generate MISSING flags in code
This option determines whether internal flags are generated for views that are passed to an external action block.
Views contain flags that are used internally by Gen. This option lets you disable the generation of these flags for
external action blocks only. By not generating these flags, you eliminate passing unnecessary data in views and
reduce system overhead.

Description
Description provides a multi-line field in which to clearly and concisely document the purpose of the action
diagram.

Properties for a Procedure Step
This article provides information for Properties for a Procedure Step. A procedure step is a subdivision of a procedure that
performs a discrete and definable amount of processing necessary to complete the procedure.

To detail a procedure step, specify:

• With Display (for online only) or No Display (online or batch)
• The procedure name
• A description of the procedure step

Procedure steps may be needed if:

• The contents of the single-step views of a procedure are too large to fit on a single screen.
• Implementing the procedure in one procedure step is awkward and may lead to user confusion.

Properties for List Occurrence Radio Button and Drop Down List

Properties specifies a prompt for a selected permitted value. The prompt is the text that appears in the Displayed As
column of the selection list. The prompt is what a user sees in a list occurrence drop list or as a list occurrence radio
button.

Properties for List Properties

Properties specifies the following for an attribute:

• A prompt
• Alignment for the prompt
• An edit pattern
• Alignment for the edit pattern
• Whether the attribute is a selection indicator for a list box

Properties in Clear Screen Input

To specify whether or not a screen is displayed before execution, select Properties.

Properties in Data Store List

Specifying properties is part of detailing a database, tablespace, table, indexspace, or storage group. The following table
lists changeable fields by object type.

Type Properties
Database Database, Storage Grp, Bufferpool, Owner, and Description
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Tablespace Name, Password, Close, Erase, Seg Size, Locksize, Bufferpool,
Storage GRP, VCAT, and Data Set information such as Primary
Qty, Secondary Qty, Units, Free Page, Percent Free, Volume
Serial, Add Volume, Del Volume, and Description

Table Database, Table Name, Owner, Synonym, Table Name, Edit Proc,
Valid Proc, and Description

Indexspace Name, Password, Close, Erase, Subpages, Bufferpool, Storage
Grp, VCAT, and Data Set information such as Primary Qty,
Secondary Qty, Qty Units, Free Page, Percent Free, Volume
Serial, Add Volume, Del Volume, and Description

Storage Group Storage Group, VCAT, Password, Auth_ID, DASD Volume ID, Add
Volume, Del Volume, and Description

Properties in Data Structure List

Properties changes the selected table, column, foreign key, index and constraint. The first column in the table lists the
type of objects. The second column lists the properties you can specify for that object.

Type Properties
Table Table Name, Owner, Synonym, Table Name, Edit Proc, Valid Proc,

Description
Column Column Name, Format, Optionality, Columnproc, Parms,

Description
Foreign Key Column Name, Format, Optionality, Columnproc, Parms,

Description
Constraint Constraint Name, Referential Integrity Option, Source Foreign

Key, Columns, Description
Index Index, Unique, Cluster, Primary, Description

Properties in Dialog Design

The properties defined using this action vary depending on the object selected when this action is taken. The options are:

• Procedure Properties
• Procedure Step Properties
• Dialog Flow Properties
• Exit State Properties

Properties in Dialog Flow Browser

Select to go to the Properties dialog that allows you to add, change, or view the properties on the object selected in the
import or export view list boxes. The object selected when you choose Properties determines the exact dialog you will go
to.

Properties in Environment
Properties specify the environment parameters for a business system. The parameters for a business system define the
production environment in which the application executes.

These parameters are saved as part of the business system for a model.
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Properties in Flow Maintenance
This article provides information for Properties in Flow Maintenance. To modify the definitions of any Dialog Flow Diagram
objects, select Properties.

You can change the:

• Flow type
• Exit state properties
• Display first or Execute first properties

Properties in Generation

Properties specifies characteristics of a selected object. In many cases, some or all of the characteristics are specified
when the object is first added (created). After adding an object, you can change the characteristics with the Properties
action.

Properties in Matrices

Properties displays specific information about the selected item. The objects on each axis have properties and cells within
a matrix have properties. To alter the definition of an object on a matrix, select Properties.

Properties in Navigation Diagram

When you select an object in any of the panes of the Navigation Diagram and then select Properties from the Detail menu,
Gen displays the appropriate dialog box for that object.

More help on each of these dialog boxes is available within that dialog box.

Properties in Organizational Hierarchy

The Organizational Unit dialog identifies the organization, its manager, the manager's title, and the organization's mission
statement. The dialog displays properties specific to the item selected.

Properties in Scoped Type Model Diagram

This dialog box is used to define the properties of an item in the Model Diagram, such as an entity type/subtype,
relationship, and so on. The dialog displays properties specific to the item selected.

Properties in Screen Design
This article provides information for Properties in Screen Design. Specify the following properties for field, special field,
and literal properties.

The following field and special field properties:

• Import and Export View (only on fields)
• Prompt
• Field Display Length
• Decimals
• Edit Pattern
• Help ID
• Hidden Field
• Video Properties

The following literal properties:
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• Text
• Contents
• Video Properties

Properties of an Object
This article provides information for Properties of an Object.

Properties specify different characteristics about objects in the data model. After adding an object, You can change its
characteristics using the Properties action.

Properties Push Button

This push button changes an existing command name. The New Name must be no more than 8 characters long.

Properties Report Type Option

The Properties report contains the following information on either all windows defined in the business system or open
windows only:

• Business System, Procedure and Procedure Step
• Window type (window or dialog box)
• Window title
• General properties including initial position, modality, background, style, icon filename, and dialect.
• Windows controls including hidden fields, literals, push buttons, and so forth.

The selections you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" will show for that option.

Property in Menu Design Dialog

This push button displays a properties dialog for the selected object in the list. The dialog displayed depends on which
object is selected.

The following list shows, in the left column, the object selected and, in the right column, the dialog displayed.

Main Menu Bar Menu Video Properties
First-level menu items (menu bar items) Sub Menu Item Properties
Subordinate-level menu items Menu Item Properties

NOTE
An alternate method to display the various properties dialog is to double-click on the object in the list. For
example, double-clicking on Main Menu Bar displays the Menu Video Properties dialog.

Protected

This checkbox specifies a field as protected based on conditions in the MAKE statement. A protected field does not allow
character input. When a multi-line entry field is protected, scrolling is not allowed.

Although protected fields often are used for errors, a field can be protected for whatever reason is required for your
application. The condition does not have to be an error.

The other characteristics of the field, color, intensity, and so forth, apply to the protected field.
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Protecting list box fields in the MAKE statement results in various protection levels for the list box. The following scenarios
do not apply to drop down and enterable lists.

Scenario 1 - Protecting a list box field that is not the selection indicator:

• The row is selectable and can be displayed in a list occurrence dialog.
• Protected fields are displayed in a list occurrence dialog as disabled.
• A click event associated to the field is suppressed.
• A click event associated to the row is processed.

Scenario 2 - Protecting at least one row's selection indicator:

• Prevents the row from being selected via mouse click or spacebar.
• Any Click event associated with the row or any field of that row is suppressed.
• If the row is already selected before protection is applied, unselecting the row (removing the highlight) does not

automatically occur when a selection indicator is "MAKE…PROTECTed”. PAD activity will need to change the selection
state.

• In a single selection list box or an extended selection list box with behavior of single selection (meaning a range is not
being selected nor is the list box in keyboard disjoint selection mode, shift key + F8).
Because only one row can be selected at any time in single selection, you cannot select another row via mouse click or
up/down arrow keys until selection of the protected row is removed.

• Tabbing into a list box
• In a single selection list box:

If a row is selected, the focus is placed on the selected row (whether the selection indicator is protected or not).
If nothing is selected, the focus is placed on the next unprotected row.
If all selection indicators are disabled and nothing is selected, the focus goes to the next control.

• In an extended selection list box:
The focus is placed on the last selected row (whether the selection indicator is protected or not).
If nothing is selected, the focus is placed on the next unprotected row.
If all selection indicators are disabled and nothing is selected, the focus is placed on the last row whose selection
indicator was protected.

• Selecting a range in an extended selection list box:
• Using the shift key + up/down arrow keys: If the row about to be selected/unselected is protected, the selection state

will not change.
• Using the shift key + mouse:

If any of the rows in the new range with the exception of the anchor (the row the range starts with) have a protected
selection indicator, the user cannot make the selection.
If any rows with a protected selection indicator are currently selected and are not going to be in the new range, the
user cannot make the selection.

• You hear a “beep” when an attempt is made to select/unselect a row with a protected selection indicator.
• Protecting all selection indicators of all rows disables selection of all rows, but allows the list box to continue to be

scrollable.

Scenario 3 - Protecting all "placed" (displayed) list box fields:

• The entire list box is disabled so that the list box rejects focus and is no longer scrollable.

EXAMPLES:

List box ONE:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Row 1- A_Field  B_Field  C_Field  D_Field(the selection indicator)

Row 2- A_Field  B_Field  C_Field  D_Field(the selection indicator)
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Row 3- A_Field  B_Field  C_Field  D_Field(the selection indicator)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Listbox TWO (no selection indicator specified):

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Row 1- A_Field  B_Field  C_Field  D_Field

Row 2- A_Field  B_Field  C_Field  D_Field

Row 3- A_Field  B_Field  C_Field  D_Field

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For Scenario 2 above, if you want Row 2 protected, the PAD should be similar to:

FOR SUBSCRIPT of Listbox ONE FROM 1 TO MAX OF Listbox ONE

{

 IF D_Field = *  Then MAKE D_Field PROTECTED

}

OR,

FOR SUBSCRIPT of Listbox TWO FROM 1 TO MAX OF Listbox TWO

{

 IF SUBSCRIPT = 2 Then MAKE A_Field PROTECTED

     MAKE B_Field PROTECTED

     MAKE C_Field PROTECTED

     MAKE D_Field PROTECTED

}

If the user wanted all rows protected through the selection indicators:

FOR SUBSCRIPT of Listbox ONE FROM 1 TO MAX OF Listbox ONE

{

 MAKE D_Field PROTECTED

}

For Scenario 3, if the user wanted the entire listbox protected, the PAD should be similar to:

FOR SUBSCRIPT of Listbox TWO FROM 1 TO MAX OF Listbox TWO

{

 MAKE A_Field PROTECTED

 MAKE B_Field PROTECTED

 MAKE C_Field PROTECTED

 MAKE D_Field PROTECTED

}
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Protected (attribute) Check Box
This checkbox designates the attribute as being protected. Protected attributes are only visible to the implementations of
the owning entity type.

Attributes are protected so they can be altered, removed, or added to the implementation of an entity type without
impacting the rest of the application. Ideally, encapsulated and restricted entity types protect all their non-derived (basic,
designed, or auto number) attributes except for the primary identifier, since it enables consumers to have a "handle" on an
occurrence of the entity type. This is a default that is provided by Gen.

Rules

Protected attributes may not be used as a field in a screen or window design. They also may not be used in an entity view
unless it is:

• An entity action or local view being defined in an operation of the type that owns the attribute (or in an operation of a
subtype or supertype of the type that owns the attribute)

• An import or export view being defined for a protected operation of the type that owns the attribute (or for a protected
operation of a subtype or supertype of the type that owns the attribute)

Derived attributes may be protected.

Use

Protect all non-derived attributes of restricted or encapsulated entity types (except for the primary identifier). This should
enable the implementation of the entity type to be changed without impacting the consumers of the entity type.

It is recommended that the primary identifier is a single-attribute identifier that remains unknown to end users.

Where the project is confident that a particular attribute is stable and unlikely to be dropped or altered in any way, the
attribute may be unprotected to simplify action diagramming. If the storage of the attribute is changed in the future, the
developer may alter the attribute to be derived then and introduce one or more new persistent attributes to store the
values.

Protected derived attributes may be used for attributes that are used in intermediate calculations, where there is no
requirement to reveal the value to consumers.

Protection Checking Error

You cannot complete this action because the activity hierarchy diagram was already completed or because of Consistency
Check errors.

Protection Prevented Deletion of Work Set

This error means that the work set or it views are protected and could not be deleted during the work set promotion. The
work set promotion completed, but the action diagram will contain more views than you need. Delete the unwanted views
with the Action Diagram Tool.

To prevent this error, ensure that you have deletion authority on a work set and its views when you check out a subset.
Deletion authority will keep the work set and its views from being protected.

Proxy Code Generation Dialog
This article provides information for Proxy Code Generation Dialog. This dialog contains the options for generating proxy
code. The following are the fields in the dialog.

Dialog fields:

Component Type
Proxies are generated from a component-based concept. The proxy code generation procedure examines each
model to determine that the model is CBD-compliant and sets the selection appropriately.
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This field has the following options:
Server Load Module

Specifies that you want to generate a proxy for each server manager rather than by component. Each
server manager is listed as if it was a component. This selection can be used for any model that defines
the server managers. The model does not need to be CBD-compliant in this type.

CBD96
Specifies that you want to generate proxy for the CBD96 compliant model. The root subject area is listed
as the component in the CBD96 compliant model.

Component
Specifies that you want to generate proxy for CBD-compliant model. Component Specification Types are
listed as components in the CBD-compliant model

Custom Proxies
Specifies that you want to generate Custom Proxies based server manager. In this selection, Custom
Proxies defined in Gen Studio are listed as components.

Component list
Displays components that are specified on the status of the Component Type selection list. When expanded
completely, the list displays components, interfaces, and methods.
Each component that is displayed may be selected, remove the selection, and expanded (if applicable). A
component may be selected and then individually expanded to show interfaces which belong to the component.
These interfaces can then be individually expanded to show methods which belong to the interface.

Operating System
Specifies the operating system for which the generated proxy code is targeted.

Target Proxy Type
Specifies the type of proxy that is generated. Other settings in the Proxy Code Generation dialog may change to
reflect the settings applicable for the current proxy type.

Type of Installation
Specifies the location of the installation for which the code is generated. The options for this field are Remote and
Local.

Asynchronous
Specifies generating the additional code to support the asynchronous communication with the server manager.

XML
Specifies generation the additional code to support that XML is used as an input.

Automatically generate missing UUIDs
UUIDs are only used during ActiveX/COM proxy generation.
If this option is selected, any missing UUIDs in a component, interface, or method are automatically generated.
If there are missing UUIDs and this option is not selected, errors are displayed during generation.
To remove the errors, you can perform either of the following actions:

• Select this option to generate the UUIDs automatically.
• You can type the UUIDs in the Properties dialog by clicking the Properties button.

Use Classic Style API for Java Proxy
Specifies that classic Java must be used for Java proxies. This option is not enabled if the Component Type is
Custom Proxies.

Install after generation
Invokes the build tool automatically to install the generated code. This option is not applicable during C proxy
generation.
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Expand
Displays any hidden objects that are subordinate to a selected object. The hidden objects are expanded into view
one level at a time. To expand a component, select only one component and click the Expand button to show the
associated interfaces. To expand an interface, select only one interface and click the Expand button to show the
associated methods.

Contract
Hides any objects that are subordinate to a selected object. The objects are contracted into a view one level at a
time.

Select All
Selects all currently displayed (expanded) items in the list.

Deselect All
Removes the selection of all the items in the list.

Properties
Invokes the component, interface, or method property dialog for the selected object.
The component property dialog displays the values for its Typelib UUID, CoClass UUID, and Client Typelib UUID.
The interface property dialog displays the value for its Interface UUID.
The method property dialog displays the values for its client CoClass UUID and Client Interface UUID.
You can select only one object at a time.

Generate
Generates the proxy after all the settings in the Proxy Code Generation Dialog are specified.

Cancel
Exits the dialog without saving any changes.

PSB Name

PSB Name specifies the name of the IMS Program Specification Block (PSB). A PSB name is required for DB2 Attach
types DLIBATCH or IMS BMP. The PSB Name field is inactive unless DB2 Attach is set to DLIBATCH or IMS BMP.

The following restrictions apply to the name:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be an alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than 8 characters.

Pseudoconversational Support (CICS)

This check box specifies whether a CICS application prevents a user from being able to clear the screen. If Pseudo-
conversational Support is specified, the Clear, PA1, PA2, and PA3 keys do nothing except refresh the screen. Users
are able to execute only the procedure steps defined on the Dialog Flow Diagram or transactions called through the
NEXTTRAN command.

This check box is always active although it applies only to a TP monitor of CICS. If you are testing your application with
a TP monitor other than CICS, you can still select this check box. This allows you later to install the load modules of the
business system to CICS without having to regenerate them for pseudo-conversational support.

Concepts

All Gen-generated transactions are pseudo-conversational in that they do not remain in memory or wait for a response
from the terminal. However, if you specify pseudo-conversational support, the generated application behaves differently in
two ways:
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• When a transaction ends, the command used to return to CICS is changed from EXEC CICS RETURN END-EXEC to
EXEC CICS RETURN TRANSID (transaction code) END-EXEC. This change forces a return to the transaction to allow
it to intercept the CLEAR, PA1, PA2, and PA3 keys.

• The Clear, PA1, PA2, and PA3 keys are trapped. If any of these keys are pressed, the screen is refreshed. The
application behaves as if the user had typed the transaction code from a clear screen, followed by the Restart
command.

Because the users cannot access a clear screen, they have no way to log off of the application. The Gen software does
not generate a log-off routine, but you can create your own. The following is one way to provide a log-off method:

• Use the NEXTTRAN statement to flow to a non-Gen procedure.
• Write a non-Gen procedure to log off of the application. The procedure should contain a command such as EXEC

CICS ISSUE DISCONNECT END-EXEC.
• Set up a separate Gen procedure to do the NEXTTRAN. This allows you to autoflow from other procedures without

modifying the procedure action diagram.

For greater flexibility, you may prefer not to use pseudo-conversational support while testing an application.

Pseudo-conversational support is appropriate when you do not want users to clear the screen and enter another
transaction code. This option ties users to the application (often referred to as a dedicated-terminal type application).

Push Button Functions for Increment Subset Dialog Box

The pushbuttons on the Increment Subset dialog are as follows:

Push button Description
Update Sends your list of selected scoping objects, whose status now

displays as Added, to the Encyclopedia for updating of your
subset’s definition. This Push Button is enabled if any scoping
objects are selected. If not, the button is grayed out.

Details Displays the Checkout Status Detail dialog box for viewing of the
current information about the selected object. This Push Button is
enabled for all scoping objects.

Close Closes the Increment Subset dialog box and returns to the Model
Window.

Help Provides information on the Increment Subset dialog box and the
procedures associated with it.

Push Button Properties Dialog
This article provides information for Push Button Properties Dialog. The Push Button Properties dialog specifies the
characteristics of a push button.

A push button can:

• Perform a special action of OK, CANCEL, HELP (displays the description for the push button), HELP for HELP
(displays Microsoft help), Keys HELP (displays the main content page), Extended HELP (displays the description of
the window), HELP Index (displays the main content page), Tile, Cascade, Save, Save As, LOAD, and INSERT. The
purpose of each option is described in the dropdown list.

• Cause a non-primary dialog box to display (initiate a dialog box)
• Execute the procedure action diagram logic for the procedure step
• Execute a Click event associated with the menu item
• Cause an autoflow by invoking a command associated with an autoflow
• Serve as a hypertext link
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Gen enables you to assign commands to push buttons and menu items through Properties. When an event (such as a
click event) is added to the control:

• The text on the properties window changes from "Command Causes an Autoflow" to "Executes a Click Event"
• "Special Action" is inactivated
• "Initiates the Dialog Box" is inactivated
• The command still displays as active, but the events command takes precedence

Although the command is selectable, the autoflow is NOT executed. When an event is associated, the event is always
executed.

Applications can be designed to disable a control from an Action Diagram. To support this capability, a Disable command
must be associated to the control (using the Disabled command under GUI Statements -- NOT Detail/Disabled By).

You can add push buttons to windows or dialog boxes. You also can populate a toolbar with push buttons. (Only windows
can have toolbars.) You can define push buttons with either text or bitmaps.

You can designate a default push button for push buttons that do not reside on a toolbar. Only one push button can be
designated as the default push button for a window or dialog box. If the checkbox for the Default Push Button is disabled,
a push button is already designated as the default (or the push button resides on a toolbar).

Accelerator keys let you tie an action of a push button to a key or a combination of keys. The accelerator keys available
are Control (Ctrl), Alternate (Alt), and Shift . You can combine Ctrl and Alt with a letter, number, or function key. The Shift
check box may be selected only when a function key is selected from the key drop-down or when either the Ctrl and/or Alt
check boxes are selected. The F1 key is reserved for invoking context-sensitive help.

Design Guidelines

• Push buttons are placed horizontally in the lower part of a dialog box, however they may be placed vertically at the
right side of the dialog box.

• It is recommended that push buttons arranged horizontally be the same height, and push buttons arranged vertically
be the same width.

• When several push buttons are in one dialog box, a bold border identifies the default push button. As users select
different push buttons, the bold border moves with the cursor.

• The bold border should appear on the action that lets users respond positively to the dialog, for example, on the OK
action. It is recommended that destructive actions, such as cancel or delete, are not supported as the default.

• Ellipsis(...) are used in push buttons when the action associated with the push button results in another dialog box. Do
not leave a space between the ellipsis and the associated action.

Standard Push Buttons in Dialogs

Standard push button names and definitions for dialogs provide users the ability to easily transition from application to
application. These may include:

Push button Purpose
"Action" A push button that allows the action described on it to be

performed. The action should be obvious, such as Print. When
only one Action push button is used in a set of dialogs, the dialog
box is closed when users choose that push button.

OK A push button that is not an active verb but is commonly used
in commuter software that results in the application accepting
changed information in the dialog box. When OK is selected, the
dialog box closes.
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Apply A push button that causes the application to accept changes in
the dialog box, but the dialog box remains open after the changes
have been accepted. This allows users to continue to make
changes in the properties without having to reselect and open the
dialog box.

Reset A push button that cancels any user changes that have not been
incorporated into the application. It deletes all changes to fields
and sets them to their original values which are then displayed.
Users can make new changes without having to reopen the dialog
box.

Cancel A push button that closes the dialog box without performing any
changes that are made by users that have not been saved. The
Cancel push button does not affect changes that have already
been saved.
Note: On the Windows platform, Edit Pattern Validation is
performed before Cancel. If a Permitted Value error occurs, the
Cancel does not work.

Help A push button that provides help information at the point where the
cursor is set.

Order of Push Buttons for Dialog Boxes

Application-specific push buttons are positioned first. These include OK, Apply, and Reset. Cancel and Help follow.

Help for Fields

Button Area fields

• Text field
• Mnemonic Key field
• Name field
• Is the Default Push Button checkbox
• Display as Hypertext Link
• Cmds push button

Accelerator Area fields

• Ctrl checkbox
• Alt checkbox
• Shift checkbox
• Key drop down box

Button Action Area fields

• Special Action radio button
• Special Action drop-down box
• Initiates the Dialog Box radio button
• Initiates the Dialog Box drop-down box
• Executes the Procedure Step radio button

Bitmap Area fields

• Bitmap drop down box
• Number of Pictures field
• Adjust Button to Bitmap size checkbox
• HTML Extension field
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Help for Push Buttons

Push Button Description
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the window.
Bitmaps Displays the Bitmap Management dialog from Properties, which

lets you preview installed bitmaps and select one to return to the
initiating Properties dialog.
Using this route to bitmap selection is an alternative to bitmap
selection, without the benefit of preview, from the Bitmap drop-
down list.
You can also select this push button to maintain bitmaps for use
during window design within the Navigation Diagram tool.

Events Displays the Event Processing dialog on which you can define
an event, event action, and command to associate with the menu
item.

Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays this help topic.

Put Cursor Here

This checkbox specifies the field on which the cursor is placed based on conditions in the MAKE statement. The condition
does not have to be an error. You can position the cursor to a field for whatever reason is required for your application.

The other characteristics of the field, color, intensity, and so forth, apply to the field where the cursor is positioned.

Qualifier

The items in the Qualifier selection list let you qualify the READ and READ EACH actions in the PAD.

NOTE
The selection criteria for a READ or READ EACH statement is specified in terms of attributes, relationships, and
combinations thereof.

These options are discussed in more detail on the READ and READ EACH help panels.

The following statements exemplify how qualifiers are used in the PAD.

--

+- READ EACH product

| WHERE DESIRED product code IS EQUAL TO "GA"

--

--

+- READ EACH product

| TARGETING group_export FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| WHERE code IS EQUAL TO "GA"

--

--

+- READ EACH customer

| order

| TARGETING out_group FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| SORTED BY ASCENDING customer number

| WHERE DESIRED order contains

| CURRENT order_line
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| AND (DESIRED order status IS EQUAL TO "Q"

| OR DESIRED order status IS EQUAL TO "T"

| OR DESIRED order status IS EQUAL TO "N")

| MOVE order to output order

| MOVE customer TO output customer

--

Qualify Push Button

This push button lets you qualify the data in the statement being created and specify certain qualifiers. The Qualify push
button is active after selecting a view when creating the following action statements:

• FOR EACH
• READ
• READ EACH
• SUMMARIZE
• SUMMARIZE EACH
• REPEAT UNTIL
• WHILE

 

 

Qualify Tables and Indexes with Owner ID

This check box specifies whether or not the Generation Tool prefixes the owner ID to the table and index names in the
generated DDL. For example, a Gen-generated SQL statement CREATE TABLE "DEPT1"."CUSTOMER" shows that an
owner ID of DEPT1 is prefixed to a table named CUSTOMER.

The owner ID is specified in the Technical Design defaults dialogs, selectable from the Design pull-down. If you change
any of the Technical Design defaults, you must transform or retransform the model. Otherwise, the Generation Tool does
not recognize the changed defaults.

If a table contains an owner ID (is qualified), the ID owns the table and has all privileges on it. Otherwise, the authorization
ID of the SQL statement owns the table. You may have difficulty installing DDL qualified with the owner ID unless the ID of
the person installing it is the same as the ID found in the DDL.

This default affects these generate actions:

• DDL, All
• DDL, All and Install
• DDL, Selected

 

 

Queue Manager Name

This is the local Queue Manager name. By default, the name is a null string; this causes both the client and server to
connect to the default Queue Manager.

You can change the specified name by entering your own value in the field. Once you have changed the default, you can
return the field to <DEFAULT> by blanking out the field, exiting, and then returning.
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Queue Name

This is the local Queue name. The client uses this queue as its Put queue for requests. The MQSeries server uses this
queue as its Get queue to retrieve requests.

The field defaults to the server load module name.

You can change the specified name by entering your own value in the field.

Radio Button

Radio Button implements the selected attribute as a list occurrence radio button. An attribute must have permitted values
to be implemented as a list occurrence radio button.

Radio Button and Drop Down List Properties Dialog

This dialog lists the permitted values for an attribute. You can implement the values as radio buttons or items in a drop
down list.

You can detail Individual Radio Buttons by double-clicking on them. You can detail the properties of a Radio Button Group
using any of the following two ways:

1. Right-click inside the Radio Button Group. Select Detail, Properties.
2. Double-click on the border edge of the Radio Button Group.

You can select all of the permitted values or specific ones to include as radio buttons or in the drop down list. The All push
button marks all values with an asterisk (*), which indicates that the marked values are to be included as radio buttons or
in the drop down list.

The following conditions enable the push buttons on this dialog.

Push button Enabled by
Include For radio buttons, selecting a value in the selection list that has

not been placed. For items in a drop down list, selecting any value
in the list.

Remove For radio buttons, selecting a value in the selection list that has
not been placed. For items in a drop down list, selecting any value
in the list.

Properties Selecting any value in the selection list.
Move For radio buttons, selecting any value in the selection list that has

not been placed. (Once one or more values are placed, Move is
disabled for radio buttons.) For items in a drop down list, selecting
any value in the list.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Design Guidelines for Radio Buttons

• Radio button fields should be arranged in the order users want to complete them, if such an order exists.
• Radio buttons should be aligned when possible. A group box surrounding radio buttons can be extended to the right so

it can align with other group boxes.
• Capitalize only the first letter of a choice unless it contains an acronym, abbreviation, or proper noun that is normally

capitalized. In that case, follow accepted capitalization rules.

Design Guidelines for Drop-down Lists

Use a drop-down list in place of a list box when space is limited or when the default choice is used most of the time.
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Preselected Choices

Use preselected or default choices where appropriate to help users complete dialogs more quickly. When selected,
preselected choices allow users to proceed immediately to the next field.

RadioButton Caption Property
This article provides information for RadioButton Caption Property.

Usage Caption (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the string that is used as the title on the

RadioButton.
Arguments String that is to be the new title for the RadioButton. If querying for

the caption of the radiobutton, no input is specified.
Return Value This property returns a string containing the current caption of the

button.

RadioButton Click Method
This article provides information for RadioButton Click Method.

Usage Click ()
Description Works as if a user clicked a button.
Arguments None
Return Value None
Notes This method fires a changed event, if one is defined for the

RadioButtonGroup.

RadioButtonGroup Caption Property
This article provides information for RadioButtonGroup Caption Property.

Usage Caption (String)
Description Sets or retrieves the string that is used to title the Group Box

around the Radiobutton Group.
Arguments String that is to be the new title of the Group Box around the

RadioButtons. If querying for the caption of the RadioButton
Group, no input is specified.

Return Value This property returns a string containing the current caption of the
button.

RadioButtonGroup Interface Object
This article provides information for RadioButtonGroup Interface Object.

Methods Properties
RadioButtons Application
Redraw BackgroundColor
Get GroupBox Method Caption
Hide RadioButtonGroup Method Enabled

Focus Property
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FontSize
FontStyle
FontType
ForegroundColor
Handle
Height
Left
Name
ObjectType
Parent
Top
Value
Width

RadioButtonGroup Method
This article provides information for RadioButtonGroup Method.

Usage RadioButtonGroup (String)
Description Retrieves the radio button group object of the name input.
Arguments String that is the name of the RadioButtonGroup object to retrieve.
Return Value This method returns a GUI object for the given name. If the object

is not found, or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.

RadioButtonGroup RadioButtons Method
This article provides information for RadioButtonGroup RadioButtons Method.

Usage RadioButtons ()
Description Returns a list of the RadioButtons in this group
Arguments None
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the GUI objects of that type in the group.

RadioButtonGroups Method
This article provides information for RadioButtonGroups Method.

Usage RadioButtonGroups ()
Description Retrieves the collection of radio button groups on the window.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero.
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RadioButtonGroup Value Property
This article provides information for RadioButtonGroup Value Property.

Usage Value (Variant)
Description Sets or retrieves the permitted value of the view of the radio button

group.
Arguments Variant that is to be the new value of the RadioButtonGroup.
Return Value This property returns a variant value that is the current value of

the RadioButtonGroup.

RadioButton Interface Object
This article provides information for RadioButton Interface Object.

Methods Properties
Click Application
Redraw BackgroundColor

Caption
Enabled
Focus
FontSize
FontStyle
FontTypeName
ForegroundColor
Handle
Height
Left
ObjectType
Parent
Top
Value
Visible
Width

RadioButton Value Property
This article provides information for RadioButton Value Property.

Usage Value ()
Description Retrieves the status of the radio button. Returns
Arguments None.
Return Value This property returns a string that indicates whether the

radiobutton is set. A value of "True" means that the button is set.
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Rapid Test from Navigation Diagram

Select this menu item to initiate the Gen Rapid Test facility. More help on rapid testing is available from within the Rapid
Test windows and dialog boxes.

READ

Adding a READ entity action is part of creating entity actions in the action diagram and consists of three basic activities:

• Add READ action
• Specify selection conditions
• Add READ exception logic

The READ entity action retrieves a single occurrence of one or more entity types that satisfy the selection criteria that you
specify. It makes one or more entity occurrences available for further action.

The format of the READ action statement is:

READ entity-view-list

[WHERE selection-condition]

[WHEN successful

action-statement-list-1]

[WHEN not found

action=statement-list-2]

The first line indicates the READ action and the entity action view(s) being read. The second line indicates the selection
criteria for the READ. The remaining lines indicate the two types of exception statements used in the READ and statement
lists specifying actions to take if the exception occurs.

NOTE

1. If an exception statement is deleted from an entity action statement, the condition can be added back to
the statement by selecting Exception from the list of statements. Highlight the last line in the entity action
statement. Then, select Edit, Add Statement, and Exception.

2. In the WHERE clause of the READ statement, views that are nullable may be tested for NULL or NOT NULL.
Such views may also be tested for equivalence through the use of the relational operators IS EQUIVALENT
TO or IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO. For more information, see Null Properties.

Add READ Action

Adding the READ action itself is the first step in building READ action statements. You can read one or more entities with
one READ action. Specifying multiple entries (or entity action views) in the entity-view-list of the READ statement has two
benefits:

• It reduces the amount of text in the action diagram.
• It improves the efficiency of the generated program by reducing the number of accesses to the database management

system (DBMS). It decreases the number of SQL statements.

A READ statement which reads multiple views should always contain a WHERE clause that connects the views in the
READ list (relationship or attribute comparison). For example, if a relationship between PART and ORDER LINE were
optional from ORDER LINE, it would not be advisable to place both entity views on the READ list unless you did not want
to see those ORDER LINES that had no pairing to PART.

Specify Selection Conditions

A selection condition is any expression that can be judged true or false. Specifying selection conditions for a READ entity
action is part of adding the READ entity action to the action diagram and consists of three activities or combinations
thereof:
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• Specify attribute conditions
• Specify relationship conditions
• Specify system conditions

The first two activities also pertain to the READ EACH repeating action. Select the activity about which you want more
information and the help is displayed.

When you specify a combination of attributes and relationships as selection criteria for a READ entity action, specify the
attributes first.

The format for READ selection conditions and their placement in the READ statement follows.

READ entity-view-list

WHERE ( attribute-condition-1 ) AND ( attribute-condition-2 )

relationship-condition-1 OR relationship-condition-2...

system-condition-1 system-condition-2

[WHEN successful

action-statement-list-1]

[WHEN not found

action-statement-list-2]

The selection conditions that qualify the READ action appear after the WHERE clause. You can combine and join them
with ANDs, ORs, and parentheses. They test attribute values and test for the existence of a pairing.

You qualify each entity action view being read by at least one selection condition somewhere in the READ statement.
Otherwise, all occurrences will be read. Your READ statement can be very simple or very complex. Although the more
complex statements are constructed to yield an easily read natural language statement, because they are more complex,
they may be more difficult to understand. However, the sentences are easy to build because only valid choices are
presented as the READ statement is constructed.

Add READ Exception Logic

Exception logic defines the actions to take if a logical exception to an entity action occurs. You can add two exception
conditions to a READ action:

• WHEN successful
• WHEN not found

The first exception condition (WHEN successful) is used to specify actions to take after a successful READ. The second
exception condition (WHEN not found) allows you to specify actions to take if an entity occurrence that meets the
selection criteria is not found. (This is also true for a combination of entity occurrences for each view in the READ list.)

Below is an example of nested action statements following exception conditions in a READ statement. This statement
contains multiple READs with multiple exception conditions.

 --READ requested product

| WHERE DESIRED requested product ordered_on CURRENT

| requested_customer order_line

+- WHEN successful

|  --READ requested finished_goods_stock

| | WHERE DESIRED requested finished_goods_stock location

| | IS EQUAL TO "J13"

| | AND DESIRED requested finished_goods_stock quantity for

| | CURRENT requested product IS EQUAL TO 100

| +- WHEN successful

| | -- IF requested finished_goods_stock_level IS GREATER OR
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| | | EQUAL TO requested customer_order_line quantity

| | |  -- UPDATE requested finished_goods_stock

| | | | SET level TO requested finished_goods_stock_level-

| | | | requested customer_order_line quantity

| | |  --

| | +- ELSE

| | |  -- UPDATE requested customer_order_line

| | | | SET status_code TO "BO"

| | |  --

| | | SET local customer_order status_code TO "BO"

| |  --

| +- WHEN not found

| | NOTE STOCK DOES NOT EXIST

| --

+- WHEN not found

| NOTE PRODUCT DOES NOT EXIST

 --

The exception logic is not automatically added to the entity action group. If actions are to be taken when an exception
occurs, you must add the exception action to the entity action group.

Exception Statement Examples

This example shows a READ statement as it was first created. The exception statements WHEN successful and WHEN
not found are created automatically.

 --READ required supplier

| WITH code EQUAL TO input supplier_code

+- WHEN successful

+- WHEN not found

 ---

This example shows the same READ statement with the exception statements deleted.

 --READ required supplier

| WITH code EQUAL TO input supplier_code

 ---

This example shows the READ statement with the exception statements re-created using the EXCEPTION statement.

 --READ required supplier

| WITH code EQUAL TO input supplier_code

+- WHEN successful

+- WHEN not found

 ---

Downstream Effects

Reducing Database Access

Reducing the number of accesses to the database by specifying multiple entities on a READ statement takes advantage
of denormalization, or replication of data in multiple places, which is available in the DSL in design. For example, the data
model contains two entity types, PART and ORDER LINE. PART contains the identifying attribute, Part Number. In the
DSL, the relationship between PART and ORDER LINE is implemented by Part Number which becomes a foreign key.
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In the database, Part Number is implemented in the PART table as a primary key. It is implemented in the ORDER LINE
table as a foreign key. Part Number becomes a denormalized field and is stored redundantly.

Carried one step further, the action diagram contains a READ statement that READs both PART and ORDER LINE and
contains selection conditions relating PART to ORDER LINE. The resulting benefit occurs during Code Generation. The
Code Generation Tool verifies that all fields it requires from PART (in this example, Part Number) are actually stored in
ORDER LINE. It will not perform a join to the PART table. The tool will simply read Part Number out of the ORDER LINE
table, thereby accessing the database only one time. Without the advantages derived from denormalization and the ability
to read multiple views in a single READ statement, both PART and ORDER LINE would have appeared in separate READ
statements. A join of the two tables representing each entity type in the database would be necessary to collect data from
both.

Filtering Date Attributes on READ or READ EACH

If you intend to use a date field as a qualifier, you should be aware that some DBMSs insert a value of '01/01/0001' if you
do not populate the date attribute with a SET statement on the CREATE.

Subsequent filtering of a READ or READ EACH statement using the date as a qualifier can then return those occurrences
where the date attribute was not SET on the CREATE.

If you do not populate a date attribute with a SET statement on CREATE, the DBMS may insert a value of '01/01/0001'.
Subsequent use of the date attribute to filter a READ or READ EACH statement will not return these occurrences.

For example, suppose that you have entity type CUSTOMER with an identifying attribute "name" and optional attribute
"date_of_birth". You could use this statement to create an occurrence of CUSTOMER:

CREATE customer

SET name = 'Jones'

Another action diagram is used to remove all entries where customer is over 50 years old:

READ EACH customer WHERE date_of_birth < current_date - 50 YEARS

WHEN SUCCESSFUL

DELETE customer

This statement also selects (deletes) those entries with a default "date_of_birth" of '0001-01-01', which may not be what
you intended. A better method is:

SET local_date = '001-01-01'

READ EACH customer

WHERE date_of_birth LESS THAN current_date - 50 YEARS

AND date_of_birth NOT EQUAL TO local_date

WHEN SUCCESSFUL

DELETE customer

If you do not populate a date attribute with a SET statement on CREATE, the DBMS may insert a value of '01/01/0001'.
Subsequent use of the date attribute to filter a READ or READ EACH statement will not return these occurrences.

READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, SUMMARIZE EACH Properties
This article provides information for READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, SUMMARIZE EACH Properties. For help on
controls, select Help on the dialog tab.

For more information, see the following topics:
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• Tabbed dialog boxes in READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, and SUMMARIZE EACH Properties Diagram
• READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, SUMMARIZE EACH Properties - Oracle
• READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, SUMMARIZE EACH Properties Dialog - MS/SQL
• READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, SUMMARIZE EACH Properties Dialog - DB2

READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, SUMMARIZE EACH Properties Dialog - DB2

The DB2 tab on the READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, and SUMMARIZE EACH Properties dialog allows you to specify
the generation of a query number for DB2 for z/OS applications.

READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, SUMMARIZE EACH Properties Dialog - MS/SQL

The MS/SQL tab on the READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, and SUMMARIZE EACH Properties dialog allows you to
specify the Query Optimizer hints for the statement. The hints are copied into the SQL statement. All the hints will be
placed after the SQL statement.

If the entity action statement results in multiple SQL SELECT statements being generated, the hint will be included only
for the first statement.

Only Query hints are allowed. Other hints such as Table hints are not allowed.

READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, SUMMARIZE EACH Properties - Oracle

The Oracle tab on the READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, and SUMMARIZE EACH properties dialog allows you to
specify the Query Optimizer hints for the statement. The hints are copied as is into the SQL statement.

If the entity action statement results in multiple SQL SELECT statements being generated, the hint will be included only
for the first statement.

READ EACH
This article provides information for READ EACH. One iteration of a READ EACH occurs for each distinct combination of
entity occurrences that satisfies the selection criteria.

Adding READ EACH entity actions to the action diagram is made up of six subactivities:

• Add READ EACH entity action
• Specify desired group view
• Target group view
• Populate group view
• Specify order of READ, if any
• Specify any selection criteria
• Select the subactivity about which you want more information, and help displays.

An occurrence can be retrieved for more than one iteration if other views in the read list retrieve new occurrences.
Every view is populated for every iteration. If any view cannot be populated for a given combination of occurrences, the
combination is rejected (no iteration).

A READ EACH stops iterating when either of the following occurs:

• No more occurrences exist that match the selection criteria.
• A database exception occurs, regardless of whether any database exception statements exist for that READ EACH

statement.

If database exception statements are added to a READ EACH statement, they appear after any other statements that are
enclosed by, and subordinate to, the READ EACH. A new "(for each successful iteration)" line also displays immediately
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before any such subordinate statements. Contract the line "(for each successful iteration)" to display database exceptions
next to a READ EACH statement.

NOTE
In the WHERE clause of the READ EACH statement, views that are nullable may be tested for NULL or NOT
NULL. Such views may also be tested for equivalence by using the relational operators IS EQUIVALENT TO or
IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO. For more information, see Null Properties.

The read views are set to zeros and spaces if the last READ did not complete successfully, just as would happen if a
singleton READ had not returned successfully.

Example

The following are examples of READ EACH statements. (The action-statement-lists are not shown.)

--

+- READ EACH product

| WHERE DESIRED product code IS EQUAL TO "GA"

--

--

+- READ EACH product

| TARGETING group export FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| WHERE code IS EQUAL TO "GA"

--

--

+- READ EACH customer order_line

| WHERE DESIRED customer_order_line_part_of_CURRENT

| customer_order

--

More information:

• Group View for READ EACH
• Specify the Order of READ EACH
• Specify Any Selection Criteria for READ EACH
• Specify the WHERE Expression

READ EACH Properties - DB2
This article provides information for READ EACH Properties - DB2. Generation of a READ EACH statement can be
controlled by selecting specific properties for DB2.

DB2 z/OS only

• Generate with Query Number

READ EACH Properties Dialog - General
This article provides information for READ EACH Properties Dialog - General. The General tab on the READ EACH
Properties dialog lets you specify the following options.

For information on each option, click the following links:

Distinct

• Always generate cursor with Distinct
• Never generate cursor with Distinct (may allow duplicates)
• Use default algorithm to determine if Distinct is required
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Limit to N rows (For DB2 z/OS, MS SQL, and Oracle only).

• Do not generate LIMIT TO clause
• Use TARGETING value, when present
• Use the value

Optimize for N rows (For DB2 only).

• Do not generate OPTIMIZE clause
• Use TARGETING value, when present
• Use the value

Multiple Row Fetch (For DB2 z/OS, MS SQL, and Oracle only)

• Do not generate a Multiple Row Fetch
• Use TARGETING value, when present
• Use the value

Select a Clause Isolation level (For DB2, SQL/MP, and SQL/MX only).

• Repeatable
• Read Stable
• Cursor Stable
• Uncommitted/Browse
• Do Not Specify

For DB2 only

• Generate with cursor hold

More information:

How to in Action Diagram

Read Only for Entry Field
This article provides information for Read Only for Entry Field. Read Only specifies that the entry field is for display only
and cannot accept input.

Selecting Read Only disables the Password check box. The two properties are mutually exclusive.

Read Only for List Occurrence Entry Field

Read Only specifies that the list occurrence entry field is for display only and cannot accept input.

Selecting Read Only disables the Password check box. The two properties are mutually exclusive.

Read Only for List Occurrence Multi Line Entry Field

Read Only specifies that the entry field is for display only and cannot accept input.

Read Only Model Message

You are closing a session or attempting to save a copy of a model. The copy is not checked out from the host
encyclopedia.

Changes you have made to the copy of the model cannot be saved.

Check out the model with the proper authority; make the required changes and then check in the model.
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READ or CREATE Entity

You must READ or CREATE an entity before you UPDATE it. Add appropriate READ and CREATE entity actions to the
action diagram. Use SET to change attribute values.

You can specify REMOVE to remove attribute values; however, code generation does not support the REMOVE
statement. Use ASSOCIATE, DISASSOCIATE, or TRANSFER to change relationships.

READ Properties Dialog - General

The General tab on the READ Properties dialog allows you to specify the following options:

Control of Cursor Generation

Option Description
Select only Select this control to include only a SELECT statement in the

code generated for a READ statement. For some DBMSs, this
causes an error if more than one row satisfies the WHERE clause.
Additionally, this option is ignored if the generator determines the
row must be locked.

Cursor only Select this control to cause the code generated for a READ
statement to be implemented using a cursor. Regardless of the
number of rows the READ may return, the cursor will always be
opened. If the READ can be satisfied by more than one row, select
this option to reduce DBMS overhead.
Note: This selection may not be required if you know that the
result of the READ will be a single row.

Both select and cursor Select this control to include both a SELECT statement and a
cursor in the code generated for a READ statement. The SELECT
statement is executed and, if more than one row is returned, a
cursor is opened and the first row is returned.

Select Clause Isolation level (For DB2, SQL/MP, and SQL/MX only)

• Repeatable
• Read Stable
• Cursor Stable
• Uncommitted/Browse
• Do Not Specify

Read Stability
This article provides information for Read Stability. When selected, the cursor isolation level is set to Read Stability.

• For DB2, the "WITH RS" clause is generated.
• For SQL/MP, this selection is not valid. Selecting this option causes the generator to stop execution with an error

message.
• For SQL/MX, following are the scenarios that explain Read Stability for different statements:

– For Read statement, this selection is valid under updatable actions. Selecting this option generates the "FOR
STABLE ACCESS" clause.

– For Read Each, Summarize, and Summarize Each statements, the Read Stability clause is invalid.

NOTE
The read stable option cannot be used for Read Each statement even if the statements have update
actions. As the Read Each statement generates cursors, use the cursor stable option.
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Redraw All Lines

To automatically redraw all the lines currently defined on your diagram, select Redraw All Lines. This action is active only
when one or more lines on the diagram is selected.

The software determines the routing of the lines. This action is instantaneous when selected.

Redraw Diagram

To modify the entire diagram, select Redraw Diagram and objects are rearranged. After the diagram is redrawn, only the
top-level objects are displayed. This action is instantaneous when selected.

Redraw Line(s)

To redraw specific lines on the diagram, select Redraw Line(s). This action is instantaneous when selected.

Referential Integrity Defaults

The Tech Design push button invokes the Technical Design window. From this window you can select the Detail
Properties dialog which permits you to review or redefine referential integrity default values.

Referential Integrity Enforced By List
This article provides information for Referential Integrity Enforced By List. This drop-down list lets you select which RI
rules apply to the selected constraint.

Referential integrity refers to a particular kind of consistency that data in a relational database must exhibit if the database
remains usable. Every foreign key value, other than Null, must have a corresponding primary key value to which it refers.

Referential Integrity Enforcement Rules

Referential integrity enforcement applies these rules:

• Each foreign key value must have a matching primary key value.
• An insert into a primary key table cannot violate referential integrity, and no checking is required.
• Deletion of a foreign key value cannot violate referential integrity, and no checking is required.
• Changes in primary key values are allowed only for those values that do not have matching foreign key values.
• The insertion of any given foreign key value or an update to that value is allowed only if the matching value exists in

the primary key.
• Deletion of a primary key value when a corresponding foreign key value exists:

Is barred if the foreign key constraint is specified as RESTRICT.
Deletes the corresponding foreign key value if the constraint is specified as CASCADE.
Sets the corresponding foreign key to Null if the constraint is specified as SET NULL.

Referential Integrity Enforcement

This drop-down list is used to select RI Enforcement. From this list the user may select Target DBMS or Gen. If the target
DBMS does not support RI Enforcement, Gen is selected and the list disabled.

REFRESH

REFRESH is used to redisplay the current window or dialog box before the completion of a procedure step. The statement
immediately updates the values in a window or dialog box.

REFRESH updates all fields in all windows of the current procedure step with the current values of the export view and
the results of any MAKE, ENABLE, DISABLE, MARK, OR UNMARK statements. One use of REFRESH is to display a
message or a status bar indicating progress toward completion of the procedure step.
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The format of REFRESH is:

REFRESH

In the example below, the REFRESH logic extends a bar as processing continues. The bar is created by appending a
solid box to the bar every time a counter reaches the number 500,000.

The logic must be placed within the repeating logic that causes the time delay.

 --- EVENT ACTION click_update_progress_indicator

| SET export_work_fields temp_text_25 TO SPACES

|  -- FOR local number_control nbr FROM 1 to 24 BY 1

| | SET export work_fields temp_text_25 TO concat(trim(export work_fields

| | temp_text_25), " ")

| | REFRESH

| | FOR local_count _work_fields rep_nbr FROM 1 TO 5000000 by 1

|  --

| CLOSE Dialog Box modify_shipment

| OPEN

 --

Registry Functions

The Registry functions provide similar functionality to the Microsoft C API functions. However, additional functionality has
been added to the Registry functions to make them easy to use. (You may use REGEDT32.EXE for Windows to view the
changes to the registry.)

The registry functions accept, as their ParentKey parameter, registry paths as well as open key handles. This means that
the function will travel the given registry path, opening and closing keys as needed to reach the last key in the path. You
don't have to open a registry key explicitly before you perform an operation on one of its subkeys.

The registry functions are:

• RegCloseKeys*
• RegCreateKey*
• RegDeleteKey*
• RegDeleteValue*
• RegEnumKey*
• RegOpenKey*
• RegQueryValue*
• RegSetValue*

NOTE
The * denotes functions valid only for applications targeted for Microsoft® Windows.

Example - Opening the Registry Key

As an example, you could open the registry key //HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT/Software/Microsoft/Word 6.0: by

• Call RegOpenKey on Software first, then on Microsoft, and then on Word 6.0
• Call RegOpenKey once, passing the full (above) path as the first parameter.

These functions also store and maintain the most recently used current key and parent key.

Tracking Registry Key Handles
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To keep track of registry key handles, select a value from a permitted value list. When a registry function opens a different
key, one of the stored keys is closed. The ParentKey is closed if the operation opened a SubKey of the current key. The
current key is closed if the operation opened a SubKey of the ParentKey. (A new handle is opened even if the newly
opened key is the same key as the current key.)

Regroup

Regroup recombines previously ungrouped objects so that you can work with them as though they were a single object
again.

Relational Operators

Relational operators are used to determine attribute conditions or values.

Relational operator expression Description
IS EQUAL TO Determines whether values are the same, regardless of whether

they are null or not null.  (Null values are treated as zero or
spaces, depending on the domain.)

IS NOT EQUAL TO Determines whether values are not the same, regardless of
whether they are null or not null.  (Null values are treated as zero
or spaces, depending on the domain.)

IS EQUIVALENT TO Determines whether attributes are the same after taking the
nullable property and value into account. To be equivalent, both
attributes must be NULL or both attributes must be NOT NULL
and their values must match. If one of the two attributes is nullable
and the other is not nullable, the nullable attribute must be NOT
NULL and their values must match.

IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO Determines whether attributes are not the same after taking the
nullable property and value into account.

IS GREATER THAN Determines whether the first value is higher than the second
value.

IS LESS THAN Determines whether the first value is lower than the second value.
IS GREATER OR EQUAL TO Determines whether the first value is higher than, or the same as,

the second value.
IS LESS OR EQUAL TO Determines whether the first value is lower than, or the same as,

the second value.
IS VALID For Text and Numeric attributes, IS VALID compares the attribute's

current value with the permitted values defined for the attribute. If
there are no permitted values defined for the attribute, IS VALID
will return a true value.
For Date, Time, and Timestamp attributes, IS VALID verifies that
the attribute contains a valid Date, Time, or Timestamp value.
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IS LIKE Determines whether a value matches a character string. Double
quotation marks denote the beginning and end of the text string.
The character string can contain % (percent symbol) and _
(underscore) as wildcard characters.
The % (percent symbol) represents any number of characters, or
one.
The _ (underscore) represents exactly one character.
For example,
 A IS LIKE “%SMITH %”
Would result in all strings ending in SMITH, and could result in:
 SSMITH
 STEVE SMITH
 SMITH
If there is a single % (percent symbol) on either side of a string,
then that string will be found it is anywhere in the field. For
example,
 A IS LIKE “%SMITH”
Or
 A IS LIKE “SMITH%”
Otherwise, the % (percent symbol) must fill the entire length of the
field with the string searched for somewhere in the field.
Note: Fill the length of the field, NOT the length of the string.
If you want to check for fields ending in
 SMITH
Then use:
 A IS LIKE “%SMITH %”
Wildcards may cause unexpected results when used as the last
character in a comparison string for a fixed-length attribute. When
the comparison string is not the same length as the attribute, the
string is padded with blanks.
For example, if a fixed-length attribute has a length of 10, the
statement
 A IS LIKE “SMITH%”
Will be translated internally to
 A IS LIKE “%SMITH “
This IS LIKE clause asks for values that begin with SMITH,
followed by 0 (zero) or more characters, and ending with four
blanks. To avoid this problem, the comparison string must be
backfilled with % signs (SMITH%%%%%), or varying-length
attributes may be used.

IS NOT LIKE Determines whether a value does not match a character string.
Double quotation marks denote the beginning and end of the text
string.
In the following example, the IS NOT LIKE clause is used to select
customers outside of Texas.
 READ EACH CUSTOMER
  WHERE CUSTOMER STATE_CODE IS NOT   LIKE “TX”

IS NULL Determines whether a value is absent. The IS NULL option is
available only for optional attribute views that are either entity
action views or persistent views.

IS NOT NULL Determines whether a value is present. The IS NOT NULL option
is available only for optional attribute views that are either entity
action views or persistent views.
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IS BETWEEN(low-value, high-value) Determines whether values are between the low and high values.
 This operator is equivalent to if ((value >= low-value) and (value
<= high-value)).  This operator may only be used with persistent
attributes in a READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE or SUMMARIZE
EACH statement.

IS NOT BETWEEN(low-value, high-value) Determines whether values are not between the low and high
values.  This operator is equivalent to if ((value < low-value)
or (value > high-value)). This operator may only be used with
persistent attributes in a READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE or
SUMMARIZE EACH statement.

IS IN (test-value-1 [, test-value-n…]) Determines whether values are equal to one of a set of values.
 This operator is equivalent to if (value = test-value-1 [or value
= test-value-n]). This operator may only be used with persistent
attributes in a READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE or SUMMARIZE
EACH statement.

IS NOT IN (test-value-1 [, test-value-n…) Determines whether values are not equal to one of a set of values.
 This operator is equivalent to if (value != test-value-1 [and value !
= test-value-n]). This operator may only be used with persistent
attributes in a READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE or SUMMARIZE
EACH statement.

Example

The following examples show how relational operators determine attribute conditions:

 -- READ selected product

| WHERE DESIRED product number IS EQUAL TO input

| product number

.

.

.

 -- READ customer

| WHERE SUBSTR(DESIRED customer status, 1,1) IS NOT EQUAL TO "Q"

.

.

.

 -- IF processing vendor reference_evaluation IS

| GREATER OR EQUAL TO 2

| MOVE processing vendor TO export vendor

|

.

.

.

 -- IF competitive vendor average_delivery_time_in_days

| IS LESS OR EQUAL TO 5

| MOVE competitive vendor TO preferred vendor

Relationship Name

Each relationship consists of two memberships, each of which you must name. Each name is a verb that describes the
relationship from the perspective of one of the participating entity types. Each verb gives one of the two reasons for joining
two entities in a pairing under the relationship.
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The relationship membership's name connects one entity type to another in a subject-verb-object arrangement.
Regardless of cardinality, including many-to-one and many-to-many, the membership name is singular. The verb used is
active or passive and a complete phrase. Complete phrases make the data model easier to read and make the syntax of
the PAD clearer.

In addition to making the model more intelligible, proper membership names confirm the analyst's understanding of the
business. Clear and concise names often reveal inconsistencies or redundancies in a model. For this reason, avoid overly
simple and ambiguous names, such as uses, or has.

The two memberships are referred to as the source membership and the destination membership. The designation is
arbitrary and depends solely upon the order in which you select the two entity types when joining them. The membership
of the entity type you select first when creating the relationship is the source membership. The membership of the entity
type you select second is the destination membership.

For example, if the relationship between CUSTOMER and PRODUCT is viewed from the perspective of CUSTOMER, the
membership name may be "orders" (as in CUSTOMER orders PRODUCT). If viewed from the perspective of PRODUCT,
the membership name may be is ordered by (as in PRODUCT is ordered by CUSTOMER). Each name, orders and is
ordered by, is a verb that describes the relationship and gives one reason for pairing entities under it.

Regardless of the cardinality, the membership name is singular. The verb used is active or passive and a complete
phrase. For example, use is ordered by; not ordered by. Complete phrases make the data model easier to read and the
syntax in the PAD clearer.

Relationship Properties

A relationship is a reason of relevance to the business for associating entities from one or two entity types. Each
relationship always consists of two memberships, one for each entity type participating in the relationship. Every
relationship membership must be given a name and properties.

When participation by an entity type in one relationship prevents participation in the other relationship at the same time,
the relationships between the entity types are named mutually exclusive.

A pairing is an occurrence of a relationship, that is, a pair of entities of one or two entity types, associated by virtue of a
defined relationship between the entity types.

Joining Entity Types

Joining entity types is the first step in creating relationships. Lines between the entity types usually represent the
relationships that result from joining entity types. If an entity type participates in more than ten relationships (the maximum
number that can be drawn without increasing the size of the entity type box), the eleventh and subsequent relationships
are not drawn.

Downstream Effects

The PAD TRANSFER action lets you transfer a relationship between specific entity occurrences or change the pairing-if
you have defined the relationship as transferable in the data model. The TRANSFER action in the PAD does not change
the relationship in the data model.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Optionality (Source)
Specifies the source Optionality.

NOTE
For more information about optionality, see Optionality.

Cardinality (Source)
Specifies the source Cardinality.
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NOTE
For more information about cardinality, see Cardinality.

Relationship Name (Source)
Specifies the source relationship name. For more information about relationship names, see Relationship Name.

Display Relationship Name (Source)
Specifies whether the source name of each membership must be displayed or not.

Associate is
Specifies whether the relationship membership is modifying or referencing. If the relationship membership is
modifying, the record is locked when accessed. If the relationship membership is referencing, the record is not
locked when accessed. The relationship membership is defined in the action diagram logic with a READ on both
entities and an ASSOCIATE statement. The default is modifying.
Modifying - locks a record while a related one is being modified.
Example:
Each ORDER LINE always appears on one ORDER and the ORDER has attributes concerning the total cost
based on all of the related ORDER LINEs. It is not appropriate to allow one user to update the ORDER at the
same time that another user is updating one of the related ORDER LINEs. The relationship between ORDER and
ORDER LINE must be modifying.
Referencing - allows multiple users to update related records at the same time.
Each ORDER LINE always appears on one ORDER and the ORDER has attributes concerning only the shipping
address. It is appropriate to allow one user to update the ORDER at the same time that another user is updating
one of the related ORDER LINEs. In this case the information in the ORDER is not impacted by the values in
the ORDER LINEs. The relationship between ORDER and ORDER LINE must be referencing allowing users to
update related ORDERs and ORDER LINEs simultaneously.
For example, consider the following relationship membership:
Each ORDER LINE always appears on one ORDER
This relationship membership is probably modifying because you do not want more than one person modifying
data for one particular order at the same time. Now, consider the following relationship membership.
Each CUSTOMER sometimes places one or more ORDER
This relationship membership is probably referencing because you want to let users work on different orders at
the same time.

Transferable Relationship
Indicates that the relationship is transferable. This option indicates that an entity in a pairing can be replaced
by another entity. For example, the membership CUSTOMER rents CAR is transferable if the CUSTOMER
can return one CAR and take another under the original agreement. Transferability is most important when
implementing business rules.

Optionality (Destination)
Specifies the destination Optionality. For more information about optionality, see Optionality.

Cardinality (Destination)
Specifies the destination Cardinality. For more information about cardinality, see Cardinality.

Relationship Name (Destination)
Specifies the destination relationship name. For more information about relationship names, see Relationship
Name.

Display Relationship Name (Destination)
Specifies whether the destination name of each membership must be displayed or not.

Protected
This option is not user controlled. Protected relationships are only visible to the implementations of their two
participating entity types.
Protected relationships can be altered, removed, or added to the implementation of their two participating entity
types without impacting the rest of the application.
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Encapsulated entity types do not support relationships.
Relationships involving one or two restricted entity types are automatically protected.
Rules
A protected relationship can only be referenced (in read statements) in the operations of the (one or two)
participating entity types of that relationship. Only the owning entity type can perform DAT actions on protected
relationships.

Transient
Indicates that the relationship is transient. For more information about transient relationship, see Transient
Relationship.

Source Properties
Click this button to specify the properties of the source relationship membership. Defining the source properties
consists of the following activities:

• Estimating the frequency of pairing-when Sometimes is selected for optionality.
• Estimating the minimum, average, and maximum number of pairings-when cardinality is one or more.
• Specifying whether the numbers are absolute or estimated.
• Identifying the rules for deletion.

Destination Properties
Click this button to specify the properties of the destination relationship membership. Defining the destination
properties consists of the following activities:

• Estimating the frequency of pairing-when Sometimes is selected for optionality.
• Estimating the minimum, average, and maximum number of pairings-when cardinality is one or more.
• Specifying whether the numbers are absolute or estimated.
• Identifying the rules for deletion.

Click OK to implement the changes. Else, click Cancel to discard the changes.

More information:

Use Data Model Diagram

Relationships

The Relationships dialog displays all of the relationships in which a selected entity type is involved. From this dialog, you
can change the properties of the relationship and locate where in the model this relationship is used.

More information:

Use Data Model Diagram

Relationships Dialog

The Relationships dialog displays all of the relationships in which a selected entity type is involved. From this dialog, you
can change the properties of the relationship and locate where in the model this relationship is used.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Relationship list

This selection list identifies the relationships in which the selected entity type is involved. Drawn indicates whether
the relationship line is actually drawn on the diagram. Relationship specifies the relationship name and the entity type
participating in the pairing.

Properties
Click this button to change the following properties for the selected relationship:
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• Optionality
• Relationship name
• Cardinality
• Whether the relationship name displays
• Whether the relationship is transferable
• Whether the ASSOCIATE is modifying or referencing

Where
Click this button to display, print, or save a list of the occurrences of the selected relationship throughout the
model.

Delete
Click this button to delete the selected relationships.

Close
Click this button to close this dialog.

Relationships for Substitution Dialog

The Relationships for Substitution dialog lists the relationships that can replace the selected relationship at the Copy with
Substitution dialog.

Relationships in Data Model Browser

Relationships in Data Model Browser shows the relationships between the data object types in the data model. To view or
change a relationship's properties, double-click the relationship.

Relationships Selection List

This selection list identifies the relationships in which the selected entity type is involved. Drawn indicates whether
the relationship line is actually drawn on the diagram. Relationship specifies the relationship name and the entity type
participating in the pairing.

Relationship Where Used

This dialog lets you to generate a report that shows the action blocks, procedure steps and processes which use the
selected relationship or relationships.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Relationship Uses Report Selection List
Select the relationships from the list you want to include in the report.

Select All
Click this button to select all currently displayed (expanded) items in the list box.

Search
Search displays a dialog from which you can search for a specific item in the selection list. If found, the search
positions the selection list to make the item visible.

Cancel
This button closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
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Remember Window Size/Position

Enabling the Remember Window Size/Portion feature will cause the Toolset to remember the size and placement of each
diagram window. When the window is reopened, it will be sized and placed on the screen just as it was when last used.

Remove All push button - Navigation Diagram
This article provides information for Remove All push button - Navigation Diagram. The Remove All push button removes
all objects from the Included Objects list.

The Included Objects list must contain at least one entry for this push button to be enabled.

You might want to remove all entries in the Included Objects list to start selection again, or to create a list containing a
smaller grouping of objects.

Remove Default Value

Gen automatically assigns default values to all attributes for which default values are specified when an entity is created,
unless another value is explicitly set. If you remove the default value, you must explicitly set the value for the attribute.

Remove Defined Events Push Button

This push button removes defined events in the Defined Events selection list. The defined event type is no longer
associated with a window, dialog box or control. This push button is enabled when an event is selected in the list.

NOTE
This push button applies only to the event type, it does not delete the event action in the procedure action
diagram. To delete an event action, select the event action in the Action Diagram Tool then select Edit --> Delete
Statement(s). If you delete an event action from the Action Diagram Tool, the event action no longer appears in
the defined events selection list on the Event Processing dialog.

Remove Exit State

This push button deletes the exit state from the selection list.

Remove Flows

This push button:

• Removes a choice from the uppermost selection list on the Menu Branches to Procedures and Neighbor Selection
Lists dialog

• Cancels the choices from all selection lists on the Selection List Flows pop-up window.

Remove Flows On in Dialog Flow Browser

Use this to remove the exit state which triggers flow from one procedure or procedure step to another. A trigger causes
the return from a link or a transfer.

Remove for List Occurrence Radio Button and Drop Down List
This article provides information for Remove for List Occurrence Radio Button and Drop Down List. Remove accepts the
selected permitted values in the selection list.

Remove performs one of the following:
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• If the values are already placed as items in a list occurrence drop list, Remove deletes the permitted value from the
implemented drop list when you select OK. Remove does not delete implemented list occurrence radio buttons. You
can delete a radio button by selecting the radio button, then Edit and Delete.

• If the values are not yet placed, Remove unmarks the values as available for placement.

Remove for List Properties
This article provides information for Remove for List Properties. Remove unmarks the selected attributes in the selection
list.

Remove does one of the following:

• If the attribute is already placed in a list box with other attributes, Remove deletes the attribute column from the list box
when you select OK. You cannot remove the last remaining attribute (column) from a list. This applies to all four types
of lists. (Except for list box, the other three types are, by design, lists with only one column.)

• If the attribute is not yet placed, Remove unmarks the attribute as available for inclusion in a list.
• If the attribute is placed in another mode (Window/HTML/ASP.Net), an 'n' is placed beside the attribute name.

Remove for Radio Buttons and Drop Lists
This article provides information for Remove for Radio Buttons and Drop Lists. Remove accepts the selected permitted
values in the selection list.

Remove does one of the following:

• If the values are already placed as items in a drop list, Remove deletes the permitted value from the implemented
drop list when you select OK. Remove does not delete implemented radio buttons. You can delete a radio button by
selecting the radio button, then Edit and Delete.

• If the values are not yet placed, Remove unmarks the values as available for placement.

Remove in Matrices

Remove takes an elementary process out of a business system and takes a business function or entity type out of a
business area.

Remove in Navigation Diagram
 

Use the Remove menu item (on the Edit menu) to erase an object from the current Navigation Diagram. Highlight one
or more objects and then select the Remove push button. If you remove an included (or scoping) object, the Navigation
Diagram removes everything connected to it, unless those objects are connected to something else.

NOTE
Removing objects from the diagram or a diagram does not remove them from the model.

You can select the objects you want to remove in any of the three panes that comprise the Navigation Diagram, provided
that the Network pane is open.

Remove is enabled as long as you have selected something in the Network pane. It does not matter which pane has
focus. The Remove command is always performed on the Network pane. Remove is disabled if you have only the
Hierarchy pane and Controls pane open.

Remove Object
This article provides information for Remove Object. To remove a selected object from the client area, select Remove. The
object is removed.
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Remove is not available when you select a Display action block or the Screen Identifier. These are required and cannot be
removed.

Remove Push Button in Navigation Diagram

Use the Remove push button to remove an object from the Included Objects list by selecting the object and selecting the
Remove push button, or by double-clicking an object in the Included Objects list.

Remove Push Button in Procedure Synthesis

This push button is activated when a command/synonym and a corresponding action block are selected in the uppermost
selection list. Remove lets you "disassociate" the command/synonym and action block.

Remove Returns On in Dialog Flow Browser

Select to delete the returns on exit state selected in the Returns on list box.

REMOVE ROW

REMOVE ROW prevents a row from being displayed in the list box. The row is only hidden; it is not deleted from the
database.

The format of a REMOVE ROW statement is:

REMOVE ROW FROM export_implicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view

[BEFORE|AFTER] CURRENT ROW

The export_implicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view is an export repeating group view that is implicitly indexed.

REMOVE ROW FROM export_explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view

[BEFORE|AFTER] [index_expression]

The export_explicitly_indexed_repeating_group_view is an export repeating group view that is explicitly indexed. Explicitly
indexed repeating group views have user accessible indexes that refer to specific entries in the repeating group view.

The index_expression is a numeric attribute view or a subscript value that can be resolved into a row number in a
repeating group view.

For example, REMOVE ROW can be used to remove a row from a list box when a user double clicks on the row.

 -- EVENT ACTION so_lb_export_sort_to_doubleclick

| GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED IN export_sort_to STARTING AT 1 GIVING

| SUBSCRIPT OF export_sort_to

| REMOVE ROW FROM export_sort_to AT SUBSCRIPT OF export_sort_to

 --

Remove the Association - Default Algorithm

You selected to remove the default algorithm action block associated with this attribute. To delete the association, but
retain the action block, select Yes.

To cancel and keep the association, select No.
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Remove the Association - Derivation Algorithm

You selected to remove the derivation algorithm associated with this attribute. To delete the association, but keep the
action block, click Yes.

To cancel and keep the association, click No.

Remove Transition Process

The Remove Push Button lets you remove a transition process you have highlighted from the list of processes.

NOTE
This does not delete processes from the model.

Rename

Rename prompts you for a new report name.

Rename Report Dialog

The Rename Report dialog lets you specify a new report name (with or without the directory path specified) for a report.
 A maximum of 255 characters may be entered for the report name; however, validation will be performed to verify that the
report name plus the path does not exceed 260 characters. If no path is explicitly entered, <local model directory>\report
\xml is used.

Gen overwrites the report files for each subsequent request of the same report.  If you wish to save an instance of a
particular report, you must rename the report using this dialog. Each type of report generates a separate set of report files
(.html, .xml, .xsl).  Select File then Open Reports to see a list of generated reports for this model.

You can click OK to rename the report or cancel renaming the report.

REPEAT

The combination of the REPEAT and UNTIL actions repeats an action or group of actions until a specific condition is
satisfied. The test for the condition takes place after the iteration. Therefore, REPEAT-UNTIL always has at least one
iteration.

The REPEAT-UNTIL statements can contain multiple TARGETING statements that target implicit repeating group views.

The format of REPEAT-UNTIL is:

REPEAT

[TARGETING repeating-group-view-1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]] 

[AND TARGETING repeating-group-view-1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]] ...

action-statement-list

UNTIL condition-1

Views that are nullable may be tested for NULL or NOT NULL. Such views may also be tested for equivalence through
the use of the relational operators IS EQUIVALENT TO or IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO. For more information, see Null
Properties.

For example, the following statement repeats the referenced business algorithm, find space, until the value is met:

 --
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+- REPEAT

| -- USE find space

| | WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View processing warehouse

| | WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View processing warehouse

| ---

| UNTIL processing warehouse number_of_available_bins

| IS EQUAL TO 0

 --

The following REPEAT-UNTIL statement uses a FOR EACH action.

 --

+- REPEAT

| FOR EACH product details

| ASSOCIATE processing...

| WITH received...

| UNTIL

 --

The following statement targets the group view, order_line_export:

 --

+- REPEAT

| TARGETING order_line_export FROM BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| UNTIL...

 --

Repeatable Clause Isolation Level
This article provides information for Repeatable Clause Isolation Level. When selected, Repeatable Clause Isolation Level
sets the isolation level clause of the cursor to Repeatable Read.

For DB2, the "WITH RR" clause is generated.

For SQL/MP and SQL/MX, the "FOR REPEATABLE ACCESS" clause is generated.

Repeating Group Occurrences for EXPORT Dialog

The Repeating Group Occurrences for EXPORT dialog lets you add repeating group field occurrences to a screen.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

In the following example, the multiple occurrences of NUMBER, NAME, STAT, ADDRESS, ST, and ZIP are collectively a
repeating group. Note that only 10 occurrences of the repeating group appear on the screen, yet the maximum cardinality
of the group view is 100. Use scrolling to provide a window on the repeating group. The scroll window allows the user to
move backward and forward 10 occurrences at a time.

TRANCODE DEMO

COMMAND => <<< CMD

CUSTOMER LIST

NUMBER NAME                     STAT  ADDRESS                            ST  ZIP

ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX ZZZZ9

ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX ZZZZ9
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ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX ZZZZ9

ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX ZZZZ9

ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX ZZZZ9

ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX ZZZZ9

ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX ZZZZ9

ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX ZZZZ9

ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX ZZZZ9

ZZZZZ9 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX ZZZZ9

Repeating Group View Condition

Repeating group views are tested using the following expressions to determine whether the view can be used in GUI
statements or in UPDATE, DELETE, ASSOCIATE, or DISASSOCIATE actions.

• IS FULL
• IS EMPTY
• IS NOT FULL
• IS NOT EMPTY
• IS HIGHLIGHTED
• IS NOT HIGHLIGHTED
• IS CLICKED
• IS NOT CLICKED
• IS VISIBLE
• IS NOT VISIBLE

The IS FULL and IS NOT FULL expressions test whether a repeating group view is populated.

The IS EMPTY and IS NOT EMPTY expressions test whether the repeating group view is empty (not populated).

Four statements test whether one or more rows in a repeating group view are selected. The statements are: IS
HIGHLIGHTED, IS NOT HIGHLIGHTED, IS CLICKED IS NOT CLICKED.

A highlighted row is a row that has been selected by a user, or a row that has been identified in a HIGHLIGHT statement.
A clicked row is a row that has been selected by a user.

The IS VISIBLE expression determines whether a row in a repeating group view is hidden. A row is visible when it meets
the requirements of a FILTER statement. A row is hidden when it does not meet the requirements of a FILTER statement.

NOTE
Nested Repeating Group views are not supported for GUI. However, nested RGV's can be used in import or
export views of a window procedure step, and hence used on flows from a window procedure step. They can
also be used within a local view of a window procedure step, enabling the ability to call and view match existing
common action blocks that have RGV's. However, they cannot be used on any flow to any Gen server.

The following example shows how Repeating Group View Conditions are used in the PAD.

 -- IF customer_group IS NOT FULL

| EXIT STATE IS cust_not_full

 --
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Repeating Group Views
This article provides information for Repeating Group Views. Select the appropriate repeating group view for this
statement.

The following examples illustrate the use of repeating group views.

--

+- READ EACH customer

| WHERE DESIRED customer places SOME order

| TARGETING local_list FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

--

SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_list TO 1

--

+- FOR EACH local_list

| MOVE local customer TO export customer

| SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_list TO SUBSCRIPT OF export_list + 1

--

Replace Default

You have entered a default algorithm action block, but a default value already exists. To replace the value with the
algorithm action block as the default, select Yes.

To retain the value as the default, select No.

Replace Default Algorithm Action Block With New Default Algorithm
This article provides information for Replace Default Algorithm Action Block with New Default Algorithm. You have entered
a default algorithm action block, but a default exists.

To override the old default algorithm action block with the newly entered default algorithm action block, click Yes.

To keep the old default algorithm action block, click No.

Replace Default Algorithm Confirmation

You have entered a default value, but a default algorithm already exists. To delete the association between the action
block and the attribute, select Yes. The value will become the default.

To cancel this entry and keep the algorithm action block as the default, select No.

Replace External Object

To replace an external object selected from the diagram with an external object to be selected from the list, select Replace
External Object.

Reply Queue Name

The client uses this name to identify the reply queue. The Reply Queue Name can specify a model queue name, or a local
queue name.

By default, the Reply Queue Name is SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE

You can change the specified name by entering your own value in the field.
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Report Options Dialog for Entity Type Definition
Use Report Options to select the level of information the report displays. The selections that you make are retained
throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" is displayed for that option.

Enabling Selected Entity Type

To enable the selection option, select the specific entity types from the diagram window before accessing the Report
Options dialog.

If you selected one or more objects, Selected entity type is the default. Otherwise, All entity types is the default.

This dialog contains the following options:

All entity types
Provides information about all the entity types in this model. Use this detailed report to review for completeness
and provide full entity information to others.

Selected entity types
Use Selected entity types to view information about the entity type you selected.

Alias
Select this report option to include in the report any aliases for each entity or work set.

Operations
Select this report option to add to the report a list of operations for the selected entity or entities.

Attributes
Select this report option to add to the report a list of attributes for the selected entity or entities.

Description
Select this report option to add to the report the name and definition from the entity description of the Data Model,
if a description was entered.

Relationships
Select this report option to add to the report the information on relationship properties for each selected entity.

Identifiers
Select this report option to add to the report a list of identifiers for each selected entity.

Partitionings
Select this report option to add to the report the names of partitioning attributes for each selected entity.

Mutually Exclusive Relationships
Select this report option to add to the report a list of mutually exclusive relationships for each selected entity.

Inherited Features
Select this report option to add to the report a list of inherited features for each selected entity.

Report Options Dialog for Entity Type Hierarchy
Use Report Options to select the level of information the report displays. The selections that you make are retained
throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" is displayed for that option.

Enabling Selected entity types

To enable the selection option, select the specific entity types from the diagram window before accessing the Report
Options dialog.

If you selected one or more objects, Selected entity type is the default. Otherwise, All entity types is the default.

The following are the options in the dialog:
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All entity types
Select this report option to include information about all the entity types in this model. Use this detailed report to
review for completeness and provide full entity information to others.

Entity Types in SDM
Select this checkbox to include only those entity types in the Scoped Data Model (in Component Modeling).

Selected entity types
Use Selected entity types to view information about the entity type you selected (in Data Modeling).

Show Operations
Select this option to include all operations that are associated with the entity types that are represented in the
report.

Show Attributes
Select Show attributes to obtain a list of characteristics of the attributes for the entity types.

Reports in Business System Definition

The Reports option lets you generate the Activity Hierarchy Report and the Activity Definition Report.

Reports in Navigation Diagram

The Reports action lists reports that can be displayed online. After a report displays, it can be printed.

Selecting a report also accesses a Reports window where other reports can be printed or viewed online.

Reports in Packaging

Available reports depend on the packaging options you are using. Reports can be produced for the following:

• Online Packaging
• Batch Packaging
• Window Packaging
• Cooperative Packaging

Resend Last Update

Resend Last Update retransmits an unsuccessful update of a selected model from the workstation to the encyclopedia.

Resend Last Update Radio Button

This radio button resends the last update transmission to the encyclopedia. You would use this option if a problem
occurred during update transmission, such as losing the communications link.

This radio button attempts a resend only for automatic file transfers. Automatic file transfer is specified on the
Encyclopedia Communications dialog, and is the default. Your choices for file transfer are automatic (the default) or
manual. This radio button does not attempt a resend if you are manually doing file transfers.

This radio button is disabled if the UPDATE.TRN file does not exist. Two common situations can result in the
UPDATE.TRN file not existing for a model:

• You copied the model from one directory to another and copied only the data (.DAT) files.
• You created a new model with the Model Copy action.
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Reserved Word Checking

This field is used to select reserved word checking enforcement. The user selects from the following list:

Option Description
None No Reserved Word Enforcement
Target DBMS Reserved Word Enforcement by target DBMS only
All Reserved Word Enforcement by all DBMS(s)

The default selection is Target DBMS.

Reserved Word - Print

This action is reserved for use by  Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Reserved Words

The object Name is a reserved word and not allowed. Select OK, then correct or replace the object name.

Reset

Reset is active only if objects have been displayed with the Open action under Diagram. Once objects are displayed and
selected, Reset returns all of the selected objects to a non-selected status.

Reset provides a quick way to cancel the selection of objects.

The following example shows the result of resetting selected objects. These are the objects for an online application. No
objects are selected.

  Type        Trce Code Scrn Inst Name

Triggers             -         -  REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY TRIGGERS

Business Sys    -    -    -    -  BUS_SYSTEM

Dialog Mangr    -    -         -  ORDRENT

Proc Step       -    -         -  CUSTOMER_LIST

Proc Step       -    -         -  PART_MAINTENANCE

These are the objects selected. The Y indicates selection.

  Type        Trce Code Scrn Inst Name

Triggers             Y         -  REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY TRIGGERS

Business Sys    -    -    -    -  BUS_SYSTEM

Dialog Mangr    Y    Y         -  ORDRENT

Proc Step       Y    Y         -  CUSTOMER_LIST

Proc Step       Y    Y         -  PART_MAINTENANCE

These are the objects after applying Reset. Note that the selected objects (those with Ys in the above example) have
returned to a non-selected status.

  Type        Trce Code Scrn Inst Name

Triggers             -         -  REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY TRIGGERS

Business Sys    -    -    -    -  BUS_SYSTEM

Dialog Mangr    -    -         -  ORDRENT

Proc Step       -    -         -  CUSTOMER_LIST
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Proc Step       -    -         -  PART_MAINTENANCE

Reset Font and Color for Menu Video Properties
This article provides information for Reset Font and Color for Menu Video Properties. Use Reset to return the selected
object to the default font or color of the operating system.

Reset does NOT:

• Return to a font or color you previously selected.
• Override any selections that you made from the Navigation Diagram tool.

Reset Palette

To restore the displayed Tool Palette to its default layout, select Reset Palette.

Reset Toolbar

To restore the displayed Toolbar to its default layout, select Reset Toolbar.

Resize

To manipulate the size of the selected object, select Resize.

RETRY TRANSACTION

RETRY TRANSACTION terminates the execution of the procedure step, regardless if the RETRY TRANSACTION
statement occurs within an action block or the procedure step itself. It causes an immediate exit, the rolling back of any
updates, and the restarting of that procedure step as if that action had never occurred.

The only differences are:

• The system attribute TRANSACTION_RETRY_COUNT increments each time the transaction retries.
• The system attribute TRANSACTION_RETRY_LIMIT does not reset to its default value at the beginning of the

procedure step, but the attribute retains the value it had when the RETRY TRANSACTION statement was executed.

RETRY TRANSACTION is normally used after a WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK or TIMEOUT statement, but it may be
used anywhere in a procedure step or an action block. RETRY TRANSACTION is automatically added to the logic when
the WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK or TIMEOUT statement is added.

NOTE
If you issue a retry and have already reached the limit of retries, a fatal error message displays. To avoid this
condition, follow this example:

IF TRANSACTION_RETRY_COUNT < TRANSACTION_RETRY_LIMIT

RETRY TRANSACTION

ELSE

EXIT STATE IS WAIT_AWHILE_AND_TRY_AGAIN

ESCAPE

Return Command Push Button

This push button lets you specify a command that the procedure step should execute upon return from a link.

To restore the previous command value when you return from a link, specify <Prev> from the Command selection list.
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Return Current Exit State Checkbox

When the Return Current Exit State checkbox is selected, the exit state value, message type, and message text are
returned when control is returned on a LINK. The termination action (normal, rollback, abort) is not returned; it is initialized
to normal.

The exit state value can be used in the returned-to procedure step to control PAD logic. For example, suppose a database
entry is added when a procedure step, CLIENT, LINKs to a procedure step SERVER. The procedure step SERVER can
return an exit state value to CLIENT to indicate whether the add was successful.

If the returned-to procedure step does not change the exit state value, the exit state is acted upon in the normal fashion
when the returned-to procedure step is complete. If the exit state causes a flow, then a flow occurs when the returned-to
procedure step is complete. Likewise, if the exit state displays a message, then the message displays when the returned-
to procedure step is complete.

When the exit state is returned in GUI and Client/Server applications, the message text is not displayed before control is
passed to the returned-to procedure step.

When the exit state is not returned in GUI and Client/Server applications, the message text is displayed before control is
passed to the returned-to procedure step.

The Return Current Exit State checkbox is enabled only if the flow is a LINK and Execute First (instead of Display First) is
selected for the "From" procedure step.

Changing the LINK or Execute properties of the dialog flow definition can change the Return Current Exit State checkbox.
For example, if the checkbox is selected and the type of dialog flow is changed from LINK to TRANSFER, then the Return
checkbox is cleared automatically. Return is valid only for a LINK; it is not valid for a TRANSFER.

Returns On

Returns On returns control to the source procedure step. Each transfer and link on a dialog flow diagram is associated
with one or more Flows On exit states. The Flows On exit state causes the change of control from the source procedure
step to the destination procedure step. On links, a Returns On exit state is associated with the return of control to the
source procedure step.

Returns On Menu Item/Push Button

Select to go to the Exit State dialog box where you can define the exit state you want to set as the trigger for a return.
Here you can:

• Select an existing exit state
• Define its properties
• Add a new exit state to the business system
• Delete an existing exit state from the business system

If you add, then select, an exit state, it is added to the selection list in the drop-down adjacent to the Returns On push
button. Deleted exit states are likewise deleted from the drop-down list (if the exit state selected is not used as a Returns
On exit state).

For more information on returns on, click here.

RightMouseBtnDown/Up Events

The RightMouseBtnDown/Up events pass to the EVENT ACTION the cursor position in screen coordinates (as defined
below). These events provide the user with low-level control over mouse actions. They may be used, for example, to
display a custom configurable pop-up menu upon a right button down press.

These events may be applied to any control, window, or dialog box.
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Parameters follow the form:

Xcoord Ycoord Ctrl+ Alt+ Shift+

Parameter details:

• Window origin will defined as upper left regardless of platform
• All coordinates represent screen coordinates
• Width and height will be reported in pixels
• X and Y coordinates are of Gen type NUMBER
• All other parameters are of Gen type TEXT

Right Paren

Right paren ')' is the closing parenthesis that is used to group attributes, literals, or both into expressions for arithmetic
operations. The expression is opened with a left parenthesis. The following examples are two statements that result in
different calculations based on the placement of the parentheses: If the value of import order quantity in both examples is
2, the first example sets export order quantity to 2, while the second example sets it to 0.

SET export order quantity TO (3 - import order quantity) + 1

SET export order quantity TO 3 - (import order quantity + 1)

Rotate in Matrices

Rotate changes the position of objects on the vertical and horizontal axes of a matrix. This action moves all objects on the
horizontal rows to vertical columns. Likewise, all items originally in the columns appear on the rows.

This action is instantaneous when selected.

Rounding Option
The rounding option lets you specify whether a numeric expression is rounded. If you select ROUNDED, the ROUNDED
action appears in the SET statement.

NOT ROUNDED is not displayed as part of the PAD statement.

For example, if the attribute unit_cost of entity type ITEM has two decimal places and its value is ROUNDED, unit_cost is
set to 3.46 in the following example.

SET local item unit_cost ROUNDED to 3.456

If the attribute unit_cost of entity type ITEM has two decimal places and its value is NOT ROUNDED, unit_cost is set to
3.45 in the following example.

SET local item unit_cost (NOT ROUNDED) to 3.456

NOT ROUNDED is displayed in parentheses in the previous example because it does not appear in the PAD statement.
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OLEControl Verb Method

This article provides information for OLEControl Verb Method.

Usage Verb (String)
Description Attempts to execute a verb specified by the input argument.
Arguments String that is the name of the verb to execute.
Return Value None.

On Command Selection List

This selection list lets you select the command that executes the flow from the selection list procedure step to the current
procedure step.

One Module

This radio button specifies that all online procedure steps for a business system will be packaged into one load module.
The Packaging Tool assigns all information necessary to complete the packaging (such as file names, transaction codes,
and so forth).

Downstream Effects

Complete can cause the following downstream effects:

• Selecting One Module packages all procedures into a single load module. This can improve the load/unload
performance and prove useful during testing. The object file for a Dialog Manager, however, is limited to 64K in size.
Packaging all procedures into one load module may produce a Dialog Manager source file too large to compile. In
addition, a single load module may produce an executable file too unwieldy for practical purposes.
For example, the file may be too large to fit into available memory. For Component Packaging, an operations library is
created for each Interface Type, and all of its operations, that is found in a Specification subject area. The default name
for the Operations Library is derived from the Interface Type's name.

• The names assigned by the Packaging Tool are valid, but they may not be what you want. You may prefer to specify
manually all or part of the packaging information. Use a combination of the actions under Edit and Detail.

One-stage Update Radio Button

This radio button determines that an UPDATE entity action executes immediately when the user enters the update
command. No intervening confirmation step occurs.

One-stage is the default.

Online/Batch Drop-Down List

This drop-down list lets you specify the type of procedure added to the Dialog Flow Diagram. The two types of procedures
are:

Procedure Type Description
Online Implements a procedure which is executed through one or more

screen interactions with the user. An interaction refers to a single
instance in which a user requests an action.
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Batch Implements a procedure to produce a report or to produce
implementation-specific information in a batch environment.

In a batch environment screens are not used, and certain restrictions apply to dialogs.

• Flows can be created only between procedure steps in the same procedure.
• Only transfer type dialog flows are permitted; no links may be specified.
• Only flows forward are permitted. The one exception is involuted transfer. An involuted transfer causes the Dialog

Manager to commit all outstanding database requests and reinvoke the PAD.
• The designation Display First has no meaning in a batch procedure; all flows are processed as Execute First.

In a client/server application, the client application handles the user interface and the server application retrieves, updates,
and stores data. As a result, the client procedures must be designated as online with display, or as online without display.
Server procedures must be designated as online with no display

NOTE
The batch routine checks that the procedure which is being detailed may be changed from an online type to a
batch type. Procedures with linked steps or with backward flows may not be changed to batch.

On Value for Check Box

On Value specifies the value for the attribute when the check box is selected. If the check box is selected, the value is
placed into the appropriate view for the attribute. An On Value is required and must be different from the Off Value.

If the attribute contains permitted values, the On Value can be any of the permitted values. The permitted values appear in
the drop-down list. You can also type in a value, but the value is not added to the list of permitted values for the attribute.
The value is only available for processing related to the check box. The value typed in must match the domain of the
attribute.

You can also type in a value if the attribute contains no permitted values. The value typed in must match the domain of the
attribute.

The logic in a procedure action diagram can check the On Value setting to determine processing.

OPEN (GUI Statement)

The OPEN statement can open a window or dialog box defined in the current procedure action diagram. The window
or dialog box opens after the event action is executed. The OPEN statement cannot open dialog boxes or windows in a
different PAD.

The effects of an OPEN statement are visible after the logic in the procedure step or event action is complete. When an
open event is associated with a window or dialog box, the event's logic will be initiated before the window or dialog box
opens.

Modal windows and dialog boxes will be opened for every OPEN statement in which they are referenced. Modeless
windows and dialog boxes may be designated to open only once (modeless single) or for every OPEN statement in which
they are referenced.

Whenever OPEN is issued, be aware that the title and other graphic characteristics cannot be changed until the window or
dialog box has been created. The earliest the graphics can be changed is in the OPEN event for the window named in the
OPEN statement.

The format of an OPEN statement can be:

OPEN Dialog Box [dialog_box_name]

OPEN Window [window_name]
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The window or dialog box identified in the statement must exist for the procedure step.

In the example below, data is loaded in a local view after a push button is clicked. This is required before the dialog box
named sort is opened.

 -EVENT ACTION account_pb_sort_clicked

| USE account_data

| WHICH EXPORTS: Group View export_sort_from

| Work View output_sort_data

| OPEN Dialog Box sort

 --

In the example below, a condition determines which of two dialog boxes is displayed.

 -EVENT ACTION journal_pb_exit_and_clear_click

|

|  --- IF export_various ief_supplied total_currency IS EQUAL TO

| | OPEN Dialog Box in_balance

| +- ELSE "DESCENDING"

| | OPEN Dialog Box out_of_balance

|  --

|

 --

Open and Close Events

Open events can perform any window-oriented initialization required for the procedure step. Close events can perform any
window-oriented clean up required for the procedure step.

Associate Open or Close event types to windows or dialogs. An individual window or dialog can have only one associated
Open or Close event type.

An Open event occurs as a result of:

• A dialog flow
• A push button or menu item that initiates a dialog
• An OPEN statement in the Procedure Action Diagram (PAD)

The window or dialog opens immediately after the Open event action returns to the Window Manager.

You can reset the title, color, and other graphic characteristics of a window or dialog in an Open event. However, if another
window or dialog is opened, the second dialog must have its graphic characteristics changed in its own Open event.

A Close event occurs as a result of a:

• Return flow or a transfer flow
• Push button or menu item with the special action of OK
• Push button or menu item with the special action of CANCEL
• Close menu item on the system menu
• CLOSE statement in the PAD

The window or dialog closes immediately after the Close event action returns to the Window Manager.

The Open and Close event actions can be a good place to include a user-defined event type. The user-defined event runs
after the window opens or closes, but before the user can interact with any other window.
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Setting Exit States with the Open and Close Event Types

Use caution in setting exit states that cause flows within the Open and Close event actions. It is possible to create
unwanted situations between flows when opening and closing windows. An example helps clarify this possibility.

The following graphic represents procedure steps A, B, and C and their respective windows, A1, B1, and C1. Step A links
to B through an event action. Windows A1 and B1 are displayed.

The user interacts with window B1 and causes an event action to execute that sets an exit state. The flow link returns to
A. Returning to A causes the Window Manager to close all windows of procedure step B. Now, assume that procedure
step B also has an event action that sets an exit state, which links to procedure step C as shown in the following example.

A situation occurs in which procedure step B returns to step A; step B is closed, and is no longer available. Before
returning, however, step B linked to procedure step C. An unwanted situation occurs when step C attempts to return to
step B because step B is no longer available.

Because windows can be opened and closed in various ways, strive to standardize on design guidelines. For example,
choose to close windows only through event actions that set exit states. (Note that an exit state can also be set with a
push button and cause a flow. Part of your guidelines may be that push buttons close windows, but do not set exit states.)

When using the system X to close a window, consider that data in entry fields is processed when the field loses focus.
Loss of focus does not occur when you click system X, therefore the data will not be saved if you enter data and click
system X. To save the data, the user should close the window using a push button (with a special action of close defined,)
or force loss of focus (by tabbing off the field or clicking another field on the window). Also, because there is no loss of
focus when you click system X, the events that are queued or processed could be affected.
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Open Batch Code

Open Batch Code displays the source code objects packaged for batch applications. The objects include referential
integrity triggers, business systems, batch jobs, batch managers, and procedure steps (job steps).

You can select the displayed objects and generate them with the Code, Selected action on the Generate pull-down.

Open Business System

Open lists the business systems within the current model. You can switch to another business system by selecting from
the list.

Open Component Architecture Diagram Dialog

The Open Component Architecture Diagram dialog allows you to select an existing Component Architecture Diagram
(CAD) from the list of diagram names or to create a CAD. To access the Open Component Architecture Diagram dialog,
see Accessing CAD in Gen.

Alternate Method: To access the Open Component Architecture Diagram dialog from the CAD drop-down menu, highlight
the Diagram drop-down menu and click Open.

To close the Open Component Architecture Diagram dialog from the CAD drop-down menu, highlight the CAD dialog and
right-click the border of the diagram. Highlight Close and click.

To Select an Existing CAD

1. Highlight the desired diagram name and click Open or double-click the desired diagram name.
2. To close the diagram, click the x button on the upper right corner of the window.

To Create a New CAD

1. Click New to create a CAD.
The Component Architecture Diagram Property Untitled dialog displays.

2. Type the name of the new diagram.
The field accepts up to 32 bytes of characters.

3. Type the description for the new diagram.
The field accepts up to 4K bytes string.

4. To close the dialog, click OK.
The Open Component Architecture Diagram dialog redisplays with the name and description of the new CAD added to
the list of diagrams.

5. To close the Open Component Architecture Diagram dialog, click the x button on the upper right corner of the window.
The untitled Component Architecture Diagram displays.

The following are the fields in the dialog

Name
Displays the existing Component Architecture Diagram names. The Open button is disabled until a diagram name
is selected.

Description
Displays the description of the diagram as entered in the Component Architecture Diagram Property Untitled
Dialog.

Open
Displays the selected Component Architecture Diagram. The Open button is disabled until a diagram name is
selected.
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New
Invokes the dialog to create a Component Architecture Diagram. This button is always enabled.

Cancel
Opens the untitled Component Architecture Diagram. This untitled Component Architecture Diagram must be
renamed before working in it.

Open Cooperative Code

Open Cooperative Code displays the source code objects packaged for a cooperative process application. The objects
include business systems, referential integrity triggers, Window Managers, Server Managers, procedure steps, and action
blocks.

You can select the displayed objects and generate them with the Code, Selected action on the Generate pull-down.

Open DDL

This article provides information for Open DDL. Open DDL displays the database objects for an application.

You can select the displayed objects and generate them with the DDL, Selected action on the Generate pull-down.

Open in Action Block Usage or Structure Chart

To display another action diagram, select Open. The Action Diagrams Names dialog displays and lists the elementary
processes, procedure steps, action blocks and algorithms that are currently defined within the model.

Open in Action Diagram

To access an action diagram, select Open. The Action Diagram Names dialog displays and lists the elementary
processes, procedure steps, action blocks and algorithms that are currently defined within the model.

Open displays only one action diagram window. If you want to display more than one PAD at the same time, use the
Launch action.

Open in Business System Definition

To access a business system so that you can define design objects such as dialog flows, screens, and procedure steps,
select Open. A business system must be selected to activate Open.

Open in Data Model List

Selecting Open in a Data Model List displays two selection lists that let you select and display subject areas or entity types
in the Data Model List.

Open in Data Store List

Selecting Diagram Open action in Data Store List provides the following actions:

Action Description
All Records Reveals every database, tablespace, table, and storage group in

the Data Store List
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Database Reveals a selected database and the associated tablespaces,
tables, and storage groups within the Data Store List

 

 

Open in Data Structure List

Selecting Open in Data Structure List provides the following actions:

Action Description
All Records Displays every record in the database
Neighborhood Displays all records directly related to the selected record by a

relationship membership.

 

 

Open in Entity Life Cycle

Open accesses a selection list of entity types and entity subtypes. Selecting an item will result in the display of that
object's life cycle.

Open in Generation

This article provides information for Open in Generation. Open displays the online, batch, window, cooperative process,
and DDL objects available for generation or installation.

You can use the displayed objects with these actions on the Generate pull-down:

• Code, All
• Code, All and Install
• Code, Selected
• DDL, All
• DDL, All and Install
• DDL, Selected
• Install All Changes

Open in Matrices

Open accesses a selection list of matrices.

Open in Prototyping

To reveal a selection list of procedure steps (screens) within the active business system to prototype, select Open.

To view a list of procedure step flows for a selected procedure step, select anywhere on the active screen.
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Open in Screen Design

Open provides a selection list of procedure steps and templates associated with the active business system. Use Open to
activate a procedure step or template.

Most online procedure steps are associated with a screen. (A screen is the user's view of the system.)

Templates are definitions of portions of a screen. A template may be incorporated into many screens, thereby giving the
screens a common look and feel.

Open Model Diagram Selection Box

This box lists all the current Subject Areas within the model and their role. A subject area role refers to how the subject
area is used.

The roles that are explicitly supported in Gen are:

• S - indicates Specification
• I - indicates Implementation
• G - indicates General

A Gen model contains one "root" subject area. All other subject areas are contained (directly or indirectly) within that root
subject area. Indenting is used in the list box to denote the hierarchy.

For a given level, subject areas are listed in the order specification, implementation, and general. Within each role,
multiple subject areas are listed alphabetically. For further information, see Subject Area Roles.

Although the subject area list box lists any available subject areas in the model, the actions of each type may differ
depending on the diagram you have selected, as shown in the following table:

Diagram Subject Area Action
Specification Model Specification All push buttons enabled, although Open is

only enabled when a diagram is selected.
 Implementation New SA enabled.

New, Open, Properties, push buttons
disabled.

 General New, New SA, Open, Properties, push
buttons disabled.

Implementation Model Specification New, New SA, Open, Properties, push
buttons disabled.

 Implementation All push buttons enabled
 General New SA enabled.

New, Open, and Properties push buttons
that are disabled.

Scoped Type Model Specification All push buttons disabled.
 Implementation New, New SA, Properties enabled. Open

enabled when a diagram is selected.
 General All push buttons enabled

The Subject Areas Selection Box contains the following push buttons. Click the appropriate button for corresponding help.
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• Open push button - Opens the selected model diagram
• Properties push button - Purpose depends on whether a subject area or a diagram is selected in the model selection

box. If a subject area is selected, the properties for the selected subject area display. If a diagram is selected, the
properties for the selected diagram display.

• Close - Closes the model diagrams dialog box.
• Help push button - Opens the corresponding help panel.

Open Navigation Objects Dialog

This article provides information for Open Navigation Objects Dialog. Click Open to access the Open Navigation Objects
dialog and its four tabs.

The following Open Navigation Objects dialog four tabs:

• Diagrams
• Windows
• Servers
• Categories

The four tabs are arranged like a notebook. Click any tab to select the objects to display in the Navigation Diagram. Each
of the four tabs provides selection options for selecting Navigation Diagram objects.

Open Online Code

Open Online Code displays the source code objects packaged for block mode applications. The objects include business
systems, referential integrity triggers, Dialog Managers, procedure steps, and action blocks.

You can select the displayed objects and generate them with the Code, Selected action on the Generate pull-down.

Open Push Button

This push button activates and/or displays the selected object.

Open Push Button in Navigation Diagram

The Open push button displays the Navigation Diagram using all of the settings you've made in the tabs in the Open
Navigation Objects dialog box.

You can think of Open working in the same manner as OK.

Open Reports

Open Reports lists reports that have been created. This includes the Consistency Check report.

Open Technical Design

Opens the selected Technical Design.
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Open Window Code

Open Window Code displays the source code objects packaged for window applications. The objects include business
systems, referential integrity triggers, Window Managers, procedure steps, and action blocks.

You can select the displayed objects and generate them with the Code, Selected action on the Generate pull-down.

Open Windows Report Option

This article provides information for Open Windows Report Option. Select this report option to add to the report
information about windows that are currently open.

The selections that you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" shows for that option.

Operation Categories in Data Model Browser

Use this dropdown selection list to filter the choices of operations displayed in the box directly under this list. The default
choice is Sub-Transaction.

The choices available on this list are:

• Candidate Operations
• Sub-Transaction Operations
• Transaction Operations
• Cataloged Transaction Operations

Candidate Operations

Select Candidate Operations then Referencing Action Diagram to display a list of all action diagrams that contain an
import, export, local, or entity action view of the selected entity type or subtype. The action diagram may be a BAA action
block, a BSD action block, an elementary process, or procedure step.

An action diagram that you have already registered as an operation is still included in the list. An asterisk appears in front
of its name.

Sub-Transaction Operations

Select Sub-Transaction then Internal Operations to display a list of all elementary processes and common action
diagrams that have been registered as operations of the currently selected entity type or subtype.

The internal operation names should not be preceded by an asterisk.

Transaction Operations

Select Procedure Step then Transaction Operations to display a list of all procedure steps that have been registered as
operations of the currently selected entity type or subtype.

For steps you have recorded as operation packages, each command supported by the step also displays. The step name
displays first, written in initial capital letters. Then the names of all the support commands appear in upper case letters
and, indented, beneath the step name.

A command is considered supported if it is associated with the action diagram of the procedure step via a Case of
Command statement.
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Operations in Scoped Type Model Diagram

Use this menu choice to access a listing of all operations associated with the item highlighted on the Model Diagram.

Optional Attribute Selected Error

This article provides information for Optional Attribute Selected Error. The attribute that you selected is optional. Only
mandatory attributes can be identifiers.

To change the optionality of the attribute, select the Properties Push button. Leave the Optional check box blank to
indicate that the attribute is mandatory.

Use the Identifiers dialog to designate the mandatory attribute as an identifier.

Permitted Value Changed

The permitted value or range in the Current Permitted Values selection has been changed so that the default is no longer
defined as a permitted value. If permitted values are defined, the default must be contained in the permitted value list.

Deselect Value is Default and the permitted value can be changed.

Permitted Value in Use

A permitted value cannot be deleted if it is used on a window in window design within the Navigation Diagram tool.

Delete the value from the window and then delete the permitted value.

Permitted Values Error

This article provides information for Permitted Values Error. The default value must be included in the permitted values.

Change the permitted values to include the default value. Or, change the default value so that it is a permitted value.

Placing Objects on the Data Model Error

When you delete an object and promote the children, the software does not automatically place the objects in the Data
Modeling (graphical diagram) Tool when the following conditions exist:

• Objects are deleted using the Data Model List, and the Data Model Diagram is not displayed
• Objects are deleted from Data Model List,  and the deleted object is contracted in the Data Model Diagram.

Both situations prevent the software from placing the children of the selected object on the data model.

To place the children of the parent object, Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model, new parent, View, Place Unplaced
Box.

Printer Driver File Error

The software is unable to print because of a problem with the printer driver file. Check to see whether the printer driver file
exists.
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Procedure Name Change Error

This article provides information for Procedure Name Change Error. The procedure name has changed. To change the
name of the first procedure step to the procedure name:

Click Yes.

Click No to leave the procedure step name unchanged.

Procedure Information Message

To see the object, expand the indicated procedure.

Procedure Steps Check Box

This message indicates that you cannot select the check box for procedure steps.

Promote an Action Block Error

When you promote an action block to an elementary process, the views and action statements that are associated with
the elementary process are replaced by those associated with the promoted action block.

Also, the promoted action block is deleted from physical storage.

Click Yes to promote the action block to the selected elementary process.

Click No to avoid promoting the action block.

Promote or Delete Objects

The object that you selected has no subordinates. Therefore it is not possible to promote or to delete the children.

• Click Cancel to abort the delete of the object.
• Select the Delete Hierarchy radio button to delete the object.

Prompt Field is Empty

The prompt field cannot be blank. Type the prompt string.

Protection Violation

A protection violation was detected. Check delete access as defined in the model subset.

Read Only Model

The model that you are attempting to save is checked out with read-only usage. Or, it is a copy of a model that remains on
your workstation after the model was checked in.

If the model is checked out with read-only usage, begin by checking it in.

Check out the model with the appropriate usage level: Delete, Modify, or Access. Make the necessary changes and save
the model.

Read-only Procedure Step

The procedure step was checked out with read-only usage. To modify the procedure step, check it in and then check it out
again with Modify usage.

Repeat the synthesis steps.
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Referencing Error

If the relationship cardinality is one to one, only one side of the relationship can be specified as Referencing. At least one
membership has to be Modifying.

Select Modifying for at least one membership.

Text Options

Selecting Options lets you change the typeface of the text that is displayed in the diagram using the Fonts action.

Remove the Interaction Clusters Confirmation

Click OK to remove the interaction clusters you have created or Cancel to abort the change.

Repeating Group View Exceeds Cardinality

The sum of the repeating group view occurrences exceeds the cardinality of the view. The sum must be less than or equal
to the cardinality.

Replace the Local Video Properties

Click Yes to replace the local video properties with the default values established for the Business System.

Video properties include the color, intensity, and line justification for:

• Prompts
• Fields
• Error Messages
• Literals

Click Yes to replace the local video properties with the default values established for the Business System.

Click No to keep the local video properties.

Resource Errors

This article provides information for Resource Errors. A resource error is detected. Close as many windows as possible.

Then, select Retry to proceed.

If you select Cancel, execution ends.

Retransformation Message

Retransformation did not take place because the structure of the data model has not changed since the last
retransformation.

Consistency check rules did not detect a difference between the ERD and the data lists.

Row/Column Based Radio Button

Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see the documentation for that product for instructions on how to fill out this panel.
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Row Field

Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see the documentation for that product for instructions on how to fill out this panel.

Rows

Rows specify the number of rows on the display device. The code generator generates code to support the number of
rows specified.

Rows accept numerics only, no more than three digits in length.

The Rows field shows the standard default value for the selected device, if the value has not been changed.

Rows Node in Navigation Diagram Video Properties

You can select a set of custom video properties to replace the Business System Defaults settings for rows in specific list
boxes.

If you specify multiple custom video properties, the video properties alternate for the rows. You can specify the row at
which the alternating style should start.

Selecting the Automatic option applies the Business System Defaults settings for the rows in the list box.

More information:

• List Box/Table Style Node in Navigation Diagram
• List boxes and Tables Node
• Columns Node in Navigation Diagram Video Properties
• Specify Row and Column Video Properties for List Boxes and Tables
• Specify Row Custom Video Properties for Specific List Boxes

Rowwise Radio Button

Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see the documentation for that product for instructions on how to fill out this panel.

Ruler Bars Component Architecture Diagram

The Ruler Bars menu option in the Component Architecture Diagram controls whether the Ruler Bars are displayed on the
diagram.

Satisfaction Rating

This article provides information for Satisfaction Rating. Satisfaction Rating measures how well the information need is
met. The satisfaction rating must be 0, 1, 2, or 3 (required input).

The software multiplies the importance factor and the satisfaction rating to calculate the Requirement Weight.

Use the Requirement Weight to evaluate the importance of satisfying the information need.

Screen Control Push Button

This push button specifies the type of control for screen formatting. For IMS mapped screens, this push button displays
the MFS control blocks.
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Screen Description Dialog

The Screen Description dialog provides a multi-line area where essential characteristics of a screen can be recorded. Use
Description to provide an overview of the components covered by this screen.

Screen Design Orientation

Invert screen reverses the direction of the screen and the fields or controls on it so that the screen displays in an X-
coordinate mirrored display. In screen design, the text also displays as a mirror image. If the orientation of the screen was
left-to-right and you select Invert Screen, the screen displays in a right-to-left orientation. Conversely, if the orientation was
right-to-left and you select Invert Screen, the screen displays in a left-to-right orientation. This menu item only appears on
bi-directional systems.

Screen Help ID

Help ID specifies the name associated with the help text in the generated system. Each screen and field can have a
unique Help ID specified by the designer. The maximum length for the Help ID is 44 characters.

Screen Node in Business System Default Video Properties

The Screen node sets color, intensity, highlight, and justifies display properties for prompts, fields, and literals. Fields have
a Normal display and an Error display. It also sets cursor placement and protection for fields and errors and blank when
zero or null status for fields.

Defaults are set in Business System Design. These defaults display in their respective windows in Screen Design in
parentheses. You can customize your screen by changing the values at the field level. If one group value is changed, all
the values in that group lose their parentage and are no longer the inherited values. Likewise, if a single value is changed
back to its inherited value, all values in that group revert to the inherited values. Any values shown in parentheses in
Screen Design indicate they have been inherited from Business System Design. Those without parentheses have been
modified at the Screen Design level. You can change the defaults for Screen Design.

Follow these steps:

1. Make desired changes to any of the group drop-down.
2. Select Change Defaults.
3. Select OK.

Values which are changed at either the Business System Design or Screen Design level do not take effect and are written
to the model until you select OK.

The video properties apply only to block mode applications. Video properties for GUI applications are set in the Action
Diagramming Tool at the field level with Set Video Attributes.

Color
Determines the character color of the display for prompts, fields, errors, and literals. Use only on terminals with
extended colors like white, cyan, yellow, green, pink, red, and blue.

Intensity
Determines the brightness of the display (high or dark) for prompts, fields, errors, and literals.

Highlight
Determines how to emphasize characters of the display for prompts, fields, errors, and literals. Use only on
terminals with highlighting features such as underscore, blink, and reverse video.

Justify
Specifies how to align input data for prompts, fields, errors, and literals.

Put Cursor Here
Specifies whether to place the cursor on a field or an error
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Protected
Indicates whether field or error entry is protected

Blank when Zero or Null
Indicates whether to replace zero or null with a blank in numeric fields and text fields.

Fill character
Specifies the desired fill character for a field.

The dialog contains the following fields

Video Properties: Literal Color

Literal Video Properties let you distinguish literals from other screen objects.

Literal Color determines the color of literals and distinguishes them from other screen components. Specify Literal Color
only on terminals with extended color and highlighting features. Set any color supported by your terminal.

Video Properties: Literal Highlight

Literal Video Properties let you distinguish literals from other screen objects.

Literal Highlight determines how to emphasize literal characters. Specify Literal Highlight only on terminals with extended
color and highlighting features. Set any color supported by your terminal.

Video Properties: Literal Intensity

Literal Video Properties let you distinguish literals from other screen objects.

Literal Intensity determines the brightness of literals for fields. Specify Literal Intensity to customize the contrast of dark to
light screen colors. Use dark intensity for literals.

Video Properties: Literal Justify

Literal Video Properties let you distinguish literals from other screen objects.

Literal Justify specifies how data is aligned within a literal. The default value justifies alphabetic text on the left and
numerals on the right.

Use Defaults Push Button
This push button replaces the field definition values for video properties that you specify locally in Screen Design
with the defaults that you set in Business System Defaults.
Note: After you select Use Defaults, the changes do not take effect until you also select OK.

 

 

 

 

Screen Properties

To define Screen Properties, specify the following:

Specification Description
Name Identifies a selected procedure step (screen). Screens do not have

names of their own. Screens are identified by the name of their
associated procedure step. If you change the name of the screen,
you also change the name of the associated procedure step and
action block.
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Help ID Tells the installation Help system where to locate the help text for
the screen. Online systems should be supported by help text.

Scroll Indicates whether the user can scroll back and forth through a
repeating group appearing on the screen using the automatic
scrolling feature of the Gen software.

Unused occurrences Specifies whether occurrences of the repeating group appearing
on the screen that were not populated in the procedure step
export view should be automatically protected.

Display-first return Specifies which occurrence of the repeating group is displayed at
the top of the group after a return from a link type of dialog flow.

Because each screen represents only one online procedure step, some screen characteristics are borrowed from the
procedure step definition.

Positioning on a Display-first Return

The two types of display-first return on repeating groups are:

• Top is first occurrence in repeating group
• Top is top occurrence displayed before link

Top is first occurrence in repeating group resets the position of the group so that the first repeating group occurrence
displays on the first line of the repeating group on the screen. For example, if the tenth occurrence of the repeating group
is displayed on the top of the screen when the link is requested, the first occurrence is displayed on the top of the screen
after the corresponding return. This option is rarely used.

Top is top occurrence displayed before link restores the group to its position when the link was requested. For example, if
the tenth occurrence of the repeating group is displayed on the top of the screen when the link is requested, it will still be
on the top of the screen after the corresponding return.

Screen Properties Dialog

The Screen Properties dialog specifies:

Specification Description
Name Identifies a selected procedure step (screen). Screens do not have

names of their own. Screens are identified by the name of their
associated procedure step. If you change the name of the screen,
you also change the name of the associated procedure step and
action block.

Help ID Tells the installation Help system where to locate the help text for
the screen. Online systems should be supported by help text.

Scroll Indicates whether the user can scroll back and forth through a
repeating group appearing on the screen using the automatic
scrolling feature of the Gen software.

Unused occurrences Specifies whether occurrences of the repeating group appearing
on the screen that were not populated in the procedure step
export view should be automatically protected.

Display-first return Specifies which occurrence of the repeating group is displayed at
the top of the group after a return from a link type of dialog flow.

Because each screen represents only one online procedure step, some screen characteristics are borrowed from the
procedure step definition.

Positioning on a Display-first Return
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The two types of display-first return on repeating groups are:

• Top is first occurrence in repeating group
• Top is top occurrence displayed before link

Top is first occurrence in repeating group resets the position of the group so that the first repeating group occurrence
displays on the first line of the repeating group on the screen. For example, if the tenth occurrence of the repeating group
is displayed on the top of the screen when the link is requested, the first occurrence is displayed on the top of the screen
after the corresponding return. This option is rarely used.

Top is top occurrence displayed before link restores the group to its position when the link was requested. For example, if
the tenth occurrence of the repeating group is displayed on the top of the screen when the link is requested, it will still be
on the top of the screen after the corresponding return.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Screen name
Name lets you change the title of the current screen layout. The Screen Name must be no more than 32
characters long. The default is the name of the procedure step.

Screen Help ID
Help ID specifies the name associated with the help text in the generated system. Each screen and field can have
a unique Help ID specified by the designer. The maximum length for the Help ID is 44 characters.

Screen scroll Check Box

This check box enables the scroll bar capability. Use the scroll bar to page up or down through the field values in
sequence.

The following rules apply to scrolling repeating groups and nested repeating groups:

• Use scrolling when the maximum cardinality of the entity represented by a repeating group exceeds the number of
display lines.

• Do not use scrolling when the cardinality is equal to or less than the number of display lines.

Unused Occurrence Drop-Down List

This drop-down list specifies automatic protection of unpopulated occurrences of the repeating group appearing on the
screen. This option allows or prevents the updating of unused occurrences in a repeating group. This prevents you from
scrolling forward when the last filled-in occurrence of the repeating group appears on the screen.

If you attempt to scroll forward, the NEXT command is sent to the procedure. If the unused occurrences are protected,
you cannot add occurrences to the end of the group. The default is Unused occurrences are unprotected to allow updates.

On Display First Drop-Down List

This drop-down list specifies which occurrence of the repeating group is displayed at the top of the group after a return
from a link dialog.

The types of display-first return on repeating groups are:

• Top is first occurrence in repeating group.
• Top is top occurrence displayed before link.

Top is first occurrence in repeating group resets the position of the group so that the first repeating group occurrence
displays on the first line of the repeating group on the screen. For example, if the tenth occurrence of the repeating group
is displayed on the top of the screen when the link is requested, the first occurrence is displayed on the top of the screen
after the corresponding return. This option is rarely used.

Top is top occurrence displayed before link restores the group to its position when the link was requested. For example,
if the tenth occurrence of the repeating group is displayed on the top of the screen when the link is requested, it is still on
the top of the screen after the corresponding return.
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If you select Top is top occurrence displayed before link, you must set the dialog flow returns on properties to Display
First.

Top is first occurrence in repeating group is the default.

Screen Type

This drop-down list specifies the facility that controls the formatting of full screens of data on display screens. The choices
are:

Option Description
MFS Applies only to a TP Monitor of IMS and refers to the Message

Format Service (MFS) of IMS. MFS specifies that the Gen-
generated application contains MFS code, and MFS controls the
formatting of full screens of data.

MFS with EOF Applies only to a TP Monitor of IMS and refers to the Message
Format Service of IMS with end-of-field support. This option
specifies that the end-of-field key blanks the input field and the
previous data is not restored from the profile database.

Bypass Specifies that the Gen-generated application controls the
formatting directly. Any formatting facilities, such as MFS, are
bypassed and not used.

HSTFAC Applies to Host Facilities, a proprietary product.

Screen Video Properties
This article provides information for Screen Video Properties. Set screen video properties for prompts, fields, error
messages, and literals.

Specify the following properties:

• Color
• Intensity
• Highlight
• Justify
• Cursor Placement
• Cursor Protection
• Blank when Zero or Null status
• Field fill character

Screen/Entire Diagram

These radio buttons specify whether to print/plot the current screen display or the entire diagram. The radio buttons are
always enabled and the default is Screen.

Screen lets you print the information currently displayed on the screen. However, the printed page usually contains more
of the diagram graphics than just the current display. It will contain more diagram graphics in either the x or y direction
depending on whether you selected portrait or landscape mode. To determine how much of the screen graphics appear
on the printed page, use Preview Print Content.

Entire Diagram lets you print the entire contents of the diagram. Large diagrams may not be legible when printed on a
single page; therefore, you must determine if a single page output is acceptable or if multiple pages provide a more legible
report. If you chose multiple pages, you must also define how much of the diagram is placed on each page.
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Screens and Templates Dialog

The Screens and Templates dialog lists procedure steps and templates for selection. Use the Screen Design Tool to
define two types of display objects: screens and templates.

Screens are the user's view of the system. (Most online procedure steps are associated with a screen.)

Templates are definitions of portions of a screen. (A template may be incorporated into many screens, thereby giving them
all a common look and feel.)

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Procedure Step Concepts

The following is a summary of how all the components affecting a procedure step interact.

The procedure step is the anchor for screens and Procedure Action Diagrams. Dialog flows provide the means by which
one procedure step, based on the results of its execution, passes control and data to another procedure step.

The following activity illustrates how a screen, a Procedure Action Diagram, and a dialog flow work together during the
execution of a procedure step.

1. Input screen data by pressing the Enter key or a function key.
2. Map screen data into the import view.
3. Populate the import to export view from the screen or another procedure step via the action diagram.
4. Execute action diagram conditions (exit states) to either display a screen or flow to another procedure step.

If the decision is to display a screen, the data from the procedure step’s export view is mapped into the procedure
step’s screen and displayed.
If the decision is to flow to another procedure step, the export view from the current procedure step is matched to the
import view of the target procedure step.

5. If the dialog flow contains the Execute First property, the import view for the new procedure is passed to its action
diagram. Otherwise, the contents of the import view is immediately displayed on the screen.

Autoflow shortens this cycle by eliminating execution of the action diagram (step 3 above).

This procedure step execution reveals that the action diagram is independent of the screen and dialog flow. No explicit
actions are required to accept and display screens or initiate dialog flows. No special logic is required to detect whether:

• The Procedure Action Diagram was initiated from screen or a dialog flow.
• The result of its execution is to display a screen or initiate a dialog flow.

The following scenario demonstrates the effects of a flow on a non-display procedure:

Scenario

A non-display procedure is called on a link. An exit state is set that is not on the return link or any other flows

Effects

• If the link involves ONE load module (both procedures are contained in one load module), no return flow is executed. It
may appear that a flow is executed because the GUI window removes the non-display procedure from the procedure
step stack and acts as if the flow never took place.

• If the link involves TWO load modules, (each procedure in a separate load module), a forced return flow is executed no
matter what the exit state is.

Although this is inconsistent and a forced return flow with the data should be executed in all cases, the ONE load module
scenario is based upon an historical design perspective in which existing models and Gen client/server encyclopedia
clients depend on a NON-flow single module link.
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Screens Dialog

The Screens dialog lists screens where a selected template is used.

Script Name Field

Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see that product's documentation for instructions on how to fill out this panel.

Script Path Field

Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see that product's documentation for instructions on how to fill out this panel.

ScrollTop and ScrollBottom Events

ScrollTop and ScrollBottom events enable a procedure step to repopulate list boxes with data. Associate ScrollTop and
ScrollBottom events with list boxes to achieve this effect.

When a list contains enough items to scroll, the scroll bar becomes activated. Triggering of the ScrollTop and ScrollBottom
events occurs when the slider portion of the scroll bar (the little box in the middle) reaches the top or bottom of its range.
For GUI and Java, Triggering occurs only when using the mouse, not the keyboard. Movement of the slider bar occurs in
one of three ways:

• Clicking on the up or down arrow buttons
• Clicking in the scroll bar areas between the slider and the arrow buttons
• Dragging the slider bar

For ASP .Net, Triggering occurs with the movement of the slider bar to the top or bottom which can occurs in the following
ways:

• Clicking on the up or down arrow buttons.
• Clicking in the scroll bar areas between the slider and the arrow buttons.
• Dragging the slider bar.
• Selecting a row in the list box and moving it to the top or bottom with a cursor key.
• Selecting a row in the list box and moving it to the top or bottom with the mouse wheel.
• Selecting a row in the list box and moving it to the top or bottom with the PageUp or the PageDown key.

Search
Search locates an alphanumeric or DBCS string. To search for a string, specify the string of characters and the search
criteria (if applicable).

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Enter the String to Find
Specifies the string to locate. The following types of characters can be used as search strings:

• Alphanumeric or DBCS characters.
• String length is limited to 32 characters.
• The following two wildcards can be part of the search string:

– * represents any character in that position and in all remaining positions.
– ? represents any single character in that position. Two question marks represent any DBCS character in

that position.
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Search from Beginning
Specifies that the search starts at the beginning of all objects in the client area. The search stops at the first
occurrence of the search string. The line on which the string is found is positioned at the top of the client area,
flush left. Horizontal scrolling may be required to view the search string in the line. This option overrides the
Circular Search option.

Circular Search
Specifies that the search starts from the top line of the current display in the client area. It locates the next
occurrence of the search string. The line on which the string is found is positioned at the top of the client area,
flush left. Horizontal scrolling may be required to view the search string in the line.
This option is the default option.

Case Sensitive
Indicates whether text attributes can contain both uppercase and lowercase characters or only uppercase
characters. Clearing the selection of this option indicates that the attribute is not case sensitive and the text input
for the attribute is stored in all uppercase letters in the database. If the option is selected, the attribute is case
sensitive and the text input for the attribute is stored as it was input.
For example, Name is an attribute for the entity type EMPLOYEE. If Name is case sensitive, the letters are
preserved in the database as they were input. So, if "John Doe" is input for the Name, "John Doe" is retained in
the database. However, if Name is not case sensitive, that is, the option is not selected, "John Doe" is translated
to "JOHN DOE."

Locate Disabled Statements
Initiates a search for any disabled statements in the action diagram.

NOTE
Selecting the Locate Disabled Statements option overrides the text string search.

Search Dialog for Diagrams

The Search dialog accepts an alphanumeric or DBCS string for which you want to search. The search locates the next
occurrence of the search string.

The following are the options in the dialog:

Enter Name to Search
Enter Name to Search specifies the string to locate:

• Alphanumeric or DBCS characters are allowed.
• String length is limited to 32 characters.
• Two wildcards are allowed: * and ?.
• The * represents any character in that position and in all remaining positions.
• The ? represents any single character in that position. Two question marks represent any DBCS character in

that position.

Search
Click Search to initiate the search for the string in the Enter the String to Find field.

Close
Click Close button to exit without searching.

Search Dialog for Lists
This article provides information for Search Dialog for Lists. The Search dialog accepts a string for which you want to
search and your search criteria.

The following fields are in the dialog:
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String to find
Specifies the string to be searched. The following are the tips for search criteria:

• Alphanumeric or DBCS characters are allowed.
• String length is limited to 32 characters.
• Two wildcards are allowed: * and ?.
• The * represents any character in that position and in all remaining positions.
• The ? represents any single character in that position. Two question marks represent any DBCS character in

that position.

Search from beginning
Specifies that search begins at the top of a diagram and locates the first occurrence of the search string.

Circular Search
Specifies that search locates the next occurrence of the search string.

Case Sensitive
Specifies that search locates the pattern of characters in the search string.

The line on which the string is found is positioned at the top of the client area, flush left. Horizontal scrolling may be
required to view the search string in the line.

Select

To specify the highlighted object in the client area, select Select. The dialog that appears depends on the highlighted
object.

Select a Condition to Add Selection List

This selection list displays all views placed on a window or dialog box except the one for which you are defining the
disabling state. (The one you are defining appears in the top selection list.) This list displays the possible conditions for
each view:

• The control has data or does not have data.
• The control is on or off.
• The control has none, one, or many selected.
• The control is selected or not selected.

The conditions you select in this list appear in the top list as part of the disabling statement. Select the Add push button to
add a condition to the top list.

For each control, you can add only one of its conditions to each disabling state in the top list. You must delete a condition
from the disabling state in the top list before you can add a different condition. The Add push button remains inactive if
you cannot add a condition.

For example, assume you add a condition to the top list that a control has data. If you want to change this to the condition
that the control does not have data, you must first delete the other condition in the top list.

To delete a condition in the top list, select the condition then the Delete push button.

Select a Custom Video Property for Elements in Message Boxes and ListBoxes/Tables

The Select Custom Video Properties dialog displays a list of custom video properties. If  <automatic> appears in the list,
it indicates that the tool will use the default styles, if applicable. Select the required custom video property and click OK.
 The system saves the changes and closes the Select Custom Video Properties dialog.
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Select a State to Add to or Delete Selection List

This selection list displays the conditions under which a control is disabled. Disabled controls appear grayed out and
cannot be selected by a user.

The control for which you are defining the disabling condition is the top line in the list. The disabling conditions display as
you select them from the bottom selection list.

A control is disabled when the statement in this list evaluates to true. A statement is true if one of the following is true:

• The statement contains no AND conditions or OR conditions, and the statement is true.
• The statement contains no OR conditions, and all AND conditions are true.
• The statement contains OR conditions, and at least one OR condition is true.

If a statement contains AND conditions within OR conditions, the same rules apply. All AND conditions must be true within
at least one OR condition.

The placement of the condition depends on the line selected in this list:

Line in List Placement
Top line The first condition is placed below the top line. The word OR

appears at the bottom of the list. Subsequent conditions are
placed above the OR line. Subsequent conditions are preceded by
the word AND.

OR line The first condition is placed below the OR line. Another OR
appears at the bottom of the list. Subsequent conditions are place
above the bottom OR line. Subsequent conditions are preceded
by the word AND.

Any other line The condition is placed above the next OR line.

Select Additional Replacement Attributes Dialog

The Select Additional Replacement Attributes dialog lets you select one or more additional attributes to be added to views.
Copy with Substitution prepares SET statements for the additional attributes in CREATE and UPDATE statements in the
procedure's action diagram.

An asterisk (*) appears next to attributes already matched. These attributes are unavailable for selection as additional
attributes.

Select All Events

This push button selects all events in the Defined Events list.

Select All Windows

Select one of these radio buttons to control which windows and dialog boxes display in the Navigation Diagram. You can
select all windows:

• In the model - adds all windows and dialog boxes in the current model to the Included Objects list.
• In the selected Business System - adds all windows and dialog boxes in the selected Business System to the Included

Objects list.
• In the selected Procedure Step - adds all windows and dialog boxes in the selected Procedure Step to the Included

Objects list.
• That are stand alone - adds all windows and dialog boxes that have been created but have no flows to or from them to

the Included Objects list.
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NOTE
Windows and dialog boxes that have no flows to or from them indicate that either the model is incomplete (there
should be flows) or the objects are not needed.

Select an Attribute Dialog

The Select an Attribute dialog lists the attributes available for substitution when using Copy with substitution. The attribute
you select is matched for the original attribute at the Copy with Substitution dialog, and is substituted during the copy.

Select as Operation

Selecting an action block lets you mark it for a particular operation with a specific entity type. Selected action blocks are
marked with an asterisk. To mark an action block for an operation, select it and click Select as Operation.

Select Business System Dialog

The Select Business System dialog lists the business systems with which a copied procedure, procedure step, action
block or action diagram can be associated. All business systems defined for the open model appear in the selection list.

A procedure, procedure step, action block or action diagram can be copied to only one business system at a time.

Select Name to Search Dialog

The Select Name to Search dialog displays the strings that match the search criteria you entered. Select one of the
names from the list and select the Search push button.

Select Only

Select this control to cause the code generated for a READ statement to be comprised only of a SELECT statement. For
some DBMSs, this causes an error if more than one row satisfies the WHERE clause. Additionally, this option is ignored if
the generator determines the row must be locked.

For Oracle, Gen generates a singleton select, preceded by the following line:

EXEC ORACLE OPTION ( SELECT_ERROR=NO )

This makes generation of a cursor unnecessary as the code directs Oracle to ignore a "multiple rows returned situation".

Select Parent for an Operation
An operation is the lowest unit of work in a model; for example, READ CUSTOMER. When adding an operation, you must
select a parent for the operation. Typically, the parent is a procedure.

The following examples of hierarchy, from an elementary process to operation (high unit of work to lowest unit of work).

Create Customer (ELEMENTARY PROCESS)

Owns Maintain Customer (PROCEDURE)

Which owns Customer Information (FUNCTION).

Which owns Read Customer (OPERATION).

Select Procedure Step

This selection list contains all of the procedures and procedure steps that are not associated with a load module. (The
procedures are unpackaged.)
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Selecting the name of a procedure selects all procedure steps associated with it. To select individual procedure steps,
select the procedure step itself and not the procedure with which it is associated.

Select Procedure Step Dialog

The Select Procedure Step dialog lets you specify the Business System or Procedure Step that is an external process to
the current business system being designed.

Add External Flow In and Add External Flow Out enable you to create flows between business systems. You can add an
external flow into a destination business system and an external flow out of a source business system. An external flow
into a destination system, known as an external flow in, can be to the first procedure step only. An external flow out of a
business system, known as an external flow out, can be from any procedure step.

The following fields are available on this dialog:

Business System
This selection lets you specify the appropriate business system when adding an external flow into a destination
business system or an external flow out of a source business system.
A procedure sometimes must use external logic. For example, the system may need to access databases and
files that are not yet supported by the application. You can use external objects to show virtually any source of
information required by a procedure. You also can show any information required of a procedure by an outside
source.
When you select Add External Flow In, the business system you choose is the destination business system that
receives the flow from the external business system.
When you select Add External Flow Out, the business system you choose is the source business system that
sends the flow to the external business system.

Procedure Steps
This selection lets you specify a procedure step associated with a Flow In.

• Select the destination business system
• Select the appropriate procedure step from the selection list.
• An external flow into a destination system can only be to the first procedure step.

To specify a procedure step that sends an external flow

• Select the source business system
• Select the appropriate procedure step from the procedures selection list.
• An external flow out of a business system can be from any procedure step.

Select Dialog Flows and Procedure Steps

This push button accepts the dialog flow and procedure step and associates them with an autoflow.

Select Push Button

This push button combines your choices from the lower three selections and adds them to the uppermost selection list.
The combination of choices will be used to implement the flow.

Select Bitmaps

This button selects the bitmap highlighted in the Installed Bitmaps selection list and displayed in the Bitmap Preview area
and returns the name to the Bitmap combination box on the invoking Properties dialog.
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Select Push Button in Clear Screen Input

This push button selects the keyword that is highlighted in the selection list and returns to the Clear Screen Input diagram.
On this dialog, Select serves the same purpose as OK.

Select Push Button in Flow Maintenance

This push button selects the exit state that is highlighted in the selection list and returns to the Flow Maintenance diagram.
On this dialog, Select serves the same purpose as OK.

Select Push Button in Procedure Synthesis

This push button is activated when a command/synonym and a corresponding action block are selected. Select lets
you define the commands/synonyms that direct processing of action blocks. Select places your choice in the uppermost
selection list.

Selected Activities Report Option

Select this report option to add to the report information about the activities highlighted in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram.

The selections you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" will show for that option.

Selected Attribute Cannot Be Implemented

The attribute cannot be implemented because consistency check warnings were found or because you selected to cancel
the implementation.

Selected Entity Type Cannot Be Implemented

The entity type cannot be implemented because consistency check warnings were found or because you selected to
cancel the implementation.

Selected Entity Types Checkbox

Select this checkbox to apply the optional selection to selected entity types.

Selected for Generation

This check box specifies that the code generator will generate Message Format Services (MFS) code for the selected
device. The MFS code supports the specifications for extended attribute support and the number of rows and columns.

NOTE
This check box overrides the Extended Attribute Support check box on the Environment Parameters dialog. If
you select this check box, the code generator generates the code. This occurs whether or not the Extended
Attribute Support check box is selected.

Selected Relationship Cannot Be Implemented

The relationship cannot be implemented because consistency check warnings were found or because you selected to
cancel the implementation.
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Selection Character for List Box

The Selection Indicator check box specifies that an attribute is marked as a selection indicator. On a list box, the selection
indicator indicates which line is selected. A list box can have only one selection indicator.

The attribute view must:

• Belong to an export repeating group view at the same level as the other attribute views in the list box. The repeating
group view cannot be nested.

• Define an attribute with a domain of text and a fixed length of only one character.
• Be supplied for an export repeating group view that uses GUI statements.

A work view is one way to implement the attribute for a selection indicator. Another way is to use GET ROW, or another
GUI statement, to manipulate one or more items in a list box. For more information about GUI statements, use the help
index to access help for one of the topics below.

• Add GUI Statements
• GET ROW
• HIGHLIGHT
• UNHIGHLIGHT

When you use a selection indicator, the Window Manager automatically places an asterisk (*) into the attribute view when
you select a line in the list. The single asterisk applies to each attribute view in the selected line. If the list is a list box with
multiple columns, each of the columns in the selected line is indicated as being selected.

The logic in your action diagrams can use this selection indicator to determine which attributes in the list are selected. The
logic can then perform the appropriate processing.

An example helps explain this. Assume that you create a work set called EXPORT IEF_SUPPLIED with an attribute called
FLAG. FLAG is the selection indicator for your list box. Your list box contains the columns customer, number, and city.

The action diagram performs a READ EACH for an entity view of customer. The customer, number and city selected in the
list box are indicated by an asterisk in FLAG. The action diagram logic to perform a change on the selected line could be
implemented as follows:

+- CASE change

| ---

| +-- FOR EACH retrieved

| | -- IF export ief_supplied flag IS NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

| | | MOVE in customer TO flow_passed customer

| <------ESCAPE

| | ---

| ---

| EXIT STATE IS perform_change

---

Similarly, you can use the selection indicator to preselect attributes in a list box. The list box can display a line already
selected when the window or dialog box appears. The logic in your action diagram must set the selection indicator to an
asterisk. To continue with the example, the statement is:

SET export ief_supplied flag TO "*"

Selection for List Properties

This control enables the application user to select more than one line in a list box. Selection is performed using standard
Windows conventions for single, multiple, and extended selection.
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Selection Indicator for List Box Field Properties

This check box specifies that an attribute indicates when a line is selected in a list box. A list box can have only one
selection indicator.

The attribute view must:

• Belong to an export repeating group view at the same level as the other attribute views in the list box. The repeating
group view cannot be nested.

• Define an attribute with a domain of text and a length of only one character.
• Be supplied for an export repeating group view that uses GUI statements.

A work view is one way to implement the attribute for a selection indicator. Another way is to use GET ROW, or another
GUI statement, to manipulate one or more items in a list box. For more information about GUI statements, use the help
index to access help for one of the topics below.

• Add GUI Statements
• GET ROW
• HIGHLIGHT
• UNHIGHLIGHT

When you use a selection indicator, the Window Manager automatically places an asterisk (*) into the attribute view when
you select a line in the list. The single asterisk applies to each attribute view in the selected line. If the list is a list box with
multiple columns, each of the columns in the selected line is indicated as being selected.

The logic in your action diagrams can use this selection indicator to determine which attributes in the list are selected. The
logic can then perform the appropriate processing.

An example helps explain this. Assume that you create a work set called EXPORT IEF_SUPPLIED with an attribute called
FLAG. FLAG is the selection indicator for your list box. Your list box contains the columns customer, number, and city.

The action diagram performs a READ EACH for an entity view of customer. An asterisk in FLAG indicates the customer,
number and city selected in the list box. The action diagram logic to perform a change on the selected line could be
implemented as follows:

+- CASE change

| ---

| +-- FOR EACH retrieved

| | -- IF export ief_supplied flag IS NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

| | | MOVE in customer TO flow_passed customer

| <------ESCAPE

| | ---

| ---

| EXIT STATE IS perform_change

---

Similarly, you can use the selection indicator to preselect attributes in a list box. The list box can display a line already
selected when the window or dialog box appears. The logic in your action diagram must set the selection indicator to an
asterisk. To continue with the example, the statement is:

SET export ief_supplied flag TO "*"

Selection List

This selection list lets you select the destination procedure step for the flow from the current procedure step. In case you
need to generate a new selection list, the option <Synthesize new List> always appears.
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Selection List Flows Dialog

The Selection List Flows dialog lets you add a subject list flow to the current procedure step. The flow originates at a
synthesized procedure step that displays a selection list.

When you specify a subject list flow, select from the following selection lists:

Subject Entity View
Specifies candidates for subject entity types

Flow from Subject List
Specifies the synthesized procedure steps that are candidates for the origin of the flow

On Command
Specifies commands you can implement to execute the flow

To supplement the list of available commands, select the Add Cmd pushbutton.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Subject List Flows Concepts

A subject list flow lets the user of the generated system use a selection list as a menu for the procedure step being
detailed. The user can select an occurrence of the entity type from the selection list and perform entity maintenance
actions. When the user completes actions at the entity maintenance screen, the selection list reappears.

For example, you can synthesize a flow between a procedure step that lists employees and a procedure step that
performs entity actions on employee personnel records.

Send Current Exit State Checkbox

When the Send Current Exit State checkbox is selected, the exit state value, message type, and message text are sent on
the dialog flow to the target procedure step. The termination action (normal, rollback, abort) is not sent; it is initialized to
normal.

The exit state value can be used in the target procedure step to control PAD logic. For example, suppose the procedure
step ERROR HANDLER is the target procedure step when an error occurs. Sending the Current Exit State on all flows
to ERROR HANDLER makes it possible to add logic that interrogates the exit state value to determine the appropriate
action.

If the target procedure step does not change the exit state value, the exit state is acted upon in the normal fashion when
the target procedure step is complete. If the exit state causes a flow, then a flow occurs when the target procedure step is
complete. Likewise, if the exit state causes a return, then a return occurs when the target procedure step is complete.

When the exit state is sent in GUI and Client/Server applications, the message text is not displayed before control is
passed to the target procedure step.

When the exit state is not sent in GUI and Client/Server applications, the message text is displayed before control is
passed to the target procedure step.

The Send Current Exit State checkbox is enabled only if the flow is Execute (instead of Display).

The default is for the checkbox to be unchecked. This is consistent with previous versions of the product and means that
all exit state information is initialized to NULL before the target procedure step is executed.

Sent/Returned Radio Button
This article provides information for Sent/Returned Radio Button. Selecting this radio button shows view matching for both
data that is sent and data that is returned.

The view matching includes:
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• View matching for data that is sent to the To procedure step.
• View matching for data that is returned to the From procedure step.

Separate Horizontally Check Box
This checkbox position objects horizontally by putting a specified distance between them. The distance is in device-
independent presentation elements.

You specify the distance in the Distance entry field.

The objects are positioned relative to a reference object. For horizontal separation, the reference object is the one to the
left of the other objects.

This check box works in parallel with the Horizontally check box for Align. If you select the check box for Separate
Horizontally, only the Align Horizontally checkbox is active.

NOTE
The size of screen fonts varies depending on the resolution of monitors. Therefore, the size of the fonts that
appears on your application can vary from monitor to monitor. To ensure that none of the controls overlap or
truncate because of differences in monitor resolution, allow some distance between the controls. Try not to
overcrowd your layout. A layout that is spaced adequately also improves readability.

Separate Vertically Check Box

This check box positions objects vertically by putting a specified distance between them. The distance is in device-
independent presentation elements. You specify the distance in the Distance entry field.

The objects are positioned relative to a reference object. For vertical separation, the reference object is the one above the
other objects.

This check box works in parallel with the Vertically check box for Align. If you select the check box for Separate Vertically,
only the Align Vertically check box is active.

NOTE
The size of screen fonts varies depending on the resolution of monitors. Therefore, the size of the fonts that
appears on your application can vary from monitor to monitor. To ensure that none of the controls overlap or
truncate because of differences in monitor resolution, allow some distance between the controls. Try not to
overcrowd your layout. A layout that is spaced adequately also improves readability.

Separator Entry Field

This single-line entry field specifies the maximum number of spaces to allow between components displayed on:

• A toolbar
• A status bar

The Separator default value is 5 spaces, where the size of a space depends on the font being used. You will see the
effects of the separator spacing only when you focus on a component to separate from the one next to it, hold down the
right mouse button, and drag it in the opposite direction for a distance of at least twice the Default Spacing.

On a toolbar, the minimum space or Default Spacing is normally used between push buttons of the same category;
maximum space or Separator is reserved for separating one category of push buttons from another.

Although this field will accept values between 0 and 999, specifying too large a number can separate components so
much that they are out of the range of visibility. If this happens, double-click on the toolbar or status bar and make the
separator smaller.
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Compare the Separator on the following toolbar examples:

Separator = 5

Separator = 50

Compare the Separator on the following status bar examples:

Separator = 5

Separator = 50

Separator Line for a Sub Menu Item

This check box specifies that a horizontal line appears above the sub menu item. The horizontal line provides a visual
separation between two menu items.

This check box applies only to sub menu items in pull-downs. The sub menu item cannot be the first menu item in the pull-
down.

Sequencing

Sequencing specifies the sequence in which the cursor moves from control to control when the Tab key is pressed.

Server

The three-dimensional box represents a server that is a procedure step with the "No Display" attribute set. The text within
the box is the procedure step name.

Server Environment

Server Environment specifies the environment parameters for a selected object. If the selected object is a business
system, you can set environment parameters for all server load modules within that business system. If the selected
object is a server load module (Server Manager), you can set environment parameters for that particular server load
module.
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Server Environment Parameters Dialog

The Server Environment Parameters dialog specifies the production environment for a server component.

These parameters affect code generation and are saved as part of the server manager, not the business system.

You can globally specify default parameters for all server components by selecting a business system, then detailing the
server environment. The word ALL appears on the environment parameters dialog to indicate that the parameters apply to
all server load modules.

You may prefer to set environment parameters globally rather than setting parameters for each individual server
component. This can save time and help reduce generation errors from incorrect or omitted parameters.

If you prefer to override the global parameters, you can set "temporary parameters" (such as for testing an application) by
selecting the Generation Defaults option in the Generation Tool.

From the Generation Defaults dialog, you can set "temporary parameters" for:

• Operating system
• DBMS
• Language
• TP monitor
• Profile Manager
• Communications

Refer to the online help for Generation Defaults for more information.

Server Manager Properties - .NET Remoting

This tab allows you to specify the properties for server managers in a .NET server environment. You can specify the
following:

Channel Type
- This options allows you to specify the mechanism for transporting messages between applications across
remoting boundaries, whether between application domains, processes, or computers. The options are Binary or
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP).

HostName
- This field allows you to specify location of the .NET server. The Host Name can be in Internet Packet version 4
(IPv4) or version 6 (IPv6) format. The maximum length for an entry in the Host Name field is 1024 characters.

Service (Port)
- This field allows you to specify the port address for access to the .NET server.

Server Manager Properties - EJB/RMI

This tab allows you to specify the server manager properties in an EJB™(Enterprise JavaBeans™)/RMI (Java™ Remote
Method Invocation) environment. You can specify the following:

Name Manager URL
- This field should ordinarily remain blank unless the EJBs will be accessed from Gen-generated clients that are
not deployed in the same EAR file and/or application server. Otherwise, enter the Universal Resource Locator
(URL) of the name manager (JNDI server) for the application server that hosts the EJBs. The Name Manager
URL can be in Internet Packet version 4 (IPv4) or version 6 (IPv6) format. The maximum length for an entry in the
URL field is 1024 characters.
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Initial Factory
- This field should ordinarily remain blank unless the EJBs will be accessed from Gen-generated clients that
are not deployed in the same EAR file and/or application server. Otherwise, enter the Java classname of the
application server's EJB factory creation class.

Server Manager Properties - MQSeries

This tab allows you to specify the following server manager properties when you generate an MQSeries application. Note
that you can change the default names specified by overtyping a new name in the field.

Queue Manager Name:
This is the local queue manager name. By default, the name is a null string; this causes both the client and server
to connect to the default Queue Manager.

Queue Name:
This is the local queue name. The client uses this queue as its Put queue for requests. The MQSeries server uses
this queue as its Get queue to retrieve requests. The field defaults to the server load module name.

Reply Queue Name
: The client uses this name to identify the reply queue. The name can specify a model queue name, or a local
queue name. The default name is SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE

Client Type:
You can specify either MQS or MQI-Client. If you check the MQS radio button, the generated client attempts to
attach to the queues, channels, and a queue manager on the local client machine. If you check the MQI-Client
radio button, this indicates that you are making use of a thin MQSeries client that allows calls to be made to a
remote queue manager (without having a queue manager or queues or channels on the local system).

Server Manager Properties - Tabbed dialog box

The Server Manager Properties dialog box contains multiple tabs. These allow you to view and define the following server
manager properties:

• General properties that specify the load module
• MQSeries series properties
• TCP/IP properties
• EJB/RMI properties
• .NET Remoting

For further help on each tab, select a field and press F1 or press the Help push button.

Server Manager Properties - TCP/IP

This dialog box specifies Server Manager properties when you generate a TCP/IP application. If values are left blank, then
valid values must be specified by the client runtimes, during execution.

Host Name:
Specify the host name as a machine name or an internet address. The Host Name can be in Internet Packet
version 4 (IPv4) or version 6 (IPv6) format. The maximum length for an entry in the Host Name field is 1024
characters.

Service (Port):
Specify the port or service name on the target host, that you wish to use for the connection. It may be specified as
a service name (for example, my service) or as a numeric port number (for example, 2008).

NOTE
With some runtimes (for example, Java proxy) it may be mandatory to use the numeric form of the port number.
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Server Name Field

The Execution Properties dialog box can be ignored unless you are using another product that requires a definition of an
external procedure step.

When the panel is needed, refer to the other product's documentation for a description of the required information.

Server/Procedure Step Properties

Use the Server/Procedure Step Properties dialog box to create nonscreened procedure steps or servers. The server
creates a blank server procedure step in the model.

The Navigation Diagram displays servers as a three-dimensional, solid line box containing the server name. Double-click
the server icon or server entry in any of the three panes to start the Action Diagram tool for that server procedure step.

The diagram displays procedure steps that do not (yet) have windows as a three-dimensional, dashed-line box. Double-
click the procedure step (pstep) icon or entry in any of the three panes to access the Action Diagram tool for that
procedure step.

If you drag a window from the Tool Palette and drop it on top of the pstep icon in the Network pane, the window icon
replaces the pstep icon.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Server Name Field
Use this field to enter the name of a new server you wish to add to the model and for display in the Navigation
Diagram. You are adding the new server to the current Business System, whose name is displayed in the
Business System field of this dialog box.

Server Description in Navigation Diagram
Use this field to enter a description of the new server. This field provides a convenient place to save useful
information about the server. The description should include the reason the server was created and the
relationships it shares with any other objects.

Servers List in Navigation Diagram

The Servers list contains the names of all of the servers in the current business system, displayed in the Business
Systems field. When you change the business system in this drop-down list, Gen updates the Servers list to display the
servers contained in the new business system.

Servers tab in Navigation Diagram

Use the Servers tab to include servers to be displayed in the Navigation Diagram. Add a server to the Included Objects list
by selecting it in the Server List box and selecting the Include push button, or by double-clicking the server name in the
Servers list.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Business Systems
Use this list to select a business system from all of the business systems in the current model. The windows,
dialog boxes, and servers you select for display in the Navigation Diagram are located in this business system.
The procedure steps listed in the Procedure Steps list are also located in this business system.
This field defaults to the current business system selected in the Business System tool.

NOTE
Objects from different business systems may be displayed in the Navigation Diagram at the same time
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Included Objects
The Included Objects list box displays all the objects that you have designated for inclusion (sometimes called
scoping objects) in the Navigation Diagram. You can include objects for display by double-clicking them, or by
selecting an object and then selecting the Include push button. You can select objects using the options on the
Diagrams, Windows, Server and Categories tabs.
In the Categories tab, the list displays all objects according to the criteria you set. Selecting one of the radio
buttons under the heading Select All Windows and then selecting the Include push button establish these criteria.

NOTE
Gen retains the selections you make as you move from one tab to another. Select the Open button to
display the Navigation Diagram with the selections you made.

When you select objects for inclusion in the Navigation Diagram, you can view the selected (scoping) objects in
one of three ways:

• Display all scoping objects and their children, which are the objects that have flows from them. (This is the
default choice.)

• Display all scoping objects and their parents (objects that have flows to the scoping objects)
• Display the scoping objects with both parents and children.

These options correspond to choices on the View menu.
Servers

The Servers list contains the names of all of the servers in the current business system, displayed in the Business
Systems field. When you change the business system in this drop-down list, Gen updates the Servers list to
display the servers contained in the new business system.

Remove
Removes an object from the Included Objects list by selecting the object and click Remove, or double-click an
object in the Included Objects list.

Include
Use the Include push button to put selected objects into the Included Objects list. You can also double-click an
object to include it in the list.

Service Missing

This error message indicates that the WSDL service element is missing. The WSDL service element defines a collection
of ports that expose a particular binding. For more information about the WSDL service element, see http://www.w3.org/
TR/wsdl.

Ensure that the WSDL service element is available.

Set Key Value

Set moves the value into the selected column of the Key selection list. The value must be valid for the column type,
length, and extra number of decimals.

SET Statement

SET is an assignment action used to assign values to attribute views. It operates like the SET clause of CREATE and
UPDATE statements.

The format of the SET action statement is:

     --                            --             --                --

SET | entity-view-1 attribute-view-1 | [ROUNDED] | TO expression      |
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    | NEXTTRAN                       |           | USING action-block |

    | SUBSCRIPT                      |            --                --

    | LAST                           |

     --                            --

where entity-view-1 is one of the following:

• An export entity view that is not persistent
• An import entity view that is exported and is not persistent.
• A local entity view

The SET action is used in CREATE or UPDATE actions, or it can be used as a stand-alone action. When you CREATE
an entity, you must assign values to its identifying and/or mandatory attributes. For optional attributes, you can SET any
attribute value in the CREATE or UPDATE action.

When you work with attribute actions, you use the SET action to assign a value to an individual attribute view. SET either
establishes an initial value for an attribute or changes an existing value. You can SET an attribute by assigning a specific
value using the TO option or by calculating a value USING an algorithm.

For example, the SET statement in the following example sets a text attribute to a character string. It directly assigns a
literal value to code:

 -- CREATE received product

| SET code TO "GA"

 --

In this example, SET is used as a stand-alone action to establish a value for an attribute from an export or local view.

SET export code TO input product code

NULL Properties for the SET Statement

For SET statements, all views that are nullable may be set to NULL or NOT NULL. For more information on nullable
views, see Null Properties.

The following paragraphs describe how applications generated by Gen implement SET statements for nullable views.

For the syntax SET view TO view:

See the topic SET and MOVE Behavior Involving NULLS.

For the syntax SET view TO NULL:

1. Sets the NULL flag of the view.
2. If a default value exists, sets the default value of the attribute. If a default value does not exist, zeros and spaces are

used as follows:
For numeric fields, sets the value to zero.
For fixed length strings, sets the value to all spaces.
For varying length strings, sets the length attribute to zero.

For more information, see Null Properties.

For the syntax SET view TO any other expression:

The destination view will always become NOT NULL whenever the source expression contains anything other than NULL
or a single attribute view (with no parentheses, functions, or arithmetic operators).
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Set Command Push Button

This push button lets you specify a command that the destination procedure step should execute. You can select a
command or enter one.

Online procedure steps rely on the command value to direct their processing.

When you select a command to be passed along a dialog flow, you can pass the command set in the source procedure
step to the destination procedure step and associate it with a flow. To pass the command, select <Current> from the
Command selection list. You can set the value of a command to <Current> for flows within and among business systems.
You can also set a command value to <Current> for autoflows.

The <Current> option can add flexibility to menus. The user can select menu options that set an exit state and a command
to be passed along the flow triggered by the exit state. The <Current> option is especially helpful if you have multiple
options on the same screen menu, each of which uses a flow to the same destination procedure.

As an example, on a menu that includes options to add, delete, and fill sales orders, all three flows can occur to the same
destination procedure. Instead of adding three exit states and three different commands, you can add a single dialog flow
with one exit state and the command value set to <Current>.

Set Dense Object

To remove an object such as an entity type, function, or elementary process from the Interaction Clustering, select Set
Dense Object.

Dense objects are those objects that are closely related to more than one object in the matrix. (For example, one function
may CREATE many entity types. If the function is not marked as dense, the clustering algorithm may create one large
cluster.)

Dense objects occur because the object in question is:

• Too general and needs to be decomposed further
• A correct representation of how the business works and should be considered in a cluster of its own.
• Incorrectly defined and needs correction
• Some of the Create and Update interactions (expected effects) may not be correct and should be reviewed.

Set Dense Objects always clears any previously defined clusters.

To activate this action, open one of the following matrices:

• Entity Type/Function
• Entity Type/Elementary Process

Set Options
This article provides information for Set Options. Select the option that you want more information, and the help displays.

• attribute view
• NEXTTRAN
• NEXTLOCATION
• client user id
• client password
•  Subscript
• Last
• window object
• transaction retry limit
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SET Statements in CREATE
This article provides information for SET Statements in CREATE. Select SET to add attributes and associations.

Select SET only mandatory attributes and associations to add:

• SET statements for all attributes that must have a value for every entity of the type described
• ASSOCIATE statements for all mandatory relationships
• Exception statements (WHEN successful, WHEN exists, WHEN permitted value violation)

Select Set all attributes and associations to add:

• SET statements for all mandatory and optional attributes
• ASSOCIATE statements for all mandatory and optional relationships
• Exception statements

SET statements are not generated for derived or auto number attributes.

Select Set all attributes (no associations) to add:

• SET statements for all mandatory and optional attributes
• Exception statements

No ASSOCIATE statements are generated.

Use Add no SET or ASSOCIATE statements to generate no SET or ASSOCIATE statements. You must add SET
statements that assign a value to all mandatory attributes and other attributes. You also must add ASSOCIATE statements
to allow pairings to be established for identifying relationships. This choice adds exception statements.

Examples

This example shows the CREATE statement that is generated when you set only mandatory attributes and associations:

 

This example shows the CREATE statement that is generated when you set all attributes and associations:
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This example shows the CREATE statement that is generated when you set all attributes (no associations):

 

This example shows the CREATE statement that is generated when you add no SET or ASSOCIATE statements:

 

SET Statements in UPDATE
Select SET mandatory attributes to add SET statements for all attributes that must have a value for every entity of the
type that is described and Exception statements.

SET statements for identifying attributes are not added.

Select Set all attributes to add:

• SET statements for all mandatory and optional attributes.
• Exception statements
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SET statements are not generated for derived attributes, auto number attributes, or attributes used in an identifier.

Select Add no SET statements to add no SET or ASSOCIATE statements. You must add SET statements that assign a
value to all mandatory attributes and other attributes. You also must add ASSOCIATE statements to allow pairings to be
established for identifying relationships. This choice adds exception statements.

Examples

This example shows that the UPDATE statement generated when you set mandatory attributes:

 

This example shows that the UPDATE statement generated when you set all attributes:

 

This example shows that the UPDATE statement generated when you add no SET or ASSOCIATE statements:

 

Set Video Attributes Dialog
The dialog specifies the video properties for a field. For block mode applications, attributes that are specified here override
video properties set from Business System Defaults.

The properties from Business System Defaults initially define the display characteristics for all screen fields. Values from
this dialog apply to a particular field through the MAKE statement and replace the initial default characteristics. If a block
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mode application attempts to send video attributes to a hardware device that does not support them, unpredictable results
may occur. For example, partial screens may display.

All choices on this dialog apply to fields for GUI applications except the following:

• High (intensity)
• Underscore (highlight)
• Blink (highlight)

The code generator ignores the video attributes high, underscore, and blink when you generate/install a GUI application.
The video properties from Business System Defaults do not apply to GUI applications, so no overriding of default
properties is required.

NOTE
For some situations, you may need an entry field that does not display the input characters. An example of this
is a field in which the user types a password. In the PrAD logic, set the entry field to MAKE DARK. The field
accepts input, but the only indication to the user is the movement of the cursor. The MAKE DARK condition
must be in effect before the screen, window, or dialog box is displayed. This means that the flow to the screen,
window, or dialog box must be set to Execute First.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

SetBitmapBackground Method
This article provides information for SetBitmapBackground Method.

Usage SetBitmapBackground (String1, String2, String3)
Description Sets the background bitmap for the window.
Arguments String1: String value that is the filename for the bitmap.

String2: String value that is the full pathname to the bitmap file.
String3: String value that is the display mode. Valid values for this
string are "Centered", "Tiled" or "Scaled".

Return Value None.

Setting SQL/MP Database Defaults

To set SQL/MP database defaults:

1. Select Design, Technical Design.
Highlight the Technical Design you are using.

2. Select Diagram, Open.
3. Select Detail, Database Defaults.

Setting SQL/MP Table Defaults

To set SQL/MP table defaults:

1. Select Design, Technical Design.
Highlight the Technical Design you are using.

2. Select Diagram, Open.
3. Select Detail, Table Defaults.
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Settings

The Settings menu item accesses several options. It allows you to add one or several objects to a diagram, to choose to
view or hide the toolbar and tool palette, to change the text font in a diagram, to set the background color for diagrams, or
to customize the order of menu items.

Menu Option Description
Default Diagram Fonts Changes the typeface of text in diagrams that are not restricted to

fixed-pitch fonts (every character occupies the same width). This
change is reflected across all windows.

Default Fixed Width Fonts Changes the typeface of text in text-based diagrams only. Only
fixed-pitch (every character occupies the same width) fonts are
available. This option affects the following diagrams:
- Data Model List
- Action Diagram
- Screen Design
- Prototyping
- Data Structure List
- Data Store List
- Packaging
- Generation

White Background Color Toggles the background color from white to black for all diagrams.
This change is reflected across all windows.

Black Background Color Toggles the background color from white to black for all diagrams.
This change is reflected across all windows.

Single Add Adds one object at a time to the diagram.
Multiple Adds Adds several objects to the diagram, one after another, until you

cancel the action.
Printer Defines the lines per page and the characters per line for your

printer.
Paths Defines subdirectories to read from and write to for Gen files.
Encyclopedia Communications Configures the parameters for encyclopedia communications.
Encyclopedia Selection Identifies where the Encyclopedia is located.
Box Size Defines the default box size for the ERD and ADD.
Consistency Check Options Defines the levels at which inconsistencies are reported.
Autosave Defines interval between automatic saves of the model.
MRU settings Specifies when selected that Gen remember the size and position

of each window from the last usage.
Remember Window Size/Position Specifies when selected that Gen remember the size and position

of each window from the last usage.

NOTE
From Settings, any changes to the first four options, fonts and colors, are reflected across all windows or global.
To make a diagram-specific or local change, go to the Options pull-down menu for that diagram.

Shared by Another BA or BS Color

This drop-down list displays the colors available for the rows and columns included in the current business area or
business system and also included in any other business area or business system. The default color is dark blue.
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Delete Dialog

The Delete dialog lets you delete action blocks from the model. You can only delete the action blocks that are not used in
other action diagrams or action blocks. Also, the subset in which you are working must have delete authority.

Shift

This check box specifies that pressing the Shift key and the key specified for Key activates the menu item.

The Shift check box may be selected only when a function key is selected from the key drop-down or when either the Ctrl
and/or Alt check boxes are selected.

Shift Push Button Accelerator (Checkbox)

This check box specifies that pressing the Shift key and the key specified for Key activates the menu item.

The Shift check box may be selected only when a function key is selected from the key drop-down or when either the Ctrl
and/or Alt check boxes are selected.

Show

Show displays an output file for a selected object. The output files are produced during generation or installation. The
output files include source code, install deck, screen code, or the errors encountered during generation or installation of
the selected object.

NOTE
You need to generate code to enable Show Source, Show Install Deck, and Show Screen.

Show a Window

Show brings the window you select into the foreground. Minimized windows are restored to their last size and position.

To select a window, either double-click the window name, or highlight it and select Show.

Show All

Show All displays all objects currently defined for the diagram.

NOTE
Show All is only active if a neighborhood is displayed on the diagram.

Show Attributes on Entity Type Hierarchy Report

This option indicates that the report is to include all attributes for each entity type included on the report. Identifiers are
included among the attributes.

Show Attributes on Report Options Dialog Box

Select Show attributes to obtain a list of characteristics of the attributes for the entity type(s).

Show BIDI Items

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Show Border

Select this check box to specify that cell borders appear in fixed size and varying size tables only.
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Show Children

Use this option to determine what relationships display in the Navigation Diagram when you add windows, dialog boxes or
other objects.

Show Children is the default choice. When this option is selected and you add a window to the diagram, the new window
is displayed along with all of its children - the windows or dialog boxes that it calls.

The other options for controlling the display of relationships between objects are Show Parents and Show Parents and
Children .

Show Coordinates Check Box

This check box displays the coordinates, the width, and the height of a selected object. The object can be a window, a
dialog box, or a control.

The coordinates are relative to the lower-left corner of an object. The origin of the coordinates for a window or dialog box
is the lower-left corner of the display screen. The origin for a control is the lower-left corner of the window or dialog box on
which the control occurs.

The coordinates and the width and height values are in device-independent presentation elements (pels).

Show Dialog IDs

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Show Install Deck
Show Install Deck displays an install deck file. Show Install Deck is active only for a database, Dialog Manager, Batch
Manager, Window Manager, or the referential integrity triggers.

NOTE
You must generate code to enable Show Install Deck.

The following example shows part of an install deck. The example is not intended to accurately reflect an entire
application.

:execdef

user=USERID

date=nn/nn/nn

time=12:55:44

os=Windows.

:source

model='ORDER ENTRY'

subset='ALL'

dateup=0000/00/00

timeup=00:00

saved=NO

schema=n.n.n

level=n.n.n.n.

:esource.

:systems

techsys=ORDER_ENTRY_SYSTEM

source=E:\ADGEN\ORDBWL.IEF\COBOL\.

:esystems.

:execunit
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member=ORDRENT

objid=122

language=COBOL

os=Windows

execenv=IEFAE

dbms=DBM

isolation=RR

profile=SQL

format=BYPASS

dbname=ORDENTDB.

:pstep

member=CUSLIST

objid=167

name=CUSTOMER_LIST

techsys=ORDER_ENTRY_SYSTEM

dlgtran=L

clrtran=L

sql=YES

create=NO

update=NO

delete=NO

test=YES.

:eexecunit.

:eexecdef.

Show Menu IDs

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Show Node Numbers on Activity Hierarchy Report

Select Show Node Numbers to print node numbers corresponding to the position of activities in the Activity Hierarchy
Report.

Node Numbers are shown in the following example:

Function 1 ADS_TEMPLATE_MODEL_-_TAD9311A

Function 2 1 ADS_MODEL_SAMPLE KIT

Function 3 1.1 BUSINESS_EVALUATIOM

Elem Proc 4 1.1.1 SK_ADD_DIVISION

Elem Proc 4 1.1.2 SK_MODIFY_DIVISION

Elem Proc 4 1.1.3 SK_DELETE_DIVISION

Show Object IDs

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Show Object Tips

Displays select information about diagram objects as the mouse pointer is positioned over them.  The feature is disabled
by default.  The information displayed varies by object type and diagram.  The feature can be enabled/disabled through
the Options menu or the keyboard combination of Shift-Escape.
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After this feature is enabled, pressing the escape key will suppress the display for the current object - i.e. if it’s in your
way, hit escape to suppress it until the mouse is moved over a different object.

Show Parents

Use this option to determine what relationships display in the Navigation Diagram when you add windows, dialog boxes or
other objects.

When Show Parents is checked and you add an object, the diagram displays that object and its parents - all objects that
call the selected object.

The other options for controlling the display of relationships between objects are Show Children and Show Parents and
Children.

Show Parents and Children

Use this option to determine what relationships display in the Navigation Diagram when you add windows, dialog boxes or
other objects.

When Show Parents and Children is checked and you add an object, the diagram displays both objects that call, and
those that are called by, the selected object.

The other options for controlling the display of relationships between objects are Show Children and Show Parents .

Show Procedure Step Name

Select the Show Procedure Step Name menu item to display the text name of all procedure steps associated with the
objects currently displayed in the Hierarchy pane and Control pane.

Show Screen
This article provides information for Show Screen. The Show Screen displays a file that defines a screen in a high-level
programming language.
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If an error occurred during generation of the object that is selected, the Show Source displays a file that explains one or
more errors.

NOTE
You must generate code to enable Show Screen.

Show Source
This article provides information for Show Source. Show Source displays a file of source code or DDL, depending on the
object selected.

If an error occurred during generation of the selected object, Show Source displays a file that explains one or more errors.

NOTE
You must generate code to enable Show Source.

Single Add

Selecting Single Add causes the dialog to appear only until one add is complete. When you select the OK push button, the
primary window displays.

If you select Single Add or Multiple Adds at the Model Window or from a diagram window (from Model then Settings),
the selection is saved to disk and becomes the default for all toolset diagrams. The next toolset session starts with the
last selected default. Any diagram opened after a selection is made inherits the setting as a default. However, diagrams
that are open at the time the default is selected are not affected and have the value that was active at the time they were
opened.

Size (Number of Pages)

Storage Location Size in pages. Default is 50 pages. This entry must be greater than zero.

Snap Points Component Architecture Diagram

Snap Points menu option in the Component Architecture Diagram controls whether or not the Snap Points are displayed
on the diagram.

Snap the Selected Objects to the Grid

This check box repositions selected objects to the nearest intersection of grid lines. The objects are repositioned relative
to their lower-left corners.

The spacing of the grid lines is determined by the values for Horizontal and Vertical.

This check box always appears unselected when you display the Grid Definition dialog. The dialog does not retain the
selected status of the check box. You can select the check box only for a single application of the OK push button.

NOTE
Snapping group boxes to the grid does not snap the controls within the group box. You must separately snap the
group box controls.

The snapping process rounds up in sizing and positioning. Objects reposition up and to the right.

SOAPAction Missing

This error message indicates that the SOAPAction HTTP request header field for one or more methods in the WSDL
is missing. The SOAPAction field indicates the intent of the SOAP HTTP request. The value of the field is a URI. The
HTTP client uses this field to issue SOAP HTTP Requests. For more information about the SOAPAction field, see http://
www.w3.org/TR/wsdl.
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Ensure all the methods contain the SOAPAction field.

Solid Radio Button

This radio button prints diagrams with the objects in a solid color. The name of the object is shown inside the object in a
different color.

This format resembles the diagram as it is displayed on the screen. You can use this when printing or plotting diagrams
used in slides or other presentations.

SORT

SORT rearranges items in a repeating group view. Items can be rearranged according to one or more attribute values in
ascending or descending order.

The SORT statement acts on the contents of a repeating group view. Once populated, the repeating group view can be
resorted as many times as desired without rereading the database. Nested repeating group views are not supported.

NOTE
When using certain National Language Characters, the standard C sort routine called by the GUI SORT
statement may not yield desired results. You can define your own sort algorithm by modifying the String
Compare User Exit WRSTRNCM.

The format of a SORT statement is:

SORT repeating_group_view BY sort_argument_character_expression

The repeating_group_view is an export or local group view.

sort_argument_character_expression is a character view or a character string and identifies the direction of the sort.

To build the sort_argument_character_expression with a character string you must know the order of attributes in the
export repeating group view.

Expand the list of views in the action diagram, or access View Maintenance to see the order in which attributes are listed.
Attributes can be counted quickly in the View Maintenance window where an r identifies repeating group views and attr
identifies attributes.

Consider only the attributes in the export repeating group view. Count the attributes sequentially, disregarding the fact that
the attributes belong to different work sets or entities.

NOTE
Always include attributes of the supplied work set when counting views. An error results if SELECT_CHAR and
other attributes of the supplied work set are overlooked when attributes are counted.

Include the number of the attribute in a character string at the end of the SORT statement. Follow the number with a
space and a or d to indicate Ascending or Descending.

For example, to sort on the third attribute in descending order, type 3 d in the character string dialog box.

Any number of arguments can be entered. For example, to sort on the third and fifth attributes in descending order, type 3
d 5 d in the character string dialog box.

A space is required before and after the "a" or "d" in the statement.

When sorting items, consider the sequence of sort expressions and statements.

Sort expressions are executed in progression, and the results of the first expression or statement are available when the
next expression or statement is processed. An item that is hidden as a result of the first Sort statement is not included
when subsequent Sort expressions are executed.
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NOTE
Do not move attribute views to a different position in the repeating group view. This changes the order of
attributes and can cause unexpected results with a SORT statement. When it is necessary to move an attribute
view, check all SORT statements to be sure that the correct attribute is referenced.

If an invalid number of arguments are provided, a runtime error will occur.

Example

In the example below, SORT statements follow a conditional CASE OF statement and subordinate CASE statements.

The character string used to sort the group includes a number corresponding to an attribute in the export group view and a
or d to indicate ascending or descending. A space is required between the number and "a" or "d."

+-EVENT ACTION changed_sort

| NOTE: User has selected a radio button

| on a dialog box (causing a change event) which will

|

| ---- CASE OF import_sort_filter work_fields type

| +--- CASE "ASCENDING"

| | NOTE: sort by "name" (field # 3) ascending

| | SORT export_supplier_group BY "3 a"

| +- CASE "DESCENDING"

| | NOTE: sort by "name" (field # 3) descending

| | SORT export_supplier_group BY "3 d"

| +- CASE "TYPE"

| | NOTE: sort by "type" (field # 5) ascending

| | SORT export_supplier_group by "5 a"

| +- CASE "STATUS"

| | NOTE: sort by "status" (field # 6) ascending

| | SORT export_supplier_group by "6 a"

| +- CASE "ID"

| | NOTE: sort by "ID" (field # 2) ascending

| | SORT export_supplier_group by "2 a"

| +- CASE "CITY AND STATE"

| | NOTE: sort by "city" (field # 8) and "state" ascending

| | SORT export_supplier_group by "8 a 9 a"

| +- CASE "ZIP CODE"

| | NOTE: sort by "ZIP Code" (field # 10) ascending

| | SORT export_supplier_group by "10 a"

| +- OTHERWISE

| |

| +-

| CLOSE Dialog Box sort_supplier

+-

The numbers in the sort statements correspond to the attributes in the repeating group view
EXPORT_SUPPLIER_GROUP shown below. The attributes are numbered in this example.

group (r) EXPORT_SUPPLIER_GROUP (50, implicit, export only)

view of GROUPED_EXPORT (transient)

wrk set SUPPLIED

attr SELECT_CHAR <----- attr # 1
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view of GROUPED_EXPORT (transient)

entity SUPPLIER

attr ID <----- attr # 2

attr NAME <----- attr # 3

attr TELEPHONE

attr TYPE <----- attr # 5

attr STATUS <----- attr # 6

attr ADDRESS

attr CITY <----- attr # 8

attr STATE <----- attr # 9

attr ZIP <----- attr #10

attr TAX_ID

attr COUNTRY_CODE

attr COUNTRY

attr GSA_NUMBER

attr QUANTITY

filtered group view.

Sort Ascending in Matrices

Sort Ascending changes the order of objects on the selected axis. Objects are arranged in numerical order and
alphabetical order.

Sort By Drop-down List

This drop-down list lets you select the attribute by which the generated selection list is sorted.

Sort Descending in Matrices

Sort Descending changes the order of objects on the selected axis. Objects are arranged in descending order, from
highest to lowest, or in reverse alphabetical order.

Sort Hierarchy in Matrices
This article provides information for Sort Hierarchy in Matrices. Sort Hierarchy changes the order of organizational units or
functions on a matrix axis.

Organizational units are arranged in hierarchical order with children that are grouped with the appropriate parent.

Functions are arranged in the order in which they appear on the Activity Hierarchy Diagram.

Sort Order Drop-down List

This drop-down list lets you select the order (ascending or descending) in which the generated selection list is sorted.
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Sort Parameter Dialog

The Sort Parameter dialog lets you specify the following:

Attribute by which the selection list is sorted

Sort order (ascending or descending)

SORTED BY Clause (SUMMARIZE EACH)

The SORTED BY clause determines the order in which results are retrieved by the SUMMARIZE EACH statement. It
differs from the READ EACH SORTED BY clause in that only values that appear in a PLACING and PLACING Group
Clauses may be selected for sorting.

When building a new SORTED BY clause, only those values that are not already sorted are available for selection. All
common attributes designated in the WITH THE SAME and PLACING clauses will appear before any aggregate functions.
The order of the values designated in the WITH THE SAME clause determines their significance. In other words, each
successive SORTED BY clause is subordinate to the one preceding it. For example:

--

+- SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee

| department

| WITH THE SAME department number

| TARGETING repeating_group_local FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| PLACING department number INTO local department number

| PLACING GROUP average(employee total_sales) INTO local employee total_sales

| SORTED BY DESCENDING GROUP average(employee total_sales)

| SORTED BY ASCENDING department number

| WHERE DESIRED employee belongs_to DESIRED department

--

In this example, the results are returned by department number within average(employee total_sales). Since the average
may be the same across departments, we used department number as a secondary sort key.

Source Name for Batch Procedure Step

Source specifies the name of a source code file for a batch procedure step. The name is assigned when the host
Generation Tool generates the source code for the procedure step.

The following restrictions apply to the name:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be an alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than 8 characters.
• The name must be unique within a business system.

Source Name for Procedure Step

Source specifies the name of a source code file for a procedure step. The name is assigned when the Generation Tool
generates the source code for the procedure step.

The following restrictions apply to the name:
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• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be an alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than 8 characters long.
• The name must be unique within a business system.

Source Name for Procedure Step

Source specifies the name of a source code file for a procedure step. The name is assigned when the Generation Tool
generates the source code for the procedure step.

The following restrictions apply to the name:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be an alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than 8 characters long.
• The name must be unique within a business system.

Source Name
This article provides information for Source Name. Source Name specifies the name of a source code file. The Generation
Tool assigns the name when it generates the source code for an action block.

The following restrictions apply to the name:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be an alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than eight characters long.
• The name must be unique within a business system.

Spaces

Spaces provides a way for the user to enter blanks in a character field by pressing the space bar. In the following
example, if code is a text attribute having a length of 5, the user in the generated application would be able to enter 5
blanks in the code field.

SET export customer code to SPACES

Spacing

Spacing specifies vertical spacing between each field. Spacing values options are Single, Double, or Triple lines.

Special Action

This radio button associates the special action in the drop-down list with the push button.

Special Action for Menu Item Properties
This article provides information for Special Action for Menu Item Properties. This drop-down list specifies which special
action that a menu item initiates.

A menu item can:
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• Execute the procedure step but initiates no special action (None). This is the default special action. None is associated
with a command that gets processed when the procedure step executes.

• Execute the procedure step and then close the window with which the menu item is associated (OK).
• Close the window and not execute the procedure step (Cancel).
• Execute the online help system and display the help that is associated with the control that has focus on the window

(Help).
• Execute the online help system to display Keys Help (displays the main content page), Extended HELP (displays the

description of the window), or the Help Index (displays the main content page).
• Affect OLE Areas and OLE Controls using the Save, SaveAs, Load, Insert, Paste Special, Object, and Return actions.
• Access and control information from the clipboard using the Cut, Copy, Paste, Clear, and Undo special actions.

A primary window with the special actions OK or Close closes the application or transfers back to any procedure step
linked from. The actions OK and Close are used mainly on a nonprimary dialog box that is initialized by a primary window
or primary dialog box. A dialog flow is used to close a primary window or primary dialog box.

Use of the actions that affect OLE Areas or Controls depends upon the item that is selected before selecting a menu item.
More information on the OLE methods that affect Areas and Controls is available within the help for the OLEArea and
OLEControl interface objects.

Associating a Command with a Special Action

You can associate a command with any of the special actions. The command is ignored for Cancel and Help.

For the special actions None and OK, the command is processed. The processing for None is straightforward: the
procedure step is executed and the command is processed.

The processing for OK requires further explanation. OK performs two distinct activities:

• Executes the procedure step
• Closes the current window

The first activity, executing the procedure step, also processes the command. If the command is associated with an exit
state that causes a return flow, that return flow is carried out. Then, after the procedure step has executed, the OK action
closes the current window. This could result in closing a window other than the one you intend. An example helps clarify
this.

Suppose that procedure step A flows to procedure step B. For procedure step B, you associate the special action OK
with Menu_item_1. You also associate the command Go_back with Menu_item_1. Go_back sets an exit state called
RETURN_TO_PROCEDURE_A. Your intent is, when the user selects Menu_item_1, for procedure step B to close and
pass data back on the return flow to procedure step A. The window for procedure step A is to remain open.

When the user selects Menu_item_1, however, the procedure logic for procedure step B executes. The command
Go_back is processed and the flow returns to procedure step A. The OK action then completes its second activity and
closes the window for procedure step A (the current procedure step).

For the example, one solution to produce the desired result is to use the special action None instead of OK. A return flow
implicitly closes a window or dialog box. Therefore, the return flow from procedure step B to procedure step A would close
the window for procedure step B.

Special Action for Push Button Properties
This article provides information for Special Action for Push Button Properties. This drop-down list specifies which special
action that a push button performs.

A push button can:
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• Execute the procedure step but perform no special action (None). This is the default special action. None is associated
with a command that gets processed when the procedure step executes.

• Execute the procedure step and then close the window or dialog box with which the push button is associated (OK).
• Close the window or dialog box and not execute the procedure step (Cancel).
• Execute the online help system and display the help that is associated with the control that has focus on the window or

dialog box (Help).
• Execute the online help system to display Keys Help (displays the main content page), Extended HELP (displays the

description of the window), or the Help Index (displays the main content page).

A primary window with the special actions OK or Close closes the application or transfers back to any procedure step
linked from. The actions OK and Close are used mainly on a non-primary dialog box that is initialized by a primary window
or primary dialog box. A dialog flow is used to close a primary window or primary dialog box.

Associating a Command with a Special Action

You can associate a command with any of the special actions. The command is ignored for Cancel and Help.

For the special actions None and OK, the command is processed. The processing for None is straightforward: the
procedure step executes and the command is processed.

The processing for OK requires further explanation. OK performs two distinct activities:

• Executes the procedure step
• Closes the current window

The first activity, executing the procedure step, also processes the command. If the command is associated with an exit
state that causes a return flow, that return flow is carried out. Then, after the procedure step has executed, the OK action
closes the current window. This could result in closing a window other than the one you intend. An example helps clarify
this.

Suppose that procedure step A flows to procedure step B. For procedure step B, you associate the special action OK
with push_button_1. You also associate the command Go_back with push_button_1. Go_back sets an exit state called
RETURN_TO_PROCEDURE_A. Your intent is, when the user selects push_button_1, for procedure step B to close and
pass data back on the return flow to procedure step A. The window for procedure step A is to remain open.

When the user selects push_button_1, however, the procedure logic for procedure step B executes. The command
Go_back is processed and the flow returns to procedure step A. The OK action then completes its second activity and
closes the window for procedure step A (the current procedure step).

For the example, one solution to produce the desired result is to use the special action None instead of OK. A return flow
implicitly closes a window or dialog box. Therefore, the return flow from procedure step B to procedure step A would close
the window for procedure step B.

Special Action Radio Button

This radio button associates the special action in the drop-down list with the menu item.

Special Attribute Dialog

The Special Attribute dialog lists special fields Gen supplies. A special field reflects a special attribute not derived from
business requirements but introduced during system design for a specific purpose.

Downstream Effects

Screen generation requires that the transaction code appears as the first item on each screen.

Special Field Options

Special fields available during Screen Design are:
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Command Area
Specifies a value for the command special attribute.

Current Dialect
Provides the dialect of a screen.

Current Timestamp
Displays the concatenated system date and time.

Current Time
Provides the system time at which the screen is displayed.

Current Date
Provides the system date at the time a screen is displayed.

Exit State
Specifies the exit state.

Local System ID
Displays the kind of teleprocessing monitor (such as IMS, CICS, or TSO) under which the procedure step is
executing.

Next Transaction
Specifies a transaction code and unformatted input to use to invoke a transaction. The information placed in this
field is processed as though the operator had cleared the screen and entered Clear Screen Input to invoke the
transaction.

Panel ID
Displays the mapname associated with the screen.

Printer Terminal ID
Specifies the printing device identifier for the specified screen.

Program Function Keys
Displays on one line the function keys available for a procedure step.

Scroll Amount MSG
Prompts the user to specify the scrolling interval desired. Options are CURS (for cursor or single line scrolling),
HALF, and PAGE.

Scroll Indicator MSG
Scrolls repeating groups. If there are more items in the repeating group than appear on the screen, MORE (-)
indicates there are items preceding the first occurrence displayed, and MORE (+) indicates there are items
following the last occurrence displayed.

Scroll Location MSG
Documents scrolled repeating groups in this format: LINES <first-line-on-screen> TO <last-line-on-screen> OF
<total-lines>. Where <total-lines> equals all occurrences in an unprotected view OR defined occurrences in a
protected view.

System Error Message
Displays errors, warnings, instructions, and messages associated with exit states.

Terminal ID
Specifies the system device identification of the terminal where the screen displays.

Transaction Code
Identifies the programs required to execute the procedure step. Screen generation requires that the transaction
code appears as the first item on each screen.

User ID
Specifies the identifier by which the terminal operator is known to the teleprocessing monitor.
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For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Special Edit Pattern Dialog

The Special Edit Pattern dialog modifies the format of a selected edit pattern. Edit patterns make the values in views more
readable when the value appear on a screen.

Categorizing Field Edit Patterns

The two categories of edit patterns are:

• Special
• Field

Special edit pattern lets you modify the edit pattern for a Gen-generated attribute. For example, change the Date Format
from MM-DD-YY to YY/MM/DD.

Field edit patterns are specific to a particular field. This action customizes edit patterns at the field level. Field edit patterns
should be named for the domain of the data they represent. To ensure that all currency values display the same on every
screen, establish a field edit pattern called Currency. Use field edit patterns to change the appearance of fields across the
system.

Creating Field Edit Patterns

To define a custom edit pattern, combine character symbols from the following list of valid characters. (The seven types of
edit patterns are numeric, time, date, text, mixed text, DBCS text, and timestamp.)

Domain Character Explanation
Numeric 9 Numeric characters, including leading zeros
 Z Numeric characters with leading zeros

suppressed
 $ Floating dollar sign
 + Plus sign
 - Minus sign
 . Decimal point
 , Comma
 * Asterisk
 0 Zero
Time H Hour (maximum of 2 digits)
 M Minute (maximum of 2 digits)
 S Second (maximum of 2 digits)
 / - : . (spaces) Allowable separators
Date C Century (1 digit only)
 M Month (maximum of 2 digits)
 D Day (maximum of 2 digits)
 Y Year (2 or 4 digits only)
 / - : . (spaces) Allowable separators
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Text 0-9 A-Z Any combination of alphanumeric
characters that contains at least one
alphabetic character. The character X
is used as a placeholder and any of the
characters 0-9, A-Z will be accepted in
the specified position. Using any other
characters from the list will limit the
character input at that position to allow only
the character specified.

Mixed Text 0-9 A-Z
DBCS characters

Any combination of alphanumeric or DBCS
characters. The character ‘M’ is used as
a placeholder and any of the characters
“0-9, A-Z” will be accepted in the specified
position. Two ‘M’ placeholder characters
are required in order to hold a single DBCS
character. Using any other characters
from the list will limit the character input
at that position to allow only the character
specified.

DBCS Text DBCS Characters Any combination of DBCS. The character
DBCS:‘X’ is used as a placeholder and
any DBCS character will be accepted in
the specified position. Using any other
characters from the list will limit the
character input at that position to allow only
the character specified.

Timestamp YYYY Year
 MM Month
 DD Day
 HH Hours
 MI Minutes
 SS Seconds
 NNNN Nanoseconds
 / - : . (spaces) Allowable separators

NOTE
Gen defaults the YYYYMMDD to 00010101, when no date is provided. If a date is set to an import view, enter a
YYYYMMDD to prevent an SQL -181 invalid date error.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Special Edit Patterns

Special Edit Patterns defines a mask that controls field display and input format for specified fields such as time, date,
currency, or quantity.

Special Edit Patterns Dialog

The Special Edit Patterns dialog allows you to modify the supplied edit patterns that are used for special field display and
input. However, you cannot add or delete these edit patterns. The special fields are the Gen system attributes such as
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CURRENT DATE, CURRENT TIME, CURRENT TIMESTAMP, scroll indicator and scroll location. Following are the edit
patterns examples for date and time:

Edit Pattern Description
HH:MM:SS Controls display/entry of time in hours, minutes, and seconds.

Each unit is separated by a colon.
MM/DD/YY Controls display/entry of date in month, day, and year. Each unit is

separated by a slash.

Modifying Special Field Edit Patterns

To modify a special field edit pattern, combine character symbols from the following table of valid characters.

Domain Character Explanation
Numeric 9 Numeric characters, including leading zeros
 Z Numeric characters with leading zeros

suppressed
 $ Floating dollar sign
 + Plus sign
 - Minus sign
 . Decimal point
 , Comma
 * Asterisk
 0 Zero
Time H Hour (maximum of 2 digits)
 M Minute (maximum of 2 digits)
 S Second (maximum of 2 digits)
 / - : . (spaces) Allowable separators
Date C Century (1 digit only)
 M Month (maximum of 2 digits)
 D Day (maximum of 2 digits)
 Y Year (2 or 4 digits only)
 J Julian date (3 digits only)
 / - : . (spaces) Allowable separators
Text 0-9 A-Z Any combination of alphanumeric

characters that contains at least one
alphabetic character. The character X
is used as a placeholder and any of the
characters 0-9, A-Z will be accepted in
the specified position. Using any other
characters from the list will limit the
character input at that position to allow only
the character specified. For example, if the
edit pattern is XXX-abc-XXX, then the entry
would allow any characters to be entered
for the first two and last two characters, but
-abc- must be entered in the middle.
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Mixed Text 0-9 A-Z  DBCS characters Any combination of alphanumeric or DBCS
characters. The character M is used as
a placeholder and any of the characters
0-9, A-Z will be accepted in the specified
position. Two M placeholder characters are
required in order to hold a single DBCS
character. Using any other characters
from the list will limit the character input
at that position to allow only the character
specified.  For example, if the edit pattern is
MMMM-abc-MMMM, then the entry would
allow any DBCS characters to be entered
for the first two and last two characters, but
-abc- must be entered in the middle.

DBCS Text DBCS Characters Any combination of DBCS. The character
DBCS: X is used as a placeholder and
any DBCS character will be accepted in
the specified position. Using any other
characters from the list will limit the
character input at that position to allow only
the character specified.

Timestamp YYYY Year
 MM Month
 DD Day
 HH Hours
 MI Minutes
 SS Seconds
 NNNNNN Nanoseconds
 / - : . (spaces) Allowable separators

NOTE
Gen initializes date fields to 00010101 (YYYYMMDD), when no date is provided.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Special Edit Pattern
Displays the pattern for Name, Type, and Pattern of the system date, time, lines, and scroll fields.

Properties
Click this button to modify an existing edit pattern.

Close
Click this button to close the dialog.

Special Edit Patterns for Active Dialect Dialog

The Special Edit Patterns dialog modifies supplied edit patterns that controls field display and input for the active dialect.
The following special edit patterns serve as examples:

Edit Pattern Description
HH:MM:SS Controls display of time in hours, minutes, and seconds; each unit

separated by a colon.
MM/DD/YY Controls display of date in month, day, and year; each unit is

separated by a slash.
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Categorizing Edit Patterns

The two categories of edit patterns are:

• Special
• Field

Special edit pattern lets you modify the edit pattern for a Gen-generated attribute. For example, change the Date Format
from MM-DD-YY to YY/MM/DD.

Field edit patterns are specific to a particular field. This action customizes edit patterns at the field level. Field edit patterns
should be named for the domain of the data they represent. To ensure that all currency values display the same on every
screen, establish a field edit pattern called Currency. Use field edit patterns to change the appearance of fields across the
system.

Creating Edit Patterns

To define a custom edit pattern, combine character symbols from the following list of valid characters. (The seven types of
edit patterns are numeric, time, date, text, mixed text, DBCS text, and timestamp.)

Domain Character Explanation
Numeric 9 Numeric characters, including leading zeros
 Z Numeric characters with leading zeros

suppressed
 $ Floating dollar sign
 + Plus sign
 - Minus sign
 _. Decimal point
 , Comma
 * Asterisk
 0 Zero
Time H Hour (maximum of 2 digits)
 M Minute (maximum of 2 digits)
 S Second (maximum of 2 digits)
 / - : . (spaces) Allowable separators
Date C Century (1 digit only)
 M Month (maximum of 2 digits)
 D Day (maximum of 2 digits)
 Y Year (2 or 4 digits only)
 / - : . (spaces) Allowable separators
Text 0-9 A-Z Any combination of alphanumeric

characters that contains at least one
alphabetic character. The character ‘X’
is used as a placeholder and any of the
characters “0-9, A-Z” will be accepted in
the specified position. Using any other
characters from the list will limit the
character input at that position to allow only
the character specified.
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Mixed Text 0-9 A-Z
DBCS characters

Any combination of alphanumeric or DBCS
characters. The character ‘M’ is used as
a placeholder and any of the characters
“0-9, A-Z” will be accepted in the specified
position. Two ‘M’ placeholder characters
are required in order to hold a single DBCS
character. Using any other characters
from the list will limit the character input
at that position to allow only the character
specified.

DBCS Text DBCS Characters Any combination of DBCS. The character
DBCS:‘X’ is used as a placeholder and
any DBCS character will be accepted in
the specified position. Using any other
characters from the list will limit the
character input at that position to allow only
the character specified.

Timestamp YYYY Year
 MM Month
 DD Day
 HH Hours
 MI Minutes
 SS Seconds
 NNNN Nanoseconds
 / - : . (spaces) Allowable separators

NOTE
Gen defaults the YYYYMMDD to 00010101, when no date is provided. If a date is set to an import view, enter a
YYYYMMDD to prevent an SQL -181 invalid date error.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

More information:

How to in Business System Defaults

Special Field Definition Dialog

The Special Field Definition dialog lets you specify the type of prompt and field characteristics (Display Length, Decimals,
Edit Pattern, and Help ID) for special fields. It also sets display properties (Color, Intensity, Highlight, and Justify) for
prompts, fields, error messages, and literals.

NOTE
The META MODEL does not support field video properties for different dialects. The video properties can only
be defined for the default dialect.

Special fields available during Screen Design are:

Special Field Description
Command Area Specifies a value for the command special attribute.
Current Dialect Provides the dialect of a screen.
Current Timestamp Displays the concatenated system date and time.
Current Time Provides the system time at which the screen is displayed.
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Current Date Provides the system date at the time a screen is displayed.
Exit State Specifies the exit state.
Local System ID Displays the kind of teleprocessing monitor (such as IMS, CICS,

or TSO) under which the procedure step is executing.
Next Transaction Specifies a transaction code and unformatted input to use to

invoke a transaction. The information placed in this field is
processed as though the operator had cleared the screen and
entered Clear Screen Input to invoke the transaction.

Panel ID Displays the mapname associated with the screen.
Printer Terminal ID Specifies the printing device identifier for the specified screen.
Program Function Keys Displays on one line the function keys available for a procedure

step.
Scroll Amount MSG Prompts the user to specify the scrolling interval desired. Options

are CURS (for cursor or single line scrolling), HALF, and PAGE.
Scroll Indicator MSG Scrolls repeating groups. If there are more items in the repeating

group than appear on the screen, MORE (-) indicates there are
items preceding the first occurrence displayed, and MORE (+)
indicates there are items following the last occurrence displayed.

Scroll Location MSG Documents scrolled repeating groups in this format: LINES <first-
line-on-screen> TO <last-line-on-screen> OF <total-lines>.

System Error Message Displays errors, warnings, instructions, and messages associated
with exit states.

Terminal ID Specifies the system device identification of the terminal where the
screen displays.

Transaction Code Identifies the programs required to execute the procedure step.
Screen generation requires that the transaction code appears as
the first item on each screen.

User ID Specifies the identifier by which the terminal operator is known to
the teleprocessing monitor.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Special Field Display Length

Special Field Display Length specifies the total number of characters in the selected field. The default field length is
taken from the attribute length defined in the data model. The Display Length must be at least 1 and no more than 160
characters long. You cannot position a field with more than 160 characters.

 

Special Field Edit Pattern Drop-Down

This drop-down combination box lets you select an edit pattern from the drop-down list, type in a new edit pattern, or
select No Edit Pattern. If this drop-down combination box is disabled, a default edit pattern is used.

Edit Patterns are not valid for all special fields.

The Edit Pattern entry field displays the selected format. The default is No Edit Pattern.

Special Field Help ID
Special Field Help ID specifies the name that is associated with the help text in the generated system.
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Each screen and field can have a unique Help ID specified by the designer. Each Help ID must be unique within the
business system and no more than 44 characters long.

Special Field Prompt Drop-Down

This drop-down combination box lets you select a current prompt from the drop-down list, type in a new prompt (up to
60 characters), or select No Prompt to display the fields without a prompt. The prompt can contain any alphanumeric
characters but cannot exceed 60 characters. The prompt can also contain DBCS characters and cannot exceed 30
characters in DBCS.

Special Field Properties Dialog
Special Field Properties specifies the characteristics for a special field. A special field provides read-only information from
the operating system or from the Gen runtime.

The following list explains the special fields available for GUI applications:

Special Field Description
Current_Date Provides the system date at the time a window or dialog box is

displayed.
Current_Time Provides the system time at which a window or dialog box is

displayed.
Current_Timestamp Provides the concatenated system date and time.
Errmsg Displays message text that is associated with an exit state for

all four message types: error, warning, information, and none.
If the message type is error, a message box also pops up. For
example, suppose that an exit state of message type error causes
a flow and closes a dialog box. You would see the message text in
the Errmsg field and, after the dialog box closes, a message box
would also pop up.
At runtime, any help descriptions that are associated with a control
also appear in the Errmsg field. The help descriptions appear
when the mouse pointer is positioned over the control. You add
help descriptions from the Help Description dialog (accessed via
Detail --> Help Description).
An Errmsg field can display a maximum of 80 characters. If
the string of characters contains a sentence delimiter, Errmsg
displays no characters beyond the delimiter. A period and space
(.) combination delimits a sentence.

Local_System_ID Displays the value for system identification as provided by the
WRSYSID user exit. The default value from the exit is Win for
Windows applications.

Terminal_ID Specifies the terminal identification as provided by the
WRTERMID user exit. The default value from the exit is None.

Trancode Specifies the clear screen transaction code that is associated with
the procedure step.

User_ID Specifies the identifier by which the user is known to the operating
system as provided by the WRUSRID user exit. The default value
from the exit is None.

You can specify a prompt and a margin box for any of the special fields. You can specify an edit pattern only for current
date, current time, or current timestamp.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.
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Special Field Properties Push Button

This push button lets you specify the following video properties for special fields: color, intensity, highlight, justification,
cursor placement, and protection.

Specialization Finished

Specialization has finished successfully. Press Enter to continue.

Specialize Object List

This window provides a list of objects that have been selected for specialization. You can deselect and reselect objects in
this window. If you wish to confirm each object prior to specialization, check the Confirm box.

Specialize Selected Objects

This dialog box is used to select and specialize object(s) when the consistency check reveals an inconsistency.
Specialization applies the Technical Design Defaults to the selected object.

The dialog contains the following field information:

Object Confirm
When this box is checked, you must confirm each object before it is specialized.

Specify Alternating Custom Video Properties for a Column in a List Box
This article provides information to Specify Alternating Custom Video Properties for a Column in a List Box or a table.

Perform the following steps to specify alternating custom video properties for a column in a list box or a table.

1. In the Navigation Diagram, select the required list box.
2. Click Detail, Video Properties...
3. (Optional) Select the List Box/Table Style node. Check the Row style overrides column style option to override the

column style with the row style. Check the Automatic option to apply the Business System Default settings. If you do
not check the Automatic or the Row style overrides column style option, the column style overrides the row style.

4. Select the Columns node to specify the custom video properties for the columns in the list box.
5. Select Alternating from the Mode drop-down.
6. Click Add... in the Alternating group box to add a custom video property for the columns.

The Select Custom Video Properties dialog appears.
7. Select the required custom video property and click OK.

The Custom Video Property is added to the group box.
8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 to add multiple custom video properties for columns.

The specified custom video properties are alternated for the columns.
9. (Optional) Enter the column number at which the alternating column style starts in the Starting at column field in the

Alternating group box.
10. Click OK to save the changes and close the dialog.

NOTE
To remove a custom video property, select the required custom video property from the Alternating group box
and click Remove.

More information:
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• List Box/Table Style Node in Navigation Diagram
• List boxes and Tables Node
• Rows Node in Navigation Diagram Video Properties
• Columns Node in Navigation Diagram Video Properties
• Specify Row and Column Video Properties for List Boxes and Tables
• Specify Row Custom Video Properties for Specific List Boxes

Specify Any Selection Criteria for READ EACH
This article provides information to Specify Any Selection Criteria for READ EACH. Identify the selection conditions for the
READ EACH entity action in the action diagram.

To identify the selection conditions:

• Specify the WHERE expression
• Specify attribute conditions
• Specify relationship conditions

Select the item about which you want more information, and help is displayed. The last two activities are similar to the
activities that you perform when specifying attribute and relationship conditions for a READ action. References to the
READ action appear as appropriate.

The selection criteria is specified in terms of attributes, relationships, and combinations of both. When specifying a
combination of attributes and relationships, specify the attributes first.

Your READ EACH statement can be simple or complex. Although the more complex statements are constructed to
yield an easily read natural language statement. Because they are more complex, you may find them more difficult to
understand. However, the sentences are easy to build because only valid choices are valid choices during the READ
EACH statement construction.

A selection condition takes the form:

[(] attribute-condition-1    [)] AND [(] attribute-condition-2   [)]

    

   relationship-condition-1     OR      relationship-condition-2

The following examples show how READ EACH attribute conditions are used in action diagrams.

--

+- READ EACH customer

| WHERE DESIRED customer name IS EQUAL TO requesting

| customer name

--

This statement discovers whether the business knows about the CUSTOMER who is attempting to place an ORDER (in
the process Take Order):

--

+- READ EACH customer

| WHERE SUBSTR(DESIRED customer name,1,1) IS EQUAL TO

| "Q"

--
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Specify Attribute Conditions

An attribute condition must include an attribute of an entity action view on at least one side of the comparison operator.
Comparisons must involve combinations of operands of the same domain (character, number, date, or time).

Each reference to an attribute of an entity action view is preceded by a view qualifier (DESIRED, SOME, CURRENT, or
THAT).

View qualifier Description
DESIRED Refers to one of the views being read.
SOME Refers to any other entity action view.
THAT Refers to a view previously referenced by SOME (see the note at

the bottom of this help panel).
CURRENT Refers to the current occurrence of any entity action view

(previously read or created in this action diagram and not deleted).

An attribute-view is an expression consisting of one or more of the following in a valid combination:

• Entity-action-view attribute-view (preceded by DESIRED, SOME, CURRENT, or THAT)
• Other-view attribute-view
• Function (character-, numeric-, date-, or time-related)
• Special attribute (USER ID, PRINTER TERMINAL ID, TERMINAL ID, TRANCODE, CURRENT DATE, CURRENT

TIME)
• Numeric literal
• Character string
• Special keyword (SPACES, YEARS, MONTHS, DAYS, HOURS, MINUTES, SECONDS)
• Numeric operator [plus (+), minus (-), multiply (*), divide (/), exponent (**)]
• Explicit indexing constructs (SUBSCRIPT, LAST, MAX)

NOTE
If you wish to add a THAT view qualifier to an existing READ statement to reference a SOME, the THAT option
is not available on the selection list. To add THAT, select SOME instead. The software resolves the newly
selected some into a THAT in the diagram. Follow the procedures listed below:

Build the READ statement with the WHERE DESIRED clause , "SOME view" , Edit , Insert After , AND , attribute view ,
SOME persistent view (notice "THAT persistent view" does not appear in the selection list).

Complete the READ statement. When the action diagram is redisplayed after the ADD push button is selected, the second
SOME is resolved into a THAT.

The following examples show how attribute conditions for a READ statement are used in action diagrams.

This statement discovers whether the business knows about the CUSTOMER.

 -- READ customer

| WHERE DESIRED customer name IS EQUAL TO

| requesting customer name

 --

This statement READs all customers whose name begins with Q.

 -- READ customer

| WHERE SUBSTR(DESIRED customer name, 1,1) IS EQUAL TO "Q"

 --
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This statement READs an explicitly indexed repeating group view and references a subscript for the group view that is
incremented by 1.

 -- READ customer_order

| WHERE input customer order IS EQUAL TO SUBSCRIPT OF

| group_customer_order + 1

 --

Specify Column Specific Custom Video Properties in a List Box
This article provides information to Specify Column Specific Custom Video Properties in a List Box or a table.

Perform the following steps to specify column specific custom video properties.

1. In the Navigation Diagram, select the required list box.
2. Click Detail, Video Properties...
3. (Optional) Select the List Box/Table Style node. Check the Row style overrides column style option to override the

column style with the row style. Check the Automatic option to apply the Business System Default settings. If you do
not check the Automatic or the Row style overrides column style option, the column style overrides the row style.

4. Select the Columns node to specify the custom video properties for the columns in the list box.
5. Select Column Specific from the Mode drop-down.
6. Select the required column in the Column Specific group box and click Select...

The Select Custom Video Properties dialog appears.
7. Select the required custom video property and click OK.

The Custom Video Property is added to the group box.
8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 for each column in the Column Specific group box.

The specified custom video properties are applied for the corresponding columns.
9. Click OK to save the changes and close the dialog.

Specify Relationship Conditions
This article provides information to Specify Relationship Conditions. A relationship-condition is a test for a relationship
between two entity action views.

Each reference to an entity action view is preceded by a view qualifier (DESIRED, SOME, CURRENT, or THAT).

View qualifier Description
DESIRED Refers to one of the views being read.
SOME Refers to any other entity action view.
THAT Refers to a view previously referenced by SOME.
CURRENT Refers to the current occurrence of any entity action view.

CURRENT may only precede the second entity action view.

NOTE
If you wish to add a THAT view qualifier to an existing READ statement to reference a SOME, the THAT option
is not available on the selection list. To add THAT, select SOME instead. The software resolves the newly
selected some into a THAT in the diagram. Follow the following procedures listed:

Build the READ statement with the WHERE DESIRED clause, "SOME view", Edit, Insert After, AND, attribute view, SOME
persistent view (notice "THAT persistent view" does not appear in the selection list).

Complete the READ statement. When the action diagram is redisplayed after the ADD push button is selected, the second
SOME is resolved into a THAT.
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The following example shows how relationship conditions are used in action diagrams for a READ action.

The following statement reads a CUSTOMER and ORDER pair satisfying the criterion of containing an ORDER LINE for
the CURRENT PRODUCT.

 -- READ customer

| order

| WHERE DESIRED customer places DESIRED order

| AND DESIRED order contains SOME order_line

| AND THAT order_line is for CURRENT product

 --

The following example shows how relationship conditions are used in action diagrams for a READ EACH action. The
statement reads each CUSTOMER ORDER pair where the CUSTOMER placed the ORDER for the current occurrence of
PRODUCT. It reads any ORDERs placed for that PRODUCT as well.

--

+- READ EACH customer

| order

| WHERE DESIRED customer places DESIRED order

| AND DESIRED order contains SOME order_line

| AND THAT order_line is_for CURRENT product

 --

The following example shows a fully defined READ EACH statement that targets a repeating group view.

--

+- READ EACH customer

| order

| TARGETING out_group FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| SORTED BY ASCENDING customer number

| WHERE DESIRED order contains

| CURRENT order_line

| AND (DESIRED order status IS EQUAL TO "Q"

| OR DESIRED order status IS EQUAL TO "T"

| OR DESIRED order status IS EQUAL TO "N")

| MOVE order to output order

| MOVE customer TO output customer

 --

Specify Row and Column Video Properties for List Boxes and Tables
This article provides information to specify row and column video properties for list boxes and tables across a Business
System.

Perform the following steps to specify row and column video properties.

1. In the Business Systems Defaults window, select Detail, Video Properties...
The Business System Default Video Properties dialog appears.

2. Select List Boxes/Tables node.
3. (Optional) Check Show Borders in Listboxes option to display the borders.
4. (Optional) Check At cell intersection, row style overrides column style option to override the column styles with row

styles. If this option is not checked, the column style overrides the row style.
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5. Click Add.. in the rows group box to add a custom video property for the rows.
The Select Custom Video Properties dialog appears.

6. Select the required custom video property and click OK.
The Custom Video Property is added to the group box.

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 to add multiple custom video properties for rows.
The specified custom video properties are alternated for the rows.

8. (Optional) Enter the row number at which the alternating row style starts in the Row number to start alternating field.
9. Repeat steps 1 through 8 in the Columns group box to specify the custom video properties for columns.

NOTE
To remove a custom video property, select the required custom video property from the Rows or Columns group
box and click Remove.

Specify Row Custom Video Properties for Specific List Boxes
This article provides information to specify row video properties for a list box or a table in the Navigation Diagram.

Perform the following steps to specify row video properties.

1. In the Navigation Diagram, select the required list box.
2. Click Detail, Video Properties...
3. (Optional) Select the List Box/Table Style node. Check the Row style overrides column style option to override the

column style with the row style. Check the Automatic option to apply the Business System Default settings. If you do
not check the Automatic or the Row style overrides column style option, the column style overrides the row style.

4. Select the Rows node to specify the custom video properties for the rows in the list box.
5. Disable the Automatic option to override the Business System Defaults settings for the rows.
6. Click Add... to add a custom video property for the rows.

The Select Custom Video Properties dialog appears.
7. Select the required custom video property and click OK.

The Custom Video Property is added to the group box.
8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 to add multiple custom video properties for rows.

The specified custom video properties are alternated for the rows.
9. (Optional) Enter the row number at which the alternating row style starts in the Starting at row field.
10. Click OK to save the changes and close the dialog.

NOTE
To remove a custom video property, select the required custom video property from the Rows or Columns group
box and click Remove.

Specify System Conditions

To specify any system conditions for a READ statement, you must first specify the system value of the entity being read.
Four system values are available on the Expressions Panel:

• User id
• Printer terminal id
• Terminal id
• Trancode

You then specify the relational operator and complete the expression by qualifying any entity action view attributes,
specifying any character attributes, character strings, or spaces.

The example below sets a system condition for terminal id:
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 -- READ customer_order

| TERMINAL ID IS EQUAL TO DESIRED library terminal_id

 --

Specify the Order of READ EACH
This article provides information to Specify the Order of READ EACH. The SORTED BY clause returns entities in a
particular sequence that is based on an attribute value.

The format of the READ EACH action is:

READ EACH entity-view-list

[TARGETING repeating-group-view-1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]] 

[AND TARGETING repeating-group-view-1 [FROM THE BEGINNING]

[UNTIL FULL]] ...

[SORTED BY ASCENDING attribute 1]...

DESCENDING

[WHERE selection-conditions]

action-statement-list

The ASCENDING clause returns the entities in a low-to-high sequence. The DESCENDING clause returns the entities in
a high-to-low sequence.

Example

The following are examples of READ EACH statements. (The action-statement-lists are not shown.)

--

+- READ EACH product

| WHERE DESIRED product code IS EQUAL TO "GA"

 --

--

+- READ EACH product

| TARGETING group export FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| WHERE code IS EQUAL TO "GA"

 --

--

+- READ EACH customer order_line

| WHERE DESIRED customer_order_line_part_of_CURRENT

| customer_order

 --

Specify the WHERE Expression
This article provides information to Specify the WHERE Expression. WHERE is an optional clause that indicates selection
conditions that are used for the READ EACH action.

The following examples show how READ EACH attribute conditions are used in action diagrams.

--

+- READ EACH customer

| WHERE DESIRED customer name IS EQUAL TO requesting

| customer name
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 --

This statement discovers whether the business knows about the CUSTOMER who is attempting to place an ORDER (in
the process Take Order):

--

+- READ EACH customer

| WHERE SUBSTR(DESIRED customer name,1,1) IS EQUAL TO

| "Q"

 --

SQL Server Table Defaults
This article provides information for SQL Server Table Defaults. Use the SQL Server Table Defaults window to set the TD
default values for the MS/SQL Server Table.

The following fields are available on the dialog:

Owner
Specifies the owner of created tables. Enter the User name for the owner of the table. The owner has modify
privileges for the table. The default entry is blank.

Segment
Specifies the name for the segment on which to place the table. The default is left blank

See database vendor documentation for more information.

SQL/MP Database Defaults

This window is used to set the TD default values for the SQL/MP database.

Name
The default database name. An entry in this field is mandatory.

SQL/MP Database Properties

Use this window either to define database properties for a new database or to modify properties for an existing database.

The database properties include:

Generic Name
The default name of the database when there is no DBMS-specific name.

SQL/MP Name
The DBMS-specific name of the database. Use this field to override any generic database name.

Description
The database description.

NOTE
The number of characters allowed in the DBMS-specific database names is limited by your development
platform file system. If your development platform file system is limited to eight characters, MSDOS for example,
then the DBMS-specific name you enter must be of eight characters or less.

SQL/MP Index Properties
This article provides information for SQL/MP Index Properties. Use this window to modify index properties for a table.

The index properties include:
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Generic Name
The default name of the index when a name is not provided by the DBMS.

SQL/MP Name
The DBMS-specific name of the index. Use this field to override any generic index name.

Est. Index Length
Estimated index row length. The property is used in some "Autosize" calculation.

Select Description to add a description.

SQL/MP Table defaults

This window is used to set the owner of created tables. Enter the user name for the owner of the table. The owner has
modify privileges for the table. The default entry is blank.

SQL/MP Table Properties
This article provides information for SQL/MP Table Properties. Use this window to display or modify the table properties
for SQL/MP database.

The table properties include:

Entity Type
Name that is assigned to the entity type before the transformation process.

Database
Name of the default database in which the table is implemented in the Technical Design.

Generic Name
The default name of the table when a DBMS specific name is not provided.

SQL/MP Name
The DBMS-specific name of the table. Use this field to override any generic table name.

Primary Extent
Primary extent specifies the minimum primary space allocation for a table. It is optional and the unit is in pages.

Secondary Extent
Secondary extent specifies the minimum secondary space allocation for a table. It is optional and the unit is in
pages.

Est. Row Length
Specifies the estimated total length of a table row in bytes.
Select Description to add a description.

Start Over (Reset) Push Button

Reset (<-) Push Button

Select this push button to return to the procedure step flow you originally selected.

Start Push Button

This push button closes the active window and begins playing a file.
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Statement(s) Dropped during Event Copy

This message means that the source event contained attributes or relationships that were not matched for substitution.
These unmatched attributes or relationships resulted in statements being omitted from the event logic.

Statement(s) Dropped during Window Copy

This message means that the source window contained attributes that were not matched for substitution. These
unmatched attributes were not included during the copy process.

Controls associated with unmatched attributes are copied as part of the graphical user interface, but the logic statements
associated with the controls are not copied.

Statements Dropped

If you exclude windows or window controls during the copy, statements associated with those windows or controls are not
copied. The statements do not appear in the action diagram logic for the copied-to destination.

Status Bar Component Architecture Diagram

The Status Bar menu option in the Component Architecture Diagram controls whether or not the Status Bar is displayed
on the diagram.

Status Bar Properties Dialog

The Status Bar Properties dialog lets you add a status bar to the bottom of the current window with the spacing you
specify.

Use this dialog to specify left, top and bottom margins on the status bar and specify the minimum and maximum space to
allow between components added to the status bar.

NOTE
The status bar is designed to accommodate the following components: literals, system attributes with or without
prompts, and read-only attribute views with or without prompts.

If adding a status bar to a window containing controls near the bottom, you may find that the status bar initially covers
these other window components. If this happens, enlarge the window from the bottom to redisplay overlaid controls.

Compare the following examples of the bottom portion of a window:

Before adding a status bar

Status bar overlaying component

After adjusting vertical space

To redisplay the Status Bar Properties dialog for editing purposes, double click on the status bar. To add color to the status
bar, click on it and select Detail, Video Properties, Background Color.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Rules for Status Bars
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• A status bar can be placed only on a window, not on a dialog box.
• There can be no more than one status bar defined for a window.
• The status bar is positioned at the bottom of a window and spans the width of the window; if the window is resized, the

status bar resizes.
• A status bar may contain read-only controls, including literals and fields mapped to either an export view or a system

attribute.
• Neither a status bar nor any of its controls can receive the input focus at run-time.

 

Statusbar Field Method
This article provides information for Statusbar Field Method.

Usage Field (String)
Description Retrieves a Field by name from the StatusBar.
Arguments String that is the name of the desired Field.
Return Value This property returns a GUI object for the given Field name.

Statusbar Fields Method
This article provides information for Statusbar Fields Method.

Usage Fields ()
Description Retrieves collection of Fields on the StatusBar.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the buttons on the ToolBar window. The method may
return a list with a count of zero.

Statusbar Interface Object
This article provides information for Statusbar Interface Object.

Redraw

Methods Properties
Field Application
Fields BackgroundColor
Literal Enabled
Literals Focus
FontSize

CssClass
FontStyle
FontType
ForegroundColor
Handle
Height
Left
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Name
ObjectType
Parent
Top
Visible
Width

Statusbar Literal Method
This article provides information for Statusbar Literal Method.

Usage Literal ()
Description Retrieves a Literal by name from the StatusBar.
Arguments String that is the name of the desired Literal.
Return Value This property returns a GUI object for the given Literal name.

Statusbar Literals Method
This article provides information for Statusbar Literals Method.

Usage Literals ()
Description Retrieves a collection of Literals on the StatusBar.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the literals on the StatusBar window. The method may
return a list with a count of zero.

StatusBar Method
This article provides information for StatusBar Method.

Usage StatusBar ()
Description Retrieves the StatusBar object of the window.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns the StatusBar object for the window if one is

present. If no StatusBar object was found or an error occurs, this
method returns NULL.

Step Execution Dialog
This article provides information for Step Execution Dialog. The Step Execution dialog directs a flow to a procedure step.

Certain conditions must exist for this dialog to appear:

• The Navigation Diagram must be in Prototype mode.
• The menu item or push button must initiate a command.
• The command must execute the procedure step.

When a procedure step executes in your application, the Window Manager directs the resulting dialog flow from the exit
state set. In prototype mode, however, the Navigation Diagram Tool simulates flows. This dialog lets you simulate the flow
of your application.
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The fields in the dialog are the following:

Step Execution Selection List
Specifies the flow from a procedure step that has recently executed. The list displays the procedure steps that
can be flowed to from the recently executed procedure step. The list displays only procedure steps that are
associated with windows or dialogs and that have flows drawn on the Diagram Flow Diagram. The type of flow
(link or transfer) is listed for each procedure step.
You can also select no flow.

Click Ok to save the changes else click Cancel.

More information

Use Navigation Diagram

Storage Group Name
This article provides information for Storage Group Name. Storage Group specifies a unique storage group name that is
not already defined in the DBMS catalog.

The following restrictions apply to the name:

• Letters and digits are allowed.
• The space character and the underscore character (_) are allowed. (The Gen software converts spaces to

underscores.) No other special characters are allowed.
• Eight characters.
• The name must be unique for each database, but may be used for a different database.

Storage Group Auth ID

Authorization ID specifies who owns the storage group. To designate a user or a group of users or to provide implicit
qualifiers for the names of tables, views, and indexes, specify an Authorization ID of no more than 8 characters.

Authorization ID Concept

When a connection is established between the DBMS and a process, the DBMS obtains an authorization ID and passes it
to the authorization exit. The list of one or more authorization IDs returned by the exit are used as the authorization IDs for
the process.

Every process has exactly one primary authorization ID. Any other authorization IDs are secondary.

Storage Group Properties Dialog

The Storage Group Properties dialog group defines a set of volumes, controlled by a VSAM catalog, where storage may
later be allocated for tablespaces and indexspaces.

During DDL generation, Gen uses these properties to define the database objects to the DBMS.

The dialog contains the following fields:

Storage Group
Specifies a unique storage group name not already defined in the DBMS catalog.
The following restrictions apply to the name:

• Letters and digits are allowed.
• The space character and the underscore character (_) are allowed. (Gen converts spaces to underscores.) No

other special characters are allowed.
• Eight characters.
• The name must be unique for each database, but may be used for a different database.
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VCAT
Specifies the name of the volume catalog for the database object (tablespace, indexspace, or storage group).
This field must contain an entry for the first data set of the tablespace, conforming to the DBMS naming
convention for data sets. The VCAT name must be no more than 8 characters long.

Password
The DBMS passes the password you specify to the appropriate access services such as VSAM to gain access
to the data sets. Password is a VSAM master level password. The Password must be no more than 8 characters
long.

Auth_ID
Specifies who owns the storage group. To designate a user or a group of users or to provide implicit qualifiers for
the names of tables, views, and indexes, specify an Authorization ID of no more than 8 characters.
When a connection is established between the DBMS and a process, the DBMS obtains an authorization ID and
passes it to the authorization exit. The list of one or more authorization IDs returned by the exit are used as the
authorization IDs for the process.
Every process has exactly one primary authorization ID. Any other authorization IDs are secondary.

DASD Volume ID
Specifies the volume ID that must be added or deleted from the selected database object (tablespace,
indexspace, or storage group).

Add Volume
Adds DASD Volume IDs to the selected database object (tablespace, indexspace, or storage group).

Delete Volume
Deletes DASD Volume IDs to the selected database object (tablespace, indexspace, or storage group).

Storage Group Radio Button

This radio button activates the storage group for the tablespace or indexspace.

Storage Grp Field

The Storage Group field specifies the storage group for the tablespace or indexspace.

Storage Location Description

Enter a description of the storage location.

Storage Location Name

Enter the name you wish to use as the Storage Location name. An entry in this field is mandatory.

Storage Location Properties

This window is used to add a Storage Location to an existing table space or to change the properties of an existing
storage location.

Default Description
Name Enter the name you wish to use as the Storage Location name. An

entry in this field is mandatory.
Type Storage Location Type Options is File.
Size Storage Location Size in pages. Default is 50 pages. This entry

must be greater than zero.
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Description Storage Location Description - Enter the description of the storage
location.

 

 

Storage Location Type

The option for Storage Location Type is File.

Strategy
This article provides information for Strategy. Strategy briefly states a method of accomplishing an objective.

The strategy must be no more than 32 alphanumeric characters (required input). Special characters are not allowed.

When necessary, abbreviate the strategy and supply more detailed information in the Description field.

Strategy Properties Dialog

The Strategy Properties dialog adds a phrase that identifies the method of accomplishing an enterprise's objective.

The strategy is ranked according to its priority.

Each strategy must support an objective.

Structure Type

Application developers should ignore this panel. If you are using another product that requires you to define external
procedure step properties, see that product's documentation for instructions on how to fill out this panel.

Sub Menu Item Properties Dialog

This dialog lets you change the text, mnemonic key, and separator line associated with a menu item that has subordinate
menu items. Menu items with subordinates include the following:

• A menu item in the menu bar that has a pull-down. The subordinate menu items appear in the pull-down.
• A menu item in a pull-down that invokes another pull-down (a cascading pull-down).

 

Subject Area Description

This dialog box enables you to add (optionally) a description for the subject area.

Subject Area Name

A subject area is a cohesive group of types (with their relationships, attributes, and operations). Its name can indicate the
topic that the subject area addresses. For example, the subject area "Loans" can be used to group diagrams for Applicant,
Credit Bureau, and so on.

The name of the subject area classifies the grouping of entities and their relationships that the subject area includes.
Subject area names are usually plural nouns and can contain as many as 32 characters. These characters can be
alphabetic, numeric, or spaces, but not special characters.

Rules 

Several rules apply to all subject areas:
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• A Gen model contains one "root" subject area. All other subject areas are contained (directly or indirectly) within that
root subject area.

• A subject area must be contained within one and only one subject area (unless it is the root subject area).
• Relationships can be drawn between entity types belonging to different subject areas.

Examples 

For example, a sales project can include the following subject areas:

• Sales
• Personnel
• Accounts
• Products

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when creating subject area names. Only English characters are used for
subject area names.

Subject Area Properties
This article provides information for Subject Area Properties. This dialog lets you add a new Subject Area or modify an
existing subject area.

Within this dialog, you can specify the Subject Area Name, its role, and, optionally, provide a description for the subject
area. The settings for role, and the options are selected by default, depending upon the type of Subject Area that you are
creating.

For a new Specification Subject Area

Role is set to the default setting of Specification.

This option is selected by default to Should only contain transient types. You can change this selection if you wish.

For an Implementation Type Subject Area

Role is set to the default setting of Implementation.

These options are disabled for this Subject Area Type. Transient and Persistent types are not applicable to
Implementation Subject Area.

Click the relevant text for more information about the fields on this dialog.

• Subject Area Name
• Subject Area Role
• Persistent Entity Types
• Transient Entity Types
• Description

Subject Area Role

A subject area is a cohesive group of types (with their relationships, attributes, and operations). A subject area is often
referred to as a “package” in component modeling. A subject area role is a manner of using a subject area: the three roles
explicitly supported in Gen are:

• S - indicates Specification
• I - indicates Implementation
• G - indicates General

Rules
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Several rules apply to all subject area roles. Any additional rules, specific to a particular role, are discussed in the
appropriate section.

• A Gen model contains one "root" subject area. All other subject areas are contained (directly or indirectly) within that
root subject area.

• A subject area must be contained within one and only one subject area (unless it is the root subject area).
• Relationships may be drawn between types belonging to different subject areas.

Click on one of the following topics for information specific to each subject area type:

General subject area

A general subject area is one of interest to the enterprise, centered on some major resource or product or activity of that
enterprise.

The general subject area is the traditional use of a subject area in entity relationship modeling.

Use

General subject areas provide a means to:

• Add structure to large models, by grouping together related types.
• Hide and show detail on the Data Model Diagram, Data Model List, and Data Model Browser
• Define the scope of a Scoped Type Model diagram.

Object-oriented (OO) methods usually include an equivalent concept, called a package.

The analyst can work top-down or bottom-up. That is, subject areas can be identified first, decomposed into lower-
level subject areas, and eventually into entity types. Analysts may also build an entity model without subject areas, and
retrospectively group the entity types into subject areas.

Parallel decomposition is a specific analysis technique that keeps the subject area and function hierarchies in a strict one
to one correspondence. Primitive subject areas group together all those entity types that are maintained by a particular
primitive business function.

A primitive subject area contains no lower level subject areas. A primitive business function contains no lower level
business functions - rather, it contains processes.

General subject areas can also be used to delimit the data elements that belong to a business object type. Such a subject
area should contain a "central" (or core) entity type, flagged as a business object type, and all other entity types that
depend upon that central entity type (by having a mandatory one relationship directly or indirectly to that central entity
type). The primitive subject areas found during parallel decomposition usually correspond to these business object subject
areas.

Specification subject area

A specification subject area is a group of types that are referenced within the specification of a component.

Rules

• A specification subject area may only contain specification objects: Component Specification Types, Interface Types,
and Specification Type. (A specification subject area may also contain regular Entity Types to allow conversion from
CBD96 components.)

• A specification subject area may only contain other specification subject areas (not general or implementation subject
areas).

• If the radio button “may only contain transient types” is selected, than all types placed in the subject area must be
defined as transient.

Use

For component modeling, all subject areas within a component specification model should be specification subject areas.
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A component implementation model will contain both specification subject areas and implementation subject areas.

Within a component model, a top-level specification subject area should be added under the root subject area. The types
used in the component specification are placed within this subject area. If there are a large number of types, further
contained specification subject areas may be used to provide structure within the model.

Where a model contains several specifications (not recommended), there will be one top-level specification subject area
per component specification, under the root subject area. A component specification model diagram may be defined for a
specification subject area.

Implementation subject area

An implementation subject area is a group of types that are referenced within the implementation of a component, but
not within the specification of that component; that is, a group of implementation-only types belonging to one component
implementation.

The implementation (internal design) of a component consists of action diagrams, which refer to types. These types
may be specification types (which are referenced by the component's specification and which are placed in specification
subject areas) or implementation-only types (entity types placed in implementation subject areas). The implementation-
only types are never referenced by the component specification. Thus, the implementation-only types are never
referenced in the imports or exports of the component's public operations (the operations that appear in the component's
interfaces).

Rules

An implementation subject area should be placed within the root subject area or within other implementation subject
areas. It should not normally appear within general subject areas.

An implementation subject area may only directly contain implementation objects: Component Implementation Types and
regular Entity Types.

An implementation subject area may contain other implementation subject areas and specification subject areas (of
consumed components), but not general subject areas.

Use

Implementation subject areas are used within component implementation models. Within a component implementation
model, a single implementation subject area should be added under the root subject area. Implementation-only types are
placed within this subject area. If there are a large number of implementation-only types, further contained implementation
subject areas may be used to provide structure within the model.

Where a model contains several implementations (not recommended), there will be one top-level implementation subject
area per component implementation, under the root subject area.

A component implementation model diagram may be defined as an implementation subject area, in which all the
implementation-only types of the components are placed, to provide a picture of the component's logical database design.

In application models (or business area models), the specification subject areas for components invoked by the
application should ideally be grouped inside an implementation subject area (typically named “Consumed Components”).
This makes it clear that this model does not define a component specification - it merely uses a component specification.

A component implementation may invoke the operations of other components. When this is the case, the implementation
subject area will contain specification subject areas. These are the specification subject areas that will contain the
specification types referenced by the interfaces of the consumed components.

When the implementation is designed in an object-oriented manner, the implementation-only types will own (internal)
operations. Hence, the implementation subject area collects together the internal data definitions and functionality of
the component. But it is not necessary to use an object-oriented approach; the implementation can be built using "free-
standing" action diagrams and/or external action blocks if preferred.
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Subject Entity View Selection List

This selection list lets you select the subject entity type. The procedures steps that display in the Flow from Subject List
selection list are based on the subject entity view you select.

If no views appear, perform view maintenance to add one or more import entity views to the procedure step.

Subscript

Subscript is the index of a data array (all views in an explicitly indexed repeating group view) that indicates the specific
item (view) in the referenced group view. The value is the specific item currently of interest. You may directly modify it in
the action diagram.

The value of the first subscript of a repeating group is 1 (not 0 as in some systems). If you experience an abend, verify the
subscript value has not been set to 0.

The subscript must also be less than or equal to max. Max is the index variable that specifies the highest array location
whether or not it contains data. Max refers to the actual size of the repeating group view (which is the maximum cardinality
you set when you defined properties for the group view). The value is constant and cannot be modified during execution.
Max is always a positive number.

An example of SUBSCRIPT used in a statement in the action diagram is:

SET SUBSCRIPT OF export_list TO 1

Substitute View

To globally replace an entity action view or a local view in an action diagram, select Substitute View. Use Substitute View
in conjunction with Xcopy to replace a view in the copied action block.

Substitute View Confirmation Box

Select Yes to confirm that you want to replace all occurrences of the highlighted entity action view or local view in the
action diagram with the selected view.

Select No if you do not want to replace all occurrences of the highlighted view.

Substitute View Dialog

Use Substitute View to change an entity action view or a local view to a different view of the same entity type in an action
diagram. This dialog displays a list of views of the same entity type when a local or entity action view is highlighted.

The view you select from the list replaces all occurrences of the view you highlighted in the action diagram.

When views are replaced, the software compares attributes of the original view with attributes of the replacement view.
Attributes that are not in the replacement view are added automatically.

For example, an action diagram that tracks an individual's employers has a block of code that records current employer
information, that is, name, address, hire date, and so on.

The same logic is needed to record information about the previous employer of the individual.

The code for the current employer can be copied to another action diagram where the view of current_employer is
replaced with previous_employer.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Select Substitute View
Displays the views that can replace an entity action view or a local view that is highlighted in the action diagram.
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View Maintenance
Displays a secondary window where you can add, delete, and manipulate views of the following:

• Groups
• Entities
• Subtypes
• Attributes
• Work types

Successful Work Set Promotion

This message means that no warnings or errors occurred during the promotion of the work set.

Sum

The Sum function will retrieve the total of all amounts within the result table. Each occurrence is included in the
calculation, regardless of whether duplicate values exist. Sum may only be used with numeric attributes or expressions.

NOTE
Allow enough digits when defining the field to avoid cutting off the number. Otherwise, a runtime error may
result.

Tablespace Name

The tablespace Name plus the implicit or explicit qualifier must identify a unique table, view, or synonym within the DBMS
catalog. The tablespace Name must be no more than 8 characters long and begin with an alphabetic character.

If the table name is qualified, the qualifier is the Owner of the table. During DDL generation, the Gen software appends the
owner as the suffix to the table name.

Tablespace Properties Dialog

The Tablespace Properties dialog specifies the characteristics of the selected tablespace columns. Tablespace and
indexspace are DB2 related. During DDL generation, use these properties to define the tablespace to the DBMS.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Tablespace Seg Size
This article provides information for Tablespace Seg Size. Seg Size assigns the number of pages per segment. If you do
not specify the Seg Size, the tablespace is not segmented.

Seg Size assigns the number of pages per segment.

Seg Size must be a multiple of 4 between 4 through 64.

NOTE
You cannot add a partition to a segmented tablespace (segment size is greater than 0).

Satisfaction Rating Error

This article provides information for Satisfaction Rating Error. A number greater than 3 is in the Satisfaction Rating field.

This field accepts only the numbers 0 through 3.

Type 0, 1, 2, or 3.
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Save Window Size and Position

When you select this option, Gen records the window size and position. This position and size is remembered every time
that you start Gen, unless you save a new size or position or clear the save.

Gen does not save maximized windows. If you try to save a maximized window, Gen saves the size and position of the
window before you maximized it.

Scope button

Use Scope to specify which work sets and entity types the field property dialog boxes display when you add a field to a
window. If you do not set the entity scope, every entity and work set in the model appears in the drop-down lists on the
property panels.

To set the entity scope:

1. Highlight the work set, subject area, or entity type.
2. Click Scope.
3. Repeat for each work set or entity type you want to include.

Scoped Type Diagram Dialog

Use the Scoped Type Diagram dialog to create a new Scoped Type Diagram, open an existing Scoped Type Diagram, or
access the properties of an existing Scoped Type Diagram.

The Scoped Type Diagram dialog contains the following buttons:

Open
Opens the selected Type Diagram.

Properties
Specifies the name and description of the selected Type Diagram.

Close
Closes the Scoped Type Diagram dialog.

New
Creates a Scoped Type Diagram.

Scoped Type Diagram Overview

The Scoped Type Diagram allows you to construct and view a data model. It offers an alternative view to the data model
diagram, data model browser, and data model list. Changes that are made in any one of these tools is updated in all the
others. You can use the Scoped Type Diagram for preparing diagrams for feedback sessions with users. Multiple Scoped
Type diagrams may be easier to comprehend than one large data model diagram.

Within the Scoped Type Diagram, you can:

• Create any number of diagrams, including overlapping diagrams, to show pieces of the data model based on your
needs.

• Add other regular Entity Types.

The Scoped Type Diagram allows you to scope in several ways, although the range of a Scoped Type diagram is always
restricted to a particular, general subject area.
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• If the root subject area, which represents the entire model, is selected, then any type within the model can be placed in
the scoped type diagram.

• If a lower-level subject area is selected, only the contents of that subject area (and its contained subject areas, if any)
can be placed in the diagram.

• You can select which entity types are placed on the diagram (it is not necessary to place every entity type).
• The same entity type can be placed on any number of diagrams.

You can create as many Scoped Type diagrams as you want for any given subject area, although there may only be one
instance of this diagramming tool open at any time.

The Open menu option lets you open an existing Scope Type diagram. Model diagrams cannot be created or deleted from
the dialog box (select Diagram, New, or Diagram, Delete as appropriate). Only one model diagram can be open at any
one time.

You can edit and detail specific sections of a scoped type diagram by using the Edit and Detail menus.

Scoped Type Diagram Properties

This dialog box enables you to add a name for a new Scoped Type Diagram (or modify an existing one), and providing
(optionally) a description for the diagram.

After you create/modify and click OK, the diagram displays graphically, with existing contents for modified diagrams and a
blank screen for new diagrams, showing the diagram name. Entity types, subtypes, and partitionings may then be added
as desired.

Scoped Type Diagram Scoping Subject Area Properties

Selecting Properties when working with Scoped Type Diagrams allows you to modify the name and/or description of the
selected diagram.

Scope of Data Model List Dialog

The Scope of Data Model List dialog displays two selection lists that let you select and display subject areas or entity
types in the Data Model List.

Screen (Name)

Screen specifies the name of a source code file for a screen. The name applies only to online procedures and is assigned
when the Generation Tool generates the source code for the screen.

These restrictions apply to the name:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be an alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than eight characters long.
• The name must be unique within a business system.

Scroll Amount and Accelerator Values Error

This article provides information for Scroll Amount and Accelerator Values Error. A value is required for the scroll amount
and accelerator values. Enter a value.
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Screen Deletion Error

At least one of the fields that are selected for deletion is included in a template. This causes the entire template to be
removed from the screen.

Click OK to display a confirmation box. The confirmation box lets you continue with the deletion or return to the Screen
Design Tool.

Select Attributes Error

Select only attributes for denormalization.

Select Method

This dialog lets you select a method of a WSDL.

This dialog contains the following items:

Method Name and Source URI
Specifies the name of a method and the URI of the method. This list is populated with methods that are already
imported into the model and included in your subset.

Select
Creates the Call External statement with the selected method. This button is enabled when a method in the
Method Name and Source URI table is selected. Clicking this button also opens the Web Service Parameter
Matching dialog. You can then proceed to the Import Parameter Matching and the Export Parameter Matching
dialog boxes to match views in an action diagram to Web Service Method Parameters that the selected method
provides.

Add
Opens the Select WSDL Method dialog which is used to import web service methods into the model.

Delete
Deletes the selected method. This button is enabled only if the selected method is no longer used in the model.
Deleting the method removes the objects that are associated with the selected method from the model.

Cancel
Exits the dialog without performing any action.

Select the Supports Entity Actions Option

You can select this check box only if you first select the Supports Entity Actions check box.

Separator Error

Different separators must be used to distinguish the decimal separator from the thousand separator. The same symbol
cannot represent both.

Set the TD Name to Attribute Name

You detailed an attribute from the Data Model List to display the Properties pop-up. The name in the TD Name field is
different from the name in the Attribute Name field, but the checkbox is selected, indicating that the TD name is to be set
to the attribute name.

• Click Yes to set the TD name to the attribute name. This action accepts the checkbox entry and changes the name in
the TD Name field to match the entry in the Attribute Name field.

• Click No to accept the entry in the TD Name field as the TD name. This action overrides the checkbox selection.
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Set the TD Name to Entity Type Name

You detailed an entity type from the Data Model List to display the Properties pop-up. The name in the TD Name field is
different from the name in the Entity Name field, but the checkbox is selected, indicating that the TD name is to be set to
the entity type name.

• Click Yes to set the TD name to the entity type name. This action accepts the checkbox entry and changes the name in
the TD Name field to match the entry in the Entity Name field.

• Click No to accept the entry in the TD Name field as the TD name. This action overrides the checkbox selection.

Source or Destination Properties Dialog

The Source or Destination Properties dialog lets you perform the following actions:

• If optionality is sometimes, specify the frequency of the pairing.
• If cardinality is one or more, specify the minimum, average, and maximum number of pairings.
• Specify whether the numbers are absolute or estimated.
• Specify the rules for deletion.

Defining the number of pairings between two entity types produces a more accurate database design for the generated
system.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Percentage of Time
The estimated percentage of time that entities of the second entity type are paired with entities of the first entity
type.
The Percentage of Time is also referred to as the frequency of pairings.
For example, assume that CUSTOMER (source) places ORDER (destination) and ORDER is placed by
CUSTOMER.
The optionality of this pairing is "Sometimes" because information is maintained about CUSTOMERs, whether
they currently have an ORDER being processed; therefore, the Percentage of Time is not 100%. However, it
might be 75% because most CUSTOMERs do have ORDERs being processed at any given point in time.
Downstream Effects:
Frequency of pairings and the number of pairings (at least, on average, and at most) become important during
database design. The database primary quantities are determined based on the numbers that are identified here
and are then allocated as tablespaces and indexspaces.

At Least
The minimum number (estimated or absolute) of entities of the second entity type that participate in the pairing.
For example, assume that ORDER (source) contains ORDER LINEs (destination) and ORDER LINEs are
contained on ORDER.
The cardinality of this pairing is one or more because an ORDER can have one ORDER LINE or it can have
numerous ORDER LINEs; therefore, at least one ORDER LINE participates in the pairing.
Downstream Effects:
Frequency of pairings and the number of pairings (at least, on average, and at most) become important during
database design. The database primary quantities are determined based on the numbers that are identified here
and are then allocated as tablespaces and indexspaces.
Estimated/Absolute

Specify whether the number provided is an estimate or if it is an absolute value. This field is used for
documentation only. Code generation is not impacted.

On Average
The average number of entities of the second entity type that participate in the pairing.
For example, assume that ORDER (source) contains ORDER LINEs (destination) and ORDER LINEs are
contained on ORDER.
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The cardinality of this pairing is one or more because an ORDER can have one ORDER LINE or it can have
numerous ORDER LINEs; therefore, at least one ORDER LINE participates in the pairing. But on average, each
ORDER might contain five ORDER LINEs.
Downstream Effects:
Frequency of pairings and the number of pairings (at least, on average, and at most) become important during
database design. The database primary quantities are determined based on the numbers that are identified here
and are then allocated as tablespaces and indexspaces.

At Most
The maximum number (estimated or absolute) of entities of the second entity type that participate in the pairing.
For example, ORDER (source) contains ORDER LINEs (destination) and ORDER LINEs are contained on
ORDER.
The cardinality of this pairing is one or more because an ORDER can have one ORDER LINE or it can have
numerous ORDER LINEs; therefore, at least one ORDER LINE participates in the pairing. However, the ORDER
might only allow a maximum of 25 lines. If 26 items are ordered, a new ORDER is placed.
Downstream Effects:
Frequency of pairings and the number of pairings (at least, on average, and at most) become important during
database design. The database primary quantities are determined based on the numbers that are identified here
and are then allocated as tablespaces and indexspaces.
Estimated/Absolute

Specify whether the number provided is an estimate or if it is an absolute value. This field is used for
documentation only. Code generation is not impacted.

Deletion Rule
Deletion rules let you specify how you want occurrences of an entity type to be handled when occurrences of the
associated entity type are deleted. This prevents unintentional deletions.
Deletions rules must be defined for both the source and destination relationships.
Example:

NOTE
The deletion rules below do not reflect the exact wording that appears on the Source or Destination
dialog. The wording of the deletion rules varies depending on the cardinality of the relationship (one-to-
one, one-to-many, and so on).

Each ORDER contains one or more ORDER LINES.
Each ORDER LINE is contained by one ORDER.
If you delete an ORDER that contains many ORDER LINES, you might want all ORDER LINES to be
automatically deleted for you. In this situation, select "Delete each entity of the second entity type." This action is
named a cascade delete.
If you delete an ORDER LINE, you probably do not want to delete the entire ORDER. In this case, select deletion
"Disassociate each entity of the second entity type". (This action is a set null.)
If you want to restrict any deletion of ORDER until all ORDER LINES have been deleted separately, select
"Disallow deletion if there are one or more entities of the second entity type". This action is a restricted delete.
By default, the following options are selected based on the cardinality and optionality selections:

• Mandatory one to mandatory one
– Source properties: Disallow deletion
– Destination properties: Disallow deletion

• Optional one to mandatory one
– Source properties: Disallow deletion
– Destination properties: Disassociate each occurrence

• Optional one to optional one
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– Source properties: Disassociate each occurrence
– Destination properties: Disassociate each occurrence

• Mandatory one to mandatory many
– Source properties: Disallow deletion
– Destination properties: Disallow deletion

• Optional one to mandatory many
– Source properties: Disallow deletion
– Destination properties: Disassociate each occurrence

• Mandatory one to optional many
– Source properties: Disassociate each occurrence
– Destination properties: Disallow deletion

• Optional one to optional many
– Source properties: Disassociate each occurrence
– Destination properties: Disassociate each occurrence

• Mandatory many to mandatory many
– Source properties: Disallow deletion
– Destination properties: Disallow deletion

• Optional many to mandatory many
– Source properties: Disallow deletion
– Destination properties: Disassociate each occurrence

• Optional many to optional many
– Source properties: Disassociate each occurrence
– Destination properties: Disassociate each occurrence

Description
Click this button to describe the properties of the relationship.

Click OK to save the changes and close the dialog. Else, click Cancel.

Specify a Primary Quantity

A primary quantity is required when VCAT is selected.

The primary quantity specifies the primary space allocation for a data set, tablespace, or indexspace.

Specify a Value

Enter a value of at least 1.

Specify a View

A view is required to link a procedure step to a screen. Select either an import view or an export view.

Specify IMS Program Specific Block Name

A name is required for the IMS Program Specific Block (PSB). A blank field is not accepted. Type a name.

Specify the Password

A password is required. Type the correct password to proceed.

The software is aborted after two incorrect attempts.
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Specify Local Name

When you do not specify the model name, you must specify the local name to identify the model.

SUMMARIZE

The SUMMARIZE statement allows the SQL aggregate functions COUNT, MAX, MIN, AVERAGE, and SUM to be used
to derive values from a specified collection of entities. SUMMARIZE is used to retrieve a single composite value for each
aggregate function specified. SUMMARIZE is similar to READ except that one or more PLACING clauses are required, in
which modifiable attribute views of the appropriate domain are designated to receive each aggregate value.

NOTE
SUMMARIZE has no exception condition, but it may have database exception conditions.

Adding a SUMMARIZE entity action is part of creating entity actions in the action diagram. The SUMMARIZE entity action
reviews all selected occurrences of a set of entities consisting of one entity type or multiple related entity types, and
retrieves aggregate values from the database using one or more of the aggregate functions listed below.

The SUMMARIZE action statement supports the use of all ANSI standard SQL aggregate functions. This statement allows
you to "summarize" all selected occurrences of a set of entities consisting of one or more related entity types. The format
of the SUMMARIZE action statement is:

SUMMARIZE entity-view-list

PLACING aggregate function INTO attribute-view

...

where entity-action-list contains the same views eligible for READ/READ EACH, the PLACING clause must reference an
aggregate function and designate a modifiable attribute view to receive the results, and the attribute-view is transient and
modifiable.

NOTE

• The views that appear in the entity-view-list will not be populated or modified.
• A SUMMARIZE statement must contain at least one PLACING clause, but it can contain more than one

PLACING clause.
• A SUMMARIZE statement is single action and has a single result.
• A SUMMARIZE statement can contain a WHERE clause. The WHERE clause is optional and "qualifies" or

specifies the entity-view-list.
• In the WHERE clause of the SUMMARIZE statement, views that are nullable may be tested for NULL or

NOT NULL. Such views may also be tested for equivalence through the use of the relational operators IS
EQUIVALENT TO or IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO. For more information, see Null Properties.

The following list contains the SQL aggregate functions currently supported by the SUMMARIZE statement. If you would
like more information on a particular function, select that function.

• Average
• Average Distinct
• Count Distinct
• Count Occurrences
• Maximum
• Minimum
• Sum
• Sum Distinct
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Examples

For use of the SUMMARIZE statement, the following examples are broken down by type of entity view and qualification.

Single Entity View

• Single Entity View without a WHERE Clause: To determine the total number of employees listed in the database, use a
statement similar to the one below.

SUMMARIZE employee

PLACING count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count

• Single Entity View with a WHERE Clause: To find the total salaries of all exempt employees, use a statement similar to
the one below.

SUMMARIZE employee

PLACING sum(employee salary) INTO local employee salary

WHERE DESIRED employee classification = `EX'

Multiple Entity Views

• Multiple Entity Views with a Simple Relationship: Using an aggregate function with multiple views provides a result
table or an intersection result table depending on the relationship specified in the WHERE clause between those
views.
For example, to find the total number of classes attended by all students, use a statement similar to the one below.

SUMMARIZE student

class

PLACING count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count

WHERE DESIRED student

attends DESIRED class

NOTE
When multiple entity views are included in the read list, each aggregate function in a PLACING clause will
reference the intersection table that results by joining their corresponding tables. Therefore, the number of
occurrences in the result will equal the product of the number of entities of each type that are selected. The
joining of the tables occurs because of the relationships defined between the entities.

• Related Entities Not in the Read List: To find the number of students that actually attend at least one class, use a
statement similar to the one below.

SUMMARIZE student

PLACING count(OCCURRENCES)

INTO local ief_supplied count

WHERE DESIRED student attends SOME class

NOTE
The result table excludes entity views not in the entity view list. Relationships between DESIRED and SOME
entity views do not create an intersection table.

Multiple Functions

• Same Entity View: To find the lowest and highest employee salaries, use a statement similar to the one below.

SUMMARIZE employee

PLACING minimum (employee salary)

INTO local_min employee salary

PLACING maximum(employee salary)
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INTO local_max employee salary

• Multiple Entity Views: To find the average number of semester hours and grade-point average for all seniors, use a
statement similar to the one below.

SUMMARIZE student

class

PLACING average (class semester_hours)

INTO local class semester_hours

PLACING average(student grade_point_avg)

INTO local student grade_point_avg

WHERE DESIRED student attends DESIRED class

AND DESIRED student grade_level = 12

Expressions as Functions

Aggregate functions other than Count Occurrences, Count Distinct, Sum Distinct, and Average Distinct may use
expressions as arguments provided that they meet the following restrictions:

• At least one attribute of an entity action view in the read list is included.
• All entity action (non-transient) views referenced in the expression must either be in the read list or be designated as

CURRENT. See Note below.
• No non-aggregate functions (such as NUMTEXT) are included.
• The expression is of the proper domain.

Aggregate functions may not be used as part of a larger expression.

NOTE
CURRENT views allowed in an aggregate function expression must be populated before the SUMMARIZE
statement executes.

• Single Entity View: To find the latest start time for all classes expressed in daylight standard time, use a statement
similar to the following:

SUMMARIZE class

PLACING maximum(class start_time

+ local_daylight_time adjustment_hours)

INTO local_avg class start_time

• Multiple Entity Views: To find the total billable amount (quantity times price plus sales tax), use a statement similar to
the following:

SUMMARIZE order_line

product

PLACING sum((order_line qty_ordered * product unit_price)

* (1 + CURRENT purchase_order sales_tax_rate))

INTO local purchase_order amt_billed

WHERE DESIRED order_line belongs_to CURRENT purchase_order

AND DESIRED product is_ordered_in DESIRED order_line

NOTE
Both entity views in the read list (order_line and product) are used as the subject of the aggregate function
sum.
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Subordinate objects could not be placed on Data Model graphical diagram. To place subordinates, select their
parent variable in the Data Model graphical tool, and perform View/Place All or Place Unplaced Box.

When you delete an object and promote the children, Gen does not automatically place the objects in the graphical
diagram Data Modeling Tool when the following conditions exist:

• Objects are deleted using the Data Model List Tool and the Data Modeling diagram is not displayed
• Objects are deleted from Data Model List Tool and the deleted object is contracted in Data Modeling

Both situations prevent Gen from placing the children of the selected object on the Data Model.

To place the children of the parent object, select Planning or Analysis, Data Model, new parent, View, Place Unplaced
Box.

SUMMARIZE Concepts

Two data presentation concepts evolve from use of the SUMMARIZE statement: the result table and the intersection table.

Result table

The result table is the product of a SUMMARIZE statement with a single entity view in the entity-view-list. For
example,consider the following SUMMARIZE statements:

SUMMARIZE student

PLACING count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count

WHERE DESIRED student

attends DESIRED class

The result table appears as follows:

NOTE
Any entity views not in the entity-view-list are excluded.

Intersection table

An intersection table is a result table that occurs when the entity-view-list includes multiple entity views. Each aggregate
function in a PLACING clause references the intersection table that results by joining their corresponding tables.
Therefore, the number of occurrences in the result will equal the product of the number of entities of each type that are
selected. The joining of the tables occurs because of the relationships defined between the entities.

For example, consider the following SUMMARIZE statements:

SUMMARIZE student

class

PLACING count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count
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WHERE DESIRED student

attends DESIRED class

The result table appears as follows:

NOTE
Relationships between DESIRED and SOME entity views do not create an intersection table.

SUMMARIZE EACH

The SUMMARIZE EACH statement allows the SQL aggregate functions COUNT, MAX, MIN, AVERAGE, and SUM to be
used for the following purposes:

• To subdivide all selected occurrences of a set of entities into groups based on common attribute values
• To retrieve aggregate values for each group

The SUMMARIZE EACH statement may also be used to simply retrieve the common attribute values themselves, without
also selecting an aggregate function. This feature can eliminate the need for a DISTINCT clause on a READ EACH
statement, since that solution does not yield the desired results. For more information on using a DISTINCT clause in
READ EACH statement, see Always Generate Cursor with DISTINCT.

SUMMARIZE EACH is similar to SUMMARIZE in that it requires a PLACING clause and allows a WHERE clause, but it
also includes a WITH THE SAME clause to designate the common attributes.

SUMMARIZE EACH also requires each of the common attribute views to be placed with a PLACING clause, and- allows
TARGETING and SORTED BY clauses.

Within SUMMARIZE EACH statements, aggregate functions that apply to groups are preceded by the word GROUP, to
distinguish them from aggregates that apply to all selected entities. All aggregate functions in the PLACING clause of a
SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP statement will be GROUP functions.

The SUMMARIZE EACH action statement supports the use of all ANSI standard SQL aggregate functions. This statement
allows you to subdivide all selected occurrences of a set of entities into groups based on common attribute values, and
retrieve aggregate values for each group. The format of the SUMMARIZE EACH action statement is:

--

+- SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF entity-action-view

| WITH THE SAME entity-action-view-attribute(s)

| TARGETING group-view FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| PLACING entity-action-view-attribute INTO export entity-action-view-attribute

| PLACING GROUP aggregate function INTO export entity-action-view number

SORTED BY {ASCENDING/DESCENDING} placing-clause-source-value

| WHERE selection-conditions

| action-statement-list
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--

Where:

• The  entity-action-view contains the same views eligible for READ/READ EACH.
• The WITH THE SAME clause determines your groups.
• The TARGETING clause determines any implicitly indexed repeating groups to be populated.
• The PLACING clause references a WITH THE SAME attribute view and designates a modifiable attribute view to

receive the results.
• The PLACING GROUP clause must reference an aggregate function and designate a modifiable attribute view to

receive the results.
• The SORTED BY clause indicates whether the sort is ASCENDING or DESCENDING and must reference either a

PLACING (WITH THE SAME) attribute view or an aggregate function expression that occurs in a PLACING GROUP
clause.

• The attribute-views are transient and modifiable.
• The WHERE clause indicates which entities are to be aggregated.
• The action-statement-list indicates a block of actions to execute for each group occurrence.

NOTE

• The views that appear in the entity-view-list will not be populated or modified.
• The keyword "GROUP" preceding the aggregate function indicates that a new value for the function, and thus a new

result table, is computed for each iteration.
• All common attributes designated in the WITH THE SAME clause appear in PLACING clauses before any aggregate

functions.
• The TARGETING, PLACING GROUP, SORTED BY, and WHERE clauses are all optional. If there is no SORTED BY

clause, the groups are sorted in ascending sequence by the attributes in the WITH THE SAME clause.

The following list contains the SQL aggregate functions currently supported by the SUMMARIZE EACH statement. If you
would like more information on a particular function, select that function.

• Average
• Average Distinct
• Count Distinct
• Count Occurrences
• Maximum
• Minimum
• Sum
• Sum Distinct

A SUMMARIZE EACH statement stops iterating when either of the following occurs:

• No more occurrences exist that match the selection criteria.
• A database exception occurs, regardless of whether any database exception statements exist for that SUMMARIZE

EACH statement.

If database exception statements are added to a SUMMARIZE EACH statement, they appear after any other statements
that are enclosed by, and subordinate to, the SUMMARIZE EACH. A new "(for each successful iteration)" line also
displays immediately before any such subordinate statements. Contract the line "(for each successful iteration)" to display
database exceptions next to a SUMMARIZE EACH statement.

SUMMARIZE EACH Concepts

Since the SUMMARIZE EACH statement is an extension of the SUMMARIZE statement, refer to SUMMARIZE Concepts
for additional information.
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NOTE
For the WHERE clause in a SUMMARIZE EACH statement, views that are nullable may be tested for NULL
or NOT NULL. Such views may also be tested for equivalence through the use of the relational operators IS
EQUIVALENT TO or IS NOT EQUIVALENT TO. For more information, see Use Action Diagram.

Group Aggregation Without Selection Criteria

To illustrate this concept, the SUMMARIZE EACH statements find the number of employees for each job grade:

--

+- SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee

| WITH THE SAME employee job_grade

| PLACING employee_job_grade INTO local employee job_grade

| PLACING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count

--

The aggregate function COUNT, when used with OCCURRENCES, is used here to count the number of entities in each
group. The keyword GROUP preceding this function indicates that a new value for the function will be computed for each
iteration.

NOTE
The SUMMARIZE EACH statement requires all common attributes designated in the WITH THE SAME clause
to appear in PLACING clauses prior to any aggregate functions to be retrieved. For this example, the counts and
corresponding Job Grades for each subgroup will be stored in the designated local views, and will be retrieved in
ascending Job Grade sequence since there is no SORTED BY clause.

Group Aggregation TARGETING Repeating Group Views

SUMMARIZE EACH is iterative and thus provides a TARGETING clause that allows a new occurrence of repeating group
views to be populated each time the statement executes. However, unlike the READ EACH statement, SUMMARIZE
EACH has the ability to populate a repeating group view's occurrences directly, by using its attributes in the PLACING
clause.

In most cases, the PLACING . . . INTO attributes will belong to a repeating group. The previous example is more likely to
look like this:

--

+- SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee

| WITH THE SAME employee job_grade

| TARGETING repeating_group_local FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| PLACING employee job_grade INTO local employee job_grade

| PLACING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count

--

In this example, the designated local views belong to the implicitly indexed repeating group view, repeating_group_local.

NOTE
Attributes of repeating group views referenced in the TARGETING clause may not be used in the WHERE
clause. This is because the targeted occurrence of the repeating group is not yet available when the WHERE
clause is executed. This restriction also applies to READ EACH.

Attribute view definitions associated with the implicit example follows:

LOCALS:

| Group View repeating_group_local (4, implicit)
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| Work View local ief_supplied

| count

| Work View local employee

| job_grade

| ENTITY ACTIONS:

| Entity View employee

| number

| job_grade

Group Aggregation Using Explicitly Indexed Repeating Group Views

An explicitly indexed repeating group view may also be populated by a PLACING clause, if each iteration of the
SUMMARIZE EACH is preceded by a SET SUBSCRIPT for that view:

SET SUBSCRIPT OF repeating_group_local to 1

--

+- SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee

| WITH THE SAME employee_job_grade

| PLACING employee_job_grade INTO local employee_job_grade

| PLACING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local employee_count

| SET SUBSCRIPT OF repeating_group_local to SUBSCRIPT OF repeating _group_local + 1

|

--

SET LAST OF repeating_group_local to SUBSCRIPT OF repeating_group_local - 1

NOTE
The SET LAST statement is needed because the last SET SUBSCRIPT statement executed will follow the last
successful SUMMARIZE EACH iteration, and thus will index an unused occurrence. This is important when
assigning cardinalities to explicitly indexed views populated by SUMMARIZE EACH.

Attribute view definitions associated with the explicit example follows:

LOCALS:

| Group View repeating_group_local (4, explicit)

| Work View local ief_supplied

| count

| Work View local employee

| job_grade

| ENTITY ACTIONS:

| Entity View employee

| number

| job_grade

Group Aggregation with Selection and Sort Criteria

If we wanted to change the previous example using implicit indexing to select only job grades 10 and above and to rank
them by the number of employees, the statement would look like this:

--

+- SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee

| WITH THE SAME employee job_grade

| TARGETING repeating_group_local FROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

| PLACING employee job_grade INTO local employee job_grade
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| PLACING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES) INTO local ief_supplied count

| SORTED BY DESCENDING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES)

| SORTED BY ASCENDING employee job_grade

| WHERE DESIRED employee job_grade IS GREATER OR EQUAL TO 10

--

In this example, GROUP count(OCCURRENCES) is the primary sort key because it occurs first. We are using employee
job_grade as a secondary sort key in case some job grades have the same number of employees.

Examples

The following SUMMARIZE EACH examples are broken down by type of entity view and qualification.

Subgroup aggregation without qualification

To determine the total number of employees for each job grade, you would use the statement below.

--

+- SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee

| WITH THE SAME employee job grade

| PLACING employee job grade INTO local

| employee job grade

| PLACING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES)

| INTO local ief_supplied count

--

Subgroup aggregation with entity qualifiers

To determine the total salaries of exempt and non-exempt employees in department 3, you would use the statement
below.

--

+- SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee

| WITH THE SAME employee classification

| PLACING employee classification

| INTO local employee classification

| PLACING GROUP sum(employee salary)

| INTO local employee salary

| WHERE DESIRED employee belongs to SOME department

| AND THAT department id = 3

--

Subgroup aggregation with multiple entities

Multiple entities in the read list of a SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP statement should have a relationship between them.

To find the total salaries by departments, you would use the statement below.

--

+- SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee

| department

| WITH THE SAME department id

| PLACING department id INTO out department id

| PLACING GROUP sum(employee salary) INTO out employee salary

| WHERE DESIRED employee belongs to DESIRED department

 --
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Subgroup aggregation with multiple common attributes

A subgroup may be based on more than one common attribute. Each common attribute used must appear in both the
WITH THE SAME clause and a PLACING clause.

• Multiple Common Attributes of the Same Entity
To find the number of classes by subject that start at a given time, you would use the statement below.

--

+- SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF class

| WITH THE SAME class_subject

| class_start_time

| PLACING class_subject INTO local class subject

| PLACING class_start_time INTO local class start time

| PLACING GROUP count(OCCURRENCES)

| INTO local ief_supplied count

 --

• Multiple Common Attributes and Entities
To find the total salaries of exempt and non-exempt employees by department, you would use the statement below.

--

+- SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF employee

| department

| WITH THE SAME department id

| employee classification

| PLACING department id INTO out department id

| PLACING employee classification INTO out employee classification

| PLACING GROUP sum(employee salary) INTO out employee salary

| WHERE DESIRED employee belongs_to DESIRED department

 --

NOTE
Department is not used by any aggregate function, but needs to be in the read list because it provides a
common subgroup attribute.

Expressions as aggregate function arguments

The rules for using expressions as aggregate function arguments for a SUMMARIZE EACH statement are the same as
those for a SUMMARIZE statement. (See Expressions as Functions example in SUMMARIZE.)

For example, to retrieve the total billing amount (the sum of the quantities times the price of the ordered products) for each
product, you would use the statement below.

--

+- SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP OF order_line

| product

| WITH THE SAME product id

| PLACING product id INTO local product id

| PLACING GROUP sum(order_line qty ordered * product unit price)

| INTO local ief_supplied total_currency

| WHERE DESIRED product is_ordered_in DESIRED order_line

--
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SUMMARIZE EACH Properties - DB2
This article provides information for SUMMARIZE EACH Properties - DB2. Generation of a SUMMARIZE EACH statement
can be controlled by selecting specific properties for DB2.

Select a Clause Isolation level.

• Repeatable Read
• Read Stability
• Cursor Stability
• Uncommitted Read
• Do Not Specify

DB2 z/OS only

• Generate with Query Number

Storage Group is in Use Error

The storage group selected for deletion currently is in use.

Sum Distinct

The Sum Distinct function retrieves the total of all amounts of a specific attribute within the result table. Duplicate values
of that attribute in the result table are excluded from the calculation; thus, each distinct value is only counted once. Sum
Distinct may only be used with numeric attributes.

NOTE
Allow enough digits when defining the field to avoid cutting off the number. Otherwise, a runtime error may
result.

SUMMARIZE EACH Properties Dialog - General

The General tab on the SUMMARIZE EACH Properties dialog lets you specify the cursor isolation level clause:

Select the cursor isolation level clause (for DB2, SQL/MP, and SQL/MX only)

• Repeatable
• Read Stable
• Cursor Stable
• Uncommitted/Browse
• Do Not Specify

For DB2 only

• Generate with cursor hold

Specify Timeout Value

Enter a timeout value in the range 0.1 to 5.0.

Storage Group or VCAT Selection Error

Select either Storage group or VCAT. One field must be selected, both fields cannot be blank.
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Specify Value of the New Position
This article provides information for Specify Value of the New Position. Enter a value for the new position that is within the
range of viewable lines.

Prompt Category

Type the category of data to be located.

Prompt Command or Synonym

Type the command or synonym to be located.

Prompt Expected Effect

Type the name of the expected effect to be located.

Prompt External Object

Type the name of the external object to be located.

Prompt Identifier

Type the name of the identifier to be located.

Starting Client-Server Encyclopedia Message

The software is starting the Client-Server Encyclopedia software. Wait until this software has been started.

Specify VCAT or Storage Group Names
This article provides information to specify VCAT or Storage Group Names.

If the name of a default storage group does not appear, you must complete the VCAT or storage group name fields.

SUMMARIZE Properties Dialog - General

The General tab on the SUMMARIZE Properties dialog allows you to specify the isolation level clause of the cursor.

Select isolation level clause of the cursor (For DB2, SQL/MP, and SQL/MX only).

• Repeatable
• Read Stable
• Cursor Stable
• Uncommitted/Browse
• Do Not Specify

Tabbed dialog boxes in READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, and SUMMARIZE EACH Properties Diagram

The Properties dialog for the READ, READ EACH, SUMMARIZE, and SUMMARIZE EACH statements are a notebook
tab.

The General tab, if present, contains controls that apply to two or more DBMSs.

The other tabs are specific to a DBMS.

To get more information about the controls on, and use of, a specific tab, select the tab and click the HELP button.
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Support Contacts

For online technical assistance and a complete list of locations, primary service hours, and telephone numbers, contact
Technical Support at Software Support.

Supported DBMS, Language, TP Monitor Combinations for NonStop

The following combinations are supported when the DBMS is NonStop SQL/MP.

Language TP Monitor

C PATHWAY

Synthesis Options Dialog

The Synthesis Options dialog lets you specify the following:

Option Description

Add action bar for command entry. Creates an action bar for the command entry.

Update Specifies whether the user of the generated system updates
tables in one stage or two.

Delete Specifies whether the user of the generated system deletes tables
in one stage or two.

Create Specifies whether the user of the generated system creates tables
in one stage or two.

Use the Enter command for Update. Specifies that if the user changes data in any field except one or
more screen identifier fields and issues the enter command, the
system updates the table.

Use the Enter command for Display. Specifies that if the user changes the data in one or more screen
identifier fields and issues the enter command, the system
displays the table.

Cancel command Specifies whether the screen is refreshed from the database when
the user issues the cancel command.

Clear screen Specifies whether the user can clear data from all screen fields.

Synthesis Option Dialog

The Synthesis Options dialog lets you select whether procedure synthesis generates an action bar for selection list
procedure steps.

Tabbed dialog boxes in READ EACH Detail Properties Diagram

The READ EACH Detail Properties dialog box contains two notebook tabs. The General tab contains controls that are
general to all DBMS. The remaining tab is DBMS-specific.

To get more information about the controls on, and use of, a specific tab, select a tab name from this list:

• General for general properties that apply to all RDBMSs.
• DB2 RDBMSs.
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System Error

This is a system error. The reporting data file did not contain the expected value. A possible corruption of IEF2701.DAT
might have occurred.

Reinstall the software.

System Menu Check Box

This check box specifies that a window or dialog box contains a system menu. The default is Yes.

The menu items in a system menu are obtained from the operating system, and therefore vary depending on the
operating system. The generated application neither adds to nor deletes from the menu items that are provided by the
operating system.

The menu items can also vary between windows and dialog boxes depending on the operating system.

System Placed Radio Button

This radio button specifies that the operating system positions the window when the window appears on the screen. The
positioning depends on any standards that are enforced by the operating system for windowing applications. Generally,
windows appear partially overlapping to the right and downward.

Tabbed dialog boxes in Navigation Diagram

The Open Navigation Objects dialog box contains several notebook tabs. The tabs contain controls for determining what
you see in a particular layout of the Navigation Diagram.

The following links contain information about each tab in the dialog:

• Diagrams tab
• Windows
• Servers
• Categories

Tabbed dialog boxes in SUMMARIZE/SUMMARIZE EACH Properties Diagram

The SUMMARIZE Properties dialog and SUMMARIZE EACH Properties dialog contains one notebook tab. The General
tab contains controls that are general to all DBMS.

To get more information about the controls on, and use of, a specific tab, select the General tab for general properties that
apply to all RDBMSs.

Tablespace Locksize

This article provides information for Tablespace Locksize. Locksize specifies the locking level for the tablespace. Page
locksize specifies page level locking. Tablespace locksize specifies tablespace level locking.

The three locking levels are:

• Page
• Tablespace
• Any

Any locksize specifies that the DBMS may use any locking level. Usually, the DBMS uses page level locking. However,
when the number of page locks for the tablespace exceeds the maximum number that is allowed, the page locks are
released, and locking is set at the next higher level. If the tablespace is segmented, the next higher level is the table. If the
tablespace is not segmented, the next higher level is the tablespace.
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Table Description

Description provides a multi-line field in which to document the DSL table. Use Description to document relevant
information about the table. Type the purpose of the table or other pertinent information on the lined description panel.
Make the description concise and include any information which is considered pertinent.

Target Date of Goal

Target date of goal (mm/dd/yyyy) identifies the expected completion date. The date indicates whether the goal is a short-
term or long-term.

The field requires eight characters.

TARGETING Clause

The SUMMARIZE EACH statement may contain one or more TARGETING clauses. One or more clauses define one or
more implicitly indexed REPEATING GROUP VIEWs that you are using. An example of the TARGETING clause:

TARGETING all_output FROM BEGINNING UNTIL FULL

TD Algorithm Error Message

Gen did not create a unique and valid TD name using an algorithm. Enter a TD name using one of the preceding valid
characters.

• @
• #
• $
• 0 - 9
• A - Z
• _ (underscore)
• Blank space

The first character must be:

• Any letter
• @
• #
• $

A maximum length of 32 characters is allowed.

TD Name for Attributes of Entity Subtypes

The TD Name identifies the field in the database with which this attribute is associated. If you do not provide a TD Name,
this field defaults to the attribute name during transformation. You are not required to provide one.

For example, assume that two separate installations are working on the same project using the same data model. One
installation prefers to use the attribute Status, while the corporate standard is Code. If you specify the TD Name as Code,
the change of Status to Code is invoked during transformation.

Downstream Effects

The TD Name field defaults to the attribute name after transformation if you do not specify another name.

Target Index Selection List

This selection list lets you select an identifying index which implements the identifier of the target entity type.
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Table Owner

Owner specifies the ID or name of the user. Defaults are taken from the authorization ID entered during specification of
Technical Design default entries. The DDL uses this owner name during processing.

Tech Design Push Button

Activates the Technical Design window for updating any TD properties or database, tablespace, table, and index default
values.

Technical Design Detail

The Technical Design Detail menu action is used to set DBMS-specific default values for the following objects:

• Technical Design Properties
• Database Defaults
• Tablespace Defaults - DBMS-specific tablespace default values used to define the database.
• Table Defaults - DBMS-specific table default values used to define the database.
• Index Defaults - DBMS-specific index default values used to define the database.

A Technical Design must be selected and open with default values set for transformation. The defaults values are used for
code generation or retransformation.

Technical Design Properties Dialog

Update the selected TD default properties and its associated objects using this dialog. Changes can be local, or checked
into the encyclopedia. If update protection for an object is set, the update is local, and the copy is not checked into the
encyclopedia.

The following default properties can be updated:

Targeted DBMS
Displays the target DBMS.

Version
Displays and allows selection of the target DBMS version.

DBMS Access Method
Displays and allows selection of the DBMS access method. Options are Embedded SQL (default) and ODBC/
ADO.NET/JDBC.

Reserved Word Checking For
Selects reserved word checking. Options are ALL TDs, NONE of the TDS, or target DBMS only.

Referential Integrity Enforced By
Selects Referential Integrity enforcement by the target DBMS or Gen.

Permitted Value Default Enforcement: on READs by Gen
Enables or disables Permitted Value Enforcement on READS by Gen.

Permitted Value Default Enforcement: on CREATEs/UPDATEs by
Selects Permitted Value Enforcement on CREATEs/UPDATES by the target DBMS or Gen.

Enforce Default Values within DBMS
Selects default value enforcement by the DBMS.

Qualify tables and indices with owner ID (DML)
Enables Gen To add the ID of the Owner as a prefix to all table and index names in SQL DML for all DBMSs
except MS SQL. The default for this control is unchecked, do not add Owner ID.
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Initialize Unspecified Optional Fields to Null
Sets all optional fields which are not specified during transformation to NULL.

Enable as-is naming
Disables the normal character validation that is performed on selected Technical Design defaults, DBMS-specific
names, and selected DBMS fields. This allows the user to enter non-US national extended characters or almost
any desired text in supported data structure list and data store list names. Control characters and embedded
spaces are not allowed.

WARNING
This checkbox is selected only when normal validation is preventing the user from entering what are valid
national characters, for that user. This situation usually occurs when translating code pages where entry of
certain national characters may be necessary. When selected, invalid characters may be entered which could
cause failure in installation or compilation of generated code or DDL.

TD Name for Entity Types

The TD Name identifies the table in the database with which this entity type is associated. If you do not provide a TD
Name, this field defaults to the entity type name during Transformation. You are not required to provide one.

For example, assume that two separate installations are working on the same project using the same data model. One
installation prefers to use the entity type CUSTOMER, while the corporate standard is CLIENT. If you specify the TD
Name as CLIENT, Gen invokes the change of CUSTOMER to CLIENT during Transformation.

Downstream Effects

The TD Name field defaults to the entity type name after Transformation if you do not specify another name.

Table Generic Name

Table Generic Name associates the name of the table in the DSL with either the assigned TD name or a specified entity
type in the ERD.

The name must be no more than 32 characters; however, this field is relevant only for DB2.

Any change that you make to the displayed table name does not affect the entity type name in the data model.

Table Properties Dialog

The Table Properties dialog specifies properties of the selected table. All the table properties are used only while
generating DDL, which means they are important only in the definition of the table to DBMS.

Changes to table properties that affect the Data Store List are updated.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Database
Identifies the name of the database where the selected table is stored.

Generic Name
Specifies the default name of the table when no DBMS-specific name is provided.

DBMS-specific Name
Defines the DBMS-specific Name of the database. Use this field to override any generic database name.

RI Trigger (Name)
Specifies the Table DBMS RI Trigger name. The default entry is the generic table name. The DBMS RI Trigger
name is used when RI enforcement is set to DBMS. For example, for Oracle the value is used in the stored
procedure name in the generated DDL.
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Owner
Specifies the User ID or name. The DDL uses this user name during processing.

Permitted Values on READS by Gen
Specifies whether permitted value enforcement on READs by Gen are Defaulted, Enabled, or Disabled. When
Enabled, Gen performs Permitted Value checking on READs is performed by Gen.

Permitted Values on CREATES/UPDATES
Specifies whether permitted value enforcement on CREATEs/UPDATEs by Gen are Defaulted, by Gen or by
DBMS. Gen performs permitted Value checking on CREATEs and UPDATEs in code generation. Table values are
overridden or inherited.

Description
Displays a Description Dialog that provides a multi-line panel to document your model. The Description Editor lets
you perform certain word-processing functions while you enter the description. Describing the object in words is
part of defining the objects that are contained in a diagram.

Technical Design Target DBMS

This article provides information for Technical Design Target DBMS. This field displays the target DBMS selected by the
TD. The field cannot be edited.

Text for a Sub Menu Item

Text specifies the characters that name the sub menu item. The field accepts alphanumeric characters.

The text should be as short and meaningful as possible.

Template Description

Description provides a multi-line field in which to document the template. Use Description to identify how and where this
template is used throughout your business system. The Description must be no more than 4000 characters long.

Template Name

Template names the new template or changes the name of an existing template. The Template name must be no more
than 32 alphanumeric characters long including spaces.

When similar information is used in more than one screen, create a template; then, include the template in each screen.

Template Overlaps With the Fields

The template that you are adding to the screen overlaps one or more fields on the current screen.

Compare the template to the fields in the current screen to determine which fields can be adjusted. Adjust the fields and
add the template.

Text for Push Button

Text specifies the characters that you want to appear on the push button. The text can be alphanumeric characters not
exceeding 1999 characters in length. After the push button is placed on a window, the length is trimmed to 254 characters
for SBCS and 127 characters for DBCS.

You can specify both text and a bitmap for a push button. If so, the text displays during runtime when the mouse pointer is
positioned over the push button. The text is not displayed when the button is clicked or when the mouse pointer moves off
the push button.
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Template Properties

To change the name or description of a template, select Template Properties. Templates are named collections of special
fields and literals with only two properties:

Property Description

Name References the template when it is included on the screen.

Description Provides a multi-line field in which to document the use of the
template

Many different screens can use the same template. Templates that are devised for a system include the following
components:

• Transaction Code
• Panel ID
• System Date
• System Time
• Nexttran
• Message Line
• Function Key Line
• Command
• System Title

All the previous components except System Title are special attributes. System Title is specified as a literal.

Templates Dialog

The Templates dialog implements templates in a selected screen. A screen can use more than one template, provided the
literals or special fields on the templates do not occupy the same space. It also identifies one or more templates that are
used in the current screen.

To prevent any overlapping fields, include templates in the screen before adding fields.

To delete one or more literals or special fields from a template, use Edit, Delete Field.

If the template contains any objects that overlap existing screen fields, the selected template cannot be included in the
screen.

Templates Selection List

This selection list displays named collections of special fields and literals. Templates have only two properties:

Property Description

Name References the template when it is included on a screen.

Description Provides an area where essential documentation about the
template is entered and stored

Many different screens can use the same template. Templates, which provide a common appearance to the screen,
provide a starting point when you are designing a procedure screen. You can nest templates to obtain the desired screen
design.
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Terminal ID

Terminal ID adds the TERMINAL ID special attribute to the PAD logic. The domain of TERMINAL ID is text. It displays the
system terminal identification of the terminal on which the screen is displayed. You cannot modify it.

In the following example, it is compared with a view of a text attribute. It may also be compared with a literal:

 -- IF TERMINAL ID IS NOT EQUAL TO user usual_terminal_id

| EXIT STATE IS security_violation

 ---

In the following example, it is used as the source for a SET statement whose target is the view of a text attribute:

SET export user last_terminal_used TO TERMINAL ID

Text String Error

The text string that you specified could not be located. Ensure that the string is correct and retry, or try another string.

Text Windowing Video Properties in Business System Defaults

Text windowing video properties enable you to control business system defaults for terminal-based applications. In
specific, this window allows you to specify default color characteristics for windows/dialog boxes and their controls. Once
defined, these characteristics are applied throughout the business system for any newly created windows/dialog boxes
and controls. In addition, the characteristics are applied to any existing windows/dialog boxes and controls that do not
have any video properties that are defined using the Navigation Diagram tool.

If a color is changed for the window/dialog box, the following controls inherit the new color:

• Literals
• Group Boxes
• Prompts
• Radio Buttons
• Checkboxes
• Push Buttons

These controls display in the window to immediately demonstrate the results of the changes. Any windows/dialog boxes
that are currently displayed also apply the changes immediately to help you confirm the changes.

Characteristics for a specific control can be overridden by changing the specific control in the Navigation Diagram tool.

Foreground/Background Colors Buttons

When applying colors to controls, remember to use colors sparingly. The main usage of color should be to improve
visibility/readability and provide emphasis where needed. When selecting foreground and background colors, provide
contrasting light and dark colors.

Buttons are provided for foreground and background colors. These buttons are not activated until a control has been
selected from the Change Default Appearances list box.

Font Button

Text windowing is for terminal-based applications. As such, all text that is displayed in text windowing windows/dialog
boxes and their controls use the SAME monospaced font. Changes to the font are enabled ONLY when Default Font is
selected from the Change Default Appearances list box. The font updates the Text Windowing Video Properties dialog
box and all windows/dialog boxes that are designed for text windowing within the specified business system. ONLY the
specified business system is affected; the changes do not apply to the target application (font for the target application is
controlled through layout size).

Reset Button
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The Reset button provides the ability to change the foreground and/or background color of the control to its default -- black
foreground, white background. This button is not activated until a control has been selected from the Change Default
Appearances list box. The Reset button limitations are as follows:

• The Reset button does not return an object to a previously selected color
• The Reset button does not override any characteristics that are defined for the control in the Navigation Diagram tool

Termination

Check this box if this is the last life-cycle state of an entity type before it is archived or deleted.

Text/Command Expressions

Expressions appear in conditions and SET statements. They provide a value that is consistent with the primitive domain
of:

• Attributes or special attributes to which they are being assigned (in SET statements and the FOR loop)
• Attributes or special attributes to which they are being compared (in conditions)

Expressions appear differently in the PAD logic, depending on whether they return a text, numeric, date, time, or
timestamp value. Text expressions evaluate to a text value. Commands are considered text expressions.

Select the expression about which you want more information and the corresponding help is displayed.

• character string
• character view
• client password
• client user id
• command
• command value
• function character
• NULL
• printer id
• spaces
• terminal id
• trancode
• user id
• Application Object

Tile Window

This article provides information for Tiling Window. Tiling the window views enables you to see several windows at the
same time, by arranging the open windows as non-overlapping tiles.

Time Duration

You build time duration expressions in the action diagram using time views. A time view is a component of an entity view
that sees an attribute that is defined as time. These time duration expressions let you add several hours, minutes, and/or
seconds to a time value.

For example, the following statement illustrates the format for time duration expressions:

SET export customer contact_time TO import customer contact_time

- 2 HOURS - 13 MINUTES + 1 SECOND
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Time Expressions

Expressions appear in conditions and SET statements. They provide a value that is consistent with the primitive domain
of:

• Attributes or special attributes to which they are being assigned (in SET statements and the FOR loop)
• Attributes or special attribute to which they are being compared (in conditions)

Expressions appear differently in the PAD logic, depending on whether they return a text, numeric, date, time, or
timestamp value. Time expressions evaluate to time. They are similar to those which evaluate to a date. For example,
they can include a numeric modifier to adjust the time component by several hours, minutes, or seconds.

Select the expression about which you want more information and the corresponding help is displayed.

• current time
• function time
• time view

Timestamp Duration

You build timestamp duration expressions in the action diagram using timestamp views. A timestamp view is a component
of an entity view that sees an attribute that is defined as a timestamp. These timestamp duration expressions let you
add several years, months, days, hours, minutes, seconds and/or microseconds to a timestamp value. The expressions
include timestamps and labeled durations. The result is another timestamp value.

Timestamp Expressions

Expressions appear in conditions and SET statements. They provide a value that is consistent with the primitive domain
of:

• Attributes or special attributes to which they are being assigned (in SET statements and the FOR loop)
• Attributes or special attribute to which they are being compared (in conditions)

Expressions appear differently in the PAD logic, depending on whether they return a text, numeric, date, time, or
timestamp value. Timestamp expressions evaluate to a timestamp value.

Select the expression about which you want more information and the corresponding help is displayed.

• current timestamp
• function timestamp
• timestamp view

Tile

To arrange secondary windows side-by-side, select Tile. When four windows are displayed, the screen is divided into
quadrants displaying one window in each corner. When two windows are displayed, the screen appears to be divided in
half vertically.

The active window always appears in the upper-left corner.

Thousand (Separators)

Specify the character to separate thousands for this dialect.

Timestamp View

A timestamp is information added to a message, record, or other unit of data indicating the date and time it was handled
by the system. A timestamp view is an attribute view of the timestamp domain. You cannot modify it.
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The following formats are allowed:

• YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MI.SS.NNNNNN (year-month-day-hour.minute.second.microsecond)
• YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MI.SS
• YYYY-MM-DD

Tiled, Scaled, and Centered Radio Buttons

These radio buttons determine whether the selected bitmap is displayed as tiled, scaled, or centered when:

• Adding a background to the window you are detailing through specifications in the Background group box on the
Window / Dialog Box dialog

• Adding a picture to the window through specifications in the Picture Properties dialog

NOTE
When adding a picture, these options are not available if Adjust Picture to Bitmap Size selected. In this case, the
picture is set to the size of the bitmap and cannot be cropped, scaled, or tiled.

Tiled displays the bitmap in tiled formation to cover the window, if background, or to the dimensions you determine, if a
picture. An example of each follows:

Scaled displays the bitmap "stretched" to cover the window, if background, or to the dimensions you determine, if a
picture. An example of each follows:
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Centered displays the bitmap in its actual size in the center of the window, if background, or at the location you determine,
if a picture. An example of each follows:

Time View

Time View is an attribute view of the date domain. It is a component of an entity view. It "sees" an attribute that is defined
as time. The SET statement in the following example sets a time attribute to a time view:
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SET export project actual_time_started TO

import project_actual_time_started

Title

Title specifies the name that appears in the title bar of the window or dialog. The title can contain any combination of
alphanumeric characters and must be no longer than 59 characters.

Duplicate titles are allowed.

Conditions for Specifying Window or Dialog Title

The naming conventions for a window or dialog are:

In the Window Selection Dialog, when you select New, the Window/Dialog Box Properties dialog opens.

• If you enter information in the Name field, the name of the new window and the related procedure are the same as the
string that you entered in the Name field.

• If you enter information in the Title field but not in the Name field, the name of the new window and the related
procedure are the same as the string that you entered in the Title field that is up to 32 characters.

• If you do not enter information in both the Name and Title fields, the name of the new window is the same as the
default name of the new procedure step that is P1, for example, P1.

In the Window Selection Dialog, when you select Add, the Window/Dialog Box Properties dialog opens.

• If you enter information in the Name field, the application uses the string that is entered in the Name field to name the
new window.

• If you do not enter information in the Name field, but enter information in the Title field, the application uses the string
that is entered in the Title field to name the window only.

• If you do not enter information in both the Name and Title fields, the name of the window is the same as the name of
the related procedure step.

To Add an Entity Subtype

Select the Component Modeling menu. Select Scoped Type Diagram, Select an existing partitioning, Edit, then Add Entity
Subtype. Type name, Business Object Type, Encapsulation Type, No Occurrences, Expected Number of Occurrences,
Expected Growth, TD Name.

Push button Procedure

Description Select Description. Type description. Select OK.

Select OK.

To Add an Event or Event Action

Select Design.

Select Event Browser.

Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.

Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list.

Select a control from the Controls drop-down list that does not have an event that is associated with it.

Select Update. The Event Processing dialog appears.
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To Add a TRANSFER Action Statement

Select Analysis or Design, Action Diagram, process, procedure step, or action block name, OK, location after which to add
action, Edit, Add statement, TRANSFER, entity action view, desired relationship for FROM statement, new relationship for
TO statement, Add.

To Add a z/OS Library to a Business System

From the z/OS Library Packaging diagram, select the Business System to which you want to add a z/OS Library.

Select Edit, Add z/OS Library.

Enter the name of the z/OS Library, then select Add Actblks…

From the list of available action blocks, select one or more action blocks that you require.

NOTE
Only action blocks that are defaulted or explicitly set to Dynamic Link are eligible for inclusion in a z/OS Library.

Click OK to close the Available Action Blocks dialog.

Click OK to close the Properties dialog.

To Add/Change Action Diagramming Logic to an Event Action

Select Design, Event Browser.

Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.

Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list.

Select a control from the Controls drop-down list.

Select an event from the Events drop-down list. The action diagramming logic appears in the display area titled Action
Block for Event.

Select Edit.

To Bitmap Name Enterable Field

This enterable field enables you to rename the bitmap being imported into the BITMAP subdirectory of the directory of the
model or accept the name that is used in the source directory, the default.

Reasons for renaming a file include:

• The bitmap being imported is to replace an existing bitmap and must be renamed with the name of the bitmap being
replaced.

• The bitmap being imported is designed for push-button states, and all such bitmaps are being renamed with a common
prefix to ease discrimination between these bitmaps and those designed for pictures or background.

• The bitmap being imported has a name that is used by a different bitmap in the BITMAP subdirectory and therefore
must be modified to preserve the existing file.

• Plans are in place for using different forms (scaled, tiled, centered) of this bitmap as pictures on a window, which
requires importing the bitmap with different names, one per form.

• The bitmap name does not conform to site naming conventions.

To Change an Event or Event Action Name

Select Design, Event Browser.

Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.
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Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list that has an event that is associated with it. A control with an
asterisk (*) beside it indicates that the control is associated with an event.

Select Update. The Event Processing dialog appears.

To Change Procedure Step Name

Select Design, Dialog Design, procedure step, Detail, Properties, or Step Properties. Type name. Select OK.

To Copy an Event Action

To copy an event action, follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Model Window.
2. Select Design, Action Diagram.
3. Open a procedure step that contains one or more event actions (or create an event action in the diagram that you

open).
4. Select Edit, Copy Events.
5. Select one or more events.
6. Select Destination if you want a destination other than the default, which is the procedure step currently open.
7. Select a business system if the current one is not the one you want.
8. Select a destination procedure step.
9. Select OK.
10. If you do not want to substitute entity types, select Copy, then OK to confirm the copy. If you do want to substitute,

complete the remaining steps.
11. Select Entity Substitution During Copy.
12. Select Substitution.
13. Select an entity type in the Original column. (After you match an entity type, you can match its associated attributes

and relationships.)
14. Select Match.
15. Select a choice to use as a substitute.
16. Select OK.
17. Repeat steps 13 through 16 for each item in the Original column for which you want a substitution. All entity types

must be matched to enable the OK push button.
18. If you do not want certain matched attributes or relationships to be copied and substituted, select the item, then

Unmatch. Any unmatched attributes or relationships do not get copied.
19. Select OK.
20. Select Copy.
21. Select OK (to confirm the copy).

To Copy a Window or Dialog Box

Select Design, Window Design, procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), Select, Diagram, Copy,
procedure step (associated with a window or dialog box), Select Copy. Select Yes.

To Describe a Mutually Exclusive Relationship

Select the Component Modeling menu, Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Mutually Exclusive, mutually exclusive
relationship, Properties, Src Properties, or Dst Properties (as appropriate), Description, or Type description.

Select OK. Select OK. Select OK. Select Close.
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To Describe an Attribute Alias

Select the Component Modeling menu. Select Scoped Type Diagram, entity type, Detail, Aliases, alias, Properties,
Description. Type description. Select OK.

Select OK.

Select OK.

Select Close.

To Describe a Relationship

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, relationship, Detail, Properties, Src Properties, Description. Type
description. Select OK, OK.

Select Dst Properties, Description. Type description. Select OK, OK, OK.

To Delete an Attribute

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model.
The Data Model window opens.

2. Select an entity type from which you want to delete the attribute, click Detail, Attributes.
3. Select an attribute, click Edit, Delete.

– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the object that is selected for deletion, select Confirm on Delete.
– If you want a confirmation box to display and list the hierarchy of objects that are impacted by this delete, select

Confirm on Delete of Hierarchy and Subordinates (Delete Subordinates Only, Promote Subordinates, Delete
Hierarchy).

4. Click Delete, Yes (for each confirmation box).
The attribute is deleted.

To Detail a Relationship

Detailing a relationship is adding information for the relationship.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Planning or Analysis, Data Model List.
2. Select a subject area and click View, Expand all to view the details of a subject area.
3. Select a relationship.
4. Click Detail, Properties.
5. Click optionality (Always/Sometimes).
6. Type relationship name.
7. Select cardinality (One/One or More).
8. If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display relationship name.
9. If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable relationship.
10. Select optionality (Always/Sometimes). Type relationship name. Select cardinality (One/One or More).
11. If you want the relationship name that is displayed on the diagram, select Display relationship name.
12. If the entity in this pairing can be replaced by another entity, select Transferable relationship.
13. Select Src Properties. Type Percentage of Time, At Least. Select Estimated or Absolute. Type On Average, At Most.

Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule. Select Description. Type description. Select OK, OK.
14. Select Dst Properties. Type Percentage of Time, At Least. Select Estimated or Absolute. Type On Average, At Most.

Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion Rule. Select Description. Type description. Select OK, OK, OK.
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WARNING
Be sure that a membership is mandatory before specifying always. Always has important implications in the
generated system. For example, if you define a membership as mandatory and delete one entity of the pairing,
the other entity -- and its stored data -- are also deleted. If the second entity is a customer, the lost data may
include such items as the name, address, telephone number, and credit rating of the customer. Not only is the
information of the second entity that is deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to the second entity
are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships ends.
This effect is called the cascade delete. Beware of it when specifying optionality.

To Detail Destination Properties

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, relationship, Detail, Properties, Dst Properties, Type Percentage of Time, At
Least. Select Estimated or Absolute. Type On Average, At Most. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion
Rule. Select Description. Type description. Select OK, OK, OK.

To Detail Source Properties

Select Planning or Analysis, Data Model List, relationship, Detail, Properties, Src Properties. Type Percentage of Time, At
Least. Select Estimated or Absolute. Type On Average, At Most. Select Estimated or Absolute, the appropriate Deletion
Rule. Select Description. Type description. Select OK, OK, OK.

To Determine Type of Event Associated with a Control

Select Design, Event Browser.

1. Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.
2. Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list.
3. Select a control from the Controls drop-down list that has an event that is associated with it. An asterisk (*) beside a

control in the Controls drop-down list indicates that an event is associated with the control.
4. Read the type of event and the name of the event action in the Events field. The format is Event Type: Event Action

Name.

NOTE
A control can have more than one event associated with it. If so, display the drop-down list for Events to
determine all the events associated with the control.

To Create a Window or Dialog Box into Window or Dialog Box

Follow these steps:

1. Click Design, Navigation Diagram.
The Open Navigation Objects dialog opens.

2. Select a business system in the Windows tab.
3. Select a procedure step that is associated with a window or dialog.

The window or dialog appears in the Windows area.
4. Select the window or dialog under the Windows area and click Include.

The object appears in the Included Objects area.
5. Select the object under the Included Objects area and click Open.

The Navigation Diagram window of the selected object opens.
6. Click Edit, Copy.

The Window Copy dialog opens.
7. Click Destination.

The Window Copy-Destination Selection dialog opens.
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8. Select the procedure step that is associated with a window or dialog.
9. Click OK.

The Window Copy-Destination Selection dialog closes.
10. Click Copy.
11. Click Yes to confirm copying.
12. Click OK.

The copy operation is completed.
13. Repeat Step 7 through 12 until you complete copying all the required objects.
14. Click Close.

The Window Copy dialog closes.

Toggle Full Screen Window

This article provides information for Toggle Full Screen Window. Toggle Full Screen toggles between full screen and the
normal view of the current diagram.

To Move Objects

Select Design, Navigation Diagram, a procedure step with a window or dialog box.

Select the item (window or dialog box) from the Windows box.

Select Include.

Select Open.

Select the object to move (window, dialog box, or control).

Press F7 or press and hold the left mouse button.

Move the object to where you want it.

Press the left mouse button.

Toolbar Button Property

Usage Button (String)

Description Retrieves a Button by name from the ToolBar.

Arguments String that is the name for the desired ToolBar button.

Return Value This method returns a GUI object for the given name. If the object
is not found, or an error occurs, this method returns NULL.

Toolbar Buttons Property

Usage Buttons ()

Description Retrieves the collection of Buttons on the ToolBar.

Arguments None.

Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection
contains all the buttons on the ToolBar window. The method may
return a list with a count of zero.
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Toolbar Interface Object

Methods Properties

Button Application

Buttons Handle

Redraw Name

ObjectType

Parent

BackgroundColor

Enabled

Focus

FontSize

FontStyle

FontType

ForegroundColor

Height

Left

Top

Visible

Width

CssClass

ToolBar Method

Usage ToolBar ()

Description Retrieves the ToolBar object of the window.

Arguments None.

Return Value This method returns the ToolBar object for the window if one is
present. If no Toolbar object was found or an error occurs, this
method returns NULL.

Toolbar Properties Dialog

The Toolbar Properties dialog lets you place a toolbar horizontally across the top of the client area of the current window
with the spacing you specify.

Use this dialog to specify left, top, and bottom margins on the toolbar and specify the minimum and maximum space to
allow between push buttons on the toolbar. The minimum space, or Default Spacing, is the space that normally separates
push buttons. The maximum space, or Separator, is the space that is used to separate one group of push buttons from
another.

If adding a toolbar to a window containing controls near the top, you may find that the toolbar initially covers these window
components. If this happens, enlarge the window from the top to redisplay overlaid components.
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Compare the following examples of the top portion of a window:

Before adding a toolbar

Toolbar overlaying component

After adjusting vertical space

To redisplay the Toolbar Properties dialog for editing purposes, double-click the toolbar. To add color to the toolbar, click
the toolbar and select Detail, Video Properties, Background Color.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Toolbar Concepts

Consider the following:

• A toolbar can be placed only on a window, not on a dialog box.
• There can be no more than one toolbar defined for a window.
• The toolbar is positioned at the top of the client area and spans the width of the window; if the window is resized, the

toolbar resizes.
• Only the mouse can give focus to the toolbar. After receiving focus, the user can tab between the push buttons on the

toolbar; otherwise, the toolbar push buttons are not part of the tab sequence.
• There is no dynamic updating or positioning of push buttons within the toolbar.

Tool Menu

The Tool Menu provides access to those diagrams and tools available from the pull-down menus (Planning, Analysis,
Design, and Construction Menus) on the Model Window.

Top Property

This article provides information for Top Property.

Usage Top ()
Description Sets or retrieves the topmost location of the object.
Arguments None.
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Return Value This property returns a number that is the topmost location of the
object.

Notes For objects with prompts, both the prompt and the object are
moved, with the prompt retaining its original orientation to the
object.
This property is available for Application, Button, CheckBox,
DropDownList, EnterableDropDownList, EnterableListBox, Field,
GroupBox, ListBox, ListColumnItem, ListItem, ListPermiitedValue,
ListRowItem, Literal, Menu, OLEArea, OLEControl, Picture,
RadioButton, RadioButtonGroup, StatusBar, and Window.

To Procedure Step Dropdown

Select the down arrow in the dropdown to see all the procedure steps in the model to which the From procedure step
flows. From this list, select the To procedure step for which you want to display the dialog flow information.

To Reset Business System Default Colors or Fonts

NOTE
This task does not override the font or color for any objects that were set from the Navigation Diagram Tool.
From the Business System Defaults Tool, perform these steps:

1. Open the diagram.
2. Select Detail, Window Video Properties.
3. From the Change Default Appearance list box, select the object to reset.
4. Select the Reset push button.
5. Select a property to reset, and select OK. When you finish assigning new properties, the Video Properties dialog

updates the selection.
6. From the Video Properties, select Close to exit and retain your selection.

To Reset Fonts for Control Text

NOTE
You can reset the fonts for only one object at a time.

From Navigation Diagram, perform these steps:

1. Open the diagram.
2. Select the object to reset.
3. Select Detail and then Video Properties.
4. Select Reset Font and Color.
5. At the Reset Video Properties dialog box, select Font Type and OK. The font for the selected item returns to the

Business System Defaults. If none was selected, the font for the selected object returns to the operating system
default.

To View a Control with an Event Defined for It

Select Design, Event Browser.

Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.

Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list that has one or more controls that are defined for it.

Select the drop-down list for Controls to view the controls defined for a window/dialog box. An asterisk (*) beside a control
indicates that an event is associated with the control.
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To View Action Diagramming Logic for an Event Action

Select Design, Event Browser.

Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.

Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list.

Select a control from the Controls drop-down list that has an event that is associated with it. An asterisk (*) beside a
control indicates that an event is associated with the control.

Select an event from the Events drop-down list. The action diagramming logic appears in the display area titled Action
Block for Event.

To View Events Defined for a Control

Select Design, Event Browser.

Select a procedure step from the Procedure Steps drop-down list.

Select a window/dialog box from the Windows drop-down list.

Select a control from the Controls drop-down list that has an event that is associated with it. An asterisk (*) beside a
control indicates that an event is associated with the control.

Select the Events drop-down list to view the events defined for the control.

To View Procedure Steps Defined for a Business System

Select Design, Event Browser.

Select the drop-down list for Procedure Steps. The procedure steps for the current business system are in the list.

To View Windows/Dialog Boxes Defined for a Procedure Step

This article provides information To View Windows/Dialog Boxes Defined for a Procedure Step including, Trace Facility,
Trancode, and Trancode Name.

Select Design, Event Browser.

Select a procedure step, from the Procedure Steps drop-down list, that has a window/dialog box that is associated with it.

Select the Windows drop-down list to view the windows/dialog boxes defined for a procedure step.

Trace Facility

This action is reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group.

Trancode

Trancode adds the TRANCODE (transaction code) special attribute to the PAD logic. The domain of TRANCODE is text.
You cannot modify it.

TRANCODE is required by transaction-oriented teleprocessing monitors (such as IMS and CICS) to identify the programs
that are required to execute a procedure step. Screen generation requires that TRANCODE appear as the first item (that
is, in the upper left) on each screen.

In the following example, TRANCODE is compared with a view of a text attribute. It may also be compared with a literal or
spaces:
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 --IF TRANCODE IS EQUAL TO "DX01"

| AND TERMINAL_ID IS NOT EQUAL TO valid_dx01_terminal

| EXIT STATE IS security_violation

 ---

Trancode Name

Trancode Name specifies the name of a transaction code.

The following restrictions apply to the name:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be an alpha.
• No special characters or spaces are allowed.
• The name must be no more than eight characters long.
• The name must be unique within a business system.

When you use Packaging to detail the properties of a procedure step, you can specify whether the code is a clear screen
trancode or a dialog flow trancode.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when creating transaction names. Only English characters are used for
transaction names.

Use Event Again Message

This article provides information for Use Event Again Message. The selected event appears in the diagram. The software
permits an event to occur more than once in a diagram.

Click OK to use the event again.

Click No to avoid using the event again.

Unknown Error Message

An error is detected. Possible causes include:

• Resource error
• Too many windows open
• Path or file cannot be found
• Access problem

To correct the problem:

• Close as many windows as possible.
• Verify that the path and file that you are attempting to access exist on your workstation or local area network.
• Verify that the path and file name are valid and correct. Also, verify that the directory or the file is not read-protected.

Select Retry to proceed.

If you click Cancel, the current task is not executed, but Gen remains available.

Use Process Again Message

The process appears in the diagram. You cannot use the same name for two different processes, but the same process
can be used again in the hierarchy.

Click OK to use the process again.
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Click No to avoid using the process again.

Value Cannot Exceed Value of the Number of Statements

Enter a value that is less than the value of the total number of statements.

VCAT Field Cannot be Empty

An entry is required in the VCAT field.

Verify the Manual Transfer of a Model to the Encyclopedia

Use the UPDATE.TRN file to verify the manual transfer of a model to the encyclopedia. When the encyclopedia
communication is turned OFF (for manual check-in and check-out), an UPDATE.TRN file is created for this purpose. You
must manually copy this file from the workstation to the encyclopedia.

When the encyclopedia communication is turned ON (for automatic check-in and check-out), a VERIFY.TRN file is created
instead of a UPDATE.TRN file. Communication software is used to automatically transfer the VERIFY.TRN file.

View is in Use

This article provides information for View is in Use. The view is used in a statement in the action diagram. Delete the
statement from the action diagram, and then delete the view.

Expression is in Use

The view is used in an expression in the action diagram. Delete the expression from the action diagram, and then delete
the view.

Derived Attribute Selected

This article provides information for Derived Attribute Selected. The attribute that you selected is derived. Derived
attributes cannot be identifiers.

To change the category of the attribute, select the Properties push button. Select Basic from the Category drop-down list.

Use the Identifiers dialog to designate the attribute as an identifier.

Partition

Partition creates a grouping of tables within a specified storage unit. Partitioning allows for a better distribution of data
across storage units.

Partition is available for selection only when the tablespace is unsegmented (segment size is zero) and you select the
indexspace. You can select the indexspace when you expand the tablespace using the Expand action on the View menu.

Relationship Implementation

Before you can implement a relationship between two entity types, you have to implement the entity types.
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Model cannot be saved

This article provides information for Model cannot be saved and Exit Active Window. The model cannot be saved due to a
lack of available disk space.

Select Continue to quit and discard all changes made since the last time the model was saved.

Exit Active Window

Exit closes the active window.

Verify that the code page setting is set correctly

Verify that the code page setting is set correctly in the CONFIG.SYS file. If it is not, correct the setting. If using code page
settings other than 437, ensure that the international diskette was installed.

Perhaps you attempted to change the model using the wrong Gen version. You must use the Gen version that created the
model.

Permitted Value Range Exists

This article provides information for Permitted Value Range. A permitted value (range) is being added that exists or
overlaps with a previously defined range.

Either change the range or modify the existing range.

Single Permitted Value Exists

A permitted value (single value) is being added that exists or overlaps with a previously defined range. Either change the
single value or modify the range.

File cannot be opened

This article provides information for File cannot be opened. A file cannot be opened. An application in a different window
could be using the file.

If so, close the other application before continuing.

View Delete Confirmation

The object selected for deletion is an entity view, work view, or group view. Attributes of these views cannot be promoted
when the parent is deleted.

REMOVE Statement

The REMOVE statement is part of the UPDATE construct. You can use the REMOVE statement to remove attribute
values; however, code generation does not support the REMOVE statement. Use ASSOCIATE, DISASSOCIATE, or
TRANSFER to change relationships. Mandatory attributes may not be the subject of a REMOVE clause.

In the following example, the UPDATE action signals modification to the information stored about the PERSON entity in
the entity action view PERSON. The SET clause changes the stored name of the PERSON to "John."
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UPDATE person 

SET name TO "John" 

REMOVE address 

TRANSFER FROM original order WHICH is placed by IT 

TO new order WHICH is placed by IT 

The REMOVE statement eliminates the stored address of the person. The TRANSFER clause replaces the original
pairing between the previous PERSON (for whom we do not have a name) and ORDER by a pairing between the former
PERSON name (now John) and his new ORDER.

RETRY TRANSACTION Statement

The RETRY TRANSACTION statement terminates the execution of the procedure step, regardless if the RETRY
TRANSACTION statement occurs within an action block or the procedure step.

It causes an immediate exit, the rolling back of any updates, and the restarting of that procedure step as if that action had
never occurred.

The following list details the only differences between the ABORT TRANSACTION statement and the RETRY
TRANSACTION statement:

• The system attribute TRANSACTION_RETRY_COUNT increments each time the transaction retries.
• The system attribute TRANSACTION_RETRY_LIMIT does not reset to its default value at the beginning of the

procedure step, but the attribute retains the value it had when the RETRY TRANSACTION statement was executed.

NOTE
If you issue a retry and reached the limit of retries, a fatal error message displays. To avoid this condition, follow
this example:

IF TRANSACTION_RETRY_COUNT < TRANSACTION_RETRY_LIMIT 

RETRY TRANSACTION 

ELSE 

EXIT STATE IS WAIT_AWHILE_AND_TRY_AGAIN 

ESCAPE 

Delete the selected object

This article provides information for Delete the selected object. This confirmation message identifies one or more objects
to delete.

• Select Yes to delete the selected object
• Select No to preserve the selected objects

Procedure Step Delete Confirmation
This article provides information for Procedure Step Delete Confirmation. You must confirm a deletion to complete it.
Deleting this selection also deletes any subordinate windows or dialog boxes in the dialect of the selected procedure step.

Command is to be deleted

One or more objects that are named or referenced in the message is about to be deleted from the model. Answer No to
abort the delete operation or Yes to proceed with the deletion.
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Reports in Toolset
The Reports window allows you to prepare a report at any time while working in the toolset. To display the Reports
window, select Model, Reports.

Report names followed by an ellipse (...) require you to specify additional information before the report can be generated.
Report names without ellipses are generated immediately.

Reports are generated in Extensible Markup Language (XML) code. The font and color used for display is found in the
style sheet file of the report.

To see or modify the font size or color of the report, select File, Open…. An Open Reports window displays the list of all
HTML and style sheets files. Select the style sheet of the corresponding report that you want to see or modify, and then
click Open. The selected style sheet file appears.

To modify the contents of the style sheet (such as the font size or color), right-click the window, and then select View
Source from the menu. Search for font-size; for font, background-color; for background color, and color; for foreground
color.

If you cannot find the entry, just create one for the corresponding tag. For example, tag <h3> appears as shown:

     <h3>Subset:  <xsl:value-of select="Report/subset"/></h3>

Note that there is no font or color style specified in the entry. To change the font size of the <h3> tag to 14 point and the
foreground color to red, change the tag as follows:

    <h3 style=” font-size: 14pt; color:red;”>Subset:  <xsl:value-of select="Report/subset"/></h3>

Activity Definition and Hierarchy Report

This article provides information for the Activity Definition and Activity Hierarchy Report that includes process and
functions.

Activity Definition Report

The Activity Definition Report includes processes and functions. For each activity, the report identifies properties, or view
sets, or both.

Activity Hierarchy Report

The Activity Hierarchy Report lists the functions and processes in the model. The functions and processes can be listed
with or without node numbers.

Attribute Cross Reference, Attribute Definition, and Attribute Uses Report

This article provides information for the Attribute Cross Reference, Attribute Definition, and Attribute Uses Report.

Attribute Cross Reference Report

The Attribute Cross Reference Report is an alphabetical list of all attributes in the model. The list includes attributes that
are supplied by Gen.

For each attribute, the report details the attribute name, associated entity types, or subtype, and properties.
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Attribute Definition Report

The Attribute Definition Report is a list of all attributes in the model, sorted alphabetically by entity type or subtype, then by
attribute name. The list includes attributes that are supplied by Gen.

For each attribute, the report details the attribute name, subject area, associated entity type or subtype, and properties.

Attribute Uses Report

Attribute Uses displays the Where Used List Report. The report identifies the functions, procedure steps, and processes
where an attribute is used. You can select an entity and its attributes, or only an attribute.

Batch, Component, and Cooperative Packaging Reports

This article provides information for the Batch Packaging, Component Packaging and Cooperative Packaging Reports.

Batch Packaging Report

The Batch Packaging Report lists business systems and the batch load modules packaged for each business system.

If no batch load modules have been packaged, the report includes only a list of business systems. Otherwise, both the
business systems and their associated load modules appear on the report.

Component Packaging Report

If no online load modules have been packaged, the report includes only a list of business systems. Otherwise, both the
business systems and their associated load modules appear on the report.

Cooperative Packaging Report

The Cooperative Packaging Report includes a list of business systems and the client/server load modules packaged for
each business system.

If no client/server load modules have been packaged, the report includes only a list of business systems. Otherwise, both
the business systems and their associated load modules appear on the report.

Column Definition Report

The Column Definition Report lists information about columns defined in the Technical Design. The information includes
attribute name, entity type name, column name, table name, column properties, indexes, identifier assignment, macro
name, column processing routine, and parameters.

Command Uses Report

This article provides information for Command Uses Report. The Where Used List for commands identifies the procedure
steps where each command is used.

NOTE
The report is inactive until a business system is selected. One way to activate a business system is to select the
Gen Model Window, Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Diagram then Open.

Consistency Check Report

The Consistency Check Report lists model inconsistencies that must be corrected before generating code.
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Click Model, Settings, Consistency Check Options to specify the two parameters that filter the errors that are displayed in
the Consistency Check Report.

Level:

• All
• Planning
• Analysis
• Business System Design
• Technical Design
• Construction

Severity:

• All Warnings and Errors
• Severe Warnings, Errors, Fatal Errors
• Errors, Fatal Errors
• Fatal Errors Only

NOTE
Despite the specified filtering of messages that are displayed in the Consistency Check Report, inconsistencies
are only reported for those objects that are encountered in the processing of the report. This depends on the
starting point for generation of the report.

Menu Navigation Description
Planning, Check, Data starts at the default subject area for the model.
Planning, Check, Activity starts at the default function definition for the model.
Planning, Check, Model starts at the business area for the model.
Analysis, Check, Data starts at the default subject area for the model.
Analysis, Check, Activity starts at the default function definition for the model.
Analysis, Check, Model starts at the business area for the model.
Design, Check, Business System starts at the current business system for the model.
Design, Check, Data starts at the default subject area for the model.
Design, Check, Activity starts at the default function definition for the model.
Design, Check, Model starts at the business area for the model.

In addition, Consistency Checking can be invoked from the menu of specific diagrams for those specific objects. For
example, in the Action Diagrams and the Data Model Diagrams.

DDL Statements Report

The Data Definition Language (DDL) Report lists information about the database as derived from the Data Structure
Design and the DBMS. The first part defines clusters or VSAM data sets. The second part is a close approximation of the
DB2 data definition language.

Dense Object Report

This report displays the objects that are set to Dense in the matrix as well as the Auto Set Dense thresholds for each axis.
Run this report before you exit the Matrix to save a record of the dense settings. When you exit Matrices, clusters are not
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saved. Therefore, this report helps you re-establish the dense settings in the matrix so that you can cluster interactions
again and get the same results.

To review the Dense Object Report after you close the Matrices, go to the Gen Model window. Select Model, Reports, File
then Open. Select the Dense Object Report to access the previously defined dense settings.

 

Encyclopedia Update Status Report

This article provides information for the Encyclopedia Update Status Report.

The Encyclopedia Update Status Report displays the status of the last update to the Encyclopedia for a subset or model.

Entity Type Definition Report

This article provides information for Entity Type Definition Report. The Entity Type Definition Report contains detailed
information about entity types and subtypes.

The report includes the entity type name, any aliases, description, parent, subject area properties, attributes and their
aliases, relationships, partitions, and identifiers.

Entity Type Hierarchy Report

The Entity Type Hierarchy Report lists selected parent entity types and subtypes. The report can be generated with or
without attributes of the entity types and subtypes.

Entity Type Uses Report

The Entity Types Where Used Report identifies the functions, procedure steps and processes that use the selected entity
type.

Exit State List Report

This article provides information for Exit State List Report. The Exit State Report lists the exit states and related messages
that are defined for a business system.

The following are the options in the dialog:

Exit State List
If you want the exit states for a business system included in the report, select a business system name. If you
want exit states for the entire model included in the report, select Global Exit States. You can also select both.

Cancel
Click Cancel button if you do not want to proceed with the selection.

OK
Click OK button to proceed with the selection.

 

Exit State Uses Report

The Where Used List for exit states identifies the processes, procedures steps, and flows where an exit state appears.
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NOTE

The report is inactive until a business system is selected. One way to activate a business system is to select the
Gen Model Window, Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Diagram then Open.

Implemented Data List Report

The Implemented Data List Report lists how and where objects are implemented in the Data Structure Diagram. The
information includes entity types, attributes, relationship memberships, partitionings, and subtypes.

Information Needs Map Report

The Information Needs Map correlates information needs with the processes designed to meet the needs in both the
current system and the proposed system.

Model Retrieval Status Report

The Model Retrieval Status Report displays the status of the last check-out and any protection downgrades for a subset or
model.

Online Packaging Report

The Online Packaging Report lists business systems and the online load modules packaged for each business system.

If no online load modules have been packaged, the report includes only a list of business systems. Otherwise, both the
business systems and their associated load modules appear on the report.

Planning Objects Report

The Planning Objects Report displays the Information Strategy Plan which lists the objects appearing in matrices. The
report can include objects in standard matrices, or custom matrices, or both.

Select one or more objects for the report.

Planning Object Uses

The Planning Object Uses Report identifies the objects included in a matrix. Using the report, you can determine which
matrices contain a selected object.

Procedure Definition Report

The Procedure Definition Report lists the following for each procedure selected in the Procedure Definition Report Options
dialog:

• Description
• Procedure steps
• Processes implemented by the procedure
• Name of the business systems containing the procedure
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NOTE

The report is inactive until a business system is selected. One way to activate a business system is to select the
Gen Model Window, Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Diagram then Open.

 

 

 

 

Procedure Step Definition Report

This article provides information for Procedure Step Definition Report. The Procedure Step Definition Report lists
definitions and views for selected procedure steps.

The report can include view sets or property information, or both.

NOTE
The report is inactive until a business system is selected. One way to activate a business system is to select the
Gen Model Window, Design, Business System Defaults, business system, Diagram then Open.

Where Used

Where Used displays, prints, or stores a list of the occurrences of entity types, subtypes, relationship, and attributes.

For example:

entity ORDERS is used by:

Proc Step ORDER_ENTRY_MENU

Proc Step ORDER_MAINTENANCE

Process ADD_ORDER

Process CHG_ORDER

Process DIS_ORDER

Window Definition Report

The Window Definition Report lets you use report options to select the type of information and the specific items you want
to see in the report.

The report options include three report types: Properties, View Mapping, or Both.

Within Properties, you can further refine your selections by choosing coordinates, defined events, help, menu design,
sequencing, status bar, toolbar, and video properties information.

You can select as many of the Properties report content options as you like. The selections you make are retained
throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" will show for that option.
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Window Packaging Report

The Window Packaging Report lists business systems and the window load modules packaged for each business system.

If no window load modules have been packaged, the report includes only a list of business systems. Otherwise, both the
business systems and their associated load modules appear on the report.

Select Options
This article provides information for Select Options. Use the following check boxes and other options to perform the
corresponding tasks.

Alt

This check box specifies that pressing the Alt key and the key that is specified for Key activates the menu item.

You can use the Alt key with the Control and/or Shift key.

Alternate Push Button Accelerator Check Box

Select the Alt checkbox to tie the current push button to a key combination which uses the Alt key and a letter, number, or
function key. The same action is taken whether you use the keyboard or the mouse to select the push button.

Always Generate Cursor with DISTINCT

Select this control to generate the DISTINCT clause with the SELECT statement. This selection causes the DBMS to
eliminate duplicate rows from the results table (each value set is returned only once).

This use of DISTINCT only prevents one or more same DESIRED entity views from being returned more than once. This
use of DISTINCT does not cause the grouping of multiple entities with the same values into a single row in the result
table. This is because a READ EACH always retrieves the identifiers for each entity view even if those attributes are not
included in the view.

To group multiple entities with common non-identifying attribute values into single rows in the resulting table, you must use
a SUMMARIZE EACH statement instead of a READ EACH statement. Specify the common attribute values in the WITH
THE SAME clause of the SUMMARIZE EACH statement.

For example, if you wanted to list only the job grades for the employees in each department, you could use the following
statement:

SUMMARIZE EACH GROUP of department

                employee    

WITH THE SAME department id

           employee job-grade

TARGETING group_export FROM THE BEGNNING UNTIL FULL

PLACING department id INTO repeat_export department id

PLACING employee job_grade INTO repeat_export employee job_grade

WHERE DESIRED  employee belongs_to DESIRED department

You could not use a READ EACH with the DISTINCT property to accomplish this, even if the entity action view from
employee contained only job_grade. The generated SELECT would still retrieve the identifiers for employee, resulting in
multiple rows for some job grades.

Always Move Radio Button

Select Always Move for an Event Action when you want the software to move all mapped import views to export views for
the event action.
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You may not want to select Always Move if the event action populates the export views from a database. Always Move
causes the software to move import views to export views before the event action is executed. Executing the event action
then writes over the export views that were moved from the import view.

Always Use Default Subject Area

When this option is selected, all new Component Specification Types and Interface Types are created in the subject
area that was specified for the current Computer Architecture Diagram. When this option is not selected, a dialog box is
displayed to specify the subject area before creating Component Specification Types and Interface Types.

Arrange Prompts Against the Fields

This check box positions prompts against the fields with which they are associated. The surrounding area of a prompt is
positioned against the surrounding area of the field of the prompt. Each prompt is positioned to the left of its associated
field and aligned to the middle of the field. Prompts for list boxes are positioned above their fields within the list box.

You can independently position a prompt and its associated field. This check box provides a quick way to uniformly
arrange all prompts relative to their fields.

This check box applies only to the following controls:

• Single-line entry fields
• Check boxes
• List boxes
• Drop-down lists

You must select both the prompt and its associated field to arrange them.

ASIS Naming Setting

When checked, this check box disables the normal character validation that is performed on selected Technical Design
defaults, DBMS-specific names, and selected DBMS fields. This feature allows the user to enter non-US national
extended characters or almost any desired text in supported data structure list and data store list names. Control
characters and embedded spaces are not allowed.

WARNING
This check box should be selected only when normal validation is preventing the user from entering what is
considered for that user, valid national characters. This situation usually occurs when translating code pages
where the entry of certain national characters may be necessary. When selected, invalid characters may be
entered that could cause a failure in installation or compilation of generated code or DDL.

Set List Properties
This article provides information for Set List Properties. Use the following UI elements to set the corresponding list
properties.

Adjust Position Checkbox

Adjust Position adjusts the vertical size of a list to display only full rows in the list (no partial rows). The adjustment occurs
at runtime. This check box applies to all four types of lists.

Checking Adjust Position may cause the alignment to appear differently at runtime than at design time. For Windows and
UNIX, a list box is adjusted from the bottom.

The other three types of lists are all adjusted from the bottom for all platforms.

Not checking Adjust Position maintains the size of the list, which may display some partial rows.

Align Horizontally Selection List

This drop-down list specifies the position of a selected object to which other objects align horizontally.
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All Activities Report Option

Select this report option to include all activities listed in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram.

The selections that you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" shows for that option.

All Entity Types Checkbox

Select this checkbox to apply the optional selection to all entity types.

All Events Copied Successfully

This message means that no warnings or errors occurred during the copy of the event.

All for List Occurrence Radio Button and Drop-down List

All marks all permitted values in the selection list with an asterisk (*). An asterisk indicates that the value is to be placed as
a list occurrence radio button or item or a drop-down list.

The purpose of All is to mark the remaining values in the list that are not marked for placement.

All for Radio Buttons and Drop Down Lists

All marks all permitted values in the selection list with an asterisk (*). An asterisk indicates that the value is to be
placed as a radio button or item or a drop list.

The purpose of All is to mark the remaining values in the list that are not marked for placement.

All Records

All Records reveals every database, tablespace, table, and storage group in the Data Store List. If only one database
exists, the database and the associated tablespaces, tables, and storage groups display. If more than one database
exists, only databases and storage groups display.

All Records in Data Structure List

Selecting All Records from the Data Structure List tool displays every record in the database.

All Windows Report Option

Select this report option to include in the report information on every window defined in the business system.

The selections that you make are retained throughout the session, but are not saved with the model.

If you select a report content option for which no information exists, "None" shows for that option.

Setting Environment Variables
This article provides information for Setting Environment Variables including IEFLocalViewAllocScope and GUI Runtime
Environment Variables.

IEFLocalViewAllocScope

IEFLocalViewAllocScope is an environment variable that can be used to determine whether "uninitialized" local views are
to be shared across distinct instances of a procedure step (or action block).

To enable sharing "uninitialized" local views, set IEFLocalViewAllocScope to GLOBAL.

To eliminate the inappropriate sharing of an "uninitialized" local view between two distinct instances of a procedure step or
action block while still providing for the designed reuse of local views between event actions or across multiple invocations
of an action block within a procedure step, calls are generated from action blocks and Psteps back into the GUI Runtime.
This provides local view allocations rather than the "automatic" allocations and initialization previously used.
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GUI Runtime Environment Variables

The file GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini contains the values that affect the GUI runtime environment initialization. The file
contains instructions for each environment variable. The file can be found in the following location, assuming the default
installation directory:

%GENxx%GEN\GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Each variable can be set from the Microsoft Windows System Properties dialog (from the Windows desktop, Start,
Settings, Control Panel, System, Advanced tab, Environment Variables), but the settings in the configuration file take
precedence.

At runtime, the model looks for the GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini file in the following locations:

• The current model directory
• %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen x.x\cfg\client
• %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen x.x\cfg\client
• %GENxx%GEN

This order allows you to specify a different set of environment variable settings for specific models from the one used for
the entire system.

To activate a variable, remove the ";" character in the first character position and set the value, if needed.

Specify Control Details Regarding .NET Framework
The .NET Object Browser dialog allows you to specify the details of controls added to windows and dialogs for .NET-
based applications. The specifications are based on the .NET framework.

Select a specification as needed from the lowest list. Select OK to add the specification to the statement syntax.

Add Environment

This article provides information for Add Environment.

This action is inactive and reserved for future use.

Add Event Action

This article provides information to add an event action to hold a special block of logic at the end of a procedure step.

To create an event action, select Add Event Action.

Applications with a graphical user interface (GUI) use event actions to hold a special block of logic at the end of a
procedure step. The logic in an event action is triggered by an event in a GUI application, such as the opening and closing
of windows and the clicking of a push button.

Use the Navigation Diagram tool to associate the event action with an event or a command.

Add Event Action is active after you select Design, Action Diagram, procedure step.
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Add Event Action Dialog

The Add Event Action dialog creates an event action, a special block of logic in a Procedure Action Diagram (PrAD) that
can execute separately from the main body of PrAD logic.

After you create an event action, you can the Navigation Diagram to associate the event action with an event or a
command.

An event is a notification that something occurred. For example, GUI application events include opening and closing
windows, clicking an item, changing an item.

The Dialog contains the following field information:

Description in Add Event Action Dialog
The Action Name description is an optional field that you can use to define the event action.
The Description Editor has basic word processing features you can use as you type the description. For details,
refer to Gen Basics.

Add Event Dialog

This article provides information to Add an Event dialog that lets you specify the name of the event and a description.

A red arrow represents an event that is vital to a function or process.

The end of the month, for example, can initiate accounting processes. An event can occur more than once in a diagram.
All events must be joined to an activity.

Often, events are diagrammed when two processes have an optional dependency and the second process does not
always follow the first. The diagram illustrates the event that governs the execution of the second process.

Downstream Effects

Consistency check verifies that each occurrence of an event must be joined to one activity.

Until your activity model conforms to the Consistency Check rules, it is not complete and cannot be used during design.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Event
This identifies the time or the occasion that initiates a process.
Examples of event names that identify a time or an occasion vital to a process are:

• End of Month
• End of Quarter
• Shipment Arrives
• Customer Orders Product

Description
This provides a multiline field in which to document a process.
For example, examples of event names that identify a time or an occasion vital to a process are:

• End of Month
• End of Quarter
• Shipment Arrives
• Customer Orders Product

OK
Click OK after adding the details to add an event.
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Cancel
Click Cancel to discard adding an event.

Add Event Push Button

The event type is specified in the Event Type field. The name of the event action comes from the Action Name field. You
can type a name or let the Navigation Diagram create one for you.

Add Field

Add Field creates and places fields on a selected screen.

Add Flow In

You can add an external flow into a destination business system and an external flow out of a source business system. An
external flow into the current business system, which is known as an external flow in, must be to the first procedure step
only.

Add Flow Out

To add flows between business systems, use Add Flow In and Add Flow Out. You can add an external flow into a
destination business system and an external flow out of a source business system. An external flow out of a business
system, which is known as an external flow out, can be from any procedure step.

Add Exit State

To define an exit state for a particular procedure step, you can:

• Select the exit state to be used for the procedure step
• Add new exit states to the business system
• Specify the properties of an exit state
• Delete an exit state from the business system
• Search for a particular exit state
• Expand or Contract the exit state listing

The exit state specifies the condition under which a flow occurs between two procedure steps.

Add External Flow In Out

You can add an external flow into a destination business system and an external flow out of a source business system.

An external flow into a destination system, which is known as an external flow in, must be to the first procedure step only.
An external flow out of a business system, which is known as an external flow out, can be from any procedure step.

Add External Object

Select a location for the external object before selecting External Object. If a location is not selected, Gen lets you enter
the names of objects and does not place them on the diagram.

Add for Organizational Hierarchy

To add an organizational unit, specify:

• Organization name
• Name of the manager.
• Title of the manager
• Mission statement
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Add Function

A function is a group of business activities that together completely support one aspect of furthering the mission of the
enterprise.

Each function describes something the business does, independent of the structure of the organization. In a function
hierarchy (tree structure), the highest-level function is called the root function and the lowest-level functions are called leaf
functions.

The root function is the main activity of the business area within an enterprise. All other functions and processes are
subordinate to it.

To add a function, specify:

• A name for the root function or a function subordinate to the root
• A description of the function

Examples of function names are:

• Research and Development
• Accounting
• Product Management
• Procurement
• Stock Management
• Manufacturing
• Materials Acquisition
• Assembly
• Quality Assurance
• Marketing
• Sales
• Shipping

Add Group Box

A group box can be added and adjusted to include several controls that already appear on the screen. Or, a group box
can be added and enlarged so that you can put new push buttons, check boxes, and list boxes inside the group box.

After a group box is added, you can highlight it and use the position option to move all the controls inside the box or align
them with another window component.

Add Group View

To add a group view, specify:

• View subset (import view, export view, or local view)
• Group view name
• Group view description
• Optionality (import view only)
• Cardinality
• Method of indexing
• Usage as both input and output

The view subset that you select on the View Maintenance secondary window determines whether the group view is an
import, export, or local view. Group views cannot be entity action views.

Add Identifiers Dialog
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When relationship memberships and attributes are used together as an identifier, the membership pairing and attribute
value combine to provide uniqueness.

Each entity type must have at least one identifier and most have only one. (Gen lets you specify as many as five separate
identifiers.)

The order in which you specify identifiers is unimportant. The uniqueness of the identifier is what is important. Gen
requires each identifier uniquely identifies an entity type.

Attributes used as identifiers must be mandatory and may either be basic, designed, or auto number. Derived attributes
cannot be used. Relationship memberships used as identifiers must also be mandatory and have a cardinality of one.

Relationship memberships can help identify an entity when one or more of the identifying attribute values belong to
another entity with which it is paired. For example, to identify an ORDER LINE, you must identify the ORDER on which it
appears. To identify the ORDER, you can follow the relationship membership is contained on ORDER to identity the one
ORDER on which the ORDER LINE appears. Therefore, a combination of line number and the relationship membership to
ORDER uniquely identifies the ORDER LINE. Notice that a relationship membership must have a cardinality of one before
it can be an identifier or part of an identifier. (Each ORDER LINE can be paired with only one ORDER.)

When you designate a relationship membership as an identifier and return to the diagram, an I appears on the relationship
line next to the entity type it identifies.

Examples

For a chain of video rental stores, here are some ways in which attributes and relationships are used as identifiers:

Identifier Using Attribute Only

A CUSTOMER is identified by the attribute SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

Identifier Using Relationship Only

Use the relationship (Store Membership) IS OWNED BY (Customer) to verify that a customer has an account at a
particular store location.

Identifier Using Attribute AND Relationship

Where to go to rent a particular video is identified by the attribute TITLE and the relationship IS OWNED BY (Store
Number).

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Identifier
Specify the name of the identifier. You can add an identifier without specifying a name. If you do name the
identifier, you cannot remove the name later.

Primary
Specifies that the identifier is the one you are most likely to use for this entity type. The primary key is the foreign
key to other entity types. For example, if the primary key for EMPLOYEE is Number, Payroll must define the
EMPLOYEE Number as the foreign key.

Description
Describes the identifier being defined for the selected entity type.

Add import

Add Import lets you select an import view from the selection list for Clear Screen Input. These import views must be
previously defined for the procedure step. You cannot add import views to the procedure step using this action.

Add Import Dialog

CLEAR SCREEN INPUT
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The Add Import dialog lets you select the import views for Clear Screen Input. These import views must be previously
defined for the procedure step. You cannot add import views to the procedure step using this action.

The asterisk (*) identifies the attributes that are already selected for Clear Screen Input. All import views of the procedure
are listed except repeating group views (which are not supported for an unformatted input).

SCREEN DESIGN

Field Views for a Procedure dialog marks attributes from the export views for addition to a selected screen. Attributes with
an asterisk (*) are already placed on the screen. Once you highlight one or more attributes to add, select OK and identify
the location to place one or more fields on the screen.

The following codes mark fields:

Asterisk (*)
Field has already been positioned and cannot be defined.

d
Field has been defined. You can position and redefine a field that has been defined.

h
Field is hidden. You must remove the hidden characteristic before you can position a hidden field.

Add GUI Statements

To control events and the arrangement of items in a list box, select Add GUI Statements.

This action is active after you select Design, Action Diagram, procedure step.

GUI statements can manipulate dialog boxes, items in a list box, fields, push buttons, and menu items.

GUI statements can be added only to a procedure step or to an event action in a procedure step. GUI statements cannot
be added to action blocks or process action diagrams.

Window and Dialog Box Statements

• Open
• Close
• Refresh

Statements for push buttons and menu items

• Enable
• Disable
• Mark
• Unmark

List Box Statements

• Sort
• Filter
• Unfilter
• Display
• Highlight
• Unhighlight
• Add Row
• Remove Row
• Get Row
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Add Index in Data Structure List

This article provides information for Add Index in Data Structure List.

Add Index defines the purpose or objective of the index to a target table.

Add in Matrices

This article provides information to add objects to either axis and add cell values within a matrix.

To add an object to a matrix, select Add.

Note: The following exceptions apply to the matrices when using Add:

• An elementary process cannot be added to a matrix. Elementary processes can be added only in the Activity Hierarchy
Diagram where it is possible to identify the activity to which the elementary process belongs.

• Objects and cell values cannot be added to affinity matrices. The software automatically creates affinity matrices and
assigns cell values when Cluster is selected in a related matrix.

To add objects to the axis of a matrix, select the axis name, Edit, and Add. The Properties dialog for the selected object
displays.

Adding objects to the matrix allows you to simultaneously build other diagrams, for example, the AHD and ERD. If you add
functions to a matrix, those functions are also added to the AHD. Likewise, if you add entity types to a matrix, those entity
types are also added to the ERD.

There are three ways to add cell values to a matrix:

• Highlight the cell or cells to be populated. Then, highlight the value from the top-left corner of the matrix that you want
placed in the cell. Select Edit and Add. The selected value is added automatically to the highlighted cells.

• Deselect All on the matrix. Select Edit, Add, and highlight the value from the top-left corner of the matrix that you want
placed in the cell. Point to the cells where that value is to be placed.

• Double-click a cell and the Properties dialog is displayed. Select the value to populate the cell and OK. (In the
Business Area/Business System and Business System/Elementary Process matrices, this method is not applicable.
The cell values on these matrices do not have properties. The values represent associations.)

For CRUD matrices, cells can have more than one value. For example, an elementary process can READ and UPDATE
an entity type. If the elementary process only UPDATEs an entity type, some other elementary process must READ the
entity type and pass a persistent view to the UPDATE.

Add in Menu Design Dialog

This article provides information for Add in Menu Design Dialog. You create a menu item by defining its characteristics.

Add displays the Menu Item Properties dialog on which you can create menu items. The menu item then appears in the
Menu Design selection list.

If you select Main Menu Bar in the selection list, you add menu items to the menu bar for the window. If you select menu
items, you add subordinate items.

The Add push button is enabled only for conditions in which it is valid to add a menu item. For example, you can add
menu items to the menu bar. Conversely, you cannot add a subordinate menu item to a menu item that is associated with
a command.
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Add Interface Type

An interface type is a transient object that may be added to either a Specification Type model diagram or an Interface
Type model diagram.

An interface type can have attributes and own operations.

An interface type can participate only in regular relationships with specification types and entity types.

Add Keyword

This article provides information for Add Keyword. To define labels that identify the parameters for Clear Screen Input,
select Add Keyword.

The following example shows how keywords are used in a clear screen input:

<trancode>NAME'John Doe',NUMBER'123-45-6789'

Add Keyword Dialog

The Add Keyword dialog lets you assign labels that identify a particular parameter in a list of parameters for a clear screen
input.

Keywords must be accompanied by the parameter data that is enclosed in delimiters. The keyword can be the prompt
on the screen with which the procedure step is associated or some other label that can be associated with the field. All
keywords must be unique.

When you use keywords, the parameters that are entered at a clear screen are not in the same order as the parameter list
defined for the screen.

Keywords are case-sensitive and cannot contain delimiters. However, you can append symbols. For example, you can
append an equal sign (=) to the keyword NAME, which would present the effect of a keyword delimiter; using the example
here, the result would appear as NAME=John Doe.

If you do not define parameters with a keyword, you must enter the parameters at a clear screen in the same order as
they are defined in the list. You can also combine keywords with parameters that are ordered by position in the list.

The following example shows how keywords are used in a clear screen input:

<trancode>NAME'John Doe',NUMBER'123-45-6789'

Add Keyword Dialog in Clear Screen Input

The Add Keyword dialog lets you add a new keyword to the list of keywords. Keywords are labels used with Clear Screen
Input that identify the input parameter. They must be accompanied by the parameter data enclosed in delimiters.

The keyword can be the prompt that accompanies the field on the screen or some other label that can be associated with
the field. All keywords must be unique. Keywords are case-sensitive and cannot contain delimiters. However, you can
append symbols to keywords.

The following is an example of Clear Screen Input. <Trancode> is the transaction code, single quote marks are the string
separators, commas are the parameter delimiters, and NAME and NUMBER are keywords.

<trancode>NAME'John Doe',NUMBER'123-45-6789'
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NOTE
You can append an equal sign (=) to the keyword NAME, which would have the same effect as a keyword
delimiter. If you use the equal sign, you do not need to use delimiters around the data. For example,
NAME=John Doe has the same effect as NAME'John Doe'.

Add List Occurrence Dialog

The attribute views in the selection list depend on the export entity view. Select an export entity view from the drop-down
list to display the attribute views. Only repeating group views are listed for the export entity views.

An attribute must have permitted values to be implemented as a radio button or a drop-down list.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

List and List Occurrence Concepts

LIST

A discussion of lists is necessary before explaining list occurrences. You implement lists in the Navigation Diagram tool
with the action Add List Box in the Edit pull-down. A list contains attribute views from repeating group views. In the case of
nested repeating group views, a list can contain views only from the inner level. The outer levels are not supported.

You can implement a list as one of the following types:

• A list box
• A nonenterable drop-down
• An enterable list box
• An enterable drop-down

You cannot directly add to or change data in attribute views in a list box or a nonenterable drop-down list. (Enterable list
boxes and drop-down lists are presented at the end of this discussion.) You can add or change data in the database or in
an action diagram. The list can then be repopulated from the database or from an action diagram.

If you want to change data in an attribute view, you cannot type directly into the list box. How you change attribute views in
lists is by creating a list occurrence for that attribute view.

LIST OCCURRENCE

A list occurrence is an attribute view that is selected from a list. A list occurrence represents a single occurrence of an
attribute view. The data from a list occurrence can add to or update the data in the database or in an action diagram. The
list can then be repopulated from the data in the database or the action diagram.

You can implement a list occurrence as any of the following:

• Entry field
• Check box
• Radio button
• Drop-down list
• Multiple-line entry field

You must create a list occurrence on a different dialog box than the window or dialog box on which the list occurs.

Enterable list boxes and drop-down lists let you add one value to an attribute view. This can occur only if the repeating
group view has not reached its maximum cardinality. The logic in your action diagram must keep track of the cardinality
and allow additions only if size permits. Therefore, you may prefer to implement nonenterable list boxes and drop-down
lists. The choice depends on your PADs and application design.
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Add Literal

This article provides information for Add Literal.

Add Literal creates and places a text string on the screen.

Add Load Module

To add a load module, specify, a name for a load module and the procedure steps that are associated with the load
module (for batch processing, a load module equates to a batch job).

The action remains inactive until both of these conditions are true:

• One or more procedure steps are available for packaging. (They are unpackaged.)
• The name of a business system is selected.

Add List Occurrence

This article provides information for Add List Occurrence.

To add a list occurrence, specify:

• Group export entity view
• Attribute View

Implementation (type of field):

• Entry field
• Check box
• Radio button
• Drop-down list
• Multiple-line entry field

The check box, radio button, and drop-down list require that the attributes have permitted values.

Add Load Module Properties Dialog

This article provides information for Add Load Module Properties Dialog that adds a load module to a business system.

To add a load module, you must associate one or more procedures with it.

The Type selection list applies only to load modules for client/server applications.

The OK push button remains inactive until you specify one or more procedures.

These restrictions apply to the name of a load module:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be alpha. If the target platform is CICS, the load module name cannot start with the letter C.
• The space character and the underscore character are not allowed. No other special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than eight characters.
• The name must be unique within each model.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when creating load module names. Only English characters are used for load
module names.
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For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Load Modules
This article provides information for Load Modules. Load Module specifies the name of a load module. The Type selection
list applies only to load modules for client/server applications.

These restrictions apply to the name of a load module:

• Alpha and numeric characters are allowed.
• The first character must be alpha.
• The space character and the underscore character are not allowed. No special characters are allowed.
• The name must be no more than eight characters long.
• The name must be unique within a business system.

The OK push button remains inactive until one or more procedures are specified for the load module. Select the Add
PSteps push button to specify procedures.

NOTE
DBCS characters are not allowed when creating load module names. Only English characters are used for load
module names.

Add menu in Navigation Diagram

This article provides information for an Add Menu in the Navigation Diagram and the options provided.

The options on the Add menu provide the following actions:

Entry Field Displays dialog that allows you to specify the attribute and prompt
for an entry field.

Multiple Line Displays dialog that allows you to specify the attribute and prompt
for a multiple line entry field.

Check Box Displays dialog that allows you to specify the attribute and prompt
for a check box.

Radio Button Displays dialog that allows you to specify the attribute and prompt
for a radio button.

Drop Down List Displays dialog that allows you to specify the attribute and prompt
for a drop-down list.

List Box Displays dialog that allows you to specify the attribute and prompt
for a drop-down list.

Group Box Specifies the name of a group box, to include in the selected
window or dialog box.

Literal Specifies the text for a literal to include in the selected window
or dialog box and how it is to be centered within the background
area.

Picture Specifies a bitmapped picture to include in the selected window or
dialog box.

Push Button Specifies a pushbutton to include in the selected window or dialog
box, including the action that is associated with it, whether it
appears with text or a bitmap, and whether it is the default.
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Status Bar Specifies the status bar properties for the selected window. This
option is grayed out if a dialog box is selected since adding a
status bar to a dialog box is not permitted. It is also grayed out for
a window containing a status bar since you cannot add more than
one status bar to a window.

Toolbar Specifies the toolbar properties for the selected window. This
option is grayed out if a dialog box is selected since adding a
toolbar to a dialog box is not permitted. It is also grayed out for a
window containing a toolbar since you cannot add more than one
toolbar to a window.

OLE Area Displays a dialog that allows you to define and add an area to a
window or dialog that contains an Object Linking and Embedding
(OLE) object.

Add Multi Line Entry Field

This article provides information to add a multi-line entry field and the default conditions for a multi-line entry.

To add a multi-line entry field, specify the following:

• The view from which the field receives input
• The view to which the field passes input
• Name of the work set
• Descriptive text for the field
• Special considerations concerning input and how the field displays

The default condition for a multi-line entry field specifies:

• A vertical scroll bar
• Word wrap

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Add Mutually Exclusive Relationships Dialog

The Add Mutually Exclusive Relationships dialog lets you specify the name and description of the relationship.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Mutually Exclusive
Specify the name of the mutually exclusive relationship. You can add a mutually exclusive relationship without
specifying a name. If you do name the relationship, you cannot remove the name later.

Description
Describe the mutually exclusive relationship being defined for the selected entity type.

Click OK to complete adding the details and close the dialog. Else, click Cancel.

Add OLE Area

This article provides information for Add OLE Area.

To add an OLE Area, specify:
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• Name of OLE object.
• Allow Read Only properties for OLE object.
• Place border around OLE object.

Add Operations

Use this option to add operations to an object model. Specify these properties to define an operation:

• Action diagram name
• Action diagram type (procedure step, elementary process, analysis action block, or design action block
• Entity type that owns the operation
• Protected operation option
• Type of operations (instance operation, type Operation, or operation package (as appropriate)
• Whether COBOL code is generated with action diagram statement numbers
• Whether the action block can be called as an external by another model (high performance view passing)
• Generate missing flags in code option
• Description

NOTE
While Gen allows a model to contain a mixture of operations and free-standing action diagrams, it is
recommended that the project builds either a conventional model of free-standing action diagrams (not object-
oriented) or an "object model" of operations, in which all functionality is owned by entity types.

Add or Define Entity Subtype Dialog

This article provides information for an entity type or entity subtype can have more than one partitioning if it has more than
one classifying attribute.

Consider adding an entity subtype if the potential subtype has:

• At least one attribute of its own that is not shared by other entities of the same type.
• One or more relationships of its own not shared by other entities of the same type.

Adding and defining entity subtypes consists of specifying the:

• Subtype name
• Expected number of occurrences
• Expected growth
• Technical design (TD) name
• Whether the TD name is the same as the subtype name
• Description of the subtype

For example, EMPLOYEE may be divided into EXEMPT and NON-EXEMPT in one partitioning, and into PERMANENT
and TEMPORARY in another. Subtypes on the same partitioning are mutually exclusive. Therefore, one entity occurrence
can be one subtype in a partitioning, but it can also be a subtype in another partitioning.

You can also subdivide a subtype. The entity type CUSTOMER has subtypes of DOMESTIC and FOREIGN. The subtype
FOREIGN has its own subtypes, EUROPEAN, and ASIAN. A partitioning which accounts for all occurrences of the entity
type or subtype is a fully enumerated partitioning.

Example

The entity occurrence of entity type CUSTOMER may fall into one of two mutually exclusive groups:
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• FOREIGN
• DOMESTIC

All customers share a set of attributes and relationships, foreign customers have predicates beyond those in the common
set, and domestic customers have still others that are unique to them.

All the predicates of the entity type apply to its subtypes. For example, all customers have a value for the attribute Name,
but foreign customers must have a value for the attributes Country Code and Import License Number.

The attribute that is the basis for subdividing the entity type into subtypes is the classifying attribute. The entity type
CUSTOMER is divided into subtypes depending on the value of its attribute Nationality. Foreign and Domestic are
classifying values of the classifying attribute Nationality.

Downstream Effects

Technical Design requires that subtypes have an identifier that is inherited from the highest-level entity type (the highest-
level parent entity type in the data model).

Add or Describe Function Dialog

This article provides information for the completed function hierarchy diagram that should include every possible level of
function decomposition.

You can decompose the main activity of your business into increasing levels of detail. This decomposition involves
creating subordinate activities. Functions are higher-level business activities that are created during planning. Functions
are created in a function hierarchy diagram.

The planning stage initial assessment task involves identifying high-level business functions that deal with the major
areas of interest (subject areas) in the business. In most organizations, you can group activities into five to 10 high-
level business functions. The planning stage information architecture definition task involves decomposing the high-level
business functions into lower-level business functions. Each function decomposes into smaller, more detailed functions
based on how each function uses subject areas. You may base the decomposition on the life cycle of a subject area
component or any other useful distinction among subject areas.

The root function in a function hierarchy represents the total of all high-level activities that are performed by the business.
The function hierarchy may extend down to top-level business processes. The number of business functions and
decomposition levels vary according to the business requirements. The root function for a process hierarchy diagram may
represent a high-level departmental activity, such as Sales and Marketing.

Examples of function names are:

• Research and Development
• Accounting
• Product Management
• Stock Management
• Procurement

Add or Detail Group View Dialog

The Add or Detail Group View dialog lets you define both import and export group views. For each group view you can
specify the optionality, cardinality, how the group view is indexed, and if the view is used as input and output. After you
define a group view you can add any combination of entity views, subtype views, and work views.

You can add views to three subsets:
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• Import
• Export
• Local

A repeating group view can contain another repeating group view. This provides two levels of repetition, or a list within a
list. The subordinate group view is called a nested repeating group view.

The notation on the left identifies the type of view.

• "group (r)" precedes a repeating group view.
• "group" precedes a non-repeating group view.

Downstream Effects

The consistency check action checks group views and subordinate entity views against the following rules:

• A group view must decompose into subviews.
• An entity view must have at least one predicate view.
• An entity view must have at least one attribute for code generation.

Example

Import Views

group (r) IN-GROUP_PRODUCT_INFORMATION

view of INPUT

entity ORDER_LINE

attr QUANTITY

view of INPUT

entity PRODUCT

attr NUMBER

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Name
The name field lets you identify a group view. The name identifies the entities, subtypes, and work views that the
group contains. The group view name also must distinguish it as a group view and identify its view subset: import,
export, or local.
This name field accepts up to 32 alphanumeric characters. Special characters are not accepted.
Group view names stand alone in the process or procedure logic.
The names of group views identify the content of the view and the view subset: import, export, or local, as shown
in the following example:
IN_GROUP_PRODUCT_INFORMATION

OUT_GROUP_CUSTOMER_INFORMATION

LOCAL_GROUP_CURRENT_EMPLOYEE

occurs --- time(s)
This list lets you specify whether the group view is sometimes or always used as input (optionality).
An import group view always used as input is a mandatory view. Each view belonging to the group must have a
value when the process executes.
An import group view sometimes used as input is an optional view. Each view belonging to the group does not
require a value when the process executes.
Import views are the only views for which you define optionality.

at least, on average, at most (Group View Cardinality)
This list lets you specify whether the group view occurs one time or more than one time.
A group view that executes more than one time is a repeating group view.
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If you specify one or more times, you must provide information about how many times the group view will occur in
the generated system.

• In the At least field type the minimum number of occurrences
• In the At most field type the maximum
• In the On average field type a number that is greater than the At least field, but less than the At most field

Specify whether the minimum and maximum values are estimates or absolute values.

• If the minimum is an estimate, the group view probably will occur at least the number of times specified. If the
minimum is absolute, the group view must occur at least the number of times specified.

• If the maximum is an estimate, the group view probably will not occur more than the number of times specified.
If the maximum is absolute, the group view must not occur more than the number of times specified.

A group view that executes only once is a non-repeating group view. Non-repeating group views have the same
effect as a single entity view, subtype view, or work view.
Downstream Effects
The maximum cardinality is always used as an absolute maximum when code is generated. Minimum and
average cardinality are ignored.

and is always -- indexed
This drop-down list determines whether a repeating group view is implicitly or explicitly indexed. (The terms
indexing and subscripting are interchangeable.)
Implicitly indexed repeating group views cause the software to go automatically to the next occurrence in a
repeating group view. Using implicit indexing eliminates the need to initialize, maintain, and test the subscript
value.
Explicitly indexed repeating group views have user accessible indexes that refer to specific entries in the
repeating group (or table). The software keeps track of the current position within a group view. This allows an
analyst to incorporate complex array processing into the action diagram and resulting generated code.
Several action statements apply to explicit indexing, or implicit indexing but not both.
Implicit indexing constructs include the:

• FOR EACH statement
• TARGETING clause on FOR EACH, READ EACH, WHILE, and REPEAT actions
• Conditions IS FULL, IS NOT FULL, IS EMPTY, and IS NOT EMPTY

Explicit indexing constructs include the:

• FOR action
• SUBSCRIPT OF repeating-group-view special attribute
• LAST OF repeating-group-view special attribute
• MAX OF repeating-group-view special attribute

The special attributes SUBSCRIPT OF, LAST OF, and MAX OF are used in numeric expressions; SUBSCRIPT
OF and LAST OF can be the target of a SET statement. LAST OF identifies the highest subscript value for which
a repeating group view occurrence exists. MAX OF identifies the maximum cardinality of the repeating group view.

Used as both input and output
The Used as Both Input and Output option lets you import views to be exported and export views to be imported.
When you select import views for export, the views can be changed, and the changes can be returned to the
calling action block. When you select export views for import, any values in the calling action block's view pass to
the called action blocks.
Note: Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with import or export views used as both input and
output. Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a procedure.
The following is an example of a view list containing import and export entity views marked for use as both input
and output:
CHG_CUSTOMER 
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IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,exported,locked) 

       quantity (mandatory) 

EXPORTS: 

Entity View part (transient,imported) 

       description

Downstream Effects
Import views selected for use as both input and output are updated in the called action block. The calling action
block also sees the results. For export views selected for use as both input and output, the called action block
sees data passed from the calling action block.

Initialize on every entry
The Initialize option is available only for local views.
This option is selected by default, which causes the view to be initialized for every entry.
Child views inherit the property from Parent views.
When you clear this option for a local view, the contents of that view remain available throughout the life of the
procedure step. The view is not automatically re-initialized on every entry.

Description
Click description to describe the group view.

Click OK to complete adding the group view else click Cancel.

More information:

How to in View Maintenance

View Concepts

Add or Detail Subtype View Dialog

The Add/Detail Subtype View dialog lets you define views for entity subtypes. Entity subtypes, created in the data model,
must exist before a subtype view can be created.

The following list shows that the characteristics of Subtype views can be :

• Used in an import, export, local, or entity action view
• Added to a group view
• Used to populate a screen
• Passed through a USE action statement in the action diagram

The following fields appear in the dialog:

Filters
This field allows you to sort the list of options based on a particular keyword. Type a keyword in the text box and
click Apply.
The Processes or Procedure Steps, and Action Block lists display the names that match the input string. The input
string may be at any position within the name.
Use the following wildcard characters to filter:

• Asterisk (*) substitutes for zero or more characters.
Example: Type ART*T, the list displays ADD_DEPARTMENT, DELETE_DEPARTMENT, and so on.

• Question mark (?) substitutes for zero or one occurrence of the character that precedes the question mark.
Example: Type DI?, the list displays DIVISION, DEPARTMENT, MODIFY_EMPLOYEE, and so on. Here the
character before ?, that is I, is optional.

• NLS characters are also supported.
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Name
This field identifies a view of an entity subtype.
The name distinguishes one view of a subtype from other views imported of the same subtype.
Name the subtype view with a word that either describes the subtype attributes or the view subset: import, export,
local, or entity action.
The combination of the subtype view name and the subtype must be unique within a process.
The name of an entity subtype view identifies a specific group within the entity type. The following are the
examples of the import subtype views of the CUSTOMER entity type:

• INPUT FOREIGN CUSTOMER
• INPUT US CUSTOMER

Subtype View Optionality
This list specifies whether the subtype view is always used as input.
An import subtype view always used as input is a mandatory view. The view must have a value when the process
executes.
An import subtype view used sometimes as input is optional. The view does not require a value when the process
executes.
Import views are the only views with optionality.

Supports Entity Actions (Persistent)
The Supports Entity Actions (Persistent) option permits view passing by allowing import and export entity views to
be marked as supporting entity actions.
Persistent views support entity actions and represent an entity occurrence. Transient views can be changed by
MOVE and SET actions and are not shared across users.
The Lock required on entry option activates on the Add Entity View dialog when you select the current option.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with import or export views that are persistent.
Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a procedure.

The Support Entity Actions option eliminates multiple READs of entity action views within an action block,
provided an executed statement concurrently acts upon the same occurrence in a different action block.
When you select the Used as Both Input and Output option and the Support Entity Actions (Persistent) option,
persistent views are used as entity action views:

• In statements that include the actions READ, READ EACH, UPDATE, CREATE, DELETE, TRANSFER,
ASSOCIATE, and DISASSOCIATE.

• Within the qualifiers of READ and READ EACH statements.
• As the target of predicate action SET verbs.

Persistent views cannot be the target of MOVE or local SET statements.
When you select the Support Entity Actions (Persistent) option and not the Used as Both Input and Output option,
persistent views cannot be the target of entity action or relationship action statements that change the view.
However, persistent views can be used as CURRENT qualifiers in READ statements.
Example
When you select the option, the entity view appears on action diagrams labeled persistent; otherwise, the entity
view appears labeled transient.
The following is an example of an entity view marked to support entity actions:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,import only,unlocked)

Downstream Effects
Support for entity actions affects view matching. You can match a persistent view only to its superset. This means
that you can match the views between a calling action block and an import view in a called action block if:
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• The import view in the called action block is marked persistent.
• The views in the calling action block contain all of the predicates listed by the called view.

The superset rule requires an exact match between the listed predicates during the following conditions:

• When a calling action block is matched to a persistent export view of a called action block.
• When a calling action block is matched to a persistent, changeable import view.

Because persistent views are treated like entity action views, you can match persistent views only to entity action
views or other persistent views.

Lock Required on Entry
The Lock required on entry option allows locking of an occurrence in an import view at entry to the action block.
This prevents other transactions from changing the data. When adding an entity type, you can select this option
only if the view is persistent.
The following example of a view list contains an import entity view in which occurrences are locked:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,import only,locked)

The default is unlocked.
Downstream Effects
During code generation, the software indicates to calling action blocks during READ actions that the current view
should be locked. Selecting of this option indicates to other action blocks that the current action block intends to
perform UPDATE actions.

Used as Both Input and Output
The Used as Both Input and Output option allows import views to be exported and export views to be imported.
When you select import views for export, the views can be changed, and the changes can be returned to the
calling action block. When you select export views for import, any values in the calling action block's view pass to
the called action blocks.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with import or export views used as both input
and output. Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a
procedure.

The following example shows a view list containing import and export entity views marked for use as both input
and output:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,exported,locked) 

    quantity (mandatory) 

EXPORTS: 

Entity View part (transient,imported) 

    description

Downstream Effects
Import views selected for use as both input and output are updated in the called action block. The calling action
block also sees the results. For export views selected for use as both input and output, the called action block
sees data passed from the calling action block.

Initialize on every entry
The Initialize option is available only for local views.
This option is selected by default, which causes the view to be initialized for every entry.
Child views inherit the property from Parent views.
When you clear this option for a local view, the contents of that view remain available throughout the life of the
procedure step. The view is not automatically re-initialized on every entry.
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Generate Attribute State Flags
This option determines whether internal flags are generated for attribute views.
Views contain flags that are used internally by Gen. If the flags are not generated, you eliminate passing
unnecessary data in views and reduce system overhead.
By default, the option is selected. This results in the generation of internal flags.
To turn generation off, clear the option.
It is important to regenerate the selected action block or procedure step and any other block of code called by the
selected action block or procedure step. If the selected action block or procedure step calls other procedure steps
or action blocks, they also must be regenerated.
The Generate Attribute State Flags option is available for all views in an action block. This option also is available
for entity action views and local views in a procedure step.

NOTE
If any of the attributes in the view are marked as nullable, do not turn off this flag.

Subtype View
This selection list shows the entity types in the data model.
Select an entity type to view its subtypes and attributes.

Description
This button opens the Description dialog allowing you to document the objects contained in the diagram. Make the
description concise and include any information which is considered pertinent.

Back
This button backs out the selection and returns to the options previously displayed.

Click OK to complete adding details and close the dialog. Click Cancel to close the dialog without implementing any
changes.

Add or Detail Subtype View Dialog Box

The Add/Detail Subtype View dialog lets you define views for entity subtypes. Entity subtypes, created in the data model,
must exist before a subtype view can be created.

The following list shows that the characteristics of Subtype views can be:

• Used in an import, export, local, or entity action view
• Added to a group view
• Used to populate a screen
• Passed through a USE action statement in the action diagram

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Name
This field identifies a view of an entity subtype.
The name distinguishes one view of a subtype from other views imported of the same subtype.
Name the subtype view with a word that either describes the subtype attributes or the view subset: import, export,
local, or entity action.
The combination of the subtype view name and the subtype must be unique within a process.
The name of an entity subtype view identifies a specific group within the entity type. The following are the
examples of the import subtype views of the CUSTOMER entity type:

• INPUT FOREIGN CUSTOMER
• INPUT US CUSTOMER

Subtype View Optionality
This list specifies whether the subtype view is always used as input.
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An import subtype view always used as input is a mandatory view. The view must have a value when the process
executes.
An import subtype view used sometimes as input is optional. The view does not require a value when the process
executes.
Import views are the only views with optionality.

Supports Entity Actions (Persistent)
The Supports Entity Actions (Persistent) option permits view passing by allowing import and export entity views to
be marked as supporting entity actions.
Persistent views support entity actions and represent an entity occurrence. Transient views can be changed by
MOVE and SET actions and are not shared across users.
The Lock required on entry option activates on the Add Entity View dialog when you select the current option.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with import or export views that are persistent.
Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a procedure.

The Support Entity Actions option eliminates multiple READs of entity action views within an action block,
provided an executed statement concurrently acts upon the same occurrence in a different action block.
When you select the Used as Both Input and Output option and the Support Entity Actions (Persistent) option,
persistent views are used as entity action views:

• In statements that include the actions READ, READ EACH, UPDATE, CREATE, DELETE, TRANSFER,
ASSOCIATE, and DISASSOCIATE.

• Within the qualifiers of READ and READ EACH statements.
• As the target of predicate action SET verbs.

Persistent views cannot be the target of MOVE or local SET statements.
When you select the Support Entity Actions (Persistent) option and not the Used as Both Input and Output option,
persistent views cannot be the target of entity action or relationship action statements that change the view.
However, persistent views can be used as CURRENT qualifiers in READ statements.
Example
When you select the option, the entity view appears on action diagrams labeled persistent; otherwise, the entity
view appears labeled transient.
The following is an example of an entity view marked to support entity actions:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,import only,unlocked)

Downstream Effects
Support for entity actions affects view matching. You can match a persistent view only to its superset. This means
that you can match the views between a calling action block and an import view in a called action block if:

• The import view in the called action block is marked persistent.
• The views in the calling action block contain all of the predicates listed by the called view.

The superset rule requires an exact match between the listed predicates during the following conditions:

• When a calling action block is matched to a persistent export view of a called action block.
• When a calling action block is matched to a persistent, changeable import view.

Because persistent views are treated like entity action views, you can match persistent views only to entity action
views or other persistent views.

Lock Required on Entry
The Lock required on entry option allows locking of an occurrence in an import view at entry to the action block.
This prevents other transactions from changing the data. When adding an entity type, you can select this option
only if the view is persistent.
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The following example of a view list contains an import entity view in which occurrences are locked:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,import only,locked)

The default is unlocked.
Downstream Effects
During code generation, the software indicates to calling action blocks during READ actions that the current view
should be locked. Selecting of this option indicates to other action blocks that the current action block intends to
perform UPDATE actions.

Used as Both Input and Output
The Used as Both Input and Output option allows import views to be exported and export views to be imported.
When you select import views for export, the views can be changed, and the changes can be returned to the
calling action block. When you select export views for import, any values in the calling action block's view pass to
the called action blocks.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with import or export views used as both input
and output. Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a
procedure.

The following is an example of a view list containing import and export entity views marked for use as both input
and output:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,exported,locked) 

    quantity (mandatory) 

EXPORTS: 

Entity View part (transient,imported) 

    description

Downstream Effects
Import views selected for use as both input and output are updated in the called action block. The calling action
block also sees the results. For export views selected for use as both input and output, the called action block
sees data passed from the calling action block.

Initialize on every entry
The Initialize option is available only for local views.
This option is selected by default, which causes the view to be initialized for every entry.
Child views inherit the property from Parent views.
When you clear this option for a local view, the contents of that view remain available throughout the life of the
procedure step. The view is not automatically re-initialized on every entry

Generate Attribute State Flags
This option determines whether internal flags are generated for attribute views.
Views contain flags that are used internally by Gen. If the flags are not generated, you eliminate passing
unnecessary data in views and reduce system overhead.
By default, the option is selected. This results in the generation of internal flags.
To turn generation off, clear the option.
It is important to regenerate the selected action block or procedure step and any other block of code called by the
selected action block or procedure step. If the selected action block or procedure step calls other procedure steps
or action blocks, they also must be regenerated.
The Generate Attribute State Flags option is available for all views in an action block. This option also is available
for entity action views and local views in a procedure step

NOTE
If any of the attributes in the view are marked as nullable, do not turn off this flag.
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Subtype View
This selection list shows the entity types in the data model.
Select an entity type to view its subtypes and attributes.

Description
This button opens the Description dialog allowing you to document the objects contained in the diagram. Make the
description concise and include any information which is considered pertinent.

Back
This button backs out the selection and returns to the options previously displayed.

Click OK to complete adding details and close the dialog. Click Cancel to close the dialog without implementing any
changes.

Add or Detail Work View Dialog

The Add/Detail Work View dialog lets you identify specific counters, totals, and selection codes used by a process,
procedure, or action block.

Use work views when an application requires information that is not available from entity views in the data model.

The software provides a work set with attributes for frequently-used counters, totals, and averages. Additional work sets
can be added using the Data Model Diagram.

Work views have the following features:

• Used in an import, export, or local views.
• Added to a group view.
• Used to populate a screen.
• Passed through a USE action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through a USE ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through a GET ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through a CHECK ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through an IGNORE ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.

The entity actions Create, Read, Update, and Delete are not available for work views.

Examples

Examples of work view attributes include the work set supplied by Gen. Attributes in the IEF_Supplied work set include:

• Count
• Total Real
• Total Currency
• Total Integer
• Percentage
• Average Real
• Average Currency
• Average Integer
• Flag
• Subscript

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Filters
This field allows you to sort the list of options based on a particular keyword. Type a keyword in the text box and
click Apply.
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The Processes or Procedure Steps, and Action Block lists display the names that match the input string. The input
string may be at any position within the name.
Use the following wildcard characters to filter:

• Asterisk (*) substitutes for zero or more characters.
Example: Type ART*T, the list displays ADD_DEPARTMENT, DELETE_DEPARTMENT, and so on.

• Question mark (?) substitutes for zero or one occurrence of the character that precedes the question mark.
Example: Type DI?, the list displays DIVISION, DEPARTMENT, MODIFY_EMPLOYEE, and so on. Here the
character before ?, that is I, is optional.

• NLS characters are also supported.

Name
This field identifies a work view name.
The name distinguishes one view of a work set from other views of the same work set.
Name the work view with a word that describes the attributes.
Work views are always local views.,
The combination of the work view name and the work set must be unique within a process.

Work View Optionality
This list specifies whether the work view is always used as input.
An import work view always used as input is a mandatory view. The view must have a value when the process
executes.
An import work view used sometimes as input is optional. The view does not require a value when the process
executes.
Import views are the only views with optionality.

Supports Entity Actions (Persistent)
The Supports Entity Actions (Persistent) option permits view passing by allowing import and export entity views to
be marked as supporting entity actions.
Persistent views support entity actions and represent an entity occurrence. Transient views can be changed by
MOVE and SET actions and are not shared across users.
The Lock required on entry option activates on the Add Entity View dialog when you select the current option.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with import or export views that are persistent.
Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a procedure.

The Support Entity Actions option eliminates multiple READs of entity action views within an action block,
provided an executed statement concurrently acts upon the same occurrence in a different action block.
When you select the Used as Both Input and Output option and the Support Entity Actions (Persistent) option,
persistent views are used as entity action views in the following manner:

• In statements that include the actions READ, READ EACH, UPDATE, CREATE, DELETE, TRANSFER,
ASSOCIATE, and DISASSOCIATE.

• Within the qualifiers of READ and READ EACH statements.
• As the target of predicate action SET verbs.

Persistent views cannot be the target of MOVE or local SET statements.
When you select the Support Entity Actions (Persistent) option and not the Used as Both Input and Output option,
persistent views cannot be the target of entity action or relationship action statements that change the view.
However, persistent views can be used as CURRENT qualifiers in READ statements.
Example
When you select the option, the entity view appears on action diagrams labeled persistent; otherwise, the entity
view appears labeled transient.
The following is an example of an entity view marked to support entity actions:
CHG_CUSTOMER 
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IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,import only,unlocked)

Downstream Effects
Support for entity actions affects view matching. You can match a persistent view only to its superset. This means
that you can match the views between a calling action block and an import view in a called action block if the
following conditions are met:

• The import view in the called action block is marked persistent.
• The views in the calling action block contain all of the predicates listed by the called view.

The superset rule requires an exact match between the listed predicates during the following conditions:

• When a calling action block is matched to a persistent export view of a called action block
• When a calling action block is matched to a persistent, changeable import view

Because persistent views are treated like entity action views, you can match persistent views only to entity action
views or other persistent views.

Lock Required on Entry
The Lock required on entry option allows locking of an occurrence in an import view at entry to the action block.
This prevents other transactions from changing the data. When adding an entity type, you can select this option
only if the view is persistent.
The following example of a view list contains an import entity view in which occurrences are locked:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,import only,locked)

The default is unlocked.
Downstream Effects
During code generation, the software indicates to calling action blocks during READ actions that the current view
should be locked. Selecting of this check box indicates to other action blocks that the current action block intends
to perform UPDATE actions.

Used as Both Input and Output
The Used as Both Input and Output option allows import views to be exported and export views to be imported.
When you select import views for export, the views can be changed, and the changes can be returned to the
calling action block. When you select export views for import, any values in the calling action block's view pass to
the called action blocks.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with import or export views used as both input
and output. Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a
procedure.

The following example shows a view list containing import and export entity views marked for use as both input
and output:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,exported,locked) 

       quantity (mandatory) 

EXPORTS: 

Entity View part (transient,imported) 

       description

Downstream Effects
Import views selected for use as both input and output are updated in the called action block. The calling action
block also sees the results. For export views selected for use as both input and output, the called action block
sees data passed from the calling action block.
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Initialize on every entry
The Initialize option is available only for local views.
This option is selected by default, which causes the view to be initialized for every entry.
Child views inherit the property from Parent views.
When you clear this option for a local view, the contents of that view remain available throughout the life of the
procedure step. The view is not automatically re-initialized on every entry.

Generate Attribute State Flags
This option determines whether internal flags are generated for attribute views.
Views contain flags that are used internally by Gen. If the flags are not generated, you eliminate passing
unnecessary data in views and reduce system overhead.
By default, the option is checked. This results in the generation of internal flags.
To turn generation off, clear the selection of this option.
It is important to regenerate the selected action block or procedure step and any other block of code called by the
selected action block or procedure step. If the selected action block or procedure step calls other procedure steps
or action blocks, they also must be regenerated.
The Generate Attribute State Flags option is available for all views in an action block. The option also is available
for entity action views and local views in a procedure step.

NOTE
If any of the attributes in the view are marked as nullable, do not turn off this flag.

Work Selection List
This selection list shows the work view in the data model.
Select an work view to select its subtypes and attributes.

Description
This button opens the Description dialog allowing you to document the objects contained in the diagram. Make the
description concise and include any information which is considered pertinent.

Back
This button backs out the selection and returns to the options previously displayed

Click OK to complete adding details and close the dialog. Click Cancel to close the dialog without implementing any
changes.

Add or Detail Work View Dialog Box

The Add/Detail Work View dialog lets you identify specific counters, totals, and selection codes used by a process,
procedure, or action block.

Use work views when an application requires information that is not available from entity views in the data model.

The software provides a work set with attributes for frequently-used counters, totals, and averages. Additional work sets
can be added using the Data Model Diagram.

Work views have the following features:

• Used in an import, export, or local views.
• Added to a group view.
• Used to populate a screen.
• Passed through a USE action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through a USE ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through a GET ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through a CHECK ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.
• Passed through an IGNORE ASYNC action statement in the action diagram.
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The entity actions Create, Read, Update, and Delete are not available for work views.

Examples

Examples of work view attributes include the work set supplied by Gen. Attributes in the IEF_Supplied work set include:

• Count
• Total Real
• Total Currency
• Total Integer
• Percentage
• Average Real
• Average Currency
• Average Integer
• Flag
• Subscript

Field Descriptions

Name
This field identifies a work view name.
The name distinguishes one view of a work set from other views of the same work set.
Name the work view with a word that describes the attributes.
Work views are always local views.,
The combination of the work view name and the work set must be unique within a process.

Work View Optionality
This list specifies whether the work view is always used as input.
An import work view always used as input is a mandatory view. The view must have a value when the process
executes.
An import work view used sometimes as input is optional. The view does not require a value when the process
executes.
Import views are the only views with optionality.

Supports Entity Actions (Persistent)
The Supports Entity Actions (Persistent) option permits view passing by allowing import and export entity views to
be marked as supporting entity actions.
Persistent views support entity actions and represent an entity occurrence. Transient views can be changed by
MOVE and SET actions and are not shared across users.
The Lock required on entry option activates on the Add Entity View dialog when you select the current option.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with import or export views that are persistent.
Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a procedure.

The Support Entity Actions option eliminates multiple READs of entity action views within an action block,
provided an executed statement concurrently acts upon the same occurrence in a different action block.
When you select the Used as Both Input and Output option and the Support Entity Actions (Persistent) option,
persistent views are used as entity action views in the following manner:

• In statements that include the actions READ, READ EACH, UPDATE, CREATE, DELETE, TRANSFER,
ASSOCIATE, and DISASSOCIATE.

• Within the qualifiers of READ and READ EACH statements.
• As the target of predicate action SET verbs.

Persistent views cannot be the target of MOVE or local SET statements.
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When you select the Support Entity Actions (Persistent) option and not the Used as Both Input and Output option,
persistent views cannot be the target of entity action or relationship action statements that change the view.
However, persistent views can be used as CURRENT qualifiers in READ statements.
Example
When you select the option, the entity view appears on action diagrams labeled persistent; otherwise, the entity
view appears labeled transient.
The following is an example of an entity view marked to support entity actions:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,import only,unlocked)

Downstream Effects
Support for entity actions affects view matching. You can match a persistent view only to its superset. This means
that you can match the views between a calling action block and an import view in a called action block if the
following conditions are met:

• The import view in the called action block is marked persistent.
• The views in the calling action block contain all of the predicates listed by the called view.

The superset rule requires an exact match between the listed predicates during the following conditions:

• When a calling action block is matched to a persistent export view of a called action block
• When a calling action block is matched to a persistent, changeable import view

Because persistent views are treated like entity action views, you can match persistent views only to entity action
views or other persistent views.

Lock Required on Entry
The Lock required on entry option allows locking of an occurrence in an import view at entry to the action block.
This prevents other transactions from changing the data. When adding an entity type, you can select this option
only if the view is persistent.
The following example of a view list contains an import entity view in which occurrences are locked:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,import only,locked)

The default is unlocked.
Downstream Effects
During code generation, the software indicates to calling action blocks during READ actions that the current view
should be locked. Selecting of this check box indicates to other action blocks that the current action block intends
to perform UPDATE actions.

Used as Both Input and Output
The Used as Both Input and Output option allows import views to be exported and export views to be imported.
When you select import views for export, the views can be changed, and the changes can be returned to the
calling action block. When you select export views for import, any values in the calling action block's view pass to
the called action blocks.

NOTE
Procedure synthesis does not recognize an action block with import or export views used as both input
and output. Such action blocks do not appear in the action block selection list when you synthesize a
procedure.

The following is an example of a view list containing import and export entity views marked for use as both input
and output:
CHG_CUSTOMER 

IMPORTS: 

Entity View orders (optional,persistent,exported,locked) 
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       quantity (mandatory) 

EXPORTS: 

Entity View part (transient,imported) 

       description

Downstream Effects
Import views selected for use as both input and output are updated in the called action block. The calling action
block also sees the results. For export views selected for use as both input and output, the called action block
sees data passed from the calling action block.

Initialize on every entry
The Initialize option is available only for local views.
This option is selected by default, which causes the view to be initialized for every entry.
Child views inherit the property from Parent views.
When you clear this option for a local view, the contents of that view remain available throughout the life of the
procedure step. The view is not automatically re-initialized on every entry.

Generate Attribute State Flags
This option determines whether internal flags are generated for attribute views.
Views contain flags that are used internally by Gen. If the flags are not generated, you eliminate passing
unnecessary data in views and reduce system overhead.
By default, the option is checked. This results in the generation of internal flags.
To turn generation off, clear the selection of this option.
It is important to regenerate the selected action block or procedure step and any other block of code called by the
selected action block or procedure step. If the selected action block or procedure step calls other procedure steps
or action blocks, they also must be regenerated.
The Generate Attribute State Flags option is available for all views in an action block. The option also is available
for entity action views and local views in a procedure step.

NOTE
If any of the attributes in the view are marked as nullable, do not turn off this flag.

Work Selection List
This selection list shows the work view in the data model.
Select an work view to select its subtypes and attributes.

Description
This button opens the Description dialog allowing you to document the objects contained in the diagram. Make the
description concise and include any information which is considered pertinent.

Back
This button backs out the selection and returns to the options previously displayed.

Click OK to complete adding details and close the dialog. Click Cancel to close the dialog without implementing any
changes.

Add Parentheses

This article provides information to insert parentheses by selecting the first attribute or literal to be enclosed in
parentheses before you select Add Parentheses.

When the hand pointer cursor appears, select the last attribute or literal to be enclosed in parentheses.

Parentheses are used to group attributes, literals, or both into expressions for arithmetic operations. The following
example shows two statements that result in different calculations based on the placement of parentheses:

• SET quantity TO (3*import quantity)/2
• SET quantity TO 3*(import quantity/2)
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Add Partition Dialog

This article provides information for the add partition dialog that creates a grouping of tables that are based on the
combined values of the index columns.

Before adding partition groups, select the indexspace to partition. When adding a partition, modify or define values that
make up the index column key.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Add Partition

Add Partition activates a dialog that you use to create a grouping of tables based on the combined values of the index
columns.

More information:

How to in Partitioning

Add Partitioning Dialog

This article provides information for adding a partitioning dialog that consists of three activities.

Adding a partitioning consists of three activities:

• Specifying the classifying attribute
• Specifying whether the partitioning is fully enumerated (shows every possible subtype)
• Specifying whether the partitioning shows the life cycle of the entity type.

NOTE
For more information about Adding a partitioning, see Add Partitioning.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Class Attr
Select the classifying attribute from the list.

Fully Enumerated
Select this option if you are adding a partitioning that is fully enumerated.

Life Cycle Partitioning
Select this option if the partitioning is of type life-cycle partitioning.
Note: If you are adding a partitioning for an entity type in the Entity Life Cycle Diagram, both Fully Enumerated
and Life Cycle Partitioning must be selected.

Classifying Values
Displays the subtypes currently defined for the classifying attribute. When the partitioning is first created, no
subtypes are listed because they are not yet defined.

Define Value
Click the Define Value button to select the classifying value that identifies the subtype.

Description
Specify a description for the partitioning.

Apply
Click this button to accept the changes in the dialog that set the properties that are defined and to keep the
window open.

Click OK to implement the changes. Else, click Cancel to discard the changes.

More information:
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Use Data Model Diagram

Add Partitioning
A partitioning is a subdivision or decomposition of an entity type into subtypes based on a classifying attribute.

The value of a classifying attribute determines the subtype to which an entity belongs.

A partitioning is a subdivision of an entity type into subtypes based on a classifying attribute. The value of a classifying
attribute determines the subtype to which an entity belongs and it must be a mandatory attribute. You cannot select BLOB
attributes as classifying attributes. Every partitioning must be associated with a classifying attribute. A classifying attribute
is the attribute whose value provides the basis for partitioning the entities of one type into subtypes.

The Classifying Value is a set of permitted values that are defined for the classifying attribute. For example, the distinction
between a FOREIGN CUSTOMER and DOMESTIC CUSTOMER depends on the value of the attribute Nationality of the
entity type CUSTOMER. A CUSTOMER for whom the value of Nationality is "Foreign" is a FOREIGN CUSTOMER, while
one for whom the value of Nationality is "Domestic" is a DOMESTIC CUSTOMER. In this case, the permitted values for
Nationality might be "F" and "D" respectively.

A partitioning that is fully enumerated is one in which all occurrences of the entity type or subtype are accounted for. Every
value of the classifying attribute identifies a subtype. If a partitioning is fully enumerated, every value of the classifying
attribute identifies a subtype, and every occurrence of the parent entity type is an occurrence of a subtype.

For example, the partitioning of EMPLOYEE is fully enumerated if:

• The classifying attribute Job Type has only two values, Manager and Staff;
• The partitioning contains two subtypes, MANAGER, and STAFF; and,
• All employees are managers or staff.

For example, assuming that every EMPLOYEE, the parent entity type, is either a manager or a staff member, the
partitioning that divides EMPLOYEE into the subtypes, MANAGER and STAFF, must be fully enumerated. Job Type, an
attribute of EMPLOYEE, is defined with two values, Manager and Staff, that correspond one-to-one to the respective
subtypes. These values are classifying values and the attribute is a classifying attribute because of the one-to-one
mapping between attribute values and entity subtypes. There are no entities of entity-type EMPLOYEE that do not belong
to either the subtype MANAGER or the subtype STAFF.

Life Cycle refers to the states through which an entity can pass from creation to archiving or deletion. An entity type can
have only one life-cycle partitioning, which must be fully enumerated. Life-cycle partitioning is used in life-cycle analysis.
For example, entity type EMPLOYEE starts as a NEW EMPLOYEE and becomes either a RETIRED EMPLOYEE or a
FORMER EMPLOYEE. NEW EMPLOYEE, RETIRED EMPLOYEE and FORMER EMPLOYEE are all states in the life
cycle of EMPLOYEE.

Example

The entity type EMPLOYEE may have subtypes of MANAGER and STAFF. This partitioning is based on the classifying
attribute Job Type. Employees can also be subtyped into RETIRED and ACTIVE based on the classifying attribute Job
Status.

In this example, Job Type is fully enumerated because employees in the company are either managers or members of the
staff. However, the partitioning based on the classifying attribute Job Status is not fully enumerated because Job Status
could also be LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

A life-cycle partitioning can be explained with entity type ORDER. Assume that Status is a classifying attribute of ORDER
and Status is fully enumerated with the following subtypes:
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• Taken
• Scheduled
• Shipped
• Invoiced
• Paid

Each subtype reflects a specific entity state and the entity must always be in some state. Therefore, it reflects the life cycle
of the entity type.

Adding a partitioning consists of specifying:

• The classifying attribute
• Whether the partitioning is fully enumerated (shows every possible subtype)
• Whether the partitioning shows the life cycle of the entity type.

It is not possible to join entity subtypes that are in parallel partitionings. If you attempt to join two subtypes that are in
parallel partitionings, you see that the Join choice on the Edit drop-down list has been grayed out to show that the choice
is disabled.

NOTE
If you are adding a partitioning for an entity type in the Entity Life-Cycle Diagram, both Fully Enumerated and
Life-Cycle Partitioning must be selected.

NOTE
In Toolset, click Tools, Design, Data Structure List. The list of tables is displayed. Tables with partition are
labeled as Has Partitioning.

Add Picture

This article provides information to add a picture.

To add a picture, specify:

• The bitmap to use for the picture.
• How the bitmap is to be displayed (tiled, scaled, or centered).
• Where it is to be placed.

Add Procedure

A procedure is a method of carrying out one or more processes and it identifies how an activity is to take place.

To add a procedure, specify:

• Online or batch
• The procedure name
• A description of the procedure

Add procedure or Procedure Step Name

Name lets you assign a name to a procedure or procedure step.

Rules for assigning names
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• Procedure/procedure step names consist of a verb and noun; the noun is usually the name of an entity type or
attribute.

• Procedure/procedure step names must be unique within the business system and no more than 32 characters.
• The characters can be alphabetic or numeric characters or spaces, but not special characters.
• Do not use "main" as the procedure step name as this may cause unpredictable results.
• Do not use National Language (NLS) characters in procedure step names that are used in Distributed Process Server

applications. This may cause unpredictable results when translating from ASCII to EBCDIC. If you use NLS characters,
then you must make sure they are translated correctly when installing DPS applications.

• In a client/server application, add CLIENT or SERVER to the name. This distinguishes client procedure steps from
server procedure steps when the procedures are packaged.

Examples

Examples of procedure names for a local application are:

• ADD PRODUCT
• UPDATE CUSTOMER
• CALCULATE ACCOUNT BALANCE

Examples of procedure names for a client/server application include:

• CREATE ORDER CLIENT
• CREATE ORDER SERVER
• LIST CUSTOMERS CLIENT
• LIST CUSTOMERS SERVER

Add Procedure Step

To add a procedure step, specify:

• With Display (for online only) or No Display (for online or batch)
• The procedure name
• A description of the procedure step

A procedure step is a subdivision of a procedure. A procedure step performs a discrete and definable amount of
processing necessary to complete the procedure.

Add Procedure Step in Packaging

The action remains inactive until both of these conditions are true:

• One or more procedure steps are available for packaging. (They are unpackaged.)
• The name of a load module or batch job is selected.

Add Procedure Steps Push Button

This push button displays a selection list of the procedure steps that are available for Packaging.

Add Process

Processes are created during analysis. The lowest-level functions in the function hierarchy diagram are decomposed into
highest-level processes. You continue to break down processes until you have elementary processes.

Process Examples

Examples of process names are:
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• Receive Delivery
• Receive Stock Request
• Create Order
• Add Product
• Update Customer
• Calculate Account Balance

To add a process, specify:

• The name of the process
• Whether the process is elementary
• Whether the process is repetitive
• The execution mechanism for the process

Add Properties

Selecting Add to access the menu for adding new properties.

Add Work Set Dialog

The Add Work Set dialog lets you create a temporary data storage area. Work sets are also called work attribute sets.

Attributes from a work view come from a work set, not from an entity.

Create a work set when an existing view does not satisfy an implementation-specific data requirement. These data items
are not entity types because they do not reflect the reality of the business. You can think of work attribute sets as pseudo-
entity types because they are composed of attribute definitions.

Examples of work view attributes include the work set supplied by the software. Attributes in the Gen_Supplied work set
include:

• Count
• Total Real
• Total Currency
• Total Integer
• Percentage
• Average Real
• Average Currency
• Average Integer
• Flag
• Subscript

Downstream Effects

The work sets you define in the Data Model List are used in the work views you define in view maintenance. Placing
a work set in a view makes the attributes from the work set available for process/procedure logic in action diagrams.
Counters, totals, indicators, and selection codes are examples of attributes that are stored in a work set. You can use
these attributes in the logic to monitor execution-time information such as calculating intermediate totals and setting up
counts.

Work sets are used in the following ways:

• As part of the import, or local view subsets (Add the work view by itself or to an existing group view.)
• On screens
• Passed in USE statements
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NOTE
No entity actions (CREATE, READ, UPDATE, and DELETE) are available for work sets, so they can never
migrate into the database.

Work set selection list

This selection list shows the work sets in the data model.

Select a work set to view its attributes.

SQL/MX Database Defaults
This article provides information for SQL/MX Database Defaults. Use this window for a new database or to modify the
properties of an existing database.

This window is used to set the database defaults for the SQL/MX database.

Name
The default database name. An entry in this field is mandatory.

SQL/MX Database Properties

The database properties include the following fields:

Generic Name
Specifies the default name of the database where there is no DBMS-specific name.

SQL/MX Name
Specifies the DBMS-specific name of the database. Use this field to override any generic database name.

Description
Specifies the database description. Use this field to add a description.

NOTE
The development platform file system limits the number of characters that are allowed in the DBMS-specific
database names. If your development platform file system limits the number of characters to eight, MS-DOS for
example, the DBMS-specific name that you enter must be less than or equal to eight characters.

SQL/MX Index Defaults

This window is used to set the Technical Design default options for indexes that are created in the SQL/MX database.

Primary Extent Size
Specifies the number of pages in the primary extent. This value must be an integer. The default value is 16.

Secondary Extent Size
Specifies the number of pages in each subsequent extent. this value must be an integer. The default value is 64.

Maximum Number of Extents
Specifies the maximum number of extents that may be allocated. This value must be an integer. The range of this
value is 1 through 768 inclusive, and the default value is 160.

Location (Optional)
Specifies a physical location for the primary partition of the INDEX.
The format of this string is:
$<volume name>
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volume name
Specifies the name of an audited, non-SMF DAM volume on the specified node. The volume name
must start with '$', the second character must be alphabetic, and the remaining characters must be
alphanumeric. The maximum number of characters including '$', is 8.

SQL/MX Index Properties

Use this window to modify the index properties for a table.

The index properties include the following fields:

Generic Name
Specifies the default name of the index when the DBMS does not provide a name.

SQL/MX Name
Specifies the DBMS-specific name of the index. Use this field to override any generic index name.

Est. Index Length
Specifies the estimated index row length. This property is used in Autosize calculation.

Description
Click Description to add a description.

More Information:

Description Dialog

SQL/MX Table Defaults

This window is used to set the Technical Design default options for tables that are created in the SQL/MX database.

Primary Extent Size
Specifies the number of pages in the primary extent. This value must be an integer. The default value is 16.

Secondary Extent Size
Specifies the number of pages in each subsequent extent. this value must be an integer. The default value is 64.

Maximum Number of Extents
Specifies the maximum number of extents that may be allocated. This value must be an integer. The range of this
value is 1 through 768 inclusive, and the default value is 160.

Location (Optional)
Specifies a physical location for the primary partition of the TABLE.
The format of this string is:
$<volume name>
volume name

Specifies the name of an audited, non-SMF DAM volume on the specified node. The volume name
must start with '$', the second character must be alphabetic, and the remaining characters must be
alphanumeric. The maximum number of characters including '$', is 8.

SQL/MX Table Properties

Use this window to display or modify the table properties for SQL/MX database.

The table properties include the following fields:

Entity Type
Specifies the name that is assigned to the entity type before the transformation process.

Database
Specifies the name of the default database in which the table is implemented in the Technical Design.
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Generic Name
Specifies the default name of the table when a DBMS-specific name is not provided.

SQL/MX Name
Specifies the DBMS-specific name of the table. Use this field to override any generic table name.

(Optional) Primary Extent
Specifies the minimum primary space allocation for a table. The unit for this field is in pages.

(Optional) Secondary Extent
Specifies the minimum secondary space allocation for a table. The unit for this field is in pages.

Est. Row Length
Specifies the estimated total length of a table row in bytes.

Description
Click Description to add a description.

More Information:

Description Dialog

Subject Entity Type Change Confirmation
Changing the subject entity type makes the current procedure action diagram invalid. Confirmation causes the procedure
action diagram to be deleted when you apply the stereotype.

Subsetting Concepts
The three major concepts of subsetting follow:

• Subset definition
• Subset expansion
• Protection logic

Subset Definition

Subset definition, or scoping a subset, is the process of choosing the objects to include in the subset. If you have access
to a model, you can create a subset definition on the workstation. Subset definitions are stored in the encyclopedia.

Subset definitions consist of the following components:

• Scoping object types
• Scoped object
• Usage requested
• Expansion option

The object types available for defining subsets are called scoping object types.A subset may contain any combination of
scoping object types. Each type of scoping object lets you work on different parts of the model.

The scoping object types are:
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• Subject areas
• Entity types
• Functions
• Processes
• External objects
• Business systems
• Procedures
• Procedure steps
• Common action blocks
• Templates
• Databases
• Data records
• Work attribute sets
• Exit states
• Organization units
• Matrices
• Gen-supplied classes
• User-defined classes
• User-defined objects

You can choose specific entity types, processes, or procedures to include in a subset, or you can choose all occurrences
of an object type. For example, you can define a subset that contains all the model's entity types or templates.

You may include as many scoping objects of as many types as needed to define a subset. In most cases, you only need
one or two to define the subset for a specific workstation activity.

Subset Expansion

When downloading a subset, Gen expands your subset to include additional indirectly related, or neighborhood, objects
which are related to the scoped object by:

• Definition
• Content information

The number of objects in the downloaded subset will be greater than the number of scoped objects in the subset
definition. Gen processing logic determines the actual content of the downloaded subset.

Expansion Explanation
Default Includes the scoping object and its implied objects
Full Adds additional, optional components
Short Includes smaller groups of objects
Type A Applies only to procedures and procedure steps
Type B Applies only to procedure steps

Expansion happens during subset downloading, not at subset definition. Each scoping object type has its own
combination of expansion options.

Protection Logic

Protection logic prevents subset users from making conflicting updates and optimizes shared use of a model.

The following are protection logic rules:
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• Any number of subsets can have access usage of an object.
• Only one active subset can have modify usage of an object. Other subsets containing that object only have access

usage of the object.
• Only one active subset can have delete usage of an object. All other subsets containing that object have read-only

usage.

Usage level defines actions to perform on a scoped object. You may override usage levels or downgrade them at
download time.

To add a new object to your subset

This article provides information to add a new object to your subset.

1. From the Increment Subset dialog box, click the + box to the left of the desired dialog object type. The selected object
expands, displaying a list of scoping objects.

2. Click the checkbox to the left of the name of the desired scoping object. The status changes to Added. Default
protection and expansion values display for the selected scoping object.

3. Continue through the list of objects, repeating Steps 1 and 2 for all objects to be added.

NOTE

If a scoping object displays with the Scoped status, it can still be selected for purposes of modifying its
protection or expansion values.

4. After selecting all desired scoping objects, click the Update button.

NOTE

The Update button remains enabled if any scoping objects are selected. If not, the button is grayed out.

A Progress bar appears as the definition of your subset is updated in the encyclopedia with the additional objects.
After updating completes, the Increment Subset dialog box closes and the Downgrade report displays for viewing.

5. After viewing the report, press Enter. The Downgrade Report dialog box closes and the Model Window redisplays.

NOTE

• For automatic selection of a scoping object: On the scoping object line, click either the Protection or
Expansion field and select the desired value. Gen automatically checks the box to the left of the name of the
object, selecting it for you.

• For more information, see the Encyclopedia and CSE Subsetting sections.

To Modify Expansion Values of an Object

This article provides information to Modify Expansion Values of an Object.

To Modify Expansion Values of an Object, perform the following steps.

1. From the Increment Subset dialog box, click the + box to the left of the desired dialog object type. The selected object
expands, displaying a list of scoping objects.

2. Add the desired scoping objects to your subset. If the object is not selected before modifying its expansion (or
protection) value, Gen automatically marks the checkbox to the left of the name of the object, selecting it for you.

3. To modify the expansion value of a scoping object, click the displayed value for that object, for example, Default. A
drop-down list displays with an ê arrow.

NOTE
If a scoping object displays with the Scoped status, it can still be selected for purposes of modifying its
protection or expansion values.
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4. Click the ê arrow. The three possible values (Short, Default, and Full) display.

NOTE
Each scoping object within your subset can be modified to a higher expansion. Depending on how the object
is scoped, all values may not display. For example, if an object is checked out with a Default expansion, it
can be changed to Full expansion. It cannot be changed to Short expansion. Thus, Short does not display as
an option.

5. Select the desired value.
6. After modifying all desired values, click the Update button. A Progress bar appears as the definition of your subset

is updated in the encyclopedia with the modified values. After updating completes, the Increment Subset dialog box
closes and the Downgrade report displays for viewing.

7. After viewing the report, press Enter. The Downgrade Report dialog box closes and the Model Window redisplays.

More information:

• Limiting the List of Objects from the Tree View
• To Modify Protection Values of an Object
• To View the Details of an Object

To Modify Protection Values of an Object

From the Increment Subset dialog box, click the + box to the left of the desired dialog object type. The selected object
expands, displaying a list of scoping objects.

Add the desired scoping objects to your subset. If the object is not selected prior to modifying its protection (or expansion)
value, Gen automatically marks the checkbox to the left of the object’s name, selecting it for you.

To modify the protection value of a scoping object, click the displayed value for that object, for example, Delete. A drop-
down list displays with an ê arrow.

NOTE
If a scoping object displays with the Scoped status, it can still be selected for purposes of modifying its
protection or expansion values.

Click the ê arrow. The four possible values (Access, Delete, Modify, and Read) display.

Select the desired value.

After modifying all desired values, click the Update button. A Progress bar appears as the definition of your subset is
updated in the encyclopedia with the modified values. After updating completes, the Increment Subset dialog box closes
and the Downgrade report displays for viewing.

After viewing the report, press Enter. The Downgrade Report dialog box closes and the Model Window redisplays.

More information:

• Limiting the List of Objects from the Tree View
• To Modify Expansion Values of an Object
• To View the Details of an Object

To View the Details of an Object

From the Increment Subset dialog box, select the desired scoping object. The Details button is enabled.

1. Click the Details button. The Checkout Status Detail dialog box opens for viewing only.
2. To close the Checkout Status Detail dialog box, click OK.
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An alternate way of viewing the details of a scoping object: From the Increment Subset dialog box, double click
anywhere within the Label column of the desired scoping object. The Checkout Status Detail dialog box opens for viewing
object details.

To Copy Action Statements
This article provides information To Copy Action Statements. You may want to copy action statements within an action
diagram to replicate their functionality.

Follow these steps to copy action statements within an action diagram:

1. Click Analysis or Design, Action Diagram.
The Action Diagram dialog is displayed.

2. Select an item from the list of Processes, Procedure Steps, or Action Blocks, and click OK.
The Action Diagram window opens.
– To copy one statement, select an entire statement. Click Edit, Copy.
– To copy a block of statements, select a first statement to copy, <Shift>, last statement in block, click Edit, Copy.
– To copy multiple non-contiguous statements, select a first statement to copy, <Ctrl>, each additional statement to be

copied, click Edit, Copy.

Understanding Copy with Substitution
Substitution is optional for the copy process. You can substitute entity types and their associated attributes and
relationships. Matching an entity type automatically matches attributes and relationships that are similar in structure. All
entity types must be matched before the OK button is enabled.

The substitution list will be blank if none of the controls are associated with an entity type. Controls can be associated with
a work set, for example.

What Gets Substituted

Matched entity types, matched attributes, and matched relationships get substituted wherever they occur in the action
statements and in the views. Unmatched attributes and relationships result in statements being omitted from the copied-to
destination. (The substitution also applies to the associated windows if you specify their inclusion.)
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NOTE
The substitution occurs throughout the action diagram and the referenced action diagrams. For example,
suppose you have the following action statements in a procedure action diagram and your intent is to substitute
ACCOUNT_MANAGER for CUSTOMER.

 USE add_customer

  <action statements>

   MOVE import customer TO . . .
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  <action statements>

 USE customer_time_zone

  <action statements>

The copied-to statements would look like this:

 USE add_account_manager

  <action statements>

   MOVE import account_manager TO . . .

  <action statements>

 USE account_manager_time_zone

  <action statements>

The substitution occurs every place where CUSTOMER if found. Further, the substitution also creates new
action diagrams and the substitution also applies to the logic in them. Consider the original action black
CUSTOMER_TIME_ZONE:

 READ customer . . .

  <action statements>

 SET import customer_name TO . . .

  <action statements>

The new action block looks like this:

READ account_manager . . .

  <action statements>

 SET account_manager_name to . . .

  <action statements>

NOTE

• Select substitution entry types as similar as possible in structure to the copied-from entity types. The similarity should
include the number and type of attributes and the cardinality and optionality of the relationships.

• Although matching attributes and relationships is not mandatory, it is recommended that you match as many
as possible. This helps ensure that the copied logic is as complete as possible. For example, relationships can
affect WHERE clauses and such statements as ASSOCIATED, DISASSOCIATED, and TRANSFER. Note that
unmatched attributes and relationships result in statements being omitted. (When you match entity types, you may see
relationships automatically matched, and vice versa. The copy functionality performs this matching where possible.)

• Verify the logic in the copied-to destination if the copy process informs you that statements were dropped.
• Verify the statements in the copied-to destination to ensure that logic involving identifiers is correct. (Identifiers can

have multiple attributes and relationships and vary from entity type to entity type.) If possible, select a substitution
entity type that has an identifier similar to, or with fewer components than, the copied-from entity type.

• If you match attributes of different domains, verify the statements in the copied-to destination to ensure that the logic is
correct.

• Perform a consistency check on the copied-to destination.

The following are the fields in the dialog:

Substitution List
This list displays the entity types, and their associated attributes and relationships, for which substitution occurs.
The Original column shows the entity types, and their attributes and relationships, found in or referenced by the
source action diagram. The Replacement column shows the choices for substitution. You specify the replacement
choices from the Match dialog.
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The Other Attributes . . . subheading lets you match attributes that are identified for the entity type but are not
included in the views for the action diagram. The ones you match will be included in the views for the copied-to
destination.

Match
This button displays a dialog of substitution choices. The choices display in the Replacement column and are
matched to the selected entity types, and their associated attributes or relationships, in the Original column.
The substitution choices appear on dialogs specific to the item selected in the Replacement column (one dialog
for entity types, one for attributes and one for relationships).

Unmatch
This button removes a matched item from the Replacement column. Unmatched attributes and relationships do
not get copied and may cause statements to be dropped in the copied-to destination.

Click to complete substitution. Else, click Cancel to discard.

Upload With Checkin Not Completed
This article provides information For Upload with Checkin Not Completed. The upload with checkin action did not
complete.

To resend the upload transaction file, click Model, Encyclopedia, Resend Last Update.

Upload Without Checkin Not Completed

The upload without checkin action did not complete.

To resend the upload transaction file, click Model, Encyclopedia, Resend Last Update.

Navigating Toolset

Keys Help Dialog

The Keys Help dialog lists and defines accelerator keys and key combinations specific to the Gen Toolset. The specified
keystrokes are used to perform actions in the Toolset without using menus or the mouse.

All keys are shown in the pull-downs from the action bar. To get help for system keys and Gen-specific keys, press F9.

The following table shows the accelerator keys and key combinations specific for the Toolset:

Action Key or Key Combinations

Provides help for the open dialog box or current diagram. F1

Displays Help for the current tool or diagram. F2

Closes the active window. F3

Moves the selected object to a new location. F7

Displays the Keys Help panel. F9

Displays Help topics. F11

Removes the selected object. Delete

Home. Home

Performs Window Tile action. Shift+F4

Performs Window Cascade action. Shift+F5
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Attributes/Enable all Statements. Ctrl+A

Adds a blank line to an action diagram. Ctrl+B

Copy. Ctrl+C

Delete all Disabled Statements. Ctrl+D

Search. Finds every occurrence of a word or phrase. Ctrl+F

Navigate. Ctrl+G

Zoom In. Enlarges the size of the objects in the client area. Ctrl+I

Check. Verifies that the items for the current tool conform to the
Gen consistency rules.

Ctrl+K

Window List. Displays the title of all open windows. Ctrl+L

New Model. Ctrl+N

Open Model. Ctrl+O

Prints reports, diagrams, and so forth. Ctrl+P

Saves the entire model to disk. Ctrl+S

Position. Ctrl+T

Decreases the size of the objects in the client area. Same as
Zoom Out.

Ctrl+U

Disable/Enable Statements. Ctrl+X

Deselect All. Removes the highlighting from all selected objects. Ctrl+\

Expand. Reveals any hidden objects that are subordinate to the
selected object for one level only.

+

Expand All. Expands all levels of hidden objects into view. *

Expand Diagram. Reveals hidden subordinate objects in a
diagram.

Alt*

Contract. Hides any visible objects that are subordinate to the
selected object.

-

Contract Diagram. Alt-

For more information, see Keyboard Navigation in Action Diagram.

Pop-Up Menu

Pop-up menus provide a quick display of the same menu selections that you can reach by clicking and scrolling within
functions on the menu. Right-click an object within a diagram to activate a pop-up menu.

NOTE
If your mouse is configured for left-handed usage, then use the left mouse button. If you have a three-button
mouse, the middle button activates the pop-up menu for Windows (for UNIX, it is always the outer button).

Scrolling Wheel Support

Gen supports mouse wheel scrolling in the following controls:

• Multi line entry fields
• List boxes
• Drop-down boxes
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Horizontal scrolling is supported for multi line entry fields and list boxes.

For controls with both horizontal and vertical scroll bars, hold down Ctrl for the mouse wheel to control horizontal scrolling.

For controls with only a horizontal scroll bar, roll the mouse wheel to scroll horizontally.

Non-English Runtime Messages

Gen is shipped with a DEFAULT dialect defined. The DEFAULT uses the English language set of runtime messages. If
you need to use runtime messages for a different language, you can create a dialect-specific dynamic link library (DLL)
using the following instructions. The same instructions apply if you need to use more than one dialect.

Follow these steps:

1. Access a system prompt.
2. Change directories to the directory in which you installed Gen and the Gen GUI Runtime products.
3. Run the MKDIALN.BAT with a two-letter language code to build the .dll file for that language. If you execute the script

file without parameters, you will receive a short parameter help list.

MKDIALN.BAT is installed with the Gen GUI Runtime product.

Reserved Commands/Actions

When the following message displays, the command or action associated with this message is used by Broadcom
employees only or under their direct supervision:

"This action reserved for use by Broadcom or by a customer under the direction of the Support group."

Note: These are potentially dangerous actions because incorrect use can cause irreparable damage to the model content.

Keyboard Navigation in Action Diagram

The following table lists keyboard navigation in the Action Diagram:

Action Key(s)
Move highlighting to the line above and highlight the entire line. Up arrow1
Extend or shrink highlight to the line above. Shift + Up arrow1 or

Ctrl + Shift + Up arrow1
Scroll viewable area of Action Diagram upward by one line while
keeping highlighting position fixed.

Ctrl + Up arrow1

Move highlight to the line below and highlight the entire line. Down arrow1
Extend or shrink highlight to the line below Shift + Down arrow1 or

Ctrl + Shift + Down arrow1
Scroll viewable area of Action Diagram downward by one line
while keeping highlighting position fixed.

Ctrl + Down arrow1

Move highlight on the token to the right of the current location. Right arrow2 or
Ctrl + Right arrow2

Extend or shrink highlight on the token to the right of the current
location.

Shift + Right arrow2 or
Ctrl + Shift + Right arrow2

Move highlight on the token to the left of the current location. Left arrow2 or
Ctrl + Left arrow2
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Extend or shrink highlight on the token to the left of the current
location.

Shift + Left arrow2 or
Ctrl + Shift + Left arrow2

Highlight current statement. Home4 or
Shift + Home4

Highlight first statement. Ctrl + Home
Highlight first statement through current statement. Ctrl + Shift + Home
Highlight last token on current statement. End
Highlight from current token to last token on current statement. Shift + End
Highlight last statement. Ctrl + End5
Highlight current statement through last statement. Ctrl + Shift + End
Scroll up page and keep highlighting in same position. Pg Up
Extend or shrink highlighting by viewable statements. Shift + Pg Up
Move highlighting to statement at top of viewable area. Ctrl + Pg Up
Extend or shrink highlighting from the current statement to the top
of viewable area.

Ctrl + Shift + Pg Up

Scroll down page and keep highlighting in same position. Pg Dn
Extend or shrink highlighting by amount of viewable area. Shift + Pg Dn
Move highlighting to the statement on the bottom of viewable area. Ctrl + Pg Dn
Extend or shrink highlighting from the current statement to the
bottom of viewable area.

Ctrl + Shift + Pg Dn

Double-click on object. Enter
Right-click on diagram. Application or Shift + F10
Move highlighting on token to the right of current location. Tab
Move highlighting on token to the left of current location. Shift + Tab
Paste Ctrl + V3
Copy Ctrl + C3
Enable or Disable highlighted statements. Ctrl + X
Invoke the Print dialog to print the current Action Diagram. Ctrl + P

NOTE

• Highlighting remains at top or bottom of viewable area if it reaches there as a result of scrolling.
• If highlighting reaches either left or right of the viewable area and a token exists outside of viewable area,

pressing left or right arrow key moves viewable area to the right or the left to display the hidden token. If
highlighting reaches the last token on the statement, pressing right arrow key moves highlighting to the
statement below. If statement is highlighted (highlighting the first token on the statement), pressing left arrow
key moves highlighting to the last token on the previous statement.

• Paste (Ctrl + V) works only when you use Copy (Ctrl + C).
• Highlight current statement (Home or Shift + Home) highlights the entire statement at the current cursor

location.
• Highlight last statement (Ctrl + End) positions the cursor at the bottom of the diagram.

View Concepts
This article provides information for View Concepts. A view is a collection of associated attributes that an activity receives,
uses, or produces.
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To understand views, it is necessary to understand the relationship between entity types and processes. An entity type
has little meaning to a business until a business activity receives, uses, or produces an entity. The mechanism through
which an activity (generally an elementary process) receives, uses, and produces information is a view.

Another way of illustrating views is as vantage points from which processes "see" entities and their attributes. The
attributes are provided on a need-to-know basis. For example, one process might need to view only the Status attribute
of an entity occurrence of CUSTOMER. Another process might need to see the Name and Address attributes of
CUSTOMER. By carefully defining the scope of views, you can control and restrict access to shared information.

To define the scope of a view, you select the entity types, subtypes, and work sets containing attributes the process
receives, uses, or produces.

To define the view subset, you evaluate whether the process receives, uses, or produces the view.

Information an activity receives is an import view. Information an activity produces is an export view. Information an activity
uses can be a local view or an entity action view.

NOTE
The import, export, local, and entity action categories are called view subsets. A view subset is not to be
confused with a model subset that can be checked out from the encyclopedia.

An entity action view always represents an entity view with attributes from a single work type, entity type, or subtype. The
view is required when:

• An entity type has a Create, Read, Update, or Delete action.
• A pair of entity types must be read to satisfy a selection condition in a Read statement.

Import views represent the information a process or procedure receives. When defining an import view, you specify
whether the view is optional.

It is important to distinguish between views that a process receives and views a process reads. A process cannot read an
import view. Only entity action views can be created, read, updated, and deleted.

Export views represent information a process or procedure produces. Export views consist of information that is displayed
on a screen, which is printed in a report, or passed to another process, procedure step, or action block.

Local views represent data that a process stores temporarily. The data is not received by a process, or sent to a screen.

Import, export, and local views can contain group views.

A group view is a collection of associated entity views, subtype views, attribute views, or work views.

When a procedure imports or exports a list of entities, the list is included as a repeating group view.

Repeating group views can contain other repeating group views. This is called a nested repeating group view. Nested
repeating group views can be added only to screens. Nested repeating group views are not supported in GUI applications.

In Screen Design, nested repeating group views allow flexibility for displaying and performing entity actions on repetitive
data, especially attributes of entities involved in one-to-many or many-to-many relationships.

Entity action views cannot contain group views, because a process cannot Create, Read, Update, or Delete a collection of
views.

You can create a non-repeating group view. Non-repeating group views occurs once; therefore, they function like a view of
a single entity, subtype, or work set.

Downstream Effects

During Analysis, you create views by selecting attributes of entity types, subtypes, and work sets that a process receives
(imports) or sends (exports).

The import and export views you define in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram and Activity Dependency Diagram appear in the
PAD. You can create extra import and export views in the PAD as well as entity action views and local views.
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During Design, the set of views is synthesized automatically based on the combined views of the processes being
implemented.

The PAD uses:

• Synthesized import and export views from elementary processes
• Views from any action blocks the PAD calls
• Any new views (such as local views)

Using Navigation Diagram or the Screen Design Tool, you map views to fields on the screens.

During the code generation part of Construction, you generate a system that consists of screens that are populated with
the fields that are initially defined with views. The generated program logic is based on the manipulation of views in the
Procedure Action Diagrams.

Example

The list of views in the View Maintenance secondary window specifies view subset:

• Import
• Export
• Local
• Entity action

The notation on the left identifies the type of view.

• "group (r)" precedes a repeating group view.
• "group" precedes a non-repeating group view.
• "view of" precedes an entity type name.
• "attr" precedes an attribute view.

Import Views

group (r) IN-GROUP_PRODUCT_INFORMATION

view of INPUT

entity ORDER_LINE

attr QUANTITY

view of INPUT

entity PRODUCT

attr NUMBER

Menus Method
This article provides information for Menus Method.

Usage Menus ()
Description Retrieves collection of Menus on the window.
Arguments None.
Return Value This method returns a collection type GUI object. The collection

contains all the GUI objects of that type on the window. The
method may return a list with a count of zero.
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RI Triggers Properties
This panel details the selected RI Triggers properties. Enter the unique RI Trigger name in the DLL Name field. The RI
Trigger name is limited to eight characters. The name must begin with an alphabetical character.

For z/OS RI Triggers, specify whether to link the z/OS RI Triggers dynamically. Select one of the following options:

Dynamically Link
Links the RI Triggers into a DLL module which has the same name as the DLL name, and can be called
dynamically from the application modules. For example, CASCADE or RITRIG01.

Statically Link
Compiles and links the RI triggers as NCAL modules, and links them statically into the application modules.

Creating DB2 z/OS Table Partitions
As DB2 z/OS database tables grow, you may find it easier to manage the data in the tables if it were divided into smaller
portions. Dividing a table into smaller portions is called partitioning the table. A table partition is not the same as a
database partition. A database partition contains data, indexes, configuration files, and transaction logs. A table partition
is a data organization scheme in which the table data is divided into one or more storage units. Each partition is stored
separately.

The following list contains the types of table partitions:

• Range Table Partition -- A partition contains a range of data values.
• Size Table Partition -- A partition of a specified size.

The PARTITION BY clause of the CREATE TABLE SQL DDL statement defines the table partition.

In Gen, you can generate the DDL for a table and then modify the generated DDL to add the PARTITION BY clause in
the DDL statement or you can specify the partition details using the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in. This plug-
in saves time as you need not generate the DDL statements and then manually edit them to include information about the
partitions on the table. You can use the plug-in to create a range partition or a size partition on a table.

Using the plug-in lets you maintain the table partition information as part of the Gen model. But this information is not
displayed to the Toolset user. The partitions within the DB2 z/OS database are only displayed through the Gen DB2 z/OS
Table Partitioning Plug-in.

NOTE
Like other Gen dialogs, changes made with this plug-in are not saved in the model until the model is saved in
the Toolset.

NOTE

 If you do not have MODIFY or DELETE authority on an entity type (or the attributes of an entity type), you
cannot add, delete, or change the partitions associated with the table for that entity type.

NOTE
The release number of DB2 must be 9 or higher to use the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in.

This article includes the following activities about creating DB2 z/OS Table Partitions:
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Perform Table Partitioning

The following scenario describes how, as a Database Administrator, you create a z/OS DB2 table partition.
Use the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in. This information also describes how to generate DDL for that
table using the Gen Toolset.

The following diagram illustrates the steps that must be performed for creating a table partition and generating DDL
statements for a table. 
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Perform Transformation

Transformation converts the logical data model into a physical data model referred to as the Technical Design (TD).

WARNING
Transformation deletes the existing TD and creates a TD based on the data model and technical design
defaults.

Perform a transformation to create general and DBMS-specific TD objects from data model objects.

A Technical Design defines the physical model where logical objects are implemented. During Transformation, Gen builds
a general TD for each supported DBMS and a specialized DBMS-specific TD for the target DBMS for the entire model.

Gen represents the implemented technical design in the Data Structure List and Data Store List. Data Structure List
contains tables that can be expanded into columns, indexes, and constraints. Data Store List contains databases that
expand into Tables, Tablespaces, Indexes, and Identifiers. Together the Data Structure List, and Data Store List make up
the physical representation of the data model and collectively they are referred to as the Technical Design.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the location of the model and open it.
2. Select Design, Technical Design.

The Technical Design window opens.
3. Select Technical Design DB2 z/OS and click Diagram, Open.
4. Technical Design DB2 z/OS has two '*' beside it indicating that DB2 z/OS is the default option.
5. Click Tool, Design, Transformation.

The Transformation (DB2 z/OS) dialog opens.
6. Click Proceed.

The Transformation completes and the status information is displayed.
7. Click OK to close the Note dialog.

Open the Partitioning Plug-in

Use the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in to define the partitions of a table in the DB2 z/OS database. The table
partition information is stored in the Gen model. You can open the plug-in from the Data Structure List or the Data Store
List in the Toolset.

NOTE

 Verify that the Version field in the Technical Design Properties dialog is 9.x or higher.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Tool, Design, Data Structure List, or Data Store List.
The Data Structure List or the Data Store List window opens.

2. Click a table name to select it.
3. Click Tool, Plug-in, and Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in.

The Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in is opened.

Add Columns to a Range Table Partition

In a range table partition, the data in a table is divided into storage units depending upon the values of one or more table
columns. Range partitions are referred to by numbers. The partition numbers are automatically assigned as each range is
created.

A column or a set of columns can determine the rows of a table that will belong to a particular partition. For example,
Date of Joining is the column to be used for dividing the table into table partition, all the rows of a table that belong to
a particular year (say 2012) or month (say January) can belong to a single range partition. The rows where the Date of
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Joining is a different year or month will belong to a different range partition. Using Employee ID is another example. All
employees with IDs in the range of 1000 to 10000 belong to one partition, 10001 to 20000 belong to the next partition, and
so on. Similarly, for Employee Name, employees with the names starting with the alphabet A to the alphabet C belong to
one range partition and the alphabet D to the alphabet F belong to another range partition.

Range table partition can be used in situations where ranges of data are added or removed from tables frequently.
Ranges of data are added or removed in data warehousing environments where roll-in or roll-out operations are
performed frequently.

To create a range partition, add one or more table columns to define the table partition. The Gen DB2 z/OS Table
Partitioning Plug-in lets a maximum of three table columns in a range table partition.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Range partition type in the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in dialog.
This option is selected by default.

2. Click Add Columns.
The Add Table Partitioning Columns dialog opens. The columns that are not already part of the table partition are
displayed in the Add Table Partitioning Columns dialog.

3. (Optional) To modify the sort order and the null value position for each table column, select the column and click
Modify.
The Modify Table Partitioning Column Values dialog opens. The Modify Table Partitioning Column Values dialog
displays the name of the table column and contains the following fields:

Direction
Specifies the direction of sort order. You can select Ascending or Descending.

Nulls Last
Specifies the position of null value. By default, the null values are sorted first. Select this option if null values must
be sorted last.

4. Click OK to save and close the dialog. Else, click Cancel to exit the dialog.
5. To add columns, select up to three table columns from the list and click Add.

The dialog disappears and the columns are added to the partition. 
6. To exit this dialog without adding a column click Cancel.
7. (Optional) Select Append to indicate that the APPEND YES clause must be added to the generated DDL.
8. Click OK.

The changes are saved in the model and the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in is closed.

NOTE

 Click Cancel to close the dialog without saving any changes in the data model. Clear All clears the table
columns selected for a range table partition or the size specified for a size table partition.

Add a Range Table Partition

Gen automatically generates a number for the partition while adding the range partition. Set the ending values for each of
the table columns of the partition.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Edit, Add Partition.

NOTE
The Add Range Table Partition dialog opens.

2. Specify the following field information:
Partition Number

Displays the count of the partitions for the table column. This number is automatically generated.
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Columns
Displays the name of the table columns and an enterable drop-down list box beside each of the table column
names. You can specify the ending values for each of the table columns in their respective text boxes. These
values are designed as mixed text, that is, they can accept single byte and double byte characters regardless
of the domain type of the column for which the values are being defined. For example, a column whose domain
is set to DBCS in the ERD, you can enter single-byte characters into the value field for any range partitions
defined on that column. Similarly, a column whose domain is set to TEXT in the ERD, you can enter double byte
characters into the value field for any range partitions defined on that column. If you type values of incorrect data
type, the values are not accepted. This field is case insensitive. If you change AM to am, the plug-in does not
recognize the change. MINVALUE or MAXVALUE selects are available for all columns in the drop-down. For
columns that have discreet permitted values (not ranges), those permitted values are available for selection from
the drop-down list as well.

NOTE
Click Date Data Type, Numeric Data Type, Text Data Type, Time Data Type, or Timestamp Data Type to
view the rules for each data type.

3. Click Add.

NOTE
Verify that the data in the columns of range partitions are sorted and that the data in two or more rows is not
identical.

4. Click Cancel to close the dialog.
The values are added in the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in window under the Range option of the Partition
Type area.

NOTE
In Toolset, click Tools, Design, Data Structure List. The list of tables is diaplayed. Tables with partition are
labeled as Has Partitioning.

Add a Size Table Partition

In a Size table partition, the table is divided into partitions of a specified size in gigabytes. The maximum size of a Size
Table Partition is 256 GB.

You can create a table partition by specifying the size of the partition.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Size partition type from the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in dialog.
2. Specify the size of the partition in gigabytes in the text box.

NOTE
The size can be any number from 0 through 256 GB. This size must match the value of DSSIZE set on the
Tablespace Defaults for the DB2 z/OS Technical Design.

3. (Optional) Select Append to indicate that the APPEND YES clause must be added to the generated DDL.
4. Click OK.

The changes are saved in the model and Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in is closed.

NOTE

 Click Cancel to close the dialog without saving any changes in the data model. Clear All clears the table
columns selected for a range table partition or the size specified for a size table partition.

NOTE
In Toolset, click Tools, Design, Data Structure List. The list of tables is diaplayed. Tables with partition are
labeled as Has Partitioning.
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Generate Code

Generation is used to generate and install the source code for a database and an application. For a database, the
generated code is Data Definition Language (DDL). For an application, the generated code is source code in a high-
level programming language. The language depends on the options available for your configuration of Gen. We want to
generate DDL statements for the table for which we created the table partition.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Tool, Construction, Generation.
2. Click Options, Generation Defaults.

The Generation Defaults dialog opens.
3. Verify the DB2 z/OS Target Environment parameters and click OK, Save, or Cancel as appropriate.
4. Click Diagram, Open, DDL.

The DDL Generation dialog opens.
5. Select the tables and click Generate, DLL, Selected.

DLL for the table is generated. The DDL statements contain the PARTITION BY clause with the details you specified in
the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in.

The following are examples of generated DDL using the Employee table in the Sample model.

Example: Using a 4G Size Table Partition:

  CREATE TABLE  "EMPLOYEE"  

 ("NUMBER"      INTEGER            NOT NULL,   

  "NAME0"       CHAR(30)           NOT NULL,   

                                …

  PRIMARY KEY ("NUMBER") )

    IN "GENDB"."T0000092"

 PARTITION BY SIZE EVERY 4G

;

 

  COMMIT ;

 

Example: Using a Range Table Partition on Employee Number:

    CREATE TABLE  "EMPLOYEE"  

    ("NUMBER"    INTEGER              NOT NULL,   

     "NAME0"     CHAR(30)             NOT NULL,   

                …

    PRIMARY KEY ("NUMBER"))

    IN "GENDB"."T0000092"

    PARTITION BY RANGE (NUMBER ASC)

 (PARTITION 1 ENDING AT (10000),

 PARTITION 2 ENDING AT (20000),

 PARTITION 3 ENDING AT (30000),

 PARTITION 4 ENDING AT (40000),

 PARTITION 5 ENDING AT (50000),

 PARTITION 6 ENDING AT (60000),

 PARTITION 7 ENDING AT (70000),

 PARTITION 8 ENDING AT (80000),
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 PARTITION 9 ENDING AT (90000),

 PARTITION 10 ENDING AT (MAXVALUE));

 

  COMMIT ;

 

Example: Using a Range Table Partition on Employee Number and Status:

   CREATE TABLE  "EMPLOYEE"  

    ("NUMBER"                                    INTEGER              NOT NULL,   

     "NAME0"                                     CHAR(30)             NOT NULL,   

     "FULL_TIME_STATUS"                          CHAR(2)               NOT NULL,   

                …

    PRIMARY KEY ("NUMBER" ))

    IN "GENDB"."T0000092"

    PARTITION BY RANGE (NUMBER ASC, FULL_TIME_STATUS DESC)

 (PARTITION 1 ENDING AT (10000, 'Y'),

 PARTITION 2 ENDING AT (20000, 'Y'),

 PARTITION 3 ENDING AT (30000, 'Y'),

 PARTITION 4 ENDING AT (40000, 'Y'),

 PARTITION 5 ENDING AT (50000, 'Y'),

 PARTITION 6 ENDING AT (60000, 'Y'),

 PARTITION 7 ENDING AT (70000, 'Y'),

 PARTITION 8 ENDING AT (80000, 'Y'),

 PARTITION 9 ENDING AT (90000, 'Y'),

 PARTITION 10 ENDING AT (MAXVALUE, 'Y'),

 PARTITION 11 ENDING AT (MAXVALUE, 'N'));

 

  COMMIT ;

 

Date Data Type

The following rules apply to the table column values of date data type:

• A string representation of a date is a string that starts with a digit and has a length of at least eight characters.
• Trailing blanks are included.
• Leading blanks are not valid.
• Leading zeros are omitted in the month and day portions.
• Year, month, and day must all be nonzero.

The following table displays the valid string formats for dates. Each format is identified by a name and includes an
associated abbreviation (for use by the CHAR function) and an example of its use:

Format Name Abbreviation Date Format Example
International Standards
Organization

ISO yyyy-mm-dd 1987-10-12

IBM® USA standard USA mm/dd/yyyy 10/12/1987
IBM European standard EUR dd.mm.yyyy 12.10.1987
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Japanese industrial standard
Christian era

JIS yyyy-mm-dd 1987-10-12

Numeric Data Type

The following are the rules for table column values of numeric data type:

• Must contain at least one numeric digit.
• Total trimmed length of the input must not exceed the maximum length of the input plus one each for decimal point and

sign if either or both is typed.

The following table lists the types of valid numeric inputs and their valid positions:

Valid Characters Valid Positions
space Trailing, not leading or embedded.
'-', '+' First character (DB2 does not allow trailing sign).
0-9 If leading sign, second to last character. If no sign, first to last

character.
'.' Invalid if no decimal places. Optional if decimal places, but only 1

allowed. From last character - decimal places to last character.

Note: For more information about string representations of numeric values, see the DB2 documentation.

Text Data Type

For a text data type, the length of input for a text, mixed text (MBCS), or DBCS column value must not exceed attribute
length. An input value of <space> or <spaces> is acceptable and is excluded from the length of the text.

Time Data Type

The following rules apply to the table column values of time data type:

• A string representation of time is a string that starts with a digit, and has a length of at least 4 characters.
• Leading blanks are not valid.
• Trailing blanks are included.
• Leading zeros are omitted in the hour part of the time and seconds can be omitted entirely. If you omit seconds, zero

seconds is assumed. Thus 13.30 is equivalent to 13.30.00.

Format Name Abbreviation Time Format Example
International Standards
Organization

1 ISO1 hh.mm.ss 13.30.05

IBM USA standard USA hh:mm AM or PM 1:30 PM
IBM European standard EUR hh.mm.ss 13.30.05
Japanese industrial standard
Christian era

JIS hh:mm:ss 13:30:05

NOTE
This is an earlier version of the ISO format. JIS can be used to get the current ISO format.

The following rules apply for the USA format:
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• The minutes can be omitted by specifying 00 minutes. For example, 1 PM is equivalent to 1:00 PM.
• The letters A, M, and P can be lower case.
• A single blank must precede the AM or PM.
• The hour must not be greater than 12 and cannot be 0 except for the special case of 00:00 AM.

Timestamp Data Type

Gen does not support the Timestamps With Time Zone data type and the use of explicit C-type timestamp casting in an
input value. All Gen timestamps, and timestamp input values, are considered to be of the Timestamp Without Time Zone
data type.

The following table displays the formats used to specify a value for a data type of Timestamp Without Time Zone

Description Timestamp (o) Without Time Zone (Notes
1 and 3 below apply)

Timestamp (p) Without Time Zone (Notes
2 and 3 below apply)

Blank between date and time portions and
colons in time portion

o yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss
o yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss

yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss.nnnnnnnnnnnn

Minus sign between date and time portions
and periods in time portion

o yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss
o yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss

yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnnnnnnnn

Blank between date and time portions and
periods in time portion

o yyyy-mm-dd hh.mm.ss
o yyyy-mm-dd hh.mm.ss

yyyy-mm-dd hh.mm.ss.nnnnnnnnnnnn

NOTE

1. No fractional seconds; shown with and without optional trailing period after seconds.
2. p is the number of digits of fractional seconds. nnnnnnnnnnnn can range from 1 to 12 instances of n.
3. As an additional format, the character T can be substituted as the separator between the date and time

portions of the value.

The following rules apply for timestamp data type inputs:

• A string representation of a timestamp is a character or graphic string that starts with a digit and has a length of at least
16 characters.

• The character or graphic string must contain a value that conforms to one of the formats listed in Datetime constants
and is subject to the following rules:
– Leading blanks are not permitted.
– Trailing blanks can be included.
– Leading zeros are omitted from the month, day, and hour elements of the timestamp. An implicit specification of 0 is

assumed for any digit that is omitted.
– The hour can be 24 if the minutes, seconds, and any fractional seconds are all zeroes.
– Leading zeros must be included for the minute, and second elements of the timestamp.
– The number of digits of fractional seconds can vary from 0 to 12. An implicit specification of 0 is assumed if

fractional seconds are omitted.
– The separator character that follows the seconds element can be omitted if fractional seconds are not included.
– SQL statements also support the ODBC or JDBC string representation of a timestamp as an input value only. The

ODBC and JDBC string representation of a timestamp has the form yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss.nnnnnn.

Add Range Table Partition
This article provides information for Add Range Table Partition displays the partition number and name of the table
columns.

Use this dialog to create a table partition.
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The following fields are available on this dialog:

• Partition Number

Partition Number displays the count of the partitions for the table column. This number is automatically generated.

• Columns

Columns display the name of the table columns and an enterable drop-down list box beside each of the table column
names. You can specify the ending values for each of the table columns in their respective text boxes. These values
are designed as mixed text, that is, they can accept single byte and double-byte characters regardless of the domain
type of the column for which the values are being defined. For example, a column whose domain is set to DBCS in the
ERD, you can enter single-byte characters into the value field for any range partitions defined on that column. Similarly, a
column whose domain is set to TEXT in the ERD, you can enter double-byte characters into the value field for any range
partitions defined on that column. If you type values of incorrect data type, the values are not accepted. This field is case
insensitive. If you change AM to am, the plug-in does not recognize the change. MINVALUE or MAXVALUE selects are
available for all columns in the drop-down. For columns that have discreet permitted values (not ranges), those permitted
values are available for selection from the drop-down list as well.

NOTE
Click Date Data Type, Numeric Data Type, Text Data Type, Time Data Type, or Timestamp Without Time Zone
Data Type to view the rules for each data type.

• Add

Adds the values into the main plugin window. Verify that the data in the columns of range partitions are sorted and that the
data in two or more rows is not identical.

• Cancel

Cancel closes the dialog.

Add Table Partitioning Columns
Use this dialog to add table columns to the selected table partition. This dialog contains a list of table columns that are not
currently part of the table partition. Click one or more columns in the list to select the columns. You can add a maximum of
50 range table partitions.

Note: A table partition can have at most three table columns. For example, if two columns have already been added to the
partition, you can select only one more column.

The following fields are available on this dialog:

A list of table columns
Displays the list of table columns. The list contains the name of the columns, the sort order of the columns, and
the NULL value position of the columns. ASC for a table column indicates that the column is in ascending order
and DESC indicates that the column is in descending order.

Add
Adds the table columns into the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in dialog under the Range option of the
Partition Type area. Click to select one or more table columns and click Add button to add all selected table
columns to the partition. Clicking the Add button adds the columns and closes the dialog.

Modify
Opens the Modify Table Partitioning Column Values dialog. Select a table column and click the Modify button to
specify if the column is in ascending order or descending order and how the null values in the column are to be
sorted.

Cancel
Closes the dialog.
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Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in Dialog
Use the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in to describe a table partition in a DB2 z/OS table. The dialog displays the
name of the table, types of partition you can create for the table, and the buttons in the dialog.

This screen contains the following fields:

Range
Specifies that the table is partitioned depending upon the values in one or more table columns.

Size
Specifies that the table is partitioned according to the size mentioned in the Size textbox.

Append
Indicates that the APPEND YES clause must be added to the generated DDL.

This dialog contains the following buttons:

Add Columns

• Modify Columns
• Remove Columns
• Add Range
• Change Range
• Delete Range -- Deletes the range partitions.
• OK -- Saves the changes made in the plug-in.
• Clear All -- Clears the contents of all the fields in the plug-in dialog.
• Cancel -- Exits the plug-in.

Change Range Table Partition
This article provides information for Change Range Table Partition. Use this dialog to change a table partition.

The following fields are available on this dialog:

• Partition Number

Displays the count of the partitions for the table column. This number is automatically generated.

• Columns

Displays the name of the table columns and an enterable drop-down list box beside each of the table column names. You
can specify the ending values for each of the table columns in their respective text boxes. These values are designed
as mixed text, that is, they can accept single byte and double-byte characters regardless of the domain type of the
column for which the values are being defined. For example, a column whose domain is set to DBCS in the ERD,
you can enter single-byte characters into the value field for any range partitions defined on that column. Similarly, a
column whose domain is set to TEXT in the ERD, you can enter double-byte characters into the value field for any range
partitions defined on that column. If you type values of incorrect data type, the values are not accepted. This field is case
insensitive. If you change AM to am, the plug-in does not recognize the change. MINVALUE or MAXVALUE selects are
available for all columns in the drop-down. For columns that have discreet permitted values (not ranges), those permitted
values are available for selection from the drop-down list as well.

NOTE
Click Date Data Type, Numeric Data Type, Text Data Type, Time Data Type, or Timestamp Without Time Zone
Data Type to view the rules for each data type.

• Change
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Changes the values in the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in dialog under the Range option of the Partition
Type area. Verify that the data in the columns of range partitions are sorted and that the data in two or more rows is not
identical.

• Cancel

Closes the dialog.

Modify Columns in a Range Table Partition
This article provides information to Modify Columns in a Range Table Partition. You may want to modify the table columns
after you added them in the table partition.

Follow these steps modify the table columns:

1. Click Modify Columns.
The Modify Table Partitioning Columns dialog opens. The columns that are part of the selected range table partition
are displayed in the Modify Table Partitioning Columns dialog.

2. Select a table column from the list and click Modify.
The Modify Table Partitioning Column Values dialog opens.

3. Specify the following fields in the dialog:
– Direction

Specifies the direction of sort order. You can select Ascending or Descending.

Nulls Last

Specifies the position of null value. By default, the null values are sorted first. Select this option if null values must be
sorted last.

1. Click OK to save and close the dialog. Else, click Cancel to exit the dialog.
2. Click Close to exit the Modify Table Partitioning Columns dialog.
3. (Optional) Select Append to indicate that the APPEND YES clause must be added to the generated DDL.
4. Click OK to save the changes in the model and the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in is closed.

NOTE
Click Cancel to close the dialog without saving any changes in the data model. Clear All clears the table
columns that are selected for a range table partition or the size that is specified for a size table partition.

Remove Columns in a Range Table Partition

You may want to remove the columns from a table partition after adding the columns to the partition.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Remove Columns.
The Remove Table Partitioning Columns dialog opens.

2. Click to select one or more table columns from the list and click Remove.
The Remove Table Partitioning Columns dialog closes and the columns are removed from the Partition Type area
under the Range option.

3. Click OK.
The plug-in dialog is closed and the changes are saved in the model.

Manage Range Table Partitions

You may want to modify a range table partition after adding the table partition.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a partition in the Partition Type area under the Range option.
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2. Click Change Range.
The Change Range Table Partition dialog opens.

3. Modify the following field information:
– Columns

Displays the name of the table columns and an enterable drop-down list box beside each of the table column names. You
can specify the ending values for each of the table columns in their respective text boxes. These values are designed
as mixed text, that is, they can accept single byte and double-byte characters regardless of the domain type of the
column for which the values are being defined. For example, a column whose domain is set to DBCS in the ERD,
you can enter single-byte characters into the value field for any range partitions defined on that column. Similarly, a
column whose domain is set to TEXT in the ERD, you can enter double-byte characters into the value field for any range
partitions defined on that column. If you type values of incorrect data type, the values are not accepted. This field is case
insensitive. If you change AM to am, the plug-in does not recognize the change. MINVALUE or MAXVALUE selects are
available for all columns in the drop-down. For columns that have discreet permitted values (not ranges), those permitted
values are available for selection from the drop-down list as well.

NOTE
Click Date Data Type, Numeric Data Type, Text Data Type, Time Data Type, or Timestamp Without Time Zone
Data Type to view the rules for each data type.

Click Change.

NOTE
Verify that the data in the columns of range partitions are sorted and that the data in two or more rows is not
identical.

The values are modified in the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in dialog.

NOTE
To delete a partition, select one or more partitions and click Delete Range. A delete confirmation dialog is
displayed. Click Yes to delete the partitions.

Manage Size Table Partitionings

To modify the size of the table partition, modify the text box of the Size option.

To remove the size table partition, select the Range option in the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in dialog or click
Clear All. Click OK to save the changes.

Limitations

The Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in has the following limitations:

• You can add a maximum of 999 range table partitions.
• The list in the Add Table Partitioning Columns which provides candidate columns to select for inclusion in a Range

Table Partition can only display a maximum of 150 attribute columns.
• The attribute drop-down lists in the Add Range Table Partition and the Change Range Table Partition dialogs can hold

a maximum of 99 permitted values.
• You can specify values that are 30 characters in length in the Add Range Table Partition or Change Range Table

Partition dialogs.

Modify Table Partitioning Columns
Use this dialog to change the sort order direction and the null value of the table columns in an existing partition. This
dialog displays a list of table columns that are part of the selected table partition.

The following fields are available on this dialog:

• A List of Columns
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Displays the list of table columns. The list contains the name of the columns, the sort order of the columns, and the NULL
value position of the columns. ASC for a table column indicates that the column is in ascending order and DESC indicates
that the column is in descending order.

• Modify

Opens the Modify Table Partitioning Column Values dialog. Select a table column and click the Modify button to specify if
the column is in ascending order or descending order and how the null values in the column are to be sorted.

• Close

Closes the dialog. Any changes that you made before clicking Close are retained.

Modify Table Partitioning Column Values
This dialog is accessed using the Modify button on the Add Table Partitioning Columns and Modify Table Partitioning
Columns dialogs. Use this dialog to modify the settings for sort order direction and null value position of the selected table
column.

The following fields are available on this dialog:

• Column Name

Displays the name of the column.

• Direction

Specifies the direction of sort order. You can select Ascending or Descending.

• Nulls Last

Specifies the position of null value. By default, the null values are sorted first. Select this option if null values must be
sorted last.

Click OK to save and close the dialog. Else, click Cancel to exit the dialog.

Remove Table Partitioning Columns
Use this dialog to remove one or more table columns from a table partition. This dialog displays a list of table columns that
are part of the table partition. The list contains the names of the table columns, the sort order direction, and the null value
position.

The following fields are available on this dialog:

• A List of Table Columns

Displays the list of table columns. The list contains the name of the columns, the sort order of the columns, and the NULL
value position of the columns. ASC for a table column indicates that the column is in ascending order and DESC indicates
that the column is in descending order.

• Remove

Removes the selected table columns. Click to select one or more table columns and click Remove to remove the table
columns from the table partition. The columns are removed and the dialog is closed.

• Cancel

Closes the dialog.
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Creating DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitions
This article provides information for Creating DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitions. Tablespaces are divided into equal-sized
units and these units are known as pages.

Tablespace

Tablespace is the basic unit of storage space. A physical location, that is, a disk containing a set of volumes that stores
data sets or tables is known as a tablespace. A tablespace contains databases which contain one or more tables. A
tablespace can consist of several VSAM data sets.

You can specify page sizes in multiples of four in size, that is, 4 KB, 8 KB, 16 KB, or 32 KB. The default page size is 4 KB.

Data in most tablespaces can be compressed, which can allow you to store more data on each data page.

When you create a table using the CREATE TABLE statement and do not specify anything for the tablespace, DB2
creates a tablespace. DB2 then assigns the tablespace to the default database and the default storage group. You can
also explicitly define a tablespace by using the CREATE TABLESPACE statement. This statement specifies the database
to which the tablespace belongs and the storage group that it uses. The tablespaces are classified according to their
usage and the way that they are managed. When you create a tablespace, you can specify the type of tablespace is
created.

The following list contains the types of tablespace partitions:

• Growth Tablespace Partition -- The tablespace is partitioned based on the size specified.
• Range Tablespace Partition -- Describes the physical storage medium for the Range partitions.

– VCAT
– Stogroup
– Default

Index partitions created by Gen Toolset are not supported when range tablespace partitions exist on that tablespace. An
error that the index value has not been specified is displayed during generation. If the tablespace is a growth partition, the
error indicates that the number of partitions exceeds the maximum value.

NOTE

• For more information about tablespace, see the DB2 documentation.
• Like other Gen dialogs, changes that are made with this plugin are not saved in the model until the model is

saved in the Toolset.
• If you do not have MODIFY or DELETE authority on a tablespace and do not have MODIFY or DELETE

authority on the root subject area, you cannot add, change, or delete the partitions that are associated with
that tablespace.

• The release number of DB2 must be 9 or higher to use the Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in.
• While migrating tablespace partitions, the root subject area must be migrated as well. Migrating the root

subject area to migrate one tablespace partitioning migrates all tablespace partitioning objects that are
associated with that root subject area.

Perform Tablespace Partitioning

This scenario describes how a database administrator creates a tablespace partition for a DB2 z/OS tablespace using the
Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in. This information also describes how the database administrator generates
DDL for that tablespace using Gen Toolset.

The following diagram explains how to create a tablespace partition and generate the DDL statements for that tablespace.
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Perform Transformation

Transformation converts the logical data model into a physical data model referred to as the Technical Design (TD).

WARNING
Transformation deletes the existing TD and creates a TD based on the data model and technical design
defaults.

Perform a transformation to create general and DBMS-specific TD objects from data model objects.

A Technical Design defines the physical model where logical objects are implemented. During Transformation, Gen builds
a general TD for each supported DBMS and a specialized DBMS-specific TD for the target DBMS for the entire model.

Gen represents the implemented technical design in the Data Structure List and Data Store List. Data Structure List
contains tables that can be expanded into columns, indexes, and constraints. Data Store List contains databases that
expand into Tables, Tablespaces, Indexes, and Identifiers. Together the Data Structure List, and Data Store List make up
the physical representation of the data model and collectively they are referred to as the Technical Design.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the location of the model and open it.
2. Select Design, Technical Design.

The Technical Design window opens.
3. Select Technical Design DB2 z/OS and click Diagram, Open.
4. Technical Design DB2 z/OS has two '*' beside it indicating that DB2 z/OS is the default option.
5. Click Tool, Design, Transformation.

The Transformation (DB2 z/OS) dialog opens.
6. Click Proceed.

The Transformation completes and the status information is displayed.
7. Click OK to close the Note dialog.

Open the Partitioning Plug-in

Use the Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in to define the partitions of a tablespace in the database. The
tablespace partition information is stored in the Gen model.

Note: Verify that the Version field in the Technical Design Properties dialog is 9.x or higher.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Tool, Design, Data Store List.
The Data Store List window opens.

2. Click a tablespace name to select it.
3. Click Tool, Plug-in, and Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in.

The Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in is opened.

Add Growth Tablespace Partition

Add a growth tablespace partition to partition the tablespace into specified size.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Growth option under the Partition By area in the Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in dialog.
This option is selected by default.

2. Select values in the following fields:
– MAXPARTITIONS

Specifies the MAXPARTITIONS clause of the PARTITION BY clause of the CREATE TABLESPACE statement. Specifies
the maximum number of partitions that a growth tablespace partition can accommodate as the table grows. This field
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verifies that the tablespace is not partitioned in an infinite loop. The maximum value of this field depends upon the value of
DSSIZE. Specify a value greater than 0 and less than 4096. For more information, see DB2 documentation.

NUMPARTS

Displays the number of partitions that are created when the tablespace is first created.

Member Cluster

(Optional) Specifies the MEMBER CLUSTER clause of the PARTITION BY statement in the CREATE TABLESPACE
statement. Specifies that DB2 must manage space for the insert operations for each member and it is not inserted in any
clustering order.

Click OK.

The changes are saved in the data model and the dialog is closed.

NOTE
In Toolset, click Tools, Design, Data Store List. The list of tablespaces is displayed. Tablespaces with partition
are labeled as Has Partitioning.

Add Range Tablespace Partition

Add a range tablespace partition to partition the tablespace into the specified ranges. You can add a maximum of 50
range tablespace partitions.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Range option under the Partition By area in the Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in dialog.
2. Specify the following fields:

– NUMPARTS

Displays the number of partitions that are created when the tablespace is first created. Gen automatically calculates the
value of this field when the partitions are explicitly specified. Else, you can enter any numeric value up to 999.

Member Cluster

(Optional) Specifies the MEMBER CLUSTER clause of the PARTITION BY statement in the CREATE TABLESPACE
statement. Specifies that DB2 must manage space for the insert operations for each member and it is not inserted in any
clustering order.

• DSSIZE

Specifies the maximum size of each partition in the tablespace. Verify that the value in this field is the same as the value
set for SIZE in the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in.

1. Click Add.
The Add Range Tablespace Partition dialog opens.

2. Select values in the following fields:
– VCAT

Specifies that the tablespace partition is of type VCAT. Specifies that the data set for the partition is managed by the user
using the DBMS naming conventions. This option does not accept DBCS or MBCS characters.

Catalog Name

Specifies the name of the volume catalog for the tablespace. The VCAT catalog name must contain an entry for the first
data set of the tablespace, conforming to the DBMS naming convention for data sets. The VCAT name must not be more
than eight characters long.

Stogroup

Names the storage area to be used to support space requirements for tablespaces within the database.
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Storage Group Name

Specifies the storage group within which the tablespace is created. Select a value from the drop-down list. The drop-down
list is populated with the storage groups that are defined in the data store list or from the properties panel for an individual
tablespace.

Primary Quantity

Specifies the primary space allocation for a dataset tablespace. Type the units in KB. DB2 expects integer values in the
range of 0 to 67,108,864.

Secondary Quantity

Specifies the secondary space that is allocated for a dataset tablespace. Type the units in KB. DB2 expects integer values
in the range of 0 to 4,194,304.

Erase

Indicates that the DB2-defined data sets are to be erased when the tablespace is dropped. When this option is selected,
all data in the data sets are overwritten with zeros when the tablespace is dropped.

Default

Specifies that the storage parameter values are the default values set on the tablespace or in the technical design.

Free Page

Specifies how often to leave a page of free space when a partition is loaded. This field accepts integer values in the range
of 0 to 255. If the value is 0, no page is left free. Any other integer value less than 255, say x, indicates that one page is
left free for a set of x pages.

Percent Free

Specifies the percentage of space to leave free for updates and insertions within each data block. Permitted values are
integers in the range of 0 to 99.

GBP Cache

Specifies the Global Buffer Pool (GBP) Cache which indicates the GBP Cache clause in the PARTITION BY statement.
Specifies the pages of a partition that is to be written to the GBP in a data sharing environment. If you do not specify this
value, the default value that is defined for the database (and not defined by the Gen model) is used. That is, the DDL
clause is not specified in the generated DDL.

Select one of the following options:

Blank

Specifies that the default value defined for the database which was not defined elsewhere in the Gen model must be
used. Select this option to indicate that the DDL clause is not specified in the generated DDL.

All

Indicates that all pages are to be cached in the group buffer pool as they are read from the DASD.

System

Indicates that only system pages are to be cached to the GBP.

None

Indicates that no pages are to be cached in the GBP.

Changed

Indicates that when there is a Read Write conflict on the partition, the updated pages are to be cached in the GBP.
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Compress

Specifies whether the data sets for the tablespace are stored compressed or uncompressed. This option is not selected
by default, which means that the data sets are stored uncompressed.

Trackmod

Specifies whether DB2 tracks modified pages in the partition. Selecting this option indicates that the pages are tracked.

1. Click Add.
Adds the values into the Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in dialog.

2. Click Cancel.
The Add Range Tablespace Partition dialog is closed. All the values that were added in the Add Range Tablespace
Partition dialog are listed in the Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in dialog under the Range option.

3. Click OK.
The Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in dialog is closed.

NOTE
In Toolset, click Tools, Design, Data Store List. The list of tablespaces is displayed. Tablespaces with
partition are labeled as Has Partitioning.

Generate Code

Use the Generation option to generate and install the source code for a database. The generated code is Data Definition
Language (DDL). We want to generate DDL statements for the tablespace for which you created the tablespace partition.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Tool, Construction, Generation.
2. Click Options, Generation Defaults.

The Generation Defaults dialog opens.
3. Select the tablespace and click Generate, DLL, Selected.

DLL for the tablespace is generated. The DDL statements contain the PARTITION BY clause with the details you
specified in the Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in.

After the DDL is generated, the CREATE TABLESPACE statement for a Range Tablespace Partition using Vcat includes
the following sample code:

CREATE TABLESPACE "SEAF004" IN "UDEAFBAS"

    BUFFERPOOL BP2

    LOCKSIZE   ANY

    SEGSIZE    64

    CLOSE      YES

    NUMPARTS    15

    (PART   1 

    USING VCAT "AAAC"

    PRIQTY     96

    SECQTY    720

    ERASE      NO

    PCTFREE    10

    FREEPAGE   0

    ,PART   2 

    USING VCAT "AAAC"

    PRIQTY     96

    SECQTY    720

    ERASE      NO
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    PCTFREE    10

    FREEPAGE   0

...

 

    ,PART   15 

    USING VCAT "AAAC"

    PRIQTY     96

    SECQTY    720

    ERASE      NO

    PCTFREE    10

    FREEPAGE   0);

After the DDL is generated, the CREATE TABLESPACE statement for a Range Tablespace Partition using Stogroup
includes the following sample code:

  CREATE TABLESPACE "SEAF004" IN "UDEAFBAS"

    BUFFERPOOL BP2

    LOCKSIZE   ANY

    SEGSIZE    64

    CLOSE      YES

    NUMPARTS    15

    (PART   1 

    USING STOGROUP "TGEAF01"

    PRIQTY     96

    SECQTY    720

    ERASE      NO

    PCTFREE    10

    FREEPAGE   0

    ,PART   2 

    USING STOGROUP "TGEAF01"

    PRIQTY     96

    SECQTY    720

    ERASE      NO

    PCTFREE    10

    FREEPAGE   0

...

 

    ,PART   15 

    USING STOGROUP "TGEAF01"

    PRIQTY     96

    SECQTY    720

    ERASE      NO

    PCTFREE    10

    FREEPAGE   0);

After the DDL is generated, the CREATE TABLESPACE statement for a Growth Tablespace Partition includes the
following sample code:

    MAXPARTITIONS      3;
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Add Tablespace Range Partition
This article provides information to use this dialog to add a range tablespace partition in a tablespace.

The following fields are available on this dialog:

Partition Number
Identifies the partition. This number is automatically generated.

VCAT
Specifies that the tablespace partition is of type VCAT. Specifies that the data set for the partition is managed by
the user using the DBMS naming conventions. This option does not accept DBCS or MBCS characters.

Catalog Name
Specifies the name of the volume catalog for the tablespace. The VCAT catalog name must contain an entry for
the first data set of the tablespace, conforming to the DBMS naming convention for data sets. The VCAT name
must not be more than eight characters long.

Stogroup
Names the storage area to be used to support space requirements for tablespaces within the database.

Storage Group Name
Specifies the storage group within which the tablespace is created. Select a value from the drop-down list. The
drop-down list is populated with the storage groups that are defined in the data store list or from the properties
panel for an individual tablespace.

Primary Quantity
Specifies the primary space allocation for a dataset tablespace. Type the units in KB. DB2 expects integer values
in the range of 0 to 67,108,864.

Secondary Quantity
Specifies the secondary space that is allocated for a dataset tablespace. Type the units in KB. DB2 expects
integer values in the range of 0 to 4,194,304.

Erase
Indicates that the DB2-defined data sets are to be erased when the tablespace is dropped. When this option is
selected, all data in the data sets are overwritten with zeros when the tablespace is dropped.

Default
Specifies that the storage parameter values are the default values set on the tablespace or in the technical
design.

Free Page
Specifies how often to leave a page of free space when a partition is loaded. This field accepts integer values in
the range of 0 to 255. If the value is 0, no page is left free. Any other integer value less than 255, say x, indicates
that one page is left free for a set of x pages.

Percent Free
Specifies the percentage of space to leave free for updates and insertions within each data block. Permitted
values are integers in the range of 0 to 99.

GBP Cache
Specifies the Global Buffer Pool (GBP) Cache which indicates the GBP Cache clause in the PARTITION BY
statement. Specifies the pages of a partition that is to be written to the GBP in a data sharing environment. If you
do not specify this value, the default value that is defined for the database (and not defined by the Gen model) is
used. That is, the DDL clause is not specified in the generated DDL.

Select one of the following options:
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Blank
Specifies that the default value defined for the database which was not defined elsewhere in the Gen model must
be used. Select this option to indicate that the DDL clause is not specified in the generated DDL.

All
Indicates that all pages are to be cached in the group buffer pool as they are read from the DASD.

System
Indicates that only system pages are to be cached to the GBP.

None
Indicates that no pages are to be cached in the GBP.

Changed
Indicates that when there is a Read Write conflict on the partition, the updated pages are to be cached in the GBP.

Compress
Specifies whether the data sets for the tablespace are stored compressed or uncompressed. This option is not
selected by default, which means that the data sets are stored uncompressed.

Trackmod
Specifies whether DB2 tracks modified pages in the partition. Selecting this option indicates that the pages are
tracked.

Add
Adds the information that you entered in the dialog into the Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in dialog.

Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in Dialog
Use the Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in to describe a partition in a DB2 z/OS tablespace. The dialog
displays the name of the tablespace and the types of partition you can create for the tablespace.

This screen contains the following fields:

Growth
This option contains the following fields:

• MAXPARTITIONS

Specifies the MAXPARTITIONS clause of the PARTITION BY clause of the CREATE TABLESPACE statement. Specifies
the maximum number of partitions that a growth tablespace partition can accommodate as the table grows. This field
verifies that the tablespace is not partitioned in an infinite loop. The maximum value of this field depends upon the value of
DSSIZE. Specify a value greater than 0 and less than 4096. For more information, see DB2 documentation.

NUMPARTS

Displays the number of partitions that are created when the tablespace is first created.

Member Cluster

Specifies the MEMBER CLUSTER clause of the PARTITION BY statement in the CREATE TABLESPACE statement.
Specifies that DB2 must manage space for the insert operations for each member and it is not inserted in any clustering
order.

Range
The following operations can be performed for this option:

• NUMPARTS

Displays the number of partitions that are created when the tablespace is first created. Gen automatically calculates the
value of this field when the partitions are explicitly specified. Else, you can enter any numeric value up to 999.

Member Cluster
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Specifies the MEMBER CLUSTER clause of the PARTITION BY statement in the CREATE TABLESPACE statement.
Specifies that DB2 must manage space for the insert operations for each member and it is not inserted in any clustering
order.

Add

Opens the Add Range Tablespace Partition dialog. Fill in the fields in the dialog to add the tablespace partition.

Change

Opens the Change Range Tablespace Partition dialog.

Delete

Opens the Delete Range Tablespace Partition dialog.

• DSSIZE

Specifies the maximum size of each partition in the tablespace. Verify that the value in this field is the same as the value
set for SIZE in the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in.

• OK

Closes the Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in dialog and saves the changes into the data model.

• Cancel

Closes the Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in dialog without saving any changes.

Change Tablespace Range Partition
This article provides information for Change Tablespace Range Partition. After adding a range tablespace partition, you
want to change the details of the partition.

The following fields are available on this dialog:

• Partition Number

Identifies the partition. This number is automatically generated.

• VCAT

Specifies that the tablespace partition is of type VCAT. Specifies that the data set for the partition is managed by the user
using the DBMS naming conventions. This option does not accept DBCS or MBCS characters.

Catalog Name

Specifies the name of the volume catalog for the tablespace. The VCAT catalog name must contain an entry for the first
data set of the tablespace, conforming to the DBMS naming convention for data sets. The VCAT name must not be more
than eight characters long.

• Stogroup

Names the storage area to be used to support space requirements for tablespaces within the database.

Storage Group Name

Specifies the storage group within which the tablespace is created. Select a value from the drop-down list. The drop-down
list is populated with the storage groups that are defined in the data store list or from the properties panel for an individual
tablespace.

Primary Quantity

Specifies the primary space allocation for a dataset tablespace. Type the units in KB. DB2 expects integer values in the
range of 0 to 67,108,864.
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Secondary Quantity

Specifies the secondary space that is allocated for a dataset tablespace. Type the units in KB. DB2 expects integer values
in the range of 0 to 4,194,304.

Erase

Indicates that the DB2-defined data sets are to be erased when the tablespace is dropped. When this option is selected,
all data in the data sets are overwritten with zeros when the tablespace is dropped.

• Default

Specifies that the storage parameter values are the default values set on the tablespace or in the technical design.

• Free Page

Specifies how often to leave a page of free space when a partition is loaded. This field accepts integer values in the range
of 0 to 255. If the value is 0, no page is left free. Any other integer value less than 255, say x, indicates that one page is
left free for a set of x pages.

• Percent Free

Specifies the percentage of space to leave free for updates and insertions within each data block. Permitted values are
integers in the range of 0 to 99.

• GBP Cache

Specifies the Global Buffer Pool (GBP) Cache which indicates the GBP Cache clause in the PARTITION BY statement.
Specifies the pages of a partition that is to be written to the GBP in a data sharing environment. If you do not specify this
value, the default value that is defined for the database (and not defined by the Gen model) is used. That is, the DDL
clause is not specified in the generated DDL.

Select one of the following options:

• Blank

Specifies that the default value defined for the database which was not defined elsewhere in the Gen model must be
used. Select this option to indicate that the DDL clause is not specified in the generated DDL.

All

Indicates that all pages are to be cached in the group buffer pool as they are read from the DASD.

System

Indicates that only system pages are to be cached to the GBP.

None

Indicates that no pages are to be cached in the GBP.

Changed

Indicates that when there is a Read Write conflict on the partition, the updated pages are to be cached in the GBP.

• Compress

Specifies whether the data sets for the tablespace are stored compressed or uncompressed. This option is not selected
by default, which means that the data sets are stored uncompressed.

• Trackmod

Specifies whether DB2 tracks modified pages in the partition. Selecting this option indicates that the pages are tracked.

• Change

Modifies the tablespace partitioning information.
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Growth Tablespace Partition
This article provides information for Growth Tablespace Partition. The tablespace is partitioned based on the size that you
specified. This size is named the Maxpartition.

Each time the tablespace exceeds the value in the maxpartition field, the tablespace is partitioned.

Manage Growth Tablespace Partitions

You may want to modify the details of a partition or delete the partition, after adding the tablespace partition.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify any of the following fields:
– MAXPARTITIONS

Specifies the MAXPARTITIONS clause of the PARTITION BY clause of the CREATE TABLESPACE statement. Specifies
the maximum number of partitions that a growth tablespace partition can accommodate as the table grows. This field
verifies that the tablespace is not partitioned in an infinite loop. The maximum value of this field depends upon the value of
DSSIZE. Specify a value greater than 0 and less than 4096. For more information, see DB2 documentation.

NUMPARTS

Displays the number of partitions that are created when the tablespace is first created.

Member Cluster

Specifies the MEMBER CLUSTER clause of the PARTITION BY statement in the CREATE TABLESPACE statement.
Specifies that DB2 must manage space for the insert operations for each member and it is not inserted in any clustering
order.

1. Click OK.
The Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in is closed and the changes are saved in the model.

NOTE
To delete the growth partition, clear the selection of the Member Cluster option, set the values for the partition to
zero, and click OK.

Range Tablespace Partition
This article provides information for Range Tablespace Partition. The tablespace is partitioned based on the partitioning
ranges defined using the Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in.

When creating a tablespace in DB2 using the CREATE TABLESPACE statement, you can specify the number of
partition ranges by specifying the values for keywords NUMPARTS, SEGSIZE, or both. However, in the plug-in, only the
NUMPARTS value is explicitly specified; the SEGSIZE may be set using the tablespace properties dialog in the toolset.
Furthermore, NUMPARTS is generated automatically based on the number of partitions defined.

The range tablespace partition can be described with the following storage mediums:

• VCAT -- Specifies that the user manages the data sets of the partition. Catalog names identify the data sets of a
partition. Use this option if you want control over the data sets. As a user, you can allocate and move data sets.

• Stogroup -- Specifies that DB2 manages the data sets for the partition. DB2 creates a data set Stogroup name
identifies the partition. This option is easier to manage because DB2 manages it.

• Default -- Omits the Using statement from the generated DDL implicitly using the default values for the tablespace or
the database.
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Manage Range Tablespace Partitions

After adding a partition, you may want to change the details of the partition or delete the partition.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify any of the following fields:
– NUMPARTS

Displays the number of partitions that are created when the tablespace is first created. Gen automatically calculates the
value of this field when the partitions are explicitly specified. Else, you can enter any numeric value up to 999.

MEMBER CLUSTER

Specifies the MEMBER CLUSTER clause of the PARTITION BY statement in the CREATE TABLESPACE statement.
Specifies that DB2 must manage space for the insert operations for each member and it is not inserted in any clustering
order.

DSSIZE

Specifies the maximum size of each partition in the tablespace. Verify that the value in this field is the same as the value
set for SIZE in the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in.

1. Select a partition under the Range option and click Change.
The Change Range Tablespace Partition dialog opens.

2. Specify the following fields:
– VCAT

Specifies that the tablespace partition is of type VCAT. Specifies that the data set for the partition is managed by the user
using the DBMS naming conventions. This option does not accept DBCS or MBCS characters.

Catalog Name

Specifies the name of the volume catalog for the tablespace. The VCAT catalog name must contain an entry for the first
data set of the tablespace, conforming to the DBMS naming convention for data sets. The VCAT name must not be more
than eight characters long.

Stogroup

Names the storage area to be used to support space requirements for tablespaces within the database.

Storage Group Name

Specifies the storage group within which the tablespace is created. Select a value from the drop-down list. The drop-down
list is populated with the storage groups that are defined in the data store list or from the properties panel for an individual
tablespace.

Primary Quantity

Specifies the primary space allocation for a dataset tablespace. Type the units in KB. DB2 expects integer values in the
range of 0 to 67,108,864.

Secondary Quantity

Specifies the secondary space that is allocated for a dataset tablespace. Type the units in KB. DB2 expects integer values
in the range of 0 to 4,194,304.

Erase

Indicates that the DB2-defined data sets are to be erased when the tablespace is dropped. When this option is selected,
all data in the data sets are overwritten with zeros when the tablespace is dropped.

Default
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Specifies that the storage parameter values are the default values set on the tablespace or in the technical design.

Free Page

Specifies how often to leave a page of free space when a partition is loaded. This field accepts integer values in the range
of 0 to 255. If the value is 0, no page is left free. Any other integer value less than 255, say x, indicates that one page is
left free for a set of x pages.

Percent Free

Specifies the percentage of space to leave free for updates and insertions within each data block. Permitted values are
integers in the range of 0 to 99.

GBP Cache

Specifies the Global Buffer Pool (GBP) Cache which indicates the GBP Cache clause in the PARTITION BY statement.
Specifies the pages of a partition that is to be written to the GBP in a data sharing environment. If you do not specify this
value, the default value that is defined for the database (and not defined by the Gen model) is used. That is, the DDL
clause is not specified in the generated DDL.

Select one of the following options:

Blank

Specifies that the default value defined for the database which was not defined elsewhere in the Gen model must be
used. Select this option to indicate that the DDL clause is not specified in the generated DDL.

All

Indicates that all pages are to be cached in the group buffer pool as they are read from the DASD.

System

Indicates that only system pages are to be cached to the GBP.

None

Indicates that no pages are to be cached in the GBP.

Changed

Indicates that when there is a Read Write conflict on the partition, the updated pages are to be cached in the GBP.

Compress

Specifies whether the data sets for the tablespace are stored compressed or uncompressed. This option is not selected
by default, which means that the data sets are stored uncompressed.

Trackmod

Specifies whether DB2 tracks modified pages in the partition. Selecting this option indicates that the pages are tracked.

1. Click Change.
The values in the Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in dialog under the Range option for the selected
partition are changed.

2. Click OK.
The Gen DB2 z/OS Tablespace Partitioning Plug-in dialog is closed and the changes are saved in the model.

NOTE
To delete the partition, select the partition in the Range option area and click Delete.
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Table Partitions
As DB2 z/OS database tables grow, you may find it easier to manage the data in the tables if it were divided into smaller
portions. Dividing a table into smaller portions is called partitioning the table. A table partition is not the same as a
database partition. A database partition contains data, indexes, configuration files, and transaction logs. A table partition
is a data organization scheme in which the table data is divided into one or more storage units. Each partition is stored
separately.

The following list contains the types of table partitions:

• Range Table Partition -- A partition contains a range of data values.
• Size Table Partition -- A partition of a specified size.

The PARTITION BY clause of the CREATE TABLE SQL DDL statement defines the table partition.

In Gen, you can generate the DDL for a table and then modify the generated DDL to add the PARTITION BY clause in
the DDL statement or you can specify the partition details using the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in. This plug-
in saves time as you need not generate the DDL statements and then manually edit them to include information about the
partitions on the table. You can use the plug-in to create a range partition or a size partition on a table.

Using the plug-in lets you maintain the table partition information as part of the Gen model. But this information is not
displayed to the Toolset user. The partitions within the DB2 z/OS database are only displayed through the Gen DB2 z/OS
Table Partitioning Plug-in.

NOTE

• Like other Gen dialogs, changes made with this plug-in are not saved in the model until the model is saved in
the Toolset.

• If you do not have MODIFY or DELETE authority on an entity type (or the attributes of an entity type), you
cannot add, delete, or change the partitions associated with the table for that entity type.

NOTE
The release number of DB2 must be 9 or higher to use the Gen DB2 z/OS Table Partitioning Plug-in.

Diagram Trace Utility
This article provides information for Diagram Trace Utility (DTU). The section includes information about installing,
configuring, and using the Diagram Trace Utility.

This section is intended for Gen application developers who must debug or analyze code flow through the Gen Procedure
Action Diagram (PAD) language statements in client, server, or stand-alone block mode applications.

WARNING
Only the Diagram Trace Utility features that Broadcom supports are documented in this section. You may see
more features in menus, views, or toolbars than Broadcom supports because the utility is implemented as a
Rich Client Platform (RCP) based on the Eclipse Foundation Framework. Using those unsupported features can
produce unpredictable results. For more information about the Eclipse Foundation Framework, see eclipse.org.

We assume that you have a good working knowledge of the Gen product and that you know how to:

• Develop Gen applications.
• Use the Gen Toolset or Encyclopedia to generate application code.
• Use the Gen Procedure Action Diagram programming language.

Review the following information before starting to work with the details of the utility:
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Diagram Trace Utility Overview

The Diagram Trace Utility is an interactive debugging tool for applications that are written in C, Java, or C# languages
that are generated with the Gen code generator and run on Microsoft Windows, UNIX, or Linux operating systems. You
cannot use the Diagram Trace Utility to debug handwritten Gen applications or applications that are generated with code
generators other than the Gen Toolset and Encyclopedia code generators.

Gen applications are model-driven applications that are developed using Gen Procedure Action Diagram (PAD) language
statements. The Diagram Trace Utility operates at the PAD statement level, which is the Gen natural programming
language level, instead of the C, Java, or C# language level. The generated application or portion of the application being
traced must have been generated with Tracing enabled.

NOTE
If you require source-level debugging at the C, Java, or C# language level, you must use a third-party, native
language debugger.

During code generation, the PAD language statements are converted to appropriate programming language statements
based on the selected target language (C, Java, or C#). Using the Diagram Trace graphical user interface (GUI), you can
trace or step through the execution of statements in the PAD and examine the contents of views and system attributes
to locate the problems in your application. The utility lists the Action Diagram statements that are contained in the Action
Diagram where the controlled application is suspended.

Communication between the application being traced and the Diagram Trace Utility server occurs through the exchange
of a series of command and control messages. These messages pass variable data, commands, status, and statement
source code strings between the application and the utility. For each PAD statement that is executed, the following actions
occur:

1. The executing application calls the Gen runtime trace function.
2. The trace function sends the following data to the Diagram Trace Utility server for each statement contained in the

application:
– The statement location
– The current values of all Gen system data
– The current values of all active Import, Export, Entity, and Local views

3. If needed, the Diagram Trace Utility requests detailed information from the application runtime. The detailed data can
include:
– Action Diagram PAD text
– View descriptions
– View data

4. The Diagram Trace Utility returns control to the application runtime and indicates whether to execute or skip the next
statement.

5. The application runtime returns control to the executing application and indicates whether to execute or skip the next
statement.

6. Application execution ends or Steps 1-5 are repeated.

The following information about the communications to and from the Diagram Trace Utility is logged on the application
side:

• Connection attempts (success or failure)
• Each Action Block statement encountered
• Variable change value request from the Diagram Trace Utility
• Disconnect and termination events

When the Diagram Trace Utility and the application being traced reside on separate machines, network latency can
cause long delays and give the appearance that the Diagram Trace Utility is locked up. In this case, we recommend that
you generate only the action blocks that you want to debug with Trace selected. This reduces the traffic between the
application and the Diagram Trace Utility, thus minimizing this latency effect.
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The Diagram Trace Utility caches the PAD code data that it receives from the application in its workspace subdirectory in
the Diagram Trace Utility installation area. The utility caches the Action Diagram code based on the generation time that is
shown on the first line of the Action Diagram.

NOTE
The application does not resend the source statements to the utility until the generation time in the application
is different from the generation time in the cached version of the Diagram Trace Utility. Keep this in mind if you
modify the generated source code.

Target Environments

The Diagram Trace Utility runs only on Microsoft Windows operating systems. You cannot run the Diagram Trace Utility
on UNIX or Linux operating systems, although you can debug generated applications that run on UNIX or Linux operating
systems. Detailed information on the specific Windows operating systems on which the Diagram Trace Utility is supported
is documented in the Technical Requirements. You can obtain this document from Support.

The Diagram Trace Utility supports application tracing using the following languages and client/server combinations:

• C language applications
– C Servers

• Transaction enabler (TE)
• Tuxedo
• WebSphere MQ
• NonStop RSC/MP

– GUI clients
– Gen Testing Tool
– Block mode clients

• Java Language applications
– Web Generation clients
– Enterprise Java Bean (EJB) servers

• C# language applications
– .Net Servers
– ASP.NET Web Clients

Issues for Existing Applications Only

The Diagram Trace Utility does not support tracing applications that have been generated with Gen code generators in
releases before release 7.6. To be able to use the Diagram Trace Utility, you must regenerate the existing application with
AllFusion 7.6 code generators or later.

Issues for New and Existing Applications

When GUI client applications are traced with the Diagram Trace Utility, a difference may be noted with the client
application control that has the current keyboard focus. The difference is whether the control with focus is highlighted.

To enable trace functionality the current keyboard focus moves from the GUI client application to the Diagram Trace Utility
and back as the application is traced. To avoid focus problems when interacting with the Diagram Trace Utility, the GUI
client application's control highlighting may be lost. This is expected behavior that should not be seen when the GUI client
application is not being traced.

Debugging Components
This article provides information for Debugging Components. The Diagram Trace Utility contains the following features to
help you debug your applications.
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Modification of PAD View Data

The Diagram Trace Utility lets you access and modify the PAD import, export, entity, and local view data. You can inspect
data values and change them if necessary. The utility validates any changed data to ensure the type and length of data
that is entered adheres to the defined attribute type of the variable.

NOTE

• The Diagram Trace Utility does not validate application-defined edit patterns during view data modification.
The utility also does not validate any changed data for permitted value violation.

• You cannot modify BLOB data using the Diagram Trace Utility.

Modification of System Variables

During a Diagram Trace debugging session, you can access and modify the following Gen system variables:

• Command
• ExitStateName
• ExitState
• TranCode
• ExitStateInfoMsg
• UserID
• TerminalID
• PrinterID
• Dialect
• ClientUserID
• NextLocation
• CurrentDate
• CurrentTime
• ClientPassword
• NextTran
• TransactionRetryLimit
• TransactionRetryCount

NOTE

• You can view the ExitStateName system variable, but you cannot modify it.
• The ExitStateName and ExitStateInfoMsg are not supported for Web View applications.

You can inspect the data values and change them if necessary. The Diagram Trace Utility validates changed data to
ensure the type and length of data that is entered adheres to attribute types defined for variables.

Expressions

An expression is a snippet of code that you can evaluate to produce a value. You must evaluate some expressions at a
specific location in the program so that the Diagram Trace Utility can reference their values.

Expressions can be as complex as needed. Essentially, complex expressions can have unlimited lengths. The complexity
of the expression is limited only by the availability of memory in the underlying Java virtual machine (JVM).

Watch expressions are expressions that are repeatedly evaluated as the program executes. You can use Watch
expressions to implement Watch lists that show changes in the values of expressions as the program executes.

In expressions, operator precedence follows the standard arithmetic precedence. An expression can contain one or more
combinations of the following operators:
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• Boolean: True/False
• Simple mathematical operators: =, - /, *
• Comparison operators: <, !<. <=, !<=, >, !>, >=, !>=, ==, !=
• Logical operators: ||, &&
• Expressions contained in parentheses: ()
• Negation Operator: "-"

String literals must be contained within double quotes (""). Text strings that are not contained within double quotes are
assumed to be variable types instead of literal types. Arguments within double quotes are never evaluated.

The following list contains examples of different combinations of operators:

• Var1 == True
Var2 != False

• Var3 + Var4 < Var5 + Var4
• Var2 <= 33 (constant value of 33)
• Var3 <= MyVal (variable MyVal)
• Var 3 >= "MyVal" (constant string "MyVal")
• Var1 + Var2 *3.21 == 9.664
• ((Var2 + 6) + 2) / 99
• (Var1 + 1) <= Var2
• (Var1 + (Var2 * 3) != 999

Markers

Markers are objects that you can associate with specific lines of Diagram Trace PAD code. You can create the following
types of markers during a debug session:

Bookmarks
Used to place anchors on a specific line of PAD code in a debug session. You can use these anchors as quick
links to move from one source position or file to another. You can view all bookmarks that you have created in the
Bookmarks view.

Breakpoints
Used to place markers on specific PAD statement lines to suspend program execution whenever the session
encounters a breakpoint marker. You can view all breakpoints that you have created in the Breakpoints view.
You can set breakpoints at the Action Diagram level and at the Window GUI Event method level to stop:

• At a specific PAD statement line
• At a specific PAD statement line if a user-defined condition is satisfied
• At the entrance of or just before the exit of an Action Diagram
• When a specified data item changes value

Highlight PAD Code Fragments

You can define your own color scheme to highlight PAD code fragments so you can locate them easily during your
debugging session. Use highlighting to help you see the following PAD code fragments:

• Keywords
• View types (import, export, entity, and local)

Use the PAD Code View editor to display highlighted PAD code fragments.
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Region Expansion and Contraction

You can expand or contract code view regions dynamically as required. This capability lets you control the amount of data
that is displayed in the PAD Code View window at any given time and reduce clutter that is caused by code segments that
are of no interest.

National Language Support Capability

The Diagram Trace Utility supports any NLS data that can be specified with the Gen PAD language statements.

Accessibility Features

Accessibility features help people with physical disabilities, such as restricted mobility or limited vision, to use software
products successfully.

The Diagram Trace Utility provides the following accessibility features:

• You can operate all features of the Diagram Trace Utility using the keyboard instead of a mouse.
• You can set all fonts and colors in the Diagram Trace Utility using the Colors and Fonts Preferences dialog.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support screen reader software or the use of Microsoft Active Accessibility
(MSAA) APIs to render user interface elements accessible to assistive technology.

Installing the Diagram Trace Utility
This article provides information for Installing the Diagram Trace Utility (DTU). Before you install the Diagram Trace Utility,
ensure you review the following information.

Hardware and Software Requirements

The hardware and software requirements are documented in Technical Requirements.

Installation Considerations

Before you install the Diagram Trace Utility, review the following considerations:

• The Diagram Trace Utility is implemented on the Java-based Eclipse Workbench and is written in the Java
programming language. For more information about the Eclipse Foundation Framework, go to www.eclipse.org.

• Although the Diagram Trace Utility is built on the Eclipse Workbench foundation, no additional Eclipse installation
package is required.

• The underlying Eclipse Workbench provides support for execution on platforms other than Windows platforms.
However, the Diagram Trace Utility runs only on Microsoft Windows operating systems.

Diagram Trace Utility Installation

The Diagram Trace Utility is a separately installable feature in the Gen feature set. Both the Typical and Custom
installation options install the Diagram Trace Utility. This utility has no dependency on, nor is it a dependent of, any other
Gen product.

WARNING
Diagram Trace maintains a set of support files in the Diagram Trace installation directory and subdirectories
that represent your workspace. Modifying these support files outside the Diagram Trace Utility may produce
unintended side effects or loss of Diagram Trace functionality.

For more information about installing the utility and product licensing, see Installation .
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Post-installation Tasks

You can start the Diagram Trace Utility by selecting Start, All Programs, CA, Gen <version>, Diagram Trace Utility. You
can also start the Diagram Trace Utility by using %GENxx%Gen\DiagramTrace.bat. In either case, the Diagram Trace
Utility uses the Java Runtime Environment referenced by %GENxxJRE%.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

You can customize several preferences; however, customization is not required for successful Diagram Trace Utility
operation.

Navigating the Diagram Trace Utility
Before you begin a debug session, it is important to understand how to navigate the Diagram Trace Utility (DTU) main
window and perform basic actions.

Diagram Trace Utility Main Window

The Diagram Trace Utility contains a group of the following items in the main window that provide all the functions you
must debug your applications:

• Views
• PAD Code View Editors
• Menus
• Toolbars

You can change the default window layout, or perspective, by opening views, closing views, or docking views in different
positions in the main window.

Default Perspective

The following illustration is an example of a default perspective (window layout).
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The Diagram Trace Utility is preconfigured to start a debugging session automatically when you start the software. The
first time that you start the Diagram Trace Utility, it displays the default perspective, which contains the Debug view,
Console view, Variables view, Breakpoints view, Expressions view, and the PAD Code View editor. You can change the
default window layout to suit your needs.

NOTE
The first time that you start the Diagram Trace Utility, the views contain no data, except for the Debug view and
the Console view. The Debug view contains a Diagram Trace Listener process that listens on the default port for
new application connections. The Console view contains information about the session initiation and shows the
port on which the Listener process is listening for connections.

Current Perspective

When you change the default layout of the main window, the Diagram Trace Utility automatically saves the new layout
configuration as the current perspective when you exit the window. Each time that you start the Diagram Trace Utility,
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the current perspective is displayed, unless you restore the default perspective. You can change the window layout by
opening new views, closing views, and rearranging views.

The following illustration shows a current perspective that you can create by closing several views and rearranging the
remaining views. In this example, the PAD Code View editor is highlighted, which indicates that it is the active component
in the main window of the Diagram Trace Utility.

NOTE
View and PAD Code View editor window components can be active or inactive, but only one component can be
active at any one time.

Reinstate the Default Perspective

When you reset the default window perspective, the current perspective you created previously is no longer available for
viewing.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Reset Perspective from the Window menu on the Diagram Trace Utility main window.
The Reset Perspective dialog appears.

2. Click Reset Perspective.
The current Diagram Trace Utility perspective is reset to its default settings.

Main Menu Bar
The Diagram Trace Utility main window contains a main menu bar on the upper-left side of the window that contains the
following items:

File Menu

You can use the commands on the File menu to close or print PAD Code editor views, import or export preferences, or
close the Diagram Trace Utility.

Close
Closes the currently or last selected PAD Code View editor.

Close All
Closes all currently opened PAD Code View editors.

Print
Prints the content of the currently selected PAD Code View editor.

Import
Imports a generated Gen Action Diagram File or imports Diagram Trace preference settings from a previously
created preference export file.

Export
Exports the set of Diagram Trace preferences to a file.

Clear History
Clears all opened PAD files history from File Menu.

Exit
Exits the Diagram Trace Utility.

Navigate Menu

You can use the Go to Line command on the Navigate menu to move your cursor to a specified line of code in the PAD
Code View editor.

Go to Line
Displays the Go to Line dialog that lets you specify a line number to move the cursor to in the PAD Code View
editor. The upper limit of line numbers that you can specify depends on the size of the Action Diagram displayed
in the PAD Code View editor.

NOTE
This option is available only when the PAD Code View editor is the active view.

Diagram Trace Menu

You can use the commands on the Diagram Trace menu to start or stop communication to the traced application.

Start
Starts Diagram Trace listening on the configured port for communication from an application to be traced.
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Stop
Terminates the connection to the traced application.

Run Menu

You can use the commands on the Run menu to enable, disable, skip, or remove breakpoints. You can also resume,
suspend, terminate, watch, or inspect the executing application.

Resume
Resumes execution from the statement on which the application execution stopped.

Suspend
Suspends execution on one or more selected connections.

Terminate
Terminates the selected debug target and ends the debug session.

Step Into
Resumes execution, stopping at the next statement either in the same method, a called method, or (if you are at
the end of a method) in the method from which the current method was called.

Step Over
Resumes execution, stopping at the next statement either in the same method or (if you are at the end of a
method) in the method from which the current method was called.

Step Return
Resumes execution, stopping at the next statement in the method from which the current method was called.

Skip Over
Resumes the application (without executing the current statement), stopping at the next statement either in the
same method or (if you are at the end of a method) in the method from which the current method was called.

Use Step Filters
Toggles the Use Step Filters button in the Debug view toolbar. When the action is toggled on, each of the step
actions (over, into, return) applies the set of step filters defined through the Window menu Preferences option.

Toggle Line Breakpoint
Toggles the current state of the Line Breakpoint marker. Sets a breakpoint if not currently set and clears a
Breakpoint if currently set.

Toggle Watchpoint
Toggles the current state of the watchpoint. Creates a watchpoint if not currently set or clears an existing
watchpoint.

Toggle Method Breakpoint
Toggles the current state of the Method Breakpoint marker. Sets a breakpoint if not currently set, clears a
breakpoint if currently set.

Skip All Breakpoints
Causes Diagram Trace to ignore the current setting of all breakpoints allowing the application to run without
breaking.

Remove All Breakpoints
Deletes all breakpoints.

Watch
Sets a Watch expression on selected text in the PAD Code View editor and displays the Watch expression in the
Expressions view.
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Inspect
Displays a pop-up Inspection window in the PAD Code View editor for the selected view reference and lets you
move the selection to the Expressions view. This option is only available when the PAD Code View editor has the
focus and has a matching suspended Stack Frame, and the text selection encompasses an entire view reference.

Window Menu

You can use the commands on the Window menu to show a particular view, reset the perspective, navigate in the
displayed PAD Code View editors and views, and set the Preferences for the Diagram Trace Utility.

Show View
Displays a submenu listing the available views and you can click the appropriate view to open.

Reset Perspective
Changes the current perspective (or window layout) to the default built-in perspective.

Navigation
Displays a submenu for navigating in the displayed PAD Code View editors and views.

Preferences
Displays a dialog containing subpanels allowing access to various preferences used to configure the appearance
of views and the behavior of the Diagram Trace Utility tools.

Main Window Toolbar

The Diagram Trace Utility main window contains a toolbar bar below the main menu bar. This toolbar contains icons that
you can click to perform the actions described in the following table:

Icon Description 

  
Opens the Print dialog and prints the contents of the PAD being
edited. This option is only available if a PAD Code view editor is
open and the editor has the focus.

  
Starts a Diagram Trace Server and updates the Debug view
with the new server. The Diagram Trace Utility starts a listener
process for every port specified in the Listen On Port(s) field on
the Diagram Trace Preferences dialog and removes information
for the previously terminated Diagram Trace server.
This option is only available when there is no Diagram Trace
server started.

  
Terminates the Diagram Trace server and removes the items from
the list in the Debug view.
This option is only available when a Diagram Trace Server is
running.

Diagram Trace Utility Views
Views are visual components of the Diagram Trace Utility (DTU) that support PAD Code View editors and provide
alternative presentations and ways to navigate the information being traced in your application.

A view can appear by itself or you can stack it with other views in a tabbed notebook in the Diagram Trace Utility main
window. Views also have their own toolbars and pop-up menus that contain actions you can perform that are specific to
the view.

The Diagram Trace Utility supports the following types of views:
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• Bookmarks
• Breakpoints 
• Console 
• Debug
• Diagram Trace Explorer
• Error Log
• Expressions
• Outline
• Variables

You can use these views to navigate a hierarchy of information (such as variable values), open a PAD Code View editor,
show breakpoints, bookmarks, expression watchpoints, console output, and various other activities. The Diagram Trace
Utility immediately saves any changes that you make in a view. Only one instance of a particular type of view can exist in
a Diagram Trace Utility window at any given time.

Activate and Close a View

A view that is displayed in the Diagram Trace Utility main window can be active or inactive, but only one view can be
active at a given time.

To activate a view, click the tab of the view you want to activate. The system highlights the title bar of the selected view.
The highlighted view becomes the active view.

NOTE
 All views have Maximize and Minimize view buttons on their toolbars that you can click to expand and shrink the
view.

To close a view, click the X in the upper right corner of the view tab.

WARNING
When you close a view tab, the view remains closed in the current debug session and future debug sessions
unless you manually reopen the view.

Rearrange Views

You can rearrange the placement of views and editors in the Diagram Trace Utility main window anytime by dragging and
dropping the view to dock (or place) it in a different location.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the title bar of the view that you want to rearrange and drag the view across the main window.
Various drop cursors indicate where the view will dock in relation to the view or PAD Code View editor area beneath
the cursor when you release the mouse button. In addition, a tool tip appears that provides more feedback on the
location in which the view will dock.

2. Release the mouse button to dock the view in any position in the main window. Drag the title bar of the view to dock
the view in another position in the main window.
The views are docked to the new positions in the main window.
Example: The Diagram Trace Explorer view is stacked with the Outline view into a tabbed notebook and the Outline
view is the active view.
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Types of Drop Cursors

As you drag a view across the Diagram Trace Utility main window, the drop cursors in the following list may display to
indicate where the view will be docked after you release the mouse button:

Up Arrow
Docks above the view that appears beneath the cursor.

Down Arrow
Docks below the view that appears beneath the cursor.

Right Arrow
Docks to the right of the view that appears beneath the cursor.

Left Arrow
Docks to the left of the view that appears beneath the cursor.

Stacked Cursor
Docks the view in the same pane as the view that appears beneath the cursor. The view displays as a tab in the
pane.

Restricted Cursor (line through circle)
Does not dock the view at the location if you release the mouse there.
Example: You cannot dock a view in the PAD Code View editor area.
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Detached Cursor (box with four quadrants)
Detaches the view from its location in the main window. You can re-attach the view by clicking the tab of the
detached view and dragging and dropping the view at its original location or at another location on the main
window.

Rearrange Tabbed Views

The Diagram Trace Utility main window lets you rearrange views in a tabbed notebook. The following procedure explains
how to rearrange the Variables and Breakpoints views in a tabbed notebook.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Reset, Perspective from the Window menu.
The window perspective is reset to its original layout.

2. Drag the Variables title bar to the right of the Breakpoints tab until the cursor appears as a Stack cursor, then release
the mouse button.
The Variables view tab now appears to the right of the Breakpoints tab.

 
3. Drag the Breakpoints view tab to the right of the Variables tab until the cursor is a Stack cursor and release the mouse

button.
The Breakpoints view tab now appears to the right of the Variables tab.

 

Open a View

You can open an undisplayed view as needed.

Follow these steps: 

1. From the Windows menu, select Show View.
A list of views displays as shown in the following illustration:

 
2. Click the view that you want to open.

The selected view displays in the main window.

NOTE
If you use the Alt+Shift+Q key sequence to open a view instead of selecting the Show View option from the
Windows menu, a pop-up menu appears that lets you select and open the following views:
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• Breakpoints - Alt+Shift+Q, B
• Console - Alt+Shift+Q, C
• Error Log - Alt+Shift+Q,L
• Show View (View: Outline) - Alt+Shift+Q, O
• Variables - Alt+Shift+Q, V

The Diagram Trace utility does not support the Problems view.

Example: If you select Console, the utility displays the Console view in the Diagram Trace Utility main window.
The following illustration shows the Console view added to the bottom of the main window. The Console view tab is
highlighted, indicating that the view is the active view.

  

The Bookmarks View

This article provides information for The Bookmarks View. The Bookmarks view displays all anchors (bookmarks) placed
on a specific line of PAD code.

The following illustration shows a sample Bookmarks view.
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The bookmarks appear in a table format that provides a description of each bookmark, the name of the resource of the
bookmark, folder, and line number (location) in the PAD Code View editor.

NOTE
This view is not displayed in the default perspective. You must manually open the view by selecting Window,
Show View, and Bookmarks on the Diagram Trace Utility main menu bar.

The Bookmarks View Toolbar

The Bookmarks view contains a toolbar that displays on the right side of the title bar:

The icons on the Bookmarks view toolbar let you perform the actions described in the following table:

Icon Description

Deletes a selected bookmark.

Displays the Bookmark Filters dialog that lets you enable or
disable bookmark filters on:
Any resource in the same project
A selected resource only
A selected resource and its children
A selected Bookmarks working set
Displays the Bookmarks Toolbar menu that contains options to:
Specify the sorting of displayed bookmarks (by Description,
Resource, In Folder, Location, or Creation time) in either
ascending or descending order.
Set Filters on bookmarks

The Bookmarks View Pop-up Menu

The Bookmarks view contains two pop-up menus that you can access by right-clicking in the view. The pop-up menu that
displays depends on the location of your cursor in the view.

If your cursor is in the Description field of the Bookmarks view, a pop-up menu displays that lets you cut, copy, paste, or
delete selected bookmarks.

If your cursor is in the Resource column or the In Folder column of the view, a pop-up menu appears that lets you perform
the following actions:
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• Go to the location of a selected bookmark in the PAD Code View editor.
• Copy one or more selected bookmarks.
• Delete a selected bookmark.
• Select all bookmarks.
• Display the Bookmarks Properties dialog for a selected bookmark.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the Show in Navigator option on the Bookmarks view pop-up menu.

The Breakpoints View

This article provides information for The Breakpoints View. The Breakpoints view displays all breakpoints (enabled and
disabled) that are set in the vertical ruler of the PAD Code View editor.

Enabled Breakpoints appear as blue-filled circles to the left of the PAD code statements in the Breakpoints view and on
the vertical ruler in the PAD Code View editor. Disabled breakpoints appear as white (unfilled) circles.

The Breakpoints View Toolbar

The Breakpoints View contains a toolbar that displays on the right side of the title bar:

The icons on the Breakpoints view toolbar let you perform the actions described in the following table:

Icon Description

Removes selected breakpoints

Removes all breakpoints

Shows breakpoints that are supported by selected target

Goes to the file (in the PAD Code View editor) for a breakpoint

Skips all breakpoints

Expands all breakpoints in the Breakpoints view tree structure.

Collapses all breakpoints in the Breakpoints view tree structure.
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Links to the Debug view

Provides access to the Breakpoints Toolbar menu

The Breakpoints View Toolbar Menu

The Breakpoints View Toolbar menu commands let you perform the following actions:

Group By
Displays the following options that you can select:
Breakpoints

- Changes the Breakpoints view to show a simple list of all breakpoints with no groupings (the default
view).

Breakpoint Types
- Changes the Breakpoints view to group the breakpoints by breakpoint type. There are three types of
breakpoints: Line, Method, and Watchpoint.

Breakpoint Working Sets
- Changes the Breakpoints view to group the breakpoints by working sets.

Files
- Changes the Breakpoints view to group the breakpoints by the files or Action Diagrams to which they
belong.

Projects
- Changes the Breakpoints view to group the breakpoints by the projects to which they belong.

Resource Working Sets
- Changes the Breakpoints view to group breakpoints by the resource working sets to which they belong.

Advanced
- Opens a dialog that lets you create a custom view that combines the other view types to create other
breakpoint listings.

Select Default Working Set
Opens a dialog that lets you select (or create) a working set to be the default working set.

Deselect Default Working Set
Resets the view, so that there is no default working set. This option is enabled only if a default working set is
defined.

Working Sets
Opens a dialog in which you can create, edit, or delete one or more working sets.

The Breakpoints View Pop-up Menu

You can access the pop-up menu by right-clicking in the viewing area of the Breakpoints view. This pop-up menu lets you
perform the actions that are described in the following list:

Go to File
Switches to the breakpoint location in the PAD Code View editor, opening it if necessary.

NOTE
This option is only enabled when a line or method breakpoint is selected.
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Enable
Sets the selected breakpoint to the Enabled state, places a check mark in the check box next to the breakpoint,
and changes the icon of the breakpoint on the vertical ruler in the PAD Code View editor to the enabled icon.

NOTE
If the breakpoint is already enabled, this option is not available.

Disable
Sets the selected breakpoint to the Disabled state, clears the check box next to the breakpoint, and changes the
icon of the breakpoint on the vertical ruler in the PAD Code View editor to the disabled icon.

NOTE
If the breakpoint is already disabled, this option is not available.

Remove
Removes one or more selected breakpoints from the Breakpoints view and removes the breakpoint icons from the
vertical ruler in the PAD Code View editor.

Remove All
Removes all breakpoints from the Breakpoints view and removes all breakpoint icons from the vertical ruler in the
PAD Code View editor.

Select All
Selects all the breakpoints listed.

NOTE
This option is displayed and enabled only if at least one breakpoint is defined.

Copy
Copies the selected breakpoint to the clipboard.

NOTE
This option is only enabled when a breakpoint is selected.

Paste
Pastes the breakpoint to the selected group.

NOTE
This option is enabled only if you copied a breakpoint and enabled a group.

Properties
Opens the Breakpoint Properties page for the selected breakpoint.

NOTE
This option is only enabled when a breakpoint is selected.

Import Breakpoints
Opens the Import Breakpoints wizard which helps you import breakpoints into your workspace.

Export Breakpoints
Opens the export breakpoints wizard which helps you import breakpoints to a file.

The Console View

This article provides information for The Console View. The Console view is a read-only view that displays standard output
messages from the Diagram Trace Utility.
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Console View Toolbar

The following toolbar appears to the right of the Console view title bar:

The icons on the Console view toolbar let you perform the actions described in the following table:

Icon Description

Clears the contents of the Console view.

Turns off automatic scrolling and locks the scroll bar where you
placed it in the Console view.

Provides a drop-down list of all open consoles. Only one console
is shown and selecting it opens another detached view of the
Console.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the Display Selected Console and Pin Console icons on the Console
view toolbar.

Console View Pop-up Menu

You can access the pop-up menu of the Console view by right-clicking in the viewing area of the Console view. The
Console View pop-up menu lets you perform the actions that are described in the following list:

Select All
Selects and highlights all text in the Console view.

Find/Replace
Finds and displays a specified word or phrase.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the Replace action.

Clear
Clears the contents of the Console view.

Scroll Lock
Locks the Scroll bar where you placed it in the Console view.
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NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the Cut, Copy, Paste, or Open Link functions on the Console view
pop-up menu.

The Debug View

The Debug view lets you manage the debugging of an application. The view displays the current connection status for all
configured ports and the execution status for each target application that is currently connected:

Debug View Artifacts and States

The following debug artifacts display in the Debug view:

• The Diagram Trace Server
• At least one Listener process (default port is 4567)
• One or more Connections
• Stack Frames

These artifacts display in a tree structure that follows the following conventions:

• The Diagram Trace Server is the root element
• Listener processes are children of the Diagram Trace Server
• Connections are children of a Listener process
• Stack Frames are children of a Connection
• All artifacts except Stack Frames can contain children

Artifacts in the Debug view can be in different states. You can change the state of an artifact using the enabled commands
for that artifact as described in the following table:

Artifact States Commands

Diagram Trace Server Executing, Terminated The Disconnect and Terminate commands
change the state of the executing artifact to
Terminated and removes the artifact.

Listener Process Executing, Disconnected The Disconnect command changes
the state of the executing artifact to
Disconnected and removes the artifact.

Connection Running, Suspended The Suspend command changes the state
of a running connection to Suspended. The
notation <Suspended> appears to the right
of the artifact's name stating the location in
the PAD code that execution is suspended.
The Resume command changes the
state to Running. The notation <Running>
appears to the right of the artifact's name.
The Disconnect command removes this
artifact and its children from the Debug
view.

Stack Frame Suspended The Suspend command changes the state
of an executing artifact to Suspended.
The Resume command resumes execution
of the Stack Frame.
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Sample Debug Views

The following sample Debug view shows that only the default Listener port (4567) is configured. The application is
connected but is currently suspended:

You can configure multiple Listener ports. In the following example, three Listener ports (4567, 4568, and 4569) have
been configured. The application connected to port 4567 is connected and is currently running. The application connected
to port 4568 is suspended at statement 0 (entry to the Action Diagram). The configured port 4569 is listening for
application connections, but currently has no connections.

Debug View Interactions with Other Views

Selecting actions in the Debug view causes the changes described in the following table to occur in other views:

Action Resulting View Changes

Select a Single Stack Frame A PAD Code View editor for the Action Block is brought to the front
of the editors (a new editor is opened if necessary).
When the front editor changes, the Outline view displays the
outline for the selected Stack Frame.
The Variables view refreshes its display with the variables for the
selected Stack Frame.
The Expressions view re-evaluates all expressions based on the
selected Stack Frame.
The Breakpoints view highlights the Breakpoint related to the
stopped state of the Stack Frame if the Breakpoints view has the
Link With Debug View setting on.

Select a single Diagram Trace Server, Connection, or Listener
process

The Variables view resets its display to an empty view.
The Expressions view refreshes its display to no evaluations being
performed (no Stack Frame context).
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Selecting more than one item The Variables view resets its display to an empty view.
The Expressions view refreshes its display to no evaluations being
performed (no Stack Frame context).

The Debug View Toolbar

The following toolbar appears to the right of the Debug view title bar:

The icons on the Debug view toolbar let you perform the actions described in the following table:

Icon Action Description

Resume Resumes execution on one or more
selected connections.

Suspend Suspends execution on one or more
selected connections.

Terminate Terminates the selected debug session.

Disconnect Disconnects from one or more selected
connections.

Step Into Resumes execution, stopping at the next
statement either in the same method, a
called method or (if you are at the end of
a method) in the method from which the
current method was called.

Step Over Resumes execution, stopping at the next
statement either in the same method or
(if you are at the end of a method) in the
method from which the current method was
called.

Step Return Resumes execution, stopping at the next
statement in the method from which the
current method was called.

Skip Over Resumes the application (without executing
the current statement), stopping at the next
statement either in the same method or
(if you are at the end of a method) in the
method from which the current method was
called.

Use Step Filters Toggles step filters on and off. When on, all
Step actions apply step filters.

Suspend on Entry Suspends the application execution
whenever an Action Diagram is first
entered.

To determine the action of each icon, hover your mouse over the icon to see the tooltip that appears.
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The Debug View Pop-up Menu

You can access the Debug view pop-up menu by right-clicking inside the Debug view. The Debug View pop-up menu lets
you perform the actions described in the following list:

Step Into
Resumes execution, stopping at the next statement either in the same method, a called method or (if you are at
the end of a method), in the method from which the current method was called.

Step Over
Resumes execution, stopping at the next statement either in the same method or (if you are at the end of a
method) in the method from which the current method was called.

Step Return
Resumes execution, stopping at the next statement in the method from which the current method was called.

Skip Over
Resumes the application (without executing the current method), stopping at the statement either in the same
method or (if you are at the end of a method) in the method from which the current method was called.

Use Step Filters
Toggles the Use Step Filters action to turn on the use of step filters (so all Step actions apply step filters) or turn
off the use of step filters.

Resume
Resumes execution on one or more selected connections.

Suspend
Suspends execution on one or more selected connections when the selections contain only running Connections
or Stack Frames.

Terminate
Terminates the selected debug target and ends the debug session.

Disconnect
Disconnects from the selected application, which effectively terminates the debug session.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the Properties function on the Debug view pop-up menu.

The Diagram Trace Explorer View

The Diagram Trace Explorer view displays a hierarchical view of the source code for PADs that are cached in the Diagram
Trace Utility (DTU) workbench.

The following illustration shows two cached Actions Diagrams that are available for inspection. You can right-click and
select Open from the pop-up menu to open the available source (.pad) files inside a PAD Code View editor:
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During the debug session, the application sends its PAD code to the Diagram Trace Utility. The Diagram Trace Utility
stores the received data in XML format in .pad files in the workspace subdirectory of the Diagram Trace Utility. The utility
saves these files from one debug session to another and lets you access these .pad files.

The Diagram Trace Explorer View Pop-up Menu

You can access the pop-up menu in the Diagram Trace Explorer view by right-clicking inside the view. The Diagram Trace
Explorer pop-up menu lets you perform the following actions:

Open
Opens the selected Action Diagram in the PAD Code View editor.

Delete
Deletes the .pad file containing the selected Action Diagram, which has the following effects:

• The deleted Action Block is removed from the list in the Diagram Trace Explorer.
• All breakpoints that are associated with the deleted Action Block are removed.
• All bookmarks that are associated with the deleted Action Block are removed.
• Any open PAD Code View editors for the deleted Action Block are closed.

Select All
Selects all listed Action Diagrams.

Refresh
Refreshes or updates the data area view.

The Error Log View

This article provides information for The Error Log View. The Error Log view captures and displays all internal warnings
and errors that are generated by the platform and your code.

The Diagram Trace Utility writes these errors to a .log file created in the .metadata subdirectory of your workspace. The
Error Log view shows the content of this file and provides options to sort or filter your data, as shown in the following
sample:

By default, after the Error Log view is in your perspective, the Diagram Trace Utility activates (highlights) the view when
new events are logged. You can turn this feature on or off using the drop-down menu of the view.

The Error Log View Toolbar

The following toolbar appears to the right of the Error Log view title bar:
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The icons on the Error Log view toolbar let you perform the actions described in the following table:

Icon Description

Exports the Error log that is displayed in the Error Log view to a
specified file on your local system or network drive.

Imports a specified Error log from your local system or network
drive.

Clears the current contents of the Error Log view (the Error Log
file remains intact).

Deletes the Error Log from the Error Log view.

Opens the Error log detail in Notepad.

Restores the contents of the Error Log view.

Displays the Toolbar menu that contains options to:
Set Filters for the type of error messages (Information, Warning,
or Error) displayed in the Error View log and specifies whether to
display the events that are logged during all sessions or during the
most recent session.
Activate the log when new events occur.

The Error Log Pop-up Menu

The Error Log view contains a pop-up menu, which you can access by right-clicking in the view. The pop-up menu lets you
perform the following actions:

Copy
Copies the item that is selected to the Windows clipboard.

Clear Log Viewer
Clears the log data that is displayed in the Error Log view (the Error Log file remains intact).

Delete Log
Deletes the contents of the Error log.

Open Log
Opens the current Error log using Notepad to view Error Log content that may not be displayed in the Error Log
view when the view was cleared.

Restore Log
Restores the entire contents of the current Error Log to the Error Log view display.

Export Log
Exports the current Error Log file to an external file on the Windows file system.

Import Log
Imports an Error Log you exported from a previous debug session to replace the current Error Log file. The
imported file must adhere to the Error Log file format to be displayed correctly in the Error Log view. The imported
Error Log is for viewing purposes only.
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NOTE
Error output from the current debug session remains written to the Error Log file that was in use when
you started the Diagram Trace Utility. The imported Log currently being viewed is not updated with
errors pertaining to the current debug session.

If you import an Error Log file, the text of the Error Log view toolbar icon and the Pop-up menu option that is used
to restore the current log changes from Restore Log to Restore This Log of the Workspace. The Restore This
Workspace’s Log function causes the current debug session Error Log file to replace the previously imported log
file in the Error Log view.

Event Details
Opens an Event details dialog to display a detailed explanation of the selected error.

The Expressions View

In the Expressions view, you can view the current evaluated state of expressions that you previously entered:

The Expressions view opens automatically when you add a Watch expression to the view. You can inspect data in the
Expressions view when the trace execution is suspended:

There are two split view panes displayed by default in the Expression view, the Expression pane and the Detail pane. The
Expression pane contains the entered or copied expression to be evaluated. The Detail pane displays the values resulting
from the highlighted expression or expressions that are being evaluated.

When the Detail pane displays, you can click the slider bar that exists between the two areas and move it to adjust the
size of each pane.

The Expressions View Toolbar

The Expressions View contains the following toolbar:

The icons on the Expressions view toolbar let you perform the actions described in the following table:

Icon Description

Toggles the display of the variable type names and sizes that
precede the variable name in the Expression pane.

Collapses the expanded tree view.

Removes selected expressions from the Expressions view.
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Removes all expressions from the Expressions view.

Displays the Details toolbar menu.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the Show Logical structure icon on the Expressions view toolbar.

Set the Display Orientation of the Expressions Panes

You can set the display orientation of the Expressions panes using the Layout option under Menu on the right side of
the Expressions view title bar. To set the Display orientation of the Expressions panes, select one of the following menu
options from Menu, Layout:

Vertical
Aligns the Variables pane to appear above the Detail pane.

Horizontal
Aligns the Variables pane to appear to the left of the Detail pane.

Expression View Only
Removes the Detail pane from the display.

You can drill down the repeated group values and hide the non active display groups by selecting the following options
under Menu in the Expressions view title bar.

Expand RGV Breadth First
Drills down through occurrences of repeated group values to the bottom attributes and displays them as arrays of
values instead of records.

Hide Non-active Group View Rows
Hides the display group rows that are not active currently.

Configure the Maximum Characters to Display in the Expressions Detail Pane

You can configure the maximum number of characters to display in the Expression Details pane in the Expression view.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click on the Details pane in the Expression view.
The Configure Details Area dialog appears as shown in the following illustration:

2. Replace the default entry (10000) with the maximum number of characters to display in the Details pane and click OK.
The configuration is saved and the dialog closes.
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Enable and Disable Text Wrapping in the Expression Details Pane

Text wrapping in the Expressions Detail pane is disabled by default.

To enable and disable text wrapping in the Expressions Detail pane, right-click on the Details area and select the option.
If text wrapping is enabled, selecting the option disables text wrapping. If text wrapping is disabled, selecting the option
enables text wrapping.

Add a Watch on Selected Variable Views

The Diagram Trace Utility lets you enable a Watch on selected variables (views or attributes) in the Variables view or the
Outline view. To add a watch on selected variables, select one or more variables in the Variables view or the Outline view,
right-click and select Watch from the pop-up menu.

The Diagram Trace utility adds a new Watch expression to the Expressions view for each variable view you selected in
the Outline view and brings the Expressions view to the front of the display (or opens the view if it is not displayed).

Show Variable Type Names

Click the Show Type Names icon on the Expressions view toolbar to display or hide variable type names and sizes
that precede the variable name in the Expressions pane of the Expressions view. The following illustration displays the
variable type names:

Collapse the Expanded Tree Structure

Click Collapse All in the Expression view toolbar to collapse the expanded tree view in the Expressions view. The
following illustration shows a collapsed tree view:

Remove a Selected Expression

You can select one or more expressions to be removed from the Expressions view.

Follow these steps:

1. Click one or more expressions to be removed.
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NOTE
You can select multiple expressions by holding down the Ctrl key and clicking on the expressions you want
to remove.

The expressions to be removed are selected.
2. Click Remove Selected Expressions on the Expressions view toolbar.

The expressions are removed from the Expressions view.

Remove All Expressions

You can remove all expressions that have been added to the Expressions view. To remove all expressions from the
Expressions view, click Remove All Expressions on the Expressions view toolbar.

The Expressions View Pop-up Menu

You can access the Expressions view pop-up menu by right-clicking inside the Expressions view. The Expressions view
pop-up menu lets you perform the following actions:

Select All
Selects all expressions in the Expressions view.

Copy Expressions
Copies selected expressions to the clipboard.

Remove
Removes a selected expression from the Expressions view.

Remove All
Removes all expressions from the Expressions view.

Find
Finds all the expressions in the Expressions view.

Change Value
Displays the Change Expression Value dialog and lets you enter a value for a selected expression.

Add Watch Expression
Adds a Watch expression to the Expressions view.

Reevaluate Watch Expression
Re-evaluates a Watch expression.

Disable
Disables a Watch expression in the Expressions view and adds the annotation (disabled) to the right of the
expression.

Enable
Enables a Watch expression that was previously disabled.

Edit Watch Expression
Opens the Edit Watch Expression dialog and lets you edit the text of a Watch expression.

Add a Watch Expression

You can add one or more Watch expressions to the Expressions view using the view pop-up menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click in the Expressions view and select Add Watch Expression from the pop-up menu.
The Add Watch Expression dialog appears showing the following expression:
IMPORT INPUT DIVISION NUMBER == IMPORT INPUT DEPARTMENT NUMBER
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2. Clear the Enable check box if you want the Watch expression to be disabled or select the check box to enable the
Watch expression and click OK.
The dialog closes and the Watch expression is added to the Expressions view:
"IMPORT INPUT DIVISION NUMBER == IMPORT INPUT DEPARTMENT NUMBER" = true

NOTE
If the expression is not valid for the particular action block, the expression contains
"error(s)_during_the_evaluation>".

Edit a Watch Expression

After you have added one or more Watch expressions to the Expressions view, you can edit the Watch expressions using
the pop-menu menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Watch expression to be edited, right-click and select Edit Watch Expression from the pop-up menu.
The Edit Watch Expression dialog appears and displays the Watch expression you selected to be edited.

2. Make the necessary edits and click OK.
The edited Watch expression is saved in the Expressions view.
Example: When a watch is added for a variable (such as System UserID), it looks similar to the following expression:
"System UserID" = abcde01

Select and right-click the line in the previous expression. The Edit Watch Expression opens with the following
information:
System UserID

Add the logic to check for a particular value (such as abcde01) and the following information displays:
"System UserID" == abcde01"" = true

NOTE
If the expression is not valid for the particular action block, the expression contains
"error(s)_during_the_evaluation>".

Enable or Disable a Watch Expression

You can disable or enable one or more Watch expressions as necessary through the Expressions View pop-up menu.

To enable a Watch expression, right-click on a disabled Watch expression and select Enable from the pop-up menu. The
(disabled) annotation is removed from the Watch expression, indicating that it is enabled.

To disable a Watch expression, right-click on an enabled Watch expression and select Disable from the pop-up menu. The
(disabled) annotation appears to the right of the selected Watch expression, indicating that it is disabled.

The Outline View

The Outline view displays an outline of the application PAD file that is open in the PAD Code View editor area and lists the
structural elements.

The contents of the Outline view are specific to the PAD file:
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NOTE

• The Outline view contains a top-level node for each method (action block or any event actions that are
defined in the action block) in the action block. Each method node expands into nodes for each of its attribute
views, base views, group views, entity views, and work set views.

• Selecting a node switches to the location of that node in the PAD Code View editor. If the location is
collapsed, the area is automatically expanded.

• If you activate a new PAD Code View editor, the contents of the Outline view switch to the outline for the new
editor. The expanded state of the outline is preserved as long as the PAD Code View editor with which the
outline is associated remains open. If you close the Outline view and open it again, the expanded state of the
view nodes are not preserved.

The Outline View Pop-up Menu

You can access the Outline view pop-up menu options by selecting an item in the view and right-clicking your mouse. The
Outline view pop-up menu options that appear depends on the type of item you select:

Toggle Method Breakpoint
Appears if you select one or more methods. This option either adds a method breakpoint to the Breakpoints view
for each selected method (if no breakpoint exists) or removes an existing breakpoint from the Breakpoints view for
each selected method.

Watch
Appears if you select one or more views. This option adds a Watch expression to the Expressions view for each
selected view.

Toggle Watchpoint
Appears if you selected one or more variable views. This option adds a watchpoint (data breakpoint) to the
Breakpoints view for each selected variable view or removes an existing watchpoint for each selected variable
view.

Toggle a Method Breakpoint In the Outline View

You can toggle (add or remove) a method breakpoint in the Outline view. The breakpoints appear in or disappear from the
Breakpoints view, depending on the action that was taken. New breakpoint icons appear on the vertical ruler of the PAD
Code View editor.
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To toggle a method breakpoint, select one or more methods in the Outline view, right-click, and select Toggle Method
Breakpoint from the pop-up menu.

The Diagram Trace Utility takes one of the following actions:

• Adds a method breakpoint for each selected method when no method breakpoint exists
• Deletes a method breakpoint for each selected method when a method breakpoint exists

Toggle a Watchpoint in the Outline View

The Diagram Trace Utility lets you toggle a watchpoint (data breakpoint) on selected variable views using the pop-up
menu option Toggle Watchpoint in the Outline view. This toggle adds a data breakpoint to the Breakpoints view for each
selected variable if no watchpoint exists, or removes the existing breakpoint that is associated with each selected variable.

The inherent condition that is associated with this data breakpoint is break if value has changed. The value of the selected
variable view is evaluated before the execution of each statement. When the value changes, program execution is
suspended at the current executable statement.

The Variables View

The variables that are displayed in the view include Gen Action Diagram system variables and import, export, entity, and
local view data for all views currently in scope.

The Variables View displays information about the values of variables in a selected stack frame. The variables are
organized in a tree structure that lets you move down to the lowest level object value that displays. You can expand and
collapse the tree structure as needed.

The following sample Variables View shows the names of the different types of variables in the Variable Name pane and
shows the value of the selected variable in the optional Value Detail Pane. You can select multiple variables.

  

In the Variable Name pane, you can inspect and modify Gen Action Diagram system variables and add variable values
to the Expressions view. In addition, you can add watchpoints and can switch watchpoints to enable breakpoints that are
based on the changing values of variables.

The value of the BLOB attribute is not shown in the Variables View. The following format represents the BLOB attribute
value:

{BLOB;maxlength=nnnn;length=nnnn}

BLOB
Specifies the BLOB variable.

maxlength
Specifies the maximum length of the BLOB variable.

Length
Specifies the actual length of the BLOB variable.
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The Variables View Toolbar

The Variables view contains the following toolbar on the right side of the Variables view title bar:

  

The icons on the Variables view toolbar let you perform the actions that are described in the following table:

 Icon   Description 

  
Toggles the display of the variable type names and sizes that
precede the variable name in the Variables pane.

  
Collapses the expanded tree view.

  
Displays the Detail pane toolbar menu.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the Show Logical Structure icon on the Variables view toolbar.

Set the Display Orientation of the Variables Panes

You can set the display orientation of the Variables panes using the Menu on the right side of the Variables view title bar.

To set the Display orientation of the Variables panes, select one of the following Menus, Layout.

Vertical View Orientation
Aligns the Variables pane to appear above the Detail pane.

Horizontal View Orientation
Aligns the Variables pane to appear to the left of the Detail pane.

Variables View Only
Removes the Detail pane.

Show Columns
Switches whether the variables view displays information using table columns (only displays when application is
suspended).

Select Columns...
Opens a dialog allowing the columns that are shown to be customized (only displays when 'Show Columns' is
checked and application is suspended).

You can drill down the repeated group values and hide the non-active display groups by selecting the following options
under Menu in the Expressions view title bar.

Expand RGV Breadth First
Drills down through occurrences of repeated group values to the bottom attributes and displays them as arrays of
values instead of records.

Hide Non-active Group View Rows
Hides the display group rows that are not active currently.

Configure the Maximum Characters to Display in the Variables Detail Pane

You can configure the maximum number of characters to display in the Variables Details pane in the Variables view.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click on the Details pane in the Variables view.
The Variables view menu options appear.

2. Select Max Length menu option.
The Configure Details Area dialog appears.

3. Replace the default entry (10000) with the maximum number of characters to display in the Details pane and click OK.
The configuration is saved and the dialog closes.

Variables View Pop-up Menu

The Variable view contains a pop-up menu that you can access by right-clicking in the view. The pop-up menu lets you
perform the following actions:

Select All
Selects all variables that display in the Variables view.

Copy Variables
Copies one or more selected variables to the Windows Clipboard.

Find
Displays the Find Variable dialog and lets you type a variable to display or select a variable to display from a list of
system variables in the Variables view.

Change Value
Displays the Change Variable Value dialog and lets you enter a value for a selected system variable.

Toggle Watchpoint
Adds a watchpoint (data breakpoint) to the Breakpoints view for each variable that is selected in the Variables
view or removes an existing watchpoint from the Breakpoints view for each variable selected.

Change a Variable Value

You can change a value for a selected variable using the pop-up menu.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select a variable name from the Variable Name list, right-click, and select Change Value from the pop-up menu.
The Change Variable Value dialog appears:

 
2. Enter a value for the selected variable and select OK.

The new value is set for the variable.
Example: The following illustration shows the new value for ClientUserID in the Details pane:
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NOTE

• The Diagram Trace Utility performs data validation (such as disallowing letters in numeric fields) as you type
each character. The Diagram Trace Utility enforces time and date formats, size limits, and numeric precision
limits. The utility does not change the value if the validation fails.   

• You cannot modify the BLOB data using the Diagram Trace Utility.

Add a Watch on a Variable

To add a watch on a variable, select a variable name from the Variable Name list (for example, Group View -- InGROUP),
right-click, and select Watch from the pop-up menu.

The Diagram Trace Utility adds an expression to the Expressions view for the selected variable and brings the
Expressions view to the front of the display (or opens the view if it is not displayed).

  

Toggle a Watchpoint

The Diagram Trace Utility lets you toggle a watchpoint (data breakpoint) on one or more selected variables in the
Variables view. This toggle adds a data breakpoint to the Breakpoints view for each selected variable if no watchpoint
exists or removes the existing breakpoint that is associated with each selected variable.

The inherent condition that is associated with this data breakpoint is break if value has changed. The value of the selected
variable is evaluated before the execution of each statement. When the value changes, program execution is suspended
at the current executable statement.

To Toggle a Watchpoint, select a variable in the Variables view, right-click the selected variable, and select Toggle
Watchpoint from the pop-up menu.
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PAD Code View Editors
PAD Code View editors are visual components in the Diagram Trace Utility main window. The main menu bar and toolbar
on the Diagram Trace window contain operations that are applicable to the active PAD Code View editor.

You can start an editor inside the PAD Code view area of the Diagram Trace Utility main window to view Gen PAD code
received from the application being debugged. Any number of PAD Code View editors can be open at one time, but only
one editor can be active at any given time.

WARNING
The PAD Code View editors in the Diagram Trace Utility are read-only viewers. You cannot modify the PAD code
in these editors. You must make any modification to the model using the Gen Toolset.

Tabs in the PAD Code View editor area indicate the names of resources that are currently open for viewing. By default,
editors are stacked in the PAD Code View editor area, but you can tile them to view Action Diagrams simultaneously. You
can also minimize and maximize PAD Code View editors to increase or reduce the amount of window space they occupy.

The following illustration shows an example of a PAD Code View editor view.

If you have set one or more breakpoints for tracing the program, they are displayed as blue or white circles on the
highlighted border at the left margin of the PAD Code View editor. Blue circles indicate that enabled breakpoints and white
circles indicate disabled breakpoints.

The Vertical Ruler and Pop-up Menu

The vertical ruler is the vertical bar located at the left of the PAD Code View editor area. Right-click the vertical ruler and
the pop-up menu appears. The following list describes the options on the vertical ruler pop-up menu:
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Toggle Breakpoint
Enables or disables a breakpoint.

Enable/Disable Breakpoint
Changes the state of the current breakpoint from enabled to disabled or from disabled to enabled. The menu item
text changes appropriately.

Breakpoint Properties
Displays the Properties dialog for the selected breakpoint. You can use this dialog to set or modify various
breakpoint properties.

Add/Remove Bookmark
Adds or removes a bookmark for a selected line of PAD code.

Show Line Numbers
Enables or disables display of lines numbers on the PAD code.

Show Statement Numbers
Enables or disables display of the Gen statement numbers.

Preferences
Opens Preferences dialog that lets you review or change the preferences that are associated with a PAD Code
View editor.

Activate a PAD Code View Editor

You can activate multiple PAD Code View editors in the PAD Code view, but only one editor can be active at a time.

To activate a PAD Code View editor, click the tab of the editor you want to activate. The Diagram Trace Utility highlights
the selected PAD Code View editor tab indicating that it is the active editor.

Add a New PAD Code View Editor

You can add one or more new PAD Code View editors through the pop-up menu on PAD Code viewing area.

To add a PAD Code View editor, right-click on the title bar of the PAD Code View editor and select New Editor from the
pop-up menu. The new editor appears in the PAD Code view with the default editor as a tabbed group.

Example: In the following illustration, the new PAD Code View editor is highlighted, indicating it is the active editor.
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Tile PAD Code View Editors

You can create two or more sets of PAD Code View editors in the PAD view editor area. You can also resize the PAD
Code View editor area, but you cannot drag views into the PAD Code View editor area.

Follow these steps:

1. Open at least two PAD Code View editors in the Editor area by double-clicking editable files in one of the navigation
views and drag one of the tabs of the editor out of the PAD Code View editor area.

NOTE
The restricted cursor displays if you try to drop the editor on top of any view or outside the Diagram Trace
Utility window.

2. Dock the editor on a directional arrow drop cursor so that two editors appear in the editor area.

NOTE
You can resize each editor and the entire Editor area to accommodate the editors and views as necessary.

3. (Optional) Observe the color of the editor tabs.
– Blue -- Indicates that the editor is active.
– Default color (depends on the system color scheme) -- Indicates that the editor was the last active editor. If there is

an active view, it is the editor that the active view is working with. This is important when working with views such as
the Outline and Variables view that work closely with the editor.

Example: The following illustration shows a layout of tiled editors:
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Rearrange the Order of Tabbed PAD Code View Editors

You can rearrange a tabbed group of PAD Code View editors by dragging the title bar of one of the tabbed editors to the
left or right of another editor and releasing the mouse button when the cursor appears as a Stack cursor. The PAD Code
View editor that you moved becomes the active editor.

Import Preferences or PAD Files into a Debug Session
The Import Preferences feature provides a wizard that lets you import preference settings from a file using the following
import options:

• Import preference settings from a previously exported Preference file saved on the local system.
• Import Gen PAD files from generated Action Diagram code in a generated target language source file. The file to be

imported must be one of the following generated source file types:
– .c or .sqc (C language)
– .java (Java language)
– .cs (C Sharp.NET language)

Follow these steps:

1. Select File, Import from the main menu.
The Select an Import Source dialog appears.
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2. Click Preferences and click Next.
The Import Preferences dialog appears.
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3. Click Browse to open the Windows Import from File dialog and select the file that contains the Diagram Trace Utility
Preference settings you previously exported, and then click OK.
The path for the selected file appears in the From preference file field.

NOTE
The name of the specified preference import file must have an .epf suffix.

4. Select Import All or select specific preferences to import from the displayed selection list and click Finish.
The preferences you selected are imported into the current debugging session.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the Choose specific preferences to import option.

To import Gen PAD files from generated Action Diagram code

1. Select File, Import from the File menu on the main menu bar.
The Select an Import source dialog appears.

2. Select Generated Gen Action Diagram Files and click Next.
The Import PAD files dialog appears.
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3. Click Browse to open the Window Browse for Folder dialog and select the folder containing the generated PAD files to
import.
The path to the selected folder appears in the Select Directory: field.

4. Click Select All to select all PAD files and click Finish.

NOTE
If you do not want to import all files, you can deselect one or more PAD files or you can click Deselect All,
and then select the PAD files to be imported.

All selected PAD files are imported into the current Diagram Trace Utility debug session. You can view the PAD files in
the PAD Code View editor.

Export Preferences to a File
The Export Preferences feature provides a wizard that lets you export preference settings defined in the current Diagram
Trace Utility debug session to a file on the local system. Use this feature to save customized preference settings for use in
future debug sessions. You can use the Import Preferences feature to import the preferences from the saved export file.

Follow these steps:

1. Select File, Export from the main menu.
The Select an Export Destination dialog appears.
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2. Select Preferences and click Next.
The Export Preferences selection dialog appears.
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1. Select Export all or select Choose specific preferences to export and select the preferences to export from the
selection list.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the Choose specific preferences to export option.

2. Click Browse and browse to the file (or create a file) in which to save the exported preferences.
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NOTE
The file name of the exported file must have an .epf suffix.

3. Click Finish.
The preferences from the current Diagram Trace Utility debug session are saved in the file you specified.

Preparing to Debug
This section describes how to configure a generated application and how to start, stop, and configure the Diagram Trace
Utility to ensure successful connections between the generated application and the Diagram Trace Utility so that you can
successfully start a debug session:

Configure the Generated Application

You can use the Diagram Trace Utility to debug C, Java, or C# applications generated by Gen. These applications can be
block mode applications, client applications, or server applications. You can also use the Diagram Trace utility to debug
execution through the Gen Toolset Testing Tool. Specific configuration procedures and steps required to start a particular
application depend on the application type and target runtime being used.

NOTE
You must start the Diagram Trace Utility before starting the target application to ensure a successful connection
between the Diagram Trace Utility and the target application.

For more information about configuring your application, see the Gen documentation for the appropriate target runtime
listed in the following table:

 Language Runtime  Documentation 

Block Mode applications  Windows Implementation Toolset,
UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset, or NonStop
Implementation Toolset 

C  Transaction Enabler, Tuxedo, WebSphere MQ, or NonStop
Implementation Toolset 

Java  Web Generation or
Enterprise JavaBean 

C#  ASP .NET or
.NET Server 

 Gen Testing Tool  Rapid Test Tool 

Start the Diagram Trace Utility

Start the Diagram Trace Utility before you start your generated application. To start the Diagram Trace Utility, Click Start,
All Programs, CA, Gen<xx>, Diagram Trace Utility. The Diagram Trace window opens.

Note: xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The Diagram Trace Utility is pre-configured to start automatically when it is initialized. You can change this behavior
through the Prestart option on the Diagram Trace Utility Preferences dialog.

NOTE
If you have stopped the Diagram Trace Utility, you can restart it by clicking Start on the main window toolbar.
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Exit the Diagram Trace Utility

The Diagram Trace Utility automatically saves the window layout or perspective each time you exit the utility. If you
change the default perspective during a debug session, the changes are automatically saved as the current perspective,
including all open views, PAD Code View editors, and the current window layout. The next time you start the Diagram
Trace Utility, the current perspective displays. The main window appears exactly as it was the last time you closed it.

You can take any of the following actions to exit the Diagram Trace Utility:

• Select Exit from the File menu on the main window.
• Right-click the main window title bar and select Close from the system pop-up menu.
• Click the X icon on the right side of the main window title bar.
• Press Alt+F4 when the Diagram Trace Utility has the current application focus.

Start a Debug Session

When you start the Diagram Trace Utility, it is pre-configured to start a debug session automatically. You can change this
behavior through the Prestart option on the Diagram Trace Utility Preferences dialog.

NOTE
If you have stopped the debug session, you can click Start on the toolbar of the main window to restart the
session.

Stop a Debug Session

You can stop the current debug session anytime by clicking Stop on the toolbar of the main window.

Configure the Diagram Trace Utility

The Diagram Trace Utility uses the TCP/IP communications protocol. Before you use the Diagram Trace Utility, verify that
TCP/IP is installed and configured properly on the target application machine and the machine hosting the Diagram Trace
Utility.

The Diagram Trace default configuration specifies port number 4567 to communicate with target applications. You can
change this default port or add other ports using the Diagram Trace Preferences dialog. You can also configure the
Diagram Trace Utility settings using the Preferences dialog.

Running a Debug Session
This article provides information for Running a Debug Session. The Diagram Trace Utility can communicate
simultaneously with one or more generated applications locally or across a network using TCP/IP.

The Diagram Trace Utility listens on its configured port number for connections from applications that have been started
with the Trace mode enabled. Applications connect to the Diagram Trace Utility using the host and port number that
you configure as trace enabling options. Multiple applications or multiple instances of the same application can connect
concurrently to the same Diagram Trace Utility port or to separately configured ports. Depending on the type of application
being traced, the Diagram Trace Utility may create extra connections. The Diagram Trace Utility typically maintains these
connections and closes them as needed.

You can manually close any of these connections. However, if you manually close a connection, the application continues
execution without tracing. Depending on the type of generated application being traced, tracing may be resumed. In
general, web applications resume tracing when a new browser Request is initiated.

WARNING
C-based applications do not resume tracing. You must restart C-based applications.
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After an application connects to the Diagram Trace Utility, Gen PAD language statements sent from the application display
in the PAD Code view of the Diagram Trace main window. The Diagram Trace Utility does not need access to generated
application source code files. However, you must generate the application to be debugged with the Trace option enabled.

NOTE
You must start Diagram Trace before starting the target application to ensure a successful connection between
the Diagram Trace Utility and the target application.

Debug Session Overview

To initiate and run a basic Diagram Trace debugging session, perform the following tasks:

•  Configure and start one or more debug configurations 
• Start the Generated Application 
• Add a Line Breakpoint 
• Enable a Breakpoint 
• Disable a Breakpoint 
• Remove a Breakpoint in the Breakpoints View 
• Remove a Breakpoint from the Vertical Ruler of a PAD Code View Editor 
• Set Hit Counts and Conditional Breakpoints 
• Hit Counts 
• Set a Hit Count 
• Add a Method Breakpoint 
• Enable a Method Breakpoint 
• Disable a Method Breakpoint 
• Remove a Method Breakpoint 
• Set a Suspend on Initial Entry Breakpoint 
• Add a Bookmark 
• Access an Action Diagram with a Bookmark 
• Remove a Bookmark 
• Exit the Debug Session

Configure and Start a Debug Session

You must start a debug session in the Diagram Trace Utility before you can trace an application.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, and select Diagram Trace Utility.
The Diagram Trace Utility main window opens.

NOTE
If you have not changed the default configuration, the Diagram Trace Utility automatically starts a debug
session when you start the software. If you have changed the default configuration, you must start the debug
session manually. 

If you are using the default port number (4567) and you must start the debug session manually, move to Step
4. To add or change a port number or change the pre-start Diagram Trace Utility preference, perform the
tasks in Step 2 and Step 3.

2. Click Windows, Preferences.
The Preferences dialog opens.

3. Change the value of the Listen on Ports field and click Apply and Close.
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NOTE
You can type multiple port numbers, which are separated by spaces. The Diagram Trace Utility saves the
changes and closes the Preferences dialog.

4. Click Diagram Trace, Start if you have changed the default configuration and must start the utility manually.
A listener thread starts for each port number that is configured and each configured thread is listed in the Debug view.

NOTE
You can use the Windows netstat -a command to display a list of TCP/IP ports currently in use on the
machine hosting the Diagram Trace Utility. Reviewing this list of active ports helps you resolve conflicts with
port numbers that are already in use.

Start the Generated Application
The procedure used to start a particular generated application depends on the targeted language runtime application (C,
Java, or C#).  The following topics are covered in this section:

Prerequisites

Before you start the application, you must have generated the application in the Gen Toolset or Encyclopedia with Action
Diagram tracing enabled.

Java and C# Gen applications are installed using an application deployment .msi file that the Gen Build Tool creates.
When the application .msi files are created through the Build Tool, you must enable tracing and specify the Diagram Trace
Utility server's address and port number.

WARNING
The port number specified by the target application must match the port number configured in the Diagram
Trace Utility.

Prepare the Application for Trace

Before you trace an application on a Windows, UNIX, Linux, or a NonStop system, you must build certain components
using the Build Tool. The following table details the specific components that you must build on a Windows, UNIX, Linux,
or a NonStop system.

Operating System Components

Windows The application database
RI trigger logic
Any applicable operations libraries
All load modules

UNIX and Linux The application database
RI trigger logic
Any applicable operations libraries
All load modules

NonStop The application database
RI trigger logic
All load modules
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Start the Generated Application on Windows

You can trace all the generated C applications using the Diagram Trace Utility on Windows Systems. Each application
requires transaction codes to map to the correct procedure steps and action blocks. The following table lists the C
applications that you can invoke and trace:

Language Runtime Invocation Method How to Obtain Trancode

GUI Windowed Command Line
Windows Explorer

As a parameter.
As the first trancode stored within the
executable

Distributed Processing Client (GUI Client) Command Line
Windows Explorer

As a parameter
As the first trancode stored within the
executable

Distributed Processing Server AEFAD or WebSphere MQ From the AEENV file

Block Mode Command line Command Line As a parameter when invoked and then
from the AEENV file during execution

Block Mode Interactive AEFN From the AEENV file

Start the Generated Application on UNIX and Linux

You can remotely trace all the generated C applications on UNIX and Linux Systems remotely using the Diagram Trace
Utility running on Windows. For each application, set the AEPATH environment variable when invoking the application
through AEF. The following table lists the C applications that you can invoke and trace:

Language Runtime Invocation Method AEPATH

Distributed Processing Server AEFAD. WebSphere, MQ or Tuxedo AEFAD -- Set before you start AEFAD
Tuxedo -- Set before issuing tmboot
WebSphere MQ -- Set before starting
individual load module
Create a .ksh file to launch the AEFAD and
AEFUF before you execute the C Servers.
Sample .ksh file:
export AEPATH 'pwd' “:”$IEFH
aefad -t 15
aefuf -t 15
Execute the .ksh file from the model
directory to set the current directory in
AEPATH.
Create a similar .ksh file for launching
Tuxedo and WebSphere MQ servers.

Block Mode Commandline Command Line Set before invoking an application

Block Mode Interactive AEF Set before invoking AEF
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Start the Generated Application on NonStop

All generated C applications on NonStop Systems can be traced remotely using the Diagram Trace Utility running on
Windows. Each application requires transaction codes in order to map to the correct procedure steps and action blocks.
The following table lists the C applications that can be traced, and how they are invoked:

Language Runtime Invocation Method How to Obtain Trancode

Distributed Processing Server Pathway through RSC/MP From transaction mapping table

Block Mode Command line
No Display

Pathway through non-TCP Requester From transaction mapping table

Block Mode Interactive Pathway through AEF From transaction mapping table

Verify the Diagram Trace Utility Connection

When you start any type of application (block mode, C, Java, or C#), it automatically attempts to connect to the Diagram
Trace Utility server and one of the following events occurs:

• If the connection is successful, you can view the application's PAD code in the PAD Code view editor, which gets
updated when an action is performed in the application that causes a Procedure Step to execute.

• If the connection is unsuccessful, the application connection to the Diagram Trace Utility times out and application
execution proceeds as if trace was not enabled.

For more information about starting applications, see the appropriate documentation for your targeted environment listed
in the following table:

Language Runtime Documentation

Block Mode applications Windows Implementation Toolset, UNIX and Linux Implementation
Toolset, or NonStop Implementation Toolset

C Transaction Enabler, Tuxedo, WebSphere MQ, or NonStop
Implementation Toolset

Java Web Generation or Enterprise JavaBean

C# ASP .NET or .NET Server

Gen Testing Tool Rapid Test Tool

How a Traced Program Executes
This article provides information for How a Traced Program Executes. When you step through the execution of a traced
program, the following events occur.

1. The application started in trace mode successfully attaches itself to the Diagram Trace Utility. A subset of the Action
Diagram being traced displays in the PAD Code View editor window.

2. The trace execution stops upon entering the initial Action Diagram before any code is executed. This is the default
behavior.

NOTE
You can change the default behavior by clearing the option Suspend on initial entry in the Diagram Trace
Preferences dialog or clicking the "Suspend on entry" toggle button on the debug view toolbar.
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Use Breakpoints to Control Program Execution
Breakpoints suspend program execution where the breakpoint is set. Breakpoints display in the vertical ruler in the PAD
Code View editor and in the Breakpoints view.

Blue circles identify enabled breakpoints and white circles identify disabled breakpoints.

You can enable and disable breakpoints in the Breakpoints view or in the PAD Code View editor window. When a
breakpoint is enabled, it suspends program execution whenever the breakpoint is reached. When a breakpoint is disabled,
execution is not suspended when the breakpoint is reached.

When the program execution is suspended as a result of encountering a breakpoint, you can use the Debug view step
controls to step through the execution of the program statement-by-statement. If the Diagram Trace Utility encounters
a breakpoint while performing a step operation, it suspends program execution at the breakpoint and ends the step
operation.

The Diagram Trace Utility provides the following line breakpoints to help you manage the step execution in the application
program being traced.

Step Over
Resumes execution, stopping at the next statement either in the same method or (if you are at the end of a
method) in the method from which the current method was called.

Step Into
Resumes execution, stopping at the next statement either in the same method, a called method, or (if you are at
the end of a method) in the method from which the current method was called.

Step Return
Resumes execution, stopping at the next statement in the method from which the current method was called.

Step with Filters
Applies a set of step filters that are defined on the Diagram Trace Step Filtering Preferences page. Use the Use
Step Filters button in the Debug view toolbar to turn Step with Filters on and off.
When the action is turned on, each of the step actions (over, into, return) applies the set of step filters that are
defined on the Diagram Trace Step Filtering Preferences page, which you can access from the main menu bar by
selecting Window, Preferences, Diagram Trace, Step Filtering. When a step action is invoked, stepping continues
until the execution reaches an unfiltered location or encounters a breakpoint.

Run to Line
Suspends execution at a line without setting a breakpoint. This feature requires a source line to be selected
before you select Run to Line. Execution of a suspended program resumes until the selected line is executed.
It is possible that the line may never be encountered and that the program does not suspend. Breakpoints and
exceptions can cause the program to suspend before reaching the specified line.

Skip Over
Resumes the application (without executing the current statement), stopping at the next statement either in the
same method or (if you are at the end of a method) in the method from which the current method was called.

Skip to Line
Continues execution from the current statement up to the line containing the cursor and skips this line instead of
executing it. You can also use this feature to skip execution of a sequence of statements.

Add a Line Breakpoint

You can set a line breakpoint on an executable statement that is associated with a line of code in an Action Diagram. A
line breakpoint, when enabled, suspends program execution before a specified statement in the code is executed. The
line where the breakpoint is set is highlighted in the PAD Code View editor. The current stack trace displays in the Debug
view.

Perform one of the following steps:
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• Place your cursor on the vertical ruler in the PAD Code View editor directly to the left of the line in which you want to
add the breakpoint, and select Toggle Line Breakpoint from the Run menu.

• Double-click the mouse on the vertical ruler to the left of the line in which you want to add the breakpoint.
• Place your cursor over the vertical ruler, right-click, and select Toggle Breakpoint from the pop-up menu.

 Note: When you add a breakpoint, it is enabled by default.

Enable a Breakpoint

You can enable a breakpoint in the Breakpoints view as necessary.

To enable a breakpoint, select the breakpoint, right-click, and select Enable Breakpoint from the pop-up menu. The icon
associated with the breakpoint changes from a non-filled circle to a filled circle.

While the breakpoint is enabled, program execution suspends before that statement is executed. The line where the
breakpoint is set is highlighted in the Debug editor. The current stack trace is displayed in the Debug view.

NOTE
When you add a breakpoint, it is enabled by default.

Disable a Breakpoint

You can disable a breakpoint in the Breakpoints view as necessary.

To disable a breakpoint, select the breakpoint, right-click, and select Disable Breakpoint from the pop-up menu. The
breakpoint icon changes from a filled circle to a non-filled circle.

When a line breakpoint is disabled, the program execution is not suspended where the breakpoint is set. The execution of
the program continues as if the breakpoint was never set.

Remove a Breakpoint in the Breakpoints View

You can remove one or more breakpoints in the Breakpoints view when you no longer need them.

• To remove breakpoints in the Breakpoints view, select one or more breakpoints, right-click, and select Remove from
the pop-up menu.

• To remove all breakpoints in the Breakpoints view, select Remove All from the pop-up menu.

Remove a Breakpoint from the Vertical Ruler of a PAD Code View Editor

You can remove a breakpoint that is either enabled or disabled.

Follow these steps: 

• Select the location on the vertical ruler in the PAD Code View editor area containing the breakpoint that you want to
remove and select Toggle Line Breakpoint from the Run menu.

• Double-click the breakpoint icon on the vertical ruler of the PAD Code View editor.
• Right-click on the breakpoint icon on the vertical ruler and select Toggle Breakpoint from the pop-up menu.

Note: If you find yourself frequently removing and adding a breakpoint in the same place, consider disabling and enabling
the breakpoint in the Breakpoints view.

Set the Suspend on Initial Entry Preference

You can set the suspend on initial entry preference value.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Window, Preferences...
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The Preferences dialog appears.

NOTE
You can also click Suspend on entry toggle button in the Debug View toolbar to set the suspend on initial
entry preference value.

2. Select Diagram Trace in tree view.
Select Suspend on initial entry and click Apply and Close.

3. The Diagram Trace Utility saves the changes and closes the Preferences dialog.

NOTE
If this preference has been disabled, you can enable it again through the Preferences dialog or the debug view
toolbar toggle button Suspend on entry.

Set Hit Counts and Conditional Breakpoints

This article provides information for Set Hit Counts and Conditional Breakpoints. The following topics describe setting the
hit count and conditional breakpoint features.

Hit Counts

When you apply a hit count to a breakpoint, the breakpoint suspends program execution when the specified Hit Count
condition is satisfied. You can apply a hit count to line breakpoints, method breakpoints, and watchpoints.

Following are the valid Hit Count conditions:

Break always
Stops program execution each time the Diagram Trace Utility encounters the breakpoint.

Break when the hit count is equal to <value>
Stops program execution when the Diagram Trace Utility encounters the breakpoint the number of times you
specified in the Hit Count field.

Break when the hit count is a multiple of <value>
Stops program execution when the Diagram Trace Utility encounters a breakpoint a multiple of the number of
times you specified in the Hit Count field.

Break when the hit count is greater than or equal to <value>
Stops program execution when the Diagram Trace Utility encounters the breakpoint several times equal to or
greater than the number of times you specified in the Hit Count field.

The Current Hit Count control displays the current Hit Count value. To reset this value, click Reset Hit Count.

Set a Hit Count

You can set a hit count on a breakpoint from the Breakpoints view pop-up menu or from the pop-up menu of the vertical
ruler in the PAD Code View editor.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the breakpoint to which a hit count is to be added. Right-click and select one of the following pop-up menu
options depending on the view you are in:
– Properties (from the Breakpoints view)
– Breakpoint Properties (on a selected breakpoint in the Vertical ruler bar of the PAD Code View editor)
The Breakpoint Properties dialog appears.

2. Do the following:
a. Select hit count in the Hit Count combo box.
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b. Enter a number in the Hit Value field.

NOTE
This value specifies the number of times that you want to hit the breakpoint before suspending execution.

3. Click OK.
The Diagram Trace Utility sets the hit count for the breakpoint.

Set a Condition on a Line Breakpoint

You can set a condition on a breakpoint so that the breakpoint suspends program execution only when the condition is
satisfied.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Do one of the following steps:
– In the Breakpoints view, right-click the breakpoint on which you want to set a condition, and select Properties.
– In the vertical ruler of the PAD Code View editor, right-click the breakpoint on which you want to set a condition, and

select Breakpoint Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Breakpoint Properties dialog appears:

 
2. Select Enable Conditional Breakpoint.

The text field for Enable Conditional Breakpoint is enabled.
3. Enter a boolean expression in the Enable Conditional Breakpoint field.
4. Click one of the following Break When option buttons:
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Condition is true
The breakpoint suspends program execution before the line of code containing the breakpoint is executed each
time that the condition evaluates to true.

Value of condition changes
The breakpoint suspends program execution only when the result of the condition changes.

5. Click Apply and Close.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the changes and closes the dialog.

Supported Conditions Statements on a Line Breakpoint

Supported condition statements include any valid expressions.

Add a Method Breakpoint

You can add a method breakpoint to stop application execution when entering an Action Diagram or Event Action. After
you have added one or more method breakpoints, you can enable, disable, or remove them just like you can enable,
disable, and remove line breakpoints.

 Follow these steps: 

Perform one of the following steps:

• Select the Action Diagram in the Outline view, and select Toggle Method Breakpoint from the Run menu.
• Select the Action Diagram in the Outline view, right-click your mouse, and select Toggle method Breakpoint from the

Outline view pop-up menu.
• Select the Action Diagram or Event Action in the PAD Code View editor, and select Toggle Method Breakpoint from the

Run menu.

A breakpoint appears in the Breakpoints view. A breakpoint marker also appears in the vertical ruler at the first source line
in the file's PAD Code View editor for the selected Action Diagram or Event Action.

NOTE
 When you add a method breakpoint, it is enabled by default.

While the breakpoint is enabled, the Diagram Trace Utility suspends program execution when it enters an Action Diagram
or Event Action, before any line in the method is executed.

You can also modify the breakpoint properties to suspend the execution upon exiting a method (that is, before leaving an
Action Diagram or an Event Action).

Enable a Method Breakpoint

You can enable a disabled method breakpoint by selecting the Action Diagram in the Breakpoints view or in the vertical
ruler of the PAD Code View editor.

 Follow these steps: 

• Select the Action Diagram in the Breakpoints view and check the check box of the disabled breakpoint to enable it.
• Select the Action Diagram in the vertical ruler of the PAD Code View editor, right-click, and select Enable Toggle

Method Breakpoint from the Outline view pop-up menu.

The Diagram Trace Utility suspends program execution when it enters an Action Diagram or Event Action, before any line
in the method is executed.
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Disable a Method Breakpoint

You can disable a defined, enabled method breakpoint in the Breakpoints view or in the PAD Code View editor's vertical
ruler.

 Note: The breakpoint icon image is a circle. The circle is unfilled if the breakpoint is disabled or is filled if the breakpoint is
enabled.

To disable a method breakpoint in the Breakpoints view, select the method breakpoint, right-click, and select Disable from
the pop-up menu.

To disable a method breakpoint in the vertical ruler of a PAD Code View editor

 Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the breakpoint icon in the vertical ruler.
The Breakpoint pop-up menu appears.

2. Select Disable Breakpoint.
The breakpoint icon image changes from a filled circle to an unfilled circle.

Remove a Method Breakpoint

You can remove one or more selected method breakpoints from the Breakpoints view or from the vertical ruler in a PAD
Code View editor in the same way that you remove a line breakpoint.

You can also remove a selected method breakpoint in the Outline view.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Show View, Outline from the Windows menu on the main menu bar.
The Outline view appears.

2. Select the Action Diagram from which you want to remove a method breakpoint, and perform one of the following
steps:
– Select Toggle Method Breakpoint from the Run menu on the main menu bar.
– Right-click and select Toggle Method Breakpoint from the Outline view Pop-up menu.
The Diagram Trace Utility removes the method breakpoint from the selected Action Diagram in the Breakpoints view.

Set a Suspend on Initial Entry Preference

You can set a Diagram Trace preference to stop program execution at the entry of each Action Diagram and Event Action
encountered. This preference acts as if a breakpoint is set on the first line of each Action Diagram and Event Action in the
application being traced. However, no breakpoint icon is visible on the vertical ruler. This preference is enabled by default.

NOTE
 If this preference has been disabled, you can enable it again through the Preferences dialog.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu on the Diagram Trace main Window.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Click the Diagram Trace tree view item on the left, select Suspend on initial entry, and click OK.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the changes and closes the Preferences dialog.

Manage Bookmarks
Bookmarks help you to navigate quickly in the source code. The Diagram Trace Utility allows you to bookmark individual
locations in a generated Action Diagram. You can add a bookmark view to the current perspective and add and delete
bookmarks as needed. The following topics are covered in this section: 
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Add the Bookmarks View to the Current Perspective

The Bookmarks view displays all bookmarks you have created.

To add the Bookmarks view to the current perspective, select Show View, Bookmarks from the Window menu.

The Bookmarks view displays the bookmarks you created:

  

Following is the description of the different columns in the Bookmarks view:

• The Description column contains a description of the bookmark. To change the description, right-click, and select
Properties from the pop-up menu.

• The Resource column lists the .pad file name that the Diagram Trace Utility uses to store a cached version of the
Action Diagram being traced.

• The In Folder column specifies the folder in which the resource resides.
• The Location column indicates the line number of the bookmark in its Action Diagram.

Add a Bookmark

You can add bookmarks to your Action Diagram to help you navigate quickly in the PAD statements.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Show View, Bookmarks from the Window menu.
The Bookmarks view appears in the Diagram Trace Utility main window.

2. Place your cursor over the PAD Code View editor's vertical ruler bar next to a line in the file. Right-click and select Add
Bookmark from the pop-up menu.
The Add Bookmark dialog appears.

3. Enter a description for the new bookmark and click Add.
The new bookmark is added to the Bookmarks view.

Example: The following illustration shows a sample bookmark that has been added to the Bookmarks view:
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Access an Action Diagram with a Bookmark

After you create one or more bookmarks, you can access the bookmarked Action Diagrams using the bookmarks in the
Bookmarks view.

To access the Action Diagram associated with a bookmark in the Bookmarks view, double-click the bookmark you
created. If not already open, a PAD Code View editor opens and displays the Action Diagram with which the bookmark is
associated. The line associated with the bookmark is highlighted.

Remove a Bookmark

After you create one or more bookmarks, you can remove bookmarks as necessary.

Follow these steps: 

Select a bookmark and perform one of the following steps:

• Right-click your mouse, and select Delete from the pop-up menu.
• Click the Delete icon on the Bookmarks view toolbar, which prompts a Delete Selected Entries dialog. Click Delete.

The bookmark is removed from the Bookmarks view.

Customizing the Diagram Trace Utility
This article provides information for how to customize the appearance and behavior of the Diagram Trace Utility (DTU).

Change the Diagram Trace Utility Main Window Layout

When you initiate a debug session, the Diagram Trace Utility displays its default perspective (window layout) in the
Diagram Trace Utility main window.

Use one or more of the following methods:

• Drag one or more views to different positions in the Diagram Trace Utility main window
• Drag a PAD Code View editor to a position to enable simultaneous viewing above, below, or beside another editor
• Resize views and PAD Code View editors by dragging the sashes that separate them
• Open or close a view or a PAD Code View editor

These actions create a perspective that is saved automatically when you exit the Diagram Trace Utility main window. The
next time that you start the Diagram Trace Utility, the previously saved perspective displays.

Set Diagram Trace Preferences
The Diagram Trace Preferences dialog lets you set general startup preferences for the following items:

Set General Startup Preferences for Diagram Trace Utility

You can set the general startup preferences for the Diagram Trace Utility through the Diagram Trace Preferences page.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears:
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2. Change the default settings for the following fields to suit your needs:
Listen on Port(s)

Lets you change the default port number. You can add one or more port numbers separated by commas, spaces,
or tabs if you want to configure multiple ports for tracing multiple applications concurrently. Multiple port numbers
must contain only numbers 0 through 9.

NOTE
Concurrent debug sessions can use the same port number or separate port numbers. There is no limit
to the number of concurrent debug sessions that can be active at one time. However, system resources
will determine the practical limit.

Default: 4567
Limits: Numeric value

Prestart Diagram Trace
Starts a debug session automatically when the Diagram Trace Utility is started.
Default: On
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Hide Non-Active Group View Rows
Hides the display of non-active group view rows.
Default: On

Expand Repeating Group values
Specifies how Variables view expands repeating group values.

The options are:
3. Depth First -- Drills down into individual instances as records.

– Breadth First -- Drills down through occurrences until it reaches the bottom attributes and displays them as arrays
of values instead of record fields.

Default: Depth First
4.  Suspend on initial entry

Suspends the application execution whenever an Action Diagram is first entered.
Default: On

5.  Enable detailed log messages in Console
Enables the display of detailed messages for standard input, output, and error messages logged in the Console view.
Default: Off

6.  Limit console output
Limits the console buffer size to the value specified in the Console buffer size (characters) field.
Default: 40000
Limits: Integer between 1000 and 1000000

7. Click Apply and Close.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the changes and closes the Preferences dialog. The changes are used in all
succeeding debug sessions unless you change the preferences again.

Note: You can restore the default configuration settings anytime on the Diagram Trace Preferences dialog. To restore the
default settings, click Restore Defaults, click Apply, and then click OK.

Set Diagram Trace PAD Code View Editor Preferences

You can set the general preferences for the Diagram Trace Utility PAD Code View editor through the Diagram Trace
Preferences page.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to Diagram Trace, Editor.
The Editor Preferences page appears.

3. Change the default settings for the following fields to suit your needs:
Mark occurrences of the selected variable in the action block

Enables double-clicking on a Variable view in the PAD Code View editor to cause all occurrences of that variable
to be marked and highlighted in the text area and appear as annotations in the overview ruler.
Default: On

Show statement numbers
Displays statement numbers for each line in the PAD Code View editor.
Default: On

4. Click Apply and Close.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the changes and closes the Preferences dialog.
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Set Diagram Trace Editor Folding Preferences

You can modify the folding behavior seen in the PAD Code View editor. Folding collapses the tree structure of specified
elements in the PAD Code View editor. Unfolding expands the tree structure.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to Diagram Trace, Editor, Folding.
The Folding Preferences page appears. 

3. Change the default settings for the following fields to suit your needs:
Enable Folding

Enables folding in the PAD Code View editor.
Default: On

Initially fold these elements
Specifies the elements for initial folding.
Following elements are available:

• Import Views
• Export Views
• Entity Action Views
• Local Views
• Action Blocks (all)
• Action Blocks (events only)

NOTE
Initial folding does not affect PAD Code View editors that are currently open.

4. Click Apply and Close.
The system saves the changes and closes the Preferences dialog.

Set Editor Syntax Coloring Preferences

Syntax coloring affects the way text for different elements in the PAD Code View editor is displayed.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to Diagram Trace, Editor, Syntax Coloring.
The Syntax Coloring Preferences page appears.
The Syntax Coloring Preferences page lets you view and change the default settings for the listed elements that
appear in the PAD Code View editor. You can click each element to see if the Enable check box is checked (to enable
syntax coloring) and view the color attribute setting for each element. The following syntax coloring default status,
colors, and attributes are defined for the listed elements:
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– Keywords -- Enabled, Blue, Bold
– Prefixes -- Enabled, Light Grey
– Disabled -- Enabled, Light Grey, Strikethrough
– Notes -- Enabled, Dark Green, Bold
– String Constants -- Disabled, Black, Bold
– Numeric Constants -- Disabled, Black, Bold
– Constants -- Enabled, Blue, Bold
– Operators and Brackets -- Disabled, Black, Bold
– Variables -- Disabled, Black, Bold
– Action Blocks -- Enabled, Blue, Bold
– Functions -- Enabled, Blue, Bold
– Exit States -- Disabled, Black, Bold
– Other -- Enabled, Black Bold

3. (Optional) Select the element from the list whose color you want to change and click the Color button to the right of the
element list.
A pop-up Color selection dialog displays from which you can select a basic color or custom color.

4. (Optional) Select the element from the list whose attribute you want to change and select any of the following options:
– Bold
– Italic
– Strikethrough
– Underline

5. Click Apply and Close.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the changes and closes the Preferences dialog.

Set Diagram Trace Step Filtering Preferences

Step filtering when enabled, prevents the suspension of the application execution in a named Action Block or Event
Action.

When Step filtering is enabled for an event type, all events of that type are filtered, regardless of the action block on which
the filter is being executed. When step filtering is enabled for a named Action Block or Event Action, the Diagram Trace
Utility filters the specified Action Block or Event Action by name.

When Step filtering is disabled, it has no effect on action blocks or event actions.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to Diagram Trace, Step Filtering.
The Step Filtering Preferences page appears:.

NOTE
Click Enable All or Disable All to enable step filtering for all events or disable step filtering for all events.

3. Click Add Filter to add a step filter.
The Add Step Filter dialog opens.
Enter a value in the Pattern to filter field and click OK.
The new filter appears at the bottom of the list and is enabled by default.
Example: The following illustration shows a new enabled filter named MyStepFilter that is added at the bottom of the
list:
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4. (Optional) Select an event and click Remove.

The event is removed from the list.
5. Click Apply and Close.

The Diagram Trace Utility saves the changes and closes the Preferences dialog.

Set General Preferences
You can set general preferences to control the cycling of editor and view dialogs when displaying next and previous views
or editors and to control the double-click and single-click mouse behaviors.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Click General.
The General preferences page appears:
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3. Change the default settings for the following fields to suit your needs:
Keep next/previous part editor, view, and perspective dialog open

Specifies that the PAD Code View editor and the view cycle dialogs remain open after you release their activation
keys. Usually, the dialogs or menus close when you release the activation keys (such as CTRL+F7).
Default: Off
Example: When this preference is checked, you can use the key combination CTRL +F7 on the Diagram Trace
Utility main window to keep the pop-up menu listing views that can be opened to remain visible when you release
the CTRL keys. When this check box is cleared, the pop-up menu remains visible only as long as you hold down
the CTRL key. If you release CTRL, the pop-up menu closes.Default: Off

Open Mode
Specifies the default behavior for opening views and PAD Code View editors. You can select one of the following
methods for opening these resources:
Double click

- Specifies a single click to select a resource and a double-click to open that resource in an editor.
Single click

(Select on hover) - Specifies hovering the mouse over a resource to select it and single click the resource
to open it in an editor.

Single click
(Open when using arrow keys) - Specifies using the arrow keys to select a resource and automatically
open it in an editor.

Default: Double-click
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NOTE
The effect of these selections can vary depending on the view that has the focus.

4. Click Apply and Close.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the changes and closes the Preferences dialog.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the fields Always run in background or Workbench save interval (in
minutes).

Set General Appearance Preferences for Editor and View Tabs

The General Appearance preferences settings specify the way PAD Code View editor tabs and view tabs are positioned,
the style of tabs that are used, and whether animation is used to animate views to their location when they are opened or
closed.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to General, Appearance.
The Appearance preferences page appears. 

3. Change the default settings for the following fields to suit your needs:
Override Presentation Settings

Locally override the settings from the current presentation's defaults.
Default: Disabled

Editor tab position
Changes the location of the tabs in the PAD Code View editor.
Default: Top

View tab positions
Change the location of tabs in all views.
Default: Top

Perspective switcher positions
Not supported

Show traditional style tabs
Changes the display of traditional style tabs (square tabs) to curved tabs.
Default: On

Enable animations
Enable/disable the feature where views animate to their location when closed or opened.
Default: Enabled

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the following options: Perspective switcher positions, Current
Presentation, Current theme, Show text on the perspective bar fields, or Enable animations options.

4. Click Apply and Close.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the changes and closes the Preferences dialog.

Set General Appearance Preferences for Colors and Fonts

The General Appearance preference settings for colors and fonts specify the colors and fonts that are used for basic items
such as hyperlinks, text, and error message text, debug fonts, and the colors and fonts to use for various components of
views and editors.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to General, Appearance, Colors, and Fonts.
The Colors and Fonts Preferences page appears.

3. Click the plus sign (+) beside the Basic, Debug, and View and Editor Folders to open the folders.
The default color and font settings for different components in each folder appear.
The following illustrations show the default settings in the Basic, Debug, and View and Editor folders:

 
4. Select the item that you want to change and click the Color button or click Change.

The Color or Font selection dialog appears.

NOTE
For font selections, you can click Use System Font to let the operating system automatically set the font to a
reasonable value. For example, on Windows systems, the operating system sets the font that is selected in
the Display Properties control panel.

5. Select a Color or font from the Color or Font selection dialog and click OK.
The Color or Font selection dialog closes.

6. Click Apply and Close.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the changes and closes the Preferences dialog.

Set General Preferences for PAD Code View Editors

The General Preference settings for editors affect the general appearance and behavior of the PAD Code View editors.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to General, Editors.
The Editors Preference page appears. 

3. Enter values for the following fields to suit your needs:
Size of recently opened files

Controls the number of files that are displayed in the File menu.
Default: 4
Limits: 0 to 15

Show multiple editor tabs
Display of multiple PAD Code View editor tabs.
Default: On

NOTE
When this option is Off, editor workbooks have one large tab and all PAD Code View editors that are not
visible are available only from the drop-down menu.

Restore editor state on startup
Indicates if open editors are restored when starting up DTU.
Default: On

Prompt to save on close even if still open elsewhere
Default: On

Close editors automatically
Disables reusing editors in the Diagram Trace Utility.
Default: Off

Number of editors to use before recycling
Displays the number of PAD Code View editors that you can use before recycling.
Default: 8

NOTE
This option is enabled when you select Close editors automatically.

When all editors are dirty or pinned
Prompts a dialog to save and reuse editors or opens a new PAD Code View editor when all editors are dirty or
pinned. If turned on, the Pin editor action is added to the PAD Code View editor toolbar and editor tab menu.
Default: Prompt to save and reuse

NOTE
This option is enabled when you select Close editors automatically.

4. Click Apply and Close.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the new settings and closes the dialog.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support use of the 'Prompt to save on close even if still open elsewhere' field.

Set General Preferences for Text Editors

The text editor preferences settings affect the display and behavior of PAD Code View text editors.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.
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2. Navigate to General, Editors, Text Editors.
The Text Editors Preference page appears.

3. Enter values for the following fields to suit your needs:
Highlight current line

Highlights the current line in text editors.
Default: On

Show print margin
Displays the print margin.
Default: Off

Print margin columns
Lets you specify the print margin column.
Default: 80

NOTE
This field is enabled if you select Show print margin.

Show line numbers
Displays line numbers on the left side of text editors.
Default: Off

Appearance color options
Lets you specify the color for the following values:

• Line number foreground
• Current line highlight
• Print margin
• Find Scope
• Selection foreground color
• Selection background color
• Background color
• Foreground color
• Hyperlink

4. Click Apply and Close.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the new settings and closes the dialog.

NOTE

The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the use of the following options:

• Undo history size
• Displayed tab width Insert spaces for tabs 
• Show range indicator
• Enable drag and drop of text
• Warn before editing a derived file
• Smart caret positioning at line start and end 
• Show affordance in hover on how to make it sticky

Also, the Diagram Trace Utility does not support the Selection foreground color option or Find scope in the
Appearance color options list.

Set Accessibility Preferences for Text Editors

The Accessibility Preferences settings affect the use of different carets in text editors.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to General, Editors, Text Editors, Accessibility.
The Accessibility Preferences dialog appears. 

3. Set the following options to suit your needs:
Use custom caret

Uses the default custom caret for Overwrite and Insert modes.
Default: On

Enable thick caret
Specifies thick caret for Overwrite and Insert modes.
Default: On

4. Click Apply and Close.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the new settings and closes the dialog.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the Use characters to show changes in vertical ruler option.

Set Annotations Preferences for Text Editors

Annotation preference settings affect the appearance and location in which different annotations such as bookmarks and
breakpoints are displayed in PAD Code View editors.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to General, Editors, Text Editors, Annotations.
The Annotations Preferences dialog appears. 

3. Set the following options to suit your needs:
Annotations

Displays the default setting for the annotation selected.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility does not support the Annotation types Spelling Errors or Tasks.

Show in
Specifies the location in which the annotation appears (in text with selected attributes, in the Overview ruler, or in
the Vertical ruler) in the PAD Code View editor.

Color
Lets you specify a basic or custom color for the selected annotation from the Color selection dialog.

4. Click Apply and Close.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the new settings and closes the dialog.

Set General Preferences for Keys

The General Preference settings for keys affect the key mappings or bindings that are used to perform various functions in
the Diagram Trace Utility.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility contains a key mappings feature, which provides the ability to modify key
assignments. This feature is inherited from the Eclipse Platform. The functionality of these key mappings has not
been certified.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to General, Keys.
The Keys Preferences appears in the right pane and displays a list of the default key mappings for all commands and
functions. 

3. Select a command key sequence that you want to change.
4. If there is an existing command sequence, select Remove Binding.
5. Type the key sequence that you want to assign to the function in the Binding field.

NOTE
If the command key sequence exists, an asterisk (*) is placed next to the key in the Binding column.

6. Select the options from When drop-down.
7. Click Apply and Close.

The Diagram Trace Utility saves the new setting and closes the Preferences dialog.

NOTE
You can restore the default settings for the command by selecting the command and clicking Restore
Command. To restore all keys to the default settings, Click Restore Defaults.

Export Key Preferences to a File

You can export the key mapping preferences to an Excel spreadsheet and save it in an Excel comma-separated value
(*.csv) file format.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility contains a key mappings feature, which provides the ability to modify key
assignments. This feature is inherited from the Eclipse Platform. The functionality of these key mappings has not
been certified.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to General, Keys, and select the View tab.
The Keys Preferences View tab appears in the right pane and displays a list of the default key mappings for all
commands and actions.

3. Click Export.
The Windows Save As dialog appears.

4. Specify a file name and location for the exported file and click Save.
The exported key mappings are saved to a file in an Excel Comma-Separated Values (*.csv) formatted file in the
location you specified.
Example: The following illustration shows an exported key mappings file:
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5. Click OK.

The Preferences dialog closes.

Set Help Preferences

The Help Preferences settings affect the way online help is displayed and determine whether an external browser is used
to display help information.

NOTE
If you do not specify use of an external help browser, the Diagram Trace Utility uses an internal panel to host the
web browser.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to Help
The Help Preferences dialog appears.

3. Set the following options to suit your needs:
Use external browser

Specifies the use of an external browser to display online help.
Default: Off

Open window context help
Specifies whether to open the context help for windows in a dynamic view panel or in a pop-up information box.
Default: in a dynamic help view

Open dialog context help
Specifies whether to open dialog context help in a dynamic help window or in a pop-up information box.
Default: in a dynamic help window
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4. Click Apply and Close.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the new settings and closes the dialog.

Set Run/Debug Preferences

The Run/Debug preference settings affect the general behaviors for running a debug session.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to Run/Debug.
The Run/Debug Preferences dialog appears.

3. Set the following options to suit your needs:
Reuse editor when displaying PAD code

Specifies the debugger to reuse the PAD Code View editor it opened to display the PAD code from different PAD
files. This prevents the debugger from opening an excessive number of PAD Code View editors.
Default: On

Skip breakpoints during a 'Run to Line' operation
Allows the debugger to ignore any breakpoints and continue execution when it is executing a Run to Line
operation.

Variables View changed value color
Lets you reset the color that the debugger displays for changed values in the Variables view.
Default: Red

Note: The Diagram Trace Utility does not use the remaining options on this dialog.
4. Click Apply and Close.

The Diagram Trace Utility saves the new settings and closes the dialog.

Troubleshooting the Diagram Trace Utility
This article provides information for how to troubleshoot errors using the logs available in Diagram Trace Utility (DTU).

Console and Error Logs

Logs are one of the first places to look when you try to diagnose any type of error. The Diagram Trace Utility provides the
following views to help you identify errors and troubleshoot problems:

• Console Log View
• Error Log View

Review Contents of the Console Log View

The Diagram Trace Utility logs all standard output in the Console view, which is a read-only view. You can review the
contents of all the messages in the Console view during a debugging session. The following illustration shows sample
messages that are logged in the Console view:
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You can also search for specific text in the Console view.

To search for text in the Console view

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click inside the viewing area of the Console view and select Find/Replace from the pop-up menu.
The Find/Replace dialog appears.

2. Enter the word or phrase that you want to find and select any other options, such as the direction or scope of the
search, and click Find.
The Diagram Trace Utility finds and highlights the text that you specified in the Console View.
Example: The following illustration shows a search that is initiated to find the phrase Initiating session:
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NOTE
The Console view is read-only and does not support the Replace/Find, Replace, or Replace All options.

3. (Optional) Click Find again to find the next occurrence of the specified text.

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility finds and highlights the next occurrence of the specified text in the Console View.
You can type a different word or phrase in the Find box and repeat Steps 1 and 2 to find the occurrences of
the new text.

4. Click Close.
The Find/Replace dialog closes.

Review Contents of the Error Log View

The Error Log view captures internal errors that are caused by the operating system or the Diagram Trace Utility. The
following illustration shows a sample Error Log view:

The Error Log view displays the following information for each error:

• The status of the error (for example, error or warning)
• A brief description of the error
• The plug-in from which the error originated
• The date and time that the error occurred

NOTE
If a plus sign (+) precedes an error, the error is a complex problem. This indicates that several errors contribute
to the problem. You can double-click the error to expand and view the list of errors as shown in the following
example:

View Error Details

You can view the error details for the errors that are logged in the Error Log view.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Error Log view, click the plus sign to the left of the error you want to review.
The list expands and displays individual errors.
Example: The following illustration shows the individual errors for the error -- Help document could not be indexed
properly.

2. Double-click the selected entry in the Error log view
The Event Details dialog appears showing more details about the error.

3. Click OK after you finish reviewing the event details.
The Event Details dialog closes.

View the Detail Log for a Selected Error in Notepad

You can display details for any selected error in the Error Log view in Notepad.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select an error in the Error Log view to review and click the Open Log icon on the Error Log view toolbar (or select the
Open Log option from the right-click pop-up menu).
A Notepad opens and displays the details for the selected error.
Example: The following illustration shows the error description for a sample error:

2. Select Exit from the File menu after you finish reviewing the details log.
The Notepad closes.

Import an Error Log

You can import an existing error log to review from your local drive or network drive.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Import Log icon on the Error Log view toolbar.
The Windows Open dialog appears.
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2. Enter the file name of the error log in the File Name field or use the browser to locate the file.
The imported file appears in the Error Log view.

NOTE
The imported file must adhere to the Error Log file format to be displayed correctly in the Error Log view.

Export an Error Log

You can export an error log to your local drive or network drive.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Export Log icon on the Error Log View toolbar.
The Windows Save As dialog appears.

2. Enter a file name in the File Name field and specify the location for saving the file on your local system or network
drive. Click Save.
The exported error log file is saved in the specified location.

Clear and Restore an Error Log

You can clear the contents of the Error Log view or restore the contents to the Error Log view.

To clear the contents of the Error Log view, click the Clear Log Viewer icon on the Error Log View toolbar. This action
removes the data from the Error Log view but does not remove the Error Log file.

To restore the content of the Error Log view, click the Restore Error Log icon on the Error Log view toolbar.

Troubleshoot Connection Problems

If you experience problems connecting to the Diagram Trace Utility server, perform the following tasks:

• Verify that TCP/IP is properly installed on your workstation. Try to ping your Diagram Trace Utility server machine
to verify that it is visible in the network. If you are unsure of how to configure TCP/IP, call your local systems
administrator.

• If you specified the server address by name, try entering the decimal IPv4 address instead (for example, 1.1.1.1) or
hexadecimal IPv6 address (for example, FE80:0:0:1::1). Your machine may not be configured properly to work with
your local name server.

• Verify the application being traced has been properly enabled and configured for tracing. The application must have
been generated with the Trace option enabled and have the host name set to the machine on which the Diagram
Trace Utility is installed. Also, the port number that is configured in the application must match the port number that is
configured in the Diagram Trace Utility.

• Ping the machine that is running the Diagram Trace Utility from the machine that is communicating with the Diagram
Trace Utility (either the server machine or another workstation). If your ping is unsuccessful, the server (or workstation)
does not know the address of the machine running the Diagram Trace Utility. You may need to establish Domain Name
Services (DNS) on the server (or workstation) to recognize the machine running the Diagram Trace Utility.

• Verify that you do not have a firewall issue. If you are generating a trace log file on your server (using the - t flag), you
may see the following text:

Failed to connect to server.  Response code 78.

This is a timeout response code. One possible reason for this is a firewall restriction.

To verify if you have a firewall issue:

Follow these steps:

Start the Diagram Trace Utility with default port number or port number of choice.

1. From your server (or alternate workstation), enter the following request:
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telnet ip_address port_number

ip_address
Defines the IP address of the machine running the Diagram Trace Utility.

port_number
Defines the port number that is used when starting the Diagram Trace Utility.

If you can reach this port number successfully, you see something like the following (using 172.24.12.127 as the IP
address and 4567 as the port number in this example):

telnet 172.24.12.127 4567

Trying…

Connected to 172.24.12.127.

2. Stop the Diagram Trace Utility.
3. From your server (or alternate workstation), enter the same telnet request again.

Since the port number has been disabled (no longer listening), you will now see something like the following:

telnet 172.24.12.127 4567

Trying…

telnet: connect: A remote host refused an attempted connect operation.

NOTE
You might receive something like the following:

telnet 172.24.12.127 4567

Trying…

Which means that you are not able to communicate with the machine running the Diagram Trace Utility.
This could indicate that you have a firewall issue. If you have a firewall running, make appropriate changes to allow
traffic through the port number being used to communicate with the Diagram Trace Utility.

Troubleshoot Configuration Problems

If you encounter configuration problems or receive start-up error messages, type the following command from a command
prompt window:

"%GENxx%\gen\dt\DiagramTrace.exe" -clean

xx
Identifies the current release number of Gen.

This command deletes runtime metadata and cached data in the configuration directory.

Using Accessibility Keys in the Diagram Trace Utility
You can navigate the Diagram Trace Utility (DTU) main window using certain keyboard keys or key combinations. For
example, you can use the Tab key to move to controls (fields, buttons, check boxes) in a particular dialog or view and its
related icons.

To navigate to the main controls in the Diagram Trace Utility main window or to tab out of views that use the Tab key (such
as PAD Code View editors) use the Ctrl+Tab key combination. The following topics provide additional information about
using accessibility keys in the Diagram Trace Utility:
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Access the Menus

Most menus have assigned mnemonics or accelerator keys for selecting menu options and submenu options. You can
also use the arrow keys to move to and select options on menus and submenus.

You can access the various menus using the keys that are described in the following table:

Key or Key Combination Description 

F10 Accesses the menus on the main menu bar.

Shift+F10 Displays the pop-up menu for the current view. This shortcut
depends on your window manager, but typically it is Shift+F10.

Ctrl+F10 Opens the drop-down menu for the current view if one exists. For
PAD Code View editors, Ctrl+F10 opens the menu for the vertical
ruler on the left of the editor area.

Alt+mnemonic Activates a menu on the Diagram Trace Utility main menu bar. For
example, Alt+W activates the Window menu.

Alt Gives the focus to the menu bar.

Access the Controls

Mnemonics are assigned to most control labels (for example, buttons, check boxes, and option buttons) in dialogs,
preference pages, and property pages.

To access the control associated with a label, hold down the ALT key and press the underlined alphabet on the label.

Switch Between PAD Code View Editors and Views

The Diagram Trace Utility lets you activate switching using Ctrl key-function key combination. These key combinations let
you switch between PAD Code View editors and views. All switch key combinations recall the last item that you selected
to provide rapid switching between two items.

Use the following switch key combinations to switch between a PAD Code View editor and a view:

• Ctrl+F6 -- Switches to editor
• Ctrl+F7 -- Switches to view

You can also use the following key combinations to activate PAD Code View editors and switch between open editors:

• Ctrl+E -- Activates the PAD Code View editor or a drop-down menu containing a list of open editors
• Ctrl+PageUp and Ctrl+PageDown -- Switches between the open editors

Set the Color Preferences

For color selection, the Diagram Trace Utility uses a dialog that is provided by the Windows operating system.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Preferences from the Window menu.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Navigate to General, Appearance, Colors, and Fonts.
The Colors and Fonts Preferences page appears.

3. Select the required element whose color that you want to change.
Example: You can select the color of Error Text by expanding the Basic tree view item.
A color button on the right side of the navigation tree becomes active. It shows the same color as the element
selected.
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4. Click the color button.
The Color dialog appears.

5. (Optional) Click Define Custom Colors and enter the basic colors that you want to set using an HSL or RGB
specification. Click Add to Custom Colors.
The color appears in the Custom Colors section.

6. Select any color from Basic colors or Custom colors. Click OK.
The Color dialog closes and the new color set is now visible on the color button.

7. Click Apply and Close.
The Diagram Trace Utility saves the changes and closes the Preferences dialog.

Navigate the Online Help System

You can navigate the online help system using the key combinations that are described in the following table:

Key or Key Combination Description 

Tab inside a frame (page) Moves to the next link, button, or topic node.

Right Arrow/Left Arrow Expands/collapses a tree node

Down Arrow or Tab Moves to the next topic node

Up Arrow or Shift+Tab Moves to the previous topic node

Enter Selects a topic to display

Home or End Scrolls all the way up or down

Alt+Left Arrow Goes back

Alt+Right Arrow Goes forward

Ctrl+Tab Moves to next frame

Shift+Ctrl+Tab Moves to previous frame

Alt+C Moves focus to Contents tab (pressing Enter activates the
Contents tab).

Alt+R Moves focus to Search Results tab (pressing Enter activates the
Search tab).

Right Arrow/Left Arrow Moves between tabs

Select a view tab, press Enter. Switches views

Select a view tab, Up Arrow. Switches and moves to a view

Alt+S Moves to the Search Entry field

Ctrl+P Prints the current page or active frame

Ctrl+F Finds a string in the current page or active frame (when using
embedded Help browser on Windows system or Internet Explorer

Alt+Underlined Letter Accesses a control that is associated with a label (most labels of
controls have assigned mnemonics).

Change the Help Browser Settings

The help browser uses your operating system settings for the font colors, styles, and sizes. Users with visual impairments
can change some of these settings to increase the readability of the documentation.
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In addition, on Windows platforms using Microsoft Internet Explorer, the help browser uses a component of Internet
Explorer to display documentation. The changes that you make to the display settings of Internet Explorer also affect the
help display.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open Microsoft Internet Explorer. Select Internet Options from the Tools menu.
The Internet Options dialog appears.

2. Click Colors, Fonts, or Accessibility to set the formatting options you want.
The Accessibility dialog appears.

3. (Optional) Specify a cascading style sheet (CSS) on the Accessibility dialog.
Click OK.
The Internet Options dialog closes.

4. Close the Internet Explorer.
The changes that you made take effect immediately.

5. Restart the Diagram Trace Utility, open the Help perspective, and browse the documentation.
You should see the new font and color settings applied.

NOTE
For more information about creating a CSS, consult a CSS reference. The W3 Consortium (www.w3.org) has an
extensive collection of information about CSS and links to valuable resources.

Working with Build Tool
The Build Tool is an element of the Implementation Toolset, which also contains tools for testing and customizing
applications.

Running the Build Tool can be the last step in the process of turning the design in your model into an executable
application. The Build Tool compiles that source code and prepares the code for a deployment to a specific execution
(target) environment.

The Build Tool is written in Java and runs on Windows, UNIX, and Linux. The tool can create and assemble applications in
preparation for a deployment to supported environments. To compile the source code for a deployment on an HP NonStop
host, use the Setup Tool from the Implementation Toolset for NonStop.

The NonStop platform supports the following databases:

• SQL/MX
• SQL/MP

The building of applications targeting SQL/MX is performed using the Build Tool, while applications targeting SQL/MP are
built using the Setup Tool. For more information about using the Setup Tool, see the Setup Tool Help.

There are several ways to execute the Build Tool. The execution runs in three modes:

• GUI client
• Command-line
• Server mode for doing batch jobs in the background

All three modes perform similar operations. The GUI client on Windows provides an Assemble utility. Assembling is
the packaging of applications that are built for redistribution. The Build Tool Server can be started either as a Windows
Service, UNIX Daemon, or a Linux Daemon.

An important feature of the Build Tool is that you can control the building of applications across a network remotely from
one client. For example, if you are running the Build Tool as a Windows client, you can control the building process on a
UNIX or Linux system from your Windows client. Then you can simultaneously start a build on another system from your
Windows client.
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NOTE
This section refers to a Windows client, UNIX client, Linux client, or Java client. All these terms refer to the same
software.

The Windows client can be invoked directly from the Workstation Construction Toolset for Windows.

WARNING
The Workstation Toolset does not run on UNIX or Linux systems. The UNIX and Linux clients must be invoked
manually.

Build Tool Terms

To use the Build Tool GUI Client, understand the following terms:

Build
Compiles and links the generated source code.

Clean
Deletes files resulting from building, allows a rebuild to occur.

Configuration
Controls the display of modules by sorting, including, and omitting.

Assemble
Packages applications that are intended for distribution.

Process Object
Requests to do something.

Profile
Collection of a customizable set of parameters that governs building of generated applications.

Split
Unbundles a Remote file (RMT file) and make its Implementation Control Module (ICM) file available for
processing by the Build Tool.

Build Tool Functionality

The Gen Build Tool includes the following functionality:

• Options management
You can control the display of modules in the GUI client by sorting, including, and omitting attributes of modules being
built. A configuration file stores these settings. You can perform the following tasks:
– Change the layout of the GUI client
– Select the default viewing tool for test results
– Set the default FTP utility
– Set build flags.

• Profile management
A Profile table stores the parameters that are used in building. You can have your own named set of profiles.

• Split
Unbundles RMT files to make the ICM file available to the Build Tool.

• Build
Compiles (and to link when applicable) the source code in the ICM files.

• Clean
Removes files that were created as a result of a build operation by the Build Tool. This functionality lets you build
again. The files that are removed are as follows:
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– .o
– .obj
– .lib
– .dll
– .exe
– .out.

• Review
View the results of a rebuild in a user specified ASCII editor.

• FTP
Transfer files in the client mode to a remote system in either ASCII or binary form using a user-supplied FTP program.

• Test
Execute C applications from either a command-line or interactively test with the Build Tool.

• Assemble
Bundle a built application that is intended for distribution.

Visual Studio Support

Gen supports compiling generated C applications on Windows using Visual Studio. The Build Tool token
OPT.VSVERSION is used to set the appropriate Visual Studio compiler, and for this release defaults to Visual Studio
2015.

The %GENxx%Gen folder contains a collection of files that support Visual Studio. Executing a Visual Studio built
application from the Build Tool does not require any environment changes (the Build Tool takes care of the environment).

64-bit Windows Support

Gen supports compiling and executing generated C Blockmode, COM Proxy, and server applications as 64-bit images on
Windows using Visual Studio. Users can build their generated C Blockmode and server applications as 64-bit by setting
the new Build Tool token, OPT.BITS, to 64 in their profile. Users must regenerate their code to gain access to 64-bit data
types that are used in the Windows X 64 API to create 64-bit images. Regenerated code can be compiled into either 32-bit
X86 binaries or 64-bit X64 binaries by setting the OPT.BITS Build Tool token.

The %GENxx%Gen\amd64 folder contains a collection of files that support 64-bit Windows. When setting token OPT.BITS
to 64, the shared libraries and executables in the %GENxx%Gen\amd64 folder are utilized. Executing a 64-bit built
application from the Build Tool does not require any environment changes (the Build Tool takes care of the environment).
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

NOTE
GUI C clients are not supported for 64-bit builds. If OPT.BITS is set to 64, the build automatically drops back to
32 for GUI C client builds.

How to Use Build Tool
The Build Tool builds generated applications. The Build Tool processes remote files and install deck files that are
generated by Construction in the Gen Toolset.

The Build Tool builds each load module into an executable application and enables the application for review and testing.

The Build Tool provides the following major features:

• Builds applications on the local host or across a network in client/server mode
• Monitors and reports on the build process
• Tests the generated application after it is built
• Assembles the application and database
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For more information about the Build Tool window, see Descriptions of Build Tool.

The major tasks in the Build Tool depend on where you conduct the build activities on the local host (Windows, UNIX, or
Linux).

Build on Local Host (Windows, UNIX, or Linux)

The order of major tasks in using the Build Tool on the local host can be categorized as follows:

Search and Display Build Modules

Select the Profile for a Build

Build Selected or All Modules or Clean Selected or All Builds

Review processing report file for failed builds or test successful builds

Assemble application and database (Windows only)

Build in Client/Server Mode

The major tasks in using the Build Tool in client/server mode are as follows:

Log on to Build Tool Server

Transfer Files to Server

Split Remote Files (optional)

Search and Display Build Modules

Select the Profile for a Build

Build Selected or All Modules or Clean Selected or All Builds

Review processing report file for failed builds

Manage the Build Tool

Managing Profiles

Managing Build Tool Options

Descriptions of Build Tool
This article provides information for Describing the Build Tool including Tab area, Arrows, Fields, Buttons, Toolbar Actions,
and Module Display Descriptions.

Tab Area

Each tab in the Build Tool window represents a host containing modules to be built. Each tab consists of at least the
following two parts:

• The module display consisting of columns showing the information on each module found on the host as a result
of searching and displaying modules to build. The columns that are shown depend on how you manage Build Tool
options. You can resize the columns or arrange the columns to specify the order from left to right in which they appear.

• A message area that shows the results of each task conducted.

Also, the directories to be searched for build modules or the list of directories containing modules to be built can be
displayed.

The local host appears by default.
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Arrows

The purpose of the arrows is as follows:

Arrow Description

Invokes search for and modules eligible for building based on files
containing extensions .ICM and .RMT and displays them. The
extension depends on the filter that is selected in the Extension
field.

Removes selected files from module display only.

Fields

The fields above the tab area provide the following:

Field prompt Description

Hosts Allows you to select the host to display as an alternative to
selecting the tab. This field also allows you to log on to a server so
that you transfer a file, split a remote file, and build in client/server
mode.

Path Allows you to specify the directory containing modules for building.
This feature works in synchronization with the search directory
frame in the tab area.

Profile Allows you to select the profile for a build.

Extension Allows you to filter whether you display install deck files (.icm),
remote files (.rmt), or both (.icm + .rmt). The default is icm + rmt.

Buttons

Button Toolbar Equivalent Description

View, Full Screen View Expands module display to occupy entire
width of window.

View, Tree View Displays directory tree to allow you to
search and display build modules.

View, Search View Automatically searches the host and
displays directories containing eligible
build modules. You can select from the
directories to display build modules.

Tools, Options Displays Options dialog for managing Build
Tool options in the tab area.
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Tools, Profile Manager Displays dialog that allows you to manage
profiles.

Action, Clean Cleans selected builds from the host and
repeats each build.

Action, Clean All Cleans all builds from the host and repeats
each build.

Action, Split Splits selected remote file on host into
install deck file and source code in
preparation for build.

Action, Build Builds selected modules.

Action, Build All Builds all modules.

Action, File Transfer Displays File Transfer dialog for transferring
files to remote Build Tool Servers.

Action, Review Displays report in ASCII text that describes
Build Tool processing results for the
selected module. The file name for the
report is the same as the name of the
selected module. The extension is .OUT.
For information about configuring the
review editor, see Managing Build Tool
Options. This button becomes available
when a build step is completed. Selection
of multiple ICM modules produces multiple
windows, one for each file.

Action, Test Tests application before deployment. This
feature is active only on the local host.

Action, Assemble Assembles application (Windows only in
local host mode).

Action, Cancel Cancel selected ICM builds. The currently
building ICM is allowed to finish, Build for all
other selected files is canceled.

Action, Clear Message Area Clears messages from the message area.

Help, Help Displays Build Tool online help.
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Toolbar Actions

Action Menu Option Button Equivalent Description

File Exit Exit Build Tool.

Edit Unselect All Unselect all modules selected in
module display.

Select All Select all modules shown in
module display.

Clear Message Area Clears messages from the
message area.

View Full Screen View Expands module display to
occupy entire width of window.

Tree View Displays directory tree to allow
you to search and display build
modules.

Search View Automatically searches the
host and displays directories
containing eligible build
modules. You can select from
the directories to display build
modules.

Action Build All* Builds all modules.

Clean All* Cleans all builds from the host
and repeats each build.

Build* Builds selected modules.

Clean* Cleans selected builds from the
host and repeats each build.

Split Splits selected remote file on
host into install deck file and
source code in preparation for
build.

Assemble Assembles application. Applies
to Windows only in local host
mode.

Cancel* Cancel selected ICM builds.
The currently building ICM is
allowed to finish, Build for all
other selected files is canceled.
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Review* Displays report in ASCII text that
describes Build Tool processing
results for the selected modules.
One report is generated for each
selected module. The file name
for the report matches the name
of the module. The extension
is .OUT. For information about
configuring the review editor,
see Managing Build Tool
Options. This action becomes
available when a build step is
completed.

Test Tests application before
deployment. This feature is
active only in local host mode.

Add module Invokes search for modules
eligible for building based on
files containing extensions .ICM
and .RMT. The extension
depends on the filter that is
selected in the Suffix field.

Remove module Removes selected files from
module display only.

Tools Profile Manager Displays dialog for managing
profiles.

File Transfer Transfer files using FTP.

Options Displays dialog for managing
Build Tool options in tab area.

Help Help Displays online help.

About Build Tool Displays splash screen for Build
Tool.

*Also available from pop-up menu in module display. To display menu, select module and right click.

Module Display Descriptions

The columns in the module display report the current module information. The following table describes abbreviations and
status that is shown in the module display.

Column Field Label Description

Type LM Load module.
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DDL Data

RI Refedefinition languagerential integrity
(cascade)

OL Operations library

DPY Has been deployed

DB Database

PR Proxy

IC Java

Status New New or cleaned module.

Selected Queued for build processing.

New- Cleaned File has been cleaned.

Splitting The remote file is currently being split.

Split completed Splitting of remote file into install deck file
and source code completed.

Building The module is currently being built.

Build-OK Build processing completed successfully.

Build- FAILED Build processing completed unsuccessfully;
for information on cause of failure, click
Review.

Assemble- OK Build assembled successfully.

Assemble- FAILED Build assembled unsuccessfully; for
information on cause of failure, click
Review.

How Build Tool Works
The following illustration describes the relationship of the Build Tool with other Gen tools. The Workstation Toolset and the
Client-Server Encyclopedia contain code generators that create the source code from your model. These source modules
are presented to the Build Tool for compiling and linking, making your business application available for execution.
Separate runtime environments for the client and the server manage the execution of your application.
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Figure 79: Describes the relationship of the Build Tool with other Gen tools

 

Construction creates a control file with an extension of ICM each time you generate a source code. The ICM file contains
control information necessary to compile the source code and build it into an executable system. By reading the ICM, the
Build Tool can generate a build procedure for the source code.

A special file that is know as a Remote File (RMT) is created when the application is targeted to a machine other than the
local machine. This build is known as a Remote Build as opposed to a Local Build. The RMT file contains the ICM file and
all associated source files. This RMT file is transferred to the target system, where the Build Tool that is installed on the
target system processes the RMT file and the ICM file. The following diagram illustrates the handling of the ICM file.
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Figure 80: Handling of the ICM file

 

The Build Tool is a client-server application and can compile and link applications that are either local or remote. In either
case, the build process can be monitored and managed from the Build Tool client on the local machine, as shown in the
following illustration.
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Figure 81: Build process monitored and managed from the Build Tool client on the local machine

 

Using the Build Tool Server
The Build Tool server runs either as a system-started daemon or as a manually started task. The server mode of the Build
Tool is designed to handle remote builds and communicate output views to its clients. The server receives requests from
Build Tool clients running on Windows, UNIX, or Linux. These clients are not directly logged on to the server machine.
This allows Build Tool client users to perform build functions across the network. However, the clients perform all the
functions of the Build Tool on local machines without a server.

For UNIX and Linux platforms, the server mode can be started at boot time by adding a script to the appropriate boot
file for your system that will start the bldtool in the server (-c server) mode or add your script to Cron table. Broadcom
provides a sample script in the $IEFH/bt directory called S99bldtool. Users will need to customize this script for their
particular system. Broadcom does not guarantee that this script will work without site specific customization.
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You can manually start the Build Tool in server mode, passing an unused port to communicate to the individual server. Yo
u can run a server for an individual user, separate from the system server. It is flexible and you can start the Build Tool
multiple times, each using a unique port listener address.

The Build Tool Server is invoked manually using the following command syntax:

Windows
%GENxx%gen\bldtool.bat  - c SERVER

Or
%GENxx%gen\bldtool.bat  - c SERVER  [options]

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Unix, Linux, and NonStop
$IEFH/bt/bldtool  - c SERVER

Or
$IEFH/bt/bldtool  - c SERVER  [options]

The options are as follows:

-i
Port number. This is the port number that will be used to connect Build Tool Clients to this server.
Default: 7776

There are several possible modes of the server. A Build Tool daemon could be started by the system at boot time and
another Build Tool server started manually (batch). Clients use the daemon copy but can also access the batch copy by
specifying the batch port. Starting the server as a batch job is most useful when there is no need for a full time server or
you want to isolate your work on a remote platform.

The server receives requests from remote clients and queues them. The Build Tool server then scans the input queue
looking for RMT files to split. The splitting of multiple remote files is run simultaneously.

After performing a split, the server looks for the highest priority task in the queue. The priority is as follows:

1. Building DDL
2. Building Referential Integrity (Cascade)
3. Building Operations Libraries
4. Build Load Modules

The build process is sequential for each model. If the build request contains more than one model, the builds are
processed in parallel.

The FTP server on UNIX is used to confirm user ID and password for remote UNIX Build Tool server sessions. Ensure
that the FTP daemon is running on the UNIX platform you want to access as a remote Build Tool server. However, the
Build Tool Client login credentials are not checked when the Build Tool Server is running under the Windows platform.

Security Considerations

The client performs a login check whenever a new remote node is requested. If the login fails, a dialog message displays
the error. After login, requests can be sent to the server for splits, builds, and to review results. Requests are evaluated for
ownership on the remote host and appropriate error messages that are displayed if a request cannot be processed.

The default security on the Build Tool server is none. If you want to secure commands or paths, create a file in the IEFH/bt
directory called user.security. Records in this file must be in the following format:
Userid or * followed by at least one blank followed by the command or path to be secured.

The * indicates that all users have access to the path or command.
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The path security matches the path to the security rule, allowing the creation of specific rules.

 Examples 

User1 /aaa/bbb/ccc/ddd

User2 /aaa/bbb/ccc/

User3 /aaa/bbb/ccc/eeee

* /aaa

These rules are implemented as follows:

• User1 can access all directories and files under /aaa/bbb/ccc/ddd.
• User2 can access all directories and files under /aaa/bbb/ccc.
• User3 can access all directories and files under /aaa/bbb/ccc/eeee, but not files under /ddd.
• * /aaa means that all users can access any directories or files under /aaa.

If User4 /bbb/ccc is a profile, User4 would not have access to /aaa

To implement shutdown command
Userid/* shutdown

To establish security for a path on Windows
Userid/* c:\aaa\bbb

To establish security for a path on UNIX or Linux
Userid/* /aaa/bbb

How to Run the Build Tool Server as a Task on Windows

To run the Build Tool server on Windows as a started task, perform the following steps:

1. Go to Control panel, Scheduled Tasks.
2. Click the Add Scheduled Task and click next. Click browse, and traverse the directory tree to the Gen directory (the

default is: %GENxx%\Gen).

NOTE
 xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. In the File name field, enter Bldserver.bat and press the Enter key.
The following panel appears:
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Under Perform this task, select one of the radio buttons and continue until you reach the Finish button. Clicking Finish
schedules the server task to start as specified. If a command prompt appears with the server start, close the window and
the server continues running.

Using the Build Tool Command-line Client
Invoke the Build Tool as a Command-line Client. The Build Tool Command-line Client enables you to interact with the
Build Tool from a command prompt, as opposed to the GUI client. Command-line usage (as opposed to GUI) is beneficial
in the following cases:

• Batch command processing
• Working with terminal devices (no GUI available)
• Remote hosting from one server to another

After you have invoked the Command-line Client, you can key in the commands to perform various Build Tool tasks.
These commands are not case-sensitive. Enter the commands in any combination of uppercase and lowercase
characters. Embed Build Tool commands in scripts, which can then be used by an interactive user or executed as batch
processes.

Call the Command-line Client also with a set of parameters to perform a set of actions without entering the interactive
mode. For a complete list of Build Tool commands, see Command Reference.

Build an Application with the Command-Line Client

Building an application with the Command-line Client involves only a few commands.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Command-line client.
2. Build the application.
3. Check status.
4. Exit.
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Invoke the Command-line Client

The Build Tool Command-line Client is invoked using the following command syntax:

Windows
%GENxx%gen\bldtool.bat -c COMMAND

Or
%GENxx%gen\bldtool.bat -c COMMAND [options]

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

UNIX and Linux
$IEFH/bt/bldtool -c COMMAND

Or
$IEFH/bt/bldtool -c COMMAND [options]

The following list contains ways to invoke the Command-line Client, depending on whether you want to provide options:

• When no options are passed when invoked, enter the interactive mode of the Command-line Client. You can enter
various commands, as described later in this section.

• When options are passed during the invocation, processing takes place that is based on these options, and control
returns after the processing is completed. This option is known as the batch mode.

The options when invoking the Command-line Client are as follows:

-c
Interface Type: One of COMMAND, CLIENT, or SERVER. Use COMMAND to invoke the Command-line Client.
Default: CLIENT

-a
Action to perform: BUILD, CLEAN, SPLIT, SHUTDOWN, STATUS, or HELP. This option is mandatory. Batch only.
Default: None

NOTE
SHUTDOWN is the only action that can be used for a remote Build Tool server.

-n
Specifies the ICM or RMT file to process.
Default: All ICM and RMT modules either in the current path or the path that is specified by the - l parameter.

-l
Specifies the path (location) used to locate the specified ICM or RMT file to process. The -l parameter must be
delimited with double quotes if the path contains spaces. Use of "." (unquoted) is acceptable and is translated to
represent the current directory. An environment variable, set to such a location, can also be used.
Default: None

-d
Specifies the dialect to use. If not present, the default is US English.
Default: None (US English)

WARNING
When building a generated application with dialects, do not modify the default profile manager target
location tokens. They must remain set to MODELDIR.

-r
Specifies the name of a remote host computer (UNIX, Linux, or Windows) that is used to perform remote
processing. The Build Tool server must be running on this computer before invoking a processing command.
Parameters -u and -p are also required. This parameter accepts both IPv4 and IPv6 host names, and is used only
for the SHUTDOWN action.
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Default: None
-u

Specifies the User ID for the remote host computer referred to with the -r parameter. This parameter must
accompany the -p parameter, and is used only for the SHUTDOWN action.
Default: None

-p
Specifies the password for the remote host machine referred to with the -r parameter. This parameter must
accompany the -u parameter, and is used only for the SHUTDOWN action.
Default: None

-i
Specifies the port number for the Build Tool Server on a remote host referred to with the -r parameter, and is used
only for the SHUTDOWN action.
Default: 7776

-f
Specifies the user profile to use when processing. This user profile must be previously set up using the Build
Tool GUI Client and resides in the $HOME directory (UNIX and Linux) or under the %USERPROFILE% directory
(Windows). The profile file is case-sensitive.
Default: Default Profile

Use these options (in addition to -c COMMAND) to invoke the Build Tool Command-line Client through a batch command
procedure. When invoked in this manner, the set of options is passed directly to the Build Tool and processing is initiated
sequentially. After the processing is complete, the control returns to the calling command procedure.

Build Tool Command Reference
This article provides information for Build Tool Command Reference. If you provide only the -c COMMAND option, the
interactive mode of the Command-line Client is initiated and the Enter Command prompt is displayed.

The following sections provide a detailed description for each of these commands.

BUILD Command

The BUILD command submits a process request for one or more ICM, RMT, or both files, either locally or remotely. If
there are multiple files to process, the processing occurs sequentially. After you submit the BUILD command, control is
returned to the interactive mode. Submit more BUILD commands for the local computer or for any of the remote machines
that have active Build Tool Servers running on them. To retrieve status information about a submitted BUILD command,
use the STATUS command. Exit the interactive mode after a BUILD command is submitted, and enter the interactive
mode again later to verify the status of the build.

Usage

BUILD [-n filename] [-l path] [-d dialect] [-f profile_name]

Parameters

For more information about descriptions of the parameters that are used for the BUILD command, see Using the Build
Tool Command-line Client.

Notes

If the - n parameter is not used, all ICMs and RMTs in the path are processed in the following order:

• DDL
Creates Database Tables

• CASCADE
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Creates Cascade Library
• OPLIB

Creates Operations Library
• LM

Creates Load Module

Examples

BUILD -n P302.ICM -l c:\genmodels\coop07

This command submits a process request for P302.ICM that resides in c:\genmodels\coop07.

BUILD -l c:\genmodels\coop07

This command submits a process request for all ICM or RMT files, which reside in c:\genmodels\coop07.

CLEAN

The CLEAN command submits a clean request for one or more ICM, RMT, or both files, either locally or remotely. If
there are multiple files to process, the processing occurs sequentially. After you submit the CLEAN command, control
is returned to the interactive mode. Submit more CLEAN commands for the local computer or for any of the remote
machines that have active Build Tool Servers running on them. To retrieve status information about a submitted CLEAN
command, use the STATUS command. Exit the interactive mode after a CLEAN command is submitted, and enter the
interactive mode again later to verify the status of the clean.

The CLEAN command removes all produced files that are based on the outcome of the previous BUILD command. This
list includes, but is not limited to:

• Object files
• Library files
• Executable files
• Any intermediate files
• Make files
• Log files

Only the files that are split from the .RMT (if you are dealing with an .RMT file) or the files that are originally generated
locally (if you are dealing with an ICM file) remain. When a CLEAN command is completed, the remaining files are left so
that a full build can occur the next time when the BUILD command is issued against the same ICM or RMT file.

Usage

 CLEAN [-n filename] [-l path] 

Parameters

For more information about descriptions of the parameters that are used for the CLEAN command, see Using the Build
Tool Command-line Client .

Notes

If the - n parameter is not used, all ICMs/RMTs in the path are cleaned.

Examples

CLEAN -n P302.ICM -l c:\genmodels\coop07

This command submits a clean request for the produced files that are related to P302.ICM, which resides in c:\genmodels
\coop07.

CLEAN -l c:\genmodels\coop07
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This command submits a clean request for the produced files that are related to all ICM/RMT files that reside in c:
\genmodels\coop07.

EXIT/QUIT

The EXIT or QUIT command ends the Command-line Client in an interactive mode.

Usage

 EXIT or QUIT 

Parameters

None

Examples

EXIT 

HELP

The HELP command displays the usage for the set of commands that are used with the Command-Line Client in an
interactive mode.

Usage

 Help 

Parameters

None

Examples

Help 

SPLIT

The SPLIT command submits a split request for one or more RMT files, either locally or remotely. If there are multiple
files to split, the processing occurs sequentially. The SPLIT command returns a one-line status response message for the
selected list of RMTs requested and returns to the interactive mode.

Usage

 SPLIT [-n filename] [-l path] [-f profile] 

Parameters

For more information about descriptions of the parameters that are used for the SPLIT command, see Using the Build Tool
Command-line Client.

Notes

If the - n parameter is not used, all RMTs referenced using the -l parameter are split.

Examples

SPLIT -n P302.RMT -l c:\genmodels\coop07

This command submits a split request for P302.RMT, which resides in c:\genmodels\coop07.

SPLIT -l c:\genmodels\coop07

This command submits a split request for all RMT files that reside in c:\genmodels\coop07.

STATUS
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The STATUS command submits a status request for one or more ICM or RMT files, either locally or remotely. If there are
multiple files to process, the processing occurs sequentially. The STATUS command returns a one-line status response
message for the selected list of ICMs or RMTs, and then returns you to the interactive mode.

Usage

STATUS [-n filename] [-l path]

Parameters

For more information about descriptions of the parameters that are used for the STATUS command, see Using the Build
Tool Command-line Client.

Notes

If the - n parameter is not used, all ICMs/RMTs in the path are requested to provide a status.

Examples
Enter Command:

STATUS -n P302.ICM -l c:\genmodels\coop07

This command submits a status request for P302.ICM, which resides in c:\genmodels\coop07.
Enter Command:

STATUS -l c:\genmodels\coop07

This command submits a status request for all ICM/RMT files that reside in c:\genmodels\coop07.
SHUTDOWN The SHUTDOWN command terminates a remote server. Include a port number for the remote
host if the port number is not the default. Usage
SHUTDOWN [-r remote_host] [-u userid] [-p password] [-i port]

Parameters For more information about descriptions of the parameters that are used for the SHUTDOWN
command, see Invoke the Command-Line Client. Example
SHUTDOWN -r unix01 -u user01 -p user01

Set the Build Tool Profile and Test in the GUI Client
This article provides information for Set the Build Tool Profile and Test in the GUI Client. The menu bar contains a
superset of Build Tool controls available as Toolbar icons.

The main Graphical User Interface (GUI) Client panel contains the following:

• Menu bar
• Toolbar
• Entry fields
• Directory tree
• Module panel
• Messages panel

The following illustrates the Main GUI Client panel.
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Directory Tree and Entry Fields

On the left side of the panel of the module, the Directory Tree reflects the file system of the active host. Tabs are added as
and when remote hosts are added. Each host directory tree, path, and the selected model are maintained until the Build
Tool terminates.

Entry Fields

The entry fields below the toolbar that allow you to enter Host, Path, Profile, and Extension information are as follows:

Host
The network name for the computer you are using. The list contains one local host and can contain multiple
remote hosts. These names are stored in the configuration properties file. As you connect to more Hosts, their
names also appear below the Path drop-down list. You can switch from Host to Host by clicking a host name or
selecting the name from the Host drop-down list. This field accepts both IPv4 and IPv6 hostnames.

Path
A fully qualified directory name. The current path is displayed and up to ten previous paths can be stored. The last
path that is used is saved in the configuration properties file for use at the next Build Tool startup.
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Profile
A default profile and all user profiles are kept in the configuration properties file. Profiles provide a means of
storing a set of customizable parameters that govern building of generated applications.

Extension
Refers to the three-character suffix at the end of a file name. By setting the Extension, you see only the files you
want-ICM or RMT or both.

Module Panel
This article provides information for Module Panel. The Module panel lists the files available to build. The Module panel
displays the modules ready for Build Tool processing.

Module Panel Fields

The Module panel includes the following fields:

Module
Specifies the ICM or RMT file name. The model name appears on a separate line above the files from that model.
The PStep Interface Designer in Gen Studio generates the Module names with the .WSD suffix.

Extension
Identifies the file type as either ICM or RMT.

Date Modified
Identifies the creation date and time of the ICM or RMT file.

Type
Specifies file type that is represented by the ICM or RMT file. Possible values are:
DLL

Database
RI

Cascade
PR

Proxy
IC

Java
OL

Operations Library
LM

Load Module
SRVR Router

Web Service Definition Router
Status

Specifies the status of the file. The possible values are:
New

No action has been performed on this file
Clean-Scheduled

Files scheduled to be cleaned
Cleaning

In the process of being cleaned
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New-Cleaned
Scheduled files have been cleaned

Selected
File has been identified for action

Split-Scheduled
RMT file that is scheduled for splitting

Splitting
RMT file is splitting

Split Complete
Split process has completed

Split-FAILED
Split process has been unsuccessful

Building
File is in the Build process

Build-OK
File has been successfully built

Build-FAILED
File has not been successfully built

Build-Scheduled
In queue to be built

Assembling
Selected files are in the process of being assembled

Assemble-OK
Files have been successfully assembled

Assemble-FAILED
Assemble process has been unsuccessful

Cancel-Scheduled
Scheduled canceling a process

Cancel
Cancels the execution of the build process

OS
Specifies the operating system that is chosen during construction. The options are:

• UNIX
• Linux
• Windows
• CLR
• JVM
• NonStop

DBMS
Specifies the database that is chosen during construction. The options are:
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• <NONE>
• Oracle
• DB2 z/OS
• DB2 UDB (UNIX, Linux, and Windows)
• MSSQL (Windows only)
• ODBC/ADO.NET (Windows only)
• JDBC
• SQL/MX

TP-MON
Specifies the execution environment. The options are:

• Com
• Comp_Services (Component Services)
• EJB (Enterprise Java Beans)
• IEFAE
• Internet
• NET
• ASP.NET
• Java VM (Java Virtual Machine)
• Web Services
• Windows
• Pathway

Lang
Specifies the language. The options are:

• C#
• CS
• C
• Java

Path
Specifies the path that contains the displayed ICM or RMT.

Populating the Module Panel

The main panel always appears with a directory tree in the left panel. Using the menu or toolbar, you can replace the
directory panel with a Full Screen View. By doing so, the directory tree goes hidden.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the model in the Tree View or Path directory.
2. Click the right arrow, use Action, Add to Module panel, or right-click the node and select Add Module from the pop-up

menu.
3. The model name appears on a separate line.
4. Selecting the model name selects all the files in the model.

Display Full Screen

You can expand the Module panel to display the full width of the screen. This closes the directory and search panels. To
display full screen, select the icon or click View, Full Screen View.
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Options

To change the layout of the Module panel, choose either the Options icon or Tools, Options. This displays the Options
dialog, which allows you to include or omit fields.

The descriptions of the fields in the Options dialog are as follows:

Columns to Display
Set of checkboxes that represent the columns that are displayed in the Module Panel.

Stop on Error
Terminates ICM processing when a build error is encountered.

Redisplay Directory
Restores the Module panel to the last known environment. The redisplay uses the last known Path, Extension,
and Profile to determine which models to display.

Keep-alive seconds
Specifies the time in seconds for a thread to poll any remote host session at a specified interval. The values can
range from 1 through 900 seconds. The default is zero seconds.

Client listener port
Specifies a single port or port range when you have a Firewall. If you specify _0 or leave the default, the Build
Tool Client picks up an available port. If you specify a port number or range of ports, the Build Tool tries using
these ports for the Client Side Listener.

Review Editor
Specifies the editor that is used for viewing output from builds. The options are:

• Notepad
• WordPad
• UNIX/Linux vi editor

FTP name
Allows you to specify an FTP application to call when you click the File Transfer icon.
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Moving Module Panel Fields

To change the position of the fields, use your mouse to move the fields that are left or right. The changes are saved and
used in future displays.

To expand or contract fields, place the cursor on the vertical line in between fields. Moving the cursor to the left or right
collapses or expands a field.

Profiles
Profile Manager allows you to create, edit, or delete your own unique profiles. A profile consists of a collection of settings
to tailor application builds to your specifications in the form of tokens consisting of a key and a value that is assigned
to the key. The build scripts use tokens and the tokens are substituted with the value assigned when the .mak file is
generated at build time.

To open the Profile Manager, click the Profile Manager icon on the Toolbar or select Tools, Profile Manager. The Profile
Manager dialog appears.

The Profile Manager window opens with the currently active profile selected. A different profile can be selected from the
drop-down in the upper left corner.

The Profile Tree allows you to select the profile categories:
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• DBMS
• SYSTEM
• OPTIONS
• TARGET
• C
• JAVA
• NET
• MSI_DATA
• USER

USER is reserved for key values that are created for use with a user-modified script. You can expand the tree by clicking
the + plus sign next to a category.

To change the database options, click the + sign next to DBMS in the Profile Tree; the tree expands to display supported
databases. Any of the key values can be changed and saved in a profile.

There exists a simple hierarchy of profiles. The default profile is the one delivered with the Build Tool, and contains the
default setting for all tokens. All users of the Build Tool use the default profile.

NOTE
The default profile can be modified, but that changes to the default profile affect all users. Once modified, a
default profile file resides on the disk representing any changes that are made to the delivered token values.

A user can create many user-specific profiles. Each of these profiles is saved in the personal directory of the user, cannot
be used by other user, and supercede the default profile. The superceeding of tokens is on a token by token basis,
starting with the delivered token value, then possibly superceded by the modified default profile token value, and then
possibly superceeded by the modified user profile token value.

For example, the delivered default value of the token on UNIX is the following:

OPT.CMD_FORM = NO

The modified value of this token in the default profile is the following:

OPT.CMD_FORM = YES

The modified value of this token in the user profile being used for this particular build is the following:

OPT.CMD_FORM = NO

The token OPT.CMD_FORM is initialized to NO as part of the delivered Build Tool token values (on UNIX). Since the
default has been modified to YES, this value will supercede the initial value. And since a user-specific profile is being used
which has the same token that is modified to NO, this will superceed the token’s value once again. The net result is that
the OPT.CMD_FORM token is set to NO for the current build activity.

The selected profile is the basis for any new profiles. A profile that is created with a user ID is not shareable with other
users. The default profile must be set up by the installer of Gen or the system administrator. Changes to the default profile
are saved in the Build Tool directory and shared by all users.

When the USER category is selected, cells in both the Key and the Value columns are editable. When any other node is
selected, only cells in the Value column are editable. You can edit the values by placing the cursor in the corresponding
cell.

When the User node is selected, the last row of the table is always a new line with the <New Key> text in light grey in the
Key cell and a blank value cell. You can add a new custom key by entering a name in the Key cell. After the focus shifts
from the cell, the corresponding Value cell becomes editable, and another blank line is added as the last line in the table.
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This process is repeated every time that a new key is entered. Any custom key can be deleted by deleting its name from
the Key cell. After the focus leaves an empty Key cell, the entire row is deleted from the table.

Click OK to save the changes and close the window. If you click Cancel, you are prompted to save or discard any unsaved
changes before the window is closed.

To create a new profile, click New. The New Profile dialog appears:

Provide a unique name for the new profile. Only alphanumeric characters, with '-' (hyphen) and '_' (underscore), are
acceptable for a profile name. An invalid profile name results in the following error message:

Profile name contains invalid characters

You can base the new profile either on the default profile or on one of the custom profiles. Click Save and a new profile is
created.

To delete a profile, select the profile name in the combo box in the Profile Manager window and click Delete.

NOTE

The default profile cannot be deleted.

Format of a Build Tool Profile File

When a Build Tool Profile is modified (either the default profile or a user profile), only the modified tokens are saved to
disk.

The file is formatted in token/value pairs, using the following format:

<PROFILE_NAME>.<PROFILE_TREE_SECTION>.<PROFILE_SUBTREE_SECTION>.<KEY>=<value>

NOTE
All data to the left of the ‘=’ must be in uppercase. The value to the right of the ‘=’ can be mixed case.

All keys have a preface of one of the following:

OPT.
This preface is for option tokens.

LOC.
This preface is for location tokens.

The following example shows a profile file format for the OPT.DBUSER option key set to dbuserid in the MYPROFILE
profile with the DBMS profile section tree name and the ORACLE subtree section name

MYPROFILE.DBMS.ORACLE.OPT.DBUSER=dbuserid

NOTE
For more information about the list of available tokens, according to their profile tree section and subtree section,
see Profile Tokens.
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The location of the default profile file is a fixed location. You can find the file that is named System.profile in the following
location:

• For Windows:
%ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen xx\cfg\buildtool

Note:  xx refers to the current release of Gen.

• For UNIX and Linux:
$IEFH/bt

You can find the user-specific profile files, named using the format user.<PROFILENAME>.profile, in the following
location:

• For Windows:
%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\buildtool

Note:  xx refers to the current release of Gen.

• For UNIX, Linux, and NonStop:
$HOME

Toolbar and Menu Items
The following table lists and describes Build Tool GUI Client menu items and the equivalent toolbar icons:

Menu Item Description Toolbar Icon
Edit, Unselect All Unselects all modules on the Module panel. N/A
Edit, Select All Selects all modules on the Module panel. N/A
Edit, Clear Message Area Deletes Message panel text.

View, Full Screen View Displays Module panel in full screen mode
and removes Directory Tree

View, Tree View Displays Directory Tree to left of Module
panel.

Action, Build All Builds all modules on the panel.

Action, Clean All Runs Clean for all ICM files displayed to
delete all the modules created by these
ICMs. RMTs are not Cleaned.

Action, Build Compiles and, where applicable, links
source code generated by the Construction
Toolset, and prepares the modules for
Assembling.

Action, Clean Runs Clean for selected ICM files.

Action, Split Splits selected RMT files. It unbundles an
RMT file to make its ICM file available to
the Build Tool. The Build Tool also looks for
RMT files when builds are requested and
determines whether the RMT must be Split.
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Action, Assemble Bundles applications for distribution. Each
of the three types of applications that can
be assembled (Java, GUI, and .NET)
has its own dialog. Assemble is disabled
for modules not yet built successfully.
Assemble is not available on UNIX or
Linux. You cannot assemble Web Service
Definition modules by themselves; they
must be packaged as part of an application.

Action, Cancel Cancels the execution of a build process.

Action, Review Presents the results of a build. It creates
an ASCII file (.out) that is a log of the build
processing. You can choose one of three
ASCII editors for viewing the results from
the Review Editor drop-down list of the
Options Utility. The defaults are Notepad
for Windows and vi for UNIX and Linux.
WordPad is also available for Windows.
The Review button is available when a build
step is complete. Selection of multiple ICMs
produces multiple windows, one for each
file.

Action, Test The Test option button remains disabled
if the selected module has not been
successfully built. Remote program testing
is not supported.
If the program has been built, the Load
Module Test dialog appears. Enter the Tran
code to be tested and any clear screen
input to begin the test.

Action, Add Module Adds all the ICMs and RMTs found in the
selected directory. The suffix setting is
checked to determine which files to display.

Action, Remove Module Removes selected files from the display
area.

Action, Disconnect Remote Host Disconnect selected remote Host. This
action is only enabled when remote host is
in focus.

 

Tools, Profile Manager Creates, deletes, and edits user profiles.

Tools, File Transfer Transfer files using FTP.

Tools, Options … Configures GUI client displays.

EAR File Assembling
The EAR File Assemble Details panels are a set of dialogs that allow packaging of Java applications. When you select
Action, Assemble, you see only the dialogs appropriate for the ICM you selected.

The possible dialogs are as follows:
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WARNING
When assembling applications with dialects, select only one Load Module icm for each assembly. The non-
dialect specific icm files must be selected with every dialect.

General

When you select General from the EAR File Assemble Details with only Window Load Modules (TP Monitor: INTERNET)
selected for assembly and Web Gen clients are selected, the following dialog appears:

When you select General from the EAR File Assemble Details panel with only Server Load Modules (TP Monitor: EJB)
selected for assembly and no Web Gen clients are selected, the following dialog appears:
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The fields in the General dialog are described in the following list:

EAR Filename
Specifies the name of the EAR file to be created. The length of the EAR file name and directory path cannot
exceed 255 characters. The default is the local model name.

Package runtime in EAR
If checked, the Gen Java Runtimes are packaged into the EAR file.

Include optional runtime property files
If selected, the following files are copied from the Gen directory into the genrt##.jar file within the EAR file:

• jdbccfg.properties
• commcfg.properties
• codepage.properties
• applicationmanager.properties

This option is provided as a convenience to clients who are deploying to an Application Server. However, this
option must be used with care, as any change to either file requires redeployment of the application to the
Application Server.

NOTE
This option is enabled only if Package runtime in EAR is selected.

Application Server

When you select Application Server from the EAR File Assemble Details panel, the following dialog appears:
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The fields in the Application Server dialog are as follows:

Application Server
Specifies the application server that you are targeting. The options in the drop-down list are:

• Generic
• WebSphere
• WebLogic
• WildFly 
• JBoss EAP

Datasource
Specifies the JNDI name of the Gen database you want to find.

Add resource references
Allows a datasource to be entered.

Global EJB Prefix
Specifies a prefix name to be used when performing JNDI lookups for EJBs that are defined outside of this EAR
file.

Add EJB references for Used Psteps
Allows a Global EJB Prefix to be entered.

Local EJB Prefix
Specifies a prefix name to be used when performing JNDI lookups for EJBs defined in the same EAR file and
running in the same JVM.

NOTE
Local EJB references
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Defines all of the Server Beans that the client code can call and allow the actual location of the Server Beans to be
obtained when the client module is installed. The client code can use Local References, Remote References, or direct
JNDI lookup to find the Server Bean. Local References execute faster.

When Local EJB references is checked, the EJB references are local rather than remote. The local references must refer
to Server Beans in the same EAR file as the referring client and the Beans must be installed on the same JVM as the
client. The local and remote reference definitions are stored in the XML descriptors of the calling code.

NOTE
The JMS Configuration fields on this dialog, which are used for Cross-Context Flows, will be disabled when
the Generic option is selected from the Application Server drop-down. JMS configuration is unique to each
Application Server and Gen has only been certified with WebLogic and WebSphere. Therefore, the Assemble
process only supports specifying JMS configuration information for these two Application Servers. This does not
preclude the use of Cross-Context Flows when the Generic option is selected, but Application Server specific
customizations will have to be made to the EAR file outside of the Assemble process, in addition to the usual
JMS configuration steps that are required on the Application Server itself.

WAR (Web Archive)

When you select WAR from the EAR File Assemble Details panel, the following dialog appears:

The fields in the WAR dialog are as follows:

WAR Filename
Specifies the name of the WAR file to be created. The length of the WAR file name and directory path cannot
exceed 255 characters. The default is the local model name.

Context
Specifies the name that is to be used to access the generated application. For example, if Context is set to myapp
and has a trancode of menu, the application would be started with the following URL:
http://hostname.com/myapp/menu.jsp
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Use JDBC DataSources
If selected, an Application Server Resource Adapter is generated and placed in the WAR file deployment
descriptor. The required information for the adapter is taken from the DBMS connection information that is
specified in the Windows Build Tool Setup file using these tokens:

• OPT.DBCONNECT
• OPT.DSUSER
• OPT.DSPSWD
• If cleared, the Java Web Client code attempts to retrieve the connection information from the

jdbccfg.properties file.

Use JTA transactions
If selected, the Java Web Clients use the Java Transaction API to manage the database connection and
transaction control (two phased commit). This applies to those applications whose Java Web Clients access more
than one database in a single client procedure step.
J2EE Application Servers can perform DBMS connections as part of a two phase commit Java transaction.

NOTE
Not all application servers support this feature.

This feature does not allow the Java Web Client and EJB servers to participate in a distributed transaction. Gen
does not allow such distributed transactions to be designed.
If the Java Web Client is enabling threads, then the client is not allowed to participate in the JTA transaction. By
disabling threading, the Java Web Client is prevented from utilizing Java Beans in the user interface.

NOTE
This field is available only if Use JDBC DataSources is selected, and Enable Threading is cleared on the
Web Gen Client dialog.

Web Server DocumentRoot
Specifies the root document. This must be the root document of the Web server.
If Apache is being used, the document root is <APACHE_HOME>/htdocs.
If IIS is being used, the document root is <IIS_HOME>/wwwroot.
This field is available only when Package Static Content within WAR is cleared, that is, you have chosen to
separate the static and dynamic content.

Package Web Service Access Designer Content within WAR
Includes the generated files, which are the Action Steps directory and all its subdirectories, in the Web View
application WAR file.
Default: Selected

Web Gen Client

When you select Web Gen Client from the EAR File Assemble Details panel, the following dialog appears:
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The fields in the WAR dialog are as follows:

Load JSP/Servlets at startup
Improves the performance of the initial load of the JSP and servlets by having them precompiled and loaded by
the application server when the application is loaded. This option is cleared during development and selected for
production work.

Enable Threads
If selected, the Java Web Client Runtime uses threads to perform certain functions such as displaying
MessageBoxes or accessing ActiveX controls. However, some Application Servers do not work correctly if threads
are used.

Enable Pop-Up Dialogs
If selected, dialog support is enabled. Otherwise, all windows are embedded in the browser.

Browser Controlled History
If selected, you can use the Back and Forward buttons of your browser for navigation. The default style only
allows access to one page at a time. Although the Back and Forward buttons remain enabled, using them takes
you out of the application. This option is not valid for Cross-Context Flows applications.

Session timeout
Specifies the number of minutes a session can be idle before it is abandoned. The default is 30. The Timeout
range is from 1 through 1440 minutes.

Cross-Context Flows

The Cross-Context Flows feature allows load modules that are deployed in separate web applications to interact. To
support this feature, the location of each load module must be specified.
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Selecting the Enable Cross-Context Flows check box activates Cross-Context flows for the current assembly. Browser
Controlled History is not allowed for Cross-Context applications. Build Tool does not allow you to select both Browser
Controlled History and Cross-Context Flows.

The table provides a list of all of the load modules that are referenced by the load modules that are selected in the main
Build Tool panel.

Some of the listed load modules are local to the current web application that is being assembled. There is no need to
specify a mapping for local load modules.

A location must be specified for any remote load modules in the corresponding Location field. If the location of a remote
load module is not specified, then an error occurs at runtime if an attempt is made to flow to it.

Enter the fully qualified URL of the context where the load module is deployed. For example, when configuring context
CBD1 and it references CBD2LM2 in web application CBD2, enter the URL as http://myserver/CBD2. The CBD2 in the
URL would be the context name that is provided while assembling web application CBD2.

To enter a location URL, type the fully qualified URL into the Location field to the right of the load module name to
configure. Alternatively, select multiple load modules to be deployed in the same context and enter the Location URL into
the Location field. After entering the URL, click Set to populate the Location fields for each of the selected load modules.

The JMS Configuration section of the dialog contains the following fields:

Queue Factory
Specifies the JNDI name of the JMS Connection Factory that is configured for the application server.

Queue Name
Specifies the JNDI name of the JMS Queue that is configured for the application server.
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Tracing

When you select Tracing from the EAR File Assemble Details panel, the following dialog appears:

The fields in the Tracing dialog are as follows:

Enable Diagram Tracing
If selected, Gen generates XML to specify the Trace Server in the Deployment Descriptor. If this flag is not set, the
generated code is not traceable, even if it was generated for trace.

NOTE
The application must also be generated with Trace to use Diagram Tracing.

Trace Server Name
Specifies the name of the Trace Server. This field is only enabled if Enable Diagram Tracing is checked. The IP
address can be in IPv4 format or IPv6 format.

Trace Server Port
Specifies the port number of the Trace Server. This field is only enabled if Enable Diagram Tracing is checked.

Additional Files

To assemble different Operation Libraries that are built in different models, use the Additional Files feature of the
Assemble Utility.

When you select Additional Files from the EAR File Assemble Details panel, the following dialog appears:
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The fields in the Additional Files dialog are described in the following list:

File System on Target Machine
Displays a tree list showing the folder structure that is installed on the target machine. If an EAR file deployment, it
is the folder structure that is created within the EAR file itself. Folders can be added and removed as desired. The
folder structure is pre-populated with some default folders that are installed based on the Load Modules that are
selected for the assemble.

Detail Table
Displays a table listing the details for the currently selected folder. The contents of the folder are either files (that
have been included) or sub-folders. For each item, the name, type (File, Folder), and the source location of the
included file is shown.

New Folder…
Enables you to add a new sub-folder below the currently selected folder.

Include File…
Opens a dialog enabling the assembler to select files off the current machine that are included into the EAR file in
the current folder selected.

Remove
Removes the currently selected item. If the item is a file, then the file is removed from its folder. If the item is a
folder, then the folder and all of its contents (files and sub-folders) are removed.

NOTE
This dialog makes it possible for you to add any needed files to the EAR file. This feature is provided for your
convenience; however, Broadcom has no way of knowing whether these files are properly licensed on your
deployment environment. Therefore, it is your responsibility to ensure proper licensing on the target machine.
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Web Services

The Web Services panel is visible only if you have included a Web Service Definition module for assembly. When you
click Web Services from the EAR File Assemble Details panel, the following dialog appears:

You can override the host and port values of the Web Service Url in the Web Services pane. The Web Service Url is a
property of the Web Service Definition that is set when a new Web Service Definition is created in the PStep Interface
Designer perspective in Gen Studio. The values in this panel are used in the generated WSDL packaged with the
application.

WildFly Considerations

Consider the following points before you assemble load modules for WildFly.

EJBRMI

Points to consider before assembling the client application.

1. When client and server are in the same instance, the format is:

<TRANCODE>=EJBRMI W {EARFileName} 

2. When client and sever are in different instances, the format is:

<TRANCODE>=EJBRMI W {Initial Factory Class} {Name Manager URL} {EARFileName} {UserName} {Password}

Example: 
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<TRANCODE>=EJBRMI W org.jboss.naming.remote.client.InitialContextFactory http-remoting://localhost:8080

 sample admin admin

Where,
– The currently supporting context factory:

org.jboss.naming.remote.client.InitialContextFactory

– Name Manager URL should be in this specified format:

http-remoting://<hostname>:<port>

– EARFileName is the EAR that contains the server.

NOTE

EarFileName must not contain the extension '.ear'.
– Username refers to the application user created in WildFly. Username can be created by executing add-user.bat file

under WildFly bin location

NOTE

For details about adding user utility, refer to the link https://docs.jboss.org/author/display/WFLY10/add-
user+utility.

Changes required before deploying EAR file into WildFly:

Edit standalone-full.xml to include remote-naming jar as global module under the <subsystem
xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:ee:4.0"> subsystem.

<global-modules>

<module name="org.jboss.remote-naming" slot="main"/>

</global-modules>

EJB Web Services

For Web Services, the format is:

<TRANCODE>=WS http://<hostname>:<port> W

WildFly Feature PTFs

Install the following PTFs to support WildFly:

• BTN86111
• GSN86103
• RTJ86104
• RTN86110
• RTA86104

Limitations

The CFB Server is currently not supported to connect to the WildFly and JBOSS EAP servers.

NOTE

 Testing for WildFly has been done using the standalone-full profile.
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MSI Assembling
The MSI Assemble Details panels are a set of dialogs that allow packaging of both GUI and .NET applications. When
you select Action, Assemble, the Build Tool Client looks at the content of the selected ICM and displays the appropriate
dialogs. The output is an MSI file ready for installation on a Windows system. The possible dialogs follow:

WARNING
While assembling applications with dialects, select only one Load Module icm for each assembly. The non-
dialect specific icm files must be selected with every dialect.

NOTE

• We cannot build a large executable application based on more than one model.
• Gen does not support the use of NLS characters in any of the assembly dialogs.

For documentation purposes, the MSI .NET Assembly Details panels are illustrated when the dialogs are applicable for
both .NET and GUI applications.

Both .NET and GUI applications are assembled from a selected set of load module (LM) and referential integrity trigger
(RI) icm files. UNIX is not supported.

A major difference between .NET applications and GUI applications is that GUI assemblies can optionally include
database design language (DDL) icm files, giving the installer the opportunity to create the associated database tables
locally. If a DDL icm is included in the selections when the Assemble command is executed, the assembled MSI file will
offer the installing user a Custom option to install the DDL feature. A Typical install and the default Custom install will not
install the DDL. The installing user must choose the Custom install and then select DDL for local installation. The files
necessary for the DDL feature are copied to the installing user's TempFolder. The DDL processing is done before any
optional Commands. The stdout and stderr of the DDL processing is recorded in a log file on the user's desktop with the
same basename as the MSI file and a .log extension. For DB2 DBMS applications, procedure binding is included after the
data tables have been initialized.

Any options that are entered into the Assemble Details panels are stored in an assemble icm file. This file is re-read
on each execution of the assemble command to initialize the panel fields. The assemble command is disabled if this
assemble icm file is selected.

General (GUI and .NET)

When you select General from the MSI GUI or .NET Assemble Details panel, the following dialog appears:
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The fields in the General dialog are described in the following list:

MSI Filename
Specifies the base name of the production MSI database file. The suffix .msi is appended automatically.

Product Name
Specifies the name of the application visible to the end user. Also used as part of the default destination directory
path.

Product Version
Specifies the version of the product. Must be in the format ###.###.##### and is visible to the end user. This field
and the two GUIDs are used by Microsoft MSI Installer to determine which files are copied from the media to the
system during access, updates, upgrades, and revisions. For more information, see the MSI SDK documentation.

Manufacturer
Specifies the manufacturer name. This is used as part of the default destination directory path and visible to the
end user.

Product Code GUID and Upgrade Code GUID
Specifies the Product Code GUID and Upgrade Code GUID. Click Create GUID to the right of the fields to
populate the fields. You have the choice to enter a value or let one be calculated. Together with Product Version,
these fields are used to control MSI behavior when installing newer software. It is important that these values only
change when appropriate. For more information, see the Microsoft MSI SDK documentation.

HttpRuntime Execution timeout
Sets the value for the httpRuntimeExecutionTimeout attribute in the web.config file. For the specified number of
seconds a browser lets an ASP.NET page run without responding. After the specified number of seconds, the
operation is assumed to have failed, and the ASP.NET page is terminated. The default value for this attribute is
110 seconds. The range for httpRuntime executionTimeout is between 1 and 3600 seconds.

Package Gen Runtime in MSI
If checked, the Gen Runtimes are packaged into the MSI file.
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ASP.NET (.NET only)

When you select ASP.NET from the MSI .NET Assemble Details panel, the following dialog appears:

The fields in the ASP.NET dialog are described in the following list:

Compress Dynamic Content
Allows you to compress the dynamic HTML content returned to the browser.

Pre-compile ASPX pages
Allows you to compile an ASP.NET application before deployment.

Browser Controlled History
Allows the Back and Forward buttons of your browser to be used for navigation. The default style allows access to
only one page at a time. Although the Back and Forward buttons remain enabled, using them takes you out of the
application.

Threaded
Allows the runtime to create an extra thread in addition to the one the Application Server creates for each
request. This option is essential for applications that use MessageBox and MessageBoxBeep. In Web Generation
Applications, message boxes and OCX controls require threading to be enabled.

Auto-Include Third-Party Control Assemblies
If selected, includes any third-party web control assemblies that you used in your application and any assemblies
they reference, in the MSI file. You can also use the Additional Files dialog if you want to specify them yourself.

WARNING
This feature is provided for your convenience, however, we have no way of knowing whether these third-party
web controls are properly licensed on your deployment environment. Therefore, it is your responsibility to ensure
proper licensing on the target machine.
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Exclude Assemblies in GAC
Enabled only when Auto-Include Third-Party Control Assemblies is selected. When selected and enabled, any
third-party web control assemblies that are deployed in GAC are not included in the MSI file. By default, this field
is disabled and not selected.

Session State
The Web is a stateless environment. However, most web applications require effective state management. In
particular, the session state of a web application is the data that an application caches and retrieves across
different requests. A session represents all the requests that are sent by a user during a connection to the site.
The session state is the collection of persistent data that the user generated and used during the session. The
state of each session is independent from that of another session and does not survive the end of the user
session.
The modes that are supported are:
StateServer

Session values are serialized and stored in the memory of a separate process (aspnet_state.exe). The
process can also run on another machine.

SQLServer
Session values are serialized and stored in a Microsoft SQL Server table. The instance of SQL Server
can run either locally or remotely.

InProc
Session values are stored in the memory of the ASP.NET worker process. Thus, this mode offers the
fastest access to these values. However, when the ASP.NET worker process recycles, the state data is
lost.
For more information, see the Microsoft documentation about ASP.NET state management.

Session State Timeout
Specifies the number of minutes a session can be idle before it is abandoned. The default is 20. The Timeout
range is from 1 through 1440 minutes.

Connection String
Required for both StateServer and SQLServer Session State modes. The IP address can be in IPv4 format or
IPv6 format.
For StateServer

Known as stateConnectionString. It specifies the server name or IP Address and port number where
session state is stored remotely. For example, tcpip=127.0.0.1:42424.

For SQLServer
Known as sqlConnectionString. It specifies the connection string for a SQL Server. For example, data
source=localhost;Integrated Security=SSPI;Initial Catalog=northwind.

Encrypt sessionState section (web.config)
Encrypts the sessionState information. It is selected by default.

Custom Errors
Specifies whether custom errors are enabled, disabled, or shown only to remote clients.
On

Specifies that Custom Errors is enabled. If no defaultRedirect is specified, users see a generic error.
Off

Specifies that Custom Errors is disabled. This allows display of detailed errors.
RemoteOnly

Specifies that Custom Errors are shown only to remote clients and ASP.NET errors are shown to the local
host. This is the default.
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Default Redirect
Enabled only when Custom Errors is On. It specifies the default URL to direct a browser to if an error occurs.
The URL may be absolute (for instance, http://www.myapp.com/ErrorPage.htm) or it may be relative. A relative
URL such as ErrorPage.htm is relative to the Web.config file that specified the defaultRedirect URL, not to the
Web page in which the error occurred. A URL starting with a slash (/), such as /ErrorPage.htm, means that the
specified URL is absolute to the root path of the Application Server.

Display Mode
Dialogs

Enables modal and modeless dialogs in a web application.
Classic

All windows are embedded in the same browser.
Idle Threads

Specifies the minimum number of idle threads that are created and maintained by the ThreadPool. They are
managed in a background task and used to serve incoming requests to reduce the time that is spent in creating
and destroying threads when new requests are initiated or existing ones complete. Tuning this value can help
optimize your application performance. For more information, see the Microsoft documentation.

Theme Name
Specifies the directory where the skin and the images are stored.

Global Assembly Cache (.NET only)

When you select Global Assembly Cache (GAC) from the MSI .NET Assemble Details panel, the following dialog appears:

A description of the fields in the GAC dialog is as follows:

Install Gen Runtime in Global Assembly Cache
Check this box if you want to include the Gen runtime software in your Global Assembly Cache.
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Generate Native Images for the runtime in GAC
Check this if you want to generate native images for Gen runtime for a .NET application.

DataSources (.NET only)

When you select DataSources from the MSI .NET Assemble Details panel, the following dialog appears:

The fields in the Tracing dialog are as follows:

Client Connection Strings
Specifies the connection string parameters for every logical database name specified with ASP.NET Clients.
Encrypt connectionStrings section (web.config)

If selected, Gen encrypts the connection string in the web.config file
Name

Specifies the name of the database
Data Provider

Specifies the data provider. This is an enterable drop-down that displays the list of data providers. By
default, four data providers are listed. They are:

• System.Data.Odbc
• System.Data.SqlClient
• IBM.Data.DB2
• Oracle.DataAccess.Client

You can enter your own data provider using this drop-down.

NOTE

Data Provider Oracle.ManagedDataAccess.Client is available after applying RTA86103.
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Server Connection Strings
Specifies the connection string parameters for every logical database name specified with .NET Servers.
Encrypt connectionStrings section (Application.config)

If selected, Gen encrypts the connection string in the Application.config file
Name

Specifies the name of the database
Data Provider

Specifies the data provider. This is an enterable drop-down that displays the list of data providers. By
default, four data providers are listed. They are:

• System.Data.Odbc
• System.Data.SqlClient
• IBM.Data.DB2
• Oracle.DataAccess.Client

You can enter your own data provider using this drop-down.

NOTE

Data Provider Oracle.ManagedDataAccess.Client is available after applying RTA86103.

Tracing (.NET only)

When you select Tracing from the MSI .NET Assemble Details panel, the following dialog appears:

The fields in the Tracing dialog are described in the following list:

Enable Diagram Trace
If selected, Gen generates XML to specify the Trace Server in the Deployment Descriptor. If this flag is not set, the
generated code is not traceable, even if it was generated with Trace.
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NOTE
The application must also be generated with Trace to use Diagram Tracing.

Trace Server Name
Specifies the name of the Trace Server. This field is available only if Enable Diagram Tracing is checked. The IP
address can be in IPv4 format or IPv6 format.

Trace Server Port
Specifies the port number of the Trace Server. This field is available only if Enable Diagram Tracing is checked.

Additional Files (GUI and .NET)

You can use the Additional Files feature of the Assemble Utility to assemble different Operation Libraries that are built in
different models.

When you select Additional Files from the MSI GUI or .NET Assemble Details panel, the following dialog appears:

The fields in the Additional Files dialog are described in the following list:

File System on Target Machine
Displays the tree list showing the folder structure that is installed on the target machine. Folders can be added
and removed as desired. The folder structure is pre-populated with some default folders that are installed based
on the Load Modules that are selected for the assemble.

Detail Table
Displays a table listing the details for the currently selected folder. The contents of the folder are either files (that
have been included) or sub-folders. For each item, the name, type (File, Folder), and the source location of the
included file is shown.

New Folder…
Adds a new sub-folder below the currently selected folder.
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Include File…
Opens a File chooser dialog to allow the assembler to select files off the current machine that is included into the
MSI file in the current folder selected.

Remove
Removes the currently selected item. If the item is a file, then the file is removed from its folder. If the item is a
folder, then the folder and all of its contents (files and sub-folders) is removed.

NOTE
This option makes it possible to specify additional files to be included in the MSI package.

WARNING
This feature is provided for your convenience, however, we have no way of knowing whether these files are
properly licensed on your deployment environment. Therefore, it is your responsibility to ensure proper licensing
on the target machine.

GUI (GUI only)

When you select GUI from the MSI GUI Assembly Details panel, the following dialog appears:

The default install directory is initialized to a combination of the ProgramFilesFolder property expanded by MSI during
installation and the Manufacturer and Product Name fields from the General selection details. Any MSI standard property
can be substituted for ProgramFilesFolder. Case is significant for MSI properties. See MSI SDK for details. During a
Custom installation, you can edit this location. This location is used for the application load modules and referential
integrity triggers.

During the installation process, MSI will recognize if the same version of the Gen runtime libraries is already installed and
make that location the default location for only the runtime libraries. The first time the Gen runtime libraries are installed
on the target host the Default Install Directory field will also become the default location for the runtime libraries for all MSI
packaged GUI applications. During a Custom installation the installing user will have the opportunity to edit this location
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separately from the application directory. For runtimes installed into the same location, the Windows operating system
keeps a reference count of the number of applications using the libraries.

Commands (GUI only)

When you select Commands from the MSI GUI Assembly Details panel, the following dialog appears:

The fields in this dialog specify optional arbitrary commands to be executed as part of the MSI installation process. The
commands are passed to a modal command window opened in addition to the MSI progress dialog. The command
processor that is used is specified by the COMSPEC environment variable of the target host, set to cmd.exe. The
command must return 0 to indicate success for the MSI to continue. Non-zero returns cause the installation to abort and
leave the target host unmodified. The command window is closed when the command is executed. If the window must
stay open until the user dismisses it, you can use a bat file that uses the pause command. All output to the command
window is lost when the window closes. The execution start and exit value is recorded in a log file that is saved to the
desktop of the user using the basename of the MSI file and the .log extension. The same log file is used if an optional
DDL feature is installed on the target host. It is possible to change the behavior of these commands to hide the command
window and automatically log stdout and stderr to the logfile. Edit the word show to hide on the appropriate line in
Buildtool script bt\scripts\deploy_msi_gui.scr.

The Pre Install command is run before files are transferred. The command must therefore already exist on the target host.
The current directory is the Windows system32 directory.

The Post Install command is run after the assembled files, including any Additional Files, have been transferred to the
target. The current directory is the application install directory.

The Pre Uninstall command is run before any files are removed. The current directory is the application install directory.
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Working with Build Scripts in Build Tool
Scripts are tokenized command procedures that contain all the specific commands necessary to perform the compile and
link steps for a module. During a module build, the Build Tool interprets the script and replaces the tokens with information
about the local or remote file from the setup information (found in the ICM file), along with profile information that has
been utilized or customized by the user, and produces a complete command procedure. The Build Tool then submits the
command procedure for execution.

Tokens are generic placeholders that are used for substitution in a script. When a script is being interpreted, each token
is resolved to its representative value so that the resulting command procedure is specific to a module and its set-up
environment. When the script is processed, unresolved tokens are resolved as a blank value.

NOTE
Structures of tokens within tokens are not supported.

The information that appears as tokens in a script includes:

• Information about the elements of the module itself. This information is taken from the Install Control Module (ICM)
portion of the file.

• Locations and target configuration information defined previously using the Build Tool profiling utility.
• Option (OPT) tokens. Option tokens are user defined in the Build Tool profile utility.

Locating Scripts

The Build Tool contains a set of valid scripts for a specific operating environment. You can use them as they are or
customize them for a particular application. These scripts are located in the Gen bt/scripts directory.

Script Names

A set of build scripts exists for the Windows platform and for UNIX/Linux platforms. These scripts are listed in the following
table:

Script Name Description Platform

build.scr Main build operation entry point script.
Invokes appropriate build script.

Windows

build_ddl.scr DDL install script Windows

build_lm_c.src C language module build script Windows

build_ri_c.scr C language RI build script Windows

build_lm_cs.scr C# language build script Windows

build_ri_cs.scr C# language Referential Integrity build
script

Windows

build_interfaces_net.scr C# load module interfaces build script Windows

build_lm_java.scr Java language module build script Windows

build_ri_java.scr Java language RI build script Windows

build_proxy_com.scr COM Proxy build script Windows

build_proxy_java.scr Java Proxy build script - Classic style Windows

build_proxy_java_2.scr Java Proxy build script Windows

build_proxy_net.scr .NET proxy build script Windows

build_wsd_java.scr Web Services build script Windows
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callvsvars.scr VS version setting script Windows

deploy.scr Main deploy operation entry point script.
Invokes appropriate deploy script.

Windows

deploy_ear.scr EAR file deployment script for J2EE
component load modules (Web Generation,
EJB).

Windows

deploy_msi_gui.scr MSI file deployment script for GUI
components

Windows

deploy_msi_net.scr MSI file deployment script for .NET
components

Windows

deploy_ear_jboss_ejb.scr Java deployment script for JBoss, JBoss
EAP, and WildFly

Windows

deploy_ear_jboss_web.scr Java deployment script for JBoss, JBoss
EAP, and WildFly

Windows

deploy_ear_jboss_wsd.scr Java deployment script for JBoss, JBoss
EAP, and WildFly

Windows

deploy_ear_weblogic_ejb.scr Java deployment script for Weblogic Windows

deploy_ear_weblogic_web.scr Java deployment script for Weblogic Windows

deploy_ear_weblogic_wsd.scr Java deployment script for Weblogic Windows

deploy_ear_websphere_ejb.scr Java deployment script for WebSphere Windows

deploy_ear_websphere_ejbws.scr Java deployment script for WebSphere Windows

deploy_ear_websphere_web.scr Java deployment script for WebSphere Windows

deploy_ear_websphere_wsd.scr Java deployment script for WebSphere Windows

deploy_msi_additionalfiles.scr MSI file deployment script for additional
files

Windows

deploy_msi_bat.scr Drives .net or gui MSI file deployment script Windows

deploy_msi_net_connectionstrings.scr MSI file deployment script for .net
ConnectionString

Windows

deploy_msi_wix_preamble.scr Drives .net or gui MSI file deployment script Windows

genbits.scr bit setting script Windows

genbits_check.scr bit checking script Windows

genvers.scr VS version checking script Windows

test.scr Script used when testing Windows

qualifyassembly.scr C# language script containing
<qualifyassemblies> which map partial
names to full four part names. Included by
build_lm_sc.scr and deploy_msi_net.scr.

Windows

build_unix.scr Main build operation entry point script.
Invokes appropriate build script.

UNIX/Linux

build_unix_ddl.scr DDL install script UNIX/Linux

build_unix_lm_c.scr C language module build script UNIX/Linux

build_unix_ri_c.scr C language RI build script UNIX/Linux
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build_lm_c_nsk_oss.scr C language module build script NonStop

build_ri_c_nsk_oss.scr C language RI build script NonStop

Tokens

You can reference three types of tokens in a script.They are

• Global
This information is global to the build and deploy processes and usually contains information created during the
processing by the script itself.

• Scoped Global
This information is also global but is grouped (scoped) together in pieces to be more easily understood. This is usually
location or option information.

• Context Specific
This information is usually referred to inside a FOREACH loop. It usually reflects the data about the Modules from
within the ICM files.

The contents of each scoped token prefix type are as follows:

• LOC
These are location tokens. The values for these tokens are defined in the system profile, and overwritten by the user's
profile.

• OPT
These are option tokens. The values for these tokens are also defined in the system profile, and overwritten by the
user's profile.

Context-Specific Tokens

Information in the ICM files is stored in Generalized Markup Language (GML). This language is very similar to HTML
and XML but with a different syntax. It is a method of specifying a hierarchical set of items or nodes. Each node can also
contain data (attributes) that describe the node.

As the data is generic and hierarchical, a special token syntax is required to access the data. You must first isolate the
script engine down to one specific node using the FOREACH statement.

One aspect of a FOREACH statement is the ability to specify a token variable name to reference the current node in the
for loop. You can do this by using the AS name clause. After the variable name is defined, it can be referenced in a token
to get the node's attributes. For example, if the following FOREACH is executed, the NAME attribute on the EXECUNIT
can be referred to as {data.NAME}:

{[FOREACH]} EXECUNIT AS data

You can use the Nested FOREACH loops to drill down through the GML hierarchy.

Token Delimiters

The following table describes the token delimiters:

Description Starting Delimiter Ending Delimiter

Script Token Delimiter { }

Script Comment Delimiter {* *}

Script Directive Delimiter {[ ]}

Script Line Continuation Character {\}
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NOTE
An additional category of tokens can be added to scripts to provide additional capabilities not available using
standard tokens.

Customizing Scripts

You can modify the Gen scripts using any standard ASCII text editor to fulfill the requirements of a particular target
system. Modifications can include compiler and linker options, make logic, and the addition of new option tokens.

If adding comments to scripts, you can place a comment as a single line, multiple lines or at the end of the line. Do not
place comments in between a token or after the continuation syntax.

NOTE
Editing scripts is not generally recommended. The provided scripts are tested for supported targets and must
be sufficient for general use. However, specific user needs can vary or newer target versions can require that
existing scripts be modified. In this case, any changes to a script must only be made by a system administrator
familiar with any possible consequences that might result from making the changes.

Script Statements

A number of different script statements are used to control the activity within a script. Some script statements allow the
use of a looping structure to perform an action on every occurrence of a specified type, while others let you create a
module token or control the flow of logic from a compare operation. It is important to ensure that the script still works
properly if the option token values are not found and tokens are resolved to blank. The following script statements are
supported in this release:

• BLANKLINE
• ERROR
• FOREACH...ENDFOR
• BREAK
• CONTINUE
• IF…ELSEIF…ENDIF
• AND
• CONTAINS
• EQUAL
• EXISTS
• FALSE
• NAND
• NOT_CONTAINS
• NOT_EQUAL
• NOT_EXISTS
• NOR
• OR
• TRUE
• INCLUDE
• OPENFILE…CLOSEFILE
• SET
• VERSION

Profile Token Descriptions
Tokens are used by the build scripts and substituted with the value assigned when the .MAK file is generated at build time.
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You can edit the value of any defined token record (for example, OPT.DBUSER) to use a customer-supplied value (for
example, USERID).

NOTE
You can use environment variables as token values. Environment variables must be formatted as appropriate for
their target system.

For example, the following variable can be used for Windows:

%MY_ENVIRONMENT_VARIABLE%

The following variable can be used for UNIX, Linux, and NonStop:

$MY_ENVIRONMENT_VARIABLE

The environment variable is evaluated by the Build Tool when the token is processed.

You can take advantage of many profile tokens. The following sections list groupings of token as they are listed in the
Profile Manager. Additional information is provided to describe the sets of tokens that may be applicable to your particular
application needs.

Token Tables

Values that are shown are defaults. Values in brackets (< and >) provide a list of available choices for that key. Under the
Platform column, All refers to UNIX, Linux, NonStop, and Windows.
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DBMS Profile Tokens

The following table describes DBMS profile tokens.

Tree-
Sub-
section

KeyValuePlatformDescription

ORACLEO
P
T
.
D
B
U
S
E
R

AllDBUSER
must
be
the
value
to
match
a
user
that
has
been
DBA
granted.

Example:
GRANT
CONNECT,
RESOURCE
TO
user
IDENTIFIED
BY
password;
GRANT
CREATE
TABLESPACE
TO
user;
GRANT
DROP
TABLESPACE
TO
user;

Note:
If
this
key
set,
it
gets
embedded
in
the
MSI
file
and
is
used
on
the
target
host
to
connect
to
the
local
database.
The
values
are
not
encrypted.
If
the
key
is
left
blank,
the
installing
user
is
prompted
for
its
value
as
part
of
the
installation
process.
This
entry
remains
unpublished
within
the
cached
MSI
parameters
that
are
stored
on
the
local
host.
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O
P
T
.
D
B
P
S
W
D

AllDBPSWD
must
be
the
value
to
match
a
password
of
the
user
that
has
been
DBA
granted.
Example:
GRANT
CONNECT,
RESOURCE
TO
user
IDENTIFIED
BY
password;

Note:
If
this
key
set,
it
gets
embedded
in
the
MSI
file
and
is
used
on
the
target
host
to
connect
to
the
local
database.
The
values
are
not
encrypted.
If
the
key
is
left
blank,
the
installing
user
is
prompted
for
its
value
as
part
of
the
installation
process.
This
entry
remains
unpublished
within
the
cached
MSI
parameters
that
are
stored
on
the
local
host.
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OPT.
DBCONNECT
AllDBCONNECT
overrides
the
database
name
to
connect.
If
blank,
the
database
name
that
is
stored
in
the
model
is
used.
If
set
to
LOCAL,
the
connection
is
to
the
default
of
the
DBMS
if
it
is
defined
by
the
DBMS.

LOC.DBLIB%ORACLE_HOME
%
\
precomp
\lib

WindowsThe
database
library
location.
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OPT.DBLIBO
R
A
S
Q
L
1
2
.
L
I
B

WindowsThe
database
library
name.

OPT.
DBSQLLIB
WindowsThe
database
SQL
library
name;
normally
blank.

L
O
C
.
D
B
P
A
T
H

%
O
R
A
C
L
E
_
H
O
M
E
%
\
b
i
n

WindowsThe
database
binaries
location.
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LOC.
DBINCLUDE
%
O
R
A
C
L
E
_
H
O
M
E
%
\
p
r
e
c
o
m
p
\
p
u
b
l
i
c
;
%
O
R
A
C
L
E
_
H
O
M
E
%
\
o
c
i
\
i
n
c
l
u
d
e

WindowsThe
database
includes
location.
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OPT.DBPCCPROC.EXEWindowsThe
database
precompiler
name.
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OPT.
DBPCCFLAGS
SQLCHECK=SYNTAX
MODE=ANSI
IRECLEN=255
ORECLEN=255
LTYPE=NONE
(Windows)
IRECLEN=511
ORECLEN=511
CODE=ANSI_C
LTYPE=NONE
MODE=ANSI
DBMS=V7
SQLCHECK=SYNTAX
PARSE=NONE
RELEASE_CURSOR=
NO
HOLD_CURSOR=YES
(UNIX)

AllThe
database
C
precompiler
flags.
This
is
a
keyword=value
set
of
flags,
each
separated
by
a
space.
This
set
of
flags
can
be
added
to
as
appropriate,
or
existing
values
can
be
modified.

Note:
In
case
of Oracle,
if
the
value
of
SQLCHECK
is
changed
from
SYNTAX
to
SEMANTICS,
you
must
add
USER=userid/passwd@dbname
if
the
database
is
remote,
or
USER=userid/password
for
a
local
database.
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DB2O
P
T
.
D
B
U
S
E
R

AllDBUSER
must
be
the
value
to
match
a
user
that
has
been
DBA
granted.

O
P
T
.
D
B
P
S
W
D

AllDBPSWD
must
be
the
value
to
match
a
password
of
the
user
that
has
been
DBA
granted.
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OPT.
DBCONNECT
AllDBCONNECT
overrides
the
database
name
to
connect.
If
blank,
the
database
name
that
is
stored
in
the
model
is
used.
If
set
to
LOCAL,
the
connection
is
to
the
default
of
the
DBMS
if
it
is
defined
by
the
DBMS.
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LOC.DBLIB%
D
B
2
P
A
T
H
%
\
L
I
B

WindowsThe
database
library
location.

OPT.DBLIBD
B
2
A
P
I
.
L
I
B

WindowsThe
database
library
name.

OPT.
DBSQLLIB
WindowsThe
database
SQL
library
name;
normally
blank.

L
O
C
.
D
B
P
A
T
H

%
D
B
2
P
A
T
H
%
\
B
I
N

WindowsThe
database
binaries
location.
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LOC.
DBINCLUDE
%
D
B
2
P
A
T
H
%
\
I
N
C
L
U
D
E

WindowsThe
database
includes
location.

OPT.DBPCCT
I
D
B
2
P
R
P
.
E
X
E

WindowsThe
database
precompiler
name.
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OPT.
DBPCCFLAGS
b
i
n
d
f
i
l
e
d
a
t
e
t
i
m
e
i
s
o

AllThe
database
C
precompiler
flags.
This
is
a
set
of
flags,
each
separated
by
a
space.
This
set
of
flags
can
be
added
to
as
appropriate,
or
existing
values
can
be
modified.

MSSQLO
P
T
.
D
B
U
S
E
R

WindowsDBUSER
must
be
the
value
to
match
a
user
that
has
been
DBA
granted.
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O
P
T
.
D
B
P
S
W
D

WindowsDBPSWD
must
be
the
value
to
match
a
password
of
the
user
that
has
been
DBA
granted.
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OPT.
DBCONNECT
WindowsDBCONNECT
overrides
the
database
name
to
connect.
If
blank,
the
database
name
that
is
stored
in
the
model
is
used.
If
set
to
LOCAL,
the
connection
is
to
the
default
of
the
DBMS
if
it
is
defined
by
the
DBMS.
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to
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a
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that
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WindowsDBPSWD
must
be
the
value
to
match
a
password
of
the
user
that
has
been
DBA
granted.
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OPT.
DBCONNECT
WindowsDBCONNECT
overrides
the
database
name
to
connect.
If
blank,
the
database
name
that
is
stored
in
the
model
is
used.
If
set
to
LOCAL,
the
connection
is
to
the
default
of
the
DBMS
if
it
is
defined
by
the
DBMS.

LOC.DBLIBWindowsThe
database
library
location.
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OPT.DBLIBO
D
B
C
3
2
.
L
I
B

WindowsThe
database
library
name.

OPT.
DBSQLLIB
T
I
O
D
B
C
.
L
I
B

WindowsThe
database
SQL
library
name;
normally
blank.

L
O
C
.
D
B
P
A
T
H

WindowsThe
database
binaries
location.

L
O
C
.
D
B
I
N
C
L
U
D
E

WindowsThe
database
includes
location.
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be
the
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to
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a
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that
has
been
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granted.
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WindowsDBPSWD
must
be
the
value
to
match
a
password
of
the
user
that
has
been
DBA
granted.
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OPT.
DBCONNECT
WindowsDBCONNECT
overrides
the
database
name
to
connect.
If
blank,
the
database
name
that
is
stored
in
the
model
is
used.
If
set
to
LOCAL,
the
connection
is
to
the
default
of
the
DBMS
if
it
is
defined
by
the
DBMS.

LOC.
JDBCDRIVERS
WindowsJDBC
drivers
directory
locations.
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LOC.
JDBCDRIVERSCLASSPATH
WindowsClass
library
path
used
to
locate
JDBC
drivers.

SYSTEM Profile Tokens

The following table describes SYSTEM profile tokens.

Key Value Platform Description

SCRIPTER_
VERSION

2.0 All The version of Build Tool script
language to be used by this
version of the Build Tool.

LOC.IEFH $IEFH (UNIX/Linux) or
%GENxx%gen (Windows)

All CA Directory location.

LOC.PLATFORM $IEFPLATFORM UNIX/
Linux
NonStop

Name of Operating System.
Valid values are: HPia64,
IEF_AIX, IEF_SOL or
IEF_LINUX.

LOC.SCRIPT $IEFH/bt/scripts (UNIX/Linux/
NonStop) or %GENxx%gen\bt
\scripts (Windows)

All The directory containing the
build script files.

OPT.C_SCRIPT_
NAME

build_unix_lm_c.scr UNIX/
Linux/NonStop

The C Load Module script
filename.

OPT.C_RI_SCRIPT_
NAME

build_unix_ri_c.scr
build_ri_c_nsk_oss.scr
(NonStop)

UNIX/ Linux
NonStop

The C RI Triggers script
filename.

OPT.DB_SCRIPT_
NAME

build_unix_ddl.scr UNIX/
Linux

The Database script filename.

OPTIONS Profile Tokens

The following table describes OPTIONS profile tokens.

Key Value Platform Description

OPT.DEBUG NO <YES/NO> All Setting this to YES generates
the application with debug.

OPT.HAS_SQL NO <YES/NO> Windows To force the use of the
selected DBMS, chosen during
generation, to be linked into
the Blockmode or Server load
modules, regardless of whether
the generated code contains
any embedded SQL statements.
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OPT.CBDLIST All For component consumptions,
set this token to a fully qualified
file name that contains a list
of Operations Libraries to
be included in the linking of
the current Load Module or
Operations Library.

OPT.INSTALL_
TRANCODES

YES <YES/NO> All Token used to add the
transaction codes to the
generated AEENV file during the
build.

OPT.IEFC All Use this token to provide more
compiler and optimization flags.

OPT.IEFLINK All Use this token to provide more
linker flags.

OPT.CMD_FORM NO (UNIX), YES (Windows)
<YES/NO>

All This token specifies the type of
application to build, and where
to place the executables.
For Windows:
Setting this to YES causes
the application to be built as
a console application, leaving
all executables and the trigger
dll in the \c directory of the
model. Set this value to NO for
Server or Blockmode interactive
applications, which moves all
built executables and the trigger
dll into the \c\inqload directory fo
the model.
For UNIX and Linux:
Setting this to YES causes
the application to be built as
a console application, moving
all executables and the trigger
shared library into the /bin
subdirectory of the model. Set
this value to NO for Server
or Blockmode interactive
applications, which moves all
built executables and the trigger
shared library into the /inqload
subdirectory of the model.

Note: This token is not
applicable to GUI applications.

OPT.VSVERSION VS140 Windows Represents the Visual Studio
version that is used to build
generated applications. This
value must match the prefix
for the environment variable
that is used to locate the
Visual Studio Common Tools
(VS***COMNTOOLS).
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OPT.BITS 32
<32/ 64>

Windows Represents the compiler bit
setting that is used when
building applications.

OPT.LIBTYPE SHARED <SHARED/
ARCHIVE>

UNIX/
Linux

Applications use either CA
Runtime shared libraries or
CA Runtime archived libraries
(static) when linking. This token
is used to determine which style
to link to the application. This
also impacts which type of RI
Triggers library to build (shared
or archived).

OPT.COMPRESS_
STATICCONTENT

YES <YES/NO> Windows When the static content is
requested by the browser, the
runtime requests the .gz version
of the file from the Application
Server. This content is then
streamed to the browser and
automatically de-compressed by
the browser.

OPT.COMPRESS_
DYNAMICCONTENT

YES <YES/NO> Windows All content that is generated at
runtime is compressed using
the GZIP compress algorithm.
This content is streamed to the
browser and automatically de-
compressed by the browser.

OPT.INCREMENT_VERSION YES <YES/NO> Windows When building applications, the
version number (which can be
initially set in application.h) is
incremented for each build. This
feature can be prevented by
setting this token to NO.

TARGET Profile Tokens

The following table describes TARGET profile tokens.

Key Value Platform Description

LOC.INSTALL model_directory UNIX/
Linux

Directory to place application
modules. This directory must
contain a trailing delimiter.

LOC.MAKE_DRIVE model_drive Windows Drive that contains the model
directory.

LOC.MAKE_DIR model_directory Windows Directory where the make
files are located, and the build
takes place. This directory must
contain a trailing delimiter.
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LOC.MAKE_
OUTPUT

All Directory where the build output
files of the model are located.
This directory must contain a
trailing delimiter.

LOC.CODE_SRC model_directory All Directory where the source and
remote files of the model are
located. This directory must
contain a trailing delimiter.

LOC.CODE_EXE model_directory All Directory where the execution
files of the model must be
created. This directory must
contain a trailing delimiter.

LOC.CODE_OBJ model_directory All Directory where the object files
of the model are located. This
directory must contain a trailing
delimiter.

LOC.CODE_LIB model_directory All Directory where the libraries of
the model must be located. This
directory must contain a trailing
delimiter.

LOC.DDL model_directory All Directory where the database
files of the model are located.
This directory must contain a
trailing delimiter.

LOC.RI_TRIG_SRC model_directory All Directory where the RI trigger
source files of the model are
located. This directory must
contain a trailing delimiter.

LOC.RI_TRIG_LIB model_directory All Directory where the RI trigger
libraries of the model must be
located. This directory must
contain a trailing delimiter.

LOC.RI_TRIG_OBJ model_directory All Directory where the RI trigger
object files of the model are
located. This directory must
contain a trailing delimiter.

LOC.PROD_SRC model_directory UNIX/
Linux/NonStop

Directory where the source files
of the production model are
located. This directory must
contain a trailing delimiter.

LOC.PROD_OBJ model_directory UNIX/
Linux/NonStop

Directory where the object files
of the production model are
located. This directory must
contain a trailing delimiter.
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LOC.OPLIB model_directory All For component consumption,
this is the location of any
Operations Library(s) that must
be linked into the current Load
Module or Operations Library
being linked. Defaults to same
directory as the Load Module.
This directory must contain a
trailing delimiter.

C Profile Tokens

The following table describes C profile tokens.

Key Value Platform Description

OPT.NOLINKABRT NO <YES/NO> Unix/Linux If set to YES, it prevents the
linking of the ABRT libraries.

OPT.TYPELIBGUID {0C8F36F1-848E-11CE-9C08-02608
CDA5EE3}

Windows GUID for Windows application
library.

OPT.BUILD_AB NO <YES/NO> Windows If set to YES, the build process
separates all action blocks from
the {LoadModule}.DLL and
create an A_{LoadModule}.DLL
that is linked to the
{LoadModule}.DLL. If the size
of the {LoadModule}.DLL is an
issue, this option can be set to
YES to reduce the size of the
Load Module.
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OPT.BUILD_SRC NO <YES/NO> Windows GUI applications require DBMS-
specific startup stubs, including
a DBMS choice of NONE. If
this token is set to YES, the
build process copies the DBMS-
specific stub source to the
build directory and precompile,
compile and link the stub.
Otherwise, the DBMS-specific
stub executable is copied into
the build directory and merely
renamed to {LoadModule}.EXE.
Also, the generated Window
Manager resource file is bound
with the {LoadModule}.EXE in
order to provide the executable
with the application icons.

Note: If both OPT.DEBUG is
YES and OPT.BUILD_SRC
is YES, the stubs will not
build debuggable, since the
delivered GUI Runtime is not
debuggable. Runtime crashes
occur when mixing debug stubs
with nondebug runtime libraries.

OPT.HTMLHELPCOMPILER HHC Windows Name of the Help compiler
that is used for building .NET
applications.

LOC.IEF_BITMAP %IEF_BITMAP% Windows Directory containing the bitmap
files for the application. If
not set, then the ..\bitmap
subdirectory existence is
checked; otherwise, the  source
directory of the model is used.

LOC.MQSLIB C:\Program Files\IBM\
WebSphere MQ\Tools\Lib

Windows Location of the Websphere MQ
libraries.
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LOC.EXTERNAL_
LIB

All This token specifies one or
more fully qualified external
libraries that are linked into the
application.
For Windows:
When working with pathnames
which contain spaces, or linking
to multiple external libraries,
you must quote each library
and separate the library names
with a single space. Also,
do not include extrnc.lib in
the set of libraries. The Build
Tool automatically searches
for extrnc.lib in the following
locations:
{LOC.CODE_SRC}..\..\extrn
{LOC.CODE_SRC}extrn
{LOC.CODE_LIB}extrn
{LOC.MAKE_DIR}extrn
For UNIX and Linux:
When linking to multiple external
libraries, you must separate
the library names with a single
space. Also, do not include
extrnc.a in this set of libraries.
The Build Tool automatically
searches for extrnc.a in the
following locations:
{LOC.CODE_SRC}../../extrn
{LOC.CODE_SRC}extrn
{LOC.CODE_LIB}extrn
{LOC.MAKE_DIR}extrn

OPT.APPMANIFEST NO <YES/NO> Windows This token determines whether
an external manifest is to be
created for the application.
The default manifest (found
in the Gen version directory)
is comctl.manifest and
contains only the Microsoft
Common Controls. Note: To
use an alternate manifest
file, add a USER token in
the Profile Manager with key
OPT.MANIFEST_FILE and with
the fully qualified manifest name
as the Value.
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OPT.REGISTERAPP NO <YES/NO> Windows On Windows 7, executing
REGEDIT.EXE to register a
generated application requires
elevated privileges and the
authorization process suspends
build processing. This token is
used to determine whether to
execute REGEDIT.EXE during
the build process.

JAVA Profile Tokens

The following table describes JAVA profile tokens.

Key Value Platform Description

LOC.IEFJREDIR %GENxxJRE% Windows Location of the Java Runtime.

LOC.JDK_HOME Windows Location of the Java
Development Kit.

LOC.JAVAEE
_HOME

Windows Location of the Java Enterprise
Edition development kit.
For Java 11, this token is used
to locate third-party jar files. A
set of third-party jar files are
located in the Gen \\classes\
\java11\\modules directory.

OPT.
USECLASSPATH

NO <YES/NO> Windows Token used to determine
whether to append
%CLASSPATH% to the local
classpath for the current build.

OPT.JAVAFLAGS -Xmx256m Windows This token contains the Java
compile flags.

OPT.JAVAVERSION 8 <8/11> Windows Set this to the Java version
used to build generated
applications. The default value
is 8. Currently supported
versions are 8 and 11.
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NET Profile Tokens

The following table describes NET profile tokens.

Key Value Platform Description

LOC.NET_
EXTERNAL_
LIB_
DIRECTORIES

Windows This token specifies additional
directories to be used during
the compile/link for .NET
applications. Locations of
external assemblies/modules
may be specified here. The
locations of external operation
library assemblies must be
specified here.
When working with multiple
directories, separate them with
a semicolon, as in the following
example:
c:\user1;c:\user2

LOC.NET_
EXTERNAL_
ASSEMBLIES

Windows This token specifies the
external assemblies to be
referenced in the .NET
generated assemblies. The
assembly name may be fully
qualified, or just the assembly
name. If only the assembly
name is given, then the
LOC.NET_EXTERNAL_LIB_DIRECTORIES
token must be set to indicate
the location of the external
assembly.
When working with multiple
external assemblies, separate
the assembly names with a
semicolon, as in the following
example:
extern1.dll;c:\user\extern2.dll
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LOC.NET_
EXTERNAL_
MODULES

Windows This token specifies the
external modules to be added
into the .NET generated
assemblies. The module name
may be fully qualified, or just
the module name. If only a
module name is given, then the
LOC.NET_EXTERNAL_LIB_DIRECTORIES
token must be set to indicate the
location of the external module.
When working with multiple
external modules, separate
the module names with a
semicolon, as in the following
example:
c:\user\extern1.netmodule;c:
\user\extern2.netmodule

MSI_DATA Profile Tokens

The following table describes MSI_DATA profile tokens.

Key Value Platform Description

OPT.DEFAULTRUNTIMEDIR Windows Directory to install the runtime
libraries contained in the MSI
package. The default is to install
the runtime libraries into the
same directory as the load
module. Preempted at install
time if the runtime libraries are
already installed.

OPT.PRODUCTLANGUAGE 1033 Windows The default language of the
deployment.

OPT.READMEFILE Windows The fully qualified path of an
optional Readme file for the
deployment (in RTF format).

OPT.EULAFILE Windows The fully qualified path of an
optional End User License
Agreement for the deployment
(in RTF format).

OPT.PRODUCTICONFILE Windows The fully qualified path of a
product icon file that is displayed
in the Add or Remove Programs
dialog.

OPT.SPLASHBITMAPFILE Windows The fully qualified path of a
main splash bitmap for the
deployment (480x320 pixels
BMP format).
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OPT.BANNERBITMAPFILE Windows The fully qualified path of a
banner at the top of each dialog
of the deployment (493x58
pixels BMP format).

OPT.DIALOGBITMAPFILE Windows The fully qualified path of
a background bitmap that
is used on Welcome and
Install-complete dialogs of the
deployment (493x312 pixels
BMP format).

OPT.COPYRIGHTWARNING Windows Text of a copyright warning
message for the deployment
displayed on the Welcome
dialog.

OPT.WELCOMETEXT Windows Text of a welcome message for
the deployment displayed on the
Welcome dialog.

OPT.UPDATETEXT Windows Text displayed on the Exit dialog
during deployment.

OPT.SUPPORTURL Windows Support URL displayed on the
Support Information pop-up
window in the Add or Remove
Programs dialog.

OPT.SUPPORTPHONE Windows Support Phone number that
is displayed on the Support
Information pop-up window in
the Add or Remove Programs
dialog.

OPT.MANUFACTUREURL Windows Manufacturer URL displayed on
the Support Information pop-up
window in the Add or Remove
Programs dialog.

OPT.
PRODUCTDESCRIPTION

Windows Text description of the deployed
application that is displayed on
the Support Information pop-up
window in the Add or Remove
Programs dialog.

OPT.PRODUCTCODEPAGE Windows The default code page for the
deployment.

NonStop Profile Tokens

The following table describes NonStop profile tokens.

Key Value Description

OPT.NS_TCP_AUTORESTART 2 Number of times that the PATHMON
process attempts to restart the TCP. Valid
value from 0 through 32,767.
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OPT.NS_TCP_CHECKDIRECTORY OFF <ON/OFF> Specifies whether the TCP checks the
SCREEN COBOL TCLPROG directory
file (for example, POBJDIR) for the latest
version of a called program when executing
a SCREEN COBOL CALL statement.

OPT.NS_TCP_CPUS Primary and backup processors on
which the TCPs run. You must set
TCP NONSTOP to 1 to have a backup
process created. Value is formatted as
primary:backup.

OPT.NS_TCP_GUARDIAN_LIB TCP Library if not using the default
($SYSTEM.SYSTEM.PATHTCPL).

OPT.NS_TCP_HOMETERM Name of the terminal that receives the TCP
debugging information.

OPT.NS_TCP_INSPECT OFF <ON/OFF> Specifies whether you can use the Inspect
program to examine the SCREEN COBOL
programs running on the terminals
controlled by the TCP.

OPT.NS_TCP_MAXINPUTMSGLEN 133 Maximum length in bytes of any unsolicited
message that the TCP accepts. Valid value
from 0 through 6000.

OPT.NS_TCP_MAXINPUTMSGS 0 Maximum number of unsolicited messages
that the TCP queues at any one time for all
its requesters. Valid value from 0 through
2045.

OPT.NS_TCP_MAXPATHWAYS 2 Maximum number of external PATHMON
processes that the TCP can communicate
with at one time. Valid value from 0 through
4095.

OPT.NS_TCP_MAXREPLY 32000 Maximum number of bytes permitted for an
outgoing SEND message or a server reply
message. Valid value from 0 through 4095.

OPT.NS_TCP_MAXTERMDATA 32000 Number of bytes that the TCP allocates for
context data for each terminal. Valid value
from 2804 to 2,147,483,647.

OPT.NS_TCP_MAXTERMS 2 Maximum number of terminals that the
TCP can have open at the same time. Valid
value from 0 through 4095.

OPT.NS_TCP_NONSTOP 0 <0/1> Specifies whether a TCP runs with a
backup process and performs normal
checkpoint operations.

OPT.NS_TCP_PRIORITY 50 Specifies the priority at which a TCP
runs. Valid value from 1 through 199.

OPT.NS_TCP_PROGRAM_NAME $SYSTEM.SYSTEM.PATHTCP2 Specifies the TCP object file name.
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OPT.NS_TCP_SERVERPOOL 20000 Number of bytes that the TCP allocates
for I/O requests and replies between the
SCREEN COBOL programs and server
processes. Valid value from 10,000 to
30,000.

OPT.NS_TCP_SWAP Specifies the disk volume name for the
temporary file that is formerly created and
managed by the OS for memory swaps of
the TCP extended data segment.

OPT.NS_TCP_TERMBUF 1012 Maximum number of bytes that the TCP
allocates from the TERMPOOL area for its
terminal output buffers. Valid value from
256 through 4095.

OPT.NS_TCP_TERMPOOL 10000 Number of bytes that the TCP allocates in
its data area for all terminal I/O buffers.

LOC.NS_PATHWAY_GEN_INSTALL Guardian location of Gen installation
($volume.subvolume).

OPT.NS_PATHWAY_MAXASSIGNS 20 Maximum number of ASSIGN definitions
that you can specify across all the server
classes in the Pathway environment. Valid
value from 0 through 8191.

OPT.NS_PATHWAY_MAXDEFINES
Formula: This value should be set to the
number of load modules * 10.

30 Maximum number of DEFINE definitions
that you can specify for all server classes in
a Pathway environment. Valid value from 0
through 4095.

OPT.NS_PATHWAY_MAXLINKMONS 5 Maximum number of LINKMON processes
that can communicate with the PATHMON
process at the same time. Valid value from
0 through 255.

OPT.NS_PATHWAY_MAXPARAMS
Formula: This value should be set to the
number of load modules * 10.

30 Maximum number of PARAM messages
that you can specify across all server
classes in a given Pathway environment.
Valid value from 0 through 4095.

OPT.NS_PATHWAY_MAXPATHCOMS 5 Maximum number of PATHCOM processes
that can run simultaneously within Pathway.
Valid value from 1 through 100.

OPT.NS_PATHWAY_MAXPROGRAMS 2 Maximum number of PROGRAM
descriptions that you can add to the
PATHMON configuration file. Valid value
from 0 through 4095.

OPT.NS_PATHWAY_MAXSERVERCLASSES
Formula: This value should be set to the
number of load modules + 5.

8 Maximum number of server class
descriptions that you can add to the
PATHMON configuration file. Valid value
from 0 through 4095.
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OPT.NS_PATHWAY_MAXSERVERPROCESSES
Formula: This value should be set to the
(number of load modules * number of
servers) + 10.  The number of servers is
OPT.NS_SERVER_MAXSERVERS.

16 Maximum number of server processes
that you can define for all server classes
using the MAXSERVERS option of the SET
SERVER command. Valid value from 0
through 4095.

OPT.NS_PATHWAY_MAXSTARTUPS
Formula: This value should be set to the
number of load modules * 10.

30 Maximum number of server classes that
can have STARTUP messages. Valid value
from 0 through 4095.

OPT.NS_PATHWAY_MAXTCPS 1 Maximum number of TCP objects that you
can add to the PATHMON configuration file.
Valid value from 0 through 800.

OPT.NS_PATHWAY_MAXTERMS 2 Maximum number of TERM objects that
you can add to the PATHMON configuration
file. Valid value from 0 through 4095.

OPT.NS_PATHWAY_NAME Pathway Name

OPT.NS_PATHWAY_SECURITY N Security for the PATHMON environment.
Values are the same as Guardian security
values (A,G,O,-,N,C,U).

OPT.NS_SERVER_AUTORESTART 1 Number of times that the PATHMON
process attempts to restart a server
process within a fixed 10-minute interval
after an abnormal termination. Valid values
from 0 through 32,767.

OPT.NS_SERVER_CPUS List of processors in which the server
processes in this server class run.

OPT.NS_SERVER_CREATEDELAY 20 Maximum amount of time a link manager
waits to use an established link to a server
class before requesting a new link from the
PATHMON process that controls the server
class. Value valid from 0 through 16,383
(Seconds).

OPT.NS_SERVER_DEBUG OFF <ON/OFF> Specifies whether the server processes in
this server class enter debug mode when
starting.

OPT.NS_SERVER_DELETEDELAY 10 Maximum amount of time a link between a
link manager and a dynamic server process
in a server class can remain idle before the
link manager automatically returns the link
to the dynamic server. Value valid from 0
through 1092 (Minutes).

OPT.NS_SERVER_HOMETERM $ZHOME Name of the home terminal for servers in
this server class.

OPT.NS_SERVER_LINKDEPTH 10 Maximum number of links that anyone link
manager can have to an individual server
process in a server class. Server Link
Depth. Valid value from 0 through 4095.
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OPT.NS_SERVER_MAXLINKS 100 Maximum number of links to an individual
server process from all link managers, such
as a LINKMON process. Valid value from 0
through 4095.

OPT.NS_SERVER_MAXSERVERS 2 Maximum number of server processes in a
server class that can run at the same time.
Value valid from 0 through 4095.

OPT.NS_SERVER_NUMSTATIC 1 Maximum number of static servers within
this server class. Valid value from 0 through
4095.

OPT.NS_SERVER_OUT $0 Specifies the name of the OUT file in the
startup message.

OPT.NS_SERVER_PRI 150 Priority at which the servers of this server
class run. Valid value from 1 through 199.

OPT.NS_SERVER_SECURITY N Specifies the users, in relation to the
OWNER attribute, who can access a server
class from a Pathsend requester. Values
are the same as Guardian file security
attributes (A,G,O,-,N,C,U).

OPT.NS_SERVER_SHORT_MODEL_NAM
E

Server Target SubVolume

LOC.NS_SERVER_TARGET_VOLUME Server Target Volume

OPT.NS_SERVER_TMF ON <ON/OFF> Specifies whether servers in this server
class can lock and update data files that are
audited by the TMF subsystem.

OPT.NS_SERVER_TMTSERVER_IN $ZHOME Name of the input file that is passed to the
TMT-SERVER.

OPT.NS_SERVER_TMTSERVER_OUT $0 Name of the OUT file in the startup
message of the TMT-SERVER.

OPT.MODULE_CATALOG SQL/MX Module Catalog Name

OPT.MODULE_SCHEMA SQL/MX Module Schema Name

OPT.MODULE_LOCATION moduleLocal SQL/MX Module Location

Database-Specific, Installation-Specific, and Script Name-Specific Tokens
This article provides information for Database-Specific, Installation-Specific, and Script Name-Specific Tokens.

Database-Specific Tokens

Most applications require a database. The following tokens support the DBMS that your application uses:
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• OPT.DBUSER
• OPT.DBPSWD
• OPT.DBCONNECT
• LOC.DBLIB
• LOC.DBPATH
• LOC.DBINCLUDE
• OPT.DBLIB
• OPT.DBSQLLIB
• OPT.DBPCC
• OPT.DBPCCFLAGS

Usually, the tokens OPT.DBUSER, OPT.DBPSWD, and OPT.DBCONNECT must be set to connect to and log on to the
running database instances. These tokens have no defaults, so it is advisable to set these values and store the profile for
future use. Usually, OPT.DBCONNECT is set using the generated DBNAME provided in the databases ICM file.

For Windows systems only
If OPT.DBCONNECT is set to LOCAL, no database name is used for connections. In this case, it is expected that
the local environment of the user is set up with a default location to connect to. The method of indicating a default
location varies by DBMS.

For UNIX/Linux systems
Only OPT.DBUSER, OPT.DBPSWD, OPT.DBCONNECT, and OPT.DBPCCFLAGS are used. Since database
library and binary paths are set by the system administrator, the remaining LOC and OPT tokens are not used
in the UNIX build scripts (UNIX users use the PATH and LIBPATH, SHLIB_PATH, or LD_LIBRARY_PATH
environment variables instead. Linux users use the LD_LIBRARY_PATH instead).
The token OPT.DBPCCFLAGS (C) contains a default set of precompiler flags for each particular database. These
flags can be modified, added to, or removed.

For Windows systems, the LOC tokens that represent the DBLIB, DBPATH, and DBINCLUDE must be set for each DBMS
that is used. These tokens represent the locations of the database binaries, libraries, and include files. The OPT tokens
that represent the DBLIB, DBSQLLIB, and DBPCC are set to the database library, database SQL library, and database
precompiler, if applicable.

For installing DDL using JDBC, the DBCONNECT string must be the data source name for the JDBC Driver (that is, for
DB2 'jdbc:db2:mydb'; for Oracle 'jdbc:oracle:thin:@myhost:1521:mydb').

For Web Generation using DataSource Objects and EJBs, the DBCONNECT string must be the data source name for the
defined resource adapter in the Application server (that is, for J2EE  'java:jdbc/MYDB').

Installation-Specific Tokens

The following installation-specific tokens are set based on the installation of the Build Tool and the associated Runtime:

• LOC.IEFH
• LOC.PLATFORM

The token LOC.IEFH defaults to the location of the currently installed Gen Runtime, and is used to reference files that
have been installed during build processing. The token LOC.PLATFORM is UNIX, Linux, and NonStop specific, and is
used to determine which UNIX or Linux systems the Build Tool is running on (HPUX, AIX, or Solaris for UNIX, SuSE and
Redhat for Linux, and NonStop).

Script Name-Specific Tokens

You can specify the build scripts in an alternative location, which provides users the ability to have their own copy of these
scripts. The following tokens are script name-specific:
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• LOC.SCRIPT
• OPT.C_SCRIPT_NAME
• OPT.C_RI_SCRIPT_NAME
• OPT.DB_SCRIPT_NAME

LOC.SCRIPT defaults to the current location of the Build Tool scripts on Windows, UNIX, and Linux installations. The
remaining tokens are for UNIX and Linux systems only, and provide the user the capability of renaming the build scripts.
Windows systems do not provide these tokens since there are many more build scripts on Windows systems than on
UNIX and Linux systems. For the list of the Windows build scripts, see the section "Build Scripts."

Optional Tokens
Most builds do not require modifications to optional tokens. Standard defaults are overridden when tokens in this category
are changed. Avoid modifying optional tokens unless necessary to prevent unexpected side effects. The following optional
tokens are available:

• OPT.CMD_FORM
• OPT.INSTALL_TRANCODES
• OPT.CBDLIST
• OPT.VSVERSION
• OPT.BITS
• OPT.LIBTYPE
• OPT.DEBUG
• OPT.HAS_SQL
• OPT.IEFC
• OPT.IEFLINK
• OPT.COMPRESS_STATICCONTENT
• OPT.COMPRESS_DYNAMICCONTENT

The following information applies to optional tokens:

• OPT.CMD_FORM
This token specifies the type of application to build, and where to place the executables.

For Windows systems
Setting this token to YES will cause the Blockmode application to be built as a console application, leaving all
executables and the trigger dll in the model's \c directory. Setting this token to NO for Server or BlockMode
Transactional applications, will move all built executables and the trigger dll into the model's \c\inqload directory.

For UNIX and Linux systems
Setting this token to YES will cause the Blockmode application to be built as a console application, moving all
executables and the trigger shared library into the model's /bin directory. Setting this token to NO for Server
or BlockMode Transactional applications will move all built executables and the trigger shared library into the
model's /inqload directory.

This token is not applicable for GUI applications.
• OPT.CBDLIST

This token is used to identify the name of a text file that lists component libraries to use at link time for other
components or load modules.

For Windows systems
When working with pathnames which contain spaces, you need to quote each file name.

• OPT.HAS_SQL
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This token is used to force the use of the selected DBMS, chosen during generation, to be linked into the BlockMode
or Server load module, regardless of whether or not the generated code contains any embedded SQL statements.

• OPT.BITS
With the compiler support of Visual Studio 2015, the customer can create both 32-bit and 64-bit BlockMode, COM
Proxy, and Server applications. This token controls the bit setting of the compiler and which Gen libraries (bitwise) will
be linked into the application being built.

Location Tokens
As with optional tokens, most builds do not require modifications to location tokens. Standard defaults are overridden
when tokens in this category are changed. A modified target (location) token needs to be terminated with a trailing
delimiter (back slash) or the files will be placed in the wrong directory. The following location tokens are available:

• LOC.INSTALL
• LOC.MAKE_DRIVE
• LOC.MAKE_DIR
• LOC.MAKE_OUTPUT
• LOC.CODE_SRC
• LOC.CODE_EXE
• LOC.CODE_OBJ
• LOC.CODE_LIB
• LOC.DDL
• LOC.RI_TRIG_SRC
• LOC.RI_TRIG_LIB
• LOC.RI_TRIG_OBJ
• LOC.PROD_SRC
• LOC.PROD_OBJ
• LOC.OPLIB

By default, all tokens except LOC.MAKE_DRIVE and LOC.OPLIB are set to the current model directory.
LOC.MAKE_DRIVE defaults to the current model : drive, while LOC.OPLIB is left blank (also representing the current
model directory)

WARNING
When building a generated application with Dialects, you must not modify the default profile manager target
location tokens. They must remain set to MODELDIR.

GUI Application Tokens for C Applications
Several tokens are available for GUI applications (C language only). The following tokens are available:

• OPT.TYPELIBGUID
• OPT.BUILD_AB
• OPT.BUILD_SRC
• OPT.HTMLHELPCOMPILER
• OPT.APPMANIFEST
• LOC.IEF_BITMAP
• OPT.REGISTERAPP

The following information applies to some tokens:

• OPT.BUILD_AB
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This token is used to separate all action blocks from the LoadModule.DLL. If YES, all action blocks within the .ICM
is processed separately, creating a A_LoadModule.DLL that is linked to the LoadModule.DLL. This token is used to
reduce the size of the LoadModule.DLL.

• OPT.BUILD_SRC
This token is used to rebuild the DBMS-specific stub source during the build process. If YES, the DBMS-specific stub
module (STUB*N.*), with STUBMAIN.CPP, are copied to the model directory, where the DBMS-specific stub is rebuilt
and then renamed to the LoadModule.EXE. If NO, the DBMS-specific stub executable in the %GENxx%Gen directory
is copied and renamed to the LoadModule.EXE.

• OPT.BUILD_SRC
This token is used to indicate whether to execute REGEDIT.EXE during a generated application build. On Windows 7,
executing REGEDIT.EXE to register a generated application requires elevated privileges, and as a result, suspends
the build process.

NOTE
If OPT.DEBUG is YES and OPT.BUILD_SRC is YES, the stubs do not build debuggable, as the delivered GUI
runtime is not debuggable.

Additional Tokens for C Applications
This article provides information for two additional tokens that are available for C language applications.

These tokens are:

• LOC.MQSLIB
The token LOC.MQSLIB is self-explanatory.

• LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB
The token LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB specifies one or more fully qualified external libraries that are linked into the
application.

For Windows systems
When working with pathnames which contain spaces, or linking to multiple external libraries, you must quote each
library and separate the library names with a single space. Also, do not include extrnc.lib in this set of libraries.
The Build Tool automatically searches for extrnc.lib in the following locations:
{LOC.CODE_SRC}..\..\extrn\
{LOC.CODE_SRC}extrn\
{LOC.CODE_LIB}extrn\
{LOC.MAKE_PROC}extrn\

For UNIX, Linux, and NonStop systems
When linking to multiple external libraries, you must separate the library names with a single space. Also, do not
include extrnc.a in this set of libraries. The Build Tool automatically searches for extrnc.a in the following locations:
{LOC.CODE_SRC}../../extrn/
{LOC.CODE_SRC}extrn/
{LOC.CODE_LIB}extrn/
{LOC.MAKE_PROC}extrn/

Java, .Net, and MSI Data Tokens
This article provides information for Java Tokens, Java Applications, Java Options .Net Tokens, and MSI Data Tokens.

Java Tokens

The following tokens are available for Java applications:
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• LOC.IEFJREDIR
• LOC.JDK_HOME
• LOC.JAVAEE_HOME
• OPT.USECLASSPATH
• OPT.JAVAFLAGS
• OPT.JAVAVERSION

Java Options

For proper compilation of the Java generated code (proxies and Web Generation), you must set the value of the
LOC.JDK_HOME key to indicate where the JDK is installed.

Example

Key
LOC.JDK_HOME

Value
c:\jdk

For Java version 1.2 and later, you do not need to use class path to find installation common jar files. You must place all
installation common jar files in %LOC.JDK_HOME%\jre\lib\ext instead of having a CLASSPATH entry for each.

If you still want to use the CLASSPATH, set the value of OPT.USECLASSPATH to YES.

.NET Tokens

The following tokens are available for .NET applications:

• LOC.NET_EXTERNAL_LIB_DIRECTORIES
• LOC.NET_EXTERNAL_ASSEMBLIES
• LOC.NET_EXTERNAL_MODULES

These tokens allow C# builds to reference any external built assemblies and .NET modules. They are typically are used
when working with external action blocks or sub-transactional component-based design (CBD) operations libraries.

MSI Data Tokens

The following tokens are available in the MSI_DATA branch for assembling MSI files after an application is built:
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• OPT.DEFAULTRUNTIMEDIR
• OPT.PRODUCTLANGUAGE
• OPT.EULAFILE
• OPT.READMEFILE
• OPT.PRODUCTICONFILE
• OPT.SPLASHBITMAPFILE
• OPT.BANNERBITMAPFILE
• OPT.DIALOGBITMAPFILE
• OPT.COPYRIGHTWARNING
• OPT.WELCOMETEXT
• OPT.UPDATETEXT
• OPT.SUPPORTURL
• OPT.SUPPORTPHONE
• OPT.MANUFACTUREURL
• OPT.PRODUCTDESCRIPTION
• OPT.PRODUCTCODEPAGE

These tokens allow the assembled MSI installation data/behaviors to be customized. These tokens apply to both the .NET
and GUI MSI installation files, unless indicated within the token descriptions.

The token OPT.PRODUCTCODEPAGE is default to blank, and it obtains the platform codepage. For example, if MSI is
assembled on Arabic Windows and OPT.PRODUCTCODEPAGE is empty, the Build Tool script obtains the Arabic default
codepage 1256 from the system.

In addition to the tokens listed above, the following tokens are also used with MSI Assembling:

• DBMS.OPT.DBUSER
• DBMS.OPT.DBPSWD

IF these tokens are set, they become embedded in the MSI file and are used on the target host to connect to the local
database. The values are not encrypted. If these keys are left blank, the installing user is prompted for these values as
part of the installation process.  These entries remain unpublished within the cached MSI parameters that are stored on
the local host.

NOTE
During processing, the specified codepage is verified against some string data in WiX. If the WiX source
contains characters different from what the codepage specifies, the script generates an error message and
stops further processing.

To Edit a Token Value
This article provides information To Edit a Token Value. Perform the following steps to Edit the value for any token in a
profile.

1. Display an existing profile.
2. Click the tree node for the section containing the token value to be edited.
3. Scroll the list to find the value.
4. Click the value cell.
5. Edit the value.
6. Click OK to save and close the Profile Manager window. Click Apply to save the changes and keep the window open.
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To Add a Token
This article provides information To Add a Token. Perform the following steps to Add a token only to the USER section of
the profile tree.

1. Display an existing profile.
2. Click USER in the Profile Tree pane. The last row shows the Key field that is highlighted with the text New Key.
3. Specify the new token name in this field and press Tab.
4. Enter the value for the token in the Value field.
5. Click OK.

To Delete a Token
This article provides information To Delete a Token. To delete a token from the USER section of the profile tree, follow
these steps.

1. Display an existing profile.
2. Click the "+" next to the folder icon for the USER section.
3. Scroll the list to find the token to be deleted.
4. Click the key cell for the token to be deleted.
5. Delete the name of key and press Tab.
6. Click OK.

Building on Local Host
This article provides information for Building on Local Host. The order of major tasks in using the Build Tool on the local
host can be categorized as follows.

1. Search and Display Build Modules
2. Select the Profile for a Build
3. Build Selected or All Modules or Clean Selected or All Builds
4. Review processing report file for failed builds or test successful builds
5. Assemble application and database (Windows only)

 

Search and Display Build Modules
The first task in a build is to search and display eligible build modules in the tab area. You can search and display using
the following methods:

• Manually entering path in the Path field
• Automatically searching and displaying using Tree View (button or toolbar action)

Note: We cannot build a large executable application based on more than one model.

The Path field and the directories shown in the Directory Tree are synchronized, so that a directory name that you enter in
the Path field is displayed in the Directory Tree.

To use any of these methods, filter the type of file to be located by selecting it from the Extension drop-down list.

To sort the list by column, click column heading. Clicking the heading again will change the sorting order (from ascending
to descending).
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NOTE
To search and display build modules on a remote server, click the remote server tab and perform the following
steps.

Follow these steps:

1. Click in the Path field to place the cursor there.
2. Edit the path specification to the drive (if needed) and the directory that contains the eligible build modules.
3. Click

or click Action, Add Module.

Follow these steps:

1. Click

or click View, Tree View.
2. Expand the directory tree to display the directory containing build modules.
3. Click

or click Action, Add Module. You can also right-click the node and select Add Module from the pop-up menu, or click
the Add Module button on the toolbar.

4. To remove a module, select the line listing the module and click

or click Action, Remove Module. You can also click the Remove Module button on the toolbar.

Select a Profile for a Build
A build is based on the information contained in a profile. You must select an existing profile to be applied to a build.

To select a profile, click the Profile drop-down list on the Build Tool window and select the profile.

Follow these steps:

Click the remote server tab.

1. Click Tools, Profile Manager.
The Profile Manager for <remote server> <current profile on server> window opens. The profile drop-down lists all the
profiles available on the remote server.

2. Select a profile and make any necessary changes.
3. Click Apply and OK.

The profile changes are saved on the remote server.

Build Selected or All Modules
This article provides information to Build Selected or All Modules. You can build all or selected modules only if a previous
build does not exist.
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Perform the following steps to build all or selected modules.

1. Complete searching and displaying modules.
2. Select the modules individually or select the name of the model to select all modules for a model. Repeating the

selection deselects the modules.
3. Click

or click Action, Build.
4. Check the message area for any messages resulting from processing.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete searching and displaying modules.
2. Click

or click Action, Build All.
3. Check the message area for any messages resulting from processing.

Clean Selected or All Builds
Clean removes a previous build and generates a new build. You can clean selected builds or all builds shown in the
module display.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete building selected or all modules.
2. Select the builds individually or select the name of the model to select all builds for a model. Repeating the selection

deselects the modules.
3. Click

or select Action, Clean. The status of the module changes to New-Cleaned.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete building selected or all modules.
2. Click

or click Action, Clean All. The status of the module changes to New-Cleaned.

Review Processing Report File
The Build Tool can generate a report file that displays the result of processing a module. The report appears in ASCII in
the specified text review editor. For more information about specifying the review editor, see Managing Build Tool Options.

One report is generated for each module selected for reporting. The name of the file matches the name of the module.
The extension is .OUT.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete building selected/all modules or cleaning selected/all builds.
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2. Select one or more builds for which you need to obtain the report.
3. Click

or click Action, Review.

Testing
This article provides information for Testing. As mentioned earlier, you can use the Test button to execute locally built C
applications through the Build Tool.

When invoked with a selected load module, the Load Module Test dialog appears. You are provided with a list to select
the Trancode and an entry field for Clear Screen Inputs to begin the test. In addition, you can select more options to use
the Diagram Trace Utility to trace the application.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the application with trace.
2. Select the Enable Trace option.
3. Populate and validate the Host and Port entry fields. The Host field accepts both IPv4 and IPv6 host names.
4. Start the Diagram Trace Utility must be started and list on the assigned Port, from the assigned Host.

If the Host field does not match the host name or IP address on which the Diagram Trace Utility is started, or the Port field
does not match the port on which the Diagram Trace Utility is listening, you receive the following error message:
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When the application is tested, invocation and completion messages are displayed in the Message Panel.

Testing Applications

The Gen Build Tool can test C applications only when they are built on the local host; remote testing is not allowed.

You can test on Windows, UNIX, or Linux.

Test Successful Builds

Follow these steps:

1. Complete building selected/all modules.
2. In the module display, select a module for which the status is Build-OK.
3. Click

or click Action, Test.
4. For block mode applications, select a trancode from the list and/or enter any clear screen input.
5. Enable or disable diagram tracing. If you enable a trace, provide a valid hostname or IP address and port for the

Diagram Trace Utility.
6. Click OK.

For more information about testing built applications, see Testing Applications.

Assemble Application and Database
This article provides information for the Build Tool assemble GUI, .NET, and Java applications only on local Windows
hosts.

The Gen Build Tool can assemble GUI, .NET, and Java applications only on local Windows hosts.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete building selected/all modules and testing successful builds.
2. Use the Profile Manager to create and save a profile specific to this application. For more information about the token

details for new profile, see Profile Token Descriptions.
3. Select one or more ICM files types LM, RI, or DDL for which the status is Built-OK.
4. Click

or select Action, Assemble.
5. Complete selections and specifications in the Assemble Details dialog and click OK.

For more information about the Assemble Details dialog options, see the following topics:
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• Assemble GUI Applications
• Assemble Java Applications
• Assemble .NET Applications

Assemble GUI Applications

GUI assembly provides the application developer a way to package the load modules, referential triggers, database
initialization, and any other objects needed by the application into a single Microsoft® Windows™ Installer (MSI) data file.

GUI assembly provides the application developer a way to package the load modules, referential triggers, database
initialization, and any other objects needed by the application into a single Microsoft® Windows™ Installer (MSI) data file.
The files in the deploy directory are the only files that are needed when installing your application on the host of the end
user. The optional EULA and README files are copied into the deploy directory with the MSI file rather than being hidden
in the MSI file. This allows them to be read without having to run the MSI installation.

All the application and Gen runtime files are compressed and stored into a CAB file encapsulated within the MSI file. This
process works for GUI applications that either have no database connections or GUI applications with a database that is
installed on the same host.

You can assemble built GUI applications only on local Windows hosts. The Assemble dialog
allows you to specify assembly options for these applications. The Assemble dialog appears
when you select a module that shows the status Built-OK in the module display and click

or select Action, Assemble. The contents of the Assemble dialog vary with the type of application to be assembled. To
complete assembly, select options and click OK.

The MSI GUI Assemble Details dialog is displayed for the deployment of GUI applications. The Build Tool automatically
identifies the type of application to be deployed. UNIX deployment is not supported.

When the MSI file is opened on the host of the user, the user is presented with a series of standard Microsoft installation
dialogs that give the user a choice of Typical or Custom installation types. The Custom installation allows the user to
specify the location to install the application, whether to install the Gen runtime or Win32 support libraries and whether to
install the database (if present.)

The MSI file can contain any license agreement of your choice, which must be acknowledged before the installation
continues. You can display an optional README file when the installation finishes. There are provisions to include extra
files in the MSI file, which are installed into the same location as the application. There are also provisions to specify an
executable file, which should be run before or after the other files are installed.

Architecture

The Build Tool is first used to compile and link the application. It can be tested locally to verify correct functionality. For
more information, see Build Tool. In the output, the build includes one or more *.icm files that contain information about
the load modules and referential integrity triggers (if any.) All the ICM files (load module, referential integrity trigger, and
database definition) must exist before starting the GUI assembly.

The Build Tool GUI assembly gathers additional information from the application developer through a multi-tabbed dialog
and from a developer-specified Build Tool profile. The results are stored in a file named assemble.MSI.GUI.icm. If the
application includes a local database, an optional database initialization ICM file can be created and included in the
assembly.

The Build Tool assembly command starts the assembly script %IEFH%\bt\scripts\deploy_msi_gui.scr that reads these
ICM files to determine which files should be included in the assembled application and what parameters should be set
in the MSI file. The output of deploy_msi_gui.scr is a man-readable version of Microsoft’s MSI database records named
<MSI_NAME>_deploy.dat created in the LOC.MAKE_DIR subdirectory of the model. The script deploy_msi_gui.scr also
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creates a batch file that is named assemble.MSI.GUI.bat that is run by the Build Tool after deploy_msi_gui.scr runs. This
batch file runs the VBScript file %IEFH%\bt\btdeploy.vbs with the <MSI_NAME>_deploy.dat as an argument. The file
btdeploy.vbs creates the MSI database file by adding the contents of the deploy_msi_gui.scr output to an MSI database
template named %IEFH%\bt\btdeploy.msi. The file btdeploy.vbs also creates the CAB archive and encapsulates it into the
MSI file.

The deploy_msi_gui.scr and btdeploy.vbs files are both editable with any text editor tool. Visual Studio has the ability to
run the btdeploy.vbs script in debugging mode. It can be enabled by editing the assemble.MSI.GUI.bat file to add “//X” as
the first argument to the “cscript” command line. The template btdeploy.msi and the final <MSI_NAME>.msi product are
editable with the program named “orca.exe,” which are available for download from Microsoft as part of the MSI SDK.

Assembly Process

Follow these steps:

1. Build or test your GUI application. All load modules, referential integrity triggers, and optional database definitions
must build completely before running the GUI assembly.

2. Use the Profile Manager to customize a profile to assemble the GUI application.

NOTE
For more information about token details for customized profile, see Profile Token Descriptions.

3. Select one or more ICM files of type LM, RI, or DDL for which the status is Built-OK.

General Dialog

The following table describes the fields or controls in the General dialog:

Field/Control Description

MSI Filename The basename of the production MSI database file. The
extension .msi. is appended automatically. (required)

Product Name The name of the application, which is also used as part of the
default destination directory path.(required)

Product Version The product version designation that is visible to the user.
The value must appear in the form nnn.nnn.nnnnn where it
does not exceed 255.255.65535. This field, along with the two
preceding GUIDs, is used by Microsoft’s MSI installer to determine
which files are copied from the media to the system during
patches, updates, upgrades, and revisions. See the MSI SDK
documentation for details. (required and defaulted)

Manufacturer The name of the manufacturer. This string is visible to the end
user. Also used as part of the default destination directory path.
(required)

Product Code GUID Populate this field by pressing the Create GUID button to generate
a value. This field, with the other preceding GUID and the Product
Version, is used to control MSI behavior when installing newer
software. It is important that these values only change when
necessary. See the MSI SDK documentation available online from
Microsoft. (required)
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Upgrade Code GUID Populate this field by pressing the Create GUID button to generate
a value. This field, with the other previous GUID and the Product
Version, is used to control MSI behavior when installing newer
software. It is important that these values only change when
necessary. See the MSI SDK documentation available online from
Microsoft. (required)

Package Gen Runtime in MSI If checked, the Gen Runtimes are packaged into the MSI file.

COMMANDS Dialog

The following table describes the fields or controls in the COMMANDS dialog:

Field/Control Description

Pre Install Command The command to be run by a cmd.exe shell before files are
transferred from the media to the host. (optional)

Pre UnInstall Command The command to be run by a cmd.exe shell before the application
is uninstalled. (optional)

Post Install Command The command to be run by a cmd.exe shell after all the files have
been transferred. The command may be one of the files that was
installed. The current directory is the application directory where
the load modules are installed. (optional)

Pre Install Command: This command is executed before anything in the MSI is executed. Therefore, the command that is
executed should exist on the installation machine previous to doing the MSI installation.

Pre Uninstall Command or Post Uninstall Command: If an Additional File is to be used as a post-install or pre-uninstall
command and that file is included in a folder that is created under the <Application Install> directory, specify the folder
name when referencing the command while referencing that file in the command field.

For example:

1. Additional File added to <Application Installation Folder>: Additional File postinstall.bat is added in the Assembly to
the <Application Installation Folder>. When referencing this file in the post install command field, the user would enter
'postinstall.bat'.

2. Additional File added to folder created in <Application Installation Folder>: When referencing this file in the command
field, specify the new folder in which it was added. For example: A user added a folder 'INSTALL' in the Additional
Files section and then added a file, 'postinstall.bat' into that folder. In the post install command field, if the user
wants to call 'postinstall.bat', they should add the command as 'INSTALL\postinstall.bat' and not just 'postinstall.bat'.
Otherwise, the msi processing is not able to find the file.

NOTE
For the pre-uninstall command, if the command file is deleted manually, the uninstall fails because the
command must execute is missing. This could potentially cause a problem where the program must be manually
deleted from the registry.
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GUI Dialog

The following table describes the fields or controls in the GUI dialog:

Field/Control Description

Default Install Directory The default location for the load modules, referential integrity
triggers, and the Gen runtime libraries (if this is the first time
that the libraries are being installed on this system.) The default
string is ProgramFilesFolder\<Manufacturer>\<Product Name>
where ProgramFilesFolder is a Microsoft defined parameter
available to MSI during the installation process. There are several
other Microsoft defined parameters that may be appropriate (see
MSI SDK documentation). The values for <Manufacturer> and
<Product Name> are obtained from the General tab. (required and
defaulted)

Additional Files Dialog

The following table describes the fields or controls in the Additional Files dialog:

Field/Control Description

New Folder This button adds a new sub-folder below the currently selected
folder.

Include File This button adds extra files to be loaded into the internal CAB
file of the MSI and delivered into the same directory as the load
modules. A browser is used to navigate and select files.

Remove This button removes the currently selected item. If the item is a
file, then the file is removed from its folder. If the item is a folder,
then the folder and all of its contents (files and sub-folders) is
removed.

A file is used to maintain a list containing one full path name and, optionally, two extra comma-delimited parameters
for each file being added to the CAB file. The first extra parameter is the file creation attributes, and the second is the
component creation attribute. These attributes can be either decimal, hexadecimal, or a combination of the MSI defined
macro strings. The default values for these optional attributes are specified in the deploy_msi_gui.scr script and are
initially defined as “msidbFileAttributesReadOnly” and “msidbComponentAttributesSharedDllRefCount.” Blank lines
and lines starting with a semi-colon are ignored. All three parameters on each line are internally trimmed of leading and
trailing white space. Each file in the list is contained in a separate component and all components are loaded with the load
module component.

The Build Tool creates a deploy subdirectory under the LOC.CODE_SRC directory of the model. Within this directory, the
<MSI_NAME>.msi file, the EULA, and README files are created if they are defined. The contents of this directory are
suitable for distribution by CDROM or by network connection. Double-clicking the MSI file starts the installation process.

Assembling Java Applications

Java assembly provides the application developer a way to package the load modules, referential triggers, database
initialization, and any other objects needed by the application into a single JAR file.

You can assemble built Java applications only on local Windows hosts. The Assemble dialog
allows you to specify assembly options for these applications. The Assemble dialog appears
when you select a module that shows the status Built-OK in the module display and click
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or click Action, Assemble. The contents of the Assemble dialog vary with the type of application to be assembled.

To complete assembly, select options and click Assemble.

The EAR File Assemble Details dialog is displayed for specifying the assembly of Java applications. Assembly settings
are grouped according to the following selections in the box on the left side of the dialog:

The following tables describe the settings that appear for each selection. Defaults are shown underscored.

General

Field/Control Options Description

EAR Filename <local model name> The name of the EAR file to be created.
The name must comply with J2EE naming
conventions.

Package runtime in EAR <not selected> Specifies whether to package a copy of
the Gen runtime within the EAR file. If the
runtime changes the EAR content must be
assembled again.

Include optional runtime property files Some runtime properties files are expected
to be modified after the application is
assembled. The default behavior is to keep
these files outside of the EAR file, even
when the runtime is packaged within the
EAR file.

Application Server

Field/Control Option Description

Application Server • Generic Websphere Weblogic
• WildFly

Specification of the application server.

Datasource Specification of the database that the
application is attempting to locate.

Add resource references If selected, Gen generates XML to define
resource references for all databases
used by the application. The environment
variables previously used to access
the database are not generated. Some
versions of application servers do not
support resource references while others
require them. In general, the creation of the
database connection is faster when using
resource references.

Global EJB Prefix JNDI lookup name outside the EAR file.

Add EJB references for Used Psteps If selected, it allows a Global EJB Prefix to
be entered.

Local EJB Prefix JNDI lookup name within the EAR file.
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Local EJB references If selected, the EJB references are local
rather than remote. The local references
must refer to Server Beans in the same
EAR file as the referring client and the
Beans must be installed on the same JVM
as the client.

Web Archive

Field/Control Options Description

WAR Filename <local model name> The name of the WAR file that is produced
within the EAR file for the WCE Window
manager client load modules.

Context <local model name> Specifies the context within the application
server from which the application is
accessible. The context becomes part of
the URL used to access the application.

Use JDBC DataSources Specifies whether the WAR file portions
of an application connect to a database
using the older manual connection method
called for by JDBC or the newer JDBC
DataSource method.

Use JTA transactions Specifies that the application perform
commits and rollbacks using the Java
Transaction API (JTA) . If not selected, the
application performs commits and rollbacks
itself. EJBs always use JTA for transaction
control. To use JTA, the WAR file must
not enable threading and must use JDBC
DataSources.

Package Static Content within WAR Specifies whether the static portion (for
example, HTML and bitmaps) should be
packaged within the  WAR file. Packaging
the static portion of an application outside
of the WAR file may be desirable to take
advantage of caching on a separate
application server. If the static content is
packaged outside the WAR, more work
is required to assemble the application
as the static portions must be assembled
manually.

Web Server DocumentRoot The directory that forms the main document
tree visible from the Web.
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Web Gen Client

Field/Control Option Description

Load JSP/Servlets at startup Specifies whether the JSP and Servlets
in the WAR file should be preloaded on
startup by the application server. This
increases startup time but reduces the long
response time for the first request page.

Enable Threads Specifies support for some ActiveX
controls. The runtime needs to execute the
generated code within child threads.
If selected, the runtime always run the
generated code inside a separate child
thread on the application server. If selected,
the JTA transactions may not be selected.
If not selected, the runtime runs the
generated code inside the requesting
thread.

Enable Pop-Up Dialogs Specifies how the application should treat
pop-up dialogs designed as warnings in
Gen.

If selected, dialogs are handled in a pop-up
manner.

If not selected, dialogs are handled as a
flow to another page in the application.

Browser Controlled History Allows the browser's Back and Forward
buttons to be used for navigating the pages
of the generated application.
NOTE: Selecting Browser Controlled
History Handling requires more memory
usage on the application server. If not
selected, the following behavior occurs:
Only one generated page is accessible at a
time
Although the browser Back and Forward
buttons remain enabled, paging takes the
user out of the application.
Less memory is used on the application
server.

Session timeout Specifies the number of minutes a session
can be idle before it is abandoned. The
default is 30. The Timeout range is between
1 and 1440 minutes.

Cross-Context Flows

Field/Control Options Description

Enable Cross Context Flows Specifies whether cross-text flows will be
allowed for this web application. Selecting
this option will disable Browser Controlled
History.
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Location Used to set one or more load modules to
the entered URL location. Load modules
may be selected from the table and their
values will be set to the URL location in the
entry field when the Set button is pressed.

Load Module Displays a list of all load modules
referenced from the selected load modules.

Location Specifies the URL location where each load
module can be located. Local load modules
may be left blank.

Queue Factory The JNDI name of the JMS Connection
Factory that is configured for the application
server.

Queue Name The JNDI name of the JMS Queue that is
configured for the application server.

Tracing

Field/Control Options Description

Enable Diagram Trace Sets the code generated for trace within the
EAR file to attempt to trace. If not selected,
the generated code does not trace even if
generated to trace.

Trace Server Name The name of the server where the network
diagram trace tool is listening. This field is
active if Enable Diagram Trace is selected.

Trace Server Port localhost:2345 The host:port where the network diagram
trace tool is listening. This field is active if
Enable Diagram Trace is selected.

Additional Files

Allows you to specify additional files to be included into JAR file and delivered into the same directory as the load
modules. Each file is contained in a separate component, and all components are loaded with the load module
component.

To add files, click Include File and use the file specification dialog to select the files to be added.

To remove files from the list, select the file(s) and click Remove.

Web Services

This tab is available only when the selected load modules contain at least one custom web service.

Field/Control Options Description

Host Specify the host name where the EJB web
service will be installed.

Port Specify the port number where the EJB
web service will be installed.
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Router Select this option so that the custom web
service URL will end with "router". The URL
format of the custom web service will be
http://host:port/<context_path>/router.

Custom Web Service Select this option so that the custom
web service URL will end with
"<custom_web_service_name>". The
URL format of the custom web service
will be http://host:port/<context_path>/
<custom_web_service_name>.

Assembling .NET Applications

This article provides information for Assembling .NET Applications. You can assemble built .NET applications only on local
Windows hosts.

The Assemble dialog allows you to specify assembly options for these applications. The Assemble dialog
appears when you select a module that shows the status "Built-OK" in the module display and click

or click Action, Assemble. The contents of the Assemble Details dialog vary with the type of application to be assembled.

To complete assembly, select options and click OK.

The MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog is displayed for the deployment of GUI applications. The Build Tool automatically
identifies the type of application to be deployed. UNIX deployment is not supported.

Assembly settings are grouped according to the following selections in the box on the left side of the dialog:

• General
• ASP.NET
• Global Assembly Cache (GAC)
• DataSources
• List Data
• Tracing
• Additional Files

The following tables describe the settings that appear for each selection. Defaults are shown underscored.

General

Field/Control Description

MSI Filename The basename of the production MSI database file. The extension
".MSI" is appended automatically.

Product Name The name of the application, which is also used as part of the
default destination directory path.

Product Version The product version designation that is visible to the user. The
value must appear in the form nnn.nnn.nnnnn where it does not
exceed 255.255.65535. This field is used by Microsoft’s MSI
installer to determine which files are copied from the media to the
system during patches, updates, upgrades, and revisions.
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Manufacturer The producer of the software. This name is visible to the user and
is used in the default destination directory path.

Product Code GUID A value that is generated by selecting Create GUID. This value
and the value in the Product Version field control MSI behavior
when installing newer software.

Upgrade Code GUID A value that is generated by selecting Create GUID. This value
and the value in the Product Version field control MSI behavior
when installing newer software.

HttpRuntime Execution timeout Sets the value for the httpRuntimeExecutionTimeout attribute
in the web.config file. For the specified number of seconds a
browser lets an ASP.NET page that is run without responding.
After the specified number of seconds, the operation is assumed
to have failed, and the ASP.NET page is terminated. The default
value for this attribute is 110 seconds. The range for httpRuntime
executionTimeout is from 1 through 3600 seconds.

ASP.NET

Field/Control Options Description

Compress Dynamic Content selected Compresses the dynamic HTML content
returned to the browser.

Pre-compile ASPX pages selected Compiles the ASP.NET before deployment..

Browser Controlled History not selected Allows the Back and Forward buttons of
the browser to be used for navigating the
pages of the generated application. NOTE:
Selecting Browser Controlled History
Handling requires more memory usage on
the application server. If not selected, the
following behavior occurs:
Only one generated page is accessible at a
time.
Although the browser Back and Forward
buttons remain enabled, paging takes the
user out of the application.
Less memory is used on the application
server.

Threaded Allows the runtime to create an extra
thread in addition to the one the application
server creates for each request. This
option is essential for applications that use
MessageBox and MessageBoxBeep. In
Web Generation Applications, message
boxes and OCX controls require threading
to be enabled.

Auto-Include Third-Party Control
Assemblies

If selected, any third-party web control
assemblies that you used in your
application and any assemblies they
reference are included in the MSI file.
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Exclude Assemblies in GAC Enabled only when Auto-Include Third-
Party Control Assemblies is selected.
When selected and enabled, any third-party
web control assemblies that are deployed
in GAC are not included in the MSI file.
By default, this field is disabled and not
selected.

Session State InProc StateServer
SQLServer

Although the Web is a stateless
environment, most web applications require
effective state management. In particular,
the session state of a Web application is
the data that an application caches and
retrieves across different requests. (A
session represents all the requests that are
sent by a user during a connection to the
site.) The session state is the collection of
persistent data that the user generated and
used during the session. See Microsoft®
documentation for more information on
state management.
Options are:
InProc - Session values are stored in the
memory of the ASP.NET worker process.
Thus, this mode offers the fastest access to
these values. However, when the ASP.NET
worker process recycles, the state data is
lost.
StateServer - Session values are serialized
and stored in the memory of a separate
process (aspnet_state.exe). The process
can also run on another machine.
SQLServer - Session values are serialized
and stored in a Microsoft SQL Server™™

table. The instance of SQL Server can run
either locally or remotely.

Session State Timeout 20 Specifies the number of minutes a session
can be idle before it is abandoned. The
time-out range is from 1 through 1440
minutes.

Connection String Required for both StateServer and
SQLServer Session State modes. For
StateServe, this string is referred to as
stateConnectionString; and it specifies the
server name or IP address and port number
where session state is stored remotely.
For example, tcpip=127.0.0.1:42424. For
SQLServer, this string is referred to as
sqlConnectionString, and it specifies the
connection string for a SQL Server. For
example,"data source=localhost;Integrated
Security=SSPI;Initial Catalog=northwind".
The connection string can be in IPv4, IPv6,
or Domain Name format for a successful
connection.
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Encrypt sessionState section (web.config) Selected Encrypts the sessionState information.

Custom Errors On
Off
RemoteOnly

Specifies whether custom errors are
enabled, disabled, or shown only to remote
clients. Options are as follows:
On - Specifies that custom errors are is
enabled. If no value for Default Redirect is
specified, users see a generic error.
Off - Specifies that custom errors are
disabled. This allows display of detailed
errors.
RemoteOnly - Specifies that custom errors
are shown only to remote clients and
ASP.NET errors are shown to the local
host.

Default Redirect Enabled only when Custom Errors is set
to On. Specifies the default URL to direct
a browser to if an error occurs. The URL
may be absolute (for instance, http://
www.myapp.com/ErrorPage.htm) or it
may be relative. A relative URL such as
ErrorPage.htm is relative to the Web.config
file that specified the Default Redirect URL,
not to the Web page in which the error
occurred. A URL starting with a slash (/),
such as /ErrorPage.htm, means that the
specified URL is absolute to the root path of
the application server.

Display Mode Dialogs
Classic

Specifies how windows and dialogs are
displayed. Options are:
Dialogs - Enables modal and modeless
dialogs in a Web application.
Classic - All windows are embedded in the
same browser.

Idle Threads Specifies the minimum number of idle
threads that are created and maintained
by the ThreadPool. They are managed
in a background task and used to serve
incoming requests to reduce the time that
is spent in creating and destroying threads
when new requests are initiated or existing
ones complete. Tuning this value can
help optimize application performance.
See Microsoft documentation for more
information.

Theme Name Specifies the directory where the skin and
image files are stored.
Note: Gen ASP.NET application supports
only one theme for all pages.
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Global Assembly Cache (GAC)

Field/Control Description

Install Gen Runtime in Global Assembly Cache For guidance on whether to select this option, see the
Microsoft .NET documentation.

Generate Native Images for runtime in GAC Specifies whether to generate native images for Gen runtime of
a .NET application. By default, this check box is enabled.

Data Sources

The connection string can be in IPv4, IPv6, or Domain Name format for a successful connection.

Client Connection Strings

Encrypt connectionStrings section (web.config) Enable the check box to encrypt the connection string in the
web.config file.

Field/Control Option Description

Name Name of the database.

Data Provider System.Data.Odbc
System.Data.SqlClient
IBM.Data.DB2
Oracle.DataAccess.Client

This is an enterable drop-down list that
displays the list of data providers. By
default, four official data providers are
listed. You can enter your own data
provider.

Connection String Specifies the connectionString that is added
to the web.config for every logical database
name specified with ASP.NET clients. The
connection string contains the following
attributes:
DSN
User Name
Password
An example of a connection string is as
follows:
dsn="Krypton"; user="Clarke";
password="Kent"
Note: For the official data providers, a
default connection string is provided
Connection String values have no length
restrictions.

Server Connection Strings

Encrypt connectionStrings section (Application.config) Enable the check box to encrypt the connection string in the
Application.config file.

Field/Control Option Description

Name Name of the database.
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Data Provider System.Data.Odbc
System.Data.SqlClient
IBM.Data.DB2
Oracle.DataAccess.Client

This is an enterable drop-down list that
displays the list of data providers. By
default, four official data providers are
listed. You can enter your own data
provider.

Connection String Specifies the connectionString that is
added to the Application.config for every
logical database name specified with .NET
servers. The connection string contains the
following attributes:
DSN
User Name
Password
An example of a connection string is as
follows::
dsn="Krypton"; user="Clarke";
password="Kent"
Note: For the official data providers, a
default connection string is provided.
Connection String values have no length
restrictions.

Tracing

Field/Control Option Description

Enable Diagram Trace Sets the code that is generated for trace
within the EAR file to attempt to trace. If
not selected, the generated code does not
trace even if generated to trace.

Trace Server Name The name of the server where the network
diagram trace tool is listening. This field is
active if Enable Diagram Trace is selected.

Trace Server Port localhost:2345 The host:port where the network diagram
trace tool is listening. This field is active
if Enable Diagram Trace is selected. The
host can be in IPv4, IPv6, or Domain Name
format for a successful connection.

List Data

Specifies how the data in the list box is loaded. This option applies only if your application contains list boxes.

Field/ Control Description

Load List Data on Scroll Data loads and populates the list box as you scroll.

Load All List Data Loads all the data at once for the list box.
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Additional Files

Allows you to specify extra files to be included using the MSI into the root/install directory.

To add files, click Include File and use the file specification dialog to select the files to be added.

To remove files from the list, select the files and click Remove.

Building in Client Server Mode
This article provides information for Building in Client Server Mode. The major tasks in using the Build Tool in client-server
mode are as follows.

1. Log on to Build Tool Server
2. Transfer Files to Server
3. Split Remote Files (optional)
4. Search and Display Build Modules
5. Select the Profile for a Build
6. Build Selected or All Modules or Clean Selected or All Builds
7. Review Processing Report File

To Log on to Build Tool Server

To conduct Build Tool activities in client/server mode, you must log on to the Build Tool server.

To obtain the user ID and password, contact the system administrator for the remote server.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the Hosts field on the Build Tool window.
2. Enter the remote host name and click Enter.

The User ID/Password dialog appears. The remote host name can be in IPv4, IPv6, or Domain Name format for a
successful connection.

3. Type the required port number in the Port field.
The range of port numbers is 2048-65000. The default is 7776.

4. Type the correct user ID in the User ID field.
5. Type the correct password in the Password field.

The password can be up to 25 alphanumeric characters.
6. Click OK.

The tab for the server system appears on the Build Tool window when communication with the server is established.

Transfer Files to Server Using any FTP Application

You can transfer install deck files and remote files between the local host and a remote server using a File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) application.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Tool, Options.
The Options dialog opens.

2. Specify the FTP application information.
NOTE
For more information about specifying the FTP application on the local host, see Managing Build Tool
Options.
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3. Click

or click Tools, File Transfer.
4. Use the launched FTP application to complete the file transfer.

The files are transferred to the server using the FTP application.

Split Remote Files (Optional)

The Gen Build Tool automatically splits remote files into install deck files and source code when you select a remote file
for a build. You can force splitting using the following procedure:

Follow these steps:

1. Select the remote file in the module display.
2. Click

or click Action, Split.

Search and Display Build Modules

The first task in a build is to search and display eligible build modules in the tab area. You can search and display using
the following methods:

• Manually entering path in the Path field
• Automatically searching and displaying using Tree View (button or toolbar action)

Note: We cannot build a large executable application based on more than one model.

The Path field and the directories that are shown in the Directory Tree are synchronized, so that a directory name that you
enter in the Path field is displayed in the Directory Tree.

To use any of these methods, filter the type of file to be located by selecting it from the Extension drop-down list.

To sort the list by column, click column heading. Clicking the heading again changes the sorting order (from ascending to
descending).

NOTE
To search and display build modules on a remote server, click the remote server tab and perform the following
steps.

Follow these steps:

1. Click in the Path field to place the cursor there.
2. Edit the path specification to the drive (if needed) and the directory that contains the eligible build modules.
3. Click

or click Action, Add Module.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click

or click View, Tree View.
2. Expand the directory tree to display the directory containing build modules.
3. Click

or click Action, Add Module. You can also right-click the node and select Add Module from the pop-up menu, or click
the Add Module button on the toolbar.

4. To remove a module, select the line listing the module and click

or click Action, Remove Module. You can also click the Remove Module button on the toolbar.

Select the Profile for a Build

A build is based on the information that is contained in a profile. You must select an existing profile to be applied to a
build.

To select a profile, click the Profile drop-down list on the Build Tool window and select the profile.

Follow these steps:

Click the remote server tab.

1. Click Tools, Profile Manager.
The Profile Manager for <remote server> <current profile on server> window opens. The profile drop-down lists all the
profiles available on the remote server.

2. Select a profile and make any necessary changes.
3. Click Apply and OK.

The profile changes are saved on the remote server.

Build Selected or All Modules

You can build all or selected modules only if a previous build does not exist.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete searching and displaying modules.
2. Select the modules individually or select the name of the model to select all modules for a model. Repeating the

selection deselects the modules.
3. Click

or click Action, Build.
4. Check the message area for any messages resulting from processing.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete searching and displaying modules.
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2. Click

or click Action, Build All.
3. Check the message area for any messages resulting from processing.

Clean Selected or All Builds

Clean removes a previous build and generates a new build. You can clean selected builds or all builds shown in the
module display.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete building selected or all modules.
2. Select the builds individually or select the name of the model to select all builds for a model. Repeating the selection

deselects the modules.
3. Click

or select Action, Clean. The status of the module changes to New-Cleaned.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete building selected or all modules.
2. Click

or click Action, Clean All. The status of the module changes to New-Cleaned.

Review Processing Report File

The Build Tool can generate a report file that displays the result of processing a module. The report appears in ASCII in
the specified text review editor. For more information about specifying the review editor, see Managing Build Tool Options.

One report is generated for each module that is selected for reporting. The name of the file matches the name of the
module. The extension is .OUT.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete building selected/all modules or cleaning selected/all builds.
2. Select one or more builds for which you must obtain the report.
3. Click

or click Action, Review.

Managing the Build Tool
This article provides information for Managing the Build Tool.

Managing the Build Tool includes Managing Profiles and Managing Build Tool Options. Refer to each of those topic areas
in this section for more information.
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Managing Profiles

This topic provides information about managing profiles.

Managing_Profiles

Profile Manager (button or toolbar action) provides access to a profile so that you can perform profile management tasks.

You can create profiles to suit your build processing needs. The Build Tool contains a default profile (labeled DEFAULT)
that contains values that are assigned for many tokens. The DEFAULT profile cannot be deleted.

Profile Tree

The Profile Tree is an expandable tree structure containing nodes that represents the various sections of information that
is stored in the profile. Selecting on a node expands it and populates the profile table cells. The sections of the Profile
Tree are as follows:

Profile tree section Description

DBMS Contains subsections for each DBMS that the current release of
Gen supports. Each subsection contains tokens specific to that
DBMS.

SYSTEM Contains tokens for platform system parameters that are required
to execute the build.

OPTIONS Contains tokens for standard options not otherwise categorized.

TARGET Contains tokens that specify the location of files create during the
product build.

C Contains tokens that specify compilation flags for C applications

JAVA Contains tokens that specify parameters necessary for the Build
Tool to function correctly.

.NET Contains tokens that specify objects to be included in .NET
assemblies

MSI_DATA Contains tokens that customize the creation of an MSI file

USER Contains tokens for user-specified scripts, which are not validated.

To view the tokens associated with a section of the profile tree, perform these steps:

1. Click the "+" next to the section icon
2. Double-click the folder icon or section name
3. To sort the list by column, click column heading. Clicking the heading again changes the sorting direction (from

ascending to descending).

Profile Table

The Profile Table lists the tokens that are defined for the section of the profile that is selected in the Profile Tree. For more
information about token keys and values, see Profile Token Descriptions.

You can edit token values in any section of the profile. You can add or delete tokens only in the USER section.

Description Area

The description area that appears below the profile table contains a description of the value for the last token you clicked
in the Profile Table.

Profile management consists of the following tasks:

Profile:
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• Display an Existing Profile
• Add a New Profile
• Save Edits to the Current Profile
• Rename Profile
• Delete a Profile

Token:

• Add a Token
• Delete a Token
• Edit a Token

To Arrange or Resize Module Display Columns

Module display columns can be arranged in any order.

To move a column to another position

1. Place the cursor over the heading for the column to be moved.
2. Press and hold the pointing device button that is used for selection.
3. Drag the column until it appears in the desired position.
4. Release the pointing device button.

To resize a column

1. Position the cursor over the right border of the column heading until the double-headed arrow appears.
2. Press and hold down the pointing device button that is used for selection.
3. Drag the border to the left or right as needed until the column width appears as desired.
4. Release the pointing device button.

To Add a Profile

Add a profile that is based on an existing profile.

To Add a New Profile

1. On the Profile Manager window, click New. The New Profile dialog appears.
2. In the New Profile dialog, specify a unique name for the new profile and select an existing profile to base it on. The

settings from the selected profile are copied into the new profile.
NOTE
The profile name must contain only alphanumeric characters, with '-' (hyphen) and '_' (underscore). An
invalid profile name results in the following error message:

"Profile name contains invalid characters"
3. Click OK.

To Display an Existing Profile

Display an existing profile to edit values that are contained within it or to add a profile. The new profile is based on the
currently displayed profile.
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To display an existing profile

1. Click

on the Build Tool dialog or click Tools, Profile Manager.
2. Select the profile from the drop-down list in the upper left corner of the Profile Manager window.

To Save Changes to Current Profile

After you have displayed an existing profile and made the needed changes, click OK to save and close the Profile
Manager window. Click Apply to save the changes in the current profile and keep the window open.

To Delete a Profile

To delete a profile

1. Display the Profile to be deleted.
2. Click Delete.
3. Click Yes when prompted to delete the selected profile.

To Rename a Profile

To rename a profile, follow these steps:

1. Display the profile to be renamed.
2. Click Rename.
3. Enter a unique name.

NOTE
The profile name must contain only alphanumeric characters, with '-' (hyphen) and '_' (underscore). If you do
not follow these rules for the profile name, a message that the profile name is invalid is displayed.

4. Click OK.

Managing Build Tool Options

The Options dialog allows you to specify the following:

• The display of modules shown in the Build Tool window
• The executables that are needed for reviewing processing results

Display the Options Dialog

To display the Options Dialog, follow these steps:

1. Click

; or
click Tools, Options from the Build Tool menu bar.
Default options appear underscored. (See the preceding table.)

2. Select or specify options as needed.
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3. Click Save.

Control/Field Options Description

Columns to Display Selected/Not Selected Specifies the set of fields to display in the
Module Panel.

Client listener port 0/Default port Specifies a single port or port range when
you have a Firewall. If you specify 0 or
leave the default, the Build Tool Client
picks an available port. If you specify a port
number or range of ports, the Build Tool
tries to use these ports for the Client-Side
Listener.

Stop on Error Selected/Not selected Specifies to stop any further processing
when an error is encountered during a
build.

Redisplay Directory Selected/Not selected Specifies loading the last used directory
and displaying the models under the
directory.

Keep alive seconds. 0 Specifies the duration in seconds before
a signal is transmitted to all remote host
servers if no activity has occurred. The
range of values is 0-900. The value
0 means that no keep-alive signal is
transmitted.

Review Editor Notepad or Wordpad (Windows)/Vi (UNIX) Specifies the text editor to be used for
reviewing the report that is generated in
ASCII as a result of build processing for a
selected module.

FTP Name Specifies the fully qualified path name
of the FTP application that is used for
transferring files to a server. When this
field is completed, the File Transfer button
and the File Transfer action on the Action
drop-down menu in the Build Tool window
become active. The path name can include
spaces when specifying a Windows path
name.

Troubleshooting Build Tool on Windows
This article provides information for Troubleshooting Build Tool on Windows.

The following problems might occur when using the Build Tool on Windows. Follow the recommendations that are
provided in the Action sections to recover normal operation.

Stream of Warnings

A stream of warnings appears whenever a model is built.

Reason:
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Typically, only errors or lines that are preceded by multiple asterisks ( *** ... ) indicate a valid problem when the results of a
build are reviewed. Watching the session during a build might provide indications of any errors that are encountered.

Warning levels in the Review output file are enabled so that you can return to the list in case any problems are seen when
running the Gen application.

The following list contains typical warnings that can be expected at the onset of Review. These warnings are not
significant.

...warning C4018:'initializing': signed/un-signed mismatch

...warning C4035:'x':no return value

...warning C4101:'x':unreferenced local variable

...warning C4761: integral size mismatch in argument; conversion supplied

...warning C4013:'x':undefined; assuming extern returning int

...warning C4051: type conversion; possible loss of data

Action:

If you prefer that the compiler not displays warning messages, make the following modifications to the BUILD_RI_C.SCR
and BUILD_LM_C.SCR scripts:

1. Make a backup copy of both scripts.
2. Edit both scripts to change -W3 to -W0.

Error - L1093 ... object not found

Reason:

Reviewing an RI or LM module build reveals the following error:

L1093: … object not found.

Action:

Perform the following steps:

1. Verify that the SQL precompiler has enough memory and that the referenced object file exists.
2. Rebuild the module.

Compile Step Failed

Reason:

The compile step fails and yields an error such as “Bad command or filename.”

Action:

Use a Windows Command Prompt and perform the following checks:

1. Enter CL at the prompt to verify compiler availability.
2. Enter LINK at the prompt to verify Linker availability.
3. Enter RC at the prompt to verify GUI Resource Compiler availability.

Models Will Not Build

Reason:
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Various causes might be involved.

Action:

Perform the following steps:

1. Verify your system configuration and ensure that you are using the correct version of the Microsoft Visual Studio
compiler.

2. Close all other Windows applications or restart Windows to optimize available resources for the current environment.

NOTE
A network connection is not required during local builds.

Load Module Failed to Generate

Symptom:

Load module fails to generate, displays the following message:

Precompile on P6052435.SQC failed for [model_name].

Reason:

This failure is an indication that certain Oracle precompilation parameters for the current user might not have been
properly set.

Action:

1. In the Build Tool Client, bring up the profile that you used to build your application.
2. Modify the OPT.DBPCCFLAGS, changing the IRECLEN= and ORECLEN= values within the profile token to be large

enough for the longest input line. We recommend a value of 260.
3. Save your changes and rebuild.

Compile Step Failed

Symptom:

The compile step fails during the building of a module.

Reason:

This error is typically an indication that your workstation is not properly configured.

It is likely that a support application is unavailable or not properly configured in the PATH.

Action:

See the software requirements in the Technical Requirements sheet and verify that all the necessary software
components have been properly built. If it becomes necessary to rebuild one or more of the items on the list, see the
Installation section.

Close all other Windows applications or restart Windows, then rebuild the module.

Error - Can't Find MSVCRXX.LL

Reason:

You receive the following error when running a Gen application on a production workstation:

Can't Find MSVCRXX.LL
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Action:

When an application is constructed with any version of Microsoft Visual Studio, the appropriate MSVCRxx.DLL must also
be distributed as the application is distributed to other production workstations.

Exception caught No such file or directory

Reason:

You receive the following similar missing directory error when building a Gen application:

Exception caught: com.ca.genxx.bt.scripter.ScriptException:

[Function: Scripter.processOpenFile] ScriptException "

[Function: Environment.openFile]IOException opening file: "%GENxx%\Gen\sample.ief\make\CASCADE.MAK", (%GENxx

%\Gen\sample.ief\make\CASCADE.MAK (The system cannot find the path specified))" at: file: %GENxx%\Gen\Gen\bt

\scripts\build_ri_c.scr #: 213

"{[OPENFILE]} {LOC.MAKE_DIR}{RI_NAME}.MAK"

Compose Failed

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Action:

Ensure that all subdirectories that are referenced through the TARGET profile tokens are created before processing any
builds. The Build Tool is not responsible for the creation of directories. Create the missing directory and rebuild.

Error - Test FAILED statement in Message Panel

Reason:

You receive the following statement in the Message Panel after attempting to test the application through the Test Button:

Load Module Test: Test FAILED returned errorlevel=-XXXXXXXXXX

Action:

Outside the Build Tool, in a Command Window, cd to the model directory and execute the same Load Module manually.
More than likely you receive an ERROR message pop-up indicating that you have failed to start the application because a
DLL was not found. Ensure that you have the path of the missing DLL in your PATH environment variable.

Error - ODBC BlockMode Application fails to start

Reason:

If the ODBC fails to connect, the error message flashes by too quickly to be read. Connection failures are often the result
of improper connection settings in the profile of the user during the application build.

Action:

1. Use the ODBC Data Source Administrator of the window to verify the Name, User ID, and Password necessary to
connect to the DBMS.

2. These values must be set in the Build Tool profile under DBMS, ODBC:
3. OPT.DBCONNECT, OPT.DBUSER, and OPT.DBPSWD.
4. Rebuild the application after correcting the profile values.

Build Scheduling Status for All Modules Being Processed

Symptom:
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All modules that have been selected to build are marked with status Build Scheduling but nothing is building.

Reason:

The Build Tool client is sharing the same port as the Build Tool server.

Action:

Either restart the Build Tool client with a different port, or kill the Build Tool server and rebuild the modules that are
previously selected.

Remote Host Not Available Error Message

Symptom:

When attempting to connect to a remote server from the Build Tool client, you receive a message that states “Remote
Host Not Available".

Reason:

The port being used to connect to the remote Build Tool server does not match that of the remote Build Tool server.

Action:

Use the matching port number when connecting to remote Build Tool server.

Duplicate Filenames Ignored

Symptom:

When transferring several files from multiple directories, there is a chance that a file with the same name could be
transferred, that is, when working with dialects. In this case, the duplicate file is not transferred to the target directory.

Reason:

The duplicate is not copied to prevent writing over the same-named filename in the target directory.

Action:

Be more selective in the files being transferred.

Wrong Java Version

Symptom:

When attempting to build, you receive the following exception:

Exception in thread "Thread-28" java.lang.UnsupportedClassVersionError: antlr/TokenStreamException:
Unsupported major.minor version 52.0               at java.lang.ClassLoader.defineClass1(Native Method)               at
java.lang.ClassLoader.defineClass(Unknown Source)               at java.security.SecureClassLoader.defineClass(Unknown
Source)               at java.net.URLClassLoader.defineClass(Unknown Source)               at
java.net.URLClassLoader.access$100(Unknown Source)               at java.net.URLClassLoader
$1.run(Unknown Source)               at java.net.URLClassLoader$1.run(Unknown Source)               at
java.security.AccessController.doPrivileged(Native Method)               at java.net.URLClassLoader.findClass(Unknown
Source)               at java.lang.ClassLoader.loadClass(Unknown Source)               at sun.misc.Launcher
$AppClassLoader.loadClass(Unknown Source)               at java.lang.ClassLoader.loadClass(Unknown
Source)               at com.ca.gen.bt.compose.Compose.run(Unknown Source)               at
com.ca.gen.bt.compose.Compose.compose(Unknown Source)               at com.ca.gen.bt.Bldtool.BTprocess.run(Unknown
Source)

Reason:

You are pointing to the wrong version of the JRE that is supported for the Build Tool.
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Action:

Make sure that %GENxxJRE% is pointing to the version of the JRE that is specified in the Technical Requirements.

DDL Loader Failure

Symptom:

On Windows 8.1, receive "Database Loader has stopped working" dialog during database build.

Reason:

If the chosen database is not installed, and/or is not in PATH, you receive this error when attempting to build the database
using the Build Tool.

Action:

Either install the selected database, and/or ensure that the database path is in PATH.

"Failed to create empty document" error when launching client application

Symptom:

When launching a client application from within the Build Tool, a dialog box with "Failed to create empty document" is
displayed.

Reason:

The PATH environment variable is longer than the Microsoft limit, and %GENxx%\Gen was not read from PATH when
executing the client application.

Action:

Modify the location of %GENxx%\Gen in the PATH environment variable, restart the BT, and then launch the client
application.

Troubleshooting Build Tool on UNIX, Linux, and NonStop
The following problems might occur when using the Build Tool on UNIX, Linux, and NonStop systems. Follow the
recommendations that are provided in the action sections to recover normal operation.

Unresolved Symbol

Symptom:

An unresolved symbol is received at application link time.

Reason:

Typically, an application link is generated with a well-known list of libraries that are defined in the Build Tool's profile. Even
if all of the libraries are found during the link, if the library is incorrect or out-of-date, a symbol can end up unresolved.

Also, if there are External Action Blocks linked into the application, the EAB could use a function that does not exist in any
of the well-known list of libraries.

Action:

Perform any of the following steps:

• Check the MAKE file for the correct list of libraries.
• Make sure that the libraries exist.
• Use the LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB token if necessary.
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Command-Line Application

Symptom:

Application hangs when executed from the command line.

Reason:

The default style of blockmode application is a transactional application, which is executed through the AEF utility. A token
needs to be set to flag the Build Tool to create a command-line application.

Action:

Set the token OPT.CMD_FORM to YES.

Rebuild your application.

Output File Not Updated

Symptom:

Generated compile output file <module>.out is not being updated when builds are repeated.

Reason:

The noclobber UNIX/Linux shell variable controls whether to overwrite existing files when you are redirecting output to that
file. The Build Tool scripts redirect output to <module>.out during the build process.

By default, the UNIX/Linux build scripts unset noclobber in the generated MAKE files to enable overwriting.

Action:

Ensure that unset noclobber is defined in the generated <module>.mak file.

Compile/Link Failed

Reason:

An aliased variable causes a shell script command in the generated MAKE file behavior incorrectly, which results in a
failed build.

By default, the UNIX/Linux build scripts unalias * in the generated MAKE files to prevent aliased variables from impacting
the generated MAKE file.

Action:

Ensure that unalias * is defined in the generated <module>.mak file.

Make line too long

Symptom:

Generated compile output file <module>.out contains the following statement:

make: line too long

The target (library or application executable) is not created.

Reason:

When numerous modules are being built into an RI trigger library, a CBD library, or an application executable, and explicit
paths are used for these modules, the length of the make statement that is generated to create the library or executable
exceeds the system's default line limit.
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Action:

Shorten the module paths.

Or

Modify the tokens that point to the location of the modules being used (LOC.CODE_OBJ or LOC.RI_TRIG_OBJ) for the
library creation or executable creation, and add a cd {LOC.CODE_OBJ} or cd {LOC.RI_TRIG_OBJ} to the appropriate
build script prior to the library creation command or execute link command.

Make don't know how to make <member-name>.pc

Symptom:

Generated compile output file <module>.out contains the following statement:

make: don't know how to make <member-name>.pc

The target (library or application executable) is not created.

Reason:

Use of CABs (Command Action Blocks) can cause build timing issues, since multiple load modules are referencing a
common generated Action Block. If the load modules are built out-of-order, then the CAB may not be present at the time
of the first load module's build.

Action:

Determine whether the source files are all there. If so, check whether a required CAB might not be available yet because
it is physically stored in a remote file that has not been split yet. If that is not the answer, determine whether the code was
generated correctly.

Exception caught No such file or directory

Reason:

You receive the following similar missing directory error when building a Gen application:

Exception caught: com.ca.genxx.bt.scripter.ScriptException:

[Function: Scripter.processOpenFile] ScriptException "

[Function: Environment.openFile]IOException opening file: "/home/ptauto/gen/oracle/cbd05/make/

CASCADE.scrpt", (/home/ptauto/gen/oracle/cbd05/make/CASCADE.scrpt (No such file or directory))" at: file: /

home/ptauto/it/genxx/runtime/bt/scripts/build_unix_ri_c.scr line #: 52

"{[OPENFILE]} {LOC.MAKE_DIR}{RI_NAME}.scrpt"

Compose Failed

Action:

Ensure that all subdirectories referenced through the TARGET profile tokens are created prior to processing any builds.
The Build Tool is not responsible for the creation of directories. Create the missing directory and rebuild.

Build Scheduling Status for All Modules Being Processed

Symptom:

All modules that have been selected to build are marked with status Build Scheduling but nothing is building.

Reason:

The Build Tool client is sharing the port as the Build Tool server.
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Action:

Either restart the Build Tool client with a different port, or kill the Build Tool server and rebuild the modules that are
previously selected.

 

Build an Executable Application

Prerequisites for Building

To build and assemble your Gen model as an executable application in a production environment, complete the following
tasks:

1. Generate the source code
2. Install third-party products
3. Establish the target directory structure

Note: We cannot build a large executable application based on more than one model.

Generate the Source Code

Construction is the process that generates source code from your model definitions. This source code is compiled and
made ready for assembling by the Build Tool. Construction also generates an Implementation Control Module (ICM)
containing instructions for the Build Tool. If you select Remote Installation during construction, a Remote file (RMT) is
generated that contains a concatenation of the ICM file and its load module source files.

Install Third-Party Products

Third-party products such as the JRE, compilers, databases, middleware, and third-party ActiveX or Web Controls must
be installed before a build can occur. This includes both the machine where the Build Tool is installed and any target
machines where you want to install the application. The only exception is the compiler, which is not required on the target
execution machine.

For the complete list of required software, see the Gen Technical Requirements section.

The Build Tool uses the following environment variables:

• Windows systems
• PATH
• INCLUDE
• LIB
• UNIX systems
• LIBPATH
• SHLIB_PATH
• LD_LIBRARY_PATH
• Linux systems

LD_LIBRARY_PATH

You can customize the database, compiler, and middleware settings that are used by the Build Tool by setting tokens in
your user profile. For more information about tokens, see “Profile Tokens.”

Establish the Target Directory Structure

By default, the directory used for all files that are created by the Build process is the directory that contains the generated
ICM or RMT files from construction. The default directory can be changed by populating your user profile with a target
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directory structure of your choice before building an application. The Profile Tokens that are used to identify target
directories are listed in “Profile Tokens.”

How to Build an Executable Application

To assemble your business application, the bundled set of generated source modules must be converted to an executable
code. The following steps describe the process of converting the generated source code modules to an executable code
ready for assembling:

NOTE
In this scenario, the application is generated on a local Windows machine and the target system is a remote
UNIX machine.

1. Start the Build Tool Client (GUI version).

NOTE
For more information about the Build Tool Client (GUI version), see “Using the GUI Client”.

2. Start the Build Tool Server on the remote system. The Build Tool Server has no interface and work only when the client
sends information.

NOTE
For more information about the Build Tool Server, see Using the Build Tool Server.

3. From the Build Tool Client, connect to the Build Tool Server.
4. Transfer the RMT files using FTP to the remote UNIX or Linux system where Build Tool Server is running.

WARNING
Remote files that are transferred using FTP to UNIX or Linux systems must maintain the case they were
generated in, for example, CASCADE.rmt. Altering the case of the generated remote files cause the UNIX or
Linux Build Tool to fail.

5. Using the Build Tool Client, select the set of modules to build on the remote system by selecting the associated ICM or
RMT file.

6. Build the selected ICMs. The ICMs are processed in sequential order. The Build Tool uses a set of build scripts and
profile settings to generate a build procedure that is based on the information in each ICM.

NOTE
For more information about the build scripts, see Using the GUI Client. For more information about the profile
settings, see Profile Tokens.

7. The generated build procedures are executed in sequential order to compile and link the application.
8. The Build Tool Client displays the build results. The Build Log can be reviewed to examine any build failures.

The Build steps described above can also be invoked using the command-line mode.

How to Assemble an Application

Assemble is the process of packaging applications for redistribution and is available only on Windows for use with GUI
clients, Java, and C# applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the set of modules to assemble by selecting the associated ICM from the Build Tool Client.
2. Modify the Assemble settings in the Assemble panel, which is used to configure your deployment bundle.

The ICMs are processed in sequential order. The Build Tool uses a script that is combined with your assemble settings
to generate a procedure based on the information in each ICM.
The generated assemble procedure is executed to package the application. The Build Tool Client displays the
assembling results.

3. Review the build log to identify any failures.
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You now have a package (EAR or MSI) ready for you to deploy on your target environment.

Workstation Construction
Construction is the stage of Gen development where the activities of Planning, Analysis, and Design can be used to build
an executable application system. The various application systems that you can construct include:

• Character-based (blockmode) applications
• Graphical user interface (GUI) applications
• Client/server applications
• Batch applications
• Proxies
• Components

NOTE
The ability to generate GUI and client server applications depends on the Gen options on your workstation.

You can also cross-generate to available Implementation Toolsets.

The Construction Toolset consists of the following tools:

• Environment
• Packaging
• Generation

Each tool uses information from certain Gen diagrams, to define and create components used in the construction process.
The diagrams must be complete and consistent.

The Construction Toolset cannot be installed and run by itself on a workstation. It requires the presence of the Analysis
and Design Toolsets. The installation of your application requires a compiler and may require other third party software,
like a Database Management System and middleware components. These software components can be on a workstation
or on the target system. The location depends on where you intend to run your application. Because the installation uses
software other than Gen, you may encounter problems that are not related to Gen software. You may need to see the
vendor documentation for a specific operating system, DBMS, middleware, and compiler.

The following diagram presents an overview of construction:
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Entity types in the Data Model Diagram (DMD) are implemented as tables in the Technical Design (TD). These tables
become physical components of the database. The application program references and manipulates these tables.

Information about the Dialog Flow Diagram (DLG) is incorporated into a transaction controller appropriate to the following
application types:

• Dialog Manager for character-based (blockmode) applications
• Window Manager for GUI applications
• Server Manager and Window Manager for client/server applications
• Server Manager that can be accessed by a proxy
• Batch Manager for batch applications
• Component for Component-Based Development

Screen layouts are implemented as screen definitions and controlled by a Screen Manager. Action diagrams contribute to
several areas of a generated application.

Prerequisites for Construction

Construction requires the following diagrams:
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• Data Model Diagram (DMD)
• Technical Design (TD)
• Dialog Flow Diagram (DLG)
• Action Diagrams (AD)
• Screens built using the Screen Design (SD) Tool (for a character-based application)
• Windows built using the Window Design functionality for the following:

– GUI application (GUI application with local database)
– GUI client component of the client server application

You must also meet the following prerequisites before you can complete the construction process.

• Model must be complete and consistent.
• A local or remote installation requires a DBMS supported by Gen installed on the target platform or database server.
• Client server installation requires a supported DBMS installed on the target server platform.
• A local or remote installation requires a compiler for the type of high-level languages generated by Gen.
• If used, external action blocks must be compiled outside of Gen for an installation on the target platform.
• Target system (remote) generation requires Gen options that enable generation for your specific target system.
• Selecting the Screen Generation Options is required for blockmode applications with z/OS as the target platform.

Workstation Construction Process
During the workstation construction process, your Gen model is transformed into the components of an executable
application (code and database definitions). These components are then prepared for execution on the workstation, or
they are gathered into groups for transfer to the system where it will execute.

During the Construction process, you build and install a database from your transformed data model. You also translate
the logic in your action diagrams, screen or window definitions, and dialog flow diagram into the executable code for an
application.

Your Gen model is complete and consistent at the beginning of construction. During Construction, ensure that the
application you generate will work properly in your selected environment. To do this, specify:

• The environment in which the application will run
• How the application is physically organized

Then select the portion of your application to generate. A complete application includes a database, referential integrity
trigger modules, load modules (groupings of procedure steps), operations libraries (if the generated application will be a
component), and, optionally, external action blocks. The application components can then be:

• Installed on your workstation for test purposes
• Concatenated into Remote Files for transfer to a target system for remote installation

Summary of the Construction Process

The main activities in the Construction process include:

• Building the database
• Defining the combination of procedure steps that compose the executable application (referred to as packaging)
• Completing external action blocks
• Specifying the environment
• Creating the source code for the application
• Installing the application
• Testing the application

The following diagram illustrates the construction process:
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Design Construction Process
The design used by the Construction process to build the database Data Definition Language (DDL) is the Technical
Design (TD) as shown in the following illustration. The type of DDL generated by Gen is Structured Query Language
(SQL).

The following diagram shows an overview of a database build:
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A database must be present before you can install your application if:

• The application has database access statements (SQL calls) in it.
• The application is a character-based (blockmode) application that requires a profile table. For more information, see

the section “Load Module Structure.”

You can install the generated DDL for a local installation or a remote installation. For a local install, installation builds the
database, tables, and indexes on your workstation. For a remote install, installation creates a remote file that you then
transfer to your target system. On the target system, the Implementation Toolset unpacks the remote file and builds the
database.

NOTE
You must choose Install to get a remote file when generating for remote installations.

Building for Local and Remote Data Services
Contents

You can build a database for either local data services or for remote data services (depending on the DBMS).

Building for Local Database Services

For local database services, the database is installed and accessed on the same workstation as the application. You can
set the profile token OPT.DBCONNECT in the Build Tool to LOCAL for local database services.
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Building for Remote Services

For remote data services, the database is installed on a database server (networked server with a DBMS installed on it)
but is accessed on the workstation. The access from a workstation to a database on a database server is also considered
a local installation. You can locate (or point to) the database on the server by specifying the drive of the server on the
workstation for the database location. You do not need any special parameters for generation or installation.

To access a remote database with a Gen generated application:

• You must set the profile token OPT.DBCONNECT in the Build Tool to the name of the remote database.
• The DBMS must provide remote data services functionality. For information about configuring your workstation and the

server to provide remote data services, see the vendor DBMS documentation.

Building a Database
Contents

Prerequisites

Before you can successfully build a database from a model or subset, you must perform the following tasks:

• Verify that the Data Model Diagram (DMD) is consistent
• Transform the DMD
• Verify that the Technical Design (TD) is consistent
• Access and start the DBMS, if necessary

It is also recommended that you verify that the date and time are correct for your workstation so that the proper timestamp
is associated with the generated components.

Verify Consistent Data Model

A consistent model is necessary to ensure successful database generation. You must use the Construction-level
consistency check to verify that the DMD is consistent and does not violate any of the rules that govern source generation.

Correct any inconsistencies before proceeding.

Transform the Data Model

You transform the DMD into a TD using the Design Toolset. The transformation process creates the data structure
objects for the TD. These objects are then used by Gen to generate database definitions that include the DDL statements
necessary to allocate and construct database objects. This information is stored on your workstation in one of the files for
the model.

After initial transformation of the DMD, you can use retransformation to implement changes to the TD. For more
information about transformation and retransformation, see the Toolset Help.

Verify Consistent Technical Design

The TD is the main source of information for database generation. As Gen generates DBMS-specific technical designs,
you must select a DBMS consistent with the model, the technical design, and the database. Before Gen can successfully
generate the DDL, the model's TD must be complete and consistent. In the Database Design tool, you can make manual
adjustments to the transformed TD using the Data Structure List (DSL) and Data Store List. For example, you might
add another entry point or change a table name. If you make changes, run a construction-level consistency check again
because generation fails if any components are inconsistent.
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If you intend to generate only a portion of the database definition (for example, a table and its indexes), the portion of the
DMD and TD that describes the objects to be defined must be complete and consistent.

Required Activities Outside of Gen

Before you can install Gen generated database, you must be able to access and write to your selected DBMS. Usually,
this involves steps such as accessing and starting the DBMS and ensuring that you have the appropriate permission for
the task you want to perform.

Build a Database

The following tasks describe how to build a database.

Set Generation Parameters

Set Generation parameters before generating a database. Review the options for subsequent generations if your target or
purpose changes.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Construction.
2. Select Generation.
3. Select Options.
4. Select Generation Defaults.

Gen provides the following dialogs to configure your application for generation:

• Environment Parameters (choose the Environment menu option)
• Generation Defaults (choose the Generation menu option)
• Client and Server Environments Parameters (choose the Packaging menu option and for more information about

procedures, see Distributed Processing ).

NOTE
The Environment Parameters window applies only to a business system, not to the model. You must specify
the configuration for your database DDL, Referential Integrity (RI) triggers, and the type of installation (local or
remote) for the model on the Generation Defaults window.

At a minimum, you must define the operating system and the DBMS that you are using for this generation, and whether
this particular generation is for the local workstation or for a remote (target) environment.

Several other options are presented for your selection. For more information about these options, see the Toolset Help.

Several options affect the generation of a database. The specific actions that occur because of selection are explained in
the following table.

The additional options do not apply to database generation.

The database generation check boxes and their functions are as follows:

Include Drop Statements in DDL (Gen All)
Ensures that your database installs even if a database already exists with that same name.

NOTE
This check box applies only to the Generate, All action and the Generate, All and Install action

Qualify Tables and Indexes with Owner ID
Enables each person to have a unique databse when more than one person is testing with the same workstation.

Create Storage Group in DDL
View the SQL statements for storage groups in DB2.
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Run Consistency Check for each item generated
Ensures consistency of the component you are generating.

Create RI Alter Primary/Foreign Keys & Triggers
Creates an alternate referential integrity primary and foreign key triggers for comparison with an existing
database.

Include DROP Statements in DDL (Gen All)

Many database management systems cannot build a database, table, or index if one already exists. The DROP statement
that appears in the generated DDL is a logical data definition statement that removes the description of a database or
its components from the system. For certain DBMSs, a DROP statement is necessary before a new database or its
components can be rebuilt.

You can also specify generation of the DROP statement for one or more database components from the DDL Generation
window. The DROP column on the DDL Generation window overrides the DROP selection on the Generation Defaults
window. In addition, when a component is dropped, all the data associated with that component is dropped as well.

WARNING
The DROP statement deletes a database and all of its data. Back up the data, if you need it before you DROP a
database.

Qualify Tables and Indexes with Owner ID

An owner ID is a string used as an implicit qualifier for table names and index names. The ID applies to the execution
of every SQL statement. In the DDL, owner IDs appear as a prefix to table and index names in CREATE and DROP
statements.

This feature is useful for allowing multiple individuals to have their own test databases on the same workstation.

Downstream Effects

Do not use this check box for target system implementation (remote installation). When the DDL is generated with the
owner ID in the table and index names, there may be difficulty installing the DDL unless the ID of the user installing the
DDL is the same as the user ID found in the DDL. To avoid the possibility of errors during installation, specify not to qualify
tables and indexes with your owner ID.

Create Storage Group in DDL (DB2 only)

When applicable, selecting this option causes generation of DDL statements that let you take advantage of the Storage
Group feature of DB2.

Run Consistency Check for Each Item Generated

This option verifies that each item generated is consistent before generation occurs. If the objects or model is not
consistent, Gen specifies each inconsistency and indicates the level of severity (error or warning).

If you do not select this option, Gen does no checking before generation or installation. Generation or installation may fail
if a component is not consistent.

Create RI Alter Primary/Foreign Keys and Triggers

If required, select this option to create alternate referential integrity primary and foreign key triggers for comparison with an
existing database. This option generates RI constraints and primary key statements only.
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Perform Build Tool Profile Setup

The Build Tool utilizes profile files that are used to customize a model's build environment. A set of tokens is used to
define various environment settings (DBMS, System, Target and so on). These DBMS tokens are used when building the
database.

NOTE
For more information, see the  Using the Build Tool .

Select a Generation Action

You can either choose to have Gen automatically build all database components (tables, indexes) for you, or you can
choose the components to build.

The first time you generate the database, use the DDL, Generate All and Install option because it provides the quickest
way to accomplish the task.

Generating All Database Components

If you choose to have the Gen automatically build the components, you can do either of the following:

• Generate DDL for all components but not install the DDL (DDL, All option).
• Generate and install all components of the database (DDL, All and Install option).

Generating Selected Database Components

If you choose to select the components individually, first open the database DDL, select the database, and expand all.
Then toggle on each component and specify the action to be performed. For more information about DDL, Selected
option, see the Toolset Help. After your choices are complete, select the DDL, Selected option.

Regenerating Database Components

When recreating components that were already installed, you must DROP the old component. You can add DROP
statements globally using a selection on the Generation Defaults window, or you can do it for each component generated
by toggling on the DROP column for the component. The DROP column overrides the DROP selection on the Generation
Defaults window. When a component is dropped, all the data associated with that component is dropped as well.

Verify Completion

 

If you are installing a database on your workstation, the Build Tool continuously displays a status line of installation
progress, giving you the option to review the results.

To review the results, highlight the status line and select Review. A log appears with additional information. If there is an
error, once you have corrected the error condition, you can regenerate the database or selected components.

NOTE
Most error conditions can be avoided by assuring your model is consistent before generating. If the error log
does not display, check for available disk space.

If you generated for remote installation, view the progress of the generation on the window that automatically appears
when the generation begins. A successful or failed completion is reported as the final status.

Stopping the Generation Process

If you want to stop the generation process at any time, click STOP on the Generation Status window. Generation will stop
within two seconds.
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Results of Database Build
Because of the database build or installation process, Gen creates a sub-directory that is named DDL subordinate to the
directory that contains the model.

For example, a model that is named ORDRENT is contained in the ORDRENT.IEF directory. The associated database
components that are generated by Gen are therefore stored in the DDL sub-directory under ORDRENT.IEF.

The list of various files that result when a database is built, is as follows:

NOTE
Each file uses the database name as the filename.

• CTL
Contain information used by Gen when creating a remote file. Occurs for remote installation only

• DDL
Contains SQL statements without the installation information (such as the BIND statements).

• ERR
Contains messages resulting from a failed generation.

• GEN
Contains data that is used by the DDL generator.

• ICM
Contains install deck information. The install deck is a set of instructions on how to install all procedure steps, screens,
and action blocks for the load module. The install deck is in Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)
format. This format lets you write your own installation procedure from the file must you have a particular installation
requirement.

• INS
ContainsSQL statements including the installation information (such as the BIND statements and CREATE TABLE
RPROFX statement).

• OUT
Contains a log of the activities that occurred during installation. This log, called a review file, can be viewed with a text
editor or from the Build Tool with the Review option.

• RMT
Occurs for remote installation only. If you selected generation for remote installation, the .RMT file is the remote file.

• TXT
Contains information that is used by Gen when creating a remote file. Occurs for remote installation only.

• TGT
Builds tool set-up file per module.

• CMD, BAT
Installs batch command files.

Database Directories

If you select local installation, your DBMS stores your databases as a set of files on physical storage. The DBMS, not
Gen, controls the location of the database.

Installing DDL with the Database Loader
After the database build process, Gen lets you install DDL (database) using a database loader program. Gen installs
loader programs for each supported DBMS.

DDL installation using a database loader program is supported on Windows, UNIX, and Linux operating systems.
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Recompiling the Database Loader Program

If you are using a DBMS whose version is different from the DBMS version used to generate the DDL, it is necessary to
rebuild the database loader program for the current DBMS version.

For more information, see Rebuilding DBMS DLLs and Executables or Rebuilding DBMS Shared Libraries.

Packaging the Load Module
Contents

Load module packaging lets you specify the components to create an executable program. The act of packaging does
not create the load modules. Packaging defines the contents of a load module. A load module (or executable program)
is generated, and then built during installation. An installed load module contains the executable code for all components
included in its packaging definition plus special function routines and system routines.

NOTE
If you are building a component for use in Component-Based Development, specify Operations Libraries, rather
than Load Modules, to package and generate the component.

For the Code, All and Code, All and Install actions, Gen does the packaging for you when you generate code. For the
Code, Selected action, you must package manually.

If you want Gen to package for you, you can skip this section. However, if you let Gen package for you, you have little
control over the packaging names and scheme.

The following diagram describes you an overview of Packaging:

Prerequisites

Before you perform load module packaging, you must:

• Open a business system.
• Create the dialog flow of the procedures using the Dialog Design Tool.
• Create the action diagrams using the Action Diagramming Tool.

The Packaging Tool requires a completed Dialog Flow Diagram (DFD) for you to create a load module. For this reason,
a completed Action Diagram (AD) is also a prerequisite. The load modules are nothing more than file names. That is,
the files, at this point, are empty. The contents (procedure steps) for load modules come from the AD (including any
supporting action blocks) that you completed for each procedure step.
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Why This Step Is Necessary

An application generated using Gen generated model contains many procedure steps. These procedure steps are the
building blocks of executable applications, but they need to be combined into logical groupings or units for execution.

Packaging combines the procedure steps of the application into units that can be executed. Before you can generate an
application, Gen requires that these units and their contents be identified.

Gen refers to the packaged units as load modules. The term load module, which is commonly associated with the IBM
mainframe world, refers to an executable program. In other environments, similar concepts are:

• Windows executable (.EXE) file
• UNIX, Linux, or NonStop executable

Load Modules are designed to run within a shell or an environment, commonly called a TP monitor. The TP monitor
manages screen or window handling functions and some execution control functions. As a result, each executable
program does not have to contain the code required to perform these tasks.

How to Package

Packaging varies according to the type of application being generated. They are as follows:

• Online packaging for character-based (blockmode) applications
• Batch packaging for batch applications
• Window packaging for GUI applications
• Cooperative packaging for Client server applications
• Component packaging to build components for use in Component-Based Development

Packaging also varies according to the environment for which you are generating. If you change the environment, the new
target may have different packaging requirements, making repackaging necessary.

All packaging can be performed on the workstation. All packaging is uploaded and stored on the encyclopedia. Packaging
done on the encyclopedia is downloaded with the model or subset and must be changed if it is not appropriate for your
workstation environment.

NOTE
You may see an asterisk (*) next to a procedure step when you package load modules. The asterisk indicates
that the procedure step is checked out to another subset. You cannot package procedure steps that are checked
out to another subset.

Using the Complete Option

As an aid in packaging, Gen provides a Complete option that you can select at several points during packaging.

The Complete option finishes packaging for the selected object. The Complete option also automatically assigns a unique
name to each object. You can select this option at the business-system, load-module, procedure-step, action-block, or
batch-job level.

At whatever level you pick the Complete option, Gen finishes required packaging for the selected object and its
subordinates.

For example, when you complete online packaging for a business system, Gen software:

• Creates one or more load modules (based on your selection of multiple modules or one module) and assigns load
module names.

• Assigns unpackaged online procedure steps (with called action blocks) to the load modules.
• Assigns file names for procedure-step and action-block source code, screen code and any other required code, such

as Message Format Service (MFS) for the IMS TP monitor.
• Assigns clear screen and dialog-flow transaction codes for each procedure step packaged during transformation.
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You can view the results of packaging by selecting the business system and selecting VIEW and EXPAND ALL. For more
information, see Results of Packaging .

EJB Option

The EJB Generation Option lets you generate, build, and assemble Server Procedure Steps as Stateless Session
Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs). This feature enables traditional Gen Servers to run as an Enterprise Java Bean (EJB) in a
J2EE container. The following sections provide some brief information about the EJB option. The TP monitor will be able
to select the EJB option. The EJB properties tab will be available in server details and within the EJB property tab is the
URL of the naming and directory server and the Always Start a new Transaction flag.

NOTE
The default is for EJB procedure steps to participate in an existing transaction.

For more information about installing prerequisite software and functionality of the EJB option, see  Distributed Processing
Enterprise JavaBean.

Server Procedure Steps

In the TP monitor, the server procedure steps are responsible for performing most of the application's business logic
and database accesses. If allowed by the TP monitor, a server procedure step can invoke other server procedure steps.
Server procedure steps do not have a user interface.

Runtime Environment

The EAR files generated by Gen are designed to assemble any application server that conforms to the J2EE 1.4 standard.

Generating a Model in Java

The following sections describe the process of generating a Gen model in Java and assembling it onto an application
server.

Generating

The generation of Java Web Clients and EJB Servers can take place on the Gen Workstation Toolset or the Client Server
Encyclopedia (CSE). If the generation takes place on a CSE, the remote files must be moved to a Windows Professional
workstation to be built.

Building

After generating the application in Java, it can be built only on a Windows Professional workstation system using the Gen
Windows Build Tool. The application is ready for assembly after all the Gen Load Modules have been successfully built.

 

Basic Packaging Activities
Packaging consists of the following basic activities:

1. Selecting the Business System
2. Defining load modules
3. Defining source names
4. Assigning transaction codes
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Selecting the Business System

The first step in load module packaging is to select or name the business system where you define load modules and their
components. You most likely did this when you defined the business system using either the Business System Definition
Tool or Matrix Processor in Analysis.

Defining Load Modules

Defining a load module consists of the following activities:

• Naming the load module
• Adding procedure steps

Downstream Effects

When generating for remote installation, each load module or operations library becomes a separate remote file that is
linked on your target system into a separate executable program. The Referential Integrity modules are packaged into a
single remote file. The DDL associated with an application database is packaged as a single remote file.

Name the Load Module

The name you choose for the load module becomes the name of the executable file. Therefore, you may want to choose
meaningful names. Gen software accepts up to eight alphanumeric characters as the load module name. The first
character must be alphabetic. When you package for remote installation, the load module name also becomes the remote
filename.

NOTE
Server load module names must not start with the letter C if the target system platform is CICS for the server
application.

Add Procedure Steps

Select the procedure steps to be packaged in each load module from the list of all the unpackaged procedure steps
defined for the business system. You do not explicitly package action blocks. By adding procedure steps to your load
module, all action blocks used by the procedure step are also included in the load module by Gen, as well as all action
blocks used by the action blocks.

• GUI Applications
All procedure steps must be packaged into one or more load modules.

• Client Server Applications
Procedure steps are packaged according to load module types. The load module types are server manager for the
server procedures and window manager for the client procedures.
For the server manager load module type, only the procedure steps that are online, with no display, appear in the list of
all the unpackaged procedure steps defined for the business system.
For the window manager load module type, the procedure steps that are to be packaged in window load modules are
usually online with display.
For the most part, flow definitions for a client server design are dependent on packaging options. That is, when you
create a Dialog Flow Diagram, you do need to consider which procedures you will package as clients and which
procedures you will package as servers. Therefore, cooperative packaging for client server applications tends to be
dictated by the Dialog Flow Diagram.

• Batch Applications
Flow definitions for batch procedure steps are limited to sequential transfers from one procedure step to the next, with
no returns to prior procedure steps. Each batch procedure step must be packaged into a separate load module.

• Online Applications
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Flow definitions for online applications are independent of packaging options. That is, when you create a DLG, you do
not need to consider how the procedures will be packaged. Conversely, packaging is not dictated by the dialog flow.
However, an application runs most efficiently when each load module contains procedure steps that are to be used
together.

• Components
A collection of transactional or sub transactional operations are grouped together in CBD packaging. This collection,
called an Operations Library, is packaged into a DLL or a shared library, which in turn is linked to (consumed by) one
or more applications.

Online and Window Tradeoffs

For local testing (testing performed on the workstation) of character-based (blockmode) applications, the recommended
method is to package several procedures (and all of their procedure steps) into one load module. This recommendation
has to do with performance of generated code because of the number and size of load modules.

During generation, each load module becomes an executable file. When a load module is called, it must be loaded
into memory. When the next load module is called, it, in turn, is loaded while the previous load module is removed from
memory.

If the load modules are too small, a performance penalty occurs when loading and reloading executable files.

In contrast, if the load modules are too big (for example, if you package all procedure steps into one load module), the
executable file may be too large to fit into available memory, or the load module may exceed the size requirements of the
compiler.

Defining Source Names

Each procedure step or action block must have a source name for Gen to use when storing the generated code. You
can assign source names during packaging, or Gen will assign them for you during installation of the load module. Gen
software verifies the uniqueness of source names within the model or subset on the workstation. The source name is also
generated into the code as the procedure name in C and Java.

For cooperative packaging, this stands true for server procedures as well. For the client procedures, the source name is
generated into the code as the function name in C and Java.

Source names can be up to eight characters long, and the first character must be alphabetic.

Assigning Transaction Codes

Gen, during generation of the load module, assigns transaction codes to each of the procedure steps. (This is true only for
the Code, All and Code, All and Install actions.) The two kinds of transaction codes are clear screen and dialog flow.

Of the two transaction codes, the dialog flow transaction code is optional but will be used by the generator if specified.
However, if you want the application user to have a meaningful transaction code with which to invoke certain procedure
steps, you may want to assign your own clear screen transaction code names to them.

For server procedures, specify the dialog flow and no clear screen transaction codes.

For client procedures, specify the clear screen transaction codes. You can also specify the dialog flow transaction codes.
These are optional, but are used by the generator if specified.

NOTE
If the target system platform is CICS, the transaction codes for the server load modules cannot start with the
letter C and can only be four characters long.

Gen software accepts names of up to eight characters and the first character must be alphabetic.

Gen supplied teleprocessing monitors (commonly called TP monitors) use a special file named AEENV to store clear
screen transaction codes. Gen adds to this file as each load module is installed. You must, therefore, maintain the file
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manually because Gen software does not purge or prevent duplicate names. Each clear screen transaction code must be
unique within the AEENV file.

For remote installations using Gen supplied TP monitor such as IEFAE, AEF, or NonStop AEF, each target configuration
has one file.

UNIX and Linux have one AEENV file per model. The AEENV file is located in the directory or subdirectory where you
have installed Gen.

NOTE
GUI applications require the AEENV file only when diagram testing under the Build Tool.

Packaging Options
The Packaging Tool is used to identify the minimum number of objects that are required to generate and install the source
code for a load module or operations library.

Packaging does not create the source code for an executable load module or operations library; that is done by
generation.

The following options are available with the Packaging Tool:

• Online
• Batch
• Window
• Cooperative
• Component
• z/OS Library

To perform packaging

1. Select Construction (from either the Gen tree view or the menu bar).
2. Select Packaging.
3. Select Diagram.
4. Select Open.
5. Select the required Packaging option.

For online, batch, Window, and cooperative packaging, a packaged load module contains at least the procedure steps
and names for the generated source code files. A packaged load module also contains other information depending on
its type. For Component Packaging, a packaged operations library contains at least the action blocks and names for the
generated source code files.

The packaging information for all packaging types is transferred to the host when a model is checked in.

For more information about Packaging, see the Toolset Help.

z/OS Dynamic Linking

NOTE
Dynamic linking is implemented by Gen using a z/OS specific packaging option that indicates how a routine
is built. How the routine is built determines how it is called. The specific dynamically linked packaging
property associated with each procedure step, screen, or action block (including external action blocks) identifies
how that component is resolved during the installation of the Gen load module in which it is packaged.

NOTE
The designation of the dynamically linked packaging option for a procedure step, screen, or action block can
be set to Default. In this case, the dynamically linked packaging option is derived from the dynamically linked
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packaging option that is established in the business system owning the Gen load module in which the given
procedure step, screen, or action block is defined.

NOTE
The following values can be explicitly set for each individual procedure step, screen, or action block (or if set to
Default, the value is derived from their respective Dynamically Link packaging option that is obtained from the
default value that is established in the Business System):

No
The routine is statically linked into the application.

Yes
The routine is resolved as the target of a dynamic program call and as such is considered to be dynamically
linked at runtime. During the installation of the load module, those components that have their associated
dynamically link packaging property set, or derived, to Yes are built so they reside in their own separately loadable
executables. These application routines reside in DLLs.

Compatibility
The routine is resolved as the target of a dynamic program call and as such is considered to be dynamically linked
at runtime. A routine that is designated as Compatibility resides in a non-DLL executable.

NOTE
A dynamic program call to a routine that resides in a DLL is invoked directly by the generated COBOL CALL
statement. A dynamic program call to a routine that resides in a non-DLL module is indirectly invoked by Gen z/
OS runtime.

NOTE
Every module that makes a dynamic program call to a routine that is marked for Compatibility must be
regenerated and reinstalled to incorporate the call to the runtime routine that handles the indirect call
processing.

For a module that was built before AllFusion Gen r7, identifying it for Compatibility allows that module to be dynamically
called by a Gen routine that resides in a DLL.

It is possible to migrate procedure steps, screens, or action block routines that were built before AllFusion Gen r7
and must continue to reside in a non-DLL executable. Gen allows a module that is explicitly set to, or defaulted to,
Compatibility to be built as a non-DLL executable. These migrated non-DLL executables use the same Gen z/OS runtime
as those application routines that reside in DLLs.

The Gen Toolset, CSE, and Host Encyclopedia each provide an option that indicates whether modules that are marked for
Compatibility must, or must not, be processed (generated and/or installed).

• If the intent is to use routines that are created with a release of AllFusion Gen before Release7, then Process modules
that are marked for Compatibility must not be set when generating and/or installing a load module that contains the
item that is marked for Compatibility.

• If the intent is to create a current version of the non-DLL routine, then Process modules that are marked for
Compatibility must be set when generating and installing a load module that contains the item that is marked for
Compatibility.
Selecting the Process modules that are marked for Compatibility check box causes the RI Trigger modules and all
Action Blocks that are statically called by the module that is marked for Compatibility to be compiled twice-once
using the compiler option NODLL and again using the compiler option DLL. If the Action Blocks are External Action
Blocks these must also be compiled with the NODLL option to be included in the Compatibility load module. For
more information about Process modules marked for Compatibility option, see Process modules that are marked for
Compatibility.

The Compatibility option is intended to enable a phased migration of an existing application. It allows routines that
have been migrated and reside in DLLs to interoperate with routines that reside in non-DLL executables. The non-DLL
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executables can themselves be migrated and built using the current release of Gen or they can remain as is, having been
built with a release of Gen before the Release 7.

NOTE
It is possible that feature enhancements offered in future releases of Gen may require that any routine using the
feature is built such that it resides in a DLL.

Dynamic Linking

The use of the dynamic linking feature has the potential to reduce total memory and CPU resources that are required by
a TP monitor to process a load module. Dynamic linking common routines eliminate the need to link all the load modules
that use it but applications that are generated for DB2 require a bind or rebind.

The key features and requirements are:

• Only procedure steps, action blocks (including external action blocks), and screens can be linked dynamically.
• Each dynamic linked module must be a fully resolved module. If this fully resolved module is a DLL, this means

Referential Integrity triggers, other action blocks that are called statically within a procedure step, screen, or action
block must be compiled as DLL and with the applicable Gen runtimes must be linked into the dynamic linked DLL. If
this fully resolved module is a Compatibility module, this means Referential Integrity triggers, other action blocks that
are called statically within a procedure step, screen, or action block must be compiled as NODLL and with the
applicable Gen runtimes must be linked into the dynamic linked Compatibility load module.

• The dynamically linked packaging property of individual procedure steps, screens, and action blocks can be set to
Default. Default indicates that the value of the dynamically linked property for that component is determined by the
corresponding default setting, which is established at the business system level.

• As of AllFusion Gen r7, all the generated dynamic linked modules (including EABs), that do not have a dynamically
linked packaging property of Compatibility, are generated and built as DLLs.

• Marking a module for Compatibility causes its calling module to be generated and installed so that it processes the
call using a module that is provided as part of the Gen runtime. The runtime code performs the dynamic program call
to the non-DLL load module. In the cases where a module that is marked for Compatibility issues a dynamic program
call to another non-DLL dynamic load module, only the module issuing the first dynamic program call to a Compatibility
module requires generation and installation.

• Applications that run under TSOAE and contain modules that are marked for Compatibility cannot dynamically call
modules that are built with a release before AllFusion Gen r7.6.

• Enhanced Map Block Mode applications containing screens that are marked for Compatibility cannot dynamically call
screen managers who are built with a release before AllFusion Gen r7.6.

• Modules that are marked for Compatibility must follow standard OS or LE linkage conventions and must operate in
the same AMODE as the caller. These modules must be non-DLL and must be stand-alone, fully resolved programs,
eligible for a dynamic, OS style call.

• The ability to call a procedure step, action block, or screen dynamically allows application changes to become effective
without having to link every load module using these modules.

• In CICS, a PPT entry is required for each module that is called dynamically. For more information about defining CICS
programs, see CICS documentation.

Considerations for Using the Dynamic Linking Option

The decision to dynamically link Gen modules, as opposed to generating one executable load module with a static link,
must be based on the following factors:

• Compatibility
Gen creates DLLs with the exception of those modules that are marked for Compatibility. The Compatibility option
uses specific Gen runtime to enable DLLs to issue a dynamic program call to non-DLL load modules. This requires
that the module issuing the dynamic program call is regenerated and reinstalled. Gen allows modules that are
marked for Compatibility to be rebuilt in such a way that they are able to use Gen runtime DLLs. This requires that
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the modules that are marked for Compatibility is reinstalled and, if necessary, regenerated as specified in z/OS
Application Migration section in the Release Summary. RI triggers and action blocks, including EABs, statically called
by Compatibility modules must be built using the NODLL compiler option. When these RI triggers and action blocks are
also be used in Gen applications that are built as DLLs, they must be compiled using the DLL option.
Selecting the option Process modules that are marked for Compatibility causes the RI triggers and the statically called
action blocks to be generated and precompiled once but compiled twice-once as NODLL and again as DLL.

• DLLs
Gen runtimes are DLLs. These DLL runtimes are no longer included in generated modules, except for a few that are
statically linked with the Gen Batch, Online, or Server Managers. This applies to both static and dynamic linked Gen
modules.

• Size
A dynamic linked module must be fully resolved and include any component that it calls using a static call. This
includes some Gen runtimes and Referential Integrity triggers. When more than one dynamic linked modules use the
same RI modules, these RI modules are included in each dynamic linked module. Most of the Gen runtimes are no
longer included in each of the DLL applications that are built by Gen so they do not increase the size of these modules.

• Volatility
When a statically linked module is changed, the calling module containing the statically linked module must be
relinked. Linking a frequently changed module dynamically eliminates the requirement to link every load module that
calls it.

• Shared modules
Action blocks that are widely reused within an application environment are good candidates for dynamic linking.
Linking a shared module dynamically decreases the amount of storage that is required during execution.

• Frequency of use
Dynamic linking may be considered for load modules that are invoked infrequently. Dynamic linking modules that are
called infrequently would decrease the size of the base load module. Examples of modules that are called infrequently
are exception handling routines and processing options that are rarely selected by the user.

Local Testing

Testing a client-server application on your workstation before you place the application into production is highly
recommended. For local testing, package all the client and server procedures into window load modules under
cooperative packaging. After the local test runs successfully, then repackage the server procedures into server load
modules.

NOTE
Local testing is not applicable if you are using a mainframe DBMS or asynchronous cooperative processing.

Results of Packaging
To view the results of packaging, select a business system, VIEW, and EXPAND ALL. The resulting display shows the
load modules and the procedure steps and action blocks that comprise them.

To check for any unpackaged procedure steps, you can attempt to ADD to a load module. If the resulting list is blank, all
procedure steps were packaged.

Using External Action Blocks
This article provides information for Using External Action Blocks.

You need to generate, complete, and install external action blocks (EABs) if the Gen generated application you are going
to install will access any information or processes not generated by Gen. External action blocks must be completed and
installed before the load modules that invoke them are installed.
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For remote installation, external action block interface routines must be generated on your workstation. The action block
interface routines then must be moved to your target system for completion and installation. For more information, see
Implementation Toolset section that applies to your specific target system such as the  Windows Implementation Toolset ,
the UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset, and NonStop Implementation Toolset .

NOTE
If there are no external action blocks in your application, skip this section.

Need for EABs

External action blocks are necessary to access logic or databases that are created outside of Gen.

Viewing the action diagram that contains the action block can identify external action blocks. The action diagram contains
only one key statement, EXTERNAL. This statement identifies the action block as external.

If external action blocks are not properly compiled, linked, and stored, any action blocks and procedure steps that use
an external action block fail to install. Gen is not responsible for installing EABs; the EAB install process depends on the
programming language and the specific content and logic that is contained in the completed EAB.

How External Action Blocks Are Used

External action blocks let you access logic created outside of Gen. For example, your load module must use a standard
date manipulation subroutine that was defined for your organization. Alternatively, the load module must access files that
are created with a DBMS not supported by the Gen product.

External action blocks are defined as Gen action blocks that do not contain program logic. External action blocks are
defined using the Action Diagramming Tool. When you define an external action block, you enter the name and define the
views, as with any other action block.

The import and export views in the external action block are the interface between the Gen procedure steps (or action
blocks) and the logic that is created outside of Gen. An external action block provides a structure that is used to match the
views of a procedure step with the views (input and output arguments) of a non-Gen generated subroutine.

Action Block Components

Conceptually, the external action block involves the following items that are listed in the following table:

• Procedure step or action block that uses the external action block
Created in Action Diagramming Tool (Design)

• External action block
• Created in Action Diagramming Tool (Design)
• Interface routine

Created in Action Diagramming Tool (Design)
– The interface routine is generated from the external action block using the Generate option from the PAD.
– The interface routine can also be generated using the Construction Toolset.

• Non-Gen subroutine logic
Outside of Gen

Gen uses the views that are defined in the Gen external action block to generate the interface routine. The interface
routine includes many of the view structures must transfer data to and from the externally generated code (the user-
written code). Manually written code is then added to the interface routine either in the form of a call to an existing
subroutine or in the form of handwritten, non-Gen subroutine logic.

The following diagram illustrates the elements and processes that are involved in external action block execution:
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Prerequisites for Using External Action Blocks

Programming experience and a knowledge of the programs or information being accessed using the external action block
are required for completing external action blocks.

Results

The result of External Action Block development and installation process is a compiled, executable action block that
resides in the appropriate action block library. The location can be determined by listing the contents of the library.

When related to your application, however, the activities involving external action blocks conclude within Gen. When you
finish installing all the required external action blocks, you can install the load module that uses the external action block.

If the load module that uses the external action block installs successfully, you are ready to test the load module.
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For more information about testing a load module, see Testing Character-based, GUI, and Client Server Applications.

How to Use External Action Blocks
Follow these steps:

1. Generate external action block interface routines.
2. Locate the external action block code.
3. Determine the input and output requirements for your external action.
4. Create the appropriate external action logic.
5. Compile the external action block.

Except for Step 1, each of these tasks is performed outside of Gen.

Generating External Action Block Interface Routines

External action block interface routines are generated individually and separately from the load module that contains the
action diagram for the external action block. This is done so that the interface routines can be completed before the rest of
the code is generated and installed.

External action block interface routines can also be generated when the code for a load module or selected load module
components is generated.

If you selected local installation, you can generate code for procedure steps and action blocks that use external action
blocks, but you will not be able to successfully install that code until the external action blocks are completed and installed.

Locating External Action Block Interface Routines

The external action block interface routine generated by Gen is located in the source-code component subdirectory
associated with the model being implemented. The file containing external action block code is named using the action
block source member name.

If you select Delete Source After Install on the Generation Defaults panel, all source code is deleted except the external
action block interface routines.

It is recommended that you move or copy the external action block interface routine to another directory on your
workstation when you add logic to it. (You may want to create a subdirectory under the EXTRN directory for this purpose.)
This will eliminate the possibility of overwriting your completed external action block source code by generating the EAB
interface routine again.

Determine Input and Output Requirements for External Action Blocks

Determine the following information:

• the data that the action block receives from the Gen generated application
• the data that must be returned to the Gen generated application
• the procedures that are required to implement the external action block

Gen uses the views that are defined in the external action block to generate the interface routine. The import and export
views that are shown in the interface routine are supplied by the Gen procedure step or the action block that uses the
external action block. The import views define the data that is passed from the Gen generated application to the interface
routine. The export views define the data that are returned to the Gen generated application from the interface routine.

Decimal Precision Attributes

Import and Export views in External Action Blocks can contain any of the supported attributes by Gen. This section is
intended to give you a better understanding for handling views that contain attributes of type decimal precision.
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The data structure for an attribute that is implemented with decimal precision is a DPrec array whose size is the length
of the attribute plus three (for the sign, decimal point, and null terminator). A DPrec is a typedef of char. For example, an
attribute that is defined as a number of 18 digits are implemented as DPrec[21].

The number that is represented within the DPrec array consists of the following list depending on the definition of the
attribute it implements:

• A minus sign
• Zero or more decimal digits with a decimal point, one or more decimal digits without a decimal point
• A decimal point
• One or more decimal digits
• A null terminator

For the import view, a decimal precision attribute may be its simplest form or may contain a plus sign and/or leading and
trailing zeros.

For the export view, all decimal precision attributes must adhere to the following rules:

• The character representation of the number that is placed in the DPrec array may contain a fewer number of digits
than that are defined for the attribute. However, it must not contain more digits to the left or right of the decimal than
that defined for the attribute.

• The DPrec array must be null terminated.
If the number of digits to the right of the decimal equals the total number of digits, the resulting string must not contain
a leading zero before the decimal point.

Creating External Action Logic

To implement an external action block, you may prefer to add a call to an existing subroutine rather than including the
subroutine logic itself. Either method is acceptable.

You can complete an external action block two ways:

• Code it completely by hand
• Add logic to a Gen generated interface routine

You must use the Gen generated interface routine because much of the work is already done for you in a format that is
acceptable to Gen.

Interface-routine logic can be written in any language. This language does not have to be the same as that generated by
Gen. If this
interface-routine is used by a mainframe application, it must be written in a language that follows LE linkage conventions.

However, the interface routine logic must follow specific requirements. The Gen generated load module passes the
following parameters to the EAB interface routine. They are passed in the order indicated in the following table.

For C Without High Performance View
Passing

For C With High Performance View
Passing

For Java

IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1 IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1 in_runtime_parm1

IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2 IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2 in_runtime_parm2

w_ia (import view C) PSMGR-EAB-DATA (null array) in_globdata

w_oa (export view C) w_ia (import view C) import_view

PSMGR-EAB-DATA (null array) w_oa (export view C) export_view
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IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1 and IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2 are the first two parameters passed from the Gen generated load
modules. These parameters must be coded on the entry statement of the interface routine and must always be passed in
this order to any subordinate routines that are called.

For the C language, the position of the import and export views (w_ia and w_oa) depends on whether High Performance
View Passing is used (see the previous table that describes the order in which parameters are passed from load modules
to EABs). By default, High Performance View Passing is set ON.

NOTE
For more information about High Performance View Passing, see Host Encyclopedia Construction or the Toolset
Online Help.

For component development, High Performance View Passing must be set ON for both the component and the
consuming model.

PSMGR-EAB-DATA is an array set to zeroes (Null array). For target system implementation, this array is passed but not
used. (The array is used for IMS and CICS applications on the mainframe.) For more information about the use of this
array, see  Host Encyclopedia Construction.

Modify the stub using any editor that can save files in the appropriate character set format. The modified stub cannot
contain any control codes or header information unique to the editor.

NOTE
After you add logic to an external action block interface routine, remember to move or copy it to another
directory. This ensures that changes are not overwritten if you generate the action block again.

 

Compiling, Binding, and Storing an External Action Block

There are four steps to follow in creating an external action block:

• Precompile the external action block (depending on the DBMS).
• Compile the external action block.
• Bind the external action block (depending on the DBMS).
• Add the external action block to the External Library.

In addition, usually external action blocks also call subroutines. These four steps also apply to these subroutines.

The following figure illustrates these steps. All of these activities except for generating the external action block interface
routine, are performed outside of Gen. After these steps are completed, return to Gen, and install the load module that
uses the external action block.
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Precompile the External Action Block

There are certain conditions where a precompile step is necessary. For example, if your external action block contains
SQL statements that are used to access your DBMS, you may need to precompile it.

Compile the External Action Block

Compile the external action block interface routines to create object files (.obj) or class files (.class). The object files must
be added to a special library as described later in this section. For more information about usage of the compiler, see the
compiler documentation.

Bind the External Action Block

This step is associated with precompile steps and is only necessary if your external action block interface routine
accesses a DBMS that requires a bind.
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The precompiler creates a bind file with an extension of .BND. Bind this module to the database using the SQLBIND
command.

Add the External Action Block to the External Library File

When you install a Gen load module that uses external action blocks, the installation process requires an external library
file. This file contains all compiled external action blocks and all subroutines called by them. Create the external library
file in the extrn directory for UNIX and Linux. The directory in which the external library file resides is located in the same
directory level in which Gen models are stored.

For UNIX and Linux, the library file must be named with the extension .a for C applications. You create the library file
outside of the Gen with the ar command. For more information about the ar command and usage, see the UNIX and Linux
compiler documentation.

If the external library file resides in a different location other than the extrn directory, use the Build Tool token
LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB to point to the location of that library.

When you install an application from the Build Tool and set the LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB token, the Build Tool uses the
external library file pointed to by that token.

The Build Tool adds optional levels to external library management. Traditionally, a single external library is referenced at
the model level. Models referencing external objects to perform differing tasks may cause a conflict. The Gen Build Tool
will additionally reference an external library in the EXTRN subdirectory subordinate to the generated code directory so
that model-specific objects are managed better.

You can also process external action blocks for remote installations. For more information, see Implementation Toolset .

Generating Local and Remote Applications
This section describes how to generate local and remote applications:

Local Applications

Generation is the activity that creates source code. A local application is one that is installed and executes in the same
environment in which you generated the source code.

Remote Files

A remote file is created on one system, and installed and executed on another. There are four types of remote files. Each
of the files contains a different type of information necessary for the application. The files are described in the following
table:

Type Number Description of Contents
Load Module One or more per application Application source code for a single load

module.
Database Usually one per application DDL for an application database. For

remote installation, all load modules for a
Gen application usually share a common
database.

RI Triggers One per application Referential Integrity trigger modules for
an application. These routines implement
referential integrity for the entire application.

Operations Libraries One or more per application Public action blocks for a single operations
library
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A complete Gen generated application contains a database remote file, a Referential Integrity module remote file, and one
or more Load Module remote files.

The remote process generates the Load Module and Referential Integrity remote files. The remote file that becomes the
application database is generated separately. For more information about building a database, see Building a Database.

The following diagram shows a general overview of the generation process:

Prerequisites

Several activities must occur before you can successfully generate source code for a local application or for remote files.
These activities include:

• Completing appropriate diagrams
• Transforming the Data Model Diagram (DMD)
• Specifying environment parameters for the business systems
• Packaging load modules
• Selecting Generation options
• Creating Referential Integrity (RI) trigger modules
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Complete Diagrams

The local encyclopedia, a workstation repository that stores models and subsets that are not checked into the Client
Server or Host Encyclopedia, is the main source of information for generation. Generation uses information from the
diagrams created during Analysis and Design.

Before you can generate source code successfully, the diagrams for the part of the model you are generating must be
complete and pass construction-level Consistency Check. These diagrams include the following:

• Data Model Diagram (DMD)
• Dialog Flow Diagram (DFD)
• Action Diagram (AD)
• Technical Design (TD)
• Screen or Window Designs (depending on the application)

Gen provides several ways to verify consistency:

• The Analysis and Design Toolsets include a Consistency Check option that you can use to check a model.
• The Construction Toolset lets you check consistency before you generate each component. This is done using

Generation Defaults.

Transform Data Model

Before you can generate source code, you must first transform the DMD into a TD using the Design Toolset. The
transformation process creates the data structure objects. These data structure objects are then used by Gen to generate
database definitions that include the DDL statements necessary to allocate and construct database objects. This
information is stored in the local encyclopedia on your workstation.

Transformation does not build the actual database. This is done during the database generation process. For more
information about transformation, see Toolset Help.

Gen lets you generate the source code for an application before you build the database that the application references.
You cannot, however, test your application until you build the database. For more information about building a database,
see Building a Database.

Specify Environment Parameters

Before you generate an application, you must specify its target environment. You can specify the environment parameters
using the Environment Tool.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Construction.
2. Select Environment.
3. Select your target business environment.
4. Select Detail.
5. Select Properties.

Environment parameters belong to a business system. Different business systems within the same model can have
different environment parameters. The parameters you set on the environment window are uploaded to the encyclopedia
and are saved as properties of the business system.

The parameters you will set include the operating system, DBMS type, language, TP Monitor, Profile Manager, and screen
type. You also have the option to clear the screen default, restart the application, enforce data modeling constraints,
extend attribute support, optimize import view initialization, and select various MVS parameters.
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NOTE
You specify the environment parameters for a client server application in the Client Environment and Server
Environment using the Packaging Tool. For more information, see Toolset Help.

You can also specify environment information in the Generation Defaults window using the Generation Tool. The basic
difference is that the environment parameters using the Environment Tool (for character-based or GUI applications)
and the environment parameters using the Packaging option (for client/server applications) are meant to indicate the
configuration where the application will run in production. The Generation Defaults window lets you override those
selections for your workstation.

The Generation Defaults dialog also presents generation and installation options that are used to control generation
activities. For more information about generation and installation options, see Creating an Executable Application.

There are two situations in which you would want to set parameters again on the Generation Defaults window:

• For purposes of testing, you may temporarily override the environment windows and reset the parameters. The
Generation Defaults window lets you do this. For more information, see Specify Generation Default Parameters.

• If you are generating RI trigger modules or DDL, both of which are
model-level objects not associated with any one-business system, you must set the parameters on the Generation
Defaults window.

Package Load Modules

Before you generate an application, you must package the load modules. For information about packaging, see the
section Packaging.

Specify Generation Default Parameters

You must review the Generation Default parameters before you generate or install an application. Some of the generation
parameters can override the environment parameters.

The parameters you set on the environment parameters windows (in Environment and Packaging) can be checked into
the encyclopedia and saved as properties of the business system. Generation defaults are not tied to a specific business
system or model. They are tied to your workstation and retained from session to session by Gen.

For this reason, when you upload and download work to and from the encyclopedia, whether from the same model or
another, the defaults you last used stay in effect. It is, therefore, important that you check these options before generating.

For more information about generation parameters, see Creating an Executable Application.

Create Referential Integrity Trigger Modules

All RI trigger modules must be generated and installed before an application can be installed. Failure to do so can result in
unresolved references when linking load modules.

RI triggers are automatically generated if they do not exist for the generated actions. Optionally, you can select RI triggers
as one of the components to generate or install with the Code, Selected action.

NOTE
RI trigger modules are necessary for your application to work properly. RI trigger generation adds the source
member names for the trigger modules to the model. The names are required for generating action blocks that
call the RI trigger modules.

When generating RI triggers to create a remote file to be installed on MVS, the option Process modules marked for
Compatibility must be selected if the RI triggers are to be used by modules marked for Compatibility. For more information
about Process modules marked for Compatibility option, see Process modules marked for Compatibility in Creating an
Executable Application.
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Creating an Executable Application
Contents

Generating and installing load modules is the process that creates an executable application. The application can then be
tested. The following sections provide the information necessary to create the executable application.

Set the Date and Time

Before generating and installing an application, you must verify that the time and date are correct for your workstation.

Select z/OS Screen Generator Options

The Enhanced Screen Generator is the default for all blockmode applications when z/OS is the target platform. The
Enhanced Screen Generator is not available for other target platforms.

You can use the previous version of the screen generator by setting the environment variable TIMAPGEN to 1. You can
set it in a command file, a shell script, or a batch file that starts Gen. For more information about setting environment
variables, see the operating system documentation.

When the TIMAPGEN variable is defined in the same session that starts Gen, the definition is local to that session and all
its child sessions. The definition is not local to other sessions on the system. It is possible to have more than one version
of Gen, each with a different environment variable.

Select Generation Default Parameters

Before selecting parameters, confirm the generation defaults last saved, for the following reasons:

• Some parameters can be set only using the Generation Tool.
• The specifications for the operating system, DBMS, language, and TP monitor can be overridden for a load module.

Unless overridden, these specifications come from the environment parameters for the business system.
• The specifications for the operating system, DBMS, language, and TP monitor used for the generation and installation

of Referential Integrity trigger modules or DDL can be set only from the Generation Defaults window.

Assuming you specify parameters on the Environment Parameters window, the only required selection for the generation
and installation of a load module is the type of installation. Optionally, for a load module, you may want to override
the operating system, DBMS, language, and TP monitor. Selecting an operating system determines what choices are
available for the other three options.

Accessing the Generation Defaults Window

Follow these steps:

1. Select a business system.
2. Select Construction.
3. Select Generation.
4. Select Options.
5. Select Generation Defaults.

Setting Options for Local and Remote Applications

You can apply several options to the generation or installation of a load module. These options are as follow:

• Override Business System Target Environment Parameters with above defaults
Specifies a different operating system, DBMS, language, or TP monitor than the ones set for environment parameters

• Run Consistency Check for each item generated
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Ensures consistency of the component you are generating.
• Generate source code with trace (GEN ALL)

'Step through' your action diagrams during execution of the application
• Delete generated source after remote install

Provides more storage space on a physical disk after you install your application
• Process modules marked for Compatibility

Generates and/or builds non-DLL load modules migrated from releases of Gen before Release 7

Downstream Effects

Selecting the Delete Generated Source After Remote Install option may indirectly cause the installation of load modules
to fail. When more than one load module uses the same common action block, the first load module installed contains
the actual code. After this first module is formatted into a remote file, the source code is deleted from the code generation
platform and all other remote files contain only the reference to this action block.

The remaining Generation options apply to database generation (for more information, see the section “Building a
Database”) and not directly to load module generation and installation, and thus, are not listed in the following sections.

Override Business System Target Environment using Above Defaults

Selecting this option means that the values in the drop-down list displayed on this window, for the operating system,
DBMS type, source language, and TP monitor are used instead of the values stored as Environment parameters for this
business system.

Unless you are certain that the environment parameter values for each business system are what you want, select this
option.

NOTE
When you select the override option, you override the business system environment parameters previously set
in Environment for character-based (blockmode) and GUI applications. You also override the client and server
environment parameters previously set in Packaging for client/server applications.

Run Consistency Check for Each Item Generated

This option verifies that each item generated is consistent before generation occurs. If the objects or model is not
consistent, Gen specifies each inconsistency and indicates the level of severity (error or warning).

If you do not select this option, Gen does no checking before generation or installation.

Generate Source Code with Trace (Gen All)

Trace support allows Diagram Testing. It tells Gen to generate additional source code, which allows you to 'step through'
the execution of the procedure-action diagrams, for your application, after you generate and install the source code. If
you intend to test a load module or its components with the trace option, you must generate trace support at the time you
generate the load module.

Note that this option has no effect if the Generation action is Code, Selected. During selective generation, the TRCE
(trace) column lets you include Trace code only in the load module components you designate.

When you do not choose this option, you can still test your application, but you cannot view the underlying logic. The
default choice is to not generate trace code.

Downstream Effects

The special code included to allow trace significantly increases the length of each remote file. If space is a potential
problem on either the code generation platform or on your target system, consider adding trace selectively rather than
globally.
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Delete Generated Source After Remote Install

This option automatically deletes the generated source code after remote installation. The purpose is to provide additional
disk space for other Gen models and other applications. The default choice is not to delete the source. If you select this
option, you must regenerate the source code for a load module before you can reinstall the load module.

NOTE
When you are generating and installing multiple load modules, the source code is deleted after each compile,
or at least after each install. If you are concerned about running out of space during generation, consider
generating and installing load modules one at a time.

Process Modules Marked for Compatibility

This option applies to MVS applications, which have components that either explicitly or by default, are configured with
their Dynamically Link packaging property set to Compatibility. Compatibility is intended to be used by applications
that use one or more dynamically called modules that for some reason must reside in a non-DLL module.

Typically the components marked for Compatibility include:

• Routines that were built for dynamic linking using a release of Gen before Release 7
• External Action Blocks (EABs) that contain a dynamic program call to a non-Gen routine that resides in a non-DLL

module
• Routines that are the target of a dynamic program call that is initiated from a routine that resides in a non-DLL module

Use the Process modules marked for Compatibility option to generate and install modules that are marked for
Compatibility. If the option is not set, the processing of components that are marked for Compatibility is bypassed.
Selecting the Process modules marked for Compatibility option causes all Action Blocks statically called by a module
marked for Compatibility to be compiled
twice-once using the compiler option NODLL and again using the compiler option DLL.

The result of the NODLL compile is linked into the Compatibility module. The result of the DLL compile is provided so that
it can be linked into any DLL applications that statically call these action blocks. If the action blocks are External Action
Blocks, they must be compiled using the appropriate compiler options and made available to be included in the install of
the final load module.

Selecting the Process modules marked for Compatibility option when generating and installing RI triggers causes the RI
trigger modules to be generated and precompiled once but compiled twice in a similar way to Action Blocks.

Separate libraries are provided in the target environment to hold the separate NCAL modules resulting from the two
compile steps.

Select a Generation and Installation Option

You can either choose to have Gen automatically create all the components for you or you can choose the components to
create.

The first time you install the application, we recommend the Code All and Install action that generates and installs all
code. This action provides the quickest way to accomplish the installation.

Generating the Complete Application

If you choose to have Gen automatically create all of the components, you can either:

• Generate the source code for all components of the application, but not install the code
• Generate and install the source code for all components of the application

Note that the remote installation process actually creates the remote files. If you generate a complete application, the
generation action Code, All and Install creates one remote file, for all Referential Integrity trigger modules, and one remote
file for each load module in your application.
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A complete application also has a database remote file that is created separately. For more information about building a
database, see the section “Building a Database.”

Generating Selected Components

If you choose to select the components yourself, first open one of the code options in the Generation Tool. For more
information, see Toolset Help. After your choices are complete, select the Code, Selected action.

The Code, Selected action is inactive (or dimmed) until you open Online Code, Batch Code, Window Code, Cooperative
Code, Proxy Code, Component Code, or DDL.

NOTE
Ensure that you generate the RI triggers once by selecting individual components when you generate or
regenerate an application (the Code, Selected action).

Operations Library Considerations

You must generate and build an application with one or more operations libraries in a specific sequence.

If the application has operations consisting of common action blocks, you must generate and build the operations library
you generated and build the load modules that reference it.

If the application references an operations library that is built from another model, you must build and specify the
operations library in the Build Tool before you generate and build the load modules that reference it. The Build Tool profile
entry set is OPT.CBDLIST located under Options. For more information about setting tokens, see  Using the Build Tool .

Installing Code Generated with Other Gen Tools

You can also install source code that you generated from Gen Toolsets other than Construction. The generation
action Install All Changes accomplishes this. This action is active only if you generate code from a Toolset other than
Construction.

 

 

Status of Generation
Verify completion of the generation process by viewing the messages that appear in the Generation Status window. The
window displays columns of information about the generation process. They are as follows:

• Lines
Displays the number of lines of source code generated per component.

• Status
Displays the status of the component being generated:
– In progress
– Completed
– Failed

• Type
Displays the type of component being generated. For example:
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– Transaction Controller (Dialog/Window/Server/Batch Manager)
– Install Deck
– Procedure Step
– Action Block
– Triggers (Referential Integrity modules)
– Screen

• Name
Displays the name of the component.

The Status column on the Generation Status window indicates the load module components that complete or fail
generation. The word failed appears if a component does not generate successfully. The Number Failed indicator shows
how many components failed.

The Show command allows you to display the error file for a failed component. The error file contains the message or
messages that explain why the component failed. The extension of the error file is .ERR. The file name is the name you
previously specified in packaging or CASCADE for RI trigger modules.

Various messages may display if a component fails generation. If you perform a construction-level Consistency Check on
your model and remove all errors before generation, the following conditions will not occur.

Entity (entity type name) not implemented in TD
The named entity type does not exist as a table in the TD. Review the DMD and TD for the missing entity type.

Relationship (relationship name) not implemented in TD
The named relationship does not exist as a linkage on the TD. Review the DMD and TD for the missing
relationship.

No linkage: Relationship (relationship name)
This is similar to the message Relationship not implemented in TD, but indicates a more serious failure such as a
corrupted model or possibly an internal Gen error.

Function (function name) not available in target SQL environment
You have used a Gen supplied function that is not allowed in the target database management system. Review
the table of Gen supplied functions in Action Diagramming to identify which functions are allowed in which
database management systems.

One of the inner nested repeating groups has a cardinality greater than the number of times it is placed on
the screen

This message indicates that the cardinality of an inner nested repeating group must be the same as the number of
times it is placed on the screen.

Failing current screen generation because no fields have been placed on this screen. Complete
specification of this screen and retry generation.

Screens require the placement of one or more fields to be generated.

Results of Generating Local and Remote Applications
This article provides information for Results of Generating Local and Remote Applications.

The following sections list the subdirectories and files that are generated by Gen for character-based (blockmode)
applications and GUI applications (including GUI stand-alone and GUI clients) during application generation.

Subdirectories and Generated Files

Gen automatically creates subdirectories for the generated code. These subdirectories are subordinate to the directory
created to hold the model. For generated source code, Gen creates a subdirectory that is named C, C#, Java, or COBOL.
For generated proxy source code, Gen creates a subdirectory that is named proxy/c, proxy/c#, proxy/com, or proxy/java.
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The different files that are created during generation are as follows:

• C
Generated C source code without embedded SQL.

• C#
Generated C# file.

• CTL
Information used by Gen when creating a remote file.

• JAVA
Generated Java source code.

• CLASS
Java Byte code

• HTML
Hypertext Markup Language

• JS
Java Script

• CSS
Cascading Style Sheets

• XML
eXtensible Markup Language

• CS
Generated C# code

• Config
Configuration file

• JAR
Java Archive

• EAR
Enterprise Application Archive

• MSI
Microsoft Installer

• VDPROJ
Visual Studio .NET Setup and Deployment Project

• ICM
Install deck information. The install deck is a set of instructions on how to install all procedure steps, screens, and
action blocks for the load module. The install deck is in Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) format.

• RMT
A remote file, which contains a concatenation of the ICM and source files.

• TXT
Status messages issued during the generation of remote files.

• SQB, SQC
Generate C and COBOL source code with embedded SQL statements.

• RC
Generated window and dialog definitions for UNIX, and Windows.

• GML
Generated online help information.

• H
GUI header file. Contains IDs that are shared among the C, RC, and GML files.

• DEF
DLL dynamic-link library specifications default file.

• TGT
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Build tool set-up file per module.
• CMD, BAT

Install batch command files.
• MAK

Make files.
• LIB

Import library pointers to reference DLL.
• EXP

Export files for DLLs.
• SSE

OLE object information for load modules using OLE embedding.
• CBL

Generated COBOL source code without embedded SQL.

Testing Character-based, GUI, and Client Server Applications

Diagram Testing

Gen gives you the ability to perform diagram testing. After you complete construction, you can perform end-to-end
testing from data modeling to data storage for block-mode applications under UNIX, Linux, NonStop, Windows and TSO,
GUI applications under Windows, Distributed Processing Client (DPC) applications under UNIX, Linux, Windows, and
Distributed Processing Server (DPS) applications under z/OS CICS, UNIX, Linux, Windows, and NonStop.

You can view the logic behind your application while stepping through the application's execution one statement at a time.
If the application does not perform as you expected, you can immediately identify the action diagram statement being
executed. You can then alter this statement in the Gen software so that processing will perform as required.

The Distributed Processing Client and Diagram Trace Utility provide an interactive debug facility for clients and servers
generated and constructed using Gen. An application developer can step through the generated application using Gen
action diagrams.

Using trace-mode debugging, you can:

• View the execution of a load module.
• Stop the debugging process to examine or modify the contents of variable or loop counters.
• See transfers of control between statements.

The load module can be set to execute only one line at a time, so that the effect of calculations on variables can be
reviewed. This is also the concept behind diagram testing. The Gen software enables you to test the action diagrams that
you build with using diagram testing. Diagram testing does not show the execution of source code.

For more information on application testing for a particular platform, see the following sections:

• Mainframe
z/OS Implementation Toolset  or
Host Encyclopedia Construction

• UNIX and Linux
UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset

• Windows
Windows Implementation Toolset

• NonStop
NonStop Implementation Toolset
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Installing Local and Remote Applications
Contents

 

Install Process

Installation is the process that converts the source code into executable files (called load modules or operations libraries).
Installation involves compiling, link-editing, and possibly binding the source code to a database. You specify under the
Generation Default options in the Generation Tool whether the installation is local or remote.

Local Installation

A local installation is one in which the application executes in the same environment in which you generated the source
code.

Remote Installation

When targeting remote environments, installation creates the completed remote file, which is moved to the remote
machine. In other words, a remote installation is one in which the application source code is generated on one computer
and then installed for execution on another.

For example, a remote installation for UNIX or Linux and Oracle, although generated on Windows, produces an
application that accesses Oracle and can be installed under UNIX or Linux.

Remote installation begins using the same generation process as used for local installation. The generation process
creates the source code.

However, after the actual code is generated, the installation process for remote is very different. Remote installation
creates a set of remote files that contain all of the components necessary to compile and install the application on a target
system. These remote files must be moved to the target system and installed in an environment supported by Gen before
the application can be used.

NOTE
The term remote file has superseded the use of the term Implementation Package (IP). There may still be
references to IPs within some Gen documentation, or on some screens. The terms are synonymous.

Remote installation requires the presence of certain Gen components on the selected target system.

The installation of a generated GUI application or client, of a client/server application on another workstation, is also
considered a type of remote installation. Unlike the type of remote installation that generates remote files and requires the
presence of a remote installation tool, remote installation for GUI applications and clients means transferring (or copying)
generated application executables (.EXE files), dynamic-linked libraries (DLLs), and other required files to a directory on
the target workstation.

Prerequisites for Installation

You must generate and install all RI trigger modules before you install an application. For more information, see the
section “Generating Local and Remote Applications.”

You must also complete several additional activities to successfully install an application:

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the operating system (if required)
2. Start the Database Management System (DBMS)
3. Build the database referenced by the application
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4. Complete any external action blocks used by the application

Log On to the Operating System and Start the DBMS

Before installing an application, you must log on to the operating system if the operating system requires it.

The DBMS must be running before you can install a database. In most cases, you can start the DBMS on your
workstation yourself. For more information, see the vendor DBMS documentation.

Build the Database

Before you can test an application, you must build the database that the application references. For more information
about building the database, see the section “Building a Database.”

Resolve External Action Blocks

External action blocks define the interface between Gen procedure steps or action blocks and handwritten subroutines.
You use external action blocks to access subroutines that were created outside Gen. You must compile any external
action blocks outside the Gen software. This must be done before you install the Gen procedure step or action block that
uses the external action block. If not, you will receive an unresolved external reference error condition.

For more information about how to code external action blocks for use with a Gen application, see the section “Using
External Action Blocks.”

Note: The installation process accesses software other than Gen. Errors during installation can occur from these other
software applications, such as compilers, or from the operating system itself.

Local Build Status

Gen summons the Build Tool as a separate session to handle the installation of an application. The Build Tool serves
several purposes:

• Reports on the status of the installation
• Lets you test the application
• Lets you review a text file that summarizes the results of the build

The way to invoke the Build Tool is to install an application or database, or from the command line, type the Build Tool
executable name. There can be only one Build Tool session at a time.

You can also use the Build Tool icon, which allows you to invoke the Build Tool manually. By manually invoking the Build
Tool, you can install an application both locally and remotely.

The Build Tool runs independently of Gen, allowing you to continue working within applications, such as Gen, during build.
You can even exit Gen if you want.

The Exit button lets you close the Build Tool window. However, until you are finished with your testing, you may prefer
to minimize the window rather than close it. Otherwise, you lose access to the Test option on the Build Tool window. For
more information about application testing, see the section  Testing Character-based, GUI, and Client Server Applications.

Build Status Messages

Various status messages can appear during the building of an application. A representative list is contained in the table
Build Status Messages.

If the installation fails, select the status line listing the error. Select the Review action to display a log of the installation.
The log contains information about why the error occurred.

Note: The build process accesses software other than Gen. Errors during build can occur from these other software
applications, such as compilers, or from the operating system itself.
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Results of Installing Local and Remote Applications

The following table lists status messages that are generated by Gen for character-based (blockmode) applications and
GUI applications (including GUI stand-alone and GUI clients) during application generation.

The following messages represent only a subset of the actual messages that may exist, as messages can be added by
using scripts.

Waiting
The generated item is waiting for build.

Installing
The build process is installing the components of the application.

Compiling (component name)
The build process is compiling the named component.

Binding SQL modules
The build process is binding the Structured Query Language (SQL) modules to a database.

Linking (load module name)
The build process is linking the components for the named load module.

Installing transaction codes
The build process is installing the transaction codes that have been defined for the procedures in the load module.

Complete: Ready for testing
The application has installed successfully and is ready for execution (testing).

Completed test. Ready to run.
The application has completed its execution and is ready for execution again.

Completed test with errors. Can retest.
The application failed to terminate normally, but you can select Test to try the execution again.

Awaiting installation: Exit test of duplicate load module
You tried to install a load module that is currently executing (being tested).
(End the execution of the load module that is being tested by pressing Ctrl+Home. Gen will automatically delete
the duplicate load module from the Installation Window and proceed with the build of the new load module.)

Testing
A load module is currently executing (being tested).

Error: Review results for details
The build process was unable to install the load module.
(Select Review to browse a listing of the errors and problems encountered during the build.)

Error: Unable to create install command file
Either an invalid Install Control Module (ICM) file was generated or the file was not generated because of a
generation failure.

Error: No trancode defined for (load module)
Gen cannot locate the requested transaction code in the AEENV file.

Subdirectories and Built Files

Gen automatically creates subdirectories for the built code. These subdirectories are subordinate to the directory created
to hold the model. For installed source code, Gen creates a subdirectory named C.

The file extensions and contents of files that are built permanently (P) for assembly or temporarily (T) as artifacts for both
character-based (blockmode) applications and GUI (including GUI stand-alone and GUI client applications) are as follows:
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NOTE
This is a representative list, only, of the most important resultant files.

• BND
Information used to bind the file to a database and user. (P)

• ERR
Messages resulting from a failed generation or installation. (T)

• EXE
Executable code produced from a packaged load module. (P)

• LNK/RSP
A listing of the object files and link libraries used in the link-edit process (a response file). (T)

• OBJ
Object code produced by the compiler. (T)

• OUT
A log of the activities that occurred during installation. This log, called a review file, can be viewed with a text editor or
from the Install Monitor with the Review option. (T)

• DLL
Object code for procedure steps and the RI file. (P)

• HLP
Object code for the GML file (online help) for UNIX and Windows. (P)

• DEF
DLL dynamic-link library specifications default file. (T)

• CTL
Information used by Gen when creating a remote file. (T)

• MAK
Make files. (T)

• PRJ
Helps to compile project file - Windows and HP (T)

• SST
OLE object data for Windows only (P)

• RES
Compile RC files (T)

• REG
Registration for Windows (P)

 

Cleanup After Construction
Contents

After all construction and testing activities are completed for a particular project on the workstation, the cleanup process
can begin. Cleaning up involves returning your model to the encyclopedia and removing all special files created for
construction and testing of your model on the workstation. If you generated remote files for installation on a target system,
cleaning up includes identifying these files for transfer to your target system.

Each step of workstation generation results in some sort of output. Some of these procedures produce output in the form
of files stored on your hard drive. Other output occurs in the form of additions to existing files.

During generation, the definition of your application database is created. Source code is generated for each load module
in your application, as are RI trigger modules.

If you install your application on the workstation and perform testing, then your application database is installed using the
DBMS on your workstation. The RI triggers and load module code are compiled and linked (and bound to a database, if
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necessary). Entries are made into the AEENV file to make the new load modules accessible to the AEF for testing. Each
load module (both local and remote) has an Install Control Module (ICM) file generated.

If you installed your application by creating remote files for transfer to another system, the definition of your database is
copied into a remote file, as is control information from the ICM. The components for each load module are copied into
a remote file along with the ICM that defines those components. Likewise, all RI trigger modules for an application are
combined into a remote file.

When you have completed generation and testing of your model, you no longer need many of the files created by
generation. These files must be deleted from your workstation so you can reuse the disk space. Additionally, deleting files
avoids confusion if you work with the same model, or one with similar component names, later.

Check In Model

When you complete generation and test for a particular model or subset, you need to check in your model. This returns
your model to the controlled environment of the encyclopedia where it can be accessed for further development and
maintenance.

The load modules and databases generated using a Gen model are independent of the model. The model can be
checked in before testing occurs, although the model must be checked out again if changes are required as a result of
testing.

Check in your model as soon as possible after work is completed on it. This ensures that your changes are recorded in
the encyclopedia and allows others to access and use the model or subset.

When you check in a model, a read-only copy of the model remains on the workstation. You can delete that read-only
copy to conserve space, or keep it for reference. Note that you can generate code from a read-only model, but you cannot
save or check in any changes.

Transfer Remote Files

When you select remote installation, the Generate and Install processes create remote files. These files contain all the
necessary elements to install an application on Gen equipped target system.

There are three different types of remote files created for each application. These are listed in the following table along
with a description of their contents and location.

Type Number Workstation Location Naming Convention Description

Load Module One or more per
application.

Depending on the
language selected for
your application, in the C
subdirectory under your
model directory.

The name of your load
module followed by the
file extension .RMT

Application source code
for a single load module.

Database Usually one per
application.

In the DDL subdirectory
under your model
directory.

The name of your
database followed by the
file extension .RMT

DDL for an application
database. For target
system implementation,
all load modules for
a Gen application
usually share a common
database.

RI One per application Depending on the
language selected for
your application, in the C
subdirectory under your
model directory.

CASCADE
.RMT

RI trigger source for
an application. These
routines implement
referential integrity for the
entire application.
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The remote files need to be copied or moved from their location on the workstation to the target system for installation,
further testing, and production execution.

After the load modules are copied to the target system, they can be deleted from the workstation, along with all the source
components used to generate them. However, if you prefer, the source components can be stored on the workstation so
that only the changed components need to be regenerated if testing on the target system reveals some problems.

Troubleshooting During Construction

Creating and Installing a Database

Follow these steps:

1. The steps for creating and installing a database are as follows:
2. Ensure that you have specified the correct operating system and database management system (DBMS) to be used

for implementation.
3. If you are creating a new database remote file for remote installation, do not generate DROP statements in the DDL.

DROP statements that appear in a DDL remote file that was not previously installed could cause the implementation to
fail.

4. If you are creating a database remote file for remote installation, specify not to qualify tables and indexes with your
owner ID. This is useful only when testing an application on your workstation.

5. When the DDL is generated with the owner ID included in the table and index names, there may be difficulty installing
the DDL unless the ID of the user installing the DDL is the same as the user ID found in the generated DDL.

6. If you receive a Consistency Check error message during construction that relates to database structure
inconsistencies, return to the Design Toolset and retransform your Technical Design (TD). For more information about
retransformation, see Toolset Help.

Packaging

Follow these steps:

1. Flow definitions are independent of packaging options, except for client/server applications. When creating the Dialog
Flow Diagram (DLG) for a client/server design, you do need to consider which procedures are packaged as clients and
which are packaged as servers.

2. An application runs most efficiently if each load module contains procedure steps that are likely to be used together.
3. Packaging an entire application into one load module is desirable in some situations. However, it can result in a large

load module that may be too large to fit in available memory and therefore cannot be executed.
4. If you want to package your application into multiple load modules, each must be accessed separately. However, you

do not have to completely close one application to invoke another; you can minimize one load module into an icon
and access another load module. This keeps both load modules in RAM for faster access, so the only limitation is the
availability of memory.

Installing External Action Blocks

Follow these steps:

1. External action blocks are associated with a load module in the same manner as other Gen action blocks. When
generation occurs for that load module, information identifying the action block is included in the resulting load module
or remote file. However, the action block interface routine is not included in the resulting load module or remote file. It
must be completed and compiled outside of Gen, preferably using the same compiler options as Gen .cmd and .bat
files.

2. Modify the interface routine using any editor that can save files in the appropriate character-set format. The modified
interface routine cannot contain any control codes or header information unique to the editor.
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NOTE
When creating EABs outside of Gen, you must take care to follow defined naming standards, as duplicate
names can cause errors. EABs generated by Gen have unique names.

Generating an Application

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that you have specified the correct operating system, programming language, database management system
(DBMS), screen format type, and teleprocessing monitor to be used for implementation.

2. Generate Referential Integrity trigger modules before generating load modules. Generating the RI triggers adds the
source member names for the trigger modules to the model. The names are required when you generate action blocks
that call the RI modules.

3. If you select Delete Source After Install when installing load modules, ensure that the load modules are installed in
the same order in which they are generated. When more than one load module uses the same common action block,
the first load module to be generated contains the actual code. After this first module is generated, the source code is
deleted and all other load modules contain only the reference to this action block. If the load modules are installed in
an order different from the order in which they were created, a load module that references the action block may be
installed before the load module that actually contains the action block. In that case, the installation will fail.

4. If your application uses external action blocks and you are installing locally, compile all of them before installing the
load modules, which reference them. The external action blocks are compiled outside of the Gen.

5. If your application uses external action blocks and you are installing remotely, note that external action block code is
not included in the remote module. It must be located and moved to your target system separately. You must compile
all external action blocks used by your application before installing the load modules that reference them. The external
action blocks are compiled outside of Gen. They must then be moved to the location defined for them in your Target
Configuration so that your application can find them.

Testing Your Application

Follow these steps:

1. The Diagram Trace Utility is usable only if you generated load modules with trace support. The resulting load modules
contain all the additional logic necessary to allow the special trace functions to occur.

2. You can generate trace for a single procedure step, an entire load module, or your complete application.
3. The resulting load modules are much larger than they would be without trace. If space is a problem, consider

generating trace selectively. During load module generation, you can generate the trace code only for the elements
you want to test.

4. To use the trace functions during test, you must enable them before you access the AEF.
5. When you are instructed to press End while on a trace screen, be sure to use the end key assigned to your testing

environment, not the one assigned to the application being tested.

If you generated the entire load module or application with trace, you can elect to turn trace off using the TRACE OFF
command.

 

Load Module Functions and Components
This article provides information for Load Module Functions and Components.

Gen software does not require you to understand load module structure to generate and install application systems.
However, an understanding of the structure of load modules is an important aid to performance tuning and in the
investigation of runtime error messages.
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The road to creating a load module that is ready for execution in a specific environment can be described as having four
stages:

1. Creating Procedure Steps and Action Blocks using the Action Diagramming Tool.
2. Creating Load Module Packaging definitions using the Packaging Tool.
3. Creating Load Module source code using the Generation Tool.
4. Creating Load Module object code using either the Generation Tool or one of the Remote Implementation Toolsets.

In the first stage, you implement the business rules of your organization with action statements.

In the second stage, you build a list that defines how you group procedure steps and action blocks into programs. This is
influenced by the characteristics of the target operating system. Some systems are more effective with fewer but larger
load modules while other environments are more effective with more but smaller load modules.

In the third stage, source code is generated which integrates:

• Procedure steps and action blocks
• Any Gen supplied special functions that are used by the action blocks
• External action blocks
• Provisions for interfacing with a teleprocessing monitor

In the fourth stage, monitor-specific constructs are included within the load module when it is installed. In the MVS
environment, Gen supplied user exits in object form are link-edited into DLLs that are invoked during execution. In other
environments, these user exits are linked to the load module during execution.

An analogy can be made between the top-down approach to programming and the usage of procedure steps and action
blocks. In a top-down structured program, all code is contained within paragraphs. Control does not simply flow from the
top of the program to the bottom, and there are no explicit GO TO commands. One main paragraph that is placed at the
beginning of the procedural section controls the flow within the program by calling paragraphs. Each paragraph returns
to the main paragraph upon completion. A Gen procedure step performs the function of the main control paragraph by
issuing USE statements that invoke specific action blocks.

The term load module means the same thing in the IBM mainframe environment as it does to Gen. Other operating
systems have their own terms for machine-readable code that can be executed. Some of them include:

• Windows-executable file (.EXE)
• Java-Archive (JAR) file
• UNIX, Linux, and NonStop executable

Special Load Module Functions

Gen supplies more than 50 sophisticated algorithms that can be included as special functions in action diagrams. These
are then then included in load modules by the code generator. You can use these functions to manipulate strings,
numbers, dates, time, and timestamps. You can also convert data from one domain to another.

Each algorithm is described in the Toolset Help for Functions.

Load Module Components

In general, a Gen generated load module contains:

• An application manager (Dialog and Screen Manager, Batch Manager, Window Manager, or Server Manager)
• One or more procedure steps from the same business system and the action block used by the procedure steps
• Referential Integrity trigger modules
• Gen provided special functions (if used in action blocks)
• Gen provided runtime routines, some which can be customized for your environment.
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NOTE
For more information, see Host Encyclopedia Construction or Windows Implementation Toolset for
Windowed Environments.

• (Optional) User-provided external action blocks

The only component that is not generated by Gen is the external action block.

The following sections show the structure of online load modules for character-based and GUI applications (including GUI
stand-alone and client) and how the components work in a workstation environment.

Load Module Structure for Character-Based Applications

The following diagram depicts the load module structure for character-based applications:
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Load Module Structure for GUI Applications

The following diagram depicts the load module structure for GUI applications:

Application Manager
The Application Manager acts as an executive to control the flow between procedure steps, to support terminal input and
output, and to maintain execution context.

The types of application managers are as follows:

• Dialog Managers and Screen Managers (character-based application)
• Batch Managers (batch application)
• Window Managers (GUI application and the client component of the client/server application)
• Server Managers (server component of a client/server application)

TIRMAIN is Gen supplied runtime module that is the entry point for all Gen load modules. TIRMAIN calls the appropriate
Application Manager, which then takes over control of the dialog flow (links and transfers) between procedure steps.
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The Application Manager maintains execution context in a database that is called the Profile Manager. To accomplish this,
the Application Manager uses information from procedure step import and export views, screen definitions, dialog flow,
and load module packaging.

For character-based (blockmode) applications, the Application Manager contains cross-reference tables of procedure
steps, exit states, and transaction codes for the procedure steps packaged in the load module. The procedure steps
to which the load module procedure steps link or transfer are also cross-referenced. The Application Manager uses all
of this information to select the target procedure step within its load module. If the target procedure step is in another
load module, the information is used to select the transaction code that invokes the load module containing the target
procedure step. The Gen provided runtime routine TIRMSG is called to invoke the other load module.

When a load module is executed, the Application Manager determines the procedure step to execute and populates the
import view of the procedure step from screen input, of data passed from another procedure step or data taken from
the Profile Manager. This allows each procedure step to reference data in its input view without having to perform the
processing that is required to gather it.

NOTE
Window Managers do not use the names TIRMAIN and TIRMSG, but the concepts for GUI applications are the
same.

Dialog Manager

The Application Manager is referred to as the Dialog Manager for character-based (blockmode) applications.

For character-based (blockmode) applications with screens, a Screen Manager is generated for every procedure step.
The Screen Manager is called by the Dialog Manager to perform functions such as input parsing, function key translation,
input/output view mapping, scrolling, and Help/Prompt command processing. The Screen Manager calls Gen provided
runtime routines to edit input and output, and write output buffers.

Batch Manager

Batch processing, in this context, is a capability on IBM mainframes. This information about Batch Managers, therefore,
applies primarily to an environment that supports batch processing. The Batch Manager can be created only in COBOL.

The Batch Manager is similar in function to the Dialog Manager. The Batch Manager controls the dialog flow between
procedure steps. Only forward transfers are allowed in batch processes (links are not allowed). For more information
about Batch Manager, see Host Encyclopedia Construction.

Gen batch applications use three special files. They are referenced in the job control language (JCL) by the data definition
(DD) names TIRIOVF, TIRMSGF, and TIRERRF. Gen accesses these special files through the Gen provided runtime
routine TIRBTCH.

• TIRIOVF is the data set used to pass data (views and Batch Manager control information) from one procedure step to
another on a dialog flow.

• TIRMSGF is the Batch Manager Message File. It provides a trace of those procedure steps that are executed, exit
states set, exit state messages that are issued, and dialog flows taken.

• TIRERRF is the Batch Manager Error Message File. In the event of a failure, error messages and diagnostic
information are written to this file. The messages and diagnostic information helps you to determine the cause of the
failure.

Window Manager

The Window Manager is similar in function to the Dialog Manager. The Window Manager maintains an execution profile
similar to the Dialog Manager, with two notable differences:
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• The execution profile is maintained in memory so there is no profile database.
• GUI applications are not restartable since there is no stored profile to retrieve. A GUI task can be interrupted simply by

minimizing the current window and performing another task. You can resume by restoring the minimized window and
continuing the dialog.

The Window Manager can be created only in C language.

Server Manager

The Server Manager is similar in function to the Dialog Manager. The Dialog Manager sends a screen runtime message
(TIRFAIL) when it encounters an error. The Server Manager formats and sends the error message into the data view
buffer. This error is then passed back to the client application and displayed in a dialog.

Profile Manager
The Profile Manager is a Gen provided runtime routine that manages the Profile database. The Profile database is a
push-down, pop-up runtime stack that stores the export views of procedure steps. It is used to save information between
procedure step executions, to support scrolling, hidden fields, links to other procedure steps, Help/Prompt requests, and
application restarts. Gen maintains one stack per business system per user. If you are working in three business systems,
you have three stacks.

When you transfer to a procedure step, the stack is cleared and the export view of the procedure step that you are
transferring to is the only entry on the stack. When you link to a procedure step, existing entries remain on the stack and
the export view of the procedure step that you are linking to is placed on top of the stack.

If your application is restartable, the capabilities of the Profile Manager let you interrupt a Gen generated application
and return to it without losing data. You can interrupt a Gen business system to use another Gen business system or
to perform activities unrelated to Gen generated applications. If your application is not restartable, the Profile Manager
only accesses the Profile Database to support scrolling, hidden fields, links to other procedure steps, and Help/Prompt
requests. For more information about specifying your application as non-restartable, see the Toolset Help.

Procedure Steps
A business system consists of procedures. During load module packaging, you select the procedure steps to be packaged
in each load module from a list of all the procedure steps defined for the business system.

Character-based (blockmode) applications, GUI applications, and client/server applications have no restrictions on the
number of procedure steps that you can package in each load module.

Batch applications require that you package only one procedure step for a single load module. Procedure steps for batch
applications are actually job steps in JCL.

Every procedure has a first procedure step. In one-step procedures, the first procedure step is the only procedure step. It
is shown on the Dialog Flow Diagram (DLG) as a procedure line. In multiple-step procedures, the first procedure step is
the procedure step that appears immediately beneath the procedure line on the Dialog Flow Diagram.

Action Blocks
An executable load module contains every action block used by the procedure steps or by other action blocks in the load
module. A single copy of the action block is packaged in the load module, regardless of how many procedure steps within
the load module use it.

Gen supports the use of common action blocks. This means that any action block defined in a model can be used by any
other action block or diagram in that model. This applies even if the action block is not scoped within a business system
that uses the action block, if both action blocks are generated for the same target environment.
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Referential Integrity Trigger Modules
Referential Integrity trigger modules are Gen generated and implement the cascade delete logic necessary to enforce
data modeling constraints specified in the Data Model. The Referential Integrity triggers are model-level objects. They
are tied to the Data Model and the resultant database, not a specific business system. When you display code in the
Generation Tool, the RI triggers appear on the top line, above the first business system. (The modules are called triggers
because a delete can trigger the deletion of something else, which can trigger the deletion of something else, and so on.)

User-Provided External Action Blocks
An external action block is defined using the Action Diagramming Tool. For more information about defining an external
action block using the Action Diagramming Tool, see Designing Action Diagrams .

An external action block requires just three components:

• Import Views
• Export Views
• The designation that it is external

An external action block contains no action statements of its own. The EXTERNAL designation tells Gen that a non-Gen
generated program is used to obtain the data for the external action blocks export views.

Process Continuation During Database Exception
Gen provides two action diagramming statements, WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT and WHEN
DATABASE ERROR, that allow your application to continue processing when a deadlock, timeout, or other database
exception occurs. If your application uses either of these database exception-handling statements, it must provide its own
logic to roll back any previous updates and to ensure data integrity if processing continues.

For more information about using these statements in MVS applications, see Host Encyclopedia Construction.

WARNING
The WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT statement will be inoperative for applications running under
IMS on z/OS, because IMS automatically cancels and rolls back any transaction that encounters this type of
error, without returning control to the application program.

External Action Blocks While Retrieving SQLCA Data
Contents

Gen also provides source code for external action blocks (EABs) that allow applications to retrieve the SQLCODE and
other data from the SQLCA after one of these WHEN DATABASE statements executes. Because the SQLCA data for
each DBMS supported by Gen is different, a separate source member is provided for each DBMS. This source code is
located in your Gen directory. Since each member functions as an external action block, you must define and package the
external action blocks in your application model.
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Using External Action Blocks

To use these EABs in your application, follow this procedure:

1. Open your model using Gen Toolset.
2. Select Design, Work Set List.
3. For the DBMS you are using, add a new work set named xxx_SQLCA, where "xxx" identifies the DBMS (Oracle, for

example).
4. Add the following attributes to this work set, in the order shown in the table:

Work Set (one per DBMS) Attribute Name Length Domain

DB2_UDB_SQLCA SQLCODE 8 Numeric

MESSAGE_LENGTH 8 Numeric

ERROR_MSG 256 Text, mixed case, varying length

SQLWARN 11 Text, uppercase, fixed length

SQLSTATE 5 Text, uppercase, fixed length

DBMS_TYPE 8 Text, mixed case, fixed length

MSSQL_SQLCA SQLCODE 8 Numeric

MESSAGE_LENGTH 8 Numeric

ERROR_MSG 70 Text, mixed case, fixed length

SQLWARN 8 Text, uppercase, fixed length

SQLSTATE 5 Text, uppercase, fixed length

DBMS_TYPE 8 Text, mixed case, fixed length

DBMS_TYPE 8 Text, mixed case, fixed length

ORACLE_SQLCA SQLCODE 8 Numeric

MESSAGE_LENGTH 8 Numeric

ERROR_MSG 70 Text, mixed case, fixed length

SQLWARN 8 Text, uppercase, fixed length

DBMS_TYPE 8 Text, mixed case, fixed length

ODBC_SQLCA SQLSTATE 5 Text, uppercase, fixed length

SQLCODE 8 Numeric

ERROR_MSG 512 Text, mixed case, fixed length

MESSAGE_LENGTH 8 Numeric

DBMS_TYPE 8 Text, mixed case, fixed length

JDBC_SQLCA SQLSTATE 5 Text, uppercase, fixed length

SQLCODE 8 Numeric

ERROR_MSG 512 Text, mixed case, fixed length

MESSAGE_LENGTH 8 Numeric

DBMS_TYPE 8 Text, mixed case, fixed length

ADONET_SQLCA SQLSTATE 5 Text, uppercase, fixed length

SQLCODE 8 Numeric
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ERROR_MSG 512 Text, mixed case, fixed length

MESSAGE_LENGTH 8 Numeric

DBMS_TYPE 8 Text, mixed case, fixed length

1. Select Design, Action Diagram.
2. Create a new action block named GET_xxx_SQLCA with the default action block property settings, such that both the

High Performance View Passing and Generate Missing Flags in Code options are enabled.
3. Add an export view to this action block containing the xxx_SQLCA work set, and all its attributes.

NOTE
These must be in the order shown in the preceding table.

4. Add EXTERNAL as the only statement in the action block (other than any notes you want to add).
5. Open each existing action diagram that needs to retrieve the SQLCA data.
6. Add a USE GET_xxx_SQLCA statement after the appropriate WHEN DATABASE statements and match a local or

export view to the EAB's xxx_SQLCA export view.

NOTE
The USE statement does not have to be subordinate to the WHEN DATABASE statement, but the EAB will
not work properly unless a WHEN DATABASE statement has actually executed first.

7. Select Construction, Packaging. Open a construction environment (Online, Batch, or Cooperative) that contains an
action diagram that USES the new EAB.

8. Expand a load module that USES the new EAB.
9. Select GET_xxx_SQLCA, Detail, Properties.
10. Specify the GETyyyyy source member name that corresponds to your DBMS:

– ODBC
GETODBCS

– DB2 for Windows, UNIX, LINUX
GETDB22S

– MS/SQL Server
GETMSSQL

– Oracle
GETORACL

– JDBC
GETJDBCS

– ADONET
GADONETS

11. Save your model.
You do not  need to generate the external action block stub.

12. Copy source member GETyyyyy from the SQLCA samples under the samples directory beneath your Gen directory to
the EXTRN directory that you use for other external action blocks.

13. Compile the source member and link it into the appropriate EXTRN.LIB for your application.
The EAB source provided by Gen does not require precompilation or binding for workstation targets.

NOTE
For more information about EAB, see the section “Using External Action Blocks.”

14. Regenerate and reinstall any load modules that you modified to USE this EAB.
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Modifying External Action Block Sample Code

You can modify the EAB sample code to exclude SQLCA data that you do not need, to return additional data, or to extend
the length of the error message. If you do this, you must also modify the view definitions in your model to agree with your
changes to the code. If you rename the EAB source member, you must also rename (repackage) it in your model.

Once again, this EAB must not be called except after a WHEN DATABASE statement has executed. The EAB uses the
SAVE-SQLCA area in GLOBDATA to obtain the SQLCA data it returns. The generated application only saves the SQLCA
in this area under the following conditions:

• A WHEN DATABASE statement executes, in which case the application continues processing.
• An exception of any kind occurs after a database call, and no WHEN statement for that exception was provided, in

which case the application would terminate with a fatal error before the EAB could be called.

The SQLCA not saved when a logical exception statement executes, or when a database call succeeds. So,
GET_xxx_SQLCA Cannot be used to retrieve SQLCA data associated with WHEN SUCCESSFUL, WHEN NOT FOUND,
WHEN ALREADY EXISTS, WHEN NOT UNIQUE, or WHEN PERMITTED VALUE VIOLATION statements.

However, after a WHEN DATABASE statement has executed, the saved SQLCA for that statement is available from then
on, unless replaced by the SQLCA for a subsequent WHEN DATABASE statement. So, this EAB may be used at any time
to return the SQLCA for the last database exception, regardless of how many intervening database calls were made since
that WHEN DATABASE statement executed.

Generating Code for a Data Model
This article provides information for Generating Code for a Data Model.

This scenario describes how a database administrator generates code for a data model. After an application architect
designs a data model, the database administrator specifies the Technical Details (TD) for the data model to generate
code. In this scenario, we use Microsoft SQL Server as the database.

Gen lets you generate Data Definition Language (DDL) code for the data model in the Toolset. After generating the DDL,
you must generate Referential Integrity (RI) triggers because it maintains a consistent state among the related data
objects. Application data may become inconsistent without RI rule enforcement.

An application architect analyzes the business requirements and designs a data model in the Toolset. A database
administrator receives the data model from the application architect, specifies the technical details, transforms the data
model, sets the generation defaults, and generates code for the data model.

The following diagram illustrates how a database administrator generates code for a data model:
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Set the Technical Design Defaults

A physical data model contains tables, columns, indexes, and constraints for each business system. A logical data model
is an Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) containing entity types, attributes, identifiers, and relationships.

A Technical Design defines the physical model where the logical objects are implemented. Gen represents the
implemented technical design in the Data Structure List and Data Store List. The Data Structure List contains tables
that can be expanded into columns, indexes, and constraints. The Data Store List contains databases that expand into
Tables, Tablespaces, Indexes, and Identifiers. Together the Data Structure List, and Data Store List make up the physical
representation of the data model and collectively they are referred to as the Technical Design (TD).

You must specify the TD default properties before you generate the code. When you specify the TD defaults, you are
providing information of how you want the data objects to be handled in the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Toolset.

Note:   xx refers to the current release of Gen. For the current release number, see the Release Notes.

1. Click Model, Open Model.
2. Navigate to the location of the model and open it.
3. Click Design, Technical Design.

The Technical Design dialog opens.
4. Select Technical Design MS/SQL.
5. Click Diagram, Open.
6. Click Detail, Properties.

The Technical Design Properties dialog opens. Enter information in the following fields:
Targeted DBMS

Displays MS/SQL.
DBMS Access Method

Displays ODBC/ADO.NET/JDBC.
Reserved Word Checking For

Specifies reserved word checking. This tells the generator how to handle the usage of reserved words for
technical design objects. Options are <ALL> of the TDs, <NONE> of the TDS, or Targeted DBMS only. If the
choice is not <NONE>, the generator displays an error if a reserved word is used as the name of a table, column,
tablespace, and so on.

Referential Integrity Enforced By
Specifies Referential Integrity enforcement by the target DBMS or Gen. When this field is set to Gen, it tells the
generator to generate logic to enforce all the possible referential integrity rules in the source code. Otherwise, only
the logic that is missing from the referential integrity enforcement of the target database generates into the source
code.

Permitted Value Default Enforcement: on READs by Gen
Enables or disables Permitted Value Enforcement on READS by Gen. When enabled this tells the generator to
generate source code to raise an error condition on a READ if one or more values are returned, do not match the
set of permitted values for each field that is read.

Permitted Value Default Enforcement: on CREATEs/UPDATEs by
Specifies Permitted Value Default Enforcement on CREATEs or UPDATEs by the target DBMS or Gen. When
set to Gen this tells the generator to generate source code to ensure that any columns set during a CREATE or
UPDATE match the set of permitted values for each column. If set to DBMS then the generated code assumes
that the DBMS permits value checking on CREATES and UPDATES.
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Enforce Default Values within DBMS
Specifies that the DBMS must enforce default values. When checked, this tells the generator to generate code to
ensure that fields that are not set on a CREATE statement is set in the DBMS to default values.

Qualify tables and indices with owner ID (DML)
Specifies that the tables and indices must be qualified with the owner ID. When you select this option, Gen adds
the ID of the Owner as a prefix to all table and index names in SQL Data Manipulation Language (DML). The
owner id may be set in the MS/SQL TD by selecting Detail / Table Defaults. The owner id may also be set on
individual tables in the Data Structure List by selecting a table and selecting Detail / Properties.

Initialize Unspecified Optional Fields to Null
Specifies that any optional fields that were not specified on a CREATE statement is set to NULL. When this is
checked, it tells the generator to generate source code to set the value of any optional columns that are not
specified during a CREATE to be set to NULL instead of to a default value.

Enable as-is naming
Disables the normal character validation that is performed on selected Technical Design defaults, DBMS-specific
names, and selected DBMS fields. This option lets you enter non-US national extended characters or almost any
desired text in supported data structure list and data store list names. Control characters and embedded spaces
are not allowed.

WARNING
Select this option only when normal validation is preventing the user from entering national characters
that are valid for that user. This situation usually occurs when translating code pages where entry of
certain national characters may be necessary. Verify that invalid characters are not entered because
they can cause installation or compilation failures of generated code or DDL.

7. Click OK.
The Technical Design default properties are set.

Perform Transformation

Transformation converts the logical data model into a Technical Design, a physical model for each business system.
During Transformation, Gen builds a general TD for each supported DBMS and a specialized DBMS-specific TD for the
target DBMS for the entire model. Transformation creates general and DBMS-specific TD objects from the data model
objects.

Transformation implements the following logical data objects:

• Entity types as tables
• Relationships as constraints
• Identifiers as indexes
• Attributes as columns
• Attributes of subtypes as columns in the table that implements the high-level entity type
• Many-to-many relationships using link tables

WARNING
Transformation deletes the existing TD and creates a TD based on the data model and technical design
defaults.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Toolset.

Note:   xx refers to the current release of Gen. For the current release number, see the Release Notes.

1. Click Model, Open Model.
2. Navigate to the location of the model and open it.
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3. Click Tool, Design, Transformation.
The Transformation (MS/SQL) dialog opens.

4. Click Proceed.
The Transformation completes and the status information is displayed.

Run a Consistency Check

Code generation requires a consistent data model. Run a consistency check on the data model to verify that there are
no errors. The Consistency Check Report helps you identify model inconsistencies that must be corrected before you
generate code.

NOTE
We recommend that you run consistency checks on the data model at various stages of the design and
development of the data model.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Toolset.

Note:   xx refers to the current release of Gen. For the current release number, see the Release Notes.

1. Click Model, Open Model.
2. Navigate to the location of the model and open it.
3. Click Model, Settings, Consistency Check Options.
4. Specify the options in the Consistency Check Options dialog.

The Consistency Check Options dialog contains the following tabs:
Level

Specifies when consistency checking must be performed on a single stage of development. Select Planning,
Analysis, Business System Design, Technical Design, or Construction depending upon when the consistency
check must be run. Select All to perform consistency checking at all stages. To verify Technical Design for a
specific DBMS, open the Technical Design for that DBMS.

Severity Reported
Specifies the severity level of the errors that must be reported in the Consistency Check report. The following list
contains the types of severity levels:

• All Warnings and Errors
• Severe Warnings, Errors, Fatal Errors
• Errors, Fatal Errors
• Fatal Errors Only

All errors or warnings that are not in the specified severity are excluded from the consistency check report.

NOTE
The settings that you select apply to consistency checks for all models on the computer where the Gen is
installed.

5. Click OK.
Consistency Check options are set.

6. Click Tool, Design, Check.
The Consistency Check report is displayed.

Verify that all errors and warnings in the Consistency Check report are resolved. Running a Consistency Check before
generating the code identifies the errors that may occur during runtime. Either the data model design or the technical
details may be incorrect.

To rectify errors in the data model design, verify the model with the application architect. Verify that the Technical Design
details and packaging details are also correct.
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Set Generation Defaults

Generation creates and installs all the components that are required to produce an executable application including
the database. For the database, the generated code is DDL. Installation is the process that puts the code into a usable
form. Installation of a database creates the tables and indexes of the database and makes the database available for
manipulation by an application.

The Generation Defaults dialog lets you set the following details:

• Default values that affect the generation and installation of your application.
• Environment parameters that are used for the generation of DDL and RI triggers.

NOTE
The target environment values set in the Generation Defaults panel are always used to determine the target
environment for the generation of DDL and RI triggers, regardless of the setting of the Override Bus Sys Target
Environment checkbox. If that checkbox is selected, the Generation Defaults target environment settings are
used for all other generations as well, regardless of the settings on the various business systems or client and
server environment settings.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Toolset.

Note:   xx refers to the current release of Gen. For the current release number, see the Release Notes.

1. Click Model, Open Model.
2. Navigate to the location of the model and open it.
3. Click Tool, Construction, Generation.
4. Click Options, Generation Defaults.

The Generation Defaults dialog opens.
5. Select the following options depending upon the requirements of your application.

The following options affect the generation or installation of DDL:
– Operating system
– DBMS (TD)
– Include DROP statements in DDL (only when selecting Gen All)
– Create storage group in DDL (DB2 only)
– DBMS Drive for local installation
– Create RI Alter Primary/Foreign Keys/Triggers in DDL
The following options affect the generation or installation of RI Triggers:
– Operating system
– DBMS Type
– Language
The following options affect all generations or installations:
– Type of installation
– Run Consistency Check for each item generated
– Generated source code with trace (only when selecting Gen All)
– Delete generated source after remote installation
– Qualify tables and indexes with owner ID
– Process modules marked for Compatibility

NOTE
The Target Environment settings apply to all generations when the Override Bus Sys Target Environment
with the preceding defaults checkbox is selected.

6. Select the Type of installation.
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7. Click OK.
The generation default options are set.

Generate DDL

Generation of a data model results in generated and installed DDL files.

The DDL, All and the DDL, Selected menu items on the Generate menu let you generate, install, or delete objects of a
database. The DDL, Selected menu item lets you select objects of a database to generate, install, or delete whereas the
DDL, All menu item generates and installs everything in the model. For example, you can generate and install only one
table rather than regenerate and reinstall the entire database. Therefore, the DDL, Selected option is a preferred method
of application development.

The DDL, Selected menu item is disabled until you perform the following actions:

1. Display the database and its objects.
2. Specify the objects that you want to generate, install, or delete.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Toolset.

Note:   xx refers to the current release of Gen. For the current release number, see the Release Notes.

1. Click Model, Open Model.
2. Navigate to the location of the model and open it.
3. Click Tool, Construction, Generation.
4. Click Diagram, Open, DDL.

A list of tables and indexes are displayed.
5. Click the DDL columns of the objects that you want to generate DDL.

The DDL column for the object turns Y.
6. Click the Inst columns of the objects that you want to generate DDL.

The Inst column for the object turns Y.
7. Click Generate, DLL, Selected.

The DLL for the data model is generated. The number of lines of generated code is displayed in the window. Click
Diagram, Show, Source to view the DDL.
The following example displays part of the generated DDL for a database:

CREATE DATABASE "ORDENTDB" ;

CREATE TABLE "ORDER"

("QUANTITY" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"STATUS" CHAR(4) NOT NULL,

"NUMBER" CHAR(6) NOT NULL,

"FK_CUSTOMERNUMBER" INTEGER ,

"FK_PARTNUMBER" CHAR(10) );

COMMIT ;

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "I0000040" ON "ORDER"

("NUMBER" ASC);

COMMIT ;

CREATE INDEX "I0000075" ON "ORDER"

("FK_CUSTOMERNUMBER" ASC);

COMMIT ;

CREATE INDEX "I0000085" ON "ORDER"

("FK_PARTNUMBER" ASC);

COMMIT ;

CREATE TABLE "PART0"
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("NUMBER" CHAR(10) NOT NULL,

"DESCRIPTION" CHAR(40) NOT NULL);

COMMIT ;

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "I0000051" ON "PART0"

("NUMBER" ASC);

COMMIT ;

CREATE TABLE "CUSTOMER"

("NAME" CHAR(25) NOT NULL,

"NUMBER" INTEGER NOT NULL,

"ADDRESS" CHAR(20) NOT NULL,

"CITY" CHAR(20) NOT NULL,

"STATE" CHAR(2) NOT NULL,

"ZIP" INTEGER NOT NULL);

COMMIT ;

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "I0000066" ON "CUSTOMER"

("NUMBER" ASC);

COMMIT ;

 

Generate RI Triggers

RI triggers help to maintain a consistent state among the related data objects. Generate RI triggers after generating DDL.

The Code, All and the Code, Selected menu items in the Generate menu let you generate, or generate and install,
source of objects in the business system. The Code, Selected menu item lets you specify which objects of a business
system to generate, install, or both whereas the Code, All menu item generates and installs everything in the model.
For example, you may generate and install only one procedure rather than regenerate and reinstall the entire business
system. Therefore, the Code, Selected option is a preferred method of application development.

The Code, Selected menu item is disabled until you perform the following actions:

1. Display a business system and its objects.
2. Specify the objects that you want to generate, install, or both.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Toolset.

Note:   xx refers to the current release of Gen. For the current release number, see the Release Notes.

1. Click Model, Open Model.
2. Navigate to the location of the model and open it.
3. Click Tool, Construction, Generation.
4. Click Diagram, Open, any menu item that manipulates your database.

The window of the menu item opens.
5. Select a business system.
6. Click View, Expand All.
7. Click to change the value of Triggers row under the Code column to Y.
8. Click Generate, Code Selected.

The RI triggers are generated. The number of lines of generated code is displayed in the window. Click the Diagram,
Show, Source menu item to view the code.
The following example displays the generated RI triggers code:

:execdef

        user=xxx
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        date=2012/12/18

        time=10:57:11

        os=NT.

:source

        model='GEN SAMPLE MODEL 8 5'

        subset='ALL'

        dateup=0000/00/00

        timeup=00:00

        saved=NO

        schema=9.2.A6

        level=9.2.A6.01

        codepage=1252.

:esource.

 

:systems

        source=C:\sample.ief\c\.

:esystems.

 

:execunit

        language='C'

        os=WINDOWS

        execenv=IEFAE

        dbms=ORACLE

        dbname=GENDB

        cascade=CASCADE.

 

:entity

        member=E3407894

        sql=YES

        create=NO

        update=NO

        delete=YES.

:eentity

:entity

        member=E3407896

        sql=YES

        create=NO

        update=NO

        delete=YES.

:eentity

:entity

        member=E3407892

        sql=YES

        create=NO

        update=NO

        delete=YES.

:eentity

:entity

        member=E3407895

        sql=YES

        create=NO

        update=NO
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        delete=YES.

:eentity

:entity

        member=E3407893

        sql=YES

        create=NO

        update=NO

        delete=YES.

:eentity

:relation

        member=F7483953

        sql=NO

        create=NO

        update=NO

        delete=YES.

:erelation

:relation

        member=F7484050

        sql=NO

        create=NO

        update=NO

        delete=YES.

:erelation

:relation

        member=F7484011

        sql=NO

        create=NO

        update=NO

        delete=YES.

:erelation

:relation

        member=F7484023

        sql=NO

        create=NO

        update=NO

        delete=YES.

:erelation

:relation

        member=F7484074

        sql=NO

        create=NO

        update=NO

        delete=YES.

:erelation

:relation

        member=F7484035

        sql=YES

        create=NO

        update=NO

        delete=YES.

:erelation

:relation

        member=F7484098
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        sql=NO

        create=NO

        update=NO

        delete=YES.

:erelation

:relation

        member=F7484086

        sql=YES

        create=NO

        update=NO

        delete=YES.

:erelation

:relation

        member=F7484062

        sql=YES

        create=NO

        update=NO

        delete=YES.

:erelation

:eexecunit.

 

:eexecdef.
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Encyclopedia
The Gen encyclopedia is a central repository of objects that allows multiple users to work on multiple development
projects at the same time.

Download a PDF of this Encyclopedia section.

Gen offers two types of encyclopedias:

• The Host Encyclopedia (HE) that operates on z/OS using TSO.
• The Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) that operates on a network using one or more workstations.

The Host Encyclopedia is a DB2 database that stores information that is created by multiple workstations and by Gen
Host components. For more information, see Using the Host Encyclopedia.

The Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) provides distributed or downsized support for an encyclopedia functionality. For
more information, see Use the Client Server Encyclopedia.

To understand the differences between HE and CSE, see Differences Between CSE and HE.

Host Encyclopedia
A Gen encyclopedia is a central repository of objects that allows multiple users to work on multiple development projects
simultaneously.

Gen offers the following types of encyclopedias:

• The Host Encyclopedia that operates on z/OS using TSO
• The Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) that operates on a network using one or more workstations.

For more information about CSE basics, see Using the Client-Server Encyclopedia.

The Host Encyclopedia is a DB2 database that stores information that the Gen Host components create at multiple
workstations. As the illustration demonstrates, you can use the Host Encyclopedia to control critical tasks from a central
location.

Figure 82: Controlling Critical Tasks

Use a workstation to communicate with the Host Encyclopedia to:

• Consolidate information from various sources.
• Control access to Gen.
• Coordinate and integrate separate projects.
• Report the contents of specific models.
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Host Encyclopedia Best Practices
This topic provides the following information about Host Encyclopedia best practices:

File Transfer Methods

Host Encyclopedia uses two file transfer methods - Seamless File Transfer and Manual File Transfer. The manual file
transfer method is the only one available if your site communications are not compatible with the seamless file transfer
method. With FTP, you must be aware of where the file is transferred from or to on the mainframe. Manually use the
Host Encyclopedia to create the transaction file on checkout before doing the file transfer, or read the transaction file on
check-in after doing the file transfer. If the file is large, it is worth taking the extra steps that are involved in the manual file
transfer as the file is transferred much faster. If the file is small, the seamless method is preferable due to its simplicity.

Use Seamless File Transfer

Seamless file transfer uses TSO to transfer update.trn files to the Host Encyclopedia and checkout.trn files from the Host
Encyclopedia.

Business Value
Seamless file transfers are easier than manual file transfers because you do not need to specify file locations. Not
having to specify file locations saves time for you and increases the performance of a system.

Additional Considerations
Seamless file transfer moves data in 2-K chunks so it is best suited for use with small model or subset downloads,
or small uploads.

Use Manual File Transfer

Manual file transfer uses FTP (File Transfer Protocol) to transfer update.trn files to the Host Encyclopedia and
checkout.trn files from the Host Encyclopedia.

Business Value
FTP transfers files at a high rate of speed so file transfers complete faster, saving time and system resources.

Model Management

The three preferred models when working with the Host Encyclopedia are:

• Integrated Project Model
• Repeated Data Project Model
• Master and Partial View Data Model

Use Integrated Project Models Method for Small Groups

Integrate all development project models into a single production model to simplify your production model management.

Business Value
When you integrate all project models into a single production model, you can update all project models by
making a single change to the production model. Model Management is simplified because changes are
controlled through one model.

Additional Considerations
For large projects, the production model may become unmanageable. Therefore, the Integrated Project Models
method is recommended for small groups of integrated applications or as a starting point for larger projects.
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Use Repeated Data Models Method to Simplify Model Management

A master model manages the logical and physical data design. The data model, technical design, and Referential Integrity
(RI) triggers are migrated to other project models from the master model. Changes to the logical or physical design are
only allowed in the master data model.

Business Value
Using a master model allows the model size to be more manageable. In addition, logical and physical design
maintenance is isolated from projects because the designs are managed in the master model. Also, diverse
project schedules now can be accommodated. Since changes are controlled through the master model, model
management is simplified.

Additional Considerations
Since the data model and data structure are identical in all models, the RI triggers are the same regardless of the
model that is used as the source. Model management may become more complex because of multiple project
models. Project models may contain data definitions that are not used for that project.

Use Master and Partial View Data Models Method

Similar to the Repeated Data Models method, a single model is used to manage the logical and physical data design.
The information removal action blocks (Delete, Disassociate, and Transfer) are maintained in this model. Project models
contain only the data that are required to support, but not implement, the project. Project models also reference the
information removal action blocks from the master data model.

Business Value
The Referential Integrity (RI) logic maintains its integrity by isolating the logical and physical data models and the
action blocks that call triggers, . Using a master and partial view data model allows the model size to be more
manageable. Since changes are controlled through the master and partial view data model, model management
is simplified.

Additional Considerations
Some manual procedures are required to ensure that the RI triggers and information removal action blocks
are available to other projects. Like the Repeated Data Model method, model size is more manageable as
model management becomes more complex. Unlike the Repeated Data Model method, each project model only
contains the data definitions that it requires from the master data model.

Space Management

Host Encyclopedia space management consists of estimating the database size, partitioning large tablespaces, cleaning
up the IEFXLOG files, and disabling the model object history.

Estimate Encyclopedia Database Size

You can control the amount of DB2 disk space by allocating for a small or medium-sized host encyclopedia. For more
information about space requirements, see the Installing section.

Business Value
Allocating disk space for a small or medium-sized host encyclopedia improves the disk usage and reduces space
costs. In addition, it improves the I/O throughput.

Partition Large Encyclopedia Tablespaces

To enable the parallel execution of DB2 utilities, partition large encyclopedia tablespaces and indexes. For more
information, see the partitioning guidelines in Host Encyclopedia Administration.
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Business Value
Parallel execution of DB2 utilities may reduce the total elapsed time that is used by the encyclopedia
housekeeping jobs. This reduction improves the encyclopedia availability for the developers, improving
development throughput.

Cleanup IEFXLOG files

This sequential file is allocated for each Gen encyclopedia user as userid.IEFXLOG. The file contains a log of upload
and download processes with their CPU times and elapsed times. This file can be used to record similar statistics for all
encyclopedia activities if the statistics option is turned on using %TIUDEBUG R command.

Business Value
The userid.IEFXLOG files increase in size because new log records are appended to them. Archive and delete
these files at regular intervals to reduce the space consumption and to improve the performance. Gen would
reallocate them automatically if they are missing. Archiving and deleting the userid.IEFXLOG files improves disk
usage, reduces space costs, and improves the I/O throughput.

Disable Model Object History

The Host Encyclopedia Object History facility can capture more detailed history of changes to specific objects in DHOBJ if
you enable the model object history.

Business Value
Logging can be enabled or disabled for object migration and object changes. The default for a new model is
logging enabled. Disable this option if the history information is not required. Review objects in the DHOBJ table.
Disabling object history reduces the additional processing that is required to capture the object history.

Host Construction

Host Construction code generation is often the highest overall CPU consuming encyclopedia activity, but is rarely
identified as such. This is probably because the code generation is fast and interactive.

Reduce Code Generations

The following measures could reduce the number of code generations:

• Prioritize and group enhancements to avoid any duplicate generations
• Use Application System Regeneration to generate modules which require to be regenerated only.
• Dynamically link frequently changed modules
• Use non-host code generation using the Workstation or the CSE construction where possible.
• Business Value

Reducing code generations lowers system costs.

Migration

Managing the performance of migration consists of reducing the migration size and avoiding trial migration.

Reduce Migration Size

Migration does not perform interim database commits but commits at the end of processing. As a result, large migrations
may cause database contentions. It is important to keep the aggregate sets small. Consider Model Copy as an alternative
to a large migration.

Business Value
Small migrations improve the encyclopedia concurrency.
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Avoid Trial Migration

Large migrations may cause database contentions. The trial migration is equivalent to a migration, but it also performs a
database rollback in the end; therefore, avoid trial migrations. A combination of a When Changed report and a Compare
report can provide a complete list of objects needing migration.

Business Value
Avoiding trial migrations reduces the system costs and improves the encyclopedia concurrency.

Subsetting

Managing the performance of subsetting consists of defining the smallest subset possible, requesting minimum protection
and expansion, avoiding the use of subsetting to delete objects, avoiding long checkout times of subsets, and using an
expansion conflict report before subset checkout.

Define the Smallest Subset Possible

When defining a subset, scope only on objects that are necessary. For example, do not scope on a business system
unless you need to change the system’s default information (system commands, PF keys, screen templates, exit state,
video attributes, custom video properties, and edit patterns).

Business Value
Smaller subsets result in:

• Lower cost for checkout
• Reduced protection conflicts between users of a model
• Minimum impact on the current access to the encyclopedia

NOTE
For more information about how to define subsets, see Host Encyclopedia Subsetting.

Request the Minimum Protection and Expansion

When scoping objects, request the minimum protection and expansion that is necessary to accomplish your task. For
example, do not request full expansion unless it is required for the task. Do not request Delete protection for a scoping
object unless you must delete a component. Any other subset that needs the object gets it with only Read protection.
Avoid requesting Modify protection when Access works as well.

Business Value
Minimize the potential for conflict over objects that may be shared across subsets by requesting the minimum
protection and expansion that is required to accomplish your task.

Avoid Using Subsetting to Delete Objects

Use the Delete Object option from the Host Encyclopedia Model Management menu whenever possible instead of
subsetting to delete a shared object.

Business Value
Using the Delete Object option to delete a shared object eliminates the need to define and check out a subset
which includes the object with delete protection along with all the objects that reference it. This can be an large
subset.

Avoid Long Check Out Times of Subsets

Subsets checked out for a long time can cause downgrades for other subset downloads. Downgrades usually result in
consecutive overrides and downloads. This cycle degrades the overall throughput of the encyclopedia. In the development
phase of an application, the subsets tend to be checked out for a long time. This may not cause many downgrades for
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other developers since subsets are mutually exclusive at this stage. However, in the maintenance phase of an application,
the subsets must be scoped for the current task and must have a quicker download and upload turnaround time as
compared with the development phase.

Business Value
Avoiding long checkout times improves throughput of the encyclopedia, increases user productivity, and reduces
system costs.

Additional Considerations
Examining the cause of each downgrade is a good starting point in determining the maximum duration that a
subset can stay checked out for each project and its implementation phases. Alternatively, a report of subsets that
have been checked out for more than one week can be brought to a project teams’ attention regularly. Some Gen
sites are known to override all subsets that are checked out for more than one week to enforce frequent check-
ins.

Use Expansion Conflict Report before Subset Checkout

Use the Host Encyclopedia Expansion Conflict report before a subset checkout to avoid potential downgrades. This report
shows the objects which are currently checked out through other subsets. Review this report before a subset checkout to
avoid potential downgrades.

Business Value
Expansion Conflict Report may help reduce the system costs where downgrades occur frequently. The report has
minimum impact of current access to the encyclopedia and uses less system resources as compared to checkout.

Host Encyclopedia Reference
This article provides information for Host Encyclopedia Reference.

Gen Host Encyclopedia Model

The following model shows the tables that are contained within this encyclopedia. Each table name within this diagram is
described in this help file. Select the required name from the Contents or Index for more help on individual tables.
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Figure 83: Gen Host Encyclopedia Model
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HE Public Interface Tables

The Public Interface tables are the tables that are used to store model information. This information is copied from the
data tables using the Public Interface Export function. Although these base tables are used to store model information, the
Public Interface is always accessed through the many views that are defined on these tables.

MODEL - Model Table

This table describes each model currently in the Public Interface (PI) tables.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model ID

NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Model name

CR_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date model was added to PI.

CR_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time model was added to PI.

CR_USERID CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who added model to
PI

ENCY_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date model was last updated on
encyclopedia.

ENCY_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time model was last updated on
encyclopedia.

ENCY_USERID CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who last updated
model on encyclopedia

Unique index MODELI1 contains NAME.

Unique index MODELI2 contains ID.

PIDATA - Data Table

This table contains the objects, properties, and associations of all models in the Public Interface (PI). Most of the columns
for the table are generic and redefined by Views.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Model ID

TBNAME CHAR(16) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Table name (view name)

ID INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Numeric identifier of object

ORG_ID INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Numeric identifier of original
object from which this object
was created.

FGN_KEY_1 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Depends on view

FGN_KEY_2 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

FGN_KEY_3 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

FGN_KEY_4 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

FGN_KEY_5 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
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INT_PROP_1 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

INT_PROP_2 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

INT_PROP_3 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

INT_PROP_4 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

INT_PROP_5 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

INT_PROP_6 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

INT_PROP_7 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

INT_PROP_8 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_1 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_2 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_3 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_4 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_5 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_6 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_7 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_8 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_9 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_10 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_11 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_12 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_13 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_14 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_15 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

CHAR_PROP_16 CHAR(1) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

SEQ SMALLINT NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

NAME1 VARCHAR(32) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

NAME2 VARCHAR(32) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

Unique index PIDATAI1 contains MODEL_ID, TBNAME, ID, FGN_KEY_1, FGN_KEY_2, and FGN_DEY_3

Unique index PIDATAI2 contains ID, MODEL_ID, TBNAME, FGN_KEY_1, FGN_KEY_2, and FGN_DEY_3

Unique index PIDATAI3 contains ORG_ID, MODEL_ID, TBNAME, ID, FGN_KEY_1, FGN_KEY_2, and FGN_KEY_3

PINAME - Name Table

This table is an extension of the PIDATA table. It contains more name properties. It exists to improve DB2 performance
and provide better utilization of DASD.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Model ID

ID INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Numeric identifier of object
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NAME3 CHAR(8) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Depends on view

NAME4 CHAR(8) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

NAME5 CHAR(8) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

NAME6 CHAR(8) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

NAME7 VARCHAR(32) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

NAME8 VARCHAR(32) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

Unique index PINAMEI1 contains MODEL_ID and ID.

Unique index PINAMEI2 contains ID.

PITEXT - Text Table

This table stores varying length object descriptions.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model ID

ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of object

MNEMONIC CHAR(8) NOT NULL Property MNEMONIC

TEXT VARCHAR(2000) NOT NULL Property Value

Unique index PITEXTI1 contains MODEL_ID, ID, and MNEMONIC.

Unique index PITEXTI2 contains ID and MNEMONIC.

HE SCHEMA TABLES
This article provides information for HE SCHEMA TABLES.

Schema tables are static tables that are defined by the Gen meta model. These tables are loaded with data from the
meta-model generation process, which implements the Gen meta model.

These tables are used to control the logic of the Gen programs, and validate data to be stored in the data tables.

This design enables the meta model logic to be changed, without affecting many of the Gen programs. The design only
requires that the schema tables be reloaded.

Schema tables are designed to hold data for multiple versions of the meta model. Each row contains an attribute that
identifies the release number. This design enables the encyclopedia to support multiple versions of the workstation
software concurrently. The data that is stored in the data tables are at the latest release level.

Uses

With these tables you can:

• Look at the model data generically for a particular object type to see what is valid.
• Determine whether the information within your model is corrupted. You can track problems by using these tables.

SASC - Schema Association Table

This table defines the types of associations that can exist and specifies between which object types they can occur (the
'from'and 'to' object types). It contains one row for each valid combination of association type and 'from' an object type.
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The 'to' object type is not defined in the table. However, the BACKWARD association type is stored. The 'to' object type
can be found by searching the table for a row with an association type that matches the BACKWARD association type.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

AT_ASSOC_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Association type

AT_FROM_OBJ_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Object code for 'from' object

AT_MNEMONIC CHAR(8) NOT NULL Association mnemonic

AT_ASSOC_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Association name

AT_ASSOC_REV_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Reverse association type

AT_ASSOC_SCOPE CHAR(1) NOT NULL Not used

AT_OPT CHAR(1) NOT NULL Optionality of association
'M' = Mandatory
'O' = Optional

AT_CARD CHAR(1) NOT NULL Cardinality of association
'1' = One
'M' = Many

AT_ORDER CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if association is
ordered.
'Y' = Ordered
'N' = Not ordered

AT_DIRECTION CHAR(1) NOT NULL Association direction
'F' = Forward
'B' = Backward
Associations are considered
to have a FORWARD and
BACKWARD direction, but
they are only stored in the
FORWARD direction.

AT_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Release identifier for this row

AT_FROM_DIV CHAR(8) NOT NULL 'From' object mnemonic where
the association is defined. There
is a row in the table for each
object type which is a subtype of
the AT_FROM_DIV.

AT_TO_DIV CHAR(8) NOT NULL 'To' object mnemonic where the
association is defined. It is valid
for all 'to' object types that are
subtypes of the AT_TO_DIV.
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AT_AGG_ACT CHAR(1) NOT NULL Aggregate action value used for
a version control migration
'A' - Affiliated
'C' = Copy
'E' - Essential
'I' = Include
'N' = Not used
'O'= Optional
'R' = Required
'S' = Special
'X' = Ignore

AT_MOD_REF CHAR(1) NOT NULL Modify/referencing indicator
used for association
modifications as it relates to
subsetting and object protection.
'M' = Modifying
'R' = Referencing

Unique Index SASCI1 contains AT_RELEASE, AT_FROM_OBJ_CODE, AT_ASSOC_CODE, and AT_DIRECTION.

Unique Index SASCI2 contains AT_RELEASE, AT_MNEMONIC, AT_FROM_OBJ_CODE, and AT_DIRECTION.

Unique Index SASCI3 contains AT_RELEASE, AT_ASSOC_CODE, AT_ASSOC_REV_CODE, AT_DIRECTION, and
AT_FROM_OBJ_CODE.

SDIV - Schema Division Table

This table defines the parentage of objects that exist in the meta-model and supports the Host Encyclopedia consistency
check:

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

DT_CHILD_OBJ_NAME CHAR(8) NOT NULL Object mnemonic

DT_CHILD_MNEMONIC CHAR(8) NOT NULL Division mnemonic

DT_CHILD_DIV_TYPE SMALLINT NOT NULL Division type

DT_CHILD_OBJ_TYPE SMALLINT NOT NULL Object type (-1 if a high-level
object type)

DT_CHILD_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Object name

DT_PARENT_MNEMONIC CHAR(8) NOT NULL Parent division mnemonic
(Spaces if a division has no
parent).

DT_PARENT_DIV_TYPE SMALLINT NOT NULL Parent division type (-1 if a
division has no parent).

DT_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Release identifier for this row

Unique index SDIVI1 contains DT_RELEASE, DT_PARENT_DIV_TYPE, and DT_CHILD_DIV_TYPE.

Unique index SDIVI2 contains DT_RELEASE, DT_PARENT_MNEMONIC, and DT_CHILD_MNEMONIC.
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SMDL - Schema Model Table

This table defines the Gen defined models that are used for populating user-defined models during certain processes (that
is, IMPORT, CONVERSION, and so on):

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

MT_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Unique numeric identifier for
model

MT_MODEL_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL System defined name for model

MT_MODEL_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Release identifier for this row

MT_MODEL_CR_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date model was created.

MT_MODEL_CR_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time model was created.

MT_MODEL_CR_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid that created the
model

MT_MODEL_DESC CHAR(160) NOT NULL Model description

Unique index SMDLI1 contains MT_MODEL_ID.

Unique index SMDLI2 contains MT_MODEL_NAME and MT_MODEL_RELEASE.

SOBJ - Schema Object Table

This table defines the types of objects that may exist in the encyclopedia:

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

OT_OBJ_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Object code

OT_MNEMONIC CHAR(8) NOT NULL Object mnemonic

OT_OBJ_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Object name

OT_OBJ_SCOPE CHAR(1) NOT NULL This field is not used.
'Y'=Scoping object
'N'=Not scoping object

OT_OBJ_PHASE CHAR(3) NOT NULL Not used

OT_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Release identifier for this row

OT_OBJ_DIV CHAR(8) NOT NULL Division mnemonic for object

OT_OBJ_PS SMALLINT NOT NULL Physical structure in the
workstation memory
management system where an
object is stored.

OT_AGG_BND CHAR(1) NOT NULL Indicator whether an object is an
aggregate or a boundary object
'A'=Aggregate
'B'=Boundary
'N'=Neither
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Unique index SOBJI1 contains OT_RELEASE and OT_OBJ_CODE..

Unique index SOBJI2 contains OT_RELEASE and OT_MNEMONIC.

SPRP - Schema Property Table

This table defines the properties that exist in the encyclopedia and the properties that a given object may have. The
property definitions are redundantly stored (that is, a given property type appears in multiple rows, once for each object
type for which it is a valid property type). However, the default values and optionality can change for any given object type.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

PT_PROP_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Property code

PT_MNEMONIC CHAR(8) NOT NULL Property mnemonic

PT_PROP_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Property name

PT_OBJ_TYPE_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Object code

PT_FORMAT CHAR(1) NOT NULL Property format
'C'=Character
'S'=Small integer
'I' = Integer
'N' = Name
'L' = Loadname
'T' = Text
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PT_PCTYPE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Property format as defined by
PC tools
'ART' = Used only on Gen
Toolset
'CHAR' = character of length 1
(stored in the DPRP table as
CHAR)
'DESCP' = character of length
4K (stored in the DTXT table)
'LONG' = signed 4-byte integer
(stored in the DPRP table as
INT)
'NAMEP' = character of length 8
or 32 (stored in the DPRP table
as CHAR)
'STRGP' = string property of
length 1K (stored in the DTXT
table)
'SWORD' = signed 2-byte
integer (stored in the DPRP
table as INT)
'ULONG' = unsigned 4-byte
integer (stored in the DPRP
table as INT)
'UWORD' = unsigned 2-byte
integer (stored in the DPRP
table as INT)

PT_LENGTH SMALLINT NOT NULL Property length in bytes
(0=varying length string)

PT_OPT CHAR(1) NOT NULL Optionality of property
'M' = Mandatory
'O' = Optional

PT_DEF_INT INTEGER NOT NULL Default value for INTEGER and
SMALLINT integer properties

PT_DEF_CHAR CHAR(32) NOT NULL Default value for Character
properties

PT_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Release identifier for this row

Unique Index SPRPI1 contains PT_RELEASE, PT_OBJ_TYPE_CODE, and PT_PROP_CODE.

Unique Index SPRPI2 contains PT_RELEASE, PT_MNEMONIC, and PT_OBJ_TYPE_CODE.

STRG - Schema Trigger Table

This table defines the trigger associations for all object types in the meta-model. These trigger associations define the
associations that must exist for an object to remain in the encyclopedia.
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Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

TT_OBJ_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Object code

TT_ASSOC_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Trigger association code

TT_GROUP_NAME CHAR(8) NOT NULL Group name

TT_MIN_REQ_ASSOC SMALLINT NOT NULL Minimum number of required
associations
1 = One association required
2 = Two associations required

TT_DIRECTION CHAR(1) NOT NULL Association direction
'F' = Forward
'B' = Backward

TT_ASSOC_REV_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Reverse association code

TT_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Release identifier for this row

Unique index STRGI1 contains TT_RELEASE, TT_OBJ_CODE, TT_GROUP_NAME, and TT_ASSOC_CODE

HE DATA TABLES
This topic provides the following information about HE data tables:

Data tables are the tables that are used to store the data collected during the Gen project. They represent the information
that is entered by the user using the workstation tools. These tables also control access to the system and other
administrative functions.

Uses

With these tables you can:

• Understand the way data is stored and can create their own reports from this data.
• Create automated procedures to read the data tables to determine next steps in processing.
• Determine whether the information within your model is corrupted. You can track problems with these tables.

DASC - Object Association Table

This table stores the associations between objects (ie, associate an ENTITY object with one of its ATTRIBUTEs).
Associations have a direction, and they are only stored in the FORWARD direction, which is defined by the SASC
table. The complete association, as opposed to an association membership, is stored in a single row. The BACKWARD
association type is not stored as it may always be derived from the FORWARD association type.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
ASSOC_TYPE_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Association type code
ASSOC_FROM_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifier of a 'from'

object
ASSOC_TO_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifier of a 'to' object
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ASSOC_PREV_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifier for the 'to'
object that is previous to this
one if the association is ordered
(0 if a first association, -1 if not
an ordered association).

ASSOC_NEXT_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Same as preceding but for the
next 'to' object

ASSOC_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date this row was last updated.
ASSOC_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time this row was last updated.
ASSOC_USER CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid that last updated the

row
ASSOC_SEQ SMALLINT NOT NULL Sequence number for ordered

associations. Derived from
previous and next pointers (0 if
association is not ordered).

ASSOC_DEL_PENDING CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if association is
in the process of being deleted.
Blank or 'N' = No delete pending
'Y' = Delete pending
Used by migration process

ASSOC_ACTIVE CHAR(1) NOT NULL Not used

Unique index DASCI1 contains ASSOC_FROM_OBJ_ID, ASSOC_TYPE_CODE, ASSOC_SEQ, and
ASSOC_TO_OBJ_ID.

Unique index DASCI2 contains ASSOC_TO_OBJ_ID, ASSOC_TYPE_CODE, and ASSOC_FROM_OBJ_ID.

DCPYUS - Model Copy User Table

This table stores all subset IDs used by every backed-up model to ensure that subset IDs of backed up models are not
reused. When a model is backed up, a row is inserted in the DCPYUS table for each of the following:

• S_SUBSET_ID in the DSUBID table for the model
• Subset ID represented by the S_MAX_OBJ_ID in the DSUBID table
• Subset ID represented by every OBJ_ID in the DOBJ table for the model
• Subset ID represented by every OBJ_ORG_ID in the DOBJ table for the model

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
CPYUS_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Unique numeric identifier for an

original model
CPYUS_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date model was backed up.
CPYUS_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time model was backed up.
CPYUS_SUBSET_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Subset ID used by the backed-

up model

Unique index DCPYUSI1 contains CPYUS_MODEL_ID, CPYUS_DATE, CPYUS_TIME, and CPYUS_SUBSET_ID.

Unique index DCPYUSI2 contains CPYUS_SUBSET_ID, CPYUS_MODEL_ID, CPYUS_DATE, and CPYUS_TIME.
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DCOPY - Model Copy Table

This table stores information that is about backed-up models.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
COPY_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Unique numeric identifier for an

original model
COPY_MODEL_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Model name of the original

model
COPY_MODEL_PC CHAR(8) NOT NULL Model owner of the original

model
COPY_MODEL_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date the original model was last

updated.
COPY_MODEL_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time original model was last

updated.
COPY_MODEL_CR_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date the original model was

created.
COPY_MODEL_CR_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time the original model was

created.
COPY_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date the model was backed up.
COPY_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time the model was backed up
COPY_USERID CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who backed up the

model
COPY_DSNAME CHAR(44) NOT NULL TSO dataset name of dataset

containing the backed-up model
COPY_DASC_COUNT INTEGER NOT NULL # of rows in a DASC table for

the backed-up model
COPY_DOBJ_COUNT INTEGER NOT NULL # of rows in a DOBJ table for a

backed-up model
COPY_DPRP_COUNT INTEGER NOT NULL # of rows in a DPRP table for a

backed-up model
COPY_DSUBDF_COUNT INTEGER NOT NULL # of rows in a DSUBDF table for

a backed-up model
COPY_DSUBEX_CONT INTEGER NOT NULL # of rows in a DSUBEX table for

a backed-up model
COPY_DSUBID_COUNT INTEGER NOT NULL # of rows in a DSUBID table for

a backed-up model
COPY_DSUBUS_COUNT INTEGER NOT NULL # of rows in a DSUBUS table for

a backed-up model
COPY_DTXT_COUNT INTEGER NOT NULL # of rows in a DTXT table for a

backed-up model
COPY_DUSR_COUNT INTEGER NOT NULL # of rows in a DUSR table for a

backed-up model
COPY_DSUBID_MAX INTEGER NOT NULL maximum subset ID used by a

backed-up model
COPY_DPRP_INT_MAX INTEGER NOT NULL Maximum ID number property

on all session objects in the
backed-up model
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COPY_FLAG CHAR(1) NOT NULL Indicator for when a backup was
performed:
Blank = Backup was done
before 5.2
'X'= Backup was done in or after
5.2

Unique index DCOPYI1 contains COPY_MODEL_ID, COPY_DATE, and COPY_TIME.

Unique index DCOPYI2 contains COPY_MODEL_NAME, COPY_DATE, and COPY_TIME.

DFAMILY - Family Table

This table defines a model family. Version control functions only work between models in the same family.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
FAMILY_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Unique numeric identifier for

family
FAMILY_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL User-defined name for family
FAMILY_COORD CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid of owner/coordinator

of family
FAMILY_CR_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date family was created
FAMILY_CR_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time family was created.
FAMILY_CR_USERID CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who created family
FAMILY_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date family was last updated.
FAMILY_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time family was last updated.
FAMILY_USERID CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who last updated

family

Unique index DFAMLYI1 contains FAMILY_ID.

Unique index DFAMLYI2 contains FAMILY_NAME.

DGRPUS - Group User Table

This table defines which users are included into which groups.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
GRP_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Gen group ID
GRP_MEMBER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Gen userid

Unique index DGRPUSI1 contains GRP_MEMBER_ID and GRP_ID.

Unique index DGRPUSI2 contains GRP_ID and GRP_MEMBER_ID.

DHLOG - Model History Table

This table stores all model history information. Some columns in this table are 'generic' columns redefined by Views.
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Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
HLG_ACTIVITY_TYPE CHAR(10) NOT NULL Type of activity performed on

model
HLG_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date of activity
HLG_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time of activity
HLG_USERID CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid performing this

activity
HLG_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Numeric identifier of model
HLG_MODEL_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Model name
HLG_SUBSET_ID INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Numeric identifier of subset
HLG_SUBSET_NAME INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Subset name
HLG_MF_SOFT INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Mainframe software version
HLG_SCHEMA INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Mainframe schema level
HLG_AUTH_ID INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT DB2 authorization ID
HLG_NUM1 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Depends on the model history

view
HLG_NUM2 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_NUM3 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_NUM4 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_NUM5 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_NUM6 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_NUM7 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_NUM8 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_NUM9 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_NUM10 INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_CHAR1 VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_CHAR2 VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_CHAR3 VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_CHAR4 VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_CHAR5 VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_CHAR6 VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_CHAR7 VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_CHAR8 VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_CHAR9 VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_CHAR10 VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_CHAR11 VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "
HLG_CHAR12 VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT "

Index DHLOGI1 contains HLG_DATE and HLG_TIME.

Index DHLOGI2 contains HLG_ACTIVITY_TYPE.

Index DHLOGI3 contains HLG_MODEL_NAME.
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DHOBJ - Object History Table

This table stores all object history information.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
HOBJ_SESSION_NUM INTEGER NOT NULL Session number
HOBJ_ACTIVITY_TYPE CHAR(10) NOT NULL Type of activity performed on

object
'CHECKIN' = Upload
'CHG PARAM' = Configuration
parameters modification
'COPY' = Model copy
'EXT AB' = External action block
library setup
'EXT DBRM' = External DBRM
library setup
'EXT LOAD' = External load
library setup
'GENER CODE' = Code
generation
'IMPORT MDL' = PI import
'INTNL LIB' = Internal library
setup
'MIGRATE' = Migration
'PACKAGING' = Load module
packaging
'SUBSET MOD' = Subset
modification

HOBJ_CHANGE_ACTION CHAR(10) NOT NULL Type of change performed on
object
'CREATED' = Object was
created
'DELETED' = Object was
deleted
'MODIFIED' = Object was
modified

HOBJ_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object ID
HOBJ_ORG_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object ID of the original object

from which this object was
created.

HOBJ_OBJ_TYPE INTEGER NOT NULL Object type
HOBJ_SRC_PARENT_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Source parent object ID if an

activity type was migrated and
the object was not explicitly
selected for migration.

HOBJ_OBJ_NAME VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL Name of object
HOBJ_DES_OLD_NAME VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL Object name before the change

if an activity type was migrated
and the object name was
changed to make it unique.
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HOBJ_DES_RENAME VARCHAR(254) NOT NULL Object name after the change
if an activity type was migrated
and object name was changed
to make it unique.

Index DHOBJI1 contains HOBJ_SESSION_NUM, HOBJ_ACTIVITY_TYPE, and HOBJ_OBJ_ID..

DMAX - Statistics Table

This table stores various statistics about the Gen system.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
MAX_MNEMONIC CHAR(8) NOT NULL Statistics identifier

'ENCYNAME' = Encyclopedia
name and ID number
'ENCYREL' = Current
encyclopedia release (no longer
used)
'MAXDMDL' = Current
maximum model ID
'MAXDOBJ' = Current maximum
object ID for subset-independent
objects
'MAXDSSID' = Current
maximum subset ID
'MAXDSESN' = Current
maximum session ID number
'MAXSETID' = Current
maximum aggregate set ID
'MAXSASC' = Maximum
association type code value for
this MAX_RELEASE
'MAXSDIV' = Maximum schema
division code value for this
MAX_RELEASE
'MAXSOBJ' = Maximum
object type code value for this
MAX_RELEASE
'MAXSPRP' = Maximum
property type code value for this
MAX_RELEASE

MAX_VALUE INTEGER NOT NULL Statistics integer value
MAX_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Release level for which the

statistic applies (Blank if not
release-dependent).

MAX_DESC CHAR(256) NOT NULL Statistics description text

DMDL - Model Table

This table stores the basic information for each model in the encyclopedia. A model is a grouping of data that represents a
portion of the business that is being analyzed.
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Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Unique numeric identifier for

model
MODEL_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL User-defined name for model
MODEL_STAGE CHAR(3) NOT NULL Not used
MODEL_PROJ_CORD CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who is the model

owner
MODEL_STATUS CHAR(1) NOT NULL Not used
MODEL_FAMILY INTEGER NOT NULL Model family ID
MODEL_CR_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date model was created.
MODEL_CR_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time model was created.
MODEL_CR_USERID CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who created the

model.
MODEL_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date model was last updated.
MODEL_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time model was last updated.
MODEL_USERID CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who last updated

the model
MODEL_OBJECT_HIST CHAR(1) NOT NULL Object history indicator

Blank = Change history
enabled, Migrate history
enabled
'C' = Change history enabled,
Migrate history disabled
'M' = Change history disabled,
Migrate history enabled
'N' = Change history disabled,
Migrate history disabled

MODEL_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Model release
MODEL_CODE_PAGE SMALLINT NOT NULL Code page of the model
MODEL_LANG_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Language code of the model

Unique index DMDLI1 contains MODEL_ID

Unique index DMDLI2 contains MODEL_NAME

DOBJ - Object Table

This table stores the objects that are contained within models. All objects are considered to be OWNED BY only one
model.

Examples of objects are: ENTITY, ATTRIBUTE, PROCESS

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Unique numeric identifier for this

object
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OBJ_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of the 'owning'
model

OBJ_TYPE_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Object type
OBJ_STAGE CHAR(3) NOT NULL Not used
OBJ_ DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date object was last updated.
OBJ_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time object was last updated.
OBJ_USER CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who last updated

this object
OBJ_ORG_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of the original

object from which this object
was created.

OBJ_DEL_PENDING CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if object is in the
process of being deleted.
Blank or 'N' = No delete pending
'Y' = Delete pending

OBJ_ACTIVE CHAR(1) NOT NULL Not used

Unique index DOBJI1 contains OBJ_ID.

Unique index DOBJI2 contains OBJ_MODEL_ID, OBJ_TYPE_CODE, and OBJ_ID.

Unique index DOBJI3 contains OBJ_ORG_ID and OBJ_MODEL_ID.

DPRP - Property Table

This table stores all the property values for objects. Each property has a default value that is defined in the SPRP table
which may be used to obtain a property value should an entry not exist in this table. Entries are not created in this table
for properties whose value is the same as the default value. Also, properties that are defined as varying length strings
(Text) have their value that is stored in the DTXT table instead of in this table to avoid the DB2 maintenance overhead of
a VARCHAR attribute. However DTXT table properties also have a row in the DPRP table. There are different types of
property values (Character, Integer, and Text), and these determine where the property value is stored. Both the type and
length of the property value are defined in the SPRP table.
Examples of properties are: NAME, OPTIONALITY, AVERAGE_VOLUME

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
PROP_TYPE_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Property type
PROP_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of object that

'owns' this property.
PROP_INT_VAL INTEGER NOT NULL Property value if Integer
PROP_CHAR_VAL CHAR(32) NOT NULL Property value if Character
PROP_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date this property was last

updated
PROP_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time this property was last

updated.
PROP_USER CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who last updated

this property.
PROP_DEF_FLAG CHAR(1) NOT NULL Not used
PROP_ACTIVE CHAR(1) NOT NULL Not used
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Unique index DPRPI1 contains PROP_OBJ_ID and PROP_TYPE_CODE.

DSETDF - Aggregate Set Definition Table

This table stores the aggregate objects that form an aggregate set definition.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
ASD_SET_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of an

aggregate set
ASD_AGGREGATE_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Original object identifier of an

aggregate object
ASD_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date an aggregate set was

created.
ASD_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time aggregate set was

created.
ASD_USER CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who created

aggregate set

Unique index DSETDFI1 contains ASD_SET_ID and ASD_AGGREGATE_ID.

DSETID - Aggregate Set Identification Table

This table stores the basic information for each aggregate set in the encyclopedia.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
AS_SET_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of an

aggregate set
AS_PARENT_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of a model

family
AS_SET_TYPE CHAR(1) NOT NULL Type of aggregate set (only

Family is used)
'F' = Family

AS_SET_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Name of an aggregate set
AS_CR_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date aggregate set was created
AS_CR_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time aggregate set was created
AS_CR_USER CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who created

aggregate set
AS_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date aggregate set was last

updated
AS_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time aggregate set was last

updated
AS_USER CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who last updated

aggregate set

Unique index DSETIDI1 contains AS_SET_ID

Unique index DSETIDI2 contains AS_SET_NAME
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Index DSETIDI3 contains AS_PARENT_ID

DSUBDF - Subset Definition Table

This table stores the scoping objects that form a subset definition. Scoping objects are the objects that the user selected
when the subset was defined, and they are used during the subset expansion process to derive a complete list of objects
in the subset.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
SD_SUBSET_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of subset that

contains the scoping object
SD_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of the scoping

object
SD_ACCESS_DIR CHAR(1) NOT NULL Protection code for directly-

selected objects
'R' = Read-only
'A' = Access
'M' = Modify
'D' = Delete

SD_ACCESS_IND CHAR(1) NOT NULL Protection code for indirectly-
selected objects
'R' = Read-only
'A' = Access
'M' = Modify
'D' = Delete

SD_EXP_OPT CHAR(1) NOT NULL Expansion option
'F' = Full
'S' = Short
'D' = Default

SD_FLAG_1 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Delete flag indicating that the
scoping object has been deleted
from the encyclopedia through a
different subset and needs to be
deleted from this subset
Blank = Scoping object not
deleted
'Y' = Scoping object was deleted

SD_FLAG_2 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating upload without
checkin of scoping object
Blank = Upload with checkin
'Y' = Upload without checkin

SD_FLAG_3 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Not used
SD_FLAG_4 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Not used
SD_CR_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time this row was created
SD_CR_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date this row was created

Unique index DSUBDFI1 contains SD_SUBSET_ID and SD_OBJ_ID

Unique index DSUBDFI2 contains SD_OBJ_ID
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DSUBEX - Subset Expansion Table

This table contains a complete list of objects for all subsets that are checked out. Fields in this table store the access level
that was requested and the access level that was actually granted for a given object, and these attributes are maintained
by the UPLOAD and DOWNLOAD processes. For subset 'ALL', the rows are created for all objects, and they are updated
when the subset is checked out.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
SE_SUBSET_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of the subset

containing the checked out
object

SE_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric object identifer of the
checked out object

SE_OBJ_TYPE SMALLINT NOT NULL Object type of checked out
object

SE_ACCESS CHAR(1) NOT NULL Access requested for the
checked out object
'R' = Read-only
'A' = Access
'M' = Modify
'D' = Delete

SE_REQEXP CHAR(1) NOT NULL Not used
SE_PARENT INTEGER NOT NULL Not used
SE_LEVEL INTEGER NOT NULL Not used
SE_CR_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time this row was created
SE_CR_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date this row was created
SE_CKO_STATUS CHAR(1) NOT NULL Access granted for the object

during a DOWNLOAD process
Blank = Object not checked out
'R' = Read-only
'A' = Access
'U' = Modify
'D' = Delete

Unique index DSUBEXI1 contains SE_SUBSET _ID, SE_OBJ_ID, and SE_OBJ_TYPE

Unique index DSUBEXI2 contains SE_OBJ_ID, SE_SUBSET_ID, and SE_CKO_STATUS

DSUBID - Subset Identification Table

This table stores the basic information for each subset in the encyclopedia. A subset is a collection of objects that defines
a view of a model. Every model has a subset named 'ALL' (S_SUBSET_NAME), which contains every object in the model.
When a subset is transferred to the workstation, the subset is said to be in 'checked out' status.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
S_SUBSET_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of subset
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S_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of the model
containing the subset

S_SUBSET_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Subset name
S_REQEXP CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if subset requires

'expanding'
'Y' = Subset requires expansion
'N' = Subset does not require
expansion

S_CR_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time subset was created
S_CR_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date subset was created
S_CKO_USER STRING NOT NULL TSO userid who checked out

the subset (Blank if not checked
out)

S_CKO_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date this subset was checked
out (0 if not checked out)

S_CKO_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time this subset was checked
out (0 if not checked out)

S_NEVER_CHKDIN CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating subset was
never checked in:
'N' = Subset was checked in at
least once
'Y' = Subset was NEVER
checked in

S_MAX_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Next available object ID for this
subset

S_SUBSET_TYPE CHAR(1) NOT NULL Subset type
'D' = Design
'U' = Unit test
'S' = System test

S_COMMIT_CNT INTEGER NOT NULL Last successful commit point
processed during upload (0 if
last upload successful)

Unique index DSUBIDI1 contains S_SUBSET_ID

Unique index DSUBIDI2 contains S_MODEL_ID and S_SUBSET_NAME

DSUBUS - Subset User Table

This table defines which users may access and/or modify which models and subsets. Model access is stored if
SU_SUBSET_ID is the ID for subset 'ALL'.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
SU_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who has access to

this subset
SU_SUBSET_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of this subset
SU_CR_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time this row was created
SU_CR_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date this row was created
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SU_CR_USER CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who created this
row

SU_ACCESS_TYPE CHAR(1) NOT NULL Model access level allowed by
user
Blank = Subset access
'C' = Code gen
'M' = Migrate to
'R' = Read-only
'U' = Update

Unique index DSUBUSI1 contains SU_USER_ID, SU_SUBSET_ID, and SU_ACCESS_TYPE

Unique index DSUBUSI2 contains SU_SUBSET_ID, SU_USER_ID, and SU_ACCESS_TYPE

DTXT - Object Text Table

This table stores the text properties for an object. Non-text properties are stored in the DPRP table.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
TEXT_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Numeric identifier of 'owning'

object
TEXT_PROP_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Property type code
TEXT_VALUE VARCHAR(3950) NOT NULL Text property value
TEXT_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date this row was last updated
TEXT_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time this row was last updated
TEXT_USER CHAR(8) NOT NULL TSO userid who last updated

this row
TEXT_ACTIVE CHAR(1) NOT NULL Not used

Unique index DTXTI1 contains TEXT_OBJ_ID and TEXT_PROP_CODE

DUSR - User Table

This table stores the Gen userids for users authorized for this encyclopedia and stores the Gen group ids created to
authorize groups of users for models and subsets. Users are defined in one of 2 categories, depending on the level of
capability:

MODELER
may update an existing model or produce reports of a model for which the user has access; may also be granted
additional authority to add models and/or users

ENCYCLOPEDIA ADMINISTRATOR
may perform any encyclopedia function against all models in the encyclopedia.

This table is updated by the Gen administrative functions.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
U_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Gen userid or group id
U_USER_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Name of user or group
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U_USER_TYPE CHAR(1) NOT NULL Type of user
'A' = Modeler without add model
authority
'P' = Modeler with add model
authority
'E' = Encyclopedia Administrator
'G' = Group id

U_CR_TIME INTEGER NOT NULL Time user created this row.
U_CR_DATE INTEGER NOT NULL Date user created this row.
U_CR_USER CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid that created the user
U_ADD_AUTH CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if user has the

authority to add other users.
'Y' = Has add user authority
'N' = Does not have add user
authority

Unique index DUSRI1 contains U_USER_ID.

DXCPID - Code Page Translation Table

This table defines the valid code page mappings between the Toolset and Encyclopedia.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
REQUESTER_CPID SMALLINT NOT NULL Requester code page
ENCYCLOPEDIA_CPID SMALLINT NOT NULL Encyclopedia code page

Unique Index DXCPIDI1 contains REQUESTER_CPID.

Using the Host Encyclopedia
This topic provides the following information about using the Host Encyclopedia:

Access Host Encyclopedia

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to TSO/ISPF.
2. From the TSO/ISPF Primary Option menu, enter the option number or letter that accesses Gen.
3. Press Enter. From the copyright panel (which shows product version and software release information), press Enter

again.
4. From the Main Menu, select 1 to reach Host Encyclopedia functions. Select one of the following options, and then

press Enter.
– Host encyclopedia functions
– Public Interface functions
– Host encyclopedia reports
– Application system functions
– Environment specification
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NOTE
If your installation accesses the menu in some other way, contact your local coordinator for instructions.

Ways to Select Menu Options

The following are the different ways to select menu options:

• Position the cursor at the start of the command line. Enter the number corresponding to the option you want. Press
Enter.

• Enter extended selection (combining commands, for example, 1.2.3) from the command line. To use extended
selection, you must specify your default cursor position on menu panels as COMMAND.

NOTE
For more information, see Environment Specifications and Common User Access.

• Position the cursor at the choice entry field (the underscore next to the first entry on the list of menu options). You can
set your default cursor position on menu panels to Menu for the automatic positioning. Enter the number corresponding
to the option you want. Press Enter.

• Use the Tab key to position the cursor next to the option you want to access. Press Enter.

Access Online Help

Online help is available within TSO:

• To see additional information about an error message or to see an explanation of a panel:
– Press F1 (Help) or enter HELP
– Press Enter

• When an error occurs, a short message appears in the upper right corner of the screen. At the same time, the system
alerts you by beeping.

Help is available for the Host Encyclopedia options (option F1 from the Main Menu).

                      Host Encyclopedia Utilities - Help                      

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

For more Help about specific encyclopedia utilities, select one of the following 

topics, then press Enter.                                                     

                                                                              

     1.  User Access Control         - has options to control access to Host  

                                       Encyclopedia data and functions.       

                                                                              

     2.  Version Control Management  - has options for model and family       

                                       migration, adoption, and reports       

                                                                              

     3.  Model Management            - has options for model maintenance,     

                                       model merge, conversion, history,      

                                       backup, restore, and model reports.    

                                                                              

     4.  Subset Management           - creates and maintains subsets, logical 

                                       subdivisions of models.                

                                                                              

     5.  Aggregate Set Management    - creates and maintains aggregate set    

                                       definitions for models or families.    

                                                                              

To exit Help, press END.  To continue, press ENTER.                           
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For example, to get more information on User Access Control, enter 1 and press Enter. A screen appears that contains
more complete information.

                      User Access Functions -  Help                            

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                                               

For more specific help, select one of the following topics:                    

                                                                               

  1. User Definitions    - allows addition, deletion and updating of user      

                           access to Host Encyclopedia.                        

                                                                               

  2. Group Definitions   - add, update, delete definitions of groups of        

                           users, add users to group definitions.

                                                                               

  3. Model Access        - grant, revoke or change access to a model, or       

                           change model owner.                                 

                                                                               

  4. Subset Access       - grant, revoke or change access to a specific        

                           subset of a model in the Host Encyclopedia.         

                                                                               

  5. Reports             - generate user access reports.                       

                                                                               

  6. History             - generate user access history.                       

                                                                               

  7. Selection Lists     - how to use selection lists.                         

                                                                               

To exit Help, press END.  To continue, press ENTER.

Host Encyclopedia Users
The two types of Host Encyclopedia users are:

Encyclopedia Administrator

The encyclopedia administrator at a site controls access to the Host Encyclopedia by granting authorities to the next level
of users, encyclopedia modelers. Encyclopedia administrators have implicit authority to perform all Host Encyclopedia
functions to all models within the Host Encyclopedia.

Encyclopedia Modeler

An encyclopedia modeler can perform many of the same functions that the administrator can, but a modeler's level of
access is determined by the authorities granted by the administrator or a modeler. All modelers have basic access to Gen
and can be granted additional authority.

Modelers can then perform authorized tasks, such as the following:

• Read model TEST001
• Generate code from model TEST001
• Update model TEST001
• Migrate objects between models TEST001 and TEST002
• Grant authorities equal to (but not greater than) their own to other modelers
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The additional authority, granted explicitly when modelers are added to Gen, enables them to create models and add
users. These privileges can be granted to any modeler in any combination. A modeler granted authority to create models
becomes a model's owner by performing the first check in (upload) of the model.

A modeler can also be granted authority to add users to Gen. In most cases, a modeler can grant users authority equal to
their own or less. However, a modeler can never grant other users the authority to add users.

In addition to receiving various levels of authorization as Gen users, modelers can be granted various levels of access to
specific models and subsets. Specifically, they can be authorized to read models, update them, generate code from them,
and migrate objects from one model to another.

If the person who grants authority is later removed from the list of authorized users, the users authorized are still
authorized.

NOTE
For more information about authorizations, see the section, Set up Security.

Host Encyclopedia Tasks
The various encyclopedia tasks that can be performed follow:

Task Where to Find More Information
Assign user access See the articles Set Up Security and User Access Control Tasks.
Check in and Check out models See the article Check in and Check out Models and Subsets.
Convert models from other applications See the article Manage Models in the Host Encyclopedia.
Create and manage models See the article Manage Models in the Host Encyclopedia.
Generate and print reports See the article Generate Reports.
Model administrative tasks, such as copy, rename, or override
check out of models

See the article Manage Models in the Host Encyclopedia.

Construct and test applications See the Host Encyclopedia Construction.
Define and work with subsets See the Host Encyclopedia Subsetting.
Import and export models See the Host Encyclopedia Public Interface.

The range of tasks you can perform as a user depends on the access or authority granted you.

Information on performing Encyclopedia tasks is organized into these articles:

Host Encyclopedia For all users. Defines the Encyclopedia. It also shows you how
to sign on to TSO, access the Main Menu, and reach the Host
Encyclopedia.

Set Up Security Primarily for encyclopedia administrators and modelers assigning
access to other users. Shows (through a table of authorizations)
the levels of authority required to execute specific functions.

User Access Control Tasks For encyclopedia administrators and model owners. Describes
how to perform the Host Encyclopedia functions necessary to
grant authorization to users, beginning with instructions on how to
access Gen and the Host Encyclopedia.

Check in and Check out Models and Subsets Describes the concept and flow of check in and check out, and
shows you how to check in and check out models and subsets,
using either the automatic or manual method.
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Manage Models in the Host Encyclopedia Describes how to backup and restore models, perform
consistency checks, copy and delete models, and how to perform
other model management tasks.

Generate Reports Details the reports you can generate on models and subsets
(and users that you set up with the procedures in the sections on
controlling user access), and describes how you can print and
store the reports.

Environment Specifications and Common User Access Standards Describes key basic information about the Environment
Specifications option available on the Main Menu (which allows
you to do such things as customize function keys and change
menu colors), as well as the Common User Access symbols and
conventions used throughout the menu structure.

 

Tasks of Administrators

Each type of user has different functions. Encyclopedia administrators oversee the models and subsets in the Host
Encyclopedia. They can use all Gen utilities and generate all reports for all models, subsets, or users.

An organization can have more than one encyclopedia administrator, but only one or two is customary. The same
organization can have many model owners, but only one individual or group in charge of each model. The organization
can also have many modelers, all of whom can work on one or more models or subsets.

In general, users can grant authority equal to or less than their own if they have Add User authority. For example,
encyclopedia administrators can create other encyclopedia administrators, and those modelers with create model
authority can grant that authority to users that they add. There is one exception to the equal to or less rule: only an
encyclopedia administrator can grant add user authority. Modelers with add user authority can add users but cannot grant
add user authority.

Encyclopedia administrators have the authority to perform all Host Encyclopedia functions to all models within the Host
Encyclopedia. Among the tasks they can perform are:

• Define the access rights of users (modelers) to models and subsets.
• Create, read, update and delete models and subsets.
• Manage models and subsets (including different versions of each).
• Generate reports of model and subset data.
• Import and export models to the Public Interface.
• Generate databases.
• Construct host application systems.
• Convert models.
• Generate code from models.
• Migrate objects from one model to another.

Encyclopedia administrators can grant the authority to perform most of these (except granting add user authority) and
other tasks to encyclopedia modelers (other encyclopedia administrators get full authority).

NOTE
For specifics about the authority required for Host Encyclopedia functions, see the article Set up Security.

Tasks of Modelers

Modelers with Create Model authority are said to own any model they create. Among the typical tasks modelers can do
are the following:
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• Create and manage one or more models.
• Read and update models and subsets that they do not manage but to which they have been granted access.
• Check in and check out models.
• Copy models.
• Convert models from one Gen version to another.
• Create models from subsets.
• Create subsets from models.
• Delete their own models.
• Import and export models using the Public Interface.

At the discretion of the encyclopedia administrator, a modeler can also be authorized to add users.

Set Up Security
This article provides information for Set Up Security. Gen encyclopedia security depends on the type of authorization that
is granted to users.

Authorization and Access

Just as there are different types of users, there are different types of authorization that is required to perform the various
Host Encyclopedia functions.

The following types of authorization are:

• User access
• Model access

Before you can access and use the Host Encyclopedia, you must be authorized as a Gen user and granted user access.
Before you can use Host Encyclopedia utilities on models, you must also be granted access to specific models or subsets.

Model Access Authority

In addition to receiving authorization as a Gen user, you can be granted different levels of authorization for specific
models, such as:

• Read-only or Update
• Codegen
• Migrate To

Read-only authorization and Update are mutually exclusive, but both are compatible with granting Codegen authority for
a model. Migrate To, used in Migration and Adoption (in Version Control Management), can be granted only to a user with
Update authority.

Authorization Look-Up Tables

This article provides information for Authorization Look-up Tables to determine the minimum authorization that is required
to perform Host Encyclopedia functions.

For example, to check in (upload) a model the first time, you must be an encyclopedia administrator or have Create Model
authority, a type of user access control authority. Subsequent check-ins require only Update authority on the specific
model. Copying a model requires a combination of Read-only on the source model and Create Model authority.
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• Check in (upload)
• Check out (download)
• Construction
• Import/Export (Public Interface)
• Model Management
• Version Control Management
• Subset Management
• User Access

Authorization for Aggregate Set Management

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for aggregate set reports:

Aggregate Set Management Minimum Authorization Notes
Add aggregate set. Read-only on model 1
Copy aggregate set Family authorization 1
Delete aggregate set. Family authorization 1
Modify aggregate set. Read-only on model
Rename aggregate set. Family authorization 1

NOTE
Family authorization is read-only authority on at least one model in the family.

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for aggregate set reports:

Aggregate Set Reports Minimum Authorization Notes
Display aggregate sets in a family. Family authorization 1
Display aggregate objects in an aggregate
set.

Family authorization

(1) model Read-only on model
(2) family Family authorization 1

NOTE
Family authorization is read-only authority on at least one model in the family.

Authorization for Construction

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for application system construction:

Application System Construction Minimum Authorization Notes
Create/Read/Update/Delete report Read-only on model
Define load module packaging. Update on model
Generate business system. Codegen
Generate business system in background. Codegen
Generate database definition. Codegen
Generate/test application facility Codegen
Specify construction libraries and target
environment.

Codegen
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The following table lists the minimum authorization level for application system regeneration:

Application System Regeneration Minimum Authorization
Construction change impact report Read-only on model
Regeneration application system Codegen
Regeneration impact analysis report Read-only on model
Construction regeneration report Read-only on model
Referential integrity trigger generation Codegen

Authorization for Reports Generated using Main Menu, Option 3

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for reports that are generated using main menu, option 3:

Reports Generated using Main Menu,
Option 3

Minimum Authorization Notes

Add group history. Host encyclopedia access
Add user history. Host encyclopedia access
Add user to group history. Host encyclopedia access
Aggregate object where exists Read-only on model
Change user authority history Host encyclopedia access
Contained - objects that contain selected
objects

Read-only on model

Contains - objects that are contained by
selected objects

Read-only on model

Delete group history. Host encyclopedia access
Delete - objects preventing the delete of
selected objects.

Read-only on model

Delete user from group history. Host encyclopedia access
Delete user history. Host encyclopedia access
Display aggregate objects in an aggregate
set.

Host encyclopedia access

(1) model Read-only on model
(2) family Family authorization 1
Display aggregate sets in a family. Family authorization 1
Encyclopedia duplicate objects Encyclopedia administrator
Encyclopedia model index by owner Host encyclopedia access 2
Function point calculation Read-only on model
Group memberships of a user Host encyclopedia access 2
Implemented - objects that implement
selected objects

Read-only on model

Implements - objects implemented by
selected objects

Read-only on model

Matrices - matrices-selected objects have
cell values for

Read-only on model

Model action diagram Read-only on model
Model activity history Host encyclopedia access 2
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Model and subset authorizations Host encyclopedia access 2

1. Family authorization is read-only authority on at least one model in the family.
2. The user must be defined to the Host Encyclopedia.

Authorization for Reports

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for reports:

Reports Minimum Authorization Notes
Model attribute definition Read-only on model
Model consistency check Read-only on model
Model attribute definition Read-only on model
Model consistency check Read-only on model
Model construction change impact Read-only on model
Model construction regeneration Read-only on model
Model contents Read-only on model
Model elementary process information view
definition

Read-only on model

Model entity definition Read-only on model
Model function definition Read-only on model
Model max object ID update history Host encyclopedia access
Model regeneration impact analysis Read-only on model
Model when changed Read-only on model
Public Interface KWIC index Read-only on model
Referenced/used - objects that reference/
use selected objects

Read-only on model

References/uses - objects referenced/used
by selected objects

Read-only on model

Scoping object where used Read-only on model or subset authority
Subset attribute definition Read-only on model or subset authority
Subset consistency check Read-only on model or subset authority
Subset contents Read-only on model or subset authority
Subset elementary process information
view definition.

Read-only on model or subset authority

Subset entity definition Read-only on model or subset authority
Subset expansion conflict Read-only on model or subset authority
Subset function definition Read-only on model or subset authority
Trial adopt Read-only on adoptee and related models
Trial migrate Read-only on source and destination

models
Users defined for a group Host encyclopedia access 1
Users or groups that are authorized for a
model

Host encyclopedia access 1

Users or groups that are authorized for a
subset

Host encyclopedia access 1
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Users or groups in encyclopedia Host encyclopedia access 1

NOTE
The user must be defined to the Host Encyclopedia.

Authorization for Check in

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for check-in:

Check in Minimum Authorization Notes
First check in Create Model 1
Subsequent check-ins Update on model
To update Update on model

NOTE
Only the user who checked out the model or subset, the model's owner, or an encyclopedia administrator can
check in the model or subset or change the checkout user ID.

Authorization for Check out

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for check-out:

Check out Minimum Authorization Notes
To view Read-only on model 1

NOTE
Users with read-only authority on a model or subset can check it out as Read-only. The workstation tool does
not let the user change or upload the model.

Authorization for Public Interface

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for public interface:

Public Interface Minimum Authorization Notes
Delete model from PI tables. Read-only on model
Export model to PI Read-only on model
Import model into Host Encyclopedia Read-only on model
KWIC Index report on exported model Read-only on model

Authorization for Model Management

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for model management:

Model Management Minimum Authorization Notes
Back up and Restore Owner of the model 2
Change model checkout user ID Owner of the model or user who checked

out the model
2

Check model for consistency. Read-only on model
Copy model Read-only on source model and Create

Model
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Copy model across encyclopedias Read-only on source model in source
encyclopedia and Create Model in
destination encyclopedia

Create model from existing subset. Read-only on source model or subset
authority and Create Model.

Delete entire model. Owner of the model 2
Delete or rename objects within model. Rename or delete - update on model.

Trial delete - read-only on model
Display model statistics Read-only on model
Model conversion utilities Owner of the model 2
Model history Owner of the model
Archive history data Owner of the model
For a single model Owner of the model
For all models Encyclopedia administrator
Model activity history Host encyclopedia access 1
Maximum object ID update activity Host encyclopedia access 1
Enable/disable model object history Owner of the model

1. The user must be defined to the Host Encyclopedia.
2. In each case, when a function requires an owner of a model, the individual user must either be the model's owner or

belong to the group that owns (administers) the model.

Authorization for Model Reports

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for model reports:

Model Reports Minimum Authorization Notes
Action diagram Read-only on model
Attribute definition Read-only on model
Construction change impact Read-only on model
Construction regeneration Read-only on model
Elementary process information view
definition

Read-only on model

Entity definition Read-only on model
Function definition Read-only on model
Function point calculation Read-only on model
Model contents Read-only on model
Regeneration impact analysis Read-only on model
When changed Read-only on model
Object cross-reference reports Read-only on model
Override checkout status for model. Owner of the model or user who checked

out the model
1

Rename model Owner of the model

NOTE
Only the user who checked out the model or subset, the owner of the model, or an encyclopedia administrator
can override the checkout status of the model or subset.
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Authorization for Subset Management

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for subset management:

Subset Management Minimum Authorization Notes
Add subset definition. Update on model
Change checkout user ID for subset Owner of the model 2
Check subset for consistency. Read-only on model or subset
Copy subset definition Update on model
Delete subset definition. Update on model
Display subset definition summary Update on model 3
Display subset statistics Read-only on model
Modify subset definition. Update on model
Override checkout status for subset. Owner of the model 2
Rename subset definition. Update on model

1. The user must be defined to the Host Encyclopedia.
2. Only the user who checked out the model or subset, the owner of the model, or an encyclopedia administrator can

check in the model or subset or change the checkout user ID.
3. Update is required because this panel permits changes to the subset definition.

Authorization for Subset Reports

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for subset reports:

Subset Reports Minimum Authorization Notes
Attribute definition Read-only on model or subset authority
Elementary process information view
definition

Read-only on model or subset authority

Entity definition Read-only on model or subset authority
Expansion conflict Read-only on model or subset authority
Function definition Read-only on model or subset authority
Scoping object where used Read-only on model or subset authority
Subset contents Read-only on model or subset authority

Authorization for User Access Control

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for user access control:

User Access Control Minimum Authorization Notes
Control model access and owner Owner of the model
Change access to model Owner of the model
Change owner of model Owner of the model
Grant access to model. Owner of the model
Revoke access to model. Owner of the model
Control subset access Owner of the model
Grant access to subset. MOwner of the model
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Revoke access to subset. MOwner of the model

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for maintaining Gen group definitions:

Maintain Gen Group Definitions Minimum Authorization Notes
Add group definition. Host encyclopedia access 1
Add user to group definition. Group owner (creator of group)
Change group definition Group owner
Copy group definition Host encyclopedia access 1
Delete group definition. Group owner
Delete user from group. Group owner
Add user definition. Add User authority.
Change user information The person who added the user 2
Delete user definition. The person who added the user

NOTE

• The user must be defined to the Host Encyclopedia.
• If only the name is being changed, the user whose name is being changed can also make the change.

Authorization for User Access Reports

The following table lists the minimum authorization level for user-access reports:

User Access Reports Minimum Authorization Notes
Group memberships of a user Host encyclopedia access 1
Model and subset authorizations Host encyclopedia access
Users defined for a group Host encyclopedia access
Users or groups that are authorized for a
model

Host encyclopedia access

Users or group in encyclopedia Host encyclopedia access
Users or groups that are authorized for a
subset

Host encyclopedia access 1

Add user history. Host encyclopedia access
Delete user history. Host encyclopedia access
Change user authority history Host encyclopedia access
Add group history. Host encyclopedia access
Delete group history. Host encyclopedia access
Add user to group history. Host encyclopedia access
Delete user from group history. Host encyclopedia access

NOTE
The user must be defined to the Host Encyclopedia.

Authorization for Version Control Management
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The following table lists the minimum authorization level for version control management:

Version Control Management Minimum Authorization Notes
Add aggregate set. Read-only on model 1
Copy aggregate set Family authorization 1
Delete aggregate set. Family authorization 1
Modify aggregate set. Read-only on model
Rename aggregate set. Family authorization 1
Adopt aggregate objects using related
model.

Read-only on source model and Migrate To
on destination model

Aggregate object where exists report Read-only on model
Compare aggregate objects between two
models.

Read-only on both source and destination
models

Migrate aggregate objects to new model. Read-only on source model and Create
Model

Migrate aggregate objects to existing
model.

Read-only on source model and Migrate To
on destination model

Rename model family. Owner of the model (owner must own at
least one model in the family).

Trial adopt aggregate objects using related
model.

Read-only on both source and destination
models

Trial migrate aggregate objects to existing
model.

Read-only on both source and destination
models

Unadopt model from existing family. Owner of the model

NOTE
Family authorization is read-only authority on at least one model in the family.

User Access Control Tasks
To control and maintain user access to the Encyclopedia, or to generate reports on user activity, you can use these
options, available from the User Access Control menu.

Maintain User Definitions
Adds, changes, or deletes Gen users. When added as a user, you are authorized to access the Host
Encyclopedia.

Maintain Group Definitions
Adds, changes, deletes, copies, or maintains Gen groups.

Control Model Access and Owner
Grants, revokes, or changes model access or changes model owner.

Control Subset Access
Grants or revokes access to a model subset.

User Access Reports
Generates Gen user access reports. These reports are discussed in the section on Reporting from the Host
Encyclopedia.

User Access History
Lists activities pertaining to user access, including the date and time of the activity, and the user ID of the person
who performed the activity.
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To reach the User Access Control menu, you must first access the Host Encyclopedia. Use the following procedure:

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main menu, select option 1 for Host Encyclopedia functions and press Enter.
2. Select option 1 for User Access Control. Press Enter.

As shown in the following illustration, Gen has six User Access Control options:

                      User Access Control                                     

     COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                              

     Select one of the options below, then press enter.                       

                                                                              

       __ 1. Maintain user definitions                          

          2. Maintain group definitions                         

          3. Control model access and owner                                  

          4. Control subset access                                            

          5. User access reports                                              

          6. User access history                                              

                                                                              

     F1 = Help          F3 = Exit          F12 = Cancel

Maintain User Definitions

Maintain Gen User Definitions (user access functions) consists of Add User to Encyclopedia, Delete User from
Encyclopedia, and Change User Information.

Add User to Encyclopedia

Add User to Encyclopedia authorizes a user to access the Host Encyclopedia.

The following rules govern Add User to Encyclopedia:

• To add a user, you must be an encyclopedia administrator or a modeler with Add User authority.
• The user to be added must not exist in the Gen system.
• You must enter the new name and user ID of the user.
• An encyclopedia administrator can designate the new user an encyclopedia administrator or, optionally, grant Create

Model and Add User authority.
• Modelers can grant authority equal to or less than their own but can never grant Add User authority.
• To grant Add User authority, you must be an encyclopedia administrator.

NOTE
Gen requires that the user ID be the same as the TSO ID.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.1 and press Enter.
2. Select option 1 for Add User to Encyclopedia. Press Enter.
3. Enter the User ID (TSO ID) of the person to be added.
4. Enter the name of the person.
5. Optionally, if you want to grant more than basic Host Encyclopedia access, enter Y beside one or more of the following

options and press Enter:
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– Encyclopedia Administrator
– Create model capability
– Add user authority

NOTE
The Encyclopedia Administrator and the Add user authority fields appear as options only if you are an
encyclopedia administrator.

Delete User from Encyclopedia

Delete User From Encyclopedia removes a user from the Host Encyclopedia.

The following rules govern Delete User from Encyclopedia:

• To delete a user, you must be an encyclopedia administrator or the person who created the user.
• The user being deleted must not be the owner of any models. See the Change Owner of Model section in this section.
• You cannot delete a user who has any models or subsets checked out.

NOTE
In most of these procedures, when you reach a step that lets you input a user ID, group ID, source group
ID, or Encyclopedia name, instead of entering the ID or name, you can view a list of available choices by
pressing F4 if the field ends with a plus (+) sign. To make a selection from the list, enter any character except
the period (.) next to the item and press Enter

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.1 and press Enter.
2. Select option 2 for Delete User from Encyclopedia. Press Enter.
3. Enter the User ID of the person that you want to delete.
4. Press Enter. The person is no longer authorized to use Host Encyclopedia capabilities. All explicit access to models

and subsets and any group memberships is revoked.

Change User Information

Change User Information changes the user ID, name, and authorization of a Host Encyclopedia user.

The following rules govern Change User Information:

• To change a user ID, you must be an encyclopedia administrator or the person who added the user.
• To change a name of a user as listed in the Host Encyclopedia, you must be an encyclopedia administrator, the person

who added the user, or the user whose name is being changed.
• To change an authorization of a user, you must be an encyclopedia administrator or the person who added the user.
• You cannot demote encyclopedia administrators until all the models and subsets checked out to them are checked

back in.
• If you are changing an authorization of a user, you can grant authorization equal to or less than your own.

NOTE
A user remains the owner of a group even if their authority has been demoted.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.1 and press Enter.
2. Select option 3 for Change User Information and press Enter.
3. Enter User ID of the user for whom you want to change information and press Enter.
4. At the second panel, enter the new user information and press Enter.
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Maintain Group Definitions

This article provides information for Group definitions to let model owners grant permissions to multiple users at the same
time.

Individual members of a group have the same authority level for a model as that defined for the group ID. Group authority
levels are assigned for particular models, not for Gen as a whole. Groups can have different authority levels for different
models and subsets.

NOTE
Gen grants the highest possible authority for a model. For example, if a personal authority of a group member is
higher than their group authority, Gen grants the personal authority. If the group authority of the group member is
higher, Gen grants the authority of the group.

Add Group Definition

Add Group Definition establishes a Gen ID for a group of users. The following rules govern Add Group Definition:

• The user adding a group must have Host Encyclopedia access.
• The persons being included in the group must first be authorized as users of the Host Encyclopedia.
• The person who adds the group becomes the group owner.
• The group being added must not exist in the Host Encyclopedia.
• You must supply both a group name and an ID.

NOTE
Gen identifies groups by their group ID, which you specify when adding the group.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.2 and press Enter.
2. Select option 1 for Add Group Definition and press Enter.
3. Enter the Group ID and the Group name that you are adding and press Enter.

Delete Group Definition

Delete Group Definition removes a group of users from the Host Encyclopedia. It does not remove the individual users
from the Host Encyclopedia.

The following rules govern Delete Group Definition:

• To delete a group, you must be an encyclopedia administrator or the person who created the group.
• The group being deleted must not be the owner of any models. Before you can delete a group, you must reassign or

delete any models that it owns.
• The group cannot be deleted if any group members have subsets or models that are checked out and the user has

access to the model or subset through the group.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.2 and press Enter.
2. Select option 2 for Delete Group Definition and press Enter.
3. Enter the Group ID that you want to delete and press Enter.

The group is no longer authorized to use Host Encyclopedia capabilities. All group memberships for the group are
deleted. All model and subset access for the group is removed. Individual users keep all other authorizations.

Change Group Definition

Change Group Definition changes the ID or name of a Gen group.
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This rule governs Change Group Definition: To change the definition of the group, you must be an encyclopedia
administrator or the person who added the group.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.2 and press Enter.
2. Select option 3 for Change Group Definition and press Enter.
3. Enter the Group ID that you want to change and press Enter.
4. At the next panel, enter the new group information and press Enter.

Add User to Group Definition

Add User to Group Definition adds an individual user to a group.

The following rules govern Add User to Group Definition:

• To add members to a group, you must be an encyclopedia administrator or the person who added the group.
• The user member to be added must exist in the Host Encyclopedia.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.2 and press Enter.
2. Select option 4 for Add User to Group Definition and press Enter.
3. Enter the Group ID and User ID and press Enter.

Delete User from Group Definition

Delete User from Group Definition removes an individual member from a group of users in the Host Encyclopedia. It does
not remove the individual users.

The following rules govern Delete User from Group Definition:

• To delete a member from a group, you must be an encyclopedia administrator or the owner (creator) of the group.
• The member cannot be deleted from the group if the member has any models or subsets checked out and the user

has access to the model or subset through the group.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.2 and press Enter.
2. Select option 5 for Delete User from Group Definition and press Enter.
3. Enter the Group ID and the User ID of the user that you want to delete and press Enter.

Copy Group Definition

Copy Group Definition copies an existing group. Copy a group definition to include the same members under a new group
name and group ID.

This rule governs Copy Group Definition: To copy a group, you must have access to the Host Encyclopedia.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.2 and press Enter.
2. Select option 6 for Copy Group Definition and press Enter.
3. Enter the Source group ID.
4. Enter the Copy to group ID and the Copy to group name and press Enter.
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Change Owner of Group

Change Owner of Group changes the user ID of the owner of the group. This rule governs Change Owner of Group: To
change the owner of the group, you must be an encyclopedia administrator or the person who owns the group.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.2 and press Enter.
2. Select option 7 for Change Owner of Group and press Enter.
3. Enter the Group Id that you want to change and press Enter.
4. At the next panel, enter the new owner and press Enter.

Control Model Access and Owner Functions

This article provides information for Control Model Access and Owner Functions (model access functions) that consist of
Grand Access, Revoke Access, Change Access, and Change Owner of Model.

Grant Access to Model

Grant Access to Model authorizes a user or group to read or update the entire model specified. Users or groups can
optionally be granted authority to generate code for the model. If granted update authority, the user or group can also be
granted authority to migrate objects to the specified model or merge other models into it.

If granted update access to a model, the user or group also has access to all subsets of the model. If you want to grant
access to some subsets but not to the entire model, use the Grant Subset Access function instead.

The following rules govern Grant Access to Model:

• To grant access to a model, you must be an encyclopedia administrator, the model owner, or a member of the group
that administers the model.

• A user must exist in the Host Encyclopedia before being granted model access.
• You can grant Read-only authority or Update authority.
• If you grant Read-only authority, you can also grant Codegen authority.
• If you grant Update authority, you can also grant any combination of Migrate To and Codegen authorities.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.3 and press Enter.
2. Select option 1 for Grant Access to Model and press Enter.
3. Enter the Host Encyclopedia name of the model to which you want to grant access.
4. Enter the User ID to which you are granting access.
5. At the next panel, select either Read-only or Update by entering any character in the Protection area.

NOTE
Any non-blank value that you enter (letter, number, period, and so forth) tells the system that you have
selected that particular option.

6. On the same line as the selected protection (Read-only or Update), enter any character under any valid activity
authorization (for example, Codegen, Migrate To) that you want to grant and press Enter.

NOTE
For Read-only the only valid activity is Codegen. For Update, all activities are valid.

Revoke Access to Model

Revoke Access to Model withdraws an explicit authorization of a user or group to a model in the Host Encyclopedia and to
the subsets of a model.
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The following rules govern Revoke Access to Model:

• To revoke access to a model, you must be an encyclopedia administrator, the owner of the model, or a member of the
group that administers the model or subset.

• If a model or subset is checked out to the user whose access you are revoking, that user can check that in the model
after access is revoked. However, the user cannot check out the model or subset again.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.3 and press Enter.
2. Select option 2 for Revoke Access to Model and press Enter.
3. Enter the Model name to which you are revoking access.
4. Enter the User ID of the person or group whose access that you are revoking and press Enter.

Change Access to Model

Change Access to Model changes an authorization of a user or group for a specific model.

The options that are offered are the same as those offered in Grant Access:

• Read-only or Update
• Codegen
• Migrate To

The following rules govern Change Access to Model:

• To change access to a model, you must be an encyclopedia administrator, the owner of the model, or a member of the
group that administers the model.

• The person whose access is being changed must currently have access to the model.
• The person whose access is being changed must currently exist in the Host Encyclopedia.
• You can grant Read-only authority or Update authority.
• If you grant Read-only authority, you can also grant Codegen authority.
• If you grant Update authority, you can also grant any combination of Migrate To and Codegen authorities.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.3 and press Enter.
2. Select option 3 for Change Access to Model and press Enter.
3. Enter the Model name for which you are changing access.
4. Enter the User ID of the person or group whose access that you are changing and press Enter.

The next panel appears.
5. Enter any character by the access option that you want to grant, or erase any old option that you want to revoke and

press Enter.

NOTE
For Read-only the only valid activity is Codegen. For Update, all activities are valid.

Change Owner of Model

Change Owner of Model establishes a new owner for a model.

The following rules govern the Change Owner of Model function:
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• To change the owner of a model, you must be an encyclopedia administrator, the owner of the model, or a member of
the group that administers the model.

• The new owner must have been previously added as a Gen user.
• If the current owner has the model that is checked out, you cannot assign a new owner.
• If you change the owner of a model, the access of the previous model owner to other models is not affected.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.3 and press Enter.
2. Select option 4 for Change Owner of Model and press Enter.
3. Enter the Model name for which you are changing owner and press Enter.
4. At the next panel Enter the User ID of the new model owner and press Enter.

Control Subset Access Functions

This article provides information for Control Subset Access Functions that includes, Grand Access and Revoke Access to
Subset.

Grant Access to Subset

Grant Access to Subset authorizes a user or group to check out/check in and update a specific subset in the Host
Encyclopedia.

A modeler cannot create a subset unless he has been granted update authorization for the entire model. See Grant
Access to Model.

This rule governs the Grant Access to Subset function: To grant access to a subset, you must be an encyclopedia
administrator, model owner, or member of the group that administers the model containing the subset.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.4 and press Enter.
2. Select option 1 for Grant Access to Subset and press Enter.
3. Enter the Model name of the model that contains the subset to which you are granting access.
4. Enter the Subset name of the subset to which you are granting access.
5. Enter User ID of the user or group to whom you are granting access and press Enter.

Revoke Access to Subset

Revoke Access to Subset withdraws an authorization of a user or group to check out and update a specific subset of a
model in the Host Encyclopedia.

The following rules govern the Revoke Access to Subset function:

• To revoke access to a subset, you must be an encyclopedia administrator, the owner of the model that contains the
subset, or a member of the group that administers the model.

• If a subset is checked out by the user whose access is being revoked, you must have it checked back in to the Host
Encyclopedia before you can revoke access to it.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.4 and press Enter.
2. Select option 2 for Revoke Access to Subset and press Enter.
3. Enter the Model name of the model that contains the subset to which you are revoking access.
4. Enter the Subset name of the subset to which you are revoking access.
5. Enter the User ID of the user or group whose access that you are revoking and press Enter.
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User Access History

User Access History allows you to view online the activity display which shows the history of the particular user access
function about which you are making an inquiry.

This function consists of the following options:

• Add user history
• Delete user history
• Change user authority history
• Add group history
• Delete group history
• Add user to group history
• Delete user from group history

A single rule governs all the User Access History functions. You must have Host Encyclopedia access.

Because the procedure for viewing all the user access history displays is the same, the following steps show how to view
the display for Add user history as an example.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.6 and press Enter.
2. Select option 1 for Add user history. Press Enter.

You can select any of the following options instead:
– Option 2 for Delete user history
– Option 3 for Change user authority history
– Option 4 for Add group history
– Option 5 for Delete group history
– Option 6 for Add user to group history
– Option 7 for Delete user from group history and press Enter.

3. Enter a slash (/) by the activity paired with the User ID on which you want to see details. Press Enter.
4. The User Access History Activity Display will appear, containing values for the following:

– Activity type
– User ID
– Date and time
– Software version
– Schema level
– DB auth ID
– User authorized
– Authorization level (if any)

NOTE
The final two fields reflect Add user history only. If you choose options 2 through 7, different fields display.

Check in and Check out Models and Subsets
A Gen encyclopedia is like a traditional encyclopedia in that it is a central repository of information. You can Check in
(upload) models or subsets to the Host Encyclopedia or Check out (download) models and subsets to a workstation.

At the Toolset, you view the contents of the model or subset, the piece of the encyclopedia you have checked out, modify
it (or leave it as is), and then check the changed (or unchanged) version back into the encyclopedia.
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Communications Between the Toolset and the Host Encyclopedia

This article provides information for check-in and check-out functions for transfer models between the Toolset and the
Host Encyclopedia.

The following example of automatic check-in and check-out shows:

• Check-in and check-out begin at the Toolset with Gen commands
• The communication occurs through TSO.

Figure 84: Communication Between the Toolset and Host Encyclopedia

How to Transfer to the Host Encyclopedia from the Toolset

Use check in to transfer a new model or a model or subset updates from the Toolset to the Host Encyclopedia. The initial
check-in transfers the entire model. Subsequent check-ins transfer only the changes that are made since the last check-
in. However, the term check-in refers to both initial and subsequent transfers from a Toolset to the Host Encyclopedia. You
can also send updates to the Host Encyclopedia without checking in the model or subset; the model or subset remains
checked out to the Toolset.

How to Transfer to the Toolset from the Host Encyclopedia

Use check out to transfer a copy of an entire model or subset from the Host Encyclopedia to a Toolset. Check out makes it
possible to check out a model or subset to any workstation, not just the one on which the model was created.

The checkout status of the model or subset can be overridden if the checked-out copy is deleted on the workstation. A
new copy can then be checked out to the Toolset. For more information, see When/How to Override Checkout Status.
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Control Model Updates

When you transfer models or subsets from the Toolset, you check in to the Host Encyclopedia. When you transfer models
to the Toolset, you check out.

Note that check out is to the user, not to the workstation.

Rules for Check in and Check out

The following rules apply to check ins and check outs:

• Only one user can check out a model at a time.
• Only the user, model owner, or encyclopedia administrator that checked out the model can check it in.
• Except for the initial check-in, a model must be checked out before each check-in.
• When you choose the read-only option, Gen does not mark the model or subset as checked out.
• You cannot check in a model or a subset that is checked out as read-only. Create a model from a subset and check out

as read-only.

You can check-in and can check-out models in two ways:

• Automatically
• Manually

Example Check in and Check out Flow
The following illustration shows the flow in check-in and check-out processing:
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Figure 85: Check in and Check Out Flow

1. A new model is created on a Toolset and saved at that Toolset.
2. The entire model is checked in to the Host Encyclopedia. The check-in adds the model to the list of models

residing on the Host Encyclopedia. A read-only copy of the model remains on the Toolset.
3. The model in the Host Encyclopedia is checked out to the Toolset where it replaces the read-only copy that

was left there in Step 2.

NOTE
The Host Encyclopedia records the user ID of the person who checks out the model. It
does not record the workstation to which the model is checked out.

4. On the Toolset, changes are made to the model that was checked out. When the changes are saved on
the Toolset, the complete model now resides only on the Toolset.

5. The user updates the model on the Host Encyclopedia by using Update and Check In Model or Update But
Do Not Check In option.
Because this update is not the initial check in (Step 2), only the changes that are made to the model are
sent to the Host Encyclopedia.
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If the model is updated with check-in, the model is checked into the Host Encyclopedia, and the Toolset
again contains a read-only version of the model.

NOTE
If you skip the check-out in Step 3, Step 5 fails because the model is not checked
out to the user trying to do the check-in. Only the user, model owner, or encyclopedia
administrator who checked out a model can check the model back in.

Perform Automatic Check in and Check out

This article provides information so that you can perform automatic check in and check out by using the Encyclopedia
option under Model on the workstation main menu.

The procedures for the six associated options appear in hypertext help on the workstation.

The six options are:

Check Out A Model
-Sends a copy of a model or subset from the Host Encyclopedia to an encyclopedia on a workstation.

Update And Check In Model
-Sends changes to a model or subset from a workstation encyclopedia to the Host Encyclopedia.

Update But Do Not Check In
-Sends changes to model or subset data from the encyclopedia on a workstation to the Host Encyclopedia, but
leaves the active model or subset on the workstation that is checked out.

Resend Last Update
-Resends the last update of the transaction file.

Verify Last Update
-Checks to see whether the last update to the model or subset that is sent to the Host Encyclopedia was
successful.

Generate New Model
-Uses a workstation copy to restore a model that no longer exists on the Host Encyclopedia or adds a new model
to the Host Encyclopedia.

Example How to Create and Update a Model

For the typical sequence of creating, storing, checking out and updating a model, see the following illustration. It shows
the Encyclopedia commands for automatic check in and check out. The same sequence of checking in and out occurs
during manual processing.
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Figure 86: How to Create and Update a Model

After Step ... Active (Modifiable) Copy of the Model Is on the . . .
3a, 3c Host Encyclopedia
3b, 4 Workstation Encyclopedia
6a Host Encyclopedia
6b Workstation Encyclopedia
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Step 1 Create a model

When you create a model at your workstation, it has two different names, one for the workstation (using the file naming
conventions of the workstation operating system) and another for the Host Encyclopedia. If you do not specify a
workstation name, Gen uses the first eight characters of the Host Encyclopedia name for the workstation name. Check
with your encyclopedia administrator for any naming conventions that might apply.

When a model is checked out from the Host Encyclopedia, the resulting data files exist in a workstation subdirectory that
is named for the checked out model. The software creates this subdirectory and gives it the workstation encyclopedia
model name with the file extension .IEF. For example, the data files for the model MYMODEL would reside in the directory
MYMODEL.IEF. This subdirectory is in the main Gen software directory or in the directory that is specified as the path for
models during configuration.

Step 2 Log on to TSO on the Host Encyclopedia

All communications with the Host Encyclopedia for check in and check out require the users to be logged on to TSO at the
Ready prompt.

Step 3 Perform initial check in

The initial check in sends the entire model to the Host Encyclopedia. For the initial check in, you can use Update and
Check In Model, Update But Do Not Check In, or Generate New Model. Subsequent updates send only changes unless
you use Generate New Model for the update. Generate New Model is discussed later.

To perform the initial check in, you must have created model authorization. (See the sections “How to Set Up Security”
and “How to Control User Access.”) The person performing the initial check in becomes the model's official owner. Any
Gen user, who has access that is granted to the model or subset, can perform subsequent check-outs.

When you perform an Update and Check In Model, the copy of the model remaining on the workstation is placed in read-
only status. You cannot work on it until you check it out again.

Step 4 Check out the model

After someone sends a model to the Host Encyclopedia, you can either subset it or check out the entire model to any
workstation, using Check Out A Model-unless the model is large. For authorization to check out a model, see the model's
owner or an encyclopedia administrator.

WARNING
Before connecting to the Host Encyclopedia (or the Client Server) for check out, ensure that Perform file
transfers for encyclopedia options is selected in the Check out Model dialog. If the check box is not selected, the
workstation processes the check out without performing the encyclopedia portions of the process and as a result
uses the existing tranfile in the directory. You can specify this default from the workstation Toolset by selecting
Options, then Encyclopedia Communications.

Remember that models and subsets are checked out to a user ID, not a workstation. On the workstation, a model is
simply a directory entry. The model can be copied to another workstation and either copy can be checked in by the person
who checked out the model. Be careful when copying models this way because after one of the model copies is checked
in, the other cannot be checked in. The second version of the model cannot be checked in because after check in of the
first version, the Host Encyclopedia has the only active copy of the model.

Step 5 Modify the model on the workstation

Make the appropriate modifications to the model at the workstation.
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Step 6 Update the encyclopedia

Send your changes from the workstation to the Host Encyclopedia often, especially if you have checked out a subset.
Frequent updates without check in provide backup in case of a workstation failure. They also improve concurrence by
helping avoid contention problems and make changes available to other project team members. When you perform an
Update But Do Not Check In, you retain control of the subset or model you are using because it is still the active copy.

NOTE
To keep transmissions small, when you do an update, Gen sends only the changed portion of your model, not
the entire model.

Updates with check in also provide backup if there is a workstation failure and make changes available to other project
team members. When you update and check in a model, you relinquish control of the model or the objects in your subset.
To work further on the model or subset, you must check it out again.

What Are Update Commits?

During a model update, commit points are places at which changes to the model are applied and stored in the database.
Commits free DB2 table locks and reduce Host Encyclopedia contention. The UPDATE.TRN file communicates commit
points to the Host Encyclopedia.

If a model update fails, database updates are rolled back to the last successful commit. If the unsuccessful model update
is resent, commits for the resend begin after the last successful commit. If you have difficulty with the model upload or
download, contact Broadcom Support.

Libraries

Check in and check out functions (IEFUP and IEFDOWN) use the library that is specified in the Gen globals CLIST
(TIUGLOB). The library that is specified at installation is usually the Gen base library.

NOTE
Check in and check out do not run from the standard libraries that are allocated in TSO. If you want to use check
in and check out functions on a program that resides outside the Gen base library, move the program to the Gen
base library or update the CLIST to pick up the programs from your user library.

How to Resend Your Last Update

Use Resend Last Update to retransmit the UPDATE.TRN file. Do this after an unsuccessful update, caused by factors
such as a resource conflict or communications failure. If you try this option after a successful update, you receive a
message that the model is already in the Host Encyclopedia. For more information, see What Are Update Commits in this
section.

How to Verify Your Last Update

Use Verify Last Update to see whether the last update to a model or subset on the Host Encyclopedia was successful. Do
this when you are unsure whether your last update was applied. This option checks the status flags on the workstation
and the Host Encyclopedia without resending the data and reports the findings.

The VERIFY.TRN file, created by the update process, contains the verification that model updates have been applied to
the Host Encyclopedia. Processing of the file by the workstation unlocks the model, which is locked at the beginning of the
update process.

You might occasionally receive this message:

In trying to verify update for model [model name] update verification file VERIFY.TRN does not exist.

This message indicates that the VERIFY.TRN file has not been transferred from the host to the workstation.
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How to Generate New Model

Use Generate New Model for recovery after a model in the Host Encyclopedia is inadvertently deleted, checked out,
or overridden. Ordinarily, when you update a model, you send changes but do not send the entire model. However, the
Generate New Model option lets you resend the entire model.

If the model exists in the Host Encyclopedia, delete the model or rename it as you generate a new model.

WARNING
Use the Generate New Model option only if you have a complete copy of the model on a workstation. Do not
use it with a subset. To avoid losing updates, consider whether the model can and must be updated on the host
before overriding the checkout status.

What Other Model Information Can I Find in the Host Encyclopedia?

The Host Encyclopedia stores additional information about Gen users and models:

• The users who can check specific models in and out, generate reports, and manage Gen data.
• Subset definitions.
• The user to whom each model or subset is checked out.
• The checkout status of each model and subset (whether it is in the Host Encyclopedia or checked out to a user).
• The date and time of the most recent update of each model and subset.

Manual Check in and Check out

This article provides information to Perform Manual Check in and Manual Check out of models and subsets.

If your site communications are not compatible with Gen or automatic check in and check out are not cost-effective, you
can check in and check out models and subsets manually.

What to do Before Check in or Check out

Turn off automatic file transfer each session before manual check in and check out.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Options, Encyclopedia Communications on the workstation Toolset.
2. Clear the selection of Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options.

This removes the checkmark.
3. Click OK.

This turns off the automatic file transfer.

Perform Manual Check in

To manually check in a model to the Host Encyclopedia and check its status, you must:

• Create a transaction file on the Toolset.
• Transfer the update file to the Host Encyclopedia.
• Run the upload %IEFUP, or choose Upload Model option (1.3.16) from the Main Menu.
• Transfer the verify file to the Toolset.
• Verify the results of the check in.

Use the following procedures to manually check a model into the Host Encyclopedia and check its status.
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Create a Transaction File on the Workstation

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Toolset and select Model, Open Model.
2. Select the model that you want to check in from the Open dialog and click Open.
3. Click Model, Encyclopedia, Update, and Check In Model or Update But Do Not Check In. An alert appears notifying

that the file transfer is off and asking whether you want to continue. Click Yes.
A dialog appears with the name that you selected. The box shows the progress of preparing the model for transfer.

4. After the transaction file (UPDATE.TRN) is created, a warning message appears. The alert specifies that based on the
communication configuration no file transfer must be attempted. Click Yes.

5. Another box appears notifying you that the VERIFY.TRN file does not exist. Press Enter.
Finally, you are notified that the transfer process did not complete. This message does not apply to manual
processing.

Transfer the Update File to the Host Encyclopedia

Follow these steps:

1. Sign on to TSO and access ISPF.
2. File transfer UPDATE.TRN to a TSO data set entitled mytsoid.IEF.TRAN, using any software product. Depending on

the product you use, possible parameters are:
– Host encyclopedia name: mytsoid.IEF.TRAN
– Workstation name: c:\gen\anyname.IEF\UPDATE.TRN
– Data type: binary or data (ensures that file is transferred without translation from EBCDIC to ASCII)
– Record format: VB
– Record length: 4092
– Block length: 4096

Run the Upload

When the file transfer is complete, mytsoid.IEF.TRAN can be uploaded to the Host Encyclopedia using either the Upload
Model option or the Upload %IEFUP.

Run the Upload %IEFUP

When the file transfer is complete, exit ISPF to the READY prompt. (If you use LIBDEFS, or if DB2 is not in the Linklist,
access the Gen host functions and, on a command line, type TSO %IEFISPF. This simulates a READY prompt from within
Gen, so that the proper libraries are available.)

To update the Host Encyclopedia, type %IEFUP. When the update finishes, these messages appear:

IEF OKTIEUP NORMAL END, RC=0READY

Run the Upload using the Upload Model Option

Choose the Upload Model option (1.3.16) on the Main Menu.

Transfer the Verify File to the Workstation

At the READY prompt:

1. Enter END.
2. Return to ISPF and file transfer the message file to the workstation. Possible parameters are:
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– Host encyclopedia name: mytsoid.IEF.MSGS
– Workstation name: c:\gen\anyname.IEF\VERIFY.TRN
– Data type: binary or data

(ensures that file is transferred without translation from EBCDIC to ASCII)
– Record format: VB
– Record length: 4092
– Block length: 4096

3. Log off TSO.

Verify the Results of the Check in

Access Gen Toolset on the workstation and click Model, Open Model.

1. Select the model that you wanted to check in and click Open.
2. Click Model, Encyclopedia, Verify Last Update.

The check in results report is displayed. The model is ready for use.

Perform Manual Check out

Follow these steps:

1. Create a model or open an existing model
2. Create a workstation subdirectory for the model
3. Create a checkout file on the Host Encyclopedia by running %IEFDOWN, or by using the Download Model option

(1.3.15) on the Main Menu.
4. Transfer the checkout file to the proper workstation subdirectory.
5. Prepare the model for use on the workstation.

Use the following procedures to manually check a model out from the Host Encyclopedia and check its status.

Create a Workstation Subdirectory for the Model

NOTE
Skip this procedure if the file is transferred to an existing model directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen software and select Model, New.
2. Enter the full name of the model under Model Name.
3. Enter the short form of the name under Local. Gen supplies .IEF as the last node.
4. Select OK. When the local name of the model is displayed on the title bar, the new model has been created.

Create a Checkout File on the Host Encyclopedia using %IEFDOWN

Follow these steps:

1. Sign on to TSO to the READY prompt.
2. If you use LIBDEFS or, if DB2 is not in the Linklist, access Gen and on a command line enter: TSO %IEFISPF. This

simulates a READY prompt from within Gen, so that the proper libraries are available.
3. Create the checkout file, mytsoid.IEF.TRAN, by entering the following:

%IEFDOWN MODEL(<'model name'>) SUB(ALL) SOFT(<model schema>) CPID(<destination code page>)

where:
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model schema is 9.1.A5 or 9.2.A6. Use 9.1.A5 if downloading to AllFusion Gen r7 or 7.5. Destination code page is the
active code page of the workstation on which the Toolset resides. Specify this parameter unless you want to use the
default code page.

NOTE
If you are checking out a subset, replace ALL with the correct subset name. If successful, you see only IEF
OK and a READY prompt. For a listing of supported code pages, see Use the Client Server Encyclopedia

Create a Checkout file on the Host Encyclopedia via Download Model option

Use option 1.3.15 on the Main Menu to create a checkout file.

Transfer the Checkout File to the Proper Workstation

Follow these steps:

1. File transfer the checkout file to the workstation, using any software product.
2. Log off of TSO.

Depending on the product, you use, possible parameters are:

Parameter Description

Host encyclopedia name mytsoid.IEF.TRAN

Workstation name c:\gen\anyname.IEF\CHECKOUT.TRN

Data type binary or data

Record format VB

Record length 4092

Block length 4096

Prepare the Model for Use on the Workstation

Follow these steps:

1. Access Gen Toolset on the workstation and click Model, Open Model.
2. Select a model and click Open.
3. When the local name of the model appears on the title bar, select Options, Encyclopedia Communications.
4. Verify that the box beside Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options contains no checkmark. This ensures that the

automatic file transfer is turned off. Click OK.
5. Select Model, Encyclopedia, Check Out A Model.
6. Verify that the names are correct. If you are checking out a subset, enter the subset name. Click OK.
7. The Check Out A Model box appears. The message in the box says that the model is being prepared for use, and it

shows the percentage that is completed.

When the model has been prepared, the Model Retrieval Status Report appears. The report shows the model and subset
names, extraction date and time, and comments about the check-out. Double-click the dash in the upper left corner when
you are ready to close the report window. The model is now ready for use.

Tips for Check in and Check out

This article provides information for information that can prevent or solve problems that are encountered when you check
models in and out.
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Improve Performance

If your model is large or transactions have been frequent, update often. Periodically, check in your model to reduce the
size of files and reduce fragmentation in storage.

Failure to check in periodically can eventually result in a fatal error when you try to check in a model. The error occurs
when the IEF1200.DAT file exceeds its maximum record count. The accompanying message is:

Memory error: No more record structures available.

You can also improve performance by lessening contention. Do this by checking in changes on a regular, daily basis.
You can designate times for check-ins, check-outs, and other maintenance. See the concurrence matrix for encyclopedia
operations that can and cannot run concurrently.

Database Contention

Check-ins of models and subsets can fail because of database contention problems or contention with another model.
If this happens, you must try again later. Locking mechanisms within Gen prevent model corruption by not allowing two
users to perform write operations at the same time. DB2 also has measures that prevent simultaneous updating. If two
users try to update records on the same page, one of the users will be unable to complete the task.

How to Resolve Command Not Recognized

When attempting to check in, you might receive a message that the check in command is not recognized by the Host
Encyclopedia. This message probably indicates that the Gen libraries are not properly allocated. Check library allocations
and verify that the appropriate CLIST or program exists in the Gen CLIST library.

How to Run Reports You Can Use as Diagnostic Tools

To pinpoint check in and check out problems, Gen produces two reports:

Gen Transaction File Report
-To generate, enter %DIAG on the TSO command line. This creates an ASCII form of the transaction file you are
trying to run diagnostics on.

Model History Report
-The Model History Report helps by identifying the sequence of events and the time of the last successful check
in, information that is often essential and frequently requested by Gen Support. This report is one of the model
management options. For information on generating this report, see the section “How to Generate Reports.”

How to Place Unplaced Objects

After a check out, you might fail to place unplaced objects permanently because of insufficient authority. To place an
object permanently, you must have modify or delete authority over the object, as in subsetting. You can still move objects
for which you have access or read-only authority to make a particular presentation, but these placement changes are not
stored on check in.

Collisions can occur whenever an object with modify authority is placed in a position that conflicts with the coordinates
stored on the Host Encyclopedia for another object. For example, while working in a subset you can change the
placement of an object so that it collides with another object in the overall model. You are not informed of the collision at
the time of check in.

If there are unplaced objects in a diagram after a check out, you are notified when you access the Gen Toolset. To place
objects, select the Place Unplaced or Place All choices within the View command of the tool.

NOTE
The Place Unplaced or Place All options are available under the View menu only when Activity Dependency is
selected.
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When you have resolved the collision, the result can be checked in and the Host Encyclopedia stores the new placement
data if you have modify or delete authority over the objects.

When or How to Override Checkout Status

Your encyclopedia administrator can override the checkout status of any model or subset to allow recovery. Note,
however, that the override prevents you from checking in work currently being done on the workstation. After the override,
the Host Encyclopedia has the active copy of the model, and the model on the workstation (and any work that is done on it
since the last update) cannot be checked in.

When Both Automatic and Manual Procedures Fail

If you cannot check in or check out either automatically nor manually, it generally indicates that communication interfaces
are not configured correctly. Confirm that the options shown on the Encyclopedia Communications panel under Options
match the hardware and software that is installed on the workstation.

Manage Models in the Host Encyclopedia
This article provides information for Manage Models in the Host Encyclopedia that includes Authorization, Execute Online
or Batch, and Access Model Management Functions.

Gen provides these utilities for model management tasks:

Backup and restore model
Allows the selection of individual models in an encyclopedia for sequential backup.

Change model checkout user ID
Allows a user other than the one who checked out the model to check it in.

Check model for consistency
Checks an existing model using Gen rules for consistency.

Copy model
Creates a model with the same objects, properties, relationships, and (optionally) subset definitions as the original
model. You can perform copy model online or submit it as a batch job.

Copy model across encyclopedias
Copies a model from one encyclopedia to another.

Create new model from subset
Makes a new model from an existing subset of a model.

Delete entire model
Removes a model (and its subsets) from the Host Encyclopedia.

Delete or rename objects within a model
Lets you remove or assign new names to objects stored in the Host Encyclopedia without checking out the
objects.

Display model statistics
Displays data about models and subsets. For models, it shows the number of objects, the date and time created,
project coordinator, time of last update, and number of subsets.

Download Model
Check out model to Toolset or Client-Server Encyclopedia.

Model conversion
Upgrades models from earlier versions to the version for that encyclopedia.
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Model history
Provides a record of changes that are made to models and subsets, users added and deleted, users whose user
type or name has been changed, and users who have reset the Host Encyclopedia DMAX table. It also lets you
write history data to a sequential file to free space on the database.

Model reports
Provide online and paper documentation of models. They include models on the Host Encyclopedia Reports
menu.

Override checkout status for model
Changes a checkout status of the model from checked out to checked in and makes another check out possible.

Rename model
Changes the name of a model on the Host Encyclopedia.

Upload model
Uploads a model to the Host Encyclopedia from Toolset or Client-Server Encyclopedia.

Authorization

Encyclopedia administrators can perform all model management functions for all models. Modelers must be granted
explicit authority to work on a certain model. In addition, certain functions require extra authorization.

Execute Online or Batch

You can execute these model management procedures online or in batch:

• Check Model
• Copy Model
• Create Model from Subset
• Delete Model
• Delete Object
• Convert Model
• Download Model
• Upload Model

As you specify the parameters for these functions, select the execution mode that you want:

• Online
• Batch

Edit the JCL

If you choose Batch and you have created a JOB card:

Follow these steps:

1. Press Enter to see the update JCL panel.
2. Edit, if necessary, and accept the changes.

If you choose Batch and you have not created a job card:

1. Press Enter to see the JCL maintenance panel.
2. Fill out the job card and accept.
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Access Model Management Functions

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select option 1 for Host Encyclopedia functions. Press Enter. The Host Encyclopedia Functions menu displays.
3. Select option 3 for Model Management. Press Enter. The Model Management menu displays.

Backup and Restore Model

This article provides information for Backup and Restore copies of a model to a sequential backup file and restores the
copied model later.

Backup unloads the model from the Host Encyclopedia to a sequential data set. The unloaded model is an exact copy of
the model at the time of the backup including any existing subsets and their checkout status.

Restore uses the data in a backup data set to update the model on the Host Encyclopedia. The model is restored exactly
as it was at the moment it was backed up including checkout status.

You are not required to use this utility each time you backup a model. Instead, you can save the JCL and make a copy
for each model you want to maintain. However, you must use the utility to restore a model so that you can select the
preferred generation.

Rules for Backing up or Restoring a Model

The following rules are for backing up or restoring a model:

• Only an encyclopedia administrator can backup or restore a model.
• DB2 security must include IMAGE, START DB, STOP DB, and LOAD.

WARNING
While Restore runs, the encyclopedia is in a utility status, locking out all Gen functions. Consider the altered
encyclopedia status before scheduling a restore.

To Back Up a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.10.1. Press Enter. The Create Sequential Backup of Model panel displays.
3. Specify the name of the model that you want to back up, as the name exists on the Host Encyclopedia.
4. Enter a fully qualified backup data set name. Use quotation marks.

NOTE
Quotation marks create the data set name as entered. Without quotation marks, the data set name that is
created is the one entered plus a system prefix and system suffix.

5. Enter a cleanup value.
The cleanup value specifies the number of backup generations kept. Earlier generations are deleted.
For example, to keep the current backup and the one before it, specify 2. The Backup utility:
– Creates a backup (the 0 generation)
– Keeps the previous backup (the -1 generation)
– Deletes the earliest backup (in this case, the -2 generation).
If the cleanup value is zero, the utility keeps all backups.

6. Press Enter. A panel to Update JCL displays. Specify or edit the job card if necessary. Online Help contains suggested
parameters for memory size and time. Press Enter. The JCL for the archive program displays below the JOB card.
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7. Enter submit or sub and press Enter.

To Restore a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.10.2. Press Enter. The Restore Model from Sequential Backup panel displays.
3. Specify the name of the model that you want to restore, as the name exists on the Host Encyclopedia.
4. Press Enter. A panel displays the backup entries from the Host Encyclopedia table.
5. Select option for image copy:
Y

-Gen builds JCL for image copy and specifies LOG(NO)
N

-No image copy is made and Gen specifies LOG(YES)

NOTE
Specifying Y improves load performance.

6. Select the preferred generation and press Enter.
7. Press Enter. A submittable JCL stream displays in edit mode.
8. Edit the JCL, if necessary.
9. Enter SUBMIT or SUB. Press Enter.

Change Model Checkout User ID

This article provides information for Change Model Checkout User ID that changes the user ID to which a model is
checked out.

Model owners and encyclopedia administrators use this function when they want a model to be checked back in by
someone other than the person who checked it out.

Rules for Changing Checkout User ID

The following rules govern changing the checkout user ID:

• Only an encyclopedia administrator or model owner can change a checkout user ID of a model.
• The user ID substituted must have access to the model.

To Change Checkout User ID

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.14. Press Enter. The Change Model Checkout User ID panel displays.
3. Specify the name of the model that you want to change, as it exists in the Host Encyclopedia.
4. Enter the new checkout user ID.
5. Press Enter. The user ID stored in the Host Encyclopedia as having the model checked out is changed to the new

checkout user ID.

Check Model

Check Model checks the consistency of objects within a model. Both code generation and database generation require a
consistent model.
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Check Model on the mainframe uses the same rule base as Consistency Check on the workstation. This rule base verifies
that the model or subset satisfies over 400 rules. Both checks identify two types of problems, warnings and errors.

A data model error must be corrected before you can transform the data model to a Design data structure. Design errors
must be corrected before you perform code generation.

A warning occurs when context is important. For example, if you must do X to implement Y, you might get a warning on X
but still be able to perform transformation and code generation.

Rules for Checking a Model

Following are the rules for checking a model:

• To check a model, you must have at least Read-only authorization on the model.
• The model being checked must exist in the Host Encyclopedia.

To Check a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.6. Press Enter. The Check Model for Consistency Request panel displays.
3. Specify the name of the model that you want to check, as the name exists on the Host Encyclopedia.
4. Enter a slash ( / ) next to the range of objects that you want checked.

– All objects
– Specific objects

5. Enter a slash ( / ) next to the execution option that you want.
– Online
– Batch

6. Press Enter. The Consistency Check Report Options panel displays.
a. Select the amount of detail that you want:

N
-For standard report (default)

D
-For more detail

S
-For summary only

b. Specify whether you want to include both errors and warnings:
W

-For warnings and errors (default)
S

-For severe warnings
E

-For errors only
F

-For fatal errors, which only Support can fix
c. Specify the diagnostic threshold:

The number of messages at which you want consistency checking to stop. The default value is 100. The available
range is 1 - 9999.

d. Select the diagnostic rule level. (The diagnostic rule level currently defaults to ALL.)
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e. Select the DBMS-specific rule level. The default value is All. Press Enter.
• If you chose All objects, the Checking begins. When complete, the report displays for browsing.
• If you chose Selected objects, then the Select Object Types for Model Consistency Check panel displays.

7. Enter a slash ( / ) by one or more object types to display a list of all occurrences of those types in the model.
a. Press Enter. The following message displays:

Input has been accepted, press “enter” or enter the “accept” command to proceed.
b. Press Enter. A selection list displays with all object types that are used in the model.
c. Select the expansion option by typing E next to individual occurrences of an object type. Press Enter. A selection

list displays with all individual objects of the object type.
d. Select individual objects by entering S next to the objects that you want checked. Press Enter. The Confirm

Selected objects panel displays.
e. Enter a slash ( / ) beside the object name to remove it from the list. Press Enter.
f. Enter ACCEPT and press Enter to begin checking. The program checks the model for consistency.
If the consistency check reaches the number of warnings/errors you specified in Step 6c, another screen displays and
asks whether you want to continue the consistency check. When complete, the report displays for browsing.

Copy Model

Copy Model creates a copy of a model in the Host Encyclopedia. The copy contains all the objects, properties, and
associations of the original model.

If you choose, it also includes all previously defined subset definitions.

The copied model is in the same family as the original, and each object in the original has a corresponding object in the
copied model. Model families and object correspondence are used in Version Control.

Copy Model can be performed online or submitted as a batch job. Processing in a batch job frees the terminal for other
uses and lets you specify (for example, through job class) an execution time when resources might be in less demand.

When copying models, encyclopedia administrators can lock the encyclopedia tables to improve performance. To avoid
contention with other users, locking the encyclopedia tables must occur only when other encyclopedia activity is low.

NOTE
Copying large models requires considerable resources.

Rules for Copying a Model

Following are the rules for copying a model:

• To copy a model, you must have at least Read-only authority on the source model and Create Model authority.
• The model being copied must exist in the Host Encyclopedia.
• The new model name must be a valid Host Encyclopedia model name.
• An encyclopedia administrator can copy any model.
• Only an encyclopedia administrator can lock the encyclopedia tables when copying a model.

To Copy a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.1. Press Enter. The Copy Model Request panel displays.
3. Specify the name of the model that you want to copy, as it exists on the Host Encyclopedia.
4. Enter the new model name. The name must be unique within the encyclopedia.
5. Select the execution mode: Online or Batch.
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6. Follow instructions.

Copy Model across Encyclopedias

Cross Copy copies a model from one encyclopedia to another. The copy has the same name and contains the same
objects, properties, and associations as the original model.

Use this option to move models in preparation for a conversion or simply to change ownership of a model from one
encyclopedia to another.

To perform a cross-copy, you need the plan prefix and load library of both encyclopedias and their schema numbers.
Encyclopedias are identified by DB2 plan prefixes. The DB2 plan prefix is the user-specified first four characters of the
DB2 plan names for the Gen supplied software. Both encyclopedias must be in the same DB2 subsystem.

Rules for Cross Copying a Model

Following are the rules for cross copying a model:

• To cross copy a model, you must have at least Update authorization on the source model in the source encyclopedia
and Create Model authorization in the destination encyclopedia.

• An encyclopedia administrator can cross copy any model.
• The model being cross copied must exist in the source Host Encyclopedia and must not exist in the target Host

Encyclopedia.
• The destination encyclopedia must be at the same or higher schema as the encyclopedia being copied from.

To Cross Copy a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu of the target encyclopedia.
2. Select options 1.3.2. Press Enter. The Cross Encyclopedia Model Copy Request panel displays.
3. Enter the name of the model that you want to copy to another encyclopedia in the FROM encyclopedia.
4. Enter the schema number of the model being copied.
5. Enter the plan prefix of the FROM encyclopedia in which the model currently resides.
6. Enter the load library of the FROM encyclopedia.
7. Enter the plan prefix of the TO encyclopedia to which you want to copy the model.
8. Enter the load library of the TO encyclopedia.
9. Press Enter. The model is copied to the specified encyclopedia.

The following table lists the schema numbers:

If copying from Enter

Advantage Gen 6.0 model or AllFusion Gen 6.5 model 9.0.A2

AllFusion Gen r7 model or AllFusion Gen r7.5 model 9.1.A5

Gen Release 8 model or Gen Release 8.5 model 9.2.A6

Create Model from Subset

Create Model from Subset makes a subset a model. After the subset becomes a model, you can perform any model
function on it.
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Rules for Creating a Model from a Subset

Following are the rules for creating a model from a subset:

• To create a model from a subset, you must have at least Read-only authority on the source model and Create Model
authority.

• An encyclopedia administrator can create a model from any subset.
• The subset being made a model must belong to a model in the Host Encyclopedia.
• The new model name must be unique within the Host Encyclopedia.
• You can create a model from a subset even if the subset is checked out. If you do, the objects in the new model are

the objects at the time of the last update.
• A model that is created from a subset is in the same model family as the original model, and each object within the

created model has correspondence with an object in the original. Model families and object correspondence are used
in Version Control.

To Create a Model from a Subset

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.8. Press Enter. The Create Model from Subset Request Panel displays.
3. Specify the name of the model to which the subset belongs, as the name exists on the Host Encyclopedia.
4. Enter the subset name.
5. Enter the new model name.
6. Select the execution mode. Choose online or batch.
7. Follow the onscreen instructions.

Delete Model

Delete Model removes a model from the Host Encyclopedia. When a model has been deleted, you can restore it from a
backed-up version.

If you must save and reuse space within the Host Encyclopedia, you can back up a model, then delete it. If you must use
it again, you can restore it from the backed-up version.

Delete Model can be performed online or submitted as a batch job. Processing in a batch job frees the terminal for other
uses and lets you specify (for example, through job class) an execution time when resources might be in less demand.

When deleting models, encyclopedia administrators can lock the encyclopedia tables to improve performance. To avoid
contention with other users, lock the encyclopedia tables only when other encyclopedia activity is low.

Optionally, you can flag a model for future deletion instead of deleting it immediately. This means that the model is not
deleted until the cleanup program is run.

Rules for Deleting a Model

Following are the rules for deleting a model:

• Only encyclopedia administrators or the model owner can delete a model.
• An encyclopedia administrator can delete any model.
• The model being deleted must exist in the Host Encyclopedia.
• Only an encyclopedia administrator can lock the encyclopedia tables when deleting a model.
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To Delete a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.4. Press Enter. The Delete Model Request panel displays.
3. Enter the name of the model that you want to delete, as it exists on the Host Encyclopedia.
4. Select the execution mode. Choose Online or Batch
5. Follow instructions.

Delete or Rename Objects

Delete or Rename Objects allows you to remove or assign new names to objects stored in the Host Encyclopedia without
checking out the objects.

If the object is checked out to a workstation with greater than Read protection, it cannot be deleted. If it is checked out
with greater than Access protection, it cannot be renamed. Delete objects can be executed as a batch job. However, it is
not possible to rename objects in batch.

Rules for Delete or Rename Objects

Following are the rules for deleting or renaming objects:

• To delete or rename objects, you must have Update authorization on the model.
• To trial delete objects, you must have at least Read-only authorization on the model.

If batch option is selected, then the authorization is checked when running the batch job.

To Delete or Rename Objects

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.3. Press Enter.
3. Enter the name of the model that you want to work in, as it exists on the Host Encyclopedia.
4. Enter a slash (/) next to the execution option that you want:

– Online
– Batch

5. Enter a slash ( / ) by an object type to display a list of all occurrences of those types in the model.
6. Press Enter. A message displays.

Input has been accepted, press “enter” or enter the “accept” command to proceed. Press Enter.
A selection list displays with all individual objects of the object type.

7. Enter one of the action codes next to one or more of the objects:
D

(Delete object)
T

(Trial delete object)
R

(Rename object)
E

(Expand)
If you entered T and chose the online option, then a report displays for browsing. It contains a message describing the
three possible results of the Delete action.
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– The following objects were deleted: The deletion was successful.
– The selected object cannot be deleted because it is referenced by the following objects.

A listing of the objects that are referenced follows.
– The selected object cannot be deleted because it is checked out to a subset with update or delete or access

capability.
If you chose the batch option to delete or trial delete objects, then a confirmation panel is displayed. It displays the
list of selected objects. Objects can be deleted from this panel. When you press Enter, a batch JCL is display for
submission. The results of the delete action are displayed in the batch job output.
If you entered R and chose the online option, continue by performing the following steps:
a. The current name of the object displays. Enter the new name and press Enter.
b. Press Enter. If you select multiple actions and multiple objects, the system does them in order starting from the top

of the list.
A message displays on the New Name line reporting the outcome. The possible values are:

SUCCESSFUL - the object was renamed 

or

NO INPUT - no new name was provided 

or

DUPLICATE - the object was not renamed because the new name is used     

    for another object of the same type within the model    

or

Object is checked out for update or delete. Rename is not allowed.  

If more object occurrences are in the queue to be processed, the next occurrence is presented. When the queue is empty,
the Object Occurrence panel displays.

If more aggregate object occurrences are in the queue to be processed, the next Object Occurrence panel displays. When
all the aggregates are processed, press CANCEL and the Aggregate Object Selection panel displays.

• Press Enter to continue or End to exit. The Report Print Options panel displays.

Display Model Statistics

Statistics displays data about models. For models, it shows the number of objects, date and time created, model owner,
time of last update, and number of subsets.

Rules for Generating Statistics

Following are the rules for generating statistics:

• To generate model statistics, you must have at least Read-only authorization on the model.
• An encyclopedia administrator can generate statistics for any model.

To Generate Statistics

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.5. Press Enter. The Model Statistics Request Panel displays.
3. Specify the name of the model, as it exists on the Host Encyclopedia.
4. Press Enter. The Model Statistics Report displays.
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Download Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.15. Press Enter.
3. Specify the name of the model to be downloaded, or prompt for a list of models on the Host Encyclopedia.
4. Enter the model schema level, download transaction file name without the TSOID prefix.
5. Choose No for Upload option to download the model to the Toolset or to the Client Server Encyclopedia as a child

model. The model is marked as 'checked out'.
6. Choose Yes for Upload option to download the model to another encyclopedia. The model will not be marked as

'checked out'.
7. Choose Yes for Extract option to download the model to a Client Server Encyclopedia as a child model. Otherwise,

choose No for Extract option.
8. If Extract option is Yes, then enter Child encyclopedia id and the name of the child model, if the name is different than

the parent model name.
9. Enter the code page. The code page must match the value of the platform where the model will be uploaded.
10. Choose Yes for Read-only option if the model will be downloaded for read-only. The model will not be marked as

'checked out' if read-only option is chosen.
11. Select the execution mode: Online or Batch.
12. Press Enter. If the online option is select, the download takes place immediately. If the batch option is selected, a

batch JCL is generated for submission.

Encyclopedia Concurrency Matrix

The Encyclopedia Concurrency Matrix displays Encyclopedia operations that:

• Can run concurrently
• Cannot run concurrently
• Can run concurrently under certain conditions.

Model Conversion in the Host Encyclopedia

This article provides information for Conversion updates to the model schema and modifies model contents as required to
conform to the new model structure definition.

Gen evaluates the model in terms of the current definition and makes the required changes. With Gen 8.6, you can
convert from the 9.0.A2 schema or 9.1.A5 schema to the 9.2.A6 schema.

To use the Gen 8.6 workstation, the model must be converted to the 9.2.A6 schema. If the model is a Gen 8.6 model,
then it is already 9.2.A6 schema and does not need to be converted. If the model is a Gen 8.0 or 8.5 model, then it may
must be reconverted in order to support new functionality. An unconverted 9.0.A2 cannot use any Gen 8.6 functionality,
except for model conversion and model delete. An unconverted 9.1.A5 model or subset cannot be downloaded to a Gen
8.6 toolset. If you do not convert models to the 9.2.A6 schema, you incur increased system overhead during download
functions. See the Unconverted Models and 9.0.A2 Models sections in this section.

Options

Conversion options depend on where the model resides:
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• If the model is already in the Gen 8.6 encyclopedia, you can convert it in place by selecting option 2 of the Model
Conversion panel.

• If the model is in the Release 7 encyclopedia, you can copy it to the Gen Release 8.6 encyclopedia and simultaneously
convert it by selecting option 1 of the Model Conversion panel.

• If all models in the encyclopedia must be converted to Gen Release 8.6, select option 3 of the Model Conversion
panel. Use Option 3 with caution because it converts ALL models.

Source Encyclopedia for Cross Copy Model and Convert Option

The Gen installer defines the source encyclopedia at host installation time. You cannot change the source encyclopedia
using the Model Conversion utility.

9.0.A2 Models

9.0.A2 models must be converted for use with the Gen 8.6 software and Toolset. No other options are available for 9.0.A2
models.

However, Option 1 of the Model Conversion panel can facilitate the conversion if TIEXCPY references the 9.0.A2
encyclopedia.

NOTE
Manual download and upload to the Gen 8.6 encyclopedia does not perform conversion. A model that is
uploaded in this way must be converted using option 2 of the Model Conversion panel.

Unconverted Models

Only transitional support is provided for 9.0.A2 models (upload new model, model conversion, and delete model). 9.1.A5
models are fully supported.

Full Support

The Gen 8.6 version of the Host Encyclopedia provides full functional support for models at the 9.2.A6 and 9.1.A5 schema
release levels. Full support means that all the functionality (upload, download, migration, adoption, subsetting, code
generation, and so on) available to models at the 9.2.A6 schema release level is also available to models at the 9.1.A5
schema release level.

NOTE
Regardless of the schema level of the model, application generation from the Gen 8.6 Host Encyclopedia is
performed using the Gen 8.6 generators only.

After Conversion

After a model is converted, it:

• Resides in a Gen 8.6 schema (9.2.A6) encyclopedia.
• Uses the Gen 8.6 code generator.
• Uses the Gen 8.6 Consistency Check rules.

Rules for Converting a Model

Following are the rules for converting a model:

• Only an encyclopedia administrator or the owner of the model can convert a model.
• An encyclopedia administrator can convert any model.
• The model being converted must exist in the Host Encyclopedia.
• Only an encyclopedia administrator can convert all models in an encyclopedia.
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Convert a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.11. Press Enter. The Model Conversion Request Panel displays.
3. Select the type of conversion to be performed. Press Enter.

– Select Option 1 if the model resides on another encyclopedia and must be copied into a Gen encyclopedia before
conversion.

– Select Option 2 if the model already resides in the Gen encyclopedia.
4. For options 1 and 2, specify the name of the model you want to convert, as it exists on the Host Encyclopedia.
5. For option 2, choose online or batch execution mode.
6. Press Enter.
7. If the online option is selected, this message displays:

<schema release> MODEL CONVERSION FOR <encyclopedia plan prefix> IN PROGRESS

Gen checks whether the model is checked out. If the model is checked out, this message displays:

    The model to be updated is currently checked out.

If the model is checked out, you must press Enter and check it back in.

The Model Conversion Request Panel redisplays with the following message:

RETURN CODE = 0, <schema release> MODEL CONVERSION COMPLETED

1. If the batch option is selected, a batch JCL is generated. Submit the JCL to convert the model in batch.
2. If the option for converting all models is selected, an informational panel is displayed with warnings. If you press Enter,

a batch JCL is generated. Submit the JCL to convert all models in batch.
3. Press End.

Override Checkout Status

Override Checkout Status changes the checkout status of a model from checked out to checked in. After the override, a
new copy of the model can be checked out.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.9. Press Enter. The Override Checkout Status Request Panel displays.
3. Enter the user ID of the person to whom the model is checked out.
4. Enter the name of the model, as it exists on the Host Encyclopedia. Press Enter. The model's checkout status is

changed to checked in.

Rules for Overriding Checkout Status

Following are the rules for overriding checkout status:

• Only the owner of the model or the user who checked out the model can override its checkout status.
• An encyclopedia administrator can override the checkout status of any model.
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Model History

Gen also records changes to the maximum object ID value in the DMAX table.

NOTE
When a model is deleted or renamed, its model and object history is retained under the original model name and
can be archived.

Model History options are:

• Model Activity History
• Update Maximum Object ID
• Archive History Data
• Enable/Disable Model Object History

The Model History options are discussed in the order they are listed on the Host Encyclopedia History menu.

Model Activity History
Model Activity History tracks changes made to a specific model or subset, the types of changes, the date and time of the
change, and the user ID of the person making the change.

At the detail level, it lists the version of the software that is used, the schema, DB2 authorization ID, and other relevant
information.

Model Activity History records:

• Adoption
• Change owner
• Check out
• Copy
• Delete
• Grant access
• Import model
• Migration
• Model conversion
• Object history
• Override checkout status
• Rename
• Rename or delete object on the Host Encyclopedia
• Revoke access
• Trial migration
• Update (with and without check-in)
• Application system construction
• Application system regeneration
• Referential integrity trigger construction

NOTE
Adoption activities appear in the history of the adoptee model (where changes are made). The related model is
not changed, and its history is not affected.

Rule for Generating a Model Activity History

Anyone with access to the Host Encyclopedia can generate this report.
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To Generate a Model Activity History

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.12.1. Press Enter. The Model Activity History Request panel displays.
3. Enter the name of the model for which you want to generate a history, as it exists in the Host Encyclopedia.
4. Enter a slash ( / ) by the preferred sort option.
5. Press Enter. A Model Activity Selection List panel displays for the model specified.
6. Enter a slash ( / ) by the activity that you want to detail. (A subset of ALL indicates the entire model.)
7. Press Enter. The Detailed Activity for Model History panel displays for the activity that is chosen, with the option to

display the Aggregate Object Change History Report.

Update Maximum Object ID
This article provides information for Update Maximum Object ID that includes Rules for Generating an Update Max Object
ID.

Contents

Update Maximum Object ID displays:

• Gen user IDs of all users who have reset the Encyclopedia DMAX table.
• Date and time the reset occurred.

Rule for Generating an Update Max Object ID

Anyone with access to the Host Encyclopedia can generate this report.

To Generate an Update Max Object ID

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.12.2. Press Enter. The Model Activity Selection List panel displays.
3. Enter next to the one activity to be detailed.
4. Press Enter. The Detailed Activity for Model History panel displays. To return to Step 3, press Enter.

Archive History Data
Archive History Data writes model history data to a sequential file and then deletes the data from the database, thus
freeing up space.

Archiving history data does not affect tool-created data.

Archiving can be done by age, by model, or both. Histories for deleted or renamed models are kept under the original
model name and can be archived the same way as history for active models.

NOTE
History data is stored in the DHLOG table, a Gen table created at installation. When archived, it is written to a
sequential file and cleared from DHLOG.

Rules for Archiving History Data

Following are the rules for archiving history data:
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• Only an encyclopedia administrator or model owner can archive history data.
• An encyclopedia administrator can archive history data of any model. A model owner can archive data only for his or

her models.

To Archive History Data

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.12.3. Press Enter. The Mainframe JCL Maintenance Panel for Archive History Data displays.
3. Enter job card information, if necessary. Press Enter. The Parameters for Archiving History Data panel display.
4. Specify the number of days of history data to keep. This value means all data older than the number of days that are

specified is removed. Data equal to or less than the number of days that are specified remain. If you use the default of
0 days that means all history data would be archived.

5. Specify the archive data set name.
6. Specify a model name to archive only a single model or leave blank to archive all models. Press Enter.
7. Specify or edit job card if necessary. Online Help contains suggested parameters for memory size and time. Press

Enter. A message and paging prompt appear. The JCL for the archive program displays below the JOB card.
8. Enter submit or sub, and press Enter. A job status message displays at the bottom of the screen, for example:

    JOB ABC(HOB02926) SUBMITTED 

    *** 

Enable/Disable Model Object History
Enable/Disable allows you to capture more details relating to the history of changes to specific objects in DHOBJ if you
enable the model object history.

Logging can be enabled or disabled for object migration and object changes. The default for a new model is logging
enabled.

Rule for Enable/Disable Model Object History

Only the owner of the model or the encyclopedia administer can enable or disable an object history of a model.

To Enable/Disable Model History

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.12.4. Press Enter. The Enable/Disable Model Object History panel displays.
3. Enter the name of the model for which you want to enable or disable history logging, as the name exists on the Host

Encyclopedia. The Object History Logging Status panel displays.
4. Enter a / by the preferred logging option for Object Change.
5. Enter a / by the preferred logging option for Object Migration.
6. Press Enter. The following message displays:

All processing completed normally.

Rename Model

This article provides information for Rename Model that changes the name of a model on the Host Encyclopedia.
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Rules for Renaming a Model

Following are the rules for renaming a model:

• Only an encyclopedia administrator or model owner can rename a model.
• An encyclopedia administrator can rename any model.
• The model being renamed must be checked in.
• The new model name must be unique on the Host Encyclopedia.

To Rename a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.7. Press Enter.
3. Specify the current model name, as it exists on the Host Encyclopedia.
4. Enter the new model name. Press Enter. The model is renamed.

Upload Model

This article provides information to Upload a Model on the Host Encyclopedia.

To upload a model

1. Access the Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.3.16. Press Enter.
3. Enter the update transaction file without the TSOID prefix.
4. Select the execution mode: Online or Batch.
5. Press Enter. If the online option is select, the upload takes place immediately. If the batch option is selected, a batch

JCL is generated for submission.

Generate Reports
This article provides information for Gen reports that provide information about model and subset data that is stored on
the Host Encyclopedia.

You can access and produce 53 reports through a scrollable menu from the Main Menu. You can also find the reports on
other menus, which are grouped with the topics to which they are most closely related.

Where to Find Host Reports within Gen

After you establish communications with the Host, you can find the reports through the following options on the Main
Menu (as shown in the following illustration):

• Host Encyclopedia functions
• Public Interface functions
• Host Encyclopedia Reports
• Application System Functions
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The following table lists all Host Reports. It helps you navigate through menus to the reports you want to retrieve. The
Host Report Index tells you:

• How to reach a report from the Host Main Menu using the Host Encyclopedia Reports Menu or through another menu.
• What other menu can be used to access the report.
• How to reach the other menu from the Host Main Menu. For example, to reach the Action Diagram Reports, enter

1.3.13 at the Command prompt.
• Where to find additional information on the report.

Report Name Options From Host Main
Menu (Host Reports)

On Other Menu Quick Path to Other Menu

Action Diagram 3 then 16 Model Reports 1.3.13

Add Group History 3 then 50 User Access Reports 1.1.5

Add User History 3 then 47 User Access Reports 1.1.5

Add User to Group History. 3 then 52 User Access Reports 1.1.5

Aggregate Object Where Exists 3 then 1 Version Control Management 1.2

Aggregate Object When
Changed

See When Changed Report

Attribute Definition (Model) 3 then 19 Model Reports 1.3.13

Attribute Definition (Subset) 3 then 33 Subset Reports 1.4.11

Change User Authority History 3 then 49 User Access Reports 1.1.5

Check Model for Consistency. 3 then 20 Model Management 1.3

Check Subset for Consistency. 3 then 34 Subset Management 1.4

Compare Aggregate Objects
Between Two Models

3 then 2 Version Control Management 1.2
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Construction Change Impact 3 then 21 Model Reports 1.3.13

Construction Change Impact 3 then 21 Application System
Regeneration

4.2

Construction Regeneration 3 then 22 Model Reports 1.3.13

Construction Regeneration 3 then 22 Application System
Regeneration

4.2

Contained 3 then 3 Object Cross Reference Reports 1.3.13.12

Contains 3 then 4 Object Cross Reference Reports 1.3.13.12

Create, Read, Update, and
Delete.

Not on the same menu Application System Construction 4.1; Follow system prompts

Delete 3 then 5 Object Cross Reference Reports 1.3.13.12

Delete Group History 3 then 51 User Access Reports 1.1.5

Delete User from Group History. 3 then 52 User Access Reports 1.1.5

Delete User History 3 then 48 User Access Reports 1.1.5

Display Aggregate Set Objects
for all Models in a Family.

3 then 7 Aggregate Set Reports 1.5.6

Display Aggregate Set Objects
for One Model.

3 then 6 Aggregate Set Reports 1.5.6

Display Aggregate Sets in a
Family

3 then 8 Aggregate Set Reports 1.5.6

Elementary Process Information
View Definition (Model)

3 then 24 Model Reports 1.3.13

Elementary Process Information
View Definition (Subset)

3 then 36 Subset Reports 1.4.11

Encyclopedia Duplicate Objects 3 then 9 None None

Encyclopedia Model Index by
Owner

3 then 10 None None

Entity Definition (Model) 3 then 25 Model Reports 1.3.13

Entity Definition (Subset) 3 then 37 Subset Reports 1.4.11

Expansion Conflict See Subset Expansion Conflict

Function Definition (Model) 3 then 26 See individual Function
Definition Report.

Function Definition (Subset) 3 then 39 See individual Function
Definition Report.

Function Definitions in
Alphabetical Order

Not on the same menu Function Definition Reports (Model) 1.3.13.7

Function Definitions in
Alphabetical Order

Not on the same menu Function Definition Reports (Subset) 1.4.11.5

Function Definitions in
Hierarchical Order

Not on the same menu Function Definition Reports (Subset) 1.4.11.5

Function Hierarchy Not on the same menu Function Definition Reports (Subset) 1.4.11.5

Function Point Calculation 3 then 11 Model Reports 1.3.13
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Group Memberships of a User 3 then 12 User Access Reports 1.1.5

Implemented 3 then 13 Object Cross Reference Reports 1.3.13.12

Implements 3 then 14 Object Cross Reference Reports 1.3.13.12

KWIC Report 3 then 30 Public Interface Reports 2.5

Matrices 3 then 15 Object Cross Reference Reports 1.3.13.12

Maximum Object ID Update
Activity

3 then 27 Model History 1.3.13

Model Activity History 3 then 18 Model History 1.3.13

Model and Subset
Authorizations

3 then 17 User Access Reports 1.1.5

Model Contents 3 then 23 Model Reports 1.3.13

Referenced/Used 3 then 31 Object Cross Reference Reports 1.3.13.12

References/Uses 3 then 32 Object Cross Reference Reports 1.3.13.12

Regeneration Impact Analysis 3 then 28 Application System
Regeneration

4.2

Scoping Object Where Used 3 then 40 Subset Reports 1.4.11

Subset Contents 3 then 35 Subset Reports 1.4.11

Subset Expansion Conflict 3 then 38 Subset Reports 1.4.11

Trial Adopt Aggregate Objects
Using Related Model

3 then 41 Version Control Management 1.2

Trial Migrate Aggregate Objects
To Existing Model

3 then 42 Version Control Management 1.2

Users Defined for a Group 3 then 43 User Access Reports 1.1.5

Users or Groups Authorized for
a Model

3 then 44 User Access Reports 1.1.5

Users or Groups Authorized for
a Subset

3 then 45 User Access Reports 1.1.5

Users or Groups in
Encyclopedia

3 then 47 User Access Reports 1.1.5

When Changed 3 then 29 Model Reports 1.3.13

Host Encyclopedia Reports

This article provides information for you to find most host reports through Host Encyclopedia Reports on the Host Main
Menu.

NOTE
On the Reports menu, options 33 through 40 are subset reports, and options 12, 43 through 53 are user access
reports, and the others are model reports.

1. Choose Option 3 from the Host Main Menu.
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2. Select the option to access the various reports.

Choose To Reach From There
1. Aggregate object where exists The panels requesting model and

aggregate set name information.
Follow the system prompts to reach the
report.

2. Compare aggregate objects The panel requesting model name Follow the system prompts.
3. Contained Model Reports Select 12, then 1.
4. Contains Model Reports Select 12, then 2.
5. Delete Model Reports Select 12, then 3.
6. Display aggregate objects in set for one
model

The panel requesting model and aggregate
set names.

Follow the system prompts to reach the
report.

7. Display aggregate objects in set for all
models in family

The panel requesting model and aggregate
set names.

Follow the system prompts to reach the
report.

8. Display aggregate sets in a family The panel requesting model and aggregate
set names.

Follow the system prompts to reach the
report.

9. Encyclopedia duplicate objects Encyclopedia Reports Select 1.
10. Encyclopedia model index by owner Encyclopedia Reports Select 2.
11. Function point calculation Model Reports Specify a model; then select 8.
12. Group memberships of a user User Access Reports Select 1.
13. Implemented Model Reports Specify a model; select 12,

then 4.
14. Implements Model Reports Specify a model; select 12,

then 5.
15. Matrices Model Reports Specify a model; select 12,

then 6.
16. Model action diagram Model Reports Specify a model; then select 1.
17. Model and subset authorizations User Access Reports Specify a model; then select 2.
18. Model activity history The panel requesting model name and

activity list sort option
Follow the system prompts to reach the
report.

19. Model attribute definition Model Reports Specify a model; then select 2.
20. Model consistency check The panel requesting model name and

other report options
Follow the system prompts to reach the
report.

21. Model construction change impact Model Reports Specify a model; then select 3.
22. Model construction regeneration Model Reports Specify a model; then select 4.
23. Model contents Model Reports to specify a model name Select 9.
24. Model elementary process information
view definition

Model Reports to specify a model name Select 5.

25. Model entity definition Model Reports to specify a model name Select 6.
26. Model function definition Model Reports to specify a model name Select 7; then select 1, 2, or 3.
27. Model max object ID update history Model Max update list Select one activity from list to see details.
28. Model regeneration impact analysis Model Reports to specify a model name Select 10.
29. Model when changed Model Reports to specify a model name Select 11.
30. Public Interface KWIC index entity
types, subtypes, attributes

Public Interface Reports Select 1.

31. Referenced/used Model Reports Select 12, then 7.
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32. References/uses Model Reports Select 12, then 8.
33. Subset attribute definition Subset Reports to specify names. Select 1.
34. Subset consistency check Panel requesting model and subset names

and other report options
Follow the system prompts to see report.

35. Subset contents Subset Reports to specify a model and
subset name.

Select 7.

36. Subset elementary process information
view definition

Subset Reports to specify a model and
subset name.

Select 2.

37. Subset entity definition Subset Reports to specify a model and
subset name.

Select 3.

38. Subset expansion conflict Subset Reports to specify a model and
subset name.

Select 4.

39. Subset function definition Subset Reports to specify a model and
subset name.

Select 5.

40. Subset scoping object where used Subset Reports to specify a model and
subset name.

Select 6.

41. Trial adopt Panel requesting model names and other
report options

Follow the system prompts to see report.

42. Trial migrate Panel requesting model names and other
report options

Follow the system prompts to see report.

43. Users defined for a group User Access Reports Select 3.
44. Users or groups authorized for a model User Access Reports Select 4.
45. Users or groups authorized for a subset User Access Reports Select 5.
46. Users or groups in encyclopedia User Access Reports Select 6.
47. Add user history User Activity Selection List Select 1.
48. Delete user history User Activity Selection List Select 2.
49. Change user authority history User Activity Selection List Select 3.
50. Add group history User Activity Selection List Select 4.
51. Delete group history User Activity Selection List Select 5.
52. Add user to group history User Activity Selection List Select 6.
53. Delete user from group history User Activity Selection List Select one update activity and press Enter

for details.

NOTE
When you choose a report, the name of the model for which you are currently requesting report information
frequently displays. This makes it easy for you to verify the model that you are working with. It also allows you to
either keep using that same model, change models by entering a new model name if you know it, or prompting
the system for a list of available models.

User Access Reports

User Access Control Functions include several reports. You must be authorized as a user of the Host Encyclopedia to
generate them.

The User Access Control Functions reports are:
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• Group Memberships of a User Report
• Model and Subset Authorization Report
• Users Defined for a Group Report
• Users or Groups Authorized for a Model Report
• Users or Groups Authorized for a Subset Report
• Users or Groups in Encyclopedia Report

NOTE
When performing a procedure, sometimes you can input a user ID, group ID, model, or subset name. Instead
of typing the ID or name, you can view a list of available choices by pressing the prompt key (such as F4). To
make a selection from the list, enter any character except the period (.) character next to the item and press
Enter.

Group Memberships of a User Report

The Group Memberships of a User report lists all the groups to which a specific user belongs arranged alphabetically by
group ID.

      00/00/02               GROUP A USER ISD A MEMBER OF          PAGE 1     

      00:00                                                                   

                                                                              

      USER ID:    DAACABC                                                     

      USER NAME:  A. B. CARTER                                                

                                                                              

                                                                              

      GROUP ID             GROUP NAME                                         

      --------             --------------                                     

      GRP0001              TEST GROUP 001                                     

                                                                              

      GRP0003              TEST GROUP 003                                     

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.5 and press Enter.
2. Select option 1 for Group Memberships of a User. Press Enter.
3. Enter the User ID of the person for whom you want to identify groups and press Enter.

Model and Subset Authorizations Report

The Model and Subset Authorizations report lists the models and subsets that users or groups are authorized to access.

     00/00/02              USER/GROUP AUTHORIZATIONS REPORT             PAGE 1

     00:00                                                                    

                                                                              

     USER/GROUP NAME:  JOHN DOE                                               

                  ID:  DACGPLP                                                

                                                                              

     MODELS OWNED BY                                                          

     MODEL NAME                                                               

     ----------------------                                                   

     AB12378                                                                  

     ALL CHARACTERS TEST                                                      

     FWD TICKET 33122 MODEL                                                   
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Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.5 and press Enter.
2. Select option 2 for Model and Subset Authorizations. Press Enter.
3. Enter the User ID of the user or group for which you want to list access authorizations and press Enter.

Users Defined for a Group Report

The Users Defined for a Group report lists all the members that belong to a specific group alphabetically by user ID.

     00/00/02             MEMBERS OF A GROUP                            PAGE 1

     00:00                                                                    

                                                                              

     GROUP ID:       GRP00001                                                 

     GROUP NAME:     TEST MODEL 001                                           

                                                                              

     MEMBER ID       MEMBER NAME                                              

     --------------  --------------                                           

     DAAGABC         JANE  DOE                                                

                                                                              

     DAAGLMN         JOHN  DOE                                                

                                                                              

     DAAGRST         JAMES DOE                                                

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.5 and press Enter.
2. Select option 3 for Members of a Group. Press Enter.
3. Enter the Group ID of the group for which you want to list members and press Enter.

Users or Groups Authorized for a Model Report

The Users or Groups Authorized for a Model Report lists the users or groups authorized to access a specific model. It also
shows the model owner and level of authorization of each user. The list is alphabetical by user ID.

     00/00/02           MODEL AUTHORIZATION REPORT                      PAGE 1

     00:00                                                                    

                                                                              

     MODEL NAME:   TEST MODEL 0003                                            

     MODEL OWNER:  DACCDKK  DONALD KAY                                        

                                                                              

     USER ID          USER NAME    READ     UPDT     CGEN     MIGR     MERG   

     ---------        -----------  ----     ----     ----     ----     ----   

     DACCDKK          DONALD KAY    X        X        X        X        X     

                                                                              

     DACGPLP          PAM POOLE     X        X                                

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.5 and press Enter.
2. Select option 4 for Users or Groups Authorized for a Model. Press Enter.
3. Enter the Model name of the model for which you want to list all authorized users and groups and press Enter.
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Users or Groups Authorized for a Subset Report

The Users or Groups Authorized for a Subset Report lists users or groups authorized to access a specific subset. It also
shows the model to which the subset belongs and the name of the model owner.

     00/00/02         SUBSET AUTHORIZATION REPORT                       PAGE 1

     00:00                                                                    

                                                                              

     MODEL NAME:   TEST MODEL 0003                                            

     SUBSET NAME:  TEST ELEMENTARY PROCESS VIEWS                              

     MODEL OWNER:  DACCDKK  DONALD KAY                                        

                                                                              

     USER ID            USER NAME                                             

     ----------         ----------                                            

     DACCDKK            DONALD KAY                                            

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.5 and press Enter.
2. Select option 5 for Users or Groups Authorized for a Subset. Press Enter.
3. Enter the Model name of the model that contains the subset for which you want to list all authorized users and groups.
4. Enter the Subset name of the subset for which you want to list all authorized users and groups.
5. Press Enter.

Users or Groups in Encyclopedia Report

The Users or Groups in Encyclopedia Report lists all users and groups in the encyclopedia alphabetically by user or
group ID. Each entry also includes user/group name and levels of authorization, whether the user is an encyclopedia
administrator or a modeler. If the group name is shown, only the group ID appears.

    00/00/02               USER ACCESS REPORT                          PAGE 1

    00:00                                                                    

                                         ENCY           ADD           CREATE 

    USER ID      USER NAME               ADMIN          AUTH          MODELS 

    ----------   ----------              -----          ----          ------ 

                                                                             

    DAACABC      John Doe                                Y                   

    DAAGLMN      John Doe, Sr.                           Y                   

    DAAGRST      John Doe, Jr.                           N             Y     

    DAACMBS      Jane Doe                                Y                   

    DAACNOT      Jean Doe                                Y                   

    DACCDKK      Joan Doe                                N             Y     

    DACGPLP      June Doe                 Y                                  

                                                                             

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.1.5 and press Enter.
2. Select option 6 for Users or Groups in Encyclopedia. Press Enter.
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Encyclopedia Duplicate Objects Report

The Encyclopedia Duplicate Objects Report lists objects of the same name that appear in more than one model in the
Host Encyclopedia.

For each duplicate object found, the report gives its name, unique ID, and the name of the models containing that object.

    00/00/02                  DUPLICATE OBJECTS REPORT             PAGE 1   

    00:00                                                                   

    ------------------------------------------------------------------------

                           OBJECT TYPE:  ENTITY SUBTYPE                     

                                                                            

    ------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                            

    OBJECT NAME                     OBJECT ID      MODEL NAME               

--------------------------          ---------      -------------------------

    ADMINISTRATIVE_SUPPORT            18596        ENCY REPORT MODEL        

    ADMINISTRATIVE_SUPPORT            42993        EG_ACCOUNTING            

    ASSEMBLY                          87529        MATERIAL_MANAGEMENT1     

    ASSEMBLY                          87627        MATERIAL_MANAGEMENT2     

    AUTOMOTIVE                        97920        MATERIAL_MANAGEMENT1     

    AUTOMOTIVE                        97825        MATERIAL_MANAGEMENT2     

    CATALOG                           97818        MMCUST2                  

    CATALOG                           97914        MMCUST1                  

                                      45320        MMCUST2                  

Follow these steps:

1. From the Host Main Menu, select option 3.
2. Select option 9.
3. Select option 1.
4. At the report request panel, follow the prompts.

The Encyclopedia Duplicate Object Report Request Panel lists the types of objects for which you can search. You can
select as many objects as you want to include in the report.

  OPTION ===>                                                                 

                       Duplicate Object Name Report                           

                                                                              

  Type / by desired object types, then press enter.                           

  _ Action Block (BAA)                     _ Entity View                      

  _ Action Block (BSD)                     _ Event                            

  _ Attribute (Composite)                  _ Exit                             

  _ Attribute (System-Defined)             _ External Object                  

  _ Attribute (User-Defined)               _ Function                         

  _ Business Area                          _ Group View                       

  _ Business System                        _ Procedure                        

  _ Command                                _ Procedure Step                   

  _ Command Synonym                        _ Process                          

  _ Condition                              _ Relationship Membership          

  _ Default Edit Patterns                  _ Screen                           

  _ Dependency                             _ Screen Template                  

  _ Entity Subtype                         _ Subject Area                     
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  _ Entity Type                                                               

Encyclopedia Model Index Report

The Model Index Report lists all models in the Host Encyclopedia alphabetically by the TSO IDs of their creators. The
report includes the Host Encyclopedia name and creation date of the model.

The creation date (YYMMDD) is the date on which the model was first stored in the Host Encyclopedia. If the model
includes subsets, the subsets are listed below the model and the creation date is given for them.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Host Main Menu, select option 3.
2. Select option 10.
3. Select option 2.
4. Press Enter.

Model Reports

This article provides information for Host Encyclopedia model reports that provide online and hardcopy documentation for
individual models in the Host Encyclopedia.

The reports help you view information in the models, review or anticipate the impact of changes, and count function
points.

NOTE
For more information about model reports, see the  Host Encyclopedia Construction ,  Host Encyclopedia Public
Interface , and  Host Encyclopedia Version Control.

Many model reports also have a subset report of the same name. The difference between the two reports is that model
reports detail information on the entire model while subset reports give information on one subset at a time.

How to Reach Model Reports

The simplest way to reach most model reports is through the Host Encyclopedia Reports option on the Host Main Menu.
Some model reports require a slightly different path.

1. Select Option 1 from the Host Main Menu
2. Select 3, Model Management to reach the Model Reports. There are 13 reports available. Option 12 is the Object

Cross-Reference Reports.

To Generate Model Report

Follow these steps:

1. Enter or select a model name.
2. Select the option to generate the report online or in batch.
3. Follow system prompts to print or view.

Selecting a Model Name

Before you can choose a report (using this menu path), you must first enter the name of the Host Encyclopedia model you
want to work with using one of these methods:

• Enter the name, if you know it.
• Press F4 to prompt for list of model names that you can choose from.
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Generating Reports Online or in Batch Mode

After you select a report, you can choose to generate it online or in batch mode.

The following model reports can only be generated online:

• Action Diagram
• Attribute Definition
• Elementary Process Information View Definition Diagram
• Entity Definition
• Function Definition
• Model Contents
• When Changed

The following model reports can be generated online or in batch mode:

• Construction Change Impact
• Construction Regeneration
• Regeneration Impact Analysis
• Function Point Calculation
• Object Cross-Reference reports

To Generate a Report Online or in Batch

After entering the Host Encyclopedia name and selecting a report option, reports which can be submitted in batch mode
will display another panel which allows you to specify other report parameters. This could be a submenu panel (such as
the Object Cross-Reference reports use), or a data panel (such as the Construction reports use).

After you have specified any additional report parameters, select the Execution Mode that you want:

• Online
• Batch

Editing the JCL for Batch Reports

If you choose Batch and you have created a job card:

1. Press Enter to see the update JCL panel.
2. Edit it, if necessary, and accept the changes.

If you choose Batch and you have not created a job card:

1. Press Enter to see the JCL maintenance panel.
2. Fill out the job card and accept.

Action Diagram Report

This article provides information for the Action Diagram Report that displays BAA, BSD, procedure step, and elementary
process action blocks.

The diagrams also include all derivation algorithms, a list of all action diagrams in a model, and the contents of individual
action diagrams.

The Action Diagram report displays all action diagrams in a model:
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• A single action diagram, as is shown in the Action Diagram illustration.
• A selectable list of all action diagrams for a model
• Sets of action diagrams

– All BAA common action blocks
– All BSD common action blocks
– All procedure step action blocks (including the Procedure Step View Matching report)
– All elementary process action blocks
– All derivation algorithms

NOTE
After selecting the report you want to view, select one or more action diagram names from the Action Diagram
List. Those diagrams are displayed in a named data set that you can browse or print.

To Generate Action Diagram Report

Following are the steps to generate an action diagram report:

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 1.
3. On the Action Diagram Report menu, you have several choices:

To Look at This Report Select Then
All BAA Common Action Blocks Option 1 Follow the prompts to display or print the

report.
All BSD Common Action Blocks Option 2
All Procedure Step Action Blocks Option 3
All Elementary Process Action Blocks Option 4
All Derivation Algorithms Option 5
Entire Action Diagram List for Model Option 6
One Action Diagram Option 7

The following sample shows the report that is generated from option 7, One Action Diagram:

          BSD ACTION BLOCK:  ADD_EMPLOYEE                                                  

                    ADD_EMPLOYEE                                            MM/DD/YY  HH:MM

                                                                                           

          IMPORTS:                                                                         

           Entity View import organization (Transient, Mandatory, Import only)             

              division                                                                     

              cost_center                                                                  

           Entity View import employee (Transient, Mandatory, Import only)                 

              number                                                                       

              name                                                                         

              rate                                                                         

              job_grade                                                                    

          EXPORTS:                                                                         

           Entity View export employee (Transient, Export only)                            
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              number                                                                       

              name                                                                         

              rate                                                                         

              job_grade                                                                    

          ENTITY ACTIONS                                                                   

           Entity View organization                                                        

              division                                                                     

              cost_center                                                                  

           Entity View employee                                                            

              number                                                                       

              name                                                                         

              rate                                                                         

              job_grade                                                                    

                                                                                           

          PROCEDURE STATEMENTS                                                             

          READ organization                                                                

               WHERE DESIRED organization division = import organization                   

               AND DESIRED organization cost_center = import organization                  

          WHEN successful                                                                  

          MOVE organization TO export organization                                         

            CREATE employee                                                                

            ASSOCIATE WITH organization WHICH employes IT                                  

            SET number TO import employee number                                           

            SET name TO import employee name                                               

            SET rate TO import employee rate                                               

            SET job_grade TO import employee job_grade                                     

              WHEN successful                                                              

              MOVE employee TO export employee                                             

              WHEN already exists                                                          

              EXIT STATE IS employee_ae                                                    

              WHEN permitted value violation                                               

              EXIT STATE IS employee_pv                                                    

            WHEN not found                                                                 

            EXIT STATE IS organization_nf                                                  

Procedure Step View Matching Report

The Procedure Step View Matching report is a sub-report that appears at the end of the action diagram report for a
procedure step.

It lists all dialog flows to and from the procedure step, as shown in the following sample.

Procedure Step View Matching Report                          

                                                             

    Dialog Flows Originating From LIST_EMPLOYEES             

                                                             

          LIST_EMPLOYEES links to UPDATE_PAYROLL             

            flows on:  CALCULATE_OVERTIME                    

            setting command to CALCULATE                     

            sending EXPORT DEPARTMENT to IMPORT DEPARTMENT   

            sending EXPORT_GROUP (300) to IMPORT_GROUP (300) 

            sending EXPORT_NRG_TABLES to IMPORT_NRG_TABLES   
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          UPDATE_PAYROLL returns to LIST_EMPLOYEES           

            returns on RETURN_TO_CALLER                      

            setting command to <PREVIOUS>                    

            returning EXPORT DEPARTMENT to IMPORT DEPARTMENT 

                                                             

    Dialog Flows Targeting LIST_EMPLOYEES                    

                                                             

          MAIN_MENU links to LIST_EMPLOYEES                  

            flows on:  LINK_TO_LIST_EMPLOYEES                

              with autoflow on LIST                          

            setting command to LIST                          

            no views matched                                 

                                                             

End of Procedure Step View Matching Report                   

Dialog Flows

For each dialog flow, the Procedure Step View Matching Report displays:

• The source and destination procedure names and the type of flow
• The exit state that causes the flow (if any). If no exit state is defined, one of these error messages appears:

– If the flow is a transfer or link:

*** Error: A dialog flow must have at least one “flows on” exit state.

*** Error: A “link” type of dialog flow must have at least one “returns on”     exit state. 

– If the flow is a return:
• The autoflow command (if any).
• The command passed (if any) or one of three special literals:

– <SPACES>
– <CURRENT>
– <PREVIOUS>
– These literals correspond to choices that you can make in the Dialog Flow Diagram when you detail the properties

of a flow and select either the SET CMD or RTN CMD buttons.
• A list of the views matched (if any) or the message:

no views matched

Views

The Procedure Step View Matching Report displays entity views, group views and their cardinality, and non-repeating
group views. Entity views show both the view name and the entity type name. Group views show only the group view
name, followed by the cardinality in parentheses. Non-repeating group views do not show a cardinality but can be
distinguished from an entity view by the absence of an entity name.

If the cardinalities of the group views do not match, this note appears below the view:

*** Note: Group view cardinalities are not the same.

If a repeating group is matched to a non-repeating group, this note appears below the view:

*** Note: Group view matched to non-repeating group view.
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Error Messages and Notes

Errors and notes are flagged with three asterisks but do not necessarily indicate that action must be taken. Use
Consistency Check to determine whether you must act on the error message or not.

Attribute Definition Report

This article provides information for the Attribute Definition Report that defines attributes of entities in a specified model,
subject area, or subset.

Contents

The Attribute Definition Report provides the following information for each:

• Entity type/entity subtype to which the attribute belongs
• Object ID of entity and subtypes
• Attribute name (including an alias if one exists)
• Attribute object ID
• Description (if one exists)
• Classifying attribute (only if the attribute is a classifying value for a subtype)
• Source category (type)-basic, derived, designed, or auto number
• Optionality-mandatory or optional
• Sensitivity-case sensitivity
• National Language Support (NLS)
• Domain-text, number, date, or time
• Number of characters
• Number of decimals (only if DOMAIN is NUMBER)
• Default value or algorithm (if one exists)
• Permitted values (if any exist)
• Description for permitted value (if one exists)

The attribute definition of an entity type consists of the fields listed above.

• If the attribute belongs to an entity subtype, an additional field lists the subtype below the entity type.
• If an alias exists for an attribute, it appears in parentheses below the attribute name.
• If the data model supports the double-byte character set, NLS is marked G. Otherwise, the value of NLS is blank.

Attribute Definition Report Examples

The following illustrates shows the definition of NUMBER, an attribute of the entity type EMPLOYEE. The attribute is
designed by a simple algorithm. It is mandatory-each employee must have a number and it belongs to the number
domain.

     MM/DD/YY                 ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION REPORT                 Page 1

     HH:MM                                                                      

                                                                                

        MODEL NAME:     TRUST AND STOCKHOLDER MANAGEMENT                        

        SUBSET NAME:                   LSW2                                     

                                                                                

     ENTITY TYPE:     EMPLOYEE                      OBJECT ID:     4980794      

     ATTRIBUTE                                                                  

     NAME:            NUMBER                                                    

        ID:           4981396                                                   
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     DESCRIPTION:     AN EMPLOYEE NUMBER IS A 6 DIGIT NUMBER. THE ALGORITHM IS  

        ID:           ADD ONE TO THE PREVIOUSLY ASSIGNED NUMBER. WHEN           

                      EMPLOYEE TERMINATES THAT NUMBER IS NEVER USED AGAIN.      

                                                                                

     SOURCE                                                                     

     CATEGORY:        DERIVED                                                   

     OPTIONALITY:     MANDATORY                                                 

     CASE                                                                       

     SENSITIVITY:     NO                                                        

     NLS OPTION:                                                                

     DOMAIN:          NUMBER                                                    

     NUMBER OF                                                                  

     CHARACTERS:      6                                                         

     NUMBER OF                                                                  

     DECIMALS:        0                                                         

The Attribute Definition Report is arranged alphabetically by entity type and subtype, and then by attribute. The report
also defines attributes belonging to entity subtypes. The report fields are the same as for entity types with the addition of a
SUBTYPE field beneath ENTITY TYPE.

     ENTITY TYPE:          EMPLOYEE                     OBJECT ID: 4980794   

     SUBTYPE               EXEMPT STAFF                 OBJECT ID: 987651166 

     ATTRIBUTE                                                               

     NAME:                 JOB_GRADE                                         

       ID:                 13145621                                          

     DESCRIPTION:          A JOB GRADE IS A 2 DIGIT NUMBER BETWEEN 10 AND 50 

     SOURCE                                                                  

     CATEGORY:             BASIC                                             

     OPTIONALITY:          MANDATORY                                         

     CASE                                                                    

     SENSITIVITY:          NO                                                

     NLS OPTION:                                                             

     DOMAIN:               NUMBER                                            

     NUMBER OF                                                               

     CHARACTERS:           2                                                 

     NUMBER OF                                                               

     DECIMALS              0                                                 

     DEFAULT VALUE                                                           

     OR ALGORITHM:         10                                                

     PERMITTED                                                               

     VALUES:               10-50                                             

     VALUE:                                                                  

     DESCRIPTION:          JOB GRADE RANGE FOR AN EXEMPT EMPLOYEE IS 10-50   

If the attribute belongs to an entity subtype, the subtype is listed below the entity type. If the attribute has a default value
or algorithm, it will be listed. Also, if the attribute has any permitted values, they will be listed along with any descriptions
for the permitted values.

If an entity type has more than one subtype, all attributes of the first subtype are listed first. Then the next subtype is listed
with its attributes.
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To Generate Attribute Definition Report

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 2.
3. Select End to save, delete, or print.

Construction Change Impact Report

This article provides information for the Construction Change Impact Report provides a what if capability before making
changes.

After you select the objects that are proposed for change, the report shows which application components would require
regeneration if the change occurs. Because no actual changes are made at this point, no application components are
marked for regeneration.

NOTE
For more information, see Host Encyclopedia Construction.

Construction Regeneration Report

The Construction Regeneration Report lets you preview the changes or proposed changes from regenerating one or more
business systems.

You can specify beginning and ending dates, TSO user ID, group ID, and rejection of the target environment changes.
The report indicates components flagged for regeneration/installation.

NOTE
For more information, see Host Encyclopedia Construction .

Elementary Process Information View Definition Report

The Elementary Process Information View Definition Report contains the definitions of import and export data for
elementary processes. The elementary processes are in alphabetical order. In addition to the elementary process name,
the report shows the import and export views of the process and the event that causes the elementary process to occur.

     MM/DD/YY          ELEMENTARY PROCESS INFORMATION VIEW DEFINITION REPORT

     HH:MM                                                                  

     MODEL NAME:                TRUST AND STOCKHOLDER MANAGEMENT            

                                                                            

     PROCESS NAME:  PAY_EMPLOYEE                                            

       EVENT:       END_OF_MONTH                                            

                                                                            

     IMPORT VIEW                                                            

       ENTITY VIEW:     SPECIAL_PAYROLL_DEDUCTION_DETAIL                    

                                                                            

         EXT OBJ:       PERSONNEL                                           

         ENT TYPE:      EMPLOYEE                                            

         ATTRIBUTE      NUMBER                                              

     (0)                SPECIAL_DEDUCTIONS                                  

                                                                            

               ATTRIBUTE:                                                   
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     EXPORT VIEW:                                                           

       ENTITY VIEW:     PAYMENT_DETAILS                                     

                                                                            

        EXT OBJ:        EMPLOYEE                                            

        ENT TYPE:       PAYMENT                                             

        ATTRIBUTE       HOURS_WORKED                                        

        ATTRIBUTE:      PAY_PERIOD_GROSS                                    

        ATTRIBUTE:      PAY_PERIOD_NET                                      

        ATTRIBUTE:      TOTAL_DEDUCTIONS                                    

        ATTRIBUTE       YTD_SALARY                                          

The report indicates entity views within a group view, as shown in the following illustration. Views marked with an R
represent repeating data. Attributes marked with an O are optional.

The entity view detail appears below the group view field. It includes the description (if any appears in the model or
subset), external object, entity type supplying the attributes, and the attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 5.
3. Select End to save, delete or print.

Entity Definition Report

This article provides information for Entity Definition Report. All the terms that are used in the report originate in the Entity
Relationship Diagram or Entity Hierarchy Diagram.

The Entity Definition Report provides the following information for each entity type and entity subtype within a given
model, subject area, partitioning, subtype, or subset:

• Name (Alias for entity, if any)
• Object ID
• Description
• Subject Area
• Properties
• Attributes (Alias for attribute, if any)
• Relationships and their properties
• Identifiers
• Partitionings, if any

If an alias exists for an entity type, subtype, or attribute, it appears in parentheses below the name.

Entity Type

The following illustration shows the contents of an Entity Definition Report for the entity type EMPLOYEE. The entity type
name, description, properties, and attributes appear as they do in the Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD).

  MM/DD/YY                   ENTITY DEFINITION REPORT                  PAGE 13

  HH:MM

           MODEL NAME:         TRUST AND STOCKHOLDER MANAGEMENT

           SUBSET NAME:        MQH2

        NAME:        EMPLOYEE

      OBJECT ID:     54903211
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                              (WORKER)

                              (STAFF)

  DESCRIPTION:  Individual who currently is or formerly was employed

                by company. This person may become a participant of

                the various plans and trusts

       SUBJ AREA:       ENCY REPORT MODEL

       PROPERTIES:      MINIMUM OCCURRENCE:     60000

                        AVERAGE OCCURRENCE:     85000

                        MAXIMUM OCCURRENCE:    100000

                        GROWTH RATE: 5% PER YEAR

       ATTRIBUTES:

                        CALENDAR_SERVICE_YEARS

                        CITIZENSHIP

                        DIVISION

                        EMPLOYMENT_STATUS

                        EXTERNAL_ADDRESS

                        INTERNAL_ADDRESS

                        NAME             

                             (EMPLOYEE_NAME)

                        NUMBER

                        ORIGINAL_EMPLOYMENT_DATE

                             (SERVICE_DATE)

                             (BEGIN_DATE)

  RELATIONSHIPS:

  SOMETIMES OWNS                            MANY PARTICIPANT_ACCOUNT

     CAN TRANSFER  (50%)                    1 MINIMUM  3 MAXIMUM  1 AVERAGE

  ALWAYS APPLIES AS                         ONE APPLICANT

                CANNOT TRANSFER             

  ALWAYS EMPLOYED BY                        ONE DIVISION

                CAN TRANSFER

  IDENTIFIERS:

              NUMBER

              NAME

              DIVISION

              EMPLOYED BY                   DIVISION

  PARTITIONED

  BY:     TYPE

       CLASSIFYING VALUE                    SUBTYPE

       -----------------                    -------

       EXEMPT                               EXEMPT_STAFF

       NONEXEMPT                            NONEXEMPT_STAFF
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Relationships

The Entity Definition Report shows essential details about the relationships of the entity type:

• Optionality (SOMETIMES or ALWAYS)
• Name of the relationship-as it reads from the entity type being detailed
• Cardinality (ONE or MANY)
• Entity type sharing the relationship
• Transferability with frequency percentage
• Minimum, maximum, and average occurrences

The entity type sharing a relationship appears on the same line to the right of the relationship. For example, DIVISION, the
entity type sharing the relationship, is shown on the report opposite EMPLOYED_BY, a relationship of EMPLOYEE.

RELATIONSHIPS:

SOMETIMES OWNS MANY PARTICIPANT ACCOUNT

   CAN TRANSFER (50%)         1 MINIMUM  3 MAXIMUM  1 AVERAGE

ALWAYS APPLIES AS             ONE APPLICANT

        CANNOT TRANSFER

ALWAYS EMPLOYED BY ONE DIVISION

        CAN TRANSFER

Identifiers

The information of the report about identifiers originates in the Identifiers Panel in the ERD, but it appears in a different
format in the report.

IDENTIFIERS:

            NUMBER

            NAME

            DIVISION

            EMPLOYED BY DIVISION

In both the Identifiers section of the report and the ERD Identifiers Panel, attributes appear first and relationships last.
Relationships used as parts of identifiers show the entity type at the end of the relationship. For example, in the illustration
of Entity Definition Report: Identifiers, the relationship EMPLOYED_BY shows DIVISION.

Partitionings

Partitionings, if any, appear last on the report. The classifying attribute follows the words PARTITIONED BY. Under
the classifying attribute, columns appear for its classifying values, if any, and for the entity subtypes that belong to the
partitioning.

For example, in the following illustration, the entity type EMPLOYEE is partitioned by the classifying attribute TYPE
and includes two classifying values, EXEMPT, and NONEXEMPT. The partitioning also includes two entity subtypes,
EXEMPT_STAFF and NONEXEMPT_STAFF.

PARTITIONED

BY:    TYPE

CLASSIFYING VALUE          SUBTYPE

-----------------          -------
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EXEMPT                     EXEMPT_STAFF     NONEXEMPT_STAFF

Entity Subtypes

The Entity Definition Report provides information about an entity subtype.

The changed objects that are selected can be saved in an aggregate set.

The report headings for entity subtypes are the same as those for entity types with the addition of two fields:

• SUBTYPE OF-Contains the parent of the entity subtype.
• INHERITED ATTRIBUTES-Attributes shared with the parent entity type.

The INHERITED ATTRIBUTES field lists attributes derived from entity types higher in the hierarchy. For example, the
inherited attributes of a subtype can be the attributes of the parent entity type.

If the parent is also an entity subtype, the source of the inherited attributes might be above the parent. In fact, the source
may be the parent of the parent. Inherited attributes are grouped by source under the Inherited Attributes heading,
beginning with the highest-level source.

To Generate Entity Definition Report

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 6.
3. Select End to save, delete, or print.

Function Definition Reports

This article provides information for Gen that has three Function Definition Reports which contain information about the
functions and processes of a specified model.

Function Definition Reports include the hierarchy in which the functions and processes occur:

Function Hierarchy Report
-Shows the classification of the activities of the model or subset according to type (function or process), level
in the hierarchy, and groupings of parents and subordinates. This report serves as an index to the Function
Definition Report in Hierarchical Order.

Function Definition Report in Hierarchical Order
-Shows the definitions of the functions of the model or subset, processes, and elementary processes in the same
order as they appear in the Process Hierarchy Diagram (PHD).

Function Definition Report in Alphabetical Order
-Shows the same definitions as the previous report but arranged alphabetically.

The reports are listed on the Function Definition Reports Menu that is shown in the following illustration:

                    Function Definition Reports                              

                                                                             

   Command ===>                                                              

                                                                             

   Model name:   TRUST AND STOCKHOLDER MANAGEMENT                            

   Select a report option, then press enter.                                 

   display function numbers in reports 1 or 2  y (Y=Yes, N=No)               
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       Report                                                                

   ___ 1.  Function Hierarchy                                                

       2.  Function Definitions in Hierarchical Order                        

       3.  Function Definitions in Alphabetical Order                        

Function Hierarchy Report

The Function Hierarchy Report for a model lists the functions of the model, processes, and elementary processes from the
root function of the PHD to the bottom of that diagram.

MM/DD/YY             FUNCTION HIERARCHY REPORT                       PAGE 1

HH:MM

     MODEL NAME:     TRUST AND STOCKHOLDER MANAGEMENT

     SUBSET NAME:           TSM1

                                                       

                               LEGEND                  

                               F  = FUNCTION           

                               P  = PROCESS            

                               E  = ELEMENTARY PROCESS 

                              (R) = RECURSIVE

F1 0.0        TRUST_AND_STOCKHOLDER_MGMT  

F2 1.0        ADMINISTRATION              

F3 1.1        TRAINING                    

F3 1.2        SPECIAL_PROJECT_MANAGEMENT  

F3 1.3        PLANNING_AND_FORECAST       

F2 2.0        STOCK_OPTION_MANAGEMENT     

F3 2.1        OPTION_MANAGEMENT           

P4 2.1.1      TERMINATE_OPTION

P4 2.1.2      EXERCISE_OPTION

P5 2.1.2.1    DISTRIBUTE_REFUND

P5 2.1.2.2    TRACK_DISQUALIFYING_DISPOSITN

P5 2.1.2.3    ISSUE_CERTIFICATE

E4 2.1.3      ACCRUE_INTEREST

P4 2.1.4      PROCESS_MAKEUP

F3 2.2        DEDUCTION_MANAGEMENT

P4 2.2.1      PROCESS_TERMINATION

E4 2.2.2      ACCRUE_INTEREST             *** SEE ABOVE 2.1.3 ***

P4 2.2.3      MAINTAIN_DEDUCTIONS

Report Columns

For a subset, the report lists the same objects from the root function to the lowest process within the subset.

The first column shows the type of activity: function (F), process (P), elementary process (E), or recursive (R).

The second column shows the hierarchical level of each activity: 1 for the Root Function, 2 for subordinates of the Root
Function, 3 for subordinates of level 2 functions or processes. Each successive number-4, 5, 6, and so on-represents
another level, or vertical step down into the hierarchy.

The third column contains the function number that precedes each activity name. The following illustrates function
numbers and hierarchical levels.
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The key to function numbers is as follows:

• 0.0-Root Function
• 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and so on-Subordinates of the Root Function
• 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and so on-Subordinates of 1.0
• 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3, and so on-Subordinates of 1.1
• 1.1.1.1, 1.1.1.2, and so on-Subordinates of 1.1.1
• 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and so on-Subordinates of 2.0

The fourth column gives the activity name.

The report indicates reusable processes with three asterisks and a message referring to the first occurrence of the
process.

In the Function Hierarchy Report, the message with Process 2.2.2:

*** SEE ABOVE 2.1.3

Refers to Process 2.1.3.

A comparison of the two processes, 2.2.2 and 2.1.3, shows that they are the same: ACCRUE_INTEREST.

If your model or subset contains reused processes, specify the numbering option when generating the report. Numbering
enables you to check quickly for their occurrences.

You can generate the Function Hierarchy Report from either the Model Reports menu or the Subset Reports menu using
one of the following procedures:

To Generate a Function Hierarchy Report

To generate a function hierarchy report from the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.

1. Select option 7.
2. Select option 1.
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From the Main Menu, select options 1.4.11.

1. Select option 5.
2. Select option 1.

Function Definition Report in Hierarchical Order

For each function and process in a model or subset, the Function Definition Report in Hierarchical Order gives the
following information:

• Name
• Object ID
• Type

(Function or Process)
• Description
• Parent
• Subordinates

(If Any)
• Function Number

The function number identifies each process and function in the model.

The information in this report originates in the Process Hierarchy Diagram (PHD). Each page of the report contains a
single function or process. By listing parents and subordinates, each entry indicates what the hierarchy contains one level
above and one level below the function or process on the page.

The Function Definition Report in Hierarchical Order for a model shows all functions and processes in the model, including
the root. For a subset, the report shows functions and processes, including the root, down to the lowest process within the
subset.

For process definitions, the report adds two fields:

• EXPECTED EFFECTS
• PROPERTIES

Expected effects are the actions that the process is expected to produce on entity types and entity subtypes. The
expected actions are:

• CREATE
• READ
• UPDATE
• DELETE

Or a combination of these.

The report organizes expected effects in two columns:

ENTITY TYPE
-The entity types and entity subtypes that the process acts on.

EXPECTED ACTION(S)
-Opposite each entity type or entity subtype, are the actions that the process is expected to produce on that entity
type or entity subtype.

For example, in the following sample report, the process ACCUMULATE_EARNINGS expects to read and update the
entity type Earnings. Expected actions appear in reverse order with the final action shown first.

MM/DD/YY                    FUNCTION DEFINITION REPORT                 PAGE 11
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HH:MM

MODEL NAME:     TRUST AND STOCKHOLDER MANAGEMENT

SUBSET NAME:         ACCUMULATE EARNINGS

NAME:                4.2.1.4.1     ACCUMULATE_EARNINGS

OBJECT ID:           32100921

TYPE:                PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

SUBORDINATE OF:      4.2.1.4 DET_PARTICIPATION_AND_EARNINGS

EXPECTED

EFFECTS              ENTITY TYPE                   EXPECTED ACTION(S)

                         EARNINGS                            UPDATE

                         EMPLOYEE                            READ

                         PARTICIPANT_CONTRIBUTION            UPDATE

PROPERTIES               MIN EXEC:            300

                         AVG EXEC:            310 PER YEAR

                         MAX EXEC:            350

                         GROWTH RATE:         1% PER YEAR

Properties

Properties comprise the final part of a process:

• Minimum, maximum, and average number of occurrences
• Growth rate
• Time factor for each property (per week, per month, per year).

You can generate the Function Definition Report in Hierarchical Order from either the Model Reports menu or the Subset
Reports menu using one of the following procedures:

To Generate Function Definition Report In Hierarchical Order

To Generate Function Definition Report In Hierarchical Order from Model Reports menu:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. Select option 7.
3. Select option 2.

To Generate Function Definition Report In Hierarchical Order from Subset Reports menu:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.4.11.
2. Select option 5.
3. Select option 2.

Function Definition Report in Alphabetical Order

Use this report when checking definitions of functions and processes without regard to their position in the hierarchy.

You can generate the Function Definition Report in Alphabetical Order from either the Model Reports menu or the Subset
Reports menu using one of the following procedures:
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To Generate Function Definition Report in Alphabetical Order

From the Model Reports Menu From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
Select option 7.
Select option 3.

From Subset Reports Menu From the Main Menu, select options 1.4.11.
Select option 5.
Select option 3.

Function Point Calculation Report

This article provides information for Function Point Calculation Report that calculates the function points for each business
system in a model.

Within each business system, the files/entity types and elementary processes/action blocks are used to calculate the
number of function points. This can be useful for productivity measurement and for estimating the size of a system and
thus application development time. By counting function points, you can make estimates at the completion of the Analysis
or Design stage.

   2002-01-02                Function Point Calculation              Page

   HH:MM                 Using Design Activity Definitions              1

      MODEL NAME:       CA GEN INSTALL MODEL

      BUSINESS SYSTEM:  CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT

ACTION BLOCKS:           INPUTS     OUTPUTS     INQUIRIES     TOTAL 

                         S A  C     S  A  C     S  A  C       POINTS

MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT                                1               4

  ADD_DEPARTMENT                  1                                    6    

  DELETE_DEPARTMENT      1                                         3

  MODIFY_DEPARTMENT        1                                       4

MAINTAIN_DIVISION                               1                  3

  ADD_DIVISION             1                                       4

  DELETE_DIVISION        1                                         3

  MODIFY_DIVISION          1                                       4

EMPLOYEE_DETAIL                                    1               4

  ADD_EMPLOYEE                1                                    6

  MODIFY_EMPLOYEE             1                                    6

EMPLOYEE_LIST                                      1               4

  DELETE_EMPLOYEE        1                                         3

MAINTAIN_PROJECT                                                   0

MAINTAIN_TEAM                                                      0

MENU                                                                   0    

 

FILES/ENTITY TYPES:       FILES            INTERFACES         TOTAL 

                        S   A   C           S   A   C         POINTS

DEPARTMENT              1                                          7

DIVISION                    1                                          7    

EMPLOYEE                    1                                          7    

 BUSINESS SYSTEM FUNCTION POINTS                                  75
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Gen Implementation of Function Point Analysis

Function Point Analysis (FPA) is a means of measuring the work-product or relative size of an application based on the
amount of functionality that is delivered to the user. This technique is used in application development and maintenance
both for making project estimates and measuring productivity. In FPA, the work-product is measured in Function Points.

Gen Function Point Calculation is based on principles that are presented in A. J. Albrecht's article “AD/M Productivity
Measurement and Estimate Validation.”

Function Point Analysis has five major components which are identified by Gen as follows:

Inputs
-Elementary Process or Action Block with Update entity actions.

Outputs
-Read-Only Process with Batch implementation.

Inquiries
-Read-Only Process or Action Block with Online implementation.

Files
-Entity Type maintained by a Business System. Gen counts function points in terms of entity types rather than
DSD objects so that you can count function points before Technical Design.

Interfaces
-Entity Type read by a Business System.

Inputs

The number of distinct user attributes that are represented in entity action views equals the Number of Data Elements in
the table, Input Function Points. The number of distinct highest-level entity types that are referenced in the action block is
the Number of File Types in the Input Function Points Table.

The table shows the number of function points for the input portion. For example, if an input has ten data elements and
more than three file types, it is assigned six function points.

Number of File Types 1-4 Data Elements 5-15 Data Elements 16+ Data Elements
0-1 3 3 4
2 3 4 6
3+ 4 6 6

Outputs

The number of distinct user Text attributes represented in entity action views equals the Number of Data Elements in the
following table:

Number of File Types 1-5 Data Elements 6-19 Data Elements 20+ Data Elements
0 or 1 4 4 5
2 to 3 4 5 7
4 or more 5 7 7
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Inquiries

The number of distinct user attributes that are represented in the entity action views equals the Number of Data Elements
(Table, Inquiry Function Points). The number of distinct highest-level entity types that are referenced in the action block
equals the Number of File Types.

Number of File Types 1-5 Data Elements 6-19 Data Elements 20+ Data Elements
0-1 3 3 4
2-3 3 4 6
4+ 4 6 6

Files/Entity Types

The report counts entity types as files in each business system in which data is maintained. This includes Create, Update,
Delete, Transfer, Disassociate, and Associate actions.

The entity types that are maintained in the business system are counted as files and those entity types which are read-
only are counted as interfaces.

In calculating the number of files, the report counts:

• Number of attributes in each entity type and all subtypes
• The number of relationships in which the entity type participates divided by 2, to avoid counting relationships twice.

The sum of the resulting numbers equals the Number of Data Elements for Function Point calculation in the following
table. The Number of Record Types equals the number of subtypes of the entity type plus one for the parent entity type.

The table shows the number of Function Points for a file/entity type.

Number of Record Types 1-19 Data Elements 20-50 Data Elements 50+ Data Elements
1 7 7 10
1 7 7 10
2-5 7 10 15
6+ 10 15 15

Interfaces

Interfaces are entity types that are referenced in an action block that are read-only. See the following table.

Number of Record Types 1-19 Data Elements 20-50 Data Elements 50+Data Elements
1 5 5 7
2-5 5 7 10
6+ 7 10 10

Report Format

An example of the format for the Function Point Calculation Report is provided in the Function Point Calculation Report
illustration. For information about Function Point Calculation Report illustration, see Function Point Calculation Report. It is
not necessary to export the model before running the report.
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All cells are classified according to whether they are S (Simple), A (Average), or C (Complex) in degree of difficulty. The
following shows the pattern that is assigned to determine SAC in each case regardless of the actual function points
assigned. For example, a complex Output is assigned fewer function points (7) than a complex Interface (10).

Number of Record Types or
File Types

Number of Data Elements

X S S A
X S A C
X A C C

Each detail line contains the number one (1) under the appropriate heading for the kind of function point that is found in
the action block or entity type. The points for an action block can be Input, Output, or Inquiry in nature. For an entity type,
they are either Interface or File.

The Analysis option is organized by business system. If, some or all, elementary processes are not yet scoped, a system
named “<Not Yet Scoped>” contains these processes.

The Design option has a slightly different layout. Action blocks are listed alphabetically and indented within their parent
procedure step. The procedure step always print even if it does not contain any entity actions itself. This is identified by
a zero (0) in the Total Points column. Multiple implementations of the same action block in different procedure steps are
counted separately, as they represent extra functionality that is provided to the user. Multiple implementations within the
same procedure step are only counted once.

The entity types are listed alphabetically in both the Analysis and Design options.

Spreadsheet Option

This option allows the report to be created in a file format that can be downloaded from the mainframe and imported into
a spreadsheet program such as Lotus or Excel. The file format is standard .CSV where fields are placed in quotes and
separated by commas. The TSO data set name for downloading may be viewed by running the report online with the
spreadsheet option. Click Exit when the report appears to view the Report Print Options panel. You see that the data set
consists of your TSO ID plus the suffix .IEF.FUNCPT.

To Generate Function Point Calculation Report

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 8.
3. Follow the screen prompts.
4. Select End to save, delete, or print.

Model Contents Report

The Model Contents Report lists all the objects in a model. The list shows each object's unique number, type code,
description, and all properties. If one exists for that object, the name is also given. For each property of the object, its
value is displayed; these values are frequently in the form of a one-character code. Since they come directly from the
Encyclopedia Property table without having been interpreted, they do not look like the property values presented in other
reports.

For example, the object in the following illustration has three codes:
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• Type S is Designed
• Domain R is Number
• Optionality M is Mandatory

Note: For information about the values for all codes, see the  Host Encyclopedia Public Interface Reference .

MM/DD/YY                   MODEL CONTENTS REPORT              PAGE 5

HH:MM                                                                

    MODEL NAME:     MATERIAL MANAGEMENT1

OBJECT NUMBER:      18514

OBJECT TYPE CODE:      54

OBJECT TYPE:        User-defined attribute

   PROPERTIES OF THE OBJECT:

Name                             NUMBER

Type (Basic, Derived, Designed)  S

Number of Decimal Places         0

Description        AN EMPLOYEE NUMBER IS A 6 DIGIT NUMBER. THE

                   ALGORITHM IS TO ADD ONE TO THE PREVIOUSLY 

                   ASSIGNED NUMBER. WHEN AN EMPLOYEE

                   TERMINATES, THAT NUMBER IS NEVER USED AGAIN.

Domain                R

# of char             6

Name                  NUMBER

Optionality           M

The following illustration lists the model's associations, or relationships, under the following headings:

• From Object
• Relationship
• To Object

The report identifies both the From Object and To Object by their unique object IDs.

ASSOCIATIONS OF THE MODEL                    

---------------------------------------------

    FROM                               TO    

   OBJECT          RELATIONSHIP        OBJECT

   ------          ------------        ------

   18257           sees                 18255

   18258           contains             18581

   18363           inverse of           18364

   18361           inverse of           18362

   18359           inverse of           18360

   18349           inverse of           18350

   18504           seen by              18545

   18497           seen by              18547

   18473           seen by              18552
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   18471           seen by              18554

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 9.
3. Follow the screen prompts.
4. Select End to save, delete, or print.

Regeneration Impact Analysis Report

The Regeneration Impact Analysis Report lets you preview the changes or proposed changes from regenerating one or
more business systems. The report indicates components flagged for regeneration or installation.

NOTE
For more information, see Host Encyclopedia Construction.

When Changed Report

The When Changed Report lists changes to aggregate objects within a specified model in the Host Encyclopedia. The
report gives the aggregate object type, object occurrence name, the date, time and TSO user ID for the last change made
to the object.

The scope of the report can be limited to those objects changed by a specified user, objects changed within a range of
dates, objects changed within a range of times (hours and minutes), or a combination of these. The defaults are all objects
changed by all users since the creation of the model. In the example, the scope of the report is limited to objects changed
between specific dates.

When using dates to limit the scope of the report, note that the dates are inclusive. That is, the Begin Date means all
activity on or after the date entered. End Date means all activity on or before the date entered. Providing both dates limits
the report to a certain time period.

A TSO user ID can be used to qualify your report. Entered by itself, the report shows only activity by that single user. The
TSO user ID may be used in combination with the Begin and End Dates to further refine your report.

The changed objects selected can be saved in an aggregate set.

MM/DD/YY               AGGREGATE OBJECT WHEN CHANGED REPORT       PAGE 1

HH:MM

MODEL NAME:  PERSONNEL SYSTEM

       OBJECTS CHANGED BETWEEN MM/DD/YY HH:DD AND MM/DD/YY HH:DD

                           BY ANY USER

           REPORT SORTED BY LAST CHANGED TIME AND DATE

OBJECT TYPE AND NAME                             DATE     TIME   USER ID

--------------------                             ----     -----  -------

Action block Member for Common Action Block     MM/DD/YY  HH:MM   USERxx

ADD_EMPLOYEE

Action Block Member for Common Action Block     MM/DD/YY  HH:MM   USERxx

CHANGE_EMPLOYEE

Attribute EMPLOYEE JOB_GRADE                    MM/DD/YY  HH:MM   USERxx
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Attribute EMPLOYEE NAME                         MM/DD/YY  HH:MM   USERxx

Attribute EMPLOYEE NUMBER                       MM/DD/YY  HH:MM   USERxx

Attribute ORGANIZATION COST_CENTER              MM/DD/YY  HH:MM   USERxx

Attribute ORGANIZATION NAME                     MM/DD/YY  HH:MM   USERxx

Business System PERSONNEL_SYSTEM                MM/DD/YY  HH:MM   USERxx

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 11.
3. Follow the screen prompts.
4. Select End to save, delete, or print.

Object Cross-Reference Reports in HE

This article provides information for the Object Cross-Reference Reports that comprise a large subset of the Host model
reports.

Object Cross-Reference Reports indicate the interrelationships of objects within a Gen model. The information in these
reports lets you work with models and subsets more effectively by showing how and where objects are related to each
other. Such information is especially useful when you plan to change a model and want to understand or anticipate the
implications of change.

Descriptions

The descriptions of various object cross-reference reports follow:

• Contained Report-Lists objects that contain selected objects.
• Contains Report-Lists objects that are contained by selected objects.
• Delete Report-Lists objects that prevent the deletion of selected objects.
• Implemented Report-Lists objects that implement selected objects.
• Implements Report-Lists objects that are implemented by selected objects.
• Matrices Report-Lists matrices for which selected objects have cell values.
• Referenced/Used Report-Lists objects that reference or use selected objects.
• References/Uses Report-Lists objects that are used or referenced by selected objects.

NOTE
Both the Object Cross-Reference menu and the Host Encyclopedia Reports menu use abbreviated report titles.

The reports show the objects that are selected for cross-referencing first, followed by indented lists of cross-referenced
objects. For examples of each report, see the samples that accompany each report description.

How to Reach Reports

Two paths take you from the Host Main Menu to the Object Cross-Reference Reports menu:

• One path uses options 1.3.13.12 (through Host Encyclopedia functions, model management, and model reports).
a. Choose Option 1 from the Host Main Menu.
b. Select Option 3, Model Management and access Option 13 Model Reports. Finally, select Option 12 for the 8

Object Cross Reference Reports.
• The second path uses option 3 on the Main menu, Host Encyclopedia Reports. Option 3 leads to a multi-screen menu

on which Object Cross-Reference Reports are intermingled with many other reports.
a. Choose Option 3 from the Host Main Menu.
b. Select 3-5, 13-15, 31 or 32 to reach Model Reports.
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Note: The procedures in this section use the first path, because it is easier to keep track of where you are. As you
become familiar with the locations of the reports you use most, you may find that using option 3 on the Main menu
works faster for you.

To Generate a Report

Follow these steps:

1. Enter or select a model name.
2. Choose to generate it online or in batch.
3. Follow system prompts to print or view.

Selecting a Model Name

Before you can choose a report (using this menu path) you must first enter the name of the Host Encyclopedia model you
want to work with, using one of these options:

• Entering the name, if you know it
• Pressing F4 to prompt for list of model names that you can choose from.

After you select a report, you can choose to generate it online or in batch mode.

NOTE
All Object Cross-Reference Reports can be generated either online or in batch mode.

Generating a Report Online

After entering the Host Encyclopedia name and selecting a report option, reports which can be submitted in batch mode
will display another panel which allows you to specify more report parameters. This could be a submenu panel (such as
the Object Cross-Reference reports use), or a data panel (such as the Construction reports use).

After you have specified any additional report parameters, select the Execution Mode that you want: online or batch.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Online option (the default) and press Enter.
2. Select the object types for which you want to see specific occurrences. Press Enter to accept.
3. Select any additional object types that you want and accept the choices to confirm the input.
4. Enter an action code next to one or more objects:
S

-To check individual objects.
E

-To expand individual objects.
5. If you want to check or expand individual objects further, repeat step 4.

Generating a Report in Batch

Follow these steps:

1. Select Batch option and press Enter.
2. Repeat steps 2 through 5 in the Online procedure.
3. If you have created a job card, an editable JCL screen appears. Edit it if necessary and accept the changes.
4. If you have not created a job card, a JCL maintenance panel appears. Fill out the Job card and press Enter and

accept.
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Contained Report

This article provides information for the Contained Report lists objects that contain selected objects.

The selected objects include.

• Attribute EMPLOYEE_NUMBER is contained by the entity type EMPLOYEE and subject area SAMPLE_MODEL.
• Exit state EMPLOYEE_MTCE_TO_HELP001 is contained by the business system TEST.
• Procedure step EMPLOYEE_MTCE is contained by the business system TEST and its procedure EMPLOYEE_MTCE.
• Procedure step action block EMPLOYEE_MTCE is contained by the business system TEST, procedure

EMPLOYEE_MTCE, and procedure step EMPLOYEE_MTCE.

MM/DD/YY                          CONTAINED REPORT                      PAGE 1

HH/MM                 OBJECTS THAT CONTAIN THE SELECTED OBJECTS

            MODEL NAME:  SAMPLE_MODEL

Attribute EMPLOYEE_NUMBER

  Entity Type EmPLOYEE

  Subject Area (root) SAMPLE_MODEL

Exit State EMPLOYEE_MTCE_TO_HELP001

  Business System TEST

  Procedure EMPLOYEE_MTCE

Procedure Step EMPLOYEE_MTCE

PStep Action Block EMPLOYEE_MTCE

  Business System TEST

  Procedure EMPLOYEE_MTCE

  Procedure Step EMPLOYEE_MTCE

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 12.
3. Select 1.
4. Follow the screen prompts.

Contains Report

The Contains Report lists objects contained by selected objects. For instance, in the following example, the selected
procedure EMPLOYEE_MTCE contains:

• Procedure step EMPLOYEE_MTCE
• Procedure step action block EMPLOYEE_MTCE
• Screen for procedure step EMPLOYEE_MTCE

MM/DD/YY                        CONTAINS REPORT                    PAGE 1

HH:MM                OBJECTS CONTAINED BY SELECTED OBJECTS

             MODEL NAME:  SAMPLE_MODEL

OBJECT TYPE AND NAME
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Procedure EMPLOYEE_MTCE

  Procedure Step EMPLOYEE_MTCE

  Pstep Action Block EMPLOYEE_MTCE

  Screen for Procedure Step EMPLOYEE_MTCE

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 12.
3. Select 2.
4. Follow the screen prompts.

Delete Report

The Delete Report lists objects that prevent the deletion of selected objects. This report is especially helpful when you are
scoping a subset.

The following sample report shows that Attribute EMPLOYEE_NUMBER is referenced or used by the following:

• Four procedure step action blocks: ADD_EMPLOYEE, CHANGE_EMPLOYEE, DELETE_EMPLOYEE and
DISPLAY_EMPLOYEE.

• Data field EMPLOYEE_NUMBER.

The following is a sample of the Delete Report:

MM/DD/YY                            DELETE REPORT                          PAGE 1

HH:MM                 OBJECTS PREVENTING THE DELETE OF SELECTED

                                       OBJECTS

             MODEL NAME:  SAMPLE_MODEL

OBJECT TYPE AND NAME

Attribute EMPLOYEE_NUMBER

  Data Field EMPOLYEE_NUMBERE

  PStep Action Block ADD_EMPLOYEE

  PStep Action Block CHANGE_EMPLOYEE

  PStep Action Block DELETE_EMPLOYEE

  PStep Action Block DISPLAY_EMPLOYEE

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 12.
3. Select 3.
4. Follow the screen prompts.

Implemented Report

The Implemented Report lists objects that implement selected objects. For example, in the sample report the selected
attributes are implemented by data fields, and the selected entity types are implemented by records. Attribute
EMPLOYEE_NUMBER is implemented by data field EMPLOYEE_NUMBER, attribute EMPLOYEE_FIRSTNME is
implemented by data field EMPLOYEE_FIRSTNME, entity type EMPLOYEE is implemented by record EMPLOYEE, and
so forth.
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MM/DD/YY                         IMPLEMENTED REPORT                    PAGE 1

HH:MM                  OBJECTS THAT IMPLEMENT SELECTED OBJECTS

              MODEL NAME:  SAMPLE_MODEL

OBJECT TYPE AND NAME

Attribute EMPLOYEE_NUMBER

  Data Field EMPLOYEE_NUMBER

Attribute EMPLOYEE_FIRSTNME

  Data Field EMPLOYEE_FIRSTNME

Attribute EMPLOYEE_LASTNME

  Data Field EMPLOYEE_LASTNME

Attribute EMPLOYEE_JOBCODE

  Data Field EMPLOYEE_JOBCODE

Entity Type EMPLOYEE

  Record EMPLOYEE

Entity Type SKILLSET

  Record SKILLSET

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 12.
3. Select 4.
4. Follow the screen prompts.

Implements Report

The Implements Report lists objects that are implemented by selected objects. For example, in the sample report, data
field EMPLOYEE_NUMBER implements attribute EMPLOYEE_NUMBER and record EMPLOYEE implements entity type
EMPLOYEE.

MM/DD YY                          IMPLEMENTS REPORT                      PAGE 2

HH:MM                    OBJECTS IMPLEMENTED BY SELECTED OBJECTS

             MODEL NAME:  SAMPLE_MODEL

OBJECT TYPE AND NAME

Data Field EMPLOYEE_NUMBER

  Attribute EMPLOYEE_NUMBER

Record EMPLOYEE

Entity Type EMPLOYEE

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 12.
3. Select 5.
4. Follow the screen prompts.
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Matrices Report

The Matrices Report lists matrices for which selected objects have cell values. For example, in the sample report, the
selected current business system CIS1 has cell values in two different matrices: CUR_INFO_SYS./CUR._DATA_STORE
and CUR._INFO._SYS./INFO._NEED. Selected information need CUSTOMER_ORDER has cell values in only one
matrix, CUR._INFO._SYS./INFO._NEED.

MM/DD/YY                         MATRICES REPORT                       PAGE 2

HH:MM                  MATRICES SELECTED OBJECTS HAVE CELL VALUES

              MODEL NAME:  SAMPLE_MODEL

OBJECT TYPE AND NAME

Current Business System CIS1

  Matrix CUR._INFO._SYS./CUR._DATA STORE

  Matrix CUR>_INFO>_SYS>/INFO>_NEED

Information Need CUSTOMER_ORDER

  Matrix CUR._INFO._SYS./INFO._NEED

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 12.
3. Select 6.
4. Follow the screen prompts.

Referenced/Used Report

The Referenced/Used Report lists objects that reference or use selected objects. For example, in the sample report, the
attribute EMPLOYEE_NUMBER is referenced or used by two procedure steps, EMPLOYEE_MTCE and PAYROLL, and
two procedure step action blocks, EMPLOYEE_MTCE and PAYROLL. Also, the procedure step HELP001 is referenced or
used by the procedure step EMPLOYEE_MTCE.

MM/DD/YY                    REFERENCED/USED REPORT                  PAGE 2

HH:MM             OBJECTS THAT REFERENCE/USE SELECTED OBJECTS

            MODEL NAME:  SAMPLE_MODEL

OBJECT TYPE AND NAME

Attribute EMPLOYEE_NUMBER

  Procedure Step EMPLOYEE_MTCE

  Procedure Step PAYROLL

  PStep Action Block EMPLOYEE_MTCE

  PStep Action Block PAYROLL

Procedure Step HELP001

Procedure Step EMPLOYEE_MTCE

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
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2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 12.
3. Select 7.
4. Follow the screen prompts.

References/Uses Report

The References/Uses Report lists objects that are referenced or used by selected objects. For example, in the sample
report, the selected procedure step EMPLOYEE_MTCE references or uses five different types of objects: an attribute
EMPLOYEE_MTCE, an entity type EMPLOYEE, two procedure steps HELP001 and TESTDATE, a work attribute
MISCWORK_WKNUM10, and a work attribute set MISCWORK.

MM/DD/YY                        REFERENCES/USES REPORT                    PAGE 2

HH:MM                  OBJECTS REFERENCED/USED BY SELECTED OBJECTS

               MODEL NAME: SAMPLE_MODEL

OBJECT TYPE AND NAME

Procedure Step EMPLOYEE_MTCE

    Attribute EMPLOYEE_NUMBER               (and other attributes)

    Entity Type EMPLOYEE

    Procedure Step HELP001

    Procedure Step TESTDATE

    Work Attribute MISCWORK_WKNUM10

    Work Attribute Set MISCWORK

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 12.
3. Select 8.
4. Follow the screen prompts.

Model Action Block Use Report in HE

The Model Action Block Use Report lists the calling hierarchy of components in a model. The report displays the Dynamic
Link attribute associated with each module, No, Yes, Compatibility, or Default. For each Business System included as
part of the report, the default values assigned to the Dynamic Link Defaults for Procedure Steps, Screens Managers, and
Action Blocks are displayed. The report has three basic modes of operation, selected by the Object Range report option.

You can select one of the following options from the Object Range List:

• All business systems and load modules
This option lists every Business System in the model, every Load Module under its Business System, every Procedure
Step in each Load Module, and recursively, every Action Block used by the Procedure Step. All Derivation Algorithms
in the model are also listed at the end of the report.

• Selected objects
This option allows you to select Business Systems or Load Modules to include in the report. The selected objects and
components used by those objects are listed. If you select a Business System, then all the load modules under the
Business System are displayed. If you want to select a specific load module, you can select among Batch Job, Batch
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Job Step, Online Load Module, Operations Library, Server Manager, Window Load Module, Window Manager, and z/
OS library. Note that the Derivation Algorithms do not appear in this report.

• Filter modules by Dynamically Link (z/OS) option
This report lists Procedure Steps, Screens, Action Blocks, and Derivation Algorithms that have their Dynamic Link (z/
OS) property set to the value selected in the filter values field. The selection of the filter value is required for this option.
The permitted values that can appear in the Dynamic Link (z/OS) options for these components are:
– YES
– NO
– CMP (compatibility)
– DEF (default to business system defaults)

Each module displayed in report includes:

• Hierarchy nesting level
• Action Block name
• Action Block type:

– Pstep (Procedure Step)
– Common (Common Action Block)
– Derivation (Derivation Algorithm)
– External (External Action Block)
– Foreign (Common Action Block owned by a Business System that is different from the Load Module’s Business

System)
– Foreign Ext (External Action Block owned by a Business System that is different from the Load Module’s Business

System)
– Pstep (For) (Procedure Step that is owned by a Business System that is different from the Load Module’s Business

System)
• Action Block source member name
• Dynamic link value for Procedure Step/Action Block: Yes, No, Compatibility, Default. For Default, the value defaulted

to through the Business System dynamic link default for Procedure Step/Action Block is also displayed. For example
Default (No) means the module is set to Default and the owning Business System dynamic link default for Procedure
Step/ Action Block is set to No.

• Screen member name for screen (if exists)
• Dynamic link value for screen (if exists): Yes, No, Compatibility, Default. For Default, the value defaulted to through the

Business System dynamic link default for Screen Managers is also displayed.
• Owning Business System name

If an action block is called more than once within the same level 1 hierarchy and it has calls to other action blocks, then
the action block use expansion is only reported once. The action block name will have an asterisk (*) beside it denoting
that it was previously expanded.

Model Action Block Use Report Example

The following illustration shows the contents of the Model Action Block Use Report:

                    MODEL ACTION BLOCK USE REPORT   

Model Name     :   GEN SAMPLE MODEL 

Date: 2007-03-02   Time: 12:03                  Page:   1

Business System:   CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT

Default dynamic link options for the business system

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Dynamically link procedure steps:   NO

Dynamically link action blocks  :     NO

Dynamically link screen managers: NO

Online Load Module MENU

Cal

Level   Type    Name            Src Name    Dynamic Link        Owning Business System  

----     ------ ----------------------------------------------------    --------------  --------------------        -------------------------------------   

1   PStep   EMPLOYEE_DETAIL     EMPDET  Default (No)        CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

    Screen  EMPLOYEE_DETAIL     DETSCRN Default (No)    

2   Process ADD_EMPLOYEE        ADDEMP  Default (No)        CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

2   Process MODIFY_EMPLOYEE     MODEMP   Default (No)       CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

1   PStep   EMPLOYEE_LIST       EMPLIST Default (No)        CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

    Screen  EMPLOYEE_LIST       LISTSCRN    Default (No)    

2   Process DELETE_EMPLOYEE     DELEMP  Default (No)        CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

1   PStep   MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT     MAINTDEP    Default (No)        CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

    Screen  MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT     DEPTSCRN    Default (No)    

2   Process ADD_DEPARTMENT      ADDDEPT Default (No)        CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

2   Process DELETE_DEPARTMENT       DELDEPT Default (No)        CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

2   Process MODIFY_DEPARTMENT       MODDEPT Default (No)        CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

1   PStep   MAINTAIN_DIVISION       MAINTDIV    Default (No)        CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

    Screen  MAINTAIN_DIVISION       DIVSCRN Default (No)    

2   Process ADD_DIVISION        ADDDIV  Default (No)        CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

2   Process DELETE_DIVISION     DELDIV  Default (No)        CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

2   Process MODIFY_DIVISION     MODDIV  Default (No)        CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

 1  PStep   MENU            MAINMENU    Default (No)        CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT    

    Screen  MENU            MENUSCRN    Default (No)    

                     *** END OF REPORT ***) 

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select options 1.3.13.
2. From the Model Reports menu, select option 13.
3. Follow the screen prompts for each field:

– model name
– object range

All, Selected, or Filter
– dynamically link option

YES, NO, CMP, or DEF
Required when object range is set to filter

– execution mode
Online or Batch

Printing and Saving Host Encyclopedia Reports

This article provides information for Printing and Saving Host Encyclopedia Reports after viewing reports that you
generate.

You can:
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• Print and keep
• Print and delete
• Keep or delete without printing

Follow these steps:

1. At the panel displaying the report, press the End key. The panel which appears shows the data set name of the report.
2. In the command field, enter a print option:

– PK (print and keep)
– PD (print and delete)

3. Enter a sysout class or printer ID.
4. If you are using the system printer, enter a Job Statement and any JES statements you want.
5. Press Enter.

     Report Print Options

COMMAND ===>

To print, type desired print option on command line and press enter.

If PF3 is pressed, the report data is kept without printing.

PK - Print data set and keep               K - Keep data set (without printing)

PD - Print data set and delete             D - Delete data set (w/out printing)

Data set name:  DAACHLH.IEF.RPT3

Print mode...   BATCH            (BATCH or LOCAL

                                  ISPF V2R3 only)

Sysout class    A                (for system printer)

Printer ID                       (for 328x printer)

Job statement information:

//JOBNAME JOB (ACCT NO, ACCT INFO), 'YOUR NAME',

//             CLASS-JOBCLASS, REGION-2048K, PRT-N

//*FORMAT PR,DDNAME=,FLASH=NONE,CHARS-G812

NOTE
If you want to keep or delete a data set without printing it, enter K (to keep) or D (to delete) in step 2 and press
Enter. If you press F3 instead of Enter, the report data is kept but not printed (option K).

Environment Specifications
Environment Specification on the Main Menu lets you customize aspects of Gen host panels and specify operational
environment options, batch job JCL, and sort options for selection lists.

You can also choose the colors for text, input, and output fields.

                                Main Menu

          COMMAND ===>
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          Select one of the options below, then press enter.

          1     1.  Host encyclopedia functions

                2.  Public Interface functions

                3.  Host encyclopedia reports

                4.  Application system functions

                5.  Environment specification

          F1 = Help          F3 = Exit          F12 = Cancel

To Access Environment Specifications

From the Main Menu, select 5 and press Enter.

The Environment Specifications menu appears.

                           Environment Specifications

COMMAND ===>                                         

                                                     

 Select one of the options below, then press enter.  

                                                     

 _ 1. Panel specifications                           

   2. Batch JCL maintenance                          

   3. Selection List sort options                    

   4. Display license information                    

   5. Display system and PTF information

Panel Specifications

Panel Specifications lets you choose the command line placement and cursor placement for application menus as well as
the colors you want for text, input, and output fields on Gen host panels. You can choose colors for both normal and high
intensity. The defaults for each type of field and the available colors are shown in the following sample screen.

                         Set Panel Specifications                             

                                                                              

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

Type the information requested, then press enter.                             

                                                                              

    Command line placement                 TOP               (TOP, BOTTOM)    

                                                                              

    Cursor placement for menu              COMMAND           (COMMAND, MENU)  

                                                                              

                                           Normal Intensity   High Intensity  

    Type of Field                             Color              Color        

                                                                              

      Text fields                             TURQ               WHITE        

      Input fields                            YELLOW             RED          

      Output fields                           GREEN              TURQ         

                                                                              

    Available colors:                                                         
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     RED      GREEN      BLUE      PINK      YELLOW      TURQ      WHITE    

NOTE
For more information about setting default options, see .

Batch JCL Maintenance

Batch JCL Maintenance lets you enter or update Job Control Language (JCL) for the following functions:

• Encyclopedia functions that can be submitted in batch
• Report printing
• Data Definition Language (DDL) generation
• Generated batch jobs
• Background code generation

                            Batch JCL Maintenance

     COMMAND ===>

     Select one of the options below, then press enter.

           1.  Update JCL for encyclopedia functions

           2.  Update JCL for report printing

           3.  Update JCL for Data Definition Language function

           4.  Update JCL for generated batch jobs

           5.  Update JCL for background code generation

     F1 = Help          F3 = Exit          F12 = Cancel

When you choose one of the options on the menu, up to eight lines of JCL are displayed for update. See the following
sample screen. If you have not performed any of the five functions, these lines are blank. However, if you have performed
any of the functions, the JCL used for the function is automatically supplied for all five options. The eight lines of JCL
become the first eight lines in all batch submissions. You may update the JCL for any of the functions at any time.

                  Update JCL for Encyclopedia Functions

     COMMAND ===>

     Type or verify the JCL information below.  Press enter or F6 to

     save changes.  Press F12 to cancel changes.

     ****************** Start of JCL cards ******************

     //JOBNAME JOB (ACCT NO,ACCT INFO), 'YOUR NAME',

     //             CLASS=JOBCLASS,REGION=2048K,PRTY=N

     //*

     //*

     //*

     //*

     //*

     //*
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     ****************** End of JCL cards ******************

     F1 = Help      F3 = Exit     F6 = Save     F12 = Cancel

NOTE
The Job card Keyword parameter USER= might not be required at your site, depending on the security system
and how it is installed. If you receive a message indicating that the user is unknown and does not have CE
access, add the USER= parameter, and resubmit the job.

Suggested Guidelines

The Suggested Guidelines table contains three suggested guidelines for batch JCL for an IBM 3090 Model 200. For
generated batch jobs and background code generation, you must use your own judgment about region and time, based
on your experience.

Function Region Time
Encyclopedia 2048K 12 minutes maximum
Reporting 256K 1 minute
DDL 2048K 8 minutes

To Enter Batch JCL

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu command prompt, enter 5.2 and press Enter.
2. Specify the JCL you want to modify:

– JCL for encyclopedia functions
– JCL for report printing
– JCL for Data Definition Language (DDL) function
– JCL for generated batch jobs
– JCL for background code generation

3. Enter your JCL job card/JES cards, observing local standards.
Press F6 (Save).

When to Use Selection List Sort Options

Many Host Encyclopedia functions provide model and subset selection lists that let you select the model and subset
names instead of typing them. This feature is useful if the name is long, you are unsure of the spelling, or you want to
review all the available selections before making a choice.

From the Environment Specification option, select the Selection List Sort Options and this menu lets you specify how the
various selection lists are organized.

                       Selection List Sort Options

     COMMAND ===>

     Select one of the options below, then press enter.

     1     1.  Model and Subset selection lists

           2.  Model Family selection lists

           3.  Aggregate Set selection lists
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           4.  Restore Model selection list

        F1 = Help          F3 = Exit          F12 = Cancel

The following sample screen shows the panel which results from option 1, Model and Subset selection lists, which lets you
sort by model owner, model name, last modify date, or by the user ID of the last person to modify the model.

                  Sort Options for Model Selection Lists

     COMMAND ===>

     Type / by one sort option, then press enter.

     /    Model owner

          Model name

          Last modify date

          Last modify user ID

         F1 = Help          F3 = Exit          F12 = Cancel

On each of the Selection List Sort Option panels, to select from the options available, enter the slash character (/) next to
an option and press Enter.

Display License Information

This option displays the status of Host Encyclopedia licenses on the current system. It may assist in investigating licensing
related messages that are displayed during encyclopedia or construction functions.

Display system and PTF information

Select 5 from the Environment Specifications menu and press Enter.

The System Administration Information menu appears.

                       System Administration Information    

COMMAND ===>                                                

                                                            

 Select one of the options below, then press enter.                                                          

         

                                                            

 __  1. Display Host Encyclopedia installed PTF(s)     

     2. Display selected Host Encyclopedia System Variables.

Common User Access Standards
Both the Gen Toolsets and Host Encyclopedia component support Common User Access (CUA) standards with their
menu structures, standard symbols, prompt service, and user-specified panel customization. The following paragraphs
discuss these CUA features. They also discuss the distinction CUA makes between the Cancel and Exit functions.
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Standard Symbols

CUA panels use standard graphic symbols that have special meanings. Some symbols indicate the type of action to take.
For example, dots before list items mean, Select one item only from this list. Other symbols indicate that a special service
is provided. For example, a plus sign (+) after an input field means that list selection is available from this field.

The following table shows the standard symbols used in Gen z/OS panels.

Symbol Meaning

.... Leader dots, to align a field literal with its data.

.._?_?_ Data entry (input) field

..: Output field

+ Prompt indicator: a selection list is available for the field.

.Name1

.Name2
Single choice selection list.

/ Default selection character for selection lists.

_Item1
_Item2

Multiple choice selection or action list.

_ 1.
_ 2.

Choice entry field for menu selection.

The following paragraphs discuss the standard symbols in more detail.

Data Entry Field

A data entry field is an input field into which you type data. It is padded with underscores to indicate the total length of the
field.

Prompt Indicator

The + (plus sign) following a data entry field is a prompt indicator. It indicates that a list of permitted values for the field is
available. The list of permitted values is called a selection list. From these values, you can select one entry.

To display the selection list, position the cursor in the field and press F4 (or your designated Prompt function key, if you
have customized your function key definitions) to request Prompt. When you have displayed the list and made your
selection, press Enter. The system redisplays the panel from which you requested Prompt, and your selected value
appears in the data entry field.

Single Choice Selection List

A single choice selection list is a list of permitted values for an input field, from which you can select only one entry. The .
(dot) before each entry means 'choose only one'. Single choice selection lists are available when you request Prompt for
model, subset, and model family names. They are also used for specifying batch or online execution of a report or function
as well as ranges of objects (some versus all) for functions.

Default List Selection Character

The slash ( / ) character is the default character for marking a selection on a selection list. You can use it instead of S or X
unless specific instructions on a panel tell you otherwise. For example, when adding a subset definition, you can select an
object by entering either S or / next to it, but you can expand that object only by entering E by it.
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The slash character is also used to mark a default selection when one has been provided. Selection lists that offer default
values include online versus batch execution mode, all objects versus selected objects, and sort options for model,
subset, and model family name selection lists. No action is needed to use the default selection value. To change the
default to another choice:

• Blank out the entry containing the slash character.
• Enter slash next to the desired entry on the list.

Multiple Choice Selection or Action List

An underscore (_) in the leftmost column indicates a multiple choice action or selection list. You can select more than one
item from the list if it is a selection list. If it is an action list, you can execute any of a specified list of activities against one
or more entries in the list.

Choice Entry Field for Menu Selection

The underscore next to the first entry on a menu is a choice entry field, where you can enter the number of the menu
option you want to execute. Menus are a type of single choice selection list, since you can select only one option at a
time.

Changing Sort Options for Selection Lists

To change sort options for selection lists, use the Selection List Sort Options menu under the Environment Specification
option of the Main Menu. To change the default sort option, blank out the entry containing the slash ( / ) character. Enter a
slash next to the option you want and press Enter.

Using a Selection List

Follow these steps:

1. Position the cursor anywhere in the desired field.
2. Press F4 (or your designated Prompt function key if you have customized your function key definitions). The selection

list which appears contains all the items that you are authorized to access. The fill character (dot) next to each item
indicates that you can select only one item from this list. To select a name from the list:
a. If necessary, search the list for a name or portion of a name, using the ISPF Find (F) or Locate (L) command. Enter

F or L followed by the name or value to search for. Press Enter.
b. Over the dot to the left of the desired item, enter a slash or any character except period. Press Enter. The selected

value will be inserted in the field on the panel from which you requested the Prompt service.
To return to the previous panel without making a selection, press your designated Cancel function key, or enter
CANCEL and press Enter. Pressing End is not permitted from this panel.

Setting Defaults

You can customize the Gen z/OS environment to suit your particular needs or preferences regarding panel colors,
command line placement, function key definitions and cursor positioning on menu panels, or you can use the defaults for
each.

Changing Command Line Placement

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select Environment Specification. Press Enter.
2. Select Panel Specifications. Press Enter.
3. The options for command line placement are TOP (default) and BOTTOM. If you want to place the command line at

the bottom of the panel, enter BOTTOM in the command line placement field and press Enter.
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Changing Initial Cursor Placement on Menus

The cursor on Gen host menus can be placed initially at the command line (default) or at the choice entry field (the
underscore next to the first entry on a menu).

Follow these steps:

1. From the Environment Specifications option, select 1 and press Enter.
2. Enter MENU in the cursor placement for menus field. Press Enter.

NOTE
Changing cursor placement applies only to Gen menu panels. If you want to use the extended selection feature
(1.2.3), you must use command line placement. If you try to use extended selection with choice entry cursor
placement, your path will truncate to a single option number. The procedures in this section assume command
line placement.

Customizing Function Key Definitions

The Key Assignments list shows the default Gen function key settings. To customize function key definitions shown, use
the following procedure:

Follow these steps:

1. Enter KEYS on the command line of any Gen panel. Press Enter.
2. At the ISPF PF Key Definitions and Labels panel, tab to position the cursor at the key whose value you want to

change. Enter the new value.
3. Press END.

F1 (Help) F7 (Up)

F2 (Accept) F8 (Down)

F3 (End) F9 (Retrieve)

F4 (Prompt) F10 (Left)

F5 (Refresh) F11 (Right)

F6 (Save) F12 (Cancel)

NOTE
When selecting object occurrences in subsetting, version control, aggregate set management, and object cross-
reference reports, you can proceed more quickly by using F2 (Accept)

Displaying the Customized Function Key Legend

The minimum default Gen function keys shown are:

• F1 (Help)
• F3 (Exit)
• F12 (Cancel)

To list all your current function keys as a legend at the bottom of each panel, enter PFSHOW on the command line of any
Gen panel and press Enter.

To change the number of keys per line or the range of keys shown (1-12, 13-24), enter PFSHOW TAILOR and press
Enter.

To return to the default function key legends for each panel, enter PFSHOW OFF and press Enter.
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Changing Panel Colors

The Default Panel Colors table shows the default Gen color settings. The colors used for text, input, and output fields can
be changed.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Environment Specifications option, select 1 and press Enter.
2. Tab to the field you want to change.
3. Enter the new color value. Press Enter. The available colors will display at the bottom of the panel.

Field Type Normal Intensity High Intensity

Text fields Green White

Input fields Turquoise White

Output fields Turquoise White

Cancel Versus Exit

The basic dialog flow for Gen functions conforms to CUA standards. CUA treats the cancel and exit commands as two
distinct activities, each having a standard or common function key dedicated to it.

• Under CUA, the Cancel function (F12 by default) lets you back up to the previously displayed panel. Repeated use
of the Cancel function lets you back out of the function one panel at a time until you reach the menu from which you
selected the option.

• The Exit function (F3 by default) causes the function you are executing to stop; you are returned to the menu from
which you selected the option. Repeated use of the Exit function lets you back out of the Gen menu hierarchy one
menu at a time until you reach the ISPF main menu.

• Full-screen pop-up panels, used for selection lists and option-specific parameters for Code Generation functions, do
not allow the use of the Exit function. To return to the previously displayed panel without selecting an item, you must
use the Cancel function.

The Exit command is not supported here, because it applies to the application as a whole, not to the immediate panel
being displayed. After you have canceled the pop-up, you can Exit from the function.

Host Encyclopedia Administration
This article provides information for the tasks of an administrator in the Host Encyclopedia Administration.

The audiences are as follows:

• Encyclopedia administrators
• Model administrators
• Project coordinators
• Database administrators
• System programmers
• Application programmers

Methods for Collecting Statistics in the Host Encyclopedia

This section recommends ways to improve the performance and process of the Host Encyclopedia. Performance
improvements involve data that you can modify either within the DBMS or within the encyclopedia. The intent of the
modifications is to reduce processing time or increase throughput. Process improvements involve the techniques of
encyclopedia use that you can change to reduce contention or decrease processing time.
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No single set of performance recommendations can be the right set for all environments. Improving performance is
a matter of balancing the workload of the computer to best use available resources. Many variables are involved in
performance, such as the size and speed of the central processing unit, the priority assigned to the execution region, the
parameters used for the DBMS subsystem, and load levels. Improving performance is an ongoing task because these
variables can change over time.

Creating an Initial Baseline

The improvements that are obtained by implementing the recommendations in this section depend on several factors:

• The current DBMS characteristics of the encyclopedia
• The current procedures in place concerning encyclopedia usage
• The specific characteristics of the models in the encyclopedia

Because of these factors, you must evaluate the performance of your encyclopedia before implementing the
recommendations in this section. To start with, create an initial baseline using statistics from a set of models and
encyclopedia activities. Then, as you collect statistics after implementing an improvement technique, you can compare
them with the baseline to determine the actual improvement.

Evaluating Performance

After establishing your initial baseline, you must implement performance improvements to obtain optimal use of the
DBMS. Once the performance improvements are implemented, create a baseline for comparison to future modifications.

Evaluating Processes

After you implement performance improvements, you can implement selected process improvements. Collect statistics
after the process improvements and compare them against the recently updated baseline.

NOTE
You must implement performance improvements first to obtain optimal use of the DBMS, and then implement
process improvements. This combination can be an iterative process that continually improves the performance
of the encyclopedia.

Tasks You Can Perform

You can perform the following tasks:

• Collect statistics for specific encyclopedia functions or for an entire mode

• Review performance recommendations specific to DB2

• Review process recommendations

• Review Host Encyclopedia utilities

• Review a matrix of which encyclopedia functions can and cannot run together Encyclopedia Concurrency Matrix
section

• Review the names of the Host

Determining What Statistics to Collect
Statistics help you to monitor and optimize encyclopedia performance. You can collect various statistics from tables on
the Host Encyclopedia, from DB2 trace data, and logs. This section discusses queries and reports that you can use to
collect statistics. Most of the queries and reports listed use Structured Query Language (SQL). One query and report is
discussed that uses FOCUS, which is a reporting tool from Information Builders. Similar reports can be created with other
reporting tools.

The illustrations in this section list the queries and reports to use based on the statistics that you want to determine.
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Statistics About Encyclopedia Tables

The SQL queries listed in the following illustrations gather statistics from the encyclopedia tables. Note that you replace
encydbas with the name of your encyclopedia database.

Number of Image Copies and Reorganizations:

Number of Rows on Encyclopedia tables:

Amount of Free Space on Large Tablespaces:

Number of Tablespace Partitions or Segmented Tablespaces:
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Statistics About the Encyclopedia Profile

This article provides information for Statistics about the Encyclopedia Profile.

Number of Models in Encyclopedia:

Number of Models Updated During Last Month:

Size of Models and Number of Objects:

Number of Objects in Model and Subset Checkouts:

NOTE
REPLACE 'modelname' with your model name.

User IDs Authorized to Encyclopedia:
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Number of Active Encyclopedia Users:

- .      DISPLAY NUMBER OF ACTIVE ENCYCLOPEDIA USERS

- .               NOTES:

- .               A) REPLACE 'encycreator' WITH YOUR ENCYCLOPEDIA DATABASE CREATOR-ID

         SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT HLG_USERID), HLG_MODEL_NAME

         FROM encycreator.DHLOG

          WHERE ((DATE('19'!!SUBSTR (DIGITS (HLG_DATE), 5,2)!!'-'

         !!SUBSTR (DIGITS (HLG_DATE), 7,2) !!'-'!!SUBSTR (DIGITS (HLG_DATE), 9,2))

         >=CURRENT DATE -1 MONTH)) AND

         HLG_MODEL_NAME> '  '

         GROUP BY HLG_MODEL_NAME;

Statistics About Encyclopedia Activity

 

The encyclopedia DHLOG table is a primary reference for details about encyclopedia activity. The information in DHLOG
can provide statistics about the types of functions and activities being performed and the number of times they have
occurred over a specified time.

DHLOG provides information about the following encyclopedia activities:

• Upload and check in of models or subsets
• Download and checkout of models or subsets
• Override checkout status of models or subsets
• Code generations
• Model copies
• Migrations and trial migrations
• Adoptions
• Model deletes
• SQL errors encountered
• Failing enqueue waits
• Failing encyclopedia functions

The following illustrations list SQL that gathers statistics from DHLOG. The illustration titles explain the purpose of the
SQL or report.

Summary of Encyclopedia activities:
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Summary of Encyclopedia activities by model:

  

Trend Statistics About Encyclopedia Activity

Analyzing trends in encyclopedia activity can be useful to monitor encyclopedia performance. The FOCUS report
illustrations list the information required to produce a FOCUS report. The report lists trends in activity over an 8-week
period. The illustration titles explain the purpose of the information. As you create the information, replace encycreator
with the ID of your encyclopedia database creator.

View of Encyclopedia DHLOG for FOCUS reporting:
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FOCUS master file description:

  

FOCEXEC to create eight-week trend report:
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JCL to execute the FOCEXEC:
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Sample output of FOCEXEC:
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The trend report is useful to see if your users are following your project guidelines (such as the recommendations
discussed in the Process Recommendations section). For example, if the report shows that the number of uploads and
downloads are equal, you know that users are not frequently uploading without check in. You can obtain other valuable
information from the report also. For example, you can determine a trend of encyclopedia contention as a percent of total
activity. You determine this by adding the values for SQL 911 and ENQ WAIT.

Statistics About Encyclopedia Contention

DB2 protects data through locking mechanisms. The monitoring of contention caused by timeouts and deadlocks is
important to overall encyclopedia use. Often, as deadlines approach for a particular project, timeouts and deadlocks
increase as the work related to a model increases. When many users attempt to funnel work to one place, some users
experience timeouts or deadlocks.

DB2 provides some features to assist with monitoring contention.

Timeouts

Each DB2 timeout is reported in the system console log under message ID DSNT376I. If you have the ability to view your
system console log, you can determine the users, plans, and resource involved in the timeout situation. Some interactive
performance monitors can also provide the same type of information. You may prefer to use a routine to run against a
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copy of the console log and parse all of the DSNT376I messages found. The routine could run periodically, for example,
every 24 hours, and report on that time period. You may want to sort the resulting information by database name to
present a report usable by database administrators.

If your performance monitors provide timeout reports, determine what action is required to have the necessary data
available. If the requirement is to run the DB2 Performance Trace 6, investigate how much overhead this will add to your
DB2 subsystem. The cost may be worthwhile for severe timeout problems, especially if you run the trace only for a short
period.

Deadlocks

Deadlocks are usually difficult to solve because only one side of the resource conflict is presented by the DB2 deadlock
message, DSNT375I. However, a snapshot of the full deadlock resource conflict is available if you are running statistics
class 3 traces. These traces reportedly require very little overhead to remain active and are very useful for analyzing
deadlock problems.

If the trace is active, a record is placed into the DB2 trace files (usually SMF files) for each deadlock. The record contains
the user IDs, plans, and both resources involved in the conflict. An example of the type of output from a performance
monitor is provided in the documentation for DB2PMt. Most performance monitors have similar reports that outline both
sides of the conflict.

Enqueue Waits and -911 Errors

The Waits and Errors illustrations list SQL to determine the amount of enqueue waits and -911 errors. The lead-ins to the
illustrations explain the purpose of the SQL or output.

Summary of enqueue waits:

  

Sample output of enqueue waits:
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Tables experiencing SQL -911 errors:

  

Sample output of tables experiencing SQL -911 errors:
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Maintaining the Host Encyclopedia
Gen is a production system. The source code and data it produces must be protected from accidental loss through a
regularly scheduled maintenance routine. This routine also optimizes the Encyclopedia's usage of system resources. The
aspects of Encyclopedia maintenance discussed in this section are:

• The recommended maintenance schedule
• How to delete “orphan” objects
• How to capture an image-copy
• How to expand tablespaces and indexes
• How to improve performance

Recommended Maintenance Schedule

The recommended daily, weekly, and monthly maintenance schedules for the Host Encyclopedia are described as follows,
with explanations of the sample jobs you can use to perform the maintenance.

Daily 
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We recommend that an incremental image-copy of all Gen Data and Public Interface tablespaces each day. The job
CEUINCR (or the alternative job CAUINCR) performs the incremental image-copy.

Weekly 

We recommend that you perform the following weekly maintenance tasks in the order listed:

1. Delete orphan objects from the Host Encyclopedia tables (see How to Delete Orphan Objects section).
2. Capture a full image-copy. A full image-copy before the REORG improves the chances for recovery in the event that

the REORG fails and cannot be restarted (see the How to Capture an Image-Copy section).
3. Reorganize the DB2 database. The job CEUREOR is provided for you to reorganize your Host Encyclopedia using

IBM's DB2 REORG utility. The job CAUREOR is also provided for you to perform a DB2 REORG using Rapid Reorg.
Depending on the activity level your Encyclopedia experiences, you may want to reorganize some tables, such as
DSUBEX, more frequently than weekly.
To provide a point for consistent recovery (a LOG/RBA), perform a tablespace QUIESCE at the beginning of the
REORG step, or start the tablespace in Utility status before starting the REORG.

4. Capture another full image-copy. The image-copy after REORG is required because the tablespaces are in copy-
pending state. (CEUREOR and CAUREOR specify LOG NO to eliminate DB2 logging of the REORG.)

How to Delete Orphan Objects

When certain Host Encyclopedia functions (generating, copying, deleting or uploading a model) are unsuccessful,
“orphan” objects may be left in the Encyclopedia tables. An orphan object is one that references a model whose ID is not
in the DMDL table.

You can use the CEUCLEN job to delete, or “clean” orphan objects from the Encyclopedia. Before executing CEUCLEN,
you must set its parameters as shown in the following table:

 CEUCLEN Parameter  Required Setting 

MODELID Zero
This setting must be zero. If you enter a valid MODELID, the
model and all its contents are deleted.

SUBSETID Zero

MODLNAME Blank

SUBSET All

TONAME Blank

SDFCPFLG Blank

LOCKTBLS This parameter is not specified, and defaults to N. If you are an
Encyclopedia administrator, you can specify the LOCKTBLS
parameter and set it to Y to lock users out while the clean-up
routine is running. This improves the routine's performance.

MIGRFLAG Blank

FDELFLAG N

If you run CEUCLEN in batch mode with the parameters set as defined above, it deletes all rows in the DOBJ table
belonging to an orphan object as well as any associated rows in the DASC, DPRP, DSUBID, DSUBDF, DSUBUS,
DSUBEX, and DTXT tables.

If extensive Encyclopedia cleanup is required, CEUCLEN may run for a long time. Periodic COMMITS allow the job to be
restarted. The job starts from the last COMMIT point.
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You may find it useful to run the CEUCLEN job nightly, using a small time parameter (for example, 60 minutes).
CEUCLEN performs frequent DB2 commits and checkpoints. If the job times out, the following day's run is restarted from
the last checkpoint.

How to Capture an Image-Copy

When capturing an image-copy of databases, it is important to establish a point at which the entire set of tables is
consistent. Use one of the two following procedures to establish that point of consistency and to perform the image-copy.

Procedure 1

1. Stop the databases then start them in Utility status. (To ensure a point of consistent recovery, no updates are allowed
during image-copy.)

2. Run CEUCOPY (or alternatively CAUCOPY) to execute the DB2 COPY utility to take a full image-copy of all
Encyclopedia tablespaces.

3. Start the databases in Read/Write to resume normal processing.

Procedure 2

1. Run CEUCOPY (or alternatively CAUCOPY) in Read/Write status.
2. Use the DB2 QUIESCE utility to establish a point for consistent recovery (a LOG/RBA).

How to Expand Tablespaces and Indexes

Expand a tablespace or index to accommodate a growing model. If you are receiving the following errors, the system is
telling you to expand tablespaces and indexes:

DB2 error - 904, reason code X'00D70027

The job CEUXPND expands tablespaces and indexes. When you run CEUXPND, it does the following:

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stops the tablespace/indexspace to be expanded.
2. Deletes any existing temporary backup image-copy dataset.
3. Creates a temporary DSN1COPY of table/indexspace.
4. Deletes the VSAM cluster for the table/indexspace.
5. Reallocates the table/indexspace.
6. Restores table/indexspace from temporary DSN1COPy copy.
7. Restarts the table/indexspace.

CEUXPND assumes that Storage Groups are not in use. If Storage groups are in use, use a DB2 ALTER command and a
REORG to resize.

Process Recommendations
You can improve the performance of the Host Encyclopedia by implementing processes that help you use the
encyclopedia more efficiently, reduce contention among jobs, and decrease the cost associated with failures and poor
planning. These process improvements span a variety of areas from scheduling to communications, and aid in the general
coordination of development projects.

In many cases, you can use general techniques that do not address specific areas of concern. These techniques are
good practices and help increase overall performance by decreasing the time and cost associated with non-successful
attempts. The following topics fall under this category of general techniques:
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• Understanding what causes contention
• Avoiding known contention
• Making the most of peak and non-peak processing
• Creating subject matter experts
• Using reports to facilitate planning
• Managing and coordinating projects

In other cases, you need to identify and understand the functions that incur the most cost, usage, and contention.

Causes and Avoiding Contention

This article provides information for Causes and Avoiding Contention. The first step in reducing contention is to
understand what causes it.

Contention can be caused by:

• DB2 timeouts and deadlocks
• Encyclopedia-enforced enqueue waits

DB2 Timeouts and Deadlocks

DB2 timeouts or deadlocks occur when two users attempt to access a DB2 page or table that is locked. Data for different
models can be stored on the same DB2 page. Because of this, any two users, regardless of the models being accessed
or updated, can experience timeouts and deadlocks. Even though it is not easily predictable, certain encyclopedia
functions have a tendency to cause timeouts and deadlocks. These functions are:

• Model deletion
• Model backup and restore

These functions, especially when run on large models, perform thousands of DB2 inserts, updates, and deletes to key
encyclopedia tables such as DOBJ, DASC, and DPRP. This amount of activity increases the chance of another user
attempting to access the same page of a table or index.

Another group of encyclopedia functions have a tendency to cause timeouts and deadlocks because they are not capable
of taking interim commits. Because these functions must force a complete rollback if they fail, they cannot take an interim
commit, which causes the DB2 page locks to escalate to tablespace locks when run on a large amount of data. These
functions are:

• Migration
• Adoption

Encyclopedia Enqueue Waits

The second kind of contention is caused by encyclopedia constraints that are known as enqueue waits. Enqueue waits
are constraints that are built into the encyclopedia to prohibit two functions that are known to be incompatible from running
at the same time. Because enqueue waits can be predicted, it is worthwhile to learn the rules that govern them.

Encyclopedia Concurrency Matrix

The encyclopedia concurrency matrix is the table of rules that determine which functions are compatible to run at
the same time. An enqueue wait occurs when a second process is started that violates the rules of the concurrency
matrix. The second process is put into wait mode and retried every minute to see if the enqueue still exist. After a
specified number of retries per function, the second process terminates (it never really got started) with a resource
conflict message. An enqueue wait occurs only at the model and subset level (there is no encyclopedia-wide enqueue
contention).
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Some of the more common restrictions are:

• A download and an upload cannot run in the same model at the same time.
• No uploads or downloads are allowed in a model while a migration into that model is running.

Encyclopedia users must be aware of the concurrency matrix and know how to use it.

NOTE
For more information, see Gen Host Encyclopedia Subsetting.

The matrix shows only the concurrency that is enforced by the Host Encyclopedia. Other types of contention, such as that
caused by DB2, cannot be determined from the matrix.

Avoiding Contention

You can start to avoid contention in the following ways:

• Know what is running.
• Know what is scheduled to run.
• Communicate what is going to run.

What Is Currently Running

Before you perform an encyclopedia function that may cause contention, see which functions are currently running. You
can use several methods to determine what is running. (The methods vary greatly from site to site.) One method is to
check DB2 threads; another is to use a performance monitor.

To match the plans with the encyclopedia functions, you must know the plan suffixes and the plan prefix that is used for
that encyclopedia. See the Encyclopedia Function Plans section for a list of all the function plans and a description of
each plan. You encounter the following plan suffixes as you work on improving encyclopedia performance:

ADPT
-Adopt

CKST
-Override checkout status

CPYB
-Model copy

DSUB
-Model delete

DOWN
-Download

MIGR
-Migration

U07
-Expansion conflict report

UP
-Upload

After you identify what is running, use the concurrency matrix to determine if the function you want to run is allowed at the
same time.

NOTE
For more information, see Encyclopedia Concurrency Matrix in Host Encyclopedia Subsetting
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Since the concurrency matrix deals with activity in the same model, you must know what model the active function is
running against. This is not always easy to find out. You have at least two ways to deal with this:

• Run the jobs in batch whenever possible by using the job name to designate the model affected. Using the same job
name within a model sequentially runs the jobs, which avoid contention between the jobs.

• Build a cross-reference list of TSO IDs to models. If a user works on more than one model, assign multiple IDs, each
with access to only one model.

What Is Scheduled to Run

By scheduling activities, organizations can give critical tasks higher priority and reduce resource contention. Jobs that
affect the entire encyclopedia, such as image copy and reorganization, must be scheduled to run at a consistent time that
is communicated to all encyclopedia users. Users must understand that the encyclopedia is unavailable during this time
and that all encyclopedia jobs must finish before the scheduled start time.

Schedule encyclopedia jobs that you believe may cause contention with other encyclopedia activity, such as large model
copies, deletes, and migrates, during a period when other ongoing activity is curtailed. These time periods are best
scheduled during non-peak hours and must be communicated and agreed upon by all encyclopedia users. All users must
have access to the schedule.

For example, suppose that a user must copy a large model. The user knows from experience that this copy may cause
DB2 contention because of the number of inserts performed. The encyclopedia administrators could set up time periods,
such as on Tuesday and Thursday evenings starting at 11:00 pm, for this type of activity. The jobs could be run in batch
mode and submitted using the same jobname (single streaming the processing). The user schedules the copy to run
during this time period. This increases the likelihood of having the job complete and eliminates the chance of other jobs
failing.

Communicate What Is Going to Run

Activity that has a likelihood of causing contention within a model must be communicated to everyone working in that
model. Advanced warning allows others to prepare and schedule their activities to avoid contention. It also allows users to
respond if the activity being scheduled causes hardship on other priority activities.

For example, if 10 users are actively working in a model and one user must run a download, no other user can perform
an upload during the download. The user must send a group message to the other users in that model notifying them
of the time of the download. The other users can then plan their activities around the download and avoid the cost and
frustration of a failed upload.

Various successful methods exist for communicating information:

• Electronic mail
• Electronic forms
• Broadcast bulletins
• Voice mail

For each of these means, if possible, set up group IDs for projects, models, and encyclopedias.

Peak and Non-Peak Processing Times

Some encyclopedia functions can run during peak processing hours and other functions must run during non-peak hours.
You get better at deciding the appropriate times by understanding the concurrency matrix, reviewing performance reports,
and continuing to work with the encyclopedia (which increases your experience).

NOTE
For more information, see Gen Host Encyclopedia Subsetting.
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Peak Processing

Encyclopedia functions that can run together within the same model are easily run during peak processing hours. A few
examples of these types of processes are code generation, testing, reporting, and defining subsets.

Processes that cannot run concurrently, but that are needed during peak hours, can be single streamed by running them
in batch using the same job names. The best example of this is upload and download.

Other encyclopedia functions that have a tendency to cause contention must be broken into small jobs (where applicable).
For Example, migration and adoption. Both can cause contention when they do not complete in a short time and both can
be broken into small pieces. Running 10 migrates that each complete in 10 minutes causes much less contention than
one migrate that runs for 100 minutes.

Non-Peak Processing

Some encyclopedia functions that are long running and have a tendency to cause DB2 contention on the encyclopedia
tables are best scheduled to run in a single stream mode during non-peak processing hours. Setting up a time period for
single stream batch jobs several nights a week can reduce the coordination of getting these jobs done. You can single
stream jobs by using a common job name or by setting up a special job class with a single initiator. If you change the
locksize on the encyclopedia tables during the period of single streaming from ANY to TABLESPACE, you can additionally
increase the throughput of processes such as model copies and model deletes. A job to alter the tablespaces back to a
locksize of ANY is needed before normal jobs can begin to process.

Most downloads can be planned. Encyclopedia users can take advantage on non-peak processing charges and decrease
the failure rate due to contention by submitting downloads to run overnight. Encyclopedia administrators can set aside
time periods during the night just for downloads. Each model can be associated with a jobname and all downloads for that
model can be submitted to run under that job name during the time period.

Subject Matter Experts

The following topics are covered in this section:

Training is a very effective way to improve performance. The more information the developers have about their
requirements and how all parts of the system interact, the greater their success. Although, it is not always feasible to train
all team members in every area, try to have a few individual team members trained in specialized areas. These individuals
can share their knowledge with other team members and improve the performance of the entire team.

Two areas in which training can be very effective are subsetting and migration.

Subsetting Expert

An improperly defined subset results in too many or too few objects to complete a task. Users who do not have all objects
needed to complete a task have a tendency to over define a subset and get more than is needed. Over defining a subset
has a ripple effect of causing other users to get downgraded. The net effect is that subsets must be overridden, redefined
and downloaded. This incurs unproductive time and additional cost.

You can usually improve subsetting practices by training one project member for the role of subsetting expert. This
person must review each subset for the correct scoping objects, expansion, and protection needed for the task. Each
team member must be taught to use the subsetting documentation. These subsets must then be reviewed with the
subsetting expert. The subsetting expert must explain any requested changes, so that each developer can gain a better
understanding of the subsetting rules.

As team members become better at subsetting, the number of subsets that are incomplete or too large decreases. Well-
scoped subsets reduce processing time and improve performance. The number of unnecessary objects included in each
subset decreases, as does the number of multiple subsets being downloaded for a single task.
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Migration Expert

A migration may fail because of several reasons. Failed migrations take more than twice as long as successful migrations
because they result in a DB2 rollback. Trial migrations are equivalent to a failed migration because they also result in
a DB2 rollback. You want to reduce the failure rate and number of trial migrates because migrations may cause DB2
contention on the entire encyclopedia. You can do at least three things to eliminate or reduce the number of unsuccessful
migrations:

• Understand the rules of migration. For each object, know its enabling and companion object.
• Keep migration aggregate sets small to avoid repeat migration attempts of many objects if one object fails.
• Use reports, such as those discussed in the following section, to understand the model and objects to be migrated.

Each project must have a migration expert who is thoroughly trained in the rules and best practices of migration. This
prevents a large number of failed migrations and reduces or eliminates the need for trial migrations. The migration expert
must implement a request process to aid in the scheduling of migrations. The process must prevent the need for large
migrations by allowing for incremental movement of changed objects.

Reports in HE

Instead of running jobs such as trial migrates and expansion conflict reports, use other reports that can produce the same
or similar results. You can run a combination of reports during peak hours that are less costly and resource intensive to
help plan for successful jobs such as migrates, downloads, and code generations.

To Determine Objects Needing Migrating

A combination of a When Changed report and a Compare report can provide a complete list of objects needing migration.
Run a When Changed report for the development interval on the source model. Use the resulting aggregate set in
a Compare report with the destination model. You can then ensure that all changes are tracked and included in the
migration plans.

To Determine Parent Functions and Processes

A common cause of failed migrations is attempting to migrate a function or process to a model that does not contain the
parent objects in the function hierarchy. You can use the Function Hierarchy report to identify all parent functions and
processes. Those, which are not contained in the destination model, may be included in the first migration attempt to
prevent the need for a second attempt or for a trial migrate.

To Determine Load Module Expansion

The Model Action Block Use Report is a useful tool for all analysts and designers. It lists the calling hierarchy of all action
blocks implemented in each load module for a model. It also displays the Dynamic Link attribute associated with each
module.

The Dynamic Link attributes associated with each module are:

• Default
• Yes
• No
• Compatibility

The report has three basic modes of operation based on the object range. They are:

• All business systems and load modules
• Selected objects
• Filter objects based on Dynamic Link option
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Developers can use this report to find information concerning load module expansion. You can place this report in a
common location so that it is available electronically.

To Determine Expansion Conflicts

Developers performing subsetting frequently receive Modify or greater protection on objects included in their subsets as
neighborhood objects. This can cause other team members to be downgraded when requesting one of the neighborhood
objects for their development work. A common work-around to this problem is to override the downgraded subset, have
the first developer upload, allow the second developer to download his/her subset, then have the first developer download
his/her subset again. This involves many unnecessary uploads and downloads. This situation can be avoided by running
a References report for scoped action diagrams before downloads.

This report lists the "called" action diagrams (which may be included as neighborhood objects depending on the
expansion used). The developer can then explicitly scope on these objects for Access or Read Only to prevent future
conflicts with other development team members. This also reduces the need to run costly expansion conflict reports.

To View Action Diagram Listings

Developers often use action diagram listings to understand and diagnose existing code. The action diagram listing is
at the bottom of the generated source code. Instead of running a report that reads the encyclopedia tables, users can
browse the bottom of the source listing and eliminate the need for any encyclopedia access.

Project Planning and Coordination

Good project planning is perhaps the most essential element to improving encyclopedia processes. Understanding and
implementing good project planning practices is crucial to reduce overlaps when subsetting, migrating, creating project
models, and so forth.

Naming Standards

Naming standards can help identify objects that are obsolete or temporary and reduce object redundancy. Without good
naming standards, encyclopedia users create redundant objects or use obsolete ones. When this happens, the users
often must re-subset to delete the object usage and include the correct object.

Standard naming conventions can also be used to communicate the purpose or status of a shared object. By having a
naming convention, an object list search is quicker and more likely to succeed. A common reason for object searches is
to locate an action diagram or exit states to include in new code. In addition to a naming convention for shared objects, a
good description further indicates whether the object is suitable for the developer. Good in-line comments communicate
how the action block must be implemented.

Another use for naming conventions is to tag obsolete objects. If an obsolete object cannot be deleted (because it is
referenced in some way), the object can be renamed so that it's obsolete status is communicated. One possibility is to
rename it so that it begins with "ZZ_OBS_" and follow that with as much of its original name as possible.

This naming scheme groups all obsolete objects at the end of an object list. You can easily find them and the name clearly
indicates to the users to remove them from their code and subsets. This in turn makes it easier to eventually delete the
objects and reduce the size of the model.

A naming convention for temporary objects is also helpful in locating and removing unnecessary objects. One possibility
is to start the name with "ZZ_TEMP_" followed by the developer's initials and then whatever descriptive information the
developer chooses. This naming scheme also groups temporary objects at the bottom of the list. It makes them easy to
find and identifies the developer. The objects can be deleted if the developer forgets.

The last example of naming conventions is to have the developers name their subsets starting with their initials. It
reminds the developers of all subsets they have so that they can reuse any that are obsolete. It also identifies to all other
developers the owner of the subset.
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Project Models

Dividing the development work among project models can greatly aid in the reduction of processing time and conflicts.
Developers working in a smaller project model have reduced processing time during downloads since the subsets pull in
fewer neighborhood objects. Potential subsetting downgrades and resource conflicts are also reduced.

When feasible, contention can be reduced and developer productivity increased by separating work into one or more
project models. Separate models increases the development coordination necessary for a project, but reduces the
contention incurred by spreading the work across models.

Coordinating Shared Objects

Careful management and coordination of shared objects is also essential to the success of a development team. By
carefully monitoring the modification of shared objects between models, you can reduce the number of migrations
necessary to get the most current copy containing all changes into each model (for development or testing). This
coordination also prevents the need for multiple coding efforts that become necessary when a shared object is changed in
different models and a migration cannot preserve both sets of changes.

Avoid Mass Upload

Calling for all subsets to be checked in to facilitate migration can be very costly and nonproductive. Migration can take
place while subsets are checked out.

Consider checking out a subset with the root subject area for Modify and the databases for Delete before any other subset
is checked out. You can then migrate the data-related objects (entity types, attributes, relationships, and so forth) by
overriding the subset, and then re-checking out the subset.

You can use this same technique for other shared objects. If shared objects are being changed in one model, you must
check out them for Modify or Delete in all other models but not download them. This protects them from being changed
and/or ending up in another subset for modify or delete. When it is time for them to be migrated, you can override the
protective subsets and the migration can proceed without conflict.

When a mass check-in is required, spread out the uploads over time so everyone does not try to upload at the same time
(such as at the end of the business day). Another method to avoid contention on a mass upload, is to have everyone
using the model submit their upload in batch with the same job name. This runs the uploads sequentially and avoids
conflicts.

Following a mass upload, a mass download is usually needed for the next day. To avoid everyone attempting a download
at the same time, define subsets in advance and submit the downloads with the same jobname to process overnight. This
sequentially downloads the subsets.

Regeneration and Installation

Another way to improve the performance of the encyclopedia is by developing procedures for the regeneration and
installation of code. The intelligent regeneration function provided by the encyclopedia is more efficient to regenerate and
install code one time rather than relying on individuals to figure out what needs regenerating and installing.

By using intelligent regeneration and good communications, you can reduce duplication of effort and CPU resources.
Communication is necessary to determine when an intelligent regeneration must be performed. Also important, after the
regeneration, is to notify all individuals that a regeneration has been performed.

An organization must develop procedures for informing the group whenever they modify an object that has a large impact
on regeneration. This depends on how objects are shared in an organization. In any case, set up procedures that limit
when these changes are made and that indicate to the entire organization when the changes are done.
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Testing with Trace

Using trace in the application test facility is useful for debugging an application, but can also cause DB2 contention with
others testing against the same application database. Sometimes contention on the application database is confused with
contention on the encyclopedia. Testing code with trace on can lock up portions of the application database, which causes
other jobs to fail that need access to that portion of the database. Users of trace must access and release trace as quickly
as possible. If a user has a need to stay in trace for long periods of time, they must warn others that may need to access
the database involved.

Specific Encyclopedia Functions
  

The recommendations previously discussed deal with general areas that you can improve. You can also improve your
processes that involve specific encyclopedia functions. The reports that are discussed in the “Methods of Collecting
Statistics” section can add insight into encyclopedia use and can pinpoint areas to concentrate on. Understanding how
these encyclopedia functions work is key to making sound decisions on coordinating their usage. For this reason, the
following encyclopedia functions are discussed individually with tips for improving their performance:

Download

A download consists of three basic phases: expansion, extraction, and output. During the expansion phase, the scoping
objects that are selected during subset definition are expanded to include related (neighborhood) objects. The extraction
phase ensures that the subset is complete (that all necessary objects are included in the subset) and downgrades the
user's protection to objects if necessary. Downgrades occur because an object is already checked out to another user or
because the object was not included in the subset definition. In the output phase, the model is written to the transaction
file.

Since download is primarily a read-only process, the encyclopedia allows other read functions to occur while a download
is in progress. So, for example, code generation can proceed while a download is in progress, but update/delete
operations like an upload to the same model are not allowed.

As objects are extracted from the encyclopedia, the encyclopedia updates the DSUBEX table to indicate that the
objects are checked out with a certain level of protection. Updates to the model for this purpose are the source of DB2
locks. Periodic commits are executed to alleviate the scope and duration of the locks. If a download does not complete
successfully, the subset is not marked as being checked out. However, because commits were taken along the way, the
next download must perform a cleanup routine prior to executing the download to remove all checkout updates for the
failed download.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving downloads:

• Plan downloads in advance and submit them to execute in batch during non-peak hours. Set up a time period for
downloads during non-peak hours. Allow only downloads during this time period. One job name must be associated
with each model. Single stream the download by model during the time period.

• To avoid downloading during prime time, have more than one subset checked out at all times. If work on one subset is
finished or needs to be redefined, there is always a second subset to work on.

• If downloads are allowed during the day, require that all users of that model be notified.
• Create a subsetting expert for each project or model. This expert can help users define subsets appropriately, which

reduces the number of incomplete subsets and subsets that are too large.
• Users that have read-only access to a model or a subset can do a

read-only download that does not mark the original model or subset as checked out. This is different from having
update access and scoping objects for read protection.
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Expansion Conflict Report

If the subset is not already checked out, the logic required to create the expansion conflict report is the same as the logic
described in the section on download. The differences are that the conflict report is created rather than the transaction file
and a rollback is executed so that checkout information for objects is not saved in the encyclopedia. Because a rollback is
performed, the potential for contention is greater when creating this report than when downloading.

If the subset is checked out or if the report is run on the entire model, the program uses the existing expansion and no
additional expansion is performed. Contention is minimized because no additional expansion is performed.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process of using the expansion conflict report:

• Run this report only when necessary. Inform all users in advance when you run the report.
• When the report is necessary, create a new subset definition containing only the object(s) that were downgraded. Do

not run on a subset scoped for 10 objects if only one object is being downgraded.
• Use other techniques to find out what subsets are or would cause a downgrade. One of the simplest techniques is to

ask other users of the model to check if they have the object(s) required.
• Know the rules of subsetting. Run this report only when a downgrade has occurred because the object is in another

subset. Do not run the report when the object is downgraded as incomplete. When an object is downgraded as
incomplete, use other encyclopedia reports such as the Delete Prevention report to identify what other objects need to
be scoped.

Upload

An upload updates the model in the Host Encyclopedia. If the upload is without check-in, the upload usually runs faster
because the object status is not being changed. For an upload with check-in, the following occurs:

• All the transactions in the transaction file are processed
• Intermediate commits occur
• The checkout date and time are set to zeroes
• All objects in the subset are checked in or deleted from DSUBEX with periodic commits taken

If the upload abends during the process of checking in the objects, the next download of the model or any subset of that
model cleans up the partial checkout.

Since upload is an update process, the encyclopedia only allows limited access to the model while the model is being
updated. An upload cannot run while a download or code generation is occurring in that model. The only activities that
can run simultaneously with an upload in the same model are other uploads or overriding, renaming, deleting or copying
another subset. DB2 locks occur as objects are inserted and deleted, properties are modified, and associations are added
and deleted.

If the upload fails, you cannot continue to work on the subset until the upload is completed. This may be important when
you plan for an upload.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving uploads:
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• Upload without check-in frequently. This serves as a primary method of backup in case you need to recover work on
the workstation.

• Understand how to perform an upload manually. This can be valuable if you have to restart a failed upload.
• Keep uploads small during peak processing hours. Frequent uploads without check-in accomplishes this. Most uploads

that take less than 10 minutes will not fail because of an enqueue wait.
• Perform large uploads (more than one new procedure) during non-peak processing hours.
• Perform uploads with check-in during non-peak processing hours, when possible. Uploads with check-in take

substantially longer than uploads without check-in.
• Teach users to select Cancel or Ignore when not making a change with the toolset. Selecting OK, even if there were no

changes, can trigger an update.

Override Checkout Status

A table of checked out objects is kept in the Host Encyclopedia. Even if no subsets are defined, objects are added to this
table for subset ALL. When the override function is requested, the encyclopedia updates, in the case of subset ALL, or
deletes, in the case of a subset, the rows in this table for the model or subset.

Most functions are allowed to run at the same time as an override of a checkout status, but because of the amount of
updating that is done, this can cause DB2 contention.

Periodic commits are taken during the delete or update. If a failure occurs during override, the next download of the model
or a subset of it cleans up the partial checkout.

Techniques

Use the following technique to improve the process involving override checkout status-for large subsets, consider
uploading with check-in in batch during non-peak processing hours even if there have been no updates.

Improving Migration Process

Migration copies objects from a source model to a destination model. For the source model, migration is a read process.
For the destination model, migration is an update process. Periodic commits are not performed because of the difficulty
of detecting and correcting the results of a partial migration. Because there are no periodic commits, DB2 can escalate
a PAGE lock to a TABLESPACE lock and quickly cause contention across the entire encyclopedia. Trial migration
executes the same logic as migration except a rollback is done at the end of processing, which approximately doubles the
processing time.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving migration:

• Migrate at the lowest aggregate level. For example, if you change an attribute, migrate the attribute, not the entity type.
• Keep migrates small (less than 10 minutes) if you must do them during peak processing hours.
• Know what is running prior to a migration. Do not migrate if other large encyclopedia jobs are running such as an

upload, download, model copy or another migrate.
• Whenever possible, schedule migrates to run during a time period for single stream batch processing.
• If you must perform migrations during peak processing hours, notify all encyclopedia users in advance.
• Analyze the objects to be migrated. Know the rules of migration for each type of object. Identify the enabling and

companion objects for each object to be migrated. You can use the When Changed report to identify changed objects
and automatically create aggregate sets. You can use the Compare Report to compare the results between the source
and destination models. The Contains/Contained, References/Referenced, and Implements/Implemented reports help
you to identify enabling objects that may need to be included in the aggregate set of the migration.

• Avoid large migrations. If one object fails, the entire migration fails.
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Adoption/Unadoption

Adoption is used to assign common ancestry to an object for the purpose of migration. The original object ID of the
adoptee is updated to the original object ID of the related object. Adoption serves two purposes:

• Moves a new model into an existing family
• Establishes a correspondence between objects that are alike so they can be migrated or compared

The adopt function automatically unadopts component objects. Component objects that do not get adopted are given a
new original object ID to sever any common ancestry they may have. Object IDs are assigned as they are to a subset.
Incremental commits are not taken during the adopt function. Adopt of large models can cause DB2 to escalate its locks to
the tablespace level, thereby causing contention.

With large models, unadoption does no incremental commits and therefore will lock many database pages before the
process is completed. To accomplish the effect of incremental commits, you can selectively adopt large models rather
than using the All option.

The following table lists the suggested order of adoption for specific object types and the prerequisites that are required
for the adoption of the objects:

 Object Type  Prerequisite 
Subject areas  
Entity types  
Relationships Entity types
Data records Entity types, Relationships
Database  
Tablespace Databases
Work attribute sets  
Business system  
Commands Business system
Templates Business system
Exit States  
Functions Entity types and work attribute sets defined in views
Processes Entity types and work attribute sets defined in views
BAA common action blocks Entity types and work attribute sets defined in views
BSD common action blocks Business system, entity types and work attribute sets defined in

views
Procedure Business system, entity types and work attribute sets defined in

views
Dialog flow Procedures, Exit states
Online load module Business system
Window load module Business system
User defined object class  
User defined matrix User defined object class

All other selectable objects do not have prerequisites and can be adopted in any order.

The unadopt function performs the opposite of an adoption. Uses for the unadopt feature include:
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• Removing common ancestry when using template models to seed a model
• Creating a new model family
• Correcting the common ancestry when the adoptee and related models were reversed during an adoption

An unadopted model no longer has common ancestry with models in its prior family. This process is accomplished by
replacing all original object IDs with unique IDs, but does not change the appearance of the model. Incremental commits
are not taken during the unadopt function. Unadopt of large models can cause DB2 to escalate its locks to the tablespace
level, thereby causing contention.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving adoption:

• Identify the purpose and scope of the adoption. Avoid an adoption on all objects if you require only a limited adoption.
Select only system-defined objects if the purpose of the adoption is simply to change the family for the adoptee.

• Keep models within the same family as much as possible to avoid adoptions.
• Refrain from deleting and recreating objects (thereby losing original object IDs) which forces an adopt prior to a

migrate.
• Put procedures in place for tracking name changes that are not picked up by an adopt.
• Avoid large adopts/unadopts during peak processing hours. Keep adoptions small (less than 10 minutes) if you must

perform them during peak time.
• Know what is running prior to an adopt/unadopt. Do not adopt if other large encyclopedia jobs are running.
• Notify all encyclopedia users in advance if you must perform an adopt/unadopt during peak processing hours.
• Whenever possible, schedule large adopts/unadopts to run during a time period for single stream batch processing.
• Use trial adoption only when necessary to identify and exclude objects that must not be adopted, such as those with

the same name, or to ensure that no unintended name changes occur.

Adding a New Model

The following activities can be considered as adding a new model to the encyclopedia:

• Model copy
• Generate new model
• Initial model upload
• Cross copy from another encyclopedia
• Create model from subset

Each of the activities creates objects, associations, properties, and text. The activities place a read lock on the source
model to prevent changes to the model while the activity occurs. DB2 locks are acquired during this processing. Periodic
commits are executed to alleviate the scope and duration of the DB2 locks.

When you add a new model, all objects, properties, associations and text are added before the DMDL table is updated.
Unless the add completes normally and the final step of updating DMDL occurs, orphan objects are left in the database.
The orphan objects do not affect other operations, but the incomplete model is unusable. You can clean up the orphan
objects with the utility TIECLEAN.

For large models, the overall effect of a failed activity, such as a failed copy, can be substantial. Because a copy does
periodic commits, orphan objects are left in the encyclopedia following a failure. For a large model in an encyclopedia
where DASD is in short supply, you may need to clean up the orphan objects and REORG the database prior to being
able to perform the copy again.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving the addition of a new model:
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• Check current DASD usage and estimate required DASD for a model prior to adding the new model. Increase DASD if
necessary prior to performing the activity.

• Schedule model copies and generate new models for overnight processing.
• Create a model from a subset rather than migrating to a new model. This costs less and there is less chance of failure.

Migrate to new model requires that all enabling objects be included in the migration selection.
• To reduce CPU and elapse time for a model copy, alter the tablespace locksize from ANY to TABLESPACE. The copy

function provides an option to lock tables at the table level. You must be an encyclopedia administrator to use this
option.

NOTE
Altering the locksize to TABLESPACE locks all other users out of the encyclopedia tables. See the discussion
below of faster model copy and delete.

Model Delete

Model delete deletes objects, associations, properties, text, and subset definitions. It does periodic commits to alleviate
the duration of the DB2 locks. Because of the heavy amount of database activity, it tends to escalate to tablespace locks
that cause contention across the entire encyclopedia. The first task that is done by a model delete is to remove the model
from the DMDL table. Periodic commits occur during processing. If a model delete does not complete successfully, you
can clean up orphan objects with the utility TIECLEAN.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving model delete:

• Schedule model deletes to run in batch during non-peak processing hours.
• Schedule model deletes prior to a REORG.
• Rename models that are intended for delete and schedule the delete during a time period for batch single stream

processing.
• To reduce CPU and elapse time for a model delete, alter the tablespace locksize from ANY to TABLESPACE. The

delete function provides an option to lock tables at the table level. You must be an encyclopedia administrator to use
this option.

 Note: Altering the locksize to TABLESPACE locks all other users out of the encyclopedia tables.

Faster Model Copy and Delete

You can noticeably improve the performance of the encyclopedia functions Model Copy and Model Delete by altering the
DB2 locksize before and after the copy or delete. The purpose of the ALTER command is to change DB2 locksize from
PAGE (ANY) to TABLESPACE. Locking at the tablespace level greatly reduces the number of DB2 locks and unlocks that
must be performed by IRLM during execution of the function.

Changing the locksize to TABLESPACE means that the entire encyclopedia is locked during execution. Because of this,
the change must probably not be considered for peak processing hours. Note also that you need DB2 authority to perform
ALTER.

Techniques

The following technique can improve the process involving faster model copy and delete:

• Set up a batch job to alter the locksize from PAGE to TABLESPACE.
• Begin by generating the JCL for the encyclopedia function in the usual manner.
• The system-generated JCL is placed in the middle of the job.
• Save the combined JCL and execute in the usual manner.
• Sample JCL to alter locksize.
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The following illustration provides the additional JCL that is needed:

 

  

Intelligent Regeneration

Whenever you change a model, the encyclopedia records information about the change. This information is used by
intelligent regeneration to determine what has been changed since the last successful generation and installation. This
information, combined with the rules of regeneration, enables intelligent regeneration to identify which screens, action
blocks, procedure steps, and Dialog/Batch Managers need to be generated and installed.
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Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving intelligent regeneration:

• Run intelligent regeneration on a regularly scheduled basis. This reduces the amount of work and time to flag objects
that require regeneration by keeping the generation current. Run during non-peak hours or during a time period when
no other code generation, uploads, or downloads for the model take place.

• Avoid changing environment, external libraries and technical system parameters that cause a major regeneration, or, if
you do change them, exclude them from the items to be regenerated.

• When performing regenerations regularly, narrow in by using dates of the previous intelligent regeneration.

Model Backup and Restore

The Backup function copies the model to a sequential file format. The Restore function creates the model from the
sequential file by using the DB2 load utility. The backup and restore functions preserve subset definitions, aggregate sets,
history data, and user access data. The restore can run for a long time if you have not run the TIECLEAN utility recently.
TIECLEAN is part of the restore process.

The Restore function puts the encyclopedia tables in utility status, which prevents other users from using the
encyclopedia.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving model backup and restore:

• Develop schedules for Backup/Restore and consolidate requirements for multiple teams.
• If family ancestry is not important, consider other options like download with the upload option.
• Perform an image copy the encyclopedia prior to running the Restore function.
• Since the encyclopedia database is in utility status during the Restore, consider closing down the encyclopedia or

running the Restore during a non-peak time.
• Use Backup for inactive models to reduce DASD requirements.

Object Delete

This function verifies that the object is not checked out and deletes it. The encyclopedia does not allow read or update
access to the model (except for limited subset functions) while the delete is taking place.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving object deletions:

• Use the mainframe delete object whenever possible instead of subsetting to delete an object.
• Flag objects for delete during peak processing by renaming them with a starting prefix (XXDEL_). Delete objects

during non-peak processing.

Most deletes run quickly without causing contention. Some objects, such as procedure steps, cause other objects like
dialog flows and screens, to be deleted. This causes the process to run longer which may cause some contention.

Host Encyclopedia Utilities
This article provides information that describes how to invoke and when to run the Host Encyclopedia utilities.

DIAG

DIAG clist creates a report of the transaction file. This report can be used for debugging problems that are associated to a
transaction file.
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How to Invoke DIAG

DIAG can be invoked from the command line as follows:

TSO %DIAG

IEFDOWN

IEFDOWN clist creates the transaction file when downloading/extracting a model/subset from the Host Encyclopedia.

How to Invoke IEFDOWN

This function is available from the Main menu, option 1.3.15, or %IEFDOWN can be invoked from the TSO READY
prompt.

IEFUP

IEFUP clist uploads or applies a model or a subset to the Host Encyclopedia.

How to Invoke IEFUP

This function is available from the Main menu; option 1.3.16 or %IEFUP can also be invoked from the TSO READY
prompt.

IEFVARS

IEFVARS clist displays the significant global variables that are defined in the TIUGLOB clist. The encyclopedia functions
use the TIUGLOB clist to define global system variables that are established during the encyclopedia installation.

IEFVARS displays useful information such as the owner ID, DB2 subsystem, DB2 plan prefix, and library names.

How to Invoke IEFVARS

IEFVARS can be invoked from the command line as follows:

TSO %IEFVARS

Rebind

Rebind Host Encyclopedia packages after you use the Runstat utility. If you plan to investigate or save the access paths,
then set EXPLAIN parameter to YES when running the Rebind. When EXPLAIN(YES) option is used, ensure that the
corresponding PLAN_TABLE exists.

For instructions about running Rebind, Rebind with EXPLAIN(YES), and about creating and using the PLAN_TABLE, refer
to DB2 documentation.

Reorg

Perform reorganization once a week on all data and PI tablespaces. Perform reorganization as needed, once a week is
suggested, for the indexes for these tables:

• DASC
• DOBJ
• DPRP
• DSUBEX

Perform a quiesce for each tablespace being reorganized before you start the reorganization. The quiesce provides a
point to which you can recover, if necessary. You may also must reorganize the indexes in between the scheduled table
reorganizations if numerous rows are being inserted into the encyclopedia.
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The job CEUREOR (or the alternative job CAUREOR) runs the Reorg utility for Host Encyclopedia tablespaces. For more
information about running the Reorg utility, refer to DB2 documentation.

Runstat

Use this utility frequently when the Host Encyclopedia is new or growing, once a week or at least once a month is
recommended. When the encyclopedia reaches a size where the Runstat information does not change the path that is
used by the optimizer, you do not have to use this utility. Do not run this utility on an empty table.

The job CEJOB06 (or the alternative job CAJOB06) runs the Runstats utility for Host Encyclopedia table spaces and
indexes. For more information about running the Runstats utility, refer to DB2 documentation.

Quiesce

Use DB2 Quiesce utility to establish a quiesce point for Host Encyclopedia table spaces. This provides a point at which
you can recover data. For more information about running the Quiesce utility, refer to DB2 documentation.

TIECLEAN

Use this utility once a week. This utility deletes all components of any model that does not have a row in the DMDL table.

An orphan model can occur if any of the following actions fail:

• Copying a model
• Creating a model from a subset
• Checking in a new model
• Deleting a model

To perform incremental COMMITs during these actions, the system inserts the row into DMDL differently depending on the
action:

• The row is inserted last when a model is being created (the first three bullets).
• The row is deleted first when a model is being deleted (the fourth bullet).

This utility removes all the stranded components of the model and allows for the reuse of space. If you are using non-
segmented tablespaces, the space is not available until you REORG the database.

This utility performs COMMITs as it runs. You can run this utility daily with a time parameter. If the utility does not complete
before exceeding the time parameter, all components before the last COMMIT are deleted. Components that did not get
deleted are deleted the next time that the utility runs. The next run continues the clean up.

How to Invoke TIECLEAN

This function is available from the Main menu, option 1.6.1 or TIECLEAN can be invoked from the command line as
follows:

TSO %TIECLEAN

TIECOMP

The Model Action Block Use Report lists the calling hierarchy of components in a model. It displays the Dynamic Link
attribute that is associated with each module. The Dynamic Link attributes that are associated with each module are:

• Yes
• No
• Compatibility
• Default
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For each Business System included as part of the report, the default values assigned to the Dynamic Link defaults for
Procedure Steps, Screens Managers, and Action Blocks are displayed. The report has three basic modes of operation
based on the object range. They are:

• All business systems and load modules
• Selected objects
• Filter objects based on Dynamic Link option

For more information, see Using the Host Encyclopedia.

How to Invoke TIECOMP

This function is available from the Main menu, option 1.3.13.13, or by invoking %TIECOMP from the TSO READY prompt.

TIEEVAL

TIEEVAL is a problem determination tool. This tool validates the model according to the schema definition or meta model
rules.

The consistency check function checks a logical structure of the model from the point of view of the application in
question. For example: Does an Entity Type have both attributes and an Identifier? The Encyclopedia Validation program
TIEEVAL checks the model at a much more fundamental level against the Schema for that model. For example: Are all
Objects, Properties, and Associations in place that must be in place? If a model passes this validation with no errors, it is
unlikely that the model hits errors during encyclopedia processing.

When to Run TIEEVAL

The typical use for TIEEVAL is to find association cardinality, ordered association and reference to non-existent object
problems.

Example: Cardinality problem:

Migration fails with SQLCODE=-811,ONLOC=GET_NAME,

    ONCODE=9 PROCEDURE=TIECCRM  

Invalid Ordered Association:

Upload fails: SQLCODE=-811 in Procedure TIESEQ or

    Invalid Ordered Association 

Reference to Non-existent Object:

Copy fails with “Object id 135692234 not found in XREF table”

These errors must be encountered infrequently. They do not necessarily manifest themselves as problems to a user.
Some errors are, in such cases be regarded more as warnings.

It is recommended to run this report only if you are experiencing several errors or unusual results in the processing of a
particular model. It is useful to run it with guidance from Technical Support.

How to Invoke TIEEVAL

TIEEVAL can be run in either foreground or background mode. It is recommended that it be run in background. Because
the utility has to check and cross-check every Object, Property, and Association against the Schema, there is extensive
processing which can take considerable time, depending on the size of the model. This is why it is recommended to run it
in batch.

TIEEVAL clist has many keywords. To get more information, type:

TSO %TIEEVAL
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This displays the required keywords and additional information. Once you know what you want to run, type:

TSO %TIEEVAL MODEL('model name') keywords 

NOTE
The keyword BATCH generates the JCL to execute as a background job.

TIEMAX

TIEMAX clist resets the maximum ID values in the DMAX table as follows:

MAX_MNEMONIC MAX_VALUE
MAXDOBJ Current maximum object ID for subset pool (DSUBID

S_MODEL_ID = 1)
MAXDSSID Last subset ID used (not reset since subset IDs are reused)
MAXDSESN Current maximum session ID for IDNUMBER property in DPRP

and COPY_DPRP_INT_MAX property in DCOPY
MAXSETID Current maximum aggregate set ID in DSETID
MAXSASC Maximum association type code value for schema release
MAXSDIV Maximum schema division code value for schema release
MAXSOBJ Maximum object type code value for schema release
MAXSPRP Maximum property type code value for schema release

How to Invoke TIEMAX

TIEMAX can be invoked by issuing TSO %TIEMAX from the command line. On the next panel leave all entries blank
for schema level, encyclopedia name, and encyclopedia id. These entries are only used during the Host Encyclopedia
installation.

For more information, see Install Gen on z/OS.

When to Run TIEMAX

Run TIEMAX only if there is a problem with the DMAX table. Typically, this is run only during the encyclopedia installation
to set up the DMAX table the first time.

TIEU31K

TIEU31K is a report utility to detect and report all procedure steps within a model where the view mapping fails the
maximum supported view size calculation.

This report displays ICCBR03W, ICCBR04W, ICCBR11W, ICCBR12W, ICCBR16W, and ICCBR17W warnings if
the maximum view size limit is met. The consistency check report also displays the same warnings. For details, see
the consistency check warnings.

How to Invoke TIEU31K

TIEU31K can be run for one model or for all models in the encyclopedia. It can be run in either foreground or background
mode.

The syntax to run TIEU31K for one model only is the following:

TSO %TIEU31K MODEL('model name') BATCH

The BATCH parameter (background) is optional. The default is ONLINE (foreground).
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The syntax to run TIEU31K against all models in the encyclopedia is the following:

%TIEU31K MODEL('REPORT ALL MODELS IN ENCY') BATCH

The MODEL parameter must be 'REPORT ALL MODELS IN ENCY'. The BATCH parameter (background) is optional, but
is recommended if you run against the encyclopedia. The default is ONLINE (foreground).

When to Run TIEU31K

TIEU31K can be run to determine if there are any procedure steps within the model where the view mapping fails the
maximum supported view size calculation. It can also be run against all models in the encyclopedia. The consistency
check report also displays warnings if the view size limit is met.

TIEUGVW

TIEUGVW is a report utility to detect and report all occurrences of the max size of group views that are greater than 9999
in a model.

How to Invoke TIEUGVW

TIEUGVW can be run for one model or for all models in the encyclopedia. It can be run in either foreground or background
mode.

The syntax to run TIEUGVW for one model only is the following:

TSO %TIEUGVW MODEL('model name') BATCH

The MODEL parameter is required. The BATCH parameter (background) is optional. The default is ONLINE (foreground).

The syntax to run TIEUGVW against all models in the encyclopedia is the following:

%TIEUGVW MODEL('REPORT ALL MODELS IN ENCY') BATCH

The MODEL parameter must be 'REPORT ALL MODELS IN ENCY'. The BATCH parameter (background) is optional, but
is recommended if you run against the encyclopedia. The default is ONLINE (foreground).

When to Run TIEUGVW

TIEUGVW can be run to determine if there are any group views with the max size greater than 9999. It can also be run
against all models in the encyclopedia.

TIEWENCY

TIEWENCY clist enables online navigation of the Host Encyclopedia. It is a problem research tool. It also helps in Version
Control. It is sometimes referred to as WALKENCY (“WALK around the host ENCYclopedia).

TIEWENCY can be used for the following activities:

• Querying Encyclopedia using model name and object type or by discrete object Id
• Following associations between one object and another
• Displaying properties for specific objects
• Optionally displaying only To (T) or From (F) associations

When Should You Use TIEWENCY?

For the problem determination within the Host Encyclopedia

• For detailed verification of internal model structures
• Under the direction of Technical Support
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From time to time a model corruption occurs causing unusual errors. The encyclopedia software can detect a model
corruption. The software also gives some diagnostic information against which to act. This message is related to an invalid
or missing mandatory association, or duplicate object for example. Correction is made outside of the scope of the normal
Encyclopedia Software. In these instances, the TIEWENCY tool can be used to investigate problematic objects and to
identify the required action.

TIEWENCY can take locks that are held while waiting for the user to input a selection on a panel. If you are working in
TIEWENCY for some time that you can conflict with another encyclopedia, user causes their application to deadlock and
timeout.

DPRP and Walkency

Walkency displays all properties for that object, as held in the DPRP table. It also displays all possible valid properties for
that object, as held in the Schema table SPRP.

DTXT and Walkency

Long text properties that are stored in DTXT table can be displayed by using an option “T” from within the Property List
panel for a particular object.

How to Invoke TIEWENCY

TIEWENCY can be invoked by issuing TSO %TIEWENCY from the command line. It displays the following panel:

                  Walk Around Encyclopedia          

 COMMAND ===>                                                    

 

 Enter the following:                                           

    Model name . . . .  ________________________________ +       

             Object . . . . . .  PCROOT__                                   

  or                                                             

    Object ID  . . . .  __________                               

 

Modify\verify global parms:                                    

    Mnemonic for names  NAME____                                 

F1=Help  F3=End  F4=Prompt  F12=Cancel                         

If invoking TIEWENCY by Object Type, the mnemonic name must be used. This can be obtained from SOBJ interrogation
if you are not sure. Specify the Model name to restrict the number of objects that are returned if you use this method.

The object id is unique within the encyclopedia. Therefore if you enter Object ID, you do not need to specify the model
name. The object id is given in an error message that the encyclopedia functions issues when there is a model corruption.

To back out path levels, press the Cancel key. This returns to the previous panel when no path is displayed. To exit from
Walkency at any point, press the End key. Find and locate Commands are also available. See Help within TIEWENCY
dialog.

TIUADDF

TIUADDF clist adds IEF_SUPPLIED functions to a model if they do not exist.

How to Invoke TIUADDF

TIUADDF can be invoked by issuing TSO %TIUADDF from the command line. Enter name of model or enter ALL for
model name to execute utility on every model in the encyclopedia.
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When to Run TIUADDF

Run TIUADDF if any IEF_SUPPLIED functions are missing from a model.

TIUDEBUG

TIUDEBUG clist can be used to set various debugging and tracing options for all CLISTs.

For more information, see Using Host Encyclopedia Construction.

How to Invoke TIUDEBUG

TIUDEBUG can be invoked from the command line as follows:

TSO %TIUDEBUG

TIUSESS

TIUSESS clist can be used to delete SESSION objects that do not have any objects that are associated with them. The
SESSION objects identify changes that are made during a workstation session or some Encyclopedia tasks such as
Migration. The SESSION objects drive the Intelligent Regeneration functions.

How to Invoke TIUSESS

TIUSESS can be invoked USING the command line as follows:

TSO %TIUSESS Model ('model name') other parameters

TIUSIDU

Each Host Encyclopedia has a limit of 8192 subset identifiers. If a Host Encyclopedia is running critically short of subset
identifiers, this utility frees up those that are identified as ancestry implicit. Ancestry implicit subset IDs are those where
any object identifier, within the subset's available range, only exist within the encyclopedia as an ancestry id. Ancestry
implicit subset ID no longer has any objects in its range, because the model or the objects have been deleted, but these
objects had been used as ancestry, so the object IDs from its range are used in the original object IDs (OBJ_ORG_ID) of
other objects. This utility updates the original object IDs (OBJ_ORG_ID) pointing to non-existing objects to reference an
existing object. Therefore, it makes it possible to free ancestry implicit subset IDs and still preserve ancestry.

Steps to Determine Whether It Is Necessary to Run TIUSIDU

Follow these steps:

1. Run encyclopedia cleanup (option 1.6.1 from Main menu or TIECLEAN clist).
2. Run TIUSSID utility to determine how many subset identifiers are available.
3. Consult with Technical Support.

It is important to note that TIUSIDU uses extensive resources. Other measures and techniques that can be used to
free up subset identifiers are to delete unnecessary models, delete unused subset definitions, delete any unnecessary
backups from DCOPY and DCPYUS tables, and execute the encyclopedia cleanup utility. These techniques must be tried
first before running this utility.

Recommendations Prior to Running Utility

Follow these steps:

1. Backup encyclopedia database.
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2. For performance reasons, it may be desirable to create an extra temporary DB2 index on encyclopedia table DSETDF
and bind the TIUSIDU plan or package prior to submitting the generated utility JCL.

TIUSIDU performance of aggregate set processing can be improved by creating a temporary index on DSETDF as
follows:

CREATE TYPE 2 UNIQUE INDEX DSETDFI2 

ON DSETDF (ASD_AGGREGATE_ID, ASD_SET_ID) 

USING STOGROUP xxxx 

             PRIQTY xxxx 

             SECQTY xxx 

             CLOSE NO;

If you create this index be sure to bind TIUSIDU again so that the new index is included in the DB2 plan access path.
Also, remember to drop this index when you are finished running TIUSIDU so that this index does not degrade other host
encyclopedia functions. Do not bind any other encyclopedia plan/package while this temporary index exists.

How to Invoke TIUSIDU

TIUSIDU is a batch utility. The JCL to run this is generated in the foreground by entering "TSO %TIUSIDU" from the
command line. The following Ancestry Implicit Subset Identifier Cleanup Utility panel will appear, after which JCL is
generated:

COMMAND ===>                                                           

 

 Select report only mode or update mode. May select detail report        

 or option to lock encyclopedia tables and then press enter.             

 

 Recommendations before executing this utility:                          

   Backup encyclopedia database.                                         

   For performance reasons, may need to create a temporary DB2 index     

   on encyclopedia table DSETDF, see help for details.                   Note: 

   User must be encyclopedia administrator.                              

   ALL models and subsets must be checked in prior to utility.           

   The encyclopedia cleanup is executed before this utility.             

   This utility runs only in BATCH.                                      

 

   Report or Update mode . . ./ Report                                     

                                Update                                     

   Detail report . . . . . . /  Yes                                        

                                No                                         

   Lock encyclopedia tables . . Yes                                        

                              / No

The user must then submit the JCL for execution. The generated JCL contains two steps. Encyclopedia Cleanup is the
first step (to ensure that all incomplete models are deleted) followed by the TIUSIDU utility. All models and subsets must
be checked in before running this utility in UPDATE mode. The default REPORT mode does not have this requirement. It
produces a report with the results without updating the database. If any updates to database occur between the REPORT
mode and the UPDATE mode, then results may vary. Be sure to allow plenty of time and output lines on the job card. The
detail report can be lengthy. It produces a detail report that contains a list of every OBJ_ORG_ID that is replaced. You
might also like to run with DEBUG=P specified in the JCL PARM statement of the second step to get more report log file
information about each subset ID from 0 to 8191. This information is helpful to understand how each subset ID is used.

Sample Debug Information in Log File for DEBUG=P
SUBSET ID= 0 IS NOT AVAILABLE (DEFINED IN DSUBID)
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SUBSET ID= 1 IS AVAILABLE (NOT USED)

SUBSET ID= 2 IS NOT AVAILABLE (DEFINED IN BACKUP)

SUBSET ID= 3 IS NOT AVAILABLE (OBJECTS DEFINED IN DOBJ)

SUBSET ID= 4 IS NOT AVAILABLE (S_MAX_OBJ_ID IN RANGE)

SUBSET ID= 5 IS ANCESTRY IMPLICIT

Sample Detail Report
CLEANUP OF ANCESTRY IMPLICIT SUBSET IDENTIFIERS ON ENCYCLOPEDIA ENCYH60 

DETAIL REPORT *** NO DATABASE UPDATES *** 

DATE: 2001-09-04, TIME: 15:26 

 Subset ID  Object ID   Old Org ID  New Org ID  Model ID    

18      6553601     4718593         6553601         24  

18      6815745     4718593         6553601         25  

18      7077889     4718593         6553601         26  

18      7340033     4718593         6553601         27  

18      8388609     4718593         6553601         31  

18      8650753     4718593         6553601         32  

18      8912897     4718593         6553601         33  

Sample Summary Report

The report is displayed as follows:

CLEANUP OF ANCESTRY IMPLICIT SUBSET IDENTIFIERS ON ENCYCLOPEDIA ENCYH60    

               SUMMARY REPORT *** NO DATABASE UPDATES ***                    

 

                        DATE: 2001-09-04, TIME: 15:26                        

 

The following ancestry implicit subsets are obsolete.                        

The models that will be affected by the release of each subset ID are listed.

 

 

Subset ID       Model Name              Model ID    

 

       18       CBD CONSUME BASE 12 BUS SYS     24                      

                CBD CONSUME BASE 13 BUS SYS     25                      

                CBD CONSUME BASE 14 BUS SYS     26                      

                CBD CONSUME BASE 15 BUS SYS     27                      

                CONSUME FROM LOCAL          33                      

                CONSUME10                                   50                      

                CONSUME2                                    42                      

                CONSUME3                                    43                      

                CONSUME4                                    44                      

                CONSUME5                                    45                      

                CONSUME6                                    46                      

                CONSUME7                                    47                      

                CONSUME8                                    48                      

                CONSUME9                                    49                      

                CUR SCHEMA CBD99 CONSUME INTERFA    32                      

                CUR SCHEMA CBD99 CONSUME OPERATI    31                      
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                COPY OF CONSUME1            72                      

                COPY RENAME TEST 1 RENAMED      73                      

                COPY RENAME TEST 2          74                      

                COPY RENAME TEST 3          75                      

                PRIOR SCHEMA CONSUME1           40                      

       42       COPY OF CONSUME1            72                      

 

 

The original object identifiers which use obsolete ancestry implicit subset

identifiers will be replaced.  See Detail Report.      

 

The following models will be affected:                 

 

Model Name                      Model ID            

 

CBD CONSUME BASE 12 BUS SYS                 24          

CBD CONSUME BASE 13 BUS SYS                 25          

CBD CONSUME BASE 14 BUS SYS                 26          

CBD CONSUME BASE 15 BUS SYS                 27          

CONSUME FROM LOCAL                      33          

CONSUME10                                           50          

CONSUME2                                                42          

CONSUME3                                                43          

CONSUME4                                                44          

CONSUME5                                                45          

CONSUME6                                                46          

CONSUME7                                                47          

CONSUME8                                                48                          

CONSUME9                                                49                          

CUR SCHEMA CBD99 CONSUME INTERFA                32                          

CUR SCHEMA CBD99 CONSUME OPERATI                31                          

COPY OF CONSUME1                        72                          

COPY RENAME TEST 1 RENAMED                  73                          

COPY RENAME TEST 2                      74                          

COPY RENAME TEST 3                      75                          

PRIOR SCHEMA CONSUME1                   40                          

 

The following aggregate sets will be affected:                          

 

Aggregate Set Name      Aggregate Set Id                            

 

Aggregate Set 1         1                                                           

 

Total # of ancestry implicit subset IDs to be released=         2   

Total # of original object IDs to be replaced=          43832   

Total # of models to be updated=                21  

Total # of aggregate IDs to be replaced=                2   

Total # of aggregate sets to be updated=                1   

 

Total # of subset IDs already used (not available)=                      45     

Total # of subset IDs free (available) before cleanup=      8145    

Total # of ancestry implicit subset IDs to be released=         2   

Total # of subset IDs free (available) after cleanup=       8147    
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TIUSSID

TIUSSID clist produces a report to display the subset usage. Each subset reserves an object range for use by new objects
added with that subset. This report displays the subsets that have no objects in the encyclopedia that correspond to the
respective object range. If these subsets are not needed, then they must be deleted. This enables the subset identifiers to
be available for reuse. At the end of the report, the totals for subset identifiers are displayed as follows:

Follow these steps:

1. Total # of subsets with no objects associated-These subsets must be deleted if no longer needed.
2. Total # of explicit subsets-This represents the rows in DSUBID table where column S_MODEL_ID > 0.
3. Total # of implicit subsets-This represents the subset ID where no row exists in DSUBID table, but there are objects in

a data table (DOBJ, DPRP, DTXT, or DASC) that represent the subset ID.
4. Total # of reserved subsets-This represents the rows in DSUBID table where column S_MODEL_ID < 0.
5. Total # of object subsets defined in backups only-This represents subset IDs referenced in DCPYUS table only.
6. Grand total # of subsets used.
7. Total # of subsets available.

How to Invoke TIUSSID

TIUSSID can be invoked by issuing TSO %TIUSSID from the command line. This is a batch utility only. The JCL to run
this utility is generated. This report can be run for one model only by specifying MODEL='model name' in the JCL PARM
statement.

When to Run TIUSSID

TIUSSID can be run to evaluate how many subset identifiers are available for use.

Performance Recommendations
You can improve performance of the Host Encyclopedia with the following:

• Settings of DB2 parameters
• Definitions of tablespaces and indexspaces

If your encyclopedia resides on a machine that is running at or near 100 percent capacity, these recommendations have
little effect on how your encyclopedia performs.

DB2 Parameters

The following table lists DSNZPARM value recommendations:

 Value  Recommendation 

DSMAX Set DSMAX to the same value as the z/OS maximum number of
datasets open.

EDMPOOL Set the size to a minimum of 7 megabytes.

BUFFER Define BP1 and BP2 to DB2 even if you do not allocate space for
them. Defining them helps the RID list processing.
The RID pool is increased as needed until it reaches the lower of
two values:
50% of the sum of the buffer pools' sizes (BP0 + BP1 + BP2 +
BP32)
200 megabytes
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NUMLKTS Set the size to 2000.

NUMLKUS Set the size to 10000.

BLKSIZE Set the size to 28K

LOGLOAD Set the size large enough to hold enough records for about 15
minutes of processing at peak times. Also consider archiving the
log to DASD.

DSN07 Set the DSN07 to be multiple tablespaces. Allocate the
tablespaces large enough so that the datasets do not use
secondary extents.

Tablespaces and Indexspaces

Segmenting tablespaces allows DB2 to map additional space for inserts. The mapping provides a more efficient method of
finding available space for the inserts. The default installation sets the segment size to 64K for the following tablespaces:

• DASC
• DOBJ
• DPRP
• DSUBEX

Partitioning encyclopedia tablespaces enables parallel execution of DB2 utilities, in that any utility can be run on any
single partition. This increases the overall throughput, especially in large encyclopedia sites.

However, the partition increments are very data dependent and site specific, and the values of these increments may
require periodic adjustment as the distribution of data changes within the encyclopedia tables.

There are five tablespaces in the current host encyclopedia that benefit from partitioning. They are DASC, DOBJ, DPRP,
DSUBEX and possibly DTXT depending on the textual information in models. Below is the Host Encyclopedia Partitioning
Guidelines. 

These tablespaces can be partitioned as follows:

 Tablespace  Comments 

DASC Make the current unique clustering index (DASCI1) a unique, non-
clustering index.
Define a new, non-unique clustering and partitioning index on
columns ASSOC_FROM_OBJ_ID, ASSOC_TYPE_CODE.

DOBJ Partition using the current unique clustering index (DOBJI1).

DPRP Partition using the current unique clustering index (DPRPI1).

DSUBEX Make the current unique clustering index (DSUBEXI1) a unique,
non-clustering index.
Define a new, unique clustering and partitioning index on columns
SE_SUBSET_ID, SE_OBJ_ID.

DTXT Partition using the current unique clustering index (DTXTI1).

The encyclopedia installation makes use of the following DB2 features to reduce contentions:

• Eliminate index-locking altogether by defining indexes as type 2 indexes.
• Reduce data page locking by binding encyclopedia plans with CURRENTDATA (NO) parameter.

It is possible to reduce the contentions further by using row level locking (RLL) on DB2 objects that are subject to
contentions. The DMAX table is a good candidate for row level locking.
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The DB2 optimizer may not choose the correct path when the first key cardinality of DOBJI2 is small compared to the first
key cardinality of DOBJI1. This situation occurs when an encyclopedia contains a small number of models with a large
number of objects. To help influence DB2 to choose the optimal path, the encyclopedia installation process inserts 1300
rows into the DOBJ table. The rows contain negative numbers for the model IDs and object IDs.

Encyclopedia Function Plans
This article provides information that describes the encyclopedia function plans and the encyclopedia function purpose.

HE Function Plans and Purpose

The following table lists out the encyclopedia plans and their purpose:

Plan Purpose

A15 List models in encyclopedia

ADDF Add system-defined functions to a model if the functions do not
exist.

ADPT Adopt model into another model family.

AGGR Aggregate set reports: display aggregate sets within a model and
display objects within an aggregate set

ALST Display aggregate set selection list.

BCMP Recompile of selected generated source member.

BLBC Retrieve and update RI trigger options and libraries.

BLBE Add/Update techsys objects (target environment)

BLBL Add/Update user specified libraries

BLBR Retrieve the technical system user specified options and libraries.

BLBT Retrieve TECHDESN libraries.

BP Maintain bind package defaults and package list order.

BPKG Batch load module packaging

CCG Referential integrity trigger installation control generation driver

CCMP Check an existing model or an existing subset for consistency.

CJOB List batch job load modules for generation

CKST Override checkout status for a model or for a subset.

CLEN Used by a standalone program that deletes all codegen objects for
the encyclopedia or for a model

CLST Build a list of backed up models.

CMG Server manager driver program

CMOD List online load module for generation

CMPA Compare aggregate objects report.

CN02 Encyclopedia upgrade utility

COMP Model action block use report

CONV Convert DSUBUS table from 4.0 to 5.0 format.

CPYA Copy an existing model or an existing subset definition.
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CPYB Copy an existing model or an existing subset definition.

CRUD Provide a load-module-to-entity-action matrix report for a business
system.

CSYS Verify model/business system name and build business system
table.

CVTS Convert model to the new schema.

DELA Delete model online.

DELB Delete model in batch.

DIAG Used by the %DIAG Clist which provides a formatted listing of the
transaction file 'userid ief tran'

DLA Display a list of DDL information or generate the DDL/VSAM
statements.

DLDB Build a list of Data Bases.

DNR Duplicate object name: identify objects that appear in more than
one model

DOWN Check out a model or a subset.
Cross copy: Checkout model/subset from the encyclopedia to the
workstation and cross copy a model from one encyclopedia to
another.

DSUB Delete a model or a subset definition.

EBG Referential integrity entity trigger generation (E modules)

EVAL Model validate.

EXST Where exists report

FBG Referential integrity relationship trigger generation (F modules)

FNCQ Add subset: Expansion query report
Modify subset: Expansion query report

GDRV Code generator driver program

GPAD Action block code generator

GRP Group authorizations: add/delete/modify group IDs

HLOG Used by functions to record the model history activity in the
DHLOG table

IEFM Build Public Interface definition records.

IMPT Import model into encyclopedia

INST Drives z/OS load module installation

IRI Installation of RI trigger modules

IRMN Drives intelligent regeneration

IUPD Update link-edit date and time properties of the EXECUNIT object.

KWIC KWIC index of entity types, subtypes, and attributes

MAIN Model and object selection dialog

MAX Used to initialize the DMAX Table when installing Gen and to
update the DMAX Table when the DMAX and DOBJ Tables get out
of synchronization.
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MCR Detail of encyclopedia data for a model or for a subset

MDL Model authorizations: grant access, revoke access, change
access, change owner

MHA Encyclopedia model history activity list

MHAR Model history archive

MHD Encyclopedia model history detail

MHOF Display/Update model history flag

MHS Encyclopedia model history model selection

MIGR Migrate aggregate object list.

MLST Used by all functions that allow the model selection list to be
requested

MPGN Map generation

MSMD Moves the system-defined function model from DMDL to SMDL
table

NMDL Create a model from an existing subset.

OCR Object cross reference report generator

OPKG Online load module packaging

PFIX Deletion (clean up) of dangling PSTEPEU objects.

PIML Action diagrams: print action diagrams from a model
Function points: calculate function points for a model
KWIC index: KWIC index of entity types, subtypes, and attributes

PMGN Build the Dialog Manager for a load module.

RACD Print action diagram

RALT List all action diagrams.

RENM Rename an existing model or an existing subset definition.

RIGN Selective generation and install of RI trigger modules.

RINM Rename RI trigger modules.

RPT User access reports

RSTH Update model history following model restore from backup.

RSTV Model restore timestamp validation

SESS Delete session objects no longer used.

SIDU Ancestry implicit subset identifier cleanup utility

SLST Subset selection list

SREL Set release

SSID Subset identifier usage report

SSTE Update server load modules target environment

STAT Display model statistics or subset statistics

STPL Build table of action blocks to be generated or listed when load
module is expanded.
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SUB Add subset: scoping object type list
Modify subset: scoping object type list
Subset summary: scoping object type list

SUBU Change checkout user ID for a subset.

TABL Export model from encyclopedia

TRMP Create load module to trancode dataset.

U01 Entity definition report

U02 Function definition report

U04 Elementary process information view definition report

U05 Attribute definition report

U06 Scoping object where used report

U07 Expansion conflict report

UADP Unadoption of a complete model from its model family

UAR User access: names of the user, user ID's and user types (E,P,A)

UFPT Function point calculation

UNAD Unadoption model selection list

UNLD DB2 tablespace unload: unload data to SYSRECNN and write
load control records to SYSPUNCH

UP Check in a model or a subset.
Cross copy: used to check model/subset into the encyclopedia
from the workstation and to copy a model from one encyclopedia
to another

UPDT Used when installing Gen to perform an update against the
schema tables

USEC Used by all user report functions to ensure proper access of the
user reports.

USQL Used when installing Gen

USR User authorization functions: add/delete/change user

VER Verification of model name and subset name.

WCHG Intelligent regeneration when changed report

WENY TIEWENCY utility

XABR External action block resolution process: allows the source name
to be modified and determines whether it contains DBRMs

XLAT Code page translation

XRCT Model backup

XSQL Used by the dynamic SQL program for TSO and PL/I and by the
installation process when installing Gen

JCL for Batch Check In
This article provides information for the steps for performing JCL for batch check in on the DB2 subsystem where the Host
Encyclopedia resides.
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Follow these steps:

1. Modify job card to be valid for your site.
2. Make sure that the job runs on the DB2 subsystem where the Host Encyclopedia resides.
3. Change 'YOUR.CLIST.LIBRARY' on the //SYSPROC statement to the data set name of the CLIST library for your Host

Encyclopedia.
4. Modify PROF PREFIX(TSOID) line to contain a TSO ID that is authorized to check in a model to the encyclopedia. If

you are checking in a subset, the TSOID must be the same TSO ID that has the subset that is checked out or TSOID
of the Host Encyclopedia administrator.

5. Modify the DATASET parameter of the //SYSTSIN DD statement:
a. % parameter-If you are uploading the model from a Windows workstation, change the %IEFUP to %IEFUW
b. DATASET-The data set that contains the UPDATE.TRN file.
c. The TSO ID specified in 'PROF PRFIX(TSOID)' will automatically prefix the 'IEF.DATASET' name. Do not specify

the TSO ID in this parameter. If you omit this parameter, the data set name defaults to <tsoid>.IEF.TRAN.

//*************************************************

//IEFUP JOB 'ACCTING INFO','YOUR NAME', *

// TIME=(1400),MSGCLASS=W,NOTIFY=TSOID,REGION=4096K *

//IEF EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=25

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//PRINTER DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPROC DD DSN=YOUR.CLIST.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR

//SYSTSIN DD *

PROF PREFIX(TSOID)

%IEFUP +

TRFILE('IEF.DATASET')

//*

//

//***************************************************

JCL for Batch Check Out
Download a model or a subset and select the batch rather than online option. The Update JCL for Encyclopedia Functions
panel appears when you exit the Download panel. Use the following procedure to update or create the needed JCL for
subset checkout processing.

Update JCL for Model or Subset Checkout

Follow these steps: 

1. Modify jobcard to be valid for your site.
2. Make sure that the job runs on the DB2 subsystem where the Host Encyclopedia resides.
3. Change 'YOUR.CLIST.LIBRARY' on the //SYSPROC statement to the data set name of the IEF CLIST library for your

Host Encyclopedia.
4. Modify 'PROF PREFIX(TSOID)' line to contain a TSO ID that is authorized to check out the model or subset.
5. Modify the following parameters of the //SYSTSIN DD statement:

a. J% parameter-If you are checking out the model for use on a Windows workstation, change the %IEFDOWN to
%IEFDOWW

b. MODEL('model name')-The mainframe name of model to download
c. SUBSET('subset name')-Name of your subset; 'ALL' if entire model
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d. SOFTVERS(????)-???? must be 9.2.xx if your model is a Gen 8 model or Gen 8.5 model. It must be 9.1.A5 if your
model is an AllFusion Gen r7.6, 7.5, or 7.0 model.

e. The TSO ID specified in 'PROF PREFIX(TSOID)' will automatically prefix the 'IEF.DATASET' name. Do not specify
the TSO ID in this parameter. If you omit this parameter, the data set name defaults to <tsoid>.IEF.TRAN

f. CPID('nnnn') nnnn is the codepage identifier for the model's language on the destination platform.
///************************************************

//IEFDOWN JOB 'ACCTING INFO','YOUR NAME',

// TIME=(1400),MSGCLASS=W,NOTIFY=TSOID,REGION=4096K

//IEF EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=25

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*          

//PRINTER DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPROC DD DSN=YOUR.CLIST.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR

//SYSTSIN DD *

PROF PREFIX(TSOID)

%IEFDOWW +

MODEL('MODEL NAME') +

SUB('ALL') +

SOFT('9.2.xx') +

TRFILE('IEF.DATASET')

CPID('1252')

//*

//

///*****************************************************

Note: For more information, see Using Client-Server Encyclopedia. 

Host Encyclopedia Subsetting
This article provides information for Host Encyclopedia Subsetting. A subset is a temporary workset that is created from a
model.

The following list describes host encyclopedia subsetting:

• Definition of part of a model that a user wants to change on the toolset.
• Checkout of the objects that are requested in the definition, which the software accomplishes by:

– Making a temporary copy of those objects and transferring them to the toolset.
– Tracking and resolving conflicts between users trying to change the same object.

Subsetting provides a means of asking for the parts of a model to accomplish a task. Subsetting has been designed to
maximize the ability to share objects without conflicting updates.

Subsetting benefits users by:

• Speeding development and maintenance
• Minimizing the amount of data that is checked out to perform toolset tasks
• Reducing transfer time by reducing volume of data transfers
• Allowing concurrent development from a single model

Three key concepts underlie subsetting:

• Subset definition
• Expansion
• Protection
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Subset Definition

Subset definition is the process of selecting objects from a model to include in a subset.

Object

As used here, an object is simply part of a model. The various objects are represented in figures in the same way that
they are represented in Gen diagrams.

To define a subset, select the objects (scoping objects) related to the task you want to accomplish.

Scoping Object

A scoping object is an object that you can select to include in a subset. To be selectable, objects must exist in the model,
and they must be of certain types. Not all types of Gen objects are selectable.

Some of the most common types of scoping objects are entity types, procedures, screens, action blocks, databases, or
load modules. For a complete list of scoping object types, see the Scoping Object Types section.

Selecting a scoping object causes a set of more objects to be included in the subset during the checkout. The additional
objects are related in some way to the scoping object.

For example, if you select an entity type on checkout, the subset includes (among other objects) the entity types:

• Description
• Identifier
• Attributes

If you select a procedure step, on checkout the subset includes (among other objects):

• The related procedure
• Entity types that are referenced by the import and export views of the procedure step
• Business system defaults that the procedure step uses

In a few cases, a scoping object consists of a single item, the scoping object itself. An example is an external object.

Factors that Affect Subset Content

The precise set of objects that a scoping object delivers to the toolset depends on:

• Scoping an object
• Protection granted the scoping object
• Expansion that is specified for the scoping object
• Subset type
• Maturity of the model

For example, if an entity type has no attributes, the subset contains no attributes.

Scoping the root subject area before transformation includes all entity types. Scoping the same root subject area after
transformation includes the database also.

When creating a subset, you first select scoping objects and then specify their protection and expansion.

Scoping Object Types

For a list of valid types of scoping objects, see the following table:

Object Type Description
ACTIVITY CLUSTER Natural business system
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BATCH JOB Batch job
BATCH JOB STEP Batch job step
BUSINESS AREA Business area
BUSINESS SYSTEM Business system
COMMON ACTION BLOCK Common, default, and derivation ads
COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION Component implementation
COMPONENT MODEL Component model
COMPONENT SPECIFICATION Component specification
CONFIGURATION INSTANCE Configuration Instance
CRITICAL SUCCESS Critical success factor
CURRENT DATA Current database or data store
CURRENT INFO. SYSTEM Current information system
CUSTOM PROXIES Custom Proxies
DATA CLUSTER Natural data store
DATA TABLE Data table definition
DATABASE Database definition
DIALECT Dialect
ENTITY Entity type
ENVIRONMENT Environment
EXIT STATE Exit state
EXTERNAL OBJECT External object
FACILITY Computing or communication facility
FUNCTION Function definition
GOAL Goal
INFORMATION NEED Information need
INTERFACE TYPE Interface type
INTERFACE TYPE MODEL Interface type model
LOCATION Location of business assets
MATRIX ISP matrix
NAVIGATION DIAGRAM Navigation diagram
OBJECTIVE Objective
ONLINE LOAD MODULE Online load module
OPERATIONS LIBRARY Operations library
ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT Root organizational unit
PERFORMANCE MEASURE Performance measure
PROCEDURE Procedure
PROCEDURE STEP Procedure step
PROCESS Process definition
SCREEN Screen
SCROLL AMOUNT VALUE Scroll amount value
SERVER MANAGER Server manager
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SPECIFICATION TYPE Specification type
STORAGE GROUP Storage group
STRATEGY Strategy
SUBJECT AREA Subject area
SYSTEM CLASS System defined object class
TACTIC Tactic
TECH DESIGN DEFAULT Technical design default
TEMPLATE System screen template
TRANS OPERATION Transaction operation
TYPEMAP Typemap
USER CLASS User-defined object class
USER OBJECT User-defined objects
WEB SERVICE DEFINITION Web service definition
WINDOW LOAD MODULE Window load module
WORK/SYSTEM ATTR SET Work and system attribute set
z/OS LIBRARY z/OS library

NOTE
System Class and ISP Objects are used to create matrices.

Expansions
  

Expansion is the extent to which more objects for a scoping object are included in the subset. During a subset checkout,
the software expands each scoping object into a set of required and optional component objects.

Expansion Level

The expansion level of a scoping object controls the extent to which other objects are included.

At the end of subset definition, you are presented with a list of selected objects, each with default expansion level and
protection level that is assigned to it. You can accept the default expansion level for all types of scoping objects, or you
can specify different expansion level options.

Expansion Level Options

Valid expansion levels are:

• Default
• Short
• Full
• B
• A

Every scoping object has a default expansion level, but not all have the other expansion levels. For example, a procedure
step has all five levels, but an exit state has only default expansion.

Default expansion contains more objects than short expansion and fewer objects than full expansion.

Expansions A and B, which occur in only a few types of scoping objects, usually contain more objects than short
expansion and always fewer than full.
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As you define a subset, you specify an expansion level; select the smallest expansion that is effective for your task.

Expansion Level Options by Object Type

For a list of valid expansion options for the various types of scoping objects, see the following table.

 Scoping Object
Type 

 Short  B  A  Default  Full 

Batch Job X  X X X
Batch Job Step X X X X X
Business System X   X X
Common Action
Blocks (Common,
Default and
Derivation)

   X X

Component
Implementation

X   X X

Component Model    X X
Component
Specification

X   X X

Configuration
Instance

   X X

Custom Proxies X   X X
Data Table X   X  
Database X   X  
Dialect    X  
Entity X   X X
Exit State    X  
External Object    X  
Function X   X X
Interface Type X   X X
Interface Type Model    X X
ISP Objects    X  
Matrix    X  
Navigation Diagram    X X
Online Load Module X X X X X
Operations Library X   X X
Organizational Unit    X  
Procedure X  X X X
Procedure Step X X X X X
Process X   X X
Screen    X  
Scroll Amount Value    X  
Server Manager X X X X X
Specification Type X   X X
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Storage Group    X  
Subject Area X   X  
System Class X   X  
Tech Design Default    X  
Template X   X  
Trans Operation X   X  
Typemap    X  
User Object    X  
User Class    X  
Web Service
Definition

X   X X

Window Load
Module

X X X X X

Work/System Attr
Set

X   X  

z/OS Library X   X X

 

Object Expansion

 

Expansion of Scoping Objects

Expansion of scoping objects within a subset cascades from one level of scoping object to another:

• When the chosen scoping object expands, it often includes other, lower-level scoping objects.
For example, Procedures expand to include Procedure Steps, which are also scoping objects in their own right.

• Next, the lower-level scoping objects included in the original scoping object expand.
For example, Procedure Steps can expand to include Action Blocks, another scoping object.

• If the lower-level of scoping objects include any lower-level scoping objects, they expand next.
For example, the Action Block of a Procedure Step can expand to include other (Used) action blocks.

Such cascading expansions can create a large subset, something we recommend that you avoid by selecting the lowest
possible level of scoping object. For example, do not select a Procedure scoping object if choosing an Action Block can
accomplish your objective.

Identifying Embedded Scoping Objects

To determine whether a scoping object contains lower-level scoping objects that can accomplish your objective equally
well:

• Familiarize yourself with the list of valid scoping objects.
• Preview the expansion of scoping objects when creating or modifying a subset. During both creation and modification

procedures, you can see all the lower-level objects that the scoping object includes (including any other scoping
objects).

NOTE
Scoping objects that are contained by other scoping objects receive default expansion unless otherwise noted. If
an expanded object is requested twice, it receive the highest protection and highest expansion requested.
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Default Set of Expansion Objects

Every subset includes a default set of required objects. You can think of these objects as model defaults instead of
business system defaults.

Some default scoping objects are not expanded when brought down as part of the default set. They are identified and
added directly to the subset if no other scoped object has already caused them to be included.

 Object Category  Object  Expansion 
Root objects Root subject area for the model Not expanded
 Root function for the model and its data

view set
Not expanded

 Root organizational unit, if one exists Not expanded
System-supplied functions and dialects System-supplied functions for time, date,

and so on.
Default

 Dialects Default
Global exit states Global exit states Default
 Messages and bilingual text for global exit

states
Default

Work attribute set and system attributes System supplied work attribute set and
system attributes

Default

 Bilingual text for prompts and system
attributes

Default

Scroll amount values Scroll amount values in the model Default
 Bilingual text for scroll amount values Default
Technical design, database, and storage
groups

Default database used by technical design
object, if database exists

Not expanded

 Default storage groups used by the
technical design, if storage groups exist

Not expanded

 

Expansion Tables

The expansion tables provide the following information for each scoping object:

• Type of scoping object
• Valid subset types
• Valid expansion levels with
• Expansion objects
• Default protection for each expansion object shown

To determine the correct scoping object type, subset type, expansion, and protection when creating a subset; use the
expansion tables.

Protections
  

Protection is the level of authorization you have on an object. Protection maintains the integrity of the model and prevents
inadvertent or conflicting changes.
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Protection Options

Each object in a subset has one of four protection options:

• Delete
• Modify (also known as an update)
• Access (also known as reference)
• Read

The protection options and what you can do with them follow:

Delete-Delete an object and references to it, if all references to the object are included in the subset.

Modify-Modify an object and its components, including properties. Add or delete associations to the object if the deletion
does not imply the deletion of the object.

For example, modify on an entity type lets you add or change attributes or change the description of the entity type or its
attributes but does not allow deletion of the attribute.

Access-Add or delete referencing associations to the object and its components.

For example, access on an entity type lets you add an information view of the entity type.

Read-Read an object and generate its components.

Protection Hierarchy

Protection levels are hierarchical and are from highest to lowest:

1. Delete
2. Modify
3. Access
4. Read

A user with Delete protection on an object also has Modify, Access, and Read privileges on the object.

The first user to request a Delete or Modify protection level on an object at checkout is granted it. The subsequent users
requesting the checked out object with Modify or Delete receive the object with downgraded protection.

Effect of Protection on Subsequent Users

The protection that is granted on an object that has been checked out from the Host Encyclopedia determines the
protection levels that are granted on the object on subsequent checkouts:

If a scoping object is checked out with and a subsequent checkout requests this checkout will be granted 
Delete Delete, Modify, Access, or Read Read
Modify Delete, Modify, or Access Access
Modify Read Read
Access Delete or Modify Modify
Access Access Access
Access Read Read
Read Delete Delete unless your subset is missing any

references to the object
Read Modify Modify
Read Access Access
Read Read Read
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NOTE
Only one person at a time can check out an object with Delete or Modify protection.

When someone has checked out an object with Delete protection, all other users requesting a copy of that object receive
only Read protection.

When someone has checked out an object with Modify protection, all other users are restricted to Access or Read
protection on that object.

Effect of Checkout on Protection

Unless a subset is checked out, its protection requests have no effect on other users. For example, if you request Delete
protection on Procedure Step A in your subset definition but your subset is not checked out, other subsets containing
Procedure A are not affected. Others can check out the procedure step to delete, modify, access, or read it.

Protection Granted

When you create a subset, the protections you specify for the scoping objects are only requests. The protection that is
granted depends on the protection logic described next.

Protection for Scoping Objects

User requests protection on a scoping object when defining a subset.

1. User checks out the subset from the Host Encyclopedia to the toolset.
2. During a subset checkout, the software looks at the protection that is requested for the scoping object and checks the

Host Encyclopedia to see whether anyone has already checked out the object.
3. If the scoping object is not checked out, the software usually grants the protection level requested. (See an exception

in the following table.)

The following table shows subsetting protection that is granted to available scoping objects:

If you request an available scoping object with this
protection 

You get the scoping object with this protection 

Delete Delete
Exception: True as long as your subset contains all references
to the object you wish to delete. Otherwise, protection may be
downgraded to Modify.

Modify Modify
Access Access
Read Read

 

Protection Downgrades for Scoping Objects

If a scoping object in the subset you are checking out is included in a checked out subset, the protection level you request
for that object is downgraded if there is a conflict between this protection level and that already granted to the object in the
checked out subset.

The six combinations causing conflict follow:

If you request a scoping object with this
protection 

But the object is checked out with this
protection 

You get the object with this downgraded
protection 

Delete Delete Read
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Delete Modify Access
Delete Access Modify
Modify Delete Read
Modify Modify Access
Access Delete Read

 

Protection for Expansion Objects

Expansion objects are the additional objects that the expansion of the scoping object includes in a subset during a
checkout.

The protection that is granted to expansion objects determines what you and others can do to the object while you have it
checked out. Usually, expansion objects are assigned protection that is based on three things:

• Relationship of the expansion object to the scoping object
• Protection level of the scoping object
• Expansion option of the scoping object

Protection for Default Set

For the default protection for the default set of expansion objects-the objects automatically included in every subset, see
the table at the end of this section.

NOTE
Default protection noted for each component of the default set is granted unless the object is also brought into
the subset by directly scoping the object or by the expansion of some other scoping object.

Default Protection Overridden

If a default set object is directly scoped or brought in as an expansion object, the default protection that is shown in
the table is overridden. Instead, the default set object receives the protection that is granted to the scoping object or
expansion object. For example:

• If you scope a dialect directly, the protection that is requested for the dialect is probably granted instead of the Access
protection automatically granted dialects in the default set.

• If you scope an entity type that is directly contained by the root subject area, the root subject area comes into the
subset as part of the entity type's expansion rather than as part of the default set.

• If you scope an action diagram with Read protection, the subset brings in entity types with Read protection. However, if
the same entity type is scoped with Modify, the entity type receives Modify protection (assuming no conflicts).

• The protection granted the root subject area when it is part of the entity type's expansion depends on the protection
granted the scoped entity type.

The following table shows default set of objects (with protections) included in every subset:

 Object Category  Object  Protection 
Root objects Root subject area for the model Access
 Root function for the model and its data

view set
Access

 Root organizational unit, if one exists Access
System-supplied functions and dialects System-supplied functions for time, date,

and so on.
Access
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 Dialects Access
Global exit states Global exit states Access
 Messages and bilingual text for global exit

states
Read

Work attribute set and system attributes System supplied work attribute set and
system attributes

Access

 Bilingual text for prompts and system
attributes

Read

Scroll amount values Scroll amount values in the model Access
 Bilingual text for scroll amount values Read
Technical design, database, and storage
groups

Default database used by technical design
object, if database exists

Access

 Default storage groups used by the
technical design, if storage groups exist

Access

 

Expansion Objects and Their Protection

Expansion objects are the additional objects that the expansion of a scoping object adds to a subset during a checkout.

The relationship between a scoping object and an expansion object determines the standard protection level that applies
to the expansion object.

Most Common Types

The following types of correspondence are:

Non
-shared component object-A non-shared component expansion object is integral to the scoping object and
the scoping object owns it. No other scoping object has an interest in it or can change it in any way. It belongs
exclusively to the scoping object it is a component of, even if that scoping object is embedded in another scoping
object.
Examples of non-shared objects are action statements, bilingual text for system default and screen objects, and
local or work views.
If you request Modify protection on a scoping object that has wholly owned subsidiary objects, these non-shared
components are upgraded to Delete protection. For example, an action block with Modify protection gets its action
statements with Delete.

Shared component object
-The shared component expansion object is a part of the scoping object, a part of the basic definition of the
scoping object.
For example, system defaults are a part of a business system and, therefore, are shared components.

Shared companion object-
The shared companion object is not a part of the scoping object, but some part of the subset requires it.
For example, the entity types that are used in information views are frequently shared companion objects-if the
entity types are specified, or referenced, in earlier stages of view maintenance. These entity types are also named
referenced entity types.
Shared companion objects to a scoped entity type include:

• All entity types that have relationships with the scoped entity type
• All entity types that have relationships that are used to identify:
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– The scoped entity type
– Shared companion entity types

Correspondence Between Scoping and Expansion Objects Example

 Expansion  Shared Components  Shared Companions  Non-Shared Components 
Short All system defaults None All bilingual text for system

defaults and screen objects
Default All system defaults

All procedures and procedure
steps

None All dialog flows
All bilingual text for system
defaults and screen objects

Full All system defaults
All procedures and procedure
steps
All action diagrams
All screens and/or windows

All referenced entity types and
their parent subject areas

All dialog flows
All bilingual text for system
defaults and screen objects

 

Less Common Types

Two less common types of scoping objects are:

• Scoping objects without expansion objects.
For example, scoping an External Object brings in only the scoped external object. Scoping a Dialect brings in only the
dialect but not any text in that language.

• Scoping objects without shared companion objects
For example, scoping a scroll amount value brings in only that scroll amount plus any bilingual text for the value, if any
exists.

Protection Granted

The following table shows that the protection granted the expansion object that is based on:

• Its relationship to the scoping object
• The protection granted the scoping object

 If the type of expansion object is  and the scoping object has this
protection 

 the expansion object is granted this
protection 

Shared component Delete Delete
Shared component Modify Modify
Shared component Access Access
Shared component Read Read
Shared companion Delete Access
Shared companion Modify Access
Shared companion Access Access
Shared companion Read Read
Non-shared component Delete Delete
Non-shared component Modify Delete
Non-shared component Access Read
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Non-shared component Read Read

Subset Types
Subset Type is an option that you specify when defining a subset. Subset Type refers to the stage of development the
model is in when you create a subset.

Its purpose is to give the expansion necessary to perform Construction tasks without requiring the user to specifically
scope more objects.

By specifying the subset type, you can alter the expansion of the subset. The three subset type options are:

• Design
• Unit test
• System test

Design Phase Subset Type

Design is the default subset type. This option applies to all tasks performed outside the Construction Toolset. Design
subset types provide the normal expansion of each scoping object.

Unit Test Subset Type

Select unit test when generating code for local testing of Construction Toolset tasks. In most development life cycles, unit
testing comes before system testing or full integration testing.

Unit test subsets provide:

• All Data Structure Diagram (DSD) Components-Records, database, TD action block for any entities in the subset
• Limited the Packaging-Related components for any procedure steps that are found in the subset

Unit Test does not provide fully expanded load modules for procedure steps.

System Test Subset Type

Select system test when producing code to be installed with code from other subsets of the same model. Select system
test to use executables that are produced with executables from other system test subsets of the model or with the entire
model.

Select system test when producing code to be installed with code from other subsets of the same model. Select system
test to use executables that are produced with executables from other system test subsets of the model or with the entire
model.

System test subsets are supersets of the same scoping objects in a unit test subset. Referential integrity triggers
generated from a system test subset are also valid for use with other code produced from system test subsets of that
model or the entire model. Selecting system test produces a much larger subset than selecting unit test. Use system test
after successful unit testing.

NOTE
In some environments, you can select Unit Test when mixing modules from different subsets. For example, you
are able to pull executables from other subsets of the same model from the LAN and then pick up modules from
the local environment. In all cases, select System Test when you generate modules with dialog flows.

Both the unit test and system test options change the expansion of the subset for a number of scoping objects. They allow
different expansion of key items (entity types, records, procedure steps) depending on the part of Construction you are in.
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Types of Scoping Objects Used

When defining subsets for either unit test or system test, only the following scoping object types change their expansion:

• Entity type
• Subject area
• Procedure
• Procedure step
• Batch job
• Batch job step
• Online load module
• Windowed program
• Server Manager

Direct and Indirect Scoping

The treatment of these objects changes any time one of them is found during expansion, not only when they are directly
scoped.

For example, if a view of an action block references an entity type in a unit test expansion, the entity type is indirectly
scoped and obeys all the rules for unit test of an entity type.

Load Module Packaging

Load module packaging consists of the following types:

• Online or batch (more commonly known as block-mode, terminal-based, or 3270)
• Window
• Cooperative (for the Client/Server applications)

Component Packaging

These packages the Operations Libraries (not load modules) for the Component Model.

Strategy for Online Packaging

Online packaging (terminal-based, blockmode, or batch) is created on the Host Encyclopedia and can be checked out and
modified on the toolset for unit testing. All changes to packaging on the toolset are uploaded to the Host Encyclopedia.

Subsetting Work Flow in a Team Environment
This article provides information for Subsetting Work Flow in a Team Environment including, creating of a model, modify
and delete entity types, successful interaction, and protection downgrade.

The Subsetting work flow illustrates the following tasks:

• The creation of a model containing several entity types
• Definition of subsets to modify and delete entity types at the toolset
• Successful interaction between subsets
• A protection downgrade
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Sample Scenario

The following scenario involving two people illustrate the tasks in the work flow, each creating a subset definition and
checking out their respective subsets simultaneously.

1. John creates the model ORDER_PROCESSING on his toolset. The model contains the following entity types:
– ORDER
– ORDER_LINE
– MISTAKE

2. John checks in ORDER_PROCESSING from his toolset to the encyclopedia.
3. John defines a subset on the encyclopedia to let him modify the entity type ORDER and to delete the entity type

MISTAKE.
4. John checks out his subset (named FIRST) from his toolset.
5. Mary defines a subset on the encyclopedia to let her modify the entity type ORDER_LINE.
6. Mary checks out her subset (named SECOND) from her toolset.
7. John and Mary work on their respective subsets on their toolsets.
8. On his toolset, John checks in his subset.
9. On her toolset, Mary checks in her subset.
10. John checks out subset FIRST from his toolset, which copies a portion of the ORDER_PROCESSING model.
11. Mary changes her subset definition to try to check out the entity type ORDER with Delete usage.
12. Mary checks out her subset but finds that she has only Access to the entity type ORDER because John already had

ORDER with Modify.

Creating a Subset
You create subsets using Task Tables. These tables are easier to use because they are task oriented and reduce the
need to use the tables in Expansion Tables to create a subset.

Before creating a subset, spend a few minutes learning about subset tasks and the subset task tables.

A subset task is any action that you can accomplish using the objects within a subset. A subset usually includes enough
objects to support the execution of multiple tasks.

The task tables contain recommended definitions for over 200 subset tasks.

Use the Task Tables

The task tables do not itemize all objects that are included in a subset, nor do they give special information about the
expansion of objects, their limitations, or other special data. In most cases, however, they represent a shortcut to the
information you create your subset.

Create a Subset for General Use

Determine whether one of the General Subset Definitions suits your need. If this is the first subset being created for the
current phase of development, consider the following subsetting task definitions are typical for:

• Analysis
• Design (first subset)
• Procedure step maintenance
• Workstation construction

If these subsets lack the detail that your task requires, see the procedure that follows in General Subset Definitions
section.
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Use the subset definition appropriate for your development phase as a guide, and create a subset. See the steps that are
outlined in the Add Subset Definition section.

Create a Subset for a Specific Task

Consider the task that you want to accomplish.

1. Locate the corresponding Detailed Subset Task Definition.
The subset type organizes the detailed subset task definitions in the task tables:
– Design

The tasks that are defined for the Design type subsets are listed under these headings:
• Planning
• Analysis
• Design

(which includes data modeling tasks before and after transformation)
• Internal Design

(which includes subset definitions for initial Transformation and Intelligent Retransformation)
– Unit Test
– System Test

NOTE
The tasks that are defined for Unit Test and System Test subsets are listed under Construction. If the task
tables do not contain the task that you need, see the procedure for Using the Expansion Tables.

2. Jot down the recommended scoping object and its recommended expansion and protection.
P designates recommended protection, and the available options are:
– D (for Delete)
– M (for Modify)
– A (for Access)
– R (for Read)
E designates recommended expansion, and the available options are:
– S (for Short)
– D (for Default)
– F (for Full)
– B (valid only for Batch Job Step, Procedure Step, Online Load Module, Server Manager, and Window Load Module)
– A (valid only for the object types that are listed for B previously, plus Batch Job and Procedure)

See the Add Subset Definition procedure for step-by-step instructions.

Example of Task Table Usage

List the tasks you want to accomplish.

An example of a detailed task is: Add the entity type PRODUCT to the subject area RETAIL OUTLET and join it to the
entity type STORE.

Locate the corresponding task definition.

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects

Entity Type-Add an entity type
and join it to an entity type in the
same subject area

M S Entity Type
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Use the task definition as a guide in defining the subset you need. The following figure shows the correspondence
between the task table data and how you specify it on the panels for defining a subset.
Figure 87: Task Table Usage

Subset Planning for Task Not in Task Tables

This article provides information for Subset Planning for Task Not in Task Table. Use the expansion tables when you
cannot find an appropriate task entry in the task tables.

The expansion tables provide the following information for each scoping object:

• Type of scoping object
• Valid subset types
• Valid expansion levels with:

– Expansion objects (objects that are brought in by expanding the scoping object)
– Default protection for each expansion object shown

• A reference to the explanation of default expansion

To determine the correct scoping object type, subset type, expansion, and protection when creating a subset; use the
expansion tables.

Using the Expansion Tables

Consider the task that you want to accomplish with the subset.
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• If you want to delete views, see the Plan a Subset to Delete Views section.
• If your task is to delete an object, consider recommendations in Plan Alternative to Subsetting for Object Deletion. If

an alternative is not feasible and your task involves deleting shared objects, see the Plan a Subset to Delete Shared
Objects section.

• For all other tasks, identify the type of objects that are most closely related to the task.

Determine whether the objects that are required for the tasks are scoping objects only, scoping objects that are also
expansion objects, or expansion objects only. See About Subsetting in this section. If your task requires modifying only
high-level scoping objects, you do not need the expansion tables. Proceed with creating the subset and scope the objects
with the default protection and expansion.

For the objects that are expansion objects, note the types of scoping objects that include it. For the considerations on
selecting the best one for your task, see the Choose the Right Scoping Object section.

For example, if you are working on screens and the Screen scoping object type includes the desired object, check the
expansion table for Screen first.

Refer to the correct expansion table to identify the expansion level of the scoping object that includes the expansion
object. If the object you need is included in multiple expansions, note the protection of the expansion object at each
expansion and make note of the lowest one adequate for your task.

For the considerations, see the Select the Lowest Expansion Level that Contains Needed Objects section.

Evaluate the default protection that is associated with the objects you need.

For the considerations, see the Determine Whether to Accept or Change Default Protection section.

With your list of the required scoping objects, and the expansion and protection you plan to request, see the Add Subset
Definition procedure for step-by-step instructions.

Choose the Right Scoping Object

Many scoping objects expand to include the same Gen objects. We recommend that you not automatically select the first
type of scoping object that includes the object and protection you want.

Try to identify the scoping object and expansion that are best for the task. For example, if you want to include all system
defaults in your subset, including all exit states, scope by business system (the most inclusive choice) at short expansion.
However, if you want to work only on an exit state message, scope by exit state, which is the smallest unit whose
expansion is suitable for the task and the one with the least potential of interfering with other users.

Using the expansion tables requires some practice, but if you use the suggested procedure, you quickly learn to select the
proper scoping objects for most tasks.

Plan a Subset to Delete Views

Deleting the views requires Delete protection on the process, procedure step, or action block. However, even if these
objects are marked INCOMPLETE in the Expansion Conflict Report, you still be able to delete the unwanted views.

• Scoping a process, procedure step, or action block with Delete protection allows you to delete:
– Local, entity action, and import/export views that are not passed on flows
– Attributes from any import or export views
– You can get Delete protection on the views without being able to delete the procedure step.

• To delete an export view, you must scope all flowed-to procedure steps where the view is matched on the flow.
• To delete an import view, you must scope all flowed-from procedure steps where the view is matched on the flow.
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Plan a Subset to Delete Shared Objects

The different parts of the model shares all scoping objects. Some non-scoping objects, like information views, can also be
shared. Sharing objects makes it easier to develop and maintain applications, but it also complicates subsetting:

To delete a shared object in a subset:

• You must be granted Delete protection for the proper scoping object.
• The subset must include all references to the object.

NOTE
A preferred alternative to deleting objects in a subset is to use the Model Management function, delete, or
rename objects within model.

To delete these shared
objects

Obtain delete protection on
these scoping objects

Note

Attribute (See Entity Type, Entity
Subtype, and Attribute)

1

Action Block Common the action block itself
Process Action Block owning process
Procedure Step Action Block owning procedure step

Business System and
Business System Defaults

Business System business system
(fully expanded)

Business System Defaults business system
Bilingual Texts business system
Edit Pattern business system
Error Field Properties business system
Literal Field Properties business system
Normal Field Properties business system
Prompt Field Properties business system
System-Wide PF Keys business system

Command and
Command Synonym

Command/Command Synonym business system

Database, Data table, and
Link Table

Database database

Data Table data records and associated
entities

Link Table data records and associated
entity type

Entity Type, Entity Subtype, and
Attribute

Entity Type entity type

Entity Subtype entity type
Attribute entity type

Entity View (See View)
Exit State all its USEing action blocks

External Object External Object function or process where used
Function and Process Function function

Process process
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Group View (See View)
Link Table (See Database)
Procedure Step Procedure Step procedure or procedure step
Process (See Function and Process)
Prompt and Prompt Usage Prompt procedure steps, entity type 2

Prompt Usage procedure step
Relationship Membership Relationship Membership both entity types
Screen and Template (See Window)

Screen screen
Template template 3

View ... in Analysis function, process, or action
block

... in Design procedure, procedure step or
action block

Window Window procedure step that contains it

NOTE
Before an attribute can be deleted from an entity type, it must be removed from any information views. To
identify the information views involved, generate the Host Encyclopedia Delete Prevention Report. To delete a
prompt, you Modify protection for all screens that use it and Delete protection for the owning entity type. Before
you can delete a template, all screens that use it must be in the subset.

Plan Alternative to Subsetting for Object Deletion

The shared objects are easier to delete on the host, for example, when the required scoping object creates a large subset
or many objects that are required to be in the subset are missing at checkout.

When the deletion in a subset is undesirable, use Delete or Rename Objects, an option on the Host Encyclopedia Model
Management menu. This function lets you delete objects at the host level, without defining and checking out a subset.

The same rules that govern the deletion on the workstation govern deletion on the Host Encyclopedia. For example, you
cannot delete an object that is checked out with any protection other than Read.

Select the Lowest Expansion Level That Contains Needed Objects

The figures in this section show the three expansions of a business system:

• Short
• Default
• Full

The figures also illustrate:

• The different expansions of the same scoping object contain different combinations of expansion objects.
• Some scoping objects contain other scoping objects.
• The default and full expansions of a business system contain other scoping objects, such as procedures and

procedure steps.

The following examples illustrate how to compare the short, default, and full expansions of the Business System scoping
object.
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Example Short Expansion

Short expansion of Business System includes only the system defaults and associated bilingual text.

NOTE
Because business system defaults affect many other parts of the model, they are difficult to change once they
are defined. Therefore, define your defaults carefully before beginning the Dialog Flow Diagram (DLG), screen
design or window design, and Procedure Action Diagrams.

The following table shows expansion objects in short expansion of business system:

Shared Components Shared Companions Non-Shared Components
All system defaults (commands, PF keys,
video attributes, exit states, edit patterns,
and templates).

None All bilingual text for system defaults

Example Default Expansion

Default expansion of Business System is powerful. It includes all the objects in the short expansion and adds large groups
of shared objects, that is, all procedures, all procedure steps, all dialog flows, and views. If you select this expansion,
check out the subset, and you are granted Modify protection, no one else can modify any of these items.
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The following table shows expansion objects in default expansion of business system:

Shared Components Shared Companions Non-Shared Components
All system defaults
All procedures and procedure steps
(unexpanded)

None All dialog flows
All bilingual text for system defaults and
screen objects

Example Full Expansion

Full expansion of Business System includes all the objects of short expansion and default expansion and adds still more
objects. If you specify Business System and full expansion with Delete protection, then check out the subset, the full
expansion prevents others from using any of the objects that are listed in the table except to read them.

The full expansion of a business system contains at least four scoping object types as shared components and at least
two scoping object types as shared companions.

NOTE
Do not use full expansion of Business System unless you are the only analyst working on the entire business
system or you delete a widely used system default.

The following table shows expansion objects in full expansion of business system:

Shared Components Shared Companions Non-Shared Components
All system defaults
All procedures and procedure steps
All action diagrams
All screens and/or windows

All referenced entity types and their parent
subject areas

All dialog flows
All bilingual text for system defaults and
screen objects
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Determine Whether to Accept or Change Default Protection

In reading an expansion table, you can identify possible tasks for the expansion objects by examining their default
protection.

The following table shows the decision table for changing scoping object default protection:

If the expansion object shows this
default protection ...

Then keep the scoping object's default
protection (Modify) to ...

Or change the scoping object's
protection to ...

Modify Modify the expansion object Delete the expansion object
Access the expansion object
Read the expansion object

Access Reference the expansion object
(build an association to it)

Read the expansion object

Read Read the expansion object N/A
Delete
(relatively few items)

Delete the expansion object N/A

The following examples suggest how to approach interpreting the default protection column (the last column) of the
expansion tables.

Example Default Protection of Expansion Object Is Modify

If the default protection for an expansion object is Modify, you can use the associated scoping object to define a subset to
modify, delete, access, or read the expansion object. For example, you can scope on Business System to modify, delete,
access, and read system defaults. See the note for important qualifications on deleting an object marked Modify in the
expansion tables.

The following table shows when the default protection of expansion object is Modify:

This Business System expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Short System Defaults and Technical System

System defaults (PF keys, commands, exit
states, templates, video attributes, and edit
patterns).

Modify

Unexpanded technical system. Modify

NOTE
In deleting any object in a subset, include all references to that object in the subset. Because the short
expansion of Business System includes only the system defaults and not the many objects that reference them,
short expansion is not suitable for a deletion. For the deletion of system defaults, you must have full expansion
of the Business System to bring in all usages.

To Modify Expansion Objects Marked Modify

Leave the default protection option of the associated scoping object at M (Modify) on the Subset Definition Summary:

          Subset type:   /Design   .Unit   .System                            

 

          Protection   Expansion   Object   Object                   

            Option       Option     Name     Type                             

 

 M            ___      SALES BUS.SYS.                            
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• Specify the smallest appropriate expansion option (here, S for Short).
          Subset type:   /Design   .Unit   .System                             

 

          Protection   Expansion   Object   Object                             

            Option       Option     Name     Type                              

 

              M            S         SALES BUS.SYS.                            

The short expansion is appropriate because the expansion table for Business System indicates that you can modify
system defaults at short expansion.

NOTE
Unless you change the expansion option from blank (which represents the default expansion), your subset
definition specifies default expansion of the scoping object. Default expansion creates a larger subset than
required.

To Delete Objects Marked Modify

Before defining a subset to delete an object, always check the task tables. By skimming the task table for Business
System Defaults, you can see that deletion of the most commonly used system defaults requires full expansion of the
business system to bring in all usages.

To delete objects marked Modify in an expansion table, specify Delete as the protection option during subset definition.

1. Change the default protection option of the associated scoping object from M (Modify) to D (Delete) on the Subset
Definition Summary:
          Subset type:   /Design   .Unit   .System                             

 

          Protection   Expansion   Object   Object                             

            Option       Option     Name     Type                              

 

 D            ___      SALES BUS.SYS.                             

2. Specify the appropriate expansion option. For example, to delete system defaults, change the expansion option from
blank (default) to F (Full).
          Subset type:   /Design   .Unit   .System                             

 

          Protection   Expansion   Object   Object                             

            Option       Option     Name     Type                              

 

              D            F         SALES BUS.SYS.                            

NOTE
If you have Delete protection on an object marked Modify in an expansion table, you also have Modify protection
on the object. Other users can obtain only Read protection on the object and cannot modify the object or even
reference it so long as you have the subset that is checked out.

To Access or Read Objects Marked Modify

To reduce the protection of an object marked Modify, you specify Access or Read as the protection option during subset
definition. However, see the following note:

1. Change the default protection option of the scoping object from M (Modify) to A (Access) or R (Read) on the Subset
Definition Summary:
          Subset type:   /Design   .Unit   .System                             
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          Protection   Expansion   Object   Object                             

            Option       Option     Name     Type                              

 

 A            ___      SALES BUS.SYS.                             

2. Specify the smallest appropriate expansion option for the task at hand. For example, to access system defaults,
change the expansion option from blank (default) to S (Short).
          Subset type:   /Design   .Unit   .System                             

 

          Protection   Expansion   Object   Object                             

            Option       Option     Name     Type                              

 

              A            S        SALES BUS.SYS.                             

NOTE
Objects marked Modify in one expansion table are often marked Access in other tables. This indicates that they
are included as part of the shared companions of another scoping object. By using one of these other scoping
objects with Modify protection, you can add associations to the desired shared companion objects. As a rule,
rather than reduce the protection of an object, look for scoping objects that already offer Access protection. They
frequently include other expansion objects that you also need. For example, scoping procedures, procedure
steps, screens, or templates give you their business system defaults with Access protection.

Example Default Protection of Expansion Object Is Access

If the default protection for an expansion object is Access, the scoping object automatically includes the expansion object
at Access protection if you are granted at least Modify protection on the scoping object. You can add new associations to
the Access-level objects, but you cannot change anything about them.

For example, if you scope on Procedure Step at short expansion, you are given only the views of the action block of the
scoped procedure step-without the action block statements. Because the body of the action block is not given for this
expansion level, its protection is reduced to Access. You want to use this expansion for view maintenance.

The following table shows when the default protection of expansion object is Access:

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short Only Unexpanded Action Block, Windows, and
Dialog Boxes
Unexpanded action block of the procedure
step (views only).

Access

Unexpanded (empty) windows and dialog
boxes.

Access

To Access Objects Marked Access

Leave the default protection option of the associated scoping object at M (Modify) on the Subset Definition Summary:

          Subset type:   /Design   .Unit   .System                             

 

          Protection   Expansion   Object   Object                             

            Option       Option     Name     Type                              

 

 M            ___      ADD PStep 1                                

• Specify the smallest appropriate expansion option. In the sample, it is S (Short).
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          Subset type:   /Design   .Unit   .System                             

 

          Protection   Expansion   Object   Object                             

            Option       Option     Name     Type                              

 

              M            S        SALES BUS.SYS.                             

The short expansion is appropriate, because short expansion of Procedure Step gives you access to action block views.

Example Default Protection of Expansion Object Is Delete

If the default protection for an expansion object is Delete, the scoping object totally owns the object and can automatically
include the expansion object at Delete protection, if you are granted at least Modify protection on the scoping object.

For example, if you scope an action block with Default or Full expansion, you can delete action statements of the action
block.

The following table shows when the default protection of expansion object is Delete:

This Action Block expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Default and Full Action Statements Delete

All action statements in the action block.

To Delete Objects Marked Delete

Leave the default protection option of the associated scoping object at M (Modify) on the Subset Definition Summary.

          Subset type:   /Design   .Unit   .System                             

 

          Protection   Expansion   Object   Object                             

            Option       Option     Name     Type                              

 

 M            ___      ADD     ACTION BLOCK                       

• Specify the smallest appropriate expansion option. In the sample, we use blank (default) and F (Full).
          Subset type:   /Design   .Unit   .System                             

 

          Protection   Expansion   Object   Object                             

            Option       Option     Name     Type                              

 

              M            F        ADD     ACTION BLOCK                       

Full expansion is appropriate if you also want Delete protection on any action blocks USEd by this action block. Default
expansion is appropriate if you want only to reference the views of USEd action blocks.

Example Default Protection of Expansion Object Is Read

If the default protection for an expansion object is Read, the scoping object in question is bringing in some other scoping
object as a shared companion item with Access protection and probably with short expansion.

For example, if you receive Modify or Delete protection on a screen or template, you get Read on the bilingual text for
its system defaults. You get Read because the business system that owns the defaults is in the subset with Access
protection.
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If you specify the Unit Test or System Test subset type for a scoping object, it can include the Read object either directly or
indirectly.

For instance, if you scope on Procedure Step with Unit Test, you can read the records, database, of the entity types that
are referenced by the views of the action block of the procedure step.

If a view of an action block references an entity type in a unit test expansion, the entity type obeys all the unit test rules for
an entity type.

This Entity Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short and Default Data table and Databases
Fully expanded data table for the
transformed entity type.

Read

The database and technical design for the
data table.

Read

TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and
Implementation Logic
Unexpanded TD action block for the scoped
entity type and table.

Read

DBRM and implementation logic units for
the TD action blocks.

Read

Create a Subset Definition

Subset Definition Guidelines

Know what you plan to do with a subset before you define it. Create each subset to support a specific set of toolset tasks.

Define the smallest subset possible.

Smaller subsets result in:

• Lower cost for checkout
• Reduced protection conflicts between users of a model
• Minimum impact of current access to the encyclopedia

Minimize potential conflict over objects that may be shared across subsets by requesting the minimum protection and
expansion that is required to accomplish your task.

After creating a subset, review the expansion and protection of each scoping object from the Subset Definition Summary.

Remove unnecessary objects.
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• If you have scoped both the procedure and the procedure step, remove the procedure if possible, or if not, remove the
individual procedure step that is already part of the procedure expansion.

• Lower the protection levels where possible.
• Never request Delete protection for a scoping object unless you delete a component that requires this level of

protection. Any other subset that needs the object can get it with only Read protection.
• Avoid requesting Modify protection when Access works too.
• Lower the expansion levels, where possible.
• For example, Scope only the needed procedure step instead of the whole procedure.
• To maintain a procedure step action diagram, scope the procedure step.
• To maintain the dialog flows between two or more procedure steps, scope only those steps with short expansion and

subset type Design.
• Avoid requesting full expansion when it is not required for the task.

If an object you delete is selectable through the Delete Object function, use this means of deleting the object rather than
scoping the object with delete protection in a subset.

If the object you delete is not selectable through the Delete Object function, determine how to define your subset for this
object deletion by running the Delete report from the Host Encyclopedia Reports menu named Object Cross Reference
Reports. This report lists the objects that you must include in your subset with the object you want to delete.

To delete an object and references to it, explicitly select for inclusion all references to the object in the subset. Otherwise,
you receive a message that the subset is incomplete. Do not assume that asking for Delete protection of an object
automatically brings in all usages of the object.

If you create a reference to an object, be sure that you request Access protection, not only Read.

For example, to create an action diagramming information view, you must have Access protection of an entity type. You
cannot create views when the entity type has Read protection.

Subset Definition Procedure

This article provides information for Subset definitions that are requests and do not ensure the object protection that you
specify.

Add Subset Definition

From the Main Menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Add Subset Definition or enter 1.4.1.

1. Enter the name of an existing model or press F4 to use the Model name selection list.
                     Add Subset Definition                                     

 

          Model Name  _________________________ +                              

          Subset Name _________________________                                

 

NOTE
You can scroll or use F (Find) or L (Locate) commands on all selection lists. Enter any character except
period (.) by the item that you want and press Enter.

2. Enter the name of the subset that you want to create and press Enter.
3. For each scoping object you want included in your subset, enter a forward slash ( / ) next to the desired object type

and press Enter. An “S” appears for each object that you select. Press F8 (Down) and F7 (Up) to scroll and review the
complete list.
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NOTE
Always scope on the lowest-level object possible. For example, when possible scope a Procedure Step
instead of a Procedure. The shared companions of a Procedure Step are limited, whereas the shared
companions of a Procedure include all procedures flowed to and from, their action blocks, and so forth.

                    Scoping Object Type Selection List                         

 

                    SUBJECT AREA      Subject area                             

 S  ENTITY            Entity type                              

                    FUNCTION          Function                                 

 S  PROCESS           Process                                  

 

4. Enter a forward slash ( / ) next to the desired objects and press Enter twice.
The list of scoping object occurrences can occupy multiple screens, depending on the type of object and the size of
your model. You can repeat selecting until you have selected all scoping objects for your subset or until you exit from
the function by pressing F3 (End).
                       Scoping Object Occurrences                              

 

                       Entity Type CUSTOMER                                    

 E  Entity Type EMPLOYEE                                    

 S  Entity Type STORE                                       

                       Entity Type ACCOUNT                                     

 

NOTE
Avoid duplicate scoping. For example, once you create a view of an entity type in an action block, do not
scope the entity type in the subset that is used to modify the action block, unless it is to modify the entity
type.

Also, do not include attributes in views because you need them some day. It is easier to add views later than
to delete them.

For a complete list of scoping object types, see the following table:

Scoping Object Type Description

ACTIVITY CLUSTER Natural business system

BATCH JOB Batch job

BATCH JOB STEP Batch job step

BUSINESS AREA Business area

BUSINESS SYSTEM Business system

COMMON ACTION BLOCK Common, Default, and Derivation ADs

COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION Component implementation

COMPONENT MODEL Component model

COMPONENT SPECIFICATION Component specification

CONFIGURATION INSTANCE Configuration Instance

CRITICAL SUCCESS Critical success factor

CURRENT DATA Current database or data store
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CURRENT INFO. SYSTEM Current information system

CUSTOM PROXIES Custom Proxies

DATA CLUSTER Natural data store

DATA TABLE Data table definition

DATABASE Database definition

DIALECT Dialect

ENTITY Entity type

ENVIRONMENT Environment

EXIT STATE Exit state

EXTERNAL OBJECT External object

FACILITY Computing or communication facility

FUNCTION Function definition

GOAL Goal

INFORMATION NEED Information need

INTERFACE TYPE Interface type

INTERFACE TYPE MODEL Interface type model

LOCATION Location of business assets

MATRIX ISP matrix

NAVIGATION DIAGRAM Navigation diagram

OBJECTIVE Objective

ONLINE LOAD MODULE Online load module

OPERATIONS LIBRARY Operations library

ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT Root organizational unit

PERFORMANCE MEASURE Performance measure

PROCEDURE Procedure

PROCEDURE STEP Procedure step

PROCESS Process definition

SCREEN Screen

SCROLL AMOUNT VALUE Scroll amount value

SERVER MANAGER Server manager

SPECIFICATION TYPE Specification type

STORAGE GROUP Storage group

STRATEGY Strategy

SUBJECT AREA Subject area

SYSTEM CLASS System defined object class

TACTIC Tactic

TECH DESIGN DEFAULT Technical design default

TEMPLATE System screen template
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TRANS OPERATION Transaction operation

USER CLASS User-defined object class

USER OBJECT User-defined objects

WEB SERVICE DEFINITION Web service definition

WINDOW LOAD MODULE Window load module

WORK/SYSTEM ATTR SET Work and system attribute set

z/OS LIBRARY z/OS library

NOTE

(Optional) Expanding Scoping Objects

To see any subordinate objects, enter E by the scoping object and press Enter.

To select only certain subordinates, enter S by the desired items and press Enter twice.

NOTE
The partial selection applies only to subordinates that are scoping objects.

                          Expanded Occurrences                                 

 

                   Attribute EMPLOYEE NAME                                     

                   Attribute EMPLOYEE ADDR                                     

                   Attribute EMPLOYEE NUMBER                                   

                   Attribute EMPLOYEE TYPE                                     

                   Entity Subtype SALESMAN                                     

                   Rel     EMPLOYEE CALLS SALESMAN                             

 

Tailoring the Subset Definition to the Task

If testing, space out the slash ( / ) at Design phase and select Unit Test or System Test. Otherwise, accept the default.

                        Subset Definition Summary                              

 

                 Subset type:      /Design      .Unit      .System             

 

                 Protection    Expansion    Object    Object                   

                  Option        Option       Name      Type                    

 

                   M             __          STORE ENTITY                      

                   M             __          ADD PROCESS                       

                   M             __          DEL PROCESS                       

 

For each displayed object that is not required by your task, enter D on the line in front of the protection option for the
object. For the recommendations, compare the displayed list of objects with the Task Table for the tasks you plan to
perform with this subset.

NOTE
Review subset summaries to remove redundant or duplicate scoping objects (embedded scoping objects). If you
scoped an object that was included by the expansion of another object because you request more protection or
expansion of that object, you can now remove the object that was included in the initial expansion.
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For each object that requires a protection level different from that displayed, make the needed change. For the
recommendations, compare the displayed protection for each object with the recommended protection in the relevant task
table. Protection options are:

• D (Required to Delete the object)
• M (Required to Modify the object)
• A (Required to Access, reference, or build an association to the object)
• R (Required to Read the object)

For each object that requires an expansion level different from that displayed, make the needed change. For the
recommendations, compare the displayed expansion for each object with the expansion that is recommended in the
relevant task table.

To display a prompt stating the supported expansions for any given object, enter a forward slash ( / ) in the Expansion
Option field of the object. Options include Default (blank) and one or more of the following:

• S (Short, includes the minimum number of related objects, and are selected when sufficient for your task)
• A (defined for certain tasks that are associated with the selected object types as described in the task tables)
• B (defined for certain tasks that are associated with the selected object types as described in the task tables)
• F (Full, includes all related objects, that is, objects for all usage of the subset type and are selected only when

required)

When you have reviewed the subset definition and have made all desired changes, press Enter twice to confirm and
accept it.

Initiate Subset Checkout from the Host Encyclopedia
Checking out a subset transfers a copy of the objects in the subset definition to the local encyclopedia on your
workstation.

The objects in the subset definition are marked in the Host Encyclopedia as checked out to your TSO user ID, not your
workstation.

To check out and change a subset, you need access to the subset, but not necessarily to the model. If you do not have
this authority, ask the model administrator or encyclopedia administrator for it.

You can check out subsets that are created on the Host Encyclopedia to a Toolset from the Toolset or from the Host
Encyclopedia. Check out a subset only as you need it. To determine whether the current checkout is successful, generate
the Expansion Conflict Report.
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Subset Checkout Procedure

The following procedure describes where downloading is initiated from the Host Encyclopedia.

To download a subset to a toolset manually, follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Download, or enter 1.4.12.
2. Identify the model containing the subset and the subset to download. To download all objects in the model, enter ALL

as the subset name.
3. Enter the model release for Software version. If you do not know, enter 1.3.5 from the Main Menu to display the Model

Statistics panel, where the last entry is model release.
4. Accept the default transaction file name to use userid.IEF.TRAN as the name of the data set to be created at download

or enter a different name, where your TSO user ID is automatically used as the prefix.
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5. Accept the default Extract option, No, to download the subset to the workstation.
6. Enter the codepage.

For a listing of supported codepages, see Using Client-Server Encyclopedia.
NOTE
If you do not know what it must be, bring up the Encyclopedia Client and detail an existing model using the
same language. The codepage is displayed as Language Code. This is the identifier for the language (for
example, English, French, Japanese) on the destination platform (for example, UNIX, Windows), or the
platform where the encyclopedia resides.

Also, look at a model that already resides on the workstation. The model properties show the current version, tool, and
codepage.

7. Accept online as the execution mode or change to batch. Press Enter.
– If Online, initiates the download process. The message “IEF OK” indicates the successful completion.
– If Batch, displays JCL. Submit job. The “Batch download was successful” message indicates a successful

completion.
– To specify JCL, use option 5.2.1 from the Main Menu.

8. Transfer the resulting file, userid.ief.tran, (as binary or data) from the Host Encyclopedia to the toolset model directory
on your workstation; name the file to be transferred checkout.trn.
For example, the path to the file in drive d for subset1 would be:
d:\subset1.ief\checkout.trn

9. Open the subset:
a. Select Model, Encyclopedia, Check Out a Model. Uncheck the Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options or

verify that it is not selected.
b. Enter the Model Name, Subset Name, and Local Name as described in online help. Be sure to enter <subset> as

the local name.
For example, if the subset name were subset1, you would enter subset1 as the local name. The name that you enter
identifies the <subset>.ief directory where the checkout.trn file resides.

Recover from Scoping Errors
If scoping errors are such that you modify your subset definition, and check it out again, consider overriding your current
checkout instead of checking the subset back in with no changes.

Identify Protection Downgrades

By downgrading an object's protection, the checkout function prevents conflicts between subsets that share the object.

You can identify protection downgrades in these ways:

• View the Model Retrieval Status Report on the workstation after checkout.
This report is generated during a checkout as part of checkout.trn. For the details, see the Online Help.

• Generate the Expansion Conflict Report on the host before or after checkout. Else, submit SQL to Check Protection
Level. This SQL lists all named objects in an expanded subset and shows the protection level received.

SQL to Check Protection Level
SELECT OT_MNEMONIC, SE_CKO_STATUS, PROP_CHAR_VAL

FROM

DMDL, SOBJ, DSUBID, DSUBEX, DPRP

WHERE

MODEL_NAME = 'CBS SRVS SURVEY SYSTEM-DEVL'

AND S_MODEL_ID = MODEL_ID

AND S_SUBSET_NAME = 'SUBJECT AREAS'
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AND SE_SUBSET_ID = S_SUBSET_ID

AND OT_OBJ_CODE = SE_OBJ_TYPE

AND PROP_OBJ_ID = SE_OBJ_ID

AND PROP_TYPE_CODE = 224

ORDER BY OT_MNEMONIC, PROP_CHAR_VAL

Sample Report from Protection Level Check
OT_MNEMONIC SE_CKO_STATUS PROP_CHAR_VAL

ACBLKTD U E1777310

ACBLKTD U E1777327

ACBLKTD U E1777330

ACBLKTD U SRVDGQU1

ACBLKTD U SRVDPRS1

ACBLKTD U SRVDQSL1

ACBLKTD U SRVDVRS1

ACBLKTD D SRVJGQS1

ACBLKTD D SRVJGQS2

ACBLKTD D SRVJINS1

ATTRUSR U EXTERNAL_NORM

ATTRUSR U FIELD_NAME

ATTRUSR A INPUT_STRING

ATTRUSR A INPUT_STRING

ATTRUSR A JULIAN_DATE

ATTRUSR U LABEL

ENTRYPNT D TOPIC0X1

ENTRYPNT D VALDEMX1

ENTRYPNT D VALPHRX1

ENTRYPNT D VALRSPX1

ENTVW A EXPORT

ENTVW A EXPORT

ENTVW A EXPORT

ENTVW A EXPORT

ENTVW A EXPORT

ENTVW A IMPORT

EXSTATE A ACTION_BAR_IS_INVALID

EXSTATE A CREATE_OK

EXSTATE A DELETE_OK

EXSTATE A DISPLAY_OK

EXSTATE A FLOW_TO_MENU

EXSTATE A INVALID_COMMAND

EXSTATE A PROCESSING_STARTED

Make an Incomplete Subset Complete

If the expansion of any object is marked incomplete, you have requested Delete on that object, but the expanded subset
fails to include all references to the object.

To fix this problem, you can modify the subset definition or, in many cases, delete the incomplete object on the Host
Encyclopedia.
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• Override or check in the subset before modifying.
• Modify the subset definition.
• Generate the Host Encyclopedia Delete Report to identify the missing references. Then, add the missing objects to the

subset, using Modify Subset Definition. 
• When many objects are missing, select the next option.
• Delete the incomplete object on the Host Encyclopedia.
• Delete all references to the incomplete object, using subsets. Then use Delete or Rename Objects, an option on the

Model Management menu. This function lets you delete most objects at the Host Encyclopedia level, without defining
and checking out a single, sometimes massive subset.

NOTE
Some objects, like views, cannot be deleted on the Host Encyclopedia. Often, the users need Delete protection
on an action diagram to delete a view.

The following table shows an example: subset is missing needed objects:

 Task  To correct how Procedure Step A updates a particular field 
What was scoped Procedure Step A, default expansion and protection.
Resulting subset The resulting subset contains Procedure Step A without the action

block that updates the field. The subset can be used to correct
the call to the action block but not to correct the logic in the action
block.

What to do next Check in subset or override checkout status.
Determine why scoping for the second task is incorrect by
checking the action block, tasks entry in the index. The index
reference for action block tasks points to the table for the
Procedure Action Diagram. That table suggests scoping an action
block, default expansion, Modify protection, to change or delete
statements in an action block.
Use the Subset Definition Summary function to specify the action
block, not the procedure step, at default expansion, Modify
protection.
Check out the subset again.

Obtain Downgraded Objects at Requested Protection

After identifying protection downgrades, you want to:

• Wait for the conflicting subsets to be checked in. Meanwhile, if you have checked out your subset:
– Check it in so that you can try again.
– Override the subset checkout status of your subset (if you checked it out). If you are a member of a group user ID

and the group is the model administrator, you can also override the checkout or can ask the model administrator to
override the checkout.

• Ask the user of a conflicting subset to make the downgraded objects available to you. To make the objects available,
the user must check in the subset and:
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– Wait for you to finish working with the objects.
– Change the conflicting subset's definition to lower the protection that is requested on the downgraded objects so

that the new protection requests are not in conflict with your requests.
– Asking the current user to check in or change a subset definition is justified if the person has requested Delete

protection on an object when Modify or Access would serve too.
• If the current user is unavailable, consult the model administrator about changing the checkout user ID for that

person's subset.
• After the change of checkout user ID, the person whose TSO ID is substituted can check the subset in, thus making

the subset's objects available for other users. For more information, see the Change Checkout User ID for Subset
section.

The following table shows an example about the subset's objects have insufficient protection:

 Task  To delete the Import View from Procedure Step C 
What was scoped Procedure Step C, default expansion and Delete protection.
Resulting subset The resulting subset contains Procedure Step C but without

Delete protection.
The import view of Procedure Step C cannot be deleted.

What to do next Check in subset or override checkout status.
Determine why scoping for view deletion is incorrect. To delete
an import view (entity view), you must scope the process or
procedure step with full expansion and Delete protection and
every process or procedure step that calls it, with expansion A and
Modify protection.
Run the Delete report to identify every process and procedure
step that calls the view. To delete a view, your subset must contain
all references to the view. The Objects Preventing Deletion report
helps you define a subset that contains all references to the
object.
Use the Subset Definition Summary function to:
Change the expansion of Procedure Step C to Full.
Scope every process and procedure step that references the
import view, with expansion A.
Modify protection.
Check out the subset again.

Return Objects Not Needed for Current Task

When you get many shared objects in your subset that you, do not need for your current task, it is helpful in a teaming
environment to check in the subset right away, rescope it, and check it out again.

The following table shows that an example about the subset contains more objects than necessary:

 Task  To correct the spelling of the company name on a Screen
Template. 

What was scoped Screen Template, default expansion and default protection.
Resulting subset The resulting subset contains all screens that use the template

with Modify protection. Some team members are upset because
they cannot work on the screens they need.
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What to do next Upload the subset with check in as soon as possible to relinquish
control of everyone's screens.
Determine why the screens were included, by checking the
expansion table for Template at default. Short expansion of
the template is what you need. It lets you change fields on the
template without monopolizing all the screens that use the
template.
Use the Subset Definition Summary function to specify short
expansion for the scoped template.
Check out the subset again. With short expansion, your subset
receives the template and all its screen items without tying up the
screens that use the template.

The following table shows expansion table for template high-level:

 This Template expansion  Includes the following additional
objects for all subset types 

 with this default protection 

Short and Default Screen Template and Bilingual Text
Short and Default Business System and System Defaults
Default Screens, Procedure Steps, Action Blocks,

Windows, and Procedures
Default Referenced Entity Types and Parent

Subject Areas

Use the Checked Out Subset
When you create a new procedure or action block by copying a skeleton, clean up any extra views before checking in
the subset. It is easier to add views than to scope to delete import and export views once an action block is used or a
procedure step is incorporated into the Dialog Flow Diagram.

Avoid clicking OK on toolset panels when you have not changed anything. Clicking OK without changing anything creates
false object changes and increases the size of updates to the Host Encyclopedia. If you have not changed anything, press
CANCEL instead.

Change Checkout Status or User
If you determine that you do not want to work on the subset in the state that you received it, it is less costly to override the
checkout than to check the subset back in.

To allow multiple users to work on a subset while it is checked out, you can change the checkout userid. This function is
also useful if you want to transfer responsibility of a checked out subset from one developer to another.

Change Checkout User ID for a Subset

Change Checkout User ID for Subset changes the user ID to which a subset is checked out. It also lets users working
with multiple TSO IDs check in a subset under a different user ID than was used for the checkout. The user whose ID you
substitute must have access to the subset.

When you can change the checkout user ID to allow someone else to work on your subset, give them the .DAT files.

Encyclopedia administrators or model administrators use this function if a subset is checked out and they want someone
else to check it back in.
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Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Change Checkout User ID for Subset
or enter 1.4.8.
                  Change Checkout User ID for Subset                           

 

                Model Name   _______________________ +                         

                Subset Name  _______________________ +                         

 

                New checkout user ID _______________                           

 

2. Enter the Host Encyclopedia name of the model.
3. To use the model name selection list instead, tab to the model name and press F4 (see the note about selection lists).
4. Enter the subset name and press Enter, or tab to the subset name and press F4 to use the subset selection list.
5. Enter the user ID of the person to whom you want the subset that is checked out. Press Enter.

Override Checkout Status for a Subset

Override Checkout Status for Subset changes a subset's checkout status from checked out to checked in and makes
another checkout of the subset possible. This transaction requires no confirmation.

All work that is done on the workstation since the last checkout or update is lost. All work that is previously updated to the
Host Encyclopedia will not be rolled back.

You can override the checkout status for a subset if you:

• Log on with the ID used to check out the subset.
• Log on as the model administrator (individual or group ID) and change the checkout ID to your ID.
• Log on as the encyclopedia administrator.

If the target subset is one you are working on, use override checkout status followed by a new checkout when you have
made changes to the checked out subset that you do not want to check in, and you want to roll back to the status of your
subset at last update.

NOTE
The subset on the toolset is not updated to Read Only. As a result, changes can still be made but cannot be
applied to the Host Encyclopedia:

• If the target subset is one you have only checked out but received an incomplete subset, override the checkout status,
modify the subset definition, and check it out again.

• If you are the encyclopedia administrator, use override checkout status to check in all checked out subsets for any
important objective that requires all subsets or models to be checked in.

• If you are the model administrator and the current user is unable to check in the subset, you can release the subset
from checked-out status without risking updating the model with untested changes.

NOTE
To undo the effect of an override, create a new model from the subset and use Version Control to migrate the
changes back to model originally.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Override checkout status for subset
or enter 1.4.9.
                     Override Checkout Status for Subset                       

 

                   Model Name   __________________________ +                   

                   Subset Name  __________________________ +                   
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                   User ID      __________________________ +                   

 

2. Enter the Host Encyclopedia name of the model.
To use the model name selection list instead, tab to the model name and press F4.

3. Enter the subset name and press Enter or tab to the subset name and press F4 to use the subset selection list.
4. Enter the TSO user ID of the person to whom the subset is now checked out. Press Enter.

Check In a Subset
To update a model on the Host Encyclopedia after working on one of its subsets, use Update And Check In Model or
Update But Do Not Check In.

• Update And Check In Model returns changes to the Host Encyclopedia and surrenders control of the objects in the
subset.

• Update But Do Not Check In sends changes to the Host Encyclopedia but keeps the workstation control of the objects
in the subset.

Both functions are options on the Model\Encyclopedia drop-downs. Both are documented in online help.

If you check out a subset and add objects to it on the workstation, then Update But Do Not Check In, your subset
maintains Delete protection and Full expansion of the new objects. No one else can use the objects. To share the new
objects with other users, use Update and Check In Model. The addition of objects on the workstation also alters your
subset definition.

When you check in the subset, the new objects remain in the subset definition with Modify protection and Default
expansion. Before you check out the subset again, review the subset definition for added objects to determine whether the
new objects still require scoping and whether the expansion and protection are appropriate.

NOTE
As a rule, after adding a procedure, modify the subset definition to scope on the procedure step instead of the
procedure.

Subset Check In Guidelines

Update frequently using Update But Do Not Check In, which lets you continue working where you left off.

Update and Check In Model at least weekly. If you do not check in the model at regular intervals, a check in error occurs.

If you check out a subset with Delete protection for a scoping object, delete the object quickly and check the subset back
in.

Check in the subset promptly after completing your task to make objects you have created in a subset available to others
and relinquish control of an object to whoever needs it.

Change the checkout user ID to allow a specific individual or group to continue working on the subset.

Handle System-Renamed Objects

When a subset is checked in, conflicts occur when new or renamed objects in the subset are given the same name as an
existing object in the model.

Update and Check in Model or Update But Do Not Check In detects any duplication of object names and prevents the
duplicate object from reaching the Host Encyclopedia by renaming the object from the subset. It renames the new,
duplicate object by adding a unique object ID number to the name of the new object.

For example, if the duplicate object is an entity type that is named PAYMENT and its object ID number is 45678, the
renamed entity type is PAYMENT-45678.
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When you encounter renamed objects, examine them and the original objects to decide which one to keep. If they are
really duplicates, change all references to indicate the correct object and allow deletion of the other. If they are not
duplicates, rename one or both objects more specifically.

Managing Subset Definitions

Change a Subset Definition

Two Host Encyclopedia subset functions change subset definitions:

• Modify Subset Definition lets you add scoping objects to a subset definition. (Use option 1.4.2.)
• Display Subset Definition Summary is the easiest way to make all other changes. (Use option 1.4.3.)

Adding Scoping Objects

To add scoping objects to a subset definition, use Modify Subset Definition.

NOTE
You cannot add scoping objects to a subset definition if the subset is checked out.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Modify Subset Definition or enter
1.4.2.

2. Complete the Modify Subset Definition screen as described.
3. Bypass the display of existing definitions by spacing over each “S” indicating previous selection.

                    Scopting Object Type Selection List                        

 

                    SUBJECT AREA             Subject area                      

 S  ENTITY                   Entity type                       

                    FUNCTION                 Function                          

 S  PROCESS                  Process                           

4. Select more scoping objects and modify their definitions, if needed. For details, see the Selecting Scoping Object
Types procedure in the “Add Subset Definition” in this section.

Delete Objects or Change Protection and Expansion Requests

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Display Subset Definition Summary
or enter 1.4.3.

2. Proceed as described in “Creating a Subset” topic in this section.

NOTE
You cannot change a subset definition if the subset is checked out.

Copy a Subset

Copy Subset Definition creates a subset definition that lists the same subset type, scoping objects, protections, and
expansions as the subset being copied. Remember that Copy Subset Definition does not cause the subset to be
expanded. It only copies the initial list of scoping objects.

To save time, use Copy Subset Definition. By copying a subset and then modifying it, you can create variations of a
subset without having to recreate the basic subset each time.
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NOTE
Do not attempt to copy an expanded subset after checkout to a toolset for shared use by several users. Always
use the Copy a Subset function on the Host Encyclopedia to perform a subset copy.

To change the copy, use Modify Subset Definition or Subset Definition Summary.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Copy Subset Definition or enter
1.4.4.
                         Copy Subset Definition                                

 

                   Copy from                                                   

                       Model Name      ____________ +                          

                       Subset Name     ____________ +                          

 

                   Copy to                                                     

                       New subset      ____________ +                          

2. Enter the Host Encyclopedia name of the model. To use the model name selection list instead, tab to the model name
and press F4.

NOTE
You can scroll or use F (Find) or L (Locate) commands on all selection lists. Enter any character except
period (.) by the item you want and press Enter.

3. Enter the subset name and press Enter, or tab to the subset name and press F4 to use the subset selection list.
4. Enter a name for the new subset. Press Enter. To return to Subset Management, click Exit.

Rename a Subset

Rename Subset Definition changes the name of a subset definition. It does not affect the contents of the subset.

The rename subsets as content changes. Implement subset naming standards so that subset names indicate content.
The more descriptive the name, the more easily you can determine from the subset list what is available and what is
checked out.

NOTE
If a subset is checked out, you cannot rename it or cannot select it from a subset selection list.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Rename Subset Definition or enter
1.4.5.
                       Rename Subset Definition                                

 

                   Current name                                                

                       Model Name      ____________ +                          

                       Subset Name     ____________ +                          

 

                   New name                                                    

                       New subset      ____________ +                          

2. Enter the Host Encyclopedia name of the model. To use the model name selection list instead, tab to the model name
and press F4.

NOTE
You can scroll or use F (Find) or L (Locate) commands on all selection lists. Enter any character except
period (.) by the item you want and press Enter.

3. Enter the subset name and press Enter, or tab to the subset name and press F4 to use the subset selection list.
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4. Enter the new subset name and press Enter.

Delete a Subset

Deleting a subset removes the subset definition from the Host Encyclopedia. It does not delete any objects from the
model. The delete subsets when they become obsolete.

NOTE
You cannot delete a subset definition if the subset is checked out. You want to consider reusing the subset
instead of deleting it. This reduce the number of subset identifier allocations.

1. From the Main Menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Delete Subset Definition or enter
1.4.6.

2. Ensure that the Model Name and Subset Name fields identify the model containing the subset and the subset to be
deleted.
– If these fields contain names, verify or replace them.
– If empty, tab to the field and enter the name or press F4 to display a selection list from which you select the correct

name.
                   Delete Subset Definition                                    

 

          Model Name  ____________________ +                                   

          Subset Name ____________________ +                                   

3. Review the data that displays on the Confirm Subset Deletion screen to confirm that you identified the correct subset.
4. Press Enter to confirm the deletion or F12 to Cancel.

Check Object Consistency Before Transformation or Code Generation
Check Subset for Consistency checks the consistency of objects within a subset. The function flags problems that require
correction as errors, and potential problems as warnings. You can handle most errors by changing your subset. However,
we recommend that you contact Technical Support when you encounter fatal errors.

Consistency check is used to:

• Provide more diagnostics that are requested by Technical Support because of some problem encountered.
• Move forward to transformation and code generation.

Both database generation and code generation require input that is error free.

Although the warnings do not prevent you from performing the transformation and code generation, consider them an
alert.

Before you can perform this task You must correct all errors in
Transformation into Design Analysis part of model
Code generation Design part of model

If the subset is not checked out, the consistency check function performs a trial checkout to get the total expanded set of
objects. These are then checked for consistency and the trial checkout rolled back to its initial state.

WARNING
Running this report is resource-intensive.

Subset Consistency Check Procedure

From the main menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Check Subset for Consistency or enter
1.4.7.
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                    Check Subset for Consistency                               

 

              Model Name      ___________________ +                            

              Subset Name     ___________________ +                            

 

              Report scope All objects / Selected objects                      

              Execution mode Online / Batch                                    

 

Enter the Host Encyclopedia name of the model.

To use the model name selection list instead, tab to the model name and press F4.

NOTE
You can scroll or use F (Find) or L (Locate) commands on all selection lists. Enter any character except period
(.) by the item you want and press Enter.

Enter the subset name and press Enter, or tab to the subset name and press F4 to use the subset selection list.

Select a scope for your report:

• All objects
• Selected objects

Use a slash ( / ) to select execution mode:

• Online
• Batch

Press Enter. Other report options appear:

                    Consistency Check Report Options                           

 

                    Diagnostic report type                                     

                    Diagnostic severity                                        

                    Diagnostic threshold                                       

                    Diagnostic rule level                                      

                    DBMS specific rules                                        

 

Specify the type of report (amount of detail):

• N (Normal)
• D (Detailed)
• S (Summary)

Specify severity.

• W (Warnings and errors)
• S (Severity of warnings)
• E (Errors only)
• F (Fatal errors)

Specify diagnostic threshold, the number of messages at which to stop checking. Valid range is 1-9999. The default value
is 100.

If the consistency check produces the number of messages you specify, it stops and the Consistency Check Threshold
Processing screen appears and asks you whether to continue.

Specify the diagnostic rule level.
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• ALL (All rules)
• ISP (Rules for Planning stage only)
• BAA (Rules for Analysis stage only)
• BSD (Rules for Design stage only)
• TD (Rules for database design only)
• CG (Rules for code generation only)

Specify the DBMS-specific rule level.

• ALL (All DBMS rules)
• NONE (No DBMS-specific rules)
• DB2UDB (DBMS rules specific to DB2 UDB only)
• DB2ZOS (DBMS rules specific to DB2 for zOS only)
• JDBC (DBMS rules specific to JDBC only)
• MSSQL (DBMS rules specific to SQL Server only)
• ODBC (DBMS rules specific to ODBC only)
• ORACLE (DBMS rules specific to Oracle only)

Press Enter.

• If generating online report and checking all objects, the Consistency Check Diagnostic Report appears.
• If generating online report and checking selected objects, the Confirm Consistency Check List screen appears. It

contains a list of all the objects in the subset.

Enter a forward slash ( / ) next to objects to remove them from the consistency check. Press Enter. A confirmation screen
appears.

Press Enter to process, or enter CANCEL and press Enter to cancel.

If generating batch report and checking all objects, an editable stream of JCL appears.

Edit JCL as needed.

Enter SUBMIT or SUB and press Enter.

The batch job is submitted for execution.

If generating a batch report and checking selected objects, the Confirm Consistency Check List screen appears. It
contains a list of all the objects in the subset.

Enter a forward slash ( / ) next to objects to remove them from the consistency check. Press Enter. A confirmation screen
appears.

Press Enter to process, or enter CANCEL and press Enter to cancel. An editable stream of JCL appears.

Edit JCL as needed.

Enter SUBMIT or SUB and press Enter. The batch job is submitted for execution.

Subset Consistency Check Messages

Access the complete list of consistency check messages from the Toolset Help menu and accessing the help topic on
Consistency Check Error Messages.

To browse through this report, use the Up and Down function keys.

You can print the report, save it in a permanent report data set, or delete it. Press End to display the Print Report options
panel and make your selection.
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Report on Subset Contents or Usage
Subset reports provide online and hard copy documentation that helps you view information in specific subsets of a
model. This in turn allows you to track or anticipate the impact of impending changes. You can generate reports on any
model for which one or more subsets have been defined. You generate reports on subsets already checked out although
you want to rerun the reports once the subsets are checked back in by the user who have changed them.

Report Protection Downgrades to Expect at Checkout

The Expansion Conflict Report identifies potential conflicts for subset checkouts. After defining a subset, you can run the
report before or after checking out the subset to identify:

• Protection downgrades in your subset
• Subsets and users that have the downgraded objects that are checked out

As a rule, run the report only if a checkout does not produce all the required objects. Running the report before checkout
actually expands your subset definition: If you check out the subset after running the report, you pay for expansion twice.

      11/04/01                                           EXPANSION CONFLICT REPORT                       PAGE

 1

      10:34                                                                                                  

  

 

      MODEL NAME:   TRUST AND STOCKHOLDER MANAGEMENT                                                         

  

      SUBSET NAME:  EMPLOYEE TRUST                                                                           

  

 

                                                         SUBSET USING OBJECT                                 

  

       OBJECT                  REQUESTED  DOWNGRADED                                                         

  

        TYPE    OBJECT NAME      PROT        PROT     SUBSET NAME  PROT/IND          USER                    

  

       -----    -----------   ----------  ----------  -----------  --------        ------                    

  

       ATTRUSR  SS_TAX_ID     DELETE      UPDATE      STOCKHOLDER  ACCESS          DAACMLH                   

  

 

       ATTRUSR  SYMBOL        DELETE      ACCESS      STOCKHOLDER  UPDATE          DAACMLH                   

  

 

       HLENT    BROKERAGE     DELETE      READ        STOCKHOLDER  DELETE          DAACMLH                   

  

 

       HLENT    CUSTOMER      DELETE      UPDATE                   INCOMPLETE      DACCRMN                   

  

 

       HLENT    DIVISION      MODIFY      ACCESS      STOCKHOLDER  MODIFY                                    

  

 

NOTE
In this report:
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• SUBSET NAME: EMPLOYEE TRUST is the subset being checked for conflicts.
• INCOMPLETE (fourth line under the PROT/IND column) appears, so you see the Delete Report in the current subset

definition.

This report itemizes all downgraded objects, not only downgraded scoping objects. For example, it includes downgraded
expansion objects:

• Attributes (ATTRUSR)
• Entity types (HLENT)

The Expansion Conflict Report shows only the first IDs that conflict with your subset. Behind these objects may be other
conflicting objects. Overriding the checkout status of the objects that are shown in the report solve the problem. However,
an override may not resolve conflicts behind those shown.

If a Requested Protection of Delete results in INCOMPLETE appearing in the PROT/IND column under the Subset Using
Object heading on this report, it means that you did not include all usages of that item. Delete protection cannot be
granted unless you have all usages of that object in the subset. To find everything you include in the subset to get delete
protection, use the Object Cross-Reference Delete report.

Generating the Expansion Conflict Report

From the Main Menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Reports, or enter 1.4.11.

Ensure that the Model Name and Subset Name fields identify the model containing the subset and the subset on which
you want to report.

• If these fields contain names, verify or replace them.
• If empty, tab to the field and either enter the name or press F4 to display a selection list from which you select the

correct name.

Enter 4 to select the Expansion Conflict Report press Enter.

Select the execution mode: Batch or Online, and press Enter.

• If mode is online, the software generates the report, which appears in the Browse mode.
• If mode is batch, skeleton JCL appears. Edit as needed, and enter SUB on the command line. View report in IEFRPT.

Report Subsets Where Each Scoping Object in Model Is Used

The Scoping Object Where Used report lists the subset scoping object types (such as entity type, function, or business
system) in a given model. For each scoping object type, it lists the name of specific occurrences within the model's
subsets. It also shows the name of the subset that contains the occurrences, and the objects' usage and expansion
options. If objects within the subset are checked out, the report shows the ID of the users who have checked them out.

A sample report follows.

      12/05/93                           SCOPING OBJECT WHERE USED REPORT                        PAGE 1

      14:44                                                                                      

 

      MODEL NAME:   ENCY REPORTS TEST MODEL 1                                                    

      SCOPING OBJECT TYPE           Highest Lvl Analysis Entity Type                             

 

                                                    PROTECTION                                   

         OBJECT NAME            SUBSET NAME         CHECKOUT ID     DIR     IND     EXPANSION    

         ---------------     ------------------     -----------     ---     ---     ---------    

         ACTIVITY            TEST ENTITY REPORT      DACCEBB         R       R       DEFAULT     

 

         ACTIVITY DETAIL     TEST ENTITY REPORT                      R       R       DEFAULT     
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         IEFUSER             TEST ENTITY REPORT                      R       R       DEFAULT     

 

         RI_TRIGGER_ROUTINE  TEST ENTITY REPORT                      R       R       DEFAULT     

 

         TARGET_DEFINITION   TEST ENTITY REPORT      DACCTMM         R       R       DEFAULT     

 

         TEMPLATE            TEST ENTITY REPORT                      R       R       DEFAULT     

 

         TEMPLATE_LINE       TEST ENTITY REPORT                      R       R       DEFAULT     

 

         TOKEN               TEST ENTITY REPORT                      R       R       DEFAULT

NOTE
In this report, the term PROTECTION (IND) refers to the protection assigned to expansion objects.

Generating the Scoping Object Where Used Report

From the Main Menu, select Options 1.4.11.

From the Subset Reports menu, select Option 6.

Select End to save, delete, or print.

Report Checkout Status and Object Count for Model's Subsets

The Model and Subset Statistics Report contains information about a specified subset and the model to which it belongs.

                      MODEL AND SUBSET STATISTICS                             

 

  Model Statistics                                                            

       Model name ................... STOCKHOLDER AND EMPLOYEE TRUST          

       Date and time created ........ 01/07/15   11:04                        

       Date and time last updated ... 01/09/02   15:13                        

       Model Owner .................. DACBDEF                                 

       Number of objects ............ 190791                                  

       Number of subsets ............ 3                                       

       Number checked out ........... 1                                       

       Model release ................ 9.0.A2                                  

 

  Subset Statistics                                                           

       Subset name .................. BROKERAGE                               

       Date and time created ........ 93/03/01   08:30                        

       Number of scoping objects .... 1                                       

       Number of total objects ...... 7755                                    

       Checked out by ............... DACBABC                                 

       Checkout date and time ....... 01/10/17   10:52                        

 

NOTE
This function reports the actual number of objects in the model and in the subset. For the subset, it counts both
scoping objects in the subset definition and the total number of objects in the expanded subset.

If the subset is not already checked out, the display statistics function performs a trial checkout. The display statistics
function then expands all scoping objects within the subset and checks each object's requested protection for conflicts
with subsets that are currently checked out. It then rolls back the trial checkout, leaving the subset in the initial state.
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NOTE
The report can cause the database contention.

If the subset is large, the expansion of scoping objects require as much time as checking out the subset. Also, the larger
the subset, the more resource-intensive the report.

If the subset is checked out, the report does not re-expand the subset but only counts the number of objects.

Displaying Subset Statistics

From the Main Menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Display Subset Statistics or enter 1.4.10.

                         Display Subset Status                                 

 

               Model Name      ___________________ +                           

               Subset Name     ___________________ +                           

 

Enter the Host Encyclopedia name of the model.

To use the model name selection list instead, tab to the model name and press F4.

NOTE
You can scroll or use F (Find) or L (Locate) commands on all selection lists. Enter any character except period
(.) by the item you want and press Enter.

Enter the subset name and press Enter, or tab to the subset name and press F4 to use the subset selection list.

Report on Subset Details

From the Main Menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Subset Reports or enter 1.4.11.

Enter the model name and subset names or press F4 to select names from selection lists.

NOTE
You can scroll or use F (Find) or L (Locate) commands on all selection lists. Enter any character except period
(.) by the item you want and press Enter.

Enter the number of the desired report and press Enter. Options include:

• Attribute definition, which contains information about the attributes of all entities within a specified subset or subject
area.

• Elementary process information view definition, which contains the definitions of the information views (import and
export data) of the subset's elementary processes.

• Entity definition, which contains information about the entity types and entity subtypes of a specified subset, subject
area, partitioning, or entity subtype.

• Expansion conflict, which contains information about objects with the specified protection.
• Function definitions, which contain information about the functions and processes of a specified model including the

hierarchy in which the functions and processes occur. The three reports are:
– Function Hierarchy Report
– Function Definition Report in Hierarchical Order
– Function Definition Report in Alphabetical Order

• Scoping object where used, which lists where scoping objects are used related to other objects in the model.
• Subset contents, which lists all objects that are owned by a given subset, all of their properties, their unique identifiers,

and the subset's associations (relationships between its entity types).
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Anticipate Subsetting Usage
Subsetting usage varies across the life cycle of a typical Gen project. This graph shows a rough approximation of the
differences among the stages of the project. However, the high-level usage actually be several times the medium level of
usage.

Procedure Action Diagram building and Construction are the most subsetting-intensive phases for a project because of
the variety of subsets and the volume of subsetting and other Host Encyclopedia activity.

Figure 88: Design for restart
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Check Out a Subset to a CSE
You can check out subsets that are created on the Host Encyclopedia to a Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE), where they
can be subsetted again or checked out by a user through the Checkout Client or the Toolset. An advantage of extracting
a model to a CSE is that checkouts and updates are cheaper between a CSE and the Toolset than between the Host
Encyclopedia and the Toolset.

After a user checks out the extracted subset from the CSE to the workstation, that user use the Update But Do No Check
In command multiple times before issuing the Update and Check In command. After the Update and Check In command
is issued, you can apply these updates to the parent model on the Host Encyclopedia, which checks in the model. Then,
you can delete the child model, which would be in read-only status.

To download a subset with the extract option, follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select Host Encyclopedia Functions, Subset Management, Download or enter 1.4.12.
2. Complete the Download Subset panel as follows:

a. Identify the model containing the subset and the subset to download. To download all objects in the model, enter
ALL as the subset name.

b. Enter the model schema for Software version. If you do not know, enter 1.3.5 from the Main Menu to display the
Model Statistics panel, where the last entry is model release.

c. Accept the default transaction file name to use userid.IEF.TRAN as the name of the data set to be created at
download or enter a different name, where your TSO userid is automatically used as the prefix.

d. Change the default Extract option to Yes to create a child model on a CSE.
e. Enter the Child Encyclopedia ID. If you do not know what it is, bring up the Coordination Client, and select

Encyclopedia, Actions Open, select the target encyclopedia from the list and press Detail. The data in the ID field is
the Child ency ID.

f. Enter as the Child model name the name to assign to the subset or model to be downloaded.
g. Enter the codepage.

For a listing of supported codepages, see Using the Client Server Encyclopedia.

NOTE
If you do not know what it must be, bring up the Encyclopedia Client and detail an existing model using
the same language. The codepage is displayed as Language Code. This is the identifier for the language
(for example, English, French, Japanese) on the destination platform (for example, Windows), here the
platform where the encyclopedia resides.

h. Accept online as the execution mode or change to batch.

If you select batch, update JCL.

1. Press Enter to begin download processing. The “IEF OK” message indicates the successful completion.
2. Verify that the server install directory for the destination CSE does not contain a LOAD.TRN file that you want to

preserve. If it does, consider creating a personal directory as the destination for the LOAD.TRN file or rename the
existing file to avoid overwriting it.

3. Use FTP or another file transfer utility to transfer userid.ief.tran from the Host Encyclopedia to the server install
directory; name the file to be transferred LOAD.TRN.
For example, issue the ftp command on the server, from the input subdirectory:
ftp <input Host IP address>
Name (input Host IP Address): <logon userid at server>
Password: <logon password at server>
ftp>cd '<userid on Host>.ief'
ftp> bin
ftp> get tran load.trn
ftp> quit

4. Load the model that is created by the extract into the CSE. From the directory where LOAD.TRN resides, enter the
following: UPLOAD -u userid -t LOAD.
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Minimize Host Encyclopedia Contention
This article provides information for Minimize Host Encyclopedia Contention that is competition for database resources.

Host Encyclopedia contention has two sources:

• Gen contention, which is constraints (rules) built into the Gen toolsets
• Gen contention occurs only at the model and subset level. All Gen constraints involve shared use of a single model.

No encyclopedia-wide contention exists. If one analyst is working on Model A and another is working on Model B, Gen
constraints create no contention. System constraints for simultaneous execution appear in the Subset Concurrency
Matrix.

Here the concurrency means:

• A second process can access the Host Encyclopedia without being queued by a process that is already executing.
• The beginning of one process does not depend on the completion of another.
• The first process is not one that locks the entire encyclopedia during its execution.

When system contention occurs, the second process that is submitted to the Host Encyclopedia receives a message
that it has been queued. That is, the second process is on hold awaiting resources that are held by the first process. The
second process continues to try to determine whether the queue still applies. After ten retries, the attempt to execute the
second process terminates with a resource conflict message.

Minimize Contention with Checkouts

Users have found the following techniques helpful in minimizing the contention with checkouts:

• Do the checkouts only at night and in batch in the later stages of development, when subset usage is highest.
• You want all developers to put a copy of the JCL in a JCL library to facilitate batch processing.
• Keep the checkout JCL in a common PDS. Submit the JCL at night after migrations are complete.
• Do emergency daytime checkouts only in batch.
• Use electronic mail to communicate emergency checkouts to team members. Try to schedule the activities of team

members to spread out the processing load.
• Stagger the checkouts across the team so that not everyone does a checkout every night or single-thread checkouts at

night.
• Check out subsets for two separate tasks. Checking out two subsets lets you keep working if checking in the first

subset was unable to complete.

NOTE
If you use batch checkout, do a manual transfer of the file to the workstation.

Update JCL for Batch Checkout
For information, see Administrating the Host Encyclopedia.

Minimize Contention with Checkin

Users have found the following techniques helpful in minimizing the contention with the checkin:

• Do the checkins in batch during the day.

NOTE
Begin batch checkins as late in the project life cycle as possible, when Procedure Action Diagramming and
Construction begin in earnest. Users make less errors using seamless checkin than when using batch.

• Perform frequent updates without the checkin. The thumb rule is: Update after working each procedure step if possible.
Be sure to update after every three to four procedure steps.

• Time your updates. If they take more than 10 minutes, you are doing too much work between updates.
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NOTE
If you use batch checkin, do a manual transfer of the file to the workstation.

Batch Checkin JCL
For information, see Administrating the Host Encyclopedia.

Avoid Using Subsetting for Object Deletions

Follow these steps:

• Perform the deletions of shared objects, using the Model Management utility Delete or Rename Objects on the Host
Encyclopedia. Do not ordinarily delete objects using subsets.

• Become familiar with your database reorganization schedule of the DBA, and perform deletions the night before
reorganization.
See the Project-Wide Delete Cycles section.

Schedule Migrations and Keep Them Small

Follow these steps:

• Do large migrations only at night and in batch. The small migrations can be done without causing contention problems.
• Schedule migrations and communicate the schedule across the project team. Developers can then ensure that other

work is scheduled around the migrations.
• Designate one person to perform all migrations.

Single Thread Batch Jobs

Follow these steps:

• With standard JES, use a single job name to single-thread all migrations, copies, checkins, and checkouts that are
done at night.

• Use a single job name per project or model to single thread all batch daytime activity (checkins and checkouts), except
code generation.

Restrict Use of Resource Intensive Tasks

Perform the following:

Restrict use of the Expansion Conflict Report, Subset Consistency Check, and Subset Statistics because they do the
same amount of work as checkout and are resource-intensive.

Use the Subset Concurrency Matrix to Schedule Tasks
The interaction of two processes can have three outcomes:

• Processes can run concurrently.
• Processes cannot run concurrently.
• Processes can run concurrently if subset names differ.
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The Gen Concurrency Matrix tables that follow indicate whether the Gen functions can run simultaneously. The subsetting
functions appear at the upper left corner.

Function Checkout
Subset

Upload
Subset

Override
Subset

Rename
Subset

Delete
Subset

Copy
Subset

Create
Mdl
From
Subset
(SRC)

Create
Mdl
From
Subset
(DST)

Codegen

Checkout
Subset

U U U U U U Y

Upload Subset U U U U U Y
Override
Subset

U U U U U U U Y

Rename
Subset

U U U U U U U Y

Delete Subset U U U U U U U Y
Copy Subset U U U U U U U Y
Create Mdl
From Subset
(SRC)

U U U U U U Y

Create Mdl
From Subset
(DST)
Codegen Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Rename Model
Delete Model
Copy Model
(SRC)

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Copy Model
(DST)
Object
Rename

Y Y Y Y Y

Object Delete Y Y Y Y Y
Migration
(SRC)

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Migration DST Y Y Y Y Y
Adoption
(SRC)

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Adoption (DST) Y Y Y Y Y
Model Backup
Model Restore
PI Import
PI Export Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Reports Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Model Convert Y Y Y Y Y Y
Intelligent
Regen

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Packaging Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Key
Y = Yes, the two operations can run concurrently.
U = Unique; the operations can run concurrently if the subset names differ.
<blank> = No, the operations cannot run concurrently.

Function Rename
Model

Delete
Model

Copy
Model
(SRC)

Copy
Model
(DST)

Object
Rename

Object
Delete

Migration
(SRC)

Migration
DST

Adoption
(SRC)

Checkout
Subset

Y Y Y

Upload Subset
Override
Subset

Y Y Y Y Y Y

Rename
Subset

Y Y Y Y Y Y

Delete Subset Y Y Y Y Y Y
Copy Subset Y Y Y Y Y Y
Create Mdl
From Subset
(SRC)

Y Y Y

Create Mdl
From Subset
(DST)
Codegen Y Y Y Y Y Y
Rename Model
Delete Model
Copy Model
(SRC)

Y Y Y

Copy Model
(DST)
Object
Rename
Object Delete
Migration
(SRC)

Y Y Y

Migration DST
Adoption
(SRC)

Y Y Y

Adoption (DST)
Model Backup
Model Restore
PI Import
PI Export Y Y Y
Reports Y Y Y
Model Convert
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Intelligent
Regen

Y Y Y Y Y Y

Packaging Y Y Y Y Y Y

Key
Y = Yes, the two operations can run concurrently.
U = Unique; the operations can run concurrently if the subset names differ.
<blank> = No, the operations cannot run concurrently.

Function Adoption
(DST)

Model
Backup

Model
Restore

PI Import PI Export Reports Model
Convert

Intelligent
Regen

Packaging

Checkout
Subset

Y Y Y Y

Upload Subset Y Y
Override Subset Y Y Y Y Y
Rename Subset Y Y Y Y Y Y
Delete Subset Y Y Y Y Y Y
Copy Subset Y Y Y Y Y Y
Create Mdl
From Subset
(SRC)

Y Y Y Y

Create Mdl
From Subset
(DST)
Codegen Y Y Y Y Y Y
Rename Model
Delete Model
Copy Model
(SRC)

Y Y Y Y

Copy Model
(DST)
Object Rename Y Y
Object Delete Y Y
Migration (SRC) Y Y Y Y
Migration DST Y Y
Adoption (SRC) Y Y Y Y
Adoption (DST) Y Y
Model Backup
Model Restore
PI Import
PI Export Y Y Y
Reports Y Y Y Y
Model Convert Y Y
Intelligent
Regen

Y Y Y Y Y Y

Packaging Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Key
Y = Yes, the two operations can run concurrently.
U = Unique; the operations can run concurrently if the subset names differ.
<blank> = No, the operations cannot run concurrently.

NOTE
These matrix tables show the concurrency enforced by the Host Encyclopedia. Other types of contention, such
as that caused by DB2, cannot be determined from this matrix

Scenario Subset Checkout and Code Generation

If one user wants to generate code for Model A and another wants to check out a subset of Model A simultaneously, here
is how to check the matrix for concurrency.

Find CHECKOUT SUBSET at the top of the matrix. Look down the column below it until it intersects the horizontal line for
CODE GEN. At the intersection, the letter “Y” appears. Therefore, both processes can proceed simultaneously.

Scenario Subset Checkin and Code Generation

One user wants to generate code for Model A, and another wants to check in (update) a subset of Model A
simultaneously. Can both processes execute simultaneously?

Find UPLOAD SUBSET at the top of the matrix. Look down the column until it intersects the horizontal line for CODE
GEN. The intersection shows a period. Therefore, the second process is queued and can time out.

Scenario Subset Checkout and Adoption

You can check out a subset of the source model at the time of an adoption, but you cannot check out a subset of the
adopted model.

For some processes, like the adoption, the result varies depending on whether you are working with the source (src) or
destination (dst) model. For example, if you want to adopt objects from Model A into Model B, you can check out a subset
Model A simultaneously, but you cannot check out a subset of Model B.

Use Power Subsetting Strategies
This article provides information for Power subsetting requires roles, responsibilities, education, and reference material.

Roles and Responsibilities

Project subsetting involves different roles, which typically give developers more responsibilities. If at all possible, assign
these roles to the same people throughout the life of a project.

• The project team leader assigns work based on cohesive sets of objects.
• The project team members define and check out subsets according to guidelines.
• Group the project responsibilities of the team member by functional area to reduce contention and implement changes

with a minimum of checkouts.
• The data administrator defines and checks out subsets for data model changes after the model is stable. This is

typically done to protect the data model from inadvertent changes.
• The database administrator defines and checks out subsets for technical design tasks.
• The project subset expert assists the project team leader with task assignments, troubleshoots subsetting problems,

and also creates starter subsets for each unit of work to be assigned.
• Project subset experts are familiar with the application, with Gen, and experienced at complex subset definition. They

also review subset definitions occasionally for effectiveness. This is usually a part-time role.
• Internal Gen Technical Support troubleshoots hardware and software problems that are related to subsetting.
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Reference Material

Every team member needs the information in this documentation, especially the subsetting concepts, expansion tables,
and task tables.

Apply Effective Project Management Techniques
  

Project management is the identification and assignment of tasks within a project. Effective subsetting enables effective
project management.

The following project management factors contribute to effective subsetting.

• Appropriate scoping of projects
• Use of multiple models
• Inclusion of subsetting considerations into the project plan
• Effective work assignments
• Use of life-cycle techniques
• Managing change

Project Scoping

The Host Encyclopedia has been successfully used on large projects (over 350 entity types) and with large project
teams (over 100 individuals) using a single Gen model. All projects of this size require exceptionally careful planning and
management of subsetting.

An easier approach is a phased series of small projects, which allow smaller teams. The smaller project teams allow
simpler communication and control structures and allow the team to use the experience of the first project to help
development of subsequent projects.

Use of Multiple Models

If you choose to tackle a large project, you can benefit from dividing the project into two or more models and still keep
shared objects at the same version level across all models.

General Guidelines

To see the general guidelines for deciding whether to use one model or multiple models, click Table.

 Factors Favoring Use of  One Model  Two or More Models 
Project size 1 to 100 entity types over 100 entity types
Project team size 1 to 50 members over 50 members
Degree of sharing high low
Release strategy all at once phased

When deciding whether to divide a project into multiple models, weigh the cost of increased version control against the
benefit of more flexible development and the reduced subsetting activity against each model.

If you decide to use multiple models, it is best to delay splitting up the initial project model as long as possible to minimize
the cost of the versioning. As stated earlier, subsetting usage does not reach its peak until the Procedure Action Diagram
building stage of Design.
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Subsetting Considerations

In planning to use subsetting:

• Include training requirements.
• Develop the standards for subsetting usage.
• Sequence assignments that are based on task dependencies.
• Assign work that is based on groupings of highly interdependent objects.
• Choose life-cycle techniques that minimize the need for subsetting.

Develop Standards for Subsetting Usage

Develop the standards with an emphasis on shared objects, project-wide delete cycles, data model change sessions, and
subset naming conventions.

Shared Objects

Among the most important standards to develop for subsetting involve the creation and treatment of common objects. In
particular, define the following common objects early in the Design phase:

• Action blocks that are used for validation
• Work attribute sets
• Exit states
• System defaults
• Screen templates

Test shared Design objects thoroughly for correctness and ease of implementation by the developers. To ensure the
readability and usability, implement and test a small set of screens and review them with the business user.

If you wait too long to define common objects, developers create different objects for the same purpose. For example,
they create multiple exit state messages for the same condition.

Carefully coordinate changes to common action blocks. Instead of checking in changes as they are made, consider
keeping the action blocks on the workstation until the changes have been tested.

Consider protecting common objects by checking them out before checking out subsets for further development.

If you are using workstation Construction, work out a plan for sharing generated executables, RI triggers, and databases.
Decide who generate each, how to share, what is available and when.

See the Protection Subsets topic in this section, and Construction subsetting task recommendations.

Example RI Trigger Names

To ensure consistency across multiple workstations, assign RI trigger names on the mainframe. This can be done without
actually generating the triggers.

To allow developers to use the same RI trigger modules with different subsets (or with subsequent uses of the same
subset):

• Checkout a subset containing the data model and technical design and generate the triggers on the workstation.
The workstation modules are then given the same names as those on the Host Encyclopedia. These triggers can be
copied from one workstation to another.

• Checkout the subsets for code generation.
References to RI trigger modules use the names from mainframe generation and therefore is consistent with
workstation-generated modules.

Repeat the process as needed when the data model changes.
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Project-Wide Delete Cycles

The deletion of shared objects deserves special attention. This is one approach.

Before deleting an object:

• Rename the object with a prefix that indicates impending the deletion.
• Do not use objects that are tagged with the deletion prefix.
• Eliminate existing references to the object.
• Request the deletion. See Implement Change Control.
• Coordinate deletion cycles so that all references are removed and all subsets checked in.
• Use the Host Encyclopedia Delete Report to identify any references that have been overlooked.
• Use Host Encyclopedia Rename or Delete Objects when possible.
• Define and use protection subsets to prevent inadvertent deletion, modification of essential objects, or both.

Protection Subsets

Protection subsets are used to prevent inadvertent deletions, modifications, or both. They also enable the subset owner
to perform required modifications without having to check out a subset, because the protection subset is typically checked
out and has been granted the correct protection. For example, the DA/DBA would typically be the owner of the ERD/TD
protection subset and use it to change the data model or data structure.

Protection subsets are defined as follows:

• The data model and associated data structure
• Global exit states
• Business system defaults
• Shared the objects such as common action blocks and work attribute sets

Project model managers own or assign protection subsets. These subsets are the first checked out from the model
following any full check-in or model maintenance activity. They are organized into logical subset groupings to minimize the
time that is required to override checkout status and redownload as new objects are added.

To protect or modify the data model and its associated data structure:

 Subset Name  Scoped Objects  Protection  Expansion 
Protect ERD/TD Root subject area Modify Default

NOTE
If the database is scoped, it must have Delete protection to do transformation. Expansion of the root subject
area by itself automatically provides the database with Delete protection and enables transformation.

 Subset Name  Scoped Objects  Protection  Expansion 
Protect EXIT STATES Exit states Modify Default

To protect or modify:

• Business system defaults/Existing commands
• Existing business system exit states/Existing templates, video attributes, and edit patterns

 Subset Name  Scoped Objects  Protection  Expansion 
Protect BUSINESS SYSTEMS Business Systems Modify Short
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This subset definition does not prevent the addition of new exit states or templates, because any number of users can still
have Access protection on the business system while it is checked out with Modify.

To protect/modify shared objects, such as common action blocks and work attribute sets:

 Subset Name  Scoped Objects  Protection  Expansion 
Protect SHARED OBJECTS Common Action Blocks Modify Default
Protect SHARED OBJECTS Work Attr Sets and $IEF Modify Default

 

Sequencing Assignments

The following examples of using task dependencies to sequence assignments:

During Analysis
-Use the Activity Dependency Diagram to sequence Analysis assignments. For example, if Function A enables
Function B, analyze the data and activities for Function A first. Failure to analyze A first require subsequent
changes to B.

During Business System Implementation (BSI)
-Work first on procedures that create data in tables that other procedures reference. For example, if Procedure X
creates Entity Type A and Procedure Y reads Entity Type A and creates Entity Type B, then develop Procedure X
first.

Effective Work Assignments

Assign work that minimizes sharing and allows greater independence - according to the stage of model development:

• During Data and Activity Analysis
To analyze and document a parent activity and its subordinate activities and associated data, assign one person.

NOTE
The individual still need to work with others to do some of the analysis.

• During Interaction Analysis
To develop Process Action Diagrams, assign one person all elementary processes of a parent activity.

• During Design
To develop Procedure Action Diagrams, assign one person if the diagrams:
– Share processes and data
– Have many flows between them
– Before extensive action diagramming, verify that the data model is stable. Some changes to the data model can

cause significant rework depending on the type of change and how widely the data object has been referenced in
the model.

Alternatives

It is more appropriate to assign each individual only a few procedures if you must produce tangible results quickly such as
implementing all or part of the business system to test the design.

Choosing Life-Cycle Techniques

Use the following life-cycle techniques to reduce the need for subsetting, minimize the impact of changes to the data
model, and improve developer interaction:
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Defer action diagramming
-Instead of building Process Action Diagrams before starting Design, build them after the procedures and screens
are approved.

Prototype screens using literals
-Instead of building a screen prototype that is based on information views (which use entity types and attributes);
create screens that contain only literals. This prototype can even be built in a separate model.

Add dialog flows after Procedure Action Diagrams are tested
-Instead of adding dialog flows at the start of Design, plan the overall dialog flow. The flows can then be added
to the model after the Procedure Action Diagram and screen have been thoroughly unit-tested. Adding flows last
reduces the probability that you accidentally include the procedures of other developers in your subset.

Use workstation construction for testing
-Instead of generating code and unit testing using host construction, unit test on the workstation. Using the
workstation construction minimizes the number of updates to the Host Encyclopedia.
Using the workstation construction also reduces the contention on the Host Encyclopedia by minimizing the
number of code generation jobs.
Note: The life-cycle techniques are not appropriate for all projects.

Implement Change Control
  

Change control is managing the frequency and methods of changing model objects. Change control plays a vital role
when the model objects are shared and subsetting is the tool that is used to change the objects.

Effective change control is critical to the timely completion of projects. Change haphazardly or without communicating
them requires time for resubsetting, recreating a database, regenerating referential integrity triggers, recreating test data,
or both.

The following change control techniques prove helpful:

• Create change request.
• Analyze change request impact.
• Review change request.
• Schedule change, if approved.
• Implement change.
• Communicate change request completion.

Create a Change Request

Define separate forms for each type of change. For example:

 Type of Change  Content of Change Request 
Entity type Name

Description
Alias
DSD Name
Volume
Identifier
Mutually Exclusive
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Data Structure object*
*Other Data Structure and Data Store objects can be changed at
the discretion of the DBA.

Table name
Column names
Column properties
Denormalized fields

 

Deleting an Object

In requesting the deletion of an object, first determine whether the model contains references to the object:

 Type of Object  How to Handle Change 
If no references to the object in model Only one change request required.
If object is a mandatory attribute, relationship, or entity type that
has mandatory relationships with other entity types:

Two change requests required:
Make object optional and rename it to include XXX (to be deleted).
The rename warns team members not to use it.
Request deletion of object.

 

Analyze the Change Request Impact

The impact of a change request is greatest when the change affects an object share by multiple projects.

Changes Across Projects

When multiple projects share an object, the change request is submitted to the custodial team of the object. Once the
change request is approved, schedule it with the other internal change requests for the custodial model and the sharing
models. Haphazard model migrations can cause as much disruption as haphazard manual data model changes.

Two Gen reports can ensure evaluation of shared objects. The Where Exists report can identify all models that contain a
version of an object. The Compare Aggregate Object report indicates whether the objects were last changed by the same
user ID at the same date and time.

Changes Across Sharing Models

If the projects that share an object are testing against the same integrated database, change in all models as part of the
same change session-usually starting with the custodial model. Otherwise, the unchanged models risk abending when
running against the changed database.

Review Change Request

Each change request is reviewed by:

• The data administrator
• The DBA
• The project leader
• Other project teams that use the shared object

Change requests are evaluated for the benefit it bring compared to the impact it have on the project or projects. For
example, changing the identifier of an important entity type result in rewriting many Process Action Diagrams, Procedure
Action Diagrams, and screens, and changing the structure of many data records.

Do not hurry the review process. It is uncommon for a third or more of change requests to be refused or modified.
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Schedule Change

Schedule all regular, approved changes for a particular data model change session. Each change session consists of
performing a set of changes so that team members do not have to reinstall the database and referential integrity triggers
on their workstation each time the data model changes.

The time that is required for a session is usually one to eight hours. It varies according to these factors:

• Amount of preparation
• Number of changes
• Amount of data to be backed up and restored

Schedule data model change sessions when they have the least impact on the project teams, usually in the evening or
over a weekend. It is easiest if team members check in their subsets to ensure against conflicts, especially if deletions are
planned.

High-priority change requests can be done between data model change sessions. Make such changes sparingly,
however, because they can cause extra work for the team.

Choosing a Change Mechanism

Once a change has been scheduled with the appropriate projects, choose a change mechanism.

Migrate the changed objects
-You can do this from an aggregate set that contains the changes to the shared objects.

Rekey the changes
-Use this method when the change cannot be migrated automatically. For example, subject area, entity type, and
relationship deletes cannot be migrated. Rekeying can be more reliable if done using the Record/Replay Audit
feature.

Implement Change

The data administrator or DBA define a data maintenance subset with the following definition:

 Scoping Object  Protection  Expansion 
Root subject area Modify Default

This subset definition allows developers to build and construct action diagrams while preventing anyone but the data
administrator from changing the data model. This definition also lets someone perform transformation or retransformation.

To avoid protection downgrades, checkout the data maintenance subset when no one else has subsets checked out.

Cleanup

After all changes have been made:

• Retransform the data model to resolve the changes in the Data Structure List.
• Save the retransformation reports as a record of the changes that are made to the subset.

Next the DBA adds the final touches to the Data Structure List:

• Foreign key names
• Entry point names and properties
• Tablespace names and properties
• Entry point field sequencing
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Tips for DBAs Best Practices

Use the following guidelines:

• Assign tables that are required by a single procedure to the same database during unit testing.
• If you change table names, column names, or column properties outside Gen, be sure to make corresponding changes

in the Data Structure List and then install them using the system-generated DDL. This ensures that the system-
generated programs run against the database.

• If you make the table or column name changes by changing the DSD names in the data model before to
transformation, be sure to make corresponding changes in the Data Structure List. Gen uses DSD names when it
transforms.

• If you change a table or column name after transformation, do so by changing the table name or column name in the
Data Structure List. Gen does not use DSD names during retransformation.

• If an attribute is added to an existing transformed entity type, be sure to resequence attributes of retransformed entity
types in the Data Structure List. Retransformation puts the added attribute's column at the end of the list.

• If any change is made to Referential Integrity (RI) rules on the data model, be sure to run retransformation or the RI
process.

• If DBMS RI is chosen, alter the existing tables ensure that they are defined with the most current delete rules.

Consult your DBMS reference guide for other recommendations.

Scenario Preparing for a Data Model Change Session

The data administrator informs the team of the date and time to check in their subset and when they can check it out
again.

The data administrator runs the Delete report to verify that developers have removed references to objects that is deleted.

The data administrator changes the data model using the data maintenance subset. As each change request is
implemented, it is signed and dated.

The data administrator runs consistency check against the data model to ensure that all changes were done correctly.

The DBA runs retransformation so that the data model changes are reflected in the Data Structure List.

NOTE
Not all changes to the data model are reflected in the Data Structure List. For example, adding and deleting
permitted values cause no change to the Data Structure List because they are not implemented directly into the
database.

The DBA prints all reports resulting from retransformation to create a record of the changes made.

The DBA modify the Data Structure List and the Data Store List to meet project, corporate standards, or both.

The model manager works with the developers, data administrator, and DBA to define the aggregate sets or rekeying
required to migrate shared objects from other models.

Scenario Handling a Data Model Change Session

The data administrator updates the Host Encyclopedia by checking in the data maintenance subset.

If the subset is not checked in, developers can get only Read protection to newly added entity types and attributes. Read
protection is not sufficient to create information views or expected effects.

Change any shared objects that Version Control does not handle.

The data administrator performs any deletes using the Model Management facility on the Host Encyclopedia.

Deleting an entity type or attribute causes a cascade deletion that eliminates the data record or field.

The model manager performs all planned migrations that are based on predefined aggregate sets.
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The data administrator checks out the data maintenance subset again to prevent a developer from accidentally changing
the data model.

See the data maintenance subset definition in the Implement Change section.

The DBA generates the DDL on the mainframe so that any mainframe databases can be updated to the latest table and
column definitions and so that any test data is converted.

The DBA uses Intelligent Regeneration to update only the host RI triggers that need updating.

The data administrator creates the database and the RI triggers to ensure that workstation construction works.

The data administrator runs a Delete report for each object that is deleted at the next data model change session.

The project leader can use the list to make assignments for removing references to the objects.

Inform the team (and other sharing project teams) of the status and any issues arising from the data model change.

Project team members use Intelligent Regeneration to help them create a new version of the mainframe load modules.

NOTE
A change to the data model deletion rules require the regeneration of action diagrams that call RI modules,
because they also contain some of the code that enforces RI.

Task Tables
This article provides information for Task Tables.

This section contains the task tables for Host Encyclopedia Subsettings.

General Subset Definition

This article provides information for General Subset Definition. General subset definitions are definitions for Analysis, First
Design Subset, Procedure Maintenance, and Workstation Construction.

Analysis Subset in HE

To scope a typical Analysis subset, use the following subset definition:

Subset Type Scope Occurrences of
this Object Type

Protection Expansion Note

Design Process Delete Default 1, 2

Entity Type Access Short

Work Set Access Default

Business System Access Short

Process

In the Analysis subset, scoping a process with the Design subset type, Delete protection and default expansion includes
these objects at these protections:

Objects Included by the Scoped Process Protection Note

Scoped process Modify 1, 2

Parent, grandparent processes Access
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Child, grandchild processes Delete

Dependencies for child processes Delete

Process information views Delete 3

Process expected effects Delete

Entity type in PAD view Access

Entity type in expected effects Access

PAD (if elementary) Delete

Action block USEd by PAD Delete 4

1. The scoped process, requested at Delete protection, is downgraded to Modify, but all the child and grandchild
processes are included with Delete protection.

2. To delete the scoped process, scope its parent also at Modify protection.
3. The only way to delete a view for a process is to have Delete protection on the process. If you request Delete

protection for the process and receive a protection downgrade, Gen still lets you delete as many views as possible.
4. The first time a process action block is USEd in another action block, the process, or process action block must be

scoped with modify protection so that the OWNS association can be added.

Entity Type

Scope on all entity types you want to add to your process in the general Analysis subset. Once the entity type is
referenced in a view or expected effect, you do not need to include it in your subset definitions.

The short expansion option of an entity type minimizes the number of shared companion entity types that are included in
the subset.

Work Set

Scope on all work attribute sets you want to add to your procedure in the general Analysis subset.

Do not scope on the system-supplied work set because it is automatically included.

Business System

Scope on the business system if you include exit states from that business system in your PAD (using the general
Analysis subset).

Once an exit state from the business system is in your subset, Gen includes the short expansion of the business system
automatically.

Short expansion of the business system was chosen to prevent inclusion of procedures.

First Design Subsets

To scope the first Design subset, use the following subset definition.

NOTE
The purpose of the first Design subset is to initialize the procedure. Once the first Design subset has been
checked in, use the definition for a typical Design subset.

Subset Type Scope Occurrences of this
Object Type

Protection Expansion

Design Skeleton Procedure Access Default

Processes to implement Access Default

Work Attribute Sets Access Default
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Common Action Blocks Access Default

Entity Types Access Short

Business System Access Short

NOTE
Use only short expansion for the business system. It is not necessary to scope on a template separately.

Skeleton Procedure

If you want to start your procedure by copying from an existing skeleton, you must scope on that procedure with Access. If
you receive Read Only protection, Gen does not allow the copy.

Processes to Implement.

If the procedure implements elementary processes, scope on the implemented processes with Access. If the protection is
Read Only, Gen does not allow them to be implemented.

Full expansion of the process is not required because the default expansion brings in the import and export views.

Work Attribute Set

Scope on all work attribute sets you want to add to your procedure.

Do not scope on the system-supplied work set because it is automatically included.

Common Action Blocks

Scope on all common action blocks you want to USE in your procedure.

Entity Types

Scope on all entity types you want to add to your procedure.

The short expansion option minimizes the number of shared companion entity types that are included in the subset.

Procedure Maintenance Subsets

To scope for procedure maintenance, use the following subset definition:

Subset Type Scope Occurrences of
this Object Type

Protection Expansion Note

Unit Test Procedure Step or
Procedure

Delete
Modify

Default
Default

1,2

Work Attribute Set Access Default

Common Action Blocks Access Default

Entity Types Access Default

1. Scope on the procedure step if it has dialog flows.
2. Scope on the procedure if it has no dialog flows or requires dialog flow maintenance.

WARNING
Do not scope on the business system or a template. Scoping on them is unnecessary and can create a large
subset that interferes with the work of other users.

Procedure Step

Scoping the procedure step keeps you from getting dialog flows and hence other procedures of the people.

The Delete protection that is requested is always downgraded to Modify. However, you can still:
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• Delete all views that are not matched using a dialog flow.
• Delete the fields from a screen.
• Delete the statements from an action diagram.

Do not get full expansion on the procedure step because full expansion brings in all nested action blocks with Delete
protection and prevents others from using the action block in their PrAD.

Procedure

You can scope on the procedure when the number of its expansion objects is small (it has no dialog flows in or out). Do
not request Delete protection on the procedure because Delete also brings in all nested action blocks.

To maintain dialog flows, you must scope on the procedure.

However, scoping on the procedure step, Modify/Short, Design subset type, allows you to add the flows without bringing
down all associated Procedure Action Diagrams (PrADs).

Work Attribute Set

Scope on all work attribute sets you want to add to your procedure. Once the work attribute is referenced in an information
view, scoping on the work attribute is unnecessary.

Do not scope on the system-supplied work set because it is automatically included.

Common Action Blocks

Scope on all common action blocks for which you want to add references:

• By the PrAD
• By one of the common action blocks USEd by the PrAD

If you must change a common action block, try Modify protection first. Use Delete protection only if you delete views from
a common action block.

Entity Type

Scope on all entity types you want to add to your procedure. Once the entity type is referenced in a view, scoping the
entity type again is unnecessary.

Avoid scoping on data tables because doing so makes the subset much bigger without adding any functionality.

The short expansion option minimizes the number of shared companion entity types that are included in the subset.

Workstation Construction Subsets

The scope for Workstation Construction is as follows:

Subset Type Scope Occurrences of
this Object Type

Protection Expansion Note

Unit Test Procedure Step or
Procedure

Delete
Modify

Default
Default

1,2,3

Work Attribute Set Access Default

Common Action Blocks Access Full

1. Unit Test subset type brings in all necessary data tables for code generation and RI trigger generation.
2. Scope on the procedure step if it has dialog flows.
3. Scope on the procedure if:

– It has no dialog flows.
– It requires dialog flow maintenance.
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WARNING
Do not scope on the business system or a template.

Procedure Step

Scoping the procedure step keeps you from getting dialog flows and hence other procedures of the people.

The Delete protection that is requested for the procedure step is always downgraded to Modify. However, you can still:

• Delete all views that are not matched using a dialog flow.
• Delete the fields from a screen.
• Delete the statements from an action diagram.

Do not get full expansion on the procedure step because full expansion brings in all nested action blocks with Delete
protection and prevents others from using the action block in their PrAD.

Procedure

You can scope on the procedure when the number of its expansion objects is small (it has no dialog flows in or out). Do
not request Delete protection on the procedure because Delete also brings in all nested action blocks.

To maintain dialog flows, you must scope on the procedure.

However, scoping on the procedure step, Modify/Short, Design subset type, allows you to add the flows without bringing
down all associated Procedure Action Diagrams (PrADs).

Work Attribute Set

Scope on all work attribute sets you want to add to your procedure. Once the work attribute is referenced in an information
view, scoping on the work attribute is unnecessary.

Do not scope on the system-supplied work set because it is automatically included.

Common Action Blocks

Always scope on all common action blocks USEd by the PrAD. (Full expansion ensures that the common action blocks
USEd by the common action blocks are included.)

If you must change a common action block, try Modify protection first. Use Delete protection only if you delete views from
the common action block.

NOTE
The Unit Test subset type brings in all necessary data tables for generating code and RI triggers.

Definition of Detail

As used in the subsetting tables, the verb detail means to add or change the properties to an object. For example, to detail
an entity type, you can perform such tasks as add or change the description of the entity type or add or change attributes
and identifiers.

Detailed Subset Task Definitions

This article provides information for Detailed Subset Task Definitions. Detailed subset task definitions are listed under
Planning, Analysis, Design, Internal Design, and Construction.

Planning and Analysis Subset
This article provides information for Planning and Analysis Subset including Subject Area, Entity Types, Attributes,
Relationships, Entity Subtypes, Data Model, Root Function, and Entity Life Cycle Diagram.
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Subject Area

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Create a subject area. A S Parent subject area

Create a subject area
and move existing entity
types into it.

M D Entity types to move

Detail a subject area or
any of its components
and entity types.

M S Subject area

Place unplaced subject
area or any of its
components.

M S Subject area 1

Delete components of a
subject area.

D D Subject area 2, 3

Delete a subject area. D D Subject area 2, 3

Entity Types

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Add an entity type to the
root subject area or any
other subject area.

A
A

S
S

Subject area
or Any entity type in it

4, 5

Add an entity type to the
root subject area and
join it to an entity type in
another subject area.

M S Entity type

Add an entity type to a
subject area and join it to
an entity type in another
subject area.

M
A

S
S

Entity type
Plus subject area for a
new entity type

Add an entity type to a
subject area and join it to
an entity type in the same
subject area.

M S Entity type

Move entity types to an
existing subject area.

M
A

S
S

Entity type
Plus subject area

Detail an entity type or
any of its attributes and
components.

M S Entity type

Place unplaced entity
type.

M S Entity type

Delete components and
attributes of an entity
type.

D D Entity type 2,3
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Delete an entity Type. D D Entity type plus related
entity types

2,3

Attributes

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Add an attribute. M S Entity type

Transfer move from one
entity type to another.

D D Source entity type 2

Copy from one entity type
to another

A
M

D
D

Source entity type
Entity type

Detail an attribute
property.

D D Source entity type 2

Delete an attribute. D D Entity type 2

Relationships

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Add a relationship. M S Both entity types

Detail a relationship. M S Both entity types

Delete a relationship. D D Either entity type 2

Transfer a relationship. D
D

S
S

Two related entity types
Plus entity type to
transfer a relationship to

2
2

Entity Subtypes

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1. Promote subtype to an
entity type.

D D Parent entity type

2. Change subtype
parent.

D
A

D
S

Old parent entity
New parent entity

3. Add a subtype to an
existing entity type.

M S Parent entity type

4. Detail a partitioning. M S Parent entity type

5. Transfer a relationship. D
D

S
S

Two related entity types
Plus entity type to
transfer relationship to

6. Delete a subtype. D D Parent entity type

7. Detail a subtype. M S Parent entity type

8. Place unplaced
subtype.

M S Parent entity type
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Notes:

1. You want to include more of the data model (by scoping on other subject areas with Access, Short).
2. An attribute or relationship that is referenced in a view of an entity type cannot be deleted. The Objects Preventing

Delete report identifies scoping objects define a subset that contains all references.
3. An entity type that is referenced in a view or in expected effects cannot be deleted.
4. You cannot add any new objects to a scoping object assigned Read protection.
5. You can add new items to the root subject area from this type of subset definition, because the root subset area is

present with Access protection.

NOTE
All entity types must be free of Consistency Check errors before Transformation can succeed.

Data Model

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Transform the entire data
model (first time or next).

M D Root subject area 1

Intelligent
retransformation of the
entire data model.

M D Root subject area

Change data model
and perform Intelligent
Retransformation or
implement.

M D Root subject area

Entity Types

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Add an entity type and
transform it.

M S Associated entity type 2, 3

Attributes

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add an attribute and
transform it.

M S Entity type

2.Delete an attribute. D D Entity type 2

3.Detail the property of
an attribute.

D D Entity type 2, 4

4.Copy an attribute
from one entity type to
another.

A
M

S
S

Source entity type
Target entity type

2

5.Move an attribute from
one entity type to another

D
M

D
S

Source entity type
Target entity type

2
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NOTE

1. The subset task recommendations in Data Modeling Before Transformation allow the transformation. No
special modifications are required. Expansion of the root subject area automatically provides the database
with Delete protection, which enables transformation.

2. Scoping an entity type with Modify protection includes its associated data table with Delete protection and
the database for that data table with Delete protection also.

3. If the entity type you are adding is a stand-alone, scope any data table of any entity type, and specify Modify
protection.

4. An attribute or relationship that is referenced in a view cannot be deleted. The Objects Preventing Delete
report identifies scoping objects define a subset that contains all references.

Root Function

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Create an AHD root
function

A S Any entity type

Activity (Function or Process)

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Add an activity. M D Intended parent 1

Detail an activity. M
M

D
D

Target activity
or Any activity in the
parentage of target
activity

Perform Process
Synthesis on a non-
elementary process.

M D Process 2

Transfer activity to a
different parent.

D
M

D
D

Current parent
Plus new parent

3

Change function to
process or process to
function.

M
D

D
D

Parent activity
Child activity

4

Delete an activity
and its subordinates-
No subordinates are
elementary processes
with PADs USEd in other
action diagrams.

D
M
D

D
D
D

Target activity
Plus parent activity
or Any activity in
parentage of target
activity

3

Delete an elementary
process that has been
USEd in other action
diagrams.

D
M
M
M
M

D
D
D
D
D

Process
Plus parent process
Plus USEing CABs
Plus USEing process
Plus USEing procedure
steps

5
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NOTE

1. Scoping an activity automatically brings its parents into the subset with Access authority. Subordinates have
the same protection as the scoped activity.

2. Process Synthesis can automatically add processes, expected effects, and PADs with stereotypically action
diagram statements.

3. If you scope on a parent activity with Delete, the parent activity is downgraded to Modify. However, you still
receive Delete on the target activity and its subordinates and are able to delete them or transfer them to a
different parent.

4. To change a function to a process, all lower-level activities for the function must be processes. Therefore, to
change a function to a process, all grandchildren must first be processes.

5. To remove a PAD, first remove all USE statements for the PAD from any PrADS and CABs.

Entity Life Cycle Diagram

The following table shows the entity life cycle diagram (ELCD).

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Add and join entity states. M S Parent entity type

Add a process to a
transition.

M D Process

Detail a process. M D Process

Expected Effects for Functions (Planning)

The following table shows the expected effects for functions (planning).

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Add an existing entity
type and its expected
effect to a function.

A
M
M

S
D
D

Entity type
Plus function
or Business Function/
Entity Type matrix

1

Remove an entity type
from a function or change
its expected effects for a
function.

M
M

D
D

Function
or Business Function/
Entity Type matrix

2

NOTE

1. Scoping an activity automatically brings its parents into the subset with Access authority. Subordinates have
the same protection as the scoped activity.

2. In matrices, functions receive Modify protection, and entity types receive default (not short) expansion.
Therefore, these matrices can be large.
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Expected Effects for Process (Analysis)

The following table shows expected effects for process (analysis).

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Add an existing entity
type and its expected
effect to a process.

A
M
M

S
D
D

Entity type
Plus process
or ELEMENTARY
Process/Entity Type
matrix

1
2

Remove an entity type
from a process or change
its expected effects for a
process.

M
M

D
D

Process
or BUSINESS
Elementary Process/
Entity Type matrix

2

Notes:

1. After an entity type appears in the expected effects or the view of an activity, it is automatically included in every
subset that includes that activity.

2. In matrices, functions receive Modify protection, and entity types receive default (not short) expansion. Therefore,
these matrices can be large.

Activity Dependency (ADD)

The following table shows Activity Dependency (ADD).

Activities (Functions/Process), Events, or External Objects

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Add an activity, event, or
external object.

M D Parent activity 1

Detail an activity, event,
or external object.

M D Target activity

Delete an activity, event,
or external object.

M
D

F
D

Target activity
Plus parent activity

Specify information that
flows between a process
and an external object.

M D Process

Change parent or an
activity.

D
M

D
D

Current parent
Plus a new parent

Dependencies

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Create a dependency. M D Both activities

2.Detail a dependency. M D Both activities

3.Delete a dependency. D D Both activities
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NOTE
Scoping an activity automatically brings its parents into the subset with Access protection. Subordinates have
the same protection as the scoped activity.

Organizational Hierarchy (OHD)

The following table shows organizational hierarchy (OHD).

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add an organization. A D Organization unit 1

2.Detail an organization. A D Organization unit

3.Delete an organization. D D Organization unit 1

NOTE
Scoping an organization unit brings in the entire hierarchy or organization units, parents, and subordinates.

System-Supplied Matrices

The following table shows system-supplied matrices.

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add objects to a matrix. M D Matrix 2

2.Add cell values. M D Matrix

3.Change cell values. M D Matrix

4.Delete cell values. D D Matrix

5.Describe matrix (text
description).

M D Matrix

6.Detail objects that are
used in rows or columns.

M D Matrix

7.Delete objects from a
matrix.

D D Matrix 3

8.Perform cluster function
on a Business Function/
Entity Type matrix

D
M
M

D
D
D

Business Function/
Business Function matrix
Entity Type/Entity Type
matrix
Business Function/Entity
Type matrix

9.Perform cluster function
on an Elementary
Process/Entity Type
matrix

D
M

D
D

Elementary Process/
Elementary Process
matrix
Elementary Process/
Entity Type matrix

NOTE

1. When you scope a system-supplied matrix with Modify, you create a large subset.
2. Required only when adding new objects to an existing matrix.
3. Only the usage of objects in the matrix is deleted.
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User-Defined Matrices

The following table shows user-defined matrices.

Matrix

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Create a user-defined
matrix.

A
A

D
D

Object classes for X axis
Object classes for Y axis

2.Detail names or
descriptions for objects
on X or Y axis.

M
M

D
D

Matrix
or Target class object

3.Describe matrix (text
description).

M D Matrix

4.Add objects to an
existing matrix.

M D Matrix

5.Delete objects from a
matrix.

D D Matrix

6.Delete a user-defined
matrix.

D D Matrix

Cell Values

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Create a new object
class.

A
A

D
D

Any user object
or User object class

2.Modify a user object
class.

M D User object class

3.Delete a user-defined
class.

D
M

D
D

User object class
Plus every matrix using
this class on an X or Y
axis

UserDefined Objects

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Create a new object. A D User object class or any
object in it

2.Modify a user-defined
object

M D User-defined object

3.Delete objects from a
class.

D
D

D
D

Target user object
Its object class

Process Action Diagram (PAD)

The following tables show a process action diagram (PAD).
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Process Action Diagram

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add a PAD. M D Process 1

2.Add, change, or delete
statements in a PAD.

M D Process 1, 2

3.Delete a PAD. M D Process 2

Action Block Synthesis

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Perform Action Block
Synthesis on an action
diagram with no existing
views.

M D

2.Perform Action Block
Synthesis on an action
diagram with existing
views but not USEd in
any other action diagram.

D
M

D
D

Process
Plus parent activity

3

3.Perform Action Block
Synthesis on an action
diagram with existing
views and USEd in
another action diagram.

D
M
M
M
M

D
D
D
D
D

Process
Plus common action
block
Plus USEing CABs
Plus USEing Process
Plus USEing procedure
steps

3

View Maintenance Entity View

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add an entity view. M
A

D
S

Process
Plus entity type

4

2.Change a name or
properties of an entity
view.

M D Process 4

3.Change a referenced
entity type of subtype.

M D Entity type

4.Delete an entity view, or
an attribute in the view.

D
M

D
A

Process
Plus all processes that
use it

5, 6

Work View

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add a work view. M D Process
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2.Change a local view. M D Process

3.Delete a local view. D D Process

NOTE

1. The only way to add a PAD is to add a process to the Activity Hierarchy and mark it as elementary
2. The only way to delete a PAD is to delete its associated process. Refer to the tasks for Activity Hierarchy.
3. To create information views and action diagrams statements, Action Block Synthesis must first delete any

existing views or statements. Therefore, Delete protection is required.
4. After defining expected effects, you do not need to scope the entity type.
5. To delete a view, your subset must contain all references to that view (all objects that use it). The Model

Cross-Reference reports help you define a subset that contains all references to the object.
6. If the view is view-matched to another action diagram, you need full expansion.

Business System Definition (BSD)

The following table shows business system definition (DBS).

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1. Add a dialect language
for system defaults.

A S Business system

2. Detail a business
system or any of its
defaults.

M S Business system 1,2

3. Delete a business
system.

D F Business system 3

NOTE

1. The short expansion brings in only system default objects.
2. This task includes adding bilingual text to current system defaults.
3. If a business system includes built procedures (with PrADs and built screens), use Host Encyclopedia Delete

or Rename Object instead of a subset. Otherwise the subset is large.

Analysis and Design Subset
This article provides information for Analysis and Design Subset that includes Activity Dependency, Common Action
Blocks, Process Action Diagram, and Procedure Action Diagram.

Design Subset
This article provides information for Design Subset.
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• Business System Defaults
• Bilingual Support
• Common Action Block (CAB)
• Dialog Flow (DLG)
• Procedure Action Diagram
• Screen Design
• Window Design
• Work set List
• Interface
• Custom Proxy
• Web Service Definition
• Configuration Instances

Business System Defaults
This article provides information for Business System Defaults including System-wide Commands, Function Keys, Exit
States, Default Video Attributes, Delimiters, Edit Patterns, and Scroll Amount Values.

The following tables show business system defaults:

System-wide Commands

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add a command or
synonym.

A S Business system 1,2

2.Change a command. M S Business system

3.Add, change, or delete
a bilingual command
synonym.

M S Business system 1, 3

4.Delete a command. D
M

S
D

Business system
Plus all processes,
procedure steps, or CABs
that use the command.

4

System-wide Function Keys

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Set command for PF
Key.

M S Business system 1

2.Change command for
PF Key.

M S Business system

3.Add, change a bilingual
text for a PF key.

M S Business system

4.Assign <None> to PF
Key.

M S Business system
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System-wide or Global Exit States

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add an exit state to the
list of exit states.

A D Exit state 1,2

2.Add, change, or delete
a message (standard or
bilingual) and maintain
exit state properties.

M D Exit state

3.Delete an exit state. D
M

D
D

exit state
Plus all processes,
procedure steps, or CABs
that use the exit state

5

Default Video Attributes

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Change the default video
display characteristics for
fields, prompts, literals, or
error messages.

M S Business system 3

System-wide Delimiters

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Change the default
delimiter.

M S Business system

System-wide Edit Patterns

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1. Add an edit pattern. A S Business system 2

2. Change an edit
pattern not copied across
business systems.

M S Business system

3. Add, change, or delete
a language-specific
pattern.

M S Business system

4. Copy a default edit
pattern to another
business system for use
on a window.

A
M

S
D

Business system that
contains an edit pattern.
Plus procedure step that
contains the window

6, 7

5. Change a copied edit
pattern.

M
M

D
D

Business system that
contains an edit pattern.
Plus procedure steps
that contain the windows
using an edit pattern.

7
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6. Delete an edit pattern. D F Business system 8

7. Delete an edit pattern
that is used on a window
that is copied across
business systems.

D
A

F
D

Business system
Plus procedure step that
contains the window

7

Scroll Amount Values

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add bilingual text for
the scroll amount values.

M
R

D
S

Scroll amount values
Any business system

9

2.Change or delete
bilingual text for scroll
amounts.

M
R

D
S

Scroll amount value
Any business system

3.Delete bilingual text for
scroll amounts.

M
R

D
S

Scroll amount value
Any business system

4.Change language or
DBMS (Business System
Environment Parameters)

M S Business system 10

Custom Video Properties

The following table describes using custom video properties of a business system:

Step Description P E Objects Notes

1. Add a custom video
property.

A S Business system 2

2. Change a custom
video property.

M S Business system

3. Select a custom
video property for
use with business
system default video
properties.

M S Business system

4. Select a custom
video property for
use with a window,
dialog box, or
window control.

M D Procedure Step

5. Delete a custom
video property.

D
M

S
D

Business system
Plus all windows,
dialog boxes that
use the custom video
property

11
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NOTE

• The short expansion of a business system brings in the business system defaults, all bilingual text for a
system default, and the unexpanded technical system.

• Scoping any procedure, procedure step, screen, or template includes the business system defaults with
Access protection.

• See also Scroll Amount Values in Business System Defaults.
• To delete a command, your subset must contain all references to the command. The Objects Preventing

Delete report identifies scoping objects define a subset that contains all references. For more information
about deletions, see Plan a Subset to Delete Views.

• To delete an exit state, your subset must contain all references to the exit state. The Objects Preventing
Delete report identifies scoping objects define a subset that contains all references.

• Edit the patterns cannot be copied for screens or templates.
• The Host Encyclopedia Scoping Object Where Used report can be used to identify scoping objects for this

task.
• Full expansion includes all uses of the edit pattern within the owning business system.
• Scroll the amounts do not belong to any dialect language and must be scoped directly for modification. Your

subset must contain a business system to access them. See also Bilingual Support.
• For example, if the production model use COBOL and DB2, and you are testing on the workstation, you can

use a subset to set or override the Construction environment parameters (COBOL and DB2). To override
the environment parameters, set Construction generation defaults to C and check the box that is entitled,
Override Bus Sys Target Environment with previous defaults.

• To delete a custom video property, your subset must contain all references to the custom video property.

Bilingual Support
This article provides information for Bilingual Support including Dialect Definition, and Bilingual Text.

The following tables show the bilingual support:

Dialect Definition

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add a new dialect
language.

R S Business system 1

2.Add a new dialect
language and scroll
amount text in that
language.

R
M

S
D

Business system
Plus scroll amounts

3.Detail a dialect
language.

M
R

D
S

Dialect
Plus any business
system

1

4.Rename a dialect
language

M
R

D
S

Dialect
Plus any business
system

5.Delete an unused
dialect (one with no
bilingual text).

D
R

D
S

Dialect
Plus any business
system
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6.Delete a dialect and
all bilingual text for that
language.

D
M
M
M
M
M
M

D
F
D
D
D
D
D

Dialect
Plus all BUSINESS
systems whose defaults
use that language
Plus global exit states
having messages in that
language.
Plus entities for prompts
Plus scroll amount
values.
Plus system attribute set
Procedure steps with
windows that use text in
that language

2

Bilingual Text, Business System Defaults

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add bilingual text to
business system defaults.

M S Business system

2.Change bilingual text
for business system
defaults.

M S Business system

3.Delete bilingual text for
business system defaults.

M D Business system 3

Bilingual Text, Scroll Amount Values

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add bilingual text for a
scroll amount value.

M D Business system

2.Change bilingual text
for a scroll amount value.

M D Scroll amount

3.Delete bilingual text for
a scroll amount value.

M D Scroll amount 3

Bilingual Text, System-wide, and Global

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note
Exit States
1.Add bilingual message
for a global exit state.

M
R

D
S

Exit state
Plus any business
system

2.Change bilingual
message for a global exit
state.

M
R

D
S

Exit state
Plus any business
system

3.Delete bilingual
message for a global exit
state.

M
R

D
S

Exit state
Plus any business
system

3
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Bilingual Text, Prompts, and Literals

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add bilingual prompt to a screen or template. M
M

S
S

Screen
or Template

2.Change bilingual prompt on a screen or template. M
M

S
S

Screen
or Template

3.Delete bilingual prompt from screen or template. M
M

D
D

Screen
or Template

4.Delete bilingual prompt from screen or template using
system attribute.

M
M

D
D

Screen
or Template

NOTE

• Dialect functions are accessible only through the Design toolset. To access them, your subset must contain
a business system. On the Gen Toolset, the Dialects function appears under the Design, Dialect Definition
option.

• The Objects Preventing Delete report identify all objects that are needed for this subset.
• The Objects Preventing Delete report can identify objects using a specified dialect.
• A common action block is any action diagram that is not a Process Action Diagram (PAD) or a Procedure

Action Diagram (PrAD). See also the Process Action Diagram and the Procedure Action Diagram section.

Common Action Block (CAB)
This article provides information for Common Action Block (CAB) including Action Block Synthesis, View Maintenance
Entity View, Work View, and Local View.

The following tables show common action block (CAB):

Common Action Block

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add a common action
block.

A
A
A
A

D
D
D
S

Process
or Procedure step
or Common action block
or Business system

1

2.Add a common action
block and USE it in a
Process Action Diagram.

M D Process

3.Add a common action
block and USE it in
a Procedure Action
Diagram.

M D Procedure step

4.Add a common action
block and USE it in
another existing action
block.

M D Common action block

5.Add, change, or delete
statements in a common
action block.

M D Common action block
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6.Delete a common
action block.

D
M
M
M

D
D
D
D

Common action block
Plus USEing CABs
Plus USEing process
Plus USEing procedure
steps

2

Promote CAB to a Process

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Promote a common
action block to a process.

D
M
M

D
D
D

Common action block to
be promoted
Plus USEing CABs
Plus process to be
promoted into

Action Block Synthesis

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Perform Action Block
Synthesis on an action
diagram with no existing
views.

M D Common action block

2.Perform Action Block
Synthesis on an action
diagram with existing
views but not USEd in
any other action diagram.

D D Common action block 3

3.Perform Action Block
Synthesis on an action
diagram with existing
views and USEd in
another action diagram.

D
M
M
M

D
D
D
D

Common action block
Plus USEing CABs
Plus USEing process
Plus USEing procedure
steps

3

View Maintenance Entity View

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add an entity view M D
S

Action block
Plus entity type

4

2.Change the name or
properties of an entity
view.

M D Action block 4

3.Change a referenced
entity type or subtype

M D Entity type

4.Delete an entity view, or
an attribute in the view.

D
M

D
A

Procedure step
Plus all processes or
procedure steps that use
it

5, 6
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Work View

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add a work view. M D Action block

2.Change a work view. M D Action block

3.Delete a work view. D
D

D
D

Process
or Procedure step

5, 6

Local View

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add a local view. M D Action block

2.Change a local view. M D Action block

3.Delete a local view. D
D

D
D

Process
or Procedure step

NOTE

1. Having Access on almost any object in your subset lets you add a common action block.
2. To remove a CAB, first remove all USE statements for the CAB from all PADs, PrADs, and CABs.
3. For Action Block Synthesis to create information views and action diagram statements, it must first delete

any existing views or statements. Therefore, Delete protection is required.
4. After defining expected effects, you do not need to scope the entity type
5. To delete a view, your subset must contain all references to that view (all objects that use it). The Objects

Preventing Delete report helps you define a subset that contains all references to the object.
6. If the view is view-matched to another action diagram, you need full expansion.

Dialog Flow (DLG)
This article provides information for Dialog Flow (DLG) including the design phase tasks for Procedure, Procedure Step,
and Dialog Flow.

The following tables show dialog flow (DLG):

Procedure

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1. Add a procedure. A
A
A

S
D
D

Business system
or Any procedure
or Any procedure step

1, 2

2. Detail a procedure. M D Procedure

3. Delete a procedure. M
D
M

F
S
D

Procedure to be deleted
Plus any load modules
containing its procedure
steps
Plus any procedure or
procedure step that flows
to the scoped procedure

3
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Procedure Step

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add a new procedure
step to an existing
procedure.

A S Procedure

2.Detail a procedure step,
its PrAD, screen/window.

M D Procedure step

3.Copy a procedure step. A D Procedure step 4

4.Delete a procedure
step.

D
M
A

D
D
D

Procedure step to be
deleted
Plus any procedure or
step that flows to the
procedure step being
deleted
Plus any procedure step
that the procedure step
being deleted flows to if
views are being sent or
returned on the flow.

3

Dialog Flow

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note
1. Add detail, or change a
flow between procedures.
desc
flow type
flows on
properties
data passed
match/unmatch

M
M

S
S

Source procedure step
Target procedure step

5

2.Delete a flow. M
M

S
S

Source procedure step
Target procedure step

3.Add, detail, and change
a flow to or from another
business system.

M
M

S
S

Source procedure step
Target procedure step

4.Delete a flow to or from
another business system.

M
M

S
S

Source procedure step
Target procedure step

NOTE

• The business system scoping object has a special short (S) expansion that brings in only the system-wide
default objects.

• Scoping any procedure or step automatically includes the business system defaults with Access protection.
• The Objects Preventing Delete Report shows all objects that would prevent deletion of the procedure step.

This report is used to help define a subset definition containing all the objects delete this scoping object.
• You must have at least Access to the procedure step to copy it.
• To change the dialog flows and what exit states initiate them, check out the procedure step from which the

flows begin with at least update authority.
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Procedure Action Diagram
This article provides information for Procedure Action Diagram that includes Procedure Synthesis, View Maintenance
Entity View, Work View, and Local View.

The following tables show Procedure Action Diagram:

Procedure Action Diagram

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add, change, or
delete statements in
a Procedure Action
Diagram.

M D Procedure step 1,2,3

Procedure Synthesis

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.In business systems
with no existing views
or action diagram
statements.

M D Procedure step

2.For the first procedure
step.

M
M

S
D

Business system
Plus work attribute set

3.For subsequent
Procedure Synthesis
(after updating and
checking in model).

M D Procedure set

View Maintenance Entity View

Design Phase Tasks P M Scoping Objects Note

1. Add an entity view. M
A

D
S

Procedure step
Plus entity type

5

2. Change the name or
properties of the entity
view.

M D Procedure step 5

3. Change a referenced
entity type or subtype.

M D Entity type

4. Delete an entity view,
or an attribute in the view.

D
M

D
A

Procedure step
Plus all procedure steps
that use it

6, 7

Work View

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1. Add a work view. M D Procedure step

2. Change a work view. M D Procedure step
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3. Delete a work view. D D Procedure step 5, 7

Local View

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1. Add a local view. M D Procedure step

2. Change a work view. M D Procedure step

3. Delete a work view. D D Procedure step

See also the Process Action Diagram and the Common Action Blocks sections.

• You cannot add or delete a Procedure Action Diagram except by adding or deleting its procedure step.
• To build action diagram statements that reference objects that you have not referenced before, include those objects

in your subset with at least Access protection. If the objects do not exist yet, be sure to define a subset you can use
to add them. For example, you include entity types, work sets, exit states of another business system, common action
blocks, and PADs.

• The expansion of a procedure brings in the action diagrams of each procedure step in the procedure with full
expansion.

• The default expansion of every subset provides the system-supplied work attribute set. The default expansion also
provides what you must add other work sets (the root subject area with Access protection).

• After defining expected effects, you do not need to scope the entity type.
• To delete a view, your subset must contain all references to that view (all objects that use it). The Objects Preventing

Delete Report identifies scoping objects define a subset that contains all references.
• If the view is view-matched to another action diagram, you need full expansion.

Screen Design
This article provides information for Screen Design that includes Screen, Fields, PF Keys and Commands, Template
Design, Bilingual Text, and Prompt.

The following tables show screen design:

Screen

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1. Create screen fields
using Screen Layout
Builder.

M S Procedure step 1,2

2. Recreate a screen
using the Screen Layout
Builder.

M
M

S
D

Procedure step
Plus any procedure or
step that flows to it

2

Fields

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add a literal or special
field.

M
M

D
S

Screen
or
Its procedure step
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2.Add a field and an info
view.

M
M
A
A

D
S
S
D

Screen
or
Its procedure step
or
Entity type of work set
or
work set

3.Change or delete a field
on a screen.

M
M

D
S

Screen
or
Its procedure step

PF Keys and Commands

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Create or change local
PF keys and commands
that are assigned to
them.

M S Procedure step

Template Design

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Modify template and
any screens using it

M D Template

2.Modify screen items in
a template.

M S Template 3,4,5

3. Delete a template and
replace it with a new one
for all screens that use it.

D
M

D
D

Template
Plus system attribute set
if they have a bilingual
prompt for system
attributes.

Bilingual Text

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1. Add or change a
bilingual text for screen
elements.

M
M

D
S

Screen
or
Its procedure step

2. Delete the contents
of a screen that has
bilingual prompts for
system attributes.

D
D

D
S

Screen
or
Its procedure step

3. Change or remove a
bilingual prompt literal for
system attributes on a
screen.

M
M

D
D

Procedure step
or
Screen
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4. Add or change
bilingual text/ prompts for
system attributes that are
used in a template.

M S Template 4

5. Add or change a
bilingual text for a
prompt.

M
M

D
D

Screen
or
Template

6. Delete bilingual
prompts for system
attributes used in a
template.

M D Template 4

Prompt

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1. Add or change a
bilingual text for a
prompt.

M
M
M

D
D
D

Procedure step
or
Screen
or
Template

2. Delete a usage of a
prompt.

D D Procedure step

3. Delete the last usage
of a prompt.

D D Procedure step 6

4. Delete the prompt
itself.

D
D

D
S

Procedure step
Plus entity type

7

5. Add, change, or delete
prompt literal and special
attribute of a screen.

D
D

D
D

Screen
or
Its procedure step

NOTE

• You cannot add or delete a Procedure Action Diagram except by adding or deleting its procedure step.
• The layout builder does NOT support bilingual tasks.
• Use a short expansion if only the template is changed.
• Use a default expansion to change the template and all screens that use it.
• The short expansion of a template excludes such items as screens, procedure steps, action blocks, views,

and entities. Only screen items on the template itself can be changed.
• Deleting the last usage of a prompt does not  delete the prompt itself.
• When you delete a prompt from the last screen that uses it, you must have Delete protection on the entity

type that owns the prompt.

Window Design
This article provides information for Window Design.
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The following table shows window design:

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note
1. Create a window for a
procedure step.

M D Procedure step 1

2. Change the contents of
a window.

M D Procedure step 1, 2

3. Copy a default edit
pattern from another
business system for use
on a window.

M
A

D
S

Procedure step
Plus business system

1, 2

4. Delete a field on a
window.

M D Procedure step 2, 3

5. Delete a window. D D Procedure step 2, 3

NOTE

• The contents of a window include all prompts and variables. A procedure step can have multiple windows.
• Bilingual test support for windows is not provided now.
• A window using a default edit pattern that is copied from another business system cannot delete that edit

pattern. Only its usage is removed.

Work Set List
This article provides information for Work Set List.

The following table shows work set list:

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note
Create a work attribute
set.

A
A

S
D

Root subject area or
other work attribute set

1

NOTE
The root subject area for the model is included with Access protection as part of the default set of objects.

Interface
This article provides information for Interface.

The following table shows using Interface:

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note
1. Create Interface M D Server Manager 1

or
A D Server Manager
M D Procedure Steps

or
M D Procedure Steps with a

subset type set to unit or
system.

2. Update Interface M D Server Manager 1
or
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A D Server Manager
M D Procedure Steps

or
M D Procedure Steps with a

subset type set to unit or
system.

NOTE
Server Manager and its procedures steps must exist in a subset in order to create interfaces. Procedure Step
must have modify protection.

Custom Proxy

The following table shows using Custom Proxy:

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note
1. Create Custom Proxy
Definition and add Proxy

M D Server Manager 1

or
A D Server Manager
M D Procedure Steps

or
M D Procedure Steps with

subset type set to unit or
system

2. Update Custom Proxy
and existing Proxies

M D Custom Proxy

3. Update Custom Proxy
and add new Proxy

M D Custom Proxy 1

and
M D Server Manager

or
A D Server Manager
M D Procedure Steps

or
M D Procedure Steps with

subset type set to unit or
system

4. Generate Custom
Proxy

A D Custom Proxy 2

and
A D Server Manager

or
M D Procedure Steps

or
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A D Custom Proxy with
subset type set to unit or
system

NOTE
Server Manager and its procedure steps must exist in subset to select interfaces for custom proxy and generate
custom proxy. Procedure Step must have modify protection.

Web Service Definitions

The following table shows using Web Service Definition:

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note
1. Create Web Service
Definition and add Web
Operation

M D Server Manager 1

2. Update Web Service
Definition and existing
Web Operations

M D Web Service Definition  

3. Update Web Service
Definition and add new
Web Operation

M D Web Service Definition 1

   and  
 M D Server Manager  
   or  
 A D Server Manager  
 M D Procedure Steps  
   or  
 M D Procedure Steps with

subset type set to unit or
system

 

NOTE
Server Manager and its procedures steps must exist in subset to select interfaces for web operation. Procedure
Step must have modify protection.

Configuration Instances

The following table shows using Configuration Instances:

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note
1. Add Configuration
Instance

A D All target objects: Load
Modules, Procedure
Steps, Action Blocks,
Database, Records, and/
or Storage Groups.

1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9

2. Delete Configuration
Instance

D D Configuration Instance 7, 8

3. Rename Configuration
Instance

D D Configuration Instance 7, 8
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4. Modify Configuration
Instance including select/
unselect target objects,
update generation and
trace options

M
A

D
D

Configuration Instance
Load Modules (optional)

5, 7, 8

5. Generate
Configuration Instance
without making any
changes

R
R

F
F

Configuration Instance
Load Modules (optional)

5, 6

6. Generate
Configuration Instance
after making changes
to generation options or
trace options

M
A

F
F

Configuration Instance
Load Modules (optional)

5, 6, 7, 8

7. To change
Configuration Instance
from model based to file
based
Note: Deletes the objects
from the model.

D D Configuration Instance 7, 8

8. To change
Configuration Instance
from file that is based to
model based
Note: Creates the objects
in the model.

A D All target objects 7, 8

NOTE

• Subset must include Load Modules to select objects under the Model Object Selection tab.
• Subset must include Databases to select objects under the Database tab.
• Model must not be read-only.
• If the subset type is Unit or System, must scope Database with Access.
• Required to explicitly scope load modules if Configuration Instance currently includes all load modules within

the business system. Otherwise the model object selection is empty.
• Recommend the subset type set to System for generation
• The target objects must have at least Access protection. If a target object is downgraded to Read, user

cannot perform this function.
• If a Configuration instance includes (or would like to include) an index, the parent Table for the index must be

included in the subset with Modify or Delete protection to ensure that the Index gets the Access protection
needed. Selecting a database for inclusion in a Configuration instance require that all Tables associated with
that Database have Modify or Delete protection so that the associated indexes are included in the instance.

• When a configuration includes the storage group for a database, it is recommended that the database is also
selected in the configuration.

Internal Design Subset
This article provides information for Internal Design Subset that includes Transformation, Data Structures, Data Tables,
Data Columns and Indexes, Constraints, Databases and Tablespaces, Storage Groups, and Partition.

NOTE
To perform all Data Structure and Data Store tasks, refer to General Subset Definitions and scope on the root
subject area at Modify and Default.
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Transformation

The following table shows transformation:

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1. Transform entire data
model (first time or later).

M
M
D

D
D
D

Root subject area
Tech design default
Databases that are
attached to tech design
default

1, 2, 3

2. Intelligent
retransformation of the
entire data model.

M
M
D

D
D
D

Root subject area
Tech design default
Databases that are
attached to tech design
default

1, 2, 3

3. Change data model
and perform Intelligent
Retransformation or
implement.

M
M
D

D
D
D

Root subject area
Tech design default
Databases that are
attached to tech design
default

1, 2, 3

4. Change database
defaults.

M D Database

NOTE

1. All entity types must be free of Consistency Check errors before Transformation can succeed.
2. In a small model, you can scope the root subject area instead of individual entity types.
3. Scope every entity type that has any relationship to another entity type in the chain of entities to be

transformed, or scope the subject areas containing them. If you fail to do this, some of the entity types come
down with Access protection and transformation fails.

Data Structures

The following tables show data structure:

Data Tables

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1. Add a new data table
not associated with
another data table.

M
M

D
D

Unimplemented entity
type
Any data table

2. Add a new data table
associated with another
data table.

M
M

D
S

Unimplemented entity
type
Its associated entity types

1

3. Delete a data table not
associated with another
data table.

D D Implemented entity type
of target data table

1
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4. Delete a data table
associated with another
data table.

D
M
M
D

D
S
D
D

(a) target data table
(b) any entity types to
which the foreign key
column of (a) & (d) point
(c) implemented entity
types for data tables in
(a) & (d).
(d) data tables that
have target data table's
relationship membership
name as their identifier.

NOTE
An entity type that is scoped with Modify or Delete protection includes its associated data table at the same level
of protection.

Data Columns and Indexes

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add a data column. M D Implemented entity type 1

2.Delete a data column. D D Implemented entity type 1

3.Add an index. M D Data table

4.Delete an index. D D Implemented entity type 1

NOTE
An entity type that is scoped with Modify or Delete protection includes its associated data table at the same level
of protection.

Constraints

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add a constraint. M D Both implemented entity
types

1

2.Delete a constraint. D D All associated entity
types

1

NOTE
An entity type that is scoped with Modify or Delete protection includes its associated data table at the same level
of protection.

Databases and Tablespaces

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1.Add a database. M D Any data table of an
existing database

2.Delete a database. D
M

D
D

Database
All Implemented entity
types in the database
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3.Add a tablespace to an
existing database.

M D Any data table in the
database

4.Delete a tablespace. D
M
M

D
D
D

All data tables in the
tablespace
Their implemented types
Any data tables in other
table spaces having TO
or FROM associations
with them

Storage Groups

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

1. Define a new storage
group.

M D Any data table or storage
group

2. Create a storage group
for an existing database.

M D Any data table in the
database

3. Change a storage
group for an existing
database.

D D Any data table in the
database

4. Detail a storage group. M D Storage group

5. Delete a storage
group.

M D Storage group and
all data tables in
the database that is
contained by the storage
group

Partition

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note

Add a partition. M D Data table

Construction Subset
This article provides information for Construction Subset including packaging for window and cooperative processing, unit
test, and system test.

Packaging for Window and Cooperative Processing

The following tables show packaging for window and cooperative processing:

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note
1. Add new packaging (a
new load module).

M S All unpackaged
procedure steps

1

2. Delete a packaged
load module.

D S Load module

3. Delete packaged
procedure steps from a
load module.

M S Load module 2
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Modify Existing Packaging

Design Phase Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note
1.Add a trancode. A S Load module
2.Add procedure steps. M

A
S
S

Unpackaged procedure
steps
Plus load module

3.Assign existing
trancodes.

M S Load module

4.Modify clear screen
and dialog flow trancodes
for packaged procedure
steps.

M
M

S
S

Unpackaged procedure
steps
Plus load module

NOTE

• You can assign a clear screen and dialog flow trancodes to the newly packaged procedure steps if the
trancodes are new objects on the workstation.

• You can delete packaged procedure steps from the load module with this protection if and only if the deletion
of the packaged procedure step does not cause trigger deletion of the load module or any trancodes in the
load module. Trigger the deletion of the load module occurs only when you are deleting 1) all packaged
procedure steps in the load module or 2) the last remaining packaged procedure step. If you need more
detailed information about tasks that involve Construction scoping objects, see the task tables for Procedure
Step, Database, Action Block, Business System, and Subject Area.

Unit Test

The following table shows unit test:

Unit Test Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note
1. Generate database,
modify and generate
code, and generate RI
triggers.

M F Procedure step 1

2. Generate database,
code, and RI triggers.

R D Database 1

3. Generate code for
single procedure step
without changes.

R F Procedure step

4. Change single
procedure step's action
block and regenerate its
code.

M F Procedure step 1

5. Change, generate, and
install USEd action block.

M
R

F
F

Action block
Plus procedure step

6. Generate database
without changes.

A D Database

7. Generate database
with changes (names,
defaults).

M
M

D
D

Root subject area
or Database
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8. Generate RI triggers. A
A

D
D

Database
or Root subject area

9. Test action block
statements.

R
M

D
A

Procedure
Plus procedure steps

NOTE
If a load module exists for this procedure step, it is not  expanded. To get expansion of the module, specify
System Test as the subset type. If this procedure step is part of a load module that contains other procedure
steps, the other procedure steps are not included.

System Test

The following table shows system test:

System Test Tasks P E Scoping Objects Note
1. Generate code for load
module without changes.

R F Any procedure step
packaged in module

2. Change a load
module's procedure
steps' action blocks and
regenerate their code.

M F Procedure step 1

3. Change business
system environment
properties (for example,
language, database,
restart capability.

M
M

F
S

Procedure steps
Plus their business
system

1

4. Regenerate code with
flows outside the load
module (to maintain a
valid Dialog Manager for
the module).

M F Procedure step to be
changed, regenerated.

1,2

5. Create a remote file
(.rmt)

M D Procedure 3

NOTE

• The expansion option or protection level of the procedure step does not impact the expansion or protection of its load
module. The other components of the load module receive full expansion and Read protection. The scoped procedure
step receives the protection and expansion that you specify in the subset definition.

• You do not need to scope any other procedure steps and regenerate triggers since Implementation Logic Usage
(IMPUSE) objects are automatically included.

Expansion Tables
The expansion tables indicate the expansion objects for each type of scoping object, when scoped with Modify protection
(the default). The tables are arranged in alphabetical order by type of scoping object.

Use the expansion tables if you cannot find the task that you need in the subsetting tasks.

NOTE
For the scoping objects, protections and expansions that are required for many specific tasks, see the Task
Tables.
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The protection that is granted to the objects in a subset differ from that shown in the expansion tables, depending on the
selected expansion level. The protection that is granted differ from that requested if the target object is checked out with
conflicting protection.

Expansion options include Full, Default, A, B, and Short. Expansion options differ in the number of expansion objects,
the default protection granted the expansion objects, and if the expansion object is a scoping object, the subsequent
expansion of the expansion object.

Action Block Expansion Table

To maintain the action statements or views in an action block, using the Action Diagram tool, use the action block scoping
object.

To modify the action statements or views when the action block does not belong to a specific procedure step or process,
include an action block in the definition of a subset.

Figure 89: Line Action Block

The following diagram shows referenced entity types.
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Figure 90: Line_Action_Block_Diagram

Design, Unit Test, and System Test

The following tables show action block design, unit test, and system test:

All Views, Entity Types, Parent Subject Area, System Defaults

This action block expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default, Full All views associated with the action blocks. Modify
Default, Full Entity types referenced by the views. Access
Short, Default Owning entity type Access
Default, Full Parent subject area of each entity type. Access
Default, Full System defaults of business system owning

the BAA or BSD action block.
Access

Default, Full Typemap associated to the action block Modify

Action Statements

This action block expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Default, Full All action statements in the action block. Delete
Default, Full ASYNC response event usages Delete

Fully Expanded USEd Action Blocks and Action Blocks They USE

This action block expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Default only Views Only of USEd Action Blocks Access
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Full only Fully expanded action blocks USEd by
the scoped action block. (Fully expanded
action blocks include views and action
statements.)

Modify

Default only Views only of all action blocks USEd by the
scoped action block.

Access

Full only All action blocks USEd by the scoped
action block.

Modify

Data Interface Modules

This action block expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Short, Default, Full Bind package default Delete
Short, Default, Full RDB table usage Delete

Batch Job Expansion Table

To perform code generation of one or all the batch job steps that are contained in the batch job with the Construction
toolset, use the Batch Job scoping object.

A batch job is used to implement the procedure steps of a single procedure as a batch job. Steps cannot be excluded from
the procedure nor included from other procedures. The expansion of the batch job is applied to each procedure step in the
associated procedure rather than to the procedure itself.

NOTE
Jobs, like procedures, have four expansions: Short, A, Default, and Full.

Unit Test

The following tables show batch job unit test:

Procedure Steps Action Blocks, Implementation Logic, DBRM

This Batch Job expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

See note Note: The short, A, and Full expansion
options for batch job apply only to the
procedure steps within the procedure being
implemented.

All The procedure steps that are implemented
by the procedure implemented by the batch
job.

Modify

All Fully expanded action block and USEd
action blocks for each procedure step of the
procedure, if appropriate.

Modify

All Implementation logic units for these action
blocks, if expanded.

Delete

All DBRM for any implementation logic unit for
these action blocks.

Delete
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Job, Job Steps, Procedure and Procedure Step Execution Units, and PSB

This action block expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
All The scoped batch job. Modify
All All batch job steps contained in the batch

job.
Modify

All The procedure implemented by the scoped
batch job, containing the procedure steps of
each batch job step.

Modify

All The procedure step execution units for the
batch job steps.

Delete

All The PSB (program specification block) for
the scoped batch job.

Access

System Defaults

This Batch Job expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
All The business system defaults (PF keys,

commands, exit states, and so forth).
Access

TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Batch Job expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
All TD action blocks for entities or tables. Read
All Implementation logic units for each TD

action block.
Read

All DBRM for the implementation logic units of
TD action blocks.

Read

System Test

The following table shows batch job system test:

Entity Type Shared Companion Expansion, and DBRM

This Batch Job expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Expanded treatment of entity shared
companion of any entity type used in the
views of the action blocks.

Read

All DBRM for any implementation logic unit for
any action block.

Read

Batch Job Step Expansion Table

This article provides information to use the batch job-step scoping object to perform load module packaging maintenance
tasks with the Packaging Tool.
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Scope a batch job step as part of unit testing, to use the Construction Tool to generate or regenerate a single load module
for a batch job.

The expansion level and protection option of the scoped batch job step are applied to the procedure step corresponding to
that batch job step. In fact, this is the only part of job-step expansion that changes. All objects other than procedure step
are brought in for all five levels.

NOTE
The five expansion options for batch job step apply only to the procedure steps within the procedure being
implemented. All objects other than procedure steps are brought in for all five levels.

Unit Test

The following tables show batch job-step unit test:

Procedure Step

This Batch Job Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All The procedure step that is implemented by
the job step with the same expansion level
as the job step.

Modify

Job Step, Job and Procedure

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All The scoped batch job step. Modify
All The batch job containing the batch job step. Access
All The procedure implemented by the batch

job.
Access

Action Block, Views, Entity Types, Subject Areas

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All The action block for the procedure
step contained in the scoped batch job
step.

Modify

All All views for the procedure step action
blocks.

Modify

All All entity types used in the views. Access
All All subject areas of the entity types used in

the views.
Access

Program Specification Block (PSB)

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All The program specification block (PSB) for
the scoped batch job step.

Access
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Other Procedure Steps

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All Other procedure steps in the procedure
with short expansion (views only).

Access

System Defaults

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All The business system defaults (PF keys,
commands, exit states and so forth).

Access

Data Tables and Databases

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded data table for any
transformed entity type that is used in the
view of the procedure step or other USEd
action blocks.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
All Database and technical design for the data

tables.
Read

TD Action Blocks and Their DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All TD action blocks for entity or table. Read
All Implementation logic units for each TD

action block.
Read

All DBRM for the TD action blocks. Read

Packaging

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All Package list entry Delete

System Test

The following tables show batch job-step system test:
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Procedure Step

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The procedure step that is implemented by
the job step with the same expansion level
as the job step.

Modify

Action Block, Implementation Logic, and DBRM

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The fully expanded action block and USEd
action blocks for the procedure step that is
contained in the scoped batch job step, if
appropriate.

Modify

All The implementation logic unit for each of
these action blocks.

Delete

All DBRM for any implementation logic unit for
these action blocks.

Delete

Entity Type Shared Companion Expansion, DBRM

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Expanded treatment of entity shared
companions of any entity type used in the
views of the action blocks.

Read

All DBRM for any implementation logic unit for
any action blocks.

Read

Job Step, Job, and Procedure

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The scoped batch job step. Modify
All The batch job containing the batch job step. Access
All The procedure implemented by the batch

job.
Access

Views

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All All views for the procedure step action
blocks.

Modify
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Program Specification Block (PSB)

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The program specification block (PSB) for
the scoped batch job step.

Access

Other Procedure Steps

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Other procedure steps in the procedure
with short expansion (views only)

Access

System Defaults

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The business system defaults (PF keys,
commands, exit states, and so forth).

Access

Data Tables and Databases

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded data table for any
transformed entity type that is used in the
view of the procedure step or other USEd
action blocks.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
All Database and technical design for the data

tables.
Read

TD Action Blocks and Their DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded TD action blocks for entities
or tables.

Read

All Implementation logic units for each TD
action block.

Read

All DBRM for the TD action blocks. Read
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Packaging

This Batch Job-Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Package list entry Delete

Business System Expansion Table

When to Use

Include a business system in the definition of a subset to:

• Change the default information of the system (system commands, PF keys, screen templates, exit state, video
attributes, custom video properties, and edit patterns)

• Change dialog flow or view matching in ways that affect many of the procedure steps of the business system

WARNING
Request Full expansion of a business system only if the following option is true: a single developer is working on
the entire business and you delete a widely used system default.

Suggestion

Because it is difficult to delete business system defaults, define your defaults carefully before beginning the dialog flow
design, screen or window design, and the Procedure Action Diagrams.

Design, Unit Test and System Test

The following tables show business system design, unit test, and system test:

System Defaults and Technical System

This Business System expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Short, Default, Full System defaults (PF keys, commands, exit
states, templates, video attributes, custom
video properties, and edit patterns).

Modify

Short, Default, Full All bilingual text for system defaults. Delete
Short, Default, Full Unexpanded technical system. Modify

All Procedures, Procedure Steps, Dialog Flows, and Views

This Business System expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default, Full All procedures and procedure steps in the
business system. (not including the action
diagrams and screens for the procedure
steps).

Modify

Default, Full Dialog flow information used by the
procedures.

Delete

Default, Full All views in the business system. Modify
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All Screens, Windows, Action Diagrams, Referenced Entity Types

This Business System expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Full All screens in the business system. Modify
Full All fully expanded windows (with all window

objects) and dialog boxes in the business
system.

Delete

Full All action blocks in the business system. Modify
Full All bilingual text for screen objects. Delete
Full All entity types referenced in all views.

To modify these entity types, that you must
specify them as scoping objects.

Access

Full Parent subject areas for the entity types. Access

Data Interface Modules

This Business System expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Short, Default, Full Bind package default Delete
Short, Default, Full Package list entry Delete

Component Implementation Expansion Table

The following tables show component implementation design, unit test, and system test:

Parent Subject Area

This Component Implementation
expansion

Includes the following additional objects with this protection if scoped with
Modify

Short, Default, Full Parent subject areas of the scoped
component implementation

Access

TD Action Blocks (for data integrity)

This Component Implementation
expansion

Includes the following additional objects with this protection if scoped with
Modify

Short, Default, Full The TD action block for the scoped
component implementation

Modify

Short, Default, Full DBRM and implementation unit for the TD
action block

Modify

Component Model Expansion Table

To support operations, encapsulation, classifying attributes or to display attributes and operations on an entity type, use
the component model scoping object.

Include the component model in a subset definition to:
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• Modify or delete art objects
• Change references to entity types, relationships, subtypes, or partitionings

Design, Unit Test, and System Test

The following table shows component model design, unit test, and system test:

Art Objects

This Component Model expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection if scoped with
Modify

Default, Full Art objects Delete

Entity Types

This Component Model expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection if scoped with
Modify

Default Referenced entity types Access
Full Referenced entity types Modify
Default Referenced relationships Access
Full Referenced relationships Modify
Default Referenced subtypes Access
Full Referenced subtypes Modify
Default Referenced partitionings Access
Full Referenced partitionings Modify
Default Parent entity types of referenced

relationships
Access

Full Parent entity types of referenced
relationships

Modify

Default Parent entity types of referenced subtypes Access
Full Parent entity types of referenced subtypes Modify
Default Parent entity types of referenced

partitionings
Access

Full Parent entity types of referenced
partitionings

Modify

Subject Area

This Component Model expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection if scoped with
Modify

Default Scoping Subject Area Access
Full Scoping Subject Area Modify

Component Specification Expansion Table

This article provides information for Component Specification Expansion Table including design, unit test, and system test.
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Design, Unit Test, and System Test

The following tables show component specification design, unit test, and system test.

Parent Subject Area

This Component Specification
expansion

Includes the following additional objects with this protection if scoped with
Modify

Short, Default, and Full Parent subject areas of the scoped
component specification.

Access

TD Action Blocks (for data integrity)

This Component Specification
expansion

Includes the following additional objects with this protection if scoped with
Modify

Short, Default, and Full The TD action block for the scoped
component specification

Modify

Short, Default, and Full DBRM and implementation unit for the TD
action block

Modify

Interface Types

This Component Specification
expansion

Includes the following additional objects with this protection if scoped with
Modify

Default, Full Interface types offered by component
specification

Modify

Default, Full Interface type model scoped by each
interface type

Modify

Configuration Instance Expansion Table

The following table shows Configuration Instance design, unit test, and system test:

This Configuration Instance expansion Include the following additional object
types for all subset types

with this protection

Default Full Referenced Business System Access
Default Referenced Load Module Access
Full Referenced Load Module Modify
Default Referenced Procedure Step Access
Full Referenced Procedure Step Modify
Default Referenced Action Block Access
Full Referenced Action Block Modify
Default Parent Procedure Step for Referenced

Window and Dialog Box
Access

Full Parent Procedure Step for Referenced
Window and Dialog Box

Modify

Default Referenced Storage Group Access
Full Referenced Storage Group Modify
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Default Referenced Database Access
Full Referenced Database Modify
Default Parent Database for referenced Tablespace

and Index
Access

Full Parent Database for referenced Tablespace
and Index

Modify

Default Referenced Record Access
Full Referenced Record Modify
Default Scoping Subject Area Access
Full Scoping Subject Area Modfiy

Current Info System Expansion Table

The following table shows current info system design, unit test, and system test:

This Current Info System expansion Include the following additional object
types for all subset types

with this protection

Default Produced Current Effects Modify

Custom Proxies Expansion Table

The following table shows custom proxy definition design, unit test, and system test:

This Custom Proxies expansion Include the following additional object
types for all subset types

with this protection

Short
Default
Full

Owning Business System Access

Short
Default
Full

Custom Proxies included in the Custom
Proxy Definition

Modify

Short Procedure Steps included in the Custom
Proxy Definition

Modify

Default Procedure Steps included in the Custom
Proxy Definition

Modify

Full Procedure Steps included in the Custom
Proxy Definition

Modify

Data Table Expansion Table

This article provides information for Data Table Expansion Table. To let multiple users update tables in the same database,
use the data table scoping object.

Design and Unit Test

The following tables show data table design and unit test:
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Indexes, Columns, Link Tables, and Constraints

This Data Table expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design and Unit Test

with this protection

Default All indexes defined for the table. Delete
Short, Default Extended indexes for included indexes Delete
Default The indexspaces containing the indexes. Delete
Short, Default Extended indexspaces for included

indexspaces
Delete

Default All columns contained in the table. Modify
Short, Default Extended columns Delete
Default All from and to tables having constraints to

the table.
Read

Default All constraints to and from the table.
To modify the link table, you must also
scope the data table on the other end with
Modify protection.

Modify

Short, Default Extended constraints for included
constraints

Delete

Database, Data Store, Data Sets, and Storage Groups

This Data Table expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design and Unit Test

with this protection

Default Database that contains the table. Modify
Default Data store that contains the table. Delete
Short, Default Data sets for all included tablespaces and

indexspaces.
Delete

Default Any storage group that contains the data
sets.

Access

Default Any default storage group for the database. Access
See note All storage groups in the technical design

object.
Note: Included only if you receive Delete
protection on the scoped table.

Delete

Short, Default Tablespace for the base data table Modify
Short, Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Access
Short, Default Tablespace referenced by extended

indexspace Oracle
Access

Short, Default Extended tablespaces for included
tablespaces

Delete

Short, Default Extended tables Delete
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Implemented Entity Type and Parent Subject Areas

This Data Table expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design and Unit Test

with this protection

Default Entity type implemented by the data table. Access
Default Parent subject areas for the entity types. Access

TD Action Blocks

This Data Table expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design and Unit Test

with this protection

Default Unexpanded TD action blocks that are
associated with a table using a constraint.

Modify

Default Unexpanded TD action block that is
associated with an entity implemented by
the data table.

Access

System Test

The following tables show data table system test:

Indexes, Columns, Link Tables and Constraints

This Data Table expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default All indexes defined in the table. Modify
Short, Default Extended indexes for included indexes Delete
Default The indexspaces containing the index. Delete
Short, Default Extended indexspaces for included

indexspaces
Delete

Default All columns contained in the table. Modify
Short, Default Extended columns Delete
Default From and to tables having constraints to the

table.
Read

Default All constraints to and from the table.
To modify the link table, you must also
scope the table on the other end with
Modify protection.

Modify

Short, Default Extended constraints for included
constraints

Delete

Database, Data Store, Data Sets, Storage Groups

This Data Table expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Database that contains the table. Modify
Default Data store that contains the table. Modify
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Short, Default Data sets for all included tablespaces and
indexspaces.

Delete

Default Any storage group that contains the data
sets.

Access

Default Any default storage group for the database. Access
See note All storage groups in the technical design

object.
Note: Included only if you receive Delete
protection on the scoped table.

Delete

Short, Default Tablespace for the base data table Modify
Short, Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Access
Short, Default Tablespace referenced by extended

indexspace Oracle
Access

Short, Default Extended tablespaces for included
tablespaces

Delete

Short, Default Extended tables Delete

Implemented Entity Type and Parent Subject Areas

This Data Table expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Entity type implemented by the table. Access
Default Parent subject areas for the entity types. Access

TD Action Blocks

This Data Table expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Expanded TD action blocks that are
associated with a table using constraint.

Access

Default Expanded TD action block that is
associated with an entity that is
implemented by the data table.

Access

Default Expanded USEd TD action blocks. Access

Database Expansion Table

This article provides information for Data Table Expansion Table. Use the database scoping object when you want to
maintain a database with the Data Structure List and Data Storage List.

Design and Unit Test

The following tables show database design and unit test:
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Databases, Data Stores, Data Sets and Storage Groups

This Database expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design and Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default Database files Delete
Short, Default Extended databases Delete
Default All data stores that belong to the database. Delete
Default Tablespaces Modify
Short, Default Tablespaces that are referenced by

extended DB2 and UNIX databases
Access

Default Tablespaces referenced by extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended

indexspace Oracle
Delete

Short, Default Extended tablespaces for included
tablespaces

Delete

Default Any default storage group for the database. Access

Any storage groups that contain the data sets.

This Database expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design and Unit Test

with this protection

See note All storage groups in the technical design
object.
Note: Included only if you receive Delete
protection on the scoped database.

Delete

Default Data sets for all tablespaces and
indexspaces.

Delete

Data Tables and Columns

This Database expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design and Unit Test

with this protection

Default All tables stored in the database. Modify
Default Extended tables Delete
Default All columns contained in the tables. Modify
Default Extended columns Delete
Default From and to tables from other databases

for constraints.
Access

Indexes, Indexspaces, and Constraints

This Database expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design and Unit Test

with this protection

Default All indexes for the tables. Delete
Default Extended indexes for included indexes Delete
Default The indexspaces for the indexes. Delete
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Default Extended indexspaces for included
indexspaces

Delete

Default All constraints to and from the tables. Modify
Default Extended constraints for included

constraints
Delete

Implemented Entity Types and Parent Subject Areas

This Database expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design and Unit Test

with this protection

Default Entity types implemented by the tables. Access
Default Parent subject areas for the entity types. Access

Technical Design Object

This Database expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design and Unit Test

with this protection

Default Technical design object that uses the
database.

Modify

System Test

The following tables show database system test:

Databases, Data Stores, Data Sets, Storage Groups

This Database expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, Default Database files Delete
Short, Default Extended databases Delete
Default All data stores that belong to the database. Modify
Default Tablespaces Modify
Short Tablespace that is referenced by extended

DB2 and UNIX databases
Delete

Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
Short, Default Extended tablespaces for included

tablespaces
Delete

Default Any default storage group for the database. Access
Default Any storage groups that contain the data

sets.
Access

See note All storage groups in the technical design
object.
Note: Included only if you receive Delete
protection on the scoped table.

Delete

Default Data sets for all tablespaces and
indexspaces.

Delete
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Data Tables

This Database expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default All data tables stored in the database. Modify
Default Extended tables Delete
Default From and to tables from other databases

for constraints.
Access

Indexes, Columns, and Constraints

This Database expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default All indexes for the tables. Modify
Default Extended indexes for included indexes Delete
Default All columns contained in the tables. Modify
Default Extended columns Delete
Default All constraints to and from the tables. Modify
Default Extended constraints for included

constraints
Delete

Default Entity types implemented by the tables. Access
Default Parent subject areas for the entity types. Access

Technical Design Object

This Database expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Technical design object that uses the
database.

Modify

TD Action Blocks

This Database expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Expanded TD action block that is
associated with a table using constraints.

Modify

Default Expanded TD action block that is
associated with an entity that is
implemented by the data tables.

Access

Dialect Expansion Table

Use the dialect scoping object for creating bilingual text for models with the Design toolset. Dialect is not scoped for unit or
system testing.

Include a scoping dialect in the definition of a subset to:
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• Add a dialect (language) type to a model to create bilingual text for business system defaults, exit states, and prompts
• Delete an unused dialect from a model

Once you have defined a new dialect, it is not necessary to scope it to add bilingual text in that language. All dialects in a
model are included in your subset definition as part of the default set of objects, if they are not scoped directly.

NOTE
You must scope a business system (or any object whose expansion includes a business system) to access the
dialect functions. Dialects are added using the Dialect Definition option on the Design menu.

The following table shows dialect design:

This Dialect expansion Includes the following additional objects
in Design

with this protection

Default The scoped dialect object. Modify

Entity Type Expansion Table

To maintain the part of the model that is related to the subset's entity types with the Data Modeling tool, use the entity type
scoping object.

When to Use

Include an entity type in a subset definition to:

• Add new components, such as attributes, to the entity type
• Change the properties or description of the entity type or any of its components,
• Create a view that references the entity type (if no other view in the subset already references it).

Rules

When you secure Delete usage for an entity type, you receive Delete usage for all its relationships.

If new entity types are added to the subset at the workstation, relationships are added between the new entity types and
the entity types that are scoped with Modify protection in the subset definition.

To include data tables, databases, and TD action blocks, specify:

• Any expansion of entity type
• Unit Test or System Test subset type

The following diagram shows entity types and subtypes.

911133.ole

Design

The following tables show entity type design:

Entity Type, Entity Subtype, Details, Relationships

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Default, Full Entity type or work attribute set included
contents are used by

Access
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Short Only A chain of shared companion entity types
that have identifying relationships to the
scoped entity type, its subtypes, or its
shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values and
additional layers of shared companions
based on identifiers of the first set of
shared companion entity types found for
the scoped entity type. Short expansion
brings in all identifying relationships down
the chain of entity types and for subtypes.
It includes identifying shared companion
relationships, not anything else.

Access

Default, Full All shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types
include their attributes and permitted
values. Default expansion includes every
relationship whether it is an identifying
relationship.

Access

Short, Default, Full Parent Entity of attributes from which
foreign key attributes are derived

Access

Short, Default, Full Subtypes Modify
Short, Default, Full Partitionings Modify
Short, Default, Full All attributes and foreign key attributes

(including those of subtypes).
Modify

Short, Default, Full Aliases and Identifiers. Delete
Short, Default, Full All permitted values, prompt for values, and

prompts.
Modify

Short, Default All bilingual text for prompts. Delete
Default, Full Contents Delete
Short, Default, Full All relationships between scoped entity

types.
Modify

Short, Default, Full Relationships for included attribute
relationship usages

Access

Short, Default, Full Attribute relationship usages Delete
Default only Any mutually exclusive relationship set

structures of the scoped entity type.
Modify

Full Mutually exclusives. Delete

Parent Subject Areas

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, and Full Parent subject areas of the scoped entity
type.

Access

Short, Default Parent subject areas of shared companion
entity types.

Access
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Action Blocks for Derived Attributes

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, Full All action blocks for derived or default
attributes.

Modify

Short, Default All action blocks USEd by action blocks for
derived attributes.

Modify

Default Owned action blocks Access
Full Owned action blocks Modify

Views of Action Blocks

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default All views of all action blocks in the subset. Modify
Short, Default All components of entity types in the views. Access

Entity State Transitions

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, Full Entity state transition objects associated to
the entity type and its subtypes.

Delete

Data Table, Database, and Technical Design

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, Full
See note

The data table implementing the scoped
entity type if it has been transformed.
Note: Included only if the entity type is
scoped with Modify or Delete protection.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
See note The database and technical design for the

table
Note: Included only if the entity type is
scoped with Modify or Delete protection.

Delete

TD Action Blocks (for data integrity)

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, Full The TD action block for the scoped entity
type.

Modify

Short, Default The TD action block for any shared
companion entity type.

Access
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Short, Default, Full DBRM and implementation unit for TD
action blocks.

Modify

Transactions

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Default Owned transactions Access
Full Owned transactions Modify

Unit Test

The following tables show entity type unit test:

Entity Type, Entity Subtype, Details, Relationships

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default The scoped entity type and all its
partitionings including subtypes.

Modify

Short, Default Partitionings Modify
Default Entity type or work attribute set included

contents are used by
Access

Short, Default All attributes (including those of subtypes). Modify
Short, Default All names, descriptions, properties,

permitted values, and identifiers.
Modify

Short, Default All bilingual text for prompts. Delete
Default Contents Delete
Short, Default All relationships between scoped entity

types.
Modify

Parent Subject Areas

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default Parent subject areas of the scoped entity
type.

Access

Short, Default Parent subject areas of shared companion
entity types.

Access

Action Blocks for Derived Attributes

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default All action blocks for derived attributes. Modify
Short, Default All action blocks USEd by action blocks for

derived attributes.
Modify

Default Owned action blocks Access
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Views of Action Blocks

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default All views of all action blocks in the subset. Modify
Short, Default All components of entity types in the views. Access

Data Table, and Databases

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default Fully expanded data table for the
transformed entity type.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
Short, Default The database and technical design for the

data table.
Read

TD Action Blocks, DBRMs and Implementation Logic

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default Unexpanded TD action block for the scoped
entity type and table.

Modify

Short, Default DBRM and implementation logic units for
the TD action blocks.

Modify

Entity Type used in the views of these Action Blocks

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short Only A chain of shared companion entity types
that have identifying relationships to the
scoped entity type, its subtypes, or its
shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values and
additional layers of shared companion
based on identifiers of the first set of shared
companion entity types found for the
scoped entity type.

Read

Default Only All shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values. The
first shared companion layer is every entity
type with a relationship to the scoped
entity type. The second layer of shared
companions is based on identifiers of the
first level of shared companion entity types
found.

Access
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Transactions

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Default Owned transactions Access
Default Only Any mutually exclusive relationship set of

the scoped entity type.
Modify

System Test

The following tables show entity type system test:

Entity Type, Entity Subtype, Details, Relationships

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, Default The scoped entity type and all its
partitionings including entity subtypes.

Modify

Short, Default Partitionings Modify
Default Entity type or work attribute set included

contents are used by
Access

Short, Default All attributes (including those of subtypes). Modify
Short, Default All names, descriptions, properties,

permitted values, prompts, and identifiers.
Modify

Short, Default All bilingual text for prompts. Delete
Default Contents Delete
Short, Default All relationships between scoped entity

types.
Modify

Parent Subject Area

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, Default Parent subject areas of the scoped entity
type.

Access

Short, Default Parent subject areas of shared companion
entity types.

Access

Action Blocks for Derived Attributes

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, Default All action blocks for derived attributes. Modify
Short, Default All action blocks USEd by action blocks for

derived attributes.
Modify

Default Owned action blocks Access
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Views of Action Blocks

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, Default All views of all action blocks in the subset. Modify
Short, Default All components of entity types in the views. Access

Data Table and Database

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, Default Fully expanded data table for the
transformed entity type.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
Short, Default The database and technical design for the

table.
Read

TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, Default Fully expanded TD action blocks for entity
types, data tables.

Modify

Short, Default DBRM and implementation logic units for
each TD action block.

Modify

Entity Type used in the Views of these Action Blocks

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default All entity types with any kind of relationship
to the used entity type or one of its
neighbors, that is, its full chain of
relationships, not just identifying
relationships.

Read

Short Only A chain of shared companion entity types
that have identifying relationships to the
scoped entity type, its subtypes, or its
shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values and
additional layers of shared companions
based on identifiers of the first set of shared
companion entity types found for the
scoped entity type.

Access
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Default Only All shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values. The
first shared companion layer is every entity
type with a relationship to the scoped
entity type. The second layer of shared
companions is based on identifiers of the
first level of shared companion entity types
found.

Access

Transactions

This Entity expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Owned transactions Access
Default Only Any mutually exclusive relationship set of

the scoped entity type.
Modify

Exit State Expansion Table

This article provides information for Exit State Expansion Table to maintain Global and Business system-specific exit
states.

Use the exit state scoping object to maintain:

• Global exit states (those defined during Analysis and belonging to the entire model).
• Business system-specific exit states (those defined during the Design stage and belonging to a specific business

system).

Include an exit state in a subset to:

• Add or change its message
• Change its type (rollback compared to normal)

If global exit states exist in a model, they are included in the subset as part of the default set, if not previously included
through the expansion of some other object.

Design, Unit Test, and System Test

The following tables show exit state design, unit test, and system test:

Exit State, Message, and Bilingual Text

This Exit State expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Default The scoped exit state. Modify
Default Message and bilingual text. Delete

System Defaults and Bilingual Text

This Exit State expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Default
See note

The business system that it belongs to, at
short expansion (system defaults only).
Note: For BSD exit states only.

Access
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Default
See note

Any bilingual text for the system defaults.
Note: For BSD exit states only.

Read

Matrix Usages and Cell Values

This Exit State expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Default
See note

Any matrix usages.
Note: Included only if Delete protection is
requested for the scoped exit state.

Access

Default
See note

Any matrix cell values.
Note: Included only if Delete protection is
requested for the scoped exit state.

Access

External Object Expansion Table

This article provides information for External Object Expansion Table. To maintain external objects in the Process
Dependency Diagram (PDD), use the external object scoping object.

Include an external object in a subset to:

• Associate a new external object with a function or process.
• Change the external description of the object.
• Delete an external object (if it has never been used).

The following diagram shows external object.

Figure 91: Line External Object
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Design, Unit Test, and System Test

The following tables show external object design, unit test, and system test:

External Object

This External Object expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default The scoped external object. Modify

Matrix Usages and Cell Values

This External Object expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default
See note

Any matrix usages. Access

Default
See note

Any Matrix cell values. Access

Note: Included only if external object is
scoped with Delete protection.

Function and Process Expansion Table

To maintain the part of the model that is related to the functions and processes of the subset with the Activity Hierarchy
Diagram (AHD) and Activity Dependency Diagram (ADD), use the function scoping object.

Include functions and processes in a subset definition to:

• Change the AHD or ADD.
• Create or change the Process Action Diagram (PAD).
• Modify the views of a process.

The following diagram shows functions and processes.
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Figure 92: Line Function

The following diagram shows dependencies.
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Figure 93: Line Function 1

Design, Unit Test, and System Test

The following tables show function or process design, unit test, and system test:

Function or Process, Subordinates, and Parents

This Function expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Short, Default, Full The scoped function or process. Modify
Short, Default, Full All functions and processes subordinate to

the scoped object.
Modify

Short, Default, Full Parents of the scoped object Access

Views, Referenced Entity Types, and their Subject Areas

This Function expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Short, Default, Full All views for the scoped object and its

subordinates.
Modify

Short, Default, Full Entity types that are referenced in views or
expected effects.

Access

Short, Default, Full Parent subject areas of the entity types. Access
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External Objects and Events

This Function expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Short, Default, Full All external objects and events of the

scoped object.
Modify

Dependencies

This Function expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Short, Default, Full All dependencies. Modify

Entity State Transitions and Usages

This Function expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Short, Default, Full Entity type referenced by the transition. Modify
Short, Default, Full Entity state transition usages that are

associated to the process.
Delete

Short, Default, Full Entity state transitions associated to the
entity state usage.

Read

Fully Expanded Action Blocks and Views of USEd Action Blocks

This Function expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Default, Full Fully expanded process action blocks of

the scoped activity and its subordinate
activities.

Modify

Default, Full Views only of all USEd action blocks
referenced by these process action blocks.

Access

Default, Full Full expansion of all USEd action blocks
referenced by these process action blocks.

Access

Fully Expanded USEd Action Blocks

This Function expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Full Full expansion of all USEd action blocks

referenced by these process action blocks.
Modify

Interface Type Expansion Table

This article provides information about the interface type expansion table that shows the interface type design.

Entity Type, Entity Subtype, Details, Relationships

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Default, Full Entity type or work attribute set included
contents are used by

Access
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Short Only A chain of shared companion entity types
that have identifying relationships to the
scoped interface type, its subtypes, or its
shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values and
more layers of shared companions based
on identifiers of the first set of shared
companion entity types that are found for
the scoped interface type. Short expansion
brings in all identifying relationships down
the chain of entity types and for subtypes.
It includes identifying shared companion
relationships, not anything else.

Access

Default, Full All shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types
include their attributes and permitted
values. Default expansion includes every
relationship whether it is an identifying
relationship.

Access

Short, Default, Full parent Entity of attributes from which
foreign key attributes are derived

Access

Short, Default, Full Subtypes Modify
Short, Default, Full Partitionings Modify
Short, Default, Full All attributes and foreign key attributes

(including those of subtypes).
Modify

Short, Default, Full Aliases and Identifiers. Delete
Short, Default, Full All permitted values, prompt for values, and

prompts.
Modify

Short, Default All bilingual text for prompts. Delete
Default, Full Contents Delete
Short, Default, Full All relationships between scoped entity

types.
Modify

Short, Default, Full Relationships for included attribute
relationship usages

Access

Short, Default, Full Attribute relationship usages Delete
Default only Any mutually exclusive relationship set

structures of the scoped interface type.
Modify

Full Mutually exclusives. Delete

Parent Subject Areas

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, and Full Parent subject areas of the scoped
interface type.

Access

Short, Default Parent subject areas of shared companion
entity types.

Access
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Action Blocks for Derived Attributes

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, Full All action blocks for derived or default
attributes.

Modify

Short, Default All action blocks USEd by action blocks for
derived attributes.

Modify

Default Owned action blocks Access
Full Owned action blocks Modify

Views of Action Blocks

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default All views of all action blocks in the subset. Modify
Short, Default All components of entity types in the views. Access

Entity State Transitions

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, Full Entity state transition objects that are
associated to the entity type and its
subtypes.

Delete

Data Table, Database, and Technical Design

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, Full
See note

The data table implementing the scoped
interface type if it has been transformed.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
See note The database and technical design for the

table
Delete

Note: Included only if the interface type is
scoped with Modify or Delete protection.

TD Action Blocks (for data integrity)

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, Full The TD action block for the scoped
interface type.

Modify

Short, Default The TD action block for any shared
companion entity type.

Access

Short, Default, Full Implementation unit for TD action blocks. Modify
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Transactions

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Default Owned transactions Access
Full Owned transactions Modify

Interface Type Model

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, Full Interface type model scoped by interface
type

Modify

Unit Test

The following tables show interface type unit test:

Entity Type, Entity Subtype, Details, Relationships

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default The scoped interface type and all its
partitionings including subtypes.

Modify

Short, Default Partitionings Modify
Default Entity type or work attribute set included

contents are used by
Access

Short, Default All attributes (including those of subtypes). Modify
Short, Default All names, descriptions, properties,

permitted values, and identifiers.
Modify

Short, Default All bilingual text for prompts. Delete
Default Contents Delete
Short, Default All relationships between scoped entity

types.
Modify

Parent Subject Areas

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default Parent subject areas of the scoped
interface type.

Access

Short, Default Parent subject areas of shared companion
entity types.

Access
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Action Blocks for Derived Attributes

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default All action blocks for derived attributes. Modify
Short, Default All action blocks USEd by action blocks for

derived attributes.
Modify

Default Owned action blocks Access

Views of Action Blocks

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default All views of all action blocks in the subset. Modify
Short, Default All components of entity types in the views. Access

Data Table, and Databases

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default Fully expanded data table for the
transformed interface type.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
Short, Default The database and technical design for the

data table.
Read

TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default Unexpanded TD action block for the scoped
interface type and table.

Modify

Short, Default DBRM and implementation logic units for
the TD action blocks.

Modify
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Entity Type Used in the Views of these Action Blocks

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short Only A chain of shared companion entity types
that have identifying relationships to the
scoped interface type, its subtypes, or its
shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values and
more layers of shared companion based
on identifiers of the first set of shared
companion entity types that are found for
the scoped interface type.

Read

Default Only All shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values. The
first shared companion layer is every entity
type with a relationship to the scoped
interface type. The second layer of shared
companions is based on identifiers of the
first level of shared companion entity types
found.

Access

Transactions

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Default Owned transactions Access
Default Only Any mutually exclusive relationship set of

the scoped interface type.
Modify

Interface Type Model

This Interface Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default, Full Interface type model scoped by interface
type

Modify

System Test

The following tables show interface type system test:

Entity Type, Entity Subtype, Details, Relationships

This Interface expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default The scoped interface type and all its
partitionings including entity subtypes.

Modify

Short, Default Partitionings Modify
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Default Entity type or work attribute set included
contents are used by

Access

Default All attributes (including those of subtypes). Modify
Default All names, descriptions, properties,

permitted values, prompts, and identifiers.
Modify

Default All bilingual text for prompts. Delete
Default Contents Delete
Default All relationships between scoped entity

types.
Modify

Parent Subject Area

This Interface expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Parent subject areas of the scoped
interface type.

Access

Default Parent subject areas of shared companion
entity types.

Access

Action Blocks for Derived Attributes

This Interface expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default All action blocks for derived attributes. Modify
Default All action blocks USEd by action blocks for

derived attributes.
Modify

Default Owned action blocks Access

Views of Action Blocks

This Interface expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default All views of all action blocks in the subset. Modify
Default All components of entity types in the views. Access

Data Table and Database

This Interface expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Fully expanded data table for the
transformed interface type.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
Default The database and technical design for the

table.
Read
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TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Interface expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Fully expanded TD action blocks for entity
types, data tables.

Modify

Default DBRM and implementation logic units for
each TD action block.

Modify

Entity Type used in the Views of these Action Blocks

This Interface expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default All entity types with any kind of relationship
to the used entity type or one of its
neighbors, that is, its full chain of
relationships, not just identifying
relationships.

Read

Short Only A chain of shared companion entity types
that have identifying relationships to the
scoped interface type, its subtypes, or its
shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values and
more layers of shared companions based
on identifiers of the first set of shared
companion entity types that are found for
the scoped interface type.

Access

Default Only All shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values. The
first shared companion layer is every entity
type with a relationship to the scoped
interface type. The second layer of shared
companions is based on identifiers of the
first level of shared companion entity types
found.

Access

Transactions

This Interface expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Owned transactions Access
Default Only Any mutually exclusive relationship set of

the scoped interface type.
Modify
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Interface Type Model

This Interface expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, Default, Full Interface type model scoped by interface
type

Modify

Interface Type Model Expansion Table

This article provides information for Interface Type Model Expansion Table including design, unit test, and system test.

Design, Unit Test, and System Test

The following tables show interface type model design, unit test, and system test:

Art Objects

This Interface Type Model expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection if scoped with
Modify

Default, Full Art objects Delete

Entity Types

This Interface Type Model expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection if scoped with
Modify

Default Referenced entity types Access
Full Referenced entity types Modify
Default Referenced relationships Access
Full Referenced relationships Modify
Default Referenced subtypes Access
Full Referenced subtypes Modify
Default Referenced partitionings Access
Full Referenced partitionings Modify
Default Parent entity types of referenced

relationships
Access

Full Parent entity types of referenced
relationships

Modify

Default Parent entity types of referenced subtypes Access
Full Parent entity types of referenced subtypes Modify
Default Parent entity types of referenced

partitionings
Access

Full Parent entity types of referenced
partitionings

Modify
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Interface Type

This Interface Type Model expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection if scoped with
Modify

Default Scoping Interface Type Access
Full Scoping Interface Type Modify

Matrix Expansion Table

To create or maintain matrices with the Matrices tool, use the matrix scoping object. A matrix tables relationship between
key types of objects in a model.

Two types of matrices are provided as scoping objects:

• System-supplied
• User-defined

The system-supplied matrices are predefined pairings of types of objects. These matrices are related to Planning,
Analysis, and Design tasks.

The user-defined matrices consist of three possible combinations:

• The user-defined objects for both axes
• A user-defined object for one axis and a system-supplied object for the other axis
• The system-supplied objects for both X and Y axes

When to Use System-Supplied

Include a system-supplied matrix in a subset to:

• Add the objects to the matrix
• Add, or change, or delete cell values
• Describe the matrix in a text description
• Detail objects that are used in rows and columns
• Remove the objects from a matrix
• Perform cluster function on:

– Business Function/Business Function
– Entity Type/Entity Type

When to Use User-Defined

Include a user-defined matrix in a subset to:

• Do all the tasks described earlier except the cluster function to an existing matrix
• Create a matrix

Rules for System-Supplied

You must scope a matrix to include it in your subset.

You cannot delete a system-supplied matrix. You can only delete the usage of specific objects in the matrix.

A matrix using business function as an axis displays only the lowest level (leaf) function. However, a subset that is created
for this matrix contains every function and process in the model.
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A matrix using elementary process as an axis displays only the elementary processes. A subset that is created for this
matrix contains elementary processes plus the processes and functions that are in their direct path to the root.

When used on an axis of a matrix, function and processes receive default-not Short-expansion.

Special Cases

Two system-supplied matrices have special requirements for expansion and protection. These matrices are:

• Business Function/Entity Type (Planning-related)
• Elementary Process/Entity Type (Analysis-related)

These two matrices use expected effects of functions or processes that have been detailed using an AHD or ADD. They
also allow you to define or change expected effects using the matrix. For this reason, functions, processes, and entity
types that are used in these two matrices receive different treatment:

• Functions and processes receive Modify protection, not Access.
• Entity types receive default expansion, not short expansion.

Because of their different treatment, these matrices can be large, and the rules and limitations for Modify protection apply
to the functions and processes in them.

Additional Requirements

The two matrices that are mentioned in Special Cases have some special requirements when using certain features of the
Matrix Processor Tool:

• If an axis contains more than 256 objects, you cannot cluster, sort, and so forth.
• To use the cluster function with the Business Function/Entity Type matrix, you must scope two more matrices with

Delete protection:
– Business Function/Business Function
– Entity Type/Entity Type

• To use the cluster function with the Elementary Process/Entity Type matrix, also scope the Elementary Process/
Elementary Process matrix with Delete protection.

Expansions for User-Defined

The basic expansion of a user-defined matrix is the same as that of a system-supplied matrix.

The expansion of a user-defined object class that is used in a matrix includes every occurrence of that object type in the
model with Access protection.

Rules for User-Defined

You must scope a user-defined matrix to include it in your subset.

• You can delete a user-defined matrix. If the matrix uses a system-defined object class for one or both of its axes, you
do not delete the object class, only their usage in the matrix.

• If the matrix consists solely of user-defined objects, everything can be deleted: matrix, objects, cell values, and so
forth.

• A subset for a matrix using business function as an axis contains every function and process in the model.
• A subset for a matrix using elementary process as an axis displays only the elementary processes. A subset that is

created for this matrix contains elementary processes plus the processes and functions that are in their direct path to
the root.

• When used on an axis of a matrix, function and processes receive default expansion, not Short expansion.

The following diagram shows a matrix.
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Figure 94: Line Matrix

Design, Unit Test, and System Test

The following tables show matrix design, unit test, and system test:

Matrix Usages, Cell Values

This Matrix expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Default The scoped matrix object. Modify
Default Matrix cell values. Delete

Object Classes and Object Class Occurrences

This Matrix expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Default The object classes that are used on the X

and Y axis.
See Class expansions for individual charts
of system-supplied object classes.

Access

Default All occurrences of each object class. Access
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Navigation Diagram Expansion Table

To maintain the part of the model that is related to the windows and dialog boxes of the subset, use the navigation
diagram scoping object. Use the navigation diagram as the central hub for creating and maintaining interactions between
application components.

Include the navigation diagram in a subset definition to:

• Change the interaction between a window and dialog boxes.
• Access procedure steps that are used by the navigation diagram.

The following table shows navigation diagram design, unit test, and system test:

This Navigation Diagram expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection if scoped with
Modify

Default, Full Window usages and procedure step
window usages

Delete

Default Procedure steps owning windows/dialog
boxes used by the navigation diagram

Access

Full Procedure steps owning windows/dialog
boxes used by the navigation diagram

Modify

Default Procedure steps directly used by navigation
diagram

Access

Full Procedure steps directly used by navigation
diagram

Modify

Online Load Module Expansion Table

To check out all procedure steps that are contained in the scoped load module, Use the online load module scoping
object.

Scope an online load module to perform code generation tasks.

The expansion level and protection option of the scoped online load module step are applied to each procedure step
within that load module. All packaging is uploaded to the Host Encyclopedia.

NOTE
The online load module has the same five levels of expansion as procedure steps: short, A, B, Default, and
Full. The expansion level and protection option of the scoped online load module apply to each procedure step
within that load module. Items that are marked if appropriate (such as screens) are included only if included for a
procedure step at the expansion you select.

Unit Test

The following tables show online load module unit test:

Program

This Online Load Module expansion Include the following additional objects with this protection
All (Short, A, B, Default, Full) The scoped online program. Modify
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Packaged Procedure Steps

This Online Load Module expansion Include the following additional objects with this protection
All All procedure steps packaged in the scoped

online program.
Modify

All The procedure step execution units for
each step in the program.

Delete

All Package list entry Delete

Trancodes

This Online Load Module expansion Include the following additional objects with this protection
All The trancodes for the scoped online

program.
Access

All The business systems containing these
procedures.

Access

System Defaults

This Online Load Module expansion Include the following additional objects with this protection
All System default information (PF keys,

commands, exit states, templates, video
attributes, and edit patterns).

Modify

Screen and Windows

This Online Load Module expansion Include the following additional objects with this protection
All All screen and screen objects (templates,

prompts, variables) for the procedure
steps of the scoped online program, if
appropriate.

Modify

All All windows and window objects (prompts,
variables, literals) for the procedure steps of
the scoped online program, if appropriate.

Delete

Action Blocks

This Online Load Module expansion Include the following additional objects with this protection
All The fully expanded action blocks and USEd

action blocks of all procedure steps for the
scoped online program, if appropriate.

Referenced and Shared Companion Entity Types

This Online Load Module expansion Include the following additional objects with this protection
All All entity types referenced in any action

block views.
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Database and Data Tables
All Fully expanded data table for any

transformed entity type that is used in the
view of the procedure step or other USEd
action blocks.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
All Database and technical design for the data

tables.
Read

TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Online Load Module expansion Include the following additional objects with this protection
All Unexpanded TD action blocks for every

entity and table in the subset.
Read

All Implementation logic units and DBRMs for
every TD action block.

Read

System Test

The following tables show online load module system test:

Program

This Online Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The scoped online program. Modify

Packaged Procedure Steps

This Online Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All All procedure steps packaged in the scoped
online program.

Modify

All The procedure step execution units for
each step in the program.

Delete

All Package list entry Delete

Trancodes

This Online Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Clear screen and Dialog Flow trancodes for
all the procedure steps.

Modify

All Trancodes for the scoped online program. Access
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Procedures and Business Systems

This Online Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The procedures for the procedure steps of
the program.

Access

All The business systems containing these
procedures.

Access

System Defaults

This Online Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All System default information (PF keys,
commands, exit states, templates, video
attributes, and edit patterns.

Access

Screen and Windows

This Online Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All All screens and screen objects (templates,
prompts, variables) for the procedure
steps of the scoped online program, if
appropriate.

Modify

All All windows and window objects (prompts,
variables, literals) for the procedure steps of
the scoped online program, if appropriate.

Delete

Action Blocks, Implementation Logic, DBRMs

This Online Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The fully expanded action blocks and USEd
action blocks of the procedure steps of the
online load module, if appropriate.

Modify

All The implementation logic objects for these
action blocks.

Delete

Referenced and Shared Companion Entity Types

This Online Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Expanded treatment of entity shared
companions for any entity type used in
views of action blocks.

Read
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Data Tables and Databases

This Online Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded data table for any
transformed entity type that is used in the
view of the procedure step or other USEd
action blocks.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
All Database and technical design for the data

tables
Read

TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Online Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded TD action blocks for each
entity type.

All Implementation logic units and DBRMs for
every TD action block.

Read

Dialog Manager

This Online Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All A Dialog Manager between load modules
that includes the following:
Flows into or out of each expanded load
module in the subset.
Procedure steps for these flows with short
expansion.
Entities and attributes that are used in the
views of these steps.
Data tables for the entities, fully expanded.
Extended tables.
Tablespace referenced by extended tables.
Databases for the tables fully expanded.
Unexpanded TD action block for the entities
and tables.
Implementation logic unit and DBRM for the
TD action blocks.
Trancodes for the flowed to load modules.
Unexpanded load modules being flowed to.
Implementation units for the load module
only.

Read
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Operations Library Expansion Table

The following table shows operations library design, unit test, and system test:

This Operations Library expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

All Technical System Access
All Implementation units contained by

Operations Library
Modify

All Action block associated to each
Implementation unit

Modify

Organizational Unit Expansion Table

To maintain organization units in the Organization Hierarchy Diagram or matrices, use the organizational unit scoping
object.

To add, modify, or delete organization units within a hierarchy, include an organization unit in a subset.

If a root organization exists in a model, it is included in the subset as part of the default set, if not previously included
through the expansion of some other object.

Design, Unit Test, and System Test

The following tables show organizational unit design, unit test, and system test:

Organization Units

This Org Unit expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Default The scoped organization unit. Modify
Default All organization units directly subordinate to

the scoped unit.
Modify

Default All parent organization units of the scoped
unit.

Modify

Matrix Usages and Cell Values

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Default, if scoped with Delete Any matrix usages. Access
Default, if scoped with Delete Any matrix cell values. Access

Procedure Expansion Table

To maintain items that are related to the scoped procedure with the Procedure Action Diagram, Screen Design, Dialog
Flow Diagram, and Window Design, use the procedure scoping object.

When to Use

Include a procedure in the subset definition to modify:
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• The Procedure Action Diagram and screens for all the procedure steps in the procedure.
• The Dialog Flow Diagram for the scoped procedure. Scope two procedure steps with short expansion to modify the

Dialog Flow Diagram between the two procedure steps.

When Not to Use

Often during Design, a subset definition contains only one scoping object, the procedure step to be designed. Whenever
possible, scope one or more procedure steps rather than scoping a procedure. Scoping procedure steps helps avoid the
problems that large procedure-related subsets can entail.

The following diagram shows procedure and procedure steps.

The following diagram shows dialog flows with procedure and procedure steps.

Design

The following tables show procedure design:

Procedure Steps, Action Blocks, Screens, Windows, and Dialog Flow

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, A, Default, Full The procedure steps of the scoped
procedure.

Modify

Short, A, Default, Full The full expansion of the action blocks and
screens that belong to the procedure steps
of the scoped procedure.

Modify

Short, A, Default, Full Fully expanded windows and dialog boxes
that are associated with the procedure
steps of the scoped procedure.

Delete

Short, A, Default, Full Dialog flow information between the
procedure steps of the scoped procedure.

Delete
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Short, A, Default, Full Bilingual text for screen objects. Delete

Views

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Short, A, Default, Full All views that are associated with the

procedure and its procedure steps
Modify

System Defaults

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Short, A, Default, Full System defaults (PF keys, commands, exit

states, templates, and video attributes).
Access

Short, A, Default, Full All bilingual text for the system defaults. Read

Dialog Flow

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Default Only All procedures and procedure steps that

flow to or from the scoping procedure (its
shared companions).

Access

Default Only Dialog flow information that is used by the
procedure steps that flow from the steps of
the scoped procedure.

Delete

Default Only Dialog flow information that is used by the
procedure steps that flow to the steps of the
scoped procedure.

Read

Default Only Entity types referenced by the information
views in Procedure Action Diagrams.

Access

Default Only You can add or modify views that reference
the entity types, but you cannot add or
change entity type components without
scoping entity types.

Elementary Processes

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following ad with this protection
A or Full Elementary Processes implemented by the

scoped procedure.
Modify

Shared Companion Elementary Processes, Action Blocks, and Screens

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following ad with this protection
Full Elementary processes implemented by

shared companion procedures of the
scoped procedure.

Access

Full Action block and screen definition objects
of procedure steps that flow to or from the
scoped procedure.

Access
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Full Window definition objects of any procedure
steps that flow to or from the scoped
procedure.

Read

Full Bilingual text for shared companion screen
objects.

Read

Unit Test

The following tables show procedure unit test:

System Defaults

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All System Defaults (PF keys, commands, exit
states, templates, and video attributes).

Access

Action Blocks

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All The fully expanded action blocks and USEd
action blocks of all procedure steps for the
scoped procedure.

Modify

Screens and Windows

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All All screens and screen objects (templates,
prompts, variables).

Modify

All All windows, window objects (prompts,
variables, literals), and HTML objects.

Delete

Referenced and Shared Companion Entity Types

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All All entity types referenced in any action
block views.

Access

Database, Data Tables, and TD Action Blocks

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded data tables for any
transformed entity types used the views of
the scoped procedure.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
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Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
All Database and technical design of the data

tables.
Read

All TD action blocks for the entities and data
tables.

Read

All Implementation logic units for the TD action
blocks.

Read

All DBRMs for the TD action blocks. Read

Load Module, Execution Units, and Packaging Units

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

See note 1. Unexpanded load module or batch job
for the procedure steps of the scoped
procedure.

Access

See note 2. Unexpanded load module or batch job
for the procedure steps of the scoped
procedure.

Read

See note 1. Procedure step execution units and
packaging units for all procedure steps of
the scoped procedure.

Delete

See note 2. Procedure step execution units and
packaging units for all procedure steps of
the scoped procedure.

Read

Note:
1. Included for All, if you scope the
procedure with Modify or Delete protection.
2. Included for All, if you scope the
procedure with Access or Read protection.

Trancodes

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

See note Clear screen and Dialog Flow trancodes
for the procedure steps of the scoped
procedure.
Note: Included for All, if you scope the
procedure with Modify or Delete protection.

Access

See note Clear screen and Dialog Flow trancodes
for the procedure steps of the scoped
procedure.
Note: Included for All, if you scope the
procedure with Access or Read protection.

Read

System Test

The following tables show procedure system test:
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System Defaults

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All System defaults (PF keys, commands, exit
states, templates, and video attributes).

Access

Procedure Steps and Action Blocks

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded procedure steps and USEd
action blocks.

Modify

Screen and Windows

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The screen and screen objects (templates,
prompts, variables) for all procedure steps
of the scoped procedure.

Modify

All All windows, window objects (prompts,
variables, literals), and HTML objects for all
procedure steps of the scoped procedure.

Delete

Referenced and Shared Companion Entity Types

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All All entity types that are referenced in any
action block views with default expansion
rather than short.

Access

All A broader definition of shared companions
for all entities directly referenced in views.

Read

Database and Data Tables

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded data tables for any
transformed entity types used in the views
of the scoped procedure.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
All Database and technical design for the data

tables.
Read
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Load Module, Execution Units, and Packaging Units

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The fully expanded load module or batch
job for the procedure steps of the scoped
procedure.

Read

All Full expansion of other procedure steps in
each load module or job.

Read

All Procedure step execution units and
packaging units for every procedure step
that is packaged in each load module or job
being expanded.

Read

Trancodes

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Clear screen and Dialog Flow trancodes for
all steps in the subset.

Read

Implementation Logic and DBRMS

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Implementation logic objects for every
action block in the subset.

Read

All DBRMs for every implementation logic
object in the subset.

Read

TD Action Blocks

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Full expansion of TD action blocks for every
entity and table.

Read

All Implementation logic units and DBRMs for
every TD action block.

Read
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Dialog Manager

This Procedure expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All A Dialog Manager between load modules
that includes the following:
Flows into or out of each expanded load
module in the subset.
Procedure steps for these flows with Short
expansion.
Entities and attributes that are used in the
views of these steps.
TD action blocks for each of these entities
Implementation units and DBRMs for the
TD action blocks.
Trancodes for the flowed to load modules.
Unexpanded load modules being flowed to.
Implementation units for the load module
only.

Read

Procedure Step Expansion Table

To maintain the screens, windows, and action blocks that are defined for the procedure steps of the subset with the
Screen Design and Procedure Action Diagram, use the procedure step scoping object.

When to Use

Scope individual procedure steps to:

• Modify the step's Procedure Action Diagrams and screen or windows
• Maintain the action blocks referenced by the step

Choosing the Procedure Step Expansion

The expansion of the procedure step affects only the expansion level of the action block. The following table shows
guidelines for expanding a procedure step.

To Use this expansion At this protection
Delete lines in an action block or fields on a
screen but not delete the screen or action
block itself.

Short Modify

Match views with common (USEd) action
blocks but do not need the actual action
statements of the USEd action blocks.

Default Access

Perform maintenance on screens. Short Modify
Expand USEd action blocks fully and the
step's action block.

A Access

Fully expand only the procedure step's
action block.

B Access
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Design

The following tables show procedure step design:

Procedure Step and Parent

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

All (Short, B, A, Default, Full) The scoped procedure step. Modify
All The parent procedure of the scoped

procedure step.
Access

Referenced Entity Types

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Short All entity types that are referenced in views

of the procedure block or USEd action
books.
Unless explicitly scoped, the entity
types that are referenced in view for
procedure steps receive short expansion.
Short expansion provides all attributes,
partitionings, subtypes, identifiers, and
identifying relationships of the scoped entity
types and of their shared companion entity
types.

Access

System Defaults

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
All System defaults (PF keys, commands, exit

states, templates, and video attributes).
Access

All All bilingual text for system defaults. Read

Load Module, Execution Units, and Packaging Units

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
See note Unexpanded load module for the scoped

procedure step.
Note: Included for All, if you scope the
procedure step with Modify or Delete
protection.

Access

See note Procedure step execution unit and
packaging unit for the scoped procedure
step.
Note: Included for All, if you scope the
procedure step with Modify or Delete
protection.

Delete
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Trancodes and Transactions

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
See note Clear screen and Dialog Flow trancodes for

the scoped procedure step.
Note: Included for All, if you scope the
procedure step with Modify or Delete
protection.

Access

Default, Full Supported transaction operations. Modify

Fully Expanded Action Block, Windows, and Dialog Boxes

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
B, A, Default, Full Fully expanded action block of the

procedure step (action statements and
views).

Modify

B, A, Default, Full Fully expanded windows (with all window
objects) and dialog boxes.

Delete

Unexpanded Action Block, Windows, and Dialog Boxes

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
Short Only Unexpanded action block of the procedure

step (views only).
Access

Short Only Unexpanded (empty) windows and dialog
boxes.

Access

Fully expanded USEd Action Blocks

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects with this protection
A or Full Fully expanded action blocks (action

statements and views) USEd by the action
block of the scoped procedure step.

Modify

Web Operation

This Procedure Step expansion Include the following additional object
types for all subset types

with this protection

All Web Operations defined for scoped
Procedure Step

Modify

Unit Test

The following tables show procedure step unit test:
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System Defaults

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All (Short, B, A, Default, Full) System defaults (PF keys, commands, exit
states, templates, and video attributes).

Access

Screen and Windows

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All The screen and screen objects (templates,
prompts, variables).

Modify

All All windows, window objects (prompts,
variables, literals), and HTML objects.

Delete

Action Block

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

See note The appropriate expansion of action block.
Note: The expansion of the action block
depends on the expansion that is chosen
for the scoped procedure step.

Modify

Referenced and Shared Companion Entity Types

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All All entity types referenced in any action
block views.

Access

Database and Data Tables

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All Database and technical design for the data
tables.

Read

All Fully expanded data tables for any
transformed entity types used in the view of
the scoped procedure step.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
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Load Module, Execution Units, and Packaging Units

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

See note 1. Unexpanded load module for the scoped
procedure step.

Access

See note 2. Unexpanded load module for the scoped
procedure step.

Read

See note 1. Procedure step execution unit and
packaging unit for the scoped procedure
step.

Delete

See note 2. Procedure step execution unit and
packaging unit for the scoped procedure
step.

Read

Note:
1. Included for All, if you scope the
procedure step with Modify or Delete
protection.
2. Included for All, if you scope the
procedure step with Access or Read
protection.

Trancodes and Transactions

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Default, Full Supported transaction operations. Modify
See note Clear screen and Dialog Flow trancodes for

the scoped procedure step.
Note: Included for All, if you scope the
procedure step with Modify or Delete
protection.

Access

See note Clear screen and Dialog Flow Trancodes
for the scoped procedure step.
Note: Included for All, if you scope the
procedure step with Access or Read
protection.

Read

Web Operation

This Procedure Step expansion Include the following additional object
types for all subset types

with this protection

All Web Operations defined for scoped
Procedure Step

Modify

System Test

The following tables show procedure step system test:
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System Defaults

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All System defaults (PF keys, commands, exit
states, templates, video attributes, and edit
patterns).

Access

Screen and Windows

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The screen and screen objects (templates,
prompts, variables).

Modify

All All windows, window objects (prompts,
variables, literals), and HTML objects.

Delete

All All dialog boxes. Delete

Action Block

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

See note The appropriate expansion of action block.
Note: The expansion of the action block
depends on the expansion that is chosen
for the scoped procedure step.

Modify

Referenced and Shared Companion Entity Types

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All All entity types that are referenced in any
action block views with default expansion
rather than short.

Access

All A broader definition of shared companion
for entity types in views.

Read

Database and Data Tables

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Database and technical design for the data
tables.

Read

All Fully expanded data tables for any
transformed entity types used in the views
of the scoped procedure step.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
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Load Module, Execution Units, and Packaging Units

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The fully expanded load module for the
scoped procedure step.

Read

All Full expansion of other procedure steps in
the load module.

Read

All Procedure step execution units and
packaging units for every procedure step
that is packaged in the load module being
expanded.

Read

Trancodes and Transactions

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Clear screen and Dialog Flow trancodes
for all steps in the load module being
expanded.

Read

Default, Full Supported transaction operations. Modify

Implementation Logic and DBRMS

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Implementation logic objects for every
action block in the subset.

Read

All DBRMs for every implementation logic
object in the subset.

Read

Dialog Manager

This Procedure Step expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All A Dialog Manager between load modules
that includes the following:
Flows into or out of each expanded load
module in the subset.
Procedure steps for these flows with Short
expansion.
Entities and attributes that are used in the
views of these steps.
Trancodes for the flowed to load modules.
Unexpanded load modules being flowed to.

Read
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Web Operation

This Procedure Step expansion Include the following additional object
types for all subset types

with this protection

All Web Operations defined for scoped
Procedure Step

Modify

Process Expansion Table

See the Function and Process section.

Screen Expansion Table

This article provides information for Screen Expansion Table. To maintain a specific screen with the Screen Design tool,
use the screen scoping object.

To change the existing screen, include a scroll amount value in the subset definition.

The following diagram shows screen and template:

Figure 95: Line Screen

Design, Unit Test, and System Test

The following tables show screen design, unit test, and system test:

Screen, Screen Template, and Bilingual Text

This Screen expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default The scoped screen. Modify
Default The template for the scoped screen. Modify
Default A bilingual text for screen items and

template items (literals, prompts, edit
patterns).

Delete
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Procedure Step, Action Block, Windows, and Procedure

This Screen expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default Procedure step for the scoped screen. Modify
Default The non-expanded action block for the

procedure step (views only).
Access

Default The procedure for the procedure step. Access
Default All windows for the procedure step, if they

exist.
Delete

Referenced Entity Types and Parent Subject Areas

This Screen expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default Entity types referenced in action block
views.

Access

Default Parent subject area of referenced entity
types.

Access

System Defaults

This Screen expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default System defaults (PF keys, commands, exit
states, templates, video attributes, prompts,
and edit patterns).

Access

Default All bilingual text for system defaults. Read

Scroll Amount Value Expansion Table

To maintain scroll amount values with the Design toolset, use the scroll amount value scoping object.

Include a scroll amount value in the subset definition to:

• Create, modify, or delete bilingual text for scroll amount values
• Modify the default scroll amount value

Every model contains five possible scroll amount values:

• Page
• Half
• Cursor
• Max
• Locate

The default scroll amount value is cursor. If you do not scope scroll amount values directly, they are added to your subset
as part of the default set of objects.

The following table shows scroll amount value design, unit test, and system test:
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Scroll Amount Value and Bilingual Text

This Scroll Amount Value expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default The scoped scroll amount value. Modify

Default Any bilingual text for the scroll amount
values.

Delete

Server Manager Expansion Table

This article provides information for Server Manager Expansion Table. To check out all procedure steps that are contained
in the scoped load module, use the server manager scoping object.

To perform code generation tasks, scope a server manager.

The expansion level and protection option of the scoped server manager step are applied to each procedure step within
that load module.

NOTE
The server manager has the same five levels of expansion as procedure steps: Short, A, B, Default, and Full.
The expansion level and protection option of the scoped server manager apply to each procedure step within
that load module. Items that are marked if appropriate (such as screens) are included only if included for a
procedure step at the expansion you select.

Unit Test

The following tables show server manager unit test:

Program

This Server Manager expansion Include the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All (Short, A, B, Default, Full) The scoped server manager. Modify

Packaged Procedure Steps

This Server Manager expansion Include the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All All procedure steps packaged in the scoped
server manager.

Modify

All The procedure step execution units for
each step in the program.

Delete

All Package list entry Delete

Trancodes

This Server Manager expansion Include the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All The trancodes for the scoped server
manager.

Access
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All The business systems containing these
procedures.

Access

System Defaults

This Server Manager expansion Include the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All System default information (PF keys,
commands, exit states, templates, video
attributes, and edit patterns).

Modify

Screen and Windows

This Server Manager expansion Include the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All All screen and screen objects (templates,
prompts, variables) for the procedure
steps of the scoped server manager, if
appropriate.

Modify

All All windows and window objects (prompts,
variables, literals) for the procedure steps of
the scoped server manager, if appropriate.

Delete

Action Blocks

This Server Manager expansion Include the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All The fully expanded action blocks and USEd
action blocks of all procedure steps for the
scoped server manager, if appropriate.

Referenced and Shared Companion Entity Types

This Server Manager expansion Include the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All All entity types referenced in any action
block views.

Database and Data Tables

This Server Manager expansion Include the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded data table for any
transformed entity type that is used in the
view of the procedure step or other USEd
action blocks.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
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All Database and technical design for the data
tables.

Read

TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Server Manager expansion Include the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All Unexpanded TD action blocks for every
entity and table in the subset.

Read

All Implementation logic units and DBRMs for
every TD action block.

Read

System Test

The following tables show server manager system test:

Program

This Server Manager expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The scoped server manager. Modify

Packaged Procedure Steps

This Server Manager expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All All procedure steps packaged in the scoped
server manager.

Modify

All The procedure step execution units for
each step in the program.

Delete

All Package list entry Delete

Trancodes

This Server Manager expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Clear screen and Dialog Flow trancodes for
all the procedure steps.

Modify

All Trancodes for the scoped server manager. Access

Procedures and Business Systems

This Server Manager expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The procedures for the procedure steps of
the program.

Access

All The business systems containing these
procedures.

Access
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System Defaults

This Server Manager expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All System default information (PF keys,
commands, exit states, templates, video
attributes, and edit patterns.

Access

Screen and Windows

This Server Manager expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All All screens and screen objects (templates,
prompts, variables) for the procedure
steps of the scoped server manager, if
appropriate.

Modify

All All windows and window objects (prompts,
variables, literals) for the procedure steps of
the scoped server manager, if appropriate.

Delete

Action Blocks, Implementation Logic, DBRMs

This Server Manager expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The fully expanded action blocks and USEd
action blocks of the procedure steps of the
server manager, if appropriate.

Modify

All The implementation logic objects for these
action blocks.

Delete

Referenced and Shared Companion Entity Types

This Server Manager expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Expanded treatment of entity shared
companions for any entity type used in
views of action blocks.

Read

Data Tables and Databases

This Server Manager expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded data table for any
transformed entity type that is used in the
view of the procedure step or other USEd
action blocks.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
All Database and technical design for the data

tables
Read
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TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Server Manager expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded TD action blocks for each
entity type.

All Implementation logic units and DBRMs for
every TD action block.

Read

Dialog Manager

This Server Manager expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All A Dialog Manager between load modules
that includes the following:
Flows into or out of each expanded load
module in the subset.
Procedure steps for these flows with short
expansion
Entities and attributes that are used in the
views of these steps
Data tables for the entities, fully expanded
Extended tables
Tablespace referenced by extended tables
Databases for the tables, fully expanded
Unexpanded TD action block for the entities
and tables
Implementation logic unit and DBRM for the
TD action blocks
Trancodes for the flowed to load modules
Unexpanded load modules being flowed to
Implementation units for the load module
only.

Read

Specification Type Expansion Table

This article provides information for the specification type expansion table that includes Design, Unit Test, and System
Test.

The following tables show specification type design:

Entity Type, Entity Subtype, Details, Relationships

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Default, Full Entity type or work attribute set included
contents are used by

Access
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Short Only A chain of shared companion entity types
that have identifying relationships to the
scoped specification type, its subtypes, or
its shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values
and more layers of shared companions
based on identifiers of the first set of
shared companion entity types that are
found for the scoped specification type.
Short expansion brings in all identifying
relationships down the chain of entity types
and for subtypes. It includes identifying
shared companion relationships, not
anything else.

Access

Default, Full All shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types
include their attributes and permitted
values. Default expansion includes every
relationship whether it is an identifying
relationship.

Access

Short, Default, Full Parent Entity of attributes from which
foreign key attributes are derived.

Access

Short, Default, Full Subtypes Modify
Short, Default, Full Partitionings Modify
Short, Default, Full All attributes and foreign key attributes

(including those of subtypes).
Modify

Short, Default, Full Aliases and Identifiers. Delete
Short, Default, Full All permitted values, prompt for values, and

prompts.
Modify

Short, Default All bilingual text for prompts. Delete
Default, Full Contents Delete
Short, Default, Full All relationships between scoped entity

types.
Modify

Short, Default, Full Relationships for included attribute
relationship usages

Access

Short, Default, Full Attribute relationship usages Delete
Default only Any mutually exclusive relationship set

structures of the scoped specification type.
Modify

Full Mutually exclusives. Delete

Parent Subject Areas

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, and Full Parent subject areas of the scoped
specification type.

Access

Short, Default Parent subject areas of shared companion
entity types.

Access
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Action Blocks for Derived Attributes

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, Full All action blocks for derived or default
attributes.

Modify

Short, Default All action blocks USEd by action blocks for
derived attributes.

Modify

Default Owned action blocks Access
Full Owned action blocks Modify

Views of Action Blocks

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default All views of all action blocks in the subset. Modify
Short, Default All components of entity types in the views. Access

Entity State Transitions

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, Full Entity state transition objects that are
associated to the entity type and its
subtypes.

Delete

Data Table, Database, and Technical Design

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, Full
See note

The data table implementing the
scoped specification type if it has been
transformed.
Note: Included only if the specification type
is scoped with Modify or Delete protection.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
See note The database and technical design for the

table.
Note: Included only if the specification type
is scoped with Modify or Delete protection.

Delete

TD Action Blocks (for data integrity)

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default, Full The TD action block for the scoped
specification type.

Modify
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Short, Default The TD action block for any shared
companion entity type.

Access

Short, Default, Full DBRM and implementation unit for TD
action blocks.

Modify

Transactions

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Default Owned transactions Access
Full Owned transactions Modify

Unit Test

The following tables show specification type unit test:

Entity Type, Entity Subtype, Details, Relationships

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default The scoped specification type and all its
partitionings including subtypes.

Modify

Short, Default Partitionings Modify
Default Entity type or work attribute set included

contents are used by
Access

Short, Default All attributes (including those of subtypes). Modify
Short, Default All names, descriptions, properties,

permitted values, and identifiers.
Modify

Short, Default All bilingual text for prompts. Delete
Default Contents Delete
Short, Default All relationships between scoped entity

types.
Modify

Parent Subject Areas

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default Parent subject areas of the scoped
specification type.

Access

Short, Default Parent subject areas of shared companion
entity types.

Access
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Action Blocks for Derived Attributes

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default All action blocks for derived attributes. Modify
Short, Default All action blocks USEd by action blocks for

derived attributes.
Modify

Default Owned action blocks Access

Views of Action Blocks

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default All views of all action blocks in the subset. Modify
Short, Default All components of entity types in the views. Access

Data Table, and Databases

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default Fully expanded data table for the
transformed specification type.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
Short, Default The database and technical design for the

data table.
Read

TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default Unexpanded TD action block for the scoped
specification type and table.

Modify

Short, Default DBRM and implementation logic units for
the TD action blocks.

Modify
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Entity Type Used in the Views of those Action Blocks

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short Only A chain of shared companion entity types
that have identifying relationships to the
scoped specification type, its subtypes, or
its shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values and
more layers of shared companion based
on identifiers of the first set of shared
companion entity types that are found for
the scoped specification type.

Read

Default Only All shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values. The
first shared companion layer is every entity
type with a relationship to the scoped
specification type. The second layer of
shared companions is based on identifiers
of the first level of shared companion entity
types found.

Access

Transactions

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Default Owned transactions Access
Default Only Any mutually exclusive relationship set of

the scoped specification type.
Modify

System Test

The following tables show specification type system test:

Entity Type, Entity Subtype, Details, Relationships

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default The scoped specification type and all its
partitionings including entity subtypes.

Modify

Short, Default Partitionings Modify
Default Entity type or work attribute set included

contents are used by
Access

Default All attributes (including those of subtypes). Modify
Default All names, descriptions, properties,

permitted values, prompts, and identifiers.
Modify

Default All bilingual text for prompts. Delete
Default Contents Delete
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Default All relationships between scoped entity
types.

Modify

Parent Subject Area

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Parent subject areas of the scoped
specification type.

Access

Default Parent subject areas of shared companion
entity types.

Access

Action Blocks for Derived Attributes

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default All action blocks for derived attributes. Modify
Default All action blocks USEd by action blocks for

derived attributes.
Modify

Default Owned action blocks Access

Views of Action Blocks

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default All views of all action blocks in the subset. Modify
Default All components of entity types in the views. Access

Data Table and Database

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Fully expanded data table for the
transformed specification type.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables. Delete
Default The database and technical design for the

table.
Read

TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Fully expanded TD action blocks for entity
types, data tables

Modify

Default DBRM and implementation logic units for
each TD action block.

Modify
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Entity Type used in the Views of these Action Blocks

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default All entity types with any kind of relationship
to the used entity type or one of its
neighbors, that is, its full chain of
relationships, not just identifying
relationships.

Read

Short Only A chain of shared companion entity types
that have identifying relationships to the
scoped specification type, its subtypes, or
its shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values and
more layers of shared companions based
on identifiers of the first set of shared
companion entity types that are found for
the scoped specification type.

Access

Default Only All shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes and permitted values. The
first shared companion layer is every entity
type with a relationship to the scoped
specification type. The second layer of
shared companions is based on identifiers
of the first level of shared companion entity
types found.

Access

Transactions

This Specification Type expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Default Owned transactions Access
Default Only Any mutually exclusive relationship set of

the scoped specification type.
Modify

Storage Group Expansion Table

To create and maintain storage groups with the Technical Design tool, use the storage group scoping object.

Include a storage group in a subset definition to:

• Add new or change existing DASD volume IDs used by the storage group
• Add a storage group and assign it DASD volume IDs
• Delete an unused storage group

When a database or data table is scoped with Delete protection, the subset also includes all storage groups that are
associated with the technical design object, the databases, and the data stores, which are included with Delete protection
also.

The following table shows storage group design:
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Storage Group, DASD Volumes, and Technical Design

This Storage Group expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Default The scoped storage group. Modify

Default All DASD volumes used by the storage
group.

Delete

Default The technical design to which the storage
group belongs.

Access

Subject Area Expansion Table

To maintain all entity types within that subject area with the Data Modeling tool, use the subject area scoping object.

Scope a subject area

• When you want to bring in all entity types for the scoped subject area and any subordinate subject areas, the full
expansion of all their entity types, and the parent subject areas without expansion.

• If you plan to use the subset for transformation or retransformation into the Data Structure List.

NOTE
The default protection that is shown for the root subject area assumes that it is supplied by the default set of
objects and not scoped individually.

Design

The following tables show subject area design:

Subject Areas and Their Entity Types

This Subject Area expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Design

with this protection

Short, Default The root subject area of the model. Access
Short, Default The scoped subject area. Modify
Short, Default All parent subject areas of the scoped

subject area without the entity types of the
parent.

Access

Short, Default Any subordinate subject areas and all their
entity types at default expansion.

Modify

Short, Default Subject areas that contain the shared
companion entity types.

Access

Short, Default Parent subject areas of the shared
companion subject areas.

Access

Short, Default All entity types (default expansion) within
the scoped subject area.

Modify
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Shared Companion Entity Types

This Subject Area expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default A chain of shared companion entity types
that have identifying relationships to an
entity type in the scoped subject area or to
any of its shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes, identifiers, partitionings, and
subtypes.

Access

Data Tables and Databases

This Subject Area expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

See note Fully expanded data table for any
transformed entity type.
Note: Included if the entity type within
the scoped subject area receives Modify
protection.

Access

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables. Delete
See note Database and technical design for the data

tables.
Note: Included if the entity types within
the scoped subject area receive Modify
protection.

Access

TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Subject Area expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

See note Unexpanded TD action blocks, DBRMs,
and implementation logic units.
Note: Included if the entity types within
the scoped subject area receive Modify
protection.

Access

Default Only All shared companion entity types (default
expansion) of the entity types within
the scoped subject area or any of its
subordinate subject areas.

Access

Unit Test

The following tables show subject area unit test:
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Subject Areas and Their Entity Types

This Subject Area expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

Short, Default The root subject area of the model. Access
Short, Default The scoped subject area. Modify
Short, Default All parent subject areas of the scoped

subject area without the entity types of the
parent.

Access

Short, Default Any subordinate subject areas and all their
entity types at default expansion.

Modify

Short, Default Subject areas that contain the shared
companion entity types.

Access

Short, Default Parent subject areas of the shared
companion subject areas.

Access

Short, Default All entity types (default expansion) within
the scoped subject area.

Modify

Shared Companion Entity Types

This Subject Area expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short Only A chain of shared companion entity types
that have identifying relationships to an
entity type in the scoped subject area or to
any of its shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes, identifiers, partitionings, and
subtypes.

Access

Default Only All shared companion entity types (default
expansion) of the entity types within
the scoped subject area or any of its
subordinate subject areas.

Access

Data Tables and Databases

This Subject Area expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, Default Fully expanded data table for any
transformed entity type.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables. Delete
Short, Default Database and technical design for the data

tables.
Read
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TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Subject Area expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, Default Unexpanded TD action blocks, DBRMs,
and implementation logic units.

Access

System Test

The following tables show subject area system test:

Subject Areas

This Subject Area expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, Default The root subject area of the model. Access
Short, Default The scoped subject area. Modify
Short, Default Any subordinate subject areas and all their

entity types at default expansion.
Modify

Short, Default All parent subject areas of the scoped
subject area without the entity types of the
parent.

Access

Short, Default Subject areas that contain shared
companion entity types.

Access

Short, Default Parent subject areas of shared companion
subject areas.

Access

Entity Types

This Subject Area expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, Default All entity types (default expansion) within
the scoped subject area.

Modify

Data Tables and Databases

This Subject Area expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

See note Fully expanded data table for any
transformed entity type that is part of the
scoped subject area or its subordinates.
Note: Included if the entity types in the
scoped subject area receive Modify
protection.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables Delete
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See note Database and technical design for the data
tables.
Note: Included if the entity types in the
scoped subject area receive Modify
protection.

Read

Shared Companion Entity Types

This Subject Area expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short Only A chain of shared companion entity types
that have identifying relationships to an
entity type in the scoped subject area or to
any of its shared companion entity types.
The shared companion entity types include
their attributes, identifiers, partitionings, and
subtypes.

Access

Default Only All shared companion entity types (default
expansion) within the scoped subject area
or any of its subordinate subject areas.

Access

TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Subject Area expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, Default Fully expanded TD action blocks for entity
types, tables, and action blocks of derived
attributes.

Read

Short, Default Implementation logic for each TD action
block.

Read

Short, Default DBRM for each TD action block. Read
Short, Default Expanded treatment of shared companion

entity types of any entity type used in the
views of these action blocks.

Read

System Defined Object Class Expansion Table

The following table shows system defined object class design, unit test, and system test:

This System Defined Object Class
expansion

Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default Aggregate objects Access
Default System defined objects Modify

Technical Design Default Expansion Table

To maintain DBMS-specific physical data structure definitions, use the technical design default scoping object.

Include a technical design default object in the subset with Modify or Delete to be able to modify DBMS properties and
default settings.
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The following table shows technical design default design, unit test, and system test:

This Tech Design Default expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

w/ this protection if scoped w/ Modify or
Delete

Default Extended technical design defaults Delete
Default Bind package default Delete
Default Package list entry Delete

Template Expansion Table

This article provides information for Template Expansion Table. To maintain all screen items in the template with the
Screen Design tool, use the template scoping object.

To modify or delete screen items in the template, include a template at short expansion. To delete the existing template
and replace it with a new one for all referencing screens, use default expansion.

Design, Unit Test, and System Test

The following tables show template design, unit test, and system test:

Screen Template and Bilingual Text

This Template expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Short, Default The scoped screen template. Modify
Short, Default All screen items in the screen template. Delete
Short, Default All bilingual text for screen literals, edit

patterns, and prompts.
Delete

Business System and System Defaults

This Template expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Short, Default Business system that contains the
scoped screen template and its system
defaults (PF keys, commands, exit states,
templates, video attributes, prompts, and
edit patterns).

Access

Short, Default All bilingual text for system defaults. Read

Screens, Procedure Steps, Action Blocks, Windows, and Procedures

This Template expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default All screens that use the scoped screen
template.

Modify

Default Procedure steps for the included screens. Access
Default The non-expanded action block for the

procedure steps included (views only).
Access
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Default Any windows for the procedure steps. Read
Default Procedures for the procedure steps that

include the screens.
Access

Referenced Entity Types and Parent Subject Areas

This Template expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default Entity types referenced in action block
views.

Access

Default Parent subject areas of referenced entity
types.

Access

Transaction Operation Expansion Table

The transaction operation scoping object is a single-purpose commit unit of processing typically belonging to a Business
System object type, but which can exist independently.

For related information about the owning entity and supporting procedure step, see the respective expansions for these
objects.

Trans Operation

The following table shows trans operation design, unit test, and system test:

This Trans Operation expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types 

with this protection 

Default Constraints and external parameters Delete

Default Extended constraints for included
constraints

Delete

Default Delegated to transaction operation Access

Default Referenced commands Access

Default Owning entity or work attribute set Access

Default Supporting procedure step Access

Typemap Expansion Table

The following table shows typemap design, unit test, and system test:

This Typemap expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default Owned correspondences Delete
Default Target attributes Modify
Default Forward mapped action blocks Modify
Default Backward mapped action blocks Modify
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User Defined Object Expansion Table

The following table shows user defined object design, unit test, and system test:

This User Defined Object expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default Parent user defined object class Access

User Defined Object Class Expansion Table

The following table shows user defined object class design, unit test, and system test.

This User Defined Object Class
expansion

Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default Aggregate objects Access
Default User defined objects Modify

Web Service Definition Expansion Table

The following table shows web service definition design, unit test, and system test:

This Web Service Definition expansion Include the following additional object
types for all subset types

with this protection

Short
Default
Full

Owning Business System Access

Short
Default
Full

Web Services included in the Web Service
Definition

Modify

Short Procedure Steps included in the Web
Service

Modify

Default Procedure Steps included in the Web
Service

Modify

Full Procedure Steps included in the Web
Service

Modify

Window Load Module Expansion Table

To check out all procedure steps that are contained in a load module for a windowed application, use the window load
module scoping object.

Scope a windowed load module to perform.

• Window packaging
• Window code generation tasks

A procedure step can have many windows. It can also have both windows and a single screen. However, the combination
of windows and screen restricts the usage of windows.

The expansion level and protection option of the scoped window load module are applied to each procedure step within
that program. All packaging is uploaded to the Host Encyclopedia.
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NOTE
The window load module has the same five levels of expansion as procedure steps: Short, A, B, Default, and
Full. The expansion level and protection option of the scoped window load module apply to each procedure step
within that program, Items that are marked if appropriate (such as screens) are included only if included for a
procedure step at the expansion you select.

Unit Test

The following tables show Window Load Module - Unit Test:

Program

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All (Short, A, B, Default, Full) The scoped window load module. Modify

Packaged Procedure Steps

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All All procedure steps packaged in the scoped
window load module.

Modify

All The procedure step execution units for
each step in the program.

Delete

All Package list entry Delete

Trancodes

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All The trancodes for the scoped window load
module.

Modify

Procedures and Business Systems

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All The procedures for the procedure steps of
the program.

Access

All The business systems containing these
procedures.

Access
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System Defaults

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All System defaults (PF keys, commands, exit
states, templates, video attributes, and edit
patterns).

Access

Screen and Windows

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All All screen and screen objects (templates,
prompts, variables) for the procedure
steps of the scoped window load module, if
appropriate.

Modify

All All windows and window objects (prompts,
variables, literals) for the procedure steps
of the scoped window load module, if
appropriate.

Delete

Action Blocks

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All The fully expanded action blocks and USEd
action blocks of all procedure steps for the
scoped window load module, if appropriate.

Modify

Referenced and Shared Companion Entity Types

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All All entity types referenced in any action
block views.

Access

Database and Data Tables

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded data tables for any
transformed entity types.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables. Delete
All Database and technical design for the data

tables.
Read
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TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for Unit Test

with this protection

All Unexpanded TD action blocks for every
entity and table in the subset.

Read

All Implementation logic units and DBRMs for
every TD action block.

Read

System Test

The following tables show window load module - system test.

Program and Its Trancodes

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The scoped window load module. Modify
All The trancodes for the scoped window load

module.
Access

Packaged Procedure Steps

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All All procedure steps packaged in the scoped
window load module.

Modify

All The procedure step execution units for
each step in the program.

Delete

All Package list entry Delete

Clear Screen and Dialog Flow Trancodes

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Clear screen and dialog Flow trancodes for
all the procedure steps.

Modify

Procedures and Business Systems

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All The procedures for the procedure steps of
the program.

Access

All The business systems containing these
procedures.

Access
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System Defaults

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All System default information (PF keys,
commands, exit states, templates, video
attributes, and edit patterns.)

Access

Screen and Windows

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All All screens and screen objects (templates,
prompts, variables) for the procedure
steps of the scoped window load module, if
appropriate.

Modify

All All windows and window objects (prompts,
variables, literals) for the procedure steps
of the scoped window load module, if
appropriate.

Delete

Action Blocks, Implementation Logic, DBRMs

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

Short, A, B, Default The stubs for all USEd action blocks of
the procedure steps of the window load
module.

Modify

Full The fully expanded action blocks and USEd
action blocks of the procedure steps of the
window load module, if appropriate.

Modify

All The implementation logic objects for these
action blocks.

Delete

All DBRMs for these implementation logic
objects.

Delete

Referenced and Shared Companion Entity Types

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Expanded treatment of entity shared
companions for all entity types used in
views of action blocks.

Read
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Data Tables and Databases

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded data table for any
transformed entity type that is used in the
view of the procedure step or other USEd
action blocks.

Read

Default Extended tables Delete
Default Tablespace referenced by extended tables. Delete
All Database and technical design for the data

tables.
Read

TD Action Blocks, DBRMs, and Implementation Logic

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All Fully expanded TD action blocks for each
entity type.

Read

All Implementation logic units and DBRMs for
every TD action block.

Read

Dialog Manager

This Window Load Module expansion Includes the following additional objects
for System Test

with this protection

All A Dialog Manager between load modules
that includes the following:
Flows into or out of each expanded load
module in the subset.
Procedure steps for these flows with short
expansion
Entities and attributes that are used in the
views of these steps
Data tables for the entities, fully expanded
Extended tables
Tablespace referenced by extended tables
Databases for the tables, fully expanded
Unexpanded TD action block for the entities
and tables
Implementation logic unit and DBRM for the
TD action blocks
Trancodes for the flowed to load modules
Unexpanded load modules being flowed to
Implementation units for the load module
only

Read

Work/System Attribute Set Expansion Table

To maintain any of the three types of work/system attribute sets, use the work/system attribute set scoping object.
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The three types of work/system attribute sets:

• The system-defined attribute set, which contains all Gen system attributes
• IEF_SUPPLIED work attribute set
• User-defined work attribute sets

Gen attribute sets are included as part of the default set of objects that are supplied with every subset if they are not
explicitly scoped.

Include a work attribute set in a subset to:

• Change or delete a user-defined entity type or its attributes in the work view of an information view
• Change a system-supplied work attribute
• Change or delete the prompts (and any associated bilingual text) associated with a system attribute

Scoping the $IEF system attribute set lets you change or delete the prompts (and any associated bilingual text)
associated with a system attribute.

To access dialect-related functions, also scope a business system or any object whose expansion includes a business
system.

Design, Unit Test and System Test

The following tables show work/system attribute set - design, unit test, and system test:

Entity Types and Attributes

This Work/ System Attr Set expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default Entity types used in the work views. Modify
Default Properties of the work attribute set. Modify
Short, Default Attributes. Modify
Short, Default Permitted values. Modify

Prompts and Bilingual Test

This Work/ System Attr Set expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default Prompts for the attributes. Modify
Short, Default Prompt for values. Modify
Short, Default Prompts. Modify
Default All bilingual text for the prompts. Delete
Short, Default Dialect text for prompt for values and

prompts.
Delete

Transactions

This Work/ System Attr Set expansion Includes the following additional objects
for all subset types

with this protection

Default Owned transaction operations. Access
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z/OS Library Expansion Table

The following table shows z/OS Library design, unit test, and system test:

This z/OS Library expansion Include the following additional object
types for all subset types

with this protection

Short
Default
Full

Owning Business System Access

Short
Default
Full

Action Blocks included in the z/OS Library Modify

Host Encyclopedia Construction
This article provides information for Host Encyclopedia Construction. Construction generates an executable application in
a Gen model.

On the mainframe, or Host, Gen supports the construction of the COBOL applications that execute under z/OS accessing
DB2 UDB for z/OS databases.

References to DB2 refer to DB2 UDB for z/OS.

You can use Host Encyclopedia Construction to construct online, batch, and server applications. Online applications can
execute under IMS, CICS, or TSO. Servers can execute under IMS or CICS.

Gen supports Construction with these toolsets:

• Database Construction
• Referential Integrity Trigger Construction
• Application System Construction, source, and executable code

Database Construction Toolset

The Database Construction Toolset builds the Database Definition for the database as defined in the Data Structure list
and Data Store list. The toolset generates the JCL and DDL statements that allocate and construct the DB2 database
objects. This toolset also generates the JCL to execute several DB2 utilities.

Referential Integrity Trigger Construction Toolset

The Referential Integrity Trigger Construction Toolset supports generating source code and object code modules. These
modules maintain the validity of data when deleting an entity or disassociating a relationship. The logic for Referential
Integrity is based on the relationships between entity types that are defined in the Data Model.

Application System Construction Toolset

The Application System Construction Toolset supports system generation and installation of online, batch, and server
applications. During system generation, Gen constructs COBOL programs. During the installation, Gen produces
executable load modules for local installations or Implementation Packages (remote files)-for remote installations.

Prerequisites

The Construction toolset uses information that is stored in the Host Encyclopedia for a Gen model. The Host Encyclopedia
is the primary source of information for system generation and database generation. Before Construction begins, each
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type of generation requires complete information from certain diagrams. The type of generation and the required diagrams
for each type are:

Database generation requires:

• Data Store
• Data Structure

System generation requires:

• Data Model
• Dialog Flow Diagram
• Screen Design Diagrams for online applications
• Procedure Action Diagrams
• Data Structure

Referential Integrity generation requires:

• Data Structure
• Data Model

To produce these diagrams, use Gen at the workstation.

Gen requires consistency for the portion of the model for which it is constructing the application system. The Gen
Consistency Check feature verifies consistency for the model, or selected objects from the model. The workstation toolset
includes a Consistency Check option to check the model before uploading it to the Host Encyclopedia.

After uploading the model to the Host Encyclopedia, you can use the host Consistency Check to validate the model. The
host and the workstation Consistency Check functions use the same rule base.

Online Help

Online help is available as you perform Construction functions:

• When an error occurs, the system displays a short message in the upper-right corner of the screen and beep to alert
you.

• To see more information about an error message, or to see an explanation of a panel, press the Help key or type Help
on the COMMAND line and press Enter. F1 is the default Help key.

Gen z/OS Runtime
Gen z/OS runtime is a multiple languages execution environment that includes C, COBOL, and Assembler code.

This section summarizes the z/OS Runtime changes since AllFusion Gen r7, and is an extract of the Release Notes for
those releases.

PDSEs

Since AllFusion Gen r7, runtimes are Program Objects that must reside in a PDSE library, a data set type of LIBRARY.
The Host Encyclopedia installation jobs create PDSE data sets for Gen CEHBPLD0 and CEHBPLD1 libraries.

Since AllFusion Gen r7, the generated code is Program Objects. When you use the Business System data sets specified
for NCAL, Executable, and RI Trigger compiled load modules and compatibility libraries, they must be PDSEs. When
you use the DYNAM(DLL) option to create Gen user exits, the External System Load Libraries containing these user exit
modules must also be PDSEs. When you use the External Action Block and Compatibility External Action Block libraries,
they must be PDSEs.
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C Runtime DLLs and Code Page Customization

Since AllFusion Gen r7, the C runtimes are in IBM C and LE conformant. Since the applications created with Gen releases
earlier than release 7 cannot use these C runtime modules, Gen includes new runtimes, TIRCRUNC for CICS and
TIRCRUNI for IMS.

To use the TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI dynamic runtime modules, requires user modifications to the code page translation
routines. Gen includes a sample utility, MKCRUN, to facilitate the modifications.

LE Changes

Since AllFusion Gen r7.5, the z/OS runtime fully conforms to IBM LE, and uses the standard LE call interface, reducing
runtime code complexity. The runtimes are fully re-entrant and thread-safe, improving reliability and performance for the
runtime and the generated applications that they support.

Runtimes exploit LE storage management in the assembler routines, eliminating the need to call GETMAIN and
FREEMAIN, reducing CPU usage for runtime modules in certain generated applications, such as batch jobs. The Gen C
and COBOL runtimes use similar functionality.

Migrating the AllFusion Gen Assembler code to LE functionality decreased the number of OS storage calls and decreases
CPU usage when a generated application invokes Assembler runtime functions. Your LE heap and stack settings and
how each generated application uses these runtimes, blockmode, batch, or distributed processing server, determines the
benefit of this change.

Assembler and COBOL Runtime DLLs

Since AllFusion Gen r7.5, C runtime routines are in IBM C and DLLs enable dynamic linking to the other Gen runtimes,
COBOL, and Assembler. Most Assembler and the COBOL runtimes are DLLs, and as multiple processes share a single
copy of the runtime, significantly decreasing the overall load module size for a Gen application.

AllFusion Gen r7.5 improved serviceability over previous releases by allowing update of the runtime without requiring
static linking of the maintenance items into every generated application. Maintenance that is applied to a DLL is available
to all generated applications that use the DLL.

TSOAE

Since AllFusion Gen r7.5, the TSOAE environment that the z/OS IT and the Application Test Facility use is a 31-bit, LE-
compliant application. The use of 24-bit storage is limited to TSO and I/O functions that must be addressed below the 16-
MB line. The TSOAE includes virtual storage constraint relief for testing or implementing large Gen applications in TSO
and batch.

Remove 32K CFB Limit

For Gen Release 8.5, the amount of customer data that can be sent between Gen CICS Client and Servers using
Common Format Buffer (CFB) based cooperative flows has increased. The previous CFB limit was 32K. The new limit is
16.7 MB. The runtimes were modified to handle the larger CFB size. For IMS the CFB limit remains at 32K.

Application Migration

There are different application migration requirements depending on the Broadcom release that the application is
migrating from and the type of linkage the application uses to invoke the different application components.

For more information about migration, see Installing.
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COBOL Runtime Population of PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE Field in GLOBDATA Structure

For this Gen 8.6 feature, the PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field in the GLOBDATA structure is populated at runtime to
indicate where the application is executing such as CICS, IMS, Batch, or TSOAE. In addition, this feature provides details
about the application type (that is Blockmode, Server Manager, or Batch Manager), protocol for Cooperative, screen type
for Blockmode, and attach type for Batch. The PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field can be interrogated in the COBOL external
action blocks, user exits, or action blocks (through Inline Code statements). Previously, the PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field
was not populated.

NOTE
The PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field will not be populated for Gen applications built with version 7.x or prior.

The PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field consists of four characters. Each character represents a different property as shown
in the following list:

• Character 1 for Target
– B=Batch (JES)
– C=CICS
– I=IMS
– T=TSOAE

• Character 2 for Application Type for CICS
– B=Blockmode
– S=Server Manager

• Character 2 for Application Type for Batch (JES)
– M=Batch Manager

• Character 2 for Application Type for TSOAE
– B=Blockmode
– M=Batch Manager

• Character 2 for Application Type for IMS
– B=Blockmode
– M=Batch Manager
– S=Server Manager

• Characters 3-4 for CICS Blockmode Screen Type
– BP=Bypass

• Characters 3-4 for IMS Blockmode Screen Type
– BP=Bypass
– HF=Host Facility
– MF=MFS

• Characters 3-4 for TSO Blockmode Screen Type
– BP=Bypass

• Characters 3-4 for Protocol for CICS Server
– EO=ECI COMMAREA
– EH=ECI Channel
– LU=LU62 (SNA)
– MQ=MQ
– TP=TCP/IP

• Characters 3-4 for Protocol for IMS Server
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– LU=LU62 (SNA)
– MQ=MQ
– TP=TCP/IP

• Characters 3-4 Attach Type for Batch JES
– DB=DB2_DSN
– DL=DLIBATCH
– IB=IMS_BMP
– NN=NONE

For this feature, the size of the GLOBDATA structure was not changed but new 88-level definitions were added for each
character and value of the PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field to make it easier to query specific conditions. Regeneration of
the action block is required only if the user wants to take advantage of the new 88-level definitions when interrogating the
value of the PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field.

The following information shows the previous definition of PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE in GLOBDATA for COBOL-generated
code, runtimes, and user exits:

03 PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE      PIC X(4)

The following information shows the new definition of PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE with the 88-level definitions:

    03  PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE                            

        COL 1 = TARGET                                 

        COL 2 = APPLICATION TYPE                       

        COL 3-4 = PROTOCOL, SCREEN TYPE, OR ATTACH TYPE 

       05  PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE-TARGET              PIC X       

               88  TARGET-IS-BATCH                VALUE 'B'   

               88  TARGET-IS-CICS                 VALUE 'C'   

               88  TARGET-IS-IMS                  VALUE 'I'   

               88  TARGET-IS-TSO                  VALUE 'T'   

               88  TARGET-IS-NOT-SET              VALUE SPACE 

      05  PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE-APPTYPE              PIC X       

               88  APPTYPE-IS-BATCH-MANAGER       VALUE 'M'   

               88  APPTYPE-IS-BLOCKMODE           VALUE 'B'   

               88  APPTYPE-IS-SERVER              VALUE 'S'   

               88  APPTYPE-IS-NOT-SET             VALUE SPACE 

     05  PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE-OTHER                 PIC XX      

               88  PROTOCOL-IS-ECI-COMMAREA       VALUE 'EO'  

               88  PROTOCOL-IS-ECI-CHANNEL        VALUE 'EH'  

               88  PROTOCOL-IS-LU62               VALUE 'LU'  

               88  PROTOCOL-IS-MQ                 VALUE 'MQ'  

               88  PROTOCOL-IS-TCPIP              VALUE 'TP'  

               88  SCREEN-TYPE-IS-BYPASS          VALUE 'BP'  

               88  SCREEN-TYPE-IS-HOSTFAC         VALUE 'HF'  

               88  SCREEN-TYPE-IS-MFS             VALUE 'MF'  

               88  ATTACH-TYPE-IS-DB2-DSN         VALUE 'DB'  

               88  ATTACH-TYPE-IS-DLI             VALUE 'DL'  

               88  ATTACH-TYPE-IS-IMS-BMP         VALUE 'IB'  

               88  ATTACH-TYPE-IS-NONE            VALUE 'NN'  

               88  OTHER-IS-NOT-SET               VALUE SPACES
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The new 88-level definitions provide a way to interrogate the value of the PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field in the COBOL
external action block, user exit, or action block (through Inline Code statements).

The following information shows examples of the user code:

• To determine if the target is CICS:
– IF TARGET-IS-CICS

• To determine if the application type is Blockmode:
– IF TARGET-IS-BLOCKMODE

• To determine if the protocol is TCPIP:
– IF PROTOCOL-IS-TCPIP

Construction Functions
This article provides information for Construction Functions in detail including some primary functions.

The primary functions are:

• Generate COBOL source
• Generate Databases
• Generate Referential Integrity modules
• Package Load Modules
• Specify Target Environment and Construction Libraries
• Generate the Application System
• Test the Application System

Generate Databases

The host database generation tools create the data definition language, (DDL) statements that allocate and construct the
DB2 objects for a model. Gen uses the completed Data Structure, which is stored in the Host Encyclopedia, to generate
the DDL and the JCL to execute the DDL.

For local DB2 applications, use the Generate JCL for DB2 utilities option to generate JCL to run several DB2 utilities.

Generate Referential Integrity Trigger Modules

The separate libraries store the source code, object code, DBMS, and control information in action blocks named
Referential Integrity (RI) triggers. Specify the target environment and construction libraries for the RI trigger modules
separately from the environment libraries of the application.

Package Load Modules

The Host provides load module packaging for online and batch load modules, but not for client/server applications.
Perform server load module packaging on the workstation and upload it to the Host.

Load module packaging defines procedure steps grouping for installation. The packaging identifies the procedure steps
that are contained in each load module. For online and server modules, it identifies the transaction codes that invoke each
procedure step. For batch modules, packaging identifies the job and job step that execute the procedure step and the DB2
attach facility that is used. The name that is assigned to the load module is also the DB2 Plan name.

Code generation, not load module packaging, creates the load modules. Define the packaging before using Gen to
generate the load module or its components. The system generation functions use the packaging definition to determine
the components to include in the generated load module. The model stores and updates the packaging definition for each
load module.
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Specify Target Environment and Construction Libraries

Gen requires that you specify the Construction libraries before it can generate application system components. The
Construction libraries store the objects that are created during system generation. The libraries also contain some of the
objects that are used during Construction that are external to Gen. For example, they can contain external action blocks,
programs that are created outside Gen.

Also specify the target environment where the generated application runs.

Generate the Application System

The system generation tools support the following functions:

• Run Consistency Check
• List Action Diagram
• Generate Load Module

– Generate the COBOL source
– Generate Dialog Manager or Server Manager
– Generate Batch Manager for DB2
– Generate Screen Definitions
– Generate JCL to Execute Batch Applications
– Generate Installation Control Information
– Compile Generated Components (local)
– Link-edit Compiled Source (local)
– Bind for DB2 applications (local)

• Generate the Remote Installation files
• Generate a Load Module Component
• Rename Source Members
• Generate an External Action Block Stub
• Resolve an External Action Block
• Install a Load Module (local or remote)
• Test the Application System for DB2

NOTE
The terms COBOL and COBOL for z/OS refer to the COBOL version in Gen Technical Requirements.

Run Consistency Check

You can execute a Consistency Check from the Construction Tools. The host Consistency Check feature uses the same
rule base as the workstation Consistency Check.

List Action Diagram

You can view an Action Diagram (AD) for a selected procedure step or action block on the host without returning to the
workstation tools.

Generate Remote Installation Files

Gen can generate files for a remote z/OS installation, during which Gen can create a remote file for each of the following:

• Each load module
• All Referential Integrity Triggers
• Database
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If multiple load modules exist in the business system, Gen generates a remote file for each one.

Generate a Load Module Component

Using the Gen Construction Tools, you can generate a single component of a load module. This is useful to generate only
the parts of the load module that is affected by changes to the model since it was last generated.

Rename Source Members

You can use certain panels in the Gen Construction Tools to name or rename generated source code member names,
and to name external action blocks and referential integrity triggers.

Generate an External Action Block Stub

When your application uses logic that is created outside Gen, such as external subroutines, generate an external action
block stub to provide an interface between the external subroutine and Gen generated code.

Resolve an External Action Block

After generating an external action block stub, modify it to access your external subroutine. When DB2 is the target
database, and the external subroutine uses embedded SQL, resolve the external action block by identifying the Database
Request Modules (DBRMs).

Local and Remote Load Module Installation

Gen supports local and remote load module installation.

For a local installation, installing the load module is the final step in system generation. Gen compiles the uncompiled
generated components, performs a preliminary NCAL (no call) link edit, and edits the executable load module, resolving
all external references.

If the target DB2 subsystem is on the same CPU as Gen or is defined as a remote DB2 subsystem, Gen also binds the
application. If necessary, you can customize CLIST TICINSTX to meet site-specific application bind requirements.

NOTE
For more information about this CLIST and other customization features, see the Install Gen on z/OS

For DB2, you can use Package Bind. Using package bind lets you make changes in a program within an application and
rebind only the affected DBRM.

For a remote installation, Gen prepares a remote file with all the generated components the Implementation Toolset to
install the application on the remote platform.

Note: For more information about using the Implementation Toolset, see  z/OS Implementation Toolset

Test the Application System

When the target database is DB2, the Application Test Facility lets you test new systems or changes to systems in a TSO
testing environment. This runtime environment simulates your target production environment. The testing facility includes
a trace function to debug Gen generated programs at the model level. It lets you debug the action diagram logic rather
than the COBOL code generated from them.

Customizing Gen Applications
This article provides information to customize a Gen-generated application to use code that is created outside Gen.
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External Action Blocks

External action blocks let an application use logic defined outside of Gen. For example, they let an application use existing
subroutines or access non-DB2 databases.

User Exits

User exit routines allow customization of applications for error handling, help processing, security, and other system
functions.

NOTE
For more information, see User Exits.

Reporting

The Construction Toolset does not support report generation from Gen generated application code. For the report
generation, use your own subroutines, external action blocks, or other report writing software such as QMF.

Gen Main Menu
This article provides information for the Gen Main Menu including Host Encyclopedia Reports and Functions, Public
Interface Functions, Application System Functions, and Environment Specifications.

Host Encyclopedia Functions include functions such as user access, model management, and subset management that
let you add, change, and delete data in the Host Encyclopedia. They also let you monitor user access to Gen and to the
contents of models and subsets.

Public Interface Functions include model export and import functions. The export function stores model data in separate
tables, for access by PI views. Using the PI views, you can create reports that are tailored to your needs. The import
model function creates a model from files that are created outside of Gen, typically from data that is contained in some
other data management product.

Application System Functions is the name for the Construction functions used to generate and install application systems.
The Application system functions are described in this section. All other Gen host capabilities are described in other Gen
Encyclopedia sections.

Environment specification lets you specify JCL for Gen functions that execute in a batch environment, such as, copy
model, generate DDL, and generate source code. You can also select Gen panel colors for your environment and sort
options for selection lists using this option.

Open the Main Menu

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to TSO/ISPF.
The ISPF Main Menu displays.
If your installation accesses the menu some other way, contact your local Gen coordinator for instructions.

2. Select Gen and press Enter.
The copyright screen displays.

3. Press Enter.
The Gen Main Menu displays:
                                    Main Menu

COMMAND ===>

 Select one of the options below, then press enter.

 _ 1. Host Encyclopedia Functions

   2. Public Interface Functions
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   3. Host Encyclopedia reports

   4. Application system functions

   5. Environment specification

Open the Application System Menu

The Application System menu lists the Host Encyclopedia Construction functions.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Gen Main Menu as defined in "Open the Main Menu".
2. Type 4 for Application system functions and press Enter.

The Application System menu displays:
                             Application System Menu

COMMAND ===>

 Select one of the options below, then press enter.

_ 1. Application system construction

  2. Application system regeneration

  3. Referential integrity construction

  4. Generation options

  5. Bind options

3. Press 1 to select Application system construction and press Enter.
The Application System Construction panel to specify the model and business system displays:
                        Application System Construction

COMMAND ===>

 Type a model name or request Prompt for list selection. Type a business

 system name or request Prompt for list selection, then press enter.

   Model name                        TEST MODEL__________________________ +

   Business system name              TEST BUSINESS SYSTEM_________________+

4. Type the Host Encyclopedia model name.
To list model name choices, use the Tab key to position the cursor at the field and press the Prompt key (PF4). Select
a model in the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space next to the name and press Enter.

5. Type the Host Encyclopedia business system name.
To list business system name choices, use the Tab key to position the cursor at the field and press the Prompt key.
Select a business system from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space next to a name and press
Enter.

6. Press Enter to accept the model and business system names.
The Application System Construction Menu panel displays:
                      Application System Construction Menu

COMMAND ===>

 Select one of the options below, then press enter.

 _ 1. Generate business system

   2. Application test facility

   3. Define load module packaging

   4. Generation data base definition

   5. Specify target environment and construction libraries

   6. Create, read, update and delete report

   7. Generate entire business system in background

   8. Screen generator options

Gen automatically retrieves the construction library and target environment specifications that are stored in the Host
Encyclopedia for the business system.
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Selection Lists in HE
This article provides information for Selection Lists in HE that includes Model Selection List and Business System
Selection List.

When you select a Construction function, a panel prompts for the model and business system names.

Gen lists model and business systems when you press the Prompt key, PF4 by default. Gen supports multiple ways to
specify the model and business system names:

• Type the model and business system names.
• Select the model name from the Model Selection List and the business system name from the Business System

Selection List.
• Type one name and retrieve the one name from the list.

Model Selection List

The Model Selection List screen lists models to which you have access. The upper-right corner of the panel displays the
row number of the model at the top of the list and the total number of models in the list.

                                                 Model Selection List                                       

 Row 1 of 4

COMMAND ===>                                                                                          SCROLL

 ===> PAGE

 Type / next to one model name, then press enter.

                                                          Model         -------------Modified----------      

  Checked

      Model name                                 Owner               Date            Time          User      

  Out   To

.  TEST MODEL 1                              User ID       YYYY-MM-DD     HH:MM     USER ID    USER  ID

.  TEST MODEL 2                              User ID       YYYY-MM-DD     HH:MM     USER ID    USER  ID

.  TEST MODEL 3                              User ID       YYYY-MM-DD     HH:MM     USER ID    USER  ID

.  TEST MODEL 4                              User ID       YYYY-MM-DD     HH:MM     USER ID    USER  ID

**************************************Bottom of data *********************************************************

The list shows the following information for each model:

Model Name
Displays the Host Encyclopedia model name.

Model Owner
Displays the TSO user ID of the model administrator. The ID of the model administrator was intentionally removed
from this illustration.

Date
Displays the date that the model was last modified.

Time
Displays the time that the model was last modified.

User
Displays the TSO user ID of the person who last modified the model. The ID for the last user that modified these
models was intentionally removed from this illustration.

Checked Out To
Displays the TSO user ID of the person who has the model that is checked out. If the model is not checked out,
this field is blank. If a subset is checked out, this field contains asterisks.
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Business System Selection List

The Business System Selection List lists business systems that are defined for the selected model. The upper-right
corner of the panel displays the row number of the business system at the top of the list and the total number of business
systems in the list. For example, Row 1 of 4 indicates that the business system at the top of the list is the first of four
defined for the model.

                     Business System Selection List        Row 1 of 4

 COMMAND ===>

  Type / next to one business system name, then press enter.

         Business System name       Creator     Date

 . Management_I                     User ID  YYYY/MM/DD

 . Management_II                    User ID  YYYY/MM/DD

 . Management_III                   User ID  YYYY/MM/DD

 . Management_IV                    User ID  YYYY/MM/DD

For each business system, the list shows the TSO user ID of the person who initially checked in or uploaded the business
system and the date it was first checked in.

To select a business system, type / (slash) in the column next to the business system name and press Enter.

NOTE
Some panels that request the model and business system name let you set parameters that change
functionality. If you access the Business System Selection List from a panel in which you specified the business
systems to use as ALL, it does not display a selection list.

Generation Options Panel in HE
This topic provides the following information about the Generation Options panel:

The Generation Options panel displays user-customizable values for generation options. Each user has a separate set
of options. Storing the values standardizes and expedites generation and installation. All generation and installation
processes, Applications System Construction, Application System Regeneration (Intelligent Regeneration), and
Referential Integrity Trigger Construction processes use these options.

To open the Generation Options panel, type 4 in the Application system menu screen.

                                Generation Options

COMMAND ===>_

  Select desired options:

    Generate debug support  . . . . . . . . . . . .    . Yes    / No

    Generate module manager . . . . . . . . . . . .    / Yes    . No

    Process modules marked for Compatibility  . . .    . Yes    / No

    Automatic installation  . . . . . . . . . . . .    . Yes    / No

    Process in foreground . . . . . . . . . . . . .    / Yes    . No

    Target TSO test facility  . . . . . . . . . . .    . Yes    / No

    Remote installation . . . . . . . . . . . . . .    . Yes    / No

    Force compile/include of all components . . . .    . Yes    / No

    Link edit dynamically linked modules  . . . . .    / Yes    . No

    Link edit load module . . . . . . . . . . . . .    / Yes    . No

    Bind DB2 application plan . . . . . . . . . . .    / Yes    . No

    Present generation options for each generation     / Yes    . No

    Present installation options for each install      / Yes    . No

    Present confirmation panel for each gen/install    / Yes    . No
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    Present JCL for each background generate/install   / Yes    . No

    Auto-submit JCL for background generate/install    / Yes    . No

The first group of settings lists the options for generation and installation. Gen presents these options in the generation
dialog, allowing you to override each option for a procedure. To use the defaults, use the dialog options to suppress
presentation of the options.

The dialog options, the second group of settings, that control the panels that are displayed when you initiate a generate
or install process. You can only set these options in this panel. Answering No to a dialog option suppresses display of a
specific panel.

Options

The options and their descriptions are:

Generate debug support
Specifies to generate action diagram code with the trace function. Options are:

• Yes - include the trace function
• No - omit the trace function

Use the Application Test Facility to debug.
Generate module manager

Specifies to generate the dialog, batch, or server manager for the load module, or only for the selected
components. Options are:

• Yes - generate the dialog, batch, or server manager for the load module
• No - generate the dialog, batch, or server manager for only the selected components

Process modules marked for Compatibility
Specifies the modules to process. Options are:

• Yes - process modules that are packaged as compatibility and static modules included in the compatibility
module during generation or installation. When you select this option while processing RI triggers or
Compatibility modules that include statically linked action blocks, the generator compiles the RI triggers and
Action Blocks twice, with NODLL and DLL compile options.

• No - bypass compatibility modules during generation and installation

Automatic installation
Specifies to perform the install process automatically after generation completes. Options are:

• Yes - automatically install when generation completes.
• No - generate without the installation.

Process in foreground
Specifies to execute in the foreground or background. Options are:

• Yes - execute the generate and install process in the foreground.
• No - run the process in the background as a batch job.

Target TSO test facility
Specifies to target the TSO Test Facility. Options are:

• Yes - override the Target Environment parameters for the install process and target the TSO Test Facility
• No - use the Target Environment parameters.

The generator ignores this option for server load modules installation. Testing servers under the TSO test facility
is not supported. If the DSNULI support option is enabled, it will be ignored if targeting TSO test facility. DSNULI
support is not supported for TSOAE applications.
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Remote installation
Specifies if the target installation is a remote system. Options are:

• Yes - when your target environment is a z/OS system different than the system generating the code.
• No - when the target environment is the local system.

Force compile/include of all components
Specifies the components to generate. Options are:

• Yes - compile load module components for local installations, or include source for all components in the
remote file for remote installations.

• No - compile only the components that are generated since the last load module installation.

The installation compiles and includes components with a dynamically link packaging property set to compatibility
only when you select the Process modules marked for Compatibility option.

Link edit dynamically linked modules
Specifies the modules to link edit. Options are:

• Yes - link-edit modules that are specified as dynamically linked that the load module references.
• No - omits dynamically linked modules that are referenced by the load module, unless they are compiled.

The installation links components with a link packaging property set to compatibility only when you select the
Process modules marked for Compatibility option.

Link edit load module
Specifies to link edit the load module. Options are:

• Yes - link edit the load module and resolve all external references to create an executable load module.
• No - bypass link-editing the load module.

Bind DB2 application plan
Specifies to include the DB2 application plan when performing the bind. Options are:

• Yes - bind the DB2 application plan for the load module.
• No - omit the DB2 application plan bind.

Present generation options for each generation
Set to Yes to review and override stored options for the current activity in an abbreviated version of this panel
before each generation. Change the full Generation Options panel to change the defaults.

Present installation options for each installation
Set to Yes to review and override stored installation options each time you install. Gen presents the Installation
Options panel before each installation activity. Change the full Generation Options panel to change the defaults.

Present confirmation panel for each generation/installation
Set to Yes to present a Confirm Generation or Confirm Installation panel before each generation or installation
process.
Set to No to suppress the confirmation panel.

Present JCL for each background generation/installation
Specifies to display the JCL JOB card. Options are:

• Yes - review the card for possible modifications. Gen displays the Job card information in the Update JCL for
Background Code Generation panel.

• No - use stored job card.

Auto-submit JCL for background generation/installation
Specifies to submit the JCL, automatically. Options are:
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• Yes - automatically submit the batch job. The generated JCL does not appear in ISPF Edit mode and you do
not have to submit the job.

• No - display the JCL in Edit mode and manually submit it.

Process Modules Marked for Compatibility

This option applies to MVS applications with components configured with the link packaging property set to Compatibility.
Compatibility is intended for use by applications that dynamically call modules that must reside in a non-DLL module.

WARNING
All modules within an application are subject to the support policy of the product release in which they are
produced. Using the Compatibility feature without selecting the Process modules marked for Compatibility option
does not change the support policy or support time frame that is associated with those modules that are marked
for Compatibility. Therefore, modules that are marked for Compatibility and their components are supported at
the release level at which they are built.

Components that are marked for Compatibility include:

• Routines that are built for dynamic linking using a release of Gen earlier than Release 7
• External Action Blocks (EABs) that contain a dynamic program call to a non-Gen routine that resides in a non-DLL

module
• Routines that are the target of a dynamic program call that is initiated from a routine that resides in a non-DLL module

Use the Process modules marked for Compatibility option to generate or install modules that are marked for Compatibility.
Failing to set the option bypasses processing of components that are marked for Compatibility.

Selecting the Process modules marked for Compatibility option generates and precompiles the RI Trigger modules and all
Action Blocks that are statically named by the module marked for Compatibility, and compiles them twice, once using the
NODLL compiler option and again using the DLL compiler option.

The result of the NODLL compile is linked into the module marked for Compatibility. The result of the DLL compile is
provided so that it can link into any DLL applications that statically call these triggers or action blocks. If the action blocks
are External Action Blocks, they must be compiled using the appropriate compiler options and must be available to include
in the final load module installation.

Separate the libraries in the target environment hold the separate NCAL modules resulting from the two compile steps.

Confirm Generation and Installation Panels

The Confirm Generation Options and Confirm Installation Options panels display when you initiate a generation or
installation process. The panels display the options to use for generation and installation and ask you to confirm the
operation by pressing Enter.

To cancel the process, press End, press Cancel, or type Cancel on the COMMAND line and press Enter. When generating
in the foreground, this is the only opportunity to cancel the process. After execution begins, you cannot cancel it.

Update JCL for Background Code Generation Panel

This panel displays when you select background processing to verify and modify Job card information for the current job
submission only, without updating the Host Encyclopedia.

Press Enter to submit the job when the auto-submit option is set to Yes. When the auto-submit option set to No, Gen
displays the generated JCL in ISPF Edit. Manually submit the job or save it for later submission.
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Database Generation in HE
This article provides information for Database generation that creates the databases that implement a data model from
diagrams that are completed in the workstation toolsets.

Creating Databases

The host tool uses the completed Data Structure List (DSL) and Data Store List (DOL) to generate the data definition
language (DDL) statements and JCL to create the database objects.

The Data Store List and Data Structure List are Gen workstation tools, which are based on the Data Model of the model,
that define databases. The Data Model is a conceptual representation of the information in the application. The Data Store
List and Data Structure List are a physical representation of the information.

Transform the Data Model on the workstation to create the data structure. This provides a suggested database design that
the Database Administrator (DBA) modifies.

Transformation uses a rule-based approach to examine the Data Model objects and determine appropriate
implementation. Gen generates the objects, associations, and properties. Use the data structure tools to refine the lists
the transformation process generates.

The database generation tool also generates the JCL for DB2 utilities. The utilities help maintain database integrity
through backup and restore, and monitor and tune your DB2 databases. The tool supports the COPY, RECOVER,
REORG, and RUNSTATS utilities.

Generation Steps

The following procedure shows a typical activity sequence to generate a database definition for a model:

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the JCL and DDL for the entire database system or the required database objects.
2. Review and edit the generated DDL.
3. Save the job if you do not intend to submit it immediately. Gen does not save the job for you.
4. Use the SUBMIT command to submit the job that creates the database objects.

Gen allows you to generate any or all the subordinates from the object level.

The DB2 database objects and the subordinates at each level are:

Database
Table Spaces, Tables, Index Spaces, Indexes

Table Space
Tables, Index Spaces, Indexes

Table
Index Spaces, Indexes

Index Space and Index
No subordinates

Complete the Data Store List and Data Structure List before creating the database because Database generation uses
these lists as its primary source of information about the databases.
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Prerequisites for Database Generation

Database generation uses the physical definitions from the Data Structure and the Data Store. Complete this information
before uploading the model to the host and generating the database.

• Complete the Data Model
• Perform a Consistency Check
• Perform Transformation, or Retransformation if the model has been transformed once
• Modify the Data Store and Data Structure as necessary
• Upload the model to the Host Encyclopedia

Complete the Data Model

The Data Store List and the Data Structure List, which is stored in the Host Encyclopedia, are the primary sources of
information for database generation and must be complete and consistent to successfully generate the DDL for a model.
Since the Data Store List and the Data Structure List are based on the Data Model of the model, the Data Model must
also be consistent.
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To only generate part of the database definition, for example, a table and its indexes, the portion of the Data Model, the
Data Store List, and the Data Structure List that describe the objects to define must be consistent.

Perform a Consistency Check

The Consistency Check verifies that a model, or a part of a model, is consistent. Tools in the workstation toolset allow
you to check the Data Model and the Data Structure for consistency. Use these toolsets to check the diagrams before
uploading the model to the Host Encyclopedia. The Data Model must be consistent before you can transform the Data
Model to create a Data Structure.

NOTE
After uploading the model to the Host Encyclopedia, validate the model with the host Consistency Check.

Perform Transformation and Retransformation

You can transform the complete Data Model or a portion of it. Use the Diagram and Open options to control the data
structure definition that is created during the Transformation Process to select the DB2 z/OS Technical Design defaults. In
general, the TD defaults do not need adjusting. Review them with a Database Administrator (DBA) before implementation
on the host.

You cannot use some words as ordinary identifiers in a context in which they could be interpreted as SQL keywords. For
example, you cannot use COUNT as a column name in a SELECT statement. You can use words as an ordinary identifier
in other context. In the statements where the word can never be an SQL keyword, you can use the word as a delimited
identifier in context. For example, when double quotation marks (") begin and end delimited identifiers, as in "COUNT".
You can use "COUNT" as a column name in a SELECT statement. For a complete list of Reserved Words, see the IBM
documentation for DB2.

During Transformation, Gen attempts to use the TD names that are specified in the Data Model for data definition
components. When Gen detects a name that violates the DBMS reserved word conventions and Reserved Word Support
is set to YES, Gen automatically changes the name to a non-reserved word.

Plan a partial Transformation carefully to avoid problems during system generation. For example, transform all entities
that are referenced by the business system you intend to generate. It is possible to forget to transform entities that are not
directly referenced by the action diagrams for the business system, but referenced by the generated code.

As an example, when implementing referential integrity, the generated code includes referential integrity logic for
mandatory relationships. The logic reference entities that are not directly referenced by the action diagrams. These
entities must be transformed for successful system generation.

Similar problems occur if you change the Data Model after transformation. The impact of changes to the Data Model is not
always obvious, and a partial retransformation causes inconsistencies. Perform a consistency check on the Data Store
List and Data Structure List to detect these inconsistencies after a partial transformation or retransformation. The When
Changed Report can help in planning a partial transformation.

NOTE
For more information, see the Using the Host Encyclopedia.

For DB2 applications, identify the DB2 subsystem in which the generated application runs before creating the DDL.

After Transformation, when you change the Data Model, make an associated TD change to maintain consistency. Keep
the TD synchronized with the Data Model by running transformation. When you run transformation, it replaces the initial
database design, including changes that are made and creates a database design. It deletes a relationship triggers and
adds new ones.

To leave the previous database design triggers intact and change only what is inconsistent or incomplete, use the
Retransformation option.
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Upload Model to the Host

To upload the model to the Host Encyclopedia, use the workstation communication tools.

Note: For more information, see workstation Toolset.

Allocating Space for Table Spaces and Indexes

To acquire space for DB2 table spaces and indexes, use IDCAMS to allocate a VSAM data set for each table space or
index, or reference a storage group when creating the table space or index. A storage group identifies one or more DASD
volumes available for DB2 table spaces and indexes.

The Data Store List documents how to decide to use storage groups or IDCAMS to acquire DB2 space. When you use
storage groups, Gen generates the JCL to run the appropriate DDL. When you use IDCAMS, Gen generates the JCL to
run the IDCAMS control statements and DDL.

Database Authority

Gen generates JCL based on choices in the panels that are described in the Database Definition Using DB2 sections. To
run the JCL successfully, requires DB2 authority for the activity. For DB2, the reference guide for DB2 SQL describes the
authority that is required to execute the DDL statements.

Database Definition

Database definition describes the physical storage of the database objects that are identified by the database design. Gen
creates the database definition that is based on the information in the completed Data Store List and the Data Structure
List stored in the Host Encyclopedia.

For DB2 users that omit the Storage Group option, Gen generates IDCAMS control statements to define the VSAM
storage allocation for table spaces and index spaces. Gen also generates the JCL to execute the SQL DDL statements
and IDCAMS control statements.

Gen uses the DBMS selected on the Target Environment panel to implement the databases, and uses SQL as the data
definition language (DDL) to define the databases.

Gen allows you to select the objects for which to generate DDL:

• databases
• table spaces, with DB2 only
• tables
• index spaces, with DB2 only
• indexes

You can generate the JCL and DDL for the entire database system, or for selected objects, as needed.

Use the ISPF Edit commands to review and make changes to the generated JCL and DDL. Use the SUBMIT command to
submit the job that allocates the data sets and creates the database objects.

Gen does not automatically save the generated JCL and DDL. When you plan to submit the job later, save it. After the job
executes successfully, delete it. If you regenerate the DDL for an object, Gen creates a job.

To open the database generation panels, select Option 4, Generate data base definition on the Application System
Construction Menu.

As it creates the database definition, Gen moves through a series of panels. The section Database Definition Using DB2
describes the panels when your system uses a DB2 DBMS.
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Database Definition Using DB2

When your system uses DB2, and you select Generate data base definition in the Application System Construction Menu,
Gen opens this Data Base List panel.

Although this panel identifies the business system, the database function applies to all business systems in the model.

The Data Base List panel supports these action codes:

U
Opens the DB2 Utilities panel to create JCL for DB2 utilities. Use the DB2 Utilities window to generate the JCL to
execute one of these DB2 Utilities:
COPY

Creates an image of the selected table spaces in the database.
RECOVER

Restores the previous version of selected table spaces and indexes in the database.
REORG

Reorganizes selected table spaces or indexes to improve performance.
RUNSTATS

Updates the information DB2 uses to select index usage and improve performance.
G

Type G next to an object in the Data Base List panel to open the JCL Job Statement Information Input panel.
A

Type A as the action code next to an object Data Base List panel to open the DDL Options panel. Use the DDL
Options panel to generate all the DDL and JCL to create the storage group and the database and its subordinate
objects, including tables, table spaces, indexes, and index spaces.
After typing Y or N for each option, press Enter. The system opens the Generated DDL Text panel with the DDL
that the system generated based on your choices.
Type Go and press Enter to open the JCL Job Statement Information Input panel.

E
Type E as the action code next to a database name in the Data Base List panel to expand to table spaces. Gen
opens the Table Space List panel.

The Table Space List panel supports these action codes:

G
Type G as the action code next to a table space name to open the JCL Job Statement Information Input panel.

A
Type A as the action code next to a table space name to open the DDL Options panel to generate DDL and JCL
for the table space and its subordinate objects, including indexes and index spaces.

E
Type E as the action code next to a table space name to expand the Table List to a panel.

Set Table List Options

The Table List panel expands the table space and allows you to select options to generate DDL and JCL for the table, and
for the table and all its subordinate indexes and index spaces.

The Table List panel supports these action codes:

G
Type G as the action code next to a table name to open the JCL Job Statement Information Input panel.
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A
Type A as the action code next to a table name to open the DDL Options panel to generate DDL and JCL for the
table.

E
Type E as the action code next to an object to open the Index List panel to expand the index spaces.

The Index List panel supports G as an action code. Type G next to an Index or Index Space to open the DDL Options
panel to generate DDL and JCL for the index.

Set DDL Options for a DB2 Database

To generate the DDL and JCL to create the database, tables, and indexes; use the DDL Options panel.

After typing Y or N for each option, press Enter. The system opens the JCL Job Statement Information Input panel.

JCL Job Statement Information Input

The JCL Job Statement Information Input panel displays the information that is collected during the database definition
process. Use this panel to specify job card statement information before submitting the JCL and DDL for execution. If you
omit the job statement information, Gen generates JCL, but cannot execute the job until you add the information. Gen
does not save the job. To submit the job at another time, save the job.

To change the job statement information:

• Use the database generation dialog panels
• Use the Environment option on Gen Main Menu

Both options specify and update the same set of JCL.

Your job statement information meets the requirements and standards of your organization. The time specifications vary
based on the number of database objects being created.

Edit Generated JCL and DDL

When JCL and DDL generation for the selected objects completes, Gen automatically displays the JCL in an ISPF Edit
session to review and edit.

For example, if the DB2 subsystem in which the generated application executes is not identified when you specify the
target environment, the generated JCL does not include the DB2 subsystem ID. The DB2 subsystem ID must be added to
the JCL before it is submitted.

The following example shows part of an EDIT session display of the DB2 JCL and DDL generated to create a table space,
a table, and a unique index.

EDIT ---- USERID.XXCTEMP1.TIDDLJCL --------------------COLUMNS 001

COMMAND ===>                                         SCROLL ===> PAGE

000049 //*****************************************************************

000050 //*        JCL TO EXECUTE DDL SQL STATEMENTS                *

000051 //*****************************************************************

000052 //*

000053 //STEPSQL EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=30,COND=(0,NE)

000054 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

000055 //SYSTSPRT DD   SYSOUT=*

000056 //SYSIN  DD  *

000057      CREATE TABLESPACE      "T0041531" IN      "D0041483"

000058         BUFFERPOOL BP0
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000059         LOCKSIZE PAGE

000060         CLOSE     NO

000061         USING STOGROUP SYSDEFLT

000062         ;

000063       COMMIT;

000064       CREATE TABLE       "WORK_AREA"

000065         (

000066         "OPTION"                  CHAR(1)

000067          NOT NULL

000068         "ERROR_COUNT"         INTEGER

000069         )

000070        IN  "D0041483".  "T0041531";

000071       COMMIT;

000072        CREATE UNIQUE INDEX    "I0041653"

000073         ON     "WORK_AREA"

000074         ("OPTION"                    ASC

000075         )

000076         SUBPAGES    16

000077         BUFFERPOOL BP0

000078         CLOSE   NO

000079         USING STOGROUP SYSDEFLT

000080         ;

000081        COMMIT;

000082 /*

000083 //SYSTSIN  DD   *

000084  DSN SYSTEM(DB2T)

000085   RUN PROGRAM(TIUUSQLX) PLAN(GENUSQL) +

000086    LIB(AAAC.GEN.LOAD')

000087   END

000088 /*

000089 //

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ******************

Gen generates the IDCAMS control statements when you do not use storage groups.

Submit Generated JCL and DDL

If your environment allows and you have authority, submit the job to create the database objects. Database security
requires that all users have authority, explicitly or implicitly, to do everything they do. For example, to create a DB2 object,
a table, table space, or index, requires the authority to create that type of object. Usually, the Database Administrator
(DBA) is responsible for granting and revoking DB2 authority. Consult your DBA before creating the database objects.

NOTE
If you do not intend to submit a job immediately, save it to submit later. Gen does not save the job for you.

To run the job that builds the DB2 database, requires DB2 CREATEDBA or SYSADM authority. Many installations restrict
the use of these authorities. As an alternative, your DB2 Administrator can define the database for you and can grant you
DBADM authority to the database. This allows you to create all the table spaces, tables, and indexes in the database.

The authorization ID of the person who creates the database objects is the Creator ID. The creator is the owner of the
objects. Select authorization ID for object creation carefully considering the following questions:

• Is there a need for a transferable Creator ID?
• Who will bind the generated programs?
• Does that authorization ID have authority over other tables that you also must access?
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Know the Creator ID to execute DB2 utilities on the database objects.

NOTE
For more information about DB2 security, see the IBM DB2 documentation.

When you are satisfied with the content, submit the job to run as a batch process in the background. You can view the
results outside of the encyclopedia.

When the job completes, the encyclopedia returns to the Data Base List panel.

Referential Integrity
Referential Integrity (RI) rules verify that when pairing is required, a reference exists, and that the reference is removed
when the record to which it points is removed.

When a relationship exists between two entity types, each entity references the other entity through a primary key. Each
entity stores the other primary key of the entity in the foreign key field in each entity's record.

Rules in the Data Model require setting the reference to null or deleting a record that that has no reference.

Gen implements RI triggers as generated action blocks that enforce the referencing rules the Data Model defines when an
entity is deleted or a relationship is disassociated.

Gen generates and maintains RI triggers for each model separately, based on the complete Data Model and Data
Structure for a model.

Generate and install RI triggers before application system construction. This avoids unresolved references when linking
application load modules, unless dynamic RI linking is used.

Prerequisites for Generating RI Triggers

To generate RI triggers requires completing tasks on the workstation and the host.

Before generating RI triggers, complete these tasks on the workstation:

• Successful Transformation of the Data Model
• Successful completion of a TD Consistency Check to ensure consistency in the Data Store List and Data Structure List
• Uploading the model to the Host Encyclopedia

Before generating RI triggers, complete these tasks on the host:

• Create and allocate libraries on the host
• Specify the target environment, construction libraries, and DB2 Package Bind defaults for the RI triggers

Generating Triggers

To generate triggers, use the Host Encyclopedia Construction Tools.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the model name.
2. Specify the operating system of the target environment, DBMS, and language.
3. Specify Referential Integrity Trigger target environment operating system, generated source language, database

management system, and DB2 subsystem for package binds.
4. Set the optional DB2 Bind Package defaults for Referential Integrity modules, or the model, or individual members.
5. Specify the libraries for the source code, load modules, Database Request Modules (DBRMs) for DB2, installation

control, and listings (optional).
6. Set Dynamically Link RI Triggers flag. When you set this flag to Yes, verify that the RI TP Monitor and RI Trigger Name

are set correctly.
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7. Set the Support for DSNULI flag. Set the flag to Yes to enable support for DB2 universal call attach (DSNULI) which
is used when linking RI triggers dynamically for CICS or TSO Batch (JES). This option is not supported for IMS or
TSOAE applications. 

8. Generate all Referential Integrity triggers or selectively generate RI triggers.
9. Install, that is compile and link edit, the generated RI triggers.

The following graphic illustrates the trigger generation process.

Generation of RI trigger action blocks results in these two types of modules:

• ENTITY trigger modules (DELETE)
• RELATIONSHIP trigger modules (DISASSOCIATE)

ENTITY Trigger Modules

ENTITY trigger modules delete rows, enforce restrict logic, and manage associate row processing. Each entity type has
one ENTITY trigger module.
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To ensure the uniqueness within the model, the default member name for ENTITY trigger modules is an E followed by a
number. To use specific member names, specify the member names before generation.

An action block or procedure step calls an ENTITY trigger module to manage the delete action, or by another trigger
module when the RI rules imply that delete.

RELATIONSHIP Trigger Modules

RELATIONSHIP trigger modules execute the update, that is, set the foreign key to null, to implement a DISASSOCIATE
or TRANSFER in an action diagram. They also identify more processing that is required, based on the ERD rules and the
type of action that is requested, a DELETE, DISASSOCIATE, or TRANSFER. A call to the appropriate ENTITY trigger
module processes more deletions.

The RELATIONSHIP trigger module manages the delete or disassociate of the link records that are required for many-to-
many relationships. One RELATIONSHIP trigger module exists for each relationship.

To ensure the uniqueness within the model, the default member name for RELATIONSHIP trigger modules is an F
followed by a number. Gen assigns default names when the entity types are added on the workstation, or when foreign
key linkage is added to a data record as the relationship is transformed. To use specific names, specify member names
before generation.

Specify the DB2 Bind Package Defaults for Referential Integrity Triggers

This article provides information to Specify the DB2 Bind Package Defaults for Referential Integrity Triggers.

You only identify the DB2 Package Bind defaults for RI triggers when the target database is DB2.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to TSO/ISPF.
The ISPF Main Menu displays.

2. Select Gen and press Enter.
The copyright screen displays.

3. Press Enter to display the Main Menu.
4. Type 4 for Application system functions and press Enter.
5. Type 5 for the Bind options. Press Enter.
6. Type 2 for Set Bind Package Defaults for RI Triggers and press Enter.
7. Move the cursor to each field to make an entry and type the entry. Press Prompt for context-sensitive Help for the field.
8. Press Accept to verify the entries when you finish.
9. Press Save to save the entries.

The Bind Options menu displays.
10. Press End to return to the Application System Functions menu.

Open the Referential Integrity Construction Menu

This article provides information to Open the Referential Integrity Construction Menu to Generate RI Triggers.

To display the panels to generate RI triggers, use the RI Construction menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 4 for Application system functions on the Gen Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Type 3 for Referential Integrity Trigger Construction and press Enter.
3. Type the Host Encyclopedia model name and press Enter.
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or
Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the Model name and press the Prompt key for a list of models. Select a model
from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to one name and press Enter.

                 Referential Integrity Trigger Construction Menu

COMMAND ===>

 Select one of the options below, then press enter.

_ 1. Generate all referential integrity triggers

  2. Specify member names for referential integrity triggers

  3. Specify target environment and construction libraries

  4. Select referential integrity triggers for generation/installation

NOTE
When you use the DB2 package bind to generate RI Triggers, specify the DB2 Subsystem for Package Binds on
the Specify RI Trigger Target Environment Parameters panel.

Specify the Referential Integrity Trigger Target Environment

This article provides information to Specify the Referential Integrity Trigger Target Environment through Referential
Integrity Construction.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Menu, select option 3, Referential integrity construction.
2. Type a Model Name and press Enter.
3. Type 3 for Specify target environment and construction libraries and press Enter.

or
Use the Tab key or the cursor keys to move the cursor to the left of the option and press Enter.

        Specify RI Trigger Target Environment and Construction Libraries

COMMAND ===>

Model name  . . : ABLK 04 TD PERMITTED VALUES

Select one of the options below, then press enter.

_ 1. Specify RI Trigger Target Environment

  2. Specify RI Trigger Construction Libraries

  3. Specify RI Trigger Compatibility Libraries

  4. Specify RI Trigger Dynamic Link Libraries

NOTE
Gen only requires the RI Trigger Compatibility libraries when you select the Process modules that are
marked for Compatibility option in the Generation Options panel.

4. Type 1 for Specify RI Trigger Target Environment and press Enter.
The Specify RI Trigger Target Environment Parameters panel displays with the target environment parameters:

                 Specify RI Trigger Target Environment Parameters

        

  COMMAND ===>                                                                                  

  Specify desired target environment parameters                            

     Operating System . . . . . . . . . .   MVS

     Generated Source Language  . . . . .   COBOL

     Database Management System . . . . .   DB2          

     DB2 Subsystem for package binds. . .   SSD2          

     TP Monitor . . . . . . . . . . . . .   CICS         (CICS, IMS, IEFAE)
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     Dynamically Link RI Triggers . . . .   YES          (Yes, No)

     RI Trigger Name (Cascade). . . . . .   CASCADE

     Support for DSNULI . . . . . . . . .   YES          (Yes, No)

                     

5. Type DB2 for Database Management System. When using DB2, type a one to four character DB2 Subsystem for
the package binds name.

NOTE
Gen completes the Operating System and Generated Source Language. You cannot modify these values.

6. Override the TP Monitor for dynamically linked RI trigger modules, if necessary.
7. Type YES or NO for Dynamically Link RI Triggers.

When you type YES, Gen builds the RI trigger modules as fully resolved dynamic DLL modules.
8. Modify the RI Trigger Name, if necessary.
9. Type YES or NO for DSNULI support. Type YES to enable support for DB2 universal call attach (DSNULI) which

is used when linking RI triggers dynamically for CICS or TSO Batch (JES). This option is not supported for IMS or
TSOAE applications.

10. Press Accept to save changes.
The Specify RI Trigger Target Environment and Construction Libraries menu displays with the phrase Referential
Integrity Trigger Target Environment accepted under the Command prompt.
Gen saves the Dynamically Link RI triggers option and RI trigger Name settings in the model.

11. Press End or Cancel to return to the previous panel.

Specify the Referential Integrity Trigger Construction Libraries

When specifying the RI Trigger Construction Libraries, also specify the RI Trigger Compiled non-DLL Load Modules
library, the RI Trigger Compiled Load Modules libraries, and the RI Trigger Dynamic Link libraries. The RI Trigger
Compatibility Compile listings library is optional.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Referential Integrity Construction Menu.
2. Type 3 for Specify Target Environment and Construction Libraries and press Enter.
3. Type 2 for Specify RI Trigger Construction Libraries and press Enter.
4. Use Tab to move the cursor to each field to make an entry and type the required library name.

NOTE
Allocate the construction libraries outside of Gen before using them. Gen does not allocate the libraries.

Enter a valid PDSE (DSNtype=library) data set name for the Compiled Load Modules and valid partitioned data set
(PDS) library names for these other construction libraries:
– Generated source code
– Compiled load modules
– DB2 DBRM modules - required for DB2
– Installation control
– Compile the listings (optional)
Use fully qualified data set names, which are enclosed in single quotes. Specify all required libraries before exiting to
successfully generate.

5. Select a command to exit the panel:
Accept
When entry is complete.
Gen accepts the library names that you typed to temporarily override parameters that are saved in the Host
Encyclopedia, returns to the previous menu, and displays this message:
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Temporary override of RI trigger libraries accepted.

Save
Stores the parameters in the Host Encyclopedia, returns to the previous menu, and displays this message:

Referential integrity trigger libraries saved on encyclopedia.

End
Exits without accepting the parameters and displays this message:

User exited from function in progress.

Cancel
Exits the panel, returns to the previous menu or panel without accepting parameters, and displays this message:

User canceled previous screen display.

When the model contains modules that are marked for Compatibility, specify the RI Trigger Compiled non-DLL Load
Modules library and the RI Trigger Compiled Load Modules libraries. The RI Trigger Compatibility Compile listings library
is optional.

When Dynamically Link RI Triggers is set to YES, specify the RI Trigger Dynamic Link libraries.

Specify the RI Trigger Compatibility Libraries

When the model contains modules that are marked for Compatibility, specify the RI Trigger Compiled non-DLL Load
Modules library and the RI Trigger Compiled Load Modules libraries.

The RI Trigger Compatibility Compile listings library is optional.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 3 for Specify RI Trigger Compatibility Libraries and press Enter.
2. Use Tab to move the cursor to each field and type the required library name.

WARNING
Specify different libraries for RI Trigger Compatibility and RI Trigger Construction.

Because Gen does not allocate libraries, allocate the libraries outside of Gen before using them.
– Enter a valid PDSE (DSNtype=library) data set name for the Compiled non-DLL Load Modules and Compile listings

(optional).
– Use fully qualified data set names that are enclosed in single quotes.
– Specify the Compiled non-DLL Load Modules library before installing RI triggers.

3. Select a command to exit the panel:
Accept
When entry is complete.
Gen accepts the library names that you typed to temporarily override parameters that are saved in the Host
Encyclopedia, returns to the previous menu, and displays this message:
Temporary override of compatibility libraries accepted.

Save
Stores the parameters in the Host Encyclopedia, returns to the previous menu, and displays this message:
Compatibility libraries saved on encyclopedia.

End
Exits without accepting the parameters and displays this message:
User exited from function in progress.

Cancel
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Exits the panel, returns to the previous menu or panel without accepting parameters, and displays this message:
User canceled previous screen display.

Specify the RI Trigger Dynamic Link Libraries

This article provides information to Specify the RI Trigger Dynamic Link Libraries through the Dynamically Link RI
Triggers.

When Dynamically Link RI Triggers is set to YES, specify the RI Trigger Dynamic Link libraries.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 4 for Specify RI Trigger Dynamic Link Libraries and press Enter.
2. Use Tab to move the cursor to the field to type the library name for Executable Load modules or Exec DSNULI

Load modules (if DSNULI support is enabled). The library name for DSNULI executable load modules is required
when DSNULI support is enabled for RI Triggers. When DSNULI support is not enabled, the DSNULI executable load
modules library is ignored.

3. If necessary, specify optional library names for Executable Batch Load modules, Binder control cards, Batch Binder
control cards, and DSNULI Binder control cards.

WARNING
Referential integrity trigger executable libraries must be different from other load libraries that are specified in
this model.

Since Gen does not allocate libraries, allocate the libraries outside of Gen before using them.
– Enter a valid PDSE (DSNtype=library) data set name for the Executable Load Modules and valid partitioned data

set (PDS) library name for Binder control cards.
– Use fully qualified data set names that are enclosed in single quotes.
– Specify the Compiled non-DLL Load Modules library before installing RI triggers.

4. Select a command to exit the panel:
Accept
When entry is complete.
Gen accepts the library names that you typed to temporarily override parameters that are saved in the Host
Encyclopedia, returns to the previous menu, and displays this message:
Temporary override of dynamic link libraries accepted.

Save
Stores the parameters in the Host Encyclopedia, returns to the previous menu, and displays this message:
Dynamic RI Trigger libraries saved on encyclopedia.

End
Exits without accepting the parameters and displays this message:
User exited from function in progress.

Cancel
Exits the panel, returns to the previous menu or panel without accepting parameters, and displays this message:
User canceled previous screen display.

Specify the Referential Integrity Trigger Member Names

You do not need to specify RI trigger member names before generating triggers. When you omit member names, Gen
creates default names before generating triggers.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Referential Integrity Trigger Menu.
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For more information about opening this menu, see the section Open the Referential Integrity Trigger Menu.
2. Type 2 for Specify member names for referential integrity triggers. You can also move the cursor to the left of the

option using the Tab key or the cursor keys. Press Enter.

                           Specify RI Trigger Member

COMMAND ===>

 Model Name . . :

 

 Enter member names below. Names left blank will be assigned defaults.

 To save, press F6. To exit, press F3. To cancel, press F12. To repeat

 find command F5.

 Name                                                     Member       Status

 DEPARTMENT                                               E3407892

 DIVISION                                                 E3407899

 EMPLOYEE                                                 E3407893

 TEAM                                                     E5248705

 DEPARTMENT BELONGS TO DIVISION                           E5248716

 DIVISION INITIATES PROJECT                               E5248713

 EMPLOYEE LEADS TEAM                                      E5248675

 EMPLOYEE MANAGES DEPARTMENT                              E5248710

3. Use Tab to move the cursor to each field in which you want to make an entry and type the member name.
– RI trigger member names must conform to these rules:
– Must be valid partition data set (PDS) member names
– Can be up to eight bytes long
– Can begin with an alphabetic or national character, #, $, or @.
– Must be unique within the model

4. Select a command to exit the panel:
Save
Stores the member names in the model, returns to the previous menu, and displays this message:

Member names saved.

End
Exits without saving member name changes and displays this message:

User exited from function in progress.

Cancel
Exits the panel, returns to the previous menu or panel without saving member name changes, and displays the
message:

User canceled previous screen display.

Generate all Referential Integrity Triggers for a Model

You can generate triggers for entities that are not implemented if they are not referenced directly or by a referential
integrity trigger module. Referential integrity generation fails if it encounters an entity that is referenced but not
implemented. This means that the entity has not been transformed for the Data Structure Diagram.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Referential Integrity Trigger Menu.
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NOTE
Be certain you specify the target environment and construction libraries before selecting to generate all
triggers option or selecting individual triggers for generation.

2. Type 1 for Generate all referential integrity triggers and press Enter.
The Referential Integrity Processing Options panel displays.

3. Type any character except a period (.) or a space in the space next to the option and press Enter.

The options are mutually exclusive. You cannot enable both.

Selections in the Generation Options panel can cause Gen to display the Confirm Referential Integrity Trigger Generation
panel. Press Enter to begin processing or Cancel to stop processing.

When you select the foreground processing, Gen displays the Generation Status panel. The system displays log
messages to track progress during trigger generation and installation.

Press Enter to close the Generation Status panel when generation completes.

If you select background processing and set the options to display the Update JCL for Background Generation panel in
the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the panel. To suppress displaying the Update JCL for Background Generation
panel, modify the Job card and press Enter to submit the job.

Selectively Generating Referential Integrity Triggers

Use this panel to select only the triggers that did not generate or compile. Successfully generate all of the RI Triggers
before attempting to generate the source code for the application.

Settings in the Generation Options panel affect panels that open as a result of choices in this section.

NOTE
This feature does not replace Intelligent Regeneration for the regeneration of triggers after changes to the
model.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Referential Integrity Trigger Menu.
2. Type 4 for Select referential integrity triggers for generation/installation. You can also move the cursor to the left of the

option using Tab or the cursor keys. Press Enter.
The Select RI Triggers for Generation panel displays.

                     Select RI Triggers for Generation            Row 1 of 10

 COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> PAGE

 Model Name . . : TEST INSTALLATION MODEL

Type action codes next to one or more triggers, then press enter.

To exit, press F3.  To cancel, press F12.  To repeat a find command, F5.

G=Generate  I=Install  B=Generate and Install

    Name                               Generation      Compilation

                                       Date    Time     Date     Time  Member

Opt

 _ DEPARTMENT                       01/01/9x   8:00  01/01/9X    8:00 E3407892

 _ DIVISION                         01/01/9x   8:00  01/01/9X    8:00 E3407899

 _ EMPLOYEE                         01/01/9x   8:01  01/01/9X    8:01 E3407893

 _ TEAM                             01/01/9x   8:01  01/01/9X    8:01 E5248705

 _ DEPARTMENT                       01/01/9x   8:01  01/01/9X    8:01 E5248716

3. Choose an option and press Enter:
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– Type G to generate
– Type I to install
– Type B to generate and install

  The Generate option allows you to select one or more RI Triggers for generation.

  The Install options allows you to select one or more RI Triggers for installation. 

  The Generate and Install option allows you to select one or more RI Triggers for generation and installation.

4.  When you chose to display the Referential Integrity Processing Options, the panel displays processing parameters. 
Choose your parameters and press Enter.

• • Type any character except a period (.) or a space next to the option to enable. The options are mutually exclusive.
You cannot enable both.

• For generation, you can select background or foreground processing.
• For the installation, you can select background or foreground processing, remote or local installation, forced

compilation of triggers, and Process modules that are marked for Compatibility.
• Select the Process modules marked for Compatibility option in the Generation Options panel when the model for

which you are installing the RI Triggers contains modules that are marked for compatibility.
• The Process modules marked for Compatibility option cannot be set to Yes when the Dynamically Link RI triggers is

set to Yes. When both are set to Yes, the RI Generation and Installation process displays this message:

Cannot select Process Compatibility when Dynamically Link RI is YES

NOTE

The Install process compiles and creates unresolved (NCAL) load modules when the Dynamically Link RI
triggers option is set to NO in the Specify RI Trigger Target Environment Parameters panel. When the option is
YES, the installation compiles the RI triggers and creates a fully resolved DLL executable module comprising RI
triggers. When DSNULI is not enabled, the DLL executable module exists in the RI Executable Load modules
library. If RI Executable Batch Load modules library is specified, the installation process creates a batch version
of dynamic RI DLL executable and saves it in this library automatically. The DB2 attachment type for batch
dynamic RI is specified by the TIRDBATT parameter, defaulting to DSN.

When DSNULI support is enabled, the DLL executable module exists in the RI Exec DSNULI Load modules
library which is required when DSNULI support is enabled. DSNULI support can be enabled for CICS and
TSO Batch (JES) applications. The dynamic RI Triggers are  linked only once. The dynamic RI Triggers DLL
exists in this library and can be shared between CICS and TSO Batch (JES) applications. The DSNULI support
option is not supported for IMS or TSOAE applications. The name for DSNULI Binder control cards library is
optional. Enter the library name to save the DSNULI binder control cards. Otherwise a temporary library is used.
If DSNULI support is not enabled for RI Triggers, the DSNULI libraries are ignored.

5. The Confirm Referential Integrity Trigger Generation displays if that option on the Generation Options is selected. Press
Enter to begin processing or click Cancel to stop processing.

6. The Generation Status panel displays when you chose foreground processing. Press Enter to close the Generation
Status panel when generation completes.

NOTE
The system displays log messages to track progress during trigger generation and installation.
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7. The Update JCL for Background Generation panel prompts for job card entry if you selected background processing
and you set the options to display this panel in the Generation Options panel. To suppress Update JCL for Background
Generation, modify the job card and press Enter to submit the job.

8. Press Exit to leave the RI trigger construction menu when generation completes.

Modifying Referential Integrity Triggers for Migration in HE

Job CEJOB05A modifies operational rules for the migration of referential integrity (RI) triggers with their parent objects:
entity types and data records.

The decision about whether to modify the default rules for migration must be made within your development group.

NOTE
For information about instructions for preparing the JCL to run CEJOB05A and the effects of running it, see the
Modifying Referential Integrity Triggers for Migration topic in Host Encyclopedia Migration Rules.

DB2 Package Bind Options
This article provides information for DB2 Package Bind Options. The DB2 Package Bind option provides a more granular
approach to binding than Plan Bind option.

Bind an Individual DBRM

Construction gives the operator options to bind an individual Database Request Module (DBRM) as a package.

The Package Bind option is selected by entering a Collection ID on one of the bind options panels.

Advantages

Using package bind provides definite advantages. You can rebind a package (one DBRM) rather than a whole plan. When
you change a program in an application, you can rebind the package for the DBRM for that program without having to
rebind all unchanged DBRMs in the application plan.

If you do not use packages, and a changed program resides in other plans, rebind those other plans.

Package Bind Terms

The following terms are related to the DB2 Package Bind Option:

Package
An individually bound DBRM.

Location
The unique name of the database server. An application uses location to access a DB2 database server. The
application can use a database alias to override the location name when accessing a remote server.

Collection
A logical grouping of packages. The collection identifier (ID) is part of the package name. The collection is not a
physical entity. DB2 uses the collection ID to allow a plan to reference multiple packages by a single identifier.
Specify the collection ID on one of the bind options panels to do package binding.

Package List
Input to a plan bind that defines the search order that DB2 is to use when looking for packages. It can include
specific package names, or a collection ID with a wildcard (collection_ID.*) for the package ID. In the latter case,
the entire collection is searched for a match on package ID and consistency token. Collection_ID can be qualified
with a location also, for example, location.collection_ID.
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Version
An identifier that differentiates between two precompilations of the same source member at different points in
time. It can be anything meaningful to the user such as TEST and PROD or Release 1, and Release 2. Version
allows a collection to include more than one package with the same name. The package that is used is always the
one with the matching consistency token. Version allows easy backout of changes. This can also be done without
version by using more than one collection.

Owner
The authorization ID of the package owner.

Qualifier
Implicit the qualifier for the unqualified table, view, index, and alias names in the static SQL statements of the
package.

Encoding
ENCODING option specifies the application encoding for all the host variables in static statements in a package.

Package Bind Options and Levels Affected

You can specify package bind options are specified at four levels - Model, RI Triggers, Business System, and Member and
affect different systems or members at each level:

• At the Model level, package bind options affect all members in the model
• At the RI Triggers level, package bind options affect all RI Triggers
• At the Business System level, package bind options affect all members in the business system
• At the Member level, level, package bind options affect selected members only

Package List Order

Package List Order option lets you select the order of locations, collection, and packages in the PKLIST parameter of the
plan bind. If omitted, the PKLIST consists of one or more COLLECTION_ID.* entries in alphabetical order.

Package List Order option also lets you specify locations, collections, packages that are not referenced by any members.
This option enables you to include packages for external action blocks.

Package list order is specified at three levels - Model, Business System, and Load Module and affect different modules
depending on the level:

• At the Model level, package list order affects all load modules in the model
• At the Business System level, package list order affects all load modules in the business system
• At the Load Module level, package list order affects selected load modules only

Package Bind Procedures
This article provides information for the Package Bind Procedures that document the instructions to use Gen to bind DB2
packages.

NOTE
For more information, see the Menu Online Help (F1) and Help Prompt (F4). For database-specific information,
see DB2 documentation.

Set Package Bind Defaults

Use the Application System Menu to open the Bind Options menu to set Package Bind default values.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Gen Main menu, select option 4 and press Enter.
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                                 Application System Menu

COMMAND ===>

 Select one of the options below, then press enter.

_ 1. Application system construction

  2. Application system regeneration

  3. Referential integrity trigger construction

  4. Generation options

  5. Bind options

2. From the Application System Functions menu, select option 5 and press Enter.

                                       Bind Options

COMMAND ===>

 Model Name: __________________________________+

 Select one of the options below, or by number, or by positioning the cursor.

 Set Package Bind Defaults

  _ 1. Model

    2. RI Triggers

    3. Business Systems

    4. Members

 Set Package List Order

    5. Model

    6. Business Systems

    7. Load Modules

NOTE: This panel is required only if you want support for DB2 package bind.

      There are no changes to plan bind beyond adding the PKLIST parameter.

In the Bind Options panels in which you can enter parameters, use the following function keys:

F1 (Help)
Displays context-sensitive Help for the current screen.

F2 (Accept)
Checks that the values are valid. Does not update the encyclopedia or exit the screen.

F3 (End)
Exits the screen without saving and returns to the previous panel.

NOTE
If the input data has changed, you cannot use F3 to End. Use F12 to End without saving the changes to
the encyclopedia.

F4 (Prompt)
Displays context-sensitive help for data entry fields.

F6 (Save)
Updates the encyclopedia, exits the screen, and displays the previous panel.

NOTE
This PF key is available only in certain screens.

F12 (Cancel)
Always exits without saving and displays the previous panel.
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Set Package Bind Defaults for the Model

To open the Set Package Bind Defaults for the Model panel, use the Bind Options menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 on the Bind Options menu and press Enter.

              Set Package Bind Defaults for The Model                      

COMMAND ===>_                                                                 

Enter package bind defaults.  To save, press F6.  To cancel, press F12.

Location:    ________________      Spaces = Use the default location ID

Collection:  __________________    Spaces = Do NOT do a package bind

Version:     _____________________________________________________________

Owner:       ________              Spaces = Use the primary authorization ID

Qualifier:   ________              Spaces = Do NOT use a qualifier ID

Isolation:   __                  CS, RR, RS or UR

Validate:    ____                BIND or RUN                                 

Release:     __________          COMMIT or DEALLOCATE

To delete the defaults, type DEL on the command line                                                      

                 

2. Position the cursor in each field and type the entry. Use Prompt to display context-sensitive Help.
3. Accept verifies your entries.
4. Save stores your entries.

Set Package Bind Defaults for Referential Integrity Triggers

To set the package bind defaults for referential integrity triggers, use the Set Package Bind Defaults for RI Triggers menu.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Bind Options menu, select option 2 and press Enter.

              Set Package Bind Defaults for RI Triggers

COMMAND ===>

Enter package bind defaults.  To save, press F6.  To cancel, press F12.

Location:    ________________      Spaces = Use the default location ID

Collection:  __________________    Spaces = Do NOT do a package bind

Version:     _____________________________________________________________

Owner:       ________              Spaces = Use the primary authorization ID

Qualifier:   ________              Spaces = Do NOT use a qualifier ID

Isolation:   __                  CS, RR, RS or UR

Validate:    ____                BIND or RUN

Release:     __________          COMMIT or DEALLOCATE

 

To delete the defaults, type DEL on the command line                    

2. Position the cursor in each field and type the entry. Use Prompt for context-sensitive Help.
3. Use Accept to verify your entries.
4. Click Save to store your entries.
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Set Package Bind Defaults for Business Systems

Follow these steps:

1. Select Option 3 on the Bind Options menu and press Enter.

                           Select Business System                  Row 1 of 2

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

Type / next to one or more names, then press Enter to set defaults for all.

 Name                            Collection          Version        Owner    I V R

.APPLICATION_HELP                 

     Location:                    Qualifier:

.HELP_MAINTENANCE                 

     Location:                    Qualifier: 

************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *************************************

2. Select one or more business systems and press Enter to set defaults for all selections.

              Set Package Bind Defaults for Business Systems                  

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

Enter package bind defaults.  To save, press F6.  To cancel, press F12.       

                                                                              

Location:    ________________      Spaces = Use the default location ID       

Collection:  __________________    Spaces = Do NOT do a package bind          

Version:     _______________________________________________________________  

Owner:       ________              Spaces = Use the primary authorization ID  

Qualifier:   ________              Spaces = Do NOT use a qualifier ID         

                                                                              

Isolation:   __                  CS, RR, RS or UR                             

Validate:    ____                BIND or RUN                                  

Release:     __________          COMMIT or DEALLOCATE                         

                                                                              

                                                                              

To delete the defaults, type DEL on the command line                          

                                                                              

                                                                              

F1=Help  F2=Accept  F3=End  F4=Prompt  F6=Save  F12=Cancel                    

3. Position the cursor in each field and type the entry.
Press Prompt for context-sensitive Help.

4. Press Accept to verify your entries.
5. Click Save to save your entries.

Gen displays the Select Business System panel with Defaults that are updated under the Command prompt and
default choices that are abbreviated in the IVR columns.

6. Click End to return to Bind Options menu.

To set the package bind defaults for members

1. Select option 4 on the Bind Options menu and press Enter.

                                  Select Member                    Row 1 of 2

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

Type / next to one or more names, then press Enter to set defaults for all.
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 Name           Collection               Version         Owner            I V R

. ADDDIV

      Location:                    Qualifier:

. ADDEMP

      Location:                    Qualifier:

. A8914094

      Location:                    Qualifier:

. A8914195

      Location:                    Qualifier:

. A8914106

      Location:                    Qualifier:

2. Select one or more members. Press Enter to set defaults for all selections.

              Set Package Bind Defaults for Members

COMMAND ===>

Enter package bind defaults.  To save, press F6.  To cancel, press F12.

Location:    ________________      Spaces = Use the default location ID

Collection:  __________________    Spaces = Do NOT do a package bind

Version:     _____________________________________________________________

Owner:       ________              Spaces = Use the primary authorization ID

Qualifier:   ________              Spaces = Do NOT use a qualifier ID

Isolation:   __                  CS, RR, RS or UR

Validate:    ____                BIND or RUN

Release:     __________          COMMIT or DEALLOCATE

To delete the defaults, type DEL on the command line

3. Position the cursor in each field and type the entry. Press Prompt for context-sensitive Help.
4. Press Accept to verify your entries.
5. Click Save to save your entries.

Gen displays the Select Member panel with Defaults that are updated under the Command prompt and default choices
that are abbreviated in the IVR columns.

6. Click End to return to Bind Options menu.

Set Package List Order for the Model

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 5 on the Bind Options menu and press Enter.

           Set Package List Order for The Model                    Row 1 of 17 

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

 Use standard ISPF line commands to insert, delete or reorder entries.

 F1=Help  F2=Accept  F3=End  F4=Prompt  F6=Save  F12=Cancel  DEL=delete        

  ****** Location           Collection           Package    Status

  ...... ________________   __________________   ________

  ...... ________________   __________________   ________

  ...... ________________   __________________   ________

  ...... ________________   __________________   ________

  ...... ________________   __________________   ________

  ...... ________________   __________________   ________

  ...... ________________   __________________   ________
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  ...... ________________   __________________   ________

  ...... ________________   __________________   ________

  ...... ________________   __________________   ________

  ...... ________________   __________________   ________

  ...... ________________   __________________   ________

  ...... ________________   __________________   ________

  ...... ________________   __________________   ________                                 

2. Use standard ISPF commands to insert, delete, or reorder entries.
3. Click Accept to verify your changes.
4. Click Save to save your changes.

Set Package List Order for Business Systems

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 6 on the Bind Options menu and press Enter.

                   Select Business System                              Row 1 of 2

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> PAGE

 Type / next to one or more business system name, then press ENTER.

Business System Name               First Collection   Package  Status

. APPLICATION_HELP    

     Location:                                  

. GUI_CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT 

     Location: 

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

2. Select one or more business systems and press Enter to set defaults for all selections.

                 Set Package List Order for Business Systems       Row 1 of 17

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE                            

                                                  

 Use standard ISPF line commands to insert, delete or reorder entries.

 F1=Help F2=Accept  F3=End  F4=Prompt  F6=Save  F12=Cancel  DEL=delete        

 ****** Location           Collection           Package    Status

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________                                                  

                   

Use standard ISPF commands to insert, delete, or reorder entries.

3. Click Save to save your entries.
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4. Gen displays the Select Business System panel with Defaults that are updated under the Command prompt and
default choices that are abbreviated in the IVR columns.

5. Click End to return to Bind Options menu.

Set Package List Order for Load Modules

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 7 on the Bind Options menu and press Enter.

                             Select Load Module                   Row 1 of 2

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> PAGE

 Type / next to one or more load module names, then press Enter.

Opt   Member Name         Type    First Collection  Package   Status

 .     HSDHELP            Online

           Location:

 .     HSMHELP            Online

          Location:

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

2. Select one or more load modules and press Enter.

          Set Package List Order for Load Modules                  Row 1 of 17 

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

Use standard ISPF line commands to insert, delete or reorder entries.

F1=Help  F2=Accept  F3=End  F4=Prompt  F6=Save  F12=Cancel  DEL=delete        

 ****** Location           Collection           Package    Status

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________

 ...... ________________   __________________   ________                 

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

3. Use standard ISPF commands to insert, delete, or reorder entries.
4. Click Save to save your entries.

Gen displays the Select Load Modules panel with status column updated.
5. Click End to return to the Bind Options menu and Application System Functions menu.

Specify Target Environment for HE
This article provides information to specify the target environment and construction libraries before generating an
application.
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Specify the target environment and construction libraries at the business system level. Gen stores the specifications in the
Host Encyclopedia. They are modified as needed. When you select a business system for a construction function, Gen
retrieves the library and environment specifications from the Host Encyclopedia.

The target environment is the runtime environment in which the generated application executes. The construction libraries
store the objects Gen creates during construction and the objects external to Gen used during construction.

Rules for Specifying Environment and Libraries

Gen allows flexibility in how you specify the target environment and the construction libraries. You use the same
specifications for all business systems in a model, or you use different specifications for separate business systems. The
following rules apply:

• The target environment and the construction libraries must be specified before the system generation functions can be
executed.

• The libraries must be allocated outside of Gen. The allocation of libraries is not a function of Gen.

NOTE
The Business System data sets specified for NCAL, Executable, and RI Trigger Compiled load modules and
Compatibility libraries, if used, must be PDSEs. Likewise, the External Action Block, External System Load,
and Compatibility External Action Block Libraries, if used, must be allocated as PDSEs.

• The specifications are made at the business system level and are stored in the Host Encyclopedia. This means that
you must specify the libraries and the environment for each business system.

Library and Environment Functions

The target environment and library specifications for each business system are stored in the Host Encyclopedia.
Each time that you select a construction function, Gen prompts you for the model and business system name. Gen
automatically retrieves the specifications for that business system from the Host Encyclopedia.

Gen stores the specifications as ISPF shared variables. They are the current business system specifications. You can
temporarily override these specifications without updating the Host Encyclopedia. The specifications remain in effect until
you restore the specifications from the Encyclopedia, specify another business system, exit Gen, or log out from TSO/
ISPF.

Gen provides the functions setup and update the specifications initially. The functions are selected from a menu for the
Target Environment and Construction Libraries.

Target Application Environment

Before using the construction functions to generate an application system, define the target environment for the generated
application.

NOTE
For server applications, specify the target operating system, DBMS, generated source language, and TP
monitors for each server load module. Construction of server load modules does not use the operating system,
generated source language, DBMS, or TP monitor values. Instead, server load module construction uses the
values in the Specify Server Target Environment panel.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Target Environment and Construction Libraries menu.
2. Type 1 for Specify Target Environment and press Enter.

                     Specify Target Environment Parameters

 COMMAND ===>
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    Operating System . . . . . . . . . .   MVS_____ (MVS)

    Generated Source Language  . . . . .   COBOL___ (COBOL)

    Database Management System . . . . .   DB2_____ (DB2)

    TP Monitor . . . . . . . . . . . . .   CICS____ (CICS,IMS,IEFAE)

    Screen Format Type . . . . . . . . .   BYPASS__ (BYPASS,MFS,MFS/EOF,HSTFAC)

    Profile Type . . . . . . . . . . . .   TSQ 

    Extended Attribute Support . . . . .   YES

    Enforce DM Constraints . . . . . . .   NO_

    Optimize import view initialization    NO_

    Restartable Application  . . . . . .   YES

    Clear Screen Default Command . . . .   RESET__  (RESET,RESTART)

    DB2 Subsystem  . . . . . . . . . . .   SSD2     (DB2 only)

    Support for DSNULI . . . . . . . . .   YES      (YES, NO)

    Dynamically link procedure steps . .   NO_      (YES, NO, CMP)

    Dynamically link action blocks . . .   NO_      (YES, NO, CMP)

    Dynamically link screen managers . .   NO_      (YES, NO, CMP)

    Pseudoconversational Support . . . .   NO_      (CICS only)

    Handle CICS Command Abends . . . . .   NO_      (CICS only)

    XCTL for flows when possible . . . .   NO_      (CICS only)                

3. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to each field and type the value.
4. Select a command to exit the panel:
Accept

Uses the values only for this Gen session. Gen displays the following message:
Temporary override of target environment accepted.

Exit
Leaves the screen without saving and returns to the previous panel. Gen displays the following message:
User exited from function in progress.

Save
Updates the Host Encyclopedia, exits the screen, and displays the previous panel. The system displays the
following message:
Target environment saved on encyclopedia.

Cancel
Always exits without saving and displays the previous panel. Gen displays the following message:
User cancelled function in progress.

5.  Operating System
The operating system on which the generated application executes. Host Encyclopedia Construction supports the z/
OS operating system, which is specified in this panel as MVS.

6.  Generated Source Language
The language in which Gen generates the application. Host Encyclopedia Construction supports COBOL generation.

7.  Database Management System
The Database Management system that generated application uses. This must be DB2 for applications that are
generated on the Host.

8.  Teleprocessing (TP) Monitor
For generated online applications, the Teleprocessing Monitor under which the generated application runs. Support is
available for three teleprocessing monitors: CICS, IMS, or IEFAE (TSO).

Screen Format Type
The types of screen formats available for each TP monitor are:
CICS

BYPASS for native 3270 formatting support.
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IEFAE (TSO)
BYPASS for native 3270 formatting support.

IMS
MFS (Message Formatting Services) restores the field during input after the erase-end-of-field and erase-
input keys.
or
MFS/EOF, a variation of the MFS that erases the field during input after the erase-end-of-field and erase-
input keys.

Some affecting performance occur when using this feature due to the extra processing required. Basic Mapping
Services (BMS) generation for CICS is not used.

Profile Type
This option controls the storage method for the profile table (stack), which Gen uses to retain information for
processing and error recovery. For IMS and IEFAE (TSO), use the SQL profile manager. CICS DB2 users have
the option of using the SQL or the TSQ profile manager. The SQL profile manager maintains the profile stack on a
DB2 database. The TSQ profile manager maintains the profile stack in a CICS temporary storage queue. Use of
the TSQ profile manager can improve application performance.

Extended Attribute Support
The extended attribute support option identifies if the generated application runs in an environment whose
devices, such as terminals or communication devices, support extended attributes. The extended attributes are
reverse video, underline, blinking, and color.
When the target environment supports extended attributes, select Y. When the environment does not support
extended attributes, select N. The results are unpredictable when a generated application sends extended
attributes to a device that does not support them.
In the CICS environment, CICS checks the CICS terminal definition to determine if the device supports extended
attributes. The device definition overrides the Extended Attribute Support option. When the Extended Attribute
Support is Yes, the generated application checks the definition before sending the attributes and does not send
the attributes when the definition shows that the device does not support extended attributes.
In the TSO and IMS environments, the TIRDEV exit responds that the device supports extended attributes even
when it may not actually do so. The user must provide a TIRDEV exit that returns a true indication of the devices
capabilities, or to select the relevant extended attribute supported characteristic correctly based on the target
devices.

Enforce DM Constraints
The Enforce DM (Data Modeling) Constraints option captures information describing the rules to use in
maintaining the integrity of the database. Some rules are enforced by the target DBMS. Other rules are enforced
by Gen generated referential integrity triggers when DELETE, TRANSFER, or DISASSOCIATE actions execute.
When you set the Enforce DM Constraints option, Gen generated code enforces four more constraints. This
eliminates the need to enforce them with action language in action blocks.
You cannot set these constraints independently of each other. They are selected as a group.
The four more constraints are:

• Enforce One-to-One Relationships
• Enforce Mutually Exclusives
• Enforce Mandatory Relationships
• Prevent Quiet Disassociations

The Enforce DM Constraints option can potentially degrade performance. Therefore, we recommend that you
only using this option only during testing to debug. If performance is a serious consideration, regenerate the
application with this option set to No before moving into production.
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Enforce One-to-One Relationships
Gen checks both ends of the relationship before permitting an ASSOCIATE action to prevent the foreign
keys of multiple rows from pointing to the same related row. For example, if A is related to B, and A
contains the foreign key, the transaction fails with a fatal error unless the following tests are true:

• The foreign key in the view of A to be associated with B must be null.
• No references to B exist in any other A.

Enforce Mutually Exclusives
Gen generated code ensures that no ASSOCIATE action violates a defined mutually exclusive constraint.
If any member of the mutually exclusive set exists, none of the others are allowed to exist. For example,
if A is related to B and to C, in a mutually exclusive set, an action block reads A and the block attempts to
associate it to B. If A is already associated with C, the transaction fails with a fatal error.

Enforce Mandatory Relationships
Gen generated code performs an ASSOCIATE action for each mandatory relationship membership
when it creates an entity occurrence. Gen enforces this constraint in action blocks with CREATE actions.
After executing a CREATE on View A, an attempt to READ into View A or exit the action block without
associating A or its mandatory relationship, results in a runtime error.

Prevent Quiet Disassociations
Consider the effect of overlaying the value in a foreign key when an ASSOCIATE action is applied to a
one-to-many relationship. If the foreign key is populated and no cascade delete logic is performed, the
effect is the same as a DISASSOCIATE action. This action is named a quiet disassociation because it
executes without performing database integrity checks.
Gen generated code checks before performing the ASSOCIATE to see if the attribute on which the
foreign key is based is null. If not, the association that is requested must match the existing association.
The association exists if the foreign key value equals the value of the attribute on which it is based. The
transaction fails with a fatal error when the foreign key is not null and is not the same value as the new
key requested.

Optimize Import View Initialization
Indicates to Gen that the logic for initializing import views can reside in the named action block. This action
reduces the amount of time to initialize import views.

Restartable Application
Specifies if a business system is restartable. A restartable application supports screen clear, other transaction
execution, and using the RESTART command to return to the application. Setting an application as restartable
improves the system performance by reducing use of the runtime profile table.
Gen generated applications use a temporary runtime stack, the Profile Database, to maintain execution
context. Gen maintains one stack for each business system for each user. For example, when working in
three Gen generated business systems, you have three stacks, one for each business system.
If an application is non-restartable, Gen still generates the profile table, but only accesses it to support the
following situations:

• Returns from links
• Hidden views
• Scrollable repeating groups
• HELP and PROMPT requests

If the business system is non-restartable, RESTART still works in certain situations. The profile table supports the
previous situations regardless of the restartable specification. Therefore, a transaction restarts in these situations:

• It uses hidden views
• A SET NEXTTRAN is generated

A business system is always restartable in all situations if it is specified as restartable.
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Clear Screen Default Command
For online transactions, Gen supports two clear screen commands: RESET and RESTART. RESET clears the
stack, the profile, for the user and business system and begins a new dialog. RESTART continues a dialog using
the top entry from the stack. The top entry is always the last active screen for the business system, regardless of
the transaction code entered.
The Clear Screen Default Command option specifies the command that the generated application executes when
a transaction code is entered without a command on a clear screen. To execute the command that is not the
specified default, the user of the generated application must clear the screen and must enter the transaction code
followed by the command. The format is:
trancodecommand

For example, if the default command selected is RESET, when the application user clears the screen and enters
a transaction code, the stack is cleared and a new dialog begins. To restart a dialog, the user must enter the clear
screen transaction code followed by the RESTART command. The format is:
trancode RESTART

NOTE
When the application is non-restartable, the clear screen default command is RESET. When you type
the transaction code without the RESET command, the table is not cleared because the application
is not configured to use a runtime profile table. To clear the table, specifically enter the clear screen
transaction code followed by the RESET command.

DB2 Subsystem
The DB2 Subsystem is the name of the database location where the generated application runs. Gen uses the
name to bind packages or plans and when invoking application programs.

Support for DSNULI
Enable support for DB2 universal call attach (DSNULI) when linking dynamically for CICS or TSO Batch (JES)
applIcations. This allows dynamic action blocks to be shared between CICS and TSO Batch (JES) applications.
This option is not supported for IMS or TSOAE applications.

Dynamic Linking
Gen generates different COBOL code when calling a routine that is statically linked within an executable and
when calling a routine that resides in a separate executable. For calls to routines that are statically linked within
an executable, Gen generates a COBOL CALL literal statement.
For calls to routines that reside in an executable separate from the calling executable, Gen generates a COBOL
CALL identifier statement that references a variable. The variable contains the name of the routine that is to
be dynamically invoked. A program call to a routine that resides in a separate executable is known as dynamic
linking.
Dynamic linking is implemented by Gen using a z/OS specific packaging option that indicates how a routine is
built. How the routine is built determines how it is called. The specific link packaging property that is associated
with each procedure step, screen, or action block (including external action blocks) identifies how that component
is resolved during the installation of the Gen load module in which it is packaged.
The designation of the dynamically link packaging option for a procedure step, screen, or action block can be set
to Default. In this case, the link packaging option is derived from the link packaging option that is established in
the business system owning the Gen load module in which the given procedure step, screen, or action block is
defined.
The following values can be explicitly set for each individual procedure step, screen, or action block (or if set to
Default, the value is derived from their respective Dynamically Link packaging option that is obtained from the
default value that is established in the Business System):

• No -- the routine is statically linked into the application.
• Yes -- the routine is resolved as the target of a dynamic program call and as such is considered to be

dynamically linked at runtime. During the installation of the load module, those components that have their
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associated link packaging property set, or derived, to Yes are built so they reside in their own separately
loadable executables. These application routines reside in DLLs.

• CMP -- (Compatibility) the routine is resolved as the target of a dynamic program call and as such is
considered to be dynamically linked at runtime. A routine that is designated as Compatibility reside in a non-
DLL executable.

A dynamic program call to a routine that resides in a DLL is invoked directly by the generated COBOL CALL
statement. A dynamic program call to a routine that resides in a non-DLL module is indirectly invoked by Gen z/
OS runtime.

NOTE
Every module that makes a dynamic program call to a routine marked for Compatibility must be
regenerated and reinstalled to incorporate the call to the runtime routine that handles the indirect call
processing.

For a module built before AllFusion Gen r7, identifying it for Compatibility allows that module to be dynamically
called by a Gen routine that resides in a DLL.
It is possible to migrate procedure steps, screens, or action block routines that were built before AllFusion Gen r7
and must continue to reside in a non-DLL executable. Gen allows a module that is explicitly set to, or defaulted to,
Compatibility to be built as a non-DLL executable. These migrated non-DLL executables use the same Gen z/OS
runtime as those application routines that reside in DLLs.
The Gen Toolset, Client-Server Encyclopedia, and Host Encyclopedia each provide an option that indicates if
modules marked for Compatibility must be processed, that is generated or installed.
If the intent is to use routines that are created with a release of AllFusion Gen before Release 7, Process modules
that are marked for Compatibility are not set when generating and installing a load module that contains the item
marked for Compatibility.
If the intent is to create a current version of the non-DLL routine, Process modules that are marked for
Compatibility are set when generating or installing a load module that contains the item marked for Compatibility.
Selecting the Process modules marked for Compatibility option causes the RI Trigger modules and all Action
Blocks that are statically linked into a Compatibility module to be compiled twice -- once using the NODLL
compiler option and again using the DLL compiler option. If the action blocks are External Action Blocks these
must also be compiled with the NODLL option to be included in the Compatibility load module.
The Compatibility option is intended to enable a phased migration of an existing application. It allows routines that
have been migrated and reside in DLLs to interoperate with routines that reside in non-DLL executables. The non-
DLL executables can themselves be migrated and built using the current release of Gen or they can remain as is,
having been built with a release of AllFusion Gen before Release 7.

NOTE
Feature enhancements in future Gen releases require that routines using this feature reside in a DLL.

When CICS is the target environment, the following options are available:

• Pseudoconversational Support
• Handle CICS Command Abends
• XCTL for Flows when Possible

These options affect the choice of CICS commands that are used by the application system. The default for each of these
options is N (No). This allows you to generate with the testing facility as the target and then to reinstall for CICS without
having to regenerate the Dialog Manager.

It is possible to have different combinations of options in each load module. You can flow from a load module with any
combination of options to a load module with any other combination. However, you can have only one combination of
options per load module, even if you have packaged several steps together. This occurs because each load module
contains only one Dialog Manager.
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While the options are selected on the Target Environment panel, they do not go into effect until the Dialog Manager is
generated and installed. When you change an option, change it on the Target Environment panel, regenerate the Dialog
Manager, and install.

Pseudoconversational Support
Choosing Yes for this option prevents terminal users from being able to clear the screen. The CLEAR, PA1, PA2,
and PA3 function keys simply refresh the screen. Users are able to execute only the procedure steps that are
defined in the Dialog Flow Diagram, or transactions that are called through the NEXTTRAN command.
Choosing Yes is appropriate when you do not want to allow users to clear the screen and enter another
transaction code. This option allows you to build systems in which the user is tied to the system (dedicated
terminal systems).
The choice is not between conversational or pseudoconversational transactions. All Gen generated transactions
are pseudoconversational in that they do not remain in memory or wait for a response from the terminal.
If you Click Yes, the generated application behaves differently in two ways.

• When the transaction ends, the command to return to CICS changes to force a return to the transaction to
allow it to intercept the CLEAR, PA1, PA2, and PA3 function keys. The command changes from the following
command:
EXEC CICS RETURN END-EXEC

to the following command:

EXEC CICS RETURN TRANSID trancode END-EXEC

• The generated application traps the CLEAR, PA1, PA2, and PA3 function keys and refreshes the screen when
these keys are pressed. The application behaves as if you had typed the transaction from a clear screen,
using the RESTART parameter.

Provide a means of logging off the system because users do not have access to a clear screen. No Gen log out
routine is supplied, but you can create your own. Assign a PF key to a LOGOFF command. Use a CASE OF
command to perform a NEXTTRAN to a non-Gen procedure. Or, you can write a non-Gen procedure to log out
the system. It must include a command such as:
EXEC CICS ISSUE DISCONNECT END-EXEC

For greater flexibility, set pseudoconversational support to No when testing. Set it to Yes when you are ready to
install, or when you want to see if the option works.

Handle CICS Command Abends
Allows you to define the recovery from CICS command abends. If you specify Yes for this option, HANDLE
ABEND and HANDLE CONDITION statements are used. For the commands that fail, the user sees
a Gen runtime error message rather than a CICS error message.
Specifying No causes the CICS error message to display on the screen. A user could clear the screen and could
start over. Set this option to Yes when Pseudoconversational support is set to Yes because Pseudoconversational
support is to prevent clear screen access.
Choosing Yes means that the Gen abend recovery module TIRFAIL intercepts CICS command abends. If you
have written an error recovery exit such as TIRTERM, abends also pass through it. However, you do not get a
CICS dump for these abends.
For more information about the user exits, see User Exits.

XCTL for Flows when Possible
Specifies to use EXEC CICS XCTL in place of EXEC CICS START when flowing from one Gen procedure to
another. An XCTL is quicker and uses fewer the CICS resources.

XCTL for Flows when Possible - DB2 Considerations
When the target database management system is DB2, use the Dynamic Plan Selection exit included with Gen.
When you specify Y for this option, a lengthy online message displays to explain how to use the option.
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If you click Yes for the XCTL for Flows when the Possible option, Gen uses XCTL for dialog flows when the
module being flowed to is in the same CICS region. A START command is issued when flowing to a module in
another region.
DB2 can dynamically change plans during the execution of an application. This allows Gen to use XCTL, when it
can, to implement dialog flows.
When you flow from one Gen procedure step to another procedure step that is not located in the same load
module, you change plan names. DB2 uses the RCT to associate a transaction name to a plan name. If you have
hard-coded plan names in the RCT, you receive the wrong plan name when you attempt to do DB2 calls in the
target procedure step. Instead of hard coding plan names, use a dynamic plan selection exit.
Gen provides a dynamic plan selection exit, named TIRC$EXT, as part of the installation software. When
executed, a Gen load module writes a signature record containing the name of the program to a temporary
storage queue. The queue name is a combination of the transaction name and the terminal ID. If the terminal ID is
not present, the queue name is the task number.
By convention, Gen program names and the plan names are the same. DB2 uses the RCT to find the plan name
when it encounters the first load module DB2 call. TIRC$EXT reads the temporary storage queue and returns the
program name as the plan name. The temporary storage queue is deleted on exit from the Gen load module.
The z/OS Installation section has instructions to install TIRC$EXT. The exit is compatible with load modules that
use START commands. Once you install TIRC$EXT, any combination of modules with XCTL and without XCTL
can work together. It is not necessary to change the RCT entry back if you drop the XCTL option.
For more information, see z/OS Installation.

Dynamic Link Features and Considerations

Using dynamic linking can reduce total memory and CPU resources that are required by a TP monitor to process a load
module.

Dynamic linking common routines eliminate the need to link all the load modules that use it. Applications that are
generated for DB2 require a bind or rebind.

The key features and requirements are:

• Only procedure steps, action blocks (including external action blocks), and screens can be linked dynamically.
• Each dynamic linked module must be a fully resolved module.

If this fully resolved module is a DLL, the Referential Integrity triggers and statically called action blocks in a procedure
step, screen, or action block must be compiled as DLL and with the applicable Gen runtimes must be linked into each
dynamic linked DLL.
If this fully resolved module is a module that is marked for Compatibility, the Referential Integrity triggers and action
blocks that are called statically within a procedure step, screen, or action block must be compiled as NODLL and with
the applicable Gen runtimes must be linked into the dynamic linked Compatibility load module.

• The dynamically linked packaging property of individual procedure steps, screens, and action blocks can be set to
Default. Default indicates that the value of the dynamically linked property for that component is determined by the
corresponding default setting, which is established at the business system level.

• Marking a module for Compatibility causes its calling module to be generated and installed so that it processes the
call using a module that is provided as part of the Gen runtime. The runtime code performs the dynamic program call
to the non-DLL load module. In the cases where a module that is marked for Compatibility issues a dynamic program
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call to another non-DLL dynamic load module, only the module issuing the first dynamic program call to a Compatibility
module requires generation and installation.

• Applications that run under TSOAE and contain modules that are marked for Compatibility cannot dynamically call
modules that are built with a release before AllFusion Gen r7.6.

• Enhanced Map Block Mode applications containing screens that are marked for Compatibility cannot dynamically call
screen managers that are built with a release before AllFusion Gen r7.6.

• Modules that are marked for Compatibility must follow standard OS or LE linkage conventions and must operate in
the same AMODE as the caller. These modules must be non-DLL and must be stand-alone, fully resolved programs,
eligible for a dynamic, OS style call.

• The ability to call a procedure step, action block, or screen dynamically allows application changes to become effective
without having to link every load module using these modules.

• In CICS, a PPT entry is required for each module that is called dynamically. For more information about defining CICS
programs, see CICS documentation.

The decision to dynamically link Gen modules, as opposed to generating one executable load module with a static link, is
based on the following factors:

• Compatibility -- Gen creates DLLs except for those modules that are marked for Compatibility. The Compatibility option
uses specific Gen runtime to enable DLLs to issue a dynamic program call to non-DLL load modules. This requires that
the module issuing the dynamic program call be regenerated and reinstalled.

• Gen allows modules that are marked for Compatibility to be rebuilt in such a way that they are able to use Gen runtime
DLLs. This requires that the modules that are marked for Compatibility be reinstalled and, if necessary, regenerated.
RI triggers and action blocks, including EABs, statically linked into Compatibility modules must be built using the
NODLL compiler option. When these RI triggers and action blocks are also used in Gen applications that are built as
DLLs, they must be compiled using the DLL option.
Selecting the option Process modules that are marked for Compatibility causes the RI triggers and the statically linked
action blocks to be generated and precompiled once but compiled twice - once as NODLL and again as DLL.

• DLLs -- The Gen runtimes are DLLs. These DLL runtimes are no longer included in generated modules, except for a
few that are statically linked with the Gen Batch, Online, or Server Managers. This applies to static and dynamic linked
Gen modules.

• Size -- A dynamic linked module must be fully resolved and include components that it calls using a static call. This
includes some Gen runtimes and Referential Integrity triggers. When more than one dynamic linked modules use the
same RI modules, these RI modules are included in each dynamic linked module. Most of the Gen runtimes are no
longer included in each of the DLL applications that are built by Gen so they do not increase the size of these modules.

• Volatility -- When a statically linked module is changed, the calling module containing the statically linked module must
be relinked. Linking a frequently changed module dynamically eliminates the requirement to link every load module
that calls it.

• Shared modules -- Action blocks that are widely reused within an application environment are good candidates
for dynamic linking. Linking a shared module dynamically decreases the amount of storage that is required during
execution.

• Frequency of use -- Dynamic linking is considered for load modules that are invoked infrequently. Dynamic linking
modules that are called infrequently would decrease the size of the base load module. Examples of modules that are
called infrequently are exception handling routines and processing options that are rarely selected by the user.

Construction Libraries in HE
The construction libraries, which are PDS and PDSEs, store the objects that are created during system generation. The
generated objects are the PDS and PDSE members.

You are responsible for selecting the libraries to be used during construction, identifying these libraries to Gen, and
creating the libraries. Gen does not create or allocate the libraries. This must be done outside Gen, before the libraries are
used.
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The construction libraries are allocated with SHR disposition but enqueues are performed to prevent corruption of the
PDS and PDSE. Use a unique library for each type of Gen generated output. That is, use different libraries for the
generated source, JCL, load modules, and so forth.

No construction libraries are needed for database generation because no permanent data sets are created by database
generation. Database generation creates the JCL and the DDL used to define a model's DB2 databases, and the IDCAMS
data set allocation statements that define the VSAM data set allocation for the DB2 database (table spaces and index
spaces). This information is stored in a temporary sequential data set that can be saved.

Gen uses construction libraries that are specified for a business system, System Load Libraries, and Gen Libraries. The
System Load Libraries and Gen Libraries are defined during the Gen installation. You cannot modify them through the
Gen Construction Library panels.

The System Load Libraries are external product libraries to run Gen-generated applications. For example, the system load
libraries typically contain the runtime components for products such as COBOL, PL/I, DB2, IMS, CICS, and TSO.

Gen Libraries are the libraries in which Gen itself resides. They include one load library and one DB2 DBRM library.

There are two categories of construction libraries - internal and external libraries.

Internal Libraries

This article provides information for Internal Libraries that store the objects that are created during system generation.

You are responsible for creating the internal libraries before Gen uses them. Gen does not create or allocate the libraries.

Gen requires that the internal libraries have certain characteristics. Some libraries are required, and some are required
only when the application is installed locally.

The following list summarizes the Data Control Block (DCB) characteristics to specify when allocating each library, if
the library is required, the recommended blocksizes (BLKSIZE) for IBM 3380 disk drives. All storage devices use PO
organization (ORG) and logical record length (LRECL) of 80 unless otherwise noted. Record format (RECFM) is for all
storage devices.

Generated source code - Required
RECFM: FB
BLKSIZE: 9440

NCAL load modules (see Note 3) - Required to install application locally
RECFM: U
BLKSIZE: 19069

Executable load modules (see Note 1) - Required to install application locally
RECFM: U
BLKSIZE: 19069

Executable batch dynamic action block library (see Note 1) - Optional to capture dynamic batch modules
RECFM: U
BLKSIZE: 19069

DSNULI dynamic action block library (see Note 1) - Required if DSNULI support is enabled
RECFM: U
BLKSIZE: 19069

DB2 Database Request Modules (see Note 2) - Required to install application locally
RECFM: FB
BLKSIZE: 3120

Installation Control - Required
RECFM: FB
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BLKSIZE: 3120
Binder Control Cards - Optional

RECFM: FB
Batch Binder Control Cards - Optional

RECFM: FB
DSNULI Binder Control Cards - Optional

RECFM: FB
Generated MFS Source - Required to use MFS

RECFM: FB
BLKSIZE: 3120

Generated batch JCL - Required to generate JCL
RECFM: FB
BLKSIZE: 3120

Compile listings (see Note 3) -Optional
RECFM:FBA
LRECL: 133
BLKSIZE: 23408

Static non-DLL NCAL modules (see Note 3) - Required for Compatibility application that includes static
Action Blocks installed locally

RECFM: U
BLKSIZE: 19069

Static non-DLL NCAL listings (see Note 3) - Optional, used only for Compatibility application that includes
static Action Blocks installed locally

RECFM: FBA
LRECL: 133
BLKSIZE: 23408

NOTE

1. The DCB characteristics for the internal load library are the same as those used to allocate the System Load Library
that is defined when Gen is installed and the Gen Load Library in which Gen itself resides.

2. The DCB characteristics for the internal DB2 DBRM Library are the same as those of the System DB2 DBRM Library
that is defined when Gen is installed and the Gen DB2 DBRM Library in which Gen DB2 DBRMs reside.

3. The Static non-DLL NCAL modules library is only used to store the NCAL modules that are produced by the NODLL
compile (and ensuing NCAL link) of action blocks that are statically linked into Compatibility modules. In addition,
these same action blocks are compiled with the DLL option so they can be used by DLL applications. The NCALs
resulting from this DLL compile are stored in the NCAL load modules library. The compile listings are stored in the
corresponding listings libraries, if a library is specified.

You are responsible for monitoring the space utilization of the data sets using the ISPF utility. If system generation
terminates abnormally with a D37 or B37 system abend, it is likely that the data sets ran out of space or directory blocks.

The following panel shows Gen internal libraries that you can specify:

                            Specify Internal Libraries

Command ===>

Enter or verify the following business system library specifications:

 Generated source code . . .   'AAAC.TEST.COBOL'_____________________

 NCAL load modules . . . . .   'AAAC.TEST.NCAL'______________________

 Executable load modules . .   'AAAC.TEST.LOAD'______________________

 Exec batch dynam AB library   'AAAC.TEST.LOAD.BATCH'________________
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 DSNULI dynam AB library . .   'AAAC.TEST.LOAD.DSNULI'_______________

 DB2 DBRM modules  . . . . .   'AAAC.TEST.DBRM'______________________

 Installation control  . . .   'AAAC.TEST.INSTCTL'___________________

 Binder control cards  . . .   'AAAC.TEST.BNDCTL'____________________

 Batch binder control cards    'AAAC.TEST.BNDCTL.BATCH'______________

 DSNULI binder control cards   'AAAC.TEST.BNDCTL.DSNULI'_____________

 Generated MFS/DECforms  . .   'AAAC.TEST.MFSSRC'____________________

 Generated batch JCL . . . .   'AAAC.TEST.IDCAMS'____________________

 Compile listings  . . . . .   'AAAC.TEST.LISTING'___________________

You can also specify Static non-DLL NCAL modules and listings.

Generated Source Code Library
The Generated Source Code Library contains source members Gen creates during system generation. Gen
generates source members for Dialog Managers, Batch Managers, Server Managers, screens, procedure steps,
and action blocks.

NCAL Load Modules Library
The NCAL Load Library stores the compiled load modules that are created by Gen local install process, except for
the modules that are produced by the NODLL compile of action blocks that are statically linked into Compatibility
modules. The linkage editor creates these members using the NCAL (no-call option). Therefore, they contain
unresolved external references and are not executable. The library member name is the component member
name. The library member name for the Manager is the load module name.
Using this library allows you to specify a separate library for compiled NCAL load modules. This is useful when
relinking the load module for execution in an IMS or CICS environment after testing in the Gen Test Facility (TS0).

WARNING
Do not give the NCAL Load Modules Library the same library name as the Static non-DLL NCAL Modules
Library because these are mutually exclusive. Do not give the NCAL Load Modules Library the same library
name as the Executable Load Modules Library. Keep the NCAL load modules separate from executable load
modules to eliminate the need to regenerate the Manager after changing environment variables.

Executable Load Modules Library
The Install option in system generation is used to create an executable load module. All external references are
resolved during installation. The executable load modules are stored in the Executable Load Modules Library. The
member name is the load module name.

Executable Batch Dynamic Action Block Library
The batch versions of dynamic action blocks including the z/OS Library DLLs are stored in the Executable Batch
Dynamic Action Block library if specified. The member name is the fully executable dynamic action block name or
z/OS Library DLL name.

WARNING
Do not give the Executable Batch Dynamic Action Block Library the same library name as the Executable Load
Modules Library or DSNULI Dynamic Action Block Library.

DSNULI Dynamic Action Block Library
When DSNULI support is enabled, the DLLs for the dynamic action blocks including the z/OS Library DLLs are
stored in the DSNULI Dynamic Action Block library. The member name is the fully executable dynamic action
block name or z/OS Library DLL name.

WARNING
Do not give the DSNULI Dynamic Action Block Library the same library name as the Executable Load Modules
Library or Executable Batch Dynamic Action Block Library.

DB2 DBRM Library
The DB2 DBRM Library stores the Database Request Modules that are generated by the DB2 precompiler. Gen
generates a DB2 DBRM for each procedure step and action block in a load module that accesses a DB2 table.
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Installation Control Library
The Install option automatically creates the installation control information for the load module and stores it in the
Installation Control Library. The library member name is the load module name.
The Local Install option of system generation uses the control information to create an executable load module
and to bind the DB2 Plan for DB2 targets, or the Remote Install option uses the control information to create a
remote file.

Binder Control Cards Library
The Install option automatically creates the binder control cards information for the load module and for each of its
components that are built as fully resolved executables in the Binder Control Cards Library. The library member
name is the load module name, or the component name.
Gen generates the binder control cards information during local application installation. It is a copy of SYSLIN DD
used during link edit.

• Batch Binder Control Cards Library

   This library contains the binder control cards for batch processing. If not specified, a temporary library is used.

WARNING
Do not give the Batch Binder Control Cards Library the same library name as the Binder Control Cards Library
or DSNULI Binder Control Cards.

• DSNULI Binder Control Cards Library

  When DSNULI support is enabled, this library contains the binder control cards for dynamic action blocks. If not
specified, a temporary library is used.

WARNING
Do not give the DSNULI Binder Control Cards Library the same library name as the Binder Control Cards Library
or Batch Binder Control Cards.

Generated MFS Source Library
If the application uses MFS, an MFS Source Library must be specified. This library contains MFS source
members that are created during source code generation.

Generated Batch JCL Library
This library contains the generated JCL for the batch procedures.

Compile Listings Library
The Listings Library contains the listings that are created by the compiler for all but the NODLL compiled action
blocks that are statically called by modules that are marked for Compatibility. Use of this library is optional, and is
recommended.

The following illustration shows Gen internal compatibility libraries that you can specify:

                     Specify Internal Compatibility Libraries

COMMAND ===>

Enter or verify the following library specifications:

Static non-DLL NCAL modules  'AAAC.TEST.COMPAT.NCAL'_______________________

Static non-DLL NCAL listings 'AAAC.TEST.COMPAT.LISTING'____________________

Note: These libraries must be different from the corresponding libraries

specified on the Internal Libraries panel.

Static non-DLL NCAL Modules Library
The Static non-DLL NCAL Modules Library stores only the compiled load modules that are created by Gen local
install process for modules that are produced by the NODLL compile of action blocks that are statically linked into
Compatibility modules. The linkage editor creates these members using the NCAL (no-call option). Therefore,
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they contain unresolved external references and are not executable. The library member name is the static action
block name.

WARNING
Do not give the Static non-DLL NCAL Modules Library the same name as the NCAL Load Modules
Library or the Executable Load Modules Library.

Static non-DLL NCAL Listings Library
The Static non-DLL NCAL Listings Library contains only the listings that are created by the NODLL compile of
action blocks that are statically linked into modules that are marked for Compatibility. Use of this library is optional,
and is recommended.

External Libraries

The external libraries store objects, load modules, and DBRMs, external to Gen that Gen-generated load module
reference.

The external libraries include the following:

• External Action Block Load Libraries
• External Action Block DBRM Libraries (for target DBMS DB2)
• External System Load Libraries
• External Compatibility Libraries

Gen allows you to specify up to 16 external libraries in each category. A separate panel is used for each category. The
panels are identical except for their titles and a note included in the External Compatibility Library panel. The following
screen shows where to specify External Libraries:

            Specify External Action Block Load Libraries       Row 1 of 16

Command ===>

F1=Help F2=Accept F3=Exit   F6=Save  F12=Cancel

Command Search

(I,D,R) Order External Action Block Load Library Name

   _       1  _________________________________________________

   _       2 __________________________________________________

   _       3 __________________________________________________

   _       4 __________________________________________________

   _       5 __________________________________________________

   _       6 __________________________________________________

   _       7 __________________________________________________

   _       8 __________________________________________________

   _       9 __________________________________________________

   _      10 __________________________________________________

   _      11 __________________________________________________

   _      12 __________________________________________________

   _      13 __________________________________________________

   _      14 __________________________________________________

   _      15 __________________________________________________

   _      16 __________________________________________________

When Gen generates and compiles a load module, it creates installation control information that includes the names of
external libraries that are specified for the business system. When Gen executes the link edit that creates the executable
load module, it resolves all external references. The link-editor searches the external libraries for the members the load
module references. The External Compatibility Library names must be different from the External Action Block Load
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Library names as they contain different compiled versions of the same External Action Block (the same member name).
The libraries are searched in the order in which they are specified on the panels.

You are responsible for creating the external libraries before Gen uses them. Gen does not create or allocate the libraries.
Your site determines the characteristics of the external libraries. The external libraries are concatenated with other load
libraries and DB2 DBRM libraries when a load module is installed, link edited, and bound.

To avoid concatenation problems, the DCB characteristics for all load libraries that are used during construction is the
same and the DCB characteristics for all DB2 DBRM libraries are the same.

External Action Block Load Libraries

The External Action Block Load Libraries store the load modules for external action blocks except for the modules that
are produced by the NODLL compile of external action blocks statically linked into Compatibility modules. External action
blocks are programs that are created outside Gen that Gen-generated programs use.

WARNING
Do not include the same libraries in the External Action Block Load Libraries and External Compatibility Libraries
concatenation. These libraries are mutually exclusive.

External Action Block DBRM Libraries

The External Action Block DBRM Libraries store the DBRMs associated with external action blocks.

External System Load Libraries

The External System Load Libraries are optional libraries to use with other load libraries Gen uses. They contain external
system load modules run a specific Gen-generated application. For example, the external system load libraries could
store security subroutines that are required by a specific application. External system load libraries also store user-written
termination exits.

Note: For more information, see  User Exits .

The External System Load Libraries must not contain External Action Blocks that are statically linked into Compatibility
modules. These EABs must be in the External Compatibility Libraries.

Gen does not generate the external system load modules, and they are not part of the standard environment that is
defined when installing Gen.

The External System Load Libraries are different than the System Load Libraries defined when installing Gen. The
System Load Libraries are product libraries run Gen generated applications. The system load libraries typically contain the
runtime components for products such as COBOL, PL/I, DB2, IMS, CICS, and TSO.

External Compatibility Libraries

The External Compatibility Libraries store the load modules for external action blocks that are statically linked into
Compatibility modules. These external action blocks must be compiled using the NODLL compiler option. If the same
external action block is used by a Gen generated program that is not marked for Compatibility the external action block
must also be compiled with the DLL compiler option and placed in an External Action Block Load Library.

WARNING
Do not include the same libraries in the External Compatibility Libraries and External Action Block Load Libraries
concatenation. These libraries are mutually exclusive.

Library Concatenation for Link edit

Gen uses the following library concatenation sequence to link edit Gen-generated applications except for those marked for
Compatibility:
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APPLOAD

1. Internal NCAL Load Library for Business System
2. Referential Integrity Trigger Load Library
3. Internal NCAL Load Library for Business Systems owning foreign action blocks that are referenced in the load module
4. External Action Block Load Libraries for the Business System
5. External Action Block Load Libraries for the Business Systems owning foreign action blocks that are referenced in the

load module

SYSLIB

1. System Load Libraries
2. External System Load Libraries for the Business System
3. External System Load Libraries for the Business Systems owning foreign action blocks that are referenced in the load

module
4. Gen Load Library
5. External Action Block Load Libraries for the Business System
6. External Action Block Load Libraries for the Business Systems owning foreign action blocks that are referenced in the

load module

WARNING
Since the External libraries are still in SYSLIB concatenation, if using the z/OS Library feature, ensure that
none of the External System or External Action Block libraries contains an NCAL module named same as the
named zLIB action blocks. Otherwise these zLIB action blocks are statically included to the caller during link edit
through auto-call.

Gen uses the following library concatenation sequence to link edit Gen-generated applications that are marked for
Compatibility and that include statically linked Action Blocks. The Process modules that are marked for Compatibility
option are selected when building these applications:

APPLOAD

1. Static non-DLL NCAL Modules Library for Business System
2. Referential Integrity Trigger Compiled non-DLL Load Modules Library
3. Static non-DLL NCAL Modules Library for Business Systems owning foreign action blocks that are referenced in the

load module
4. External Compatibility Action Block Load Libraries for the Business System
5. External Compatibility Action Block Load Libraries for the Business Systems owning foreign action blocks that are

referenced in the load module

NOTE
Action Blocks that are not statically linked are built as Compatibility or DLLs.

SYSLIB

1. System Load Libraries
2. External System Load Libraries for the Business System
3. External System Load Libraries for the Business Systems owning foreign action blocks that are referenced in the load

module
4. Gen Load Library
5. External Compatibility Action Block Load Libraries for the Business System
6. External Compatibility Action Block Load Libraries for the Business Systems owning foreign action blocks that are

referenced in the load module
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Library Concatenation for DB2 Bind

Gen uses the following library concatenation sequence for the DB2 bind of Gen-generated applications:

1. Gen DB2 DBRM Library
2. Internal DB2 DBRM Library for the Business System
3. Referential Integrity DB2 DBRM Library
4. Internal DB2 DBRM Library for Business Systems owning foreign action blocks that are referenced in the load module
5. External Action Block DB2 DBRM Libraries for the Business System
6. External Action Block DB2 DBRM Libraries for the Business System owning foreign action blocks that are referenced

in the load module

Display Environment and Library Panels

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Application System Construction panel.
2. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the model.
3. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the business system and press Enter.

Gen displays the Application System Construction Menu.Gen automatically retrieves the construction library and
target environment specifications that are stored in the Host Encyclopedia for the selected business system. If no
environment or library information was stored for the selected business system, Gen displays the following message:

No target environment was previously saved for this business system.

4. Type 5 for Target environment and construction libraries and press Enter.

              Specify Target Environment and Construction Libraries

COMMAND ===>

Model name  . . . :  Test model

Business system   :  Test system

Specify one of the options below, then press enter.

_ 1.     Specify Target Environment

  2.    Specify Construction Libraries

  3.        Restore Target Environment and Construction Libraries

       specifications from the encyclopedia.

Transactions Under IMS or CICS

NOTE
For information about configuring the IMS or CICS environments to implement Gen applications, see Install Gen
on z/OS.

Specifying Internal Libraries

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Application System Construction menu.
2. Type 5 for Specify target environment and construction libraries. You can also position the cursor opposite the option

using the Tab key or the cursor keys. Press Enter.
3. Type 2 for Specify Construction Libraries. You can also position the cursor opposite the option using the Tab key or the

cursor keys. Press Enter.
4. Select 1 to specify internal libraries or 5 to specify internal compatibility libraries. Press Enter.
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5. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to each field and type the entry. Use fully qualified data set names and enter the
library names in single quotes. Specify all required libraries before exiting.

6. Select a command to exit the panel:
Accept

Uses the values only for this Gen session. Gen displays the Specify Construction Libraries and one of the
following messages:
Temporary override of internal libraries accepted.

Temporary override of compatibility libraries accepted.

Exit
Leaves the screen without saving. Gen displays the Specify Construction Libraries panel and the following
message:
User exited from function in progress.

Save
Updates the relevant internal libraries in the encyclopedia for this business system. Gen displays the Specify
Construction Libraries panel one of the following messages:
Internal libraries saved on encyclopedia.

Compatibility libraries saved on encyclopedia.

Cancel
Stops library name entry and exits without saving. Gen displays the Specify Construction Libraries panel and the
following message:
User canceled previous screen display.

Specifying External Libraries

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Application System Construction menu.
2. Type 5 for Specify target environment and construction libraries and press Enter.
3. Type 2 for Construction Libraries and press Enter.
4. Select one of the External Library options:
2

Specify external action block load libraries.
3

Specify external action block DB2 DBRM libraries.
4

Specify external system load libraries.
6

Specify external compatibility libraries.
5. Press Enter

The selected External Library panel displays with the current specifications for the business system.
6. Type the required entry or entries.

Use fully qualified data set names. Enter library names in single quotes. Specify all required libraries before exiting.
7. Select a command to exit the panel:
Accept

Uses the values only for this Gen session. Gen displays the Specify Construction Libraries and one of the
following messages:
Temporary override of external action block load libraries accepted.

Temporary override of external action block DBRM libraries accepted.
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Temporary override of external system load libraries accepted.

Temporary override of compatibility external AB load libraries accepted.

Exit
Leaves the screen without saving. Gen displays the Specify Construction Libraries panel and the following
message:
User exited from function in progress.

Save
Updates the relevant internal libraries in the encyclopedia for this business system. Gen displays the Specify
Construction Libraries panel and one of the following messages:
External action block load libraries saved on encyclopedia.

External action block DBRM libraries saved on encyclopedia.

External system load libraries saved on encyclopedia.

Compatibility external AB load libraries saved on encyclopedia.

Cancel
Stops library name entry and exits without saving. Gen displays the Specify Construction Libraries panel and the
following message:
User canceled previous screen display.

Restoring the Target Environment and Construction Libraries

To restore the target environment and construction libraries from the Host Encyclopedia, use the Target Environment and
Construction Libraries panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Target Environment and Construction Libraries menu.
2. Type 3 for Restore Target Environment and Construction Libraries Specifications from the encyclopedia and press

Enter.
Gen retrieves the environment and library specifications and displays the message:

Target environment and libraries retrieved.

Special Considerations for large Common Format Buffers

For Gen Release 8.5, the amount of customer data that can be sent between Gen CICS Client and Servers using
Common Format Buffer (CFB) based cooperative flows has increased. The previous CFB limit was 32K. The new limit is
16.7 MB. For IMS the CFB limit remains at 32K.

Installing the modules larger than 32K require modifications for resources that are used during Compile and Link.

• Internal libraries that are used for source code, listing, ncal load modules, executable load modules may need to be
increased. You are responsible for monitoring the space utilization of the data sets. If system generation terminates
abnormally with a D37 or B37 system abend, it is likely that the data sets ran out of space or directory blocks.

• Temporary work space is allocated by parameters TICASUTP and TICASUTS. These parameters need to be
evaluated and appropriately increased. These parameters can be found in the PARMLIB member TIUHE for the Host
Encyclopedia and member TIUIT for the z/OS IT and should be modified as necessary.

Load Module Packaging in HE
Specify which components comprise the load modules for a business system before generating the executable
components of your application system.
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Specifying Components

The specification of the components is named load module packaging.

The packaging itself does not create the load modules; it simply identifies what makes up a load module. A load module is
created when you generate and install it.

These methods of packaging are available on the Host:

• Online
• Batch if the target database is DB2

NOTE
Cooperative packaging for client/server applications and z/OS Library packaging cannot be done using Host
Construction. To generate a server on the Host, specify its packaging using the workstation toolset or client/
server encyclopedia and upload the packaging to the Host Encyclopedia. To generate a z/OS Library on the
Host, specify its packaging using the workstation toolset and upload the packaging to the Host Encyclopedia.

Prerequisites

Before you can use the packaging functions, you complete the diagrams in the model and upload the model to the Host
Encyclopedia.

The way that you package your load modules depends on how you established the dialog flow in the Dialog Flow Diagram
(DLG). The portion of the model you intend to generate or install must have at least one procedure with at least one
procedure step and must be consistent.

Packaging information that is entered in the Workstation Construction toolset or client/server encyclopedia is always
uploaded. A model does not be checked in to be packaged using the Host Encyclopedia Construction Tools. However,
when packaged procedure steps are checked out to a workstation, certain types of packaging changes are restricted to
prevent model corruptions.

Online Packaging in HE

To package for online processing, Gen displays a list of the online procedure step names for the selected business
system.

You supply the names for these components:

• Load Modules
• Clear Screen Transaction Codes
• Dialog Flow Transaction Codes

Online Packaging Rules

Gen lets you package online load modules to meet your system performance and user productivity goals. The factors
such as the size of procedure steps and the frequency of use influences packaging decisions.
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During load module packaging, identify the transaction codes and load module that is associated with each procedure
step. During program execution, the TP monitor uses the transaction code to determine the load module to execute. The
TP monitor through a transaction code invokes every procedure step. Procedure steps cannot call each other directly.

The packaging definition provides Gen with the transaction code information that it cross-reference procedure steps and
load modules with transaction codes. Gen does not install these transaction codes into IMS or CICS. This must be done
outside Gen, before the load module is executed.

Gen uses two types of transaction codes (trancodes):

• Clear Screen Transaction Codes
• Dialog Flow Transaction Codes

Clear Screen Transaction Codes

A clear screen transaction code allows the user to invoke a transaction, that is a load module, from a clear screen. A clear
screen is a screen that contains no user input other than the transaction code and data that is passed with the code. The
clear screen transaction code also invokes the transaction from another program, for example, using NEXTTRAN, IMS
message switch, or CICS START command.

In Gen, a clear screen transaction code can only invoke the first step in a procedure. To invoke a first procedure step from
a clear screen or another program, assign a unique clear screen transaction code to the procedure step. This allows the
TP monitor and Dialog Manager to identify correctly the procedure step to execute.

Gen assumes a procedure step that is not a first procedure step can be invoked only through a dialog flow, not from a
clear screen or another program. Therefore, you cannot assign a clear screen transaction code to a procedure step that is
not a first procedure step.

Dialog Flow Transaction Codes

The Dialog Manager uses a dialog flow transaction code to manage flows, that is links and transfers, between procedure
steps. During load module packaging, a dialog flow transaction code must be assigned to every procedure step that is
flowed to from another procedure step. The dialog flows are identified in the Dialog Flow Diagram.
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Every procedure step that is not a first procedure step must have a dialog flow transaction code. This type of procedure
step is always accessed (flowed to) from another procedure step. It cannot be invoked from a clear screen or another
program.

First procedure steps require a dialog flow transaction code if they can be flowed to from another procedure step. The
clear screen and dialog flow transaction code can be the same. A first procedure step that is accessed only from a clear
screen does not require a dialog flow transaction code.

Dialog flow transaction codes do not have to be unique. You can assign the same code to more than one procedure
step. However, a dialog flow transaction code must uniquely identify a load module. This means that all procedure steps
associated with the same dialog flow transaction code must be packaged in the same load module.

The TP monitor uses the dialog flow transaction code to determine which load module to execute. However, in this case,
the Dialog Manager that is based on information that is passed on the message queue determines the procedure step.
Therefore, the dialog flow transaction code must uniquely identify the load module, but does not be associated with only
one procedure step in the load module.

NOTE
The dialog flow transaction code is not used to determine the load module to execute on a return from a link.
The transaction code that is used on a return from link is the transaction code that was active when the link was
initiated.

Batch Packaging for DB2

To package for batch processing, Gen displays a list of the batch procedure step names for the selected business system.

You supply the names for these components:

• Load Modules
• Job names
• Job Stepnames

A procedure equates to a batch job and a procedure step to a job step.

Also specify which DB2 attach facility you want. The three choices are DSN command, DLIBATCH, and IMS BMP. If you
select DLIBATCH or IMS BMP, specify the name of the Program Specification Block (PSB).

Batch Packaging Rules

When packaging batch applications, think of each procedure as a batch job, and each procedure step as a job step. The
following rules apply to batch packaging:

• Only one procedure step is packaged into a load module.
• All procedure steps in a procedure must be packaged into the same batch job.
• Procedure steps from different procedures cannot be packaged into the same batch job.
• Procedure step (job step) names must be unique within a procedure (job).
• Job names and load module names must be unique within the model.
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Repackaging Load Modules

The procedure for repackaging load modules is the same as the procedure for packaging load modules. The load module
packaging function lets you repackage load modules without changing the generated procedure steps, action blocks, and
screens. The change occurs when you generate the Dialog Managers and install the load modules.

The sections on system generation and installation and intelligent regeneration discuss the rules that apply to system
generation based on repackaging a load module. Note, however, that changing the packaging of an online load module
affects the Dialog Managers of all online load modules that are affected by the change.

For example, if a procedure step is moved from one online load module to another, the change affects:

• The load module that contained the procedure step before the change.
• The load module that will contain the procedure step after the change.
• The load modules that contain procedure steps that transferred or linked to the procedure step before the change.
• The load modules that contain procedure steps which transfer or link to the procedure step after the change.

Commands in the Packaging Panels

This article provides information for typing the following commands on the COMMAND line during packaging: SORT,
FIND, CANCEL, FINDP, and SAVE.

When the packaging panel is displayed, the procedure steps are sorted by load module name. If no load modules have
been defined, the procedure steps are listed in the order in which they appear on the Dialog Flow Diagram. The packaging
commands are available to assist you in finding particular load modules or procedure steps:

SORT
Sorts procedure steps by load module name and displays them. On the command line, type:
SORT

FIND
Moves to the first procedure step for a specified load module. One the command line, type:
FIND <Load Module Name>

CANCEL
Cancels the updates that are made to the load module packaging. On the command line, type:
CANCEL

FINDP
Locates a specified procedure step. On the command line, type:
FINDP <Procedure Step Name>

SAVE
Saves the changes that are made to the load module packaging and updates the Host Encyclopedia. Changes
are lost when you exit the panel unless you press the Save function key or type SAVE on the COMMAND line and
press Enter.

Scrolling

A business system often contains more procedure steps than can display on a single packaging panel. Use the TSO/ISPF
scroll commands to scroll through the procedure steps. The defaults are PF8 to scroll forward and PF7 to scroll backward.
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Packaging Online Load Modules

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Application System Construction panel.
2. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the model.

You can also use the Tab key to position the cursor at the required field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid
choices. Select a model from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to one name
and press Enter.

3. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the business system.
You can also use the Tab key to position the cursor at the required field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid
choices. Select a business system from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to
one name and press Enter.

4. Press Enter.
The Application System Construction menu displays.

5. Type 3 for Define load module packaging and press Enter.
The Select Load Module Packaging Environment panel displays.

6. Type 1 for online packaging and press Enter.

Enter packaging updates.

                         Package Online Load Module               Row 1 of 10

COMMAND ===> _                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE

Model name  . . : TEST MODEL 1

Business system : APPLICATION_HELP

Enter packaging updates.  To save, press F6.  To cancel, press F12.

 Load                                        Clear Screen  Dialog Flow

Module           Procedure Step Name           Trancode      Trancode

HSDHELP_   SCREEN_DESCRIPTION                   HSDA____      HSDA____

HSDHELP_   FIELD_DESCRIPTION                    HSDB____      HSDB____

HSDHELP_   PERMITTED_VALUES                     HSDC____      HSDC____

****************************** Bottom of data *******************************

If necessary, use the command functions to locate and display the procedure step name. You can also scroll the
procedure step names using the TSO/ISPF scroll commands. The default key functions are F8 to scroll forward and F7
to scroll back.

7. Type the load module name in the Load Module column.
Limits: eight alphanumeric characters. The first character must be a letter.

8. Type a clear screen transaction code next to the load module name if the procedure step is a first procedure step, and
can be invoked from a clear screen or directly by another program.
The clear screen transaction code for IMS and TSO is a maximum of eight alphanumeric characters. The CICS clear
screen transaction code is a maximum of four alphanumeric characters. The first character must be a letter for all
systems.

9. Type the dialog flow transaction code next to the load module name. All procedure steps that are linked or transferred
to require a dialog flow transaction code.
The dialog flow transaction code for IMS and TSO is a maximum of eight alphanumeric characters. The CICS dialog
flow transaction code is a maximum of four alphanumeric characters. The first character must be a letter for all
systems.

10. Repeat the online packaging steps as needed.
If Gen detects an error in the input, a message displays under the COMMAND line and Gen puts an X between the
load module and procedure step names on the lines which are in error.

11. Click Save to keep the updates or Cancel to cancel the updates.
The Select Load Module Packaging Environment panel displays.
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Packaging Batch Load Modules

To package batch load modules

1. Display the Application System Construction panel.
2. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the model.

You can also use the Tab key to position the cursor at the required field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid
choices. Select a model from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to one name
and press Enter.

3. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the business system.
You can also use the Tab key to position the cursor at the required field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid
choices. Select a business system from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to
one name and press Enter.

4. Press Enter.
The Application System Construction menu displays.
Gen automatically retrieves the Construction library and target environment specifications that are stored in the Host
Encyclopedia for the selected business system.

5. Type 3 for Define load module packaging. Press Enter.
6. Type 2 for Batch packaging. Press Enter.

                         Package Batch Load Module            Row 1 to 11 of 13

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

Model name  . . : TEST MODEL

Business system : CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT

Enter packaging updates. To save, press F6. To cancel, press F12.

           Job     Load Module                            DB2         IMS

Jobname   Stepname                Procedure Step Name    Attach      PSBname

BJOB0001   BSTEP01  P489          MENU                  DB2_DSN_     _____

BJOB0009   BSTEP01  P482          DIVISION_MAINT        DB2_DSN_     _____

BJOB0010   BSTEP01  P481          COST_CTR_MAINT        DB2_DSN_     _____

BJOB0013   BSTEP01  P480          EMPLOYEE_LIST         DB2_DSN_     _____

 

Use the command functions to locate and display the required procedure step name. You can also scroll the procedure
step names using the TSO/ISPF scroll commands. The default key functions are F8 to scroll forward and F7 to scroll
back.

7. Type the job name in the Jobname column.
This is the name of the job that is used in the JCL for the batch job. The job name is a maximum of eight alphanumeric
characters. The first character must be a letter. Standard JCL naming conventions apply.

8. Type the name of the job step in the Job Stepname column.
This is the name that is used in the JCL for the step name. Standard JCL naming conventions apply.

9. Type the load module name in the Load Module column.
The load module name is a maximum of eight alphanumeric characters. The first character must be a letter.

10. If your target environment is DB2, type the name of the DB2 attach facility in the DB2 Attach column.
The three choices are DSN command, DLI (for DLIBATCH), or BMP (for IMS BMP). If you leave the DB2 Attach field
blank, a default of DSN command is used.

11. Repeat these steps as needed for each procedure step.
If Gen detects an error in the input, a message displays under the COMMAND line. An X displays between the load
module and procedure step names on lines that are in error.

12. Click Save to keep the updates or Cancel to cancel the updates.
The Select Load Module Packaging Environment panel displays.
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Installation in the HE Environment
This article Discusses the system generation and installation functions that create the source code and the application
system executable.

The information about the generation and installation tasks described here do not apply to application components with a
dynamically linked packaging property set, or derived, to Compatibility unless the option Process modules that are marked
for Compatibility is also selected. When the option Process modules that are marked for Compatibility are not selected,
these tasks are bypassed.

The z/OS Library cannot have Compatibility modules. Since Process modules that are marked for Compatibility option are
not applicable for the z/OS Library, z/OS Library generation and installation do not use this option.

Source Code Generation

The two phases in an application system construction are:

• Source code generation
• Installation

The system generation and installation functions create a source code of the application system and the executable
components. During the source code generation, Gen generates COBOL source code, MFS source for online IMS
systems, and JCL for batch jobs. The COBOL source must be generated for all required components of a load module
before the load module can be installed.

The generated source modules are stored in the Internal Source Code library of the business system.

WARNING
Do not modify the generated source code. Always change the related action diagrams, views, and screens, and
regenerate the source. The results after installation are unpredictable if you modify the generated source code.

You can generate systems in the foreground or can generate a batch job to run in the background.

The Installation Control Generator creates an Install Control file that controls the installation procedures. Each load
module is installed individually from a single Install Control file.

Installation on z/OS Platform

This article provides information for Installation on z/OS. For the local installation, Gen compiles the generated source and
link-edits the load modules.

Select local to install the application for the z/OS operating system under which the generators are running. Select remote
to install the application on another z/OS platform.

Local Installations

The binder control cards that are used in link edit are stored in Binder Control Cards library. Support for z/OS server DB2
universal call attach (DSNULI) can be enabled through the target environment parameters for CICS and TSO Batch (JES)
applications. It is not supported for IMS or TSOAE applications.

When DSNULI support is not enabled,  Gen local installation link-edits the dynamic action blocks including z/OS Library
modules for batch processing in addition to regular link edit if Executable Batch Dynamic Action Block library is specified
for the Business System. For z/OS Libraries, the online version of z/OS Library DLL is populated in the regular Executable
Load Modules Library. The batch version of z/OS Library is saved in the Executable Batch Dynamic Action Block library
if specified. DB2 attachment type for batch z/OS Library DLLs is as specified by the TIRDBATT parameter, defaulting to
DSN. For dynamic action blocks, if the Executable Batch Dynamic Action Block library is specified, it contains the batch
versions of dynamic action blocks. The following rules apply if this library is present.
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• Dynamic action block that is linked through the caller batch load module:
– Batch version of the dynamic action block is populated in Executable Batch Dynamic Action Block library.

• Dynamic action block that is linked through the caller non-batch load module:
– Non-batch version of the dynamic action block is populated in the regular Executable Load Modules Library.
– Batch version of dynamic action block is prepared and populated in the Executable Batch Dynamic Action Block

library.
• If the batch library is not specified, then the Executable Load Modules Library contains the most recently installed

dynamic action block, which has batch or non-batch runtimes. It is recommended to specify the Executable Batch
Dynamic Action Block library in this case.

When DSNULI support is enabled, Gen local installation link-edits the dynamic action blocks including z/OS Library
modules only once. The DLLs is populated in the DSNULI Dynamic Action Block library as specified for the Business
System. For each z/OS Library, there is only one z/OS Library DLL, each with the DB2 attachment type of DSNULI. For
each dynamic action block, there is only one DLL. The DLL is populated in the DSNULI Dynamic Action Block library,
regardless of the type of load module which calls it (batch or non-batch). The DLLs for the dynamic action blocks can be
shared between CICS and TSO Batch (JES) applications, with the following exceptions. In these situations, a relink may
be required targeting the specific platform.

• dynamic action block is generated with debug support
• dynamic action block has calls to compatibility action blocks in its call chain

To share the dynamic DLL for action blocks, z/OS Libraries, and RI Triggers, you must relink and rebind the dynamic DLL
with DSNULI support enabled. You can relink a dynamic DLL to utilize DSNULI without requiring re-linking the other DLLs
for the application. A DLL utilizing DSNULI is compatible with other DLLs that do not utilize DSNULI.

WARNING
Do not give the Executable Batch Dynamic Action Block Library the same library name as the Executable Load
Modules Library or DSNULI Dynamic Action Block Library.

If your environment permits, Gen also executes the DB2 bind that is required for programs that use DB2 databases.

Remote Installations

For the remote installation, Gen copies the generated source into remote files to transfer to the target environment and
install using the Implementation Toolset. The remote files are also named Implementation Packages (IPs).

You can install systems in the foreground or background mode.

DB2 Bind Options

When using DB2, Gen offers a choice of how to bind data for your application. You bind a plan using Database Request
Modules (DBRMs), packages, or a combination of DBRMs and packages.

Package bind binds each DBRM into a single package. When the application changes, you can rebind the package for
that DBRM of the program without having to rebind the application plan.

The following illustration shows the general flow of system generation and installation when DB2 is the target DBMS and
you do not use package bind, and the activities and libraries that store the generated and installed components.
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Prerequisite Host Tasks

Before generating a system, complete these tasks on the host:

• Run a host Consistency Check to verify that the load module components are consistent.
• Generate Referential Integrity trigger modules for the model.
• Package the load modules for online and batch applications.
• Specify a collection ID for members that are to bind as packages and provide their bind parameters. You can do this

for the entire model, the business system, or for all RI Triggers.
• Specify the target environment and the construction libraries in which Gen stores the generated objects (system

generation libraries).
• Specify all required external libraries. Be sure to include external action block libraries.
• If the load module uses external action blocks that access tables, resolve the external action blocks, and identify the

DB2 DBRMs associated with the external action blocks.
• Before installation, perform the database generation to create the tables and indexes for DB2 related table spaces and

index spaces, for the entities that are referenced by the load module.
• Install the load module to resolve all external references and create the executable load module.

Perform Host Consistency Check

After uploading the model, perform a host Consistency Check to ensure model consistency for generation and installation.
The host Consistency Check uses the same rule base as the workstation.

Generate Referential Integrity Triggers

Referential Integrity (RI) triggers are Gen generated action blocks that implement the cascade delete logic that is required
to enforce data modeling constraints that are specified in the Data Model.

Package Load Modules for Online and Batch Applications

Packaging specifies the procedures that comprise a load module. Perform this step before compiling source code.

Specify DB2 Collection ID and Set Parameters

When the target DBMS is DB2, specifying a DB2 collection ID causes a package bind to follow the compile. Perform this
step before generating source code. When you do not specify a collection ID, the default is to include the DBRMs in the
application plan.

Specify Target Environment and Construction Libraries

Before using the system generation functions, specify the target environment and the construction libraries.

Resolve External Action Blocks for DB2

When a load module uses external action blocks that access DB2 tables, the DB2 DBRMs associated with the external
action blocks must be identified before installing the load module. Identifying the DB2 DBRMs is called resolving an
external action block.

Generate Database

Source code can be generated without creating the tables. However, generate the database before performing installation.

Generate the Load Module Components

Generate the source code for the load module components using the system generation tools.
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Install the Load Module

Use the installation tools to compile, link edit, and bind the load module. This resolves all external references and creates
the executable load module.

Prerequisite Workstation Tasks

Complete certain tasks on the workstation and on the host before generating a system. Although create the DB2 tables
before installing a system, you can generate a system without creating the DB2 tables.

Before generating a system, complete these workstation tasks:

• Complete all diagrams for the part of the model to generate.
• Perform Transformation of the Data Model (DM) using the Design toolset to create the Data Structure List and Data

Store List.
• Package the server load modules for client/server applications.
• Perform a Consistency Check to ensure that the Data Model and the Technical Design are consistent.
• Upload the model to the Host Encyclopedia.

Complete All Diagrams

The Host Encyclopedia is the main source of information for system generation. The system generation functions use
information from the diagrams that are created during Analysis and Design.

Before generating and compiling code successfully, complete the diagrams for the part of the model you are generating.
The system generation functions use the following diagrams that create the Host Encyclopedia information:

• Data Modeling Diagram
• Dialog Flow Diagrams
• Procedure Action Diagrams
• Technical Design, Data Structure List, and Data Store List
• Screen Design Diagrams

Perform Transformation on the Data Model

Gen allows you to generate code before you create the database tables. However, first transform the Data Model (DM)
into a Technical Design using the Design toolset. The Transformation process creates the definitions for the tables that
Construction generates. This information is stored in the Host Encyclopedia.

The system generation tools use the information in the Host Encyclopedia to generate code that references the tables as
if they existed. Gen also generates SQL DECLARE TABLE ... statements that are embedded in the COBOL code. For
DB2, generation does not depend on a DB2 DCLGEN (Declare Table Generation) having run. To run a DCLGEN, the
tables must exist.

During Design, you can transform the complete Data Model or a portion of it. Plan a partial Transformation carefully to
avoid problems during system generation. For example, transform all entities that are referenced by the business system
you intend to generate.

Be sure to transform entities that are not directly referenced by the action diagrams for the business system, but
referenced by the generated code. For example, to implement referential integrity, the generated code includes cascade
delete logic for mandatory relationships. This logic reference entities that are not directly referenced by the action
diagrams. If these entities are not transformed, system generation fails.

Similar problems occur if you change the Data Model after transforming it. When you change the Data Model, perform a
Transformation or a Retransformation. Retransformation processes only the part of the model that changed. This leaves
untouched the parts of the modified Data Store List and Data Structure List that did not change. The impact of changes
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to the Data Model is not always obvious, and a partial Retransformation causes inconsistencies. The DSD consistency
check detects these inconsistencies, and is used after partial Retransformation to verify that there are no errors.

The host When Changed Report can help in planning a partial Transformation or Retransformation.

NOTE
For more information, see Using the Host Encyclopedia

Package the Server Load Modules

Since there is no load module packaging tool for server load modules on the Host, Server load module packaging must be
complete using the workstation toolset or client/server encyclopedia. After packaging is complete, some of the packaging
information in the Server Target Environment panel can be modified.

Package the z/OS Library Load Modules

Since there is no load module packaging tool for z/OS Library server load modules on the Host, use the workstation
toolset to complete the z/OS Library packaging. After packaging completes, you can modify some of the packaging
information in the Server Target Environment panel.

Perform Workstation Consistency Check

The system generation functions require consistency in the part of the model that you are generating, such as the
procedure steps or action blocks. For example, for a load module to generate successfully, all procedure steps and action
blocks in the load module must be consistent, including:

• Entities, functions, and processes associated with the procedure steps and action blocks
• Dialog Flow Diagram, Screen Design Diagrams, and Procedure Action Diagrams for the procedure steps and action

blocks
• The portion of the Technical Design that defines the components of the data model that is referenced by the procedure

steps and action diagrams

The Analysis and Design Toolsets include a Consistency Check option to check a model before uploading it to the Host
Encyclopedia.

Upload Model to Host Encyclopedia

The model must be uploaded to the Host Encyclopedia before using the host tools to generate or install.

NOTE
For more information, see the online help in the workstation toolsets.

Load Module Components in the HE Environment

This article provides information for Load Module Components in the HE Environment. Construction creates executable
load modules of a system.

Each load module contains certain components depending on if it is an online or batch load module. The following lists
show the components each type of load module can contain. Gen generates the components that are marked with an
asterisk (*). For external action blocks, Gen only generates a stub that you can modify.

Online Load Module
*Dialog Manager
Profile Manager
*Screen Manager - one or more
*Procedure Steps - one or more
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*Action Blocks
*External Action Blocks - optional
*Referential Integrity Triggers
Gen User Exits
Gen Runtime Routines

Batch Load Module
*Batch Manager
Profile Manager
*Procedure Steps - one or more
*Action Blocks
External Action Blocks - optional
*Referential Integrity Triggers
Gen User Exits
Gen Runtime Routines

Server Load Module
*Server Manager
Procedure Steps - one or more
*Action Blocks
*External Action Blocks - optional
*Referential Integrity Triggers
Gen User Exits
Gen Runtime Routines

Most Gen runtime routines are DLLs and only a few are statically linked with the executable load modules.

Note: For more information about Gen DLLs, see Install Gen on z/OS.

Dialog Manager

A Dialog Manager is generated for each online load module. The entry point for all load modules is a Gen-provided
runtime module named TIRMAIN. It calls the Dialog Manager that controls the dialog flow, link, and transfer, between
procedure steps, supports terminal input/output, and maintains execution context in a Profile Database. The Dialog
Manager uses information from procedure step import and export views, screen definitions, dialog flows, and load module
packaging to isolate the user-defined program logic from the execution environment.

The Dialog Manager contains cross-reference tables of procedure steps, exit states, and transaction codes for the
procedure steps that are packaged in the load module. The procedure steps to which the load module procedure steps
link or transfer are also cross-referenced. The Dialog Manager uses this information to select the target procedure step
within its load module. If the target procedure step is in another load module, the Dialog Manager uses the information
to select the transaction code that invokes the load module containing the target procedure step. Gen provided runtime
routine TIRMSG is named to invoke the other load module.

When a load module is executed, the Dialog Manager determines the procedure step to execute and populates the import
view of the procedure step from screen input, data that is passed from another procedure step, and data that is taken from
the Profile Database. This allows each procedure step to reference data in its import view without considering how the
data values were obtained.

Batch Manager

A Batch Manager is generated for each batch load module that has DB2 as the target DBMS. The Batch Manager
functions similarly to the Dialog Manager. The Batch Manager controls the dialog flow between procedure steps. Batch
processing only allows forward transfers and does not allow links. Batch processing cannot return to a procedure step
after it moves to the next step.
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Gen batch applications use the following three special files, referenced in the JCL by the Data Definition (DD) names
TIRIOVF, TIRMSGF, and TIRERRF. Gen accesses these files through the Gen-provided runtime routine TIRBTCH.

TIRIOVF
The data set used to pass data, that is views and Batch Manager control information, from one procedure step to
another on a dialog flow.

TIRMSGF
The Batch Manager Message File that provides a trace of procedure steps that are executed, exit states set, exit
state messages that are issued, and dialog flows taken.

TIRERRF
The Batch Manager Error Message File where Gen writes error messages and diagnostic information if a failure
occurs. The messages and diagnostic information help determine the cause of the failure.

Server Manager

Gen generates a Server Manager for each server load module that isolates the user from the execution environment. The
Server Manager accepts the message from the client, invokes the appropriate procedure step, and manages the sending
of the response back to the client.

Server-to-Server Flow

Some Distributed Processing Server (DPS) runtime environments, for example, MQSeries, Tuxedo, CICS, and IMS,
support the situation where one DPS component initiates a request of another DPS component. These DPS-to-DPS flows
are known as the Server-to-Server flows. For server environments that support server-to-server flows between separate
server managers, the flow behaves similarly to a client-to-server flow.

Each server represents a unit of work. Commit processing occurs when the server terminates. This is true for Server-
to-Server flows where the called server commits its changes before returning to the calling server. The calling server
commits its own changes regardless of the status of the called server. The two servers are not part of a two-phase commit
processing.

NOTE
For DPS-to-DPS flows within the same server manager, the flow processing is a local function call.

Profile Manager

The Profile Manager, TIRPROF, is a Gen provided runtime routine that saves information in the following situations:

• During a link and return
• When a screen supports scrolling
• Retaining the values of hidden fields on a screen
• Processing HELP and PROMPT requests
• When restarting an application

The Profile Manager saves information in a Profile Database. The Profile Database is a temporary runtime pushdown
stack that stores the export views of procedure steps. Gen maintains one stack per business system per user.

NOTE
A potential for problems can arise if you open multiple sessions within a single business system using the same
User ID. You can modify the User ID user exit to return the terminal ID as the User ID used in the key to the
Profile Database. This helps to avoid the contention when using the Profile Manager.
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Screen Manager

Gen generates a Screen Manager for every online procedure step. The Dialog Manager calls the Screen Manager to
perform functions such as input parsing, function key translation, input/output view mapping, scrolling, and Help/Prompt
command processing. The Screen Manager calls Gen runtime routines to edit input and output and to write output buffers.
Screen Managers are statically linked with the load module or dynamically linked when the load module executes.

MFS Source

If the target environment is IMS with a screen format type of MFS, Gen generates an MFS source module each time a
Screen Manager is generated. Each MFS source module contains the following control blocks:

MID
Message Input Descriptor

MOD
Message Output Descriptor

FMT
Format member. This combines DIF (Device Input Format), and DOF (Device Output Format).

NOTE
Gen does not install the MFS Control Blocks. Installation is performed outside of Gen.

Procedure Steps and Action Blocks

Gen generates a source module for each procedure step and action block. If the application uses databases, the
generated source code includes the SQL/DML statements to access the tables. Each generated source module includes
a listing of its action diagram, its views, and related dialog flow details. In the COBOL source, this listing is at the end of
the module and is cross-referenced to the generated source code to help analyze problems that result from errors in the
action diagram logic. You can also generate a listing of the action diagram separately, without generating the source code.

The procedure steps in each load module are selected from a list of all the procedure steps that are defined for the
business system during load module packaging. Recall that online transactions have no restrictions on the number of
procedure steps you can package in each load module. Batch applications require that you package only one procedure
step per single load module.

Action blocks are included in load modules when the procedure steps that are packaged in the load module use them, or
when other action blocks use them.

Procedure steps and action blocks are statically linked with the load module or dynamically linked when the load module
executes.

Another action block or action diagram in that model uses an action block that is defined in a model.

Although many business systems USE an action block, generate it only in the business system that owns it. After
generation, other business systems can successfully install modules that USE the action block. The business system that
owns an action block is established when it is first USEd, when it is scoped, or if it is copied with Gen COPY function.
These activities occur on the workstation.

When an action block owned by one business system is USEd by an action block in another business system, it is
referred to as a foreign action block. If a foreign action block was not generated and installed, you get an error. If the
foreign action block is statically linked, the error is an unresolved reference during the installation. If the foreign action
block is dynamically linked, the error is an indication that the program is not found during execution.

It is sometimes necessary to generate an action block in a business system other than the one that owns it. For example,
if the owning business system has no load modules that contain the action block, it cannot be generated there.
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External Action Blocks

External action blocks provide Gen-generated applications with a means to access logic in a subroutine that is defined
outside of Gen. The external action block calls the logic of the subroutine or contains it.

Referential Integrity Triggers

Referential Integrity triggers are Gen generated action blocks that enforce data modeling constraints.

Gen Supplied User Exits

Gen provides several users exits to use with your application system. The user exit contains source code that you can
modify to meet specific needs of your system.

NOTE
For more information about user exits, see User Exits .

Return Codes in Gen z/OS Batch Jobs

Gen implements the dialog flow type 'transfer' for z/OS batch jobs using JCL condition codes. As each procedure step
completes, the Batch Manager interprets the exit state and determines if a transfer is to take place. If a transfer is to take
place, the Batch Manager writes control data and passed views to the TIRIOVF file, and sets a COBOL return code. The
JCL uses the return code as the condition code. If the exit state indicates no transfer, the Batch Manager sets a return
code of 1000, indicating the successful end of the job.

Procedure Example

Consider the three-step procedure in the following illustration:

Under some conditions, Step 1 sets an exit state to transfer to Step 2. Under other conditions, Step 1 sets an exit state to
transfer to Step 3. Step 2 does not transfer to Step 3.

Execute Step 1 and Step 2
When Step 1 sets an exit state that causes a transfer to Step 2, the Batch Manager for Step 1 sets a return
code of 120 and terminates. The JCL EXEC statement for Step 2 has a conditional execution parameter of
COND=(120,LT). Since 120 is not less than condition codes set, Step 2 begins execution. Since Step 2 does
not transfer to another step, its Batch Manager sets a return code of 1000 when it completes. The JCL EXEC
statement for Step 3 has a conditional execution parameter of COND=(130,LT). Since 130 is not less than
condition codes set, the job terminates without transferring to Step 3.

Execute Step 1 and Step 3
When Step 1 sets an exit state that causes a transfer to Step 3, the Batch Manager for Step 1 sets a return
code of 130 and terminates. The JCL EXEC statement for Step 2 has a conditional execution parameter of
COND=(120,LT). Since 120 is less than any condition code set, Step 2 is bypassed. The JCL EXEC statement for
Step 3 has a conditional execution parameter of COND=(130,LT). Since 130 is not less than any condition code
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set, Step 3 begins execution. Since Step 3 does not transfer to another step, its Batch Manager sets a return code
of 1000 when it completes.

Gen Condition Code Numbering

The algorithm for computing the condition code is Step Number times 10 + 100. An increase of 10 allows users to easily
insert non-Gen steps into JCL. The Gen codes all exceed 100 to prevent conflicts with return codes that are issued by
non-Gen steps that usually have single digit returns codes such as 4, 8, and so on. The code 1000 indicates successful
end of job to ensure that subsequent Gen steps would be bypassed, but would leave a wide range of available condition
codes (1001-4095) for other uses.

Batch Return Code Override Exit

The Batch Return Code Override Exit allows the user to override the Gen defined COBOL return code in batch job steps.
It is called by the Batch Manager at the end of each job step, and by program TIRIOVFI.

NOTE
For more information, see  User Exits .

Clear the TIRIOVF file

The first job step in each Gen batch job executes program TIRIOVFI that clears the TIRIOVF file that passes control
data and views between procedure steps. This program sets the COBOL return code to 110. The next Gen job step is a
procedure step and has a conditional parameter of COND=(110,LT).

Other Considerations and Construction Options

This article provides information for Special and Implementation Considerations and Construction Options.

Special Consideration for large Common Format Buffers

For Gen Release 8.5, the amount of customer data that can be sent between Gen CICS Client and Servers using
Common Format Buffer (CFB) based cooperative flows has increased. The previous CFB limit was 32K. The new limit is
16.7 MB. For IMS the CFB limit remains at 32K.

Installing modules larger than 32K use more resources during deployment.

• For CICS, Gen runtime routines for encryption and decryption now use a temporary buffer that is a max size of
16.7MB. This large buffer is released when the algorithm has completed processing the buffer.

• Runtime user exit TIRSIPEX (CICS Sockets Server Exit) may need modifications to the timeout parameters SELECT-
TIMEOUT-SECS and SELECT-TIMEOUT-MICROSEC. These parameters should be evaluated and increased as
appropriate.

• The MQ maximum message length that is specified for QUEUEs should be evaluated and increased as appropriate.

Implementation Considerations

After Gen completes the link-edit and bind, you have some final considerations before implementing your system. You can
think of these considerations as completing the installation process.

Use the installation control files that are created during system generation, that is the members in the Installation Control
library, to identify the application components and actions to move your transaction into the execution environment, (IMS
or CICS).

Make the Gen runtime modules available in the Target system.

Final considerations before implementing your system:
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• Never modify the generated source code. Modify the action diagram instead.
• Gen requires that the DB2 application plan and the load module have the same name.
• Do not try to combine load modules that are generated from different versions of the same model.
• Gen does not grant the execution authority for generated applications when they are installed in DB2. The correct set

of users must be authorized for an execution as a separate process.
• Gen generated applications reference a DB2 profile table and the tables the application uses unless the CICS

temporary storage queue was selected. The DB2 application plans include references to the profile table. A DB2
synonym for the profile table must be established if the owner of the application tables is different from the owner of the
profile table.

NOTE
For information about implementing Gen applications in CICS, see Install Gen on z/OS

Construction Options

Generate the Create/Read/Update/Delete Report

This report allows you to view which actions for a business system -- create, read, update, or delete -- are being
conducted against the data model entity types. The report lists the actions by three groupings:

• By load module, action block, and entity action view
• By load module
• By load module and action block.

The Create/Read/Update/Delete Report (First Grouping) screen lists the names of the load modules, business
system, source members, and action blocks. This grouping also lists the procedure step to which the action blocks
belong. For example, the procedure step DIVISION_MAINT contains the action blocks BSD_ADD_DIVISION,
BSD_MODIFY_DIVISION, and BSD_DELETE_DIVISION.

The abbreviations CRE, UPD, and DEL indicate the create, update, and delete actions, respectively. The READ action is
implied because a read must occur before any other action. For example, the procedure step MAINTAIN_DIVISION reads
REQUIRED DIVISION and EMPLOYEE DIVISION.

                         CREATE/READ/UPDATE/DELETE REPORT                   

                   BY LOAD MODULE, ACTION BLOCK AND VIEW                   

LOAD MOD   BUSINESS SYSTEM                                                 

  MEMBER     ACTION BLOCK

   CRE UPD DEL  VIEW                              ENTITY 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

MENU       CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                                            

  MAINMENU   MENU                                                          

  MAINTDIV   MAINTAIN_DIVISION                                             

                REQUIRED                          DIVISION                 

                REQUIRED                          EMPLOYEE                 

  ADDDIV     ADD_DIVISION                                                  

       UPD      REQUIRED                          EMPLOYEE                 

   CRE UPD      NEW                               DIVISION                 

  MODDIV     MODIFY_DIVISION                                               

       UPD      REQUIRED                          EMPLOYEE                 

       UPD      NEW                               EMPLOYEE                             

       UPD      REQUIRED                          DIVISION    

  DELDIV     DELETE_DIVISION                                  

                EXISTING                          DEPARTMENT  
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           DEL  EXISTING                          DIVISION    

The Create/Read/Update/Delete Report (Second Grouping) screen lists more information for each load module. EXT
indicates an external action block with DB2 code. A Y indicates that the procedure step includes that action or external
action block. Conversely, an N indicates that the procedure does not contain the action or external action block. At least
one Y listed for CRE, UPD, DEL, or EXT indicates a repeatable read isolation level (RR) if target DBMS is DB2. If all the
entries are Ns, this indicates a cursor stability isolation level (CS) if target DBMS is DB2.

                        CREATE/READ/UPDATE/DELETE REPORT

                             BY LOAD MODULE

                      

BUSINESS SYSTEM:  CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                             

LOAD MOD  CRE UPD DEL EXT CS TRAN  DLG TRAN PROCEDURE STEP NAME    

MENU       Y   Y   Y   N  MENU     MENU     MENU                  

                          MDIV     MDIV     MAINTAIN_DIVISION     

                          MDEP     MDEP     MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT   

                          MEMP     MEMP     EMPLOYEE_LIST         

                                   MEMP     EMPLOYEE_DETAIL     

This grouping also lists the clear screen transaction code (CS TRAN), the dialog flow transaction code (DLG TRAN), and
the name of the procedure step to which the transaction codes are associated.

The Create/Delete/Update/Delete Report (Third Grouping) screen is similar to the second grouping. In the third grouping,
however, you can see the action block that conducts the actions.

                        CREATE/READ/UPDATE/DELETE REPORT                        

                      BY LOAD MODULE AND ACTION BLOCK                           

BUSINESS SYSTEM:  CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                                          

MODULE       ACTION BLOCK NAME                CRE UPD DEL EXT CS TRAN  DLG TRAN 

MENU            *                               Y   Y   Y   N                    

MAINMENU     MENU                               N   N   N   N   MENU     MENU    

  MAINTDIV   MAINTAIN_DIVISION                  N   N   N   N   MDIV     MDIV    

  ADDDIV     ADD_DIVISION                       Y   Y   N   N                    

  MODDIV     MODIFY_DIVISION                    N   Y   N   N                    

  DELDIV     DELETE_DIVISION                    N   N   Y   N                    

  MAINTDEP   MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT                N   N   N   N   MDEP     MDEP    

  ADDDEPT    ADD_DEPARTMENT                     Y   Y   N   N              

  MODDEPT    MODIFY_DEPARTMENT                  N   Y   N   N                    

  DELDEPT    DELETE_DEPARTMENT                  N   N   Y   N                    

  EMPLIST    EMPLOYEE_LIST                      N   N   N   N   MEMP     MEMP 

  DELEMP     DELETE_EMPLOYEE                    N   N   Y   N                    

  EMPDET     EMPLOYEE_DETAIL                    N   N   N   N        MEMP      

  ADDEMP     ADD_EMPLOYEE                       Y   Y   N   N 

  MODEMP     MODIFY_EMPLOYEE                    N   Y   N   N                   

To generate the Create/Read/Update/Delete report

1. On the Application System Construction Menu, type 6 for the Create/Read/Update/Delete report and press Enter.
Gen displays the report in ISPF Browse mode. You can scroll up and down in the report with the ISPF scroll keys. The
default keys are PF7 to scroll up and PF8 to scroll down.

2. Press the End key to leave ISPF Browse when you finish viewing the report. Gen displays a panel to print the report.
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Gen automatically creates a sequentially named data set for the report. The data set is named prefix.IEF.RPTn, where
prefix is a value set during host installation in the TIUPREF variable and n is a number from one to ten. The Gen
numbers the data sets from one through ten, and then restarts at one.

3. Type on of the following print options on the COMMAND line and press Enter:
PK

Print the data set and keep it.
PD

Print the data set, then delete it.
K

Keep the data set but do not print it.
D

Delete the data set without printing it.

When you print the data set, specify to print on a local printer or as a batch job on a system printer.

For a local printer, specify the print mode as local and the printer ID. To submit the print job as a batch job, specify the
print mode as batch, the sysout class, and the JCL Job card information.

Gen displays the Application System Construction menu when the print completes.

Generate Entire Business System in Background

This option generates the source code for each load module within an entire business system. The generation occurs
completely in the background. This option is especially useful if you have copied a model from one version of Gen to a
newer version. Changing the versions sometimes requires that you regenerate and reinstall the load modules for each
business system. The option is also useful when you are ready to move your application system into production. The
background generation option provides a convenient way to generate all the load modules for a business system.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 7 for the Generate entire business system in background option
and press Enter.
When the Present generation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Generation
Options for Business System panel.

2. Override the default values for this generation, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.
When the Present generation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Generation of Business System panel.

3. Press Enter to accept the parameters. Click Cancel to return to the options panel.
When the Present JCL option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Update JCL for
Background Generation panel.
If you specify the Job card during installation, Gen displays the information in this panel.
The Job card keyword parameter USER= may or may not be required at your site depending on the security system
and how it is installed. If you receive the following message:

USER UNKNOWN DOES NOT HAVE CE ACCESS

resubmit the job with the USER= parameter.
4. Make the changes and press Enter to submit the job.

When processing completes, Gen displays the Background Job JCL Submission Panel listing messages that are
produced during the JCL generation. The panel can display up to 10 messages. Gen writes other messages to the file:
 prefix.IEF.SYSPRINT

where prefix is the value set for the TIUPREF variable during host installation.
5. Press Enter to submit the job or press End to cancel submission.
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If you submit the job, Gen issues a TSO message indicating that the job was submitted and press Enter to return to
the Application System Construction menu.
If you do not submit the job, Gen displays the Application System Construction menu.

Screen Generator Options

Use the Screen Generator options to set the TIMAPGEN environment variable when the target platform is z/OS. The
options are Enhanced Screen Generation or Standard Screen Generation. The default is enhanced. The Enhanced
Screen Generator is available when the variable is set to 2, or when it is undefined. Standard screen generation is
available when the variable is set to 1.

Set TIMAPGEN to 1 to use the previous version of screen generation. TIMAPGEN is specific to each User ID. After
setting TIMAPGEN, it remains set for all applications that are developed or generated with your User ID.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction Menu, type 8 for the Screen generator options and press Enter.
Gen displays the Screen Generator Version panel listing the current screen generator version options ENHANCED or
STANDARD.

2. To select an option, type the number or position the cursor, and press Enter to continue.
3. Press End to return to the Application System Construction Menu.

Install an Online Load Module, Server Load Module, z/OS Library Load Module, Batch Job, or
Batch Load Module
This article provides information for Install an Online Load Module, Server Load Module, z/OS Library Load Module, Batch
Job, or Batch Load Module.

When you select I on the Generate Business System panel, Gen starts the installation process for an online load module,
a server load module, a z/OS Library load module, or all load modules in a batch job. When you select I on the Batch Job
Expansion panel, Gen starts the installation process for one load module in a batch job.

Automatic Installation

In the Generation Options panel, set automatic installation to Yes to start the installation when generation completes. This
option can also be set from the Generation Options for Load Module panel, if display is not suppressed.

NOTE
Before installing the load module, create the DB2 tables and related table spaces, index spaces, and indexes for
the entities referenced. Installation is the final step in system generation. If a local installation is requested, this
function compiles the generated source code, link-edits the executable load modules for a business system, and
binds the database plan. If a remote installation is requested, this function builds the remote files to transfer to
the target environment.

The first step of the install function is to create an Install Control file. The Install Control file is stored in the Installation
Control library you specified when you set up your internal libraries. The member name is the name of the load module.

Install Control File

The Install Control files that are created for local and remote installations have different formats. The local Install Control
file is in a format consistent with earlier Gen releases and is processed by the CLIST TICINSTX. Modify this CLIST to
customize local installations for your site.

NOTE
For more information, see Install Gen on z/OS.

The local Install Control file contains the following information:
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• Transaction codes that are supported by the load module
• IMS program specification block (PSB) information, if applicable
• MFS control blocks, if applicable
• Name of the load module to link edit
• Names of z/OS Library action blocks to import during link edit
• Names of the SYSLIBs, SYSLIB DD names, to use during the link edit
• Names of the APPLOADs, the APPLOAD DD names, to use during the link edit
• Required link-edit statements, such as the INCLUDE or IMPORT statements for the components of the load module
• Name of the DB2 Plan to bind
• Names of the DB2 DBRM libraries to use during the DB2 application bind
• Names of the DBRMs

Local Installation

The local install function performs a link edit that creates executable load modules. All external references are resolved. If
the target DB2 subsystem, the DB2 subsystem in which the generated application runs, is on the same CPU as Gen, Gen
also binds the DB2 Plan. The DB2 Plan name is the load module name.

Binder Control Cards Library

The Binder Control Cards Library members are created during local installations. They contain the binder control cards
information that is used during link-edit processing, as in SYSLIN DD, for example, IMPORT, INCLUDE APPLOAD,
ENTRY, and REPLACE statements.

Remote Installation

The remote install function copies the generated source into a remote file for the Implementation Toolset to process in the
target environment.

DB2 Bind Authority

To perform the bind process, requires authority over the DB2 tables. The TSO ID must create the tables or must
specifically grant BIND authority for the tables. One way to handle the DB2 security and authority requirements is to use a
single user ID to install all load modules for an application.

NOTE
For more information about DB2 authority, see Install Gen on z/OS.

Install an Online Load Module, a Server Load Module, or a z/OS Library Load Module

To Install an online load module, a server load module, or a z/OS library load module

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, z/OS Library
load modules, and batch jobs in the business system.

2. Type an I next to the online, server, or z/OS Library load module to install and press Enter.
When the Present installation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Installation
Options for Load Module panel.

3. Override the default values for this installation, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.
When the Present confirmation panel option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Installation of Load Module panel.

4. Press Enter to begin processing or click Cancel to stop processing.
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If you started processing, Gen displays the Generation Status panel. If you canceled processing, Gen displays the
Generate Business System panel.

To complete the installation process, see Install Gen on z/OS.

The binder control cards that are used in link-edit (SYSLIN DD) are saved in the Binder Control Cards library.

The output of the link edit is saved under its member name in a library with the name:

 prefix.IEF.LKSPRNT.LINK.suffix 

Where prefix and suffix are a prefix and suffix set during the installation of the Host Encyclopedia Construction tool. If the
link edit fails, the output from the link-editor is displayed in TSO Browse mode.

To install all load modules in a batch job

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, and batch
jobs in the business system.

2. Type an I in the column next to the batch job to install and press Enter.
When the Present installation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Installation
Options for Batch Job panel.

3. Override the default values for this installation, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.
When the Present confirmation panel option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Installation of Batch Job panel.

4. Press Enter to begin processing or click Cancel to stop processing.

If you started processing, Gen displays the Generation Status panel. If you canceled processing, Gen displays the
Generate Business System panel.

To complete the installation process, see Install Gen on z/OS.

Gen saves the output of the link edit as its member name in a library named:

prefix.ief.lksprnt.suffix

Where prefix and suffix are a prefix and suffix set during the installation of the Host Encyclopedia Construction tool. If the
link edit fails, Gen displays the output from the link-editor in TSO Browse mode.

To install a batch load module

Use this procedure when the batch job contains one batch load module. When the batch job contains multiple batch load
modules, use the procedure.

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, and batch
jobs in the business system.

2. Type an E in the column next to the Batch Job containing the load module to install and press Enter.
Gen displays the Batch Job Expansion panel.

3. Type an I next to the load module to install and press Enter.
When the Present installation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Installation
Options for Load Module panel.

4. Press Enter to continue.
When the Present confirmation panel option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Installation of Load Module panel.

5. Press Enter to begin processing or click Cancel to stop processing.
If you started processing, Gen displays the Generation Status panel. If you canceled processing, Gen displays the
Generate Business System panel.
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To complete the installation process, see Install Gen on z/OS.

Gen save the binder control cards that are used in link-edit, SYSLIN DD, in the Binder Control Cards library.

Gen save the output of the link edit as its member name in the following library:

 prefix.IEF.LKSYSPRT.LINK.suffix 

Where prefix and suffix are a prefix and suffix set during the installation of the Host Encyclopedia Construction tool. If the
link edit fails, Gen displays the output from the link-editor in TSO Browse mode.

Generation in the HE Environment
This article provides information for Generation in the HE Environment including, Generate Business System and Load
Module Expansion panel, Batch Job Expansion and Batch Load Module Expansion panel for DB2.

To initiate generation and installation tasks, use these panels:

Generate Business System panel
The Generate Business System panel lists the online load modules, server load modules, and batch jobs in
a business system and the system generation functions you can perform on them. Use a single letter action
code to initiate the functions for each load module. Expand a load module or batch job to initiate functions for
components.

Load Module Expansion panel
Gen displays the Load Module Expansion panel when you select the expand option for an online, server, z/OS
Library, or batch load module from the Business System Generation panel. Use this panel to view and perform
generation and other functions on load module components.
Some of the functions in this panel duplicate function in the Business System Generation panel, although at
a lower level of component detail. Selecting generate in the Business System Generation panel generates
every component in a load module. Selecting generate in the Load Module Expansion panel generates a single
component of a load module.

Batch Job Expansion panel for DB2
For batch processing, expand at the job level before the load module expansion level on the Batch Job Expansion
panel to generate all components per job step.
Gen displays the Batch Job Expansion panel when you select the expand option for a batch job from the
Generate Business System panel to view and perform generation and other functions on batch load modules.
Some of the functions in this panel duplicate function from the previous panel, but do so at a lower level of
component. Selecting generate in the Generate Business System panel generates every component in every load
module in the batch job. Selecting generate in the Batch Job Expansion panel generates every component in a
single batch load module.

Batch Load Module Expansion panel for DB2
Gen displays the Batch Load Module Expansion panel when you select the expand option for a batch load module
from the Batch Job Expansion panel. Use this panel to view and perform generation and other functions on batch
load module components.
Some of the functions in this panel duplicate function from the Batch Job Expansion panel, although at a lower
level of component detail. Selecting generate in the Batch Job Expansion panel generates every component
in the batch load module. Selecting generate in the Batch Load Module Expansion panel generates a single
component.

From any of these panels, you can access the Generation Options panel by typing an O or the word Options on the
COMMAND line and pressing Enter. You can review the options and can update them.

To open the Target Environment and Construction Libraries panel, type an E or the word Environment on the COMMAND
line and press Enter to verify or change the environment parameters or libraries without returning to the Application
System Construction menu.
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Display the System Generation Functions

This article provides information for Display the System Generation Function through the Application System Construction
panel.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction panel, type the Host Encyclopedia model name.
2. Type the business system name and press Enter.

                       Application System Construction Menu                

 COMMAND ===>                                                              

                                                                           

  Select one of the options below, then press enter.                       

                                                                           

  _ 1. Generate business system                                            

    2. Application test facility                                           

    3. Define load module packaging                                        

    4. Generate data base definition                                       

    5. Specify target environment and construction libraries               

    6. Create, read, update and delete report                              

    7. Generate entire business system in background                       

    8. Screen generator options                                            

                                                                           

                                                                           

                                                                           

  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F12=Cancel                                             

                                                                           

The system generation and installation functions are available through this menu.
Gen automatically retrieves the construction library and target environment specifications that are stored in the Host
Encyclopedia for the selected business system.

3. Select the number of the item that is needed and press Enter.

Generation and Installation Tasks

The Generate business system option displays the load modules that belong to the selected business system.

                            Generate Business System           Row 1 to 1 of 1

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

 

 Model name  . . :  GEN SAMPLE MODEL                                     

 Business system :  CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                                      

 

 Type any action code next to one or more module/job names, then press enter. 

 To exit, press F3.  To cancel, press F12.                                    

 

  D=Generate module manager  E=List components        G=Generate              

  I=Install                  J=Generate JCL           K=Run consistency check 

  M=Specify member names     T=Specify server target                          

 

 Opt  Module/job      Type             Status                                 

  _   MENU            ONLINE                                                  

******************************* Bottom of data *******************************
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Perform these tasks directly from the Generate Business System panel using the following options:

D
Generates the module manager

I
Installs the load module

M
Specifies member names

E
Lists the components

J
Generates JCL

T
Specifies server target

G
Generates the load module components

K
Runs consistency check

Run Consistency Check

Perform a consistency check on the entire model before generating code. Host Consistency Check uses the same rule
base as the workstation consistency check.

Follow these steps:

Start Consistency Check from the Generate Business System panel or Batch Job Expansion panel.

1. Display the Generate Business System panel or Batch Job Expansion panel.
2. Type K next to a Module/Job name and press Enter.

Gen displays the Check Model for Consistency panel.
3. Type / (slash) next to the range of objects to check.
4. Type / (slash) next to the execution option appropriate for the module or job.
5. Press Enter.

Gen displays the Consistency Check Report Options panel.
a. Select the report detail.
b. Select to include errors and warnings.
c. Set the diagnostic threshold to the number of messages at which to stop consistency checking.

Default: 100
Limit: 1-9999

d. Select the diagnostic rule level and press Enter.
Default: ALL
When you chose ALL, consistency checking begins. Consistency check displays the report when it finishes
checking.

e. Press Exit to close the panel.
When you chose SELECTED, Gen displays the Select Object Types for Model Consistency Check panel.

6. Type a / (slash) by one or more object types and press Enter to display a list of all occurrences of those types in the
model.
Gen displays the following message:
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Input has been accepted, press "enter" or enter "accept" command to proceed.

7. Press Enter.
Gen displays a list of the object types in the model.

8. Select the expansion option by typing E next to individual occurrences of an object type and press Enter.
Gen displays a list of all individual objects of the object type.

9. Select individual objects by typing S next to the objects to check and press Enter.
Gen displays the Confirm Selected objects panel.

10. Type / (slash) next to an object name to remove it from the list, and press Enter.
11. Type Accept on the COMMAND line and press Enter to begin checking.

The program checks the model for consistency.
When complete, Gen displays the report.

NOTE
When the Consistency Check reaches the number of warnings or errors that are specified in the Consistency
Check Report Options panel, Gen prompts to continue the Consistency Check.

Specify Member Names

This article provides information for Specify Member Names through the Generate Business System panel.

To specify member names, press M in the Generate Business System panel or press M in the Batch Job Expansion panel.

Use the Specify member names option to identify or change the source member names for the following generated load
module components:

• Procedure steps and Action blocks
• Screen Managers for online procedure steps only
• MFS Control Blocks for online procedure steps targeting IMS

The member names must meet these criteria:

• Be valid PDSE member names
• Contain a maximum of eight alphanumeric characters
• The first character must be a letter
• MFS format names must be a maximum of six characters.
• Each name must be unique within the model and library.

Gen displays an error message in the Response column next to the name when the name is invalid or a duplicate.

If you attempt to generate code before specifying the required member names, Gen asks you to specify the names during
generation.

Follow these steps:

You can specify member names from the Business System Generation panel or from the Batch Job Expansion panel.

1. Display the Business System Generation or Batch Job Expansion panel.
2. Type an M next to the Module/Job name and press Enter.

Gen displays the Specify Member Name for Load Module/Batch Job panel.
3. Use the Tab key to position the cursor to each name field and type a member name. Gen assigns default names to

blank fields.
4. Click Save to store the changes, Cancel to ignore them, or press End to leave the panel without completing the

procedure.
When you click Save, Gen displays the message:

Member names saved.
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Gen displays the previous panel.

Default Member Names

If you omit a name, Gen assigns a default member name. For the procedure steps, Gen action blocks, screens, and MID
and MOD members, the default name is the right-most seven digits of the Host Encyclopedia object ID of the component
that is preceded by a letter:

P
Procedure steps

A
Action blocks

M
Screens and MOD names for MFS members

I
MID name for MFS members

For example, P0149508 is the default member name for a procedure step with an object ID of 0149508. Gen uses the
MOD name as the member name of the MFS source module and defaults to the same name as the screen.

The default name for MFS members is the five rightmost digits of the Host Encyclopedia object ID for the component,
which is preceded by the letter F.

The default name for an external action block is the first eight valid characters of the external action block name. If
the first eight characters contain a character not valid in a PDS name, such as an underscore, Gen ignores the invalid
character and truncates the remaining characters. For example, the default member name for the external action block
READ_HISTORY is READHIST. If the first character is invalid, the default name is the last seven digits of the object ID
preceded by the letter E. Change the default names to descriptive names before generating the member.

Dynamic Linking Parameters

Use the Specify Member Names panel to specify how to dynamically link a particular procedure step, action block, or
screen.

• Use DEF to default to the corresponding Dynamically Link value that is specified in the target environment parameters.
• Use YES to designate the module as one to be invoked using a dynamic program call. Programs invoked using

a dynamic program call are considered to be dynamically linked at runtime. During load module installation, the
components that have their associated dynamically link packaging property set, or derived, to Yes are built so they
reside in their own separately loadable executables. These application routines reside in DLLs.

• Use NO to designate the module as one to statically link in the load module in which it is defined.
• Use CMP to designate the module as marked for Compatibility. A module that is marked for Compatibility is

dynamically called at runtime and resides in a non-DLL module. Compatibility modules use specific Gen runtime to
enable DLLs to issue a dynamic program call to non-DLL load modules. This requires regenerating and reinstalling the
module issuing the dynamic program call. Gen allows modules that are marked for Compatibility to be rebuilt to use
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Gen runtime DLLs. This requires that the modules that are marked for Compatibility be reinstalled and, if necessary,
regenerated.

• To maintain compatibility with previous Gen releases that only supported static batch procedure steps, Gen generates
and installs Batch procedures that are set to DEF as static modules, regardless of the default dynamic link setting for
the business system

• RI triggers and action blocks, including EABs, statically called by modules that are marked for Compatibility must be
built using the NODLL compiler option. When these RI triggers and action blocks are also used in Gen applications
that are built as DLLs, they must be compiled using the DLL option.

• Selecting the option Process modules that are marked for Compatibility causes the RI triggers and the statically called
action blocks to be generated and precompiled once but compiled twice - once as NODLL and again as DLL.

• Separate the libraries are provided in the target environment to hold the separate NCAL modules resulting from the
two compile steps.

Since the CMP option is not supported for a z/OS Library load module, do not use CMP for the modules that are listed
under a z/OS Library. Doing so cause runtime errors that are reported by consistency check.

Renaming Generated Members

After generating a load module or load module component, you can use the Specify Member Names panel to rename
members. If a member name changes, all affected load modules must be regenerated.

Specify Server Target Environment

Use the Specify target environment option in the Generate Business System panel to specify or change the following for
the load module:

• Operating System
• Generated the source language
• DBMS
• TP Monitor

Gen uses these values during Construction, overriding the equivalent parameters that are specified for the business
system using the Target environment and Construction Libraries option.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Application System Construction Menu.
2. Type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.

Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, and batch
jobs in the business system.

3. Type T in the column next to the module name and press Enter.
Gen displays the Specify Server Target Environment panel. The panel shows the target operating system, generated
source language, DBMS, and TP Monitor for the server load module.

4. Use the Tab key to position to cursor at each field to make or change an entry and type the entry.
5. Select a command to exit the panel.

Generate All Components in an Online, Server, or z/OS Load Module

Use the Generate option in the Generate Business System panel to generate all components in an online, server, or z/OS
load module.

For the online load module, use the Generate Business System panel to generate:
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• Procedure step and action block source. Foreign action blocks, z/OS Library action blocks, and external action block
stubs are not generated.

• Dialog Manager source (optional)
• Screen manager source (online only)
• MFS source (online, IMS only)

For the server load module, use the Generate option to generate:

• Procedure step and action block source. Foreign action blocks, z/OS Library action blocks, and external action blocks
are not generated.

• Server Manager source (optional)

For a z/OS Library Load Module, use the Generate option to generate action block source. Foreign action blocks that
include z/OS Library action blocks that are packaged into another z/OS Library Load Module and external action blocks
are not generated.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction Menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, z/OS Library
load modules, and batch jobs in the business system.

2. Type G in the column next to the online, server, or z/OS Library module name and press Enter.
If member names were not specified for all components in the load module, Gen displays the Specify Member Names
panel.
a. Use the Tab key to position the cursor at each name field and type a member name. Gen assigns default names to

blank fields.
b. Click Save.

When the Present generation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Generation
Options for Load Module panel.

3. Override the default values for this generation, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.
When the Confirmation panel option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Generation of Load Module panel.

4. Press Enter to accept the parameters or click Cancel to return to the options panel.
If you selected processing in the foreground, Gen displays the Generation Status panel.

5. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation completes.
When the Present JCL option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel and you selected processing in the
background, Gen displays the Update JCL for Background Generation panel.

6. Make the changes and press Enter to submit the job.
You only press Enter if the Auto-submit option on the Generation Options panel was not set to Yes.

Generate All Components in a Batch Load Module

This article provides information to Generate All Components when a batch job includes multiple Batch Load Modules.

When you select G for a batch load module, Gen generates:

• Procedure step and action block source. Foreign action blocks and external action block stubs are not generated.
• Batch Manager source (optional)

Follow these steps:

Use this procedure when the batch job includes multiple batch load modules. When the batch job contains one batch load
module, use the Generating All Components for All Load Modules in a Batch Job procedure.

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
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Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, and batch
jobs in the business system.

2. Type an E in the column next to the Job name and press Enter.
Gen displays the Batch Job Expansion panel listing the load modules in the job.

3. Type a G in the column next to a component and press Enter.
If member names were not specified for all components of the load module, Gen displays the Specify Member Names
panel.
a. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to each name field and type a member name. Gen assigns default names to

empty fields.
b. Press End.

When the Present generation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Generation
Options for Load Module panel.

4. Override the default values for this generation, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.
When the Present confirmation panel option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Generation of Load Module panel.

5. Press Enter to accept the parameters or click Cancel to return to the options panel.
If you selected processing in the foreground, Gen displays the Generation Status panel.

6. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation is complete.
When you selected processing in the background and the Present JCL option is set to Yes in the Generation Options
panel, Gen displays the Update JCL for Background Generation panel.

7. Make the changes and press Enter to submit the job.

Generate a Dialog Manager

Generating a dialog manager is useful when the dialog flow or packaging that changed, but not the associated action
diagrams.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel showing the online load modules, server load modules, z/OS
Library load modules, and batch jobs in the business system.

2. Type a D in the column next to the online load module name and press Enter.
When the Present generation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Generation
Options for Load Module panel.

3. Override the default values for this generation, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.
When the Present confirmation panel option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Generation of Load Module panel.

4. Press Enter to accept the parameters or click Cancel to return to the options panel.
Gen displays the Generation Status panel, when you selected processing in the foreground.

5. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation completes.
When the Present JCL option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel and you selected processing in the
background, Gen displays the Update JCL for Background Generation panel.

6. Make the changes and press Enter to submit the job.
You only press Enter if the Auto-submit option on the Generation Options screen was not set to Yes.

Generate a Server Manager

Generating a server manager is useful when the packaging changed, but not the associated action diagrams.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, z/OS Library
load modules, and batch jobs in the business system.

2. Type a D in the column next to the server load module name and press Enter.
When the Present generation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Generation
Options for Load Module panel.

3. Override the default values for this generation, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.
When the Present generation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options, Gen displays the Confirm Generation of
Load Module panel.

4. Press Enter to accept the parameters or click Cancel to return to the options panel.
If you selected processing in the foreground, Gen displays the Generation Status panel.

5. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation completes.
6. When the Present JCL option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, and you selected processing in the

background, Gen displays the Update JCL for Background Generation panel.
7. Make the changes and press Enter to submit the job.

You only press Enter if the Auto-submit option on the Generation Options screen was not set to Yes.

Generate a Batch Manager

Generating a Batch Manager for a batch load module is useful when the dialog flow or packaging that is changed, but not
the associated action diagrams.

Follow these steps:

When the batch job contains one batch load module, use the Generate All Batch Managers in a Batch Job procedure.

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, z/OS Library
load module, and batch jobs in the business system.

2. Type an E in the column next to a batch job name and press Enter.
Gen displays the Batch Job Expansion panel listing the load modules in the batch job.

3. Type a D in the column next to a batch load module name and press Enter.
When Present generation options are set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Generation
Options for Load Module panel.

4. Override the default values for this generation, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.
When the Present confirmation panel option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Generation of Load Module panel.

5. Press Enter to accept the parameters or click Cancel to return to the options panel.
If you selected processing in the foreground, Gen displays the Generation Status panel.

6. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation completes.
7. When the Present JCL option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel and you selected processing in the

background, Gen displays the Update JCL for Background Generation panel.
8. Make the changes and press Enter to submit the job.

You only press Enter if the Auto-submit option on the Generation Options screen was not set to Yes.

Generate All Load Modules in a Batch Job

Use this option to generate all components for all load modules in a batch job. Gen generates for each load module:
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• Procedure step and action block source. Foreign action blocks, z/OS Library action blocks, and external action block
stubs are not generated.

• Batch Manager source (optional)

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, z/OS Library
load modules, and batch jobs in the business system.

2. Type a G in the column next to the Job name and press Enter.
If member names were not specified for all components being generated, Gen displays the Specify Member Name
panel.
a. Use the Tab key to position the cursor to each name field and type a member name. Gen assigns default names to

blank names.
b. Click Save.
When the Present generation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Generation
Options for Batch Job panel.

3. Override the default values for this generation, and press Enter to continue.
When the Present confirmation panel option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Generation of Batch Job panel.

4. Press Enter to accept the parameters or click Cancel to return to the options panel.
If you selected processing in the foreground, Gen displays the Generation Status panel.

5. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation is complete.
When the Present JCL option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel and you selected processing in the
background, Gen displays the Update JCL for Background Generation panel.

6. Make the changes and press Enter to submit the job.
You only press Enter if the Auto-submit option on the Generation Options screen was not set to Yes.

Generate All Batch Managers in a Batch Job

Generating all Batch Managers in the batch job is useful when the dialog flow or packaging that is changed, but not the
associated action diagrams.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel. The panel shows the online load modules, server load modules, z/
OS Library load module, and batch jobs in the business system.

2. Type D next to the Job name and press Enter.
When the Present generation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Generation
Options for Batch Job panel.

3. Override the default values for this generation and press Enter to continue.
When the Present confirmation panel option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Generation of Batch Job panel.

4. Press Enter to accept the parameters or click Cancel to return to the options panel.
If you selected processing in the foreground, Gen displays the Generation Status panel.

5. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation completes.
6. When the Present JCL option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel and you selected processing in the

background, Gen displays the Update JCL for Background Generation panel.
7. Make the changes and press Enter to submit the job.

You only press Enter if the Auto-submit option on the Generation Options screen was not set to Yes.
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Expand an Online Load Module

Expand an online load module to list the module's components in the Load Module Expansion panel. Expand a load
module to individually generate its components, that are the procedure steps, action blocks, screens, or external action
blocks.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel.

2. Type an E in the column next to an online load module name.
Gen displays the Load Module Expansion panel.

Expand a Server Load Module

Expand a server load module to list its components in the load module in the Server Load Module Expansion panel.
Expand a load module to generate its components, that is, the procedure steps, actions blocks, or external action blocks.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel.

2. Type an E in the column next to a server load module name.
Gen displays the Online Load Module Expansion panel.

Use the Online Load Module Expansion panel to select generation, installation, and other options.

Expand a z/OS Library Load Module

Expand the z/OS Library load module to list its components in the Load Module Expansion panel. Expand a load module
to individually generate its components, the actions blocks.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel.

2. Type an E in the column next to a z/OS Library load module name.

Gen displays the z/OS Library Load Module Expansion panel to select generation, installation, and other options.

Expand a Batch Job

Expand a batch job to list its load modules in the Batch Job Expansion panel. If the batch job contains one load module,
Gen displays the components of the load module in the Batch Load Module Expansion panel. You do not have to expand
further. Expand a batch job to individually generate the components for a specific batch load module.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, and batch
jobs in the business system.

2. Type an E in the column next to a batch job name.
When the batch job has one batch load module, Gen displays the Batch Load Module Expansion panel.
When the batch job has multiple batch load modules, Gen displays the Batch Job Expansion panel. Use this panel for
generation, installation, and other tasks. Further expansion displays the Batch Load Module Expansion panel for batch
load module components. This provides a lower level of generation functions.
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Expand a Batch Load Module

Expand a batch load module to list the components of the selected batch load module in the Batch Load Module
Expansion panel. Expand to this level to generate individual components of a batch load module.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules and batch jobs in the business
system.

2. Type an E in the column next to a batch job name and press Enter.
When the batch job includes multiple batch load modules, Gen displays the Batch Job Expansion panel.
When the batch job includes one batch load module, Gen displays the Batch Load Module Expansion panel listing the
batch load module components available for generation.

3. Type an E in the column next to a batch load module name and press Enter.
Gen displays the Batch Load Module Expansion panel.

4. Select individual batch load module components to generate.

Generate an Online, Server, z/OS Library, or Batch Load Module Component

This article provides information to Generate an Online, Server, z/OS Library, or Batch Load Module Component.

NOTE
Use the Load Module Expansion panel to generate an online, server, z/OS Library, or batch load module
component.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
2. Type an E in the column next to a load module name and press Enter.

                              Load Module Expansion           Row 1 to 9 of 14 

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                               

 Model name  . . :  GEN SAMPLE MODEL                                         

 Business system :  CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                                       

 Load module name:  MENU                                                       

                                                                               

 Type an action code next to one or component names, then press enter.         

 To exit, press F3.  To cancel, press F12.                                     

                                                                               

   B=Generate both code and screen   C=Generate code only     P=List PAD       

   R=Recompile code                  S=Generate screen only                    

   X=Resolve external action blocks                                            

                                               Gen     Gen                     

Opt Name                              Type     Date    Time   Source   Screen  

 _  ADD_DEPARTMENT                   ACTION                  ADDDEPT           

 _  ADD_DIVISION                     ACTION                  ADDDIV            

 _  ADD_EMPLOYEE                     ACTION                  ADDEMP            

 _  DELETE_DEPARTMENT                ACTION                  DELDEPT           

 _  DELETE_DIVISION                  ACTION                  DELDIV            

 _  DELETE_EMPLOYEE                  ACTION                  DELEMP            

 _  EMPLOYEE_DETAIL                  PROCED                  EMPDET   DETSCRN  

 _  EMPLOYEE_LIST                    PROCED                  EMPLIST  LISTSCRN 
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 _  MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT              PROCED                  MAINTDEP DEPTSCRN

3. Select a generation option, B, C, or S, for one or more components:
B

For procedure steps when generating the source code and the screen.
C

To generate only the source code for a component.
S

To generate only the screen source code.
4. Press Enter.

When the Present generation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Generation
Options for Load Module panel.

5. Override the default values for this generation, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.
When the Present confirmation panel option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Generation of Load Module panel.

6. Press Enter to accept the parameters. Click Cancel to return to the options panel.
If you selected processing in the foreground, Gen displays the Generation Status panel.
To exit the Generation Status panel when generation is complete, press Enter.
When the Present JCL option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel and you selected processing in the
background, Gen displays the Update JCL for Background Generation panel.

7. Make the changes and press Enter to submit the job.
You only press Enter if the Auto-submit JCL option on the Generation Options screen was not set to Yes.

To generate a server load module or a z/OS library load module component

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, and batch
jobs in the business system.

2. Type an E in the column next to a load module name and press Enter.
Gen displays the Load Module Expansion panel with components of the load module.

3. Type a C in the column next to the component name to generate code and press Enter.
When the Present generation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Generation
Options for Load Module panel.

4. Override the default values for this generation, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.
When the Present confirmation panel option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Generation of Load Module panel.

5. Press Enter to accept the parameters or click Cancel to return to the options panel.
Gen displays the Generation Status panel if you selected processing in the foreground.

6. When generation completes, press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel.
When the Present JCL option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel and you selected processing in the
background, Gen displays the Update JCL for Background Generation panel.

7. Make the changes and press Enter to submit the job.
You only press Enter if the Auto-submit option on the Generation Options screen was not set to Yes.

To generate a batch load module component

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules and batch jobs in the business
system.

2. Type an E in the column next to a batch job name and press Enter.
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When the batch job includes multiple batch load modules, Gen displays the Batch Job Expansion panel listing the
batch load modules in the batch job.
– Type an E in the column next to a batch load module name and press Enter.

Gen displays the Batch Load Module Expansion panel with the components of the module.
or
When the batch job contains one batch load module, Gen displays the Batch Load Module Expansion panel with the
components of the module.
– Type a C in the column next to a component name to generate code.

When Present generation options are set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Generation
Options for Load Module panel.

3. Override the default values for this generation, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.
When the Present confirmation panel option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Generation of Load Module panel.

4. Press Enter to accept the parameters and click Cancel to return to the options panel.
Gen displays the Generation Status panel when you selected processing in the foreground.

5. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation completes.
When the Present JCL option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel and you selected processing in the
background, Gen displays the Update JCL for Background Generation panel.

6. Make the changes and press Enter to submit the job.
You only press Enter if the Auto-submit option on the Generation Options screen was not set to Yes.

Generate Code Only

In the Load Module Expansion panel, type C to generate the source code only for the selected components. You can
generate code for procedure steps, action blocks, foreign action blocks, or external action blocks. However, you cannot
generate code for action blocks that are packaged into a z/OS Library unless the expanded z/OS Library owns the action
block. You can select more than one component by placing a C in the space by several entries before you press Enter.

NOTE
When you use this option to generate a foreign action block, Gen stores the source in the library that is defined
for the currently selected business system, not the business system that owns the action block. Because this
can lead to undesirable results, use this option to generate a foreign action block only when it is not possible to
generate it in its owning business system.

Generate Screen Only

In the Load Module Expansion panel, type S to generate the source code only for the screen that is associated with a
procedure step. This option is useful when you changed the content of a screen but not the procedure step that uses it.
Gen generates MFS code with the screen if the target TP monitor is IMS and the screen format type is MFS or MFS/EOF.

Generate Both Code and Screen

In the Load Module Expansion panel, type B to generate the source code module and the associated screen. Gen also
generates MFS code with the screen if the target TP monitor is IMS and the screen format type is MFS. Only procedure
steps have screens that are associated with them. You cannot test a procedure step without its associated screen.

Generate an External Action Block Stub

When you select C for an external action block component in the Load Module Expansion panel, Gen generates the stub
of the program that implements an external action block. The generated stub is a COBOL source listing that includes the
view definitions that are required to interface with Gen generated programs. The stub is stored in the sequential data set:
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prefix.stubname.COBOL

Where prefix is the value that is entered in the TIUPREF variable during host installation. The stub helps you write
external action block code that interfaces correctly with Gen generated code. It serves as a base to which you add the
external action block logic.

Follow these steps:

You can generate the stub from the Load Module Expansion panel for online or batch load modules. This example is for
batch load modules.

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, and batch
jobs in the business system.

2. Type an E in the column next to a batch job name and press Enter.
When the batch job contains multiple batch load modules, Gen displays the Batch Job Expansion panel listing the
batch load modules.
– Type an E to expand the online load module, server load module, or batch load module that contains the external

action block to generate and press Enter.
Gen displays the Load Module Expansion panel.

or
When the batch job contains only one batch load module, Gen displays the Batch Load Module Expansion listing the
batch load module's components.
– Type a C next to the external action block and press Enter.

When the Present generation option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Generation
Options for Load Module panel.

3. Override the default values for this generation, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.
When the Present confirmation panel option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel, Gen displays the Confirm
Generation of Load Module panel.

4. Press Enter to accept the parameters or click Cancel to return to the options panel.
Gen displays the Generation Status panel when you selected processing in the foreground.

5. Press Exit to exit the Generation Status panel when generation completes.
6. When the Present JCL option is set to Yes in the Generation Options panel and you selected processing in the

background, Gen displays the Update JCL for Background Generation panel.
Make the changes and press Enter to submit the job.

Recompile Code

When you select R in the Load Module Expansion panel, Gen performs the compile function on the selected load module
component. Normally, it is not necessary to recompile code. As an example, you use this option if you accidentally deleted
the executable load module.

You cannot use R (Recompile) option for an action block that is packaged into a z/OS Library, unless the expanded load
module is the z/OS Library into which the action block was packaged.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, and batch
jobs in the business system.

2. Type an E next to an online load module, server load module, z/OS Library load module, or batch job name to expand
and press Enter.
If you chose a batch job with multiple batch load modules, Gen displays the Batch Job Expansion panel listing the
batch load modules in the batch job.
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If you chose an online or server load module, Gen displays the Load Module Expansion panel listing the components
of the load module.
If you chose a batch job with one batch load module, Gen displays the Batch Load Module Expansion panel listing the
contents of the batch load module.

3. Type an E next to the batch load module to expand and press Enter.
Gen displays the Batch Load Module Expansion panel listing the batch load module components for which you can
generate a procedure action diagram listing.

4. Select the generation option R to recompile the code for the required components and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generation Status panel.

5. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation completes.

Resolve External Action Blocks

When you select X in the Load Module Expansion panel, Gen displays a panel to enter the names of the DB2 DBRMs for
external action block. Gen procedure steps and action blocks use external action blocks to access logic that is defined in
subroutines that are created outside Gen. Resolve external action blocks that use embedded SQL. Resolving an external
action block means identifying DB2 DBRMs associated with it. You must do this before installing Gen procedure step or
action block that uses the external action block.

When you resolve an external action block, you also change the external action block member name. If an external action
block does not use embedded SQL, you do not need to resolve it.

Follow these steps:

You do not need to resolve the external action block if it does not contain embedded SQL. You can resolve an external
action block from the Load Module Expansion panel for online or batch load modules.

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
2. On the Generate Business System panel for online and server load modules or the Batch Job Expansion panel for

batch load modules.
3. Type an E to expand the load module or job step that contains the external action block to generate.

Gen displays the Load Module Expansion panel.
4. Type an X next to the external action block and press Enter.

Gen displays the External Action Block Resolution panel.
5. When changing the load module name, that is, the external action block member name, type the new name.
6. If the external action block references a database, type the name of the DB2 DBRM.

You can specify up to 60 DBRMs. A DBRM name is a maximum of eight alphanumeric characters. The first character
must be a letter.

7. Press Enter to save the changes or click Cancel to cancel.
Gen displays the Load Module Expansion panel.

List a Procedure Action Diagram

When you select P in the Load Module Expansion panel, Gen creates a Procedure Action Diagram for a selected
procedure step or action block that you can view without returning to the workstation toolset.

When you select this option, Gen generates a listing, stores it in a sequential file with the name:

prefix.membername.adlist.suffix

where prefix and suffix are the prefix and suffix set during the installation of the Host Encyclopedia Construction tool, and
displays the listing in TSO Browse mode.
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NOTE
For more information about setting the prefix and suffix for default file names, see Install Gen on z/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, and batch
jobs in the business system.

2. Type an E next to an online load module or batch job name to expand and press Enter.
When you select a batch job with multiple batch load modules, Gen displays the Batch Job Expansion panel listing the
batch load modules.
When you select an online load module, Gen displays the Load Module Expansion panel listing the components of the
load module.
– Type an E next to the batch load module that to expand and press Enter.

Gen displays the Batch Load Module Expansion panel listing the batch load module components for which you can
generate a procedure action diagram listing.

or
When you select a batch job with one batch load module, Gen displays the Batch Load Module Expansion panel listing
the contents of the batch load module.
– Type a P in the column next to the appropriate procedure step or action block and press Enter.

Gen displays the Procedure Action Diagram in TSO Browse mode.
3. Press End to return to the Generate Business System panel.

Gen creates the listing from information in the Host Encyclopedia, identical to the one included as part of every generated
procedure step and action block source module. It contains the action diagram, its views, and related dialog flow details.

The following illustration is an example of a procedure action diagram listing. The action diagram numbers verbs, not
statement lines.

BROWSE  -  AAAC.LAG.LISTING (P0173162) --- LINE 00000000 COL 001 080  - 

COMMAND ===>                                           SCROLL ===> PAGE

*************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************

PO173162

    +>      MENU                                         MM/DD/YY   HH:MM

    |       IMPORTS: Entity View input division

    |                number FROM sent division

    |                Entity View input cost_center

    |                Entity View input employee

    |                number FROM sent employee

    |      EXPORTS:  Entity View sent division

    |                number

    |                Entity View sent cost_center

    |                number

    |                Entity View sent employee

    |                number

    |      PROCEDURE STATEMENTS

1   |      MOVE input division TO sent division

2   |      MOVE input cost_center TO sent cost_center

3   |      MOVE input employee TO sent employee

4   | +>   CASE OF COIMMAND

4   | |>   CASE DIVLIST

5   | |>   EXIT STATE IS transfer_to_division_maint
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4   | |>   CASE CCLIST

6   | |>   EXIT STATE IS transfer_to_cc_maint

4   | |>   CASE EMPLIST

7   | |>   EXIT STATE IS transfer_to_employee_maint

4   | |    OTHERWISE

8   | |    EXIT STATE IS invalid_option

8   | +-----

8   +-----

                            PROCEDURE STEP VIEW MATCHING REP

*************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

Procedure Step View Matching Report

The Procedure Step View Matching Report lists all dialog flows to and from the procedure step. The list is at the end of the
PAD listing for a procedure step and uses the format in the following illustration.

  Procedure Step View Matching Report                                                           

    Dialog Flows Targeting DISPLAY_TDPV_ORDER                   

      TD_PERMITTED_VALUES_MENU links to DISPLAY_TDPV_ORDER      

        flows on: DISPLAY_DATA                                  

        setting command to CLEAR                                

        no views matched                                        

      DISPLAY_TDPV_ORDER returns to (DISPLAY FIRST) TD_PERMITTED

        returns on: RETURN                                      

          with autoflow on RETURN                               

        setting command to <SPACES>                             

        no views matched                                        

  End Of Procedure Step View Matching Report        

As can be seen from the illustration, the report has an opening and closing title and two headers that separate the report
into two groups:

• Flows originating from the listed procedure
• Flows targeting the listed procedure

Each header includes entries for every transfer, link, or return in that direction. Each entry includes the following
information:

• The source and destination procedure names and the type of flow.
• The exit state that causes the flow, if any. If no exit state is defined, Gen issues one of the following error messages:

– When the flow is a transfer or a line:

*** Error: A dialog flow must have at least one "flows on" exit state.

– When the flow is a transfer or a line:

*** Error: A "link" type of dialog flow must have at least one "returns on" exit state.

• The autoflow command, if any. If no autoflow, this line is absent.
• The command is passed, if any, or one of the following three special literals that correspond to choices you can make

in the dialog flow diagram when you detail the properties of a flow and can select the SET CMD or RTN CMD buttons:
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<SPACES> <CURRENT> <PREVIOUS>

• A list of the views that are matched, if any, or the message no views matched.

Entity views are listed showing the view name and the entity name, while group views show only the group view name,
followed by the cardinality in parentheses. Non-repeating group views do not show a cardinality but can be distinguished
from an entity view by the absence of an entity name.

When the cardinalities of the group views do not match, Gen adds this note below the view:

*** Note: Group view cardinalities are not the same.

When a repeating group view is matched to a non-repeating group view, Gen adds this note below the view:

*** Note: Group view matched to non-repeating group view.

Error and notes have three asterisks on the left. They do not necessarily indicate that an action must be taken. Use
consistency check to determine if the condition is valid.

Generate JCL for a Batch Job

When you select J in the Generate Business System panel, Gen generates the JCL to execute a batch job. The member
name for the batch job is the job name that is listed on the Generate Business System panel. Gen uses the JCL library
that you specified when you set up your internal libraries.

After generating the JCL, Gen displays it in an ISPF Edit session. You can modify the JCL before saving it. You can
submit the modified JCL to run as a batch job.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application System Construction menu, type 1 for the Generate business system option and press Enter.
Gen displays the Generate Business System panel listing the online load modules, server load modules, and batch
jobs in the business system.

2. Type a J next to the job name and press Enter.
The system generates the JCL and places you in an ISPF Edit session. Gen assigns the job name as the generated
member. The library is the one you specified when you set up your internal libraries.

3. Modify the JCL and submit the job or leave the panel.
– Complete the changes and type SUBMIT on the COMMAND line and press Enter to submit the job.
– Press End to leave ISPF edit and return to the Generate Business System panel without submitting the job.

Generate for Remote Installations

The procedures to generate code for a remote installation are the same as the procedures for a local installation.
Setting the Remote Installation option to Yes in the Generation Options panel causes Gen install process to prepare the
generated code for transfer to a remote environment. Gen stores the generated code in a set of remote files.

Transfer the IPs to the target platform after generation. Use the Implementation Toolset on the target platform to install the
remote files.

NOTE
For more information, see z/OS Implementation Toolset.

The following illustrations show the basic flow of the generation process. Each step in generating the applications
system, that is database generation, referential integrity generation, and system generation, produces files for a remote
installation.
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The following illustration shows the flow of remote system generation with libraries.

The database DDL remote file is named prefix.IEF.dbname.REMINST. One DDL remote file exists for all load modules in
the application.

Load module remote files are named prefix.IEF.loadname.REMINST. One load module remote file exists for every load
module in the application. Be sure to transfer them all.

The RI trigger remote file is named prefix.IEF.CASCADE.REMINST. Referential integrity is implemented with the use of RI
trigger modules. Each Gen application has only one RI trigger remote file, regardless of the number of load modules in the
application.

The Implementation Toolset on the target environment splits the remote file, generating a command procedure from
the control information and populating libraries/directories with the other components of the remote file. The command
procedure is used to compile, link, and install the load modules.

The remote installation involves these major activities:

• Use Gen Host Encyclopedia Construction tools to define and generate the database definition (DDL), referential
integrity (RI) triggers, and application source code for remote installation. Gen requires that the portion of the model for
which the application system is being constructed be consistent.

• Transfer the generated database definition, RI triggers, and application code, in the form of the remote files, to the
remote environment.

• Use the Implementation Toolset to construct and install the generated database and application in the remote
environment.

• Test the application system in the remote environment using Gen Application Execution Facility.
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Testing Systems in the HE Environment
Gen provides an Application Test Facility to test new systems or changes to systems in a TSO testing environment
that simulates the target production environment. You can use the Test Facility to test batch applications and online
applications, that is IMS, CICS, and TSO applications. To test an application system, generate and install the load
modules into the testing environment and execute the test. During the test, you see how your system behaves at runtime.

Gen also includes a Debug Trace Facility (DTF) to debug the Gen-generated programs at the model input level. With
Debug Trace, you can execute and debug Gen action diagrams instead of debugging the COBOL code that is generated
for them. As your generated application executes, you see the sequence of action block calls and action diagram
statements executing, and can step through the execution of the application. You can also display and modify the views,
that is, the data stores, and system variables for each action diagram. To use the Debug Trace Facility, select debug
support when you generate your application.

You can execute the Debug Trace Facility under CICS to test CICS online transactions and Distributed Process Server
(DPS) applications. This facility lets the developer test the application in the target environment.

For all other types of applications (IMS, TSO and batch), testing with the Debug Trace Facility must be done within the
Application Test Facility.

Test a Load Module or Application

The following summary  shows a typical sequence of activities to build and test an executable load module and test an
application system:

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the libraries in which the Gen stores the generated objects and the external libraries that are used during
construction.

2. Specify the target environment.
3. Specify the load module packaging.
4. Check the load module components for consistency.
5. Generate the load modules.

Because this activity generates the source code, set the Generate Debug Support option to Yes when generating load
modules that you test using the Debug Trace Facility.

6. Install the load modules in the testing environment.
This activity compiles, link-edits, and binds the generated source code, resolving external references.

7. Test the application transactions.
8. Review the results of the test process.

To correct errors, change toolset diagrams, not generated code.
9. Regenerate and reinstall selected components that are based on the changes to the diagrams.
10. Repeat the steps, beginning with generating the load modules, until the load modules are debugged.

NOTE
As testing continues, generate components that have been fully tested (or are not a critical part of the test)
without the debug support option.

11. When the application or load module is fully tested, use the system generation tools to generate (without Debug
Support) and install the application in the target production environment.

Update your construction library specifications to reflect the production environment rather than the testing environment.

Application Test Facility Considerations
The Application Test Facility does not support external subroutine logic such as DL/I calls, IMS calls, or CICS calls. You
can only update DB2 databases during test executions.
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There are two ways to test applications that use DL/I, IMS, or CICS calls:

• Create Gen procedure steps without the USE statements that call the external logic before generating and testing Gen
load modules. After debugging the load modules, add the USE statements to the action diagrams.

• Create Gen procedure steps, including the USE statements in your action diagrams. Create the stubs for the external
routines that do not use DL/I, IMS, or CICS calls. Then generate and test Gen load modules. After the load modules
have been debugged, add the DL/I, IMS, or CICS calls to the stubs.

When testing batch applications, it is important to consider the amount of test data used. Since the Application Test
Facility executes online, we recommend that you use a small volume of data when testing batch applications.

NOTE
For information about moving an application that is installed into the testing environment using the z/OS IT or
Host Encyclopedia Construction to a different TSO System see z/OS Implementation Toolset.

CICS Debug Trace Facility Considerations
This article provides information for CICS Debug Trace Facility Considerations. The Debug Trace Facility is executed
under CICS to test CICS online and server applications.

The TIRCRUNC DLL is required in CICS to test CICS online and server applications. Under CICS, external subroutine
logic such as DL/I and CICS calls are tested. The Temporary Storage Queue (TSQ) Profile Manager is used too. Using
the Debug Trace Facility under CICS result in long-running transactions in your test region.

Beginning with AllFusion Gen r7, servers no longer require TWASIZE set to 8. TWASIZE is set to zero.

Trace Facility Display Interface

The Trace Facility Display Interface (TFDI) is a transaction that is used to display a panel of debug information when the
Debug Trace Facility is used to trace CICS online and server applications. This transaction must be installed to operate
the Debug Trace Facility under CICS.

Generate Application System for Testing
This article provides information for Generate Application System for Testing. Before testing an application system,
generate the load modules for the transactions to test.

When determining which load modules must be generated, consider the following points:

• Generate all load modules that you need for the test. When testing the flow between two procedure steps, be sure that
both procedure steps were generated.

• During testing, the test fails when attempting to access a load module that has not been generated.
• When generating load module components separately, all components in a load module must be generated to install

the load module or the installation fails because the link-edit step has unresolved references.
• To test part of a multi-step procedure, always generate the first procedure step in addition to the procedure steps to

test because the first procedure step provides the access to all other procedure steps in the procedure.

Generate with Debug Support

Use the Debug Trace Facility to debug Gen-generated programs at the Gen diagram level. As your program executes,
you see the sequence of action block calls and the sequence of action diagram statements executing. You can also
display and modify the views and the system variables for each action diagram.

To test a load module or its components with the Debug Trace Facility, generate selecting the generate debug support
option. Debug support is the code the Gen-generates to drive the Debug Trace Facility.
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Install in the Test Environment
After generating a load module, install it to build the executable. The load module can be executed in TSO or in CICS,
with or without Debug Support.

TSO Testing

To test using the Debug Trace Facility under TSO, specify IEFAE as the target environment and install selecting the Target
TSO Test Facility option. If the application was generated with Debug Support the Debug Trace Facility is automatically
enabled. Support for DSNULI is ignored when targeting TSO Test Facility.

CICS Testing

To test using the Debug Trace Facility under CICS, specify CICS as the target environment and do not select the Target
TSO Test Facility option. The application, the Trace Facility Display Interface (TFDI), and Debug Trace Facility (DTF) load
modules must be installed in the CICS region. These modules are located in the Gen load library.

The TIRCINTG, TIRCSSTR, and TIRCRUNC DLLs are required in CICS to trace CICS online and server applications.

When DSNULI is enabled, the TIRORUNT DLL and TIRARUNT DLL must be deployed to the CICS region to execute
DLLs for dynamic action blocks, z/OS server libraries, and dynamic RI Triggers.

Creating the Executable

The install function resolves all external references and performs a final link edit that creates executable load modules.
Most of the Gen runtimes are no longer statically linked into the executables. Each Gen application type requires different
runtimes.

The list of the runtime DLLs required to execute Gen TSO, Batch, and CICS applications are listed in the sections that
follow. For a full list of the runtime DLLs used by Gen CICS and the IMS applications, see  Install Gen on z/OS.

Execute Test Under the Application Test Facility
This article provides information for Execute Test Under the Application Test Facility. After installing a Gen load module in
the test environment, you can test it.

The application requires the Gen runtime DLL modules to run.

The TSOAE-specific DLLs that are required are TIRTSOCS, TIRTSODV, TIRTSOST, TIRTSXSU, and TSOAE. The Gen
runtime DLLs that are required for a Gen generated application to run are TIRARUNT, TIRCINTG, TIRCSSTR, TIRMSET,
TIRORUNT, TIRRTLDT, and TIRTRCTZ. The User Exit DLLs that are required are TIRDATXZ, TIRDEVTZ, TIRDLCTZ,
TIRHELPZ, TIRIRTRZ, TIRITIAZ, TIRIURTZ, TIRIUSRZ, TIRMTQBZ, TIRSECRZ, TIRTERAZ, TIRTSYSZ, TIRUPPRZ,
and TIRYYXZ. In addition, the Runtime DLLs that are required for generated Block Mode Enhanced Map applications
are TIRCGSPZ, TIRCHPRZ, TIRCHPZ, TIRCIIMZ, TIRCO2PZ, TIRCO2SZ, TIRCPINZ, TIRCPUIZ, and TIRCVINZ. The
User Exit TIRIEXZ DLL is required. The User Exit TIRIEXSZ DLL is required for generated Block Mode Standard Map
applications.

To test under the Application Test Facility, use the following sequence:

• Specify the Test Execution Environment
• Begin the Test
• Complete the Test and Return to Gen

Specify the Test Execution Environment

Specify or verify the test execution environment each time you execute a test.
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The Application Test Facility panel defines the test environment. The specifications for the test execution environment
include the following:

• DB2 subsystem
• Application load library
• Test SYSLIBs
• End function key assignment

DB2 Subsystem

The DB2 subsystem is the DB2 SYSID of the DB2 system to access for the test. The default for this field is the DB2
subsystem that is specified for your target environment. You can override the target environment specification on the
Target Environment and Construction Libraries panel.

For testing, use a DB2 subsystem that is not used for production. This is especially important when testing changes to a
program that is also running in production.

Application Load Library

The Application Load Library is the load library containing the load modules to test.

Test SYSLIBS

Test SYSLIBS must be specified when your application includes external routines that use dynamically called system
routines. The test SYSLIBS is the libraries in which the dynamically called system routines can be found. You can specify
as many as four SYSLIBS.

The external files must be allocated outside of Gen. A convenient way to do this is create a TSO CLIST that allocates the
files. Execute the CLIST on the TSO COMMAND line:

TSO ex clist dataset_member_name for PDS CLISTS

TSO ex clist dataset_name for SEQ CLISTS

End Function Key Assignment

The End function key assignment lets you specify the key to be used to return to a clear screen and end the test session.

Be careful not to assign a function key that is used by your application system. The End function key assignment
overrides function keys that are assigned within your application. For example, if your application uses PF15 to return to
a master menu and you assign PF15 (the default) as the End function key, the Test Facility recognizes PF15 as an End
command only. When you press PF15 from an application screen, the Test Facility does not return to the master menu.

Begin The Test

After you specify the test execution environment, you can begin testing the application immediately. To begin the test,
press Enter from the Specify Test Execution Environment panel. A clear screen displays.

Online Load Module

To start the test session for an online load module, type the clear screen transaction code of the first transaction you want
to test. Be sure that it is a transaction whose load module has been installed. Gen does not recognize the transaction
code if the load module has not been installed.

NOTE
Begin a test of a multistep, online procedure by entering the transaction code for the first procedure step.
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The Testing Facility begins simulating your application. During the test, you can use any of the application functions whose
load modules were installed into the testing environment.

You can return to a clear screen from an application screen at any time. From a clear screen, you can test another
transaction by entering its transaction code or you can exit the test. To exit the test, click End.

If you are not using the Debug Trace Facility, the Test Facility displays the application screens exactly as they would
appear in a production environment. If you are using the Debug Trace Facility, several debug panels are displayed in
addition to your application screens.

Batch

To execute Gen Batch applications under IEFAE the following Runtime DLLs are required: TIRTSOCS, TIRTSODV,
TIRTSOST, TIRTSXSU, and TSOAE. The Gen runtime DLLs that are required are TIRARUNT, TIRBRUNT, TIRORUNT,
TIRCINTG, TIRCSSTR, and TIRTRCTZ. The User Exit DLLs required are TIRBURTZ, TIRIRTRZ, TIRITIAZ, TIRMTQBZ,
and TIRRETCZ. Depending on what functions are used by the action blocks, User Exit DLLs TIRDATXZ and TIRUPPRZ
may also be needed.

Batch Job

To start the test session for a batch job, type the load module name as the input transaction code. Because it is an online
test, it is suggested that you use a small volume of data during testing.

NOTE
The Test Facility does not support DL/I access by external action blocks.

For batch procedures, the Batch Manager uses three special files. These files are allocated with data set names
prefix.IEF.TIRxxxF. The value for prefix is specified during the host installation.

After executing the test, examine the TIRMSGF and TIRERRF files to view the results. The TIRIOVF file is cleared when a
procedure completes successfully.

When a procedure completes successfully, an end of job message displays on the screen. If the procedure fails, Gen
runtime error messages are written to the screen only as when an online procedure step fails. Clear the screen before
initiating another test.

You can restart a failed batch procedure step under the Test Facility by entering the load module name of the failed
procedure step. TIRIOVF contains the import view that is passed on the previous transfer from another step or from itself.
Restore files that are controlled by external action blocks.

Rerun a Failed Batch Job

Use the following procedure to rerun a failed batch job from the beginning while in the Test Facility:

1. Back out the changes to the DB2 tables and to any files controlled by external action blocks.
2. Run the CLEARIOV CLIST to reset the TIRIOVF file. Attempting to execute without clearing the TIRIOVF results

in a fatal error because the Batch Manager expects to restart a different step. Execute the CLIST by entering TSO
CLEARIOV on the TSO COMMAND line when the Specify Test Execution Environment Panel is displayed.

3. Enter the load module name of the first procedure step again.

Complete Testing and Return to Gen

To return to a clear screen from an application, press the End key that is specified for the test execution environment.
From a clear screen, you can test another transaction by entering its transaction code or you can exit the test. To exit the
test, press End.
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After executing the test of a batch procedure, you can examine the TIRMSGF file to view the results. The TIRIOVF file
is cleared when a procedure completes successfully. When a batch procedure completes successfully, an end of job
message displays on the screen.

Abnormal Ends (ABENDS)

The Dialog Manager, a part of every Gen-generated online load module, handles abnormal endings, abends.

NOTE
For more information about handling runtime errors, see the  User Exits.

If a batch procedure fails, Gen writes a failure message to the screen the same it does for an online step failure.

Gen performs these following steps to process a runtime error in an online load module:

1. The Dialog Manager performs all necessary rollbacks.
Gen displays an error screen that lists the appropriate Gen runtime error messages, similar to this illustration:

TIRM030E:   APPLICATION FAILED - UPDATES HAVE BEEN BACKED OUT                  

TIRM042E:   *** PROFILE ERROR DETECTED ***  9 0007                             

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DSNT408I SQLCODE = -904, ERROR:  UNSUCCESSFUL EXECUTION CAUSED BY AN           

         UNAVAILABLE RESOURCE. REASON 00E30305, TYPE OF RESOURCE               

         00000801, AND RESOURCE NAME D80H.TIRPROFD.1898BDDF1A94C6A2         

DSNT418I SQLSTATE   = 57011 SQLSTATE RETURN CODE                               

DSNT415I SQLERRP    = DSNXEAAL SQL PROCEDURE DETECTING ERROR                   

DSNT416I SQLERRD    = -150  0  0  -1  0  0 SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION          

DSNT416I SQLERRD    = X'FFFFFF6A'  X'00000000'  X'00000000'                    

         X'FFFFFFFF'  X'00000000'  X'00000000' SQL DIAGNOSTIC                  

         INFORMATION                                                           

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TIRM046E:   *** TRANSACTION PROCESSING TERMINATED  IEFC1                       

TIRM044E:   *** PRESS PA2 TO CONTINUE ***                                              

2. When you press PA2, the NEXT PAGE key, from the error message screen, Gen displays the last screen for the
transaction being processed when the error occurred. For a batch procedure, Gen displays the following message:

No page available

Gen recovers all data in the import views at the time that the error occurred. Gen recovers user input and displays it
on the screen. The screen fields that are only in the export view may or may not be populated, depending on when the
error occurred.
The application remains active.
An error message displays in the system error message area that is defined for the screen. This message is distinct
from the runtime error messages that are displayed on the error message screen. The default error message is:

SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT SUPPORT.

To clear the screen to try another transaction code, press the End key that is defined for your test environment.

If a runtime error occurs in a batch load module, Gen performs the following processing:

1. The Batch Manager performs all necessary rollbacks.
2. Gen displays an error screen that lists the appropriate Gen runtime error messages.
3. You can clear the screen to try another load module by pressing the End key that is defined for your environment.
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Batch Testing
This article provides information for Batch Testing. Batch applications can execute and be tested under the Application
Test Facility or by running under JES.

The Gen runtime modules that are required by Gen generated batch applications running under JES are the following:
TIRARUNT, TIRBRTRZ, TIRBRUNB, TIRBURTZ, TIRIOVFI, TIRITIAZ, TIRMTQBZ, TIRORUNT, TIRRETCZ, and
TIRTERBZ. If your batch application is IMS DLIBATCH or IMS BMP, the TIRARUNI, TIRBRUNI, and TIRORUNI DLLs
are also needed. Depending on what functions are used by the action blocks, TIRDATXZ and TIRUPPRZ may also be
needed. These must be included in the STEPLIB DD.

Batch Job Properties Dialog

The Batch Job Properties dialog specifies the name of a batch job. A batch job is a batch procedure. The procedure steps
equate to job steps.

The following rules apply to batch jobs:

1. All procedure steps in a procedure must be packaged into the
same batch job. The Packaging Tool enforces this.

2. The names of procedure steps (job steps) must be unique within a
batch job.

3. Procedure steps from different procedures cannot be packaged
into the same batch job.

For additional information, request help on the individual control.

Batch Job-Step Properties Dialog

The Batch Job-Step Properties dialog specifies the information about a batch procedure step. A batch procedure step is
also called a job step.

Execute Test Under CICS
This article provides information for Execute Test Under CICS including, Install your application, Install Trace Facility
Display Interface, and Install Debug Trace Facility.

Perform the following activities to test under the CICS Debug Test Facility:

• Install your application
• Install the Trace Facility Display Interface (TFDI)
• Install the Debug Trace Facility (DTF)

All load modules must be installed in the CICS region. The TFDI and DTF modules are found in the Gen load library.

For information about the list of required runtime DLLs, see Install Gen Runtime Load Library Modules.

CICS DTF User Interface

The DTF user interface control the trace facility by specifying the transaction to place in the trace mode. DTF manipulates
the debug control queue by adding or removing records, thereby placing the transactions in or out of the trace mode.
While the Debug Trace Facility is on, all executed procedure steps and action blocks generated with the debug option are
traced.
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Starting DTF

To start the Debug Trace Facility, execute a CICS transaction. The suggested name of this transaction is DTF. However,
this name is changed when installing Gen. Contact your system support staff to determine the transaction name at your
site. The documentation assumes that it is DTF.

The DTF command has the following format:

DTF command transaction [user ID] [terminal ID]

The arguments on the DTF transaction are positional. The command and transaction arguments are required. Although
user ID and terminal ID are optional, include the user ID to specify the terminal ID because they are positional.

DTF Commands

Command can be any of the following:

ON

Turns on tracing for one or more transactions and creates a record in the debug control queue to cause tracing to begin
when the selected transaction and user ID occur in a trace call.

OFF
Turns off tracing for one transaction or user, and removes a record from the debug control queue to prevent
tracing. TDFI removes the record when you stop tracing at the debug terminal.

SHOW
Lists the records in the debug control queue.

PURGE
Deletes the records from the debug control queue and turns off tracing.

DTF Parameters

transaction Code

The name of the transaction to trace. Use an asterisk (*) as a wild card to trace all transactions for a specified user ID.
When you specify an asterisk (*), specify an explicit, non-wild card user ID.

user ID

Restricts tracing to one user. For server modules, this is the ID passed in the Common Format Buffer (CFB) header. For
blockmode transactions, log in with CESN and provide an ID.

If no user ID is supplied, DTF stores an asterisk (*) as a wild card in the debug control to indicate that DTF is to trace all
users of the specified transaction. If a wild-card transaction code is specified, an explicit (non-wild card) user ID must be
specified.

Default: Trace all users of the transaction.

Terminal ID

Specifies the debug terminal to use to display the trace information. Default: The terminal ID for the terminal on which you
execute the DTF transaction.

Example DTF Command

This example starts the server trace for transaction GL1 and user N2A3 with the debug terminal at N23A:

DTF ON GL1 N2A3 N23A
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This example traces all transactions for User ID N2A3:

DTF ON * N2A3

This example traces transaction GL1 from any User ID.

DTF ON GL1 *

DTF Error Codes

DTF, TFDI, or Runtime TIRCRUNC issues the following errors or abend codes:

Error Message
tf1 START Transaction TFDI failed
tf2 WAIT EVENT failed
tf4 READ TSQ DTFRxxxx failed
tf5 QIDERR or ITEMERR for TSQ COMPDTF
tf6 GETMAIN failed
tf7 WRITE TSQ DTFIterm failed
tf8 FREEMAIN failed
tf9 WRITE TSQ DTFXlterm failed
tf13 FREEMAIN failed
tf14 WRITE TSQ COMPDTF failed
tf23 READ TSQ COMPDTF failed

The following errors are issued for TSQ TIRTxxxx:

Error Message
tf90 WRITE TSQ TIRTxxxx failed
tf91 REWRITE TSQ TIRTxxxx failed
tf92 REWRITE TSQ TIRTxxxx ITEMERR
tf93 WRITE TSQ TIRTxxxx (when recovering from ITEMERR) failed

The following errors are issued for TFDI:

Error Message
DI0 GETMAIN failed
DI2 READ TSQ DTFIterm failed
DI4 WRITE TSQ DTFRxxxx failed
DI6 Error sending message ‘Press ENTER to remain in Debug mode’
DI7 Error sending message ‘To Exit press CLEAR’
DC7 Error sending message to terminal
DI8 WRITE TSQ DTFIterm failed
DI9 DELETE TSQ DTFIterm failed
DI12 READ TSQ DTFIterm failed
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Common Testing Errors
This article provides information for a list of some of the common errors that are made during testing.

The following is a list of common errors.

• All load module components that are needed for the test must be generated and installed. When testing the flow
between two procedure steps, be sure that both procedure steps were installed.

• If you attempt to access a load module that was not generated, the test fails. If the attempt is from within the
Application Test Facility, the error message is:

CSV0031 REQUESTED MODULE module_name NOT FOUND

• Press End, as defined in the testing environment for your application, to return to a clear screen.
• To test any part of a multi-step procedure, always generate the first procedure step and the procedure steps you intend

to test. This is because the first procedure step provides the access to all other procedure steps in the procedure.
• You can only use the Debug Trace Facility with those components for which you generated debug support. You can

test components without using the Debug Trace Facility.
• All load module components must be generated before the load module can be installed.
• The installation fails when any component was not generated. The link-edit step has unresolved references when the

application was statically linked. The application fails execution with U4038 abends when the application uses the
Dynamically Link option.

• A load module must be installed before it can be tested. Ensure that it is installed using the correct installation
parameters.
– For the Application Test Facility, be sure to specify IEFAE as your target environment, or on the Host, select the

Target TSO test facility option.
– For CICS, specify CICS as your target environment. When a component that is marked for Compatibility is

unavailable at execution time, the application attempting to dynamically call the Compatibility module abends with
U03999. Gen writes a message to the CEEMSG DD indicating the name of the missing module.

• When testing a load module within the Application Test Facility that uses an external action block that contains IMS/
CICS environment calls or DL/I calls, be sure to stub out the IMS, CICS, or DL/I calls within the external action block or
the external action block itself. Failure to do so, causes the test to abend with a System 0C1 or 0C4.

• For Application Test Facility testing, ensure your ISPF logon CLIST points to a table library with the TIAECMDS
command table. Failure to do so causes the PF3 End command to fail.

• Gen includes the TIAECMDS. The library in which it is stored is determined during Gen installation.

NOTE
For information about installation, see Install Gen on z/OS.

• If you experience problems allocating the TRANMAP file, verify that it exists and check the contents. If the file seems
corrupted, delete it and start the testing facility again. Gen generates a new TRANMAP file for each user ID when one
does not exist.

Making Changes to an Application
After testing an application, change it. Always change the related action diagrams, views, and screens, regenerate the
source, and reinstall the application.

WARNING
Do not modify the generated source code.

If you change a diagram that is the source of information for a generated load module, regenerate one or more of the
load module components. The type and scope of the change determine which load module components are regenerated.
Occasionally, regenerate the complete load module. More often, changes that affect specific components require that you
regenerate those components.
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Intelligent Regeneration automates the process of determining which components are regenerated based on recent
changes in the model and regenerate only those portions of the model that is affected, but still lets you control the
regeneration process. Examine the Intelligent Regeneration reports before manually regenerating components.

If you know what changes were made to the diagrams since the load module was generated and which components are
affected by the change, some guidelines exist that you can use to decide what is regenerated. If you are unsure of the
changes that are made or their impact, it is best to regenerate the entire load module.

Debug Trace Facility in the HE Environment
This article provides information for the Debug Trace Facility in the HE Environment that operates the same under CICS
and the Application Test Facility.

NOTE
To use the Debug Trace Facility, select debug support when you generate your application.

Trace Action Block Calls

The Action Block Call Trace panel shows the active procedure step and the action blocks that are called by the procedure
step or its action blocks. The panel is not static. It is a dynamic listing that shows the sequence of calls as they are issued
by the procedure step or its action blocks. The panel displays each time that you enter or return to a procedure step or an
action block that was generated with debug support. It can also be requested from the Action Diagram Trace panel.

-------------------------- APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT ---------------------------

                           Action Block Call Trace                              

 COMMAND===>                                                   SCROLL===> HALF  

                                                                                

                  Action Block Name                 At Stmt #                   

                  --------------------------------  ---------                   

                  MENU                              DIALOG MGR                  

 ENTERING===>     ABBIL1                            35                  

                  ABBIL2                            47               

For each call, the panel shows the name of the action block or procedure step and the statement number from which it
was called. In the figure above the action block ABBIL1 was called by statement number 35 of the procedure step MENU.
The action block ABBIL2 was called by statement number 47 of ABBIL1. Procedure step MENU was called by the Dialog
Manager.

The Action Block Call Trace panel can be thought of as a stack that shows the hierarchy of action block calls within a
procedure step. When a call is made, an entry is added to the stack and displayed on the screen. When you return from
the call, the last entry is deleted from the stack and from the screen. When you transfer to another procedure, the stack is
cleared and a new panel begins.

To begin the execution of the procedure step or action block, press the Enter key. If the procedure step or action block
was generated with the Debug option, the Action Diagram Trace panel displays.

The TRACE command lets you turn the action diagram trace on and off. If TRACE is OFF, no action diagram trace panels
are displayed. To resume the display of action diagrams, type TRACE ON or T ON on the COMMAND line and press
Enter.

Action Diagram Trace Panel

The Action Diagram Trace panel lets you trace the logic of your application at runtime. The Debug Trace Facility shows
the action diagram for the procedure step or action block executing. The panel displays only if the procedure step or
action block was generated with debug support.
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-------------------------- APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT ------------- ENTER OPTION 

                            MENU Action Diagram Trace

COMMAND===>                                                   SCROLL===> HALF  

                                                                                

                  Action Block Name                 At Stmt #                   

                  --------------------------------  ---------                   

                  MENU                              DIALOG MGR                  

 ENTERING===>     ABBIL1                            35                  

                  ABBIL2                            47  

As your application executes, the corresponding action diagram statements are highlighted on the panel. The Debug
Trace Facility highlights the statement about to be executed and pauses. Press Enter to continue the execution.

The Action Diagram Trace panel supports the following commands to navigate in the action diagram:

HELP, H, or ISPF Key PF1
Displays the online help

UP or ISPF Key PF7
Accepts an M parameter, or number of lines

DOWN or ISPF Key PF8
Accepts an M parameter, or number of lines

LOCATE or L
Accepts the statement number as a parameter

FIND or F
Accepts a string or enclosed in single quotes, as in 'string'

RFIND, R, or ISPF key PF5
Repeats the previously requested FIND command.

SKIP or SK
Bypasses executing the highlighted statement.

EXIT or X
Immediately returns the currently executing action block to the program that called it.

TRACE or T
Toggles the trace ON or OFF <UNTIL <GT|GE> stmt no>

When TRACE is OFF, the action diagram trace panel for this action diagram is not displayed. To resume the action
diagram display, specify TRACE ON from an Action Block Call Trace Panel.

You can turn off trace until you reach a specific statement in the action diagram using the Trace Off Until
Statement_number command. For example, to turn off the trace until you reach the statement number 12, use the
command:

TRACE OFF UNTIL 12

To turn off trace until you reach at least statement number 15, use the command:

T OFF U GE 15

This command is useful to turn off trace, perhaps during a READ EACH, but you are not certain that statement 15 is
executed. The tracing resumes on the next statement number that is 15 or greater.

Use the following commands to control the panel appearance of the panel.
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HILIGHT or HI
Accepts the parameters REVERSE, BLINK, NORMAL, UNDERLINE
Highlights the statement about to execute as blinking, reverse video, underlined, or normal.
Default: reverse video.

COLOR or C
RED, BLUE, GREEN, WHITE, TURQ, PINK, YELLOW
Controls the color of the highlighted statement.

COLOR TEXT or C TEXT
RED, BLUE, GREEN, WHITE, TURQ, PINK, YELLOW
Controls the color of all statements other than the highlighted statement.

Access to Other Debug Panels

The Action Diagram Trace Panel also includes commands that let you access the other debug panels:

DISPLAY CALL
Displays the Action Block Call Trace Panel

DISPLAY vvvv
Displays the requested Action Diagram View Display Panel (vvvv = IMPORT, EXPORT, LOCAL, or ENTITY)

DISPLAY SYSTEM
Displays the Action Diagram System View Display Panel

To return to the Action Diagram Trace Panel from these three panels, press Enter.

Display or Modify Views

The Action Diagram View Display lets you see the current import, export, local, or entity action views for an action
diagram. The display shows the detailed information about the view and its predicates (attributes), including the current
predicate values. The display also includes commands to expand repeating group views and modify predicate values.

Access the display from the Action Diagram Trace panel, using the command:

DISPLAY vvvv
where vvvv = IMPORT, EXPORT, LOCAL, or ENTITY.

The following illustration shows a sample EXPORT view display.

----------------------- APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT ---------------------------

                     MENU Action Diagram EXPORT View Display                    

                                                                                

 COMMAND===>                                                   SCROLL===> HALF  

 S                                             1...+....10...+....20...+....30..

   VIEW  TEMPOUT SELECTION                                                      

   N 001  NUMBER                           =   +0                               

   VIEW  SENT EMPLOYEE                                                          

   N 006  NUMBER                           =   +000000                          

   VIEW  SENT DEPARTMENT                                                        

   N 004  NUMBER                           =   +0000                            

   VIEW  SENT DIVISION                                                          

   N 003  NUMBER                           =   +000                             

   ******  BOTTOM OF VIEW  *********                                            
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 Sel codes:  E:Expand Repeating Group Views   M:Modify data value 

For entity views that are not a part of a group, the Action Diagram View Display Panel displays the name of the view
followed by its predicates and predicate values. The format of the display information is shown in the following illustration:

For non-repeating group views, the panel displays a line identifying the group, immediately followed by the entity views
within the group and the predicates and predicate values for each entity view.

For repeating group views, the panel displays a single line with the name of the group and its maximum and current
cardinality. To see the views within the group, expand the repeating group view. You cannot expand a repeating group
whose current cardinality is zero. The following message displays at the top right of the panel:

Repeating Group is Empty

You cannot expand a non-repeating group.

To expand a repeating group, type E next to the group and press Enter. The repeating group expands to show the entity
views defined within the group.

Expanding a nested repeating group view shows the entity views and the name of the next repeating group. Nested
repeating group views let you expand the repeating group until you reach the inner-most nested group. Keep typing E next
to the label GROUP and pressing Enter until you reach the inner-most level.

To expand an entity view within a repeating group, type E next to the entity view and press Enter. The repeating
predicates of the entity view are displayed with an index identifying the predicate occurrence number and the predicate
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value. When you expand a repeating group that has only one entity view, the repeating predicates are immediately
displayed.

The current value for each predicate (attribute) is displayed on the panel. You can change predicate values. To modify a
predicate value, type M next to the predicate to be modified, use the Tab key to position the cursor to the predicate value
and enter the new value. When you exit the panel, the new value is accepted. Processing continues using the new value.

Modifying a predicate value that exceeds the screen size is a multi-step process:

1. Modify value on screen as described previously.
2. Press PF11 to scroll to the right. The remainder of the predicate value is displayed.
3. Modify the remainder.

Several commands help navigate in the panel.

HELP, H, or ISPF Key PF1
Displays the online help.

UP or ISPF Key PF7
Moves the cursor up number of lines
Accepts a parameter of M or number of lines

DOWN or ISPF Key PF8
Moves the cursor down several lines
Accepts a parameter of M or number of lines

FIND or F
Locates a string.
Accepts a string or a string that is enclosed in single quotes, as in 'string'

RFIND, R, or ISPF Key PF5
Repeats the previously requested FIND command.

RIGHT nnn or ISPF Key PF11
Scrolls the predicate value portion of the panel to the right. Use RIGHT to view the predicate values that exceed
32 characters.
Accepts a number to indicate the number of characters to scroll.
Default: 10 characters

LEFT nnn or ISPF Key PF10
Scrolls the predicate value portion of the panel to the left. Use LEFT to view the predicate values that exceed 32
characters.
Accepts a number to indicate the number of characters to scroll.
Default: 10 characters

Display System Variables

The Action Diagram System View Display panel lets you see the current runtime values of the system variables. This
panel is accessed with the DISPLAY SYSTEM command. The variables are the Special Attributes available to you during
Business System Design. The variables are generated and maintained by the Gen and can be used by your application
system. This panel displays the current values of the system variables, whether you have chosen to use them in your
application.

You can change the values of the system variables that are displayed on this panel except the current date and time.

  -------------------------- APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT ---------------------------

                     MENU Action Diagram SYSTEM View Display                    

                                                                                

 COMMAND===>                                                                    
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 TRANCODE     ===> MENU         USER ID      ===> userID                       

                                                                                

 TERMINAL ID  ===> termID       PRINTER ID   ===>                               

                                                                                

 CURRENT DATE ===> mm/dd/yy     CURRENT TIME ===> hh:mm:ss                      

                                                                                

 RETRY COUNT  ===> 0            RETRY LIMIT  ===> 10                            

                                                                                

 SYSTEM COMMAND:                                                                

 ===> PROCESS                                                                   

                                                                                

 INFORMATION MESSAGE:                                                           

 ===>                  

TRANCODE
Transaction code being executed.

USER ID
Uniquely identifies the terminal operator for the transaction.

TERMINAL ID
Uniquely identifies the terminal from which the transaction was requested.

PRINTER ID
Uniquely identifies a printing device for the transaction.

CURRENT DATE
Current system date.

CURRENT TIME
Current system time.

SYSTEM COMMAND
Application system command, as defined in a COMMAND IS statement in an action diagram.

INFORMATION MESSAGE
This is the message area that displays errors, warnings, instructions, and messages to the user. Error messages
are set in a procedure step or originate in the Gen software.

To change the value of a system variable, use the Tab key to move the cursor to the field and type in a new value. The
new value takes effect when you exit the panel.

To exit the panel, press Enter.

DLLs, Compatibility, and Application Migration in HE
This article provides information for DLLs, Compatibility, and Application Migration in HE that enables applications to
migrate to Gen.

Changes Made in Gen 8.6 that Impact Migration

This section contains information that enables applications to migrate to Gen 8.6. Some of these Gen applications may
have been built by Gen releases that are no longer supported. This information is intended to move these applications to a
supported release and in no way implies a change in Support Policy.

Gen 8.6 GA created runtime DBRMs using Db2 V11. Gen 8.6 Upgrade PTFs (LU01883-LU01889 and LU01908) use Db2
V12 to create DBRMs. RPROF runtime is affected by this change.
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Gen 8.6 GA COBOL runtime is compiled with Enterprise COBOL V5.1.1 and requires Language Environment runtime
support for COBOL V5. Gen 8.6 Upgrade PTFs deliver Gen runtime that is compiled with COBOL V6.2 and requires
LE runtime support for COBOL V6.2. However Gen generated applications that are previously built using a supported
version of Enterprise COBOL do not need to be rebuilt to be able to use Gen 8.6 COBOL runtime. Because of backwards
compatibility and LE runtime support for multiple versions of language compilers, Gen applications continue to work with
existing or rebuilt Gen 8.6 runtime. Gen generated applications and runtime DLLs must reside in the PDSE libraries.

In Gen 8.6 GA runtime TIRMAIN* has been modified to call new runtime routines delivered in DLLs TIRMSETC (for CICS)
and TIRMSET (for IMS and TSO). No change has been made for Batch.

TIRMAIN* runtime is linked statically in the Dialog/Server Manager DLL. To pick up this changed runtime, a reinstall of the
Manager is required. These new routines contain no extra processing as delivered by Gen 8.6 GA so applications built by
previous releases of Gen do not require a reinstall to work with Gen 8.6 runtime.

When the routines in TIRMSET* DLLs are modified, applications that are not using  Gen8.6 TIRMAIN* must be reinstalled
to pick up the changed Gen 8.6 TIRMAIN* and the call to the modified DLL. Until a change is required, a reinstall of the
Gen application is not necessary.

Gen 8.6 Upgrade PTFs deliver TIRMAIN* runtime and TIRMSET* DLLs compiled with COBOL V6.2 but as the runtime did
not change, except for the recompile, there is no requirement to re-install previously installed Managers.

The Gen 8.6 DSNULI feature can be implemented at the Dynamic Action Block level, with coexistence of DLLs that use
DSNULI with those DLLs that do not. This feature provides extra flexibility when migrating applications to use DSNULI.
When DSNULI is enabled, the TIRORUNT DLL and TIRARUNT DLL must be deployed to the CICS region to execute
DLLs for dynamic action blocks, z/OS server libraries, and dynamic RI Triggers.

Gen 8.6 Upgrade PTFs introduce two new runtime DLLs - TIRCINTG and TIRCSSTR. These DLLs must be deployed to
CICS and IMS Targets and/or must be made available to TSO and Batch application.

All Batch Managers that are generated in Gen 7.6 or earlier releases must be regenerated in Gen 8.6 before picking
up the runtimes delivered in Gen 8.6 PTF SO14133 (Populate PSMGR-RUNTIME-TYPE field in GLOBDATA). This
regeneration requirement applies only to the Batch Manager. Batch Procedure Steps and Action Blocks are not impacted.

Application migration requirements depend on the Gen release that the application is migrating from and the type of
linkage the application uses to invoke the various components of that application.

Changes to Gen z/OS runtime in previous releases can affect application migration. The Release Notes for each Gen
release documents changes applicable to that release. When migrating applications across multiple releases, we
recommend that you review the Release Notes for all the interim releases.

Applications that use Gen 8.6 runtime must either be built as DLLs or be built using the z/OS Dynamic Program Call
Compatibility feature. The Compatibility feature allows you to do the following:

• Enable Gen 8.6 DLL applications (default) to call components that are built as non-DLL load modules.
• Build components that cannot be DLLs as non-DLL, and enable these to use the same Gen z/OS runtime as Gen 8.6

DLL applications.

Migrating from Gen 8.5

The Gen 8.6 z/OS runtime DLLs must be deployed to the target execution environment and must supersede the 
Genruntime from the previous releases. LE must contain runtime support for COBOL V5 for Gen 8.6 GA or for COBOL
V6.2 for Gen 8.6 with Upgrade PTFs. Gen generated applications and runtime DLLs must reside in the PDSE libraries.

Gen 8.5 removed the 32-KB Common Format Buffer (CFB) limitation for CICS applications. To enable larger CFBs Gen
uses dynamic allocation and management of certain data areas, namely views, CFB, GURB, GLOBAL-AREA, and several
internal buffers. The same memory management routines are used for data areas greater and smaller than 32-KB. Gen
8.5 CICS applications migrating to Gen 8.6 that do not want to take advantage of the greater than 32-KB CFB feature do
not need to be regenerated or reinstalled.
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Details of support for CFBs larger than 32-KB is documented in the Gen 8.5 Release Notes. Greater than 32-KB CFBs are
not supported for IMS applications.

CICS applications that are built using Gen 8.5 before Gen 8.5 PTF RO86229 was applied, must be regenerated and
reinstalled. Server-to-Server applications that are built before Gen 8.5 PTFs RO83361, RO84681, RO84682, and
RO84683 were applied, must be regenerated and reinstalled.

For COBOL generation on non-z/OS platform, the same requirements exist for applications that are built using cross
generation before the equivalent PTFs were applied.

Migrating from Gen 8

The Gen 8.6 z/OS runtime DLLs must be deployed to the target execution environment and must supersede the Gen
runtime from the previous releases. LE must contain runtime support for COBOL V5 for Gen 8.6 GA or for COBOL V6.2
for Gen 8.6 with Upgrade PTFs. Gen generated applications and runtime DLLs must reside in the PDSE libraries.

The following applications must be relinked:

• Batch applications using DLI Batch or IMS BMP built before Gen 8.0 PTF RO40953 was applied
• IMS MFS Compatibility applications built before Gen 8.0 PTF RO53824 was applied
• Compatibility applications built before Gen 8.0 PTF RO40749 was applied, where the same application includes CMP

modules that are built by AllFusion Gen 7.6 and CMP modules that are built by Gen 8.0

Gen 8.0 CICS applications migrating to Gen 8.6 that do not want to take advantage of the greater than 32-KB CFB feature
do not need to be regenerated or reinstalled.

Migrating from AllFusion Gen r7.6

The Gen 8.6 z/OS runtime DLLs must be deployed to the target execution environment and must supersede the Gen
runtime from the previous releases. LE must contain runtime support for COBOL V5 for Gen 8.6 GA or for COBOL V6.2
for Gen 8.6 with Upgrade PTFs. Gen generated applications and runtime DLLs must reside in the PDSE libraries.

Compatibility applications linked before AllFusion Gen 7.6 PTF RTM76054 (APAR RO51739) were applied, must be
relinked.

AllFusion Gen 7.6 CICS applications migrating to Gen 8.6 that do not want to take advantage of the greater than 32-KB
CFB feature do not need to be regenerated or reinstalled.

Migrating from AllFusion Gen r7.5

AllFusion Gen r7.5 application components had to be installed to resolve addressability to the runtime residing in DLLs, so
all AllFusion Gen r7.5 applications were built as DLLs. No changes are required to migrate an application from AllFusion
Gen r7.5 to Gen 8.6.

The Gen 8.6 z/OS runtime DLLs must be deployed to the target execution environment and must supersede the Gen
runtime from the previous releases. LE must contain runtime support for COBOL V5 for Gen 8.6 GA or for COBOL V6.2
for Gen 8.6 Upgrade PTFs. Gen generated applications and runtime DLLs must reside in the PDSE libraries.

AllFUsion Gen r7.5 CICS applications migrating to Gen 8.6 that do not want to take advantage of the greater than 32-KB
CFB feature do not need to be regenerated or reinstalled.

Migrating from AllFusion Gen Release 7

The Gen 8.6 z/OS runtime DLLs must be deployed to the target execution environment and must supersede the Gen
runtime from the previous releases. LE must contain runtime support for COBOL V5 for Gen 8.6 GA or for COBOL V6.2
for Gen 8.6 Upgrade PTFs. Gen generated applications and runtime DLLs must reside in the PDSE libraries.
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Compiler options were changed in AllFusion Gen r7 so that AllFusion Gen applications were created as and used DLLs.
When migrating from AllFusion Gen r7, evaluate how the AllFusion Gen r7 application was built and whether all or some
of the components were compiled in AllFusion Gen r7. Components that must remain as non-DLL load modules must use
the z/OS Dynamic Program Call Compatibility feature.

When all the application components were compiled in AllFusion Gen r7, reinstall all the existing code to relink the
application. The relink step resolves the addressability of the runtime that is in the DLLs. Ensure that runtime from
previous releases is not inadvertently picked up from the SYSLIB concatenation through auto-call. The Gen 8.6
load libraries contain all the required runtime. Do not include load libraries from previous releases in the SYSLIB
concatenation.

When only some application components were compiled in AllFusion Gen r7, recompile all the components being
migrated that were not previously compiled at the AllFusion Gen r7 level and link all components. A recompile is required
to ensure that the generated components are built with DLL support and a link is required to resolve the addressability to
the runtime that is in DLLs. Ensure that only Gen 8.6 runtime is included from the SYSLIB concatenation through auto-
call. The Gen 8.6 load libraries contain all the required runtime. Do not include load libraries from previous releases in the
SYSLIB concatenation.

To link an application (again) without recompiling, select the link-edit load module option or the link-edit dynamically linked
modules option. Set other build options the same as used when building the original AllFusion Gen r7 application.

Migrating from Release 6.5 and Earlier Releases

The Gen 8.6 z/OS runtime DLLs must be deployed to the target execution environment and must supersede the Gen
runtime from the previous releases. LE must contain runtime support for COBOL V5 for Gen 8.6 GA or for COBOL V6.2
for Gen 8.6 with Upgrade PTFs. Gen generated applications and runtime DLLs must reside in the PDSE libraries.

When migrating from releases earlier than AllFusion Gen r7 to Gen Release 8.6 evaluate which application components
can become DLLs and which application components must remain as non-DLL load modules.

Some of the application components that can become DLLs must be regenerated and all the components that are
recompiled and relinked (reinstalled) regardless of the application type (blockmode or servers) or the type of linkage
(static or dynamic program call) used between the application components.

The following list describes the components that must be regenerated or reinstalled for each application type.
Reinstallation implies recompile, link again, and if applicable, bind.

WARNING
For each of the following application types, all components require installation.

RI Triggers
No components require regeneration.

Batch
Batch Manager requires regeneration.

TSO blockmode, standard map
Dialog Manager requires regeneration.

TSO blockmode, enhanced map
Dialog Manager and Map require regeneration.

IMS blockmode, standard map
Dialog Manager requires regeneration.

IMS blockmode, enhanced map
Dialog Manager and Map require regeneration.

CICS blockmode, standard map
Dialog Manager requires regeneration.
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CICS blockmode, enhanced map
Dialog Manager and Map require regeneration.

IMS server
Server Manager requires regeneration.

CICS server
Server Manager requires regeneration.

Components that remain as non-DLL load modules must use the z/OS Dynamic Program Call Compatibility feature.
The Compatibility setting causes the caller of a module that is marked for compatibility to always be regenerated and
reinstalled, and to include a call to the runtime routine that handles the call to the non-DLL load module. The option
Process modules that are marked for Compatibility can be selected to regenerate and reinstall components or to only
reinstall them. The reinstall is required to enable the non-DLL load modules to use the Gen Release 8.6 DLL runtime.

RI triggers and action blocks that are statically called by modules that are marked for Compatibility must be built using the
NODLL compiler option. If these RI triggers and action blocks are also used in Gen applications that are built as DLLs,
they must be compiled using the DLL option.

Selecting the Process modules that are marked for Compatibility option causes the RI triggers and action blocks that
are statically called by modules that are marked for Compatibility to be generated and precompiled once, but compiled
twice. Different libraries are provided in the target environment to hold the separate NCAL modules resulting from the two
compile steps.

Applications that run under TSOAE and contain modules that are marked for Compatibility cannot dynamically call
modules that are built with a release earlier than AllFusion Gen r7.6.

Enhanced Map Block Mode applications containing screens that are marked for Compatibility cannot dynamically call
screen managers that are built with a release before AllFusion Gen r7.6.

The option Force compile of all components can be used to recompile and relink all application components, except EABs
or user exits, which must be done separately.

Ensure that runtime from previous releases are not inadvertently picked up from the SYSLIB concatenation through an
auto-call. The Gen 8.6 load library contains all the required runtime. Do not include Load libraries from previous releases
in the SYSLIB concatenation.

EAB Migration

When an External Action Block has its associated Dynamically Linked Packaging property set to Yes, migrating to Gen 8.6
requires recompiling the EAB and reinstalling it as a DLL. If the EAB dynamically calls other user programs, those user
programs must also be built as DLLs.

When an External Action Block has its associated Dynamically Linked Packaging property set to Compatibility, the option
Process modules that are marked for Compatibility determines whether the EAB must be rebuilt as a z/OS non-DLL load
module or remain as built by the releases of Gen earlier to release 7. If the EAB dynamically calls other user programs,
those user programs must also be non-DLLs.

An External Action Block that has its associated Dynamically Linked Packaging property set to No, meaning it is statically
linked into the calling application, must be compiled according to the type of application that calls it:

• When the calling application is marked Compatibility, the EAB must be built using the NODLL compiler option and must
be placed in a library in the Compatibility EAB load libraries panel.

• When the calling application is not marked Compatibility, the EAB must be built using the DLL compiler option and
must be placed in a library in the EAB Load libraries panel.

• When called by both application types, two copies of the EAB must be built and each placed in the appropriate load
library.
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z/OS runtime User Exits

In Gen 8.6, user exits reside in separate unique DLLs. Users migrating to Gen 8.6 must rebuild and redeploy user
exits that they have customized in an earlier release of Gen. The user exits are no longer linked into each generated
application. All the modified user exits must be rebuilt so their specific DLLs can be updated.

For Gen 8.6 all but the TCPIP Direct Connect User Exits reside in the CEHBSAMP data set. The User Exits used by
the CICS Sockets Server Listeners can be found in the CEG8SAMP data set while the User Exits for the TCPIP Direct
Connect for IMS are in the CEG9SAMP data set.

The JCL procedures that build the user exits and their specific DLLs are provided in the relevant CE*SAMP data sets in
members MKUEXITS, MK5EXITS, MKUECTCP, and MKUEITCP respectively. Procedure MK5EXITS has been updated
to use the COBOL v6.2 compiler and relevant Compile parms. The JCL to rebuild the User Exits used for Codepage
translation reside in member MKCRUN in the CEHBSAMP data set.

WARNING
Ensure that user exits used by previous releases are not inadvertently picked up from the SYSLIB concatenation
through auto-call. The Gen 8.6 user exits must be updated and deployed in their respective DLLs.

For more information about User Exits and their associated JCL procedures, see User Exits.

External Action Blocks in HE
External Action Blocks access processing logic that is contained in subroutines that are not generated by Gen. You can
create the external subroutine to fit a specific need, or it can exist previous to development of your application system.
You create and compile the subroutine independent of Gen.

For example, you may want your application system to use a standard date manipulation or security routine that is defined
specifically for your organization. Or the application may need to access databases that Gen toolsets do not support, such
as DL/I,or that contain entities (tables) not defined in the model's Data Model.

External Action Blocks are part of a procedure step and have the following characteristics:

• Called from a procedure step or from an action block
• Allow the view matching
• Return to the calling procedure step or action block when completed

Gen External Action Blocks are created using the workstation Design Toolset. An External Action Block contains no
logic of its own. It contains only an EXTERNAL statement. The External Action Block is called by a USE statement in a
procedure step or action block that is also created with the Design Toolset.

When you generate the External Action Block using the Host Encyclopedia Construction Tools, a program skeleton that
is called a stub is created that includes much of the working storage and linkage for a framework for the External Action
Block. External action block stubs are generated once, then modified by the user, and later maintained by hand.

The External Action Block is a modified stub that accesses or contains an external subroutine. Modify the stub by adding a
call to the external subroutine or the subroutine logic itself.

The External Subroutine is the non-Gen program logic or transaction you want to access from the Gen generated
application.

Prerequisites

Complete the following steps before you can use the Host Encyclopedia Construction Tools to generate External Action
Blocks:
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• Create the Data Model and action diagrams for the calling procedure step or action block and the Gen External Action
Block.

• Complete the view matching between the calling and called action blocks. This is the information that is passed to the
External Action Block.

• Upload the model to the Host Encyclopedia.

Create the Calling Procedure Step or Action Block

This topic provides the following information about creating the calling procedure step or action block:

  

To create an action diagram for each procedure step and action block, use the Action Diagramming tool. To access an
External Action Block (EAB), a procedure step or action block calls an External Action Block with the USE statement.

The data that is passed to and returned from the External Action Block is defined by view matching in the action diagram
of the procedure step (or action block) that USEs the External Action Block. Define the External Action Block before you
can perform the view matching. The view matching is done in the action diagram of the calling procedure step or action
block. When you invoke a USE action, match the views of the External Action Block to the views of the procedure step or
action block that is calling it.

Create External Action Logic

The following ways to create logic for an EAB:

• Add a call to an existing subroutine
• Write code for a new subroutine, and add a call to that subroutine in the EAB
• Add logic directly into a Gen generated stub

When you use the Gen generated stub, much of the work is already done in a format that is acceptable to
the Gen software.

EAB code can be written in any language that follows LE linkage conventions. The specific requirements exist, however,
for the action block name and the order of parameters that are passed to and from the Gen generated load module.

For COBOL, the PROGRAM-ID field must be the same as the name, or entry point, of the interface routine that is called in
the stub.

The Gen generated load module passes the following parameters to the EAB interface routine in the order indicated as
follows:

For COBOL without High Performance View Passing
IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1
IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2
w_ia (import view)
w_oa (export view)

          PSMGR-EAB-DATA (null array)

IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1 and IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2 are the first two parameters that are passed from the Gen generated
load modules. These parameters must be coded on the entry statement of the interface routine and must always be
passed in this order to any subordinate routines that are called. However, if user code that contains IMS or CICS-specific
code is placed directly in the EAB stub these IEF-RUNTIME-PARM parameters are changed. For IMS, the IEF-RUNTIME-
PARM parameters are mapped to the IO-PCB and ALT-IOPCB, respectively. If the user code uses the IO-PCB, the ALT-
IOPCB, or both, remove the corresponding IEF-RUNTIME-PARM from the LINKAGE SECTION and the PROCEDURE
DIVISION USING statement.
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For CICS, the IEF-RUNTIME-PARM parameters are mapped to the CICS EXEC Interface Block (EIB) and the
COMMAREA, respectively. If the user code uses DFHEIBLK, DFHCOMMAREA, or both remove the corresponding IEF-
RUNTIME-PARM from the LINKAGE SECTION and the PROCEDURE DIVISION USING statement. In addition, remove
these parameters if the modified EAB is processed by the CICS translator, as the CICS translator automatically includes a
reference to DFHEIBLK and DFHCOMMAREA.

NOTE
High Performance View Passing impacts the order of parameters that are transferred into an EAB. By default,
High Performance View Passing is set ON.

For component development, High Performance View Passing must be set ON for the component and the consuming
model. The import and export views for COBOL are the fourth and fifth parameters that are passed and are represented
as W-IA and W-OA.

The interface routine must contain data structures that correspond exactly to the import and export views of the EAB. The
fields in the data structures correspond to attributes in the import and export views of the EAB. Each attribute field in the
data structures must be preceded by a one-byte field that is defined in COBOL as PIC X. This one-byte field contains a
value that is not changed.

PSMGR-EAB-DATA is an array set to zeros (Null array). For the target system implementation, this array is passed but
not used. The array is used for IMS and CICS applications. Modify the stub using an editor that can save files in the
appropriate character set format. The modified stub cannot contain control codes or header information unique to the
editor.

High Performance View Passing

High Performance View Passing makes passing views between action blocks more efficient. With High Performance View
Passing enabled, individually matched views that are identical do not have to be copied into the calling action block at
runtime. For frequently used action blocks, this can result in decreased CPU usage.

Enabling High Performance View Passing

Enabling the High Performance View Passing feature causes a change in the way that External Action Blocks are
generated. The parameters that are passed in order include:

• IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1
• IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2
• GLOBDATA
• List of individually matched views (using the names that are provided in the action diagram), for example:

– IMPORT-NON-REPEATING-GR-0005GV
– EXPORT_CUSTOMER

The PSMGR-EAB-DATA (null array) is not passed directly as in normal view passing, because it is part of the GLOBDATA.
There is a change in the order of the parameters passed. In addition, multiple views are passed with unique names rather
than a single import/export view named W-IA or W-OA.

The following two excerpts from External Action Block stubs illustrate some of the differences in the generated stubs when
High Performance View Passing is in use.

 External Action Block Stub Without High Performance View Passing 

*

    PROCEDURE DIVISION USING IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1, IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2,

     W-IA, W-OA, PSMGR-EAB-DATA.

MAIN-0013697045.
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    *

    * PERFORM PARA-0013697045-INIT THRU PARA-0013697045-INIT-EXIT

    * PERFORM PARA-0013697045 THRU PARA-0013697045-EXIT

    * GO BACK.

PARA-0013697045.

    MOVE 'N' TO FUNC-0013697045-ESC-FLAG

     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

     * USER-WRITTEN CODE SHOULD BE INSERTED HERE *

     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PARA-0013697045-EXIT

EXIT.

 External Action Block with High Performance View Passing 

*

     PROCEDURE DIVISION USING IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1, IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2,

      GLOBDATA, IMPORT-0001EV IO-0002EV

      GROUP-IN-NONREPEATING-0001GV GROUP-IN-REPEATING-0002RG,

      EXPORT-0006EV OI-0007EV GROUP-OUT-NONREPEATING-0003GV

      GROUP-OUT-REPEATING-0004RG.

MAIN-0013631509.

    *

    * PERFORM PARA-0013631509-INIT THRU PARA-0013631509-INIT-EXIT

    * PERFORM PARA-0013631509 THRU PARA-0013631509-EXIT

    * GO BACK.

PARA-0013631509.

     MOVE 'N' TO FUNC-0013631509-ESC-FLAG

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       * USER-WRITTEN CODE SHOULD BE INSERTED HERE         *

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PARA-0013631509-EXIT.

EXIT.

Disabling High Performance View Passing

With High Performance View Passing disabled, the calling action block must (in most cases) copy the views that are
matched to the called action block's imports and exports. The views must be copied to and from the caller's structure to
two new structures that correspond to the called action blocks' W-IA (import) and W-OA (export) structures. This must
occur even if the individually matched group or entity views are the same, unless there is only one view in the import
or export set and the generated structures are identical. This is the more familiar method of handling views for External
Action Blocks.

This result in increased CPU usage for frequently USEd action blocks, particularly if the views are not matched identically.
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Matching Import Views

Gen maps the External Action Block import views to the supplying views from the procedure step or action block. The data
is passed to the External Action Block. The supplying views in the procedure step is import views, entity action views, or
local views.

Matching Export Views

Gen matches the External Action Block export views to the receiving views from the procedure step or action block as
shown in the following illustration (this is the data that is returned to the procedure step or action block). The receiving
views in the procedure step may be export views or local views.

External Action Block export views match to the receiving views, that are, the export and local views, in the procedure
step or action block.

The following figure illustrates the possible supplying and receiving views for view matching in the Procedure Action
Diagram. In this figure, Procedure Step ADD_CUSTOMER calls (uses) External Action Block READ_HISTORY.

  

When you have matched the import and export views of the External Action Block, the USE statement is complete. The
procedure that is used to match the views is described in Designing Blockmode Applications. The USE statement displays
in the action diagram of the procedure step or action block.

Note: For more information, see Designing Blockmode Applications.

The following code sample shows a portion of the action diagram for the procedure step ADD_CUSTOMER:

Procedure Step:  ADD_CUSTOMER

 ADD_CUSTOMER

  IMPORTS:  

      Group View input customer_details

          Entity View input customer

  EXPORTS: 

      Group View new customer_details

          Entity View existing customer

  LOCALS: 

       Work View ief_supplied

  ENTITY ACTIONS: 
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       Entity View current cost_center

              .

              .

              .

  USE read_history WHICH IMPORTS: Entity View input customer

                   WHICH EXPORTS: Entity View existing customer

This procedure step uses the External Action Block READ_HISTORY.

Create External Action Blocks in HE

This article provides information for Create External Action Blocks in HE for writing, compiling, and link-editing the external
subroutine and making it available to the application.

The external subroutines can be written in any language, but must follow specific conventions so that they interface
properly with Gen generated programs.

To ensure that these requirements are met, Gen generates a COBOL program stub that you can use as a base for
modification. The stub defines the runtime parameters that are passed from the calling procedure step or action block to
the External Action Block. It also defines the import and export views of the External Action Block to match those of the
calling procedure step or action block.

The requirements include:

• Supplying a member name for the External Action Block
• Generating the External Action Block stub
• Modifying the stub to use the appropriate parameters and to call or to contain the external subroutine logic
• Resolving the External Action Block if it uses embedded SQL
• Generating and installing the procedure step that calls the External Action Block

Supplying the Member Name

The member name, entry point, of the External Action Block must be the same as its load module name. Identify it to Gen
before you can generate the procedure step or action block that uses the External Action Block.

The first time that you request a system generation function for a load module, you can specify the member names to
generate for the procedure steps, Gen action blocks, external action blocks, and screens. Gen includes a modify member
name function to use to change a member name for a generated object.

NOTE
If you change the member name of a component that has already been generated, regenerate all affected load
modules.

The Specify Member Names for Load Module panel is used to specify or change the name of an External Action Block
stub. The panel looks different for online and batch load modules, but function the same.

Member Name Requirements

Each name must be a valid PDSE member name and must be unique within the business system. (The name can have a
maximum of eight alphanumeric characters. The first character must be a letter.) Gen detects invalid or duplicate names
and prompts you to supply a new name.

If you do not specify a name, Gen assigns a default member name. The default name for an External Action Block stub is
the first eight valid characters of the External Action Block name. For example, the default member name for the External
Action Block READ_HISTORY is READHIST. If the first character is invalid, the default name is the Host Encyclopedia
object ID preceded by the letter E.
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Compile and link the External Action Block using the same name that you specified as the member name.

In the example from the figure in the External Action Block as Interface to Subroutine topic in this section, if you do not
specify a member name for the External Action Block READ_HISTORY, Gen assumes that the member name for the
modified stub is READHIST (the default). If you modify the stub using the name READHIST as shown in earlier examples,
Gen resolves the reference to the External Action Block during the final link edit of the load module. Use of another name
would prevent Gen from successfully installing the External Action Block.

Generating the External Action Block Stub

You can use Gen to generate a stub of the COBOL program that implements an External Action Block. The generated
stub is a partial COBOL program that includes much of the working-storage and linkage sections that are required to
interface with Gen-generated programs. Use the stub to help write External Action Block code that interfaces correctly
with Gen-generated code. It serves as a base to which you add the External Action Block logic.

The stub is stored in the sequential data set:

userid member_name.COBOL

member_name is the name that is specified on the Specify Member Name for Load Module panel. Copy this data set to a
library before modifying it to prevent an accidental overwrite and the need to regenerate the stub.

You generate the stub during system generation by accessing the Load Module Expansion Panel for the load module that
contains the External Action Block. From this panel, use the code-only option to generate the External Action Block stub.
Generating the load module using the G option does not generate the stub.

Modifying the External Action Block Stub

The Gen generated procedure step or action block passes the following parameters to the External Action Block without
High-Performance View Passing.

• IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1 (IO-PCB, DFHEIBLK)
• IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2 (ALT-IO-PCB, DFHCOMMAREA)
• W-IA (IMPORT-VIEW)
• W-OA (EXPORT-VIEW)
• PSMGR-EAB-DATA (PCB-DATA for IMS)

Depending upon the TP monitor in use, modify some of these parameters for proper functioning.

High-Performance View Passing impacts the order of parameters that are transferred into an External Action Block. For
more information, see High Performance View Passing.

IEF-RUNTIME Parameters

IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1 and IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2 are the first two parameters that are passed from Gen generated
programs. These must be coded on the entry statement of the stub and always be passed in this order to subordinate
routines.

For the IMS applications, these parameters are the IO-PCB and alternate IO-PCB. In the CICS applications, these
parameters are DFHEIBLK and DFHCOMMAREA. These parameters are not used for TSO and batch applications.

A special modification is needed for action blocks that are compiled with the CICS translator (precompiler). If you add
the CICS commands or reference fields in DFHEIBLK, use the translator, and remove IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1 and
IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2 from the linkage section and from the USING statement at the beginning of the PROCEDURE
DIVISION. The translator inserts DFHEIBLK and DFHCOMMAREA to replace them. Failure to remove IEF-RUNTIME-
PARM1 and IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2 result in an ASRA abend on the first move of data to the export views.
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If the target TP monitor is CICS, but you added no CICS commands to the External Action Block and do not reference
fields of the DFHEIBLK, you can compile without using the CICS translator. If you do so, do not remove IEF-RUNTIME-
PARM1 and IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2.

W-IA and W-OA Parameters

W-IA and W-OA are the import and export views, respectively. The stub must contain data structures that correspond
exactly to the import and export views of the External Action Block. The fields in the data structure correspond to attributes
in the import and export views of the External Action Block. Each field in a data structure must be preceded by a field that
is defined as PIC X.

NOTE
If the import or the export views have been modified and you want to replace the previous view declaration with
the new one, then the stub must be regenerated. Regeneration is also required if the stub is used for reference
and changes to the views were manually made. In this case, the generated code for the calling action diagram
could be used instead. If the stub is regenerated, the data and procedure names could be different, as they are
not stored on the encyclopedia but generated by an algorithm.

PSMGR-EAB-DATA Parameters

PSMGR-EAB-DATA (also named PCB-DATA) is an array of pointers that IMS applications use to interface to DL/I
databases. For the CICS and TSO applications, the array is set to zeros, a null array.

In the IMS applications, the array contains the PCB addresses as pointers and External Action Blocks uses to establish
addressability to database PCBs. For each database PCB, code a PCB mask and set its address to the appropriate
pointer. For example, assume that you have on DL/I database PCB, which is the third PCB in the PSB (following the I/
O PCB and alternate I/O PCB). If you were to code a PCB mask in the LINKAGE SECTION named DB-PCB, you would
establish addressability through the statement SET ADDRESS OF DB-PCB TO PSMGR-EABPCB-PTR(3).

NOTE
For more information, see IMS Documentation.

In the CICS applications, command level calls establish addressability by scheduling the required PCBs in the program.
The scheduling does not require the addresses to be passed to each named module because they are implicitly available
through the CICS DL/I calls.

NOTE
For more information about CICS DL/I services, see the appropriate CICS documentation.

In the TSO applications, the array is null because Gen does not support DL/I databases under TSO.

Using Varying Length Fields

Gen generates a two letter reference (DL) in the EAB to track the actual length of a varying length field. If you are using
varying length fields in views to External Action Blocks, the DATA-FILPOST-0011DL field must be set.

Using Repeating Groups

If the export view of the External Action Block contains a repeating group view, indicate the number of occurrences that
are returned by setting the maximum field. This is a numeric field that immediately precedes the repeating group, and
which has a name that ends with the letters MA (for Maximum). The field is also redefined as alphabetic using a name that
ends with the letters MX. If you use multiple repeating groups, you have multiple maximum fields, one for each group.

You are responsible to track how many occurrences are returned and placing that count in the maximum field. Failure
to do so results in the calling procedure or action block behaving as if the External Action Block returned no data in the
repeating group.
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Gen generates the status of the repeating group and places it in the External Action Block stub as a two letter reference
that is described in the following list:

AC
Active/Inactive flag for line item in group view. Used by Gen.

AS
Attribute status. Used by Gen.

FL
View full. Used by Gen in action blocks, not EABs.

PS
Subscript/pointer for repeating group view. Used by Gen.

RF
View referenced. Used by Gen in action blocks, not EABs.

Dynamically Link Options

Use the Target Environment panel to set the dynamically link options or use the Specify Member Names panel to override
the options for a specific module.

The Dynamically Link property for individual EABs can be set to DEF, YES, NO, or CMP. DEF is the default.

DEF
For a business system, a default value for the Dynamically Link property can be established for action blocks.
The action block Dynamic Link Property can be YES (enabled), NO (disabled), or CMP (Compatibility). If enabled,
the resulting Dynamically Link property for an individual EAB that is set to Default is interpreted as having been
explicitly set to Yes. If disabled, the resulting Dynamically Link property for an individual EAB that is set to Default
is interpreted as having been explicitly set to No. If Compatibility, the resulting Dynamically Link property for an
individual EAB that is set to Default is interpreted as having been explicitly set to Compatibility.

YES
Indicates that the associated EAB is invoked using a dynamic program call. The EAB must be built in its own fully
resolved executable and must reside in a DLL.

NO
Indicates that the associated EAB is not to be the target of a dynamic program call, and as such it is statically
linked into its identified owning load module.

CMP - Compatibility
Indicates to invoke the associated EAB using a dynamic program call. The EAB is expected to be a z/OS non-
DLL load module that follows LE linkage conventions. To regenerate the EAB stub, select the generation option
Process modules that are marked for Compatibility.
If regenerated, the EAB must then be rebuilt as a z/OS non-DLL load module. After rebuilding, put the NCAL EAB
in a library in the External Compatibility Libraries panel. Modules containing calls to EABs that are marked for
Compatibility require that they be generated so they can use runtime code to perform the DLL to non-DLL load
module dynamic program call.
If the EAB marked for Compatibility or its callers contain SQL code, the DB2 BIND is redone. DBRMs for the
generated caller module are automatically produced and used. However, DBRMs belonging to the EAB marked
for Compatibility is resolved and made available to the BIND step.

Compile and Link-edit External Action Block

You are responsible for compiling and link-editing the External Action Block. The EAB can be statically linked, included in
another module, or dynamically linked, its own module.
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A static EAB can be called from a Compatibility module, from a static module or a dynamic DLL. When linking a static
EAB, do not link DL/I, COBOL, DB2, CICS, or ISPF system modules into the load module for the External Action Block.
The installation process links these modules into your final executable load module.

1. When the static EAB is called from a Compatibility module and the statically linked EAB is built, use the following
compile and link options:
a. Compile the EAB with the options OPT(2), NOSEQ, NODLL, NODYNAM, RENT, and NOEXPORTALL
b. Link edit the EAB with the options RENT, REUS, NCAL, and DYNAM(NO).
c. The NCAL linked EAB must be placed in a library in the External Compatibility Libraries panel.

2. When the static EAB is called from a static module or a dynamic DLL, the statically linked EAB must be built using the
following compile and link options:
a. Compile the EAB with the options OPT(2), NOSEQ, DLL, NODYNAM, RENT, and NOEXPORTALL
b. Link edit the EAB with the options RENT, REUS, NCAL, and DYNAM(NO).
c. The NCAL linked EAB must be placed in a library in the External Action Block Load Libraries panel.

When the EAB has been packaged with the Dynamically Link option of Yes, the EAB must be built as a DLL to be invoked
by a generated application. Modules that are called by an EAB built as a DLL must also be a DLL. DLLs require that
modules be bound as objects in Program Management Format 3 (PM3) and must reside in a PDSE library.

To build the EAB as a DLL, use the following compile and link-edit options:

Follow these steps:

1. Compile the EAB with the options OPT(2), NOSEQ, DLL, and EXPORTALL in addition to the default compiler options.

NOTE
Selecting DLL forces the RENT and NODYNAM compiler options to also be used.

2. Link the EAB with the options RENT, REUS, and DYNAM(DLL).

NOTE
Do not confuse the compiler option NODYNAM with the link-edit option DYNAM(DLL). The two are not the
same as one is a compiler option while the other is link option.

3. Copy the EAB DLL to a data set that allows the DLL to be resolved in the target environment. For TSO and IMS
this is a data set that is part of the STEPLIB concatenation. For CICS this is a data set that is part of the DFHRPL
concatenation. Also, if the target environment is CICS, a CICS program definition must be added for the resulting EAB
DLL.

NOTE
For information about DLLs, see IBM's Language Environment and the Program Management (Binder)
documentation.

When the EAB has an associated Dynamically Link Packaging property set to Compatibility, the EAB must be built as a
non-DLL. Modules that are marked for Compatibility must follow standard OS or LE linkage conventions and must operate
in the same AMODE as the caller. These modules are not DLLs and must be fully resolved programs, eligible for being the
target of an OS style dynamic program call.

To build the EAB as a non-DLL, use the following compile and link-edit options:

1. Compile the EAB with the options OPT(2), NOSEQ, NODLL, RENT in addition to the default compiler options.
2. Link edit the EAB with the options RENT, REUS.
3. Copy the non-DLL EAB to a data set that allows the DLL to be resolved in the target environment. For TSO and IMS,

this is a data set that is part of the STEPLIB concatenation. For CICS this is a data set that is part of the DFHRPL
concatenation. Also, if the target environment is CICS, a CICS program definition must be added for the resulting non-
DLL EAB.
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Identify External Action Block Libraries

If the External Action Block is called by a module that is marked for Compatibility the library that contains the load module
must be specified to Gen as an External Compatibility Library. If the External Action Block is called by an application
that is not marked for Compatibility, then the library that contains the load module for the External Action Block must be
specified to Gen as an External Action Block Load Library.

Identify DB2 DBRMs to Resolve External Action Block for DB2

If target DBMS is DB2 and the External Action Block uses embedded SQL, Gen must be given the names of database
request modules, DBRMs, associated with the External Action Block. The External Action Block Resolution panel is used
to identify DB2 DBRMs for an External Action Block. The panel can also be used to change the name of the External
Action Block member. The member name is the name of the load module that contains the External Action Block.

An External Action Block that contains embedded SQL only precompiled once, even if it is built as DLL and non-DLL. The
same External Action Block DBRM libraries are used for the DB2 Bind of EABs that are used by Compatibility and non-
Compatibility applications.

Create Your Own External Action Block Source

This article provides information for Create Your Own External Action Block Source. It is not required to use the generated
stub.

Follow these conventions:

• The name (entry point) of the External Action Block must be the same as its load module name and must be identified
to Gen.

• The External Action Block must accept all the parameters that are passed to it from the Gen generated program.
• The External Action Block must contain data structures that correspond exactly to the import and export views of the

External Action Block.

Use Existing Subroutines

If you use an External Action Block, as described previously, to access an existing subroutine, you do not need to change
the subroutine. However, the load library that contains the subroutine must be specified to Gen as an external load library.
Also resolve the External Action Block by identifying the DB2 DBRMs.

External Action Block Definition

An External Action Block is defined using the Action Diagramming Tool, which is part of the Design Toolset on the
workstation. An External Action Block is an action block that requires only the following components:

• Import Views
• Export Views
• EXTERNAL statement

NOTE
An External Action Block contains no action statements or action diagram logic of its own. The action block only
contains the EXTERNAL statement.

The EXTERNAL designation tells Gen that a non-Gen generated program provides the data for the External Action
Block's export views. The procedure step or action block that USEs the External Action Block supplies the import view
data.

The following illustration is an example of an action diagram that defines the External Action Block READ_HISTORY.
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The import views define the data that is passed from the Gen generated application to the External Action Block. The
export views define the data that is returned to the Gen generated application from the External Action Block.

The External Action Block must be properly defined for Gen to be able to generate the code for the procedure step or
action block that uses the External Action Block. Code generation does not automatically generate the code for the
External Action Block. You can use the code generation tools to generate a stub for the External Action Block.

Implement External Action Blocks

This article provides information for the procedure that you follow to create and to implement External Action Blocks that
includes steps on the workstation and the host.

The following figure shows the overall process flow.
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Workstation Tasks

Use the workstation toolsets to:

• Create the Gen External Action Block using the Action Diagramming tool in the Design Toolset.
• Create the Gen procedure step or action block that calls the External Action Block by name with a USE statement.

Perform the view matching is associated with the USE statement.
• Use the Action Diagramming tool in the Design Toolset.
• Upload the model to the Host Encyclopedia.

Host Tasks

Use the Host Encyclopedia Construction tools to:
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• Define the target environment and the construction libraries using the Host Encyclopedia Construction tool.
• Be sure to define the External Action Block libraries that contain the load module for the External Action Block and

associated DBRMs.
• Define the Gen load module packaging.
• Provide Gen with a member name for the stub. This is the name that is used by the procedure step or action block to

call the external subroutine.
• Gen automatically prompts you to supply member names the first time a system generation or testing facility function is

requested for a load module. It also provides a function that allows you to change a member name.
• Generate the External Action Block stub. The stub defines the linkage between the Gen procedure step and the

External Action Block. This includes the import and export views.
• Outside of Gen, modify the External Action Block stub.
• Copy the generated stub to a separate library before modifying it. This prevents an accidental overwrite of the stub.

Add the logic to meet the specific requirements of your external subroutine. You use the modified stub to call an
existing external subroutine or you include the subroutine logic in the stub.

• After modifying the stub, it becomes the source module for the External Action Block. Compile and link it before
installing the load module.

NOTE
If you insert the logic for the external subroutine into the stub, the Gen does not preserve the changes during
regeneration. Copy changes into the new External Action Block stub that is created when the load module
is regenerated. For this reason, it is recommended that you call the external subroutine from the stub rather
than to insert the logic itself.

• Compile and link edit the external subroutine and the modified External Action Block stub (outside Gen). Use the
appropriate compiler option for the application type.

• If the external subroutine uses DB2, identify the DB2 DBRMs associated with the external subroutine. Use the option
to resolve an External Action Block in the Load Module Expansion panel to identify the DB2 DBRMs.

• Use the system generation tools to generate and install the applications system.
• Use the testing facility to test the application system's functionality.

NOTE
The Gen testing facility does not support external logic that uses DL/I, IMS, or CICS calls. If your Gen
application uses this type of logic, create the procedures steps with references to the external logic disabled.
Then generate and test the Gen load module. After making changes to the load module, enable the USE
logic to your action diagrams and regenerate the affected load modules. Alternatively, if your application
target is CICS, you test your application using the Debug Trace Facility under CICS. This allows you to test
your External Action Block logic.

• After you finish testing and make the changes, regenerate parts of the application and/or reinstall the application using
a different TP monitor or other environment parameters.

• Move the load modules and DB2 DBRMs to production libraries and bind on the production DB2 subsystem. These
activities are performed manually outside of Gen.

External Action Block as Interface to Subroutine

The External Action Block can function as an interface to the external subroutine. Place a CALL statement in the External
Action Block stub to access the external subroutine. The following illustration shows this scenario in more detail. The
diagram applies to online and batch procedure steps.
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In the example, the calling procedure step ADD_CUSTOMER access the customer history database using an external
subroutine, DBRD1001. The External Action Block READ_HISTORY defines the views of the Gen data that is needed by
DBRD1001 and matches them with the views from ADD_CUSTOMER.

The generated source for the procedure step is named ADDCUST in the example. It contains a statement that calls
READHIST.

The External Action Block READHIST is the stub that is generated by Gen and modified by an application developer.
READHIST uses the data that is passed from ADDCUST to call DBRD1001. READHIST reformats the data division
components that are created from the Gen views to the structure needed by DBRD1001.

Note: The EXTERNAL statement identifies READ_HISTORY as an External Action Block from which Gen generates
a stub. The modified stub uses the first eight characters of the External Action Block name, READHIST, as the default
member name. The READHIST stub uses the import and export view that is defined for the READ_HISTORY External
Action Block as its input and output parameters. The information in these parameters is used to create the calling interface
to the DBRD1001 subroutine.

External Action Block with Embedded Subroutine

You can embed the entire logic of the subroutine in the External Action Block. This illustration to the right shows the
processing flow for an External Action Block that contains the external subroutine logic.

In the following figure, the calling procedure step ADD_CUSTOMER access the customer history database using an
external subroutine. The External Action Block READ_HISTORY defines the views of Gen data that is needed by the
embedded subroutine, and matches them with the views from ADD_CUSTOMER. The External Action Block READHIST
is the Gen generated stub that is modified to include all the logic for the subroutine. READHIST uses the data that is
passed from the generated procedure step ADDCUST to process.
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Load Module Structure

Executable load modules for an application are created during Construction. The system generation tools create a
COBOL source module for the procedure step or action block and then compile the source module. The resultant load
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module is stored in a library you specify. The name of this library match the library name that you gave to the internal
libraries, that are the Internal Generated Source Code library and Internal Static non-DLL NCAL Modules library for action
blocks that are statically called by Compatibility modules and Internal NCAL Load Module library for all others.

When you compile and link the modified External Action Block stub and external subroutine, together they become the
External Action Block. When the EAB is statically called by a module marked for Compatibility place the resulting load
module in the External Compatibility Action Block Load library or if otherwise place the resulting load module in the
External Action Block Load library.

WARNING
Do not use the same libraries for External Action Block Load Libraries and External Compatibility Libraries
concatenation. These libraries are mutually exclusive.

For DB2, place related DBRMs in the External Action Block DBRM library. The External Action Block load module is not
executable.

When you generate and install, that is, compile, link-edit, and bind, a load module that contains a procedure step or action
block that uses the External Action Block, the linkage editor resolves the reference to the External Action Block. How this
reference is resolved depends on the type of call that is used to invoke the External Action Block and how it was compiled
and linked. The Dynamically Link packaging option that is selected for the EAB determines if the EAB is statically included
in the resulting executable (composite) load module, or invoked through a dynamic call.

When the EAB is statically included in the resulting executable or composite load module, this load module is stored in
the Executable Load Module library. The composite load module contains the procedure step or action block, the modified
External Action Block stub, and the external subroutines that the stub call.

When the EAB is invoked through a dynamic call, the EAB resides in an executable, separate from the load module,
or composite executable. In this case, the executable containing the EAB must be built as a DLL or must be an action
block that is marked for Compatibility. A Compatibility EAB is one that has its Dynamically Link Packaging property set to
Compatibility and was built as a non-DLL module.

The following figure is a conceptual drawing of the composite load module IEF0000X. This load module contains one
procedure step, ADDCUST, which uses the External Action Block READ_HISTORY. The name of the modified stub for the
External Action Block is READHIST. It calls the external subroutine DBRD1001.
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Maintain Your Database
The database generation tools generate databases for a model and allow you to generate the JCL to run several DB2
utilities. These utilities help you maintain the integrity of your database through backup and restore capabilities. They also
allow you to monitor the database efficiency, (database performance and space utilization), and tune your database to
improve efficiency.

To use the DB2 utilities Gen supports, first generate the database and its subordinate objects.

Customers must have IBM's DB2 utilities or equivalent utilities from other vendors.

WARNING
Gen generates JCL for IBM's DB2 utilities. Using the utilities from non-IBM vendors requires customizing the
generated JCL.

NOTE
For more information about DB2 utilities, see your vendor's documentation.

DB2 Utilities Supported by Gen
This article provides information for DB2 Utilities Supported by Gen. To generate the JCL to run DB2 utilities.

To generate, use the database generation tools:

COPY
Create image copies of table spaces.

RECOVER
Recover table spaces and indexes.

REORG
Reorganize table spaces and indexes.

RUNSTATS
Gather RUNSTATS data for table spaces and indexes.

To select the DB2 utilities, use the DB2 Utilities panel:

                                 DB2 Utilities             

COMMAND ===>                                               

                                                           

 Model name . . . :  GEN SAMPLE MODEL               

 Business system  :  CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                  

 Data base  . . . :  GENDB                                 

                                                           

 Select one utility generation option, then press enter.   

                                                           

  . Create image copies of table spaces                    

  . Recover table spaces and indexes                       

  . Reorganize table spaces and indexes                    

  . Gather RUNSTATS data for table spaces and indexes      

                                                           

 If desired, type a creator ID.                            

   Creator ID   ????????                                   

                                                           

                                                           

 F1=Help  F12=Cancel  
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COPY Utility

The DB2 COPY utility creates an image copy of a table space or a data set within a table space. This utility does not copy
indexes. You can recover indexes from recovered table spaces.

The following list is the types of image copies:

• A full image copy that copies all pages in a table space or data-set.
• An incremental image copy that copies only the pages that are modified since the last COPY utility executed.

NOTE
Gen generates the JCL to support the full image copy only.

The COPY utility writes all pages from the table space to the output data set. If the table space includes multiple data sets,
the COPY utility writes each data-set to a separate output data-set.

The generated JCL is for a Generation Data Group (GDG) tape copy. The high-level node in the GDG index is your TSO
user ID. This ID can be changed in the generated JCL before the COPY utility job is submitted.

Use the DB2 Copy Utility to select the table spaces to copy.

                                DB2 Copy Utility               Row 1 to 5 of 5 

 COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                                

  Model name  . . . :  GEN SAMPLE MODEL                                  

  Business system . :  CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                                     

  Data base . . . . :  GENDB                                                    

                                                                                

  Type S beside each table space you wish to copy, then press enter             

  or press F12 to cancel.                                                       

                                                                                

 S Table Space                                                                  

 _ T0000131                                                                     

 _ T0000135                                                                     

 _ T0000140                                                                     

 _ T0000144                                                                     

 _ T0000148                                                                     

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

The following example of the JCL generated for the COPY utility that is based on the selections that were made with the
DB2 COPY utility.

EDIT ---- DAAAXXX.TICTEMP1.TIDUTJCL ------------------ COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                          SCROLL ===> CSR

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ***************

000001 //DAAAXXX JOB(ACCOUNT INFO)

000002 //*TEST JCL SAVED

000003 //*

000004 //*

000005 //*

000006 //*

000007 //*

000008 //*

000009 //*

000010 //* *****************************************************
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000011 //* * DEFINE GDG MODEL FOR UTILITIES *

000012 //* *****************************************************

000013 //STEPDCB EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

000014 //MODEL DD DSN=DAAAXXX.GDG,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,KEEP),UNIT=SPACE,

000015 // SPACE=(TRK,0)

000016 //* *****************************************************

000017 //* * DEFINE GDGS FOR COPY UTILITY *

000018 //* *****************************************************

000019 //STEP1 EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,COND=EVEN

000020 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

000021 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY

000022 //SYSIN DD *

000023 DEF GDG (NAME(DAAAXXX.DB2T.COPY.T0000131) LIM(10))

000024 DEF GDG (NAME(DAAAXXX.DB2T.COPY.T0000135) LIM(10))

000025 SET MAXCC = 0

000026 /*

000027 //STEPCOPY EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=1024K,

000028 // PARM='DB2T,CD000310',COND=EVEN

000029 //*

000030 //STEPLIB DD DSN=SYS1.DB2.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

000031 //*

000032 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

000033 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

000034 //T0000131 DD DSN=DAAAXXX.DB2T.COPY.T0000131(+1),

000035 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

000036 // UNIT=TAPE,VOL=(,RETAIN),

000037 // LABEL=(1,SL),

000038 // DCB=(DAAAXXX.GDG)

000039 //T0000135 DD DSN=DAAAXXX.DB2T.COPY.T0000135(+1),

000040 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

000041 // UNIT=AFF=T0000131,VOL=(,RETAIN,REF=*.T0000131),

000042 // LABEL=(2,SL),

000043 // DCB=(DAAAXXX.GDG)

000044 //SYSIN DD *

000045 COPY TABLESPACE GENDB.T0000131

000046 DSNUM ALL

000047 COPYDDN T0000131

000048 DEVT TAPE

000049 FULL YES

000050 SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

000051 COPY TABLESPACE GENDB.T0000135

000052 DSNUM ALL

000053 COPYDDN T0000135

000054 DEVT TAPE

000055 FULL YES

000056 SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

000057 /*

000058 //

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *************
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RECOVER Utility

DB2 allows you to recover an entire table space, a data set, pages within an error range, or a page. If a smaller data
recovery unit (a page, for example) is required, you can use the generated JCL as an example from which to build the
JCL.

NOTE
Gen generates JCL to recover an entire table space or an index.

The DB2 RECOVER utility recovers data to the current state or to a previous state. Data is recovered from image copies
of a table space and database log change records. If the most recent full image copy data set is unusable, and previous
image copy data sets exist in the system, RECOVER uses the previous image copy data-sets.

You can recover multiple table spaces and indexes from the same database in a single execution of the RECOVER utility.
DB2 locks the entire tablespace to allow an update of secondary indexes across partition boundaries. To recover an index,
specifically request for the recovery. The index is not recovered automatically when the tablespace is recovered.

To select the table spaces and indexes to recover, use the DB2 recover Utility panel.

                              DB2 RECOVER Utility            Row 1 to 13 of 23 

 COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                                

  Model name  . . . :  GEN SAMPLE MODEL                                    

  Business system . :  CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                                     

  Data base . . . . :  GENDB                                                    

                                                                                

  Type S beside each table space and index you wish to recover                  

  then press enter or press F12 to cancel.                                      

                                                                                

 S Table Space Index                                                            

 _ T0000131                                                                     

 _                                                                              

 _              PROJID                                                          

 _              I0000078                                                        

 _              I0000080                                                        

 _ T0000135                                                                     

 _                                                                              

 _              TEAMID                                                          

 _              I0000084                                                        

 _ T0000140                                                                     

 _                                                                              

 _              DIVID                                                           

 _ T0000144                                              

The following example of the JCL generated for the RECOVER utility that is based on the selections that were made using
the DB2 Copy Utility.

EDIT ---- DAAAXXX.TICTEMP1.TIDUTJCL ------------ COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                    SCROLL ===> CSR

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************

000001 //DAAAXXX JOB(ACCOUNT INFO)

000002 //*TEST JCL SAVED

000003 //*

000004 //*

000005 //*
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000006 //*

000007 //*

000008 //*

000009 //*

000010 //STEPRECV EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=1024K,

000011 // PARM='DB2T,RD000310',COND=EVEN

000012 //*

000013 //STEPLIB DD DSN=SYS1.DB2.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

000014 //*

000015 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

000016 //UTPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

000017 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

000018 //* *****************************************************

000019 //* * WORK DATA SETS FOR SORTING INDEXES *

000020 //* *****************************************************

000021 //SORTWK01 DD DSN=DAAAXXX.DB2T.RECV.SORTWK01,

000022 // DISP=(NEW,DELETE,CATLG),UNIT=SPACE,

000023 // SPACE=(TRK,(75,25))

000024 //SORTWK02 DD DSN=DAAAXXX.DB2T.RECV.SORTWK02,

000025 // DISP=(NEW,DELETE,CATLG),UNIT=SPACE,

000026 // SPACE=(TRK,(75,25))

000027 //SORTWK03 DD DSN=DAAAXXX.DB2T.RECV.SORTWK03,

000028 // DISP=(NEW,DELETE,CATLG),UNIT=SPACE,

000029 // SPACE=(TRK,(75,25))

000030 //SORTWK04 DD DSN=DAAAXXX.DB2T.RECV.SORTWK04,

000031 // DISP=(NEW,DELETE,CATLG),UNIT=SPACE,

000032 // SPACE=(TRK,(75,25))

000033 //* *****************************************************

000034 //* * MESSAGES FROM DFSORT *

000035 //* *****************************************************

000036 //UTPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

000037 //* *****************************************************

000038 //* * WORK DATA SETS FOR INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT *

000039 //* *****************************************************

000040 //SYSUT1 DD DSN=DAAAXXX.DB2T.RECV.SYSUT1,

000041 // DISP=(NEW,DELETE,CATLG),UNIT=SPACE,

000042 // SPACE=(CYL,(75,25))

000043 //SYSIN DD *

000044 RECOVER TABLESPACE GENEDB.T00001316

000045 RECOVER INDEX (PROJID)

000046 RECOVER INDEX (I0000078)

000047 000048 RECOVER INDEX (I0000080)

000049 /*

000050 //

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

REORG Utility

The REORG utility reorganizes a table space to improve the access performance and reorganizes indexes so that they
are efficiently clustered. During the REORG execution, DB2 locks the entire tablespace to allow an update of secondary
indexes across partition boundaries.
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To select the table spaces and indexes to reorganize, use the DB2 Reorg Utility. Gen generates the REORG JCL based
on the selections using the DB2 REORG Utility.

RUNSTATS Utility

The RUNSTATS utility scans a table space or index to gather information about utilization of space and efficiency of
indexes.

The information is recorded in the DB2 system catalog. The installation function during the bind process to select access
paths to data uses this information. The database administrator can use catalog queries to review the RUNSTATS
information. The information is used to evaluate database design and determine when table spaces or indexes are
reorganized.

To select the table spaces and indexes for which to gather RUNSTATS information, use the DB2 RUNSTATS Utility. Gen
generates the RUNSTATS JCL based on selections that are made with the RUNSTATS Utility.

Creating Database Utility JCL
This article provides information for Creating Database Utility JCL. The database utility functions create the JCL to run a
DB2 utility.

The activities to generate the JCL for a DB2 utility are:

Select the Database

The first step in generating the JCL for a DB2 utility is to select the required database from the Database List panel. The
Database List shows all databases that are defined for the model.

Select Utility and Specify DB2 Creator ID

After selecting the database, select the utility to perform from the DB2 Utilities options.

The panel also allows you to specify the Creator ID. The Creator ID is the DB2 Authority ID of the DB2 user who created
the database objects. The DB2 system catalog identifies the Creator ID for DB2 objects.

If specified, the Creator ID is included in the generated JCL to make index names that are fully qualified. Table space
names are qualified by the database name. If a Creator ID is not supplied, the creator qualification is not included in the
generated JCL.

Select Objects and Generate JCL

After you select the DB2 utility, select the objects to process. Each utility supports different objects:

• COPY supports Table Spaces
• RECOVER supports Table Spaces and Indexes
• REORG supports Table Spaces and Indexes
• RUNSTATS supports Table Spaces and Indexes

Gen generates the JCL to run the utility for the selected objects.

Specify Job Statement Information

Gen prompts for the job statement information to include in the generated JCL. If the job statement information is not
supplied, Gen still generates the JCL, but the job is not executable until you add the job statement information.

Gen provides two ways to specify or revise job statement information: during database generation, or outside of database
generation, using the Environment option on Gen Main Menu. Both options specify and update the same set of JCL.
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The Environment option allows display of the Update JCL for Data definition Language panel. Generating the JCL from
within the Database Definition panels lets you access the Specify DDL Job Statement Information panel. Both panels
display eight lines of JCL for initial entry or update.

Your job statement information meets the requirements and standards of your installation. The time and region parameter
values vary depending on the number and size of the DB2 objects that are involved in the utility.

Edit Generated JCL

When the JCL for the selected utility and objects is generated, Gen automatically displays it in an ISPF Edit session,
allowing you to review the generated JCL and make changes.

Submit Generated JCL

If your environment permits, and you have been granted authority, you submit the job to run the selected utility.

DB2 security requires that all users be authorized, explicitly or implicitly, to do whatever they do. To execute a DB2 utility,
you must have the proper authority. Usually, the Database Administrator (DBA) is responsible for granting and revoking
DB2 authorities. Consult your DBA before executing a database utility.

Use the appropriate vendor documentation to find more information about DB2 security mechanisms.

If you do not intend to submit the job immediately, save it so that it can be submitted later. Gen does not save the job for
you.

Generating JCL for a DB2 Utility

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Application System Construction panel for specifying the model and business system.
2. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the model.

You can also use the Tab key to position the cursor at the field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid choices.
Select a model name from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to one name
and press Enter again.

3. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the business system.
You can also use the Tab key to position the cursor at the field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid choices.
Select a business system from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to one
name and press Enter again.

4. Press Enter. The Application System Construction Menu displays.
Gen automatically retrieves the construction library and target environment specifications that are stored in the Host
Encyclopedia for the selected business system.

5. Select 4 for Generate Database Definition and press Enter.
The Database List panel displays.

6. Type U next to the required database and press Enter.
The DB2 Utilities panel displays.

7. Select the utility:
– COPY
– RECOVER
– REORG
– RUNSTATS

8. If a Creator ID is required to make index names in the generated JCL fully qualified, press the Tab key to position the
cursor to the Creator ID field and type the DB2 Authority Code of the creator of the DB2 object.
If you do not know whether the Creator ID is required for the utility you want to run, contact your DBA.

9. Press Enter.
The object selection panel for the requested utility displays.
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10. Type an S next to the name of each object that you want processed by the selected utility. You can select more than
one object at a time. Gen generates the required JCL for all selected objects.

11. Press Enter.
The Specify DDL Job Statement Information panel displays. The information displays previously specified entries.

12. Type the changes to the job statement information for the JCL.
a. To save changes and exit the panel, press End. Gen generates the JCL.

The generated JCL is displayed in an ISPF Edit session (if the auto-submit option is set to No on the Generation
Options panel). Review the JCL and edit it if necessary.
If you do not intend to submit the job immediately, save it so that it can be submitted later. Gen does not save the
job for you.

b. To cancel changes to the job statement information and exit the panel, type Cancel on the COMMAND line and
press Enter or press Cancel.

13. Type SUBMIT on the COMMAND line and press Enter to submit the job. The job runs the requested DB2 utility.

Automated Regeneration
When a Gen generated application requires changes, the application developer modifies the appropriate diagrams and
regenerates the affected application components.

For relatively small changes, it is not necessary nor is it desirable to regenerate the entire application. However, it is
not always obvious which components the change affects. Gen Intelligent Regeneration tool automates the process of
determining which components need regeneration.

You can still perform repeat generation of application components by expanding load modules and making selections
in the normal Construction panels. Sometimes, when it is clear which components need regeneration, you prefer this
approach. However, if you are not sure what changed, or if you are uncertain which application components need
regeneration, the Intelligent Regeneration tools can make the analysis for you.

You can mix the two methods of regeneration with no ill effects. When you upload changes to the Host Encyclopedia, the
model is updated in a manner that supports subsequent identification of components requiring regeneration.

Intelligent Regeneration lets you regenerate only those parts of an application system that is affected by recent changes
to the model. Intelligent Regeneration makes maintenance of existing systems quicker and easier to implement because
Gen tracks the changes to the model and performs selected generation only of changed components.

In addition to automatic determination and application component regeneration, Intelligent Regeneration lets you examine
the impact of proposed changes before making the changes. You can also review the impact of changes that are made
before regenerating the affected components.

Terms

These terms help you to understand Intelligent Regeneration processing:

Generation object
An object type that can be generated and installed. Action blocks, screens, and load modules are examples of
generation objects.

Aggregate object
An object type that identifies a key change in the model. It can be thought of as a trigger that causes other
actions. The changing of an aggregate object cause a generation object to be marked for regeneration.

Generate
Create the source code.

Install
Compile, link-edit, and place in a library ready for execution.
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Prerequisites

Intelligent Regeneration evaluates only packaged load modules. To use Intelligent Regeneration, complete the following
steps:

• Created a model using the workstation toolsets
• Performed Transformation or Retransformation (in Design) and completed the Data Store List and Data Structure List
• Uploaded the model to the Host Encyclopedia
• Created a business system with at least one procedure step
• Packaged for at least one procedure

Model Conversion Considerations

Consider the following for models that have had code that is generated under earlier versions of Gen code generators:

• To install a load module, the Dialog Manager and all screens in the load module must be regenerated in the current
encyclopedia.

• It is a more efficient use of resources to perform generation from the Applications System Construction panels before
using Intelligent Regeneration.

Tracking Changes
This article provides information for Gen that tracks changes in a model using identifiers.

Gen tracks changes by timestamp, when the change was made, by user ID, who changes, and tracks changes in
aggregate for a high-level object such as an action diagram, and its lower-level object components such as a statement.
Changes to certain low-level components do not result in flagging objects for regeneration. Included are changes to text
descriptions and object positions within a display such as the Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD).

NOTE
The aggregate objects that are referenced for Intelligent Regeneration and the timestamp user ID that indicates
the last change are the same as those used for Version Control, although some differences do appear in the list
that displays for each.

Not every aggregate object that is used for Version Control affects code generation such as certain objects that are
created with the Planning Toolset, subject areas, and functions. Some aggregate objects that affect code generation can
be migrated only as a component of a higher-level aggregate object such as a subtype, import view set, or parameter
delimiter.

NOTE
For more information, see Host Encyclopedia Version Control

Session Object

The actual user ID-timestamp is carried in a session object, which is referenced by all aggregate objects that are changed
during one session. Gen creates a unique session object for the set of changes from one toolset session each time
a model update occurs. Functions on the encyclopedia that affect model information, such as Packaging, Rename,
or Delete, also incorporate this logic. The reference for an aggregate object changes each time a component of that
aggregate object changes, so that it always points to the last change made.

Session objects have an ID number, which is assigned in sequence as sessions are added. Since these numbers are
assigned chronologically, the greatest value indicates the latest change to the model.

OK Session Flag

All application components have a generation timestamp and an OK Session property value. The OK Session value is
used as a flag to indicate whether the component requires generation. When you request regeneration, or preview the
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results of changes in a model, Intelligent Regeneration tracks those components that require regeneration. If you do not
continue with regeneration, and the flag Mark and record components requiring generation is set to Yes, components that
are identified but not regenerated are flagged to facilitate analysis in the next session.

In addition, if a component is determined not to require regeneration, an association is made to the latest session in the
model, to indicate that the component generation is current with that session. That session date overrides the actual
generation date for future Intelligent Regeneration sessions, to minimize change analysis that is required.

Automatic Regeneration Processing

When you change a model during a workstation session and upload the changes, Gen attaches a unique session object
for that set of changes. To determine key changes, cascading occurs from lower-level objects to higher-level objects. For
example, changing a permitted value flags the associated attribute. These higher-level or aggregate objects are attached
to the session object that has timestamp properties that are assigned. As you change your model, aggregate objects are
detached from an earlier session and reattached to the new session.

Effects on Cross-Copied Models

When a model is cross-copied between encyclopedias, the session object ID numbers are reset to zeroes/blanks. This
preserves the chronological integrity of session numbers in the new encyclopedia.

Processing Logic
This article provides information for Processing Logic. You can request Intelligent Regeneration for a model, a business
system, or a load module.

You can further restrict the scope of the request by specifying changes that are made during a specific time frame, by
a specific user ID, or select to ignore changes that are made to the target environment and construction libraries. If the
scope is restricted by these parameters, the results of the analysis are not saved for future work sessions. When the
scope of the request is defined, the Intelligent Regeneration process performs the following tasks:

• Determines all application components included in the scope of the request: a business system has load modules; load
modules have procedure steps; procedure steps have action diagrams and screens; procedure step action diagrams
have action blocks, derivation algorithms, referential integrity triggers, or both.

• Records the earliest timestamp that a component was generated.
• Identifies the sessions and the associated aggregate objects that occurred since the earliest component timestamp

and, if requested, within the specified time frame and by the specified user ID.
• Reviews each generation object, according to the Intelligent Regeneration Rules, to mark the appropriate components

as changed.
• Flags the components for regeneration if an aggregate object change affects that component, and if the session

timestamp of the aggregate object is later than the generation timestamp of the component.

Regeneration occurs for the flagged components.

z/OS Compatibility Option Considerations

When dynamically link default options are modified at the Business System level, Intelligent Regeneration processes
individual modules using Default value for the dynamically link option if Ignore Target Environment Parameter Changes
option is set to No on Regeneration Options panel. If this option is set to Yes, Intelligent Regeneration ignores the
modifications that are made at the Business System level.

When the dynamically link option is changed to CMP(compatibility), for an action block, Intelligent Regeneration marks
the calling module as requiring regeneration because the call statement is different in the caller module. Intelligent
Regeneration also lists compatibility action blocks as required to be regenerated when their dynamic flag is changed to
CMP, although they only require to be relinked. This is because change capture or Intelligent Regeneration does not know
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what was changed. This behavior is the same for action blocks with dynamically link option set to DEF (Default), when the
Business System defaults change to CMP and Ignore Target Environment Parameter Changes option is set to No.

Intelligent Regeneration does not list screen modules as requiring regeneration when their dynamic flag is set to CMP.
Instead it lists their associated action blocks as requiring regeneration because when a dynamic flag of a screen is
modified, change capture flags the action block as changed and not the screen.

After identifying the components, Intelligent Regeneration provides generation and installation options panels similar to
those in Host Construction. These Intelligent Regeneration panels and dialogs include a Process modules marked for
Compatibility Yes/No option to indicate that modules that are marked for Compatibility must or must not be processed,
similar to Host Construction.

• When this option is set to No, Intelligent Regeneration behaves the same as in the AllFusion Gen r7.6 release without
the Compatibility Priority Enhancement. Gen bypasses the generation, installation, remote installation processing,
or both of modules that are marked for Compatibility. When Intelligent Regeneration runs again, the Compatibility
modules are listed as requiring regeneration or reinstallation even though their processing was bypassed because
Intelligent Regeneration uses the generation or installation timestamp in decision making.

• When this option is set to Yes, modules marked for Compatibility are processed, that is generation, installation,
inclusion for remote installation, or both occurs, only if they are included within the scope of those modules that are
selected for processing. When Intelligent Regeneration runs again, Compatibility modules are not listed as requiring
regeneration, or reinstallation if they were previously generated or installed, and the module was not modified since the
last Intelligent Regeneration run, such as modifying the action diagram on the Toolset.

Selecting the Process modules that are marked for Compatibility option causes the RI Trigger modules and all Action
Blocks that are statically called by the module that is marked for Compatibility to compile twice, once using the NODLL
compiler option and again using the DLL compiler option.

The result of the NODLL compile is linked into the Compatibility module. The result of the DLL compile can be linked into
DLL applications that statically call these components.

Intelligent Regeneration identifies the Compatibility modules if Process modules that are marked for Compatibility option is
set to Yes.

Aggregate Objects List

The list of aggregate objects in the following list appears in the same order as the expansion panels. The objects in the list
are a reference point for a group of objects. Gen identifies objects by their aggregates. The rules tables in this section help
you to determine the components that a change affects. The following list shows Aggregate Objects:
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• ACTION BLOCK
• ATTRIBUTE
• BATCH JOB
• BATCH JOB STEP
• BUSINESS SYS IMPL
• CLASSIFIER
• COMMAND
• COMMAND SYNONYM
• COMPONENT IMPLEMENT
• COMPONENT SPEC
• DATA COLUMN
• DATA TABLE
• DEFAULT EDIT PATTERN
• DEFAULT ERR FLD ATTR
• DEFAULT LITERAL ATTR
• DEFAULT NRM FLD ATTR
• DEFAULT PROMPT ATTR
• DENORMALIZED COLUMN
• DIALECT
• DIALOG FLOW
• ENTITY
• EXIT STATE
• EXPORT VIEW SET
• EXT. IMPLMENT. LOGIC
• FOREIGN KEY COLUMN
• IMPLEMENTATION LOGIC
• IMPLEMENT. SCREEN
• IMPORT VIEW SET
• INTERFACE TYPE
• LINK TABLE
• LOCAL PFKEY
• ONLINE LOAD MODULE
• PARAMETER DELIMITER
• PARAM. STR. DELIMITR
• PERMITTED VALUE
• PROCEDURE
• PROCEDURE STEP
• RELATIONSHIP
• SCREEN
• SERVER MANAGER
• SPECIFICATION TYPE
• SUBTYPE
• SYSTEM-WIDE PFKEY
• TECH DESIGN DEFAULT
• TEMPLATE
• WORK ATTRIBUTE
• WORK ATTRIBUTE SET
• Z/OS LIBRARY
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The following list shows some of the higher-level objects on selection panels and the corresponding lower-level objects:

Entity
Entity Subtype, Attribute, Relationship Membership

Entity Subtype
Entity Subtype, Attribute, Relationship Membership

Work Attribute Set
Work Attribute

Procedure
Procedure Step

Procedure Step
Procedure Step Action Block, Screen, Dialog Flow, Local PFKEY

Batch Job
Batch Job Step

Data Record
Data Field, Denormalized Field, Foreign Key Field, Entry point

Intelligent Regeneration Rules
This article provides information for Intelligent Regeneration Rules. For each aggregate that you change, one or more
components need regeneration.

You make these changes in various diagrams within Gen Toolset. Aggregate Object identifies changes in Gen
diagramming tool where the changes occur.

Changes from Dialog Flow Diagram

Aggregate Object Change Regeneration Rule

DIALOG FLOW Add a dialog flow.
Change dialog flow type
Change Data Sent/Returned
Change Execute first/Display first property.
Change Flows on/Returns On exit state
Assign Autoflow exit state.

Regenerate the Dialog Manager associated
with the source procedure step.

BUSINESS PROCEDURE Add a procedure.
Delete a procedure step in a multi-step
procedure.
Modify procedure properties.
Add a procedure step.

Regenerate the Dialog Managers for all
steps in the procedure.

BUSINESS PROCEDURE STEP Add a procedure step.
Add/Delete a dialog flow
Modify procedure step properties.
Mark a procedure step for unformatted
input.

Regenerate the Dialog Manager associated
with the procedure step.
Regenerate the screen associated with the
procedure step.
Regenerate the Dialog Managers for all
load modules that contain a flow to the
procedure step.
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Changes from the Screen Designer

Aggregate Object Change Regeneration Rule

SCREEN All changes to the screen Regenerate the screen.

TEMPLATE All changes to a template Regenerate all screens that use the
changed template.

Changes from Business System Configuration

Aggregate Object Change Regeneration Rule

TECHNICAL SYSTEM Change a technical system property.
Add usage of a library.
Delete usage of a library.

Regenerate all screens in the Business
System associated with this technical
system.
Regenerate all Dialog Managers in the
business system.
Regenerate all action blocks in the
Business System.

Changes from Load Module Packaging

Aggregate Object Change Regeneration Rule

ONLINE LOAD, BATCH JOBSTEP Any Load Module Packaging change Regenerate the Dialog Manager for the
associated load module.
Regenerate Dialog Managers for all
load modules that contain a flow to any
repackaged procedure step in the newly
packaged load module.

Changes from Member Name Resolution

Aggregate Object Change Regeneration Rule

SCREEN IMPLEMENTATION Modify the member name of a screen.
Modify the mid name of a screen.
Modify the mod name of a screen.
Modify the format name of a screen.

Regenerate the screen.

IMPLEMENTATION UNIT, EXTERNAL
IMPLEMENTATION UNIT

Modify the member name of an action
block.
Modify action block type, External, or
Internal.

Regenerate the action block.
Regenerate the Dialog Manager that is
associated with renamed procedure step.
Regenerate all action blocks that USE the
renamed action block.
Regenerate all action blocks that read the
derived attribute the renamed action block
sets.

PARAMETER DELIMITERS Modify the set of parameter delimiters in a
Business System.

Regenerate all screens in the Business
System where the associated procedure
step has unformatted input.
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PARAMETER STRING DELIMITERS Modify the set of parameter string delimiters
in a Business System.

Regenerate all screens in the Business
System where the associated procedure
step has unformatted input.

PFKEY (system) Associate a command with a PFkey
Modify display property for PFkey.

Regenerate all screens in the business
system, except those in which the system-
wide PFkey was overridden by a local
PFkey.

PFKEY (local) Associate a command with a local PFkey
for a given procedure step.

Regenerate the screen associated with the
procedure step.

DEFAULT EDIT PATTERN Add or change a default edit pattern. Regenerate screens containing a screen
variable that uses the default edit pattern.
If screen variable is on a template,
regenerate all screens that use that
template.

DEFAULT VIDEO ATTRIBUTE
...ERROR FIELD
...LITERAL
...NORMAL FIELD
...PROMPT

Change properties associated with the
default attributes of that video object type.

Regenerate screens that contain one or
more of that fields, where the default video
attributes have not been overridden with
custom settings.
Regenerate screens that USE a template
that contains one or more of that type fields,
where the default video attributes have not
been overridden with custom settings.

COMMAND Change the name of a command.
Add/Delete a command synonym
Add a command.

Regenerate all action blocks that reference
the command in an expression.
Regenerate the Dialog Manager for a
procedure step whose action diagram
contains a reference to the command.
Regenerate the Dialog Manager for the
source procedure step for autoflow caused
by the command.
Regenerate the Dialog Manager for the
source procedure step for flow that sets the
command.

COMMAND SYNONYM Add a Command Synonym. Regenerate the Dialog Manager for all load
modules in the Business System.

EXIT STATE Add an exit state.
Modify the exit state name.
Modify the message text of an exit state.
Modify the exit state type.
Modify the exit state message type.

Regenerate all Action Blocks that contain a
reference to the exit state.
Regenerate the Dialog Manager for the
procedure step that references the exit
state for an autoflow.
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Changes from Action Diagramming

Aggregate Object Change Regeneration Rule

ACTION BLOCK Add or change an action block.
Add or change a derivation algorithm.
Modify the local view set of an action block.
Modify the entity action view set of an
action block.
Modify the import or export view set of a
procedure step.
Modify the import or export view set of an
action block.
Modify the import or export view set of a
screen.

Regenerate the action block.

Changes from View Maintenance

Aggregate Object Change Regeneration Rule
IMPORT VIEW
EXPORT VIEW

Modify the import or export view set of a
procedure step.
Modify the import or export view set of an
action block.
Modify the import or export view set of a
screen.

Regenerate the screen associated with the
procedure step.
Regenerate the Dialog Manager for the
load module that is associated with the
procedure step.
Regenerate the Dialog Manager for
procedure steps that flow to the procedure
step whose view changed.
Regenerate the action block.
Regenerate all action blocks that USE the
action block whose view set was changed.
Regenerate all action blocks that read
a derived attribute, when the derivation
algorithm view set was changed.
Regenerate all derivation algorithms whose
import view set contains a derived attribute
whose derivation algorithm view set has
changed.
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Changes from Data Modeling

Aggregate Object Change Regeneration Rule
ENTITY TYPE
ENTITY SUBTYPE

Add a new entity type.
Add or change properties of an entity type.
Change the identifier set for an entity type.
Add/Delete an attribute, relationship,
identifier, or partitioning

Regenerate all action blocks that contain
entity action views of the changed entity
type.
If an entity subtype was changed,
regenerate all action blocks that contain
entity action views of an entity type or
subtype in the hierarchy of the highest level
entity type.
All components, that are procedure steps
and action blocks, must be regenerated if
an attribute is added to a common entity
type when using persistent views.

CLASSIFIER Add/Change a classifier for a partitioning Regenerate the action block associated
with highest level entity type in current
entity hierarchy.
Regenerate action blocks associated with
highest level entity types that are involved
in relationships with an entity in the current
entity hierarchy (DELETE triggers only).
Regenerate action blocks that reference a
relationship in the current entity hierarchy
through a DISASSOCIATE statement.

RELATIONSHIP Add a relationship membership.
Add or change the properties of a
relationship membership (cardinality/
optionality/name).

Regenerate all Design action blocks that
reference the relationship in an Entity
Action view.
Regenerate all Design action blocks that
reference the relationship membership
through a DISASSOCIATE statement,
and all action blocks that call the
DISASSOCIATE action block.

ATTRIBUTE Add an attribute.
Add or change properties of an attribute.
Add/Delete a permitted value

Regenerate all Dialog Managers for
procedure steps that contain predicate
views of the attribute.
Regenerate all action blocks that contain
predicate views of the attribute.
Regenerate all screens that contain
predicate views of the attribute.

PERMITTED VALUES Add or change a permitted value for a text
attribute.
Add or change a permitted value range for
a numeric attribute.

Regenerate all action blocks that contain
Entity Action views that contain the
attribute, if the Entity Action view is used in
a READ, UPDATE or CREATE statement.
Regenerate all screens that reference the
associated attribute as a screen variable.
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Changes from Data Structure Diagram

Aggregate Object Change Regeneration Rule
DATA FIELD
FOREIGN KEY FIELD
DENORMALIZED FIELD

Add or change a Field in a Record.
Change Data Type of a Field.
Denormalization changes

Regenerate all action blocks that reference
the record in which the field resides.

RECORD
LINK RECORD

Add/Delete a field in a record
Rearrange Fields in a Record.
Add a record.
Modify record properties.

Regenerate all action blocks that reference
the record.

Impact Analysis and Preview Reporting
Intelligent Regeneration provides the reports to preview the consequences of changes or proposed changes to the model.

Construction Change Impact Report

Use the Construction Change Impact report to view the application components that would require regeneration if a
change occurs. When you select the objects that are proposed for change, the report shows the components that require
regeneration if that change occurs. Every aggregate object that you select is in the report. Since no changes are made no
application components are marked for regeneration.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Application System Regeneration menu.
2. Type 1 for Construction change impact report and press Enter.

The Construction Change Impact panel displays.
3. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the model.
4. Use the Tab key to position the cursor at the field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid choices.
5. Select a model name from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to the name

and press Enter.
a. Scope the business system by placing a slash character (/) opposite the option to enable. Place a period (.) or a

space character opposite the option to disable.
b. Type a business system name only when regenerating a single business system. To regenerate all business

systems, do not type a name in this blank.
c. Use the Tab key to position the cursor at the field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid choices.
d. Select a business system name from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next

to the name and press Enter.
e. Scope the load module by placing a slash character (/) opposite the option to enable. Place a period (.) or a space

character opposite the option to disable.
f. Select the Execution mode, online or batch.

6. Press Enter.
The Select Aggregate Object Types panel displays.

7. Type a slash character (/) by the object types to expand. Use the scroll keys to see the entire list.
8. Press Enter.

The system displays the message:

Input has been accepted, press "enter" or enter "accept" command to proceed.

9. Press Enter.
The Object Occurrences panel displays. The list contains all object occurrences of the first type selected.
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10. Type S or E next to the objects you to select for reporting.
– Type S to analyze individual aggregate object to select it for reporting
– Type E to expand individual aggregate object

11. Press Enter.
If you did not expand objects, the system displays the message:

Input has been accepted, press "enter" or enter "accept" command to proceed.

If you expanded objects, the system displays the Expanded Occurrences panel to select more objects to add to the
report using S to add to the report and E for further expansion, if available. Gen displays an error message if the
selected object cannot be expanded.
When you complete expansion and have added the required objects to the list to be analyzed, press Enter. The Object
Occurrences panel displays.

12. Press Enter.
The Confirm Change Impact List panel displays.

13. Type a slash character (/) next to an aggregate object occurrence to remove from the list. The system responds with a
message indicating that the selected objects were removed from the list.

14. Press Enter to begin processing or click Cancel to stop processing.
If you cancelled processing, the Select Aggregate Object Types panel opens to allow selection of new analysis criteria.
If you chose foreground processing, Gen processes the selection that you made.
When complete, the Browse Report File panel displays.
If you selected background processing, the Update JCL for Encyclopedia Functions panel displays.

15. Type changes to your Job card and press Enter.
The JCL is presented in ISPF Edit mode.

16. Type Submit on the COMMAND line and press Enter to submit the job for processing.
The Application System Regeneration menu displays to perform other processing. Omit the remaining steps in this
procedure.

17. Review the report in the Browse Report File panel and click End when finished.
The Report Print Options panel displays.

18. Press the appropriate key or type a command on the COMMAND line and press Enter.
You are only required to press Enter if the Auto-submit option on the Generation Options screen was not set to Yes.
Gen returns to the Application System Regeneration menu.

Other messages that could occur in this report include those listed as follows. The term entity triggers refers to Referential
Integrity triggers of ENTITY and RELATIONSHIP types.

• All components, including entity triggers, would be flagged for regeneration/installation
• All components, excluding entity triggers, would be flagged for regeneration/installation
• All entity triggers would be flagged for regeneration/installation
• No components would be flagged for regeneration/installation
• Modifying [aggregate] would flag these components for Regeneration
• No Business System components and no RI Triggers would be flagged for Regeneration
• No Business System components and no RI Triggers would be flagged for Installation

An example of a Construction Change Impact Report panel is shown in the following illustration:

2009-11-24                INTELLIGENT REGENERATION                PAGE    1

06:21                CONSTRUCTION CHANGE IMPACT REPORT                

   MODEL NAME:              GEN SAMPLE MODEL 

                        ALL OBJECTS CHANGED IN MODEL                  

                               BY ALL USERS                          
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Modifying Attribute NAME of Entity Type DEPARTMENT would flag these components

for Regeneration:                                                     

     Module Manager for Online Load Module MENU                       

     Module Manager for Server Manager P900                           

     Process Action Block ADD_DEPARTMENT                              

     Process Action Block ADD_EMPLOYEE                                

     Process Action Block DELETE_DEPARTMENT                           

     Procedure Step Action Block EMPLOYEE_DETAIL           

     Process Action Block DELETE_DEPARTMENT                 

     Procedure Step Action Block EMPLOYEE_DETAIL            

     Procedure Step Action Block EMPLOYEE_LIST              

     Procedure Step Action Block MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT        

     Process Action Block MODIFY_DEPARTMENT                 

     Process Action Block MODIFY_EMPLOYEE                   

     Procedure Step Action Block SERVER_DETAIL_DEPARTMENT   

     Procedure Step Action Block SERVER_DETAIL_EMPLOYEE     

     Procedure Step Action Block SERVER_MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT 

     Screen for Procedure Step EMPLOYEE_DETAIL              

     Screen for Procedure Step EMPLOYEE_LIST                

     Screen for Procedure Step MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT             

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------

  Modifying Attribute NUMBER of Entity Type DEPARTMENT would flag these 

  components for Regeneration: 

       Module Manager for Online Load Module MENU                       

       Module Manager for Server Manager P900                           

       Process Action Block ADD_DEPARTMENT                              

       Process Action Block ADD_EMPLOYEE                                

       Process Action Block DELETE_DEPARTMENT                           

       Process Action Block DELETE_DIVISION                             

       Procedure Step Action Block EMPLOYEE_DETAIL                      

       Procedure Step Action Block EMPLOYEE_LIST                        

       Procedure Step Action Block MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT                  

       Procedure Step Action Block MENU                                 

       Process Action Block MODIFY_DEPARTMENT                           

       Procedure Step Action Block MENU                                 

       Process Action Block MODIFY_DEPARTMENT                           

       Process Action Block MODIFY_EMPLOYEE                             

       Procedure Step Action Block SERVER_DETAIL_DEPARTMENT             

       Procedure Step Action Block SERVER_DETAIL_EMPLOYEE               

       Procedure Step Action Block SERVER_MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT           

       Procedure Step Action Block SERVER_MAINTAIN_EMPLOYEE             

       Screen for Procedure Step EMPLOYEE_DETAIL                        

       Screen for Procedure Step EMPLOYEE_LIST                          

       Screen for Procedure Step MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT                    

       Screen for Procedure Step MENU                                   

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Regeneration Impact Analysis Report

The report only includes aggregate object changes that cause Gen to flag the components for regeneration.

Instructions for generating JCL for a batch job are at the end of the procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Application System Regeneration menu.
2. Type 3 for Regeneration impact analysis report. Press Enter.

The Regeneration Impact Analysis Report panel displays.
3. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the model.

Use the Tab key to position the cursor at the field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid choices. Select a model
name from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to the name, and press Enter.
a. Scope the business system by placing a slash character (/) opposite the option to enable. Place a period character

(.) opposite the option to disable.
b. Type a business system name only when regenerating a single business system. To regenerate all business

systems, leave this field blank.
Use the Tab key to position the cursor at the field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid choices. Select a
business system name from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to the
name and press Enter.

c. Scope the load module by placing a slash character (/) opposite the option to enable. Place a period character (.)
opposite the option to disable.

d. Select the Execution mode, online, or batch.
4. Press Enter.

The Regeneration Options panel displays as shown in the following illustration:

                              Regeneration Options

 COMMAND ===> 

  To limit regeneration by date, type a beginning and/or ending date.

  To limit regeneration to a specific user, type the TSO user ID.              

  To limit regeneration to a specific group, type the Group ID.                

  To ignore Target Environment Parameter changes, select Yes.                  

  To mark and record components requiring regeneration, select Yes.            

  Begin date  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   0___ - 0_ - 0_ YYYY-MM-DD or 0

  End   date  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   0___ - 0_ - 0_ YYYY-MM-DD or 0

  User ID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   ________ TSO user ID         

  Group ID  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   ________ Group ID            

  Ignore Target Environment Parameter Changes . . . . .    / Yes               

                                                           . No                

  Mark & record components requiring regeneration . . .    / Yes               

                                                           . No                

  Limiting regeneration to a particular user/group or by date may cause        

  inconsistencies at generation/installation time.  Some components that       

  are not within these limits may need to be regenerated. 

                     

5. Specify required limitations on the scope of the regeneration for beginning or ending dates, TSO user ID, Group ID,
and rejection of the target environment changes and press Enter.
Limiting regeneration to a particular user/group or by date can cause inconsistencies during generation and
installation. Some components that are not within the specified limitations may need regeneration.
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6. To retain the results of the analysis, select Yes for the Mark & record components requiring regeneration option.
Selecting Yes updates OK Session Flag and a subsequent regeneration does not list the aggregate changes that
caused Gen to flag the component for regeneration. Selecting No to get the list of aggregates and the corresponding
components requiring regeneration and their reasons for regeneration in subsequent sessions.

7. When you select No for the Ignore Target Environment Parameter Changes option, Intelligent Regeneration can detect
changes to the business system target environment parameters and RI Trigger Target Environment parameters,
Dynamically Link RI Triggers option, and RI Trigger Name. Intelligent Regeneration cannot detect other changes to
the RI Trigger Target Environment parameters such as DBMS type for RI triggers and it cannot detect the changes
to DBMS type for RI triggers. If DBMS type has changed for RI triggers, generate and install the RI triggers using the
Application System Construction tools, that is, the regular generation, tools.
If you chose foreground processing, Gen starts the report processing. When complete, the Browse Report File panel
displays.
If you selected background processing, the JCL for the report displays in ISPF Edit mode and you can change the
JCL.
If the Auto-submit option on the Generation Options screen was not set to Yes, type Submit on the COMMAND line
and press Enter to submit the job for processing.
The Application System Regeneration menu displays so you can perform other processing. Omit the remaining steps
in this procedure.

8. Review the report in the Browse Report File panel and click End when finished.
The Report Print Options panel displays.

9. Press the appropriate key or type a command on the COMMAND line and press Enter.
Gen returns to the Application System Regeneration menu.

The following illustration is an example of the Regeneration Impact Analysis Report.

2009-11-24                INTELLIGENT REGENERATION                PAGE    1

  06:31               REGENERATION IMPACT ANALYSIS REPORT               

     MODEL NAME:              GEN SAMPLE MODEL                        

                          ALL OBJECTS CHANGED IN MODEL                  

                                  BY ALL USERS                          

                                                                        

  All Business System components and all RI Triggers were flagged for   

  Regeneration.  All Business System components and all RI Triggers were flagged

  for Installation.  Review Construction Regeneration Report for additional

  information.              

If no aggregate changes caused Gen to flag components, but components were flagged in an earlier session and not
regenerated at that time, or components existed that had not been generated or installed, Gen displays one of the
following mutually exclusive messages:

• All Business Systems components and all RI Triggers were flagged for Regeneration
• All Business System components and all RI Triggers were flagged for Installation
• All Business Systems components and some RI Triggers were flagged for Regeneration
• All Business System components and [some/all] RI Triggers were flagged for Installation
• All Business Systems components and no RI Triggers were flagged for Regeneration
• All Business System components and [no/some/all] RI Triggers were flagged for Installation
• All Business Systems components and all RI Triggers were flagged for Regeneration
• [Some/All] Business System components and all RI Triggers were flagged for Installation

The following messages could also occur in this report:
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• Some Business System components and some RI Triggers were flagged for Regeneration
• [Some|All] Business System components and [some|all] RI Triggers were flagged for Installation
• Some Business System components and no RI Triggers were flagged for Regeneration
• [Some|All] Business System components and [no|some|all] RI Triggers were flagged for Installation
• All RI Triggers were flagged for Regeneration
• All RI Triggers were flagged for Installation
• Some RI Triggers were flagged for Regeneration
• [Some|All] RI Triggers were flagged for Installation
• No Business System components and no RI Triggers were flagged for Regeneration
• [No|Some|All] Business System components and [no|some|all] RI Triggers were flagged for Installation

Construction Regeneration Report

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application System Regeneration menu.
2. Type 4 for Construction regeneration report and press Enter.

The Construction Regeneration Report panel displays.
3. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the model.

Use the Tab key to position the cursor at the field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid choices. Select a model
name from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to the name, and press Enter.
a. Scope the business system by placing a slash character (/) opposite the option to enable. Place a period character

(.) opposite the option to disable.
b. Type a business system name to regenerate a single business system. To regenerate all business systems, leave

this field blank.
Use the Tab key to position the cursor at the field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid choices. Select a
business system name from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to the
name and press Enter.

c. Scope the load module by placing a slash character (/) opposite the option to enable. Place a period character (.)
opposite the option to disable.

d. Select the Execution mode, online, or batch.
4. Press Enter.

The Regeneration Options panel displays.
5. Specify the limitations on the scope of the regeneration for beginning or ending dates, TSO user ID, Group ID, and

rejection of the target environment changes and press Enter.
Limiting regeneration to a particular user/group or by date cause inconsistencies during generation and installation.
Some components that are not within the specified limitations need regeneration.

6. To retain the results of the analysis, select Yes for the Mark & record components requiring regeneration option. This
updates OK Session Flag. A subsequent regeneration fails to list the aggregate changes that caused Gen to flag
the component for regeneration. Select No for the list of aggregates and the corresponding components requiring
regeneration and their reasons for regeneration in subsequent sessions.

7. When you select No for the Ignore Target Environment Parameter Changes option, Intelligent Regeneration can
detect changes to the business system target environment parameters and RI Trigger Target Environment parameters
Dynamically Link RI Triggers option and RI Trigger Name. Intelligent Regeneration cannot detect other RI Trigger
Target Environment parameter changes, such as DBMS type for RI triggers. If the DBMS type changed for RI triggers,
generate and install the RI triggers using the Application System Construction tools, that are the regular generation
tools.
If you chose foreground processing, Gen starts the report processing. When complete, the Browse Report File panel
displays.
If you selected background processing, the JCL for the report displays in ISPF Edit mode to change the JCL.
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If the Auto-submit option on the Generation Options screen has not been set to Yes, type Submit on the COMMAND
line and press Enter to submit the job for processing.
The Application System Regeneration menu displays to select other processing. Omit the remaining steps in this
procedure.

8. Review the report in the Browse Report File panel. Press End when finished.
The Report Print Options panel displays.

9. Press the appropriate key or type a command on the COMMAND line and press Enter.

Gen returns to the Application System Regeneration menu.

The following list shows other messages this report could include. The term entity triggers refers to Referential Integrity
triggers of ENTITY and RELATIONSHIP types.

• All components, including entity triggers, were flagged for regeneration/installation
• All components, excluding entity triggers, were flagged for regeneration/installation
• All entity triggers were flagged for regeneration/installation
• No components were flagged for regeneration/installation

Printing Reports Using Host Encyclopedia

The reports are generated exactly as if you display them through the Intelligent Regeneration tool.

To generate a report

1. Display the Gen Main menu.
2. Type 1 for Host Encyclopedia functions and press Enter.

The Host Encyclopedia Functions menu displays.
3. Type 3 for Model Management and press Enter.

The Model Management menu displays.
4. Type 14 for Model reports function and press Enter.

The Model Reports menu displays.
5. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the model in the space, and select a report number:

– 3 -- Construction Change Impact Report
– 4 -- Construction Regeneration Report
– 10 -- Regeneration Impact Analysis Report
Press Enter to start reporting.
The appropriate panel displays.

6. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the model.
Use the Tab key to position the cursor at the field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid choices. Select a model
name from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to the name, and press Enter.
a. Scope the business system by placing a slash character (/) opposite the option to enable. Place a period character

(.) opposite the option to disable.
b. Type a business system name only if you are regenerating a single business system. To regenerate all business

systems, leave this field blank.
Use the Tab key to position the cursor at the field and press the Prompt key for a list of valid choices. Select a
business system name from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to the
name and press Enter.

c. Scope the load module by placing a slash character (/) opposite the option to enable. Place a period character (.)
opposite the option to disable.

d. Select the Execution mode, online, or batch.
7. Press Enter.

The Regeneration Options panel displays.
8. Specify regeneration options.
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If you chose foreground processing, Gen starts the report processing. When complete, the Browse Report File panel
displays.
If you selected background processing, the JCL for the report displays in ISPF Edit mode and you can change the
JCL.

9. Type Submit on the COMMAND line and press Enter to submit the job for processing.
The Application System Regeneration menu displays. Omit the remaining steps in this procedure.

10. Review the report in the Browse Report File panel and press End when finished.
The Report Print Options panel displays.

11. Press the appropriate key or type a command on the COMMAND line and press Enter.
Gen returns to the Application System Regeneration menu.

 

Application System Regeneration
You can start the selection process at a higher level and cascade down to lower levels. However, only business systems,
load modules, and Referential Integrity triggers can be installed.

If Referential Integrity triggers require regeneration, they must be regenerated before other flagged components. All other
flagged components at the level that is selected or lower are displayed with indications of regeneration requirements.

Display the Intelligent Regeneration functions from these panels:

• Business System Regeneration panel
• Load Module Regeneration panel
• Screen Regeneration panel
• Action Block Regeneration panel
• Referential Integrity Regeneration panel

Access the Regeneration Menu

To access the Regeneration Menu, perform the following steps:

1. Display the Application System Regeneration panel.

                        Application System Regeneration

 COMMAND ===>

  Select one of the options below, then press enter.

  _ 1. Construction change impact report

    2. Regenerate application system

    3. Regeneration impact analysis report

    4. Construction regeneration report

   F1=Help  F3=Exit  F12=Cancel  

2. Type 2 for Regenerate application system and press Enter.

                      Regenerate Application System

  COMMAND ===>

  Type a model name or request Prompt for list selection. Select the business

  system scope. If the business system scope is one business system, type a

  business system name or request Prompt for list selection. Select the load

  module scope, then press enter.
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    Model name . . . . . .   GEN SAMPLE MODEL________________  +

    Business System scope    / All business systems

                             . One

    Business System name     ________________________________  +

    Load Module scope  . .   / All load modules

                             . Multiple

  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F4=Prompt  F12=Cancel

3. Type the Host Encyclopedia name of the model or use the Tab key to move the cursor to the field. Press the Prompt
key for a list of valid choices.
a. Select a model name from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a space character next to the

name, and press Enter.
b. Scope the business system by placing a slash character (/) opposite the option to enable. Place a period character

(.) opposite the option to disable.
c. Type a business system name only if you are regenerating a single business system. To regenerate all business

systems, do not type a name in this blank. Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the field and press the Prompt
key for a list of valid choices. A business system name from the list by typing any character except a period (.) or a
space character next to the name and press Enter.

d. Scope the load module by placing a slash character (/) opposite the option to enable. Place a period character (.)
opposite the option that you disable.

4. Press Enter.

                             Regeneration Options

 COMMAND ===>

  To limit regeneration by date, type a beginning and/or ending date.

  To limit regeneration to a specific user, type the TSO user ID.

  To limit regeneration to a specific group, type the Group ID.

  To ignore Target Environment Parameter changes, select Yes.

  To mark and record components requiring regeneration, select Yes.

  Begin date  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   0___ - 0_ - 0_ YYYY-MM-DD or 0

  End   date  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   0___ - 0_ - 0_ YYYY-MM-DD or 0

  User ID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   ________ TSO user ID

  Group ID  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   ________ Group ID

  Ignore Target Environment Parameter Changes . . . . .    / Yes

                                                           . No

  Mark & record components requiring regeneration . . .    / Yes

                                                           . No

  Limiting regeneration to a particular user/group or by date may cause

  inconsistencies at generation/installation time.  Some components that

  are not within these limits may need to be regenerated.

  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F12=Cancel

5. Specify required limitations, if any, on the scope of the regeneration about beginning or ending dates, TSO user ID,
Group ID, and rejection of the target environment changes.
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Limiting regeneration to a particular user/group or by date cause inconsistencies during generation and installation.
Some components that are not within the specified limitations require regeneration.

6. To retain the results of the analysis, select Yes for the Mark & record components requiring generation option.
This option is useful if no or minimal changes had been made to a model since the last regeneration session but
components had been marked for regeneration in that earlier session and the user chose not to regenerate them. If
this option is set to No, the next intelligent regeneration operation must extract all of the aggregate changes that are
made to the model since the earliest generation date for the set of components. This would degrade performance.

7. When you select No for the Ignore Target Environment Parameter Changes option, Intelligent Regeneration can
detect changes to the business system target environment parameters and RI Trigger Target Environment parameters
for Dynamically Link RI Triggers option, RI Trigger support for DSNULI option, and RI Trigger Name. Intelligent
Regeneration cannot detect other RI Trigger Target Environment parameter changes, such as DBMS type for RI
triggers. If the DBMS type has changed for RI triggers, generate and install the RI triggers using the Application
System Construction (regular generation) tools.

8. Press Enter.

                               Regeneration

 COMMAND ===>

  Select one of the options below, then press enter.

  _ 1. Business system

    2. Load module

    3. Action block

    4. Screen

    5. Referential integrity triggers

  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F12=Cancel

9. Select the appropriate level of detail for the regeneration.
– Referential Integrity triggers that need regeneration, Gen selects that option automatically. The Referential Integrity

triggers must be generated first.
– When you select a Business system, you receive all the business systems within your model that is flagged for

regeneration and you can expand components to their lower levels.
– When you select a Load module, you receive all the load modules within your model that is flagged for regeneration

and can expand components to lower levels.
– When you select an Action block, you receive all action blocks within your model that is flagged for regeneration.
– When you select a Screen, you receive all the screens within your model that is flagged for regeneration.
– When Gen determines that Referential Integrity triggers require regeneration, it displays the Referential Integrity

Processing Options panel to select generation options for the RI triggers.

Business System Regeneration

This article provides information for Business System Regeneration. Use the Business System Regeneration panel to
access the highest level of regeneration available.

From this panel, you can expand the view of components and can access the lower-level panels. For each business
system, the panel shows you:
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• Business system name
• Installation only status
• Number of components to regenerate
• Number of load modules to reinstall
• Procedure Step total
• Action Block total
• Screen total

                        Business System Regeneration          Row 1 to 1 of 1

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

  Model name :  GEN SAMPLE MODEL 

  Type any action code next to one or more business system names, then press

  enter.

    E=List components   R=List reason for regeneration

    G=Generate          T=Set target environment (for non-server modules)

    I=Install

     INSTALL                               Components      Load modules

 Opt  ONLY      Business System           to regenerate     to install

  _    NO  CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                 20                1

 **************** TOTALS ****************       20                1

The panel also totals the counts of components and load modules at the bottom. The component totals include each
action block once for the model. If you are using common action blocks, the action block shows in each load module that
references it, but is counted for regeneration only once. Gen only shows components that are flagged for regeneration.

Use the Business System Regeneration panel to perform these tasks:

Specify Target Environment
Select T to display the Specify the Target Environment and Construction Libraries menu to set the target
environment parameters.

Regenerate Business System
Select G to regenerate each component that is marked for regeneration in every load module marked for
regeneration in the business system. This can include:

• Dialog Managers
• Batch Managers
• Server Managers
• Procedure steps
• Screens
• Action blocks

After testing, when you are ready to regenerate for the production environment, use this option with the
appropriate changes in environment parameters.

Expand a Business System
Type E next to a business system name to display the Load Module Regeneration panel that lists all load modules
that comprise the business system and were flagged for regeneration.
Use the Load Module Regeneration panel to expand other levels.

List Reason for Regeneration
Select R to produce a Construction Regeneration Report and display it in the Browse Report Form panel.
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Install a Business System
Select I to install the regenerated load modules in a business system, locally or remotely, including all processing
from compile to link edit and bind of the database plan.
If the business system contains load modules with components that are marked for Compatibility, that are built,
ensure that the Process modules that are marked for Compatibility option is selected. Selecting Yes causes the
action blocks statically called by the modules that are marked for Compatibility to be compiled twice, once using
the NODLL compiler option and again using the DLL compiler option. The NCAL link edit of the NODLL compile
is placed in the Compatibility Static non-DLL NCAL Modules library while the NCAL link edit of the DLL compile is
placed in the Internal NCAL Load Modules library. Selecting No causes the action blocks to compile using the DLL
compiler option and the result of the NCAL link is placed in the Internal NCAL Load Modules library only.
When the load modules are installed, Gen retrieves the action blocks from the appropriate library and installs
them with the load module.

Specify the Target Environment

To set target environment and construction library parameters from within the Intelligent Regeneration dialog, use this
procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application System Regeneration menu.
2. Type 1 for Business system.

The Business System Regeneration panel displays.
3. Type a T in the selection column next to a business system name and press Enter.

The Specify Target Environment and Construction Libraries panel displays.
4. Type 1 for Specify Target Environment and press Enter.

The Specify Target Environment Parameters panel displays.
5. Set the target environment parameters as required and press Accept or Save to store your changes.

NOTE
Intelligent Regeneration to create code for more than one business system at a time. If you use the Accept
command to override the Target Environment and Construction Libraries for a business system, generate
code only for that business system. The overrides apply only to the first business system encountered during
the generation process.

6. Type 2 for Construction libraries, if needed, and press Enter.
The Specify Construction Libraries menu displays.

7. Type the number for the required library.
If you selected internal libraries, the Specify Internal Libraries panel displays.
If you selected internal compatibility libraries, the Specify Internal Compatibility Libraries panel displays.
If you selected one of the external libraries, one of these panels displays:
– Specify External Action Block Load Libraries
– Specify External Action Block DBRM Libraries for DB2
– Specify External System Load Libraries
– Specify External Compatibility Libraries

8. Type the library names.
9. Press Save to save the changes or Cancel to ignore them.
10. Press End to return to the Business System Regeneration panel when all choices are complete.

Regenerate a Business System

Use the Business System Regeneration panel to regenerate each component that is marked for regeneration in every
load module marked for regeneration in the business system.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application System Regeneration menu.
2. Type 1 for Business system and press Enter.

                        Business System Regeneration          Row 1 to 1 of 1

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

  Model name :  GEN SAMPLE MODEL 

  Type any action code next to one or more business system names, then press

  enter.

    E=List components   R=List reason for regeneration

    G=Generate          T=Set target environment (for non-server modules)

    I=Install

     INSTALL                               Components      Load modules

 Opt  ONLY      Business System           to regenerate     to install

  _    NO  CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                 20                1

 **************** TOTALS ****************       20                1

3. Type a G in the selection column next to the business system to regenerate and press Enter.
The Regeneration Options panel displays.

4. Override the default values, if necessary. Press Enter to continue.
The Confirm Regeneration of Business System panel displays.

5. Press Enter to begin processing or press Cancel to stop processing.
If you cancel processing, the Business System Regeneration panel displays.
If you chose foreground processing, the Generation Status panel displays.
The Generation Status panel displays messages that track regeneration progress.

6. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation completes.
If you chose background processing, the Update JCL for Background Code Generation panel displays.

7. Type changes to your Job card. Press Enter to submit the job.

Every panel includes an option to create a report that lists the reasons that a component requires regeneration.

To list reasons for regeneration

1. Type an R in the selection column next to the component and press Enter.
The Browse Report File panel displays listing the Construction Regeneration Report for the components selected.

2. Press End to leave the Browse Report File panel.
The Report Print Options panel displays.

3. Type the letter or the required print option on the COMMAND line and press Enter.

Gen displays the previous panel.

Install a Business System

Use the Business System Regeneration panel to install the regenerated load modules in a business system, locally or
remotely, including all processing from compile to link edit and bind of the database plan.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Application System Regeneration menu.
2. Type 1 for Business system.

The Business System Regeneration panel displays.
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3. Type I in the selection column next to a business system name and press Enter.
The Installation Options panel displays.

4. Select the required installation conditions and press Enter.
The Confirm Installation panel displays.

5. Press Enter to begin processing or press Cancel to stop processing.
If you cancel processing, the Business System Regeneration panel displays.
If you chose foreground processing, the Generation Status panel displays.
The Generation Status panel displays messages that track Gen's progress in regeneration.

6. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation is complete.
If you selected background processing, the Update JCL for Background Code Generation panel displays.

7. Type changes to your Job card. Press Enter.

Load Module Regeneration

Use the Load Module Regeneration panel to regenerate a load module or its components. From this panel, you can
expand a load module to see the individual components that comprise a load module, such as the Dialog Manager,
procedure steps, and action blocks.

For each load module, the panel displays:

• Install only status
• Load module name
• Load module type, such as online, batch, server, or z/OS Library
• Business system name
• Number of module managers, such as dialog, batch, and server managers, to regenerate
• Number of action blocks, including procedure steps, to regenerate
• Number of screen managers to regenerate

The panel also totals the counts of each component type at the bottom.

Use the Load Module Regeneration panel to perform these tasks:

Regenerate a Load Module
Select G to regenerate each component of the selected load module, including:

• Dialog Managers
• Batch Managers
• Server Managers
• Procedure steps
• Screens
• Action blocks

Expand a Load Module
Select E for a load module to display the Load Module Component Regeneration panel to list all the components
that are flagged for regeneration in the load module, from which you can select individual components for
regeneration.

List Reason for Regeneration
Select R to produce a Construction Regeneration Report and display it in the Browse Report Form panel.

Install a Load Module
Select I to compile, link edit, and bind the selected (regenerated) load modules, locally or remotely, including all
processing from compile to link edit and bind of the database plan.
If the load module contains components that are marked for Compatibility, that are built, ensure that the Process
modules marked for Compatibility option is selected.
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Selecting Yes causes the action blocks statically called by the modules marked for Compatibility to be compiled
twice, once using the NODLL compiler option and again using the DLL compiler option. Gen places the NCAL link
edit of the NODLL compile in the Compatibility Static non-DLL NCAL Modules library and the NCAL link edit of the
DLL compile in the Internal NCAL Load Modules library.
Selecting No causes Gen to compile the action blocks using the DLL compiler option and Gen places the result of
the NCAL link in the Internal NCAL Load Modules library only.
When the load modules are installed, Gen retrieves the action blocks from the appropriate library and installs
them with the load module.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Application System Regeneration menu.
2. Type 2 for Load module and press Enter.

                 Load Module Regeneration            Row 1 to 1 of 1

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

  Model name :  GEN SAMPLE MODEL 

  Type any action code next to one or more load module names, then press enter.

    E=List components       I=Install

    G=Generate              R=List reason for regeneration

    T=Specify server target

                                                       Components to Regenerate

                                                       ------------------------

    INSTALL Load                                      Module   Screen    Action

 Opt ONLY  Module Type   Business System              Managers Managers  Blocks

 _   NO  MENU     ONLINE   CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT             1        5      14

 ********************** TOTALS ***********************      1        5      14

3. To specify or modify the target environment for a server load module, type T in the selection column next to the server
load module name and press Enter.
The Specify Server Target Environment panel displays. The panel shows the target operating system, source
language, DBMS, and TP monitor for the server load module. Modify parameters if required and type a command key
to exit.

4. Type a G in the selection column next to the load modules to regenerate and press Enter.
The Regeneration Options panel displays.

5. Override the default values, if necessary and press Enter to continue.
The Confirm Regeneration of Load Module panel displays.

6. Press Enter to begin processing or press Cancel to stop processing.
If you cancel processing, the Business System Regeneration panel displays.
If you chose foreground processing, the Generation Status panel displays.
The Generation Status panel displays messages that track Gen's progress in regeneration.

7. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation is complete.
8. If you selected background processing, the Update JCL for Background Code Generation panel displays.
9. Type changes to your Job card and press Enter.

To install a load module

1. Open the Application System Regeneration menu.
2. Type 1 for Business system.

The Business System Regeneration panel displays.
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3. Type an E next to a business system name and press Enter.
The Load Module Regeneration panel displays.

4. Type I in the selection column next to a load module name and press Enter.
The Installation Options panel displays.

5. Select the required installation conditions and press Enter.
The Confirm Installation panel displays.

6. Press Enter to begin processing or press Cancel to stop processing.
If you cancel processing, the Business System Regeneration panel displays.
If you chose foreground processing, the Generation Status panel displays.
The Generation Status panel displays messages that track Gen's progress in regeneration.

7. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation is complete.
If you selected background processing, the Update JCL for Background Code Generation panel displays.

8. Type changes to your Job card and press Enter.

Load Module Component Regeneration

The Load Module Component Regeneration panel list all the components that are flagged for regeneration in the load
module, from which you can select individual components for regeneration. To display the Load Module Component
Regeneration panel, select E in the Load Module Regeneration panel.

Use the Load Module Component Regeneration panel to perform these tasks:

Regenerate a Load Module Component
When you select G for a load module component, Gen regenerates each component of the selected load module.

List Reason for Regeneration
Select R to produce a Construction Regeneration Report and display it in the Browse Report Form panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Application System Regeneration menu.
2. Type 2 for Load module and press Enter.

The Load Module Regeneration panel displays.
3. Type an E in the selection column next to a load module name.

The Load Module Component Regeneration panel displays.
4. Type a G in the selection column next to the load module components to regenerate and press Enter.

The Regeneration Options panel displays.
5. Override the default values, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.

The Confirm Regeneration of Load Module panel displays.
6. Press Enter to begin processing or press Cancel to stop processing.

If you cancel processing, the Business System Regeneration panel displays.
If you chose foreground processing, the Generation Status panel displays.
The Generation Status panel displays messages that track Gen's progress in regeneration.

7. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation completes.
If you selected background processing, the Update JCL for Background Code Generation panel displays.

8. Type changes to your Job card and press Enter.

Action Block Regeneration

Use the Action Block Regeneration panel to regenerate selected action blocks, including foreign action blocks. When
an action owned by one business system is USEd by an action block in another business system, it is referred to as a
foreign action block. When you select automatic installation, intelligent regeneration also compiles a foreign action block,
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if the selected business system was the owning business system or if all business systems were selected. Otherwise, use
Application Construction to compile.

The Action Block Regeneration panel displays the action block name, the associated business system name, the action
block member name, and the name and type of the load module in which it is used.

Use the Action Block Regeneration panel to perform these tasks:

Regenerate an Action Block
Select G for an action block to regenerate the selected action block. You can select more than one action block for
regeneration at a time.

List Reason for Regeneration
Select R to produce a Construction Regeneration Report and display it in the Browse Report Form panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Application System Regeneration menu.
2. Type 3 for Action block and press Enter.

The Action Block Regeneration panel displays.
3. Type a G in the selection column next to the action blocks to regenerate and press Enter.

The Regeneration Options panel displays.
4. Override the default values, if necessary, and press Enter to continue.

The Confirm Regeneration of Action Block panel displays.
5. Press Enter to begin processing or press Cancel to stop processing.

If you cancel processing, the Business System Regeneration panel displays.
If you chose foreground processing, the Generation Status panel displays.
The Generation Status panel displays messages that track regeneration progress.

6. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation completes.
If you selected background processing, the Update JCL for Background Code Generation panel displays.

7. Type changes to your Job card and press Enter.

Screen Regeneration

Use the Screen Regeneration panel to regenerate screens in a load module. The panel displays the screen name, the
screen member name, and the associated business system name.

Use the Action Block Regeneration panel to perform these tasks:

Regenerate a Screen
Select G for a screen to regenerate the screen. You can select multiple screens to regenerate at a time.

List Reason for Regeneration
Select R to produce a Construction Regeneration Report and display it in the Browse Report Form panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Application System Regeneration menu.
2. Type 4 for Screen and press Enter.

The Screen Regeneration panel displays.
3. Type a G in the selection column next to the action blocks to regenerate and press Enter.

The Regeneration Options panel displays.
4. Override the default values, if necessary.
5. Press Enter to continue.

The Confirm Regeneration of Action Block panel displays.
6. Press Enter to begin processing or press Cancel to stop processing.

If you cancel processing, the Business System Regeneration panel displays.
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If you chose foreground processing, the Generation Status panel displays.
The Generation Status panel displays messages that track regeneration progress.

7. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation is complete.
If you selected background processing, the Update JCL for Background Code Generation panel displays.

8. Type changes to your Job card and press Enter.

Regenerate Referential Integrity Triggers

When Referential Integrity triggers require regeneration, Gen automatically displays the Referential Integrity Processing
Options panel. Use this panel to regenerate the referential integrity triggers for the model.

NOTE
you can select this option from the menu when you know the RI triggers requiring regeneration.

Use the Referential Integrity Processing Options panel to perform these tasks:

Install triggers
Choose to install the RI triggers after regeneration.

Process in foreground
Choose to regenerate in the foreground or to generate JCL for a batch job. If you select to generate in the
background, Gen displays the Confirm Referential Integrity Trigger Regeneration panel. Press Enter to begin
processing. Gen displays the JCL Job card for modifications. The Job card must be present for generation to
complete. If you do not intend to submit the job immediately, save it. Gen does not automatically save the job.

Remote installation
Choose local or remote installation. If you select remote, the regenerated triggers become part of the RI trigger
remote file.

Install RI Triggers

When Gen displays the Referential Integrity Processing Options panel, you have the opportunity to set trigger installation
to Yes. If you set this option to Yes, Gen compiles the triggers according to the value selected for the option Process
modules that are marked for Compatibility.

Selecting No causes the RI triggers to be precompiled and compiled once using the DLL compiler option and the result of
the NCAL link is placed in the RI Trigger Compiled Load Modules library.

Selecting Yes causes the RI triggers to be precompiled once but compiled twice, once using the NODLL compiler
option and again using the DLL compiler option. The NCAL link edit of the NODLL compile is placed in the RI Trigger
Compatibility Compiled non-DLL Load Modules library while the NCAL link edit of the DLL compile is placed in the RI
Trigger Compiled Load Modules library.

When the load module is installed, Gen retrieves the RI triggers modules from the appropriate library and installs them
with the load module.

Regenerate RI Triggers

This article provides information for Regenerate RI Triggers through the Application System Regeneration menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Application System Regeneration menu.
2. Type 5 for Referential integrity triggers, if you know that the RI triggers require regeneration. Press Enter.

The Referential Integrity Processing Options panel displays.
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If the RI triggers require regeneration, Gen automatically displays the Referential Integrity Processing Options panel.
Regenerate RI triggers before regenerating a business system or components.
Intelligent Regeneration cannot detect the changes to the DBMS type for RI triggers, even when you select No for the
Ignore Target Environment Parameter Changes option. The RI trigger environment parameters are stored in the ISPF
environment variables, not in the model. If the DBMS type changed for RI triggers, generate and install the RI triggers
using the Application System Construction tools, that is, the regular generation tools.
Intelligent Regeneration detects the changes to the Dynamically Link RI Triggers option, RI Trigger support for
DSNULI option and RI Trigger Name when you select No for Ignore Target Environment Parameter Changes option.
However, Intelligent Regeneration marks all RI triggers as requiring regeneration and reinstallation, even though the
RI target parameters do not require regeneration in this case. Intelligent Regeneration compares RI trigger module
generation date and time with the RI target parameters change date and time when deciding to regenerate.
To avoid regenerating RI trigger modules, install RI triggers using the Application System Construction tools, that
is, the regular installation tools, after modifying RI target parameters Dynamically Link RI Triggers option, RI Trigger
support for DSNULI option, and RI Trigger Name.

3. Type a slash character (/) next to the options to enable and press Enter.
The Referential Integrity Trigger Generation Confirmation panel displays.

4. Press Enter to begin regeneration. Press Cancel if you do not want to regenerate the RI triggers now.
If you cancel processing, the Business System Regeneration panel displays.
If you chose foreground processing, the Generation Status panel displays.
The Generation Status panel displays messages that track regeneration progress.

5. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation is complete.
If you selected background processing, the Update JCL for Background Code Generation panel displays.

6. Type changes to your Job card and press Enter.

Install Regenerated RI Triggers

This article provides information for Installation Regenerated RI Triggers through the Display the Regeneration menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Regeneration menu.
2. Type 5 for Referential integrity triggers, if you know that the RI triggers require regeneration. Press Enter.

The Referential Integrity Processing Options panel displays.

NOTE
Type the number for a processing level. If the RI triggers require regeneration, Gen automatically displays
the Referential Integrity Processing Options panel. Regenerate RI triggers before regenerating a business
system or components.

3. Type a slash character (/) next to the options to enable and press Enter.
The Referential Integrity Trigger Generation Confirmation panel displays.

4. Press Enter to begin regeneration or press Cancel to skip regenerating RI triggers now.
If you cancel processing, the Business System Regeneration panel displays.
If you chose foreground processing, the Generation Status panel displays.
The Generation Status panel displays messages that track regeneration progress.

5. Press Enter to exit the Generation Status panel when generation is complete.
If you chose background processing, the Update JCL for Background Code Generation panel displays.

6. Type changes to your Job card and press Enter.

Testing Host Encyclopedia Construction
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Host Encyclopedia Construction is an optional Gen tool that generates the executable components of a block-mode
system that targets z/OS. It also generates remote and local server procedures, and includes all programs, job control
statements, screen formats, and transaction definitions.

This section describes how to use a small test model to verify that the Host Encyclopedia Construction installed correctly,
before you make the tool available to users. You can use the Gen SAMPLE MODEL to test.

When DB2 is the target DBMS, execute the following tasks to test the Host Encyclopedia Construction:

• Verify the Runtime Profile (RPROF) table for DB2
• Select a test model
• Allocate construction libraries
• Verify target environment parameters
• Specify construction libraries
• Generate DB2 objects
• Set generation options
• Specify collection name and package bind defaults if using DB2 Package Bind
• Generate RI trigger modules
• Review load module packaging
• Generate and install load modules
• Test the DB2 application

Verify the Runtime Profile (RPROF) Table for DB2

The first task to verify the Host Encyclopedia Construction tool that is installed correctly, is to ensure you have a Runtime
Profile (RPROF) table for each DB2 subsystem that is used with Gen-generated applications.

Select a Test Model

Use the Gen Sample Model as the model in the remaining tasks to build the test application. To use your own model,
substitute the <name> of your model for Gen Sample Model.

To Use Your Own Model to Test

To use your own model, ensure that it fulfills the following requirements:

• Analysis is complete. The data model passes consistency check, and the elementary processes for the business
systems have been scoped.

• Business System Design is complete. The design includes a dialog flow, procedures, action blocks, and screens that
passed consistency check.

• The data model is transformed to a data structure, and the data structure passes consistency check.

If You Select the Gen Sample Model for Test

The Gen Sample Model generates a simple, the fully functional Human Resources application that passes consistency
checks at all levels. After installing the Gen Sample Model, use it to test the Code Generation, Application Installation, and
Database Generation.

NOTE
To install the Gen Sample Model for the IMS or CICS target environment, see Install Gen on z/OS

Install the Gen Sample Model

If you have not loaded the Gen Sample Model to the Encyclopedia, use one of the following methods to load it:
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• Run CEJOB12 to install the Gen Sample Model, use member SAMPMODL. See the JCL for complete instructions
about customizing and running CEJOB12.

• Copy member SAMPMODL from the TRAN library on the installation tape to (<tiupref>IEF.TRAN<tiusufx>). Type
%IEFUP at the TSO Ready prompt, and press Enter.

Allocate Construction Libraries

The construction libraries are required to generate the source code and to install load modules. Additional data sets are
required to generate MFS, batch procedures, or to keep listings.

Use the list of required DCB specifications and initial 3390 cylinder size recommendations when allocating internal
libraries. All data sets are allocated as partitioned (DSORG=PO).

Partitioned Data set
Description

LRECL RECFM Block Size No. of Blocks No. of Directory
Blocks

Business System
NCAL
Load Modules
See notes 1, 2, 3

0 U 19069 300 100

Business System
Static non-DLL
NCAL Modules
See notes 1, 2, 3, 5

0 U 19069 300 100

COBOL Listings
(optional)

133 FBA 3857 8250 100

Static non-DLL
NCAL Listings
(optional)
See note 5

133 FBA 3857 8250 100

COBOL Source 80 FB 3120 4875 50
DB2 DBRM Modules
(required for DB2
only)

80 FB 3120 975 50

Executable Load
Modules
See notes 1, 2, 3, 4

0 U 19069 300 100

Executable Batch
Dynamic
Action Block Library
See notes 1,2,3

0 U 19069 300 100

DSNULI Dynamic
Action Block Library
See notes 1,2,3,4,7

0 U 19069 300 100

Generated MFS
Source
(required for MFS
only)

80 FB 3120 975 50

Generated Batch
JCL
(required for batch
only)

80 FB 3120 975 50
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Installation Control 80 FB 3120 975 50
Binder Control Cards 80 FB 3120 975 50
Batch Binder Control
Cards

80 FB 3120 975 50

DSNULI Binder
Control Cards
See note 7

80 FB 3120 975 50

RI Trigger COBOL
Listings (optional)

133 FBA 3857 8250 100

RI Trigger
Compatibility
Compile Listings
(optional)
See Note 5

133 FBA 3857 8250 100

RI Trigger COBOL
Source

80 FB 3120 4875 50

RI Trigger DBRM
Modules - required
for DB2 only

80 FB 3120 975 50

RI Trigger
Installation
Control

80 FB 3120 975 50

RI Trigger NCAL
Modules
See notes 1,2,3

0 U 19069 300 100

RI Trigger
Compatibility NCAL
Modules
See notes 1,2,3, 5

0 U 19069 300 100

RI Executable Load
Modules
See notes 1,2,3,4,6

0 U 19069 300 100

RI Executable Batch
Load Modules
See note 1,2,3,6

0 U 19069 300 100

RI Exec DSNULI
Load Modules
See note 1,2,3,4,6,7

0 U 19069 300 100

RI Binder Control
Cards
See note 6

80 FB 3120 975 50

RI Batch Binder
Control Cards
See note 6

80 FB 3120 975 50

RI DSNULI Binder
Control Cards
See note 6,7

80 FB 3120 975 50
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Note:

1. Blocksize for these data sets are the maximum that is allowed for the DASD device.
2. Do not use the same library for NCAL and executable load modules.
3. These data sets must be allocated as PDSEs.
4. If the Executable Load Module data set is included in the CICS or IMS data set concatenation, its block size must be

the same or smaller than the block size of the other data sets in the concatenation list.
5. These data sets are only used if the Process modules marked for Compatibility option is selected. They contain the

NCALs produced for the non-DLL compiled RI triggers or Action Blocks.
6. These data sets are only used if the Dynamically Link RI Triggers option is set to Yes.
7. These data sets are only used if the Support for DSNULI option is set to Yes.

The USERLIB job allocates these libraries that are required for the test:

NCAL
Business System NCAL Load Modules

LISTINGS
COBOL Compiled Listings (applications)

COBOL
COBOL Source (applications)

DBRM (for DB2 only)
DB2 DBRM Modules (applications)

LOAD
Executable Load Modules (applications)

BATCHLIB
Executable Batch Dynamic Action Block Library for dynamic batch modules

DSNULIB
DSNULI Dynamic Action Block Library for dynamic action block modules

MFS (for IMS only)
Generated MFS Source (applications)

JCL
Generated Batch JCL

INSTC
Installation Control (application modules)

BNDCTL
Binder control cards (application modules)

BATCHBND
Batch Binder control cards for dynamic batch modules.

DSNUBND
DSNULI Binder control cards for dynamic action block modules.

RILIST
RI Trigger COBOL Compiled Listings

RICOBOL
RI Trigger COBOL Source

RIDBRM (for DB2 only)
RI Trigger DBRM Modules
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RIINSTC
RI Trigger Installation Control

RIBNDCTL
RI trigger binder control cards

RIBATBND
RI trigger batch binder control cards

RIDSUBND
RI trigger DSNULI binder control cards

RINCAL
RI Trigger NCAL Modules

NCALC
Compatibility NCAL Load Modules

RIEXEC
RI Trigger Executable Load Modules (Dynamic RI - DLL)

RIBATLIB
RI Trigger Executable Batch Load Modules (Dynamic RI - DLL)

RIDSULIB
RI Trigger DSNULI Executable Load Modules (Dynamic RI - DLL)

LISTINGC
Compatibility COBOL Compiled Listings

RINCALC
Compatibility RI Trigger NCAL Modules

RILISTC
Compatibility RI Trigger COBOL Compiled Listings

Edit USERLIB and submit the job to allocate the libraries in this table.

To edit USERLIB:

Compare the names and block sizes to your site's standards.

1. Remove unwanted DD statements.

NOTE
You can make a version of USERLIB available to others doing code generation to assist them in allocating their
libraries.

Verify Target Environment Parameters

The target environment parameters are set for the Gen Sample Model.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 4 on the Gen Main Menu and press Enter.
The Application System Menu displays.

2. Select option 1 and press Enter.
The Application System Construction screen displays.

3. Type the model and business system, GEN SAMPLE MODEL, and CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT and press Enter.
The Application System Construction Menu displays.

4. Select option 5 and press Enter.
The Specify Target Environment and Construction Libraries Menu displays.
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5. Select option 1 and press Enter.
The Specify Target Environment Parameters screen displays.

6. Enter the DB2 Subsystem that you are using, and verify the other parameters on the Specify Target Environment
Parameters screen.

7. Press F6 to save your changes and return to the Specify Target Environment and Construction Libraries Menu.

Specify Construction Libraries

This procedure uses the library names from the USERLIB job.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 on the Specify Target Environment and Construction Libraries Menu and press Enter.
The Specify Construction Libraries Menu displays.

2. Select option 1 and press Enter.
The Specify Internal Libraries screen displays.

3. Type the library names from the USERLIB job. The DB2 DBRM Modules library is only required when the target DBMS
is DB2.

4. Press F6 to save your changes and exit the screen.
5. Continue pressing F3 until you return to the Application System Construction Menu.

Generate DB2 Objects

This procedure creates the DDL and JCL statements that allocate and construct DB2 objects.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 4 on the Application System Functions Menu and press Enter.
The Data Base List screen displays.

2. Type A in the Opt column, next to the database name GENDB, and press Enter.
The DDL statements and VSAM definitions for the database are generated and the DDL Options screen displays.
The database name is used to generate JCL to create DB2 objects. You can change the name in the generated DDL
without adverse effects on the application.

3. Type Y or N for the options on the DDL Options screen and press Enter.
The Generated DDL Text screen displays the DB2 objects for which DDL is generated.

4. Type GO on the command line and press Enter.
The JCL Job Statement Information Input screen displays.

5. (Optional) Type a job card for the JCL containing DDL for the Gen Sample Model, or change the default job card.
6. Press Enter to create the DDL and JCL to generate DB2 objects.

The generated JCL displays in ISPF edit mode.
7. (Optional) On the JCL, you can change the following entities:

– DB2 VSAM names
– Volumes
– Tablespace names
– Index names

NOTE
Do not change the table or column names here. Instead, check out the model and change the names in the
model at your workstation.

The JCL for DDL resides in a data set allocated as:
<userid>.TICTEMP1.TIDDLJCL

or
<userid>.TICTEMP2.TIDDLJCL
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If the database is preallocated, delete the lines in the JCL for creating the database.
8. Submit the job to create database objects.
9. Verify the job that is completed successfully.
10. Continue pressing F3 until you return to the Application System Menu.

Set Generation Options

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 4 on the Application System Menu and press Enter.
The Generation Options screen displays.

2. Select the appropriate generation options.
When generating an application that targets DB2, ensure that the Target TSO test facility option is set to Yes.

3. Press F2 to save your changes and exit the screen.

Using DB2 Package Binds

Use this procedure when the target DBMS is DB2 and turn on DB2 Package Binds.

NOTE
The collection name must be a valid name. If you do not know what this name is, see your DB2 administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Gen Main Menu, select option 4 and press Enter.
The Application System Functions Menu displays.

2. Select option 5 from the Application System Functions Menu.
The Bind Options Menu displays.

3. Select option 1 (Model) from the Bind Options Menu.
The Set Package Defaults for the Model screen displays.

4. Type a valid collection name.
You may also enter other bind options.
Press Prompt for context-sensitive Help for each entry.

5. Press Accept to verify your entries.
6. Press Save to save your entries.

The Bind Options Menu displays.
7. Press End to return to the Application Systems Functions Menu.

Generate RI Trigger Modules

These procedures generate the source and executable referential integrity (RI) trigger modules that maintain the
relationships between primary and foreign keys in the physical tables.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2 on the Specify RI Trigger Target Environment and Construction Libraries Menu and press Enter.
The Specify RI Trigger Libraries screen displays.

2. Enter the names of the libraries that are allocated by the USERLIB job.
3. Press F6 to update the model and exit the screen.
4. Press F3 to return to the Referential Integrity Trigger Construction Menu.

To execute RI trigger generation

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 on the Referential Integrity Trigger Construction Menu and press Enter.
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The Referential Integrity Processing Options screen displays.
2. Select the processing options and press Enter.

The Confirm Referential Integrity Trigger Generation screen displays.
3. Verify the generation options and press Enter.

All RI triggers for the model are generated. The Generation Status screen shows the RI triggers being generated. If
generation fails, correct problems and re-execute RI trigger generation.

4. When the RI trigger modules are generated and installed successfully, press Enter to exit the screen.
5. Continue pressing F3 until the Application System Menu displays.

Review Load Module Packaging

The Gen Sample Model is already packaged. Use this procedure only if you review or modify the packaging.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 on the Application System Menu and press Enter.
The Application System Construction screen displays.

2. Type or verify the model Gen SAMPLE MODEL and business system CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT, and press
Enter.
The Application System Construction Menu displays.

3. Select option 3 and press Enter.
The Select Load Module Packaging Environment Menu displays.

4. Select option 1 and press Enter.
The Package Online Load Module screen displays.

NOTE
The load module name is used as the plan name.

5. Review the fields on the Package Online Load Module screen, and make changes, as needed.
6. If you changed the fields, press F6 to save the changes and exit the screen. If you did not change fields, press F12 to

exit.
7. Press F3 to display the Application System Construction Menu.

Generate and Install Load Modules

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 on the Application System Construction Menu and press Enter.
The Generate Business System screen displays.

2. Type G in front of each load module and press Enter.
The Generation Options screen for the first module.

3. Select the generation options. Ensure Automatic Installation is Yes and press Enter.
The Confirm Generation screen for the module displays.

4. Verify the generation options and press Enter.
The Generation Status screen displays, showing the load module being generated and compiled.
The installation process links and binds the load modules that are based on the selected generation options. The load
module is installed because the Automatic Installation option on the Generation Options screen is set. To install the
generated load module, without this setting, type I next to the module on the Generate Business System screen and
press Enter.
The Generation Status screen reports when generation completes successfully. If generation fails, modify your entries
on the Specify Target Environment Parameters screen and re-execute load module generation.

5. When the load module is successfully generated, press Enter.
The Generate Business System screen displays.

6. Press Enter and repeat the steps beginning with the Generation Options screen until all load modules are generated.
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7. When all load modules are generated, press Enter to exit the Generate Business System screen.
8. Continue pressing F3 until the Application System Construction Menu displays.

Test the DB2 Application

Use these steps to test the application you only constructed. Before executing these steps, ensure you observe the
following rules while using the TSO Test Facility:

• You must have at least 4 MB available in the TSO region for testing.
• Always use the END function key, usually defined as PF15, to clear the screen. DO NOT use the CLEAR key.
• Press the END function key twice to end a test and return to ISPF.

To specify the test parameters

1. Select option 2 on the Application System Construction Menu and press Enter.
The Application Test Facility screen displays.

2. Verify the DB2 subsystem to which your application plans have bound and the application load library name where the
generation application load modules reside.

3. (Optional) If DB2 or COBOL runtime routines are not on your system linklist, specify the required test libraries on the
Application Test Facility screen.

To start the application

1. Press Enter on the Application Test Facility screen.
A clear screen for transaction entry displays.

2. Enter the trancode MENU and press Enter.
The test application's main menu displays.

To add several divisions to your application

1. Type 1 on the test application's Main Menu and press Enter.
The Division Maintenance screen displays.

2. Type A (add) in the far left column, followed by descriptive information for each division and press Enter.

NOTE

1. Multiple action codes are processed simultaneously.
2. Use the modify (M) and delete (D) action codes to refine the list of divisions.
3. The PF7 and PF8 function keys scroll up and down, respectively, in the Division List.

a. Multiple action codes are processed simultaneously.
b. Use the modify (M) and delete (D) action codes to refine the list of divisions.
c. The PF7 and PF8 function keys scroll up and down, respectively, in the Division List.

3. After completing Division Maintenance, press PF3 to return to the Main Menu.

To add a department to the application and relate it to one of the divisions

1. Type 2 on the Main Menu and press Enter.
The Department Maintenance screen displays.

2. Type A in the far left column, followed by descriptive department information, and press Enter.

NOTE

1. Use the modify (M) and delete (D) action codes to refine the list of departments.
2. The PF7 and PF8 function keys scroll up and down, respectively, in the Department List.

3. After completing Department Maintenance, press PF3 to return to the Main Menu.
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To add an employee to one of the division or department fields

1. Type 3 on the Main Menu and press Enter.
The Employee List screen displays.

2. Type A in the far left column, followed by employee data, and press Enter.
The Employee Detail screen displays.

3. Complete the Employee Detail screen and press Enter.
4. Press PF12 to return to the Employee List screen.
5. Press PF3 to return to the Main Menu.
6. When you are satisfied that Host Encyclopedia Construction is operating properly, press the END function key, defined

as PF15, to exit the TSO Test Facility.

Next Steps

When developing applications that use online help, the next step in installing the Host Encyclopedia is to follow the steps
in Installing the Help Model.

NOTE
For more information about Encyclopedia maintenance and administration, see Using the Host Encyclopedia.

Installing the Help Model
The Help Model provides a mechanism to store and retrieve text-based screen explanations, fields, and permitted values
for an online help system to support a Gen-generated application.

  

The Role of the TIRHELP Exit

TIRHELP is a runtime exit, which is written in COBOL, containing code for the flow to the application Help business
system. The same sample exit is included in z/OS Runtime DLLs, each used by the specific target environment, such as
TSO, CICS, or IMS.

TIRHELP includes sample code as comments. Until you modify TIRHELP, it displays the message:

No help available.

After you remove the comment characters and execute the TIRHELP sample code, TIRHELP performs the following
steps:

 Follow these steps: 

1. TIRHELP checks the flags and determines the procedure in the application help business system it flow to, that is the
field description, screen description, or permitted values.

2. TIRHELP calls TIRMSG, which performs the transfer to the target procedure.
3. When the help procedures complete and it enters the exit, TIRHELP executes a SET NEXTTRAN TO

CONCAT(TRIM(input tirhelp trancode) to return to the calling application.

The Role of Function Keys

Although you can select how to assign function keys, usually, PF1 invokes the HELP command, PF3 invokes the EXIT
HELP command, and PF4 invokes the PROMPT command to display a list of permitted values for a field.

The HELP (PF1) and PROMPT (PF4) commands cause the dialog manager of the calling application to set appropriate
Help flags. The dialog manager passes this information to the screen that calls TIRHELP.
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PF1 (HELP Command)

The cursor position determines if the Help displays for a screen or a field. When the cursor is not on a field when the
user presses PF1, the application displays Help for the entire screen. If the message NO HELP AVAILABLE FOR THIS
SCREEN displays, a Help record is missing for the screen or the screen does not have a Help ID.

When the cursor is on a field when the user presses PF1, the application displays Help for the field. If the message NO
HELP AVAILABLE FOR THIS FIELD displays, the Help record for the field is missing.

PF4 (PROMPT Command)

When the cursor is on a field that supports a list of permitted values when the user presses PF4, the help displays the list
of values. If the message PROMPT IS ONLY VALID FOR ENTERABLE FIELDS displays, the list of permitted values for
the field is not defined, or the field cannot accept entries.

Install the Help Model

The Help Model is a Gen-generated application. Upload it to your Host Encyclopedia, generate it, and install it. As an
installed application, the Help Model has its own help system, identical in functionality to the help systems you are
creating for your Gen-generated applications.

 Follow these steps: 

1. To install the Help Model under IMS or CICS, configure these environments for generating Gen applications.

NOTE
For more information about configuring the IMS and CICS environment, see Install Gen on z/OS.

2. Verify that the Help Model is in the Encyclopedia. If you created an Encyclopedia, the CEJOB13 job uploaded the Help
Model. If the Help Model is not in the Encyclopedia, load it by executing one of the following steps:
– Execute CEJOB13, member HELPMODL. See the JCL for complete instructions on customizing and running

CEJOB13.
– Copy member HELPMODL from the TRAN library on the Gen installation media to: <tiupref>IEF.TRAN<tiusufx>

and type %IEFUP at the Ready Prompt and press Enter.
3. Specify target environment parameters for the two business systems in the Help Model: Help Maintenance and

Application Help.
4. Specify the internal libraries using the same set of names for both business systems.
5. Identify the trancodes and load module names to use for the Help Model. There are eight trancodes for the Help

Maintenance business system and three for Application Help.
6. If necessary, repackage the business systems using the new trancodes and load module names. These trancodes and

load modues names must match the names in the TIRHELP user exit.
7. Copy TIRHELP from the Gen CEHBSAMP library to a source library.
8. Make the following changes to TIRHELP:

a. Leave the program ID as TIRHELP.
b. Uncomment the following statements that pertain to working storage:

SCREEN-HELP-TRANCODE
FIELD-HELP-TRANCODE
FIELD-PROMPT-TRANCODE
SCREEN-HELP-LOADMOD
FIELD-HELP-LOADMOD
FIELD-PROMPT-LOADMOD
MSG-AREA
DEST-LOADMOD

c. Update the load module names to those used in the Application Help business system of the Help Model.
d. Update the trancode names to those used in the Application Help business system of the Help Model.
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e. Modify paragraphs A1000, B1000, and D1000. Comment out the two lines with default code and remove the
comments from the remaining code.

f. Modify X0000 and uncomment the entire paragraph.
9. Use the MKUEXITS procedure that is supplied in the CEHBSAMP to build the TIRHELP and replace the procedure

in the relevant DLL. You do not have to install the applications invoking the TIRHELP again because TIRHELP is
included in the DLL.

10. Generate and install the database in your DBMS environment:
a. Choose a Creator ID for the Help Model that differs from the Creator ID used to install the Host Encyclopedia. The

Help Model uses table names that are also used by the Public Interface.
b. You can change the technical design for the model for compatibility with your DBMS system. You cannot change

the TABLE and COLUMN names.
11. Run code generation for both business systems.
12. Install the load modules.
13. (Optional) Load the Help data for the Help Model itself. Use JCL member:

– LAPPHELP (<dataset prefix>.JCL(LAPPHELP)) if using IBM DB2 LOAD utility or
– CAPPHELP (<dataset prefix>.JCL(CAPPHELP)) if using Fast Load utility.

Establish TSO Support

Follow these steps: 

1. If the trancodes and load module names from the Help Model business systems were not automatically included as
part of installing the Help Model applications, manually include them in the application model's TRANMAP data set.

2. In the Application Test Facility panel, specify the Application Load Library into which the Gen Application Help system
was installed.

Start the Help Model

The Help Model trancode is in the packaging for the Main Menu procedure in the Help Maintenance business system. To
start the Help Model, type the Help Model trancode, and press Enter.

<trancode>     Application Help Maintenance System     <date>

                           Main Menu

Screen Help ID xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx(?=List)

Field Help ID xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx(?=List)

Selection =>

Add/Delete Screen Help ID

Update Screen Description

Add/Delete Field Help ID

Update Field Description

Update Field Permitted Value

<error message line>

NOTE
For more information about how to enter screen IDs, field Help IDs, and text into the help Model database,
see Designing Blockmode Applications. For more information about Encyclopedia maintenance and
administration, see Using Host Encyclopedia.
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The Runtime Profile (RPROF) Table for DB2
The Runtime Profile, RPROF, manages transaction restart, scrolling, return from link, hidden data, and return from help,
and stores profile information about an online dialog.

Introduction

Each Gen online load module contains a Dialog Manager subroutine. The entry point to the Dialog Manager is TIRDMGR.
TIRDMGR calls the Runtime Profile Manager subroutine, TIRPROFD, to access the RPROF.

The Runtime Profile can be a DB2 table or a CICS temporary storage queue. This section pertains to a DB2 table
implementation.

Table Definition

The first four columns and the RPROF table column KEYFILL are used to define a unique index. When SUBPAGE equals
16, as in SUBPAGE = 16, KEYFILL causes the RPROF key to be large enough to allow one entry per SUBPAGE. The
table has VARCHAR columns, but they are always filled to ensure that a record in RPROF never shares a 4K page with
another RPROF record.

Note: If Type 2 Index is used, the KEYFILL field is omitted.

Sample RPROF Table Definition

CREATE TABLE RPROF

(IETUID CHAR(8) NOT NULL,

IETAPPID CHAR(4) NOT NULL,

IETPSNUM SMALLINT NOT NULL,

SEQNUM SMALLINT NOT NULL,

CNTLOVHD VARCHAR(3072) NOT NULL,

PSTEPDTA VARCHAR(512) NOT NULL,

KEYFILL CHAR (86) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

RPROF_DATE DATE NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

RPROF_TIME TIME NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT)

IN database.RPROF;

The values in the table have the following definitions:

IETUID
Contains the CICS, IMS, or TSO user ID. If the user ID is unavailable, the terminal ID is used.

IETAPPID
Contains a numeric ID representing the Gen business system.

IETSNUM
Contains a procedure step depth of stack number indicating the location of the procedure step in the dialog.

SEQNUM
Contains a sequence number to tie physical RPROF rows into a logical RPROF record. There can be as many as
11 physical RPROF rows per logical RPROF record, assuming no compression.

CNTLOVHD
Contains control information for the dialog flow, such as trancode and exit state.

KEYFILL
Provides the concurrency.

PSTEPDTA
Contains the procedure step export views.
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RPROF_DATE
Provides the assistance in the cleanup of unused rows.

RPROF_TIME
Provides the assistance in the cleanup of unused rows.

Initially, the data that is stored in PSTEPDTA is compressed. Because of this compression, many RPROF records are
stored in one RPROF row. The PSTEPDTA column is back-filled with spaces, after compression, to fill a 4K page for
maximum concurrency.

How to Build RPROF Tables

The BLDRPROF job builds an RPROF table and indexes. CEINSTAL builds the BLDRPROF job when you set the Install
Construction flag on the Set Encyclopedia Variables screen to Y.

One RPROF table can serve all applications on a DB2 subsystem, and possibly an entire business system. Although an
RPROF can appear to be a bottleneck, a large, properly maintained RPROF can support over 400,000 transactions per
day, without the contention.

The strategy that you deploy to recover the RPROF table or other table that is used by an application using RPROF
determines how many RPROF tables you create. For example:

• If a Gen style transaction restart is important, synchronize the point of RPROF table recovery with the remaining
application tables. This type of RPROF is considered a user table because other applications cannot share it, and they
remain synchronized after a recovery.

• If a Gen style transaction restart is unimportant, many applications can share the RPROF table and it is considered a
system table.

A damaged or destroyed RPROF table must be recovered because an empty RPROF causes contention problems.

When you build a new RPROF table, execute the CEJOB15R job to bind the runtime DBRM TIRPROFD to access the
new RPROF table.

When you use an RPROF table that is created in a previous version of Gen, still execute the CEJOB15R job to bind the
current version of the runtime DBRM TIRPROFD to use the existing RPROF table.

How to Improve Concurrency

The RPROF is designed for the maximum concurrency by ensuring there is no less than one logical RPROF record per
DB2 data page, and one index record per DB2 index subpage.

The following techniques improve concurrency:

• Reorganize RPROF weekly to keep data and index in sequence.
• Embed FREEPAGEs in data and leave 90 percent of the index free.
• Do not make RPROF too small. A small RPROF can cause serious concurrency problems, due to too few entries in

the index.
• For most applications, an RPROF table with at least 625 rows allows a satisfactory level of availability. In the

applications with a high transaction volume, it is necessary to prepopulate an RPROF to add permanent rows that
establish the index tree structure.

• Prepopulation is unnecessary when you use type 2 indexes.

One way to prepopulate an RPROF table is to load rows for each unique user ID, that is, IETUID. The prepopulated rows
have an application ID, that is, an IETAPPID, outside the range of valid application ID numbers, so the application reset
does not remove the row.

The permanent rows provide an index structure that eliminates most contention, because the high-level key entries exist,
and applications do not have to wait for index page splits or abend with a DB2 -911 error.
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How to Establish RPROF Access

Multiple Gen applications, running on different DB2 databases, can access an RPROF table by using DB2 SYNONYMS.
Each application table owner would execute:

CREATE SYNONYM "RPROF" FOR existing - auth - id RPROF

Unused Rows

Over time, an RPROF table accumulates unused rows. To detect unused rows, query the RPROF_DATE and
RPROF_TIME columns in the RPROF table. You can delete unused rows but the RPROF table is more concurrent with
more entries. Retain permanent rows that are used to prepopulate the RPROF, unless the table uses type 2 indexes.

How to Add Date and Time Columns

Older RPROF tables, those installed before Composer 4, do not have date and time columns. Gen does not require the
columns, but they are helpful in maintaining the table. To add date and time columns to RPROF, use the following SQL
statements:

ALTER TABLE RPROF

ADD RPROF_DATE DATE NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT;

ALTER TABLE RPROF

ADD RPROF_TIME TIME NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT;

If you add these columns, rows added before the ALTER statement contains the date and time that the ALTER statement
executes. The new rows contain the correct date and time.

Common User Access for Gen
The Gen Toolset and Host Encyclopedia Construction Tools support Common User Access (CUA) standards using menu
structures, standard symbols, Prompt service, and user-specified panel customization.

Using Menus

You can select an option on a Gen menu panel in the following ways:

• Position the cursor at the start of the COMMAND line, type the number corresponding to the option you want, and
press Enter.

• Extended selection by combining commands (for example, 1.2.3) is also possible from the COMMAND line. To use
extended selection, specify your default cursor position on menu panels as Command.

• Position the cursor at the choice entry field, type the number corresponding to the option, and press Enter. For an
example, refer to the section on choice entry fields for menu selection. You can set your default cursor position on
menu panels to Menu for automatic positioning.

• Use the Tab key or cursor keys to position the cursor and press Enter.

Standard Symbols

The CUA panels use standard graphic symbols that have particular meanings. Some symbols indicate the type of action
to take. For example, a period (.) before a list item means that you can toggle that option on or off, or can select that item
from a list with a slash character. Other symbols indicate that a special service is provided. For example, a plus sign (+)
after an input field means that a list of selections is available for this field.

Gen host panels use the following standard symbols that have these meanings.
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. . . .
Leader dots, to align a field literal with its data.

. . _?_?_
Data entry field, an input field into which you type data. It is padded with underscores to indicate the total length of
the field.

. . :
Output field

+
Prompt indicator is the plus sign (+) following a data entry field. It indicates that a list of all permitted values for
the field is available. The list of permitted values is named a selection list. From these values, you can select one
entry.
To display the selection list, position the cursor at the start of the field and press PF4, or your designated Prompt
function key, if you customized your function key definitions. Make your selection and press Enter. The system
redisplays the panel with the selected value in the data entry field.

. Name1 . Name2
Single choice selection list of permitted values for an input field. Select one entry from the list.
The period (.) before each entry means select only one. Single choice selection lists are available when you
request Prompt for a model, subset, and model family names. Single choice selection lists are also used for
specifying batch or online execution of a report or function, and a range of objects for functions.

/
Default list selection indicator is the slash character (/). It is the default character for marking a selection on
a selection list. Use the slash character (/) instead of S or X unless the panel content instructs otherwise. For
example, when expanding an object for reporting in Intelligent Regeneration, select an object by typing S next
to it but you expand the object by typing E next to it. Use the slash character (/) to mark a default selection. The
selection lists that offer default values include online or batch execution mode, all objects or specific objects, and
sort options for model, subset, and model family names selection lists. No action is necessary to use the default
selection value. Use one of the following methods to change the default to another choice:

• Type a space character or period (.) next to the entry containing the / character
• Type / next to the required entry on the list

_ Item1 _ Item2
Multiple choice selection or action list. An underscore ( _ ) in the leftmost column indicates a multiple choice
action or selection list. You can select more than one item from the list if it is a selection list. If it is an action list,
you can execute an activity in the list of activities on one or more entries in the list.

_ 1. 2.
Choice entry field for the menu selection. The underscore next to the first entry on a menu is a choice entry field.
Type the number of the menu option to execute. Menus are a single choice selection list because you select only
one option at a time.

Prompt Service

Gen host functions provide several selection lists that let you select an item from a list if you prefer not to type a value.
Any input field ending with the Prompt symbol,+, supports selection list processing.

Changing Sort Options for Selection Lists

To change sort options for selection lists, use the Selection List Sort Options menu in the Environment Specification option
in the Main Menu.

To change the default sort option, type a space character or a period (.) next to the entry containing the slash character (/).
Type / next to the required option, and press Enter.
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To use a selection list

1. Position the cursor at the beginning of the field.
2. Press the designated Prompt key.

The default is PF4. The selection list displays containing all the items that you have authority to access.

Each selection list contains the items to which you have been given access. The period character next to each item
means that you can select only one item from the list.

To select a name from the list

1. Locate the name or part of a name in the list.
To use the ISPF Find (F) or Locate (L) command, type F or L on the COMMAND line, followed by the name or value to
search for and press Enter. These commands do not require quotation marks.

2. Type a slash (/) or any character except period or a space character over the period to the left of the required item and
press Enter.
Gen inserts the selected value in the field on the panel from which you requested the Prompt service.
To return to the previous panel without making a selection, press the designated Cancel function key, or type Cancel
on the COMMAND line and press Enter. The selection lists do not support pressing End.

Setting Defaults

You can customize the panel colors, COMMAND line placement, function key definitions, and cursor positioning on menu
panels, in the host environment or can use the defaults.

Changing COMMAND Line Placement

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Environment Specification option on the Gen Main menu and press Enter.
2. Select the Panel Specifications option and press Enter.

The options for command-line placement are TOP and BOTTOM. TOP is the default.
3. Type BOTTOM in the command-line placement field and press Enter.

The COMMAND line is at the bottom of all host panels.

Initial Cursor Placement on Menus

The cursor on host menus can initially be placed at the COMMAND line or at the choice entry field (the underscore next to
the first entry on a menu). COMMAND line placement is the default.

Changing the initial placement of the cursor applies only to Gen menu panels. If you want to use the extended selection
feature (1.2.3), use COMMAND line placement. Trying to use extended selection with choice entry cursor placement
causes the path to be truncated to a single option number.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Environment Specifications option on the Gen Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Select the Panel Specifications option and press Enter.
3. Type MENU in the cursor placement for menus field and press Enter.

Customizing Function Key Definitions

Follow these steps:

1. Type keys on the COMMAND line of Gen panels and press Enter.
2. The ISPF PF Key Definitions and Labels panel displays, showing the defaults.
3. Use the Tab key to position the cursor at the required key.
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4. Type the new value and press End.

The default Gen function key settings and their meanings are:

PF1
Help

PF2
Accept
The Accept key is useful when selecting object occurrences in subsetting, version control, aggregate set
management, and object cross-reference reports.

PF3
End

PF4
Prompt

PF5
Refresh

PF6
Save

PF7
Up

PF8
Down

PF9
Retrieve

PF10
Left

PF11
Right

PF12
Cancel

NOTE
Use the Accept key to move faster when selecting object occurrences in subsetting, version control, aggregate
set management, and object cross-reference reports.

Displaying the Customized Function Key Legend

The minimum default Gen function keys that are shown are PF1=Help, PF3=Exit, and PF12=Cancel. To list all current
function keys as a legend at the bottom of each panel, type PFSHOW on the COMMAND line on a Gen panel and press
Enter.

To change the number of keys per line or the range of keys that are shown, 1-12, or 13-24. Type PFSHOW TAILOR and
press Enter.

To return to the default function key legends for each panel, type PFSHOW OFF.

Changing Panel Colors

You can customize the colors that are used for text, input, and output fields.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select the Environment Specification option on the Gen Main menu and press Enter.
2. Select the Panel Specifications option and press Enter.

The Set Panel Specifications panel displays, showing the default color settings.
3. Use the Tab key to position the cursor at the field you want to change.
4. Type the new color value and press Enter.

The bottom of the panel lists the available colors.

The default color for high-intensity for text fields, input fields, and output fields is white. The default color for normal
intensity text is green. Turquoise is the default color for normal intensity for input and output fields.

Cancel and Exit Keys

The basic dialog flow for Gen host functions conforms to CUA standards. CUA treats the Cancel and Exit commands as
two distinct activities, and each having a standard or common function key that is dedicated to it.

Under CUA, the Cancel function, PF12 by default, lets you back up to the previously displayed panel. Repeated use of the
Cancel function lets you back out of the function one panel at a time until you reach the menu from which you selected the
option.

The Exit function, PF3 by default, stops the function that you are executing and returns to the menu from which you
selected the option. Repeated use of the Exit function lets you back out of the Gen menu hierarchy one menu at a time
until you reach the ISPF main menu.

Full-screen pop-up panels, which are used for selection lists and option-specific parameters for the Code Generation
functions, do not support the Exit function because it applies to the application, not to the immediate panel being
displayed. To return to the previously displayed panel without selecting an item, use the Cancel function. After canceling
the pop-up, you can Exit from the function.

Printing User Reports

After viewing generated reports on the host, you can:

• print the reports and keep the data set
• print the reports and delete the data set
• Keep or delete the data set without printing

Follow these steps:

1. At the panel displaying the report, press the End key.

                               Report Print Options                            

 COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                               

   To print, type desired print option on command line and press enter.        

   If F3 is pressed, the report data set is kept without printing.             

   PK - Print data set and keep    K - Keep data set (without printing)        

   PD - Print data set and delete  D - Delete data set (without printing)      

                                                                               

   Data set name  :  DAAAXXX.IEF.RPT9                                          

                                                                               

   Print mode . . .   BATCH           (BATCH or LOCAL, ISPF V2R3 only)         

                                                                               

   Sysout class . .   _______________ (for system printer)                     

   Printer ID . . .   ________        (for 328X printer)                       
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   Job Statement information:        (required for system printer)     

2. In the command field, type a print option:
PK

Print the report and keep the data set.
PD

Print the report and delete the data set.
K

Keep the data set without printing.
D

Delete the data set without printing.
3. To print the report, type a sysout class or print ID.
4. When using the system printer, type a Job Statement, JES statements are needed, and press Enter.

Tips and Techniques
This article provides information for Tips and Techniques for Database Generation, System Generation and Installation,
and Intelligent Regeneration.

Database Generation

Always generate and install the database before attempting to install programs that use the database. Ensure that the
database is installed and active.

Keep test data files small to avoid writing conversion routines, although this is done as part of the project. When possible,
share test files with others using the same data to increase productivity.

Use Generate and Install All DDL with DROP statements to replace a previous version of the installed table. Set the
DROP statement in the DDL option to Yes on the Testing Environment Panel.

When regenerating a database definition, specify DROP. Create a separate routine outside Gen to save data in a
database before regenerating. Use the DBMS' import/export facility or write a conversion program.

Detail DDL Generation enables you to generate and, optionally, install a table or an index at a time. If you use this option,
be sure to include all changes.

You employ this option to generate new indexes representing newly created entry points without dropping the base tables
upon which they are built.

The Generate and Install All DDL option reduces the number of difficult-to-locate integrity problems in the generated
database definition.

When you receive a message beginning with the word Errors, the installation process failed. To determine the failure
reason, review the results of the installation. Normally a problem is the result of an environmental error of some kind. For
example, your DBMS was not properly started, or a table exists that has the same name as the one being generated.

If you regenerate DDL, be sure to regenerate RI triggers.

System Generation and Installation

It is not necessary to regenerate an entire application system when moving from one TP monitor to another. For example,
only reinstallation is required when moving from TSO to CICS. Be careful not to install load modules containing action
blocks that are generated with the debug option into IMS or CICS.
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Regeneration is required to move from one TP monitor to another when one of the TP monitors is IMS. The screen
modules that are generated for BYPASS differ from those generated for MFS in the handling of literals and prompts.
Therefore, screen modules must be generated when moving from TSO or CICS (BYPASS) to IMS (MFS) or vice versa.

When installing RI Triggers or Action Blocks statically called by modules that are marked for Compatibility, use the option
Process modules that are marked for Compatibility to ensure that the compile is done using the NODLL option.

Intelligent Regeneration

In the workstation, use Ignore when you are viewing information with no intent to change.

Many Gen Toolset windows have an option to Accept or Ignore changes. An Accept implies that a change has been
made, and the content is not always examined. Accept can cause extra data to be transmitted during the upload and can
cause changes to be flagged for Intelligent Regeneration and Version Control when no true changes occurred.

Similar to Ignore and Accept on the workstation, End and Cancel terminate processing with different meanings. End exits
the Intelligent Regeneration session without saving the temporary work for the session. Cancel dismisses the current
screen and takes you back to the previous screen. Sometimes, this allows you to make more selections and retain the use
of temporary work.

Regenerate frequently to minimize the work in a session.

Coordinate Intelligent Regeneration sessions with other encyclopedia tasks to minimize contention. Intelligent
Regeneration, like other Construction options, updates the model and can lock out other access.

If multiple components require generation simultaneously, it is desirable to separate generation and installation, especially
with batch processing. If one component fails (the library is out of space, linkage error, and so on), the entire process
stops. This is especially true for batch processing.

In some environments, the amount of output restricts batch processing. This requires that you modify the batch JCL
created by Gen, to create multiple jobs rather than one before submitting.

If you know when the last Regeneration was done, use the timeframe to restrict the scope of information that Gen must
analyze.

Use Impact Analysis reports to coordinate implementation of changes that could affect multiple developers or projects.

Package new Procedures and Procedure Steps before attempting to regenerate. Intelligent Regeneration only examines
packaged load modules to find application components to process.

Remove unused load modules from the packaging. Unused load modules can skew the base date and cause unneeded
processing.

Check your Construction libraries to assure that the space allocations are sufficient.

Try to accomplish several objectives in a single Intelligent Regeneration session.

When you initially request Intelligent Regeneration processing, Gen flags all changed modules and builds work files. The
longer changed components are left for regeneration, the more computing power is used for building these flags. When
you swap out of Intelligent Regeneration using the End key, the flags and other temporary work are deleted and must be
rebuilt again when needed. Use Cancel to leave the screens without erasing the flags.

If an attribute is changed, select the attribute as an aggregate object for the Impact Analysis and Preview Reports to
find all action blocks that contain the attribute in a view. However, the Impact Analysis and Preview Reports do not find
action blocks where the attribute is only a host variable and the attribute is not explicitly included in a view. To find action
blocks that, do not include the attribute in a view but include the attribute as a host variable, select the Data Column as an
aggregate object.
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Debug and Trace Facilities
This article provides information for Debug and Trace Facilities. There are several different facilities and methods that are
used to capture information about the processing of a Gen component.

Capturing Information

These facilities include:

• Diagnostic log files that receive diagnostic and status messages
• Messages that display on screen
• The CLIST DEBUG parameter that can be used to set various debugging and tracing options for a single CLIST
• The TIUDEBUG facility that can be used to set various debugging and tracing options for all CLISTs
• The Event Trace Facility (ETF) that captures real-time event data from key areas of the generator
• The auxiliary trace file that captures binary data and the Gen ETFFMTX utility that formats it

Diagnostic Log Files

When a Gen component such as a generator is started, certain files are allocated to receive diagnostic and status
messages. These files are named using a standard naming convention, which utilizes the data set prefix and suffix that
are defined during CEINSTAL and stored in the TIUGLOB CLIST. For more information, see Install Gen on z/OS.

Two files are of interest in debugging a Gen system or application, LOGFILE, and SYSPRINT. These files are named:

• tiupref.IEF.LOGFILE.tiusufx
• tiupref.IEF.SYSPRINT.tiusufx

For example, if you specified that the tiupref variable contains the value TSOUSER and left the tiusufx variable undefined
or null, then the resulting data set names are TSOUSER.IEF.LOGFILE and TSOUSER.IEF.SYSPRINT.

The IEF.LOGFILE is used to record status messages during the process, while the IEF.SYSPRINT file is used to contain
error messages, system dumps, and so forth. This varies slightly from one process to another. However, both files are
allocated and are significant.

NOTE
When the Gen processes are started, the LOGFILE and SYSPRINT files are allocated to redirect their standard
output and error messages. Once the process ends and another starts, the diagnostic data in this file for the
previous process is overwritten.

On-Screen Messages

Some diagnostics are provided by the operating environment that is not produced by or even known to the Gen system.
These diagnostics are equally important in understanding and resolving a problem. Often these diagnostics are provided
as a message or messages that are written to the terminal. Often, this is the only place that the messages are displayed,
and they must be captured by printing the screen or writing down the messages. To obtain these diagnostics, your TSO
profile specifies WTPMSG, explicitly or by default.

When you call Technical Support, have the contents of the IEF.SYSPRINT and IEF.LOGFILE files, and messages that are
written to your terminal ready. To assist you, the Technical Support technician ask you to enter more commands, rerun
certain parts of your procedure, or to obtain more data. The facilities the support technician request are documented in the
following sections.

CLIST DEBUG Parameter

Many of the host services are called from or directed by command lists (CLISTs). Some CLISTs contain an option that is
called DEBUG that can be used to set various debugging and tracing options.
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The disadvantage of using the CLIST DEBUG parameter is that it applies to only one CLIST and is not available for
certain areas of the product. The TIUDEBUG utility, which is described previously, performs the same functions as the
DEBUG parameter but operates over all CLISTs.

The DEBUG( ) parameter accepts a single value, which is a string of single characters that define certain types of
debugging activities to be performed. The string is composed of the following character values that are concatenated
together:

C
Specify to display on your terminal the execution of commands for the CLIST.

S
Specify to display on your terminal the SQL statement that was being executed when an SQL error occurred.

P
Specify to trace the flow of control from one program procedure to another.

D
Specify to display certain key data variables in addition to the Procedure Trace. If used, the Procedure Trace is
also specified.

Examples of the use of the DEBUG parameter string are:

EX install.pds.clist(iefup) DEBUG(CSDP)

EX install.pds.clist(iefup) DEBUG(PD)

TIUDEBUG Facility

While the DEBUG parameter on each CLIST provides a method of tracing the flow and operation of individual CLISTs, it is
cumbersome if many are traced.

An alternative is provided by the TIUDEBUG facility. TIUDEBUG effectively sets the debug option as previously for all
CLISTS without the manual execution of each CLIST with a DEBUG parameter.

You can set up TIUDEBUG by selecting options on a screen or entering arguments on the TSO command line.

Select Screen Options

Execute the TIUDEBUG CLIST by typing TSO %TIUDEBUG on the command line of a Gen panel.

The Set Debug Options Screen includes the following options:

CLIST Trace
Specifies to display on your terminal the execution of commands for all CLISTS.

SQL Trace
Specifies to display on your terminal the SQL statement that was being executed when an SQL error occurred.

Procedure Trace
Specifies to trace the flow of control from one program procedure to another.

DPUT Trace
Specifies to display certain key data variables in addition to the Procedure Trace. If used, the Procedure Trace is
also specified.

STAT Trace
Specifies if you want a report on the CPU, memory, and I/O service units that are consumed in the processing
of the Gen component. Use this data to determine execution costs, resource consumption, and so on, and for
performance tuning.
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DSN Trace
Uses this option only when directed to do so by a Technical Support technician.

Abend option - None
Specifies to suppress a memory dump Gen abend. This also frees currently allocated dump data sets.

Abend option - SYSUDUMP
Specifies to produce a memory dump of the current task in the address space Gen abend. Only the problem
program data is dumped.

Abend option - SYSABEND
Specifies to produce a formatted memory dump of all system information that is associated with the current
address space Gen abend. This argument is slower and more costly than the SYSMDUMP argument.

Abend option - SYSMDUMP
Specifies to produce an unformatted memory dump of all system information that is associated with the current
address space Gen abend. This argument is faster and less costly than the SYSABEND argument.

The Abend options allow you to specify if a memory dump is taken Gen abend, and if taken, to control the type of dump
produced:

• The None option suppresses a memory dump. This is the default.
• A SYSUDUMP typically produces the least amount of output but limits the output to the current task in the address

space, and only to problem program data. Sometimes, this does not contain enough information to solve a problem.
• The SYSABEND option is not limited to problem program data, and dumps all system information that is associated

with the current address space. The memory areas are formatted and printed to a report using the dump formatter.
This can take quite a long time, especially for large regions with many activities. SYSABEND formats the output file.

• The SYSABEND dump is needed only on the rare occasions when SYSUDUMP does not reveal the underlying cause.
• The SYSMDUMP option also dumps all system areas and problem program areas.
• As with SYSABEND, the memory areas are formatted and printed to a report using the dump formatter, producing

a great deal of output. However, SYSMDUMP transfers the memory in pages to the output file without formatting
them. The data must be formatted to be readable. Formatting can be accomplished by a utility within z/OS known as
AMDPRDMP or print dump.

• Advantages of using SYSMDUMP are:
– Unformatted SYSMDUMP data can be transmitted to Technical Support, where it can then be formatted for display.

This reduces the requirements for disk space, communications time, and costs.
– SYSMDUMP is fast and probably the least expensive of the dump options.

Enter Arguments on the Command Line

TIUDEBUG allows you to enter arguments to the CLIST through TSO. When this format is used, no screen displays. Enter
the arguments for the same options as shown on the screen, using the following convention:

C
Specifies to display on your terminal the execution of commands for all CLISTS.

S
Specifies to display on your terminal the SQL statement that was being executed when an SQL error occurred.

P
Specifies to trace the flow of control from one program procedure to another.

D
Specifies to display certain key data variables in addition to the Procedure Trace. If used, the Procedure Trace is
also specified.

R
Specifies if you want statistics on system resource consumption, costs, and other performance-related data.
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RESET
Specifies to reset all debugging options to their initial (default) state, which is usually OFF.

ABEND(RESET)
Specifies to suppress a memory dump Gen abend. This also frees currently allocated dump data sets.

ABEND(SYSUDUMP)
Specifies to produce a memory dump of the current task in the address space Gen abend. Only the problem
program data is dumped.

ABEND(SYSABEND)
Specifies to produce a formatted memory dump of all system information that is associated with the current
address space Gen abend. This argument is slower and more costly than the SYSMDUMP argument.

ABEND(SYSMDUMP)
Specifies to produce an unformatted memory dump of all system information that is associated with the current
address space Gen abend. This argument is faster and less costly than the SYSABEND argument.

DSNTRACE()
Uses this argument only when directed to do so by a Technical Support technician.

Example of Command using Arguments

TSO %TIUDEBUG C S D P ABEND(RESET)

Event Trace Facility (ETF)

The Event Trace Facility (ETF) provides a means of gathering real-time event data from key areas of the generator.

Events that can be traced include function and method entry and exit, acquisition, and release of memory resources, and
file access, and other types of events.

The ETF trace can be disabled, enabled in a memory-resident mode only, or written to a disk file. When disabled, the
trace does not impose noticeable overhead or performance costs on the generators. When enabled in memory mode, the
resulting overhead is slight.

The memory-resident, or primary trace, mode of the ETF provides a fixed-length trace table, which is overwritten in such
a way that the most recent event records are retained. This table is allocated in main, or primary, memory of the process
being traced. For example, if the table is defined as containing 50 events, then only the most recent 50 are retained. If
after 150 events the table is formatted, the last 50 are displayed.

If the ETF has been enabled, the primary mode table is automatically formatted whenever an ABEND condition is
detected. This report is automatically written to the IEF.LOGFILE file, described previously. Technical Support request this
information to identify what particular circumstances caused the failure and where in Gen the component that the failure
occurred.

In addition, the ETF can write trace records to a disk file. This allows all events that are traced to be recorded for later
analysis. This mode of operation is called an auxiliary trace because the media used to store the trace data is auxiliary
storage (disk or tape). The data format is written in a binary, machine-readable format to reduce overhead. Formatting
must be performed using the ETFFMTX utility program.

NOTE
For a moderate size screen, dialog manager, or action block, the data that is produced in an auxiliary trace are
many megabytes, typically from 25 through 35 MB.

You can set up ETFTRACE by selecting options on a screen or entering arguments on the TSO command line.
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Selecting an Options Screen

Execute the ETFTRACE CLIST by typing TSO %ETFTRACE on the command line on Gen panels.

Use the following fields on the Set Gen Event Trace Facility Environment Variable Screen to specify various options to
control the execution of the trace facility:

Activate Trace
Specifies Y to turn on the trace or N (the default) to turn it off.

Size of Trace Table
Specifies the size, in number of events that can be recorded, of the primary trace table, or the buffer size for
auxiliary tracing.
The value must be a positive integer, zero, or from 32 through 99,999 inclusive. If the value is zero, the ETF
facility is disabled. A non-zero value causes the trace facility to allocate a table large enough to contain the
specified number of events.
A non-zero value less than 32 is rounded up to 32. If a non-zero value results in a table that exceeds a segment
of memory on the executing platform, the number is adjusted down to the largest number that does not exceed a
segment (on Windows or MS/DOS a segment is 64K; on z/OS, 1M).

Auxiliary Trace
Specifies Y to create an auxiliary trace or N (the default) to deactivate this option.

ETFINCL (see note)
Specifies the events to be recorded to the ETF. By default, all events are recorded. The actual operation of this
option depends on the value for ETFEXCL.

ETFEXCL (see note)
Specifies the events that are NOT to be written to the trace table, or the auxiliary trace file, depending upon the
conditions. By default, no events are excluded. The actual operation of this option depends on the value for the
ETFINCL option.

ETFOPTS (see note)
Used to specify keyword runtime options to control execution of the ETF. DO NOT specify options unless directed
to do so by a Technical Support technician. The technician indicates which options to set to avoid adverse effects
on performance, storage requirements, and costs.
Separate the keywords with commas. You also prefix keywords with NO to negate their effect. The supported
keywords are:

• SIGNAL (default) and NOSIGNAL
• EXIT and NOEXIT (default)
• GEN and NOGEN (default)
• SYMBOL and NOSYMBOL (default)
• FLUSH and NOFLUSH (default)

NOTE
For these options to be activated, the Activate Trace field must be set to Y, and the Size of Trace Table field
must contain a value for an auxiliary trace buffer area.

When the ETFINCL, ETFEXCL, or both options are defined, their actual behavior depends on which ones are specified:

• When both are undefined, the default is to include all defined events.
• When only the include variable is defined, only the events that are listed on the include variable are registered. All

others are implicitly excluded.
• When only the exclude variable is defined, all events are implicitly registered except those listed on the exclude

variable.
• When both are defined, the intersection of the two sets that are defined by these variables is used to determine which

events are registered. All others are implicitly excluded.
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The syntax of the ETFINCL and ETFEXCL values is the same, and allows for a single event, list of events, a range of
events, or a combination of lists and ranges:

• When a single event is specified, only the event ID need be entered (and no parentheses are required). For example,
ETFEXCL=3.

• When a list of discrete IDs is being entered, separated them with commas and enclosed in parentheses. For example,
ETFEXCL=(1,3,5).

• A range of IDs is specified by using a dash or hyphen, indicating a from-to ordering. For example, ETFEXCL=(1-5) is
valid, representing event IDs 1 through 5, inclusive.

• Lists and ranges can be combined, where each range occupies a member of the list. For example,
ETFEXCL=(1,3-5,7,9-13,15).

NOTE
The ID numbers that are provided in the preceding description are merely examples. Event IDs and their
description are not documented in this section. The events, what they represent, and the data in them are
considered to be proprietary and confidential. A Technical Support technician informs you of the event IDs that
included or excluded, if any.

Entering Arguments on the Command Line

ETFTRACE also allows you to enter arguments to the CLIST through TSO. When this format is used, no screen is
displayed. You can enter the following arguments:

ON
Specifies to activate the ETF. When you omit the AUX parameter, the trace is activated in primary mode. The
default is OFF.

OFF
Specifies to deactivate the ETF, the default.

AUX
Specifies to enable tracing and place it in auxiliary trace mode. This causes the DDNAME ETFAUXF to be
allocated to a disk file, named tiupref.IEF.AUXTRACE.tiusufx. All registered events are written to this file for
subsequent formatting. This parameter implies the ON parameter. If not specified, the default is to disable
auxiliary tracing.

ETFINCL()
Specifies the events to be included in the trace data. The description and syntax of this option are the same as for
entering it on screen.

ETFEXCL()
Specifies the events to be excluded in the trace data. The description and syntax of this option are the same as
for entering it on screen.

ETFOPTS()
Specifies an option string to control the execution behavior of the trace facility. The description and syntax of this
option are the same as for entering it on screen.

ETFTBLSZ()
Specifies the table size, in number of event entries. When omitted, and tracing is active, the default is 1024.

RESET
Resets all parameters to their default (OFF) state.

Example

TSO %ETFTRACE AUX ETFTBLSZ(128) ETFINCL('(1-5,7,9)')
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Formatting the Auxiliary Trace File

When the auxiliary trace is activated, it writes binary data to the auxiliary trace file. This provides the fastest way to collect
the data without impacting the application being traced.

The data is in a raw format, which is unreadable. The data must be formatted by the Gen ETFFMTX utility to convert the
data to a usable, readable format.

A CLIST is provided to access the ETFFMTX utility. No panel interface is provided. The CLIST accepts two arguments
that are used to define the auxiliary trace file and formatter parameters:

AUXFILE()
The auxiliary trace data is written to a file named tiupref.IEF.AUXTRACE.tiusufx, that can be formatted for
diagnosis.
If you execute more than one auxiliary trace, rename the file to save it. The formatter can accept input from a file
other than the standard file name. If the file is renamed, then the file name can be passed to the formatter through
this argument. Otherwise, the formatter assumes the standard name.
When the auxiliary trace file was created from a background execution of the generator, the data set name format
changes to: tiupref.BAT.Djhhmmss.IEF.AUXTRACE.tiusufx
j is the last digit of the Julian day number
hhmmss is the time that the file was created, in 2400-hour format
If the background execution, the data set name using this operand MUST be passed to the formatter.

CMDLINE()
The ETFFMTX utility accepts a wide range of arguments that are used to control the selection of events from the
auxiliary trace file. These arguments can define selection filters, limits, and other mechanisms to limit the output
to analyze a specific problem. The CMDLINE parameter collects these arguments as a string and passes them to
the ETFFMTX utility.

CBLTERM Field Definitions
This article describes the fields of the CBLTERM copy member included in the online, TIRTERMA, and batch, TIRTERMB,
termination exits.

Fields of the CBLTERM Copy Member

When TIRFAIL calls the TIRTERM(A/B), TERM-STATUS-CODE controls what TIRFAIL does next using the following
values:

' ' (space) or 0 (zero)
TIRFAIL displays the message and redisplays the previous screen with TERM-DEFAULT-MSG in the error
message field.

1
Indicates that TIRTIRM(A/B) handled the messages and not display them. It redisplays the previous screen with
TERM-DEFAULT-MSG in the error message field.

2
Indicates that TIRTIRM(A/B) has handled everything. TIRFAIL does not display the messages and does not
redisplay the previous screen.
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TERM-FAIL-TYPE

The following table contains a description of TERM-FAIL-TYPE errors:

Error Value Description
TERM-FAIL-DB2 P A DB2 error occurred while accessing the

RPROF (profile) table.
TERM-FAIL-IEC I A Gen error occurred in the Dialog

Manager.
TERM-FAIL-EXEC E A database error occurred in an action

block or procedure.
TERM-FAIL-DIALOG D A non-database error occurred in the Dialog

Manager.
TERM-FAIL-TSQ Q An error occurred while accessing the CICS

temporary storage queue profile table.

Remaining Fields

The list of remaining CBLTERM fields is as follows:

TERM-ERROR-ACTION-NAME
Contains the name of the action block.

TERM-DEFAULT-MSG
This is an output field that by default contains the following message:
TIRM000E: SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT SUPPORT

The message can be changed in the termination exit to anything meaningful to the user. For online procedures
with a screen, the message is visible in the error message field when the screen is redisplayed.

TERM-SYSTEM-PRINTER
TERM-SYSTEM-PRINTER is valued with the printer TERMID if the action block executed a PRINTER TERMINAL
IS statement.

TERM-ERROR-ENCOUNTERED-SW
Indicates the message:
TIRM037E: ** A FATAL ERROR HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED **

TERM-VIEW-OVERFLOW-SW
Indicates the message:
TIRM036E: ** FATAL VIEW OVERFLOW HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED **

TERM-ACTION-ID
Is appended to the message:
TIRM034E: LAST OR CURRENT DATABASE STATEMENT = ...

TERM-ATTRIBUTE-ID
Is appended to the message:
TIRM040E: PERMITTED VALUES MISMATCH, FIELD = F ...

TERM-STATUS-FLAG
Produces the message:
TIRM038E: ** FATAL DATABASE ERROR HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED **

TERM-LAST-STATUS
Is appended to the message:
TIRM039E: DB LAST STATUS = ...
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TERM-TRACE-PTR
This field is documented in online help under the error message TIRM039E.

TERM-LAST-STATEMENT-NUM
Is appended to the message:
TIRM035E: CURRENT STATEMENT BEING PROCESSED = ...

TERM-CURR-AB-ID
Is appended to the message:
TIRM032E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK ID = ...

TERM-CURR-AB-NAME
Is appended to the message:
TIRM033E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK NAME = ...

TERM-EABPCB-CNT, TERM-EABPCB-ENTRY,TERM-EABPCB-PTR
These fields describe PCB pointers. The first is the IO-PCB, the second is the ALTERNATE-IO-PCB; the last is a
database pointer.

TERM-SQLCA-PTR
The following is a pointer to the SQLCA. The address fields of the SQLCA, first define it in linkage. Use the
following example:
MY-SQLCA

FILLER

MY-SQL-CODE

FILLER

Add a SET statement at the beginning of the procedure division:
SET ADDRESS OF MY-SQLCA TO TERM-SQLCA-PTR

TERM-IEF-COMMAND
The special field of COMMAND.

TERM-IEF-TRANCODE
The special field of TRANCODE.

TERM-EXIT-STATE
The exit state number.

TERM-EXIT-INFOMSG
The exit state message.

TERM-USER-ID
The special field of USERID.

TERM-TRMINAL-ID
The special field of TERMID.

TERM-PRINTER-ID
Represents the ID of the system printer.

TERM-DIALOG-MESSAGE-NUM
The message number is the FAIL-MSG-NO set be the Dialog Manager. See the  Messages  for the message that
is represented by the error code displayed.

TERM-OUTPUT-MESSAGE
Before calling the termination exit, TIRFAIL, prepares a table of messages that it displays on return from the exit
if the TERM-STATUS-CODE is a space or a zero. These messages are available to the exit. The last line with a
message is followed by a line of all spaces.

TERM-DIALECT-NAME
The current dialect
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TERM-FAILURE-MESSAGE-TEXT
The text of the failure message. This is moved to TERM-DEFAULT-MSG if you want it displayed on the
application screen instead of the message:
TIRM000E: SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT SUPPORT

Retrieve DB2 SQLCA Data
This article provides information for Retrieve DB2 SQLCA Data including, Action Diagramming Statement, External Action
Blocks, and External Action Block Sample Code.

Action Diagramming Statements

Gen includes two action diagramming statements, WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT and WHEN DATABASE
ERROR, that allows your application to continue processing when a deadlock, timeout, or other database exception
occurs. If your application uses these database exception handling statements, it must provide its own logic to roll back
previous updates and to ensure data integrity if processing continues.

WARNING
The WHEN DATABASE DEADLOCK OR TIMEOUT statement is inoperative for applications running under
IMS because IMS automatically cancels and rolls back transactions that encounter this type of error, without
returning control to the application program.

External Action Blocks

Gen also provides the source code for an External Action Block (EAB) that allows applications to retrieve the SQLCODE
and other data from the SQLCA after one of these WHEN DATABASE statements executes. This source code is located
in the same Gen CEHBSAMP used for user exits. However, because it functions as an External Action Block, two more
steps are required to install it:

• Define and package the External Action Block in your application model.
• The code must be precompiled to ensure that the correct SQLCA definition is included.

Use External Action Blocks

Follow these steps:

1. Open your model using the Gen Toolset.
2. Select Design, then Work Set List.
3. Add a work set named DB2_MVS_OR_XDB_SQLCA. The Gen toolset and generators consider the XDB product

equivalent to DB2 for z/OS. Gen includes the equivalent EAB for XDB on the platforms it supports.
4. Add the following attributes to this work set, in this order:
SQLCODE

8 byte numeric
MESSAGE_LENGTH

8 byte numeric
ERROR_MSG

Mixed case text of varying length.
Limits: 256 bytes

SQLWARN
11 bytes of text, fixed length

SQLSTATE
8 bytes of text, fixed length
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DBMS_TYPE
8 bytes of case-sensitive text, fixed length

5. Select Design, then Action Diagram.
6. Create a action block that is named GET_DB2_MVS_OR_XDB_SQLCA with the default action block property settings,

to ensure the High Performance View Passing, and Generate Missing Flags in Code options are enabled.
7. Add an export view to this action block containing the DB2_MVS_OR_XDB_SQLCA work set, and its attributes, in the

same order.
8. Add EXTERNAL as the only statement in the action block. You also add notes.
9. Open each existing action diagram that retrieve the SQLCA data.
10. Add a USE GET_DB2_MVS_OR_XDB_SQLCA statement after the appropriate the WHEN DATABASE statements,

and match a local or export view to the EAB's DB2_MVS_OR_XDB_SQLCA export view.
The USE statement does not have to be subordinate to the WHEN DATABASE statement, but the EAB fails to work
properly unless a WHEN DATABASE statement has actually executed first.

11. Select Construction, then Packaging. Open a construction environment (Online, Batch, or Cooperative), that contains
an action diagram that USES the new EAB.

12. Expand a load module that USES the new EAB.
13. Select GET_DB2_MVS_OR_XDB_SQLCA, Detail, Properties.
14. Specify GETXDBSQ as the source member name.
15. Save your model.
16. You do not need to generate the External Action Block stub.
17. Copy source member GETXDBSQ from your Gen CEHBSAMP to a separate library.
18. Precompile, compile, and link edit GETXDBSQ. Use the compile and link options as defined in the section, External

Action Blocks.
19. On the Host Encyclopedia, ensure the load library name that contains your load module is in your External Action

Block Load Library or External System Load Library specification. For more information, see the section Target
Environment and Construction Libraries.

20. On the Host Encyclopedia, expand a load module that uses GET_DB2_MVS_OR_XDB_SQLCA. Find this EAB in the
component list, type X next to it, and press Enter.

21. In the first DBRM_NAME field, type GETXDBSQ, and press F6 to save your model.
22. Regenerate and reinstall load modules that you modified to USE this EAB.

Modify External Action Block Sample Code

You modify the EAB sample code to exclude SQLCA data that you do not need, to return more data, or to extend the
length of the error message. If you modify the EAB sample code, also modify the view definitions in your model to agree
with code changes. If you rename the EAB source member, also rename the packaging source name and the external
DBRM.

Do not call this EAB except after executing a WHEN DATABASE statement. The EAB uses the SAVE-SQLCA area in
GLOBDATA to obtain the SQLCA data it returns. The generated application only saves the SQLCA in this area under the
following conditions:

• A WHEN DATABASE statement executes and the application continues processing.
• An exception occurs after a database call, without a WHEN statement for that exception. Without a WHEN statement

for the exception, the application terminates with a fatal error before calling the EAB.

The SQLBroadcom not saved when a logical exception statement executes, or when a database call succeeds.
Therefore, you cannot use GET_DB2_MVS_OR_XDB_SQLCA to retrieve SQLCA data that is associated with WHEN
SUCCESSFUL, WHEN NOT FOUND, WHEN ALREADY EXISTS, WHEN NOT UNIQUE, or WHEN PERMITTED VALUE
VIOLATION statements.
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However, after a WHEN DATABASE statement executes, the saved SQLCA for that statement is available, unless
replaced by the SQLCA for a subsequent WHEN DATABASE statement. You can use this EAB to return the SQLCA for
the last database exception, regardless of how many intervening database calls were made since that WHEN DATABASE
statement executed.

Host Encyclopedia Version Control
This article provides information for Host Encyclopedia Version Control that provides a basic set of tools to share objects
between models.

Version control provides a way to maintain multiple models that represent the same system at different stages of
development, testing, and production.

When an object is changed in one model, version control can transfer the changed object to other copies of the model.
For example, an object that is changed in a development model can be transferred to the test and production copies of the
model.

The version control lets you apply changes to the production model easily because you can copy only the directly
changed objects without having to copy the entire model.

To implement production enhancements, control is maintained over Construction objects, as in traditional source program
maintenance, and Planning, Analysis, and Design objects too. Using version control, production enhancements are as
easy to maintain as a traditional source program (which simply copies updated programs from library to library).

Version control makes the coordination of large development efforts possible. Multiple models contain identical versions of
objects. Changed the objects in one model can be copied to other models so that object definitions remain the same.

Because you can use multiple models in the development effort, more analysts can participate with less chance of
causing contention problems for any one model or object.

You cannot transfer objects between two model families in two separate Encyclopedias.

Version Control Definitions

A model is a collection of objects that defines an information system.

A model family defines the set of models that are related. Typically, all the models in a family support one production
model.

Migration, the most common use of version control, is the transfer of one or more objects from one model to another.
Models not in the same model family are not related, and objects cannot be migrated between them.

Adoption of a model moves it from one model family to another. Adoption is required before migration if the models
involved in the migration belong to different model families. Adoption within related models is occasionally required to
synchronize a logical object that has been created independently in two models.

Model Unadoption lets you correct adoption errors, such as the accidental reversal of model names at the time of
adoption, or remove all common ancestry before readopting a model into its family. Model unadoption removes the
adopted model from the family into which it was mistakenly adopted and moves it into a new family.

An aggregate object is a collection of related objects and the smallest selectable unit in version control functions.

An aggregate set is a collection of aggregate objects that is created and saved for convenient reuse.

Common ancestry occurs when two objects in a model family have the same Original Object ID.

Version Control Functions

Version control consists of four major functions:
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• Migration
• Adoption
• Model Unadoption
• Reports

Version Control Procedures

Version control provides these procedures and reports:

• Rename a Model Family
• Migrate Aggregate Objects to a New Model
• Migrate Aggregate Objects to an Existing Model
• Adopt Aggregate Objects Using Related Model
• Unadopt Model from Existing Family
• Compare Aggregate Objects Between Two Models
• Trial Migrate Aggregate Objects to an Existing Model
• Trial Adopt Aggregate Objects Using Related Model
• Aggregate Object Where Exists Report

Version control provides procedures for creating and maintaining aggregate sets:

• Retrieve Aggregate Set
• Add Aggregate Set
• Modify Aggregate Set
• Copy Aggregate Set
• Rename Aggregate Set
• Delete Aggregate Set
• Aggregate Set Object Report

Basic Concepts

Using version control requires an understanding of these basic concepts:

• Model family
• Aggregate objects
• Aggregate sets
• Common ancestry

Model Family

A model family defines a set of models that are related. Typically, all the models in a family support one production model.

Creating a Model Family

To create a model family, add a model to the Host Encyclopedia or unadopt an existing model from its family. The
encyclopedia creates a model family with the same name as the new model.

Adding New Members

You can then add new members to a model family by any one of the following methods:
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• Model Copy to create a copy of a complete model
• Create Model from Subset to create a model that includes only part of its parent model
• Migrate the objects to a new model (using Migrate Aggregate Objects to a New Model).
• Adopt a model from one family into another
• Unadopt a model from its family into a new family

A new model family member can be created from any existing member of the family-not only from the model that originally
created the family. Model family members need not complete copies of each other. However, sometimes they differ only
by whether they represent current production, development, or user testing.

Aggregate Objects

Using aggregate objects lets you identify objects that have changed and must be transferred between family members.
Each aggregate object in a model represents a collection of related objects in much the same way that a scoping object
does in subsetting. Although similar in some ways, aggregate objects and subset scoping objects have important
differences.

Version control can define smaller, more specific expansions than subsetting. For example, version control can migrate
an object as small as a single attribute, whereas to check out an attribute, subsetting must scope the entity type that owns
the attribute.

The ability to define smaller, more specific expansions is an example of granularity. Version control is more granular than
subsetting. The context requirement of version control is less stringent because the sole purpose is to transfer objects
from one model to another.

For a list of aggregate objects that can be migrated, see Aggregate Objects for Migration .

An aggregate object can have three parts:

• Component objects
• Companion objects
• Enabling objects

Component Objects

Component objects are part of the basic definition of the aggregate object. For example, attributes are component objects
of an entity type. Component objects are always migrated with an aggregate object. If an aggregate object is used for
migration, its component objects must be migrated so that the aggregate object has the same definition and context in the
destination model as in the source model.

Component objects are similar to directly related objects in subsetting. In some instances, a component object of an
aggregate object is also an aggregate object in its own right. For example, an attribute is a component of an entity type
and also an aggregate object itself.

If the aggregate object in the source model has fewer component objects than in the destination model, migration deletes
component objects from the destination model that do not exist in the source model.

Companion Objects

Companion objects are similar to neighborhood objects in subsetting. They are not part of the definition of the aggregate,
but if the referencing aggregate object is migrated, companion objects are automatically migrated if they do not exist in the
destination model. However, you can also specifically request their migration.

The purpose of companion objects is to maintain the context in which the aggregate object exists in the source model. If
an aggregate object's companion objects exist in the destination model, they are not replaced. However, any companion
objects missing from the destination model are migrated to maintain context.
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Enabling Objects

Enabling objects are objects in the destination model that make a successful migration possible. Likewise, the absence of
enabling objects causes a migration to fail. An enabling object can:

• Have a parental relationship with the aggregate object
For example, you cannot migrate an entity type unless its parent subject area is present in the destination model.

• The aggregate object references
For example, you cannot migrate an action block if any of its views reference entity types that are absent from the
destination model.

Common Ancestry

Two objects in different models shares common ancestry within a model family if the objects have the same Original
Object ID. When a new object is initially uploaded from the toolset, it is assigned a unique identifier as its Current Object
ID and this same identifier as its Original Object ID. This identifier is used internally to identify the object regardless of
any changes that are made to it, including name changes. When a new object is created through migration, that object is
assigned a unique Current Object ID but inherits the Original Object ID from the object on which it was based.

You can determine an Original Object ID of an object by using the WalkEncy utility for that object and examining the
ORG_ID column.

Migration propagates common ancestry. Consider an object that is created in Model 1, then migrated to Model 2, then
migrated to Model 3. The following table defines the Original Object ID of an object and current object ID after each
migration:

Object IDs Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Original Object ID 123 123 123
Current Object ID 123 456 789

Aggregate Sets

An aggregate set is a user-defined collection of aggregate objects that has been saved for later use. Any aggregate object
can be a member of any aggregate set without affecting its status within the model.

An aggregate set is built from the aggregate objects in one particular model. Once built, the set can be used with any
model in the family. For example, an aggregate set that is built from Model A could later be used to migrate objects from
Model B to Model C.

Create an aggregate set for:

• Trial migration-Modify the set to obtain the preferred migration result. Use the set when making the final migration.
• Migration-Use the same set later for migration to other models.

Migration between two projects models-Use the set periodically to update the destination project model with new
development work.

Difference Analysis
Difference analysis determines, Objects to select for migration, two objects with common ancestry are different, and
Objects that do not exist in the other model.

Difference Analysis Steps

Perform the following steps for difference analysis:

1. Identify the aggregate objects that you want to compare.
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2. Run the Compare Aggregate Objects Report for each object that is identified in Step 1, or run the report for all
aggregate objects.
For details about interpreting the Aggregate Objects Compare Report, see Evaluate the Compare Report .

3. Once the collection of aggregate objects that are associated with a change has been identified, it is necessary
to determine the exact difference between those aggregates in different family members before performing any
migrations. You can analyze detail differences by:
– Generating standard system reports or custom reports that are based on the Public Interface Export and using

guide or automated compare techniques.
– Downloading appropriate subsets from both models and using the workstation toolset to review the differences.

Session of Change Comparison

Session of change comparison is an essential part of difference analysis. This section explains the concepts underlying
change comparison and provides examples of the most common outcomes.

Changes occur to objects:

• At the toolset
These changes are uploaded to the Host Encyclopedia.

• On the Host when users:
Rename or delete objects using the Host Encyclopedia's Rename or Delete Object utility
Package modules or generate code or databases

An object undergoes one or more changes. If an object does change, the change is associated with the session object
that is created by the changing process-using the DIRCHGD association in the Host Encyclopedia.

A session is an object that is used by version control to track changes. Every aggregate object is associated with a
session. If the object changes again, a new session is created; the object is associated with the new session and
disassociated from the old session.

Session properties include:

• Unique session ID
• Date and time of the change session (also known collectively as the change timestamp)

The change timestamp and session ID constitute a session of change that uniquely records the last change to the
aggregate objects associated with the session.

An occurrence of a session object remains associated with an aggregate object until the aggregate object changes again.

In its lifetime, an aggregate object can be associated with many different sessions-but it is associated with only one
session at a time using the DIRCHGD association-the session that reflects the last update to the object.

NOTE
Migration carries the session object from the source model to the destination model.
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Difference Analysis Reports
The Difference Analysis Reports that are essential in preparing for a migration are Aggregate Object Where Exists Report
and Compare Aggregate Objects Report.

Generate the Aggregate Object Where Exists Report

The Aggregate Object Where Exists report displays the models within the model family where selected aggregate objects
exist. Common ancestry with the selected object is used to identify the existence of the object in other models.

To generate this report, you must have at least Read Only authorization on all models in the family.

Steps to Execute Where Exists Report

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.2.9. Press Enter.
3. The Specify Model Name for Where Exists Report panel appears.
4. Specify the name of the model containing the aggregate objects.
5. Type / (slash) next to the execution option you want:

– Online
– Batch
Press Enter. The Aggregate Set Retrieval panel appears.

6. To use a set, type the name of an aggregate set, type Y in the Retrieve Aggregate Set field and press Enter. To
continue without using a set, leave the set name blank, the Retrieve Aggregate Set field at N, and press Enter.
The Select Aggregate Object Types for Where Exists Report panel appears.

7. Type / (slash) by the aggregate object types to be expanded. To reset and begin the selection again, type CANCEL
and press Enter.
a. Press Enter. A message appears.
b. Press Enter. A selection list appears with the occurrences of the first object type appears.
c. Type S next to the aggregate object occurrences you want to select. Type E to expand an occurrence. Press Enter.

A message appears.
d. Repeat until all object types have been processed. The Confirm Aggregate Objects Selected for Where Exists

panel appears.
e. Type / (slash) next to any individual occurrences you want to remove.
f. Press Enter.

The Confirm Selected Aggregate Objects panel appears.
8. Type ACCEPT, SAVE, END, or CANCEL.

ACCEPT or SAVE stores the set and ends processing. ACCEPT processes but does not save. SAVE processes and
saves the set.

9. Press Enter:
– If you selected online execution, the Where Exists report appears in Browse mode for review.
– If you selected batch execution, the Batch JOB card maintenance panel appears. Modify the JOB card as

necessary and SUBMIT the Job.

Generate the Compare Aggregate Objects Report

The Compare Aggregate Objects report compares the aggregate objects that are selected from the source model (and all
their subordinate aggregate objects) to equivalent aggregate objects and subordinates in the destination model.

The comparisons have four possible results:
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• The objects are the same.
• The objects are different.
• No equivalent object exists in the destination model.
• The object exists in the destination model but no equivalent object exists in the source model. This can occur when

you select Compare All or when you select a high-level aggregate object that has more components in the destination
model than in the source model.

To generate this report, you must have at least Read Only authorization on both the source model and the destination
model. For comparison, the destination model must be in the same family as the source model.

The following three procedures provide step-by-step instructions for:

• Comparing all objects in two models
• Comparing selected objects and creating an aggregate set of those objects that meet the criteria that you select, where

options include:
– Objects that are different
– Objects that do not exist in the destination model
– Objects that do not exist in the source model

• Comparing the objects in an existing aggregate set and, optionally, updating the set with the results of the comparison

Compare Reports

This article provides information for the Compare Reports to compare all objects, select objects, evaluate, and what to
migrate.

Compare All Objects Without Aggregate Set Input or Output

The simplest Compare Report to run compares all objects in the source model with those in the destination model.
Generating this type of report does not involve use of aggregate sets.

Use this option to create a single-use baseline report on all objects in the two models.

Steps to Generate a Compare Report on All Objects

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main Menu. Select options 1.2.6. and press Enter.
2. On Compare Source Model Name panel, type the name of the source model and press Enter.

Alternatively, tab to the field and press the prompt key for a list of valid choices. Select a model from the list by typing
any character except period (.) next to one name and press Enter again.

3. Complete the Compare Destination Model Name panel.
a. Type the destination model name.
b. Type / (slash) next to All Objects
c. Type / (slash) next to the execution option you want.

4. Online displays the report on your terminal.
– Batch prints the report on the specified output device.
d. Press Enter.
The Compare Report Aggregate Set Create/Modify panel appears.
e. Accept all defaults to bypass this feature, and press Enter.

5. Evaluate the Confirm Model Names for Compare All Aggregate Objects. If the source and destination model names
and execution mode are correct, press Enter.
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– If you selected All Objects and Online execution, the Compare Report appears for browsing. After the browsing,
press F3 to display the Report Print Options panel. Complete this panel to print the report.

– If you selected All Objects and Batch execution, the Batch JOB card maintenance panel appears. Modify the JOB
card as necessary and SUBMIT the Job.

NOTE
The Compare Aggregate Objects report lists objects in the following three categories. Objects that are the same
in both models are not reported.

The following objects do not exist in the source model.

• The following objects do not exist in the destination model.
• The following objects are different.

Select Objects to Compare and Create Aggregate Set

When you expect to perform multiple version control functions with the same set of objects or when you expect to perform
one function multiple times with slight modifications, it is more efficient to save your object selections in an aggregate set
than to reselect for each usage. To create an aggregate set automatically from Compare the results saves you the time
of creating the set from the objects that are listed in one or more sections on the report. Even if more objects are reported
than you want to use, it is frequently easier to delete those than to create the set from scratch.

Steps to Create an Aggregate Set from Compare

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main Menu. Select options 1.2.6. Press Enter.
2. On Compare Source Model Name panel, type the name of the source model and press Enter.

Alternatively, tab to the field and press the prompt key for a list of valid choices. Select a model from the list by typing
any character except period (.) next to one name and press Enter again.

3. Complete the Compare Destination Model Name panel.
4. Type the destination model name.

a. Type / (slash) next to Selected Objects for the range of objects.
b. Type / (slash) next to the execution option you want.

5. Online displays the report on your terminal.
– Batch prints the report on the specified output device.
c. Press Enter.
The Compare Report Aggregate Set Create/Modify panel appears

NOTE
When you specify Selected Objects, the report includes a list of all objects that are the same in both models.
If you select All Objects, the reports do not include objects that are the same.

6. Create an aggregate set composed of the objects that are identified by the Compare Report in an aggregate set:
– Change the Save in aggregate set default N to Y
– Enter a unique name for the new aggregate set
– Specify the aggregate set option by typing / next to the option describing objects to save in the set.
– Use the following tips to help in the process:

• If creating an aggregate set to migrate object changes that are made in the source model to equivalent objects in
the destination model, select Objects in both but different.

• If creating an aggregate set to migrate new objects that are created in the source model to the destination
model, include the option Objects in Source but not in Destination.

• If creating an aggregate set to migrate new objects that are created in the destination model to the source
model, select only the option Objects in Destination but not in Source.
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NOTE
When you migrate, you specify as the source model the model that was the destination for this compare.

7. If you are creating an aggregate set of objects in the destination model but not in the source, leave no as the retrieval
option and remove the aggregate set name. Otherwise, change the retrieval option to yes and leave the aggregate set
name so that the objects meeting your criteria can be retrieved from the source model. Press Enter.
The Select Aggregate Object Types panel appears. If you specified set retrieval on the previous panel, the following
message appears, Number of aggregate objects retrieved: 0 out of 0.

8. Type / (slash) by the aggregate object types to which the occurrences you want to select belong and press Enter. The
slashes that you enter appear as Ss. Press Enter.
The Object Occurrences panel for the first aggregate object type you selected appears.

9. Complete the Object Occurrences panel.
a. Type S next to the aggregate object occurrences you want to select. Type E to expand an occurrence. Press Enter.
b. Repeat until all object types have been processed.

The Confirm Comparison List panel appears.
10. Review the list. Type / (slash) next to any individual occurrences you want to remove. Press Enter twice.
11. On the Confirm Selected Aggregate Objects panel, type one of the following commands:

– ACCEPT
– SAVE
– END
– CANCEL
ACCEPT processes but does not save the set, then ends processing. (This is the default, which is used if you press
Enter.) SAVE processes and saves the set, then ends processing.

12. Press Enter:
– If you chose the Online execution, the Browse Report File displays the Compare Aggregate Objects report.
– If you chose the Batch execution, the Batch JOB card maintenance panel appears. Modify the JOB card as

necessary and SUBMIT the Job.

Compare Objects from an Existing Aggregate Set

Use this procedure to update or replace an aggregate set in any of the following situations:

• If you have migrated objects using the set, you created with the initial compare and you now want to replace the
aggregate set with any objects still to be migrated.

• If you have not yet migrated the objects composing the existing aggregate set, but you have made some changes that
are based on the trial migrate report. You can merge such changes into the existing set. If your set includes all objects
that are compared as different, but you want it to also include all objects that are compared as existing in the source
only. Such a set would enable you to migrate both new and changed objects in the same migration session. The Merge
option makes this possible.

You can use a set without replacing it or merging more objects into it with the Take No Action option.

Steps to Generate Compare from Aggregate Set

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main menu. Select options 1.2.6. Press Enter.
2. On Compare Source Model Name panel, type the name of the source model. Press Enter.
3. Complete the Compare Destination Model Name panel.

a. Type the destination model name.
b. Type / (slash) next to Selected Objects
c. Type / (slash) next to the execution option you want. Online displays the report on your terminal. Batch prints the

report on the specified output device.
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d. Press Enter. The Compare Report Aggregate Set Create/Modify panel appears.
e. To use an existing set and, optionally, modify the criteria:

• Change the Save in aggregate set default N to Y.
• Enter the name of the aggregate set to use.
• Specify aggregate set options by typing / next to each option describing objects to save in the set.

f. Select one of the following options from the choices under-If the set exists:
• Take No Action-Select Take No Action to use the set as is, but not update it (this option would be appropriate for

a set you plan to delete right away).
• Merge Sets-Select Merge Sets to update the existing set with any additions generated with the current compare

criteria. This option is useful when you want to add more objects to those previously compared or when you
want to add objects meeting a different criteria than that used to create the existing set.

• Replace Set-Select Replace Set to replace the objects in the set with those that now meet the specified criteria.
If you want to delete objects from the set, replace rather than merge the set. If you use this set to migrate,
this use replaces that set with objects now eligible for migration-objects that compare as the same are not
included in the replaced set.

• The Aggregate Set Retrieval panel appears.
4. Press Enter to retrieve the aggregate set you selected.

The Select Aggregate Object Types panel appears with a message stating the number of objects that are retrieved out
of the number of objects in the set. You add or remove any selected object types or accept the set as is. Press Enter
twice.

5. Review the Object Occurrences panel for each selected object type.
a. Type S next to the aggregate object occurrences you want to select. Type E to expand an occurrence. Press Enter.
b. Repeat until all object types have been processed.

The Confirm Comparison List panel appears.
6. Review the displayed objects and type / (slash) next to any individual occurrences that you want to remove. Press

Enter.
The Confirm Selected Aggregate Objects panel appears.

7. Type one of the following commands:
ACCEPT, SAVE, END, or CANCEL
ACCEPT processes but does not save the set, then ends processing. SAVE processes and saves the set, then ends
processing.

8. Press Enter.
– If you chose the Online execution, the Browse Report File displays the Compare report.
– If you chose the Batch execution, the Batch JOB card maintenance panel appears. Modify the JOB card as

necessary and SUBMIT the Job.

Evaluate the Compare Report

The Compare report lists compared objects in four ways: those that are the same in both models, those that exist in both
models but are different, and those that are unique to one model or the other.

Deciding What to Migrate

The messages of the Compare Aggregate Object report helps you decide what to migrate:

• Aggregate the objects that are listed as same do not require migration and as different is migrated.
• Aggregate the objects not in the destination model can be migrated as needed.
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Same or Different?

To determine whether objects are the same or different, the report first looks for common ancestry. Without common
ancestry, the object does not exist in the other model. With common ancestry, they are said to be versions of the same
object.

Objects that have common ancestry (the same Original Object ID) can be the same version of the same object or different
versions of the same object.

For Objects to Be The Objects in Both Models Have
Same The same Original Object ID and Association using DIRCHGD to

a Session object that has the same:
Change date, Change time and Session ID properties

Different The same Original Object ID and Association using DIRCHGD to
a Session object that does NOT have the same:
Change date, Change time and Session ID properties

The following scenario illustrates how changes to objects in two models in three consecutive sessions are reflected in
the Compare Aggregate Objects Report. The second and third examples illustrate how Session objects determine the
difference or sameness of objects.

1. CUSTOMER entity type is created in Source Model. Compare Report is run.
2. CUSTOMER entity type is migrated from Source Model to Destination Model. Compare Report is run.
3. CUSTOMER is updated in Source Model. Compare Report is run.

Examples of Difference Analysis
This article provides information for Examples of Difference Analysis including, Aggregate Object Not in Destination
Model, Listed as Same, and Listed as Different.

Aggregate Object Not in Destination Model

The aggregate object CUSTOMER was created in the source model. It exists only in the source model; it does not exist in
the destination model.
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WARNING
The Compare Aggregate Object Report indicates that the entity type CUSTOMER does not exist in the
destination model because no object in the destination model has the same Original Object ID.

Aggregate Objects Listed As Same

Assume that during this session, CUSTOMER was migrated from the source model to the destination model. (The same
Compare Report result would occur for CUSTOMER if the destination model were created by copying the source model
and the entity type CUSTOMER existed in the source model at the time of the copy. That is, CUSTOMER would be
reported as being the same in both models.)

NOTE
Compare Report uses the Change Date and Change Time of the session object to determine whether equivalent
objects are the same version. If equivalent objects were last changed in the same session, the objects are
reported as being the same.

Report Results: The Compare Aggregate Object Report indicates that entity type CUSTOMER is the same in the source
and destination models. Objects with the same Original Object IDs are evaluated as the same when their Session Change
Date and Change Time are alike.

If you run the report with the Compare All option, the report does not list objects that are the same. To report on objects
that are the same, select objects individually or specify an aggregate set.

Aggregate Objects Listed As Different

Assume that the entity type CUSTOMER is updated in the source model.

When the change occurs, a new session is created and the entity type in the source model is now associated with that
new session.

An example of aggregate objects existing in both models but in different versions are as follows:
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Report Results: The Compare Aggregate Objects Report indicates that entity type CUSTOMER in the source model is
different from entity type CUSTOMER in the destination model. Objects with the same Original Object IDs are evaluated
as different when their Session Change Date and Change Time are different.

Maintain Aggregate Sets
This article provides information to Maintain Aggregate Sets. An aggregate set is a collection of aggregate objects that is
created and saved for convenient reuse.

An aggregate object is a collection of related objects and the smallest selectable unit in version control functions.

A model family defines the set of models that are related. Typically, all the models in a family support one production
model.

Create an Aggregate Set

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.5.1. Press Enter.

The Add Aggregate Set panel appears.
3. Specify the model that contains the objects you want for the new aggregate set.
4. Type a name for the new set. Press Enter.

The Aggregate Set Retrieval panel appears. Press Enter to bypass.
The Aggregate Object Type Selection panel appears.

5. Type / (slash) by the aggregate object types to be expanded. To reset and begin the selection again, type CANCEL
and press Enter.

6. Press Enter. A message appears.
Input has been accepted; press Enter or enter “accept” command to proceed.

7. Press Enter.
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The Aggregate Object Occurrence Selection List appears with the occurrences of the first object type selected.
8. Type S next to the aggregate object occurrences you want to select. Type E to expand an occurrence. Press Enter.

Repeat until all object types have been processed. The Confirm Selection of Aggregate Objects panel appears.
9. Type / (slash) next to any individual occurrences you want to remove.

a. Press Enter.
b. The Confirm Selected Aggregate Objects panel appears.
c. Type ACCEPT, SAVE, END, or CANCEL; then press Enter.

ACCEPT or SAVE stores the set and ends processing.

Modify an Aggregate Set

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.5.2. Press Enter.

The Modify Aggregate Set panel appears.
3. Specify the model that contains the objects to use in modifying the aggregate set.
4. Type the name of the set to be modified. Press Enter.

The Aggregate Object Type Selection panel appears.
5. Type / (slash) by the aggregate object types to be expanded. To reset and begin the selection again, type CANCEL

and press Enter.
a. Press Enter. A message appears.
b. Press Enter.

The Aggregate Object Occurrence Selection List appears with the occurrences of the first object type selected.
c. Type S next to the aggregate object occurrences you want to select. Type E to expand an occurrence. Press Enter.

Repeat until all object types have been processed. The Confirm Selection of Aggregate Objects panel appears.
d. Type / (slash) next to any individual occurrences you want to remove.
e. Press Enter.
f. The Confirm Selected Aggregate Objects panel appears.
g. Type ACCEPT, SAVE, END, or CANCEL; then press Enter:

ACCEPT or SAVE stores the set and ends processing. ACCEPT processes but does not save. SAVE processes
and saves the set.

Copy an Aggregate Set

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.5.3. Press Enter.

The Copy Aggregate Set panel appears.
3. Specify the aggregate set to copy.
4. Type the name of the new aggregate set. Press Enter.

The message All processing is completed normally appears.

Rename an Aggregate Set

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.5.4. Press Enter.

The Rename Aggregate Set panel appears.
3. Specify the aggregate set to rename.
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4. Type the new name for the set. Press Enter.
The message All processing is completed normally appears.

Delete an Aggregate Set

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.5.5. Press Enter.

The Delete Aggregate Set panel appears.
3. Specify the aggregate set to delete. Press Enter.

The Aggregate Set Statistics panel appears.
4. Press Enter to complete the deletion.

The message All processing is completed normally appears.

Generate Aggregate Set Reports

Report on Aggregate Set Objects for One Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.5.6. Press Enter.

The Aggregate Set Reports panel appears.
3. Select option 1. Press Enter.

The Aggregate Set Object report appears.
4. Specify model name.
5. Type the aggregate set name or request Prompt.
6. Type / (slash) next to the execution option you want.

– Online
– Batch

7. Press Enter.
– If you selected the Online execution, the Aggregate Set Definition report appears in Browse mode.
– If you selected the Batch execution, a JCL stream appears in edit mode.

8. Edit the JCL if necessary.
9. Type SUBMIT or SUB and press Enter.

The message appears: JOB jobname (jobnumber) submitted.

Report on Aggregate Set Objects for all Models

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.5.6. Press Enter.

The Aggregate Set Reports panel appears.
3. Select option 2. Press Enter.

The Display Aggregate Set Objects for all Models in a Family appears.
4. Type an aggregate set name or request Prompt.
5. Type / (slash) next to the execution option you want.

– Online
– Batch

6. Press Enter.
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– If you selected the Online execution, the Family Aggregate Set Definition report appears in Browse mode.
– If you selected the Batch execution, a JCL stream appears in edit mode.

7. Edit the JCL, if necessary.
8. Type SUBMIT or SUB and press Enter.

The message appears: JOB jobname(jobnumber) submitted.

Report on Aggregate Sets for a Family

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.5.6. Press Enter.

The Aggregate Set Reports panel appears.
3. Select option 3. Press Enter.

The Display Aggregate Sets in a Family panel appears.
4. Specify the name of the Model family.
5. Type / (slash) next to the execution option you want.

– Online
– Batch

6. Press Enter.
– If you selected the online execution, the Aggregate Set Definition report appears in Browse mode.
– If you selected the batch execution, a JCL stream appears in edit mode.

7. Edit the JCL, if necessary.
8. Type SUBMIT or SUB and press Enter.

The message appears: JOB jobname(jobnumber) submitted.

Rename a Model Family
Rename a Model Family lets you change the name of a model family. Rename the model family so that the family name is
different from that of any model.

When a new model family is created, it receives the same name as the new model during:

• Upload of a new model
• Generate a new model
• Cross Encyclopedia copy
• Public Interface import

To rename a model family, own at least one model in the model family or be the encyclopedia administrator.

Renaming a Model Family

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.2.1. Press Enter.

The Rename Model Family menu appears.
3. Type the current model family name.
4. Type the new model family name. Press Enter.

The following message appears: All processing is completed normally.
The model family is renamed.
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Understanding Adoption
You can adopt both entire models and individual aggregate objects. Adoption is sometimes required before you can
migrate objects.

Adoption Restrictions and Requirements

You can adopt, trial adopt, or compare objects between any two models with supported schemas.

A model cannot be adopted if it is checked out. However, if subsets of the model are checked out, the model can be
adopted.

Model Adoption

Before you can migrate objects between two models, the models must be in the same model family. If the models belong
to different families, first adopt one of the models into the other's family.

Model Adoption Terms

Model adoption changes a model from membership in one model family to membership in another model family.

The related model is the model already in the required model family.

The adopted model is the model outside the required model family-the one to be adopted.

Model Adoption Process

The Model Adoption process:

• Compares aggregate objects (and some sub-aggregates) in both models, looking for matches by using a rule table.
The most important criterion in establishing a match is identical object name value. See General Name Equivalence
Rules.

• Changes the Original Object ID of the aggregate object in the adoptee model to the Original Object ID of the aggregate
object in the related model. (This change occurs only when a match is found.)
After the change in Original Object ID, the aggregate objects have common ancestry, and the adoptee aggregate
objects are considered equivalent in migration.

Results of Model Adoption

Model Adoption makes the adoptee a member of the family of the related model. Model Adoption does not change the
appearance of the adoptee model or add any new objects to it. Model Adoption does not change the related model in any
way.

Unlike migration, adoption succeeds even when one or more selected objects cannot be adopted. The partial adoptions
leave the model in a valid state, while partial migrations do not.

Aggregate Object Adoption

Even if models belong to the same family, you sometimes adopt aggregate objects within related models. To obtain a
single definition of the object, you can adopt objects between the two models to establish the necessary common ancestry
for the objects before replacing one by migration.

Adoption Between Models in Different Families

When the adoption occurs between models in different families, the adoptee is moved from its current family to the family
of the related model. Adoption can also occur between two models already in the same family and already containing
objects with common ancestry.
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Adoption Between Models Within the Same Family

Adoption between models in the same family increases the number of objects that have common ancestry in the two
models. An adoption does not mean that every object in the adopted model can be migrated to another family member
with the expectation of a migrate, delete, or replace.

NOTE
As long as two models have not adopted each other, they have objects in common that do not have common
ancestry.

One reason to adopt within a family is that two developers can create the same logical object independently in two
models. Upon realizing the situation, someone can adopt between the two models to establish common ancestry for the
object that was created redundantly.

Another reason to adopt within a family is models that overlap.

In the following illustration, Models 1, 2, and 3 represent Project models in the same family. They have been adopted
using the production model as the related model, creating common ancestry among the three models for only those
objects they all share with the production model (area D). The models have not adopted each other.

Intersection Area Represents
D The set of objects for which common ancestry has been

established among all three models (Model 1, Model 2, and Model
3).

A The additional set of objects for which common ancestry would be
established, if an adoption were performed between Models 1 and
2.

B The additional set of objects for which common ancestry would be
established, if an adoption were performed between Models 1 and
3.

C The additional set of objects for which common ancestry would be
established, if an adoption were performed between Models 2 and
3.

Objects in area D can be migrated to the Production model or any of the other three models with a delete/replace result.
Objects in area A can be migrated to Model 3 since they are in the same family, but the objects would be created as new
objects because Models 1 and 3 have not adopted each other.

To perform adoptions among Models 1, 2, and 3. If you want to migrate objects between these models in the normal
delete/replace manner, the adoptions are required.
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Aggregate Objects for Adoption

Most aggregate objects that can be migrated can also be adopted, but some cannot. For a complete list of aggregate
objects that can be selected for adoption, see the following table:

Aggregate Object for Adoption Description
ATTRIBUTE Attribute of entity type or subtype
BUSINESS AREA Business area
BUSINESS SYSTEM Business system
COMMAND Command
COMMON ACTION BLOCK Common, Default, and Derivation ADs
COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION Component implementation
COMPONENT MODEL Component model
COMPONENT SPECIFICATION Component specification
CONFIGURATION INSTANCE Configuration Instance
CRITICAL SUCCESS Critical success factor
CURRENT DATA Current data base or data store
CURRENT INFO. SYSTEM Current information system
CUSTOM PROXIES Custom Proxies
CUSTOM VIDEO PROPERTY Custom video property
DATA CLUSTER Natural data store
DATA COLUMN Data column definition
DATA TABLE Data table definition
DATABASE Database definition
DENORMALIZED COLUMN Denormalized column definition
DIALECT Dialect
DIALOG FLOW Dialog flow
ENTITY Entity type
ENVIRONMENT Environment
EVENT External event
EXIT STATE Exit state
EXTERNAL OBJECT External object
FACILITY Computing or communication facility
FOREIGN KEY COLUMN Foreign key column definition
GOAL Goal
INDEX Index definition
INFORMATION NEED Information need
INTERFACE TYPE Interface type
LINK TABLE Link table definition
LOCATION Location of business assets
NAVIGATION DIAGRAM Navigation diagram
OBJECTIVE Objective
ONLINE LOAD MODULE Online load module
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OPERATIONS LIBRARY Operations library
ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT Non-root organizational unit
PERFORMANCE MEASURE Performance measure
PROCEDURE Procedure
PROCEDURE STEP Procedure step
PROCESS Process definition
RELATIONSHIP Relationship membership
SERVER MANAGER Server manager
SPECIFICATION TYPE Specification type
STORAGE GROUP Storage Group
STRATEGY Strategy
TABLESPACE Tablespace definition
TACTIC Tactic
TEMPLATE System screen template
TRANS OPERATION Transaction operation
TYPEMAP Typemap
USER CLASS User defined object class
USER FUNCTION Function definition
USER MATRIX User defined matrix
USER OBJECT User defined objects
USER SUBJECT AREA Subject area
WEB SERVICE DEFINITION Web service definition
WINDOW LOAD MODULE Window load module
WORK ATTRIBUTE Attribute of work attribute set
WORK ATTRIBUTE SET Work attribute set
z/OS LIBRARY z/OS library

Adoption Rules in HE
This article provides information for the rules for the adoption of subordinate objects are the same as the rules for the
migration of subordinate objects.

General Name Equivalence Rules

The adopted objects are matched based on the following categories:

• Objects of the same type and name
• Objects of the same type and name but within parents of common ancestry
• Objects with parents that have common ancestry
• Objects that cannot be selected for an adoption but can be adopted if its parent is adopted

The objects in each category are shown in the following lists.

Objects of the same type and name; this is the most common type of matching:
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• BAA Common Action Blocks
• BSD Common Action Blocks
• Business Systems
• Component Implementations
• Component Models
• Component Specifications
• Configuration Instances
• Current Data Stores
• Databases
• Dialects
• Entity Types
• Events
• Exit States
• External Objects
• Functions
• Interface Types
• ISP objects
• Navigation Diagrams
• Processes
• Specification Types
• Storages Groups
• Subject Areas
• Typemaps
• Work Attribute Sets

Objects of the same type and name but within parents of a common ancestry:

• Attributes
• Commands
• Configuration Instance
• Custom Proxies
• Custom Video Property
• Online Load Modules
• Operations Libraries
• Procedures
• Procedure Steps
• Server Managers
• Tablespaces
• Templates
• User-defined Objects
• Web Service Definition

NOTE
First 32 characters of the name must be same.

• Window Load Modules
• Work Attributes
• z/OS Libraries

Objects with parents that have a common ancestry. This matching occurs when parent and child objects have a one-to-
one association:
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• Data Columns
• Data Tables
• Primary identifying indexes

Objects that cannot be selected for an adoption but can be adopted if its parent is adopted:

• Batch Jobs
• Batch Job Steps
• Default Edit Patterns
• Dialog boxes
• Entity Views
• Group Views
• Identifiers
• Implementation Units
• Packaging for procedure steps
• Permitted Values
• RI Trigger Action Blocks
• Procedure Step Action Blocks
• Process Action Blocks
• Screen Implementations
• Screens
• Subtypes
• System-defined PF keys
• Technical Systems
• Windows

Specific Name Equivalence Rules

Some objects have specific rules for name equivalence.

The aggregate objects that are adopted if they meet specific name equivalence rules follow:

This Type of Aggregate Object Is Adopted If:

DIALOG FLOW The source and destination procedure steps have a common
ancestry and at least one of the associated exit states have a
common ancestry.

DENORMALIZED COLUMN The parent tables, associated attributes, and the associated
relationships have a common ancestry.

FOREIGN KEY COLUMN The parent tables associated attributes and the associated
relationships have a common ancestry.

INDEX
(non-identifier-based)

The associated data tables with a common ancestry that
implement relationships with a common ancestry or the associated
data tables with a common ancestry and index with same name
and associated database with same name and do not implement
relationships.

LINK TABLE The associated data tables and the associated relationships have
a common ancestry.

RELATIONSHIP They have the same source and destination names and the
associated entity types or subtypes have a common ancestry.
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TRANSACTION OPERATION (delegating) They have the same name and are associated to entity type (or
work attribute sets) and delegated to transactions with a common
ancestry.

TRANSACTION OPERATION (non-delegating) They have the same name and are associated to entity types and
procedure steps with a common ancestry.

USER MATRICES They have the same name and the associated x and y user or
system-defined classes have a common ancestry.

Adoption Examples
This article provides information for the following examples that show adoptions accepted, not performed, and overwritten.

Example 1
In the first adoption example, Model 1 is the Related Model, and Model 2 is the Adoptee Model (in another
family).
Figure 96: Adoption Example 1

Results: Before the adoption, the Original Object ID of Entity Type Client is 11 in Model 1 and 21 in Model
2. Because the object type and names match, the Original Object ID in Model 2 is changed to 11. Now the
objects have common ancestry.
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NOTE
The entity types have both an Object ID and Original Object ID and that the Object ID did not
change for either.

The Attribute Client Name is also successfully adopted. This could not have occurred if the parent object,
Entity Type Client, had not been adopted. Because the Name properties of Attributes Client Number and
Client Num are not the same, the Original Object ID (23) of Client Num remains unchanged after the Adoption.
Example 2
In the second adoption example, Entity Type Client is not adopted because Entity Type Customer in Model 2
already owns Original Object ID 11:
Figure 97: Adoption Example 2

Because no two objects within the same model can have the same Original Object ID, the adoption of Client is
not performed. See the message IGNORED in Evaluate Adoption Report Messages.
Example 3
If an adoption is not performed, you may not must adopt. For example, if you reverse the adoptee and related
models in the preceding example showing adoption that is not performed, Model 2 becomes the related
model, Model 1 becomes the adoptee model, and Entity Type Client is adopted.

WARNING
Performing the adoption that is shown in the following illustration could cause you to lose
common ancestry with objects in other models for the Entity Type Client. This approach is
not recommended but is shown to illustrate another aspect of adoption.
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Figure 98: Adoption Example 3

In this case, duplicate Original Object IDs are not created for Client, so the adoption succeeds. The link
between Client in Model 1 and Customer in Model 2 is broken. Because of the name match, a new link would
be established between the two Client Entity Types.

Perform Trial Adoption and Adoption
This article provides information for Perform Trial Adoption and Adoption including All Objects, Selected Objects, and
System-defined Objects.

When you perform trial adoption or adoption, you select one of the following options:

• All objects-Adopts all objects within the adoptee model that can be adopted. Does not fail because of the failure of a
single adoption step, as migration would, but perform what it can.

• Selected objects-Adopts only the user-selected objects and their subordinate objects. Not all aggregate objects are
directly adoptable. If a particular object is missing from the panel, the object is adopted when its parent is adopted or it
is a system-defined object.

• System-defined objects-Adopts only the system-defined objects within the adoptee model. The system-defined objects
are not user-accessible. They are system objects that are used for internal control.

The list of objects are as follows:
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• Pcroot object for the model
• Root Subject Area
• $IEF System Work Attribute Set
• System-supplied Work Attribute Set
• System-supplied Functions, their work attribute sets, and their views
• System-supplied Object Classes
• System-defined Matrices
• Generics that is associated to system-defined object classes
• Default Dialect
• Scroll Amount Values
• Technical Design
• Root Function
• Root Organizational Unit

NOTE
Any adoption causes the system-defined objects to be adopted. The system-defined objects option is the
equivalent of creating an empty model in the family of the related model using the Migrate To New option and
not selecting any aggregate object to migrate, then merging the adoptee model into the empty model. Skip this
option when the adoptee and related model are already in the same family.

Trial Adopt Aggregate Objects Using Related Model

Trial Adopt Aggregate Objects Using Related Model generates a report of anticipated adoption results without actually
applying updates.

To perform trial adoption, you must have Read Only authorization on the Related Model and on the Adoptee Model.

NOTE
Trial adoption and trial migration take longer than adoption and migration, respectively, because of database
rollbacks.

Steps to Trial Adopt a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main menu.
2. Select options 1.2.8. Press Enter.

The Trial Adoption Adoptee Model Name menu appears.
3. Specify the name of the adoptee model. Press Enter.

The Trial Adoption Related Model Name panel appears.
4. Type the name of the related model.

Alternatively, press Tab to go to the field and press the prompt key for a list of valid choices. Select a model from the
list by typing any character except period (.) next to one name and press Enter again.

5. Type / (slash) next to the object range you want.
– All objects
– System-defined objects
– Selected objects

6. Type / (slash) next to the execution option you want.
– Online
– Batch

7. Press Enter.
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– If you chose Selected Objects, the Aggregate Set Retrieval panel appears. Continue with the next step.
– If you selected All objects or System-defined objects and Online processing, the Confirm Models and Families for

Trial Adoption panel appears.
Press Enter to continue. The Trial Adopt Model/Objects report appears in Browse mode.
If you selected All objects or System-defined objects and Batch processing, the Batch JOB card maintenance panel
appears. Modify the JOB card as necessary and SUBMIT the Job.

8. To use a set, type the name of an aggregate set, type Y in the Retrieve Aggregate Set field and press Enter. To
continue without using a set, leave the set name blank, the Retrieve Aggregate Set field at N, and press Enter.
The Trial Adoption Aggregate Object Type Selection panel appears.

9. Type / (slash) by the aggregate object types to be expanded. To reset and begin the selection again, type CANCEL.
a. Press Enter. A message appears.
b. Press Enter. A selection list appears with the occurrences of the first object type selected.
c. Type S next to the aggregate object occurrences you want to select. Type E to expand an occurrence. Press Enter.
d. Repeat until all object types have been processed. The Confirm Aggregate Objects for Trial Migration panel

appears.
e. Type / (slash) next to any individual occurrences you want to remove.
f. Press Enter. The Confirm Selected Aggregate Objects panel appears.

10. Type ACCEPT, SAVE, END, or CANCEL; then press Enter.
ACCEPT or SAVE stores the set and ends processing. ACCEPT processes but does not save. SAVE processes and
saves the set.

Adopt Model, Selected Objects, or System-Defined Objects
This article provides information for Adopt Model, Selected Objects, or System-Defined Objects. You must have Read
Only authorization on the Related Model and must Migrate To on the Adoptee model.

Adopt Aggregate Objects Using Related Model changes the family membership of one model to another family. The
process can also be used with two models in the same family to establish or synchronize the common ancestry of objects
in a model.

The adoption function displays a report indicating:

• Objects that were adopted
• Objects could not be adopted because of conflicts

Steps to Adopt a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main menu.
2. Select options 1.2.4. Press Enter.

The Adoption Adoptee Model Name menu appears.
3. Type the name of the adoptee model. Press Enter.

The Adoption Related Model Name panel appears. Alternatively, tab to the field and press the prompt key for a list of
valid choices. Select a model from the list by typing any character except period (.) next to one name and press Enter
again.

4. Type the name of the related model.
Alternatively, tab to the field and press the prompt key for a list of valid choices. Select a model from the list by typing
any character except period (.) next to one name and press Enter again.

5. Type / (slash) next to the object range you want.
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– All objects
– System-defined objects
– Selected objects

6. Type / (slash) next to the execution option you want.
– Online
– Batch

7. Press Enter.
– If you selected System-defined objects or All objects and Online processing, the Confirm Models and Families for

Adoption panel appears. Press Enter to continue.
– The Adopt Model/Objects report appears in Browse mode.
– If you selected System-defined objects or All objects and Batch processing, the Batch JOB card maintenance panel

appears. Modify the JOB card as necessary and SUBMIT the Job.
– If you chose the Selected objects, the Aggregate Set Retrieval panel appears.

8. To use a set, type the name of an aggregate set, type Y in the Retrieve Aggregate Set field and press Enter. To
continue without using a set, leave the set name blank, the Retrieve Aggregate Set field at N, and press Enter.
The Adoption Aggregate Object Type Selection panel appears.

9. Type / (slash) by the aggregate object types to be expanded. To reset and begin the selection again, type CANCEL.
a. Press Enter. A message appears.
b. Press Enter.

A selection list appears with the occurrences of the first object type selected.
c. Type S next to the aggregate object occurrences you want to select. Type E to expand an occurrence. Press Enter.
Repeat until all object types have been processed. The Confirm Aggregate Objects Selected for Adoption panel
appears.

10. Type / (slash) next to any individual occurrences you want to remove.
11. Press Enter.

The Confirm Selected Aggregate Objects panel appears.
12. Type ACCEPT, SAVE, END, or CANCEL; then press Enter.

ACCEPT or SAVE stores the set and ends processing. ACCEPT processes but does not save. SAVE processes and
saves the set.

Evaluate Adoption Report Messages

The adoption report contains the following messages:

• ADOPTED-IDs are modified to have common ancestry. The labels are also the same in both models.
• ADOPTS-IDs are modified to have common ancestry. The labels are not the same in both models. Therefore, both

labels are displayed.
For example, data tables are not required to have the same label to be adopted. Possible message:
“Data Table CUSTOMER adopts Data Table CLIENT.”

• IGNORED-IDs are not modified because of conflict with existing IDs. An object exists in the Adoptee model with the
same Original Object ID. If adopted, the IDs would not be unique. The labels are also the same in both models.

• IGNORES-IDs are not modified because of conflict with existing IDs. An object exists in the Adoptee model with
the same Original Object ID. If adopted, the IDs would not be unique. The labels are not the same in both models.
Therefore both labels are displayed.
Possible message for data tables:
“Data Table CUSTOMER ignores Data Table CLIENT.
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Model Unadoption
This article provides information for Model Unadoption that lets you correct adoption errors or remove all common
ancestry with any other model.

For example, if you inadvertently reverse model names at the time of adoption, model unadoption can remove the
adopted model from the family into which it was mistakenly adopted. It can also be used to disassociate a model from its
current family.

Model unadoption does not change the appearance of the model.

Unadopt Model from Existing Family creates a model family and moves the unadopted model to this new family. The
unadopted model no longer has common ancestry with models in its prior family. (The unadoption process replaces all
Original Object IDs with unique IDs.)

NOTE
Unadoption of large models can cause DB2 to escalate its locks to the tablespace level, creating contention with
other users. The iIncremental commits are not taken during the unadopt function.

When to Use

Use the model unadoption when:

• You want to remove a model from its model family and create a model family.
• You want to create one or more new objects by migration into a model with common ancestry.
• The objects to be migrated originated in the destination model.

How to Use

To migrate an object into a model of common ancestry as a new object:

• Unadopt the model that contains the object you want to migrate.
• Rename the object, if necessary.
• Adopt the model back into the family.
• Migrate the object from the unadopted model into a model in the prior model family.

You can continue to migrate objects from the unadopted model without danger of replacing objects in the destination
model.

Example

Before the unadoption, the aggregate object ABC and the unnamed component object have the same Original Object IDs
in Model A and Model B.
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When Model B is unadopted from Family Y, it is placed in a new model family, and the Original Object IDs of its aggregate
object and unnamed component object are changed.

Perform Model Unadoption

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main menu.
2. Select options 1.2.5. Press Enter.

The Unadopt Model panel appears.
3. Type the name of the model that you want to unadopt.

Alternatively, press Tab to go to the field and press the prompt key for a list of valid choices. Select a model from the
list by typing any character except period (.) next to the model name and press Enter again.

4. Type the new model family name. The new model family name must be unique within the Host Encyclopedia.
5. Type / (slash) next to the execution mode you want.
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– Online
– Batch

6. Press Enter.
– If you selected the Online execution, this message appears: All processing is completed normally.
– If you selected the Batch processing, the Batch Job card maintenance panel appears. Modify the Job card as

necessary and SUBMIT the Job.

Understanding Migration
Migration copies an aggregate object and its related components from one member of a model family to another model of
the same family.

To do this, migration checks source and destination models to determine whether the aggregate object being migrated
exists in both models. Objects that exist in both models either have common ancestry or conform to the special cases for
that object type.

NOTE
For more information about expansions and special cases, see Aggregate Object Expansions in the Migration
Rules section. For information about how to create common ancestry, see the Perform Trial Adoption and
Adoption section in the Perform Adoption or Unadoption section. For information about removing common
ancestry, see Perform Model Unadoption in the Perform Adoption or Unadoption section.

If the aggregate object being migrated exists in both source and destination models and has common ancestry, the
migration process:

• Deletes the aggregate object and its components from the destination model
• Copies the aggregate object and its components from the source model into the destination model
• Validates the destination model to ensure that it is left in a valid state

WARNING
There is no command to back out a migration that has unforeseen consequences. Keep the backups of the
destination models because migration changes cannot be easily undone.

Effect of Schema Level on Migration

You can migrate or trial migrate objects between models only if:

• Source and destination models have the same schema level or
• Source model schema level is less than destination model schema level.

Effect of Common Ancestry on Migration

When the destination model contains an object with the same name as an object being migrated but which does not
share common ancestry with the like-named object, migration renames the object being migrated before adding it to the
destination model. The destination model then contains the renamed object that shares common ancestry with the object
in the source model plus the unrelated object that only happens to have the same name as the source model object.

The convention for renaming the object being migrated when a duplicate name is encountered is to add a dash and the
object's Object ID (for example, Customer-12345). The name of the object already in the destination model is unchanged.
For example:

Model Version Before Migration After Migration

Source Model Customer
Object ID: 12345
Original Object ID: 12345

Customer
Object ID: 12345
Original Object ID: 12345
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Destination Model Customer
Object ID: 67890
Original Object ID: 67890

Customer
Object ID: 67890
Original Object ID: 67890
and
Customer-12345
Object ID: 94034
Original Object ID: 12345

When aggregate objects in the source model and destination model have different names and common ancestry,
migration replaces the name in the destination model with the name in the source model. For example:

Model Version Before Migration After Migration

Source Model Client
Object ID: 12345
Original Object ID: 12345

Client
Object ID: 12345
Original Object ID: 12345

Destination Model Customer
Object ID: 56789
Original Object ID: 12345

Client
Object ID: 56789
Original Object ID: 12345

Difference in the name but common ancestry can occur if an aggregate object has been previously migrated and then
renamed in either the source or destination model. The subsequent migrations for such objects overlay the name of the
object in the destination model.

Effect of Subsetting on Migration

Before initiating your first migration it is important to consider how version control and Subsetting interact. (Most the
workstation activity involves using a subset of a model, not the entire model. Thus, the objects are sometimes checked out
and unavailable for migration.)

Version control honors the same object-level protection rules that are used in subsetting to protect the validity of models.
If some objects in a destination model are checked out with certain levels of protection, they cannot be altered by a
migration.

Example of Object Level Protection
Object-level protection also includes objects that are related to the aggregate object if a migration would
produce an invalid model. For example, if your migration would add a new relationship to the destination
model but the new relationship's destination entity type is checked out with delete authority, the migration fail.
The migration failure occurs because the checked-out entity type is deleted and never return to the model. If
the required entity type is deleted and the subset is checked in, the new relationship would be left without a
target entity type, and the model would be in an invalid state. The migration software has no way of knowing
the intentions of the developers when they check out an object so the software observes the subsetting object
protection rules.

Effect of Subsetting Protection on Migrations

The effects of subsetting protection on migration follow:

• A migration fails if the aggregate object or any of its components are checked out with Modify or Delete authority in the
destination model.

• A migration fails if the aggregate object's companion or enabling objects are checked out with Delete authority in the
destination model.

• If the migration causes the deletion of any object from the destination model, that object may not be checked out for
delete, modify, or access. The migration can proceed if the object is checked out with Read Only protection.
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NOTE
The effect of subsetting protection on migration suggests guidelines: (1) Try to avoid using full expansion of
subsetting scoping objects, and (2) Restrict delete authority on common occurrences of entity types such as
Customer.

One way to determine if your migration can succeed is to ask: Can I create a subset from my destination model with my
aggregate object as my scoping object and not have any of my access requests downgraded when I expand the subset?
If the answer is yes, the migration succeed.

Aggregate Objects for Migration
This article provides information for Aggregate Objects for Migration that may or may not have special cases.

The following table describes the aggregate objects that can be selected for migration:

Aggregate Object for Migration Description
ACTION BLOCK PAD, PrAD, Common, Default, and Derivation Action diagrams
ACTIVITY CLUSTER Natural business system
ATTRIBUTE Attribute of entity type or subtype
BATCH JOB Batch job
BATCH JOB STEP Batch job step
BUSINESS AREA Business area
BUSINESS SYSTEM Business system
BUSINESS SYS IMPL Business system implementation
COMMAND Command
COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION Component implementation
COMPONENT MODEL Component model
COMPONENT SPECIFICATION Component specification
CONFIGURATION INSTANCE Configuration Instance
CRITICAL SUCCESS Critical success factor
CURRENT DATA Current database or data store.
CURRENT INFO. SYSTEM Current information system
CUSTOM PROXIES Custom Proxies
CUSTOM VIDEO PROPERTY Custom video property
DATA CLUSTER Natural data store.
DATA COLUMN Data column definition
DATA TABLE Data table definition
DATABASE Database definition
DEFAULT DIALOG BOX Default Dialog Box
DEFAULT EDIT PATTERN System default edit pattern.
DENORMALIZED COLUMN Denormalized column
DFLT PRIMARY WINDOW Default Primary Window
DIALECT Dialect
DIALOG FLOW Dialog flow
ENTITY Entity type
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ENVIRONMENT Environment
EVENT External event
EXIT STATE Exit state
EXTERNAL OBJECT External object
FACILITY Computing or communication facility
FOREIGN KEY COLUMN Foreign key column definition
FUNCTION Function definition
GOAL Goal
INDEX Index definition
INFORMATION NEED Information need.
INTERFACE TYPE Interface type
LINK TABLE Link table
LOCATION Location of business assets
MATRIX ISP matrix
NAVIGATION DIAGRAM Navigation diagram
OBJECTIVE Objective
ONLINE LOAD MODULE Online load module
OPERATIONS LIBRARY Operations library
ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT Root organizational unit
PACKAGING Packaging for procedure step
PERFORMANCE MEASURE Performance measure
PROCEDURE Procedure
PROCEDURE STEP Procedure step
PROCESS Process definition
RELATIONSHIP Relationship membership
SCREEN Screen
SCROLL AMOUNT VALUE Scroll Amount Value
SERVER MANAGER Server manager
SPECIFICATION TYPE Specification type
STORAGE GROUP Storage Group
STRATEGY Strategy
SUBJECT AREA Subject area
SYSTEM-WIDE PF KEY System program function key
TABLESPACE Tablespace definition
TACTIC Tactic
TECH DESIGN DEFAULT Technical Design Default
TEMPLATE System screen template
TRANS OPERATION Transaction operation
TYPEMAP Typemap
USER CLASS User-defined object class
USER OBJECT User-defined objects
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WEB SERVICE DEFINITION Web service definition
WORK ATTRIBUTE SET Work attribute set
WINDOW LOAD MODULE Window load module
WORK ATTRIBUTE Attribute of work attribute set
z/OS LIBRARY z/OS library

Migrating Non-Selectable Objects

Four objects on the Compare Aggregate Objects report cannot be migrated directly. They are not selectable for version
control purposes. To migrate them, select their parent or grandparent for migration.

To Migrate This Object: Select This Object for Migration

Local PF Keys Parent Procedure Step

Permitted Values Parent Attribute or Grandparent Entity Type

Command synonyms Parent Command

Classifier Parent Entity Type

Migrating the Deletion of Objects

Migration can delete objects in the destination model-whether you intend to delete them or not. For example, if Entity
Type A exists in the source and destination models and its Attribute C is deleted from the source model, migration deletes
Attribute C from the destination model.

If Attribute C is not referenced in the destination model-has no usages-the deletion of Attribute C causes no problem,
and the migration can proceed. However, if Attribute C is referenced in the destination model (for example, in an attribute
view), the migration terminates and all object actions are rolled back.

See details on the migration error message in the Object Cannot Be/Must Be Deleted section.

You want to generate a Trial Migrate to avoid unintended results although Trial Migrate requires more time to process.

If a deletion by migration creates a problem, try migrating the parent object of the deleted object. (Usually you migrate only
the directly changed aggregate objects and not their parents.)

If migration of the parent object does not solve the problem, check out an appropriate subset from the destination model
and delete the object, or use the Host Encyclopedia's Delete Object function.

Perform Trial Migration and Migration
This article provides information to Perform Trial Migration and Migration. Version control lets you migrate aggregate
objects to a new model or to an existing model.

Trial Migrate Aggregate Objects to an Existing Model

Trial Migrate Aggregate Objects to an Existing Model generates a report of anticipated migration results without actually
applying updates to the destination model.

NOTE
Trial migration and trial adoption take longer than migration and adoption, respectively, because of rollbacks.

To perform trial migration, you must have at least Read Only access to both the Source Model and the Destination Model.
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Steps to Trial Migrate

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main menu.
2. Select options 1.2.7. Press Enter.

The Trial Migrate Source Model Name menu appears.
3. Specify the name of the source model. Press Enter.

The Trial Migrate Destination Model Name menu appears.
4. Type the destination model name.
5. Type / (slash) next to the execution option you want.

– Online
– Batch

6. Press Enter.
The Aggregate Set Retrieval panel appears.

7. To bypass set selection, press Enter.
To retrieve a set, type Y and the set name. (A prompt is also available for set the selection.)
– If you select a set, the contents of the aggregate set populate the Object Type Selection panels. The set that is

shown becomes the starting point for building an aggregate object list for this execution.
– When the Aggregate Object Type Selection panel appears, a message is displayed under the command line.
– Number of aggregate objects retrieved: <x> out of <x>
– If the numbers are not the same, some aggregate objects in the set are not present in the model being used or

some of the aggregate objects in the set are not valid objects for the current function.
– For example, screens can be migrated but not adopted. Therefore, a screen in an aggregate set is temporarily

discarded when using the adoption function.
– The Trial Migrate Aggregate Object Type Selection panel appears.

8. Type / (slash) by the aggregate object types to be expanded. To reset and begin the selection again, type CANCEL.
a. Press Enter. A message appears.
b. Press Enter. A selection list appears with the occurrences of the first object type selected.
c. Type S next to the aggregate object occurrences you want to select. Type E to expand an occurrence. Press Enter.
d. Repeat until all object types have been processed. The Confirm Aggregate Objects for Trial Migration panel

appears.
e. Type / (slash) next to any individual occurrences you want to remove.
f. Press Enter. The Confirm Selected Aggregate Objects panel appears.

9. Type ACCEPT, SAVE, END, or CANCEL.
ACCEPT or SAVE stores the set and ends processing. ACCEPT processes but does not save. SAVE processes and
saves the set.

10. Press Enter.
– If you selected online execution, Migration processing begins.
– The Trial Migrate Aggregate Object report appears in Browse mode for review.
– If you selected batch execution, the Batch JOB card maintenance panel appears. Modify the JOB card as

necessary and SUBMIT the Job.

Migrate Objects to a New Model

Migrate Aggregate Objects to a New Model creates a model within the model family. To populate a new model by
migrating aggregate objects and their related components to the model, you specify a list of aggregate objects and the
model from which they are copied. If you do not select any aggregate objects, this option can be used to create a model
that contains only system-defined objects.
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To migrate objects to a new model, you must have a minimum of Read Only authority on the Source Model and must
Create Model authority.

NOTE
When you migrate an aggregate object to a new model, all external references to the new model reflect the
name you select in the create procedure. However, the internal name, which is displayed in the workstation
toolsets, is the name of the root subject area, not the long model name.

Steps to Migrate to a New Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main Menu.
2. Select options 1.2.2. Press Enter.

The Migrate Source Model Name menu appears.
3. Type the name of the source model. Press Enter.

Alternatively, tab to the field and press the prompt key for a list of valid choices. Select a model from the list by typing
any character except period (.) next to one name and press Enter again.
The Migrate to New Model menu appears.

4. Type the destination model name.
5. Type / (slash) next to the range of objects you want to migrate.

– All objects
– Selected objects

6. Type / (slash) next to the execution mode you want.
– Online
– Batch

7. Press Enter.
– If you select All objects and Online execution, Migration processing begins.
– The Migrate Aggregate Object report appears in Browse mode for review.
– If you select All objects and Batch execution, the Batch JOB card maintenance panel appears. Modify the JOB card

as necessary and SUBMIT the Job.
– If you choose the Selected objects, the Aggregate Set Retrieval panel appears.

8. To use a set, type the name of an aggregate set, type Y in the Retrieve Aggregate Set field and press Enter. To
continue without using a set, leave the set name blank, the Retrieve Aggregate Set field at N, and press Enter.
The Select Aggregate Objects for Migration to New Model panel appears.

9. Type / (slash) by the aggregate object types to be expanded. To reset and begin the selection again, type CANCEL
and press Enter.
a. Press Enter. A message appears.
b. Press Enter. A selection list appears with the occurrences of the first object type selected.
c. Type S next to the aggregate object occurrences you want to select. Type E to expand an occurrence. Press Enter.

Repeat until all object types have been processed. The Confirm Selection of Aggregate Objects for Migration panel
appears.

d. Type / (slash) next to any individual occurrences you want to remove.
e. Press Enter.

The Confirm Selected Aggregate Objects panel appears.
10. Type ACCEPT, SAVE, END, or CANCEL.

ACCEPT or SAVE stores the set and ends processing. ACCEPT processes but does not save. SAVE processes and
saves the set.

11. Press Enter.
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– If you select online execution, Migration processing begins.
– The Migrate Aggregate Object report appears in Browse mode for review.
– If you select batch execution, the Batch JOB card maintenance panel appears. Modify the JOB card as necessary

and SUBMIT the Job.

Migrate Objects to an Existing Model

Migrate Aggregate Objects to an Existing Model is the basic version control function. Aggregate the objects from a source
model are copied to a destination model, replacing the aggregate objects for which common ancestry can be established
and creating aggregate objects that do not have common ancestry.

To migrate objects to an existing model, you must have at least Read Only authorization on the source model and Migrate
To access on the destination model.

Steps to Migrate to an Existing Model

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Gen Main menu.
2. Select options 1.2.3. Press Enter.

The Migrate Source Model Name menu appears.
3. Type the name of the source model. Press Enter.

Alternatively, tab to the field and press the prompt key for a list of valid choices. Select a model from the list by typing
any character except period (.) next to one name and press Enter again.
The Migrate Destination Model Name menu appears.

4. Type the destination model name.
5. Type / (slash) next to the execution option you want.

– Online
– Batch

6. Press Enter and the Aggregate Set Retrieval panel appears.
7. To use a set, type the name of an aggregate set, type Y in the Retrieve Aggregate Set field and press Enter. To

continue without using a set, leave the set name blank, the Retrieve Aggregate Set field at N, and press Enter.
The Migrate Aggregate Object Type Selection panel appears.

8. Type / (slash) by the aggregate object types to be expanded. To reset and begin the selection again, type CANCEL
and press Enter.
a. Press Enter. A message appears.
b. Press Enter. A selection list appears with the occurrences of the first object type selected.
c. Type S next to the aggregate object occurrences you want to select. Type E to expand an occurrence. Press Enter.

Repeat until all object types have been processed. The Confirm Aggregate Objects for Migration panel appears.
d. Type / (slash) next to any individual occurrences you want to remove.
e. Press Enter.

The Confirm Selected Aggregate Objects panel appears.
9. Type ACCEPT, SAVE, END, or CANCEL.

ACCEPT or SAVE stores the set and ends processing. ACCEPT processes but does not save. SAVE processes and
saves the set.

10. Press Enter.
– If you selected the Online execution, Migration processing begins.
– The Migrate Aggregate Object report appears in Browse mode for review.
– If you selected the Batch execution, the Batch JOB card maintenance panel appears. Modify the JOB card as

necessary and SUBMIT the Job.
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Evaluate Error Messages

Migration produces the following error messages.

Object Requires Existence of Related Object

The related object in the message is actually an enabling object. Something that had to be present in the destination
model for the migration to produce a valid model was missing. Usually this indicates that the parent object of the object in
the message was missing. At other times, the aggregated object references the object that is listed.

For example, the migration of Entity Type Order fails if the Subject Area that contains Order does not exist in the
destination model. If the Subject Area is migrated simultaneously as the Entity Type, the migration succeeds. The
migration of a Navigation Diagram fails if all the Windows, Dialog Boxes, and Procedure Steps that are referenced by
the Navigation Diagram do not exist in the destination model. The migration succeeds if all these referenced objects are
present.

This message can also indicate that the enabling objects do not have common ancestry between the models.

Attempt to Modify/Delete Objects that are Checked Out

The objects listed were checked out in a subset when the migration was attempted. It is not necessary for all subsets
to be checked to migrate but migration does not copy an object that is checked out with modify or delete authority.
The message lists the object that is checked out, the subset name, the person who checked out the subset and what
protection level the object had.

Object Cannot Be/Must Be Deleted

In general, this message indicates that migration tried to delete an object from the destination model that requires another
object in that model.

For example, Entity Type A exists in the source and destination models. It has Attributes B and C. Attribute C is deleted
from the source model. However, an attribute view in the destination model references Attribute C.

The migration of Entity Type A:

• Deletes Entity Type A and Attributes B and C from the destination model
• Copies Entity Type A and its component object Attribute B to the destination model
• Tries to re-establish the link between Attribute C and its attribute view

When it cannot reestablish the link, it terminates the migration and rolls back all object actions.

Object Invalidates Object

This error message indicates that migration fails for one of the following reasons:

• To prevent the tablespace from being in a different database than the indexspace
• To prevent the indexspace for the index from being in a different database than the tablespace

To prevent this type of error, follow these guidelines:

• When you migrate a tablespace, migrate the parent data table also.
• When you migrate an index, migrate the related tablespace.

Host Encyclopedia Migration Rules
When you request the migration of an aggregate object, it triggers the migration of its component objects, companion
objects, and enabling objects too.

The underlying design of the software determines the objects that must be migrated with a given aggregate object.
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How Migration Rules Are Used

Two sets of rules are documented:

• Aggregate Object Expansions Tables-Aggregate object expansion is the process of determining which objects are
migrated with the selected aggregate and whether proper conditions exist for the migration to succeed.
The Aggregate Object Expansions Tables contain a list of all expandable aggregate object types for migration. For
each type of aggregate object, the table lists:
– Component objects-Objects that are always migrated with the aggregate object
– Companion objects-Objects that are migrated with the aggregate object only if they do not exist in the destination

model.
– Enabling objects-Objects that must exist in the destination model for the migration to succeed. If they are absent,

migrate them with the aggregate object.
– Special cases-Objects that are migrated with the aggregate object only if certain other objects exist in the

destination. The migration can succeed even if these objects are absent.
• Special Situation Aggregate Actions-These actions relate to the special cases noted in the Aggregate Object

Expansions Tables.

Aggregate Object Types with No Expansions

The following aggregate objects are not expandable and are not listed in the aggregate object expansions table:

• ACTIVITY CLUSTER
• BUSINESS AREA
• CRITICAL SUCCESS
• CURRENT DATA
• DATA CLUSTER
• DIALECT
• ENVIRONMENT
• EVENT
• EXTERNAL OBJECT
• FACILITY
• GOAL
• INFORMATION NEED
• LOCATION
• OBJECTIVE
• PERFORMANCE MEASURE
• USER CLASS

Aggregate Object Expansions A to F

This article provides information for the expansions for aggregate objects that are expandable and may or may not have
special cases.

This section lists the expansions for aggregate objects that are expandable and may or may not have special cases.
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Action Block Expansions

The following table describes the action block expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Action statements, views, bind package
defaults, implementation unit, DBRM.

Commands and exit states, action blocks
used by action block and their related
components, operations library, z/OS
library.

Owning entity type or work attribute set.
Relationships, entity types, subtypes,
attributes, work attributes, and work
attribute sets referenced by any migrated
views and/or action statements. Business
system, if migrated action block is
implemented into a business system.
Window controls referenced by window
control usages. Windows and dialog boxes
that are referenced by action statements.

Special Cases

The special cases for aggregate object expansions are as follows:

• A view match to a view in a USED action block is migrated only if the corresponding view in the USED action block
exists in the destination model. Conversely, a view match from a view in an action block that USES the migrated action
block is migrated only if the corresponding view in the using action block exists in the destination model.

• If the action block being migrated is an elementary process action block and the process exists in the destination
model (but is not elementary), the elementary process automatically is migrated.

• If the action block being migrated is an elementary process action block and the process does NOT exist in the
destination model, the elementary process automatically is migrated.

Special Case Examples Data Views and View Matching When USING Action Block is migrated

In the following situations, Action Block A is an action block that is directly or indirectly selected to be migrated and Action
Block B is another action block.

• View Match Copied
Action Block A uses Action Block B in the source model.
A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Action Block A and a view in Action Block B.
Action Block B exists in the destination model.
The View in Action Block B exists in the destination model.
The View Match does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The View Match is copied to the destination model.

• View Match Replaced
Action Block A uses Action Block B in the source model.
A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Action Block A and a view in Action Block B.
Action Block B exists in the destination model.
The View in Action Block B exists in the destination model.
The View Match exists in the destination model.
Result: The View Match is replaced in the destination model.

• View Match Not Copied
Action Block A uses Action Block B in the source model.
A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Action Block A and a view in Action Block B.
The Action Block B exists in the destination model.
The View in the Action Block B does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The View Match is not copied to the destination model.

• View Match Deleted
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Action Block A uses Action Block B in the source model.
A View Match exists in the destination model between a view in Action Block A and a view in Action Block B.
The View in Action Block A does not exist in the source model
OR the View Match does not exist in the source model.
Result: The View Match is deleted from the destination model.

Attribute Expansions

The following table describes the attribute expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Permitted values and aliases Dialect, default, or derivation algorithm and

its related components
Parent entity type or subtype

Special Cases

The special cases for attribute expansions are as follows:

• Prompts are created if they exist in the source model and do not exist in the destination model. Prompts are replaced
if they exist in both the source and destination model. Prompts are unchanged if they exist in the destination model but
not in the source model.

• The prompt values are created if they exist in the source model and do not exist in the destination model. The prompt
values are replaced if they exist in both the source and destination models. The prompt values are unchanged if they
exist in the destination model but not in the source model.

Special Case Examples Attributes and Prompts

In the following situations, Attribute A is selected for migration.

• Prompt Created
Prompt A exists for Attribute A in the source model.
Attribute A exists in the destination model, but Prompt A is not in the destination model.
Result: Prompt A is created in the destination model.

• Prompt Not Changed
Attribute A does not have Prompt A in the source model.
Attribute A has Prompt A in the destination model.
Result: Prompt A is not changed in the destination model.

• Prompt Replaced
Attribute A has Prompt A in the source model.
Attribute A has Prompt A in the destination model.
Result: Prompt A is replaced in the destination model.

Special Case Examples Permitted Values and Prompt Values

In the following situation, Attribute A is selected for migration.

• Prompt Value Created
Attribute A has Permitted Value A, which has Prompt Value A, in the source model.
Attribute A and Permitted Value A exist in the destination model.
Prompt Value A does not exist in the destination model.
Result: Prompt Value A is copied to the destination model.

• Prompt Value Not Changed
Attribute A has Permitted Value A in the source model.
Attribute A and Permitted Value A exist in the destination model.
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Prompt Value A exists in the destination model for Permitted Value A.
Prompt Value A does not exist in the source model.
Result: Prompt Value A is not changed in the destination model.

• Prompt Value Replaced
Attribute A has Permitted Value A, which has Prompt Value A, in the source model.
Attribute A, Permitted Value A, and Prompt Value A exist in the destination model.
Result: Prompt Value A is replaced in the destination model.

Batch Job Expansions

The following table describes the batch job expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Batch job steps and their related
components

None Associated procedure

Batch Job Step Expansions

The following table describes various batch job step expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Package list entries
Packaging

None Parent batch job, associated procedure
step and generated action blocks.

Special Cases

To migrate a job step, select job step, or migrate the procedure or the batch job.

Business System Implementation Expansions

The following table describes the business system implementation expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Target environment parameters are
properties of a BSI object. Bind package
default and package list entry

Referenced libraries Parent business system

Business System Expansions

The following table describes the business system expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Literal properties, error properties, prompt
properties, field and special field properties,
default GUI attributes, business system
implementation and its related components.

Default edit patterns, system-wide program
function keys, and custom video properties.

None
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Command Expansions

The following table describes the command expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Command synonyms Dialect Parent business system

Component Implementation Expansions

The following table describes various command implementation expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Parent subject area

Component Model Expansions

The following table describes the component model expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Art objects None Scoping subject area, attributes, and action

blocks

Component Specification Expansions

The following table describes the component specification expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Offerings None Parent subject area, interface type offered

by component specification

Configuration Instance Expansions

The following table describes the configuration instance:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Configuration Instance Referenced business system, load

modules, procedure steps, action blocks,
windows, dialog boxes, databases,
tablespaces, records, and storage groups

Current Information System Expansions

The following table describes the current information system expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Current Effect None Current database or stores

Special Cases

Current effect that is migrated only if current database or data store exists.
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Special Case Examples Current Information Systems and Current Effects

In the following situations, Current Information System A is a Current Information System directly or indirectly selected for
migration and Current Data B is Current Data.

• Current Effect Created
A Current Info produces a Current Effect. System A in the source model.
The Current Effect affects Current Data B in the source model.
Current Data B exists in the destination model.
The Current Effect does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The Current Effect is copied to the destination model.

• Current Effect Replaced
A Current Info produces a Current Effect. System A in the source model.
The Current Effect affects Current Data B in the source model.
Current Data B exists in the destination model.
The Current Effect exists in the destination model.
Result: The Current Effect is replaced in the destination model.

• Current Data Not Created
A Current Info produces a Current Effect. System A in the source model.
The Current Effect affects Current Data B in the source model.
Current Data B does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The Current Effect is not copied to the destination model.

• Current Effect Deleted
A Current Info produces a Current Effect. System A in the destination model.
The Current Effect affects Current Data B in the destination model.
The Current Effect does not exist in the source model.
Result: The Current Effect is deleted from the destination model.

Custom Proxies Expansions

The following table describes the custom proxies:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Custom Proxies None Business System

NOTE
The association is recreated in the destination model between the Custom Proxy and the Interface if the
Interface exists in the destination model.

Custom Video Property Expansions

The following table describes the custom video property:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Business System
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Data Column Expansions

The following table describes the data column expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Extended columns None Parent data table, attribute being

implemented by data column.

Data Table Expansions

The following table describes the data table expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Indexes and their related components,
constraints from data tables, related link
tables, relationship triggers, columns
(denormalized and foreign key), their
related components, extended tables,
and extended constraints for migrated
constraints

None Parent table space, entity type being
implemented, tablespaces referenced by
extended tables

Database Expansions

The following table describes the database expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Extended databases and database files Storage group, technical design Tablespace referenced by extended

databases

Default Dialog Expansions

The following table describes the default dialog expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Window Controls, GUI Events Referenced prompts and Referenced

commands
Parent procedure step, views, default edit
patterns referenced by window controls,
and GUI event handlers referenced by
window controls.

Window Controls are the set of objects that are contained in a window or dialog.

Default Edit Pattern Expansions

The following table describes the default edit pattern expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None Dialect Parent business system
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Denormalized Column Expansions

The following table describes the denormalized column expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Extended columns None Parent table, attribute, relationship

Default Primary Window Expansions

The following table describes the default primary window expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Window Controls, GUI Events Referenced prompts and referenced

commands
Parent procedure step, views, default edit
patterns referenced by window controls,
GUI event handlers referenced by window
controls.

Window Controls are the set of objects that are contained in a window or dialog.

Dialog Flow Expansions

The following table describes the dialog flow expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None Flows on, returns on exit states and

commands.
From and to procedure steps

Special Case Examples Procedure Steps and Dialog Flows

In the following situations, Procedure Step A is a procedure step that is directly or indirectly selected to be migrated and
Procedure Step B is another procedure step.

• Dialog Flow Created
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A in the source model.
The Dialog Flow flows to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The Dialog Flow does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The Dialog Flow is copied to the destination model.

• Dialog Flow Replaced
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A in the source model.
The Dialog Flow flows to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The Dialog Flow exists in the destination model.
Result: The Dialog Flow is replaced in the destination model.

• Dialog Flow Not Created
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A in the source model.
The Dialog Flow flows to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
Procedure Step B does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The Dialog Flow is not copied to the destination model

• Dialog Flow Deleted
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A in the destination model.
The Dialog Flow does not exist in the source model.
Result: The Dialog Flow is deleted from the destination model.
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Special Case Examples Data Views and View Matching

In the following situations, Procedure Step A is a Procedure Step that is selected directly or indirectly to be migrated and
Procedure Step B is another Procedure Step.

• View Match Copied
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Procedure Step A and a view in Procedure Step B.
Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The View in Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The View Match does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The View Match is copied to the destination model.

• View Match Replaced
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Procedure Step A and a view in Procedure Step B.
Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The View in Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The View Match exists in the destination model.
Result: The View Match is replaced in the destination model.

• View Match Not Created
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Procedure Step A and a view in Procedure Step B.
The Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The View in the Procedure Step B does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The View Match is not copied to the destination model.

• View Match Deleted
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A to/from Procedure Step B in the destination model.
A View Match exists in the destination model between a view in Procedure Step A and a view in Procedure Step B.
The Dialog Flow does not exist in the source model, the View in Procedure Step A does not exist in the source model,
or the View Match does not exist in the source model.
Result: The View Match is deleted from the destination model.

Entity Expansions

The following table describes the entity expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Aliases, attributes and their components,
child subtypes and their components,
classifiers, identifiers, partitionings, entity
state changes and transitions, entity
triggers, and contents.

None Parent subject area, identifying
relationships, entity types and work attribute
sets used in component contents.

An identifying relationship is not a version control component of an identifier.

Special Cases

To delete a relationship from an identifier, migrate the relationship with the entity type, and then delete the relationship
from the identifier.

Mutually exclusives are migrated if at least two of the relationships participating in the mutually exclusive exist in the
destination model.
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Special Case Examples Entities and Mutually Exclusives

In the following situation, Entity A is an entity that is selected for migration.

• Mutually Exclusive Copied
Entity A contains a Mutually Exclusive A that has Relationship A and Relationship B as participants.
Entity A exists in the destination model.
Relationship A and Relationship B exist in the destination model.
Result: Mutually Exclusive A is copied to the destination model.

• Mutually Exclusive Not Copied
Entity A contains a Mutually Exclusive A that has Relationship A and Relationship B as participants.
Entity A exists in the destination model.
Relationship A exists in the destination model.
Relationship B does not exist in the destination model.
Result: Mutually Exclusive A is not copied to the destination model.

Event Expansions

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None None

Special Case

The migration of an event does not create the event in the destination model if there are no usages of the event.

Exit State Expansions

The following table describes the exit state expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None Dialect Parent business system unless this is a

global exit state.

Special Case

If migration of exit states changes their Code Generation (CG) value, regenerate all action blocks that use the migrated
exit states.

Foreign Key Column Expansions

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Extended Columns None Parent table, constraint, attribute, source

column (data or foreign key)
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Function Expansions

The following table describes the function expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Views, expected effects Dependent external objects, dependent

events
Parent function unless aggregate function
is a root function. Entity types, subtypes,
attributes, work attributes and work
attribute sets referenced by any migrated
views. Entity types and subtypes that are
referenced by migrated expected effects.

Special Cases

An imported or exported dependency is migrated only if the other function importing or exporting the dependency exists in
the destination model.

A mutually exclusive or parallel dependency is migrated if the input function and at least two of the outputs functions
participating in the dependency exist in the destination model.

A closure dependency is migrated if the mutually exclusive dependency that is being closed and at least two of the input
functions and the output function exist in the destination model.

Aggregate Object Expansions I to Z

This article provides information for the expansions for aggregate objects that are expandable and may or may not have
special cases.

Index Expansions

The following table describes the index expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Index spaces, extended indexes, and
extended index spaces

None Identifier if identifier-based index, owning
data table, referenced data columns.
Relationships if identifier contains
relationships. Tablespaces that are
referenced by component extended
indexspaces.

Interface Type Expansions

The following table describes various interface type expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Aliases, attributes and their components,
child subtypes and their components,
classifiers, identifiers, partitionings, entity
state changes and transitions, entity
triggers, contents, and interface type model.
Art objects for interface type model.

None Parent subject area, identifying
relationships, entity types, and work
attribute sets used in component contents.
Entity types, entity subtypes, partitionings,
and relationships referenced by interface
type model.
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Link Table Expansions

The following table describes the link table expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Indexes and components, constraints and
components, columns and components,
extended tables and extended constraints
for migrated constraints

None Relationship, source and destination table,
tablespace, tablespaces referenced by
extended tables

Matrix

The following table describes the matrix expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Cell values User-defined class if the X and/or Y axis of

the matrix is a user-defined class.
None

Special Cases

A row or column in the matrix is migrated only if the aggregate object the row or column references exists in the
destination model.

Navigation Diagram Expansions

The following table describes the navigation diagram expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Usages of windows, dialogs, and procedure
steps

None Referenced windows, dialogs, and
procedure steps

Online Load Module Expansions

The following table describes the online load module expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Package list entries None None

Special Case

The migration of an online load module, or the migration of packaging for an online load module, can create an invalid
situation in the destination model, where a load module would not contain packaging for any procedure steps. If this
situation is detected, migration deletes the load module to prevent the corruption.

Operations Library Expansions

The following table describes the operations library expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Technical System
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Organizational Unit Expansions

The following table describes the organizational unit expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Parent organizational unit unless this is the

root organizational unit.

Packaging Expansions

The following table describes the packaging expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Transaction codes Load module Associated procedure steps

Special Cases

The clear screen association is recreated in the destination model between the transaction code and packaging object if
the transaction code is not already the clear screen transaction code for another procedure step in the destination model.

If the migration of packaging causes an online load module to be unused in the destination model, the load module is
deleted.

Procedure Expansions

The following table describes the procedure expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Procedure steps and their related
components

None Parent business system

Procedure Step Expansions

The following table describes the procedure step expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Procedure step action diagram and its
related components, dialog boxes, primary
window, screen and its related components,
views, local program function keys,
unformatted input information, packaging,
and web operations

System-wide program function keys
referenced by local program function keys,
custom video properties

Parent procedure, entity types, subtypes,
attributes, work attribute sets and work
attributes referenced by migrated views.

Packaging is the inclusion of a procedure step in a load module.

NOTE
The association is recreated in the destination model between the Web Operation and the Web Service if the
Web Service exists in the destination model.

Special Cases

A dialog flow from the procedure step is migrated only if the procedure step at the other end of the dialog flow exists in
the destination model. A view match along the dialog flow is migrated only if an equivalent view exists in the destination
model.
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The dialog flows that only exist in the destination model is deleted only if the source and target procedure steps exist in
both models. The dialog flows are created or replaced if the source and target procedure steps exist in both models.

Special Case Examples Procedure Steps and Dialog Flows

In situations 1 through 4, Procedure Step A is a procedure step that is directly or indirectly selected to be migrated and
Procedure Step B is another procedure step.

• Dialog Flow Created
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A in the source model.
The Dialog Flow flows to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The Dialog Flow does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The Dialog Flow is copied to the destination model.

• Dialog Flow Replaced
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A in the source model.
The Dialog Flow flows to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The Dialog Flow exists in the destination model.
Result: The Dialog Flow is replaced in the destination model.

• Dialog Flow Not Created
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A in the source model.
The Dialog Flow flows to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
Procedure Step B does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The Dialog Flow is not copied to the destination model.

• Dialog Flow Deleted
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A in the destination model.
The Dialog Flow does not exist in the source model.
Result: The Dialog Flow is deleted from the destination model.

Special Case Examples Data Views and View Matching between Procedure Steps

In the following situations, Procedure Step A is a Procedure Step that is directly or indirectly selected to be migrated and
Procedure Step B is another Procedure Step.

• View Match Copied
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Procedure Step A and a view in Procedure Step B.
Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The View in Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The View Match does not exist in the destination.
Result: The View Match is copied to the destination model.

• View Match Replaced
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Procedure Step A and a view in Procedure Step B.
Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The View in Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The View Match exists in the destination model.
Result: The View Match is replaced in the destination model.

• View Match Not Copied
A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Procedure Step A and a view in Procedure Step B.
The Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
The View in Procedure Step B does not exist in the destination model.
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Result: The View Match is not copied to the destination model.
• View Match Deleted

A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A to/from Procedure Step B in the destination model.
A View Match exists in the destination model between a view in Procedure Step A and a view in Procedure Step B.
One of the following:

• The Dialog Flow does not exist in the source model OR
• The View in Procedure Step A does not exist in the source model OR
• The View Match does not exist in the source model.

Result: The View Match is deleted from the destination model.

Process Expansions

The following table describes the process expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Views, expected effects, its process action
diagram if process is elementary; entity
state transition usages.

Dependent external objects, dependent
events

Parent processes or functions, entity types,
subtypes, attributes, work attributes, work
attribute sets referenced by migrated views,
entity type and subtypes referenced by
migrated expected effects.

Special Cases

Parent processes or functions, entity types, subtypes, attributes, work attributes, work attribute sets referenced by
migrated views, entity type and subtypes referenced by migrated expected effects.

Imported or exported dependency is migrated only if the other processes importing or exporting the dependency exist in
the destination model.

A mutually exclusive or parallel dependency is migrated if the input process and at least two of the output processes that
participate in the dependency exist in the destination model.

A closure dependency is migrated if the mutually exclusive dependency that is being closed and at least two of the input
processes and the output process exist in the destination model.

Special Case Examples Data Views and View Matching between Processes

In the following situations, Process A is a process that is directly or indirectly selected to be migrated and External Object
B is another external object.

• View Match Copied
An Information Flow exists between Process A and External Object B in the source model.
A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Process A and External Object B.
The View Match does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The View Match is copied to the destination model.

• View Match Replaced
An Information Flow exists between Process A and External Object B in the source model.
A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Process A and External Object B.
The View Match exists in the destination model.
Result: The View Match is replaced in the destination model.

• View Match Deleted
An Information Flow exists between Process A and External Object B in the destination model.
A View Match exists in the destination model between a view in Process A and External Object B.
One of the following:
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– External Object does not exist in the source model
– Information Flow does not exist in the source model
– View in Process A does not exist in the source model
– View Match does not exist in the source model.

Result: The View Match is deleted from the destination model.

Special Case Examples Processes and Dependencies

In the following situations, Process A is a process that is directly or indirectly selected to be migrated and Processes B
and C are other processes.

• Dependency Copied
A Dependency exists between Process A and Process B in the source model.
Process B exists in the destination model.
The Dependency does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The Dependency is copied to the destination model.

• Dependency Replaced
A Dependency exists between Process A and Process B in the source model.
Process B exists in the destination model.
The Dependency exists in the destination model.
Result: The Dependency is replaced in the destination model.

• Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency Copied
A Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency exists between Process A and Processes B and C in the source model.
Processes B and C exist in the destination model.
The Dependency does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The Dependency is copied to the destination model.

• Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency Replaced
Parallel Dependency Replaced
A Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency exists between Process A and Processes B and C in the source model.
Processes B and C exist in the destination model.
The Dependency exists in the destination model.
Result: The Dependency is replaced in the destination model.

• Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency Not Copied
A Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency exists between Process A and Processes B and C in the source model.
Process B does not exist in the destination model OR
Process C does not exist in the destination model OR
Processes B and C do not exist in the destination model.
Result: The Dependency is not copied in the destination model.

• Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency Deleted
A Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency exists between:
Process A and Processes B and C in the destination model.
Process B does not exist in the source model OR
Process C does not exist in the source model OR
Processes B and C do not exist in the source model OR
The Dependency does not exist in the source model.
Result: The Dependency is deleted in the destination model.

• Closure Dependency Copied
A Closure Dependency exists between Processes A and B and Process C in the source model OR a Closure
Dependency exists between Processes B and C and Process A in the source model.
Processes B and C exist in the destination model.
The Mutually Exclusive Dependency that is closed by the Closure Dependency exists in the destination model.
The Closure Dependency does not exist in the destination model.
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Result: The Dependency is copied to the destination model.
• Closure Dependency Replaced

A Closure Dependency exists between Processes A and B and Process C in the source model OR a Closure
Dependency exists between Processes B and C and Process A in the source model.
Processes B and C exist in the destination model.
The Mutually Exclusive Dependency that is closed by the Closure Dependency exists in the destination model.
The Closure Dependency exists in the destination model.
Result: The Dependency is replaced in the destination model.

• Closure Dependency Not Copied
A Closure Dependency exists between Processes A and B and Process C in the source model OR a Closure
Dependency exists between Processes B and C and Process A in the source model.
Process B does not exist in the destination model OR
Process C does not exist in the destination model OR
The Mutually Exclusive Dependency that is closed by the Closure Dependency does not exist in the destination model.
Result: The Dependency is not copied to the destination model.

• Closure Dependency Deleted
A Closure Dependency exists between Processes A and B and Process C in the destination model OR a Closure
Dependency exists between Processes B and C and Process A in the destination model. The Closure does not exist in
the source model.
Result: The Dependency is deleted in the destination model.

Relationship Expansions

The following table describes the relationship expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Source and destination entity type or

subtype

Special Cases

Mutually exclusives are migrated if at least two of the relationships participating in the mutually exclusive exist in the
destination model.

Special Case Examples Relationships and Mutually Exclusives

In the following situation, Relationship A is a relationship that is selected to be migrated.

• Mutually Exclusive Copied
Relationship A participates in Mutually Exclusive A with Relationship B.
Relationship A and Relationship B exist in the destination model.
Result: Mutually Exclusive A is copied to the destination model.

• Mutually Exclusive Not Copied
Relationship A participates in Mutually Exclusive A with Relationship B.
Relationship A exists in the destination model.
Relationship B does not exist in the destination model.
Result: Mutually Exclusive A is not copied to the destination model.
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Screen Expansions

The following table describes the screen expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Literals, fields, and special fields Referenced templates and dialects Parent procedure step, views, and default

edit patterns referenced by screen fields.

For details on special situations, see Attributes and Prompts.

Scroll Amount Value Expansions

The following table describes the scroll amount value expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None Dialect None

Server Manager Expansions

The following table describes the server manager expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Package list entries None None

Specification Type Expansions

The following table describes the specification type expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Aliases, attributes and their components,
child subtypes and their components,
classifiers, identifiers, partitionings, entity
state changes and transitions, entity
triggers, and contents.

None Parent subject area, identifying
relationships, entity types and work attribute
sets used in component contents.

Storage Group Expansions

The following table describes the storage group expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
DASD volume Technical design None

Strategy Expansions

The following table describes the strategy expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Tactics None None
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Subject Area Expansions

The following table describes the subject area expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Parent subject area unless aggregate

object is root subject area.

System-Wide PF Key Expansions

The following table describes the system-wide PF key expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None Commands Parent business system

Tablespace Expansions

The following table describes the tablespace expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Data sets, extended tablespaces, and
extended data sets

Storage groups Parent database

Tactic Expansions

The following table describes the tactic expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Parent strategy

Technical Design Default Expansions

The following table describes the technical design default expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Extended technical design defaults, bind
package defaults, and package lists.

Default database, default storage groups None

Template Expansions

The following table describes the template expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Literals and special fields Referenced templates, dialects, and

prompts
Parent business system, default edit
patterns referenced by screen fields.
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Transaction Operation Expansions

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Constraints and external parameters Referenced commands Owning entity type or work attribute

set, procedure step or delegated to
transaction and views that are referenced
by component constraints.

Typemap Expansions

The following table describes the typemap expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Correspondences None Action block

User Object Expansions

The following table describes the user object expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None User Class None

Web Service Definition Expansions

The following table describes the web service definition:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Web Service None Business System

NOTE
The association is recreated in the destination model between the Web Service and the Web Operation if the
Web Operation exists in the destination model.

Window Load Module Expansions

The following table describes the window load module expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Package list entries None None

Special Cases

The migration of a window load module or the migration of packaging for a window load module can create an invalid
situation in the destination model, where a load module would not contain any packaging for procedure steps. If this
situation is detected, migration deletes the load module to prevent the corruption.
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Work Attribute Expansions

The following table describes the work attribute expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Permitted values Dialect Parent work attribute set

For details on Special Situations, see Attributes and Prompts.

Special Cases

Prompts are created if they exist in the source model and do not exist in the destination model. Prompts are replaced if
they exist in both the source and destination models. Prompts are unchanged if they exist in the destination model but not
in the source model.

The Prompt values are created if they exist in the source model and do not exist in the destination model. The Prompt
values are replaced if they exist in both the source and destination models. The Prompt values are unchanged if they exist
in the destination model but not in the source model.

Work Attribute Set Expansions

The following table describes the work attribute set expansions:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Work attributes and their related
components

None None

z/OS Library Expansions

The following table describes the z/OS library:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Technical System

Modifying Referential Integrity Triggers for Migration

Job CEJOB05A modifies operational rules for the migration of referential integrity (RI) triggers with their parent objects:
entity types and data records. The decision about whether to modify the default rules for migration must be made within
your development group. Instructions for preparing the JCL to run CEJOB05A, and the effects of running it are described
in the following sections:

Migration

When an entity type or data record is migrated from one model to another, component objects are also migrated.
Referential integrity objects consist of an action block definition object (ACBLKTD) and an associated implementation
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logic object (IMPLGIC). These objects are components of an entity type for delete triggers and a data record (through the
implemented linkage) for relationship triggers. The objects always migrate with the parent object.

Common Ancestry for RI Triggers

The RI triggers for entity types or data records typically have common ancestry if the entity types or data records to which
they belong have common ancestry. However, when you remove the implementation for a relationship from technical
design, the RI trigger objects are deleted. When you reimplement the relationship, new RI trigger objects are added which
will not have common ancestry, even though their parent objects correspond.

If you remove a relationship from the Data Structure list, then reimplement, readopt the data record to which it
belongs before attempting a migration. If you perform Transformation (rather than Retransformation), all relationship
implementations are deleted and new ones are added. Adopt all data records before doing a migration.

RI Trigger Implementation Structure

When the RI triggers are generated on the Host Encyclopedia, an implementation structure is built that associates each
trigger, through implementation usage (IMPUSE) objects, with the triggers that it calls or that call it.

TRIGGER 1 ...calls...IMPUSE...called by...TRIGGER 2

Maintaining Implementation Structure

With the default operational rules preloaded in the Gen schema tables, the implementation structure (IMPUSE objects,
associations) from the SOURCE must be maintained in the DESTINATION or the migration fail.

• If the triggers have not been generated, this implementation structure does not exist, and migration completes
successfully.

• If the triggers have been generated in the SOURCE, the IMPUSE objects and their associations are migrated as
components. All triggers directly associated with the one being migrated must exist in the DESTINATION, or else
migration fails.

• If the triggers have been generated in the DESTINATION, and they do not correspond to those from the SOURCE,
they are flagged for the deletion during migration processing. Unless all associated triggers are deleted, the migration
fails.

• Enforcing the SOURCE model implementation structure for RI triggers is appropriate when all models participating in
migration of data objects have equivalent entity relationship diagrams and technical designs.

Relax the Rules

The schema update in CEJOB05A relaxes the rules for enforcing SOURCE model implementation structure for RI
triggers. The IMPUSE objects and their associations from SOURCE are ignored for migration. RI trigger objects migrate
with the parent entity type or data record.

• If the triggers correspond, those migrating from the SOURCE replace those in the DESTINATION. If the
DESTINATION has had RI triggers generated, the implementation structure is retained.

• If the triggers do not correspond, any implementation structure in the DESTINATION is disrupted. The old triggers are
deleted and those from SOURCE are added. Because the triggers are new objects for the DESTINATION, the old
implementation structure does not apply.

Relaxing the rules for migrating RI triggers is appropriate when SOURCE and the DESTINATION models differ in the
content of an entity relationship diagram or data structure. Typically, this is the case when development models contain
only a portion of the full data model.
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Edit the JCL

Edit CEJOB05A before running it. See the following sample and instructions to understand and plan your edits.

Sample CEJOB05A JCL

//*

//PS10      EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=30   

//STEPLIB   DD DSN=XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX,DISP=SHR    

//SYSPROC   DD DSN=&TILCLIB,DISP=SHR    

//** UNCOMMENT ONE OF THESE ENTRIES TO EXECUTE SQL **

//** SYSIN   DD DSN=&TILSQL(TRG54REV),DISP=SHR

//** SYSIN   DD DSN=&TILSQL(TRG54REV),DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=&TILSQL(COMMIT),DISP=SHR 

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&SOUT 

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&SOUT 

• To modify the Gen Release 8.5 schema and relax the rules for migrating RI triggers, uncomment the line:

//**SYSIN DD DSN=&TILSQL(TRG54CHG),DISP=SHR

• To reset the Gen Release 8.5 schema values back to the original values and enforce source model duplication
structure on RI triggers, uncomment the line:

//**SYSIN DD DSN=&TILSQL(TRG54REV),DISP=SHR

Version Control Migration
Version Control provides a basic set of tools to share objects between models. Version Control provides a way to maintain
multiple models that represent the same system at different stages of development and production. In a production
environment, you may have a production model and a development model. If you make changes to the development
model and run the changes through validation, you want those same changes in the production model. As a model
administrator, use a migration utility to move the changes from the development to the production model. 
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Figure 99: Version Control Migration

Run a Compare Report

We recommend that you run the Compare Report before and after the migration. The Compare Report compares the
following objects:

• Objects that are the same in both models
• Objects that exist in both models but are different
• Objects that are unique to either model

Follow these steps:

1. In the Main Menu, select Host Encyclopedia functions.
2. Select option 2 - Version Control Management.
3. In Version Control Management menu, select option 6 - Compare aggregate objects between two models.
4. Specify the names of source and destination models.
5. In the Compare Report Aggregate Set Create/Modify menu, specify the following options:
Save in aggregate set

Specifies whether you want to save the results of the Compare Report in an aggregate set.

TIP
When you expect to perform multiple version control functions with the same set of objects or one
function multiple times with slight modifications, save your object selections in an aggregate set.

Values: Y=Yes, N=No.
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Aggregate set name
Specify the types of objects to be saved in the aggregate set:

• Objects in both but different
• Objects in Source but not in Destination
• Objects in Destination but not in Source

If the set already exists:

• Take No Action
• Merge Sets
• Replace Set

6. Confirm the model names for the Compare Report.
– Source model name
– Destination model name
– Execution modeValues: O=Online, B=Batch.

Verify the Aggregate Set

Follow these steps:

1. In the Version Control Management menu, use option 9 - Aggregate object where exists report.
2. Specify the model and aggregate set names and set the Retrieve aggregate set option to Yes.
3. Verify the number of objects that you retrieved and the objects selected.

Trial Migrate Objects

Once the Compare Report identifies the objects that need to be migrated, perform trial migration. Trial Migration provides
a report option to produce migration results without applying updates to the destination model.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Version Control Management menu, select option 7 - Trial migrate aggregate objects to existing model.
2. In the Trial Migrate Destination Model Name, specify the following options:

– Source model family name
– Source model name
– Destination model name
– Max num of protection errorsEnables you to set the maximum number of protection errors that the migration

processes before ending.
– Execution mode Values: Online; Batch.

3. In the Select Aggregate Object Types menu, select aggregate objects for migration.
4. In the Confirm Trial Migration List menu, select and confirm the objects that you want to migrate.

Migrate Objects

If the Trial Migration report displays the objects that you expect to be migrated, you are ready to run the Migration.

TIP
We recommend that you run the trial migration before you perform the migration.

Migration enables you to copy an object from one model of a model family to another model of the same family.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Version Control Management menu, select option 3 - Migrate aggregate objects to existing model.
2. Specify the source and destination models and the aggregate set.
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3. In the Select Aggregate Object Types menu, select aggregate objects for migration.
4. Confirm the migration results.
5. Run the Compare Report to verify the migrated objects.

Host Encyclopedia Public Interface

Public Interface Export Function
The Gen Public Interface (PI) Export Function lets you tailor reports to your needs by selectively retrieving information
from the Host Encyclopedia. You can use it to retrieve information created on the workstation and uploaded to the Host
Encyclopedia. Export places the information in the Public Interface tables, as defined in Public Interface Table Definitions.
From the tables you can retrieve the data by using SQL, a report writer, or some other program. Use the SQL examples to
retrieve the information you need.

The objects in the PI tables are shown in the context of the workstation tools that create, in this sequence:

• Tasks Related to All Tables 
• Planning Objects 
• Analysis Objects 
• Design Objects
• Construction Stage Objects
• Model Management Objects 

Public Interface Tables

While we say you retrieve data from Public Interface tables, the data is actually retrieved from DB2 views on four DB2
tables. The term table is used for convenience.

Before you can access these extract tables, you must run a program that reads the data from the encyclopedia, formats
the objects, and writes them to the extract tables.

To retrieve information after loading the tables, use SQL or the language of a report writer or other program to access the
tables.

Table Definitions

Each table represents an object, such as an entity type or process, and consists of rows and columns. Each row of the
table represents an occurrence of an object, such as an entity named CUSTOMER. Each column of the row represents
either a property of that object or a foreign key. Foreign keys are discussed under the next heading.

Each row of each table contains a column called MODEL_ID that uniquely identifies the model that contains the object.
Each row also contains a column called ID that uniquely identifies the object within the encyclopedia. Each row contains a
column called ORG_ID that gives the Original Object ID of the object within the encyclopedia.

For example, the table ATTRIBUTE contains one row for every attribute of every entity type in every model that has been
exported to the Public Interface. Each attribute has a MODEL ID, a unique object ID in the third column, and a foreign key
(PARENT_ENTITY_ID) that identifies the entity type to which the attribute belongs. Each row also contains columns for
the attribute's properties, such as NAME, LENGTH, and DOMAIN.

Foreign Keys

Most tables contain a column that is a foreign key. This column enables users to join columns and combine tables. When
combined, the tables can be referenced as if they were a single table.
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For example, one of the columns of table ATTRIBUTE is a foreign key called PARENT_ENTITY_ID. This column can be
joined, or matched, with the ID column of table ENTITY_TYPE to discover the parent entity type to which the attribute
belongs.

Joining the foreign key column, PARENT_ENTITY_ID with the target column, ID, in the ENTITY_TYPE table shows that
the attribute Governor belongs to the entity type State.

For more information, see the illustration in Identification.

The following join technique described and illustrated by the table is used extensively to select related objects from the
Public Interface.

Identification

It is easy to identify foreign keys and their targets:

• Columns with names that end with suffix ID (_ID) are foreign keys to other tables
• Columns named ID are targets for foreign keys

All other columns represent properties of the objects in the tables. Details of when to join specific columns are given
throughout this section.

A typical JOIN, in this case to retrieve all attributes of an entity type, looks like this:

ATTRIBUTE.PARENT_ENTITY_ID = ENTITY_TYPE.ID

The JOIN format, therefore, is:

FROM Table.Foreign Key = TO Table.Target

  

Frequently, the name of the foreign key without the suffix (_ID) is the same as the name of the TO table. In this example,
the attribute table can be joined with the entity type table, entity subtype table, or system entity type table (work attribute
set) because the PARENT_ENTITY_ID represents the foreign key of one of these three tables.

Task Index

Export tasks and the SQL required to retrieve information are discussed in the context of the tables. An index to all tasks
follows.
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Tables are arranged in groups that you may wish to use together. Following the tasks related to all tables, Planning tables
are presented, followed by Analysis tables, External Design tables, Internal Design tables, Construction Management
tables, and Model Management tables.

Export Function Task Index

The following index references discussions of tables for the various stages of development. These sections also contain
SQL statements created for various SQL queries.

 To Create Queries Related To This Stage  See This Section 
All Stages Tasks Related to All Tables
Planning Planning Objects 
Analysis Data-Related Objects

Activity-related Objects
Analysis Tasks Related to Processes
Internal Design Objects 

External Design Dialog Flow Diagram Objects
Screen Design Tool Objects
Business System Defaults

Internal Design Internal Schema Definition Objects
External Schema Definition Objects
Design Tasks For Data Implementation Objects
Access and Connection Objects

Construction Construction DB2 Objects
Construction Objects
Construction Objects for Cascade Delete

Model Maintenance Model Management Objects

 

Tasks Related to All Tables

This section discusses the tasks related to all the tables.

Model Table

The Model Table (MODEL) can be referenced from all other tables and is used for model selection. Two of its columns are
described in the following:

NAME
Host Encyclopedia name of the model

ID
A unique identifier of the model across the encyclopedia

All other tables contain at least two columns, described in the following:

ID
A unique identifier of this object across the encyclopedia

MODEL_ID
Identifies the model that contains this object.
This column is joined with the ID column in the MODEL table to restrict selection to objects in the selected model.
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The following syntax:

SELECT

  FROM MODEL, table

  WHERE MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND table.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID;

Selects all rows from table that are in model my model name.

Qualifying Objects

When you reference the DB2 tables, DB2 rules relating to table names apply. That is, if your DB2 authorization ID is
different from the ID under which the DB2 tables were created, you must use the qualified name. The qualified name
consists of three parts: the authorization ID under which the DB2 table was created, followed by a period, then the
table name. For example, use A12345.ENTITY_TYPE where A12345 is the authorization ID under which the table
ENTITY_TYPE was created. Synonyms can be created and used. This section uses the unqualified name.

Typically, you must qualify only the highest object in the selection with the model ID. For example, if you want to select
entity types and their attributes, qualify entity type within model and attribute within entity type. For performance reasons,
it can be advantageous to qualify all tables with model ID, if the join limits permit.

WARNING
If both entity type and attribute are qualified by model ID, but attribute is not qualified by entity type, a Cartesian
product of the two tables results: The number of rows returned is the product of the number of rows selected
from each table.

Description Tables

Descriptions (DESC and TEXT) are created throughout the toolsets.

Desc Descriptions

The description table (DESC) contains the textual description for all objects. When you select Detail and Description in a
toolset, you create a row in this table. The text of the description of each object that has a description is maintained in this
table.

This table has the following columns:

ID
-- Identifier of the object for which this is a description.

TEXT
-- Text of the description

Join ID of DESC with ID of the table for which the description is sought. Remember, if no description exists, nothing is
returned. TEXT is a variable length text field.

To select the name and description of objects in table, enter the following syntax:

SELECT table.NAME, DESC.TEXT

  FROM MODEL, table, DESC

  WHERE MODEL.NAME= 'my model name'

  AND table.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

  AND DESC.ID = table.ID;
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The following tables have descriptions:

 Table Name  Table Contents 
ACTION_BLOCK Action Block Definition (Analysis and Design)
ACTIVITY_CLUSTER Activity Cluster
ADD_DEPENDNCY ADD Dependency
ALIAS Alias name for an entity type, subtype, or attribute
ATTRIBUTE Attribute of an entity type, subtype, or system entity type (work

attribute set)
BAA_ACTN_BLK Analysis Action Block Definition
BSD_ACTN_BLK Design Action Block
BUS_GOAL Business Goal
BUS_LOCATION Location of Business Assets
BUS_OBJECTIVE Business Objective
BUS_PROC_STEP Business Procedure Step
BUSINESS_SYS Business System
BUSINESS_PROC Business Procedure
COMPONENT_IMPLEM Component Implementation
COMPONENT_SPEC Component Specification
CRITICAL_SUCCESS Critical Success Factor
CURRENT_INFO_SYS Current Information System
CURRENT_DATA Current Database or Store
DATA_BASE Database
DATA_CLUSTER Data Cluster
DATA_STORE_INDEX Indexspace Data Store
DATA_STORE_TBLSP Tablespace Data Store
DATASET_INDEX Indexspace Data Set
DATASET_TBLSP Tablespace Data Set
DERIVATION_ALGOR Derivation Algorithm
DIALECT Dialect
DIALOG_FLOW Dialog Flow
ENTITY_SUBTYP Entity subtype
ENTITY_TYPE Entity type
ENTITY_VIEW Entity View
ENTRY_POINT Entry Point Definition
ENVIRONMENT Hardware/Software Environment
EXPECT_EFFECT Expected Effect
FACILITY Computing/Communication Facility
FIELD Field Definition
FUNCTION_DEF Function Definition
GROUP_VIEW Group View
IDENTIFIER Identifier
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INFORMATION_NEED Information Need
INTERFACE_TYPE Interface Type
INTRFCE_TYPE_MDL Interface Type Model
LINKAGE Linkage
MATRIX Matrices
OBJECT_CLASS Object Class (System- and User-defined)
ORGANIZAT_UNIT Organizational Unit
PAD_FUNCTION System-supplied Functions
PARTITIONING Partitioning of an entity type or subtype
PERMIT_VALUE Permitted Value of an attribute
PROCESS_DEF Process Definition
RECORD Record Definition
REL_MUTL_EXCL Mutually exclusive relationship
RELATIONSHIP Relationship between two entity types/subtypes
SCREEN_DEF Screen Definition
SCREEN_TMPLT Screen Template
SPEC_TYPE Specification Type
STRATEGY Strategy
SUBJECT AREA Subject Area
SYS_ATTRIBUTE System Attribute
SYS_ENT_TYPE System Entity Type (Work Attribute Set)
TACTIC Tactic
USER_DEF_OBJECT User-defined Object
XTERNL_EVENT External Event
XTERNL_OBJECT External Object

 

TEXT Descriptions

The text table (TEXT) is created when a text string is to be saved. In most instances, such as PROMPT, SCRN_FLD_LIT,
CSTM_EDT_PTRN, DFLT_EDT_PTRN, SYS_ATTRIBUTE LIBRARY, DIALECT_TEXT, and FLD_ENTPT_VALUE, the
text is part of the object table.

Exceptions:

• To retrieve the exit state message, join the EXIT_STATE table with the TEXT table
• To retrieve the organization mission for the organizational unit, join the ORGANIZAT_UNIT with the TEXT table
• To retrieve the long name of an ALIAS, join the ALIAS table with the TEXT table

TEXT usage is identical to that of DESC.

The text table SCRN_HELP is created when a screen help identifier string is to be saved. To retrieve the screen
help identifier, join the tables SCREEN_DEF, SCRN_SYS_DEF, and SCRN_VAR_DEF with the SCRN_HELP table.
SCRN_HELP usage is identical to that of DESC.

The text table PARM is created when the parameters for a fieldproc routine is to be saved. To retrieve the parameters to
the Fieldproc Routine, join FIELD with the PARM table. PARM usage is also identical to DESC usage.
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The text table PERMIT_VALUE_LOW is created when a permitted value (or the lower limit of a range) is to be saved.
The text table PERMIT_VALUE_HI is created when a permitted value of the upper limit of a range is to be saved. If the
permitted value is a range, join the PERMIT_VALUE with PERMIT_VALUE_ LOW and PERMIT_VALUE_HI. Otherwise,
join the table PERMIT_VALUE with only PERMIT_VALUE_LOW to retrieve the permitted value. PERMIT_ VALUE_LOW
and PERMIT_VALUE_HI usage is also identical to DESC usage.

Planning Objects

Information strategy planning objects are entered through the Planning function.

 Planning Object  Description 
MATRIX Planning Matrices
OBJECT_CLASS Object class (system- and user-defined)
MATRIX_USAGE_X Matrix usage for X axis
MATRIX_USAGE_Y Matrix usage for Y axis
CELL_VALUE Matrix cell value
USER_DEF_OBJECT User-defined object
ACTIVITY_CLUSTER Activity cluster (nat bus sys)
BUS_GOAL Business goal
BUS_LOCATION Location of business assets
BUS_OBJECTIVE Business objective
CRITICAL_SUCCESS Critical success factor
CURRENT_DATA Current database or data store
CURRENT_INFO_SYS Current information system
DATA_CLUSTER Data cluster
ENVIRONMENT Hardware/Software environment
FACILITY Computing/Communication Facility
INFORMATION_NEED Information need
ORGANIZAT_UNIT Organizational unit
PERFORM_MEASURE Performance measure
STRATEGY Strategy
TACTIC Tactic
CURRENT_EFFECT Current system/data effect

 

System-defined Matrix

The system-defined matrices (MATRIX) are created automatically when a model is created. Each matrix has a class
(OBJECT_CLASS) on the X axis and a class (OBJECT_CLASS) on the Y axis. These classes are system-defined
classes. There is an association (MATRIX_USAGE_X) between each object (X) on the X axis and the matrix. There is
also an association between each object (Y) on the Y axis and the matrix. A cell value (CELL_VALUE) can exist between
each object on the X axis and each object on the Y axis.

Replace X and Y with the name of the Public Interface table that contains the objects on the X and Y axes.

For relationships between Planning objects within system-defined matrices, see the following illustration:
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User-defined Matrix

The user-defined matrices (MATRIX) are created through Matrices in the Planning toolset. Each matrix has a class
(OBJECT_CLASS) on the X axis and a class (OBJECT_CLASS) on the Y axis. These classes can be system-defined
classes or user-defined classes. A user-defined class contains many user-defined objects (USER_DEF_OBJECT).

Matrix Usage

An association (MATRIX_USAGE_X) exists between each object(X) on the X axis and the matrix. An association
(MATRIX_USAGE_Y) also exists between each object (Y) on the Y axis and the matrix.

Cell Values

A cell value (CELL_VALUE) can exist between each object on the X axis and each object on the Y axis.

For an example of a user-defined matrix with user-defined objects on both axes, see the following illustration:
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For a user-defined matrix with system-defined classes, replace X and Y with the name of the Public Interface table that
contains the objects on the X and Y axes.

Planning Tasks

The following table directs you to the PI table explanation that contains SQL for each Planning task listed. In general, the
tasks select all occurrences of a Planning object within a model or all occurrences on the X or Y axis of a matrix.

 If You Want to Select  See This PI Table 
The activity clusters of a model ACTIVITY_CLUSTER
The activity clusters on the Y axis ACTIVITY_CLUSTER
The business goals for a model BUS_GOAL
The business goals on the X axis BUS_GOAL
The business objectives of a model BUS_OBJECTIVE
The business objectives on the Y axis BUS_OBJECTIVE
The computing/communication facilities of a model FACILITY
The computing/ communication facilities on the X axis FACILITY
The critical success factors of a model CRITICAL_SUCCESS
The critical success factors on the X axis CRITICAL_SUCCESS
The current databases or data stores of a model CURRENT_DATA
The current databases or the data stores on the X axis CURRENT_DATA
The current effects of each current information system CURRENT_EFFECT
The current information systems of a model CURRENT_INFO_SYS
The current information systems on the X axis CURRENT_INFO_SYS
The data clusters of a model DATA_CLUSTER
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The data clusters on the X axis DATA_CLUSTER
The entity types along each axis and the corresponding cell value CELL_VALUE
The entity types along the X axis MATRIX_USAGE_X
The entity types along the Y axis MATRIX_USAGE_Y
The hardware/software environments of a model ENVIRONMENT
The hardware/software environments on the X axis ENVIRONMENT
The information needs of a model INFORMATION_NEED
The information needs on the Y axis INFORMATION_NEED
The locations of business assets of a model BUS_LOCATION
The locations of business assets on the X axis BUS_LOCATION
All the system-defined matrices and the classes on the X and Y
axes

MATRIX

All the user-defined matrices and the classes on the X and Y axes MATRIX
The organizational units of a model ORGANIZAT_UNIT
The organizational units on the X axis ORGANIZAT_UNIT
Each system-defined matrix and system-defined classes on each
axis and the corresponding PI table name for each class

OBJECT_CLASS

All the user-defined classes OBJECT_CLASS
All the object classes
(system- and user-defined)

OBJECT_CLASS

All the matrices that have the object class ENTITY_TYPE on the X
axis

OBJECT_CLASS

All the matrices that have the object class ENTITY_TYPE on the X
axis

OBJECT_CLASS

The user-defined classes on the X and Y axes, and the user-
defined objects on both axes of a user-defined matrix

USER_DEF_OBJECT

The performance measures of a model PERFORM_MEASURE
The performance measures on the Y axis PERFORM_MEASURE
The strategies on the X axis STRATEGY
The strategies of a model STRATEGY
The tactics for a model TACTIC
The tactics on the X axis TACTIC

 

MATRIX (Planning Matrices)

The system-defined matrices are created automatically when a model is created. The user-defined matrix is created by
using Matrices in the Planning toolset. Each matrix has a class on the X axis and a class on the Y axis. The name of the
system-defined matrix is name of the class on Y axis/name of the class on X axis.

For example, the name of the matrix with business functions on the Y axis and entity types on the X axis is
BUSINESS_FUNCTION/ENTITY_TYPE.

NOTE
The ROTATE command on the toolset does not change the axis where the classes are stored. It is only for
display purposes on the toolset.
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Task

Join a matrix to its class on the X axis and the Y axis.

MATRIX.OBJ_CLASS_X_ID = CX.ID

AND MATRIX.OBJ_CLASS_Y_ID = CY.ID

where CX and CY refer to the OBJECT_CLASS table.

Task

Select all the system-defined matrices and the classes on the X and Y axes. Order by name of matrix.

SELECT MT.NAME, CX.NAME, CY.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  OBJECT_CLASS CX,

  OBJECT_CLASS CY

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND MT.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND MT.IEF_OR_USER_SUP = 'I'

  AND MT.OBJ_CLASS_X_ID = CX.ID

  AND MT.OBJ_CLASS_Y_ID& = CY.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME;

Task

Select all the user-defined matrices and the classes on the X and Y axis. Order by name of matrix.

SELECT MT.NAME, CX.NAME, CY.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  OBJECT_CLASS CX,

  OBJECT_CLASS CY

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND MT.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND MT.IEF_OR_USER_SUP = 'U'

  AND MT.OBJ_CLASS_X_ID = CX.ID

  AND MT.OBJ_CLASS_Y_ID = CY.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME;

OBJECT_CLASS (System- and User-defined)

The system-defined classes are created automatically when a model is created. The user-defined classes are created by
using Matrices in the Planning toolset. Each system-defined class has a Public Interface table that contains the objects of
that class. The column PI_Name stores the name of the Public Interface table. For user-defined classes PI_name is blank.
For user-defined classes, the Public Interface table that contains user-defined objects is USER_DEF_OBJECT. For more
information, see USER_DEF_OBJECT.

NOTE
The ROTATE command on the toolset does not change the axis on which the classes are stored. The command
is only for display purposes on the toolset.

Task
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Select each system-defined matrix, class name of X axis, PI table name for class on X axis, class name of Y axis, and PI
table name of Y axis. Order by name of matrix.

SELECT MT.NAME, CX.NAME, CX.PI_NAME, CY.NAME, CY.PI_NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  OBJECT_CLASS CX,

  OBJECT_CLASS CY

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND MT.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND MT.IEF_OR_USER_SUP = 'I'

  AND MT.OBJ_CLASS_X_ID = CX.ID

  AND MT.OBJ_CLASS_Y_ID = CY.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME;

Task

Select all the user-defined classes.

SELECT C.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  OBJECT_CLASS C

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND C.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND C.IEF_OR_USER_SUP = 'U'

ORDER BY C.NAME;

Task

Select all the object classes (both system-defined and user-defined).

SELECT C.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  OBJECT_CLASS C

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND C.MODEL_ID = M.ID

ORDER BY C.NAME;

Task

Select all the matrices that have the object class FUNCTION_ DEFINITION on the X axis.

SELECT MT.NAME

FROM

MODEL M,

MATRIX MT,

OBJECT_CLASS C

WHERE

M.NAME = 'my model name'

AND MT.MODEL_ID = M.ID

AND MT.OBJ_CLASS_X_ID = C.ID

AND C.NAME = 'FUNCTION_DEFINITION'

ORDER BY MT.NAME;
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MATRIX_USAGE_X (Usage for X Axis)

The MATRIX_USAGE_X table represents the association between a matrix and each object on the X axis of the matrix.
There is a row in the MATRIX_USAGE_X table for each object along the X axis of a matrix.

Task

Join a matrix usage to its matrix and its object on the X axis.

MATRIX_USAGE_X.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.OBJECT_ID = X.ID

Replace X with the table that contains the objects on X axis. (For information on determining PI table name for objects on
X axis, see OBJECT_CLASS).

Task

Select all the matrices that have the object class FUNCTION_ DEFINITION on the X axis.

SELECT MT.NAME

FROM

MODEL M,

MATRIX MT,

OBJECT_CLASS C

WHERE

M.NAME = 'my model name'

AND MT.MODEL_ID = M.ID

AND MT.OBJ_CLASS_X_ID = C.ID

AND C.NAME = 'FUNCTION_DEFINITION'

ORDER BY MT.NAME; purposes on the toolset.

MATRIX_USAGE_Y (Usage for Y Axis)

The MATRIX_USAGE_Y table represents the association between a matrix and each object on the Y axis of the matrix.
Each row in the MATRIX_USAGE_Y table represents an object along the Y axis of a matrix.

Task

Join a matrix usage to its matrix and its object on the Y axis.

MATRIX_USAGE_Y.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_Y.OBJECT_ID = Y.ID

Replace Y with the table that contains the objects on Y axis. (For information on determining PI table name for objects on
X axis, see OBJECT_CLASS).

Task

Select the entity types along the Y axis of the matrix ENTITY_TYPE/ENTITY_TYPE. Order by entity type as specified in
toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, Y.NAME. UY.SEQ

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  MATRIX_USAGE_Y UY,

  ENTITY_TYPE Y

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND UY.MODEL_ID = M.ID
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  AND UY.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND MT.NAME = 'ENTITY_TYPE/ENTITY_TYPE'

  AND UY.OBJECT_ID = Y.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UY.SEQ;

CELL_VALUE (Cell Value for a Matrix)

The CELL_VALUE table represents the cell value between an object on the X axis and an object on the Y axis of a matrix.
For each non-blank cell value, there is a row in the CELL_VALUE table.

Task

Join the cell value with its matrix, object on X axis, and object on Y axis.

CELL_VALUE.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND CELL_VALUE.X_OBJECT_ID = X.ID

AND CELL_VALUE.Y_OBJECT_ID = Y.ID

Replace X with the PI table for objects on X axis. Replace Y with the PI table for objects on Y axis. For more information,
see OBJECT_CLASS.

Task

Select the name of class on X axis, name of class on Y axis, name of object on X axis and its sequence, name of object
on Y axis and its sequence, and the cell value for the matrix ENTITY_TYPE/ENTITY_TYPE.

SELECT MT.NAME, CX.NAME, CY.NAME, X.NAME, UX.SEQ, Y.NAME,

UY.SEQ, V.CELL_VALUE

FROM

MODEL M,

MATRIX MT,

OBJECT_CLASS CX,

OBJECT_CLASS CY,

MATRIX_USAGE_X UX,

ENTITY_TYPE X,

MATRIX_USAGE_Y, UY,

ENTITY_TYPE Y,

CELL_VALUE V

WHERE

M.NAME = 'my model name'

AND MT.MODEL_ID = M.ID

AND MT.NAME = 'ENTITY_TYPE/ENTITY_TYPE'

AND MT.OBJ_CLASS_X_ID = CX.ID

AND MT.OBJ_CLASS_Y_ID = CY.ID

AND UX.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

AND UX.OBJECT_ID = X.ID

AND UY.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

AND UY.OBJECT_ID = Y.ID

AND V.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

AND V.X_OBJECT_ID = X.ID

AND V.Y_OBJECT_ID = Y.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UX.SEQ;

NOTE
 Objects can appear on an axis without a cell value. Such objects are not found by the SELECT.
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Some matrices use other views to retrieve cell values. See the following table:

 To Select Cell Values for this Matrix  Use this View 
CURRENT_INFO_SYS/CURRENT_DATA_STORE CURRENT_EFFECT
BUSINESS_FUNCTION/ENTITY_TYPE EXPECT_EFFECT
ELEMENTARY_PROCESS/ENTITY_TYPE EXPECT_EFFECT

 

USER_DEF_OBJECT (User-defined Object)

The user-defined objects are created by using the Object Definition function in the Planning toolset. The name of the user-
defined class is stored in the Class_Type column.

Task

Select all the user-defined objects for a user-defined class.

SELECT O.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  USER_DEF_OBJECT O

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND O.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND O.CLASS_TYPE = 'name of user-defined class'

ORDER BY O.NAME;

Task

Select user-defined classes on the X and Y axis, and the user-defined objects on both axis of a user-defined matrix.

SELECT MT.NAME, CX.NAME, CY.NAME, X.NAME, UX.SEQ, Y.NAME, UY.SEQ,

.CELL_VALUE

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  OBJECT_CLASS CX,

  OBJECT_CLASS CY,

  MATRIX_USAGE_ UX,

  USER_DEF_OBJECT X,

  MATRIX_USAGE_Y UY,

  USER_DEF_OBJECT Y,

  CELL_VALUE V

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND MT.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND MT.NAME = 'name of user-defined matrix'

  AND MT.OBJ_CLASS_X_ID = CX.ID

  AND MT.OBJ_CLASS_Y_ID = CY.ID

  AND UX.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND UX.OBJECT_ID = X.ID

  AND UY.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND UY.OBJECT_ID = Y.ID

  AND V.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID
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  AND V.X_OBJECT_ID = X.ID

  AND V.Y_OBJECT_ID = Y.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UX.SEQ;

NOTE
A user-defined matrix can contain system-defined object classes. The user-defined matrix is not required to
have user-defined objects. In that case, the X and Y table would be replaced with the name of the table that
contains the objects on the axis. For more information, see OBJECT_CLASS.

ACTIVITY_CLUSTER

The activity clusters are created by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class for the activity cluster
ACTIVITY_CLUSTER. The system-defined matrices that contain activity clusters are:

• BUSINESS_AREA/ACTIVITY_CLUSTER
• ACTIVITY_CLUSTER/BUS_FUNCTION
• ACTIVITY_CLUSTER/LOCATION

Task

Select the activity clusters for a model.

ACTIVITY_CLUSTER.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the activity clusters on the Y axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_Y.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_Y.OBJECT_ID = ACTIVITY_CLUSTER.ID

Task

Select the activity clusters along the Y axis of the matrix ACTIVITY_CLUSTER/LOCATION. Order by activity cluster as
specified in toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, Y.NAME. UY.SEQ

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  MATRIX_USAGE_Y UY,

  ACTIVITY_CLUSTER Y

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND UY.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND UY.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND MT.NAME = 'ACTIVITY_CLUSTER/LOCATION'

  AND UY.OBJECT_ID = Y.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UY.SEQ;

BUS_GOAL (Business Goal)

The business goals are created by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class for the business goal
is BUSINESS_GOAL. The system-defined matrix that contains business goals is INFORMATION_NEED/GOAL.

Task

Select the business goals of a model.
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BUS_GOAL.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the business goals on the X axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.OBJECT_ID = BUS_GOAL.ID

An SQL example appears following:

Task

Select the business goals along the X axis of the matrix INFORMATION_NEED/GOAL. Order by business goal as
specified in the toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, X.NAME. UX.SEQ

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  MATRIX_USAGE_X UX,

  BUS_GOAL X

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND UX.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND UX.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND MT.NAME = 'INFORMATION_NEED/GOAL'

  AND UX.OBJECT_ID = X.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UX.SEQ;

BUS_LOCATION (Location of Assets)

The locations of business assets are created by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class for the
location of business assets is LOCATION_OF_BUSINESS_ASSETS. The system-defined matrices that contain locations
of business assets are:

• ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT/LOCATION
• BUSINESS_FUNCTION/LOCATION
• ENTITY_TYPE/LOCATION
• CURRENT_INFO_SYSTEM/LOCATION
• CURRENT_DATA_STORE/LOCATION
• ACTIVITY_CLUSTER/LOCATION
• DATA_CLUSTER/LOCATION
• LOCATION/LOCATION

Task

Select the locations of business assets for a model.

BUS_LOCATION.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the locations of business assets on the X axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.OBJECT_ID = BUS_LOCATION.ID
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Task

Select the locations of business assets along the X axis of the matrix BUSINESS_FUNCTION/LOCATION. Order by
location of business assets as specified in the toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, X.NAME. UX.SEQ

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  MATRIX_USAGE_X UX,

  BUS_LOCATION X

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND UX.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND UX.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND MT.NAME = 'BUSINESS_FUNCTION/LOCATION'

  AND UX.OBJECT_ID = X.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UX.SEQ;

BUS_OBJECTIVE (Business Objective)

The business objectives are created by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class for the business
objective is BUS_OBJECTIVE. The system-defined matrices that contain business objectives are:

• INFORMATION_NEED/OBJECTIVE
• OBJECTIVE/STRATEGY
• OBJECTIVE/CRIT._SUCCESS_FACTOR

Task

Select the business objectives for a model.

BUS_OBJECTIVE.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the business objectives on the Y axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_Y.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_Y.OBJECT_ID = BUS_OBJECTIVE.ID

Task

Select the business objectives along the Y axis of the matrix OBJECTIVE/STRATEGY. Order by business objective as
specified in the toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, Y.NAME. UY.SEQ

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  MATRIX_USAGE_Y UY,

  BUS_OBJECTIVE Y

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND UY.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND UY.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND MT.NAME = 'OBJECTIVE/STRATEGY'

  AND UY.OBJECT_ID = Y.ID
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ORDER BY MT.NAME, UY.SEQ;

CRITICAL_SUCCESS (Critical Success Factor)

The critical success factors are created by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class for the critical
success factor is CRITICAL_SUCCESS_FACTOR. The system-defined matrices that contain critical success factors are:

• CRIT_SUCCESS_FACTOR/ORG_UNIT
• OBJECTIVE/CRIT_SUCCESS_FACTOR
• INFO_NEED/CRIT_SUCCESS_FACTOR

Task

Select the critical success factors for a model.

CRITICAL_SUCCESS.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the critical success factors on the X axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.OBJECT_ID = CRITICAL_SUCCESS.ID

Task

Select the critical success factors along the X axis of the matrix OBJECTIVE/CRIT._SUCCESS_FACTOR. Order by
critical success factor as specified in the toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, X.NAME. UX.SEQ

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  MATRIX_USAGE_X UX,

  CRITICAL_SUCCESS X

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND UX.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND UX.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND MT.NAME = 'OBJECTIVE/CRIT._SUCCESS_FACTOR'

  AND UX.OBJECT_ID = X.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UX.SEQ;

CURRENT_DATA (Database or Data Store)

The current databases or data stores are created by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class for
the current database or data store is CURRENT_DATA. The system-defined matrices that contain current databases or
data stores are:

• ENTITY_TYPE/CUR._DATA_STORE
• ORG_UNIT/CURRENT_DATA_STORE
• SUBJECT_AREA/CURRENT_DATA_STORE
• CURRENT_DATA_STORE/LOCATION

Task

Select the current databases or data stores for a model.

CURRENT_DATA.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID
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Task

Select the current databases or data stores on the X axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.OBJECT_ID = CURRENT_DATA.ID

Task

Select the current databases or data stores along the X axis of the matrix ENTITY_TYPE/CUR_DATA_STORE. Order by
current database or data store as specified in the toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, X.NAME. UX.SEQ

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  MATRIX_USAGE_X UX,

  CURRENT_DATA X

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND UX.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND UX.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND MT.NAME = 'ENTITY_TYPE/CUR._DATA_STORE'

  AND UX.OBJECT_ID = X.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UX.SEQ;

CURRENT_INFO_SYS (Current Information System)

The current information systems are created by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class for
the current information system is CURRENT_BUSINESS_SYSTEM. The system-defined matrices that contain current
information systems are:

• CUR._INFO_SYS/CUR_DATA_STORE
• BUS_FUNCTION/CUR_INFO_SYSTEM
• ORG_UNIT/CUR_INFO_SYSTEM
• CURRENT_INFO_SYSTEM/LOCATION
• BUSINESS_AREA/CURRENT_INFO_SYS
• CURRENT_INFOSYS/INFO_NEED

Task

Select the current information systems for a model.

CURRENT_INFO_SYS.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the current information systems on the X axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.OBJECT_ID = CURRENT_INFO_SYS.ID

Task

Select the current information systems along the X axis of the matrix BUS_FUNCTION/CUR_INFO_SYSTEM. Order by
current information system as specified in the toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, X.NAME. UX.SEQ

  FROM
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  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  MATRIX_USAGE_X UX,

  CURRENT_INFO_SYS X

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND UX.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND UX.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND MT.NAME = 'BUS_FUNCTION/CUR._INFO_SYSTEM'

  AND UX.OBJECT_ID = X.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UX.SEQ;

DATA_CLUSTER

The data clusters are created by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class for the data cluster is
DATA_CLUSTER_(NAT_ DATA_STORE). The system-defined matrices that contain data clusters are:

• BUSINESS_AREA/DATA_CLUSTER
• DATA_CLUSTER/ENTITY_TYPE
• DATA_CLUSTER/LOCATION

Task

Select the data clusters of a model.

DATA_CLUSTER.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the data clusters on the X axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.OBJECT_ID = DATA_CLUSTER.ID

Task

Select the data clusters along the X axis of the matrix BUSINESS_AREA/ DATA_CLUSTER. Order by data cluster as
specified in the toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, X.NAME. UX.SEQ

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  MATRIX_USAGE_X UX,

  DATA_CLUSTER X

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND UX.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND UX.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND MT.NAME = 'BUSINESS_AREA/DATA_CLUSTER'

  AND UX.OBJECT_ID = X.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UX.SEQ;

ENVIRONMENT (Hardware/Software)

You create hardware/software environments by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class for the
hardware/software environment is HW/SW_ENVIRONMENT. There are not any system-defined matrices that contain
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hardware/software environments. To create hardware/software environments, first create a user-defined matrix with one of
its classes as hardware/software environment.

Task

Select the hardware/software environments of a model.

ENVIRONMENT.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the hardware/software environments on the X axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.OBJECT_ID = ENVIRONMENT.ID

FACILITY (Computing/Communication)

The computing/communication facilities are created by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class
for the computing/communication facility is: COMPUTING/COMMUNICATION_FACILITY.

There are no system-defined matrices that contain computing/communication facilities. To create computing/
communication facilities, a user defined matrix must be created first with one of its classes as computing/communication
facility.

Task

Select the computing/communication facilities of a model.

FACILITY.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the computing/communication facilities on the X axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.OBJECT_ID = FACILITY.ID

INFORMATION_NEED

The information needs are created by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class for the information
need is INFORMATION_NEED. The system-defined matrices that contain information needs are:

• ENTITY_TYPE/INFORMATION_NEED
• INFORMATION_NEED/OBJECTIVE
• INFORMATION_NEED/GOAL
• INFORMATION_NEED/STRATEGY
• INFO_NEED/CRIT._SUCCESS_FACTOR
• CURRENT_INFO_SYS/INFO_NEED
• INFO_NEED_CATEGORY/INFO_NEED
• BUSINESS_FUNCTION/INFO_NEED
• PERFORMANCE_MEASURE/INFO_NEED

Task

Select the information needs of a model.

INFORMATION_NEED.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task
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Select the information needs on the Y axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_Y.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_Y.OBJECT_ID = INFORMATION_NEED.ID

Task

Select the information needs along the Y axis of the matrix INFORMATION_NEED/GOAL. Order by information need as
specified in the toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, Y.NAME. UY.SEQ

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  MATRIX_USAGE_Y UY,

  INFORMATION_NEED Y

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND UY.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND UY.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND MT.NAME = 'INFORMATION_NEED/GOAL'

  AND UY.OBJECT_ID = Y.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UY.SEQ;

ORGANIZAT_UNIT (Organizational Unit)

The organizational units are created by using the Organization Hierarchy function in the Planning toolset. The system-
defined class for the organizational unit is ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT. The system-defined matrices that contain
organizational units are:

• BUSINESS_FUNCTION/ORG_UNIT
• INFORMATION_NEED/ORG_UNIT
• PERFORMANCE_MEASURE/ORG_UNIT
• CRIT_SUCCESS_FACTOR/ORG_UNIT
• STRATEGY/ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT
• ORG_UNIT/CUR_INFO_SYSTEM
• ORG_UNIT/CURRENT_DATA_STORE
• ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT/LOCATION

Task

Select the organizational units of a model.

ORGANIZAT_UNIT.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the organizational units on the X axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.OBJECT_ID = ORGANIZAT_UNIT.ID

Task

Select the organizational units along the X axis of the matrix BUSINESS_FUNCTION/ORG_UNIT. Order by organizational
unit as specified in the toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, X.NAME. UX.SEQ
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FROM

MODEL M,

MATRIX MT,

MATRIX_USAGE_X UX,

ORGANIZAT_UNIT X

WHERE

M.NAME = 'my model name'

AND UX.MODEL_ID = M.ID

AND UX.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

AND MT.NAME = 'BUSINESS_FUNCTION/ORG_UNIT'

AND UX.OBJECT_ID = X.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UX.SEQ;

Task

Select the performance measures for a model.

PERFORM_MEASURE.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the performance measures on the Y axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_Y.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_Y.OBJECT_ID = PERFORM_MEASURE.ID

Task

Select the performance measures along the Y axis of the matrix PERFORMANCE_MEASURE/BUS_FUNCTION. Order
by performance measure as specified in the toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, Y.NAME. UY.SEQ

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  MATRIX_USAGE_Y UY,

  PERFORM_MEASURE Y

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND UY.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND UY.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND MT.NAME ='PERFORMANCE_MEASURE/BUS_FUNCTION'

  AND UY.OBJECT_ID = Y.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UY.SEQ;

PERFORM_MEASURE (Performance Measure)

The performance measures are created by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class for the
performance measure is PERFORMANCE_MEASURE. The system-defined matrices that contain performance measures
are:

• PERFORMANCE_MEASURE/ORG_UNIT
• PERFORMANCE_MEASURE/BUS_FUNCTION
• PERFORMANCE_MEASURE/INFO_NEED

Task

Select the performance measures for a model.
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PERFORM_MEASURE.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the performance measures on the Y axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_Y.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_Y.OBJECT_ID = PERFORM_MEASURE.ID

Task

Select the performance measures along the Y axis of the matrix PERFORMANCE_MEASURE/BUS_FUNCTION. Order
by performance measure as specified in the toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, Y.NAME. UY.SEQ

FROM

MODEL M,

MATRIX MT,

MATRIX_USAGE_Y UY,

PERFORM_MEASURE Y

WHERE

M.NAME = 'my model name'

AND UY.MODEL_ID = M.ID

AND UY.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

AND MT.NAME ='PERFORMANCE_MEASURE/BUS_FUNCTION'

AND UY.OBJECT_ID = Y.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UY.SEQ;

STRATEGY

The strategies are created by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class for the strategy is
STRATEGY. The system-defined matrices that contain strategies are:

• INFORMATION_NEED/STRATEGY
• OBJECTIVE/STRATEGY
• STRATEGY/ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT

Task

Select the strategies of a model.

STRATEGY.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the strategies on the X axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.OBJECT_ID = STRATEGY.ID

Task

Select the strategies along the X axis of the matrix OBJECTIVE/STRATEGY. Order by strategy as specified in the toolset.

SELECT MT.NAME, X.NAME. UX.SEQ

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  MATRIX MT,

  MATRIX_USAGE_X UX,

  PERFORM_MEASURE X
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  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND UX.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND UX.MATRIX_ID = MT.ID

  AND MT.NAME ='OBJECTIVE/STRATEGY'

  AND UX.OBJECT_ID = X.ID

ORDER BY MT.NAME, UX.SEQ;

TACTIC

The tactics are created by using Matrices in the Planning toolset. The system-defined class for the tactic is TACTIC. There
are not any system-defined matrices that contain tactics. To create tactic, a user-defined matrix must be created first with
one of its classes as tactic.

Task

Select the tactics for a model.

TACTIC.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Select the tactics on the X axis of a matrix.

MATRIX.NAME = 'name of matrix'

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.MATRIX_ID = MATRIX.ID

AND MATRIX_USAGE_X.OBJECT_ID = TACTIC.ID

CURRENT_EFFECT (Current System/Data Effect)

Current effects specify the actions a current information system is expected to perform on current database or data store.

  

Task

Select the current effects for each current information system.

SELECT I.NAME, E.CREATE, E.READ, E.UPDT, E.DLET, D.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  CURRENT_DATA D,

  CURRENT_INFO_SYS I,

  CURRENT_EFFECT E

  WHERE
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  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND E.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND E.CUR_DATA_ID = D.ID

  AND E.CUR_INFO_SYS_ID = I.ID;

Analysis Objects

Following are the analysis objects:

• Data-related objects
• Activity-related objects
• Intersection-related objects

Data-Related Objects

Data-related objects are entered through the Data Modeling Tool (DM).

 Data-Related Object  Description 
SUBJECT_AREA Subject area
ENTITY_TYPE Entity type
ATTRIBUTE Attribute of an entity type or subtype
ATTR_IDENT Attribute identifier
PERMIT_VALUE Permitted values of an attribute
ALIAS Alias for an entity type, subtype, or attribute
PARTITIONING Partitioning of an entity type or subtype
ENTITY_SUBTYP Entity subtype
CLASSIFIER Classifying attribute for a partitioning
RELATIONSHIP Relationship between two entity types/subtypes
REL_MUTL_EXCL Relationship mutually exclusive
REL_IDENT Relationship identifier
IDENTIFIER Identifier (attribute or relationship)
INTERFACE_TYPE Interface type
SPEC_TYPE Specification type
COMPONENT_SPEC Component specification
COMPONENT_IMPLEM Component implementation
INTRFCE_TYPE_MDL Interface type model
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Data Related Objects

  

The Data Modeling Tool allows groupings of entity types and their relationships. These groupings are called Subject Areas
(SUBJECT_AREA). A subject area can also include many other subject areas.

Within a Subject Area are many entity types (ENTITY_TYPE). Each entity type can be partitioned into many partitionings
(PARTITIONING). Each partitioning consists of many subtypes (ENTITY_SUBTYP). A classifier (CLASSIFIER) associates
the partitioning with its classifying attribute.

Each entity type or subtype can contain many attributes (ATTRIBUTE). An attribute can serve as an identifier
(IDENTIFIER, ATTR_IDENT) for its parent entity type or subtype. Each attribute can be permitted only certain values,
which are known as permitted values (PERMIT_VALUE).
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For entity types, subtypes, and attributes, alternate names can be documented. The alternate name is called an alias
(ALIAS).

Relationships exist between entity types/subtypes. RELATIONSHIP provides the from and to entity type/subtype, the
names of the from and to relationship, and the properties of the from relationship.

Relationships occur in pairs. For example, there is a row for customer places order and a row for order is placed by
customer. Relationships can serve as identifiers (IDENTIFIER, REL_IDENT) for entity type/subtypes.

REL_MUTL_EXCL specifies the mutually exclusive relationships of an entity type/subtype. If there are n relationships from
an entity type/subtype that are mutually exclusive, then there will be n rows in this table with the same MODEL_ID, ID,
and ENTITY_ID. The Relationship_ID in each of these n rows will correspond to the n mutually exclusive relationships.
Join RELATIONSHIP_ID with ID of RELATIONSHIP to retrieve the properties.

Objects and Properties.

Data-related objects and properties are created through the DM Tool. Using the Add command in the DM, you create
subject areas, entity types, partitionings and entity subtypes. When you join two entity types, you create a relationship.
All other data-related objects are created through the Detail command. The Detail command also allows you to specify
property values for each of the objects.

Foreign Keys

By using the foreign keys, you can relate tables to other tables. Join tables only when they contain matching foreign key
and target columns. Otherwise, the results are meaningless.

Analysis Tasks Related to Data.

The following table directs you to the PI table explanation that contains SQL for each Analysis task listed:

 If You Want To  See 
Find the attributes of an entity type or subtype ATTRIBUTE
Find the classifying attribute of a partitioning PARTITIONING/CLASSIFIER
Find the identifying attribute(s) of an entity type ATTR_IDENT or IDENTIFIER
Find the entity types in a model ENTITY_TYPE
Find the relationships between entity types RELATIONSHIP
Find the identifying relationship of an entity type REL_IDENT or IDENTIFIER
Find the mutually exclusive relationships of an entity type REL_MUTL_EXCL
Find the permitted values of an attribute PERMIT_VALUE
Select entity types, classifying attributes, and subtypes PARTITIONING/CLASSIFIER
Select the mutually exclusive relationships from each of the entity
types in a model

REL_MUTL_EXCL

Select the root subject area in a model SUBJECT_AREA
Select the subject areas and their parent subject areas SUBJECT_AREA
Select the entity types in a subject area ENTITY_TYPE
Select the attributes with default permitted values ATTRIBUTE
Select the derived attributes for a derivation algorithm ATTRIBUTE
Select the permitted value ranges for an attribute PERMIT_VALUE
Select the classifying value for a subtype ENTITY_SUBTYPE
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SUBJECT_AREA

Each model has at least one subject area. Each subject area can also include many other subject areas. The
PARENT_SUBJ_ID will be 0 for the root subject area.

Task

Select the root subject area for a model.

SELECT S.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  SUBJECT_AREA S

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND S.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND S.PARENT_SUBJ_ID = 0;

Task

Select all the subject areas and their parent subject areas. Order by parent subject area.

SELECT P.NAME, C.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  SUBJECT_AREA P,

  SUBJECT_AREA C

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND P.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND C.PARENT_SUBJ_ID = P.ID

ORDER BY P.NAME;

ENTITY_TYPE

Each entity type belongs to a model.

Task

Join an entity type to the model that contains it.

ENTITY_TYPE.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

Task

Join an entity type to the subject area that contains it.

ENTITY_TYPE.SUBJECT_AREA_ID = SUBJECT_AREA.ID

ATTRIBUTE (Attribute of an Entity Type or Subtype)

When you create an attribute under an entity type or subtype, a foreign key to the entity type or subtype is created in the
attribute row.

Task

Join an attribute to its parent entity type or subtype.

ATTRIBUTE.PARENT_ENTITY_ID = ENTITY_TYPE.ID or
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ATTRIBUTE.PARENT_ENTITY_ID = ENTITY_SUBTYPE.ID or

ATTRIBUTE.PARENT_ENTITY_ID = SYS_ENT_TYPE.ID

Task

Select all entity types and their attributes from model 'my model.' Order entity types by name. Order attributes as they are
in the diagram.

SELECT E.NAME, A.NAME, A.LENGTH, A.DOMAIN, A.SEQ

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  ENTITY_TYPE E,

  ATTRIBUTE A

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND E.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND A.PARENT_ENTITY_ID = E.ID

ORDER BY E.NAME, A.SEQ;

Task

Join an attribute to its default permitted value.

ATTRIBUTE.DEF_PERM_VAL_ID = PERMIT_VALUE.ID

Task

Join a derived attribute to its derivation algorithm action block.

ATTRIBUTE.ACTION_BLOCK_ID = DERIVATION_ALGOR.ID or

ATTRIBUTE.ACTION_BLOCK_ID = ACTION_BLOCK.ID

NOTE
For more information, see SYS_ENT_TYPE and SYS_ATTRIBUTE.

PARTITIONING/CLASSIFIER

For each partitioning of an entity type or subtype, there is a partitioning object. Within the partitioning object is a foreign
key of the parent entity type or subtype.

Each partitioning object is the parent of the entity subtypes. Therefore, within each subtype is a foreign key of the
partitioning to which it belongs. The classifier contains foreign keys of both the partitioning and the attribute that serves as
the classifier.

Task

Join a partitioning and its classifier to their parent entity type or subtype.

PARTITIONING.PARENT_ENTITY_ID = ENTITY_TYPE.ID

or

PARTITIONING.PARENT_ENTITY_ID = ENTITY_SUBTYP.ID

and

ENTITY_SUBTYP.PARTITIONING_ID = PARTITIONING.ID

and

CLASSIFIER.PARTITIONING_ID = PARTITIONING.ID

CLASSIFIER.ATTRIBUTE_ID = ATTRIBUTE.ID

Task
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Select entity type name, classifying attribute name, and subtype name. Order by entity type name.

SELECT E.NAME, A.NAME, S.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  ENTITY_TYPE E,

  PARTITIONING P,

  CLASSIFIER C,

  ENTITY_SUBTYP S,

  ATTRIBUTE A

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND E.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND P.PARENT_ENTITY_ID = E.ID

  AND C.PARTITIONING_ID = P.ID

  AND A.ID = C.ATTRIBUTE_ID

  AND S.PARTITIONING_ID = P.ID

ORDER BY E.NAME;

NOTE
SQL retrieves only those rows for which all the criteria are met. This means that if a classifying attribute has not
been specified for a partitioning, no information on that partitioning will be returned.

PERMIT_VALUE (Permitted Values for an Attribute)

Each attribute has zero or more permitted values.

Task

Join permitted values to their attribute.

PERMIT_VALUE.ATTRIBUTE_ID = ATTRIBUTE.ID

Task

Join a subtype to its classifying value.

ENTITY_SUBTYP.PERMIT_VALUE_ID = PERMIT_VALUE.ID

Task

Select all attributes with permitted values. Order by attribute name.

SELECT A.NAME, L.VALUE

  FROM

 MODEL M,

  ATTRIBUTE A,

  PERMIT_VALUE P,

  PERMIT_VALUE_LOW L

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND A.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND A.ID = P.ATTRIBUTE_ID

  AND P.LOW_VALUE = L.ID

ORDER BY A.NAME;

Task

Select all attributes with a permitted value range. Order by attribute name.

SELECT A.NAME, L.VALUE, H.VALUE
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  FROM

  MODEL M,

  ATTRIBUTE A,

  PERMIT_VALUE P,

  PERMIT_VALUE_LOW L,

  PERMIT_VALUE_HI H

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND A.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND A.ID = P.ATTRIBUTE_ID

  AND P.LOW_VALUE = L.ID

  AND P.HIGH_VALUE = H.ID

ORDER BY A.NAME;

NOTE
For permitted values that are not a range, the low value and high value are equal.

ATTR_IDENT (Attribute Identifier)

An entity type or subtype can have zero or more attributes as identifiers.

Task

Join an attribute identifier with its entity type.

ATTR_IDENT.ENTITY_ID = ENTITY_TYPE.ID

ATTR_IDENT.ATTRIBUTE_ID = ATTRIBUTE.ID

Task

Select entity type name and attribute name for those attributes that are identifiers. Order by entity type name.

SELECT E.NAME, A.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  ENTITY_TYPE E,

  ATTR_IDENT I,

  ATTRIBUTE A

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND E.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND A.PARENT_ENTITY_ID = E.ID

  AND I.ENTITY_ID = E.ID

  AND I.ATTRIBUTE_ID = A.ID

ORDER BY E.NAME;

NOTE
The table IDENTIFIER contains both attribute identifiers and relationship identifiers. Therefore, the table
ATTR_IDENT can be replaced with the table IDENTIFIER.

RELATIONSHIP (Relationship of an Entity Type or Subtype)

If a relationship exists between Entity Type A and Entity Type B, an inverse relationship exists between Entity Type B and
Entity Type A. The RELATIONSHIP table has one entry for the relationship and another for the inverse relationship.

Task

Retrieve the properties of a relationship.
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RELATIONSHIP.SOURCE_ENTITY_ID = ENTITY_TYPE.ID

To retrieve the from and to entity types.

RELATIONSHIP.SOURCE_ENTITY_ID = ENTITY_TYPE.ID

RELATIONSHIP.DEST_ENTITY_ID = ENTITY_TYPE.ID

Task

Select the from and to entity type names and the from and to relationship names. Order by from and to entity type name.

SELECT F.NAME, T.NAME, R.NAME, R.NAME_INVERSE

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  ENTITY_TYPE F,

  ENTITY_TYPE T,

  RELATIONSHIP R

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND F.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND T.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND R.SOURCE_ENTITY_ID = F.ID

  AND R.DEST_ENTITY_ID = T.ID

ORDER BY F.NAME, T.NAME;

REL_IDENT (Relationship Identifier)

An entity type or subtype can have zero or more relationships as identifiers.

Task

Join a relationship identifier with the entity type it identifies.

REL_IDENT.ENTITY_ID = ENTITY_TYPE.ID

REL_IDENT.RELATIONSHIP_ID = RELATIONSHIP.ID

NOTE
The table IDENTIFIER contains both attribute identifiers and relationship identifiers. Therefore, the table
REL_IDENT can be replaced with the table IDENTIFIER.

REL_MUTL_EXCL (Mutually Exclusive Relationships)

Relationships from an entity type/subtype can be mutually exclusive. That is, an occurrence of only one of the set of
relationships can exist at any given time. To retrieve this information.

REL_MUTL_EXCL.ENTITY_ID = ENTITY_TYPE.ID

REL_MUTL_EXCL.RELATIONSHIP_ID = RELATIONSHIP.ID

Task

Select the mutually exclusive relationships from each of the entity types in a model.

SELECT E.NAME, R.NAME, X.ID, X.ENTITY_ID

  FROM

  MODEL M,,

  ENTITY_TYPE E,

  REL_MUTL_EXCL X,

  RELATIONSHIP R

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'
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  AND E.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND R.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND X.ENTITY_ID = E.ID

  AND X.RELATIONSHIP_ID = R.ID

ORDER BY X.ID, X.ENTITY_ID;

Those relationships for which X.ID and X.Entity_ID are the same are mutually exclusive relationships of entity type
E.Name. For example, in the illustration Mutually Exclusive Relationship, Entity Type A has a mutually exclusive
relationship with Entity Type B and Entity Type C.

  

If M.ID is 28, the records selected from the REL_MUTL_EXCL table might look like those in the next table.

In the following table, the object IDs are the same and the Entity Type IDs are the same (16 and 10, respectively):

 Model_ID  Table Name  ID  Entity_ID  Relationship_ID 
28 REL_MUTL_EXCL 16 10 40
28 REL_MUTL_EXCL 16 10 50

 

Activity-Related Objects

Activity-related objects are entered through the Activity Hierarchy Diagram (AHD), Activity Dependency Diagram (ADD),
and Process Action Diagram (PAD). The process-related objects are:

 Object  Definition 
FUNCTION_DEF Function Definition
PROCESS_DEF Process Definition
ACTIV_USAGE Activity (Function or Process) Usage

The following table describes process dependency objects:

 Object  Definition 
ADD_ATOM_DEP ADD Atomic Dependency
ADD_CLOSURE ADD Closure
ADD_DEPENDNCY ADD Dependency
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ADD_EXT_FLOW ADD External Flow
ADD_MUTL_EXCL ADD Mutually Exclusive
ADD_PARALLEL ADD Parallel
PDD_ATOM_DEP PDD Atomic Dependency (see the following note)
PDD_CLOSURE PDD Closure (see the following note)
PDD_DEPENDNCY PDD Dependency (see the following note)
PDD_EXT_FLOW PDD External Flow (see the following note)
PDD_MUTL_EXCL PDD Mutually Exclusive (see the following note)
PDD_PARALLEL PDD Parallel (see the following note)
XT_EVNT_USAGE External Event Usage
XT_OBJ_USAGE External Object Usage
XTERNL_EVENT External Event
XTERNL_OBJECT External Object

NOTE
To be deleted in a future release.

The following table describes action diagram objects:

 Object  Definition 
ACTN_BLK_USE Action Block Usage
ACTION_BLOCK Action Block Definition
BAA_ACTN_BLK Analysis Action Block Definition
DERIVATION_ALGOR Derivation Algorithm Action Block Definition
PAD_CREATE Action Diagram Create Statement
PAD_DELETE Action Diagram Delete Statement
PAD_FUNCTION System-Supplied Function
PAD_READ Action Diagram Read Statement
PAD_UPDATE Action Diagram Update Statement
PAD_SET_ATTR Action Diagram Set Attribute Statement
USE_DATA_RTND Action Diagram Use Statement, Data Returned
USE_DATA_SENT Action Diagram Use Statement, Data Sent

 

Definition Versus Usage

Each time an object is created, a definition for the object is also created. The definition contains information, such as
name, that is unrelated to how or where the object is used. Each time an object is used (or reused) a usage is created for
it and related to the definition. An object has only one definition, but it can have many usages.

Function/Process Hierarchy Objects

Each model has one root function. The root function decomposes into activity definitions: function definitions
(FUNCTION_DEF) and process definitions (PROCESS_DEF). The root can decompose into either many functions or
many processes. Each function definition can decompose into either functions or processes. Each process definition can
decompose into other processes.
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For each parent activity (function or process) and child activity combination, there is an activity usage (ACTIV_USAGE)
that relates them. If a child is reused somewhere else, another usage is created, but only the one definition exists.

The Activity Hierarchy Diagram (AHD) adds function definitions, process definitions, and activity usages.

  

Action Diagram Objects

When an action diagram is created for an elementary process, an action block (ACTION_BLOCK, BAA_ACTN_BLK) is
created.

An action block is also created when an action diagram is created to be used by another action diagram (when an action
diagram contains a USE statement, as for a derivation algorithm (DERIVATION_ALGOR).

If the action diagram represents an elementary process, it is associated with that process definition.

System-Supplied Functions

The system-supplied functions (PAD_FUNCTION) are created automatically when a model is created. These functions
are available for use in action blocks in both Analysis and Design. These functions are used to convert data from one
domain to another, as well as to help in stringing and unstringing data.

Entity Actions

When an action diagram contains an entity action (PAD_CREATE, PAD_READ, PAD_UPDATE, or PAD_DELETE), the
entity action is associated with an entity view (ENTITY_VIEW). The entity view is associated with the entity type and with
the Entity Action view set (VIEW_SET).

The following graphic is a pictorial illustration.
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The view set is associated with the action block. For more information on view sets, see Intersection-Related Objects.

When an action diagram contains a SET statement (PAD_SET_ATTR), the SET action is associated with an attribute view
(ATTR_VIEW). The attribute view is associated with the attribute being set and with the associated entity view.

USE Action

When an action diagram contains a USE statement, an action block usage (ACTN_BLK_USE) is created. The usage is
associated with the action block that contains the USE statement (parent), and with the action block that referenced in the
USE statement (child).

The following graphic is a pictorial illustration.
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View Matching

View matching is part of adding the USE statement. This process associates views in the USEing, or calling, action
block with views in the USEd, or called, action block. Both the sent data (USE_DATA_SENT) and the returned data
(USE_DATA_RTND) are matched.

The data sent from the USEing action block is referenced in the USE statement in the Which IMPORTS clause. Data
sent is also referenced in the USEd action block in the Import Views of the view definitions. To find data sent, use the
USE_DATA_SENT object.

The data returned from the USEd action block is referenced in the USE statement in the Which EXPORTS clause. It is
also referenced in the USEd action block in the Export Views section of the view definitions. To find data returned, use the
USE_DATA_RTND object.

Objects and Properties

Activity-related objects are entered through the AHD, ADD, and PAD tools. Using the Add command in the AHD, you add
function definitions, process definitions, and activity usages. Using the same command in the ADD, you can also add
external objects and external events.

The following list is a definition of related terms.

Dependencies
-- When you join one activity to another, you create a dependency and an atomic dependency. When joining a
dependency to an activity, you create a mutually exclusive control construct, a parallel control construct, or a
closure control construct, and one or more atomic dependencies.

Usages
-- When you join an external object or external event to a process, you create a usage of the external object or
event, an atomic dependency, and a dependency.

Data Flows
-- When you detail a dependency between an activity and an external object and you associate it with a data view,
you add an external data flow.
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Action Diagram Statements and References to Views
-- When adding a statement in the action diagram, you add an object for that statement (CREATE, READ, SET,
and so forth) and create references to existing entity views or attribute views.

Analysis Tasks Related to Processes

The following table directs you to the PI table explanation that contains SQL for Analysis tasks related to processes.

 If You Want To  See 
Select an activity and all its dependent activities FUNCTION_DEF

PROCESS_DEF
ACTIV_USAGE_

Select the functions and processes in a model's activity hierarchy FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF
ACTIV_USAGE_

Select all dependencies between processes ADD_DEPENDNCY/
ADD_ATOM_DEP

Select all dependencies from a process to an external object ADD_DEPENDNCY/
ADD_ATOM_DEP

Select all elementary processes that create an entity type PAD_CREATE
VIEW_SET
ENTITY_VIEW

Select a process definition and its action block PROCESS_DEF/ACTION_BLOCK
Select the derivation algorithms in a model DERIVATION_ALGOR
Select the system-supplied functions in a model PAD_FUNCTION

 

FUNCTION_DEF, PROCESS_DEF, and ACTIV_USAGE

A FUNCTION_DEF is a function definition. PROCESS_DEF is a process definition, and ACTIV_USAGE is activity usage
of both functions and processes.

Each time an activity is used, it is within a parent (hierarchy). Each model has one root function. The next level activity
(function or process) is within the root, and so on.

When an activity is created, a function definition or process definition is created. Each time an activity is used (that is, a
usage of it is added in the AHD or ADD), a usage of that activity is created. Therefore, you can retrieve an activity and all
its dependent activities. The following table details the ways to retrieve.

ACTIV_USAGE.PARENT_ACTIV_ID = PROCESS_DEF.ID

ACTIV_USAGE.CHILD_ACTIV_ID = PROCESS_DEF.ID

Task

Select all the functions and processes in the activity hierarchy. Order in hierarchical sequence.

• If parent is function, child is function.
SELECT P.NAME, C.NAME, U.SEQH

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  FUNCTION_DEF P,

  FUNCTION_DEF C,

  ACTIV_USAGE U
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  WHERE

  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND P.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND C.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND U.PARENT_ACTIV_ID = P.ID

  AND U.CHILD_ACTIV_ID = C.ID

UNION

• If parent is function, child is process.
SELECT P.NAME, C.NAME, U.SEQH

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  FUNCTION_DEF P,

  PROCESS_DEF C,

  ACTIV_USAGE U

  WHERE

  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND P.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND C.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND U.PARENT_ACTIV_ID = P.ID

  AND U.CHILD_ACTIV_ID = C.ID

UNION

• If parent is process, child is process.
SELECT P.NAME, C.NAME, U.SEQH

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  PROCESS_DEF P,

  PROCESS_DEF C,

  ACTIV_USAGE U

  WHERE

  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND P.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND C.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND U.PARENT_ACTIV_ID = P.ID

  AND U.CHILD_ACTIV_ID = C.ID

ORDER BY 3;

Task

Join a process definition with its action block.

PROCESS_DEF.ACTION_BLOCK_ID = ACTION_BLOCK.ID

DERIVATION_ALGOR (Derivation Algorithm)

A derivation algorithm is used to calculate a derived attribute.

Task

Join a derivation algorithm to the model that uses it.

DERIVATION_ALGOR.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

PAD_FUNCTION (System-Supplied Functions)

Each model contains the system functions.
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Task

Join a system function to the model that uses it.

PAD_FUNCTION.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

ADD_DEPENDENCY/ADD_ATOM_DEP

The atomic dependency is the key to selecting dependencies between activity-related objects. It contains an import usage
and an export usage.

The import usage identifies the usage of the from object, and the export usage identifies the usage of the to object.
To retrieve the name of the object, join the usage with the object's definition. All the atomic dependencies for a given
dependency are collected by associating them with a dependency object, which also has a name.

In the following illustrations, from and to can be activity usage (ACTIV_USAGE), external object usage
(XT_OBJ_USAGE), external event usage (XT_EVNT_USAGE), parallel construct (ADD_PARALLEL), mutually exclusive
construct (ADD_MUTL_EXCL), or closure (ADD_CLOSURE), with the same constraints as are imposed by the ADD.

Task

Select all dependencies between processes as defined in the ADD.

SELECT D.ID, FD.NAME, TD.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  PROCESS_DEF FD,

  ACTIV_USAGE F,

  PROCESS_DEF TD,

  ACTIV_USAGE T,

  ADD_DEPENDNCY D,

  ADD_ATOM_DEP A

  WHERE

  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND F.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND T.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND D.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND A.ADD_DEPENDNCY_ID = D.ID

  AND A.EXPORT_USAGE_ID = F.ID

  AND A.IMPORT_USAGE_ID = T.ID

  AND F.CHILD_ACTIV_ID = F.ID

  AND T.CHILD_ACTIV_ID = TD.ID

ORDER BY D.ID, FD.NAME, TD.NAME;

Task

Select all dependencies from a process to an external object as defined in the PDD.

SELECT D.ID, FD.NAME, TD.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  PROCESS_DEF FD,

  ACTIV_USAGE F,

  XTERNL_OBJECT TD,

  XT_OBJ_USAGE T,

  ADD_DEPENDNCY D,

  ADD_ATOM_DEP A

  WHERE
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  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND F.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND T.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND D.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND A.ADD_DEPENDNCY_ID = D.ID

  AND A.EXPORT_USAGE_ID = F.ID

  AND A.IMPORT_USAGE_ID = T.ID

  AND F.CHILD_ACTIV_ID = FD.ID

  AND T.XTERNL_OBJECT_ID = TD.ID

ORDER BY D.ID, FD.NAME, TD.NAME;

NOTE
The tables ADD_DEPENDNCY and ADD_ATOM_DEP contain the same information as tables
PDD_DEPENDNCY and PDD_ATOM_DEP.

PAD_CREATE, VIEW_SET, ENTITY_VIEW

Tables are provided for only those action diagram statements that act on data and use other action diagrams. This allows
you to determine which action diagrams act on what data, and what data an action diagram passes to a USEd action
diagram.

You can use the view set (VIEW_SET), entity view (ENTITY_VIEW), and attribute view (ATTR_VIEW) tables to determine
what data the action diagram references. You can also use the action diagram print facility to list the text of the action
diagram.

Task

Select all the elementary processes that create an entity type. Order by process name.

SELECT P.NAME, V.NAME, E.NAME

  MODEL M,

  PROCESS_DEF P,

  VIEW_SET S,

  ENTITY_VIEW V,

  ENTITY_TYPE E,

  PAD_CREATE C

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND P.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND E.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND S.ACTIVITY_ID = P.ID

  AND V.PARENT_ID = S.ID

  AND V.ENTITY_ID = E.ID

  AND C.ENTITY_VIEW_ID = V.ID

ORDER BY P.NAME;

Intersection-Related Objects

Intersection-related objects go between or across the data and processing objects. They are either created for you as
part of model creation or entered through View Maintenance, the Detail command, or the Entity Life Cycle Diagram. The
following table gives the details:

 Object  Definition 
ATTR_VIEW Attribute View
DESC Description
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ENT_ST_TRANS_USE Entity State Transition Usage
ENTITY_ST_TRANS Entity State Transition
ENTITY_VIEW Entity View
EXPECT_EFFECT Expected Effect
GROUP_VIEW Group View
MODEL Model
REL_VIEW Relationship View
VIEW_SET View Set

The most important of the intersection objects are the views. Created through view maintenance, views specify the data
that can be used by a given process. Only those data objects specified in a view of a process can be used by that process
(in an action diagram, for example).
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Analysis Tasks Related to Intersection Objects

The following table directs you to the PI table explanation that contains SQL for Analysis tasks related to intersection
objects:

 If You Want To  See 
List all group views and entity views of all processes in a model ENTITY_VIEW
Determine the expected effects for each process in a model EXPECT_EFFECT

 

VIEW_SET (View Set)

The view set is a means of collecting views. In the toolset, you specify that a view is import, export, local, or entity action.
Each process has a view set for each of these categories (a total of four).

ENTITY_VIEW (Entity View)

An entity view is a selection of attributes or relationships from a single occurrence of an entity type. Entity views are not
hierarchical.

Task

List all the group views and entity views of all processes. If the view is an entity view, list the entity type name also.

NOTE
The string of asterisks is 32 columns in length, corresponding to the length of Entity_Type Name.

SELECT P.NAME, VS.TYPE, VW.TBNAME, VW.NAME, VW.SEQH, E.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL,

  PROCESS_DEF P,

  VIEW_SET VS,

  ENTITY_VIEW VW,

  ENTITY_TYPE E

  WHERE

  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND P.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

  AND E.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

  AND VS.ACTIVITY_ID = P.ID

  AND VW.VIEW_SET_ID = VS.ID

  AND VW.ENTITY_ID = E.ID

UNION

SELECT P.NAME, VS.TYPE, VW.TBNAME, VW.NAME, VW.SEQH,

  '********************************'

  FROM

  MODEL,

  PROCESS_DEF P,

  VIEW_SET VS,

  GROUP_VIEW VW

  WHERE

  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND P.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

  AND VS.ACTIVITY_ID = P.ID

  AND VW.VIEW_SET_ID = VS.ID
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ORDER BY 1, 2, 5;

REL_VIEW (Relationship View)

The use of relationships in information views is known as relationship views.

EXPECT_EFFECT (Expected Effects)

Expected effects specify the entity actions a process is expected to perform on entity types.

  

Task

List the expected effects for each process in a model.

SELECT P.NAME, F.CREATE, F.READ, F.UPDT, F.DLET, E.NAME

FROM

MODEL M,

PROCESS_DEF P,

EXPECT_EFFECT F,

ENTITY_TYPE E

WHERE

MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

AND P.MODEL_ID = M.ID

AND E.MODEL_ID = M.ID

AND F.ACTIVITY_ID = P.ID

AND F.ENTITY_ID = E.ID;

ENTITY_ST_TRANS (Entity State Transition)
Task

An entity state transition is the passage from one stage of an entity type’s life cycle to another stage. Entity state
transitions are represented as arrows in the Entity Life Cycle Diagram.

ENT_ST_TRANS_USE (Entity State Transition Usage)

Each time an entity state transition is used by a function or process, an entity state transition usage is created.
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Design Objects

Business System Design objects are entered using the Business System Definition function of Analysis, the Dialog Design
tool, the Screen Design tool, the Procedure Action Diagram, or the System Defaults facility.

Business System Definition Objects

Business System Definition objects are created by the Business System Definition function in the Analysis Toolset by
selecting the New command.

The following table defines the various business objects.

 Object  Definition 
BUSINESS_SYS Business System
BUSINESS_PROC Business Procedure
BUS_PROC_STEP Business Procedure Step
BUS_SYS_SCOPE Business System Scope
BUS_PROC_SCOPE Business Procedure Scope
SYS_ENT_TYPE System Entity Type (Work Attribute Set)
SYS_ATTRIBUTE System Attribute

 

BUSINESS_SYS (Business System)

A model can have many Business Systems. Each Business System decomposes into a set of Business Procedures.
Business Procedures represent the implementation of Business Processes defined during Analysis.

The structure that represents the defaults associated with a Business System are discussed under the heading, Business
System Defaults.

BUSINESS_PROC (Business Procedure)

Business Procedures are created using the Add command in the Dialog Flow Diagram and selecting the option to add
a procedure. The Dialog Flow Diagram shows only the procedures and procedure steps that are part of the current
Business System.

The name of the procedure can be updated using the Detail command and selecting the Name option.

BUS_PROC_STEP (Business Procedure Step)

When a new Business Procedure is added to the Business System, the system automatically creates an initial procedure
step. Additional procedure steps are created by using the Add command of the Dialog Flow Diagram and selecting the
option to add a procedure step.

BUS_SYS_SCOPE (Business System Scope)

The Business System Scope table represents the implementation of an Elementary Process by a Business System.

The Scope of a Business System is defined by the scoping facility within the Business System Definition function.

BUS_PROC_SCOPE (Business Procedure Scope)

The Business Procedure Scope table represents the implementation of an Elementary Process by a Business Procedure.
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The scope of a Business Procedure is defined by detailing the procedure and selecting Processes Implemented.

SYS_ENT_TYPE (System-Defined Entity Type)

The system-defined entity type is created automatically when a model is created. This entity type is also known as a work
attribute set (for example, System-supplied, $IEF). Most work attributes are stored in the ATTRIBUTE table. However,
attributes for the $IEF work attribute set are stored in SYS_ATTRIBUTE.

SYS_ATTRIBUTE (System-Defined Attribute)

The system-defined attributes are created automatically for the system-defined entity type $IEF when a model is created.
They are used to represent the system-defined attributes, for example, Trancode, System Date, System Time, and so
forth.

Dialog Flow Diagram Objects

The PI tables discussed in this section are primarily maintained using the Dialog Flow Diagram (DLG) and its subordinate
property entry panels.

The following table defines various diagram objects.

 Object  Definition 
DIALOG_FLOW Dialog Flow
DLG_FLWS_EXST Dialog Flows on Exit State
LNK_RTNS_EXST Link Returns on Exit State
DLG_SETS_CMD Dialog Flow Sets Command
LNK_RTNS_CMD Link Returns Command
DLG_DATA_SENT Dialog Flow Sends Data
LNK_DATA_RTND Link Data Returned
LOCAL_PF_KEY Procedure Step PF Key Definitions
EXIT_STATE_US Exit State Usage

 

Design Tasks Related to Dialog Design Objects

The following table directs you to the PI table explanation that contains SQL for Design tasks related to Dialog Flow
Diagram objects:

 If You Want To  See 
Determine local PF key definitions for a specific procedure step LOCAL_PF_KEY
Determine the command set by a specific local PF key LOCAL_PF_KEY
Determine the system-defined PF key definition overridden by the
local PF Key definition

LOCAL_PF_KEY

Determine the source and destination procedure steps for a dialog
flow

DIALOG_FLOW

Select the command that is set by a specific dialog flow DLG_SETS_CMD
Select the command that is set by a specific return flow LNK_RTNS_CMD
Select the exit state that causes a specific dialog flow DLG_FLWS_EXST
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Select the exit state that causes a specific return flow LNK_RTNS_EXST
Select all local PF key definitions for a specific Business System LOCAL_PF_KEY
Select all views of a procedure step that provide data when
returning from a flow

LNK_DATA_RTND

Select all views of a procedure step that provide data in a dialog
flow

DLG_DATA_SENT

 

DIALOG_FLOW

The Dialog Flow table represents the flow between procedure steps.

A Dialog Flow is created by joining two procedure steps. The first procedure step is assumed to be the Source procedure
step and the second, the Destination procedure step.

The type of dialog flow defaults to Transfer. This can be changed by detailing the flow line.

On the same panel, the user can specify Display First or Execute First for the transfer action. If the flow is a Link, the user
can specify the same for the return action.

Task

Join the Dialog Flow table with the Procedure Step table to determine the source and destination procedure steps for a
specific Dialog Flow.

DIALOG_FLOW.INITS_P_STEP_ID = SRC.ID

DIALOG_FLOW.INITBY_P_STEP_ID = DST.ID

Where SRC and DST refer to the BUS_PROC_STEP table.

When you put Business System name in quotes, you must supply the underscores in column names.

Task

Select the source and destination procedure steps for a dialog flow. Order by source and destination names.

SELECT SRC.NAME, DLG.TYPE, DST.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  BUSINESS_SYS SYS,

  BUSINESS_PROC BP,

  BUS_PROC_STEP SRC,

  DIALOG_FLOW DLG,

  BUS_PROC_STEP DST

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND SYS.NAME = 'my business system name'

  AND SYS.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND SRC.BUS_PROCEDURE_ID = BP.ID

  AND BP.BUSINESS_SYS_ID = SYS.ID

  AND DLG.INITS_P_STEP_ID = SRC.ID

  AND DLG.INITBY_P_STEP_ID = DST.ID

ORDER BY SRC.NAME, DST.NAME
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DLG_FLWS_EXST (Dialog Flows on Exit State)

The Dialog Flows On Exit State table represents the intersection of exit states and Dialog Flows. It records which Dialog
Flows flow on which Exit States.

This table is maintained by detailing a dialog flow, selecting the Flows On option, and selecting the exit state that must
result in the flow.

Task

Select the exit state that causes a specific dialog flow.

DLG_FLWS_EXST.DIALOG_FLOW_ID = DIALOG_FLOW.ID

AND DLG_FLWS_EXST.EXIT_STATE_ID = EXIT_STATE.ID

LNK_RTNS_EXST (Link Returns on Exit State)

The Link Returns On Exit State table represents the intersection of exit states and dialog flows. It records which links
return on which Exit States.This table is maintained by detailing a Link dialog flow, selecting the Returns On option, and
selecting the exit state that must result in the flow.

Task

Select the exit state that causes a specific return flow.

LNK_RTNS_EXST.DIALOG_FLOW_ID = DIALOG_FLOW.ID

AND LNK_RTNS_EXST.EXIT_STATE_ID = EXIT_STATE.ID

DLG_SETS_CMD (Dialog Flow Sets Command)

The Dialog Flow Sets Command table represents the intersection of Commands and Dialog Flows. It records the
Command set by a specific dialog flow. This table is maintained by detailing a dialog flow, selecting the Properties
command option, and selecting the command that must be set by the flow.

Task

Select the command that is set by a specific dialog flow.

DLG_SETS_CMD.DIALOG_FLOW_ID = DIALOG_FLOW.ID

AND DLG_SETS_CMD.COMMAND_ID = COMMAND.ID

LNK_RTNS_CMD (Link Returns Command)

The Link Returns On Exit State table represents the intersection of exit states and dialog flows. It records which links
return on which Exit States.

This table is maintained by detailing a Link dialog flow, selecting the Returns On option, and selecting the exit state that
must result in the flow.

Task

Select the command, which is set by a specific return flow.

LNK_RTNS_CMD.DIALOG_FLOW_ID = DIALOG_FLOW.ID

AND LNK_RTNS_CMD.COMMAND_ID = COMMAND.ID

DLG_DATA_SENT (Dialog Flow Sends Data)

The Dialog Flow Sends Data table represents the data that is sent from one procedure step to another during a link or
transfer. It is identified by the dialog flow and identifies the source of the data sent (in an export view of the from procedure
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step) and the destination of the data sent (in an import view of the to procedure step). It is created when, in the Dialog
Flow Diagram, you select Detail, a dialog flow line, and Data Sent from the panel.

Task

Select all views of a procedure step that provide data in a dialog flow, their destination views in the flowed-to procedure
step, and the associated entity types.

SELECT ...

FROM ...

DIALOG_FLOW DLG,

DLG_DATA_SENT DDS,

BUS_PROC_STEP PSF,  -  from procedure step

VIEW_SET VSF,  -  from view set

ENTITY_VIEW EVF,  -  from entity view

ENTITY_TYPE ETF,  -  from entity type

BUS_PROC_STEP PST,  -  to procedure step

VIEW_SET VST,  -  to view set

ENTITY_VIEW EVT,  -  to entity view

ENTITY_TYPE ETT,  -  to entity type

WHERE ...

AND DDS.DIALOG_FLOW_ID = DLG.ID

AND EVF.ID = DDS.SRC_DATA_VIEW_ID

AND ETF.ID = EVF.ENTITY_ID

AND VSF.ID = EVF.VIEW_SET_ID

AND PSF.ID = VSF.ACTIVITY_ID

AND EVT.ID = DDS.DST_DATA_VIEW_ID

AND ETT.ID = EVT.ENTITY_ID

AND VST.ID = EVT.VIEW_SET_ID

AND PST.ID = VST.ACTIVITY_ID;

LNK_DATA_RTND (Link Data Returned)

 

The Link Data Returned table represents the data that is returned from a linked-to procedure step when it returns to a
linked-from procedure step. It is identified by the dialog flow and identifies the source of the data returned (in an export
view of the linked-to procedure step that is returning) and the destination of the data returned (in an import view of the
linked-from procedure step). It is created in the Dialog Flow Diagram, when you select a dialog flow line representing a
link, Detail, and Data Returned.

LOCAL_PF_KEY (Local PF Key Definition)

The local PF Key Definition table represents the use of PF keys by a specific procedure step. The table represents a
three-way intersection between procedure step, command and system PF key.

Task

Determine the local PF key definitions for a specific procedure step.

LOCAL_PF_KEY.BUS_PROC_STEP_ID = BUS_PROC_STEP.ID

Task

Retrieve the command set by a specific local PF Key.

LOCAL_PF_KEY.COMMAND_ID = COMMAND.ID
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Screen Design Tool Objects

The following table defines various design objects.

 Object  Definition 
SCREEN_DEF Screen Definition
SCREEN_TMPLT Screen Template
TMPLT_USAGE Template Usage
SCRN_FLD_LIT Screen Field, Literal
SCRN_SYS_DEF Screen System-defined Variable
SCRN_VAR_DEF Screen Variable Definition
SCRN_VAR_IO Screen Variable Input/Output
SCRNFLD_VAR Screen Field, Variable
SCRN_FLD_VARP Screen Field, Variable, Normal Video Attrs
SCRN_FLD_VARE Screen Field, Variable, Error Video Attrs
CSTM_EDT_PTRN Custom Edit Pattern
SCRN_RP_GRP Screen Repeating Group
SCRN_RG_OCC Screen Repeating Group Occurrence
SCRN_FLD_PRMT Screen Field, Prompt
PROMPT Prompt
UNFORMAT_INPUT Unformatted Input Definition
UNFRMT_INP_USAGE Unformatted Input Usage

The PI tables in this section are primarily maintained by Screen Design. For a diagram showing the associations between
screen definition objects, see Relationships Between Public Interface Tables.

Design Tasks Related to Screen Design Objects

The following table directs you to the PI table explanation that contains SQL for Design tasks related to Screen Design
objects:

 If You Want To  See 
Select the attribute views that appear on a screen SCRN_VAR_IO
Select all literal fields that appear on a screen SCRN_FLD_LIT
Select all literal fields that appear in a template used by a screen SCRN_FLD_LIT
Select all prompts that appear on a specific screen SCRN_FLD_PRMT
List all screens that use templates TMPLT_USAGE
Select all templates for a specific business system SCREEN_TMPLT
Select the attribute that each parameter of the unformatted input
inputs to for a procedure step

UNFORMAT_INPUT

Select the prompts used as keywords for each parameter for a
procedure step

UNFRMT_INP_USAGE
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SCREEN_DEF (Screen Definition)

Screen Definitions are created:

• Automatically when the user invokes the Screen Design with a selected procedure step.
• When the user builds templates.

Screens are always associated with one procedure step.

SCREEN_TMPLT (Screen Template)

Screen Templates are created when the user adds a new template within the Screen Design Tool. They are always
associated with a single Business System.

Task

Select all templates for a particular Business System.

SCREEN_TMPLT.BUSINESS_SYS_ID = BUSINESS_SYS.ID

TMPLT_USAGE (Screen Template Usage)

Screen Template Usages are created automatically when the user uses a template definition within a screen layout.

The Screen Template Usage table forms an intersection between Screen Definitions and Template Definitions and records
the templates used in the various screens.

Task

List all screens that use templates.

SELECT PS.NAME, TMPLT.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL,

  BUSINESS_SYS BSYS,

  BUSINESS_PROC BP,

  BUS_PROC_STEP PS,

  SCREEN_DEF SCRN,

  SCREEN_TMPLT TMPLT,

  TMPLT_USAGE

  WHERE

  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND BSYS.NAME = 'my business system name'

  AND BSYS.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

  AND BP.BUSINESS_SYS_ID = BSYS.ID

  AND PS.BUS_PROCEDURE_ID = BP.ID

  AND SCRN.BUS_PROC_STEP_ID = PS.ID

  AND SCRN.ID = TMPLT_USAGE.SCREEN_DEF_ID

  AND TMPLT.ID = TMPLT_USAGE.SCREEN_TMPLT_ID

ORDER BY PS.NAME, TMPLT.NAME;

SCRN_FLD_LIT (Screen Field Literal)

Screen field literals are created by selecting ADD and then the Literal action. The literal text string represents the string
specified by the designer and the row and column values, the coordinates where the literal was placed on the screen.

The literal text string can be updated by detailing the field. The row and column values are updated when the field is
moved to another position on the screen.
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Task

Select all literal fields that appear on a specific screen.

SCRN_FLD_LIT.SCREEN_DEF_ID = SCREEN_DEF.ID

NOTE
Literals can also be included on screens indirectly through the use of a template. For example, see the next
task.

Select all literal fields that appear on a screen.

SELECT PS.NAME, FL.ROW, FL.COL, FL.TEXT

  FROM

  MODEL,

  BUS_PROC_STEP PS,

  SCREEN_DEF SCRN,

  SCRN_FLD_LIT FL

  WHERE

  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND PS.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

  AND SCRN.BUS_PROC_STEP_ID = PS.ID

  AND FL.SCREEN_DEF_ID = SCRN.ID;

Task

Select all the literals from a template that the screen uses.

SELECT PS.NAME, FL.ROW, FL.COL, FL.TEXT

  FROM

  MODEL,

  BUS_PROC_STEP PS,

  SCREEN_DEF SCRN,

  SCREEN_TMPLT TMPLT,

  TMPLT_USAGE TU,

  SCRN_FLD_LIT FL,

  WHERE

  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND PS.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

  AND SCRN.BUS_PROC_STEP_ID = PS.ID

  AND SCRN.ID = TU.SCREEN_DEF_ID

  AND TMPLT.ID = TU.SCREEN_TMPLT_ID

  AND FL.SCREEN_DEF_ID = TMPLT.ID;

SCRN_SYS_DEF (Screen System-Defined Variables)

Screen system-defined variables are created automatically when placing a special field on the screen.

The Screen System-defined Variables table identifies system-defined attributes and the screens or templates on which
they appear.

SCRN_VAR_DEF (Screen Variable Definition)

Screen variable definitions are created automatically when a field is defined as a sub-command of the field command.

There is only one variable definition for each attribute view that appears on the screen. If an attribute is part of a repeat
group, and hence appears on the screen many times, it is represented as multiple entries in the screen field variable table
(SCRN_FLD_VAR).
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Variable definitions are associated with attribute views indirectly using the screen variable I/O table (SCRN_VAR_IO).
Each variable definition can act on behalf of one input or one output attribute view.

SCRN_VAR_IO (Screen Variable Input/Output)

Screen variable input/outputs are created automatically when the user:

• Defines a variable as appearing on the screen.
• Details the field and changes its input or output information view.

The Screen Variable Input/Output table represents the mapping of screen fields to attribute views. A field can act as any of
these:

• An input field for an input attribute view
• An output field for an output attribute view
• Both

Task

List the attribute views that appear on a screen.

SELECT PS.NAME, EV.NAME, ET.NAME, A.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL,

  BUS_PROC_STEP PS,

  SCREEN_DEF SCRN,

  SCRN_VAR_DEF SVD,

  SCRN_VAR_IO SVIO,

  ATTR_VIEW AV,

  ATTRIBUTE A,

  ENTITY_VIEW EV,

  ENTITY_TYPE ET

  WHERE

  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND PS.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

  AND SCRN.BUS_PROC_STEP_ID = PS.ID

  AND SVD.SCREEN_DEF_ID = SCRN.ID

  AND SVIO.SCRN_VAR_DEF_ID = SVD.ID

  AND SVIO.ATTR_VIEW_ID = AV.ID

  AND AV.ATTRIBUTE_ID = A.ID

  AND AV.ENTITY_VIEW_ID = EV.ID

  AND EV.ENTITY_ID = ET.ID

ORDER BY PS.NAME, ET.NAME, EV.NAME, A.NAME;

SCRN_FLD_VAR (Screen Field Variable)

Screen field variables are created automatically by positioning attributes on a screen. The variable is associated with a
variable definition that was previously created by defining a field before positioning it.

The row and column values are updated when the field is moved to another position on the screen.

SCRN_FLD_VARP (Screen Variable Properties)

The Screen Variable Properties table contains the video properties for screen variables. It can be viewed simply as an
extension of the Screen Field Variable (SCRN_FLD_VAR) table. The columns of this table are updated by specifying that
a field must have customized video properties.
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If default properties are required, the appropriate values are stored in the system default table (DFLTV_AR_VDAT).

SCRN_FLD_VARE (Screen Variable Error Properties)

The Screen Variable Error Props table contains the error video properties for screen variables. It can be viewed simply as
an extension of the Screen Field Variable (SCRN_FLD_VAR) table. The columns of this table are updated by specifying
that a field must have customized error video properties.

If default properties are required, the appropriate values are stored in the system default table (DFLT_VARE_VDAT).

CSTM_EDT_PTRN (Custom Edit Pattern)

The Custom Edit Pattern table contains the text of custom edit patterns. It is created when a custom edit pattern is typed
as a field is added or the properties of a field are detailed.

SCRN_RP_GRP (Repeating Group Definition)

A repeating group definition is created automatically when the user positions a repeating group information view on the
screen.

Each repeating group placed on the screen has only one repeating group definition. This is true, even though the highest-
level repeating group contains other repeating groups in the view definition.

SCRN_RP_OCC (Repeating Group Occurrence)

The Repeating Group Occurrence table represents an occurrence of a repeating group on the screen.

SCRN_FLD_PRMT (Screen Field Prompt)

Screen field prompts are created by selecting a prompt to be associated with a variable field. They represent the usage of
a prompt on a particular screen or template.

The PROMPT_ID represents the prompt selected by the user. The row and column values are the coordinates where the
prompt was placed on the screen.

The prompt string can be changed by detailing the field. The row and column values are updated when the prompt is
moved to another position on the screen.

Task

Select all prompts used in a specific screen.

SCRN_FLD_PRMT.SCREEN_DEF_ID = SCREEN_DEF.ID

PROMPT (Prompt Definition)

Prompts are associated with particular attributes but can be used in many screens or templates. Each prompt is directly
associated with the attribute for which it is a prompt and with many Screen Field Prompts (SCRN_FLD_PRMT) that
represent the usage of a prompt on a particular Screen or Template.

UNFORMAT_INPUT (Unformatted Input)

The UNFORMAT_INPUT table represents each occurrence of a parameter in the list of parameters for unformatted
input for a procedure step. Each parameter has input to one attribute view or system attribute and is always used by one
procedure step.

Task

Select the attribute that each parameter of the unformatted input inputs to a procedure step.
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UNFORMAT_INPUT.ATTR_VIEW_ID = ATTR_VIEW.ID

AND UNFORMAT_INPUT.BUS_PROC_STEP_ID = BUS_PROC_STEP.ID

AND ATTR_VIEW.ATTRIBUTE_ID = ATTRIBUTE.ID

UNFRMT_INP_USAGE (Unformatted Input Usage)

The UNFRMT_INP_USAGE table represents the usage of prompts by unformatted input. Each parameter may use many
prompts as keywords to identify the various parameters in the parameter list.

Task

Select the prompts used as keywords for each parameter for a procedure step.

UNFRMT_INP_USAGE.PROMPT_ID = PROMPT.ID

AND UNFRMT_INP_USAGE.UNFORMAT_INP_ID = UNFORMAT_INPUT.ID

BSD_ACTN_BLK (Design Action Block)

Design Action Blocks are used in the same way as Analysis Action Blocks in the Process Action Diagram.

Procedure Action Diagram Objects

Procedure Action Diagram objects are added during Business System Design. The ACTION_BLOCK table contains
Analysis Action Blocks and Design Action Blocks.

The PAD_CREATE, PAD_READ, PAD_UPDATE, PAD_DELETE, and PAD_SET_ATTR tables discussed under Process
Action Diagrams can also be used with Procedure Action Diagrams.

The following table defines various action diagram objects.

 Object  Definition 
ACTN_BLK_USE Action Block Usage
BSD_ACTN_BLK Design Action Block

 

Business System Defaults

The tables in this section represent the default options that are associated with a Business System.

The following table defines various default objects.

 Object  Definition 
COMMAND Command
CMD_SYNONYM Command Synonym
EXIT_STATE Exit State
MESSAGE Message for an Exit State
DFLT_LIT_VDAT Default Literal Video Attributes
DFLT_PRM_VDAT Default Prompt Video Attributes
DFLT_VAR_VDAT Default Variable Field Video Attributes
DFLT_VARE_VDAT Default Variable Error Field Video Attributes
DFLT_EDT_PTRN Default Edit Pattern
SYSTEM_PF_KEY System Program Function (PF) Key Definition
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PARM_DELIMITER Parameter Delimiter
PARM_STRING_DEL Parameter String Delimiter
DIALECT Dialect
DIALECT_TEXT Dialect Text
SCROLL_AMOUNT Scroll amount values for a Dialect

 

Design Tasks Related to System Default Objects

The following table directs you to the PI table explanation that contains SQL for Design tasks related to system default
objects:

 If You Want To  See 
List all commands defined for a business system COMMAND
List all command synonyms for a specific business system CMD_SYNONYM
List all the dialect text values for commands DIALECT_TEXT
List all exit states defined for a business system EXIT_STATE
Select the message for an exit state MESSAGE
List all parameter delimiters for a business system PARM_DELIMITER
List all parameter delimiters for a procedure step PARM_DELIMITER
List all string separators for a business system PARM_STRING_DEL
List all string separators for a procedure step PARM_STRING_DEL

 

COMMAND

Each Business System processes many commands. Commands can be input through the use of a command variable on
a screen definition or set implicitly by a Dialog Flow.

Task

List all the commands defined for a specific Business System.

SELECT CMD.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL,

  BUSINESS_SYS BSYS,

  COMMAND CMD

  WHERE

  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND BSYS.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

  AND BSYS.NAME = 'my business system name'

  AND CMD.BUSINESS_SYS_ID = BSYS.ID

ORDER BY CMD.NAME;

CMD_SYNONYM (Command Synonym)

Each command defined in a Business System can have many synonyms. Synonyms can be used as input to a screen
command field.
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Task

List all the command synonyms defined for a specific Business System.

SELECT CMDSYN.CMD_SYNONYM

  FROM

  MODEL,

  BUSINESS_SYS BSYS,

  COMMAND CMD,

  CMD_SYNONYM CMDSYN

  WHERE

  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND BSYS.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

  AND BSYS.NAME = 'my business system name'

  AND CMD.BUSINESS_SYS_ID = BSYS.ID

  AND CMDSYN.COMMAND_ID = CMD.ID

ORDER BY CMDSYN.CMD_SYNONYM;

EXIT_STATE

Each Business System can have many defined exit states.

Task

List all the exit states defined for a specific Business System.

SELECT EXS.NAME

  FROM

  MODEL,

  BUSINESS_SYS BSYS,

  EXIT_STATE EXS

  WHERE

  MODEL.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND BSYS.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

  AND BSYS.NAME = 'my business system name'

  AND EXS.BUSINESS_SYS_ID = BSYS.ID

ORDER BY EXS.NAME

Joins to Retrieve Exit State Messages

The following table describes tasks to be performed for retrieving exit state messages.

 To Retrieve Exit State Messages For  Join 
Default dialect EXIT_STATE with TEXT
Non-default dialect EXIT_STATE with MESSAGE and DIALECT_TEXT

 

MESSAGE (Exit State Message)

Each Exit State for non-default dialects can have a default message. The message type can be informational, warning,
error or normal.

Task

Select the message for an Exit State.
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MESSAGE.ID = EXIT_STATE.MESSAGE_ID

DFLT_LIT_VDAT (Default Literal Video Attribute)

The Default Literal Video Attribute table represents the default video attributes used to display literal values on screens
unless they are explicitly overridden by customized values.

Each Business System has one set of default video attributes for literals.

DFLT_PRM_VDAT (Default Prompt Video Attribute)

The Default Prompt Video Attribute table represents the default video attribute used to display prompt values on screens
unless they are explicitly overridden by customized values. Each Business System has one set of default video attributes
for prompts.

DFLT_VAR_VDAT (Default Variable Video Attribute)

The Default Variable Video Attribute table represents the default video attributes used to display variable fields on screens
unless they are explicitly overridden by customized values. Each Business System has one set of default video attributes
for variables.

DFLT_VARE_VDAT (Default Error Video Attribute)

The Default Error Video Attribute table represents the default video attributes used to display error fields on screens
unless they are explicitly overridden by customized values.

Each Business System has one set of default video attributes for error fields.

DFLT_EDT_PTRN (Default Edit Pattern)

The Default Edit Pattern table represents the default edit patterns that have been defined. Each edit pattern is associated
with one Business System.

SYSTEM_PF_KEY (System PF Key Definition)

The SYSTEM_PF_KEY table represents the system-wide PF key definitions that are to be used within a Business
System. The entries in this table are created automatically when a Business System is added to the model, but the
column values are maintained using the System Defaults option on the Design tools menu.

PARM_DELIMITER (Parameter Delimiters for Unformatted Input)

The PARM_DELIMITER table contains the parameter delimiters for unformatted input. The parameter delimiters are
defined by selecting SYSTEM DEFAULTS within the Business System Definition function.

Task

Select all the parameter delimiters used by a procedure step.

PARM_DELIMITER.BUS_PROC_STEP_ID = BUS_PROC_STEP.ID

Task

Select all parameter delimiters within a business system.

PARM_DELIMITER.BUSINESS_SYS_ID = BUSINESS_SYS.ID
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PARM_STRING_DEL (Parameter String Delimiters for Unformatted Input)

The PARM_STRING_DEL table contains the string separators for unformatted input. The string delimiters are defined by
selecting SYSTEM DEFAULTS within the Business System Definition function.

Task

Select all string separators used by a procedure step.

PARM_STRING_DEL.BUS_PROC_STEP_ID = BUS_PROC_STEP.ID

Task

Select all string separators within a business system.

PARM_STRING_DEL.BUSINESS_SYS_ID = BUSINESS_SYS.ID

DIALECT

Bilingual applications support provides the capability of designing an application system with end-user presentation in
more than one language. Bilingual support is implemented using dialects. A dialect would exist for each language. Every
model has an implied default dialect. The user may define multiple dialects for bilingual support.

DIALECT_TEXT

For bilingual support, each dialect (except the default dialect) may have text values for the following:

• Prompts
• Literals
• Commands
• Command synonyms
• Exit states
• Messages
• Edit patterns
• Scroll amounts

Task

List all the dialect text values for commands.

SELECT DLECT.NAME, CMD.NAME, TEXT.TEXT_VALUE

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  DIALECT DLECT,

  DIALECT_TEXT TEXT,

  COMMAND CMD

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND DLECT.MODEL_ID = M.ID

  AND TEXT.DIALECT_ID = DLECT.ID

  AND TEXT.OBJECT_ID = CMD_ID

ORDER BY DLECT.NAME, CMD.NAME;

SCROLL_AMOUNT (Scroll Amount Values for Dialect)

Each dialect has its own set of scroll amount values. The following are the illustrations:
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• Page
• Half
• Csr
• Max

Internal Design Objects

For the purposes of Export, Internal Design objects are those created in the Data Store List. The Data Store List is used
to implement a conceptual data model (ERD) in a physical data environment (DBMS). For example, entity types are
implemented as records; attributes are implemented as fields; relationships are implemented as linkages; identifiers are
implemented as entry points, and so forth.

Physical data objects such as databases, data stores, indexes, and data sets are defined or identified for use, and the
Data Definition Language (DDL) statements to define them are created.

Data Store List objects are entered into the Host Encyclopedia using the Data Store List tool and the ERD - DSD
transformation. The ERD represent the conceptual schema of the ANSI/SPARC three-schema architecture. The DSD
captures the external schema and internal schema, which together implement the conceptual schema. For illustrations
representing the relationships of internal and external schema objects, see Relationships Between Public Interface Tables.

Data Structure Diagram Objects

Data Structure Diagram objects include:

• Internal schema definition objects
• External schema definition objects
• Construction DB2 objects
• Construction objects for Cascade Delete

Internal Schema Definition Objects

The following table defines various definition objects.

 Object  Definition 
TECHNICAL_DESIGN Technical Design
STORAGE_GROUP Storage Group
DATA_BASE Database
DATA_BASE_USAGE Database Usage
DATA_STORE_TBLSP Tablespace Data Store
DATA_STORE_INDEX Index Data Store
DATASET_TBLSP Tablespace Data Set
DATASET_INDEX Index Data Set
DASD_VOLUME DASD Volume
DASD_VOL_USAGE DASD Volume Usage
STG_DVOL_USAGE Storage Group/DASD volume usage
TECHNICAL_SYSTEM Technical System (see the following note)
LIBRARY Library (see the following note)
LIBRARY_USAGE Library Usage (see the following note)
LIB_USAGE_SCOPE Library Usage Scope (see the following note)
DATACOM_COLUMN DATACOM Column
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DATACOM _CONSTRNT DATACOM Constraint
DATACOM _DATABASE DATACOM Database
DATACOM _INDEX DATACOM Index
DATACOM _TABLE DATACOM Table
DATACOM _TD Datacom Technical Design
DB2_MVS_COLUMN DB2 Column
DB2_MVS_CONSTRNT DB2 Constraint
DB2_MVS_DATABASE DB2 Database
DB2_MVS_INDEX DB2 Index
DB2_MVS_INDEXSPC DB2 Indexspace
DB2_MVS_TABLE DB2 Table
DB2_MVS_TABLESPC DB2 Tablespace
DB2_MVS_TD DB2 Technical Design

NOTE
These are objects created during Construction Stage.

External Schema Definition Objects

External Schema Definition Objects for Internal Design are:

• Data implementation objects
• Access and connection objects

Data Implementation Objects

The following table defines various implementation objects.

 Object  Definition 
RECORD Record Definition
FIELD Field Definition
ENTITY_REC_IMPL Entity to Record Implementation

Access and Connection Objects

The following table defines various access and connection objects.

 Object  Definition 
ENTRY_POINT Entry Point Definition
REC_ENTRY_PT_USE Record Entry Point Usage
FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE Field Entry Point Usage
FLD_ENTPT_VALUE Field Entry Point Value
REL_PART_IMPL Relationship or Partition Implementation
LINKAGE Linkage Definition
FLD_LINK_USE Foreign Key Field Linkage Usage
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Construction DB2 Objects

Internal Design objects include Construction DB2 objects, which are defined in the following table:

 Object  Definition 
DB2_DDL_DB Member name containing generated DDL for database definition
DB2_DDL_INDEX Member name containing generated DDL for index definition
DB2_DDL_TABLE Member name containing generated DDL for table definition
DB2_DDL_TBLSP Member name containing generated DDL for tablespace definition
DB2_DEF_CLUSTER Member name containing VSAM define cluster for data store

Construction Objects for Cascade Delete

The following table defines various cascade delete objects.

 Object  Definition 
CD_ACTN_BLK CD Action Block for Cascade Delete
IMPLEMENT_LOGIC Implementation Logic
XT_IMPL_LOGIC External Implementation Logic
DB2_RESRC_MODULE DB2 Resource Module
RECORD_REFERENCE Record Reference by an Implementation Logic
IMPL_LOGIC_USAGE Implementation Logic Usage
TD_LIBRARY_USAGE Technical Design/Library Usage

Internal Schema Objects

Internal schema, or Technical Design objects, are created by using the database design part of the Design toolset.

Design Tasks Related to Internal Schema Definition Objects

The following table directs you to the PI table explanation that contains SQL for Design tasks related to database design
objects:

 If You Want To  See 
Join Technical Design to the model that contains it TECHNICAL_DESIGN
Select the DASD volumes defined for a storage group STG_DVOL_USAGE
Select the DASD volume on which a data set resides DASD_VOLUME
Select the DASD volumes on which a specific tablespace resides DASD_VOL_USAGE
Select the data set that an indexspace resides on DATASET_INDEX
Select the data sets that a tablespace resides on DATASET_TBLSP
Select the default storage group for a database DATA_BASE
Select the default storage group for databases within a Technical
Design

STORAGE_GROUP

Select the default storage group for indexspaces STORAGE_GROUP
Select the default storage group for tablespaces STORAGE_GROUP
Select the indexspace datasets that are held by a storage group DATASET_INDEX
Select the indices contained in a storage group DATA_STORE_INDEX
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Select the indices grouped within a database DATA_STORE_INDEX
Select the tablespaces contained in a storage group DATA_STORE_TBLSP
Select the tablespace datasets that are held by a storage group DATASET_TBLSP
Select the tablespaces grouped within a database DATA_STORE_TBLSP
Select all uses of databases within a Technical Design DATA_BASE_USAGE

 

TECHNICAL_DESIGN

Technical Design objects are created by using the Data Structure Diagram in the Design toolset. The Technical Design
Table is referenced by all technical design objects.

Task

Join the Technical Design to the model that contains it.

TECHNICAL_DESIGN.MODEL_ID = MODEL.ID

STORAGE_GROUP

The Storage Group table represents the DB2 storage groups. They are used to define a set of volumes on which storage
may be allocated for tablespaces and indexes.

Task

Select the default storage group for databases within a technical design.

STORAGE_GROUP.ID = TECHNICAL_DESIGN.DEF_STG_DB_ID

Task

Select the default storage group for tablespaces.

STORAGE_GROUP.ID = TECHNICAL_DESIGN.DEF_STG_TBLSP_ID

DATA_BASE

The Data Base table represents the DB2 or Datacom databases. It records the name (NAME) of the database and the
default bufferpool (BUFFERPOOL) to be used by tablespaces in the database. (BUFFERPOOL is not used with the
Datacom database.)

This table is maintained by the DSD Group command. Databases may be created or referenced by the DSD. They
represent a grouping of data stores.

DATA_BASE_USAGE

The Data Base Usage table represents the connection between a database and a technical design. It records only the
connection.

Task

Select all the uses of databases within a technical design.

DATA_BASE_USAGE.TECH_DESIGN_ID = TECHNICAL_DESIGN.ID

AND DATA_BASE_USAGE.DATABASE_ID = DATABASE.ID
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DATA_STORE_TBLSP (Tablespace Data Store)

The Tablespace Data Store table represents DB2 tablespaces. Each tablespace must have at least one data set
(DATASET_TBLSP) but may have more than one. Most tablespaces will have one or more tables stored in them.

The Tablespace Data Store table records the name (NAME), bufferpool (DB2 BUFFERPOOL), VSAM catalog name
(VSAM_CAT NAME), unit of locking (DB2_LOCKSIZE), and the close-data-sets-when-not-in-use option (DB2_CLOSE).

This table is maintained by the DSD Group command.

Task

Select the tablespaces grouped within a database.

DATA_STORE_TBLSP.DATA_BASE_ID = DATA_BASE.ID

Select the tablespaces contained in a storage group.

DATA_STORE_TBLSP.STORAGE_GROUP_ID = STORAGE_GROUP.ID

DATA_STORE_INDEX (Index Data Store)

The Index Data Store table represents DB2 indexspaces. Each indexspace contains exactly one index (ENTRY_POINT),
and each index resides in exactly one indexspace. An indexspace must have at least one data set (DATASET_INDEX)
and may have more than one.

This table records the name (NAME), bufferpool (DB2_BUFFERPOOL), VSAM catalog name (VSAM_CAT NAME),
number of subpages per index page (DB2_SUBPAGES), and the close-data-sets-when-not-in-use option (DB2_CLOSE).

This table is maintained by the DSD Detail Entry Point Data Store option.

Task

Select the indices grouped within a database.

DATA_STORE_INDEX.DATA_BASE_ID = DATA_BASE.ID

Task

Select all the indices contained in a storage group.

DATA_STORE_INDEX.STORAGE_GRP_ID = STORAGE_GROUP.ID

DATASET_TBLSP (Tablespace Data Set)

The Tablespace Data Set table represents a physical disc allocation used by a tablespace (DATA_STORE_TBLSP).

It records:

• Free page frequency (FREE_PAGE_FREQ)
• Free space percentage (FREE_SPACE_PCT)
• Primary allocation quantity (PRIME_ ALLOC)
• Secondary allocation quantity (SECOND_ALLOC)
• Allocation unit (UNIT_ALLOC)
• Partitioning data set number (PART_NUMBER)
• Sequence (SEQ) within the tablespace (DATA_STORE_TBLSP)

This table is maintained by the DSD Group command.

Task

Select the data sets that a tablespace resides on.
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DATASET_TBLSP.DATA_STORE_ID = DATA_STORE TBLSP.ID

Task

Select all the tablespace data sets that are held by a storage group.

DATASET_TBLSP.STORAGE_GROUP_ID = STORAGE_GROUP.ID

DATASET_INDEX (Index Data Set)

The Indexspace Data Set table represents a physical disk allocation used by an indexspace (DATA_STORE_INDEX).

It records:

• Free page frequency (FREE_PAGE_FREQ)
• Free space percentage (FREE_SPACE_PCT)
• Primary allocation quantity (PRIME ALLOC)
• Secondary allocation quantity (SECOND ALLOC)
• Allocation unit (UNIT_ALLOC)
• Partitioning data set number (PART_NUMBER)
• Sequence (SEQ) within the indexspace (DATA_STORE_INDEX)

The Indexspace Data Set table is maintained by the DSD Detail Entry Point Data Store option.

Task

Select the data sets that an indexspace resides on.

DATASET_INDEX.DATA_STORE_ID = DATA_STORE_INDEX.ID

Task

Select all the indexspace data sets that are held by a storage group.

DATASET_INDEX.STORAGE_GRP_ID = STORAGE_GROUP.ID

DASD_VOLUME

The DASD Volume table represents DASD volumes that contain data sets. It records the volume's identifying volume
serial number (Volser) and type (Type).

A data set resides on a volume. Each volume may contain many data sets. A data set may reside on many volumes.

Task

Select the DASD volume on which a data set resides.

DASD_VOL_USAGE.DATASET_ID = DATASET_ZZZZ.ID

AND DASD_VOL_USAGE.DASD_VOLUME_ID = DASD_VOLUME.ID

when ZZZZ = INDEX or TBLSP.

DASD_VOL_USAGE (DASD Volume Usage)

The DASD Volume Usage table represents the usage of a particular DASD VOLUME to store a particular data set
(DATASET INDEX, DATASET_TBLSP). It records the usage only and is maintained by the Data Structure Diagram Data
Set Properties Panel.

There is a DASD volume usage for each volume on which a data set resides.

Task

Select the DASD volumes on which tablespace ABCD resides.
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DATA_STORE_TBLSP.NAME = 'ABCD'

AND DATASET_TBLSP.DATA_STORE_ID = DATA_STORE_TBLSP.ID

AND DASD_VOL_USAGE.DATASET_ID = DATASET_TBLSP.ID

AND DASD_VOL_USAGE.DASD_VOLUME_ID = DASD_VOLUME.ID

STG_DVOL_USAGE (Storage Group/ DASD Volume Usage)

The Storage Group/DASD Volume Usage table represents the usage of a particular DASD volume to a storage group.

Task

Select the DASD volumes defined for a storage group.

STG_DVOL_USAGE.DASD_VOLUME_ID = DASD_VOLUME.ID AND

STG_DVOL_USAGE.STORAGE_GRP_ID = STORAGE_GROUP.ID

External Schema Definition Objects

External schema definition objects are created using the database design component of the Design toolset.

Design Tasks for Data Implementation Objects

The following table directs you to the PI table explanation that contains SQL for Design tasks related to data
implementation objects:

 If You Want To  See 
Find all the fields in a record RECORD
Find the attribute that a field implements FIELD
Select the records that implement an entity type ENTITY_REC_IMPL

 

RECORD (Record Definition)

All records are database tables. A record is either a data record or a link record depending on the value in the ROLE field.

A data record represents an implementation of an entity type or subtype. An entity type or subtype can be implemented
by more than one record. Conversely, a record may implement more than one entity type or subtype. The Entity to Record
Implementation defines the entity type to record intersection. For more information, see ENTITY_REC_IMPL.

A link record implements a many-to-many relationship between two entity types. A many-to-many relationship between
Entity Type A and Entity Type B is equivalent to a one-to-many relationship between A and LINK and a one-to-many
relationship between B and LINK, where LINK is an intersection entity type.

A link record is an implementation of such an intersection entity type. Link records have no data fields, only foreign key
fields.

Task

Find all fields in a record.

RECORD.NAME = 'the_name'

AND FIELD.RECORD_IS_IN_ID = RECORD.ID

ORDER BY FIELD.SEQ
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FIELD (Field Definition)

The Field Definition table represents the fields or columns in database tables. It includes all fields of the three possible
types:

• Data fields
• Denormalized fields
• Foreign key fields

In the table, the three types are distinguished by the ROLE field.

Fields are implementations of attributes.

Task

Determine the attribute that the field implements.

FIELD.ATTRIBUTE_ID = ATTRIBUTE.ID

Determine the record that contains this field.

FIELD.RECORD_IS_IN_ID = RECORD.ID

Data fields are primary implementations of attributes defined in the ERD. Denormalized fields are redundant
implementations of an attribute. (For performance reasons, it may be advantageous to implement an attribute in more
than one table in more than one record.) The denormalized field is associated with a relationship to the entity type from
which it comes.

Identify the relationship associated with a denormalized field.

FIELD.REL_DENORM_ID = RELATIONSHIP.ID

Foreign key fields are part of a linkage. They are introduced into records as part of the relationship implementation
process. For example, assume a relationship between Entity Type A and Entity Type B. When A is implemented, the
identifier of B is made a foreign key in A. Foreign key fields are value-based pointers, copies of the target fields.

FIELD records the following:

• Name (Name)
• Macro name (Macro_Name)
• Sequence (Seq) within the table (RECORD)
• Role:
P

-- Data
F

-- Foreign Key
D

-- Denormalized
Role is always P for primary implementation data fields.

• Format (Format)
• Number of occurrences (Occurs) (not allowed for DB2 or Datacom)
• Length in digits or characters (Length)
• Number of decimal places (Dec_Places)
• Name of fieldproc (Fieldproc_Name)
• Optionality (Opt)

The table (RECORD_IS_IN_ID) containing the field and the attribute (Attribute_ID) implemented by the field are also
recorded.
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This table is maintained by the DSDs Detail Record Layout Detail Field options.

ENTITY_REC_IMPL (Entity to Record Implementation)

The Entity to Record Implementation table represents the entity to record intersection. An entity type may be implemented
by one or more records. A record may implement one or more entity types.

Task

Determine the records that implement an entity type.

ENTITY_TYPE.NAME= 'the_name'

AND ENTITY_REC_IMPL.ENTITY_ID = ENTITY_TYPE.ID

AND ENTITY_REC_IMPL.RECORD_ID = RECORD.ID

Access and Connection Objects

Access and connection objects are entry points, linkages, field link usages, and related objects.

Design Tasks Related to Access and Connection Objects

The following table directs you to the PI table explanation that contains SQL for Design tasks related to database access
and connection objects:

 If You Want To  See 
Select the entry points defined for record REC_ENTRY_PT_USE
Select the entry points used for each entry point implementation
technique, the record on which the entry point is defined, and the
foreign key fields and their usage in the entry point

Entry Point Technique

Select the fields that participate in an index FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE
Select all the limit values for a partitioned entry point. FLD_ENTPT_VALUE
Select all the limit values for a partitioned indexspace dataset. FLD_ENTPT_VALUE
Select the foreign keys in the from record and the corresponding
target field of the to record

Foreign Key Technique

Select the foreign key fields in the link record and the
corresponding target field of the to record

Many-to-Many Technique

Select the field that a foreign key is pointing to FLD_LINK_USE

 

ENTRY_POINT

The Entry Point table represents the indexes defined using the DSD.

It records the index name (Name), whether it is clustered or not (Clustered), whether it is partitioned or not (Partitioned),
the indexspace (Data_Str_Ndx_ID) that contains the index, the identifier (Identifier_ID) implemented by the index, if any,
and the relationship or partitioning implementation (Rel_Impl_ID) that uses the index, if any.

The Entry Point table is maintained by the DSD Detail Entry Point Name and Properties option.

A record entry point may be created as a result of implementing an identifier, relationship, or partitioning, or it may be
added for performance reasons. If the entry point is added for performance reasons, both the identifier (Identifier_ID) and
relationship or partitioning implemented (Rel_Impl_ID) columns are zero.
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If the entry point represents an identifier, the Identifier_ID is present. If the entry point is used in the implementation of a
relationship or partitioning, the Rel_Impl_ID is present.

REC_ENTRY_PT_US (Record Entry Point Usage)

The Record Entry Point Usage table represents the definition of an index (Entrypoint_ID) on a record (Record_ID). It
identifies whether the index is unique or non-unique (Unique) and the role the record plays in defining the index (Role).

The Record Entry Point Usage table is maintained by the DSD Add Entry Point option and Detail Entry Point Properties
option.

Task

Select the entry points defined for a record.

REC_ENTRY_PT_USE.RECORD_ID = RECORD.ID

AND REC_ENTRY_PT_USE.ENTRY_POINT_ID = ENTRY_POINT.ID

FLD_ENTRY_PT_US (Field Entry Point Usage)

The Field Entry Point Usage table represents the usage of a field (Data, Denormalized, or Foreign Key) by an index
(ENTRY_POINT).

It records the order (Sequence), ascending or descending, of values of fields that appear in the index and the order (Seq)
where this field appears relative to other fields in the same index.

The Field Entry Point Usage table is maintained by the DSD Detail Entry Point Contents option.

Task

Select the fields that participate in an index.

FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE.FIELD_ID = FIELD.ID

AND FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE.ENTRY_POINT_ID = ENTRY_POINT.ID

ORDER BY FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE.ENTRY_POINT_ID,

FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE.SEQ

REL_PART_IMPL (Relationship or Partition Implementation)

When either a relationship or a partitioning is implemented, a REL_PART_IMPL is created. Rel_Part_ID identifies the
relationship or partitioning that is implemented.

A relationship or partitioning implementation uses one of three techniques:

• Foreign Key (FK)
• Entry Point (EP)
• Many-to-Many (MN)

The joins for each technique follow.

Foreign Key (FK) Technique.

Task

Select a list of foreign key fields in the from record and the corresponding target field (part of the primary key) of the to
record.

SELECT IMP.ID, LINK.ID, LINK.RECORD_FROM_ID, FLK.FIELD_FROM_ID,

  LINK.RECORD_TO_ID, FLK.FIELD_TO_ID

  FROM

  REL_PART_IMPL IMP,
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  LINKAGE LINK,

  FLD_LINK_USE FLK

  WHERE

  IMP.TECHNIQUE = 'F'

  AND LINK.IMPLEMENTATON_ID = IMP.ID

  AND FLK.LINKAGE_ID = LINK.ID;

The entry point technique implements the inverse of a foreign key technique implementation. The foreign key fields used
in the foreign key technique implementation become the high order part of some entry point. This allows for efficient joins
following the relationship in either direction.

Task

Retrieve the entry points used for each entry point implementation technique, the record on which the entry point is
defined, and the foreign key fields and their usage in the entry point.

SELECT IMP.ID, EP.NAME, REC.NAME, FK.NAME, EPF.SEQUENCE,

  EPF.SEQ

  FROM

  REL_PART_IMPL IMP,

  ENTRY POINT EP,

  RECORD REC,

  FIELD FK,

  FLD_ENTRY PT_USE EPF

  WHERE

  IMP.TECHNIQUE = 'E'

  AND EP.REL_IMPL_ID = IMP.ID

  AND EPF.ENTRY_POINT_ID = EP.ID

  AND FK.ID = EPF.FIELD_ID

  AND REC.ID = FK.RECORD_IS_IN_ID

ORDER BY IMP.ID, EP.NAME, EPF.SEQ;

Only many-to-many relationship memberships are implemented using the MN technique.

Task

Retrieve a list of foreign key fields in the link record (Record From ID) and the corresponding target field (part of the
primary key) of the to record.

SELECT IMP.ID, LINK.ID, LINK.RECORD_FROM_ID, FLK.FIELD_FROM_ID,

LINK.RECORD_TO_ID, FLK.FIELD_TO_ID

FROM

REL_PART_IMPL IMP,

LINKAGE LINK,

FLD_LINK_USE FLK

WHERE

IMP.TECHNIQUE = 'M'

AND LINK IMPLEMENTATON_ID = IMP.ID

AND FLK.LINKAGE_ID = LINK.ID;

To get the full picture, this join must be used for the implementation of each of the inverse relationship memberships in the
many-to-many relationship.

FLD_ENTPT_VALUE (Field Entry Point Value)

The Field Entry Point Value table represents the limit values for a partition. Each field in a partitioned entry point may have
a limit value for each partition.
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Task

Select all the limit values for a partitioned entry point.

SELECT EP.NAME, FIELD.NAME, EPF.SEQ, VAL.VALUE

  FROM

  MODEL M,

  ENTRY_POINT EP,

  FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE EPF,

  FIELD FLD,

  FLD_ENTPT_VALUE VAL

  WHERE

  M.NAME = 'my model name'

  AND EP.ID = M.ID

  AND EP.PARTITIONED = 'Y'

  AND EPF.ENTRY_POINT_ID = EP.ID

  AND EPF.FIELD_ID = FLD.ID

  AND VAL.FLD_ENTPT_US_ID = EPF.ID

ORDER BY EP.NAME, EPF.SEQ;

Task

Select all the partitioning limit values for a partitioned indexspace data set.

FLD_ENTPT_VALUE.DATASET_INDX_ID = DATASET_INDEX.ID

LINKAGE (Linkage Between Records)

The Linkage table represents all linkages and directed connections between two tables (RECORDs), not necessarily
distinct.

It records the type of the linkage (Pointer_Type = F for foreign key), the record that the linkage comes from
(Record_From_ID), the record that the linkage points to (Record_To_ID), and the identifier (Identifier_ID) of the to record
being used to choose the foreign key fields. The referential constraint option (REF_CONSTRT_OPT) represents the
referential integrity option for the relationship that the linkage implements. The reason for the linkage is indicated using the
Implementation_ID (a relationship or partitioning implementation). A linkage is used in the implementation of a relationship
or partitioning.

FLD_LINK_USE (Foreign Key Field Linkage Usage)

The Foreign Key Field Linkage Usage (FLD_LINK_USE) table represents the usage of a foreign key field indicated by the
Field From ID, by a linkage (LINKAGE) to join to a field (data or foreign key) in the linked-to record.

It records only the correspondence between the from and to fields and their use by a linkage.

The FLD_LINK_USE table is maintained by the DSD Detail Linkage Identifier option.

Task

Select the field that a foreign key field is pointing to.

FLD_LINK_USE.FIELD_FROM_ID = FIELD.ID (Pointing)

AND FLD_LINK_USE.FIELD_TO_ID = FIELD.ID (Target)

Construction DB2 Objects

Construction DB2 objects identify objects that contain Data Definition Language (DDL) used to define database objects.
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DSD Tasks Related to DB2 Objects

The following table directs you to the PI table explanation that contains SQL for Construction tasks related to databases
and their physical storage:

 If You Want To  See 
Find the database associated with a data set member DB2_DDL_DB
Find the entry point associated with a data set member DB2_DDL_INDEX
Find the tablespace associated with a data set member DB2_DDL_TABLE
Find the data set associated with a data set member that contains
the VSAM define cluster text

DB2_DEF_CLUSTER

 

DB2_DDL_DB

The DB2_DDL_DB table contains the name of the partitioned data set member that contains the DDL that defines a
database. The database defined is specified by Data_Base_ID.

Task

Select the database defined by this DDL.

DATA_BASE.ID = DB2_DDL_DB.DATA_BASE_ID

DB2_DDL_INDEX

The DB2_DDL_INDEX table contains the name of the partitioned data set member that contains the DDL that defines an
entry point. The entry point defined is specified by Entry_Point_ID.

Task

Select the entry point defined.

ENTRY_POINT.ID = DB2_DDL_INDEX.ENTRY_POINT_ID

DB2_DDL_TABLE

The DB2_DDL_TABLE contains the name of the partitioned data set member that contains the DDL that defines a table
associated with a record. The record defined is specified by Record_ID.

Task

Select the record defined.

RECORD.ID = DB2_DDL_TABLE.RECORD_ID

DB2_DDL_TBLSP

The DB2_DDL_TBLSP table contains the name of the partitioned data set member that contains the DDL that defines a
tablespace data store. The tablespace data store defined is specified by Data_Str_Tblsp ID.

Task

Select the tablespace defined.

DATA_STORE_TBLSP.ID = DB2_DDL_TBLSP.DATA_STR_TBSP_ID
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DB2_DEF_CLUSTER

The DB2_DEF_CLUSTER table contains the name of the partitioned data set member that contains the VSAM define
cluster text. This text defines either an indexspace data set or a tablespace data set. The defined data set is specified by
DATA_SET_ID.

Task

Select the data set defined.

DATASET_zzzz.ID = DB2_DEF_CLUSTER.DATA_SET_ID

where zzzz is INDEX or TBLSP.

Construction Stage Objects

This section discusses the construction stage objects.

Construction Objects

The Construction objects are created on the mainframe during the Construction stage.

Construction Tasks for Technical Systems

The following table directs you to the PI table explanation that contains SQL for Construction tasks related to technical
systems, libraries, and library usage:

 If You Want To  See Explanation of This Table 
Select the Technical System for a business system TECHNICAL_SYSTEM
Select the name of a data set for a library LIBRARY
Select the library usages for a technical system LIBRARY_USAGE
Select the libraries implemented by a library usage LIB_USAGE_SCOPE

 

TECHNICAL_SYSTEM

The Technical System table represents the technical system for a business system.

Task

Select the technical system for a business system.

TECHNICAL_SYSTEM.BUSINESS_SYS_ID = BUSINESS_SYS.ID

LIBRARY

The Library table contains the name of the dataset for a library.

LIBRARY_USAGE

The Library Usage table represents the library usages implemented by a technical system.

Task

Select the library usages for a technical system.

LIBRARY_USAGE.TECHSYS_ID = TECHNICAL_SYSTEM.ID

LIB_USAGE_SCOPE (Library Usage Scope)

The Library Usage Scope table represents the intersection between libraries and library usages.
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Task

The Library Usage Scope table represents the intersection between libraries and library usages.

Construction Tasks For Cascade Delete

The following table directs you to the PI table explanation that contains SQL for Construction tasks related to cascade
delete:

 If You Want To  See Explanation of This Table 
Select the cascade delete routine for an entity CD_ACTN_BLK
Select the cascade delete routine for a linkage CD_ACTN_BLK
Select the implementation logic for an action block IMPLEMENT_LOGIC
Select the implementation logic for a cascade delete action block IMPLEMENT_LOGIC
Select the external implementation logic for an external action
block

XT_IMPL_LOGIC

Select the DBRM for an implementation logic DB2_RESRC_MODULE
Select the DBRM for an external implementation logic DB2_RESRC_MODULE
Select the records referenced by an implementation logic RECORD_REFERENCE
Select the action blocks used to cascade delete an entity and
select the action blocks it calls directly

IMPL_LOGIC_USAGE

Select the library usages for a technical design TD_LIBRARY_USAGE

 

CD_ACTN_BLK (Action Block for Cascade Delete)

The Cascade Delete Action Block table represents the action blocks created for cascade delete. The action block may be
a cascade delete routine for entity or linkage.

Task

Select the cascade delete routine for an entity type.

CD_ACTN_BLK.ENTITY_ID = ENTITY_TYPE.ID

Task

Select the cascade delete routine for a linkage.

CD_ACTN_BLK.LINKAGE.ID = LINKAGE.ID

IMPLEMENT_LOGIC (Implementation Logic)

The Implementation Logic table represents the implementation of an action block. It contains information such as member
name, source language, generation date, generation time, generated by user ID, date compiled, time compiled, and
compiled by user ID.

Task

Select the implementation logic for an action block.

IMPLEMENT_LOGIC.ACTION_BLOCK_ID = ACTION_BLOCK.ID

Task

Select the implementation logic for a cascade delete action block.
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IMPLEMENT_LOGIC.ACTION_BLOCK_ID = CD_ACTN_BLK.ID

XT_IMPL_LOGIC (External Implementation Logic)

The External Implementation Logic represents the implementation of an external action block. It contains information such
as: member name, source language, generation date, generation time and generated by user ID.

Task

The External Implementation Logic represents the implementation of an external action block. It contains information such
as: member name, source language, generation date, generation time and generated by user ID.

DB2_RESRC_ MODULE (DB2 Resource Module)

The DB2 Resource Module table represents the DBRM for an implementation logic. It contains information such as
member name, generation date, generation time, and generated by user ID.

Task

Select the DBRM for an implementation logic table.

DB2_RESRC_MODULE.IMPL_LOGIC_ID = IMPLEMENT_LOGIC.ID

Task

Select the DBRM for an external implementation logic.

DB2_RESRC_MODULE.IMPL_LOGIC_ID = XT_IMPL_LOGIC.ID

RECORD_REFERENCE (Record Reference by Implementation Logic)

The Record Reference table represents the reference of a record by the implementation logic.

Task

Select the records referenced by the implementation logic.

RECORD_REFERENCE.IMPL_LOGIC_ID = IMPLEMENT_LOGIC.ID

AND RECORD_REFERENCE.RECORD_ID = RECORD_ID

IMPL_LOGIC_USAGE (Implementation Logic Usage)

The Implementation Logic table represents the usage between implementation logic tables. The table contains:

• The ID of the implementation logic that calls the usage
• The ID of the implementation logic that is called by the usage

Task

Select the action used to cascade delete an entity and select the action

blocks it calls directly.

SELECT ENT.NAME, ACBLK1.NAME, ACBLK2.NAME

FROM

MODEL M,

ENTITY_TYPE ENT,

CD_ACTN_BLK ACBLK1

IMPLEMENT_LOGIC IMP1

IMPL_LOGIC_USAGE USE,

IMPLEMENT_LOGIC IMP2,
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CD_ACTN_BLK ACBLK2

WHERE

M.NAME = 'my model name'

AND ENT.MODEL_ID = M.ID

AND ACBLK1.ENTITY_ID = ENT.ID

AND IMP1.ACTION_BLOCK_ID = ACBLK1.ID

AND USE.IMPL_LOGIC_ID = IMP1.ID

AND USE.CALLED_IMPL_ID = IMP2.ID

AND IMP2.ACTION_BLOCK_ID = ACBLK2.ID

ORDER BY ENT.NAME, ACBLK1.NAME, ACBLK2.NAME;

This will only select the action blocks called directly from the action block but not any other action blocks called by them.

TD_LIBRARY_USAGE (Technical Design/Library Usage)

The Technical Design/Library Usage table represents the library usages implemented by a technical design.

Task

Select the library usages for a technical design.

TD_LIBRARY_USAGE.TECH_DESIGN_ID = TECHNICAL_DESIGN.ID

Model Management Objects

Each time a model is checked in from the workstation to the Host Encyclopedia, a session for model maintenance is
created. The session is associated with objects that have been changed.

Change Occurrence

The Change Occurrence table (CHANGE_OCCUR) represents the intersection between sessions and objects.

Session of Model Maintenance

The session table (SESSION) contains the date and time of the change session and the user ID of the person who made
the change during the session.

NOTE
For more information about this date/timestamp, see  Host Encyclopedia Version Control. 

Public Interface Functions

 Gen provides the following Public Interface functions:

Export Model to Public Interface Tables
—Loads a model into the Public Interface Tables or replaces the model if it has already been loaded. Before the
PI tables can be used, they must be loaded from the Host Encyclopedia.

Delete Model from Public Interface Tables
—Removes a model from the Public Interface Tables.

Import Model into Host Encyclopedia
—Imports models from sequential files into the Host Encyclopedia. Import Model is documented in Model Import
Function.

Public Interface Reporting
—Creates a report about models in the Public Interface. This KWIC (keyword-in-context) Report shows an index
of entity types, subtypes, attributes, and aliases in the models.
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Export Model to PI Tables

Export Model loads a model into the Public Interface Tables or replaces a model already in the tables. Before the extract
tables can be used, the models must be loaded from the Host Encyclopedia.

1. Choose Option 2 from the Host Main menu.
2. Choose 1. Export Model to PI Tables. The Export Model to PI Tables Panel appears.
3. Enter or select a model name. Enter the name, or press F4 for a list of models from which you can choose.
4. Choose to generate online or in batch.
5. Choose whether to remove formatting characters in descriptions.

If you choose to remove formatting characters, special formatting characters for new line, new paragraph, and tab
characters are removed from descriptions.

Delete Model from PI Tables

Delete Model removes a model from the Public Interface Tables. Any copy of the model in the Host Encyclopedia is not
affected.

1. Choose Option 2 from the Host Main menu.
2. Choose 2 Delete Model from PI Tables. The Delete Model from PI Tables Panel appears.
3. Enter or select a model name. Enter the name, or press F4 prompt for a list of models from which you can choose.
4. Choose to generate online or in batch.

After the model has been deleted from the tables, the message MODEL PROCESSED appears.

KWIC Index Report

The Public Interface Functions provides the KWIC Index Report about models that have been exported to the Public
Interface.

The KWIC Index Report creates a keyword-in-context index from the entity types, entity subtypes, attributes, aliases, and,
optionally, descriptions of the models loaded into the Public Interface. The report is available with a brief description (the
previous 20 and next 40 characters on either side of the keyword).

Steps to Generate the KWIC Index Report

1. Choose Option 2 from the Host Main menu.
2. Choose 4 Public Interface Reports. The PI Reports Panel appears.
3. Enter or select a model name. Enter the name, or press F4 prompt for a list of models from which to choose.
4. Choose option 1 for KWIC Index.
5. Specify whether you want to include descriptions in the report. Press Enter.

This message appears:
The requested model action completed successfully. 

The KWIC Index Report appears online and in a data set named userid.IEF.KWIC that you can print.

Steps to Print the KWIC Index Report

1. Press Exit. The Report Print Options Panel appears. The system automatically supplies the report's data set name on
the request panel.

2. Choose to print batch or local.
3. Enter a sysout class or printer ID and press Enter. If a system printer is being used, enter a Job Statement.
4. Edit print job JCL if necessary.
5. Select the print option on the command line:
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•PK
—Print and keep the data set

PD
—Print the data set and delete it

K
—Keep the data set without printing it

Model Import Function
The Public Interface (PI) Model Import Function creates a Gen model from files created outside the Gen, typically from
data contained in some other data management product. Currently, the Gen model that is created includes the entire data
model, part of the activity model, and the DSD model. The import function is used only to create a new Gen model, not to
modify or delete an existing model.

Components of the Imported Model

The Model Import Function supports the following components in the newly created data model: subject areas, entity
types, entity subtypes, attributes, aliases, permitted values, relationships, and identifiers. In the activity model, Model
Import supports functions, processes, expected effects, group views, entity views, and sequential dependencies. It does
not support parallel dependencies, mutually exclusive dependencies, events, and external objects. In the DSD model,
Model Import supports storage groups, data bases, table spaces, index spaces, table space datasets, index space
datasets, records, entity record implementations, fields, entry points, field entry point usages, field entry point values,
relationship implementations, linkages, field-link usages, DASD volume usages, and storage group/DASD volume usages.

Input Files

The model to be created is defined by a combination of two input files:

• An Object Definition File (IEF.PIOBJ)
• A Description File (IEF.PIDESC)

Each record in the Object Definition File specifies the complete set of properties for an object and includes references
to any other objects that are an essential part of the definition. For example, the definition of an attribute identifies the
entity type that the attribute belongs to, and the definition of a relationship identifies the entity types that are joined by the
relationship. The Description File contains one record for each object that has a description. Description files are optional.

Object Definition File

The Object Definition File has one record for each object. The file is sequential, fixed-block (FB), with a logical record
length (LRECL) of 312 bytes. The format of the record is the same for all object types, but the meaning of the fields may
differ according to object type. The layout of the Object Definition Record is given below. Subsequent pages describe the
specific use of each field by object type.

Record Layout

DISP FIELD NAME   LEN  FORMAT     CONTENT

1    MODEL_NAME   32   CHARACTER

33   RECORD_TYPE  01   CHARACTER  'o' for object record

34   OBJECT_TYPE  15   CHARACTER

49   OBJECT_NAME  32   CHARACTER

81   REF_OBJ_1    32   CHARACTER

113  REF_OBJ_2    32   CHARACTER
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145  REF_OBJ_3    32   CHARACTER

177  NUM_PROP_1   8    INTEGER   (display format right justified - blank or zero-filled)

185  NUM_PROP_2   8    INTEGER   (display format right justified - blank or zero-filled)

193  NUM_PROP_3   8    INTEGER   (display format right justified - blank or zero-filled)

201  NUM_PROP_4   8    INTEGER   (display format right justified - blank or zero-filled)

209  NUM_PROP_5   8    INTEGER   (display format right justified - blank or zero-filled)

217  NUM_PROP_6   8    INTEGER   (display format right justified - blank or zero-filled)

225  NUM_PROP_7   8    INTEGER   (display format right justified - blank or zero-filled)

233  NUM_PROP_8   8    INTEGER   (display format right justified - blank or zero-filled)

241  CHAR_PROP_1  1    CHARACTER

242  CHAR_PROP_2  1    CHARACTER

243  CHAR_PROP_3  1    CHARACTER

244  CHAR_PROP_4  1    CHARACTER

245  CHAR_PROP_5  1    CHARACTER

246  CHAR_PROP_6  1    CHARACTER

247  CHAR_PROP_7  1    CHARACTER

248  CHAR_PROP_8  1    CHARACTER

249  NAME_1       32   CHARACTER

281  NAME_2       32   CHARACTER

                  312 columns  

Description File

The Description File has one record for each object that has a description. The file format is variable block (VB) with
a logical record length (LRECL) of 4092 and a blocksize (BLKSIZE) of 4096. The number of lines that appear when
the description is displayed depends on the length of the description window of the Gen. Currently, the length is 55
characters. That means that a new line is displayed after every 55 characters whenever the Gen displays the description.

Record Layout

DISP FIELD NAME      LEN  FORMAT     CONTENT

1    MODEL_NAME      32   CHARACTER

33   RECORD_TYPE     01   CHARACTER  'D' for description record

34   OBJECT_TYPE     15   CHARACTER

49   OBJECT_NAME     32   CHARACTER

81   WORD_WRAP_FLAG  01   CHARACTER  'Y' or 'N'

82   DESCRIPTION     3950 CHARACTER

                     4031 columns

Description File entries must appear in the same order as the records in the Object Definition File. The import function
creates a description in the Gen model when the object definition record being processed matches the current Description
File record, and then it points to the next description record in the Description File. Descriptions are allowed for the
following object types: subject areas, entity types, entity subtypes, attributes, aliases, relationships (source and
destination), functions, processes, group views, entity views, dependencies, work attribute sets, databases, table
spaces, index spaces, records, fields, and entry points. In order to include the source and destination descriptions for a
relationship, you must include two records with the following field usage:

OBJECT_TYPE=RELATIONSHIP

OBJECT_NAME=

For the Source description, use the name of the forward relationship as it appears in the relationship record. For the
Destination description, use the name of the backward relationship as it appears in the relationship record.
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Word Wrap Options

The text of each description is imported and stored as a single string of up to 3950 characters. This text is presented by
the IEF in a scrollable window that is 55 characters wide. If the word wrap option is 'Y' on a description record, the import
function inserts blanks into the text to ensure that each 55-character presentation line ends on a word boundary. If the
word wrap option is 'N', the import function stores the text exactly as it occurs in the description record. Both options are
useful. Word wrap option 'Y' is used for unstructured block text descriptions to prevent splitting words when the description
is displayed by the IEF. Word wrap option 'N' is used if the text is already formatted for 55 character lines and includes any
type of indentation.

Unstructured Block Text

For example, consider the following description string:

'an alpha code for describing the brokerage firm depending on market and the security corporation who assigns it'

If the word wrap flag is 'N', the IEF description window displays the following:

an alpha code for describing the brokerage firm dependi

ng on market and the security corporation who assigns i

t.

If the word wrap flag is 'Y', the IEF description window displays the following:

an alpha code for describing the brokerage firm

depending on market and the security corporation who

assigns it.

Structured or Indented Text

The following examples, by contrast, show the effect of using the word wrap option on text that is already structured.

'**The name of the securities exchange ****************--

1. NYSE - New York Stock Exchange --
2. AMSE - American Stock Exchange'

If the word wrap flag is 'N', the IEF description window displays the following:

 

**The name of the securities exchange ****************

-- 1. NYSE - New York Stock Exchange

 -- 2. AMSE - American Stock Exchange

If the word wrap flag is 'Y', the IEF description window displays the following:

**The name of the securities exchange

****************-- 1. NYSE - New York Stock

 Exchange               -- 2. AMSE - American Stock

Exchange

Order of Input Records

Records in the Object Definition File must be ordered so that each object definition precedes any other object definitions
that refer to it.
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Records in the Description File must appear in the same order as the objects they describe. It is not necessary to have a
description for each object or for any objects at all, but if descriptions are supplied, they must be in the same order as the
corresponding object definition records.

A change in the model name causes the import program to create another model with the new name.

To order the records, you must use one of two sequences. Either sequence ensures that objects are loaded before they
are referenced.

Import Model into Host Encyclopedia

Import Model creates a Gen model from files formatted, named and arranged as discussed in this section. The import
function is used only to create a new Gen model, not to modify or delete an existing model.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose Option 2 from the Host Main menu.
2. Choose 3 to Import Model into Host Encyclopedia. The Import Model into Host Encyclopedia Panel appears.
3. Enter name of the Object Definition file (IEF.PIOBJ).
4. Enter name of the description file (IEF.PIDESC).

ERD Object Types

This article provides information for ERD Object Types. The Object Definition file contains records that define the ERD
object types.

Subject Areas

Consider the following rules:

• Subject area names must be unique within a model.
• Except for the root subject area, each subject area definition record must include the name of its parent subject area.
• Each model has one root subject area. The root subject area definition record must appear before any other subject

area.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE SUBJECT_AREA

OBJECT_NAME Subject area name

REF_OBJ_1 Name of parent subject area, or blank for root subject area

REF_OBJ_2 Unused

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused
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NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Unused

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

Entity Types

Consider the following rules:

• Entity type names must be unique among all entity types, subtypes, and work attribute sets within a model.
• Each entity type definition record must include the name of the subject area that contains this entity type.
• The DSD names must be unique among all DSD names for all entity types and subtypes.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE ENTITY_TYPE

OBJECT_NAME Entity type name

REF_OBJ_1 Name of subject area that contains this entity type

REF_OBJ_2 DSD name (data structure name)

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Minimum number of occurrences

NUM_PROP_2 Maximum number of occurrences

NUM_PROP_3 Average number of occurrences

NUM_PROP_4 Growth rate as a percentage

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused
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CHAR_PROP_1 Growth rate period:
Y (Year)
M (Month)
W (Week)
D (Day)

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

Entity Subtypes

Consider the following rules:

• Subtype names must be unique among all entity types, subtypes, and work attribute sets within a model.
• Each subtype definition record must include the name of the parent entity or subtype that contains this subtype.
• The DSD names must be unique among all DSD names for all entity types and subtypes.
• The classifying attribute must be an attribute of the parent of the subtype. Subtypes with no classifying attribute are

grouped in one partitioning.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE ENTITY_SUBTYPE

OBJECT_NAME Entity subtype name

REF_OBJ_1 Name of the parent entity type that contains this subtype

REF_OBJ_2 Classifying attribute name

REF_OBJ_3 Highest level entity type name that includes this subtype

NUM_PROP_1 Minimum number of occurrences

NUM_PROP_2 Maximum number of occurrences

NUM_PROP_3 Average number of occurrences

NUM_PROP_4 Growth rate (percent)

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused
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NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Growth rate period:
Y (Year)
M (Month)
W (Week)
D (Day)

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 DSD name (data structure name)

NAME_2 Unused

Attributes

Consider the following rules:

• Names of attributes must be unique among all attributes in the hierarchy of the entity type
• Each attribute definition record must include the name of the parent entity or subtype that contains this attribute.
• The DSD names must be unique among all DSD names for all attributes in the hierarchy of the entity type.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE ATTRIBUTE

OBJECT_NAME Attribute name

REF_OBJ_1 Name of the parent entity type or subtype that contains this
attribute

REF_OBJ_2 Highest level entity type name that includes this attribute

REF_OBJ_3 DSD name (data structure name)

NUM_PROP_1 Number of characters (length)

NUM_PROP_2 Number of decimal places

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused
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NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Optionality:
M (Mandatory)
O (Optional)

CHAR_PROP_2 Type of attribute:
B (Basic)
D (Derived)
S (Designed)

CHAR_PROP_3 Domain of attribute:
T (Text)
D (Date)
M (Time)
N (Number)
Q (Timestamp)
G (Graphic [DBCS])
Z (Mixed)
B (BLOB)

CHAR_PROP_4 Case sensitive?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_5 Varying length string?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_6 Units (for BLOB only):
K (KB)
M (MB)
G (GB)
Space (Bytes)

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

Aliases

Consider the following rules:

• You may define alias names for attributes, subtypes, and entity types.
• Alias names must be unique within the parent entity type, subtype, or attribute.
• Each alias definition record must include the name of the parent entity or subtype for which it is an alias.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model
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RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE ALIAS

OBJECT_NAME Alias name

REF_OBJ_1 Attribute name, if alias is for attribute.

REF_OBJ_2 Entity type or subtype name

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Abbreviation?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_2 Acronym?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 First 32 characters of long name for alias

NAME_2 Next 32 characters of long name for alias

Permitted Values

Permitted values define valid inputs for an attribute and may be used to classify subtypes of the entity types of the
attribute.

Also be aware of the following rules:

• The permitted value must be valid for the owning attribute. For example, do not enter a character value for a numeric
attribute or a value that exceeds the number of characters for an attribute.

• If several ranges exist for a permitted value, enter a definition record for each range. The ranges cannot overlap.
Permitted values for character attributes cannot have ranges.
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The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE PERMIT_VALUE

OBJECT_NAME Unused

REF_OBJ_1 Name of entity or work attribute set described by attribute.
Ex: CUSTOMER

REF_OBJ_2 Name of owning attribute.
Ex: TYPE

REF_OBJ_3 Name of classified subtype.
Ex: FOREIGN
(optional)

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Unused

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Classifying value (or low value of range)

NAME_2 Blank (or high value of range)

Relationships

The Relationship Definition names both the from and to entity types (or subtypes) and both the forward and backward
relationship memberships. The combination of these four items must be unique but can be in any order.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model
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RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE RELATIONSHIP

OBJECT_NAME Relationship ID1

REF_OBJ_1 Name of from entity.
Ex: CUSTOMER

REF_OBJ_2 Name of entity
Ex: ORDER

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_12 Forward rel minimum number of occurrences

NUM_PROP_2 Forward rel maximum number of occurrences

NUM_PROP_3 Forward rel average number of occurrences

NUM_PROP_4 Forward rel percent optional

NUM_PROP_5 Backward rel minimum number of occurrences

NUM_PROP_6 Backward rel maximum number of occurrences

NUM_PROP_7 Backward rel average number of occurrences

NUM_PROP_8 Backward rel percent optional

CHAR_PROP_12 Forward rel transferable:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_2 Forward rel optionality:
M (Always)
O (Sometimes)

CHAR_PROP_3 Forward rel cardinality:
1 (One)
M (Many)

CHAR_PROP_4 Abs or est flag for min occurrences:
A (Abs)
E (Est)

CHAR_PROP_5 Backward rel transferable:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_6 Backward rel optionality:
M (Always)
O (Sometimes)

CHAR_PROP_7 Backward rel cardinality:
1 (One)
M (Many)

CHAR_PROP_8 Abs or est flag for max occurrences:
A (Abs)
E (Est)
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NAME_1 Name of forward relationship.
Ex: PLACES

NAME_2 Name of backward relationship:
Ex: PLACED BY

You must include the relationship ID if the relationship:

• Is used to form part of an identifier (the relationship ID would match NAME_1 or NAME_2 of the IDENTIFIER record).
• Is used for a denormalized field (the relationship ID would match NAME_1 of the Field record).
• Is implemented by a relationship implementation (the relationship ID would match REF_OBJ_1 of the

REL_IMPLEMENT record). If used, this ID must be unique within the model.
• All NUM_PROP and CHAR_PROP fields are optional.

Identifiers

Consider the following rules:

• An identifier must have at least one attribute or relationship name
• An entity can have only one primary identifier

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE IDENTIFIER

OBJECT_NAME Ident ID1

REF_OBJ_1 Name of entity for which this is an identifier.

REF_OBJ_2 Name of attribute 1 (optional)

REF_OBJ_3 Name of attribute 2 (optional)

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 If Relationship 1 (NAME_1) is used for a recursive relationship,
which relationship membership must be used:
F (Forward)
B (Backward)

CHAR_PROP_2 If Relationship 2 (NAME_2) is used for a recursive relationship,
which relationship membership must be used:
F (Forward)
B (Backward)
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CHAR_PROP_3 Is this the primary identifier for the entity?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unique ID of relationship 1 (optional)

NAME_2 Unique ID of relationship 2 (optional)

Specify an Ident ID if:

• You cannot fully specify the IDENT in a single record (that is, if more than two attributes or two relationships are
involved). When this occurs, specify the remainder of the identifier in consecutive IDENT records that have the same
IDENT ID.

• The identifier is implemented by an entry point (the IDENT ID would match REF_OBJ_3 of the ENTRY_POINT record).
• The identifier is targeted by a linkage (the IDENT ID would match REF_OBJ_3 of the LINKAGE record).

Functions

Names of functions and processes must be unique within a model. That is, no function can have the same name as any
other function or process.

• Except for the root function, each function or process definition record must include the name of its parent.
• Each model has one root function, the name of which must differ from the model name. The root function definition

record must appear before any other function or process.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE FUNCTION

OBJECT_NAME Function name

REF_OBJ_1 Name of parent function (blank for root function)

REF_OBJ_2 Unused

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused
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NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Unused

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

Processes

A process can be subordinate to another function or process, but an elementary process cannot have a subordinate.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE PROCESS

OBJECT_NAME Name of the process

REF_OBJ_1 Name parent function or process

REF_OBJ_2 Unused

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Usage props: average frequency

NUM_PROP_2 Usage props: maximum frequency

NUM_PROP_3 Usage props: minimum frequency

NUM_PROP_4 Usage props: percentage of growth

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Usage props: unit of frequency:
Y (Year)
M (Month)
W (Week)
D (Day)
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CHAR_PROP_2 Usage props: growth unit:
Y (Year)
M (Month)
W (Week)
D (Day)

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Elementary process indicator:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_7 Repetition indicator:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_8 Suggested mechanism:
L (Online)
M (Manual)
B (Batch)
O (Other)

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

Expected Effects

Expected effect records are optional. If more than one entity or entity subtype is affected by a function or process, create
this record for each entity type.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE EXPECTED_EFFECT

OBJECT_NAME Unused

REF_OBJ_1 Name of function or process that produces this effect

REF_OBJ_2 Name of entity or entity subtype that are affected by previous
process

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused
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NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 CREATE expected indicator:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_2 DELETE expected indicator:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_3 UPDATE expected indicator:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_4 READ expected indicator:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

Group Views

Consider the following rules:

• A group view may be subordinate to another group view. It may consist of several other group views or entity views.
• Within a function or process, group view names and entity view names must be unique in the following ways:

– A group view name must be different from any other group view name or entity view name.
– The entity view name and entity type combination must be unique.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE GROUP_VIEW

OBJECT_NAME Name of the group view

REF_OBJ_1 Name of parent group view or blanks

REF_OBJ_2 Name of function or process for which this view is used

REF_OBJ_3 IMPORT or EXPORT

NUM_PROP_1 Expected average cardinality (Optional)
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NUM_PROP_2 Expected maximum cardinality (Optional)

NUM_PROP_3 Expected minimum cardinality (Optional)

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Cardinality:
1 (One)
M (Many)

CHAR_PROP_2 Abs or est flag for max cardinality:
A (Absolute)
E (Estimated)

CHAR_PROP_3 Abs or est flag for min cardinality:
A (Absolute)
E (Estimated)

CHAR_PROP_4 Horizon: (Optional)
L (Logical)
I (ID)
N (None)

CHAR_PROP_5 Required input indicator:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

Entity Views

Consider the following rules:

• An entity view may or may not belong to a group view
• If more than one attribute of a given entity is part of the same entity view, create one of these records for each attribute

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE ENTITY_VIEW

OBJECT_NAME Name of the entity view
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REF_OBJ_1 Name of parent group view (if any) or blanks

REF_OBJ_2 Name of function or process for which this view is used

REF_OBJ_3 IMPORT
EXPORT
ENTITY_ACTION

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Required input indicator:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Name of entity or entity subtype that are seen by this view

NAME_2 Name of attribute contained in the previous entity (see the
previous rules)

Dependencies

Dependency records are optional. If supplied, they are used to create the portion of the model associated with the
Process Dependency Diagram.

NOTE
Both the FROM and TO processes or functions must belong to the same parent.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE DEPENDENCY

OBJECT_NAME Name of dependency between two processes or functions
(Optional)
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REF_OBJ_1 Name of from process or function

REF_OBJ_2 Name of to process or function

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Unused

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

Work Attribute Sets

Names of work attribute sets must be unique among all entity types, entity subtypes, and work attribute sets.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE WORK_ATTR_SET

OBJECT_NAME Name of the work attribute set

REF_OBJ_1 Unused

REF_OBJ_2 Unused

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused
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NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Unused

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

DSD Object Types

This article provides information for DSD Object Types. The Object Definition File contains records for the External Design
(DSD) object types.

Storage Groups

Consider the following rules:

• The storage group name must be unique within the model
• The storage group name contains a maximum of eight characters

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE STORAGE_GROUP

OBJECT_NAME Name of the storage group

REF_OBJ_1 Password

REF_OBJ_2 Unused

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused
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NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Unused

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Name of VSAM catalog

NAME_2 DB2 authorization user ID

Databases

The database name must be unique within the model. The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE DATA_BASE

OBJECT_NAME Name of the database

REF_OBJ_1 Name of the storage group that is used as a default for the
database (Optional)

REF_OBJ_2 Unused

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Default bufferpool:
0 (BP0)
1 (BP1)
2 (BP2)
K (BP32K)

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused
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CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

Tablespaces

Consider the following rules:

• The data store tablespace must be grouped by a database
• The data store tablespace must contain a data set
• The data store tablespace name must be unique within the model

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE TABLE_SPACE

OBJECT_NAME Name of the data store tablespace

REF_OBJ_1 Name of database that the tablespace is grouped by.

REF_OBJ_2 Name of storage group that contains the tablespace (Optional)

REF_OBJ_3 Name of VSAM catalog

NUM_PROP_1 Segment size

NUM_PROP_2 Free page frequency

NUM_PROP_3 Free space percentage

NUM_PROP_4 Primary allocation quantity

NUM_PROP_5 Secondary allocation quantity

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Bufferpool assignment:
0 (BP0)
1 (BP1)
2 (BP2)
K (BP32K)

CHAR_PROP_2 Close when not in use?
Y (Yes)
N (No)
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CHAR_PROP_3 Lock size:
P (Page)
A (Any)
T (Table)

CHAR_PROP_4 Erase old data during Create:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_5 Unit for allocation:
C (Cyl)
T (Trk)
R (Rec)
K (Kbytes)

CHAR_PROP_6 Use default data set properties?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Password

NAME_2 Unused

Indexspaces

Consider the following rules:

• The data store indexspace must be grouped by a database
• The data store indexspace name must be unique within the model
• The indexspace name must have the same name (8 characters) as the index (entry point) stored in it
• The indexspace must contain a data set

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE INDEX_SPACE

OBJECT_NAME Name of the data store indexspace

REF_OBJ_1 Name of database that the indexspace is grouped by

REF_OBJ_2 Name of storage group that contains the indexspace (Optional)

REF_OBJ_3 Name of VSAM catalog

NUM_PROP_1 Free page frequency

NUM_PROP_2 Free space percentage

NUM_PROP_3 Primary allocation quantity

NUM_PROP_4 Secondary allocation quantity

NUM_PROP_5 Unused
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NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Bufferpool assignment:
0 (BP0)
1 (BP1)
2 (BP2)
K (BP32K)

CHAR_PROP_2 Close when not in use?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_3 Number of subpages per page (1, 2, 4, 8, S-16)

CHAR_PROP_4 Erase old data during Create?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_5 Unit for allocation quantity:
C (Cyl)
T (Trk)
R (Rec)
K (Kbytes)

CHAR_PROP_6 Use default data set properties?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Password

NAME_2 Unused

Tablespace Data Sets

The tablespace data set must be contained by a database and a tablespace.

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE DATASET_TABLE

OBJECT_NAME Dataset_table ID1

REF_OBJ_1 Name of data store tablespace that contains this data set

REF_OBJ_2 Name of storage group that holds the tablespace data set
(Optional)

REF_OBJ_3 Name of VSAM catalog

NUM_PROP_1 Free page frequency
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NUM_PROP_2 Free space percentage

NUM_PROP_3 Primary allocation quantity

NUM_PROP_4 Secondary allocation quantity

NUM_PROP_5 Partition sequence number within tablespace2

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Unit for allocation quantity:
C (Cyl)
T (Trk)
R (Rec)
K (Kbytes)

CHAR_PROP_2 Erase old data during Create?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_3 Use default data set properties?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Name of the database

NAME_2 Unused

The dataset_table ID is required if the data set uses DASD volumes (the dataset_table ID would match REF_OBJ_2 of
the DASD_VOL_USAGE record).

The partition sequence number is required if tablespace contains multiple data sets. The DATASET_TABLE records must
be specified with the partition numbers in consecutive order within a tablespace.

Records

Consider the following rules:

• Record names and table names must be unique within a model.
• A data record must be contained by a data store tablespace.
• A data record must have an entity record implementation.
• Each linkage from a linkage record must connect the records that implement the entities that participate in the many-

to-many relationship being implemented.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model
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RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE RECORD

OBJECT_NAME Name of the record

REF_OBJ_1 Name of data store tablespace that contains this record

REF_OBJ_2 Table name for the record (macro name)

REF_OBJ_3 Name of the edit proc routine (optional)

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Role (mandatory):
D (Data record)
L (Linkage record)

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Name of the validation proc routine (Optional)

NAME_2 Owner ID

Entity Record Implementations

Consider the following rules:

• A data record must have at least one entity record implementation.
• Each entity type can be implemented by only one data record.
• The entity that is implemented by the data record can be an entity type or subtype but all subtypes of the same entity

type must use the same data record.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE ENTITY_REC_IMP

OBJECT_NAME Unused
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REF_OBJ_1 Name of the entity type or subtype that are implemented by the
record

REF_OBJ_2 Name of the data record defined by this entity or subtype

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Unused

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

Fields

Consider the following rules:

• Names of fields and columns must be unique within a record.
• The attribute that is implemented by a data field must belong to the entity implemented by the data record.
• The attribute that is implemented by a denormalized field must be an attribute (or inherited attribute) of the entity

participating in the relationship the field is denormalized along.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE FIELD

OBJECT_NAME Name of the field

REF_OBJ_1 Name of the record that contains this field

REF_OBJ_2 Name of the attribute that this field implements

REF_OBJ_3 Name of the entity or subtype (parent) described by attribute

NUM_PROP_1 Length
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NUM_PROP_2 Number of decimal places

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Role:
P (Primary data implementation)
F (Foreign key)
D (Denormalized)

CHAR_PROP_2 Format:
P (Packed)
X (Text)
S (Small)
I (Integer)
V (Varchar)
Q (Timestamp)
F (Floating point)
D (Date)
T (Time)
L (Long varchar)
B (BLOB)

CHAR_PROP_3 Database field optionality:
O (Optional)
M (Mandatory)

CHAR_PROP_4 If this is a denormalized field, which relationship membership must
be used?
F (Forward)
B (Backward)

CHAR_PROP_5 Units (for BLOB only):
K (KB)
M (MB)
G (GB)
Space (Bytes)

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unique ID of relationship (if this field is denormalized)

NAME_2 Column name for field (macro name)
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Entry Points

Consider the following rules:

• Names of entry points must be unique within a model.
• The name of the entry point must be the same as that of the data store indexspace.
• A record can have only one primary key.
• A record can have only one clustered entry point.
• A record can have only one partitioned entry point.
• If an entry point implements a many-to-many relationship implementation, then the entry point must be on a link record.
• An entry point that implements an identifier must match the identifier.
• If the entry point was added for performance reasons, then the identifier ID and the relationship ID fields must be

blank.
• For an entry point to be partitioned, the data store indexspace must contain multiple data sets.
• For a non-partitioned entry point, the data store indexspace cannot contain multiple data sets.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE ENTRY_POINT

OBJECT_NAME Name of the entry point

REF_OBJ_1 Name of the data store indexspace that stores this entry point

REF_OBJ_2 Name of the record referenced by this entry point

REF_OBJ_3 Unique ID of identifier, if entry point implements an identifier

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Is the entry point clustered?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_2 Is this entry point unique?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_3 Is this the primary key for the record?
Y (Yes)
N (No)
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CHAR_PROP_4 Is this entry point partitioned?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unique ID of the relationship implementation (entry point or
many-to-many), if the entry point is associated with a relationship
implementation

NAME_2 Unused

Field Entry Point Usages

Consider the following rules:

• Each entry point must use at least one field.
• If more than one field exists for an entry point, specify the remainder of the fields in consecutive FLD_ENTRYPT_US

records that have the same entry point.
• The field must be contained in the same record that is referenced by the entry point.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE FLD_ENTRYPT_US

OBJECT_NAME Unused

REF_OBJ_1 Name of the entry point

REF_OBJ_2 Name of the field used by this entry point

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Sequence number of field within entry point1

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Sequence type:
A (Ascending)
D (Descending)

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused
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CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

NOTE
The sequence number is required if the entry point contains more than one field. The sequence number must be
specified in consecutive order within an entry point.

Field Entry Point Values

Consider the following rules:

• If the entry point contains more than four fields, specify the remainder of the field entry point values in consecutive
FLD_ENTPT_VALUE records that have the same entry point name.

• Field entry point values cannot be given for non-partitioned entry points.
• All partitions for an entry point except the last partition must have field entry point values (partitioning limit values).
• The order of the values for the fields must be in the same order that the FLD_ENTRYPT_US records are specified for

the entry point. For example, the value for field 1 would be for the field entry point usage with sequence number 1.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE FLD_ENTPT_VALUE

OBJECT_NAME Unused

REF_OBJ_1 Name of the entry point

REF_OBJ_2 Partitioning limit value for field 1 of entry point

REF_OBJ_3 Partitioning limit value for field 2 of entry point

NUM_PROP_1 Partition sequence number

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Unused

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused
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CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Partitioning limit value for field 3 of entry point

NAME_2 Partitioning limit value for field 4 of entry point

Relationship Implementations

Consider the following rules:

• Only one relationship implementation is allowed per relationship membership.
• A many-to-many relationship implementation must be associated with one linkage and one entry point.
• A foreign key relationship implementation must be associated with one linkage.
• An entry point implementation must be associated with one entry point.
• A many-to-many relationship implementation technique is valid only for many-to-many relationships.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE REL_IMPLEMENT

OBJECT_NAME REL_IMPLEMENT ID
(mandatory, must be unique)

REF_OBJ_1 Unique ID of the relationship implemented

REF_OBJ_2 Unused

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Technique (mandatory):
F (Foreign key)
E (Entry point)
M (Many-to-many)
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CHAR_PROP_2 Which relationship membership must be used?
F (Forward)
B (Backward)

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

Linkages

Consider the following rules:

• The linkage must connect records implementing the entities that participate in the relationship that the relationship
implementation represents.

• A linkage must target an identifier that identifies the to record.
• The relationship implementation must be many-to-many technique or foreign key technique.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE LINKAGE

OBJECT_NAME Linkage ID (mandatory, must be unique)

REF_OBJ_1 Name of the record this linkage is from (mandatory)

REF_OBJ_2 Name of the data record this linkage is to (mandatory)

REF_OBJ_3 Unique ID of the identifier that this linkage targets (mandatory)
(The identifier of the to record is used to choose the foreign key
fields.)

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused
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CHAR_PROP_1 Database or system-enforced:
I (System)
D (Database)

CHAR_PROP_2 Referential constraint option:
D (Cascade delete)
R (Restrict)
N (Nullify)

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unique ID of the relationship implementation this linkage is used in
(mandatory)

NAME_2 Name of the linkage

Field Link Usages

Consider the following rules:

• REF_OBJ_1 must be a foreign key field in the from record.
• REF_OBJ_2 must be a data field or foreign key field in the to record.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE FIELD_LINK_USE

OBJECT_NAME Unused

REF_OBJ_1 Name of the foreign key field in the from record (see note 1)

REF_OBJ_2 Name of the foreign key field in the to record
(see note 2)

REF_OBJ_3 Unique ID of the linkage that uses this usage

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused
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CHAR_PROP_1 Unused

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused

CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

DASD Volumes

Consider the following rules:

• The DASD_volume ID and volume serial number are required.
• The volume serial number can have a maximum of 6 characters.

The following table describes the content of each field type:

Field Name Content

MODEL_NAME Host Encyclopedia name of the model

RECORD_TYPE O (Object Record)

OBJECT_TYPE DASD_VOLUME

OBJECT_NAME Dasd_volume ID

REF_OBJ_1 Volume serial number

REF_OBJ_2 Unused

REF_OBJ_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_1 Unused

NUM_PROP_2 Unused

NUM_PROP_3 Unused

NUM_PROP_4 Unused

NUM_PROP_5 Unused

NUM_PROP_6 Unused

NUM_PROP_7 Unused

NUM_PROP_8 Unused

CHAR_PROP_1 Type of DASD device:
8 (3380)
5 (3350)

CHAR_PROP_2 Unused

CHAR_PROP_3 Unused

CHAR_PROP_4 Unused
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CHAR_PROP_5 Unused

CHAR_PROP_6 Unused

CHAR_PROP_7 Unused

CHAR_PROP_8 Unused

NAME_1 Unused

NAME_2 Unused

Public Interface Tables List
This section provides a list of public interface tables.

Name Remarks
ACTION_BLOCK Action block
ACTIV_USAGE Activity usage (functions and processes)
ACTIVITY_CLUSTER Activity cluster
ACTN_BLK_USE Action block usage
ADD_ATOM_DEP Activity Dependency Diagram (ADD) atomic dependency
ADD_CLOSURE ADD closure
ADD_DEPENDNCY ADD dependency
ADD_EXT_FLOW ADD external flow
ADD_MUTL_EXCL ADD mutually exclusive construct
ADD_PARALLEL ADD parallel construct
ALIAS Alias or alternate name
ATTR_IDENT Attribute identifier
ATTR_VIEW Attribute view definition
ATTRIBUTE Attribute of an entity type, subtype, or work attribute set
BAA_ACTN_BLK Analysis action block definition
BSD_ACTN_BLK Design action block definition
BUS_AREA Business area
BUS_GOAL Business goal
BUS_LOCATION Location of business assets
BUS_OBJECTIVE Business objective
BUS_PROC_SCOPE Procedure scoping
BUS_PROC_STEP Procedure step
BUS_SYS_SCOPE Business system scoping
BUSINESS_PROC Procedure
BUSINESS_SYS Business system
CD_ACTN_BLK Cascade delete action block
CELL_VALUE Cell value in matrix
CHANGE_OCCUR Change occurrence between session and object
CLASSIFIER Classifier of a partitioning
CMD_SYNONYM Command synonym
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COMMAND Command
COMPONENT_IMPLEM Component implementation
COMPONENT_SPEC Component specification
CRITICAL_SUCCESS Critical success factor
CSTM_EDT_PTRN Custom edit pattern
CURRENT_DATA Current database or store
CURRENT_EFFECT Current system/data effect
CURRENT_INFO_SYS Current information system
DASD_VOL_USAGE DASD volume usage
DASD_VOLUME DASD volume
DATA_BASE Database
DATA_BASE_USAGE Database usage
DATA_CLUSTER Data cluster (natural data store)
DATA_STORE_INDEX Indexspace
DATA_STORE_TBLSP Tablespace
DATACOM_COLUMN Field DATACOM Extension (FIELDA)
DATACOM _CONSTRNT Linkage DATACOM Extension (LINKFA)
DATACOM _DATABASE Database DATACOM Extension (DATBASA)
DATACOM _INDEX Entry Point DATACOM Extension (ENTPNTA)
DATACOM _TABLE Record DATACOM Extension (RECIEFA)
DATACOM _TD Technical Design DATACOM Extension (TCHDSNA)
DATASET_INDEX Indexspace data set
DATASET_TBLSP Tablespace data set
DB2_DDL_DB Member name containing generated DDL for database
DB2_DDL_INDEX Member name containing generated DDL for indexspace
DB2_DDL_TABLE Member name containing generated DDL for table
DB2_DDL_TBLSP Member name containing generated DDL for tablespace
DB2_DEF_CLUSTER Member name containing VSAM define cluster for tablespace in

index space
DB2_MVS_COLUMN Field DB2 Extension (FIELDB)
DB2_MVS_CONSTRNT Linkage DB2 Extension (LINKFB)
DB2_MVS_DATABASE Database DB2 Extension (DATBASB)
DB2_MVS_INDEX Entry Point DB2 Extension (ENTPNTB)
DB2_MVS_INDEXSPC Indexspace DB2 Extension (DATSTBI)
DB2_MVS_TABLE Record DB2 Extension (RECIEFB)
DB2_MVS_TABLESPC Tablespace DB2 Extension (DATSTBT)
DB2_MVS_TD Technical Design DB2 Extension (TCHDSNB)
DB2_RESRC_MODULE DB2 resource module
DERIVATION_ALGOR Derivation algorithm action block
DESC Description
DFLT_EDT_PTRN Default edit pattern
DFLT_LIT_VDAT Default literal video attributes
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DFLT_PRM_VDAT Default prompt video attributes
DFLT_VAR_VDAT Default variable video attributes
DFLT_VARE_VDAT Default variable error field attributes
DIALECT Dialect
DIALECT_TEXT Dialect-specific text
DIALOG_FLOW Dialog flow
DLG_DATA_SENT Dialog flow - data sent
DLG_FLWS_EXST Dialog flow - Flows on exit state
DLG_SETS_CMD Dialog flow - Sets command
ENT_ST_TRANS_USE Entity state transition usage
ENTITY_REC_IMPL Entity to record implementation
ENTITY_ST_TRANS Entity state transition
ENTITY_SUBTYP Entity subtype
ENTITY_TYPE Entity type
ENTITY_VIEW Entity view definition
ENTRY_POINT Record entry point
ENVIRONMENT Hardware/software environment
EXIT_STATE Exit state
EXIT_STATE_US Exit state usage
EXPECT_EFFECT Expected effect
FACILITY Computing/communication facility
FIELD Field definition
FLD_ENTPT_VALUE Field entry point value
FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE Field entry point usage
FLD_LINK_USE Foreign key field linkage usage
FUNCTION_DEF Function definition
GROUP_VIEW Group view definition
IDENTIFIER Attribute or relationship identifier
IMPL_LOGIC_USAGE Implementation logic usage
IMPLEMENT_LOGIC Implementation logic
INFORMATION_NEED Information need
INTERFACE_TYPE Interface type
INTRFCE_TYPE_MDL Interface type model
LIB_USAGE_SCOPE Library usage scope
LIBRARY Library
LIBRARY_USAGE Library usage
LINKAGE Linkage between records
LNK_DATA_RTND Link dialog flow data returned
LNK_RTNS_CMD Link dialog flow returns command
LNK_RTNS_EXST Link dialog flow returns on exit state
LOCAL_PF_KEY Local PF key
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MATRIX Matrices
MATRIX_USAGE_X Matrix usage on the X axis
MATRIX_USAGE_Y Matrix usage on the Y axis
MESSAGE Message
MODEL Model definition
OBJECT_CLASS System-defined class or user-defined class
ORGANIZAT_UNIT Organizational unit
PAD_CREATE Action diagram Create
PAD_DELETE Action diagram Delete
PAD_FUNCTION System-defined function
PAD_READ Action diagram Read
PAD_SET_ATTR Action diagram Set attribute
PAD_UPDATE Action diagram Update
PARM Parm
PARM_DELIMITER Parameter delimiter
PARM_STRING_DEL Parameter string delimiter
PARTITIONING Partitioning of entity type or subtype
PDD_ATOM_DEP PDD atomic dependency
PDD_CLOSURE PDD closure of a mutually exclusive construct
PDD_DEPENDNCY PDD dependency
PDD_EXT_FLOW PDD external flow
PDD_MUTL_EXCL PDD mutually exclusive construct
PDD_PARALLEL PDD parallel construct
PERFORM_MEASURE Performance measure
PERMIT_VALUE Permitted values for an attribute
PERMIT_VALUE_HI Permitted value, high end
PERMIT_VALUE_LOW Permitted value, low end
PROCESS_DEF Process definition
PROMPT Attribute prompt
REC_ENTRY_PT_USE Record entry point usage
RECORD Record definition
RECORD_REFERENCE Record reference
REL_IDENT Relationship identifier
REL_MUTL_EXCL Mutually exclusive relationship
REL_PART_IMPL Relationship partition implementation
REL_VIEW Relationship view
RELATIONSHIP Relationship of an entity type or subtype. Another row represents

the inverse (destination) of this relationship. The properties are for
the source relationship.

SCREEN_DEF Screen definition
SCREEN_TMPLT Screen template
SCRN_FLD_LIT Literal screen field
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SCRN_FLD_PRMT Prompt screen field
SCRN_FLD_VAR Variable screen field
SCRN_FLD_VARE Variable screen field, error video attributes
SCRN_FLD_VARP Variable screen field, video attributes
SCRN_HELP Screen Help identifier
SCRN_RG_OCC Screen repeating group occurrence
SCRN_RP_GRP Screen repeating group definition
SCRN_SYS_DEF Screen system-defined field definition
SCRN_VAR_DEF Screen variable definition
SCRN_VAR_IO Screen variable input/output
SCROLL_AMOUNT Scroll amount value
SESSION Session
SPEC_TYPE Specification type
STG_DVOL_USAGE Storage group/DASD volume usage
STORAGE_GROUP Storage group
STRATEGY Strategy
SUBJECT_AREA Subject area
SYS_ATTRIBUTE System-defined attribute
SYS_ENT_TYPE System-defined entity type (Work attribute set)
SYSTEM_PF_KEY System PF key
TACTIC Tactic
TD_LIBRARY_USAGE Technical Design/Library usage
TECHNICAL_DESIGN Technical Design
TECHNICAL_SYSTEM Technical System
TEXT Descriptions
TMPLT_USAGE Screen template usage
UNFORMAT_INPUT Unformatted input
UNFRMT_INP_USAGE Unformatted input usage
USE_DATA_RTND Action block usage, data returned
USE_DATA_SENT Action block usage, data, sent
USER_DEF_OBJECT User-defined object for matrices
VIEW_SET View set
XT_EVNT_USAGE External event usage
XT_IMPL_LOGIC External implementation logic
XT_OBJ_USAGE External object usage
XTERNL_EVENT External event
XTERNL_OBJECT External object

Relationships Between Public Interface Tables
This section contains design and construction data models that show the interrelationships between Public Interface (PI)
tables. This section includes the following topics:
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Interpreting Entity Type Names

In the data models, if an entity type's name is uppercase, the entity type represents a Public Interface table.

If an entity type's name is lowercase, the entity type represents a generalization, not a PI table. For example, in the
illustration for business system defaults, the tables PARM_DELIMITER and PARM_STRING_DEL are subtypes of the
generalization, parameter delimiters. Parameter delimiters is not a table name and appears in lowercase, as shown in the
following illustration:

Figure 100: Parameter

The dashed line represents a partitioning into subtypes.

Interpreting Relationships

Two concepts underlie the representation of relationships between entity types: cardinality and optionality. For data
models:

• Cardinality is the number of times an entity can participate in a relationship.
• Relationship optionality is membership of an entity type in a relationship such that entities of the type can exist without

participating in a pairing under the relationship.

Each relationship in the data models represents an SQL join. Relationships in the data models show both cardinality
and optionality. When a relationship has a one-to-many cardinality, the foreign key is on the many side. In a one-to-one
relationship, the foreign key can be on either side. The following graphic is a pictorial depiction.
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Figure 101: Line Relationships

• The optionality symbol (a circle on the relationship line) shows whether a table can be empty for a particular
occurrence and therefore return no data in an SQL query. The following graphic is a pictorial depiction.
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Figure 102: Line Cardinality

• When a relationship is optional on one side, the foreign key is on the optional side. In the example, F contains the
foreign key.

Business System Definition

The following graphic depicts a business system definition.
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Figure 103: Line Business

Dialog Flow Model

The following graphic depicts a dialog flow model.
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Figure 104: Line 1
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Screen Definition

The following graphic depicts a screen definition.

Figure 105: Line 2

Business System Defaults

The following graphic depicts business system defaults.
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Figure 106: Line 3

Data Structure Diagram Internal Schema Definition Objects

The following graphic depicts internal schema definition objects.
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Figure 107: Line 4

Data Structure Diagram External Schema Definition Objects

The following graphic depicts external schema definition objects.
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Figure 108: Line 5

Construction Management

The following graphic depicts construction management.
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Figure 109: Line 6

Dialect

The following graphic depicts a dialect.
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Figure 110: Line 7
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Cascade Delete Support

The following graphic depicts a cascade delete support.

Figure 111: Line 8

Public Interface Table Definitions
This article provides information for the Public Interface Table definitions alphabetically. 
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ACTION_BLOCK

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ACTION_BLOCK

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Action block name

6 INTEXT 1 CHAR I (Internal)
E (External)

7 BUSINESS_SYS_
ID

4 INTEGER Business system that
directly owns this action
block.
(Zero if not directly
owned by a business
system or if it is a
procedure action block.)

ACTIV_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ACTIV_USAGE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SEQH 4 INTEGER Sequence of child within
activity hierarchy. Use
ORDER_BY_SEQH
to return the activity
hierarchy as specified in
toolset.

6 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within
parent activity. Use
ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return children in the
same order as specified
in toolset.

7 MIN_FREQ 4 INTEGER Minimum frequency of
execution

8 MAX_FREQ 4 INTEGER Maximum frequency of
execution

9 AVG_FREQ 4 INTEGER Average frequency of
execution
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10 FREQ_UNITS 1 CHAR Frequency units:
Y (Year)
M (Month)
W (Week)
D (Day)

11 GROWTH_RATE 4 INTEGER Growth rate (percent)

12 GROWTH_RATE_
PER

1 CHAR Growth rate period:
Y (Year)
M (Month)
W (Week)
D (Day)

13 PARENT_ACTIV_ID 4 INTEGER Parent activity ID. Join
with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF
Zero for root function

14 CHILD_ACTIV_ID 4 INTEGER Child activity ID. Join
with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

 

ACTIVITY_CLUSTER

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ACTIVITY_CLUSTER

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the activity
cluster

 

ACTN_BLK_USE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ACTN_BLK_USE
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3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 ACTN_BLK_ID 4 INTEGER Action Block that contains
the USE action.
Join with
ACTION_BLOCK.

6 USED_ACTN_BLK_
ID

4 INTEGER The used Action Block.
Join with
ACTION_BLOCK.

 

ADD_ATOM_DEP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ADD_ATOM_DEP

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 ADD_DEPENDNCY_ID 4 INTEGER Dependency ID

6 EXPORT_USAGE_
ID

4 INTEGER From side of
dependency. Join with:
ACTIV_USAGE
XT_EVNT_USAGE
XT_OBJ_USAGE
ADD_MUTL_EXCL
ADD_PARALLEL
ADD_CLOSURE

7 IMPORT_USAGE_
ID

4 INTEGER To side of dependency.
Join with:
ACTIV_USAGE
XT_OBJ_USAGE
ADD_MUTL_EXCL
ADD_PARALLEL
ADD_CLOSURE
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ADD_CLOSURE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ADD_CLOSURE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 PARENT_
ACTIV_ID

32 VARCHAR Parent activity ID. Join
with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

6 PDD_MUTL_
EXC_ID

4 INTEGER ADD mutually exclusive
construct being closed

 

ADD_DEPENDNCY

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ADD_DEPENDNCY

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Dependency name

 

ADD_EXT_FLOW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ADD_EXT_FLOW

3 ADD_DEPENDNCY_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the dependency

4 DATA_VIEW_ID 32 VARCHAR Data view ID that flows
on this flow. Join with:
GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW
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NOTE
For ADD_MUTL_EXCL, see the PDD_MUTL_EXCL table. For ADD_PARALLEL, see
the PDD_PARALLEL table.

ALIAS

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ALIAS

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of alias

6 ABBREVIATION 1 CHAR Abbreviation?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 ACRONYM 1 CHAR Acronym?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

8 USE_IN_DSD 1 CHAR Use alias name in DSD?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

9 DATA_ITEM_ID 4 INTEGER ID of data item. Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP
ATTRIBUTE

 

ATTR_IDENT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER D of the containing model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ATTR_IDENT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Identifier (not unique)

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object ID

5 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within entity
type or subtype.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return attribute identifiers
in the same order as
specified in the toolset.
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6 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of identifier

7 PRIMARY_KEY 1 CHAR Primary identifier for
entity type?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

8 ENTITY_ID 4 INTEGER Entity type or subtype for
which this attribute is an
identifier. Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

9 ATTRIBUTE_
ID

4 INTEGER Attribute ID

 

ATTR_VIEW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ATTR_VIEW

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within entity
view.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ
to return attributes in the
same order as specified
in the toolset.

6 REQUIRED_
INPUT

1 CHAR Is this a required import
view?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 ENTITY_VIEW_
ID

4 INTEGER Parent entity view

8 ATTRIBUTE_ID 4 INTEGER Attribute included in this
entity view
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ATTRIBUTE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ATTRIBUTE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Attribute name

6 DSD_NAME 32 VARCHAR Data Structure Illustration
name

7 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within entity
type or subtype. Use
ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return attributes in the
same order as specified
in the toolset.

8 OPT 1 CHAR Optionality:
M (Mandatory)
O (Optional)

9 TYPE 1 CHAR Type of attribute:
B (Basic)
D (Derived)
S (Designed)
A (Auto Number)

10 DOMAIN 1 CHAR Domain of attribute:
T (Text)
D (Date)
M (Time)
N (Number)
Q (Timestamp)
G (Graphic [DBCS])
Y (Text | Mixed)
(for system-supplied
functions only)
Z (Mixed)
B (BLOB)

11 VARYING_LENGTH 1 CHAR Varying length string?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

12 LENGTH 4 INTEGER Number of characters

13 DEC_PLACES 4 INTEGER Number of decimal
places.
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14 CASE_SENSITIVE 4 CHAR Case sensitive?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

15 UNITS 1 CHAR Units (for BLOB only):
K (KB)
M (MB)
G (GB)
Space (Bytes)

16 PARENT_ENTITY_
ID

4 INTEGER Entity type or subtype for
which this is an attribute.
Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP
SYS_ENT_TYPE

17 ACTION_BLOCK_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of algorithm action
block for an attribute.
(zero if algorithm does
not exist).

18 DEF_PERM_VAL_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of default permitted
value.
Join with
PERMIT_VALUE.
(zero if default value does
not exist)

19 ENCAP_LEVEL 1 CHAR Level of encapsulation:
space (Public)
P (Protected)

 

BAA_ACTN_BLK

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR BAA_ACTN_BLK

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Action block name

6 INTEXT 1 CHAR I (Internal)
E (External)
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7 BUSINESS_SYS_
ID

4 INTEGER Business system that
contains this action block.
(Zero if not contained by
a business system)

 

BSD_ACTN_BLK

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR BSD_ACTN_BLK

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Action block name

6 INTEXT 1 CHAR I (Internal)
E (External)

7 BUSINESS_SYS_ID 4 INTEGER Business System that
contains this action block

 

BUS_AREA

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR BUS_AREA

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Business area name

 

BUS_GOAL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR BUS_GOAL
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3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the business
goal

6 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within
business goal. Use
ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return business goals
in the same order as
specified in the toolset.

7 AMOUNT 4 INTEGER Goal amount.

8 PRIORITY 4 INTEGER Priority
The possible range is 0
(Low) to 9 (High)

9 TARGET_DATE 4 INTEGER Target date of goal.
The format
is YYYYMMDD 

10 UNIT_OF_
MEASURE

32 VARCHAR Goal amount, unit of
measure

11 PARENT_GOAL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the parent business
goal.
Join with BUS_GOAL.
Zero for root business
goal (will be used in
future release).

 

BUS_LOCATION

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR BUS_LOCATION

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the Business
Location

6 TYPE 1 CHAR Location type:
S (Site)
T (Type)
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BUS_OBJECTIVE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR BUS_OBJECTIVE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the Business
objective.

6 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within
business objective.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ
to return business
objectives in the same
order as specified in the
toolset.

7 PRIORITY 4 INTEGER Priority
The possible range is 0
for low, to 9 for high.

8 PARENT_BUSOBJ_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the parent business
objective.
Join with
BUS_OBJECTIVE.
Zero for root business
objective (will be used in
future release).

 

BUS_PROC_SCOPE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR BUS_PROC_SCOPE

3 BUSINESS_PROC_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of business procedure
this implements

4 ELEM_PROCESS_ID 4 INTEGER ID of elementary process
implemented. Join with
PROCESS_DEF.
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BUS_PROC_STEP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR BUS_PROC_STEP

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the procedure
step

6 DSPLY_1ST 1 CHAR Display first?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 NON_SCREENED 1 CHAR Non-screened?
S (Screened)
N (Non-screened)

8 STEP_TYPE 1 CHAR Procedure step type:
O (Online)
B (Batch)

9 BUS_PROCEDURE_
ID

4 INTEGER Procedure that contains
the procedure step.
Join with
BUSINESS_PROC.

10 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence of steps within
a procedure

11 ACTION_BLOCK_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the action block that
defines the procedure
step.

 

BUS_SYS_SCOPE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR BUS_SYS_SCOPE

3 BUSINESS_SYS_ID 4 INTEGER ID of business system
this scopes
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4 ELEM_PROCESS_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of elementary process
implemented.
Join with
PROCESS_DEF.

 

BUSINESS_PROC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR BUSINESS_PROC

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR The name of the
procedure

6 PROCEDURE_TYPE 1 CHAR Procedure type:
O (Online)
B (Batch)

7 BUSINESS_SYS_ID 4 INTEGER The business system that
contains the procedure

8 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence of procedures
within business system

 

BUSINESS_SYS

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR BUSINESS_SYS

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the business
system

6 SHOW_EX_ITEMS 1 CHAR Show extraordinary items
first?
Y (Yes)
N (No)
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7 WHAT_PAGE_RTN 1 CHAR Show what page on
return?
T (Top)
L (Last)

 

CD_ACTN_BLK

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR CD_ACTN_BLK

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Cascade Delete (CD)
action block name

6 ENTITY_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the entity for which
the CD action block is the
cascade delete routine.
Zero if the cd action block
is not a cascade delete
routine for an entity type.

7 LINKAGE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the linkage for
which that the cd action
block is the cascade
delete routine.
Zero if the cd action block
is not a cascade delete
routine for a linkage.

 

CELL_VALUE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR CELL_VALUE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 CELL_VALUE 1 CHAR Cell value
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6 MATRIX_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the matrix that uses
this cell value

7 X_OBJECT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the object that uses
this cell value on the X
axis.

8 Y_OBJECT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the object that uses
this cell value on the Y
axis.

 

 

CHANGE_OCCUR

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR CHANGE_OCCUR

3 TYPE 1 CHAR Type of change:
D (Direct)
I (Indirect)
C (Changed by migration)

4 SESSION_ID 4 INTEGER ID of session

5 OBJECT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of object

 

CLASSIFIER

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR CLASSIFIER

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 PARTITIONING_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the partition for
which this is a classifier

6 ATTRIBUTE_ID 4 INTEGER Classifying attribute ID
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CMD_SYNONYM

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID  INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR CMD_SYNONYM

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 CMD_
SYNONYM

32 VARCHAR Synonym of the
command

6 COMMAND_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the command for
which this is a synonym

 

COMMAND

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR COMMAND

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the command

6 BUSINESS_SYS_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the business
system that contains the
command

 

COMPONENT_IMPLEM

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR COMPONENT_IMPLEM

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Interface type name
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6 TYPE 1 CHAR Type of entity:
B (Persistent)
D (Transient)

7 NO_INSTANCE 1 CHAR No instances?
space (Instances
supported)
Y (No instances)

8 CATEGORY 1 CHAR Category:
space (Generic)
B (Business object type)
T (Task object type)

 

COMPONENT_SPEC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR COMPONENT_SPEC

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Interface type name

6 TYPE 1 CHAR Type of entity:
B (Persistent)
D (Transient)

7 NO_INSTANCE 1 CHAR No instances?
space (Instances
supported)
Y (No instances)

8 CATEGORY 1 CHAR Category:
space (Generic)
B (Business object type)
T (Task object type)

9 VIEWABLE 1 CHAR Viewable?
space (No)
Y (Yes)

10 ENCAP_LEVEL 1 CHAR Level of encapsulation:
space | O (Open)
R (Restricted)
E (Encapsulated)
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11 SUBJECT_AREA_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the subject area that
contains this entity type.

 

CRITICAL_SUCCESS

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR CRITICAL_SUCCESS

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the critical
success factor

6 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence with critical
success factor.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return cell values in the
same order as specified
in the toolset.

7 INHIBITOR 1 CHAR Inhibitor?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

8 PRIORITY 4 INTEGER Priority
The possible range is 0,
for low to 9, for high.

9 PARENT_CSF_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the parent critical
success factor. Join with
CRITICAL_SUCCESS.
Zero for root critical
success, will be used in a
future release.

 

CSTM_EDT_PTRN

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR CSTM_EDT_PTRN

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier
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4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 CLASS 1 CHAR Class of pattern:
T (Text)
D (Date)
M (Time)
N (Number)

6 SCRN_FLD_VAR_
ID

4 INTEGER Screen variable that uses
the edit pattern

7 TEXT 2000 LONGVAR Text of the edit pattern

 

CURRENT_DATA

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR CURRENT_DATA

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the current
database or data store

6 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within current
database or store.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return current databases
or stores in the same
order as specified in the
toolset.

7 PARENT_DATA_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the parent current
database or data store.
Join with
CURRENT_DATA.
Zero for root current
database or data store
(will be used in a future
release).
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CURRENT_EFFECT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR CURRENT_EFFECT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 CREATE 1 CHAR Create expected

6 READ 1 CHAR Read expected

7 UPDT 1 CHAR Update expected

8 DLET 1 CHAR Delete expected

9 MATRIX_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the matrix that uses
this current effect.

10 CUR_DATA_ID 4 INTEGER ID of current database or
data store.
Join with
CURRENT_DATA.

11 CUR_INFO_SYS_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the current
information system.
Join with
CURRENT_INFO_SYS.

 

CURRENT_INFO_SYS

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR CURRENT_INFO_SYS

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the current
information system

6 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within current
information system.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ
to return information
systems in the same
order as specified in the
toolset.
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7 STATUS 1 CHAR System Status:
C (Current)
P (Planned)

8 PARENT_SYS_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the parent current
information system.
Join with
CURRENT_INFO_SYS.
Zero for root current
information system
(will be used in future
release).

 

DASD_VOL_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DASD_VOL_USAGE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 DATASET_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the data set.
Join with:
DATASET_INDEX
DATASET_TBLSP

6 DASD_VOLUME_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the DASD volume

 

DASD_VOLUME

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DASD_VOLUME

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 TYPE 1 CHAR Type of DASD device:
8 (3380)
5 (3350)
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6 VOLSER 32 VARCHAR Volume serial number

 

DATA_BASE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DATA_BASE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the database

6 DBMS 1 CHAR Database management
system:
2 (DB2 z/OS)
A (Datacom)
B (ODBC/ADO.NET)
C (MSSQL)
E (DB2 UDB)
H (NONE)
J (JDBC)
O (Oracle)

7 TYPE 1 CHAR Type of database:
P (Physical)
L (Logical)

8 DFLT_
BUFFERPOOL

1 CHAR Default bufferpool

9 DEF_STG_GRP_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of storage group that
is used as default for this
database.
Join with
STORAGE_GROUP.
Zero if default storage
group does not exist.

 

DATA_BASE_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model
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2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DATA_BASE_USAGE

3 TECH_DESIGN_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the technical design
that uses this database.
Join with
TECHNICAL_DESIGN.

4 DATABASE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the database used
by this technical design.
Join with DATA_BASE.

 

DATA_CLUSTER

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DATA_CLUSTER

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the data cluster

 

DATA_STORE_INDEX

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DATA_STORE_INDEX

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 8 CHAR Name of the data store

6 DB2_BUFFERPOOL 1 CHAR Buffer pool assignment:
0 (BP0)
1 (BP1)
2 (BP2)
K (BP32K)

7 VSAM_CAT_NAME 8 CHAR Name of the VSAM
catalog

8 DB2_CLOSE 1 CHAR Close when not in use?
Y (Yes)
N (No)
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9 DB2_SUBPAGES 1 CHAR Number of subpages per
page, 1, 2, 4, 8, S - 16

10 ERASE_OLD_
DATA

1 CHAR Erase old data during
Create?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

11 UNIT_ALLOC 1 CHAR Unit for allocation
quantity:
C (CYL)
T (Trk)
R (Rec)
K (Kbytes)

12 USE_DEFAULT_
PROP

1 CHAR Use default data set
properties?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

13 FREE_PAGE_FREQ 4 INTEGER Free page frequency

14 FREE_SPACE_PCT 4 INTEGER Free space percentage

15 PRIME_ALLOC 4 INTEGER Primary allocation
quantity

16 SECOND_ALLOC 4 INTEGER Secondary allocation
quantity

17 DATABASE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the database. Join
with DATA_BASE.

18 STORAGE_GRP_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the storage
group that contains the
indexspace.
Join with
STORAGE_GROUP.
Zero if the indexspace
is not contained by a
storage group.

 

DATA_STORE_TBLSP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DATA_STORE_TBLSP

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 8 CHAR Name of the data store
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6 DB2_BUFFERPOOL 1 CHAR Buffer pool assignment:
0 (BP0)
1 (BP1)
2 (BP2)
K (BP32K)

7 VSAM_CAT_NAME 8 CHAR Name of the VSAM
catalog

8 DB2_CLOSE 1 CHAR Close when not in use?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

9 DB2_LOCKSIZE 1 CHAR Lock size:
P (Page)
A (Any)
T (Table)

10 ERASE_OLD_DATA 1 CHAR Erase old data during
Create?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

11 UNIT_ALLOC 1 CHAR Unit for allocation
quantity:
C (Cyl)
T (Trk)
R (Rec)
K (Kbytes)

12 USE_DEFAULT_
PROP

1 CHAR Use default data set
properties:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

13 SEGMENT_SIZE 4 INTEGER Segment size

14 FREE_PAGE_FREQ 4 INTEGER Free page frequency

15 FREE_SPACE_PCT 4 INTEGER Free space percentage

16 PRIME_ALLOC 4 INTEGER Primary allocation
quantity

17 SECOND_ALLOC 4 INTEGER Secondary allocation
quantity

18 DATABASE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the database. Join
with DATA_BASE.
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19 STORAGE_GRP_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the storage group
that contains this
tablespace.
Join with
STORAGE_GROUP.
Zero if the tablespace
is not contained by a
storage group.

 

DATACOM_COLUMN

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

NOTE
 DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 ID 4 INTEGER ID of Datacom column

3 TBNAME 16 CHAR DATACOM_COLUMN

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Name

6 FORMAT 1 CHAR Format of data

7 LENGTH 4 INTEGER Length of field

8 NUM_DEC_PLC 4 INTEGER Number of decimal
places

9 OPTIONALITY 1 CHAR Optionality for DBMS
fields

10 DFTL_VALUE_SPEC 1 CHAR Default value specified

11 FIELD_ID 1 INTEGER Base column this object
is extended from. Join
with FIELD.

 

DATACOM_CONSTRNT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

NOTE
 DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model
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2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DATACOM_CONSTRNT

3 ID 4 INTEGER ID of Datacom constraint

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Name

6 RI_ENF_PROD 1 CHAR RI enforcement for
production

7 RI_ENF_TEST 1 CHAR RI enforcement for test

8 RI_ENF_TRIGGER 1 CHAR RI enforced trigger

9 LINKAGE_ID 4 INTEGER Base linkage this object
is extended from. Join
with LINKAGE.

 

DATACOM_DATABASE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

NOTE
 DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DATACOM_DATABASE

3 ID 4 INTEGER ID of Datacom database

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Name

6 DATABASE_ID 4 INTEGER Base database this object
is extended from.
Join with DATA_BASE.

 

DATACOM _INDEX

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

NOTE
 DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DATACOM_TABLE

3 ID 4 INTEGER ID of Datacom index

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier
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5 NAME 32 CHAR Name

6 ENTRY_POINT_ID 4 INTEGER Base index this object is
extended from. Join with
ENTRY_POINT.

 

DATACOM _TABLE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

NOTE
 DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DATACOM_TABLE

3 ID 4 INTEGER ID of Datacom table

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Name

6 RI_TRIG_PRFX 32 CHAR RI trigger and procedure
name prefix

7 OWNER_ID_EXT 8 CHAR Owner identifier
extension

8 PV_READ_ENF 1 CHAR Permitted value READ
enforcement

9 PV_DBMS_ENF 1 CHAR Permitted value DBMS
enforcement

10 RECORD_ID 4 INTEGER Base record this object is
extended from. Join with
RECORD.

 

DATACOM _TD

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

NOTE
 DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DATACOM_TD

3 ID 4 INTEGER ID of Datacom technical
design
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4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 OWNER_ID 8 CHAR Owner identifier

6 DFLT_DBNAME 32 CHAR Default DB name

7 RI_ENFRCMNT 1 CHAR Referential integrity
enforcement

8 RES_WORD_CHK 1 CHAR Reserved work check?

9 DBMS_REL_VER 1 CHAR DBMS release version

10 PV_READ_ENF 1 CHAR Permitted value READ
enforcement

11 PV_DBMS_ENF 1 CHAR Permitted value DBMS
enforcement

12 DEF_VALUE_ENF 1 CHAR Default value enforced?

13 NULL_OR_DEF 1 CHAR Create NULL or default
value?

14 GEN_ODBC_INT 1 CHAR Generate ODBC
interface?

15 TECH_DSN_ID 4 INTEGER Base technical
design this object is
extended from. Join with
TECHNICAL_DESIGN.

 

DATASET_INDEX

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DATASET_INDEX

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 VSAM_CAT_NAME 8 CHAR Name of the VSAM
catalog

6 FREE_PAGE_FREQ 4 INTEGER Free page frequency

7 FREE_SPACE_PCT 4 INTEGER Free space percentage

8 PRIME_ALLOC 4 INTEGER Primary allocation
quantity

9 SECOND_ALLOC 4 INTEGER Secondary allocation
quantity
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10 UNIT_ALLOC 1 CHAR Unit for allocation
quantity:
C (Cyl)
T (Trk)
R (Rec)
K (Kbytes)

11 ERASE_OLD_DATA 1 CHAR Erase old data during
Create?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

12 USE_DEFAULT_
PROP

1 CHAR Use default data set
properties?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

13 PART_NUMBER 4 INTEGER Data set number for DB2
partitioning

14 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within data
store

15 DATA_STORE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing data
store.
Join with
DATA_STORE_INDEX.

16 STORAGE_GRP_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the storage
group that holds this
indexspace data set.
Join with
STORAGE_GROUP.
Zero if the data set is not
held by a storage group.

 

DATASET_TBLSP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DATASET_TBLSP

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 VSAM_CAT_NAME 8 CHAR Name of the VSAM
catalog

6 FREE_PAGE_FREQ 4 INTEGER Free page frequency

7 FREE_SPACE_PCT 4 INTEGER Free space percentage
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8 PRIME_ALLOC 4 INTEGER Primary allocation
quantity

9 SECOND_ALLOC 4 INTEGER Secondary allocation
quantity

10 UNIT_ALLOC 1 CHAR Unit for allocation
quantity:
C (Cyl)
T (Trk)
R (Rec)
K (Kbytes)

11 ERASE_OLD_DATA 1 CHAR Erase old data during
Create?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

12 USE_DEFAULT_
PROP

1 CHAR Use default data set
properties:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

13 PART_NUMBER 4 INTEGER Data set number for DB2
partitioning

14 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within data
store

15 DATA_STORE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing data
store.
Join with
DATA_STORE_TBLSP.

16 STORAGE_GRP_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the storage group
that holds this tablespace
index.
Join with
STORAGE_GROUP.
Zero if data set is not
held by a storage group.

 

DB2_DDL_DB

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_DDL_DB

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier
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5 MEMBER_NAME 8 CHAR Name of member
containing generated
DDL for DB2 database
definition

6 DATE_GENERATED 4 INTEGER Generation date

7 TIME_GENERATED 4 INTEGER Generation time

8 GEN_BY_USER 8 CHAR Generated by user ID

9 DATA_BASE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the database with
which this DB2 database
definition is built.
Join with DATA_BASE.

 

DB2_DDL_INDEX

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_DDL_INDEX

3 ID 4 CHAR Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 MEMBER_NAME 8 CHAR Name of member
containing generated
DDL for DB2 index
definition

6 DATE_GENERATED 4 INTEGER Generation date

7 TIME_GENERATED 4 INTEGER Generation time

8 GEN_BY_USER 8 CHAR Generated by user ID

9 ENTRY_POINT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the entry point
which this DB2 index
definition is built from.
Join with ENTRY_POINT.

 

DB2_DDL_TABLE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_DDL_TABLE
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3 ID 4 CHAR Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 MEMBER_NAME 8 CHAR Name of member
containing generated
DDL for DB2 table
definition

6 DATE_GENERATED 4 INTEGER Generation date

7 TIME_GENERATED 4 INTEGER Generation time

8 GEN_BY_USER 8 CHAR Generated by user ID

9 RECORD_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the record that is
used to build this DB2
table definition.
Join with RECORD.

 

DB2_DDL_TBLSP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_DDL_TBLSP

3 ID 4 CHAR Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 MEMBER_NAME 8 CHAR Name of member
containing generated
DDL for DB2 tablespace
definition

6 DATE_GENERATED 4 INTEGER Generation date

7 TIME_GENERATED 4 INTEGER Generation time

8 GEN_BY_USER 8 CHAR Generated by user ID

9 DATA_STR_TBSP_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the data storage
tablespace with which
this DB2 tablespace is
built.
Join with
DATA_STORE_TBLSP.
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DB2_DEF_CLUSTER

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_DEF_CLUSTER

3 ID 4 CHAR Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 MEMBER_NAME 8 CHAR Name of member
containing DB2 VSAM
define cluster for data
store

6 DATE_
GENERATED

4 INTEGER Generation date

7 TIME_
GENERATED

4 INTEGER Generation time

8 GEN_BY_USER 8 CHAR Generated by user ID

9 DATA_SET_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the data set that is
implemented by this DB2
VSAM define cluster.
Join with:
DATASET_INDEX
DATASET_TBLSP

 

DB2_MVS_COLUMN

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of DB2 column

2 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

3 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_MVS_COLUMN

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Name

6 FORMAT 1 CHAR Format of data

7 LENGTH 4 INTEGER Length of field

8 NUM_DEC_PLC 4 INTEGER Number of decimal
places

9 OPTIONALITY 1 CHAR Optionality for DBMS
fields
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10 DFLT_VALUE_
SPEC

1 CHAR Default value specified

11 FIELD_ID 1 INTEGER Base column this object
is extended from. Join
with FIELD.

 

DB2_MVS_CONSTRNT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of DB2 constraint

2 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

3 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_MVS_CONSTRNT

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Name

6 RI_ENF_PROD 1 CHAR RI enforcement for
production

7 RI_ENF_TEST 1 CHAR RI enforcement for test

8 RI_ENF_TRIGGER 1 CHAR RI enforced trigger

9 LINKAGE_ID 4 INTEGER Base linkage this object
is extended from. Join
with LINKAGE.

 

DB2_MVS_DATABASE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of DB2 constraint

2 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

3 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_MVS_DATABASE

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Name

6 OWNER_IDENTIFIER 8 CHAR Owner identifier

7 ROSHARE 1 CHAR None/Owner/Read
availability

8 DB_ALLOWS_
TABLES

1 CHAR Database allows tables in
system
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9 BUFFERPOOL_NUM 4 INTEGER Bufferpool number

10 DATABASE_ID 4 INTEGER Base database this object
is extended from.
Join with DATA_BASE.

 

DB2_MVS_INDEX

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of DB2 index

2 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

3 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_MVS_INDEX

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Name

6 ENTRY_POINT_
ID

4 INTEGER Base index this object is
extended from. Join with
ENTRY_POINT.

 

DB2_MVS_INDEXSPC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of DB2 indexspace

2 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

3 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_MVS_INDEXSPC

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Name

6 DEFER_BUILD 1 CHAR Defer index build?

7 INDEX_TYPE 1 CHAR Index type

8 NOT_NULL_UNIQ 1 CHAR Unique where not null?

9 BUFFERPOOL_NUM 4 INTEGER Bufferpool number

10 INDEXSPACE_ID 4 INTEGER Base indexspace this
object is extended from.
Join with
DATA_STORE_INDEX.
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DB2_MVS_TABLE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of DB2 tabel

2 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

3 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_MVS_TABLE

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Name

6 RI_TRIG_PRFX 32 CHAR RI trigger and procedure
name prefix

7 OWNER_ID_EXT 8 CHAR Owner identifier
extension

8 PV_READ_ENF 1 CHAR Permitted value READ
enforcement

9 PV_DBMS_ENF 1 CHAR Permitted value DBMS
enforcement

10 RSTR_DROP 1 CHAR With restrict on drop?

11 DATA_CAPTURE 1 CHAR Data capture?

12 RECORD_ID 4 INTEGER Base record this object is
extended from. Join with
RECORD.

 

DB2_MVS_TABLESPC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of DB2 tablespace

2 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

3 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_MVS_TABLESPC

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Name

6 COMPRESS 1 CHAR Compress?

7 LOCKMAX_SYS 1 CHAR Lockmax by system?

8 LOCKMAX_VALUE 4 INTEGER Lockmax value

9 SYSTEM_
TABLESPC

1 CHAR System tablespace?
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10 BUFFERPOOL_
NUM

4 INTEGER Bufferpool number

11 TABLESPACE_ID 4 INTEGER Base tablespace this
object is extended from.
Join with
DATA_STORE_TBLSP.

 

DB2_MVS_TD

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of DB2 technical
design

2 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

3 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_MVS_TD

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 OWNER_ID 8 CHAR Owner identifier

6 DFLT_DBNAME 32 CHAR Default DB name

7 RI_
ENFORCEMENT

1 CHAR Referential integrity
enforcement

8 RES_WORD_CHK 1 CHAR Reserved work check?

9 DBMS_REL_VER 1 CHAR DBMS release version

10 PV_READ_ENF 1 CHAR Permitted value READ
enforcement

11 PV_DBMS_ENF 1 CHAR Permitted value DBMS
enforcement

12 DEF_VALUE_ENF 1 CHAR Default value enforced?

13 NULL_OR_DEF 1 CHAR Create NULL or default
value?

14 GEN_ODBC_INT 1 CHAR Generate ODBC
interface?

15 AVAILABILITY 1 CHAR None/Owner/Read
availability

16 COMPRESS_TBS 1 CHAR Compress tablespace?

17 LOCKMAX_VAL 4 INTEGER Lockmax value

18 LOCKMAX_SYS 1 CHAR Lockmax by systerm?

19 DATA_CAPTURE 1 CHAR Data capture?

20 RESTRICT_DROP 1 CHAR With restrict on drop?

21 DEFER_IDX_BLD 1 CHAR Defer index build?
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22 INDEX_TYPE 1 CHAR Index type

23 QUALIFY_TABLE 1 CHAR Qualify table references?

24 ASIS_FLAG 1 CHAR ASIS naming flag on TD
properties

25 ALLOWS_TABLES 1 CHAR Database allows tables in
system

26 BUFFERPOOL_DB 4 INTEGER Bufferpool number
database default

27 BUFFERPOOL_IN 4 INTEGER Bufferpool number
indexspace default

28 BUFFERPOOL_TB 4 INTEGER Bufferpool number
tablespace default

29 REC_DEF_TSPC 8 CHAR Record default
tablespace

30 TECH_DSN_ID 4 INTEGER Base technical
design this object is
extended from. Join with
TECHNICAL_DESIGN.

 

DB2_RESRC_MODULE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DB2_RESRC_MODULE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 MEMBER_NAME 8 CHAR Member name

6 DATE_
GENERATED

4 INTEGER Generation date. Not
used.

7 TIME_
GENERATED

4 INTEGER Generation time. Not
used.

8 GEN_BY_USER 8 CHAR Generated by user ID.
Not used.

9 IMPL_LOGIC_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the implementation
logic that uses the DB2
resource module
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DERIVATION_ALGOR

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DERIVATION_ALGOR

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Action block name

6 INTEXT 1 CHAR Internal or external action
block?
I (Internal)
E (External)

7 BUSINESS_SYS_
ID

4 INTEGER Business system that
contains this action block.
Zero if not contained by a
business system.

 

DESC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of object for which this
is a description

2 TEXT 2000 LONGVAR Text of description

 

DFLT_EDT_PTRN

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DFLT_EDT_PTRN

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the default edit
pattern
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6 CLASS 1 CHAR Class of pattern:
T (Text)
N (Num)
D (Date)
M (Time)
G (DBCS)
Q (Timestamp)

7 BUSINESS_SYS_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the business system
that contains this edit
pattern

8 TEXT 2000 LONGVAR Text of the edit pattern

 

DFLT_LIT_VDAT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DFLT_LIT_VDAT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 COLOR 1 CHAR Default color for literal
fields

6 HIGHLIGHT 1 CHAR Default highlighting for
literal fields

7 INTENSITY 1 CHAR Default intensity for literal
fields

8 BUSINESS_
SYS_ID

4 INTEGER Business system for
which the defaults apply.

 

DFLT_PRM_VDAT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DFLT_PRM_VDAT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier
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5 COLOR 1 CHAR Default color for prompt
fields

6 HIGHLIGHT 1 CHAR Default highlighting for
prompt fields

7 INTENSITY 1 CHAR Default intensity for
prompt fields

8 BUSINESS_SYS_
ID

4 INTEGER Business system for
which the defaults apply.

 

DFLT_VAR_VDAT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DFLT_VAR_VDAT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 COLOR 1 CHAR Default color for variable
fields

6 HIGHLIGHT 1 CHAR Default highlighting for
variable fields

7 INTENSITY 1 CHAR Default intensify for
variable fields

8 PROTECTION 1 CHAR Default protection for
variable fields

9 JUSTIFICATION 1 CHAR Default justification for
variable fields

10 FILL_CHAR 1 CHAR Default fill character for
variable fields

11 VIDEO_CURSOR 1 CHAR Insert cursor here?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

12 BLANK_WHEN_
ZERO

1 CHAR Blank field when zero?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

13 BUSINESS_SYS_
ID

4 INTEGER Business system for
which the defaults apply
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DFLT_VARE_VDAT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DFLT_VARE_VDAT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 COLOR 1 CHAR Default color for variable
fields

6 HIGHLIGHT 1 CHAR Default highlighting for
variable fields

7 INTENSITY 1 CHAR Default intensify for
variable fields

8 PROTECTION 1 CHAR Default protection for
variable fields

9 VIDEO_CURSOR 1 CHAR Insert cursor here?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

10 BUSINESS_SYS_ID 4 INTEGER Business system for
which the defaults apply.

 

DIALECT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR Dialect

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique Identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 8 CHAR Dialect name

6 DEFAULT 1 CHAR Is the dialect the default
dialect?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 DEC_PT_CHAR 1 CHAR Decimal point character

8 SEPARATOR_
CHAR

1 CHAR Separator character
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9 TRANSLAT_
TABLE1

8 CHAR Translation table name
ASCII/EBCDIC

10 TRANSLAT_
TABLE2

8 CHAR Translation table name
lower/upper. Not used.

11 MESSAGE_
TABLE

8 CHAR Message table name

12 NATL_LANG_
SUP

1 CHAR National language
support option:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

 

DIALECT_TEXT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DIALECT_TEXT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique Identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence number.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return in same order as
specified in toolset.

6 ACCEL_VALUE 1 CHAR Accelerator value (for
scroll amount only)

7 DIALECT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the dialect of the
text

8 OBJECT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the text for the
prompt, screen literal,
command, command
synonym, edit pattern,
message, or scroll
amount.
Join with:
PROMPT
SCRN_FLD_LIT
COMMAND
CMD_SYNONYM
DFLT_EDT_PTRN
CSTM_EDT_PTRN
MESSAGE
SCROLL_AMOUNT
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9 TEXT_VALUE 2000 LONGVAR Text value

 

DIALOG_FLOW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DIALOG_FLOW

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 TYPE 1 CHAR Type of Flow:
T (Transfer)
L (Link)

6 DSPLY_1ST 1 CHAR Display first?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 DSPLY_1ST_
RTRN

1 CHAR Display first on return
from link?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

8 SEND_
COMMAND

1 CHAR Send current value of
command?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

9 RETURN_
COMMAND

1 CHAR Return current value of
command?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

10 INITBY_P_
STEP_ID

4 INTEGER Initiated procedure step.
Join with
BUS_PROC_STEP.

11 INITS_P_STEP_
ID

4 INTEGER Initiating procedure step.
Join with
BUS_PROC_STEP.
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DLG_DATA_SENT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DLG_DATA_SENT

3 DIALOG_FLOW_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the dialog flow

4 SRC_DATA_
VIEW_ID

4 INTEGER Source data view sent by
the dialog flow.
Join with:
GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

5 DST_DATA_
VIEW_ID

4 INTEGER Destination data view
sent by the dialog flow.
Join with:
GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

 

DLG_FLWS_EXST

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DLG_FLWS_EXST

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SAVE_INPUT_
VIEWS

1 CHAR Save input views on link?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

6 DIALOG_FLOW_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the dialog flow

7 EXIT_STATE_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the exit state on
which the dialog flows
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DLG_SETS_CMD

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR DLG_SETS_CMD

3 DIALOG_FLOW_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the dialog flow

4 COMMAND_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the command set by
the dialog flow

 

ENTITY_ST_TRANS

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ENTITY_ST_TRANS

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SOURCE_ENTITY_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the source entity

6 DEST_ENTITY_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the destination
entity

 

ENT_ST_TRANS_USE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ENT_ST_TRANS_USE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 ENT_ST_TRANS_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the entity state
transition

6 ACTIVITY_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the activity (function
or process)
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ENTITY_REC_IMPL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ENTITY_REC_IMPL

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 ENTITY_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the entity type
implemented by this
record.
Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

6 RECORD_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the record defined
by this entity type

 

ENTITY_SUBTYP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ENTITY_SUBTYP

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Entity subtype name

6 DSD_NAME 32 VARCHAR Data Structure Illustration
name

7 MIN_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Minimum number of
occurrences

8 MAX_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Maximum number of
occurrences

9 AVG_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Average number of
occurrences

10 GROWTH_RATE 4 INTEGER Growth rate (percent)
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11 GROWTH_RATE_
PER

1 CHAR Growth rate period:
Y (Year)
M (Month)
W (Week)
D (Day)

12 SEQ 4 INTEGER Sequence number for
presentation

13 PARTITIONING_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the partitioning
on which the subtype
appears

14 PERMIT_VALUE_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of classifying permitted
value for entity subtypes
(zero if classifying
permitted value does not
exist).

 

ENTITY_TYPE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ENTITY_TYPE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Entity type name

6 DSD_NAME 32 VARCHAR Data Structure Illustration
name

7 MIN_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Minimum number of
occurrences

8 MAX_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Maximum number of
occurrences

9 AVG_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Average number of
occurrences

10 GROWTH_RATE 4 INTEGER Growth rate (percent)

11 GROWTH_RATE_
PER

1 CHAR Growth rate period:
Y (Year)
M (Month)
W (Week)
D (Day)

12 SUBJECT_AREA_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of subject area that
contains this entity type
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13 TYPE 1 CHAR Type of entity:
B (Persistent)
D (Transient)

14 NO_INSTANCE 1 CHAR No instances?
space (Instances
supported)
Y (No instances)

15 CATEGORY 1 CHAR Category:
space (generic)
B (Business object type)
T (Task object type)

16 VIEWABLE 1 CHAR Viewable?
space (No)
Y (Yes)

17 ENCAP_LEVEL 1 CHAR Level of encapsulation:
space | O (Open)
R (Restricted)
E (Encapsulated)

18 CBD_TYPE 1 CHAR CBD type:
space (Regular entity
type)
I (Interface type)
S (Specification type)
P (Component
specification)
M (Component
implementation)

 

ENTITY_VIEW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ENTITY_VIEW

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Entity view name

6 REQUIRED_
INPUT

1 CHAR Is this a required import
view?
Y (Yes)
N (No)
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7 ENT_ACT_
ALLOWED

1 CHAR Is entity action allowed?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

8 USED_AS_I_O 1 CHAR Used as input or output:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

9 SEQH 4 INTEGER Sequence within viewset
hierarchy.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQH
to return the views in the
same order as specified
in toolset.

10 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within parent
view or view set.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ
to return children in the
same order as specified
in toolset.

11 PARENT_ID 4 INTEGER Parent group view or
view set.
Join with:
GROUP_VIEW
VIEW_SET

12 VIEW_SET_ID 4 INTEGER Viewset that contains this
view.
Join with VIEW_SET.

13 ENTITY_ID 4 INTEGER Entity type or subtype
for which this is an entity
view.
Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP
SYS_ENT_TYPE

 

ENTRY_POINT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ENTRY_POINT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier
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5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Entry point name

6 CLUSTERED 1 CHAR Is the entry point
clustered?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 PARTITIONED 1 CHAR Is the entry point
partitioned?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

8 ORGANIZATION 1 CHAR Entry point organization

9 PRIMARY_KEY 1 CHAR Primary key for table?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

10 DATA_STR_NDX_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the data store index
wherethis entry point is
stored.
Join with
DATA_STORE_INDEX.

11 IDENTIFIER_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the identifier
that this entry point
implements (zero
for entry points not
associated with an
identifier).

12 REL_IMPL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the relationship
implementation
associated with this
entry point (zero for entry
points not associated with
an implementation).
Join with
REL_PART_IMPL.

 

ENVIRONMENT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ENVIRONMENT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the environment
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EXIT_STATE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR EXIT_STATE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the exit state

6 TERMINAT_
ACTION

1 CHAR Termination action:
M (Normal)
A (Abort)
R (Rollback)

7 TYPE 1 CHAR Message type:
I (Informational)
W (Warning)
E (Error)
N (None)

8 BUSINESS_SYS_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the business
system that contains
the exit state (zero if not
contained by a business
system).

9 MESSAGE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the message for
non-default dialect Zero if
it is the default dialect.

 

EXIT_STATE_US

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR EXIT_STATE_US

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SAVE_INPUT_
VIEWS

1 CHAR Save input views on link?
Y (Yes)
N (No)
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6 EXIT_STATE_ID 4 INTEGER Exit state referenced by
this usage

7 DIALOG_FLOW_
ID

4 INTEGER Dialog flow that results
from this usage

8 COMMAND_ID 4 INTEGER Command that causes
autoflow (zero if
command does not
cause autoflow).

 

EXPECT_EFFECT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR EXPECT_EFFECT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 CREATE 1 CHAR Activity expected to
create entity type?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

6 READ 1 CHAR Activity expected to read
entity type?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 UPDT 1 CHAR Activity expected to
update entity type?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

8 DLET 1 CHAR Activity expected to
delete entity type?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

9 ENTITY_ID 4 INTEGER Entity type or subtype
that this activity is
expected to affect.
Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP
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10 ACTIVITY_ID 4 INTEGER Activity ID (function or
process).
Join with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

 

FACILITY

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR FACILITY

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the facility

6 TYPE 1 CHAR Facility type:
H (Hardware)
S (Software)

7 CUR_CAPACITY 4 INTEGER Current capacity

8 REQ_CAPACITY 4 INTEGER Required capacity

9 UNIT_OF_
MEASURE

32 VARCHAR Unit of measure

 

FIELD

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR FIELD

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Field name

6 MACRO_NAME 32 VARCHAR Macro name (column
name)

7 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within record
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8 ROLE 1 CHAR Role:
P (Data)
F (Foreign key)
D (Denormalized)

9 FORMAT 1 CHAR Format:
P (Packed)
X (Text)
D (Date)
F (Float)
S (Small)
I (Integer)
V (Varchar)
Q (Timestamp)
G (Graphic)
U (Vargraphic)
M (Long Vargraphic)
L (Longvarchar)
B (BLOB)

10 OCCURS 4 INTEGER Number of occurrences, if
repeating.
Not used.

11 LENGTH 4 INTEGER Length

12 DEC_PLACES 4 INTEGER Number of decimal
places

13 OPT 1 CHAR DB2 optionality
(Optional)
M (Mandatory)

14 UNITS 1 CHAR Units (for BLOB only):
K (KB)
M (MB)
G (GB)
Space (Bytes)

15 FIELDPROC_
NAME

8 VARCHAR Fieldproc routine name

16 RECORD_IS_IN_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the record that
contains this field. Join
with RECORD.

17 ATTRIBUTE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the attribute that this
field implements
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18 REL_DENORM_ID 4 INTEGER If this is a denormalized
field, ID of the
relationship this is
denormalized along.
Otherwise, zero.
Join with
RELATIONSHIP.

 

FLD_ENTPT_VALUE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR FLD_ENTPT_VALUE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique Identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within field
entry point usage.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ
to return the values in the
same order as specified
in the toolset.

6 SEQT 4 INTEGER Sequence within
tablespace data set.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQT
to return the values in the
same order as specified
in the toolset.

7 SEQI 4 INTEGER Sequence within
indexspace data set.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQI
to return the values in the
same order as specified
in the toolset.

8 FLD_ENTPT_US_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the field entry point
usage that controls this
partition

9 DATASET_TBSP_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the tablespace
data set that this
value determines the
partitioning for
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10 DATASET_INDX_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the indexspace
data set that this
value determines the
partitioning for

11 VALUE 2000 LONGVAR Partitioning limit value

 

FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SEQUENCE 1 CHAR Sequence can be:
A (Ascending)
D (Descending)

6 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within entry
point

7 FIELD_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the field used by
this entry point

8 ENTRY_POINT_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the entry point
defined by this field

 

FLD_LINK_USE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR FLD_LINK_USE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 FIELD_FROM_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the foreign key field
in the from record.
Join with FIELD.

6 FIELD_TO_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the target field in the
to record.
Join with FIELD.
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7 LINKAGE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the linkage that
uses this usage

 

FUNCTION_DEF

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR FUNCTION_DEF

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Function name

 

GROUP_VIEW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR GROUP_VIEW

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Group view name

6 SEQH 4 INTEGER Sequence within viewset
hierarchy.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQH
to return the views in the
same order as specified
in toolset.

7 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within parent
view or activity.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ
to return children in the
same order as specified
in toolset.

8 CARD 1 CHAR Cardinality:
1 (One)
M (One or many)

9 MIN_CARD 4 INTEGER Cardinality - at least
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10 MAX_CARD 4 INTEGER Cardinality - at most

11 AVG_CARD 4 INTEGER Cardinality - on average

12 ABS_EST_MIN 1 CHAR Absolute or estimated
minimum cardinality:
E (Estimated)
A (Absolute)

13 ABS_EST_MAX 1 CHAR Absolute or estimated
maximum cardinality:
E (Estimated)
A (Absolute)

14 REQUIRED_
INPUT

1 CHAR Is this a required import
view?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

15 ENT_ACT_
ALLOWED

1 CHAR Is entity action allowed?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

16 USED_AS_I_O 1 CHAR Used as input or output:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

17 PARENT_ID 4 INTEGER Parent group view or
view set.
Join with:
GROUP_VIEW
VIEW_SET

18 VIEW_SET_ID 4 INTEGER Viewset that contains this
view.
Join with VIEW_SET.

 

IDENTIFIER

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR IDENTIFIER

3 ID 4 INTEGER Identifier (not unique)

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier
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5 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within entity
type or subtype.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ
to return identifiers in the
same order as specified
in the toolset.

6 ROLE 1 CHAR Role:
A (Attribute Identifier)
R (Relationship Identifier)

7 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of identifier

8 PRIMARY_KEY 1 CHAR Primary identifier for
entity type?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

9 ENTITY_ID 4 INTEGER Entity type or subtype
for which this attribute or
relationship is identifier.
Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

10 ATTR_OR_REL_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of attribute or
relationship

 

IMPL_LOGIC_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR IMPL_LOGIC_USAGE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 IMPL_LOGIC_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the implementation
logic that calls this
implementation logic
usage.
Join with
IMPLEMENT_LOGIC.
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6 CALLED_IMPL_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the implementation
logic that is called by
this implementation logic
usage.
Join with
IMPLEMENT_LOGIC.

 

IMPLEMENT_LOGIC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR IMPLEMENT_LOGIC

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 MEMBER_NAME 8 CHAR Member name

6 SOURCE_
LANGUAGE

32 VARCHAR Name of source
language

7 DATE_
GENERATED

4 CHAR Generation date

8 TIME_
GENERATED

4 CHAR Time generated

9 GEN_BY_USER 8 CHAR Generated by user ID

10 DATE_COMPILED 4 INTEGER Date compiled

11 TIME_COMPILED 4 INTEGER Time compiled

12 COMPILED_BY_
USER

8 CHAR Compiled by user ID. Not
used.

13 OK_SESSION_ID 4 INTEGER Session ID at which
checked OK.

14 ACTION_BLOCK_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the action block that
is implemented by the
implementation logic.
Join with:
ACTION_BLOCK
CD_ACTN_BLK
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INFORMATION_NEED

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR INFORMATION_NEED

3 ID 4 INTEGER Identifier (not unique)

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the information
need

6 PRIORITY 4 INTEGER Priority
The range of possible
values is 0 for low, to 9
for high.

7 SATISFACT_
RATING

4 INTEGER Satisfaction rating.
The range of possible
values is 0 to 3.
0 (Fully supported)
3 (Unsupported)

8 IMPORTANCE 4 INTEGER Importance factor.
The range of possible
values is 1 to 5.
5 (Supports a CSF)
4 (Essential for goal
objective achievement)
3 (Essential for business
activity)
2 (Useful for goal/
objective achievement)
1 (Userful for any
purpose)

9 REQUIRE_
WEIGHT

4 INTEGER Requirement weight.
Calculate Rating * Factor

10 REALTIME_OR_
SNAP

1 CHAR R (Real time)
S (Snap shot)

11 CATEGORY 1 CHAR Category:
S (Summary)
E (Exception)
D (Detail)
C (Correlation)
Q (other)
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INTERFACE_TYPE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR INTERFACE_TYPE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Interface type name

6 MIN_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Minimum number of
occurrences

7 MAX_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Maximum number of
occurrences

8 AVG_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Average number of
occurrences

9 GROWTH_RATE 4 INTEGER Growth rate (percent)

10 GROWTH_RATE_
PER

1 CHAR Growth rate period:
Y (Year)
M (Month)
W (Week)
D (Day)

11 TYPE 1 CHAR Type of entity:
B (Persistent)
D (Transient)

12 NO_INSTANCE 1 CHAR No instances?
space (Instances
supported)
Y (No instances)

13 CATEGORY 1 CHAR Category:
space (Generic)
B (Business object type)
T (Task object type)

14 VIEWABLE 1 CHAR Viewable?
space (No)
Y (Yes)

15 ENCAP_LEVEL 1 CHAR Level of encapsulation:
space or O (Open)
R (Restricted)
E (Encapsulated)

16 SUBJECT_AREA_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of subject area that
contains this entity type.
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17 IT_MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the scoping
interface type model.

 

INTRFCE_TYPE_MDL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR INTERFACE_TYPE_MD
L

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Interface type model
name

 

LIB_USAGE_SCOPE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model SCOPE

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR LIB_USAGE_SCOPE

3 LIBRARY_USAGE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the library usage
that is implemented

4 LIBRARY_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the library that the
library usage implements

 

LIBRARY

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model SCOPE

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR LIBRARY

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 DATASET_NAME 2000 LONGVAR Name of data set
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LIBRARY_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR LIBRARY_USAGE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 ROLE 1 CHAR Role:
S (Generated system)
G (Generated items)
D (External DBRM)
E (External AB load)

6 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within
technical system.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ
to return library usages
in the same order as
specified in the toolset
(zero for generated items
library usage).

7 LIB_TYPE 32 VARCHAR Library usage type for
generated items library
usage (zero for the other
library usages).

8 TECHSYS_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the technical system
that implements the
library usage.
Join with
TECHNICAL_SYSTEM.

 

LINKAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR LINKAGE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique Identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier
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5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the linkage.

6 POINTER_TYPE 1 CHAR Pointer type: F (Foreign
key)

7 DB2_OR_IEF_ENF 1 CHAR Enforced by:
D (DB2)
I (System)

8 REF_CONSTRT_
OPT

1 CHAR Referential constraint
option for the relationship
it implements:
D (Cascade delete)
R (Restrict)
N (Nullify)

9 RECORD_FROM_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the record this
linkage is from. Join with
RECORD.

10 RECORD_TO_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the record this
linkage is to. Join with
RECORD.

11 IDENTIFIER_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the identifier that
this linkage targets

12 IMPLEMENTATON_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the implementation
where this linkage is
used.
Join with
REL_PART_IMPL.

 

LINK_DATA_RTND

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR LNK_DATA_RTND

3 DIALOG_FLOW_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the dialog flow

4 SRC_DATA_
VIEW_ID

4 INTEGER Source data view
returned by the link.
Join with:
GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW
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5 DST_DATA_
VIEW_ID

4 INTEGER Destination data view set
by the link.
Join with:
GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

 

LNK_RTNS_CMD

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR LNK_RTNS_CMD

3 DIALOG_FLOW_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the dialog flow

4 COMMAND_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the command
returned by the dialog
flow

 

LNK_RTNS_EXST

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR LNK_RTNS_EXST

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SAVE_INPUT_
VIEWS

1 CHAR Save input views on link?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

6 DIALOG_FLOW_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the dialog flow

7 EXIT_STATE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the exit state on
which the link returns
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LOCAL_PF_KEY

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR LOCAL_PF_KEY

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 DISPLAY 1 CHAR Display?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

6 COMMAND_ID 4 INTEGER Command set by this PF
key (zero if command is
not set by PF key).

7 BUS_PROC_
STEP_ID

4 INTEGER Procedure step that
accepts the local PF key

8 SYSTEM_PF_
KEY_ID

4 INTEGER System PF key that is
overwritten by local PF
key

 

MATRIX

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR MATRIX

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the matrix

6 COEF_VAL_SET 1 CHAR Coefficient value set:
N (Numeric (1-9))
C (CRUD)
A (Alphanumeric)
X (X | blank | 1-9)
R (RAEW)

7 LEAF_ONLY_X 1 CHAR Leaf objects only on X
axis?
Y (Yes)
N (No)
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8 LEAF_ONLY_Y 1 CHAR Leaf objects only on Y
axis?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

9 IEF_OR_USER_
SUP

1 CHAR System-defined or user-
defined:
U (User)
I (System)

10 OBJ_CLASS_X_ID 4 INTEGER ID of object class on X
axis.
Join with
OBJECT_CLASS.

11 OBJ_CLASS_Y_ID 4 INTEGER ID of object class on Y
axis.
Join with
OBJECT_CLASS.

 

MATRIX_USAGE_X

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR MATRIX_USAGE_X

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within matrix.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return the matrix usages
on the X axis in the same
order as specified in the
toolset.

6 MATRIX_ID 4 INTEGER ID of matrix which uses
this matrix usage

7 OBJECT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the object that is
referred to by this matrix
usage
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MATRIX_USAGE_Y

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR MATRIX_USAGE_Y

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within matrix.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return the matrix usages
on the Y axis in the same
order as specified in the
toolset.

6 MATRIX_ID 4 INTEGER ID of matrix which uses
this matrix usage

7 OBJECT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the object to which
this matrix object refers.

 

MESSAGE (for Non-Default Dialect)

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR MESSAGE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name for non-default
dialect message. Not
used.

6 TYPE 1 CHAR Type for non-default
dialect message:
I (Informational)
W (Warning)
E (Error)
N (Normal)
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MODEL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 NAME 32 CHAR The model name in the
Host Encyclopedia

3 CR_DATE 4 INTEGER Date this model was
added to the PI

4 CR_TIME 4 INTEGER Time this model was
added to the PI

5 CR_USERID 8 CHAR TSO user ID that added
this model to the PI

6 ENCY_DATE 4 INTEGER Date this model was last
updated on the Host
Encyclopedia

7 ENCY_TIME 4 INTEGER Time this model was
last updated on the Host
Encyclopedia

8 ENCY_USERID 8 CHAR TSO user ID that last
updated this model on
the Host Encyclopedia

 

OBJECT_CLASS

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TB_NAME 16 CHAR OBJECT_CLASS

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the object class

6 IEF_SUPPL_NAME 8 CHAR System-defined
mnemonic

7 IEF_OR_USER_
SUP

4 INTEGER System-defined or user-
defined:
U (User)
I (System)
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8 PI_NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the Public
Interface table that
corresponds to this
system-defined class.
Blank for user-defined.

 

ORGANIZAT_UNIT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR ORGANIZAT_UNIT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the
organizational unit

6 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within matrix.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return the organizations
in the same order as
specified in the toolset.

7 WILLBE_SEQ 4 INTEGER Sequence that will be
within matrix.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return the organizational
units in the same order
as specified in the toolset
(will be used in a future
release).

8 MANAGER_NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of manager

9 MANAGER_TITLE 32 VARCHAR Title of manager

10 STATUS 1 CHAR Organization Status:
C (Current)
P (Planned)

11 PARENT_ORG_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the parent
organizational unit.
Join with
ORGANIZAT_UNIT.
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12 PARENT_
WILLBE_ID

4 INTEGER ID of organizational
unit. Join with
ORGANIZAT_UNIT.
Zero for the root
organizational unit
(will be used in future
release).

 

PAD_CREATE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PAD_CREATE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 PARENT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the parent action
block.
Join with
ACTION_BLOCK.

6 ENTITY_VIEW_ID 4 INTEGER Entity view this Create
acts on.

 

PAD_DELETE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PAD_DELETE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 PARENT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the parent action
block.
Join with
ACTION_BLOCK.

6 ENTITY_VIEW_ID 4 INTEGER Entity view upon which
this Delete acts.
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PAD_FUNCTION

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PAD_FUNCTION

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of function.
(System-defined function)

6 INTEXT 1 CHAR Internal or external
function:
I (Internal)
E (External)

7 IEF_SUPPLIED 1 CHAR Function supplied by
system?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

8 DOMAIN 1 CHAR Domain of function:
T (Text)
D (Date)
M (Time)
N (Number)

9 CODEGEN_NAME 32 VARCHAR Codegen name

10 USE_SELECTION 1 CHAR Usable in READ
statement?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

11 INTRINSIC 1 CHAR Intrinsic or not?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

12 DBMS_NAME 8 CHAR Name of database
management system

13 OPT 1 CHAR Optionality:
M (Mandatory)
O (Optional)
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PAD_READ

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PAD_READ

3 ID 4 INTEGER Identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 PARENT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the parent action
block.
Join with
ACTION_BLOCK.

6 ENTITY_VIEW_ID 4 INTEGER Entity view upon which
this Read acts.

 

PAD_SET_ATTR

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PAD_SET_ATTR

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 PARENT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the parent action
block.
Join with
ACTION_BLOCK.

6 ATTR_VIEW_ID 4 INTEGER Attribute view upon which
this set acts.

 

PAD_UPDATE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PAD_UPDATE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier
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4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 PARENT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the parent action
block.
Join with
ACTION_BLOCK.

6 ENTITY_VIEW_ID 4 INTEGER Entity view upon which
this Update acts.

 

PARM

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the field for which
this is a parameter

2 TEXT 2000 LONGVAR Text of the parameter

 

PARM_DELIMITER

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PARM_DELIMITER

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within
procedure step.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ
to return parameter
delimiters in the same
order as specified in the
toolset.

6 VALUE 1 CHAR Parameter delimiter value

7 BUS_PROC_
STEP_ID

4 INTEGER ID of the procedure step
that uses this parameter
delimiter (zero for
parameter delimiter that
is not used by procedure
step. For future release).

8 BUSINESS_SYS_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the business
system that contains this
parameter delimiter
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PARM_STRING_DEL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PARM_STRING_DEL

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within
procedure step.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ
to return parameter
delimiters in the same
order as specified in the
toolset.

6 INITIATOR 1 CHAR Parameter string delimiter
initiator

7 TERMINATOR 1 CHAR Parameter string delimiter
terminator

8 BUS_PROC_
STEP_ID

4 INTEGER ID of the procedure step
that uses this parameter
string delimiter.
Zero for parameter string
delimiter that is not used
by procedure step (for
future release).

9 BUSINESS_SYS_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the business
system that contains this
parameter delimiter.

 

PARTITIONING

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PARTITIONING

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier
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5 FULLY_ENUM 1 CHAR Fully enumerated
partitioning?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

6 LIFE_CYCLE 1 CHAR Life cycle partitioning?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 SEQ 4 INTEGER Sequence number for
presentation

8 PARENT_ENTITY_
ID

4 INTEGER Entity type or subtype
for which this is a
partitioning.
Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

 

PDD_ATOM_DEP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PDD_ATOM_DEP

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 PDD_DEPENDNCY_ID 4 INTEGER Dependency ID

6 EXPORT_USAGE_
ID

4 INTEGER From side of
dependency.
Join with:
ACTIV_USAGE
XT_OBJ_USAGE
XT_EVNT_USAGE
PDD_MUTL_EXCL
PDD_PARALLEL
PDD_CLOSURE

7 IMPORT_USAGE_
ID

4 INTEGER To side of dependency.
Join with:
ACTIV_USAGE
XT_OBJ_USAGE
PDD_MUTL_EXCL
PDD_PARALLEL
PDD_CLOSURE
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PDD_CLOSURE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PDD_CLOSURE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 PARENT_ACTIV_
ID

4 INTEGER Parent activity ID.
Join with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

6 PDD_MUTL_
EXCL_ID

4 INTEGER PDD mutually exclusive
construct being closed

 

PDD_DEPENDNCY

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PDD_DEPENDNCY

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Dependency name

 

PDD_EXT_FLOW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PDD_EXT_FLOW

3 PDD_
DEPENDNCY_ID

4 INTEGER ID of the dependency
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4 DATA_VIEW_ID 4 INTEGER Data view ID that flows
on this flow.
Join with:
GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

 

PDD_MUTL_EXCL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PDD_MUTL_EXCL

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 PARENT_ACTIV_
ID

4 INTEGER Parent activity ID.
Join with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

 

PDD_PARALLEL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PDD_PARALLEL

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 PARENT_ACTIV_
ID

4 INTEGER Parent activity ID.
Join with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF
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PERFORM_MEASURE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PERFORM_MEASURE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the performance
measure

 

PERMIT_VALUE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PERMIT_VALUE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 LOW_VALUE 4 INTEGER ID of permitted value or
value at low end of the
range
Join with
PERMIT_VALUE_LOW.
(This column will be
deleted in a future
release).

6 HIGH_VALUE 4 INTEGER ID of the high end of the
range.
Join with
PERMIT_VALUE_HI.
This column will be
deleted in a future
release.

7 ATTRIBUTE_ID 4 INTEGER Attribute for which this is
a permitted value range
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PERMIT_VALUE_HI

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of permitted value for
which this is a high end
of the range (zero for
permitted value that is not
a range).

2 VALUE 2000 LONGVAR Value of the upper limit

 

PERMIT_VALUE_LOW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of permitted value for
which this is a low end of
the range.

2 VALUE 2000 LONGVAR Value of permitted value
(or the lower limit)

 

PROCESS_DEF

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PROCESS_DEF

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Process name

6 ELEMENTARY 1 CHAR Elementary process?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 REPEATED 1 CHAR Repeated process?
Y (Yes)
N (No)
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8 SUG_
MECHANISM

1 CHAR Suggested mechanism:
B (Batch)
L (Online)
M (Manual)
O (Other)

9 ACTION_
BLOCK_ID

4 INTEGER ID of the action block
that details this process
(zero if not detailed by an
action block).

 

PROMPT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PROMPT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 ATTRIBUTE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the attribute to
which the prompt applies

6 TEXT 2000 LONGVAR Text of the prompt

 

REC_ENTRY_PT_USE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR REC_ENTRY_PT_USE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 ROLE 1 CHAR Role of use:
S (Source)
T (Target)
B (Both)
P (Pointer)

6 UNIQUE 1 CHAR Is the entry point unique?
Y (Yes)
N (No)
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7 RECORD_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the record
referenced by this entry
point

8 ENTRY_POINT_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the entry point used
by this record

 

PERFORM_MEASURE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PERFORM_MEASURE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the performance
measure

 

PERMIT_VALUE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PERMIT_VALUE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 LOW_VALUE 4 INTEGER ID of permitted value (or
value at low end of the
range).
Join with
PERMIT_VALUE_LOW
(this column will be
deleted in a future
release).

6 HIGH_VALUE 4 INTEGER ID of the high end of the
range.
Join with
PERMIT_VALUE_HI (this
column will be deleted in
a future release).
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7 ATTRIBUTE_ID 4 INTEGER Attribute for which this is
a permitted value range

 

PERMIT_VALUE_HI

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of permitted value for
which this is a high end
of the range (zero for
permitted value that is not
a range).

2 VALUE 2000 LONGVAR Value of the upper limit

 

PERMIT_VALUE_LOW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of permitted value for
which this is a low end of
the range.

2 VALUE 2000 LONGVAR Value of permitted value
(or the lower limit)

 

PROCESS_DEF

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PROCESS_DEF

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Process name

6 ELEMENTARY 1 CHAR Elementary process?
Y (Yes)
N (No)
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7 REPEATED 1 CHAR Repeated process?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

8 SUG_MECHANISM 1 CHAR Suggested mechanism:
B (Batch)
L (Online)
M (Manual)
O (Other)

9 ACTION_BLOCK_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the action block
that details this process
(zero if not detailed by an
action block).

 

PROMPT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR PROMPT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 ATTRIBUTE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the attribute to
which the prompt applies

6 TEXT 2000 LONGVAR Text of the prompt

 

REC_ENTRY_PT_USE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR REC_ENTRY_PT_USE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 ROLE 1 CHAR Role of use:
S (Source)
T (Target)
B (Both)
P (Pointer)
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6 UNIQUE 1 CHAR Is the entry point unique?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 RECORD_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the record
referenced by this entry
point

8 ENTRY_POINT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the entry point used
by this record

 

RECORD

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR RECORD

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Record name

6 MACRO_NAME 32 VARCHAR Macro name

7 EDITPROC_NAME 8 CHAR Edit proc routine name

8 VALIDPROC_NAME 8 CHAR Validation proc routine
name

9 OWNER_NAME 8 CHAR DB2 owner identifier

10 DB2_SYNONYM 8 CHAR DB2 synonym for table

11 ROLE 1 CHAR Role:
D (Data record)
L (Link record)

12 DBMS 1 CHAR Database management
system:
2 (DB2)
1 (DL/1)

13 TYPE 1 CHAR Record type:
P (Physical)
L (Logical)
V (Virtual)

14 DATA_STORE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
data store. Join with
DATA_STORE_TBLSP.
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RECORD_REFERENCE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR RECORD_REFERENCE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 RECORD_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the record that is
referenced

6 IMPL_LOGIC_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the implementation
logic that makes
reference to the record.
Join with
IMPLEMENT_LOGIC.

 

REL_IDENT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR REL_IDENT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Identifier (not unique)

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within entity
type or subtype.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ
to return relationship
identifiers in the same
order as specified in the
toolset.

6 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of identifier

7 PRIMARY_KEY 1 CHAR Primary identifier for
entity type?
Y (Yes)
N (No)
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8 ENTITY_ID 4 INTEGER Entity type or subtype for
which this relationship is
an identifier.
Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

9 RELATIONSHIP_
ID

4 INTEGER Relationship ID

 

REL_MUTL_EXCL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR REL_MUTL_EXCL

3 ID 4 INTEGER Identifier (not unique)

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 ENTITY_ID 4 INTEGER Entity type or subtype
that has the mutually
exclusive relationship.
Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

6 RELATIONSHIP_ID 4 INTEGER A relationship that is part
of a mutually exclusive
set

 

REL_PART_IMPL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR REL_PART_IMPL

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

5 TECHNIQUE 1 CHAR Implementation
technique:
F (Foreign key)
M (Many-to-many)
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6 REL_PART_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the relationship or
partitioning implemented.
Join with:
RELATIONSHIP
PARTITIONING

 

REL_VIEW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR REL_VIEW

3 ID 4 CHAR Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within entity
view.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return relationship views
in the same order as
specified in the toolset.

6 REQUIRED_INPUT 1 CHAR Is this a required import
view?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 ENTITY_VIEW_ID 4 INTEGER Parent entity view

8 RELATIONSHIP_ID 4 INTEGER Relationship included in
this entity view

 

RELATIONSHIP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR RELATIONSHIP

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Relationship name
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6 NAME_INVERSE 32 VARCHAR Inverse relationship
name

7 TYPE 1 CHAR Relationship type:
S (Source)
D (Destination)

8 TRANSFERABLE 1 CHAR Transferable?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

9 OPT 1 CHAR Optionality:
M (Always)
O (Sometimes)

10 OPT_EXPECTED_
PCT

4 INTEGER Expected optionality
(percent)

11 CARD 1 CHAR Cardinality:
1 (One)
M (One or many)

12 MIN_CARD 4 INTEGER Cardinality - at least

13 MAX_CARD 4 INTEGER Cardinality - at most

14 AVG_CARD 4 INTEGER Cardinality - on average

15 CARD_MIN_ABS_
EST

1 CHAR Absolute or estimated
minimum cardinality:
E (Estimated)
A (Absolute)

16 CARD_MAX_ABS_
EST

1 CHAR Absolute or estimated
maximum cardinality:
E (Estimated)
A (Absolute)

17 CASCADE_OPTION 1 CHAR Cascade option (Deletion
Rule) for second entity
type:
D (Cascade delete)
R (Restrict (disallow))
N (Nullify (disassociate))
C (Deletion rule not set)

18 MOD_OR_REF 1 CHAR Associate option:
M (Modifying)
R (Referencing)

19 DISPLAY_NAME 1 CHAR Display relationship
name?
Y (Yes)
N (No)
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20 SOURCE_ENTITY_
ID

4 INTEGER Entity type or subtype
from which this
relationship comes.
Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

21 DEST_ENTITY_ID 4 INTEGER Entity type or subtype to
which this relationship
goes.
Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

22 INVERSE_REL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of inverse
relationship. Join with
RELATIONSHIP.

23 TYPE_PERS_TRAN 1 CHAR Type of relationship:
B (Persistent)
D (Transient)

24 ENCAP_LEVEL 1 CHAR Level of encapsulation:
space (Public)
P (Protected)
E (Encapsulated)

 

SCREEN_DEF

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SCREEN_DEF

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 DEV_TYPE 1 CHAR Device type for the
screen. Not used.

6 AUTO_SCROLL 1 CHAR Does the screen perform
automatic scrolling?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 BELL_ACTIVE 1 CHAR Is the bell active?
Y (Yes)
N (No)
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8 DFLT_SCROLL_
LOC

1 CHAR Default start item for
scroll?
T (Top)
L (Last)

9 UPDATE_DISPLAY 1 CHAR Update past display?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

10 BUS_PROC_
STEP_ID

4 INTEGER ID of the procedure step
to which the screen
applies

 

SCREEN_TMPLT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SCREEN_TMPLT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the template

6 DEV_TYPE 1 CHAR Type of device that the
template supports. Not
used.

7 BUSINESS_SYS_
ID

4 INTEGER Business system that
owns the template

 

SCRN_FLD_LIT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SCRN_FLD_LIT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 ROW 4 INTEGER Row position of the field

6 COL 4 INTEGER Column position of the
field

7 DISPLAY_LENGTH 4 INTEGER Display length of the field
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8 CSTM_DFLT 1 CHAR Video properties:
D (Default)
C (Custom)

9 COLOR 1 CHAR Color of the field

10 INTENSITY 1 CHAR Intensity of the field

11 HIGHLIGHT 1 CHAR Highlight level for the field

12 SCREEN_DEF_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the screen that
contains the field.
Join with:
SCREEN_DEF
SCREEN_TMPLT

13 TEXT 2000 LONGVAR Text of the literal

 

SCRN_FLD_PRMT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SCRN_FLD_PRMT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 ROW 4 INTEGER Row position of the field

6 COL 4 INTEGER Column position of the
field

7 DISPLAY_LENGTH 4 INTEGER Display length of the field

8 CSTM_DFLT 1 CHAR Video properties:
D (Default)
C (Custom)

9 COLOR 1 CHAR Color of the field

10 INTENSITY 1 CHAR Intensity of the field

11 HIGHLIGHT 1 CHAR Highlight level for the field

12 PROMPT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the prompt that is
used by the field

13 SCREEN_DEF_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the screen that
contains the field.
Join with:
SCREEN_DEF
SCREEN_TMPLT
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14 SCRN_FLD_VAR_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the variable screen
field that has the field.
Join with
SCRN_FLD_VAR

 

SCRN_FLD_VAR

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SCRN_FLD_VAR

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 ROW 4 INTEGER Row position of the field

6 COL 4 INTEGER Column position of the
field

7 BLANK_WHEN_
ZERO

1 CHAR Blank field when zero?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

8 DFLT_EDT_PTRN_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the default edit
pattern used by this field,
if present (may be zero)

9 SCRN_RG_OCC_
ID

4 INTEGER If this is part of a
repeating group, this is
the ID of the controlling
RG OCC. Otherwise,
zero.

10 SCRN_VAR_DEF_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the variable that is
used in the field

11 SCREEN_DEF_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the screen that
contains the field.
Join with:
SCREEN_DEF
SCREEN_TMPLT
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SCRN_FLD_VARE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SCRN_FLD_VARE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 CSTM_DFLT 1 CHAR Video properties:
D (Default)
C (Custom)

6 COLOR 1 CHAR Color of the field

7 INTENSITY 1 CHAR Intensity of the field

8 HIGHLIGHT 1 CHAR Highlight level for the field

9 VIDEO_CURSOR 1 CHAR Insert cursor?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

10 PROTECTION 1 CHAR Protected?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

11 JUSTIFICATION 1 CHAR Field justification:
L (Left)
R (Right)

12 FILL_CHAR 1 CHAR Field fill character. Not
used.

 

SCRN_FLD_VARP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SCRN_FLD_VARP

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 CSTM_DFLT 1 CHAR Video properties:
D (Default)
C (Custom)

6 COLOR 1 CHAR Color of the field
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7 INTENSITY 1 CHAR Intensity of the field

8 HIGHLIGHT 1 CHAR Highlight level for the field

9 VIDEO_CURSOR 1 CHAR Insert cursor?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

10 PROTECTION 1 CHAR Protected?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

11 JUSTIFICATION 1 CHAR Field justification:
L (Left)
R (Right)

12 FILL_CHAR 1 CHAR Field fill character

 

SCRN_HELP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of SCREEN_DEF,
SCRN_VAR_DEF, or
SCRN_SYS_DEF for
which this is a screen
help identifier.

2 TEXT 2000 LONGVAR Text of the help identifier.

 

SCRN_RG_OCC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SCRN_RG_OCC

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 AUTO_SCROLL 1 CHAR Automatic scrolling?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

6 PARENT_ID 4 INTEGER Parent construct.
Join with:
SCRN_RP_GRP
SCRN_RG_OCC
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7 SCREEN_DEF_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the screen that
contains the occurrence

 

SCRN_RP_GRP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SCRN_RP_GRP

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 DFLT_SCROLL_LOC 1 CHAR Default start item for
scroll?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

6 UPDATE_DISPLAY 1 CHAR Update past display?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 GROUP_VIEW_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the group view that
controls the repetition

8 SCREEN_DEF_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the screen that
contains the variable

 

SCRN_SYS_DEF

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SCRN_SYS_DEF

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 EDIT_PTRN_
CLASS

1 CHAR Edit pattern class of the
field

6 DISPLAY_LENGTH 4 INTEGER Display length of the field

7 DISPLAY_
DECIMALS

4 INTEGER Number of decimal
places displayed
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8 DYN_ATTR_MOD 1 CHAR Unused.
Dynamic attribute
modification allowed:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

9 SYS_ATTRIBUTE_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the system attribute
that appears in the field

10 SCREEN_DEF_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the screen that
contains the field.
Join with:
SCREEN_DEF
SCREEN_TMPLT

 

SCRN_VAR_DEF

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SCRN_VAR_DEF

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 EDIT_PTRN_
CLASS

1 CHAR Edit pattern class of the
variable

6 DISPLAY_
LENGTH

4 INTEGER Display length of the
variable

7 DISPLAY_
DECIMALS

4 INTEGER Number of decimal
places displayed

8 DYN_ATTR_MOD 1 CHAR Dynamic modification of
video attributes:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

9 DLG_MGMT_
HIDDEN

1 CHAR Dialog management
hidden field?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

10 SCREEN_DEF_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the screen that
contains the variable
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SCRN_VAR_IO

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SCRN_VAR_IO

3 INOUT 1 CHAR Is this input (I) from or
output (O) to the screen?

4 ATTR_VIEW_ID 4 INTEGER Attribute view of the
displayed attribute

5 SCRN_VAR_DEF_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of screen variable
definition

 

SCROLL_AMOUNT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SCROLL_AMOUNT

3 ID 4 CHAR Unique Identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of scroll amount
display

6 ACCEL_VALUE 1 CHAR Accelerator value

7 SCRP_AMT_
DISP

2000 LONGVAR Scroll amount display

 

SESSION

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SESSION

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object
identifier
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5 CHANGE_DATE 4 INTEGER Date of last change

6 CHANGE_TIME 4 INTEGER Time of last change

7 CHANGE_
USERID

8 CHAR Last change by user

8 IDENT_NUMBER 4 INTEGER Identification number

 

SPEC_TYPE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SPEC_TYPE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 CHAR Interface type name

6 MIN_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Minimum number of
occurrences.

7 MAX_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Maximum number of
occurrences.

8 AVG_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Average number of
occurrences.

9 GROWTH_RATE 4 INTEGER Growth rate (percent).

10 GROWTH_RATE_
PER

1 CHAR Growth rate period:
Y (Year)
M (Month)
W (Week)
D (Day)

11 TYPE 1 CHAR Type of entity:
B (Persistent)
D (Transient)

12 NO_INSTANCE 1 CHAR No instances?
space (Instances
supported)
Y (No instances)

13 CATEGORY 1 CHAR Category:
space (generic)
B (Business object type)
T (Task object type)
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14 VIEWABLE 1 CHAR Viewable?
space (No)
Y (Yes)

15 ENCAP_LEVEL 1 CHAR Level of encapsulation:
space or O (Open)
R (Restricted)
E (Encapsulated)

16 SUBJECT_AREA_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of subject area that
contains this entity type

 

STG_DVOL_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR STG_DVOL_USAGE

3 DASD_VOLUME_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the DASD volume
used by the storage
group

4 STORAGE_GRP_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the storage group
using the DASD volume

 

STORAGE_GROUP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR STORAGE_GROUP

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 8 CHAR Storage group name

6 VSAM_CAT_
NAME

8 CHAR VSAM catalog name

8 TECHDESN_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the technical design
this storage group is for.
Join with
TECHNICAL_DESIGN.
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STRATEGY

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR STRATEGY

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the strategy

6 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within strategy.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ
to return strategies in
the same order as the
specific toolset.

7 PRIORITY 4 INTEGER Priority
The range of possible
values is 0, for low to 9
for high

8 PARENT_STRAT_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the parent strategy.
Join with STRATEGY.
Zero for root strategy
(will be used in a future
release).

 

SUBJECT_AREA

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SUBJECT_AREA

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of subject area

6 PARENT_SUBJ_ID 4 INTEGER ID of parent subject area.
Join with
SUBJECT_AREA
(zero for root subject
area).
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SYS_ATTRIBUTE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SYS_ATTRIBUTE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the system-
defined attribute for the
system-defined entity
type $IEF.

6 TYPE 1 CHAR B (Basic)

7 DOMAIN 1 CHAR Domain of the system-
defined attribute

8 LENGTH 4 INTEGER Length of the system-
defined attribute

9 DEC_PLACES 4 INTEGER 0 (zero)

10 INPUT 1 CHAR Can this attribute be
input?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

11 OUTPUT 1 CHAR Can this attribute be
output?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

12 ENTITY_TYPE_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the system-defined
entity type.
Join with
SYS_ENT_TYPE.

13 DESCRIPTION 2000 LONGVAR Description of the
system-defined attribute

 

SYS_ENT_TYPE (Work Attribute Set)

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model
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2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SYS_ENT_TYPE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Entity type name (work
attribute set)

6 MIN_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Minimum number of
occurrences.
Not used.

7 MAX_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Maximum number of
occurrences.
Not used.

8 AVG_OCCUR 4 INTEGER Average number of
occurrences.
Not used.

9 GROWTH_RATE 4 INTEGER Growth rate (percent).
Not used.

10 GROWTH_RATE_
PER

1 CHAR Growth rate period (Not
used).:
Y (Year)
M (Month)
W (Week)
D (Day)

 

SYSTEM_PF_KEY

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR SYSTEM_PF_KEY

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NUMBER 4 INTEGER Number of the system PF
key

6 STANDARD 1 CHAR Standard?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

7 COMMAND_ID 4 INTEGER Command set by this PF
key

8 BUSINESS_
SYS_ID

4 INTEGER Business system that
contains the system PF
key
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TACTIC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR TACTIC

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the tactic

6 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within tactic.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return tactics in the same
order as the specific
toolset.

7 PRIORITY 4 INTEGER Priority
The range of possible
values is 0 for low to 9 for
high.

8 PARENT_
TACTIC_ID

4 INTEGER ID of the parent tactic.
Join with TACTIC.
Zero for root tactic (will
be used in a future
release).

 

TD_LIBRARY_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR TD_LIBRARY_USAGE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique Identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within
technical design.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ
to return library usages in
same order as specified.

6 LIB_TYPE 32 VARCHAR Library type usage
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7 LIBRARY_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the library that
implements the library
usage.
Join with LIBRARY.

8 TECH_DESIGN_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the technical design
that the library usage is
for.
Join with
TECHNICAL_DESIGN.

 

TECHNICAL_DESIGN

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR TECHNICAL_DESIGN

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the technical
design

6 OWNER_NAME 8 CHAR DB2 owner identifier

7 VSAM_CAT_NAME 8 CHAR Name of the VSAM
catalog

8 DBMS 1 CHAR Database management
system:
2 (DB2 z/OS)
A (Datacom)
B (ODBC/ADO.NET)
C (MS/SQL)
E (DB2 UDB)
H (NONE)
J (JDBC)
O (Oracle)

9 RESERVED_WORD 1 CHAR Reserved word check?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

10 REF_INTEGRITY 1 CHAR Referential Integrity
Default enforcement:
D (DB2)
I (System)
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11 STG_VSAM_DEF 1 CHAR Storage group/VSAM
default:
S (Storage group)
V (VSAM)

12 DEF_STG_DB_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the default storage
group for databases.
Join with
STORAGE_GROUP
(zero if ID does not exist).

13 DEF_STG_TBLSP_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the default storage
group for tablespaces
(zero if ID does not exist).

14 DEF_STG_INDEX_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the default storage
group for indexspaces
(zero if ID does not exist).

 

TECHNICAL_SYSTEM

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER 1ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR TECHNICAL_SYSTEM

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 HOST_TELEPROCESS 1 CHAR Host teleprocessing
monitor:
I (IMS)
C (CICS)
T (TSO)

6 SOURCE_LANGUAGE 32 VARCHAR Name of source
language

7 DBMS 1 CHAR Database management
system:
2 (DB2 z/OS)
A (Datacom)
B (ODBC/ADO.NET)
C (MSSQL)
E (DB2 UDB)
H (NONE)
J (JDBC)
O (Oracle)
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8 PROFILE_MANAGER 1 CHAR Type of profile manage, D
(DB2)

9 SCREEN_HANDLER 1 CHAR Type of screen handler:
T (Bypass)
M (Mapped)

10 DB2_SYS_IDENT 8 CHAR Name of DB2 system
identification

11 APPLIC_IDENT 32 VARCHAR Name of application ID

12 RESTART_INDIC 1 CHAR Restart or reset indicator:
Y (Yes)
N (No)

13 EXTENDED_ATTR 1 CHAR Allow extended attribute
not output?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

14 HELP_EXIT 8 CHAR Name of help routine exit
csect

15 DEC_PNT_OR_
COMMA

1 CHAR Decimal point or comma?
. (Decimal point)
, (Comma)

16 DB2_REFERENCE 1 CHAR DB2 reference fully
qualified?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

17 TRAP_ABENDS 1 CHAR Trap abends from CICS?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

18 TRAP_PA_KEYS 1 CHAR Trap CLEAR, PA1, PA2,
PA3 keys?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

19 START_XCTL 1 CHAR Use START or XCTL in
CICS?
S (Start)

20 COMPILER_LANG 1 CHAR Computer language
dialect:
2 (VSCOB)
4 (CSC)
5 (UNIXC)
G (GCC)
J (JAVAC)
V (MSVCNT)

21 OPERATING_SYSTEM 32 VARCHAR Operating system
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22 RESTARTABLE 1 CHAR Restartable application?
Y (Yes)
N (No)

23 BUSINESS_SYS_ID 4 INTEGER Business system that
contains this technical
system

 

TEXT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 ID 4 INTEGER ID of object

2 TEXT 2000 LONGVAR Text

 

TMPLT_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR TMPLT_USAGE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SCREEN_DEF_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the screen that uses
the template

6 SCREEN_TMPLT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the template that is
used.
Join with
SCREEN_TMPLT

 

UNFORMAT_INPUT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR UNFORMAT_INPUT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier
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4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Sequence within
procedure step.
Use ORDER_BY_SEQ to
return unformatted input
in the same order as
specified in the toolset.

6 POSITION_
NUMBER

4 INTEGER Position number

7 ATTR_VIEW_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the attribute view
that is input to the
unformatted input (zero
for unformatted input
that does not input to an
attribute view).

8 SYS_ATTRIBUTE_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the system attribute
that is referenced by the
unformatted input (zero
for unformatted input
that does not reference a
system attribute).

9 BUS_PROC_STEP_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the procedure step
that uses the unformatted
input

 

UNFRMT_INP_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR UNFRMT_INP_USAGE

3 PROMPT_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the prompt that is
implemented

4 UNFORMAT_INP_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the unformatted
input this implements.
Join with
UNFORMAT_INPUT.
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USE_DATA_RTND

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR USE_DATA_RTND

3 ACTN_BLK_USE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of action block usage

4 SRC_DATA_VIEW_
ID

4 INTEGER Entity view in USEd
action block that contains
data being returned.
Join with:
GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

5 DST_DATA_VIEW_
ID

4 INTEGER Entity view in USEing
action block that receives
returned data.
Join with:
GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

 

USE_DATA_SENT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR USE_DATA_SENT

3 ACTN_BLK_USE_ID 4 INTEGER ID of action block usage

4 SRC_DATA_VIEW_
ID

4 INTEGER Entity view in USEing
action block that contains
data being sent.
Join with:
GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

5 DST_DATA_VIEW_
ID

4 INTEGER Entity view in USEd
action block that receives
sent data.
Join with:
GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW
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USER_DEF_OBJECT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR USER_DEF_OBJECT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR Name of the user-defined
object

6 SEQ 2 SMALLINT Not used. This column
will be deleted in a future
release.

7 CLASS_TYPE 32 VARCHAR NAME of the user-
defined class that this
user-defined object
belongs to

8 OBJECT_CLASS_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the user-defined
object class to which
this user-defined object
belongs.

9 PARENT_OBJECT_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the parent user-
defined object.
Join with
USER_DEF_OBJECT.
Zero for root user-defined
object (for future release).

 

VIEW_SET

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR VIEW_SET

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 TYPE 32 VARCHAR Import, export, local, or
entity action
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6 ACTIVITY_
ID

4 INTEGER ID of the function,
process, procedure step,
action block, or PAD
function for which this is a
viewset.
Join with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF
BUS_PROC_STEP
ACTION_BLOCK
PAD_FUNCTION

 

XT_EVNT_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR XT_EVNT_USAGE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 TYPE 32 VARCHAR Import or export - event
to activity

6 PARENT_ACTIV_ID 4 INTEGER Parent activity ID.
Join with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

7 XTERNL_EVENT_ID 4 INTEGER External event ID

 

XT_OBJ_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR XT_OBJ_USAGE

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 TYPE 32 VARCHAR Import or export - object
to activity
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6 PARENT_ACTIV_ID 4 INTEGER Parent activity ID.
Join with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

7 XTERNL_OBJECT_
ID

4 INTEGER External object ID

 

XTERNL_EVENT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR XTERNL_EVENT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR External event name

 

XTERNL_OBJECT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR XTERNL_OBJECT

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier

4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 NAME 32 VARCHAR External object name

 

XT_IMPL_LOGIC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

 Col  Column Name  Len  Coltype  Description 

1 MODEL_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the containing
model

2 TBNAME 16 CHAR XT_IMPL_LOGIC

3 ID 4 INTEGER Unique identifier
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4 ORG_ID 4 INTEGER Original object identifier

5 MEMBER_NAME 8 CHAR Member name

6 SOURCE_
LANGUAGE

32 VARCHAR Name of source
language

7 DATE_GENERATED 4 CHAR Generation date

8 TIME_GENERATED 4 CHAR Time generated

9 GEN_BY_USER 8 CHAR Generated by user ID

10 OK_SESSION_ID 4 INTEGER Session ID at which
checked OK

11 ACTION_BLOCK_ID 4 INTEGER ID of the action block
implemented by the
external implementation
logic.
Join with
ACTION_BLOCK.

Possible Joins in the Public Interface
The following table definitions list only the table name and those columns that represent some form of key. Each table
definition lists the model_ID and unique table ID. Each table also lists the columns that represent foreign keys (foreign
key names end in the letters _ID). The last column (Tables with Which to Join) lists possible joins for each column that
represents a foreign key.

In each instance, the possible joins column can be joined with the ID column of the target table. For example, in
table ACTIV_USAGE, column PARENT_ ACTIV_ID can be joined with column ID of tables FUNCTION_DEF or
PROCESS_DEF. Further, column CHILD_ACTIV_ID can be joined with the ID column of tables FUNCTION_DEF or
PROCESS_DEF.

Most tables contain ORG_ID in column 4. This is the Original Object ID used to establish common ancestry among
objects. ORG_ID can be used with objects of the same type in performing joins but not with dissimilar objects types. For
example, you cannot join an entity type to an attribute using ORG_ID as there could never be a match.

This section lists the following table definitions:

ACTION_BLOCK

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS
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ACTIV_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

13 PARENT_ACTIV_ID FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_ DEF
(zero for root function)

14 CHILD_ACTIV_ID FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

 

ACTN_BLK_USE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 ACTN_BLK_ID ACTION_BLOCK or
BAA_ACTN_BLK or
BSD_ACTN_BLK
DERIVATION_ALGOR

6 USED_ACTN_BLK_ID ACTION_BLOCK or
BAA_ACTN_BLK or
BSD_ACTN_BLK
DERIVATION_ALGOR

 

ADD_ATOM_DEP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 ADD_DEPENDNCY_ID ADD_DEPENDNCY
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6 EXPORT_USAGE_ID ACTIV_USAGE
XT_OBJ_USAGE
XT_EVNT_USAGE
ADD_PARALLEL
ADD_MUTL_EXCL
ADD_CLOSURE

7 IMPORT_USAGE_ID ACTIV_USAGE
XT_OBJ_USAGE
ADD_PARALLEL
ADD_MUTL_EXCL
ADD_CLOSURE

 

ADD_CLOSURE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 PARENT_ACTIV_ID FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

6 ADD_MUTL_EXCL_ID ADD_MUTL_EXCL

 

ADD_EXT_FLOW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ADD_DEPENDNCY_ID ADD_DEPENDNCY

4 DATA_VIEW_ID GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

 

ADD_MUTL_EXCL

See also the PDD_MUTL_EXCL table.

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

3 ID  

5 PARENT_ACTIV_ID FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF
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ADD_PARALLEL

See also the PDD_PARALLEL table.

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 PARENT_ACTIV_ID FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

 

ALIAS

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 DATA_ITEM_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP
ATTRIBUTE

 

ATTR_IDENT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

7 ATTRIBUTE_ID ATTRIBUTE

 

ATTR_VIEW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  
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7 ENTITY_VIEW_ID ENTITY_VIEW

8 ATTRIBUTE_ID ATTRIBUTE

 

ATTRIBUTE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

14 PARENT_ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP
SYS_ENT_TYPE

15 ACTION_BLOCK_ID ACTION_BLOCK
DERIVATION_ALGOR

16 DEF_PERM_VAL_ID PERMIT_VALUE

 

BAA_ACTN_BLK

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

 

BSD_ACTN_BLK

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS
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BUS_GOAL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

11 PARENT_GOAL_ID BUS_GOAL (in future release)

 

BUS_OBJECTIVE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

8 PARENT_BUSOBJ_ID BUS_OBJECTIVE (in future release)

 

BUS_PROC_SCOPE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 BUSINESS_PROC_ID BUSINESS_PROC

4 ELEM_PROCESS_ID PROCESS_DEF

 

BUS_PROC_STEP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 BUS_PROCEDURE_ID BUSINESS_PROC

11 ACTION_BLOCK_ID ACTION_BLOCK or
BAA_ACTN_BLK or
BSD_ACTN_BLK
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BUS_SYS_SCOPE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

4 ELEM_PROCESS_ID PROCESS_DEF

 

BUSINESS_PROC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

 

CD_ACTN_BLK

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE

7 LINKAGE_ID LINKAGE

 

CELL_VALUE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 MATRIX_ID MATRIX
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7 X_OBJECT_ID Table that corresponds to the class on the X
axis of the matrix.
For a user-defined class, this will be table
USER_DEF_OBJECT.
For a system-defined class, the table
name is stored in PI_NAME of the
OBJECT_CLASS table
(depends on the class).

8 Y_OBJECT_ID Table that corresponds to the class on the Y
axis of the matrix.
For a user-defined class, this will be table
USER_DEF_OBJECT.
For a system-defined class, the table name
is stored in the PI_NAME column of the
OBJECT_CLASS table.

 

CHANGE_OCCUR

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

4 SESSION_ID SESSION

5 OBJECT_ID Table that corresponds to a object that can
be associated to a session

 

CLASSIFIER

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 PARTITIONING_ID PARTITIONING

6 ATTRIBUTE_ID ATTRIBUTE

 

CMD_SYNONYM

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  
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3 ID  

6 COMMAND_ID COMMAND

 

COMMAND

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

 

COMPONENT_IMPLEM

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

4 ORG_ID  

 

COMPONENT_SPEC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

4 ORG_ID  

 

CRITICAL_SUCCESS

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 PARENT_CSF_ID CRITICAL_SUCCESS (in future release)
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CSTM_EDT_PTRN

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 SCRN_FLD_VAR_ID SCRN_FLD_VAR

 

CURRENT_DATA

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 PARENT_DATA_ID CURRENT_DATA (future release)

 

CURRENT_EFFECT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 MATRIX_ID MATRIX

10 CUR_DATA_ID CURRENT_DATA

11 CUR_INFO_SYS_ID CURRENT_INFO_SYS

 

CURRENT_INFO_SYS

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

8 PARENT_SYS_ID CURRENT_INFO_SYS (in future release)
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DASD_VOL_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 DATASET_ID DATASET_TBLSP
DATASET_INDEX

6 DASD_VOLUME_ID DASD_VOLUME

 

DATA_BASE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 DEF_STG_GRP_ID STORAGE_GROUP

 

DATA_BASE_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 TECH_DESIGN_ID TECHNICAL_DESIGN

4 DATABASE_ID DATA_BASE

 

DATA_CLUSTER

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  
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DATA_STORE_INDEX

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

17 DATABASE_ID DATA_BASE

18 STORAGE_GRP_ID STORAGE_GROUP

 

DATA_STORE_TBLSP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

18 DATABASE_ID DATA_BASE

19 STORAGE_GRP_ID STORAGE_GROUP

 

DATACOM_COLUMN

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

NOTE
DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  

4 ORG_ID  

11 FIELD_ID FIELD

 

DATACOM _CONSTRNT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

NOTE
DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  
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4 ORG_ID  

9 LINKAGE_ID LINKAGE

 

DATACOM _DATABASE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

NOTE
DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  

4 ORG_ID  

10 DATABASE_ID DATA_BASE

 

DATACOM _INDEX

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

NOTE
DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  

4 ORG_ID  

6 ENTRY_POINT_ID ENTRY_POINT

 

DATACOM _TABLE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

NOTE
DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  

4 ORG_ID  

12 RECORD_ID RECORD
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DATACOM _TD

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

NOTE
DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  

4 ORG_ID  

5 OWNER_ID  

30 TECH_DSN_ID TECHNICAL_DESIGN

 

DATASET_INDEX

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

15 DATA_STORE_ID DATA_STORE_INDEX

16 STORAGE_GRP_ID STORAGE_GROUP

 

DATASET_TBLSP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

15 DATA_STORE_ID DATA_STORE_TBLSP

16 STORAGE_GRP_ID STORAGE_GROUP

 

DB2_DDL_DB

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 DATA_BASE_ID DATA_BASE
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DB2_DDL_INDEX

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 ENTRY_POINT_ID ENTRY_POINT

 

DB2_DDL_TABLE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 RECORD_ID RECORD

 

DB2_DDL_TBLSP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 DATA_STR_TBSP_ID DATA_STORE_TBLSP

 

DB2_DEF_CLUSTER

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 DATA_SET_ID DATASET_INDEX
DATASET_TBLSP
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DB2_MVS_COLUMN

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  

4 ORG_ID  

11 FIELD_ID FIELD

 

DB2_MVS_CONSTRAINT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  

4 ORG_ID  

9 LINKAGE_ID LINKAGE

 

DB2_MVS_DATABASE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  

4 ORG_ID  

10 DATABASE_ID DATA_BASE

 

DB2_MVS_INDEX

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  

4 ORG_ID  

6 ENTRY_POINT_ID ENTRY_POINT
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DB2_MVS_INDEXSPC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  

4 ORG_ID  

10 INDEXSPACE_ID DATA_STORE_INDEX

 

DB2_MVS_TABLE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  

4 ORG_ID  

12 RECORD_ID RECORD

 

DB2_MVS_TABLESPC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  

4 ORG_ID  

11 TABLESPACE_ID DATA_STORE_TBLSP

 

DB2_MVS_TD

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID  

2 MODEL_ID  

4 ORG_ID  

5 OWNER_ID  

30 TECH_DSN_ID TECHNICAL_DESIGN
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DB2_RESRC_MODULE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 IMPL_LOGIC_ID IMPLEMENT_LOGIC

 

DERIVATION_ALGOR

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

 

DESC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID Anything with a description

 

DFLT_EDT_PTRN

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS
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DFLT_LIT_VDAT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

8 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

 

DFLT_PRM_VDAT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

8 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

 

DFLT_VAR_VDAT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

13 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

 

DFLT_VARE_VDAT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

10 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS
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DIALECT_TEXT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 DIALECT_ID DIALECT

8 OBJECT_ID PROMPT
SCRN_FLD_LIT
COMMAND
CMD_SYNONYM
DFLT_EDT_PTRN
CSTM_EDT_PTRN
MESSAGE
SCROLL_AMOUNT

 

DIALOG_FLOW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

10 INITBY_P_STEP_ID BUS_PROC_STEP

11 INITS_P_STEP_ID BUS_PROC_STEP

 

DLG_DATA_SENT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 DIALOG_FLOW_ID DIALOG_FLOW

4 SRC_DATA_VIEW_ID GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

5 DST_DATA_VIEW_ID GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW
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DLG_FLWS_EXST

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

4 DIALOG_FLOW_ID DIALOG_FLOW

5 EXIT_STATE_ID EXIT_STATE

 

DLG_SETS_CMD

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 DIALOG_FLOW_ID DIALOG_FLOW

4 COMMAND_ID COMMAND

 

ENTITY_ST_TRANS

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 SOURCE_ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

6 DEST_ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

 

ENT_ST_TRANS_USE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 ENT_ST_TRANS_ID ENTITY_ST_TRANS

6 ACTIVITY_ID FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF
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ENTITY_REC_IMPL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

6 RECORD_ID RECORD

 

ENTITY_SUBTYP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

12 PARTITIONING_ID PARTITIONING

13 PERMIT_VALUE_ID PERMIT_VALUE

 

ENTITY_TYPE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

13 SUBJECT_AREA_ID SUBJECT_AREA

 

ENTITY_VIEW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 PARENT_ID VIEW_SET
GROUP_VIEW
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10 VIEW_SET_ID VIEW_SET

11 ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

 

ENTRY_POINT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

10 DATA_STR_NDX_ID DATA_STORE_INDEX

11  IDENTIFIER or
ATTR_IDENT or
REL_IDENT

12 REL_IMPL_ID REL_PART_IMPL

 

EXIT_STATE

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

8 MESSAGE_ID MESSAGE

 

EXIT_STATE_US

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Names Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 EXIT_STATE_ID EXIT_STATE

7 DIALOG_FLOW_ID DIALOG_FLOW

8 COMMAND_ID COMMAND
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EXPECT_EFFECT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 IDs  

9 ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

10 ACTIVITY_ID FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

 

FIELD

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

15 RECORD_IS_IN_ID RECORD

16 ATTRIBUTE_ID ATTRIBUTE

17 REL_DENORM_ID RELATIONSHIP

 

FLD_ENTPT_VALUE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

8 FLD_ENTPT_US_ID FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE

9 DATASET_TBSP_ID DATASET_TBSP_ID

10 DATASET_INDX_ID DATASET_INDX_ID

 

FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  
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6 FIELD_ID FIELD

8 ENTRY_POINT_ID ENTRY_POINT

 

FLD_LINK_USE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 FIELD_FROM_ID FIELD

6 FIELD_TO_ID FIELD

7 LINKAGE_ID LINKAGE

 

GROUP_VIEW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

15 PARENT_ID VIEW_SET
GROUP_VIEW

16 VIEW_SET_ID VIEW_SET

 

IDENTIFIER

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

8 ATTR_OR_REL_ID ATTRIBUTE
RELATIONSHIP
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IMPL_LOGIC_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 IMPL_LOGIC_ID IMPLEMENT_LOGIC

6 CALLED_IMPL_ID IMPLEMENT_LOGIC

 

IMPLEMENT_LOGIC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

14 ACTION_BLOCK_ID ACTION_BLOCK
TD_ACTN_BLOCK

 

INTERFACE_TYPE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

4 ORG_ID  

16 SUBJECT_AREA_ID  

17 INTFCE_TYP_MDL_ID  

 

INTRFCE_TYPE_MDL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

4 ORG_ID  
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LIB_USAGE_SCOPE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 LIBRARY_USAGE_ID LIBRARY_USAGE

4 LIBRARY_ID LIBRARY

 

LIBRARY_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

8 TECHSYS_ID TECHNICAL_SYSTEM

 

LINKAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

8 RECORD_FROM_ID RECORD

9 RECORD_TO_ID RECORD

10 IDENTIFIER_ID IDENTIFIER

11 IMPLEMENTATON_ID REL_PART_IMPL

 

LINK_DATA_RTND

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 DIALOG_FLOW_ID DIALOG_FLOW

4 SRC_DATA_VIEW_ID GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

5 DST_DATA_VIEW_ID GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW
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LNK_RTNS_CMD

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 DIALOG_FLOW_ID DIALOG_FLOW

4 COMMAND_ID COMMAND

 

LNK_RTNS_EXST

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

4 DIALOG_FLOW_ID DIALOG_FLOW

5 EXIT_STATE_ID EXIT_STATE

 

LOCAL_PF_KEY

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 COMMAND_ID COMMAND

7 BUS_PROC_STEP_ID BUS_PROC_STEP

8 SYSTEM_PF_KEY_ID SYSTEM_PF_KEY

 

MATRIX

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

10 OBJ_CLASS_X_ID OBJECT_CLASS

11 OBJ_CLASS_Y_ID OBJECT_CLASS
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MATRIX_USAGE_X

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 MATRIX_ID MATRIX

7 OBJECT_ID Table that corresponds to the class on the X
axis of the matrix
For a user-defined class, this will be table
USER_DEF_OBJECT.
For a system-defined class, the table
name is stored in PI_NAME of the
OBJECT_CLASS table
(depends on the class).

 

MATRIX_USAGE_Y

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 MATRIX_ID MATRIX

7 OBJECT_ID Table that corresponds to the class on the Y
axis of the matrix.
For a user-defined class, this will be table
USER_DEF_OBJECT.
For a system-defined class, the table
name is stored in PI_NAME of the
OBJECT_CLASS table.

 

ORGANIZAT_UNIT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

11 PARENT_ORG_ID ORGANIZAT_UNIT
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12 PARENT_WILLBE_ID ORGANIZAT_UNIT (in future release)

 

PAD_CREATE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 PARENT_ID ACTION_BLOCK or
BAA_ACTN_BLK or
BSD_ACTN_BLK
DERIVATION ALGOR

6 ENTITY_VIEW_ID ENTITY_VIEW

 

PAD_DELETE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 PARENT_ID ACTION_BLOCK or
BAA_ACTN_BLK or
BSD_ACTN_BLK
DERIVATION ALGOR

6 ENTITY_VIEW_ID ENTITY_VIEW

 

PAD_READ

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 PARENT_ID ACTION_BLOCK or
BAA_ACTN_BLK or
BSD_ACTN_BLK
DERIVATION_ALGOR

6 ENTITY_VIEW_ID ENTITY_VIEW
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PAD_SET_ATTR

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 PARENT_ID ACTION_BLOCK or
BAA_ACTN_BLK or
BSD_ACTN_BLK
DERIVATION ALGOR

6 ATTR_VIEW_ID ATTR_VIEW

 

PAD_UPDATE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 PARENT_ID ACTION_BLOCK or
BAA_ACTN_BLK or
BSD_ACTN_BLK
DERIVATION ALGOR

6 ENTITY_VIEW_ID ENTITY_VIEW

 

PARM

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID FIELD

 

PARM_DELIMITER

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  
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7 BUS_PROC_STEP_ID BUS_PROC_STEP

8 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

 

PARM_STRING_DEL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

8 BUS_PROC_STEP_ID BUS_PROC_STEP

9 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

 

PARTITIONING

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 PARENT_ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

 

PDD_ATOM_DEP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 PDD_DEPENDNCY_ID PDD_DEPENDNCY

6 EXPORT_USAGE_ID ACTIV_USAGE
OBJ_USAGE
XT_EVNT_USAGE
PDD_PARALLEL
PDD_MUTL_EXCL
PDD_CLOSURE
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7 IMPORT_USAGE_ID ACTIV_USAGE
XT_OBJ_USAGE
PDD_PARALLEL
PDD_MUTL_EXCL
PDD_CLOSURE

 

PDD_CLOSURE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 PARENT_ACTIV_ID FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

6 PDD_MUTL_EXCL_ID PDD_MUTL_EXCL

 

PDD_EXT_FLOW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 PDD_DEPENDNCY_ID PDD_DEPENDNCY

4 DATA_VIEW_ID GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

 

PDD_MUTL_EXCL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 PARENT_ACTIV_ID FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF
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PDD_PARALLEL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 PARENT_ACTIV_ID FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

 

PERMIT_VALUE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID PERMIT_VALUE_HI
PERMIT_VALUE_LOW

5 LOW_VALUE PERMIT_VALUE_LOW
(will be deleted in future release)

6 HIGH_VALUE PERMIT_VALUE_HI
(will be deleted in future release)

7 ATTRIBUTE_ID ATTRIBUTE

 

PERMIT_VALUE_HI

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID PERMIT_VALUE

 

PERMIT_VALUE_LOW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID PERMIT_VALUE
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PROCESS_DEF

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 ACTION_BLOCK_ID ACTION_BLOCK or
BAA_ACTN_BLK

 

PROMPT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 ATTRIBUTE_ID ATTRIBUTE

 

REC_ENTRY_PT_USE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 RECORD_ID RECORD

8 ENTRY_POINT_ID ENTRY_POINT

 

RECORD

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

14 DATA_STORE_ID DATA_STORE_TBLSP
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RECORD_REFERENCE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 RECORD_ID RECORD

6 IMPL_LOGIC_ID IMPLEMENT_LOGIC

 

REL_IDENT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

7 RELATIONSHIP_ID RELATIONSHIP

 

REL_MUTL_EXCL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

6 RELATIONSHIP_ID RELATIONSHIP

 

REL_PART_IMPL

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 REL_PART_ID RELATIONSHIP
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REL_VIEW

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 ENTITY_VIEW_ID ENTITY_VIEW

8 RELATIONSHIP_ID RELATIONSHIP

 

RELATIONSHIP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

18 SOURCE_ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

19 DEST_ENTITY_ID ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP

20 INVERSE_REL_ID RELATIONSHIP

 

SCREEN_DEF

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

10 BUS_PROC_STEP_ID BUS_PROC_STEP

 

SCREEN_TMPLT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  
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7 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

 

SCRN_FLD_LIT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

12 SCREEN_DEF_ID SCREEN_DEF
SCREEN_TMPLT

 

SCRN_FLD_PRMT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

12 PROMPT_ID PROMPT

13 SCREEN_DEF_ID SCREEN_DEF
SCREEN_TMPLT

14 SCRN_FLD_VAR_ID SCRN_FLD_VAR

 

SCRN_FLD_VAR

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

8 DFLT_EDT_PTRN_ID DFLT_EDT_PTRN

9 SCRN_RG_OCC_ID SCRN_RG_OCC

10 SCRN_VAR_DEF_ID SCRN_VAR_DEF

11 SCREEN_DEF_ID SCREEN_DEF
SCRN_TMPLT
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SCRN_FLD_VARE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID SCRN_FLD_VAR

 

SCRN_FLD_VARP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID SCRN_FLD_VAR

 

SCRN_HELP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID SCREEN_DEF
SCRN_VAR_DEF
SCRN_SYS_DEF

 

SCRN_RG_OCC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 PARENT_ID SCRN_RP_GRP
SCRN_RG_OCC

7 SCREEN_DEF_ID SCREEN_DEF
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SCRN_RP_GRP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 GROUP_VIEW_ID GROUP_VIEW

8 SCREEN_DEF_ID SCREEN_DEF

 

SCRN_SYS_DEF

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

9 SYS_ATTRIBUTE_ID SYS_ATTRIBUTE

10 SCREEN_DEF_ID SCREEN_DEF
SCREEN_TMPLT

 

SCRN_VAR_DEF

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

10 SCREEN_DEF_ID SCREEN_DEF

 

SCRN_VAR_IO

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

4 ATTR_VIEW_ID ATTR_VIEW

5 SCRN_VAR_DEF_ID SCRN_VAR_DEF
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SPEC_TYPE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

4 ORG_ID  

16 SCREEN_AREA_ID  

 

STG_DVOL_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 DASD_VOLUME_ID DASD_VOLUME

4 STORAGE_GRP_ID STORAGE_GROUP

 

STORAGE_GROUP

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

8 TECHDESN_ID TECHNICAL_DESIGN

 

STRATEGY

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

8 PARENT_STRAT_ID STRATEGY (in future release)
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SUBJECT_AREA

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 PARENT_SUBJ_ID SUBJECT_AREA (zero for root subject
area)

 

SYS_ATTRIBUTE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

12 ENTITY_TYPE_ID SYS_ENT_TYPE

 

SYSTEM_PF_KEY

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 COMMAND_ID COMMAND

8 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

 

TACTIC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

8 PARENT_TACTIC_ID TACTIC (in future release)
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TD_LIBRARY_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 LIBRARY_ID LIBRARY

8 TECH_DESIGN_ID TECHNICAL_DESIGN

 

TECHNICAL_DESIGN

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

12 DEF_STG_DB_ID STORAGE_GROUP

13 DEF_STG_TBLSP_ID STORAGE_GROUP

14 DEF_STG_INDEX_ID STORAGE_GROUP

 

TECHNICAL_SYSTEM

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

23 BUSINESS_SYS_ID BUSINESS_SYS

 

TEXT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 ID EXIT_STATE
ORGANIZAT_UNIT
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TMPLT_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 SCREEN_DEF_ID SCREEN_DEF

6 SCREEN_TMPLT_ID SCREEN_TMPLT

 

UNFORMAT_INPUT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

7 ATTR_VIEW_ID ATTR_VIEW

8 SYS_ATTRIBUTE_ID SYS_ATTRIBUTE

9 BUS_PROC_STEP_ID BUS_PROC_STEP

 

UNFRMT_INP_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 PROMPT_ID PROMPT

4 UNFORMAT_INP_ID UNFORMAT_INPUT

 

USE_DATA_RTND

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ACTN_BLK_USE_ID ACTN_BLK_USE

4 SRC_DATA_VIEW_ID GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

5 DST_DATA_VIEW_ID GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW
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USE_DATA_SENT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ACTN_BLK_USE_ID ACTN_BLK_USE

4 SRC_DATA_VIEW_ID GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

5 DST_DATA_VIEW_ID GROUP_VIEW
ENTITY_VIEW

 

USER_DEF_OBJECT

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

8 OBJECT_CLASS_ID OBJECT_CLASS

9 PARENT_OBJECT_ID USER_DEF_OBJECT (in future release)

 

VIEW_SET

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

5 ACTIVITY_ID FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF
BUS_PROC_STEP
ACTION_BLOCK or
BSD_ACTN_BLK
DERIVATION_ALGOR
PAD_FUNCTION
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XT_EVNT_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 PARENT_ACTIV_ID FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

7 XTERNL_EVENT_ID XTERNL_EVENT

 

XT_IMPL_LOGIC

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

10 OK_SESSION_ID SESSION

11 ACTION_BLOCK ACTION_BLOCK

 

XT_OBJ_USAGE

The column names and the tables with which they join are as follows:

Col Column Name Table with Which to Join

1 MODEL_ID  

3 ID  

6 PARENT_ACTIV_ID FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF

7 XTERNL_OBJECT_ID XTERNL_OBJECT

Client Server Encyclopedia
Gen Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) provides distributed or downsized support for encyclopedia functionality.

An encyclopedia provides a repository for storing and managing models for application development across multiple
workstations.

To maximize flexibility in right sizing the development environment, use a CSE stand-alone or networked with one or more
other CSEs.

The CSE environment includes client components and server components.

The client components that are installed on the workstation provide user interface for encyclopedia functionality and the
user interface to a database on the server. You can access the encyclopedia server with any Win32 client.
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For more information about using the client-server encyclopedia, see Use the Client Server Encyclopedia.

For more information about the administrative tasks in the client-server encyclopedia, see Client Server Encyclopedia
Administration.

For more information about subsetting in client-server encyclopedia, see Client Server Encyclopedia Subsetting.

For more information about versioning in client-server encyclopedia, see Client Server Encyclopedia Version Control.

For more information about constructing applications in client-server encyclopedia, see Client Server Encyclopedia
Construction.

For more information about public interfaces in client-server encyclopedia, see Client Server Encyclopedia Public
Interface.

Client-Server Encyclopedia Reference

Client-Server Encyclopedia Model

The following model shows all the tables that are contained within this encyclopedia. Each table name within this diagram
is described in this help file. Select the required name from the Contents or Index for more help on individual tables.
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Figure 112: CSERef

CSE Schema Tables
Schema tables are static tables that are defined by the Gen meta model. They are loaded with data from the meta-model
generation process, which implements the Gen meta model.

These tables are used to control the logic of the Gen programs, as well as validate data to be stored in the DATA tables.

This design enables the meta model logic to be changed, without affecting many of the Gen programs, and only requires
that the schema tables be reloaded.

The schema tables are designed to hold data for multiple versions of the meta model. Each row contains an attribute
that identifies the release number. This enables the encyclopedia to support multiple versions of the workstation software
concurrently. Note, however, that all the data stored in the data tables will be at the latest release level.

Gen encyclopedia software uses the information in the tables in static source code tables for performance reasons.

 Uses

      With these tables you can:
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• Look at the model data generically, for a particular object type, to see what is valid.
• Determine whether the information within your model is corrupted. You will be able to track problems through these

tables.

SASC - Schema Association Table

This table defines the types of associations that may exist, and specifies between which object types they may occur.

 Attributes:

Field Name Type Constraint Description
AT_FROM_OBJ_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Object code for 'from' object
AT_ASSOC_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Association code
AT_MNEMONIC CHAR(8) NOT NULL Association mnemonic
AT_ASSOC_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Association name
AT_DIRECTION CHAR(1) NOT NULL Association direction

'F' = forward
'B' = backward

AT_ASSOC_REV_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Reverse association type
AT_OPT CHAR(1) NOT NULL Optionality of association

'M' = mandatory
'O' = optional

AT_CARD CHAR(1) NOT NULL Cardinality of association
'1' = one
'M' = many

AT_ORDER CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if association is
ordered
'Y' = ordered
'N' = not ordered

AT_AGG_ACT CHAR(1) NOT NULL Aggregate action value. Used
for version control migration.
'A' = affiliated
'C' = copy
'E' = essental
'I' = include
'X' = ignore
'O' = optional
'R' = required
'S' = special
'N' = not used

AT_MOD_REF CHAR(1) NOT NULL Modify/referencing flag. Used
for association modification as it
relates to subsetting and object
protection.
'M' = modifying
'R' = referencing

AT_FROM_DIV CHAR(8) NOT NULL From object mnemonic where
association is actually defined

AT_TO_DIV CHAR(8) NOT NULL To object mnemonic where
association is actually defined
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AT_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Release

Unique Index SASCI1 contains AT_RELEASE, AT_FROM_OBJ_CODE, AT_ASSOC_CODE, and AT_DIRECTION

Unique Index SASCI2 contains AT_RELEASE, AT_FROM_OBJ_CODE, AT_MNEMONIC, and AT_DIRECTION

SDIV - Schema Division Table

This table defines the parentage of objects that exist in the meta-model.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
DT_CHILD_DIV_TYPE SMALLINT NOT NULL Division code
DT_CHILD_MNEMONIC CHAR(8) NOT NULL Division mnemonic
DT_CHILD_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Division name
DT_PARENT_DIV_TYPE SMALLINT NULL Parent divison code. Null if

division has no parent
DT_PARENT_MNEMONIC CHAR(8) NULL Parent division mnemonic. Null

if division has no parent
DT_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Release

Unique index SDIVI1 contains DT_RELEASE and DT_CHILD_DIV_TYPE

Unique index SDIVI2 contains DT_RELEASE and DT_CHILD_MNEMONIC

Unique index SDIVI3 contains DT_RELEASE, DT_PARENT_DIV_TYPE and DT_CHILD_DIV_TYPE

Unique index SDIVI4 contains DT_RELEASE, DT_PARENT_MNEMONIC and DT_CHILD_MNEMONIC

SOBJ - Schema Object Table

This table defines the types of objects that may exist in the encyclopedia.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
OT_OBJ_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Object code
OT_MNEMONIC CHAR(8) NOT NULL Object mnemonic
OT_OBJ_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Object name
OT_OBJ_PS SMALLINT NOT NULL Physical structure in workstation

memory management system
where object is stored

OT_AGG_BND CHAR(1) NOT NULL Indicator whether object is an
aggregate or boundary object
'A' = aggregate
'B' = boundary
'N' = neither

OT_SCOPING CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if object is a
scoping object
'Y' = scoping object
'N' = not scoping object
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OT_DIV_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Division code for object
OT_MRPP SMALLINT NOT NULL Toolset maximum records/page
OT_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Release

Unique Index SOBJI1 contains OT_RELEASE and OT_OBJ_CODE

Unique Index SOBJI2 contains OT_RELEASE and OT_MNEMONIC

Unique Index SOBJI3 contains OT_RELEASE and OT_DIV_CODE

SPRP - Schema Property Table

This table defines the properties that exist in the encyclopedia and the properties that a given object may have.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
PT_OBJ_TYPE_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Object code
PT_PROP_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Property code
PT_MNEMONIC CHAR(8) NOT NULL Property mnemonic
PT_PROP_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Property name
PT_FORMAT CHAR(1) NOT NULL Property format

'C' = character
'S' = small integer
'I' = integer
'N' = name
'L' = loadname
'T' = text

PT_COLUMN SMALLINT NOT NULL Column where property is stored
PT_OPT CHAR(1) NOT NULL Optionality of property

'M' = mandatory
'O' = optional

PT_DEF_INT INTEGER NOT NULL Default value for integer and
small integer properties

PT_DEF_CHAR CHAR(1) NOT NULL Default value for character
properties

PT_OBJ_DIV CHAR(8) NOT NULL Object mnemonic where
property is actually defined

PT_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Release

Unique Index SPRPI1 contains PT_RELEASE, PT_OBJ_TYPE_CODE, PT_PROP_CODE

Unique Index SPRPI2 contains PT_RELEASE, PT_OBJ_TYPE_CODE, PT_MNEMONIC

STRG - Schema Trigger Table

This table defines the trigger associations for all object types in the meta-model.
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 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
TT_OBJ_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Object code
TT_GROUP_NAME CHAR(8) NOT NULL Group name
TT_ASSOC_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Trigger association code
TT_MIN_REQ_ASSOC SMALLINT NOT NULL Minimum number of required

associations
1 = one association required
2 = two associations required

TT_DIRECTION CHAR(1) NOT NULL Association direction
'F' = forward
'B' = backward

TT_ASSOC_REV_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Reverse association code
TT_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Release

Unique index STRGI1 contains TT_RELEASE, TT_OBJ_CODE, TT_GROUP_NAME, TT_ASSOC_CODE and
TT_DIRECTION

CSE Data Tables
The DATA tables are the tables used to store the data collected during the Gen project. They represent the information
entered by the user using the workstation tools. These tables also control access to the system and other administrative
functions.

Uses

With these tables you can:

• Understand the way data is stored, and can create your own reports from this data.
• Create automated procedures to read the data tables to determine next steps in processing.
• Determine whether the information within your model is corrupted. You will be able to track problems through these

tables.

DASC - Object Association Table

This table stores the associations between objects.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

ASSOC_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model identifier of the model
containing the association

ASSOC_FROM_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifier for the 'from'
object

ASSOC_TYPE_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Association code

ASSOC_TO_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifier for the 'to'
object
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ASSOC_NEXT_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifier for the 'next'
object in an ordered association
0 if association is not ordered.
-1 if 'to' object is last in the
association

ASSOC_SEQ INTEGER NOT NULL Sequence number for ordered
associations. 0 if association is
not ordered

ASSOC_DEL_PENDING CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if association is
pending delete
'Y' = delete pending
'N' = not delete pending

ASSOC_CHG_STATUS CHAR(1) NOT NULL Change status flag
'U' = unchanged
'A' = added
'C' = changed
'D' = deleted

ASSOC_DATE DATE NOT NULL Date row was last updated

ASSOC_TIME TIME NOT NULL Time row was last updated

ASSOC_USER CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid that last updated the row

NOTE

 Unique index DASCI1 refers to CSEs using SQL Server only. There is no DASCI1 for Oracle.

Unique index DASCI1 contains ASSOC_FROM_OBJ_ID, ASSOC_TYPE_CODE, ASSOC_SEQ and
ASSOC_TO_OBJ_ID

Unique index DASCI2 contains ASSOC_TO_OBJ_ID, ASSOC_TYPE_CODE and ASSOC_FROM_OBJ_ID

Unique index DASCI3 contains ASSOC_FROM_OBJ_ID, ASSOC_TYPE_CODE, ASSOC_NEXT_OBJ_ID and
ASSOC_TO_OBJ_ID

DCKOHIST - Checkout History Table

This table stores the previous checkout information. It is used to determine specific reasons why updates cannot be
processed.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

CKOH_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model identifier of the model
containing the checkout

CKOH_CHECKOUT_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Checkout identifier

CKOH_DATE DATE NULL Date portion of the checkout
handshake. Null if new model
and never checked in

CKOH_TIME TIME NULL Time portion of the checkout
handshake. Null if new model
and never checked in
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CKOH_STATUS CHAR(1) NOT NULL Status of checkout
'O' = Checked out
'I' = Checked in
'V' = Overridden

Unique index DCKOHIS1 contains CKOH_MODEL_ID and CKOH_CHECKOUT_ID

DCKOID - Checkout Table

This table stores the checkout information for every model, subset, or set of objects in a model checked out.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

CKO_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model identifier of the model
containing the checkout

CKO_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Checkout identifier

CKO_STATUS CHAR(1) NOT NULL Checkout status
'I' = incomplete
'C' = complete

CKO_ENCY_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Checkout child encyclopedia
identifier. Value is 0 if checked
out to a workstation toolset

CKO_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Checkout userid

CKO_DATE DATE NOT NULL Date portion of the checkout
handshake

CKO_TIME TIME NOT NULL Time portion of the checkout
handshake

CKO_SUBSET_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Subset identifier associated
to this checkout. Value is 0 if
checkout of model or set of
objects

CKO_SUBSET_ALL CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if checkout of
model
'Y' = checkout of model
'N' = not checkout of model

CKO_NEW_MODEL CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if checkout
represents a new model
'Y' = new model
'N' = existing model

CKO_COMMIT_CNT INTEGER NOT NULL Commit record number of
last commit record processed
during last update. Value is 0 if
no updates processed or last
update completed successfully.

Unique index DCKOI1 contains CKO_ID
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Unique index DCKOI2 contains CKO_MODEL_ID and CKO_ID

Unique index DCKOI3 contains CKO_SUBSET_ID and CKO_ID

DGRPUS - Group User Table

This table defines which users are included into which groups.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

GRP_GROUP_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Gen group id

GRP_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Gen userid

Unique index DGRPUSI1 contains GRP_USER_ID and GRP_GROUP_ID

Unique index DGRPUSI2 contains GRP_GROUP_ID and GRP_USER_ID

DMAX - Statistics Table

This table stores a variety of statistics about the Gen system.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description
MAX_TYPE
 

CHAR(8)
 

NOT NULL
 

Statistics identifer
'MAXDMDL' = Next available
model id
'MAXDOBJ' = Next available
object id
'MAXDSSID' = Next available
subset id
'MAXCKOID' = Next available
checkout id
'MAXDSESN' = Next available
session number
'MAXSETID' = Next available
aggregate set id
'ENCYREL' = Current schema
release
'MAXLRU' = Max Least
Recently Used size
'ENCYNAME' = Encyclopedia
name
'MAXTTROV' = Max override
checkout object threshold

MAX_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Release

MAX_INT_VALUE INTEGER NOT NULL Statistics integer value

MAX_CHAR_VALUE CHAR(254) NOT NULL Statistics character value

MAX_DESC CHAR(254) NOT NULL Statistics description
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Unique index DMAXI1 contains MAX_TYPE and MAX_RELEASE

DMDL - Model Table

This table defines the basic information about a model.

Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model identifier

MODEL_TYPE CHAR(1) NOT NULL Model type
'D' = data
'S' = schema

MODEL_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Model name

MODEL_STATUS CHAR(1) NOT NULL Model status
'M' = modifiable
'W' = waiting for verify
'C' = checked in
'R' = read-only
'U' = unusable

MODEL_RELEASE CHAR(8) NOT NULL Model release

MODEL_OWNER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Model administrator

MODEL_CR_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid that created the model

MODEL_CR_DATE DATE NOT NULL Date model was created

MODEL_CR_TIME TIME NOT NULL Time model was created

MODEL_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid that last updated the
model

MODEL_DATE DATE NOT NULL Date model was last updated

MODEL_TIME TIME NOT NULL Time model was last updated

MODEL_PARENT_ENCY INTEGER NULL Encyclopedia identifier of
encyclopedia that contains the
parent model. Null if model has
no parent

MODEL_PARENT_MODEL INTEGER NULL Model identifier of parent model.
Null if model has no parent

MODEL_PARENT_CKO INTEGER NULL Checkout identifier (or subset
identifier if the parent model is
in a host encyclopedia) which
represents the checkout from
the parent model. Null if model
has no parent

MODEL_PARENT_DATE DATE NULL Date portion of the checkout
handshake from the parent
model. Null if model has no
parent
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MODEL_PARENT_TIME TIME NULL Time portion of the checkout
handshake from the parent
model. Null if model has no
parent

MODEL_CODE_PAGE SMALLINT NOT NULL Code page of the model

MODEL_LANG_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Language code of the model

Unique index DMDLI1 contains MODEL_ID

Unique index DMDLI2 contains MODEL_NAME

DMDLUS - Model User Table

This table defines which users may access and/or modify which models.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

MU_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model identifier

MU_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid

MU_UPDATE_AUTH CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if user has
authority to update the model
'Y' = authorized
'N' = not authorized

MU_MIGRATE_AUTH CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if user has
authority to migrate into the
model.
'Y' = authorized
'N' = not authorized

MU_GENERATE_AUTH CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if user has
authority to generate the model
'Y' = authorized
'N' = not authorized

MU_GRANTBY_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid that granted the authority

MU_CR_DATE DATE NOT NULL Date authority was granted

MU_CR_TIME TIME NOT NULL Time authority was granted

Unique index DMDLUSI1 contains MU_USER_ID and MU_MODEL_ID

Unique index DMDLUSI2 contains MU_MODEL_ID and MU_USER_ID

DNAME - Object Name Table

This table stores the name and load name properties (except for the PTC_NAME property) for an object.
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 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

NAME_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model identifier of the model
containing the object

NAME_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifier

NAME32_CHG_STATUS SMALLINT NOT NULL Change status flags for name
properties in columns 2-3

NAME32_PROP_2 CHAR(32) NOT NULL Column 2 name property

NAME32_PROP_3 CHAR(32) NOT NULL Column 3 name property

NAME08_CHG_STATUS SMALLINT NOT NULL Change status flags for
loadname properties in columns
1-8

NAME08_PROP_1 CHAR(8) NOT NULL Column 1 loadname property

NAME08_PROP_2 CHAR(8) NOT NULL Column 2 loadname property

NAME08_PROP_3 CHAR(8) NOT NULL Column 3 loadname property

NAME08_PROP_4 CHAR(8) NOT NULL Column 4 loadname property

NAME08_PROP_5 CHAR(8) NOT NULL Column 5 loadname property

NAME08_PROP_6 CHAR(8) NOT NULL Column 6 loadname property

NAME08_PROP_7 CHAR(8) NOT NULL Column 7 loadname property

NAME08_PROP_8 CHAR(8) NOT NULL Column 8 loadname property

NAME_DATE DATE NOT NULL Date names were last updated

NAME_TIME TIME NOT NULL Time names were last updated

NAME_USER CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid that last updated the
names

Unique index DNAMEI1 contains NAME_OBJ_ID

Unique index DNAMEI2 contains NAME_MODEL_ID, NAME_OBJ_ID

DOBJ - Object Table

This table stores the objects contained in a model.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

OBJ_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model identifier of the model
containing the object

OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifier

OBJ_TYPE_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Object code

OBJ_ORG_ENCY_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Original encyclopedia identifier

OBJ_ORG_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Original object identifer

OBJ_PARENT_MDL_OBJ INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifier of object in
parent model
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OBJ_MAX_ACCESS CHAR(1) NOT NULL Maximum access allowed for
this object
'R' = read-only
'A' = access
'U' = modify
'D' = delete

OBJ_DEL_PENDING CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if object is
pending delete
'Y' = delete pending
'N' = not delete pending

OBJ_CHG_STATUS CHAR(1) NOT NULL Change status flag
'U' = unchanged
'A' = added
'C' = changed
'D' = deleted

OBJ_ACCESS SMALLINT NOT NULL Access requested for the object
in the checkout of the model
-1 = not checked out
1 = read-only
2 = access
3 = modify
4 = delete
This is populated only for shared
objects.

OBJ_CKO_STATUS CHAR(1) NOT NULL Access obtained for the object in
the checkout of the model
'N' = not checked out
'R' = read-only
'A' = access
'U' = modify
'D' = delete
This is populated only for shared
objects.

OBJ_TEMP_OBJECT_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifier known by the
workstation if the object was
created during this checkout
and has not been checked in

OBJ_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Object's PTC_NAME property

OBJ_NAM_CHG_STATUS CHAR(1) NOT NULL Object's PTC_NAME property
change status flag
'U' = unchanged
'C' = changed

OBJ_DATE DATE NOT NULL Date object was created

OBJ_TIME TIME NOT NULL Time object was created

OBJ_USER CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid that created the object
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OBJ_CHAR_PROP_1 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 1 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_2 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 2 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_3 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 3 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_4 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 4 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_5 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 5 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_6 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 6 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_7 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 7 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_8 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 8 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_9 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 9 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_10 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 10 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_11 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 11 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_12 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 12 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_13 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 13 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_14 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 14 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_15 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 15 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_16 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 16 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_17 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 17 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_18 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 18 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_19 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 19 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_20 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 20 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_21 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 21 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_22 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 22 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_23 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 23 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_24 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 24 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_25 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 25 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_26 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 26 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_27 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 27 character property

OBJ_CHAR_PROP_28 CHAR(1) NOT NULL Column 28 character property

OBJ_C1_CHG_STATUS SMALLINT NOT NULL Change status flags for
character properties in columns
1-16

OBJ_C2_CHG_STATUS SMALLINT NOT NULL Change status flags for
character properties in columns
17-28

OBJ_INT_PROP_1 INTEGER NOT NULL Column 1 integer property

OBJ_INT_PROP_2 INTEGER NOT NULL Column 2 integer property

OBJ_INT_PROP_3 INTEGER NOT NULL Column 3 integer property

OBJ_INT_PROP_4 INTEGER NOT NULL Column 4 integer property

OBJ_INT_PROP_5 INTEGER NOT NULL Column 5 integer property
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OBJ_INT_PROP_6 INTEGER NOT NULL Column 6 integer property

OBJ_INT_PROP_7 INTEGER NOT NULL Column 7 integer property

OBJ_INT_PROP_8 INTEGER NOT NULL Column 8 integer property

OBJ_INT_PROP_9 INTEGER NOT NULL Column 9 integer property

OBJ_INT_PROP_10 INTEGER NOT NULL Column 10 integer property

OBJ_INT_PROP_11 INTEGER NOT NULL Column 11 integer property

OBJ_INT_PROP_12 INTEGER NOT NULL Column 12 integer property

OBJ_INT_PROP_13 INTEGER NOT NULL Column 13 integer property

OBJ_IN_CHG_STATUS SMALLINT NOT NULL Change status flags for integer
properties in columns 1-13

OBJ_SINT_PROP_1 SMALLINT NOT NULL Column 1 small integer property

OBJ_SINT_PROP_2 SMALLINT NOT NULL Column 2 small integer property

OBJ_SINT_PROP_3 SMALLINT NOT NULL Column 3 small integer property

OBJ_SINT_PROP_4 SMALLINT NOT NULL Column 4 small integer property

OBJ_SINT_PROP_5 SMALLINT NOT NULL Column 5 small integer property

OBJ_SINT_PROP_6 SMALLINT NOT NULL Column 6 small integer property

OBJ_SINT_PROP_7 SMALLINT NOT NULL Column 7 small integer property

OBJ_SINT_PROP_8 SMALLINT NOT NULL Column 8 small integer property

OBJ_SINT_PROP_9 SMALLINT NOT NULL Column 9 small integer property

OBJ_SINT_PROP_10 SMALLINT NOT NULL Column 10 small integer
property

OBJ_SI_CHG_STATUS SMALLINT NOT NULL Change status flags for small
integer properties in columns
1-10

OBJ_PROP_DATE DATE NOT NULL The last updated date property

OBJ_PROP_TIME TIME NOT NULL The last updated time property

OBJ_PROP_USER USER NOT NULL The last updated user property

Unique index DOBJI1 contains OBJ_ID

Unique index DOBJI2 contains OBJ_MODEL_ID, OBJ_TYPE_CODE, OBJ_NAME and OBJ_ID

Unique index DOBJI3 contains OBJ_ORG_ENCY_ID, OBJ_ORG_OBJ_ID and OBJ_MODEL_ID

Non-unique index DOBJI4 contains OBJ_TEMP_OBJECT_ID and OBJ_MODEL_ID

DSETDF - Aggregate Set Definition Table

This table stores the aggregate objects that form an aggregate set definition.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

ASD_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Aggregate Set identifier
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ASD_ORG_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Original object identifier of
aggregate object

ASD_ORG_ENCY_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Original encyclopedia identifier
of aggregate object

Unique index DSETDFI1 contains ASD_ID, ASD_ORG_ENCY_ID, ASD_ORG_OBJ_ID

DSETID - Aggregate Set Identification Table

This table stores the basic information for each aggregate set in the encyclopedia.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

AS_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Aggregate Set identifier

AS_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Name of aggregate set

AS_CR_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid of aggregate set

AS_CR_DATE DATE NOT NULL Date aggregate set was created

AS_CR_TIME TIME NOT NULL Time aggregate set was created

AS_ADMIN_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid of administrator for
aggregate set

AS_LU_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid that last updated
aggregate set

AS_LU_DATE DATE NOT NULL Date aggregate set was last
updated

AS_LU_TIME TIME NOT NULL Time aggregate set was last
updated

Unique index DSETIDI1 contains AS_ID

Unique index DSETIDI2 contains AS_NAME

Index DSETIDI3 contains AS_ADMIN_USER_ID

DSUBDF - Subset Definition Table

This table stores the scoping objects that form the subset definition.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

SD_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model identifier of the model
containing the subset

SD_SUBSET_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Subset identifier of subset that
contains the scoping object

SD_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifier of the scoping
object
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SD_ACCESS SMALLINT NOT NULL Protection option
1 = read-only
2 = access
3 = modify
4 = delete

SD_EXP_OPT SMALLINT NOT NULL Expansion option
2 = Short
4 = Default
6 = Full

Unique index DSUBDFI1 contains SD_SUBSET_ID and SD_OBJ_ID

Unique index DSUBDFI2 contains SD_OBJ_ID and SD_SUBSET_ID

DSUBEX - Subset Expansion Table

This table stores the expansion of each shared object checked out, except for those objects checked out in a model.
Model- object checkout information is stored in the DOBJ table.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

SE_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model identifier of the model
containing the checked out
object

SE_CKO_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Checkout identifier of the
checkout containing the object

SE_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifer of the object
checked out

SE_ACCESS SMALLINT NOT NULL Access requested for the object
in the checkout
1 = read-only
2 = access
3 = modify
4 = delete

SE_CKO_STATUS CHAR(1) NOT NULL Access obtained for the object in
the checkout
'R' = read-only
'A' = access
'U' = modify
'D' = delete

SE_TEMP_OBJECT_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifier known by the
workstation if the object was
created during this checkout
and has not been checked in

Unique index DSUBEXI1 contains SE_CKO_ID and SE_OBJ_ID

Non-unique index DSUBEXI2 contains SE_CKO_ID and SE_TEMP_OBJECT_ID
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Unique index DSUBEXI3 contains SE_OBJ_ID and SE_CKO_ID

DSUBID - Subset Identification Table

This table stores the basic information for each subset in the encyclopedia.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

S_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model identifier of the model
containing the subset

S_SUBSET_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Subset identifier

S_SUBSET_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Subset name

S_SUBSET_TYPE CHAR(1) NOT NULL Subset type
'D' = design
'U' = unit test
'S' = system test

S_OWNER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Subset administrator

S_CR_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid that created the subset

S_CR_DATE DATE NOT NULL Date subset was created

S_CR_TIME TIME NOT NULL Time subset was created

Unique index DSUBIDI1 contains S_SUBSET_ID

Unique index DSUBIDI2 contains S_MODEL_ID and S_SUBSET_NAME

DSUBUS - Subset User Table

This table defines which users may access and/or modify which subsets.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

SU_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model identifier

SU_SUBSET_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Subset identifier

SU_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid

SU_GRANTBY_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid that granted the authority

SU_CR_DATE DATE NOT NULL Date authority was granted

SU_CR_TIME TIME NOT NULL Time authority was granted

Unique index DSUBUSI1 contains SU_USER_ID and SU_SUBSET_ID

Unique index DSUBUSI2 contains SU_SUBSET_ID and SU_USER_ID

Unique index DSUBUSI3 contains SU_MODEL_ID, SU_SUBSET_ID, and SU_USER_ID

DTXT - Object Text Table

This table stores the text properties for an object.
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 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

TEXT_MODEL_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Model identifier of the model
containing the object

TEXT_OBJ_ID INTEGER NOT NULL Object identifier

TEXT_PROP_CODE SMALLINT NOT NULL Property code

TEXT_SEQ SMALLINT NOT NULL Sequence number used to order
text values exceeding varchar
length

TEXT_VALUE VARCHAR(3950) NOT NULL Text property value

TEXT_CHG_STATUS CHAR(1) NOT NULL Change status flag
'U' = unchanged
'A' = added
'C' = changed
'D' = deleted

TEXT_DATE DATE NOT NULL Date row was last updated

TEXT_TIME TIME NOT NULL Time row was last updated

TEXT_USER CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid that last updated the row

Unique index DTXTI1 contains TEXT_OBJ_ID, TEXT_PROP_CODE and TEXT_SEQ

DUSR - User Table

This table stores the Gen userids for users authorized for this encyclopedia and stores the Gen group ids created to
authorize groups of users for models and subsets.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

U_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Gen userid or group id

U_USER_NAME CHAR(32) NOT NULL Name of user or group

U_ENCY_AUTH CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if user is an
encyclopedia administrator
'Y' = ency admin
'N' = not an ency admin N if
group

U_ADD_MODEL_AUTH CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if user has the
authority to create models
'Y' = has add model authority
'N' = doesn't have add model
authority, N if group
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U_ADD_USER_AUTH CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if user has the
authority to add other users
'Y' = has add user authority
'N' = doesn't have add user
authority, N if group

U_CR_USER_ID CHAR(8) NOT NULL Userid that created the user or
group.

U_CR_DATE DATE NOT NULL Date user or group was created

U_CR_TIME TIME NOT NULL Time user or group was created

U_USER_OR_GROUP CHAR(1) NOT NULL Flag indicating if id is a user or a
group
'U' = user
'G' = group

Unique index DUSRI1 contains U_USER_ID

DXCPID - Code Page Translation Table

This table defines the valid code page mappings between the Client and Server or the Toolset and Encyclopedia.

 Attributes

Field Name Type Constraint Description

DX_REQUESTER_CP SMALLINT NOT NULL Requester code page

DX_ENCYCLOPEDIA_CP SMALLINT NOT NULL Encyclopedia code page

Unique index DXCPIDI1 contains DX_REQUESTER_CP

Index DXCPIDI2 contains DX_ENCYCLOPEDIA_CP

Use the Client Server Encyclopedia
This article provides information for using the Client Server Encyclopedia. The Gen clients enable the workstation to
communicate with a server.

Clients

For example, the Encyclopedia Client communicates with an encyclopedia from your Gen workstation.
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Figure 113: Workstation Server Communication

The CSE supports the following workstation clients:

Checkout Client
Enables the communication for file transfer activities between the Toolset, for Planning, Analysis, Design, or
Construction, and the CSE for models and subsets.

Encyclopedia Client
Provides the user interface to these encyclopedia functions: subsetting, model and subset management, and user
and user-group management.

Construction Client
Provides the user interface to all construction functions, including DDL and referential integrity trigger generation,
load module packaging, environment parameter specification, and application generation.

Version Control Client
Provides support for migration, adoption, compare, trial migration, and trial adoption of models.

The administrator uses the Gen CSE software includes two other clients:

Coordination Client
Adds new users to the Coordination database, registers new encyclopedias with the Coordination database, and
authorizes user access to encyclopedias. The administrator usually uses this client.

Support Client
Supports administration tasks such as setting CSE tuning parameters and running diagnostic tools. The
administrator usually uses this client.
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Servers

The Coordination Server and the Encyclopedia Server each manage a specific database and have processes and utilities
that access their corresponding database. The Construction Server also accesses the Encyclopedia database, but it is not
involved in its management.

Figure 114: Server Database Communication

Coordination Server
Manages the Coordination Database that stores information about the encyclopedias and users in the
encyclopedia network. The Coordination Server provides encyclopedia coordination services by:

• Processing requests from the Coordination Client to read and update information about the encyclopedia and
its users.

• Processing requests from other Clients to validate user passwords, determine user access to encyclopedias,
and locate encyclopedias in the network.
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Encyclopedia Server
Provides the encyclopedia functionality, including:

• Managing the users and user group access to models and subsets
• Managing the models and subsets

CSE Encyclopedia Server
Component services that are a collection of processes and utilities that implement the following functionality
through processes stay in memory between service requests:

• The Lock process maintains access integrity on models, subsets, and encyclopedias.
• The ID Allocation process allocates and manages unique ID assignments for the system. For example, object

IDs, model IDs, checkout IDs, and subset IDs.
• The User and Group actions manage user and group information in the encyclopedia database. This

information also includes user membership in groups and user and group access to models.
• The Model and Subset actions manage the model and subset information that is stored in the encyclopedia

database.
• The Version Control actions manage features such as migration, adoption, and model compare.

Encyclopedia Server Utility
Provides the encyclopedia functionality for on-demand tasks such as model and subset upload and download.

Construction Server
Manages the requests from the Construction Client. Together, they provide the capability to generate standard
remote files, also known as implementation packages, for cooperative and non-cooperative applications and
proxies.

Note: For more information about the server processes and utilities, see Client Server Encyclopedia Administration.

The Gen environment imposes requirements on the encyclopedia database that you be aware of when creating and
preparing the database for the CSE to use. For more information, see the sections Create Oracle CSE Database and
Create Microsoft SQL Server CSE Database.

For a list of valid DBMSs for the CSE, more information, or if you have any questions, contact Technical Support or your
Account Representative. See Technical Requirements for the current software requirements.

Server Characteristics

The CSE server components share common characteristics, including allowing multiple simultaneous sessions with clients
on multiple workstations.

Coordination Server

The Coordination Server:

• Manages the coordination database that identifies encyclopedias and users in the encyclopedia network
• Supports encyclopedia coordination services by:

– Processes requests from the Coordination Client to read and update information about encyclopedias and their
users.

– Processes client requests to access an encyclopedia by validating user access to encyclopedias, and locating
encyclopedias in the network.

– Lists the encyclopedias that a user is authorized for when queried by a client during user logon.

Encyclopedia Server

The Encyclopedia Server:
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• Responds to requests from the Encyclopedia Client, Checkout Client, Support Client, and Version Control Client
• Manages storage of models, subsets, aggregate sets, and user information
• Provides basic encyclopedia functions, including:

– Manages models and subsets
– Manages users and groups

Construction Server

The Construction Server provides:

• Functionality to support requests from the Construction Client.
• These primary functions:

– Data Definition Language (DDL) generation
– Referential integrity generation
– Application system generation

Client Characteristics

The CSE client components share common characteristics that provide the user interface to server functionality. Before
using a client component, the component must establish a communication connection to its complementary server
component.

The client components can be used simultaneously with the toolset. Although client components usually reside on the
same user workstation as the Planning, Analysis, Design, or Construction toolset groups, it is not required.

NOTE
The Support Client is typically used under the supervision of a Gen Support representative.

Message Dispatcher

Message Dispatcher is a network traffic controller that manages system resources, starts all server and utility processes,
and manages requests between workstation clients and servers. When installing servers, install a local or remote
Message Dispatcher. Local means that the Message Dispatcher and the server are on the same system. Remote means
that they are on different systems.

The following diagram shows how the Message Dispatcher controls requests in the CSE environment.
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Figure 115: How Message Dispatcher Controls Requests in CSE

When you configure the Message Dispatcher, the process creates the Message Dispatcher initialization file, iefmd.ini. This
file defines the relationships between running processes in the network. The configuration process creates and uses two
other files in the bin directory, es.cfg and ds.cfg. These files contain the Coordination and Encyclopedia Database names.
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WARNING
Do not delete or modify the iefmd.ini, es.cfg, or ds.cfg files. The configuration process uses the cfg files when
configuring remote Coordination and Encyclopedia Databases. The Message Dispatcher uses the ini file each
time it starts.

During CSE configuration, you can select default configuration values to establish a basic configuration, or select options
to customize server parameters.

A CSE network includes these components:

• One or more Message Dispatchers, each with its own configuration file.
• One Coordination Group. You can install only one Coordination group per network. A Coordination group includes a

Coordination database and a Coordination Server.
• One or more Encyclopedia Groups that each include:

– Encyclopedia Database
– User/Group process
– Model/Subset process
– Lock process
– ID Allocation process
– Construction process
– Version Control process
– Utilities

Note: For more information about configuring the parameters in the Message Dispatcher initialization file and for details
on avoiding model corruption and contention problems, see Client Server Encyclopedia Administration.

Message Dispatcher Service Option - CSESvcMD Service

A Windows service is a Windows program the Windows operating system controls through the Control Panel Services
application, the Service Control Manager (SCM). Using the service application, a program can easily have a set of
predefined server programs running or enabled to run when the system boots.

CSESvcMd.exe is a complete self-install and self-uninstall all program that uses standard command-line parameters to
set and unset the following COM properties:

• UnregServer -- Remove from Service Manager and COM registry
• RegServer -- Add to COM registry
• Service -- Add to Service Manager

The cse_config program performs all registrations. During configuration, can set the log file directory and the time-out
period for the CSE Service.

Time Out is the number of seconds the Message Dispatcher sleeps at start-up. Use this option to allow extra time for all
databases to start. Oracle take a little longer. Zero (0) indicates not to sleep. The speed of your system determines the
time-out value. Do not set the Time Out to a value greater than required.

NOTE
The database option that you select during configuration determines the database type the service uses. To
verify the dependency of the service on a particular database service, inspect the Dependencies property of
the CSESvcMD service. The Service Control Manager must be able to start the databases that are associated
with the named dependencies to start the CSE as a service.

CSESvcMD.Exe can operate in the following modes:
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• Automatic -- the service starts when the system starts. All dependent services must also start automatically.
• Manual -- the user manually starts and stops the service after logon.
• Disabled -- known to the system, but prevents the service from starting.
• Automatic (Delayed) – the start of this service is delayed until all other automatic services start.

Start the CSESvcMD.Exe service to start the Message Dispatcher. Stop the CSESvcMD.Exe service to terminate the
Message Dispatcher.

When you start CSESvcMD.Exe in automatic or manual mode, iefmd and all associated servers that are run in the
background. They do not appear on your Start menu bar. They can continue running after you log off. When you leave the
service in automatic mode, the service and the CSE start when the system starts or restarts.

Communication Protocols

The CSE uses TCP/IP, as the communications protocol to transport request and reply messages between the clients, the
Message Dispatcher, and the servers. TCP/IP is available on all the computers in the CSE network.

TCP/IP

TCP/IP uses an Internet Protocol (IP) address to uniquely identify each computer, and uses a port number to uniquely
identify a connection or service in that computer.

The name of the computer is its hostname, and is an alias for the IP address of the computer. Operating system tools
associate the hostname with the IP address of the computer.

Operating system or network administrations tools also associate the port number with a service name. The service name
is an alias for the port number, and much easier to remember.

The Gen products, including the Client Server Encyclopedia, support IP version 4, IPv4, and IP version 6, IPv6 addresses
if the Gen platform supports these IP versions. The hostname must be 1024 bytes or less. The service name or port
number must be 32 bytes or less.

The CSE uses the system-supplied name resolution services to map the Message Dispatcher (MD) and Remote Daemon
Server (RDS) names into IP addresses and port numbers. The system can look up hostnames in the system hosts file
or use the Domain Name Services (DNS) to map hostnames to IP addresses, and can look up the service name in the
system services file or use other services to map a service name to port number.

Hostnames and IP Addresses

The CSE supports the following forms of hostnames and IP addresses:

• Simple hostname, as in mycomputer
• Fully-qualified hostname, as in mycomputer.mycompany.com
• IPv4 address - 123.456.789.12
• IPv6 address - there are many valid forms of IPv6 addresses, including 1234:5678:9abc:def0
• Similar to URL (Uniform Resource Locator) form, as in [hostname or IP address]. Use this form when appending the

service name or port number that is preceded by a colon (:).

CSE Message Dispatcher and Remote Daemon Server Names

The CSE supports two forms for the MD and RDS names: a short name and an extended name. When using the short
name, the same name is used for IP address and port number lookup. The extended name, <host name>/<service
name>, uses the <host name> for IP address lookup and the <service name> for a port number lookup. <name>/<name>
is equivalent to the short form of <name>.

We recommend that you do not use short names because it requires more complicated network administration
procedures.
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The CSE components with graphical user interfaces include separate entry fields for the hostname and service name
entries. You can replace the host name with an IPv4 or IPv6 address and can replace the service name with a port
number.

The CSE components concatenate the hostname and service name into a single entry that other non-GUI components
use. This concatenation is the extended name form. The CSE supports the following extended name forms:

• Traditional Form 1: hostname-v4/servicename -
• Traditional Form 2: hostname-v4\servicename -
• URL form: [hostname-v6]:servicename
• hostname-v4

Specifies a simple hostname, a fully qualified hostname, or an IPv4 address.
• hostname-v6

Specifies a simple hostname, a fully qualified hostname, or an IPv6 address. Enclosed in square brackets.
• servicename

Specifies a service name or a port number

When your network uses DNS, use the extended format for the MD name and RDS name. <host name> can be any name
the CSE can resolve through the DNS or local hosts file. The CSE uses system libraries to interpret host name and IP
address values and can accept any values that the system supports. Include square brackets with IPv6 addresses.

The <service name> can be any name that is defined in the services file or a decimal port number.

The extended name format simplifies network configuration by allowing you to select MD names that do not have the
same name in the hosts and services files. For example, you could choose to establish the convention of providing csemd
and cserds entries in the services file on every system that has the CSE client or server components that are installed,
and identify every MD in your network by the name system/csemd. After installing the CSE on newsystem, everyone in
the network can immediately reach that CSE by using the extended name newsystem/csemd. You can use the extended
format anywhere that csemd and cserds are the default TCP/IP communications names.

Using the extended name relieves the network administrator from having to assign aliases to system names and to port
numbers in all systems in a network for each new MD added to the network. We recommend that you use service names
instead of port numbers to simplify network administration.

TCP/IP services also include a local loopback feature to use in simple CSE configurations. The loopback feature uses a
more efficient protocol for inter-process communications for programs in the same computer. This reduces overhead in
the system for Message Dispatcher to server communications.

The CSE Client to the Message Dispatcher communication uses the normal TCP/IP protocol stack. To use this feature,
specify localhost as the hostname when running cse_config. The MD Name is localhost/<cse_port> on the CSE servers
system. When running the CSE clients on other workstations, use the CSE server system hostname that is defined in the
DNS, not localhost.

Client and Server Components Interaction

The CSE is the functional integration of its client and server components.

Clients provide user interface for database services and server functionality. The server manages the CSE databases that
store information for users, models, subsets, and encyclopedias. This information is extracted from tables within these
databases when queried by a client or through a query facility in your environment.

Coordination and Encyclopedia Servers and Databases

The CSE supports two databases, a coordination database and an encyclopedia database, as a single database instance
or as separate database instances.

The Coordination Server manages the Coordination Database that contains user and encyclopedia information.
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The Encyclopedia Server manages the Encyclopedia Database that contains model, subset, and more user information.

Client and Server Interaction

During client and server interactions, the client component connects to a server through a common communication
component. The server processes the client request and returns a response to the client component that displays the
results in a graphical user interface. The server is transparent to the user.

The first access from any client is during user logon and is always to the Coordination Server to verify the user ID and
to retrieve a list of encyclopedias to which the user is authorized. After selecting the encyclopedia from the list, the
client component connects to the requested server. The server accesses the encyclopedia database. The encyclopedia
database contains models.

Differences Between CSE and HE
This article provides information for the Differences Between the Host Encyclopedia and the Client Server Encyclopedia.

Subsetting

The concepts and functionality of subsetting are the same for Client Server Encyclopedia and Host Encyclopedias.

For terminology differences, see Client Server Encyclopedia Subsetting. For specific information about scoping object
expansion, see Client Server Encyclopedia Subsetting. For information about common Client Server subset definitions,
see the online help.

Using the Public Interface

The difference between the Public Interface for the Host Encyclopedia and the CSE is that in the CSE, the Public Interface
views operate against the same data tables as the other encyclopedia functions. You do not export the model to the Public
Interface tables.

Other changes to the Public Interface are due to the different DBMS of the client/server environment. Some of the SQL
views for the CSE have been changed from those in the Host Encyclopedia. The SQL query examples that work on the
mainframe may not work in the CSE.

Note: For information about the SQL view, see Client Server Encyclopedia Public Interface.

Encyclopedia Communications

Use encyclopedia communications to check out models and subsets between CSEs, between Host and CSEs, and
between CSEs and toolsets.

Model Families

The Host Encyclopedia supports multiple model families. Migration of information between models can only occur on
models in the same family. The CSE supports one model family for each encyclopedia. All models in one CSE are in the
same family.

Prerequisites for CSE Installation and Configuration
This article provides information for the Prerequisites for CSE Installation and Configuration for specific platforms and
databases.

Considerations

Before you begin installing and configuring the CSE, consider these factors:
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• Plan the CSE environment.
– Determine the computer system or systems on which you plan to run the software and the general configuration of

those systems.
– Determine the directory in which to install the software.
– For the UNIX installations, determine the owner and group properties for the account that owns and operates the

CSE Servers.
• Install or upgrade the computer hardware and operating system to meet the system requirements for the platform on

which you are installing and executing the CSE Server software.
Note: For more information about system requirements, see Gen Technical Requirements.

• Select, install, and configure a Database Management System. Complete this task before configuring Gen CSE.
CSE configuration and operation interact with the DBMS as a user of the DBMS. All operations that require Database
Administrator (DBA) authority are your responsibility. If you are not the DBA for the system and your planned
configuration includes new databases, you need the assistance of the system DBA.

• Configure TCP/IP as defined in this section.
• Current AllFusion Gen users must upgrade to Gen.

Note: You can configure the CSE environment with the database on a different system. We recommend that you do
not do so because the database and the CSE exchange so many messages that the exchange can cause a significant
performance impact, especially when network latency issues exist between the systems. When the CSE and DBMS must
exist on separate systems, it is important to ensure that the communications infrastructure between the systems is as fast
as possible.

Installation

Follow these steps:

1. Prepare for Client Server Encyclopedia Server (CSE) installation.
2. Install the CSE client software, at least the Coordination and Encyclopedia Clients, on a local or remote supported

Windows platform.

Note: You need the Administrator privileges to install Client Server Encyclopedia.
3. Install the CSE Server software.

Note: If this is the first CSE Server for the Windows installation on this system, or if the installation is to a new
directory, reboot the computer to update the environment variables. Omitting this step cause consistency check and
generation problems when the CSE runs as a service.

4. Complete pre-configuration tasks. Create one or more databases for the encyclopedia and coordination servers to
use, or upgrade existing DBMS software and databases to meet the system requirements that are defined in Gen
Technical Requirements.

5. Configure the CSE Servers by running this program:
cse_config

Note: In a Windows platform, confirm that the 4.0 or a later version of .NET is installed before you run the program.
6. Verify Gen Configuration.

Upgrade from Previous Versions

To upgrade an existing encyclopedia to this release of Gen, users of earlier releases of AllFusion Gen must:

• Make decisions about the data.
• Ensure that models are in the prior or second prior schema before installing this version of Gen.
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Note: For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the Release
Notes.

• Remember to shut down the server environment before installing.
• Ensure the operating system of the computer, DBMS, and databases meet the requirement that is defined in Gen

Technical Requirements.
• Ensure that you have a backup of the database before starting the installation.

Users with earlier releases of AllFusion Gen must:

• Consider versions and target locations
• Review this section for changes and additions in environment variables and related software

Note: For compatibility information between this release and earlier releases, see Gen Technical Requirements.

Database Configuration Options

Upgrading from a previous release installs the software for the new release and prompts for decisions about existing data.
The configuration program asks what procedures to follow and offers these choices:

• Create and initialize tables, or only initialize tables to prepare a new encyclopedia
• Update existing schema and codepage tables and preserve your models, subsets, aggregate sets, and other data

tables

The installation program installs all software without offering choices. Use the configuration program to update or erase
the database.

WARNING
If you choose to create or initialize the database, all data in that database is lost.

Models

Check in all models or model subsets to an encyclopedia before beginning installation. After completing configuration, use
the Gen Conversion Utility to convert models to the current schema. Verify the models after conversion.

Set up a New Installation in a Different Location

To keep your current AllFusion Gen software environment, and install the new Gen software to a different location. Follow
the procedures in Distributed Systems Installation  and specify a different location when prompted.

We recommend that you install this version to a different directory than the directory in which you installed the previous
version.

Versions

Note: For information about compatibility between Gen and AllFusion Gen, see Distributed Systems Installation.

Shut Down the Server Environment

Before upgrading a CSE environment, shut down your current Message Dispatcher and all associated servers.

If you use the CSESvcMD service, stop the service through the Control Panel, the Service applet, before reinstalling the
Gen software.

Test the Software

Use the Gen Sample Model to test the software after configuration. Gen delivers the model as an update.trn file in the
cse\bin directory. After configuring and starting the CSE, upload the model using the command-line utility, upload, or the
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checkout client. If the CSE Servers are on a UNIX system, to upload using the checkout client, copy the update.trn file to a
Windows system on which the clients are installed. The file is a binary file, so use binary file transfer to copy it.

Install and Configure CSE
Gen Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) supports installation and configuration as separate activities controlled by
Broadcom supplied software. After running the setup program to install the software, run the CSE configure program to
prepare the CSE Server environment. Then, run the CSE Servers to make the services available.

Installing and configuring the CSE Servers includes several tasks that you must complete at different stages of
installation, some before installation, some between installation and configuration, and some after configuration. The exact
set of tasks depends on the platform, database management system, and new or upgrade system choices.

Installation refers to transferring the CSE files from the Gen download folder to a file system. You only need the Gen
download folder again to re-install product components or install new components.

Note: For more information about installing the CSE, see Installing. For a list of supported platforms for the CSE, see
Technical Requirements.

Configuration refers to customizing the installation on the target system, and includes preparing the communications
environment and the databases the CSE uses.

CSE Installation Overview

A Gen encyclopedia stores and manages models for application development across multiple workstations. The CSE
provides distributed support for encyclopedia functions. You can use it standalone or in a network with other CSEs.

The CSE Servers are installed on the same system as the database software. When you configure the CSE Server on a
server system, you also create a coordination database to manage the users and encyclopedias, and an encyclopedia
database to contain models. The configuration program creates or updates coordination tables in the coordination
database and encyclopedia tables in the encyclopedia database for Gen CSE. It uses the installed local database product
and existing databases.

Also, install other products that, with the Gen servers, create the CSE environment.

Before you begin installation, ensure that you have done the following tasks:

• Planned your CSE environment
• Understand the environment
• Know your system requirements
• Know details about your existing configuration
• Know if you are upgrading or adding more products

Note: For more information about Gen CSE operation, see Client Server Encyclopedia Administration.

Configure the Environment

This article provides information for Configure the Environment including plan your configuration and basic configuration.

Plan your Configuration

When configuring your environment, you make the decisions about how to use the Gen software, determine how many
server and client products to use, and determine the types of changes that are required for your system configuration.
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You can create the Gen CSE environment as a basic configuration with one server, Message Dispatcher, and database,
or you can design and implement an advanced configuration of servers, Message Dispatchers, and databases in a
communication networks. After deciding on your configuration, complete pre-installation work and begin installation.

You can combine the configurations in the following configuration option list to meet the needs of your site:

• As a Windows Service in a Windows network, you can enable using the CSESvcMD service where each Message
Dispatcher is configured. The CSE Servers can run in the background, without displaying on the desktop, and
automatically restart the databases and CSE Servers after a system restart.

• The following diagram illustrates a basic configuration has one coordination database and server, one local
encyclopedia database and server, and the Message Dispatcher, on the same system:

• The following diagram illustrates a multiple encyclopedia configuration has one Message Dispatcher, one coordination
database and server, and multiple encyclopedia databases and servers on one or more systems:

• For the UNIX platforms only, multiple software versions can access the same encyclopedia, when the database
version remains unchanged. For example, a previous and a current version of the software can access the same
current encyclopedia:
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• A Multiple Message Dispatchers configuration requires at least two server systems, with a Message Dispatcher on
each system. The coordination server and coordination database control logons to all encyclopedias. An encyclopedia
database and encyclopedia server is installed with each Message Dispatcher:
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Basic Configuration

In a CSE basic configuration, you install all server software once on a single-server system and also known as a single
Message Dispatcher/single Encyclopedia configuration. The following diagram illustrates all the Server software that is
installed in a basic configuration:

Prerequisites for CSE Configuration

This article provides information for the Prerequisites for Client Server Encyclopedia that are required for specific
platforms and databases.

Configuration/Operation Accounts

To operate the CSE on the Windows and UNIX platforms, configure your account.

Windows

To configure and operate CSE Servers on a Windows platform successfully, you must be able to log in to the Windows
platform as a member of the Administrator Group. Installing the CSE Clients also requires Administrator level access. Any
account can use the CSE client.

UNIX

To configure and operate CSE Servers on a UNIX platform, you must be able to log in to the UNIX platform using the CSE
owner account specified when installing the CSE Servers.
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Configure Communications Protocol

Set up connection names in your communication software before configuring the client or server software.

Configure TCP/IP Connections

A TCP/IP connection is the IP address and port number pair that identifies a particular service or connection point in
a network. Each Message Dispatcher or RDS executing in a network requires a unique connection. To maintain the
uniqueness, MDs and RDSs running on the same system must use different port numbers. MDs or RDSs running on
different systems can use the same port numbers because the IP address makes the connection unique.

When using short form names, select unique names for the MD and the RDS. These names become aliases for the same
IP address or host, and require assigning distinct port numbers in the SERVICES file. This extra network administration
activity discourages using the short form name.

When using extended form names, you only modify the SERVICES file when you use service names. There are no
network configuration requirements when you use port numbers. The HOSTS file or DNS only require updating when
adding a system to the network. The DNS update is part of the system installation activity. The name or an alias that is
assigned to the system is the <host name> portion of the extended form of the MD or RDS name.

Configuring the connections for multiple encyclopedias requires specifying a connection for each encyclopedia, MD, or
RDS in the network. When using short form names, that means adding a hostname and service name alias for each
connection. When using the extended form name, only new port number or service name assignments are needed when
the connections are on the same system.

For Windows, the HOSTS and SERVICES files are in the %windir%\system32\drivers\etc directory.

For UNIX, the hosts and services files are in the /etc directory. A system administrator usually makes these changes.

Alter the HOSTS File for Windows and UNIX Servers

After using a text editor to update the HOSTS file, use the ping command to verify the connection to the MD Name and
the RDS Name. The ping command sends a request to a host to determine accessibility.

Use a text editor to add lines similar to the following lines to the HOSTS file to identify the TCP/IP address and MD Name:

<TCPIP-address> <message-dispatcher-name>

<TCPIP-address> <RDS-name>

Ensure that the last line in the file is a blank line.

In a basic installation, the MD Name and RDS Name have the same TCP/IP address because they are on the same
system.

Example: Identify the TCP/IP address and MD Name

172.25.51.47 mymd

172.25.51.47 mymachine

Note: For more information about the ping command, refer to your TCP/IP documentation.

Alter the SERVICES File for Windows and UNIX Servers

After using a text editor to update the services file, search the TCP/IP services file to verify that these service names and
port numbers are not in use.

Use a text editor to add lines similar to the following lines to the end of the services file:

<message-dispatcher-name> <port>/tcp

<RDS-name> <port>/tcp
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Example: Identify the MD and RDS in the Services File

iefmd 2500/tcp

mymachine 2501/tcp

If you are using the extended form name, use the MD and RDS service names, as in:

csemd 2500/tcp

cserds 2501/tcp

NOTE
Ensure that the last line in the file is a blank line.

Configure Databases

New Encyclopedia and Coordination Databases

During installation, Gen copies files from the installation media into the directory. The CSE installation and database
installation can occur in any order. However, the databases that the CSE Servers use must be running and accessible by
the account executing CSE configuration before CSE configuration starts.

The CSE installation kit includes sample files to create Oracle database instances. When you plan a CSE Server
installation using an Oracle database, install the CSE Server software and review these files before creating the Oracle
database instance.

NOTE

The provided sample scripts and files, as listed in the following subtopic Create Oracle CSE Database, are
intended to be used as a guide when creating an Oracle database on Windows or UNIX.

You must edit these files for the environment in which they are used. Edits can include paths, value of the
system password, values for the size of the table spaces, shared_pool_size, and other similar parameters. We
recommend that a knowledgeable DBA review the files and make the appropriate changes.

To maintain security, CSE configuration does not perform operations that require DBA privileges, including creating an
empty database, providing file system space for the database, and authorizing user access to the database. Meet these
requirements or secure assistance from the Database Administrator of the system. CSE configuration verifies it can
access the database while it collects the configuration information.

CSE configuration supports configuring the Coordination tables and the Encyclopedia tables in the same database or
in separate databases. Configuring both sets of tables in the same database reduces system overhead and has some
advantages in a single encyclopedia configuration.

The disadvantage of putting the Coordination Tables and Encyclopedia tables in the same database in a multiple
encyclopedia configuration is that if you shutdown that database, the entire CSE Server network shuts down because the
Coordination Server loses access to the Coordination tables.

When configuring a simple single Encyclopedia network, create one database for the encyclopedia and put Coordination
and Encyclopedia tables in that database. When configuring a multiple encyclopedia network, create separate databases
for the Coordination and Encyclopedia tables.

You can change the database configuration later. Use the CSE configuration tool after the initial configuration is complete
to create tables in a different database. Be familiar with the database tools for exporting and importing data to complete
the process.
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Upgrade Encyclopedia and Coordination Databases

Before configuring existing encyclopedia and coordination databases, upgrade the database software and the databases
to the version specified in Gen Technical Requirements . After meeting these requirements, configure the existing
databases with the new software.

Create Microsoft SQL Server CSE Database

Follow these steps:

1. Start the SQL Server Management Studio.
2. Right-click the SQL Server folder, the highest node in the Object Explorer window, and click Properties to open the

properties dialog.
3. In the Server Properties dialog, select the Security tab.
4. In the Security group, click the option button SQL Server and Windows Authentication mode, and click OK.
5. Expand the Databases and System Databases folders to see databases that are currently defined.
6. Right-click the Databases folder and click New Databases in the pop-up menu.
7. In the Database Properties window, complete the following fields:

– Database Name -- DBCSE
– Owner -- <default>
– Use Full Text Indexing -- Off
– Database Files

• Specify Initial Size of 500 MB for Encyclopedia and 10 MB for Coordination, and your preferred file growth and
path properties for the data file.

• Specify Initial Size of 20 MB for Encyclopedia and 1 MB for Coordination, and your preferred file growth and path
properties for the log file.

• The paths must exist before you create the database.
8. Click OK to create the database.
9. To open the ODBC client, use one of the following methods depending on the bit version of the Windows system being

used.
On a Windows 32-bit system, perform the following steps:

1. Open the Control Panel, open Administrative Tools, and double-click Data Sources (ODBC).
2. Using %systemroot%\system32\odbcad32.exe, define the 32-bit version DSN.

On a Windows 64-bit system, perform one of the following two options:

• Option 1:
a. Install the 32-bit version of the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio/ tools to provide the 32-bit version of

osql.exe that is needed by the 32-bit DSN during the CSE Configuration step.
b. Using %systemroot%\syswow64\odbcad32.exe, define the 32-bit version DSN used both by the configuration

and by the CSE runtime itself (being 32-bit software).
• Option 2:

a. Create both a 32-bit and 64-bit DSN using the same name for both.
b. Using %systemroot%\syswow64\odbcad32.exe, define the 32-bit version DSN that is needed by both the

configuration database initialization programs and by the CSE runtime itself (being 32-bit software).
c. Using %systemroot%\system32\odbcad32.exe, define the 64-bit version DSN which the 64-bit osql.exe uses.

The ODBC Data Source Administrator panel opens.
Follow steps 10-18 to finish out the definition of one or more DSNs that you are creating.
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NOTE
The CSE runtime itself, being a 32-bit software, always uses the 32-bit DSN. Therefore, the 64-bit DSN can
be removed after the CSE Configuration step has been successfully completed. However, note that the 64-
bit DSN may must be added back if it is anticipated that the CSE Configuration will be run again in the future.

10. Select the System DSN tab and click Add. The Create New Data Source panel opens.
11. Select SQL Server and click Finish.
12. In the next dialog, type the database name in the Name field, Description, Which SQL Server (local), and click Next.
13. Click With SQL Server or Windows authentication.

NOTE
When running the CSE as a Windows service and using Windows authentication for the database
connection, users must edit the Logon properties of the CSESvcMD service. Change the logon from 'Local
System Account' to the Windows user account that matches the user account in the DSN being created.

14. Check Connect to SQL Server to obtain.
15. (Only if using SQL Server authentication) Complete the database login ID and password, and click Next.
16. Check the Change default database to: box.
17. Click the drop-down, select the database that you created in these steps, and click Next.

WARNING
Perform translation for character data must be unchecked. CSE handles its own character translation.
Allowing SQL Server to translate would result in corrupted models.

18. Click Finish to create the database and finish ODBC access preparation for the database.

Oracle CSE Tablespaces

CSE configuration for Oracle requires user access, rather than DBA access, to an Oracle instance and requires that
several tablespaces exist. Using separate tablespaces for data, indexes, logs, and temp space improves performance
when you assign different tablespaces to different disk drives. Using several disk drives improves performance by
reducing contention for I/O resources during database operations.

CSE configuration requires the following tablespace names to create the Encyclopedia database:

• IEFSENCY_TAB - data tablespace
• IEFSENCY_IDX - index tablespace
• IEFSENCY_ROLL - rollback tablespace
• IEFSENCY_TEMP - temporary tablespace

The Coordination tables can be created in the same tablespaces when creating a single database configuration.
When creating a dual database configuration, and to support earlier CSE versions, configuration can also create the
Coordination tables in tablespaces with the following names:

• IEFSDIR_TAB - data tablespace
• IEFSDIR_IDX - index tablespace
• IEFSDIR_ROLL - rollback tablespace
• IEFSDIR_TEMP - temporary tablespace

Create Oracle CSE Database

The following files are an example for creating an Oracle Coordination and Encyclopedia database. The files are also in
the cse\cse_oracle directory in the installation directory.
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• initdbdir.ora - coordination database parameter file
• crdbdir.sql - SQL command file to create the coordination database and tablespaces
• crdbdir.bat - Batch script file to execute crdbdir.sql, Windows only
• initdbcse.ora - Encyclopedia database parameter file
• crdbcse.sql - SQL command file to create the Encyclopedia database tablespaces
• crdbcse.bat - Batch script file to execute crdbcse.sql to create the Encyclopedia database and tablespaces (Windows

only)

NOTE

• For 32-bit CSE Servers (Windows, AIX only) which run against a 64-bit Oracle database, the 32-bit Oracle
client software must also be installed with the 64-bit Oracle database software. Install the 32-bit Oracle client
software after creating ORACLE CSE database to ensure that the Oracle client bin directory precedes the
Oracle server bin directory in the PATH environment variable. In this case, the 64-bit database engine and
the 32-bit client library have different ORACLE_HOME values.

• The CSE Server to Oracle database connection typically uses the Bequeath protocol. For 32-bit CSE
Servers, where the Oracle client and server installations have different ORACLE_HOME values, the
Bequeath protocol is unavailable and database network tools (TNS Listener) must be used to enable the
CSE to database connection, even when the database is on the same machine as the CSE.

WARNING
When starting the CSE Message Dispatcher the environment variable 'NLS_LANG' must match the Database
NLS_DATABASE_PARAMETERS. The CSE handles its own character translation and failure to set NLS_LANG
properly results in Oracle translating the data resulting in possible model corruptions.

NLS_DATABASE_PARAMETERS view:

SELECT DECODE(parameter, 'NLS_CHARACTERSET', 'CHARACTER SET', 'NLS_LANGUAGE', 'LANGUAGE', 'NLS_TERRITORY',

 'TERRITORY') name, value from NLS_DATABASE_PARAMETERS WHERE parameter IN ('NLS_CHARACTERSET', 'NLS_LANGUAGE',

 'NLS_TERRITORY')

Example output:

NAME           VALUE

---------      --------------------------

CHARACTER SET   AL32UTF8

TERRITORY       AMERICA

LANGUAGE        AMERICAN

NLS_LANG=LANGUAGE_TERRITORY.CHARACTER_SET

NOTE
On a Unix CSE machine it is required to set NLS_LANG as an environment variable. On a Windows CSE
machine, an Oracle client reads the NLS_LANG value from the registry. During the Oracle 32-bit client
installation, the NLS_LANG value is set in the registry key for the Oracle client home. For Example: (Computer
\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Oracle\KEY_OraClient19Home1_32bit) and that
must match the Database NLS_DATABASE_PARAMETERS. Alternatively, set NLS_LANG as an environment
variable to override the registry value.

Considerations for Moving an Oracle CSE to a New Database Instance

When you have an Oracle CSE on Windows or UNIX, to move that CSE to a new Oracle instance, consider the following
cautions.

You populate the new encyclopedia by using the Oracle tools to export the old database and then import into the new
database, or you use the CSE tools for copying models.
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If you choose to use the Oracle export and import tools, create the database using the same character set the old
database used. If the character set values differ, the import step attempts to do code page translation from the old
character set to the new character set. Some model properties store non-character data that is designated as character
properties. CSE also supports models in several code pages in the same encyclopedia. It is impossible for Oracle to do
the correct code page translation for all models in the encyclopedia. Some models may be corrupted if you change the
database character set between the export and import steps.

Choosing to use the CSE tools to copy models avoids these problems. If changing standards at your site require changing
the character set for the new Oracle database instance, use the CSE tools for copying models to populate the new
encyclopedia. You could keep the two encyclopedias separate and could use download with upload to copy the models.
Using advanced configuration features, you can link the two encyclopedias and can use the cross-encyclopedia functions
to copy the models.

In both these cases, you are creating an encyclopedia and must assign a new encyclopedia ID to it to keep both
encyclopedias running simultaneously, such as while you are doing the upgrade project. When using the CSE copy model
tools, assign the new encyclopedia ID while configuring the CSE, before copying models. When using export and import,
assign the new encyclopedia ID before changing to the models in the new encyclopedia. Use the Support Client to change
the ID in the encyclopedia database and the Coordination Client to change the ID in the encyclopedia registry tables.

UNIX with Oracle Database

Before creating an Oracle database, verify the following items:

• The ORACLE_HOME environment variable is set
• The $ORACLE_HOME/bin directory is in your PATH environment variable
• The UNIX account that is used to install the CSE is in the Oracle database administrator group

The create database process for UNIX is similar to the process for Windows. The cse/cse oracle directory includes
example parameter files and database creation scripts. There is no equivalent to oradim on UNIX platforms. An Oracle
DBA can run the script to create the Oracle database instance with the following commands:

export ORACLE_SID=DBCSE

or

setenv ORACLE_SID DBCSE

sqlplus /nolog

sql> connect sys/<password> as sysdba

sql> start crdbcse.sql

For Oracle Only... Edit the /etc/oratab file

To start the server databases at system boot time, edit the /etc/oratab file to allow Oracle to recognize the server
databases. The server databases are identified through the Oracle System ID (SID). The default SID names are:

• Coordination Server -- default = DBDIR
• Encyclopedia Server -- default = DBCSE

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as the superuser using the account under which Oracle is installed:
su <oracleid>

For example, when the account is oracle, use this command:
su oracle

2. Add the SID to the /etc/oratab file as in:
<ORACLE_SID>:<ORACLE_HOME>:Y

For example, when the Oracle SID is DBCSE, and Oracle home directory is /usr/oracle, use this command:
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DBCSE:/usr/oracle:Y

3. Save and close the file.
4. Log out from the Oracle account.
5. Set the following variables that are based on the UNIX shell you use:

– Bourne Shell or Korn Shell, add the following values to .profile:
ORACLE_HOME=<value>; export ORACLE_HOME

PATH=$PATH:$ORACLE_HOME/bin; export PATH

– C Shell, add the following values to .cshrc:
setenv ORACLE_HOME <value>

set path=( $path $ORACLE_HOME/bin )

Configure a CSE

This article provides information for when you are ready to Configure a Client Server Encyclopedia after you perform a few
tasks.

You are ready to start CSE configuration after you perform the following tasks:

• Install operating systems and database software that meets the Gen Technical Requirements.
• Install the CSE Server software.
• Create Encyclopedia and Coordination database or databases, or upgraded existing databases, using the database

tools.
• Shut down a running Message Dispatcher if it uses the same MD name you are using in this configuration.
• Shut down a running iefrds program if it uses the same RDS name you are using in this configuration.

CSE Configuration Program

The CSE configuration programs for UNIX and Windows, both named cse_config, solve the same problem: customizing a
CSE Server installation.

NOTE
Always run cse_config after installing the CSE Encyclopedia Server software, even if you are reinstalling the
same release of the software. Treat reinstallation as an update. 

Common Features

Dialog box oriented

Each program presents a series of dialog boxes to collect configuration information. The dialog boxes include Next and
Back to navigate forward and backward through the dialog boxes.

Parameter validation

You cannot proceed to the next dialog if a parameter in the current dialog is invalid.

Configuration saved

Saves configuration information when you click Finish, and reloads the saved configuration information the next time
cse_config runs.

Batch applied

Applies updated configuration information only after completing the interview phase.

Help
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Most dialog boxes have Help buttons to present reminders about how to use the dialog. Clicking the Close button returns
to the previous dialog.

Cancel

Click Cancel to abandon the cse_config session without applying updated configuration information to the saved
configuration file or to the installed software of databases. Choosing Cancel confirms you want to cancel or return to the
previous dialog.

Error Dialog

When the program detects invalid input to a dialog, it presents an error dialog explaining the problem. Click Resume to
return to the dialog in which the program detected the problem or Abort to leave the configuration session.

NOTE
On the UNIX systems, cse_config does not return the focus to the field in which the error occurred. Read the
error message carefully and use the mouse or the tab key to move focus to the appropriate field.

Start cse_config
This article provides information for how to start cse_config including Windows cse_config and UNIX cse_config.

Windows cse_config

You can start cse_config for Windows from the Start menu or from the command line. To start from the Start menu, click
Start, Programs, CA, CSE Configuration.

To start from a command prompt, change directory to the CSE\bin directory and enter:

cse_config

To start from Windows Explorer, navigate to the CSE\bin directory and double-click cse_config.

Some versions of the Windows operating system fail to initialize the PATH environment variable immediately following
installation of the CSE Servers feature. When this occurs, the cse_config reports a problem loading a DLL and terminates.
Restart your system to recover.

UNIX cse_config

Run cse_config for UNIX using the cseadmin account, the CSE account that is used when installing the CSE Servers.
Begin by logging in using the cseadmin account.

The cse_config utility uses the same tool the Gen Installation tool uses for the interview process and can conduct the
interview in GUI mode when the following conditions are met:

• The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) specified in Gen Technical Requirements.
• The DISPLAY environment variable is set and points to a host that is an X-Terminal or is running an X-Terminal

emulator.

In GUI mode, you can use the mouse to click buttons and move focus to fields.

When these conditions are not met, cse_config conducts the interview in VT100 mode. In VT100 mode, use the TAB and
arrow keys to navigate in a dialog, use the space bar to change checkboxes or radio buttons, and use the Enter key to
activate the selected button.

The VT100 mode requires you to use a terminal or terminal emulator that supports the VT100 command and control
characters. If you are using any other type of terminal or a terminal emulator, set the terminal mode to VT100 before
logging on to the UNIX platform.

For example, if you are using the Microsoft Windows telnet program to log in, start the program in VT100 mode by
entering the following command in the command-line window or the Run program dialog:
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telnet -t vt100 <hostname>

<hostname>
Specifies the network name of the computer where CSE is installed.

If you have an earlier version of CSE on your system, cse_config can pick up some of the configuration information from
that version. If the environment variable IEF_CSE_SRV is set to the earlier installation directory, cse_config looks in that
directory for configuration information from the earlier installation.

The utility gets the information from the following files:

• $IEF_CSE_SRV/iefcse.sh
• $IEF_CSE_SRV/exe/ds.cfg
• $IEF_CSE_SRV/exe/es.cfg
• $IEFCSGEN/cse_config_rsp.txt

When you are ready to start cse_config, enter the following commands for a Bourne, Korn, or C shell:

cd <CSE Servers installation directory>

cd cse/bin

./cse_config

CSE Servers Configuration

When cse_config starts, it opens the CSE Servers Configuration dialog that lists reminders of the resources that must be
available or shutdown for cse_config to run properly.

There are no entry fields in this dialog. Use the scroll bar to view all the text and click Next to continue when finished.

Before cse_config opens the CSE Servers Configuration dialog, it checks for the cse_config_rsp.txt file in the same
directory from which the cse_config program starts or in the most recently specified CSE configuration directory.
cse_config checks syntax, loads the file, and uses file settings to set initial values for the configuration parameters.

When cse_config fails to locate the file in the directory, it looks for information from a previous version to set initial values.

When cse_config fails to locate a file from the previous version, it starts with default values.

Set Configuration Parameters
To set the Encyclopedia tables and Coordination tables in the same database, enter the Encyclopedia connection
parameters into the corresponding Coordination connection parameter fields.

WARNING
The Create and Initialize and the Initialize options include adding a default user ID of ENCYADMN as the first
user account for the new EncyclopediaContents.

To keep the Encyclopedia tables and Coordination tables in separate databases, use different database names and the
appropriate user ID and password connection parameters for each database.

CSE Configuration and Working Directory

Select the Server Configuration Directory and the Server Working Directory.

Server Configuration Directory
cse_config stores the configuration response file, ini files, and other configuration files in this directory path. When
cse_config finds a configuration response file in this directory, it uses the contents of the file to provide the initial
values for configuration activity. The apply phase replaces the configuration response file, ini files, and other
configuration files with the current configuration information.
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Server Working Directory
cse_config uses this directory path to store CSE Server log files and other CSE Server working directories and
files.

CSE Communications Configuration

Enter the following communications parameters in the CSE Communications Configurations dialog:

Message Dispatcher Hostname
Specifies the name of the system on which the CSE Servers are installed and run. It is the hostname portion of
the extended form MD name.
The default is the name of the system on which the configuration is running.
You can change this to localhost. For more information about using localhost, see the TCP/IP section.

Message Dispatcher Service / Port
Specifies the service name that maps to a port number or the port number, on which the Message Dispatcher
accepts connection requests.

Remote Daemon Service / Port
Specifies the service name that maps to a port number or the port number, on which the Remote Daemon accepts
connection requests.

Encyclopedia Group
Specifies the name that correlates a registered Encyclopedia with resources and routing information that is stored
in the Message Dispatcher INI file. Use this name when you register the encyclopedia.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters, the first of which must be a letter. The remaining seven characters can be all uppercase
letters, decimal digits, underscore (_), or dash (-).

Create Message Dispatcher INI File
Check Create Message Dispatcher INI File to enable creation of the Message Dispatcher INI file and initialization
of other communications and infrastructure elements.
Uncheck this field to skip INI file creation and infrastructure initialization. Infrastructure refers to everything not
directly related to the encyclopedia or directory database.

NOTE
The minimum configuration requirement is to create the Message Dispatcher INI file.

The cse_config program verifies that the hostname and service names can map to a port number, except when:

• The hostname is all digits and decimal points, the cse_config program assumes that the hostname is an IP address
• The hostname begins with an open bracket ([) or includes a colon (:), the cse_config program assumes that it is an

IPv6 address
• The service/port value is all digits

CSE Database Type

Select one of the following type of databases that is used in this CSE Servers configuration in the CSE Database Type
dialog:

• Oracle
• SQL Server

cse_config skips this dialog when the platform only supports one database.

Encyclopedia Database Configuration

Select one of the following configuration activities to apply to the Encyclopedia database in the Coordination Database
Configuration dialog:
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Create and Initialize New Encyclopedia tables
Creates an Encyclopedia, and creates tables and indexes. When you select this option, cse_config drops existing
the Encyclopedia tables and creates tables and indexes in the tablespaces as specified in the Create Oracle
Encyclopedia Instance.

Initialize Existing Encyclopedia tables
Creates an Encyclopedia without dropping existing tables, creating the tables, and indexes. When you select this
option, cse_config truncates the Encyclopedia tables to create an unpopulated database, but preserves the tables
and indexes. Use this option when your site requires a separate activity for creating tablespaces and tables.

Update Encyclopedia tables to this release
Applies the CSE product upgrades in this release to an existing encyclopedia populated with users, models, and
subsets, you want to continue using.

Skip Encyclopedia tables configuration
Skips the changes to the Encyclopedia database. Use this option to reconfigure the CSE Communications or the
Coordination database without reconfiguring the Encyclopedia database.

NOTE

On the UNIX platforms, this dialog has check boxes. Make sure that only one box is checked when you click
Next.

The Create and Initialize and the Initialize options include adding a default user ID of ENCYADMN with no password as
the first user account for the new Encyclopedia. You can modify or delete this user ID after adding other user IDs. The
Update option does not change Encyclopedia data tables. All options except Skip perform the following operations:

• Truncate and load the schema tables for the current release
• Truncate and load the codepage map tables for the current release
• Load or reload the PI views for the current release
• Load or reload the stored procedures for the current release

Encyclopedia Database Connection

Enter the encyclopedia database name and other connection information that the database type requires in the
Encyclopedia Database Connection dialog.

Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server require the database name, user ID, and password. Oracle requires a password. The
password is optional with SQL Server. The dialog conceals the password.

NOTE
Use a value of 'XXXXX' for the user ID if you are using a Windows Authentication method for SQL Server. See
Microsoft SQL Server CSE Database in Prerequisites for CSE Configuration about using Windows Authorization
as a connection method for the CSE.

The password is never a default value. Each time cse_config starts, enter the database password correctly. If you
navigate past this dialog and go back to it, it retains the previously entered password.

cse_config connects to the database using the vendor supplied database access tool to confirm the data. It validates the
data even when you click the Skip configuration option in the previous dialog to ensure that the data is recorded correctly
when CSE Communications configuration is enabled.

NOTE
During the cse_config execution, there is a requirement to use an Oracle service name to connect the 32-
bit CSE software with the Oracle 64-bit database through the Oracle TNS Listener. The Database Name and
Database Password can be specified as normal while the Database User ID is specified as <user>@<service-
name> where <service-name> is the name in the TNSNAMES.ORA file.
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Encyclopedia Identification

The Encyclopedia Identification dialog appears when you select Create and Initialize or Initialize as the configuration
option. This dialog is skipped when you select Update or Skip as the configuration option. Enter the following
Encyclopedia Identification Parameters in the Encyclopedia Identification dialog:

Encyclopedia ID ( 1 to 999999999)
Enter up to a nine-digit number, not zero, that becomes the Original Encyclopedia ID for this encyclopedia.

Encyclopedia Name (8 chars)
Enter up to an eight-digit US ASCII character name for the encyclopedia.

Encyclopedia Description (32 chars)
Enter up to a 32-digit US ASCII character encyclopedia description.

WARNING
This information is important for the first time that the CSE Servers starts to register the encyclopedia with the
Coordination Service.

NOTE

• When creating or initializing a new Coordination database and Encyclopedia database simultaneously,
cse_config uses the information in this dialog to register the Encyclopedia, and grants the default
Encyclopedia Administrator, ENCYADMN, access to the Encyclopedia. When the cse_config program
finishes and the CSE Servers start, the ENCYADMN account has access to the encyclopedia.

• When creating or initializing a new Coordination database and updating an Encyclopedia database
simultaneously, cse_config does not register the Encyclopedia. Manually register the Encyclopedia and
manually grant access to ENCYADMN through the Coordination Client to ensure that the ENCYADMN
account has access to the Encyclopedia.

Coordination Database Configuration

Select one of the following configuration activities in the Coordination Database Configuration dialog:

Create and Initialize New Coordination tables
Creates a Coordination database. When you select this option, cse_config drops the Coordination tables and
creates tables and indexes in the tablespaces that are specified in the Create Oracle Coordination Instance.

Initialize Existing Coordination tables
Creates a Coordination database without dropping existing tables, creating the tables, and indexes. When you
select this option, cse_config truncates the Coordination tables, and preserves the tables and indexes. Use this
option when your site requires a separate activity for creating tables.

Update Coordination tables to this release
Applies the CSE product upgrades for this release to an existing coordination database populated with users and
encyclopedias that you want to continue using.

Skip Coordination tables configuration
Skips the changes to the Coordination database. Use this option to reconfigure the CSE Communications or an
Encyclopedia database without reconfiguring the Coordination database.

The Create and Initialize and the Initialize options include adding a default user ID of ENCYADMN as the first user
account for the new Coordination database. You can modify or delete this ID after adding other IDs. The Update option
does not change Coordination user data tables. All options except Skip perform the following operations:

• Truncate and load the codepage map tables for the current release
• Load or reload the stored procedures for the current release
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Coordination Database Connection

Enter the coordination database name and other connection information that the database type requires in the
Coordination Database Connection dialog:

• Coordination Database Name
• Coordination Database User ID
• Coordination Database Password

Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server require the database name, user ID, and password. Oracle databases require the
password. The password is optional for SQL Server databases. The dialog box conceals the password.

NOTE
Use a value of 'XXXXX' for the user ID if you are using a Windows Authentication method for SQL Server. See
Microsoft SQL Server CSE Database in Prerequisites for CSE Configuration about using Windows Authorization
as a connection method for the CSE.

The password is never a default value. Each time cse_config starts, you must enter the database password correctly. If
you navigate past this dialog box and go back to it, it retains the previously entered password.

cse_config connects to the database using the vendor supplied database access tool to confirm the data. It validates the
data even when you choose the Skip configuration option in the previous dialog box to ensure that the data is recorded
correctly when CSE Communications configuration is enabled.

Message Dispatcher Service Configuration (Windows Only)

Enter the Message Dispatcher Service parameters. This dialog appears only in the Windows cse_config.

Database startup wait time
Specifies the time in seconds the MD waits before starting the Coordination and Encyclopedia servers.
Default: 30

Configuration Parameters Summary

The Summary dialog displays the configuration options that you selected and gives you the option to apply this
configuration information to the current installation or to cancel this configuration activity without changing the current
configuration. You can also go back through the dialogs to make the adjustments, and return to this dialog.

If you click Cancel in this dialog, it prompts you to confirm to cancel or resume configuration. Selecting Abort in the Cancel
Confirmation dialog ends the configuration session without saving or applying the configuration information.

Selecting Finish on the Summary dialog saves the configuration parameters and begins applying the configuration
parameters to the current installation instance.

There are no options for aborting the Apply process.

The Windows platform reports progress in the dialog.

On the UNIX platform, the configuration user interface closes and cse_config reports progress in the same window or
screen the cse_config program started in. The process leaves log files in the CSE/bin or CSE/cse_oracle directory. If the
process encounters problems, inspect these files for possible causes.

cse_config creates a more detailed log of the configuration application activity in the home directory of the configuration
account. The file that is named cse_config_<n>.log, where <n> starts at 1 and is incremented each time cse_config runs.
These files only provide information about the configuration apply process and you can remove them after you complete a
successful configuration.

NOTE
When you select the options to create and initialize or initialize the coordination and encyclopedia databases,
the CSE registers the encyclopedia and grants the default ENCYADMN account access to the encyclopedia.
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Message Dispatcher Service Configuration (Windows Only)

Enter the Message Dispatcher Service parameters. This dialog appears only in the Windows cse_config.

Database startup wait time
Specifies the time in seconds the MD waits before starting the Coordination and Encyclopedia servers.
Default: 30

Configuration Parameters Summary

The Summary dialog displays the configuration options that you selected and gives you the option to apply this
configuration information to the current installation or to cancel this configuration activity without changing the current
configuration. You can also go back through the dialogs to make the adjustments, and return to this dialog.

If you click Cancel in this dialog, it prompts you to confirm to cancel or resume configuration. Selecting Abort in the Cancel
Confirmation dialog ends the configuration session without saving or applying the configuration information.

Selecting Finish on the Summary dialog saves the configuration parameters and begins applying the configuration
parameters to the current installation instance.

There are no options for aborting the Apply process.

The Windows platform reports progress in the dialog.

On the UNIX platform, the configuration user interface closes and cse_config reports progress in the same window or
screen the cse_config program started in. The process leaves log files in the CSE/bin or CSE/cse_oracle directory. If the
process encounters problems, inspect these files for possible causes.

cse_config creates a more detailed log of the configuration application activity in the configuration account's home
directory. The file that is named cse_config_<n>.log, where <n> starts at 1 and is incremented each time cse_config runs.
These files only provide information about the configuration apply process and you can remove them after you complete a
successful configuration.

NOTE

• When you select the options to create and initialize or initialize the coordination and encyclopedia databases,
the CSE registers the encyclopedia and grants the default ENCYADMN account access to the encyclopedia.

• Reboot after running cse_config if it is the first installation of CSE Server on the machine.

Custom Configurations
This article provides information for Custom Configurations for the Client Server Encyclopedia by using one of the
independent variables the cse_config application uses to control configuration actions.

To configure the CSE, select one of the following:

• Create Message Dispatcher INI file specifies to apply the configuration information to all configurable aspects of CSE
Servers, except the Encyclopedia and Coordination databases.

• Encyclopedia Database Configuration specifies the configuration process to apply to the Encyclopedia database.
• Coordination Database Configuration specifies configuration process to apply to the Coordination database.

Use these variables to configure the entire CSE Server in one operation or select any single or pair of components to
configure.

All New or Repair Installations

Every time that you install the CSE server software, run cse_config at least once, with at least one of the database
configuration options that are not set to SKIP.
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The first time that you install a release, run cse_config and at least update both databases to configure the databases for
the installed release.

The Coordination database update option is simpler than the Encyclopedia update option. You can update the
Coordination database each time you re-install the same release of the CSE server software to ensure that the proper
configuration of the software both databases need.

To successfully configure the CSE, select one of the following:

• Message Dispatcher
• Coordination Database
• Encyclopedia Database

New CSE with a Single Database Configuration

Follow these steps:

• Use the Create and Initialize option for the Encyclopedia Database Configuration and Coordination Database
Configuration.

• Set Create Message Dispatcher INI File to Yes.
• Set the Encyclopedia Database Name and Coordination Database Name the same.

New CSE with a Dual Database Configuration

Follow these steps:

• Use the Create and Initialize option for the Encyclopedia Database Configuration and Coordination Database
Configuration.

• Set Create Message Dispatcher INI File to Yes.
• Set the Encyclopedia Database Name and Coordination Database Name to different names.

Update CSE in a Dual Database Configuration

To update the CSE in a dual database configuration, use these settings:

• Use the Update option for the Encyclopedia Database Configuration and Coordination Database Configuration.
• Set Create Message Dispatcher INI File to Yes.
• The Encyclopedia Database Name and Coordination Database Name are the same as in the previous CSE.

Update CSE and Move Coordination Tables to the Encyclopedia

Follow these steps:

• Run cse_config and update the existing Coordination database to the current release.
• Export the Coordination tables. The Coordination tables are DIRENCY, DIRUSER, DIRLOGON, and DIRXCPID.
• Run cse_config again.
• Set Create Message Dispatcher INI File to yes.
• Use the Update option for the Encyclopedia Database Configuration
• Use the Create and Initialize option for the Coordination Database Configuration.
• The Encyclopedia Database Name is the same as in the previous version.
• Set the Coordination Database Name the same as the Encyclopedia database name.

When configuration finishes, import the Coordination tables into the Encyclopedia database. After fully testing and
verifying that all user accounts and all registered encyclopedias are available in the configuration, you shut down and
delete the old Coordination database.
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Move Coordination tables to Encyclopedia after Full Configuration

To move the Coordination tables to the Encyclopedia after a full configuration, export the Coordination tables before
starting the configuration and use these settings:

• Set Create Message Dispatcher INI File to yes.
• Set Encyclopedia Database Configuration to Skip.
• Set Coordination Database Configuration to Create and Initialize.

The Encyclopedia Database Name is the same as the previous configuration, and the Coordination Database Name is the
same as the Encyclopedia database name.

When the configuration finishes, import the Coordination tables into the Encyclopedia database.

Change MD Name After a Full Configuration

To change the communication information, such as the Message Dispatcher port number, use these settings:

• Set Create Message Dispatcher INI File to yes.
• Set Encyclopedia Database Configuration and Coordination Database Configuration to Skip.

Post Configuration Tasks for UNIX CSE Servers

This article provides information for Post Configuration Tasks for UNIX CSE Servers including the post-installation tasks
that require Client/Server Administrator authority.

The following post-installation tasks require Client/Server Administrator authority:

1. Edit the login file.
2. (Oracle only -- optional) Configure the Oracle databases to start from any directory.
3. Start the CSE Servers.
4. Stop the CSE Servers
5. UNIX Server Installation: Related Tasks.

Edit the UNIX Login File

After successfully installing and configuring the servers, set up your environment to run the servers. The cse_config
program added initialization files to the server software configuration directory. The system must access the correct
initialization file each time you log in, so you must edit your login file as follows:

1. Log in as the CSE Administrator using the account set up by the UNIX Administrator.
2. Add the following statement for the shell that you are using:

– Bourne Shell or Korn Shell, add this statement to .profile:
. <configuration directory>/cse.sh

– C Shell: add this statement to .cshrc:
source <configuration directory/cse.csh

where <configuration directory> is the pathname of the server configuration directory
3. Log out.
4. Log in again to re-initialize your environment using the CSE Administrator account.

Upgrade from a Previous Installation

When you upgrade from a previous installation, you maintain your existing data and upgrade your server software and
databases. Ensure that the correct version of your DBMS is installed before attempting to upgrade the CSE.
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Note: For the correct version of the DBMS to use with this release of Gen, see Gen Technical Requirements. For more
information about general rules for upgrading, see Installing.

Gen CSE supports upgrades from the prior schema and the second prior schema. If your model is from a schema older
than the second prior schema, use the Conversion Utility included with the earlier CSE release to convert to the prior
schema or the second prior schema to use this release.

Note: For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the Release Notes.

WARNING
Before beginning a new installation of the CSE, we recommend that you back up all CSE databases and
directories.

On All CSE Platforms

Before upgrading a previous installation, be sure to complete these tasks:

• Backup the CSE databases and directories of your current system. Consider storing the backups on media that are
not installed on this platform. Also consider verifying that the system can be restored from the backup files Compare
your current hardware to Gen Technical Requirements and determine if your current hardware can support the
requirements.

• Upgrade CPU and memory as needed.
• Upgrade the OS, DBMS, and databases to meet requirements that are defined in Gen Technical Requirements.

Follow the DBMS vendor instructions for upgrading the DBMS software and the existing databases to the required
DBMS release.
- or -
Upgrade the DBMS version to the required release, create new databases, and use the database backup files to
repopulate the new databases.

• Install the Gen 8.5 CSE software. For the instructions on installing the CSE software, see Install Gen on Windows.
• Run cse_config on your installation.

Windows
This article provides information for upgrading from a previous installation on Windows including Oracle CSE, MS SQL
Server, and Configuration Errors on a Windows System.

Oracle CSE

To upgrade the Oracle CSE databases, you can perform an Oracle Upgrade to the existing CSE databases, or can create
new CSE databases and import data from the previous databases using the Oracle release that is specified in Gen
Technical Requirements.

NOTE
For an Oracle CSE, increase the system tablespace before upgrading. The system tablespace must be a
minimum of 300 MB.

Option 1 - Perform an Oracle Upgrade

• Verify that all models and subsets are checked in. Delete any models in schemas earlier than the prior schema or
second prior schema.
Note: For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the Release
Information.
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• Back up existing Gen software and databases.
• Use the Oracle software to convert the existing Oracle CSE databases to the release of Oracle that is specified in Gen

Technical Requirements.
• Install the new CSE software.
• Configure CSE using Create Message Dispatcher INI file, Encyclopedia Update, and Coordination Update.

Option 2 - Import Existing Data into Oracle

• Verify that all models and subsets are checked in. Delete the models in schemas older than the prior schema or
second prior schema.
Note: For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the Release
Information.

• Back up your existing Gen software and databases.
• Install the version of Oracle that is specified in Gen Technical Requirements.
• Install the current software.
• Create CSE databases as described in Configuring Databases
• Import your existing database or data into the new database.
• Configure the CSE using Create Message Dispatcher INI file, Encyclopedia Update, and Coordination Update.

MS SQL Server

Follow these steps:

1. Delete the models in schemas earlier than the prior schema or second prior schema.
Note: For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the Release
Information.

2. Back up your existing Gen software and databases.
3. Install the current software.
4. Configure the CSE using the Create Message Dispatcher INI file, Encyclopedia Update, and Coordination Update.

Configuration Errors on a Windows System

When you encounter software configuration errors, exit the cse_config process and use a text editor to review the
configuration log files in cse_oracle or cse_msqls subdirectory of the installation directory. The contents of these files help
determine how to correct the problems.

When you encounter errors during the database configuration, the installation program records errors in multiple error
files. Review all files with a .log extension when you receive a fatal error.

UNIX
To upgrade an existing CSE on the UNIX platform, ensure you log in as the CSE administrator using an account set up by
your UNIX administrator.

You must have permission to create a directory and add files. If you choose to install the software in the existing CSE
directory, files with the same name are overwritten. To preserve files from the previous installation, install the CSE
software in a new directory and type a new directory name when prompted for the installation directory, type a new
directory name.

Oracle CSE for Advantage Gen 6.0 or 6.5, and AllFusion Gen r7.6 to Gen 8.5

The following methods are available to upgrade the Oracle CSE databases:

1. Perform an Oracle Upgrade to the existing CSE databases.
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2. Use the Oracle release that is specified in the Gen Technical Requirements to create new CSE databases and import
data from the previous databases.

Option 1 - Perform an Oracle Upgrade

• Verify that all models and subsets are checked in. Convert or delete any models in schemas earlier than the Second
Prior Schema.
Note: For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the Release
Information.

• Back up your existing Gen software and databases.
• Install the version of Oracle that is specified in Gen Technical Requirements.
• Upgrade the existing Oracle databases to the Oracle release specified in Gen Technical Requirements, using Oracle

procedures.
• Install the current software.
• Configure CSE using these options:

– Create Message Dispatcher INI file
– Encyclopedia Update
– Coordination Update

Option 2 - Import Existing Data into Oracle

• Verify that all models and subsets are checked in. Convert or delete any models in schemas earlier than the Second
Prior Schema.
Note: For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the Release
Information.

• Back up your existing Gen software and databases.
• Install the version of Oracle specified Gen Technical Requirements.
• Install the current software.
• Create database and tablespaces for the Coordination database.
• Create database and tablespaces for the Encyclopedia database.
• Import your existing database or data into the newly created database.
• Configure CSE using the following options:

– Create Message Dispatcher INI file
– Encyclopedia Update
– Coordination Update

Configuration Errors on a UNIX System

When you press Finish on the Configuration Summary dialog, cse_config starts the apply phase of configuration and
creates a file that is named cse_config_<n>.log, where <n> is a number, in the home directory of the CSE owner account.
This file keeps a complete audit of the actions that are executed during the apply phase and the completion results for
those actions. Use any UNIX tool that displays text files to read this file and locate some indication of the problem that
occurred.

Start a CSE on Windows

This article provides information for Client Server Encyclopedia on Windows. To verify the installation, start the servers
using the Message Dispatcher.

The Message Dispatcher starts all server processes. Use the program icon or the command line to start the Message
Dispatcher, or start it as a Service.
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Start the CSE Servers Using the Program Icon

To start the Message Dispatcher from the Program Icon, make these menu selections:

Start, All Program, CA, Gen xx CSE Servers, Start CSE.

Start the CSE Servers from the Command Line

To start the CSE Servers Message Dispatcher from the command line, enter the following command:

iefmd /mdini=="%IEF_CONFIGDIR%\iefmd.ini"

Record STDOUT and STDERR Messages to a File

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt window.
2. Enter this command to direct messages to a file:

iefmd /mdini="%IEF_CONFIGDIR%\iefmd.ini"

/mderr=="%IEF_WORKINGDIR%\<filename>"

iefmd Command Parameters

The following are iefmd command parameters:

/mderr= <filename>
Direct iefmd and server messages to filename.

timeout=<seconds>
When present, iefmd sleeps for number of seconds before starting the server. This is useful if you wait for
database startup.

/mdini=<ini filename>
Override default iefmd.ini filename.

/mdstart=YES|NO
No indicates that you test the .ini file

All command-line parameters are optional. After entering parameters, check the iefmd.log to see if Message Dispatcher
started.

This command enables the Message Dispatcher to put all database errors in standard error, allowing you to capture all
Message Dispatcher errors and database errors. You prefer to create a .bat file containing the commands and create a
shortcut to the .bat file.

NOTE
In a multi-encyclopedia environment, the Remote Daemon Server must be running before you start the Message
Dispatcher. After installation, manually restart the RDS from the command line before starting the Message
Dispatcher.

Start CSE Servers Using the CSESvcMD Service

After installation, and before starting the CSESvcMD.Exe service or rebooting the system, ensure that the Message
Dispatcher operates as it must without the service. The service installations in the automatic mode, initially start when the
user requires or at reboot time.
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The Windows Service Control Manager (SCM) starts the CSESvcMD service on system startup. It verifies that the
appropriate database engine is operational and, if inactive, attempts to start it. If SCM cannot start the database engine,
you start the service manually through the Service Control applet in the Control Panel. The service operation remains in
automatic mode, allowing service operation to start on the next system startup. Use the Windows system Event Viewer
program to view service-related actions.

To run the CSE Servers as a Windows Service, start the Service Control applet and click CSESvcMD, start. Use Windows
Task Manager to verify that iefmd and the server programs started.

NOTE
The SCM does not support Pause and Resume operations. You can set the service to manual or disabled mode
through the Control Panel.

Stop a CSE on Windows

This article provides information for Stop a Client Server Encyclopedia on Windows including Stop the Message
Dispatcher, Verify User are Logged Off, and Restart Server after Stopping.

Stop the Message Dispatcher

Stop the servers by stopping the Message Dispatcher.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that all users are logged off.
2. If the CSE started as a service, use the SCM dialog to stop the Service.
3. If iefmd is running in a command window, do one of the following actions:

– Press CTRL+C
– In another command-line window, on the command-line type:

STOPMD

– Use the Stop CSE icon: Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, CSE Servers, Stop CSE
4. Close each open server window.

Verify that Users are Logged Off

Follow these steps:

1. Run the monitor report to verify that all users are logged off.
Note: For more information about how to run the monitor report, see Client Server Encyclopedia Administration.

2. If clients are logged on, use the TCP/IP netstat command to display active clients.

Restart Servers after Stopping

Although you can restart the Message Dispatcher and servers after stopping the Message Dispatcher, there may be a
short delay before the system releases the MD port because some systems require a longer time-out period.

To determine whether the port is available to restart, use the following TCP/IP command:

netstat -a

Verify the <iefmd> port that is specified in the services file is listed as inactive.
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Start a CSE on UNIX

The following topics cover starting a CSE on UNIX:

To verify the installation, start the servers using the Message Dispatcher. The Message Dispatcher starts all the server
processes. The Message Dispatcher can be run from command line.

Start the Message Dispatcher from the Command-Line

To start the Message Dispatcher from the command line, enter the following command with any of the optional
parameters:

 iefmd /mderr=<filename> /mdtimeout=<seconds> /mdini=<ini filename> /mdstart=YES/NO

/mderr= [set the File Name variable]
Specifies to redirect stdout and stderr to filename.

/mdtimeout=<seconds>
Specifies the iefmd command sleeps for the number of seconds before starting the server. This parameter is
useful to wait for database startup.

/mdini=<ini filename>
Override default .ini filename

/mdstart=YES|NO
No indicates that you test the .ini file.

All command-line parameters are optional. Check the iefmd log and verify if the Message Dispatcher service has started,
after entering the parameters.

iefmd enables the Message Dispatcher to put all database errors in standard error, allowing to capture all Message
Dispatcher and database errors. Create a .bat file that contains the commands and associate it to an icon.

NOTE
In a multi-encyclopedia environment, the Remote Daemon Server must be running in the remote systems before
you start the Message Dispatcher. After the installation, manually restart the RDS from the command line before
you start the Message Dispatcher.

Run the Servers in the Background

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the directory that contains the server executables.
2. Enter the command:

 iefmd /mderr=<filename.log> &

 

3. Browse <filename.log> for the messages for each server indicating the server is ready.

The command directs output to a single log file, instead of messages scrolling off the screen. This method also creates an
audit trail if errors occur and creates a file to troubleshoot with Product Technical Support.

Troubleshoot When the Servers Fail to Start

If the Server software does not start, check these conditions:
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• Review the mdinit.01 file for syntax problems in the INI file.
• Review the iefmd.01 file for problems.
• Verify the changes to the TCP/IP hosts file and services file.
• Use the TCP/IP ping command to verify TCP/IP communications. For information about the ping command, see the

TCP/IP documentation.
• In a multi-encyclopedia environment, verify that the iefrds utility is running on each of the systems on which iefmd or

the CSE server programs run.

Stop a CSE on UNIX

This article provides information for Stop a Client Server Encyclopedia on UNIX including Verify Users are Logged Off and
Restart Servers after Stopping.

Stop the CSE

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that all users are logged off.

WARNING
Do not shut down the Message Dispatcher when a client is requesting access or a server process is active.

2. Run the monitor report to verify that all users are logged off the clients.
Note: For more information about the monitor report, see  Client Server Encyclopedia Administration.
When the clients are logged on, use the TCP/IP netstat command to display active clients.

3. To stop the Message Dispatcher, shut down all servers, and close open sockets, use this command:

./stopmd

4. To list server processes that failed to stop, use this command:

ps -u <cseadmin>

where <cseadmin> is the CSE administrator account under which this instance of CSE is running.
5. To terminate server processes still running, use this command:

kill <process_id> .

Verify that Users are Logged Off

Before stopping the message, dispatcher, ensure that all users are logged off.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the monitor report to verify that all users are logged off.

NOTE
For more information about the monitor report, see  Client Server Encyclopedia Administration .

2. If the clients are logged on, use the TCP/IP netstat command to display active clients.

Restart Servers after Stopping

You can restart the Message Dispatcher and servers after stopping the Message Dispatcher. However, there may be a
short delay before the MD port is released, as some systems require a longer time-out period.

To determine if the port is available to restart, use the following TCP/IP command:
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netstat -a | grep <iefmd>

Verify the <iefmd> service name that is specified in the services file is not listed as active.

Tasks Related to Server Installation

This article provides information about Tasks Related to Server Installation including tasks to perform when installing the
server.

NOTE
Review Client Server Encyclopedia Administration for information about efficiently administering and maintaining
your servers.

Prepare the Servers for Use

Information using the servers, complete the following tasks:

• Start the servers.
• Register each Encyclopedia in the Directory database using the same ID, name, software group name, and description

that is used during configuration.
• Grant the Encyclopedia Administrator access to the Encyclopedia.

NOTE
When you select the options to create and initialize or initialize the coordination and encyclopedia databases,
the CSE registers the encyclopedia and grants the default ENCYADMN account access to the encyclopedia.

Install the Gen Sample Model

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the update.trn file for the Gen Sample Model in the cse\bin directory.
2. Use the upload command-line utility or the checkout client to upload the Gen Sample Model into your CSE.

Your server installation is correct if you can:

• Generate and install data definition language (DDL).
• Generate and install code.

NOTE
For more information about using the CSE Construction Client to package load modules, generate and install
source code, and DDL, see Client Server Encyclopedia Construction Client.

• Successfully shut down servers.

NOTE
For more information about keeping your servers running efficiently, see Client Server Encyclopedia
Administration.

Perform DBMS Optimization

Some DBMSs require optimization after installing the Gen Sample Model. The following database optimization procedure
is for Microsoft SQL Server. When using Oracle, check with your database administrator to determine if you perform
optimization tasks after installing the Gen Sample Model.

Update Statistics on the MS SQL Server CSE

To update the statistics for the CSE on the Microsoft SQL Server, execute these commands for the appropriate database:

1. Execute ESTATS.SQL for the Encyclopedia database.
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2. Execute DSTATS.SQL for the Coordination database.

NOTE
These files are in the \<installation-directory>\CSE\cse_msqls subdirectory.

Test the Servers

Follow these steps:

• Start the servers.
• For the Coordination Server, verify the Coordination Client communications.
• For the Encyclopedia Server, verify the Encyclopedia Client communications.
• For the Encyclopedia Server, verify the Toolset communications to the server using the automatic mode of invoking the

Checkout client.
• For the Construction server, verify installation using the Gen Sample Model named update.trn. Using this model is

optional, but highly recommended.

Set up UNIX Accounts for Command-Line Commands

If CSE users or administrators execute server commands from the command line, set up a CSE UNIX account for each
user and edit the login file of the user to make the following changes:

Follow these steps:

1. Log in using the CSE account of the user.
2. Add one of the following statements:

– Bourne or Korn Shell, add this statement to .profile:
 .  <ief-config-dir>/cse.sh

 

– C Shell, add this statement to .cshrc:
 source <ief-config-dir>/cse.csh

 

where server is the pathname of the server configuration directory that is specified while running cse_config.
3. Execute the login file using one of the following commands:

– Bourne Shell or Korn Shell:
 .  .profile

 

– C Shell:
 source .cshrc

 

Install the Clients

This article provides information for Install the Clients and invoke setup and select the clients to install.

Environment Variables Set by the CSE Client Installation

The environment variable that is used in the Windows environment and the expected value for the variable:

GEN80=<install dir>
Defines the base installation location for all Gen products that are installed on this machine.
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Client Communication Environment

Set up the TCP/IP communications environment on the system on which the clients are installed. Alter the HOST and
SERVICES files in the client system as specified in the Configuring TCP/IP Communications section.

Configure the CSE Clients

The CSE client configuration occurs each time that a client starts. When the client starts, it presents a logon dialog. The
user must provide a user ID, password, a CSE Servers host name, and a service name or port number. The hostname
and service name or port number are combined to produce the Message Dispatcher name.

The client stores the combined hostname and service name or port number in the CSE_HOST environment variable and
the user ID in the CSE_USER environment variable. When these variables are already defined, the client populates the
logon fields with values from these variables. The password field must populate each time that a client starts. When there
is no password that is assigned to the user account, click OK to continue.

When the user has authority for more than one encyclopedia, the user must select an encyclopedia from a list and click
OK to continue.

Start the Clients and Communicate with a CSE

To use the clients, you must have a CSE User ID and password, and you must have the host name and the service name
or port number for a Message Dispatcher, and therefore the server, that is running:

Start the Clients

You can start the clients from a Gen folder icon or from a command line.

Start the Clients from a Folder Icon

Make these menu selections:

Start->All Programs->CA->Gen xx->CSE Clients->[client]

Note:xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Start the Clients from the Command Line

To start a CSE client, enter one of the following commands:

Checkout Client  -  iefcc wkstfunc open  [parameters]

Coordination Client  -  iefco dirfunc open

Construction Client  -  iefcn consfunc open

Encyclopedia Client  -  iefen encyfunc open

Support Client  -  iefsp supfunc open

Version Control Client - iefvc vcfuncs open

Client Command Line Parameters

The clients support the following command-line parameters:

/mdgrp or environment variable IEF_DIRGROUP
Specifies a different name for Coordination services. The alternate name must match the Group entry in the
iefmd.ini file. (deprecated). The default value is DIR.
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/mdenv or environment variable IEF_ENVNAME
Specifies an alternate CSE environment and is intended to use to implement multiple virtual CSE networks within
a single physical network. (deprecated).
Default: CSE_ENV.

/mdlogc
Specifies the maximum value for the log file number. When the file number exceeds this value, the client resets it
to one. Only use this parameter to support the CSE Client diagnostics.
Default: 1.

/mdlogd
Specifies a file name base. The client creates log file names by appending a two-digit number to the file name,
starting with 01. Only use this parameter to support the CSE Client diagnostics.
Default: NULL.

/mdlogl
Specifies the max length for each log file in kilobytes. When a log file size exceeds this value, the client closes it
and creates a new file with the next file number. Only use this parameter support CSE Client diagnostics.
Default: UNLIMITED file length.

/mdlogt
Specifies the level of messages that are included in the log:

• STANDARD is the lowest message level and includes ERROR messages.
• SUPPORT includes the first 128 bytes of every message.
• DEBUG and EXTENSIVE add reporting of various internal conditions and the full text of every message.

Only use this parameter support CSE Client diagnostics.
Default: STANDARD.

For more information, see Client-Server Encyclopedia Administration.

Direct Clients to Another CSE

You can set up the clients to access a server other than the one you identified the last time you started a client. To access
another server:

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the new server host name and service name, the MD Name, in your TCP/IP files.
2. Start the client. When the logon dialog opens, enter the user ID and password for an account on the other server

and enter the hostname and service name for that server. If the logon dialog fails to open, see the section Reset
Environment Variables to Access a New Server or Change User ID in this section.

Reset Environment Variables to Access a New Server or Change User ID

To change the server or account information, change the value of CSE_HOST environment variable to the Message
Dispatcher for the new server or change the value of CSE_USER to the new CSE account name.

You also delete CSE_HOST or CSE_USER. To start a client when CSE_HOST or CSE_USER is undefined leave the field
in the logon dialog empty.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Control Dialog box.
2. Select the System icon for the System Properties Dialog box.
3. Click the Advanced tab.
4. Click the Environment Variables option to display the Environment Variable dialog.
5. In the User Variable list at the top of the dialog, select the CSE_HOST variable.
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6. To change the value, click the Edit button. In the Edit User Variable dialog, change the value in the Variable Value field
to the new MDNAME value, and click okay.

7. To delete the CSE_HOST variable, click the Delete button to remove the variable.
8. In the User Variables list, select the CSE_USER variable.
9. To change the value, click the Edit button. In the Edit User Variable dialog, change the value in the Variable Value field

to the new user ID value and click okay.
10. To delete CSE_USER, click the Delete button.
11. Click OK in the Environment Variables dialog.
12. Click OK in the System Properties dialog to complete and save the changes.

Register Users and Encyclopedia

Before you can use the CSE servers, complete the following tasks:

• Start the servers. For more information, refer to the section Start and Stop a CSE.
• Start the Coordination Client. For more information, refer to the section Start the Clients.
• Register each Encyclopedia in the Coordination database using the same ID, name, software group name, and

description that is used during configuration. The iefmd.ini file is the Message Dispatcher configuration file and lists
valid software group names in the Group Name= lines.

• Add the Encyclopedia Administrator to the Coordination database if the ID differs from that of the Coordination
Administrator ID.

• Grant the Encyclopedia Administrator access to the Encyclopedia.
• Start the Encyclopedia Client.
• Log on using the Encyclopedia admin account ID.
• Add user and group accounts and specify user privileges for each account.

Administrative Tasks

Review the Client-Server Encyclopedia Administration section for information about keeping your servers running
efficiently. It contains information on database administration, including frequent procedures, and server administration.

Setting Strict or Relaxed Migration Rules (Optional)

To set the CSE for strict migration rules using your SQL command interpreter, such as SQLPlus for Oracle, connect to the
Encyclopedia Database and enter the following commands:

UPDATE SASC SET AT_AGG_ACT = 'R' WHERE AT_FROM_OBJ_CODE = 257 AND

AT_ASSOC_CODE IN (631, 632) AND AT_RELEASE = 'schema-level';

UPDATE SASC SET AT_AGG_ACT = 'X' WHERE AT_FROM_OBJ_CODE = 167

AT_ASSOC_CODE = 562 AND AT_RELEASE = 'schema-level';

UPDATE SASC SET AT_AGG_ACT = 'C' WHERE AT_FROM_OBJ_CODE = 167 AND

AT_ASSOC_CODE = 563 AND AT_RELEASE = 'schema-level';

COMMIT

schema-level
Specifies the current schema level.
For the schema designation for Current Schema, see Release Notes.

To set the CSE for relaxed migration rules using your SQL command interpreter, such as SQLPlus for Oracle, connect to
the Encyclopedia Database and enter the following commands:

UPDATE SASC SET AT_AGG_ACT = 'X' WHERE AT_FROM_OBJ_CODE = 257 AND
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AT_ASSOC_CODE IN (631, 632) AND AT_RELEASE = 'schema-level';

UPDATE SASC SET AT_AGG_ACT = 'X' WHERE AT_FROM_OBJ_CODE = 167 AND

AT_ASSOC_CODE IN (562, 563) AND AT_RELEASE = 'schema-level';

COMMIT;

In a multi-encyclopedia environment, to implement relaxed migration rules for Encyclopedias with different schema levels,
define this set of commands for each different schema level.

Advanced CSE Configurations

This article provides information to discuss advanced CSE configurations. To store information in physically separate
locations, the CSE supports multiple encyclopedias within the same network configuration.

Considerations

You can install and configure CSE Servers for three network configuration classes:

• Single Message Dispatcher and single encyclopedia is the basic configuration for CSE, with the CSE Server software,
the Coordination database, and the Encyclopedia database on the same system.

• Single Message Dispatcher and multiple encyclopedias is the configuration with one Message Dispatcher, one
Coordination database, and multiple Encyclopedia databases, typically with exactly one Encyclopedia in each of
several systems.

• Multiple Message Dispatcher and multiple encyclopedia configurations includes one Coordination database, several
Messages Dispatchers, and several Encyclopedias, usually with one Message Dispatcher and one Encyclopedia on
each system.

Always install the Coordination Server and the Encyclopedia Server on the system on which its database is installed.
Using the remote data access facility of the database negatively impacts performance.

Each system on which an Encyclopedia Server or Construction Server executes requires the appropriate CSE product
licenses for that system.

The general strategy for creating multiple encyclopedia configurations is to install and configure the basic configuration
on each system, and pick one system as the primary system in the network and run the network configuration program,
mdcfg, on that system.

Use mdcfg for Advanced Configurations

Before running mdcfg, install and configure a basic configuration on each system included in the CSE network. Each
system also needs the iefrds program running.

The mdcfg utility is a console application that runs from a command-line window. To start the program, start a command
window on Windows or a terminal window on UNIX, change to the cse/bin directory, and enter the command: mdcfg.

The following instructions define how to use mdcfg to reproduce the basic communication configuration. Preparation of the
more advanced communication configurations is provided with more detailed descriptions of those configurations.

Follow these steps:

1. For the Basic installation, select option 1, Single Encyclopedia/Single MD on the Message Dispatcher Configuration
menu.

2. On the Single Encyclopedia/Single MD Configuration Information menu, select A to add a definition for your
Encyclopedia and Message Dispatcher.
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NOTE
When you use an IPv6 address to identify the Message Dispatcher, enclose the address in square brackets,
[ ]. Because of EBCDIC code page problems, some systems may not display the square brackets correctly in
text. The previous sentence ends with the square brackets.

3. Identify your configuration information. It lists possible selections and defaults in parentheses. Type your information or
press Enter to use the defaults values.

4. On the Configuration Information menu, select P (Display) to display your defined configuration.
5. Select C to change information or D to delete information.
6. When you are satisfied with the configuration, select S to save. This creates your <iefmd>.ini file.

Distribute the <iefmd>.ini file to your local system even if you are setting up only one encyclopedia. The iefrds program
must be running on each remote system to automatically configure or distribute to the system.

7. To start the message dispatcher with the correct configuration and working directories, use the appropriate command
for your operating system:
– On a UNIX system, use the command:

iefmd /mdini=$IEF_CONFIGDIR/iefmd.ini /mderr=$IEF_WORKINGDIR/mderr.err

– On a Windows system, enter the following command in a command-line window:

iefmd /mdini=%IEF_CONFIGDIR%\iefmd.ini /mderr=%IEF_WORKINGDIR%\mderr.err

Multiple Encyclopedias

Multiple Encyclopedias support more concurrent use and more concurrent processing. Each Encyclopedia has its own
database. Multiple Encyclopedia databases allow you to store information in separate paths. For example, you can
separate the storage of:

• Various versions of test models
• Test models and production models
• Models representing conceptually different information
• Models different groups work on
• Models with different security requirements

NOTE
In multi-encyclopedia installations on one system, the character set must be the same for all encyclopedias that
are controlled by a message dispatcher, when the encyclopedias are on the same system. Each server/utility
inherits its language information from the execution environment of the Message Dispatcher. An environment
variable, such as NLS_LANG, can have only one value in an environment, and it must be correct for all
encyclopedia databases using that variable. The same is true for servers that are spawned from IEFRDS if more
than one encyclopedia is being handled remotely. In this case, the environment is inherited from IEFRDS.

Remote Servers

Servers are remote when they are installed on a physically different system than the main Message Dispatcher. You can
install any server as a remote server.

You want to place servers on separate systems because of performance and space constrictions or because of your
physical layout of the site.
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• Remote Coordination Server -- the Coordination Server can be a remote server. However, only one Coordination
Server exists for the entire network.

• Remote Encyclopedia Server -- you can install more Encyclopedia Servers on remote systems to distribute the file load
across multiple systems.

• Remote Construction Server -- a Construction Server can be a remote server if an Encyclopedia Server is installed on
the same system and it uses the same database.

Multiple Release Encyclopedias (UNIX Only)

When two consecutive releases of the CSE support the same database release, you can run the two releases of the
CSE servers with the same encyclopedia. This configuration supports gradual conversion from one CSE release to the
next release. To create this configuration, configure the CSE for a Single Message Dispatcher / Multiple Encyclopedia
configuration and specify the same database for both encyclopedias. The two releases require different settings for some
environment variables. Provide the environment for the older release by running it under the environment in which iefrds
runs. The environment for the newer release is provided in the environment under which the Message Dispatcher runs.

Install a Multiple Release Encyclopedia

When you install a multiple release encyclopedia, consider these points:

• Although the CSE clients can see all the models in the encyclopedia, models are not interchangeable between
software releases. Each model in the Encyclopedia belongs to exactly one software group.

• After using the new release to access a model, do not use the old release software to access that model. This is true
for operations that change the model.

• The new software can work with models in the new release and the old release.
• The old software can only access models in the old release schema.
• Old release CSE clients can access models through the new release and old release servers. Those clients do not

have access to some features added in the new release.
• New release clients can only access the encyclopedia through the new release servers. The new clients can access

models in the old release and the new release schemas.

Before you begin the installation, ensure that all models and subsets are checked in. The owner of each checked out
model or subset check it in or must override the checkout.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the CSE if it is running.
2. Shut down iefrds if it is running.
3. Back up coordination and encyclopedia databases.
4. Configure TCP/IP connections.
5. Multiple Release configuration requires two IEFRDS names. One IEFRDS name must be present and is associated

with the old release software. Add a new IEFRDS name to the file or DNS and to the services file of the host. Verify
that the IP addresses are the same for the two names and the port numbers are different. The new RDS name
is associated with the new release software. Instructions for altering the hosts and services file are in the basic
installation instructions.

6. Install and configure Coordination and Encyclopedia Servers. Install the new release of the CSE in a new directory. Do
not install the new release in the same directory as the old release because it replaces all the old programs you want
to continue using. Run this new configuration to verify it starts correctly. After it is completed, shut it down.

7. Upgrade the Coordination and Encyclopedia databases so the new release can run with the existing database. Use a
new Encyclopedia Group name for the new release software.

8. Start iefrds in the old release environment: Use telnet or rlogin to start a new shell on your UNIX system. Change
directory to the old release installation directory, source cse.csh, or cse.sh. For the releases that preceded AllFusion
Gen r7, the release installation directory might be iefcse.sh or iefcse.csh, depending on the shell you are using,
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and might run startrds. This execution instance of iefrds provides an execution environment the older version of the
software need.

9. Start iefrds in the new release environment. A second instance of RDS must be running during the next configuration
step. Use telnet or rlogin to start another new shell, change directory to the new release installation directory, source
cse.csh, or cse.sh according to the shell you are using, and run startrds to provide the execution environment the new
release software needs.

10. Prepare the Multiple Release Configuration. In the new release installation directory, run mdcfg to create the Multiple
Release configuration. In the Configuration menu, select Multi-Ency/Single MD. Add one Message Dispatcher, one
Coordination Server, and two Encyclopedia Servers.

11. The Message Dispatcher, Coordination Server, and first Encyclopedia Server are all executed from the new
installation. Use the new software group name for this encyclopedia.

12. The second Encyclopedia is executed from the old release installation and it does not have its own lock and ID
servers. The software group name from the old release is used with this Encyclopedia.

13. Complete the configuration by saving and exiting mdcfg. Ignore the warning about using the same encyclopedia name
twice.

14. (Optional) Stop the execution of the iefrds for the new release environment. It is needed only during configuration
preparation.

15. Run the Multiple Release Configuration. In the new release directory, start the Message Dispatcher. Use your
preferred method for starting the Message Dispatcher and the two sets of servers. Verify that one instance of srvcoord,
srvid, and srvlock are running and two instances of srvms, srvuga, srvcons, and srvvc are running.

16. Perform Coordination updates. Add the new software group to the Coordination database and grant some users
access to the new Encyclopedia. Start the coordination client using the directory administration account id.
Register a new encyclopedia using a new Encyclopedia name and description, the new software group, and the
same encyclopedia ID as is already registered. Grant the encyclopedia access to users requiring access to the
encyclopedia. Warn these users, they will see two encyclopedias the next time they start any CSE client.

The Multiple Release configuration is ready to use.

The new software can work with models in the new release and the old release. The old software can only access models
in the old release schema. Old release CSE clients can access models through the new release and old release servers.
Those clients do not have access to some features added in the new release.

New release clients can only access the encyclopedia through the new release servers. The new clients can access
models in the old release and the new release schemas.

Multiple Message Dispatchers

In a multiple Message Dispatcher configuration, every MD in the network connects to every other MD or RDS programs.
Every system running an MD or RD must be able to resolve all MD and RDS names. If DNS is unavailable, update the
SERVICES file and the HOST file to enable name resolution. You can accomplish this easily by using extended form
names. Add the same service name and port name definitions in each system that is involved in the CSE network.

Example:

csemd 2500/tcp

cserds 2501/tcp

All MD names become <system>/csemd and all RDS names become <system>/cserds.

Remote Daemon Server

A Remote Daemon Server (RDS) provides program initiation services for remote configurations. It starts remote servers
in remote multi-encyclopedia configurations, and starts remote Message Dispatchers in multi-Message Dispatcher
configurations.
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During normal CSE operation, an RDS must be running in each system that contains a remote Encyclopedia Server or
Coordination Server. If the RDS is running when an installation starts, it blocks installation of some files. Manually stop the
RDS before installing and restarting software after installing software.

Restart the Remote Daemon Server

NOTE
After installation in a multi-encyclopedia, or multi-Message Dispatcher environment, restart the RDS from the
command line before starting the Message Dispatcher.

These steps assume that the system knows the name of the RDS. If you allow the installation program to modify
configuration files, it automatically sets the IEF_RDSNODE environment variable to the appropriate RDS name.

If the installation program does not automatically update configuration files, or you have not rebooted the system because
updating the configuration files, manually identify the RDS name with the following command:

iefrds /server=<RDS-name> 

Follow these steps:

1. For UNIX and Windows, change directories to the installation directory.
2. From the command line, type:

startrds

3. Press Enter.

Role of Administrators in CSE
This article provides information for the Role of Coordination and Encyclopedia Administrators in Client Server
Encyclopedia.

Prerequisites

You need the following authorizations and information to administer the CSE:

Encyclopedia administrator user ID
Contact your Administrator for the Encyclopedia administrator ID, password, CSE server host name, and CSE
server name or port number.

Coordination administrator user ID
Contact your Administrator for the Coordinator administrator user ID, password, host name, and server name or
port number.

During new CSE configuration, the configuration process sets up the ENCYADMN user ID administrator account without a
password. Assign a password after starting the CSE. You can also change the user ID name.

Role of Coordination Administrator

The Coordination Administrator registers encyclopedias, adds users, grants authorization to use encyclopedias, and
determines when a user can be a Coordination Administrator.

Role of Encyclopedia Administrator

Before you can log in to the Encyclopedia Client as an Encyclopedia Administrator, the Administrator that registers and
authorizes users for CSEs must grant authority to the encyclopedia.
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Unlike defining a user to an encyclopedia on the host, the CSE requires a two-step process between two clients to define
a user to an encyclopedia.

An Administrator must add a user to the Coordination Server and grant user access to an encyclopedia using the
Coordination Client. For more information, see Add a User to the Coordination Server and Granting User Access to an
Encyclopedia.

The administrator uses the Encyclopedia Client to add users and authorize users to access models for a specific
encyclopedia for which the users have authority.

Related Tasks

The administrator can also be responsible for database and server administration.

For information about database administration and information about server administration, see Client Server
Encyclopedia Administration.

Administrator Tasks in CSE

Set Up User Access and Authority

Follow these steps:

1. Add a user to the Coordination Server.
2. Grant user access to an Encyclopedia.
3. Assign a password to a user.
4. Add an individual user to an encyclopedia.
5. Authorize access to a subset.

For more information, see Client Server Encyclopedia Subsetting.

Fundamental Tasks

Fundamental tasks are basic tasks that you perform frequently, including:

• Starting and Logging on to the CSE Client
• Opening an Encyclopedia
• Open a User ID

Start and Logon to a CSE Client

Follow these steps:

1. Find the corresponding client icon in the Start menu. Select Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, CSE Clients.
2. Start the client by selecting the client icon.
3. Enter your user ID and password in the User group box of the logon panel of the client. Enter the CSE server

hostname and port number or service name in the Message Dispatcher Connection group box.
4. Click OK or press Enter to complete the logon process. The main dialog of the CSE client opens.

The clients store the latest user ID and CSE host name information in environment variables CSE_USER and CSE_HOST
and populate fields in the logon panel that is based on the content of these variables.

Open an Encyclopedia

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
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2. Select Encyclopedia.
3. Select Actions.
4. Select Open.
5. Select an Encyclopedia.
6. Select Open.

Open a User ID

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
2. Select User, Individual.
3. Select a user from the User List.
4. Select Open.

Quick Starts

Quick Starts are tasks to familiarize an administrator with the fundamental CSE tasks and standard routines.

Registering an Encyclopedia to the Coordination Server

Before you can use the Coordination and Encyclopedia Clients to assign users to an encyclopedia, use the Coordination
Client to register or add an encyclopedia.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
2. In the Coordination Client window, select Encyclopedia, Actions, Register.
3. Enter the encyclopedia name that is used during configuration.
4. Enter the description.
5. Enter the encyclopedia ID used during configuration. This ID must be unique among all encyclopedias.
6. Enter the Encyclopedia Group name that is used during configuration in the Software Group field. This name must be

unique among all encyclopedias.
7. Verify the default values for platform, DBMS, and status are correct for your environment. You can change the default

values.
8. Click OK.

NOTE
The values that you enter during this procedure must match the values that are entered during the
installation process.

Add a User to the Coordination Server

A user must be added to the Coordination Server before authorizing the user for an encyclopedia.

NOTE
Only an administrator can add a user to the Coordination Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
2. In the Coordination Client window, select User, Individual.
3. Select Actions, New.
4. Type the User ID and the Name for the new user.
5. Select the Yes radio button to grant Directory Administrator status to the new user.
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6. To add the user in Inactive status, select the Inactive radio button.
7. Select OK to finish adding the user.

The user was added to the Coordination Server when the new user ID is in the Active user ID field in the User Selection
window. When the User Selection window does not list the new user ID, check to see if the user exists in the directory.

Granting User Access to an Encyclopedia

Granting user access to an encyclopedia assigns a user to an encyclopedia using the Coordination Client. Grant user
access to the encyclopedia before a user can log in through other clients.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
2. At the Coordination Client window, select User, Individual.
3. At the User Selection window, select Actions, Open.
4. At the User List window, select a user from the list and select Open.
5. Select Authorizations.
6. Select an encyclopedia from the Unauthorized Encyclopedias list.
7. Select Grant.
8. Click OK.

Assigning a Password to a User

After you have granted a user access to an encyclopedia, you can assign a password to the user. This password is for the
initial logon of the user. The user can modify it after initial logon through the Encyclopedia Client.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client as administrator.
2. In the Coordination Client window, select User, Individual.
3. In the User Selection window, open the User ID.
4. Select Actions, Override Password.
5. On the Override Password dialog, enter the new password.
6. Click OK.

Adding a User Definition to an Encyclopedia

When you add an individual user to an encyclopedia, you define the user authority.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Encyclopedia Client.
2. At the Encyclopedia Client window, select User, Individual.
3. Enter the ID for the user, the ID one entered on the Coordination Client.
4. Select Actions, New.
5. Enter the user name, the name that is entered on the Coordination Client.
6. Select the authority of this user.
7. Click OK.

Granting Update Access to a Model

When you grant a user update access to a model, the user can use the toolset to make changes to the model. You also
allow the user to add or modify load module definitions or save environment parameters for that model using the CSE.
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NOTE
These steps assume that you have created a model and checked it into the CSE.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Encyclopedia Client.
2. At the Encyclopedia Client window, select User, Individual.
3. Enter the individual user ID in the ID field and select Open.
4. Select Actions, Open.
5. At the Individual Selection window, select Authorization.
6. Select Maintain Model Access to open the User Access panel.
7. Select a model from the Models Unauthorized For list.
8. Select Grant to open the Grant Access panel.
9. Select Update.
10. Click OK to close the Grant Access panel.
11. Click OK to close the User Access panel.

Role of Users in CSE
This article provides information about the Role of Users in Client Server Encyclopedia including Preliminary,
Fundamental, and Quick Start Tasks.

Prerequisites

Users need the following authorizations and information to use the CSE:

• A user ID and password to log in to the clients.
• Authorization to open an encyclopedia.
• CSE server (Message Dispatcher) hostname and port number or service name. If you use a service name, the service

name to port number definition must occur in the system services file.

If you do not have these authorizations and information, contact your administrator.

Before proceeding with other tasks, the administrator must perform these preliminary tasks.

Preliminary Tasks

Start a CSE Client

Follow these steps:

1. Find the client icon in the Start menu. Select Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, CSE Clients.
2. Start the client by selecting the icon.
3. Log on to the client by entering your user ID and password in the User group box of the logon panel of the client.
4. Enter the CSE server hostname and service name or port number in the Message Dispatcher Connection group box.
5. Click OK or press Enter to complete the logon process. The main panel of the CSE client opens.

The clients store the latest user ID and CSE hostname information in the CSE_USER and CSE_HOST environment
variables and use these values to populate the logon panel fields. The client never automatically populates the password
field.

When the ID, hostname, and service or port fields contain correct values, and your account does not have an assigned
password, click OK to log in. If your account does have a password, enter the password and click OK to log in.
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Open an Encyclopedia

When you have access to only one encyclopedia, it automatically opens. When you have access to multiple
encyclopedias, click the encyclopedia to open from a list.

Follow these steps:

1. In the client window toolbar, select Encyclopedia.
2. Select Open on the Encyclopedia menu.
3. Select an encyclopedia in the Encyclopedia List.
4. Click Logon.

Open a Different Encyclopedia

NOTE
This step is required only if you have access to multiple encyclopedias.

Follow these steps:

1. At the client window, select Encyclopedia.
2. Select Close to close the encyclopedia to which you are currently logged in.
3. Select Open.
4. Select an encyclopedia from the Encyclopedia List.
5. Click Logon.

Fundamental Tasks

The fundamental tasks are basic tasks that you perform frequently.

NOTE
The Version Control Client works differently. For task information, see Client Server Encyclopedia Version
Control.

All these tasks require you to perform the preliminary tasks of starting a client and opening an encyclopedia.

Open a Model

You can open a model from the Encyclopedia Client, Checkout Client, Construction Client, Version Control, or Support
Client.

Follow these steps:

1. Start a client.
2. Open an encyclopedia.
3. Select Model.
4. Select Actions.
5. Select Open.
6. Select the model in the list, and select Open.

Open a Subset

You can open a subset from the Encyclopedia Client or Checkout Client.

Follow these steps:

1. Start a client.
2. Open an encyclopedia.
3. Open a model.
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4. Select Subset.
5. Select Actions.
6. Select Open.
7. Select the subset that you want from the list, then select Open.

Quick Start Tasks

Add a Subset

To add a subset that you must name the subset, select the scoping objects to add to the subset, specify their protection
and expansion, and save your subset.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Encyclopedia Client.
2. At the Encyclopedia Client window, select Model.
3. Open a model and select Subset.
4. Enter the name of the subset at the Subset field.
5. Select Actions, New.
6. At the Subset Selected Object List window, select Actions, Select New Objects.
7. At the Object Type List, select all the object types that you want to add to the subset.
8. At the Subset Object Occurrence List, select the objects.
9. To modify the default protection or expansion, select Modify. Select the protection or expansion and click OK.
10. Select Add, then Continue to continue displaying object types. Repeat this step until all objects are in the subset.
11. Select Cancel from the Subset Object Occurrence List to stop selecting objects.
12. Select Cancel from the Object Type List.
13. At the Subset Selected Object List window, select Actions.
14. Select Save and Exit.

Check Out a Model or Subset

When you check out a model, you copy the model from the CSE to the toolset, and you can modify the model from the
toolset.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the toolset and check the following options from the main window:
– CSE is the encyclopedia that is selected
– The Perform File Transfer option of Encyclopedia Communications is turned on

2. At the toolset, select Model.
3. Select Encyclopedia, Check Out A Model.
4. Provide a local name for the model.
5. Click OK.
6. Enter your user ID, password, and CSE server connection information, and click OK.
7. If prompted, open the corresponding encyclopedia.
8. At the Encyclopedia Checkout Client window, select Model.
9. Select Actions, Open.
10. Select the model.
11. Select Open, Actions, Checkout.
12. Enter the number of downgrades that you want reported. If you are not sure, select the default.
13. Click OK.
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NOTE
The Checkout dialogs for Model and for the Subset checkout include a Read Only Flag check box. Gen does
not mark the original model or the subset as checked out when the read-only option is chosen during checkout
processing. Therefore, a model or a subset that is checked out for read-only cannot be checked in. However,
you can create a model from a model or can subset checked out for read-only.

Update a Model or Subset to the Encyclopedia (Automatic)

When you update a model or subset, you send changes to the model or subset you modified with the toolset to the
CSE. The CSE stores the model. When you select the checkin option, it updates the model in the CSE, and changes the
permissions of the copy on the workstation, the Toolset copy, to read-only.

Follow these steps:

1. Check the following options on the toolset:
– CSE is the encyclopedia that is selected
– The Perform File Transfer option of Encyclopedia Communications is turned on

2. From the toolset, open the model to update.
3. At the toolset, select Model.
4. Select Encyclopedia.
5. Select Update and Check In Model or Update but do not Check In Model.
6. Select Yes at the Confirmation dialog.
7. Complete the Logon panel, and click OK.
8. If prompted, open the corresponding encyclopedia.

Error Messages

See CSE Error Messages.

User Management and Access in CSE
User Management includes the following functions:

• Creating user groups
• Adding and deleting users
• Changing group definitions
• Changing user passwords
• Performing general group member administration

User Access includes the following functions:

• Authorizing access to models and subsets through the Encyclopedia Client 
• Granting and revoking access to an encyclopedia using the Coordination Client

User Authorization Requirements

Define the user access that is required to perform different functions in the Client Server Encyclopedia. Use them to help
determine the privileges to grant each user:

NOTE
An encyclopedia administrator has the authority to perform all encyclopedia functions on all models and subsets
in the encyclopedia.

A model or subset administrator can be a group. Each member of the group has administrator authority.
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Checkin

The minimum authorization to check in an encyclopedia:

First checkin
Requires authority to add a model.

Subsequent checkins
Requires model or subset administrator authority, and the user that checked out the model or subset can check it
in.

Checkout
View a model

• Requires read permission for the model.

Update a model

• Requires an update permission for the model or subset.

Model Management

The minimum authorization to manage models in an encyclopedia.

Change model checkout user ID
Only the model's administrator and the user that checked out the model can change model checkout user ID.

Copy model
Requires read authority for source model and add model authority for the destination encyclopedia.

Copy model across encyclopedias
Requires read authority for the source model and source encyclopedia, and add model authority for the
destination encyclopedia.

Create new model from existing subset
Requires read authority for the source model or subset authority, and add model.

Delete entire model
Only a model's administrator can remove a model.

Display model detail
Requires read authority for the model.

Override checkout status for model
Only the model's administrator or the user that checked out the model can override a model's checkout status.

Rename model
Only a model's administrator can rename the model.

Subset Management

The minimum authorization that is required to manage subsets in an encyclopedia.

Add subset definition
Requires authority to update the model.

Change checkout user ID for subset
Only the model or subset administrator, or the user that checked out the subset can change the checkout user ID
for the subset.

Copy subset definition
Requires authority to update the model.
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Delete subset definition
Only the model or subset administrator can remove the subset definition.

Display subset detail
Requires read authority for model or subset.

Modify subset definition
Only the model or subset administrator can modify the subset definition.

Override checkout status for subset
Only the model or subset administrator, or the user that checked out the subset can change the subset's checkout
status.

Rename subset definition
Only the model or subset administrator can rename the subset definition.

Model Access

Only the model administrator can perform these encyclopedia functions:

• Change access to model, including granting and revoking access
• Change model administrator

Subset Access

Only the model or subset administrator can perform these subset tasks:

• Change the subset administrator.
• Grant and revoke access to subset.

User Access

Adding a user requires add user authority. Only the person that added the user can change user information or can delete
the user.

Group Access

The minimum authorization that is required to change group access:

Add group definition
Requires access to the encyclopedia.

Add user to group definition
Only the creator of the group can add a user to the group.

Change group definition
Only the creator of the group can change the group definition.

Copy group definition
Requires access to the encyclopedia.

Delete group definition
Only the creator of the group can remove the group definition.

Delete user from group
Only the creator of the group can remove a user from the group.
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Authorize Access to a Model

By authorizing access to a model, you authorize an individual user or group to perform these models: Read, Update,
Generate Code, and Migrate objects form one model to another.

Migrate authority is required on the destination model only.

For more information about model authorization requirements for version control, see Client Server Encyclopedia Version
Control.

NOTE
Individuals or groups that have access to a given model also have access to all subsets of that model. To grant
or revoke access to some subsets and not to the entire model, see Client Server Encyclopedia Subsetting.

The following rules apply to authorizing access to models:

• You must be an encyclopedia administrator, the model administrator, or a member of the group that administers the
model

• You cannot revoke access for a user that has the model that is checked out

You can grant access to a model on the user level or the model level.

Authorize Access to a Model at the User Level

You can grant access to update a model and create subsets, migrate objects to another model, and generate executable
code and databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open an individual or group.
3. In the Group Selection or Individual Selection window, select Authorization, Maintain Model Access.
4. In the User Access dialog, select one or more models in the Models Unauthorized For list, and click Grant.
5. Select to grant one or more access permissions, Update, Migrate, or Generate, and click OK.

– Update grants authority to change a model and create subsets.
– Migrate grants authority to transfer objects from one model to another. Because migrate authority requires Update

authority, when you select Migrate the Encyclopedia Client checks the Update box.
– Generate grants authority to create executable code and generate databases with the Construction Client.

6. Click OK in the User Access dialog.

Authorize Access to a Model at the Model Level

You can grant access to update a model and create subsets, migrate objects to another model, and generate executable
code and databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the model.
3. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Authorization, Maintain User Access.
4. In the User Access dialog, select one or more users from the Unauthorized Users list, and click Grant.
5. Select to grant one or more access permissions, Update, Migrate, or Generate, and click OK.

– Update grants authority to change a model and create subsets.
– Migrate grants authority to transfer objects from one model to another. Because migrate authority requires Update

authority, when you select Migrate the Encyclopedia Client checks the Update box.
– Generate grants authority to create executable code and generate databases with the Construction Client.
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6. Click OK in the User Access dialog.

Open a Group

Open a group to grant model and subset access, to perform group maintenance tasks, and before making other changes
make the group active or current.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. In the Encyclopedia Client window, select User, Group.
3. Enter the group ID in the ID field. Leave the field blank to display an ID list.
4. Select Actions, Open.
5. If you did not enter an ID, highlight an ID in the list, and select Open. When the list is empty, no groups exist.

Select Members for a Group

This article provides information to Select group members to add or remove a user to or from a group.

When you remove a user from a group, you remove the membership of the user to the group, you do not remove the user
from the encyclopedia.

Note: Only encyclopedia administrators and group owners can add or remove users to or from a group.

You cannot remove a user from a group when the user has a model or cannot subset checked out that the user can only
access as member of the group.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the group.
3. In the Group Selection window, select Memberships.
4. To add a member to the group, select one or more members from the Available Members list and select Add.
5. To remove members from the group, select one or more members in the Current Members list and click Remove.
6. Select OK to complete the task.

Note: To select the subsets this group can access, see Client Server Encyclopedia Subsetting.

Manage a Group Definition

This article provides information for managing a group definition. A group defines access for multiple users.

Copy a Group Definition

Copying duplicates the members in the original group to a new group name and group ID, creating a template for new
groups. Users retain the same model and subset access that they had before the copy.

You must have access to the encyclopedia to copy a group. When you copy a group, you become the owner of the copied
group.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the group.
3. In the Group Selection window, select Actions, Copy.
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4. Type a New Group ID and a New Group Name.
5. Click OK to copy the group.

After copying a group, you can add new users to the copied group.

Create a Group Definition

Create a group definition to add individuals to a group. The new group of users has a unique name and ID.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. In the Encyclopedia Client window, select User, Group.
3. Type a new group ID in the Userid field.

Limits: Eight alphanumeric characters. Userid must be unique in the encyclopedia.
4. Select Actions, New.

The Add/Modify dialog opens with the Group Id field completed.
5. Type a Group Name.

Limit: 32 or less alphanumeric characters.
6. Click OK.

After creating a group definition, you can change, detail, copy, or can delete the group definition.

Delete a Group Definition

To remove a group from the encyclopedia, delete the group. Deleting a group removes the unique name and ID of the
group and does not remove the individual user members from the encyclopedia.

To delete a group:

• Requires encyclopedia administrator or group owner privileges
• All models the group owns must be reassigned or deleted.
• Group members cannot have subsets or models that are checked out if the user has access to the model or subset

only using the group.

When the group you are deleting is the model or subset administrator, the user deleting the group becomes model or the
subset administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the group.
3. In the Group Selection window, select Actions, Delete.

The client confirms that you want to delete the group.
4. Press Yes to delete the group or press No to keep the group.

Modify a Group Definition

To change the ID or name of a group, change the group definition. To add or modify a group name or ID requires
encyclopedia access. Only an encyclopedia administrator or the group creator can change a group definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the group.
3. In the Group Selection window, select Actions, Modify.
4. Type a new Group ID, Group Name, or both.
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Limits:
– The group ID can only contain a maximum of eight alphanumeric characters and must be unique in the

encyclopedia.
– The group name can only contain a maximum of 32 alphanumeric characters.

5. Click OK when you finish changes.

Note: To change the group authorization, see Client Server Encyclopedia Subsetting.

View Group Details

Group detail lists the group ID, name, the ID that created the group, and other group information. The Detail dialog is
read-only and you cannot change the information using the Detail dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. In the Encyclopedia Client window, select User, Group.
3. Type the group user ID in the ID field. Leave the ID field blank to list IDs.
4. To list IDs, select Actions, Open, and highlight a Group ID in the Group Selection List, and click Open.
5. When the Userid field contains the group, select Actions, Detail.

The Encyclopedia Client opens the Detail dialog box listing the Group ID, Group Name, group administrator ID, and
the date and time the group was added to the encyclopedia.

6. Click OK to close the Detail dialog.

Manage Users on the Encyclopedia

This article provides information for managing users on the encyclopedia including, Add and Delete an individual user,
Grant Access, and Revoke Access.

Add an Individual User to an Encyclopedia

Adding an individual user to an encyclopedia creates a user in the encyclopedia. Add the user to the encyclopedia before
that user can perform any tasks on the encyclopedia.

Before adding a user, that user must be in the Coordination Server and must have access to the encyclopedia. For
information about this procedure, see Adding a User to the Coordination Server and Granting User Access to an
Encyclopedia in this section.

NOTE
Only encyclopedia administrators or users with add user privileges can add users. Users can grant authority
equal to or less than their own level of authority.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to an encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. In the Encyclopedia Client window, select User, Individual.
3. In the Individual Selection window, enter the new ID of the user and select Actions, New.
4. In the Add/Modify dialog, type the user's ID in Userid, and the name of the user in Name.
5. Check the boxes to grant the necessary access as an Encyclopedia Administrator, and to grant access to add models

and to add users.
6. Press OK to finish adding the user.

After adding the user, you can grant individual user access to model.
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Delete an Individual User from the Encyclopedia

To remove the definition of the user from the encyclopedia, delete an individual user. Deleting a user from an encyclopedia
does not delete the user from the Coordination Server.

To delete an individual user:

• You must be an encyclopedia administrator or the person that created the user.
• The user cannot have any models or subsets checked out.
• The user cannot be an administrator or any models.

When the user you are deleting is the model or subset administrator, the user deleting the individual becomes the model
or administrator of the subset.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the individual user.
3. In the Individual Selection window, select Actions, Delete.

The client confirms that you want to delete the user.
4. Press Yes to delete the user or press No to keep the user.

After deleting a user, the ID of the user is no longer in the ID field.

Grant User Access to an Encyclopedia

Granting user access to an encyclopedia authorizes a user to access an encyclopedia in the Coordination Server. The
user must be in the Coordination Server.

Granting user access occurs in the Coordination Client. Assign a user to an encyclopedia before the user can log in to that
encyclopedia.

NOTE

Granting user access to an encyclopedia requires Administrator privileges.

Grant user access through the User Selection window or through the Encyclopedia Selection Window. Use the
Encyclopedia window to grant user access to a newly created encyclopedia on the Coordination Server. Use the User
Selection window to grant newly created Coordination Server users access to an encyclopedia.

To grant user access to an encyclopedia through the User Selection Window

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
2. Open a user ID.
3. In the User Selection window, select Authorization.
4. To grant access to one encyclopedia, select the encyclopedia in the Unauthorized Encyclopedias list, or to grant

access to all encyclopedias in the Unauthorized Encyclopedias list, use Select All.
5. Select Grant.
6. The Coordination Encyclopedia moves the newly authorized encyclopedias to the Authorized Encyclopedia list.
7. Click OK to close the User Access dialog.

To grant user access to an encyclopedia from the Encyclopedia Selection Window

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
2. Click Encyclopedia.
3. Click Actions, Open to open the Encyclopedia List.
4. Highlight an encyclopedia and click Open to open an encyclopedia.
5. Select Authorization.
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6. To grant access to one user, select the user in the Unauthorized Users list, or to grant access to all users in the
Unauthorized Users list, use Select All.

7. Select a user from the Unauthorized Users list.
8. Select Grant.
9. The Coordination Encyclopedia moves the newly authorized encyclopedias to the Authorized Encyclopedia list.
10. Click OK to close the User Access dialog.

After granting user access to an encyclopedia, you can add a user to the encyclopedia in the Encyclopedia Client.

Revoke User Access to an Encyclopedia

Revoking user access from an encyclopedia removes the user ID assignment from an encyclopedia in the Coordination
Server and prevents the user from logging on to that encyclopedia in any client. Use the Coordination Client to revoke
user access.

The user remains in the Coordination Server and is not assigned to the encyclopedia in the Coordination Server from
which the access of the user was revoked.

A user with revoked access cannot check in Models.

NOTE
When the user is logged on to a model in the encyclopedia and you revoke access, the user can complete
his or her work and can save it. After the user closes the encyclopedia, they will not be able to access the
encyclopedia again.

Only an administrator can revoke user access from an encyclopedia.

You can revoke user access from User Selection window or the Encyclopedia Selection window. When the user ID is
open, use the User Selection window to revoke the user access. When the encyclopedia is open, use the Encyclopedia
Selection window.

Revoke User Access from the Encyclopedia List

These steps revoke user access through the User Selection window. Use these steps to revoke access when the user ID
is open.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
2. Open a user ID.
3. Select Authorization.
4. Select an encyclopedia in the Authorized Encyclopedias list, or use the Select All button to highlight all encyclopedias.
5. Select Revoke.
6. Select OK to finish.

The Coordination Client moves the selected encyclopedia to the Unauthorized Encyclopedias list, and the user no
longer has access to that encyclopedia.

Revoke User Access from the User List

These steps revoke user access through the Encyclopedia Selection window. Use these steps when the encyclopedia is
open.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
2. Select Encyclopedia.
3. In the Encyclopedia Selection window, select Actions, Open to open an encyclopedia.
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4. Highlight the encyclopedia in the Encyclopedia List window and select Open.
5. Select Authorization.
6. Select the user from the Authorized Users list.
7. Select Revoke.
8. Select OK.
9. The Coordination Encyclopedia moves the user to the Unauthorized Users list.
10. Click OK to close the User Access dialog box.

Manage Users on the Coordination Server

This article provides information for managing users on the Coordination Server including, Add and Delete a user, List and
Modify user detail.

Add a User to the Coordination Server

A user must be added to the Coordination Server before authorizing the user for an encyclopedia.

NOTE
Only an administrator can add a user to the Coordination Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
2. In the Coordination Client window, select User, Individual.
3. Select Actions, New.
4. Type the User ID and the Name for the new user.
5. Select the Yes radio button to grant Directory Administrator status to the new user.
6. To add the user in Inactive status, select the Inactive radio button.
7. Select OK to finish adding the user.

The user was added to the Coordination Server when the new user ID is in the Active user ID field in the User Selection
window. When the User Selection window does not list the new user ID, check to see if the user exists in the directory.

Related Tasks

After adding a user to the Coordination Server, you can:

• Assign the user access to a registered encyclopedia.
• Add a user to a group.
• Display the details about the new user.
• Assign a user model access.

Delete a User from the Coordination Server

Deleting a user removes the user from the Coordination Server. Consider deleting a user from the Coordination Server if
the user is no longer accessing any encyclopedias.

Do not delete a user if the user is absent for time or temporarily on another project. Consider changing the status of the
user to inactive.

NOTE
Only an administrator can delete a user from the Coordination Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
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2. Open a user ID.
3. In the User Selection window, select Actions, Delete.

The client confirms that you want to delete the user.
4. Press Yes to delete the user or press No to keep the user.

After deleting a user from the Coordination Server, delete the definition of the user from the encyclopedia.

List User Details in the Coordination Server

Detailing a user displays information about a user in the Coordination Server. User detail display is read-only, and you
cannot make changes using the Detail dialog.

User detail lists user information including the user ID, name of the user, if the user is an Administrator, the Administrator
that created the user ID, and the date and time the user ID was added to the encyclopedia.

NOTE
Only Administrators can display user details.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
2. Open a user ID.
3. In the User Selection window, select Actions, Detail.
4. Click OK to close the Detail dialog.

Modify User Detail in the Coordination Server

Modifying user details changes the information about a user in the Coordination Server. Only an administrator can change
user detail.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
2. Open a user ID.
3. In the User Selection window, select Actions, Modify.
4. To change the ID of the user or name, type the new values in the fields.
5. To change the Directory Administrator status of the user, select the Yes or No radio buttons to change.
6. To change the status of the user, select Active or Inactive.
7. Select OK when you finish modifying the user details.

To verify the changes, detail the user.

Modify an Individual User Definition

Change an encyclopedia user definition to change the ID, name, or authorization levels of the user. Only the encyclopedia
administrator or the person that created the user ID can change the user.

A user with authority to add users can change authority to add models.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the individual user.
3. Select Actions, Modify in the Individual Selection window.
4. In the Add/Modify dialog, type new values for the ID or name of the user, or both.
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5. Click in the boxes to change authorization as an Encyclopedia Administrator, and authorization to add models and to
add users.

6. Click OK to exit the Add/Modify dialog and save changes.

Modify a User Password

User passwords are optional, and the default is no password. After setting the password, the password is required every
time the user logs in to any CSE Client, and a password is always required.

The Encyclopedia Client uses the defined user ID and password for all encyclopedias and all clients.

Users can change their password on the Encyclopedia Client, and administrators can change passwords.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Select User, Modify Password.
3. In the Modify Password dialog, type the current password in the Old password field, and the new password in the New

password and confirmation fields.
4. Click OK.

Modify or Override a User Password

Users can change their password on the Encyclopedia Client. Administrators also can change passwords.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client as an administrator.
2. Open a user.
3. Select Actions, Override Password.
4. In the Override Password dialog, type the new password in both fields.

Limits: At least four characters, and not more than ten characters.
5. Click OK.

Open a User ID in the Coordination Client

Open a user ID in the Coordination Client to perform any action on the user, including detailing, deleting the user ID, and
granting or revoking user access to an encyclopedia.

Only the administrators can open a user ID in the Coordination Client. Changing a user ID in the Coordination Client
requires changing the user ID in the Encyclopedia Client.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Coordination Client.
2. In the Coordination Client window, select User, Individual.
3. Type the user ID in the Userid field. Leave the field blank to display an ID list.
4. Select Actions, Open.
5. If you did not enter an ID, highlight an ID in the list, and select Open.

When the user ID is in the Active box in the User Selection window, the user ID is open.
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Open a User ID in the Encyclopedia Client

Opening an individual user to assign model and subset access, perform user maintenance tasks, and add users to
groups. Changing the user ID in the Encyclopedia Client requires changing the user ID in the Coordination Client.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. In the Encyclopedia Client window, select User, Individual.
3. Enter the individual user ID in the ID field. Leave the field blank to display an ID list.
4. Select Actions, Open.
5. If you did not enter an ID, highlight an ID in the list and select Open.

When the ID is in the Userid field, the individual user is open.

List Individual User Details in the Encyclopedia Client

This article provides information for Individual user detail lists in the Encyclopedia Client. User detail display is read-only,
and you cannot make changes using the Detail dialog.

Individual user detail lists information including the following information:

• User ID
• User name
• Whether the user is an Administrator
• Whether the user has the authority to add models and users
• The Administrator that created the user ID
• Date and time the user ID was added to the encyclopedia

To view the user details, follow these steps.

1. Log on the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the User ID.
3. In the Individual Selection window, select Actions, Detail.
4. Click OK to close the Detail dialog.

Manage Models
Model Management includes administrative functions that are related to models, such as converting, creating, copying,
deleting, and renaming models.

See each topic for more details about each type of task available:

• Work With Models
• Work With Subsets
• Work With Objects

Work With Models

This article provides information about working with models including, Open and Delete a model, View, Modify, Override,
Rename, and Convert.
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Open a Model

Open a model to perform tasks on the model. Opening the model makes it active or current.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia in the Checkout, Construction, Encyclopedia, or Support Client.
2. In the client window, select Model.
3. Enter it in the Name field, or leave the field blank to display a model list.
4. Select Actions, Open.
5. If you did not enter a model name, highlight the model from the list and select Open.

When the model is open, the Name field displays the model name.

Delete a Model

Deleting a model permanently removes the model and its subsets from the encyclopedia.

WARNING
You cannot restore a model after deleting it.

Consider deleting models that you no longer use to prevent space problems.

Before deleting a model, ensure that the following conditions are satisfied:

• Check in the model and its subsets or override all checkouts from the model.
• Only the model's administrator, an encyclopedia administrator, or a member of the group that administered the model

can delete a model.

NOTE
For syntax on the command-line alternative, enter delmodel in the directory in which the Encyclopedia servers
are installed.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the model.
3. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Actions, Delete.
4. Click OK in the Delete Confirmation dialog.

As it deletes the model, it displays a progress gauge. The Continue button is disabled.
5. Click the Continue button to finish.

The Model Selection window opens when the deletion finishes.

View Model Details

Use the Detail dialog to view current information the CSE stored for the model, such as who created it and check out
status. You can also use the Encyclopedia, Checkout, Construction, and Support Clients to view these details. You cannot
use the detail dialog to change the information.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia using the Checkout, Encyclopedia, Construction, or Support Client.
2. Open the model.
3. In the client's Model Selection window, select Actions, Detail.
4. The client opens the Detail window for the model listing the information that the CSE has stored for the model.

For more information about the window information, see Using the Toolset.
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Modify the Model Checkout User ID

Modify the checkout user ID to permit someone other than the person who originally checked out a model to check in a
model. Changing the checkout user ID is useful when the person who checked out the model is unavailable to check in
the model.

To modify the checkout user ID, follow these requirements:

• You must be an encyclopedia administrator, the model administrator, or the user who checked out the model.
• The model must be checked out.
• The new user ID must have the required access to check out the model.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the model.
3. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Checkout, Modify Userid.
4. Type the new user ID in the New Userid field and select OK.

The user that has the new user ID can now update the model.

Modify the Model Administrator

Modify the administrator to establish a new administrator for a model.

The model administrator is the model owner. Model administrators automatically have authority for all encyclopedia
functions on models that they administer. Model administrator authority is required to delete or rename a model, or to
grant, revoke, or modify access to a model.

Changing the model administrator does not affect the access of the previous administrator to other models.

Before modifying the model administrator, ensure that the following conditions are met:

• You must be an encyclopedia administrator, the administrator of the model, or a member of the group that administers
the model.

• The new administrator must have been previously added as a user.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the model.
3. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Authorization, Modify Administrator.
4. Type the new user ID of the administrator in New Userid and select OK.

Override Model Checkout Status

To change the checkout status of the model from checked out to checked in and make it possible to check out the model
again. You lose all the work on the model because the last update when you override the model checkout status.

Consider using override when:

• To discard changes that are made to the model.
• You cannot update the model.
• You checked out a model but received downgrades.

To override the checkout status, you must be one of the following user types:
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• The administrator of the model
• An encyclopedia administrator
• The user who checked out the model
• A member of the group that administers the model
• The model owner

You use the OVERRIDE command. For more information about the syntax for the command, type OVERRIDE in the
directory in which the Encyclopedia client is installed.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the model.
3. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Checkout, Override.

The client opens a window to confirm that you want to override the status.
4. Select Yes.

You can check out the model again.

Rename a Model

Changing the name of the model is useful to help track enhancements or modifications.

You must be the encyclopedia administrator, an administrator of the model, a member of the group that administers the
model, or the model owner to rename the model. You cannot rename a model that is checked out.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the model.
3. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Actions, Rename.
4. Type the New Model Name and select OK.

The Name field in the Model Selection window displays the new name.

Model Conversion

Model conversion updates the schema level of a model in the Prior Schema or Second Prior Schema to the Current
Schema. A specific schema release level defines how information in each model is controlled and processed. When
a Gen release defines new objects, properties, or associations to support new functionality, the schema release level
changes. Model conversion for the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema,
see Release Notes.

WARNING

• When planning model conversion, it is important that workstations in a particular schema can only work on
models or subsets in the same schema.  A Prior Schema workstation cannot work on models or subsets
in the Current Schema and a Current Schema workstation cannot work on models or subsets in the Prior
Schema.  Do not convert the model to the Current Schema if you continue to develop or maintain the model
using a Prior Schema workstation.

• Because there is no facility to convert a model back to a prior schema, do not convert the model until Current
Schema workstations are available.

Full Support

The CSE provides full functional support for Current Schema and Prior Schema models. The transitional support for
Second Prior Schema models subject to the following rules:
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• The encyclopedia can delete a model in any schema.
• The Current Schema Encyclopedia can only load, convert, and delete Second Prior Schema models
• The Current Schema Encyclopedia can convert a Prior Schema model to a Current Schema model.
• Prior Schema workstation toolsets can only access Prior Schema models in the encyclopedia.
• Current Schema workstation toolsets can only access Current Schema models.
• Current Schema models cannot exist in any Encyclopedias earlier than Current Schema Encyclopedias.
• Any model that is at a schema release level before the Second Prior Schema must be converted with an earlier version

of the encyclopedia to bring it to the Second Prior Schema or Prior Schema release level.

Full support means that all the functionality including upload, download, migration, adoption, subsetting, and code
generation are available.

NOTE
Regardless of the schema level of a model, application generation from the Gen x.x CSE only uses the Gen x.x
generators. For more information about inter-release compatibility for generated application components, see
Release Notes.

Conversion Requirements

Mass model conversion is not required. You can convert each Prior Schema model in the Gen x.x encyclopedia when the
project determines that new functionality is required. The encyclopedia or model administrator converts a model using the
model conversion option on the Encyclopedia client.

NOTE
x.x refers to the current release of Gen.

Cross Release Restrictions

All encyclopedia functionality is available for Second Prior Schema and Prior Schema models with the following
restrictions:

• You cannot download a Second Prior Schema model or a subset from a Second Prior Schema model.
• You can only download a Prior Schema model or subset from a Prior Schema model to a Prior Schema Toolset.

Rules for Converting a Model

The rules for converting a model are:

• Only an encyclopedia administrator or the model administrator can convert a model.
• An encyclopedia administrator can convert any model.
• The model to be converted must not be a child model. Only parent models or models without child models can be

converted.
• The model to be converted must be checked in. A checked out model or a model with checked out subsets cannot be

converted.
• The model schema must be at least the Second Prior Schema.

Note: For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see \ Release Notes.

Convert a Model

Converting a model updates the model schema and modifies model contents as required to conform to the new model
structure definition. The software evaluates the model in terms of the current definition and makes the required changes.

You can use the Encyclopedia Client to Server Command Line to convert a model.
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Convert a Model Using the Encyclopedia Client

Converting a model updates the model schema and modifies model contents as required to conform to the new model
structure definition. The software evaluates the model in terms of the current definition and makes the required changes.

You can use the Encyclopedia Client to Server Command Line to convert a model.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Select the Model.
3. Open the model.
4. Select Actions, Convert.
5. When the client confirms that you want to convert the model, Click Yes.
6. Click OK.

The model conversion successfully completed.

Convert a Model Using the Server Command Line

From the directory in which the CSE is installed, for example: %GENxx%\CSE\bin, enter the following command:

convmodl -u <userid> -m <"modelname"> [-i <build code page> -d <trace> -p <dispatcher> -v <environment> -

g <encyclopedia group>]

-u <userid>
Defines an authorized user ID.
Limits: eight characters

-m <modelname>
Defines a model in the encyclopedia.
Limits: 32 characters

-i <build code page>
Defines the code page of the platform on which the model was built.

NOTE
The -i <build code page> parameter is valid only if the model has a zero code page, and supplied to
establish the correct language code value for the model.

-d
Turns the debug option ON.
Default: OFF

<trace>
Defines the trace options MASXXX

M
Sets memory trace ON.
Default: OFF

A
Sets an auxiliary file ON.
Default: OFF

SXXX
Sets the table size.
Limits: 0 through 744.
Default: 512
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-p <dispatcher>
Defines a name of the message dispatcher.
Default: the value of IEF_MDNAME or 'IEFMD'.
Limits: 1059 characters

NOTE
For more information about Message Dispatcher Name, see Hostnames and IP Addresses and
CSE Message Dispatcher and Remote Daemon Server Names.

-v <environment>
Defines the environment name.
Default: value of IEF_ENVNAME or CSE_ENV.
Limits: 32 characters

-g <encyclopedia group>
Defines the encyclopedia group name.
Default: value of IEF_ENCYGROUP
Limits: eight characters

Convert all Models in an Encyclopedia

Only an encyclopedia administrator can convert all models in an encyclopedia.

On the UNIX systems, before you begin:

• Log in as the CSE Administrator
• Source the cse.sh when using the Korn shell, or the cse.csh when using C Shell

NOTE
The convert all models command is available only as a server command-line command.

WARNING
Back up your database before converting all models. After you issue the convall command, processing begins
immediately. You cannot reverse conversion.

Follow these steps:

On Windows and the UNIX systems, enter the following command from a directory in which you can create files:

convall -u <userid> -i <build code page> [-r -d -p <dispatcher> -v <environment> -g <encyclopedia group>]

-u <userid>
Defines an authorized user ID.
Limits: eight characters

-i <build code page>
Defines the code page of the platform on which the model was built.
0 indicates no translation that is required.

NOTE
You include the -i <build code page> parameter to establish the correct language code value for the
models you are converting.

WARNING
To use the convall command, all models in the encyclopedia must have been created using the same
code page. Do not use the convall command when the encyclopedia contains models in different code
pages. Convert the models one at a time.

-r
(Optional) Specifies to force reconversion of models that are previously converted to this schema level.
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-d
(Optional) Turns the debug option ON.
Default: OFF

-p <dispatcher>
(Optional) Defines the name of the message dispatcher.
Default: the value of IEF_MDNAME or 'IEFMD'.
Limits: 1059 characters

NOTE
For more information about Message Dispatcher Name, see Hostnames and IP Addresses and CSE
Message Dispatcher and Remote Daemon Server Names.

-v <environment>
(Optional) Defines the environment name.
Default: the value of IEF_ENVNAME or CSE_ENV.
Limits: 32 characters

-g <encyclopedia group>
(Optional) Specifies the encyclopedia group name.
Default: the value of IEF_ENCYGROUP.
Limits: eight characters

Generate a New Model

Generate a new model to accomplish these tasks:

• Restore a model that no longer exists on the encyclopedia, for example, a deleted model
• Add a model to the encyclopedia

Only generate a new model from a copy when you have the complete copy of the model on your workstation.

NOTE
We recommend that you update a newly created model on the workstation, instead of generating a new model.

WARNING
Use generate new model with a subset with caution. Doing so destroys Version Control Information, and the
subset cannot contain all the information the new model needs.

You can generate a new model automatically or manually. Manual generation requires transferring files between the CSE
and Toolset.

Generate a New Model Automatically

During automatic model generation, the Toolset updates the Upload progress dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the model with the Toolset.
2. To store the model on the CSE, in the Toolset main window, verify these settings for these options:

– CSE is the active encyclopedia selected.
– The perform file transfer option of Encyclopedia Communications is turned on.

3. In the Toolset main window, select Model, Encyclopedia, Generate New Model.
4. Type the Model Name in the Generate New Model dialog.
5. Select OK.
6. Log in to the Checkout Client.
7. Select an encyclopedia in the Encyclopedia List and select Logon.

The Toolset updates an Upload progress dialog.

Model generation displays the Encyclopedia Update Status Report when it finishes.
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Generate a New Model Manually

Manually generating a new model requires some user intervention.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the model with the Toolset.
2. When you are ready to store the model on the CSE, in the Toolset main window, verify these settings for these options:

– CSE is the active encyclopedia selected.
– The Encyclopedia Communications perform file transfer option is turned off.

3. In the Toolset main window, select Model, Encyclopedia, Generate New Model.
4. In the confirmation message box, select Yes to continue.
5. Type the Model Name in the Generate New Model dialog.
6. Select OK.

The generation creates an update.trn file when it completes.
7. Move the update.trn file from the Toolset model directory to any directory the Checkout Client can access.
8. Start the Checkout Client.
9. In the Checkout Client window, select Encyclopedia, Update.
10. Enter the path to the update.trn file.

NOTE

• When processing finishes, the encyclopedia name displays in the Active Encyclopedia window. The
Checkout Client creates a verification file, verify.trn, in the same directory as the update.trn file. You must
have write access to the directory containing the update.trn file to generate the verify.trn file.

• Open the model from the Toolset main window. The software notifies you of the status of the Generate New
Model.

Work With Subsets

This article provides information for working with subsets including, Create a new model form a subset and Delete a
subset.

Create a New Model from a Subset

Create a model from a subset to create a new model that is based on the set of scoping objects in the subset. The subset
from which you create a new model is not affected.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Select Subset.
3. Use Open, List Models, or List Subset commands on the Action menu, and Select Open to open the subset.
4. Select Actions, Create Model from Subset in the Subset Selection window.
5. Enter the new model name in the Create Model from Subset window and click OK.

As the server creates the model, it updates a progress gauge.
6. When the server finishes creating the model, the client enables the Continue button, click it to finish.

Delete a Subset

Deleting a subset permanently removes the subset definition from an encyclopedia. The CSE prompts you to confirm
before deleting the subset. Deleting a subset definition does not delete the scoping objects that are defined in the subset
from the model. You cannot delete a subset that is checked out.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Select Subset to open the Encyclopedia Subset Selection window.
3. Type the Model Name and the Subset Name, or select Actions, List Models and Actions, List Subsets to select the

model and subset name from a list.
4. In the Encyclopedia Subset Selection window, select Actions, Delete.
5. Select Yes when the client confirms that you want to delete the subset.

Work With Objects

This article provides information for working with objects including, Delete an Object and Rename an Object.

Delete an Object

Use the Encyclopedia Client to delete objects in a model directly from the encyclopedia without checking out the model or
subset. You can delete one or multiple objects. To delete multiple objects, build the list of objects to delete. You must have
authorization for the model in which the objects reside.

The Object Occurrence dialog has a Checkout Status option to identify the status of an object to delete. Select Checkout
Status to view a list of all the subsets or the model to which the object is checked out. For each subset or model, you also
see:

• User who has the object that is checked out
• Protection level with which the object is checked out
• Maximum access of the object

Use the Toolset Using the Toolset to identify the occurrence of the object types you want to delete, and to guide you
through the steps to delete a specific object occurrence.

NOTE
The delete process continues even if it cannot delete an object.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the model to which the object to delete belongs.
3. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Actions, Delete Objects.
4. Complete the fields in the Object Deletions Options dialog to override the default values and specify details about the

error report the client creates while deleting objects.
An error occurs when you try to delete an object that cannot be deleted.
Maximum Errors define the number of errors to report per object.
Directory is the directory in which to store the error report and must be a fully qualified path. If the directory does not
exist, the client creates it.
File Name can be up to 8 characters, with a 3 character extension.

5. When you select OK, the client opens the Object List listing the object types eligible to delete.
6. Use the Toolset in the Object List box for more information about using the Filter edit field, identifying the occurrence of

the selected object type you want to delete, and to guide you through the steps to delete a specific object occurrence.

The Object List only includes objects in the model that you can delete. Select an object to delete and select an occurrence
of the object type and add it to the list. You also expand the list into subordinate objects until you reach the level of
occurrences that lists the occurrence to delete.

To delete one of more objects, define a list of objects to delete and start the deletion. The process produces a report that
includes an entry for each deleted object, a message for each object it could not delete that describes why it could not
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delete the object, and a list of shared objects that are deleted as a result of deleting another object. The report does not
include deleted non-shared objects.

When the delete process completes, view the report that lists the objects that are successfully deleted and those it
could not delete. For objects that could not be deleted, the report lists a message for each object. You can view the
default number in the report, or can specify the number of errors to include. By default, the report lists a maximum of 10
messages per object.

To view the syntax for the command-line command, enter delobj in the directory in which the Encyclopedia servers are
installed.

Rules for Deleting Objects

Select an object to delete. The object that you are deleting and objects that are deleted because you are deleting the
object, must meet these object projection rules:

• The maximum access of the object must be Delete. Maximum access is the highest level of protection for an object in
the child encyclopedia.

• The object must not be checked out with protection access greater than Read.
• When deleting a modifying association, the maximum access of the associated object must be at least Delete, and the

associated object must not be checked out with protection access greater than Read.
• When deleting a referencing association, the maximum access of the associated object must be at least Access, and

the associated object must not be checked out with protection access of Deleted.

If the object does not meet these rules, the CSE issues an object protection error when you select it. You can make
changes to meet the rules and attempt to delete the object again.

The CSE permits deleting these objects:
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• Activity cluster
• Batch Job
• Batch Job step
• Business area
• Business system
• Component model
• Crit success factor
• Current data store
• Current info system
• Data cluster
• Data column
• Data table
• Denormalized column
• Dialect (non - dflt)
• Deletion of non-primary dialog
• Dialog flow
• Entity subtype
• Event
• Environment
• External object
• Facility
• Goal
• Index
• Information need
• Link table
• Location
• Navigation diagram
• Objective
• Online load module
• Operations Library
• Org unit (non-root)
• Performance measure
• Procedure
• Procedure step
• Service Manager
• Screen
• Strategy
• Tablespace
• Tactic
• Type map
• User def matrix
• User-defined object
• Window load module
• z/OS Library

The CSE prevents removing these objects under the conditions listed:
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Attribute
Prevented when viewing functions, processes, procedure steps, and action blocks.

Command
Prevented when used by an action block, dialog flow, window, or dialog.

Common action block
Prevented when used by another action block.

Component Implementation
Prevented when it or its subordinate subtypes, attributes, or relationships are:

• Used in the views of functions, processes, procedures steps, or action blocks.
• Referenced through expected effects by functions or processes.

Component Specification
Prevented when it or its subordinate subtypes, attributes, or relationships are:

• Used in the views of functions, processes, procedures steps, or action blocks.
• Referenced through expected effects by functions or processes.

Database
Prevented when it contains any tablespaces or indexspaces.

Dialog Box
Prevented when non-primary dialogs exist for the procedure step.

Entity type
Prevented when it or its subordinate subtypes, attributes, or relationships are:

• Used in the views of functions, processes, procedures steps, or action blocks.
• Referenced through expected effects by functions or processes.

Exit state
Prevented when used by an action block or a dialog flow.

Function -non-root
Prevented when any of its subordinate elementary process action blocks are used.

Interface Type
Prevented when it or its subordinate subtypes, attributes, or relationships are:

• Used in the views of functions, processes, procedures steps, or action blocks.
• Referenced through expected effects by functions or processes.

Primary window
Prevented when non-primary dialogs exist for the procedure step.

Process
Prevented when any of its subordinate elementary process action blocks are used.

Relationship member
Prevented when used in the views of action blocks.

Specification Type
Prevented when it or its subordinate subtypes, attributes, or relationships are:

• Used in the views of functions, processes, procedures steps, or action blocks.
• Referenced through expected effects by functions or processes.

Storage group
Prevented when used by a tablespace or indexspace.
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Template
Prevented when used by a screen.

Trans operation
Prevented when referenced by a delegating transaction operation

User def obj class
Prevented when referenced by a user-defined matrix.

User subject area
Prevented when any of its subordinate entity types, subtypes, attributes, or relationships are:

• Used in the views of functions, processes, procedures steps, or action blocks.
• Referenced through expected effects by functions or processes.

Work attribute
Prevented when used in the views of functions, processes, procedure steps, or action blocks.

Work attribute set
Prevented when used in the views of functions, processes, procedure steps, or action blocks.

Rename an Object

Use the Encyclopedia Client to rename an object quickly in a model directly from the encyclopedia without checking out
and checking in a model or subset.

You must have authorization for the model in which the object resides.

Migration automatically renames objects. Rename an object to change the automatically assigned name to more
meaningful name.

For more information, see Client Server Encyclopedia Version Control.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the model to which the object to rename belongs.
3. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Actions, Rename Objects.
4. Select an object type from the Rename Object List.
5. Select the occurrence of the object type that you want to rename and press Rename.
6. Use the Toolset to identify each occurrence of the object type to rename, and to guide you through the steps to

rename a specific object occurrence.
The object selection list shows only objects in the model that you can rename.
An object can have one to four properties. When you rename an object with more than one property, rename every
property.

The Current field lists the new name when the rename is successful.

Rules for Renaming Objects

To rename an object directly from the encyclopedia, ensure that it meets these rules:

• Object protection rules
• Character set rules
• Name uniqueness rules

Object Protection Rules

When you select an object to rename, it must meet these protection rules:
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• It must have a maximum access of Modify or Delete. Maximum access is the highest level of protection available to an
object in the child encyclopedia.

• It cannot be checked out with Modify or Delete access.

When the object fails to meet these rules, the CSE issues an object protection error when you select it. Make the
necessary changes and try the rename again.

Character Set Rules

The encyclopedia maintains the same uniqueness, length, and character set rules that are enforced by the workstation.
When you check out a subset, you can add new objects or can rename existing objects that are unique within the subset,
but cannot be unique within the entire model on the encyclopedia. The upload process ensures an added or modified
object name is unique within the model. When it is not unique, the upload process derives a unique name.

For more information about rules, see Encyclopedia API References.

Rules that Apply to Each Object

This section lists the objects and the rules that apply to each object.

Non-Construction Object
Single-Byte Character Set, when the model's code page is single-byte character set code page

• Cannot contain these characters: ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) | [ ] \ : " ; ' < > ? , . /
• Alphabetic characters must be uppercase
• Leading spaces are suppressed
• Imbedded spaces are replaced with a single underscore

Double-Byte Character Set, when the code page of the model is a double-byte character set code page

• The name cannot contain a space

Identifier
First character must be alphabetic
All other characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or and underscore, as in _
Alphabetic characters must be uppercase

TD
First character must be alphabetic or @#$
All other characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or @#$
Last character cannot be a blank space
Alphabetic characters must be uppercase

No Underscore TD
First character must be alphabetic or @#$
All other characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or @#$
Alphabetic characters must be uppercase

No NLS TD Rule
First character must be alphabetic
All other characters must be alphabetic or numeric
Alphabetic characters must be uppercase

Mixed Case TD Rule
First character must be alphabetic or @#$
All other characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or @#$
Last character cannot be _ (underscore).
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Oracle TD Rule
First character must be alphabetic or #$
All other characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or #$
Last character cannot be _ (underscore).
Alphabetic characters must be uppercase

ODBC TD
First character must be alphabetic or @#$
All other characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or @#$
Last character cannot be _ (underscore).

Objects You Can Rename

When you rename an object, you rename the property name of the object. Some objects, such as Batch Job step, have
more than one name property. The rename dialog for an object has the correct number of new name fields for the object
type. You rename all the property names for an object.

Sometimes, renaming an object automatically renames related objects. For example, renaming a process renames the
associated action block.

This lists objects selectable for renaming, the property fields names that are renamed, and related objects renamed.

Activity cluster
NAME

Attribute
NAME and DSDNAME

Batch job
JOBNAME

Batch job step
MBRNAME and STEPNAME

Business area
NAME

Business system
NAME

Command
NAME

Common action block
NAME

Component model
NAME

Crit success factor
NAME

Current data store
NAME

Current info system
NAME

Data cluster
NAME

Data column
MACRONAM
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Data table
MACRONAM

Database
NAME

Denormalized column
NAME

Dialect (Non - default)
NAME

Dialog
NAME

Dialog flow
NAME

Entity type
NAME and DSDNAME

Entity subtype
NAME and DSDNAME

Environment
NAME

Event
NAME

Exit state
NAME

External object
NAME

Facility
NAME

Function (Non - root)
NAME

Goal
NAME

Index
NAME

Information need
NAME

Link table
NAME and MACRONAM

Location
NAME

Navigation diagram
NAME

Objective
NAME

Online load module
MBRNAME
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Org unit (Non-root)
NAME

Performance measure
NAME

Primary window
NAME

Procedure
NAME

Procedure step
NAME, also renames the associated action block and the associated screen

Process
NAME, also renames the associated action block

Relationship member
NAME

Screen
MBRNAME, FMTNAME, MIDNAME, and MODNAME

Storage group
NAME

Strategy
NAME

Tablespace
NAME

Tactic
NAME

Template
NAME

Trans operation
NAME

User def matrix
NAME

User-defined object
NAME

User def obj class
NAME

User subject area
NAME

Window load module
MBRNAME

Work attribute
NAME

Work attribute set
NAME
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Encyclopedia Reports

Report Descriptions

The following are the description of the reports are generated:

Checkout Status Report
Displays checked out subsets that include a selected object and the protection level granted that object in each
subset.

Consistency Check Report
Verifies that the selected model conforms to Gen conventions and rules.

Encyclopedia Validate Report
Validates all objects in the selected model. Validation can include object properties, associations, and triggers.

Expansion Conflict Report
Lists the projected or actual protection downgrades that are associated with checking out a model or subset.

Model Action Block Use Report
Lists the calling hierarchy of model components.

Model Statistics Report
Lists the details on the selected model and each of its subsets including the number of objects in the model, the
total number of subsets, and the number of checked out subsets.

Object Cross-Reference Reports
Lists information about the interrelationships of objects in a model. These reports show how and where objects
are related to each other. The reports are generated for the current encyclopedia and do not cross encyclopedias.

For information about the Compare Report you can generate from the Version Control Client, see Client Server
Encyclopedia Version Control.

Checkout Status Report for the Selected Object

Use the Checkout Status window to identify checked out subsets that include a selected object and the protection level
granted that object in each subset.

By knowing the protection that is granted, you could predict when the CSE would get the access that you plan to request
and when it would downgrade the requested protection.

NOTE
The Checkout Status Report does not include potential downgrades that would occur when referencing objects
of the selected object are missing from the subset or if the object was initially extracted with a lower protection
level than you request. Only the Expansion Conflict Report includes these downgrade details.

When to use the Checkout Status Report for the Selected Object

Use the Checkout Status report for a selected object when you want to know:

• When the CSE would deny the requested protection for the object, which is based on the Checked Out rule, when you
check out a subset containing that object.

• Who has subsets checked out that include the selected object.
• How many checked out subsets include the selected object or the names of those subsets.
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Display a Checkout Status Report

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Encyclopedia Client and select Subset.
2. In the Encyclopedia Subset Selection window, select Actions, List Models.
3. In the Model List window, highlight the model name, and select Open.
4. Select Subset on the menu to open the Encyclopedias Subset Selection window. Use one of these sets of steps to

identify the target subset:
– To list an existing subset:

a. Select Actions, List Subsets.
b. Highlight the subset name, and select Open.
c. Select Actions, Modify.

– To add new objects to a subset:
a. Type subset name in the Subset Name field.
b. Select Actions, New.

5. To identify the target object type, in the Subset Selected Object List, select Actions, Select New Objects.
6. Check the Filter box to restrict the objects in the subset to the objects you select in the Object Type List.

The Object Type List displays a list of scoping object types to define in the subset. You select multiple object types at
one time.

7. Select object types in the Object Type list.
8. Select the List button to display the objects of the object type selected that are in the model you have open.
9. When you checked the Filter option, the Filter Selection window opens. Type the filter value and select OK.
10. Highlight the object, and select Checkout Status.
11. Examine the display.
12. To return to the main window, use one of the following instructions:

– Select Cancel.
– Select Actions, Exit Without Saving, Yes.
– Select Actions, Exit, Encyclopedia, Exit, Yes.

Interpret the Checkout Status Report

The Checkout Status Report includes one line for each subset containing the selected object. The Checkout User ID field
shows the user ID that checked out the subset. The Checkout Status field shows the protection with which the object is
checked out. The Checked Out Rule states:

• When you plan to request Delete, Modify or Access, and the object is checked out with Delete access, the CSE
downgrades the protection to Read access.

• When you plan to request Delete or Modify, and the object is checked out with Modify access, the CSE downgrades
the protection to Access.

• When you plan to request Delete, and the object is checked out with Access, the CSE downgrades the protection to
Modify access.

  Checkout Status Report                                                      

                                                                              

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

           •-----------------------------------------------------------------•

  Object:  | DONTATIONS                                                      |

           •-----------------------------------------------------------------•

                                                                              

                                                                   Checkout   
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  Subset Name                                                      User ID    

•----------------------------------------------------------------------------•

| IRS                                                         BAE            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

•----------------------------------------------------------------------------•

                                                                              

  •------•  •------•                                                          

  |Cancel|  | Help |                                                          

  •------•  •------•                                                          

Consistency Check Report for Model

The Consistency Check Report lists inconsistencies between a model and a set of rules about the proper and complete
contents of a model.

The summary lists the number of inconsistencies in the objects checked. The normal report lists the summary report and
the objects and the rules with which there were consistency exceptions.

Generate a Consistency Check Report

Initiate the Model Consistency Check Report from the Encyclopedia Client. After selecting the model, start the
Consistency Check Report by selecting Actions, Reports, Consistency Check.

The following dialog displays with the Model Name completed and protected:
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Object Range
Defines whether to include all objects in the report, or to only include selected objects. Use Selected Objects
to choose the objects to include as a starting point for Consistency Check. By selecting objects, you restrict the
range of testing to focus on certain areas, instead of the entire model.
Use All to include every object in the model in the Consistency Check report.

Report Type
Defines the report type as Normal or Summary.

Severity
Defines the kinds of messages to include in the report: Warning, Severe Warning, Error, or Fatal.

DBMS(TD)
Defines the database type: ALL, NONE, DB2 UDB, DB2 z/OS, JDBC, MS/SQL, ODBC/ADO.NET, ORACLE, or
SQL/MP.

Threshold
Defines the maximum number of rule exceptions to report. When the number of rule exceptions reported exceeds
this number, consistency check stops checking rules and writes the report summary stating the diagnostics
reached the threshold.
Default: 100
Limit: A number between 1 to 9999.

Rule Level
Choose ALL, ISP, BAA, BSD, TD, or CG.

Directory
Defines a valid directory path.
Default: The directory from which the Encyclopedia Client started.
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File Name
Defines the file to which to save the report.
Default: conschk.rpt

Cancel
Closes the window and returns to the Model Selection dialog.

Help
Opens the online Help for the Consistency Check Report dialog.

When you select OK, if the Encyclopedia Client fails to find the directory, it prompts to create the directory and checks the
file name. When the file exists, it prompts to overwrite it.

While the report is processing, the client displays a progress indicator showing the number of objects checked and the
time of the report request.

When processing completes, click Continue. The Notepad opens with the contents of the report.

Consistency Check Report Format

The report that is written by Consistency Check is a text file. Every report includes a Header and Summary Section, and
includes a Normal Section.

Every report includes a Header section similar to this sample header section:

              CONSISTENCY CHECK DIAGNOSTIC REPORT

                                                                      

START TIME:            YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS                                 

USER:                  <user id>                                           

MODEL NAME:            <model name>                                        

RULE LEVEL:            <ISP | BAA | BSD | TD | CG | ALL>                   

DATABASE:              <database name | ALL | NONE>                        

SEVERITY:              <Warning | Severe Warning | Error | Fatal>          

REPORT THRESHOLD:      <number>                                            

REPORT TYPE:           <Normal | Summary>                                  

REPORT CODEPAGE:       <number>

SELECTED OBJECTS:      <list of selected objects or ALL if whole model is 

                        selected>

Normal Section

When the report type is Normal, the report includes a section similar to the following sample:

   <object label>

   <severity>:     <rule message> 

The Normal section includes the object label only once if there is a consistency exception with a severity greater than or
equal to the requested severity. It reports the message for each rule for which it detects a consistency exception.

• For the objects currently used in CSE dialogs, such as subset and aggregate set operations, <object label> is the label
currently in use.

• For the objects in action blocks, <object label> is the fully expanded statement as it appears in the action diagram.
• For all other objects, <object label> is the object type mnemonic and the object encyclopedia ID.

Every report includes a Summary section similar to the following sample report:
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CONSISTENCY CHECK DIAGNOSTIC REPORT -  [COMPLETED | THRESHOLD REACHED]

                                                                      

FINISH TIME:                  YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS    

FATAL ERRORS: [SUPPRESSED]             <number>

ERRORS [SUPPRESSED]:                   <number>

SEVERE WARNINGS [SUPPRESSED]:          <number>

WARNINGS [SUPPRESSED]:                 <number>

DETECTED ERRORS AND WARNINGS:          <number>

REPORTED ERRORS AND WARNINGS:          <number>

CONSISTENCY CHECK DIAGNOSTIC REPORT -  [COMPLETED | THRESHOLD REACHED]

NOTE
The word SUPPRESSED is only in summary lines when the severity is less than the severity specified for the
report.

Encyclopedia Validate Report

The Encyclopedia Validate Report helps you locate the source of corruption in a model. Run the Encyclopedia Validate
Report when you suspect model corruption.

Validation processing checks the object ID, object type code, and object meta-property information for each object in the
model, and notes detected corruption in the report.

You can choose to validate properties, associations, and triggers. You can limit the length of the report by specifying the
maximum number of errors to report. You can alter the report format by including label information.

When model corruption is in areas that are used to produce label information, the report program can abnormally
terminate. In this case, clear the display label information option and rerun the report.

Prerequisites

Before generating an Encyclopedia Validate Report, ensure that:

• You have access to the encyclopedia where the model resides.
• The model exists on the encyclopedia.
• You are authorized to read the model.
• No other process has an upload or update lock on the model.

Generate an Encyclopedia Validate Report

The CSE Client generates an Encyclopedia Validate Report with the filename eval.rpt.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Support Client and select Model.
2. To identify the target model, in the Support Model Selection window, select Actions, List.
3. In the Model List window, highlight the model name, and select Open.
4. To identify the report to generate, select Actions, Encyclopedia Validate.
5. Accept the default directory or type a different destination.

Directory must be a fully qualified path. If the directory does not exist, the client creates it.
Limits: The File Name can be up to eight characters, with a three character extension.

6. Type a number to indicate the maximum number of errors to include in the report.
When you omit Maximum Number of Errors, the report includes all errors.
Limits: Nine digits

7. To change the check boxes, tab to each option and make the change.
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8. Select OK.
9. View the report or print the eval.rpt from the report destination directory.

Interpret an Encyclopedia Validate Report

The body of the Encyclopedia Validate report includes a message for each instance of model corruption encountered,
based on the options selected for validation.

The following illustration includes examples of messages reflecting types of corruption:

                            ********************************                                                 

   

                           * Encyclopedia Validate Report *                                                  

  

                           ********************************                                                  

  

   

       Model  :  TRUST AND STOCKHOLDER MANAGEMENT                                                 Model ID :

 3 

       DATE   :  2010-01-01,  TIME: 00:00:00                                                                 

  

   

 +-------------------->     Object id  -  18907,  type  =  -999                                              

                       

 |            Invalid object type encountered.                                                               

   

 | Properties  

 |      Object id  =  18244,  type  =  EXPNUM (124)                                                          

   

 |            Invalid text change status encountered:                                                        

   

 +-------------------->           Text change status  =  'b'                                                 

                       

   

 +-------------------->     Object id  =  17489,  type  =  CNDDF (0)                                         

                       

 |            The current TO object id does not match the previous NEXT object id:                           

   

 | Associations            Association type code    =  USERS   (290)                                         

                

 |            Current TO object id     =  EXPNUM  (124)                                                      

   

 |            Previous TO object id    =  EXPOPER (132)                                                      

   

 +-------------------->           Previous NEXT object id  =  EXPOPER (132)                                  

                       

   

 +-------------------->     Object id  =  18535,  type  =  ACBLKGRP (20)                                     

                       

 |            At least one of the following trigger group associations are missing:                          

   

 | Trigger               ISPARTOF (439) - Required  =  1,  found  =  0 -OR-                                  
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 |               EXCPFORP (370) - Required  =  1,  found  =  0 -OR-                                          

   

 |               DEFINES  ( 52) - Required  =  1,  found  =  0 -OR-                                          

   

 |               SUCCSFOR (501) - Required  =  1,  found  =  0 -OR-                                          

   

 |               EXCPFOR  (369) - Required  =  1,  found  =  0 -OR-                                          

   

 |               EVENTOF  (835) - Required  =  1,  found  =  0 -OR-                                          

   

 +-------------------->              DEFINES2 (912) - Required  =  1,  found  =  0                           

                       

       ...                                                                                                   

  

   

       Number of validation errors  =  101                                                                   

  

 

Correcting Conditions That Cause Errors

After reviewing the Encyclopedia Validate Report, take action based on reported errors.

NOTE
For more information about contacting support for assistance, contact Support.

Object ID, Object Type Code, and Object Meta-Properties Errors

Encyclopedia Validate processing always validates the object ID, object type code, and object meta-properties for each
object, regardless of the options that are selected, and uses these kinds of messages in the report:

• Invalid object id encountered
• Invalid object type encountered
• Invalid original encyclopedia id encountered:

Original encyclopedia id = n
• Invalid original object id encountered:

Original object id = n
• Invalid temp object id encountered:

Temp object id = n
• Invalid maximum access encountered:

Maximum access = 'n'
• Invalid object access encountered:

Object access = n
• Invalid object change status encountered:

Object change status = 'n'
• Invalid object checkout status encountered:

Object checkout status = 'n'
• Invalid parent model object encountered:

Parent model object = n

Properties Errors

When you select the Properties option, processing validates that:
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• Properties that must exist, do exist
• Properties that must not exist, do not exist
• Properties have valid values

The report includes name property messages, general property messages, and text property messages.

Name property messages are:

• Object missing row in DNAME table
• Extraneous row exists in DNAME table
• Model IDs in DNAME and DOBJ do not match
• DNAME model id = nnn

The format for a general property message is:

Invalid object or text property type code pair encountered. Property type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)

The text property messages are:

• Non-text property type code that is found in DTXT table:
Property type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
Property type code format = 'x'

• Model IDs in DTXT and DOBJ do not match.
DTXT model id = nnn, Property type code = STRING(nnn)

• Invalid text change status encountered.
Text change status = 'n'

Association Errors

When you select the Association option, validation includes FROM object associations, TO object associations,
association cardinality, and the correct sequence of NEXT objects for ordered associations, as general and ordered
association messages.

The CSE reports errors with the following general association messages:

• Association FROM object does not exist:
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
FROM object id = nnnnn

• Invalid association FROM object ID encountered:
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
FROM object ID = nnnnnn, type = xxxxxxxx(nnn)

• Association TO object does not exist:
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
TO object ID = nnnnn

• Invalid association TO object ID encountered:
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
TO object ID = nnnnnn, type = xxxxxxxx(nnn)

• Model ids for association FROM and TO objects do not match.
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
TO object ID = nnnnn, type = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
TO object model ID = nnn

• Model IDs in DASC and DOBJ do not match.
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
TO object ID = nnnnn, type = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
DASC model ID = nnn

• Invalid association change status encountered.
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Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
Association change status = 'n'

• Multiple rows that are found for a cardinality one association:
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
TO object ID = nnnnn, type = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
TO object ID = nnnnn, type = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
...

• Invalid object or association type code pair encountered.
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)

The CSE reports errors with the following ordered association messages:

• Association NEXT object does not exist:
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
NEXT object ID = nnnnn

• Invalid association NEXT object ID encountered:
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
NEXT object ID = nnnnnn, type = xxxxxxxx(nnn)

• Model IDs for association FROM and NEXT objects do not match.
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
NEXT object model ID = nnn

• The association NEXT object is not associated to the FROM object.
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
NEXT object ID = nnnnn, type = xxxxxxxx(nnn)

• The current TO object ID does not match the previous NEXT object ID:
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
Current TO object ID = nnnnn, type = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
Previous TO object ID = nnnnn, type = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
Previous NEXT object ID = nnnnn, type = xxxxxxxx(nnn)

• Invalid sequence for ordered association:
Association type code = xxxxxxxx(nnn)
Association sequence = n

Trigger Errors

When you select the Triggers option, processing verifies the existence of all required associations for each object, and
reports errors in the following format:

 At least one of the following trigger group associations are missing:

 xxxxxxx(nnn) - Required = 1, found = 0

 

Expansion Conflict Report for Selected Model or Subset

The Expansion Conflict Report lists the projected or actual protection downgrades that are associated with checking out a
model or subset.

The report only includes details for objects with protection granted less than the protection requested.

You can choose to report on all objects or scoping objects only, and if the report displays object type or ID information,
object label information, or both.
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Prerequisites

Before attempting to run the Expansion Conflict Report, ensure that:

• You have access to the encyclopedia that contains the model or subset.
• The model or subset exists in the encyclopedia.
• You are authorized to read the model.
• No other process currently has an upload or update lock on the model. Before processing the report, the Encyclopedia

Client places a temporary write lock on the model to clean up incomplete checkouts.

When to Generate a Report

Run the Expansion Conflict Report before checkout when:

• Another subset of the target model is checked out and you want to determine if you gain the necessary object
protections to perform planned tasks in a single session.

• The target model or subset is a child model and you want to identify if conflicts exist between object protection you
requested, and the maximum protection the Encyclopedia can grant based on downgrades that occurred at extract.

Run the Expansion Conflict Report after a checkout when:

• You identify the model changes postpone until you can check it out without the current downgrades.
• You want a record of the current state of access for model objects.

When Not to Generate a Report

Consider not running this report when:

• Your concern is limited to a few known object types and you can get the information that you need by examining the
Checkout Status Report. For more information, see the Checkout Status Report for Selected Object section.

• Your planned work on the model takes many sessions and you expect to receive enough objects with the requested
protection to complete enough of work for the session.

Generate an Expansion Conflict Report

The Expansion Conflict Report lists details for the protection downgrades for objects that are associated with checking out
a model or subset.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Select to generate the report for the Model or Subset, using one of these sets of steps:

– Select Model, Actions, List, highlight the model name, and select Open.
– Select Subset, Actions, List Subsets, highlight the subset name, and select Open.

3. Identify the report to generate.
a. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Actions, Reports, Expansion Conflict.
b. In the Encyclopedia Subset Selection window, select Actions, Expansion Conflict Report.

4. In the Expansion Conflict Report dialog, accept the default values, or choose other options.
For more information about the difference between choosing Id And Label, Id Only, or Label Only, position the cursor in
the Display Mode box and press F1 to view the online help. The help also includes a sample report for each option.
When you choose Scoping Objects, the report includes the downgrades only on the selected scoped objects. This
report is useful to see only scoping object types. The report does not include objects outside the subset that could
cause a downgrade.
All Shared Objects is the default Report Mode. When you use this option, the report includes all the shared objects
that would be downgraded in a checkout.
Directory must be a fully qualified path. If the directory does not exist, the client creates it.
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The File Name can be up to eight characters, with a three character extension.
5. Select OK
6. View the report on your screen or print expconfl.rpt from the destination directory.

Interpret the Report

The body of the Expansion Conflict Report includes a section for each downgraded object. The following image includes
three sample entries, one for each possible downgrade reason.

*****************************                                     

* Expansion Conflict Report *                                     

*****************************                                     

Model :      TRUST AND STOCKHOLDER MANAGEMENT                     

Subset:      EMPLOYEE TRUST                                       

Date  :      2002-01-01, Time:  01:01:01                          

******************************************************************

Subject Area   CONTRIBUTION                                         

 +---------------------------------------------+

Object id  =  101258,    type  =  SUBJ                              <----| Protection granted for object

 downgraded to |

Protection requested  =  Delete,     protection granted  =  Read     | Read because Delete protection already

 |

                                                                     | granted to this object in a CHECKED OUT

 |

Reason object was downgraded:           CHECKED OUT                  | subset. |

Conflicting subsets are:                                            <----| |

        Subset name  =  IRS,  USER  =  BAE,  protection  =  Delete  

 +---------------------------------------------+

                                                                  

******************************************************************

Attribute EMPLOYEE NAME                                             

 +----------------------------------------------+

Object id  =  103968,    type  =  ATTRUSR                           <----| Protection granted downgraded from

 Delete to|

Protection requested  =  Delete,     protection granted  =  Modify   | Modify because subset is INCOMPLETE due

 to |

                                                                         | missing referencing objects |      

                                                                

Reason object was downgraded:             INCOMPLETE                 | |

Missing objects are:                                                 | |
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  Association type = SEENBY                                         <----| |

      Attribute view IMPORT EMPLOYEE NAME  in Process ADD_EMPLOYEE  

 +---------------------------------------------+

      Object id  =  103969, type  =  PRDVW                          

      Attributre view EXPORT EMPLOYEE NAME in Process ADD_EMPLOYEE  

      Object id  =  103969, type  =  PRDVW                          

                                                                    

******************************************************************  

Subject Area  CoNTRIBUTION                                          

 +---------------------------------------------+

Object id  =  101258,    type  =  SUBJ                              <----| Protection granted downgraded to

 Modify |

Protection requested  =  Delete,     protection granted  =  Modify   | because MAXIMUM ACCESS is LIMITED by

 access |

                                                                     | granted during Child Model extract     

     |                                                                    

Reason object was downgraded:             LIMITED MAXIMUM ACCESS     | processing |

Maximum Access  =  Modify                                           <----| |

                                                                    

 +---------------------------------------------+

******************************************************************  

...                                                                 

Total number of objects considered:  821                            

Total number of objects downgraded:   25                           

Correct Conditions That Cause Downgrades

After examining the Expansion Conflict Report, you can take these possible actions to resolve each type of conflict:

• To resolve CHECKED OUT conflicts, wait for the user to check in the conflicting subsets before checking out your
subset, or ask the user of the conflicting subsets to check them out again with object protection levels low enough to
avoid conflict.

• To resolve INCOMPLETE conflicts, modify the subset definition to include the missing objects.
• To resolve LIMITED MAXIMUM ACCESS conflicts, apply the child model to its parent model, wait until the user checks

in the needed objects, and re-extract the model or subset before checking it out again. Downgrades occur during
extract processing only for objects in a checked out subset, where protection granted is delete, modify, or access.

Technical Details on Downgrades

To scope a subset, select objects to include and specify the protection level for each object. You can request Delete,
Modify, Access, or Read protection level for each object.

The Expansion Conflict Report contains one entry for each object in the selected model or subset that is unavailable at the
requested protection level. Reasons for downgrading the requested protection level include:
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• Selected subset that is failed to include all objects referencing this object.
• Requested protection exceeds protection that is granted at extract.
• Object already granted conflicting protection in checked out subset.

Incomplete Rule

The incomplete rule only applies to objects for which you request delete protection. The incomplete rule states:

When you request Delete protection, and the subset expansion is missing any non-ignorable association for the object,
the CSE downgrades the protection to Modify, or downgrades the object to Read protection when the object is non-
shared.

Non-ignorable associations are associations to an object that the CSE must consider when it receives a request to delete
the object. The CSE can create ignorable associations while the subset is checked out. The CSE can delete objects that
ignorable associations while the subset is checked out, as if the ignorable associations did not exist.

Limited Maximum Access Rule

The CSE applies the limited maximum access rule during extract processing. The rule only applies to objects in a child
model.

The limited maximum access rule that applies when you check out a subset of a child model, states that the CSE
downgrades protection to the maximum access. The following list defines the specific access rules:

• When the requested protection is Delete, Modify, or Access, and the maximum protection access is Read access, the
CSE downgrades the protection to Read.

• When the requested protection is Delete or Modify, and the maximum protection access is Access, the CSE
downgrades the protection to Access.

• When the requested protection is Delete, and the maximum protection access is Modify, the CSE downgrades the
protection to Modify.

If you check out the entire child model and it contains objects with access that is limited at the time of extract, you get
those objects at the maximum protection level. That is, if maximum access is modified, the object is checked out with
protection downgraded to modify.

Checked Out Rule

The checked out rule only applies to objects in the selected subset that are also components of a checked out subset. The
checked out rule states:

• When the requested protection is Delete, Modify, or Access, and the object is checked out with Delete access, the
protection is downgraded to Read access.

• When the requested protection is Delete or Modify, and the object is checked out with Modify access, the protection is
downgraded to Access.

• When the requested protection is Delete access, and the object is checked out with Access, the protection is
downgraded to Modify access.

Model Action Block Use Report

The Model Action Block Use Report lists the calling hierarchy of components in a model. The report displays the Dynamic
Link attribute that is associated with each module.

The Dynamic Link attributes associated with each module are:
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• Default
• Yes
• No
• Compatibility

For each Business System in the report, it lists the default values assigned to the Dynamic Link Defaults for Procedure
Steps, Screens Managers, and Action Blocks. The report has these three modes of operation, which is selected by the
Object Range report option:

• All business systems and load modules
This option lists every Business System in the model, every Load Module under its Business System, every Procedure
Step in each Load Module, and recursively, every Action Block the Procedure Step uses. The end of the report
includes a list of Derivation Algorithms in the model.

• Selected objects
Use this option to select Business Systems or Load Modules to include in the report. The report lists the selected
objects and components those objects use. When you select a Business System, it lists all the load modules under the
Business System. To select a specific load module, select Batch Job, Batch Job Step, Online Load Module, Operations
Library, Server Manager, Window Load Module, Window Manager, or z/OS Library. This report omits Derivation
Algorithms.

• Filter modules by Dynamically Link (z/OS) option
This option enables the Filter Value field and the report lists Procedure Steps, Screens, Action Blocks, and Derivation
Algorithms that have their Dynamic Link (z/OS) property set to the value selected in the Filter Values field.
The permitted values that can appear in the Dynamic Link (z/OS) options for these components are:
– Default
– Yes
– No
– Compatibility

Each module in the report includes:

• Hierarchy nesting level
• Action Block name
• Action Block type:

– Pstep - Procedure Step
– Common - Common Action Block
– Derivation - Derivation Algorithm
– External - External Action Block
– Foreign - Common Action Block that is owned by a Business System other than the Load Module's Business

System
– Foreign Ext - External Action Block that is owned by a Business System other than the Load Module's Business

System
– Pstep - For Used Procedure Step owned by a Business System other than the Load Module's Business System

• Action Block source member name
• Dynamic link value for Procedure Step/Action Block

The Dynamic link values for Procedure Step/Action block are:
– Default
– Yes
– No
– Compatibility
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For Default, the report also lists the default value for Screen Manager set in the Business System dynamic link default
for Procedure Step/Action Block. For example, Default (No) means that the module is set to Default and the owning
Business System dynamic link default for Procedure Step/ Action Block is set to No.

• Screen member name for the screen, when it exists
• Dynamic link value for screen, when it exists

The Dynamic link values for the screen are:
– Default
– Yes
– No
– Compatibility
For Default, it also lists the default value for Screen Manager set in the Business System dynamic link default.

• Owning Business System name

When an action block is called more than once in the same level 1 hierarchy and it has calls to other action blocks, the
action block use expansion is only reported once. The action block name has an asterisk (*) beside it to denote it was
previously expanded.

The CSE writes the report to the specified Directory and File Name. When the file already exists, it displays a warning and
the option to overwrite the file or return to choose a different file name.

The CSE also displays the report on your workstation.

Here is a sample report:

                                                                             

                           Model Action Block Use Report                                                    

                                                                              

                                                                                                              

Model : GEN SAMPLE MODEL

Date   : 2010-03-02, Time: 10:44:49

Business System: CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT

Default dynamic link options for the business system

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dynamically link procedure steps   : No

Dynamically link action blocks         : No

Dynamically link screen managers: No

Online Load Module MENU

Call                                                     

Level   Type        Name                                    Src Name    Dynamic Link    Owning Business System  

-----   ----      ------------------------        --------  --------------        -----------------------   

 1  PStep   EMPLOYEE_DETAIL     EMPDET  Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                

        Screen  EMPLOYEE_DETAIL     DETSCRN Default (No)    

 2  Process ADD_EMPLOYEE        ADDEMP  Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                

 2  Process MODIFY_EMPLOYEE     MODEMP  Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                

 1  PStep   EMPLOYEE_LIST       EMPLIST Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                

        Screen  EMPLOYEE_LIST       LISTSCRN    Default (No)    

 2  Process DELETE_EMPLOYEE     DELEMP  Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                

 1  PStep   MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT     MAINTDEP    Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                
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        Screen  MAINTAIN_DEPARTMENT     DEPTSCRN    Default (No)    

 2  Process ADD_DEPARTMENT      ADDDEPT Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                

 2  Process DELETE_DEPARTMENT       DELDEPT Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                

 2  Process MODIFY_DEPARTMENT       MODDEPT Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                

 1  PStep   MAINTAIN_DIVISION       MAINTDIV    Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                

        Screen  MAINTAIN_DIVISION       DIVSCRN Default (No)    

 2  Process ADD_DIVISION        ADDDIV  Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                

 2  Process DELETE_DIVISION     DELDIV  Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                

 2  Process MODIFY_DIVISION     MODDIV  Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                

 1  PStep   MENU            MAINMENU    Default (No)    CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT                

        Screen  MENU            MENUSCRN    Default (No)    

                    

                      *** END OF RPEORT *** 

Model Statistics Report

This article provides information for the Model Statistics report including, when to generate, when not to generate, and
Interpret the report.

The Model Statistics Report includes this information:

• Model details, as displayed in the Model Details box.
• Subset details, as displayed in the Subset Details box.
• Number of objects the model contains.
• Number of subsets that are defined for the model.
• Number of subsets of the model that are currently checked out.
• Number of scoping objects in each subset.

Prerequisites

Before generating a Model Statistics Report, ensure that:

• You have access to the encyclopedia where the model resides.
• The model exists on the encyclopedia.
• You are authorized to read the model.
• No other process has an upload or update lock on the model.

When to Generate the Model Statistics Report

Run the Model Statistics Report when you want to:

• View a snapshot of the current state of the model, perhaps for archival purposes.
• Know what is checked out.
• Information about all subsets of the model are in one view.
• Know how many objects that the model contains.

When Not to Generate the Model Statistics Report

Consider not running this report when the information that you need is accessible through the Detail option for models
or the Detail option for subsets. See the comments to the illustration showing a sample model statistics report for which
details that you can view in the Detail box.
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Generate a Model Statistics Report

The CSE Client generates the Model Statistics Report with the filename mdlstats.rpt.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Identify the target model by selecting Model, Actions, List, highlighting the model name, and selecting Open.
3. To identify the report to generate, select Actions, Reports, Model Statistics.
4. Accept the default directory or specify a different report destination.

Directory must be a fully qualified path. If the directory does not exist, the client creates it.
Limits: The File Name can be up to eight characters, with a three character extension.

5. Click OK.
6. Examine the report on your screen or print mdlstats.rpt from the destination directory.

Interpret the Model Statistics Report

For a description of each field, see the online help. Use the online help index to find the help for this report.

     Model Statistics Report                                                        +------------------------

>   Model Statistics                                                               |       

  Model name . . . . . . . . . . . :  TRUST AND STOCKHOLDER MANAGEMENT      | Model        

 Model owner. . . . . . . . . . . :  DAOWNER                               | Detail        

 Model status . . . . . . . . . . :  Checked in                            |         Model

 release. . . . . . . . . . :  9.2.A6                            |         Language code. . . . . . . . . . :

  1252                                   +------------------------>        Code page  . . . . . . . . . . . :

  0                                     +------------------------>        Current user access. . . . . . . :

  Admin-Y    Update-N    Migrate-N  Generate -N      | Report         Number of objects. . . . . . . . : 

 8435                                  | only         Number of subsets. . . . . . . . :  3              

                       +------------------------>        Number checked out . . . . . . . :  0           

                          +------------------------>        Date, time, userid created . . . :  1992-01-01

    09:12: 41     DAOWNER|         Date, time, userid last updated. :  2010-01-01    15:58:23     DAOWNER|

 Model         Date, time, userid checked out . :  Model Not Checked Out                 | Detail  |   

 Model Parent Statistics                                                        |         Encyclopedia ID

  . . . . . . . . :  1                                     |         Model ID . . . . . . . . . . . . :

  5                                     |         Checkout ID. . . . . . . . . . . :  5                

                     +------------------------>        Handshake. . . . . . . . . . . . :              

                                Subset Statistics                                                      

        +------------------------>        Subset name  . . . . . . . . . . :  EMPLOYEE TRUST           

            | Subset Detail         Subset owner . . . . . . . . . . :  DAOWNER                         

      +------------------------>        Subset type  . . . . . . . . . . :  DESIGN                      

           Report only ---------->        Number of scoping objects. . . . :  5                         

            +------------------------>        Date, time, userid created . . . :  1993-01-01    08:22:26

            | Subset         Date, time, userid checked out . :  Subset Not Checked Out                |

 Detail  +------------------------>        Subset name  . . . . . . . . . . :  IRS                           

        

                                  ...                                                                        

Object Cross-Reference Reports

Object Cross-Reference Reports indicate the interrelationships of objects within a model. The information in these reports
lets you work with models and subsets more effectively by showing how and where objects relate to each other. Such
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information is especially useful when you plan to change a model and want to understand or anticipate the implications of
change.

The following list shows the Object Cross-Reference Reports that are available:

Contained Report
Lists the objects that contain selected objects.

Contains Report
Lists the objects that are contained by selected objects.

Delete Report
Lists the objects that prevent the deletion of selected objects.

Implemented Report
Lists the objects that implement selected objects.

Implements Report
Lists the objects that are implemented by selected objects.

Matrices Report
Lists the matrices for which selected objects have cell values.

Referenced or Used Report
Lists the objects that reference or use selected objects.

References or Uses Report
Lists the objects that are used or referenced by selected objects.

The reports show the objects that are selected for cross-referencing, followed by indented lists of cross-referenced
objects.

Encyclopedia Communication
This topic provides the following information about encyclopedia communication:

When using the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE), select the encyclopedia in which to store models and from which
to retrieve models. You can also check out models and subsets from one encyclopedia to another and into another.
Transferring the models and subsets to and from encyclopedias, Client Server, or Host, is named encyclopedia
communications.

Automatic Communication

Automatic communication provides a seamless communication from:

• CSE to CSE
• Toolset to CSE

Automatic communication allows a seamless execution of these functions:

• Extract or Load
• Gendelta or Apply
• Cross Model Copy functions.

Automatic communication requires authority to access two or more encyclopedias simultaneously, and requires a
CSE configuration that includes more than one encyclopedia. For information about setting up and running a multi-
encyclopedia CSE network, see CSE Installation and Configuration.

When you have the authority to use CSE to CSE communications, the CSE Client lists encyclopedias each time you start
a CSE client. You select an encyclopedia and click OK to proceed.
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Manual Communication

Using manual communication, you can manually transfer transaction files from:

• CSE to CSE
• Toolset to Encyclopedia
• CSE to Host Encyclopedia

Consider using manual communications to perform file transfers in batch during off-peak hours. Manual communication
also allows you to break down communication steps into stages to perform over time, rather than all at once.

Understanding Encyclopedia Communication

Encyclopedia Parent/Child Relationship

The models in communication are parent or child models. The parent model is the model from which a model or subset is
extracted or checked out. A CSE or a Host Encyclopedia can contain a parent model.

The child model is the destination model of an extract. Only a CSE can contain a child model.

For example, you can create a model on your toolset using the toolset. Originally, you decide to store the model on the
Host Encyclopedia. The model has no parent or child. Later, you decide to extract the model from the Host Encyclopedia
and load it to the CSE. The Host Encyclopedia model is the parent model and the CSE model is the child model. A model
can be the parent of zero or more models and the child of only one model.

Communication Paths

Communication between encyclopedias can be described as bidirectional, passing up or down a chain. The different types
of communication occur between the encyclopedias.

Communication paths are as follows:

• Host Encyclopedia to CSE
• CSE to CSE
• CSE to toolset
• Host Encyclopedia to toolset
• Toolset to CSE
• Toolset to Host Encyclopedia
• CSE to Host Encyclopedia

Checkout Chain

After a model is loaded to the Client Server Encyclopedia or the Host Encyclopedia, the model or a subset can be
extracted from there to a CSE, creating a checkout chain. All changes must be applied back up the chain in reverse order.

Processes for Downloading

Downloading a model or subset is the process of checking it out from where it is stored down a level in the chain. For
example, you extract a model from the Host Encyclopedia to a CSE and download the model from the CSE to the toolset.

Extract and Load are complementary processes for checking out a model or subset from the parent, where it is extracted,
to the child, where it is loaded.

Extract Process

Use the Extract process to check out a model or subset from an encyclopedia, the source, to load it to another
encyclopedia, the destination. It creates the transaction file extract.trn.
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Load Process

Use the Load process to bring a model or subset extracted from the parent model into an encyclopedia, the destination. It
reads the transaction file, renamed load.trn, that the Extract process creates.

To download a model or subset from the Host Encyclopedia to the CSE or a CSE to another CSE, use the Extracting a
Model or Subset process.

To download a model or subset from the Encyclopedia to Toolset, use the Checking Out a Model or Subset process.

Processes for Uploading

Uploading a model or subset is the process of applying the changes from where it was modified or worked on, back up a
level in the chain.

Gendelta and Apply are complementary processes for applying changes to the model from the child, where the Gendelta
occurs, to the parent, where the changes are applied.

Gendelta Process

Gendelta creates the transaction file, delta.trn, used to apply updates to the parent model. Gendelta on the child model
always precedes the apply on the parent model.

Apply Process

Apply the processes the updates that are made to an extracted model or subset from a child model to the parent model.
The apply process uses a transaction file, apply.trn, created by Gendelta and creates a transaction file, everify.trn.

Verdelta Process

Verdelta resets the child model status to read-only status or can be modified again if apply was with or without checkin.
Verdelta reads the transaction file, everify.trn, created by Apply.

To upload a model or subset from a CSE to another CSE or a CSE to the Host Encyclopedia, use the Applying a Model or
Subset to the Encyclopedia process.

To upload a model or subset from the Toolset to the CSE, use the Updating a Model or Subset to the Encyclopedia
process.

Protection

When you extract a model or subset, the encyclopedia protects the extracted model or subset objects from conflicting
updates in the parent and child models.

Subsets extracted from a parent model become models when loaded into an encyclopedia. The Extract Process records
and enforces subset protection for each object as it is defined for the parent model.

The maximum protection available to an object in extracted models and subsets depends on:

• If the object is checked out in other subsets of the parent model at the time of the model extract
• If the requested protection is delete and if the object is considered incomplete
• The protection that is obtained for the object when the parent model was extracted from the parent

For more information, see Client Server Encyclopedia Subsetting and Host Encyclopedia Subsetting.
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Code Page Translation

Code Page Translation translates text data between encyclopedias and between toolsets and encyclopedias with different
code pages. For example, a toolset can create and update a model in one code page while the encyclopedia operates in a
different code page.

When the model is returned to a toolset, all the characters are retained exactly as they were created.

Transaction Files

The processes that are used in encyclopedia communication tasks create and use transaction files.

Gen generates work files in the directory that contains the transaction file. A user must have write access to that directory
to generate successfully.

Encyclopedia Communications Tasks

This article provides information about the Encyclopedia Communication Tasks including, Upload, Apply, Check Out,
Copy, Extract, Generate, Resend, Update, and Verify.

Upload a Model to the Encyclopedia

You can use the CSE Checkout Client or the command line to upload a model to the CSE. Uploading a model requires
authorization to upload models to the CSE and to an active Client-Server Encyclopedia.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the CSE Checkout Client.
2. Enter the user ID and password that is authorized by your Encyclopedia Administrator.
3. Enter the hostname and service or port number of the CSE.
4. In the Encyclopedia Checkout Client window, select Encyclopedia, Update.
5. Enter the directory name that contains the update.trn file. Installation copies the Gen Sample Model as an update.trn

file in the cse\bin directory.

Upload a model manually

At the command prompt, type the upload command with the appropriate options. The following code shows the upload
command syntax and options:

 upload -u <userid> [-t <type> -d <directory> -b <trace> -r

 -i <requester code page> -p <dispatcher> -v <environment> -g <encyclopedia group>]

 

Where:

-u <userid>
Defines the authorized user id.
Limits: eight characters.

-t <type>
(Optional) Defines the transaction file type, UPLOAD, LOAD, or APPLY.
Default: UPLOAD.

-d <directory>
(Optional) Defines the source directory of the transaction file. The default is the current directory.

-b <[M][A][Sxxx]>
(Optional) Turns the debug option ON, and the optional parameters to define the trace options. Specify each trace
option:
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M
Turns memory trace ON.

A
Turns on the auxiliary file option.

S
Sets the table size 0 through 744.
Default: 512

Defaults: All trace option defaults are OFF.
-r

(Optional) Turns the report option ON. The default is OFF.
-i <requester code page>

(Optional) Defines the code page of the client platform on which to display the report. This option is only valid if
the report option is turned on. T
Default: 0 for no code page translation.

-p <dispatcher>
(Optional) Defines the name of the message dispatcher.
Default: the value of the IEF_MDNAME environment variable IEF_MDNAME or IEFMD.
Limits: 1059-character.
For more information about the Message Dispatcher Name, see Hostnames and IP Addresses and SE Message
Dispatcher and Remote Daemon Server Names.

-v <environment>
(Optional) Defines the environment name.
Default: The value of IEF_ENVNAME environment variable or CSE_ENV.
Limits: 32-characters

-g <encyclopedia group>
(Optional) Defines the encyclopedia group name.
Default: the value of the IEF_ENCYGROUP environment variable.
Limits: eight characters

Applying a Model or Subset to the Encyclopedia

Apply processing updates the parent model with changes that are made to a child model.

A child model is a model that is created during extract processing. You can extract the entire model from the parent model
to create one child model, or extract multiple discrete subsets from a single parent model to create multiple child models.

Changes can be made to a child model after checkout to a workstation using the toolset or, directly on the CSE through
the Construction Client or the Encyclopedia Client. Changes that are made to a model using the toolset include adding,
modifying, and deleting model objects, take effect at checkin. Changes that are made to a model through the Construction
Client are related to packaging, member name modification, and environment or configuration parameters. Changes that
are made to a model through the Encyclopedia Client are related to object rename and object delete operations.

Changes to the child model can be applied to the parent with and without check-in. The option that you use affects the
status of the child model. When you apply the Without Checkin option, the child model status is modifiable. When you
apply the With Checkin option, the child model status is read-only.

When a child model or its subsets are checked out and you update the child model with the Update But Do Not Checkin
option, the parent model must be updated with the Apply Without Checkin option. The Apply With Checkin option can only
be used after the child model or all of its subsets are checked back in.

When you use the Apply Without Checkin option, the status of the child model is Update But Do Not Checkin. When you
use the Apply With Checkin option, the status of the child model is Update and Checkin Model.
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Update procedures are site-determined and vary with the business needs. Possible scenarios include:

• Use the Apply Without Check In option during development. Use Apply With Checkin when the development finishes.
• Use Apply With Checkin at the end of the work week. At the beginning of the next week, extract the model again to

continue using it.

NOTE
We recommend that you apply options to keep the parent model synchronized with the child model.

Apply processing has three steps and each step creates a file:

1. Identifies all changes that are made to the child model and creates the apply.trn file.
2. Applies the changes to the parent model and creates the everify.trn file.
3. Verifies apply succeeded and creates the everify.rpt file.

Use Apply And Checkin to apply changes to the parent model and check in the child model after changing it.

Use Apply But Do Not Checkin during development when you want to apply completed changes to the parent model and
keep the child model checked out.

Use Resend Apply to continue the apply processing when a communications failure occurred between creating apply.trn
and step 2 completes.

Use Verify Apply to determine if apply succeeded when a communications failure occurred between creating everify.trn
and step 3 completes.

When a communication failure interrupts the Apply And Check In command or the Apply But Do Not Check In command,
check the user ID subdirectory in the CSE directory for the APPLY.TRN and EVERIFY.TRN. You re-issue the Apply
command that is based on the existence of either, both, or neither of these files:

• If neither file exists, reissue the Apply command.
• If the APPLY.TRN file exists, select the Actions, Apply, Resend command.
• If both files exist, Select the Actions, Apply, Verify command.

The method that you use to apply changes depends on where the parent model resides.

• Use the manual method if the parent model resides on the Host Encyclopedia.
• Use the automatic method if the parent model resides on a Client-Server Encyclopedia.

Automatically Applying a Model to the Parent Model

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. In the Encyclopedia Client window, select Model.
3. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, identify the model by typing the model name in the Name field, or by

using one of these sets of commands:
– Actions, Open. Choose the model in the Model List and press Open.
– Actions, List. Choose the model in the Model List and press Open.

4. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Actions, Apply, and one of the following Apply commands:
– And Check In applies the changes that are made to the child model to the parent model, and leaves the child model

in a checked in status and the parent model in modifiable status.
– But Do Not Check In applies the changes that are made to the child model to the parent model and leaves the child

model in modifiable status.
– Resend resumes the operation after an unanticipated communications failure.
– Verify validates the apply operation that is successfully completed.

5. As the client applies the changes, it reports the progress in an Apply box.
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Manually Applying a Model to the Parent Model

When applying a model manually to the parent model:

• Generate a transaction file containing all changes that are made to the model because the last apply to the parent.
• Transfer the file to the encyclopedia where the parent model resides.
• Apply the changes to the parent.
• Transfer the verify file to the CSE that contains the child model.
• Verify the success of the apply operation.

Before applying a model, the model and all its subsets must be checked in.

The verify step after applying a model is essential to continue modifying the model. After generating the changes, the
model is in a Waiting for Verify state. Only Read operations are permitted until the verify step completes.

To generate the transaction file

Run the gendelta command:

 gendelta  - u userid  - m modelname [ - c]

Where:

-u userid
Defines the authorized user id.

modelname
Defines the model name. Enclose modelname in quotes when it is more than one word.

- c
(Optional) Checkin transfers all changes to the child model because the last apply to the parent from the child to
the parent model. After, running verify delta the child model is in read-only status.
Omitting the - c option, for No checkin, transfers all changes to the child model because the last apply to the
parent model. After, running verify delta the child model is in modifiable status.
Example:
gendelta  - u john  - m "my model"  - c

Builds the file: delta.trn.

To transfer the delta.trn file to the encyclopedia where the parent model resides

Follow these steps:

1. Rename the file to apply.trn.
2. Issue the upload command to apply the transaction file to the parent model.

upload  - u userid  - t apply

3. To begin the verify process, move the everify.trn back to the child encyclopedia.

When the encyclopedia is a Host Encyclopedia:

Follow these steps:

1. File transfer delta.trn to the Host Encyclopedia file userid.IEF.TRAN.
2. Apply the changes by running %IEFUP on the host encyclopedia platform.

This step creates a file that is named userid.IEF.MSGS.
3. Transfer the userid.IEF.MSGS file from the Host Encyclopedia to a file named everify.trn in the encyclopedia of the

child model.
NOTE
These files are binary.

Verify the success of apply
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Run the verdelta command with these parameters:

verdelta  -  u userid 

If you detail the model on the CSE, where the child model resides, the model is in:

• Read-only status if you used the checkin option
• Modifiable status if you used the no check-in option

When you use no checkin, verify the success of apply by making sure the model on the encyclopedia where the child
model resides is in modifiable status.

NOTE
For complete syntax for the gendelta command, enter gendelta in the directory in which the Encyclopedia
server is installed. For complete syntax for the verdelta command, enter verdelta in the directory in which the
Encyclopedia server is installed.

Checking Out a Model or Subset

Checking out a model or subset transfers a copy of the model or subset from a CSE to a toolset. It is useful to check out a
model or a subset to:

• Make changes at your local workstation and requires update access.
• View the model or subset at your workstation.
• Viewing a model or subset requires read access.
• Use the model to create a model.

During checkout, you can check out a model as read-only. When you do so, the original model or the subset is not marked
as checked out and you cannot check it in. You can create a model from a model or can subset checked out for read-only.

You can check out a model or can subset automatically or manually.

Automatic Checkout

With automatic checkout, the CSE and the toolset transparently move necessary files.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Toolset. To verify settings:
a. Select Options, Encyclopedia Selection, and verify Use Client/Server Encyclopedia is checked.
b. Cancel the Encyclopedia Selection dialog, or if necessary, select Use Client/Server Encyclopedia, and select OK.
c. Select Options, Encyclopedia Communications, and verify that Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options is

checked.
d. Cancel the Encyclopedia Communications dialog, or if necessary, select Perform file transfers for encyclopedia

options, and select OK.
2. Select Model, Encyclopedia, Check Out A Model, and type the name of the model in the Local field in the Checkout

Model dialog.
3. Select OK.
4. The Toolset prompt to confirm that you know it overwrite a file. Select Yes to continue.
5. Log on to the Checkout Client.
6. Log on to the encyclopedia containing the model or subset you want to check out.
7. Check out the model or subset:

– To check out a model, in the Encyclopedia Checkout Client window, select Model, Actions, Checkout.
– To check out a subset:

a. In the Encyclopedia Checkout Client window, select Subset.
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b. In the Checkout Subset Selection window, identify the model by typing the model name in Model Name or by
selecting Actions, List Models, selecting the model from the list, and selecting Open.

c. In the Checkout Subset Selection window, identify the subset by typing the subset name in Subset Name or by
selecting Actions, List Subsets, and selecting the subset name from the list, and selecting Open.

d. In the Checkout Subset Selection window, identify the model by typing the model name in Name or by selecting
Actions, List, selecting the model from the list, and selecting Open.

e. Select Actions, Checkout.
8. In the Checkout window, select OK to accept the defaults or type different settings and select OK.

The model download begins and displays a progress status bar.

When the download completes, select Continue.

The Model Retrieval Status Report opens. The model is ready to modify.

Manual Checkout

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Checkout Client.
2. Log on to the encyclopedia containing the model or subset you want to check out.
3. Follow one of these sets of steps to check out the model or subset

– To check out a model
• In the Encyclopedia Checkout Client window, select Model.
• In the Checkout Model Selection window, identify the model by typing the model name in Name or by selecting

Actions, List, selecting the model from the list, and selecting Open.
• Select Actions, Checkout.

– To check out a subset
• In the Encyclopedia Checkout Client window, select Subset.
• In the Checkout Subset Selection window, identify the model by typing the model name in Name or by selecting

Actions, List, selecting the model from the list, and selecting Open.
• In the Checkout Subset Selection window, identify the subset by typing the subset name in Subset Name or by

selecting Actions, List Subsets, selecting the subset from the list, and selecting Open.
• Select Actions, Checkout.

4. In the Checkout window, type the name of the directory in which to write the checkout transaction file, checkout.trn, the
number of downgrades to report, the destination code page, and check out the model or subset.

NOTE
The default destination code page is the code page of the active client. You specify a different destination
code page.

5. Move the checkout.trn file from the directory on the Checkout Client to the model directory on the workstation.
6. Start the Toolset. To verify settings:

a. Select Options, Encyclopedia Selection, and verify Use Client/Server Encyclopedia is checked.
b. Cancel the Encyclopedia Selection dialog, or if necessary, select Use Client/Server Encyclopedia, and select OK.
c. Select Options, Encyclopedia Communications, and verify that Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options is

checked.
d. Cancel the Encyclopedia Communications dialog, or if necessary, select Perform file transfers for encyclopedia

options, and select OK.
7. Select Model, Encyclopedia, Check Out A Model, and type the name of the model in the Local field in the Checkout

Model dialog.
8. Select OK.
9. The Toolset prompt to confirm that you know it overwrite a file. Select Yes to continue.
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The Model Retrieval Status Report opens. The model is ready to modify.

The model or subset is ready to modify using the Planning, Analysis, Design, or Construction toolset.

Copying a Model from This Encyclopedia

To duplicate a model, copy the model. You can copy a model with or without copying existing subset definitions.

Copying a model is a quick way to create a model that is based on another model. The source model of the copy is
unchanged. The new model is the same as the original, with a new name.

The model does not need to be checked in before copying it.

To copy a model, you must read authority on the source model and the authority to add models.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Encyclopedia Client and select Model.
2. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection, identify the source model to open by typing the model name in Name or by

selecting Actions, List, selecting the model from the list, and selecting Open.
3. Select Actions, Copy, From This Encyclopedia.
4. In the Copy dialog, type the new model name. You choose to copy selected subsets, all subsets, or no subsets. and

optionally a subset name to copy.
The client opens a Copy Model dialog with a progress bar.

5. When copy completes, select Continue to return to the Model Selection window.

Copying a Model from Another Encyclopedia

To duplicate a model, copy the model.

• To copy a model requires read authority on that model and the authority to add models on the destination
encyclopedia.

• The model does not need to be checked in before copying it.

You can copy a model using any of the following procedures:

• Automatically Copying a Model from Another Encyclopedia
We recommend that you use this method when the source encyclopedia is a CSE. This method is simpler to use than
manual methods and is unavailable if the model to copy resides on the Host Encyclopedia.
This method is only available when you are connected to a multi-encyclopedia environment as described in Automatic
Communication.

• Manually Copying a Model from the Host Encyclopedia to a CSE
This is the only procedure available when the model to copy resides on the Host Encyclopedia.

• Manually Copying a Model from a CSE to a CSE While Preserving Common Ancestry
This emulates CSE automatic communication and creates an apply.trn file that propagates common ancestry by
preserving the same original object ID and same original encyclopedia ID.

• Manually Copying a Model from a CSE to a CSE Without Preserving Common Ancestry
This procedure creates an update.trn file that does not preserve common ancestry between the source model and the
copy.

Automatically Copying a Model from Another Encyclopedia

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the destination encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Select Model.
3. In the Model Selection window, select Actions, Copy, From Another Encyclopedia.
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NOTE
The From Another Encyclopedia option is disabled if the feature is unavailable or the Model Name field is not
blank.

4. In the Source Encyclopedia Selection window, select the encyclopedia that contains the model to copy and click
Source.

5. In the Cross Copy Model List window, select the model to copy and click copy.
6. In the Cross Copy Model Information window, you can optionally change the New Model Name, and select the Write

over new model if it exists check box to delete a model from the destination encyclopedia when it has the same name
as the new model name. Click Copy to start copying.

NOTE
To view online help information about Cross Copy, see the Encyclopedia Model Selection window help. To do
so, select Action, Copy, and point to From Another Encyclopedia without clicking, and press the F1 key.

Manually Copying a Model from the Host Encyclopedia to a CSE

Copying a model creates two independent models. There is no update capability between independent models.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Host Encyclopedia, use option 1.3.15 (Download Model) or issue the following download command to create
the userid.IEF.TRAN transaction file:
 %IEFDOWN MODEL('full model name')

 SOFT('schema')

 CPID (destination code page)

 UPLOAD

 

'full model name'
Defines the name of the model to copy.

'schema'
Defines the model uses the Current Schema, Prior Schema, or Second Prior Schema.

NOTE
For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the
Release Notes.

destination code page
Defines the code page of the encyclopedia for which you are creating the update.trn.

2. Transfer the binary transaction file, userid.IEF.TRAN, as update.trn to a directory to which the CSE server has access.
3. On the CSE server, from the cse\bin directory, issue the following upload command to apply the transaction file to the

destination encyclopedia:
 upload  - u userid [-d directory] [-b trace] [-r] [-p dispatcher]

 [-v environment] [-g group]

 

- u
Defines the userid.

-d
Defines the directory in which update.trn resides.

Manually Copying a Model from a CSE to a CSE While Preserving Common Ancestry

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following download command on the source CSE to produce an apply.trn file.
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 download -u userid -m "model name" [-s "subset name"] -l -t extract [-d directory]  - e ency

userid
Defines a userid that must have authorization to download models.

model
Defines the model name. Enclose the model name in double quotes when it contains embedded spaces, as in
"model name".

subset
(Optional) Defines the subset name. Enclose the subset name in double quotes when it contains embedded
spaces, as in "subset name".
Default: the entire model

-t extract
Defines that the transaction file is extract.

-l
Combined with '-t extract' this executes the download with apply option to create an apply.trn file which includes
the common ancestry data. It is not a child model and the everify.trn created has no relevance in this scenario.

directory
Defines the destination directory of the transaction file. The default is the current directory.

ency
Defines the child encyclopedia ID used when extracting a model or subset for upload to another encyclopedia.
When used with the '-l' option, although the resulting extract is not a child model this child encyclopedia
ID parameter is still mandatory. Any value can be used because it is not checked against the destination
encyclopedia ID on upload.

WARNING
Verify that you included the - l option before issuing the command.

2. If the destination encyclopedia resides on a different system, move the transaction file, apply.trn, to a directory that the
CSE server install directory can access.

3. From the CSE server install directory, issue the following upload command to upload the transaction file to the
destination encyclopedia:
 upload -u userid -d directory -t apply

userid
Defines a userid.

directory
Defines the directory that contains the transaction file.

Manually Copying a Model from a CSE to a CSE Without Preserving Common Ancestry

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following download command on the source CSE to produce an update.trn file.
 download -u userid -m "model name" [-s "subset name"] -l [-d directory]  - e ency

userid
Defines a userid that must have authorization to download models.

model
Defines the model name. Enclose the model name in double quotes when it contains embedded spaces, as in
"model name".

subset
(Optional) Defines the subset name. Enclose the subset name in double quotes when it contains embedded
spaces, as in "subset name".
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Default: the model.
-l

Executes a download with the upload option. Omitting this option creates a checkout.trn file, that only the toolset
can use.

directory
Defines the destination directory of the transaction file. The default is the current directory.

ency
Defines the child encyclopedia ID used when extracting a model or subset for upload to another encyclopedia.

WARNING
Verify that you included the - l option before issuing the command.

2. If the destination encyclopedia resides on a different system, move the transaction file, update.trn, to a directory that
the CSE server install directory can access.

3. From the CSE server install directory, issue the following upload command to upload the transaction file to the
destination encyclopedia:
 upload -u userid -d directory

userid
Defines a userid.

directory
Defines the directory that contains the transaction file.

Extracting a Model or Subset

Performing an extract of a model or subset creates another instance of that model or subset. The original model is the
parent model; the new instance is the child model. All changes that are made to the child must be applied to the parent.

If the parent model resides on the Host Encyclopedia, the destination of the extract can only be a CSE. If the parent
model resides on a CSE, the destination of the extract can be a basic installation to the same encyclopedia or, in a multi-
encyclopedia environment, another CSE.

When extracting in a multi-encyclopedia environment, the location of the parent model is the source encyclopedia and, the
location of the child model is the destination encyclopedia.

NOTE
These terms always reflect the direction of the operation -- from source and to destination. In Apply processing,
the direction is the reverse of Extract processing. The source encyclopedia is where the child model resides.
The destination encyclopedia is the location of the parent.

The advantages of creating a child model include:

• The advantage of extracting a model that resides on the Host Encyclopedia include:
– You can offload processing against the Host and conserve resources
– Positioning the child model on a CSE may be advantageous when most users have CSE access, but not Host

access.
• The advantage of extracting multiple, discrete subsets as multiple child models of a single parent can help with load

balancing by distributing subsets across different encyclopedias.

Automatically Extracting a Model

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Encyclopedia Client and Select Model.
2. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Actions, Extract.
3. When your configuration includes multiple encyclopedias, select the encyclopedia in the Source Encyclopedia List.
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4. Select the model and select the Extract button.
5. When the extraction finishes, select Continue.

Manually Extracting a Model

When you manually extract a model, you create an extract file from the source encyclopedia and transfer the extract file to
the destination encyclopedia.

To download a file when the source encyclopedia is a CSE

At the prompt, issue the download command with these parameters:

 download  - u userid  - m model [ - s subset]  - e childency ID [ - c childmodel name] [ - n count] [ -

 d directory] [-i requestor code page] -t extract

 

userid

Defines a userid that must have authorization to download models.

model
Defines the model name. Enclose the model name in double quotes when it contains embedded spaces, as in
"model name".

s
(Optional) Defines the subset name. Enclose it in double quotes when contains embedded spaces, as in "subset
name".

e
Defines is the child encyclopedia ID.

c
(Optional) Defines the child model name if you want it to change it from the parent model name. Enclose child
model name in double quotes, when it contains embedded spaces, as in "child model name".

n
(Optional) Defines the number of downgrades to report.
Default: 100.

d
(Optional) Defines the directory name of the destination directory for the extract.trn file.
Default: the current directory.

i
Defines the requestor code page of the destination CSE. To determine this value, see Supported Code Pages
Values in the National Language Support.
Default: 0 for no translation.

t
Defines the type of download, an extract.

Example

 download  - u john  - m "my model"  - e 111  - c "my child model"  - s subset1  - n 50 -t extract

Builds the extract.trn file for the user name ID john, from the model that is named my model, names the child model my
child model, and the subset subset1. This build report 50 downgrades.

To create a download file when the parent model is on a Host Encyclopedia

When the parent model is on a Host Encyclopedia, to create the download file, userid.IEF.TRAN, using option 1.3.15
(Download Model) or 1.4.11 (Download Subset), use the following command:
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 %IEFDOWN MODEL ('full model name') SUBSET('subset name') SOFTWARE('schema') EXTRACT CPID('destination code

 page of CSE') CHILDENCYID('destination encyclopedia ID') CHILDMODEL('child model name')

 

NOTE
For information about extracting a subset from the Host Encyclopedia, see Host Encyclopedia Subsetting.

To move the extract file to destination encyclopedia

Follow these steps:

1. Rename the file to load.trn
2. Before uploading, run trnrpt - t load to generate a report to detail downgrades.

To load the child model into the encyclopedia

From the server install directory, issue an upload command to load the child model into the encyclopedia, using these
parameters:

 upload  - u userid  - t load [ - d directory]

userid
Defines a userid that must have authorization to download models.

t
Defines the type of upload

d
(Optional) Defines the directory name of the destination directory for the extract.trn file.
Default: the current directory.

Example

 upload  - u john  - t load

Uploads the child model to the encyclopedia using user ID john

Generating a New Model

Generating a new model lets you:

• Restore a deleted model, one that no longer exists on the encyclopedia
• Add a model to the encyclopedia

Generate a new model from a copy only if you have the complete copy of the model on your workstation.

WARNING
Use generate new model from a checked out subset on a workstation with caution.

You can generate a new model manually or automatically.

Manual generation requires transferring files between the CSE and toolset.

Automatically Generating a New Model

Generate a new model to restore a deleted model or add a model to the encyclopedia.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Toolset, select Model, New Model to create the model.
2. Type the model name and select OK.
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3. Before storing the model on the CSE, verify these settings on the Toolset:
a. Select Options, Encyclopedia Selection, and verify Use Client/Server Encyclopedia is checked.
b. Cancel the Encyclopedia Selection dialog, or if necessary, select Use Client/Server Encyclopedia, and select OK.
c. Select Options, Encyclopedia Communications, and verify that Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options is

checked.
d. Cancel the Encyclopedia Communications dialog, or if necessary, select Perform file transfers for encyclopedia

options, and select OK.
4. In the Toolset main window, select Model, Encyclopedia, Generate New Model.
5. In the Generate New Model dialog, select OK.
6. Log on to the Checkout Client.
7. The client opens an Upload box and updates a status bar.

When the model finishes generating, it opens the Encyclopedia Update Status Report.

Manually Generating a New Model

Manual generation transfers files between the CSE and toolset.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Toolset, select Model, Encyclopedia, Generate New Model to create the model.
2. At the confirmation message box, click to continue.
3. Type the model name and select OK.
4. Acknowledge the message that the model is marked as read only.

The Toolset generates the new model and updates a progress bar. When the generation finishes, the Toolset creates
an update.trn file.

5. Move the update.trn file from the toolset model directory to a directory the Checkout Client can access.
6. Log on to the Checkout Client, and select Encyclopedia, Update.
7. Type the path for the update.trn file and start the upload.
8. The client updates a progress bar.

NOTE
The Checkout Client creates a verification file, verify.trn, in the same directory as the update.trn file. You must
have write access to the directory containing the update.trn file to generate the verify.trn file.

When the model finishes generating, it opens the Encyclopedia Update Status Report.

Open the model from the toolset.

Resending the Copied Model

Use the Resend to Encyclopedia option to retry an unsuccessful copy of a model from another CSE to the active CSE.

When you resend the command to copy a model to a new encyclopedia, there is a risk that the destination encyclopedia
contain a model with the same name. When it does, you can choose to overwrite the model with the duplicate name, or
receive notification that it exists.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Encyclopedia Client and select Model.
2. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Actions, Copy, Resend from another Encyclopedia.
3. In the Resend File Overwrite Option dialog, check the option to overwrite a destination encyclopedia with the same

name.
4. Select Resend.

The client opens a Cross Copy dialog with a progress bar.
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5. Select Continue to finish, when the copy completes.
The client opens an information message box with the status of the copy.

Resending the Extracted Model

Use the Resend option to retry an unsuccessful extract of a model.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Encyclopedia Client and select Model.
2. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Actions, Extract, Resend.
3. In the Resend File Overwrite Option dialog, check the option to overwrite a destination encyclopedia with the same

name.
4. Select Resend.

The client opens an Extract dialog with a progress bar.
5. Select Continue to finish when the extract completes.

The client opens an information message box with the status of the copy.

Resending the Last Apply

The Resend Apply command applies the changes that are made on the child model to the parent model and verifies that
the changes were successfully applied.

Use the Resend option to retry an unsuccessful apply.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Encyclopedia Client and select Model.
2. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection, identify the model to open by typing the model name in Name or by selecting

Actions, List, selecting the model from the list, and selecting Open.
3. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Actions, Apply, Resend.

Resending the Last Update to the Encyclopedia

Use the Resend option to retry an unsuccessful model or subset update from a toolset to the CSE. Until you successfully
resend the model or subset, it stays in read-only status on the toolset. You can resend an update automatically or
manually.

Both methods use the Toolset to resend the update.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Toolset and verify these settings:
a. Select Options, Encyclopedia Selection, and verify Use Client/Server Encyclopedia is checked.
b. Cancel the Encyclopedia Selection dialog, or if necessary, select Use Client/Server Encyclopedia, and select OK.
c. Select Options, Encyclopedia Communications, and verify that the Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options is

checked.
d. Cancel the Encyclopedia Communications dialog, or if necessary, select Perform file transfers for encyclopedia

options, and select OK.
2. In the Toolset, open the model to resend. To open a model:

a. Select Model, Open Model.
b. In the Open window, select the model to open, and select Open.

3. To resend the model, select Model, Encyclopedia, Resend Last Update, and OK.
4. Continue with the instructions to resend the update automatically or manually.
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Resending an Update Automatically

During an automatic resend, the CSE and a toolset transparently move the files.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Toolset main window, select Model, Encyclopedia, Resend Last Update.
2. Start the Checkout Client.
3. Highlight the encyclopedia from the encyclopedia list and select Logon.
4. The Client opens an Upload box with a progress bar.

When the model finishes generating, it opens the Encyclopedia Update Status Report.

Resending an Update Manually

During a manual resend, the Toolset notifies you of the status.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Toolset, select Model, Encyclopedia, Resend Last Update.
2. Choose to continue in the confirmation box.

NOTE
The Checkout Client creates a verification file, verify.trn, in the directory you selected for the update.trn file.

3. Acknowledge the message that the file was created.
4. Transfer the update transaction file, update.trn, to the Checkout Client.

The Client opens an Upload box with a progress bar.

Turning Off File Transfer

The Toolset default is file transfer on. When you manually transfer files between the toolset and the CSE, turn off the
automatic file transfer on the toolset.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Toolset, select Settings, Encyclopedia Communications.
2. In the Encyclopedia Communications dialog, uncheck Perform file transfer for encyclopedia options.
3. Select OK.

Update a Model or Subset to the Encyclopedia

Update copies a model or subset from the toolset to the CSE. You can update and check in the updated model or update
the model without checking it in. Check in places the model or subset in a read-only status on the toolset. You cannot
work on this model or subset until you check it out again.

Checking the model in the first time requires add model authority.

If you are updating the model or subset, you must:

• Have checked out the model or subset
• Be the model or subset administrator
• Be an encyclopedia administrator

You are less likely to encounter conflict problems if you update the model or subset frequently when making numerous
changes to it.

You can update automatically or manually, using the Toolset to resend the update.
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Follow these steps:

1. Start the Toolset and verify these settings:
a. Select Options, Encyclopedia Selection, and verify Use Client/Server Encyclopedia is checked.
b. Cancel the Encyclopedia Selection dialog, or if necessary, select Use Client/Server Encyclopedia, and select OK.
c. Select Options, Encyclopedia Communications, and verify that Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options is

checked.
d. Cancel the Encyclopedia Communications dialog, or if necessary, select Perform file transfers for encyclopedia

options, and select OK.
2. In the Toolset, open the model or subset to resend. To open a model:

a. Select Model, Open Model.
b. In the Open window, select the model to open, and select Open. In the Model Action window, select Resend Last

Update and OK.
3. Continue with the instructions to resend the update automatically or manually.

Automatic Model or Subset Update to the Encyclopedia

During an automatic update, the CSE and the toolset transparently move necessary files.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Toolset, select Model, Encyclopedia.
2. Select the update option:

– Update And Check In Model copies a workstation model or subset to the encyclopedia, and sets the model to read-
only status.

– Update But Do Not Check In copies a model or subset from the workstation to the encyclopedia without checking in
the model.

– Resend Last Update retransmits an unsuccessful model update from the workstation to the encyclopedia.
– Verify Last Update checks that the last model or subset successfully updated
– Generate New Model creates a model using the workstation model as the master copy

When the update finishes, it opens the Encyclopedia Update Status Report.

Manual Model or Subset Update to the Encyclopedia

Manual update requires that you transfer files between the CSE and toolset.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Toolset, select Model, Encyclopedia.
2. Select the update option:

– Update And Check In Model copies a workstation model or subset to the encyclopedia, and sets the model to read-
only status.

– Update But Do Not Check In copies a model or subset from the workstation to the encyclopedia without checking in
the model.

– Resend Last Update retransmits an unsuccessful model update from the workstation to the encyclopedia.
– Verify Last Update checks that the last model or subset successfully updated
– Generate New Model creates a model using the workstation model as the master copy

3. At the confirmation message box, select Yes.
The Toolset creates an update transaction file, update.trn, in the model directory when this portion of the update
completes.

4. To transfer the update file to the Checkout Client, follow these steps:
a. Move the update.trn file from the model directory to a directory the Checkout Client can access.
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b. Log on to the Checkout Client.
c. In the Checkout Client window, select Encyclopedia, Update.
d. Type the path, if necessary, and select OK.

NOTE
The Checkout Client creates a verification file, verify.trn, in the same directory as the update.trn file.

5. Move the verify.trn file to the model directory.

Reopen the model or subset from the toolset main window. The software notifies you of the update status.

Verifying the Last Apply to the Encyclopedia

Verify the last Apply to confirm that the last apply was successful. The other Apply commands end with the verification
step invoked by this command. Use the Verify Apply command only when a communications failure occurs during apply
processing.

You can verify the last apply automatically or manually.

Automatically verify the last apply to the encyclopedia

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Encyclopedia Client and select Model.
2. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Open.
3. Highlight a model in the Model List window and select Open.
4. In the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, select Actions, Apply, Verify.

Manually Verifying the Last Apply to the Encyclopedia

Follow these steps:

1. Run the generate verify command to create the verapply.trn from the delta.trn:
 genver  - u userid

2. Run the verify apply command to read the verapply.trn and create an everify.trn file:
 verup  - t verify|verapply  - u userid

3. Run the verify delta command to read the everify.trn and reset the status of the model:
 verdelta  - u userid

Verifying the Last Update to the Encyclopedia

Use the verify last update option after updating a model or subset to ensure successful transfer from the toolset to the
CSE. This option checks the status of the last update to the CSE without resending the data and reports the results.

You can verify automatically or manually. During automatic verification, the CSE and the toolset transparently move the
files. Manual verification requires that you transfer files between the CSE and toolset.

To automatically verify the last update to the encyclopedia

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Toolset and verify these settings:
a. Select Options, Encyclopedia Selection, and verify Use Client/Server Encyclopedia is checked.
b. Cancel the Encyclopedia Selection dialog, or if necessary, select Use Client/Server Encyclopedia, and select OK.
c. Select Options, Encyclopedia Communications, and verify that Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options is

checked.
d. Cancel the Encyclopedia Communications dialog, or if necessary, select Perform file transfers for encyclopedia

options, and select OK.
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2. Open the model.
a. Select Model, Open Model.
b. In the Open window, select the model to open, and select Open.
c. If the Model Action Dialog opens, click Use As Read Only.

3. Select Model, Encyclopedia, Verify Last Update.
4. In the Verify dialog, enter, or confirm the directory path for the verup.trn file and select OK.
5. Log on to the Checkout Client.

When the verification completes, it opens the Encyclopedia Update Status Report.

To manually verify the last update to the encyclopedia

Follow these steps:

The verification process creates an update verification file, verup.trn, in the model directory.

1. Start the Toolset and verify these settings:
a. Select Options, Encyclopedia Selection, and verify Use Client/Server Encyclopedia is checked.
b. Cancel the Encyclopedia Selection dialog, or if necessary, select Use Client/Server Encyclopedia, and select OK.
c. Select Options, Encyclopedia Communications, and verify that Perform file transfers for encyclopedia options is

unchecked.
d. Cancel the Encyclopedia Communications dialog, or if necessary, uncheck Perform file transfers for encyclopedia

options, and select OK.
2. Open the model.

a. Select Model, Open Model.
b. In the Open window, select the model to open, and select Open.
c. If the Model Action Dialog opens, click Use As Read Only.

3. Select Model, Encyclopedia, Verify Last Update.
4. Acknowledge the communication configuration message box.
5. To transfer the update information to the Checkout Client, follow these steps:

a. Move the verup.trn file from the model directory to any directory the Checkout Client can access.
b. Log on to the Checkout Client.
c. In the Checkout Client window, select Encyclopedia, Verify Last Update.
d. Type the path, if necessary, and select OK.

NOTE
The Checkout Client creates a verification file, verify.trn, in the directory that is selected for the verup.trn file.

6. Move the verify.trn file to the model directory.
7. Open the model in the Toolset.

The Toolset notifies you of the status of the last update.

Examples of Communication Tasks

Communication tasks include extract from parent and load child, upload child and apply to parent, extract from parent and
load children, and gendelta from child and apply to parent.

Extract from Parent and Load Child

The following illustration explains the processes and steps to check out a model or subset from an encyclopedia to an
encyclopedia, and to the toolset.
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Figure 116: Extract from Parent and Load Child

Follow these steps:

1. Extract the model or subset from the encyclopedia. The encyclopedia marks the parent model or subset as checked
out.

2. Load the extracted model or subset to an encyclopedia. Subsets extracted from the parent become models when
loaded on the other encyclopedia.

3. Download Model A or Model J to the toolset. You can usually change the model on the toolset, update the model on
the encyclopedia, and apply the changes to the parent model on the other encyclopedia.
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Upload Child and Apply to Parent

The following illustration explains uploading a model or subset from a toolset to an encyclopedia, generating a transaction
file of changes to the model, and applying the changes to the parent model. After the applying the changes, verify the
success of the apply.

Figure 117: Upload Child and Apply to Parent2

Follow these steps:

1. Upload the checked-out model or its subset to the child model. Upload transfers changed data from the toolset to the
child model.

NOTE
This illustration assumes automatic communication from the toolset to the encyclopedia.

2. Generate a transaction file of changes that are made to Model A since the last Apply.
The transaction file that is created by Gendelta may include multiple Updates.

3. Apply the changes to the parent model.
4. To verify the apply to the parent model, move the verify output file to the encyclopedia containing the child model and

run verify.
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Extract from Parent and Load Children

The following illustration explains extracting a model or subset from an encyclopedia, loading the model to more than one
encyclopedia, and downloading the model to the toolset.
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Figure 118: Extract from Parent and Load Children
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Follow these steps:

1. Extract the model or subset from the encyclopedia. The encyclopedia marks the parent model as checked out.
2. Load the extracted model or subset to Encyclopedia 1. Subsets extracted from the parent become models on the

destination encyclopedia.
3. Extract Model A or Model J from Encyclopedia 1. Encyclopedia 1 marks the model or subset as checked out.
4. Load the extracted Model A or Model J to Encyclopedia 2.
5. Download Model A or Model J to a toolset. Encyclopedia 2 marks the model or subset as checked out.

You can change the model on the toolset and can move the changes to Encyclopedia 2, Encyclopedia 1, and the original
encyclopedia.

Gendelta from Child and Apply to Parent

The following illustration explains uploading a model from the toolset, generating a transaction file of changes to the
model, applying the changes successively to more than one encyclopedia and back to the original encyclopedia. Verdelta
verifies the successive applies.
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Figure 119: Gendelta

Follow these steps:

1. Upload to Encyclopedia 2.
2. Generate a transaction file of changes that are made to Model A since the last Apply to Encyclopedia 1. This file may

include multiple Uploads. Apply changes to Encyclopedia 1.
3. Verify apply to Encyclopedia 1 by moving the everify.trn file to Encyclopedia 2 and running verdelta.
4. Generate a transaction file of changes to Model A since the last Apply to the encyclopedia.
5. Apply the changes to the encyclopedia.

Verify apply to encyclopedia by moving everify.trn file to Encyclopedia 1 and running verdelta.
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Command-Line Commands
This article provides information for Command-Line Commands including, Command Parameters, Encyclopedia to Toolset
and Encyclopedia Communications, Transfer Problems, and Model Management and Reports.

Command Parameters

You can run some encyclopedia communications and model management tasks from a command line. Consider using the
command line to perform tasks such as creating batch files to run commands at off peak times.

Run the commands from the directory in which you have permission to create files.

Each command has parameters. To display a list of the parameters and their descriptions, enter the command at the
command-line prompt without parameters.

Encyclopedia to Toolset Communications

Use these commands when moving models or subsets between the CSE and the Toolset:

• download command to check out a model or subset
• upload command to update a new or existing model or subset
• verup command to verify the last update

Checking Out a Model or Subset

Follow these steps:

1. Run the download command.
This command creates a checkout.trn file in the directory that you specify. The default is the current working directory.

2. Move the checkout.trn file to the Toolset model directory.
3. In the Toolset, check out the model or subset. The file transfer option must be off.

Updating a Model or Subset

Updating a model or subset creates files that you must move to other directories.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Toolset, select to update the model or subset.
The file transfer option must be off. Choosing to update creates an update.trn file in the Toolset model directory.

2. Move the update.trn file to the Encyclopedia server.
3. Run upload.

Upload creates a verify.trn file.
4. Move the verify.trn file to the Toolset model directory.

Run verup to Verify the Last Encyclopedia Update
Verify the last update to the encyclopedia after updating the model.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Toolset, select to verify the last update.
The file transfer option must be off. The verify process creates a verup.trn file in the Toolset model directory.

2. Move the verup.trn file to the Encyclopedia server.
3. Run verup.

The verup command creates a verify.trn file.
4. Move the verify.trn file to the Toolset model directory.

From the Toolset, open the model.
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Encyclopedia to Encyclopedia Communications

Use these commands when moving models or subsets between encyclopedias:

• gendelta to generate transaction file changes for a child model.
• upload to update a new or existing model from a child model.
• upload to load a model from a parent model or subset.
• download to copy a model from one encyclopedia to another.
• download to extract a transaction file of a parent model or subset.
• genver to generate verification file for a child model.
• verdelta to verify the gendelta or apply of a transaction file
• verup to verify the last upload from a toolset or child model.

Transfer Problems

If the problems occur during a manual or automatic file transfer, you may not be able to complete the action. Obtain more
information by running the command-line version of the command and can add the trace option, -b parameter.

Trace creates a file that records the transactions. Use trace under the direction of your support representative.

Use the trace parameter with the DOWNLOAD or UPLOAD commands.

Only use this option when troubleshooting because it slows the file transfer. The trace option creates an ASCII file with
the command name and a LOG extension. For example, upload with the trace creates upload.log. The trace files are in
the directory containing the command and are overwritten every time you run trace. To save the file, rename it, or copy or
move it to another directory.

Model Management

Consider using these commands to manipulate models during less active times:

• copymodl to copy a model
• delmodel to delete a model
• delobj to delete objects
• override to override the checkout of a model or subset
• convmodl to convert a model
• convall to convert all models

For example, you could use the delete command in a batch routine to remove multiple unused models during the evening.

Model Reports

Consistency Check Command-Line Utility

The syntax for the consisck command is:

consisck -u <userid> -m <model name> [-w <severity level>

   -r <rule level> -d <database> -n <threshold>

   -t <report type> -f <file name> -i <code page> -o <object ID>

   -p <dispatcher> -v <environment> -g <encyclopedia group>]

-u <userid>
Defines an authorized user id.
Limits: eight characters.
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-m <model name>
Defines the model name. Enclose model name in quotes when it is more than one word, as in "model name".
Limits: 32 characters.

-w <severity level>
Defines the level of warning messages to include. When you omit this option, the utility includes Warning
messages. The permitted values are Warning, Severe, Error, and Fatal.

-r <rule level>
The levels indicate progressive phases in model development.
Default: All
Other permitted levels are:
ISP

Planning
BAA

Business Area Analysis
BSD

Business System Development
TD

Technical Design
CG

Code Generation
-d <database>

Defines the database.
Default: All
Other permitted values are All, None, "DB2 z/OS", "DB2 UDB", JDBC, MS/SQL, ODBC/ADO.NET, ORACLE, and
SQL/MP.

-t <report type>
Defines the report, Summary, Normal, Detail, or Xdebug
Default: Normal

-n <report limit>
Defines the maximum number of exceptions that are allowed in the report. The model consistency check
terminates without completing when it reaches the report limit.
Default: 100
Limits: 1 to 9999

-o <objid>
Defines the encyclopedia object id. You can include this option and value more than once to run consistency
check on multiple object IDs.
Default: the entire model.

-f <file name>
Defines the destination file name of the report file.
Default: conschk.rpt in the current directory.

-i <code page>
Defines the report code page.
Default: the model code page

-p <dispatcher>
Defines a message dispatcher name.
Default: the value of the IEF_MDNAME environment variable or 'IEFMD'.
Limits: 1059 character name.
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NOTE
For more information about Message Dispatcher Name, see Use the Client Server Encyclopedia and
CSE Message Dispatcher and Remote Daemon Server Names.

-v <environment>
Defines environment name.
Default: the value of the IEF_ENVNAME environment variable or 'CSE_ENV'.
Limits: 32-character

-g <encyclopedia group>
Defines an encyclopedia group name.
Default: the value of environment variable IEF_ENCYGROUP.
Limits: eight characters

All command-line parameters, except the file name, can be uppercase, lowercase, or mixed case. File names must be in a
form that is defined by the operating system on which the program is running.

Command-Line Debug Report

The consisck command supports a debug report option that is unavailable through the CSE client. When this option is
in effect, the Normal section of the report includes a detailed explanation of every executed consistency check rule in a
proprietary form. Since this option can produce a huge report file, only use it when directed to by Customer Support.

Detail Report Option

The Detail report option adds the encyclopedia object ID to the object label to facilitate using the command-line utility
where you can enter object IDs on the Command Line.

Action Block Use Command-Line Utility - acblkuse

The Model Action Block Use Report lists the calling hierarchy of model components. The report displays the Dynamic Link
attribute that is associated with each module:

• Default
• Yes
• No
• Compatibility

acblkuse displays the default values assigned to the Dynamic Link Defaults for Procedure Steps, Screens Managers,
and Action Blocks for each Business System included in the report. The report has these three basic modes of operation,
which is selected by the Object Range report option:

• All business systems and load modules
This option lists every Business System in the model, every load module in its Business System, every Procedure Step
in each Load Module, and recursively, every Action Block the Procedure Step uses. It also lists Derivation Algorithms
in the model at the end of the report.

• Selected objects
Use this option to identify specific Business Systems or Load Modules to include in the report. Use the Object ID option
for each object ID. The object type must be a Business System or Load Module, a Batch Job, Batch Job Step, Online
Load Module, Operations Library, Server Manager, Window Load Module, Window Manager, or z/OS Library. When
you select a Business System, it displays all the load modules under the Business System. It lists the selected objects
and components that the objects use. This report does not include Derivation Algorithms.

• Filter modules by Dynamically Link (z/OS) option
This option lists Procedure Steps, Screens, Action Blocks, and Derivation Algorithms that have their Dynamic Link (z/
OS) property set to the value specified by the filter value option.
The permitted values in the Dynamic Link (z/OS) options for these components are:
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– Default
– Yes
– No
– Compatibility

Using acblkuse

acblkuse displays the default values assigned to the Dynamic Link Defaults for Procedure Steps, Screens Managers, and
Action Blocks for each Business System included in the report.

This command has the following parameters:

acblkuse -u <userid> -m <modelname> [-d <directory> -f <filename>

    -r <object range> -o <object ID> -l <dynamic link>

    -i <requester code page> -p <dispatcher> -v <environment> -g <encyclopedia group>]

-u <userid>
Defines an authorized user id.
Limits: eight characters

-m <modelname>
Defines a model name in the encyclopedia.
Limits: 32-characters

-d <directory>
(Optional) Defines the destination directory for the report file.
Default: When you omit this option that the command writes the file to the current directory.

-f <filename>
Defines the destination file name of the report file. When you omit this option, the command creates the file
acblkuse.rpt.

-r ALL| SELECTED o <objid>|FILTER-l <dynamic link>
Defines the object range that is included in the report. Use SELECTED and FILTER to restrict the objects in the
report. When you specify SELECTED, include a - o option for each object id. When you specify FILTER, include
the - l option.
Default: ALL

-o <objid>
Defines a business system or object id of the load module. Only include this option when you use the -r
SELECTED option. Specify a - o option for each object id.

-l <dynamic link>
Specifies to include procedure steps, screens, action blocks, and derivation algorithms that have their dynamic
link (z/OS) property set to the value specified by the filter value option. The Valiv values are YES, NO, DEFAULT,
and COMPATIBILITY. Only includes this option when you include the -r FILTER option.

-i <requester code page>
Defines the code page of the client platform.
Default: 0 for no code page translation.

-p <dispatcher>
Defines a message dispatcher name.
Default: the value of IEF_MDNAME environment variable or 'IEFMD'.
Limits: 1059 characters
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NOTE
For more information about Message Dispatcher Name, see Use the Client Server Encyclopedia and
CSE Message Dispatcher and Remote Daemon Server Names.

-v <environment>
Defines the environment name.
Default: the value of IEF_ENVNAME environment variable or 'CSE_ENV'.
Limits: 32-character

-g <encyclopedia group>
Defines an encyclopedia group name.
Default: the value of the IEF_ENCYGROUP environment variable.
Limit: eight characters

National Language Support in CSE
  

Code Page

National Language Support enables character representation in different countries and on different types of machines and
operating systems.

A code page defines a collection or set of characters and their binary representations. The term code page is commonly
used in IBM and PC environments. The UNIX users are more familiar with the term character encoding method or
scheme. For the purposes of this section, code page, character encoding method, and scheme are synonymous.

Code Page Translation

Different platforms use different code page values for different languages and as data moves between platforms with
different code pages, the binary value must be translated to preserve the original character representation on the new
platform. This is code page translation.

Code page translation is supported in all versions of the Gen CSE and its Clients, and Toolsets, and the Host
Encyclopedia.

Code page translation is not a language translation, as in French data into German data. An example of code page
translation is the translation of character data from an IBM mainframe to a format suitable for a PC. When data moves
between these two platforms, code page translation occurs to ensure that characters retain their meaning.

Code page translation supports the translating textual data when different code page definitions exist between toolsets
and encyclopedias, and between encyclopedias, including translating text data between the Client Server Encyclopedia
clients and servers.

All text strings are translated. Some text strings such as model names, subset names, and encyclopedia names do not
allow national language characters. The following strings can contain national language characters:

• User textual data (non-Technical Design objects)
• User names
• Group names
• Encyclopedia descriptions

When the code pages of platforms differ, a code page translation occurs during:

• Text data transfers between clients and servers
• Text data transfers between toolsets and encyclopedias
• Text data transfers between encyclopedias
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Code page translation requires storing the code page of the model's characters with the model always and requires that
all encyclopedias translate model information from the code page of their requester toolsets or encyclopedias into one or
more supported code pages on the encyclopedia.

The CSE server installation automatically adds character translation tables in the Coordination and Encyclopedia
databases to facilitate code page translation.

For more information about installation, see Distributed Systems Installation.

 

Specifying a Code Page Value
Translation occurs automatically except during the following situations when you must indicate or select a code page
value:

• Manual model checkout
• Server command-line download process
• Model conversion
• Extract model or subset from host to CSE

During manual model checkout, when you log in to the Checkout Client and select a model to check out, the Checkout
dialog includes a Destination Codepage list box listing valid code pages to which the model can be translated. A model
can be translated to the correct character representation for the destination toolset receiving the checkout.trn. For
example, use this when you have a model that is stored on a UNIX CSE and want to check it out translated to a format
suitable for a Windows toolset. The download command includes a parameter, -i <requester code page>, that supports
code page translation. Use this parameter with the download and extract checkout situations. Specify the code page
value of the destination machine for which you are preparing the transaction file, a toolset, or another CSE. When the
model is stored with a language code value of zero, there is no translation. When the download command includes the -
i parameter, the code page value is ignored. When a model has a zero language code, select the build code page. The
build code page is the active code page of the toolset that is used when the model was originally built.

For information about extracting a model or subset from the host to the CSE, see Host Encyclopedia Subsetting.

 

Supported Code Page Values
The following table lists the code page that is supported by the CSE and the code page that is associated with the
language for the Windows- and UNIX- based CSEs. The z/OS column provides the equivalent code pages for models that
are stored in the Host Encyclopedia.

 Language  Windows  UNIX  z/OS 
American English 1252 819 1140
Arabic 1256 1089 420
English (UK) 1252 819 1140
Chinese - Big 5 950 950 937
Chinese - Simplified 936 936 937
Cyrillic 1251 915 1025
Danish 1252 819 1140
Finnish 1252 819 1140
Dutch 1252 819 1140
Flemish 1252 819 1140
French 1252 819 1140
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French Canadian 1252 819 1140
German 1252 819 1140
Greek 1253 813 875
Hebrew 1255 916 424
Italian 1252 819 1140
Japanese 932 932 930
Korean 949 949 933
Norwegian 1252 819 1140
Portuguese 1252 819 1140
Spanish 1252 819 1140
Swedish 1252 819 1140
Thai CS1176 874 874 Not supported
Turkish 1254 920 1026

NOTE
The Gen software does not support DBCS language or right-to-left languages, such as Arabic and Hebrew, for
cross-generation from the Toolset or CSE to the z/OS platform. 

Other Affected Functions

Other CSE functions that are affected by code page translation include any function that moves data or models, such as
adoption, migration, all reports that output model data, and the Public Interface views.

For more information about these functions, see the Client-Server Encyclopedia Version Control. 

Concurrent Encyclopedia Operations
The section lists encyclopedia operations that can run concurrently and encyclopedia operations that can run concurrently
when the subset names are different. If an encyclopedia operation combination is not listed, the combination cannot run
concurrently.

NOTE
CODEGEN places a short write lock on the model.

ADOPTION (DST)
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
COPY SUBSET
DELETE SUBSET
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET

ADOPTION (SRC)
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
ADOPTION (SRC)
COPY MODEL (SRC)
COPY SUBSET
CRE MDL FROM SUBSET (SRC)
EXTRACT SUBSET (PARENT)
DELETE SUBSET
DOWNLOAD SUBSET
MIGRATION (SRC)
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OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET
REPORTS

APPLY NEW MODEL
Does not work concurrently with other encyclopedia operations.

APPLY SUBSET (PARENT)
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations when the subset names are different:
COPY SUBSET
DELETE SUBSET
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET
UPLOAD SUBSET

CODEGEN
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
COPY SUBSET
DELETE SUBSET
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET

CONVERSION
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
COPY SUBSET
DELETE SUBSET
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET

COPY MODEL (DST)
Does not work concurrently with other encyclopedia operations.

COPY MODEL (SRC)
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
ADOPTION (SRC)
COPY MODEL (SRC)
COPY SUBSET
CRE MDL FROM SUBSET (SRC)
DELETE SUBSET
DOWNLOAD SUBSET
EXTRACT SUBSET (PARENT)
MIGRATION (SRC)
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET
REPORTS

COPY SUBSET
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
ADOPTION (SRC)
ADOPTION (DST)
CODEGEN
CONVERSION
COPY MODEL (SRC)
CRE MDL FROM SUBSET (DST)
GENDELTA SUBSET (CHILD)
MIGRATION (DST)
MIGRATION (SRC)
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OBJECT DELETE
OBJECT RENAME
PACKAGING
REPORTS
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations when the subset names are different:
APPLY SUBSET (PARENT)
COPY SUBSET
CRE MDL FROM SUBSET (SRC)
DELETE SUBSET
DOWNLOAD SUBSET
EXTRACT SUBSET (PARENT)
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET
UPLOAD SUBSET

CRE MDL FROM SUBSET (DST)
Does not work concurrently with other encyclopedia operations.

CRE MDL FROM SUBSET (SRC)
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
ADOPTION (SRC)
COPY MODEL (SRC)
CRE MDL FROM SUBSET (SRC)
MIGRATION (SRC)
REPORTS
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations when the subset names are different:
COPY SUBSET
CRE MDL FROM SUBSET (SRC)
DELETE SUBSET
DOWNLOAD SUBSET
EXTRACT SUBSET (PARENT)
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET

DELETE MODEL
Does not work concurrently with other encyclopedia operations.

DELETE SUBSET
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
ADOPTION (SRC)
ADOPTION (DST)
CODEGEN
CONVERSION
COPY MODEL (SRC)
GENDELTA SUBSET (CHILD)
MIGRATION (DST)
MIGRATION (SRC)
OBJECT DELETE
OBJECT RENAME
PACKAGING
REPORTS
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations when the subset names are different:
APPLY SUBSET (PARENT)
COPY SUBSET
CRE MDL FROM SUBSET (SRC)
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DELETE SUBSET
DOWNLOAD SUBSET
EXTRACT SUBSET (PARENT)
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET
UPLOAD SUBSET

DOWNLOAD SUBSET
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
ADOPTION (SRC)
COPY MODEL (SRC)
MIGRATION (SRC)
REPORTS
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations when the subset names are different:
COPY SUBSET
DELETE SUBSET
DOWNLOAD SUBSET
EXTRACT SUBSET (PARENT)
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET

EXTRACT SUBSET (PARENT)
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
ADOPTION (SRC)
COPY MODEL (SRC)
MIGRATION (SRC)
REPORTS
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations when the subset names are different:
COPY SUBSET
DELETE SUBSET
DOWNLOAD SUBSET
EXTRACT SUBSET (PARENT)
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET

GENDELTA SUBSET (CHILD)
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
COPY SUBSET
DELETE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET

LOAD SUBSET (CHILD)
Does not work concurrently with other encyclopedia operations.

MIGRATION (DST)
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
ADOPTION (SRC)
COPY MODEL (SRC)
COPY SUBSET
CRE MDL FROM SUBSET (SRC)
DELETE SUBSET
DOWNLOAD SUBSET
EXTRACT SUBSET (PARENT)
MIGRATION (SRC)
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET
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REPORTS
MIGRATION (SRC)

Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
COPY SUBSET
DELETE SUBSET
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET

OBJECT DELETE
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
COPY SUBSET
DELETE SUBSET
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET

OBJECT RENAME
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
COPY SUBSET
DELETE SUBSET
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET

OVERRIDE SUBSET
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
ADOPTION (SRC)
ADOPTION (DST)
CODEGEN
CONVERSION
COPY MODEL (SRC)
MIGRATION (DST)
MIGRATION (SRC)
OBJECT DELETE
OBJECT RENAME
PACKAGING
REPORTS
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations when the subset names are different:
APPLY SUBSET (PARENT)
COPY SUBSET
CRE MDL FROM SUBSET (SRC)
DELETE SUBSET
DOWNLOAD SUBSET
EXTRACT SUBSET (PARENT)
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET
UPLOAD SUBSET

PACKAGING
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
COPY SUBSET
DELETE SUBSET
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET

RENAME MODEL
Does not work concurrently with other encyclopedia operations.
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RENAME SUBSET
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
ADOPTION (SRC)
ADOPTION (DST)
CODEGEN
CONVERSION
COPY MODEL (SRC)
GENDELTA SUBSET (CHILD)
MIGRATION (DST)
MIGRATION (SRC)
OBJECT DELETE
OBJECT RENAME
PACKAGING
REPORTS
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations when the subset names are different:
APPLY SUBSET (PARENT)
COPY SUBSET
CRE MDL FROM SUBSET (SRC)
DELETE SUBSET
DOWNLOAD SUBSET
EXTRACT SUBSET (PARENT)
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET
UPLOAD SUBSET

REPORTS
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations:
ADOPTION (SRC)
COPY MODEL (SRC)
COPY SUBSET
CRE MDL FROM SUBSET (SRC)
DELETE SUBSET
DOWNLOAD SUBSET
EXTRACT SUBSET (PARENT)
MIGRATION (SRC)
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET
REPORTS

UPLOAD NEW MODEL
Does not work concurrently with other encyclopedia operations.

UPLOAD SUBSET
Runs concurrently with these encyclopedia operations when the subset names are different:
APPLY SUBSET (PARENT)
COPY SUBSET
DELETE SUBSET
OVERRIDE SUBSET
RENAME SUBSET
UPLOAD SUBSET
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Client Server Encyclopedia Administration
This article provides information for Client Server Encyclopedia Administration including, Identify Bottlenecks, Optimize
CPU, Memory, Disk, and Network usage, and Anticipate and Avoid Problems.

Identify Bottlenecks among System Resources

The goal of adjusting system resource usage is to satisfy the user throughput and response times that are required in your
business. Optimize system performance in a client/server (C/S) environment by overcoming potential bottlenecks of the
four components of your server machine environment that is shown in the following table:

Component Bottleneck

CPU More requests are made than can be satisfied within a given
timeframe.

Memory It is insufficient to accommodate processing requirements,
resulting in memory paging and swapping.

Disk I/O The number of requested read/write operations exceed capacity.

Network The volume of traffic exceeds capacity and causes collisions.

Because these components interact with each other, improving one has a positive effect on the others. For example, when
you add needed memory, you can expect excessive CPU paging and swapping to stop. On the other hand, making an
improvement in one area causes a bottleneck to develop in another area. For example, adding buffers improves the disk
I/O but decreases available memory. Ideally, tuning results in a high degree of resource utilization without overtaxing any
one of the individual components. The key is to get all of these interdependent components to work together. You find
it beneficial to consult other groups that have similar configurations to yours about their use of CPU, memory, disk, and
network.

Optimize CPU Usage

CPU problems occur when too many processes are requesting service simultaneously. The first sign of CPU problems is
when processes begin to take a lot longer than usual to complete. In extreme cases, thrashing occurs. Thrashing occurs
when the CPU becomes so consumed with moving memory back and forth from disk that no time is left for processing
user requests. Then, programs are placed in a wait state for CPU.

To correct minor CPU problems like slow processing and avoid severe CPU problems like thrashing, consider the
following tips:

• Enable parallel processing, if possible, by spreading concurrent processing across multiple CPUs/servers. The more
processes sharing a single CPU, the higher the risk of a CPU shortage.

• Direct processing of the largest jobs to the fastest CPU. Process elapsed time tends to decrease as CPU speed
increases.

• Adjust priority settings to ensure that time-critical processes are run first.
• Schedule long running encyclopedia processes to execute during non-peak hours, where practical. For example, a

process, which causes a sequential search algorithm against a large model, is better suited to execute during off-
hours.

• If practical, spread the processing workload evenly across time. Establish a site schedule to coordinate what
encyclopedia processes are run at different times.

• Add memory to reduce swapping and paging demands on the CPU.
• Optimize memory usage and disk usage.
• Get a faster CPU.
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Optimize Memory Usage

Memory problems occur when there is not enough free memory available to accommodate peak processing without
paging and swapping. When free memory is exhausted, the entire process is paged or swapped to disk. Since disk
access is much slower than memory access, performance suffers when this occurs.

The amount of memory that is needed depends on the program running, the language of that program, the DBMS
accessed, the operating system, and the number of users that are logged on. The more memory available, the faster the
system runs.

Memory usage is considered optimized when the hit ratio is 90 percent or better. The hit ratio is the ratio of finding
rollback, table, index, and cluster data in memory rather than having to perform I/O from disk. The goal is to achieve as
close to 100 percent utilization as possible during peak processing times.

The key point here is that more available memory translates into reduced requirements for swapping, thus improving
overall system throughput.

These benefits are especially notable when processing a large model.

To avoid memory problems, especially when processing a large model:

• Equip your system so that free memory does not drop below 5 percent during peak processing times. (Leaving too
much free memory, say 10 percent, is inefficient.)

• Adjust the CSE object cache, that is, the number of unreferenced objects that are kept in memory.
• Add memory when shortages begin to impact performance and it looks like a pattern is developing.

Optimize Disk Usage

Disk problems can occur when disk I/O activity is high. Common problems include disk fragmentation and chaining.

To avoid disk problems, especially when processing a large model:

• Spread the workload as evenly as possible across multiple disk drives to reduce the physical I/O contention by
allowing parallel I/O operations. For example, if you have four physical disk drives, you could separate the operating
system, database log files, CSE tables, and CSE indexes. See the table Recommended Configuration for Optimal Disk
Performance.

• If you have only a single drive, consider obtaining more drives. The more disk drives that you have, the less time
processes spend waiting for disk I/O operations.

• Strive to ensure that all disks are operating within their recommended maximum I/O rates.
• If only certain disks exceed recommended maximum I/Os, move tablespace from the overworked disks to other disks.
• Ensure that tables and indexes are assigned storage locations of adequate size. If sized correctly, all data is in one

contiguous extent rather than fragmented. Unfragmented data provide the most efficient access by eliminating the
need for extra read/write head movement.

• Plan for future expansion. If you need more disks, consider adding several medium size disks rather than a few large
disks to allow for better sharing of the workload.

• Add memory for I/O buffering to reduce disk activity.
• Adjust buffer caches as needed, either by adding more or reducing the current number.
• Provide ample amounts of embedded free space.
• Ensure that enough of system sort workspace is provided.
• If available for your hardware platform, take advantage of Array disk technology.

NOTE
While it is possible to configure the CSE environment such that the database is on a different physical machine,
it is not a recommended configuration for performance reasons. The architecture of the normal execution of
the CSE process is such that there are many individual messages that are passed between the CSE process
and the database process. This leads to performance issues because any network latency between the two
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machines is multiplied by the number of requests made. If the current configuration is necessary, then care must
be taken to ensure that the communications infrastructure between the two machines is as quick as possible.

Optimize Network Usage

Network problems, such as collisions, can occur when the volume of data to be transferred exceeds network capacity.

Follow these steps:

• Ensure that your network is fast enough to meet your needs.
• Position your equipment strategically. Moving the client and server machines closer together physically reduces

network delays.
• Schedule long-running processes, such as large checkin or checkout processes, during non-peak times to improve

overall response time.
• Use the data compression utilities of your operating system to compress data before transferring it across the network.
• Use disk drives directly mounted on your computer. Avoid use of drives that are attached over a network.

Anticipate and Avoid Problems

Certain problems can be avoided, after you know when they occur. The following table lists the problems and their
solutions:

Problem Occurs when

Rollback extension A transaction has to extend its size because the current rollback is
not large enough to contain all the rollback data.

Rollback contention There are not enough rollback segments; therefore some
transactions requesting rollbacks must wait for a rollback segment.

Chaining and dynamic extension The current extents that are assigned to tables, indexes, and
rollback segments are insufficient to handle growth.

Excessive I/O on hard drives Data files are not spread among disks, resulting in degraded
performance.

Memory paging Memory is insufficient to accommodate processing requirements;
contributes to excessive I/O on hard drives.

Collecting Performance Statistics in CSE
This article provides information for Collecting Performance Statistics in CSE including, Monitor the Encyclopedia Tables
and Profile, Monitor Operating System Resources, Encyclopedia Usage, and Encyclopedia Contention.

This topic delivers the following information:

• Provides queries that you can use to collect statistics on the encyclopedia tables
• Provides queries that you can use to collect statistics on the encyclopedia profile
• Suggests strategies for monitoring operating system resources, encyclopedia usage, and encyclopedia contention.

Monitor the Encyclopedia Tables

Queries for monitoring the system tables are provided for the following DBMSs:

• Oracle UNIX and Windows
• SQL Server
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Oracle

Use the following SQL queries to gather statistics from system tables in an Oracle server.

Windows

For the query to display the number and size of database files and the number of extents for CSE tables, set the
environment variable ORACLE_SID to the CSE database; for example, DBCSE. Enter the following at the command
prompt:

SET ORACLE_SID=DBCSE

SQL*Plus must be executed from this command prompt.

Alternatively, in your workspace, click Start, Setting, Control Panel. In the Control Panel, select System. In the System
Properties panel, add the environment variable ORACLE_SID and its value, the database name. Click Set to set the
value. SQL*Plus can be run from any prompt or the icon.

For the query to display next extent for each table and index in the DBCSE database, run the SQL from within SQL*Plus
after logging in as owner of the DBCSE tables.

UNIX

For the query to display the number and size of database files and the query to display the number of extents for CSE
tables, set the environment variable ORACLE_SID to the CSE database; for example, DBCSE.

If you are using the Bourne shell:

ORACLE_SID=DBCSE

export DBCSE

If you are using the Korn shell:

export ORACLE_SID=DBCSE

Or if you are using c-shell:

setenv ORACLE_SID DBCSE

Then log in to the system account as owner of the DBCSE tables to access the DBA tables. For the query to display next
extent for each table and index in the DBCSE database, run the SQL from within SQL*Plus.
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The number of Extents on CSE tables and indexes:

Next Extent for CSE tables and indexes:
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SQL Server

Use the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio and its associated documentation to access information about the
CSE tables and indexes. Use the Management Studio or the available command-line tools to gather some basic statistics.

Number of rows in common encyclopedia tables:

SELECT COUNT (*) FROM DOBJ

SELECT COUNT (*) FROM DASC

SELECT COUNT (*) FROM DTXT

SELECT COUNT (*) FROM DSUBEX

Monitor the Encyclopedia Profile

Use the following SQL queries to gather statistics about the encyclopedia profile.

Number of models in encyclopedia:

SELECT COUNT (*)

FROM DMDL

Number of models updated during last month:

SELECT COUNT (*)

FROM DMDL

MODEL_DATE > CURRENT DATE - 1 MONTH

Size of models and number of objects:

   SELECT MODEL_NAME, COUNT (*)

   FROM DMDL,

   DOBJ

   WHERE OBJ_MODEL_ID = MODEL_ID
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   GROUP BY MODEL_NAME

   ORDER BY 2 DESC

Number of objects in model and subset checkouts:

 SELECT MODEL_NAME, S_SUBSET_NAME, CKO_USER_ID, COUNT (*)

 FROM DMDL, DCKOID, DSUBID, DSUBEX

 WHERE CKO_MODEL_ID = MODEL_ID

 AND CKO_STATUS = 'C'

 AND CKO_SUBSET_ALL = 'N'

 AND CKO_SUBSET_ID = S_SUBSET_ID

 AND SE_CKO_ID = CKO_ID

 GROUP BY MODEL_NAME, S_SUBSET_NAME, CKO_USER_ID

 UNION

 SELECT MODEL_NAME, 'ALL', CKO_USER_ID, COUNT (*)

 FROM DMDL, DCKOID, DSUBEX

 WHERE CKO_MODEL_ID = MODEL_ID

 AND CKO_STATUS = 'C'

 AND CKO_SUBSET_ALL = 'Y'

 AND SE_CKO_ID = CKO_ID

 GROUP BY MODEL_NAME, CKO_USER_ID

User IDs authorized to encyclopedia:

SELECT U_USER_TYPE, COUNT (*)

FROM DUSR

GROUP BY U_USER_TYPE

Monitor Operating System Resources

Statistics can help you monitor and optimize encyclopedia performance. Use DBMS-specific monitoring utilities to monitor
operating system memory and CPU use, because these utilities are environment-specific.

Monitor Encyclopedia Usage

To determine elapsed time and related details, examine utility and server log files.

Log files display start time, end time, user ID, and, when appropriate, model name and subset name. The Message
Dispatcher .ini file contains the prefix of log file names for each server and utility. The number is appended before and
after the type separator.

The CSE log file base names are specified in the Message Dispatcher INI file, %IEF_CONFIGDIR%\iefmd.ini on Windows
or $IEF_CONFIGDIR/iefmd.ini on UNIX, as the value of the LogLocation parameter. These names are constructed from
the value that is specified for the working directory, IEF_WORKINGDIR, also specified during CSE configuration. For
instance, for the upload utility APPNAME=UTLUP, the base name is <ief_workingdir>\up; where <ief_workingdir> is
the value of IEF_WORKINGDIR. The first instance of the upload utility writes its log information into "<ief_workingdir>
\up1.01".

Monitor Encyclopedia Contention

The monitoring of contention that is caused by timeouts and deadlocks is to overall encyclopedia use. Often, as deadlines
approach for a particular project, timeouts and deadlocks increase as the work related to a model increases. Many users
attempt to funnel work to one place. Since all DBMSs protect data through locking mechanisms, some users experience
timeouts or deadlocks.
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Capacity Planning
This article provides information for Capacity Planning. Each Client-Server Encyclopedia contains two types of tables:
schema tables and data tables.

Become Familiar with Table Sizes

Tables that are dependent on what DBMS or operating system that you use include:

• Schema tables
• User data tables that are small
• User data tables that vary in size
• User data tables that are large

Host Versus CSE Table Comparison

Most tables composing the Host encyclopedia have counterparts on the CSE. Most CSE tables are about the same size
as the corresponding tables on the Host. The significant exception is the DOBJ table, or Object table, which is much larger
on the CSE.

DOBJ Table

The CSE DOBJ row size is 350% longer than the size of a Host encyclopedia row, since properties are stored on this
table rather than a separate DPRP table, as they are on the Host.

DSUBEX Table

The CSE DSUBEX table, or Subset Expansion table, stores details only on objects in checked out subsets, not on objects
in checked out models. The Host encyclopedia DSUBEX table stores details on objects in both checked out subsets and
checked out models.

Schema Tables

The following schema tables are never resized:

• SASC
• SDIV
• SOBJ
• SPRP
• STRG

Small Tables for User Data

The following user data tables are small and relatively static in size:

Size Depends on the number of
DGRPUS groups and users who are defined for the encyclopedia
DMAX N/A; size is stable
DMDLUS users authorized to access or update each model
DSETID aggregate sets created; stores details including set name, owner

creation date and time, administrator ID
DSETDF original object IDs in each aggregate set; stores original

encyclopedia and object IDs for each aggregate set
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DUSR users defined for the encyclopedia
DMDL models defined for the encyclopedia
DSUBID subsets created; stores details including ID, owner, type
DSUBDF subsets created; stores scoping objects of subset definitions
DSUBUS users authorized to access or update each subset
DXCPID available code page maps; this two-column table has an average

of 50 rows

Variable-Sized Tables for User Data

The sizes of the following data tables vary with usage:

Size Depends on the number of
DCKOHIST Checked out models and subsets; stores history of checkout

information for determining why updates cannot be processed.
DCKOID Checked out models and subsets; stores checkout information

down to object-level.
DTXT of descriptions added to model and their length

Large Tables for User Data

You can expect the following tables to grow in size over time. DASC, the object association table and DOBJ, the object
table, are the two largest tables in the encyclopedia.

Size Depends on the number of
DASC object associations across the encyclopedia
DNAME objects with load name properties; about 25% of model objects
DOBJ objects in the encyclopedia; stores object property, and model

checkout information
DSUBEX Subsets checked out, their types (system test subsets are larger

than unit test and design subsets), and the number of objects they
contain or have associations with (stores scoping objects and
other selected objects in checked out subset).

Relative Size of Indexes to Tables

The percentages that are provided in the following table are based on relative row lengths. For example, the row length of
Index 1 for the DASC table, is 35 percent of the row length of the DASC table, or Object Association table.

Table Name Index 1 Index 2 Index 3 Index 4
DASC 35% 25% 35% N/A
DCKOHIST 47% N/A N/A N/A
DCKOID 10% 20% 20% N/A
DGRPUS 100% 100% N/A N/A
DMAX 3% N/A N/A N/A
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DMDL 3% 28% N/A N/A
DMDLUS 40% 40% N/A N/A
DNAME 2% 20% N/A N/A
DOBJ 2% 20% 6% 4%
DSUBDF 50% 50% N/A N/A
DSUBEX 42% 42% 42% N/A
DSUBID 6% 56% N/A N/A
DSUBUS 39% 39% 51% N/A
DTXT 1% N/A N/A N/A
DUSER 14% N/A N/A N/A

Estimate CSE Size

The actual amount of space that is required for the CSE depends on the operating system and the DBMS. However, you
can base an estimate on the size of the DOBJ table.

To calculate a rough estimate of the size to allow for the CSE, use a formula within the following range:

Low: CSE size (in Kbytes) = 1. 75 * DOBJ

High: CSE size (in Kbytes) = 1.9 * DOBJ

The previous formula is based on the following assumptions:

Table Name Size Relative to DOBJ Description
DASC .5 DASC is about half the size of DOBJ.
DNAME .2 Approximately 25 percent of DOBJ rows

have a corresponding row in this table. The
DNAME row is shorter than the DOBJ row.

DSUBEX 0 - .1 Varies depending on the extent subsetting
is used. If there is no subsetting, do not
include this factor in estimate.

All others > .1 The total size of all remaining tables is less
than 10 percent the size of DOBJ.

Split Files Across Multiple Physical Drives

If physical disk resources on the encyclopedia server permit, splitting files across multiple physical drives improve disk
performance. DOBJ and DASC are the largest and most frequently accessed tables in the encyclopedia. Placing them on
separate drives, and their indexes, can significantly improve performance. DSUBEX is heavily accessed during subset
download; performance also benefits by having that table and its indexes on different drives.

The following configuration provides the best possible disk performance:

Drive Contents
A DBMS log files
B DBMS rollback segments (if applicable)
C All tables except DOBJ, DSUBEX, and DASC
D All indexes except those for DOBJ, DSUBEX, and DASC
E DOBJ table
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F DOBJ indexes
G DSUBEX table
H DSUBEX indexes
I DASC table
J DASC indexes

You need not distribute data manually if CSE database files reside on RAID disks that already use striping (for example,
RAID 0, RAID 1, RAID 3, and RAID 5). It is suggested by most DBMS vendors that log files not be striped, as log records
are inserted and retrieved sequentially.

Capacity Planning Checklist

Use the following list as a guide for capacity planning:

1. Estimate the number and type of models and subsets that are used. Remember that system test subsets are larger
than design or unit test subsets. Also, if you select to create development models from your production models, they
may be smaller than the original production models. This impacts:
– DMDL
– DSUBDF
– DSUBID
– DSUBEX

2. Estimate the number of users and groups that are accessing the models and subsets. Identify the functions that they
perform. This impacts:
– DUSR
– DSUBUS
– DGRPUS

3. Estimate the average number of subsets that are checked out at one time. This impacts:
– DSUBEX
– DCKOID
– DCKOHIST

4. Estimate how much descriptive information is stored. This impacts DTXT.
5. Review the technical requirements for the CSE and obtain the minimum disk space and memory required.
6. If you plan to spread the CSE tables across multiple disks, see Split Files Across Multiple Physical Drives.

Tune the Client Server Encyclopedia
This section describes the performance-affecting processes of the CSE server, backup scenarios for the CSE and their
levels of recoverability, values that are set in the CSE Support Client, and various scenarios of CSE cleanup.

Client Server Encyclopedia Processes Affecting Performance

Most requests for the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) server that originate from a client are completed immediately.
However, there are several requests that start resource-intensive processes on the server. The time to complete these
requests depends on server configuration, server activity, and size of the model/subset included in the request.

The following topics are covered in this section:

Resource Intensive Processes

The resource intensive processes on the CSE include those initiated by the following commands:
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• Adoption
• Checkout/Download/Extract
• Consistency Check
• Copy Model
• Create Model from Subset
• Delete Model
• Encyclopedia Validate Report
• Expansion Conflict Report
• Generate Code
• Generate DDL
• Migration
• Override Model Checkout
• Override Subset Checkout
• Update/Upload/Apply

Enable Parallel Processing

Each of these commands has a corresponding utility process started on demand by the Message Dispatcher. Such
requests are initiated immediately if that utility is not currently processing a previous request. Any subsequent requests
are queued and are executed one-at-a-time until all are complete. These utilities work exclusively on each request until
it is complete. To enable multiple copies of this utility processes to run simultaneously, modify the Message Dispatcher
initialization file, usually iefmd.ini, to increase maximum occurrences.

Backup and Recovery of the CSE Tables

The type of backup taken, and the recovery level of database tables are determined by the volatility of the data in the
tables and the recovery level required by the application:

Backup Options

In general, there are three backup scenarios for the CSE that are defined by their level of recoverability:

• Disk device backup, which includes all files
• Table backup without archived update logs
• Table backup with archived update logs

Table Backup/Recovery with Disk Device Contents

Disk device backup, which is produced at the operating system level, is appropriate for disaster recovery operations since
the backup consists of the contents of an entire disk device. Recovery of tables can be accomplished only in conjunction
with restoration of all files on the disk device. Therefore, it is probably not a preferred method for preparing for normal,
non-disaster recovery. During a disk device backup, encyclopedia databases cannot be updated, thus read consistency is
assured.

Table Backup/Recovery Without Update Logs

Encyclopedia tables can be backed up in such a way that read consistency is guaranteed, but application of logs is not
possible or not intended. For example, Oracle export can accomplish this. Recovery from this type of backup can be made
only to the point at which the encyclopedia table backups were taken. Such a backup strategy is ideal for sites where the
databases are updated only during say an 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. workday and backups are scheduled for nights. In such a case,
no update logs would be expected after a certain hour, so risk of possible data loss during recovery would be low.
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Table Backup/Recovery with Update Logs

Encyclopedia tables can be backed up with update logs to allow recovery to the point of failure. Here, a read consistent
backup is taken in accordance with DBMS requirements and the update logs are saved, or archived. In the event of an
encyclopedia failure, the tables can be recovered to the backup and the update logs applied as close to the failure point
as possible. This backup method supports true 24 by 7 availability of the CSE.

Guidelines for Scheduling Backups

Scheduling frequent backups is recommended when:

• Tables are heavily updated
• The number of update logs created per day is large
• Recovery must begin immediately when needed
• Recovery time must be short

To ensure the continual availability of the table data over time, maintain backups and update logs on disk. When lead-time
to availability is acceptable, update logs and backups can be archived to free disk space. To minimize the risk of loss of
data during a disaster, maintain disaster recovery copies of backups and update logs in an off-site location. Schedule the
transfer to occur regularly.

Cache and Threshold Settings

This article provides information for Cache and Threshold Settings including, Object Cache and Override Checkout
Threshold.

Object Cache

The object cache is the number of unreferenced objects that are kept in memory during any process or active utility.
This value applies to the entire CSE. In general, the smaller the object cache, the slower the processing speed, but the
lower the memory requirements for the CSE process. With higher object caches, processing speed is increased and so is
memory use. If the object cache is set too high, paging of memory can occur, degrading performance.

The paging of objects out of memory to disk is a function of a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm. The object cache is
sometimes known as the LRU cache because the object cache value indicates the number of unreferenced objects to be
held in memory before invoking the LRU algorithm to release objects. The default value for the object cache is 100,000.

NOTE
Only the Encyclopedia Administrator is authorized to change the object cache value.

Modify the Object Cache Value

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Support Client. Select Utilities then Object Cache.
2. Evaluate the displayed value. To increase processing speed, determine how much to increase this value. To lower the

memory requirements, determine how much to decrease it.
3. To estimate the maximum value for your configuration, use the following formula:

    available memory * 1500 

Where:

available memory is the total system memory in megabytes minus the operating system requirements.
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1500 represents the number of objects per megabyte of memory that is utilized during resource-intensive processing on
the CSE.

• Type the preferred object cache value over the displayed value and select the Modify command.

Override Checkout Threshold

The override checkout threshold is the number of objects that causes the override of a checkout of a model or subset to
be completed in one transaction with no incremental commits. If the number of objects in the model or subset exceeds this
value, incremental commits are made every 200 objects. This value applies to the entire CSE.

Modify the Override Checkout Threshold

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Support Client and select Utilities, Object Thresholds.
2. Evaluate the value that is displayed in the Override Checkout entry field. The default value is 100,000. To get quicker

results, determine how much to increase this value. To conserve machine space and to allow more concurrency,
determine how much to decrease this value.

3. Type the preferred override checkout threshold value over the displayed value and select the Modify command.

Perform the CSE Cleanup

The cleanup utility removes objects, properties, and associations in unusable or incomplete models. This is indicated by
a value of U in the model status field of the DMDL table. This situation occurs when GEN NEW MODEL, COPY MODEL,
CREATE MODEL FROM SUBSET, UPLOAD, or LOAD does not complete successfully and have taken intermediate
checkpoints. Objects and associations are saved during these checkpoints, but are invalid until the respective CSE
process successfully completes. The cleanup utility removes unusable objects, properties, and associations from the
encyclopedia. The cleanup utility does intermediate checkpoints, so it can be stopped and restarted.

This topic provides the following information about the cleanup utility:

Clean Up the CSE

Follow these steps:

1. To determine whether unusable objects or associations exist, execute this query from the encyclopedia DBMS query
manager:

     select model_id, model_name, model_status from dmdl

 

If any returned rows have a model_status of U, the model is unusable; proceed.

• Ensure that none of the resource-intensive CSE server processes are active.
Note: For more information, see Resource Intensive Processes.

• Run the cleanup command-line utility with the following parameters. If you do not specify optional parameters, the
values default to the indicated IEFMD environment variables.

     cleanup -u userid

[-p dispatcher name][-v environment][-g encyclopedia group]

Where:
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userid is the logon ID of the encyclopedia administrator

Optional Parameter Description Environment Variable (default)

-p dispatcher name Name of the Message Dispatcher IEF_MDNAME (iefmd)

-v environment CSE_ENV

-g group Encyclopedia group name IEF_ENCYGROUP (ency)

Maintain CSE Tables and Indexes

Regular maintenance of the CSE tables and indexes, both after cleanup of unusable models and as a function of
normal operations, is critical in ensuring that efficient accesses to CSE data are maintained. The frequency at which this
maintenance is performed depends on factors such as the volume of use of the CSE and the volatility of the models in the
CSE.

These factors also affect the growth rate and fragmentation of CSE tables and indexes. As objects are added to the CSE,
table and index free space is reduced and space extents are taken. This activity must be monitored and corrected, by
reorganization and space reallocation, before performance is impaired.

Managing the Client Server Encyclopedia Workload
Improve the performance of the CSE by implementing processes that help you use the encyclopedia more efficiently,
reduce contention among requests, and decrease the delay associated with failures and poor planning.

Ways to Improve Processes

The process improvements span various areas from scheduling to communications, and aid in the general coordination of
development projects.

In many cases, you can use general techniques that do not address specific areas of concern. These techniques are good
practices and help increase overall performance by decreasing the time that is associated with non-successful attempts.
The following topics fall under this category of general techniques:

• Understand what causes contention
• Avoid contention and model corruption
• Make the most of peak and non-peak processing
• Create subject matter experts
• Use reports to facilitate planning
• Manage and coordinate projects

In other cases, identify and understand the specific encyclopedia functions that incur the most processing time, usage,
and contention. For more information, see Specific Encyclopedia Functions .

Avoiding Contention and Model Corruption

This article provides information for Avoiding Contention and Model Corruption. The first step in reducing contention is to
understand what causes it.

Causes of Contention

Contention can be caused by:
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• DBMS timeouts and deadlocks
• Encyclopedia-enforced enqueue waits

DBMS Timeouts and Deadlocks

DBMS timeouts or deadlocks occur when two users attempt to access a database record or table that is locked. Some
of the earlier supported lock records of DBMS at page level. Data for different models were stored on the same DBMS
page. Because of this, any two users, regardless of the models being accessed or updated, can experience timeouts and
deadlocks. Even though it is not easily predictable, certain encyclopedia functions have a tendency to cause timeouts and
deadlocks. Model deletion is one of these functions.

These functions, especially when run on large models, perform thousands of DBMS inserts, updates, and deletes to
key encyclopedia tables such as DOBJ and DASC. Functions like copy model and upload of a new model may perform
thousands of inserts and updates but tend to access new pages rather than existing ones. Model delete accesses existing
pages that can be spread across the entire encyclopedia. This amount of activity increases the chance of another user
attempting to access the same page of a table or index.

Another group of encyclopedia functions has a tendency to cause timeouts and deadlocks because they are not capable
of taking interim commits. Because these functions must force a complete rollback if they fail, they cannot take an interim
commit, which causes the DBMS page locks to escalate to tablespace locks when run on a large amount of data. These
functions are:

• Migration
• Adoption
• Apply of an existing model (Apply of a new model does incremental commits).

Encyclopedia Enqueue Waits

The second kind of contention is caused by encyclopedia constraints that are known as enqueue waits. Enqueue waits
are constraints that are built into the encyclopedia to prohibit two functions that are known to be incompatible from running
at the same time. Because enqueue waits can be predicted, it is worthwhile to learn the rules that govern them.

Encyclopedia Concurrency Matrix

The encyclopedia concurrency matrix is the table of rules that determine which functions are compatible to run
simultaneously. An enqueue wait occurs when a second process is started that violates the rules of the concurrency
matrix. The second process is put into wait mode and retried every minute to see if the enqueue still exist. After a
specified number of retries per function, the second process terminates (it never really got started) with a resource conflict
message. An enqueue wait occurs at the encyclopedia, model, and subset levels. However, encyclopedia enqueue are
used only for updating generation options that are not stored in the model.

Some of the more common restrictions include:

• A download and an upload cannot run in the same model simultaneously.
• No uploads, downloads, or code generations are allowed in a model while a migration into that model is running.

Encyclopedia users must be aware of the concurrency matrix and know how to use it.

NOTE
For more information, see Use the Client Server Encyclopedia. The matrix shows only the concurrency that is
enforced by the CSE. Other types of contention, such as that caused by the DBMS, cannot be determined from
the matrix.

Avoid contention in the following ways:
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• Know what is running
• Know what is scheduled to run
• Communicate what is going to be run

What Is Currently Running?

Before you perform an encyclopedia function that may cause contention, see which functions are currently running. You
can determine what is running with operating system utilities or by viewing the log files that are created by the servers and
utilities.

Each server and utility registers with the Message Dispatcher using the Message Dispatcher initialization file (named
iefmd.ini). One of the parameters in the initialization file indicates the log location for the server or utility. The path and file
name is defined by the value in the log location parameter that is concatenated with instance numbers. For example, the
first instance of the upload utility would normally be named up1.01.

After determining what functions are currently running, view the appropriate log files to determine what user, model, and
subset is being processed by the function of interest.

Review Lock and ID Allocation Server Configuration

Review the configuration of the lock and ID allocation servers in the Message Dispatcher initialization file (usually
iefmd.ini) using any text editor. Only one lock and ID allocation server can exist on a database. However, you can have
multiple servers running different software versions against the same database.

In this case, in the Message Dispatcher initialization file you must define only one of these servers (usually the one with
the latest software) to have its lock/ID servers running. The other servers use the lock/ID servers of the first server to lock
models and allocate IDs.

If you do not configure the servers in this way, multiple processes can perform write locks against the same model, which
can result in a corrupted model. In addition, two ID servers can fetch IDs. This can also result in contention problems.

If no encyclopedia functions are defined for a database, you can have a Message Dispatcher initialization file with no lock/
ID servers defined. However, if you have an encyclopedia that is defined, specify a lock/ID server.

Examine Outstanding Locks

You can use the Support Client to see what model and subset locks are currently outstanding. There are three types of
model locks: Read, Write, and Upload. If model locks are outstanding, then certain locks can occur on the same model but
others are not allowed.

The following table shows concurrent model locks:

Model Lock Allowed Not Allowed
Read Read Write, Upload
Write Read, Write, Upload
Upload Upload (if for different subset) Read, Write

NOTE
Upload locks allow simultaneous uploads of two subsets. When a subset lock is outstanding, no other locks are
allowed on the same subset definition.
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Functions Performing Read Locks

The following functions perform Read locks on the model indicated. When a model is Read locked by one function, other
functions also can lock that model for Read but no function can lock it for Write or Upload. The following table shows
Functions that can hold concurrent read locks on a model:

Function Which Model
Add Subset Selected model
Adoption Source model
Compare Source and destination models
Consistency Check Selected model
Copy Model Source model
Display Generation Components Selected model
Display Packaging Selected model
Encyclopedia Validate Selected model
Expansion Conflict Report Selected model
Generate Delta Selected model
Migration Source model
Walkency Selected model

Functions Performing Write Locks

The following functions perform Write locks on the model indicated. When a model is Write locked, no function can lock it
for Read, Write, or Upload. Functions that can hold write locks on a model follow:

Function Which Model
Add/Update/Delete Packaging Selected model
Add/Update/Delete Paths Selected model
Adoption Destination model
Change Model Administrator Selected model
Change Model Checkout Userid Selected model
Cleanup All unusable models
Convert Model Selected model
Delete Model Selected model
Download Selected model
Generate Code Selected model
Generate DDL Selected model
Migration Destination model
Override Model Selected model
Rename Model Selected model
Verify Delta Model specified in translation file
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Functions Performing Upload Locks

The following function performs Upload locks on the model indicated. When a model is Upload locked, another function
can Upload lock it for a different subset but no function can lock it for Read or Write. This table shows the function that can
hold upload locks on a model:

Function Which Model
Upload Selected model

Functions Performing Locks on Subsets

The following functions perform locks on the subset indicated. When a subset is locked, no other functions can
simultaneously lock it. Functions that can hold write locks on a subset:

• Add Subset
• Change Subset Administrator
• Change Subset Checkout Userid
• Create Model from Subset
• Copy Subset
• Delete Subset
• Download Subset
• Modify Subset
• Override Subset
• Rename Subset
• Upload Subset

What Is Scheduled to Run?

By scheduling activities, organizations can give critical tasks of higher priority and can reduce resource contention. The
jobs that affect the entire encyclopedia, such as image copy and reorganization, must be scheduled to run at a consistent
time that is communicated to all encyclopedia users. Users must understand that the encyclopedia is unavailable during
this time and that all encyclopedia jobs must finish before the scheduled start time.

Schedule encyclopedia jobs that you believe may cause contention with other encyclopedia activity, such as large model
copies, deletes, and migrates, during a period when other ongoing activity is curtailed. These time periods are best
scheduled during non-peak hours and must be communicated and agreed upon by all encyclopedia users. All users must
have access to the schedule.

Communicate What Is Going to Run

Activity that has a likelihood of causing contention within a model must be communicated to everyone working in that
model. Advanced warning allows others to prepare and schedule their activities to avoid any contention. An advanced
warning also allows users to respond if the activity being scheduled causes hardship on other priority activities.

For example, if ten users are actively working in a model and one user must run a download, no other user can perform
an upload during the download. The user must send a group message to the other users in that model notifying them
of the time of the download. The other users can then plan their activities around the download and avoid the cost and
frustration of a failed upload.

Database Object ID Partitioning

The CSE installation and configuration no longer provide the user the option to create multiple Object ID partitions on the
Encyclopedia Database. The option was originally added for page level locking, which was present in older versions of
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supported databases. For example, SQL Server. Since SQL Server now provides row level locking, multiple Object ID
partitions are no longer necessary for any CSE database platform. The multiple Object ID partition option is not available
at installation or configuration time however the feature is supported for the existing Encyclopedia database.

If your CSE does not contain many models that you may still experience contention, but the contention must improve as
more models are loaded to the CSE. You may also choose to define physical database partitions to help avoid contention
(if your database supports this feature).

If you experience contention during the initial uploads, try single threading uploads until the database is sufficiently
populated and then you can increase utilities.

If you are upgrading, your existing data remains the first partition, even if you increase the number of partitions.

NOTE
For more information about Object ID partitions, see the Support Client online help.

Peak and Non-Peak Processing Time

Some encyclopedia functions can run during peak processing hours and other functions must run during the non-peak
hours.

You get better at deciding the appropriate times by understanding the concurrency matrix, reviewing performance reports,
and continuing to work with the encyclopedia (which increases your experience).

Peak Processing

Encyclopedia functions that can run together within the same model are easily run during peak processing hours. A few
illustrations of these types of processes are code generation, reporting, and defining subsets.

Other encyclopedia functions that tend to cause contention must be broken into small jobs (where applicable). Illustrations
of these are migration and adoption. Both can cause contention when they do not complete in a short time and both can
be broken into small pieces. Running 10 migrates that each complete in 10 minutes causes much less contention than
one migrate that runs for 100 minutes.

Non-Peak Processing

Use software available on the operating system that you are using as your server to submit requests to initiate standalone
executables at a specific date and time during off-peak hours. Execute the function without any parameters to display the
parameter options.

Any utility that services requests for long running jobs can be controlled by permitting only one instance of that utility
to be active at a time. The Message Dispatcher .ini file includes the maxinstance parameter for each utility. Setting the
maxinstance parameter to 1 is the way to ensure that requests to the corresponding utility are single-threaded. For
example, to ensure that only one upload request can be processed at a time, set the maxinstance parameter to 1 for the
Upload utility, UTLUP.

The following table shows standalone utilities:

Utility Name Description

ACBLKUSE Action block use report utility

ADPTMODL Adopt model utility.

CLEANUP Clean up (delete) encyclopedia utility.

COMPMODL Compare model report utility.

CONSISCK Consistency check report utility
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CONVALL Convert all models utility.

CONVMODL Convert model utility.

COPYMODL Copy model utility

DELMODEL Delete model utility.

DIAG Diag utility

DOWNLOAD Download utility

ENCYVAL Encyclopedia validates utility.

EXPCNRPT Expansion conflict report utility

GENDELTA Generate delta utility.

GENVER Generate verify utility.

MIGRMODL Migrate model utility.

OVERRIDE Override utility

TRNRPT Create transaction report utility.

UPLOAD Upload utility

VERDELTA Verify delta utility.

VERUP Verify upload utility.

The following table shows server executables:

Utility Name Description

SRVCONS Construction server

SRVCOORD Coordination server

SRVID Id allocation server

SRVLOCK Lock server

SRVMS Model/Subset server

SRVUGA User/Group/Authorization server

SRVVC Version Control server

The following table shows utility executables:

Utility Name Description

UTLACBLKU Action block use report utility

UTLADPT Adoption utility

UTLCONCK Consistency check report utility

UTLCPYM Copy model utility

UTLCRMFS Create model from subset utility.

UTLDELM Delete model utility.

UTLDIAG Diagnostic utility

UTLDOWN Download utility

UTLEVAL Encyclopedia validates utility.
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UTLEXPRP Expansion conflict report utility

UTLGENCD Generate code utility.

UTLGEND Generate DDL utility.

UTLMIGR Migrate utility

UTLOVER Override checkout status utility.

UTLUP Upload utility

UTLVERD Verify delta utility.

UTLVERUP Verify upload utility.

Subject Matter Experts and Reports

This article provides information for Subject Matter Experts and Reports. Training is an effective way to improve
performance.

The more information that a developer has about the requirements and how all parts of the system interact, the greater
is the success of the developer. Although it is not always feasible to train all team members in every area, try to have a
few individual team members that are trained in specialized areas. These individuals can share their knowledge with other
team members. They can also improve the performance of the entire team.

Two areas in which training can be effective are subsetting and migration.

Subsetting Expert

An improperly defined subset results in too many or too few objects to complete a task. Users who do not have all objects
that are requires to complete a task tend to over define a subset and get more than what is required. Over defining a
subset has a ripple effect of causing other users to get downgraded. The net effect is that subsets must be overridden, re-
defined, and downloaded. This incurs unproductive time.

You can usually improve subsetting practices by training one project member for the role of subsetting expert. This person
must review each subset for the correct scoping objects, expansion, and protection that is needed for the task. Team
members must be taught to use the subsetting documentation to scope their individual subsets. These subsets must
then be reviewed with the subsetting expert. The subsetting expert must explain any requested changes so that each
developer can gain a better understanding of the subsetting rules.

As team members become better at subsetting, the number of subsets that are incomplete or too large decreases. Well-
scoped subsets reduce processing time and improve performance. The number of unnecessary objects that are included
in each subset decreases, as does the number of multiple subsets being downloaded for a single task.

Migration Expert

A migration may fail for several reasons. The failed migrations take more than twice as long as successful migrations
because they result in a rollback. Trial migrations are equivalent to a failed migration because they also result in a
rollback. You want to reduce the failure rate and number of trial migrates because migrations may cause contention on the
entire encyclopedia.

You can do the following to eliminate or reduce the number of unsuccessful migrations:

• Understand the rules of migration. For each object, know its enabling and companion object.
• Keep selected objects for migration small to avoid repeat migration attempts of many objects if one object fails.
• Use Public Interface (PI) and available reports to understand the model and objects to be migrated.

Each project must have a migration expert who is thoroughly trained in the rules and best practices of migration. This
prevents many failed migrations and reduces or eliminates the need for trial migrations. The migration expert must
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implement a request process to aid in the scheduling of migrations. The process must prevent the need for large
migrations by allowing for incremental movement of changed objects.

Reports

Use of the following can help you manage a heavy CSE workload:

• Compare Aggregate Objects Report
• Public Interface views
• Expansion Conflict Report
• Action Diagram listings

Determine Objects Needing Migrating

The Compare Report can provide a complete list of objects to evaluate for possible migration. Ensure that all changes are
tracked and included in the migration plans.

NOTE
For more information, see Client Server Encyclopedia Version Control. Also use PI to determine what aggregate
objects have changed during a given time period.

A common cause of failed migrations is attempting to migrate a function or process to a model, which does not contain
the parent objects in the function hierarchy. Use the PI to identify all parent functions and processes. Those, which are not
contained in the destination model, may be included in the first migration attempt to prevent the need for a second attempt
or for a trial migrate.

NOTE
For more information, see Client Server Encyclopedia Public Interface.

Determine Potential Checkout Downgrades

Use the Expansion Conflict report to display shared objects that are downgraded when the subset is checked out. This
report does not update the encyclopedia and is less time-consuming than download.

Examine Listings

Developers often use action diagram listings to understand and diagnose existing code. The action diagram listing is at
the top of the generated source code. Instead of running a report that reads the encyclopedia tables, users can browse
the top of the source listing and eliminate the need for any encyclopedia access.

Project Planning and Coordination in CSE

This article provides information for Project Planning and Coordination in CSE. Good project planning is perhaps the most
essential element to improving encyclopedia processes.

Understanding and implementing good project planning practices is crucial to reduce overlaps when subsetting, migrating,
creating project models, and so forth.

Naming Standards

Naming standards can help identify objects that are obsolete or temporary and reduce object redundancy. Without good
naming standards, encyclopedia users create redundant objects or use obsolete ones. When this happens, the users
often must re-subset to delete the object usage and include the correct object.
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Standards for Shared Objects

Standard naming conventions can also be used to communicate the purpose or status of a shared object. By having a
naming convention, an object list search is quicker and more likely to succeed. A common reason for object searches is
to locate an action diagram or exit states to include in new code. In addition to a naming convention for shared objects, a
good description further indicates whether the object is suitable for the developer. Good in-line comments communicate
how the action block must be implemented.

Tagging Obsolete Objects

Another use for naming conventions is to tag obsolete objects. If an obsolete object cannot be deleted (because it is
referenced in some way), the object can be renamed so that its obsolete status is communicated. One possibility is to
rename it so that it begins with ZZ_OBS_ and then appends as much of its original name as possible.

This naming scheme groups all obsolete objects at the end of an object list. You can easily find them and the name clearly
indicates to the users to remove them from their code and subsets. This in turn makes it easier to delete the objects and
reduce the size of the model, eventually.

Tagging Temporary Objects

A naming convention for temporary objects is also helpful in locating and removing unnecessary objects. One possibility
is to start the name with ZZ_TEMP_ followed by the initials of the developer and then whatever descriptive information the
developer chooses. This naming scheme also groups temporary objects at the bottom of the list. It makes them easy to
find and identifies the developer. The objects can be deleted if the developer forgets.

Tagging Subsets

The last illustration of naming conventions is to have the developers name their subsets starting with their initials. It
reminds the developers of all subsets that they have so that they can remove any that are obsolete. It also identifies to all
other developers the owner of the subset.

Project Models

Dividing the development work among project models can greatly aid in the reduction of processing time and conflicts.
Developers working in a smaller project model have reduced processing time during downloads because the subsets pull
in fewer neighborhood objects. Potential subsetting downgrades and resource conflicts are also reduced.

When feasible, contention can be reduced and developer productivity can be increased by separating work into one or
more project models. Separate models increase the development coordination necessary for a project, but reduces the
contention that is incurred by spreading the work across models.

Coordinating Shared Objects

Careful management and coordination of shared objects is also essential to the success of a development team. By
carefully monitoring the modification of shared objects between models, you can reduce the number of migrations
necessary to get the most current copy containing all changes into each model (for development or testing). This
coordination also prevents the need for multiple coding efforts that become necessary when a shared object is changed in
different models and a migration cannot preserve both sets of changes.

Avoiding Mass Upload

Calling for all subsets to be checked in to facilitate migration can be costly and nonproductive. Migration can take place
while subsets are checked out.
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Consider checking out a subset with the root subject area for Modify and the databases for Delete before any other subset
is checked out. You can then migrate the data-related objects (entity types, attributes, relationships, and so forth) by
overriding the subset, and then re-checking out the subset.

You can use this same technique for other shared objects. If shared objects are being changed in one model, check them
out for Modify or Delete in all other models but not download them. This protects them from being changed or ending up in
another subset for modify or delete. When it is time for them to be migrated, you can override the protective subsets and
the migration can proceed without conflict.

When a mass check-in is required, spread the uploads over time so everyone does not try to upload simultaneously (such
as at the end of the business day).

Following a mass upload, a mass download is needed for the next day.

Regeneration and Installation

Another way to improve the performance of the encyclopedia is by developing procedures for the regeneration and
installation of code.

An organization must develop procedures for informing the group whenever they modify an object that has a large impact
on regeneration. This depends on how objects are shared in an organization. In any case, set up procedures that limit
when these changes are made and that indicate to the entire organization when the changes are done.

Specific Encyclopedia Functions in CSE

Improving processes that involve specific encyclopedia functions begins with understanding how these encyclopedia
functions work; this is key to making sound decisions on coordinating their usage.

The following encyclopedia functions are discussed individually with tips for improving their performance:

• Download
• Upload
• Override checkout status
• Migrate
• Adopt
• Add a new model
• Model delete

Download

A download consists of three basic phases: expansion, extraction, and output. During the expansion phase, the scoping
objects that are selected during subset definition are expanded to include related (neighborhood) objects. The extraction
phase ensures that the subset is complete (that all necessary objects are included in the subset) and downgrades the
protection of the user to objects if necessary. Downgrades occur because an object is already checked out to another
user or because the object was requested with delete and associated objects on the same model were not included in the
subset expansion. In the output phase, the model is written to the transaction file.

Although download is primarily a read-only process, the encyclopedia does not allow other functions to occur while a
download is in progress.

As objects are extracted from the encyclopedia, the encyclopedia updates the DOBJ or the DSUBEX table to indicate
that the objects are checked out with a certain level of protection. Updates to the model for this purpose are the source
of locks. Periodic commits are executed to alleviate the scope and duration of the locks. If a download does not complete
successfully, the subset is not marked as being checked out. However, because commits were taken along the way, the
next download must perform a cleanup routine before executing the download to remove all checkout updates for the
failed download.
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Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving downloads:

• Plan downloads in advance and execute them during non-peak hours.
• To avoid downloading during prime time, have more than one subset checked out always. If work on one subset is

finished or must be redefined, there is always a second subset to work on.
• If downloads are allowed during the day, require that all users of that model be notified.
• Create a subsetting expert for each project or model. This expert can help users define subsets appropriately, which

reduces the number of incomplete subsets and subsets that are too large.
• Users that have read-only access to a model can do a read-only download that does not check out anything. This is

different from having update access and scoping objects for read protection. Users can also explicitly request a read-
only download.

Upload

An upload updates the model in the CSE. If the upload is without check-in, the upload usually runs faster because the
object status is not being changed. For an upload with check-in, the following occur:

• All the transactions in the transaction file are processed.
• A commit occurs.
• The DCKOID row is deleted.
• All objects in the subset are checked in or deleted from DSUBEX with periodic commits taken.

If the upload abends during the process of checking in the objects, the next download of the model or any subset of that
model cleans up the partial checkout.

Since upload is an update process, the encyclopedia only allows limited access to the model while the model is being
updated. An upload cannot run while a download or code generation is occurring in that model. The only activities that
can run simultaneously with an upload in the same model are other uploads or overriding, renaming, deleting, or copying
another subset. Locks occur as objects are inserted and deleted, properties are modified, and associations are added and
deleted.

If the upload fails, you cannot continue to work on the subset until the upload is completed. This may be important when
you plan for an upload.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving uploads:

• Upload without check in frequently. This serves as a primary method of backup in case that you must recover work on
the workstation.

• Understand how to perform an upload manually. This can be valuable if you have to restart a failed upload.
• Keep the uploads small during peak processing hours. Frequent uploads without check-in accomplishes this. Most

uploads that take less than 10 minutes do not fail because of an enqueue wait.
• Perform large uploads (more than one new procedure) during non-peak processing hours.
• Perform uploads with check-in during non-peak processing hours, when possible. Uploads with check-in take

substantially longer than uploads without check in.
• Teach users to select Cancel or Ignore when not making a change with the toolset. Selecting OK, even if there were no

changes, can trigger an update.

Override Checkout Status

A table of checked out objects is kept in the CSE. For checkout of a model, objects are flagged as checked out in the
DOBJ table. When the override function is requested, the encyclopedia updates the DOBJ table or deletes the rows in the
DSUBEX table for the model or subset.
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Most functions are allowed to run simultaneously as an override of a checkout status, but because of the amount of
updating that is done, this can cause contention.

Periodic commits are taken during the delete or update. If a failure occurs during override, the next download of the model
or a subset of it cleans up the partial checkout.

Techniques

To improve the process involving override checkout status for large subsets, consider uploading with check-in during non-
peak processing hours even if there have been no updates.

Migration

Migration copies objects from a source model to a destination model. For the source model, migration is a read process.
For the destination model, migration is an update process. Periodic commits are not performed because of the difficulty of
detecting and correcting the results of a partial migration. Because there are no periodic commits, migration can quickly
cause contention across the entire encyclopedia. Trial migration executes the same logic as migration except a rollback is
done at the end of processing, which approximately doubles the processing time.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving migration:

• Migrate at the lowest aggregate level. For example, if you change an attribute, migrate the attribute, not the entity type.
• Keep the migrations small (less than 10 minutes) if you must do them during peak processing hours.
• Know what is running before migration. Do not perform the migration if other large encyclopedia jobs are running; such

as an upload, download, model copy or another migrate.
• Whenever possible, schedule migrations to run during a time period for single stream processing.
• If you must perform migrations during peak processing hours, notify all encyclopedia users in advance.
• Analyze the objects to be migrated. Know the rules of migration for each type of object. Identify the enabling and

companion objects for each object to be migrated. You can use the Compare Report to compare the results between
the source and destination models.

• Avoid large migrations. If one object fails, the entire migration fails.

Adoption

Adoption is used to assign common ancestry to an object for migration. The original encyclopedia ID and the original
object ID of the selected destination model object are updated to match the original encyclopedia ID and the original
object ID of the equivalent object in the source model. Adoption establishes a correspondence between objects that are
alike so they can be migrated or compared.

The adopt function automatically unadopts component objects. Component objects that do not get adopted are given a
new original encyclopedia ID and a new original object ID to sever any common ancestry they may have. Incremental
commits are not taken during the adopt function. Adoption of large models can cause contention.

To avoid contention, you can selectively adopt large models rather than using the All option.

The following table lists the suggested order of adoption for specific object types and the prerequisites that are required
for the adoption of the objects:

Object Type Prerequisite
Relationships Entity types
Data records Entity types, Relationship
Tablespace Databases
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Commands Business system
Templates Business system
Functions Entity types and work attribute sets defined in views.
Processes Entity types and work attribute sets defined in views.
BAA common action blocks Entity types and work attribute sets defined in views.
BSD common action blocks Entity types and work attribute sets defined in views.
Procedure Business system, entity types and work attribute sets defined in

views.
Dialog flow Procedures, Exit states
Online load module Business system
Window load module Business system
User defined matrix User defined object class

All other selectable objects do not have prerequisites and can be adopted in any order.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving adoption:

• Identify the purpose and scope of the adoption. Avoid an adoption on all objects if you require only a limited adoption.
• Refrain from deleting and recreating objects (thereby losing common ancestry) which forces an adopt before a migrate.
• Put procedures in place for tracking name changes that are not picked up by an adopt.
• Avoid large adoptions during peak processing hours. Keep adoptions small (less than 10 minutes) if you must perform

them during peak time.
• Know what is running before an adoption. Do not adopt if other large encyclopedia jobs are running.
• Notify all encyclopedia users in advance if you must perform an adoption during peak processing hours.
• Whenever possible, schedule large adoptions to run during a time period for single stream processing.
• Use trial adoption only when necessary to identify and exclude objects that must not be adopted, such as those with

the same name, or to ensure that no unintended name changes occur.

Adding a New Model

The following activities can be considered as adding a new model to the encyclopedia:

• Model copy
• Generate new model
• Initial model upload
• Cross copy from another encyclopedia
• Create model from subset

Each of the activities creates objects, associations, properties, and text. The activities place a read lock on the source
model to prevent changes to the model while the activity occurs. Periodic commits are executed to alleviate the scope and
duration of the database locks.

When you add a new model, the model is initially put into an unusable state. The row in DMDL is inserted first, then all
objects, properties, associations, and text are added. Finally, the DMDL row is put into a modifiable state. Unless the
add completes normally and the final step of updating DMDL occurs, orphan objects are left in the database. The orphan
objects do not affect other operations, but the incomplete model is unusable. You can clean up the orphan objects with the
cleanup utility.

For large models, the overall effect of a failed activity, such as a failed copy, can be substantial. Because a copy does
periodic commits, orphan objects are left in the encyclopedia following a failure. For a large model in an encyclopedia
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where disk space is in short supply, you may must clean up the orphan objects and REORG the database before being
able to perform the copy again.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving the addition of a new model:

• Check current disk space usage and estimate required disk space for a model before adding the new model. Increase
disk space if necessary before performing the activity.

• Schedule model copies and generate new models for overnight processing.

Model Delete

Model delete deletes objects, associations, properties, text, and subset definitions. It does periodic commits to alleviate
the duration of the database locks. Because of the heavy amount of database activity, it has a tendency to cause
contention across the entire encyclopedia. The first task that is done by a model delete is to flag the model as unusable
from the DMDL table. Periodic commits occur during processing. If a model delete does not complete successfully, you
can clean up orphan objects with the cleanup utility.

Techniques

The following techniques can improve the process involving model delete:

• Schedule model deletes to run during non-peak processing hours.
• Schedule model deletes before a REORG.
• Rename models that are intended for delete and schedule the delete during a time period for single stream processing.

Monitoring and Tuning on Oracle
This article provides information for Monitoring and Tuning on Oracle with the following recommendations for ways to tune
the CSE for better performance.

Routine Database Cleanup

Run the Cleanup utility often to delete obsolete objects and associations. For information to determine whether cleanup is
necessary, see Perform the CSE Cleanup.

To determine whether cleanup is necessary, set ORACLE_SID to the appropriate value for the encyclopedia database
name and use SQL*Plus to execute the query. Typical value for ORACLE_SID is DBCSE (for older Windows
encyclopedias, older UNIX encyclopedias or for newer encyclopedias on either platform).

NEXT and PCTINCREASE Reduction

To reduce PCTINCREASE and NEXT, alter the tables and indexes by issuing the following from within SQL*Plus. For
heavy encyclopedia usage, consider replacing 4M for DOBJ and DASC with higher values. The value, 4M, must be
adequate if you export and import weekly. MAXEXTENTS is 99 by default, where the highest valid value is 121. Query to
Reduce PCTINCREASE and NEXT:

alter table dasc storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter index dasci1 storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter index dasci2 storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter index dasci3 storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter table dobj storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter index dobji1 storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;
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alter index dobji2 storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter index dobji3 storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter index dobji4 storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter table dname storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter index dnamei1 storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter index dnamei2 storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter table dtxt storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter index dtxti1 storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter table dsubex storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter index dsubexi1 storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter index dsubexi2 storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

alter index dsubexi3 storage (next 4M pctincrease 0) ;

Database Defragmentation

Performing an export followed by an import effectively defragments the encyclopedia database.

Steps for an Export/Import-Oracle Windows

Follow these steps:

1. setenv ORACLE_SID DBCSE

exp <userid> <password>

2. Export the user tables with the defaults. An SID of DBCSE is a default substitute for the ENCY database name.
Dropping the user tables from the CSE smooth the import process. To drop the user tables, change to the directory
where CSE Oracle SQL is installed ($IEFCSGEN/../cse_oracle) and create the file that is composed of only DROP
statements.

grep “DROP TABLE” dbcse.ora > drop.dbcse

3. Using SQL*Plus, run drop.dbcse.
4. If you installed PIVIEWS, drop these. To drop the PIVIEWS defined in the database, change to the directory where

CSE Oracle SQL installed ($IEFCSGEN/../cse_oracle) and create the drop.view file:

find "CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW" piviews.sql > drop.views

Using a text editor, edit the drop.views file as follows:
a. Replace CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW with DROP VIEW.
b. Append a semicolon (;) to the end of every line that starts with DROP.
c. Save the file and exit from the editor.

5. Using SQL*Plus, run drop.view.
6. If your database is fairly large, add a 100-MB file to the temporary tablespace:

sqlplus /nolog

connect sys as sysdba

alter table iefency_temp add datafile

'/usr/iefcse/dbs/dbcsetemp.dat'

size 100M ;

7. Run the import facility:

imp <userid> <password>

1. Run the export facility:
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SET ORACLE_SID DBCSE

exp <userid> <password>

2. Export the user tables with the defaults. An SID of DBCSE is a default substitute for the ENCY database name.
Dropping the user tables from the CSE smooth the import process. To drop the user tables, change to the directory
where CSE Oracle SQL is installed (%IEFCSGEN%\..\cse_oracle) and create the file that is composed of only DROP
statements.

find "drop table" dbiefd.sql > drop.dbcse

3. Using SQL*Plus, run DROP.DBCSE.
4. To drop the PIVIEWS defined in the database, change to the directory where the CSE Oracle SQL is installed

(%IEFCSGEN%\..\cse_oracle) and create the drop.view file:

find "CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW" piviews.sql > drop.views

Using a text editor, edit the drop.views file as follows:
a. Replace CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW with DROP VIEW.
b. Append a semicolon (;) to the end of every line that starts with DROP.
c. Save the file and exit from the editor.

5. Using SQL*Plus, run DROP.VIEW.
6. If your database is fairly large, add a 100-MB file to the temporary tablespace:

SQLPLUS /NOLOG

CONNECT SYS AS SYSDBA

ALTER TABLE IEFENCY_TEMP ADD DATAFILE

'\DBCSE\DBCSETEMP.DAT'

SIZE 100M ;

7. Run the import facility:

imp <userid> <password>

Steps for an Export/Import-Oracle UNIX

Follow these steps:

1. Run the export facility:
 

CSE Database Partitioned Across Multiple Drives

When you install the CSE, consider dividing the CSE database (DBCSE for both Windows and UNIX) across multiple
physical drives. Place the low-volume system tablespace on any drive. Recommended configuration for four drive
systems:

Drive Contents
1 Log files
2 Rollback segments
3 Table tablespace
4 Index tablespace
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DDL Customization

If you have plenty of disks, you can customize the DDL. The tables of greatest impact are DOBJ and DASC, the largest
and most accessed, and DBSUBEX, which is heavily accessed during subset download. For a description of the results of
customizing, see the table, Recommended Configuration for Optimal Disk Performance.

To create a system with this configuration, add the required tablespaces in the $IEFCSGEN/../cse_oracle/dbiefd.sql file.
Then use SQL*Plus to create those tablespaces and run the cse_config using the initialize option instead of the create
option.

Monitoring and Tuning on SQL Server
This article provides information for Optional Tuning for SQL Server. This topic deals with optional tuning for SQL Server.

Procedure Cache

The procedure cache variable defines the percentage of memory that is allocated to the procedure cache after the
memory needs of the server are satisfied. The SQL Server Installation Default for Procedure Cache (30) is valid with
optional tuning as needed.

SQL Server/Windows Routine Procedures
This article provides information for SQL Server/Windows Routine Procedures. Several procedures must be performed
frequently to keep the CSE databases running efficiently.

Unless the system administrator ID/password has been changed, use sa as the login ID and a blank password to start the
SQL Server Management Studio:

• Cleaning up your database
• Updating database statistics
• Backing up your database
• Backing up transaction logs
• Adjusting database size
• Truncating transaction logs
• Stopping SQL Server
• Starting SQL Server
• Common SQL Server system procedures

Cleaning Up Your Database

To avoid wasting space in the encyclopedia, remove unusable models from your database by running a routine cleanup
procedure. It may be a good idea to schedule a nightly (or off-hours) cleanup.

Unusable models may be left in the encyclopedia from unsuccessful procedures, including:

• Unsuccessful copy model operations
• Unsuccessful create model from subset operations
• Unsuccessful upload new model operations

For example, if you run out of space while creating a model, data associated with the model remains in the tables until you
perform a cleanup.
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Updating Database Statistics

SQL Server provides the ability to update statistics in a database. Update statistics cause SQL Server to evaluate the
current state of the database and store statistics about how many rows are stored in each table. This helps SQL Server
determine which indexes to use when retrieving data from the tables.

Updating statistics frequently (you may choose to update statistics at the same time as your database backups), can help
improve performance in the CSE. You must not take down the database or CSE software to run statistics for SQL Server.
You may want to update statistics daily.

Update Encyclopedia Database Statistics

Follow these steps:

1. Start up the SQL Server Management Studio from the SQL Server program group. Unless the system administrator
ID/password has been changed, use sa as the login ID and a password to start the Management Studio.

2. From the DB drop-down list box, select <DBCSE> (or your encyclopedia database name).
3. Select File Open, to open the file estats.sql in %IEFCSGEN%\..\cse_msqls.

If you do not have estats.sql, then type in the following commands manually:
update statistics DASC
update statistics DCKOHIST
update statistics DCKOID
update statistics DENCY
update statistics DGRPUS
update statistics DMAX
update statistics DMDL
update statistics DMDLUS
update statistics DNAME
update statistics DOBJ
update statistics DSUBDF
update statistics DSUBEX
update statistics DSUBID
update statistics DSUBUS
update statistics DTXT
update statistics DUSR
update statistics SASC
update statistics SDIV
update statistics SOBJ
update statistics SPRP
update statistics STRG
update statistics DXCPID

4. Select the Execute Query (F5) icon.
This executes all the previous commands against your <DBCSE> database. Output can be viewed in the Results
window. The update statistics commands have completed successfully when the following message is displayed on
the Results window:
This command did not return data, and it did not return any rows.

5. You may save the data to a file for use the next time.

Update Coordination Database Statistics

Follow these steps:

1. Start up the SQL Server Management Studio from the SQL Server program group. Unless the system administrator
ID/password has been changed; use sa as the login ID and a password to start the Management Studio.

2. From the DB drop-down list box, select <DBDIR> (or your Coordination server database name).
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3. Select File Open to open the file called dstats.sql. If you do not have dstats.sql, then type in the following commands
manually:
update statistics DIRLOGON
update statistics DIRUSER
update statistics DIRENCY
update statistics DIRXCPID

4. Select the Execute Query (F5) icon.
This executes all the previous commands against your <DBDIR> database. Output can be viewed in the Results
window. The update statistics commands have completed successfully when the following message is displayed on
the Results window:
This command did not return data, and it did not return any rows.

5. You may save the data in a file for use the next time.

Backing Up Your Database

To back up your SQL Server system data, follow the guidelines that are found in your SQL Server System Administrator
documentation. A separate procedure is recommended to back up the CSE databases (default <DBCSE> and <DBDIR>)
regularly.

Create a Database Dump Device for Each CSE Database

See the following illustrations and the SQL Server documentation for the exact procedure:

• Create a database dump device for the <DBCSE> database using Management Studio, for example:

sp_addumpdevice 'disk', 'DBCSE_DB_DUMP', 'D:\DBCSE.DMP', 2

• Create a database dump device for the <DBDIR> database using Management Studio, for example:

sp_addumpdevice 'disk', 'DBDIR_DB_DUMP', 'D:\DBDIR.DMP', 2

Create a Database Backup to Disk or Tape

These commands create a location to back up the database to disk. You can dump your data to a tape by issuing a similar
command.

Weekly Database Backups and Update Statistics Are Typical

Database backups must occur often enough for your particular work environment. Typical schedules include weekly
database backup and update statistics. This may not be sufficient for your environment. Assign a database administrator
(DBA) for your work area to schedule database backups.

1. Back up the Encyclopedia database <DBCSE> using the database dump device and the following Management
Studio command:

dump database DBCSE to DBCSE_DB_DUMP

2. Back up the Coordination Server database <DBDIR> using the database dump device and the following Management
Studio command:

dump database DBDIR to DBDIR_DB_DUMP

Restoring Databases from a Database Dump Device

Back up stored information in files created when you create your dump device. The files, as described earlier, have
the .DMP extension. For information on LOAD DATABASE command or restoring database in event of failure, see the
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SQL Server documentation for the LOAD DATABASE command. This gives instructions on restoring from a database
dump device.

Backing Up Transaction Logs

The CSE server installation creates .LOG files for both server databases. These transaction files record a log of updates
and deletes against the databases. In the event of a failure, databases can be recovered using database backups and
forward recovery of the transaction logs.

Typical Log Backups Occur Daily

Back up the transaction logs using a transaction log dump device. The procedure is similar to the database backup.
However, transaction logs must be backed up more frequently than databases. Typical schedules include daily backups.

Log and Database Dump Devices Are Separate

Log dump devices must be separate from the database dump devices so that you can work with them separately.

Create a Transaction Log Dump Device for Each CSE Database

Follow these steps:

1. Create a transaction log dump device for the <DBCSE> database using Management Studio, for example:

sp_addumpdevice 'disk', 'DBCSE_LOG_DUMP', 'D:\ENCYLOG.DMP', 2

2. Create a transaction log dump device for the <DBDIR> database using Management Studio, for example:

sp_addumpdevice 'disk', 'DBDIR_LOG_DUMP', 'D:\DIRLOG.DMP', 2

Create a Log Backup to Disk or Tape

These commands create a location to back up the transaction log information to disk. You can dump your logs to a tape
by issuing a similar command.

1. Back up the Encyclopedia transaction log <DBCSE> using the transaction log dump device and the following
Management Studio command:

dump transaction DBCSE to DBCSE_LOG_DUMP

2. Back up the Coordination transaction log <DBDIR> using the transaction log dump device and the following
Management Studio command:

dump transaction DBDIR to DBDIR_LOG_DUMP

Adjusting Database Size

As you increase the number of models in your encyclopedia, you may must increase the size of the Encyclopedia
database.

The simplest way to increase the size of a database is to expand it using the Microsoft SQL Management Studio.

NOTE
The default installation procedure creates a device size equal to your database size. After the installation, you
may must add a device and expand your database onto that device.
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Follow these steps:

1. Start the Microsoft SQL Management Studio icon from the SQL Server folder.
2. Highlight the database to which you want to add space. You may must select plus(+) boxes to expand the Server

Manager listing to show your database.
3. Select database properties.
4. If it is not already selected, select the General tab.
5. In the file properties section, verify that Automatically grow file is checked. Enter values for File Growth and Maximum

file size.
6. Click OK.

If the transaction log for your database fills up, use this same procedure to add space to the log device, using the
Transaction Log tab.

Truncating Transaction Logs

SQL Server transactions logs are never truncated unless you issue specific commands to truncate them. As a result, the
transaction logs fill up quickly and frequently.

Truncating Transaction Logs Is Critical

It is critical that you organize a strategy for preventing transaction or system logs from filling up during peak times. You
must become familiar with the SQL Server system administrator documentation regarding transaction logs. Read all the
documentation before establishing a strategy that works for you.

Truncating Transaction Log Guidelines

Use the following guidelines to help manage transaction logs and avoid space constraints. These options truncate
transaction logs to keep them as small as possible:

• DUMP TRANSACTION statement and WITH TRUNCATE ONLY class
• DUMP TRANSACTION statement and WITH NO_LOG clause
• sp_dboption system procedure with trunc. log on chkpt. option

Back Up Database Before Truncating Logs

Back up the entire database before truncating transaction logs. All three of these options truncate the log for the specified
database, however the options do not make a backup copy.

NOTE
DUMP DATABASE backs up the database and the transaction log but does not remove the inactive portion of
the transaction log.

When to Use DUMP TRANSACTION Statement and WITH TRUNCATE ONLY Class

The DUMP TRANSACTION statement using the WITH TRUNCATE_ONLY dumps the inactive part of the transaction log
without making a backup copy of it. After you use WITH TRUNCATE_ONLY, the changes that are recorded in the active
part of the transaction log are erased. Follow the DUMP TRANSACTION with a DUMP DATABASE statement, or you will
be unable to recover the database in the future by using the transaction logs.

When to Use DUMP TRANSACTION Statement and WITH NO_LOG Clause

Use the DUMP TRANSACTION statement using the WITH NO_LOG clause only when you have run out of space in the
database and cannot execute DUMP TRANSACTION using the WITH TRUNCATE_ONLY option. If you use the WITH
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NO_LOG option, follow the DUMP TRANSACTION with a DUMP DATABASE statement, or you will be unable to recover
future transaction logs.

When to Use sp_dboption System Procedure with trunc. log on chkpt. Option

Setting the trunc. log on chkpt. option is a way to save space, however it means that you can recover the state of the
database only as it was at the last database dump. Turning on the trunc. log on chkpt. option causes the transaction log
to be automatically truncated whenever SQL Server initiates the checkpoint checking process (about every minute). The
default is off. You can turn it on by issuing the following Management Studio dialog:

sp_dboption DBCSE, 'trunc. log on chkpt.', true

Bring the SQL Server down, using the SQL Server Manager icon in the SQL Server program group after issuing this
statement, and then restart the server.

NOTE
Although Setting the trunc. log on chkpt. option saves space, it means that you can recover the database only as
it was at the last database backup. It is better to have a background task regularly backup the transaction log.

If you want to restore only from the last DUMP DATABASE command issued against your database, then you may want to
seriously consider use of the trunc. log on chkpt. db option. If so, you may want to back up using the DUMP DATABASE
command more frequently than once a week.

Stopping SQL Server

Follow these steps:

1. Find MSSQLSERVER in the Services panel.
2. Select the Stop Services operation.

Starting SQL Server

Follow these steps:

1. Find MSSQLSERVER in the Services panel.
2. Select the Start Service operation.

SQL Server/Windows Database Customization
This topic provides the following information about customizing database configurations:

You can enhance performance after installation. This section discusses several database configurations you can
implement to enhance performance. The basic installation of the Encyclopedia database produces a generic database
configuration. The adjustments you can make to enhance performance are:

• Distributing data files across disks
• Accessing Public Interface views

Adjusting Storage Parameters

To avoid performance degradation from tablespace fragmentation, or if you anticipate storing more than 500,000 objects
in your encyclopedia, adjust the storage parameters for tables and their corresponding indexes.

The following are the key encyclopedia tables:
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• DOBJ
• DTXT
• DASC
• DSUBEX
• DNAME

To increase storage parameters for these tables follow the SQL Server procedures for space management.

Distributing Data Files Across Disks

If you have multiple physical disks available for your database, you can improve performance by distributing data files
between disks or by using disk striping.

Placing log files on one disk and data tables on another disk can reduce I/O contention.

To distribute data files across disks, indicate different disks at installation time, or follow the re-installation procedures.

For more information, see Configuring a CSE.

During installation the log files are created. The log file directory and application database location are specified during
installation.

If you will be performing uploads and checkouts with large models (more than 125,000 objects), your system will require
additional virtual memory.

You also will need to ensure that you have adequate swap space. Use the online help in the Client Server Encyclopedia
(CSE) Support Client to assist in determining an appropriate amount of swap space for Object Cache settings.

Accessing Public Interface Views

Use Management Studio to query Public Interface views.

NOTE
To populate or update Public Interface views, use the add or update models functions within the CSE. If you add
or update outside of the CSE you can corrupt the models, encyclopedia, or both. For more information, see the
Client Server Encyclopedia Public Interface.

Setting Options to Improve Performance

Use the sp_configure system procedure to set options for your CSE environment. For more information about system
procedures, see the SQL Server online documentation.

The CSE installation does not modify default SQL Server system configuration parameters. There are currently no
recommended settings other than those configured as the defaults when you install SQL Server. You can use different
settings to improve performance.

Common SQL Server System Procedures

Several system procedures provide information to database administrators.

Run the following procedures from Management Studio:

Procedures Information

sp_helpdevice Displays information about database devices and dump devices

sp_helpdb Displays information about the relationship between database
devices and segments in a specific database.
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sp_dboption Allows you to set some specific options for your database, for
example, trunc. Log on chkpt.

sp_configure Allows you to configure your SQL Server system.

sp_addumpdevice Creates a dump device for a database or transaction log.

sp_dropdevice Drops a device previously created.

sp_who Information about processes currently running.

sp_password Changes a user password.

Oracle/Windows Routine Procedures
Database Administration includes procedures run on a routine basis and less frequently used procedures that help you to
customize your database as your resource needs grow.

Several procedures must be performed frequently to keep the C/S databases running efficiently:

• Cleaning up your database
• Backing up your database
• Adjusting database size
• Stopping the database
• Starting the database

Cleaning Up Your Database

To avoid wasting space in the encyclopedia, remove unusable models from your database by running a routine cleanup
procedure. It may be a good idea to schedule a nightly (or off-hours) cleanup.

Unusable models may be left in the encyclopedia from unsuccessful procedures, including:

• Unsuccessful copy model operations
• Unsuccessful create model from subset operations
• Unsuccessful upload new model operations

For example, if you run out of space while creating a model, data associated with the model remains in the tables until you
perform a cleanup.

Models Remaining in Database Until Cleanup Is Run

Unusable models also remain from any delete model operations. Your database can become fragmented over time from
several delete model operations, or from performing delete model operations on large models. Deleted models remain in
the database until a cleanup procedure is run.

The cleanup program that is provided with CSE deletes rows that are associated with unusable models from the
encyclopedia.

NOTE
The servers must be running when cleanup is performed. As with all command-line commands, the optional
parameters can be determined by typing only the command and pressing enter. Required and optional
parameters that are used with that command are displayed. For information on setting parameters, see
Configure a CSE Server Environment in Use the Client Server Encyclopedia .

Follow these steps:

1. Back up your database. (Optional. See Backing Up Your Database.)
2. From the server software directory, enter the following command at a full screen prompt:
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cleanup -u <userid>

where:
<userid> is the CSE ID of an Encyclopedia Administrator. For example:

cleanup -u user1

Backing Up Your Database

Use the Oracle Export utility to back up the database regularly. The Oracle Import utility may be used to recover your
database from Export backups. For more information, see your Oracle documentation.

Adjusting Database Size

As you increase the number of models in your encyclopedia, you must increase the size of the tablespaces for the
Encyclopedia database. The following are the tablespaces that you must increase:

iefsency_idx -
Index Tablespace

iefsency_tab -
Application Table Tablespace

The simplest way to increase the size of a tablespace is to add a data file to the tablespace. Use the Oracle procedures
for adding a data file.

Follow these steps:

1. Shut down the servers.
2. Back up the database:

Use the Oracle Export utility. Follow the instructions in your Oracle Documentation.
3. Delete the existing data files (since you are changing sizes):

For example: rm <datafile>
4. Recreate the tablespaces using the new values:

Run the CSE server re-installation.
5. Initialize the database:

Run the CSE server re-installation.
6. Restore your data:

Use the Oracle Import utility.

NOTE
For more information, see the Configure a CSE Server Environment in  Use the Client Server Encyclopedia .

Stopping the Database

You must stop each database before performing a system shutdown. Stop the Message Dispatcher.

NOTE
For more information, see  Use the Client Server Encyclopedia .

Starting the Database

If you encounter a system shutdown, you must start the databases. To start the database, you must do the following:

1. Double-click the CSE program group folder.
2. Double-click the Message Dispatcher icon.
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Oracle/Windows Database Customization Procedures
This article provides information for several Oracle/Windows Database Customization Procedures and database
configurations that you can implement to enhance performance.

You may want to enhance performance after installation. The adjustments that you can make to enhance performance
are:

• Adjusting the number of rollback segments and rollback tablespace size
• Adjusting the init<Encyclopedia database name>.ora
• Adjusting the number and size of log files
• Adjusting storage parameters
• Distributing data files across disks
• Accessing Public Interface views

Adjusting the Rollback Segments and Rollback Tablespace

If you have 20-25 users or more for the encyclopedia, you may want to add rollback segments and increase the size of the
rollback tablespace. Also, if you are working with large models (more than 125,000 objects) you may want to increase the
size of the rollback tablespace.

Multiple concurrent uploads create heavy activity. This can cause contention, which can degrade performance. If you
plan to run multiple concurrent uploads, you must increase the number of rollback segments and increase the size of the
rollback tablespace. The rollback segments for the Encyclopedia database are:

• ROLL1
• ROLL2
• ROLL3
• ROLL4

To add rollback segments, use the Oracle procedures for creating rollback segments.

Current rollback segments are placed in the tablespace:

iefsency_roll

To increase the size of the rollback segments tablespace, follow the procedures in Adjusting Database Size.

Adjusting the init Encyclopedia database name.ora Oracle Windows

If performance degrades, for example, checkouts take longer than usual, you may must adjust parameters in the
init<Encyclopedia database name>.ora in the directory $ORACLE_HOME/dbs.

Alter the values for the following parameters:

• DB_BLOCK_BUFFERS
• LOG_BUFFER

The system guidelines for memory with 192MB and greater than 192MB are to set the DB_BLOCK_BUFFERS to 8000
and set the LOG_BUFFER to 1048576.

If you increase the LOG_BUFFER, you may also must increase the size and number of database log files.

Adjusting the Number and Size of Log Files

Default configuration establishes four log files. To increase the number and size of log files, use the Oracle procedure for
adding log files.
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Adjusting Storage Parameters

To avoid performance degradation from tablespace fragmentation, or if you anticipate storing more than 500,000 objects
in your encyclopedia, adjust the storage parameters for tables and their corresponding indexes. The key encyclopedia
tables are:

• DOBJ
• DTXT
• DASC
• DSUBEX
• DNAME

To increase storage parameters for these tables follow the Oracle procedures for space management.

Distributing Data Files Across Disks

If you have multiple physical disks available for your database, you can improve performance by distributing data files
between disks.

Placing log files on one disk, indexes on another disk, and data tables on a third disk, can reduce I/O contention.

To distribute data files across disks, indicate different disks at installation time, or follow the re-installation procedures.

NOTE
For more information, see Configure a CSE Server Environment in Use the Client Server Encyclopedia.

If you are performing uploads and checkouts with large models (more than 125,000 objects), your system requires
more virtual memory. Work with your system administrator to allow for this by setting the kernel configuration parameter
maxdsiz.

You also must ensure that you have adequate swap space. Use the online help in the CSE Support Client to help with
determining an appropriate amount of swap space for Object Cache settings.

Accessing Public Interface Views

Follow these steps:

1. Set ORACLE_SID=<Encyclopedia database name>.
where: <Encyclopedia database name> is the name of the Encyclopedia database.

2. Open Oracle SQL*Plus.
3. Connect using the Oracle USERID and password that you used during the installation.
4. Use Public Interface views to access tables and views.

WARNING
To populate or update Public Interface views, use the add or update models functions within the CSE. If you add
or update outside of the CSE, you can corrupt the models, encyclopedia, or both.

During configuration of the CSE, an Oracle user ID and password were specified for connection to the Encyclopedia
database. This is the userid that is associated with all encyclopedia tables and views. The CSE software connects to the
databases using this user ID and password.

To avoid forcing users to qualify each view name, you can create a public synonym for each view.

You need DBA authority to create Oracle userids in the Encyclopedia database (with connect authority), to grant these
user IDs select access to views, and to create public synonyms.

NOTE
For more information, see the Client Server Encyclopedia Public Interface .
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UNIX/Oracle Routine Procedures
This article provides information for UNIX/Oracle Routine Procedures including Cleaning, Backing up, Adjusting, Stopping,
and Starting the database.

Database Administration includes procedures that are run on a routine basis and less frequently used procedures that
help you to customize your database as your resource needs grow.

Several procedures must be performed frequently to keep the CSE databases running efficiently:

• Cleaning up your database
• Backing up your database
• Adjusting database size
• Stopping the database
• Starting the database

Cleaning Up Your Database

To avoid wasting space in the encyclopedia, remove unusable models from your database by running a routine cleanup
procAdjusting Database Sizeedure. It is a good idea to schedule a nightly (or off-hours) cleanup.

Unusable models may be left in the encyclopedia from unsuccessful procedures, including:

• Unsuccessful copy model operations
• Unsuccessful create model from subset operations
• Unsuccessful upload new model operations

For example, if you run out of space while creating a model, data associated with the model remains in the tables until you
perform a cleanup.

Models Remaining in Database Until Cleanup Is Run

Unusable models also remain from any delete model operations. Your database can become fragmented over time from
several delete model operations, or from performing delete model operations on large models. Deleted models remain in
the database until a cleanup procedure is run.

The cleanup program that is provided with CSE deletes rows that are associated with unusable models from the
encyclopedia. Use the following steps to clean up your database.

1. Back up your database.
2. cleanup -u <userid>

where: <userid> is the CSE ID of an Encyclopedia Administrator.
For example:

cleanup -u daacmno

NOTE
The servers must be running when cleanup is performed. As with all command-line commands, the optional
parameters can be determined by typing only the command and pressing enter. Required and optional
parameters that are used with that command is displayed. For information about setting parameters, see
Configure a CSE Server Environment in Use the Client Server Encyclopedia .

Backing Up Your Database

Use the Oracle Export utility to back up the database regularly. The Oracle Import utility used to recover your database
from Export backups.
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Adjusting Database Size

As you increase the number of models in your encyclopedia, increase the size of the tablespaces for the Encyclopedia
database. The tablespaces that you must increase are:

iefsency_idx-
Index Tablespace

iefsency_tab-
Application Table Tablespace

The simplest way to increase the size of a tablespace is to add a data file to the tablespace. Use the Oracle procedures
for adding a data file.

For the recommended method of increasing the tablespace size, please consult your DBA or the documentation that
came with the version of Oracle you are using.

NOTE
For more information, see the Configure a CSE Server Environment in  Use the Client Server Encyclopedia .

Stopping the Database

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Message Dispatcher, following the instructions for stopping the servers.
2. Set the SID for the required database:

a. If you are using Bourne Shell or Korn Shell, set and export the SID. For example:

ORACLE_SID=<database name>

export ORACLE_SID

b. If you are using C Shell, use the setenv command to set the SID. For example:

setenv ORACLE_SID

3. Type the Oracle command:

sqlplus /nolog

connect sys as sysdba

shutdown

exit

4. Run Steps 2 and 3 for the Coordination and the Encyclopedia database.

NOTE
If there are processes pending against the database, the system does not respond to a normal shutdown. If this
occurs, type the following:

sqlplus shutdown immediate

NOTE
For more information, see Use the Client Server Encyclopedia.

Starting the Database

Follow these steps:

1. Login as the CSE Administrator using the account set up previously by the UNIX administrator.
2. Set the SID for the required database.
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– If you are using Bourne Shell or Korn Shell set and export the SID. For example:
–

    ORACLE_SID=<database name>  

    export ORACLE_SID   

– If you are using C Shell use the setenv command to set the SID. For example:
–

    setenv ORACLE_SID <database name>   

3. Type the Oracle command:

sqlplus /nolog

connect sys as sysdba

startup pfile=<location of initdb.ora file>;

exit

4. Run Steps 2 and 3 for the Coordination and the Encyclopedia databases.
5. Start the servers. Follow the instructions for starting the CSE software provided previously in this section.

UNIX/Oracle Database Customization Procedures
This article provides information for UNIX/Oracle Database Customization Procedures. You want to enhance performance
after installation.

This section discusses several database configurations that you can implement to enhance performance. The basic
installation of the Encyclopedia database produces a generic Oracle database configuration. The adjustments that you
can make to enhance performance are:

• Adjusting the number of rollback segments and rollback tablespace size
• Adjusting the init<Encyclopedia database name>.ora
• Adjusting the number and size of log files
• Adjusting storage parameters
• Distributing data files across disks
• Accessing public interface views

Adjusting the Rollback Segments and Rollback Tablespace

If you have 20 - 25 users or more for the encyclopedia, you may want to add rollback segments and increase the size of
the rollback tablespace. Also, if you are working with large models (more than 125,000 objects), you may want to increase
the size of the rollback tablespace.

Multiple concurrent uploads create heavy activity. This can cause contention, which can degrade performance. If you
plan to run multiple concurrent uploads, you must increase the number of rollback segments and increase the size of the
rollback tablespace. The following are the existing rollback segments for the Encyclopedia Database:

• ROLL1
• ROLL2
• ROLL3
• ROLL4

To add rollback segments, use the Oracle procedures for creating rollback segments.

Current rollback segments are placed in the tablespace:

iefsency_roll
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To increase the size of the rollback segments tablespace, follow the procedures in Adjusting Database Size.

Adjusting the init<Encyclopedia database name>.ora

If performance degrades, for example, checkouts take longer than usual, you must adjust parameters in the
init<Encyclopedia database name>.ora in the directory $ORACLE_HOME/dbs.

Alter the values for the following parameters:

• DB_BLOCK_BUFFERS
• LOG_BUFFER

The system guidelines for memory with 192MB and greater than 192MB are to set the DB_BLOCK_BUFFERS to 8000
and set the LOG_BUFFER to 1048576.

If you increase the LOG_BUFFER, you may also must increase the size and number of database log files.

Adjusting the Number and Size of Log Files

Default configuration establishes four log files. To increase the number and size of log files, use the Oracle procedure for
adding log files.

Adjusting Storage Parameters

To avoid performance degradation from tablespace fragmentation, or if you anticipate storing more than 500,000 objects
in your encyclopedia, adjust the storage parameters for tables and their corresponding indexes. The following are the key
encyclopedia tables:

• DOBJ
• DTXT
• DASC
• DSUBEX
• DNAME

To increase storage parameters for these tables, follow the Oracle procedures for space management.

Distributing Data Files Across Disks

If you have multiple physical disks available for your database, you can improve performance by distributing data files
between disks.

Placing log files on one disk, indexes on another disk, and data tables on a third disk, can reduce I/O contention.

To distribute data files across disks, indicate different disks at installation time, or follow the re-installation procedures.

NOTE
For more information, see Use the Client Server Encyclopedia.

During installation the log files are created in $ORACLE_HOME/dbs. The log file directory, the index tablespace and
application table tablespace location are specified during installation.

If you are performing uploads and checkouts with large models (more than 125,000 objects), your system requires more
virtual memory. Work with your UNIX Administrator to allow for this by setting the kernel configuration parameter maxdsiz.

You also must ensure that you have adequate swap space. Use the online help in the CSE Support Client to help with
determining an appropriate amount of swap space for Object Cache settings.
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Accessing Public Interface Views

If you use the Oracle SQL*Plus utility to perform queries against the CSE databases, you must access the database with
the following statement:

sqlplus <userid>/<password>

Where:

<userid> is the Oracle userid for the Encyclopedia Database Administrator.

<password> is the Oracle password for the Encyclopedia Database Administrator.

WARNING
To populate or update Public Interface views, use the add or update models functions within the CSE. If you add
or update outside of the CSE, you can corrupt the models, encyclopedia, or both.

During configuration of the CSE, an Oracle user ID and password were specified for connection to the Encyclopedia
database. This is the user ID associated with all encyclopedia tables and views. The CSE software connects to the
databases using this user ID and password.

To avoid forcing users to qualify each view name, you can create a public synonym for each view.

You need DBA authority to create Oracle user IDs in the Encyclopedia database (with connect authority), to grant these
userids select access to views, and to create public synonyms.

NOTE
For more information, see Client Server Encyclopedia Public Interface .

Server Administration
Perform several server administration tasks to maintain your system and to enhance performance. This section provides
suggestions for:

• What to do if a server stops
• Working with the <iefmd>.ini File
• Starting multiple instances of Encyclopedia utilities
• Capturing server utility errors during unexpected shutdowns
• Determining status of a server

What Happens If a Server Stops?

The Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) contains restartable and non-restartable servers:

Restartable Servers Non-restartable Servers

Coordination Server ID Server

Construction Server Lock Server

Model/Subset Server  

User/Group Server  

Version Control Server  

If an unexpected condition causes a restartable server or server process to stop, another instance of the server will be
started on demand with the next request. If there is not an automatic restart, use the following steps to restart the servers.
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For non-restartable server processes, you must shutdown and then restart the servers using the following steps. Manually
restarting a non-restartable server after an unexpected termination may affect database integrity.

If the ID server process or the Lock server process stops:

Follow these steps:

1. If possible, wait for any upload or checkout processing to finish.
2. Stop the servers.
3. Restart the servers

NOTE
For more information, see Install and Configure CSE.

Working with the iefmd.ini File

The following topics are covered in this topic:

Adjust or work with the iefmd.ini file to perform several tasks, which helps maintain your system and enhance
performance.

The iefmd.ini file is the Message Dispatcher configuration file, which contains information about the way the servers
and their utilities are started. You configure the file during the server installation. The default file name is iefmd.ini. If you
entered a different name during the installation, the file name will be what you entered.

The following figure outlines the iefmd.ini file. It focuses on the Server Environment section of the file that contains all
references to the server utilities. You can adjust this section after the installation.

Other sections of the file are set during the installation and can be changed by reinstalling the software and selecting
different parameters.

NOTE
For more information, see Use the Client Server Encyclopedia.

The following is an outline of the iefmd.ini file:
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After the installation and as you use your CSE, adjust the iefmd.ini file to accommodate your changing needs. Work with
the iefmd.ini file for the following tasks:

• Starting multiple instances of Encyclopedia utilities
• Capturing server utility errors during unexpected shutdowns
• Determining status of a server
• Defining an exclusive message dispatcher for the coordination server
• Assigning port numbers to Message Dispatchers
• Reviewing Directory and Encyclopedia group name configurations

Defining an Exclusive Message Dispatcher for the Coordination Server

In a multi-Message Dispatcher network, which implies multiple Encyclopedias, you may want to define a Message
Dispatcher that is dedicated to the coordination server for network control purposes. Having this dedicated Message
Dispatcher allows you to start and stop multiple Encyclopedias and to maintain independent access to the coordination
server.

NOTE
In a single Encyclopedia network, having a dedicated message dispatcher is a waste of CPU resources.

You can edit the Message Dispatcher <iefmd.ini> file using any text editor.

Changing the DIRGROUP and ENCYGROUP Parameters

Use a text editor to view the current setting for the DIRGROUP in the Message Dispatcher initialization file. Although the
software allows you to use another name, you must always use the default setting (DIR) for DIRGROUP because there is
usually no need to have more than one directory for a collection of encyclopedias.
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NOTE
If you do not use a setting other than the default for DIRGROUP, the client process can override the DIRGROUP
name by resetting the parameter through the IEF_DIRGROUP environment variable.

You can also use a text editor to review the settings for ENCYGROUP parameters in the <iefmd.ini> file. You can have
more than one encyclopedia referenced in the <iefmd.ini> same file. If your file contains multiple encyclopedias, the
names you define for ENCYGROUP must be unique.

Assigning Port Numbers to Message Dispatchers

If only one Message Dispatcher exists on each machine, you can assign the same port number for all MDs. However,
if more than one MD exists on the same server, you must assign separate port numbers for each MD because the
combination of IP address and port number must be unique.

The IP name or address can be in Internet Packet version 4 (IPv4) or version 6 (IPv6) format. The following Universal
Resource Locator (URL) format is also supported in the Hostname field:

 [host-name-or-IP-address] port-number

You can use the same port number for the RDS node names in all scenarios (one MD or multiple MDs on one server).
However, configuring one RDS for each Message Dispatcher or encyclopedia is recommended. When you have different
logs for each Message Dispatcher or encyclopedia, tracking the origin of messages is much easier.

Starting Multiple Instances of Encyclopedia Utilities

You can improve the throughput of your CSE environment by allowing more than one instance of Encyclopedia utilities.

Encyclopedia Utility Program Names

Encyclopedia utilities are the part of the Encyclopedia server that provide on-demand tasks for the following functions:

Function Program Name
Upload UTLUP
Diagnostic UTLDIAG
Download UTLDOWN
Verify last upload UTLVERUP
Delete model UTLDELM
Copy model UTLCPYM
Override checkout status UTLOVER
Create model from subset UTLCRMFS
Expansion conflict report UTLEXPRP
Model and subset statistics report UTLEVAL
Verify delta UTLVERD
Generate delta UTLGEND
Generate code UTLGENCD
Adopt/trial adopt object UTLADPT
Migrate/trial migrate object UTLMIGR
Compare aggregate object UTLCOMP
Consistency check report UTLCONCK
Action block use report UTLACBLKU
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Allowing the Server to Process Multiple Requests

Starting another instance of an Encyclopedia Server utility allows you to take advantage of running another image of the
server software. This enables your system to handle multiple server requests concurrently.

To allow the CSE software to start another instance of an Encyclopedia utility automatically, you can change the default
values for the min/max instance and the queue depth in your <iefmd>.ini file. The following table defines each of these
values:

Parameter Description
Mininstance When the Message Dispatcher (MD) is started, the MinInstance

statement instructs the MD on how many instances of the server
utility to start initially. The MinInstance for Encyclopedia utilities
must always be 1.

Maxinstance The MaxInstance statement instructs the MD on the maximum
number of instances of the server utility allowed to run at any
given time. Maxinstance=3 is recommended.

QueueDepth The QueueDepth statement tells the MD when to start additional
instances of a server utility. It bases this on the backlog of client
requests.
A QueueDepth value of one or more tells the MD to examine the
backlog. When the backlog hits this QueueDepth value, the MD
starts the next server instance. (As long as your MaxInstance is
greater than one.) Use one when MaxInstance is set to one and
use a value of one or greater when the MaxInstance is greater
than the MinInstance.
A QueueDepth value of zero instructs the MD not to examine the
request backlog. In this case it will never start additional instances
on demand.

Calculating the MinInstance and MaxInstance Values

The following table shows the installation default values for the MinInstance, MaxInstance, and the QueueDepth for the
Encyclopedia Server programs and utilities. These values mean that requests are funneled to one server process and
subsequent requests are placed in the pending queue until the previous request is complete. The installation defaults are:

Program MinInstance MaxInstance Queue Depth
Server programs 1 1 1
Utility programs 1 3 1

General Guidelines for MaxInstance

In general, you can set the MaxInstance value to the number of requests that you want to process concurrently. However,
the number of concurrent requests must be kept at a minimum to avoid excessive CPU, I/O, and memory use.

Coordinating Resource Intensive Processes

In addition to allowing more than one instance of Encyclopedia Utilities, it is a good idea to establish a site practice of
planning and scheduling resource intensive processes (preferably during off hours).
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The following values for MinInstance, MaxInstance, and QueueDepth can be applied along with coordinating your
resource intensive processes:

MinInstance MaxInstance QueueDepth Must Support
1 1 1 4 - 8 users
1 2 1 6 - 12 users
1 3 1 10 - 20 users

Changes to a Sample Utility Section in the iefmd.ini File

An Encyclopedia Servers Basic Unit exists for every Encyclopedia defined in your iefmd.ini file. You can set the
MinInstance, MaxInstance and QueueDepth for each of the utilities within a Basic Unit.

The following figure identifies where changes can be made in a utility section of an iefmd.ini file:

NOTE
The iefmd.ini file is in text format. It must contain a new line as the last character in the file. Also, be sure that
any text editor used to modify the file does not insert a CTRL-Z character at the end of the file.

Adjusting the iefmd.ini File

Use the following steps and the previous information on calculating the MinInstance and MaxInstance values to adjust the
iefmd.ini file to allow more than one instance of an Encyclopedia Utility:

Follow these steps:

1. Open the iefmd.ini file using any text file editor.
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2. Locate the utility by searching for the utility program name:
= utility program name

3. Change the MinInstance value, the MaxInstance value, and the QueueDepth values.

Capturing Server Utility Errors During Unexpected Shutdowns

On UNIX and Windows CSE Servers, the error messages are directed to the Message dispatcher's standard error output.

Determining Status of a Server

If a resource-intensive process has been started and you are not sure if the process is still active, you can determine the
status of the server by using the Message Dispatcher Monitor tool.

This tool provides a snapshot of the server status at the time that you run the MD Monitor. It places the snapshot
information in a log file called MON1.log in your current directory. You can then review the log file to see if the server is
busy, idle, or unavailable.

What Are Resource-Intensive Server Processes?

Most requests from clients to servers are completed immediately, however there are several requests that start resource-
intensive processes. The time to complete these processes vary depending upon your system configuration and system
load. With experience, you have a good idea for the amount of time that each process takes.

Resource-intensive processes using Encyclopedia Utilities are:

• Apply to Parent
• Checkout/Download
• Copy Model
• Checkout Report
• Create Model From Subset
• Delete Model
• Generate Code
• Generate DDL
• Generate Delta
• Load to Child
• Model Cross Copy Apply
• Model Cross Copy Extract
• Override Model Checkout
• Override Subset Checkout
• Resend Last Update to Parent
• Update/Upload

Each of these has its own utility process started on demand by the Message Dispatcher. Requests to the Encyclopedia
Utilities are processed immediately if that utility is not currently acting on a previous request. Any subsequent requests
that occur while the utility is engaged are placed in the pending queue. A resource intensive process will totally engage
the utility for as long as it takes to complete the request.

It is a good practice to plan and schedule these activities not to run during peak hours. You can also configure your
system to allow additional instances of an Encyclopedia Utility to run when needed.

Running the Monitor Report

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the server install directory.
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2. Run the monitor status report using the command:
monrpt

The MD Monitor tool starts. The report is created and overwrites MON1.log file. The MD Monitor tool closes.

Finding the Utility Session

The MD Monitor facility records extensive information about your system that it gets from the Message Dispatcher. All of
the information is recorded in sections within the log file.

Use the section that describes the utility session to determine the utility status. This section begins with the application
name of the utility.

Follow these steps:

1. From your current directory open MON1.log using any editor.
2. Locate the Encyclopedia Utility by searching for the utility program name:

= utility program name
3. The second occurrence of the utility program name contains the status information.
4. Review the status information.

What to Locate in the MON1.log File

To determine what the server status is and what it is actively processing, you will need to look for several lines within the
section defining the server session. These lines are defined and then highlighted in the following illustration of an upload
utility (UTLUP) session:

Status Description
Shared Queue List Contains messages waiting to be sent to any IDLE instance of

the server. This number (combined with the number from the
Individual Queue List) represents the total number of pending
requests to the server.

Sequence Queue List Represents the number of concurrent processes that have run
since the servers were started. It keeps a chain of messages
together for processing by the same server instance. (This is
typically used during file transfer operations.)
The number of entries in the Sequence Queue List gives you an
indication of how many instances of the server to establish and
use as the MinInstance in the iefmd.ini file.

Queue Length Waiting messages that are targeted specifically to a server
instance.

Sequence Q Handle Lists the index into the Sequence Queue List for a file transfer in
process. If the value is none, then the server is not processing a
file transfer or it is processing the last message in the sequence.

Interpreting the MON1.log Information

After you locate the Encyclopedia Server session definition, you can look for the Status line within that section.

Status of the server utility is indicated as one of the following:

Status Description
BUSY The server utility is working on a request. It responds to the client

when the request is complete.
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IDLE The server utility is waiting for a request. It cannot find any
messages to process.

UNAVAILABLE Startup that is not completed yet. Not available for service.

If the Server Utility is BUSY

If the server utility is BUSY, it is processing a request. You can determine what process is running by looking for the
DestRPC line. This line lists the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) code for the process that is active. The following codes are
for the resources intensive processes of the Encyclopedia Server:

RPC Code Resource-Intensive Encyclopedia Server Processes
3110 Apply to Parent
3106 Checkout/Download
3115 Checkout Report
3102 Copy Model
3103 Create Model From Subset
3101 Delete Model
5092 Generate All Code
5094 Generate All Cooperative Code
5068 Generate All DDL
5091 Generate Code
5093 Generate Cooperative Code
3118 Generate Delta
3111 Load to Child
3120 Model Cross Copy Apply
3116 Model Cross Copy Extract
3104 Override Model Checkout
3105 Override Subset Checkout
3112 Resend Last Update to Parent
3109 Update/Upload

If the RPC code is one that is not listed here, take another snapshot with the MD Monitor tool. If the same RPC code
continues to display, the server or DBMS may be hung. Contact your Product Support representative.

If the Server Utility is IDLE

If the server utility is IDLE it may not have any requests to process, however it may be processing a file transfer. You can
determine whether the server is processing a file transfer by looking for the Sequence Q Handle line.

If the Sequence Q Handle line is not equal to none, the server is engaged with a file transfer. Once a server instance
starts a file transfer, it remains engaged until the file transfer is complete. A file transfer must take between 0 - 5 minutes,
depending on your system load, network traffic, and the file size. You may want to take several snapshots with the MD
Monitor tool over the next several minutes to see if the status changes. If the status does not change, contact your
Product Support representative.

If the server utility Status is IDLE and Sequence Q Handle = none and there are no messages in the Shared Q, and a
client is hung, contact your Product Support representative.
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If a Server Utility is UNAVAILABLE

If a server utility is UNAVAILABLE, verify to see if it is running by selecting the server utility window. If the server utility
is not running look in the MD window and the server utility log file, note any error messages and contact your Product
Support representative with the information. If the server utility is running, contact your Product Support representative.

The following image is an illustration of upload utility session status:

Setting the CSE LogLevel

The Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) has a communications logging facility that can be useful in diagnosing difficult
problems. Setting the LogLevel parameter for each server utility will write errors and warnings, with the time at which they
occur, to a log file.

Log files are identified in the <iefmd>.ini file through the following entries:

See the sample <iefmd>.ini file in this section to refer to log file entries.
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LogLocation

By default, Log files are located in the directory where your executable files reside. This directory is indicated next to the
LogLocation entries in the <iefmd>.ini.

NbrLogFiles

The number of log files field, NbrLogFiles, enables a history of logging information. The information is retained in file
names appended with 01 to 99. If the <iefmd> value supplied is one (1), only one logfile for the application is created and
no rollover will occur. This field works in conjunction with the LimitEachLog field.

LimitEachLog

Log file limits can be set with the LimitEachLog field. A number from one (1) to N can be specified, or the word
UNLIMITED can be specified. UNLIMITED allows the first log file that is created to grow to the capacity of the disk.

A numeric entry indicates the number of kilobytes to retain in the log file. Once the limit is reached, logging switches (rolls
over) to the next log file. Log files continue to roll over, giving you the ability to calculate the maximum disk space that will
ever be used, regardless of how much you use the CSE or how long it stays running.

For example, the following code defines your log files in your <iefmd>.ini file:

LogLocation = "<your-string>"

NbrLogFiles = 1

LimitEachLog = 5

LogLevel = STANDARD

This illustration continues to use a single log file, but grows to a maximum of 5 KB. It will then close and reopen the log file
and continue logging.

LogLevel

The amount of information that is written to this file depends on the LogLevel set in the <iefmd>.ini file. The default setting
is STANDARD. This is set automatically when the message dispatcher is installed. The following table shows the available
LogLevel parameters:

LogLevel Parameters Description

STANDARD This logging level is the default setting when the Message
Dispatcher is installed. Errors and warnings are recorded with the
time at which they occurred.

SUPPORT This logging level provides additional information beyond that of
STANDARD logging and must be used during the initial stages
of problem diagnosis. SUPPORT logging provides internal
descriptions of program operation during execution and a record
of all communications message traffic.
Use this level of logging to diagnose the symptoms of the problem
with your Product Support representative.

DEBUG This logging level provides you with information regarding the
internal program data flow need to analyze a problem symptom.
This must not be used except with the assistance of Product
SUPPORT.
Important!  DEBUG produces large log files. If used routinely, the
DEBUG logging level will degrade performance and will consume
large amounts of disk space for log records.
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The following table identifies the extent of each LogLevel setting:

Information Provided STANDARD SUPPORT DEBUG

Time x x x

Error x x x

Warning x x x

Note x x x

Comm x x

Info x x

Entry x

Exit x

Input x

Output x

Return x

Data x

Dump x

Contact Technical Support for extent of LogLevel settings for the following:

• Heap
• Malloc
• Free
• Stats

The following list defines information that is provided in the communication log files. See the previous table to identify
which LogLevel setting provides the information:

Time-
System date and time of the error.

Error-
Fatal or serious conditions.

Warning-
Non-fatal, but important conditions

Comm-
Communications traffic (send, received)

Info-
Internal program flow information (for example: all servers busy, message is queued.)

Entry-
Name of subroutine entered.

Exit-
Name of subroutine exited.

Input-
Variable values that are passed into the subroutine.

Output-
Variable values that are passed out of the subroutine.
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Return-
Return value of the subroutine, generally MDS_OK or error code.

Data-
Key variable values internal to the subroutine.

Dump-
All variable values relevant to the subroutine.

Heap-
Heap checking during memory allocations and de-allocations.

Malloc-
New memory allocations (where: file, line number)

Free-
Memory de-allocations (where: file, line number)

Stats-
Memory utilization statistics upon program termination.

Common Performance Questions
This article provides information that lists the common performance questions along with their answers.

The following table lists the common performance questions with their answers.

Question Answer
Unusable models are in my Encyclopedia. How did they get there
and how do I get rid of unusable models?

Unusable models in the Encyclopedia are from unsuccessful
operations (copy model, create model, or upload new model) or
they are from delete model operations. Run the cleanup command
to remove them.

Several delete model operations have been performed. Must I do
anything to the Encyclopedia Database?

Deleted models are marked as unusable in the Encyclopedia
Database. Run the cleanup command to remove them from the
database.

Checkouts are taking longer than usual. How can I improve
performance on checkouts?

Reorganize the Encyclopedia database.

What can I do to improve degraded performance? Reorganize the Encyclopedia database. Also, schedule resource-
intensive processes during non-peak hours.

What must I do when database activity has been heavier than
usual?

Reorganize the Encyclopedia database.

What do I do if one or more of my servers stop running? If it is a restartable server process, the server will restart with the
next request. If it is a non-restartable server process, you must
shut down and then start the servers again.

There is an internal connect error on my client. What happened to
the server?

The server went down and must be restarted.

How can I improve throughput of the CSE environment? Allow more than one instance of the Encyclopedia Server utilities
to run. Set the MinInstance / MaxInstance and Queue Depth
values in the <iefmd>.ini file.

How can I allow the system to handle multiple servers requests
concurrently?

Allow more than one instance of the Encyclopedia Server utilities
to run. Set the MinInstance, MaxInstance, and Queue Depth
values in the <iefmd>.ini file.

How do I run two or more of the following requests simultaneously:
upload, download, delete model, copy model (for example: 2
uploads simultaneously)?

Allow more than one instance of the Encyclopedia Server utilities
to run. Set the MinInstance, MaxInstance, and Queue Depth
values in the <iefmd>.ini file.
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One of the server processes was started but I do not know if it is
still running. How do I find out if a resource-intensive process is
still active?

Use the monrpt command to take a snapshot of server activity.

I get an MD connect error when a client tries to access the
servers. My servers are running but all clients cannot connect.
(One client may be able to access the servers.)
All clients could connect to the servers before. What happened to
the connection?

Verify the TCP/IP IP addresses for all users in the system.
It is possible that a new user inadvertently set up their client with
the IP address of the server instead of a unique IP address. This
client may be able to connect to the servers, however all other
clients on the network try to connect to that client machine with the
IP address of the server.
Ensure that your server TCP/IP IP address is unique throughout
the network. Continue to follow a management practice for all
TCP/IP IP addresses and educate users on the network.

How can I better diagnose problems? You can review the log files that are created by setting the
LogLevel in the <iefmd>.ini file.

Characters are not displaying correctly on the screen. I get
unusual characters where there must be text values. What
happened to my model?

Your model was created on platform other than the one you are
currently working on. It was created in a previous release and has
not yet been converted.
Look at the model on the same platform on which it was built.
Alternatively, run the conversion command.

Client Server Encyclopedia Subsetting
Subsetting is a way of subdividing a model based on the tasks that you must perform on the model and the tasks others
must perform on the model.

Subsetting provides a means of retrieving only those parts of a model that is needed to accomplish a task.

A checked out subset is a workset that is created from a model. Users can perform tasks using a subset without
interfering with other work of the user on that model. Checking out a subset rather than the whole model minimizes the
amount of data that is downloaded to perform workstation tasks. Subsetting allows users to work simultaneously on a
model and share objects with full protection against update conflicts.

When you create a subset, you become the owner of that subset. You can modify the subset at any time. You can also
rename it, copy it, or delete it. You can grant or restrict other users from modifying, deleting, or renaming any subset that
you own. However, anyone with access to the model can copy your subset.

Subset Definition

Defining a subset is the process of selecting scoping objects from a model to include in a subset. To define a subset,
select the scoping objects that are related to the task you want to accomplish.

After a scoping object is selected, you must specify its protection and expansion or accept the defaults. For more
information, see Expansion and Protection.

Each scoping object defines a set of target objects to be included when the subset is expanded. These objects may
include scoping objects and other non-scoping objects. The set of objects in the expansion depends on the object itself, its
protection and expansion specifications, and the maturity of the model.

Scoping Object

A scoping object is the occurrence of an object on which the subset is based. Certain object types can be used as scoping
objects.
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Scoping Object Types

The following table lists the scoping object types in the order that they appear in the Object Type List in the Encyclopedia
Client.

Scoping Object Type Description
ACTION BLOCK Action block

(Common, Procedure Step, Process)
ACTIVITY CLUSTER Activity cluster
BATCH JOB Batch job
BATCH JOB STEP Batch job step
BUSINESS AREA Business area
BUSINESS SYSTEM Business system
COMMAND Command
COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION Component implementation
COMPONENT MODEL Component model
COMPONENT SPECIFICATION Component specification
CONFIGURATION INSTANCE Configuration Instance
CRIT SUCCESS FACTOR Critical success factor
CURRENT DATA STORE Current data store
CURRENT INFO SYSTEM Current information system
CUSTOM PROXIES Custom Proxies
DATA CLUSTER Data cluster

(natural data store)
DATA TABLE Data record
DATABASE Database
DIALECT Dialect
ENTITY TYPE Entity type
ENVIRONMENT Hardware/software environment
EVENT Event
EXIT STATE Exit state
EXTERNAL OBJECT External object
FACILITY Computing/communication facility
FUNCTION Function definition
GOAL Business goal
INFORMATION NEED Information need
INTERFACE TYPE Interface type
INTERFACE TYPE MODEL Interface type model
LINK TABLE Link record
LOCATION Location of business assets
NAVIGATION DIAGRAM Navigation diagram
OBJECTIVE Business objective
ONLINE LOAD MODULE Online load module
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OPERATIONS LIBRARY Operations library
ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT Organizational unit
PERFORMANCE MEASURE Performance measure
PROCEDURE Procedure
PROCEDURE STEP Procedure step
PROCESS Process definition
SCREEN Screen
SCROLL AMOUNT VALUE Scroll amount value
SERVER MANAGER Server manager
SPECIFICATION TYPE Specification type model
STORAGE GROUP Storage group
STRATEGY Strategy
SUBJECT AREA Subject area
SYSTEM DEF MATRIX System defined matrix
SYSTEM DEF OBJ CLASS System defined object class
SYSTEM WORK ATTR SET System work attribute set
TACTIC Tactic
TECH DESIGN DEFAULT Technical design default
TEMPLATE Screen template
TRANS OPERATION Transaction operation
TYPEMAP Type map
USER DEF MATRIX User-defined matrix
USER DEF OBJ CLASS User-defined object class
USER DEFINED OBJECT User-defined object
WEB SERVICE DEFINITION Web service definition
WINDOW LOAD MODULE Window load module
WORK ATTRIBUTE SET Work attribute set
z/OS LIBRARY z/OS library

Default Set of Objects

The following table lists the objects that are included in all subsets, along with the objects you explicitly scope.

NOTE
Parent and short expansions are non-selectable internal expansions.

Object Expansion Protection
pcroot object for the model Access
root Subject Area Parent Access
System Supplied Function Definitions Default Access
global Exit States Default Access
Async Request Default Access
IEF_SUPPLIED Work Attribute Set Default Access
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$IEF System Work Attribute Set Default Access
Dialects Default Access
Scroll Amount Values Default Access
root Organizational Unit Default Access
root Function Short Access
Technical Design Access
default Database Short Access
default Storage Groups Default Access

Subset Type

Subset type is an option whose value that you specify when you define your subset. The subset type option refers to the
development phase that you are in when you create this subset. Sometimes, it has no effect on the subset expansion and
the default option of design is adequate. There are three subset types:

Design
Accept the default subset type, design, for all tasks performed outside of construction. For more information, see
Expansion Options.

Unit Test
Select unit test when generating code for local testing. Do not select unit test when producing code to be installed
with code from other subsets of the same model. In most development life cycles, you would perform unit testing
before performing any system testing or full integration testing.

System Test
Select system test to use executables that are produced with executables from other system test subsets of
the model or with the entire model. Selecting system test produces a larger subset than selecting unit test. Use
system test following successful unit testing.

System test subsets are supersets of the same scoping objects in a unit subset. Referential integrity triggers generated
from a system test subset are also valid for use with other code that is produced from system test subsets of that model or
the entire model. Do not use unit for generating referential integrity triggers.

Expansion
Expansion is the extent to which more objects are included when a subset is checked out. Expansion occurs when
downloading a subset.

The default expansion of every subset provides the IEF_SUPPLIED Work Attribute Set. The default expansion also
provides what you must add to other work sets (the root subject area with Access protection).

You may accept the default expansion for all scoping object types or you may specify another expansion option. If
you specify Design, you get the expansions defined in this section. Both the unit and system test options change the
expansion of the subset for some scoping objects. See Expansion Tables for details.

Expansion Options

Valid expansion options are:

• Short
• Default
• Full
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Not all expansions are applicable for every scoping object type. For example, a business system has three expansion
levels; a command has only default expansion. Default expansion contains more objects than short expansion and fewer
objects than full expansion.

The following table lists the selectable expansion options for the scoping object types:

Scoping Object Type Short Expansion Default Expansion Full Expansion

ACTION BLOCK Yes Yes

ACTIVITY CLUSTER Yes

BATCH JOB Yes Yes Yes

BATCH JOB STEP Yes Yes Yes

BUSINESS AREA Yes

BUSINESS SYSTEM Yes Yes Yes

COMMAND Yes

COMPONENT
IMPLEMENTATION

Yes Yes Yes

COMPONENT MODEL Yes Yes

COMPONENT SPECIFICATION Yes Yes Yes

CONFIGURATION INSTANCE Yes Yes

CRIT SUCCESS FACTOR Yes

CURRENT DATA STORE Yes

CURRENT INFO SYSTEM Yes

CUSTOM PROXIES Yes Yes Yes

DATA CLUSTER Yes

DATA TABLE Yes

DATABASE Yes

DIALECT Yes

ENTITY TYPE Yes Yes Yes

ENVIRONMENT Yes

EVENT Yes

EXIT STATE Yes

EXTERNAL OBJECT Yes

FUNCTION Yes Yes

GOAL Yes

INFORMATION NEED Yes

INTERFACE TYPE Yes Yes Yes

INTERFACE TYPE MODEL Yes Yes

LINK TABLE Yes

LOCATION Yes

NAVIGATION DIAGRAM Yes Yes

OBJECTIVE Yes
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ONLINE LOAD MODULE Yes Yes Yes

OPERATIONS LIBRARY Yes Yes Yes

ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT Yes

PERFORMANCE MEASURE Yes

PROCEDURE Yes Yes Yes

PROCEDURE STEP Yes Yes Yes

PROCESS Yes Yes

SCREEN Yes

SCROLL AMOUNT VALUE Yes

SERVER MANAGER Yes Yes Yes

SPECIFICATION TYPE Yes Yes Yes

STORAGE GROUP Yes

STRATEGY Yes

SUBJECT AREA Yes Yes

SYSTEM DEF MATRIX Yes

SYSTEM DEF OBJECT CLASS Yes

SYSTEM WORK ATTR SET Yes Yes

TACTIC Yes

TECH DESIGN DEFAULT Yes

TEMPLATE Yes Yes

TRANS OPERATION Yes

TYPEMAP Yes

USER DEF MATRIX Yes

USER DEF OBJECT CLASS Yes

USER DEFINED OBJECT Yes

WEB SERVICE DEFINITION Yes Yes Yes

WINDOW LOAD MODULE Yes Yes Yes

WORK ATTRIBUTE SET Yes Yes

z/OS LIBRARY Yes Yes Yes

Expansion of Scoping Objects Within a Subset

Expansion of scoping objects within a subset is hierarchical and recursive. When a scoping object is included in a subset
and expanded, it often includes other scoping objects. These other scoping objects are also expanded in the subset, and
in turn any scoping objects that they include would also be expanded. This expansion can create a large subset.

For example, scoping on a Business System with short expansion adds:

• The default set of objects.
• The scoping objects that are included in the Business System and the other objects included in their expansion.
• The non-scoping objects in the Business System expansion.

By specifying the subset type, you may alter the expansion of the subset.
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Protection
Protection is the logic or rules governing overlapping subset definition. Protection is the level of authorization or degree of
authorization that you have on an object.

When a subset is not checked out, the way protection is defined for its objects has no effect on users who check out other
subsets that include the same objects. For example, if your subset is defined with Delete protection on Procedure Step
A but your subset is not checked out, another subset containing Procedure A with Delete protection may be checked out
and that procedure step may be deleted.

Protection Levels

There are four protection levels:

• Delete
• Modify
• Access
• Read

Protection maintains the integrity of the model and prevents conflicting changes.

The following lists the protection levels and what they allow the user to do:

Delete
Lets you delete objects and their components.

Modify
Lets you modify objects and their shared components. Lets you delete non-shared components.

Access
Lets you add or delete referencing associations to objects and their shared components.

Read
Lets you read and generate objects and their components.

Protection Hierarchy

Protection levels are hierarchical and are from highest to lowest:

1. Delete
2. Modify
3. Access.
4. Read

The levels are also inclusive. This means that a user with delete protection also has, modify, access, and read privileges;
a user with modify privileges does not have delete privileges but does have access and read privileges; and so on.

In general, the first user to request that a protection level is granted it. Subsequent users requesting a protection level is
granted only if that level accommodates multiple users at that level.

Object's Protection Level The number of checked out subsets with this object at this
protection level

Delete One

Modify One

Access Many

Read Many
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An object may be downgraded from delete to modify if the expansion does not include all references to the object.

Object Checked Out With This Protection The highest level of protection granted for that object in a
subset subsequently checked out is:

Delete Read

Modify Access

Access Modify

Read Delete

How Scoping Object Protection Works

During subset definition, you request protection on a scoping object.

During subset checkout, the protection level is granted according to the following table, assuming the scoping object is not
in a subset that someone else is using and the expansion of the scoping object is complete.

If you request an available scoping object with this protection
…

You will get the scoping object with this protection.

Delete Delete
Note: This is true only if your subset contains all references to
the object you want to delete. Otherwise, protection may be
downgraded to Modify.

Modify Modify

Access Access

Read Read

If a scoping object in the subset you are checking out is included in a checked out subset, the protection level you request
for that object is downgraded if there is a conflict between this protection level and that already granted to the object in the
checked out subset. The six combinations causing conflict follow:

If you request a scoping object with this
protection

But the object is checked out with this
protection …

You get the object with this downgraded
protection

Delete Delete Read

Delete Modify Access

Delete Access Modify

Modify Delete Read

Modify Modify Access

Access Delete Read

Object protection determines what you can do to the object and what others can do to the object while you have it
checked out in a subset.

Objects are assigned protection based on three things:

• The correlation of the object to the scoping object
• The expansion option of the scoping object
• The protection level requested of the scoping object
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How Expansion Object Protection Works

When you select a scoping object for a subset at default expansion, the subset includes not only the scoping object but
also its components. Component objects are integral to the scoping object. There are two types of component expansion
objects:

Shared component
-Is shared by other scoping objects.

Non
-shared component-Belongs exclusively to the scoping object.

The protection that is implicitly requested for components is based on the protection that is explicitly requested for the
related scoping object.

For shared components, protection is inherited from the scoped object. That is, whatever protection you explicitly request
for the scoping object, that same protection is implicitly requested for all the shared components of that scoping object.

If you request this protection for the scoping object … The implicitly requested protection for its shared components
is:

Delete Delete

Modify Modify

Access Access

Read Read

For non-shared components, protection is automatically upgraded to delete if the protection requested for the scoping
object is Modify. This lets you delete non-shared components of an object that is scoped with Modify. Other implicit
protections follow:

If you request this protection for the scoping object The implicitly requested protection for its non-shared
components is:

Delete Delete

Modify Delete

Access Read

Read Read

When you select a scoping object for a subset at full expansion, the subset includes not only the scoping object and its
components, but also its shared companions. Companion objects are not integral to the scoping object, but add context.

The protection that is implicitly requested for companion objects is based on the protection that is explicitly requested for
the related scoping object. A companion object is granted the requested protection unless another user already has this
companion object that is checked out at a conflicting protection level.

If you request this protection for the scoping object … The implicitly requested protection for its shared companions
is:

Delete Access

Modify Access

Access Access

Read Read
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The correlation between the scoping object and the expansion object is what determines the protection that is requested
for the non-scoped expansion object. There are four correlations that are used in the expansion table:

• Shared Component
• Non-Shared Component
• Shared Companion
• Special 1.

Special 1 refers to a Relationship Membership assigned the lesser of the source or protection of the target entity.

CSE and HE Subsetting Terminology Differences
In general, CSE subsetting is more granular than subsetting on the Host Encyclopedia. This provides more effective
sharing of the model.

Some of the terms used in subsetting on Host Encyclopedia are not the same as those used in CSE.

CSE HE
Target Object Implied Object
Scoping Subset Definition

The term, internal expansion, might be new to the Host Subsetting user.

Internal expansion takes place on the CSE similar to the way it is accomplished on the Host Encyclopedia. The expansion
on the Host Encyclopedia simply is not named.

Expansions you can select continue to be Short, Default, and Full. Non-selectable internal expansions, which include the
following, are documented in the expansion tables, which you can use to determine successive expansions of a scoping
object.

• Short
• Short2
• Parent
• Full2
• Default+
• Full+

Subsetting Guidelines
This article provides information for subsetting guidelines including; Minimize Conflict Over Shared Objects,
Recommendations, Common Subsetting Errors, and Key Concept of CSE Subsetting.

The following guidelines for easier Subsetting.

Minimize Conflict Over Shared Objects

Conflict occurs when more than one user requests the same object in a subset expansion.

Follow these guidelines to minimize conflict:

• Define the smallest subset possible.
• Request that the minimum protection must accomplish your task.
• Check out a subset only as you need it.
• Check in the subset promptly.
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Recommendations

Consider these recommendations when subsetting:

• Know what you plan to do with a subset before you define it. Each subset must be created to support a specific set of
workstation tasks.

• Keep subset definitions small. Understand what each scoping object adds to the subset and scope only those objects
you need. Smaller subsets result in:
– Reduced time to download
– Reduced protection conflicts between subsets of a model
– Maximized concurrent access to the encyclopedia

• Do not request delete protection for a scoping object unless you must delete a component that requires this level of
authority on the object.

• If you download a subset with delete protection for a scoping object, perform the operation quickly and check the
subset back in.

Common Subsetting Errors

Avoid these common subsetting errors:

• Making the subset too large.
• Requesting delete protection when modify or access protection is adequate to your needs.
• Failing to check in subsets with delete protection on scoping objects soon.
• Requesting full expansion when it is not required for the task.
• Requesting read-only protection when access protection is required to create a reference to an object.

Key Concept of CSE Subsetting

The basic rule of subsetting in the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) is that the only way that you get a scoping object or
an expansion object with delete or modify protection is to explicitly scope the object with the requested protection or, if the
required object is not a scoping object, scope the object of which the needed object is a component.

• To get a scoping object with delete or modify protection, scope that object with delete or modify protection,
respectively.

• To get an expansion object with delete or modify protection, identify the scoping object of which the required object is a
component.
– If the required object is a non-shared component, request modify protection on the related scoping object to either

modify or delete the component.
– If the required object is a shared component, request delete protection on the scoping object to delete the

component or request modify protection on the scoping object to modify the component.

Create and Modify a Subset Definition
Creating a subset defines a subdivision of the model, which can be separately checked out. Creating a subset involves
naming the subset and selecting the scoping objects to include in the subset. You select the protection and expansion for
each scoping object included in the subset when you create it.

Before creating a subset, determine which scoping objects you want included in the subset and the preferred protection
and expansion for each scoping object. Select the objects based on the tasks you need to perform.

NOTE
For more information, see section Maintaining Definitions for Subset Administrator and Users. Also see the
section Role of Users in CSE.

After you create a subset, you may want to grant users access to the subset or check it out.
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Create a Subset Definition

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia via the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Name the new subset. Specify the model and subset names.

a. From the main window, select Subset.
b. From the Encyclopedia Subset Selection window, select Actions, List Models.
c. From the Model List, highlight the model from which the subset is to be created and click Open.
d. Enter the name for the new subset and click New.

3. Select new objects. Select the scoping objects that are to compose your subset.
a. From the Subset Selected Object List, select Actions, Select New Objects.
b. From the Object Type List, select the types of objects you want in the subset. You can select all the object types

and click List or you can select one at a time. The following assumes you have selected all at once, where “all” can
include object types for high-level objects you plan to expand for selection of subordinate scoping objects.

NOTE
For more information on the scoping object types in the order that they appear, see Scoping Object
Types.

c. From the Subset Object Occurrence List of the displayed selected object type, select the objects you want in this
subset and click Add.

If you want to select a subordinate object of a displayed object, highlight the displayed object and click Expand to
display the Subset Expanded Object Occurrence List. Continue selection and, optionally, expansion; click Add to add
objects you highlight. Click Continue to continue selection from the list from which you selected Expand.
Avoid duplicate scoping. That is, expand only objects that you are not selecting for inclusion in the subset.
If you do not want to select a subordinate object of one of the displayed objects, click Continue to display the next
object type you selected until you have selected occurrences of the last selected object type. Then click Cancel twice
to display the Subset Selected Object List containing all selected objects with default protection and expansion.

4. Modify the subset definition. Tailor the subset definition to the task requirements.
a. Change or Verify Subset Type.

If creating a subset for testing, change the default type, Design, to either Unit Test or System Test. Otherwise,
accept the default.

b. Remove Unnecessary Objects.
For any displayed object that is not required by your task, highlight and select Remove. For recommendations,
compare the displayed list of objects with the Task Table for the task you plan to perform with this subset.

c. Change Object Protection.
For each object that requires a protection level different from that displayed, make the needed change. To make
a change, highlight the object and select Actions, Modify then Protection/Expansion. Always select the lowest
possible protection level that is sufficient for successful completion of your task.
Protection options, from high to low, are as follows:

D
-(Delete) Required to delete the object.
(Prevents others who check out after you from getting object with more than Read protection.)

M
-(Modify) Required to change the object or add components to it.
(Prevents others who check out after you from getting object with more than Access protection).

A
-(Access) Sufficient to reference or build an association to object.

R
-(Read) Sufficient to read the object.
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d. Change Object Expansion. For each object that requires an expansion level different from that displayed, make
the needed change. For recommendations, compare the displayed expansion for each object with the expansion
recommended in the Task Table for your task. To make a change, highlight the object and select Actions, Modify
Protection/Expansion. Always select the lowest expansion level that brings in all the objects you need to complete
your task. To compare expansion levels, see the expansion table for the object. Expansion options are as follows:

F-
(Full) Includes the most objects of the options.

D-
(Default) Includes fewer objects than Full, but more than Short.

S-
(Short) Includes the fewest objects of the options.

5. Confirm the subset definition. When you have reviewed the subset definition and made all required changes, click
Actions, Save and Exit.

Copy a Subset Definition
Copying a subset definition duplicates a subset definition. A subset definition consists of a list of scoping objects and the
requested protection and expansion for each object.

The new (copied to) subset definition contains the same scoping objects as the original (copied from) subset definition.
The original subset definition is not affected.

After you copy a subset, you must add more objects to the subset, remove objects from the subset, or modify objects in
the subset. See the Create a Subset Definition section, step 4, Modify the Subset Definition, in this section. You might
also want to authorize access to the subset. For more information, see Grant or Revoke Subset Access in the section
“Maintaining Definitions for Subset Administrator and Users.”

Copying a Subset

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the subset.

a. From the main window, select Subset.
b. From the Subset Selection window, select Actions, List Subsets.
c. From the Model List, select the model containing the subset to be deleted and click Open.
d. From the Subset List, select the subset to be deleted and click Open.

3. Copy the subset:
a. At the Subset Selection window, select Actions, Copy.
b. Enter a name for the subset that is unique among subsets in the model.

For other restrictions, see the section, Restrictions for Copying a Subset.
c. Click OK.

Restrictions for Copying a Subset

The following restrictions apply to copying a subset.

• You must have at least update authority on the model.
• The subset name must be:

Unique within a model.
No more than 32 characters long.
Alphanumeric, and not include the characters ' “ ! & ^ [ ,
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Delete a Subset Definition
This article provides information for Delete a Subset Definition. Deleting a subset permanently removes the subset
definition from an encyclopedia.

You are prompted to confirm the deletion. Deleting a subset definition does not delete the scoping objects that are defined
in the subset from the model. You cannot delete a subset if it is checked out.

Deleting a Subset

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia through the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Select the subset to be deleted:

a. From the main window, select Subset.
b. From the Subset Selection window, select Actions, List Subsets.
c. From the Model List, select the model containing the subset to be deleted and click Open.
d. From the Subset List, select the subset to be deleted and click Open.

3. Delete the subset:
a. From the Subset Selection window, select Actions, Delete.
b. At the Delete Confirmation, click Yes.

Rename a Subset
This article provides information for Rename a Subset. Renaming a subset changes the name of a subset. The name of
the model to which the subset belongs is not affected.

You cannot rename a subset while it is checked out.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia using the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the subset.

a. From the main window, select Subset.
b. From the Subset Selection window, select Actions, List Subsets.
c. From the Model List, select the model containing the subset to be deleted and click Open.
d. From the Subset List, select the subset to be renamed and click Open.

3. Rename the subset:
a. At the Subset Selection window, select Actions, Rename.
b. Enter the new subset name. For restrictions, see the next section, Restrictions on Renaming Subsets.
c. Click OK.

Restrictions on Renaming Subsets

The following restrictions apply to renaming a subset.

• You must be an encyclopedia administrator, model administrator, or subset administrator.
• The subset name must be:

Unique within a model.
No more than 32 characters long.
Alphanumeric, but do not include these characters: ' “ ! & ^ [ ,
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Maintaining Definitions for Subset Administrator and Users
Modifying the subset administrator ID establishes a new administrator for the subset. The change in administrator status
affects only the subset specified.

Assign a New Subset Administrator

To modify the subset administrator you must be one of the following:

• The user who checked out the subset
• The subset administrator or a member of the group that administers the subset
• The model administrator or a member of the group that administers the model
• The encyclopedia administrator

Modifying the Subset Administrator

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia via the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the subset.
3. Specify the new administrator:

a. At the Subset Selection window, select Authorization, Modify Administrator.
b. Enter the ID for the new administrator. For restrictions, see the next section, Restrictions on Modifying the Subset

Administrator.
c. Click OK.

Restrictions on Modifying the Subset Administrator

The following restrictions apply to modifying an administrator ID:

• The new administrator must exist as an authorized user (added with the Coordination Client).
• You must be an encyclopedia administrator, model administrator, subset administrator, or a member of the group that

administers the subset.

Grant or Revoke Subset Access

By authorizing access to a subset, you authorize an individual user or group to check out the subset, change it, and check
it back in.

A user cannot create a new subset unless you grant update access for the entire model.

Note: For more information, see Authorizing Access to a Model.

You can also revoke a user's or group's authorization to check out and update a specific subset of a model in the
encyclopedia.

To grant or revoke access to a subset, you must be one of the following:

• An encyclopedia administrator
• The administrator of the model that contains the subset or the model owner
• The subset administrator
• A member of the group that administers the model
• A member of the group that administers the subset

You cannot revoke access for users who have subsets checked out.
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Grant or Revoke a User Access to One or More Subsets

Use the following procedure to assign an individual user or group of users access to several subsets at once:

Authorizing Access to a Subset by User

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia you want using the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the user (individual or group).
3. Select the authorization for the subset:

a. At the Group Selection or Individual Selection window, select Authorization, Maintain Subset Access.
b. If you know the model name, enter it in the Name field, and click OK. If you do not know the model name, leave the

Name field blank and click OK to display a list of models from which to select.
c. To grant authorization, select subsets from the Subsets Unauthorized For list and click Grant. To revoke

authorization, select subsets from the Subsets Authorized For list and click Revoke. Click OK.

Grant or Revoke One or More Users Access to a Subset

Use the following procedure to assign many individual users or group of users access to a specific subset:

Authorizing Access to a Subset by Subset

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia you want via the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the subset.
3. Select the authorization:

a. At the Encyclopedia Subset Selection window, select Authorization, Maintain User Access.
b. To grant access to the selected subset, select users from the Unauthorized Users list and click Grant. To revoke

authorization to the selected subset, select the target users from the Authorized Users list and click Revoke. Verify
the lists and click OK.

Monitoring and Changing Subset Checkout Status
Use subset detail to view current information that the Client/Server Encyclopedia (CSE) has stored about the subset, such
as, who created the subset and whether it is checked out. The Encyclopedia and Checkout Clients let you view this detail.
You cannot change the information from the detail dialog.

Detail a Subset

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia at the Checkout or Encyclopedia client.
2. Select the subset to detail.

a. From the main window, select Subset.
b. From the Subset Selection window, select Actions, List Subsets.
c. From the Model List, select the model containing the subset to be deleted and click Open.
d. From the Subset List, select the subset to be deleted and click Open.

3. View the subset details:
a. At the client Subset Selection window, select Actions, Detail.
b. Use online help for Subset Detail to interpret displayed details.
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Determine the Checkout Status of an Object

Determining the checkout status of an object lets you see which subsets contain the selected object, the user ID
associated with the checkout and the protection granted for the object.

Use this list to identify potential downgrades for the selected object.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open a model or a subset.
3. Select any option which lets you select individual object occurrences. For example:

– Delete Object
– Rename Object
– Object Cross Reference Report
– Select New Objects for Subset

4. From an Object Occurrences list, select an object and click Checkout Status.
5. Use online help (see the Subset Checkout Status List topic) to interpret displayed fields on the Checkout Status

Report.

NOTE
For more information, see Checkout Status Report for Selected Object in Encyclopedia Reports in Use the
Client Server Encyclopedia.

To perform a trial checkout to determine potential downgrades for objects, run the Expansion Conflict Report.

NOTE
For details, see the Expansion Conflict Report for Selected Model or Subset in the “Encyclopedia Reports” in the
Use the Client Server Encyclopedia .

Override the Checkout Status of a Subset

Overriding the checkout status of a subset lets you change a subset's status from checked out to checked in. The subset
can then be checked out again.

You can no longer check in the checked-out subset if you override the checkout status. Any changes made to the subset
since the last update will be lost.

You might need to override the checkout status if you make changes to a subset that you do not want to keep.

To override the checkout status of a subset, you must be one of the following:

• The user who checked out the subset
• The subset administrator
• The encyclopedia administrator
• The model administrator
• A member of the group that administers the subset
• A member of the group that administers the model

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia via the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the subset.
3. Override the checkout status:

a. At the Subset Selection window, select Checkout, Override. The Override Checkout Status Confirmation panel
appears.
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b. To override the checkout status for this subset, click Yes. For more details, see online help for the Confirm
Checkout Status Override topic.

Specify a New Checkout User ID for a Subset

Specifying a new user ID for a subset changes the user ID to which a subset is checked out. Use this function when you
need a subset to be checked in by someone other than the person who checked it out. Note that the new user needs
update authority on the model, not just access to the model.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the encyclopedia via the Encyclopedia Client.
2. Open the subset.
3. Specify the new user ID:

a. At the Subset Selection window, select Checkout.
b. Select Modify Userid.
c. Enter the User ID of the individual or group to whom you want the checkout transferred. Click OK.

Incremental Subsetting
Incremental Subsetting provides the ability to add scoping objects to an existing checked-out subset. Protection and
expansion values can be modified for scoping objects already in the checked-out subset.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Model Window on the Toolset, select Model, Encyclopedia, Increment Subset.
The Increment Subset Logon dialog opens.

2. Verify that the hostname and service name or port number correctly identify the CSE that the subset was checked out
from and user name identifies the owner of the subset. If any of the fields are not correct, update the field to the correct
value. If the user account requires a password, enter the password in the password field.

3. Click OK.

NOTE
The Hostname field can contain a hostname, a hostname with domain name, or an Internet Packet version 4
(IPv4) or version 6 (IPv6) address. The hostname can be a maximum of 1024 characters to accommodate host
and domain names that contain non-ASCII characters.

Increment Subset Dialog

This article provides information for Increment Subset Dialog. The Increment Subset dialog displays with your model or
subset name on the first line of the Label column.

Contents

A list of possible dialog object types appears in a tree-like format below the model or subset name.

Under each dialog object type, a list of scoping objects appears. The list of scoping objects varies depending on the
number of objects that were defined for your model or subset. You can limit the list of objects that display by specifying
selection criteria for object names in the Filter field. You can select any of these scoping objects to add to your subset.

Features of the Increment Subset Dialog

The following features of the Increment Subset dialog are described in subsequent sections:
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• Status
• Protection
• Expansion

Status

Status displays the current state of each scoping object. The categories are:

Available
-The object has not been included in your subset.

Added
-The object has been selected for your subset, but the Encyclopedia has not yet updated your definition of the
subset.

Scoped
-The object is already a part of your definition of the subset.

Protection

Protection logic prevents subset users from making conflicting updates and optimizes shared use of a model. The usage
level defines actions to perform on a scoped object. The usage levels, which are listed from highest to lowest levels are:

Delete-
Allows deletion of an object from a model. It is the most powerful level.

Modify-
Allows changes to an object. You can add or delete associations.

Access-
Allows use of an object. The user may not change any characteristics of the object. You can add or delete
associations.

Read-
Allows viewing of an object. You cannot add or delete associations. It is the least powerful level.

Expansion

Each scoping object type has its own combination of expansion options. Expansion options fall within one of the following
categories:

Short-
Includes smaller groups of objects.

Default-
Includes the scoping object and its implied objects.

Full-
Adds more, optional components.

Checkout Status Detail Dialog

The Checkout Status Detail dialog lets you view the following details that the CSE has stored about the selected object:
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• Name of the selected object
• Maximum access of the object
• Name of each checked-out subset containing the selected object
• User ID of the person who checked out the subset
• Protection level of the object

The Checkout Status Detail is for viewing purposes only. You cannot change the information.

Incremental Subsetting Procedures

This article provides information for Incremental Subsetting Procedures that includes Adding, Modifying, Limiting, and
Viewing Objects.

The following procedures are available from the Increment Subset dialog.

Adding a New Object to your Subset

Follow these steps:

1. From the Increment Subset dialog, click the + box to the left of the dialog object type. The selected object expands and
displays a list of scoping objects.

2. Click the check box to the left of the scoping name of the object. The status changes to Added. Default protection and
expansion values display for the selected scoping object.

3. Continue through the list of objects, repeating Steps 1 and 2 for all objects to be added.

NOTE
If a scoping object displays with the Scoped status, you can still select it to modify its protection or expansion
values.

4. After selecting all scoping objects, click Update. A Progress bar appears as the definition of your subset is updated
in the encyclopedia with the additional objects. After updating completes, the Increment Subset dialog closes and the
Downgrade report displays for viewing.

NOTE
The Update button remains enabled if you select any scoping objects. If not, the button is grayed out.

5. After viewing the report, press Enter. The Downgrade Report dialog closes and the Model Window redisplays.

NOTE
On the scoping object line, for automatic selection of a scoping object click either the Protection or Expansion
field and select the preferred value. Gen automatically checks the box to the left of the name of the object.

Modifying Expansion Values of an Object

Follow these steps:

1. From the Increment Subset dialog, click the + box to the left of the required dialog object type. The selected object
expands and displays a list of scoping objects.

2. Add the preferred scoping objects to your subset. If the object is not selected before modifying its expansion (or
protection) value, Gen automatically marks the check box to the left of the name of the object.

3. To modify the expansion value of a scoping object, select the displayed value for that object, for example, Default. A
drop-down list displays three possible values: Short, Default, and Full.

NOTE
If a scoping object displays with the Scoped status, you can still select it to modify the protection or
expansion values.

4. Select a value.
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5. After modifying all required values, click Update. A Progress bar appears as the definition of your subset is updated
in the encyclopedia with the modified values. When updating completes, the Increment Subset dialog closes and the
Downgrade report displays for viewing.

6. After viewing the report, press Enter. The Downgrade Report dialog closes and the Model Window redisplays.

NOTE
Each scoping object within your subset can be modified to a higher expansion. Values display according to how
the object was scoped. For example, if you checked out an object with Default expansion, you can change it to
Full expansion but not to Short expansion, so Short does not display as one of your options.

Modifying Protection Values of an Object

Follow these steps:

1. From the Increment Subset dialog, click the + box to the left of the required dialog object type. The selected object
expands and displays a list of scoping objects.

2. Add the preferred scoping objects to your subset. If the object is not selected before modifying its protection (or
expansion) value, Gen automatically marks the check box to the left of the name of the object.

3. To modify the protection value of a scoping object, click the displayed value for that object, for example, Delete. A
drop-down list displays four possible values: Access, Delete, Modify, and Read.

NOTE
If a scoping object displays with the Scoped status, you can still select it for purposes of modifying its
protection or expansion values.

4. Select a value.
5. After modifying all required values, click Update. A Progress bar appears as the definition of your subset is updated

in the encyclopedia with the modified values. When updating completes, the Increment Subset dialog closes and the
Downgrade report displays for viewing.

6. After viewing the report, press Enter. The Downgrade Report dialog closes and the Model Window redisplays.

Limiting the List of Objects from the Tree View

Follow these steps:

1. To limit or filter the list of objects that are displayed in the tree view, open the Increment Subset dialog.
2. At the bottom of the Increment Subset dialog, place the cursor in the Filter field.
3. Enter a filter value of up to 32 characters, including special characters, according to the following rules:
4. To invoke the filter and display the filtered list, click the + box to the left of the required dialog object type. The selected

object expands and displays a list of scoping objects, limited by your selection criteria.

Special Characters Rules for Using

% Non-Imbedded percent sign, also called the wild-card character
Use these rules:
Any string, including no string.
If used as the first character in the filter value, specifies any string
preceding the literal.
If used as the final character, specifies any string following the
literal.
If used as both the first and last characters (%LITERAL%),
specifies any string containing the literal in any position.
Note: It is automatically added to the end of the filter value that
you enter.
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_ Non-trailing underscore.
Any single character. Can be used multiple times, including
successive positions, within the filter value and in any position,
except the last position.

Viewing the Details of an Object

Follow these steps:

1. From the Increment Subset dialog, select the preferred scoping object. The Details button is enabled.
2. Click Details. The Checkout Status Detail dialog opens for viewing purposes only.
3. To close the Checkout Status Detail dialog, click OK

NOTE
You can also view the details of a scoping object from the Increment Subset dialog. To do this, double-click
anywhere within the Label column of the required scoping object. The Checkout Status Detail dialog opens for
viewing object details.

CSE Subsetting Task Tables
General subset definitions are definitions for Analysis, first Design subset, procedure maintenance, and workstation
Construction.

NOTE
To delete an object and references to it, you must include all references to the object in the subset. Otherwise,
you will receive a message that the subset is incomplete.

General Subset Definitions

This article provides information for General Subset Definitions including these subsets, Analysis, First Design, Procedure
Maintenance, and Workstation Construction.

Analysis Subset

To scope a typical Analysis subset, use the following subset definition.

Specify This Subset
Type

Scope These Object
Types

At This Protection And This Expansion Considerations

Design Process Delete Default The scoped process,
requested at Delete
protection, is
downgraded to Modify,
but all the child and
grandchild processes
are included with Delete
protection.
To delete the scoped
process, scope its parent
also at Modify protection.

Access Short

Work Set Access Default
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Business System Access Short

Process

In the Analysis subset, scoping a process with Design subset type, Delete protection and default expansion includes these
objects at these protections:

Object Included by the Scoped Process Protection Considerations

Scoped process Modify The scoped process, requested at Delete
protection, is downgraded to Modify, but
all the child and grandchild processes are
included with Delete protection.
To delete the scoped process, scope its
parent also at Modify protection.

Parent, grandparent processes Access

Child, grandchild processes Delete

Dependencies for child processes Delete

Process information views Delete The only way to delete a view for a
process is to have Delete protection on the
process. If you request Delete protection
for the process and receive a protection
downgrade, Gen still lets you delete as
many views as possible.

Process expected effects Delete

Entity type in PAD view Access

Entity type in expected effects Access

PAD (if elementary) Delete To include the Process Action Diagram
(PAD) in the subset, specify default
expansion, which includes the fully
expanded action blocks of the scoped
process and its subordinates and the views
of USEd action blocks.

Action block USEd by PAD Delete All Common Action Blocks (CABs) USEd by
a PAD are included with Delete protection
only if you obtain full expansion of the
process.
If action blocks are shared among project
members, add the action blocks to the
subset definition with Access protection
(Action diagrams are a separate scoping
object.)
If anyone has an action block with Delete,
no one else can USE that action block in
a PAD. The full expansion option ensures
that the CABs USEd by the CABs are also
included.

Entity Type

Scope on all entity types you want to add to your process in the general Analysis subset. Once the entity type is
referenced in a view or expected effect, you do not need to include it in your subset definitions.
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The short expansion option of an entity type minimizes the number of entity types that are included in the subset.

Work Set

Scope on all work attribute sets you want to add to your procedure in the general Analysis subset.

Do not scope on the IEF_SUPPLIED work set because it is automatically included.

Business System

Scope on the business system if you must include exit states from that business system in your PAD (using the general
Analysis subset).

After an exit state from the business system is in your subset, Gen includes the short expansion of the business system
automatically.

Short expansion of the business system was chosen to prevent inclusion of procedures.

First Design Subset

To scope the first Design subset, use the following subset definition.

NOTE
The purpose of the first Design subset is to initialize the procedure. Once the first Design subset has been
checked in, use the definition for a typical Design subset.

Specify This Subset Type And Scope These Object
Types

At This Protection And This Expansion

Design Skeleton Procedure Access Default

Processes to implement. Access Default

Work Attribute Sets Access Default

Common Action Blocks Access Default

Entity Types Access Short

Business System Access Short

WARNING
Use only short expansion for the business system. It is not necessary to scope on a template separately.

Skeleton Procedure

If you wish to start your procedure by copying from an existing skeleton, you must scope on that procedure with Access
protection. If you receive Read Only protection, Gen does not allow the copy.

Processes to Implement

If the procedure implements elementary processes, scope on the implemented processes with Access. If the protection
is Read Only, Gen does not allow them to be implemented. Full expansion of the process is not required because default
expansion brings in the import and export views.

Work Attribute Set

Scope on all work attribute sets you want to add to your procedure.

Do not scope on the IEF_SUPPLIED work set because it is automatically included.

Common Action Blocks

Scope on all common action blocks you want to USE in your procedure.

Entity Types
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Scope on all entity types you want to add to your procedure.

The short expansion option minimizes the number of neighborhood entity types that are included in the subset.

Procedure Maintenance Subset

To scope for procedure maintenance, use the following subset definition.

Specify This Subset
Type

Scope These Object
Types

At This Protection And This Expansion Considerations

Design Procedure Step or
Procedure

Delete Default Scope on the procedure
step if it has dialog flows.

Work Attribute Set Modify Default Scope on the procedure
step if it has no dialog
flows or requires dialog
flow maintenance.

Common Action Blocks Access Default

Empty Types Access Default

WARNING
Do not scope on the business system or a template. Scoping on them is unnecessary and can create a large
subset that interferes with the work of other users.

Procedure Step

Scoping the procedure step keeps you from getting dialog flows and hence procedures of other people.

The Delete protection that is requested is always downgraded to M; however, you can still:

• Delete all views that are not matched using a dialog flow.
• Delete fields from a screen.
• Delete statements from an action diagram.

Do not get full expansion on the procedure step because full expansion brings in all nested action blocks with Delete
protection and prevents others from using the action block in their PrAD.

Procedure

You can scope on the procedure when its neighborhood is small (it has no dialog flows in or out). Do not request Delete
protection on the procedure because Delete also brings in all nested action blocks.

To maintain dialog flows, you must scope on the procedure.

However, scoping on the procedure step, M/Short, Design subset type, lets you add the flows without bringing down all
associated Procedure Action Diagrams (PrADs).

Work Attribute Set

Scope on all work attribute sets you want to add to your procedure. Once the work attribute is referenced in an information
view, scoping on the work attribute is unnecessary.

Do not scope on the Work and System attribute set because it is automatically included.

Common Action Blocks

Scope on all common action blocks for which you wish to add references:

• By the PrAD
• By one of the common action blocks USEd by the PrAD
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If you must change a common action block, try Modify protection first. Use Delete protection only if you must delete views
from a common action block.

Entity Type

Scope on all entity types you want to add to your procedure. Once the entity type is referenced in a view, scoping the
entity type again is unnecessary.

Avoid scoping on data tables because doing so makes the subset much bigger without adding any functionality.

The short expansion option minimizes the number of shared companion entity types that are included in the subset.

Workstation Construction Subset

This section tells how to scope for Workstation Construction subset.

Specify This Subset
Type

Scope These Object
Types

At This Protection And This Expansion Considerations

Unit Test Procedure Step
or
Procedure

Delete
Modify

Default
Default

Unit Test subset type
brings in all necessary
data tables for code
generation and RI trigger
generation.
Scope on the procedure
step if it has dialog flows.
Scope on the procedure
if it has no dialog flows
or it requires dialog flow
maintenance.

Work Attribute Set Access Default

Common Action Blocks Access Full

WARNING
Do not scope on the business system or a template.

Procedure Step

Scoping the procedure step keeps you from getting dialog flows and hence procedures of other people.

The Delete protection that is requested for the procedure step is always downgraded to M; however, you can still:

• Delete all views not matched through a dialog flow
• Delete fields from a screen
• Delete statements from an action diagram

Do not get full expansion on the procedure step because full expansion brings in all nested action blocks with Delete
protection and prevents others from using the action block in their PrAD.

Procedure

You can scope on the procedure when it has few shared companions (it has no dialog flows in or out). Do not request
Delete protection on the procedure because Delete also brings in all nested action blocks.

To maintain dialog flows, you must scope on the procedure.

However, scoping on the procedure step, M/Short, Design subset type, lets you add the flows without bringing down all
associated Procedure Action Diagrams (PrADs).

Work Attribute Set
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Scope on all work attribute sets you want to add to your procedure. Once the work attribute is referenced in an information
view, scoping on the work attribute is unnecessary.

Do not scope on the IEF_SUPPLIED work set because it is automatically included.

Common Action Blocks

Always scope on all common action blocks USEd by the PrAD. (Full expansion ensures that the common action blocks
USEd by the common action blocks are included.) If you must change a common action block, try Modify protection first.
Use Delete protection only if you must delete views from the common action block.

NOTE
The Unit Test subset type brings in all necessary data tables for generating code and RI triggers.

Definition of Detail

As used in the subsetting tables, the verb detail means to add or change the properties to an object. For example, to detail
an entity type, you can perform such tasks as add or change the description of the entity type or add or change attributes
and identifiers.

Subset Task Definitions for the Design Subset Type

Detailed subset task definitions for the Design subset type are listed under Planning/Analysis, Design, Technical Design,
and Construction.

• Activity Dependency
• Common Action Blocks
• Process Action Diagram
• Procedure Action Diagram

Planning/Analysis
This article provides information for Planning/Analysis with tables showing data modeling before and after transformation.

Data Modeling Before Transformation

The following tables show data modeling before transformation. All entity types must be free of Consistency Check errors
before Transformation can succeed.

Subject Area

This table describes how to work with a subject area for data modeling before transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Create a subject

area.
A S Parent subject area N/A

2. Create a subject
area and move
existing entity types
into it.

M D Entity types to move N/A

3. Detail a subject
area or any of its
components and
entity types.

M S Subject area N/A
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4. Place unplaced
subject area or any
of its components.

M S Subject area You may want to
include more of
the data model
(by scoping on
other subject
areas with Access,
Short) to make
an aesthetically
pleasing ERD.

5. Delete components
of a subject area.

D D Subject area An attribute or
relationship that is
referenced in a view
of an entity type
cannot be deleted.
The Object Cross
Reference Delete
Prevention report
identifies scoping
objects that are
needed to define a
subset that contains
all references.
An entity type that
is referenced in a
view or in expected
effects cannot be
deleted.

6. Delete a subject
area.

D D Subject area An attribute or
relationship that is
referenced in a view
of an entity type
cannot be deleted.
The Object Cross
Reference Delete
Prevention report
identifies scoping
objects that are
needed to define a
subset that contains
all references.
An entity type that
is referenced in a
view or in expected
effects cannot be
deleted.

Entity Type

This table describes how to work with an entity type for data modeling before transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an entity type to

the root subject area
or any other subject
area.

A S Subject area or any
entity type in it

N/A
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2. Add an entity type
to the root subject
area and join it to an
entity type in another
subject area.

M S Entity type N/A

3. Add an entity type
to a subject area
and join it to an
entity type in another
subject area.

M S Entity type N/A

A S Plus subject area for
new entity type

N/A

4. Add an entity type to
a subject area and
join it to an entity
type in the same
subject area.

M S Entity type N/A

5. Move entity types to
an existing subject
area.

M S Entity type N/A

A S Plus subject area N/A
6. Detail an entity

type or any of its
attributes and
components.

M S Entity type N/A

7. Place unplaced
entity type.

M S Entity type N/A

8. Delete components
and attributes of an
entity type.

D D Entity type An attribute or
relationship that is
referenced in a view
of an entity type
cannot be deleted.
The Object Cross
Reference Delete
Prevention report
identifies scoping
objects that are
needed to define a
subset that contains
all references.
An entity type that
is referenced in a
view or in expected
effects cannot be
deleted.
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9. Delete an entity
Type.

D D Entity type An attribute or
relationship that is
referenced in a view
of an entity type
cannot be deleted.
The Object Cross
Reference Delete
Prevention report
identifies scoping
objects that are
needed to define a
subset that contains
all references.
An entity type that
is referenced in a
view or in expected
effects cannot be
deleted.

D D Plus related entity
types

N/A

Attribute

This table describes how to work with an attribute for data modeling before transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an attribute. M S Entity type To change the

default permitted
value, you must
scope the entity
type with Delete
protection.

2. Transfer (move from
one entity type to
another.

D D Source entity type An attribute or
relationship that is
referenced in a view
of an entity type
cannot be deleted.
The Object Cross
Reference Delete
Prevention report
identifies scoping
objects that are
needed to define a
subset that contains
all references.

M S Target entity type N/A
3. Copy from one entity

type to another
A D Source entity type N/A

M S Target entity type N/A
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4. Detail an attribute
property.

M S Entity type An attribute or
relationship that is
referenced in a view
of an entity type
cannot be deleted.
The Object Cross
Reference Delete
Prevention report
identifies scoping
objects that are
needed to define a
subset that contains
all references.

5. Delete an attribute. D D Entity type An attribute or
relationship that is
referenced in a view
of an entity type
cannot be deleted.
The Object Cross
Reference Delete
Prevention report
identifies scoping
objects that are
needed to define a
subset that contains
all references.

Relationship

This table describes how to work with a relationship for data modeling before transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a relationship. M S Both entity types N/A
2. Detail a relationship. M S Both entity types N/A
3. Delete a relationship. D S Either entity type An attribute or

relationship that is
referenced in a view
of an entity type
cannot be deleted.
The Object Cross
Reference Delete
Prevention report
identifies scoping
objects that are
needed to define a
subset that contains
all references.
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4. Transfer a
relationship.

D S Two related entity
types

An attribute or
relationship that is
referenced in a view
of an entity type
cannot be deleted.
The Object Cross
Reference Delete
Prevention report
identifies scoping
objects that are
needed to define a
subset that contains
all references.

M S Plus entity type to
transfer relationship
to

N/A

Subtype

This table describes how to work with a subtype for data modeling before transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a new subtype

to an existing entity
type.

M S Parent entity type N/A

Data Modeling After Transformation

The tables in this section describe data modeling after transformation:

Data Model

The following table describes how to work with a data model after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Transform the entire

data model (first
time).

M D Root subject area The subset task
recommendations
in Data
Modeling before
Transformation allow
the transformation.
No special
modifications are
required. Expansion
of the root subject
area automatically
provides the
database with
Delete protection,
which enables
transformation.
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Entity Type

The following table describes how to work with an entity type after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an entity type

and transform or
implement it.

M D Root subject area Scoping an entity
type with Modify
protection includes
its associated data
table with Read
protection and the
database for that
data table with Read
protection also.
If the entity type
you are adding is a
stand-alone, scope
any data table of
any entity type,
and specify Modify
protection.

D D Plus any data table N/A

Attribute

The following table describes how to work with an attribute of a data model after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an attribute

and transform or
implement it.

M D Root subject area N/A

M D Data table for entity
type

N/A

2. Delete an attribute. D D Entity type Scoping an entity
type with Modify
protection includes
its associated data
table with Read
protection and the
database for that
data table with Read
protection also.
An attribute or
relationship that
is referenced in
a view cannot be
deleted. The action
blocks containing the
view must also be
changed.

D D Plus data table N/A
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3. Detail the property of
an attribute.

M S Entity type Scoping an entity
type with Modify
protection includes
its associated data
table with Read
protection and the
database for that
data table with Read
protection also.

4. Copy an attribute
from one entity type
to another.

A S Source entity type Scoping an entity
type with Modify
protection includes
its associated data
table with Read
protection and the
database for that
data table with Read
protection also.

M S Target entity type N/A
5. Transfer an attribute

from one entity type
to another.

D D Source entity type Scoping an entity
type with Modify
protection includes
its associated data
table with Read
protection and the
database for that
data table with Read
protection also.

M S Target entity type N/A

Activity Hierarchy (AHD)

The following table describes how to work with an activity of an AHD, for data modeling after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an activity. M D Intended parent Scoping an activity

automatically brings
its parents into
the subset with
Access protection.
Subordinates have
the same protection
as the scoped
activity.

2. Detail an activity. M D Target activity or
any activity in the
parentage of target
activity

N/A
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3. Perform Process
Synthesis on a non-
elementary process.

M D Process Process Synthesis
can automatically
add processes,
expected effects,
and PADs with
stereotypical action
diagram statements.

4. Transfer activity to a
different parent.

M D Current parent If you scope on
a parent activity
with Delete, the
parent activity is
downgraded to M.
However, you still
receive Delete on the
target activity and its
subordinates and are
able to delete them
or transfer them to a
different parent.

M D Plus new parent N/A
5. Change function to

process or process
to function.

D D Parent activity To remove a PAD,
you must first
remove all USE
statements for
the PAD from any
PrADS and CABs.

M D Child activity N/A
6. Delete an activity

and its subordinates.
(No subordinates
are elementary
processes with PADs
USEd in other action
diagrams)

D D Parent activity If you scope on
a parent activity
with Delete, the
parent activity is
downgraded to M.
However, you still
receive Delete on the
target activity and its
subordinates and are
able to delete them
or transfer them to a
different parent.

7. Delete an
elementary process
that has been USEd
in other action
diagrams.

D F Process To remove a PAD,
you must first
remove all USE
statements for
the PAD from any
PrADS and CABs.

M D Plus parent process N/A
M D Plus USEing CABs N/A
M D Plus USEing process

action blocks
N/A

M D Plus USEing
procedure step
action blocks

N/A
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Expected Effects for Functions (Planning)

The following table describes expected effects to a function after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an existing

entity type and its
expected effect to a
function.

A
M
M

S
D
D

Entity type Plus
function or Business
Function/Entity Type
matrix

Once an entity
type appears
in the expected
effects or the views
of an activity, it
is automatically
included in every
subset that includes
that activity.
In matrices,
functions receive
Modify protection,
and entity types
receive default (not
short) expansion.
Therefore, these
matrices can be
large.

2 Remove an entity
type from a function
or change its
expected effects for
a function.

M
M

D
D

Function or Business
Function/Entity Type
matrix

In matrices,
functions receive
Modify protection,
and entity types
receive default (not
short) expansion.
Therefore, these
matrices can be
large.
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Expected Effects for Process (Analysis)

The following table describes expected effects to a process after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an existing

entity type and its
expected effect to a
process.

A
M
M

S
D
D

Entity type Plus
process or
Elementary Process/
Entity Type matrix

Once an entity
type appears
in the expected
effects or the view
of an activity, it
is automatically
included in every
subset that includes
that activity.
In matrices,
functions receive
Modify protection,
and entity types
receive default (not
short) expansion.
Therefore, these
matrices can be
large.

2 Remove an entity
type from a process
or change its
expected effects for
a process.

M
M

D
D

Process or Business
Elementary Process/
Entity Type matrix

In matrices,
functions receive
Modify protection,
and entity types
receive default (not
short) expansion.
Therefore, these
matrices can be
large.

Activity Dependency (ADD)-Activities (Functions/Process), Events, or External Objects

The following table describes activity, event, or external object for data modeling after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an activity,

event, or external
object.

M D Parent activity Scoping an activity
automatically brings
its parents into
the subset with
Access protection.
Subordinates have
the same protection
as the scoped
activity.

2 Detail an activity,
event, or external
object.

M D Target activity N/A

3. Delete an activity,
event, or external
object.

D
M

F
D

Target activity
Plus parent activity

N/A
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4. Specify information
that flows between
a process and an
external object.

M
M

D
D

Process
or
Parent function/
process

N/A

5. Change parent of an
activity.

D
M

D
D

Current parent
Plus new parent

N/A

Activity Dependency (ADD)-Dependencies

The following table describes dependencies of an ADD for data modeling after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Create a

dependency.
M D Both activities N/A

2 Detail a dependency. M D Both activities N/A
3 Delete a

dependency.
D D Both activities N/A

Organizational Hierarchy (OHD)

The following table describes organizations for data modeling after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an organization. A D Organization unit Scoping an

organization
unit brings in the
entire hierarchy
or organization
units, parents, and
subordinates.

2 Detail a dependency. A D Organization unit N/A
3. Delete an

organization.
D D Organization unit Scoping an

organization
unit brings in the
entire hierarchy
or organization
units, parents, and
subordinates.
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Process Action Diagram (PAD)

The following table describes statements in a PAD for data modeling after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add, change, or

delete statements in
a PAD.

M D Process The only way to
add a PAD is to add
a process to the
Activity Hierarchy
and mark it as
elementary.
The only way to
delete a PAD is to
delete its associated
process. See the
tasks for Activity
Hierarchy.

View Maintenance Entity View-PAD

The following table describes entity views in a PAD for data modeling after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an entity view. M

A
D
D

Process
Plus entity type

After defining
expected effects, you
do not need to scope
the entity type.

2. Change a name
or properties of an
entity view.

M D Process After defining
expected effects, you
do not need to scope
the entity type.

3. Change a referenced
entity type or
subtype.

M D Entity type N/A
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4. Delete an entity view,
or an attribute in the
view.

D
M

D
D

Process action block
Plus all procedure
step action blocks
that use it

To delete a view,
your subset
must contain all
references to that
view (all objects that
use it).
To identify all objects
that use the view,
run the Object Cross
Reference Report
type Referenced for
that view.
To identify objects
that would prevent
the deletion of
the view, run the
report type Delete
Prevention from the
Encyclopedia Client.
If the view is view-
matched to another
action diagram,
you may need full
expansion.

Work View-PAD

The following table describes work views in a PAD for data modeling after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a work view. M D Process action block N/A

2. Change a work view. M D Process action block N/A
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3. Delete a work view. D D Process action block To delete a view,
your subset
must contain all
references to that
view (all objects that
use it).
To identify all objects
that use the view,
run the Object Cross
Reference Report
type Referenced for
that view.
To identify objects
that would prevent
the deletion of
the view, run the
report type Delete
Prevention from the
Encyclopedia Client.
If the view is view-
matched to another
action diagram,
you may need full
expansion.

Local View-PAD

The following table describes local views in a PAD for data modeling after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a local view. M D Process action block N/A

2. Change a local view. M D Process action block N/A
3. Delete a local view. D D Process action block N/A

Business System Definition (DBS)

The following table describes business system defaults for data modeling after transformation:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a new dialect

language for system
defaults.

A S Business system The short expansion
brings in only system
default objects.

2. Detail a business
system or any of its
defaults.

M S Business system The short expansion
brings in only system
default objects.
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3. Delete a business
system.

D
D
D

F
D
D

Business system
Plus any load
modules
Plus any managers
(window, server, and
so on.)

Before a business
system can
be deleted, all
load modules
and associated
packaging must
be deleted. Be
sure to include the
Managers to delete
entire packaging.
Once these are
complete, the Delete
action are no longer
grayed out.

Design Subsets
This article provides information for Design Subsets. The tables in this section describe the various tasks involved in the
design of a subset type.

Business System Defaults

The tables in this section describe how to set the various business system defaults for designing.

System-wide Commands

The following table describes using system-wide commands of a business system:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a command. A S Business system The short expansion

of a business system
brings in only the
business system
defaults.
Scoping any
procedure,
procedure step,
screen, or template
includes the
business system
defaults with Access
protection.

2. Change a command
or add a synonym.

M S Business system

3. Delete a command. D
M

S
D

Business system
Plus all processes,
procedure steps or
CABs that use the
command.

To delete a
command, your
subset must contain
all references to the
command.
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System-wide Function Keys

The following table describes using system-wide function keys a business system:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Set command for PF

Key.
M S Business system The short expansion

of a business system
brings in only the
business system
defaults.

2. Change command
for PF Key.

M S Business system

3. Assign <None> to
PF Key.

M S Business system

System-wide or Global Exit States

The following table describes using system-wide exit states of a business system:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an exit state to

the list of exit states.
A S Business system The short expansion

of a business system
brings in only the
business system
defaults.
Scoping any
procedure,
procedure step,
screen, or template
includes the
business system
defaults with Access
protection.

2. Add, change, or
delete message
(standard or
bilingual) and
maintain exit state
properties.

M D Exit state

3. Delete an exit state. D
M

D
D

Exit state
Plus all processes,
procedure steps or
CABs that use the
exit state

To delete an exit
state, your subset
must contain all
references to the exit
state.
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Default Video Attributes

The following table describes changing default video attributes in a business system:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Change the default

video display
characteristics for
fields, prompts,
literals, or error
messages.

M S Business system

Default Delimiters

The following table describes changing default delimiters in a business system:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Change the default

delimiter.
M S Business system

System-wide Edit Patterns

The following table describes using edit patterns in a business system:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an edit pattern. A S Business system Scoping any

procedure,
procedure step,
screen, or template
includes the
business system
defaults with Access
protection.

2. Change an edit
pattern not copied
across business
systems.

M S Business system

3. Delete an edit
pattern.

D F Business system Full expansion
includes all uses
of the edit pattern
within the owning
business system.
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Custom Video Properties

The following table describes using custom video properties of a business system:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1. Add a custom video

property.
A S Business system The short expansion

of a business system
brings in only the
business system
defaults.
Scoping any
procedure,
procedure step,
screen, or template
includes the
business system
defaults with Access
protection.

2. Change a custom
video property.

M S Business system

3. Select a custom
video property for
use with business
system default video
properties.

M S Business system

4. Select a custom
video property for
use with a window,
dialog box, or
window control.

M D Procedure Step

5. Delete a custom
video property.

D
M

S
D

Business system
Plus all windows,
dialog boxes that
use the custom video
property

To delete a custom
video property, your
subset must contain
all references to
the custom video
property.
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Business System Environment Parameters

The following table describes using environment parameters in a business system:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Change language or

DBMS
M S Business system For example, if

the production
model uses COBOL
and DB2 but you
are testing on the
workstation, you
can use a subset
to set or override
the Construction
environment
parameters (COBOL
and DB2).
To override the
environment
parameters, set
Construction
generation defaults
to C and Oracle
(for example) and
check the box that
is entitled, Override
Bus Sys Target
Environment with
previous defaults.

Common Action Block (CAB)

A common action block is any action diagram that is not a Process Action Diagram (PAD) or a Procedure Action Diagram
(PrAD). See Process Action Diagram and Procedure Action Diagram sections.

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a common

action block.
A
A
A
A

D
D
D
S

Process
or
Procedure step
or
Common action
block
or
Business system

Having Access on
almost any object
in your subset lets
you add a common
action block.

2. Add a common
action block and
USE it in a Process
Action Diagram.

M
M

F
D

Process
or
Process action block

3. Add a common
action block
and USE it in a
Procedure Action
Diagram.

M D Procedure step
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4. Add a common
action block and
USE it in another
existing action block.

M D Common action
block

5. Add, change, or
delete statements
in a common action
block.

M D Common action
block

6. Delete a common
action block.

D
M
M
M

D
D
D
D

Common action
block
Plus USEing CABs
Plus USEing process
Plus USEing
procedure steps

To remove a CAB,
you must first
remove all USE
statements for the
CAB from all PADs,
PrADs, and CABs.

Action Block Synthesis

The following table describes performing an Action Block Synthesis on an action diagram:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Perform Action Block

Synthesis on an
action diagram with
no existing views.

M D Common action
block

2. Perform Action Block
Synthesis on action
diagram with existing
views but not USEd
in any other action
diagram.

D D Common action
block

For Action Block
Synthesis to create
information views
and action diagram
statements, it must
first delete any
existing views
or statements.
Therefore, Delete
protection is
required.

3. Perform Action Block
Synthesis on action
diagram with existing
views and USEd
in another action
diagram.

D
M
M
M

D
D
D
D

Common action
block
Plus USEing CABs
Plus USEing
Process action
blocks
Plus USEing
procedure steps

For Action Block
Synthesis to create
information views
and action diagram
statements, it must
first delete any
existing views
or statements.
Therefore, Delete
protection is
required.
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View Maintenance Entity View

The following table describes using an entity view:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an entity view. M

S
D
S

Action block
Plus entity type

After defining
expected effects, you
do not need to scope
the entity type.

2. Change the name
or properties of
the entity view.

M D Action block After defining
expected effects, you
do not need to scope
the entity type.

3. Change a referenced
entity type or
subtype.

M D Entity type

4. Delete an entity view,
or an attribute in the
view.

D
M

D
D

Action block
Plus all process
action blocks or
procedure steps that
use it

To delete a view,
your subset
must contain all
references to that
view
(all objects that use
it).
If the view is view-
matched to another
action diagram,
you may need full
expansion.

Work View

The following table describes using a work view:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a work view. M

S
D
S

Action block
Plus work view

2. Change a work view. M D Action block
3. Delete a work view. D

D
D
D

Action block
or
Procedure step

To delete a view,
your subset
must contain all
references to that
view (all objects that
use it).
If the view is view-
matched to another
action diagram,
you may need full
expansion.
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Local View

The following table describes using a local view:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a local view. M D Action block
2. Change a local view. M D Action block
3. Delete a local view. D

D
D
D

Action block
or
Procedure step

Dialog Flow (DLG)

The tables in this section describe using procedure, procedure step, and dialog flow for designing a subset type.

Procedure

The following table describes using a procedure:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a procedure. A

A
A

S
D
D

Business system
or
Any procedure
or
Any procedure step

The business system
scoping object has
a special short (S)
expansion that
brings in only the
system-wide default
objects.
Scoping any
procedure or step
automatically
includes the
business system
defaults with Access
protection.

2. Detail a procedure. M D Procedure
3. Delete a procedure. D

M
M

S
D
S

Procedure to be
deleted
Plus any procedure
or procedure step
that flows to the
scoped procedure
Plus any load
modules containing
its procedure steps

The Objects
Preventing Delete
Report shows all
objects that would
prevent deletion of
the procedure step.
This report may be
used to help define
a subset definition
containing all the
objects that are
needed to delete this
scoping object.
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Procedure Step

The following table describes using a procedure step:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a new

procedure step to an
existing procedure.

A S Procedure

2. Detail a procedure
step, its PrAD,
screen/window.

M D Procedure step

3. Copy a procedure
step.

A D Procedure step You must have
at least Access
protection on the
procedure step to
copy it.

4. Delete a procedure
step.

D
M
A

S
D
D

Procedure step to be
deleted
Plus any procedure
or procedure step
that flows to the
procedure step being
deleted
Plus any procedure
step to which the
procedure step being
deleted flows if views
are being sent or
returned on the flow.

The Objects
Preventing Delete
Report shows all
objects that would
prevent deletion of
the procedure step.
This report may be
used to help define
a subset definition
containing all the
objects that are
needed to delete this
scoping object.

Dialog Flow

The following table describes using a work view:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add detail, or change

a flow between
procedures:
a. desc
b. flow type
c. flows on
d. properties
e. data passed
f. match/unmatch

M
M

S
S

Source procedure
step
Target procedure
step

To change the dialog
flows and what
exit states initiate
them, check out
the procedure step
from which the flows
begin with at least
update authority.

2. Delete a flow. M
M

S
S

Source procedure
step
Target procedure
step

3. Add, detail, and
change a flow to
or from another
business system.

M
M

S
S

Source procedure
step
Target procedure
step
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4. Delete a flow to
or from another
business system.

M
M

S
S

Source procedure
step
Target procedure
step

Procedure Action Diagram

The following table describes using procedures, entity views, local views, and work views in a PAD for designing subset
type:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add, change, or

delete statements in
a Procedure Action
Diagram.

M D Procedure step You cannot add or
delete a Procedure
Action Diagram
except by adding
or deleting its
procedure step.
To build action
diagram statements
that reference
objects that you
have not referenced
before, you must
include those objects
in your subset with
at least Access
protection. If the
objects do not exist
yet, be sure to define
a subset you can
use to add them.
For example, you
may must include
entity types, work
sets, exit states of
another business
system, common
action blocks and
PADs.
The expansion
of a procedure
brings in the action
diagrams of each
procedure step with
full expansion.
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Procedure Synthesis

The following table describes using procedures for designing:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Procedure step with

no existing views
or action diagram
statements.

M D Procedure step

View Maintenance Entity View

The following table describes using an entity view for designing:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add an entity view. M

A
D
S

Procedure step
Plus entity type

After defining
expected effects, you
do not need to scope
the entity type.

2. Change the name
or properties entity
view.

M D Procedure step After defining
expected effects, you
do not need to scope
the entity type.

3. Change a referenced
entity type or
subtype.

M D Entity type

4. Delete an entity view,
or an attribute in the
view.

D
M

D
A

Procedure step
Plus all procedure
steps that use it

To delete a view,
your subset
must contain all
references to that
view (all objects that
use it).
If the view is view-
matched to another
action diagram,
you may need full
expansion.

Work View

The following table describes using a work view for designing:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a work view. M D Procedure step

2. Change a work view. M D Procedure step
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3. Delete a work view. D D Procedure step After defining
expected effects, you
do not need to scope
the entity type.
If the view is view-
matched to another
action diagram,
you may need full
expansion.

Local View

The following table describes using a local view for designing:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a local view. M D Procedure step

2. Change a work view. M D Procedure step
3. Delete a work view. D D Procedure step

NOTE
For more information, see Process Action Diagram and Common Action Blocks in this section.

Window Design

The following table describes working with a window of a procedure step:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Create a window for

a procedure step.
M D Procedure step The contents of

a window include
all prompts and
variables. A
procedure step
can have multiple
windows.

2. Change the contents
of a window.

M D Procedure step The contents of
a window include
all prompts and
variables. A
procedure step
can have multiple
windows.

3. Delete a field on a
window.

M D Procedure step A window using a
default edit pattern
that is copied from
another business
system cannot delete
that edit pattern.
Only its usage is
removed.
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4. Delete a window. M D Procedure step A window using a
default edit pattern
that is copied from
another business
system cannot delete
that edit pattern.
Only its usage is
removed.

WorkSet List

The following table describes creating a work attribute set:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Create a work

attribute set.
M D Root subject area

Interface

The following table shows using Interface:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Create Interface M

A
M
M

D
D
D
D

Server Manager
or
Server Manager
Procedure Steps
or
Procedure Steps
with subset type set
to unit or system.

Server Manager
and its procedures
steps must exist in
subset in order to
create interfaces.
Procedure Step
must have modified
protection.

2 Update Interface M
A
M
M

D
D
D
D

Server Manager
or
Server Manager
Procedure Steps
or
Procedure Steps
with subset type set
to unit or system.

Server Manager
and its procedures
steps must exist in
subset in order to
create interfaces.
Procedure Step
must have modify
protection.
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Custom Proxy

The following table shows using Custom Proxy:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Create Custom

Proxy Definition and
add Proxy.

M
A
M
M

D
D
D
D

Server Manager
or
Server Manager
Procedure Steps
or
Procedure Steps
with subset type set
to unit or system.

Server Manager and
its procedures steps
must exist in subset
in order to select
interfaces for proxy.
Procedure Step
must have modified
protection.

2 Update Custom
Proxy and existing
Proxies

M D Custom Proxy

3 Update Custom
Proxy and add new
Proxy.

M
M
A
M
M

D
D
D
D
D

Custom Proxy
and
Server Manager
or
Server Manager
Procedure Steps
or
Procedure Steps
with subset type set
to unit or system.

Server Manager and
its procedures steps
must exist in subset
in order to add/select
interfaces for new
proxy. Procedure
Step must have
modified protection.

4 Generate Custom
Proxy

A
A
M
A

D
D
D
D

Custom Proxy
and
Server Manager
or
Procedure Steps
or
Custom Proxy with
subset type set to
unit or system.

Server Manager and
its procedures steps
must exist in subset
to generate custom
proxy.

Web Service Definition

The following table shows using Web Service Definition:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Create Web Service

Definition and add
Web Operation.

M D Server Manager Server Manager and
its procedures steps
must exist in subset
in order to add/select
interfaces for web
operation. Procedure
Step must have
modified protection.

2 Update Web
Service Definition
and existing Web
Operations.

M D Web Service
Definition
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3 Update Web Service
Definition and add
new Web Operation.

M
M
A
M
M

D
D
D
D
D

Web Service
Definition
and
Server Manager
or
Server Manager
Procedure Steps
or
Procedure Steps
with subset type set
to unit or system.

Server Manager and
its procedures steps
must exist in subset
in order to add/
select interfaces for
new web operation.
Procedure Step
must have modified
protection.

Configuration Instance

The following table shows using Configuration Instance:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add Configuration

Instance
A D All target objects:

Load Modules,
Procedure Steps,
Action Blocks,
Database, Records,
and/or Storage
Groups.

1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9

2 Delete Configuration
Instance

D D Configuration
Instance

5, 8

3 Rename
Configuration
Instance

D D Configuration
Instance

5, 8

4 Modify Configuration
Instance including
select/unselect target
objects, update
generation and trace
options.

M D Configuration
Instance

5, 6, 8

A D Load Modules
(optional)

5 Generate
Configuration
Instance without
making any
changes.

R F Configuration
Instance

6, 7

R F Load Modules
(optional)

6 Generate
Configuration
Instance after
making changes to
generation options or
trace options.

M F Configuration
Instance

5, 6, 7, 8

A F Load Modules
(optional)
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7 To change
Configuration
Instance from model
based to file based
This deletes the
objects from the
model.

D D Configuration
Instance

5, 8

8 To change
Configuration
Instance from file
based to model
based
This creates the
objects in the model.

A D All target objects 5, 8

NOTE

1. Subset must include Load Modules in order to select objects under Model Object Selection tab.
2. Subset must include Databases in order to select objects under Database tab.
3. Model must not be Read Only.
4. If subset type is Unit or System, must scope Database with Access.
5. Target objects must have at least Access protection. If a target object is downgraded to Read, user is not

able to perform this function.
6. Required to explicitly scope load modules if Configuration Instance currently includes all load modules within

the business system. Otherwise, the model object selection list is empty.
7. Recommend subset type set to System.
8. If a Configuration instance includes (or would like to include) an index, the parent Table for the index must

be included in the subset with Modify or Delete protection in order to ensure that the Index gets the Access
protection needed. Selecting a Database for inclusion in a Configuration instance requires that all Tables that
are associated with that Database have Modify or Delete protection so that the associated indexes may be
included in the instance.

9. When a configuration includes the storage group for a database, it is recommended that the database is also
selected in the configuration.

Technical Design
This article provides information for Technical Design. To do all Data Structure and Data Store tasks, scope on root
subject area with M and D.
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Transformation

The following table describes transformation in technical design:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Transform entire

data model (first
time).

M D Root subject area All entity types
must be free of
Consistency Check
errors before
Transformation
can succeed. In a
small model, you
can scope the root
subject area instead
of individual entity
types.

2. Change data
model and
perform Intelligent
Retransformation or
implement.

M
M

D
D

Root subject area
Plus changed data
table

3. Add an entity type
and transform or
implement it.

M
M

D Root subject area
Plus any data table

4. Add an attribute
and transform or
implement it.

M
M

D
D

Root subject area
Plus data table for
entity type

5. Change database
defaults

M
M

D
D

Any data table
or
Database

Data Structure

The tables in this section describe data structures in technical design.

Data Tables

The following table describes using data tables of a data structure:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a new data table

not associated with
another data table.

M
M

D
D

Unimplemented
entity type
Plus any data table

2. Add a new data
table associated with
another data table.

M
M
M

D
S
D

Unimplemented
entity type
Plus its related entity
types
Plus data table

An entity type that
is scoped with
Modify or Delete
protection includes
its associated data
table with Read
protection.
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3. Delete a data table
not associated with
another data table.

D
D

D
D

Implemented entity
type of target data
table
Plus entity type

An entity type that
is scoped with
Modify or Delete
protection includes
its associated data
table with Read
protection.

4. Delete a data table
associated with
another data table.

D
D
M
M

D
D
D
S

(a) Target data table
(b) Data tables that
have target data
table's relationship
membership name
as their identifier
(c) Implemented
entity types for data
tables in
(a) & (b).
(d) Any entity types
to which the foreign
key column of
(a) & (b) point.

Columns and Indexes

The following table describes using columns and indexes of a data structure:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a column. M D Implemented entity

type
Plus data table

An entity type that
is scoped with
Modify or Delete
protection includes
its associated data
table with Read
protection.

2. Delete a column. D D Implemented entity
type
Plus data table

An entity type that
is scoped with
Modify or Delete
protection includes
its associated data
table with Read
protection.

3. Add an index. M D Data table
4. Delete an index. D

D
D
D

Implemented entity
type
Plus data table

An entity type that
is scoped with
Modify or Delete
protection includes
its associated data
table with Read
protection.
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Linkages

The following table describes using linkages of a data structure:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a linkage. M

M
D
D

Both
implemented entity
types
Plus associated data
table

An entity type that
is scoped with
Modify or Delete
protection includes
its associated data
table with Read
protection.

2. Delete a linkage. M
D

D
D

Related entity types
Plus related data
tables

An entity type that
is scoped with
Modify or Delete
protection includes
its associated data
table with Read
protection.
These scoping
objects allow the
deletion of the
linkage only from
the Data Structure
Diagram. To delete
the relationship from
the Data Model, use
the Data Model rules
for the current task.

Database and Storage Group Management

The following table describes using a database of a data structure:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add a database. M D Any data table of an

existing database

2. Delete a database. D
M

D
D

Database
Plus all implemented
entity types in the
database

Load Module Packaging
This article provides information for Load Module Packaging.

The following table describes packaging a load module:

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Add new packaging

(a new load module).
M S All unpackaged

procedure steps
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2 Modify existing
packaging:

You can assign clear
screen and dialog
flow trancodes to
the newly packaged
procedure steps if
the trancodes are
new objects on the
workstation.

a. Add a trancode. A S Load module
b. Add procedure
steps.

M S Unpackaged
procedure steps

c. Assign existing
trancodes.

A S Plus load module

d. Modify clear
screen and dialog
flow trancodes for
packaged procedure
steps.

M
M
M

S
S
S

Load module
Procedure steps
Plus load module

3 Delete a packaged
load module.

D S Load module

4 Delete packaged
procedure steps from
a load module.

M S Load module You can delete
packaged procedure
steps from the load
module with this
protection if and only
if the deletion of the
packaged procedure
step does not cause
trigger deletion of
the load module or
any trancodes in
the load module.
Trigger deletion of
the load module
occurs only when
you are deleting one
of the following:
All packaged
procedure steps in
the load module.
The last remaining
packaged procedure
step.

If you need more detailed information on tasks that involve Construction scoping objects, see task tables for procedure
step, database, action block, business system and subject area.
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Subset Task Definition for the Unit Test Subset Type

This article provides information for one Subset Task Definition for the Unit Test Subset Type is listed under Construction.

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Generate code for

single procedure
step without
changes.

R F Procedure step

Subset Task Definition for the System Test Subset Type

This article provides information for the one Subset Task Definition for the System Test Subset Type.

Step Description P E Objects Considerations
1 Create a remote file

(.rmt).
M D Procedure Implementation

Logic Usage
(IMPUSE) objects
are included, so you
need not regenerate
triggers.

How to Use the Expansion Tables
This article provides information for How to Use the Expansion Tables and the steps that demonstrate how to use the
expansion tables.

1. Identify the subset type required.
2. Select the subset type option design, which is the default, if you intend to perform planning, analysis, or design tasks.

Select the subset type option unit or system test for construction tasks, depending on your intent.
3. Determine which scoping objects to include in your subset.
4. Find the scoping object expansion table for the scoping object and subset type option that you determined in steps 1

and 2.
5. Determine what expansions include the expansion objects you need by comparing what is included with the various

expansions that are listed in the first column.
6. Evaluate internal expansions

For each expansion object that is documented with an expansion option in the and expands the column, see the
expansion table for the expansion object and note the expansion objects that are associated with this expansion of the
object, their respective protections, and expansions, if any.
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Internal expansions are not selectable. The following table lists expansion options that are selectable and those that
are internal.

User-Selectable Expansion Options Non-Selectable Internal Expansions
Short
Default
Full

Short
Short2
Parent
Full2
Default+
Full+

1. Identify the lowest expansion that includes the needed expansion objects at the protection that is required to perform
your task.

NOTE
If you select Read protection for a scoping object, all of its expanded objects are granted Read protection also.

Subsetting Expansion Tables

The subsetting expansion tables are listed alphabetically by scoping object.

Action Block Expansion

This article provides information for action block expansions for design and unit test table and system test table.

Action Block-Design & Unit Test Table

For these Action Block expansions, the expanded objects are granted protection based on whether the scoping object is
Delete, Modify, or Access:

Action Block Object for Design and Unit
Test

Protection Expands

Default
Full

Action Statements Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Used Action Blocks Access Short

Default
Full

ASYNC response event usages Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default
Full

Attribute that is derived or
defined by scoped Action Block

Access

Short internal
Default
Full

Bind Package Default Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default
Full

Owning Business System Access Short

Short internal
Default
Full

DRBM Delete/Delete/Read
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Default
Full

Command referenced in Action
Block

Access Default

Short internal
Default
Full

Owning Entity Access Short

Short internal
Default
Full

Owning Entity for derived
attribute

Access Short

Short internal
Default
Full

Entity Types and Subtypes
(referenced by views Step
Action Block

Access Short

Default
Full

Exit States referenced in Action
Block.

Access Default

Short internal
Default
Full

Implementation Unit Access

Short internal
Default
Full

Procedure Step
(for Procedure Step Action
Block)

Access Short

Short internal
Default
Full

Process
(for Elementary Process Action
Block)

Access Short

Short internal
Default
Full

RDB Table Usage Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Script Slot Action Block Def/
Group

Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Script Slot Action Statements Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default
Full

Script Slot View Definitions Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default
Full

Table Usages Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Typemap associated to the
action block

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short internal
Default
Full

View Delete/Modify/Access

Default
Full

View Matching between scoped
Action Block and used Action
Blocks.

Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default
Full

Work Attribute Sets referenced
by views

Access Short
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Action Block-System Test Table

For these Action Block expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Action Block Object for System Test Protection Expands

Default Used Action Blocks Access Short

Full Used Action Blocks Access Full

Default
Full

Action Statements Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

ASYNC response event usages Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default
Full

Attribute that is derived or
defined by scoped Action Block

Access

Short internal
Default
Full

Owning Business System Access Short

Default
Full

Commands referenced in Action
Block

Access Default

Short internal
Default
Full

Entity Types and Subtypes that
are referenced by views

Access Default

Short internal
Default
Full

Owning Entity Access Short

Short internal
Default
Full

Owning Entity for derived
attribute

Access Short

Default
Full

Exit States referenced in Action
Block.

Access Default

Short internal
Default
Full

Implementation Unit Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short internal
Default
Full

Procedure Step
(for Procedure Step Action
Block)

Access Short

Short internal
Default
Full

Process
(for Elementary Process Action
Block)

Access Short

Default
Full

Typemap associated to the
action block

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default
Full

Script Slot Action Block Def/
Group

Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Script Slot Action Statements Delete/Delete/Read
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Short internal
Default
Full

Script Slot View Definitions Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default
Full

Work Attribute Sets referenced
by views

Access Short

Short internal
Default
Full

Views Delete/Modify/Access

Default
Full

View Matching between scoped
Action Block and used Action
Blocks.

Delete/Delete/Read

Batch Job Expansion

For these Batch Job expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Batch Job Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Short Batch Job Steps Delete/Modify/Access Short
Default Batch Job Steps Delete/Modify/Access Default
Full Batch Job Steps Delete/Modify/Access Full
Short
Default
Full

Procedures Access Parent

Batch Job Step Expansion

This article provides information for batch job step expansions for design and unit test table and system test table.

Design and Unit Test Table

For these Batch Job Step expansions, the expanded objects for Design and Unit Test are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Batch Job Step Object for Design and Unit
Test

Protection Expands

Short
Default
Full

Parent Batch Job Access Short

Short 2 internal Parent Batch Job Access Parent

Short
Default
Full

Package List Entry Delete/Delete/Read
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Short
Default
Full

Procedure Step Execution
Usages

Delete/Delete/Read

Short Procedure Steps for this Batch
Job Steps

Delete/Modify/Access Short

Default Procedure Steps for this Batch
Job Steps

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Fullf Procedure Steps for this Batch
Job Steps

Delete/Modify/Access Full

Short
Default
Full

PSB Delete/Modify/Access

Short 2 internal PSB Access

System Test Table

For these Batch Job expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Batch Job Step Object for System Test Protection Expands

Full 2 Parent Batch Job Read-only Full

Full 2 Package List Entry Delete/Delete/Read

Full 2 Procedure Step Execution
Usages

Read-only

Full 2 Procedure Steps for this Batch
Job Step

Read-only Full

Full 2 PSB Read-only

Business System Expansion

For these Business System expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Business System Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Short
Default
Full

Bind Package Default Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Business System
Implementation
(Technical System)

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default
Full

Commands Delete/Modify/Access Default
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Short
Default
Full

Command referenced by Script
Slot Command Definition

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default
Full

Custom Video Properties Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default
Full

Default Edit Patterns Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default
Full

Default Literal, Prompt and
Field Attributes, Default GUI
Attributes

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default
Full

Dialect Text for Default Edit
Patterns

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Exit States Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default
Full

Exit State referenced by Script
Slot Exit State Definition

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default
Full

Package List Entry Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Parameter and String Delimiters Delete/Delete/Read

Default Procedures Delete/Modify/Access Default
Full Procedures Delete/Modify/Access Full
Short
Default
Full

Script Capabilities Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Script Executions Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Script Slot Command Definitions Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Script Slot Exit State Definitions Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

System PF Keys Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default
Full

Templates Delete/Modify/Access Default
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Command Expansion

For these Command expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Command Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Owning Business System Access Short
Default Command Synonyms Delete/Delete/Read
Default Dialect Text for Command and

Command Synonyms
Delete/Delete/Read

Component Implementation Expansion

This article provides information for Component Implementation expansions for design and unit test table and system test
table.

Design Table

For these Component Implementation expansions, the expanded objects for Design are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Component Implementation Object for Design Protection Expands
Short
Default
Full

Parent Subject areas of the
scoped component specification

Access Parent

Short
Default
Full

The TD action block for the
scoped component specification

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default
Full

Implementation unit for the TD
action block

Delete/Modify/Access

Unit Test Table

For these Component Implementation expansions, the expanded objects for Unit Test are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Component Implementation Object for Unit Test Protection Expands
Short
Default
Full

Parent Subject areas of the
scoped component specification

Access Parent

Short
Default
Full

The TD action block for the
scoped component specification

Delete/Modify/Access
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System Test Table

For these Component Implementation expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Component Implementation Object for Unit Test Protection Expands
Short
Default
Full

Parent Subject areas of the
scoped component specification

Access Parent

Short
Default
Full

The TD action block for the
scoped component specification

Delete/Modify/Access

Component Model Expansion

For these Component Model expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Component Model Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default
Full

Art Objects Delete/Delete/Read

Default Parent Entity Types of
referenced Relationships,
Subtypes and Partitionings

Access Short

Full Parent Entity Types of
referenced Relationships,
Subtypes and Partitionings

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default Referenced Entity Types Access Short
Full Referenced Entity Types Delete/Modify/Access Default
Default Referenced Partitionings Access
Full Referenced Partitionings Delete/Modify/Access
Default Referenced Relationships Access
Full Referenced Relationships Delete/Modify/Access
Default Referenced Subtypes Access
Default Scoping Subject Area Access Default
Full Scoping Subject Area Delete/Modify/Access Default
Full Referenced Subtypes Delete/Modify/Access

Component Specification Expansion

This article provides information for component specification expansions for design and unit test table and system test
table.
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Design Table

For these Component Specification expansions, the expanded objects for Design are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Component Model Object for Design Protection Expands
Short
Default
Full

Parent Subject areas of the
scoped component specification

Access Parent

Short
Default
Full

The TD action block for the
scoped component specification

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default
Full

Implementation unit for the TD
action block

Delete/Modify/Access

Default Interface types offered by
component specification

Delete/Modify/Access Short

Full Interface types offered by
component specification

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default

Interface type model scoped by
each interface type

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Full Interface type model scoped by
each interface type

Delete/Modify/Access Full

Unit Test Table

For these Component Specification expansions, the expanded objects for Unit Test are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Component Model Object for Unit Test Protection Expands
Short
Default

Parent Subject areas of the
scoped component specification

Access Parent

Short
Default

The TD action block for the
scoped component specification

Delete/Modify/Access

Default Interface types offered by
component specification

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default Interface type model scoped by
each interface type

Delete/Modify/Access Default

System Test Table

For these Component Specification expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Component Specification Object for System Test Protection Expands
Short
Default

Parent Subject areas of the
scoped component specification

Access Parent
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Short
Default

Fully expanded TD action block
for the scoped component
specification

Delete/Modify/Access

Default Interface types offered by
component specification

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default Interface type model scoped by
each interface type

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Configuration Instance Expansion

For these Configuration Instance expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Configuration Instance Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Referenced Business System Access Short

Referenced Load Module Access Short
Referenced Procedure Step Access Default
Referenced Action Block Access Default
Parent Procedure Step for
Referenced Window and Dialog
Box

Access Default

Referenced Storage Group Access Default
Referenced Database Access Short
Parent Database for referenced
Tablespace and Index

Access Short

Referenced Record Access Short
Scoping Subject Area Access Short

Full Referenced Business System Access Short
Referenced Load Module Access Default
Referenced Procedure Step Access Default
Referenced Action Block Access Default
Parent Procedure Step for
Referenced Window and Dialog
Box

Access Default

Referenced Storage Group Access Default
Referenced Database Access Default
Parent Database for referenced
Tablespace and Index

Access Default

Referenced Record Access Default
Scoping Subject Area Access Default
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Current Info System Expansion

For these Current Info System expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Current Info System Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Full internal Produced Current Effects Read
Full Plus internal Produced Current Effects Delete

Custom Proxies Expansion

For these Custom Proxy Definition expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Custom Proxies Object for all Subset Types Protection Expands
Short
Default
Full

Owning Business System Access Short

Short
Default
Full

Custom Proxy included in the
Custom Proxy Definition

Delete/Modify/Access

Short Procedure Steps included in the
Custom Proxy

Delete/Modify/Access Short

Default Procedure Steps included in the
Custom Proxy

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Full Procedure Steps included in the
Custom Proxy

Delete/Modify/Access Full

Data Table Expansion

This article provides information for data table expansions for design and unit test table and system test table.

Design and Unit Test

For these Data Table expansions, the expanded objects for Design and Unit Test are granted protection based on whether
the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Data Table Object for Design and Unit
Test

Protection Expands

Short internal
Default

TD Action Blocks for from
Constraints

Delete/Modify/Access

Short internal
Default

Columns
(Data, Denormalized, and
Foreign Key)

Delete/Modify/Access

Short internal
Default

from Constraints Delete/Delete/Read

Default to Constraints Read
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Short internal
Default

Data Sets for included
Tablespaces and Indexspaces

Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal Target Data Tables of from
Constraints

Access Short

Default Target Data Tables of to and
from Constraints.

Access Short

Short internal
Default

Parent Database Access Short

Short internal
Default

Entity Type the Data Table
implements.

Access Short

Short internal
Default

Extended Columns Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Extended Constraints for
included Constraints

Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Extended Indexes for included
Indexes

Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Extended Indexspaces for
included Indexspaces

Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Extended Tables Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Extended Tablespaces for
included Tablespaces

Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Indexes for Data Table Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Indexspaces for Indexes Delete/Delete/Read

Default Target Link Tables of from
Constraints

Access Default

Short internal
Default

Storage Groups containing
Data Stores included in the
expansion

Access Default

Short internal
Default

Storage Groups holding Data
Sets included in the expansion

Access Default

Short internal
Default

Tablespaces for Data Table Delete/Modify/Access

Short internal
Default

Tablespace that is referenced by
Extended Indexspace Oracle

Access

Short internal
Default

Tablespace that is referenced by
Extended Tables

Access
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System Test

For these Data Table expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Data Table Object for System Test Protection Expands
Short internal
Default

TD Action Blocks for from
Constraints

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short internal
Default

Columns
(Data, Denormalized, and
Foreign Key)

Delete/Modify/Access

Short internal
Default

from Constraints Delete/Delete/Read

Default to Constraints Read

Short internal
Default

Data Sets for included
Tablespaces and Indexspaces

Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal Target Data Tables for from
Constraints

Access Short

Default Target Data Tables of to and
from Constraints.

Access Short

Short internal
Default

Parent Database Access Short

Short internal
Default

Entity Type the Data Table
implements.

Access Short

Short internal
Default

Extended Columns Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Extended Constraints for
included Constraints

Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Extended Indexes for included
Indexes

Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Extended Indexspaces for
included Indexspaces

Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Extended Tables Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Extended Tablespaces for
included Tablespaces

Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Indexes for the Data Table Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Indexspaces for Indexes Delete/Delete/Read

Default Target Link Tables of from
Constraints

Access Default

Short internal
Default

Storage Groups containing
Data Stores included in the
expansion

Access Default
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Short internal
Default

Storage Groups holding Data
Sets included in the expansion

Access Default

Short internal
Default

Tablespaces for Data Table Delete/Modify/Access

Short internal
Default

Tablespace that is referenced by
Extended Indexspace Oracle

Access

Short internal
Default

Tablespace that is referenced by
Extended Tables

Access

Database Expansion

For these Database expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Database Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Column Index Values that

determine partitioning for Data
Sets included in the expansion

Delete/Delete/Read

Default DASD Volumes Delete/Delete/Read
Default Data Sets for all Tablespaces

and Indexspaces
Delete/Delete/Read

Default Data Tables (inherits protection
from Database)

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short internal
Default

Database files Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Extended Databases Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal Extended Tablespace for
included Tablespaces

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Extended Tablespace for all
Tablespaces

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Link Tables Delete/Modify/Access Default
Short internal
Default

Default Storage Group Access Default

Default Storage Groups containing
Data Stores included in the
expansion

Access Default

Default Storage Groups holding Data
Sets included in the expansion

Access Default

Default Tablespaces Delete/Modify/Access

Entity Type Expansion

This article provides information for Entity Type Expansions for design and unit test table and system test table.
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Design Table

For these Entity Type expansions, the expanded objects for Design are granted protection based on whether the scoping
object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Entity Type Object for Design Protection Expands

Default Action Blocks for Attributes with
default or derivation algorithms

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default Owned Action Blocks Access Short

Full Owned Action Blocks Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default

TD Action Block Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Aliases Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Attributes and Foreign Key
Attributes

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default
Full

Attribute Relationship Usages Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Classifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Contents Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Dialect Text for Prompt for
Values and Prompts

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Entity State Transitions, and
changes for the scoped entity
and its subtypes

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Entity Type included Contents
are used by

Access Short

Short
Default
Full

Parent Entities of Attributes from
which Foreign Key Attributes are
derived.

Access Short

Default Related Entity Types Access Short

Short Target Entity Types
(for identifying relationships)

Access Short

Short
Default

Identifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Implementation Unit for TD
Action Blocks

Delete/Modify/Access

Default Mutually Exclusives Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Partitioning Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Permitted Values Delete/Modify/Access
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Short
Default

Prompts Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompt for Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Record implementing the Entity
(included only if the requested
protection for the scope identity
was Modify or Delete)

Read Short

Short
Default
Full

Relationships for included
Attribute Relationship Usages

Access

Short Relationships
(All relationships for scoped
Entity Types are included, if
the target Entity has not been
scoped the relationship is
included only if it is identifying)

The lesser of the source
or protection of the target entity
(Special 1)

Default Relationships
(All relationships for scoped
and related Entity Types are
included)

The lesser of the source
or protection of the target entity
(Special 1)

Short
Default

Parent Subject Area Access Parent

Short
Default

Subtypes Delete/Modify/Access

Default Owned Transaction Operations Access Short

Full Owned Transaction Operations Delete/Modify/Access Default

Unit Test Table

For these Entity Type expansions, the expanded objects for Unit Test are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Entity Type Object for Unit Test Protection Expands

Default Column Index Values that
determine partitioning for Data
Sets included in the expansion

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default owned Action Blocks Access Short

Short
Default

TD Action Block Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Aliases Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Attributes and Foreign Key
Attributes

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Classifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Contents Delete/Delete/Read
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Short
Default

Data Table implementing the
Entity

Read Short

Short
Default

Dialect Text for Prompt for
Values and Prompts

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Entity State Transitions, and
changes for the scoped entity
and its subtypes

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Entity Type included Contents
are used by

Access Short

Default Related Entity Types Access Short

Short Target Entity Types
(for identifying relationships)

Access Short

Short
Default

Identifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Mutually Exclusives Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Partitioning Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Permitted Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompt for Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompts Delete/Modify/Access

Short Relationships
(All relationships for scoped
Entity Types are included, if
the target Entity has not been
scoped the relationship is added
only if it is identifying)

The lesser of the source
or protection of the target
entity (Special 1)

Default Relationships
(All relationships for related
Entity Types are included)

The lesser of the source
or protection of the target
entity (Special 1)

Short
Default

Parent Subject Area Access

Short
Default

Subtypes Delete/Modify/Access

Default Owned Transaction Operations Access Short

System Test Table

For these Entity Type expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Entity Type Object for System Test Protection Expands
Short
Default

Action Blocks for Attributes with
default or derivation algorithms

Delete/Modify/Access Default
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Default Owned Action Blocks Access Short

Short
Default

TD Action Block Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default

Aliases Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Attributes and Foreign Key
Attributes

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Classifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Contents Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Data Table implementing the
Entity

Read Short

Short
Default

Dialect Text for Prompt for
Values and Prompts

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Entity State Transitions for the
scoped entity and its subtypes

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Entity Type included Contents
are used by

Access Short

Default Related Entity Types Access Default

Short Target Entity Types
(for identifying relationships)

Access Default

Short
Default

Identifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Mutually Exclusives Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Partitioning Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Permitted Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompts Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompt for Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short Relationships
(All relationships for scoped
Entity Types are included, if
the target Entity has not been
scoped the relationship is added
only if it is identifying)

The lesser of the source
or protection of the target
entity (Special 1)

Default Relationships
(All relationships for related
Entity Types are included)

The lesser of the source
or protection of the target
entity (Special 1)

Short
Default

Parent Subject Area Access Parent

Short
Default

Subtypes Delete/Modify/Access

Default Owned Transaction Operations Access Short
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Exit State Expansion

For these Exit State expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Exit State Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Owning Business System Access Short
Default Dialect Text for Exit State

Message
Delete/Delete/Read

Default Exit State Message Delete/Delete/Read

External Object Expansion

For these External Object expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether
the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

External Object Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Included External Objects Delete/Modify/Access Default

Function Expansion

For these Function expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Function Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Atomic Dependencies Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Entity Types and Subtypes
referenced by State Transitions

Access Short

Short internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Entity Types and Subtypes
referenced by Views or
Expected Effects

Access Short

Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Events Access Default

Short internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Expected Effects Delete/Delete/Read
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Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

External Objects Access Default

Default
Default Plus internal

Child Functions and Processes Delete/Modify/Access Default Plus

Full Child Functions and Processes Delete/Delete/Read Full Plus
Full Plus internal Child Functions and Processes Delete/Modify/Access Full Plus
Short internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Parent Functions Access Short

Short internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Script Slot View Definitions Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Views Delete/Modify/Access

Short internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Work Attribute Sets referenced
by views

Access Short

Implementation Logic (Non-Selectable) Expansion

For these Implementation Logic expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Implementation Logic Object for System Test Protection Expands
Default internal TD Action Blocks which

implement the included
Implementation Logics

Read Default

Default internal Bind Package Default Delete/Delete/Read
Default internal DBRM Delete/Delete/Read
Default internal Implementation Logics

from which the included
Implementation Usages are
called

Read Default

Default internal Called Implementation Usages Read
Default internal Execution Unit which contains

the Implementation Logic
Access Default
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Interface Type Expansion

This section describes interface type expansions for design and unit test table and system test table:

Design Table

For these Interface Type expansions, the expanded objects for Design are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Interface Type Object for Design Protection Expands
Short
Default

Action Blocks for Attributes with
default or derivation algorithms

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default Owned Action Blocks Access Short

Full Owned Action Blocks Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default

TD Action Block Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Aliases Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Attributes and Foreign Key
Attributes

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default
Full

Attribute Relationship Usages Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Classifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Contents Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Dialect Text for Prompt for
Values and Prompts

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Entity State Transitions, and
changes for the scoped entity
and its subtypes

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Entity Type included Contents
are used by

Access Short

Short
Default
Full

Parent Entities of Attributes from
which Foreign Key Attributes are
derived

Access Short

Default Related Entity Types Access Short

Short Target Entity Types
(for identifying relationships)

Access Short

Short
Default

Identifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Implementation Unit for TD
Action Blocks

Delete/Modify/Access

Default Mutually Exclusives Delete/Delete/Read
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Short
Default

Partitioning Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Permitted Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompts Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompt for Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Record implementing the Entity
(included only if the requested
protection for the scope identity
was Modify or Delete)

Read Short

Short
Default
Full

Relationships for included
Attribute Relationship Usages

Access

Short Relationships
(All relationships for scoped
Interface Types are included,
if the target Entity has not
been scoped the relationship is
included only if it is identifying)

The lesser of the source
or target entity's protection
(Special 1)

Default Relationships
(All relationships for scoped
and related Entity Types are
included)

The lesser of the source
or target entity's protection
(Special 1)

Short
Default

Parent Subject Area Access Parent

Short
Default

Subtypes Delete/Modify/Access

Default Owned Transaction Operations Access Short

Full Owned Transaction Operations Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short, Default Interface type model scoped by
interface type

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Full Interface type model scoped by
interface type

Delete/Modify/Access Full

Unit Test Table

For these Interface Type expansions, the expanded objects for Unit Test are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Interface Type Object for Unit Protection Expands
Short
Default

Action Blocks for Attributes with
default or derivation algorithms

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default Owned Action Blocks Access Short

Short
Default

TD Action Block Delete/Modify/Access
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Short
Default

Aliases Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Attributes and Foreign Key
Attributes

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Classifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Contents Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Data Table implementing the
Entity

Read Short

Short
Default

Dialect Text for Prompt for
Values and Prompts

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Entity State Transitions, and
changes for the scoped entity
and its subtypes

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Entity Type included Contents
are used by

Access Short

Default Related Entity Types Access Short

Short Target Entity Types
(for identifying relationships)

Access Short

Short
Default

Identifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Mutually Exclusives Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Partitioning Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Permitted Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompt for Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompts Delete/Modify/Access

Short Relationships
(All relationships for scoped
Interface Types are included, if
the target Entity has not been
scoped the relationship is added
only if it is identifying)

The lesser of the source
or target entity's protection
(Special 1)

Default Relationships
(All relationships for related
Entity Types are included)

The lesser of the source
or target entity's protection
(Special 1)

Short
Default

Parent Subject Area Access

Short
Default

Subtypes Delete/Modify/Access

Default Owned Transaction Operations Access Short

Short, Default Interface type model scoped by
interface type

Delete/Modify/Access Default
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Full Interface type model scoped by
interface type

Delete/Modify/Access Full

System Test Table

For these Interface Type expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Interface Type Object for System Test Protection Expands
Short
Default

Action Blocks for Attributes with
default or derivation algorithms

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default Owned Action Blocks Access Short

Short
Default

TD Action Block Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default

Aliases Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Attributes and Foreign Key
Attributes

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Classifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Contents Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Data Table implementing the
Entity

Read Short

Short
Default

Dialect Text for Prompt for
Values and Prompts

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Entity State Transitions for the
scoped entity and its subtypes

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Entity Type included Contents
are used by

Access Short

Default Related Entity Types Access Default

Short Target Entity Types
(for identifying relationships)

Access Default

Short
Default

Identifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Mutually Exclusives Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Partitioning Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Permitted Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompts Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompt for Values Delete/Modify/Access
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Short Relationships
(All relationships for scoped
Interface Types are included, if
the target Entity has not been
scoped the relationship is added
only if it is identifying)

The lesser of the source
or target entity's protection
(Special 1)

Default Relationships
(All relationships for related
Entity Types are included)

The lesser of the source
or target entity's protection
(Special 1)

Short
Default

Parent Subject Area Access Parent

Short
Default

Subtypes Delete/Modify/Access

Default Owned Transaction Operations Access Short

Short, Default Interface type model scoped by
interface type

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Full Interface type model scoped by
interface type

Delete/Modify/Access Full

Interface Type Model Expansion

For these Interface Type Model expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Interface Type Model Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default
Full

Art Objects Delete/Delete/Read

Default Parent Entity Types of
referenced Relationships,
Subtypes and Partitionings

Access Short

Full Parent Entity Types of
referenced Relationships,
Subtypes and Partitionings

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default Referenced Entity Types Access Short
Full Referenced Entity Types Delete/Modify/Access Default
Default Referenced Partitionings Access
Full Referenced Partitionings Delete/Modify/Access
Default Referenced Relationships Access
Full Referenced Relationships Delete/Modify/Access
Default Referenced Subtypes Access
Default Scoping Interface Type Access Short
Full Scoping Interface Type Delete/Modify/Access Default
Full Referenced Subtypes Delete/Modify/Access
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Link Table Expansion

This article provides information for link table expansions for design and unit test table and system test table.

Design and Unit Test

For these Link Table expansions, the expanded objects for Design and Unit Test are granted protection based on whether
the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Link Table Object for Design and Unit
Test

Protection Expands

Default TD Action Blocks for from
Constraints

Delete/Modify/Access

Default Columns
(Data, Denormalized, and
Foreign Key)

Delete/Modify/Access

Default from Constraints Delete/Delete/Read

Default Target Data Tables of from
Constraints

Access Short

Default Parent Database Access Short

Default Data Sets for included
Tablespace and Indexspace

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Extended Columns Delete/Delete/Read

Default Extended Constraints for
included Constraints

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Extended Indexes for included
Indexes

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Extended Indexspaces for
included Indexspaces

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Extended Tables Delete/Delete/Read

Default Extended Tablespaces for
included Tablespaces

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Indexes for the Link Table Delete/Delete/Read

Default Indexspace for Indexes Delete/Delete/Read

Default Storage Groups containing
Data Stores included in the
expansion

Access Default

Default Storage Groups holding Data
Sets included in the expansion

Access Default

Default Tablespace for Link Table Delete/Modify/Access

Default Tablespace that is referenced by
Extended Indexspace Oracle

Access

Default Tablespace that is referenced by
Extended Tables

Access
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System Test

For these Link Table expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Link Table Object for System Test Protection Expands

Default TD Action Blocks for from
Constraints

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default Columns
(Data, Denormalized, and
Foreign Key)

Delete/Modify/Access

Default from Constraints Delete/Delete/Read

Default Data Sets for included
Tablespace and Indexspace

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Target Data Tables of from
Constraints

Access Short

Default Parent Database Access Short

Default Extended Constraints for
included Constraints

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Extended Columns Delete/Delete/Read

Default Extended Indexes for included
Indexes

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Extended Indexspaces for
included Indexspaces

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Extended Tables Delete/Delete/Read

Default Extended Tablespaces for
included Tablespaces

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Indexes for the Link Table Delete/Delete/Read

Default Indexspace for Indexes Delete/Delete/Read

Default Storage Groups containing
Data Stores included in the
expansion

Access Default

Default Tablespace for Link Table Delete/Modify/Access

Default Tablespace that is referenced by
Extended Indexspace Oracle

Access

Default Tablespace that is referenced by
Extended Tables

Access
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Navigation Diagram Expansion

For these Navigation Diagram expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

 Navigation Diagram  Object for System Test  Protection  Expands 
Default
Full

Window Usages and Procedure
Step Window Usages

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Procedure Steps owning
windows/dialogs used by the
Navigation Diagram

Access Short

Full Procedure Steps owning
windows/dialogs used by the
Navigation Diagram

Shared Component Short

Default Procedure Steps directly used
by the Navigation Diagram

Access Short

Full Procedure Steps directly used
by the Navigation Diagram

Delete/Modify/Access Short

Online Load Module Expansion

This article provides information for online load module expansions for design and unit test table and system test table.

Design and Unit Test Table

For these Online Load Module expansions, the expanded objects for Design and Unit Test are granted protection based
on whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Online Load Module Object for Design and Unit
Test

Protection Expands

Short
Default
Full

Package List Entry Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Procedure Step Execution
Usages

Delete/Delete/Read

Short Procedure Steps included in the
Online Load Module

Delete/Modify/Access Short

Default Procedure Steps included in the
Online Load Module

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Full Procedure Steps included in the
Online Load Module

Delete/Modify/Access Full

Short
Default
Full

Transaction codes used by the
Online Load Module

Delete/Modify/Access
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System Test Table

For these Online Load Module expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Online Load Module Object for System Test Protection Expands

Full 2 internal Package List Entry Delete/Delete/Read

Full 2 internal Procedure Step Execution
Usages

Read

Full 2 internal Procedure Steps included in the
Online Load Module

Read Full

Full 2 internal Transaction codes used by the
Online Load Module

Access

Operations Library Expansion

This article provides information for operations library expansions for design and unit test table and system test table.

Design and Unit Test Table

For these Operations Library expansions, the expanded objects for Design and Unit Test are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Operations Library Object for Design and Unit
Test

Protection Expands

Short Technical System Access Default

Implementation Logic contained
by the Operations Library

Delete/Modify/Access Short

Default Technical System Access Default

Default Implementation Logic contained
by the Operations Library

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Full Technical System Access Default

Full Implementation Logic contained
by the Operations Library

Delete/Modify/Access Full

System Test Table

For these Operations Library expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on whether
the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Operations Library Object for System Test Protection Expands
Full
internal

Technical System Access Default

Full
internal

Implementation Logic contained
by the Operations Library

Delete/Modify/Access Full
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Organizational Unit Expansion

This article provides information for organizational unit expansions for design and unit test table and system test table.

Design and Unit Test Table

For these Organizational Unit expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Organizational Unit Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Short internal
Default

Parent Organizational Unit Access Short

Default Subordinate Organizational
Units

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Procedure Expansion

For these Procedure expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Procedure Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Short
Default
Full
Parent internal

Business System containing
Procedure

Access Short

Short Child Procedure Steps Delete/Modify/Access Short
Default Child Procedure Steps Delete/Modify/Access Default
Full Child Procedure Steps Delete/Modify/Access Full
Full Process supported by

Procedure
Access Default

Short
Default
Full

Script Executions Procedure is
modified or enabled by

Delete/Delete/Read

Procedure Step Expansion

This article provides information for procedure step expansions for design and unit test table and system test table.

Design Table

For these Procedure Step expansions, the expanded objects for Design are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Procedure Step Object for Design Protection Expands
Default
Full

ASYNC response event usages Delete/Delete/Read
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Short
Default
Full

Clear Screen and Dialog
Flow Transaction codes, if the
Procedure Step was scoped for
DELETE or MODIFY.

Access

Short
Default
Full

Commands presented by
Command Items

Access Default

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Commands set or set on return
by included Dialog Flows

Access Default

Short
Default
Full

Control and Disable States for
Window Controls.

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Custom Edit Patterns for
Window Fields

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Custom Video Properties Access

Short
Short 2 internal

Dialog Flows
(If the Procedure Step on the
other side has been expanded
to)

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Dialog Flows the Procedure
Step initiates.

Delete/Delete/Read

Full Dialog Flows to and from the
Procedure Step

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Exit States that include Dialog
Flows, flow, or return on

Access Default

Short
Default
Full

Execution Unit, if the Procedure
Step was scoped for DELETE or
MODIFY.

Access Short 2

Short
Default
Full

GUI Events Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

HTML snippets associated with
the window

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

HTML link controls associated to
the window.

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Other HTML controls associated
to the window.

Delete/Delete/Read
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Short
Default
Full

Primary HTML frames Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Sub HTML frames Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

HTML framesets that are
associated to the window

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Local Pfkeys Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Mapping for Window Fields to
views

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Presentation Style for Windows
and Window Controls

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal
Parent internal

Parent Procedure Access Parent

Short
Default

Procedure Step Action Block Delete/Modify/Access Default

Full Procedure Step Action Block Delete/Modify/Access Full

Short 2 internal Procedure Step Action Block Access Short

Short
Default
Full

Procedure Step Execution
Usage, if the Procedure Step
was scoped for DELETE or
MODIFY.

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Procedure Steps that are
initiated by the scoped
Procedure Step's Dialog Flows

Access Short2

Full All related Procedure Steps Access Short2

Default Referenced Reusable Objects Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default
Full

Screen Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short 2 internal Screen Access Short

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Script Capabilities Delete/Delete/Read
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Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Script Executions Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Script Capabilities Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Supported Transaction
Operations, if the Procedure
Step was scoped for DELETE or
MODIFY.

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Unformatted Input Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Short 2 internal

View matching
(For flows and returns between
Procedure Steps)
(Procedure Step is included if
Dialog Flow is included)

Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

View matching
(For flows and returns between
Procedure Steps)

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Windows
(Default and Non-default)

Access

Short
Default
Full

Window Controls Delete/Delete/Read

Default Customization of Window
Control in referenced Reusable
Object

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Web Operations defined for the
Procedure Step

Delete/Modify/Access

Unit Test Table

For these Procedure Step expansions, the expanded objects for Unit Test are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Procedure Step Object for Unit Test Protection Expands
Default
Full

ASYNC response event usages Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Clear Screen and Dialog Flow
Transaction codes

Access
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Short
Default
Full

Commands presented by
Command Items

Access Default

Short
Default
Full
Short2 internal

Commands set or set on return
by included Dialog Flows

Access Default

Short
Default
Full

Control and Disable States for
Window Controls.

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Custom Edit Patterns for
Window Fields

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Short2 internal

Dialog Flows included if the
Procedure Step on the other
side has been expanded to

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Dialog Flows the Procedure
Step initiates.

Delete/Delete/Read

Full All Dialog Flows to and from the
Procedure Step

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Execution Unit Access Short 2

Short
Default
Full
Short2 internal

Exit States that include Dialog
Flows, flow, or return on

Access Default

Short
Default
Full

HTML snippets that are
associated to the window

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

HTML link controls associated to
the window.

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Other HTML controls associated
to the window.

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Primary HTML frames Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Sub HTML frames Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

HTML framesets that are
associated to the window

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

GUI Events Delete/Delete/Read
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Short
Default
Full
Short2 Internal

Local PFkeys Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Mappings for Window Fields to
views

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Presentation Style for Windows
and Window Controls

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full
Short2 Internal
Parent internal

Parent Procedure Access Parent

Short
Default

Procedure Step Action Block Delete/Modify/Access Default

Full Procedure Step Action Block Delete/Modify/Access Full

Short2 internal Procedure Step Action Block Access Short

Short
Default
Full

Procedure Step Execution
Usage

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Procedure Steps that are
initiated by the scoped
Procedure Step's Dialog Flows

Access Short 2

Full All related Procedure Steps Access Short 2

Default Referenced Reusable Objects Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default
Full

Screen Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short2 internal Screen Access Short

Short
Default
Full
Short2 internal

Script Capabilities Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full
Short2 internal

Script Executions Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Supported Transaction
Operations

Access Default

Short
Default
Full
Short2 Internal

Unformatted Input Delete/Delete/Read
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Short
Default
Full
Short2 internal

View Matching
(for flows and returns between
Procedure Steps)

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full
Short2 Internal

Windows
(Default and Non-default)

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default
Full

Window Controls Delete/Delete/Read

Default Customization of Window
Control in referenced Reusable
Object

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Web Operations defined for the
Procedure Step

Delete/Modify/Access

System Test Table

For these Procedure Step expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Procedure Step Object for System Test Protection Expands
Default
Full

ASYNC response event usages Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Clear Screen and Dialog Flow
Trancodes

Access

Short
Default
Full

Commands presented by
Command Items

Access Default

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Commands set or set on return
by included Dialog Flows

Access Default

Short
Default
Full

Control and Disable States for
Window Controls.

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Custom Edit Patterns for
Window Fields

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Short 2 internal

Dialog Flows
(Included if the Procedure Step
on the other side has been
expanded to)

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Dialog Flows the Procedure
Step initiates.

Delete/Delete/Read
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Full All Dialog Flows to and from the
Procedure Step

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Execution Unit Access Full 2

Short 2 internal Execution Unit Access Short 2

Short 2 internal Parent Execution Unit of
neighborhood Procedure Steps

Access Short 2

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Exit States that include Dialog
Flows, flow, or return on

Access Default

Short
Default
Full

HTML snippets that are
associated to the window

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

HTML link controls associated to
the window.

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Other HTML controls associated
to the window.

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Primary HTML frames Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Sub HTML frames Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

HTML framesets that are
associated to the window

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

GUI Events Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Local PFkeys Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Mappings for Window Fields to
views

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Presentation Style for Windows
and Window Controls

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal
Parent internal

Parent Procedure Access Parent
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Short
Default

Procedure Step Action Block Delete/Modify/Access Default

Full Procedure Step Action Block Delete/Modify/Access Full

Short 2 internal Procedure Step Action Block Access Short

Short
Default
Full

Procedure Step Execution Unit Delete/Delete/Read

Default Procedure Steps that are
initiated by the scoped
Procedure Step's Dialog Flows

Access Short 2

Full All related Procedure Steps Access Short 2

Default Referenced Reusable Objects Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default
Full

Screen Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short 2 internal Screen Access Short

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Script Capabilities Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Script Executions Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Supported Transaction
Operations

Access Default

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Unformatted Input Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

View matching - for flows and
returns between Procedure
Steps

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full
Short 2 internal

Windows - Default and Non-
default

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default
Full

Window Controls Delete/Delete/Read

Default Customization of Window
Control in referenced Reusable
Object

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Web Operations defined for the
Procedure Step

Delete/Modify/Access
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Process Expansion

For these Process expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Process Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Short 2 internal
Default
Default Plus internal

Elementary Process Action
Block

Access Short

Full
Full Plus internal

Elementary Process Action
Block

Delete/Modify/Access Full

Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Atomic Dependencies Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Business System the Process is
in the scope of

Access Short

Short 2 internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Entity Types and Subtypes
referenced by State Transitions

Access Short

Short 2 internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Entity Types and Subtypes
referenced by Views or
Expected Effects

Access Short

Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Events Access Default

Short 2 internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal

Expected Effects Delete/Delete/Read

Full Plus internal Expected Effects Delete/Modify/Access
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

External Objects Access Default

Short 2 internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Parent Functions and Processes Access Short

Default
Default Plus internal

Child Functions and Processes Delete/Modify/Access Default Plus

Full
Full Plus internal

Child Functions and Processes Delete/Modify/Access Full Plus
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Short 2 internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Script Slot View Definitions Delete/Delete/Read

Short 2 internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Views Delete/Modify/Access

Short 2 internal
Default
Full
Default Plus internal
Full Plus internal

Work Attribute Sets referenced
by views

Access Short

Reusable Object Expansion

For these Reusable Object expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Reusable Object Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Used Action Blocks Access Short
Full Used Action Blocks Access Full
Default
Full

Action Statements Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Application Events Access

Default
Full

Bind Package Default Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Referenced Commands Access Default

Default
Full

Control and Disable States for
Window Controls

Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Custom Edit Patterns for
Window Fields

Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

DBRM Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Entities/ subtypes referenced by
views.

Access Short

Default
Full

Referenced Exit States Access Default

Default
Full

GUI Events Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

GUI Event Handlers Access
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Default
Full

Implementation unit Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Presentation Style for Reusable
Object and Window Controls

Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

RDB Table Usage Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Referenced Reusable Object Access Default

Default
Full

Supertype Reusable Object Access Default

Default
Full

Views Delete/Modify/Access

Default
Full

View matching between Action
Block and used Action Block

Access

Default
Full

Window Controls Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Customization of Window
Control in referenced Reusable
Object

Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Work sets referenced by views. Access Default

Screen Expansion

For these Screen expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Screen Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Custom Edit Patterns used by

Screen Variable Occurrences
Delete/Delete/Read

Default Dialect Text for Custom Edit
Patterns and Screen Literals

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Implementation Screen Delete/Delete/Read
Default Procedure Step the Screen is

contained in
Access Short 2

Default Screen items
(Literals, Variables...)

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Templates used by Screen Access Default
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Scroll Amount Value Expansion

For these Scroll Amount Value expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Scroll Amount Value Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Dialect Text for Scroll Amount

Value
Delete/Delete/Read

Specification Type Expansion

This section describes specification type expansions for design and unit test table and system test table:

Design Table

For these Specification Type expansions, the expanded objects for Design are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Specification Type Object for Design Protection Expands
Short
Default

Action Blocks for Attributes with
default or derivation algorithms

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default Owned Action Blocks Access Short

Full Owned Action Blocks Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default

TD Action Block Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Aliases Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Attributes and Foreign Key
Attributes

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default
Full

Attribute Relationship Usages Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Classifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Contents Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Dialect Text for Prompt for
Values and Prompts

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Entity State Transitions, and
changes for the scoped entity
and its subtypes

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Entity Type included Contents
are used by

Access Short

Short
Default
Full

Parent Entities of Attributes from
which Foreign Key Attributes are
derived

Access Short
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Default Related Entity Types Access Short

Short Target Entity Types
(for identifying relationships)

Access Short

Short
Default

Identifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Implementation Unit for TD
Action Blocks

Delete/Modify/Access

Default Mutually Exclusives Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Partitioning Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Permitted Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompts Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompt for Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Record implementing the Entity
(included only if the requested
protection for the scope identity
was Modify or Delete)

Read Short

Short
Default
Full

Relationships for included
Attribute Relationship Usages

Access

Short Relationships
(All relationships for scoped
Specification Types are
included, if the target Entity
has not been scoped the
relationship is included only if it
is identifying)

The lesser of the source
or target entity's protection
(Special 1)

Default Relationships
(All relationships for scoped
and related Entity Types are
included)

The lesser of the source
or target entity's protection
(Special 1)

Short
Default

Parent Subject Area Access Parent

Short
Default

Subtypes Delete/Modify/Access

Default Owned Transaction Operations Access Short

Full Owned Transaction Operations Delete/Modify/Access Default
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Unit Test Table

For these Specification Type expansions, the expanded objects for Unit Test are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Specification Type Object for Unit Test Protection Expands
Short
Default

Action Blocks for Attributes with
default or derivation algorithms

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default Owned Action Blocks Access Short

Short
Default

TD Action Block Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Aliases Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Attributes and Foreign Key
Attributes

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Classifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Contents Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Data Table implementing the
Entity

Read Short

Short
Default

Dialect Text for Prompt for
Values and Prompts

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Entity State Transitions, and
changes for the scoped entity
and its subtypes

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Entity Type included Contents
are used by

Access Short

Default related Entity Types Access Short

Short Target Entity Types
(for identifying relationships)

Access Short

Short
Default

Identifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Mutually Exclusives Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Partitioning Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Permitted Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompt for Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompts Delete/Modify/Access
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Short Relationships
(All relationships for scoped
Specification Types are
included, if the target Entity
has not been scoped the
relationship is added only if it is
identifying)

The lesser of the source
or target entity's protection
(Special 1)

Default Relationships
(All relationships for related
Entity Types are included)

The lesser of the source
or target entity's protection
(Special 1)

Short
Default

Parent Subject Area Access

Short
Default

Subtypes Delete/Modify/Access

Default Owned Transaction Operations Access Short

System Test Table

For these Specification Type expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on whether
the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Specification Type Object for System Test Protection Expands
Short
Default

Action Blocks for Attributes with
default or derivation algorithms

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Default Owned Action Blocks Access Short

Short
Default

TD Action Block Delete/Modify/Access Default

Short
Default

Aliases Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Attributes and Foreign Key
Attributes

Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Classifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Contents Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Data Table implementing the
Entity

Read Short

Short
Default

Dialect Text for Prompt for
Values and Prompts

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Entity State Transitions for the
scoped entity and its subtypes

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Entity Type included Contents
are used by

Access Short

Default Related Entity Types Access Default

Short Target Entity Types
(for identifying relationships)

Access Default
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Short
Default

Identifiers Delete/Delete/Read

Default Mutually Exclusives Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Partitioning Delete/Modify/
Access

Short
Default

Permitted Values Delete/Modify/
Access

Short
Default

Prompts Delete/Modify/
Access

Short
Default

Prompt for Values Delete/Modify/
Access

Short Relationships
(All relationships for scoped
Specification Types are
included, if the target Entity
has not been scoped the
relationship is added only if it is
identifying)

The lesser of the source
or target entity's protection
(Special 1)

Default Relationships
(All relationships for related
Entity Types are included)

The lesser of the source
or target entity's protection
(Special 1)

Short
Default

Parent Subject Area Access Parent

Short
Default

Subtypes Delete/Modify/Access

Default Owned Transaction Operations Access Short

Storage Group Expansion

For these Storage Group expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether
the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Storage Group Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default DASD Volumes used by Storage

Group
Delete/Delete/Read

Subject Area Expansion

For these Subject Area expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether
the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Storage Group Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Short Entity Types Delete/Modify/Access Short
Default Entity Types Delete/Modify/Access Default
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Short
Default
Parent internal

Parent Subject Area Access Parent

Short Child Subject Areas Delete/Modify/Access Short
Default Child Subject Areas Delete/Modify/Access Default

System Def Matrix Expansion

If Business Function/Entity Type matrix has been scoped with MODIFY or DELETE protection, functions will get MODIFY
protection. If Elementary Process/Entity Type matrix has been scoped with MODIFY or DELETE protection, processes will
get MODIFY protection.

For these System Def Matrix expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

System Def Matrix Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Short internal System Def Object Classes Delete/Modify/Access Short

Default Current Business Systems
referenced on the X or Y axis of
the matrix where Access/Read
protection was requested for the
matrix

Access Full

Default Current Business Systems
referenced on the X or Y axis of
the matrix, where Delete/Modify
protection was requested for the
matrix

Access Full Plus

Default Matrix Cell Values Delete/Delete/Read
Default Matrix usages Delete/Delete/Read
Default System Def Object Classes Delete/Modify/Access Default

System Def Object Class Expansion

Scoping a System Def Object Class causes all occurrences of the selected System Supplied Object Class to be included
and expanded as shown in Appendix E, System Defined Object Class. The occurrences that will be included in the
download are not displayable as expanded object occurrences.

For these System Def Object Class expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based
on whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

System Def Object Class Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Aggregate Objects

(for System Def Object Classes)
Access

Short internal
Default

System Defined objects Delete/Modify/Access Default
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System Work Attr Set Expansion

For these System Work Attr Set expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

System Work Attr Set Object for all subset types Protection Expands 
Short
Default

Attributes Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Dialect Text for Prompt for
Values and Prompts

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Permitted Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompt for Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompts Delete/Modify/Access

Default Owned Transaction Operations Access Short

TD Action Block (Non-Selectable) Expansion

For these TD Action Block expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether
the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

TD Action Block Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Entity Types owning

Relationship
Read Default

Default Internal Entity owning TD Action Block Read Short
Default Internal Implementation Unit Delete/Modify/Access Default
Default Internal Linkage owning TD Action Block Read
Default Internal Relationship implemented by

Linkage
Read

Tech Design Default Expansion

For these Tech Design Default expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Tech Design Default Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Bind Package Default Delete/Delete/Read

Default Extended Technical Design
Defaults

Delete/Delete/Read

Default Package List Entry Delete/Delete/Read
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Template Expansion

Scoping on a Template with default expansion does not download the Screens used by the Template. If you modify a
Template scoped with default expansion you may get overlapping fields.

For these Template expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Template Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default
Full

Business System containing
Template

Access Short

Default
Full

Dialect Text for Screen Literals Delete/Delete/Read

Default
Full

Screen items
(Literals ...)

Delete/Delete/Read

Full Screens that use the scoped
Template

Access Default

Full Templates that use the scoped
Template

Access Full

Default
Full

Templates used by scoped
Template

Access Default

Transaction Operation Expansion

For these Transaction Operation expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Transaction Operation Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Short internal
Default

Referenced Commands Access Default

Short internal
Default

Constraints Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal
Default

Owning Entity Access Short

Short internal
Default

External Parameters Delete/Delete/Read

Short internal Supporting Procedure Step Access Short2
Default Supporting Procedure Step Access Short
Short internal Delegated to Trans Operation Access Short
Default Delegated to Trans Operation Access Default
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TYPEMAP Expansion

For these Transaction Operation expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Transaction Operation Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Owned correspondences Delete/Delete/Read
Default Target Attributes Delete/Delete/Read
Default Forward Mapped action blocks Delete/Modify/Access Default
Default Backward Mapped action blocks Delete/Modify/Access Default

User Def Matrix Expansion

For these User Def Matrix expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether
the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

User Def Matrix Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Current Business Systems

referenced on the X or Y axis of
the matrix, where Access / Read
protection was requested for the
matrix

Access Full

Default Current Business Systems
referenced on the X or Y axis
of the matrix, where Delete /
Modify protection was requested
for the matrix

Access Full Plus

Default Matrix Cell Values Delete/Delete/Read
Default Matrix usages Delete/Delete/Read
Short internal User Defined Object Classes Delete/Modify/Access Short
Default User Defined Object Classes Delete/Modify/Access Default

User Def Object Class Expansion

If Business Function/Entity Type matrix has been scoped with MODIFY or DELETE protection, functions get MODIFY
protection. If Elementary Process/Entity Type matrix has been scoped with MODIFY or DELETE protection, processes get
MODIFY protection. For these User Def Object Class expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted
protection that is based on whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

User Def Object Class Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Aggregate Objects

(for System defined object
classes)

Access *

Short internal
Default

User-defined objects Delete/Modify/
Access

Default
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User Defined Object Expansion

For these User Def Object Class expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

User Def Object Class Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Default Parent User Defined Object

Class
Access Short

Web Service Definition Expansion

For these Web Service Definition expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Web Service Definition Object for all Subset Types Protection Expands
Short
Default
Full

Owning Business System Access Short

Short
Default
Full

Web Services included in the
Web Service Definition

Delete/Modify/Access

Short Procedure Steps included in the
Web Service

Delete/Modify/Access Short

Default Procedure Steps included in the
Web Service

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Full Procedure Steps included in the
Web Service

Delete/Modify/Access Full

Window Load Module Expansion

This article provides information for Window Load Module expansions for design and unit test table and system test table.

Design & Unit Test Table

For these Window Load Module expansions, the expanded objects for Design and Unit Test are granted protection based
on whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Window Load Module Object for Design and Unit
Test

Protection Expands

Short
Default
Full

Package List Entry Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default
Full

Procedure Step Execution
Usages

Delete/Delete/Read
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Short Procedure Steps included in the
Window Load Module

Delete/Modify/Access Short

Default Procedure Steps included in the
Window Load Module

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Full Procedure Steps included in the
Window Load Module

Delete/Modify/Access Full

Short
Default
Full

Transaction codes used by the
Window Load Module

Delete/Modify/Access

System Test Table

For these Window Load Module expansions, the expanded objects for System Test are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Window Load Module Object for System Test Protection Expands

Full 2 internal Package List Entry Delete/Delete/Read

Full 2 internal Procedure Step Execution
Usages

Read

Full 2 internal Procedure Steps included in the
Window Load Module

Read Full

Full 2 internal Transaction codes used by the
Window Load Module

Access

Work Attribute Set Expansion

For these Work Attribute Set expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on
whether the scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

Work Attribute Set Object for all subset types Protection Expands
Short
Default

Attributes Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Dialect Text for Prompt for
Values and Prompts

Delete/Delete/Read

Short
Default

Permitted Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompt for Values Delete/Modify/Access

Short
Default

Prompts Delete/Modify/Access

Default Owned Transaction Operations Access Short
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z/OS Library Expansion

For these z/OS Library expansions, the expanded objects for all subset types are granted protection based on whether the
scoping object is Delete, Modify, or Access:

z/OS Library Object for all Subset Types Protection Expands
Short
Default
Full

Owning Business System Access Default

Short Action Blocks included in the z/
OS Library

Delete/Modify/Access Short

Default Action Blocks included in the z/
OS Library

Delete/Modify/Access Default

Full Action Blocks included in the z/
OS Library

Delete/Modify/Access Full

System Defined Object Class
This article provides information for scoping of an object type from the system defined object class.

Scoping Object Type

Scoping an object type from the SYSTEM DEF OBJECT CLASS causes all objects of the selected type to be included in
the expansion.

For example, if you select System Supplied Object Class BUSINESS_SYSTEM and click Add to add this class to the
Selected Object List, then Save and Exit, all Business System objects for the model is included in the subset. The
resulting expansion for the target Business Systems is Short and the protection is Access.

All object types receive Access Protection. Protection is labeled P. A means Access. Expansion is labeled E. Expansion
options include D for Default, S for Short.

System Defined Object Class

The following table lists the scoped system defined object classes and the related scoping object type (if any):

Scoped System
Defined Object Class P E Related Scoping

Object Type (if any)
ACTIVITY_CLUSTER A D ACTIVITY CLUSTER
BAA_ACTION_BLOCK A S ACTION BLOCK (BAA)
BSD_ACTION_BLOCK A S ACTION BLOCK (BSD)
BUSINESS_AREA A D BUSINESS AREA
BUSINESS_GOAL A D GOAL
BUSINESS_OBJECTIVE A D OBJECTIVE
BUSINESS_SYSTEM A S BUSINESS SYSTEM
COMPUTING/
COMMUNICATION_FACILITY

A D FACILITY

CRITICAL_SUCCESS_FACTO
R

A D CRIT SUCCESS FACTOR
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Scoped System
Defined Object Class P E Related Scoping

Object Type (if any)
CURRENT_BUSINESS_SYST
EM

A D CURRENT INFO SYSTEM

CURRENT_DATA_BASE_OR_
STORE

A D CURRENT DATA STORE

CUSTOM_EDIT_PATTERNS A D
DATABASE_DATA_STRUCTU
RE

A S DATABASE

DATA_CLUSTER_(NAT_DATA
_STORE)

A D DATA CLUSTER

EVENT A D EVENT
EXIT_STATE A D EXIT STATE
EXTERNAL_OBJECT A D EXTERNAL OBJECT
FUNCTION_DEFINITION A S FUNCTION
HIGHEST_LVL_ANALYSIS_ENTITY_
TYPE

A D ENTITY TYPE

HW/SW_ENVIRONMENT A D ENVIRONMENT
INFO._NEED_CATEGORY A
INFORMATION_NEED A D INFORMATION NEED
LOCATION_OF_BUSINESS_A
SSETS

A D LOCATION

ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT A D ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT
PERFORMANCE_MEASURE A D PERFORMANCE MEASURE
PROCESS_DEFINITION A S PROCESS
STRATEGY A D STRATEGY
SUBJECT_AREA A S SUBJECT AREA
TACTIC A D TACTIC

Client Server Encyclopedia Construction
Construction is the stage of the Gen development process where the diagrams created during Planning, Analysis, and
Design are used to build an executable application system. The various application types that you can construct include:

• Online (character-based or blockmode) applications
• Batch applications
• Windowed or Graphical User Interface (GUI) applications
• Client/Server applications
• Operations Libraries
• Proxies
• Web Clients
• z/OS Libraries
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Processing and Output
This article provides information for processing and output.

In Processing Type Application Type Executes On
Batch Batch applications Host or Server
Component Operations Library Workstation, Server
Cooperative Client/server applications Workstation, Host, Server
Online Online applications (blockmode or

character-based)
Workstation, Host, Server

Proxy Proxies for Procedure Steps that reside in
server managers

Workstation and Server

Window Windows, ASP.NET, Web Workstation
z/OS Library z/OS Library Host

Processing and Output

The following table provides a high-level view of the database and the modules produced when you perform construction
processing on components and component types.

Process This Remote File Type To Create

Data Definition Language (DDL) Application database

Cascade Referential Integrity (RI) trigger modules.

Load Module Application executable modules

Operations Library A DLL or shared library

z/OS Library A DLL or shared library for z/OS

The Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) Construction Client offers these construction options:

• Code - perform packaging, generate, and install source code
• DDL - generate and install Data Definition Language

Each of these options allows you to set environment and configuration parameters and paths for its components. Each
option uses the information from certain Gen diagrams as input to define and create components that are used in the
construction process. The diagrams must be complete and pass a Consistency Check with no errors in the Toolset or the
CSE before starting construction.

Construction Client Installation
This article provides information to Install and execute the Construction Client, by itself, on a workstation.

Users must have Generate authority on both an encyclopedia and a model to perform generation tasks and Update
authority to perform other packaging tasks.

Remote Installation

The remote installation option is available for CSE Construction. Remote installation creates a set of remote files that
contains all the components necessary to compile and install the application components on a target system. These
remote files must be moved to the target system and installed using Build Tool (BT) before using the application.
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Installation Target

In a remote installation, a Gen Build Tool is used to compile, link, and bind the source code that is generated by the
CSE Construction Client. The remote installation target environment may or may not be the same as the environment of
the Construction Client.

DBMS

The installation of your application requires a Database Management System (DBMS) and a language compiler. The
DBMS and compiler must be on the target system. For installation and operation, see the documentation for your specific
operating system, DBMS, and compiler.

External Action Blocks

If used, external action blocks must be compiled manually before remote installation of the remote files. External action
blocks are not compiled as part of the use of the Build Tool.

Overview of Construction

The following illustration shows an overview of Construction using the CSE and the Construction Client:
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The following illustration gives a high-level overview of the relationships between certain Gen diagrams and the structure
of a generated application. The application in this example is an online, character-based (blockmode) application
generated in COBOL. The illustration neither shows all the diagrams nor all components of a generated application.

Entity types in the Data Model (DM) are implemented as records in the Technical Design (TD). These records become
physical components of the database. The application program references and manipulates these records.

Transfers and links on the Dialog Flow Diagram (DLG) are incorporated into a transaction controller appropriate to the
application type:
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• Dialog Manager for character-based (blockmode) applications
• Window Manager for GUI applications and Web Clients
• Server Manager and Window Manager for C/S applications
• Batch Manager for z/OS batch applications

Prerequisites for CSE Construction
This article provides information for Prerequisites for Client Server Encyclopedia Construction.

The Construction Client uses certain diagrams in construction processing:

• Data Model Diagram (DMD)
• Technical Design (TD)
• Dialog Flow Diagram (DLG)
• Action Diagram(s) (AD)
• Screens built using the Screen Design (SD) Tool (for a character-based application)
• Windows and Web clients built using the Window Design functionality for:

– GUI application (GUI application with local database)
– GUI client component of the Client/Server application

• Web Client application with local database
• Web Client component of Client/Server application

Other prerequisites must also be met before you can complete the Construction process:
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• Model must pass a Consistency Check with no errors and the required diagrams must be complete. (This process is
done within the Toolset or the CSE.)

• Upload the model to the encyclopedia.
• You must be the encyclopedia administrator or model owner, or have Update (for packaging) or Generate (for

generation) authority for a model.

Construction Process
This article provides information that during the Construction process, your Gen model is processed into the components
of a remote file.

Components

An application contains one remote file for the database (DDL), one remote file for the Referential Integrity (RI) trigger
modules, and one remote file for each load module, proxy, operations library, or z/OS library in the business system.
These objects are then transferred to a remote target for installation with a remote BT, or used in place for installation on
the local system using a local BT.

Transfer Method

The method that you use for transfer of files depends on your target system. For more information, see Build Tool
documentation.

DDL Option

The CSE Construction DDL option generates DDL as database source code and installs the source into a DDL remote
file. The DDL option uses the transformed data model.

During construction, specify the following for the application:

• Execution environment
• Packaging

Then select the portion of your application to generate. A complete application includes a database, Referential Integrity
(RI) trigger modules and load modules (groupings of procedure steps and action blocks). The generated application
components then concatenate into remote files for transfer to a target system for installation.

Tasks in the Construction Process
Tasks in the Construction Process including; Generate the DDL, Load Module Packaging Steps, Specify the Environment,
Generate the Source Code, Implementation Package, and Install External Action Blocks.

The following is a list of the main activities in the Construction process:

• Specify environment and paths for DDL
• Generate the DDL for the database
• Package procedure steps into load modules
• Specify environment and paths for code
• Generate the source code
• Install into remote files
• Install external action blocks
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Generate the DDL

You generate Data Definition Language (DDL) for the database, tables, and indices of your application system. The
Technical Design (TD) is the main source of information for DDL generation. Installing the DDL with the appropriate Build
Tool creates the database on the target platform.

You generate and install a database with the Generate option in the DDL menu.

Load Module Packaging Steps

Load Module Packaging is the process of specifying the combination of procedure steps that comprise a fully resolved
executable application. Packaging also allows you to name the source code and transaction codes manually or with the
Complete option. For more information about transaction codes, see the section Packaging. Each packaged Load Module
becomes an executable file after completing the installation process on the target platform.

NOTE
Regardless of the platform, the term Load Module is used in the Packaging process as a generic way to refer to
the set application code that is contained in a fully resolved executable application. Starting with AllFusion Gen
r7, applications when installed on z/OS are built as fully resolved executables that reside in DLLs, except for
those application components marked for Compatibility. Components that are marked for Compatibility are built
as z/OS non-DLL load modules. Before AllFusion Gen r7, z/OS executables reside in z/OS load modules.

You package load modules with the Package option in the Code menu. Packaging for z/OS Libraries and Operations
Libraries is available only on the Toolset.

Specify the Environment

You must specify the environment in which the generated application executes. The parameters are specific to each
business system. Different business systems within the same model can have different environment parameters.
Examples of the environment parameters include the operating system, language (source code), and DBMS.

Code environment and path are specified at the business system level unless you are packaging and generating a
Cooperative application. You specify parameters for both window managers and server managers for Cooperative
applications. These configuration areas are in the Code menu. The DDL has its own environment and path specification
areas in the DDL menu. It is also possible to override paths for a specific generation activity.

Generate the Source Code

Gen generates the source code for your application. The language choices for your system depend on the options
you purchased for your Gen configuration. The source code that is generated includes Referential Integrity (RI) trigger
modules, transaction managers, screens, procedure steps, Action Blocks, and other modules.

You generate source code with the Generate option in the Code menu.

Implementation Package

The Implementation Package (also known as the remote file) is produced by the CSE generators when the INSTALL
option is selected. Remote installation on the Construction Client creates a set of remote files that contains all the
components necessary to compile and install the application components on a target system. These remote files must be
transferred to the target system and installed using the Build Tool before the application can be used.

Testing is accomplished on the target platform after installation with the appropriate Build Tool. For more information, see
Build Tool documentation.

Install External Action Blocks

External action blocks allow you to access logic created outside of Gen (user-written subroutines). You must generate,
complete, and install external action blocks if your Gen-generated application accesses any information or processes
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not generated using the Construction Client. You must transfer all external action blocks to the target platform, and then
compile them manually before you install the load modules that invoke them. The Build Tool does not compile external
action blocks. For more information about installing external action blocks, see the documentation for the appropriate
Build Tool.

NOTE
For more information on z/OS applications, see the sections,  Host Encyclopedia Construction  and z/OS
Implementation Toolset.

Start the CSE Construction Client
This article provides information to start the Client Server Encyclopedia Construction Client and open a model.

Follow these steps:

NOTE
You must have an authorized user ID to access models on the encyclopedia. For more information, see  Use the
Client Server Encyclopedia.

1. Start the Construction Client. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen, CSE Clients, Construction Client.
2. The Construction Client Logon dialog appears. Enter your user ID and password. Also specify the Host Name and

Service/Port for the Message Dispatcher connection.

NOTE
The Hostname field can contain a hostname, a hostname with domain name, or an Internet Packet version
4 (IPv4) or version 6 (IPv6) address. The hostname can be a maximum of 1024 characters to accommodate
host and domain names that contain non-ASCII characters.

3. Click OK.
4. If multiple encyclopedias are present, the Encyclopedia List dialog appears. Select an encyclopedia and click OK. The

Encyclopedia Construction Client window appears.
5. Select the appropriate construction option for the functions that you need.

Open a Model

Use this procedure to open a model for construction.

1. Start the Construction Client. The Encyclopedia Construction Client window appears.
2. Select Model. The Construction Model Selection window appears.
3. On the Actions menu, choose Open.
4. Select a model from the Model List dialog box and select Open.

Filter the Display List
The Construction Client allows you to filter the display of components in windows during packaging, code generation, and
DDL generation.

Use the filter to refine (limit) the number of items in the display list. You can filter on the current window, or a window that
displays expanded objects. To enable filtering, use these methods:

• Click a Filter push button (located at the bottom of a window or panel)
• Select a Filter check box
• Select Filter from a menu

In each case, by selecting the Filter option that you invoke a filter selection window in which you specify a filter value. You
must select the check box to turn on filtering. If you do not, the value you enter is ignored. Once filtering is turned on, it
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remains on through expansions to lower-level objects. The Construction Client prompts you for a new filter value at each
expansion level and retains the previous filter value going back to the level from which you selected the filter option.

Filter Pushbutton

If you invoke the filter selection window from a pushbutton, select the check box so that a check mark appears. This
activates the filtering option. Type a filter value in the filter selection window. When you select OK, the filter applies to the
display where you invoked the filter option.

Filter Check Box

If you invoke the filter selection window using a check box, select the check box so that a check mark appears. This
activates the filtering option. Type a filter value in the filter selection window. When you click OK, the next display uses the
filter value that you specified.

Filter Menu Item

The filtering option is invoked by selecting the Filter check box so that a check mark appears. This activates the filtering
option. Type a filter value in the filter selection window. When you click OK, the filter applies to the display where you
invoked the filter option.

Specifying Filter Values

The filter value can contain special characters to assist you in establishing display criteria:

• Use the percent sign (%) to indicate any string of zero or more characters.
• Use an underscore ( _ ) to indicate any single character, except the last character in the string.

The percent sign (%) means any string or no string. For example, the filter value %1 means any string ending with 1. The
values ENTITY1 and ET1 would both match.

The underscore ( _ ) means any single character. For example, the filter value E_1 means E followed by any character,
followed by 1. Both ET1 and E11 would match. ET111 would not match since it has too many characters. Trailing
underscores are not supported. Use the percent sign (%) instead.

Examples:

• 378_A selects five-character objects with the first three digits 378 and the last character A.
378AA
3788A

• H% selects objects of any character length with the first letter H.
HELPMODEL
HOFFENSTEIN
HILO

• %CENTER% selects objects of any character length that contain the string CENTER at any point in the object name.
OFFCENTER
CENTERONE
ATCENTEROFFICE

Component Selection
When using the Packaging, Code Generation, and DDL Generation options, you can either generate all components or
select components individually and add them to a list.
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When the list is first displayed, it is empty because no objects have been selected. Selection of objects varies slightly for
different objects and for different options. See the sample procedures in the sections that follow. They are organized by
option name.

You can use the filter feature described earlier in this section to control the display contents during component selection.

Creating Data Definition Language

The Technical Design (TD) is used by Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) Construction to create the Data Definition
Language (DDL). The TD contains the Data Store List and the Data Structure List. The type of DDL generated by the CSE
Construction Client is Structured Query Language (SQL).

A database must be present before you can install an application if:

• The application has database access statements (SQL calls) in it.
• The application is a character-based (blockmode) application that contains links between procedure steps. This

restriction exists only if the RPROF table (profile manager) is used. This is not true for CICS applications that use the
TSQ profile manager or for UNIX-based applications, if the RPROF table has been placed in a file.

The Construction Client supports DDL generation for remote installations. For a remote installation, the CSE Construction
Client creates a remote file, which you transfer to the target system. On the target system, the Build Tool processes the
remote file and creates the database. This process is described in the following illustration:
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Prerequisites for Creating DDL
This article provides information for Prerequisites for Creating DDL including, Verify Consistency of Model, Transform and
Retransform the Data Model, and Required Activities outside of Gen.

Before you can successfully create a database from a model or subset, you must:

• Verify consistency of the model
• Transform the DM
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Verify Consistency of Model

To verify that the data model is consistent and does not violate any of the rules that govern source generation, use the
Consistency Check Report to identify any error-level inconsistencies.

A consistent model is necessary to ensure successful database generation and the TD is the main source of information
for database generation. Before CSE Construction can successfully generate the DDL, the TD of the model must be
complete and consistent. In the Database Design tool, you have the opportunity to make manual adjustments to the
transformed TD using the Data Structure List and Data Store List. For example, you might add another entry point or
change a table name. If you make changes, run another consistency check, because generation fails if any components
are inconsistent.

If only a portion of the database definition is to be generated (for example, a table and its indexes), the portion of the DM
and TD that describe the objects to be defined must be complete and consistent.

Transform the Data Model

The Transformation process creates the data structure objects for the TD using the Data Store List and Data Structure
List. The Construction Client then uses these objects to generate database definitions, which include the DDL statements
necessary to allocate and construct database objects. You transform the DM into a TD using the Design Toolset. This
information is stored on the Toolset in one of the files for the model.

Retransform the Data Model

After the initial transformation of the DM, you can use retransformation to implement changes to the TD. Retransformation
implements only what has changed. It has no effect on those portions of the TD that were not modified.

Required Activities Outside of Gen

Before you can install a Gen generated database using the Build Tool, you must install the selected DBMS on the target
system. In addition, you must have appropriate authority to create databases to complete the installation.

How to Create a Database
This article provides information for How to Create a Database including, set generation configuration parameters, paths
and DDL generation defaults, select components for generation, and verify completion.

Use the following steps to generate DDL for a database:

1. Set generation configuration parameters
2. Set generation paths
3. Select components for generation
4. Select a generation action
5. Set DDL generation defaults
6. Verify completion

Set Generation Configuration Parameters

You must set Generation Options before generating a database. Review the options for subsequent generations if the
target or purpose changes.

To set generation configuration (environment) parameters:

1. Select DDL, Environment, and Configuration.
2. Select environment parameters from the fields available.

You receive an error message if the combination of environment parameters that you select is not valid.
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Setting values from this location provides default parameters that are used for DDL generation actions. You can override
these defaults from within the DDL Generation window. At a minimum, you must define the operating system and the
DBMS that you are using for this generation.

Set This Flag If You Want To

DDL (D) to Y Generate source for the DDL for the database and/or its
subordinate objects with the options set for the database.

DROP (R) to Y Ensure that the database installs even if a database exists with
that same name.

INSTALL (I) to Y Install the database objects and create the remote file for remote
installation.

APPLY TO ALL SUBORDINATES (A) to Y Generate source for the DDL for the database and all of its
subordinate objects.

Generate DDL

Select this option if you want the CSE Construction Client to generate the DDL as source for the database. If you do not
select this option for at least one of the objects, no source code is generated.

Include Drop Statements in DDL

Many database management systems cannot create a database, table, or index if it exists, and cannot create databases
unless a DROP statement is generated into the DDL. The DROP statement that appears in the generated DDL is a logical
data definition statement that removes the description of a database or its components from the system. For each DBMS,
you must include a DROP statement to recreate (regenerate) existing database components.

You can also specify generation of the DROP statement for one or more database components from the DDL Generation
window. When a component is dropped, all data that is associated with that component is dropped as well.

WARNING
The DROP statement can delete a database and all of its data. If you need the data, back up the database
before you DROP it.

Downstream Effects: If you are creating a database remote file, do not generate DROP statements in the DDL. If DROP
statements appear in a DDL remote file that was not previously installed on the remote platform, the implementation may
fail. This occurs because the BT is attempting to delete a database that does not exist.

Install DDL

Select this option if you want the CSE Construction Client to install the generated DDL. The generated DDL is placed into
the remote file for remote installation using the install option, discussed later in this section.

Apply to All Subordinates

Select this option if you want the CSE Construction Client to generate the DDL as source for all the subordinate objects
in the database, with the options selected for the database. If you do not select this option, you must select each of the
subordinate objects manually.

Set Generation Paths

You must specify fully qualified path names for the locations of the DDL for the application database. Special and wildcard
characters, including the character that references the current drive for UNIX, are not supported. You set path names for
the source and remote files. These paths exist on the server and must conform to the platform naming conventions in use
there. For example, UNIX paths are case-sensitive. Some paths may require all path names to be eight characters or less.
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NOTE
For more information, see the section Target Environment and Construction Paths. Be sure the paths that you
set are correct for the type of server platform you are using. If the validation processing encounters an error, you
receive an error message. If the paths have been specified but do not yet exist, the Construction Client creates
them. If the paths have not been specified, you receive an error message and generation does not continue.

Gen appends the name of the DBMS and the operating system to these paths.

Overriding DDL Paths

You can override the DDL paths by selecting Defaults from the DDL Generation window. Select Override Paths then
select Paths to set the override paths. You must set any desired override paths from this location. The dialog box shows
that the paths are override paths.

Select Components for Generation

You must select each of the database components for which you want to generate DDL. The components that you can
select include:

• Database
• Tablespace
• Data Table
• Link Table
• Indexspace

NOTE
Selecting a database component does not automatically select all of its subordinate objects. For example,
selecting a tablespace does not include the records, index spaces, and indexes that are subordinate to it. To
automatically select the subordinate objects, set the Apply to All Subordinates option (A) to Y.

From the DDL Generation window, select Select New Objects from the Edit menu. This displays a list of all the types of
components within a database. As you select component object types and List them, you can Add or Expand specific
component objects of the application database to the list of items you want to generate.

Choose a component object type and select the List command. From the list that displays, you can Expand to lower-
level objects and add them to the generation list or you can select the Apply to All Subordinates option to select all the
subordinate objects. After you have added all the desired components, you can generate the flagged components. You
can also generate all databases and their components by selecting Model from the Generate menu.

Each of the lists of expanded objects allows you to select the DDL generation options (Generate DDL, Drop, Install,
and Apply to All Subordinates) before you add the component to the list. Selecting Apply to All Subordinates causes all
subordinate objects to be generated with the options selected for that component. As an alternative, you can select these
options on the generation list for each component on an individual basis.

WARNING
In this release, if you exceed the maximum cardinality (50 objects) for the list, the extraneous objects are not
updated or generated. This may require generation of the objects in two or more sessions.

Filtering

If you have many components at a given level, you may want to filter the display. You can enable filtering from the object
type list or from the various object occurrence lists. If you select Filter using a check box, you are filtering the contents of
the next display window. If you select Filter using a push button, you are filtering the current display window.

Select Generation Action

The Construction Client can automatically create all database components (tables, indexes) for you, or you can select
individual components to create.
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The first time that you generate the database, select Model from the Generate menu because it provides the quickest way
to accomplish the task.

Generating All Database Components

If you choose to have the Construction Client automatically create the components, you can either:

• Generate DDL for all components but not install the DDL (Select Model from the Generate menu with the Install option
left blank)

• Generate and install all components of the database (Select Model from the Generate menu with the Install option set
to Y)

Generating Flagged Components

To generate and install database objects selectively, you must select the objects individually and then set the generation
flags. You select the objects by highlighting one or more components from the object occurrence lists and selecting Add
or Expand. This adds one or more objects to a list of components that you want to generate. You can set the generation
flags in the object occurrence lists or in the Application Generation window. The DDL source code generation flags are:

• Generate DDL source code with trace enabled (D)
• Generate DDL source with DROP statements (R)
• Install code (I)
• Apply to All Subordinates (A)

As an example, a database contains one or more tablespaces, which contain data tables and link tables. The next level
of expansion displays indexspaces. Select tablespace from the object type list. Select a tablespace from the list and then
select Add. Then select a data table and Add.

Continue this process of expanding and adding down to the indexspace level. Return to the DDL Generation window
by selecting Continue until it displays. Set the DDL (D) and install (I) flags. When you select Flagged from the Generate
menu, this tells the Construction Client to generate source for the flagged objects and to install the code into a remote file.

Regenerating Database Components

When recreating components that are already installed, you must DROP the old components. You can add DROP
statements globally by selecting R for the database in the DDL Generation window. You can also specify DROP for
individual components after expansion. When a component is dropped, all the data that is associated with that component
is dropped as well.

WARNING
If you are creating a database, do not generate DROP statements in the DDL. DROP statements that appear in
a DDL remote file that was not previously installed could cause the implementation to fail.

Set DDL Generation Defaults

These items appear on the DDL Generation Defaults window.

Actions Select this Check Box

Override the paths set for DDL generation for this operation only. Override paths

Have more than one person testing with the same workstation and
you want each person to have a unique database.

Qualify Tables and Indexes With Owner ID.

Specify storage groups to be used for tables in DB2. Create Storage Group in DDL.

Create alternate referential integrity primary and foreign key
triggers for comparison with an existing database.

Create RI Alter Primary/Foreign Keys & Triggers.

Override Paths
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Select this option to override the default path information entered in the DDL Paths dialog box. You must set up any
desired override paths by selecting Paths in the DDL Generation Defaults dialog box.

Qualify Tables and Indexes with Owner ID

An owner ID is a string that is used as an implicit qualifier for table names and index names. The ID applies to the
execution of every SQL statement. In the DDL, owner IDs appear as a prefix to table and index names in CREATE and
DROP statements.

This feature is useful for allowing multiple individuals to have their own test databases on the same server encyclopedia.

WARNING
Be careful when using the Qualify Tables and Indexes with OwnerID check-box for remote installations. When
the DDL is generated with the owner ID included in the table and index names, there may be difficulty installing
the DDL unless the ID of the user installing the DDL is the same as the user ID found in the DDL. To avoid the
possibility of errors during installation, do not specify qualification of tables and indexes with your owner ID.

Create Storage Groups (DB2 only)

If desired, select this option to generate DDL statements, to take advantage of the Storage Group feature of DB2.

Create RI Alter Primary/Foreign Keys and Triggers

If desired, select this option to create alternate referential integrity primary and foreign key triggers for comparison with an
existing database.

Verify Database Creation

If CSE Construction encounters errors during generation and installation, it stops. Messages regarding success or errors
are placed into a log file. The log file name is genstat.ctl and is stored in ASCII format.

NOTE
Most error conditions can be avoided by ensuring the model is complete and consistent before generating.

Generate a DDL
This procedure explains how to select database component objects for DDL generation. During the selection process, you
can enable the generation options (DDL generation, include DROP statements, or install) in these ways:

• From the object occurrence windows
• From the DDL Generation window

You may find it useful to enable the desired code generation options as you go.

1. Start the Construction Client.
2. Open a model by selecting Model.
3. Select Actions, then Open in the Construction Model Selection window.
4. Highlight a model from the list and select OK.
5. Select DDL, then Generate.
6. Select Edit, then Select New Objects.

This displays the database component object type list.
You can select one or more objects at a time. The client automatically flows to the next object type when you select
more than one.

7. Select Database and select List.
This action displays the DDL Generation Object Type Occurrence List.

8. Select one or more databases and select Add. Select a database and select Expand. (You can also select Continue to
return to the object type list.)
The expansion displays a list of tablespaces in the DDL Generation Expanded Object Occurrence list.
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If you want to generate all components in a database automatically, without having to manually select them, mark the
Apply to All Subordinates generation option.

9. Select one or more tablespaces and then select Add. Select one tablespace and then select Expand.
These two actions add the tablespaces to the generation list and expand to the next subordinate level for the selected
tablespace.
If you want to generate all components in a tablespace automatically, without having to manually select them, mark the
Apply to All Subordinates generation option.

10. Select one or more data tables from the list and then select Add. Select one data table from the list and select Expand.
If you want to generate all components in a data table automatically, without having to manually select them, mark the
Apply to All Subordinates generation option.

11. Select one or more indexspaces from the list and then select Add. There is no expansion beyond this level.
12. Select Continue until you return to the list of tablespaces. Select the next tablespace if you are generating more than

one in this database. Perform the steps to add that tablespace and all of its subordinate objects to the list.
13. Select Continue until you return to the DDL Generation window.
14. Select the appropriate generation flags for all desired components and then select Generate, then Flagged.

You can use the steps in this procedure to generate the entire DDL or to perform selective regeneration on changed
components. When generating the entire database, it is better to use the Model option found in the Generate menu. For
more information, see Select a Generation Action.

Results of DDL Generation
The results of generation and installation, the Construction Client creates directories subordinate to the directories named
in the DDL paths window and concatenates the subdirectories to the paths entered.

The directories that you entered included source path and remote install path. This allows proper identification of source
code by operating system and DBMS type. The user ID is the name that is used to log on to the Construction Client.

Use these path definitions in the following tables:

• Source = source path + operating system + DBMS type
• Remote Installation = remote install path + operating system + DBMS type

Source Path

The following table describes the path definitions for Source:

File Name Description
<DB name>.ddl SQL statements without the installation information (such as the

BIND statements).
If you select Install only or No Install and No Drop, this file
contains no Drop statements. If you select DROP only, this file
contains the Drop statements.

<DB name>.gen Data used by the DDL generator.
<DB name>.icm Installation control module. The .icm file is a set of instructions on

how to install all DDL components.
The file is in Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)
format. This format allows you to write your own installation
procedure from the file must you have a particular installation
requirement.
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<DB name>.ins SQL statements including the installation information (such as the
BIND statements and CREATE TABLE RPROFX statement).
If you select Install only, this file contains no Drop statements. If
you select DROP only or No Install and No Drop, this file is empty.

Remote Installation Path

The following table describes the path definitions for Remote Installation.

File Name Description
<DB name>.rmt If you selected generation for remote installation, the .rmt file is the

remote file. Occurs for remote installation only.
<DBname>.err Messages resulting from a failed DDL generation.

Temporary Files Created by Generation

The files in the following table are temporary and may or may not be present after generation.

Remote Install Path and User ID

File Name Description
genstat.ctl
remote.ctl

Information used by the Construction Client when creating a
remote file. Occurs for remote installation only.
Log file for generation and installation messages to indicate
success or failure. Contains results of the last generation action
initiated.
Data used by the DDL installation process.

rfgddl.txt Information used by the Construction Client when creating a
remote file. Occurs for remote installation only.

Packaging Process in CSE
This article provides information for packaging process in CSE including, the packaging process, and types of packaging.

The Packaging Process

An application generated using a Gen model contains many procedure steps. These procedure steps are the building
blocks of executable applications, but they must be combined into logical groupings for execution. Load module packaging
is the process of combining the procedure steps of the application into units that can be executed. Before you can
generate an application, the Construction Client requires that these units and their contents be identified.

Load module packaged units are themselves called load modules. The act of packaging does not create the load
modules. Packaging simply defines the contents of a load module. A load module (or executable program) is created
when the remote file is installed on the target system. An installed load module contains the executable code for all
components included in its packaging definition plus Gen special function routines and system routines. An example is a
UNIX executable.

NOTE
Regardless of the platform, the term Load Module is used in the Packaging process as a generic way to refer to
the set application code that is contained in a fully resolved executable application. Starting with AllFusion Gen
r7, applications when installed on z/OS are built as fully resolved executables that reside in DLLs, except for
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those application components marked for Compatibility. Components that are marked for Compatibility are built
as z/OS non-DLL load modules. Before AllFusion Gen r7, z/OS executables reside in z/OS load modules.

Packaging of operation libraries and z/OS libraries is performed by the Toolset and is not covered in this section.

The following illustration provides an overview of the packaging process:

Types of Packaging

The Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) Construction Client supports packaging for these types of applications:
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• Online (character-based or blockmode) applications
• Window-based (GUI) applications
• Batch applications (targeting z/OS)
• Cooperative (Client/Server) applications

Prerequisites for Packaging in CSE

This article the provides information for prerequisites for packaging in Client Server Encyclopedia.

Before performing load module packaging, you must:

• Be the encyclopedia administrator or model owner, or have Update authority for a model
• Create the dialog flow of the procedures using the Dialog Design Tool on the workstation
• Check in the changes to the CSE
• Start the Construction Client and open a model

The Package option requires a definition of procedures and procedure steps (in the Dialog Flow Diagram or DLG) to
define a load module. Load module packaging defines the load module for a procedure step. The load module is created
when it is generated and installed.

This load module definition automatically includes the action blocks used by that procedure step. The load module also
contains any action blocks added to that procedure step later. You do not have to complete the procedure step or its
action diagrams before packaging. (You do have to complete the procedure steps and action diagrams before generation.)

Load Module Packaging in CSE
Load Module Packaging varies according to the type of application being generated, and according to the environment
for which you are generating. Most of the packaging decisions are accomplished using the Dialog Flow Diagram in
Design. Packaging is the implementation of this design. If you change the environment, the new target may have different
packaging requirements, making repackaging necessary.

When performing packaging, you must select unpackaged procedure steps. Business Systems may contain one or more
load modules, which may contain one or more procedure steps. (Packaging assumes that action blocks are part of the
procedure step to which they are referenced. You do not explicitly package action blocks.)

Object Relationships

The following illustration explains object relationships:
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Figure 120: Object Relationships
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Select the objects you want to package in a single load module or batch job and then detail those objects. Repeat this
procedure for each load module or batch job in the business system.

The basic steps in load module packaging are:

• Create load module or batch job
• Modify existing load module or batch job
• Detail objects

The sections that follow explain the aspects of packaging multiple application types. Information specific to each
application type appears later in this section.

Create Load Module or Batch Job

The first step in packaging is to create the load module or batch job. Both load modules and batch jobs must have names
and at least one procedure step or procedure, respectively.

Creating a Load Module

To create a load module that contains at least one procedure step, you must start the Construction Client, select a model,
select Code and Package, and then choose a packaging type. Then select a business system.

After selecting a business system, select Edit, then Add Load Module. In the dialog box that displays, enter a load module
name that meets the naming conventions that are discussed in this section. Select at least one procedure step from the
list of unpackaged procedure steps, then click OK. This creates the load module packaging that defines its contents for
generation. From here, go on to detailing the components in the load module.

Add Objects for Packaging

This procedure explains how to add objects for packaging at different levels. These instructions are valid for online,
window (GUI), and cooperative application packaging. Packaging for batch applications is done differently and is
discussed in a later procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Construction Client.
2. Open a model by selecting Model.
3. Select Actions, then Open in the Construction Model Selection window.
4. Highlight a model from the list and click OK.
5. Select Code, then Package and choose a packaging type: Online, Window, or Cooperative.

This displays a list of business systems in the model.
6. Select a business system and then select Edit, then Add Load Module.

This displays the list of unpackaged procedure steps in this business system.
7. Specify a load module name and then select a procedure step from the list.

A load module must have at least one procedure step but can contain more than one procedure step. You can also
package procedure steps across procedures.

8. Click OK.
If you attempt to add a procedure, the Construction Client automatically includes every procedure step in the
procedure.
This defines the load module and returns you to the list of business systems. The business system that you had
selected remains highlighted.

9. Add another load module by repeating the last three steps.
If you receive an error message indicating that no such objects exist in the model (after selecting Add Load Module
from the Edit menu), all the procedure steps have been packaged.
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Creating a Batch Job

To create a batch job (z/OS) that contains only one procedure, you must start the Construction Client, select a model, and
choose the batch packaging type. Then select a business system.

After selecting a business system, select Edit, then Add Batch Job. In the dialog box that displays, enter a job name
that meets the naming conventions that are discussed in this section. Select one procedure from the list of unpackaged
procedures, then click OK. This creates the batch job packaging that defines its contents for generation. From here, go on
to detailing the components in the batch job.

Add Components for Batch Packaging

This procedure explains how to add components for batch packaging.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Construction Client.
2. Open a model by selecting Model.
3. Select Actions, then Open in the Construction Model Selection window.
4. Highlight a model from the list and select Open.
5. Select Code, then Package, then Batch.
6. This displays a list of business systems in the model.
7. Select a business system and then select Edit, then Add Batch Job.

This displays the list of unpackaged batch procedures in this business system.
8. Specify a batch job name and then select a procedure from the list.
9. Click OK.

This defines the batch job and returns you to the business system list.
Only one procedure can be packaged in a batch job. The procedure steps that belong to that procedure are
automatically defined in that batch job.

10. Add another batch job by repeating steps 6 through 8.

Modify Existing Load Module or Batch Job

You must have the appropriate authority to update the packaging of the model. The procedures are similar but have an
important difference for batch jobs. After adding the new procedure steps, you must detail them.

Modifying an Existing Load Module

You can modify an existing load module by adding or deleting procedure steps from the packaging. You can add a
procedure step as long as it is available in the list of unpackaged procedure steps. If you delete the only procedure
step in a load module, you delete the load module as well. Deleting a procedure step returns it to the list of unpackaged
procedure steps.

Add a Procedure Step to an Existing Load Module

This procedure explains how to add a procedure step to an existing load module.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Construction Client.
2. Open a model by selecting Model.
3. Select Actions, then Open in the Construction Model Selection window.
4. Highlight a model from the list and select Open.
5. Select Code, then Package and choose a packaging type: online, window, or cooperative.
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This displays a list of business systems in the model.
6. Select a business system and then select View, then Expand to view the load modules in the business system.
7. Select a load module and then select Edit, then Add Procedure Step to add procedure steps to the existing load

module.
This displays a list of unpackaged procedure steps in this business system.

8. Select the procedure steps and click OK.
This adds the procedure step to the load module definition and returns you to the list of load modules. The load
module that you selected remains highlighted.

Delete a Procedure Step in an Existing Load Module

This procedure explains how to delete a procedure step in an existing load module.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Construction Client.
2. Open a model by selecting Model.
3. Select Actions, then Open in the Construction Model Selection window.
4. Highlight a model from the list and click Open.
5. Select Code, then Package and choose a packaging type: online, window, or cooperative.

This displays a list of business systems in the model.
6. Select a business system and then select View, then Expand to view the load modules in the business system.
7. Select a load module and then select View, then Expand to view the procedure steps in the load module.
8. Select a procedure step and then select Edit, then Delete to delete the procedure step from the load module.

If the load module contains only one procedure step, this action deletes the load module as well.
The procedure step returns to the list of unpackaged procedure steps.

Modifying an Existing Batch Job

You can add a procedure step to an existing batch job but you cannot delete a procedure step from an existing batch job.
Batch procedure steps are only available for packaging in the batch job for which they were defined. When packaging for
a different batch job, the newly created procedure step does not appear in a list of unpackaged procedure steps.

Add a Procedure Step to an Existing Batch Job

This procedure explains how to add a procedure step to an existing batch job (after completing the requirements for
creation and check in).

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Construction Client.
2. Open a model by selecting Model.
3. Select Actions, then Open in the Construction Model Selection window.
4. Highlight a model from the list and select Open.
5. Select Code, then Package, then Batch.

This displays a list of business systems in the model.
6. Select a business system and then select View, then Expand to view the batch jobs in the business system.
7. Select a batch job and then select Edit, then Add Procedure Step.

This displays the list of unpackaged batch procedure steps for this batch job. Procedure steps are automatically
defined to a batch job when the procedure, to which they belong, is packaged as the batch job.
An unpackaged procedure step for a batch job will exist only if that procedure step was created after the batch job was
defined.

8. Select one or more procedure steps and click OK.
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This adds the procedure step to the batch job definition and returns you to the batch job list.

Delete a Batch Job or Batch Job Step

This procedure explains how to delete a batch job step or batch job. (Removal of a procedure from the model would be
one reason to delete a batch job in packaging. The batch job would have to be deleted before deleting the procedure step
from the model.)

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Construction Client.
2. Open a model by selecting Model.
3. Select Actions, then Open in the Construction Model Selection window.
4. Highlight a model from the list and click Open.
5. Select Code, then Package, then Batch.

This displays a list of business systems in the model.
6. Select a business system and then select View, then Expand to view the batch jobs in the business system.
7. To delete a batch job, select a batch job and then select Edit, then Delete.
8. To delete a batch procedure step, select a batch job then select View, then Expand to display the procedure steps.

Detail Component Objects

This information includes:

• Member names
• Transaction codes

You can supply these names using your own naming conventions. As an alternative, the Construction Client can do it for
you when you use the Complete option.

NOTE
If you do not specify the member names or use the Complete option, the Construction Client executes the
Complete function before beginning generation. You must specify the names yourself to be sure that the
transaction codes and member names have some meaning. For more information, see Complete Option.

Member Names

The following items have naming conventions that you must follow:

• Source, screen, and load modules
• MFS device names
• Special code members that are generated for specific platforms or TP monitors

Source, Screen, and Load Module Naming Rules

Gen uses these standard naming conventions for source, screen, and load module member names regardless of the type
of packaging used:

• One to eight alphanumeric characters as the load module name
• First character must be alphabetic
• Source, screen, and load module names must be unique within the set of names for all such objects in the model
• Source, screen, and load module names must not be a reserved word such as DATE or TIME
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MFS Source Naming Rules

Gen uses these naming conventions for MID, MOD, and FMT source names for use with MFS devices.

• MID, MOD, and FMT names must be unique within the set of MID/MOD/FMT names for all such screen objects in the
model

• One to eight alphanumeric characters for MID and MOD
• One to six alphanumeric characters for FMT
• First character must be alphabetic

Transaction Codes

These types of transaction codes are available for use with procedure steps:

• Clear screen
• Dialog flow

See the following sections for descriptions of the transaction codes and their use. This section also contains a discussion
of transaction code naming rules.

Clear Screen Transaction Codes

A clear screen transaction code allows the user to invoke a transaction (procedure step). A clear screen is a blank
screen that contains no input other than the transaction code and any free-form (unformatted) data that is passed with
it. The clear screen transaction code may also be used to invoke the transaction from another transaction (using Gen
NEXTTRAN).

If you want to be able to invoke a procedure step from a clear screen or another transaction, you must assign a unique
clear screen transaction code to the procedure step. This allows the TP monitor and Dialog Manager to correctly identify
the procedure step to execute. The Dialog Manager is discussed in detail in the section on system generation and
installation.

If you do not want a transaction to be invoked from a clear screen, but you still want to be able to access that transaction,
ensure that the procedure step is flowed to and assign a dialog flow transaction code.

Dialog Flow Transaction Codes

A dialog flow transaction code is used by the Dialog Manager to manage flows (links and transfers) between procedure
steps. The following illustration shows the relationship between procedure steps and dialog flow transaction codes.
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Each load module has one or more dialog flow transaction codes that are assigned to it. A dialog flow transaction code
can belong to only one load module. Each load module has one or more procedure steps that are defined to it. The dialog
flow transaction codes are assigned to the procedure steps (if they are flowed to from another procedure step). The same
dialog flow transaction code can be assigned to more than one procedure step.

The TP monitor uses the dialog flow transaction code to determine which load module to execute. The transaction
manager uses the input data (which identifies the procedure step name at runtime) to determine which procedure step to
execute.

A sample mapping of transaction codes for a single load module appears in the following table:

Load Module Contains: Clear Screen Transaction
Code

Dialog Flow Transaction Code Description

P1 PS1 A A Can be invoked directly or
through dialog flow.

P1 PS2 A Second procedure step in P1
cannot be invoked directly, only
through dialog flow.

P2 PS1 B A Can be invoked directly or
through dialog flow.

P3 PS1 A Cannot be invoked directly; no
clear screen transaction code.

P4 PS1 C Cannot be invoked directly; no
clear screen transaction code.

NOTE
Pn = Procedure; PSn-Procedure step; where n represents the name of the component.

Procedure steps that cannot be invoked from a clear screen (P3 and P4) must have a dialog flow transaction code
assigned. This type of procedure step is always accessed (flowed to) from another procedure step or a “formatted”
screen. For example, in a multistep procedure (P1), the second and subsequent procedure steps can only be invoked by
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dialog flow transaction codes. Only the first procedure step in this example may be accessed by a clear screen transaction
code, a dialog flow transaction code, or both.

A load module with a single procedure step assigned to it may have both types of transaction codes:

• The procedure step must have a clear screen transaction code if it is to be invoked from a clear screen.
• The procedure step must have a dialog flow transaction code if it is flowed to from another procedure step.

NOTE
The dialog flow transaction code is not used to determine the load module to execute on a return from a link.
The transaction code that is used on a return from link is the transaction code that was active when the link was
initiated.

Transaction Code Naming Rules

Gen uses these standard naming conventions for transaction codes regardless of the type of packaging used.

• Transaction code names must be unique within the set of all such names in the model
• One to eight alphanumeric characters
• First character must be alphabetic

NOTE
CICS transaction code names must not start with the letter C and must not exceed four characters in length.

If you want the application user to have a meaningful transaction code with which to invoke certain procedure steps,
assign the clear screen transaction code manually. The Complete option uses a numeric transaction code that may not be
as useful as a mnemonic one.

Complete Option

As an aid in packaging, the CSE Construction Client provides a Complete option that you can select at any of several
points in the packaging process. The Complete option automatically assigns a unique name to each object. You can
select this option at the business system, load module, procedure step, action block, or batch job levels.

At whatever level you select the Complete option, the Construction Client finishes required packaging for the selected
object and all of its subordinates for that application type. For example, if you select Complete during online packaging for
a business system, the Construction Client software:

• Assigns file names for procedure step and action block source code, screen code and any other required code, such
as Message Format Service (MFS) for the IMS teleprocessing monitor

• Assigns clear screen and dialog flow transaction codes for each packaged online procedure step

Default File (Member) Names

If you do not specify a name, Gen assigns a default member name at generation. For procedure steps, Gen action blocks,
screens, and MID and MOD names, the default name is the rightmost seven digits of the CSE object ID of the component
that is preceded by:

• IMP - procedure step, action block, and screen names
• MID - MID names (for MFS member names)
• MOD - MOD name (for MFS member names)
• FMT - FMT name (for MFS member names)

For example, IMP49508 is a default member name for a procedure step with an object ID of 49508.
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Detailing Load Modules

The following procedure explains how to add transaction codes and source member names after packaging at least one
load module. You can use the Complete option to provide source member names and transaction codes automatically.
However, the naming scheme that is used by the Complete option may not provide the best transaction code names for
the application.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Construction Client.
2. Open a model by selecting Model.
3. Select Actions, then Open in the Construction Model Selection window.
4. Highlight a model from the list and select Open.
5. Select Code, then Package and select a packaging type.

This displays a list of business systems in the model.
6. Select a business system and then select View, then Expand to view the load modules in the business system.

This displays the list of packaged load modules in this business system. If you receive an error message indicating
that no such objects exist in the model, none of the procedure steps have been packaged into load modules.

7. Select a load module and then select Detail, then Properties.
Detail information appears in the Load Module Detail window.

8. Select Trancodes (short for transaction codes).
The Trancode Maintenance window appears. If no transaction codes have been specified this list is blank. You must
add a transaction code for each procedure step within this load module, and any that you know you package later.
a. Note: This action creates a list of transaction codes for this load module only. It does not assign the created

transaction codes to one or more procedure steps packaged in the load module. That is done in a step that
appears later in this procedure. You must create a transaction code list for each load module in the business
system.

9. Select Add to create transaction codes. Type the name of the transaction code in the Add Trancode window and click
OK.

10. Select Cancel to return to the Load Module Detail window when all the trancodes have been defined.
11. Click OK to return to the List Load Modules window.
12. Select a load module and then select View, then Expand to list the procedure steps.
13. Select a procedure step and then select Detail, Properties.
14. Specify the source name, screen name (if applicable), the Dialog Flow trancode, and the Clear Screen trancode (if

used) and click OK.
15. Select a procedure step and select View, then Expand to list the action blocks.
16. Select an action block and select Detail. Specify the source name for the action block and click OK.

Detailing Batch Jobs

The following procedure explains how to add source member names after packaging a batch job. You can also use the
Complete option to provide source member names automatically.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Construction Client.
2. Open a model by selecting Model.
3. Select Actions, then Open in the Construction Model Selection window.
4. Highlight a model from the list and select Open.
5. Select Code, then Package and select Batch packaging.

This displays a list of business systems in the model.
6. Select a business system and then select View, then Expand to view the batch jobs in the business system.
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This displays the list of packaged batch jobs in this business system. If you receive an error message indicating that
no such objects exist in the model, none of the procedures have been packaged.

7. Select a batch job and then select View, then Expand to list the procedure steps.
8. Select a procedure step and then select Detail then Package.

Detail information appears in the Batch Job Step Detail window.
9. Specify the source name, member name, step name, PSB name, and DB2 attach type and then click OK.

The PSB name is only used for IMS, and for DB2 attach type set to DLIBATCH or IMS BMP.

Load Module Size
Load module size is influenced by the number of procedure steps the load module contains. Actual load module size is
machine and environment dependent.

When a load module is called, it must be loaded into memory. In some environments, calling the next load module causes
the previous one to be removed from memory. Other environments can load multiple load modules simultaneously, or use
dynamic linking to improve performance.

In some environments, a performance penalty occurs when loading and reloading load modules that are too small.
However some environments, such as z/OS and CICS, are designed to manage small load modules very efficiently.

Some drawbacks of large load module size are that the executable file may be too large to fit into available memory, or the
load module may exceed the size limitations of the linker.

z/OS Dynamic Linking Option
A program call to a routine that resides in the same load module is known as static linking; a program call to a routine that
resides in a separate executable is known as dynamic linking.

Gen generates a COBOL CALL literal statement (CALL 'module') when calling routines that are statically linked and when
calling routines that are dynamically linked.

Dynamic linking is implemented by Gen using a z/OS specific packaging option that indicates how a routine is built. How
the routine is built determines how it is called. The specific dynamically linked packaging property that is associated with
each procedure step, screen, or action block (including external action blocks) identifies how that component is resolved
during the installation of the Gen load module in which it is packaged.

The designation of the dynamically link packaging option for a procedure step, screen, or action block can be set to
Default. In this case, the dynamically linked packaging option is derived from the dynamically linked packaging option that
is established in the business system owning the Gen load module in which the given procedure step, screen, or action
block is defined.

The following values can be explicitly set for each individual procedure step, screen, or action block (or if set to Default,
the value is derived from their respective Dynamically Link packaging option that is obtained from the default value that is
established in the Business System):

• No-the routine is statically linked into the application.
• Yes-the routine is resolved as the target of a dynamic program call and as such is considered to be dynamically linked

at runtime. During the installation of the load module, those components that have their associated dynamically link
packaging property set, or derived, to Yes are built so they reside in their own separately loadable executables. These
application routines reside in DLLs.

• Compatibility-the routine is resolved as the target of a dynamic program call and as such is considered to be
dynamically linked at runtime. A routine that is designated as Compatibility resides in a non-DLL executable.

A dynamic program call to a routine that resides in a DLL is invoked directly by the generated COBOL CALL statement. A
dynamic program call to a routine that resides in a non-DLL module is indirectly invoked by Gen z/OS runtime.
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NOTE
Every module that makes a dynamic program call to a routine that is marked for Compatibility must be
regenerated and reinstalled to incorporate the call to the runtime routine that handles the indirect call
processing.

For a module that was built before AllFusion Gen r7, identifying it for Compatibility allows that module to be dynamically
called by a Gen routine that resides in a DLL.

It is possible to migrate procedure steps, screens, or action block routines that were built before AllFusion Gen r7
and must continue to reside in a non-DLL executable. Gen allows a module that is explicitly set to, or defaulted to,
Compatibility to be built as a non-DLL executable. These migrated non-DLL executables use the same Gen z/OS runtime
as those application routines that reside in DLLs.

The Gen Toolset, CSE, and Host Encyclopedia each provide an option that indicates whether modules that are marked for
Compatibility must, or must not, be processed (generated, installed, or both).

• If the intent is to use routines that are created with a release of Gen before Release 7, then Process modules that are
marked for Compatibility must not be set when generating, installing, or both a load module that contains the item that
is marked for Compatibility.

• If the intent is to create a current version of the non-DLL routine, then Process modules that are marked for
Compatibility must be set when generating, and installing a load module that contains the item that is marked for
Compatibility. Selecting the Process modules that are marked for Compatibility check box causes the RI Trigger
modules and all Action Blocks that are statically called by the module that is marked for Compatibility to be compiled
twice-once using the compiler option NODLL and again using the compiler option DLL. If the Action Blocks are
External Action Blocks, these must also be compiled with the NODLL option to be included in the Compatibility load
module.

For more information about Process modules marked for Compatibility option, see Process modules that are marked
for Compatibility.

The Compatibility option is intended to enable a phased migration of an existing application. It allows routines that
have been migrated and reside in DLLs to interoperate with routines that reside in non-DLL executables. The non-DLL
executables can themselves be migrated and built using the current release of Gen or they can remain as is, having been
built with a release of Gen before the Release 7.

NOTE
It is possible that feature enhancements offered in future releases of Gen may require that any routine using the
feature is built such that it resides in a DLL.

Features of Dynamic Link

The use of the dynamic linking feature has the potential to reduce total memory and CPU resources that are required by
a TP monitor to process a load module. Dynamic linking common routines eliminate the need to link all the load modules
that use it but applications that are generated for DB2 require a bind or rebind.

The following list shows the key features and requirements:

• Only procedure steps, action blocks (including external action blocks), and screens can be linked dynamically.
• Each dynamic linked module must be a fully resolved module. If this fully resolved module is a DLL, this means

Referential Integrity triggers, other action blocks that are called statically within a procedure step, screen, or action
block must be compiled as DLL and with the applicable Gen runtimes must be linked into the dynamic linked DLL.
If this fully resolved module is a Compatibility module, this means Referential Integrity triggers, other action blocks
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that are called statically within a procedure step, screen, or action block must be compiled as NODLL and with the
applicable Gen runtimes must be linked into the dynamic linked Compatibility load module.

• The dynamically linked packaging property of individual procedure steps, screens, and action blocks can be set to
Default. Default indicates that the value of the dynamically linked property for that component is determined by the
corresponding default setting, which is established at the business system level.

• As of AllFusion Gen r7, all the generated dynamic linked modules (including EABs), that do not have a dynamically
linked packaging property of Compatibility, are generated and built as DLLs.

• Marking a module for Compatibility causes its calling module to be generated and installed so that it processes the
call using a module that is provided as part of the Gen runtime. The runtime code performs the dynamic program call
to the non-DLL load module. In the cases where a module that is marked for Compatibility issues a dynamic program
call to another non-DLL dynamic load module, only the module issuing the first dynamic program call to a Compatibility
module requires generation and installation.

• Applications that run under TSOAE and contain modules that are marked for Compatibility cannot dynamically call
modules that are built with a release before AllFusion Gen r7.6.

• Enhanced Map Block Mode applications containing screens that are marked for Compatibility cannot dynamically call
screen managers that are built with a release before AllFusion Gen r7.6.

• Modules that are marked for Compatibility must follow standard OS or LE linkage conventions and must operate in
the same AMODE as the caller. These modules must be non-DLL and must be stand-alone, fully resolved programs,
eligible for a dynamic, OS style call.

• The ability to call a procedure step, action block, or screen dynamically allows application changes to become effective
without having to link every load module using these modules.

• In CICS, a PPT entry is required for each module that is called dynamically. For more information about defining CICS
programs, see CICS documentation.

Considerations for Using the Dynamic Linking Option

The decision to dynamic link Gen modules, as opposed to generating one executable load module with a static link, must
be based on the following factors:

• Compatibility-Gen creates DLLs except for those modules that are marked for Compatibility. The Compatibility
option uses specific Gen runtime to enable DLLs to issue a dynamic program call to non-DLL load modules. This
requires that the module issuing the dynamic program call is regenerated and reinstalled. Gen allows modules that
are marked for Compatibility to be rebuilt in such a way that they are able to use Gen runtime DLLs. This requires
that the modules that are marked for Compatibility is reinstalled and, if necessary, regenerated as specified in z/
OS Application Migration in the Release Notes. RI triggers and action blocks, including EABs, statically called by
Compatibility modules must be built using the NODLL compiler option. When these RI triggers and action blocks are
also used in Gen applications that are built as DLLs, they must be compiled using the DLL option. Selecting the option
Process modules that are marked for Compatibility causes the RI triggers and the statically called action blocks to be
generated and precompiled once but compiled twice, once as NODLL and again as DLL.

• DLLs-Gen runtimes are DLLs. These DLL runtimes are no longer included in generated modules, except for a few that
are statically linked with the Gen Batch, Online, or Server Managers. This applies to both static and dynamic linked
Gen modules.

• Size-A dynamic linked module must be fully resolved and include any component that it calls using a static call. This
includes some Gen runtimes and Referential Integrity triggers. When more than one dynamic linked modules use the
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same RI modules, these RI modules are included in each dynamic linked module. Most of the Gen runtimes are no
longer included in each of the DLL applications that are built by Gen so they do not increase the size of these modules.

• Volatility-When a statically linked module is changed, the calling module containing the statically linked module must
be relinked. Linking a frequently changed module dynamically eliminates the requirement to link every load module
that calls it.

• Shared modules-Action blocks that are widely reused within an application environment are good candidates for
dynamic linking. Linking a shared module dynamically decreases the amount of storage that is required during
execution.

• Frequency of use-Dynamic linking may be considered for load modules that are invoked infrequently. Dynamic linking
modules that are called infrequently would decrease the size of the base load module. Examples of modules that are
called infrequently are exception handling routines and processing options that are rarely selected by the user.

Online Packaging
Online Packaging consists of Selecting the Business System, Defining load modules, Defining source names, and
Assigning transaction codes.

Selecting the Business System

The first step in load module packaging is to select the business system. When you defined business systems with either
the Business System Definition Tool or Matrix Processor in Analysis, you named the systems. These names appear in the
Online Packaging window when you select Code, then Package, then Online.

Defining Load Modules

Defining a load module consists of the following activities:

• Name the load module
• Add procedure steps

Name the Load Module

The name that you choose for the load module becomes the name of the executable file. When you package for remote
installation, the load module name also becomes the remote file name.

Downstream Effects: When generating for a remote installation, each load module becomes a separate remote file and
is linked on the target system into a separate executable module. The Referential Integrity modules are packaged into a
single remote file. The DDL associated with an application is packaged as a single remote file.

Add Procedure Steps

Select the procedure steps to be packaged in each load module from the list of all the unpackaged procedure steps
defined for the business system. You do not explicitly package action blocks. By adding procedure steps to the load
module, all action blocks used by the procedure step are also included in the load module, and all action blocks used by
the action blocks.

Flow definitions are independent of packaging options. When you create a Dialog Flow Diagram, you do not need to
consider how the procedures are packaged. Likewise, packaging is not dictated by the dialog flow. An application may,
however, run more efficiently when each load module contains procedure steps that are to be used together.

You can use the Filter feature to control the display of the unpackaged procedure steps.
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Defining Source Names

Each procedure step, action block, or screen must have a source member name for the Construction Client to use when
storing the generated code. You can assign source member names during packaging, or the Construction Client assigns
them for you during generation of the load module. The Construction Client software verifies the uniqueness of source
member names within the model or subset on the workstation. For information about names that are supplied by the
Complete option see the Default File (Member) Names section.

Assigning Transaction Codes

For certain operating system and teleprocessing monitor combinations, other generated code must be named. You can
add transaction codes to a load module and then assign them to the packaged procedure steps during packaging. If you
do not, the Construction Client adds and assigns transaction codes for you during load module generation.

If you want the application user to have a meaningful transaction code with which to invoke certain procedure steps,
assign your own clear screen transaction codes to them.

The Construction Client displays a window for entry of the transaction code and source member name information. The
fields that are contained in the window depend on the environment and configuration options that you specify. See the
following table:

Environment and Configuration Options Information Required by Panel
No display (all environments) Source member name

Dialog flow transaction code
Display, z/OS with IMS MFS Source member name

Screen member name
Clear transaction code
Dialog flow transaction code
MID, MOD, and FMT member names

Display (other environments) Source member name
Screen member name
Clear screen transaction code
Dialog flow transaction code, if procedure is flowed to.

Batch Packaging
A batch job is a group of one or more batch job steps. A job step equates to a procedure step and has an associated load
module.

NOTE
Batch Processing is implemented in z/OS environments as a batch job using JCL. In other environments, batch
processing is implemented as online with no display.

Batch Packaging consists of the following basic activities:

• Selecting the business system
• Defining batch jobs
• Defining procedure step properties
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Selecting the Business System

The first step in batch load module packaging is to select the business system. When you defined business systems with
either the Business System Definition Tool or Matrix Processor in Analysis, you named the systems. These names appear
in the Batch Packaging window when you select Code, then Package, then Batch.

Defining Batch Jobs

Defining a batch job consists of the following activities:

• Name the batch job
• Add procedure

Name the Batch Job

Batch job names must be unique within the set of names for all such objects in the model. Select a business system.
When you select Edit, then Add Batch Job, the Construction Client displays a list of the unpackaged batch procedures.
Specify a job name in the entry field provided.

Add Procedure

After specifying a job name, select at least one unpackaged batch procedure, and then click OK. This creates the batch
job and packages the procedure and its procedure steps. Once the procedure is packaged, you can view the procedure
steps by expanding the batch job.

NOTE
Batch packaging is unique in that you cannot package more than one procedure into a load module.

You can also review the detail information by selecting Detail. This window allows you to enter job-step names. You may
want to assign step names to a procedure step if more than one is present.

You can use the Filter feature to control the display of the unpackaged batch procedures.

Defining Job-Step Properties

Batch job-step names must be unique within the set of generation objects in the model.

Packaging that is done with the Host Encyclopedia Construction Toolset can be checked out to the CSE and used for
generation of source code.

Window Packaging
Window packaging consists of these basic activities, Selecting the Business System, Defining load modules, Defining
source names, and Assigning transaction codes.

Window procedure steps for GUI applications can be packaged in one or more load modules. GUI applications may
consist of one or more load modules, each of which may contain one or more procedure steps.

Selecting the Business System

The first step in window load module packaging is to select the business system. When you defined business systems
with either the Business System Definition Tool or the Matrix Processor in Analysis, you named the systems. These
names appear in the Window Packaging window when you select Code, then Package, then Window.

Defining Load Modules

Defining a load module consists of the following activities:
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• Name the load module
• Add procedure steps

Name the Load Module

The name that you choose for the load module becomes the name of the executable file. When packaging for remote
installation, the load module name also becomes the remote file name.

Add Procedure Steps

Select the procedure steps to be packaged in the load module from the list of all the unpackaged procedure steps defined
for the business system. You do not explicitly package action blocks. By adding procedure steps to the load module, all
action blocks used by the procedure step are also included in the load module, and all action blocks used by the action
blocks.

An application usually runs most efficiently when each load module contains procedure steps that are likely to be used
together. Flow definitions are independent of packaging options. When you create a Dialog Flow Diagram, you do not
need to consider how the procedures are packaged. Likewise, packaging is not dictated by the Dialog Flow.

Downstream Effects: When generating for remote installation, each load module becomes a separate remote file and
is linked on the target system into a separate executable module. The Referential Integrity modules are packaged into a
single remote file. The DDL associated with an application is packaged as a single remote file.

You can use the Filter feature to control the display of the unpackaged procedure steps.

Defining Source Names

Each procedure step or action block must have a source name for the Construction Client to use when storing the
generated code. You can assign source names during packaging, or the Construction Client assigns them for you during
generation of the load module. The Construction Client verifies the uniqueness of source names within the model.

Assigning Transaction Codes

You can add transaction codes to a load module and then assign them to the packaged procedure steps during
packaging. If you do not, the Construction Client adds and assigns transaction codes for you during load module
generation.

If you want the application user to have a meaningful transaction code with which to invoke certain procedure steps,
assign your own clear screen transaction codes to them.

Cooperative Packaging
Packaging for a client/server application, which consists of a client component and a server component, is performed
under Cooperative packaging.

Cooperative Packaging consists of the following basic activities:

• Selecting the business system
• Defining load modules
• Defining source names
• Assigning transaction codes
• Specifying environment parameters
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Selecting the Business System

The first step in load module packaging for a client/server application is to select the business system. When you defined
business systems with either the Business System Definition Tool or the Matrix Processor in Analysis, you named the
systems. These names appear on the Cooperative Packaging window when you select Code, then Package, then
Cooperative.

Defining Load Modules

Defining a load module consists of the following activities:

• Name the load module
• Add procedure steps

Name the Load Module

The name that you choose for the load module becomes the name of the executable file. When packaging for remote
installation, the load module name also becomes the remote file name.

Also, you must select the load module type. The load module types are server manager for the server procedures and
window manager for the client procedures.

Add Procedure Steps

For client/server applications, procedure steps are packaged according to load module types.

For the server manager load module type, select the procedure steps to be packaged in the load module from the list of
unpackaged procedure steps defined for the business system. Procedure steps that are online with no display appear in
this list.

For the window manager load module type, select the procedure steps to be packaged from the list of unpackaged
procedure steps defined for the business system. The procedure steps that are to be packaged in window load modules
are online with display and with no display.

For both server manager and window manager load modules, you do not explicitly package action blocks. By adding
procedure steps to a load module, all action blocks used by the procedure step are also included in the load module, and
all action blocks used by other action blocks.

Packaging depends on the flow definitions for a client/server design. You cannot package the client and server procedure
steps together because they reside on different platforms. This may affect the procedure step definition and dialog flow
design.

Downstream Effects: When generating for a remote installation, each load module becomes a separate remote file and
is linked on the target system into a separate executable module. The Referential Integrity modules are packaged into a
single remote file. The DDL associated with an application is packaged into a single remote file.

You can use the Filter feature to control the display of the unpackaged procedure steps.

Defining Source Names

Each procedure step or action block must have a source name for the Construction Client to use when storing the
generated code. You can assign source names during packaging, or the Construction Client assigns them for you during
installation of the load module. The Construction Client software verifies the uniqueness of source names within the model
or subset on the workstation.

For the client procedures, the source name is generated into the code as the function name in C. For the server
procedures, the source name is generated into the code as the PROGRAM-ID in COBOL and the function name in C.
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Assigning Transaction Codes

You can manually add transaction codes to a load module and then assign them to the packaged procedure steps during
packaging. Otherwise use the Complete option. The Construction Client automatically adds and assigns transaction codes
for you during load module generation.

These transaction codes allow navigation between procedure steps. If you want the application user to have a meaningful
transaction code with which to invoke certain procedure steps, you may want to assign your own clear screen transaction
codes to them.

For the server procedures, specify the dialog flow transaction code and a clear screen transaction code. Although clear
screen transaction codes are not required for servers since they do not have screens, currently if you do not specify a
transaction code, a TIRM629E message displays.

For the client procedures, specify the clear screen transaction codes. You can also specify the dialog flow transaction
codes, which are optional but are used by the generator if specified.

NOTE
CICS transaction code names must not start with the letter C and must not exceed four characters in length.

Specify Environment Parameters

The client and server parts of the application reside on different platforms. As a result of this, you must set the
environment parameters for each part separately. This is done during packaging. To set the environment parameters,
select Code, then Package, then Cooperative. Select a business system and select View, then Expand to see the window
(client) and server managers. Select a client or server manager and then select Detail, then Configuration to set the
environment parameters.

NOTE
Setting the environment parameters at the business system level has no effect for Cooperative applications.
Paths for all application types are set at the business system level.

Results of Load Module Packaging
To view the results of each type of packaging, select a business system and select View, then Expand. The resulting
display shows the load modules packaged in the business system. To see the procedure steps packaged in the load
module, select a load module and then select View, then Expand.

To see the action blocks used by the procedure step, including all action blocks used by these action blocks, select and
expand a procedure step.

To check for any unpackaged procedure steps, select Edit, then Add Load Module. This displays any unpackaged
procedure steps in this business system. If you receive an error message stating that no such objects exist in the model,
or if the resulting list is blank, all procedure steps have been packaged.

Target Environment Specifications
Setting the specifications for the target environment and construction paths is one of the activities you must complete
before generating the IPs.

The Environment option is used to specify the parameters for the environment in which a Gen-generated application
executes (the production environment). The Construction Paths provide locations for the files that are created during
generation.

The following illustration depicts an overview of environment and path parameter usage:
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The target configuration and paths for load modules and batch jobs are specified at the business system level for online,
batch, and windowed applications. For client/server (Cooperative) applications, you must set environment parameters for
both window manager (client) and server manager (server) for each load module.

Application Component Environment Paths
Load Module model (encyclopedia) model (encyclopedia)
DDL local (client) model (encyclopedia)
RI triggers local (client) model (encyclopedia)

NOTE
Regardless of the platform, the term Load Module is used in the Packaging process as a generic way to refer to
the set application code that is contained in a fully resolved executable application. Starting with AllFusion Gen
r7, applications when installed on z/OS are built as fully resolved executables that reside in DLLs, except for
those application components marked for Compatibility. Components that are marked for Compatibility are built
as z/OS non-DLL load modules. Before AllFusion Gen r7, z/OS executables reside in z/OS load modules.

Check the environment and paths for the RI trigger modules before each trigger generation, to be sure that they are
correct. RI trigger environments and DDL environments are shared. If you set override for either one, you are also
changing the environment for the other.

The following sections describe the rules for setting environment parameters and construction paths.

Prerequisites

Before you set the environment and path parameters:

• Obtain at least Update authority to set and save environments and paths.
• Define at least one business system.
• Check in the model to the encyclopedia.
• Start the Construction Client and select a model.
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How to Set the Target Environment
To set the target environment parameters, start the Construction Client, open a model, and select Code, then
Environment, then Configuration.

You can also access the environment parameters from the generation and packaging windows and dialogs. This allows
you to set the parameters before you select components for generation or during component selection.

You can use the same specifications for all business systems in a model, or you can use different specifications for
separate business systems. In either case, the following rules apply:

• The current release supports remote installation.
• You must define target environment parameters before you can generate remote files.
• Environment parameters are checked against a list of valid combinations on the server. Errors are reported before the

settings are saved.
• Environment parameters apply to a particular business system and are stored as part of the business system for a

model.
• You can provide temporary overrides of target environment parameters from the Generation Defaults window. Override

values are stored locally (on the client machine).
• Environment parameters for the DDL and Referential Integrity (RI) triggers are specified separately. These objects

apply to an entire model and do not belong to a particular business system.
• RI trigger and DDL target environment parameters are not stored on the model. RI trigger and DDL environment

parameters are stored on the client machine.
• Environment parameter option Process modules that are marked for Compatibility applies to RI triggers when the

target platform is z/OS. This option must be selected when the applications that use these RI triggers contain modules
that are marked for Compatibility.

• Target environment parameters for the client and server portions of a client/server application may be different. These
parameters are set during Packaging. You set window manager parameters for the client application and server
manager parameters for the server application.

• Environment parameters for MFS devices are set at the Encyclopedia level.

Downstream Effects: The downstream effects of the environment parameters occur during generation and installation
and during execution of the application system. The environment parameters enable the generated code to take
advantage of certain features of the production environment. This usually results in improved application performance.

Environment Parameters List

Before you can use the construction functions to generate an application system, you must specify the target environment
for the generated application. The Construction Client requires the following information about the environment:

• Operating System
• Database Management System (DBMS)
• Source Language
• Teleprocessing (TP) Monitor
• Profile Manager
• Screen Type
• Clear Screen Default
• Maximum Segment Size (IMS)
• Restartable Application
• Extended Attribute Support
• Enforce Data Modeling Constraints
• Optimize Import View Initialization

For CICS targets only:
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• Handle Command ABENDS
• XCTL for Flows When Possible
• Pseudoconversational Support

Dynamic Link Defaults (MVS):

• Procedure steps
• Action blocks
• Screen managers

Dynamic Linking Options (for z/OS operating systems only)

The Dynamically Link packaging option is available for applications that are built for the z/OS execution environments.
The Dynamically Link packaging property of each individual Procedure steps, Screens and Action Blocks (including EABs)
can be set to Default, Yes, No, or Compatibility. When set to Default, the actual value is derived from the value that is
entered for the Dynamic Link Default option of the specific component.

For a business system the following values can be specified:

• Yes-indicates the component is resolved as the target of a dynamic program call and as such is considered to be
dynamic linked at runtime. The component is generated and built so they reside in their own separately loadable
executables. These applications are built as DLLs.

• No-indicates that the component is statically linked into the application.
• Compatibility-indicates that the component is dynamically called at runtime and resides in a non-DLL module. The

Compatibility option uses specific Gen runtime to enable DLLs to issue a dynamic program call to non-DLL load
modules. This requires that the module issuing the dynamic program call is regenerated and reinstalled. Gen allows
modules that are marked for Compatibility to be rebuilt in such a way that they are able to use Gen runtime DLLs. This
requires that the modules that are marked for Compatibility is reinstalled and, if necessary, regenerated as specified in
z/OS Application Migration section in the Release Information.

MFS Devices

MFS device characteristics are only used with the z/OS IMS environment and are stored at the encyclopedia level.
They are not project-specific. The device characteristics are set as a result of the encyclopedia installation and must be
reviewed against site requirements.

NOTE
Only an encyclopedia administrator can change the device characteristics.

If multiple encyclopedia administrators manage projects from a single encyclopedia, they must coordinate the
configuration of the MFS device characteristics. If you change the device characteristics, the change affects all users of
the CSE targeting IMS.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Construction Client.
2. Select Encyclopedia, then Terminal Characteristics, then Modify MFS Devices.
3. Select a device type and then choose Select.

This displays the Current MFS Device window.
4. Select the desired extended attribute from the pull-down list.
5. Select the Selected for Generation check box to enable code generation for the selected MFS device, then click OK.

Available Options

Your environment parameter choices depend on which options that you purchased for your Gen configuration. A
description of each option appears in the online help for the Construction Client.
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Select z/OS Screen Generator Options

The Enhanced Screen Generator is the default for all blockmode applications when z/OS is the target platform. The
Enhanced Screen Generator is not available for other target platforms. You can use the previous version of the screen
generator by setting the environment variable TIMAPGEN to 1. The enhanced screen generator is used when the
environment variable is set to 2, or when the variable is undefined. The variable can be set in a command file, a shell
script, or a batch file that starts the Gen software. To permanently override the default selection of the Enhanced Screen
Generator, add the TIMAPGEN variable to the system environment variable definitions. See your operating system
documentation for more specific information on setting environment variables.

When the TIMAPGEN variable is defined in the same session that starts Gen, the definition is local to that session and all
its child sessions. The definition is not local to other sessions on the system. It is possible to have more than one version
of Gen, each with a different environment variable.

How to Set Construction Paths
To set the construction paths, start the Construction Client, open a model, and select Code, then Environment.

Select a business system or Referential Integrity triggers from the displayed list and select Detail, then Paths. You can
also access the construction paths from the generation and packaging windows. Use a naming convention that reflects
the application when setting paths for the various generated components. For example, use the same source path for load
module and RI trigger source, so that all source code is grouped in one location. Use the same remote installation path so
that the load module and RI trigger remote files (.rmt files) are in a single location.

Use the following rules when setting paths:

• Only remote installation is available in this release. Be sure to set the remote installation path to provide a location for
the remote files.

• If the Construction Client appends the user ID to a path name, it is the name that is used to log on to the client.
• You must set construction paths before you generate remote files. Not entering a generation path results in an error

that stops generation processing.
• The paths reference locations on the server machine, so you must enter the paths using the appropriate naming

conventions and restrictions for your server. Using the incorrect path type results in an error.
Paths are checked on the server and errors are reported before the path names are saved.
Construction paths are associated with business systems as part of the business system for a model.

• You can provide temporary overrides of construction paths from the Generation Defaults window. Overrides are stored
locally (on the Client).

• z/OS construction library definitions are included when complete models are transferred between encyclopedias. (z/OS
construction library definitions are not included in subsets that are transferred between encyclopedias.)

• Construction paths for the DDL and Referential Integrity triggers are specified separately. These objects apply to an
entire model and do not belong to a particular business system.

Path Types

When setting paths, you provide locations for objects that are created during generation. These locations are directories
on the server and must reflect the naming conventions and restrictions in use for that platform. For example, path names
on UNIX servers are case-sensitive.

When you specify paths, you must do so for each of these types of objects:

• Source code
• Installation control files
• Remote files (one remote file for each component, operations library, z/OS library, or proxy)
• Bitmaps (optional, for GUI applications only)
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The generation procedure appends certain information to the path names depending on what is being generated. This
helps to differentiate between different versions of the same application that is generated for more than one platform.

For load module, RI trigger source, and the installation control file, generation appends the name of the operating system
and source code language. For DDL, generation appends the operating system and DBMS names (in that order).

Source Code

The Generate option uses this path to contain the files created during generation of the source code.

Installation Control Files

The Installation Control files contain information that is used to install the remote files on the target platform. The Build
Tool uses the install control information to link edit and bind the components into load modules that can be executed.

Remote Files

The remote file contains the generated source and instruction for installation. Each remote file has a .rmt file extension.
Before you can install the application into the target environment, you must transfer the remote files to the target platform.
When all generation steps are complete, the remote files that exist include the following files:

• One DDL remote file for the database
• One RI trigger module remote file
• One remote file for each load module
• One remote file for each proxy
• One remote file for each operations library
• One remote file for each z/OS library

Generated MFS

Generation uses the path that you specify here for the locations of the IMS source files when you target z/OS operating
systems with IMS-MFS as the teleprocessing monitor. After generation, this library contains the source members for MID,
MOD, and FMT source using either system assigned names, or the names you specify when detailing procedure steps
(during packaging).

Bitmaps

Generation uses the path that you specify here for the location of the bitmap files. Use of bitmaps is an option for GUI
applications. Bitmap paths must be assigned at the business system level.

Note: For more information about the use of bitmap files, see Designing Client-Server Applications.

Generating and Installing Remote Files
A remote installation is one in which an Installation Toolset is used to compile, link, and bind the source code that is
generated by the CSE or a workstation toolset.

Remote Installation

The Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) Construction Client currently allows remote installations only. The remote
installation target environment may or may not be the same as the environment of the Constrution Client.

After the actual code is generated, remote installation creates a set of remote files that contain all the components
necessary to compile and install the application components on a target system. You must move these remote files to
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the target system and install them in an environment that is supported by Gen before using the application. Remote
installation requires the presence of certain Gen components on the selected target system.

If you are using External Action Blocks in the application, you must complete, compile, and link edit them outside of the
Construction Client. Move them to the target environment and add them to the application using the appropriate methods
for the Installation Toolset. For more information, see the documentation for the Installation Toolset being used.

If an application, including Cooperative Server applications that target CICS or IMS, is to be used on a z/OS platform and
you have the Host Encyclopedia Construction Toolset installed on the host where the application is to execute, it is not
necessary to create remote files using the CSE Construction Client. Instead, you can check in the model and perform
construction on the Host to generate and install the application. Ensure that the Cooperative Servers are packaged before
checking in the model.

The following illustration provides an overview of the process for generating remote files:
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Remote Files

Three different types of remote files are created using CSE Construction. Each of the remote files contains a different type
of information necessary for the application.

Type Number of remote files Description of Contents

Load Module One or more per application Application source code for a single load
module. One remote file for each load
module, proxy, operations library, or z/OS
library.

Database One per database DDL for an application database. Some
environments allow more than one
database per application. In this instance,
one DDL remote file exists for each
database.

RI Triggers One per model Referential Integrity trigger modules for
an application. These routines implement
referential integrity for the entire application.

A complete Gen generated application for remote installation contains a database remote file, a Referential Integrity
module remote file, and one or more load module remote files.

The process that is discussed in this section generates the load module and Referential Integrity remote files. The remote
file that becomes the application database is generated separately.

Prerequisites for Generating Remote Files

Before you can generate remote files, you must have the CSE Construction Client and the appropriate construction
options for remote generation and installation installed on your workstation.

In addition, you must complete the following activities:

• Complete appropriate diagrams
• Transform the Data Model (DM)
• Check in any changes to the CSE
• Have the proper administrative authority or have Generate and Update authority for a model
• Specify environment parameters and paths for the business system(s) and RI trigger modules
• Perform packaging
• Select Generation options

Complete Diagrams

The data files of the models on your workstation are the main source of information for generation. Generation uses
information from the diagrams created during Analysis and Design.

Before you can generate source code successfully, the diagrams for the part of the model you are generating must be
complete and pass Consistency Check with no errors. These diagrams include the following:
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• Entity Relationship Diagram
• Dialog Flow
• Action Diagram
• Technical Design (both Data Structure List and Data Store List)
• Screen Design (for character-based applications)
• Window Design functionality in the Navigation Diagram for:

GUI applications
Client/Server applications
Web Client applications

• Components (CBD) for Operations Libraries
• z/OS Libraries

The Gen Workstation Toolset allows you to check consistency using options in the Analysis and Design Toolsets.
Consistency Check Reports are also available on CSE.

Transform Entity Relationship Diagram

Before you can generate source code or create a database, you must first transform the Entity Relationship Diagram into
a TD. You must also complete any necessary changes to the Data Structure List and Data Store List as part of completing
database design using the Toolset.

Transformation does not create the database remote file. This is done during the database generation and installation
process on the Construction Client.

Specify Environment Parameters and Paths

Before you generate an application, you must specify its target environment and paths. You can specify the environment
parameters and paths by selecting Code, then Environment. You can select from a number of operating systems and
DBMSs. You will receive error messages if you select incorrect combinations of environment parameters. The specific
selections available on your workstation depend on the generation options purchased.

For all applications, the paths belong to a business system. For online, window, and batch applications, the environment
parameters belong to a business system. For cooperative applications, you must set the environment for the window
manager (client) and server manager (server) for each load module. For operations library and z/OS library, you must
set the environment parameters for each one. Different business systems within the same model can have different
environment parameters. RI triggers are model level objects whose environment and paths are stored locally (on the client
machine). The environment parameters you set in the Construction Environment window are stored on the model and
are saved as properties of the business system. You can override environment information on the Generation Defaults
window.

NOTE
Both RI trigger modules and DDL are model-level objects not associated with any one business system. They
share environment settings. If you change the environment for one, you change it for the other as well.

If you select the override options, you are changing the environment parameters for the DDL and RI triggers.

Package Load Modules

Before you generate an application, you must package the load modules.

NOTE
For more information, see Packaging.
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Select Generation Options

Review the generation options before generating or installing an application. Some of the generation options can override
the environment parameters.

The generation options are discussed in the following topics.

How to Create a Remote File
This article provides information for How to Create a Remote File for a remotely installed application.

Set Date and Time

Before generating and installing an application, verify that the time and date are correct on the server. The CSE
Construction Client uses them when creating files. The code generator also creates a date and time field in the source
code. This allows you to scan the code to verify the date and time that the source was generated.

Specify Generation Options

The options that you set on the environment parameters windows (in the Environment and Package tools) can be checked
in to the encyclopedia and are saved as properties of the business system. Generation Defaults are not tied to a specific
business system or model. They are tied to your workstation and are retained from session to session by the CSE. For
this reason, when you check in work to the Encyclopedia and then check out, whether from the same model or another,
the defaults last used are still in effect. It is, therefore, important that you check these options before generating.

Define an operating system, DBMS type, language, and TP monitor. All settings are verified against a list of valid
combinations before they are saved. To access the generation defaults, select a model and then select Code, Generate,
<generation type>. Select a business system and then select Defaults.

The following check boxes are available:

• Override Business System Target Environment
• Override Paths
• Delete generated source after installation
• Generate Foreign Action Blocks
• Process modules marked for Compatibility

Override Business System Target Environment

Selecting this check box means the values in the drop-down lists on this window for operating system, DBMS type, source
language, and TP monitor are used instead of the values that are stored as environment parameters for any selected
business system.

NOTE
When the override check box is selected, the business system environment parameters in the Environment
option are overridden for character-based (blockmode) and GUI applications. The client and server environment
parameters in the Cooperative packaging option are overridden for client/server applications.

Override Paths

You can override paths for the business system by selecting Defaults from the Application Generation window. Select
Override Paths and then select Paths. Type the override path information and click OK. The override path information is
stored locally (on the Client).

Delete Generated Source after Install

You can delete all generated source code immediately after installation by selecting this check box.
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Downstream Effects: Use of the Delete Source after Install option may cause the installation of load modules to fail when
common action blocks are used.

This option causes the source code to be deleted from the Construction Server when it is installed into a remote file. In
this case, the source code for a common action block is packaged into the first remote file to be created and then deleted.
All subsequent remote files only contain references to the common action block, not the actual code.

Another way to make common action blocks available is to split all the remote files on the target platform before installing
any of them.

This same problem can occur when using the Build Tool (BT). The BT also has an option that causes the deletion of
source code during an installation. If the common action block source code is deleted, then subsequent installations which
use that action block may fail.

Generate Foreign Action Blocks

Enabling this option causes the selected foreign action block (an action block that is owned by a different business system
than the business system of the parent load module) to be generated using the configuration and paths of the business
system of the parent load module, unless overridden. If the option is not enabled, the selected foreign action block is not
generated.

During installation, if the generated foreign action blocks option is selected, the source code that is generated for the
foreign action block is copied from the path where the business system source code of the parent load module is
generated (unless the path name has been overridden) for inclusion in the .rmt file. If the option was not enabled, the
source code for the foreign action block is copied from the path where the source code of the owning business system is
generated (unless the path was overridden).

Process Modules Marked for Compatibility

This option applies to MVS applications, which have components that either explicitly or by default is configured with their
Dynamically Link packaging property set to Compatibility. Compatibility is intended to be used by applications that make
use of one or more dynamically called modules that for some reason must reside in a non-DLL module.

Typically the components that are marked for Compatibility include:

• Routines that were built for dynamic linking using a release of Gen before Release 7
• External Action Blocks (EABs) that contain a dynamic program call to a non-Gen routine that resides in a non-DLL

module
• Routines that are the target of a dynamic program call that is initiated from a routine that resides in a non-DLL module

Use the Process modules marked for Compatibility option to generate and install modules that are marked for
Compatibility. If the option is not set, the processing of components that are marked for Compatibility is bypassed.
Selecting the Process modules that are marked for Compatibility option causes all Action Blocks that are statically called
by a module that is marked for Compatibility to be compiled twice-once using the compiler option NODLL and again using
the compiler option DLL.

The result of the NODLL compile is linked into the Compatibility module. The result of the DLL compile is provided so that
it can be linked into any DLL applications that statically call these action blocks. If the action blocks are External Action
Blocks, they must be compiled using the appropriate compiler options and made available to be included in the installation
of the final load module.

Selecting the Process modules marked for Compatibility option when generating and installing RI triggers causes the RI
trigger modules to be generated and precompiled once but compiled twice in a similar way to Action Blocks.

Separate libraries are provided in the target environment to hold the separate NCAL modules resulting from the two
compile steps.
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Select Generation Actions

You have two ways to generate code using the CSE Construction Client. You can choose to have the Construction Client
automatically create all the components for you or you can choose the components to create manually.

• Generate the model (without selecting components)
• Generate flagged (selected) components

The first time that you generate remote files for the application, select Generate, then Model to generate and to install all
code. Be sure to set the install option to Yes. This action provides the quickest way to accomplish the installation.

Generating the Model

Do not select component objects when generating with this option. The procedure generates all component objects in the
model for the type of packaging that is specified when selecting Code Generation from the client.

You have two further options at this point:

• The Trace option allows you to select whether to include trace code in the generated source code.
• The Install option allows you to select whether to generate remote files.

NOTE
It is the installation process that actually creates the remote files. Selecting Model from the Generate menu with
the Install option set to Yes creates one remote file for all Referential Integrity trigger modules, and one remote
file for each load module in the application.

Generating Flagged Components

To generate and install code selectively, you must select the objects individually and then set the generation flags. You
select the objects by highlighting one or more components from the object occurrence lists and selecting Add or Expand.
This adds the objects to a list of component objects that you want to generate. You can set the generation flags in the
object occurrence lists or in the Application Generation window.

The code generation flags are:

• Generate source code with trace enabled (T)
• Generate code (C)
• Generate screen (S)
• Install code (I)
• Apply to all subordinates (A)

As an example, business systems contain load modules, which contain procedure steps, which contain action blocks.
Select a load module, its procedure step, and its action blocks, and Add them. From the Application Generation window,
set the code (C), install (I), and apply to all subordinates (A) flags. When you select Flagged from the Generate menu, this
tells CSE Construction to generate code for the flagged objects and all of their subordinate objects, and to install the code
into a remote file.

NOTE
If you select the Apply to All Subordinates option for an object and then manually add one of its subcomponents
to the window with different generation options, the subcomponent is generated using the generation options set
for it.

For more information about the selection process, see the section Construction Concepts.

NOTE
Referential Integrity (RI) trigger modules are necessary for the application to work properly. Be sure to generate
the RI triggers when you generate remote files.

Generate Source Code with Trace
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Trace support tells the Construction Client to generate extra source code, to allow you to step through the execution of the
action diagrams for the application after you generate and install the source code. If you intend to test a load module or its
components with the Trace option, you must generate Trace support at the time you generate the load module.

Enabling the Trace support flag first automatically enables the Code generation flag. (You cannot have trace code without
source code.) Selecting the Code flag once it is set to Y turns off trace and code for the same reason. Select the Code
flag first if you do not want Trace support enabled.

If you do not choose this option, you can still test the application, but you cannot view the underlying logic. The default
choice is blank (No).

Trace code does not work in all environments, such as IMS or CICS. Trace code is unrecognizable to TP monitors native
to operating systems. See the appropriate Build Tool documentation for instructions on invoking an application that
contains Trace code.

Downstream Effects: The special code included to allow Trace significantly increases the size of each remote file. If space
is a potential problem on either the code generation platform or the target system, consider adding trace selectively rather
than globally.

Generate Code

Use this option to generate code. If you do not select this option for each component, the component is not generated.

Source names are generated into the code as the PROGRAM-ID in COBOL and the function name in C.

Generate Screen

This option only appears at the procedure step level, since they are the only components which have screens that are
associated. If you do not select this option, the screens are not generated and the application cannot be tested after
installation.

Install

Use this option to create the remote files. If you do not select this option for each component, only source code is
generated and no remote file is created. (You cannot install and execute the application on the target platform without the
remote file.)

Apply to All Subordinates

Use this option to generate code for the selected component and all of its subordinate objects using the current generation
options that are selected for the component. For example, if you want to generate all subordinate components of a
business system with Trace, and then install all of its load modules, you can do so with the selection of the Apply to All
Subordinates option at the Business System level. If you do not select this option, you must manually select each of the
desired subordinate objects that are desired for generation.

NOTE
If you select the Apply to All Subordinates option for an object and then manually add one of its subcomponents
to the window with different generation options, the subcomponent is generated using the generation options set
for it.

Verify Completion

You can verify completion of the generation process by the messages that appear in the pop-ups and message window. If
an error occurs, generation or installation processing stops and messages are written to the generation status file.

Use this file to determine which components generated successfully and which did not. You can also use this file to
determine the outcome of the processing.
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Code Generation Procedure
This procedure explains one method for selecting components for source code generation. The important concept is the
expansion to the next level. During the selection process, you can enable the generation options (Trace support, Code,
Screen, Install, or Apply to All Subordinates) in these ways:

• From the object occurrence windows
• From the Application Generation window

You may find it useful to enable the desired code generation options as you go. If you change the generation options
for an item and add them again, the last option chosen is the one used. There exists a maximum number of objects
(maximum cardinality) that can be displayed in the list.

NOTE
For more information on generation options and cardinality issues, see Select Generation Options.

Any object added after this limit is reached is not generated. If you have more objects than can be displayed, you may
have to generate in two sessions.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Construction Client.
2. Open a model by selecting Model.
3. Select Actions, then Open in the Construction Model Selection window.
4. Highlight a model from the list and select Open.
5. Select Code, then Generate and select a generation type.

This opens the Application Generation window which will be empty initially. After making a selection, this window
contains the selected objects.

6. Select Edit, then Select New Objects.
You can select one or more objects at a time. You automatically flow to the next object type when you select more than
one.

7. Select RI Triggers from the Generation Object Type List and then select List.
This action displays the Generation Object Occurrence List which contains the RI Triggers.

8. Select the RI Triggers and select Add, then select Continue.
This returns you to the Generation Object Type List for further selections. The order of expansion from the Business
system down is Business System, then Load Module, then Procedure Step, then Action Block.

9. Select Business System and then select List.
10. Select a business system from the list and select Expand.

This displays the Generation Expanded Object Occurrence List from which you add and expand other objects.
If multiple dialects (French, German, and so on) are used by windows in procedure steps packaged in any Window
Load Module, an entry for each dialect is displayed.
If you want to generate all components in a business system automatically rather than manually, mark the Apply to All
Subordinates generation option.

11. Select one or more load modules and select Add. Select a load module and select Expand.
This adds the load modules to the list of objects for generation and expands to the next level of objects for the selected
load module.
If you want to add load modules containing non-default dialects, you may select from the list.
If you want to generate all components in a load module automatically rather than manually, mark the Apply to All
Subordinates generation option.
You can use Select All if you want to select all objects in the display.

12. Select one or more procedure steps and select Add. Select a procedure step and select Expand.
This adds the procedure steps to the list of objects for generation and expands to the next level of objects for the
selected procedure step.
If you want to generate all components in a procedure step automatically rather than manually, mark the Apply to All
Subordinates generation option.
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13. Select one or more action blocks and select Add.
This adds the action blocks to the list of objects for generation. There is no expansion beyond this level.

14. Select Continue until you return to the list of load modules. Select the next load module if you are generating more
than one in this business system, and did not select the Apply to All Subordinates generation option. Repeat steps 10
through 14 to add that load module and all of its desired subordinate objects to the list.

15. Select Continue until you return to the Application Generation window.
16. Select the appropriate generation flags for all desired components and then select Generate, then Flagged.

You must select an object before you can set the flags for it. Choose Edit, then Select All to select all objects in this
window or select each object individually.

You can use the steps in this procedure to generate the entire application or to perform selective regeneration on changed
components. When generating the entire model, it is better to use Model from the Generate menu. This option only
generates applications of the type you chose when you entered the generation dialog. If you choose Generate, then
Model for a Cooperative application, the Construction Client generates all Cooperative applications in the model. It does
not generate online, window, or batch applications in the model.

Results of Generating Remote Files
The subdirectories and files that the Construction Client generates are listed in the following tables. The Construction
Client generates these files for character-based (blockmode) applications and GUI applications during the application
generation. The GUI applications include GUI standalone and GUI clients.

Subdirectories and Generated Files

During generation and installation, the Construction Client creates directories subordinate to the directories you named
in the Construction Paths window. The path directories that you entered included source path, install control path, and
remote install path for source and RI triggers. This path allows proper identification of the source code by operating
system and source code language. The user ID is the name that is used to log in to the Construction Client.

When load modules containing non-default dialects are selected for generation, a specific directory subordinate to the
language subdirectory is created for each dialect source code. The default dialect source code is stored in the language
subdirectory.

These path definitions appear in the table that follows:

• Source = source path + operating system + language + dialects
• Installation Control = install control path + operating system + language + dialects
• Remote Installation = remote install path + operating system + language + dialects

If you are using MFS devices, the following separate path entry exists:

• MFS Source = MFS source + operating system + language + dialects
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Various files that are listed in the following table are created during generation and installation:

Path File Name Description

Source *.c
*.cbl

Generated COBOL or C source code
without embedded SQL. The extension
indicates the language that is used to
generate the source code. The file names
can be:
Load Module name
Member source name (procedure steps,
action blocks)
Dialog Manager
Batch Manager
Window Manager name (Cooperative and
GUI)
Batch Job Step name

MFS Source *.cbl IMS-specific source for MID, MOD, and
FMT members. This file is only present if
you generate the screen.

Source *.sqb Generated COBOL source code with
embedded SQL.

Source *.sqc Generated C source code with embedded
SQL.

Source *.err Messages resulting from a failed
generation.

Source *.gml General Markup Language source file that
is used with online help created for GUI
applications.

Source *.h Header file that is created for GUI
applications.

Source *.java Java source file

Source *.html Hypertext markup language file

Source *.css Cascade style sheet file

Source *.jsp Java Server Page

Source *.js Java Script

Source *.rme Read Me file

Source *.lst List file

Source *.xml Extend Markup Language file

Installation Control *.icm Install control information. The install
control file is a set of instructions on how
to install all procedure steps, screens, and
action blocks for the load module. The
install control file is in Standard Generalized
Markup Language (SGML) format.

Remote Installation *.rc Resource control file that is created for GUI
applications.
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Remote Installation *.rmt
cascade.rmt

A remote file which contains a
concatenation of the .icm and source files.
A separate .rmt file exists for each load
module.
The RI triggers are placed in a file called
cascade.rmt.

%%% .asp  

 .bas  

 .cpp  

 .def  

 .idl  

 Rgs  

If you generate a complete application, the result is one remote file for the RI triggers, named cascade.rmt, and one
remote file for each load module. A complete application also has a database remote file, which is created separately.

NOTE
For more information, see Generate a DDL.

Path File Name Description

Source *.ctl Information that the Construction Client
uses when creating a remote file.

 genstat.ctl Generation status log file that contains
messages about the last action initiated.

remote install path + user ID rfg.txt
rfgcdr.txt

Status messages that are issued during the
generation of remote files.

Understanding Load Module Structures
The Gen software does not require an understanding of load module structure to generate and install application
systems. However, an understanding of the structure of load modules is an important aid in performance tuning and in the
investigation of runtime error messages.

Creating a load module that is ready for execution in a specific environment has the following stages:

• Creation of procedure steps and action blocks using the Action Diagramming Tool
• Creation of load module packaging definitions using Packaging
• Creation of load module source code using Generation
• Creation of load module object code using one of the remote Build Tools

In the first stage, you implement the business rules of your organization with action statements.

In the second stage, you package the procedure steps and action blocks into load modules or batch jobs. This is
influenced by the characteristics of the target operating system. Some systems are more efficient with fewer but larger
load modules while other environments are more efficient with more but smaller load modules.

In the third stage, you generate source code which integrates:

• Procedure steps and action blocks
• Any Gen-supplied special functions used by the action blocks
• External action blocks
• Provisions for interfacing with a teleprocessing monitor.
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In the fourth stage, TP monitor-specific constructs are included within the load module when it is installed. Gen-supplied
user exits are linked to by the load module during execution.

An analogy can be made between the top-down approach to programming and the usage of procedure steps and action
blocks. In a Top-Down Structured program, all code is contained within paragraphs. Control does not simply flow from
the top of the program to the bottom, and there are no explicit GO TO commands. One main paragraph placed at the
beginning of the procedural section controls the flow within the program by calling paragraphs. Each paragraph returns
to the main paragraph upon completion. A procedure step performs the function of the main control paragraph by issuing
USE statements which invoke specific action blocks.

The term load module means the same thing in the IBM host environment as it does in Gen. Other operating systems
have their own terms for executable code.

Load Module Components

This article provides information for load module components that include load module structures for, Online, GUI,
Cooperative, and Batch Applications.

In general, a Gen generated load module contains the following components:

• A transaction manager (Dialog and Screen Manager, Batch Manager, Window Manager, or Server Manager)
• One or more procedure steps from the same business system and the action block that is used by the procedure steps
• Referential Integrity trigger modules
• Gen provided special functions (if used in action blocks)
• Gen provided runtime routines
• User-provided external action blocks, optionally

External action blocks are not generated by Gen.

Some of the Gen provided runtime routines can be customized for your environment.

NOTE
For more information, see Windows Implementation Toolset , z/OS Implementation Toolset, or Host
Encyclopedia Construction.

The structure of online load modules for character-based (blockmode) applications and GUI applications (including GUI
standalone and GUI client) in the workstation environment, and how the components work together, are shown in the
following illustrations.
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Load Module Structure for Online Applications
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Load Module Structure for GUI Applications
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Load Module Structure for Cooperative Applications
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Load Module Structure for Batch Applications

Transaction Manager

The Transaction Manager, which is generated during the installation of each load module, acts as an executive to control
the flow between procedure steps.

The following lists show the types of transaction managers:

• Dialog Managers and Screen Managers (character-based application)
• Batch Managers (batch application)
• Window Managers (GUI and Web Client applications and the client component of the client/server application)
• Server Managers (server component of a client/server application)

TIRMAIN is a Gen-supplied runtime module that is the entry point of all load modules. TIRMAIN calls the appropriate
Transaction Manager, which then takes over the control of the dialog flow (links and transfers) between procedure steps.
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The Transaction Manager maintains execution context using a mechanism that is called the Profile Manager. To
accomplish this, the Transaction Manager uses information from procedure step import and export views, screen
definitions, dialog flow, and load module packaging.

For character-based (blockmode) applications, the Transaction Manager contains cross-reference tables of procedure
steps, exit states, and transaction codes for the procedure steps packaged in the load module. The procedure steps to
which the load module procedure steps link or transfer are also cross-referenced. The Transaction Manager uses all
of this information to select the target procedure step within its load module. If the target procedure step is in another
load module, the information is used to select the transaction code that invokes the load module containing the target
procedure step.

When a load module is executed, the Transaction Manager determines the procedure step to execute. It then populates
the import view of the procedure step using screen input and data that is passed from another procedure step or data that
is taken from the Profile Manager. This allows each procedure step to reference data in its input view without having to
perform the processing that is required to gather it.

NOTE
Window Managers do not use the names TIRMAIN and TIRMSG, but the transaction concepts for GUI
applications are the same.

Dialog Manager

The Transaction Manager is named as the Dialog Manager for online (character-based) applications.

For online applications with screens, a Screen Manager is generated for every procedure step. The Screen Manager
is called by the Dialog Manager to perform functions such as input parsing, function key translation, input/output view
mapping, scrolling, and Help/Prompt command processing. The Screen Manager calls runtime routines to edit input and
output, and write output buffers.

Batch Manager

The Batch Manager is similar in function to the Dialog Manager. The Batch Manager controls the dialog flow between
procedure steps. Only forward transfers are allowed in batch processes (links are not allowed).

Batch applications use three special files. They are referenced by the DDNAMES (data definition names) TIRIOVF,
TIRMSGF, and TIRERRF. Gen accesses these special files through the Gen-provided runtime routine.

• TIRIOVF is the data set used to pass data (views and Batch Manager control information) from one procedure step to
another on a dialog flow.

• TIRMSGF is the Batch Manager Message File. It provides a trace of procedure steps that are executed, exit states set,
exit state messages that are issued, and dialog flows taken.

• TIRERRF is the Batch Manager Error Message File. In the event of a failure, error messages and diagnostic
information are written to this file. The messages and diagnostic information helps you determine the cause of the
failure.

Window Manager

The Window Manager is similar in function to the Dialog Manager. The Window Manager maintains an execution profile
similar to the Dialog Manager, with two notable differences:

• The data of the Profile Manager is maintained in memory so there is no profile database.
• GUI applications are not restartable since there is no stored profile to retrieve. A GUI task can be interrupted by simply

minimizing the current window and performing another task. You can resume by restoring the minimized window and
continuing the dialog.

The Window Manager can be created only in C and Java languages.
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Server Manager

The Server Manager is similar in function to the Dialog Manager. The Dialog Manager sends a screen runtime message
(TIRFAIL) when it encounters an error. The Server Manager formats and sends the error message into the data view
buffer. This error is then passed back to the client application and displayed in a dialog box.

The Server Manager can be created in the COBOL and C languages depending on the target platform for the server
application.

The Profile Manager

The Profile Manager is a Gen provided runtime routine that saves the export views of procedure steps. It is used to save
information between procedure step executions, to support implicit scrolling, hidden fields, links to other procedure steps,
Help/Prompt requests and application restarts. These features are supported by a push-down, pop-up run-time stack. The
routine maintains one stack per business system per user. If you are working in three business systems, you have three
stacks. Different implementations of the stack are available and include SQL databases, temporary storage queues (TSQ)
for CICS, sequential files, and others depending upon the environment used.

When you transfer  to a procedure step, the stack is cleared and the export view of the procedure step that you are
transferring to is the only entry on the stack. When you  link to a procedure step, existing entries remain on the stack and
the export view of the procedure step that you are linking to is placed on top of the stack.

The Profile Manager imposes some overhead on the application. You can reduce this overhead by requesting that the
application be non-restartable. Transfers and screen displays will not cause the Profile Manager to be invoked unless
implicit scrolling, hidden fields, links to other procedure steps or Help/Prompt requests are used.

NOTE
For more information about specifying your application as non-restartable, see the  Gen Encyclopedia Client
Help.

If your application is restartable, the capabilities of the Profile Manager let you interrupt an application and return to it
without losing data. You can interrupt a business system to use another business system or to perform activities unrelated
to the applications.

Restart and Reset (for Character-Based Applications Only)

If you wish to return to a business system after an interruption, you have two options. You can resume the dialog where it
was interrupted by using your Profile database stack for the business system (RESTART). Or, you can start the dialog at
the beginning by clearing the existing stack (RESET).

To resume the dialog, clear the screen and enter any transaction code for the business system followed by the word
RESTART. The format is:

<trancode> RESTART

If the clear screen default command specified for the target environment is RESTART, simply enter the transaction code.

The Profile Manager displays the screen that was active, and all data that was present, when the dialog was interrupted.
(The screen and data are taken from the top entry of the stack.) The top entry is always the last screen active for the
business system, regardless of the transaction code entered. At this point, you may continue the dialog as if it had never
been interrupted.

If you prefer to start the original dialog from the beginning, enter the clear screen transaction code for the procedure step
you wish to execute followed by the word RESET. The format is:

<trancode> RESET
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If the clear screen default command specified for the target environment is RESET, simply enter the transaction code. This
clears the stack and begins the dialog.

Procedure Steps and Action Blocks

A business system consists of procedures. An executable load module contains every action block that is used by the
procedure steps or by other action blocks in the load module.

Procedure Steps

During load module packaging, select the procedure steps to be packaged in each load module from a list of all the
procedure steps defined for the business system.

Character-based (blockmode) applications, GUI and Web Client applications, and client/server applications have no
restrictions on the number of procedure steps that you can package in each load module.

Batch applications require that you package only one procedure step for a single load module.

Every procedure has a first procedure step. In one-step procedures, the first procedure step is the only procedure step.
It is shown on the Dialog Flow Diagram as a procedure line. In multiple-step procedures, the first procedure step is the
procedure step that appears immediately beneath the procedure line on the Dialog Flow Diagram.

Action Blocks

A single copy of the action block is packaged in the load module, regardless of how many procedure steps within the load
module use it.

CSE Construction supports the use of common action blocks. This means that any action block defined in a model can
be used by any other action block or diagram in that model. This applies even if the action block is not scoped within a
business system that USEs the action block, if both action blocks are generated for the same target environment.

The following table shows the effect of generating a common action block with different override paths enabled. In the
table, the same common action block was selected by expanding different procedure steps from two separate business
systems.

Override Target Environment Override Paths Effects

Yes No Common action block displays twice on the
list.
The common action block is generated
twice, once for each business system.

No Yes Common action block displays twice on the
list.
The common action block is generated
twice, once for each business system, into
the location of the override path.

Yes Yes Common action block displays twice on the
list.
The common action block is generated
once into the override paths location, using
the override target environment.

No No Common action block displays twice on the
list.
The common action block is generated
twice, once for each business system into
its separate paths.
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When the option Process modules that are marked for Compatibility is selected, the code is still generated as per this
table but the same code is compiled twice, once with the compiler option NODLL and again with the compiler option DLL.

If a common action block is not generated within its associated business system, you receive an error message from the
Construction Client noting unresolved external references.

Referential Integrity Trigger Module

This article provides information for Referential Integrity Trigger Module. When two entity types participate in a
relationship, each is said to reference the other.

This reference is implemented by storing the primary key for one entity type as a field in the record for the other entity
type. Referential Integrity (RI) rules verify that a reference exists when a relationship pairing is required, and that
the reference is removed when the record to which it points is removed. Depending on rules in the Data Model, this
means setting the reference (foreign key) to null or deleting a record that is left without a required reference.

RI triggers are generated modules that enforce referencing rules that are defined by the Data Model. RI triggers are
generated and maintained for each model separately, and they are based on the complete Data Model.

When you display generation component objects in the Code option, the RI triggers appear first in the list of objects. You
must generate the RI triggers before installing any source language code. Failure to generate the RI trigger modules first
can result in unresolved references when linking load modules.

When the option Process modules that are marked for Compatibility is selected, the RI triggers are generated only once
but compiled twice, once with compiler option NODLL and again with the compiler option DLL.

Generation of RI triggers results in the following types of modules:

• ENTITY trigger modules
• RELATIONSHIP trigger modules

ENTITY Trigger Modules

ENTITY trigger modules execute the deletion of a row, and enforcing restrict logic and acting as a manager for processing
associated rows. One ENTITY trigger module exists for every entity type.

An ENTITY trigger module is called by an action block or procedure step to manage the delete action, or by a
RELATIONSHIP trigger module when the RI rules imply that delete.

RELATIONSHIP Trigger Modules

RELATIONSHIP trigger modules execute the update (set null) of foreign keys to implement a DISASSOCIATE or
TRANSFER in an action diagram. They also identify more processing that is required, based on the DMD rules specified
and the type of action requested (DELETE, DISASSOCIATE, or TRANSFER). Further deletions are processed by calling
the appropriate ENTITY trigger module. The RELATIONSHIP trigger module also manages the delete or disassociate
of link records that are required for many-to-many relationships. One RELATIONSHIP trigger module exists for every
relationship.

Installing and Using the Sample Model
The Gen Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) software includes a sample model with character-based (blockmode),
cooperative, and GUI business systems. You can use the model to do the following tasks:

• Test the installation and configuration of the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) Construction Server.
• Ensure that the CSE installation and configuration is correct.

Your installation is correct if you can perform the following tasks:
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• Generate and install data definition language (DDL).
• Generate and install code.
• Use the Application Execution Facility (AEF) with the character-based (blockmode) business system.

Character-Based Generation, Installation, and Testing

This article provides information for Character-Based Generation, Installation, and Testing. This includes procedures to
install and test character-based (blockmode) generation.

Installing and Testing Character-Based Generation

Follow these steps:

1. Install the server software and upload the Gen Sample Model into your CSE.
2. Start the Construction Client. Open and log on to the encyclopedia.

a. Select Encyclopedia, then Open from the Encyclopedia Construction Client window.
b. Select the correct Encyclopedia from the Encyclopedia List window and press Logon.

NOTE
If only one encyclopedia exists, no list displays but the encyclopedia opens when you select Open from the
pull-down menu.

3. Select and open the Gen Sample Model.
a. Select Model from the Encyclopedia Construction Client window.
b. Select Actions, then Open from the Construction Model Selection window.
c. Select the Gen Sample Model from the Model List window and select Open.

Perform Online Packaging of the Model

Follow these steps:

1. Select Code, then Package, then Online from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. Select the business system CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT.
3. View “current” Online Packaging for CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT:

a. Select View, then Expand from the Online Packaging window.
b. Verify that several Online Load Modules are listed on the List Load Modules window.

4. Remove “current” Online Packaging for CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT:
a. Select one Online Load Module.
b. Select Edit, then Delete from the List Load Modules window.
c. You are prompted to confirm the deletion of the load module.
d. Perform steps a through c for each load module.
e. Select Edit, then Exit to close the List Load Modules window.

5. Select the business system CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT from the list of business systems on the Online Packaging
window.

6. Add Online Packaging for CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT:
a. Select Edit, then Add Load Module from the Online Packaging window.
b. Enter a load module name.
c. Select all procedure steps that are listed on the Add Load Modules window.
d. Click OK to create the load module.

7. Complete Online Packaging for CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT:
a. Select Edit, then Complete from the Online Packaging window.
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b. For each Online Load Module in CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT, Complete assigns source names to generation
type components; add trancodes to the load module; and then assign dialog flow/clear screen trancodes to each
procedure step packaged into the load module.

c. Select Edit, then Exit to close the Online Packaging window.

Set DDL Configuration Parameters

Follow these steps:

1. Select DDL, then Environment, then Configuration from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. Set the configuration properties and click OK.

Assign DDL paths

Follow these steps:

1. Select DDL, then Environment, then Paths from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. Assign the DDL paths. Paths are validated based on the server platform. Paths do not have to exist on the server at

time of validation but path names must be valid for the server platform.

Verify DDL Generation Defaults

Follow these steps:

1. Select DDL, Generate then Defaults from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. Verify the Target Environment settings.
3. Verify the remaining DDL Generation Defaults as listed in the following table and click OK.

Check Box Value

Override Paths No

Create storage groups. No

Qualify tables and indices with Owner ID. No

Create RI Alter Primary/ Foreign Keys & Triggers.

Generate DDL

Follow these steps:

1. Select DDL, then Generate from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. Select Generate, then Model from the DDL Generation window.
3. Verify the Generate Model Options as listed in the following table and click OK.

Check Box Value

Install Yes

Include Drop Statements No

The Generation Progress Indicator windows appear as the DDL statements are generated. Once generation is complete,
the Continue button in the Progress Indicator is enabled. When you click the Continue button, the GENSTAT.CTL file is
presented in the file browser. The GENSTAT.CTL file contains the generation status for all DDL components in the model.
Close the Review window by double-clicking the system menu icon in the upper left corner.
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Set Configuration Parameters for Character-Based Generation

Follow these steps:

1. Select Code, then Environment from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. For Referential Integrity Triggers:

a. Highlight the Referential Integrity Triggers.
b. Select Detail, then Configuration.
c. Set the configuration properties and click OK.

3. For Business Systems:
a. Highlight the business system CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT.
b. Select Detail, then Configuration.
c. Set the configuration properties and click OK.

Assign Paths for Character-Based Code Generation

Follow these steps:

1. Select Code, then Environment from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. For Referential Integrity Triggers:

a. Highlight the Referential Integrity Triggers.
b. Select Detail, then Paths.
c. Assign the Paths and click OK.
d. Paths are validated based on the server platform. Paths do not have to exist on the server at time of validation but

path names must be valid for the server platform.
3. For Business Systems:

a. Highlight the business system CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT.
b. Select Detail, then Paths.
c. Assign the Paths and click OK.
Paths are validated based on the server platform. Paths do not have to exist on the server at time of validation but
path names must be valid for the server platform.

Verify Code Generation Defaults

Follow these steps:

1. Select Code, then Generate, then Non-Cooperative from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. Select Defaults from the Application Generation window.
3. Verify the Target Environment.
4. Verify the remaining Generation Defaults as listed in the following table and click OK.

Check Box Value

Override Business System Target Environment No

Override Paths No

Delete generated source after install. No

Generate Foreign Action Blocks Yes

Process modules marked for Compatibility No
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Generate Character-Based Source Code

Follow these steps:

1. Select Code, then Generate, then Non-Cooperative from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. To select objects, select Edit, then Select New Objects from the Applications Generation window.
3. Select Referential Integrity Triggers and Online Load Modules from the Generation Object Type List. Click OK.
4. On the Generation Object Occurrence List window:

a. Select Referential Integrity Triggers.
b. Select Code and Install. When selected, a Y appears.
c. Select Add, then Continue.
d. Select ALL Online Load Modules.
e. Select Code, Screen, Install, and Apply to All Subordinates. When selected, a Y appears.
f. Select Add, then Continue, then Cancel.
g. Select Generate, then Flagged from the Application Generation window.

The Generation Progress Indicator window appears as the source code is generated. Once generation is
complete, the Continue button in the Progress Indicator is enabled. When you click the Continue button, the
GENSTAT.CTL file is presented in the file browser. The GENSTAT.CTL file contains the generation status for
all Referential Integrity Triggers and Non-Cooperative Online generation components (Dialog Managers, Action
Blocks, and Screens) in the model.

h. Close the Review window by double-clicking the system menu icon in the upper-left corner.
5. Select Edit, then Exit to close the Application Generation window.

Transferring Remote Files to the Target System

Generation produces remote files, which contain the generated source and instruction for installation. Each remote file has
a .rmt file extension. Before you can install the application into the target environment, you must transfer the remote files
to the target platform. For detailed instructions about transferring remote files, see the Build Tool documentation.

GUI Generation, Installation and Testing

This article provides information for GUI Generation, Installation, and Testing including the procedures to install and test
GUI generation.

Installing and Testing GUI Generation

Follow these steps:

1. Install the server software and upload the Gen Sample Model into your CSE.
2. Start the Construction Client, open, and log on to the encyclopedia.

a. Select Encyclopedia, then Open from the Encyclopedia Construction Client window.
b. Select the correct Encyclopedia from the Encyclopedia List window and press the Logon pushbutton. If only one

Encyclopedia exists, it is auto-selected.
3. Select Model from the Encyclopedia Construction Client window.

a. Select Actions, then Open from the Construction Model Selection window.
b. Select the GUI Gen Sample Model from the Model List window and click Open.

To Perform Window Packaging of the Model

Follow these steps:

1. Select Code, then Package, then Window from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. Select the business system GUI_CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT.
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3. View “current” Window Packaging for GUI_CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT:
a. Select View, then Expand from the Window Packaging window.
b. Verify that one Window Load Module is listed on the List Load Modules window.

4. Remove “current” Window Packaging for GUI_CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT:
a. Select the desired Window Load Module.
b. Select Edit, then Delete from the List Load Modules window.
c. You are prompted to confirm the deletion of the Window Load Module.
d. Perform steps a through c for each load module.

5. Select Edit, then Exit to close the List Load Modules window.
6. Select the business system GUI_CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT from the list of business systems on the Window

Packaging window.
7. To add Window Packaging for GUI_CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT:

a. Select Edit, then Add Load Module from the Window Packaging window.
b. Enter a load module name.
c. Select all procedure steps that are listed on the Add Load Modules window.
d. Click OK to create the Window Load Module.

8. To view “current” Window Packaging for GUI_CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT:
a. Select View, then Expand from the Window Packaging window.
b. Verify that one Window Load Module is listed on the List Load Modules window.

9. Select Edit, Complete from the Window Packaging window to complete Window Packaging for
GUI_CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT.
For each Window Load Module in GUI_CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT, Complete will assign source names to
generation type components; add trancodes to the load module; and then assign clear screen trancodes to each
procedure step packaged into the Window Load Module.

10. Select Edit, then Exit to close the Window Packaging window.

To Set DDL Configuration Parameters

Follow these steps:

1. Select DDL, then Environment, then Configuration from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. Set the configuration properties and click OK.

To Assign DDL Paths

Follow these steps:

1. Select DDL, then Environment, then Paths from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. Assign the DDL paths. Paths are validated based on the server platform. Paths do not have to exist on the server at

time of validation but path names must be valid for the server platform.

To Verify DDL Generation Defaults

Follow these steps:

1. Select DDL, then Generate from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. Select Defaults from the DDL Generation window.
3. Verify the Target Environment.
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4. Verify the remaining DDL Generation Defaults as listed in the following table and click OK.

Check Box Value

Override Paths No

Qualify tables and indices with Owner ID. No

Create storage groups. No

Create RI Alter Primary/ Foreign Keys & Triggers. No

Generate DDL

Follow these steps:

1. Select DDL, then Generate from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. Select Generate, then Model from the DDL Generation window.
3. Verify the Generate Model Options as listed in the following table and click OK.

Check Box Value

Install Yes

Include Drop Statements No

The Generation Progress Indicator windows appears as the DDL statements are generated. Once generation is
complete, the Continue button in the Progress Indicator is enabled. When you click Continue, the GENSTAT.CTL file
is presented in the file browser. The GENSTAT.CTL file contains the generation status for all DDL components in the
model.

4. Close the Review window by double-clicking the system menu icon in the upper left corner.

To Set Configuration Parameters for GUI Code Generation

Follow these steps:

1. Select Code, then Environment from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. For Referential Integrity Triggers:

a. Highlight the Referential Integrity Triggers.
b. Select Detail, then Configuration.
c. Set the configuration properties and click OK.

3. For Business Systems:
a. Highlight the business system GUI_CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT.
b. Select Detail, then Configuration.
c. Set the configuration properties and click OK.

To Assign Paths for GUI Code Generation

Follow these steps:

1. Select Code, then Environment from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. For Referential Integrity Triggers:

a. Highlight the Referential Integrity Triggers.
b. Select Detail, then Paths.
c. Assign the Paths and click OK.
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Paths are validated based on the server platform. Paths do not have to exist on the server at time of validation but
path names must be valid for the server platform.

3. For Business Systems:
a. Highlight the business system GUI_CORPORATE_MANAGEMENT.
b. Select Detail, then Paths.
c. Assign the Paths and click OK.
Paths are validated based on the server platform. Paths do not have to exist on the server at time of validation but
path names must be valid for the server platform.

To Verify GUI Code Generation Defaults

Follow these steps:

1. Select Code, then Generate, then Non-Cooperative from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. Select Defaults from the Application Generation window and verify the Target Environment.

Verify the remaining Generation Defaults as listed in the following table and click OK.

Check Box Value

Override Business System Target Environment No

Override Paths No

Delete generated source after install. No

Generate Foreign Action Blocks No

Process modules marked for Compatibility No

To Generate GUI Source Code

Follow these steps:

1. Select Code, then Generate Non-Cooperative from the Construction Model Selection window.
2. To select objects to generate:

a. Select Edit, then Select New Objects from the Applications Generation window.
b. Select Referential Integrity Triggers and Window Load Module from the Generation Object Type List and click OK.
c. On the Generation Object Occurrence List window, select Referential Integrity Triggers.
d. Select Code and Install. When selected, a Y appears.
e. Select Add, then Continue.
f. Select ALL Window Load Modules.
g. Select Code, then Screen, then Install, then Apply to All Subordinates. When selected, a Y appears.
h. Select Add, then Continue, then Cancel.
i. Select Generate, then Flagged from the Application Generation window.
The Generation Progress Indicator window appears as the source code is generated. Once generation is complete,
the Continue button in the Progress Indicator is enabled. When you click the Continue button, the GENSTAT.CTL file is
presented in the file browser. The GENSTAT.CTL file contains the generation status for all Referential Integrity Triggers
and Non-Cooperative Window generation components (window load modules and action blocks) in the model.

3. Close the Review window by double-clicking the system menu icon in the upper-left corner.
4. Select Edit, then Exit to close the Application Generation window.
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Transferring Remote Files to the Target System

Generation produces remote files that contain the generated source and instruction for installation. Each remote file has
a .rmt file extension. Before you can install the application into the target environment, you must transfer the remote files
to the target platform. For detailed instructions about transferring remote files, see the Build Tool documentation.

Client Server Encyclopedia Version Control
This and other model management tasks are described in Version Control Tasks.

CSE Version Control Functions

When you start the Version Control Client and display the main window, you notice six functions under the Model menu:

• Adopt
• Migrate
• Compare
• Trial Adopt
• Trial Migrate

Following is a high-level overview of these Version Control functions in the order that they appear on the menu.

Adopt

Adoption is the Version Control function that enables you to propagate the ancestry of a source model object to an object
that is logically the same in the destination model. You use Adoption when two objects in different models are logically the
same, but are not recognized as versions of the same object by Migration and Compare Report. Adoption does not affect
object definitions. During Adoption, all selected aggregate objects and their component objects that can be adopted are
adopted. Any objects that cannot be adopted are reported as not adopted, ignored, or already adopted. When a parent
object is adopted, but a component of that object is not adopted because it is not logically the same as any component in
the source model, that component is reported as unadopted. Adoption can be successful even when some objects cannot
be adopted.

For answers to other questions you have about Adoption, see FAQs About Adoption.

Migrate

Migration is the Version Control function that enables you to selectively copy aggregate objects from the selected source
model to the selected destination model. The copied objects replace equivalent objects, if they exist. Otherwise, copied
objects are added to the destination model. For a graphical depiction, see Migration Replaces Equivalent Objects and
Adds New Objects in the section "Migrating Objects from One Model to Another."

Migration copies each object that you select in context as an aggregate object with related objects. Migrating the
related objects maintains the integrity of the definition of the aggregate object. There are three kinds of related objects:
component objects, which Migration always migrates with the aggregate, companion objects, which Migration migrates
with the aggregate if they do not exist in the destination model, and enabling objects, which you must select for migration
with the aggregate object if they do not exist in the destination model.

If any selected object cannot be successfully migrated, no objects are migrated. This ensures that Migration always
preserves the integrity of the destination model.

For answers to other questions you have about Migration, see FAQs About Migration.

Compare Report

The Compare Report is the Version Control function that compares selected aggregate objects and their subordinated
aggregate objects in two models in the same encyclopedia and reports differences. The resulting Compare Aggregate
Object Report lists:
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• Objects that exist only in the source model or in the destination model
• For objects that exist in both models, that is, for equivalent objects

– Which object pairs are the same versions in both models
– Which object pairs are different versions in each model

You find this information useful when you begin to identify objects to migrate from one model to another. For example,
objects in different versions are candidates for migration -- usually you select the later version of the object to replace the
earlier version. For a sample scenario illustrating this, see Evaluating the Compare Aggregate Object Report. For answers
to other questions you have about Compare Report, see FAQs About Compare Report.

Trial Adopt Report

Trial Adoption is the Version Control function that produces a report of the results you could expect if you performed
Adoption on the same selection of objects. Trial Adoption allows you to examine potential adoption results without
changing object ancestry.

Trial Migrate Report

Trial Migration is the Version Control function that produces a report of the results you could expect if you performed
Migration on the same selection of objects. Trial Migration allows you to examine potential migration results without
actually adding or replacing any objects in the destination model.

NOTE
When you select objects for Migration, Adoption, or Compare Report, you select aggregate objects. The use of
aggregate objects enables Version Control to preserve the design context of objects.

Aggregate Sets

Aggregate sets are the Version Control function that enables you to reuse a set of aggregate objects you have selected
for Adoption, Migration, or any of the Reports. You can select an aggregate set that you created for one function and
reuse with another function. You can select an aggregate set that you used for a trial report and modify it to use with
another run of that report.

Version Control Tasks

The following table describes How Version Control functions can be used to satisfy Version Control tasks:

Objective Task

Maintain multiple models that represent the same system at
different stages of development, testing, and production.

Migrate new and changed objects through the different model
versions.

Synchronize models that are used for parallel development so
that all objects in one model are the same version as equivalent
objects in the other model.

Migrate new and changed objects back and forth between models
regularly.

Reuse and synchronize common objects. Migrate changed common objects from the common objects
model to each development model where they are used.

Synchronize models with objects that are logically the same but
were initially implemented independently.

Adopt objects that are logically the same, and then migrate the
equivalent objects to synchronize object versions.

Prerequisites to CSE Version Control

When you select the source model and destination model for any Version Control function that function verifies that you
are authorized for the function and the models you select meet the requirements in the areas of language code and
schema level. If restrictions apply to a selected model in either of these areas, a warning message or error message
appears. Models that are unusable, models that reside on different encyclopedias, and models that do not meet schema
requirements for the particular Version Control function, do not appear on the selection lists for source model and
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destination model. Child models appear on the destination model selection list only for the Compare Report; child models
cannot be selected as destination models for any other Version Control function. There are no restrictions on whether the
source or destination model is checked out for any Version Control function.

Model Requirements

This section describes the model requirements that are enforced by Version Control and recommendations for meeting
these requirements. You need not investigate in advance whether particular models can be used for a given Version
Control function. You are notified through message dialogs if the models that you select cannot be used successfully.

Language Code

Both the source and destination models must be stored with the same language code. See Verify Language Code
Combination is Valid for more information. A Zero Language Code Warning message indicates that one or both selected
models have a language code of zero.

If a Zero Language Code Warning message appears when you select the models, convert the selected model to establish
the correct code page value. For details, see Using the Toolset associated with the message dialog, or see Use Client
Server Encyclopedia.

WARNING
If you attempt a migration where the destination model uses a different language code than the source model,
migration can cause unpredictable results.

Schema Level

You can Migrate or Trial Migrate objects between models only if the schema of the destination model is equal to or greater
than the source model's schema. You can Compare, Adopt, or Trial Adopt objects between models regardless of schema
level. Supported model schemas are Prior Schema and Current Schema.

NOTE
For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see Release Notes.

The following table describes the prerequisites to perform the listed functions:

Function Source Model Schema Destination Model Schema

Migration Prior Schema
Current Schema

Prior Schema or Current Schema
Current Schema

Trial Migration Prior Schema
Current Schema

Prior Schema or Current Schema
Current Schema

Adoption Prior Schema or Current Schema Prior Schema or Current Schema

Trial Adoption Prior Schema or Current Schema Prior Schema or Current Schema

Compare Prior Schema or Current Schema Prior Schema or Current Schema

Authorization

You must have proper authority on the models you select to perform any Version Control function. The following table
describes the authorizations that are required for source and destination models:

Function Minimum Authority on Source Model Minimum Authority on Destination
Model

Migration Read Migrate To

Trial Migration Read Read

Adoption Read Migrate To
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Trial Adoption Read Read

Compare Read Read

The following table describes the encyclopedia access requirements to perform Version Control functions:

Aggregate Set Process Minimum Authority

Add Encyclopedia access. The set administrator is the userid that is
used when adding the set.

Copy, Detail Encyclopedia access

Change Administrator, Delete, Modify, Rename Set administrator

Model Status

The following statuses indicate that the model is usable:

• Modifiable
• Read-only
• Checked-in
• Waiting-for-verify

NOTE
No Version Control functions can be performed on a model with a status of Unusable.

The following table discusses the model status requirements to perform Version Control functions:

Function Source Model Destination Model

Migration usable modifiable

Trial Migration usable modifiable

Adoption usable usable

Trial Adoption usable usable

Compare usable usable

Child Model Usage

You can use a child model as the source model for any Version Control function. You can also use a child model as the
destination model for Compare Report.

The following table discusses the models that can be used as source and destination models:

Function Source Model Destination Model

Migration Child Model N/A

Trial Migration Child Model N/A

Adoption Child Model N/A

Trial Adoption Child Model N/A

Compare Child Model Child Model

Model/Subset Checkout Status

You can use any Version Control function without regard to the checkout status of the source or destination models or
their subsets. However, if the destination model or any of its subsets are checked out when you perform a migration, the
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protection level of individual objects are respected. For details, see Attempt to Reference/Modify/Delete Objects which are
Checked Out in Migrating Objects from One Model to Another.

Model Residence Requirement

Source and destination models must be in the same CSE. Version Control is not supported across encyclopedias.

Recommendations

The following are the actions that you must take to enhance your success with Version Control:

• Become familiar with the models that you select for migration or adoption before using these functions.
• Make sure the models that you plan to use together are stored with the same language code.
• If your models were created with an earlier version of Gen, consider converting the models.
• If the model you want to use as the source model is in a different encyclopedia than the destination model, either copy

the model to the encyclopedia where the destination model resides, or extract the model to the required encyclopedia
and use the child model as the source model.

Know Your Models

It is important that you are familiar with both models before performing a migration or adoption. One way to gain familiarity
with the models is through studying the Compare Aggregate Object Report, the Trial Migrate Aggregate Object Report,
and the Trial Adopt Objects Report or the Trial Adopt Model Report.

Verify Language Code Combination is Valid

Evaluate the language code of each model through the Detail pushbutton on the Model Selection dialog. Both the
source and destination models must be stored with the same non-zero language code. If you select a model with a
zero language code, a Zero Language Code Warning is displayed. Selecting a model with a zero language code can
cause unpredictable results. For details, see Online Help for Zero Language Code Warning or see Use the Client Server
Encyclopedia.

Consider Converting Existing Models

Converting Second Prior Schema or Prior Schema models to Current Schema enables you to take advantage of the new
functionality associated with the Current Schema.

NOTE
For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the Release
Notes.

The only actions that you can take on a Second Prior Schema model are delete or convert. For more information about
the Convert command, see Using the Toolset. For more information about model conversion, see Use the Client Server
Encyclopedia.

Use Extract or Copy when Models are on Different Encyclopedias

If the model you want to use as the source model for any Version Control function is on a different CSE than the
destination model, you can extract that model to the same encyclopedia using the Extract / Model command from the
Encyclopedia Client. You can then use the child model as the source model for Migration, Adoption, or Compare Report.
This is an alternative to using the Copy/From Another Encyclopedia command to create a source model like the one on
the other encyclopedia.

Overview of Version Control Functions

Five Version Control functions share many of the same dialogs. The following discussion walks you through the Version
Control dialogs you are likely to use the most, and offers usage tips. Once you are familiar with these dialogs, you find
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them easy to use when you encounter them. You can find it helpful to start the Version Control Client and proceed through
this section.

Starting the Version Control Client

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Gen Version Control Client either by clicking the Version Control Client icon or by entering the following
command-line command:

iefvc vcfunc open       

1. Enter the CSE Servers host name, service name or port, your Gen user ID, and the password if your account requires
one, and click OK.

NOTE
The hostname field can contain a hostname, a hostname with domain name, or an Internet Packet version
4 (IPv4) or version 6 (IPv6) address. The hostname can be a maximum of 1024 characters to accommodate
host and domain names that contain non-ASCII characters.

2. If you are authorized for more than one encyclopedia, select the required encyclopedia, then select Logon.
For more information, see one of the following procedures:
– Performing Object Comparison
– Performing Adoption or Trial Adoption
– Performing Migration or Trial Migration

Using a Filter

Many of the Version Control dialogs allow you to filter what is displayed to make selection easier. Access Online Help from
any filter entry field for detailed instructions on creating and using filters.

Type the appropriate characters in the filter field and press tab to display the following selections:

Selections Type

beginning with an S S or S%

with an embedded Z %Z

with B as the third character __B (underscore, underscore, B)

Determining Which Model Is the Source Model

In selecting two models to compare, you specify one as the source model and the other as the destination model. For
Compare Report, Migration, and Trial Migration, the source model is the model whose object occurrences are displayed
for selection. For Adoption and Trial Adoption, the destination model is the model whose object occurrences are displayed
for selection. Select a source and destination model for every Version Control operation that you perform.

The following figure shows the relationship of source and destination models for the various Version Control functions.
As the figure suggests, when object occurrence selection lists display, the Compare Report and Migration/Trial Migration
functions display source model objects for selection. Adoption/Trial Adoption displays destination model objects for
selection:
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Figure 121: Model and Object Usage for Compare Report, Migration, and Adoption

Evaluating the Model Checkout Status

The Model Selection List displays the checkout status next to the name of each model available for selection as a source
or destination model. You can perform any Version Control function, regardless of whether either model or one or more
of their subsets are checked out. However, protection levels that are associated with objects in a checked out model or
subset are respected by Migration. See Attempt to Reference/Modify/Delete Object(s) Which are Checked Out in the
section, "Migrating Objects from One Model to Another."

The following table lists the checkout status of the model for a corresponding checkout user ID:

Checkout User ID Means

blanks the model is not checked out; none of its subsets are checked out

a User ID the model is checked out by the identified user

******** one or more subsets of the model are checked out.

Selecting the Object Range

When determining whether to use All or Selected as the Object Range for Adoption, see Determine Whether to Adopt All
or Adopt Selected Objects in the section "Performing Adoption."

When determining whether to use All or Selected as the Object Range for Compare Report or Trial Adoption with small to
moderate models, see the following table.
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The following table discusses the advantages of each of the Object Range options:

All Selected
No object selection time needed.
Resulting report is comprehensive; there is no chance of leaving
out information you want.
Provides a good baseline report if using Version Control on the
same models regularly.
Desirable for running the Compare Report; use Compare results
on all objects to create aggregate set of required objects for next
process.

Processing time is shorter.
Report can be easier to analyze because it focuses on objects of
greatest interest.
Report can take less time to analyze because of its shorter length.
Desirable with aggregate set for Trial Adoption, Adoption, Trial
Migration, and Migration.

NOTE
For large models, selected objects can be the preferable alternative because Version Control functions can be
resource-intensive. If you choose selected objects, you can select objects individually or select one or more
aggregate sets that are composed of objects that are previously selected.

Specifying How to Save Reports

Each time that you use a Version Control function, a report is generated. The default directory is the directory where the
Version Control Client is installed; each report has a default name. If you accept the defaults, you retain only the latest
version of each type of report generated.

If you want to archive reports or retain a series of reports for tracking changes, consider developing file-naming standards
to ensure filename uniqueness for each report type. Also consider creating directories indicating date ranges and direct all
reports, say for the quarter, into the same directory.

Selecting Aggregate Objects

You can select Aggregate objects that are used in any phase of an application development life cycle for Version Control
functions. To know more about list of aggregate objects, see one of the following:

• For a list of aggregate object types available for Compare Report, Migration, and Trial Migration, see Become Familiar
with Aggregate Object Types in the section, "Creating and Maintaining Aggregate Sets."

• For a list of aggregate object types available for Adoption and Trial Adoption, see Become Familiar with Aggregate
Object Types for Adoption, in the section "Performing Adoption."

To select objects for any Version Control function, you first select the aggregate object type, then select the specific
aggregate object occurrence from a list of objects of that type that exist in the model. If a selected object has subordinate
aggregate objects, you can expand to list the subordinates for selection. If the set of objects you plan to select is one
that you can use more than once, consider defining it as an aggregate set. Then select the set each time you need those
particular aggregate objects.

How Aggregates Help Minimize Object Selection

When an object type is defined as an aggregate object type for a particular Version Control function, that function
considers objects that are related to the aggregate object when evaluating it. One advantage of being able to select
aggregate objects is that you do not have to select all the low-level components of the objects of interest to compare
objects, migrate objects, or adopt objects. For example, you do not select literals, fields, special fields, and edit patterns
when you want to compare, migrate, or adopt a screen occurrence. These objects are the components of the aggregate
object type that is called screen, and therefore are comprehended automatically when you perform a Version Control
function on a screen object occurrence.

Strategies for Simplifying Object Selection

There are various ways to reduce the number of object occurrences on scrollable lists. The following are some tips:
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• Use aggregate sets, when possible.
• Use the Filter feature. See Using a Filter.
• If selecting a low-level aggregate of a type where there are numerous occurrences, begin with the highest level

aggregate object type up the chain of subordinates from that occurrence and expand until you reach the level of the
object of interest.

For example, to select a particular procedure step action block, you could do one of the following:

• Select the related parent business system and expand to its procedures
– Select the related procedure and expand to its procedure steps
– Select the related procedure step and expand to its procedure step action blocks
– Select the procedure step action block of interest

• Select the object type of interest initially, then use the slider bar to scroll; object occurrences are listed alphabetically.

How Version Control Functions Use Aggregate Objects

Each Version Control function uses aggregate objects differently. The following list shows different ways:

• For details on the changes to related objects that cause aggregate objects to be marked as changed, see Change
Capture for Version Control.

• For migration details related to component objects, companion objects, and enabling objects, see Aggregate Object
Expansions and Special Cases.

• For details on the process of determining which component objects are adopted along with an aggregate object, see
Adoption Rules.

For a list of subordinate aggregate objects that are used by Compare Report, see Become Familiar with Subordinate
Aggregate Object Types.

FAQs About Compare Report
This article provides information for the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and their short answers about Compare
Report functionality.

• What is the purpose of compare report? To compare objects in two models on the same encyclopedia and report which
objects are the same, which objects are in one model but not the other, and which objects are different versions

• How is equivalence between objects determined? By testing for common ancestry and for applicability of Special
Equivalency Rules

• How is version difference between equivalent objects detected? By comparing the timestamps of the session objects
that were associated with each equivalent object during the last change session

• How are object differences reported? This question is answered with an annotated mock-up of the report format
• Why would I need version control? It is a convenient way to compare all objects or selected objects in different models
• When would I use version control? Before performing any other Version Control function on the selected models
• How do I use compare report results? Analyze the results on a case-by-case basis

What Is the Purpose of Compare Report?

Compare Report is a Version Control function that compares all aggregate objects or selected aggregate objects and their
subordinate aggregate objects in two models in the same Client/Server Encyclopedia (CSE) and reports. The following is
a list of objects for which Compare Report function can be used:

• Objects that exist in one model but not the other, that is an object for which no equivalent object exists in the other
model.

• Equivalent objects that exist in both models, but in different versions.
• Equivalent objects that exist in the same version in both models.
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How Is Equivalence Between Objects Determined?

An object in the destination model is equivalent to an object in the source model if it has the same Original Encyclopedia
ID and the same Original Object ID, or if there is a Special Equivalency Rule for that object type, and the object in
question meets the rule.

The combination of an Original Encyclopedia ID and Original Object ID of an object, which is unique within a model,
defines the ancestry of that object. If two aggregate objects in different models have the same Original Encyclopedia ID
and Original Object ID, they share common ancestry. The two aggregate objects are considered versions of the same
object.

The following figure illustrates equivalence between two objects, due to common ancestry. The entity type, CLIENT, in the
source model shares common ancestry with the entity type, CLIENT, in the destination model. Equivalence is established
by matching Original Encyclopedia IDs and Original Object IDs:

The figure, Object Equivalence Through Special Equivalency Rule, illustrates equivalence between objects that meet the
special equivalency rule for data tables. The data table, CLIENT, in the source model is equivalent to data table, CLIENT,
in the destination model. Equivalence between the data tables is established by the Special Equivalency Rule for data
tables, which states that data tables are equivalent if they implement entity types that share common ancestry.

NOTE
You can find the other object types to which a special equivalency rule applies in the table Special Equivalency
Rules. The rule for each object type is also provided.
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How Is Difference Between Equivalent Objects Detected?

Equivalent objects are different if the session in which they were last changed is different. When any process changes
an object, that object is associated with a session object that includes the date and the time of change to the second.
Compare Report evaluates the date and time of change. If a change to an object is made in one model, the date and time
of its session object is different from the date and time of the session object that is associated with the equivalent object in
the other model; thus the objects compare as different.

Under certain circumstances, objects can be reported as different when they are not different. For example, if identical
changes to an object are made independently in each model, the date and time that is associated with the session object
is different and the objects compare as different.

An aggregate object can be associated with many different sessions. However, it is associated with only one session
at a time through the CHNGED/CHNGDBY association -- namely, the session that reflects the last update to the object
concerning Version Control.

The following figure illustrates the type of association that is formed between a changed aggregate object and the session
object:
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How Are Object Differences Reported?

The differences that are reported depend on the report sections you select to include. When you select sections to report,
the options are: Source only, Destination only, Same, Different, and All. The following figure shows the mapping of these
selections to the headers on the four report sections. All would apply to all sections:

If you compare selected objects, each object you select from the source model and each of its components are reported in
one of three ways:
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• As being the same version as an equivalent object in the destination model,
• As being a different version from an equivalent object in the destination model, or
• As not existing in the destination model.

If you select Destination only, this additional the following information is reported:

• If you compare selected objects and any selected objects have subordinates that exist in the destination model but do
not exist in the model from which you select objects, they are reported as not existing in the source model.

• If you compare all objects, all aggregate objects in the destination model for which there are no equivalent objects in
the source model are reported as not existing in the source model.

Why Would I Need Version Control?

There are several situations where you can get the information that you need from the Compare Aggregate Object Report.
For example, run the Compare Report for the following results:

• To determine whether model-level adoption is indicated, see the figure in Sample Compare Report for Adoption in the
section "Performing Adoption."

• To identify objects to consider for migration. See the figure, Compare Report That Identifies Objects to Consider for
Migration.

• To evaluate model versions after a successful migration. See the figure, Compare Report on Migrated Objects.
• To evaluate changes that are made in both models to the subordinate objects of a selected aggregate object. See the

figure, Sample Compare Report on an Aggregate and Its Subordinate Objects.

When Would I Use Version Control?

The Compare Report is often the first step in planning a migration to copy new and changed objects from one model to
another. The report identifies objects that have changed and objects that exist in one model but not the other. Based on
the difference analysis information in the report, you can determine which objects to migrate. You also can be able to
identify possible candidates for adoption by looking for objects with the same name listed as existing in the source model
only and as existing in the destination model only.

There are special cases for using the Compare Report, and there are situations where you can use the Compare Report
regularly. The following are two such cases cited in terms of model management objectives:

If You Use Version Control To Use the Compare Report To

Synchronize models that are used for parallel development. Evaluate changes and additions that are made to both
development models so that you can plan a strategy for migration
that captures all enhancements without loss of any objects you
want to retain.

Maintain models of the same application in different stages, such
as development and test.

Limit migration from test to development to only what has been
added or changed since the initial copy or the last migration.

How Do I Use Compare Report Results?

There are certain situations where synchronizing object versions is needed; in this case, the list of objects reported as
different can be used as the basis of selecting objects for migration. If you create an aggregate set of objects that are
listed as different, you save object selection time when performing a series of Trial Migrations. There are other situations
where you can want to retain differences between equivalent objects in different models; for example, if the models
represent different releases of an application. For recommendations on when to consider migration and other alternatives,
see Evaluate Report Data to Determine the Next Step.
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Preparing for the Compare Report
Generating a Compare Report on the models of interest is usually the first task you will perform with the CSE Version
Control Client.

Consider Requirements and Recommendations

You can either verify model and authorization requirements before you begin or you can simply proceed and take action
only if you receive a message on an unmet requirement. For details about model requirements and recommendations,
see Getting Ready.

Scheduling Considerations

Scheduling a migration can be necessary in the following situations:

• The migration is very large.
• The destination model is checked out where objects affected by migration have protection levels that prevent the

necessary referencing, deleting, or modification to be completed.

Large migrations are resource-intensive; scheduling considerations can be an issue. It is recommended that you perform
small migrations to reduce the resources needed.

Object Protection Considerations

Consideration of protections is applicable only if the destination model or any of its subsets are checked out when you
perform a migration. For information on determining checkout status, see Evaluating the Models' Checkout Status. Object-
level protection applies to aggregate objects equivalent to those you select for migration. It also extends to objects related
to the aggregate object.

For the migration rules based on object protections and an illustrative example, see Attempt To Reference/Modify/Delete
Object(s) Which Are Checked Out.

Determine Whether to Compare All or Compare Selected Objects

When you make your report selections on the Compare Options dialog, you will notice the Object Range option. This lets
you specify whether to compare all objects in both models, or to compare aggregate objects you select from a selection
list.

If you are using Version Control for the first time on a model, you can want to use the compare all objects option.
The advantage of comparing All objects is that you can be sure the report will be comprehensive. For additional
considerations, see the table, Comparing Advantages of All and Selected in Selecting the Object Range.

When using Compare All, it is not necessary to become familiar with aggregate object types before you run the report for
the first time. It is reasonable to defer this until you begin analyzing the report results and planning the objects to select for
the aggregate set to use for your next function. Then you can focus on only the aggregate object types you have in your
model. For details about aggregate object types for Compare Report, see Become Familiar with Aggregate Object Types.

Identify Models as Source and Destination

When you select Compare All, it does not matter which model you specify as the source and destination. The information
you can derive from the report is the same.

When you select aggregate objects to compare, consider the following tips:
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• If changes have been made to only one of the models, specify this model as the source model.
• If the models are two development models that are being worked on in parallel and the report is limited to selected

objects, consider running the report twice. Select one model as the source one time and select the other model as the
source the next time.

• If you are aware of all new or changed objects in the source model, you can not need to run the Compare Report; you
can have all the information you need to select objects for migration.

Determine the Sections to Report

Choose any combination of the options listed in the following table for the report. The following table describes all the
options:

Section Option Meaning of Option
All Same as selecting all these options:

-Source only
-Destination only
-Same
-Different
Note: The individual options are disabled when you select All,
because they are included automatically with All.

Source Only Lists each source model object for which there is no equivalent
object in the destination model.

Destination Only If comparing selected objects from the source, lists the
subordinate aggregate objects of equivalent objects in the
destination model that have no equivalent in the source model. If
comparing all, lists all objects in the destination model that are not
in the source model.

Same Lists objects that exist in the same version in both source model
and destination model.

Different Lists objects that exist in both source and destination models, but
in different versions.

Performing Object Comparison
Use the following procedure to compare objects in different models and generate a Compare Aggregate Object Report.

NOTE
For syntax on the command line alternative, enter COMPMODL from the directory where the Version Control
client is installed.

Generate the Compare Aggregate Object Report

This section describes the various procedures to be followed for generating the Compare Object Report.

Access the Compare Function

Follow these steps:

1. Access Version Control. See Starting the Version Control Client.
2. Select the Compare Report option. Model, Reports then Compare.
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3. Select the source model and destination model. For considerations, see Determining Which Model is the Source
Model.
a. (Optional). Specify a filter for the Source Model names as described in Using a Filter.
b. From the Source Model list, select the model that contains the objects you intend to compare.
c. (Optional). Specify a filter for the Destination Model names.
d. From the Destination Model list, select the model that contains the objects you intend to compare the source model

objects to.
e. Click OK.

4. Specify the Compare options. Press F1 for Online Help on any field.
a. Specify whether to report on all objects or selected objects. For details, see Selecting the Object Range.
b. If reporting on selected objects that have been defined to an aggregate set, check Aggregate Sets.
c. Specify a report destination or accept the displayed default. For tips, see Specifying How to Save Reports.
d. Specify a unique filename for the report or accept the displayed default.
e. Specify the sections to include on the report or accept the default, All. For details, see Determine the Sections to

Report.
f. Click OK.
g. If you selected Compare All, skip to the Compare Report Confirmation (Step 11). If you selected Aggregate Set,

skip to Aggregate Sets (Step 9). Otherwise, continue.
5. Select an aggregate object type for which you want to list aggregate object occurrences. A description of each

aggregate object type is listed in a table under Become Familiar with Aggregate Object Types.
a. Highlight the aggregate object type of interest. You can find it helpful to select a higher-level aggregate object to

the object of interest. This strategy will ensure that the report includes information on enabling objects to the object
of interest. It will also ensure that the report includes information about related objects at the same level as the
object of interest. For example, if the object of interest is an entity type, select instead its parent subject area. For a
listing of the hierarchies, see Become Familiar with Aggregate Object Expansion in the section, "Migrating Objects
from One Model to Another."

b. Click List, or to limit the display to a specific range of occurrences of the selected aggregate object type, enter a
filter value as described in Using a Filter and click List.

6. Select one occurrence, select multiple occurrences, or click Select All.
Selecting one occurrence and expanding it displays the list of objects subordinate to the selected occurrence. This
option is useful if you want to select objects of a low-level type having an extremely large number of occurrences
within the model, but only a small number when accessed in this way.
a. If you selected only one object and want to expand that object, click Expand and proceed with the Aggregate

Object Expanded Occurrences dialog (Step 7).
b. If you selected multiple individual occurrences, clicked Select All, or selected an object that cannot be expanded

or that you do not want to expand, click Add, and then click Exit. The Aggregate Object Types List appears. Either
continue the selection process as described in Step 5 or click Cancel and proceed to generate the report as
described in Step 10 for the Selected Object List.

7. Select one occurrence, select multiple occurrences individually, or click Select All. Continue in one of the following
ways:
a. If you selected only one object and want to expand that object, click Expand again. Continue as described at the

beginning of this step. (You can repeat this step of selecting and expanding until you reach the lowest-level object
in the chain.)

b. If you selected multiple objects, all objects, or a single object that either cannot be expanded or that you don't want
to expand, click Add, then click Exit. If you performed only one expansion, the Aggregate Object Occurrences
dialog with the parent object appears. If you performed multiple expansions, the Aggregate Object Expanded
Occurrences dialog with the parent object appears. Click Exit repeatedly until you display the Aggregate Object
Types dialog.

c. There is no need to select a subordinate aggregate object if you have selected its parent, since it will be
automatically processed when the parent object is fully expanded. This is the reason that selecting Add at the
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parent level is not recommended here; the assumption is that you made the selection at the highest level you
need.

8. To continue selecting objects to compare, return to step 5. To generate the report with the objects currently selected,
click Cancel.

9. Select the aggregate set(s) to use.
10. Verify that the listed objects are the objects to be compared. If so, click Proceed. (If not, see Online Help for other

options.)
Compare Report Confirmation

11. Click Yes to proceed with the Compare Report.
Compare processing begins. A Compare progress indicator appears, updating the count of objects processed until the
compare is complete.
Compare Processing Messages

12. Review the following messages, then click Continue to generate the Compare Aggregate Object Report. The report
appears in a Review panel. You can also access it under the specified (or default) filename from the specified (or
default) directory.
a. Request being forwarded to server
b. Preparing the compare report
c. Comparing ... objects (displays incrementing object count)
d. Compare complete

Evaluating the Compare Aggregate Object Report
This topic contains an example of using the Compare Aggregate Object Report. Evaluating report data to determine what
to do next is addressed last.

Sample Compare Report

Consider two models used for parallel development, where the goal is to keep them synchronized. The status is one of the
following:

• Most objects are in the same version in both models
• Attribute CUSTOMER CREDIT_BAL was changed in the source model
• Attribute CUSTOMER FAX_NUM was added to the source model
• Attribute CUSTOMER INTERNET_ADD was added to the destination model

The following report is a sample view of the data that is displayed in each of the sections as evaluated by the Compare
Report process:
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Figure 122: Sample view of the data displayed in each of the sections as evaluated by the Compare Report
process

When you report on a single high-level aggregate object, here the Entity Type, CUSTOMER, the Compare Report process
reports on not only the selected object, but also on its subordinate aggregate objects. The following is sample Compare
Report on an Aggregate and Its Subordinate Objects:
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Figure 123: Sample Compare Report on an Aggregate and Its Subordinate Objects

Compare Report's View of the Scenario

The Compare Report evaluates the Original Encyclopedia ID, the Original Object ID, and the change date and time
properties of the session object that is associated with each reported object.
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Aggregate Object Listed as Not in Source Model

The aggregate object CUSTOMER INTERNET_ADD was added to the destination model. The following is a sample view:

The Compare Aggregate Object Report indicates that the attribute CUSTOMER INTERNET_ADD does not exist in the
source model. This is because the source model contains no attribute that is a component of the selected entity type
CUSTOMER that is equivalent to CUSTOMER INTERNET_ADD on the destination model. See the second figure in
Evaluating the Compare Aggregate Object Report.

Aggregate Object Listed as Not in Destination Model

The aggregate object CUSTOMER FAX_NUM was created in the source model. It exists only in the source model; it does
not exist in the destination model. The following is a sample view:
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The Compare Aggregate Object Report indicates that the attribute CUSTOMER FAX_NUM does not exist in the
destination model because no object in the destination model has the same Original Encyclopedia ID and Original Object
ID. See the second figure in Evaluating the Compare Aggregate Object Report.

Aggregate Objects Listed as Different

In the source model, a property of attribute CUSTOMER CREDIT_BAL is updated. If the property of an object is updated
and it is an aggregate object, that object is marked as changed. The following is a sample view:
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The Compare Aggregate Objects Report indicates that attribute CUSTOMER CREDIT_BAL in the source model is
different from attribute CUSTOMER CREDIT_BALNC in the destination model. The report shows both labels since they
are different. Although the attributes are equivalent, their Session Change Date and Change Time are different. See the
figure, Sample Compare Report on an Aggregate and Its Subordinate Objects.

NOTE
When you change the property of an object, the object or its parent aggregate object is marked as changed. The
parent aggregate object is marked if the changed object is not an aggregate object.

Aggregate Objects Listed as the Same

Assume that the destination model was created by copying the source model and that the entity type CUSTOMER existed
in the source model at the time of the copy. Subsequent migrations could have occurred. The following is a sample view:
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The Compare Aggregate Object Report indicates that entity type CUSTOMER and several of its attributes are the same
in the source and destination models. The additions and changes were marked at the attribute rather than the entity type
level, since attribute is an aggregate object. See the figure, Sample Compare Report on an Aggregate and Its Subordinate
Objects.

NOTE
The Compare Report uses the Change Date and Change Time of the session object to determine whether
equivalent objects are the same version. If equivalent objects were last changed in the same session, the
objects are reported as being the same.

Evaluate Report Data to Determine the Next Step

For each difference reported, you determine to Migrate the object, Adopt the object, then migrate it, Accept the difference,
or Continue analysis.

Migrate Objects

Migrating objects enables you to maintain the same version of like objects across models. Migration either replaces an
equivalent object, if it exists in the destination model, or creates an instance of the object in the destination model:

• For each object pair reported as different, evaluate the content, then:
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– If one version is acceptable as is, consider making the objects the same in both models by migrating the preferred
version to the model containing the version to be replaced.

– If neither version is acceptable as is because each has unique component objects that you want to retain, consider
migrating one unique components of an object to the other model, then migrating the updated aggregate object
back.

– If both versions are acceptable as is because the same updates were made to each at different times, consider
migration to prevent future reporting of a difference.

• For each object reported in the section, the following objects do not exist in the source model; consider adding that
object to the source model through migration.

• For each object reported in the section, the following objects do not exist in the destination model; consider adding that
object to the destination model through migration.

• Aggregate objects listed in the section, the following objects are the same do not require migration. If such objects
exist in the aggregate set to be used for migration, they must be removed.

For report example reports listing possible candidates for migration, see the following:

• Compare Report That Identifies Objects to Consider for Migration.
• Sample Compare Report on an Aggregate and Its Subordinate Objects.

Adopt Objects

Adoption is used to create common ancestry between two objects in different models that are to be synchronized through
Migration. For each instance of the same object name reported as both not existing in the source model and as not
existing in the destination model, evaluate; if the objects were designed for the same purpose, that is, if they are logically
the same, perform an adoption, then migrate. Create an aggregate set to use for both functions.

For reports listing possible candidates for adoption, see the following sample reports under What Reports Can Help Me?

• Trial Adopt Model Report
• Compare Report That Suggests Model-Level Adoption
• Trial Migrate Report that Identifies Isolated Objects to Consider for Adoption

Accept the Difference, As Is

Consider making no changes for each object pair reported when both versions are acceptable as is, where one is an
enhanced version of the other, and the intent is to maintain them separately.

Continue Analysis

To pursue visual inspection of items of interest, do one of the following:

• Checking out a subset from each model and reviewing the pertinent information from the toolset.

Defining reports containing the applicable information using the CSE Public Interface views.

Preparing to Create an Aggregate Set
Using aggregate sets saves you the time needed to reselect the same objects for one operation that you previously
selected for another.

You can use aggregate sets with any version control function.
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Consider Requirements

The encyclopedia administrator can take any action on an aggregate set. Minimal requirements for actions are listed in the
following table:

Aggregate Set Action Encyclopedia Access Model Authorization

Add, copy, detail aggregate set Authorization Read

Change administrator, delete, modify, or
rename aggregate set

Set administrator Read

Become Familiar with Aggregate Object Types

Aggregate Object Types are the same for Compare Report, Trial Migration and Migration, but different for Trial Adoption
and Adoption. The following lists include those for Compare Report, Trial Migration, and Migration:

Aggregate Object Type Description

ACTION BLOCK Common, Default, and Derivation , PAD, or PrAD

ACTIVITY CLUSTER Activity cluster

ATTRIBUTE Attribute or foreign key attribute of entity type or subtype

BATCH JOB Batch job

BATCH JOB STEP Batch job step

BUSINESS AREA Business area

BUSINESS SYSTEM Business system

BUSINESS SYSTEM IMPL Business system implementation

COMMAND Command

COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION Component implementation type

COMPONENT MODEL Component model

COMPONENT SPECIFICATION Component specification type

CONFIGURATION INSTANCE Configuration Instance

CONSTRAINT Linkage between tables

CRIT SUCCESS FACTOR Critical success factor

CURRENT DATA STORE Current data store

CURRENT INFO SYSTEM Current information system

CUSTOM PROXIES Custom Proxies

CUSTOM VIDEO PROPERTY Custom video property

DATA CLUSTER Data cluster

DATA COLUMN Data column definition

DATA TABLE Data table definition

DATABASE Database definition

DEFAULT DIALOG BOX Dialog

DEFAULT EDIT PATTERN User default edit pattern
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DENORMALIZED COLUMN Denormalized column

DFLT PRIMARY WINDOW Primary window within a procedure step

DIALECT Dialect

DIALOG FLOW Dialog flow between procedure steps

ENTITY TYPE Entity type

ENVIRONMENT Environment

EVENT External event

EXIT STATE Exit state

EXTERNAL OBJECT External object

FACILITY Computing or communication facility

FOREIGN KEY COLUMN Foreign key column

FUNCTION Function definition

GOAL Business planning goal

INDEX Index definition

INFORMATION NEED Information need

INTERFACE TYPE Interface type

ISP MATRIX Isp matrix (user- or system-defined)

LINK TABLE Link table definition

LOCATION Location of business assets

NAVIGATION DIAGRAM Navigation diagram for window presentation

OBJECTIVE Business planning objective

ONLINE LOAD MODULE Online load module

OPERATIONS LIBRARY Operations library

ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT Non-root organizational unit

PERFORMANCE MEASURE Performance measure

PKG FOR PSTEP Load module packaging

PROCEDURE Procedure

PROCEDURE STEP Procedure step

PROCESS Process definition

RELATIONSHIP MEMBER Relationship membership

SCREEN Screen

SCROLL AMOUNT VALUE Scroll amount value

SERVER MANAGER Server manager

SPECIFICATION TYPE Specification type

STORAGE GROUP Storage group

STRATEGY Business strategy

SUBJECT AREA Subject area

SYSTEM PF KEY System program function key
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SYSTEM WORK ATTR SET System-defined work attribute set

TABLESPACE Tablespace

TACTIC Business tactic

TECH DESIGN DEFAULT Technical design default

TEMPLATE Screen template

TRANS OPERATION Transaction operation

TYPEMAP Type map

USER DEF OBJ CLASS User-defined generic object class

USER DEFINED OBJECT User-defined generic object

WEB SERVICE DEFINITION Web service definition

WINDOW LOAD MODULE Window load module

WORK ATTRIBUTE Work attribute of work attribute set

WORK ATTRIBUTE SET Work attribute set

z/OS LIBRARY z/OS library

Aggregate Sets created for Compare Report can be used for Adoption even if they contain aggregate object types not
valid for Adoption; invalid object types are ignored.

The objects listed in the following table are not valid for Adoption and Trial Adoption. The following table shows aggregate
object types available only for compare and migration:

Aggregate Object Types Description

BATCH JOB Batch job

BATCH JOB STEP Batch job step

BUSINESS SYSTEM IMPL Business system implementation

DEFAULT DIALOG Dialog

DFLT PRIMARY WINDOW Primary window within a procedure step

PKG FOR PSTEP Load module packaging

SCREEN Screen

SCROLL AMOUNT VALUE Scroll amount value

SYSTEM PF KEY System program function key

SYSTEM WORK ATTR SET System-defined work attribute set

TECH DESIGN DEFAULT Technical design default

Additional differences between aggregate object types selectable for compare and migration and those selectable for
adoption are shown on the following table. The following table shows similar aggregate object types for Version Control
functions:

Aggregate Object Type for Compare and Migration Similar Aggregate Object Type for Adoption

ACTION BLOCK COMMON ACTION BLOCK

DIALECT DIALECT (NON-DFLT)

FUNCTION FUNCTION (NON-ROOT)
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ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT ORG UNIT (NON-ROOT)

ISP MATRIX USER DEF MATRIX

SUBJECT AREA USER SUBJECT AREA

Become Familiar with Subordinate Aggregate Object Types

Certain aggregate object occurrences in a selection list can be expanded into subordinate aggregate objects. When you
expand an object occurrence, the objects that are selectable are the first level subordinates to the expanded object. The
maximum number of expansions down a particular subordinate hierarchy chain depends on the aggregate object. The
hierarchy of subordinates can help you navigate through the selection dialogs.

If you select an object that has subordinates, Compare Report compares the selected object and if an equivalent is found,
compares the subordinates. The following table lists the aggregate objects for Compare Report that have subordinate
aggregate objects:

Aggregate Object Types Subordinate Aggregate Object Types

ATTRIBUTE Default or derivation algorithm ACTION BLOCKS

BATCH JOB BATCH JOB STEP

BUSINESS SYSTEM BUSINESS SYSTEM IMPL
COMMAND
DEFAULT EDIT PATTERN
EXIT STATE
PROCEDURE
SYSTEM PF KEY
TEMPLATE

DATABASE TABLESPACE

DATA TABLE DATA COLUMN
DENORMALIZED COLUMN
INDEX
FOREIGN KEY COLUMN
"From" CONSTRAINT
LINK TABLE

ENTITY TYPE ATTRIBUTE
RELATIONSHIP MEMBERSHIP

FUNCTION Child FUNCTION
PROCESS

LINK TABLE INDEX
FOREIGN KEY COLUMN
"From" CONSTRAINT

ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT Child ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT

PROCEDURE BATCH JOB
PROCEDURE STEP
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PROCEDURE STEP ACTION BLOCK
BATCH JOB STEP
DEFAULT DIALOG
DFLT PRIMARY WINDOW
DIALOG FLOW
PKG FOR PSTEP
SCREEN

PROCESS ACTION BLOCK
Child PROCESS

SUBJECT AREA Child SUBJECT AREA
ENTITY TYPE

TABLE SPACE DATA TABLE

USER DEF OBJ CLASS USER DEFINED OBJECT

WORK ATTRIBUTE SET WORK ATTRIBUTE

Select Model Containing Objects for Aggregate Set

When creating an aggregate set to use for a Compare Report, Trial Migration, or Migration, select the same model that
you plan to use as the source model. When creating an aggregate set for Adoption or Trial Adoption, select the same
model that you plan to use as the destination model.

Creating an Aggregate Set
To create an aggregate set to be used for Compare Report, Trial Adoption, Adoption, Trial Migration, and/or Migration, use
the following procedure.

Access the Aggregate Set Function

Follow these steps:

1. Access Version Control. See Starting the Version Control Client.
If you log on with a group ID, all members of the group can edit, rename or delete the aggregate set you create or
change the aggregate set's administrator.

2. Select the Aggregate Sets option, Aggr Sets.
3. Name the new aggregate set. Select Actions then New.
4. Type a unique name and click OK.
5. Select the model with the objects to be selected.

a. (Optional). Specify a filter as described in Using a Filter.
b. From the list, select the model that contains the objects you intend to select for the set.

For Compare Report, Trial Migration, or Migration, select the same model you will select as the source model. For
Trial Adoption or Adoption, select the same model you will select as the destination model.

c. Click OK. Select an aggregate object type for which you want to list aggregate object occurrences. See the tables
in Become Familiar with Aggregate Object Types. Use the following procedure to highlight the aggregate object
type of interest.

d. You can find it helpful to select a higher-level aggregate object to the object of interest. This strategy will ensure
that the report includes information on enabling objects to the object of interest. It will also ensure that the report
includes information about related objects at the same level as the object of interest. For example, if the object
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of interest is an entity type, select instead its parent subject area. For a listing of the hierarchies, see one of the
following in Become Familiar with How Aggregate Objects Expand in Preparing for Migration:
- Subordinates of Subject Area, Entity Type, and Attribute
- Subordinates of Database, Tablespace, Data Table, and Link Table
- Subordinates of Business System, Procedure, Batch Job, and Procedure step
- Subordinates of Function, Child Function, and Process
- Subordinate of Organizational Unit
- Subordinate of User Class
- Subordinate of Work Attribute Set
Select the lowest - level aggregate object possible to migrate. This strategy will reduce the number of objects that
have to be migrated, as well as optimizing performance. Use the Compare Aggregate Objects Report to identify
objects that have changed. Use the Trial Migration Report to determine the anticipated outcome of migrating the
objects of interest. Use the expansion tables to identify component objects. If selecting a parent aggregate object, it
is not necessary to select any of its component objects, since components are migrated automatically.

e. Click List, or to limit the display to a specific range of occurrences of the selected aggregate object type, enter a
filter value as described in Using a Filter and click List.

6. Select one aggregate object occurrence, select multiple occurrences, or click Select All. For use with Compare Report,
Trial Migration, or Migration, selecting one occurrence and expanding it displays the list of objects subordinate to the
selected occurrence. This option is useful if you want to select objects of a low-level type having an extremely large
number of occurrences within the model, but only a small number when accessed in this way.
– If you selected only one object and want to expand that object, click Expand and proceed with the Aggregate Object

Expanded Occurrences dialog (step 7).
– If you selected multiple individual occurrences, clicked Select All, or selected an object that cannot be expanded or

that you do not want to expand, click Add, then click Exit. The Aggregate Object Types List appears. Either continue
the selection process as described in step 5 or click Cancel and proceed to generate the report as described in step
9 for the Selected Object List.

To identify object types that require other objects to be adopted in the same session, or previously adopted, see the
guidelines under Example Where Object in Adopt Selected Depends on Another. If you are adopting all model objects
in multiple sessions, list each aggregate object type in the recommended sequence, then use Select All to select all
occurrences for each aggregate object type that has occurrences.

7. Select one occurrence, select multiple occurrences individually, or click Select All. Continue in one of the following
ways:
– If you selected only one object and want to expand that object, click Expand again. Continue as described at the

beginning of this step. (You can repeat this step of selecting and expanding until you reach the lowest-level object in
the chain.)

– If you selected multiple objects, all objects, or a single object that either cannot be expanded or that you don't want
to expand, click Add, then click Exit. If you performed only one expansion, the Aggregate Object Occurrences
dialog with the parent object appears. If you performed multiple expansions, the Aggregate Object Expanded
Occurrences dialog with the parent object appears. Click Exit repeatedly until you display the Aggregate Object
Types dialog.

There is no need to select a subordinate aggregate object if you have selected its parent, since it will be automatically
processed when the parent object is fully expanded. This is the reason that selecting Add at the parent level is not
recommended here; the assumption is that you made the selection at the highest level you need.
Try to migrate at the lowest level possible. For example, do not migrate an entity type when only an attribute has
changed; migrate only the changed attribute.

8. To continue selecting objects, return to step 5.
9. To end the selection process, click Cancel until you display the Selected Object List.
10. Verify that the listed objects are the objects to be selected. If so, select Actions, Save then Exit. (If not, see help for

other options.)
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Managing and Editing an Aggregate Set
You can edit an aggregate set to make changes in its contents or to add objects from the same or a different model. You
would edit an aggregate set in one of the following situations:

• Preparing for Trial Migration after creating an aggregate set for Compare. When you create an aggregate set for
comparison purposes, you generally select objects at a high level to ensure you get all needed information on
subordinate aggregate objects. When you prepare for Trial Migrate, you select objects at the lowest level possible. You
can edit a set to remove high-level objects and add the needed low-level objects when moving from the comparison
phase to the migration phase of your synchronization plan.

• Preparing for Migration after evaluating Trial Migrate Report. You can need to add objects based on messages
produced during Trial Migration. For example, the message object <requires> object identifies an object you need to
add to the aggregate set for the next Trial Migration.

• Creating a set to be used for a model that is composed of objects from two or more other models. You can create the
set with one of the source models then edit the set to add objects from the other source model.

Access the Aggregate Set Function

Follow these steps:

1. Access Version Control. See Starting the Version Control Client.
2. Select the Aggregate Sets option, Aggr Sets.
3. (Optional.) Filter the displayed list of aggregate sets by aggregate set name or by administrator.

a. Accept the default, Name, or select Administrator.
b. Enter a character or character string for the selected filter type and press Tab.

4. Highlight the aggregate set to edit and select Actions then Edit.
5. Select the model containing the objects to be selected.

a. (Optional). Specify a filter as described in Using a Filter. From the list, select the model that contains the objects
you intend to select for the set. Normally, you will select the model used to create the aggregate set. However, you
can select a different model.

b. Click OK.
6. If you select a model that contains objects that belong to the set, those objects are retrieved. The Retrieval Status

indicates the number retrieved. Click OK.
7. To remove any object(s) from the list, highlight the object(s) and select Actions then Remove.
8. To add new objects, proceed as you would if creating a new aggregate set.
9. When you finish editing the aggregate set, select Actions, Save then Exit.

Changing the Administrator for an Aggregate Set

Only the aggregate set administrator (or encyclopedia administrator) can change the administrator for the target set. The
following are the steps for changing administrator:

1. Access Version Control. See Starting the Version Control Client.
2. Select the Aggregate Sets option, Aggr Sets.
3. Highlight the aggregate set for which you want to change the administrator, and select Actions then Change Admin.
4. Select the user ID of the new administrator for the selected set and click OK.
5. To exit the Aggregate Sets function, select Actions then Cancel.
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Copying an Aggregate Set

If you have already defined an aggregate set containing most or many of the objects you need for the current operation,
it saves time to create a copy and modify it rather than create a new one from scratch. The following are the steps for
copying an aggregate set:

1. Access Version Control. See Starting the Version Control Client.
2. Select the Aggregate Sets option, Aggr Sets.
3. Highlight the aggregate set to copy from the displayed list, and select Actions then Copy.
4. Specify a new aggregate set name that is unique among the aggregate sets for this model and click OK.
5. To exit the Aggregate Sets function, select Actions then Cancel.

Renaming an Aggregate Set

Renaming can be used on demand or to indicate something generic. You can develop a naming convention to indicate
the function where you plan to use the aggregate set next. For example, abccompr can be created for Compare Report,
then renamed to abctadpt for use with Trial Adoption and modified to include occurrences to be tested for adoption
readiness. After the Trial Adopt report has been run and changes made based on report analysis, the aggregate set
could be renamed to abcadpt to indicate the next is for the adoption function. Subsequent renaming could be abctmigr to
abcmigr to indicate readiness for Trial Migration or Migration. Alternatively, your convention can be to indicate the number
of uses, tmigr1, tmigr2, tmigr3, and so forth.

Only the aggregate set administrator (or encyclopedia administrator) can rename an aggregate set.

Follow these steps:

1. Access Version Control. See Starting the Version Control Client.
2. Select the Aggregate Sets option, Aggr Sets.
3. Highlight the aggregate set to rename from the displayed list, and select Actions then Rename.
4. Specify a new aggregate set name that is unique among the aggregate sets for this model and click OK.
5. To exit the Aggregate Sets function, select Actions then Cancel.

Deleting an Aggregate Set

When you are finished using an aggregate set, it is a good housekeeping practice to delete it. Only the aggregate set
administrator (or encyclopedia administrator) can delete an aggregate set.

Follow these steps:

1. Access Version Control. See Starting the Version Control Client.
2. Select the Aggregate Sets option, Aggr Sets.
3. Highlight the aggregate set you want to delete, and select Actions then Change Delete.
4. To confirm the deletion, click Yes.
5. To exit the Aggregate Sets function, select Actions then Cancel.

Detail an Aggregate Set

Any user with access to the encyclopedia can detail any aggregate set.

Follow these steps:

1. Access Version Control. See Starting the Version Control Client.
2. Select the Aggregate Sets option, Aggr Sets.
3. Highlight the aggregate set you want to detail, and select Actions then Detail.
4. When finished examining the details, click OK.

To exit the Aggregate Sets function, select Actions then Cancel.
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FAQs About Adoption
Read these sections for an Adoption overview that addresses basic questions you have about adoption:

The following are the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and their short answers about Adoption functionality:

• What is adoption's purpose? To establish common ancestry between objects that are logically the same so they can be
migrated

• Why would I need adoption? Equivalence was severed or never existed
• When would I use adoption? Before migration
• How do I identify objects to adopt? Look at the reports to identify candidates, then verify
• What reports can help me? Compare Aggregate Object Report, Trial Adopt Model Report, and Trial Migrate Aggregate

Object Report can help you identify candidates for adoption; Adopt Report contains details on adoption outcome
• How can I avoid mistakes? Verify candidates are object versions
• How Does Adoption Work? Objects you select for adoption get the Original Encyclopedia ID and Original Object ID of

the objects that are to replace them during migration

What Is Adoption's Purpose?

Adoption is the Version Control function that establishes common ancestry between objects in different models that
are versions of the same object but are not recognized as equivalent objects by Migration or Compare Report. Before
adoption, such objects cannot be correctly migrated; the Compare Report indicates they are unrelated. After adoption,
such objects can be migrated successfully; the Compare Report indicates they are versions of the same object.

Adoption creates common ancestry between the objects that are logically the same by replacing the Original Encyclopedia
ID and Original Object ID of the destination model object with the IDs belonging to the related object in the source model.

The following figure shows the adoption of CUSTOMER in the destination model. The Original Encyclopedia ID and
Original Object ID of CUSTOMER in the destination model are changed to match the original IDs of the object in the
source model that is logically the same. This is because two entity types are considered logically the same when they
have the same name:
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Why Would I Need Adoption?

Normally, you do not. Objects that are logically the same do not need to be adopted when they are already equivalent.
When a new object is added to a model through migration, it is equivalent to the object on which it is based. When new
objects are created in a model through model copy, each object is equivalent to the object on which it is based.

Adoption is performed to establish equivalence between objects that are logically the same, only when those objects are
not already recognizable by Compare Report and Migration as equivalent. Lack of equivalency between objects that are
logically the same can occur when:

• A model is uploaded from a tran file created by the download with upload option.
• Technical Design transformation is performed.
• Objects were created independently in different models for the same purpose.

When Would I Use Adoption?

When needed, adoption must be performed on an object before attempting to migrate it.

How Do I Identify Objects to Adopt?

Objects that require to be adopted by examining reports can be identified in at least three ways, which are listed as
follows:

• You can identify objects that are candidates for adoption by requesting a Trial Adopt Model report that lists only objects
that can be adopted. This is appropriate if you believe that only selected objects can need to be adopted.

• You can identify objects that are candidates for adoption by requesting a Compare Report on all objects that exist
in the source model only and the destination model only, and assessing whether the lists are identical. This is the
appropriate option if you believe a model-level adoption can be needed.

• You can identify objects that are candidates for adoption when you have no reason to suspect adoption is needed by
examining the Trial Migrate Aggregate Object Report for renamed occurrences. Migration renames an object being
migrated if another object with the same name already exists in the model. The object with the same name in this
instance is different from the one the migration would replace.

NOTE
Regardless of the report, it is up to you to verify that these objects actually are versions of the same object.
Reports only indicate objects can be candidates for adoption.

Which Reports Can Help Me?

Successful adoption is illustrated by the figure in Sample Adopt Objects Report.

The following reports indicate how useful these types of reports can be. Each of the sample reports lists possible
candidates for adoption in a different way.

• Trial Adopt Model Report that Identifies Objects to Consider for Adoption
• Compare Report that Suggests Model-Level Adoption
• Trial Migrate Report that Identifies Isolated Objects to Consider for Adoption

All the above reports use the data shown in the following table:

Source Model Destination Model
Entity Type CUSTOMER
Attribute CUSTOMER ID
Entity Type ORDER
Attribute ORDER NUMBER
Rel CUSTOMER PLACES ORDER
Rel ORDER PLACED_BY CUSTOMER

Entity Type CUSTOMER
Attribute CUSTOMER ID
Entity Type ORDER
Attribute ORDER NUMBER
Rel CUSTOMER PLACES ORDER
Rel ORDER PLACED_BY CUSTOMER
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Sample Trial Adopt Model Report

One strategy for identifying objects to select for adopting is to report on objects that can be adopted. You can then use
the set of objects reported as ADOPTED or ADOPTS to create an aggregate set to use when you perform the actual
adoption.

Sample Compare Report Before Adoption

One strategy for determining whether model-level adoption can be indicated is to request a Compare Report on all objects
that includes all report sections. Model-level adoption is suggested if the same data is listed in both the do not exist
sections and no data is listed as same or different. Aggregate sets are not used for model-level adoption. The following is
a sample view:
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Sample Trial Migrate Aggregate Object Report

If you notice instances of RENAMED objects when you examine a Trial Migration report, examine the renamed objects to
see if they are candidates for adoption. The following is a sample view:
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Sample Adopt Objects Report

The following sample report shows the results of a successful adoption of selected objects:
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After adoption, the objects are recognized as equivalent. Compare this report with the Compare Report that Suggests
Model-Level Adoption, where the same objects are not recognized as equivalent. This comparison points out that:
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• Before adoption, objects are listed under the sections
• The objects do not exist in the source model
• The objects do not exist in the destination model
• After adoption, objects are listed under the section
• The objects are different

How Can I Avoid Mistakes?

Certain errors can be easily avoided by examining the Compare Aggregate Object Report. Potential adoption errors that
can be detected by examining this report are described in the section, Identify Objects to Avoid Adopting. Other adoption
errors can be easily prevented by running the Trial Adoption report, before attempting the adoption and correcting
conditions causing actions such as NOT ADOPTED.

A mistake you could make that is not easily remedied is to adopt an object that is not really intended to be a version of the
object with the same name in the other model. You cannot undo an adoption or selectively unadopt objects that have been
inadvertently adopted. The reason you must take precautions to avoid such a mistake is that subsequent migration would
replace one object with the other. To prevent this type of mistake, compare the definitions of the candidate objects with the
definitions of the objects you believe to be logically the same, if you detect differences that indicate they are not versions
of the same object, remove the name of the object from the list or aggregate set you plan to use as the basis for selection.

How Does Adoption Work?

After you identify those aggregate objects you plan to replace during a subsequent migration, you use Adoption to
establish common ancestry for those objects and all of their components that meet adoption criteria. Adoption creates
common ancestry between objects by replacing the Original Encyclopedia ID and Original Object ID of the identified
object with the Original Encyclopedia ID and the Original Object ID of the object in the source model that is logically
the same. An object whose IDs are replaced by Adoption is usually an object whose definition is replaced by the next
migration. (However, once common ancestry is established between objects, migration can take place in either direction.)

System-defined objects always share common ancestry across all models and encyclopedias. Therefore these objects
are not selectable for adoption. The exception is the IEF_SUPPLIED Work Attribute Set and its Work Attributes; these are
selectable because they can be modified:

• System work attribute set and its work attributes and permitted values
• Default dialect
• System-defined objects
• System-defined object classes
• System-defined matrices
• System-supplied functions and their views (including data view groups, entity views, attribute views, and view

implementations)
• IEF_SUPPLIED work attribute set and its work attributes and permitted values
• Pcroot
• Root function
• Root organizational unit
• Root subject area
• Scroll amount values
• Technical design
• Work attribute sets for system-supplied functions and their work attributes
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Preparing for Adoption
Preparing for adoption begins with your having some indication from a report you have run that you need to perform an
adoption. When needed, adoption is performed before migration. Adoption is needed only when objects you want to
replace through migration do not meet migration's criteria for equivalence. Adoption establishes the required equivalence.

If you have never performed an adoption before, preparation guidelines include the following:

• Ensuring the target models meet requirements for adoption
• Becoming familiar with the list of aggregate object types and their selectable and un-selectable subordinates, so that

you can determine a good selection strategy for aggregate object occurrences
• Understanding how adoption works well enough to know which model to specify as source model and which to specify

as the destination model

Preparation guidelines that apply to each adoption include the following:

• Compile a list of candidates for adoption.
• Identify objects to rename prior to adoption.
• Identify objects that must not be adopted; that is, objects with like names but that are not logically the same, including:

– Objects that can be identified through Compare Report because they share common ancestry with another object.
– Objects that can be identified through PI views or manual inspection.

• Determine the scope of adoption.
• Adopt the model in a single session.
• Adopt the model in multiple sessions.
• Adopt selected objects.
• Identify objects to adopt together if adopting selected objects or identifying the sequence of object adoption if adopting

an entire model in multiple sessions.
• Create an aggregate set to use for Trial Adoption and Adoption plus the subsequent Trial Migration and Migration.

Consider Requirements and Recommendations

You can either verify model and authorization requirements before you begin or you can simply proceed and take action
only if you receive a message on an unmet requirement. For details on model requirements and recommendations, see
Getting Ready.

Become Familiar with Aggregate Object Types for Adoption

The following tables list aggregate object types in the order they are presented on the selection list. A description is
provided for each.

Aggregate Object Description

ACTIVITY CLUSTER Activity cluster

ATTRIBUTE Attribute or foreign key attribute of entity type or subtype

BUSINESS AREA Business area

BUSINESS SYSTEM Business system

COMMAND Command

COMMON ACTION BLOCK Common, Default, and Derivation Action Diagrams

COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION Component implementation type

COMPONENT MODEL Component model

COMPONENT SPECIFICATION Component specification type
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CONFIGURATION INSTANCE Configuration Instance

CONSTRAINT Foreign key linkage

CRIT SUCCESS FACTOR Critical success factor

CURRENT DATA STORE Current data store

CURRENT INFO SYSTEM Current information system

CUSTOM PROXIES Custom Proxies

CUSTOM VIDEO PROPERTY Custom video property

DATA CLUSTER Data cluster

DATA COLUMN Data column definition

DATA TABLE Data table definition

DATABASE Database definition

DEFAULT EDIT PATTERN User default edit pattern

DENORMALIZED COLUMN Denormalized column

DIALECT (NON-DFLT) Non-default dialect

DIALOG FLOW Dialog flow

ENTITY TYPE Entity Type

ENVIRONMENT Environment

EVENT External event

EXIT STATE Exit state

EXTERNAL OBJECT External object

FACILITY Computing or communication facility

FOREIGN KEY COLUMN Foreign key column

FUNCTION (NON-ROOT) Non-root function definition

GOAL Business planning goal

INDEX Index definition

INFORMATION NEED Information need

INTERFACE TYPE Interface type

LINK TABLE Link table definition

LOCATION Location of business assets

NAVIGATION DIAGRAM Navigation diagram

OBJECTIVE Business planning objective

ONLINE LOAD MODULE Online load module

OPERATIONS LIBRARY Operations library

ORG UNIT (NON-ROOT) Non-root organizational unit

PERFORMANCE MEASURE Performance measure

PROCEDURE Procedure

PROCEDURE STEP Procedure step

PROCESS Process definition
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RELATIONSHIP MEMBER Relationship membership

SERVER MANAGER Server manager

SPECIFICATION TYPE Specification type

STORAGE GROUP Storage Group

STRATEGY Business strategy

TABLESPACE Tablespace definition

TACTIC Business tactic

TEMPLATE Screen template

TRANS OPERATION Transaction operation

TYPEMAP Type map

USER DEF MATRIX User-defined matrix

USER DEF OBJ CLASS User-defined object class

USER DEFINED OBJECT User-defined object

USER SUBJECT AREA Non-root subject area

WEB SERVICE DEFINITION Web service definition

WINDOW LOAD MODULE Window load module

WORK ATTRIBUTE Attribute of work attribute set

WORK ATTRIBUTE SET Work attribute set

z/OS LIBRARY z/OS library

Become Familiar with Parents of Non-Selectable Components

Component objects in adoption are selectable if they are aggregate objects for adoption. Otherwise, they are non-
selectable. Aggregate objects for adoption appear on the Adoption selection list. Object types that are not aggregates for
adoption do not. Attribute, a component of entity type is selectable; batch job, a component of procedure, is not. To adopt
an attribute, you would select it directly; to adopt a batch job, you would select the parent procedure.

For a list of objects that can be adopted only if you select the parent object, see Adoption Rules for Non-Selectable
Objects in the Adoption Rules topic.

Identify Models as Source and Destination

See the figure in Determining Which Model is the Source Model in the About Version Control topic. The following table
provides the guidelines to consider the direction to adopt:

Select Model Meeting Criteria

Source Model Its objects have the Original Encyclopedia IDs and Original Object
IDs you want used as the basis for common ancestry
It is the model you intend to use as the source when you perform
migration between these two models, that is the model with the
object definitions you want to retain in both models

Destination Model Its object's ancestry is to be replaced
It is the model you intend to use as the destination when you
perform migration between these two models
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Create an Aggregate Set of Objects for Adoption

Compiling a list of candidates for adoption begins with running reports on the model containing the objects with the
ancestry you want to propagate (source model) and the model containing the objects whose ancestry you want replaced
(destination model).

Compiling a list can be as simple as highlighting those objects on a report that you want to investigate as candidates for
adoption. For suggestions on the type of entries to look for on each report, see the report examples under Which Reports
Can Help Me? in the FAQs About Adoption topic. Use the list to create a reusable aggregate set.

Identify Objects to Rename Prior to Adoption

Objects that you know are logically the same and have similar names, cannot be adopted until their names match, if
matching names is a requirement for that object type.

If you do not know whether the two objects with similar names are logically the same, examine their respective definitions
to determine whether they actually have the same meaning and are used for the same purpose. If so, rename one (or
both) of the objects so that the names match, then perform adoption.

Adoption Rules Based on Matching Names

When you are considering renaming candidates for adoption, be sure that matching names is relevant to the aggregate
object type of the object. See the Adoption Rules Tables in the section, Adoption Rules. While name matching is a
common adoption requirement for selectable aggregate objects, it is not universal.

Example Where Renaming Is Indicated
The names CLIENT NUMBER and CLIENT NUM on the following figure suggest they can be different names
for the same attribute, especially in light of the same parent entity name. The following is a sample view:

The source model can adopt an attribute in the destination model only if the source model contains an
attribute with the same name as the selected attribute and if the parent entity types of these two attributes
have common ancestry. If the parent entity types do not have common ancestry, this adoption requirement
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can be met by adopting the entity types in the same adoption session. The adoption rules for entity types and
attributes are discussed in the following table:

Selected Object Adoption Rule is Adopted If:

ENTITY TYPE Source model contains Entity Type with same name.

ATTRIBUTE Source model contains Attribute with same name.
Parent Entity Types share common ancestry.

The adoption of Attribute CLIENT NAME and the adoption of Attribute CLIENT NUM depend on the following
three things:

• An Attribute named CLIENT NAME in the source model
• An Attribute named CLIENT NUM in the source model
• The adoption of the parent object of the attributes, Entity Type CLIENT

NOTE
CLIENT NUM does not appear in the source model.

The following figure illustrates that Adoption would replace the Original Encyclopedia ID and
Original Object ID of Entity Type CLIENT and Attribute CLIENT NAME, but would not replace
IDs (adopt) of CLIENT NUM because it does not conform to the Adoption Rule for attributes.
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The following figure illustrates how Trial Adoption would report the action on the attribute CLIENT NUM.

Identify Objects to Avoid Adopting

It is important to realize that objects in different models that share name and object type cannot be logically the same. If
you have any doubt that objects with the same names must be made equivalent, take the necessary precautions to verify
whether the objects are intended to be independent or intended to be equivalent. You can use Public Interface views or
download the models and examine the objects in question. If you discover any objects with the same name that must
remain independent and retain their separate ancestry, avoid using the Adopt All option with the models that contain these
objects.

There are two scenarios where such false candidates can be detected from a Compare Aggregate Object Report.
Proceeding with adoption in one case has no ill effect; Adoption ignores the request to adopt and reports IGNORED
on the Trial Adoption or Adoption report. Proceeding with adoption in the other case results in removing the common
ancestry the target object had with an object in the source model with a different name; Adoption honors the request to
adopt and reports ADOPTED on the report. This section describes each of these scenarios, both with Compare Report
entries to be on the alert for, and an illustration that depicts the technical perspective.

Example Where Overwriting Common Ancestry Would Occur
Consider the scenario where CLIENT in the destination model has the same name as
CLIENT in the source model, but CLIENT in the destination model shares common ancestry
with CUSTOMER in the source model. The two objects that are named CLIENT cannot
be logically the same. You can be sure that such objects are not meant to be equivalent.
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When the Compare process reports that CLIENT does not exist in the destination model, it means that no
object in the destination model has an Original Encyclopedia ID and Original Object ID that matches CLIENTs
in the source model. For the Compare process to report two objects as different, they must be equivalent but
last changed at different times, as indicated by the date and time of their respective session objects. It can be
assumed from this that CLIENT in the destination model has an Original Encyclopedia ID and Original Object
ID that matches CUSTOMERs in the source model.

NOTE
Adoption must not be performed on CLIENT.

The following figure shows what would happen if adoption were performed on CLIENT. (Adoption
would succeed because Adoption would find an entity type that is named CLIENT in the source
model and assign this ID of the object to CLIENT in the destination model.) Adoption of CLIENT in the
destination model would result in overwriting the common ancestry between CLIENT and CUSTOMER.
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The general rule is to avoid performing adoption between two objects with matching names when one of the
objects shares common ancestry with another object with a different name. This guideline that is expressed
in terms of the Compare Report would be -- Never attempt adoption of an object that is listed in the Different
section of the Compare Aggregate Object Report.
Example Where Adoption Request Would Be Ignored
Consider the scenario where CLIENT in the source model has the same name as CLIENT
in the destination model, but CLIENT in the source model shares common ancestry with
CUSTOMER in the destination model. The two objects that are named CLIENT cannot
be logically the same. You can be sure that such objects are not meant to be equivalent.

Since no object in the source model has an Original Encyclopedia ID and Original Object ID that matches
CLIENTs in the destination model, the Compare process reports that CLIENT does not exist in the source
model, even though there is an unrelated entity type that is called CLIENT in the source model. Since CLIENT
in the source model has an Original Encyclopedia ID and Original Object ID that matches CUSTOMERs
in the destination model, the Compare process evaluates CUSTOMER and CLIENT as equivalent and
reports that they are different based on different timestamps. The following figure shows what would happen
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if adoption were requested. CLIENT in the destination model would not be adopted because another
object in the destination model, CUSTOMER, already owns the Original Encyclopedia ID and Original
Object ID that adoption would apply. That is, you could not replace the Original Encyclopedia ID and
Original Object ID of CLIENT in the destination model with 99-11, because these values already identify
CUSTOMER in the model, and no more than one occurrence of the combination is permitted in a model.

The general rule is to avoid performing adoption between two objects with matching names when one of them
shares common ancestry with another object with a different name. This guideline that is expressed in terms
of the Compare Report would be -- Never attempt adoption of an object that is listed in the Different section of
the Compare Aggregate Object Report. To do so in a case like this would result in an IGNORED action since
you cannot replace the IDs of an object with IDs that exist in the model. See the message IGNORED in the
table, Adoption Report Information Messages in Adoption Report Messages.

Determine Whether to Adopt All or Adopt Selected Objects

This article provides information to determine whether to adopt a model with the Adopt All option or to adopt selected
objects in a model with the Adopt Selected option.

The following table has the guidelines:

Select option: If the source and destination models
Adopt All Meet ALL of these criteria:

Are considered the same (contain all or nearly all objects in
common)
Contain all or many objects that are logically the same, but that do
not share common ancestry.
Contain no objects that are NOT designed to be equivalent, but
have the same name and are of the same type.
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Adopt Selected Meet ANY of these criteria:
Are considered partially the same (contain only some objects in
common).
Contain one or more objects that are logically the same but that do
not share common ancestry.
Contain objects that preclude using Adopt All (Objects that are not
adoption candidates even though they are named the same.)

The third criteria for Adopt All is critical. Adopt All means that all objects meeting adoption criteria will be adopted.
Adoption criteria for most object types is having the same name. If the models contain any objects with the same names
that have no similarity in purpose, you want to avoid selecting those objects during an adoption. When using adoption
with such models, be sure to use the Adopt Selected and avoid selecting the identified object. For examples, see Identify
Objects to Avoid Adopting.

The guideline to choose Adopt All when the two models are considered the same, and to choose Adopt Selected when
the two models are considered only partially the same, is not a hard and fast rule. For example, consider the scenario
where two models are the same, but Technical Design transformation was performed. This process deletes and recreates
objects, so the TD objects do not share common ancestry. In this situation, it can be easier to use the Adopt All Objects
option rather than to manually select all TD objects to be adopted.

There are many situations where you want to weigh the advantages of each option. Consider the following:

Adopt All Adopt Selected
No object selection time needed
No chance of missing an object that you wanted to adopt.

Less processing time needed
Less chance of adopting an object that you do not want to adopt,
since verifying that a limited list is easier to do with accuracy.

If you choose adopt selected, consider creating an aggregate set that you can reuse. You can use Compare Report
results to identify objects to include in an aggregate set for trial adoption. You can use Trial Adopt Report results to modify
the set, if needed.

The following table has the guidelines to determine whether to add, use, or modify an aggregate set:

Consider This Aggregate Set Usage If the Model Comparison
Add a set. Is being performed with objects that you plan to adopt or migrate,

and no appropriate set exists.
Use an existing set. Is to focus on only the objects identified in the set
Modify a set. Is to focus on many objects that are already defined with or

without more objects

Example Where Adopt All Is Indicated
Consider the scenario where two models are the same but have been uploaded into the encyclopedia
independently, and therefore common ancestry has not been maintained between objects that are logically the
same in the models. (This occurs when you upload models into an encyclopedia from a tran file that is created
by the download with upload option.)

NOTE
If the tran file was created by the extract with apply option, common ancestry is maintained
and adoption is not necessary.

When you run the Compare Report with the Compare All option on such models, the result is two identical
lists under the source only and destination only sections. See the figure in Sample Compare Report Before
Adoption.
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What the Entries Mean

Identical lists indicate that Compare Report does not recognize the objects on the following lists as versions of the same
object:

• The objects do not exist in the source model
• The objects do not exist in the destination model

When all objects in the source model share names with all objects in the destination model, you can want to consider
model - level adoption.

Example Where Object in Adopt Selected Depends on Another
Adopt Selected can be used in several types of scenarios. For example, the same logical
object can be created independently in two models; you decide to replace one definition
with the other. The main consideration for adoption in such a scenario is to determine
whether you must adopt any other objects with the object of interest. Consider the
scenario where you want to adopt tablespaces. The following is a graphical depiction:

What the Entries Mean

Tablespaces in the reported database cannot be adopted. This can be because the database they belong to has not been
adopted. To find out, run the Trial Adoption report again and specify the parent database.
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Tablespaces in the reported database could be adopted when specified with the parent database.

Recommended Action

The general guideline when specifying selected objects to adopt is to include any object on which adoption of the object of
interest depends. To see if the object of interest is one that depends on other objects, see the following table:

Adoption of Object Type Aggregate Objects Adopted in Same or Previous Session

ACTION BLOCK (BAA or BSD) ENTITY TYPEs and WORK ATTRIBUTE SETs defined in views

ATTRIBUTE (Foreign Key Attribute) RELATIONSHIP MEMBERs

COMMAND BUSINESS SYSTEM

CUSTOM PROXIES BUSINESS SYSTEM

CUSTOM VIDEO PROPERTY BUSINESS SYSTEM

DATA TABLE ENTITY TYPEs, RELATIONSHIP MEMBERs

DIALOG FLOW PROCEDUREs, EXIT STATEs

FUNCTION ENTITY TYPEs and WORK ATTRIBUTE SETs defined in views

ONLINE LOAD MODULE BUSINESS SYSTEM

OPERATIONS LIBRARY BUSINESS SYSTEM

PROCEDURE BUSINESS SYSTEM, ENTITY TYPEs and WORK ATTRIBUTE
SETs defined in views

PROCESS ENTITY TYPEs and WORK ATTRIBUTE SETs defined in views

RELATIONSHIP MEMBER ENTITY TYPEs

TABLESPACE DATABASEs

TEMPLATE BUSINESS SYSTEM

USER DEFINED MATRIX USER DEF OBJ CLASS

WEB SERVICE DEFINITION BUSINESS SYSTEM

WINDOW LOAD MODULE BUSINESS SYSTEM

z/OS LIBRARY BUSINESS SYSTEM

Example Where Many Objects Are Adopted in Separate Sessions
For large-scale adoptions, consider adopting the objects in multiple sessions. Some selectable objects must
be adopted during the same session (or previous session); others have no dependencies. The general rule is
that subordinate objects cannot be adopted unless their parents share common ancestry. If you select parent
objects for adoption in the same session as the dependent objects, the parent objects are processed first.
Therefore, adoption in the same session is sufficient to meet the rule. Use the following guidelines to group the
model objects into multiple aggregate sets and plan the sequence of adoption. If you select aggregate object
types in the following sequence, and select all occurrences of each type, you avoid encountering problems
due to a missing object on which a selected object depends. The following is the recommended Adoption
Sequence:

1. USER SUBJECT AREAs
2. ENTITY TYPEs
3. RELATIONSHIP MEMBERs
4. FOREIGN KEY ATTRIBUTEs
5. DATA TABLEs
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6. DATABASEs
7. TABLESPACEs
8. WORK ATTRIBUTE SETs
9. BUSINESS SYSTEMs
10. COMMANDs
11. TEMPLATEs
12. EXIT STATEs
13. FUNCTIONs
14. PROCESSes
15. COMMON ACTION BLOCKs (BAA)
16. COMMON ACTION BLOCKs (BSD)
17. PROCEDUREs
18. DIALOG FLOWs
19. ONLINE LOAD MODULEs
20. WEB SERVICE DEFINITIONs
21. WINDOW LOAD MODULEs
22. CONFIGURATION INSTANCEs
23. CUSTOM PROXIES
24. OPERATIONS LIBRARY
25. z/OS LIBRARY
26. USER DEF OBJ CLASS
27. USER DEFINED MATRIX
28. All other Planning objects (no dependencies)

The following three graphics assume all occurrences of all aggregate object types numbered 1-7
are in an aggregate set that is adopted during session 1, 8-13 in session 2, and 14-21 in session 3.
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Performing Adoption or Trial Adoption
This article provides information to use the following procedure as a guide when performing an Adoption or Trial Adoption.

NOTE
For syntax on the command-line alternative, enter ADPTMODL from the directory where the Version Control
client is installed.

Access the ADOPT Function

Follow these steps:

1. Access Version Control. See Starting the Version Control Client. Select one of the following options, depending on
whether you want to perform an adoption or simply report what would happen if an adoption were performed.
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– Model / Adopt
– Model / Reports / Trial Adopt

2. Select the source model and destination model. For considerations, see Determining Which Model is the Source
Model and Identify Models as Source and Destination.
a. (Optional) Specify a filter for the Source Model names as described in Using a Filter.
b. From the Source Model list, select the model that contains the objects with ancestry to be propagated.
c. (Optional) Specify a filter for the Destination Model names.
d. From the Destination Model list, select the model that contains the objects to be selected for adoption.
e. Click OK.

3. Specify the Adoption options. Press F1 for help on any field.
a. If you want to generate an Adopt Model or Trial Adopt Model report, change the object range option from Selected

to All. For considerations, see the table Guidelines for Selecting the Object Range Option for Adoption.
b. If adopting or trial adopting selected objects that belong to an aggregate set, check Aggregate Set.
c. Specify a report destination or accept the displayed default. For tips, see Specifying How to Save Reports.
d. Specify a unique filename for the report or accept the displayed default.
e. If you want to limit the report to adopted objects only, change the default Report Type from All objects to Adopted

objects only.
4. The default report type includes objects where the action taken can be adopted, adopts, ignored, ignores, already

adopted, already adopts, not adopted, and unadopted. The Adopted objects only report type includes only objects
where the action taken is either adopted or adopts.
a. Click OK.
b. If you selected All for Object Range, skip to the Adopt Confirmation dialog (Step 11). If you checked Aggregate Set,

skip to Select Aggregate Set (Step 9). Otherwise, continue.
5. Select an aggregate object type for which you want to list occurrences. See, Become Familiar with Aggregate Object

Types for Adoption.
a. Highlight the aggregate object type of interest.
b. Click List, or to limit the display to a specific range of occurrences of the selected aggregate object type in the

destination model, enter a filter value as described in Using a Filter and click List.
c. Aggregate Object Occurrences

6. Select one occurrence, select multiple occurrences, or click Select All.
The section Preparing for Adoption describes strategies for adoption that can assist you in determining objects to
select for adoption. To identify object types that require other objects to be adopted in the same session, or previously
adopted, review Guidelines for Selecting Objects to Adopt Together in Example Where Object in Adopt Selected
Depends on Another.
If you are adopting all model objects in multiple sessions, list each aggregate object type in the sequence that is
recommended in Guidelines for Selecting Objects to Adopt in Multiple Sessions, then use Select All to select all
occurrences for each aggregate object type that has occurrences. See Example Where Many Objects Are Adopted in
Separate Sessions.

7. If you selected only one object and want to expand that object, click Expand or to limit the display to a specific range
of aggregate object expanded occurrences, enter a filter value and click Expand. Proceed with the Aggregate Object
Expanded Occurrences dialog (Step 7).
If you selected multiple individual occurrences, clicked Select All, or selected an object that cannot be expanded or
that you do not want to expand, click Add, then click Exit. The Aggregate Object Types List appears. Either continue
the selection process as described in Step 5, or click Cancel and proceed to generate the report as described in Step
9 for the Selected Object List.

8. Select one occurrence, select multiple occurrences individually, or click Select All. Continue in one of the following
ways:
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– If you selected only one object and want to expand that object, click Expand again. Continue as described at the
beginning of this step. (You can repeat this step of selecting and expanding until you reach the lowest-level object in
the chain.)

– If you selected multiple objects or selected a single object that either cannot be expanded or that you do not want to
expand, click Add, then click Exit. If you performed only one expansion, the Aggregate Object Occurrences dialog
with the parent object appears. If you performed multiple expansions, the Aggregate Object Expanded Occurrences
dialog with the parent object appears. Click Exit repeatedly until you display the Aggregate Object Types dialog or
click Add to add the highlighted parent object before clicking Exit at any step.

9. To continue selecting objects to adopt, return to step 5. To generate the report with the objects currently selected, click
Cancel and continue with Step 10.

10. Select one or more appropriate aggregate sets and click OK. Click OK again after examining retrieval status.
11. Verify that the listed objects are the objects to be adopted. If so, select Proceed. (If not, see Using the Toolset for other

options.)
12. Click Yes to proceed with the trial adoption or adoption.
13. Review the following messages, then click Continue to generate the Adopt Objects Report. The report appears in a

Review panel. You can also access it from the directory you specified.
– Request being forwarded to server
– Preparing for adoption
– nnn objects processed during adoption phase (displays incrementing object count)
– nnn objects processed during unadoption phase (if you are performing an Adoption)
– Rolling back changes to database (if you are performing a Trial Adoption)
– Adoption complete

Evaluating the Adoption or Trial Adoption Report
Examples of messages that can be reported on an Adoption Report or Trial Adoption Report are shown on the following
figure:
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Adoption Report Messages

The adoption process can take any of eight different actions on an object, based on the evaluation of the object's current
status in the model and the adoption rules for its object type. The eight types of actions are described in the following
table:

Action Indicates Object Label

ADOPTED This object now has the same Original
Encyclopedia ID and Original Object ID
as the object in the source model that is
logically the same.

The same

ADOPTS This object now has the same Original
Encyclopedia ID and Original Object ID
as the object in the source model that is
logically the same.

Different

IGNORED No change was made to the IDs of this
object; another object in the destination
model already has common ancestry
with the object in the source model that
is logically the same. (Two objects in
the same model can not share common
ancestry.)

The same

IGNORES No change was made to the IDs of this
object; another object in the destination
model already has common ancestry
with the object in the source model that is
logically the same.

Different

ALREADY ADOPTED This object already has common ancestry
with its equivalent object on the source
model. No action required.

The same

ALREADY ADOPTS This object already has common ancestry
with its equivalent object on the source
model. No action required.

Different

NOT ADOPTED This object was not adopted because it
does not meet adoption criteria according to
adoption rules for its object type; that is, no
equivalent object was found in the source
model.

N/A

UNADOPTED This component object of an adopted
parent object was not adopted because
it did not meet adoption criteria for its
object type. During component unadoption
processing, the component object's Original
Encyclopedia ID and Original Object ID are
replaced with the current encyclopedia ID
and an unused object ID.

N/A

The Object Label listed in the report is not necessarily the name of the object. Object Label refers to text that uniquely
identifies the object occurrence within a model; the label for an object can be different from the name of the object. Many
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adoption rules are based on objects that are logically the same having the same name; this does not imply that they have
the same labels. Therefore, objects can be adopted based on identical names when they have different labels.

FAQs About Migration
This article provides information for the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) about Migration and their short answers.

• What is migration's purpose? To copy an object's definition from one model to another model.
• Why would I need migration? Object changes and additions to one model need to be applied to another version of that

model.
• When would I use migration? To synchronize two model versions.
• How do I identify objects to migrate? Look at the reports to identify candidates.
• What reports can help me? Compare Aggregate Object Report and Trial Migrate Aggregate Object Report can help

you identify candidates for migration.
• The Trial Migrate Report can also help you identify conditions that require correction or change for successful

migration.
• How can I ensure a successful migration? Perform Trial Migration, take corrective action based on messages.
• How does migration work? Objects you identify in one model replace their equivalent objects in the other model, if they

exist; otherwise objects are added.

What Is Migration's Purpose?

Migration is the Version Control function that copies aggregate objects from the source model to the destination model,
where models reside in the same C/S Encyclopedia. When an object equivalent to the object being migrated exists in the
destination model, the object being migrated replaces the existing object. If the object being replaced has components
that are not present in the object being migrated, those components in the destination model are deleted by the migration.
When an equivalent object does not exist in the destination model, the object being migrated is added to the destination
model.

When an aggregate object is migrated, all of its components are migrated with it. If any of its companion objects do not
already exist in the destination model, they are also migrated with the aggregate. If the destination model does not contain
all of the aggregate object's enabling objects, you must select the missing enablers to migrate along with the aggregate
object in order for the migration to succeed.

Migration Example

The following figure illustrates the effect of migrating a changed object, called O1, and a new object, called O2, from
the source model to the destination model. Migration does not change the source model. All changes occur only in the
destination model.
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Note: In this example, successful migration of O1, requires deletion of component C2. This depends on C2 not being
referenced in the destination model. If C2 is referenced in the destination model, the reference must be removed prior to
the migration.

Why Would I Need Migration?

Migration enables you to maintain the same version of equivalent objects across models. It enables you to keep models
synchronized, so that when new objects are added to one model or existing objects are changed, those additions and
changes can be applied to the other model. Migration also enables you to selectively copy objects from one model to
another, even when model synchronization is not a goal.

When Would I Use Migration?

You can use Migration in any of the following situations:
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• To synchronize models used for parallel development
• To propagate changes to a common objects model
• To apply test model fixes to the development model
• To replace problematic objects with working versions from a backup model
• To reuse an existing object in an unrelated project model

For details, see Version Control Tasks.

How Do I Identify Objects to Migrate?

You can identify equivalent objects in two models that are in different versions by running the Compare Report and seeing
which objects are reported as different. You can identify objects that have been added to each of two models that are to
be kept synchronized by taking note of those objects reported as not existing in the source model and not existing in the
destination model. You can identify objects you must migrate with the objects of interest by running the Trial Migration
function and examining the resulting report for instances of the <object> REQUIRES <object> message.

Which Reports Can Help Me?

The following three reports illustrating the same scenario prior to, during, and after migration use the data in the table:

Source Model Destination Model
Entity Type CUSTOMER
Attribute CUSTOMER ID
Entity Type ORDER
Attribute ORDER NUMBER
Rel CUSTOMER PLACES ORDER
Rel ORDER PLACED_BY CUSTOMER

Entity Type CUSTOMER
Attribute CUSTOMER ID
Entity Type ORDER
Attribute ORDER NUMBER
Rel CUSTOMER PLACES ORDER
Rel ORDER PLACED_BY CUSTOMER

NOTE
To select all this data for Compare Report, you only need to select the Entity Types, since the subordinate
Attributes and Relationship Memberships are automatically processed along with the related Entity Types. To
select all of this data for Migration, you need to select the Entity Types and the Relationship Memberships, since
only the component Attributes are processed along with the related Entity Types. (Relationship Membership is
subordinate to Entity Type but is not a component.)

Sample Compare Report on Objects Before Migration

The following sample Compare Aggregate Object Report reflects data as it would appear if the objects in the source
model were in a different version than equivalent objects in the destination model. Objects listed as different on the
Compare Aggregate Object Report can be defined to an aggregate set for easy use with Trial Migration and Migration
operations.
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Sample Migrate Aggregate Object Report

The following sample Migrate Aggregate Object Report shows objects successfully replaced. If objects could not be
successfully migrated, an explanation of the condition preventing successful migration would be reported. For details, see
Evaluate Migration Error Messages in the section Evaluating the Migration or Trial Migration Report.
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Sample Compare Report After Migration

The following Compare Aggregate Object Report shows that the migrated objects are now evaluated as being the same
version in the destination model as they are in the source model.
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How Can I Ensure a Successful Migration?

Performing a successful migration can take multiple trials, where each trial identifies certain corrective actions to take.
Attempting to foresee and prevent all possible conditions that could cause an unsuccessful migration could be very time-
consuming if you are migrating more than just a few objects. Fortunately, Trial Migration saves you that time and effort.
When weighing preventative versus corrective measures, consider the advantages of letting the software do the work. For
the recommended corrective action for each possible message, see the What to do sections in Evaluate Migration Error
Messages in the section Evaluating the Migration or Trial Migration Report.

How Does Migration Work?

The following series of figures illustrating before and after views of migration suggests the effects you can expect of
migration.
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Migration Replaces Objects with Common Ancestry

The following pair of figures provide a before and after view of migration of an aggregate object, where an object in the
destination model is equivalent to the object being migrated.

Different Objects Before Migration
-- Equivalence Through Common Ancestry shows an aggregate object, CLIENT, with ten components in the
source model and an equivalent object, CLIENT, with only three components in the destination model.

Same Objects After Migration
-- Equivalence Through Common Ancestry illustrates what happens when the aggregate object that has ten
components is selected from the source model for migration. Migration replaces the equivalent aggregate object
in the destination model. Assuming that three of the ten components of the aggregate object in the source model
are equivalent to the three components in the destination model, the three components of the replaced aggregate
object are replaced in the destination model and the seven components that did not exist in the destination model
are created. The following is a sample view:
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Migration Replaces Object When Special Equivalency Rule Applies

The following pair of figures provide a before and after view of migration of an aggregate object, where an object in the
destination model is equivalent to the object being migrated based on Special Equivalency Rules.

Different Objects Before Migration
-- Special Equivalency Rules Apply shows two aggregate objects, the data tables named CLIENT, that are
equivalent based on Special Equivalency Rules.

Same Objects After Migration
-- Migration Creates Common Ancestry illustrates that when such an object is migrated, migration creates
common ancestry between the two objects that had previously been considered equivalent based on Special
Equivalency Rules. That is, after migration, the data table CLIENT in the destination model has common ancestry
with the data table CLIENT in the source model.
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Migration Adds New Objects to Destination Model

The following pair of figures provide a before and after view of migration of an aggregate object, where the destination
model does not contain an object that is equivalent to the object being migrated.

• Object That Does Not Exist in the Destination Model Before Migration shows an aggregate object named CUSTOMER
that exists only in the source model before migration.

• Equivalent Objects in Source and Destination Model After Migration shows that when an object that existed only in the
source model is migrated, an equivalent object is created in the destination model. In this case, CUSTOMER, and its
attributes are added to the destination model.
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Preparing for Migration
This article provides information for Preparing for Migration. Multiple tasks are recommended to prepare for migration.

The following tasks are:
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• Make sure that the models satisfy Version Control prerequisites.
• Decide whether model conversion is necessary to ensure valid language code combinations or schema level

combinations.
• Evaluate characteristics of the models that can affect your migration, such as model size, migration size, subsetting

protection of objects you can need to access for migration, and so on.
• Generate the Compare Report and evaluate the comparison results.
• Identify objects to migrate, based on the Compare Aggregate Object Report.
• Perform needed adoption, if indicated by an analysis of the Compare Aggregate Object Report.
• Generate one or more Trial Migrate Aggregate Object Reports to identify objects requiring further analysis before

performing Migration.

Consider Requirements and Recommendations

You can either verify model and authorization requirements before you begin, or you can simply proceed and take action
only if you receive a message on an unmet requirement. For details on model requirements and recommendations, see
Getting Ready.

Become Familiar with the Aggregate Object Types for Migration

The Aggregate Object Type List shows all the aggregate object types that you can select for migration. The list of
aggregate object types for migration is the same as the list of aggregate object types for Compare Report. See the tables
in Become Familiar with Aggregate Object Types:

• Aggregate Object Types for Compare and Migration (Analysis)
• Aggregate Object Types for Compare and Migration (Design)
• Aggregate Object Types for Compare and Migration (Tech Design)
• Aggregate Object Types for Compare and Migration (Construction)
• Aggregate Object Types for Compare and Migration (Planning)

You can want to examine the expansion table for an object in the Aggregate Object Type List. The expansion table shows
you the component objects, companion objects, enabling objects, and any special cases associated with the aggregate
object. If so, see Aggregate Object Expansions and Special Cases.

Become Familiar with Aggregate Object Expansion

Certain aggregate objects can have subordinate aggregate objects. When navigating through the selection lists to select
objects to migrate, you can expand an aggregate object to display its subordinates for selection. Expansion hierarchies tell
you what object types are selectable when you expand a given object type.

Each of the following graphics begins with the highest-level object in the hierarchy of subordinate aggregate objects. Each
level of indentation represents a level of subordination.
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Identify Models as Source and Destination

Consider carefully the direction in which to migrate, in other words, which model to specify as the source model. See
Determining Which Model is the Source Model. Use the following guidelines:

Select Model with the Object Definitions

Source Model To retain in both models

Destination Model To be replaced

Identify the Objects to Migrate

Always migrate at the lowest level possible. For example, if you select an entity type for comparison and the resulting
report shows that the entity type has not changed but the entity type's component attributes have changed, select only the
changed attributes for migration, not the entity type.

For tips on identifying objects to migrate, see How Do I Identify Objects to Migrate? For the procedure on producing a
Compare Report to perform difference analysis on the models you plan to select for migration, see Performing Object
Comparison.

For examples of identifying candidates for migration based on the Compare Report, see Migrate Objects.
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Identify Objects to Adopt and Perform Adoptions

Strategies for identifying objects that require adoption before migration are discussed in the section, Adopt Objects. For
details on how to perform adoption, see Performing Adoption or Trial Adoption.

Create or Modify Aggregate Sets for Trial Migrate and Migrate

If you are migrating objects that are previously defined to one or more aggregate sets, identify those sets and modify as
needed. If not, create an aggregate set of objects you plan to migrate. See Creating an Aggregate Set. Use it first with
Trial Migrate, then modify as needed for use with Migrate.

Performing Migration or Trial Migration
This article provides information for Performing Migration or Trial Migration. Use the following procedure as a guide when
performing a Migration or Trial Migration.

NOTE
For syntax on the command-line alternative, enter MIGRMODL from the directory where the CSE is installed.

Access the Migrate or Trial Migrate Function

Follow these steps:

1. Access Version Control. See the procedure Starting the Version Control Client.
Select one of the following options, depending on whether you want to perform a migration or report what would
happen if a migration were performed.
– Model, Migrate
– Model, Reports, Trial Migrate

2. Select the source model and destination model. For considerations, see Determining Which Model is the Source
Model.
a. (Optional) Specify a filter for the Source Model names as described in Using a Filter.
b. From the Source Model list, select the model that contains the objects you intend to migrate.
c. (Optional) Specify a filter for the Destination Model names.
d. From the Destination Model list, select the model that contains the objects you intend to replace with object

definitions from the source model.
e. Click OK.

3. Specify the Migration options. For Help on the field having focus, click F1. Specify the number of errors to be reported
before terminating the migration, or accept the displayed default. This value does not affect the success or failure of
the migration. It only specifies the number of errors to report. Any error causes the migration to fail. Enter 0 (zero) to
stop the migration process when the first error is encountered.
a. Specify a report destination or accept the displayed default. For tips, see Specifying How to Save Reports.
b. Specify a unique filename for the report or accept the displayed default.
c. If migrating or trial migrating selected objects that belong to an aggregate set, check Aggregate Set, click OK and

skip to Select Aggregate Set (Step 9).
d. Click OK.

4. Select an aggregate object type for which you want to list occurrences. The list of aggregate object types you can
select for Migration is the same as the list for the Compare Report. A description of each aggregate object type is
listed in a table under Become Familiar with Aggregate Object Types in this section.
a. Highlight the aggregate object type of interest. Select the lowest-level aggregate object possible to migrate. This

strategy reduces the number of objects that have to be migrated, and optimizing performance. Use the Compare
Aggregate Objects Report to identify objects that have changed. Use the Trial Migration Report to determine the
anticipated outcome of migrating the objects of interest. Use the expansion tables to identify component objects. If
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selecting a parent aggregate object, it is not necessary to select any of its component objects, since components
are migrated automatically.

b. Click List, or to limit the display to a specific range of occurrences of the selected aggregate object type, enter a
filter value and click List.

5. Select one occurrence, select multiple occurrences, or click Select All. Selecting a single occurrence for expansion
limits the Expanded Occurrence list to objects subordinate to the selected occurrence. This option is useful if you want
to select objects of a low-level type having an large number of occurrences within the model, but only a small number
when accessed through the path of objects to which it is subordinate.
– If you selected only one object and want to expand that object, click Expand. Proceed with the Aggregate Object

Expanded Occurrences dialog (Step 7).
– If you selected multiple individual occurrences, clicked Select All, or selected an object that cannot be expanded or

that you do not want to expand, click Add, then click Exit. The Aggregate Object Types List appears. Either continue
the selection process as described in Step 5 or click Cancel and proceed to migrate the objects you have selected,
as described in Step 9 for Selected Object List.

6. Select one occurrence, select multiple occurrences individually, or click Select All. Continue in one of the following
ways:
– If you selected only one object and want to expand that object, click Expand again. Continue as described at the

beginning of this step. (You can repeat this step of selecting and expanding until you reach the lowest-level object in
the chain.)

– If you selected multiple objects or selected a single object that either cannot be expanded or that you do not want to
expand, click Add, then click Exit. If you performed only one expansion, the Aggregate Object Occurrences dialog
with the parent object appears. If you performed multiple expansions, the Aggregate Object Expanded Occurrences
dialog with the parent object appears. Click Exit repeatedly until you display the Aggregate Object Types dialog.

– Try to migrate at the lowest level possible. Do not, for example, migrate an entity type when only an attribute has
changed; migrate only the changed attribute.

7. To continue selecting objects to migrate, return to step 5. To stop the selection process, click Cancel.
Select one or more aggregate sets to use and verify that the retrieval status shows the expected number of objects
retrieved.

8. Verify that the listed objects are the objects to be migrated. If so, select Proceed.
9. Select Yes to proceed with the trial migration or migration.
10. Review the following messages, then click Continue to generate the Migration or Trial Migration Report. The report

appears in a Review panel. You can also access it from the directory you specified.
– n objects that are processed during delete phase.
– Where n is the number of objects that have been deleted from the destination model
– n objects processed during copy phase.
– Where n is the number of objects that have been copied from the source model to the destination model
– Verifying protection for objects to be deleted.
– Verifying that required associations exist for object n.
– Where n is the current count of associations that have been validated
– Validating destination model.
– Verifying property uniqueness.
– Creating report.
– Rolling back changes to the database (displays for a successful Trial Migration or an unsuccessful Migration)

NOTE
More messages are displayed for a failed migration or a trial migration.
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Evaluating the Migration or Trial Migration Report
When you evaluate the Trial Migrate Aggregate Object Report, examine what would happen to the migrated objects, and
examine any reported error messages. The following is a sample view:
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The following table illustrates migration report information messages:

Action Indicates Object Label in Both Models
CREATED The source model object did not exist in

the destination model; therefore this object
was added to the destination model. See
also RENAMED, which occurs only in
conjunction with CREATED.

N/A

DELETED The source model object's components did
not include this component found in the
destination model; therefore, this object
was deleted.

N/A

RENAMED The source model object was added to
the destination model, but renamed as
specified because the destination model
already contains another object with that
object name; where the object with the
same name is not equivalent to the object
being migrated.

N/A

REPLACED The source model object replaced the
equivalent destination model object.

The same

REPLACES The source model object replaced, and
consequently renamed, the equivalent
destination model object.

Different

SEE ABOVE The object was already migrated as a
consequence of migrating another object;
see the previously reported action on this
object.

N/A

NOTE
The RENAMED action on a Trial Migrate Aggregate Object Report sometimes indicates the need for adoption.
See Sample Trial Migrate Aggregate Object Report.

When you examine the Trial Migrate Aggregate Object Report, you can notice certain outcomes that are different from
what you expected. For example:

• Objects reported as renamed and added, when you intended that they replace the object with the same name.
• Objects reported as deleted, when you intended that they be saved.

Evaluate Renamed Objects

It is important to evaluate renamed objects on an individual basis. Objects with the same name can be related or
unrelated.

Handling Renaming When Objects Are Unrelated

An object in the destination with the same name as an object being migrated can have no relationship with the object
being migrated. In this case, you can want to rename either the unrelated object in the destination model or the source
model object to be migrated. (This assumes you noticed this condition by examining a Trial Migration Report and
that Migration had not yet been performed.) Migration, after either type of preventive intervention, will not rename the
destination model object that it replaces.
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Handling Renaming When Objects Are Related

An object in the destination with the same name as an object being migrated can be logically the same as the object
being migrated. If you want to replace such an object in the destination model with the object to be migrated, the relevant
aggregate object must be made equivalent in the two models. To create object equivalency through common ancestry,
perform adoption before migration.

How to Proceed If You Intended to Replace the Object

Follow these steps:

1. If you noticed the renaming on a Migrate Aggregate Object Report, delete the renamed aggregate object that was
created by migration. If you noticed the renaming on a Trial Migrate Aggregate Object Report, skip this step.
For an example, see Trial Migrate Aggregate Object Report in the section "Performing Adoption."

2. Use adoption to create common ancestry between the source model object to be migrated and the destination model
object to be replaced.
Migrate the aggregate object.

Evaluate Deleted Component Objects

This article provides information for Evaluate Deleted Component Objects. When migration replaces an aggregate object,
it also replaces the components of an object.

For example, if Entity Type E exists in the source and destination models and its Attribute A has been deleted only from
the source model, migration deletes Attribute A from the destination model also. If Attribute A is not referenced in the
destination model -- has no usages -- its deletion causes no problem, and the migration can proceed.

If you want to save components of aggregate objects that would be deleted by migration, perform migrations in both
directions. Say, for example, you intend to migrate Entity Type E from Model A to Model B but want to keep several
attributes of Entity Type E in Model B -- and their permitted values. In this instance, migrate the required attributes from
Model B to Model A. Then migrate the enhanced entity type from Model A to Model B. Because permitted values are
components of attributes, they migrate with their respective attributes both ways.

How to Keep Components

Follow these steps:

1. Migrate the components that you want to keep to the model that contains the aggregate object you want to migrate
from. To migrate components individually, the components must be aggregate objects in their own right.

2. Migrate the enhanced aggregate object (with the added components) as originally planned.

Evaluate Migration Error Messages

This article provides information for Evaluate Migration Error Messages. The migration process ensures that no changes
are made to your model that would leave it in an invalid state.

When errors are encountered that prevent a successful migration, the migration report contains a description of each type
of problem followed by a list of occurrences that identify the objects causing the problem. The format is as follows:

• Object requires existence of related object
– <object> REQUIRES <object>

• Attempt to reference/modify/delete one or more objects which are checked out
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– <object type> <object label>
– subset: <subset name>
– Access: DELETE | MODIFY | ACCESS
– userid: <userid>

• Object repeats implementation of object
– <object> REPEATS <object>

• Object contains object
– <object> CONTAINS <object>

• One or more Objects cannot be/must be deleted
– <object> USED BY <object>

• Object invalidates object
– <object> INVALIDATES <object>

• Object is incomplete
– <object> INCOMPLETE <object>

NOTE
In the following examples, assume that equivalence exists.

Object Requires Existence of Related Object

The following is the description of this error message:

• Object requires existence of related object
- <object> REQUIRES <object>

The related object is an enabling object, and is missing from the destination model. This means:

• The parent object of the object in the message was missing
• The aggregate object references the object that is listed as missing
• Object REQUIRES Object Example
• Object requires existence of related object

Entity E ---REQUIRES
Subject Area B
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The following suggestions ensure the existence of the required enabling object.

• Verify that the enabling object exists in the destination model and is equivalent to the enabling object in the source
model.

• If the enabling object does not exist in the destination model, migrate the enabling object at the same time. In this
example, migrate Subject Area B and Entity E.

Attempt to Reference/Modify/Delete one or more Objects which are Checked Out

The following is the description of this error message:

Attempt to reference/modify/delete one or more objects which are checked out.

• <object type> <object label>
• subset: <subset name>
• Access: DELETE | MODIFY | ACCESS
• userid: <userid>

This message indicates that the object listed in the message was checked out with the indicated protection during the
migration. A migration can complete successfully when subsets are checked out, but migration does not:

• Add or remove a referencing association to an object that is checked out with Delete protection in the destination
model.

• Add or remove a modifying association if an object is checked out with Modify or Delete protection in the destination
model.

• Replace an object that is checked out with Modify or Delete protection in the destination model.
• Delete an object that is checked out with Delete, Modify, or Access protection in the destination model.

The following is the description of this error message:
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Attempt to reference/modify/delete one or more objects which are checked out.

• Procedure Step A
• subset: PSTEP A
• Access: MODIFY
• userid: JLM

The following illustration references several objects including a Procedure step that is called Procedure Step A, which
is to be migrated to the Destination Model. However, userid JLM checked out the Procedure Step A of the Destination
Model with an access level of Modify before the migration attempt.

Check in the subsets that would cause the errors.

NOTE
For more information about subsetting protections, see the section  Use the Client Server Encyclopedia .

Object Repeats Implementation of Object

Object repeats implementation of object.

<object> REPEATS <object>

This message indicates that migration fails because it would have created more than one implementation of a relationship,
thereby producing an invalid model.

Object repeats implementation of object.
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Do one of the following:

• Check the location of foreign key columns for conflicts
• Migrate data table A, data table B, and the relationship

Object repeats implementation of object.
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Do one of the following:

• Check foreign key column in link table against other foreign key columns.
• Migrate data table A and data table B and relationship.

Object Contains Object

The following is a description of this error message:

Object contains object

<object> CONTAINS <object>

This message indicates that migration failed because it would have produced an invalid model in which:

• An elementary process contained another process (a child), or
• An elementary process contains child events or external objects.

Process G -- CONTAINS
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Process L

Do the following:
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Delete Elementary Process K and Elementary Process L from the destination model or make Process G non-elementary
in the source model.

Do the following:
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Migrate Process T with Process N.

Do the following:

Migrate Process A with Process B.
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Do the following:

Migrate Process A with Process B.

Object Cannot Be/Must Be Deleted

One or more Objects cannot be/must be deleted.

<object> USED BY <object>

This message indicates that migration tried to delete an object from the destination model that is referenced by (USED
BY) another object in that model.

One or more Objects cannot be/must be deleted Attribute Entity E A -- USED BY.

Attribute view Entity E A within Process Action Block B

What Happened

The migration of Entity Type E:

1. Copies Entity Type E and its component object, Attribute B, to the destination model and deletes Attribute A.
2. Tries to reestablish the link between Attributes A and B and their attribute views. Finds Attribute A missing.
3. Terminates the migration and rolls back ALL changes to the database when it cannot reestablish the link.
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Do the following:

Determine whether the target object in the destination model has different components than the object being migrated. If
so, remove references to those component objects in the destination model that do not exist in the source model.

Object Invalidates Object

The following is the description of this error message:

Object invalidates object

<object> INVALIDATES <object>

This error can occur in several situations. As it applies to the following example, the error message indicates that
migration fails because it would cause the tablespace to be in a different database from the indexspace.
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What Happened

Migrating the tablespace would cause the tablespace to be in a different database from one or more indexspaces for the
data table. Therefore, the migration is not allowed to complete.

Do the following:

Migrate the data table along with the tablespace.
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Object Is Incomplete

Object is incomplete

<object> INCOMPLETE <object>

This message indicates that migration fails because it would cause a mapping that is not associated to a window field to
exist with only an export predicate view. If a mapping is not associated to a window field, it must be associated to both an
export predicate view and an import predicate view.
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Do the following:

Migrate Procedure Step A. If this does not fix the problem, delete the dialog or window from the Destination Model and
repeat the migration.

Change Capture for Version Control
Change Capture for Version Control collects and saves information about changes to objects in the Client/Server
Encyclopedia (CSE).
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Change Capture Basics

The Compare Report uses this information to compare and report on changes to objects in two models that you select.
For each object evaluated, the report identifies:

• When the last change was made (date and time)
• Who made the last change (user ID)

The change information is used to determine if equivalent objects are the same or different.

How Objects Change

Changes occur to objects on the CSE when users:

• Upload changes to a model from the toolset
• Apply changes to a parent model from a child model
• Package modules
• Generate code or databases
• Convert models
• Modify model through CSE client

Where Changes Are Marked

For every change that is captured, Change Capture marks an aggregate object as changed, whether the change was
made:

• To the aggregate object itself, or
• To a non-aggregate object for which the aggregate object is a parent

Change Capture tracks changes to the same set of aggregate objects that you can select for Migration or for Compare
Report.

Example 1

If you add a procedure step to a model, Change Capture marks the procedure step aggregate object as changed.

For instance, if you add procedure step MAINTAIN_CUSTOMER, Change Capture marks the aggregate object procedure
step that is labeled MAINTAIN_CUSTOMER as changed.

Example 2

If you remove a view in a procedure step action block, Change Capture marks the procedure step aggregate object and
the procedure step action block aggregate object as changed because:

• Views are not aggregate objects
• Views are subordinate to both the procedure step aggregate object and the procedure step action block aggregate

object

Example 3

If you update the name of a dependency in the Activity Dependency Diagram, its parent aggregate objects, the functions,
and processes to which it is linked, are marked as changed since a dependency is not an aggregate object.

How Changes Are Marked

Change Capture adds the session object that contains the following information for every group of changes that it
captures:
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• Date of change
• Time of change
• User ID of the person who made the change
• Identification number for the changing session

For details about the changing session, see How is Difference Between Equivalent Objects Detected? in the section,
Comparing Objects in Different Models.

Information That Is Not Saved

Change Capture marks objects as changed. It does not maintain information about how an object was changed.

If you remove a view from a procedure step action block, the procedure step and procedure step action block are marked
as changed. However, Change Capture does not record that a view has been removed.

Actions on Aggregate Objects Causing Them to be Marked Changed

This article provides information for Actions on Aggregate Objects Causing Them to be Marked Changed.

The basic changes that cause an object to be marked as changed are as follows.

Add an Object
-- If an object is added and it is an aggregate object, the object itself is marked as changed. If a non-aggregate
object is added, its parent aggregate object is marked as changed.

Delete an Object
-- Deleting an object involves dissociating two objects; see Remove an Association between Two Objects.

Modify Object Type
-- If an object type is modified and it is an aggregate object, the object is marked as changed. If a non-aggregate
type of the object is modified, its parent aggregate object is marked as changed.

Update Property of an Object
-- If a property of an object is updated, and it is an aggregate object, the object is marked as changed. If a non-
aggregate property of an object is updated, its parent aggregate object is marked as changed.

Add an Association between Two Objects
-- If you add an attribute to an entity, that association causes the entity to be marked as changed. Anytime an
association is created between two objects, a change to an aggregate object is marked.

Remove an Association between Two Objects
-- If you remove an attribute from an entity, the deletion of that association causes the entity to be marked as
changed. Anytime you delete an association between two objects, a change to an aggregate object is marked.

Move/Reorder an Association between Two Objects
-- If the order of attributes of an entity is changed, the entity is marked as changed. Anytime an association is
moved between two objects, a change to an aggregate object can be marked.

Actions on Related Objects Causing Aggregates to be Marked Changed

This article provides information for Actions on Related Objects Causing Aggregates to be Marked Changed.
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The following tables indicate when aggregate objects are marked as changed because of changes to related objects.
Tables are ordered alphabetically by aggregate object name, beginning with Action Block (BAA):

Aggregate Object Changes to Related Objects
ACTION BLOCK (BAA) Add/Modify member name

Add/Remove operation of an entity
Add/Remove use of trigger module
Add/Remove/Modify bind package defaults
Add/Remove/Modify statement
Add/Remove/Modify table usage
Add/Remove/Modify view matching
Add/Remove/Move views
Use action block in a Business System for the first time

ACTION BLOCK (BSD) Add view implementation
Add/Modify member name
Add/Remove operation of an entity
Add/Remove use of trigger module
Add/Remove/Modify bind package default
Add/Remove/Modify statement
Add/Remove/Modify table usage
Add/Remove/Modify view matching
Add/Remove/Move views
Note: If the action block is for a reusable object, the reusable
object is marked rather than the action block.

ATTRIBUTE Add prompt
Add prompt to permitted value
Add/Modify prompt dialect text
Add/Remove default value
Add/Remove derivation algorithm
Add/Remove reference to foreign key column by foreign key
attribute
Add/Remove reference of based attribute for foreign key attribute
Add/Remove reference of attribute/relationship usage to foreign
key attribute
Add/Remove/Modify an alias
Add/Remove/Modify permitted values
Reorder attribute within entity

BATCH JOB Remove batch job steps
BATCH JOB STEP Add/Remove/Modify package list entry

Add/Remove/Modify usage of program specification block (psb)
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BUSINESS SYSTEM Add/Modify default error field attributes
Add/Modify default GUI dialog attributes
Add/Modify default GUI field attributes
Add/Modify default GUI group box attributes
Add/Modify default GUI list box attributes
Add/Modify default GUI literal attributes
Add/Modify default GUI menu item attributes
Add/Modify default GUI prompt attributes
Add/Modify default GUI push button attributes
Add/Modify default GUI status bar attributes
Add/Modify default GUI toolbar attributes
Add/Modify default GUI window attributes
Add/Modify default literal attributes
Add/Modify default normal field attributes
Add/Modify default prompt attributes
Add/Modify default special field attributes
Add/Remove parameter delimiters
Add/Remove parameter string delimiters
Add/Remove default message box attributes
Add/Remove custom video properties

BUSINESS SYSTEM IMPL Add/Remove/Modify bind package default
Add/Remove/Modify package list entry
Add/Remove/Rename library

COMMAND Add/Remove/Modify command synonym
Add/Remove/Modify dialect sensitive text
Add/Remove/Modify dialect text

COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION Add/Modify trigger
Add/Remove attribute to/from identifier
Add/Remove entity state transition
Add/Remove mutually exclusive
Add/Remove partitioning
Add/Remove partitioning of subtype
Add/Remove relationship to mutually exclusive
Add/Remove relationship to/from identifier
Add/Remove subtypes
Add/Remove use of entity in content
Add/Remove/Modify alias
Add/Remove/Modify classifying attribute
Add/Remove/Modify content for an Entity
Add/Remove/Modify identifier
Add/Remove/Modify parent
Remove attribute
Remove linkage

COMPONENT MODEL Add/Remove an art object
Add/Remove reference to subject area
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COMPONENT SPECIFICATION Add/Modify trigger
Add/Remove attribute to/from identifier
Add/Remove entity state transition
Add/Remove mutually exclusive
Add/Remove partitioning
Add/Remove partitioning of subtype
Add/Remove relationship to mutually exclusive
Add/Remove relationship to/from identifier
Add/Remove subtypes
Add/Remove use of entity in content
Add/Remove/Modify alias
Add/Remove/Modify classifying attribute
Add/Remove/Modify content for an Entity
Add/Remove/Modify identifier
Add/Remove/Modify parent
Remove attribute
Remove linkage

CONFIGURATION INSTANCE Add/Remove references to business system, load modules,
procedures steps, action blocks, windows, dialog boxes,
databases, tablespaces, records and storage groups

CONSTRAINT Add/Modify trigger
Add/Remove/Modify extended constraint

CUSTOM PROXIES Add/Remove custom proxies
DATA COLUMN Add/Remove/Modify extended column
DATA TABLE Add/Remove entity implementation

Add/Remove constraint
Add/Remove many to many implementation
Add/Remove relationship implementation
Add/Remove tablespace for extended table
Add/Remove/Modify extended tables
Move table to another tablespace
Remove data column
Remove denormalized column
Remove index
Remove foreign key column

DATABASE Add/Remove tablespace for extended database
Add/Remove/Modify data tables
Add/Remove/Modify extended database
Add/Remove/Modify log tables

DEFAULT EDIT PATTERN Add/Remove dialect sensitive text
DENORMALIZED COLUMN Add/Remove/Modify extended column
DFLT PRIMARY WINDOW Add/Remove/Modify use of reusable object

Add/Remove/Modify window contents
DIALOG Add/Remove/Modify use of reusable object

Add/Remove/Modify window contents
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DIALOG FLOW Add/Remove Flows on/Returns on Exit State
Set/Remove commands
Set/Unset autoflow command

ENTITY TYPE Add/Modify trigger
Add/Remove attribute to/from identifier
Add/Remove entity state transition
Add/Remove mutually exclusive
Add/Remove partitioning
Add/Remove partitioning of subtype
Add/Remove relationship to mutually exclusive
Add/Remove relationship to/from identifier
Add/Remove subtypes
Add/Remove use of entity in content
Add/Remove/Modify alias
Add/Remove/Modify classifying attribute
Add/Remove/Modify content for an Entity
Add/Remove/Modify identifier
Add/Remove/Modify parent
Remove attribute
Remove linkage

EXIT STATE Add/Remove dialect text
Delete business system

FUNCTION Add/Remove expected effects
Add/Remove usage of activity
Add/Remove/Move views
Change parent
In dependency diagram:
Add/Remove information flow
Add/Remove information view

FOREIGN KEY COLUMN Add/Remove/Modify extended column
INDEX Add/Modify indexspace

Add/Remove data column
Add/Remove denormalized column
Add/Remove foreign key
Add/Remove foreign key column
Add/Remove storage group to/from indexspace
Add/Remove tablespace for extended indexspace
Add/Remove volume serial to/from indexspace dataset
Add/Remove/Modify extended index
Add/Remove/Modify extended indexspace
Add/Remove/Modify partitioning value to/from index
Change indexspace data set for indexspace
Move (Add/Remove) indexspace to another database
Remove constraint using foreign key columns contained in index
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INTERFACE TYPE Add/Modify trigger
Add/Remove attribute to/from identifier
Add/Remove entity state transition
Add/Remove mutually exclusive
Add/Remove partitioning
Add/Remove partitioning of subtype
Add/Remove relationship to interface type model
Add/Remove relationship to mutually exclusive
Add/Remove relationship to/from identifier
Add/Remove subtypes
Add/Remove use of entity in content
Add/Remove/Modify alias
Add/Remove/Modify classifying attribute
Add/Remove/Modify content for an Entity
Add/Remove/Modify identifier
Add/Remove/Modify parent
Remove attribute
Remove linkage

LINK TABLE Add many to many implementation
Add/Remove tablespace for extended table
Add/Remove/Modify extended tables
Move many to many implementation to another tablespace

MATRIX Add/Remove cell values
NAVIGATION DIAGRAM Add/Remove a window usage

Add/Remove a procedure step window usage
ONLINE LOAD MODULE Add/Remove/Modify package list entry
OPERATIONS LIBRARY Add/Remove/Modify action blocks.

ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT Change/Reorder parent
PROCEDURE Remove procedure steps
PROCEDURE STEP Add/Remove packaging for pstep

Add/Remove PF Key overrides
Add/Remove unformatted input
Add/Remove view implementation
Add/Remove/Modify trancode associated to a procedure step
Add/Remove/Modify view matching
Add/Remove/Move views
Remove dialog
Remove "initiates" (source) dialog flow
Remove screen
Remove window
Add/Remove web operation
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PROCESS Add/Remove expected effects
Add/Remove usage from state transition to process
Add/Remove usage of activity
Add/Remove/Move views
In dependency diagram:
Add/Remove information flow
Add/Remove information view
Change/Reorder parent

SCREEN Add screen implementation
Add/Remove/Modify screen contents

SCROLL AMOUNT VALUE Add/Remove dialect text
SERVER MANAGER Add/Remove/Modify package list entry
SPECIFICATION TYPE Add/Modify trigger

Add/Remove attribute to/from identifier
Add/Remove entity state transition
Add/Remove mutually exclusive
Add/Remove partitioning
Add/Remove partitioning of subtype
Add/Remove relationship to mutually exclusive
Add/Remove relationship to/from identifier
Add/Remove subtypes
Add/Remove use of entity in content
Add/Remove/Modify alias
Add/Remove/Modify classifying attribute
Add/Remove/Modify content for an Entity
Add/Remove/Modify identifier
Add/Remove/Modify parent
Remove attribute
Remove linkage

STORAGE GROUP Add/Remove volume serial
SYSTEM PF KEY Add/Remove association with command
TABLESPACE Add/Remove database partition

Add/Remove storage group
Add/Remove volume serial
Add/Remove/Modify dataset
Add/Remove/Modify extended tablespace
Add/Remove/Modify partitioning value to/from index
Move data table to another tablespace
Move tablespace to another database

TECH DESIGN DEFAULT Add/Remove/Modify bind package default
Add/Remove/Modify extended technical design
Add/Remove/Modify package list entry
Add/Remove/Rename trigger library
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TRANS OPERATION Add/Remove/Modify a constraint
Add/Remove/Modify an external parameter
Add/Remove delegation to another transaction
Add/Remove reference to a command
Add/Remove reference to an entity type
Add/Remove reference to a procedure step
Add/Remove reference to a work attribute set

TYPEMAP Add/Remove reference to correspondences
Add/Remove reference to action blocks

USER DEF OBJ CLASS Remove user-defined object
WEB SERVICE DEFINITION Add/Remove web service
WINDOW LOAD MODULE Add/Remove/Modify package list entry
WORK ATTRIBUTE SET Add/Modify prompt dialect text

Add/Remove of alias definition
Remove work attribute

z/OS LIBRARY Add/Remove action blocks

Migration Rules
This article provides information for Migration Rules that includes, Aggregate Object Expansion Tables, Special Case
Aggregate Actions, and Special Equivalency Rules.

The following three sets of rules are documented in this section:

Aggregate Object Expansions Tables
-- Aggregate object expansion is the process of determining which objects are migrated along with the selected
aggregate and whether proper conditions exist for the migration to succeed. The Aggregate Object Expansion and
Special Cases tables list all expandable aggregate object types for migration. For each type of aggregate object,
the table lists the:

• Component objects
• Companion objects
• Enabling objects
• Special cases

Special Case Aggregate Actions
-- The actions related to the special cases are documented with the relevant aggregate objects.

Special Equivalency Rules
-- This is a table of rules for establishing equivalence between aggregate objects that exist in different models and
are meant to be equivalent but do not share common ancestry. Objects that are deemed equivalent based on one
of these rules is treated by Compare Report and Migration as though they share common ancestry, even though
they do not. Common ancestry is propagated by Migration when objects are replaced during migration based on
equivalence that is established by these rules.

Aggregate Objects with No Expansions

The following aggregate objects are not expandable and are not listed with Aggregate Object Expansions and Special
Cases:
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• ACTIVITY CLUSTER
• BUSINESS AREA
• CRIT SUCCESS FACTOR
• CURRENT DATA STORE
• DATA CLUSTER
• DIALECT
• ENVIRONMENT
• EXTERNAL OBJECT
• FACILITY
• GOAL
• INFORMATION NEED
• LOCATION
• OBJECTIVE
• PERFORMANCE MEASURE
• STRATEGY
• TACTIC
• USER DEF OBJ CLASS

Aggregate Object Expansions and Special Cases

The expansions for aggregate objects that are expandable or have Special Cases are listed alphabetically.

Action Block
This article provides information for Action Block Component Objects, Companion Objects, and Enabling Objects.

The description for action blocks is given in the following table:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Action statements, views, DBRM,
implementation unit, and bind package
defaults.

Referenced commands, exit states,
operations library, z/OS library, and action
blocks USED by action block

Relationships, entity types, subtypes,
attributes, work attributes, and work
attribute sets referenced by any migrated
views and/or action statements.
Owning entity type or work attribute set.
Windows and dialogs that are referenced
by action statements.
Business system if migrated action block is
implemented into a business system.
For BSD, window controls referenced by
window control usages.

Special Cases

The following is a list of special cases:

• A view match to a view in a USED action block is migrated only if the corresponding view in the USED action block
exists in the destination model. Conversely, a view match from a view in an action block that USES the migrated action
block is migrated only if the corresponding view in the using action block exists in the destination model.

• If the action block being migrated is an elementary process action block and the process exists in the destination
model (but is not elementary), the elementary process is automatically migrated.

• If the action block being migrated is an elementary process action block and the process does NOT exist in the
destination model, the elementary process is automatically migrated.
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Special Case Examples Data Views and View Matching When USING Action Block Is Migrated

In the following situations, Action Block A is an action block that is directly or indirectly selected to be migrated and Action
Block B is another action block.

• View Match Copied
– Action Block A uses Action Block B in the source model.
– A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Action Block A and a view in Action Block B.
– Action Block B exists in the destination model.
– The View in Action Block B exists in the destination model.
– The View Match does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: The View Match is copied to the destination model.

• View Match Replaced
– Action Block A uses Action Block B in the source model.
– A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Action Block A and a view in Action Block B.
– Action Block B exists in the destination model.
– The View in Action Block B exists in the destination model.
– The View Match exists in the destination model.
– Result: The View Match is replaced in the destination model.

• View Match Not Copied
– Action Block A uses Action Block B in the source model.
– A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Action Block A and a view in Action Block B.
– The Action Block B exists in the destination model.
– The View in the Action Block B does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: The View Match is not copied to the destination model.

• View Match Deleted
– Action Block A uses Action Block B in the source model.
– A View Match exists in the destination model between a view in Action Block A and a view in Action Block B.
– The View in Action Block A does not exist in the source model
– OR the View Match does not exist in the source model.
– Result: The View Match is deleted from the destination model.

Special Case Examples Data Views and View Matching When USED Action Block Is Migrated

In the following situations, Action Block B is an action block that is directly or indirectly selected to be migrated, and Action
Block A is another action block.

• View Match Copied
– Action Block A uses Action Block B in the source model.
– A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Action Block A and a view in Action Block B.
– Action Block A exists in the destination model.
– Action Block A uses Action Block B in the destination model.
– The View in Action Block A exists in the destination model.
– The View Match does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: The View Match is copied to the destination model.

• View Match Replaced
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– Action Block A uses Action Block B in the source model.
– A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Action Block A and a view in Action Block B.
– Action Block A exists in the destination model.
– Action Block A uses Action Block B in the destination model.
– The View in Action Block A exists in the destination model.
– The View Match exists in the destination model.
– Result: The View Match is replaced in the destination model.

• View Match Not Copied
– Action Block A uses Action Block B in the source model.
– A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Action Block A and a view in Action Block B.
– Action Block A does not exist in the destination model OR
– Action Block A does not use Action Block B in the destination model OR
– The View in Action Block A does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: The View Match is not copied to the destination model.

• View Match Deleted
– Action Block A uses Action Block B in the source model.
– Action Block A uses Action Block B in the destination model.
– A View Match exists in the destination model between a view in Action Block A and a view in Action Block B.
– The View in Action Block B does not exist in the source model OR the View Match does not exist in the source

model.
– Result: The View Match is deleted from the destination model.

• View Match Not Changed
– Action Block A does not exist in the source model OR Action Block A does not use Action Block B in the source

model.
– Action Block A uses Action Block B in the destination model.
– A View Match exists in the destination model between a view in Action Block A and a view in Action Block B.
– Result: The View Match is not changed in the destination model.

Attributes
This article provides information for Attributes including, Special Cases, Special case Examples Attributes and Prompts,
and Special Case Examples Permitted Values and Prompt Values.

The following table describes the attributes:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Permitted values and aliases
Attribute relationship usage (foreign key
attribute)

Default and derivation algorithm action
blocks and referenced dialects

Parent entity type or subtype
Foreign key columns attribute is
implemented by, foreign key attribute
or attribute derived from relationships,
relationships referenced by component
attribute, relationship usages.

Special Cases

The following is a list of special cases:
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• Prompts are created if they exist in the source model and do not exist in the destination model. Prompts are replaced
if they exist in both the source and destination model. Prompts are unchanged if they exist in the destination model but
not in the source model.

• Prompt values are created if they exist in the source model and do not exist in the destination model. Prompt values
are replaced if they exist in both the source and destination models. Prompt values are unchanged if they exist in the
destination model but not in the source model.

Special Case Examples Attributes and Prompts

In the following situations, Attribute A is selected to be migrated:

• Prompt Created
– Prompt A exists for Attribute A in the source model.
– Attribute A exists in the destination model, but Prompt A is not in the destination model.
– Result: Prompt A is created in the destination model.

• Prompt Not Changed
– Attribute A does not have Prompt A in the source model.
– Attribute A has Prompt A in the destination model.
– Result: Prompt A is not changed in the destination model.

• Prompt Replaced
– Attribute A has Prompt A in the source model.
– Attribute A has Prompt A in the destination model.
– Result: Prompt A is replaced in the destination model.

Special Case Examples Permitted Values and Prompt Values

In the following situation, Attribute A is selected to be migrated:

• Prompt Value Created
– Attribute A has Permitted Value A, which has Prompt Value A, in the source model.
– Attribute A and Permitted Value A exist in the destination model.
– Prompt Value A does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: Prompt Value A is copied to the destination model.

• Prompt Value Not Changed
– Attribute A has Permitted Value A in the source model.
– Attribute A and Permitted Value A exist in the destination model.
– Prompt Value A exists in the destination model for Permitted Value A.
– Prompt Value A does not exist in the source model.
– Result: Prompt Value A is not changed in the destination model.

• Prompt Value Replaced
– Attribute A has Permitted Value A, which has Prompt Value A, in the source model.
– Attribute A, Permitted Value A, and Prompt Value A exist in the destination model.
– Result: Prompt Value A is replaced in the destination model.

Batch Job

The following table describes the batch job:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Batch job steps Associated procedure
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Batch Job Step

Contents

The following table describes the batch jog step:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Packaging, package list entries, PSB
(program specification block)

Parent batch job

Special Cases

To migrate a batch job step, select batch job step, or migrate the procedure or the batch job.

Business System

The following table describes business system:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Literal properties, error properties, prompt
properties, field and special field properties,
default GUI attributes, and business system
implementation.

Default edit patterns, system-wide program
function keys, and custom video properties.

None

Business System Implementation

The following table describes business system implementation:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Target environment parameters which
are properties of a business system
implementation object; bind package
default and package list entry

Referenced libraries Parent business system

Command

The following table describes the command:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Command synonyms Referenced dialects Parent business system

Component Implementation

The following table describes the component implementation:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Parent subject area
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Component Model

The following table describes the component model:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Art objects None Scoping subject area, attributes, and action

blocks

Component Specification

The following table describes the component specification:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Offerings None Parent subject area, interface type offered

by component specification

Configuration Instance

The following table describes the Configuration Instance:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Configuration Instance Referenced business system, load

modules, procedure steps, action blocks,
windows, dialog boxes, databases,
tablespaces, records, and storage groups

Constraint

The following table describes the constraint:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Extended constraints Source foreign key column Source and target data tables, target data

column, identifier (if linkage implements an
identifying relationship), and relationship
implemented by the linkage

NOTE
Only constraints between data tables are selectable.

Current Information System

The following table describes the current information system:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Current effect None Current database or store
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Custom Proxies

The following table describes the web service definition:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Custom proxy None Business system

NOTE
The association is recreated in the destination model between the Custom Proxy and the Interface if the
Interface already exists in the destination model.

Custom Video Property

The following table describes the custom video property:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Business System

Data Column

The following table describes the data column:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Extended columns None Parent data table and attribute being

implemented by the data column

Data Table

The following table describes the data table:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Indexes, constraints from data tables,
related link tables, relationship triggers,
columns, extended tables for migrated
constraints.

None Parent tablespace and entity type being
implemented by the data table, tablespaces
referenced by extended tables

Database

The following table describes the database:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Extended databases and database files Technical design and default storage

groups
Tablespaces referenced by extended
databases
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Default Dialog

The following table describes the default dialog:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Window controls, custom edit patterns, and
GUI events.

Referenced prompts, prompt values,
commands, default edit patterns, and
dialects.

Parent procedure step, views, and GUI
event handlers referenced by window
controls.

NOTE
Window controls are the objects contained in a window or dialog.

Default Edit Pattern

The following table describes the default edit pattern:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None Referenced dialects Parent business system

Default Primary Window

The following table describes the default primary window:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Window controls, custom edit patterns, and
GUI events.

Referenced prompts prompt values,
commands, default edit patterns, and
dialects

Parent procedure step, views, and GUI
event handlers referenced by window
controls

NOTE
Window controls are objects contained in a window or dialog.

Denormalized Column

The following table describes the denormalized column:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Extended columns None Parent data table, attribute and relationship

being implemented by the denormalized
column

Dialog Flow

Contents

The following table describes the dialog flow:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None Flows on, returns on exit states and

commands
From and to procedure steps
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NOTE
View matching is migrated with the procedure step not with the dialog flow.

Special Case Examples Procedure Step and Dialog Flow

In the following situations, Procedure Step A is a procedure step that is directly or indirectly selected to be migrated and
Procedure Step B is another procedure step.

• Dialog Flow Copied
– A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A in the source model.
– The Dialog Flow flows to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
– Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
– The Dialog Flow does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: The Dialog Flow is copied to the destination model.

• Dialog Flow Replaced
– A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A in the source model.
– The Dialog Flow flows to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
– Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
– The Dialog Flow exists in the destination model.
– Result: The Dialog Flow is replaced in the destination model.

• Dialog Flow Not Copied
– A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A in the source model.
– The Dialog Flow flows to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
– Procedure Step B does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: The Dialog Flow is not copied to the destination model.

• Dialog Flow Deleted
– A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A in the destination model.
– The Dialog Flow does not exist in the source model.
– Result: The Dialog Flow is deleted from the destination model.

Entity Types

The following topics are covered in this section:

The following table describes the entity type:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Aliases, attributes, foreign key attributes,
child subtypes, classifiers, identifiers,
partitionings, entity state changes, entity
state transitions, entity triggers, and
contents.

None Parent subject area, identifying
relationships, entity types and work attribute
sets used in component contents.

NOTE
To delete a relationship from an identifier, migrate the relationship with the entity type, then delete the
relationship from the identifier.

Special Cases

Mutually exclusives are migrated if at least two of the relationships participating in the mutually exclusive exist in the
destination model.
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Special Case Examples Entities and Mutually Exclusives

In the following situation, Entity A is an entity that is selected to be migrated:

• Mutually Exclusive Copied
– Entity A contains a Mutually Exclusive A that has Relationship A and Relationship B as participants.
– Entity A exists in the destination model.
– Relationship A and Relationship B exist in the destination model.
– Result: Mutually Exclusive A is copied to the destination model.

• Mutually Exclusive Not Copied
– Entity A contains a Mutually Exclusive A that has Relationship A and Relationship B as participants.
– Entity A exists in the destination model.
– Relationship A exists in the destination model.
– Relationship B does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: Mutually Exclusive A is not copied to the destination model.

Event

Contents

The following table describes the event:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None None

Special Case

The migration of an event will not create the event in the destination model if there are no usages of the event.

Exit State

Contents

The following table describes the exit state:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None Referenced dialects Parent business system (unless this is a

global exit state)

Special Case

If migration of exit states changes their Code Generation (CG) value, you must regenerate all action blocks that use the
migrated exit states.

Foreign Key Column

The following table describes the foreign key column:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Extended columns None Parent data table, linkage, attribute, source

column (data or foreign key)
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Function

Contents

The following table describes the function:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Views, expected effects Dependent external objects, dependent

events
Parent function (unless aggregate
function is a root function). Entity types,
subtypes, attributes, work attribute sets
and work attributes referenced by any
migrated views. Entity types and subtypes
referenced by migrated expected effects.

Special Cases

The following is a list of special cases:

• Imported or exported dependency migrated only if the other functions importing or exporting the dependency exist in
the destination model.

• A mutually exclusive or parallel dependency is migrated if the input function and at least two of the output functions
participating in the dependency exist in the destination model.

• A closure dependency is migrated if the mutually exclusive dependency that is being closed and at least two of the
input functions and the output function exist in the destination model.

Index

The following table describes the index:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Indexspace, extended indexes, and
extended indexspaces

None Identifier (if an identifier-based index),
parent data table, parent database,
referenced data columns.
Relationships if identifier contains
relationships.
Tablespaces that are referenced by
component extended indexspaces.

Interface Type

The following table describes the interface type:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Aliases, attributes and their components,
child subtypes and their components,
classifiers, identifiers, partitionings, entity
state changes and transitions, entity
triggers, contents, and interface type model.
Art objects for interface type model.

None Parent subject area, identifying
relationships, entity types, and work
attribute sets used in component contents.
Entity types, entity subtypes, partitionings,
and relationships referenced by interface
type model.
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ISP Matrix

Contents

The following table describes the ISP matrix:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Cell values User-defined class if the X and/or Y axis of

the matrix is a user-defined class.
None

Special Case

A row or column in the matrix is migrated only if the aggregate object that the row or column references already exist in
the destination model.

Link Table

The following table describes the link table:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Indexes, constraints, columns, and
extended tables

None Source and destination data tables,
tablespace, and the relationship
implemented by the link table, tablespaces
referenced by extended tables

Navigation Diagram

The following table describes the navigation diagram:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Usages of windows, dialogs, and procedure
steps

None Referenced windows, dialogs and
procedure steps

Online Load Module

Contents

The following table describes the online load module:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Package list entries None None

Special Case

The migration of an online load module or the migration of packaging for an online load module, can create an invalid
situation in the destination model, where a load module would not contain packaging for any procedure steps. If this
situation is detected, migration will delete the load module to prevent the corruption.
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Operations Library

The following table describes the operations library:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Technical System

Organizational Unit

The following table describes the organizational unit:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Parent organization unit (unless this is the

root organization unit)

Packaging for Pstep

Contents

The following table describes the packaging for Pstep:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Transaction codes Load module (windowed, online,

cooperative, or batch)
Associated procedure step

NOTE
The clear screen association is recreated in the destination model between the transaction code and packaging
object if the transaction code is not already the clear screen transaction code for another procedure step in the
destination model.

Special Case

If the migration of packaging causes an online load module to be unused in the destination model, the load module will be
deleted.

Procedures

The following table describes the procedure:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Procedure steps None Parent business system

Procedure Step

Contents
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The following table describes the procedure step:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Procedure step action diagram, screen,
dialogs, primary window, views, local
program function keys, unformatted input
information, and packaging, and web
operations.

System-wide program function keys
referenced by local program function keys,
and custom video properties.

Parent procedure, entity types, subtypes,
attributes, work attribute sets and work
attributes referenced by migrated views

NOTE
Packaging is the inclusion of a procedure step in a load module.

NOTE
The association is recreated in the destination model between the Web Operation and the Web Service if the
Web Service already exists in the destination model.

Special Cases

A dialog flow from the procedure step is migrated only if the procedure step at the other end of the dialog flow already
exists in the destination model. A view match along the dialog flow is migrated only if an equivalent view exists in the
destination model.

• Dialog flows that only exist in the destination model will be deleted only if the source and target procedure steps exist
in both models. Dialog flows will be created/replaced if the source and target procedure steps exist in both models.

For examples of special cases involving dialog flows, see the Special Case Examples: Procedure Step and Dialog Flow.

Special Case Examples Data Views and View Matching between Procedure Steps

In the following situations, Procedure Step A is a Procedure Step that is directly or indirectly selected to be migrated and
Procedure Step B is another Procedure Step.

• View Match Copied
– A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
– A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Procedure Step A and a view in Procedure Step B.
– Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
– The View in Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
– The View Match does not exist in the destination.
– Result: The View Match will be copied to the destination model.

• View Match Replaced
– A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
– A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Procedure Step A and a view in Procedure Step B.
– Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
– The View in Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
– The View Match exists in the destination model.
– Result: The View Match will be replaced in the destination model.

• View Match Not Copied
– A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A to/from Procedure Step B in the source model.
– A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Procedure Step A and a view in Procedure Step B.
– The Procedure Step B exists in the destination model.
– The View in Procedure Step B does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: The View Match will not be copied to the destination model.

• View Match Deleted
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– A Dialog Flow flows from/to Procedure Step A to/from Procedure Step B in the destination model.
– A View Match exists in the destination model between a view in Procedure Step A and a view in Procedure Step B.
– One of the following:

• The Dialog Flow does not exist in the source model OR
• The View in Procedure Step A does not exist in the source model OR
• The View Match does not exist in the source model.

– Result: The View Match will be deleted from the destination model.

Process

Contents

The following table describes the process:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
usagesViews, expected effects, event
dependencies and information flows,
process action block (if the process is
an elementary process), and entity state
transition usages.

Dependent external objects, dependent
events

Parent process or function, entity types,
subtypes, attributes, work attribute
sets, and work attributes referenced by
migrated views. Entity types and subtypes
referenced by migrated expected effects.

Special Cases

The following is a list of special cases:

• Imported or exported dependency is migrated only if the other processes importing or exporting the dependency exist
in the destination model.

• A mutually exclusive or parallel dependency is migrated if the input process and at least two of the output processes
that participate in the dependency exist in the destination model.

• A closure dependency is migrated if the mutually exclusive dependency that is being closed and at least two of the
input processes and the output process exist in the destination model.

Special Case Examples Data Views and View Matching between Processes

In the following situations, Process A is a process that is directly or indirectly selected to be migrated and External Object
B is another external object:

• View Match Copied
– An Information Flow exists between Process A and External Object B in the source model.
– A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Process A and External Object B.
– The View Match does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: The View Match will be copied to the destination model.

• View Match Replaced
– An Information Flow exists between Process A and External Object B in the source model.
– A View Match exists in the source model between a view in Process A and External Object B.
– The View Match exists in the destination model.
– Result: The View Match will be replaced in the destination model.

• View Match Deleted
– An Information Flow exists between Process A and External Object B in the destination model.
– A View Match exists in the destination model between a view in Process A and External Object B.
– One of the following:
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• External Object does not exist in the source model
• Information Flow does not exist in the source model
• View in Process A does not exist in the source model
• View Match does not exist in the source model.

– Result: The View Match will be deleted from the destination model.

Special Case Examples Processes and Dependencies

In the following situations, Process A is a process that is directly or indirectly selected to be migrated and Processes B
and C are other processes:

• Dependency Copied
– A Dependency exists between Process A and Process B in the source model.
– Process B exists in the destination model.
– The Dependency does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: The Dependency will be copied to the destination model.

• Dependency Replaced
– A Dependency exists between Process A and Process B in the source model.
– Process B exists in the destination model.
– The Dependency exists in the destination model.
– Result: The Dependency will be replaced in the destination model.

• Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency Copied
– A Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency exists between Process A and Processes B and C in the source

model.
– Processes B and C exist in the destination model.
– The Dependency does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: The Dependency will be copied to the destination model.

• Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency Replaced
– Parallel Dependency Replaced
– A Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency exists between Process A and Processes B and C in the source

model.
– Processes B and C exist in the destination model.
– The Dependency exists in the destination model.
– Result: The Dependency will be replaced in the destination model.

• Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency Not Copied
– A Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency exists between Process A and Processes B and C in the source

model.
– Process B does not exist in the destination model OR
– Process C does not exist in the destination model OR
– Processes B and C do not exist in the destination model.
– Result: The Dependency will not be copied in the destination model.

• Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency Deleted
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– A Mutually Exclusive or Parallel Dependency exists between:
– Process A and Processes B and C in the destination model.
– Process B does not exist in the source model OR
– Process C does not exist in the source model OR
– Processes B and C do not exist in the source model OR
– The Dependency does not exist in the source model.
– Result: The Dependency will be deleted in the destination model.

• Closure Dependency Copied
– A Closure Dependency exists between Processes A and B and Process C in the source model OR a Closure

Dependency exists between Processes B and C and Process A in the source model.
– Processes B and C exist in the destination model.
– The Mutually Exclusive Dependency that is closed by the Closure Dependency exists in the destination model.
– The Closure Dependency does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: The Dependency will be copied to the destination model.

• Closure Dependency Replaced
– A Closure Dependency exists between Processes A and B and Process C in the source model OR a Closure

Dependency exists between Processes B and C and Process A in the source model.
– Processes B and C exist in the destination model.
– The Mutually Exclusive Dependency that is closed by the Closure Dependency exists in the destination model.
– The Closure Dependency exists in the destination model.
– Result: The Dependency will be replaced in the destination model.

• Closure Dependency Not Copied
– A Closure Dependency exists between Processes A and B and Process C in the source model OR a Closure

Dependency exists between Processes B and C and Process A in the source model.
– Process B does not exist in the destination model OR
– Process C does not exist in the destination model OR
– The Mutually Exclusive Dependency that is closed by the Closure Dependency does not exist in the destination

model.
– Result: The Dependency will not be copied to the destination model.

• Closure Dependency Deleted
– A Closure Dependency exists between Processes A and B and Process C in the destination model OR a Closure

Dependency exists between Processes B and C and Process A in the destination model. The Closure does not
exist in the source model.

– Result: The Dependency will be deleted in the destination model.

Relationship Membership

Contents

The following table describes the relationship membership:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Source and destination entity type or

subtype

Special Cases

Mutually exclusives are migrated if at least two of the relationships participating in the mutually exclusive exist in the
destination model.
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Special Case Examples Relationships and Mutually Exclusives

In the following situation, Relationship A is a relationship that is selected to be migrated:

• Mutually Exclusive Copied
– Relationship A participates in Mutually Exclusive A with Relationship B.
– Relationship A and Relationship B exist in the destination model.
– Result: Mutually Exclusive A is copied to the destination model.

• Mutually Exclusive Not Copied
– Relationship A participates in Mutually Exclusive A with Relationship B.
– Relationship A exists in the destination model.
– Relationship B does not exist in the destination model.
– Result: Mutually Exclusive A is not copied to the destination model.

Screen

The following table describes the screen:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Literals, fields, special fields, and custom
edit patterns

Referenced templates, dialects, default edit
patterns, and prompts.

Parent procedure step, views referenced by
screen fields

For examples of special cases, see Special Case Examples: Attributes and Prompts.

Scroll Amount Value

The following table describes the scroll amount value:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None Referenced dialects None

Server Manager

The following table describes the server manager:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Package list entries None None

Specification Type

The following table describes the specification type:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Aliases, attributes and their components,
child subtypes and their components,
classifiers, identifiers, partitionings, entity
state changes and transitions, entity
triggers, and contents.

None Parent subject area, identifying
relationships, entity types and work attribute
sets used in component contents.
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Storage Group

The following table describes the storage group:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
DASD volume Technical design None

Subject Areas

The following table describes the subject area:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Parent subject area (unless aggregate

object is root subject area)

System PF Key

The following table describes the system PF key:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None Referenced commands Parent business system

System Work Attribute Set

The following table describes the system work attribute set:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
System attributes None None

Tablespace

The following table describes the tablespace:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Data sets, extended tablespaces, and
extended data sets

Storage groups Parent database

Technical Design Default

The following table describes the technical default design:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Extended technical design defaults, bind
package defaults and package lists

None None
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Template

The following table describes the template:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Literals and special fields Referenced templates, dialects, prompts,

and default edit patterns
Parent business system

Transaction Operation

The following table describes the transaction orientation:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Constraints and external parameters Referenced commands Owning entity type or work attribute set,

procedure step or delegated to transaction
and views referenced by component
constraints

Typemap

The following table describes the typemap:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Correspondences None Action block

User Defined Object

The following table describes the user defined object:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None User defined object class None

Web Service Definition

The following table describes the web service definition:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Web service None Business system

NOTE
The association is recreated in the destination model between the Web Service and the Web Operation if the
Web Operation already exists in the destination model.

Window Load Module

Contents
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The following table describes the window load module:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Package list entries None None

Special Cases

The migration of a window load module or the migration of packaging for a window load module can create an invalid
situation in the destination model, where a load module would not contain any packaging for procedure steps. If this
situation is detected, migration will delete the load module to prevent the corruption.

Work Attribute

Contents

The following table describes the work attribute:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Permitted values Referenced dialects Parent work attribute set

Special Cases

The following is a list of special cases:

• Prompts are created if they exist in the source model and do not already exist in the destination model. Prompts are
replaced if they exist in both the source and destination models. Prompts are unchanged if they exist in the destination
model but not in the source model.

• Prompt values are created if they exist in the source model and do not already exist in the destination model. Prompt
values are replaced if they exist in both the source and destination models. Prompt values are unchanged if they exist
in the destination model but not in the source model.

Work Attribute Set

The following table describes the work attribute set:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
Work attributes None None

z/OS Library

The following table describes the z/OS library:

Component Objects Companion Objects Enabling Objects
None None Technical System
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Special Equivalency Rules

Special Equivalency Rules establish equivalence between aggregate objects that exist in different models and are meant
to be equivalent but do not share common ancestry.

Occurrences Aggregate Objects Equivalent When
ACTION BLOCK (BAA) Are associated to the same elementary process
BATCH JOB Implement the same procedure
BATCH JOB STEP Implement the same procedure step and belong to the same batch

job
BUSINESS SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION Are associated to the same business system
CONSTRAINT Implement the same relationship and have the same source and

target tables
DATA COLUMN Implement the same attribute
DATA TABLE Implement the same entity type
DEFAULT DIALOG Are primary for the same procedure step

A dialog can be equivalent to a primary window if each is primary
for the pstep.

DENORMALIZED COLUMN Implement the same attribute and are denormalized along the
same relationship

DFLT PRIMARY WINDOW Are both primary for the same procedure step
A primary window can be equivalent to a dialog if each is primary
for the pstep.

DIALECT Are both the default dialect for the model
FOREIGN KEY COLUMN Are associated to the same parent table, same source column and

same constraint
FUNCTION Are both the root function for the model
INDEX One of the following:

Are associated to the same identifier and neither index
implements a relationship
Are associated to the same identifier and implement the same
relationship
Implement the same relationship and neither index is associated
to an identifier

LINK TABLE Implement the same relationship
ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT Are both the root organizational unit for the model
PKG FOR PSTEP Are associated to the same procedure step and the same type of

load module
SCREEN Are associated to the same procedure step
SCROLL AMOUNT VALUE Have the same name
TECH DESIGN DEFAULT Exist in both models

Adoption Rules
This section contains the rules used to determine whether the source model can adopt the aggregate objects that you
select for adoption. Adoption of an object depends on the source model containing an object that is deemed to be
equivalent to an object in the destination model, based on the adoption rules for that object type.
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How Adoption Rules Are Used

When a selected object is adopted, all of its components are evaluated for adoption, based on adoption criteria for their
respective object type.

Then components of components are evaluated for adoption. When an object in the destination model is adopted, it is
assigned the Original Encyclopedia ID and Original Object ID of the object in the source model that is logically the same.
Matching IDs establishes equivalence between two objects.

Global Rules for Non-Adoption

An object in the destination model cannot be adopted if:

• It already has common ancestry with an object in the source model. (No action is required)
• Another object in the destination model already has common ancestry with the object in the source model that meets

the adoption rule. (Two objects in the same model cannot have the same Original Encyclopedia ID and Original Object
ID.)

Adoption Rules Tables

The Adoption Rules appear in two tables, one for selectable objects and the other for non-selectable objects.

• Selectable objects are the aggregate objects on the adoption selection list.
• Non-selectable objects can be adopted only by adopting their parent aggregate object.

Component objects in adoption are selectable if they are aggregate objects for adoption. Otherwise, they are non-
selectable. Aggregate objects for adoption appear on the Adoption selection list. Object types that are not aggregates
for adoption do not. Attribute, a component of Entity Type is selectable; Batch Job, a component of Procedure, is not. To
adopt an Attribute, you would select it directly; to adopt a Batch Job, you would select the parent Procedure.

Adoption Rules for Selectable Objects

This set of tables contains the adoption criteria for aggregate objects on the Adoption selection list. Adoption rules, or
criteria, for components of selected objects are listed in this set of tables if the component object is selectable; if not
selectable, see Adoption Rules for Non-Selectable Objects.

Component of Selected Object Adoption Rule
ACTION BLOCK (BAA)
See Adoption Rule for:
Data View Group
Group View
Entity View
Implementation Unit

Source model contains BAA common Action Block with same
name. (BAA common Action Block also refers to default and
derivation algorithms.)

ACTION BLOCK (BSD)
See Adoption Rule for:
Data View Group
Group View
Entity View
Implementation Unit

Source model contains BSD common Action Block with same
name.

ACTIVITY CLUSTER Source model contains Activity Cluster with same name.
ATTRIBUTE
See Adoption Rule for:

Permitted value

Source model contains Attribute with same name.
Parent Entity Types (or subtypes) share common ancestry.
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BUSINESS AREA Source model contains Business Area with same name.
BUSINESS SYSTEM
See Adoption Rule for:
Default Edit Pattern
System PF Key
Technical System

Source model contains Business System with same name.

COMMAND Source model contains Command with same name.
Parent Business Systems share common ancestry.

COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION
See Adoption Rule for:

Attribute

Identifier

Subtype

TD Action Block

Source model contains Component Implementation with same
name.

COMPONENT MODEL Source model contains Component Model with same name.
Scoping subject areas share common ancestry.

COMPONENT SPECIFICATION
See Adoption Rule for:
Attribute
Identifier
Subtype
TD Action Block

Source model contains Component Specification with same name.

CONFIGURATION INSTANCE Source model contains Configuration Instance with same name.
CONSTRAINT
See Adoption Rule for:
TD Action Block

Source model contains Constraint with "From" table, "To" table,
and associated relationship that share common ancestry with the
corresponding tables and associated relationship belonging to this
Constraint.

CRIT SUCCESS FACTOR Source model contains Crit Success Factor with same name.
CURRENT DATA STORE Source model contains Current Data Store with same name.
CURRENT INFO SYSTEM Source model contains Current Info System with same name.
CUSTOM PROXIES Source model contains Custom Proxy with same name (first 32

characters only).
Associated Business Systems share common ancestry.

CUSTOM VIDEO PROPERTY Source model contains Custom Video Property with same name.
Parent Business Systems share common ancestry.

DATA CLUSTER Source model contains Data Cluster with same name.
DATA COLUMN Source model contains Data Column with a parent table and

associated Attributes that share common ancestry with this Data
Column's parent Data Table and associated Attributes.

DATA TABLE
See Adoption Rule for:
Link Table
Index
Data Column
Foreign Key Column
Denormalized Column
"From" Constraint

Source model contains Data Table with associated Entity Type
that shares common ancestry with this Data Table's Entity Type.

DATABASE Source model contains Database with same name.
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DEFAULT EDIT PATTERN Source model contains Default Edit Pattern with same name and
type.
Parent Business Systems share common ancestry.

DIALECT (non-default) Source model contains Non-default Dialect with same name.
DIALOG FLOW Source model contains Dialog Flow with source and destination

procedure step that shares common ancestry with source and
destination procedure step of this Dialog Flow.
At least one associated exit state shares common ancestry with
an associated exit state of the Dialog Flow on the source model.

ENTITY TYPE
See Adoption Rule for:
Attribute
Identifier
Subtype
TD Action Block

Source model contains Entity type with same name.

ENVIRONMENT Source model contains Environment with same name.
EVENT Source model contains Event with same name.
EXIT STATE Source model contains Exit State with same name.
EXTERNAL OBJECT Source model contains External Object with same name.
FACILITY Source model contains Facility with same name.
FOREIGN KEY ATTRIBUTE Source model contains Foreign Key Attribute with parent Entity

Types (or subtypes), derived from attribute (or foreign key
attribute) and all relationships referenced by associated attribute
relationship usages that share common ancestry with this
attribute's parent Entity Types or subtypes, derived from attribute
(or foreign key attribute) and all relationships referenced by
associated attribute relationship usages.

FOREIGN KEY COLUMN Source model contains Foreign Key Column with parent Data
Table, source column, and Constraint that share common ancestry
with this Foreign Key Column's parent Data Table, source column,
and Constraint.

FUNCTION (non-root)
See Adoption Rule for:
Data View Group
Group View
Entity View

Source model contains Non-root function with same name.

GOAL Source model contains Goal with same name.
INDEX (identifier-based) Source model contains identifier-based Index with an associated

table and associated identifiers that share common ancestry with
the table and associated identifiers of this Index.
Both Indexes either implement a relationship with common
ancestry or do not implement a relationship.

INFORMATION NEED Source model contains Information Need with same name.
INTERFACE TYPE
See Adoption Rule for:
Attribute
Identifier
Subtype
TD Action Block
Component Model

Source model contains Interface Type with same name.
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LINK TABLE
See Adoption Rule for:
Foreign Key Column
Constraint
Index

Source model contains Link Table with associated data tables and
relationship that share common ancestry with this Link Table's
associated Data Tables and relationship.

LOCATION Source model contains Location with same name.
NAVIGATION DIAGRAM Source model contains Navigation Diagram with same name.
OBJECTIVE Source model contains Objective with same name.
ONLINE LOAD MODULE Source model contains Online Load Module with same member

name and type (cooperative or non-cooperative).
Associated Business Systems share common ancestry.

OPERATIONS LIBRARY Source model contains Operations Library with same member
name.
Associated Business Systems share common ancestry.

ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT (non-root) Source model contains Non-root Organizational Unit with same
name.

PERFORMANCE MEASURE Source model contains Performance Measure with same name.
PROCEDURE
See Adoption Rule for:
Procedure step Batch Job

Source model contains Procedure with same name.
Parent Business Systems share common ancestry.

PROCEDURE STEP
See Adoption Rule for:
Procedure Step Action Block
Source Dialog Flow
Screen
Default Primary Window
Default Dialog
Batch Job Step
Procedure Step Usage

Source model contains Procedure Step with same name.
Parent Procedures share common ancestry.

RELATIONSHIP MEMBERSHIP
See Adoption Rule for:
Inverse relationship membership

Source model contains Relationship Membership with same name
and the inverse relationship with the same name.
Source and destination Entity Types (or subtypes) share common
ancestry.

SERVER MANAGER Source model contains Server Manager with same member name.
Associated Business Systems share common ancestry.

SPECIFICATION TYPE
See Adoption Rule for:
Attribute
Identifier
Subtype
TD Action Block

Source model contains Specification Type with same name.

STORAGE GROUP Source model contains Storage Group with same name.
STRATEGY Source model contains Strategy with same name.
TABLESPACE Source model contains Tablespace with same name.

Parent Databases share common ancestry.
TACTIC Source model contains Tactic with same name.
TEMPLATE Source model contains Template with same name.

Parent Business Systems share common ancestry.
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TRANS OPERATION For delegating transaction objects:
Source model contains delegating transaction objects with the
same name.
Parent Entity Type (or Work Attribute Sets) share common
ancestry.
Delegated to transaction operations with common ancestry
For non-delegating transaction objects:
Source model contains non-delegating transaction objects with the
same name.
Parent Entity Types (or Work Attribute Sets) share common
ancestry.
Associated procedure steps with common ancestry

TYPEMAP Source model contains Type Map with the same name.
USER DEF MATRIX Source model contains User-Defined Matrix with the same name.

Associated object classes on the x and y-axis share common
ancestry.

USER DEF OBJ CLASS
See Adoption Rule for:
User-defined Object

Source model contains User Defined Object Class with same
name.

USER DEFINED OBJECT Source model contains User Defined Object with the same name.
Parent User Defined Object Classes share common ancestry.

USER SUBJECT AREA Source model contains User Subject Area with same name.
WEB SERVICE DEFINITION Source model contains Web Service Definition with same name

(first 32 characters only).
Associated Business Systems share common ancestry.

WINDOW LOAD MODULE Source model contains Window Load Module with same member
name and type (cooperative or non-cooperative).
Associated Business Systems share common ancestry.

WORK ATTRIBUTE
See Adoption Rule for:
Permitted Value

Source model contains Work Attribute with same name.
Parent Work Attribute Sets share common ancestry.

WORK ATTRIBUTE SET
See Adoption Rule for:
Work Attribute

Source model contains Work Attribute Set with same name.

z/OS Library Source model contains z/OS Library with same name.
Associated Business Systems share common ancestry.

Adoption Rules for Non-Selectable Objects

This table contains the adoption rules for objects that are not on the Adoption selection list. These non-selectable objects
are components of the selectable objects.

Adoption of non-selectable objects occurs when the parent object is adopted, if the non-selectable object meets the
adoption criteria for its object type. Adoption rules for each object type that is not selectable appear on the alphabetically
ordered tables that follow.

Component of Selected Object Adoption Rule
BATCH JOB Source model contains batch job with associated procedure

that share common ancestry with this batch job's associated
procedure.
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BATCH JOB STEP Source model contains batch job step with associated procedure
step and associated batch job that share common ancestry with
this batch job step's associated procedure step and associated
batch job.

DATA VIEW GROUP Source model contains data view group with same type (import,
export, entity action, or local).
Parent Action Blocks, functions, or processes share common
ancestry.

DIALOG (default primary)
See Adoption Rule for:
Non-default dialog
Non-default window

Source model contains Default primary dialog or Default primary
window with associated procedure step that share common
ancestry with this default primary dialog's associated procedure
step.

DIALOG (default non-primary)
See Adoption Rule for:
Non-default dialog
Non-default window

Source model contains Default non-primary dialog with same
name.
Associated procedure steps share common ancestry.

DIALOG (non-default) Source model contains Non-default dialog or Non-default window
with associated procedure step and associated Dialect that share
common ancestry with this dialog's associated procedure step and
associated Dialect.

ENTITY VIEW Source model contains Entity view with same name. Associated
Entity Types share common ancestry. Parent group views or data
view groups share common ancestry.

GROUP VIEW
See Adoption Rule for:
Group view
Entity view

Source model contains Group view with same name.
Parent group views or data view groups share common ancestry.

IDENTIFIER Source model contains an Identifier with attributes and
relationships that share common ancestry with attributes and
relationships for identifier on the destination model.
Parent Entity Types or subtypes share common ancestry.

IMPLEMENTATION UNIT (internal or external) Source model contains Implementation unit with associated Action
Block that shares common ancestry with this implementation unit's
associated Action Block.

PACKAGING FOR PROCEDURE STEP Source model contains Packaging for procedure step with
associated load modules of same object type and same type
(cooperative or non-cooperative).
Associated procedure steps share common ancestry.

PERMITTED VALUE Source model contains Permitted value with same low and high
values.
Associated attributes share common ancestry.

PROCEDURE STEP ACTION BLOCK
See Adoption Rule for:
Data view group
Group view
Entity view
Implementation unit

Source model contains procedure step action block with parent
procedure step that shares common ancestry with parent
procedure step on the destination model.

PROCESS ACTION BLOCK
See Adoption Rule for:
Implementation unit

Source model contains process action block with parent process
that shares common ancestry with this process action block's
parent process.
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SCREEN
See Adoption Rule for:
Screen implementation

Source model contains screen with parent Procedure Step that
shares common ancestry with this screen's parent Procedure
Step.

SCREEN IMPLEMENTATION Source model contains screen implementation where its
associated screen shares common ancestry with this screen
implementation's screen.

SUBTYPE
See Adoption Rule for:
Attributes of subtype
Identifiers of subtype

Source model contains subtype with same name.
Parent Entity Types share common ancestry.

SYSTEM - WIDE FUNCTION KEY Source model contains system-wide function key with same
number.
Parent Business Systems share common ancestry.

TD ACTION BLOCK FOR ENTITY TYPE
See Adoption Rule for:
Implementation unit

Source model contains Entity Type's TD Action Block with
common ancestry for associated Entity Types.

TD ACTION BLOCK FOR CONSTRAINT
See Adoption Rule for:
Implementation unit

Source model contains Constraint's TD Action Block with common
ancestry for associated Constraints.

TECHNICAL SYSTEM Source model contains technical system with parent Business
System that shares common ancestry with this technical system's
parent Business System.

WINDOW (default primary)
See Adoption Rule:
Non-default window
Non-default dialog

Source model contains a default primary window or default
primary dialog with a parent procedure step that shares common
ancestry with this default primary window's parent procedure step.

WINDOW (non-default) Source model contains non-default window or non-default dialog
with associated Procedure Step and associated Dialect that share
common ancestry with this window's associated Procedure Step
and associated Dialect.

Differences from Host Encyclopedia Functions
If you have used Version Control on the Host Encyclopedia, you will recognize much of the functionality incorporated into
the CSE Version Control. The following table describes a summary of differences in functionality between the CSE and
the Host:

Functionality CSE Host Considerations
Migration and Trial Migration x x  
Adoption and Trial Adoption x x  
Compare Aggregate Objects x x  
Reporting x x  
Aggregate sets x x In CSE Version Control, an

aggregate set cannot be created
as output from a Version Control
function.

Model Unadoption  x  
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Model Families  x In CSE Version Control, all
models in one encyclopedia
implicitly belong to the same
family.

Contents

Migration

Migration differs with encyclopedia in the following areas:

• Migration of Constraint aggregate objects
• Effect of model checkout status on migration
• Availability of migration to a new model

The following table describes a summary of differences in migration between the CSE and the Host:

Migration Function CSE Host Considerations
Constraint is an aggregate
object

x   

Migration possible when
destination model is checked
out

x  Protection of individual
objects in destination model is
respected.

Migration of objects to a new
model possible

 x For this functionality in CSE, use
one of the following commands
from the Encyclopedia Client:
Copy From This Encyclopedia
or Create Model From Subset.

Object IDs included in Migration
report

x   

Can specify number of errors
as a threshold for terminating
migration processing

   

Adoption

Adoption differs with encyclopedia in the following areas:

• Terminology
• Requirements for common ancestry
• Model checkout status
• Adoption requirements for system-defined objects
• Adoption report messages and options

The following table describes a summary of differences in adoption between the CSE and the Host:

Adoption Function/ Area CSE Host Considerations
Term for the model whose
objects' ancestry is propagated
during adoption is Source model

x  Host term (corresponding to
source model) is Related model.

Term for the model from which
you select objects for ancestry
replacement is

x  Host term (corresponding to
destination model) is Adoptee
model.
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The model containing
objects targeted for ancestry
replacement can be checked
out.

 x  

You must adopt system-defined
objects to establish common
ancestry

x  In a CSE, system-defined
objects share common
ancestry across all models and
encyclopedias without being
adopted. When a model is
created in the encyclopedia,
the system-defined objects are
automatically adopted.

Can specify number of errors
as a threshold for terminating
migration processing

 x  

Adoption report messages
include Not adopted and
Unadopted.

x  For message meanings, see
the table in Adoption Report
Messages in the chapter,
"Performing Adoption."

Constraint and Default Edit
Pattern are selectable options.

x  Both object types are adoptable
on both platforms.

Index (non-identifier based) can
be selected and adopted

   

Compare Aggregate Objects

The Compare Aggregate Object Report differs with encyclopedia in the following areas:

• Report options
• Objects reported
• Objects that can be selected

The following table describes a summary of differences in report comparison between the CSE and the Host:

Compare Report Function CSE Host
Provides option of limiting report to selected
sections: Different, Same, Source Only,
Destination Only

x  

Provides option of reporting all sections:
Different, Same, Source Only, Destination
Only

x x

Reports only on objects that can be
explicitly selected for migration (no non-
selectable)

x  

Constraint is an aggregate object x  
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Aggregate Sets

The following table describes a summary of differences in aggregate set function between the CSE and the Host:

Aggregate Set Function CSE Host
Aggregate set can be created/modified
during compare, adoption, or migration
process

 x

Multiple aggregate sets can be used as
input for compare, adoption, or migration

x  

When there are aggregate objects in set
that are not found in model, produces
Discarded Aggregate Objects report

 x

When there are aggregate objects in set
that are not found in model, produces
objects retrieved vs. objects in set message

x  

Constraints is a selectable aggregate object x  

Differences in Reports

The following table describes a summary of differences in reports for version control between the CSE and the Host:

Report (Object Range) CSE Host Considerations
Aggregate Set Reports  x  
Compare Aggregate Object
Report

x x  

Trial Adopt Model Report (All
objects)

x x  

Adopt Model Report (All objects) x x  
Trial Adopt Objects Report
(Selected)

x x  

Adopt Objects Report (Selected) x x  
Trial Migrate Aggregate Object
Report

x x  

Migrate Aggregate Object
Report

x x  

Migrate Model Report  x Migrate to new model is not a
supported function.

Where Exists Report  x  

Change Capture for Version Control

Change Capture differs with encyclopedia. The CSE allows the reporting of change and subsequent migration to be done
at a more granular level than the Host Encyclopedia allows. The following table describes a summary of differences:

Change Capture Function CSE Host
Objects marked changed on basis of
adding, deleting, or moving an association
between two objects.

x  
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Objects marked changed on basis of
change in description property.

x  

Constraint is treated as an aggregate object x  

Client Server Encyclopedia Public Interface
The Gen CSE (Client Server Encyclopedia) Public Interface consists of a set of views that you can access through a
query facility to generate reports. For example, you may want to generate a report to see where all action blocks in a
model are used before defining a subset.

Each time you add or update models in the CSE, views get populated or updated.

The query facility depends upon the database management system (DBMS) that runs on your server platform. The query
language is SQL. 

Run your queries on the machine with the DBMS. Typically, servers run all CSE DBMSes and server software, whereas
local workstations run various client software.

This section includes the following topics:

Public Interface View Definitions

Each Public Interface view represents an object, such as an entity type, attribute, procedure, or action block. Each view
consists of rows and columns. Each row represents an occurrence of an object. For example, the view ATTRIBUTE
contains one row for every attribute in every model in the encyclopedia.

Each column of the row represents either a property of the object or a foreign key.

Common Properties

Most Public Interface views have columns representing these properties:

Name of Column (Property) Function
MODEL_ID Identifies the model that contains the object
TBNAME Identifies the individual table (SQL view) name
ID Identifies the object within the encyclopedia
ORG_ENCY_ID Identifies the original encyclopedia of the object
ORG_ID Identifies the original object

(ORG_ENCY_ID and ORG_ID let you trace the ancestry of an object if it has been copied.)

For example, the view ATTRIBUTE contains one row for every attribute of every entity type in every model. Each attribute
has a column for MODEL_ID, TBNAME, ID, ORG_ENCY_ID, ORG_ID, and a foreign key (PARENT_ENTITY_ID). The
foreign key identifies the entity type to which the attribute belongs. Each row also contains columns for the attribute’s
properties, such as NAME, DSD_NAME, TYPE, and DOMAIN.

The following table contains some representative entries from the view ATTRIBUTE:

MODEL_IDTBNAME ID ORG_ENCY_IDORG_ID NAME DSD_NAMESEQ OPT TYPE DOMAIN  PARENT_ENTITY_ID
4782 Attribute 5917 1234 5917 NUMBER NUMBER 01 M B N ... 5678
4782 Attribute 6310 1234 6310 QTY ON

HAND
QTY ON
HAND

03 M B N ... 6121

4782 Attribute 5712 1234 5712 ADDRESSADDRESS03 M B T ... 5678
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4782 Attribute 6797 1234 6797 SHIP TO SHIP TO 04 M B T ... 6121
4782 Attribute 8194 1234 8194 GOVERNERGOVERNER01 M B T ... 7953
4782 Attribute 8196 1234 8196 CAPITAL CAPITAL 01 M B T ... 7953
4782 Attribute 6795 1234 6795 QUANTITYQUANTITY02 M B N ... 6780
4782 Attribute 5938 1234 5938 CATEGORYCATEGORY08 M B T ... 5678
4782 Attribute 5715 1234 5715 ZIP ZIP 06 M B N ... 5678

Foreign Keys

Most Public Interface views contain a column that is a foreign key. Foreign keys enable users to combine views by using
joins. When combined, the views can be referenced as if they were a single view.

For example, one of the columns of the view ATTRIBUTE is a foreign key named Parent_Entity_ID. This column can be
joined, or matched, with the ID column of the view ENTITY_TYPE to determine the parent entity type. Joining uses the
unique encyclopedia identifier- 7953-which the attribute's parent entity type and the entity type share.

Joining the foreign key column (Parent_Entity_ID) with the target column (ID in the view ENTITY_TYPE) shows that
the attribute Governor belongs to the entity type State. You use the join technique illustrated by the previous figure and
described later in this section to select objects from the Public Interface.

Identification of Foreign Keys and Targets

Column name identifies foreign keys and their targets:

• Foreign keys have column names ending in _ID (underscore ID).
• Targets are in columns named ID.

Often the name of the foreign key (without _ID) is the same as the name of the view that contains the target.

Typical Join

A typical join, one to retrieve all attributes of an entity type, looks like this:

ATTRIBUTE.PARENT_ENTITY_ID=ENTITY_TYPE.ID

See the following figure for the format of a typical join:

You can join the attribute view with either the entity_type view or the entity_subtyp view, because Parent_Entity_ID
represents the foreign key of either.

Join Example

The following example uses three joins to select all entity types and their attributes from model “my model.” It orders entity
types by name and attributes as they occur in the Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD).

SELECT E.NAME, A.NAME, A.LENGTH, A.DOMAIN, A.SEQ

FROM

MODEL M,

ENTITY_TYPE E,

ATTRIBUTE A

WHERE

M.NAME='MY MODEL'

AND E.MODEL_ID=M.ID

AND A.PARENT_ENTITY_ID=E.ID

ORDERBY E.NAME,A.SEQ;
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Constraint on Number of Joins

In some DBMSs, some views reference tables or views in addition to those that appear in the SQL query. In such cases,
you may exceed the maximum 15 joins and receive error SQL0129N. This error states in part, “The (SQL) statement
contains more than 15 tables or view names.”

If you receive this message, you can avoid excessive joins programmatically by using a high-level language containing
embedded SQL. The embedded SQL in these languages can implement the equivalent of a join without actually using
join.

Possible Joins

For possible joins for each view, see Possible Joins in the Public Interface section.

Qualifying Views

When you reference the views, your database rules relating to view names apply.

By User ID

If your database logon ID is different from the ID under which the Public Interface views were installed, you must use the
qualified name. The qualified name consists of three parts:

• The database logon ID under which the Public Interface view was created
• A period (.)
• The view name

For example, use userid.ENTITY_TYPE where userid is the database logon ID under which the view ENTITY_TYPE was
created. Synonyms can be created and used. This document uses the unqualified name.

By Model ID

Typically, you need to qualify only the highest object in the selection with the model ID. For example, if entity types
and their attributes are being selected, qualify entity type within model and attribute within entity type. For performance
reasons, it may be advantageous to qualify all views with model ID, if the join limits permit.

WARNING
If both entity type and attribute are qualified by model ID, but attribute is not qualified by entity type, a Cartesian
product of the two views results: The number of rows returned is the product of the number of rows selected
from each view.

Preparing to Write a Query

Before creating a query, identify:

• The information you want, for example, exit state messages.
• The model that contains the information.
• The relevant Public Interface views of the model.
• The relevant columns of the views.
• The foreign keys and targets required for the query.

Most Frequently Referenced Views

Two views can be joined with many others:
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MODEL View

Every model contains a row in the MODEL view that can be joined to all other Public Interface views within the model.
The MODEL view is used for model identification. In each database query, you must identify the model that contains the
information you want to retrieve. The two columns in the MODEL view are:

ID
-A unique identifier of the model across the encyclopedia.

Name
-Encyclopedia name of the model.

To restrict the query selection to objects in a single model, join the unique identifier of the model-ID-and the Model_ID of
the objects desired.

The following query selects all rows from a view for model “my model name.”

SELECT *

FROM

MODEL M,

viewname V

WHERE

M.NAME='my model name'

AND V.MODEL_ID=M.ID;

DESCRIPTION View

The DESCRIPTION view contains the text description for all objects that have descriptions. You can use the workstation
toolset to create a row of this Public Interface view when you use the Description option of the Detail command. The
DESCRIPTION view has two columns, ID and TEXT as described below:

ID
-Identifier of the object for which this is a description.

TEXT
-Text of the description.

Join ID of DESCRIPTION with ID of the view for which the description was created. If no description exists, none is
returned. In the previous table, TEXT is a variable length text field.

For example, to select the name and description of objects in “SQL view,” use this:

SELECT V.NAME, D.TEXT

FROM

MODEL M,

viewname V,

DESCRIPTION D

WHERE

M.NAME='my model name'

AND V.MODE_ID=M.ID

AND D.ID=V.ID;

Text Strings

When a developer creates a text string, it is stored in one of the following three places:

• A view that includes a column for the text-among the view's other columns
• The TEXT view, which stores only text
• A view created solely to store text of that kind
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Views With a Column For Associated Text

In some instances, the view contains a column (often named “Text”) in which it stores associated text strings. For
example, the PROMPT view stores the text of prompts in its Text column, as shown in the following table:

Column Name Column Type Description
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PROMPT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute to which the prompt

applies. Join with ATTRIBUTE.
TEXT VARYING LENGTH STRING Text of the prompt

Other Public Interface views having a column for text strings include:

• CSTM_EDT_PTRN
• DFLT_EDT_PTRN
• DIALECT_TEXT
• FLD_ENTPT_VALUE
• LIBRARY
• SCRN_FLD_LIT

When the Column Name is Not Text

When the text column has a name other than Text, in these instances, it can be readily identified by its length and column
type. Use your query facility to determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions. Its length
is 3950, and its column type is VARYING LENGTH STRING. For instance, in the LIBRARY view, the DATASET_NAME
column stores the text string, the name of the library data set:

Column Name Column Type Description
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING LIBRARY
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DATASET_NAME VARYING LENGTH STRING Name of data set

 

TEXT View

The TEXT view contains two columns-ID and Text:

Column Name Column Type Description
ID NUMERIC ID of object for which this is a text
TEXT VARYING LENGTH STRING Text
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Text Strings Stored in the TEXT View

The TEXT view provides the only storage for text strings related to two views:

View Name Has This Related Text Retrieved By a Join With
EXIT_STATE An exit state message TEXT
ALIAS The long name of an alias TEXT

Join ID of TEXT with ID of the view for which the text was created.

For example, to select the name and message of an exit state, use this:

SELECT E.NAME, T.TEXT

FROM

MODEL M,

EXIT_STATE E,

TEXT T,

WHERE

M.NAME='my model name'

AND E.MODEL_ID=M.ID

AND T.ID=E.ID;

NOTE
To retrieve messages for non-default dialect exit states, join EXIT_STATE with EXIT_STATE_MESSAGE,
MESSAGE and DIALECT_TEXT.

Text Stored in TEXT View and Text Column

Four other Public Interface views are:

• CSTM_EDT_PTRN
• DFLT_EDT_ PTRN
• PROMPT
• SCRN_FLD_LIT

They also store their text in two places:

• In the TEXT view
• In the Text column in their own view

Duplication permits retrieval in various combinations. Retrieve the same text directly from these Public Interface views'
Text column or by a join with TEXT.

Views Created to Store a Single Kind of Text

Several Public Interface views are created with a single purpose, namely, to store text strings of a particular kind:

Text View Represents Is Retrieved by a Join With
SCRN_HELP A screen help identifier SCREEN_DEF

SCRN_SYS_DEF
SCRN_VAR_DEF

PARM A parameter for a fieldproc routine FIELD
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PERMIT_VALUE_HI A permitted value or the upper limit of a
range

PERMIT_VALUE

PERMIT_VALUE_LOW A permitted value or the lower limit of a
range

PERMIT_VALUE

SYS_ATTRIBUTE_DESC Description of system-defined attribute SYS_ATTRIBUTE
IMPL_LOG_PATH_NAME Path name for Implementation Logic IMPLEMENT_LOGIC

XT_IMPL_LOGIC

Help Identifiers Example

The following table illustrates a Public Interface view created solely to store the text of Help identifiers:

View Name Column Name Column Type Description
SCRN_HELP ID NUMERIC ID of SCREEN_DEF,

SCRN_SYS_DEF, or
SCRN_VAR_DEF for which this
is a screen help identifier.

 TEXT VARYING LENGTH STRING Text of the help identifier.

 

Example for This Type

To select all attributes with a permitted value and order by attribute name:

SELECT A.NAME, L.VALUE, H.VALUE

FROM

MODEL M,

ATTRIBUTE A,

PERMIT_VALUE P,

PERMIT_VALUE_LOW L,

PERMIT_VALUE_HI H

WHERE

M.NAME='my model name'

AND A.MODEL_ID=M.ID

AND A.ID=P.ATTRIBUTE_ID

AND P.LOW_VALUE=L.ID

AND P.HIGH_VALUE=H.ID

ORDER BY A.NAME;

NOTE
For permitted values that are not a range, the low value and high value are equal.

How Public Interfaces Differ

The CSE implements Public Interface views against the data tables, whereas the Host Encyclopedia implements the
views against Public Interface tables. The difference in implementation requires changes in the definition of Public
Interface views in the CSE.
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Optional Foreign Key Fields

Host Public Interface tables contain many columns that are optional foreign key fields and are equal to zero when
the association does not exist. Some of these columns represent unimplemented associations or mutually exclusive
relationships.

In the CSE, optional foreign key fields cause a problem when the view is defined directly against the data tables. This is
because the SQL join with the association table does not retrieve any rows when the association does not exist.

The definition of a separate view for the association to the optional foreign key lets you retrieve the correct information
from the CSE.

Recursive Associations

Host Public Interface tables contain several foreign key fields that represent indirectly associated objects with recursive
associations. For example, in the table Entity_View, the column View_Set_ID is recursive through the group view
hierarchy. If unchanged in the CSE, these indirectly associated objects can be retrieved only by using repeated Select
statements.

Properties Valid Only For Certain Rows

Host Public Interface tables contain some columns that define properties that are valid only for certain rows in the table.
This situation arises when the table represents more than one object type. For example, in the table Library_Usage, the
column Lib_Type is valid only for generated items.

In the CSE, the view is split into multiple views- one per object type-and the property is defined only for the object types
for which it is valid.

Derived Property Values

Host Public Interface tables contain several columns that represent derived property values. These values cannot be
calculated within an SQL statement. For example, in the table Field, the Role column can represent date, foreign key, or
denormalized field. In the CSE, the column Role was removed from the view Field, and three new views were added as
follows:

• FIELD_DATA_I
• FIELD_DENORM_I
• FIELD_FGN_KEY_I

These new views can be joined with the view Record.

In general, Host views that have columns of derived property values are split into multiple views on the CSE.

Reserved Words

Host Public Interface tables contain some columns whose names are reserved words in the CSE database. For example,
two Host tables have a column named CREATE, and one view has a column named UNIQUE. In such instances, the
column names are changed for the CSE.

Original Encyclopedia ID

Most CSE Public Interface views have a new column called Org_Ency_ID, which identifies the encyclopedia in which the
object was first stored. All encyclopedias have unique IDs that Gen uses when transferring models, subsets, and objects
between encyclopedias-between Host and CSEs or between CSEs.
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Different Queries

Because of new and changed views, some SQL queries that work against the Host Public Interface tables do not work
against the CSE data tables.

Finding Information in the Data Views

You can locate information that was formerly in the Host table even if it has been previously changed for the CSE. See
Possible Joins in the Public Interface section. In many cases, the information is available under the name of the Host table
in a new view listed among the possible joins.

 

 

Additional Queries
This section describes the additional queries available to you. The additional queries are as follows:

Action Blocks

The various action block queries available to you are as follows:

Action Block Cross-Reference

The Action Block Cross-Reference lists all action blocks in the model that use other action blocks and the names of the
action blocks being used.

Query for Action Block Cross-Reference

SELECT DISTINCT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, B.NAME, D.NAME, D.INTEXT

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 ACTION_BLOCK B,

 ACTN_BLK_USE C,

 ACTION_BLOCK D

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=C.ACTN_BLK_ID

 AND C.USED_ACTN_BLK_ID=D.ID

ORDER BY B.NAME, D.NAME;

Action Block Listing

The Action Block Listing returns, in alphabetical order, the name and description of all action blocks in the specified
model-including action blocks for processes and procedure steps. The report excludes action blocks that do not have a
description.

Query for Action Block Listing
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, B.NAME, B.INTEXT, C.TEXT

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 ACTION_BLOCK B,

 DESCRIPTION C

 WHERE
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 M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=C.ID

ORDER BY M.NAME, B.NAME;

Action Block Where Used

The Action Block Where Used report returns, in alphabetical order, action blocks used by other action blocks and
the names of the using action blocks. In the following SQL, ACTION_BLOCK B represents the action block used by
ACTION_BLOCK D.

Query for Action Block Where Used
SELECT DISTINCT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, B.NAME, B.INTEXT, D.NAME

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 ACTION_BLOCK B,

 ACTN_BLK_USE C,

 ACTION_BLOCK D

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=C.USED_ACTN_BLK_ID

 AND C.ACTN_BLK_ID=D.ID

ORDER BY M.NAME, B.NAME, D.NAME;

Query for Action Blocks Without a Description
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, B.NAME

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 ACTION_BLOCK B,

 WHERE

 M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID NOT IN

 (SELECT D.ID

 FROM

 MODEL C,

 ACTION_BLOCK D,

 DESCRIPTION E

 WHERE C.NAME=M.NAME

 AND C.ID=D.MODEL_ID

 AND D.ID=E.ID)

ORDER BY B.NAME;

Attributes

The following describes the various attribute queries available to you. They are:

Attribute Description

For all entity types in the specified mode, the Attribute Description report lists all attributes that have a description.
The information returned for each attribute is name, optionality type, domain, length, number of decimal places, and
description.
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The report is sequenced in ascending order by entity type and attribute name. The report excludes attributes without a
description.

Query for Attribute Description for Entity Types
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, M.CR_USERID, B.NAME, C.NAME,

 C.SEQ, C.OPT, C.TYPE, C.DOMAIN, C.LENGTH, C.DEC_PLACES, D.TEXT

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 ENTITY_TYPE B,

 ATTRIBUTE C,

 DESCRIPTION D

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=C.PARENT_Entity_ID

 AND C.ID=D.ID

 ORDER BY B.NAME, C.NAME;

Query for Attribute Description for Entity Subtypes
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, M.CR_USERID, B.NAME, C.NAME,

 C.SEQ, C.OPT, C.TYPE, C.DOMAIN, C.LENGTH, C.DEC_PLACES, D.TEXT

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 ENTITY_SUBTYP B,

 ATTRIBUTE C,

 DESCRIPTION D

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=C.PARENT_Entity_ID

 AND C.ID=D.ID

 ORDER BY B.NAME, C.NAME;

Attribute Properties

The Attribute Properties report lists all entity types, entity subtypes, and their attributes for the specified model. For each
attribute, the report includes attribute type, domain, length, and decimal places.

To avoid dropping attributes that have no description, the report includes no descriptions. Entity types and subtypes that
have no attributes do not appear on the report.

Query for Attribute Properties for Entity Types
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, M.CR_USERID, B.NAME, C.NAME,

C.OPT, C.TYPE, C.DOMAIN, C.LENGTH, C.DEC_PLACES

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 ENTITY_TYPE B,

 ATTRIBUTE C,

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=C.PARENT_ENTITY_ID

ORDER BY M.NAME, B.NAME, C.NAME;
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Query for Attribute Properties for Entity Subtypes
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, M.CR_USERID, B.NAME, C.NAME,

C.OPT, C.TYPE, C.DOMAIN, C.LENGTH, C.DEC_PLACES

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 ENTITY_SUBTYP B,

 ATTRIBUTE C,

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=C.PARENT_ENTITY_ID

ORDER BY M.NAME, B.NAME, C.NAME;

Entity Types

The following describes the various entity type queries available to you. They are:

Entity Types Description

Query for Entity Type Description for Entity Types
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, M.CR_USERID, B.NAME, D.TEXT

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 ENTITY_TYPE B,

 DESCRIPTION D

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=D.ID

ORDER BY B.NAME;

Query for Entity Type Description for Entity Subtypes
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, M.CR_USERID, B.NAME, D.TEXT

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 ENTITY_SUBTYP B,

 DESCRIPTION D

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=D.ID

ORDER BY B.NAME;

Entity Types Properties

The Entity Type Properties report lists all entity types and entity subtypes and their associated properties, including DSD
name, minimum occurrences, maximum occurrences, average occurrences, growth rate, and growth rate per.

Query for Entity Type Properties
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, M.CR_USERID, B.NAME

 B.DSD_NAME, B.MIN_OCCUR, B.MAX_OCCUR, B.AVG_OCCUR,

 B.GROWTH_RATE, B.GROWTH_RATE_PER

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 ENTITY_TYPE B,
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 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

UNION

SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, M.CR_USERID

 B.NAME, B.DSD_NAME, B.MIN_OCCUR, B.MAX_OCCUR, B.AVG_OCCUR,

 B.GROWTH_RATE, B.GROWTH_RATE_PER

 FROM

 MODEL M

 ENTITY_SUBTYP B

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

ORDER BY M.NAME, B.NAME;

Entity Types Without a Description

Query for Entity Types Without a Description
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, M.CR_USERID, B.NAME

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 ENTITY_TYPE B,

 WHERE

 M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID NOT IN

 (SELECT D.ID

 FROM

 MODEL C,

 ENTITY_TYPE D,

 DESCRIPTION E

 WHERE C.NAME=M.NAME

 AND C.ID=D.MODEL_ID

 AND D.ID=E.ID)

ORDER BY B.NAME;

Query for Entity Subtypes Without a Description
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, M.CR_USERID, B.NAME,

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 ENTITY_SUBTYP B,

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID NOT IN

 (SELECT D.ID

 FROM

 MODEL C,

 ENTITY_SUBTYP D,

 DESCRIPTION E

 WHERE C.NAME=M.NAME

 AND C.ID=D.MODEL_ID

 AND D.ID=E.ID)

ORDER BY B.NAME;
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Exit States

The following describes the various exit state queries available to you. They are:

Exit State Message Listing

The Exit State Message Listing returns exit states and associated messages and their text for business system exit states.

Query for Exit State Message Listing
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE,M.CR_TIME, B.NAME, B.TERMINAT_ACTION,

 E.NAME, D.TEXT

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 EXIT_STATE B,

 BUS_SYS_EXIT_STATE C

 BUSINESS_SYS E,

 TEXT D

 WHERE

 M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=D.ID

 AND C.EXIT_STATE_ID=B.ID

 AND C.BUSINESS_SYS_ID=E.ID

ORDER BY M.NAME, B.NAME;

Exit States Without Text

Query for Exit States Without Text
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, B.NAME,

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 EXIT_STATE B,

 WHERE

 M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID NOT IN

 (SELECT D.ID

 FROM

 MODEL C,

 EXIT_STATE D,

 TEXT E

 WHERE

 C.NAME=M.NAME

 AND C.ID=D.MODEL_ID

 AND D.ID=E.ID)

ORDER BY M.NAME, B.NAME;

Functions and Processes

The following describes the various function and process queries available to you. The following are the functions and
processes:
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• Function Description
• Functions Without a Description
• Process Description
• Processes Without a Description

Query for Function Description
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, F..NAME, D.TEXT

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 FUNCTION_DEF F,

 DESCRIPTION D

 WHERE

 M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=F.MODEL_ID

 AND F.ID=D.ID

ORDER BY M.NAME, F.NAME;

Query for Functions Without a Description
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, F.NAME,

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 FUNCTION_DEF F,

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=F.MODEL_ID

 AND F.ID NOT IN

 (SELECT E.ID

 FROM

 MODEL C,

 DESCRIPTION D,

 FUNCTION_DEF E

 WHERE C.NAME=M.NAME

 AND C.ID=E.MODEL_ID

 AND E.ID=D.ID)

ORDER BY M.NAME, F.NAME;

Query for Process Description
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, P.NAME, D.TEXT

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 PROCESS_DEF P,

 DESCRIPTION D

 WHERE

 M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=P.MODEL_ID

 AND P.ID=D.ID

ORDER BY M.NAME, P.NAME;

Query for Processes Without a Description
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE,M.CR_TIME, B.NAME,

 FROM

 MODEL M,
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 PROCESS_DEF B,

 WHERE

 M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID NOT IN

 (SELECT E.ID

 FROM

 MODEL C,

 DESCRIPTION D,

 PROCESS_DEF E

 WHERE

 C.NAME=M.NAME

 AND C.ID=E.MODEL_ID

 AND E.ID=D.ID)

ORDER BY M.NAME, B.NAME;

Procedure Steps

The following describes the procedure steps queries available to you. The procedure steps are:

Query for Procedure Step Listing
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, B.NAME, B.DSPLY_1ST,

 B.NON_SCREENED, B.STEP_TYPE, D.TEXT

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 BUS_PROC_STEP B,

 DESCRIPTION D

 WHERE

 M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=D.ID

ORDER BY M.NAME, B.NAME;

Query for Procedure Steps Without a Description
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, B.NAME,

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 BUS_PROC_STEP B,

 WHERE

 M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID NOT IN

 (SELECT D.ID

 FROM

 MODEL C,

 DESCRIPTION E,

 BUS_PROC_STEP D

 WHERE

 C.NAME=M.NAME

 AND C.ID=D.MODEL_ID

 AND D.ID=E.ID)

ORDER BY B.NAME;
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Work Attributes and Work Attribute Sets

The following describes the Work Attributes queries available to you. The work attributes queries are:

Query for Work Attribute Description
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, M.CR_USERID, B.NAME, C.NAME,

 C.SEQ, C.OPT, C.TYPE, C.DOMAIN, C.LENGTH, C.DEC_PLACES, D.TEXT

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 SYS_ENT_TYPE B,

 ATTRIBUTE C,

 DESCRIPTION D

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=C.PARENT_ENTITY_ID

 AND C.ID=D.ID

ORDER BY B.NAME, C.NAME;

Work Attribute Listing Report

The Work Attribute Listing returns all work attributes and their work attribute sets for the model specified. Included for
each work attribute are its type, domain, length, and decimal places.

Query for Work Attribute Listing
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, M.CR_USERID, B.NAME, C.NAME,

 C.TYPE, C.DOMAIN, C.LENGTH, C.DEC_PLACES

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 SYS_ENT_TYPE B,

 ATTRIBUTE C,

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=C.PARENT_ENTITY_ID

ORDER BY B.NAME, C.NAME;

Work Attribute Set Description

The Work Attribute Set Description report lists all work attribute sets that have a description. To identify those without a
description, run the Work Attribute Set Without a Description report.

Query for Work Attribute Sets with a Description
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, M.CR_USERID, B.NAME, D.TEXT,

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 SYS_ENT_TYPE B,

 DESCRIPTION C,

 WHERE M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID=D.ID

ORDER BY B.NAME;
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Query for Work Attribute Sets Without a Description
SELECT M.NAME, M.CR_DATE, M.CR_TIME, B.NAME,

 FROM

 MODEL M,

 SYS_ENT_TYPE B,

 WHERE

 M.NAME='my model name'

 AND M.ID=B.MODEL_ID

 AND B.ID NOT IN

 (SELECT D.ID

 FROM

 MODEL C,

 SYS_ENT_TYPE D,

 DESCRIPTION E,

 WHERE C.NAME='my model name'

 AND C.ID=D.MODEL_ID

 AND D.ID=E.ID)

ORDER BY B.NAME;

Public Interface View Definitions (A-D)
The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions. The views are grouped alphabetically. This
section lists Public Interface view definitions “A” through “D.”

  

View Definitions-A

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

• ACTION_BLOCK 
• ACTIV_USAGE (Activity Usage Functions and Processes) 
• ACTIVITY_CLUSTER 
• ACTN_BLK_USE (Action Block Usage) 
• ADD_ATOM_DEP (Activity Dependency Diagram ADD Atomic Dependency) 
• ADD_CLOSURE 
• ADD_DEPENDENCY 
• ADD_EXT_FLOW (Add External Flow) 
• ADD_MUTL_EXCL (Add Mutually Exclusive Construct) 
• ADD_PARALLEL (Add Parallel Construct) 
• ALIAS (Alias or Alternate Name) 
• ATTR_ALGORITHM (Attribute Default or Derivation Algorithm) 
• ATTR_DEFAULT_VALUE (Attribute Default Value) 
• ATTR_IDENT (Attribute Identifier) 
• ATTR_REL_USAGE (Attribute Relationship Usage) 
• ATTR_VIEW (Attribute View Definition) 
• ATTRIBUTE (Attribute of an Entity Type or Subtype) 
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ACTION_BLOCK

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ACTION_BLOCK
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Action block name
INTEXT CHARACTER Internal or external action block:

I-(Internal)
E-(External)

SERVICE_TYPE CHARACTER Service type:
I-(Instance)
T-(Type)
M-(Multiple)

 

ACTIV_USAGE (Activity Usage Functions and Processes)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ACTIV_USAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
MIN_FREQ NUMERIC Minimum frequency of execution
MAX_FREQ NUMERIC Maximum frequency of execution
AVG_FREQ NUMERIC Average frequency of execution
FREQ_UNITS CHARACTER Frequency units:

Y-Year
M-Month
W-Week
D-Day

GROWTH_RATE NUMERIC Growth rate (percent)
GROWTH_RATE_PER CHARACTER Growth rate period:

Y-Year
M-Month
W-Week
D-Day

CHILD_ACTIV_ID NUMERIC ID of the child activity.
Join with FUNCTION_DEF or
PROCESS_DEF
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ACTIVITY_CLUSTER

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ACTIVITY_CLUSTER
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the activity cluster

 

ACTN_BLK_USE (Action Block Usage)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ACTN_BLK_USE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ACTN_BLK_ID NUMERIC ID of the action block that contains the USE

statement.
Join with ACTION_BLOCK.

USED_ACTN_BLK_ID NUMERIC ID of the used action block.
Join with ACTION_BLOCK.

 

ADD_ATOM_DEP (Activity Dependency Diagram ADD Atomic Dependency)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ADD_ATOM_DEP
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ADD_DEPENDNCY_ID NUMERIC ID of the dependency.

Join with ADD_DEPENDNCY.
EXPORT_USAGE_ID NUMERIC ID of the 'from' side of the dependency.

Join with:
ACTIV_ USAGE
XT_EVNT_USAGE
XT_OBJ_USAGE
ADD_MUTL_EXCL
ADD_PARALLEL
ADD_CLOSURE
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IMPORT_USAGE_ID NUMERIC ID of the 'to' side of the dependency.
Join with:
ACTIV_USAGE
XT_OBJ_USAGE
ADD_MUTL_EXCL
ADD_PARALLEL
ADD_CLOSURE

 

ADD_CLOSURE

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ADD_CLOSURE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PARENT_ACTIV_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent activity.

Join with FUNCTION_DEF or
PROCESS_DEF.

ADD_MUTL_EXC_ID NUMERIC ID of the ADD mutually exclusive construct
being closed.
Join with ADD_MUTL_EXCL.

 

ADD_DEPENDENCY

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ADD_DEPENDNCY
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Dependency name

 

ADD_EXT_FLOW (Add External Flow)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ADD_EXT_FLOW
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
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ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ADD_DEPENDNCY_ID NUMERIC ID of the dependency.

Join with ADD_DEPENDNCY.

 

ADD_MUTL_EXCL (Add Mutually Exclusive Construct)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ADD_MUTL_EXCL
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PARENT_ACTIV_ID NUMERIC Parent activity ID.

Join with FUNCTION_DEF or
PROCESS_DEF.

 

ADD_PARALLEL (Add Parallel Construct)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ADD_PARALLEL
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PARENT_ACTIV_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent activity.

Join with FUNCTION_DEF or
PROCESS_DEF.

 

ALIAS (Alias or Alternate Name)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ALIAS
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of alias
ABBREVIATION CHARACTER Abbreviation?

Y-Yes
N-No
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ACRONYM CHARACTER Acronym?
Y-Yes
N-No

DATA_ITEM_ID NUMERIC ID of the data item.
Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP
ATTRIBUTE

 

ATTR_ALGORITHM (Attribute Default or Derivation Algorithm)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ATTR_ALGORITHM
ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute.

Join with ATTRIBUTE.
ACTION_BLOCK_ID NUMERIC ID of the default or derivation algorithm

action block.
Join with ACTION_BLOCK.

 

ATTR_DEFAULT_VALUE (Attribute Default Value)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ATTR_DEFAULT_VALUE
ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute.

Join with ATTRIBUTE.
DEF_PERM_VAL_ID NUMERIC ID of the default permitted value.

Join with PERMIT_VALUE.

 

ATTR_IDENT (Attribute Identifier)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ATTR_IDENT
ID NUMERIC Identifier (not unique)
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
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SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within entity type or subtype.
Use ORDER BY SEQ to return attribute
identifiers in the same order as specified in
the toolset.

NAME STRING Name of identifier
PRIMARY_KEY CHARACTER Primary identifier for entity type?

Y-Yes
N-No

ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity type or subtype for which
this attribute is an identifier.
Join with ENTITY_TYPE or ENTITY_
SUBTYP.

ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute.
Join with ATTRIBUTE.

 

ATTR_REL_USAGE (Attribute Relationship Usage)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ATTR_REL_USAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of Foreign Key attribute.

Join with ATTRIBUTE.
RELATIONSHIP_ID NUMERIC ID of the relationship.

Join with RELATIONSHIP.

 

ATTR_VIEW (Attribute View Definition)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ATTR_VIEW
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within entity view.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return attribute
views in the same order as specified in the
toolset.

REQUIRED_INPUT CHARACTER Is this a required import view?
Y-Yes
N-No
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ENTITY_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent entity view.
Join with ENTITY_VIEW.

ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute referenced by the
attribute view.
Join with ATTRIBUTE.

 

ATTRIBUTE (Attribute of an Entity Type or Subtype)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ATTRIBUTE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Attribute name
DSD_NAME STRING Data Structure Diagram name
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within entity type or subtype.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return attributes in
the same order as specified in the toolset.

OPT CHARACTER Optionality:
M-Mandatory
O-Optional

TYPE CHARACTER Type of attribute:
B-Basic
D-Derived
S-Designed

DOMAIN CHARACTER Domain of attribute:
T-Text
D-Date
M-Time
N-Number
Q-Timestamp
B-BLOB

VARYING_LENGTH CHARACTER Varying length string?
Y-Yes
N-No

LENGTH NUMERIC Number of characters
DEC_PLACES NUMERIC Number of decimal places, if number
CASE_SENSITIVE CHARACTER Case sensitive?

Y-Yes
N-No

ENCAP_LEVEL CHAR Level of encapsulation:
Space-Public
P-Protected
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UNITS CHAR Units (for BLOB only):
K-KB
M-MB
G-GB
Space-Bytes

PARENT_ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity type or subtype for which
this is an attribute.
Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP
SYS_ENT_TYPE

 

View Definitions-B

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

• BAA_ACTN_BLK (BAA Action Block Definition) 
• BSD_ACTN_BLK (BSD Action Block Definition) 
• BUS_AREA (Business Area) 
• BUS_GOAL (Business Goal) 
• BUS_LOCATION (Location of Business Assets) 
• BUS_OBJECTIVE (Business Objective) 
• BUS_PROC_SCOPE (Procedure Scoping) 
• BUS_PROC_STEP (Procedure Step) 
• BUS_SYS_AB (Business System Action Block) 
• BUS_SYS_EXIT_STATE (Business System Exit State) 
• BUS_SYS_PARM_DELIM (Business System Parameter Delimiter) 
• BUS_SYS_PARM_STRNG (Business System Parameter String Delimiter) 
• BUS_SYS_SCOPE (Business System Scoping) 
• BUSINESS_DESC (Entity Type/Transaction Business Description) 
• BUSINESS_PROC (Procedure) 
• BUSINESS_SYS (Business System) 

BAA_ACTN_BLK (BAA Action Block Definition)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BAA_ACTN_BLK
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Action block name
INTEXT CHARACTER Internal or external action block:

I-Internal
E-External
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SERVICE_TYPE CHARACTER Service type:
I-Instance
T-Type
M-Multiple

 

BSD_ACTN_BLK (BSD Action Block Definition)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BSD_ACTN_BLK
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Action block name
INTEXT CHARACTER Internal or external action block

I-Internal
E-External

SERVICE_TYPE CHARACTER Service type:
I-Instance
T-Type
M-Multiple

 

BUS_AREA (Business Area)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUS_AREA
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Business area name

 

BUS_GOAL (Business Goal)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUS_GOAL
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
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NAME STRING Name of the business goal
AMOUNT NUMERIC Goal amount
PRIORITY NUMERIC Priority (0 to 9):

0-LOW
9-HIGH

TARGET_DATE NUMERIC Target date of goal (yyyymmdd)
UNIT_OF_MEASURE STRING Goal amount, unit of measure

 

BUS_LOCATION (Location of Business Assets)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUS_LOCATION
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the business location
TYPE CHARACTER Location type:

S-Site
T-Type

 

BUS_OBJECTIVE (Business Objective)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUS_OBJECTIVE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the business objective.
PRIORITY NUMERIC Priority (0 to 9)

0-Low
9-High

 

BUS_PROC_SCOPE (Procedure Scoping)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUS_PROC_SCOPE
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BUSINESS_PROC_ID NUMERIC ID of business procedure this implements.
Join with BUSINESS_PROC.

ELEM_PROCESS_ID NUMERIC ID of elementary process implemented.
Join with PROCESS_DEF.

 

BUS_PROC_STEP (Procedure Step)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUS_PROC_STEP
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the procedure step
DSPLY_1ST CHARACTER Display first?

Y-Yes
N-No

NON_SCREENED CHARACTER Non-screened?
S-Screened
N-Non-screened

STEP_TYPE CHARACTER Procedure step type:
O-Online
B-Batch

BUS_PROCEDURE_ID NUMERIC ID of the procedure that contains the
procedure step.
Join with BUSINESS_PROC.

SEQ NUMERIC Sequence of steps within a procedure.
Use ORDER BY SEQ to return procedure
steps in the same order as specified in the
toolset.

ACTION_BLOCK_ID NUMERIC ID of the action block that defines the
procedure step.
Join with ACTION_BLOCK.

 

BUS_SYS_AB (Business System Action Block)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUS_SYS_AB
BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of business system.

Join with BUSINESS_SYS.
ACTION_BLOCK_ID NUMERIC ID of the business system action block.

Join with ACTION_BLOCK.
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BUS_SYS_EXIT_STATE (Business System Exit State)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUS_SYS_EXIT_STATE
BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of business system that contains the exit

state
Join with BUSINESS_SYS

EXIT_STATE_ID NUMERIC ID of the exit state
Join with EXIT_STATE

 

BUS_SYS_PARM_DELIM (Business System Parameter Delimiter)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUS_SYS_PARM_DELIM
BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of business system that contains this

parameter delimiter
Join with BUSINESS_SYS

PARM_STRING_DEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the parameter delimiter
Join with PARM_DELIMITER

 

BUS_SYS_PARM_STRNG (Business System Parameter String Delimiter)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUS_SYS_PARM_STRNG
BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of business system that contains this

parameter string delimiter
Join with BUSINESS_SYS

PARM_STRING_DEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the parameter string delimiter
Join with PARM_STRING_DEL

 

BUS_SYS_SCOPE (Business System Scoping)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUS_SYS_SCOPE
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BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of business system this scopes
Join with BUSINESS_SYS

ELEM_PROCESS_ID NUMERIC ID of elementary process implemented
Join with PROCESS_DEF

 

BUSINESS_DESC (Entity Type/Transaction Business Description)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUSINESS_DESC
ID NUMERIC ID of entity type or transaction for which this

is a business description
Join with ENTITY_TYPE or TRANS_OPER

TEXT VARYING LENGTH STRING Value of description

 

BUSINESS_PROC (Procedure)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUSINESS_PROC
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING The name of the procedure
PROCEDURE_TYPE CHARACTER Procedure type:

O-Online
B-Batch

BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the business system that contains the
procedure
Join with BUSINESS_SYS

SEQ NUMERIC Sequence of procedures within business
system
Use ORDER BY SEQ to return procedures
in the same order as specified in the toolset

 

BUSINESS_SYS (Business System)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING BUSINESS_SYS
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
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ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the business system
SHOW_EX_ITEMS CHARACTER Show extraordinary items first?

Y-Yes
N-No

WHAT_PAGE_RTN CHARACTER Show which page on return?
T-Top
L-Last

 

View Definitions-C

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

• CD_ACTN_BLK (Cascade Delete Action Block) 
• CD_ACTN_BLK_ENTITY (Cascade Delete Action Block Entity) 
• CD_ACTN_BLK_LNKAGE (Cascade Delete Action Block Linkage) 
• CELL_VALUE (Cell Value) 
• CHANGE_OCCUR (Change Occurrence Between Session and Object) 
• CHANGE_SESSION (Session of Model Maintenance) 
• CHANGE_SESSION_I (Session of Model Maintenance) 
• CLASSIFIER (Classifier of a Partitioning) 
• CMD_SYNONYM (Command Synonym) 
• COMMAND (Command) 
• COMPONENT_IMPLEM (Component Implementation) 
• COMPONENT_SPEC (Component Specification) 
• CRITICAL_SUCCESS (Critical Success Factor) 
• CSTM_EDT_PTRN (Custom Edit Pattern) 
• CSTM_EDT_PTRN_I (Custom Edit Pattern) 
• CURRENT_DATA (Current Database or Store) 
• CURRENT_EFFECT (Current System/Data Effect) 
• CURRENT_INFO_SYS (Current Information System) 

CD_ACTN_BLK (Cascade Delete Action Block)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CD_ACTN_BLK
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Cascade delete action block name
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CD_ACTN_BLK_ENTITY (Cascade Delete Action Block Entity)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CD_ACTN_BLK_ENTITY
CD_ACTN_BLK_ID NUMERIC ID of the CD action block

Join with CD_ACTN_BLK
ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity that the CD action block is

the cascade delete routine for
Join with ENTITY_TYPE or
ENTITY_SUBTYP

 

CD_ACTN_BLK_LNKAGE (Cascade Delete Action Block Linkage)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CD_ACTN_BLK_LINKAGE
CD_ACTN_BLK_ID NUMERIC ID of the CD action block

JOIN with CD_ACTN_BLK
LINKAGE_ID NUMERIC ID of the linkage that the CD action block is

the cascade delete routine for
Join with LINKAGE

 

CELL_VALUE (Cell Value)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CELL_VALUE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
CELL_VALUE CHARACTER Cell value
MATRIX_ID NUMERIC ID of the matrix that uses this cell value.

Join with MATRIX
X_OBJECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the object that uses this cell value on

the X axis
Join with USER_DEF_OBJECT or
appropriate Public Interface view
representing system-defined object type
used in the matrix
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Y_OBJECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the object that uses this cell value on
the Y axis
Join with USER_DEF_OBJECT or
appropriate Public Interface view
representing system-defined object type
used in the matrix

 

CHANGE_OCCUR (Change Occurrence Between Session and Object)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CHANGE_OCCUR
SESSION_ID NUMERIC ID of the session.

Join with SESSION
OBJECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the object that is changed in this

session

 

CHANGE_SESSION (Session of Model Maintenance)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CHANGE_SESSION
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
CHANGE_DATE NUMERIC Date of last change
CHANGE_TIME NUMERIC Time of last change
CHANGE_USERID STRING Last change by user ID
IDENT_NUMBER NUMERIC Identification number

 

CHANGE_SESSION_I (Session of Model Maintenance)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CHANGE_SESSION_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
CHANGE_DATE NUMERIC Date of last change
CHANGE_TIME NUMERIC Time of last change
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IDENT_NUMBER NUMERIC Identification number

 

CLASSIFIER (Classifier of a Partitioning)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CLASSIFIER
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PARTITIONING_ID NUMERIC ID of the partition for which this is a

classifier
Join with PARTITIONING

ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the classifying attribute
Join with ATTRIBUTE

 

CMD_SYNONYM (Command Synonym)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CMD_SYNONYM
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
CMD_SYNONYM STRING Synonym of the command
COMMAND_ID NUMERIC ID of the command for which this is a

synonym
Join with COMMAND

 

COMMAND (Command)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING COMMAND
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the command
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BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the business system that contains the
command
Join with BUSINESS_SYS

 

COMPONENT_IMPLEM (Component Implementation)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME CHAR COMPONENT_IMPLEM
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME CHAR Interface type name
TYPE CHAR Type of entity:

B-Persistent
D-Transient

NO_INSTANCE CHAR No instances?
space-Instances supported
Y-No instances

CATEGORY CHAR Category:
space-generic
B-Business object type
T-Task object type

VIEWABLE CHAR Viewable?
space-No
Y-Yes

ENCAP_LEVEL CHAR Level of encapsulation:
space-Open
O-Open
R-Restricted
E-Encapsulated

SUBJECT_AREA_ID NUMERIC ID of subject area that contains this entity
type

 

COMPONENT_SPEC (Component Specification)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME CHAR COMPONENT_SPEC
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME CHAR Interface type name
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TYPE CHAR Type of entity:
B-Persistent
D-Transient

NO_INSTANCE CHAR No instances?
space-Instances supported
Y-No instances

CATEGORY CHAR Category:
space-generic
B-Business object type
T-Task object type

VIEWABLE CHAR Viewable?
space-No
Y-Yes

ENCAP_LEVEL CHAR Level of encapsulation:
space-Open
O-Open
R-Restricted
E-Encapsulated

SUBJECT_AREA_ID NUMERIC ID of subject area that contains this entity
type

 

CRITICAL_SUCCESS (Critical Success Factor)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CRITICAL_SUCCESS
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the critical success factor
INHIBITOR CHARACTER Inhibitor?

Y-Yes
N-No

PRIORITY NUMERIC Priority (0 to 9):
0-Low
9-High

 

CSTM_EDT_PTRN (Custom Edit Pattern)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CSTM_EDT_PTRN
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ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
CLASS CHARACTER Class of pattern:

T-Text
D-Date
M-Time
N-Number
G-DBCS
Q-Timestamp

SCRN_FLD_VAR_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen variable that uses the edit
pattern.
Join with:
SCRN_FLD_VAR
SCRN_FLD_VARE
SCRN_FLD_VARP

TEXT VARYING LENGTH STRING Text of the edit pattern

 

CSTM_EDT_PTRN_I (Custom Edit Pattern)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CSTM_EDT_PTRN_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
CLASS CHARACTER Class of pattern:

T-Text
D-Date
M-Time
N-Number
G-DBCS
Q-Timestamp

SCRN_FLD_VAR_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen variable that uses the edit
pattern.
Join with:
SCRN_FLD_VAR
SCRN_FLD_VARE
SCRN_FLD_VARP
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CURRENT_DATA (Current Database or Store)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CURRENT_DATA
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the current database or store

 

CURRENT_EFFECT (Current System/Data Effect)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CURRENT_EFFECT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
CREAT CHARACTER Create expected
READONLY CHARACTER Read expected
UPDT CHARACTER Update expected
DLET CHARACTER Delete expected
MATRIX_ID NUMERIC ID of the matrix that uses this effect

Join with MATRIX
CUR_DATA_ID NUMERIC ID of database or store

Join with CURRENT_DATA
CUR_INFO_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the information system

Join with CURRENT_INFO_SYS

 

CURRENT_INFO_SYS (Current Information System)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING CURRENT_INFO_SYS
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the critical success factor
STATUS CHARACTER System status:

C-Current
P-Planned
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View Definitions-D

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:
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• – DASD_VOL_USAGE (DASD Volume Usage) 
– DASD_VOLUME (DASD volume) 
– DATA_BASE (Database) 
– DATA_BASE_DEF_STG (Database Default Storage Group) 
– DATA_BASE_USAGE (Database Usage) 
– DATA_CLUSTER (Data Cluster Natural Data Store) 
– DATA_STORE_IND_I (Indexspace) 
– DATA_STORE_INDEX (Indexspace) 
– DATA_STORE_TBL_I (Tablespace) 
– DATA_STORE_TBLSP (Tablespace) 
– DATACOM_COLUMN (Column DATACOM Extension) 
– DATACOM _CONSTRNT (Constraint DATACOM Extension) 
– DATACOM _DATABASE (Database DATACOM Extension) 
– DATACOM _INDEX (Index DATACOM Extension) 
– DATACOM _TABLE (Table DATACOM Extension) 
–  DATACOM _TD (Technical Design DATACOM Extension) 
– DATASET_IND_I (Indexspace Data Set) 
– DATASET_INDEX (Indexspace Data Set) 
– DATASET_INDEX_STG (Indexspace Data Set Default Storage Group) 
– DATASET_TBL_I (Tablespace Data Set) 
– DATASET_TBLSP (Tablespace Data Set) 
– DATASET_TBLSP_STG 
– DATSTR_INDEX_STG 
– DATSTR_TBLSP_STG 
– DB2_DDL_DB 
– DB2_DDL_DB_I 
– DB2_DDL_INDEX 
– DB2_DL_INDEX_I 
– DB2_DDL_TABLE 
– DB2_DDL_TABLE_I 
– DB2_DDL_TBLSP 
– DB2_DDL_TBLSP_I 
– DB2_DEF_CLUSTER 
– DB2_DEF_CLUSTER_I 
– DB2_MVS_COLUMN (Column DB2 MVS Extension) 
– DB2_MVS_CONSTRAINT (Constraint DB2 MVS Extension) 
– DB2_MVS_DATABASE (Database DB2 MVS Extension) 
– DB2_MVS_INDEX (Index DB2 MVS Extension) 
– DB2_MVS_INDEXSPACE (Indexspace DB2 MVS Extension) 
– DB2_MVS_TABLE (Table DB2 MVS Extension) 
– DB2_MVS_TABLESPACE (Tablespace DB2 MVS Extension) 
– DB2_MVS_TD (Technical Design DB2 MVS Extension) 
– DB2_PATH_OS2 (OS2/UNIX Technical Design OS2 Path) 
– DB2_PATH_UNIX (OS2/UNIX Technical Design UNIX Path) 
– DB2_RESRC_MOD_I 
– DB2_RESRC_MODULE 
– DEFAULT_DIALECT 
– DEFAULT_DIALECT_I 
– DERIVATION_ALGOR 
– DERIVED_FK_ATTR (Derive Foreign Key Attribute) 
– DESCRIPTION 
– DFLT_EDT_PTRN 
– DFLT_EDT_PTRN_I 
– DFLT_LIT_VDAT 
– DFLT_PRM_VDAT 
– DFLT_VAR_VDAT 
– DFLT_VARE_VDAT 
– DIALECT 
– DIALECT_I 
– DIALECT_TEXT 
– DIALECT_TEXT_I 
– DIALOG_FLOW 
– DIR_CHANGE_OCCUR 
– DISPLAY_NAME (Entity Type/Transaction Display Name) 
– DLG_DATA_SENT 
– DLG_FLWS_EXST 
– DLG_SETS_CMD 
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DASD_VOL_USAGE (DASD Volume Usage)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DASD_VOL_USAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DATASET_ID NUMERIC ID of the data set

Join with DATASET_INDEX or
DATASET_TBLSP

DASD_VOLUME_ID NUMERIC ID of the DASD volume
Join with DASD_VOLUME

 

DASD_VOLUME (DASD volume)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DASD_VOLUME
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
TYPE CHARACTER Type of DASD device:

8-3380
5-3350

VOLSER STRING Volume serial number

 

DATA_BASE (Database)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATA_BASE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the database
DBMS CHARACTER Database management system:

2-DB2
1-DL/1
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TYPE CHARACTER Type of database:
P-Physical
L-Logical

DFLT_BUFFERPOOL CHARACTER Default bufferpool

 

DATA_BASE_DEF_STG (Database Default Storage Group)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATA_BASE_DEF_STG
DATA_BASE_ID NUMERIC ID of the database

Join with DATA_BASE
DEF_STG_GRP_ID NUMERIC ID of the storage group that is used as the

default for this database
Join with STORAGE_GROUP

 

DATA_BASE_USAGE (Database Usage)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATA_BASE_USAGE
TECH_DESIGN_ID NUMERIC ID of the technical design that uses this

data base
Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN

DATABASE_ID NUMERIC ID of the data base used by this technical
design
Join with DATA_BASE

 

DATA_CLUSTER (Data Cluster Natural Data Store)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATA_CLUSTER
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the data cluster
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DATA_STORE_IND_I (Indexspace)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATA_STORE_IND_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DB2_BUFFERPOOL CHARACTER Buffer pool assignment:

0-BP0
1-BP1
2-BP2
K-BP32K

DB2_CLOSE CHARACTER Close when not in use?
Y-Yes
N-No

DB2_SUBPAGES CHARACTER Number of subpages per page. Valid values
are:
1
2
4
8
S - 18

ERASE_OLD_DATA CHARACTER Erase old data during Create?
Y-Yes
N-No

UNIT_ALLOC CHARACTER Unit for allocation quantity:
C-Cyl
T-Trk
R-Rec
K-Kbytes

USE_DEFAULT_PROP CHARACTER Use default data set properties?
Y-Yes
N-No

FREE_PAGE_FREQ NUMERIC Free page frequency
FREE_SPACE_PCT NUMERIC Free space percentage
PRIME_ALLOC NUMERIC Primary allocation quantity
SECOND_ALLOC NUMERIC Secondary allocation quantity
DATABASE_ID NUMERIC ID of the database.

Join with DATA_BASE.
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DATA_STORE_INDEX (Indexspace)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATA_STORE_INDEX
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the data store
DB2_BUFFERPOOL CHARACTER Buffer pool assignment:

0-BP0
1-BP1
2-BP2
K-BP32K

VSAM_CAT_NAME STRING Name of the VSAM catalog
DB2_CLOSE CHARACTER Close when not in use?

Y-Yes
N-No

DB2_SUBPAGES CHARACTER Number of subpages per page. Valid values
are:
1
2
4
8
S - 18

ERASE_OLD_DATA CHARACTER Erase old data during Create?
Y-Yes
N-No

UNIT_ALLOC CHARACTER Unit for allocation quantity:
C-Cyl
T-Trk
R-Rec
K-Kbytes

USE_DEFAULT_PROP CHARACTER Use default data set properties?
Y-Yes
N-No

FREE_PAGE_FREQ NUMERIC Free page frequency
FREE_SPACE_PCT NUMERIC Free space percentage
PRIME_ALLOC NUMERIC Primary allocation quantity
SECOND_ALLOC NUMERIC Secondary allocation quantity
DATABASE_ID NUMERIC ID of the database.

Join with DATA_BASE.
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DATA_STORE_TBL_I (Tablespace)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATA_STORE_TBL_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DB2_BUFFERPOOL CHARACTER Buffer pool assignment:

0-BP0
1-BP1
2-BP2
K-BP32K

DB2_CLOSE CHARACTER Close when not in use?
Y-Yes
N-No

DB2_LOCKSIZE CHARACTER Lock size:
P-Page
A-Any
T-Table

ERASE_OLD_DATA CHARACTER Erase old data during Create?
Y-Yes
N-No

UNIT_ALLOC CHARACTER Unit for allocation quantity:
C-Cyl
T-Trk
R-Rec
K-Kbytes

USE_DEFAULT_PROP CHARACTER Use default data set properties?
Y-Yes
N-No

SEGMENT_SIZE NUMERIC Segment size
FREE_PAGE_FREQ NUMERIC Free page frequency
FREE_SPACE_PCT NUMERIC Free space percentage
PRIME_ALLOC NUMERIC Primary allocation quantity
SECOND_ALLOC NUMERIC Secondary allocation quantity
DATABASE_ID NUMERIC ID of the database.

Join with DATA_BASE.

 

DATA_STORE_TBLSP (Tablespace)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATA_STORE_TBLSP
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ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the data store
DB2_BUFFERPOOL CHARACTER Buffer pool assignment:

0-BP0
1-BP1
2-BP2
K-BP32K

VSAM_CAT_NAME STRING Name of the VSAM catalog
DB2_CLOSE CHARACTER Close when not in use?

Y-Yes
N-No

DB2_LOCKSIZE CHARACTER Lock size:
P-Page
A-Any
T-Table

ERASE_OLD_DATA CHARACTER Erase old data during Create?
Y-Yes
N-No

UNIT_ALLOC CHARACTER Unit for allocation quantity:
C-Cyl
T-Trk
R-Rec
K-Kbytes

USE_DEFAULT_PROP CHARACTER Use default data set properties?
Y-Yes
N-No

SEGMENT_SIZE NUMERIC Segment size
FREE_PAGE_FREQ NUMERIC Free page frequency
FREE_SPACE_PCT NUMERIC Free space percentage
PRIME_ALLOC NUMERIC Primary allocation quantity
SECOND_ALLOC NUMERIC Secondary allocation quantity
DATABASE_ID NUMERIC ID of the database.

Join with DATA_BASE.

 

DATACOM_COLUMN (Column DATACOM Extension)

NOTE
DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATACOM_COLUMN
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ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
FORMAT CHAR Format of data
LENGTH NUMERIC Length of field
NUM_DEC_PLC NUMERIC Number of decimal places
OPTIONALITY CHAR Optionality for DBMS fields
FIELD_ID NUMERIC Base column this object is extended from.

Join with FIELD.

 

DATACOM _CONSTRNT (Constraint DATACOM Extension)

NOTE
DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATACOM_CONSTRNT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
RI_ENF_PROD CHAR RI enforcement for production
RI_ENF_TEST CHAR RI enforcement for test
LINKAGE_ID NUMERIC Base linkage this object is extended from

Join with LINKAGE

 

DATACOM _DATABASE (Database DATACOM Extension)

NOTE
DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATACOM_DATABASE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
DATABASE_ID NUMERIC Base database this object is extended from

Join with DATA_BASE
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DATACOM _INDEX (Index DATACOM Extension)

NOTE
DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATACOM_INDEX
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
ENTRY_POINT_ID NUMERIC Base index this object is extended from

Join with ENTRY_POINT.

 

DATACOM _TABLE (Table DATACOM Extension)

NOTE
DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATACOM_TABLE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
RI_TRIG_PRFX STRING RI trigger and procedure name prefix
OWNER_ID_EXT STRING Owner identifier extension
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
RECORD_ID NUMERIC Base record this object is extended from.

Join with RECORD

 

DATACOM _TD (Technical Design DATACOM Extension)

NOTE
DATACOM is no longer supported. This view will exist for compatibility reasons.

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
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TBNAME STRING DATACOM_TD
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
OWNER_ID STRING Owner identifier
DFLT_DBNAME STRING Default DB Name
RI_ENFRCMNT CHAR Referential integrity enforcement
RES_WORD_CHK CHAR Reserved word check
DBMS_REL_VER CHAR DBMS release version
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
DEF_VALUE_ENF CHAR Default value enforced?
NULL_OR_DEF CHAR Create NULL or default value?
GEN_ODBC_INT CHAR Generate ODBC interface?
TECH_DSN_ID NUMERIC Base technical design this object is

extended from.
Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN.

 

DATASET_IND_I (Indexspace Data Set)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATASET_IND_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
FREE_PAGE_FREQ NUMERIC Free page frequency
FREE_SPACE_PCT NUMERIC Free space percentage
PRIME_ALLOC NUMERIC Primary allocation quantity
SECOND_ALLOC NUMERIC Secondary allocation quantity
UNIT_ALLOC CHARACTER Unit for allocation quantity

C-Cyl
T-Trk
R-Rec
K-Kbytes

ERASE_OLD_DATA CHARACTER Erase old data during Create?
Y-Yes
N-No

USE_DEFAULT_PROP CHARACTER Use default data set properties?
Y-Yes
N-No

PART_NUMBER NUMERIC Data set number for DB2 partitioning
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SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within data store
Use ORDER BY SEQ to return data sets in
the same order specified in the toolset

DATA_STORE_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing data store.
Join with DATA_STORE_INDEX

 

DATASET_INDEX (Indexspace Data Set)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATASET_INDEX
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
VSAM_CAT_NAME STRING Name of the VSAM catalog
FREE_PAGE_FREQ NUMERIC Free page frequency
FREE_SPACE_PCT NUMERIC Free space percentage
PRIME_ALLOC NUMERIC Primary allocation quantity
SECOND_ALLOC NUMERIC Secondary allocation quantity
UNIT_ALLOC CHARACTER Unit for allocation quantity:

C-Cyl
T-Trk
R-Rec
K-Kbytes

ERASE_OLD_DATA CHARACTER Erase old data during Create?
Y-Yes
N-No

USE_DEFAULT_PROP CHARACTER Use default data set properties?
Y-Yes
N-No

PART_NUMBER NUMERIC Data set number for DB2 partitioning
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within data store

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return data sets in
the same order specified in the toolset

DATA_STORE_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing data store.
Join with DATA_STORE_INDEX.

 

DATASET_INDEX_STG (Indexspace Data Set Default Storage Group)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATASET_INDEX_STG
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DATASET_INDEX_ID NUMERIC ID of the indexspace data set
Join with DATASET_INDEX.

STORAGE_GRP_ID NUMERIC ID of the storage group that contains this
indexspace data set
Join with STORAGE_GROUP

 

DATASET_TBL_I (Tablespace Data Set)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATASET_TBL_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
FREE_PAGE_FREQ NUMERIC Free page frequency
FREE_SPACE_PCT NUMERIC Free space percentage
PRIME_ALLOC NUMERIC Primary allocation quantity
SECOND_ALLOC NUMERIC Secondary allocation quantity
UNIT_ALLOC CHARACTER Unit for allocation quantity:

C-Cyl
T-Trk
R-Rec
K-Kbytes

ERASE_OLD_DATA CHARACTER Erase old data during Create?
Y-Yes
N-No

USE_DEFAULT_PROP CHARACTER Use default data set properties:
Y-Yes
N-No

PART_NUMBER NUMERIC Data set number for DB2 partitioning
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within data store.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return data sets in
the same order specified in the toolset.

DATA_STORE_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing data store.
Join with DATA_STORE_TBLSP.

 

DATASET_TBLSP (Tablespace Data Set)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATASET_TBLSP
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
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ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
VSAM_CAT_NAME STRING Name of the VSAM catalog
FREE_PAGE_FREQ NUMERIC Free page frequency
FREE_SPACE_PCT NUMERIC Free space percentage
PRIME_ALLOC NUMERIC Primary allocation quantity
SECOND_ALLOC NUMERIC Secondary allocation quantity
UNIT_ALLOC CHARACTER Unit for allocation quantity:

C-Cyl
T-Trk
R-Rec
K-Kbytes

ERASE_OLD_DATA CHARACTER Erase old data during Create?
Y-Yes
N-No

USE_DEFAULT_PROP CHARACTER Use default data set properties:
Y-Yes
N-No

PART_NUMBER NUMERIC Data set number for DB2 partitioning
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within data store

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return data sets in
the same order specified in the toolset

DATA_STORE_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing data store
Join with DATA_STORE_TBLSP

 

DATASET_TBLSP_STG

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATASET_TBLSP_STG
DATASET_TBLSP_ID NUMERIC ID of the tablespace data set

Join with DATASET_TBLSP.
STORAGE_GRP_ID NUMERIC ID of the storage group that contains this

tablespace data set
Join with STORAGE_GROUP

 

DATSTR_INDEX_STG

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATSTR_INDEX_STG
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DATSTR_INDEX_ID NUMERIC ID of the indexspace
Join with DATA_STORE_INDEX

STORAGE_GRP_ID NUMERIC ID of the storage group that contains this
indexspace
Join with STORAGE_GROUP

 

DATSTR_TBLSP_STG

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DATSTR_TBLSP_STG
DATSTR_TBLSP_ID NUMERIC ID of the tablespace

Join with DATA_STORE_TBLSP
STORAGE_GRP_ID NUMERIC ID of the storage group that contains this

tablespace
Join with STORAGE_GROUP

 

DB2_DDL_DB

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_DDL_DB
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
MEMBER_NAME STRING Name of member containing generated

DDL for DB2 data base definition
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date
TIME_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation time
GEN_BY_USER STRING Generated by user ID
DATA_BASE_ID NUMERIC ID of the database this DB2 database

definition is built with
Join with DATA_BASE

 

DB2_DDL_DB_I

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_DDL_DB_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
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ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date
TIME_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation time
DATA_BASE_ID NUMERIC ID of the database this DB2 database

definition is built with
Join with DATA_BASE

 

DB2_DDL_INDEX

Column Name Coltype Description 

TBNAME STRING DB2_DDL_INDEX

ID STRING Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
MEMBER_NAME STRING Name of member containing generated

DDL for DB2 index definition
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date
TIME GENERATED NUMERIC Generation time
GEN_BY_USER STRING Generated by user ID
ENTRY_POINT_ID NUMERIC ID of the entry point which this DB2 index

definition is built from
Join with ENTRY_POINT

 

DB2_DDL_INDEX_I

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_DDL_INDEX_I
ID STRING Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date
TIME GENERATED NUMERIC Generation time
ENTRY_POINT_ID NUMERIC ID of the entry point which this DB2 index

definition is built from
Join with ENTRY_POINT
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DB2_DDL_TABLE

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_DDL_TABLE
ID STRING Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
MEMBER_NAME STRING Name of member containing generated

DDL for DB2 table definition
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date
TIME_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation time
GEN_BY_USER STRING Generated by user ID
RECORD_ID NUMERIC ID of the record that is used to build this

DB2 table definition.
Join with RECORD.

 

DB2_DDL_TABLE_I

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_DDL_TABLE_I
ID STRING Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date
TIME_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation time
RECORD_ID NUMERIC ID of the record that is used to build this

DB2 table definition.
Join with RECORD.

 

DB2_DDL_TBLSP

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_DDL_TBLSP
ID STRING Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
MEMBER_NAME STRING Name of member containing generated

DDL for DB2 tablespace definition
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DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date
TIME_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation time
GEN_BY_USER STRING Generated by user ID
DATA_STR_TBSP_ID NUMERIC ID of the tablespace that is used to build

this DB2 tablespace definition.
Join with DATA_STORE_TBLSP.

 

DB2_DDL_TBLSP_I

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_DDL_TBLSP_I
ID STRING Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date
TIME_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation time
DATA_STR_TBSP_ID NUMERIC ID of the tablespace that is used to build

this DB2 tablespace definition.
Join with DATA_STORE_TBLSP.

 

DB2_DEF_CLUSTER

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_DEF_CLUSTER
ID STRING Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
MEMBER_NAME STRING Name of member containing DB2 VSAM

define cluster for data store
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date
TIME_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation time
GEN_BY_USER STRING Generated by user ID
DATA_SET_ID NUMERIC ID of the data set that is implemented by

this DB2 VSAM define cluster
Join with DATASET_INDEX or
DATASET_TBLSP
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DB2_DEF_CLUSTER_I

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_DEF_CLUSTER_I
ID STRING Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date
TIME_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation time
DATA_SET_ID NUMERIC ID of the data set that is implemented by

this DB2 VSAM define cluster
Join with DATASET_INDEX or
DATASET_TBLSP

 

DB2_MVS_COLUMN (Column DB2 MVS Extension)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_MVS_COLUMN
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
FORMAT STRING Format of data
LENGTH NUMERIC Length of field
NUM_DEC_PLC NUMERIC Number of decimal places
OPTIONALITY CHAR Optionality for DBMS fields
FIELD_ID NUMERIC Base column this object is extended from

Join with FIELD

 

DB2_MVS_CONSTRAINT (Constraint DB2 MVS Extension)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_MVS_CONSTRAINT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
RI_ENF_PROD CHAR RI enforcement for production
RI_ENF_TEST CHAR RI enforcement for test
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LINKAGE_ID NUMERIC Base linkage this object is extended from
Join with LINKAGE

 

DB2_MVS_DATABASE (Database DB2 MVS Extension)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_MVS_Database
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
OWNER_IDENTIFIER CHAR Owner identifier
ROSHARE CHAR None/Owner/Read availability
DB_ALLOWS_TABLES CHAR Database allows tables in system
BUFFERPOOL_NUM NUMERIC Bufferpool number
DATABASE_ID NUMERIC Base database this object is extended from

Join with DATA_BASE

 

DB2_MVS_INDEX (Index DB2 MVS Extension)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_MVS_INDEX
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
ENTRY_POINT_ID NUMERIC Base index this object is extended from

Join with ENTRY_POINT

 

DB2_MVS_INDEXSPACE (Indexspace DB2 MVS Extension)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_MVS_INDEXSPACE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
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NAME STRING Name
DEFER_BUILD CHAR Defer index build?
INDEX_TYPE CHAR Index type
NOT_NULL_UNIQ CHAR Unique where not null?
INDEXSPACE_ID NUMERIC Base indexspace this object is extended

from
Join with DATA_STORE_INDEX

 

DB2_MVS_TABLE (Table DB2 MVS Extension)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_MVS_TABLE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
RI_TRIG_PRFX STRING RI trigger and procedure name prefix
OWNER_ID_EXT STRING Owner identifier extension
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
RSTR_DROP CHAR With restrict on drop?
DATA_CAPTURE CHAR Data capture?
RECORD_ID NUMERIC Base record this object is extended from

Join with RECORD

 

DB2_MVS_TABLESPACE (Tablespace DB2 MVS Extension)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_MVS_TABLESPACE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
COMPRESS CHAR Compress?
LOCKMAX_SYS CHAR Lockmax by system?
LOCKMAX_VALUE NUMERIC Lockmax value
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TABLESPACE_ID NUMERIC Base tablespace this object is extended
from.
Join with DATA_STORE_TBLSP.

 

DB2_MVS_TD (Technical Design DB2 MVS Extension)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_MVS_TD
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
OWNER_ID STRING Owner identifier
DFLT_DBNAME STRING Default DB Name
RI_ENFRCMNT CHAR Referential integrity enforcement
RES_WORD_CHK CHAR Reserved word check?
DBMS_REL_VER CHAR DBMS release version
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
DEF_VALUE_ENF CHAR Default value enforced?
NULL_OR_DEF CHAR Create NULL or default value?
GEN_ODBC_INT CHAR Generate ODBC interface?
AVAILABILITY CHAR None/Owner/Read availability
COMPRESS CHAR Compress tablespace?
LOCKMAX_VAL NUMERIC Lockmax value
LOCKMAX_SYS CHAR Lockmax by system?
DATA_CAPTURE CHAR Data capture?
RESTRICT_DROP CHAR With restrict on drop?
DEFER_IDX_BLD CHAR Defer index build?
INDEX_TYPE CHAR Index Type
QUALIFY_TABLE CHAR Qualify table references?
ASIS_FLAG CHAR ASIS naming flag on TD properties
ALLOWS_TABLES CHAR Database allows tables in system
BUFFERPOOL_DB NUMERIC Bufferpool number database default
BUFFERPOOL_IN NUMERIC Bufferpool number indexspace default
BUFFERPOOL_TB NUMERIC Bufferpool number tablespace default
REC_DEF_TSPC CHAR Record default tablespace
TECH_DSN_ID NUMERIC Base technical design this object is

extended from
Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN
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DB2_PATH_OS2 (OS2/UNIX Technical Design OS2 Path)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_PATH_OS2
OS2_UNIX_TD_ID NUMERIC OS/2/UNIX Technical Design identifier

Join with OS/2_UNIX_TD
PATH_OS2 VARYING LENGTH STRING Storage location path for OS/2

 

DB2_PATH_UNIX (OS2/UNIX Technical Design UNIX Path)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_PATH_UNIX
OS2_UNIX_TD_ID NUMERIC OS/2/UNIX Technical Design identifier

Join with OS/2_UNIX_TD
PATH_UNIX VARYING LENGTH STRING Storage location path for UNIX

 

DB2_RESRC_MOD_I

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_RESRC_MOD_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date. Not used.
TIME_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation time. Not used
IMPL_LOGIC_ID NUMERIC ID of the implementation logic that uses the

DB2 resource module
Join with IMPLEMENT_LOGIC

 

DB2_RESRC_MODULE

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DB2_RESRC_MODULE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
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MEMBER_NAME STRING Member name
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date. Not used.
TIME_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation time. Not used.
GEN_BY_USER STRING Generated by user ID. Not used.
IMPL_LOGIC_ID NUMERIC ID of the implementation logic that uses the

DB2 resource module
Join with IMPLEMENT_LOGIC

 

DEFAULT_DIALECT

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DEFAULT_DIALECT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Dialect name
DEC_PT_CHAR CHARACTER Decimal point character
SEPARATOR_CHAR CHARACTER Separator character
TRANSLAT_TABLE1 STRING Translation table name ASCII/EBCDIC
TRANSLAT_TABLE2 STRING Translation table name lower/upper
MESSAGE_TABLE STRING Message table name
NATL_LANG_SUP CHARACTER National language support option

 

DEFAULT_DIALECT_I

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DEFAULT_DIALECT_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DEC_PT_CHAR CHARACTER Decimal point character
SEPARATOR_CHAR CHARACTER Separator character
NATL_LANG_SUP CHARACTER National language support option
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DERIVATION_ALGOR

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DERIVATION_ALGOR
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Action block name
INTEXT CHARACTER Internal or external action block?

I-Internal
E-External

SERVICE_TYPE CHARACTER Service type:
I-Instance
T-Type
M-Multiple

 

DERIVED_FK_ATTR (Derive Foreign Key Attribute)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DERIVED_FK_ATTR
DERIVED_FK_ATTR NUMERIC ID of derived Foreign Key Attribute

Join with ATTRIBUTE
BASIS_FOR_FK_ATTR NUMERIC ID of basis for Foreign Key Attribute

Join with ATTRIBUTE

 

DESCRIPTION

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TEXT VARYING LENGTH STRING Text of description

 

DFLT_EDT_PTRN

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DFLT_EDT_PTRN
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
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ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the default edit pattern
CLASS CHARACTER Class of pattern:

T-Text
N-Num
D-Date
M-Time
G-DBCS
Q-Timestamp

BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the business system that contains this
edit pattern
Join with BUSINESS_SYS

TEXT VARYING LENGTH STRING Text of the edit pattern

 

DFLT_EDT_PTRN_I

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DFLT_EDT_PTRN
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the default edit pattern
CLASS CHARACTER Class of pattern:

T-Text
N-Num
D-Date
M-Time
G-DBCS
Q-Timestamp

BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the business system that contains this
edit pattern
Join with BUSINESS_SYS

 

DFLT_LIT_VDAT

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DFLT_LIT_VDAT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
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COLOR CHARACTER Default color for literal fields
HIGHLIGHT CHARACTER Default highlighting for literal fields
INTENSITY CHARACTER Default intensity for literal fields
BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the business system for which the

defaults apply
Join with BUSINESS_SYS

 

DFLT_PRM_VDAT

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DFLT_PRM_VDAT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
COLOR CHARACTER Default color for prompt fields
HIGHLIGHT CHARACTER Default highlighting for prompt fields
INTENSITY CHARACTER Default intensity for prompt fields
BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the business system for which the

defaults apply
Join with BUSINESS_SYS

 

DFLT_VAR_VDAT

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DFLT_VAR_VDAT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
COLOR CHARACTER Default color for variable fields
HIGHLIGHT CHARACTER Default highlighting for variable fields
INTENSITY CHARACTER Default intensify for variable fields
PROTECTION CHARACTER Default protection for variable fields
JUSTIFICATION CHARACTER Default justification for variable fields
FILL_CHAR CHARACTER Default fill character for variable fields
VIDEO_CURSOR CHARACTER Insert cursor here?

Y-Yes
N-No
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BLANK_WHEN_ZERO CHARACTER Blank field when zero?
Y-Yes
N-No

BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the business system for which the
defaults apply
Join with BUSINESS_SYS

 

DFLT_VARE_VDAT

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DFLT_VARE_VDAT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
COLOR CHARACTER Default color for variable fields
HIGHLIGHT CHARACTER Default highlighting for variable fields
INTENSITY CHARACTER Default intensify for variable fields
PROTECTION CHARACTER Default protection for variable fields
VIDEO_CURSOR CHARACTER Insert cursor here?

Y-Yes
N-No

BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the business system for which the
defaults apply
Join with BUSINESS_SYS

 

DIALECT

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING Dialect
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Dialect name
DEC_PT_CHAR CHARACTER Decimal point character
SEPARATOR_CHAR CHARACTER Separator character
TRANSLAT_TABLE1 STRING Translation table name ASCII/EBCDIC
TRANSLAT_TABLE2 STRING Translation table name lower/upper. Not

used.
MESSAGE_TABLE STRING Message table name
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NATL_LANG_SUP CHARACTER National language support option

 

DIALECT_I

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING Dialect_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DEC_PT_CHAR CHARACTER Decimal point character
SEPARATOR_CHAR CHARACTER Separator character
NATL_LANG_SUP CHARACTER National language support option

 

DIALECT_TEXT

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DIALECT_TEXT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence number

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return dialect text
in same order as specified in the toolset

ACCEL_VALUE CHARACTER Accelerator value (for scroll amount only)
DIALECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the dialect that the text is written in

Join with DIALECT
OBJECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the prompt, screen literal, command,

command synonym, edit pattern, message,
or scroll amount that the text is for
Join with:
PROMPT
SCRN_FLD_LIT
COMMAND
CMD_SYNONYM
DFLT_EDT_PTRN
CSTM_EDT_PTRN
MESSAGE
SCROLL_AMOUNT

TEXT_VALUE VARYING LENGTH STRING Text value
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DIALECT_TEXT_I

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DIALECT_TEXT_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence number

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return dialect text
in same order as specified in the toolset

ACCEL_VALUE CHARACTER Accelerator value (for scroll amount only)
DIALECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the dialect that the text is written in

Join with DIALECT
OBJECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the prompt, screen literal, command,

command synonym, edit pattern, message,
or scroll amount that the text is for
Join with:
PROMPT
SCRN_FLD_LIT
COMMAND
CMD_SYNONYM
DFLT_EDT_PTRN
CSTM_EDT_PTRN
MESSAGE
SCROLL_AMOUNT

 

DIALOG_FLOW

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DIALOG_FLOW
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
TYPE CHARACTER Type of Flow:

T-Transfer
L-Link

DSPLY_1ST CHARACTER Display first?
Y-Yes
N-No

DSPLY_1ST_RTRN CHARACTER Display first on return from link?
Y-Yes
N-No
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SEND_COMMAND CHARACTER Send current value of command?
Y-Yes
N-No

RETURN_COMMAND CHARACTER Return current value of command?
Y-Yes
N-No

INITBY_P_STEP_ID NUMERIC ID of the initiated procedure step
Join with BUS_PROC_ STEP

INITS_P_STEP_ID NUMERIC ID of the initiating procedure step
Join with BUS_PROC_ STEP

 

DIR_CHANGE_OCCUR

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DIR_CHANGE_OCCUR
SESSION_ID NUMERIC ID of the session

Join with SESSION
OBJECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the object that is directly changed in

this session

 

DISPLAY_NAME (Entity Type/Transaction Display Name)

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DISPLAY_NAME
ID NUMERIC ID of entity type or transaction for which this

is a display name
Join with ENTITY_TYPE or TRANS_OPER

NAME STRING Value of display name

 

DLG_DATA_SENT

 Colum Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DLG_DATA_SENT
DIALOG_FLOW_ID NUMERIC ID of the dialog flow
SRC_DATA_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the source data view sent by the

dialog flow
Join with GROUP_VIEW or ENTITY_VIEW
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DST_DATA_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the destination data view sent by the
dialog flow
Join with GROUP_VIEW or ENTITY_VIEW

 

DLG_FLWS_EXST

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DLG_FLWS_EXST
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SAVE_INPUT_VIEWS CHARACTER Save input views on link?

Y-Yes
N-No

DIALOG_FLOW_ID NUMERIC ID of the dialog flow
Join with DIALOG_FLOW

EXIT_STATE_ID NUMERIC ID of the exit state on which the dialog flows
Join with EXIT_STATE

 

DLG_SETS_CMD

Column Name Coltype Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING DLG_SETS_CMD
DIALOG_FLOW_ID NUMERIC ID of the dialog flow

Join with DIALOG_FLOW
COMMAND_ID NUMERIC ID of the command set by the dialog flow

Join with COMMAND

Public Interface View Definitions (E-L)
This section lists the Public Interface view definitions “E” through “L.” The following Public Interface view definitions
contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to determine the length of the columns and the
specific DBMS view definitions. The views are grouped alphabetically.

  

View Definitions-E

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:
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• ENTITY_ACTN_BLK (Entity Action Block) 
• ENTITY_REC_IMPL (Entity to Record Implementation) 
• ENTITY_ST_TRANS (Entity State Transition) 
• ENT_ST_TRANS_USE (Entity State Transition Usage) 
• ENTITY_SUBTYP (Entity Subtype) 
• ENTITY_TYPE (Entity type) 
• ENTITY_VIEW (Entity View Definition) 
• ENTRY_POINT (Record entry point) 
• ENTRY_POINT_IDENT (Record Entry Point Identifier) 
• ENTRY_POINT_RELIM (Record Entry Point Relationship Implementation) 
• ENTY_ACTN_VIEW_SET (Entity Action View Set) 
• ENVIRONMENT (Hardware/Software Environment) 
• EXIT_STATE (Exit state) 
• EXIT_STATE_MESSAGE (Exit state message) 
• EXIT_STATE_US (Exit state usage) 
• EXIT_STATE_US_CMD (Exit State Usage Command) 
• EXPECT_EFFECT (Expected effect) 
• EXPORT_VIEW_SET (Export View Set) 
• EXT_DBRM_LIB_USAGE (External DBRM library usage) 
• EXT_FLOW DATA_VIEW (External Flow Data View) 
• EXT_LOAD_LIB_USAGE (External Load Library Usage) 

ENTITY_ACTN_BLK (Entity Action Block)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ENTITY_ACTN_BLK
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ENCAP_LEVEL CHAR Level of encapsulation:

space-Public
P-Protected

ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity.
Join with ENTITY_TYPE.

ACTION_BLOCK_ID NUMERIC ID of the action block.
Join with ACTION_BLOCK.

 

ENTITY_REC_IMPL (Entity to Record Implementation)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ENTITY_REC_IMPL
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
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ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity type implemented by this

record.
Join with ENTITY_TYPE or
ENTITY_SUBTYP.

RECORD_ID NUMERIC ID of the record defined by this entity type.
Join with RECORD.

 

ENTITY_ST_TRANS (Entity State Transition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ENTITY_ST_TRANS
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SOURCE_ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the source entity.

Join with ENTITY_TYPE or
ENTITY_SUBTYP.

DEST_ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the destination entity.
Join with ENTITY_TYPE or
ENTITY_SUBTYP.

 

ENT_ST_TRANS_USE (Entity State Transition Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ENT_ST_TRANS_USE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ENT_ST_TRANS_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity state transition
ACTIVITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the activity (function or process)

 

ENTITY_SUBTYP (Entity Subtype)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ENTITY_SUBTYP
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ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Entity subtype name
DSD_NAME STRING Data Structure Diagram name
MIN_OCCUR NUMERIC Minimum number of occurrences
MAX_OCCUR NUMERIC Maximum number of occurrences
AVG_OCCUR NUMERIC Average number of occurrences
GROWTH_RATE NUMERIC Growth rate (percent)
GROWTH_RATE_PER CHARACTER Growth rate period:

Y-Year
M-Month
W-Week
D-Day

SEQ NUMERIC Sequence number for presentation
PARTITIONING_ID NUMERIC ID of the partitioning on which the subtype

appears.
Join with PARTITIONING.

 

ENTITY_TYPE (Entity type)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ENTITY_TYPE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Entity type name
DSD_NAME STRING Data Structure Diagram name
MIN_OCCUR NUMERIC Minimum number of occurrences
MAX_OCCUR NUMERIC Maximum number of occurrences
AVG_OCCUR NUMERIC Average number of occurrences
GROWTH_RATE NUMERIC Growth rate (percent)
GROWTH_RATE_PER CHAR Growth rate period:

Y-Year
M-Month
W-Week
D-Day

TYPE CHAR Type of entity:
B-Persistent
D-Transient

NO_INSTANCE CHAR space-Instances supported
Y-No instances
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CATEGORY CHAR Category:
Space-Generic
B-Business object type
T-Task object type

VIEWABLE CHAR Viewable?
Space-No
Y-Yes

ENCAP_LEVEL CHAR Level of encapsulation:
space-Open
O-Open
R-Restricted

CBD_TYPE CHAR CBD type:
space-regular entity type
I-Interface type
S-Specification type
P-Component specification
M-Component implementation

SUBJECT_AREA_ID NUMERIC ID of subject area that contains this entity
type.
Join with SUBJECT_AREA.

 

ENTITY_VIEW (Entity View Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ENTITY_VIEW
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Entity view name
REQUIRED_INPUT CHARACTER Is this a required import view?

Y-Yes
N-No

ENT_ACT_ALLOWED CHARACTER Is entity action allowed?
Y-Yes
N-No

USED_AS_I_O CHARACTER Used as input or output?
Y-Yes
N-No

SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within parent view or view set.
Use ORDER BY SEQ to return entity
views in the same order as specified in the
toolset.

PARENT_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent group view or view set.
Join with GROUP_VIEW or VIEW_SET.
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ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity type or subtype for which
this is an entity view.
Join with:
ENTITY_TYPE
ENTITY_SUBTYP
SYS_ENT_TYPE.

 

ENTRY_POINT (Record entry point)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ENTRY_POINT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Entry point name
EP_CLUSTERED CHARACTER Is the entry point clustered?

Y-Yes
N-No

PARTITIONED CHARACTER Is the entry point partitioned?
Y-Yes
N-No

ORGANIZATION CHARACTER Entry point organization
PRIMARY_KEY CHARACTER Primary key for Public Interface view?

Y-Yes
N-No

DATA_STR_NDX_ID NUMERIC ID of the indexspace in which this entry
point is stored.
Join with DATA_STORE_INDEX.

 

ENTRY_POINT_IDENT (Record Entry Point Identifier)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ENTRY_POINT_IDENT
ENTRY_POINT_ID NUMERIC ID of the entry point.

Join with ENTRY_POINT.
IDENTIFIER_ID NUMERIC ID of the identifier that this entry point

implements.
Join with IDENTIFIER.
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ENTRY_POINT_RELIM (Record Entry Point Relationship Implementation)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ENTRY_POINT_RELIM
ENTRY_POINT_ID NUMERIC ID of the entry point.

Join with ENTRY_POINT.
REL_IMPL_ID NUMERIC ID of the relationship implementation

associated with this entry point.
Join with REL_PART_IMPL.

 

ENTY_ACTN_VIEW_SET (Entity Action View Set)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ENTY_ACTN_VIEW_SET
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ACTIVITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the function, process, procedure step,

action block, or PAD function for which this
is a viewset.
Join with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF
BUS_PROC_STEP
ACTION_BLOCK
PAD_FUNCTION

 

ENVIRONMENT (Hardware/Software Environment)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ENVIRONMENT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the environment
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EXIT_STATE (Exit state)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING EXIT_STATE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the exit state
TERMINAT_ACTION CHARACTER Termination action:

M-Normal
A-Abort
R-Rollback

TYPE CHARACTER Message type:
I-Informational
W-Warning
E-Error
N-None

 

EXIT_STATE_MESSAGE (Exit state message)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING EXIT_STATE_MESSAGE
EXIT_STATE_ID NUMERIC ID of the exit state.

Join with EXIT_STATE.
MESSAGE_ID NUMERIC ID of the message for non-default dialect.

Join with MESSAGE.

 

EXIT_STATE_US (Exit state usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING EXIT_STATE_US
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SAVE_INPUT_VIEWS CHARACTER Save input views on link?

Y-Yes
N-No
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EXIT_STATE_ID NUMERIC ID of the exit state referenced by this
usage.
Join with EXIT_STATE.

DIALOG_FLOW_ID NUMERIC ID of the dialog flow that results from this
usage.
Join with DIALOG_FLOW.

 

EXIT_STATE_US_CMD (Exit State Usage Command)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING EXIT_STATE_US_CMD
EXIT_STATE_US_ID NUMERIC ID of the exit state usage.

Join with EXIT_STATE_US.
COMMAND_ID NUMERIC ID of the command that causes autoflow.

Join with COMMAND.

 

EXPECT_EFFECT (Expected effect)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING EXPECT_EFFECT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
CREAT CHARACTER Activity expected to create entity type?

Y-Yes
N-No

READONLY CHARACTER Activity expected to read entity type?
Y-Yes
N-No

UPDT CHARACTER Activity expected to update entity type?
Y-Yes
N-No

DLET CHARACTER Activity expected to delete entity type?
Y-Yes
N-No

ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity type or subtype that this
activity is expected to affect.
Join with ENTITY_TYPE or ENTITY_
SUBTYP.
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ACTIVITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the activity (function or process).
Join with FUNCTION_DEF or
PROCESS_DEF.

 

EXPORT_VIEW_SET (Export View Set)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING EXPORT_VIEW_SET
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ACTIVITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the function, process, procedure step,

action block, or PAD function for which this
is a viewset.
Join with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF
BUS_PROC_STEP
ACTION_BLOCK
PAD_FUNCTION

 

EXT_DBRM_LIB_USAGE (External DBRM library usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING EXT_DBRM_LIB_USAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within technical system.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return library
usages in the same order as specified in
the toolset.

TECHSYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the technical system that implements
the library usage.
Join with TECHNICAL_SYSTEM.

 

EXT_FLOW DATA_VIEW (External Flow Data View)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
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TBNAME STRING EXT_FLOW_DATA_VIEW
EXT_FLOW_ID NUMERIC Join with ADD_EXT_FLOW or

PDD_EXT_FLOW.
DATA_VIEW_ID NUMERIC Join with ENTITY_VIEW or GROUP_VIEW.

 

EXT_LOAD_LIB_USAGE (External Load Library Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING EXT_LOAD_LIB_USAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within technical system. Use

ORDER BY SEQ to return library usages in
the same order as specified in the toolset.

TECHSYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the technical system that implements
the library usage.
Join with TECHNICAL_SYSTEM.

 

View Definitions-F

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

• FACILITY (Computing/Communication Facility) 
• FIELD (Field Definition) 
• FIELD_DATA_I (Data Field Definition) 
• FIELD_DENORM_I (Denormalized Field Definition) 
• FIELD_DENORM_RELMM (Denormalized Field Relationship) 
• FIELD_FGN_KEY_I (Field Foreign Key Definition) 
• FK_FIELD_FK_ATTR (Foreign Key Field/Foreign Key Attribute Usage) 
• FLD_ENTPT_VAL_I (Field Entry Point Value) 
• FLD_ENTPT_VALUE (Field Entry Point Value) 
• FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE (Field Entry Point Usage) 
• FLD_LINK_USE (Foreign Key Field Linkage Usage) 
• FUNCTION_DEF (Function definition) 

FACILITY (Computing/Communication Facility)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING FACILITY
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
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ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the facility
TYPE CHARACTER Facility Type:

H-Hardware
S-Software

CUR_CAPACITY NUMERIC Current capacity
REQ_CAPACITY NUMERIC Required capacity
UNIT_OF_MEASURE STRING Unit of measure

 

FIELD (Field Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING FIELD
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Field name
MACRO_NAME STRING Macro name
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within record. Use ORDER BY

SEQ to return fields in the same order as
specified in the toolset.

FORMAT CHARACTER Format:
P-Packed
X-Text
F-Float
S-Small
I-Integer
V-Varchar
Q-Timestamp
G-Graphic
U-Vargraphic
M-Long Vargraphic
L-Longvarchar
B-BLOB

OCCURS NUMERIC Number of occurrences, if repeating.
Not used.

LENGTH NUMERIC Length
DEC_PLACES NUMERIC Number of decimal places
OPT CHARACTER DB2 optionality:

O-Optional
M-Mandatory
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UNITS CHAR Units (for BLOB only):
K-KB
M-MB
G-GB
Space-Bytes

FIELDPROC_NAME STRING Fieldproc routine name
RECORD_IS_IN_ID NUMERIC ID of the record that contains this field.

Join with RECORD.
ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute that this field implements.

Join with ATTRIBUTE.

 

FIELD_DATA_I (Data Field Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING FIELD_DATA_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Field name
MACRO_NAME STRING Macro name
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within record.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return data fields
in the same order as specified in the
toolset.

FIELD_ROLE CHARACTER Role:
P-Data

FORMAT CHARACTER Format:
P-Packed
X-Text
F-Float
S-Small
I-Integer
V-Varchar
Q-Timestamp
B-BLOB

OCCURS NUMERIC Number of occurrences, if repeating.
LENGTH NUMERIC Length
DEC_PLACES NUMERIC Number of decimal places
OPT CHARACTER DB2 optionality:

O-Optional
M-Mandatory
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UNITS CHAR Units (for BLOB only):
K-KB
M-MB
G-GB
Space-Bytes

RECORD_IS_IN_ID NUMERIC ID of the record that contains this field.
Join with RECORD.

ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute that this field implements.
Join with ATTRIBUTE.

 

FIELD_DENORM_I (Denormalized Field Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING FIELD_DENORM_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Field name
MACRO_NAME STRING Macro name
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within record.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return
denormalized fields in the same order as
specified in the toolset.

FIELD_ROLE CHARACTER Role:
D-Denormalized

FORMAT CHARACTER Format:
P-Packed
X-Text
F-Float
S-Small
I-Integer
V-Varchar
Q-Timestamp
B-BLOB

OCCURS NUMERIC Number of occurrences, if repeating
LENGTH NUMERIC Length
DEC_PLACES NUMERIC Number of decimal places
OPT CHARACTER DB2 optionality:

O-Optional
M-Mandatory
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UNITS CHAR Units (for BLOB only):
K-KB
M-MB
G-GB
Space-Bytes

RECORD_IS_IN_ID NUMERIC ID of the record that contains this field.
Join with RECORD.

ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute that this field implements.
Join with ATTRIBUTE.

REL_DENORM_ID NUMERIC ID of the relationship this is denormalized
along.
Join with RELATIONSHIP.

 

FIELD_DENORM_RELMM (Denormalized Field Relationship)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING FIELD_DENORM_RELMM
FIELD_DENORM_ID NUMERIC ID of the denormalized field.

Join with FIELD.
REL_DENORM_ID NUMERIC ID of the relationship this denormalized field

is denormalized along.
Join with RELATIONSHIP.

 

FIELD_FGN_KEY_I (Field Foreign Key Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING FIELD_FGN_KEY_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Field name
MACRO_NAME STRING Macro name
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within record.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return foreign key
fields in the same order as specified in the
toolset.

FIELD_ROLE CHARACTER Role:
F-Foreign key
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FORMAT CHARACTER Format:
P-Packed
X-Text
F-Float
S-Small
I-Integer
V-Varchar
Q-Timestamp
B-BLOB

OCCURS NUMERIC Number of occurrences, if repeating
LENGTH NUMERIC Length
DEC_PLACES NUMERIC Number of decimal places
OPT CHARACTER DB2 optionality:

O-Optional
M-Mandatory

UNITS CHAR Units (for BLOB only):
K-KB
M-MB
G-GB
Space-Bytes

RECORD_IS_IN_ID NUMERIC ID of the record that contains this field.
Join with RECORD.

ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute that this field implements.
Join with ATTRIBUTE.

 

FK_FIELD_FK_ATTR (Foreign Key Field/Foreign Key Attribute Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING FK_FIELD_FK_ATTR
ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the Foreign Key Attribute.

Join with ATTRIBUTE.
FIELD_ID NUMERIC ID of Foreign Key Field.

Join with FIELD.

 

FLD_ENTPT_VAL_I (Field Entry Point Value)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING FLD_ENTPT_VAL_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
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ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within field entry point usage.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return the values
in the same order as specified in the
toolset.

SEQT NUMERIC Sequence within tablespace data set.
Use ORDER BY SEQT to return the values
in the same order as specified in the
toolset.

SEQI NUMERIC Sequence within indexspace data set. Use
ORDER BY SEQI to return the values in the
same order as specified in the toolset.

FLD_ENTPT_US_ID NUMERIC ID of the field entry point usage that
controls this partition.
Join with FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE.

DATASET_TBSP_ID NUMERIC ID of the tablespace data set that this value
determines the partitioning for.
Join with DATASET_TBLSP.

DATASET_INDX_ID NUMERIC ID of the indexspace data set that this value
determines the partitioning for.
Join with DATASET_INDEX.

 

FLD_ENTPT_VALUE (Field Entry Point Value)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING FLD_ENTPT_VALUE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within field entry point usage.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return the values
in the same order as specified in the
toolset.

SEQT NUMERIC Sequence within tablespace data set.
Use ORDER BY SEQT to return the values
in the same order as specified in the
toolset.

SEQI NUMERIC Sequence within indexspace data set.
Use ORDER BY SEQI to return the values
in the same order as specified in the
toolset.

FLD_ENTPT_US_ID NUMERIC ID of the field entry point usage that
controls this partition.
Join with FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE.
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DATASET_TBSP_ID NUMERIC ID of the tablespace data set that this value
determines the partitioning for.
Join DATASET_TBLSP.

DATASET_INDX_ID NUMERIC ID of the indexspace data set that this value
determines the partitioning for.
Join with DATASET_INDEX.

VALUE VARYING LENGTH STRING Partitioning limit value

 

FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE (Field Entry Point Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING FLD_ENTRY_PT_USE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQUENCE CHARACTER Sequence is:

A-Ascending
D-Descending

SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within entry point.
Use ORDER BY SEQ to return field entry
point usages in the same order as specified
in the toolset.

FIELD_ID NUMERIC ID of the field used by this entry point.
Join with FIELD.

ENTRY_POINT_ID NUMERIC ID of the entry point defined by this field.
Join with ENTRY_POINT.

 

FLD_LINK_USE (Foreign Key Field Linkage Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING FLD_LINK_USE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
FIELD_FROM_ID NUMERIC ID of the foreign key field in the 'from'

record.
Join with FIELD.

FIELD_TO_ID NUMERIC ID of the target field in the 'to' record.
Join with FIELD.
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LINKAGE_ID NUMERIC ID of the linkage that uses this usage.
Join with LINKAGE.

 

FUNCTION_DEF (Function definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING FUNCTION_DEF
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Function name

 

View Definitions-G

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

• GEN_ITEM_LIB_USAGE (Generated Item Library Usage) 
• GEN_SYS_LIB_USAGE (Generated System Library Usage) 
• GROUP_VIEW (Group View Definition) 

GEN_ITEM_LIB_USAGE (Generated Item Library Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING GEN_ITEM_LIB_USAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within technical system.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return library
usages in the same order as specified in
the toolset.

LIB_TYPE STRING Library usage type
TECHSYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the technical system that implements

the library usage.
Join with TECHNICAL_SYSTEM.
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GEN_SYS_LIB_USAGE (Generated System Library Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING GEN_SYS_LIB_USAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ  Sequence within technical system.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return library
usages in the same order as specified in
the toolset.

TECHSYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the technical system that implements
the library usage.
Join with TECHNICAL_SYSTEM.

 

GROUP_VIEW (Group View Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING GROUP_VIEW
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Group view name
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within parent view or view set.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return group views
in the same order as specified in toolset.

CARD CHARACTER Cardinality:
1-One
M-One or many

MIN_CARD NUMERIC Cardinality, at least
MAX_CARD NUMERIC Cardinality, at most
AVG_CARD NUMERIC Cardinality, on average
ABS_EST_MIN CHARACTER Absolute or estimated minimum cardinality:

E-Estimated
A-Absolute

ABS_EST_MAX CHARACTER Absolute or estimated maximum cardinality:
E-Estimated
A-Absolute

REQUIRED_INPUT CHARACTER Is this a required import view?
Y-Yes
N-No
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ENT_ACT_ALLOWED CHARACTER Is entity action allowed?
Y-Yes
N-No

USED_AS_I_O CHARACTER Used as input or output?
Y-Yes
N-No

PARENT_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent group view or view set.
Join with GROUP_VIEW or VIEW_SET.

 

View Definitions-I

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

• IDENTIFIER (Attribute or Relationship Identifier) 
• IMPL_LOG_PATH_NAME (Implementation Logic Path Name) 
• IMPL_LOGIC_USAGE (Implementation Logic Usage) 
• IMPLEMENT_LOG_I (Implementation Logic Usage) 
• IMPLEMENT_LOGIC (Implementation Logic) 
• IMPORT_VIEW_SET (Import View Set) 
• INDIR_CHANGE_OCCUR (Indirect Change Occurrence) 
• INFORMATION_NEED (Information Need) 
• INTERFACE_TYPE 

IDENTIFIER (Attribute or Relationship Identifier)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING IDENTIFIER
ID NUMERIC Identifier (not unique)
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within entity type or subtype.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return identifiers in
the same order as specified in the toolset.

NAME STRING Name of identifier
PRIMARY_KEY CHARACTER Primary identifier for entity type?

Y-Yes
N-No

ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity type or subtype for which
this attribute or relationship is an identifier.
Join with ENTITY_TYPE or
ENTITY_SUBTYP.

ATTR_OR_REL_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute or relationship.
Join with ATTRIBUTE or RELATIONSHIP.
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IMPL_LOG_PATH_NAME (Implementation Logic Path Name)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING IMPL_LOG_PATH_NAME
ID NUMERIC ID of the implementation logic.

Join with IMPLEMENT_LOGIC or
XT_IMPL_LOGIC.

PATH_NAME VARYING LENGTH STRING Path name for implementation logic

 

IMPL_LOGIC_USAGE (Implementation Logic Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING IMPL_LOGIC_USAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
IMPL_LOGIC_ID NUMERIC ID of the implementation logic that calls this

implementation logic usage.
Join with IMPLEMENT_LOGIC.

CALLED_IMPL_ID NUMERIC ID of the implementation logic that is called
by this implementation logic usage.
Join with IMPLEMENT_LOGIC.

 

IMPLEMENT_LOG_I (Implementation Logic Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING IMPLEMENT_LOG_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SOURCE_LANGUAGE STRING Name of source language
DATE_GENERATED STRING Generation date
TIME_GENERATED STRING Time generated
DATE_COMPILED NUMERIC Date compiled
TIME_COMPILED NUMERIC Time compiled
OK_SESSION_ID NUMERIC Session ID at which checked OK
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ACTION_BLOCK_ID NUMERIC ID of the action block that is implemented
by the implementation logic.
Join with ACTION_BLOCK or
CD_ACTN_BLK.

 

IMPLEMENT_LOGIC (Implementation Logic)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING IMPLEMENT_LOGIC
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
MEMBER_NAME STRING Member name
SOURCE_LANGUAGE STRING Name of source language
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date
TIME_GENERATED NUMERIC Time generated
GEN_BY_USER STRING Generated by user ID
DATE_COMPILED NUMERIC Date compiled
TIME_COMPILED NUMERIC Time compiled
COMPILED_BY_USER STRING Compiled by user ID
OK_SESSION_ID NUMERIC Session ID at which checked OK
ACTION_BLOCK_ID NUMERIC ID of the action block that is implemented

by the implementation logic.
Join with ACTION_BLOCK or
CD_ACTN_BLK.

 

IMPORT_VIEW_SET (Import View Set)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING IMPORT_VIEW_SET
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
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ACTIVITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the function, process, procedure step,
action block, or PAD function for which this
is a viewset.
Join with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF
BUS_PROC_STEP
ACTION_BLOCK
PAD_FUNCTION

 

INDIR_CHANGE_OCCUR (Indirect Change Occurrence)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING INDIR_CHANGE_OCCUR
SESSION_ID NUMERIC ID of the session.

Join with SESSION.
OBJECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the object that is indirectly changed in

this session.

 

INFORMATION_NEED (Information Need)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING INFORMATION_NEED
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the information need
SATISFACT_RATING NUMERIC Satisfaction rating (0-3):

0-Fully supported
3-Unsupported

IMPORTANCE NUMERIC Importance factor (1-5):
1-Useful for any purpose
2-Useful for goal/objective achievement
3-Essential for business activity
4-Essential for goal objective achievement
5-Supports a CSF

REQUIRE_WEIGHT NUMERIC Requirement weight; calculated as “Rating
* Factor”

REALTIME_OR_SNAP CHARACTER Real time or snap shot:
R-real time
S-snap shot
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CATEGORY CHARACTER Category:
S-Summary
E-Exception
D-Detail
C-Correlation
Q-Other

 

INTERFACE_TYPE

 

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME CHAR INTERFACE_TYPE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME CHAR Interface type name
MIN_OCCUR NUMERIC Minimum number of occurrences
MAX_OCCUR NUMERIC Maximum number of occurrences
AVG_OCCUR NUMERIC Average number of occurrences
GROWTH_RATE NUMERIC Growth rate (percent)
GROWTH_RATE_PER CHAR Growth rate period:

Y-Year
M-Month
W-Week
D-Day

TYPE CHAR Type of entity:
B-Persistent
D-Transient

NO_INSTANCE CHAR No instances?
space-Instances supported
Y-No instances

CATEGORY CHAR Category:
space-Generic
B-Business object type
T-Task object type

VIEWABLE CHAR Viewable?
space-No
Y-Yes

ENCAP_LEVEL CHAR Level of encapsulation:
space-Open
O-Open
R-Restricted
E-Encapsulated
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SUBJECT_AREA_ID NUMERIC ID of subject area that contains this entity
type

IT_MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the scoping interface type model

 

View Definitions-L

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

• LIB_USAGE_SCOPE (Library Usage Scope) 
• LIBRARY (Library)
• LIBRARY_I (Library) 
• LIBRARY_USAGE (Library Usage) 
• LINKAGE (Linkage Between Records) 
• LNK_DATA_RTND (Link Dialog Flow Data Returned) 
• LNK_RTNS_CMD (Link Dialog Flow Returns Command) 
• LNK_RTNS_EXST (Link Dialog Flow Returns on Exit State) 
• LOCAL_PF_KEY (Local PF Key) 
• LOCAL_PF_KEY_CMD (Local PF key command) 
• LOCAL_VIEW_SET (Local view set) 

LIB_USAGE_SCOPE (Library Usage Scope)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING LIB_USAGE_SCOPE
LIBRARY_USAGE_ID NUMERIC ID of the library usage that is implemented.

Join with LIBRARY_USAGE.
LIBRARY_ID NUMERIC ID of the library that the library usage

implements.
Join with LIBRARY.

 

LIBRARY (Library)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING LIBRARY
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DATASET_NAME VARYING LENGTH STRING Name of data set
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LIBRARY_I (Library)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING LIBRARY_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier

 

LIBRARY_USAGE (Library Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING LIBRARY_USAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within technical system.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return library
usages in the same order as specified in
the toolset.

TECHSYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the technical system that implements
the library usage.
Join with TECHNICAL_SYSTEM.

 

LINKAGE (Linkage Between Records)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING LINKAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the Linkage
POINTER_TYPE CHARACTER Pointer type:

F-Foreign key
DB2_OR_IEF_ENF CHARACTER Enforced by:

D-DB2
I-System
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REF_CONSTRT_OPT CHARACTER Referential constraint option for the
relationship it implements:
D-Cascade delete
R-Restrict
N-Nullify

RECORD_FROM_ID NUMERIC ID of the record this linkage is from.
Join with RECORD.

RECORD_TO_ID NUMERIC ID of the record this linkage is to.
Join with RECORD.

IDENTIFIER_ID NUMERIC ID of the identifier that this linkage targets.
Join with IDENTIFIER.

IMPLEMENTATON_ID NUMERIC ID of the implementation this linkage is
used in.
Join with REL_PART_IMPL.

 

LNK_DATA_RTND (Link Dialog Flow Data Returned)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING LNK_DATA_RTND
DIALOG_FLOW_ID NUMERIC ID of the dialog flow.

Join with DIALOG_FLOW.
SRC_DATA_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the source data view returned by the

link.
Join with GROUP_VIEW or ENTITY_VIEW.

DST_DATA_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the destination data view returned by
the link.
Join with GROUP_VIEW or ENTITY_VIEW.

 

LNK_RTNS_CMD (Link Dialog Flow Returns Command)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING LNK_RTNS_CMD
DIALOG_FLOW_ID NUMERIC ID of the dialog flow.

Join with DIALOG_FLOW.
COMMAND_ID NUMERIC ID of the command returned by the dialog

flow.
Join with COMMAND.
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LNK_RTNS_EXST (Link Dialog Flow Returns on Exit State)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING LNK_RTNS_EXST
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SAVE_INPUT_VIEWS CHARACTER Save input views on link?

Y-Yes
N-No

DIALOG_FLOW_ID NUMERIC ID of the dialog flow.
Join with DIALOG_FLOW.

EXIT_STATE_ID NUMERIC ID of the exit state on which the link returns.
Join with EXIT_STATE.

 

LOCAL_PF_KEY (Local PF Key)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING LOCAL_PF_KEY
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DISPLAY CHARACTER Display?

Y-Yes
N-No

BUS_PROC_STEP_ID NUMERIC ID of the procedure step that accepts the
local PF key.
Join with BUS_PROC_STEP.

SYSTEM_PF_KEY_ID NUMERIC ID of the system PF key that is overwritten
by a local PF key.
Join with SYSTEM_PF_KEY.

 

LOCAL_PF_KEY_CMD (Local PF key command)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING LOCAL_PF_KEY_CMD
LOCAL_PF_KEY_ID NUMERIC ID of the local PF key.

Join with LOCAL_PF_KEY.
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COMMAND_ID NUMERIC ID of the command set by this PF key.
Join with COMMAND.

 

LOCAL_VIEW_SET (Local view set)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING LOCAL_VIEW_SET
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ACTIVITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the function, process, procedure step,

action block, or PAD function for which this
is a viewset.

Public Interface View Definitions (M-P)
This section provides an alphabetic list of Public Interface view definitions, from “M” through “P.”

  

View Definitions-M

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

• MATRIX 
• MATRIX_USAGE_X (Matrix Usage on the X Axis) 
• MATRIX_USAGE_Y (Matrix Usage on the Y Axis) 
• MESSAGE (Message for Non-Default Dialect) 
• MIGR_CHANGE_OCCUR (Migrate Change Occurrence) 
• MODEL (Model Definition) 
• MS_SQL_COLUMN (Column MS SQL Server Extension) 
• MS_SQL_CONSTRAINT (Constraint MS SQL Server Extension) 
• MS_SQL_DATABASE (Database MS SQL Server Extension) 
• MS_SQL_IDX_RES_SEG (MS SQL Indexspace Reside on Segment) 
• MS_SQL_INDEX (Index MS SQL Server Extension) 
• MS_SQL_INDEXSPACE (Indexspace MS SQL Server Extension) 
• MS_SQL_TABLE (Table MS SQL Server Extension) 
• MS_SQL_TBL_RES_SEG (MS SQL table reside on segment) 
• MS_SQL_TD (Technical Design MS SQL Server Extension) 
• MS_SQL_TD_IDX_RES (MS SQL Technical Design index reside on segment) 
• MS_SQL_TD_TBL_RES (MS SQL Technical Design table reside on segment) 
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MATRIX

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MATRIX
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the matrix
COEF_VALUE_SET CHARACTER Coefficient value set:

N-Numeric (1-9)
C-CRUD
A-Alphanumeric
X-(X, blank, 1-9)
R-RAEW

LEAF_ONLY_X CHARACTER Leaf objects only on X axis?
Y-Yes
N-No

LEAF_ONLY_Y CHARACTER Leaf objects only on Y axis?
Y-Yes
N-No

IEF_OR_USER_SUP CHARACTER System- or user-defined:
U-User
I-System

OBJ_CLASS_X_ID NUMERIC ID of object class on X axis.
Join with OBJECT_CLASS.

OBJ_CLASS_Y_ID NUMERIC ID of object class on y axis.
Join with OBJECT_CLASS.

 

MATRIX_USAGE_X (Matrix Usage on the X Axis)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MATRIX_USAGE_X
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within matrix.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return the matrix
usages on the X axis in the same order as
specified in the toolset.

MATRIX_ID NUMERIC ID of matrix that uses this matrix usage.
Join with MATRIX.
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OBJECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the object that is referred to by this
matrix usage

 

MATRIX_USAGE_Y (Matrix Usage on the Y Axis)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MATRIX_USAGE_Y
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within matrix.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return the matrix
usages on the Y axis in the same order as
specified in the toolset.

MATRIX_ID NUMERIC ID of matrix that uses this matrix usage.
Join with MATRIX.

OBJECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the object that is referred to by this
matrix usage.

 

MESSAGE (Message for Non-Default Dialect)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MESSAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name for non-default dialect message.

Not used.
TYPE CHARACTER Type for non-default dialect message:

I-Informational
W-Warning
E-Error
N-Normal

 

MIGR_CHANGE_OCCUR (Migrate Change Occurrence)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MIGR_CHANGE_OCCUR
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SESSION_ID NUMERIC ID of the session.
Join with SESSION.

OBJECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the object that is changed by
migration in this session.

 

MODEL (Model Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
NAME STRING Model name
CR_DATE NUMERIC Date this model was created in the

encyclopedia
CR_TIME NUMERIC Time this model was created in the

encyclopedia
CR_USERID STRING User ID that created this model in the

encyclopedia.
ENCY_DATE NUMERIC Date this model was last updated in the

encyclopedia.
ENCY_TIME NUMERIC Time this model was last updated in the

encyclopedia
ENCY_USERID STRING User ID that last updated this model in the

encyclopedia

 

MS_SQL_COLUMN (Column MS SQL Server Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MS_SQL_COLUMN
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
FORMAT STRING Format of data
LENGTH NUMERIC Length of field
NUM_DEC_PLC NUMERIC Number of decimal places
OPTIONALITY CHAR Optionality for DBMS fields
FIELD_ID NUMERIC Base column this object is extended from.

Join with FIELD.
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MS_SQL_CONSTRAINT (Constraint MS SQL Server Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MS_SQL_CONSTRAINT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
RI_ENF_PROD CHAR RI enforcement for production
RI_ENF_TEST CHAR RI enforcement for test
LINKAGE_ID NUMERIC Base linkage this object is extended from.

Join with LINKAGE.

 

MS_SQL_DATABASE (Database MS SQL Server Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MS_SQL_DATABASE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
DFLT_DATAFILE CHAR Use the default datafile?
DFLT_DATFILE_SZ NUMERIC Default datafile size
DATABASE_ID NUMERIC Base database this object is extended from.

Join with DATA_BASE.

 

MS_SQL_IDX_RES_SEG (MS SQL Indexspace Reside on Segment)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MS_SQL_IDX_RES_SEG
MS_SQL_IDXSP_ID NUMERIC MS SQL Server Indexspace identifier.

Join with MS_SQL_INDEXSPACE.
RESIDE_SEG STRING Reside on segment
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MS_SQL_INDEX (Index MS SQL Server Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MS_SQL_INDEX
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
ENTRY_POINT_ID NUMERIC Base index this object is extended from.

Join with ENTRY_POINT.

 

MS_SQL_INDEXSPACE (Indexspace MS SQL Server Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MS_SQL_INDEXSPACE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
FILL_FACTOR NUMERIC Fill factor
INDEXSPACE_ID NUMERIC Base indexspace this object is extended

from.
Join with DATA_STORE_INDEX.

 

MS_SQL_TABLE (Table MS SQL Server Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MS_SQL_TABLE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
RI_TRIG_PRFX STRING RI trigger and procedure name prefix
OWNER_ID_EXT STRING Owner identifier extension
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
RECORD_ID NUMERIC Base record this object is extended from.

Join with RECORD
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MS_SQL_TBL_RES_SEG (MS SQL table reside on segment)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MS_SQL_TBL_RES_SEG
MS_SQL_TABLE_ID NUMERIC MS SQL Server Table identifier.

Join with MS_SQL_TABLE.
RESIDE_SEG STRING Reside on segment

 

MS_SQL_TD (Technical Design MS SQL Server Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MS_SQL_TD
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
OWNER_ID STRING Owner identifier
DFLT_DBNAME STRING Default DB Name
RI_ENFRCMNT CHAR Referential integrity enforcement
RES_WORD_CHK CHAR Reserved word check?
DBMS_REL_VER CHAR DBMS release version
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
DEF_VALUE_ENF CHAR Default value enforced?
NULL_OR_DEF CHAR Create NULL or default value?
DFLT_DATAFILE CHAR Use default datafile?
DFLT_DFILE_SZE NUMERIC Default datafile size
FILL_FACTOR NUMERIC Fill factor for index
TBL_RESIDE_SEG STRING Table reside on segment
IDX_RESIDE_SEG STRING Index reside on segment
TECH_DSN_ID NUMERIC Base technical design this object is

extended from.
Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN.

 

MS_SQL_TD_IDX_RES (MS SQL Technical Design index reside on segment)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
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TBNAME STRING MS_SQL_TD_IDX_RES
MS_SQL_TD_ID NUMERIC MS SQL Technical Design identifier.

Join with MS_SQL_TD.
IDX_RESIDE_SEG STRING Index reside on segment

 

MS_SQL_TD_TBL_RES (MS SQL Technical Design table reside on segment)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING MS_SQL_TD_TBL_RES
MS_SQL_TD_ID NUMERIC MS SQL Technical Design identifier.

Join with MS_SQL_TD.
TBL_RESIDE_SEG STRING Table reside on segment

 

View Definitions-N

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

• NONSTOP_SQL_COLUMN (Column NonStop SQL Extension) 
• NONSTOP_SQL_CONSTR (Constraint NonStop SQL Extension) 
• NONSTOP_SQL_DB (Database NonStop SQL Extension) 
• NONSTOP_SQL_INDEX (Index NonStop SQL Extension) 
• NONSTOP_SQL_SPACE (Indexspace NonStop SQL Extension) 
• NONSTOP_SQL_TABLE (Table NonStop SQL Extension) 
• NONSTOP_SQL_TD (Technical Design NonStop SQL Extension) 

NONSTOP_SQL_COLUMN (Column NonStop SQL Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
ID INTEGER ID of NonStop SQL column
MODEL_ID INTEGER ID of the containing model
TBNAME CHAR NONSTOP_SQL_COLUMN
ORG_ENCY_ID INTEGER Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID INTEGER Original object identifier
NAME CHAR Name
FORMAT CHAR Format of data
LENGTH SMALLINT Length of field
NUM_DEC_PLC SMALLINT Number of decimal places
OPTIONALITY CHAR Optionality for DBMS fields
FIELD_ID INTEGER Base column this object is extended from.

Join with FIELD.
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NONSTOP_SQL_CONSTR (Constraint NonStop SQL Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
ID INTEGER ID of NonStop SQL constraint
MODEL_ID INTEGER ID of the containing model
TBNAME CHAR NONSTOP_SQL_CONSTR
ORG_ENCY_ID INTEGER Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID INTEGER Original object identifier
RI_ENF_PROD CHAR RI enforcement for production
RI_ENF_TEST CHAR RI enforcement for test
LINKAGE_ID INTEGER Base linkage this object is extended from.

Join with LINKAGE.

 

NONSTOP_SQL_DB (Database NonStop SQL Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
ID INTEGER ID of NonStop SQL database
MODEL_ID INTEGER ID of the containing model
TBNAME CHAR NONSTOP_SQL_DB
ORG_ENCY_ID INTEGER Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID INTEGER Original object identifier
NAME CHAR Name
DATABASE_ID INTEGER Base database this object is extended from.

Join with DATA_BASE.

 

NONSTOP_SQL_INDEX (Index NonStop SQL Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
ID INTEGER ID of NonStop SQL index
MODEL_ID INTEGER ID of the containing model
TBNAME CHAR NONSTOP_SQL_INDEX
ORG_ENCY_ID INTEGER Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID INTEGER Original object identifier
NAME CHAR Name
ENTRY_POINT_ID INTEGER Base index this object is extended from.

Join with ENTRY_POINT.
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NONSTOP_SQL_SPACE (Indexspace NonStop SQL Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
ID INTEGER ID of NonStop SQL indexspace
MODEL_ID INTEGER ID of the containing model
TBNAME CHAR NONSTOP_SQL_SPACE
ORG_ENCY_ID INTEGER Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID INTEGER Original object identifier
NAME CHAR Name
TABLESPACE_ID INTEGER Base indexspace this object is extended

from.
Join with DATA_STORE_INDEX.

 

NONSTOP_SQL_TABLE (Table NonStop SQL Extension)

 

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
ID INTEGER ID of NonStop SQL table
MODEL_ID INTEGER ID of the containing model
TBNAME CHAR NONSTOP_SQL_TABLE
ORG_ENCY_ID INTEGER Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID INTEGER Original object identifier
NAME CHAR Name
RI_TRIG_PRFX CHAR RI trigger and procedure name prefix
OWNER_ID_EXT CHAR Owner identifier extension
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
RECORD_ID INTEGER Base table that this object is extended from.

Join with RECORD.

 

NONSTOP_SQL_TD (Technical Design NonStop SQL Extension)

 

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
ID INTEGER ID of NonStop SQL technical design
MODEL_ID INTEGER ID of the containing model
TBNAME CHAR NONSTOP_SQL_TD
ORG_ENCY_ID INTEGER Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID INTEGER Original object identifier
OWNER_ID CHAR Owner identifier
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DFLT_DBNAME CHAR Default database Name
RI_ENFRCMNT CHAR Referential integrity enforcement
RES_WORD_CHK CHAR Reserved word check? (Y or N)
DBMS_REL_VER CHAR DBMS release version
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
DEF_VALUE_ENF CHAR Default value enforced?
NULL_OR_DEF CHAR Create NULL or default value?
TECH_DSN_ID INTEGER Base technical design this object is

extended from.
Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN.

 

View Definitions-O

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:
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• OBJECT_CLASS 
• OBJECT_CLASS_I (System-Defined Class) 
• ODBC_COLUMN (Column ODBC Extension) 
• ODBC_CONSTRAINT (Constraint ODBC Extension) 
• ODBC_DATABASE (Database ODBC Extension) 
• ODBC_INDEX (Index ODBC Extension) 
• ODBC_SPACE (Data Store ODBC Extension) 
• ODBC_TABLE (Table ODBC Extension) 
• ODBC_TD (Technical Design ODBC Extension) 
• OPEN_SRVR_NAME 
•  OPEN_SRVR_TYPE 
• ORACLE_COLUMN (Column Oracle Extension) 
• ORACLE_CONSTRAINT (Constraint Oracle Extension) 
• ORACLE_DATABASE 
• ORACLE_DFILE_PATH 
• ORACLE_INDEX (Index Oracle Extension) 
• ORACLE_INDEXSPACE (Indexspace Oracle Extension) 
• ORACLE_INDEX_TBSP 
• ORACLE_TABLE 
• ORACLE_TABLESPACE 
• ORACLE_TD (Technical Design Oracle Extension) 
• ORG_UNIT_MGR_NAME (Organizational Unit Manager Name) 
• ORG_UNIT_MGR_TITLE (Organizational Unit Manager Title) 
• ORG_UNIT_MISSION (Organizational Unit Mission) 
• ORGANIZAT_UNIT (Organizational Unit) 
• ORGANIZAT_UNIT_I (Organizational Unit) 
• OS2_UNIX_COLUMN (Column DB2 OS/2 and UNIX Extension) 
• OS2_UNIX_CONSTRNT (Constraint DB2 OS/2 and UNIX Extension) 
• OS2_UNIX_DATABASE (Database DB2 OS/2 and UNIX Extension) 
• OS2_UNIX_INDEX (Index DB2 OS/2 and UNIX Extension) 
• OS2_UNIX_LONG_COLS 
• OS2_UNIX_SPACE (Tablespace/Indexspace DB2 OS/2 and UNIX Extension) 
• OS2_UNIX_SYS_CAT (OS/2 UNIX Database system catalog) 
• OS2_UNIX_TABLE (Table DB2 OS/2 and UNIX Extension) 
• OS2_UNIX_TB_INDEX (OS/2 UNIX Technical Design Tablespace for Long Columns) 
• OS2_UNIX_TD (Technical Design OS/2 UNIX Extension) 
• OS2_UNIX_TEMP_CAT (OS/2 UNIX Database Temporary Catalog) 
• OS2_UNIX_USER_STG (OS/2 UNIX Database User Storage) 

OBJECT_CLASS

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TB_NAME STRING OBJECT_CLASS
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
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ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the object class
IEF_SUPPL_NAME STRING System-defined mnemonic
IEF_OR_USER_SUP CHARACTER System-defined or user-defined:

U-User
I-System

 

OBJECT_CLASS_I (System-Defined Class)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TB_NAME STRING OBJECT_CLASS_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the object class
IEF_OR_USER_SUP CHARACTER System-defined or user-defined:

U-User
I-System

 

ODBC_COLUMN (Column ODBC Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ODBC_COLUMN
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
FORMAT STRING Format of data
LENGTH NUMERIC Length of field
NUM_DEC_PLC NUMERIC Number of decimal places
OPTIONALITY CHAR Optionality for DBMS fields
FIELD_ID NUMERIC Base column this object is extended from

Join with Field
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ODBC_CONSTRAINT (Constraint ODBC Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ODBC_CONSTRAINT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
RI_ENF_PROD CHAR RI enforcement for production
RI_ENF_TEST CHAR RI enforcement for test
LINKAGE_ID NUMERIC Base linkage this object is extended from

Join with LINKAGE.

 

ODBC_DATABASE (Database ODBC Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ODBC_DATABASE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
DATABASE_ID NUMERIC Base database this object is extended from

Join with DATA_BASE

 

ODBC_INDEX (Index ODBC Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ODBC_INDEX
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
ENTRY_POINT_ID NUMERIC Base index this object is extended from

Join with ENTRY_POINT.
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ODBC_SPACE (Data Store ODBC Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ODBC_SPACE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
TABLESPACE_ID NUMERIC Base tablespace this object is extended

from
Join with DATA_STORE_TBLSP

 

ODBC_TABLE (Table ODBC Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ODBC_TABLE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
RI_TRIG_PRFX STRING RI trigger and procedure name prefix
OWNER_ID_EXT STRING Owner identifier extension
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
RECORD_ID NUMERIC Base record this object is extended from

Join with RECORD

 

ODBC_TD (Technical Design ODBC Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ODBC_TD
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
OWNER_ID STRING Owner identifier
DFLT_DBNAME STRING Default DB Name
RI_ENFORCEMENT CHAR Referential integrity enforcement
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RES_WORD_CHK CHAR Reserved word check
DBMS_REL_VER CHAR DBMS release version
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
DEF_VALUE_ENF CHAR Default value enforced?
NULL_OR_DEF CHAR Create NULL or default value?
GEN_ODBC_INT CHAR Generate ODBC Interface?
TECH_DSN_ID NUMERIC Base technical design this object is

extended from
Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN

 

OPEN_SRVR_NAME

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TB_NAME STRING OPEN_SRVR_NAME
ID NUMERIC ID of Transaction for which this is an Open

Server.
Join with TRANS_OPER.

NAME VARYING LENGTH STRING Value of name

 

OPEN_SRVR_TYPE

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TB_NAME STRING OPEN_SRVR_TYPE
ID NUMERIC ID of Transaction for which this is an Open

Server.
Join with TRANS_OPER.

NAME VARYING LENGTH STRING Value of Type

 

ORACLE_COLUMN (Column Oracle Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORACLE_COLUMN
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
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FORMAT STRING Format of data
LENGTH NUMERIC Length of field
NUM_DEC_PLC NUMERIC Number of decimal places
OPTIONALITY CHAR Optionality for DBMS fields
FIELD_ID NUMERIC Base column this object is extended from.

Join with FIELD.

 

ORACLE_CONSTRAINT (Constraint Oracle Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING OS2_UNIX_CONSTRAINT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
RI_ENF_PROD CHAR RI enforcement for production
RI_ENF_TEST CHAR RI enforcement for test
LINKAGE_ID NUMERIC Base linkage this object is extended from.

Join with LINKAGE.

 

ORACLE_DATABASE

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORACLE_DATABASE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
DATA_BLK_SIZE NUMERIC Data block size
DATABASE_ID NUMERIC Base database this object is extended from.

Join with DATA_BASE.

 

ORACLE_DFILE_PATH

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORACLE_DFILE_PATH
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ORACLE_TD_ID NUMERIC Oracle Technical Design identifier.
Join with ORACLE_TD.

DATAFILE_PATH VARYING LENGTH STRING Datafile path

 

ORACLE_INDEX (Index Oracle Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORACLE_INDEX
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
ENTRY_POINT_ID NUMERIC Base index this object is extended from.

Join with ENTRY_POINT.

 

ORACLE_INDEXSPACE (Indexspace Oracle Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORACLE_INDEXSPACE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
INIT_SIZE NUMERIC Initial size
INIT_UNIT STRING Unit of initial size
NEXT_SIZE NUMERIC Next size
NEXT_UNIT STRING Unit of next size
MIN_EXT NUMERIC Minimum extents
MAX_EXT NUMERIC Maximum extents
PCT_INCREASE NUMERIC Percent of increase
PCT_FREE_SPACE NUMERIC Percent of free space
INIT_TRAN_ENT NUMERIC Initial number of transaction entries
MAX_TRAN_ENT NUMERIC Maximum number of transaction entries
NOSORT STRING No sort?
NUM_LISTGRP_FR NUMERIC Number of lists of group freelist
INDEXSPACE_ID NUMERIC Base indexspace this object is extended

from.
Join with DATA_STORE_INDEX.
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ORACLE_INDEX_TBSP

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORACLE_INDEX_TBSP
ORACLE_IDXSP_ID NUMERIC Oracle Indexspace identifier.

Join with ORACLE_INDEXSPACE.
TABLESPACE_ID NUMERIC Tablespace object is stored in.

Join with DATA_STORE_TBLSP.

 

ORACLE_TABLE

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORACLE_TABLE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
RI_TRIG_PRFX STRING RI trigger and procedure name prefix
OWNER_ID_EXT STRING Owner identifier extension
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
PCT_FREE_SPACE NUMERIC Percent of free space
PCT_USED_SPACE NUMERIC Percent of used space
INIT_TRANS_ENT NUMERIC Initial number of transaction entries
MAX_TRANS_ENT NUMERIC Maximum number of transaction entries
DFLT_PROPS CHAR Use default properties?
INIT_SIZE NUMERIC Initial size
INIT_SIZE_UNIT STRING Unit of initial size
NEXT_SIZE NUMERIC Next size
NEXT_UNIT STRING Unit of next size
MIN_EXT NUMERIC Minimum extents
MAX_EXT NUMERIC Maximum extents
PCT_INCREASE NUMERIC Percent of increase
FREE_LSTGR NUMERIC Group free lists
FREE_LSTGR_NUM NUMERIC Number of list of group freelist
RECORD_ID NUMERIC Base record this object is extended from.

Join with RECORD.
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ORACLE_TABLESPACE

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORACLE_TABLESPACE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
INIT_SIZE NUMERIC Initial size
INIT_UNIT STRING Unit of initial size
NEXT_SIZE NUMERIC Unit of next size
NEXT_UNIT STRING Next unit
MIN_EXT NUMERIC Minimum extents
MAX_EXT NUMERIC Maximum extents
PCT_INCREASE NUMERIC Percent of increase
CREATE_OFFLINE CHAR Create offline?
TABLESPACE_ID NUMERIC Base tablespace this object is extended

from.
Join with DATA_STORE_TBLSP.

 

ORACLE_TD (Technical Design Oracle Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORACLE_TD
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
OWNER_ID STRING Owner identifier
DFLT_DBNAME STRING Default DB Name
RI_ENFRCMNT CHAR Referential integrity enforcement
RES_WORD_CHK CHAR Reserved word check?
DBMS_REL_VER CHAR DBMS release version
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
DEF_VALUE_ENF CHAR Default value enforced?
NULL_OR_DEF CHAR Create NULL or default value?
INIT_UNIT_QTY_T STRING Unit of initial quantity-tablespace
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NXT_UNIT_QTY_T STRING Unit of next quantity-tablespace
INIT_SIZE_T NUMERIC Initial size of tablespace
NEXT_SIZE_T NUMERIC Next size of tablespace
MIN_EXT_T NUMERIC Minimum extents for tablespace
MAX_EXT_T NUMERIC Maximum extents for tablespace
STG_OFFLINE STRING Create storage offline?
PCT_INCR_T NUMERIC Percent increase for tablespace
DATAFILE_SZ NUMERIC Datafile size
DATAFILE_SZ_UN STRING Datafile size unit
DATAFILE_REUSE CHAR Reuse datafile?
PCT_FREE_B NUMERIC Percent free space for table
PCT_USED_B NUMERIC Percent used space for table
INIT_TRANS_B NUMERIC Initial number of transactions for table
MAX_TRANS_B NUMERIC Maximum number of transactions for table
INIT_UNIT_QTY_B STRING Unit of initial quantity for table
NXT_UNIT_QTY_B STRING Unit of next quantity for table
MIN_EXT_B NUMERIC Minimum extents for table
MAX_EXT_B NUMERIC Maximum extents for table
FREE_LSTGR_B NUMERIC Groups of free lists for table
FREE_LSTGR_N_B NUMERIC Number of list of group freelist for table
INIT_UNIT_QTY_I STRING Unit of initial quantity for index
NXT_UNIT_QTY_I STRING Unit of next quantity for index
MIN_EXT_I NUMERIC Minimum extents for index
MAX_EXT_I NUMERIC Maximum extents for index
FREE_LSTGR_N_I NUMERIC Number of list of group freelist for index
PCT_FREE_I NUMERIC Percent free space for index
INIT_TRANS_I NUMERIC Initial number of transactions for index
MAX_TRANS_I NUMERIC Maximum number of transactions for index
NOSORT STRING No sort?
DATA_BLK_SIZE NUMERIC Data block size
TECH_DSN_ID NUMERIC Base technical design this object is

extended from.
Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN.

 

ORG_UNIT_MGR_NAME (Organizational Unit Manager Name)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORG_UNIT_MGR_NAME
ID NUMERIC ID of the organizational unit
MANAGER_NAME STRING Name of manager
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ORG_UNIT_MGR_TITLE (Organizational Unit Manager Title)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORG_UNIT_MGR_TITLE
ID NUMERIC ID of the organizational unit
MANAGER_TITLE STRING Title of manager

 

ORG_UNIT_MISSION (Organizational Unit Mission)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORG_UNIT_MISSION
ID NUMERIC ID of the organizational unit
MISSION STRING Mission of organization

 

ORGANIZAT_UNIT (Organizational Unit)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORGANIZAT_UNIT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the organizational unit
STATUS CHARACTER Organization status:

C-Current
P-Planned

 

ORGANIZAT_UNIT_I (Organizational Unit)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING ORGANIZAT_UNIT_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
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NAME STRING Name of the organizational unit
STATUS CHARACTER Organization status:

C-Current
P-Planned

 

OS2_UNIX_COLUMN (Column DB2 OS/2 and UNIX Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING OS2_UNIX_COLUMN
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
FORMAT STRING Format of data
LENGTH NUMERIC Length of field
NUM_DEC_PLC NUMERIC Number of decimal places
OPTIONALITY CHAR Optionality for DBMS fields
FIELD_ID NUMERIC Base column this object is extended from.

Join with FIELD.

 

OS2_UNIX_CONSTRNT (Constraint DB2 OS/2 and UNIX Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING OS2_UNIX_CONSTRNT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
RI_ENF_PROD STRING RI enforcement for production
RI_ENF_TEST STRING RI enforcement for test
LINKAGE_ID NUMERIC Base linkage this object is extended from.

Join with LINKAGE.

 

OS2_UNIX_DATABASE (Database DB2 OS/2 and UNIX Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING OS2_UNIX_DATABASE
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ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
DATABASE_ID NUMERIC Base database this object is extended from.

Join with DATA_BASE.

 

OS2_UNIX_INDEX (Index DB2 OS/2 and UNIX Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING OS2_UNIX_INDEX
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
ENTRY_POINT_ID NUMERIC Base index this object is extended from.

Join with ENTRY_POINT.

 

OS2_UNIX_LONG_COLS

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING OS2_UNIX_LONG_COLS
OS2_UNIX_TD_ID NUMERIC OS/2/UNIX Technical Design identifier.

Join with OS/2_UNIX_TD.
TB_LONG_COLS VARYING LENGTH STRING Tablespace for storing long columns

 

OS2_UNIX_SPACE (Tablespace/Indexspace DB2 OS/2 and UNIX Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING OS2_UNIX_SPACE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
TBSPACE_TYPE CHAR Tablespace type
MANAGED_BY CHAR Managed by system/database
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EXTENT_SIZE NUMERIC Extent size
PREFETCH_SIZE NUMERIC Prefetch size
OVERHEAD STRING Overhead
TRANSFER_RATE STRING Transfer rate
TABLESPACE_ID NUMERIC Base tablespace this object is extended

from.
Join with DATA_STORE_TBLSP.

 

OS2_UNIX_SYS_CAT (OS/2 UNIX Database system catalog)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING OS2_UNIX_SYS_CAT
OS2_UNIX_DB_ID NUMERIC OS/2 UNIX database identifier.

Join with OS2_UNIX _DATABASE.
TB_SYS_CAT_ID NUMERIC Tablespace that stores system catalog

 

OS2_UNIX_TABLE (Table DB2 OS/2 and UNIX Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING OS2_UNIX_TABLE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name
RI_TRIG_PRFX STRING RI trigger and procedure name prefix
OWNER_ID_EXT STRING Owner identifier extension
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
DATA_CAPTURE CHAR Data capture?
RECORD_ID NUMERIC Base record this object is extended from.

Join with RECORD.

 

OS2_UNIX_TB_INDEX (OS/2 UNIX Technical Design Tablespace for Long Columns)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING OS2_UNIX_TB_INDEX
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OS2_UNIX_TD_ID NUMERIC OS/2/UNIX Technical Design identifier.
Join with OS2_UNIX_TD.

TB_INDEX VARYING LENGTH STRING Tablespace for storing indices

 

OS2_UNIX_TD (Technical Design OS/2 UNIX Extension)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING OS2_UNIX_TD
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
OWNER_ID STRING Owner identifier
DFLT_DBNAME STRING Default DB Name
RI_ENFRCMNT CHAR Referential integrity enforcement
RES_WORD_CHK CHAR Reserved word check?
DBMS_REL_VER CHAR DBMS release version
PV_READ_ENF CHAR Permitted value READ enforcement
PV_DBMS_ENF CHAR Permitted value DBMS enforcement
DEF_VALUE_ENF CHAR Default value enforced?
NULL_OR_DEF CHAR Create NULL or default value?
MANAGED_BY CHAR Managed by system/database
TYPE_OS2 STRING Storage location type for OS/2
SIZE_OS2 NUMERIC Storage location size for OS/2
TYPE_UNIX STRING Storage location type for UNIX
SIZE_UNIX NUMERIC Storage location size for UNIX
EXTENT_UNIX NUMERIC Extend size
PREFETCH_SIZE NUMERIC Prefetch size
OVERHEAD_STRG STRING Overhead
TRANSFER_RATE STRING Transfer rate
DATA_CAPTURE CHAR Data capture?
TECH_DSN_ID NUMERIC Base technical design this object is

extended from.
Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN.

 

OS2_UNIX_TEMP_CAT (OS/2 UNIX Database Temporary Catalog)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING OS2_UNIX_TEMP_CAT
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OS2_UNIX_DB_ID NUMERIC OS/2 UNIX database identifier.
Join with OS2_UNIX_DATABASE.

TB_TEMP_CAT_ID NUMERIC Tablespace that stores temporary catalog

 

OS2_UNIX_USER_STG (OS/2 UNIX Database User Storage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING OS2_UNIX_USER_STG
OS2_UNIX_DB_ID NUMERIC OS/2 UNIX database identifier.

Join with OS2_UNIX_DATABASE.
TB_USER_STG_ID NUMERIC Tablespace for user storage

 

View Definitions-P

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:
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• – PAD_CREATE (Action Diagram Create) 
– PAD_DELETE (Action Diagram Delete) 
– PAD_FUNCTION (Action Diagram Function) 
– PAD_FUNCTION_I (Action Diagram Function) 
– PAD_READ (Action Diagram Read) 
– PAD_SET_ATTR (Action Diagram Set Attribute) 
– PAD_UPDATE (Action Diagram Update) 
– PARENT_ACTIVITY (Parent Activity Functions and Processes) 
– PARENT_CSF (Parent Critical Success Factor) 
– PARENT_CURR_DATA (Parent Current Database or Data Store 
– PARENT_CURR_INFO (Parent Current Information System) 
– PARENT_GOAL (Parent Business Goal) 
– PARENT_OBJECT (Parent User-Defined Object) 
– PARENT_OBJECTIVE (Parent Business Objective) 
– PARENT_ORG (Parent Organizational Unit) 
– PARENT_STRATEGY (Parent Strategy) 
– PARENT_SUBJ_AREA (Parent Subject Area) 
– PARENT_TACTIC (Parent Tactic) 
– PARENT_WILLBE_ORG (Parent Will Be Organizational Unit) 
– PARM (Parm) 
– PARM_DELIMITER (Parameter Delimiter) 
– PARM_STRING_DEL (Parameter String Delimiter) 
– PARTITIONING (Partitioning of Entity Type or Subtype) 
– PDD_ATOM_DEP (PDD Atomic Dependency) 
– PDD_CLOSURE (PDD Closure of a Mutually Exclusive Construct) 
– PDD_DEPENDNCY (PDD Dependency) 
– PDD_EXT_FLOW (PDD External Flow) 
– PDD_MUTL_EXCL (PDD Mutually Exclusive Construct) 
– PDD_PARALLEL (PDD parallel construct) 
– PERFORM_MEASURE (Performance Measure) 
– PERMIT_VALUE (Permitted Values for an Attribute) 
– PERMIT_VALUE_HI (Permitted Value, High End) 
– PERMIT_VALUE_LOW (Permitted Value, Low End) 
– PROCESS_DEF (Process Definition) 
– PROCESS_DE_ABF (Process definition action block) 
– PROMPT (Attribute Prompt) 
– PROMPT_I (Attribute Prompt) 

PAD_CREATE (Action Diagram Create)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PAD_CREATE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
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PARENT_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent action block.
Join with ACTION_BLOCK.

ENTITY_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity view this Create acts on.
Join with ENTITY_VIEW.

 

PAD_DELETE (Action Diagram Delete)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PAD_DELETE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PARENT_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent action block.

Join with ACTION_ BLOCK.
ENTITY_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity view this Delete acts on.

Join with ENTITY_VIEW.

 

PAD_FUNCTION (Action Diagram Function)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PAD_FUNCTION
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of function
INTEXT CHARACTER Internal or external function:

I-Internal
E-External

IEF_SUPPLIED CHARACTER Function supplied by system?
Y-Yes
N-No

DOMAIN CHARACTER Domain of function:
T-Text
D-Date
M-Time
N-Number

CODEGEN_NAME STRING Codegen name
USE_SELECTION CHARACTER Usable in READ statement?

Y-Yes
N-No
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INTRINSIC CHARACTER Intrinsic:
Y-Yes
N-No

DBMS_NAME STRING Name of data base management system
OPT CHARACTER Optionality:

M-Mandatory
O-Optional

 

PAD_FUNCTION_I (Action Diagram Function)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PAD_FUNCTION_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of function
INTEXT CHARACTER Internal or external function:

I-Internal
E-External

IEF_SUPPLIED CHARACTER Function supplied by system?
Y-Yes
N-No

DOMAIN CHARACTER Domain of function:
T-Text
D-Date
M-Time
N-Number

CODEGEN_NAME STRING Codegen name
USE_SELECTION CHARACTER Usable in Read statement?

Y-Yes
N-No

INTRINSIC CHARACTER Intrinsic?
Y-Yes
N-No

OPT CHARACTER Optionality:
M-Mandatory
O-Optional
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PAD_READ (Action Diagram Read)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PAD_READ
ID NUMERIC Identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PARENT_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent action block.

Join with ACTION_ BLOCK.
ENTITY_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity view this Read acts on.

Join with ENTITY_VIEW.

 

PAD_SET_ATTR (Action Diagram Set Attribute)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PAD_SET_ATTR
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PARENT_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent action block.

Join with ACTION_ BLOCK.
ATTR_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute view this Set acts on.

Join with ATTR_VIEW.

 

PAD_UPDATE (Action Diagram Update)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PAD_UPDATE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PARENT_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent action block.

Join with ACTION_ BLOCK.
ENTITY_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity view this Update acts on.

Join with ENTITY_VIEW.
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PARENT_ACTIVITY (Parent Activity Functions and Processes)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARENT_ACTIVITY
PARENT_ACTIV_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent activity.

Join with FUNCTION_DEF or
PROCESS_DEF.

CHILD_USAGE_ID NUMERIC ID of the child activity usage.
Join with ACTIV_USAGE.

SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within parent activity.
Use ORDER BY SEQ to return activities in
the same order as specified in the toolset.

 

PARENT_CSF (Parent Critical Success Factor)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARENT_CSF
PARENT_CSF_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent critical success factor.

Join with CRITICAL_SUCCESS.
CHILD_CSF_ID NUMERIC ID of the child critical success factor.

Join with CRITICAL_SUCCESS.
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within parent critical success

factor.
Use ORDER BY SEQ to return critical
success factors in the same order as
specified in the toolset.

 

PARENT_CURR_DATA (Parent Current Database or Data Store

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARENT_CURR_DATA
PARENT_DATA_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent current database or store.

Join with CURRENT_DATA.
CHILD_DATA_ID NUMERIC ID of the child current database or store.

Join with CURRENT_DATA.
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within parent current database or

store.
Use ORDER BY SEQ to return current
databases or stores in the same order as
specified in the toolset.
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PARENT_CURR_INFO (Parent Current Information System)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARENT_CURR_INFO
PARENT_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent current information system.

Join with CURRENT_INFO_SYS.
CHILD_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the child current information system.

Join with CURRENT_INFO_SYS.
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within parent current information

system.
Use ORDER BY SEQ to return information
systems in the same order as specified in
the toolset.

 

PARENT_GOAL (Parent Business Goal)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARENT_GOAL
PARENT_GOAL_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent business goal.

Join with BUS_GOAL.
CHILD_GOAL_ID NUMERIC ID of the child business goal.

Join with BUS_GOAL.
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within business goal.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return business
goals in the same order as specified in the
toolset.

 

PARENT_OBJECT (Parent User-Defined Object)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARENT_OBJECT
PARENT_OBJECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent user-defined object.

Join with USER_DEF_OBJECT.
CHILD_OBJECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the child user-defined object.

Join with USER_DEF_OBJECT.
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SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within user-defined objects.
Use ORDER BY SEQ to return user-
defined objects in the same order as
specified in the toolset.

 

PARENT_OBJECTIVE (Parent Business Objective)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARENT_OBJECTIVE
PARENT_BUSOBJ_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent business objective.

Join with BUS_OBJECTIVE.
CHILD_BUSOBJ_ID NUMERIC ID of the child business objective.

Join with BUS_OBJECTIVE.
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within business objective.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return business
objectives in the same order as specified in
the toolset.

 

PARENT_ORG (Parent Organizational Unit)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARENT_ORG
PARENT_ORG_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent organizational unit.

Join with ORGANIZAT_UNIT.
CHILD_ORG_ID NUMERIC ID of the child organizational unit.

Join with ORGANIZAT_UNIT.
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within organizational units.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return
organizational units in the same order as
specified in the toolset.

 

PARENT_STRATEGY (Parent Strategy)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARENT_STRATEGY
PARENT_STRAT_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent strategy.

Join with STRATEGY.
CHILD_STRAT_ID NUMERIC ID of the child strategy.

Join with STRATEGY.
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SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within strategy.
Use ORDER BY SEQ to return strategies in
the same order as specified in the toolset.

 

PARENT_SUBJ_AREA (Parent Subject Area)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARENT_SUBJ_AREA
PARENT_SUBJ_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent subject area.

Join with SUBJECT_AREA.
CHILD_SUBJ_ID NUMERIC ID of the child subject area.

Join with SUBJECT_AREA.

 

PARENT_TACTIC (Parent Tactic)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARENT_TACTIC
PARENT_TACTIC_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent tactic.

Join with TACTIC.
CHILD_TACTIC_ID NUMERIC ID of the child tactic.

Join with TACTIC.
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within tactic.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return tactics in
the same order as specified in the toolset.

 

PARENT_WILLBE_ORG (Parent Will Be Organizational Unit)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARENT_WILLBE_ORG
PARENT_ORG_ID NUMERIC ID of the organizational unit that will be the

parent.
Join with ORGANIZAT_UNIT.

CHILD_ORG_ID NUMERIC ID of the organizational unit that will be the
child.
Join with ORGANIZAT_UNIT.
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SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within will be organizational
units.
Use ORDER BY SEQ to return
organizational units in the same order as
specified in the toolset.

 

PARM (Parm)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
ID NUMERIC ID of the field for which this is a parameter
TEXT VARYING LENGTH STRING Text of the parameter

 

PARM_DELIMITER (Parameter Delimiter)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARM_DELIMITER
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
VALUE CHARACTER Parameter delimiter value

 

PARM_STRING_DEL (Parameter String Delimiter)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARM_STRING_DEL
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
INITIATOR CHARACTER Parameter string delimiter initiator
TERMINATOR CHARACTER Parameter string delimiter terminator

 

PARTITIONING (Partitioning of Entity Type or Subtype)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PARTITIONING
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ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
FULLY_ENUM CHARACTER Fully enumerated partitioning?

Y-Yes
N-No

LIFE_CYCLE CHARACTER Life cycle partitioning?
Y-Yes
N-No

SEQ NUMERIC Sequence number for presentation
PARENT_ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity type or subtype for which

this is a partitioning.
Join with ENTITY_TYPE or
ENTITY_SUBTYP.

 

PDD_ATOM_DEP (PDD Atomic Dependency)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PDD_ATOM_DEP
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PDD_DEPENDNCY_ID NUMERIC ID of the dependency.

Join with PDD_DEPENDNCY.
EXPORT_USAGE_ID NUMERIC ID of the “from” side of the dependency.

Join with:
ACTIV_USAGE
XT_OBJ_USAGE
XT_EVNT_USAGE
PDD_MUTL_EXCL
PDD_PARALLEL
PDD_CLOSURE

IMPORT_USAGE_ID NUMERIC ID of the “to” side of the dependency.
Join with:
ACTIV_USAGE
XT_OBJ_USAGE
PDD_MUTL_EXCL
PDD_PARALLEL
PDD_CLOSURE
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PDD_CLOSURE (PDD Closure of a Mutually Exclusive Construct)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PDD_CLOSURE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PARENT_ACTIV_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent activity.

Join with FUNCTION_DEF or
PROCESS_DEF.

PDD_MUTL_EXCL_ID NUMERIC ID of the PDD mutually exclusive construct
being closed.
Join with PDD_MUTL_EXCL.

 

PDD_DEPENDNCY (PDD Dependency)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PDD_DEPENDNCY
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Dependency name

 

PDD_EXT_FLOW (PDD External Flow)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PDD_EXT_FLOW
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PDD_DEPENDNCY_ID NUMERIC ID of the dependency.

Join with PDD_DEPENDNCY.

 

PDD_MUTL_EXCL (PDD Mutually Exclusive Construct)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
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TBNAME STRING PDD_MUTL_EXCL
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PARENT_ACTIV_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent activity.

Join with FUNCTION_DEF or
PROCESS_DEF.

 

PDD_PARALLEL (PDD parallel construct)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PDD_PARALLEL
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PARENT_ACTIV_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent activity.

Join with FUNCTION_DEF or
PROCESS_DEF.

 

PERFORM_MEASURE (Performance Measure)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PERFORM_MEASURE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the performance measure

 

PERMIT_VALUE (Permitted Values for an Attribute)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PERMIT_VALUE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
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LOW_VALUE NUMERIC ID of permitted value (or value at low end of
the range).
Join with PERMIT_VALUE_LOW.
Note: This column will be deleted in a
future release.

HIGH_VALUE NUMERIC ID of the high end of the range.
Join with PERMIT_VALUE_HI.
Note: This column will be deleted in a
future release.

ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute for which this is a
permitted value range.
Join with ATTRIBUTE.

 

PERMIT_VALUE_HI (Permitted Value, High End)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
ID NUMERIC ID of the permitted value for which this is a

high end of the range.
VALUE VARYING LENGTH STRING Value of the upper limit

 

PERMIT_VALUE_LOW (Permitted Value, Low End)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
ID NUMERIC ID of the permitted value for which this is a

low end of the range.
VALUE VARYING LENGTH STRING Value of permitted value (or the lower limit)

 

PROCESS_DEF (Process Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PROCESS_DEF
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Process name
ELEMENTARY CHARACTER Elementary process?

Y-Yes
N-No

REPEATED CHARACTER Repeated process?
Y-Yes
N-No
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SUG_MECHANISM CHARACTER Suggested mechanism:
B-Batch
L-Online
M-Manual
O-Other

 

PROCESS_DE_ABF (Process definition action block)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PROCESS_DEF_AB
PROCESS_DEF_ID NUMERIC ID of the process definition.

Join with PROCESS_DEF.
ACTION_BLOCK_ID NUMERIC ID of the action block that details this

process.
Join with ACTION_BLOCK.

 

PROMPT (Attribute Prompt)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PROMPT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute to which the prompt

applies.
Join with ATTRIBUTE.

TEXT VARYING LENGTH STRING Text of the prompt

 

PROMPT_I (Attribute Prompt)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING PROMPT_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
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ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute to which the prompt
applies.
Join with ATTRIBUTE.

Public Interface View Definitions (R-X)
This section provides an alphabetic list of Public Interface view definitions, from “R” through “X.” 

  

View Definitions-R

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

• REC_ENTRY_PT_USE (Record Entry Point Usage) 
• RECORD (Record Definition)
• RECORD_DATA_I (Data Record Definition)
• RECORD_LINK_I (Link Record Definition)
• RECORD_REFERENCE (Record Reference)
• REL_IDENT (Relationship Identifier) 
• REL_MUTL_EXCL (Mutually Exclusive Relationship)
• REL_PART_IMPL (Relationship Partition Implementation) 
• REL_VIEW (Relationship View 
• RELATIONSHIP (Relationship of an Entity Type or Subtype)

REC_ENTRY_PT_USE (Record Entry Point Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING REC_ENTRY_PT_USE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
USAGE_ROLE CHARACTER Role of use:

S-Source
T-Target
B-Both
P-Pointer

UNIQ CHARACTER Is the entry point unique?
Y-Yes
N-No

RECORD_ID NUMERIC ID of the record referenced by this entry
point.
Join with RECORD.

ENTRY_POINT_ID NUMERIC ID of the entry point used by this record.
Join with ENTRY_POINT.
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RECORD (Record Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING RECORD
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Record name
MACRO_NAME STRING Macro name
EDITPROC_NAME STRING Edit proc routine name
VALIDPROC_NAME STRING Validation proc routine name
OWNER_NAME STRING DB2 Owner identifier
DB2_SYNONYM STRING DB2 synonym for table
DBMS CHARACTER Data base management system:

1-DL/1
2-DB2

TYPE CHARACTER Record type:
P-Physical
L-Logical
V-Virtual

DATA_STORE_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing tablespace.
Join with DATA_STORE_TBLSP.

 

RECORD_DATA_I (Data Record Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING RECORD_DATA_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Record name
MACRO_NAME STRING Macro name
RECORD_ROLE CHARACTER Role:

D-Data record
DBMS CHARACTER Data base management system:

1-DL/1
2-DB2

TYPE CHARACTER Record type:
P-Physical
L-Logical
V-Virtual
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DATA_STORE_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing tablespace.
Join with DATA_STORE_TBLSP.

 

RECORD_LINK_I (Link Record Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING RECORD_LINK_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Record name
MACRO_NAME STRING Macro name
RECORD_ROLE CHARACTER Role:

L-Link record
DBMS CHARACTER Data base management system:

1-DL/1
2-DB2

TYPE CHARACTER Record type:
P-Physical
L-Logical
V-Virtual

DATA_STORE_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing tablespace.
Join with DATA_STORE_TBLSP.

 

RECORD_REFERENCE (Record Reference)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING RECORD_REFERENCE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
RECORD_ID NUMERIC ID of the record that is referenced.

Join with RECORD.
IMPL_LOGIC_ID NUMERIC ID of the implementation logic that makes

reference to the record.
Join with IMPLEMENT_LOGIC.
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REL_IDENT (Relationship Identifier)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING REL_IDENT
ID NUMERIC Identifier (not unique)
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within entity type or subtype.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return relationship
identifiers in the same order as specified in
the toolset.

NAME STRING Name of identifier
PRIMARY_KEY CHARACTER Primary identifier for entity type?

Y-Yes
N-No

ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity type or subtype for which
this relationship is an identifier.
Join with ENTITY_TYPE or
ENTITY_SUBTYP.

RELATIONSHIP_ID NUMERIC ID of the relationship.
Join with RELATIONSHIP.

 

REL_MUTL_EXCL (Mutually Exclusive Relationship)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING REL_MUTL_EXCL
ID NUMERIC Identifier (not unique)
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity type or subtype that has the

mutually exclusive relationship.
Join with ENTITY_TYPE or
ENTITY_SUBTYP.

RELATIONSHIP_ID NUMERIC ID of a relationship that is part of a mutually
exclusive set.
Join with RELATIONSHIP.

 

REL_PART_IMPL (Relationship Partition Implementation)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
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TBNAME STRING REL_PART_IMPL
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
TECHNIQUE CHARACTER Implementation technique:

F-Foreign key
M-Many-to-many

REL_PART_ID NUMERIC ID of the relationship or partitioning
implemented.
Join with RELATIONSHIP or
PARTITIONING.

 

REL_VIEW (Relationship View)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING REL_VIEW
ID STRING Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within entity view.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return relationship
views in the same order as specified in the
toolset.

REQUIRED_INPUT CHARACTER Is this a required import view?
Y-Yes
N-No

ENTITY_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent entity view.
Join with ENTITY_VIEW.

RELATIONSHIP_ID NUMERIC ID of the relationship included in this entity
view.
Join with RELATIONSHIP.

 

RELATIONSHIP (Relationship of an Entity Type or Subtype)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING RELATIONSHIP
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Relationship name
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TRANSFERABLE CHARACTER Transferable?
Y-Yes
N-No

OPT CHARACTER Optionality:
M-Always
O-Sometimes

OPT_EXPECTED_PCT NUMERIC Expected optionality (percent)
CARD CHARACTER Cardinality:

1-One
M-One or many

MIN_CARD NUMERIC Cardinality, at least
MAX_CARD NUMERIC Cardinality, at most
AVG_CARD NUMERIC Cardinality, on average
CARD_MIN_ABS_EST CHARACTER Absolute or estimated minimum cardinality:

E-Estimated
A-Absolute

CARD_MAX_ABS_EST CHARACTER Absolute or estimated maximum cardinality:
E-Estimated
A-Absolute

CASCADE_OPTION CHARACTER Cascade option (Deletion Rule) for second
entity type:
D-Cascade delete
R-Restrict (disallow)
N-Nullify (disassociate)
C-Deletion rule not set

MOD_OR_REF CHARACTER Associate option:
M-Modifying
R-Referencing

DISPLAY_NAME CHARACTER Display relationship name?
Y-Yes
N-No

TYPE CHAR Type of relationship:
B-Persistent
D-Transient

ENCAP_LEVEL CHAR Level of encapsulation:
space-Public
P-Protected
E-Encapsulation

SOURCE_ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity type or subtype from which
this relationship comes.
Join with ENTITY_TYPE or
ENTITY_SUBTYP.
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View Definitions-S

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

• SCREEN_DEF (Screen Definition)
• SCREEN_TMPLT (Screen Template)
• SCRN_FLD_DFLT_PTRN (Variable Screen Field Default Edit Pattern) 
• SCRN_FLD_LIT (Literal Screen Field)
• SCRN_FLD_LIT_I (Literal Screen Field)
• SCRN_FLD_PRMT (Prompt Screen Field)
• SCRN_FLD_RG_OCC (Screen Repeating Group Occurrence) 
• SCRN_FLD_VAR (Variable Screen Field)
• SCRN_FLD_VARE (Variable Screen Field, Error Video Attributes)
• SCRN_FLD_VARP (Variable Screen Field, Video Attributes)
• SCRN_HELP (Screen Help Identifier)
• SCRN_RG_OCC (Screen Repeating Group Occurrence) 
• SCRN_RP_GRP (Screen Repeating Group Definition)
• SCRN_SYS_DEF (Screen System-Defined Field Definition)
• SCRN_VAR_DEF (Screen Variable Definition)
• SCRN_VAR_IN (Screen Variable Input)
• SCRN_VAR_OUT (Screen Variable Output)
• SCROLL_AMOUNT (Scroll amount value) 
• SCROLL_AMOUNT_I (Scroll Amount Value) 
• SOURCE_DEST_RELMM (Source and Destination Relationship Membership)
• SPEC_TYPE (Specification Type)
• STG_DVOL_USAGE (Storage Group/DASD Volume Usage)
• STORAGE_GROUP (Storage Group) 
• STORAGE_GROUP_I (Storage Group)
• STRATEGY (Strategy)
• SUBJECT_AREA (Subject Area)
• SUBTYP_PERM_VALUE (Entity Subtype Classifying Permitted Value)
• SYS_ATTRIBUTE (System-Defined Attribute)
• SYS_ATTRIBUTE_DESC (System-Defined Attribute Description)
• SYS_ATTRIBUTE_I (System-Defined Attribute Description)
• SYS_ENT_TYPE (System-Defined Entity Type)
• SYSTEM_PF_KEY (System PF Key)
• SYSTEM_PF_KEY_CMD (System PF Key Command)

SCREEN_DEF (Screen Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCREEN_DEF
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
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DEV_TYPE CHARACTER Device type for the screen.
Not used.

AUTO_SCROLL CHARACTER Does the screen perform automatic
scrolling?
Y-Yes
N-No

BELL_ACTIVE CHARACTER Is the bell active?
Y-Yes
N-No

DFLT_SCROLL_LOC CHARACTER Default start item for scroll?:
T-Top
L-Last

UPDATE_DISPLAY CHARACTER Update past display?
Y-Yes
N-No

BUS_PROC_STEP_ID NUMERIC ID of the procedure step to which the
screen applies.
Join with BUS_PROC_STEP.

 

SCREEN_TMPLT (Screen Template)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCREEN_TMPLT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the template
DEV_TYPE CHARACTER Type of device that the template supports.

Not used.
BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the business system that owns the

template.
Join with BUSINESS_SYS.

 

SCRN_FLD_DFLT_PTRN (Variable Screen Field Default Edit Pattern)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCRN_FLD_DFLT_PTRN
SCRN_FLD_VAR_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen field.

Join with SCRN_FLD_VAR.
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DFLT_EDT_PTRN_ID NUMERIC ID of the default edit pattern used by this
field.
Join with DFLT_EDT_PTRN.

 

SCRN_FLD_LIT (Literal Screen Field)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCRN_FLD_LIT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SCRN_ROW NUMERIC Row position of the field
COL NUMERIC Column position of the field
DISPLAY_LENGTH NUMERIC Display length of the field
CSTM_DFLT CHARACTER Video properties:

D-Default
C-Custom

COLOR CHARACTER Color of the field
INTENSITY CHARACTER Intensity of the field
HIGHLIGHT CHARACTER Highlight level for the field
SCREEN_DEF_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen that contains the field.

Join with SCREEN_DEF or
SCREEN_TMPLT.

TEXT VARYING LENGTH STRING Text of the literal

 

SCRN_FLD_LIT_I (Literal Screen Field)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCRN_FLD_LIT_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SCRN_ROW NUMERIC Row position of the field
COL NUMERIC Column position of the field
DISPLAY_LENGTH NUMERIC Display length of the field
CSTM_DFLT CHARACTER Video properties:

D-Default
C-Custom

COLOR CHARACTER Color of the field
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INTENSITY CHARACTER Intensity of the field
HIGHLIGHT CHARACTER Highlight level for the field
SCREEN_DEF_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen that contains the field.

Join with SCREEN_DEF or
SCREEN_TMPLT.

 

SCRN_FLD_PRMT (Prompt Screen Field)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCRN_FLD_PRMT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SCRN_ROW NUMERIC Row position of the field
COL NUMERIC Column position of the field
DISPLAY_LENGTH NUMERIC Display length of the field
CSTM_DFLT CHARACTER Video properties:

D-Default
C-Custom

COLOR CHARACTER Color of the field
INTENSITY CHARACTER Intensity of the field
HIGHLIGHT CHARACTER Highlight level for the field
PROMPT_ID NUMERIC ID of the prompt that is used by the field.

Join with PROMPT.
SCREEN_DEF_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen that contains the field.

Join with SCREEN_DEF or
SCREEN_TMPLT.

SCRN_FLD_VAR_ID NUMERIC ID of the variable screen field that has the
field.
Join with SCRN_FLD_VAR.

 

SCRN_FLD_RG_OCC (Screen Repeating Group Occurrence)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCRN_FLD_RG_OCC
SCRN_FLD_VAR_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen field.

Join with SCRN_FLD_VAR.
SCRN_RG_OCC_ID NUMERIC ID of the controlling repeating group

occurrence.
Join with SCRN_RG_OCC.
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SCRN_FLD_VAR (Variable Screen Field)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCRN_FLD_VAR
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SCRN_ROW NUMERIC Row position of the field
COL NUMERIC Column position of the field
BLANK_WHEN_ZERO CHARACTER Blank field when zero?

Y-Yes
N-No

SCRN_VAR_DEF_ID NUMERIC ID of the variable that is used in the field.
Join with SCRN_VAR_DEF.

SCREEN_DEF_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen that contains the field.
Join with SCREEN_DEF or
SCREEN_TMPLT.

 

SCRN_FLD_VARE (Variable Screen Field, Error Video Attributes)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCRN_FLD_VARE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
CSTM_DFLT CHARACTER Video properties:

D-Default
C-Custom

COLOR CHARACTER Color of the field
INTENSITY CHARACTER Intensity of the field
HIGHLIGHT CHARACTER Highlight level for the field
VIDEO_CURSOR CHARACTER Insert cursor?

Y-Yes
N-No

PROTECTION CHARACTER Protected ?
Y-Yes
N-No
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JUSTIFICATION CHARACTER Field justification:
L-Left
R-Right

FILL_CHAR CHARACTER Field fill character. Not used.

 

SCRN_FLD_VARP (Variable Screen Field, Video Attributes)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCRN_FLD_VARP
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
CSTM_DFLT CHARACTER Video properties:

D-Default
C-Custom

COLOR CHARACTER Color of the field
INTENSITY CHARACTER Intensity of the field
HIGHLIGHT CHARACTER Highlight level for the field
VIDEO_CURSOR CHARACTER Insert cursor?

Y-Yes
N-No

PROTECTION CHARACTER Protected?
Y-Yes
N-No

JUSTIFICATION CHARACTER Field justification:
L-Left
R-Right

FILL_CHAR CHARACTER Field fill character

 

SCRN_HELP (Screen Help Identifier)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
ID NUMERIC ID of SCREEN_DEF, SCRN_VAR DEF, or

SCRN_SYS_DEF for which this is a screen
help identifier.

TEXT VARYING LENGTH STRING Text of the help identifier.
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SCRN_RG_OCC (Screen Repeating Group Occurrence)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCRN_RG_OCC
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
AUTO_SCROLL CHARACTER Automatic scrolling?

Y-Yes
N-No

PARENT_ID NUMERIC Parent construct.
Join with SCRN_RP_GRP or
SCRN_RG_OCC.

SCREEN_DEF_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen that contains the
occurrence.
Join with SCREEN_DEF.

 

SCRN_RP_GRP (Screen Repeating Group Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCRN_RP_GRP
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
DFLT_SCROLL_LOC CHARACTER Default start item for scroll?

T-Top
L-Last

UPDATE_DISPLAY CHARACTER Update past display?
Y-Yes
N-No

GROUP_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the group view that controls the
repetition.
Join with GROUP_VIEW.

SCREEN_DEF_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen that contains the variable.
Join with SCREEN_DEF.

 

SCRN_SYS_DEF (Screen System-Defined Field Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
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TBNAME STRING SCRN_SYS_DEF
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
EDIT_PTRN_CLASS CHARACTER Edit pattern class of the field
DISPLAY_LENGTH NUMERIC Display length of the field
DISPLAY_DECIMALS NUMERIC Number of decimal places displayed
DYN_ATTR_MOD CHARACTER Dynamic attribute modification allowed?

Y-Yes
N-No
Not used

SYS_ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the system attribute that appears in
the field.
Join with SYS_ATTRIBUTE.

SCREEN_DEF_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen that contains the field.
Join with SCREEN_DEF or
SCREEN_TMPLT.

 

SCRN_VAR_DEF (Screen Variable Definition)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCRN_VAR_DEF
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
EDIT_PTRN_CLASS CHARACTER Edit pattern class of the variable
DISPLAY_LENGTH NUMERIC Display length of the variable
DISPLAY_DECIMALS NUMERIC Number of decimal places displayed
DYN_ATTR_MOD CHARACTER Dynamic modification of video attributes

Y-Yes
N-No

DLG_MGMT_HIDDEN CHARACTER Dialog management hidden field?
Y-Yes
N-No

SCREEN_DEF_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen that contains the variable.
Join with SCREEN_DEF.

 

SCRN_VAR_IN (Screen Variable Input)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
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TBNAME STRING SCRN_VAR_IN
ATTR_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute view of the displayed

attribute.
Join with ATTR_VIEW.

SCRN_VAR_DEF_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen variable definition.
Join with SCREEN_VAR_DEF.

 

SCRN_VAR_OUT (Screen Variable Output)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCRN_VAR_OUT
ATTR_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute view of the displayed

attribute.
Join with ATTR_VIEW.

SCRN_VAR_DEF_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen variable definition.
Join with SCREEN_VAR_DEF.

 

SCROLL_AMOUNT (Scroll amount value)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCROLL_AMOUNT
ID STRING Unique Identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of scroll amount display
ACCEL_VALUE CHARACTER Accelerator value
SCRL_AMT_DISP VARYING LENGTH STRING Scroll amount display

 

SCROLL_AMOUNT_I (Scroll Amount Value)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SCROLL_AMOUNT_I
ID STRING Unique Identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of scroll amount display
ACCEL_VALUE CHARACTER Accelerator value
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SOURCE_DEST_RELMM (Source and Destination Relationship Membership)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SOURCE_DEST_RELMM
REL_ID NUMERIC ID of the source relationship.

Join with RELATIONSHIP.
INVERSE_REL_ID NUMERIC ID of the destination relationship.

Join with RELATIONSHIP.

 

SPEC_TYPE (Specification Type)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME CHAR SPEC_TYPE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME CHAR Interface type name
MIN_OCCUR NUMERIC Minimum number of occurrences
MAX_OCCUR NUMERIC Maximum number of occurrences
AVG_OCCUR NUMERIC Average number of occurrences
GROWTH_RATE NUMERIC Growth rate (percent)
GROWTH_RATE_PER CHAR Growth rate period:

Y-Year
M-Month
W-Week
D-Day

TYPE CHAR Type of entity:
B-Persistent
D-Transient

NO_INSTANCE CHAR No instances?
space-Instances supported
Y-No instances

CATEGORY CHAR Category:
space-Generic
B-Business object type
T-Task object type

VIEWABLE CHAR Viewable?
space-No
Y-Yes
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ENCAP_LEVEL CHAR Level of encapsulation:
space-Open
O-Open
R-Restricted
E-Encapsulated

SUBJECT_AREA_ID NUMERIC ID of subject area that contains this entity
type

 

STG_DVOL_USAGE (Storage Group/DASD Volume Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING STG_DVOL_USAGE
DASD_VOLUME_ID NUMERIC ID of the DASD volume used by the storage

group.
Join with DASD_VOLUME.

STORAGE_GRP_ID NUMERIC Id of the storage group using the DASD
volume.
Join with STORAGE_GROUP.

 

STORAGE_GROUP (Storage Group)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING STORAGE_GROUP
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Storage Group name
VSAM_CAT_NAME STRING VSAM catalog name
DB2_AUTH_USER STRING DBS authorization user ID
TECHDESN_ID NUMERIC ID of the technical design that this storage

group is for.
Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN.

 

STORAGE_GROUP_I (Storage Group)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING STORAGE_GROUP_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
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ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
TECHDESN_ID NUMERIC ID of the technical design that this storage

group is for.
Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN.

 

STRATEGY (Strategy)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING STRATEGY
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the strategy
PRIORITY NUMERIC Priority (0-9):

0-Low
9-High

 

SUBJECT_AREA (Subject Area)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SUBJECT_AREA
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of subject area
TYPE CHAR Subject area type:

space-General
S-Specification
I-Implementation

SPEC_ONLY CHAR Specification objects only?
Y-Yes
N-No

 

SUBTYP_PERM_VALUE (Entity Subtype Classifying Permitted Value)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
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TBNAME STRING SUBTYP_PERM_VALUE
ENTITY_SUBTYP_ID NUMERIC ID of the entity subtype.

Join with ENTITY_SUBTYP.
PERMIT_VALUE_ID NUMERIC ID of the classifying permitted value for

entity subtype.
Join with PERMIT_VALUE.

 

SYS_ATTRIBUTE (System-Defined Attribute)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SYS_ATTRIBUTE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the system-defined attribute
TYPE CHARACTER B-Basic
DOMAIN CHARACTER Domain of the system-defined attribute
LENGTH NUMERIC Length of the system-defined attribute
DEC_PLACES NUMERIC 0-Zero
INPUT CHARACTER Can this attribute be input?

Y-Yes
N-No

OUTPUT CHARACTER Can this attribute be output?
Y-Yes
N-No

ENTITY_TYPE_ID NUMERIC ID of the system-defined entity type.
Join with SYS_ENT_TYPE.

 

SYS_ATTRIBUTE_DESC (System-Defined Attribute Description)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SYS_ATTRIBUTE_DESC
ID NUMERIC ID of the system-defined attribute.

Join with SYS_ATTRIBUTE.
DESCRIPTION VARYING LENGTH STRING Description of the system-defined attribute.
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SYS_ATTRIBUTE_I (System-Defined Attribute Description)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SYS_ATTRIBUTE_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the system-defined attribute
TYPE CHARACTER B-Basic
DOMAIN CHARACTER Domain of the system-defined attribute
LENGTH NUMERIC Length of the system-defined attribute
DEC_PLACES NUMERIC 0-Zero
INPUT CHARACTER Can this attribute be input?

Y-Yes
N-No

OUTPUT CHARACTER Can this attribute be output?
Y-Yes
N-No

ENTITY_TYPE_ID NUMERIC ID of the system-defined entity type.
Join with SYS_ENT_TYPE.

 

SYS_ENT_TYPE (System-Defined Entity Type)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SYSTEM_ENT_TYPE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING System entity type name
MIN_OCCUR NUMERIC Minimum number of occurrences.

Not used.
MAX_OCCUR NUMERIC Maximum number of occurrences.

Not used.
AVG_OCCUR NUMERIC Average number of occurrences.

Not used.
GROWTH_RATE NUMERIC Growth rate (percent).

Not used.
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GROWTH_RATE_PER CHARACTER Growth rate period:
Y-Year
M-Month
W-Week
D-Day
Not used.

 

SYSTEM_PF_KEY (System PF Key)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SYSTEM_PF_KEY
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PFKEY_NUMBER NUMERIC Number of the system PF key
STANDARD CHARACTER Standard?

Y-Yes
N-No

BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC ID of the business system that contains the
system PF key.
Join with BUSINESS_SYS.

 

SYSTEM_PF_KEY_CMD (System PF Key Command)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING SYSTEM_PF_KEY_CMD
SYSTEM_PF_KEY_ID NUMERIC ID of the system PF key.

Join with SYSTEM_PF_KEY.
COMMAND_ID NUMERIC ID of the command set by this PF key.

Join with COMMAND.

 

View Definitions-T

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:
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• TACTIC
• TD_LIBRARY_ USAGE (TD library usage)
• TECH_DESN_STG_DB (Technical Design Default Database Storage Group)
• TECH_DESN_STG_IDX (Technical Design Default Indexspace Storage Group)
• TECH_DESN_STG_TS (Technical Design Default Tablespace Storage Group) 
• TECHNICAL_DES_I (Technical Design) 
• TECHNICAL_DESIGN 
• TECHNICAL_SYSTEM 
• TECHNICAL_SYSTEM_I (Technical System)
• TEXT (Descriptions)
• TMPLT_USAGE (Screen Template Usage)
• TRANS_OPER (Transaction Operation)
• TRNOPR_DLG_TRNOPR (Transaction/Delegated Operation) 
• TRNOPR_INVK_CMD (Transaction/Command)
• TRNOPR_SUP_PSTEP (Transaction/Supporting Procedure Step) 

TACTIC

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TACTIC
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the tactic
PRIORITY NUMERIC Priority (0-9):

0-Low
9-High

 

TD_LIBRARY_ USAGE (TD library usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TD_LIBRARY_USAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within technical design.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return library
usages in same order as specified in the
toolset.

LIB_TYPE STRING Library type identifier
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LIBRARY_ID NUMERIC ID of the library that implements the library
usage.
Join with LIBRARY.

TECH_DESIGN_ID NUMERIC ID of the technical design that the library
usage is for.
Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN.

 

TECH_DESN_STG_DB (Technical Design Default Database Storage Group)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TECH_DESN_STG_DB
TECH_DESN_ID NUMERIC ID of the technical design.

Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN.
DEF_STG_DB_ID NUMERIC ID of the storage group that is the default

for databases.
Join with STORAGE_GROUP.

 

TECH_DESN_STG_IDX (Technical Design Default Indexspace Storage Group)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TECH_DESN_STG_IDX
TECH_DESN_ID NUMERIC ID of the technical design.

Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN.
DEF_STG_INDEX_ID NUMERIC ID of the storage group that is the default

for indexspaces.
Join with STORAGE_GROUP.

 

TECH_DESN_STG_TS (Technical Design Default Tablespace Storage Group)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TECH_DESN_STG_TS
TECH_DESN_ID NUMERIC ID of the technical design.

Join with TECHNICAL_DESIGN.
DEF_STG_TBLSP_ID NUMERIC ID of the storage group that is the default

for tablespaces.
Join with STORAGE_GROUP.
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TECHNICAL_DES_I (Technical Design)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TECHNICAL_DES_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the technical design
DBMS CHARACTER Data base management system:

2-DB2 z/OS
B-ODBC/ADO.NET
C-MS/SQL
E-DB2 UDB
H-NONE
J-JDBC

RESERVED_WORD CHARACTER Reserved word check?
Y-Yes
N-No

REF_INTEGRITY CHARACTER Referential Integrity Default enforcement:
D-DB2
I-System

STG_VSAM_DEF CHARACTER Storage group/VSAM default:
S-Storage group
V-VSAM

 

TECHNICAL_DESIGN

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TECHNICAL_DESIGN
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the technical design
OWNER_NAME STRING DB2 owner identifier
VSAM_CAT_NAME STRING Name of the VSAM catalog
DBMS CHARACTER Data base management system:

2-DB2 z/OS
B-ODBC/ADO.NET
C-MS/SQL
E-DB2 UDB
H-NONE
J-JDBC
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RESERVED_WORD CHARACTER Reserved word check?
Y-Yes
N-No

REF_INTEGRITY CHARACTER Referential Integrity Default enforcement:
D-DB2
I-System

STG_VSAM_DEF CHARACTER Storage group/VSAM default:
S-Storage group
V-VSAM

 

TECHNICAL_SYSTEM

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TECHNICAL_SYSTEM
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
HOST_TELEPROCESS CHARACTER Host teleprocessing monitor:

I-IMS
C-CICS
T-TSO

SOURCE_LANGUAGE STRING Name of source language
DBMS CHARACTER Data base management system:

2-DB2 z/OS
B-ODBC/ADO.NET
C-MS/SQL
E-DB2/UDB
H-NONE
J-JDBC

PROFILE_MANAGER CHARACTER Type of profile manage:
D-DB2

SCREEN_HANDLER CHARACTER Type of screen handler:
T-Bypass
M-Mapped

DB2_SYS_IDENT STRING Name of DB2 system identification
APPLIC_IDENT STRING Name of application ID
RESTART_INDIC CHARACTER Restart or reset indicator:

Y-Yes
N-No

EXTENDED_ATTR CHARACTER Allow extended attribute not output?
Y-Yes
N-No

HELP_EXIT STRING Name of help routine exit csect
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DEC_PNT_OR_COMMA CHARACTER Decimal point or comma?
“.”-(decimal point)
“,”-(comma)

DB2_REFERENCE CHARACTER DB2 reference fully qualified?
Y-Yes
N-No

TRAP_ABENDS CHARACTER Trap abends from CICS?
Y-Yes
N-No

TRAP_PA_KEYS CHARACTER Trap CLEAR, PA1, PA2, PA3 keys?
Y-Yes
N-No

START_XCTL CHARACTER Use START or XCTL in CICS?
S-Start

COMPILER_LANG CHARACTER Computer language dialect:
2-VSCOB
4-CSC
5-UNIXC
G-GCC
J-JAVAC
V-MSVCNT

OPERATING_SYSTEM STRING Operating system
RESTARTABLE CHARACTER Restartable application?

Y-Yes
N-No

BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC Business system that contains this
technical system.
Join with BUSINESS_SYS.

 

TECHNICAL_SYSTEM_I (Technical System)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TECHNICAL_SYSTEM_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
HOST_TELEPROCESS CHARACTER Host teleprocessing monitor:

I-IMS
C-CICS
T-TSO

SOURCE_LANGUAGE STRING Name of source language
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DBMS CHARACTER Data base management system:
2-DB2 z/OS
B-ODBC/ADO.NET
C-MS/SQL
E-DB2 UDB
H-NONE
J-JDBC

PROFILE_MANAGER CHARACTER Type of profile manage (D-DB2)
SCREEN_HANDLER CHARACTER Type of screen handler:

T-Bypass
M-Mapped

APPLIC_IDENT STRING Name of application ID
RESTART_INDIC CHARACTER Restart or reset indicator:

Y-Yes
N-No

EXTENDED_ATTR CHARACTER Allow extended attribute not output?
Y-Yes
N-No

DEC_PNT_OR_COMMA CHARACTER Decimal point or comma?
“.”-(decimal point)
“,”-(comma)

DB2_REFERENCE CHARACTER DB2 reference fully qualified?
Y-Yes
N-No

TRAP_ABENDS CHARACTER Trap abends from CICS?
Y-Yes
N-No

TRAP_PA_KEYS CHARACTER Trap CLEAR, PA1, PA2, PA3 keys?
Y-Yes
N-No

START_XCTL CHARACTER Use START or XCTL in CICS?
S-Start

COMPILER_LANG CHARACTER Computer language dialect:
2-VSCOB
4-CSC
5-UNIXC
G-GCC
J-JAVAC
V-MSVCNT

RESTARTABLE CHARACTER Restartable application?
Y-Yes
N-No

BUSINESS_SYS_ID NUMERIC Business system that contains this
technical system.
Join with BUSINESS_SYS.
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TEXT (Descriptions)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
ID NUMERIC ID of object for which this is a text
TEXT VARYING LENGTH STRING Text

 

TMPLT_USAGE (Screen Template Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TMPLT_USAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SCREEN_DEF_ID NUMERIC ID of the screen that uses the template.

Join with SCREEN_DEF.
SCREEN_TMPLT_ID NUMERIC ID of the template that is used.

Join with SCREEN_TMPLT.

 

TRANS_OPER (Transaction Operation)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TRANS_OPER
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Transaction name
VIEWABLE CHAR Viewable?

Space-No
Y-Yes

OPERATION_TYPE CHAR Operation Type:
space-Type as a default
I-Instance
M-Multiple
T-Type

ENTITY_ID NUMERIC ID of servicing Entity/Work Attribute Set.
Join with ENTITY_TYPE or
SYS_ENT_TYPE.
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TRNOPR_DLG_TRNOPR (Transaction/Delegated Operation)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TRNOPR_DLG_TRNOPR
TRAN_OPER1_ID NUMERIC ID of delegating Transaction.

Join with TRANS_OPER.
TRAN_OPER2_ID NUMERIC ID of delegated to Transaction.

Join with TRANS_OPER.

 

TRNOPR_INVK_CMD (Transaction/Command)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TRNOPR_INVK_CMD
TRAN_OPER_ID NUMERIC ID of Transaction.

Join with TRANS_OPER.
COMMAND_ID NUMERIC ID of Command

Join with COMMAND.

 

TRNOPR_SUP_PSTEP (Transaction/Supporting Procedure Step)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING TRNOPR_SUP_PSTEP
TRAN_OPER_ID NUMERIC ID of Transaction.

Join with TRANS_OPER.
BUS_PROC_STEP_ID NUMERIC ID of supporting procedure step.

Join with BUS_PROC_STEP.

 

View Definitions-U

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

• UNFORMAT_INPUT (Unformatted Input)
• UNFRMT_INP_USAGE (Unformatted input usage)
• UNFRMT_INPUT_SYS (Unformatted Input System Attribute)
• UNFRMT_INPUT_VIEW (Unformatted Input Attribute View)
• USE_DATA_RTND (Action Block Usage, Data Returned)
• USE_DATA_SENT (Action Block Usage, Data Sent)
• USER_DEF_OBJECT (User-Defined Object)
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UNFORMAT_INPUT (Unformatted Input)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING UNFORMAT_INPUT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SEQ NUMERIC Sequence within procedure step.

Use ORDER BY SEQ to return unformatted
input in the same order as specified in the
toolset.

POSITION_NUMBER NUMERIC Position number
BUS_PROC_STEP_ID NUMERIC ID of the procedure step that uses the

unformatted input.
Join with BUS_PROC_STEP.

 

UNFRMT_INP_USAGE (Unformatted input usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING UNFRMT_INP_USAGE
PROMPT_ID NUMERIC ID of the prompt that is implemented.

Join with PROMPT.
UNFORMAT_INP_ID NUMERIC ID of the unformatted input this implements.

Join with UNFORMAT_INPUT.

 

UNFRMT_INPUT_SYS (Unformatted Input System Attribute)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING UNFORMAT_INPUT_SYS
UNFORMAT_INPUT_ID NUMERIC ID of the unformatted input.

Join with UNFORMAT_INPUT.
SYS_ATTRIBUTE_ID NUMERIC ID of the system attribute that is referenced

by the unformatted input Join with
SYS_ATTRIBUTE.
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UNFRMT_INPUT_VIEW (Unformatted Input Attribute View)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING UNFORMAT_INPUT_VIEW
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
ATTR_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute view that is input to the

unformatted input Join with ATTR_VIEW.

 

USE_DATA_RTND (Action Block Usage, Data Returned)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING USE_DATA_RTND
ACTN_BLK_USE_ID NUMERIC ID of action block usage.

Join with ACTN_BLK_USE.
SRC_DATA_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the source data view in USEd action

block that contains data being returned.
Join with GROUP_VIEW or ENTITY_VIEW.

DST_DATA_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the destination data view in USEing
action block that receives returned data.
Join with GROUP_VIEW or ENTITY_VIEW.

 

USE_DATA_SENT (Action Block Usage, Data Sent)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING USE_DATA_SENT
ACTN_BLK_USE_ID NUMERIC ID of action block usage.

Join with ACTN_BLK_USE.
SRC_DATA_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the source data view in USEing action

block that contains data being sent.
Join with GROUP_VIEW or ENTITY_VIEW.

DST_DATA_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the destination data view in USEd
action block that receives sent data.
Join with GROUP_VIEW or ENTITY_VIEW.

 

USER_DEF_OBJECT (User-Defined Object)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
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TBNAME STRING USER_DEF_OBJECT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Name of the user-defined object
CLASS_TYPE STRING Name of the user-defined class to which

this user-defined object belongs.
OBJECT_CLASS_ID NUMERIC ID of the user-defined object class that this

user-defined object belongs to.
Join with OBJECT_CLASS.

 

View Definitions-V

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

•  VIEW_IMPLEMENT (View Implementation) 
•  VIEW_SET 

VIEW_IMPLEMENT (View Implementation)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING VIEW_IMPLEMENT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING Field name
NAME_TYPE CHARACTER Field name type:

N-Name base
R-Row or column based, space

IMPLEMENT_TYPE CHARACTER Field implementation type:
P-Packed
X-Test
F-Float
S-Small
I-Integer
Q-Timestamp
D-Date
T-Time
V-Varchar
Z-Zoned
G-Graphic
U-Vargraphic
M-Long Vargraphic
L-Long Varchar
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FIELD_LENGTH NUMERIC Field length
DEC_PLACES NUMERIC Field decimal places
STRUCTURE_TYPE CHARACTER Field structure type
ROW_OR_COL_WISE CHARACTER Field repeats columnwise or rowwise:

R-Row
C-Column, space

REPET_OFFSET NUMERIC Field repeating offset from start of field to
the start of next

MISSING_FLAG CHARACTER Missing flag passed:
Y-Yes
N-No

ATTR_VIEW_ID NUMERIC ID of the attribute view.
Join with ATTR_VIEW.

 

VIEW_SET

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING VIEW_SET
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
ACTIVITY_ID NUMERIC ID of the function, process, procedure step,

action block, or PAD function for which this
is a view set.
Join with:
FUNCTION_DEF
PROCESS_DEF
BUS_PROC_STEP
ACTION_BLOCK
PAD_FUNCTION

 

View Definitions-X

The following Public Interface view definitions contain the information required to write queries. Use your query facility to
determine the length of the columns and the specific DBMS view definitions:

•  XT_EVNT_USAGE (External Event Usage) 
•  XT_IMPL_LOGIC (External Implementation Logic) 
•  XT_IMPL_LOGIC_I (External Implementation Logic) 
•  XT_OBJ_USAGE (External Object Usage) 
•  XTERNL_EVENT (External Event) 
•  XTERNL_OBJECT (External Object) 
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XT_EVNT_USAGE (External Event Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING XT_EVNT_USAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PARENT_ACTIV_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent activity.

Join with FUNCTION_DEF or
PROCESS_DEF.

XTERNL_EVENT_ID NUMERIC ID of the external event.
Join with EXTERNL_EVENT.

 

XT_IMPL_LOGIC (External Implementation Logic)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING XT_IMPL_LOGIC
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
MEMBER_NAME STRING Member name
SOURCE_LANGUAGE STRING Name of source language
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date
GEN_BY_USER STRING Generated by user ID
OK_SESSION_ID NUMERIC Session ID at which checked OK
ACTION_BLOCK_ID NUMERIC ID of the action block implemented by the

external implementation logic.
Join with ACTION_BLOCK.

 

XT_IMPL_LOGIC_I (External Implementation Logic)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING XT_IMPL_LOGIC_I
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
SOURCE_LANGUAGE STRING Name of source language
DATE_GENERATED NUMERIC Generation date
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TIME_GENERATED NUMERIC Time generated
OK_SESSION_ID NUMERIC Session ID at which checked OK
ACTION_BLOCK_ID NUMERIC ID of the action block implemented by the

external implementation logic.
Join with ACTION_BLOCK.

 

XT_OBJ_USAGE (External Object Usage)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING XT_OBJ_USAGE
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
PARENT_ACTIV_ID NUMERIC ID of the parent activity.

Join with FUNCTION_DEF or
PROCESS_DEF.

XTERNL_OBJECT_ID NUMERIC ID of the external object.
Join with XTERNL_OBJECT.

 

XTERNL_EVENT (External Event)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING XTERNL_EVENT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING External event name

 

XTERNL_OBJECT (External Object)

 Column Name  Coltype  Description 
MODEL_ID NUMERIC ID of the containing model
TBNAME STRING XTERNL_OBJECT
ID NUMERIC Unique identifier
ORG_ENCY_ID NUMERIC Original encyclopedia identifier
ORG_ID NUMERIC Original object identifier
NAME STRING External object name
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Client Server Encyclopedia Clients
The Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) provides client components, such as the Coordiation, Checkout, Construction, and
Version Control clients.

For example, the Coordination Client Window lets you manage the encyclopedias and users in the directory. The
Construction Client provides tools with which you create an executable application system.

Client Server Encyclopedia Coordination Client
The Gen Coordination Client Window allows you to manage the encyclopedias and users in the directory.

Coordination Client Window

This window contains three action bar items plus the standard Window and Help. See the description for the action bar
item of interest:

• Directory
Log on to a directory, close a directory, or exit the window.

• Encyclopedia
Open an encyclopedia; register or unregister it, display or modify encyclopedia information; grant or revoke the user
access.

• User
Modify your own password or display the User Selection window, from which you can add a user; maintain access of a
selected user to available encyclopedias, or override the password of a selected user.

Directory in Coordination Client

This article provides information for Directory in Coordination Client including, Open Directory Command, Coordination
Client Logon, and Close Directory Command.

Open Directory Command

Use Open to log on to a directory.

Coordination Client Logon

User

Enter the user ID and password that identifies you to all the CSE clients and to one or more encyclopedias to be
accessed. You must identify yourself prior to opening an encyclopedia and using any CSE client. This user ID and
password must be listed in the directories of the Coordination client and the Encyclopedia client.

NOTE
The User ID and Hostname are required fields. The OK button is enabled when both these fields have non-blank
entries.

Message Dispatcher Connection

Hostname is the IP name or the address of the computer on which the Message Dispatcher software is installed and
running. The IP name or address can be in Internet Packet version 4 (IPv4) or version 6 (IPv6) format. The following
Universal Resource Locator (URL) format is also supported in the Hostname field:

URL format: [host-name-or-IP-address]:port-number

Replace host-name-or-IP-address with the Message Dispatcher host name or IP address.  Replace port-number with the
Message Dispatcher port number or service name.
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NOTE
When you enter the URL format in the Hostname field, the port number field is ignored.

Port (number) is an IP socket number (assigned during CSE configuration) on which the Message Dispatcher software is
accepting connection requests. Service (name) is an alias for the port number that is provided as a mnemonic to help with
remembering the port number. The service name must be defined in the Services file on the computer on which the CSE
client is running. Enter either the port number or service name but not both.

The maximum length for an entry in the Hostname field is 1024 bytes. The maximum length for an entry in the port
number/service name field is 32 bytes.

See your CSE Encyclopedia Administrator for the hostname and port number/service name.

NOTE
The user ID is stored in the CSE_USER environment variable. The hostname and service name/port number
are stored in the CSE_HOST environment variable. These values are created or updated each time that you
connect to a specific Message Dispatcher process.

Close Directory Command

Use the Close command to close the directory.

Encyclopedia Selection Window

Use the Encyclopedia Selection window to take action on the active encyclopedia. This window contains two action bar
items plus the standard Window and Help.

See the description for the action bar item of interest:

• Actions
Open an encyclopedia; register or unregister it, display, or modify the encyclopedia information.

• Authorization
Grant or revoke user access to the active encyclopedia.

Actions in Coordination Client

Open Encyclopedia Command

Open displays the names and descriptions of encyclopedias in the directory.

Encyclopedia List

Encyclopedia List displays the names and descriptions of the encyclopedias to which you have access.

You must select and log on to an encyclopedia before continuing use the Coordination client.

Detail Encyclopedia

Detail displays the following information about the selected encyclopedia:
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• Encyclopedia Name.
• Encyclopedia ID.
• Software Group.
• Encyclopedia Description.
• The maximum model schema supported by the encyclopedia.
• Status of the encyclopedia. If the status indicates unavailable, users cannot access the encyclopedia.
• Platform.
• Data Base Management System.
• User ID under which the encyclopedia was created.
• Date the encyclopedia was created.
• Time the encyclopedia was created.

Register Encyclopedia

Use Register to add an encyclopedia to the directory.

If register does not work, verify that the correct information is entered in each field.

Register Encyclopedia Name Entry Field

Type the name of the encyclopedia that you want to register. The name can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
The name cannot contain spaces.

Each encyclopedia must have a unique name.

Register Encyclopedia ID Entry Field

Enter the encyclopedia ID number. This number was entered during installation.

Register Encyclopedia Software Group Entry Field

Type the name of the software group to which this encyclopedia belongs. The name can contain up to eight alphanumeric
characters, but no spaces.

Register Encyclopedia Description Entry Field

Type the description of the encyclopedia that you want to register. Use the field to document additional information about
the encyclopedia.

The description can be up to 32 alphanumeric characters.

Register Encyclopedia Schema List

Select the maximum model schema to be supported by the encyclopedia you are registering.

Upload model schema To CSE schema

Prior Schema Prior Schema and Current Schema

Current Schema Current Schema

NOTE
For the schema designation for Current Schema and Prior Schema, see the Release Notes.

Register Encyclopedia Platform List

Select the appropriate platform for the encyclopedia.

Register Encyclopedia DBMS List

Select the appropriate data base management systems (DBMS) for the encyclopedia.
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Register Encyclopedia Available/Unavailable Option

Select Available or Unavailable to indicate whether users can access the encyclopedia.

• Available
The encyclopedia is available for access by registered users.

• Unavailable
The encyclopedia exists in the directory, but users are not allowed to access the encyclopedia.

Detail Encyclopedia

Detail displays the following information about the selected encyclopedia:

• Encyclopedia Name.
• Encyclopedia ID.
• Software Group.
• Encyclopedia Description.
• The maximum model schema supported by the encyclopedia.
• Status of the encyclopedia. If the status indicates unavailable, users cannot access the encyclopedia.
• Platform.
• Data Base Management System.
• User ID under which the encyclopedia was created.
• Date the encyclopedia was created.
• Time the encyclopedia was created.

Modify Encyclopedia

Use Modify to change information about an encyclopedia. If you change the Software Group name, you must modify the
iefmd.ini file.

If modify does not work, verify that the correct information is entered in each field.

Modify Encyclopedia Name Entry Field

Type a new name for the selected encyclopedia. The new name can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters, but no
spaces.

Each encyclopedia must have a unique name.

Modify Encyclopedia ID Entry Field

The ID is a unique number of up to nine digits that distinguishes one encyclopedia from all others. The encyclopedia ID is
entered during installation.

If the ID is incorrect, type the correct ID. If you changed the ID through the Set Encyclopedia ID command on the Support
Client, type the same ID here.

WARNING
Do not change the ID if this encyclopedia already contains models.

The accompanying requirement is to change the MAX_INT_VALUE in the DMAX table, where the
MAX_TYPE="ENCYNAME".

Modify Software Group Entry Field

Type a new software group name for the selected encyclopedia. The name can contain up to eight alphanumeric
characters, but no spaces.

Each software group must have a unique name.
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WARNING
If you enter a new software group name here, you must make the same change to the group name in the
iefmd.ini file, and restart the Message Dispatcher.

Modify Encyclopedia Description Entry Field

Type a new description for the selected encyclopedia. Use the description to document additional information about the
encyclopedia.

The description can be up to 32 alphanumeric characters.

Modify Encyclopedia Schema List

Select the value which correctly identifies the maximum model schema that is supported by the active encyclopedia. Verify
that the schema is correct for your Client-Server Encyclopedia release.

Upload model schema To CSE schema

Prior Schema Prior Schema and Current Schema

Current Schema Current Schema

NOTE
For the schema designation for Current Schema and Prior Schema, see the Release Notes.

Modify Encyclopedia Platform List

Select the appropriate platform for the encyclopedia.

Modify Encyclopedia DBMS List

Select the appropriate data base management systems (DBMS) for the encyclopedia.

Modify Encyclopedia Available/Unavailable Option

Select Available or Unavailable to indicate whether users can access the encyclopedia.

When you select Available, the encyclopedia is available for access by authorized users.

When you select Unavailable, the encyclopedia exists in the directory, but users are not allowed to access the
encyclopedia.

Unregister Encyclopedia

Unregister removes the active encyclopedia from the Coordination database. Unregistering an encyclopedia does not
remove users from the Coordination database, but does revoke their access to the encyclopedia you are unregistering.

An Unregister Confirmation dialog box prompts you to verify or cancel the removal of the active encyclopedia from the
Coordination database.

Unregister Confirmation for Active Encyclopedia

Unregister Confirmation enables you to either cancel or confirm the unregister encyclopedia command.

• No (default)
Cancel the unregister command and leave the active encyclopedia registered to the Coordination database
(DBIEFDIR).

• Yes
Confirm the unregister command and remove the encyclopedia from the Coordination database.

NOTE
Unregistering an encyclopedia does not remove users from the directory, but does revoke their access to the
removed encyclopedia.
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Authorization in Coordination Client

Authorize Encyclopedia User Access

User Access allows you to grant, modify, or revoke the authorization of a user to a registered encyclopedia.

This dialog box lists authorized users and unauthorized users for the encyclopedia.

Granting a user access to an encyclopedia allows the user to access the encyclopedia database, which contains the
models and subsets in the encyclopedia.

You must grant a user the authority to access an encyclopedia before you can grant the user access to a model or its
subsets.

Revoking the access of the user to an encyclopedia also removes the authority of the user to access models in the
encyclopedia.

If a user is logged on to a model in the encyclopedia when Revoke is selected, the user can complete their work and save
it. After the user closes the encyclopedia, they will not be able to access the encyclopedia again.

Authorized Encyclopedia Users List

Authorized users are the users who have been granted access to a registered encyclopedia.

The list includes the CSE User ID and name.

To remove a user from the list, select the ID and the Revoke push button.

Revoke Encyclopedia User Access Command

Use Revoke to remove the authorization of a user for the encyclopedia.

When you select revoke, the access of the user to models in the encyclopedia also is revoked.

If a user is logged on to a model in the encyclopedia when Revoke is selected, the user can complete their work and save
it. After the user closes the encyclopedia, they will not be able to access the encyclopedia again.

To revoke a user, highlight a user ID in the Authorized Users list and select the Revoke push button.

NOTE
You must select OK for the changes to be recorded.

Unauthorized Encyclopedia Users List

Unauthorized Users lists users in the directory who do not have access to the encyclopedia.

Select a user, and then select the Grant push button to authorize the access of the user to the encyclopedia.

Grant Encyclopedia User Access Command

Use Grant to provide a user access to an encyclopedia.

To grant access, highlight a user in the Unauthorized Users list and select the Grant push button.

NOTE
You must select OK for the changes to be recorded.

Managing Users in Coordination Client

This article provides information for Managing Users in Coordination Client including, Modify Password, and User
Selection Window.
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Modify Password

Modify Password Command

Use Modify Password to change your own password.

NOTE
To change the password of another user, use the Override Password Command. To access this command,
select the Individual option to display the User Selection window.

Modify Password

Use Modify Password to change your own password.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the old password.
2. Type the new password.
3. Type the password again.
4. Select OK.

If Modify Password does not work, verify the following:

• The password is four to nine characters long.
• You are a directory administrator.

Individual

User Selection Window

From this window, you can select commands to:

• Add a new user.
• Modify or delete an existing user or view user details.
• Change the password of an existing user.
• Grant or revoke user access to encyclopedias.

Actions

Open List of Users/List Users

List Users Command

Select List to display the IDs and names of each user who is registered in the directory.

From this list, you can open a user ID or view more information about the user.

List Users

List Users displays the IDs and names of each user who is registered in the directory.

To open a user, select the ID and select the OK push button.

To view more information about a user, select the ID and then select the Detail push button.

Open Selected User Command

Open displays the CSE user ID of the user who is selected from the User List on the User Selection pop-up as Active.

Open User List Command
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Enter a user ID and select Open to make active the specified user registered in the directory.

You can then take another available action on the active user, such as modify, delete, detail, or override password.

Add New User
Add User Command

Select New when you want to add a new user to the directory of encyclopedia users.

To add a new user, you need the following information:

• The ID and name of the user
• Whether the user should have authority to be a directory administrator
• The user's status

Add User

To add a new user:

• Enter the ID and name of the user
• Decide whether the user should have authority to be a directory administrator
• Assign the status of the user

If add user does not work, verify that the user being added does not exist in the directory.

Detail User
Detail User Directory

Detail displays the following information about the selected user:

• CSE User ID
• User's name
• Whether the user is:

– Active (allowed to access encyclopedias)
– Inactive (not allowed to access encyclopedias)
– A directory administrator (allowed to add/remove users in the directory, grant/revoke access to encyclopedias, and

add/remove encyclopedias)
• The ID of the directory administrator who added the user to the directory
• Date the ID of the user was added to the directory
• Time the ID of the user was added to the directory

Modify User
Modify Directory User Command

Select Modify when you want to change a name, status, or directory authorization of the CSE user.

Modify Directory User

Use Modify User to change a name, status, or directory authorization of the user.

To modify a user

• Change the name of the user if it is incorrect
• Determine whether the user has the authority to be a directory administrator
• Assign the status of the user

Modify User ID Entry Field

Type the user ID belonging to the person that you want to change in the directory of CSE users.
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The ID can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters and spaces. It must be unique across the directory.

Modify User Name Entry Field

Type the correct name of the user if the name displayed is incorrect.

The name can contain up to 32 alphanumeric characters and spaces.

Modify User Directory Administrator Option

Select Yes or No to indicate whether the user has the privileges of a directory administrator.

A directory administrator can:

• Add or remove a user from the directory
• Grant or revoke user access to a registered encyclopedia
• Add or remove encyclopedias from the directory

Modify User Status Option

Select Active or Inactive to indicate whether the user is allowed to access CSEs.

Active means that the user exists in the directory and can access encyclopedias.

Inactive means that the user exists in the directory, but cannot access encyclopedias.

Override Password
Override Password Command

Select Override Password to change the password of the selected user. You must be a directory administrator to modify a
password other than your own.

This command does not require that you know the current password you are overriding. This command keeps you from
having to delete, re-add, and re-authorize a user just to replace a forgotten password.

Override Password

Use Override Password to change the password of the selected user.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the new password.
2. Type the password again.
3. Select OK.

If override password does not work, verify the following:

• The password is four to nine characters.
• You are a directory administrator.

Delete
Delete User Command

Select Delete when you want to permanently remove the user identified as the Active user ID from the directory. (Use the
Open command to identify a user ID as the Active user ID.)

If the identified user has been authorized for one or more encyclopedias, the Delete command automatically revokes
these authorizations.

The following are prerequisites:

• You must be a Directory Administrator.
• The user ID that you are attempting to delete cannot be the user ID under which you are currently logged on.
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Managing Access to Encyclopedias

Encyclopedia User Access

User Access allows you to grant, modify, or revoke a user's authorization to a registered encyclopedia.

The dialog box lists encyclopedias that the user has the authority to access, as well as the encyclopedias the user cannot
access.

Granting a user access to an encyclopedia allows the user to access the encyclopedia database, which contains data on
the models and subsets in the encyclopedia.

You must grant a user the authority to access an encyclopedia before you can grant the user access to a model or its
subsets.

If a user is logged on to a model in the encyclopedia when Revoke is selected, the user can complete his or her work and
save it. After the user closes the encyclopedia, he or she will not be able to access the encyclopedia again.

NOTE
You must select OK for any changes to be recorded.

Authorized Encyclopedias in Access Management List

Authorized Encyclopedias identifies the registered encyclopedias that the user identified by the CSE Userid is authorized
to access. The status of the encyclopedia, whether currently available or unavailable, does not affect whether it appears
on the list.

Information listed for each encyclopedia includes its name, software group, and description.

To remove an encyclopedia from the list, highlight the correct line and select the Revoke push button.

Revoke User Encyclopedia Access Command

Select the Revoke push button to remove a user's authorization for the selected encyclopedia.

If a user is logged on to a model in the encyclopedia when Revoke is selected, the user can complete his or her work and
save it. After the user closes the encyclopedia, he or she will not be able to access the encyclopedia again.

NOTE
You must select OK for the changes to be recorded.

Unauthorized Encyclopedias in Access Management List

Unauthorized Encyclopedias displays a list of encyclopedias that a selected user cannot access.

Highlight an encyclopedia and then select the Grant push button to authorize the user's access to the encyclopedia.

Grant User Encyclopedia Access Command

Use the Grant push button to grant a user access to an encyclopedia.

To grant access, highlight an encyclopedia in the Unauthorized Encyclopedia list and select Grant.

NOTE
You must select OK for the changes to be recorded.

Client Server Encyclopedia Encyclopedia Client
The Encyclopedia Client of the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE) contains options in addition to the standard Window and
Help options.
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Encyclopedia Client Window

Action Purpose

Encyclopedia Open an encyclopedia, close the active encyclopedia, or exit the
Encyclopedia Client.

Model Access the Encyclopedia Model Selection window, from which you
can maintain a selected model.

Subset Access the Encyclopedia Subset Selection window, from which
you can create, manage, and scope subsets.

User Grant or revoke individual and group access rights to a selected
encyclopedia, model, or subset; maintain group memberships;
modify password.

Window Learn about the Tile and Cascade options.

Help Learn about the help available for your platform.

The Active Encyclopedia area displays the name of the encyclopedia that you are currently accessing and its description.
If these fields are blank, open an encyclopedia by selecting Encyclopedia and then Open.

Encyclopedia Client Logon

User

Enter the user ID and password that identifies you to all the CSE clients and to one or more encyclopedias to be
accessed. You must identify yourself before opening an encyclopedia and using any CSE client. This user ID and
password must be listed in the directories of the Coordination client and the Encyclopedia client.

NOTE
The User ID and Hostname are required fields. The OK button is enabled when both these fields have non-blank
entries.

Message Dispatcher Connection

Hostname is the IP name or address of the computer on which the Message Dispatcher software is installed and running.
The IP name or address can be in Internet Packet version 4 (IPv4) or version 6 (IPv6) format. The following Universal
Resource Locator (URL) format is also supported in the Hostname field:

URL format: [host-name-or-IP-address]:port-number

Replace host-name-or-IP-address with the Message Dispatcher host name or IP address. Replace port-number with the
Message Dispatcher port number or service name.

NOTE
When you enter the URL format in the Hostname field, the port number field is ignored.

Port (number) is an IP socket number (assigned during CSE configuration) on which the Message Dispatcher software is
accepting connection requests. Service (name) is an alias for the port number that is provided as a mnemonic to help with
remembering the port number. The service name must be defined in the Services file on the computer on which the CSE
client is running. Enter either the port number or service name but not both.

The maximum length for an entry in the Hostname field is 1024 bytes. The maximum length for an entry in the port
number/service name field is 32 bytes.

NOTE
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• See your CSE Encyclopedia Administrator for the hostname and port number/service name.
• The user ID is stored in the CSE_USER environment variable. The hostname and service name/port number

are stored in the CSE_HOST environment variable. These values are created or updated each time that you
connect to a specific Message Dispatcher process.

Encyclopedia Selection List

Encyclopedia List is a selection list of encyclopedias to which you have access. Each encyclopedia is identified by its
name, software group, and description.

You must open an encyclopedia before you can use the client applications.

Model Selection

This article provides information for Model Selection. The Encyclopedia Model Selection Window allows you to manage a
specified model.

This window contains Actions, Authorization, Checkout, and Subset actions and an entry field for model name. See the
action bar item of interest.

Action Option Purpose
Actions Open Open the model that is identified in the

Name field and make it the active model.
List Select the model to open or detail from a

model selection list.
Detail Display information about the active model,

including whether it is checked in and if not,
who has it checked out.

Rename Change the name of the active model.
Copy Duplicate a model under a new name,

where the model to be duplicated may be
on the active encyclopedia or on another
encyclopedia.

Convert Convert the active model to schema Prior
Schema.

Delete Delete the active model from the current
encyclopedia.

Extract Extract a model from a different source
encyclopedia to the currently active
destination encyclopedia.

Apply Apply changes that are made to the active
child model back to the parent model from
which the child model was extracted. Apply
can be used whenever the active child
model is updated from the workstation.

Exit Exit the Model Selection Window.
Authorization Modify Administrator Assign a different administrator to the

active, checked in model.
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Maintain User Access Add or delete members of list of individuals
and groups that are authorized to access
the active model and/or change the level
of access that is granted to one or more
members.

Checkout Override Change the checkout status of the active
model from checked out to checked in.

Modify User ID Allows someone other than the person who
checked out the active model to check it
back in.

Subset This command Invoke the Encyclopedia Subset Selection
window for subset monitoring and
maintenance.

NOTE
For the schema designation for Prior Schema, see the Release Notes.

Actions in Model Selection
This article provides information for Action in Model Selection that includes Model List, Model Detail, Rename Model and
Copy Model.

Model List

You can select only one model at a time.

Open a model
Select the model by highlighting the name, then select the Open command.

Display model information
Select the model by highlighting the name, then select the Detail command.

The Filter field allows you to sort the list of options based on a particular keyword. Type a keyword in the text box and click
Apply.

The Model list displays the list of models that match the input string. The input string may be at any position within the
name.
Use the following wildcard characters to filter:

• Asterisk (*) substitutes for zero or more characters.
Example: Type ART*T, the list displays ADD_DEPARTMENT, DELETE_DEPARTMENT, and so on.

• Question mark (?) substitutes for zero or one occurrence of the character that precedes the question mark.
Example: Type DI?, the list displays DIVISION, DEPARTMENT, MODIFY_EMPLOYEE, and so on. Here the character
before ?, that is I, is optional.

Model Detail

Model detail displays the model information that the CSE has stored about the currently selected model.

Field Description
Model Name The long name of the model.
Administrator The User ID of the model administrator.
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Status The state the model is in. It can be in one of four states:

Modifiable The model was created using upload or extract/
load. Either apply has not been requested or apply
without check-in has been verified.

Waiting for
VerifyWaiting

for Verify

An apply has been requested, but has not yet been
verified. You cannot modify the model. Only read
operations are allowed.

Checked in An Apply has been requested and verified. You
cannot modify the model. Only read operations are
allowed.

Read only This model was created using extract/load request
with the read-only option that is turned on.

Schema The CSE provides full support for Current Schema and Prior
Schema release levels, and transition support for Second Prior
Schema, subject to the following rules:
Second Prior Schema models can be loaded into a Current
Schema Encyclopedia, but can be accessed only for deletion or
for conversion to a Current Schema model.
Prior Schema Workstation Toolsets can only access Prior Schema
models in the encyclopedia.
Current Schema Workstation Toolsets can only access Current
Schema models in the encyclopedia.
Current Schema models cannot exist in any Encyclopedias earlier
than Current Schema Encyclopedias.
Any model that is at a Schema release before Second Prior
Schema must be converted with an earlier version of the
Encyclopedia to bring it to Second Prior Schema or Prior Schema
level. For the schema designation for Second Prior Schema, Prior
Schema, and Current Schema, see the Release Notes.

Type The model type: Gen.
Language Code The code page used to store the model in the current

encyclopedia.
Current user access Y (yes) or N (no) for Admin, Update, Migrate, Generate, where:

Admin
code

Indicates whether you are the model administrator
and are able to perform all functions on the model.

Update
code

Indicates whether you are authorized to modify the
model.

Migrate
code

Indicates whether you are authorized to migrate
objects to the model.

Generate
code

Indicates whether you are authorized to create
executable code for the model.
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Checkout from Parent Identification details on the Checkout.

Ency ID The unique identifying number for the encyclopedia
where the parent model resides.

Model ID The unique identifying number for the parent model.

Checkout
ID

The unique numeric identifier that is assigned to
this child model when it was extracted from the
parent model. If the parent model resides on the
Host Encyclopedia, the Checkout ID is the Subset
ID.

Handshake The date and time of the last activity that is
performed on the parent model (for example, extract
or apply but do not check in).

Checked Out The user ID of the person who initially created the model and the
date and time that the model was created.

Rename Model

Use Rename to change the name of a model. After you enter a new name, it appears in the Name field on the
Encyclopedia Model Selection window.

If Rename does not work, verify the following:

• The model is checked in.
• You have encyclopedia administrator or model administrator authority.

Copy Model

Use Copy To New Model to duplicate an existing model. You also can copy the subset definitions of the model.

The results of copying are as follows:

• The original model is not modified.
• Objects in the copy are assigned new object IDs.

If copying does not occur, verify the following:

• The model that you want to copy is open.
• You have at least Read access on the source model, and have the authority to add models.
• The model and subsets of the model are checked in.

Convert Model to New Schema Command

Select the Convert command to convert or reconvert the selected model to the Current Schema, which is compatible with
the Current Schema Workstation Toolset. A confirmation appears.

Prerequisites to using this command:

• The model to be converted must not be a child model. Only parent models or models without child models can be
converted.

• The model to be converted must be checked in. A checked out model or a model with checked out subsets cannot be
converted.

• The model schema must be at least Second Prior Schema.

Important! After a model has been converted to the Current Schema, it can no longer be worked on with releases of
the Toolset not in the Current Schema. Therefore, ensure that you have upgraded to the Current Schema Toolset before
converting the model.
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Reports

Model Statistics Report

Use Model Statistics Report to specify the destination directory for MDLSTATS.RPT, the Model Statistics Report.

Model Statistics displays the following information that the Client-Server Encyclopedia has stored about the specified
model:

• Model statistics
• Model parent statistics
• Subset statistics

Model statistics

Model statistics contains the following information.

Field Description
Model name The long name of the model.
Model owner The user ID of the model administrator.
Model status The state the model is in. It can be in one of four states:

Modifiable, Waiting for Verify, Checked In, or Read only as follows:
The model was created using upload or extract/load. Either
apply has not been requested or apply without checkin has been
verified.
An Apply has been requested, but has not yet been verified. You
cannot modify the model. Only read operations are allowed.
An Apply has been requested and verified. You cannot modify the
model. Only read operations are allowed.
This model was created using extract/load request with the read-
only option that is turned on.

Model release (schema) The CSE provides full support for Current Schema and Prior
Schema release levels, and transition support for Second Prior
Schema, subject to the following rules:
Second Prior Schema models can be loaded into Current Schema
Encyclopedia, but can be accessed only for deletion or for
conversion to a Current Schema model.
Prior Schema workstation toolsets can only access Prior Schema
models in the Encyclopedia.
Current Schema workstation toolsets can only access Current
Schema models.
Current Schema models cannot exist in any Encyclopedias earlier
than Current Schema Encyclopedias.
Any model that is at a Schema release before Second Prior
Schema must be converted with an earlier version of the
Encyclopedia to bring it to Second Prior Schema or Prior Schema.
For the schema designation for Second Prior Schema, Prior
Schema, and Current Schema, see the Release Notes.

Language Code The code page under which text data is stored on the current
encyclopedia.
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Current user access Y (yes) or N (no) for Admin, Update, Migrate, Generate, where:
Indicates whether you are the model administrator and are able to
perform all functions on the model.
Indicates whether you are authorized to modify the model.
Indicates whether you are authorized to migrate objects to the
model.
Indicates whether you are authorized to create executable code
for the model.

Number of objects Number of objects the model contains.
Number of subsets Number of subsets defined for the model.
Number checked out Number of subsets in this model currently checked out.
Date, time, userid created The date (YYYY-MM-DD) and time (HH:MM:SS) the model was

created, and the user ID of the individual who created it.
Date, time, userid last updated The date (YYYY-MM-DD) and time (HH:MM:SS) the model was

last updated, and the user ID of the individual who performed the
update.

Date, time, userid checked out If checked out, the date (YYYY-MM-DD), time (HH:MM:SS), and
user ID under which the checkout was performed. Otherwise, the
message, Model Not Checked Out.

Model Parent Statistics

Field Description
Encyclopedia ID The unique identifier for the encyclopedia where the parent model

resides.
Model ID The unique identifying number for the parent model.
Checkout ID The unique numeric identifier that is assigned to this child model

when it was extracted from the parent model. If the parent model
resides on the Host Encyclopedia, the Checkout ID is the Subset
ID.

Handshake The date and time of the last activity that is performed on the
parent model (for example, extract or apply but do not check in).

Subset Statistics

Model Statistics also displays the following information on each subset of the specified model.

Field Description
Subset name Name of the subset.
Subset owner User ID of the current owner of the subset.
Subset type The purpose of the subset, which is one of the following: DESIGN,

UNIT TEST, SYSTEM TEST, where:
Objects in the subset are only at the design phase.
Objects in the subset are generated and unit that is tested.
Objects in the subset are system that is tested.

Number of scoping objects The number of scoping objects in the subset.
Date, time, userid created The date and time the subset was initially created and the user ID

of the individual who created it.
Date, time, userid checked out The checkout date (YYYY-MM-DD), time (HH:MM:SS), and User

ID under which the checkout was performed.
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Expansion Conflict Report

The Expansion Conflict Report can be run to provide details on a model or subset either before or after you have checked
it out.

Before checking out a model or subset, use the Expansion Conflict Report to identify subsetting protection downgrades
that occur when:

• Another checkout contains the same shared object that you plan to scope in your checkout, and the object protection
you plan to request conflicts with the protection granted in that checkout.

• You plan to request Delete protection on an object, but your subset does not include all the related objects that are
required for the deletion.

• The maximum access for the object in this model is less than the access you need. This situation occurs when the
model that you plan to check out is a child model with object protection that was downgraded during the extract.

When you select OK, the Expansion Conflict report is displayed; the file, EXPCONFL.RPT, is written to the fully qualified
path you specify. It is recommended that you use the defaults for Display Mode and Report Mode, unless you are working
with your support representative to discover why downgrades occurred.

Object Cross Reference Report

Generate object cross reference reports that indicate the interrelationships of objects within a model.

The reports show you how and where objects are related to each other.

The reports are generated against the current encyclopedia; reports do not cross encyclopedias.

You can generate the following reports:

REPORT TYPE DESCRIPTION
Object Where Contained Lists objects that contain selected objects. Example: Entity Type is

contained by a Subject Area.
Object Contains Lists objects contained by selected objects. Example: Entity Type

contains one or more Attributes and one or more Relationship
Memberships.

Object Delete Prevention Lists objects that prevent the deletion of selected objects.
Example: An Entity Type that is used in a procedure step view
cannot be deleted.

Object Implemented by Lists objects that implement selected objects. Example: Entity
Type is implemented by a Record.

Object Implements Lists objects that are implemented by selected objects. Example:
A Record implements an Entity Type.

Object is Defined in (Matrices) Lists matrices for which selected objects have cell values.
Example: An Entity Type may have a cell value in the Entity Type/
Function Matrix.

Object Where Referenced/Used Lists objects that reference or use selected objects. Example: An
Entity Type is used by procedure step view.

Object References/Uses Lists objects that are used or referenced by selected objects.
Example: A procedure step uses an attribute.
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You can specify the following:

Option Description
Directory The fully qualified path to which you want the report that is written.

The default is the current directory. If you specify a directory that
does not exist, it is created for you.

Filename Report name. The default name is OBJXREF.RPT.

The report contains the following information:

• Model Name
• User Id
• Date and time of the report
• Object(s) selected
• Effected objects

All object occurrences that are displayed in the report are displayed in a label format that uniquely identifies the object (if
possible).

Consistency Check Report

The Consistency Check Report displays information where a model does not conform to the rules and conventions within
Gen at the data, activity, and interaction levels.

You can input Report Options for Object Range, Report Type, Severity, DBMS, Threshold, Rule Level, and Report
Destination. If you do not input options the defaults are used.

When you select OK, the report is displayed and the file is written to the fully qualified path specified.

Model Action Block Use Report

The Model Action Block Use Report lists the calling hierarchy of components in a model. The report has three basic
modes of operation, which is selected by the Object Range report option.

You can select one of the following options from the Object Range List.

• All business systems and load modules
This option lists every Business System in the model, every load module under its Business System, every Procedure
Step in each Load Module, and recursively, every Action Block used by the Procedure Step. Derivation Algorithms in
the model are also listed.

• Selected objects
This option allows you to select Business Systems or Load Modules to include in the report. The selected objects and
components that are used by those objects are listed. Derivation Algorithms never appear in this report.

• Filter modules by Dynamically Link (z/OS) option
This option enables the Filter Value field. The report lists Procedure Steps, Screens, Action Blocks and Derivation
Algorithms that have their Dynamic Link (z/OS) property set to the value selected in the Filter Values field.

The permitted values that can appear in the Dynamic Link (z/OS) options for these components are:

• Default
• Yes
• No
• Compatibility

The report is written to the specified Directory and File Name. If the file exists, a warning is displayed and you are given
the choice of proceeding and writing over the file or going back to this dialog.
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When the report is completed, it is also displayed on your workstation.

Apply

Apply and Check In Command

Apply and Check In takes the changes that are made to the child model and applies those changes to the parent model.
This is the appropriate follow-up when the changes that are made to the child model are a result of the issue of an Update
And Check In Model command from a workstation. After a successful apply, the child model is in checked in status and
the parent model is in modifiable status.

To perform this command, the child model must be opened.

Apply But Do Not Check In Command

Apply But Do Not Check In takes the changes that are made to the child model and applies those changes to the parent
model.

Use the Apply But Do Not Check In command to apply all the updates to the parent model while keeping the child model
in modifiable status. This is the appropriate follow-up when the changes that are made to the child model are a result of
the issue of an Update But Do Not Check In command from a workstation.

To perform this command, an Extract must have been previously performed and the child model must be opened.

Resend Apply Command

The Resend Apply command applies the changes that are made on the child model to the parent model and verifies that
the changes have been successfully applied.

If a communications failure interrupts the completion of the Apply And Check In command or the Apply But Do Not Check
In command, check the user ID subdirectory in the CSE directory for the existence of files that are created by the apply
process as indicated in the following table and take the action indicated.

File existence condition Action to take
apply.trn only exists Issue the Resend Apply command.
apply.trn and everify.trn exist Issue the Verify Apply command.
apply.trn and everify.trn do not exist Reissue the Apply command that failed.

Verify Apply Command

The Verify Apply Command verifies the apply operation that is completed successfully and creates the everify.rpt.
Normally, the other Apply commands end with the verification step that is invoked by this command; the Verify Apply
command is used only when a communications failure occurs at a particular point in apply processing.

If a communications failure interrupts the completion of the Apply And Check In command or the Apply But Do Not Check
In command, check the user ID subdirectory in the CSE directory for the existence of files that are created by the apply
process as indicated in the following table and take action indicated.

File existence condition Action to take
apply.trn and everify.trn exist Issue the Verify Apply command.
apply.trn only exists Issue the Resend Apply command.
apply.trn and everify.trn do not exist Reissue the Apply command that failed.
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Delete Object Command

The Delete Object command deletes objects within a model directly from an encyclopedia without requiring you to check
out the model or subset.

Use this command to select objects in the current model that are available for deletion.

Rename Object Command

The Rename Object command lets you rename objects within a model directly from an encyclopedia without requiring you
to check out the model or subset.

Use this command to select an object to rename.

Object Delete Options

The purpose of object level deletion is to let you delete selected objects directly from an encyclopedia without checking
out the model or subset.

Candidates for deletion

You may delete objects that are displayed in the Object Selection list, which shows only those objects that are candidates
for deletion. Candidate objects are as follows:

• Information Strategy Planning (ISP) objects
• Business Area Analysis (BAA) objects
• Business System Design (BSD) objects
• Technical Design (TD) objects
• Construction objects

Criteria for deletion

An object that you select to delete must meet the following criteria:

• It cannot be referenced by another object
• It cannot be checked out with protection access greater than read
• The maximum access of the object must be deleted

Deletion options

You can specify the following options during deletion:

Option Description
Maximum Errors The number of errors to report per object. The default is 10.

Note: An error occurs when you try to delete an object that cannot
be deleted.

Directory The fully qualified path to which you want the deletion report
written. The default is the client CSE directory.

Filename Report name. The default name is DELETE.RPT.

Deletion report contents

A report is produced that contains the following information:
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• Date and time of the deletion
• Report title
• Model name
• Your user Id
• Object label of each object you selected to delete
• For each object processed, a message indicating the results of the deletion
• Total number of selected objects that were successfully deleted
• Total number of aggregate objects that were deleted as a result of deleting another object

Successful Deletion

The report includes the following information for each selected object that was successfully deleted:

• Object label
• List of shared objects that were deleted as a result of deleting the selected object

NOTE
Deleted non-shared objects are not reported.

Unsuccessful Deletion

The report includes one of the following errors for each object that cannot be deleted:

• The object is referenced by other objects; this message is accompanied by a list of shared objects that reference the
object that is selected for deletion

• The object is protected; this message is accompanied by a list of protected objects, along with the subset/model in
which the object is checked out, or the maximum access of the object.

Authorization and Checkout in Model Selection
This article provides information for Authorization and Checkout in Model Selection including Modify, Maintain, and
Confirm.

Authorization

Modify Model Administrator

Modify Administrator assigns a different administrator to the model. To change the administrator, you must be one of the
following:

• Encyclopedia administrator
• Model administrator
• Member of the group that administers the model

When a new model administrator is assigned, the original authority changes of the administrator only for the selected
model. There is no change in their authority on other models.

If modify administrator does not work, verify the following:

• The model was not checked out to the current administrator when you selected Authorization.
• The new administrator is an authorized user.

Maintain User Access Command

Maintain User Access allows you to grant or revoke user access to a subset. You must be a subset administrator to grant
or revoke user access.
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Checkout

Confirm Override Checkout Status

Override Checkout Status Confirmation prompts you to confirm that you want to override the checkout status of the model.

To override the checkout status, you must be one of the following:

• Encyclopedia administrator
• Model administrator
• User who checked out the model

Override the checkout status of a model when:

• Changes were made to the model that you do not want to keep
• You cannot upload the model
• You checked out a model but were downgraded

Modify Checkout User ID for Model

Modifying the checkout user ID allows someone other than the person who checked out the model to check it in.

To modify the user ID, you must be one of the following:

• Model administrator
• User who checked out the model

If modify administrator does not work, verify the following:

• The new user ID has access to the model
• The model is checked out

Subset Selection

This article provides information for Subset Selection including Actions, Authorization, and Checkout.

Actions

Protection/Expansion Object List for Object Occurrences

Select objects from this list to include as selected objects in a subset and perform actions on.

Protection for the object is shown by one of the following letters displayed under the P column:

LETTER MEANING
D Delete
M Modify
A Access
R Read

Expansion for the object is shown by one of the following letters displayed under the E column:

LETTER MEANING
D Default
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F Full
S Short

List Object Types

The Object Type List displays a list of scoping object types for use in defining your subset. Multiple object types can be
selected at one time. Enter List to display the objects of the object type selected that are in the model you have open.

Select Protection/Expansion

Select Protection/Expansion allows you to assign the protection or expansion of a scoping object.

Checkout Status List

The Checkout Status List displays the name of each checked out subset containing the selected object, the user ID
associated with the checkout and the protection granted for the object. If the entire model is checked out, the model
name is displayed instead of the subset name. No entries indicates that this object is not part of any checked out model
or subset. Maximum access may be less than delete if the model containing the object is a child model, where object
protection was downgraded during the extract.

Use this list in combination with the maximum access to identify potential downgrades for the selected object.

Subset List

Subset List displays the subsets defined for the current model.

The Filter field allows you to sort the list of options based on a particular keyword. Type a keyword in the text box and click
Apply.

The Subset list displays the list of models that match the input string. The input string may be at any position within the
name.
Use the following wildcard characters to filter:

• Asterisk (*) substitutes for zero or more characters.
Example: Type ART*T, the list displays ADD_DEPARTMENT, DELETE_DEPARTMENT, and so on.

• Question mark (?) substitutes for zero or one occurrence of the character that precedes the question mark.
Example: Type DI?, the list displays DIVISION, DEPARTMENT, MODIFY_EMPLOYEE, and so on. Here the character
before ?, that is I, is optional.

To open a subset, highlight the subset name and select Open.

To display information about a particular subset, highlight the subset name, and select Detail.

To view detail for a subset, highlight the one you want, and select Detail.

Expansion Conflict Report

The Expansion Conflict Report can be run to provide details on a model or subset either before or after you have checked
it out.

Before checking out a model or subset, use the Expansion Conflict Report to identify subsetting protection downgrades
that occur when:
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• Another checkout contains the same shared object you plan to scope in your checkout, and the object protection you
plan to request conflicts with the protection granted in that checkout.

• You plan to request Delete protection on an object, but your subset will not include all of the related objects required for
the deletion.

• The maximum access for the object in this model is less than the access you need. This situation occurs when the
model you plan to check out is a child model with object protection that was downgraded during the extract.

When you select OK, the Expansion Conflict report is displayed; the file, EXPCONFL.RPT, is written to the fully qualified
path you specify. It is recommended that you use the defaults for Display Mode and Report Mode, unless you are working
with your support representative to discover why downgrades occurred.

Subset Detail

Subset Detail displays the subset information that the CSE has stored about the currently selected subset.

• Model Name: The name of the model of which this subset is a part.
• Subset Name: The name of the subset.
• Subset Administrator: The User ID for the owner of the subset.
• Subset Type: Shows the purpose of the subset.

Design - Objects in the subset are only at the design phase.

Unit - Objects in the subset will be generated and unit tested.

System - Objects in the subset will be system tested.

• Checked Out: The User ID of the person who checked out the subset and the date and time the subset was checked
out.

• Created: The User ID of the person who created the subset and the date and time the subset was created.

Create Model From Subset

Create New Model from Subset provides a shortcut way to create a new model based on a set of scoping objects (a
subset). The subset from which you create a new model is not affected.

The new model is available for use immediately.

Authorization

Modify Subset Administrator

Modify Administrator establishes a new administrator ID for a subset. The previous administrator's access to anything else
is not affected.

User Access to Specified Subset

User Access allows you to grant a user access to a subset or revoke a user's access to a subset. It also displays lists of
authorized and unauthorized users.

Checkout

Confirm Override Checkout Status

Override Checkout Status Confirmation prompts you to confirm that you want to override the checkout status of the model.

To override the checkout status, you must be one of the following:
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• Encyclopedia administrator
• Model administrator
• User who checked out the model

Override the checkout status of a model when:

• Changes were made to the model that you do not want to keep
• You cannot upload the model
• You checked out a model but were downgraded

Modify Checkout User ID for Model

Modifying the checkout user ID allows someone other than the person who checked out the model to check it in.

• To modify the user ID, you must be one of the following:
• Model administrator
• User who checked out the model

If modify administrator does not work, verify the following:

• The new user ID has access to the model
• The model is checked out

User in CSE Client

This article provides information for User in CSE Client that includes Modify Password, Individual and Group Selection
Window, Individual List and User Detail, Add/Modify User, and Model Access for Specified User.

Modify Password

Changing the password here changes your password for all encyclopedias in the directory.

This password is used when logging on to any of the clients.

Individual Selection Window

The Individual Selection window allows you to add and modify users, as well as manage the access that each user has
to subsets and models. This window contains Actions, Authorization, and Membership actions and an entry field for
Individual ID. See the action bar item of interest.

Action Option Purpose

Actions Open Open the individual user who is identified in
the ID field and make it the active user.

List Select the ID to open or detail from an
individual selection list.

New Specify the authorization level for a new
user.

Modify Change the authorization level associated
with the active User ID, where a user
can be identified as the encyclopedia
administrator, or authorized to add users or
models.
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Detail Display information about the active User
ID.

Delete Delete the active User ID from the current
encyclopedia.

Exit Exit the Individual Selection Window.

Authorization Maintain Model Access Grant, modify, or revoke access to a model
for an individual user. Access can include
read only, update only, update and migrate,
generate only, or update, migrate, and
generate.

Maintain Subset Access Grant or revoke access to a subset of a
model for an individual user.

Memberships This command Invokes a Group List dialog box that
enables you to add the active user to one or
more groups or remove the active user from
one or more groups.

Group Selection Window

The Group Selection window allows you to create a group of users and manage their access to one or more models.

Individual List

Use the Individual List to display the User ID and name of each encyclopedia user.

To open a user, select the ID and select the Open command.

To view more information about a user, select the ID and then select the Detail command.

Individual User Detail

Detail displays the following information about the selected user:

• Who created the user
• Date the ID was added to the encyclopedia
• Time the ID was added to the encyclopedia

Whether the user is

• The encyclopedia administrator
• Authorized to add users
• Authorized to add models

Add/Modify User

Use Add/Modify when you want to specify the authorization level for a new or an existing user.

To add a user:

• Enter the ID and name of the user
• Assign access authorization

To modify an existing user, change the access authorization.

If Add/Modify user does not work, verify the following:
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• You are the encyclopedia administrator or have add user authority.
• The user being added does not exist in the encyclopedia

An encyclopedia administrator can grant the following access levels:

• Encyclopedia administrator
• Able to add models
• Able to add users

A person with the authority to add users can grant the authority to add models.

Model Access for Specified User

Use Model Access to grant, modify, or revoke access to a model. Access can be granted, modified, or revoked by any of
the following:

• Encyclopedia administrator
• Model administrator
• Member of the group that administers the model

Read access allows users to view a model. This level of access is available for all models in the Models Authorized For
list box. To assign Read access, select a model from the list of Models Unauthorized For, and select the Grant pushbutton.

Granting access to a model allows a user at least Read access to the entire model. If you want to allow access only to
specific subsets of a model, use the Subset Access option.

Code Page Descriptions

This article provides information for Code Page Description including Operating System, Encoding, Code Page, and
Character Set.

Use the following chart to interpret values for a code page.

Operating system Encoding Code page Character set
z/OS EBCDIC* 37 North America

277 Danish/Norwegian
278 Finnish/Swedish
285 United Kingdom
420 Arabic
424 Hebrew
500 International
1026 Turkish

UNIX ASCII 813 Greek "ISO-8859-7" **
819 America and Western Europe

(Latin-1) "ISO-8859-1" **
912 Eastern Europe (Latin-2)

"ISO-8859-6" **
916 Hebrew "ISO-8859-8" **
920 Turkish "ISO-8859-9" **
932 Japanese SJIS
940 Japanese EUC
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949 Korean EUC
1089 Arabic "ISO-8859-6" **

Windows ASCII 932 Japanese SJIS
949 Korean EUC
1252 America and Western Europe
1253 Greek
1254 Turkish
1255 Hebrew
1256 Arabic

*For details, see IBM's Character Data Representation Architecture Level 2 Registry (SC09-1391-01).

**For details, see International Register of Character Sets to be used with Escape Sequences, part of the document set
produced by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).

Keys Help for CSE Clients

This article provides information for Keys Help for Client Server Encyclopedia Clients. The following table describes keys
that are available in the CSE clients.

Key(s) Description
F1 Provides help for the highlighted action.
F2 Displays Extended Help for the current window.
F9 Displays the Keys Help panel.
F11 Displays Index help panel.
Prt Scr Prints the displayed information.
Control+s Activates the text search feature when a help panel is open for

viewing.

Client Server Encyclopedia Checkout Client
This article provides information for Client Server Encyclopedia Checkout Client including, Encyclopedia, Model, and
Subset actions.

The Checkout Client contains three actions other than the standard Window and Help.

• Encyclopedia
Open an encyclopedia or close an encyclopedia; perform communications operations on a model or subset, such as
updating or verifying the last update; and exit the window.

• Model
Access the Checkout Model Selection window.

• Subset
Access the Checkout Subset Selection window.

If you are already logged on to an encyclopedia, this window displays its name, software group, and long description.

You must open an encyclopedia to enable the Model and Subset actions.
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Encyclopedia in Checkout Client

This article provides information for Encyclopedia in Checkout Client including, Open and Close Encyclopedia, Update a
Model or Subset Manually, Verify the Last Update Manually, and Exit Command.

Open Encyclopedia

Open Encyclopedia Command

Use open to log on to an encyclopedia. The logged on encyclopedia is called the active encyclopedia and is the one
currently in use. You can open only one encyclopedia at a time. You must close the active encyclopedia before you can
open another encyclopedia.

When you select open, one of the following occurs:

• If you are NOT logged on to the client, the logon dialog box appears.
• If you are logged on AND have access to only one encyclopedia, that encyclopedia is opened.
• If you are logged on AND have access to multiple encyclopedias, a list of encyclopedias available for use with the CSE

software displays.

Certain actions in the action bar, such as Model, are disabled until you open an encyclopedia.

Encyclopedia Checkout Client Logon

User

Enter the user ID and password that identifies you to all the CSE clients and to one or more encyclopedias to be
accessed. You must identify yourself before opening an encyclopedia and using any CSE client. This user ID and
password must be listed in the directories of the Coordination client and the Encyclopedia client.

NOTE
The User ID and Hostname are required fields. The OK button is enabled when both these fields have non-blank
entries.

Message Dispatcher Connection

Hostname is the IP name or the address of the computer on which the Message Dispatcher software is installed and
running. The IP name or address can be in Internet Packet version 4 (IPv4) or version 6 (IPv6) format. The following
Universal Resource Locator (URL) format is also supported in the Hostname field:

URL format: [host-name-or-IP-address]:port-number

Replace host-name-or-IP-address with the Message Dispatcher host name or IP address.  Replace port-number with the
Message Dispatcher port number or service name.

NOTE
When you enter the URL format in the Hostname field, the port number field is ignored.

Port (number) is an IP socket number (assigned during CSE configuration) on which the Message Dispatcher software is
accepting connection requests. Service (name) is an alias for the port number that is provided as a mnemonic to help with
remembering the port number. The service name must be defined in the Services file on the computer on which the CSE
client is running. Enter either the port number or service name but not both.

The maximum length for an entry in the Hostname field is 1024 bytes. The maximum length for an entry in the port
number/service name field is 32 bytes.

See your CSE Encyclopedia Administrator for the hostname and port number/service name.
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NOTE
The user ID is stored in the CSE_USER environment variable. The hostname and service name/port number
are stored in the CSE_HOST environment variable. These values are created or updated each time that you
connect to a specific Message Dispatcher process.

Close Encyclopedia

Close inactivates the encyclopedia currently in use. (The encyclopedia currently in use is called the active encyclopedia.)
You are automatically logged off an encyclopedia when it closes.

Closing an encyclopedia also disables certain actions in the action bar. Actions whose functions are directly related to
having an active encyclopedia, such as Model, are disabled until you open an encyclopedia.

Update a Model or Subset Manually

Use update to:

• Complete the upload (copying) of a model or subset from the Workstation Toolset to the CSE.
• Complete the generation of a new model.

Use this option for manual file transfers only.

Enter the fully qualified path containing the update transaction file (update.trn). The default is the current working directory.

If update does not work, do the following:

• Make sure you created the update transaction file (update.trn) using Update And Check In Model, Update But Do Not
Check In, or Generate New Model on the Workstation Toolset.

• Make sure that the model or subset was checked out, unless this is the initial update.
• Try resending the last update.
• Check the Workstation Toolset's Model Retrieval Status Report, if it was produced.
• Make sure you have the appropriate authority as shown in the following table:

Update sequence Your role
The first one The encyclopedia administrator.

OR
The person who has add model authority.

A subsequent one The person who checked out the model or subset and who has
more than access authority.

Verify the Last Update Manually

Use the Verify Last Update option after you update a model or subset to ensure the transfer from the Workstation Toolset
to the CSE was successful.

Use this option for manual file transfers only.

If verify does not work, ensure the following:

• You created a verification file (verup.trn) using the Verify Last Update option.
• You copied the verup.trn file to the directory that you entered in the verify file entry field. Enter the fully qualified path

containing the verification file (verup.trn). The default is the current working directory.
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Exit Command

Exit closes the active window. If the active window is a primary window, all secondary windows are also closed.

Model in Checkout Client

This article provides information for Model in Checkout Client including, Model List, and Model Detail.

Actions

Model List

Model List displays a list of all models in the encyclopedia.

You can select only one model at a time.

• Open a model
Select the model by highlighting the name, then select the Open command.

• Display model information
Select the model by highlighting the name, then select the Detail command.

The Filter field allows you to sort the list of options based on a particular keyword. Type a keyword in the text box and click
Apply.

The Model list displays the list of models that match the input string. The input string may be at any position within the
name.
Use the following wildcard characters to filter:

• Asterisk (*) substitutes for zero or more characters.
Example: Type ART*T, the list displays ADD_DEPARTMENT, DELETE_DEPARTMENT, and so on.

• Question mark (?) substitutes for zero or one occurrence of the character that precedes the question mark.
Example: Type DI?, the list displays DIVISION, DEPARTMENT, MODIFY_EMPLOYEE, and so on. Here the character
before ?, that is I, is optional.

Model Detail

Model detail displays the model information that the CSE has stored about the currently selected model.

Model Name
The long name of the model.

Administrator
The User ID of the model administrator.

Status
The state the model is in. It can be in one of four states:

• Modifiable
The model was created using upload or extract/load. Either apply has not been requested or apply without
check-in has been verified.

• Waiting for Verify
An apply has been requested, but has not yet been verified. You cannot modify the model. Only read
operations are allowed.

• Checked in
An Apply has been requested and verified. You cannot modify the model. Only read operations are allowed.

• Read only
This model was created using extract/load request with the read-only option that is turned on.
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Schema
The CSE provides full support for Current Schema and Prior Schema release levels, and transition support for
Second Prior Schema, subject to the following rules:

• Second Prior Schema models can be loaded into a Gen 8 Encyclopedia, but can be accessed only for deletion
or for conversion to a Current Schema model.

• Prior Schema models in the Encyclopedia can be accessed by AllFusion Gen r7, 7.5, or 7.6 workstation
toolsets, but not by Gen 8 workstation toolsets.

• Current Schema models can be accessed by Gen 8 workstation toolsets only.
• Current Schema models cannot exist in any Encyclopedias earlier than Gen 8 Encyclopedias.
• Any model that is at a Schema release before Second Prior Schema must be converted with an earlier version

of the Encyclopedia to bring it to Second Prior Schema or Prior Schema level.

Note: For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the
Release Notes.

Type
The model type: Gen.

Language Code
The code page used to store the model in the current encyclopedia. For more information about the code page
descriptions, click here.

Current user access
Y (yes) or N (no) for Admin, Update, Migrate, Generate, where:

• Admin code
Indicates whether you are the model administrator and are able to perform all functions on the model.

• Update code
Indicates whether you are authorized to modify the model.

• Migrate code
Indicates whether you are authorized to migrate objects to the model.

• Generate code
Indicates whether you are authorized to create executable code for the model.

Checkout from Parent
Identification details on the Checkout.

• Ency ID
The unique identifying number for the encyclopedia where the parent model resides.

• Model ID
The unique identifying number for the parent model.

• Checkout ID
The unique numeric identifier that is assigned to this child model when it was extracted from the parent model.
If the parent model resides on the Host Encyclopedia, the Checkout ID is the Subset ID.

• Handshake
The date and time of the last activity that is performed on the parent model (for example, extract or apply but
do not check in).

Checked Out
The user ID of the person who checked out the model and the date and time that the model was last checked out
or updated without check in.

Created
The user ID of the person who initially created the model and the date and time that the model was created.
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Last Updated
The user ID of the person who most recently updated the model and the date and time the model was updated.

Checkout Model

Check Out Model or Subset (Manual)

Checkout transfers a copy of the model or subset from the CSE to the Workstation Toolset. Check out a model or subset
when you want to make changes.

NOTE
You can check out only one model at a time. The encyclopedia server does not allow any user to check out two
different models at the same time.

If you cannot check out a model or subset:

• See if the model or subset is already checked out. If it is, have the user check it in. If that is not possible, you may need
to override the checkout status.

• Check the Workstation Toolset's Model Retrieval Status Report if it produced one.
• Make sure you have the required authority:

– To view a model, read access on the model.
– To change a model, update access on the model.
– To change a subset, access the subset, but you are not required to have access to the model.

Manual Checkout Max Downgrade Report Occurrences Entry Field

Select the number of downgrades about which you want information. This does not limit the number of downgrades
occurring, just the number reported. The report displays several types of downgrades. Each type will have up to the
number you specify reported.

A downgrade occurs when you check out a subset containing objects that someone else checked out in another subset.
Your authority is lowered.

If you are unsure which value to enter, leave the default of 100.

Manual Checkout Destination Codepage List

Accept the displayed default or select another code page to use for textual data translation during a non-seamless
checkout of a model. The selection list contains all valid Workstation Toolset ASCII code pages to which the model
language code maps. The default is the active client platform code page. (Detail the model and examine the Language
Code value for the model code page.)

For example, if your model is stored as 850, the selected destination code page would be 819 for a Motif toolset (where
the active code page is 819 for the workstation on which the toolset resides), and 1252 for Windows. (Although 850
translates to 437 or 863, by selecting either of these code pages, some 850 characters could be lost during translation.)

Ensure your selection is valid for your environment. See Code Page Descriptions for the meaning of supported values.

Code Page Descriptions

Use the following chart to interpret values for code page.

Operating system Encoding Code page Character set
z/OS EBCDIC* 37 North America
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  277 Danish/Norwegian
  278 Finnish/Swedish
  285 United Kingdom
  420 Arabic
  424 Hebrew
  500 International
  1026 Turkish
UNIX ASCII 813 Greek "ISO-8859-7" **
  819 America and Western Europe

(Latin-1) "ISO-8859-1" **
  912 Eastern Europe (Latin-2)

"ISO-8859-6" **
  916 Hebrew "ISO-8859-8" **
  920 Turkish "ISO-8859-9" **
  932 Japanese SJIS
  940 Japanese EUC
  949 Korean EUC
  1089 Arabic "ISO-8859-6" **
Windows ASCII 932 Japanese SJIS
  949 Korean EUC
  1252 America and Western Europe
  1253 Greek
  1254 Turkish
  1255 Hebrew
  1256 Arabic

*For details, see IBM's Character Data Representation Architecture Level 2 Registry (SC09-1391-01)

**For details, see International Register of Character Sets to be used with Escape Sequences, part of the document set
produced by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).

Manual Checkout File Path Entry Field

Enter the directory path to which you want the checkout transaction file (checkout.trn) written. The transaction file contains
information that allows you to copy a model or subset to the Workstation Toolset.

If you are unsure which value to enter, leave the current working directory as the default.

Checkout Model Selection Window

From this window you can open a model to:

• Check out
• Review detail

You also can access the Checkout Subset Window, which allows you to check out and review subsets.

You must open a model to enable the Subset action.
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Subset in Checkout Client

This article provides information for Subset in Checkout Client including, Checkout Subset Window, Subset List and
Detail, and Checkout Model or Subset.

Checkout Subset Window

From this window you can open a subset to:

• Check out
• Review detail

Subset List

Subset List displays the subsets that are defined for the current model.

The Filter field allows you to sort the list of options based on a particular keyword. Type a keyword in the text box and click
Apply.

The Subset list displays the list of models that match the input string. The input string may be at any position within the
name.
Use the following wildcard characters to filter:

• Asterisk (*) substitutes for zero or more characters.
Example: Type ART*T, the list displays ADD_DEPARTMENT, DELETE_DEPARTMENT, and so on.

• Question mark (?) substitutes for zero or one occurrence of the character that precedes the question mark.
Example: Type DI?, the list displays DIVISION, DEPARTMENT, MODIFY_EMPLOYEE, and so on. Here the character
before ?, that is I, is optional.

To select a subset, highlight the one you want and select OK.

To view detail for a subset, highlight the one you want and select Detail.

Subset Detail

Subset Detail displays the subset information that the CSE has stored about the currently selected subset.

Model Name
The name of the model of which this subset is a part.

Subset Name
The name of the subset.

Subset Administrator
The user ID for the owner of the subset.

Subset Type
Shows the purpose of the subset.

• Design
Objects in the subset are only at the design phase.

• Unit
Objects in the subset are generated and unit that is tested.

• System
Objects in the subset are system tested.

Checked Out
The user ID of the person who checked out the subset and the date and time that the subset was checked out.
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Created
The user ID of the person who created the subset and the date and time that the subset was created.

Check Out Model or Subset (Manual)

Checkout transfers a copy of the model or subset from the CSE to the Workstation Toolset. Check out a model or subset
when you want to make changes.

NOTE
You can check out only one model at a time. The encyclopedia server does not allow any user to check out two
different models at the same time.

If you cannot check out a model/subset:

• See if the model or subset is already checked out. If it is, have the user check it in. If that is not possible, you
must override the checkout status.

• Check the Workstation Toolset's Model Retrieval Status Report if it produced one.
• Make sure you have the required authority:

Task Access needed

View a model Read access on the model.

Change a model Update access on the model

Change a subset Access to the subset, but you are not required to have access to
the model.

Manual Checkout Destination Codepage List

Accept the displayed default or select another code page to use for textual data translation during a non-seamless
checkout of a model. The selection list contains all valid Workstation Toolset ASCII code pages to which the model
language code maps. The default is the active client platform code page. (Detail the model and examine the Language
Code value for the model code page.)

For example, if your model is stored as 850, the selected destination code page would be 819 for a Motif toolset (where
the active code page is 819 for the workstation on which the toolset resides), and 1252 for Windows. (Although 850
translates to 437 or 863, by selecting either of these code pages, some 850 characters could be lost during translation.)

Ensure that your selection is valid for your environment. See Code Page Descriptions for the meaning of supported
values.

Manual Checkout File Path Entry Field

Enter the directory path to which you want the checkout transaction file (checkout.trn) written. The transaction file contains
information that allows you to copy a model or subset to the Workstation Toolset.

If you are unsure which value to enter, leave the current working directory as the default.

Manual Checkout Max Downgrade Report Occurrences Entry Field

Select the number of downgrades about which you want information. This does not limit the number of downgrades
occurring, just the number reported. The report displays several types of downgrades. Each type has up to the number
that you specify reported.

A downgrade occurs when you check out a subset containing objects that someone else checked out in another subset.
Your authority is lowered.

If you are unsure which value to enter, leave the default of 100.
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Manual Checkout Read Only Option

Select the Read Only Flag option when you want only to examine the model or subset. You cannot modify a model or
subset checked out for read only. You do not need to return a model or subset checked out for read only.

Client Server Encyclopedia Construction Client
This article provides information for Client Server Encyclopedia Construction Client including, Construction Overview,
Prerequisites to Construction, and Encyclopedia Construction Client.

Construction Overview

Gen CSE Construction Client provides tools with which you create an executable application system. Using diagrams and
other information, Construction can create the following items:

• Source code for Dialog Managers, Batch Managers, Window Managers, Client Managers, Server Managers,
procedure steps, action blocks, screens, MFS maps, and referential integrity triggers.

• Data Definition Language
• Installation control modules

Construction also controls the installation of an application through creation of remote installation files (implementation
packages).

The objective of Construction is to build all the pieces necessary for an application system to execute in a selected
environment.

Prerequisites to Construction

The following items must be completed before you can create an application system with Construction:

• Entity relationship diagram
• Dialog flow diagram
• Screens that are built using Screen Design and/or windows and dialogs built using Window Design
• Procedure action diagrams
• Data structure diagram

Encyclopedia Construction Client - Window

This window enables you to log on to any encyclopedia for which you are authorized and specify source code and DDL
construction.

Action Options Purpose

Encyclopedia Open Access an encyclopedia from this client.

Close Close the active encyclopedia.

Terminal Characteristics Specify MVS MFS devices.

Exit Close this application.

Model Action Open and provides details on models.

Code Specify environment, packaging, type of
generation, and MVS bind options.

DDL Specify environment configuration and
generate source code and DDL.
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Encyclopedia in Construction Client

This article provides information for Encyclopedia in Construction Client including, Open Encyclopedia and MFS Devices
List.

Open Encyclopedia

Open Encyclopedia Command

Use Open to log on to an encyclopedia. The logged on encyclopedia is called the active encyclopedia and is the one
currently in use. You can open only one encyclopedia at a time. You must close the active encyclopedia before you can
open another encyclopedia.

When you select Open, one of the following occurs:

• If you are NOT logged on to the client, the logon dialog appears.
• If you are logged on AND have access to only one encyclopedia, that encyclopedia is opened.
• If you are logged on AND have access to multiple encyclopedias, a list of encyclopedias available for use with the CSE

software displays.

Certain actions in the action bar, such as Model, are disabled until you open an encyclopedia.

Construction Client Logon

User

Enter the user ID and password that identifies you to all the CSE clients and to one or more encyclopedias to be
accessed. You must identify yourself before opening an encyclopedia and using any CSE client. This user ID and
password must be listed in the directories of the Coordination client and the Encyclopedia client.

NOTE
The User ID and Hostname are required fields. The OK button is enabled when both these fields have non-blank
entries.

Message Dispatcher Connection

Hostname is the IP name or address of the computer on which the Message Dispatcher software is installed and running.
The IP name or address can be in Internet Packet version 4 (IPv4) or version 6 (IPv6) format. The following Universal
Resource Locator (URL) format is also supported in the Hostname field:

URL format: [host-name-or-IP-address]:port-number

Replace host-name-or-IP-address with the Message Dispatcher host name or IP address. Replace port-number with the
Message Dispatcher port number or service name.

NOTE
When you enter the URL format in the Hostname field, the port number field is ignored.

Port (number) is an IP socket number (assigned during CSE configuration) on which the Message Dispatcher software is
accepting connection requests. Service (name) is an alias for the port number that is provided as a mnemonic to help with
remembering the port number. The service name must be defined in the Services file on the computer on which the CSE
client is running. Enter either the port number or service name but not both.

The maximum length for an entry in the Hostname field is 1024 bytes. The maximum length for an entry in the port
number/service name field is 32 bytes.

See your CSE Encyclopedia Administrator for the hostname and port number/service name.
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NOTE
The user ID is stored in the CSE_USER environment variable. The hostname and service name/port number
are stored in the CSE_HOST environment variable. These values are created or updated each time that you
connect to a specific Message Dispatcher process.

MFS Devices List

This selection list contains a standard set of device types that are supported by the z/OS/IMS MFS (Message Format
Service). The Gen? (Selected for Generation) and Extended (Extended Attributes) information is modifiable.

Construction Model Selection Window

This article provides information for Construction Model Selection window that contains Actions, Code, and DDL actions.

This window contains Actions, Code, and DDL actions. See the action bar item of interest.

Action Option Purpose
Actions Open Open the model that is identified in the

Name field and make it the active model.
List Select the model to open or detail from a

model selection list.
Detail Display information about the active model.
Exit Exit the Model Selection Window.

Code Environment Specify the construction environment
parameters for source code generation.

Package Define the objects required to generate
and install the source code for the following
types of load modules - Online, Batch,
Window, and Client Server (cooperative).

Generate Generate source code.
DDL Environment Specify the environment parameters and

path names for DDL generation.
Generate Generate DDL.

Actions in Construction Client

Model List

Model List displays a list of all models in the encyclopedia.

You can select only one model at a time.

• Open a model
Select the model by highlighting the name, then select the Open command.

• Display model information
Select the model by highlighting the name, then select the Detail command.

The Filter field allows you to sort the list of options based on a particular keyword. Type a keyword in the text box and click
Apply.

The Model list displays the list of models that match the input string. The input string may be at any position within the
name.
Use the following wildcard characters to filter:
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• Asterisk (*) substitutes for zero or more characters.
Example: Type ART*T, the list displays ADD_DEPARTMENT, DELETE_DEPARTMENT, and so on.

• Question mark (?) substitutes for zero or one occurrence of the character that precedes the question mark.
Example: Type DI?, the list displays DIVISION, DEPARTMENT, MODIFY_EMPLOYEE, and so on. Here the character
before ?, that is I, is optional.

Code in Construction Client
This article provides information for Code in Construction Client including, Construction Environment Window, Remote
Construction Paths (z/OS), Package Bind Defaults, and Package List Order for the Plan Bind.

Construction Environment Window

This window allows you to detail the configuration and paths that are specified for referential integrity triggers or business
systems.

Detail

Environment Parameters for Business System

The Environment Parameters dialog specifies the construction environment for a business system. Different business
systems can have different construction environment parameters. These parameters affect code generation and are
saved as part of a business system for a model. You can override the following parameters under Generation Defaults:

• Operating system
• DBMS type
• Language
• TP monitor

Remote Construction Paths (z/OS)

Specify the fully qualified path names to override default paths or verify the displayed destination paths for:

• Generated source code
• Generated MFS (for z/OS)
• Installation control code
• Remote installation code
• Bitmaps

Package Bind Defaults

The Set Package Bind Defaults dialog lets you specify options for the DB2 precompile and the package bind.

Package Bind Defaults can be specified at four levels. Select the level for definitions of how to define each object.

Model Affects every member in the model.
Triggers Affects all RI Triggers
Business System Affects every member of a business system
Member Affects only the member selected

The search for this information is made in the following sequences:

For Action Blocks Member, Business System, Model
For RI Triggers Member, Triggers, Model
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If information exists at any level, the search stops there.

If you specify a Collection ID, each compile is followed by a package bind, using that ID and any non-blank Location,
Owner, Qualifier, Isolation, Validate, or Release parameters. If the Collection ID is spaces, no package bind is done.

You must use the Version ID when the module is precompiled, even if there is no bind.

Help for Fields

Field Description
Location Unique name of a database server of 1 to 16 characters, where

bind is performed. It defaults to the local database server if left
blank.

Collection An SQL long identifier of 1 to 18 letters, digits, or underscores that
identifies a collection. A collection ID is a qualifier for a package
ID.
The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not begin
with DSN, as this can conflict with DB2-provided collection IDs.
Collection ID"*" is not supported.

Version An SQL identifier of 1 to 64 letters, digits, lowercase letters,
underscores, periods, dashes, or colons, that is assigned to a
package when the package is created. The version ID that is
assigned is taken from the version ID associated with the DBRM
being bound. Version IDs are specified as a parameter of the DB2
precompiler.

Owner Owner designates the authorization ID of the package owner. An
authorization ID is a short identifier of 1 to 8 letters, digits, or the
underscore that identifies a set of privileges. An authorization ID
must begin with an alpha character.
The ID must not begin with DSN. If left blank, the Owner ID
defaults to use the primary authorization.

Qualifier Specifies the value of the implicit qualifier during bind. Qualifier is
an authorization ID of 1 to 8 characters, beginning with an alpha
character.

Isolation Shows how far a DBRM bound to this package can be isolated
from the effects of other executing programs. Repeatable Read
means that database values read or changed by this DBRM
cannot be changed by other programs until this application
commits or terminates. Cursor Stability means that database
values read by this DBRM are protected only while they are being
used. Uncommitted Read means that an application can read
uncommitted data.

Validate Shows how to handle "OBJECT NOT FOUND" and "NOT
AUTHORIZED" errors that occur at bind time. With BIND,
validation is attempted at bind time. If objects do not exist or
authority is not held, error messages are produced and the bind
fails. With RUN, validation is also attempted at BIND time, but if
objects do not exist or authority is not held, warning messages are
produced and the bind succeeds. More checking is done at run
time.

Release Shows when resources are released. COMMIT releases
resources at each commit point while DEALLOCATE releases
resources only when the program terminates.
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Help for Pushbuttons

Push Button Description
Delete Deletes the Package Bind Defaults
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the dialog.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays the panel Set MVS Bind Options, with links to help

panels for both tabbed dialogs.

Package List Order for the Plan Bind

The Package List Order panel allows you to choose the order of collections and packages in the PKLIST parameter of the
plan bind. If omitted, the PKLIST consists of one or more COLLECTION_ID.* entries, in alphabetical order. That is, one for
each collection referenced by package defaults of included members.

If you specify the order of packages and collections, and the list does not include all collections that are referenced by
members, the additional collections are added to the end of the list, in alphabetic order, as COLLECTION_ID.*. You may
specify collections and packages that are not referenced by members to allow for modules called by external action
blocks.

Help for Fields

Field Description
Location Unique name of a database server of 1 to 16 characters where

the Collection resides. It defaults to the local database server if left
blank.

Collection An SQL long identifier of 1 to 18 letters, digits, or underscores that
identifies a collection. A collection ID is a qualifier for a package
ID.
The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not begin
with DSN, as this can conflict with DB2-provided collection IDs.
Collection ID"*" is not supported.

Package An identifier of 1 to 8 letters, digits, or underscores that identifies
a package. The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not
begin with DSN.

Help for Push Buttons

Push Button Description
Add Opens the Add Package List dialog, which allows you to enter a

new Collection and Package name to the list.
Modify Opens the Modify Package List dialog, which allows you to

change one or both of the Collection ID and the Package ID.
Delete Deletes any Package List entries that are highlighted.
Move Moves the selected Package List entry. Select (highlight) the entry

you wish to move. Press the Move button. Then highlight the entry
that you want the moved item to follow.

Select All Selects all the entries in the Package List.
Deselect All Deselects all highlighted entries in the Package List.
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OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and
closes the dialog.

Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays the panel Set MVS Bind Options, with links to help

panels for both tabbed dialog.

DDL in Construction Client
This article provides information for DDL in Construction Client including, Environment, Generate, Edit, and Defaults.

Environment

Configuration Parameters for RI Triggers and DDL

Specify the environment parameters for referential integrity triggers and DDL from the Configuration Parameters dialog.
You can specify the following parameters under Configuration Parameters:

• Operating system
• Database
• Language
• TP monitor

Remote DDL Paths

Specify the fully qualified path names as the destination paths for the generated source code and the remote installation
code.

Generate

DDL Generation Window

Generation requires that the portion of the model that you are generating is consistent. You also must specify
configuration parameters and paths before generation.

The database definition defines the database objects that are identified by the database design and the physical storage
of the objects.

Before Gen can successfully generate the DDL for the model, the data model that is used to create the data structure
must be complete and consistent.

Gen saves the generated DDL installation control modules and remote installation files (implementation packages) in
the DDL Construction Paths. Gen when used during generation allocates these paths. Gen concatenates the current
operating system and DBMS type to the specified destination paths when used to ensure uniqueness.

Edit

DDL Generation Object Type List

The Object Type List displays a list of object types for use in generation. Multiple object types can be selected at one time.
Enter List to display the object occurrences of the object type selected that are in the model you have opened.

Generation Object Occurrence List

The Object Occurrence List allows you to add, detail, expand, and filter objects for generation.
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Expand

Generation Expanded Object Occurrence List

The Expanded Object Occurrence List allows you to add, detail, expand, and filter objects for generation.

Generate

DDL Generation/Generate Model Options

Select Install to install the generated code. Select Include Drop Statements to generate SQL DROP statements in the
DDL.

Detail

Configuration Parameters for RI Triggers and DDL

Specify the environment parameters for referential integrity triggers and DDL from the Configuration Parameters dialog.
You can specify the following parameters under Configuration Parameters:

• Operating system
• Database
• Language
• TP Monitor

Remote DDL Paths

Specify the fully qualified path names as the destination paths for the generated source code and the remote installation
code.

Defaults

DDL Generation Defaults

When you specify DDL generation defaults:

Selection Description
Installation Type Select Installation Type from items available on the list.
Override Paths Select Override Paths to display or specify the override destination

path names for generation.
Qualify Tables Select Qualify tables and indexes with Owner ID to prefix the

owner ID to both table and index names in the generated DDL.
Create Storage Groups Select Create storage groups to generate DDL with storage group

definitions.
Create RI Alter . . . Select Create RI Alter Primary/Foreign Keys & Triggers to specify

this option.

If you change the targeted DBMS through the Configuration Parameters window, you must reselect items for DDL
generation and reset DDL Generation Defaults.

Remote Override DDL Paths

Specify the fully qualified path names to override default paths or verify the displayed destination paths for:
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• Generated source code
• Remote installation code

Package in Construction Client
This article provides information for Package in Construction Client that includes, Edit, Detail, and View.

Online Packaging Window

This window lists all the business systems in the active model and three action bar items with options that enable you to
act on a selected business system. Detail is grayed out until you select a business system. See the description for the
action bar item of interest:

Option Description
Edit Add load modules to a selected business system, complete

packaging of its load modules or exit the window.
Detail Specify environment parameters or remote construction paths that

are associated with the selected business system.
View Expand the selected business system, one level at a time, to view

the objects subordinate to it.

Cooperative Packaging Window

Cooperative Packaging displays a list of business systems in the model.

Batch Packaging Window

The Batch Packaging Window displays a list of business systems in the model.

Window Packaging Window

Window Packaging displays a list of business systems in the model.

Edit

Add Load Module

Select Add Load Module to add a load module to a business system. To add a load module, you must enter a Load
Module Name and associate at least one procedure step with it.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a valid Load Module Name.
2. Select and enter Filter Value if necessary.
3. Select one or more procedures which contain the procedure steps you wish to add.
4. Click OK once to select the procedure steps.
5. Click OK again to add the Load Module.

NOTE
If you select procedure steps instead of one or more procedures, clicking OK once adds the Load Module.

Filter Selection

Filter Selection lets you limit the list of objects that are displayed by specifying criteria by which object names are selected.
You can specify a filter value of up to 32 characters, including special characters.
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Two special syntax forms are supported:

Syntax Meaning
% (non-imbedded percent sign) Any string at all, including no string. When used as the first

character in the filter value, specifies any string preceding
the literal; when used as the final character, specifies any
string following the literal; when used as both the first and last
characters, specifies any string containing the literal in any
position.

_ (non-trailing underscore) Any single character. Can be used multiple times within the filter
value and in any position, except last.

NOTE
The wild-card character, %, is automatically added to the end of the filter value you enter. Therefore, if you enter
a value expecting an exact match, you get that match, if it exists, plus all the other entries that begin with that
string.

Detail

Environment Parameters for Business System

The Environment Parameters dialog specifies the construction environment for a business system. Different business
systems can have different construction environment parameters. These parameters affect code generation and are
saved as part of a business system for a model. You can override the following parameters under Generation Defaults:

• Operating system
• DBMS type
• Language
• TP Monitor

Remote Construction Paths z/OS

Specify the fully qualified path names to override default paths or verify the displayed destination paths for:

• Generated source code
• Generated MFS (for z/OS)
• Installation control code
• Remote installation code
• Bitmaps

Package Bind Defaults

The Set Package Bind Defaults dialog lets you specify options for the DB2 precompile and the package bind.

Package Bind Defaults can be specified at four levels. Select the level for definitions of how to define each object.

Model Affects every member in the model.
Triggers Affects all RI Triggers
Business System Affects every member of a business system
Member Affects only the member selected
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The search for this information is made in the following sequences:

For Action Blocks Member, Business System, Model
For RI Triggers Member, Triggers, Model

If information exists at any level, the search stops there.

If you specify a Collection ID, each compile is followed by a package bind, using that ID and any non-blank Location,
Owner, Qualifier, Isolation, Validate, or Release parameters. If the Collection ID is spaces, no package bind is done.

You must use the Version ID when the module is precompiled, even if there is no bind.

Help for Fields

Field Description
Location Unique name of a database server of 1 to 16 characters, where

bind is performed. It defaults to the local database server if left
blank.

Collection An SQL long identifier of 1 to 18 letters, digits, or underscores that
identifies a collection. A collection ID is a qualifier for a package
ID.
The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not begin
with DSN, as this can conflict with DB2-provided collection IDs.
Collection ID"*" is not supported.

Version An SQL identifier of 1 to 64 letters, digits, lowercase letters,
underscores, periods, dashes, or colons, that is assigned to a
package when the package is created. The version ID that is
assigned is taken from the version ID associated with the DBRM
being bound. Version IDs are specified as a parameter of the DB2
precompiler.

Owner Owner designates the authorization ID of the package owner. An
authorization ID is a short identifier of 1 to 8 letters, digits, or the
underscore that identifies a set of privileges. An authorization ID
must begin with an alpha character.
The ID must not begin with DSN. If left blank, the Owner ID
defaults to use the primary authorization.

Qualifier Specifies the value of the implicit qualifier during bind. Qualifier is
an authorization ID of 1 to 8 characters, beginning with an alpha
character.

Isolation Shows how far a DBRM bound to this package can be isolated
from the effects of other executing programs. Repeatable Read
means that database values read or changed by this DBRM
cannot be changed by other programs until this application
commits or terminates. Cursor Stability means that database
values read by this DBRM are protected only while they are being
used. Uncommitted Read means that an application can read
uncommitted data.

Validate Shows how to handle "OBJECT NOT FOUND" and "NOT
AUTHORIZED" errors that occur at bind time. With BIND,
validation is attempted at bind time. If objects do not exist or
authority is not held, error messages are produced and the bind
fails. With RUN, validation is also attempted at BIND time, but if
objects do not exist or authority is not held, warning messages are
produced and the bind succeeds. Extra checking is done at run
time.
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Release Shows when resources are released. COMMIT releases
resources at each commit point while DEALLOCATE releases
resources only when the program terminates.

Help for Pushbuttons

Push Button Description
Delete Deletes the Package Bind Defaults
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the dialog.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays the panel Set MVS Bind Options, with links to help

panels for both tabbed dialogs.

Package List Order for the Plan Bind

The Package List Order panel allows you to choose the order of collections and packages in the PKLIST parameter of the
plan bind. If omitted, the PKLIST consists of one or more COLLECTION_ID.* entries, in alphabetical order. That is, one for
each collection referenced by package defaults of included members.

If you specify the order of packages and collections, and the list does not include all collections that are referenced by
members, the additional collections are added to the end of the list, in alphabetic order, as COLLECTION_ID.*. You may
specify collections and packages that are not referenced by members to allow for modules called by external action
blocks.

Help for Fields

Field Description
Location Unique name of a database server of 1 to 16 characters where

the Collection resides. It defaults to the local database server if left
blank.

Collection An SQL long identifier of 1 to 18 letters, digits, or underscores that
identifies a collection. A collection ID is a qualifier for a package
ID.
The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not begin
with DSN, as this can conflict with DB2-provided collection IDs.
Collection ID"*" is not supported.

Package An identifier of 1 to 8 letters, digits, or underscores that identifies
a package. The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not
begin with DSN.

Help for Push Buttons

Push Button Description
Add Opens the Add Package List dialog, which allows you to enter a

new Collection and Package name to the list.
Modify Opens the Modify Package List dialog, which allows you to

change one or both of the Collection ID and the Package ID.
Delete Deletes any Package List entries that are highlighted.
Move Moves the selected Package List entry. Select (highlight) the entry

you wish to move. Press the Move button. Then highlight the entry
that you want the moved item to follow.
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Select All Selects all the entries in the Package List.
Deselect All Deselects all highlighted entries in the Package List.
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the dialog.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays the panel Set MVS Bind Options, with links to help

panels for both tabbed dialog.

View

List Load Modules Window

The List Load Modules window provides a selection list of all load modules in the selected business system. After
selecting a load module, you can edit (add a procedure step, delete the load module), detail the load module properties, or
expand the load module to view the procedure steps that are defined to it.

Edit

Add Procedure Step Command

Select Add Procedure Step to add a procedure step to the currently selected load module.

Delete Load Module Command

Select Delete to remove the selected load module and all its subordinate objects from the business system.

Complete Load Module Packaging Command

Select Complete to finish packaging for the selected load module.

Complete assigns trancodes and member names only.

Detail

Load Module Detail

Select Detail to assign a source name, screen name, and transaction codes to the selected load module.

Window Load Module Properties

Specify the following properties.

Name - Enter the name of the load module. A valid load module name:

• Contains only alphanumeric characters with no imbedded blanks.
• Begins with an alphabetic character.
• Has one to eight characters.
• Is unique within the set of implementation components in the model.

OLE GUID - The OLE GUID format requires a string consisting of eight hexadecimal digits followed by a hyphen, then
three groups of four hexadecimal digits each followed by a hyphen, then twelve hexadecimal digits.

New GUID - Click the New GUID push button to trigger Microsoft's UUIDGEN utility to generate a unique GUID for you.
Alternatively, you can enter a Microsoft-supplied GUID manually in this field.

Trancodes - Click Trancodes to add, delete, or detail a transaction code associated with the selected load module.

Trancode Maintenance
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Trancode Maintenance displays a selection list of transaction codes for the associated load module. You can add
transaction codes to the list, delete them, or rename them.

View

Expand

List Procedure Steps Window

The List Procedure Steps window provides a list of all procedure steps that are packaged in the selected load module.

Edit

Delete Procedure Step Command

Select Delete to remove the selected procedure step from the load module. If this is the last procedure step that is
associated with the load module, then the load module is also deleted. The deleted procedure step is then made available
again for packaging and appears in the list of unpackaged procedure steps.

Complete Procedure Step Packaging Command

Select Complete to finish packaging for one or more selected procedure steps.

Detail

Window Procedure Step Detail

Window Procedure Step Detail allows you to:

• Specify source name, screen name, clear screen, and dialog flow transaction codes to a procedure step.
• Override the business system defaults for dynamic linking of procedure steps and screens when the target is z/OS.

Online Default Procedure Step Detail

Online Default Procedure Step Detail allows you to specify source name, screen name, clear screen, and dialog flow
transaction codes to a procedure step.

Batch Procedure Step Detail

Select Detail to assign a source name, a screen name, and transaction codes to a batch procedure step.

Online IMS Procedure Step Detail

Online IMS Procedure Step Detail allows you to:

• Specify source name, screen name, clear screen, and dialog flow transaction codes to a procedure step.
• Override the business system defaults for dynamic linking of procedure steps and screens when the target is z/OS.

Online z/OS Procedure Step Detail

Online z/OS Procedure Step Detail allows you to:

• Specify source name, screen name, clear screen, and dialog flow transaction codes to a procedure step.
• Override the business system defaults for dynamic linking of procedure steps and screens when the target is z/OS.

Package Bind Defaults

The Set Package Bind Defaults dialog lets you specify options for the DB2 precompile and the package bind.

Package Bind Defaults can be specified at four levels. Select the level for definitions of how to define each object.

Model Affects every member in the model.
Triggers Affects all RI Triggers
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Business System Affects every member of a business system
Member Affects only the member selected

The search for this information is made in the following sequences:

For Action Blocks Member, Business System, Model
For RI Triggers Member, Triggers, Model

If information exists at any level, the search stops there.

If you specify a Collection ID, each compile is followed by a package bind, using that ID and any non-blank Location,
Owner, Qualifier, Isolation, Validate, or Release parameters. If the Collection ID is spaces, no package bind is done.

You must use the Version ID when the module is precompiled, even if there is no bind.

Help for Fields

Field Description
Location Unique name of a database server of 1 to 16 characters, where

bind is performed. It defaults to the local database server if left
blank.

Collection An SQL long identifier of 1 to 18 letters, digits, or underscores that
identifies a collection. A collection ID is a qualifier for a package
ID.
The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not begin
with DSN, as this can conflict with DB2-provided collection IDs.
Collection ID"*" is not supported.

Version An SQL identifier of 1 to 64 letters, digits, lowercase letters,
underscores, periods, dashes, or colons, that is assigned to a
package when the package is created. The version ID that is
assigned is taken from the version ID associated with the DBRM
being bound. Version IDs are specified as a parameter of the DB2
precompiler.

Owner Owner designates the authorization ID of the package owner. An
authorization ID is a short identifier of 1 to 8 letters, digits, or the
underscore that identifies a set of privileges. An authorization ID
must begin with an alpha character.
The ID must not begin with DSN. If left blank, the Owner ID
defaults to use the primary authorization.

Qualifier Specifies the value of the implicit qualifier during bind. Qualifier is
an authorization ID of 1 to 8 characters, beginning with an alpha
character.

Isolation Shows how far a DBRM bound to this package can be isolated
from the effects of other executing programs. Repeatable Read
means that database values read or changed by this DBRM
cannot be changed by other programs until this application
commits or terminates. Cursor Stability means that database
values read by this DBRM are protected only while they are being
used. Uncommitted Read means that an application can read
uncommitted data.
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Validate Shows how to handle "OBJECT NOT FOUND" and "NOT
AUTHORIZED" errors that occur at bind time. With BIND,
validation is attempted at bind time. If objects do not exist or
authority is not held, error messages are produced and the bind
fails. With RUN, validation is also attempted at BIND time, but if
objects do not exist or authority is not held, warning messages are
produced and the bind succeeds. More checking is done at run
time.

Release Shows when resources are released. COMMIT releases
resources at each commit point while DEALLOCATE releases
resources only when the program terminates.

Help for Pushbuttons

Push Button Description
Delete Deletes the Package Bind Defaults
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the dialog.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays the panel Set MVS Bind Options, with links to help

panels for both tabbed dialogs.

Package List Order for the Plan Bind

The Package List Order panel allows you to choose the order of collections and packages in the PKLIST parameter of the
plan bind. If omitted, the PKLIST consists of one or more COLLECTION_ID.* entries, in alphabetical order. That is, one for
each collection referenced by package defaults of included members.

If you specify the order of packages and collections, and the list does not include all collections that are referenced by
members, the additional collections are added to the end of the list, in alphabetic order, as COLLECTION_ID.*. You may
specify collections and packages that are not referenced by members to allow for modules called by external action
blocks.

Help for Fields

Field Description
Location Unique name of a database server of 1 to 16 characters where

the Collection resides. It defaults to the local database server if left
blank.

Collection An SQL long identifier of 1 to 18 letters, digits, or underscores that
identifies a collection. A collection ID is a qualifier for a package
ID.
The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not begin
with DSN, as this can conflict with DB2-provided collection IDs.
Collection ID"*" is not supported.

Package An identifier of 1 to 8 letters, digits, or underscores that identifies
a package. The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not
begin with DSN.
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Help for Push Buttons

Push Button Description
Add Opens the Add Package List dialog, which allows you to enter a

new Collection and Package name to the list.
Modify Opens the Modify Package List dialog, which allows you to

change one or both of the Collection ID and the Package ID.
Delete Deletes any Package List entries that are highlighted.
Move Moves the selected Package List entry. Select (highlight) the entry

you wish to move. Press the Move button. Then highlight the entry
that you want the moved item to follow.

Select All Selects all the entries in the Package List.
Deselect All Deselects all highlighted entries in the Package List.
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the dialog.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays the panel Set MVS Bind Options, with links to help

panels for both tabbed dialog.

View

Expand

List Action Blocks Window

The List Action Blocks window displays a selection list of action blocks currently packaged in the selected load module.
You can edit, detail, and view an action block from this window.

Edit

Complete Action Block Packaging Command

Select Complete to finish packaging for the selected action block.

Complete assigns member names only.

Detail

Action Block Detail

Select Detail to assign a new Source Name or specify dynamic link options for the selected action block.

Package Bind Defaults

The Set Package Bind Defaults dialog lets you specify options for the DB2 precompile and the package bind.

Package Bind Defaults can be specified at four levels. Select the level for definitions of how to define each object.

Model Affects every member in the model.
Triggers Affects all RI Triggers
Business System Affects every member of a business system
Member Affects only the member selected
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The search for this information is made in the following sequences:

For Action Blocks Member, Business System, Model
For RI Triggers Member, Triggers, Model

If information exists at any level, the search stops there.

If you specify a Collection ID, each compile is followed by a package bind, using that ID and any non-blank Location,
Owner, Qualifier, Isolation, Validate, or Release parameters. If the Collection ID is spaces, no package bind is done.

You must use the Version ID when the module is precompiled, even if there is no bind.

Help for Fields

Field Description
Location Unique name of a database server of 1 to 16 characters, where

bind is performed. It defaults to the local database server if left
blank.

Collection An SQL long identifier of 1 to 18 letters, digits, or underscores that
identifies a collection. A collection ID is a qualifier for a package
ID.
The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not begin
with DSN, as this can conflict with DB2-provided collection IDs.
Collection ID"*" is not supported.

Version An SQL identifier of 1 to 64 letters, digits, lowercase letters,
underscores, periods, dashes, or colons, that is assigned to a
package when the package is created. The version ID that is
assigned is taken from the version ID associated with the DBRM
being bound. Version IDs are specified as a parameter of the DB2
precompiler.

Owner Owner designates the authorization ID of the package owner. An
authorization ID is a short identifier of 1 to 8 letters, digits, or the
underscore that identifies a set of privileges. An authorization ID
must begin with an alpha character.
The ID must not begin with DSN. If left blank, the Owner ID
defaults to use the primary authorization.

Qualifier Specifies the value of the implicit qualifier during bind. Qualifier is
an authorization ID of 1 to 8 characters, beginning with an alpha
character.

Isolation Shows how far a DBRM bound to this package can be isolated
from the effects of other executing programs. Repeatable Read
means that database values read or changed by this DBRM
cannot be changed by other programs until this application
commits or terminates. Cursor Stability means that database
values read by this DBRM are protected only while they are being
used. Uncommitted Read means that an application can read
uncommitted data.

Validate Shows how to handle "OBJECT NOT FOUND" and "NOT
AUTHORIZED" errors that occur at bind time. With BIND,
validation is attempted at bind time. If objects do not exist or
authority is not held, error messages are produced and the bind
fails. With RUN, validation is also attempted at BIND time, but if
objects do not exist or authority is not held, warning messages are
produced and the bind succeeds. More checking is done at run
time.
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Release Shows when resources are released. COMMIT releases
resources at each commit point while DEALLOCATE releases
resources only when the program terminates.

Help for Pushbuttons

Push Button Description
Delete Deletes the Package Bind Defaults
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the dialog.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays the panel Set MVS Bind Options, with links to help

panels for both tabbed dialogs.

Package List Order for the Plan Bind

The Package List Order panel allows you to choose the order of collections and packages in the PKLIST parameter of the
plan bind. If omitted, the PKLIST consists of one or more COLLECTION_ID.* entries, in alphabetical order. That is, one for
each collection referenced by package defaults of included members.

If you specify the order of packages and collections, and the list does not include all collections that are referenced by
members, the additional collections are added to the end of the list, in alphabetic order, as COLLECTION_ID.*. You may
specify collections and packages that are not referenced by members to allow for modules called by external action
blocks.

Help for Fields

Field Description
Location Unique name of a database server of 1 to 16 characters where

the Collection resides. It defaults to the local database server if left
blank.

Collection An SQL long identifier of 1 to 18 letters, digits, or underscores that
identifies a collection. A collection ID is a qualifier for a package
ID.
The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not begin
with DSN, as this can conflict with DB2-provided collection IDs.
Collection ID"*" is not supported.

Package An identifier of 1 to 8 letters, digits, or underscores that identifies
a package. The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not
begin with DSN.

Help for Push Buttons

Push Button Description
Add Opens the Add Package List dialog, which allows you to enter a

new Collection and Package name to the list.
Modify Opens the Modify Package List dialog, which allows you to

change one or both of the Collection ID and the Package ID.
Delete Deletes any Package List entries that are highlighted.
Move Moves the selected Package List entry. Select (highlight) the entry

you wish to move. Press the Move button. Then highlight the entry
that you want the moved item to follow.
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Select All Selects all the entries in the Package List.
Deselect All Deselects all highlighted entries in the Package List.
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the dialog.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays the panel Set MVS Bind Options, with links to help

panels for both tabbed dialog.

View

Filter Selection

Filter Selection lets you limit the list of objects that are displayed by specifying criteria by which object names are selected.
You can specify a filter value of up to 32 characters, including special characters.

Two special syntax forms are supported:

Syntax Meaning
% (non-imbedded percent sign) Any string at all, including no string. When used as the first

character in the filter value, specifies any string preceding
the literal; when used as the final character, specifies any
string following the literal; when used as both the first and last
characters, specifies any string containing the literal in any
position.

_ (non-trailing underscore) Any single character. Can be used multiple times within the filter
value and in any position, except last.

Note: The wild-card character, %, is automatically added to the end of the filter value you enter. Therefore, if you enter a
value expecting an exact match, you get that match, if it exists, plus all the other entries that begin with that string.

Generate

Application Code Generation Window

Generation requires that the portion of the model that you are generating is consistent. You also must specify
configuration parameters and paths before generation.

The specifications are made at the business system level and are stored in the Client Server Encyclopedia. You must
specify the construction parameters and paths for each business system.

These specifications may be temporarily overridden for generation and installation purposes. Temporary overrides remain
in effect while the selection check boxes are enabled.

Gen saves the generated source code installation control modules and remote installation files (implementation packages)
in the Construction Paths.

When used during generation, Gen allocates the Paths. Gen concatenates the current operating system and language to
the specified destination paths when used to ensure uniqueness.

The Application Generation window contains the menu bar options Edit, Generate, Detail, Window, and Help. The
following table describes actions that are listed under the options Edit, Generate, and Detail.
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Application is one of Online, Batch, Window, Cooperative, Component, or z/OS Library, according to the generation option
selected.

Menu Bar Option Action Purpose
Edit Select New Objects Add a new object for generation.

Remove Selected Remove the selected object from the list for
generation.

Remove Unflagged Remove unflagged objects from the list for
generation.

Expand Expand the selected object, with or without
filtering.

Select All Select all the listed objects for use in
another command such as Add.

Deselect All Remove selection from all currently
selected objects.

Reset Selected Flagged Reset the generation options of the
selected flagged objects. The affected
generation options are reset to space or _
(underscore).

Reset All Flagged Select this action to reset the generation
options of all flagged objects in the
generation list. The affected generation
options are reset to space or _
(underscore).

Exit Close this window.
Generate Flagged Generate only those objects with a Trace,

Code, Screen, or Install option selected.
Model Generate RI-Triggers and all Load Modules

in the model that are the same type as the
selected application type, regardless of
what objects are flagged.

Detail Properties Display the current properties for the
selected object.

Configuration Display the current configuration
parameters for the selected object.

Paths Display the current destination paths for the
selected object.

Defaults Display or specify generation defaults.

Proxy Code Generation Dialog

This dialog displays the options for proxy generation.

After selecting components and setting the generation options, press the generate button to begin the generation.

Field Name Description
Component Type Select the component type from the drop-down list. Your selection

determines the entries that are displayed in the server load
module list box.
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Operating System Select the operating system for which the generated proxy code is
targeted.

Target Proxy Type Specify the type of proxy that is generated.
Comm Type Specify the communications type that is supported by the

generated proxy.
Type of Installation Specifies that the type of installation for which the code generated

is Remote.
Override Source Path Select whether to override the default destination source path with

the value specified in the entry field.
Override Source Path Entry Field Enter the fully qualified path name to override the default

destination path for the source code.
Install After Generation If checked, a remote file is created which can be used to install

the generated code. This option is not applicable during C proxy
generation.

Generate Use this push button to generate the proxy once all settings in the
Proxy Code Generation dialog have been properly specified. The
Generate button is disabled until you make a selection from the
list.

Save Use this push button to save the generation settings for future use
once all the settings in the Proxy Code Generation dialog have
been properly specified.
The Save push button is disabled until one or more of the settings
have been changed.

Edit

DDL Generation Object Type List

The Object Type List displays a list of object types for use in generation. Multiple object types can be selected at one time.
Enter List to display the object occurrences of the object type selected that are in the model you have opened.

Generation Object Occurrence List

The Object Occurrence List allows you to add, detail, expand, and filter objects for generation.

Expand

Generation Expanded Object Occurrence List

The Expanded Object Occurrence List allows you to add, detail, expand, and filter objects for generation.

Generate

Generate Model Command (Cooperative)

Select this action to generate RI triggers, all client, and server managers and all action blocks referenced in those load
modules for the active model.

Generate Model Command

Generate Model generates referential integrity triggers and all noncooperative applications for the active model.

Detail
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Properties Command

Select Properties to display the current properties for the selected object.

Environment Parameters for Business System

The Environment Parameters dialog specifies the construction environment for a business system. Different business
systems can have different construction environment parameters. These parameters affect code generation and are
saved as part of a business system for a model. You can override the following parameters under Generation Defaults:

• Operating system
• DBMS type
• Language
• TP Monitor

Remote Construction Paths

Specify the fully qualified path names as the destination paths for the generated source code, installation control modules,
the remote installation files (implementation packages), and bitmaps.

Package Bind Defaults

The Set Package Bind Defaults dialog lets you specify options for the DB2 precompile and the package bind.

Package Bind Defaults can be specified at four levels. Select the level for definitions of how to define each object.

Model Affects every member in the model.
Triggers Affects all RI Triggers
Business System Affects every member of a business system
Member Affects only the member selected

The search for this information is made in the following sequences:

For Action Blocks Member, Business System, Model
For RI Triggers Member, Triggers, Model

If information exists at any level, the search stops there.

If you specify a Collection ID, each compile is followed by a package bind, using that ID and any non-blank Location,
Owner, Qualifier, Isolation, Validate, or Release parameters. If the Collection ID is spaces, no package bind is done.

You must use the Version ID when the module is precompiled, even if there is no bind.

Help for Fields

Field Description
Location Unique name of a database server of 1 to 16 characters, where

bind is performed. It defaults to the local database server if left
blank.

Collection An SQL long identifier of 1 to 18 letters, digits, or underscores that
identifies a collection. A collection ID is a qualifier for a package
ID.
The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not begin
with DSN, as this can conflict with DB2-provided collection IDs.
Collection ID"*" is not supported.
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Version An SQL identifier of 1 to 64 letters, digits, lowercase letters,
underscores, periods, dashes, or colons, that is assigned to a
package when the package is created. The version ID that is
assigned is taken from the version ID associated with the DBRM
being bound. Version IDs are specified as a parameter of the DB2
precompiler.

Owner Owner designates the authorization ID of the package owner. An
authorization ID is a short identifier of 1 to 8 letters, digits, or the
underscore that identifies a set of privileges. An authorization ID
must begin with an alpha character.
The ID must not begin with DSN. If left blank, the Owner ID
defaults to use the primary authorization.

Qualifier Specifies the value of the implicit qualifier during bind. Qualifier is
an authorization ID of 1 to 8 characters, beginning with an alpha
character.

Isolation Shows how far a DBRM bound to this package can be isolated
from the effects of other executing programs. Repeatable Read
means that database values read or changed by this DBRM
cannot be changed by other programs until this application
commits or terminates. Cursor Stability means that database
values read by this DBRM are protected only while they are being
used. Uncommitted Read means that an application can read
uncommitted data.

Validate Shows how to handle "OBJECT NOT FOUND" and "NOT
AUTHORIZED" errors that occur at bind time. With BIND,
validation is attempted at bind time. If objects do not exist or
authority is not held, error messages are produced and the bind
fails. With RUN, validation is also attempted at BIND time, but if
objects do not exist or authority is not held, warning messages are
produced and the bind succeeds. More checking is done at run
time.

Release Shows when resources are released. COMMIT releases
resources at each commit point while DEALLOCATE releases
resources only when the program terminates.

Help for Pushbuttons

Push Button Description
Delete Deletes the Package Bind Defaults
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the dialog.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays the panel Set MVS Bind Options, with links to help

panels for both tabbed dialogs.

Package List Order for the Plan Bind

The Package List Order panel allows you to choose the order of collections and packages in the PKLIST parameter of the
plan bind. If omitted, the PKLIST consists of one or more COLLECTION_ID.* entries, in alphabetical order. That is, one for
each collection referenced by package defaults of included members.

If you specify the order of packages and collections, and the list does not include all collections that are referenced by
members, the additional collections are added to the end of the list, in alphabetic order, as COLLECTION_ID.*. You may
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specify collections and packages that are not referenced by members to allow for modules called by external action
blocks.

Help for Fields

Field Description
Location Unique name of a database server of 1 to 16 characters where

the Collection resides. It defaults to the local database server if left
blank.

Collection An SQL long identifier of 1 to 18 letters, digits, or underscores that
identifies a collection. A collection ID is a qualifier for a package
ID.
The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not begin
with DSN, as this can conflict with DB2-provided collection IDs.
Collection ID"*" is not supported.

Package An identifier of 1 to 8 letters, digits, or underscores that identifies
a package. The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not
begin with DSN.

Help for Push Buttons

Push Button Description
Add Opens the Add Package List dialog, which allows you to enter a

new Collection and Package name to the list.
Modify Opens the Modify Package List dialog, which allows you to

change one or both of the Collection ID and the Package ID.
Delete Deletes any Package List entries that are highlighted.
Move Moves the selected Package List entry. Select (highlight) the entry

you wish to move. Press the Move button. Then highlight the entry
that you want the moved item to follow.

Select All Selects all the entries in the Package List.
Deselect All Deselects all highlighted entries in the Package List.
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the dialog.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays the panel Set MVS Bind Options, with links to help

panels for both tabbed dialog.

Defaults

Generation Defaults and Downstream Effects

Generation Defaults:

You can override some of the environment parameters from the Generation Defaults dialog. For instance, you may want
to specify different parameters for testing an application. You can override the following parameters under Generation
Defaults:
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• Operating System
• DBMS Type
• Language
• TP Monitor
• Communications

You may also select options for overriding the Business System target environment parameters with the listed target
environment, overriding paths, deleting generated source code after installation, generating foreign action blocks, and
specifying whether to process modules marked for compatibility.

Downstream Effects:

The Generation actions have several downstream effects.

Reserved Word Checking. The Generation tool checks the object names for DBMS Reserved Words before code
generation starts. If reserved words are found, the generation tool terminates the generation request and reports the
problem to the requester.

Before DDL generation, the following object names are checked for reserved words:

• Database
• Tablespace
• Table
• Constraint
• Column

Before non-DDL generation, the following objects names are checked for reserved words:

• Table
• Column

Error Reports. All errors are reported to the user on the Generation Error Report.

Remote Override Construction Paths

Specify the fully qualified path names to override default paths or verify the displayed destination paths for:

• Generated source code
• Generated MFS (for z/OS)
• Installation control code
• Remote installation code
• Bitmaps

Remote Override RI Trigger Paths

Specify the fully qualified path names to override default paths or verify the displayed destination paths for:

• Generated source code
• Installation control code
• Remote installation code

MVS Bind Options

Package Bind Defaults

The Set Package Bind Defaults dialog lets you specify options for the DB2 precompile and the package bind.
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Package Bind Defaults can be specified at four levels. Select the level for definitions of how to define each object.

Model Affects every member in the model.
Triggers Affects all RI Triggers
Business System Affects every member of a business system
Member Affects only the member selected

The search for this information is made in the following sequences:

For Action Blocks Member, Business System, Model
For RI Triggers Member, Triggers, Model

If information exists at any level, the search stops there.

If you specify a Collection ID, each compile is followed by a package bind, using that ID and any non-blank Location,
Owner, Qualifier, Isolation, Validate, or Release parameters. If the Collection ID is spaces, no package bind is done.

You must use the Version ID when the module is precompiled, even if there is no bind.

Help for Fields

Field Description
Location Unique name of a database server of 1 to 16 characters, where

bind is performed. It defaults to the local database server if left
blank.

Collection An SQL long identifier of 1 to 18 letters, digits, or underscores that
identifies a collection. A collection ID is a qualifier for a package
ID.
The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not begin
with DSN, as this can conflict with DB2-provided collection IDs.
Collection ID"*" is not supported.

Version An SQL identifier of 1 to 64 letters, digits, lowercase letters,
underscores, periods, dashes, or colons, that is assigned to a
package when the package is created. The version ID that is
assigned is taken from the version ID associated with the DBRM
being bound. Version IDs are specified as a parameter of the DB2
precompiler.

Owner Owner designates the authorization ID of the package owner. An
authorization ID is a short identifier of 1 to 8 letters, digits, or the
underscore that identifies a set of privileges. An authorization ID
must begin with an alpha character.
The ID must not begin with DSN. If left blank, the Owner ID
defaults to use the primary authorization.

Qualifier Specifies the value of the implicit qualifier during bind. Qualifier is
an authorization ID of 1 to 8 characters, beginning with an alpha
character.
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Isolation Shows how far a DBRM bound to this package can be isolated
from the effects of other executing programs. Repeatable Read
means that database values read or changed by this DBRM
cannot be changed by other programs until this application
commits or terminates. Cursor Stability means that database
values read by this DBRM are protected only while they are being
used. Uncommitted Read means that an application can read
uncommitted data.

Validate Shows how to handle "OBJECT NOT FOUND" and "NOT
AUTHORIZED" errors that occur at bind time. With BIND,
validation is attempted at bind time. If objects do not exist or
authority is not held, error messages are produced and the bind
fails. With RUN, validation is also attempted at BIND time, but if
objects do not exist or authority is not held, warning messages are
produced and the bind succeeds. More checking is done at run
time.

Release Shows when resources are released. COMMIT releases
resources at each commit point while DEALLOCATE releases
resources only when the program terminates.

Help for Pushbuttons

Push Button Description
Delete Deletes the Package Bind Defaults
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the dialog.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays the panel Set MVS Bind Options, with links to help

panels for both tabbed dialogs.

Package List Order for the Plan Bind

The Package List Order panel allows you to choose the order of collections and packages in the PKLIST parameter of the
plan bind. If omitted, the PKLIST consists of one or more COLLECTION_ID.* entries, in alphabetical order. That is, one for
each collection referenced by package defaults of included members.

If you specify the order of packages and collections, and the list does not include all collections that are referenced by
members, the additional collections are added to the end of the list, in alphabetic order, as COLLECTION_ID.*. You may
specify collections and packages that are not referenced by members to allow for modules called by external action
blocks.

Help for Fields

Field Description
Location Unique name of a database server of 1 to 16 characters where

the Collection resides. It defaults to the local database server if left
blank.

Collection An SQL long identifier of 1 to 18 letters, digits, or underscores that
identifies a collection. A collection ID is a qualifier for a package
ID.
The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not begin
with DSN, as this can conflict with DB2-provided collection IDs.
Collection ID"*" is not supported.
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Package An identifier of 1 to 8 letters, digits, or underscores that identifies
a package. The ID must begin with an alpha character. It must not
begin with DSN.

Help for Push Buttons

Push Button Description
Add Opens the Add Package List dialog, which allows you to enter a

new Collection and Package name to the list.
Modify Opens the Modify Package List dialog, which allows you to

change one or both of the Collection ID and the Package ID.
Delete Deletes any Package List entries that are highlighted.
Move Moves the selected Package List entry. Select (highlight) the entry

you wish to move. Press the Move button. Then highlight the entry
that you want the moved item to follow.

Select All Selects all the entries in the Package List.
Deselect All Deselects all highlighted entries in the Package List.
OK Causes Gen to implement any new or changed information and

closes the dialog.
Cancel Closes the dialog without implementing any changes.
Help Displays the panel Set MVS Bind Options, with links to help

panels for both tabbed dialog.

Client Server Encyclopedia Version Control Client
This article provides information for Client Server Encyclopedia Version Control Client that contains the actions that let you
perform Version Control functions.

You can:

• Open or close an encyclopedia
• Access the migration, adoption, or reporting options
• Access the aggregate sets options
• Access the Trace option to set up appropriate trace parameters

The following table describes the actions.

Action Option Purpose
Encyclopedia Open Open an encyclopedia. This is a

prerequisite for performing any version
control task.

Close Close the active encyclopedia. You must
close the active encyclopedia before you
can open another one.

Exit Exit the Version Control client. Use this
command to exit the Version Control client
when you have completed all your tasks.
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Model Adopt Access the Adoption option to specify
options for performing an adoption,
selecting objects to be adopted or all
objects, selecting reporting options, and
displaying the adoption report.

Migrate Access the Migration option to specify
options for performing a migration, selecting
objects to be migrated, and displaying the
migration report.

Reports Access the Reports option to select a
report. You can request a Compare, Trial
Adopt, or Trial Migrate report.

Aggregate Sets [ ... ] Invoke the Aggregate Sets Window, from
which you can create, delete, edit, copy,
rename, detail, or change the administrator
of an aggregate set.

Options Trace Access the Trace option to set up trace
parameters for debugging problems with
migration and adoption.
Note: Contact Technical Support regarding
the use of the Trace option.

Model in Version Control

This article provides information for Model in Version Control that includes, Model Selection, Adopt, Migrate, Reports, Trial
Adopt, and Trial Migrate.

Model Selection

Select the source and destination model to use in a migration, adoption, or compare a report.

Source Model
In ADOPTION, the model whose objects provide original object Ids and original encyclopedia Ids to corresponding
objects in the destination model.
The result is to establish a common ancestry between those corresponding objects.

NOTE
The source model does not change.

In MIGRATION, objects in the source model are copied to the destination model.
Destination Model

In ADOPTION, the model whose objects are changed to have the same original object Ids and original
encyclopedia Ids as corresponding objects in the source model, to establish a common ancestry.
In MIGRATION, destination model objects may be replaced, created, deleted, or renamed.

The following content is presented:

Model Name lists
Show all the models in the encyclopedia that pass user access and model status checks for the operation to be
performed, such as adoption or migration. In addition, the models that are listed match any filtering criteria that
you specify.

Checkout User Id
Shows you if a model is checked out and by whom. Asterisks in this field indicate one or more subsets of the
model are checked out
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Checkout status can affect your ability to perform a successful migration. You can attempt a migration to a model
that is checked out. However, the protection of individual objects that are checked out can result in protection
errors, causing the migration to fail.

Detail
Allows you to view detailed information about any selected model in the list.

Ensure you have the necessary user authorization and the model you select meets the requirements of the specified
operation.

Adopt

Adoption Requirements

The objects that you select to be adopted are in the destination model. The source model contains the objects whose IDs
are used in adoption. Adoption does not change source model objects or their IDs.

Category Requirements
User Authorization Minimum of Read authority on the source model.
Minimum of Migrate To authority on the destination model.
Model Requirements Destination model must be in a modifiable state. Check the Model

Detail screen.
Model schema of source and destination models do not prevent
adoption (Model schemas Prior Schema and Current Schema are
supported. Note: For the schema designation Prior Schema and
Current Schema, see the Release Notes).
Destination model must not be a child model.
Language codes of source and destination models must be the
same.
Checked out status of source and destination models do not
prevent adoption; the models can be checked out or have subsets
that are checked out.

Adoption Options

The purpose of adoption is to establish common ancestry between corresponding objects in two different models so that
the adopted objects can be replaced by migration. Equivalence is determined by a rule table; the most common criterion is
identical object name and object type.

In planning an adoption, consider that system-defined objects always share common ancestry across all models and
encyclopedias. These objects are not selectable and do not need to be explicitly adopted.

Adoption options allow you to do the following:

• Specify the range of objects to be adopted.
• Indicate that adoption is to be based on one or more aggregate sets.
• Specify a directory and filename for the report that is produced by the adoption.
• Specify the Type of adoption report that you want, where Type represents the objects you want included in the

adoption report.

OBJECT RANGE

All means adopt all objects in the destination model that have corresponding objects in the source model.

Selected means adopt only the destination model objects that you select or specify through an aggregate set (and their
subordinate objects) if corresponding objects exist in the source model.
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The default is Selected.

Aggregate Set(s)

Select this option to indicate you want to select one or more existing aggregate sets to use as the basis for adoption.

Report Directory

Specify the fully qualified path to which you want the Adoption report written.

Filename

Specify the filename for the report.

Select the report Type

All objects means include all objects in the report. Adopted objects only means include adopted objects only.

The default is All objects.

Model Adopt Command

Select Adopt to set up the options for an adoption.

• Select the models
• Set up options
• Select objects or All
• Perform the adoption
• Show the report

Adoption Results

Adoption establishes a common ancestry between objects in the destination model and objects in the source model.
When an object in the destination model is adopted, both its original encyclopedia Id and its original object Id are changed
to the values of the corresponding object in the source model.

Adoption is performed on objects that are the same object type and have the same object name.

Adoption can be successful even when one or more selected objects cannot be adopted.

Adoption Confirmation

Adoption Confirmation prompts you to proceed with your adoption.

Note: For information on specific requirements and guidelines for adoption, see Adoption Requirements.

Adoption Report

The adoption report displays all aggregate objects that are selected for adoption or specifies all objects are included if you
selected the Type option All. For each object listed, the report specifies:

• Object labels
• Action taken

Action that is taken can be the following:

Action taken Meaning
ADOPTED Ids are modified to have common ancestry. The labels are the

same in both models.
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ADOPTS Ids are modified to have common ancestry. The labels are not the
same in both models, so both labels are displayed.

IGNORED Ids are NOT modified because of conflict with existing Ids. An
object exists in the destination model with the same original
encyclopedia Id and the same original object Id. If adopted, the
model would contain two occurrences of the same object. The
labels are the same in both models.

IGNORES Ids are NOT modified because of conflict with existing Ids. An
object exists in the destination model with the same original
encyclopedia ID and the same original object Id. If adopted, the
Ids would not be unique. The labels are not the same in both
models, so both labels are displayed.

ALREADY ADOPTED Objects already have common ancestry. Therefore, no action is
required. The labels are the same in both models.

ALREADY ADOPTS Objects already have common ancestry. Therefore, no action is
required. The labels are not the same in both models, so both
labels are displayed.

NOT ADOPTED Equivalent object not found in the source model. Therefore,
the object cannot be adopted. The labels are the same in both
models.

UNADOPTED Component object's parent object was adopted, but the
component object was not adopted because an equivalent object
was not found, or was not adoptable.

The report lists the following:

• Total number of reported objects selected, adopted, already adopted, ignored, not adopted, and unadopted.
• Total number of objects adopted, already adopted, ignored, not adopted, and unadopted.

• "Reported objects" is the count of objects that are displayed on the report; it may include objects that were not
selected.

• "Objects" refers to the total number of objects that were adopted; includes objects that are reported on and objects that
are not reported on.

• "Unadopted" means that an object is given a new original object Id that has never been used, and the original
encyclopedia Id is updated to the current encyclopedia Id. When you select an aggregate object for adoption, its
component objects are also adopted, even if you do not specifically select them. If a component object of the selected
aggregate object does not meet adoption criteria, the component object is unadopted. Unadoption prevents situations
where component objects end up with common ancestry with objects in other models, but their parent aggregate
objects do not have common ancestry. Without the unadoption process, migration could place component objects
within multiple parents.

Migrate

Migration Requirements

The source model provides the information basis for identifying necessary changes.

NOTE
Migration is FROM the source TO the destination model.

Information Requirement
User Authorization Minimum of Read authority on the source model.

Minimum of Migrate To authority on the destination model.
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Model Requirements Destination model must be in a modifiable state. Check the Model
Detail screen.
The schema of the Destination model must be equal to or greater
than schema of the source model.
Destination model must not be a child model.
Language codes of source and destination models must be the
same.

Effect of Checkout Status

You can attempt a migration to a destination model that is checked out. However, the checkout status of individual objects
is respected by migration.

The following list shows how the object protection of checked out objects can affect migration:

Object protection Effect
Delete, Modify, or Access Object cannot not be deleted and replaced.
Delete or Modify Object cannot be modified.
Delete Object cannot be deleted, modified, or referenced.

Migration Tips

Before performing a migration, it is helpful to know if the destination model is checked out or if subsets are checked out
with protection levels that can affect a migration. Consider generating the following reports:

• Check Out Status Report - Identifies any checked out subsets that include a selected object you may be concerned
with for migration, and the protection level granted that object in each subset. Knowing the protection currently granted
an object lets you predict whether a migration involving that object is successful.

• Expansion Conflict Report - Lists the projected or actual protection downgrades that are associated with checking out
a model or subset. Helpful when you know that the destination model is checked out, and you want to determine if you
can access selected objects with the protection you must perform a migration. This report can be set up to provide the
current state of access for all objects in a model.

Migration Results

This is what migration does to the objects in the models.

Objects in the two models Migration result
Share common ancestry The aggregate object is replaced by a copy of the aggregate

object from the source model.
No common ancestry/same name 1. The aggregate object in the destination model that has the

same name as the object in the source model is unchanged.
2. The aggregate object from the source model is added to the
destination model and renamed.

Migration Options

The migration process creates or replaces an aggregate object in one model with its definition from another model (source
model to destination model).

If an aggregate object in the source model does not exist in the destination model, it is created in the destination model.

If an aggregate object in the destination model has a component object that does not exist in the source model, the
component object is deleted from the destination model.
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Migration options allow you to do the following:

• Check Aggregate Sets if you want the migration to be based on objects that are previously defined to an aggregate set
• Specify the directory and filename that you want to use for the report produced by the migration.
• Specify the maximum number of migration errors to report

You can specify the following options:

Option Description
Maximum Errors The number of errors to include in the report before terminating

the migration process. The default is 10.
Note: The migration fails if there are any errors.

Directory The fully qualified path to which you want the migration report
written. The default is the current directory.

Filename Report name. The default name is MIGRATE.RPT.

Migration Confirmation

Migration Confirmation prompts you to proceed with your migration.

NOTE
There are specific prerequisites and guidelines for migration. Attention to these may assist you in performing a
successful migration.

Migration Report

The Migration report lists the label of each aggregate object that is selected for migration.

Successful Migration

The report includes information for each aggregate object that is migrated, such as:

• Object label
• Action taken

Action Taken can be as follows:

Action Description
CREATED Selected aggregate object exists in source model, but not in

destination model. Migration creates new aggregate object
in destination model by copying the aggregate object, its
components, companions (if they do not exist in the destination
model), and related associations from the source to the
destination model.

REPLACED Selected aggregate object exists in both models. Migration copies
the object, its components, companions (if they do not exist in the
destination model), and related associations from the source to
the destination model.

REPLACES An object was replaced, but the labels of the objects are different
in the source and destination models.

DELETED Selected aggregate object exists in both models, and is replaced
in destination model. A component object of the selected
aggregate does not exist in the source model, so migration deletes
that object from the destination model as well.
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RENAMED The result of migrating the selected aggregate object would cause
a name conflict with an existing object in the destination model.
Migration leaves the original object unchanged in the destination
model, copies the selected aggregate object causing the name
conflict from the source model to the destination model and
renames it.

NOTE
For each aggregate object migrated as part of the selected aggregate, the report includes the object label and
the action taken.

Unsuccessful Migration

For each error detected, the report includes the following information:

• Object label for one or more objects causing the problem.
• Statement of the problem

The statement of the problem can be as follows:

Statement Description
Object REQUIRES object Destination model is missing an object that is required for the

migration to produce a valid model. The related object is an
enabling object.

Object CANNOT BE/MUST BE DELETED Migration attempted to delete an object referenced by another
object from the destination model (USED BY error)

Object REPEATS implementation Migration would result in multiple implementations of a
relationship, leaving the model in an invalid state.

Object CONTAINS object Elementary process would contain another process, leaving the
model in an invalid state.

Object is CHECKED OUT Migration must delete an object that is checked out with delete,
modify, or access protection, OR.
Migration must modify an object that is checked out with delete, or
modify protection, OR.
Migration must reference an object that is checked out with delete
protection.

Object INVALIDATES object Migration of a tablespace would result in the tablespace being in a
different database than the owning record, leaving the model in an
invalid state, OR.
Migration of an entrypoint would result in the entrypoint being in a
different database than the owning record, leaving the model in an
invalid state.

Object is INCOMPLETE Migration of an object would leave the object incomplete, due to
lack of mapping associations, leaving the model in an invalid state.

Reports
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Report Requirements

The following requirements on models that are selected as the source and destination apply to Compare Report, Trial
Adopt Report, and Trial Migrate Report. Unless specified differently, each requirement applies to all reports.

Content Requirement
User Authorization Read or above
Model Schemas No restrictions
Model Language Codes Source and destination models must have the same language

codes.
Model Checkout Status No restrictions
Location Same encyclopedia
Child Model Usage Source-all; Destination-Compare Report only
Source Model Status Modifiable, Read-only, Checked-in, or Waiting-for-verify.
Destination Model Status Trial Migration -- Modifiable, Trial Adoption and Compare --

Modifiable, Read-only, Checked-in, or Waiting-for-verify.

Compare Report

Compare Report

Includes the sections that you selected:

Option Description
All Sections All compare results (the following options). Note: This is the

default.
Different Includes objects that exist in both models but are not the same.
Destination Only Includes objects that exist in the destination model, but do not

exist in the source model.
Source Only Includes objects that exist in the source model, but do not exist in

the destination model.
Same If you compared selected objects, the report includes objects that

are the same in both models.
If you selected Compare all, the Same section is not reported.

The report also shows the time stamp for each aggregate object. The time stamp consists of:

• Date of last change session
• Time of last change session

The date and time, not the User Id, are compared to determine if objects differ.

For informational purposes only, the report shows the User Id of the individual who changed the object.

Compare Report All Option

Select All to include all sections in the report.

This is the default option.
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Compare Report Command

Select Compare to set up the following options for an object compare report:

• Select the models
• Set up report options:

– Object range
– Report location
– Report name
– Report sections

• Select objects
• Run the report
• Display the report

Compare Report Confirmation

Compare Report Confirmation prompts you to proceed with a comparison of the source and destination models, and
produce the associated report.

The report shows you comparison results without applying any changes to either model.

Note: This report can be useful in assisting you to identify objects you must migrate from the source model to the
destination model.

Compare Report Destination Only Option

Select Destination only to report on objects that exist in the destination model and not in the source model.

Compare Report Different Option

Select Different to report on objects that exist in both models but are different, meaning they have different last changed
timestamps.

Compare Report Same Option

Select Same to report on objects that exist and are the same in both models.

Compare Report Source Only Option

Select Source only to report on objects that exist in the source model and not in the destination model.

Trial Adopt

Trial Adoption Report Command

Select Trial Adopt to set up the options for a trial adoption.

• Select the models
• Set up options
• Select objects
• Perform the trial adoption
• Show the report

The report shows you anticipated adoption results without actually changing ancestry in the destination model.
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Trial Adoption Confirmation

Trial Adoption performs a trial adoption and generates the associated report.

The report shows you anticipated adoption results without actually changing ancestry in the destination model.

Select Yes to proceed with the trial adoption.

Trial Migrate

Trial Migration Report Command

Select Trial Migrate to set up the options for a trial migration.

• Select the models
• Set up options
• Select objects or All
• Perform the trial migration
• Show the report

The report shows you anticipated migration results without actually changing ancestry in the destination model.

Trial Migration Confirmation

Trial Migration Confirmation prompts you to proceed with a trial migration and generation of the associated report.

The report shows you anticipated migration results without actually applying updates to the destination model.

Aggregate Sets in Version Control

Aggregate sets can be used as input to the following functions: adoption, trial adoption report, migration, trial migration
report, and compare report.

Aggregate Sets

Use the Aggregate Sets window to:

• Limit the aggregate set names that are displayed in the selection list by specifying filter criteria for either the aggregate
set name or the aggregate set administrator, depending on which filtering option you select.

• Select one or more aggregate sets on which to perform an action.
• Select an Actions or View command. See the action bar item of interest.

NOTE
To delete, modify, rename, or change the administrator for an aggregate set, you must be the set administrator.
To add a set, copy an existing set or view set details, you need only be authorized for the encyclopedia
containing the model with the objects that are defined to the aggregate set. To add or update an aggregate set,
you must have at least read authorization on the model.

Action Option Purpose

Actions New Create a new aggregate set.

Edit Redefine the object references in an
aggregate set.

Copy Copy a selected aggregate set and its
contents to a new aggregate set.
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Rename Provide a new name for a selected
aggregate set.

Change Admin Change the administrator of one or more
selected aggregate sets to a different
individual userid or group userid.

Detail Display the name, aggregate set ID,
and administrator userid for a selected
aggregate set; also display the date, time,
and userid for aggregate set creation and
last update.

Delete Delete one or more selected aggregate
sets.

Cancel Cancel aggregate set actions and display
the Version Control Client window.

View Select All Select all the aggregate sets displayed on
the selection list.

Deselect All Valid only when one or more displayed
items are selected; deselects the selected
aggregate sets.

Aggregate Set Detail

The Aggregate Set Detail dialog displays the following details on the selected aggregate set:

Field Description

Name The current name of the selected aggregate set.

Set ID The ID assigned to the aggregate set by Version Control.

Administrator Userid of the individual or group that is assigned as aggregate set
administrator for this aggregate set.

Created / User ID User ID under which this aggregate set was created. The userid
may refer to either an individual or a group.

Created / Date The date when the aggregate set was created.

Created / Time The time of day on the indicated date when this aggregate set was
created.

Last Updated / User ID User ID under which the last action on this aggregate set was
taken. Renaming, editing, and changing the administrator are
examples of possible last update actions.

Last Updated / Date The date when the last update occurred.

Last Updated / Time The time of day on the indicated date when this aggregate set was
last updated.

Aggregate Sets View

Aggregate sets can be used as input to the following functions: adoption, trial adoption report, migration, trial migration
report, and compare report.

The Aggregate Sets window allows you to:
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• Limit the aggregate set names that are displayed in the selection list by specifying filter criteria for either the aggregate
set name or the aggregate set administrator, depending on which filtering option you select.

• Select one or more aggregate sets on which to perform an action.
• Select an Actions or View command. See the action bar item of interest.

NOTE
To delete, modify, rename, or change the administrator for an aggregate set, you must be the set administrator.
To add a new set, copy an existing set or view set details, you need only be authorized for the encyclopedia
containing the model with the objects that are defined to the aggregate set. To add or update an aggregate set,
you must have at least read authorization on the model.

Action Option Purpose

Actions New Create a new aggregate set.

Edit Redefine the object references in an
aggregate set.

Copy Copy a selected aggregate set and its
contents to a new aggregate set.

Rename Provide a new name for a selected
aggregate set.

Change Admin Change the administrator of one or more
selected aggregate sets to a different
individual userid or group userid.

Detail Display the name, aggregate set ID,
and administrator userid for a selected
aggregate set; also display the date, time,
and userid for aggregate set creation and
last update.

Delete Delete one or more selected aggregate
sets.

Cancel Cancel aggregate set actions and display
the Version Control Client window.

View Select All Select all the aggregate sets displayed on
the selection list.

Deselect All Valid only when one or more displayed
items are selected; deselects the selected
aggregate sets.

Aggregate Sets Actions

Aggregate sets can be used as input to the following functions: adoption, trial adoption report, migration, trial migration
report, and compare report.

The Aggregate Sets window allows you to:

• Limit the aggregate set names that are displayed in the selection list by specifying filter criteria for either the aggregate
set name or the aggregate set administrator, depending on which filtering option you select.

• Select one or more aggregate sets on which to perform an action.
• Select an Actions or View command. See the action bar item of interest.
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NOTE
To delete, modify, rename, or change the administrator for an aggregate set, you must be the set administrator.
To add a new set, copy an existing set or view set details, you need only be authorized for the encyclopedia
containing the model with the objects that are defined to the aggregate set. To add or update an aggregate set,
you must have at least read authorization on the model.

Action Option Purpose

Actions New Create a new aggregate set.

Edit Redefine the object references in an
aggregate set.

Copy Copy a selected aggregate set and its
contents to a new aggregate set.

Rename Provide a new name for a selected
aggregate set.

Change Admin Change the administrator of one or more
selected aggregate sets to a different
individual userid or group userid.

Detail Display the name, aggregate set ID,
and administrator userid for a selected
aggregate set; also display the date, time,
and userid for aggregate set creation and
last update.

Delete Delete one or more selected aggregate
sets.

Cancel Cancel aggregate set actions and display
the Version Control Client window.

View Select All Select all the aggregate sets displayed on
the selection list.

Deselect All Valid only when one or more displayed
items are selected; deselects the selected
aggregate sets.

Aggregate Sets Option for Adoption

Select the aggregate sets option if you want to use one or more existing aggregate sets to identify destination model
objects for Adoption.

NOTE
To define a new aggregate set, cancel the current function and display the Version Control Client window; then
select the Aggr Sets option.

Aggregate Sets Option for Compare Report

Select the aggregate sets option if you want to use one or more existing aggregate sets to identify source model objects
for the Compare Report.

Note: To define a new aggregate set, cancel the current function and display the Version Control Client window; then
select the Aggr Sets option.
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Aggregate Sets Option for Migration

Select the aggregate sets option if you want to use one or more existing aggregate sets to identify source model objects
for migration.

NOTE
To define a new aggregate set, cancel the current function and display the Version Control Client window; then
select the Aggr Sets option.

Change Administrator for Aggregate Set

The Change Administrator dialog box enables you to select another individual or group User ID to assign as set
administrator for the selected set that you currently own. If you deleted the user or group ID that was previously set
administrator, you become set administrator for all aggregate sets that are owned by that deleted user.

To change administrators, select a new User ID from the selection list and press OK.

The advantages of selecting a group User ID over an individual User ID is that any member of a group can act as a
backup in set maintenance should the person with the primary responsibility become unavailable.

NOTE
Model administrators can create and populate group IDs for their models; encyclopedia administrators can
create and populate group IDs for any model in the encyclopedia; directory administrators can create and
populate group IDs for any model in any CSE.

Options in Version Control

This article provides information for Options in Version Control. Select Trace when you want a trace output file of migration
or adoption.

Version Control Trace Settings

WARNING
You should use Trace only to assist Technical Support in working on a problem. Selecting Trace slows down
performance.

Contact Technical Support to determine how to set up the options of the Trace facility.

Client Server Encyclopedia Support Client
This article provides information for Client Server Encyclopedia Support Client action bar items and their descriptions.

They are as follows:

Encyclopedia
Open or close an encyclopedia, or exit the Support Client.

Model
Open, detail, or obtain a Checkout Report with protection downgrades for a selected model.

Utilities
Provides the following options:
Lock

Monitor and free Lock Server locks on models and subsets that are created when users perform an
upload, download, delete, or copy (Encyclopedia Administrator only).

Object Cache
Modify the number of unreferenced objects kept in memory across the entire encyclopedia.
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Object Thresholds
Modify the maximum number of objects that can be processed without a commit.

Walkency
View information about objects, their properties, and relationships when investigating problems or error
messages.

Reset MAX table
Synchronize the DMAX table with other internal tables.

Reports
Transaction file reports display communications information about a model or subset that you have moved
between encyclopedias or between an encyclopedia and the Workstation Toolset.

NOTE
Contact your technical support representative for more information on when to use these support features.

Encyclopedia in Support Client

This article provides information for Encyclopedia in Support Client including, Encyclopedia List, Open and Close
Encyclopedia Command, and Support Client Logon.

Encyclopedia List

Encyclopedia List displays the names and descriptions of the encyclopedias to which you have access.

You must select and log on an encyclopedia before you can use any CSE client.

Open Encyclopedia Command

Use open to log on to an encyclopedia. The logged on encyclopedia is called the active encyclopedia and is the one
currently in use. You can open only one encyclopedia at a time. You must close the active encyclopedia before you can
open another encyclopedia.

When you select open, one of the following occurs:

• If you are NOT logged on to the client, the logon dialog appears.
• If you are logged on AND have access to only one encyclopedia, that encyclopedia is opened.
• If you are logged on AND have access to multiple encyclopedias, a list of encyclopedias available for use with the CSE

software displays.

Certain actions in the action bar, such as Model, are disabled until you open an encyclopedia.

Support Client Logon

User

Enter the user ID and password that identifies you to all the CSE clients and to one or more encyclopedias to be
accessed. You must identify yourself before opening an encyclopedia and using any CSE client. This user ID and
password must be listed in the directories of the Coordination client and the Encyclopedia client.

Note: The User ID and Hostname are required fields. The OK button is enabled when both these fields have non-blank
entries.

Message Dispatcher Connection

Hostname is the IP name or the address of the computer on which the Message Dispatcher software is installed and
running. The IP name or address can be in Internet Packet version 4 (IPv4) or version 6 (IPv6) format. The following
Universal Resource Locator (URL) format is also supported in the Hostname field:
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URL format: [host-name-or-IP-address]:port-number

Replace host-name-or-IP-address with the Message Dispatcher host name or IP address. Replace port-number with the
Message Dispatcher port number or service name.

Note: When you enter the URL format in the Hostname field, the port number field is ignored.

Port (number) is an IP socket number (assigned during CSE configuration) on which the Message Dispatcher software is
accepting connection requests. Service (name) is an alias for the port number that is provided as a mnemonic to help with
remembering the port number. The service name must be defined in the Services file on the computer on which the CSE
client is running. Enter either the port number or service name but not both.

The maximum length for an entry in the Hostname field is 1024 bytes. The maximum length for an entry in the port
number/service name field is 32 bytes.

See your CSE Encyclopedia Administrator for the hostname and port number/service name.

Note: The user ID is stored in the CSE_USER environment variable. The hostname and service name/port number are
stored in the CSE_HOST environment variable. These values are created or updated each time that you connect to a
specific Message Dispatcher process.

Close Encyclopedia Command

Close inactivates the encyclopedia currently in use. (The encyclopedia currently in use is called the active encyclopedia.)
You are automatically logged off an encyclopedia when it closes.

Closing an encyclopedia also disables certain actions in the action bar. Actions whose functions are directly related to
having an active encyclopedia, such as Model, are disabled until you open an encyclopedia.

Model in Support Client

This article provides information for Model in Support Client including, Support Model Selection Window, Model List, Open
Model Command, Model Detail, and Validate Encyclopedia.

Support Model Selection Window

The Support Model Selection Window allows you to detail the active model or run the Encyclopedia Validate report on the
active model.

To open a model, either enter the name in the Name field and select Actions, Open; or leave the Name field blank, select
Actions, List, and then select a model from the displayed list.

Model List

Model List displays a list of all models in the encyclopedia.

You can select only one model at a time.

• Open a model
Select the model by highlighting the name, then select the Open command.

• Display model information
Select the model by highlighting the name, then select the Detail command.

The Filter field allows you to sort the list of options based on a particular keyword. Type a keyword in the text box and click
Apply.

The Model list displays the list of models that match the input string. The input string may be at any position within the
name.
Use the following wildcard characters to filter:
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• Asterisk (*) substitutes for zero or more characters.
Example: Type ART*T, the list displays ADD_DEPARTMENT, DELETE_DEPARTMENT, and so on.

• Question mark (?) substitutes for zero or one occurrence of the character that precedes the question mark.
Example: Type DI?, the list displays DIVISION, DEPARTMENT, MODIFY_EMPLOYEE, and so on. Here the character
before ?, that is I, is optional.

Open Model Command

Use Open to select the model you wish to work with.

Model Detail

Model detail displays the model information that the CSE has stored about the currently selected model.

Model Name
The long name of the model.

Administrator
The User ID of the model administrator.

Status
The state the model is in. It can be in one of four states:

• Modifiable
The model was created using upload or extract/load. Either apply has not been requested or apply without
check-in has been verified.

• Waiting for Verify
An apply has been requested, but has not yet been verified. You cannot modify the model. Only read
operations are allowed.

• Checked in
An Apply has been requested and verified. You cannot modify the model. Only read operations are allowed.

• Read only
This model was created using extract/load request with the read-only option that is turned on.

Schema
The CSE provides full support for Current Schema and Prior Schema release levels, and transition support for
Second Prior Schema, subject to the following rules:

• Second Prior Schema models can be loaded into a Gen 8 Encyclopedia, but can be accessed only for deletion
or for conversion to a Current Schema model.

• Prior Schema models in the Encyclopedia can be accessed by AllFusion Gen r7, 7.5, or 7.6 workstation
toolsets, but not by Gen 8 workstation toolsets.

• Current Schema models can be accessed by Gen 8 workstation toolsets only.
• Current Schema models cannot exist in any Encyclopedias earlier than Gen 8 Encyclopedias.
• Any model that is at a Schema release before Second Prior Schema must be converted with an earlier version

of the Encyclopedia to bring it to Second Prior Schema or Prior Schema level.

Note: For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the
Release Notes.

Type
The model type: Gen.

Language Code
The code page used to store the model in the current encyclopedia. For more information about the code page
descriptions, click here.
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Current user access
Y (yes) or N (no) for Admin, Update, Migrate, Generate, where:

• Admin code
Indicates whether you are the model administrator and are able to perform all functions on the model.

• Update code
Indicates whether you are authorized to modify the model.

• Migrate code
Indicates whether you are authorized to migrate objects to the model.

• Generate code
Indicates whether you are authorized to create executable code for the model.

Checkout from Parent
Identification details on the Checkout.

• Ency ID
The unique identifying number for the encyclopedia where the parent model resides.

• Model ID
The unique identifying number for the parent model.

• Checkout ID
The unique numeric identifier that is assigned to this child model when it was extracted from the parent model.
If the parent model resides on the Host Encyclopedia, the Checkout ID is the Subset ID.

• Handshake
The date and time of the last activity that is performed on the parent model (for example, extract or apply but
do not check in).

Checked Out
The user ID of the person who checked out the model and the date and time that the model was last checked out
or updated without check in.

Created
The user ID of the person who initially created the model and the date and time that the model was created.

Last Updated
The user ID of the person who most recently updated the model and the date and time the model was updated.

Validate Encyclopedia

Support Encyclopedia Validate

This report helps you locate the source of corruption in a model. You should run this report only if you have reason to
suspect model corruption. During processing, each object in the active model is checked for properties and correct
associations. Any detected corruption is noted in the report.

WARNING
Contact your support representative before using Encyclopedia Validate.

The validation process examines and reports on one object at a time. Regardless of the options you select, this process
validates the object ID, type code and value ranges for each object. If you accept the defaults:

• The report is produced in the directory containing the Support Client.
• All errors are reported.
• Validation is performed for triggers, associations, and properties.
• Label information is not displayed.

Guidelines for tailoring the report
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• To quickly determine whether the model is corrupted, select all options for performing validation and enter a low Max
Number Of Errors.

• To check only the validity of value ranges for each object, turn off options for performing validation of triggers,
associations, and properties.

• To identify one type of corruption at a time, run separate reports for validating triggers, associations, and properties.
• To make the report easier to read, select the Display Label Information option. (This option should be used only if

associations are not corrupted.)

Max Number Of Errors Entry Field for EVAL.RPT

Specify a positive number of up to nine digits to indicate the maximum number of errors to be included in the
Encyclopedia Validate report. Make no entry to produce a complete report; the default for Max Number of Errors is all.

WARNING
Follow the recommendation of your support representative for the value to enter.

Perform Validation of Triggers Option

Select this option to verify the existence of all required associations for each object.

WARNING
Follow the recommendation of your support representative on whether to select this option.

Perform Validation of Associations Option

Select this option to validate:

• Correct sequence of objects for ordered associations
• Association cardinality
• To, From, and Next object associations

WARNING
Follow the recommendation of your support representative on whether to select this option.

Perform Validation of Properties Option

Select this option to verify that:

• The properties that should exist do exist.
• The properties that should not exist, do not exist.
• All properties have valid values.

WARNING
Follow the recommendation of your support representative on whether to select this option.

Display Label Information Option

Label information includes the Object Type and Object Name. If the Display Label Information option is not selected, this
extra line of information on each object does not appear on the report. Compare the following examples:

WITHOUT LABEL INFORMATION
Object id=14299, type=HLENT

WITH LABEL INFORMATION
Entity Type DIRLOGON Object id=14299, type=HLENT

WARNING
Follow the recommendation of your support representative on whether to select this option.
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NOTE
If there is severe association corruption, ensure that Display Label Information is turned off. Processing that
generates display labels traces associations for each object until the label is found; if the associations used for
tracing are corrupted, this processing cannot complete correctly.

Utilities in Support Client

This article provides information for Utilities in Support Client including, Lock Maintenance, Lock Detail, Lock Command,
Object Cache, Database Object ID Partitions, and Walkency Object.

Lock Maintenance

Lock maintenance enables you to select a locked model or subset to detail or free. Do not attempt to free a lock while the
process that requested the lock is active. This action can cause corruption to the model.

WARNING
Contact your support representative for information about using the lock maintenance.

Lock Maintenance List

The lock maintenance list displays the names of the models and subsets on which locks are currently set and the user Id
of the one who set each lock.

Important! Contact your Technical Support representative for information about using the lock maintenance.

Lock Detail Command

Lock detail enables you to see what kind of activity is active against a model or subset and who is performing it.

Important! Contact your Technical Support representative for information about using the lock maintenance.

Lock Detail

Lock detail displays the lock information that the CSE has stored about the currently selected lock.

Contact your Technical Support representative for information about using the lock maintenance.

Grouping Field Description
Ency Id The unique identifying number for the

encyclopedia on which the model resides.
Model Id The unique identifying number for the

model.
Model Name The name that is assigned to the model,

which appears in the model list.
Subset Id The unique identifying number for the

subset.
Subset Name The name of the subset.
User Id User Id of user requesting the lock.
Lock Start Date The date the lock was set.
Lock Start Time The time of day the lock was set.
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Lock Level One of the following:
ENCY
Encyclopedia that is locked for updating,
generation parameter override.
MODEL
Read, write, and upload lock on model.
SUBSET
Subset in use.

Lock Type One of the following:
READ
Others can read, no one can write.
WRITE
No one can read or write.
UPLOAD
Others can upload only; applies to different
subsets of the same model.

Server Requesting Lock Information Message Dispatcher Id The Message Dispatcher requesting the
lock.

Session Id The server that made the lock request.
Session Instance The instance of the requesting server.

Server Requesting Lock Client Information Message Dispatcher Id The Message Dispatcher requesting the
lock.

Session Id The lock client that made the lock request.
Session Instance The instance of the requesting lock client

Lock Command

If you are an encyclopedia administrator, you can run the Lock support feature. Use Lock to display a list of the locks of
the lock server and also to free these locks.

Object Cache

The object cache is the number of unreferenced objects that are kept in memory. This value applies to the entire
encyclopedia. Consider the following:

Object cache size Dependency
Maximum The amount of available memory
Optimum Performance requirements

In general, the smaller the object cache value, the slower the processing, but the lower the memory requirements.
Conversely, the larger the object cache value, the faster the processing, but the greater the memory requirements.
However, too large a cache value can cause paging and degrade the performance.

Only an Encyclopedia Administrator is authorized to change the object cache value.

NOTE
Contact your Technical Support representative for more information about using an object cache.

Object Cache Command

Select this option to modify the current value for object caching. The object cache is the number of unreferenced objects
that are kept in memory. This value applies to the entire encyclopedia. The default setting at installation is 1000.
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In general, the smaller the number, the slower the processing but the less memory used. Conversely, the larger the
number, the better the performance but the more memory used. However, too large a number can cause the operating
system to page memory which significantly degrades performance.

Only an Encyclopedia Administrator is authorized to change the object cache value.

Database Object ID Partitions

Database Object ID Partitioning Dialog Box

Use this dialog to increase the number of Object ID partitions on the Encyclopedia Database. Changing the Object ID
partitions can help reduce contention. Only increase the number if you are having database contention problems or are
planning to run more utilities that create objects. You can only increase the number.

NOTE
All servers and utilities should be idle (servers can be running, but not being used) before changing the Object
ID.

The number displayed was taken from the entry that is made during the Encyclopedia Server installation.

Object ID Partitioning List Box

Choose the number closest to the maximum number that your CSE uses of utilities that create objects. When deciding
what number you need, determine how many of the following your CSE would possibly run at the same time.

Category Identification Purpose
Stand-alone utilities ADPTMODL Adopt model

CONVMODL Convert model
MIGRMODL Migrate model
CONVALL Convert all models.
COPYMODL Copy model
UPLOAD Upload utility

Server utility executables SRVCONS Construction server
SRVMS Model/Subset server

Utility executables UTLADPT Adoption utility
UTLCPYM Copy model utility
UTLCRMFS Copy model from subset utility
UTLMIGR Migrate model utility.
UTLUP Upload utility

For example, assume you currently typically copy one model and upload two simultaneously. You want to start uploading
six. One plus six is seven, so you select eight. If you are not sure yet how many processes you might run simultaneously,
select eight as a starting point.

For a detailed discussion on what these utilities are and when and how to use them, refer to the CSE Performance and
Server Administration Guide.

Object Count Threshold

The object count threshold is the maximum number of objects that are processed between incremental commits.
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Consider the following costs and benefits when determining when to increase and when to decrease the object count
threshold:

• To get quicker results, increase the threshold. For example, if you run interactively during the day, you may be willing to
provide more machine space for log files to enhance processing speed.

• To conserve machine space, decrease the threshold. For example, if you perform overrides at night, you may be willing
to accept slower performance for the benefit of conserving machine space.

Gen--Walkency Walk Around the Encyclopedia

Forward (indicated by the greater-than character (>)) displays only the forward associations for the selected object.

WARNING
Call your support representative for additional information about using Walkency.

View Walk Around the Encyclopedia Information

Use Walkency under direction of your support representative to view information about object IDs, their properties, and
relationships when investigating problems or error messages.

Copyright © 2010 CA. All rights reserved.

Walkency Display Level Option

These levels provide varying amounts of object and association information. Select the level that your support
representative recommends.

Important! Call your support representative for additional information about using Walkency.

Display Walkency Object List

The Object List displays specific objects in the model.

Highlight the object that your support representative recommends.

WARNING
Call your support representative for additional information about using Walkency.

Display Walkency Object List Detail

Detail displays additional information about the source object, association, and destination object.

WARNING
Call your support representative for additional information about using Walkency.

Grouping Field Description
Source Object
(current object being displayed)

Object Object type mnemonic.

Object Id Unique identifier associated with the object.
Association (association type mnemonic) Dir Direction of association, where > means

forward and < means backward.
Assoc Association type mnemonic
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ATC Association Type Code. Numeric value
representing type of association between
two objects (for example, 69 is Described
by (DSCBYA), like HLENT DSCBYA
ATTRUSR).

Seq Sequence number of ordered association,
where 0 means non-ordered.

Assoc Chg Represents status of association since it
was checked out from its parent. Values
are ADDED, DELETED, CHANGED,
and UNCHANGED. Used to send up
changed transactions to the parent when a
GENDELTA/APPLY request is made.

Next Id Object ID of the next object in an ordered
association, where -1 means end of list
and 0 indicates that the association is non-
ordered.

Updated Date and time association was last
updated.

Destination Object (object participating in
association with Source Object)

Object Object type mnemonic.

OTC Object Type Code. Numeric value
representing object type. For example, 113
is Entity Type (HLENT).

Object Id Unique identifier associated with the object.
Parent Obj Id Object ID of the parent object. If the parent

object ID is the negative value of the object
ID, the object has no parent.

Obj Name Specific name of the object.
Org Ency Id Original encyclopedia ID that created

original object.
Org Obj Id Original object ID that the destination object

was created from.
Obj Chg Represents status of object since it was

checked out from its parent. Values
are ADDED, DELETED, CHANGED,
and UNCHANGED. Used to send up
changed transactions to the parent when a
GENDELTA/APPLY request is made.

Max Access Protection that is given to the object when
the model or subset is checked out from
a parent. If the model has no parent, the
MaxAccess is always DELETE.

Created Date and time the destination object was
created.

Walkency Object List for Display Level 1

The list displays the object and its associations. Select the object that your support representative recommends.

Dir
Direction of association, where > means forward and < means backward.
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Assoc
Association type mnemonic.

Object
Object type mnemonic.

Object Id
Unique identifier associated with the object.

Object name
Specific name of the object.

Important! Call your support representative for additional information about using Walkency.

Walkency Object List for Display Level 2

The list displays the object and its associations. Select the object that your support representative recommends.

Dir
Direction of association, where > means forward and < means backward.

Assoc
Association type mnemonic

Object
Object type mnemonic.

Object Id
Unique identifier associated with the object.

Next Id
Object ID of the next object in an ordered association, where -1 means end of list and 0 indicates that the
association is non-ordered.

Seq
Sequence of an ordered association, where 0 indicates non-ordered.

Important! Call your support representative for additional information about using Walkency.

Walkency Object List for Display Level 3

The list displays the object and its associations. Select the object that your support representative recommends.

Dir
Direction of association, where > means forward and < means backward.

Assoc
Association type mnemonic.

Object
Object type mnemonic.

Object Id
Unique identifier associated with the object.

Org Ency Id
Original encyclopedia ID that created original object

Org Obj Id
Original object ID that object was created from.

Important! Call your support representative for additional information about using Walkency.
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Walkency Object List for Display Level 4

The list displays the object and its associations. Select the object that your support representative recommends.

Dir
Direction of association, where > means forward and < means backward.

Assoc
Association type mnemonic.

Asc Chg
Represents status of association since it was checked out from its parent. Values are ADDED, DELETED,
CHANGED, and UNCHANGED. Used to send up changed transactions to the parent when a GENDELTA/APPLY
request is made.

Object
Object type mnemonic.

Object Id
Unique identifier associated with the object.

Parent Obj Id
Object ID of the parent object. If the parent object ID is the negative value of the object ID, the object has no
parent.

Obj Chg
Represents status of object since it was checked out from its parent. Values are ADDED, DELETED, CHANGED,
and UNCHANGED. Used to send up changed transactions to the parent when a GENDELTA/APPLY request is
made.

Max Acc
Protection that is given to the object when the model or subset is checked out from a parent. If the model has no
parent, the MaxAccess is always DELETE.

Important! Call your support representative for additional information about using Walkency.

Walkency Object List Backward Command

Backward (indicated by the less-than character (<)) displays only the backward associations for the selected object.

WARNING
Call your support representative for additional information about using Walkency.

Walkency Object List Forward Command

Forward (indicated by the greater-than character (>)) displays only the forward associations for the selected object.

WARNING
Call your support representative for additional information about using Walkency.

For information on Display Walkency Object List, click here.

Reset MAX Table

This option validates and corrects the values in the DMAX table for the following:
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• Next available model ID
• Next available object ID
• Next available subset ID
• Next available checkout ID
• Next available session ID
• Next available aggregate set ID
• LRU cache
• Object thresholds
• Encyclopedia name
• Encyclopedia release

Select Yes to continue and reset the DMAX table or select No to stop reset processing.

Set Local Encyclopedia ID

Set Local Encyclopedia enables you to modify the encyclopedia ID of the currently active encyclopedia in the
encyclopedia database.

An encyclopedia must be registered under the ID assigned during installation; but that ID can be modified to another valid
ID, as long as the new ID is unique across all site encyclopedias.

When to use

If you install an encyclopedia and specify an ID that is already in use for another encyclopedia, you should change the
encyclopedia ID to be unique within your company before you use the encyclopedia. Otherwise, cross-Encyclopedia
functions do not work properly or may corrupt your data.

When you change an encyclopedia ID through the Modify Encyclopedia command in the Coordination Client, use the Set
Local Encyclopedia ID command to make the same change in the encyclopedia database.

Reports in Support Client

This article provides information for Reports in Support Client that includes, View Transaction File Report and Transaction
File Type List.

View Transaction File Report

The transaction file report displays communications information about a model or subset that you have moved between
encyclopedias or between an encyclopedia and the workstation.

WARNING
Call your support representative for additional information about using the transaction file report.

Transaction File Type List

The report options are as follows:

Apply
Send a model/subset from a child encyclopedia back to its parent encyclopedia

Checkout
Check out a model/subset from an encyclopedia to a workstation

Delta
Request to apply a model/subset to its parent encyclopedia.
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Everify
Request to verify that the last apply was successful

Extract
Check out a model/subset from a parent encyclopedia to another encyclopedia

Load
Load a model/subset extracted from the parent encyclopedia

Update
Check in a model/subset from a workstation to an encyclopedia

Verapply
Verify the last apply to an encyclopedia was successful.

Verify
Select to verify that the last update was successful.

Verup
Verify the last update to a Gen encyclopedia was successful.

Important! Call your technical support representative for additional information about using the transaction file report.
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Implementation Toolset
This article provides information for setting up and working with the Implementation Toolset on all supported platforms.

Download a PDF of this Implementation Toolset section.

This section describes the implementation toolset including the following platforms:

• NonStop
• UNIX and Linux
• Windows
• z/OS

Implementation Toolset Best Practices

This topic provides information about Implementation Toolset best practices.

Implementation Toolset for z/OS

Gen lets you select the dataset storage type, initial database size, and secondary storage factor on the Set DB2 Variables
panel during configuration.

Sizing the Database

The dataset storage type options are ‘S’ for Storage Group and ‘V’ for VSAM. The initial database size options are ‘S’
for Small (approximately 329 tracks of 3390 DASD) or ‘M’ for Medium (approximately 2303 tracks of 3390 DASD). The
default primary and secondary number of records is derived from the selection of the database size (Small/Medium) for
each table of the z/OS Implementation Toolset (IT). The secondary storage factor is used to increase the default primary
and secondary sizes by a factor that is input by the customer on the Set DB2 Variables panel. Use the secondary storage
factor to fine-tune your database size requirements by a factor of 0.01 to 9.9. For example, if the secondary storage factor
is 4.5, the primary size increases by a factor of four (four times the primary amount), and the secondary size increases by
a factor of five (five times the secondary amount).

Business Value
Fine-tuning the size parameters reduces storage resources that may be over-allocated for the database and
ultimately would reduce the associated system costs.

NonStop Implementation Toolset
The Implementation Toolset (IT) is a collection of tools that lets you build and run NonStop SQL/MP and SQL/MX
applications that Gen generates. SQL/MP applications are run under the Guardian operating system environment and
SQL/MX applications are run under the OSS (Open System Services) operating system environment. Both types of
applications are executed using the Pathway TP monitor.

The Gen tools do not call out the different operating systems when setting the target environments but instead
differentiate the environments by what database (SQL/MP or SQL/MX) is chosen.   

NOTE

 In this section:

• The term SQL/MP refers to the operating system environment is Guardian.
• The term SQL/MX refers to the operating system environment is OSS.

The tools that comprise the IT are:
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• Application Execution Facility (AEF)
• Setup Tool (for building SQL/MP applications)
• Build Tool (for building SQL/MX applications)
•  Gen Runtime for SQL/MP applications
•  Gen Runtime for SQL/MX applications
•  Gen User Exits

Each component of the IT is installed on the target system. Gen interfaces with the NonStop operating system
for information such as the name of the terminal, names of Pathway environment components, and the location
of Gen components. The following illustration shows this relationship:

  

NOTE
Users must have the knowledge to configure the development platform to implement generated applications.
Users must be familiar with Pathway, SQL/MP, SQL/MX, RSC/MP, and other technologies available on NonStop.

Here is the list of tools for their detailed description:

Application Execution Facility

The Application Execution Facility (AEF) lets Gen applications execute on NonStop. It functions as an interface between
the operating system and the application being run. Since AEF is designed specifically for the NonStop environment, you
can take full advantage of the following fundamental features:

• Loosely coupled architecture
• Message-based distributed processing
• Multi-processor parallel execution
• Multi-nodal network-based application deployment
• Linear expandability
• Fault-tolerant application execution
• TMF-based referential integrity

Setup Tool

The Setup Tool is a Pathway-based application that allows you to deploy applications generated by a Gen development
environment targeted for NonStop. To compile the source code for deployment to NonStop SQL/MX, use the Build
Tool. For more information, see Using the NonStop Setup Tool in Gen.
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Build Tool

The Build Tool is a Java-based application that allows you to build applications generated by a Gen development
environment targeted for Nonstop OSS. For more information, see Using the Build Tool in Gen.

Gen Runtime

The Gen Runtime is a set of libraries called by the generated application to provide all the supporting functionality
needed by the generated code. Support includes, but is not limited to, date and time functions, string manipulation, dialog
manager functions, screen I/O, screen formatting, field validation, 3270 data stream support, and so on.

Separate libraries are included to support blockmode and distributed processing. Additionally, the runtime provides an
interface between the generated code and the AEF. There is a set of libraries delivered to run on NonStop SQL/MP
applications, and another set delivered to run on NonStop SQL/MX applications.

Gen User Exits

Gen user exits are separate, reusable code modules that are used to perform functions such as screen formatting and
message switching. These user exits are part of the Gen runtime.

Processing Overview for NonStop IT
This article provides information for Processing Overview for NonStop IT including, Target System Implementation,
Packaging, Remote File, Transferring Remote Files, External Action Blocks, and Gen Runtime User Exits.

Target System Implementation

Target system implementation is a process for developing an application on one platform and executing it on another
platform. Using this process, you can prepare a single Gen model for use on many different platforms. The following
illustration describes this concept:

Applications are developed as models using various Gen Toolsets on a workstation that is called the Development
Platform. Models are prepared for execution through a process that is called construction, which may occur on the
development platform or on another system. The resulting components, that are called remote files, are transferred to a
target system for compilation and execution. The remote files contain source code, Data Definition Language (DDL), and
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special control information that allow the model to be installed as an application within a Gen environment on the target
system.

The various components of the remote files define the organization and contents of the application, and make it possible
for Gen to identify and process the application on the target system. You can then test and run the application on the
target system within the Gen environment. In the case of NonStop, each application is composed of at least three remote
files -- one for the database information, one for the referential integrity triggers, and at least one load module.

To modify an application, update the original model on the development platform, regenerate the changed elements into
remote files, and move the files to the target system. In this way, you can enhance and modify the implemented systems
without having to work directly with the generated code.

The following illustration shows basic workflow that is involved when implementing an application on a target system.
The workstation tasks are performed first, then the remote files are transferred and, finally, the target system tasks are
completed. The target system tasks primarily involve the Implementation Toolset and the Setup Tool, which must be
installed before the remote files can be processed.

Note: For more information about installing the Implementation Toolset and the Setup Tool, see Installing.

NOTE
This illustration is referenced several times throughout this section to illustrate the relationship between tasks
that are required to use the IT on the target system.
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Packaging

You must package a Gen model before generating the remote files that are transferred to your target system and installed.
Application models are packaged into one or more load modules. If a model is packaged into more than one load module,
each load module is implemented as a separate remote file and linked to the target system into a separate executable.
Component Models are packaged into one or more operations libraries.

Note: For more information about packaging, see Workstation Construction.

Remote Files

After a completed model goes through construction, it is stored as a compilation of source code, Data Definition Language
(DDL), and other components in special files that are called remote files, also known as implementation packages
(IPs). The file extension of a remote file is .rmt. Sections in the remote files define the organization and contents of the
Gen generated application, which makes it possible for Gen to identify and process all the relevant components of the
application on the platform where the application executes.

After construction is complete, the remote files are moved (outside of Gen) to the target system where they can be stored,
interpreted, compiled, tested, and executed.

NOTE
Do not edit the remote file with a PC text editor before transferring them to NonStop. Some editors embed extra
characters within the text. The NonStop compilers may reject the generated code.

Types of Remote Files

The following types of remote files are required for an application:

• Load Module
• Database
• Referential Integrity

NOTE
Operation Libraries are not supported on NonStop.

These remote file types are summarized in the following table and explained in more detail in the following sections:

Type Number Used Description of Contents
Load Module One or more per application Application source code for a single load

module.
Database Usually one per application DDL for an application database. For target

system implementation, all load modules for
a Gen application usually share a common
database.

Referential Integrity One per application RI trigger routines for an application. These
routines implement referential integrity for
the entire application.

Install Control Module

Every remote file has an Install Control Module (ICM), or install deck, which identifies and provides instructions for
installing all components of the remote file. The ICM is in Generalized Markup Language (GML) format.

The ICM identifies each component of a load module, database, or RI trigger set, so that it can be properly installed
on your target system. The contents of the ICM depend on the packaging selected. The ICM carries information for the
complete load module, database, or RI trigger set, even if code is generated only for one portion of the specified remote.
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Load Module Remote Files

The load module remote file includes generated code in a high-level language. This code contains a Dialog Manager, one
or more procedure steps, screens, and the action blocks used by the procedure steps. The Dialog Manager is created by
Gen, based on the control flow of the procedure steps and action blocks you have packaged into this load module. You
specify the procedure steps and action blocks that are contained in each load module during packaging.

Dialog Manager

During remote file generation, Gen builds a Dialog Manager for every load module. The Dialog Manager controls the
dialog flow (link and transfer) between procedure steps, supports terminal input/output, and maintains the execution
context in a profile data source.

The Dialog Manager always receives control from the TP monitor (usually the AEF) when the load module is executed.
The Dialog Manager determines which procedure step within the load module to execute. The input view of the procedure
step is then populated from screen input, data passed from another procedure step, and data taken from the profile
data source. This lets each procedure step reference data in its input view without considering how the data values are
obtained.

Profile Manager is the part of the Dialog Manager that manages the profile data source. The profile is a temporary runtime
stack that stores the export view of the procedure steps. It is used to pass information between procedure steps.

Database Remote Files

The database remote file contains DDL statements and installation information. You can choose to generate DDL for only
a part of the database. This feature is appropriate when a database has already been installed and some changes are
made to the data structure diagram.

Referential Integrity Trigger Remote Files

The Referential Integrity (RI) trigger remote file contains the code for implementing referential integrity. When a record
or field is deleted from a database, referential integrity ensures that all other records or fields that depend on the deleted
record or field for their identity are also deleted. Each model has only one RI trigger remote file.

The name for RI trigger remote files defaults to CASCADE. You can change the name from CASCADE to a different name
on the member name of the RI trigger before construction in the Workstation Toolset.

NOTE
The RI trigger remote file contains the trigger routines for the entire data model residing on the workstation when
generation occurs. If the RI trigger remote file is generated from a subset of the complete data model rather than
from the complete data model, you may get an incomplete set of trigger routines.

The RI trigger routines are compiled and placed in a library. They are available to be linked into individual load modules as
needed.

Transferring Remote Files to the Target System

Remote files, which may or may not contain external action block stubs, are moved from the development platform to the
target system using the file-transfer process you choose.

Be careful when transferring remote files from the Workstation to the NonStop server. Even though the files are ASCII
text files, transfer them in BINARY format. This is due to a restricted length in the NonStop Edit format file structures. Gen
occasionally generates text lines longer than the 255 character capacity of the NonStop Edit format file structure.

NOTE
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• If files are transferred in ASCII format, anything more than 255 characters is truncated without warning. This
truncation causes problems later during compilation. Some file transfer programs, including FTP in text-
mode, truncate large ASCII-based files.

• Regardless of the number of files in the subdirectories of the development platform, transfer files only with
a file extension of .rmt. If more than one load module remote file has been generated, each one must be
transferred to the target platform.

• The load module, DDL, and RI trigger remote files can be transferred directly to the appropriate installation
directories on the target system, or they can be transferred to a subvolume and later moved to the installation
subvolume.

External Action Blocks

To access information not directly available to a generated application, you use an external action block. For example, a
load module must use a standard date manipulation subroutine that has been defined for a particular organization or the
load module must access files that were not created with Gen.

An external action block defines the interface between the Gen procedure step or action block that invokes it and the logic
that is created outside of Gen, so that information can be successfully passed back and forth. This structure is used to
match the views of a procedure step with the views (input and output arguments) of a handwritten subroutine.

When you use a Gen model to generate remote files for installation on a target system, an external action block stub is
created that provides the source language framework for the external action. This stub includes the following information
that Gen can supply from the definition of the external action block:

• Input data definitions
• Output data definitions
• Parameters
• Framework for the actual code

The only thing missing is the action logic.

For your application to execute properly on your target system, you must add the appropriate logic to the generated action
block stub before you compile and install it. Several steps are required before the load module containing the external
action block is built and implemented. These steps are listed and explained later in this section.

Gen Runtime User Exits

Certain system functions, such as retrieving a user ID or handling errors, may vary in implementation from one target
system to another target system because of the combination of hardware and software being used in that target system.

Runtime user exits are standard routines that allow all generated applications to access these system features. Runtime
user exits reside on the target system and can thus be accessed by each application without actually being coded as part
of it. These routines can be used as they are to supply basic functionality, or they can be customized to the needs of your
particular target system.

Prerequisite Implementation Tasks for Nonstop IT
  

The following list provides several sets of tasks that are required before building and executing your application:

• Pregeneration tasks
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– Packaging EABs
– Considerations for Remote Generation
– Considerations for Trace Generation
– Considerations for Performance

• Prebuild tasks on the target system
– Installing the DBMS
– Considerations for user access
– Installing the Implementation Toolset
– Customizing delivered files
– Defining the OSS environment variables
– Required OSS variables

Prerequisite Tasks on the Development Platform

To ensure that your target implementation is successful, you must perform the following pre-generation tasks and define
specific parameters on the development platform before generating your remote file:

• Packaging EABs
• Considerations for Remote Generation
• Considerations for Trace Generation
• Considerations for Performance

These tasks and parameters are explained in the following sections.

Package External Action Blocks

During the load module packaging portion of construction, you can include external action blocks in your load modules
in the same manner as other Gen procedure steps and action blocks. When generation occurs for that load module,
information identifying the action block is included in the ICM for that remote file. However, the action block stub is not
included in the resulting remote file. It must be moved to your target system separately. Similarly, if you hand-edit code
in the external stubs, you must move the stubs out of the source code component subdirectory so that subsequent
generations do not overwrite the edited stubs.

For example, on a Windows code generation platform, the external action block code must be moved from the source
code component subdirectory (\c for the C language) associated with the model being implemented. The file containing
external action block code is named using the action block name and a file extension appropriate to the language being
used (.C).

Remote Generation Considerations

The following sections explain the prerequisites you must consider for remote generation.

Target System

During construction, ensure that you specify the correct operating system, database management system (DBMS),
programming language, TP monitor, and communications that will be used for implementation.

Install Control Modules

You can generate code for all the components that are packaged into the load module, or select specific components for
generation. Regardless of the selection of components to generate, the installation must be performed on the entire load
module. The installation has some important implications:
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• Each time remote or local installation is requested for load module code generation, an ICM is created for that load
module.

• After the ICM and all specified load module components are generated, the ICM and all load module source
components found in the language subdirectory (\c for the C language) for the model are copied into a single remote
file.

• You need to consider subset definitions carefully for the purpose of code generation.
– If the load module is generated from a subset of a Gen model, the ICM generated for the load module is based on

the packaging information visible in the subset used for generation.
– If your subset does not contain all the components of a load module, the ICM may be incomplete. If this load

module is installed on your target system, the incomplete ICM will overwrite any previous ICM definition. Only the
components shown in the new ICM will be installed when the load module is rebuilt. An incomplete ICM could cause
the application to fail.

• All components included in a load module definition are included in the generated remote file as long as the
components are stored in the directory where Gen can find them, even if only one component is updated.

• The complete load module is defined in the ICM regardless of the number of components you have modified. (This
is done for maintenance purposes. It lets you change and regenerate portions of a load module without changing its
definition.)

• An incomplete load module ICM can result if the subset used to generate the load module does not contain all the
elements for that load module.

Database DDL Files

Because Gen manipulates data according to the type of targeted DBMS, existing data may not be supported by Gen. A
field that is logically used to store time-of-day data in Oracle is really stored in a DATE column with year, month, day, hour,
minute, and second information. Gen will default an unspecified year/month/day to 01/01/0001 (January 1, 0001) before
sending it to Oracle. This may be different for other DBMSs.

Load Module Remote Files

When generating load module remote files, do not delete the source after installation is complete. Doing so may indirectly
cause the building of load modules to fail.

When more than one load module uses the same common action block, the first load module to be generated contains the
actual code. When you delete the source after installation, the source code is deleted from the code generation platform
after the first module is formatted into a remote file. All other remote files contain only the reference to this action block. If
the remote files are built in a different order than the order in which they were created, a load module that references the
action block will be built before the load module that actually contains the action block. In this case, the build will fail.

Referential Integrity Trigger Remote Files

The RI trigger remote file contains the trigger routines for the entire data model residing on the workstation when
generation occurs. If the RI trigger remote file is generated from a subset of the complete data model rather than from the
complete data model, you may get an incomplete set of trigger routines.

Trace Generation Considerations

The trace function can be used only if you have generated code with trace support. The resulting source code contains all
the additional logic necessary to allow the special trace functions to occur.

You can generate trace for a single procedure step, an entire load module, or your complete application.

The special code included to allow trace significantly increases the size of each generated source module. If space is a
potential problem on the code generation platform or on your target system, add trace selectively rather than globally.

You can selectively test portions of your application in the following ways:
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• You can generate the trace code only for the elements you want to test during load module generation.
• You can elect to turn trace off during runtime if you have generated your entire load module or application with trace.

Performance Considerations

Ensure that you specify dialog flow definitions and packaging options independently. An application runs efficiently if each
load module contains procedure steps that are likely to be used together. Therefore, coordinate the packaging with the
dialog flow definition when packaging your application.

NOTE
Applications generated with trace support run slower than the applications generated without trace support.

Prerequisite Tasks on the Target System

You must perform the following tasks to successfully implement a generated application on your target system:

• Installing the DBMS
• Considerations for user access
• Installing the Implementation Toolset
• Customizing delivered files

These tasks are explained in the following sections.

The following illustration describes the relationship of modifying the target environment to the other required and optional
IT tasks:
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Install DBMS

For information about environment settings that must be set before use, see the DBMS software documentation.

User Access Considerations

To successfully implement an application on a target system, you must have the appropriate levels of access to the
volumes, subvolumes, and files being used by the Implementation Toolset.

Install IT and Setup Tool

To facilitate application security, the Gen administrator super user must own all IT runtime subvolumes, Setup Tool
subvolumes, and files. The IT runtime and Build Tool directories containing the deliverables for NonStop SQL/MX must
also be owned by the super user.

NOTE
For more information about installing IT, Setup Tool, and Build Tool, see Installing.
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User Modifiable Files

A number of user modifiable files are delivered with the IT. These files include initialization files, sample files, and user exit
files.

WARNING
You are responsible for retaining changes to the user modifiable files in case you reinstall the existing installation
so that changes are not lost.

The following modifiable files are delivered with the Gen IT that supports NonStop SQL/MP:

• applini
• codepage
• ntcpr1s
• ntcpr2s
• t3270es
• t3270ns
• t6530es
• t6530ns
• termcnfg
• dpsuetdm
• tirdcryp
• tirdlct
• tirdrtl
• tirelog
• tirhelp
• tirmtqb
• tirncryp
• tirsecr
• tirsecv
• tirsysid
• tirterma
• tirupdb
• tiruppr
• tirurtl
• tirusrid
• tirxlat
• tiryyx

The following modifiable files are delivered with the Gen IT that supports NonStop SQL/MX:
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• application.ini
• codepage.ini
• tirdcryp.c
• tirdlct.c
• tirdrtl.c
• tirelog.c
• tirhelp.c
• tirmtqb.c
• tirncryp.c
• tirsecr.c
• tirsecv.c
• tirserrx.c
• tirsysid.c
• tirterma.c
• tirupdb.c
• tiruppr.c
• tirurtl.c
• tirusrid.c
• tirxlat.c
• tiryyx.c

Define OSS Environment Variables

The IT components that were installed to support NonStop SQL/MX use environment variables to specify paths and other
configuration information necessary to build and use Gen applications. The environment variables set up macros, or
aliases, referenced in several places, including the MAKE files, source code, and script files. Each user's .login file must
set the variables to ensure that they are properly set during system logon, before invoking the Build Tool or the AEF.

When set, environment variables retain the new values until the end of the current logon session, or until they are
dynamically changed. When a process spawns a new shell, environment variables revert to their original logon values.
When exiting the new shell, the variables reset to the values they held before the new shell was spawned.

To display the current environment, use the env command. To view the current value of an environment variable, use the
echo command as displayed in the following example:

echo $IEFH

Required OSS Variables

The following table describes the set of environment variables required to use the IT for NonStop SQL/MX:

Name Description
IEFH  Gen IT home directory for NonStop SQL/MX. This is the directory

used to locate the runtime libraries and the Build Tool.
Example:export IEFH=/opt/gen85

IEFPLATFORM Name of hardware platform. This needs to be set to
IEF_NONSTOP.

IEFGXTP Specifies the directory that contains the codepage translation files.
Example:export IEFGXTP=$IEFH/translat

SQLMX_HOME Location of the SQL MX Preprocessor.
Example:export SQLMX_HOME=/usr/tandem/sqlmx
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PATH Search path for executables. This must include $IEFH/bin, $IEFH/
bt, and SQLMX_HOME.
Example:export PATH=$IEFH/bin":"$IEFH/bt":"$SQLMX_HOME/
bin":"$PATH

External Action Blocks for NonStop IT
  

An External Action Block (EAB) defines the interface between a procedure step or action block that invokes it and the
logic created outside of Gen (that is, handwritten subroutines). It provides the structure that is used to match the views of
a procedure step with the views (input and output arguments) of the handwritten subroutine. This may be necessary when
establishing communications between the following entities:

• A non-TCP requester and a Gen generated application
• A Gen generated application and application code not generated by Gen 
•  Gen and non-SQL data sources (such as tape drives, communications lines, enscribe files, and so on)

EABs are used on the target system and not on the development platform; EAB stubs are defined on the development
platform.

The relationship of building EABs to the other required and optional IT tasks is described in the following illustration:
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The single action statement EXTERNAL, which appears in the action block itself, distinguishes EABs from action blocks
that are generated by the current model.

EABs are created when code is generated. The Gen software cannot generate actual code for EABs, but the software
creates a stub during code generation. This stub specifies the information that your external subroutine provides to
the Gen application through the EAB and the information that your external subroutine expects to receive. When an EAB
is generated, the Gen software creates:

• The subroutine source code required to allow the EAB to interface successfully with other generated action diagrams.
This includes coordination of input and output data, and other parameters.

• A stub, or comment, indicating where subroutine source code is required to complete the logic of the EAB.

To make the action block usable, add a call to an existing subroutine or the logic necessary for the action block to perform
its function.

For an application to properly execute on a target system, copy the EAB file to the target system where the appropriate
logic must be added to the generated action block stub before it is compiled and installed. You must perform the following
steps before you build and implement the load module containing the EAB:

• Identify EABs
• Locate EABs
• Analyze EABs
• Create external action logic
• Compile, link, and store EABs

How EABs are Created

EABs must be completed and installed on your target system before the load modules that invoke them are built.

NOTE
Completing EABs requires a significant amount of programming experience as well as knowledge of the
programs or the information being accessed using the EAB.

Each of the following tasks is performed outside the Gen software. Before you build a load module that uses an EAB,
complete the following procedures:

1. Identify any EABs that need to be completed.
2. Locate the EAB code within your target configuration.
3. Analyze the EAB stub to determine the input and output requirements for your external action.
4. Create the appropriate external action logic.
5. Compile the EAB.
6. Link the EAB library.

Identify External Action Blocks

The Install Control Module (ICM) associated with each load module contains an EAB identification section. The section
begins with the Generalized Markup Language (GML) tag :extern and ends with :eextern. Between the beginning and
ending tags are the names of all EABs referenced by the load module.

There is an EAB identification section for each EAB referenced by the load module. All EABs in the load module are
identified in the same section of the ICM.

If the ICM for a load module you are working with contains :extern and :eextern tag pairs, you have EABs that need to be
completed before building this load module.

The following example identifies two EABs from an ICM:

:extern
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member=EXTERN1

name=XTRN_SAM1

techsys=BUS_SYSTEM

:eextern.

:extern

member=EXTERN2

name=XTRN_SAM2

techsys=BUS_SYSTEM

:eextern.

Locate External Action Block Code

During the load module packaging portion of construction, EABs are included in load modules in the same way other
procedure steps and action blocks are included. When generation occurs for that load module, information identifying the
action block is included in the generated ICM. However, the action block stub is not included in the resulting remote file. It
must be moved to your target system as a separate file.

On the development platform, the EAB code must be moved from the source code component subdirectory (\c)
associated with the model being implemented to the target system. The file containing EAB code is named using the
action block name and a file extension appropriate to the language being used (.C).

Analyze External Action Blocks

 Gen uses the views defined in the EAB to generate the stub for the interface routine. From the views in the EAB,
determine:

• The data that the EABs will receive from the generated application
• The data that must be returned to the generated application
• Any processing that will be required to implement the EAB

The import and export views shown in the stub are supplied by the procedure step or action block that invokes the EAB.
The import views define the data that is passed from the generated application to the interface routine. The export views
define the data returned to the generated application from the interface routine.

Handle Decimal Precision Attributes

Import and Export views in External Action Blocks may contain any of the supported attributes by Gen. This section is
intended to give you a better understanding for handling views that contain attributes of type decimal precision.

The C language data structure for an attribute that is implemented with decimal precision is a DPrec array whose size is
the length of the attribute plus 3 (for the sign, decimal point, and null terminator). A DPrec is a typedef of char.

 Example: 

An attribute that is defined as a number of 18 digits will be implemented as DPrec[21].

The number represented in the DPrec array may consist of the following characters depending on the definition of the
attribute it implements:

• A minus sign (-)
• Zero or more decimal digits with a decimal point
• One or more decimal digits without a decimal point
• A decimal point
• One or more decimal digits
• A null terminator
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For the import view, a decimal precision attribute may be its simplest form or may contain a plus sign with leading and
trailing zeros.

For the export view, all decimal precision attributes must adhere to the following rules:

• The character representation of the number placed in the DPrec array may contain fewer digits than are defined for the
attribute. However, it must not contain more digits to the left or right of the decimal than are defined for the attribute.

• The DPrec array must be null terminated.
• If the number of digits to the right of the decimal equals the total number of digits, the resulting string must not contain

a leading zero before the decimal point.

Create External Action Logic

You can create logic for an EAB in the following ways:

• Add a call to an existing subroutine.
• Write code for a new subroutine, and add a call to that subroutine in the EAB.
• Add logic directly into a generated stub.

When you use the generated stub, much of the work is already done in a format that is acceptable to the Gen software.

You can write EAB code in any language. Specific requirements exist, however, for the action block name and the order of
parameters passed to and from the generated load module.

The generated load module passes the following parameters to the EAB interface routine. The parameters are passed in
the following order:

 For C with High Performance View Passing 

1. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1
2. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2
3. PSMGR-EAB-DATA (null array)
4. w_ia (import view C)
5. w_oa (export view C)

 For C Without High Performance View Passing 

1. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1
2. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2
3. w_ia (import view C)
4. w_oa (export view C)
5. PSMGR-EAB-DATA (null array)
6.  IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1, IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2 

Identifies the first two parameters passed from the generated load modules. These parameters must be coded on the
entry statement of the interface routine and must always be passed in this order to any subordinate routines that are
called.

7.  w_ia, w_oa
Identifies the position of the import and export views for C language depending on whether High Performance View
Passing is used.

NOTE
High Performance View Passing impacts the order of parameters transferred into an EAB. By default, High
Performance View Passing is set on.For more information about High Performance View Passing, see Host
Encyclopedia Construction or Toolset.

8.  PSMGR-EAB-DATA 
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NOTE
Identifies an array set to zeroes (null array). For target system implementation, this array is passed but not
used (the array is used for IMS and CICS applications on the mainframe). For more information about the
use of the PSMGR-EAB-DATA array, see Host Encyclopedia Construction. 

NOTE
For component development, High Performance View Passing must be set on for both the component and the
consuming model.

The interface routine must contain data structures that correspond exactly to the import and export views of the EAB. The
fields in the data structures correspond to attributes in the import and export views of the EAB.

NOTE
Each attribute field in the data structures must be preceded by a one-byte field defined in C as char. This one-
byte field contains a value that must not be changed.

Modify the stub using any editor that can save files in the appropriate character set format. The modified stub cannot
contain any control codes or header information unique to the editor.

Compile, Link, and Store an External Action Block

After completing the EAB, you must:

• Compile the EAB (and any new subroutines called by the stub).
• Link the EAB into an object library.
• Using Setup tool, define the fully qualified file name for the object library through the Location Details screen of the

Setup Tool.
Note: For more information about the Location Details screen, see the Setup Tool Help.

• Using Build Tool, define the fully qualified file name for the object library through the LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB token used
by the Build Tool.
Note: For more information about the LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB token, see  Build Tool .

NOTE
For instructions on how to compile and link your EAB on your particular target system, contact your development
organization.

After you complete all the required activities, you are ready to build load modules that use the EAB.

Test an External Action Block

After a load module that uses the EAB builds successfully, you are ready to test the load module.

Using the Setup Tool for NonStop IT
This topic describes the relationship of processing remote files to the other required and optional IT tasks:

You must set up the target environment and build user exits before processing remote files. Compile external actions
blocks and place them in the appropriate location. You must use the Setup Tool to create a target configuration and
build Gen generated applications on NonStop. When the application is being built, the remote files are validated by
checking their control information. If valid, this information is used along with the target configuration information to
complete building the application.

The relationship of processing remote files to the other required and optional IT tasks is described in the following
illustration:
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Setup Tool Terminology

An understanding of the following terms is important to use the Implementation Toolset and Setup Tool successfully:

Target Configuration
Identifies a configuration environment that is created for a model to run on NonStop. A target configuration is an
object in the Setup Tool to describe the environment.

Build
Identifies the process of compiling and linking source code that is generated by Gen.

Split
Unbundles a remote file and make its ICM available for processing.

Implementation Package (IP)
Identifies a remote file. On NonStop, a target configuration is composed of at least three IPs -- a database one
(DDL), a referential integrity one (CASCADE), and one or more load modules.
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Member
Identifies a single source file within an IP.

The Setup Tool

This section introduces you to the Setup Tool and must be used as a supplement to the Setup Tool Help, which is
available online.

The Setup Tool compiles Gen generated source code that is targeted for NonStop. It is a Pathway application that
interacts with you to provide the following functionality:

• Target Management
You can create and manage target configurations for each model that is being built. Target configuration includes
subvolume locations, Terminal Control Process (TCP) and Pathway parameters, and compiler settings.

• Build Control
You can determine the portions of an application to build or rebuild at any point in the build cycle (Split, Compile, Link).

• Online Status Monitoring
You can view the status of the build progress. Monitoring occurs at the following levels:
– Target
– Implementation Package
– Member
See the status at each level in terms of a stage and a percentage of that stage on how far the build is complete.

• Standard User Interface
The Setup Tool conforms to standard NonStop Pathway applications based on the Requester Server model.

• Built-in Security
The Setup Tool provides an initial logon screen and the ability to secure targets using the NonStop conventional
system for securing system objects. For example, you can secure a target for access by members of a login group, by
the owner of the target, or by any user in the system.

• External Libraries
You can link up to ten user-defined external libraries into any target.

• Help Support
Access online help from any screen in the Setup Tool. The online help explains every field on a particular screen.

NOTE
Because the Setup Tool is a Pathway-based application, any file (including SQL objects) created as a result
of a Gen generated application installation is owned by the user whose ID is running the Setup Tool Pathmon
process.

Application Member Locations on the Target System

When the Setup Tool builds an application, it splits the transferred remote files into several members and compiles
these members into object code. The Setup Tool links the object code into executables. These members, object code,
executables, and other support files are placed into a directory-like structure.

On NonStop, the default naming convention of this directory structure contains a $vol.subvol location name as a starting
point, also known as a target or base location. The Setup Tool appends a suffix character to the end of the subvol portion
of the name to form valid $vol.subvol names for all file locations. Therefore, the target location ($vol and subvol) cannot be
more than 15 characters in length including the $ symbol for the volume name.
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The following table explains the naming convention and the contents of each subvolume that is used by the Setup Tool. In
the table, $data.app is used as the target or base location.

Suffix Contents Description Example

a Work area A temporary work area used
during the installation of a
target. Files can be created and
deleted by the Setup Tool.

$data1.appa

b RI Library Contains the RI library (built by
the Setup Tool).

$data1.appb

c RI Source Code Contains the RI trigger source
(split from the RI remote file).

$data1.appc

d DDL Source Code Contains the DDL command
file that is used to create the
application database (split from
the database remote file).

$data1.appd

g SQL Compiler Listings Contains listings that are
produced by the SQL compiler

$data1.appg

i ICM Source Code Contains the ICM for all remote
files (split from all remote files).

$data1.appi

j RI Object Code Contains the RI trigger objects
for all source files in location c.

$data1.appj

k Linker Listings Contains the Linker listings of all
the load modules.

$data1.appk

m MAKE Files Contains temporary files that are
used by the Setup Tool.

$data1.appm

o Load Module Object Code Contains load module object
code for all source files in
location s.

$data1.appo

p Code Listings Contains listings that are
produced by the Native Mode
compiler for all source files in
location s.

$data1.appp

r RI Listings Contains listings that are
produced by the Native Mode
compiler for all source files in
location c.

$data1.appr

s Load Module Source Code Contains the source files for
each member of a load module
(split from the load module
remote files).

$data1.apps

t Database SQL Tables Contains the SQL database
for the application (built by the
Setup Tool).

$data1.appt
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u Pathway Server Configuration
Files

Contains the server
configuration files for the Gen
generated application (built by
the Setup Tool).

$data1.appu

x Load Module Executables
The Application copy of applini
file

Contains the application
executables as specified in the
server configuration files.
This file contains the Diagram
Trace Utility settings.

$data1.appx

NONE Files used in order to execute
the application built.

Contains a set of files that have
been copied from the Gen IT
or created by the Setup Tool
so that the application can be
executed.

$data1.app

In addition, the target location (that is, $data1.app) contains Pathway configuration files, the codepage file, the AEF
startup macro, the droptarg TACL macro, and the application SQL catalog (if you use the default catalog location).

You can change all these component locations before installing the application according to your requirement.

Start the Setup Tool Pathway

The Setup Tool is a Pathway application. You must start its Pathway environment before using it to install Gen generated
applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Set your current volume to the location where the Setup Tool is installed.
VOLUME $<setvol>.<setsubvol>

2. Start the Setup Tool Pathway environment.

NOTE
If you are running the Setup Tool for the first time, you must cold load the Pathway environment by issuing
the SETCOLD command.

If this is not the first time the Setup Tool is being loaded, then cool load the Pathway environment by issuing
the SETCOOL command.

The Setup Tool is now ready for use.

Stop the Setup Tool Pathway

If the Setup Tool Pathway environment is no longer needed, you can stop the Setup Tool.

Follow these steps:

1. Set your current volume to the location where the Setup Tool was installed.
VOLUME $<setvol>.<setsubvol>

2. Stop the Setup Tool by issuing the SETSTOP command.
The Setup Tool Pathway is stopped.

Setup Tool and EMS

By default, the Setup Tool uses its own EMS template files to correctly display messages generated during the installation
of Gen applications within its own EMS viewer. In this mode and within this viewer, other NonStop sub systems messages
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that interface with EMS display with unresolved text. This is because the internal EMS viewer of the Setup Tool internal is
unaware of other subsystem EMS templates. Commenting out the SET SERVER DEFINE for =_EMS_TEMPLATES for
the SVIEWEMS server causes the SVIEWEMS EMSDIST processes to use the non-resident template file provided by the
operating system, that is, $SYSTEM.SYSxx.TEMPLATE.

NOTE
Using $SYSTEM.SYSxx.TEMPLATE causes the EMS viewer of the Setup Tool to display related events with
unresolved text.

Generally, you must use the INSTTMPL macro that is supplied with the Setup Tool to merge its EMS templates into the
system templates so that all the EMS log retrieval utilities have access to all templates for all the sub systems reporting
messages to the EMS log files (through the default $0 collector process). After INSTTMPL macro is run successfully, the
EMS viewer of the Setup Tool displays all events and messages in a resolved manner.

NOTE
Log in as SUPER.SUPER to run the INSTTMPL macro. For more information about installing, see Install the
Setup Tool.

Gen Specific Parameters Included in Pathway Server Configuration Files

When an application is built, a set of Pathway server configuration files is created -- one per load module. These files
are accessed when the application is cold-loaded using the PWCOLD command. These configuration files contain SET
SERVER commands that define the Pathway servers. The Pathway servers that are created through the Setup Tool
contain several additional SET SERVER commands that are specific for Gen applications.

The following table lists the additional commands:

Param or Define Name Description

Param charset-id Specifies the character set identification
number to be used with double byte
character set (DBCS) applications. This
parameter is not modifiable.

Param codepage Specifies which codepage was used
at generation. This information is used
internally for translation purposes. This
parameter is not modifiable.

Param Iefgxtp Location of the codepage tables used
by applications at runtime to resolve
translations between clients and servers.
Note: This parameter is used only for
Distributed Processing Servers.
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Param trace-log Specifies the level of information that is
logged to an internal trace file. This log file
is created in the base target subvolume
and is named lgxxxxxx (where xxxxxx is
the process ID of the running server). A
value between 1 and 31 is provided -- the
higher the value, the more information is
traced. A trace value of 31 may consume
a large amount of disk space, which can
significantly slow processing. Therefore,
you must use the trace-log field carefully in
production systems.
This value must be left commented out for
production systems, and must only be used
to help debug a problem with the server. By
default, this value is commented out.
Note: This parameter is only used for
Distributed Processing Servers. Block
Mode servers use the Snap Trace field on
the AEF screen.

Param ptopt Specifies that flat-file profiling is used with
the server. This parameter is not modifiable.

Param pthome Specifies the location of the flat-file profile
that is associated with the server.
Default: $vol.appm
If modified, all servers must specify the
same location.

Define =ovflow Specifies the name of the overflow file
that is used when large views are passed
between procedure steps and cannot be
transferred in a single input/output (I/O)
operation. The load module that contains
the procedure step initiating the flow
writes the views into this file after they are
compressed. The load module containing
the receiving procedure step reads the file
define by =ovfile, uncompresses the data,
and continues with the execution of the
flow.
Default: $vol.appm.overflw1
If modified, all servers must specify the
same file name.
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Define =tmt_e Tells the DPSTMTC GAEF server where
to find the transaction-mapping file that
is used by distributed processing server
applications. This file is a flat file version
of the TMT SQL table. This option is only
available for distributed processing server
applications.
Default: $vol.app.tmte
If modified, all servers must specify the
same file name.

Define =application_ini Specifies the fully qualified name of the
initialization file that is used with the
Diagram Trace Utility (DTU). This file
contains settings that must be modified
to enable tracing with the Diagram Trace
Utility. By default, the entries in this file are
commented out.
Default: $vol.appx.applini
If modified, all servers that intend to
communicate with the Diagram Trace Utility
must specify the same file name.

Define =tcpip^process^name Specifies the name of the TCP/IP process
running a pair of Listener and Telnet
processes on the system. This TCP/
IP process is used by the servers to
communicate with the remote Diagram
Trace Utility.
Default: $ZTC0
If modified, all servers that intend to
communicate with the Diagram Trace Utility
must specify the same TCP/IP process.
For the name of this process, contact your
system administrator.

Define =codepage_ini Specifies the fully qualified name of the
codepage translation file. This file contains
specifications for code pages that are used
in CA products and generated applications.
Default: $vol.app.codepage

Rebuild Pathway Configuration Files

You can modify the Pathway configuration files of the application any time after your application is built. You do not need
to rebuild the application using the Setup Tool.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the Pathway configuration information for the specific application in the Pathway Parameters, TCP
Parameters, or Server Parameters screens.

2. Press the SF12 function key to rebuild the Pathway configuration files.
The Pathway configuration files are rebuilt. For these changes to take effect, you must cold-load your application.
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WARNING
Using this option after you have edited and updated the Pathway configuration files outside of the Setup Tool
causes all those changes to be lost.

Using the Build Tool for NonStop IT
To build Gen generated applications that target NonStop SQL/MX, use the Build Tool. The Build Tool is a delivered Java
application that supports building NonStop SQL/MX applications.

The relationship of processing remote files to the other required and optional IT tasks are described in the following
illustration:

After generating the remote files on the development platform, they are:

• Transferred to the target system, through the Build Tool or outside of Gen
• Processed by the Build Tool into an executable application to test and run
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A script controls the processing of each load module and RI trigger set. The Build Tool includes a set of scripts you can
customize to include many types of information specific to your target system.

Note: For more information about invoking and using the Build Tool, with selecting and customizing scripts, see Working
with Build Scripts in Build Tool.

When migrating to the latest Gen environment, it is necessary to recompile and relink your application. This is because of
several reasons, including operating system upgrades, compiler upgrades, and third-party product upgrades.

Note: For more information about release specific instructions, see Release Notes.

Create Target Environment

After the application is built from the Build Tool, several tasks are performed before the application can be tested, run, or
both. The following list shows a summary of those tasks:

• Create and Register SQL/MX tables and modules
• Create Guardian Target Environment

These tasks are explained in the following sections.

Create and Register SQL/MX Tables and Modules

Several steps are taken to set up the SQL/MX tables to be used with the application only built. The generated remote file
representing the database information contains the data definition language use to create the SQL/MX tables.

The following steps are taken to create and register the SQL/MX tables using this file:

• Create the Catalog and Schema
• Create the Tables
• Register the SQL/MX Modules

Create the Catalog and Schema

Use mxci to create the catalog and schema. Use the same values that are given with Build Tool tokens
OPT.MODULE_CATALOG and OPT.MODULE_SCHEMA for the catalog and schema names.

Create the Tables

You can obey the INS file that is found in the database remote file to create the tables. Split the database remote file
(using the Build Tool) to extract the INS file.

Register the SQL/MX Modules

Use mxCompileUserModule to register the modules. Use the same values that are given with the Build Tool tokens
OPT.MODULE_CATALOG and OPT.MODULE_SCHEMA for the catalog and schema names.

Optionally, building of the application generates two files, MX and MX-INPUT. Using the previous tokens, with
OPT.MODULE_LOCATION, these files provide a simple script to perform the previous steps. These scripts can be
customized as one sees fit.

Create Guardian Target Environment

Because the application has been built using the Build Tool, several steps are taken to create the Guardian target
environment. The Build Tool does not interact with Pathway and therefore cannot create the Guardian target environment
as part of the build process. However, the Build Tool generates several files that aid in creating the Guardian target
environment. The Build Tool tokens OPT.NS_SERVER_TARGET_VOLUME and OPT.NS_SHORT_MODEL_NAME
represent the Volume and Subvolume of the Guardian target environment.
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Note: When creating cooperative servers, many of the steps that are taken to create the Guardian target environment are
not needed. Those steps that are required for the BlockMode applications are indicated.

The following steps are taken to create the Guardian target environment:

• Create the SQL/MP Catalog (BlockMode only)
• FTP Generated Pathway Files
• Copy Additional Guardian Pathway Files
• Create and Populate Transaction Mapping Table (BlockMode only)

Create the SQL/MP Catalog (BlockMode only)

Use sqlci to create the catalog. Use the same values that are given with Build Tool tokens
OPT.NS_SERVER_TARGET_VOLUME and OPT.NS_SERVER_SHORT_MODEL_NAME for the volume and subvolume
names.

FTP Generated Pathway Files

Several Pathway files are generated as part of the application build using the Build Tool. The following lists of files are
FTPd to the Guardian target environment:

• AEF
• *.pwy
• DROPTBLS (BlockMode only)
• FUPFILES
• PATHCNFG
• PWCOLD
• PWCOOL
• PWSTOP
• SQLTMT (BlockMode only)
• SRVRLOG
• SRVRMSG (BlockMode only)
• SRVROBEY
• SRVRREC (BlockMode only)
• SRVREPL (BlockMode only)
• SRVRTMT (Cooperative only)
• TMTE
• ZTMT (BlockMode only)

If FTPing manually, ensure that the *.pwy files are renamed in the Guardian target environment without the .pwy file
extension.

Optionally, an additional TACL macro FTPFILES has been generated that aids in FTPing these files. This file is modified
to provide the hostname, userid, and password. Manually FTPing this file to the Guardian target environment and
executing will FTP the list of files automatically.

Copy Additional Guardian Pathway Files

The Gen IT delivers additional files are required to run the generated application. The following list of files is copied to the
Guardian target environment:
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• LOGSERV
• MSGRT (BlockMode only)
• POBJCOD
• POBJDIR
• POBJSYM
• RECSERV (BlockMode only)
• REPLAY (BlockMode only)
• DPSTMTC (Cooperative only)

The generated file FUPFILES was FTP’d and can be obeyed to copy these files to the Guardian target environment.

Create and Populate Transaction Mapping Table (BlockMode only)

To run the AEF to test/run the generated application, the AEF uses a table that is created and populated. The generated
file SQLTMT can be executed that performs the following steps:

• Add defines for the TMT and RECAP tables
• Create the TMT and RECAP tables
• SQLCOMP the MSGRT and REPLAY servers
• Populate the TMT table

The file SQLTMT has been generated to assist with these steps. This file should have been FTP’d to the Guardian target
environment, and can be run to execute the previous steps.

Now, that the target environment has been created, the application can be tested, run, or both.

Install a Generated Application
  

An application generated by Gen and targeted for NonStop must contain a database remote file, an RI triggers remote file,
and at least one load module remote file.

The following sections explain the activities that you must follow to build an application for the first time:

1. Log on to the Setup Tool
2. Create a target configuration
3. Build the application
4. Review the build results

NOTE
It is assumed that the Setup Tool has already been started at this point.

Log On to the Setup Tool

Logging on to the Setup Tool is the first step in building an application.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Set your current volume to the location where the Setup Tool is installed by issuing the following command.
VOLUME $<setvol>.<setsubvol>

2. Enter the SETUP command.
The main splash screen appears.

NOTE
After you log on to the Setup Tool, you have access to the online help system. From the main splash screen,
you can press the SF1 function key to access the main menu online help. If you press the SF1 function key
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again, the online help's Table of Contents is displayed. The Table of Contents provides information for all the
features in the Setup Tool.

3. Enter your TACL logon credentials and press the F1 function key. You may use your UserId or Safeguard alias. Both
UserIds and aliases must conform to Safeguard naming conventions.
You are logged on to the Setup Tool and the main menu appears.

NOTE
You can press the F1 function key on any screen (except for the main splash screen) to access online help for
fields on that particular screen.

Create a Target Configuration

Creating a target configuration is the second step in building an application.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Press the F1 function key from the main menu.
The Target Configuration screen appears.

2. Enter the configuration details. Optionally, you can modify the Pathway parameters, compiler options, and location
details. Defaults have been provided for these settings.

3. Press F4 to save the target configuration.
The target is configured with your settings.

NOTE
The Setup Tool configures certain Pathway parameters based on the number of servers being installed.

Modify Pathway Parameters

You can accept the default parameter settings in the Target Configuration screen or update the parameters according to
your requirements.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Press the F5 function key to modify the default Pathway parameters.
2. Press the F6 function key to modify the Pathway TCP parameters.
3. Press the F7 function key to modify the Pathway Server parameters.
4. Press the F4 function key to save changes.
5. Press the F2 function key to return to the Target Configuration screen.

The target configuration contains the updated Pathway parameters.

Modify Compiler Options

You can accept the default compiler options in the Target Configuration screen or update the options according to your
requirements.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Press the F7 function key to modify the default compiler options. You can modify the C compiler options and the SQL
compiler options.

2. Press the F4 function key to save changes.
3. Press the F2 function key to return to the Target Configuration screen.

The target configuration contains the updated compiler options.

Modify Location Details

You can accept the default target locations in the Target Configuration screen or update the locations according to your
requirements.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Press the F6 function key to modify the default target locations. You can modify the $vol.$subvol locations for the set
of files that are split out of the remote files and created as a result of the build.

2. Press the F4 function key to save changes.
3. Press the F2 function key to return to the Target Configuration screen.

The target configuration contains the updated location details.

Modify EAB Locations

You can add EAB locations according to your requirements.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Press F6 from the Target Configuration screen.
2. Press the F5 function key on the Location Details screen to provide an EAB library or libraries that will be bound into

an application. You can add the $vol.$subvol.file name for the EAB library that you need for the build.
3. Press the F4 function key to save changes.
4. Press the F2 function key to return to the previous menu from where you navigated to the Location Details screen.

The target configuration contains the updated EAB location details.

Build the Application

You must perform the following steps in the Target Configuration screen to build an application.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Press the SF8 function key after you update the target configuration details.
The Install IPs screen appears. A list of IPs for the specified target will be listed.

2. Enter Y in the Select All IPs field if this is the first time the application is being installed. This will build all IPs. For
subsequent installations, see Rebuild an Application. If you need to build a subset of the set of IPs, tab to each IP of
choice and enter an X to select.

3. Press the F4 function key to start building the application.
4. Press the F5 function key to display the Install Status screen where you can monitor the progress of the build.

The application is built as displayed in the Install Status screen.

The following events occur during the build:

• The base environment for the target is built. This includes setting up an application SQL catalog if none exists. Files
and programs are also copied from the IT to your target location.

• The remote files are validated by verifying that their control information matches the information for the target
configuration (language, DBMS, and so on). The Setup Tool database is then populated with that information.

• The remote files are split into their various component parts (procedure steps, actions blocks, and so on) and stored in
their appropriate locations.

• The source code is compiled into object code.
• The object code is linked with the appropriate libraries to produce the executable load module.
• The transaction table is loaded with application trancodes.

Review the Build Results

You can view the build results after the application is built. This helps you identify problems when builds fail.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Press the F3 function key from the main menu.
The Install Status screen appears.
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2. Select the target you need to review.
3. Press the F8 or F9 function key to traverse down any of the IPs to view details of the build results, including

compilation listings, binding listings, SQL listings, EMS log files, TMT load listings, and so on.

Rebuild a Generated Application
This section provides information about rebuilding an application. An application that is generated using Gen can change
through time.

If a change involves only one piece of code or source member, then you do not need to rebuild the entire application. This
also applies in cases where temporary fixes are applied to generated code on the NonStop host.

The Setup Tool can rebuild an application based on dependencies like the UNIX make utility. This means if source code
has a newer timestamp than its corresponding object (or it does not exist), then a compilation event is triggered. Likewise,
if object code has a newer timestamp than the executable they created (or it does not exist), then a link event is triggered.
The same applies to a remote file and its source after it is split.

Let us assume that a temporary fix was applied to certain source members on NonStop. To rebuild your application
servers, recompile the affected source members by selecting one or more remote files in the Install IP screen and
pressing the F4 function key to reinstall your changes. If you are not sure which remote file contains the affected source
members, select all the load module remote files. Even though you selected all load modules, the Setup Tool compiles
only those source members that are affected by the fix you applied. Any source member that is not affected by the fix
shows a status of RETAINED, which means that the Setup Tool retained their original status. Use the Force installed IPs
to Rebuild from Step field on the IP Install screen to override the dependency logic.

RETAINED Status

The RETAINED status assigned to any source member indicates that the source member was not rebuilt. The following
reasons explain why source members can display a RETAINED status during installation:

• Common Action Blocks (CABs) are used when an application contains common code that is used by different load
modules. The source member that implements the CAB must be compiled once; it displays a status of COMPILE at the
end of the COMPILE stage. However, any reference to the CAB from other load modules show as RETAINED.

• If there was a problem during the generation or packaging of the remote files on the Gen development workstation,
some of the source members show a RETAINED status. This generally occurs during a first attempt to install an
application on NonStop. Review the way that you are packaging the load modules and the generation process. Ensure
that your application does not contain CABs.

Sentinel Line

When a remote file is split, the Setup Tool appends a comment line at the end of each one of the extracted source
members. This comment line is called Sentinel Line and it contains information unique about each source member. The
Sentinel Line is used as part of the dependency rule during the compilation of the source member. Any modifications to
this line may cause unexpected results during any subsequent builds. If you must manually modify the code, you can do
so as long as the Sentinel Line is not modified, and remains the last line of the code.

Testing and Running Applications for NonStop IT
An application is ready for execution after the remote files are processed, test your application using the Diagram Trace
Utility before introducing the application into your production environment.

The relationship of testing and running your application to the other required and optional IT tasks is described in the
following illustration:
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Load an Application

After an application is built successfully, it is ready to run. Running an application starts the application servers in the
Pathway environment. After the application servers are loaded, they can be accessed through the AEF, the non-TCP
Requester, or RSC/MP (for Distributed Servers).

Follow these steps:

1. Set your current volume to the application target location.
VOLUME $<setvol>.<setsubvol>

2. Cold-load your application Pathway environment.
PWCOLD

This command cold-loads a newly created Pathway environment. The application starts running.

Stop an Application

After you finish running the application, you can stop it.

Follow these steps:

1. Set your current volume to the application target location.
VOLUME $<setvol>.<setsubvol>

2. Stop the application by issuing the PWSTOP command.
The application stops running.
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Application Startup Parameters (Block Mode only)

For Block Mode applications, you do not have to enter information directly on the screen as the startup parameters supply
information to the executable procedure. The executable procedure must be an online procedure and must be defined as
one that accepts clear screen input. Clear screen input is defined with the Dialog Flow Diagramming Tool.

Clear screen input can be accepted by both the AEF and the non-TCP Requester. The clear screen input consists of one
or more parameters that are separated with the appropriate string and parameter delimiters. You can define the string and
parameter delimiters through Business System Defaults.

For more information about clear screen input, see Designing Blockmode Applications.

The parameter list is defined by keywords. Keywords are labels that identify the parameter and must be accompanied by
the parameter data that is enclosed in delimiters.

The format for parameters is:

KEYWORD1 data1, KEYWORD2 data2 . . .

KEYWORD1, KEYWORD2
Defines the keywords.

<space>
Identifies the keyword separator or data separator.

data1, data2
Defines the data that is associated with the keyword to be used by the executable procedure.

<comma>
Identifies the parameter delimiter.

If spaces are not selected as the parameter delimiter, they are ignored. The keyword can be the prompt that associates
the field on the screen to the procedure step, or a label that associates the field to the procedure step. All keywords must
be unique.

When using keywords, the parameters that are entered need not be in the same order as the parameter list defined for the
screen. For example, the following two clear screen inputs are equally acceptable:

NAME Mary Valdez, NUMBER 123-45-6789

NUMBER 123-45-6789, NAME Mary Valdez

Keywords are case-sensitive and cannot contain delimiters. However, you can append symbols. For example, you can
append an equal sign (=) to the keyword NAME. The result appears as NAME=Mary Valdez.

If you do not define parameters with a keyword, you must enter the parameters in the same order as they are defined in
the list on the Dialog Flow Diagram.

Two parameters predefined to Gen procedures are RESET and RESTART. These parameters apply only to online
procedures of Block Mode applications. You must specify in the Environment Tool if you want your application to support
the RESTART parameter.

The RESTART parameter lets you redisplay a dialog that was interrupted. RESTART restores all data to the screen, which
was present when the interruption occurred. RESET allows you to display a screen again by starting the dialog at the
beginning. Data from the interrupted dialog is not restored to the screen.

For more information about RESET and RESTART, see the Toolset Help.

Non-TCP requesters can supply more initial data to application servers.

AEF Overview

The Application Execution Facility (AEF) is an environment that lets you execute Gen Block Mode applications on
NonStop. The AEF is tightly based on Pathway and provides the following functionality:
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• Error handling
• Standard runtime library (providing access to existing applications)
• Dialog flow
• Terminal mapping

In addition, the Pathway architecture provides the following functionality:

• Transaction control
• Fault tolerance
• Transaction recovery

Invoke AEF

You can access AEF using the following devices:

• NonStop 6530-type terminals
• IBM 3270-type terminals

NonStop 6530-type terminals can be attached to the AEF using the following transport protocols:

• Asynchronous lines
• TCP/IP

Terminal emulators that support the 6530 block-mode protocol are also supported.

Since Pathway supports IBM 3270-type devices, you can connect such devices (or compatibles) to the AEF using the
following access methods:

• AM3270
• SNAX/XF
• SNAX/CDF

IBM 3270-type devices must be secondary devices on the line. The NonStop server must be the primary device through
the SNAX line.

Follow these steps:

1. Set your current volume to the target location of the application.
VOLUME $<setvol>.<setsubvol>

2. Start the AEF by issuing the AEF command.
The AEF screen appears.
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The AEF screen contains the following input fields:

Trancode
The trancode with which the application starts. This is a required field.

User ID
(Optional) Overrides the default user ID for the current AEF session.

Snap Trace
(Optional) Specifies the level of information that is logged to an internal trace file. This log file is created in the
base target subvolume and is named lgxxxxxx (where xxxxxx is the process ID of the running server). A value
from 0 through 31 is provided -- the higher the value, the more information is traced. A trace value of 31 may
consume a large amount of disk space, which can significantly slow processing.

NOTE
Use of the Snap Trace field must be for development purposes and only under the direction of Technical
Support to locate problems.

Statistics
(Optional) Indicates to collect transaction statistics and record them to the STATIS file located in the base target
subvolume.
Values: Y or N
Default: N
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Log
(Optional) Indicates whether the AEF Requester logs all encountered error conditions to the EMS log.
Values: Y or N
Default: N

Timeout
(Optional) Specifies the amount of time that is given in seconds before the application is terminated.
Default: No default value

Clear Screen Options
Identifies the input that is supplied to the executable procedure.
For more information, see Application Startup Parameters (Block Mode only).

Press the F2 function key followed by the F16 function key to invoke the associated load module for execution after
the transaction code and optional fields are populated. This effectively starts the application. Upon exiting from the
application, the load module terminates and control returns to the AEF.

Only Block Mode applications built as transactional are invoked using the AEF. Command-line applications are invoked
through a non-TCP requester.

NOTE
Function key assignments for the AEF may differ for each terminal device.

The AEF uses a keyboard-mapping file to assign values to each function key and special purpose key available for use by
any generated applications that reside on your target system. The following files are available for use:

• T3270ES
• T3270NS
• T6530ES
• T6530NS

AEF Components

The following components are available in AEF:

• AEF Requester (IEFREQ)
• AEF Server Interface (IEFSERV)
• Message Router Server (MSGRT)
• Error Log Server (LOGSERV)
• Replay Server (REPLAY)
• Statistics Server (RECSERV)

The following illustration shows the interaction of the AEF components:
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The AEF components are described in the following sections.

AEF Requester

The AEF Requester (IEFREQ) is a program that runs through the Terminal Control Process (TCP) and implements the
following functions:

• Terminal reading
• Terminal writing
• Message delivery
• Message switching
• AEF configuration start-up
• Transaction control
• Checkpointing

IEFREQ is responsible for routing incoming transactions to the appropriate application server class. It can communicate
with the following servers:
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• Application Server (Gen generated)
• Message Router Server
• Error Log Server
• Replay Server
• Statistics Server

IEFREQ is structured so that it can be incorporated into an existing Pathway application. It logs error conditions to the
Event Management Subsystem (EMS) through the Error Log Server (LOGSERV).

The IEFREQ program must be the terminating SCOBOL program in a calling sequence; that is, the IEFREQ program
does not support calling child SCOBOL programs.

The following illustration shows how IEFREQ interfaces with user-written requesters, application servers, and the AEF
supported servers:

AEF Server Interface

To understand the role of the AEF Server Interface (IEFSERV), this section describes a Gen generated server, of which
IEFSERV is a part.
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The Gen generated server is comprised of three parts:

• AEF Server Interface
• Gen runtime
• Gen generated code

The IEFSERV is bound to the Gen runtime and the Gen generated code to create an application server. The application
server is a server class in the Pathway environment. A different server class is generated based on the load module
packaging that occurs within the Business System design.

The IEFSERV and the Gen runtime are delivered as part of the Implementation Toolset while you develop the Gen
generated code. All three components are linked together during the build of an application by the Setup Tool.

IEFSERV is a collection of routines that reads and replays messages through $RECEIVE, handles all the Gen intrinsic
functions, handles the overflow file, and reports errors to LOGSERV.

The following illustration provides the basic structure of the Gen generated server:

Message Router Server

The Message Router Server (MSGRT) is a server that implements Transaction Mapping functions.

On initial startup, MSGRT loads the Transaction Mapping Table (TMT) into extended memory. This improves the
performance of the binary search that the message router uses to find a transaction code. If a change in the Gen
procedure step packaging is required, the message routers must be stopped.

MSGRT locates the incoming transaction code from the input data stream, and performs a table lookup (from the TMT) to
map the transaction code to the Gen server class responsible for handling that business function.
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The TMT is defined to MSGRT as a define called =TMT. The definition of =TMT is included in the default DEFINES file
that is created during the build of an application using the Setup Tool.

The TMT holds a set of transaction codes that are associated with executable load modules. This table resides in the
target location of the application. There is one TMT for each application. During application execution, this table is read
into memory for performing lookups to ascertain the appropriate server that handles a particular transaction.

Each transaction code must be unique within each TMT. If the transaction codes are not unique, you may encounter
problems during load module execution. The TMT can store up to 1024 transaction codes.

The TMT is comprised of the following columns:

TID                CHAR(8) NO DEFAULT NOT NULL

SERVER_CLASS_NAME  CHAR(15) DEFAULT NULL

MODEL_NAME         CHAR(32) DEFAULT NULL

Example:

> volume $VDATA3.ABLK11

> sqlci

>> select * from tmt;

TID       SERVER_CLASS_NAME   MODEL_NAME

--------  -----------------   ----------------------

P130      P130                PT ABLK TEST MODEL 11

P131      P131                PT ABLK TEST MODEL 11

P132      P132                PT ABLK TEST MODEL 11

P133      P133                PT ABLK TEST MODEL 11

P134      P134                PT ABLK TEST MODEL 11

--- 5 row(s) selected.

>> exit

Error Log Server

The Error Log Server (LOGSERV) is a server that implements the error logging function.

LOGSERV is the Gen gateway to the EMS software running on NonStop. LOGSERV then formats the message into a
tokenized message for routing to an EMS collector ($0 by default) through the EMS subsystem. Events can originate from
IEFSERV, IEFREQ, or MSGRT.

Gen system messages are visible with operation management products such as ViewPoint.

Replay Server

The AEF can record and play back a session with an application. You can play the recording later only if the database
associated with the application has not been changed.

The Replay Server (REPLAY) records and replays transactions. These transactions are stored in the SQL table named
RECAP. The RECAP table is defined to REPLAY as a define called =RECAP. The definition of =RECAP is included in the
default DEFINES file that is created during the build of an application using the Setup Tool.

Perform the following steps to record transactions.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the AEF.
2. Enter a valid transaction code in the Trancode field.
3. Press the F1 or F2 function key to establish the terminal type.
4. Press the F6 function key to enable the capture of transactions.

An overlay is displayed at the bottom of the screen.
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5. Enter the capture ID name that uniquely identifies this session.
6. Type Y or N in the Append field. If you are using an existing capture ID name, you have the option of appending a new

session to it by entering Y. N overrides existing sessions with the same ID.
7. Press the SF16 function key to exit the overlay.
8. Press the F16 function key to start capturing, or press the F7 function key to quit.

The transaction is recorded.

Perform the following steps to replay a recorded session.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the AEF.
2. Enter the same transaction code that you entered in the Trancode field when recording transaction.
3. Press the F1 or F2 function key to establish the terminal type.
4. Press the F5 function key to access the Replay Configuration overlay.
5. Enter the capture ID that identifies the session you want to replay.
6. Enter the delay time in seconds to determine the amount of time that lapses between screens. The default value is 0.
7. Enter the sequence number. Each recorded transaction is assigned an incremental sequence number in the RECAP

table. Recorded transactions begin with sequence number 0. You can enter any sequence number as long as the
associated recorded transaction is applicable to the transaction code that you have entered at the top of the AEF. The
default value is 0.

8. Press the SF16 function key to exit the overlay.
9. Press the F16 function key.

The recorded transaction is replayed.

The RECAP table is comprised of the following columns:

USER_ID          PIC X(16) NO DEFAULT NOT NULL

CAPTURE_ID       PIC X(8) NO DEFAULT NOT NULL

SEQ_NUM          PIC 9(5) COMP NO DEFAULT NOT NULL

TERMINAL_TYPE    PIC 9(4) COMP NO DEFAULT NOT NULL

TERMINAL_SUBYPE  PIC 9(4) COMP NO DEFAULT NOT NULL

DATA_LENGTH      PIC 9(5) COMP NO DEFAULT NOT NULL

TERM_DATA        PIC X(4000) DEFAULT NULL

Example:

> volume $VDATA3.ABLK11

> sqlci

>> select * from recap;

USER_ID           CAPTURE_ID  SEQ_NUM     TERMINAL_TYPE  TERMINAL_SUBYPE  DATA_LENGTH

----------------  ----------  ----------  -------------  ---------------  -----------

TERM_DATA

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

002-ZN018-000     FRED                 0             49               50           26

V!(/P120P120S5

002-ZN018-000     FRED                 1             49               50           23

B!  P123P123SY

002-ZN018-000     FRED                 2             49               50           26

V!(/P120P120S4

002-ZN018-000     FRED                 3             49               50           23

B!"!P122P122SY
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002-ZN018-000     FRED                 4             49               50           26

V!(/P120P120S6

002-ZN018-000     FRED                 5             49               50           71

V!2:P124P124SY 111111111111111111+ 444444444444444444

002-ZN018-000     FRED                 6             49               50           23

B!&#P124P124SY

--- 7 row(s) selected.

>> exit

Statistics Server

The Statistics Server (RECSERV) is a Pathway server that implements the Time Recording function. It collects transaction
statistics and records them in the STATIS file.

RECSERV is activated by IEFREQ through flag settings in the configuration parameters (set the Statistics flag on the AEF
Main Menu to Y). RECSERV logs errors to LOGSERV.

The STATIS file is comprised of the following fields:

Transaction ID     char[9]

Initial Time       char[9]

Ending Time        char[9]

Bytes to Server    char[6]

Bytes from Server  char[6]

Terminal Name      char[17]

Server Name        char[16]

Example:

P530     11044293 _11044299 _00078 _01099 _002-ZN018-000 P530

P532     11045051 _11045059 _00027 _01685 _002-ZN018-000 P530

P532     11045725 _11045732 _00031 _00917 _002-ZN018-000 P530

P530     11050129 _11050133 _00026 _01099 _002-ZN018-000 P530

This file is an editable file (file code 101).

Application Testing

The following sections describe application testing and the procedure that is required to access and use the Diagram
Trace Utility.

Diagram Trace Utility

The Diagram Trace Utility is used to test a generated application before it is moved to a production environment.

The Diagram Trace Utility provides several special capabilities that allow you to view Gen model elements that are used
to build an application (such as Action Diagram statements) while the program is being executed. To use the special
capabilities of the Diagram Trace Utility, you must make certain selections when remote files are generated. These
selections cause the generation of the additional code that is required to implement the special capabilities available
through the Diagram Trace Utility.

The portions of the application that are to be tested must be generated with trace that is enabled to communicate with the
Diagram Trace Utility.

Before an application can be tested, certain application components must be built using the Setup Tool:
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• The application database
• RI trigger logic
• All load modules

Enable the Diagram Trace Utility

You must use the Diagram Trace Utility to test a generated application.

NOTE
Ensure that NonStop TCP/IP is installed and running for TCP/IP connectivity before using the Diagram Trace
Utility.

Follow these steps:

1. Build the test application that has been generated with trace that is turned on.
2. Invoke the Diagram Trace Utility on any accessible Windows system:

– Launch the Diagram Trace Utility from the Start menu.
– Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Diagram Trace Utility.

xx is the current Gen version that is installed on your system.
The Diagram Trace Utility automatically starts listening on port 4567. You can change the default port in the
Diagram Trace Utility.

NOTE
For more information about changing the default port, see Diagram Trace Utility.

3. Set the trace environment variables in the applini file. This file is delivered with the Implementation Toolset and by
default, it is placed in the same directory or subvolume as the executables (<base-location>X) during the deployment
or installation of Gen applications.

4. Edit the Pathway server configuration files for those load modules (servers) that you intend to debug or trace. By
default, the Pathway configuration servers are found in the <base-location>U directory or subvolume. To support the
Diagram Trace Utility, the following DEFINE entries exist in each file:
– =APPLICATION_INI -- is the fully qualified name of the application initialization file
– =TCPIP^PROCESS^NAME -- is the name of the TCP/IP process running the Listener and Telnet processes on the

system.
Default: $ZTC0

NOTE
There can be more than one TCP/IP process running on a system. Contact your system administrator to
find out the name of this process.

All servers must have the same =APPLICATION_INI and =TCPIP^PROCESS^NAME DEFINES settings.
Example: The following example is a sample of the proposed DEFINES:
SET SERVER DEFINE =APPLICATION_INI,CLASS MAP,FILE $DATA1.PROXYX.APPLINI
SET SERVER DEFINE =TCPIP^PROCESS^NAME,CLASS MAP,FILE $ZB018

5. After making the appropriate changes to the application initialization file and the Pathway server configuration files,
start your applications using the PWCOLD command.

NOTE
PWCOOL does not always work because of the changes that are made to the Pathway server configuration
files.

The Diagram Trace Utility is ready for use.

Access and Use the Diagram Trace Utility

You can test all the generated C applications using the Diagram Trace Utility on NonStop. Each application requires
transaction codes to map to the correct Procedure Steps and Action Blocks.
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After you enable the Diagram Trace Utility, invoke your application based on the information that is provided in the
following table:

C Application Invocation or Access Method How Trancode is Obtained
Distributed Processing Server Pathway through RSC/MP Transaction Mapping Table
Block Mode Command line
Nodisplay

Pathway through non-TCP Requester Transaction Mapping Table

Block Mode Interactive Pathway through AEF Transaction Mapping Table

While testing an application, any of its procedure steps or action blocks that have been generated with trace
communicates with the Diagram Trace Utility. The application screens (Block Mode only) will be updated after control is
returned from the Diagram Trace Utility.

The Diagram Trace Utility lets you step through the execution of the application by viewing the sequence of action block
calls and action diagram statements being executed as the generated program executes.

NOTE
For more information, see   Diagram Trace Utility.

Multi-user Diagram Trace Utility Support (Distributed Server Applications Only)

When a remote server application is started, one copy of the applini file for that application is available. Setting the trace
environment variables within this applini file allows only one Diagram Trace Utility to trace any of the servers that make up
this server application.

Test environments involve multiple testers working with the same server application. In this scenario, you must debug from
multiple client workstations and therefore, use multiple Diagram Trace Utilities.

Override the Default Trace Environment Variables

A client transaction can transfer its host and port information of the client that is executing it. By providing this information,
the server can establish communication with the Diagram Trace Utility running on that client workstation.

Follow these steps:

1. Build the server application that has been generated with trace (as before).
2. Leave the trace environment variables within the applini file that is located in the model directory of the server

application commented out.
3. Start your servers using the PWCOLD command.
4. Invoke the Diagram Trace Utility on your client workstation.
5. Edit the application.ini file residing in your executables directory of the client application.
6. Uncomment and set the trace environment variables. You can use localhost for the TRACE_HOST variable.
7. Launch the Client Manager on your client workstation and configure to communicate with your server.
8. Execute your client application.

The Diagram Trace Utility on the client workstation is used to trace the server for each transaction initiated from that
client.

Regenerate Remote Files After Testing

The code that is generated on the Gen Workstation for testing with trace includes features, such as trace calls, that are
only needed during testing. These features increase the size of the load module significantly and impact the performance
of the application. Even if no changes are required as a result of the tests performed, you must regenerate the load
module without trace before it is placed into production.
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Interfacing with a Non-TCP Requester
This article provides information for interfacing with a non-TCP Requester. A non-TCP requester is an entity program that
resides outside the boundaries of the AEF.

As a result, the Terminal Control Process (TCP) that usually monitors all terminal activity that the traditional requesters
generate, has no control over the execution of non-TCP requesters.

For a non-TCP requester to establish a communication with the AEF environment, a set of routines is developed to
form an interface. This interface is delivered as a library named IPCO. It can be found in the subvolume where the
Implementation Toolset is located. The IPCO interface allows a user-written non-TCP requester to communicate to any of
the Gen application servers that typically do not contain any user interface (like the Blockmode Commandline Nodisplay
applications).

The IPCO library contains the following routines:

• INITIALIZE^IPC -- Sets up internal data structures
• DECODE^MSGRT^IPC -- Verifies the call to MSGRT server
• DECODE^SERVER^IPC -- Decodes information from IEFSRV
• PREPARE^SERVER^IPC -- Set attributes within AEF data structures

The following sections provide more information about each of these routines.

NOTE
Two sample programs are provided to assist you in understanding the use of the procedure calls. Find the
source in the NTCPR1S and NTCPR2S files that are available in the subvolume where the IT is located.

INITIALIZE IPC Routine -- Set Up Internal Data Structures

The non-TCP requester calls the INITIALIZE^IPC routine once before calling any of the other procedures. This routine
sets up internal data structures that are used to communicate with the application servers.

Usage

The syntax of the INITIALIZE^IPC call is:

CALL INITIALIZE^IPC (trancode                      !input   

                           ,options                        !input

                           ,display^terminal               !input

                           ,display^terminal^type          !input

                           ,display^terminal^subtype       !input

                           ,debug^terminal                 !input

                           ,debug^terminal^type            !input

                           ,debug^terminal^subtype         !input

                           ,userid                         !input

                           ,printer^name                   !input

                           ,flag^switch^message            !input

                           ,flag^test                      !input

                           ,flag^trace                     !input

                           ,trace^level                    !input

                           ,MAX^REPLY^LENGTH               !input

                           ,ipc^interface                  !output

                           ,write^length                   !output

                           ,error^code                     !output

                           ,error^subcode );               !output
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Description

The INITIALIZE^IPC routine performs the following tasks.

• Verify a valid terminal type
• Verify a valid buffer size of the user
• Compute the length of the buffer that the SERVERCLASS_SEND uses

After the call to INITIALIZE^IPC routine is complete, a call to MSGRT must follow. This call must use the IPC^INTERFACE
buffer to pass all the information necessary to obtain the name of the server class that satisfies the initial request.

Parameters

trancode

I/O: Input

STRING:ref:*

Identifies the transaction ID used to start the application. Only the first 8 bytes of the ID are used to populate the
transaction code in the internal data structure.

options

I/O: Input

STRING:ref:*

Defines clear screen options such as RESET or RESTART. The options field can be up to 80 bytes in length, which can
include spaces.

display^terminal

I/O: Input

INT:ref:*

Identifies the name of the terminal in external format. Only local terminal names of up to 16 bytes in length are allowed.

display^terminal^type

I/O: Input

STRING:ref:*

Identifies a 1-byte field denoting the terminal type. The following values are valid for this field.

1
Indicates 6530 terminal types.

2
Indicates 3270 terminal types.

display^terminal^subtype

I/O: Input

INT:ref:*

Identifies a 1-byte field denoting the terminal attributes. The following values are valid for this field.

1
Indicates a non-extended attribute.

2
Indicates the extended attributes.
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debug^terminal

I/O: Input

STRING:ref:*

Identifies a 1-byte input value that is no longer used.

debug^terminal^type

I/O: Input

INT:ref:*

Identifies a 1-byte input value that is no longer used. Must be set to 0.

debug^terminal^subtype

I/O: Input

INT:ref:*

Identifies a 1-byte input value that is no longer used. Must be set to 0.

userid

I/O: Input

STRING:ref:*

Identifies the user running the application. Values up to 16 bytes in length are allowed.

printer^name

I/O: Input

STRING:ref:*

Identifies the name of the printing device. Values up to 36 bytes in length are allowed.

flag^switch^message

I/O: Input

INT:ref:*

Identifies a 1-byte input value that is no longer used. Must be set to 0.

flag^test

I/O: Input

INT:ref:*

Identifies a 1-byte input value that is no longer used. Must be set to 0.

flag^trace

I/O: Input

INT:ref:*

Identifies a 1-byte input value that is no longer used. Must be set to 0.

trace^level

I/O: Input

INT:value
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Defines an input value that exists for internal use only. Must be set to 0.

max^reply^length

I/O: Input

INT:value

Identifies the size of the buffer interface. The minimum size of this field must be greater than or equal to 8-K bytes or must
be less than or must equal to 32-K bytes.

ipc^interface

I/O: Output

STRING.EXT:ref:*

Identifies a field that contains all the configuration parameters that must be forwarded to the application servers.

write^length

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Identifies a field that returns the length of the buffer being sent back to the calling procedure.

error^code

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Identifies a field that returns a value showing the state of the call after it completes.

1
Indicates an invalid buffer size (less than 8 K).

2
Indicates an invalid terminal type.

-1
Indicates no errors.

error^subcode

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Identifies a field always returning a value of -1.

Example
! set the initial information !

   CALL get^initial^info( pathmon^name

                         ,pathmon^name^len

                         ,trancode

                         ,options

                         ,display^terminal

                         ,display^terminal^type

                         ,display^terminal^subtype

                         ,flag^test

                         ,debug^terminal

                         ,debug^terminal^type
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                         ,debug^terminal^subtype

                         ,flag^trace

                         ,trace^level

                         ,flag^switch^message

                         ,userid

                         ,printer^name );

! Initialize IPC info

   CALL INITIALIZE^IPC( trancode

                       ,options

                       ,display^terminal

                       ,display^terminal^type

                       ,display^terminal^subtype

                       ,debug^terminal

                       ,debug^terminal^type

                       ,debug^terminal^subtype

                       ,userid

                       ,printer^name

                       ,flag^switch^message

                       ,flag^test

                       ,flag^trace

                       ,trace^level

                       ,MAX^REPLY^LENGTH

                       ,buffer

                       ,write^length

                       ,error^code

                       ,error^subcode );

! Check for errors

  IF error^code <> -1 then

            call error^routine;

DECODE MSGRT IPC Routine -- Verify Call to MSGRT Server

Use the DECODE^MSGRT^IPC routine after each call to MSGRT. Use this routine to obtain information about the server
class name responsible for the execution of the current transaction ID.

Usage

The syntax of the DECODE^MSGRT^IPC call is:

CALL DECODE^MSGRT^IPC( ipc^interface                   !input

                      ,reply^code                      !output

                      ,trancode                        !output

                      ,trancode^len                    !output

                      ,server^class^name               !output

                      ,server^class^len                !output

                      ,write^length                    !output

                      ,error^code                      !output

                      ,error^subcode );                !output

Description

The DECODE^MSGRT^IPC routine verifies if the call to the MSGRT server is successful. It also obtains routing
information through the transaction ID and the server class name parameters.
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Parameters

ipc^interface

I/O: Input

STRING.EXT:ref:*

Identifies an interface buffer that contains all the configuration parameters, which are forwarded to the MSGRT server.

reply^code

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Indicates the output value.

0
Indicates that no error occurred.

1
Indicates that an invalid terminal type was passed to the MSGRT within the interface buffer.

trancode

I/O: Output

STRING:ref:*

Identifies a value representing the transaction ID from the TMT table.

trancode^len

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Indicates the length (in bytes) of the transaction ID returned in the trancode.

server^class^name

I/O: Output

STRING:ref:*

Identifies the name of the server class that is found in the TMT table that satisfies the incoming transaction ID.

server^class^length

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Identifies the length (in bytes) of the server class name.

pathsend^write^length

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Identifies the length of the data that MSGRT returns.

error^code

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*
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Indicates a value showing the state of the call when it completes.

-1
Indicates no errors.

4
Indicates that an invalid transaction code was sent to the MSGRT server.

error^subcode

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Identifies a field always returning a value of -1.

Example
!Send the data buffer to the MSGRT server using the SENDSERVER_CLASS_call

server^class^name':='"MSGRT";

server^class^name^len:=5;

error := SERVERCLASS_SEND_( pathmon^name

                           ,pathmon^name^len

                           ,server^class^name

                           ,server^class^name^len

                           ,data^buffer

                           ,write^length

                           ,MAX^REPLY^LENGTH

                           ,count^read

                           ,timeout

                           ,flags

                           ,^ScSendOpNum );

IF error <> FEOK THEN

call error^routine;

CALL DECODE^MSGRT^IPC( data^buffer

                      ,reply^code

                      ,trancode

                      ,trancode^len

                      ,server^class^name

                      ,server^class^name^len

                      ,write^len

                      ,error^code

                      ,error^subcode );

! Check for errors

  IF error^code <> -1 then

            call error^routine;

DECODE SERVER IPC Routine -- Decode Information from IEFSRV

The user program must call the IEF^DECODE^SERVER^IPC routine after every call to IEFSRV. This routine, decodes
(translates) the information from IEFSRV and writes it to a buffer.

Usage

The syntax of the DECODE^SERVER^IPC call is:

CALL DECODE^SERVER^IPC( ipc^interface                  !input
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                       ,reply^code                     !output

                       ,flag^change                    !output

                       ,flag^abort^transaction         !output

                       ,server^class^name              !output

                       ,server^class^len               !output

                       ,data^message                   !output

                       ,data^length                    !output

                       ,diagnostic^message             !output

                       ,diagnostic^length              !output

                       ,write^length                   !output

                       ,error^code                     !output

                       ,error^subcode );               !output

Description

A non-zero value in the reply^code parameter can imply any one of the following:

• An invalid terminal type was passed to the application server in the interface buffer.
• An error during an I/O operation involving the overflow file.

The IEFREQ requester has the limitation of handling only up to 8 K of data. When this happens, the source server writes
the remaining data to a temporary file named the overflow file. An overflow file is used when a server is unable to pass the
entire data buffer back to the requester. The server then passes the information back to the requester including the name
of this temporary file. The IEFREQ requester forwards this information to the target server, which also reads the overflow
file to obtain the remaining information.

A value of 0 in the flag^change parameter implies that a reply must be forwarded to you. In that case, the data^message
buffer receives the data that is returned from the server. The data^length parameter has the length, in bytes, of this buffer.
If a diagnostic message is present, it is placed in the diagnostic^message buffer. Diagnostic^length has the length of the
diagnostic^message buffer.

If the flag^change parameter is set to 1, then the server^class^name has the name of the server to which the reply
must be forwarded. Server^class^length has the length, in bytes, of the name of the server, and pathsend^write^length
contains the size of the data that must be passed to the next server class.

Also, the flag^abort^transaction is set if the server detects a problem.

Parameters

ipc^interface

I/O: Input

STRING.EXE:ref:*

Identifies a buffer interface that receives data that is returned from the application server.

reply^code

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Returns 0 if no error occurs during the call.

flag^change

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*
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1
Indicates that a dialog flow occurs to another server class. In this case, server^class^name contains the name of
the new server class.

0
Indicates that no dialog flow takes place.

flag^abort^transaction

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

0
Indicates the calling requester program to finish the current transaction (END-TRANSACTION)

1
Indicates the calling requester program to abort the current transaction (ABORT-TRANSACTION)

server^class^name

I/O: Output

STRING:ref:*

Identifies the name of the server class to which the data is forwarded.

server^class^length

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Identifies the length (in bytes) of the server class name.

data^message

I/O: Output

STRING.EXT:ref:*

Identifies a pointer to the buffer containing the data returned from the applications servers.

data^length

I/O: Output

INT(32):ref:*

Identifies the length of the data^message buffer.

diagnostic^message

I/O: Output

STRING.EXT:ref:*

Identifies a pointer to the diagnostic message buffer.

diagnostic^length

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Identifies the length (in bytes) of the diagnostic message buffer.

pathsend^write^length
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I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Returns the length (in bytes) of the buffer to be sent to the application server.

error^code

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Identifies a field always returning a value of -1.

error^subcode

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Identifies a field always returning a value of -1.

Example
! Send the data buffer to the server denoted by the server^class^name parameter

! using the SENDSERVER_CLASS_call

error := SERVERCLASS_SEND_( pathmon^name

                           ,pathmon^name^len

                           ,server^class^name

                           ,server^class^name^len

                           ,data^buffer

                           ,write^length

                           ,MAX^REPLY^LEN

                           ,count^read

                           ,timeout

                           ,flags

                           ,^ScSendOpNum );

IF error^code <> FEOK then

            call error^routine;

!Verify SERVER information

CALL DECODE^SERVER^IPC( data^buffer

                       ,reply^code

                       ,flag^change

                       ,flag^abort^transaction

                       ,server^class^name

                       ,server^class^name^len

                       ,data^message

                       ,data^length

                       ,diagnostic^message

                       ,diagnostic^length

                       ,write^length

                       ,error^code

                       ,error^subcode );

! Check for errors

  IF error^code <> -1 then

            call error^routine;
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PREPARE SERVER IPC Routine -- Set Attributes Within AEF Data Structures

The user program must call this procedure each time the requester is ready to prepare the data buffer to be sent to the
application servers.

Usage

The syntax of the PREPARE^SERVER^IPC call is:

CALL PREPARE^SERVER^IPC( data^message                    !input

                        ,data^length                     !input

                        ,trancode                        !input

                        ,trancode^len                    !input

                        ,ipc^interface                   !input/output

                        ,write^length                    !output

                        ,error^code                      !output

                        ,error^subcode );                !output

Description

You can use the PREPARE^SERVER^IPC routine to set the appropriate attributes within the AEF data structures. It must
be called before sending data to the application servers.

Parameters

data^message

I/O: Input

STRING.EXT:ref:*

Identifies a pointer to the buffer containing the data to be passed to the application.

data^length

I/O: Input

INT(32) value

Identifies a field that contains the length of the data^message buffer.

trancode

I/O: Input

STRING:ref:*

Identifies the transaction.

trancode^len

I/O: Input

INT value

Displays the length (in bytes) of the transaction identifier.

ipc^interface

I/O: Input/Output

STRING.EXT:ref:*

Identifies a buffer interface that acts as a place holder for the data^message buffer.
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pathsend^write^length

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Returns the length (in bytes) of the buffer to be sent to the application server.

error^code

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Returns a value showing the state of the call when it completes.

-1
Indicates no errors.

3
Identifies the length of the data that exceeded the maximum buffer size that the AEF uses.

error^subcode

I/O: Output

INT:ref:*

Identifies a field always returning a value of -1.

Example
!Obtain input data.  In this case input is coming from a terminal device

call writeread^terminal( trm^num

                        ,data^message

                        ,data^length

                        ,diag^message

                        ,diag^length );

!Prepare data buffer to be sent to the application servers

CALL PREPARE^SERVER^IPC( data^message

                        ,data^length

                        ,trancode

                        ,trancode^len

                        ,ipc^interface

                        ,write^length

                        ,error^code

                        ,error^subcode );

! Check for errors

  IF error^code <> -1 then

            call error^routine;

Sample Programs

The IT provides the following sample programs to assist you in understanding the use of the IPCO library routines:

• NTCPR1
• NTCPR2

The following sections provide brief descriptions about each program.
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NTCPR1

The NTCPR1 sample program is provided as a template to communicate with a Gen application using the following logic:

1. Initialize the information of IPC to generate an initial message.
2. Send a message to MSGRT using pathsend.
3. Decode the information that is returned from MSGRT (basically to retrieve a server class name).
4. Send a message to the server class name. Repeat until there are no changes to another server class.
5. Decode the information from the application (basically data, diagnostic information, or both).
6. Write data or diagnostic information and read your input from the terminal.
7. Prepare a message for the IPC with your input to generate a new message.
8. Repeat Step 2 to Step 7.

The NTCPR1 sample program is built using the following build instructions:

1. Set your current volume to where the IT is located.
2. Issue the following compile command:

For TNS/R servers
pTAL / in ntcpr1s, out $l.#ntc1 / ntcpr1o; symbols, nomap, optimize 0, nowarn 4301, fieldalign(platform),

 srl

For TNS/E servers
pTAL / in ntcpr1s, out $l.#ntc1 / ntcpr1o; symbols, nomap, optimize 0, nowarn 4301, fieldalign(platform)

3. Issue the following link command:
For TNS/R servers
NLD / name, out $l.#ntcp / ntcpr1o -o ntcpr1 ipco

For TNS/E servers
ELD / name, out $l.#ntcp / ntcpr1o -o ntcpr1 ipco

To test with the built NTCPR1, perform the following steps:

1. Set your current volume to the location of your Gen application.
2. Start your application by issuing the PWCOLD command.
3. Set your current volume to the location of the NTCPR1 program.
4. Start the NTCPR1 program:

NTCPR1

5. Input the following data:
– Pathmon name
– Initial trancode
– Clear screen options
– Terminal ID
– Display subtype (nonExtended or extended)
– Trace flag
– User ID
– Printer name

NTCPR2

The NTCPR2 sample program is provided as a template to communicate with a Gen application using the following logic:

1. Initialize the information of IPC information to generate an initial message.
2. Send a message to MSGRT using pathsend.
3. Decode the information that is returned from MSGRT (basically to retrieve a server class name).
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4. Send a message to the server class name. Repeat until there are no changes to another server class.
5. Decode the information from the application (basically data, diagnostic information, or both).
6. Write data or diagnostic information and read your input from the terminal.
7. Find the trancode in your input.
8. Prepare a message for the IPC with your input to generate a new message.
9. Repeat Step 4 to Step 8.

The NTCPR2 sample program is built using the following build instructions:

1. Set your current volume to where the IT is located.
2. Issue the following compile command:

For TNS/R servers
pTAL / in ntcpr2s, out $l.#ntc1 / ntcpr2o; symbols, nomap, optimize 0, nowarn 4301, fieldalign(platform),

 srl

For TNS/E servers
pTAL / in ntcpr2s, out $l.#ntc2 / ntcpr2o; symbols, nomap, optimize 0, nowarn 4301, fieldalign(platform)

3. Issue the following link command:
For TNS/R servers
NLD / name, out $l.#ntcp / ntcpr2o -o ntcpr2 ipco

For TNS/E servers
ELD / name, out $l.#ntcp / ntcpr2o -o ntcpr2 ipco

To test with the built NTCPR2, perform the following steps:

1. Set your current volume to the location of your Gen application.
2. Start your application by issuing the PWCOLD command.
3. Set your current volume to the location of the NTCPR2 program.
4. Start the NTCPR2 program:

NTCPR2

5. Input the following data:
– Pathmon name
– Initial trancode
– Clear screen options
– Terminal ID
– Display subtype (nonExtended or extended)
– Trace flag
– User ID
– Printer name

Implementing User Exits for NonStop IT
This article provides information for implementing user exits for NonStop IT. Gen provides support for many system
functions so that you do not have to consider them when you design and implement your application.

Some of functions are delivered both in source and object form. These functions are called user exits because you can
modify the source. Some common uses of user exits are retrieving user IDs, error handling, and site-specific security.

The IT must be installed on your target system before you can modify runtime user exits. The installation process copies
the runtime user exits onto your target system and stores them within a source archive named UEXITSC. You can find the
source archive in the subvolume where the IT is located.
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Runtime User Exits

Runtime user exits are standard routines that allow all Gen generated applications to access system features. Runtime
user exits reside on the target system and Gen can access the user exits without actually being coded as part of them.
You can use these user exits to supply basic functionality or customize them to the needs of your target system.

In addition to the set of runtime user exits, there is an extra set of distributed processing server user exits that are also
supplied in the same source archive UEXITSC. These additional user exits are used only within distributed processing
server applications, and are used with distributed processing client user exits that are built into distributed processing
client applications.

All runtime user exits are provided in both source and object format (in the form of libraries that are called UEXITCO and
DPSUECO) and are loaded onto the target system when the IT is installed. You can use these user exits without changing
them because the object format runtime user exits are compiled and are ready to be linked into applications.

Customize User Exits

NOTE
User exit source code is provided in C so that you can modify the source code to meet your site requirements.
The TACL macro MKEXITS is provided to assist with the life cycle of user exits. You can find this macro in the
subvolume where the IT is located. You can use MKEXITS to perform the following tasks:

• Extract all user exit source files from the UEXITSC source archive
• Edit a specific user exit source file
• Compile a specific user exit source file
• Rebuild the user exit libraries UEXITCO and DPSUECO

NOTE
When working with user exits, you must link all the user exits for a particular library (the set of runtime user exits
in UEXITCO or the set of distributed processing server user exits in DPSUECO) regardless of the number of
changes as the NLD linker program does not allow you to individually link one exit at a time. Therefore, you must
track the source code changes across all user exits to prevent unwanted functionality to be included in the user
exit libraries. If you fail to link all the user exits, unresolved externals show up at execution time.

NOTE
For more information about rebuilding these user exits, see User Exits.

The following user exits are available in C:

Name Description

TIRYYX Date User Exit

TIRDCRYP Decrypt User Exit

TIRDRTL Default Retry Limit User Exit

TIRNCRYP Encrypt User Exit

TIRHELP Help Interface User Exit

TIRUPDB MBCS Uppercase Translation User Exit

TIRMTQB Message Table User Exit

TIRXLAT National Language Translation User Exit

TIRSECR Security Interface User Exit

TIRELOG Server Error Logging User Exit

TIRSERRX Server to Server Error User Exit
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TIRSYSID System ID User Exit

TIRUSRID User ID User Exit

TIRURTL Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit

TIRUPPR Uppercase Translation User Exit

TIRDLCT User Dialect User Exit

TIRTERMA User Termination User Exit

TIRSECV Server Security Validation User Exit

DPSUETDM Server side user exits for distributed processing server.

TIRXINFO Locale Information User Exit

NOTE
For more information about the DPSUETDM and other runtime user exits, see User Exits.

Keyboard Mapping for NonStop IT
  

This section explains how to map a function key to the Exit Key defined for an application, and how to map various
keyboard keys to specific keys defined for an application as they relate to NonStop.

Exit Key Values

This section lists the Exit Key values that correspond to various function keys you can use on 6530 and 3270 devices.
To use a particular function key, you must move the designated graphic character to the EXIT-KEY field within the
configuration parameters before shipping that structure to IEFREQ.

For 6530 devices, you can move the designated graphic value to the EXIT-KEY field.

 Example: 

To use SF16 as the Exit Key, you must code the following statement as part of your initialization of CONFIGURATION-
PARAMETERS in the requester you write to call IEFREQ:

move "o" to Exit-Key

"o"
Defines the graphic character representing SF16

For 3270 devices, you can move the designated graphic value to the EXIT-KEY field of the structure CONFIRMATION-
PARAMETERS.

NOTE
 You must confirm that the value moved is the correct ASCII value.

 Example: 

To use PF24 as the Exit Key, the MOVE statement would be:

move "<" to Exit-Key

"<"
Defines the graphic character representing PF24.
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6530 Function Key Values

The following table lists the function key graphic character representations for 6530 devices.

 Function Key  Octal Value  Graphic Character 
F1 %100 @
F2 %101 A
F3 %102 B
F4 %103 C
F5 %104 D
F6 %105 E
F7 %106 F
F8 %107 G
F9 %110 H
F10 %111 I
F11 %112 J
F12 %113 K
F13 %114 L
F14 %115 M
F15 %116 N
F16 %117 O
SF1 %140 '
SF2 %141 a
SF3 %142 b
SF4 %143 c
SF5 %144 d
SF6 %145 e
SF7 %146 f
SF8 %147 g
SF9 %150 h
SF10 %151 i
SF11 %152 j
SF12 %153 k
SF13 %154 l
SF14 %155 m
SF15 %156 n
SF16 %157 o
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3270 Function Key Values

The following table lists the function key graphic character representations for 3270 devices.

 AID EBCDIC (hex)  ASCII (hex)  Graphic Character 
PF1 / F1 31 1
PF2 / F2 32 2
PF3 / F3 33 3
PF4 / F4 34 4
PF5 / F5 35 5
PF6 / F6 36 6
PF7 / F7 37 7
PF8 / F8 38 8
PF9 / F9 39 9
PF10 / 7A 3A :
PF11 / 7B 23 #
PF12 / 7C 40 @
PF13 / C1 41 A
PF14 / C2 42 B
PF15 / C3 43 C
PF16 / C4 44 D
PF17 / C5 45 E
PF18 / C6 46 F
PF19 / C7 47 G
PF20 / C8 48 H
PF21 / C9 49 I
PF22 / 4A 5B symbol for cent
PF23 / 4B 2E  
PF24 / 4C 3C <
PA1 / 6C 2C %
CLEAR / 6D 2F -

Configurable Keyboard Mapping for NonStop IT
This article provides information for configuring keyboard mapping for NonStop IT. The IT lets you map the function keys
on a keyboard to the function keys defined for the application through a Keyboard Mapping Table.

The Keyboard Mapping Table lets you map 42 possible 6530 function keys to twenty-nine 3270 function keys supported
by Gen. You can map more than one 6530 function key to the same 3270 function key.

If the 6530 function key is not used by the application, then set its map to 0 or set it to some other 3270 function key
that is not used. Unmapped 6530 function keys (map entries that are 0) unlock the keyboard and wait for you to press a
mapped 6530 function key.

The Keyboard Mapping Table can use any of the following function keys:

• 16 function key Keyboard Mapping Table
• 12 function key Keyboard Mapping Table
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The Keyboard Mapping Table is shipped with the 16 function key, Keyboard Mapping Table enabled.

How to Use 12 Function Key Keyboard Mapping Table

Follow these steps:

1. Remove the comment character (* or --) from lines corresponding to the second set of maps (KEYBOARD-MAP or
fkey^map).

2. Add the comment character (* or --) to all lines corresponding to the first set of maps (KEYBOARD-MAP or fkey^map).

Map 6530 Devices Emulating 3270 Devices

There is only one keyboard-mapping scheme for 6530 devices emulating 3270 devices. This is shown in the files
T3270NS and T3270ES. You can find these files in the subvolume where the IT is located.

For existing applications that use the T3270NS or T3270ES requester, you must edit the call to IEFREQ (in the Procedure
Division) to add the parameter KEYBOARD-MAP.

Following is the format of the call command:

CALL iefreq

   USING context-session, configuration-parameters, error-link, Keyboard-map

   ON ERROR PERFORM 9999-Exit

Map 6530 Devices to Non-TCP Requesters

To map 6530 devices to non-TCP requesters, use the files NTCPR1S or NTCPR2S supplied with the IT as a template for
non-TCP requesters. Edit this file by removing the comment character in the section of the Keyboard Mapping Table that
is applicable.

NOTE
Only one keyboard configuration can be supported per requester.

Map 6530 Devices to TCP Requesters

You can use T6530NS or T6530ES files to map 6530 devices to TCP requesters. You can find these files in the
subvolume where the IT is located as templates for TCP requesters. You can change the mapping to suit a particular
keyboard-application combination.

The following is a sample T6530NS Keyboard Mapping Table, which illustrates standard mapping configurations for a
6530 keyboard.

*  6530 Function Key                       Table Offset

*  F1-F16                                  1-16

*  SF1-SF16                                17-32

*  Roll Down (Alt-down-arrow)              33

*  Roll Up   (Alt-up-arrow)                34

*  Page Down (Next Page)                   35

*  Page Up   (Prev Page)                   36

*  Enter                                   37

*  Shift Roll Down (Alt-shift-down-arrow)  38

*  Shift Roll Up   (Alt-shift-up-arrow)    39

*  Shift Page Down (Shift Next Page)       40

*  Shift Page Up   (Shift Prev Page)       41

*  Shift Enter                             42

*

*  3270 Function Key                       Map Value
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*  UNMAPPED                                0

*  PF1-PF24                                1-24

*  PA1                                     25

*  PA2                                     26

*  PA3                                     27

*  CLEAR                                   28

*  ENTER                                   29

*

*  This is the Current IEF Keyboard Map.  There are 42 Entries.

*  THERE MUST be 42 Entries!!!!

*

*  6530 Function Key                       3270 Function Key

*

*  F1-F16                                  PF1-PF16

*  SF1-SF3                                 PA1-PA3

*  SF7-SF14                                PF17-PF24

*  SF15                                    0 (UNMAPPED)

*  SF16                                    0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Roll Down (Alt-down-arrow)              0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Roll Up   (Alt-up-arrow)                0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Page Down (Next Page)                   0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Page Up   (Prev Page)                   CLEAR

*  Enter                                   ENTER

*  Shift Roll Down (Alt-shift-down-arrow)  0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Shift Roll Up   (Alt-shift-up-arrow)    0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Shift Page Down (Shift Next Page)       0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Shift Page Up   (Shift Prev Page)       0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Shift Enter                             0 (UNMAPPED)

*

*

   01 KEYBOARD-MAP.

*       F1 THRU F16 (1-16)

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 1.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 2.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 3.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 4.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 5.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 6.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 7.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 8.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 9.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 10.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 11.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 12.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 13.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 14.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 15.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 16.

*       SF1 THRU SF16 (17-32)

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 25.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 26.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 27.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.
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        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 17.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 18.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 19.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 20.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 21.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 22.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 23.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 24.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

*       ROLL DOWN OR ALT-DOWN ARROW (33)

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

*       ROLL UP   OR ALT-UP ARROW (34)

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

*       PAGE DOWN OR NEXT-PAGE (35)

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

*       PAGE UP   OR PREV-PAGE (36)

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 28.

*       ENTER (37)

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 29.

*       SHIFT ROLL DOWN OR ALT-SHIFT-DOWN ARROW (38)

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

*       SHIFT ROLL UP   OR ALT-SHIFT-UP ARROW (39)

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

*       SHIFT PAGE DOWN OR SHIFT NEXT-PAGE (40)

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

*       SHIFT PAGE UP   OR SHIFT PREV-PAGE (41)

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

*       SHIFT ENTER (42)

        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

*

*  Alternate Keyboard Mapping (Similar to EM3270)

*

*  To use this Keyboard Mapping Table remove * from lines

*  corresponding to KEYBOARD-MAP below.  Then add an * to all

*  lines corresponding to KEYBOARD-MAP above.

*

*  6530 Function Key                       3270 Function Key

*

*  F1-F12                                  PF1-PF12

*  F13                                     PA1

*  F14                                     PA2

*  F15                                     PA3

*  F16                                     ENTER

*  SF1-SF12                                PF13-PF24

*  SF13                                    0 (UNMAPPED)

*  SF14                                    CLEAR

*  SF15                                    0 (UNMAPPED)

*  SF16                                    0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Roll Down (Alt-down-arrow)              0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Roll Up   (Alt-up-arrow)                0 (UNMAPPED)
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*  Page Down (Next Page)                   0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Page Up   (Prev Page)                   0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Enter                                   0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Shift Roll Down (Alt-shift-down-arrow)  0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Shift Roll Up   (Alt-shift-up-arrow)    0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Shift Page Down (Shift Next Page)       0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Shift Page Up   (Shift Prev Page)       0 (UNMAPPED)

*  Shift Enter                             0 (UNMAPPED)

*

*   01 KEYBOARD-MAP.

**       F1 THRU F16 (1-16)

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 1.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 2.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 3.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 4.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 5.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 6.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 7.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 8.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 9.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 10.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 11.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 12.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 25.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 26.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 27.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 29.

**       SF1 THRU SF16 (17-32)

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 13.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 14.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 15.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 16.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 17.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 18.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 19.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 20.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 21.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 22.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 23.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 24.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 28.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

**       ROLL DOWN OR ALT-DOWN ARROW (33)

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

**       ROLL UP   OR ALT-UP ARROW (34)

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

**       PAGE DOWN OR NEXT-PAGE (35)

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

**       PAGE UP   OR PREV-PAGE (36)

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

**       ENTER (37)
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*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

**       SHIFT ROLL DOWN OR ALT-SHIFT-DOWN ARROW (38)

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

**       SHIFT ROLL UP   OR ALT-SHIFT-UP ARROW (39)

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

**       SHIFT PAGE DOWN OR SHIFT NEXT-PAGE (40)

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

**       SHIFT PAGE UP   OR SHIFT PREV-PAGE (41)

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

**       SHIFT ENTER (42)

*        03 FILLER                       PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

*******************************************************************************

Configuring Distributed Processing for the NonStop Server
This article provides information for configuring distributed processing for the NonStop server including, Distributed
Processing Environment, Server and Workstation Configuration Prerequisites, and Server and Workstation User Exit
Configuration.

Distributed Processing Environment

The following list details the types of Gen application servers that are built and run on NonStop:

• Block Mode Interactive -- These applications use the AEF for execution.
• Block Mode CommandLine NoDisplay -- These applications use non-TCP requesters for execution.
• Distributed Processing -- These applications communicate with client applications that run on Windows systems.

The following illustration shows the relationship between various components of a distributed processing environment:
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To use a distributed processing execution environment, you must complete the following prerequisites:

• Server Configuration
• Workstation Configuration
• Server User Exit Configuration
• Workstation User Exit Configuration

Server Configuration Prerequisites

For distributed processing on NonStop, ensure that the following components are installed, configured, and started:

• Remote Server Call (RSC/MP) over Piccolo
• Transaction Delivery Process (TDP)

NOTE
For more information about installing, configuring, and starting these products, see the HP Remote Server Call
(RSC/MP) Installation and Management Guide.

Workstation Configuration Prerequisites

For the Windows workstation to communicate with the NonStop server, ensure that the following components are installed
(may use Client Manager or Communications Bridge), configured, and started:
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• Remote Server Call (RSC/MP) over Piccolo
• Remove Server Call Initialization file, rsc.ini
• Client Manager to define the NonStop server
• Communications Bridge to define the NonStop server

NOTE
For more information about installing and configuring RSC/MP over Piccolo, see the HP Remote Server Call
(RSC/MP) Installation and Management Guide. For more information about configuring the rsc.ini file and the
Client Manager, see Working With the Client Manager. For more information about configuring the rsc.ini file and
the Communications Bridge, see Working With Communications Bridge.

Server User Exit Configuration

On the NonStop server, a distributed processing user exit (USEREXIT) is provided for encrypting or decrypting transaction
data, adding custom data that is not generated by Gen to the buffer sent to the client side, customized auditing, and so on.

This user exit is customized, built, and linked into the NonStop application servers that represent the server side of the
distributed processing application.

NOTE
For more information about configuring the server user exit, see Understanding Distributed Processing.

Workstation User Exit Configuration

On the Windows workstation, a distributed processing user exit (IORSC.CXX) is provided for encrypting or decrypting
transaction data, adding custom data that is not generated by Gen to the buffer sent to the server side, customized
auditing, and so on.

This user exit is customized, built, and linked into the workstation application that represents the client side of the
distributed processing application.

NOTE
For more information about configuring and building the workstation user exit, see Understanding Distributed
Processing.

Data Structures used for NonStop IT
This article provides information for the data structures used for NonStop IT within Gen including, CONFIGURATION-
PARAMETERS, CONTEXT-SESSION, ERROR-LINK, and RECTIME.

The following table describes the structures that are used by program modules and the data structures that are used
in a user-written requester process environment (if it included all the capabilities as supported by the IDS Requester).
The last two columns are the EABs, which must be written to extract non-screen information from the generated servers.
Some data structures can be eliminated if there are other ways certain functions can be handled, such as error logging,
statistics, and replay.

CONFIGURATION-PARAMETERS

This structure is only used between the initial requester and IEFREQ so that IEFREQ can perform initialization. If IEFREQ
is not being used, you must fill the appropriate structures that use information out of this field.

Sample CONFIGURATION-PARAMETERS Structure:

01 CONFIGURATION-PARAMETERS.

02 Display-Terminal          PIC X(16).

02 Display-Terminal-Type     PIC 9.

02 Display-Terminal-Subtype  PIC 9.
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02 Debug-Terminal            PIC X(24).

02 Debug-Terminal-Type       PIC 9.

02 Debug-Terminal-Subtype    PIC 9.

02 Initial-TID               PIC X(8).

02 User-Id                   PIC X(16).

02 Commands                  PIC X(78).

02 User-Error-Handler        PIC X(16).

02 Exit-Key                  PIC X.

02 Trace-Flag                PIC 9.

   88 Trace-Flag-ON          VALUE 1.

   88 Trace-Flag-Off         VALUE 0.

02 Test-Flag                 PIC 9.

   88 Test-Flag-ON           VALUE 1.

   88 Test-Flag-Off          VALUE 0.

02 Statistics-Flag           PIC 9.

   88 Statistics-On          VALUE 1.

   88 Statistics-Off         VALUE 0.

02 FILLER                    PIC X.

02 Flag-Capture-Replay       PIC 9.

   88 Flag-Capture-On        VALUE 1.

   88 Flag-Replay-On         VALUE 2.

   88 Flag-Capture-Replay-Off VALUE 0.

02 capture-file              PIC X(8).

02 sequence-number           PIC 9(5) COMP.

02 replay-delay              PIC 9(4) COMP.

02 capture-option            PIC 9.

   88 Flag-Append-On         VALUE 1.

   88 Flag-Append-Off        VALUE 0.

02 Log-Errors-Flag           PIC 9.

   88 Log-All-Errors         VALUE 1.

02 Trace-Level               PIC 9(4) COMP.

02 Idle-Timeout              PIC 9(9) COMP.

02 Max-Retry-Modem           PIC 9(4) COMP.

02 Modem-Delay               PIC 9(4) COMP.

DISPLAY-TERMINAL-TYPE

This is a required field for screen devices. Checking the value of DISPLAY-TERMINAL-TYPE determines how a program
receives the data -- whether to use 6530 or 3270 SEND MESSAGE calls.

The DISPLAY-TERMINAL-TYPE value is sent to several servers and to the IDS-CALLER requester. It is also moved to
the field CRTerminal-type of the structure CAPT-TO-SERV.

Values:

• 1 -- 6530 terminal
• 2 -- 3270 terminal

DISPLAY-TERMINAL-SUBTYPE

This is a required field for screen devices. For a true or native 6530 device or one of the 3270 devices that do not support
extended attributes, use a value of 1. If the device is a PC running emulation software, or if the 3270 device supports
extended attributes, use a value of 2.
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The value of DISPLAY-TERMINAL-SUBTYPE is sent to several servers and to the IDS-CALLER requester. This value is
also moved to the field CRTerminal-Subtype in the structure CAPT-TO-SERV.

Values:

• 1 -- Non-extended attributes
• 2 -- Extended attributes

DEBUG-TERMINAL

This field is obsolete and is no longer used.

DEBUG-TERMINAL-TYPE

This field is obsolete and is no longer used.

DEBUG-TERMINAL-SUBTYPE

This field is obsolete and is no longer used.

INITIAL-TID

The transaction identification value is sent to the MSGRT server to determine the server class name for the initial
transaction ID. In typical online applications, this is the transaction identifier for the initial menu screen or the initial logon
screen. This value must exist in the TMT table.

USER-ID

This field must receive a unique value for each user. Although this field is 16 characters long, only the last eight non-space
characters are used. To prevent multiple operators from appearing to be the same to the system, these eight character
positions must be unique. If the field contains spaces, IEFREQ uses the Pathway LOGICAL-TERMINAL-NAME for the
AEF as its value.

Clear Screen Options

The commands RESET or RESTART can be sent to the MSGRT server with the initial transaction identifier. The message
router currently does not make use of this information.

For use with IDS and 6530 devices, this field is set to spaces. You can send commands such as RESET or RESTART to
the runtime. This allows the runtime to restart an application at the point where it ended the last time it was invoked, or to
reset the application.

USER-ERROR-HANDLER

This field is obsolete and is no longer used.

EXIT-KEY

This field lets you return control to the initial requester. When IEFREQ identifies the function key that is pressed as
the one you specified, it terminates execution and returns control to the initial requester program (the call to IEFREQ
completes). There are specialized values available for 6530 and 3270 devices. Move the appropriate value to this field so
that IEFREQ can check for that key.
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TRACE-FLAG

This value is not used in IEFREQ. It is moved to the field TRACE-FLAG in the Gen generated servers. You can use this
parameter to determine whether the runtime logic in the Gen generated server can perform trace. If you set the value to
ON, then you must set an appropriate trace level value in the field TRACE-LEVEL.

Limits: 0 through 255

Values:

• 1 -- Trace ON
• 0 -- Trace OFF

TEST-FLAG

This field is obsolete and is no longer used.

STATISTICS-FLAG

If you set this flag, IEFREQ obtains timestamps after transaction receipt, just before sending to the Gen generated server,
and just after receiving a reply from the Gen generated server. This information is formatted and sent to the statistics
server, RECSERV. One timestamp is sent to the statistics server for every transaction processed.

Values:

• 1 -- Statistics ON
• 0 -- Statistics OFF

FLAG-SWITCH-MESSAGE

This field is moved to the IEFSERV portion of the generated application servers. The FLAG-SWITCH-MESSAGE field
determines whether the application servers use flow optimization or not.

Typically, when an application server wants to dialog flow to another transaction ID, the application server returns the
information back to IEFREQ. The requester issues an END-TRANSACTION verb, starts another transaction with a
BEGIN-TRANSACTION verb, and then forwards the transaction to the next appropriate server class. This is how flow
optimization OFF works.

If you package multiple transaction identifiers into the same server class or if both transactions are contained within
the same TMF transaction, you can set flow optimization on. If the new transaction identifier is packaged into the same
server class, nothing is returned to IEFREQ. Instead, the server queues up the transaction to the same server. If a new
server class is to be used, the flow comes back to the requester, but no new TMF transaction is initiated. To denote flow
optimization, use a value of 1.

Values:

• 1 -- Message ON
• 0 -- Message OFF

FLAG-CAPTURE-RELAY

You can capture and replay transactions using the following fields:

• FLAG-CAPTURE-RELAY
• CAPTURE-FILE
• SEQUENCE NUMBER
• REPLAY-DELAY
• CAPTURE-OPTION
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The field FLAG-CAPTURE-RELAY determines if this feature is engaged or not. If you do not want to capture or replay, set
this field to 0; values in other fields can then be ignored.

To capture transactions, set FLAG-CAPTURE-REPLAY to 1. You must fill in the CAPTURE-FILE field, which tags your
capture session with a logical name (this name is used as the RECAP SQL identifier for a replay session). You also must
place a value in the field CAPTURE-OPTION. If you have already captured some transactions, and you want to add more
transactions to the capture file, specify a value of 1. The capture facility then appends additional transactions into the
capture session.

To delete any current transactions for a particular user within the capture table, specify a value of 0. This turns append off
and causes the Replay server to delete any existing records within the table and starts with a sequence number of 1.

To replay transactions, set FLAG-CAPTURE-REPLAY to 2. You must fill in the CAPTURE-FILE field with the logical name
that is given to an existing capture session. You must also place a value in the field SEQUENCE-NUMBER to denote the
sequence number starts from 1 and increments by 1 from there when captured.

You must specify a value in the REPLAY-DELAY field. This value specifies the number of one-second units to delay
before beginning each successive transaction from the capture table. You can ignore the other fields.

Values:

• 0 -- Replay and capture both OFF
• 1 -- Capture ON
• 2 -- Replay ON

CAPTURE-FILE

Use this name to uniquely identify a capture-replay session.

SEQUENCE-NUMBER

This field denotes which capture-replaying sequence to use. This occurs only during initialization of the REPLAY mode.
This field is not used within the capture mode. Capture appends to the end of the file by determining the current highest-
sequence number or by deleting all records for the user and starting again from one.

REPLAY-DELAY

During REPLAY mode, this value is used in the SCOBOL verb DELAY to provide a delay time between the replay of
transactions. The value that is specified in this field is based on one-second units.

CAPTURE-OPTION

This field is used during initialization of the CAPTURE mode. This flag is not otherwise used within the requester. If
append ON is designated, additional capture records are added to the capture file. If append is set to OFF, any records for
the current user are deleted before adding more capture records.

Values:

• 1 -- Append ON
• 0 -- Append OFF

LOG-ERRORS-FLAG

Use this field to force all error conditions that IEFREQ is aware of to be written by the LOGSERV server.

Values:
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• 0 -- Do not log errors to LOGSERV but notify LOGSERV with the first and last errors, that is, omit all intermediate
errors.

• 1 -- Notify LOGSERV with all errors.
• All others -- Notify LOGSERV with the first and last entry, but not all the intermediate entries.

TRACE-LEVEL

The numeric value in this field is used to determine the level of tracing carried by the runtime.

NOTE
Use this field with caution as this imposes a severe performance penalty on the application.

MAX-RETRY-MODEM

This field specifies the maximum number of retries that a SEND MESSAGE operation performs in case there is a
communication I/O error (error 140) during a read/write operation to a terminal device.

MODEM-DELAY

This field specifies the amount of delay between SEND-MESSAGE operations.

CONTEXT-SESSION

This field is obsolete and is no longer used.

ERROR-LINK

ERROR-LINK is a structure that is used to pass error information back to the main requester or entry point into the
application.

01 ERROR-LINK.

     03 GAEF-ERROR                   PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

     03 T-STATUS                     PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

     03 T-SUBSTATUS                  PIC 9(5) COMP VALUE 0.

GAEF-ERROR

Error messages that are recognized by IEFREQ are placed in GAEF-ERROR and returned to caller requester (the one
that called the IDS Requester).

T-STATUS
Displays the Pathway TERMINATION-STATUS value, if any.

T-SUBSTATUS
Displays the Pathway TERMINATION-SUBSTATUS value, if any.

RECTIME

This structure is used to log statistical information. A write to the RECSERV server occurs for each transaction processed.

TERMINAL-NAME
Receives the value that is contained in the Pathway register, LOGICAL-TERMINAL-NAME.

TID
Receives the transaction identifier that is returned from the message router.

SERVER-NAME
Receives the server class name that is returned from the message router.
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INITIAL-TIME
IEFREQ populates this field with the current time before performing the SEND to the application server call.

ENDING-TIME
IEFREQ populates this field with the current time just after receiving reply from the SEND to the application
server.

BYTES-TO-SERVER
The IDS Requester populates this field with the combined data lengths from the fields DATA-LENGTH and
DIAGNOSTIC-LENGTH before performing the SEND to the application server.

BYTES-FROM-SERVER
The IDS Requester populates this field with the combined lengths from the fields DATA-LENGTH and
DIAGNOSTIC-LENGTH after receiving the reply to the SEND to the application server.

Using the Applini File
This article provides information for using the applini file. Starting with Gen Release 7.6, the runtime utilizes a file that is
named applini.

Note: For NonStop SQL/MX applications, the applini file is delivered as application.ini.

This file holds application-specific environment variables in a token=value pairing. This initialization file is delivered with
the C runtime in the Gen installation directory. When a C application is built using the Setup Tool, this file is copied (only
once) into the executable subvolume of the model. You can customize this copy of the applini file without overriding the
copy in the Implementation Toolset location.

When a C application is executed (including distributed processing servers and Block Mode servers), the applini file that
resides in the executable subvolume of the model is opened and read by the C Runtime. Any uncommented environment
variables are then set and used within the application.

Environment Variables in the Applini File

The applini file contains a set of commented environment variables. To use any of these environment variables, remove
the comment from the variable (";") and modify the value as necessary.

The applini contains the following environment variables:

Environment Variable Description Default

TRACE_ENABLE Enables communications with the Diagram
Trace Utility.

1

TRACE_HOST Defines the Windows system that runs the
Diagram Trace Utility.

<none>

TRACE_PORT Defines the port that the Diagram Trace
Utility listens to.

4567

NOTE
The Diagram Trace Utility is accessible only if the C application has been generated with Trace Enabled.

Build Applications Using SQL/MX on NonStop
Gen for Nonstop provides support for Applications using the SQL/MX database. In order to take advantage of SQL/MX,
applications are built in the OSS environment, but still use the Guardian environment for application management. This
article provides the following set of steps that are required to create these applications:
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Prior to Gen 8.5

In Gen releases prior to 8.5, applications that are run on NonStop are built and managed solely within the Guardian
environment. Gen delivers a Setup Tool that is used to build applications, a set of libraries that are linked to these
applications, and a set of Pathway configuration files that are used to manage these applications. In addition, the SQL/MP
database is used as the DBMS for these applications. The following illustration shows the application environment as it is
used by Gen:

Gen 8.5 and Beyond

With the release of Gen 8.5, we have added support for the SQL/MX database. In order to support SQL/MX, applications
must run in the OSS environment. In turn, these applications are built with the Java-based Build Tool which has been
ported to NonStop. By providing the Build Tool on NonStop, applications can be built remotely using a Build Tool Client
running on a PC. These OSS applications are still managed with NonStop Pathway, so there is some coordination needed
between the OSS and Guardian environments. The following illustration shows the application environment as it is used
by Gen 8.5 and beyond:
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The illustration above shows that the OSS environment contains the application executables, the DBMS, and the Build
Tool. These essentially replace what was originally in the Guardian environment in the previous release of Gen.

Gen 8.6 has two installations on the NonStop system:

Gen 8.6 in Guardian Environment
The following components are installed in the volume or subvolume referred to by the environment variable
COOL_HOME:

• Guardian runtime libraries
• Guardian user exits
• Guardian AEF
• Pathway support files
• Setup Tool

Gen 8.6 in OSS Environment
The following components are installed in the directory referred to by environment variable $IEFH:

• OSS runtime libraries
• OSS user exits
• Build Tool

The remainder of this article documents the steps that are needed to create applications using SQL/MX in the OSS
environment, and refers to the components installed in COOL_HOME and $IEFH.

Generate an Application

When generating applications that support SQL/MX from the Toolset, ensure to select SQL/MX in Technical Design when
modeling, and also select SQL/MX in Generation Default.

When moving the generated remotes to the NonStop system, ensure that you transfer them as ASCII. Remote files are to
be moved to an application directory in the OSS environment. Any FTP utility (such as FileZilla) can be used.

Build an Application

Build the OSS application using the Build Tool.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Set up the OSS environment.
Log on to your OSS environment, and set the following environment variables:
export IEFH=<location of the CA Gen installation>

(i.e. /opt/gen86)

export IEFPLATFORM=IEF_NONSTOP

export IEFJRE=<location of the Java Runtime Env> 

(i.e. /usr/tandem/nssjava/jdk170_h70/jre)

export IEFGXTP=$IEFH/translat

export SQLMX_HOME=<location of the SQL MX preprocessor> 

(i.e. /usr/tandem/sqlmx)

export PATH=$IEFH/bin":"$IEFH/bt":"$SQLMX_HOME/bin":"$PATH

These environment variables are required by the Build Tool.
2. Start the Build Tool Server.

The Java-based Build Tool runs as a client/server application. By starting a Build Tool server on the NonStop system, a
Build Tool client running on a Windows PC can process remotes on that system.
The Build Tool is installed in $IEFH/bt. By setting the environment variables above, the Build Tool server can be started
as a background task as follows:
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$ bldtool -c server -i <port number of choice>

You can start multiple Build Tool servers on your system, so ensure that the port number supplied is unique. Verify that
the port number that you use is not currently taken by issuing the following command:
$ ps –aef|grep <port number of choice>

If another Build Tool process is using that port number, the port number is listed as one of the parameters used with
another Build Tool process. When the Build Tool server has started, your command prompt is returned. You can use
the same “ps” command above to verify that the Build Tool server is running.

3. Invoke your Build Tool Client.
Start your BT Client on your PC. Connect to the Nonstop Server using the port number that you used when starting the
BT Server. Use your OSS userid and password when connecting.

NOTE
 For more information about the Build Tool Client, see Working with Build Tool. 

4. Create your custom profile from the DEFAULT profile.
The DEFAULT profile on NonStop is customized for the Guardian environment. Expand the tokens to view specific
tokens in the DBMS, TCP, PATHWAY, and SERVER subtrees. These tokens represent the same set of values that
were customizable when using the Setup Tool, with a few additional tokens.
Using the Build Tool Profile Dialog, create a copy of the DEFAULT profile for the model you are building. Once copied,
open the profile and modify the following tokens:

SQLMX.OPT.MODULE_SCHEMA
Tables are contained within a schema. You can map a Schema to a model (in the simplest sense)
Example: COOP07

SQLMX.OPT.MODULE_CATALOG
Schemas are contained within a catalog.
Example: CAGEN85

PATHWAY.OPT.NS_PATHWAY_NAME
Guardian Pathway name for your application.
Example: $CP07

PATHWAY.LOC.NS_PATHWAY_GEN_INSTALL
This is COOL_HOME.
Example: $OPEL.GEN85

SERVER.LOC.NS_SERVER_TARGET_VOLUME
SERVER.OPT.NS_SERVER_SHORT_MODEL_NAME The two tokens above are used to identify the
<volume>.<subvolume> that are used to hold the Pathway files used to manage this application.
Example 1: $LOTUS
Example 2: COOP07

5. Build your Application.
Find your application directory where you FTP’d your remotes using the directory tree. Select the directory to find the
set of RMT files. Build in this order:
a. Split the Database remote only (do not build).
b. Build the RI Triggers RMT.
c. Build the Load Module RMT’s.

6. Build your Database Tables
Create your SQL/MX tables, and execute mxCompileUserModule on the set of built SQC modules. This is normally
a customized activity left up to the customer. For your convenience, the script file MX was generated when the
application was built. This script creates the set of generated SQL/MX tables in the catalog and schema (defined via
tokens SQLMX.OPT.MODULE_SCHEMA and SQLMX.OPT.MODULE_CATALOG) and performs MX compilations for
all SQC files that were generated and built for this application. In order to run the MX script, set execution privilege on
the file before execution:
$ chmod +x MX
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$ ./MX 

This may take several minutes to execute, especially if there are several generated SQC modules for this application. The
result of the mxCompileUserModule processing is verified within the MX script, and you are notified if any errors occur.

Now that your application is built and your database tables are created, establish the Pathway environment.

Create Pathway Target Environment

Once the OSS application is built, set up a Pathway target environment. This target environment resides in the Guardian
environment. The set of steps that are used to set up the target environment differs between BlockMode applications
and Cooperative applications. BlockMode applications need to use the Guardian AEF application to interface with the
application. Differences in the setup steps are indicated below.

When setting up your target environment, ensure to be in the volume or subvolume that you established with the following
tokens when you created your application:

•  SERVER.LOC.NS_SERVER_TARGET_VOLUME 
•  SERVER.OPT.NS_SERVER_SHORT_MODEL_NAME 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create SQL Catalog for the Guardian AEF [BlockMode Only]
The Guardian AEF uses a transaction mapping table to manage the servers within the application. This SQL catalog is
created for that mapping. Create the table using the following commands:
> sqlci

> create catalog <volume>.<subvolume>;

> exit;

Note that <volume>.<subvolume> refers to the values of the following tokens:
–  SERVER.LOC.NS_SERVER_TARGET_VOLUME 
–  SERVER.OPT.NS_SERVER_SHORT_MODEL_NAME 

2. Copy Generated Pathway files from application directory
When the application was built, several Pathway files were generated, and reside in the application directory in the
OSS filesystem. These files are used to manage the application through Pathway.
These generated files need to be FTP'd to the Guardian target environment. This can be accomplished by moving to
the volume/subvolume previously established, and performing the following steps (you will be pulling the files from the
OSS filesystem to the Guardian Filesystem):
> ftp <hostname>

(user): <OSS userid>

(password): <OSS password>

ftp> cd <OSS application directory>

ftp> ascii

ftp> filecode 101

ftp> get <filename>

ftp> get . . .

ftp> exit

Transfer the following files:
AEF (for BlockMode applications only)

all *.pwy files

PATHCNFG

PWCOOL

PWCOLD

PWSTOP

SRVRLOG

SRVRMSG (for BlockMode applications only)
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SRVROBEY

SRVRREC (for BlockMode applications only)

SRVREPL (for BlockMode applications only)

SRVRTMT (for Cooperative applications only)

TMTE

ZTMT (for BlockMode applications only)

FUPFILES

SQLTMT (for BlockMode applications only)

DROPTBLS (for BlockMode applications only)

There is 1 *.pwy file for each executable built. These files are generated with the .pwy file extension so that they will
not be confused with the actual executable name. When these files are transferred, omit the .pwy file extention, since
the Guardian file system does not allow it.

3. Copy delivered Guardian binary files
Several files that are provided with the Gen Guardian installation (in the COOL_HOME location) are needed in the
target environment. The file FUPFILES has been generated to assist with copying these files. Execute FUPFILES to
copy these files.
> FUPFILES

Copy the following files:
LOGSERV

POBJCOD

POBJDIR

POBJSYM

DPSTMTC (for Cooperative applications only)

MSGRT (for BlockMode applications only)

RECSERV (for BlockMode applications only)

REPLAY (for BlockMode applications only)

4. Copy AEF Tables (for BlockMode applications only)
The transaction table that is used by the Guardian AEF needs to be created in the target environment.The file
SQLTMT has been generated to assist with performing this activity.
Execute SQLTMT to:
– Create the tables that are used by the Guardian AEF for transaction mapping
– SQL Compile the Pathway programs used with the Guardian AEF
– Populate the transaction tables

> SQLTMT 

Execute Blockmode Application

NOTE
Blockmode Application execution must be performed in the OutsideView emulator.

Execute your BlockMode application.

  Follow these steps: 

1. Move to the Guardian target environment identified by the following tokens:
–  SERVER.LOC.NS_SERVER_TARGET_VOLUME 
–  SERVER.OPT.NS_SERVER_SHORT_MODEL_NAME 

2. Start the Pathway servers (run PWCOLD).
3. Start Guardian AEF (run AEF)

You should be able to execute the application from this point.
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Execute Cooperative Application

Execute your Cooperative application.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Move to the Guardian target environment identified by the following tokens:
–  SERVER.LOC.NS_SERVER_TARGET_VOLUME 
–  SERVER.OPT.NS_SERVER_SHORT_MODEL_NAME 

2. Start the Pathway servers (run PWCOLD).
3. Ensure that RSC is installed on your PC.
4. Create a section in rsc.ini file (usually in c:\rsc\bin) for communicating with the Pathway you created (using the value of

the token PATHWAY.OPT.NS_PATHWAY_NAME).
5. Start your Client Manager, and configure a server to talk to the NonStop System:

– Transport is RSC/MP
– Initialization Filename is c:\rsc\bin\rsc.ini (or wherever you have installed RSC)
– Initialization Section Name is section name just created in the rsc.ini file
– User Exit DLL is rscuxn.dll

You should be able to execute the client application from this point.

UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset
The Implementation Toolset (IT) for Unix and Linux is a collection of tools to build and run applications generated
by Gen on a target system. The IT includes toe following tools.

Build Tool

The Build Tool is the application that configures, compiles, and links applications generated by a Gen model.

NOTE
For more information about the build tool, see Working With Build Tool.

Application Execution Facility

The Application Execution Facility (AEF) serves as an interface for Gen applications to run on a target system. It
interfaces between the target platform's operating system and the application. For more information about the AEF,
see Testing and Running Applications.

Gen Runtime

The Gen Runtime includes libraries the generated application calls to handle low-level and common functionality.

Gen User Exits

Gen user exits are separate, reusable code modules that are used to perform functions such as screen formatting and
message switching. These user exits are part of the Gen runtime.

NOTE
For more information about user exits, see User Exits.  

Processing Overview
This article provides information for Processing Overview including, preparing a Gen model to use on multiple platforms.
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Target System Implementation

Target system implementation is the process for developing an application on one platform and executing it on another
platform. Using this process, you can prepare a single Gen model for use on many different platforms. The following
illustration describes this concept:

Applications are developed as models using various Gen Toolsets on a workstation called the Development Platform.
Models are prepared for execution through a process that is called construction, which may occur on the development
platform or on another system. The resulting components, called remote files, are transferred to a target system for
compilation and execution. The remote files contain source code, data definition language (DDL), and special control
information that allow the model to be installed as an application within a Gen environment on the target system.

The various components of the remote files define the organization and contents of the application and make it possible
for Gen to identify and process the application on the target system. You can test and run the application on the target
system within the Gen environment. Each application usually includes at least the following three remote files:

• One for the database information
• One for the referential integrity triggers
• At least one load module.

To modify an application, update the original model on the development platform, regenerate the changed elements into
remote files and move the files to the target system. In this way, you can enhance and modify the implemented systems
without having to work directly with the generated code.

The following illustration shows basic workflow that is involved when implementing an application on a target system.
The workstation tasks are performed first, then the remote files are transferred, and, finally, the target system tasks are
completed. The target system tasks primarily involve only the Implementation Toolset and the Setup Tool, which must be
installed before the remote files can be processed.
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NOTE
For more information about installing the Implementation Toolset and the Setup Tool, see Installing.

Package Remote Target Systems

You must package a Gen model before generating the remote files that are transferred to your target system and installed.
Application models are packaged into one or more load modules. If a model is packaged into more than one load module
or operations library, each load module or operations library is implemented as a separate remote file and linked on your
target system into a separate executable or shared library. Component Models are packaged into one or more operations
libraries.

Types of Remote Files

The different types of remote files are shown in the following table:

Type Number Description of Contents
Load Module One or more per application Application source code for a single load

module.
Operations Library One or more per application Public action blocks for a single operations

library.
Database Usually one per application DDL for an application database. For target

system implementation, all load modules for
a Gen application usually share a common
database.

Referential Integrity One per application RI trigger routines for an application. These
routines implement referential integrity for
the entire application.
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Install Control Module

Every remote file has an Install Control Module (ICM), or install deck, that identifies and provides instructions for installing
all components of the remote file. The ICM is in Generalized Markup Language (GML) format.

The ICM identifies each component of a load module, database, or RI trigger set, so that it can be properly installed
on your target system. The contents of the ICM depend on the packaging selected. The ICM carries information for the
complete load module, database, or RI trigger set, even if code is generated only for one portion of the specified remote.

Load Module Remote Files

The load module remote file includes generated code in a high-level language. This code contains a Dialog Manager, one
or more procedure steps, screens, and the action blocks used by the procedure steps. The Dialog Manager is created by
Gen, based on the control flow of the procedure steps and action blocks you have packaged into this load module. You
specify the procedure steps and action blocks that are contained in each load module during packaging.

Dialog Manager

During remote file generation, Gen builds a Dialog Manager for every load module. The Dialog Manager controls the
dialog flow (link and transfer) between procedure steps, supports terminal input/output, and maintains the execution
context in a profile table.

The Dialog Manager always receives control from the TP monitor (usually the AEF) when the load module is executed.
The Dialog Manager determines which procedure step within the load module to execute. The input view of the procedure
step is then populated from screen input, data passed from another procedure step, and data taken from the profile
source. This lets each procedure step to reference data in its input view without considering how the data values are
obtained.

The Profile Manager is the part of the Dialog Manager that manages the profile table. The profile table is a temporary
runtime stack that stores the export view of the procedure steps. It is used to pass information between procedure steps.

Operations Library Remote Files

Used in packaging Component Models, these files contain a collection of public operations that result in a shared library.
Operations library remote files only contain action blocks.

Database Remote Files

The database remote file contains the DDL statements and installation information. You may choose to generate DDL for
only a part of the database. This feature is appropriate when a database has already been installed and some changes
are made to the data structure diagram.

Referential Integrity Trigger Remote Files

The Referential Integrity (RI) trigger remote file contains the code for implementing referential integrity. When a record
or field is deleted from a database, referential integrity ensures that all other records or fields that depend on the deleted
record or field for their identity are also deleted. Each model has only one RI trigger remote file.

The name for RI trigger remote files defaults to CASCADE. You can change the name from CASCADE to a different name
on the member name of the RI trigger before construction in the Workstation Toolset.

NOTE
The RI trigger remote file contains the trigger routines for the entire data model residing on the workstation when
generation occurs. If the RI trigger remote file is generated from a subset of the complete data model rather than
from the complete data model, you may get an incomplete set of trigger routines.
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The RI trigger routines are compiled and placed in a library. They are available to be linked into individual load modules as
needed.

Transfer Remote Files to the Target System

You choose the file transfer process to move remote files from the development platform to the target system. You may
use the Build Tool to transfer files.

NOTE
For more information about transferring remote files to the target system, see Working With Build Tool.

External Action Blocks

To access information not directly available to a generated application, you use an external action block. For example, a
load module must use a standard date manipulation subroutine that has been defined for a particular organization, or the
load module must access files that were not created with Gen.

An external action block defines the interface between the Gen procedure step or action block that invokes it and the logic
that is created outside of Gen, so that information can be successfully passed back and forth. This structure is used to
match the views of a procedure step with the views (input and output arguments) of a handwritten subroutine.

When you use a Gen model to generate remote files for installation on a target system, an external action block stub is
created that provides the source language framework for the external action. This stub includes the following information
that Gen can supply from the definition of the external action block:

• Input data definitions
• Output data definitions
• Parameters
• Framework for the actual code

The only thing missing is the action logic.

During the load module packaging portion of construction, include external action blocks in the load modules just as you
include other Gen procedure steps and action blocks. When Gen generates that load module, it includes information
identifying the action block in the ICM for that remote file. That remote file does not include the action block stub. You
must move it to your target system separately.

For your application to execute properly on your target system, you must add the appropriate logic to the generated action
block stub before you compile and install it. Several steps are required before the load module containing the external
action block is built and implemented. These steps are listed and explained later in this section.

Gen Runtime User Exits

Certain system functions, such as retrieving a user ID or handling errors, may vary in implementation from one target
system to another target system because of the combination of hardware and software being used in that target system.

Runtime user exits are standard routines that allow all generated applications to access these system features. Runtime
user exits reside on the target system and can thus be accessed by each application without actually being coded as part
of it. These routines can be used as they are to supply basic functionality, or they can be customized to the needs of your
particular target system.

Shared versus Archive Library Support

The Build Tool links each UNIX or Linux Gen application to a set of runtime libraries delivered with the Implementation
Toolset. The Implementation Toolset delivers shared and archive, or static, versions of these runtime libraries. By
providing both versions of these libraries, the customer has the flexibility to link either set of libraries to their applications.
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Linking with shared libraries produces a smaller executable application, with the flexibility to replace libraries without re-
linking the application.

The Build Tool token OPT.LIBTYPE determines which set of libraries to link to the application of the customer.
OPT.LIBTYPE defaults to SHARED to instruct the Build Tool to create a shared library version of the RI Triggers, if
applicable, and to link with the shared version of the runtime libraries.

When the customer sets OPT.LIBTYPE to ARCHIVE, the Build Tool creates an archive version of the RI Triggers, if
applicable, and links with the archive version of the runtime libraries.

Using the OPT.LIBTYPE token does not impact the set of libraries, if applicable, required from third-party software
vendors to create Gen applications, for example, Oracle or MQSeries.

NOTE
For more information about the OPT.LIBTYPE token, see Working With Build Tool.

Prerequisite Implementation Tasks
The following list provides several sets of tasks that are required before building and executing your application:

• Pre-generation tasks
– Packaging EABs
– Considerations for Remote generation
– Considerations for Trace generation

• Pre-build tasks on the target system
– Installing the DBMS
– Considerations for user access
– Installing the Implementation Toolset
– Customizing delivered files

Prerequisite Tasks on the Development Platform

To ensure that your target implementation is successful, you must perform the following pre-generation tasks and define
specific parameters on the development platform before generating your remote file:

• Packaging EABs
• Considerations for Remote Generation
• Considerations for Trace Generation
• Considerations for Performance

These tasks and parameters are explained in the following sections:

Package External Action Blocks

During the load module packaging portion of construction, you can include external action blocks in your load modules
in the same manner as other Gen procedure steps and action blocks. When generation occurs for that load module,
information identifying the action block is included in the ICM for that remote file. However, the action block stub is not
included in the resulting remote file. It must be moved to your target system separately. Similarly, if you hand-edit code
into the external stubs, you must move the stubs out of the source code component subdirectory so that subsequent
generations do not overwrite the edited stubs.

For example, on the Windows code generation platform, the external action block code must be moved from the source
code component subdirectory (\c for the C language) associated with the model being implemented. The file containing
external action block code is named using the action block name and a file extension appropriate to the language being
used (.C).
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Remote Generation Considerations

The following sections explain the prerequisites you must consider for remote generation.

Target System

During construction, ensure that you specify the correct operating system, database management system (DBMS),
programming language, TP monitor, and communications that will be used for implementation.

Install Control Modules

You can generate code for all the components that are packaged into the load module, or select specific components for
generation. Regardless of the selection of components to generate, the installation must be performed on the entire load
module. The installation has some important implications:

• Each time remote or local installation is requested for load module code generation, an ICM is created for that load
module.

• After the ICM and all specified load module components are generated, the ICM and all load module source
components found in the language subdirectory (\c for the C language) for the model are copied into a single remote
file.

• You need to consider subset definitions carefully for the purpose of code generation.
– If the load module is generated from a subset of a Gen model, the ICM generated for the load module is based on

the packaging information visible in the subset used for generation.
– If your subset does not contain all the components of a load module, the ICM may be incomplete. If this load

module is installed on your target system, the incomplete ICM will overwrite any previous ICM definition. Only the
components shown in the new ICM will be installed when the load module is rebuilt. An incomplete ICM could cause
the application to fail.

• All components included in a load module definition are included in the generated remote file as long as the
components are stored in the directory where Gen can find them, even if only one component is updated.

• The complete load module is defined in the ICM, regardless of the number of components you have modified. (This
is done for maintenance purposes. It lets you change and regenerate portions of a load module without changing its
definition.)

• An incomplete load module ICM can result if the subset used to generate the load module does not contain all the
elements for that load module.

Database DDL Files

During construction on the workstation, do not qualify tables and indexes with your owner ID. Specifying your owner ID is
useful only when testing on your workstation and may present problems for another user attempting to install the DDL.

Because Gen manipulates data according to the type of targeted DBMS, existing data might not be supported by Gen. A
field that is logically used to store time-of-day data in Oracle is really stored in a DATE column with year, month, day, hour,
minute, and second information. Gen will default an unspecified year/month/day to 01/01/0001 (January 1, 0001) before
sending it to Oracle. This may be different for other DBMSs.

Load Module Remote Files

When generating load module remote files, do not delete the source after installation completes. Doing so may indirectly
cause the building of load modules to fail.

When more than one load module uses the same common action block, the first load module to be generated contains the
actual code. When you delete the source after installation, the source code is deleted from the code generation platform
after the first module is formatted into a remote file. All other remote files contain only the reference to this action block. If
the remote files are built in a different order than the order in which they were created, a load module that references the
action block will be built before the load module that actually contains the action block. In this case, the build will fail.
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Operations Library Remote Files

The operations library remote file contains ICM information and all the action block modules defined in component
packaging. This remote file is a subset of functions that will be built into a library, and used to build a load module.

NOTE
If a load module uses one or more operations libraries, each operations library and the load module must use
the same DBMS or use no DBMS.

RI Trigger Remote Files

The RI trigger remote file contains the trigger routines for the entire data model residing on the workstation when
generation occurs. If the RI trigger remote file is generated from a subset of the complete data model rather than from the
complete data model, you could get an incomplete set of trigger routines.

Trace Generation Considerations

The trace function can be used only if you have generated code with trace support. The resulting source code contains all
the additional logic necessary to allow the special trace functions to occur.

You can generate trace for a single procedure step, an entire load module, or your complete application.

The special code included to allow trace significantly increases the size of each generated source module. If space is a
potential problem on the code generation platform or your target system, add trace selectively rather than globally.

You can selectively test portions of your application in the following ways:

• You can generate the trace code only for the elements you want to test during load module generation.
• You can elect to turn trace off during runtime if you have generated your entire load module or application with trace.

Performance Considerations

Ensure that you specify dialog flow definitions and packaging options independently. An application runs efficiently if each
load module contains procedure steps that are likely to be used together. Therefore, coordinate the packaging with the
dialog flow definition when packaging your application.

Note: Applications generated with trace support run slower than the applications generated without trace support.

The following topics provide several sets of pre-generation and pre-build tasks that are required before building and
executing your application:

The following illustration describes the relationship of modifying the target environment to the other required and optional
IT tasks:
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Install the DBMS

For information about environment settings that must be set before use, see the DBMS software documentation.

User Access Considerations

To implement an application on a target system, you must have the appropriate levels of access to the volumes,
subvolumes, and files being used by the Implementation Toolset.

Install the Implementation Toolset

For more information about this task, see Installing.

To facilitate application security:

• The Gen Administrator ID and group must own all IT runtime subdirectories and files
• Set up the ID and group before installing the IT.
• Install the IT under the root login.
• Enter the Gen Administrator ID and group during installation to ensure that all IT Runtime subdirectories and files are

owned by the Administrator ID.

Select and Customize Scripts

A script controls the processing of each load module, RI trigger set, operations library, and database DDL. The Build Tool
includes a set of scripts you can customize to include many types of information specific to your target system.
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For more information about selecting and customizing scripts, see Working With Build Tool.

Define Environment Variables

The Implementation Toolset uses environment variables to specify paths and other configuration information necessary
to install and use Gen applications. The environment variables set up macros, or aliases, referenced in several places,
including the MAKE files, source code, and script files. Each user's .login file must set the variables to ensure that they are
properly set during system logon, before invoking the Build Tool or the AEF.

When set, environment variables retain the new values until the end of the current logon session, or until they are
dynamically changed. When a process spawns a new shell, environment variables revert to their original logon values.
When exiting the new shell, the variables reset to the values they held before the new shell was spawned.

To display the current environment, use the env command. To view the current value of an environment variable, use the
echo command as shown by the following example:

echo $AEPATH

Required Variables

The following table describes the set of environment variables the Implementation Toolset requires:

Name Description
AEPATH Search path for executable load modules.

A set of semicolon-delimited directory paths indicate the search
order for the user's aeenv file and inqload directory, allowing the
Build Tool and AEF to reference multiple directories for test and
production applications in specific order. Ensure that $IEFH is in
AEPATH. Use the following format:

AEPATH=[directory_1;directory_2;...directory_n;

$IEFH]

Note: On some systems, you must put values that include
semicolons in single quotes, as in the following:

AEPATH=['directory_1';'directory_2';'...directory_n']

IEFGXTP Specifies the directory that contains the codepage translation files.
Use the following format:

IEFGXTP=[directory]

IEFH Gen IT home directory.
The Gen software installation directory that is used to locate
the runtime user exits, reusable code packages, when linking a
generated application. Before starting a Gen applications, set this
variable using the following format:

IEFH=[directory]

IEFPLATFORM Name of hardware platform. Valid settings are:
HP Itanium
IBM AIX
SUN Solaris
Linux
You must use the following format:

IEFPLATFORM=[one of HPia64,IEF_AIX, IEF_SOL, or

 IEF_LINUX]
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LD_LIBRARY_PATH Specifies the search path for dynamic libraries for Solaris and
Linux only.
A set of directory paths indicating the dynamic library search
order. The path must include $IEFH/lib and DBMS directories,
such as $DB2DIR/lib, $ORACLE_HOME/lib. Use the following
format:

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=[directory_1:directory2:…

directory_n]

LIBPATH Search path for dynamic libraries for AIX only
A set of directory paths indicating the dynamic library search
order. The path must include $IEFH/lib and DBMS directories,
such as $DB2DIR/lib, $ORACLE_HOME/lib. You must use the
following format:

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=[directory_1:directory2:…

directory_n]

PATH Search path for executables.
A set of directory paths indicating executable program search
order. The path must include $IEFH/bin and '.' for the current
directory and DBMS directories, such as $DB2DIR/bin or
$ORACLE_HOME/bin. U se the following format:

PATH=[directory_1:directory_2:...directory_n]

PTHOME Specifies the UNIX or Linux directory where Profile Table files are
created, or where previous Profile Table files are located. U se the
following format:

PTHOME=[directory]

PTOPT Specifies to use the UNIX or Linux Profile Table.
Use the following format:

PTOPT=[YES or YY]

Use Profile Table files
Compress PT Files

SHLIB_PATH Search path for dynamic libraries for HP Itanium only.
A set of directory paths indicating dynamic library search order.
The path must include $IEFH/lib and DBMS directories, such as
$DB2DIR/lib or $ORACLE_HOME/lib. Use the following format:

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=[directory_1:directory2:…

directory_n]

TERM A character string identifying the type of terminal. Set this variable
before the Gen user executes an AEF program on the host
system. The p3270keys file in the $IEFH directory must contain
this terminal type. For information about the p3270keys file and
customizing terminal definitions to meet your needs, see Keyboard
Mapping and Terminal Emulation. Use the following format:

TERM=[terminal_type]
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Optional Variables

The following table describes the set of optional environment variables for the Implementation Toolset:

Name Description
AEUSER This variable is used by the profile manager to allow multiple

logons with the same logon ID on the same system and
application. Set AEUSER to a different value for each new logon
that uses the same logon ID. One possible value for AEUSER is
the terminal ID. Use the following format:

AEUSER=username

Also see IEF_USER_ID.

IEF_TERMSYS Specifies an additional identifier for specific terminal types in the
p3270keys file. You must use the following format:

IEF_TERMSYS=[additional_terminal_type_identifier]

IEF_USER_ID Sets a unique value for the Gen logon ID for the current session.
Set this value when accessing the same generated application on
one system in multiple sessions.
Gen generated applications require a unique Gen USERID for
screen display and Gen profile table access. The default Gen
user ID is the UNIX or Linux logon ID. Because UNIX or Linux lets
multiple logons with the same logon ID, use IEF_USER_ID to set
a unique value for Gen USERID for this session.
When AEUSER and IEF_USER_ID are set, action logic uses
AEUSER for profiling and IEF_USER_ID for USERID.
Use the following format:

IEF_USER_ID=[unique_login_ID]

DB2-Specific Variables

The following table describes the DB2-specific environment variables:

Name Description
DB2DIR Name of DB2 home directory, where DB2 is installed
DB2INSTANCE Name of DB2 database instance
INSTHOME Location of DB2 database instance
DB2DBDFT DB2 Database default instance name

Oracle-Specific Variables

The following table explains the Oracle-specific environment variables:

Name Description
ORACLE_HOME Oracle Home directory
ORACLE_SID Oracle System ID that specifies the Oracle database to use

Configuration Files

The IT includes many configuration files that you can modify after installing the IT, including build script files, initialization
files, sample files, and user exit files. If you reinstall the IT, the installation preserves your changes to these files.
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NOTE
Rebuild binary files, such as shared libraries or images that are built from modified configuration files after
reinstalling.

The Gen 8.5 IT includes the following configuration files:
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• $IEFH/p3270keys
• $IEFH/aeenv
• $IEFH/application.ini
• $IEFH/bin/codepage.ini
• $IEFH/bin/commcfg.ini (excludes Linux)
• $IEFH/bt/scripts/build_unix_lm_c.scr
• $IEFH/bt/scripts/build_unix_ri_c.scr
• $IEFH/bt/scripts/build_unix_ddl.scr
• $IEFH/make/ENVFILE.SAM
• $IEFH/make/RM.sample
• $IEFH/make/UBBCONFIG.SAM
• $IEFH/make/ief_sol.h (Solaris only)
• $IEFH/make/hpia64.h (HP Itanium only)
• $IEFH/make/rs6000.h (AIX only)
• $IEFH/make/ief_linux.h (Linux only)
• $IEFH/src/aefsecex.c
• $IEFH/src/cictuxwsx.c
• $IEFH/src/cictuxx.c
• $IEFH/src/cistuxx.c
• $IEFH/src/cimqclex.c (excludes Linux and HP Itanium)
• $IEFH/src/cimqsvex.c (excludes Linux and HP Itanium)
• $IEFH/src/citcpclx.c (excludes Linux)
• $IEFH/src/ciwsclx.c (excludes Linux)
• $IEFH/src/csuglvn.cxx (excludes Linux)
• $IEFH/src/proxyxit.c (excludes Linux)
• $IEFH/src/tirdb2.sqc (excludes Solaris and HP Itanium)
• $IEFH/src/tirdconn.sqc (excludes Solaris and HP Itanium)
• $IEFH/src/tirora.pc
• $IEFH/src/tiroconn.pc
• $IEFH/src/tirdcryp.c
• $IEFH/src/tirdlct.c
• $IEFH/src/tirdrtl.c
• $IEFH/src/tirelog.c
• $IEFH/src/tirhelp.c
• $IEFH/src/tirmtqb.c
• $IEFH/src/tirncryp.c
• $IEFH/src/tirsecr.c
• $IEFH/src/tirsecv.c
• $IEFH/src/tirserrx.c
• $IEFH/src/tirsysid.c
• $IEFH/src/tirterma.c
• $IEFH/src/tirupdb.c
• $IEFH/src/tiruppr.c
• $IEFH/src/tirurtl.c
• $IEFH/src/tirusrid.c
• $IEFH/src/tirxlat.c
• $IEFH/src/tiryyx.c
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Build User Exits

The user exits are in C to support applications that are generated for C.

NOTE
You can modify the user exits delivered with the Gen runtime. Modify the user exits before building the
application.

External Action Blocks (EAB)
An External Action Block (EAB) defines the interface between the procedure step or action block that invokes it and the
logic that is created outside of Gen (that is, handwritten subroutines).

External Action Blocks

An EAB provides a structure that is used to match the views of a procedure step with the views (input and output
arguments) of a handwritten subroutine. For a list of conditions that must be satisfied on the development platform before
implementing EABs on your target system, see Prerequisite Implementation Tasks.

The relationship of building EABs to the other required and optional IT tasks is described in the following illustration:

The single action statement EXTERNAL, which appears in the action block itself, distinguishes EABs from action blocks
that are generated by the current model.

EABs are created when a code is generated. The Gen software cannot generate actual code for EABs, but the software
creates a stub during code generation. This stub specifies the information that your external subroutine provides to the
Gen application through the EAB and the information that your external subroutine expects to receive.

When an EAB is generated, the Gen software creates:
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• The subroutine source code required to allow the EAB to interface successfully with other generated action diagrams.
This includes coordination of input and output data and other parameters.

• A stub, or comment, indicating where subroutine source code is required to complete the logic of the EAB.

To make the action block usable, add either a call to an existing subroutine, or the logic necessary for the action block to
perform its function.

For an application to properly execute on a target system, the EAB file is copied to the target system where the
appropriate logic must be added to the generated action block stub before it is compiled and installed. Several steps
are required before the load module containing the EAB is built and implemented. These steps are outlined in the next
section.

How EABs are Created

EABs must be completed and installed on your target system before the load modules that invoke them are built.

NOTE
Completing EABs requires a significant amount of programming experience and knowledge of the programs or
the information being accessed using the EAB.

Each of the following tasks is performed outside the Gen software. Before you build a load module that uses an EAB, you
must perform each of the following procedures:

1. Identify any EABs that must be completed.
2. Locate the EAB code within your target configuration.
3. Analyze the EAB stub to determine the input and output requirements for your external action.
4. Create the appropriate external action logic.
5. Compile the EAB.
6. Link into an EAB library.

Identifying External Action Blocks

The Install Control Module (ICM) associated with each load module contains an EAB identification section. The section
begins with the Generalized Markup Language (GML) tag :extern and ends with :eextern. Between the beginning and
ending tags are the names of all EABs referenced by the load module.

There is an EAB identification section for each EAB referenced by the load module. All EABs in the load module are
identified in the same section of the ICM.

If the ICM for a load module you are working with contains :extern and :eextern tag pairs, you have EABs that must be
completed before building this load module.

The following example identifies two EABs from an ICM:

:extern

member=EXTERNAL1

name=XTRN_SAM1

techsys=BUS_SYSTEM

:eextern.

:extern

member=EXTERN2

name=XTRN_SAM2

techsys=BUS_SYSTEM

:eextern.
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Locate External Action Block Code

During the load module packaging portion of construction, EABs are included in load modules just as other procedure
steps and action blocks are included. When generation occurs for that load module, information identifying the action
block is included in the generated ICM. However, the action block stub is not included in the resulting remote file. It must
be moved to your target system as a separate file.

On the development platform, the EAB code must be moved from the source code component subdirectory (\c)
associated with the model being implemented to the target system. The file containing EAB code is named using the
action block name and a file extension appropriate to the language being used (.C).

When you move the action block to the target system, store it in any directory until the code is compiled. After compile,
store the EABs in the file to which LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB Build Tool script token points. This is most likely a shared or
archived library. The file LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB identifies is used during the load module link to add the EABs to the load
module executable.

NOTE
For more information about the LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB token, see Working With the Build Tool.

Analyze External Action Blocks

Gen uses the views that are defined in the EAB to generate the stub for the interface routine. From the views in the EAB,
determine:

• The data that the EABs received from the generated application
• The data that must be returned to the generated application
• Any processing that is required to implement the EAB

The import and export views that are shown in the stub are supplied by the procedure step or action block that invokes the
EAB. The import views define the data that is passed from the generated application to the interface routine. The export
views define the data returned to the generated application from the interface routine.

Decimal Precision Attributes

Import and Export views in External Action Blocks may contain any of the supported attributes by Gen. This section is
intended to give you a better understanding for handling views that contain attributes of type decimal precision.

The C language data structure for an attribute that is implemented with decimal precision is a DPrec array whose size is
the length of the attribute plus 3 (for the sign, decimal point, and null terminator). A DPrec is a typedef of char.

Example:

An attribute that is defined as some 18 digits are implemented as DPrec[21].

The number that is represented within the DPrec array may consist of the following characters depending on the definition
of the attribute it implements:

• A minus sign (-)
• Zero or more decimal digits with a decimal point
• One or more decimal digits without a decimal point
• A decimal point
• One or more decimal digits
• A null terminator

For the import view, a decimal precision attribute may be its simplest form or may contain a plus sign with leading and
trailing zeros.

For the export view, all decimal precision attributes must adhere to the following rules:
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• The character representation of the number that is placed in the DPrec array may contain fewer digits than defined for
the attribute. However, it must not contain more digits to the left or right of the decimal than defined for the attribute.

• The DPrec array must be null terminated.
• If the number of digits to the right of the decimal equals the total number of digits, the resulting string must not contain

a leading zero before the decimal point.

Create External Action Logic

You can create logic for an EAB in the following ways:

• Add a call to an existing subroutine.
• Write code for a new subroutine, and add a call to that subroutine in the EAB.
• Add logic directly into a generated stub.

When you use the generated stub, much of the work is already done in a format that is acceptable to the Gen software.

You can write EAB code in any language. Specific requirements exist, however, for the action block name and the order of
parameters passed to and from the generated load module.

The generated load module passes the following parameters to the EAB interface routine. The parameters are passed in
the following order:

For C with High Performance View Passing

1. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1
2. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2
3. PSMGR-EAB-DATA (null array)
4. w_ia (import view C)
5. w_oa (export view C)

NOTE
For more information about High Performance View Passing, see Host Encyclopedia Construction or the Toolset
Online Help.

For C Without High Performance View Passing

1. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1
2. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2
3. w_ia (import view C)
4. w_oa (export view C)
5. PSMGR-EAB-DATA (null array)
6. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1 and IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2

Identifies the first two parameters that are passed from the generated load modules. These parameters must be coded
on the entry statement of the interface routine and must always be passed in this order to any subordinate routines
that are called.

7. w_ia, w_oa
Identifies the position of the import and export views for C language depending on whether High Performance View
Passing is used.

NOTE
High Performance View Passing impacts the order of parameters that are transferred into an EAB. By
default, High Performance View Passing is set on.

8. PSMGR-EAB-DATA
Identifies an array set to zeroes (null array). For target system implementation, this array is passed but not used (the
array is used for IMS and CICS applications on the mainframe).
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NOTE
For more information about the use of PSMGR-EAB-DATA, see Host Encyclopedia Construction.

NOTE
For component development, High Performance View Passing must be set on for both the component and the
consuming model.

The interface routine must contain data structures that correspond exactly to the import and export views of the EAB. The
fields in the data structures correspond to attributes in the import and export views of the EAB.

NOTE
Each attribute field in the data structures must be preceded by a one-byte field that is defined in C as char. This
one-byte field contains a value that must not be changed.

Modify the stub using any editor that can save files in the appropriate character set format. The modified stub cannot
contain any control codes or header information unique to the editor.

Compile, Link, and Store an External Action Block

After completing the EAB, you must:

• Compile the EAB (and any newly written subroutines that are called by the stub).
• Link the EAB into an object library.
• Define the fully qualified file name for the object library through the Location Details screen of the Setup Tool.

NOTE
For instructions on how to compile and link your EAB on your particular target system, contact your development
organization.

NOTE
After you complete all the required activities, you are ready to build load modules that use the EAB.

Recompile and Relink an External Action Block

When migrating to the latest Gen environment, it may be necessary to recompile and relink your External Action Blocks.
This may be due to several reasons, including changes to the calling interface, compiler upgrades, and third-party product
upgrades. If you recompile or relink your EAB, you must relink your application to include the rebuilt EAB.

NOTE
For release specific instructions, see Release Notes.

Test an External Action Block

After the load module that uses the EAB builds successfully, you are ready to test the load module.

External Action Blocks in Component Modeling

When an EAB is packaged into an operations library, you must compile the EAB separately and store it in an externals
library before you can build the operations library. Set the Build Tool script token LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB to the name of the
externals library before building the operations library.

If the EAB is a public operation in the operations library, the listing file of the consuming application must specify the lib file
for the externals library.

If the EAB is a private operation in the operations library, the user must ensure that no function in the consuming model
uses the same name as the private EAB function. The Build Tool cannot guarantee the outcome of an application that has
multiple declarations of the same function.
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Processing Remote Files
This article provides information for processing remote files including, Invoke the Build Tool, Operations Library
Considerations, and Recompile and Relink Application Considerations.

Before processing remote files, you must perform the following tasks:

• Set up the target environment
• Rebuild the user exits
• Compile the External Action Blocks (EABs) and put them in the correct directories

The following graphic shows the relationship between processing remote files and other IT tasks:

Invoke the Build Tool

After generating the remote files on the development platform, they are:

• Transferred to the target system, through the Build Tool or outside of Gen
• Processed by the Build Tool into an executable application to test and run.

NOTE
For more information about invoking and using the Build tool, see Working With the Build Tool.

Operations Library Considerations

You must generate and build an application with one or more operations libraries in a specific sequence.

If the application has operations that include common action blocks, you must:

• Generate and build the operations library that you generated
• Build the load modules that reference the operations library
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If the application references an operations library that is built from another model, you must build and specify the
operations library in the Build Tool before generating and building the load modules that reference it. The Build Tool profile
entry set is OPT.CBDLIST under Options.

NOTE
For more information about setting tokens, see Working With the Build Tool.

Recompile and Relink Application Considerations

When migrating to the latest Gen environment, it may be necessary to recompile and relink your application. This may be
due to several reasons, including operating system upgrades, compiler upgrades, and third-party product upgrades.

NOTE
For release specific instructions, see the Release Notes.

Testing and Running Applications
An application is ready for execution after processing the remote files. However, we recommend testing the application
using the Diagram Trace Utility before introducing it into the production environment. The following illustration shows the
relationship of testing and running the application to the other IT tasks.
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The section contains the following information:

AEENV File

Gen creates a special file to hold the transaction codes associated with executable load modules. This file is named
AEENV and a copy of it resides in the source directory of the models where you built your application. All load modules
built as part of a blockmode application or a cooperative server write their transaction codes to this file.

Each transaction code must be unique within each AEENV file. Duplicate transaction codes can cause problems during
load module execution.

You can edit the AEENV file with any editor that saves files in ASCII format. The edited file cannot contain any control
codes or header information unique to the editor.

Add transaction codes to the AEENV file in the following format:

tran_type tran_code lm_name user_id password database

where:

tran_type
Transaction Type:
TRAN - used to invoke a load module with blockmode applications.
FLOW - used to flow between load modules, with cooperative servers.

tran_code
The transaction code used as the key to the load module to invoke.

lm_name
The name of the executable load module file associated with the transaction code. Omit file suffix.

user_id
A user ID to access the database.

password
A password to access the database.

database
The name of the database bound to the load module.

Separate parameters with spaces and omit tabs. You must include the following parameters: tran_type, tran_code, and
lm_name.

You only need to specify a database when the executable load module is bound to a database. You only need a user ID
and password when database access requires a user ID and password.

Block Mode and Server Executable Locations

When a C blockmode interactive application, one that requires using the AEF as the interface, or a set of C Servers
are built, the executables and the triggers library are copied to the /inqload subdirectory of the models. When a C
blockmode command line application is built, the executables and the triggers library are copied to the /bin subdirectory
of the models. Separating the locations of the executables allows both blockmode application styles to co-exist for one
model. In all cases, a local version of the AEENV file is updated within the source directory of the models.

To successfully invoke these executables and servers, you must properly set the AEPATH environment variable.

Application Startup Parameters for Block Mode

For blockmode applications, startup parameters supply information to the executable procedure without entering the
information on the screen. The executable procedure must be an online procedure that accepts clear screen input. Use
the Dialog Flow Diagramming Tool to define clear screen input.
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The unformatted input is a transaction code followed by one or more parameters. Separate the parameters with the
appropriate string and parameter delimiters. Use the Business System Defaults to define the string and parameter
delimiters.

NOTE
For more information about clear screen input, see Designing Blockmode Applications.

Use keywords to define the parameter list. Keywords are labels that identify the parameter and must be accompanied by
the parameter data enclosed in delimiters. The format for parameters is:

tran_code KEYWORD1 data1, KEYWORD2 data2 . . .

where:

tran_code
The transaction code to invoke in the load module.

<space>
The string separator.

KEYWORD1, KEYWORD2
Keywords

<space>
Keyword or data separator.

data1, data2
Data associated with the keyword used by the executable procedure.

<comma>
Parameter delimiter.

If spaces are not selected as the parameter delimiter, they are ignored. The keyword can be the prompt that associates
the field on the screen to the procedure step, or a label that associates the field to the procedure step. Keywords must be
unique.

When using keywords, the parameters can be in a different order than the parameter list on the screen. For example, the
following clear screen inputs are equally acceptable:

tran_code NAME Mary Valdez, NUMBER 123-45-6789

tran_code NUMBER 123-45-6789, NAME Mary Valdez

Keywords are case-sensitive and cannot contain delimiters. You can append symbols. For example, you can append an
equal sign (=) to the keyword NAME, and it would appear as NAME=Mary Valdez.

If you do not define parameters with a keyword, you must enter the parameters in the same order as they are defined in
the list on the Dialog Flow Diagram.

Two parameters predefined to Gen procedures are RESET and RESTART. These parameters apply only to online
procedures of blockmode applications. You must specify in the Environment Tool if you want your application to also
support the RESTART parameter.

The RESTART parameter lets you redisplay an interrupted dialog. RESTART restores all data to the screen that was
present when the interruption occurred. RESET allows you to redisplay a screen by starting the dialog at the beginning.
Data from the interrupted dialog is not restored to the screen.

NOTE
For more information on RESET and RESTART, see the Toolset Help.
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Regeneration After Testing

To make changes to the application, you must change the Gen model, not the generated code, to generate the updated
application. After changing the model regenerate that portion of the application on the development platform.

When the change does not update the load module definition, only select the necessary load module components for
regeneration instead of the complete model. Move the regenerated components to the target system, overlaying the old
versions of the components and rebuild the load module. This saves time and resources required to split a remote file
whose definition has not changed.

NOTE
Verify file names, especially suffixes, before overlaying files. If file names differ, change the name of the new file
to match the old one so the MAKE command procedure used during the rebuild searches for the correct file.

If a load module definition changes or most of its components change, generate a new remote file, move it to the target
system, and rebuild the application.

After testing an application, you can regenerate it without the trace code and install it for production use.

Setting Environment Variables

Before running C blockmode applications and C Servers, set the following environment variables:

Environment Variable Description

AEPATH Defines a set of directories containing transaction routing tables,
AEENV files, application.ini files, and load modules stored in
the models' /bin subdirectory or /inqload subdirectory. These
directories specify the search order for routing tables and load
modules. As a requirement, AEPATH must contain the suffix
$IEFH to locate the p3270keys file.
AEPATH supports test and production directories.
Example: setenv AEPATH <model directory>":"$IEFH
For more information about using the application.ini file, see Using
the Application.ini File.

IEFGXTP Defines the directory that contains the codepage translation files.
Example: setenv IEFGXTP /home/ptauto/it/gen/runtime/translat

IEFH Defines the home directory for the Implementation Toolset that
contains the Gen libraries and binaries, and identifies the location
of the p3270keys used by the AEF and the AEFAD.

Note: Set IEFH when installing the Implementation Toolset

Example: setenv IEFH /home/ptauto/it/gen/runtime

LD_LIBRARY_PATH Solaris only. Defines the shared library path(s) for Solaris systems
and enables applications to locate all shared libraries when the
application executes. Include the DBMS library path, and the Gen
runtime library path, $IEFH/lib.

LIBPATH AIX only. Defines the shared library path(s) for AIX systems
and enables applications to locate all shared libraries when the
application executes. Include the DBMS library path, and the Gen
runtime library path $IEFH/lib.
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PATH Defines a search path that enables locating the DBMS and other
executables without specifying the full directory path. The variable
entry must include the Gen directory.

SHLIB_PATH HP Itanium only. Defines the shared library path(s) for HP Itanium
systems and enables applications to locate shared libraries when
application executes. Include the DBMS library path, and the Gen
runtime library path $IEFH/lib.

Application Execution Facility

The AEF (Application Execution Facility) is a screen-based utility used as an interface between the operating system and
generated Gen applications. The following diagram illustrates the AEF screen:

NOTE
To execute applications through the AEF, build them with the profile token OPT.CMD_FORM set to NO. For
more information, see Working With the Build Tool.

Invoke the Application Execution Facility

Invoke the AEF from a terminal session, using the following command syntax:

aef [options]

The following table defines the AEF command options:

Option Description

-e [key] Optional application end key. Default is PF3.
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-m [char] Application mode; either t (transactional) or i (interactive). Default
is t.

-l Display login screen to collect userid & password.

-w [password] Password for login. Default is PASSWORD. Use with the - l option.

-t [number] Value between 0 and 31 that activates an internal AEF program
trace. 15 is the most useful level. This option creates a file in
the local directory containing the trace data. The filename is lg-
<procname>-<procid>.log where <procname>is the name of the
program running, the AEF or the load module, and <procid> is the
process number of the program running.
Example: lg-aef-163574.log

-o [filename] Name of file to contain dumped screen images.

-s [filename] Name of the script file to record the current input activity. Use the -
p option at a later time to replay the script.

-p [filename] Name of a script file containing previously recorded input activity.
Use this option to activate the playback feature.

-d [number] The number of seconds to delay input messages when replaying
the script file. You must include this parameter to activate the
replay feature. For example, -d 0 activates replay with 0 seconds
delay between message inputs. Use with the - p option.

-b Specifies to display a blank screen during playback. Use with the -
p option.

-help Displays usage information

NOTE
Applications built as transactional are invoked using the AEF. Server or command line applications are not
invoked through the AEF.

Function key assignments for the AEF may differ for each terminal type. The AEF uses a keyboard mapping file, p3270
keys, to assign values for each function key and special purpose key available for generated applications on the target
system. The file is organized by terminal type and contains a set of entries for each terminal type usable with your target
system. For more information about the p3270 keys file, Keyboard Mapping and Terminal Emulation.

The AEF screen accepts trancodes and clear screen input. The aeenv file in each application's directory defines the
mapping of trancodes to load modules. The environment variable AEPATH lists each application's directory for the AEF
to locate the aeenv files. The AEF reads the trancode entered, and invokes the associated load module. When the load
module terminates, control returns to the AEF.

Trace Options

Use trace options only under the direction of Technical Support to locate problems. The log file containing the trace data
is created in the local directory. The filename is named lg-<procname>-<procid>.log where <procname> name of the
program running, the AEF or the load module, and <procid> is the process number of the program running. For example,
lg-aef-163574.log. A trace value determines the level of information logged to the file. Trace values range from 0 to 31,
where 0 provides the least information and 31 provides the most information. The exact amount of information stored by
each value may vary from release to release.

Increasing the trace value also increases the file size. A trace value of 31 may consume a large amount of disk space that
can significantly slow processing. Use trace options carefully in production systems.

Key Mapping
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When the application starts through the AEF, keyboard mapping translates terminal keystrokes to the function key
structure the application uses. Appropriate key mapping must be established before executing applications. For more
information about key mapping, see Keyboard Mapping and Terminal Emulation.

Application Execution Facility Record and Playback Feature

The AEF can record and playback a user's interaction with the application. The recording, or script, can be played back
later if the database is unchanged.

Capabilities

The AEF record and playback features include the ability to:

• Record scripts and play them back for applications that flow between multiple load modules
• Specify playback speed
• Create platform-independent scripts
• Read and edit scripts with any text editor

During recording, as the user interacts with a Gen application, the keystrokes are stored in the script file and control
sequences are mapped to AEF p3270 emulator commands. The emulator commands are stored in the script file in a
readable form. Each command begins on a new line and is enclosed in pound signs (#).

The following is an example of a script:

#PF2#

#tab#

40#eraseof#

#newIn#

Bonny

Smith#newIn

#123 Home

st.#newIn#

Richara#left#

dson#newIn#

tx78341#pf2#

#PF12#

#clear#

Use the AEFN p3270 emulator help screen (Esc h) to determine valid AEF p3270 emulator command names. This is an
example of the help screen:

------------------------------------------------------------------------

home    -> Home         | PF6   -> F6          | bspace  -> Backspace |

Enter   -> Numpad Enter | PF7   -> F7          | refresh -> Ctrl W    |

Clear   -> Ctrl Home    | PF8   -> F8          |

PA1     -> Alt F4       | PF9   -> F9          |

PA2     -> Alt F5       | PF10  -> F10         |

PA3     -> Alt F6       | PF11  -> F11         |

Help    -> Esc h        | PF12  -> F12         |

Playback-> Esc p        | PF13  -> shift F1    |

Togl stl-> Esc l        | PF14  -> Shift F2    |

Hidden  -> Esc i        | PF15  -> Shift F3    |

Tab     -> Tab          | PF16  -> Shift F4    |

Bktab   -> shift Tab    | PF17  -> Shift F5    |

Insert  -> Insert       | PF18  -> Shift F6    |

Delete  -> Delete       | PF19  -> Shift F7    |
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Reset   -> Esc Esc      | PF20  -> Shift F8    |

Eraseof -> Ctrl Delete  | PF21  -> Shift F9    |

Chg atr -> Esc d        | PF22  -> Shift F10   |

override-> Alt z        | PF23  -> Shift F11   |

show cod-> Esc t        | PF24  -> Shift F12   |

PF1     -> F1           | left  -> left arrow  |

PF2     -> F2           | right -> right arrow |

PF3     -> F3           | up    -> up arrow    |

PF4     -> F4           | down  -> down arrow  |

PF5     -> F5           | newln -> Enter       |

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Features

Use the AEF record and playback feature to:

• Regression test Gen applications or AEF after making software changes.
• Automatically initialize a user's dialog to a screen or menu. A user can customize the session using the AEF p3270

emulator Playback and Hidden toggle commands from the keyboard or playback file. The Hidden command from the
playback file prevents screen display when the initial AEF program startup includes -b. The Playback command from
the playback file ends replay and begins AEF p3270 emulator operation.

• Automatically terminate a user's dialog. The keyboard Playback command (Esc p) ends AEF p3270 emulator operation
and resumes replay from the playback file. The Hidden command from the keyboard (Esc i) toggles the screen display.

Limitations

The AEF record and playback feature includes the following limitations:

• Always delete the recording file to start fresh because AEF scripts always append to the specified file.
• The database must remain unchanged between the time the script begins and the time it is played back.

Invoke the AEF for Record/Playback

To start recording, enter the following command:

aef -s [filename]

To initiate script playback, enter the following command:

aef -d 0 -p [filename]

Application Testing

The following sections describe application testing philosophy and the requirements to use the Diagram Trace Utility.

Diagram Trace Utility

Use the Diagram Trace Utility to test a generated application before moving it to a production environment. It steps
through the application as it executes, allowing you to view Gen model elements used to build the application, such as
the action diagram statements, as the generated program executes. To view the model elements, you must make certain
selections that generate additional code when generating remote files.

When testing an application, the procedure steps and action blocks generated with trace communicate with the Diagram
Trace Utility. The application screens update after control returns from the Diagram Trace Utility.

Before testing an application, you must build certain application components with the Build Tool:
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• The application database
• RI trigger logic
• Operations libraries
• All load modules

Enable the Diagram Trace Utility

To use the Diagram Trace Utility

1. Build the test application generated with trace.
2. Invoke the Diagram Trace Utility on any Windows system:

– Launch the Diagram Trace Utility from the Start menu. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Diagram Trace Utility.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

– The Diagram Trace Utility starts listening on port 4567. Change the default port in the Diagram Trace Utility.
3. Set the trace environment variables in the application.ini file.

NOTE
For more information about using the application.ini file and the trace environment variables, see The
Application.ini File.

4. Set the AEPATH environment variable when invoking the application through the AEF.

Access and Use the Diagram Trace Utility

You can use the Diagram Trace Utility to test all generated C applications on UNIX and Linux systems. Each application
requires transaction codes to map to the correct procedure steps and action blocks. The following table lists the C
applications available, and how to invoke them:

C Application Invocation Method How to Obtain Trancode

Distributed Processing Server AEFAD or Websphere MQ
or Tuxedo

From the AEENV file

Block mode Command line Command Line As a parameter when invoked, from the
AEENV file during execution

Block mode Interactive AEF From the AEENV file

NOTE
For more information about using the Diagram Trace Utility, see Tracing.

Multi-User Diagram Trace Utility Support

When a remote server application starts, one copy of the application.ini file is available for that application. Setting the
trace environment variables in this application.ini file only allows one Diagram Trace Utility the ability to trace the servers
in the server application.

In a test environment with multiple testers working with the same server application, testers need to debug from multiple
client workstations. To do so, the environment needs multiple Diagram Trace Utilities.

Overriding the default trace environment variables

A client transaction can transfer the host and port of the client executing the transaction, enabling the server to establish
communication with the Diagram Trace Utility running on that client workstation.

To use the Diagram Trace Utility of the client, follow these steps:

1. Build the server application that was generated with trace.
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2. Leave the trace environment variables in the application.ini file on the server application's model directory commented
out.

3. Invoke the TP monitor that will manage the server application. TE, Tuxedo, or MQ Series.
4. Invoke the Diagram Trace Utility on the client workstation.
5. Edit the application.ini file in the client application's executables directory.
6. Uncomment and set the trace environment variables. Use 'localhost' for the TRACE_HOST variable.
7. Execute your client application.

The Diagram Trace Utility on the client workstation traces the server for each transaction initiated from that client.

NOTE
To provide the server with the client host and port information, these values are added to the Common Format
Buffer (CFB). A CFB is used to exchange view data between the client and server. If the addition of the host and
port values exceeds the allowable size of the CFB, the host and port values are not added to the CFB and the
statement "Not enough space in CFB to pass Trace flags to server" is logged to the client trace file. The end
result is that no override takes place, and the values of the host and the port will be extracted from the server's
application.ini file.

Overriding Application.ini for Block Mode Testing

In certain situations, it can be necessary for multiple users to test a Block Mode application. For Block Mode applications,
you can override the contents of the Application.ini file with each invocation of the Block Mode application by setting four
environment variables before invoking the Block Mode application.

These environment variables are:

• TRACE_OVERRIDE
When the TRACE_OVERRIDE environment variable is set to 1, the trace environment variables contained in the
Application.ini file are overridden by the environment variables set in the command shell.

• The Application.ini file contains the following environment variables:
– TRACE_ENABLE
– TRACE_HOST
– TRACE_PORT

Regenerate Remote Files After Testing

The code generated on the Gen workstation for testing with trace includes features, such as trace calls, that are only
needed during testing. These features increase the size of the load module significantly, and impact the application
performance. Even if no changes are required as a result of the tests performed, you must regenerate the load module
without trace before it is placed into production.

Application Production

When system maintenance is required, make Gen model changes on the workstation or mainframe, regenerate the
changed elements into remote files, and move the files to the target system. This allows enhancements and modifications
to implemented systems without changing the generated code.

After an application is tested and ready for production, move it to the proper environment and introduce it into production.
Each organization using the Implementation Toolset may perform these tasks differently. Some elements are common to
all installations.

To run a generated application in production requires the application, the DBMS the application uses, and the AEF. The
AEF serves as an operating environment to handle communication between the operating system and the generated
application.
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Many Gen operating environment elements can be customized for the target system. The Gen runtime user exits allow
access to certain system functions, such as retrieving a user ID or handling errors that may be changed to fit a specific
target system configuration. The user exits are source language routines in which to add customized code. When
compiled and placed in the proper library, the load module's dialog manager accesses them as the generated application
executes.

Test Changes to a Production Application

To test changes to a production application, isolate the test environment from the production environment by installing the
remote files in a different location and generating a test database using a different name than the production database
name. This ensures that the remote files generated for test do not overwrite other remote file components or access the
production database.

Application Security
This article provides information about how to implement security to the application. After an application is in production, it
is important to protect its database.

Implementation Sequence

The following illustration shows the relationship of application security to other IT tasks:

Background

A basic security problem occurs because the AEENV file is an ASCII text file that contains DBMS ID and password
information. To run a transaction, a user must have permission to read the AEENV file that associates trancodes, load
modules, and DBMS connect information. When users have access to this file, they can also browse the file, read the
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DBMS ID and password, and connect to the database using generic utilities to query and manipulate the database,
unrestricted by the generated data integrity and security processing of the application.

One solution to this problem uses a standard UNIX and Linux file access capability that grants file access privileges of
a user to another user only while running a program the other user owns. Specific users can use Gen applications while
preserving database ID and password information security.

Gen Administrator ID

The first step to application security is to create a UNIX or Linux Gen Administrator ID and a special UNIX or Linux user
group for that ID. This UNIX or Linux ID and group is the main control point for access to applications that require security.
Only disclose the Administrator ID and password to users that perform administrative duties on production applications.
The root user enters the ID and group during Gen installation.

AEENV File Access

Identify the directory that stores production applications. In this directory, create an AEENV file to store trancode and
load module information for production transactions and create a subdirectory that is called /inqload that stores the
p3270 production application load modules. Only the Gen Administrator ID has read and write access to these files and
directories.

Transactional Applications

Transactional applications are run using the AEF, in the $IEFH/bin directory. Change to the $IEFH/bin directory and modify
the permissions of the executable program, called aef, using the following command:

chmod 4711 aef

The permissions read:

-rws--x--x aef

The s in the permissions field indicates that a user executing this program inherits the privileges of the ID that owns the
executable. Anyone using the AEF to run an application has read access to the production AEENV file and the load
modules while running the AEF. When the application needs database access, the application can read the AEENV file.
The user cannot browse the files.

Command-Line Applications

Command applications, with and without screens, are fully linked executable programs that do not require the AEF to run.

Put the executables for command applications in a secure directory that is owned by the Gen Administrator ID, with the
following permissions:

-rws--x--x

The programs are executable by anyone and the s flag in the permission field indicates that the effective ID of the Gen
Administrator becomes the id of the user becomes, giving the user access to the proper AEENV file.

Multiple UNIX or Linux Groups

Using multiple UNIX or Linux groups to control access to applications can provide more security when required. This
section includes examples of other ways to control application access.
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Sample Procedure for Controlling Application Access Using Multiple UNIX or Linux Groups

The following is a sample procedure for controlling application access using multiple UNIX or Linux groups:

1. Create two UNIX or Linux groups:
– mktg -- The marketing group
– acct -- The accounting group

2. Create a unique Gen Administrator for each group.
3. Assign each UNIX or Linux ID to one of the groups.
4. Create a directory for applications of each group. The Gen Administrator owns the directory for their group.

Copy the p3270keys file into the group's application directory.
5. Create a /bin directory that is named in each application directory of a group.
6. Copy the AEF executable, called aef, into the /bin directory and change the permission to:

-rws--x--

7. Change the owner to theGen Administrator of the group, and the owning group to the group name.
8. Create an /inqload subdirectory and an AEENV file in the directory of the group.
9. Install the applications of a group in the /inqload subdirectory
10. Each group member accesses their new environment and executables using the correct environment variable settings.

Security Using the dbconnct User Exit

The default method for Gen to acquire DBMS connection information for blockmode applications is for the AEF to locate
the trancode in the AEENV file. Connection information includes the username, password, and database name. Each
person that executes the application must have read access to the AEENV file that contains the connection information.

To enhance security, the following user exits handle the specific DBMS connection logic:

DBMS User Exit
Oracle $IEFH/src/tiroconn.pc
DB2 $IEFH/src/tirdconn.sqc

By default, these modules read the database connect information from the AEENV file and use the information in the
database connect statement. To modify the default for obtaining database connect information, follow these steps:

1. Copy the module that you want to modify and edit the appropriate user exit.
2. Add logic to populate the variables that are required for the database connections.

Database Description Host Variable Declared Type
Oracle user ID uid VARCHAR(32)
Oracle password pwd VARCHAR(32)
DB2 user ID uid char(9)
DB2 password pwd char(9)
DB2 database name dbname char(9)

We recommend leaving the call to dbid() unchanged, and adding logic immediately before the database connect
statements to populate the appropriate variables. Ensure that you add all code that the DBMS requires. For example,
verify that arr and len elements are populated correctly for VARCHAR. We also recommend that all AEENV files contain
character strings as place holders for the database connection information. These character strings do not have to contain
valid connection information.

After modifying the user exit, use the build command $IEFH/make/mkdbs to precompile, compile, and archive the
database connection module for linking all applications to use the new logic.
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Recreate the shared libraries for the runtime from the updated archive libraries. The simplest modification is to add
strcpy() statements to the code to set the host variables. This modification hard codes the values for the database
connection information into the user exit and requires taking appropriate file security measures. For greater security, add a
call to an encryption routine.

User Exits for Unix and Linux
NOTE
The Implementation Toolset (IT) must be installed on your target system before modifying runtime user exits.
The installation process copies the runtime user exits to your target system and stores them in the $IEFH/src
directory.

Gen supports certain system functions, such as retrieving user IDs, error handling, and site-specific security so users do
not have to consider them when programming their application. These functions are known as User Exits because users
can modify the source. User exits are delivered in source and object form.

Runtime User Exits

Runtime user exits are standard routines that reside on the target system and allow applications generated by Gen to
access the system features. All generated applications can access the routines without including the routines as part of
the application. These user exits can supply basic functionality, or you can customize them for the target system.

All runtime user exits are provided in source and object format and loaded onto the target system during IT installation.
You can use the object format runtime user exits without change. They are ready to link into applications as you compile
the application. The source code is provided in C so you can modify runtime user exits to meet your site requirements.
After completing the modifications, compile the modified user exit and overwrite the existing version with your new one
through the script $IEFH/make/mkexits. You must relink all statically linked applications that use the recompiled user exit
before the change becomes effective. You do not have to relink applications built using shared runtime libraries.

When migrating to the latest Gen environment, it may be necessary to recompile your user exits. This may be due to a
number of reasons, including changes to the calling interface, compiler upgrades, and third party product upgrades.

NOTE
For release specific instructions, see Release Notes.

The following user exits are available in C:

 Name  Description 

TIRYYX Date User Exit that defines the century for a two-digit year. Refer
to the source module for detailed information.

TIRDCRYP Decrypt User Exit

TIRDRTL Default Retry Limit User Exit

DBCONNCT Database connection User Exit, one for each supported database:
Oracle and DB2.

DBCOMMIT Database commit User Exit, one for each supported database:
Oracle and DB2.

DBDISCNT Database disconnect User Exit, one for each supported database:
Oracle and DB2.

TIRNCRYP Encrypt User Exit

TIRHELP Help Interface User Exit

TIRXINFO Locale Information User Exit
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TIRUPDB MBCS Uppercase Translation User Exit

TIRMTQB Message Table User Exit

TIRXLAT National Language Translation User Exit

TIRSECR Security Interface User Exit

TIRELOG Server Error Logging User Exit

TIRSERRX Server to Server Error User Exit

TIRSYSID System ID User Exit

TIRUSRID User ID User Exit

TIRURTL Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit

TIRUPPR Uppercase Translation User Exit

TIRDLCT User Dialect User Exit

TIRTERMA User Termination User Exit

NOTE
The database user exits DBCONNCT, DBCOMMIT and DBDISCNT are rebuilt into individual static libraries and
individual shared libraries using the script $IEFH/make/mkdbs. For information about these exits, see User Exits.

Keyboard Mapping and Terminal Emulation
This section details the Implementation Toolset's (IT) keyboard mapping capabilities relative to the UNIX or Linux
operating system, and setup instructions for terminals that contain built-in setup capabilities.

NOTE
Because there are so many terminal types available to use with UNIX or Linux operating systems, these
configuration instructions may not apply to all of them. For additional information, see the manual for your
computer hardware, the software manual for TCP/IP, or your communications software.

Up to 24 special key combinations are available for the generated applications that run on the target system using
the AEF environment. These key combinations, the majority of which are function keys, provide IT and target system
application users an efficient and easy way to perform special or redundant screen operations, such as canceling an
operation, invoking application help, or requesting a list of selectable items.

However, different terminal types may have function key capabilities that fail to exactly match those required by the IT.
Keyboard mapping provides the capability of equating Gen function key requirements to individual keys or equivalent sets
of keystrokes from a particular terminal type. Using this feature, most terminals types can be easily adapted to optimally
use the IT and generated applications capabilities.

The keyboard mapping file is named p3270keys and is in the $IEFH directory. When the AEF fails to locate the p3270keys
file, or the file does not include the required terminal definition, the AEF searches for terminal definition information in the
UNIX or Linux-supplied terminal information database, TERMINFO.

TERMINFO is a compiled executable datafile that provides quick access to terminal definitions. For additional information
about the TERMINFO database, see your UNIX or Linux system documentation.

Keyboard Mapping File

The p3270keys keyboard mapping file translates a set of keystrokes generated from the terminal of a target system into
the function key structure the IT and the generated applications use.

This translation is done when the AEF obtains ASCII terminal input and output string definitions from the p3270keys file
that contains input key-to-function definitions to associate a character string received from the keyboard with a particular
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3270 control or function key. The AEF also uses the p3270keys file definitions to determine the character string to output
to the terminal to execute a particular screen function.

The IT includes a standard p3270keys definition file with all the elements required to describe a particular terminal
environment operation, such as function key definitions, color commands, and screen display descriptions. The IT install
places the p3270keys file in the $IEFH directory as a text file that can be edited to add new key mapping or changed to
reflect different functions for existing terminal types.

Keyboard Mapping File Terminal Definitions

Each set of terminal definitions begins with the string term= and continues with input and output string definitions. The
format is shown in the following example and defined in the following table.

term= [IEF_TERMSYS value]

term= [alternative IEF_TERMSYS value]

mnemonic name or phrase= definition string [ ]

@endterm

 Element  Description 
term= Identifies the terminal type specified in the environment and marks

the start of a set of definitions for a terminal. If a terminal type
has more than one name, include an additional term line for each
name.
If there are multiple "term=" terminal definition blocks for different
platforms, an associated platform value is associated with
the "term=" keyword delimited by [], determined through the
environment variable IEF_TERMSYS.
Note: The name specified by the user with the TERM environment
variable must exactly match the term= name in this file to use the
definition.

mnemonic name or phrase= Identifies the corresponding AEF key or function.
definition string [ ] Identifies the input key string or output function string.
@endterm Ends the set of key definitions for a particular terminal.

Each input key string or output function string is on a separate line with the mnemonic name or phrase (symbol) and the
definition string. A space or end of line terminates the definition string. For output string definitions, the remainder of the
line is ignored and may be used for comments. For input key string definitions, the key, or keys, generating the input string
is enclosed in brackets. AEF displays the key when a user requests HELP using Esc h. 

The following is an example of a keyboard mapping file:

term=ps2  [HP9000]

backtab=^@

lines=25

enter=\EOM [NumPad Enter]

crgret=^M [Enter]

delete=\EOn

lns=\EOp

down=\EOB

upkey=\EOA

left=\EOD

right=\EOC

home=\EOw

eraseof=\Ef [Esc f]
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eraseIn=\Es [Esc s]

pa1=\EOE [Alt F5]

pa2=\EOF [Alt F6]

pa3=\EOG [Alt F7]

pf1=\EOP

pf2=\EOQ

pf3=\EOR

pf4=\EOS

pf5=\EOT

pf6=\E[17~

pf7=\E[18~

pf8=\E[19~

pf9=\E[20~

pf10=\E[21~

pf11=\E[23~ [shift F1]

pf12=\E[24~ [shift F2]

pf13=\E[25~ [shift F3]

pf14=\E[26~ [shift F4]

pf15=\E[28~ [shift F5]

pf16=\E[29~ [shift F6]

pf17=\E[31~ [shift F7]

pf18=\E[32~ [shift F8]

pf19=\E[33~ [shift F9]

pf20=\E[34~ [shift F10]

pf21=\E[OK [Alt F1]

pf22=\E[OL [Alt F2]

pf23=\E[OO [Alt F3]

pf24=\EON [Alt F4]

blink=\E[1;5m

normal=\E[0;1m

reset=\E[0;1m

reverse=\E[0;7m

underscore=\E[0;4m

blue normal=\E[0;1;36m

red normal=\E[0;1;31m

magenta normal=\E[0;1;35m

green normal=\E[0;1;32m

white normal=\E[0;1;37m

cyan normal=\E[0;1;36m

yellow normal=\E[0;1;33m

white normal=\E[0;1;37m

blue reverse=\E[7;1;34m

red reverse=\E[7;1;31m

magenta reverse=\E[7;1;35m

green reverse=\E[7;1;32m

white reverse=\E[7;1;37m

cyan reverse=\E[7;1;36m

yellow reverse=\E[7;1;33m

white reverse=\E[7;1;37m

blue blink=\E[5;1;34m

red blink=\E[5;1;31m

magenta blink=\E[5;1;35m

green blink=\E[5;1;32m
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white blink=\E[5;1;37m

cyan blink=\E[5;1;36m

yellow blink=\E[5;1;33m

@endterm

Input Strings for the Keyboard Mapping File

NOTE
Some terminals lack the ability to send different characters for the Return and numeric keypad Enter keys. In
those cases, select an unused key, determine what sequence of characters it currently sends, and modify the
p3270keys file for that terminal to recognize the unused key as an Enter or Return key.

The following table defines the keywords that identify AEF input keys and default strings:

 p3270keys Name  Termcap ID  Default  Function 
\Eh Display keyboard mapping help

screen
^c Exit AEF

backtab bt \El Move cursor to prior unprotected
field

chghat \Ed Switch attribute display
character

clrkey \Em Clear screen
codes \Et Display input keys/codes

mapped to 3270 key
crgret ^m Move cursor to first unprotected

field on next line
delete kD \EW Delete character at cursor
down kd Move the cursor down one line
enter ^j Enter request to application
eraseof Erase to the end of current field
home kh Move cursor to the first

unprotected field
ins kI Toggle insert mode
left kl ^h Move the cursor left one

character
pa1 Input PA1 key to the application
pa2 Input PA2 key to the application
pa3 Input PA3 key to the application
pf1 k1 Input PF1 key to the application
pf2 k2 Input PF2 key to the application
pf3 k3 Input PF3 key to the application
pf4 k4 Input PF4 key to the application
pf5 k5 Input PF5 key to the application
pf6 k6 Input PF6 key to the application
pf7 k7 Input PF7 key to the application
pf8 k8 Input PF8 key to the application
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pf9 k9 Input PF9 key to the application
pf10 k0 Input PF10 key to the

application
pf11 kB Input PF11 key to the

application
pf12 kC Input PF12 key to the

application
pf13 Input PF13 key to the

application
pf14 Input PF14 key to the

application
pf15 Input PF15 key to the

application
pf16 Input PF16 key to the

application
pf17 Input PF17 key to the

application
pf18 Input PF18 key to the

application
pf19 Input PF19 key to the

application
pf20 Input PF20 key to the

application
pf21 Input PF21 key to the

application
pf22 Input PF22 key to the

application
pf23 Input PF23 key to the

application
pf24 Input PF24 key to the

application
resetkey \E\E Reset lock and clear insert

mode
right kr Move the cursor to the right one

character
tab ta Move the cursor to the next

unprotected field
up ku Move cursor up one line

Developing Input String Definitions for a Terminal Type

Use the following procedure to develop input string definitions for a terminal type:

1. Invoke the AEF.
2. Press Escape.
3. Press the t key to turn the input key codes display on.
4. Press a key that corresponds to a function named in the p3270keys file.

The string that defines that key displays, beginning in column 54 of the 25th status line. If the AEF understands the
key, the key name displays.
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5. In the p3270keys file, type the key name= string.
For example, pressing the F1 key on an ANSI terminal displays \E[M followed by pf1 because the term=ansi section of
the p3270keys file has the following line:
pf1=\E[M [F1]

If the F1 key is undefined, only the \E[M string displays.
6. Press Escape.
7. Press the t key to turn the input key codes display off.

Output Strings for the Keyboard Mapping file

Terminfo definitions include the ASCII strings for output functions such as clear screen and cursor motion and are listed
in the following table. The file does not include standard codes for defining colors and highlighting. The p3270keys file
contains the character string for colors, highlights, or both.

 p3270keys Name  Termcap ID  Function 
blink mb Start blink
ce Clear screen to end of line
cI Clear screen
cm Cursor motion
md Start bold
reset me Ends a previous screen attribute or mode.

For example stops bold, blink, or reverse
fields.

reverse so Start stand out
underscore us Start underscore

The following table lists the key words to identify colors and highlights:

NOTE
When using monochrome terminals with applications that set color or other special attributes, modify the
p3270keys file entry for that particular terminal to send NULL (00) characters instead of escape sequences.

 Colors  Highlights 
Blue
Cyan
Green
Magenta
Red
White
Yellow

Blink
Normal
Reverse
Underscore

The following tables list the function and special keys available to use with generated applications. These tables also
provide room to enter the specific keystrokes that correspond to the function, cursor movement, and special keys that
correspond to your particular terminal. Print the tables and complete the tables for each type of terminal used with the IT
or a generated application.
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Terminal-Specific Function Key Definitions

Terminal-specific function key definitions are shown in the following table.

 Key  Terminal Definition  Key  Terminal Definition 
F1 F13
F2 F14
F3 F15
F4 F16
F5 F17
F6 F18
F7 F19
F8 F20
F9 F21
F10 F22
F11 F23
F12 F24

Terminal-Specific Cursor-Movement Key Definitions

Terminal-specific cursor movement key definitions are shown in the following table.

 Key  Terminal Definition  Key  Terminal Definition 
Backspace Insert
Back tab Left
Clear screen Reset
Delete Return
Delete to end of line Right
Down Tab
Enter Up
Home

TERMINFO Database

When the AEF fails to locate the p3270keys file, or the file does not include the required terminal definition, the AEF
searches for terminal definition information in the UNIX or Linux-supplied terminal information database, TERMINFO.

TERMINFO is a compiled executable datafile that provides quick access to terminal definitions. For additional information
about the TERMINFO database, see your UNIX or Linux system documentation.

When the AEF fails to locate a definition in the p3270keys file and TERMINFO, it substitutes a default definition, if it is
available. When it cannot define an essential key, it terminates with an error message that identifies the undefined key or
keys.

When an entire string specified for one key matches all or part of the string for a different key, the AEF continues
processing and displays a message warning that the particular keys may not work properly.
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Terminals with Built-in Setup

Some terminals have built-in setup capabilities the user must configure. After setup and before invoking the AEF, ensure
the setup is correct and that the p3270keys entry matches the setup.

AEF P3270 Emulator

With the UNIX or Linux attached terminal, the AEF P3270 emulator emulates an IBM 3279 terminal without graphics
capabilities. It maintains a 24 x 80 screen image, and a 25th status line. If a UNIX or Linux terminal does not have a 25th
line available on the display, the AEF might use line 24 to display status information.

Activation

The command aef executes the AEF P3270 emulator. When the AEF program starts, it presents a 3270-formatted screen
to the user and the 3270 emulator is active. The user enters the appropriate program name or transaction code to begin
an interactive or transaction application.

Error Conditions

If a failure occurs when the AEF program starts, it indicates the P3270 terminal emulation is malfunctioning and may have
terminated.

The AEF issues the following message when it detects a missing p3270keys file or definition:

Term setup file is missing/wrong!

This message may occur because the AEF failed to locate the p3270keys file, based on the IEFH environment variable,
or because the terminal type in the TERM environment variable is undefined in the p3270keys file and the TERMINFO
database.

Keyboard Lock

When the user attempts to enter data incorrectly, the keyboard locks and the 25th status line lists an X and a symbol
identifying the reason the keyboard locked.

To unlock the keyboard, press the Gen reset key.

Status Line

The AEF P3270 emulator uses the 25th line on the terminal screen to hold encoded operator information. Operator
information can begin in different columns. On 24-line terminals, the status information displays on line 24 alternately with
the data normally on line 24.

The following table summarizes the operator information that appears on the 25th status line:

 Column  Symbol  Description 
1 [4] AEF P3270 emulator is ready and the

keyboard task initiated.
5 B AEF P3270 emulator is connected to a

program.
7 host AEF P3270 emulator is operating on the

host system.
16 X Input is inhibited and the symbol in column

18 indicates the reason.
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16 ?+ The last input was not accepted. This
usually occurs when the user attempts to
input data while input is inhibited. Press
Escape twice to clear.

18 WAIT Input is inhibited to allow time for
application execution.

18 OP>NUM The user attempted to enter non-numeric
data in a numeric field. Entered character is
not 0 - 9 or a dash (-). Press Escape twice
to clear.

18 <OP> The user attempted to modify a protected
field or attribute byte. Press Escape twice
to clear the keyboard lock and move the
cursor to another location.

18 OP> The user attempted to enter too much data
into the field. Press Escape twice to clear.

36 NUM The cursor is in a numeric field. Only 0 - 9
or a dash (-) are accepted.

36 PRO The cursor is in a protected field. No
modification is allowed.

36 ATR The cursor is on an attribute byte. No
modification is allowed.

36 KBD User has started modification to screen
from keyboard. Input is not inhibited when
this appears.

52 ^ Keyboard is in insert mode, inserting
characters at the cursor position. The INS
key toggles insert mode on and off.

54 codes Key codes for last keys typed and the 3270
mapped key. Turned on or off with Esc t.

Termination

Request normal termination of an AEF program using the AEF Clear key, often the F3 function key. The AEF exits without
issuing a message.

^C also terminates the AEF and causes the AEF process to stop. Because ^C may produce unpredictable results, avoid
using it.

Rebuilding DBMS Shared Libraries
Customers who have DBMS requirements that differ from those supported, can rebuild the appropriate shared library
using the supplied build procedure $IEFH/make/mkdbs.

Gen supplies the following set of DBMS shared libraries for the set of supported DBMSs:

• Default connect
• Disconnect
• Commit
• Rollback
• Error behavior
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This section describes rebuilding the shared libraries.

DBMS Shared Libraries

Rebuild DBMS shared libraries using the build procedure $IEFH/make/mkdbs. The following table lists the set of shared
libraries that can be rebuilt:

File Name Supports

libae_db2.{ext} DB2

libae_oracle.{ext} Oracle

NOTE
{ext} refers to the shared library file extension. This extension differs for some UNIX or Linux operating systems.
For HP Itanium, Solaris, and Linux it is "so", and for AIX, it is "so.a".

DBMS Shared Library Rebuild

Use the file $IEFH/make/mkdbs to rebuild the appropriate shared library when the DBMS version is different than
specified in Gen Technical Requirements. Mkdbs is invoked as follows:

mkdbs

It prompts for a DBMS to rebuild:

Which Database Shared Library do you want to rebuild?

O  -  Oracle

D  -  DB2

enter letter >

NOTE
The PATH, LIBPATH, and SHLIB_PATH environment variables must contain proper entries for the appropriate
DBMS chosen.

Altering the DBMS Version

If the customer wants to alter the DBMS version they use with the blockmode and Server Runtimes, they must make the
following hand-edits in the UNIX or Linux Runtime environment:

1. Update the platform header file: $IEFH/make/<platform>.h:
Use the <platform>.h file when building an application. Modify or confirm the following script variables when altering
the DBMS version:
– XALIBS - Database library for XA usage (Oracle only)
– LIBS - Database library list
– PCC - Precompiler location
– PCCINC - Precompiler includes
– DBMSINC - Database includes

2. Run $IEFH/make/mkdbs:
3. The mkdbs procedure updates the database library and rebuilds the DDL loader for the DBMS.

Database Loader Rebuild

When mkdbs executes, it rebuilds the database loader for the selected DBMS. The Build Tool uses the database loader,
which is identified as ti<dbms>ddl.exe, when performing a build step on the database ICM module. The rebuild of the
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selected DBMS database loader ensures that all DBMS-specific shared libraries and executables are built with the same
DBMS version.

The following table lists the set of executables that can be rebuilt:

Filename Supports

TIDB2DDL.EXE DB2

TIORADDL.EXE Oracle

Troubleshooting
This article provides information for common problems that might occur when using the Implementation Toolset (IT) in
UNIX and Linux.

This page is divided into these two sections:

• Troubleshooting tables for AEF, DBMS, and application execution problems
• General technical considerations

The following tables list troubleshooting information for target system implementation processes.

AEF Troubleshooting

Problem User Action

Nothing happens after entering a transaction code. Check $AEPATH.
Check for aeenv file with trancode in $AEPATH.
Ensure that you have execute privileges for the load module in
$AEPATH/inqload.

OOPS OOPS OOPS ...

message when the AEF starts.
Ensure that the TERM environment variable is properly defined in
$IEFH/p3270keys.

Term setup file missing/wrong.

message when the AEF starts.
Ensure that the IEFH is correctly set.
Ensure $IEFH/p3270keys properly defines the TERM environment
variable.
Ensure you have read privileges for the p3270keys file.

Command not found.

Message when the AEF starts.
Ensure that PATH includes $IEFH/bin.
Ensure you have execute privileges for $IEFH/bin/aef.

DBMS Troubleshooting

Problem User Action

Unable to connect to Oracle. Ensure that Oracle is running.
Ensure the ORACLE_SID environment variable is correctly set.
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A DBMS upgrade has been performed. Ensure that the IT scripts have correct DBMS link libraries after
upgrade.
Ensure that the DBMS directory references in IT scripts are
correct after upgrade.
Ensure that the precompilers have not changed.
Ensure the $IEFH/mkdbs was executed to update the DBMS-
specific link library Gen supplies.
Ensure that your application restarted.

The following Oracle DBMS error was received:
Invalid id/password

Ensure that the DBNAME in the target definition has connect and
resource capabilities to Oracle.

The following unresolved symbol is received:
osntlispx

Add $(ORACLE_HOME)/spx/libspx.a to the link.

Application Execution Troubleshooting Without Using the Application Execution Facility

Problem User Action

Nothing happens after entering a transaction code. Check $AEPATH.
Check for aeenv file with trancode in $AEPATH.

When an application screen draws, it shifts or scrolls 1 or 2 lines. The terminal setup file is wrong. Add or modify the p3270keys to
include the correct lines= entry for your terminal type.
The terminal has a setup capability. Press the key sequence for
setup and look for a scroll capability. If there is one that says jump,
change it to smooth.

Diagram Trace Utility Troubleshooting

The following table provides troubleshooting information regarding use of the Diagram Trace Utility with applications that
are generated with trace enabled.

Problem User Action

Application runs without communicating with the Diagram Trace
Utility.

Ensure that the following environment variables are uncommented
and set correctly in the application.ini file:
TRACE_ENABLE
TRACE_HOST
TRACE_PORT
Ensure that the environment variable AEPATH is set correctly
when running your application through the AEF.
Ensure that the Diagram Trace Utility started.
Ensure that the Diagram Trace Utility has at least one breakpoint
set or has the preference Suspend on initial entry selected.
When neither are set, it appears as if the application is not
communicating with the Diagram Trace Utility.
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General Technical Tips

Some general technical tips are:

1. It is important to adhere to guidelines for software version requirements, for example, DBMS and C versions.
2. Separate AEPATH paths and directories with a semicolon (;), not a colon(:).
3. Use the following procedure to find the library where an unresolved reference resides.

a. Enter the Bourne shell, if necessary.
sh

b. Compose the following script:
for i in 'find / -name '*.a''

do

ar -t $i "missing_name".0

echo $i

done

This script searches all libraries for the missing name. The echo statement lists each name. When the missing
name is found in a library, it is listed before the library name. Otherwise, the system returns the message:
Not found.

When generating a cooperative application with a UNIX or Linux server, generate the client and server separately
because the client is local and the server is remote.

Application Versioning
The Implementation Toolset includes a set of files to link version information into applications generated with Gen,
particularly load module executables, cascade libraries, and operations libraries.

Version information is visible using the supplied $IEFH/make/version_info.ksh procedure on the image or library
generated.

The following files are delivered to support application versioning:

• applno.ksh -- A shell script in $IEFH/make that is executed during the building of a Gen generated application, and
is responsible for incrementing the application build count. The results of the build count are stored in an application
specific header file that is linked in to the application's load module(s), cascade shared library(s), and operations
library(s).

• application.h -- A customizable header file initially in $IEFH/include and copied to the application build directory. It
defines application-specific information, including product name and product version.

• version.awk -- A script in $IEFH/make that dynamically generates a source module that is linked into an operations
library to reflect the application version information of other operations libraries linked in to the current operations
library being built.

• Version_info.ksh -- A shell script in $IEFH/make that will extract versioning information for all Gen libraries that are
linked into an application. Use of this script will be explained in more detail below.

How Application Versioning Works

A pair of header files are used to represent versioning information that is compiled and linked into Gen generated
applications. These files are application.h and *_buildver.h.

Application.h contains a set of #defines that refer to information displayed when using the $IEFH/make/version_info.ksh
script on the built application files. The customer can edit the #defines in this file to customize an application's version
information. The following #define values are customizable in the application.h file:

PRODUCT_VERSION - Provides a unique product version number

PRODUCT_NAME - Provides a unique product name
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*_buildver.h is a generated header file that contains only 1 #define:

#define BUILDVERS "xxxx"

The BUILDVERS #define refers to the currently incremented build version of the customer's application. This build version
is incremented each time the application is built. There is one version of this header file for each load module, cascade
and operations library built for a given Gen generated application. If needed, the BUILDVERS #define can be changed by
the customer to provide an alternate starting build number for the application.

During the application build, the build script checks for application.h in the application's build directory. If they do not exist,
it is copied from $IEFH/include. Otherwise, it uses the existing copy that may or may not have been customized in the
application’s build directory. Also, if the *_buildver.h file is not present for the load module, cascade, or operations library
being built, a new version of the file is built with an initial BUILDVERS value of “00001”.

The shell script applno.ksh, executed during an application build, increments the application's build number in the
application's *_buildver.h file. The information in application.h and *_buildver.h is compiled into the generated version stub
files gversion.c (for load modules), oversion.c (for operations libraries), or tversion.c (for RI Triggers). The resultant object
is then linked into the application or library being built.

NOTE

If the name of the existing RI Trigger library is changed, the existing tversion.c and tversion.o files  must be
deleted before rebuilding the library with the new name

The object file created contains a unique string which is identified by executing the $IEFH/make/version_info.ksh script
on the executable or library created. When it creates an operations library that uses other operations libraries, the awk
script, version.awk, executes to collect the set of unique strings from other operations libraries to be linked into the built
operations library. Executing the $IEFH/make/version_info.ksh script on the built operations library will then list other
operations libraries that may have been linked into the just built operations library.

Repeated application builds result in an updated build number reflected when executing the $IEFH/make/version_info.ksh
script on the rebuilt executable or library.

Using version_info.ksh

The shell script version_info.ksh is delivered in $IEFH/make and is used to display versioning information for
all Gen libraries that are linked into a Gen generated application. The version_info.ksh script is invoked as follows:

$IEFH/make/version_info.ksh  <model directory> <load module>

Where:  <model_directory>   is the fully qualified directory where the application was built    

   <load module>        is the name of the load module that you are obtaining version information for   

This script can be used to obtain versioning information on any application or library that was built with the Build Tool,
including load modules, cascade libraries and operations libraries.

Applications and libraries evaluated can be built statically (archived) or dynamically (shared).

The following version information is displayed for each Gen library listed:

 Field name  Description  Example 

Title Short description of the library  Gen Translation Shared Library

Version Delivered version number VERSION:8.5.0.0

Filename Actual library filename FILENAME:libgxlate.sl

Build Number Library build number. This is incremented if
this library is rebuilt

BUILD:85085. For a delivered library, this
build number reflects the Gen release
number (8.5) and the release build number
(085th build).
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Build Date Date of library build DATE:Apr 18 2010 22:00:44

Examples and Explanations
The following examples are executed on an HP Itanium system. Example #1: Listing Gen shared libraries
linked to application P301 (with Build Tool token OPT.LIBTYPE=SHARED). In this example, the application.h
file was modified to set PRODUCT_VERSION to 2.1.0.0 prior to the application build. This version number will
be reflected in the application’s load module and cascade library version information.
$IEFH/make/version_info.ksh /home/pttest/coop_model P301

CA Gen Library Version List Script

The following CA SHARED libraries are linked into the Load Module file

    P301

Residing in the inqload subdirectory of

    /home/pttest/coop_model

Version and build numbers are included in these listings.

LOAD MODULE:

CA Gen Customer Application Load Module VERSION:2.1.0.0 FILENAME:P301 BUILD:00018 DATE:Aug 19 2010

 16:15:21

SHARED TRIGGERS AND/OR ARCHIVE CBD LIBRARIES:

CA Gen Customer Application Trigger Library VERSION:2.1.0.0 FILENAME:libRICOOP BUILD:00004 DATE:Jun

 23 2010 15:39:30

SHARED GEN LIBRARIES:

CA Gen Translation Shared Library VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libgxlate.sl BUILD:85085 DATE:Apr 18

 2010 22:00:44

CA Gen Multibyte Shared Library VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libmbyte.sl BUILD:85085 DATE:Apr 18 2010

 21:55:52

CA Gen User Exits Shared Library (C) VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libae_userexits_c.sl BUILD:85085

 TARGET:exits DATE:Apr 18 2010 22:13:19

CA Gen Runtime Shared Library (C) VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libae_common_c.sl BUILD:85085 TARGET:c

 DATE:Apr 18 2010 22:13:18

CA Gen Oracle Functions Shared Library VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libae_oracle.sl BUILD:85085

 TARGET:db DATE:Apr 18 2010 22:13:20

CA Gen Decimal Precision Shared Library VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libdprt.85. BUILD:85085 DATE:Apr

 18 2010 22:10:59

CA Gen Transactional Execution Env Shared Library (C) VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libae_tx_c.sl

 BUILD:85085 TARGET:middle DATE:Apr 18 2010 22:13:22

Example #2: Listing Gen archived libraries linked to application P301 (with Build Tool token
OPT.LIBTYPE=ARCHIVE). The application.h file was modified with PRODUCT_VERSION set to 2.1.0.0.

[176] % $IEFH/make/version_info.ksh /home/pttest/coop_model P301

CA Gen Library Version List Script

The following CA ARCHIVE libraries are linked into the Load Module file

    P301

Residing in the inqload subdirectory of

    /home/pttest/coop_model

Version and build numbers are included in these listings.

LOAD MODULE:

CA Gen Customer Application Load Module VERSION:2.1.0.0 FILENAME:P301 BUILD:00019 DATE:Aug 19 2010

 16:12:58

ARCHIVE TRIGGERS AND/OR ARCHIVE CBD LIBRARIES:
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CA Gen Customer Application Trigger Library VERSION:2.1.0.0 FILENAME:libRICOOP BUILD:00005 DATE:Aug

 19 2010 16:34:07

ARCHIVE GEN LIBRARIES:

CA Gen Runtime Archive (C) VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libae_common_c.a BUILD:85085 TARGET:clib

 DATE:Apr 18 2010 22:13:16

CA Gen Transactional Execution Env Archive (C) VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libae_tx_c.a BUILD:85085

 TARGET:/pldv1/bldwrk/gen/80/base/runtime/rt/build DATE:Apr 18 2010 22:12:37

CA Gen Decimal Precision Archive VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libdprt.85.a BUILD:85085 DATE:Apr 18 2010

 22:10:59

CA Gen Oracle Functions Archive VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libae_oracle.a BUILD:85085 TARGET:/pldv1/

bldwrk/gen/80/base/runtime/rt/build DATE:Apr 18 2010 22:12:35

CA Gen User Exits Archive (C) VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libae_userexits_c.a BUILD:85085 TARGET:cxlib

 DATE:Apr 18 2010 22:13:18

CA Gen Multibyte Archive VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libmbyte.a BUILD:85085 DATE:Apr 18 2010 21:55:52

CA Gen Translation Archive VERSION:8.5.0.0 FILENAME:libgxlate.a BUILD:85085 DATE:Apr 18 2010

 22:00:44

SHARED GEN LIBRARIES:

The application.ini File
The application.ini file stores application-specific environment variables in a 'token=value' pairing. Gen delivers this
initialization file with the C Runtime in the Gen install directory ($IEFH). When a C application is built using the Build Tool,
this file is copied, only once, into the model's source directory, referred to by the profile token LOC.CODE_SRC. This copy
of the application.ini file is customizable by the user, and will not be overridden.

When a C application executes, including cooperative servers and blockmode applications, the C Runtime library opens
and reads the application.ini file in the model's source directory and sets and uses uncommented environment variables in
the application.

Environment Variables in the application.ini File

The application.ini file contains a set of commented environment variables. To use these environment variables, remove
the comment from the variable (";") and modify the value.

The application.ini contains the following environment variables:

Environment Variable Description Default

TRACE_ENABLE Enables communication with the Diagram
Trace Utility.

1

TRACE_HOST Defines the Windows system on which the
Diagram Trace Utility runs.

<none>

TRACE_PORT Defines the port on which the Diagram
Trace Utility listens

4567

NOTE

To use the Diagram Trace Utility, generate the C application with 'Trace Enabled'.

You may also set the Operating System environmental variables similar to the variables used in the
application.ini file. These OS variables must be prefixed with a 'C_'. 
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• TRACE_ENABLE would be set as C_TRACE_ENABLE 
• TRACE_PORT would be set as C_TRACE_PORT 
• TRACE_HOST would be set as C_TRACE_HOST 

Set these OS variables prior to the execution of the Gen application that you want to trace.

Rebuildable Library and Executable Build Counts
As part of the IT installation, there are several delivered libraries and executables that are rebuildable by the customer.
These libraries and executables include User Exits, DBMS libraries, and DBMS Loader executables. To help identify
whether one of these files have been rebuilt, Gen increases a build counter that is displayed when executing the
version_info.ksh script supplied in the $IEFH/make directory. This feature is similar to that of Application Versioning.

When delivered, the libraries and executables that are rebuildable already have a build number that reflects the release
it is part of. For example, when executing $IEFH/make/version_info.ksh on an application load module that was built with
the delivered archive version of the user exits library libae_userexits.a, the “BUILD” field has a build number similar to
“85085”, which indicates that this library came from the Gen 8.5 release, and it was part of the 085th build.

When a rebuildable library or executable is rebuilt, the build number is incremented in such a way to preserve the
delivered build number and also reflect the incremented rebuild number. If we refer to the previous example, if the archive
version of the user exits library libae_userexits.a was rebuilt twice, the “BUILD” field reflects the rebuild with “85085-002”.

You notice that the DATE field has been updated to reflect the rebuild date.

NOTE
No changes are required by the customer to use this feature.

The list of IT libraries and executables that support the build count incrementer upon a customer rebuild include:

 Library or Executable  Description  Rebuild Procedure 
libae_db2.{ext} Server DB2 library mkdbs
libae_oracle.{ext} Server Oracle library mkdbs
aefsecex Security Exit mksecex
libae_userexits.{ext} Server User Exits mkexits
tidb2ddl.exe Db2 DDL loader Executable mkdbs
tioraddl.exe Oracle DDL loader Executable mkdbs
libcsuvn.xx.{ext} CSU Version User Exit csuglvn.{plat}
libmqscx.xx.{ext} MQ Series Client User Exit cmqsexit.{plat}
libmqssx.xx.{ext} MQ Series Server User Exit smqsexit.{plat}
libprex.xx.{ext} C Proxy User Exit proxyxit.{plat}
libtcpcx.xx.{ext} TCP User Exit ctcpexit.{plat}
libtxcx.xx.{ext} Tuxedo Client User Exit ctuxexit.{plat}
libtxsx.xx.{ext} Tuxedo Server User Exit stuxexit.{plat}
libtxwcx.xx.{ext} Tuxedo WS Client User Exit ctuxexit.{plat}
Libwscx.xx.{ext} Web Services User Exit cwsexit.{plat}

NOTE
User Exits are documented in detail in User Exits References.
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Windows Implementation Toolset
The Implementation Toolset (IT) is a collection of tools to build and run applications generated by Gen on a target system.

NOTE
Users must know how to configure the development platform to implement generated applications and must
be familiar Microsoft Visual Studio, Oracle Database, IBM Db2, Microsoft SQL Server, Gen Build Tool, Gen
Workstation Toolset, and other technologies required for the Windows platform.

Build Tool

The Build Tool is the application that configures, compiles, and links applications generated by a Gen model.

For more information about the build tool, see Working With the Build Tool.

Application Execution Facility

The Application Execution Facility (AEFN) serves as an interface for Gen applications to run on a target system. It
interfaces between the target platform's operating system and the application.

Gen Runtime

The Gen Runtime includes libraries the generated application calls to handle low-level and common functionality. These
runtime libraries include GUI, blockmode, and Web-based application support.

Gen User Exits

Gen user exits are separate, reusable code modules that are used to perform functions such as screen formatting and
message switching. These user exits are part of the Gen runtime.

For more information about user exits, see User Exits.

Additional Support Information

Visual Studio Support

Gen supports compiling generated C applications (GUI, Block Mode and Server) on Windows as 32-bit images using
Visual Studio 2015. The %GENxx%Gen folder contains a collection of files that support Visual Studio 2015. A set of user
exit rebuild procedures are also present in the %GENxx%Gen folder and must be used to rebuild any necessary Visual
Studio designated user exits. Add %GENxx%Gen to PATH when working with C applications.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

64-bit Windows Support

Gen also supports compiling and executing generated C Block Mode and server applications as 64-bit images on
Windows using Visual Studio. Users must regenerate their code to access 64-bit data types used in the Windows X 64
API to create 64-bit images.

The %GENxx%Gen\amd64 folder contains a collection of files that support 64-bit Windows applications. A set of user exit
rebuild procedures is also available in the %GENxx%Gen\amd64 folder and must be used to rebuild any necessary 64-bit
designated user exits.

If you choose to use the 64-bit runtimes provided with Gen to execute your application, you must modify PATH to append
%GENxx%Gen\amd64 before %GENxx%Gen.
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NOTE
Prepending %GENxx%Gen\amd64 to PATH must only be done in the current command window session, and
must not be set in the System Environment variables.

Processing Overview for Windows IT
This article provides information for Processing Overview for Windows IT and preparing a Gen model to use on multiple
platforms.

Target System Implementation

Target system implementation is the process for developing an application on one platform and executing it on another
platform. Using this process, you can prepare a single Gen model for use on many different platforms.

The following illustration describes this concept:

Applications are developed as models using various Gen Toolsets on a workstation called the Development Platform.
Models are prepared for execution through a process that is called construction, which may occur on the development
platform or on another system. The resulting components, called remote files, are transferred to a target system for
compilation and execution. The remote files contain source code, data definition language (DDL), and special control
information that allow the model to be installed as an application within a Gen environment on the target system.

The various components of the remote files define the organization and contents of the application and make it possible
for Gen to identify and process the application on the target system. You can test and run the application on the target
system within the Gen environment.

Each application usually includes at least the following three remote files:

• One for the database information
• One for the referential integrity triggers
• At least one load module

When the development platform is also the target system, it is a local build. You do not need to generate the remote
files. All files that would be collected into the remote files are generated and left on the local system. The Build Tool is
automatically invoked to perform the build of the newly generated application.

To modify an application, update the original model on the development platform, regenerate the changed elements into
remote files and move the files to the target system. In this way, you can enhance and modify the implemented systems
without having to work directly with the generated code.

The following illustration shows basic workflow that is involved when implementing an application on a target system.
The workstation tasks are performed first, then the remote files are transferred, and, finally the target system tasks are
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completed. The target system tasks primarily involve only the Implementation Toolset and the Setup Tool, which must be
installed before the remote files can be processed.

NOTE
The target system can also be the development system for Windows platforms.

For more information about installing the Implementation Toolset and the Setup Tool, see Installing.

Package Remote Target Systems

You must package a Gen model before generating the remote files that are transferred to your target system and installed.
Application models are packaged into one or more load modules. If a model is packaged into more than one load module
or operations library, each load module or operations library is implemented as a separate remote file and linked on your
target system into a separate executable or dynamic load library. Component Models are packaged into one or more
operations libraries.

Local Target Systems

When the development system is also the target system, there are no remote files that are used for the application build.
All generated files are immediately available to the Build Tool, and key off the generated Install Control Modules. Although
the following sections reference remote files, the same concepts are true for local builds.
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Types of Remote Files

The different types of remote files are shown in the following table:

Type Number Description of Contents
Load Module One or more per application Application source code for a single load

module.
Operations Library One or more per application Public action blocks for a single operations

library.
Database Usually one per application DDL for an application database. For target

system implementation, all load modules for
a Gen application usually share a common
database.

Referential Integrity One per application RI trigger routines for an application. These
routines implement referential integrity for
the entire application.

Install Control Module

Every remote file has an Install Control Module (ICM), or install deck, that identifies and provides instructions for installing
all components of the remote file. The ICM is in Generalized Markup Language (GML) format.

The ICM identifies each component of a load module, database, or RI trigger set, so that it can be properly installed
on your target system. The contents of the ICM depend on the packaging selected. The ICM carries information for the
complete load module, database, or RI trigger set, even if code is generated only for one portion of the specified remote.

Load Module Remote Files

The load module remote file includes generated code in a high-level language. This code contains a Dialog Manager, one
or more procedure steps, screens, and the action blocks used by the procedure steps. The Dialog Manager is created by
Gen, based on the control flow of the procedure steps and action blocks you have packaged into this load module. You
specify the procedure steps and action blocks that are contained in each load module during packaging.

Dialog Manager

During remote file generation, Gen builds a Dialog Manager for every load module. The Dialog Manager controls the
dialog flow (link and transfer) between procedure steps, supports terminal input/output, and maintains the execution
context in a profile table.

The Dialog Manager always receives control from the TP monitor (usually the AEFN) when the load module is executed.
The Dialog Manager determines which procedure step within the load module to execute. The input view of the procedure
step is then populated from screen input, data passed from another procedure step, and data taken from the profile
source. This allows each procedure step to reference data in its input view without considering how the data values are
obtained.

The Profile Manager is the part of the Dialog Manager that manages the profile table. The profile table is a temporary
runtime stack that stores the export view of the procedure steps. It is used to pass information between procedure steps.

Operations Library Remote Files

Used in packaging Component Models, these files contain a collection of public operations that result in a dynamic load
library. Operations library remote files only contain action blocks.
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Database Remote Files

The database remote file contains the DDL statements and installation information. You may choose to generate DDL for
only a part of the database. This feature is appropriate when a database has already been installed and some changes
are made to the data structure diagram.

Referential Integrity Trigger Remote Files

The Referential Integrity (RI) trigger remote file contains the code for implementing referential integrity. When a record or
field is deleted from a database, referential integrity ensures that all other records or fields that depend upon the deleted
record or field for their identity are also deleted. Each model has only one RI trigger remote file.

The name for RI trigger remote files defaults to CASCADE. You can change the name from CASCADE to a different name
on the member name of the RI trigger before construction in the Workstation Toolset.

NOTE
The RI trigger remote file contains the trigger routines for the entire data model residing on the workstation when
generation occurs. If the RI trigger remote file is generated from a subset of the complete data model rather than
from the complete data model, you may get an incomplete set of trigger routines.

The RI trigger routines are compiled and placed in a library. They are available to be linked into individual load modules as
needed.

Transfer Remote Files to the Target System

You choose the transfer process to move remote files from the development platform to the target system. You may use
the Build Tool to transfer files.

For more information, see Working with the Build Tool.

External Action Blocks

To access information not directly available to a generated application, you use an external action block. For example, a
load module must use a standard date manipulation subroutine that has been defined for a particular organization or the
load module must access files that were not created with Gen.

An external action block defines the interface between the Gen procedure step or action block that invokes it and the logic
that is created outside of Gen, so that information can be successfully passed back and forth. This structure is used to
match the views of a procedure step with the views (input and output arguments) of a handwritten subroutine.

When you use a Gen model to generate remote files for installation on a target system, an external action block stub is
created that provides the source language framework for the external action. This stub includes the following information
that Gen can supply from the definition of the external action block:

• Input data definitions
• Output data definitions
• Parameters
• Framework for the actual code

The only thing missing is the action logic.

During the load module packaging portion of construction, include external action blocks in the load modules just as you
include other Gen procedure steps and action blocks. When Gen generates that load module, it includes information
identifying the action block in the ICM for that remote file. That remote file does not include the action block stub. You
must move it to your target system separately.

For your application to execute properly on your target system, you must add the appropriate logic to the generated action
block stub before you compile and install it. Several steps are required before the load module containing the external
action block is built and implemented. These steps are listed and explained later in this section.
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Gen Runtime User Exits

Certain system functions, such as retrieving a user ID or handling errors, may vary in implementation from one target
system to another target system because of the combination of hardware and software being used in that target system.

Runtime user exits are standard routines that allow all generated applications to access these system features. Runtime
user exits reside on the target system and can thus be accessed by each application without actually being coded as part
of it. These routines can be used as they are to supply basic functionality, or they can be customized to the needs of your
particular target system.

Prerequisite Implementation Tasks for Windows IT
This topic provides the following information about the prerequiste tasks for Windows IT:

  

The following list provides several sets of tasks that are required before building and executing your application:

Pre-generation tasks

• Packaging EABs
• Considerations for Remote generation
• Considerations for Trace generation

Pre-build tasks on the target system

• Installing the DBMS
• Considerations for user access
• Installing the Implementation Toolset
• Customizing delivered files

Prerequisite Tasks on the Development Platform

To ensure that your target implementation is successful, you must perform the following pre-generation tasks and define
specific parameters on the development platform before generating your remote file:

• Packaging EABs
• Considerations for Remote Generation
• Considerations for Trace Generation
• Considerations for Performance

These tasks and parameters are explained in the following sections:

Package External Action Blocks

During the load module packaging portion of construction, you can include external action blocks in your load modules
in the same manner as other Gen procedure steps and action blocks. When generation occurs for that load module,
information identifying the action block is included in the ICM for that remote file. However, the action block stub is not
included in the resulting remote file. It must be moved to your target system separately. Similarly, if you hand-edit code
into the external stubs, you must move the stubs out of the source code component subdirectory so that subsequent
generations do not overwrite the edited stubs.

For example, on the Windows code generation platform, the external action block code must be moved from the source
code component subdirectory (\c for the C language) associated with the model being implemented. The file containing
external action block code is named using the action block name and a file extension appropriate to the language being
used (.C).
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Remote Generation Considerations

The following sections explain the prerequisites you must consider for remote generation.

Target System

During construction, ensure that you specify the correct operating system, database management system (DBMS),
programming language, TP monitor, and communications that will be used for implementation.

Install Control Modules

You can generate code for all the components that are packaged into the load module, or select specific components for
generation. Regardless of the selection of components to generate, the installation must be performed on the entire load
module. The installation has some important implications:

• Each time remote or local installation is requested for load module code generation, an ICM is created for that load
module.

• After the ICM and all specified load module components are generated, the ICM and all load module source
components found in the language subdirectory (\c for the C language) for the model are copied into a single remote
file.

• You need to consider subset definitions carefully for the purpose of code generation.
– If the load module is generated from a subset of a Gen model, the ICM generated for the load module is based on

the packaging information visible in the subset used for generation.
– If your subset does not contain all the components of a load module, the ICM may be incomplete. If this load

module is installed on your target system, the incomplete ICM will overwrite any previous ICM definition. Only the
components shown in the new ICM will be installed when the load module is rebuilt. An incomplete ICM could cause
the application to fail.

• All components included in a load module definition are included in the generated remote file as long as the
components are stored in the directory where Gen can find them, even if only one component is updated.

• The complete load module is defined in the ICM regardless of the number of components you have modified. (This
is done for maintenance purposes. It lets you change and regenerate portions of a load module without changing its
definition.)

• An incomplete load module ICM can result if the subset used to generate the load module does not contain all the
elements for that load module.

Database DDL Files

During Construction on the workstation, do not qualify tables and indexes with your owner ID. Specifying your owner ID is
useful only when testing on your workstation and may present problems for another user attempting to install the DDL.

Because Gen manipulates data according to the type of targeted DBMS, existing data might not be supported by Gen. A
field that is logically used to store time-of-day data in Oracle is really stored in a DATE column with year, month, day, hour,
minute, and second information. Gen will default an unspecified year/month/day to 01/01/0001 (January 1, 0001) before
sending it to Oracle. This may be different for other DBMSs.

Load Module Remote Files

When generating load module remote files, do not delete the source after installation completes. Doing so may indirectly
cause the building of load modules to fail.

When more than one load module uses the same common action block, the first load module to be generated contains the
actual code. When you delete the source after installation, the source code is deleted from the code generation platform
after the first module is formatted into a remote file. All other remote files contain only the reference to this action block. If
the remote files are built in a different order than the order in which they were created, a load module that references the
action block will be built before the load module that actually contains the action block. In this case, the build will fail.
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Operations Library Remote Files

The operations library remote file contains ICM information and all the action block modules defined in component
packaging. This remote file is a subset of functions that will be built into a library and used to build a load module.

NOTE
If a load module uses one or more operations libraries, each operations library and the load module must use
the same DBMS or use no DBMS.

RI Trigger Remote Files

The RI trigger remote file contains the trigger routines for the entire data model residing on the workstation when
generation occurs. If the RI trigger remote file is generated from a subset of the complete data model rather than from the
complete data model, you could get an incomplete set of trigger routines.

Trace Generation Considerations

The trace function can be used only if you have generated code with trace support. The resulting source code contains all
the additional logic necessary to allow the special trace functions to occur.

You can generate trace for a single procedure step, an entire load module, or your complete application.

The special code included to allow trace significantly increases the size of each generated source module. If space is a
potential problem on the code generation platform or your target system, add trace selectively rather than globally.

You can selectively test portions of your application in the following ways:

• You can generate the trace code only for the elements you want to test during load module generation.
• You can elect to turn trace off during runtime if you have generated your entire load module or application with trace,

Performance Considerations

Ensure that you specify dialog flow definitions and packaging options independently. An application runs efficiently if each
load module contains procedure steps that are likely to be used together. Therefore, coordinate the packaging with the
dialog flow definition when packaging your application,

NOTE
Applications generated with trace support run slower than the applications generated without trace support.

Prerequisites on the Target System

You must perform the following tasks to successfully implement a generated application on your target system:

• Installing the DBMS
• Considerations for user access
• Installing the Implementation Toolset
• Customizing delivered files

These tasks are explained in the following sections.

The following illustration describes the relationship of modifying the target environment to the other required and optional
IT tasks:
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Install the DBMS

For information about environment settings that must be set before use, see the DBMS software documentation.

User Access Considerations

To successfully implement an application on a target system, you must have the appropriate levels of access to the
volumes, subvolumes, and files being used by the Implementation Toolset.

Install the Implementation Toolset

For information about this task, see Installing.

Select and Customize Scripts

A script controls the processing of each load module, RI trigger set, operations library, and database DDL .The Build Tool
includes a set of scripts you can customize to include many types of information specific to your target system.

For more information about selecting and customizing scripts, see Working With Build Tool

Define Environment Variables

The Implementation Toolset uses environment variables to specify paths and other configuration information necessary
to install and use Gen applications. The environment variables set up macros, or aliases, referenced in several places,
including MAKE files, source code, and script files. Each user's .login file must set the variables to ensure they are
properly set during system logon, before invoking the Build Tool or the AEFN.

To display the current environment, use the set command. To view the current value of an environment variable, use the
echo command as shown in the following example:
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echo %AEPATH%

Required Variables

The following table describes the set of environment variables the Implementation Toolset requires:

Name Description 
AEPATH Search path for executable load modules.

A set of semicolon-delimited directory paths indicate the search
order for the user's aeenv file and inqload directory, allowing
the Build Tool and AEFN to reference multiple directories for
test and production applications in specific order. Ensure that
%GENxx%Gen is in AEPATH. You must use the following format:
AEPATH=[directory_1;directory_2;...directory_n;%GENxx%Gen]

IEFGXTP This environment variable represents the directory that contains
the codepage translation files.
IEFGXTP=[directory]

IEFH  Gen IT home directory.
The Gen software installation directory used to locate the runtime
user exits, reusable code packages, when linking a generated
application. Before starting a Gen applications, you must set this
variable using the following format:
IEFH=[directory]

PATH Search path for executables.
A set of directory paths indicating executable program search
order. The path must include %IEFH% and DBMS bin directories,
such as %DB2DIR%\bin or %ORACLE_HOME%\bin. You must
use the following format:
PATH=[directory_1;directory_2;...directory_n]

PTHOME Specifies the directory where Profile Table files are created, or
where previous Profile Table files are located. You must use the
following format:
PTHOME=[directory]

PTOPT Specifies to use the Profile Table. You must use the following
format:
PTOPT=[YES or YY]
YES -- Use Profile Table files
YY -- Compress PT Files

 

DB2-specific Variables

The following table explains the DB2-specific environment variables:

Name Description 
DB2DIR Name of DB2 home directory, where DB2 is installed
DB2INSTANCE Name of DB2 database Instance
INSTHOME Location of DB2 database Instance
DB2DBDFT DB2 Database default instance name
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Oracle-Specific Variables

The following table explains the Oracle-specific environment variables:

Name Description 
ORACLE_HOME Oracle Home directory
ORACLE_SID Oracle System ID that specifies the Oracle database to use

 

Configuration Files

The IT includes many configuration files that you can modify after installing the IT, including build script files, initialization
files, sample files, and user exit files. If you reinstall the IT, the installation preserves your changes to these files.

You must rebuild binary files, such as dynamic link libraries or images built from modified configuration files after
reinstalling.

The Gen 8.6 IT includes the following configuration files, residing in the %GENxx%Gen directory:
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• p3270key
• codepage.ini
• application.ini
• tirdb2.ppc
• tirdconn.sqc
• tircodbc.c
• tirodbc.c
• tirora.pc
• tiroconn.pc
• tirdcryp.c
• tirdlct.c
• tirdrtl.c
• tirelog.c
• tirhelp.c
• tirmtqb.c
• tirncryp.c
• tirsecr.c
• tirsecv.c
• tirserrx.c
• tirsysid.c
• tirterma.c
• tirupdb.c
• tiruppr.c
• tirurtl.c
• tirusrid.c
• tirxlat.c
• tiryyx.c
• cictuxwsx.c
• cictuxx.c
• cieciclx.c
• cimqclex.c
• cimqsvex.c
• citcpclx.c
• ciwsclx.c
• csuglvn.cxx
• proxyxit.c
• bt\scripts\build_ddl.scr
• bt\scripts\build_lm_c.scr
• bt\scripts\build_ri_c.scr
• aeenv
• amd64\aeenv

Build User Exits

The user exits are in C to support applications generated for C. You can modify the user exits delivered with
the Gen runtime. You must modify the user exits before building the application.

For more information about the available user exits and how to rebuild them, see User Exits.
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External Action Blocks for Windows IT
This topic provides the following information about external action blocks for Windows IT:

  

An External Action Block (EAB) defines the interface between the procedure step or action block that invokes it and the
logic created outside of Gen (that is, handwritten subroutines). An EAB provides a structure that is used to match the
views of a procedure step with the views (input and output arguments) of a handwritten subroutine.

For a list of conditions that must be satisfied on the development platform prior to implementing EABs on your target
system, see Package External Action Blocks.

The relationship of building EABs to the other required and optional IT tasks is shown in the following illustration:

  

The single action statement EXTERNAL, which appears in the action block itself, distinguishes EABs from action blocks
that are generated by the current model.

EABs are created when code is generated. The Gen software cannot generate actual code for EABs, but it does
create a stub during code generation. This stub specifies the information that your external subroutine provides to
the Gen application through the EAB and the information that your external subroutine expects to receive.

When an EAB is generated, the Gen software creates the following items:

• The subroutine source code required to allow the EAB to interface successfully with other generated action diagrams.
This includes coordination of input and output data and other parameters.

• A stub, or comment, indicating where subroutine source code is required to complete the logic of the EAB.

To make the action block usable, add either a call to an existing subroutine or the logic necessary for the action block to
perform its function.
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For an application to properly execute on a target system, the EAB file is copied to the target system where the
appropriate logic must be added to the generated action block stub before it is compiled and installed. A number of steps
are required before the load module containing the EAB is built and implemented. These steps are outlined in the next
section.

How EABs are Created

EABs must be completed and installed on your target system before the load modules that invoke them are built.

NOTE
Completing EABs requires a significant amount of programming experience and a detailed knowledge of the
programs or the information being accessed using the EAB.

Each of the following tasks is performed outside the Gen software. Before you build a load module that uses an EAB you
need to perform each of the following procedures:

Follow these steps: 

1. Identify any EABs that need to be completed.
2. Locate the EAB code within your target configuration.
3. Analyze the EAB stub to determine the input and output requirements for your external action.
4. Create the appropriate external action logic.
5. Compile the EAB.
6. Link into an EAB library.

Identifying External Action Blocks

The Install Control Module (ICM), associated with each load module contains an EAB identification section. The section
begins with the Generalized Markup Language (GML) tag :extern and ends with :eextern. Between the beginning and
ending tags are the names of all EABs referenced by the load module.

There is an EAB identification section for each EAB referenced by the load module. All EABs in the load module are
identified in the same section of the ICM.

If the ICM for a load module you are working with contains :extern and :eextern tag pairs, you have EABs that need to be
completed before building this load module.

The following example identifies two EABs from an ICM:

:extern

member=EXTERNAL1

name=XTRN_SAM1

techsys=BUS_SYSTEM

:eextern.

:extern

member=EXTERN2

name=XTRN_SAM2

techsys=BUS_SYSTEM

:eextern.

Locate External Action Block Code

During the load module packaging portion of construction, EABs are included in load modules just as other procedure
steps and action blocks are included. When generation occurs for that load module, information identifying the action
block is included in the generated ICM. However, the action block stub is not included in the resulting remote file. It must
be moved to your target system as a separate file.
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On the development platform, the EAB code must be moved from the source code component subdirectory (\c)
associated with the model being implemented to the target system. The file containing EAB code is named using the
action block name and a file extension appropriate to the language being used (.C).

When you move the action block to the target system, store it in any directory until the code is compiled. After compile,
store the EABs in the file to which LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB Build Tool script token points. This is most likely a shared or
archived library. The file LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB identifies is used during the load module link to add the EABs to the load
module executable.

For more information about the LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB token, see Working with the Build Tool.

Analyze External Action Blocks

 Gen uses the views defined in the EAB to generate the stub for the interface routine. From the views in the EAB,
determine:

• The data that the EABs will receive from the generated application
• The data that must be returned to the generated application
• Any processing that will be required to implement the EAB

The import and export views shown in the stub are supplied by the procedure step or action block that invokes the EAB.
The import views define the data that is passed from the generated application to the interface routine. The export views
define the data returned to the generated application from the interface routine.

Decimal Precision Attributes

Import and Export views in External Action Blocks may contain any of the supported attributes by Gen. This section is
intended to give you a better understanding for handling views that contain attributes of type decimal precision.

The C language data structure for an attribute that is implemented with decimal precision is a DPrec array whose size is
the length of the attribute plus 3 (for the sign, decimal point, and null terminator). A DPrec is a typedef of char.

Example: 

An attribute that is defined as a number of 18 digits will be implemented as DPrec[21].

The number represented within the DPrec array can consist of the following characters depending on the definition of the
attribute it implements:

• A minus sign (-)
• Zero or more decimal digits with a decimal point
• One or more decimal digits without a decimal point
• A decimal point
• One or more decimal digits
• A null terminator

For the import view, a decimal precision attribute can be its simplest form or can contain a plus sign and leading with
trailing zeros.

For the export view, all decimal precision attributes must adhere to the following rules:

• The character representation of the number placed in the DPrec array may contain fewer digits than defined for the
attribute. However, it must not contain more digits to the left or right of the decimal than defined for the attribute.

• The DPrec array must be null terminated.
• If number of digits to the right of the decimal equals the total number of digits, the resulting string must not contain a

leading zero before the decimal point.
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Create External Action Logic

You can create logic for an EAB in the following ways:

• Add a call to an existing subroutine.
• Write code for a new subroutine, and add a call to that subroutine in the EAB.
• Add logic directly into a generated stub.

When you use the generated stub, much of the work is already done in a format that is acceptable to the Gen software.

You can write EAB code in any language. Specific requirements exist, however, for the action block name and the order of
parameters passed to and from the generated load module.

The generated load module passes the following parameters to the EAB interface routine. The parameters are passed in
the following order:

For C with High Performance View Passing 

Follow these steps: 

1. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1
2. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2
3. PSMGR-EAB-DATA (null array)
4. w_ia (import view C)
5. w_oa (export view C)

For more information about High Performance View Passing, see Host Encyclopedia Construction or the Toolset Online
Help.

For C Without High Performance View Passing 

Follow these steps: 

1. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1
2. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2
3. w_ia (import view C)
4. w_oa (export view C)
5. PSMGR-EAB-DATA (null array)
6. IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1 and IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2

Identifies the first two parameters passed from the generated load modules. These parameters must be coded on the
entry statement of the interface routine and must always be passed in this order to any subordinate routines that are
called.

7. w_ia and w_oa
Identifies the position of the import and export views () for C language depending on whether High Performance View
Passing is used (see the previous table).

NOTE
High Performance View Passing impacts the order of parameters transferred into an EAB. By default, High
Performance View Passing is set on.

8. PSMGR-EAB-DATA
Identifies an array set to zeroes (null array). For target system implementation, this array is passed but not used (the
array is used for IMS and CICS applications on the mainframe).

For more information about the use of PSMGR-EAB-DATA, see Host Encyclopedia Construction.

NOTE
For component development, High Performance View Passing must be set on for both the component and the
consuming model.
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The interface routine must contain data structures that correspond exactly to the import and export views of the EAB. The
fields in the data structures correspond to attributes in the import and export views of the EAB.

NOTE
Each attribute field in the data structures must be preceded by a one-byte field defined in C as char. This one-
byte field contains a value that must not be changed.

Modify the stub using any editor that can save files in the appropriate character set format. The modified stub cannot
contain any control codes or header information unique to the editor.

Compile, Link, and Store an External Action Block

After completing the EAB, you must:

• Compile the EAB (and any newly-written subroutines called by the stub).
• Link the EAB into an object library.
• Define the fully qualified file name for the object library through the Location Details screen of the Setup Tool.

For instructions about how to compile and link your EAB on your particular target system, contact your development
organization.

After you complete all the required activities, you are ready to build load modules that use the EAB.

Recompile and Relink an External Action Block

When migrating to the latest Gen environment, it may be necessary to recompile and relink your External Action Blocks.
This may be due to a number of reasons, including changes to the calling interface, compiler upgrades, and third party
product upgrades. If you recompile or relink your EAB, you will need to relink your application to include the rebuilt EAB.

For release specific instructions, see Release Notes.

Testing an External Action Block

After the load module that uses the EAB builds successfully, you are ready to test the load module. For more information,
see Testing and Running Applications.

External Action Blocks in Component Modeling

When an EAB is packaged into an operations library, you must compile the EAB separately and store it in an externals
library before you can build the operations library. Set the Build Tool script token LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB to the name of the
externals library before building the operations library.

If the EAB is a public operation in the operations library, the consuming application's listing file must specify the lib file for
the externals library.

If the EAB is a private operation in the operations library, the user must ensure that no function in the consuming model
uses the same name as the private EAB function. The Build Tool cannot guarantee the outcome of an application that has
multiple declarations of the same function.

Processing Generated Files for Windows IT
This article provides information for processing generated files for Windows IT including, Invoke the Build Tool, Operations
Library Considerations, and Recompile and Relink Application Considerations.

Before processing generated files, you must perform the following actions:
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• Set up the target environment
• Rebuild the user exits
• Compile the External Action Blocks (EABs) and put them in the correct directories

The following illustration shows the relationship between processing generated files and other IT tasks:

Invoke the Build Tool

After generating the load modules, RI triggers, database DDLs, and operations libraries on the development platform, they
are:

• Transferred to the target system, through the Build Tool or outside of Gen, when building remote files on a system
other than the system that generated the code

• Processed by the Build Tool into an executable application to test and run

For more information about invoking and using the Build Tool, see Working with the Build Tool.

Operations Library Considerations

You must generate and build an application with one or more operations libraries in a specific sequence.

If the application has operations that include common action blocks, you must:

• Generate and build the operations library that you generated
• Build the load modules that reference the operations library

If the application references an operations library that is built from another model, you must build and specify the
operations library in the Build Tool before generating and building the load modules that reference it. The Build Tool profile
entry set is OPT.CBDLIST under Options.

For more information about setting tokens, see Working with the Build Tool.
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Recompile and Relink Application Considerations

When migrating to the latest Gen environment, it might be necessary to recompile and relink your application. This can be
due to several reasons, including operating system upgrades, compiler upgrades, and third party product upgrades.

For release specific instructions, see the Release Notes.

Testing and Running Applications for Windows IT
This topic provides the following information about testing and running applications for Windows IT:

Although an application is ready for execution after processing the generated files, we recommend testing the application
using the Diagram Trace Utility before introducing it into the production environment. The following illustration shows the
relationship of testing and running the application to the other IT tasks:
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AEENV File

Gen creates a special file to hold the transaction codes associated with executable load modules. This file is named
AEENV and a copy of it resides in the models' source directory where you built your application. All load modules that
have been built as part of a blockmode application or a cooperative server write their transaction codes to this file.

Each transaction code must be unique within each AEENV file. Duplicate transaction codes can cause problems during
load module execution.

You can edit the AEENV file with any editor that saves files in ASCII format. The edited file cannot contain any control
codes or header information unique to the editor.

Add transaction codes to the AEENV file in the following format:

tran_type tran_code lm_name user_id password database

where:

tran_type
Transaction Type:

• TRAN -- used to invoke a load module with blockmode applications
• FLOW -- used to flow between load modules with cooperative servers

tran_code
The transaction code used as the key to the load module to invoke.

lm_name
The name of the executable load module file associated with the transaction code. Omit file suffix.

user_id
A user ID to access the database.

password
A password to access the database.

database
The name of the database bound to the load module.

Separate parameters with spaces and omit tabs. You must include the following parameters: tran_type, tran_code and
lm_name.

You only need to specify a database when the executable load module is bound to a database. You only need a user ID
and password when database access requires a user ID and password.

Block Mode and Server Executable Locations

When a C blockmode interactive application, one that requires using the AEFN as the interface, or a set of C Servers are
built, the executables and the triggers library are copied to the \inqload subdirectory, and a local version of the AEENV
file is updated within the models' source directory, matching the behavior on UNIX and Linux systems, and avoiding the
trigger library collisions that occurred when a pre-existing trigger library was in the %IEFH%\inqload directory. Previously,
because the file was not being overridden, it was out of sync with the executables.

When a C blockmode command line application is built, the executables and the triggers library remain in the models'
source directory and a local version of the AEENV file is updated in the models' source directory.

Separating the locations of the executables allows both blockmode application styles to co-exist for one model.

To successfully invoke these executables and servers, you must properly set the AEPATH environment variable.
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Application Startup Parameters for Block Mode

For blockmode applications, startup parameters supply information to the executable procedure without entering the
information on the screen. The executable procedure must be an online procedure that accepts clear screen input. Use
the Dialog Flow Diagramming Tool to define clear screen input.

The unformatted input is a transaction code followed by one or more parameters. Separate the parameters with the
appropriate string and parameter delimiters. Use the Business System Defaults to define the string and parameter
delimiters.

For more information about clear screen input, see Designing Applications in Blockmode.

Use keywords to define the parameter list. Keywords are labels that identify the parameter and must be accompanied by
the parameter data enclosed in delimiters.

The format for parameters is as follows:

tran_code KEYWORD1 data1, KEYWORD2 data2 . . .

where:

tran_code
The transaction code to invoke in the load module.

<space>
The string separator.

KEYWORD1, KEYWORD2
Keywords

<space>
Keyword or data separator.

data1, data2
Data associated with the keyword used by the executable procedure..

<comma>
Parameter delimiter.

If spaces are not selected as the parameter delimiter, they are ignored. The keyword can be the prompt that associates
the field on the screen to the procedure step, or a label that associates the field to the procedure step. Keywords must be
unique.

When using keywords, the parameters can be in a different order than the parameter list on the screen. For example, the
following clear screen inputs are equally acceptable:

tran_code NAME Mary Valdez, NUMBER 123-45-6789

tran_code NUMBER 123-45-6789, NAME Mary Valdez

Keywords are case-sensitive and cannot contain delimiters. You can append symbols. For example, you can append an
equal sign (=) to the keyword NAME, and it would appear as NAME=Mary Valdez.

If you do not define parameters with a keyword, you must enter the parameters in the same order as they are defined in
the list on the Dialog Flow Diagram.

Two parameters predefined to Gen procedures are RESET and RESTART. These parameters apply only to online
procedures of blockmode applications. You must specify in the Environment Tool if you want your application to also
support the RESTART parameter.

The RESTART parameter lets you redisplay an interrupted dialog. RESTART restores all data to the screen that was
present when the interruption occurred. RESET allows you to redisplay a screen by starting the dialog at the beginning.
Data from the interrupted dialog is not restored to the screen.
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For more information about RESET and RESTART, see Understanding the Toolset.

Application Startup Switches for a GUI

For GUI applications, startup switches invoke the application. They do not pass data to an executable procedure. GUI
applications do not support clear screen input. You cannot supply data for an application in the startup switch entry field
for GUI applications during testing from the Build Tool.

NOTE
The RESTART and RESET parameters do not apply to GUI applications.

The following list shows the switches that can be provided when invoking a GUI application:

Initial PStepCode
The initial transaction code to use. When omitted, the GUI uses the transaction code associated with the primary
window.

Initial command
An optional starting command that causes the procedure to execute first instead of displaying.

/db=
The name of the local database.

/dbname=
The name of the local database (same as /db=).

NOTE
To override the default database while testing a GUI application, specify the database name using the /db=
parameter when invoking the application.

Global Database Information Container for GUI

The Global Database Information Container (GDIC) is a dynamic-link library to gather and supply database connection
information for Gen generated GUI applications. It implements a shared cache of connection profile entries, or nodes, that
GUI applications access for connection information.

The file iefgdic.ini stores information for these nodes. The information includes the following keyword sets:

Keyword Value
Database Database to access. dbname stores this database name.

Database is the key to use in the iefgdic.ini lookup.
Trancode Transaction code in a load module to connect from.
LoadModule Specific load module to connect from.
Server Database server name. Required for connection. (ODBC only)
SQLid Database connection identifier. Required for connection.
SQLpassword Database connection password. Required for connection.

There are one or more keyword sets in the [RDBMS] section, where RDBMS is a supported GUI RDBMS: Oracle, DB/2,
or ODBC. Each keyword in the keyword set is appended with an incremental value to help identify each keyword set.

Example:

[MaxDatabases]

Max=100

[ORACLE]

DatabaseCount=2

Database1=ABLK05
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Trancode1=

LoadModule1=

Server1=

SQLid1=ptauto

SQLPassword1=ptauto

Database2=ora102

Trancode2=

LoadModule2=

Server2=

SQLid2=ptauto

SQLPassword2=

[DB2/2]

DatabaseCount=1

Database1=ABLK05

Trancode1=

LoadModule1=

Server1=

SQLid1=ptauto

SQLPassword1=ptauto

[ODBC]

DatabaseCount=1

Database1=ABLK05

Trancode1=

LoadModule1=

Server1=ABLK05

SQLid1=ptauto

SQLPassword1=ptauto

In this example, MaxDatabases has value of 100, indicating this file can hold up to 100 keyword sets. There are three
RDBMS sections: Oracle, DB/2 and ODBC. The Oracle section has two keyword sets, and DB/2 and ODBC only have
one, identified by DatabaseCount.

The iefgdic.ini file stores the database connection information and can be in multiple locations. The system searches for
the file in this order:

• %IEFGDIC% - only used for the iefgdic.ini file
• %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client
• %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client

If the system fails to locate the iefgdic.ini file using this search order, it creates it in the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local
\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client directory.

If a database DLL requires connection information, it calls a GDIC function to get the information from the iefgdic.ini file for
the calling DLL. The GDIC displays an input window, pre-populating as many fields as possible, and allows the user to fill
in the blanks or overwrite the pre-populated fields. If all the required fields are extracted from the iefgdic.ini file, the GDIC
bypasses the input window. If you look back at the previous example, the first keyword set for each RDBMS has all the
required fields, allowing the GDIC to bypass the input window for the specified database.

Variables

Use environment variables to specify connection information when the keyword set for a node does not have default
values for Server, SQLid, or SQLPassword.

These environment variables include the following:
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• dsquery -- Key name for Server
• dsuser -- Key name for SQLid
• dspswd -- Key name for SQLPassword

NOTE
When using ODBC, substitute dsserver for dsquery.

These environment variables complement the retrieved keyword values in the iefgdic.ini file. If the combination of the
retrieved keyword values and the environment variables provide all of the required values to connect to the RDBMS, the
GDIC bypasses the input window.

GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini

The file GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini file contains a set of environment variables that modify default GUI behavior and
that the GUI client reads and sets. The file contains a set of commented environment variables. To use these environment
variables, remove the comment from the variable (";") and modify the value.

The GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini file contains the following environment variables:

Environment Variable Description Default
IEFCOMPATIBLEAPPEARANCE The 3D Window Border look is the default

for all Primary Windows. To suppress the
3D look, set this variable to any value. The
default 3D look makes the borders thicker.

3D Window Border look

IEFDONTFORCESCROLLBAR If a list box has scroll events defined,
the list box includes a vertical scroll
bar even when it is not full. Setting
IEFDONTFORCESCROLLBAR shows the
scrollbar only when the list box is full.

Always show vertical scrollbar in list box

GROUPCONTROLS When defined, the controls in a group box,
not a radio button group, are moved or
hidden together with the group they belong
to. When undefined, only the group is
moved or hidden.

Only group box is moved or hidden

IEFTRACEGUIOBJETS When set to Warning, display error
message boxes when GUI Automation
objects are not released.

No Messages displayed

IEFFLEXEDITING Allows automatic completion of time inputs,
with zeros.

No automatic completion

USEOLDSHELLCOLORS When defined, uses the system Window
color, usually white, as a window's default
background, instead of the system 3D
object color, usually gray.

Gray window background

IEFLOCALVIEWALLOCSCOPE When set to GLOBAL, shares uninitialized
local views between distinct instances of an
action block.

Local views are not shared

RETRY_LIMIT Determines the number of times an
application tries to connect to the database.

10
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USERHANDLEQUOTAPERCENTAGEUS
ED

Displays a warning message when the
application has used this percentage of
the max allowed User Handles and asks
the user to close application windows. The
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE
\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion
\Windows\USERProcessHandleQuota
registry entry lists the maximum number of
handles.

90

The system searches for the GUIEnvironmentVariable.ini file in the following order:

• The Load Module directory
• %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client
• %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client
• %Genxx%Gen, (for the default copy of the file)

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Regeneration After Testing

To make changes to the application, you must change the Gen model, not the generated code, to generate the updated
application. After changing the model, regenerate that portion of the application on the development platform.

When the change does not update the load module definition, only select the necessary load module components for
regeneration instead of the complete model. Move the regenerated components to the target system, overlaying the old
versions of the components, and rebuild the load module. This saves time and resources required to split a remote file
whose definition has not changed.

NOTE
Verify the file names, especially suffixes, before overlaying files. If file names differ, change the name of the new
file to match the old one so the MAKE command procedure used during the rebuild searches for the correct file.

If a load module definition changes or most of its components change, generate a new remote file, move it to the target
system, and rebuild the application.

After testing an application, you can regenerate it without the trace code and install it for production use.

Setting Environment Variables

Before running C blockmode applications and C Servers, set the following environment variables:

Environment Variable Description
AEPATH* Defines a set of directories containing transaction routing tables,

AEENV files, application.ini files, and load modules. Load modules
are stored in the models' source directory or \inqload subdirectory.
These directories specify the search order for routing tables
and load modules. As a requirement, AEPATH must contain the
Gen Runtime path referenced by %GENxx%Gen to locate the
p3270key file.
AEPATH supports test and production directories.
Example: set AEPATH <model directory>;%GEN85%Gen\amd64
For more information about using the application.ini file, see Using
the Application.ini File.
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IEFGXTP* Defines the directory that contains the codepage translation files.
Example: set IEFGXTP %GENxx%\Gen\Translat\

IEFH* Defines the home directory for the Implementation Toolset that
contains the Gen libraries and binaries, and identifies the location
of the p3270key used by the AEFN and the AEFAD.
Note: Set IEFH when installing the Implementation Toolset or the
GUI Runtime.
Example: set IEFH=%GENxx%\Gen

PATH Defines a search path that enables locating the DBMS and other
executables without specifying the full directory path. The variable
entry must include the Gen directory.

NOTE
* Not used for C GUI applications.

GENENV.BAT

The batch file Genenv.bat helps you set the PATH environment variable based on which Microsoft Visual Studio compiler
you have built your application against and will run with.

To execute the Genenv.bat file, run the following command:

%GENxx%Gen\genenv.bat [bits] [vsver]

[bits]
This value can be 32 or 64. If [bits] is not provided, the default is 32.

[vsver]
This value is the Visual Studio version. It can be either 2010, 2012, 2015, 2017, or 2019. If [vsver] is not provided,
the default is 2015.

The execution of Genenv.bat prepends a set of Microsoft Visual Studio paths and either %GENxx%Gen or %GENxx
%Gen\amd64 to the PATH environment variable.

If the application execution fails, see the Troubleshooting section.

Application Execution Facility

NOTE
The Application Execution Facility (AEFN) is a screen-based utility used as an interface between the operating
system and generated Gen applications. The following diagram illustrates the AEFN screen:
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NOTE
To execute applications through the AEFN, build them with the profile token OPT.CMD_FORM set to NO. For
more information, see Working With Build Tool.

Invoke the Application Execution Facility

Invoke the AEFN from a command window, using the following command syntax:

aefn [options]

The following table defines the AEFN command options:

Option Description
-e [key] Optional application end key. Default is PF3.
-m [char] Application mode; either t (transactional) or i (interactive). Default

is t.
-l Display login screen to collect userid & password.
-w [password] Password for login. Default is PASSWORD. Use with the - l option.
-t [number] Value between 0 and 31 that activates an internal AEFN

program trace. 15 is most useful level. The option creates a
file in the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs
\server directory containing the trace data. The filename is lg-
<procname>-<procid>.log, where <procname> is AEFN or the
name of the executing load module, and <procid> is the AEFN or
executing load module's process number id.

-o [filename] Name of file to contain dumped screen images.
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-s [filename] Name of the script file to record the current input activity. Use the -
p option at a later time to replay the script file.

-p [filename] Name of a script file containing previously recorded input activity.
Use this option to activate the playback feature.

-d [number] The number of seconds to delay input messages when replaying
the script file. You must include this parameter to activate the
replay feature. For example, -d 0 activates replay with 0 seconds
delay between message inputs. Use with the - p option.

-b Specifies to display a blank screen during playback. Use with the -
p option.

-help Displays usage information

NOTE
Applications built as transactional are invoked through the AEFN. Client, server, or command line applications
are not invoked through the AEFN.

Function key assignments for the AEFN may differ for each terminal type. The AEFN uses a keyboard mapping file,
p3270key, to assign values for each function key and special purpose key available for generated applications on the
target system.

The AEFN screen accepts trancodes and clear screen input. The aeenv file in each application's directory defines the
mapping of trancodes to load modules. The environment variable AEPATH lists each application's directory for the AEFN
to locate the aeenv files. The AEFN reads the trancode entered, and invokes the associated load module. When the load
module terminates, control returns to the AEFN.

Key Mapping

When the application starts through the AEFN, keyboard mapping translates terminal keystrokes to the function key
structure the application uses. Appropriate key mapping must be established before executing applications.

Application Execution Facility Record and Playback Feature

The AEFN can record and playback a user's interaction with the application. The recording, or script, can be played back
later if the database is unchanged.

Capabilities

The AEFN record and playback features include the ability to do the following:

• Record scripts and play them back for applications that flow between multiple load modules
• Specify playback speed
• Create platform-independent scripts
• Read and edit scripts with any text editor

During recording, as the user interacts with a Gen application, the keystrokes are stored in the script file and control
sequences are mapped to AEFN p3270 emulator commands. The emulator commands are stored in the script file in a
readable form. Each command begins on a new line and is enclosed in pound signs (#).

The following is an example of a script:

#PF2#

#tab#

40#eraseof#

#newIn#

Bonny
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Smith#newIn

#123 Home

st.#newIn#

Richara#left#

dson#newIn#

tx78341#pf2#

#PF12#

#clear#

Use the AEFN p3270 emulator help screen (Esc h) to determine valid AEFN p3270 emulator command names. This is an
example of the help screen:

------------------------------------------------------------------------

home    -> Home         | PF6   -> F6          | bspace  -> Backspace |

Enter   -> Numpad Enter | PF7   -> F7          | refresh -> Ctrl W    |

Clear   -> Ctrl Home    | PF8   -> F8          |

PA1     -> Alt F4       | PF9   -> F9          |

PA2     -> Alt F5       | PF10  -> F10         |

PA3     -> Alt F6       | PF11  -> F11         |

Help    -> Esc h        | PF12  -> F12         |

Playback-> Esc p        | PF13  -> shift F1    |

Togl stl-> Esc l        | PF14  -> Shift F2    |

Hidden  -> Esc i        | PF15  -> Shift F3    |

Tab     -> Tab          | PF16  -> Shift F4    |

Bktab   -> shift Tab    | PF17  -> Shift F5    |

Insert  -> Insert       | PF18  -> Shift F6    |

Delete  -> Delete       | PF19  -> Shift F7    |

Reset   -> Esc Esc      | PF20  -> Shift F8    |

Eraseof -> Ctrl Delete  | PF21  -> Shift F9    |

Chg atr -> Esc d        | PF22  -> Shift F10   |

override-> Alt z        | PF23  -> Shift F11   |

show cod-> Esc t        | PF24  -> Shift F12   |

PF1     -> F1           | left  -> left arrow  |

PF2     -> F2           | right -> right arrow |

PF3     -> F3           | up    -> up arrow    |

PF4     -> F4           | down  -> down arrow  |

PF5     -> F5           | newln -> Enter       |

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Features

Use the AEFN record and playback feature to:

• Regression test Gen applications or AEFN after making software changes.
• Automatically initialize a user's dialog to a screen or menu. A user can customize the session using the AEFN p3270

emulator Playback and Hidden toggle commands from the keyboard or playback file. The Hidden command from the
playback file prevents screen display when the initial AEFN program startup includes -b. The Playback command from
the playback file ends the replay and begins AEFN p3270 emulator operation.

• Automatically terminate a user's dialog. The keyboard Playback command (Esc p) ends AEFN p3270 emulator
operation and resumes replay from the playback file. The Hidden command from the keyboard (Esc i) toggles the
screen display.
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Limitations

The AEFN record and playback feature includes the following limitations:

• Always delete the recording file to start fresh because AEFN scripts always append to the specified file.
• The database must remain unchanged between the time the script begins and the time it is played back.

Invoke the AEFN for Record/Playback

To start recording, enter the following command:

aefn -s [filename]

To initiate script playback, enter the following command:

aefn -d 0 -p [filename]

Application Testing

The following sections describe application testing philosophy and the requirements to use the Diagram Trace Utility.

Diagram Trace Utility

Use the Diagram Trace Utility to test a generated application before moving it to a production environment. It steps
through the application as it executes, allowing you to view the Gen model elements used to build the application, such
as action diagram statements, as the generated program executes. To view the model elements, you must make certain
selections that generate additional code when generating remote files.

When testing an application, the procedure steps and action blocks generated with trace communicate with the Diagram
Trace Utility. The application screens update after control returns from the Diagram Trace Utility.

Before testing an application, you must build certain application components with the Build Tool:

• The application database
• RI trigger logic
• Operations libraries
• All load modules

Enable the Diagram Trace Utility

Follow these steps:

1. Build the test application generated with trace.
2. Invoke the Diagram Trace Utility on any Windows system, including the same system:

– Launch the Diagram Trace Utility from the Start Menu. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen <xx>, Diagram Trace
Utility.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

– The Diagram Trace Utility starts listening on port 4567. Change the default port in the Diagram Trace Utility.
3. Set the trace environment variables in the application.ini file.
4. Set the AEPATH environment variable when invoking the application through the AEFN.

Access and Use the Diagram Trace Utility

You can use the Diagram Trace Utility to test all generated C applications on a Windows system. Each application
requires transaction codes to map to the correct procedure steps and action blocks.
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The following table lists the C applications available, and how to invoke them:

C Application Invocation Method How Trancode is Obtained
GUI Windowed Command Line or Windows Explorer As a parameter when invoked from the

command line. When invoked from the
Windows Explorer, the first trancode stored
within the executable is used.

Distributed Processing Client (GUI Client) Command Line or Windows Explorer As a parameter when invoked from the
command line. When invoked from the
Windows Explorer, the first trancode stored
within the executable is used.

Distributed Processing Server AEFAD or WebSphere MQ From the AEENV file.
Block Mode Command Line Command Line As a parameter when invoked, then from

the AEENV file during execution.
Block Mode Interactive AEFN From the AEENV file.

For more information about using the Diagram Trace Utility, see Diagram Trace Utility.

Multi-User Diagram Trace Utility Support

When a remote server application starts, one copy of the application.ini file is available for that application. Setting the
trace environment variables in the application.ini file only allows one Diagram Trace Utility the ability to trace the servers in
the server application.

In a test environment with multiple testers working with the same server application, testers need to debug from multiple
client workstations. To do so, the environment needs multiple Diagram Trace Utilities.

Overriding the default trace environment variables

A client transaction can transfer the host and port of the client executing the transaction, enabling the server to establish
communication with the Diagram Trace Utility running on the client workstation.

Follow these steps:

1. Build the server application that was generated with trace.
2. Leave the trace environment variables in the application.ini file on the server application's model directory commented

out.
3. Invoke the TP monitor that will manage the server application, TE, Tuxedo, or MQ Series.
4. Invoke the Diagram Trace Utility on the client workstation.
5. Edit the application.ini file in the client application's executables directory.
6. Uncomment and set the trace environment variables. Use 'localhost' for the TRACE_HOST variable.
7. Execute your client application.

The Diagram Trace Utility on the client workstation traces the server for each transaction initiated from that client.

Regenerating Remote Files After Testing

The code generated on the Gen workstation for testing with trace includes features, such as trace calls, that are only
needed during testing. These features increase the size of the load module significantly, and impact the application's
performance. Even if no changes are required as a result of the tests performed, you must regenerate the load module
without trace before it is placed into production.
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Application Production

When system maintenance is required, make Gen model changes on the workstation or mainframe, regenerate the
changed elements into remote files, and move the files to the target system. This allows enhancements and modifications
to implemented systems without changing the generated code.

After an application is tested and ready for production, move it to the proper environment and introduce it into production.
Each organization using the Implementation Toolset may perform these tasks differently. Some elements are common to
all installations.

To run a generated application in production requires the application, the DBMS the application uses, and the AEFN. The
AEFN serves as an operating environment to handle communication between the operating system and the generated
application.

Many Gen operating environment elements can be customized for the target system. The Gen runtime user exits allow
access to certain system functions, such as retrieving a user ID or handling errors that may be changed to fit a specific
target system configuration. The user exits are source language routines in which to add customized code. When
compiled and placed in the proper library, the load module's dialog manager accesses them as the generated application
executes.

Test Changes to a Production Application

To test changes to a production application, isolate the test environment from the production environment by installing the
remote files in a different location and generating a test database using a different name than the production database
name. This ensures that the remote files generated for test do not overwrite other remote file components or access the
production database.

User Exits for Windows IT
This topic provides the following information about user exits for Windows IT:

NOTE
The Implementation Toolset (IT) must be installed on your target system before modifying runtime user exits.
The installation process copies the runtime user exits to your target system and stores them in the %GENxx
%Gen directory.

Gen supports certain system functions, such as retrieving a user ID, error handling, and site-specific security so users do
not have to consider them when programming their application. These functions are user exits because users can modify
the source. User exits are delivered in source and object form.

Runtime User Exits

Runtime user exits are standard routines that reside on the target system and allow applications generated by Gen to
access the system features. All generated applications can access the routines without including the routines as part of
the application. These user exits can supply basic functionality, or you can customize them for the target system.

All runtime user exits are provided in source and object format and loaded onto the target system during IT installation.
You can use the object format runtime user exits without change. They are ready to link into applications as you compile
the application. The source code is provided in all supported languages, so you can modify runtime user exits to meet
your site requirements. After completing the modifications, compile the modified user exit, and overwrite the existing
version with your new one using the following scripts:

• For BlockMode and Server User Exits for Visual Studio 32-bit use %GENxx%Gen\mkexits.bat
• For BlockMode and Server User Exits for Visual Studio 64-bit use %GENxx%Gen\amd64\mkexits.bat
• For GUI User Exits for Visual Studio 32-bit use %GENxx%Gen\mkexitsn.bat
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NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

You do not need to relink the applications that use the recompiled user exit for the change to be effective.

When migrating to the latest Gen environment, it may be necessary to recompile your user exits. This may be due to a
number of reasons, including changes to the calling interface, compiler upgrades, and third party product upgrades.

For release specific instructions, see Release Notes.

There is a set of user exits for each Gen Runtime supported on Windows, those for GUI applications and those for
blockmode applications. Batch files are provided to assist in building the runtime user exits for each runtime environment
listed in the following sections.

The following table lists the set of runtime user exits for the Gen Runtimes.

Application Type Provided as 

GUI applications Wrexitn.c

Block mode Applications tir*.c files

 

User Exits Provided by Gen 

There are also user exits for z/OS, UNIX, and Linux as part of Host Construction and on Gen Target systems. Customized
user exits belong to a specific platform. Do not upload or move them to other target systems. Target operating system
constraints, the compiler configuration or the site procedures might limit specific processing.

GUI Runtime User Exits

The following table summarizes the functions available through the GUI runtime user exits:

Name User Exit Description 

WRDRTL Default Retry Limit Exit

WRURTL Ultimate Retry Limit Exit

WRGLB Globalization Exit

WRSYSID System ID Exit

WRUSRID User ID Exit

WRTERMID Terminal ID Exit

WRUPPR Uppercase Translation Exit

WRSECTOKEN Client Security Token User Exit

WRSECENCRYPT Client/Server Encryption Exit

WRSECDECRYPT Client/Server Decryption Exit

WRSRVERROR Client/Server Flow Failure Exit

WRDEFAULTYEAR Century Default Exit

WRASYNCSRVRERROR Client/Server Asynchronous Flow Server Failure Exit

For more information about GUI runtime user exits, see User Exits.
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Block Mode Runtime User Exits

The following table summarizes the functions available through the user exits for generated blockmode applications:

Name Description 

TIRDCRYP Decrypt User Exit

TIRNCRYP Encrypt User Exit

TIRDLCT User Dialect User Exit

TIRDRTL Default Retry Limit User Exit

TIRURTL Ultimate Retry Limit User Exit

DBCONNCT Database connection User Exit. There is one user exit routine for
each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.

DBCOMMIT Database commit User Exit. There is one user exit routine for
each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.

DBDISCNT Database disconnect User Exit. There is one user exit routine for
each supported database: ODBC, Oracle, and DB2.

TIRELOG Server Error Logging User Exit

TIRHELP Help Interface User Exit

TIRUPDB MBCS Uppercase Translation User Exit

TIRUPPR Uppercase Translation User Exit

SRVRERROR Server to Server Error User Exit

TIRMTQB Message Table User Exit

TIRSECR Security Interface User Exit

TIRSECV Server Security Validation User Exit

TIRSYSID System ID User Exit

TIRUSRID User ID User Exit

TIRTERMA User Termination User Exit

TIRXLAT National Language Translation User Exit

TIRXINFO Locale Information User Exit

TIRYYX Date User Exit

Block mode runtime user exits are rebuilt into the DLL AEUEXITN.DLL using the command procedure %GENxx%Gen
\mkexits.bat for Visual Studio 32-bit, or %GENxx%Gen\amd64\mkexits.bat for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen. 

For more information about blockmode runtime user exits, see User Exits.

Rebuilding DBMS DLLs and Executables
Gen supplies a set of DBMS DLLs to use with blockmode applications and servers and executable stubs to use with GUI
applications.

These DLLs and executables provide default connect, disconnect, commit, rollback, and error behavior for the supported
databases.
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For the list of supported data base versions, see Technical Requirements.

Customers with requirements that differ from those in the Technical Requirements for DBMS versions can rebuild the
appropriate DLLs or executable stubs using supplied .bat and .mak files.

DBMS DLLs

DBMS DLLs support blockmode applications and servers, and are rebuilt using the batch procedure %GENxx%Gen
\mkdbs.bat for Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64\mkdbs.bat for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The following table lists the set of DLLs that can be rebuilt:

File Name Supports
aecdb2n.dll DB2
aecodbn.dll ODBC
aecoran.dll Oracle

DBMS DLL Rebuild

The file mkdbs.bat is used to rebuild the appropriate DLL when the DBMS version is different from what is specified in the
Technical Requirements topic.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch an MS-DOS Command window.
2. Change the current directory to the directory that contains the appropriate batch file MKDBS.BAT, %GENxx%Gen for

Visual Studio 32-bit, or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

3. Run the command:
mkdbs.bat <dbms>

<dbms> is one of:
– ORACLE
– DB2
– ODBC

NOTE
The PATH, LIB, and INCLUDE environment variables must contain proper entries for the DBMS chosen.

Before executing mkdbs.bat, you must set the appropriate environment variables for the specific DBMS you are working
with. The following table lists the set of environment variables that are required for each DBMS:

DBMS Environment Variables Description
DB2 DB2PATH

AEDB
AEUSER (optional)
AEPASSWORD (optional)

Base Directory for DB2
Database to Connect to
User ID of Database to Connect to
Password of Database to Connect to

ODBC N/A
Oracle ORACLE_HOME Base Directory for Oracle
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NOTE
The version of Oracle used when rebuilding the DLL is based on %ORACLE_HOME%.

Altering the DBMS Version

To alter the DBMS version, you use with the blockmode and server runtimes, make the following hand-edits in the
Windows Runtime environment:

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the appropriate make procedure mkdbs.bat:
The mkdbs.bat file contains a list of DBMS-specific libraries that are linked into the appropriate DBMS library that is
supplied with Gen. Update this set of libraries for the correct DBMS version.

2. Change the current directory to the directory that contains the appropriate batch file MKDBS.BAT, %GENxx%Gen for
Visual Studio 32-bit or %GENxx%Gen\amd64 for Visual Studio 64-bit.

3. Run mkdbs.bat:
The mkdbs.bat procedure updates the database library and the DDL loader for the DBMS.

4. Update the Build Tool Profile:
After your Windows Runtime environment is adjusted for an alterative DBMS version, you must reflect these changes
in your Windows Build Tool profile before building any applications.

The following tokens must be modified appropriately:

Token Key Value
LOC.DBLIB DBMS library path
LOC.DBPATH DBMS binary path
LOC.DBINCLUDE DBMS include path
OPT.DBLIB DBMS library filename
OPT.DBSQLLIB DBMS SQL library filename
OPT.DBPCC DBMS precompiler filename
OPT.DBPCCFLAGS DBMS precompiler flags

For more information, see Working With Build Tool.

Database Loader Rebuild

When mkdbs.bat executes, it also executes makeddl.bat.

Makeddl.bat rebuilds the database loader for the selected DBMS. The Build Tool uses the database loader, which is
identified as TI<dbms>DDL.EXE, when performing a build step on the database ICM module. The rebuild of the selected
DBMS database loader ensures that all DBMS-specific DLLs and EXEs are built with the same DBMS version.

The following table lists the set of executables that can be rebuilt:

File Name Loads Database Tables For
tidb2ddl.exe DB2
tiodbddl.exe ODBC
tioraddl.exe Oracle
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DBMS Stub EXEs

DBMS executable stubs support GUI applications and are rebuilt using a set of make procedures. The following table lists
the set of executable stubs that can be rebuilt:

File Name Supports Make Procedure
Stubdb2n.exe DB2 Stubdb2n.mak
Stubn.exe No DBMS (default) Stubn.mak
Stubodbn.exe ODBC Stubodbn.mak
Stuboran.exe Oracle Stuboran.mak

DBMS Stub EXE Rebuilding

Each of the stub<dbms>n.mak files is located in the %GENxx%Gen directory. Some DBMS choices, require that the
particular stub<dbms>n.mak file execute before building the application with the Build Tool.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch an MS-DOS Command window.
2. Change the current directory to the directory that contains the appropriate makefile STUB<dbms>N.MAK.
3. Run the command:

nmake  - nologo  - s -f stub<dbms>n.mak all

NOTE
The PATH, LIB, and INCLUDE environment variables must contain entries for the appropriate DBMS chosen.

Before executing any of the stub<dbms>n.mak files, you must set the appropriate environment variables for the specific
DBMS that you are working with, similar to mkdbs.bat. The following table lists the set of environment variables that are
required for each DBMS choice:

DBMS Environment Variables Description
DB2 AEDB

AEUSER (optional)
AEPASSWORD (optional)

Database to Connect to
User ID of Database to Connect to
Password of Database to Connect to

ODBC N/A
Oracle ORACLE_HOME Base Directory for Oracle

Altering the DBMS Version

To alter the DBMS version that they use with the GUI Runtimes, the following hand-edits must take place in the Windows
Runtime environment:

Follow these steps:

1. Update the appropriate make procedure stub<dbms>n.mak:
The stub<dbms>n.mak file contains a set of DBMS-specific libraries that are linked to the appropriate DBMS stub
executable supplied with Gen. This set of libraries must be updated based on the DBMS version.

2. Change the current directory to the directory that contains the appropriate makefile stub<dbms>n.mak.
3. Run stub<dbms>n.mak

The stub<dbms>n.mak procedure updates the database stub executable and rebuilds the DDL loader for the DBMS.
4. Update the Build Tool Profile:
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After adjusting the GUI Runtime environment for an alternate DBMS version, reflect the changes in the Windows Build
Tool profile before building applications. Modify the following tokens appropriately:

Token Key Value
LOC.DBLIB DBMS library path
LOC.DBPATH DBMS binary path
LOC.DBINCLUDE DBMS include path
OPT.DBLIB DBMS library filename
OPT.DBSQLLIB DBMS SQL library filename
OPT.DBPCC DBMS precompiler filename
OPT.DBPCCFLAGS DBMS precompiler flags

For more information, see Working With Build Tool.

Database Loader Rebuild

When stub<dbms>n.mak executes, it also executes makeddl.bat.

Makeddl.bat rebuilds the database loader for the selected DBMS. The Build Tool uses the database loader, which is
identified as TI<dbms>DDL.EXE, when performing a build step on the database ICM module. The rebuild of the selected
DBMS database loader ensures that all DBMS-specific .DLLs and .EXEs are built with the same DBMS version.

The following table lists the set of executables that can be rebuilt:

File Name Loads Database Tables For
tidb2ddl.exe DB2
tiodbddl.exe ODBC
tioraddl.exe Oracle

Special Considerations

The MS/SQL database loader, TIS95DDL.EXE, is no longer associated to a matching DBMS DLL or DBMS Stub EXE.
Because Microsoft no longer supports Embedded SQL; generated applications using MS/SQL as the Technical Design
can only use an ODBC access method. The database tables are still in an MS/SQL database that TIS95DDL.EXE loads.

Follow these steps:

1. Change the current directory to %GENxx%Gen\dll.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

2. Run the following:
makeddl.bat MSSQL

NOTE

You can only rebuild this executable with the currently supported version of MS/SQL or any future releases that
support SQL-DMO.

Troubleshooting for Windows IT
This article provides information for common problems that occur when using the Implementation Toolset (IT).

This section is divided into these two main sections:
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• Troubleshooting tables for AEFN, DBMS, and application execution problems
• General technical considerations

The following sections list troubleshooting information for target system implementation processes.

AEFN Troubleshooting

Problem User Action

Nothing happens after entering a transaction code. Check %AEPATH%
Check for aeenv file with trancode in %AEPATH%.
Ensure that you have execute privileges for the load module in
%AEPATH%\inqload.

OOPS OOPS OOPS ...

message when the AEFN starts.
Ensure %IEFH%\p3270key properly defines the TERM
environment variable.

Term setup file missing/wrong.

message when the AEFN starts.
Ensure that the IEFH environment variable is correctly set.
Ensure %IEFH%\p3270key properly defines the TERM
environment variable.
Ensure you have read privileges for the p3270key file.

Command not found.

Message when the AEFN starts.
Ensure that PATH includes %IEFH%.
Ensure you have execute privileges for %IEFH%\aefn.exe.

DBMS Troubleshooting

Problem User Action

Unable to connect to Oracle. Ensure that Oracle is running.
Ensure your ORACLE_SID environment variable is correctly set.

A DBMS upgrade has been performed. Ensure that the IT scripts have the correct DBMS link libraries
after upgrade.
Ensure that DBMS directory references in IT scripts are correct
after upgrade.
Ensure that pre-compilers have not changed.
Ensure mkdbs.bat was executed to update the DBMS-specific link
library Gen supplies.
Ensure that your application restarted.

The following Oracle DBMS error was received:
Invalid id/password

Ensure that the DBNAME in the target definition has connect and
resource capabilities to Oracle.

Application Execution Troubleshooting without Using the Application Execution Facility

Problem User Action

Nothing happens after entering a transaction code and. Check %AEPATH%.
Check for aeenv file with trancode in %AEPATH%.

64-bit application servers that are built with MQseries fail to start
with error "Cannot find MQICFN.DLL".

Ensure MQSeries' \bin64 directory is in PATH, and MQSeries'
\lib64 directory is in LIB.
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Receive "733 - Allocation Abend" when starting 64-bit application
server using the TE.

Prepend %GENxx%Gen\amd64 to PATH. By default PATH
includes %GENxx%Gen, but not the \amd64 folder used by 64-bit
applications.

When executing 64-bit server application in command window,
user receives error window stating.
"<executable> - Application Error. The application was unable to
start correctly (0xc000007b)."

Prepend %GENxx%Gen\amd64 to PATH. By default PATH
includes %GENxx%Gen, but not the \amd64 folder used by 64-bit
applications.

Diagram Trace Utility Troubleshooting

The following table provides troubleshooting information regarding use of the Diagram Trace Utility with applications that
are generated with trace enabled:

Problem User Action

Application runs without communicating with the Diagram Trace
Utility.

Ensure that the following environment variables are uncommented
and set in the application.ini file:
TRACE_ENABLE
TRACE_HOST
TRACE_PORT
Ensure that the environment variable AEPATH is set correctly
when running your application through the AEFN.
Ensure that the Diagram Trace Utility started.
Ensure that the Diagram Trace Utility has at least one breakpoint
set or has the preference Suspend on initial entry selected.
When neither are set, it appears as if the application is not
communicating with the Diagram Trace Utility.

General Technical Tips

These general tips help reduce problems:

• It is important to adhere to guidelines for software version requirements, for example, DBMS and C versions.
• Separate AEPATH paths and directories with a semicolon (;), not a colon (:).
• When generating a cooperative application, generate the client and server separately even if the client and server are

targeting the same machine.

Application Versioning for Windows IT
This topic provides the following information about application versioning for Windows IT:

Applications that are built on the Windows platform contain a set of version properties that can be set when the application
is linked. The Implementation Toolset includes a set of files to link this version information into the applications generated
with Gen, particularly GUI DLLs, Block-mode and Server EXEs, Cascade DLLs, and 0perations library DLLs.

This version information is visible in the Gen generated DLLs or EXEs Properties window in the Version tab as shown in
the following illustration:
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To modify the version information displayed for Gen generated applications, the following files are delivered:

generic.rc
-- This is a Windows Resource file, containing several resource definitions that are utilized by the Resource
Compiler. When linked into the Gen generated application, the fields available within the Version tab of the
Properties Dialog are populated.

application.h
-- This header file provides a set of #define macros that are then used by the resource definitions provided in the
generic.rc file. This file can be customized.
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applno.bat
-- This Windows batch procedure is executed during the building of a Gen generated application, and is
responsible for incrementing an application build count and refreshing the application’s build timestamp. The
results of the build count and timestamp are stored in an application specific header file that is also made
available to the generic.rc file.

How Application Versioning Works

When an application is built for the first time, 2 files are copied and/or created as part of the application build. These files
are then used repeatedly when rebuilds of the same application occur. Each of these files are explained below:

application.h
Application.h contains a number of #defines that refer to fields displayed through the Version tab of the Properties
window. The customer can edit the #defines in this file to customize their application's version information.
The first time an application is built, the master version of application.h is copied from the Gen installation
directory into the model directory. After this file is copied, it can be modified in order to customize particular
version information for all future builds.

*_buildver.h
The first time an application is built, a new header file is generated to contain a build count and the current
timestamp. These values are used to refer to fields also being displayed through the Version tab of the Properties
window. Each time the application is rebuilt, the build count is incremented, and the timestamp is updated. This
file must only be modified to set the build count to a specific numeric value.
There is one copy of this file for each application being built.

When an application build occurs, applno.bat will read the existing *_buildver.h file, increment the build count, and then
rewrite this file with the updated build count and timestamp. The resource file generic.rc, which contains #includes
statements for application.h and *_buildver.h, is then compiled and linked into the application. The version information that
is contained in these header files are now loaded as resources in the application.

After an application has been built, you can observe the version information in the Version tab from the Properties dialog.

The following table lists the fields displayed in the Version tab of the Properties window for a customer application, with a
mapping to the #defines and the header file they are in. There are two sections in the Version tab:

The top section contains three fields:

Displayed Field Description of Field Mapped #define Header Stored In 

File Version File version of Product, in the
format X.X.X.X, appended by
the incremented application
build number. The starting value
is “1.0.0.1”

PRODUCT_VERSION2,
BUILDVERS2

application.h and *_buildver.h

Description Description of application CG_FILEDESCRIPTION application.h

Copyright Copyright information LEGAL_COPYRIGHT application.h

The lower section contains a group box titled “Other Version Information” and contains the following fields:

Field Description Mapped # Defines Where Found 

Comments Can be used for any reason COMMENTS application.h

Company Company Name COMPANY_NAME application.h
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File Version File version of file, in the
format X.X.X, appended by the
incremented application build
number. The starting value is
"1.0.000001"

FILE_VERSION, BUILDVERS application.h and *_buildver.h

Internal Name Internal Project name CG_INTERNALNAME application.h

Language Language of application CG_LANGID application.h

Legal Trademarks Trademark information LEGAL_TRADEMARKS application.h

Original Filename Name of File CG_ORIGINALFILENAME application.h

Private Build Description Timestamp of latest build of
application

BUILDTIME *_buildver.h

Product Name Name of Product PRODUCT_NAME application.h

Product Version Product version string, in format
"X.X.X". The starting value is
"1.0.0"

PRODUCT_VERSION application.h

Special Build Description Reserved for PTF numbering CG_PTFNUMBER application.h

The following example demonstrates the results of using application versioning. The application.h file has been modified
as follows:

#include "ptfs.h"

#define COMMENTS "My Comments\0" 

#define COMPANY_NAME "My Company\0" 

#define FILE_VERSION "3.1.0\0" 

#define LEGAL_COPYRIGHT "Copyright Info\0" 

#define LEGAL_TRADEMARKS "Trademark Info\0" 

#define PRODUCT_NAME "My Product\0" 

#define CG_FILEDESCRIPTION PRODUCT_NAME 

#define PRODUCT_VERSION "2.1.0\0" 

#define PRODUCT_VERSION2 2,1,0 

#define CG_INTERNALNAME "Alpha\0" 

#define CG_ORIGINALFILENAME "File.Ext\0" 

#define CG_PTFNUMBER "\0" 

Also in this example we have built the G125 application four times. The G125_buildver.h file will reflect the following
values:

#define BUILDTIME “Thu 7/29/2010  09:09 AM”

#ifdef BUILDVERS

#undef BUILDVERS

#endif

#ifdef BUILDVERS2

#undev BUILDVERS2

#endif

#define BUILDVERS "00004" 

#define BUILDVERS2 00004 

The following illustration displays the Version tab of the Properties dialog for the G125.DLL just built:
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Using the Application.ini File
The application.ini file stores application-specific environment variables in a 'token=value' pairing, similar to the
GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini file. Gen delivers this initialization file with the C Runtime in the Gen install directory
%GENxx%Gen. When a C application is built using the Build Tool, this file is copied, only once, into the model's source
directory (referred to by the profile token LOC.CODE_SRC). This copy of the application.ini file is customizable by the
user, and will not be overridden.
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When a C application executes, including Windows applications, cooperative applications, and blockmode applications,
the C Runtime library opens and reads the application.ini file in the source directory of the model, and sets uncommented
environment variables in the application.

Environment Variables in the Application.ini File

The application.ini file contains a set of commented environment variables. To use these environment variables, remove
the comment from the variable (";") and modify the value.

The application.ini contains the following environment variables:

Environment Variable Description Default

TRACE_ENABLE Enables communications with the Diagram
Trace Utility.

1

TRACE_HOST Defines the Windows system running the
Diagram Trace Utility.

Localhost

TRACE_PORT Defines the port on which the Diagram
Trace Utility listens.

4567

NOTE
To use the Diagram Trace Utility, generate the C application with 'Trace Enabled'.

Rebuildable DLL and EXE Build Counts
As part of the Windows IT installation, the following DLLs and EXEs are delivered and are rebuildable by the customer:

• User Exits
• DBMS DLLs
• DBMS Loader EXEs
• Dialect DLLs

To help identify whether one of these files has been rebuilt, Gen increases a build counter that is visible on the Version
tab of the Properties dialog. This feature is similar to that of Application Versioning, but with limited resource property
modifications.

When delivered, the DLLs and EXEs that are rebuildable already have a number of fields that are populated in the Version
tab. These fields remain unchanged when rebuilds occur, to identify the file that was delivered.

A few fields that are now modified when a customer rebuilds one of these files, which aid in identifying a rebuild are
present.

The typical Version tab of the Properties dialog from a delivered rebuildable DLL or EXE looks like the following (using the
GUI Runtime User Exit DLL wre850n.dll as an example):
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As you can see from the graphic, several of the fields are already populated with Gen specific information: File Version,
Description, and Copyright are viewable at the moment (other fields are not currently focused on and therefore not
visible).

While keeping most of these fields ‘as is’ when delivered to continue to identify the DLL or EXE, two of the fields can be
used to identify that the customer has rebuilt a particular DLL or EXE.
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Upon the completion of a rebuild of one of these DLLs or EXEs, the Version tab of the Properties Dialog has the following
two fields modified:

Comments: Contains “Rebuilt by User. Build Number XXX”.
Private Build Description: Contains timestamp of rebuild

The field “Comments” contains a three digit build number that is incremented each time this particular DLL or EXE is
rebuilt.

NOTE
There are no changes that are required by the customer to use this feature.

Once again using the GUI Runtime User Exit DLL wre850n.dll as an example, the Version tab of the Properties dialog
looks like this:
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From this illustration above, the only noticeable difference is the value in the Comment six times.

The list of Windows IT DLLs and EXEs that supports the modified fields upon a customer rebuild include:

DLL or EXE Description Rebuild Procedure
aecdb2n.dll Server Db2 Dll mkdbs.bat
aecodbn.dll Server ODBC Dll mkdbs.bat
aecoran.dll Server Oracle Dll mkdbs.bat
aefsecex.exe Security Exit mksecex.bat
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aeuexitn.dll Server User Exits mkexits.bat
{dialect}cn.dll All GUI Dialect Global Database

Information Container Dlls
mkdialn.bat

{dialect}guin.dll All GUI Message Table Dlls mkdialn.bat
stubn.exe GUI NoDBMS Stub stubn.mak
stubdb2n.exe GUI Db2 Stub stubdb2n.mak
stubodbn.exe GUI ODBC Stub stubodbn.mak
stuboran.exe GUI Oracle Stub stuboran.mak
ti{dbms}ddl.exe All DDL loader EXEs makeddl.bat
wren.dll GUI Runtime User Exits mkexitsn.bat
cmicxn.dll Client Manager User Exit ccmexit.nt
ecicxn.dll ECI User Exit ceciexit.nt
eciv2cxn.dll ECI V2 User Exit ceciv2ex.nt
mqscxn.dll MQ Series Client User Exit cmqsexit.nt
csuvnn.dll CSU Version User Exit csuglvn.nt
tcpcxn.dll TCP User Exit ctcpexit.nt
tcpuxn.dll TCP I/O User Exit inetipux.nt
eciuxn.dll ECI I/O User Exit ioeciux.nt
rscuxn.dll RSC I/O User Exit iorscux.nt
prexn.dll C Proxy User Exit proxyxit.nt
mqssxn.dll MQ Series Server User Exit smqsexit.nt
iefdirn.dll Directory Services User Exit iefdirn.mak
decren.dll CM/CB Decrytion User Exit makedecr.bat
ciden.dll Conversion Instance Data User Exit makecid.bat
cbmsg{dialect}n.dll All CB Message Dlls for Dialects cbw32\custom.bat
cmmsg{dialect}n.dll All CM Message Dlls for Dialects cmw32\custom.bat
wscxn.dll Web Services User Exit cwsexit.nt

NOTE
User Exits are documented in detail in User Exit References.

z/OS Implementation Toolset
This section describes how you can configure, use, and maintain the Gen Implementation Toolset (IT) on a z/OS platform.
This information is intended for individuals that configure the Implementation Toolset on the target host, manage the target
host test applications, and install the generated applications that execute in the z/OS host environment.

The Gen Implementation Toolset (or IT) supports the installation of COBOL-constructed applications that execute under z/
OS accessing DB2 databases. References to DB2 in this section refer to DB2 UDB for z/OS.

The information in this section is intended for those with a working knowledge of and existing TSO/ISPF system data sets,
and a basic understanding of programming and using model-based development tools.

NOTE
For additional information, see Workstation Construction. 

The section describes the following information:
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Runtime Changes

Gen z/OS Runtime includes a multi-language execution environment made up of C, COBOL, and Assembler code. This
section is an extract of the Release Summary documents since AllFusion Gen r7 that summarizes the z/OS Runtime
changes in those releases.

With the Gen 8.6 release, the z/OS COBOL runtimes are compiled with COBOL V5.1.1 and require runtime support for
Enterprise COBOL V5. You may need to apply IBM PTFs to the Language Environment for the runtime support. The
applied job will fail with linkedit errors if the IBM PTFs are not applied. See Release Notes for more information.

PDSEs

The AllFusion Gen r7 runtimes were converted to Program Objects and must reside in a PDSE library, a data set type of
LIBRARY. The installation jobs included with the Implementation Toolset create PDSE data sets for Gen CEHBPLD0 and
CEHBPLD1 libraries.

Since the generated code also became Program Objects, when you use the Business System data sets specified for
NCAL, Executable and RI Trigger Load modules and Compatibility libraries must be PDSEs. When you create Gen user
exits using the DYNAM(DLL) option, the External System Load Libraries containing these user exit modules must also be
PDSEs. When using the External Action Block and Compatibility External Action Block libraries, they must be PDSEs.

C Runtime DLLs and Code Page Customization

The C runtimes were converted to IBM C and became LE conformant in AllFusion Gen r7. Since applications created
by the releases of AllFusion Gen earlier than release 7 cannot use these new C runtime modules, Gen includes new
runtimes, TIRCRUNC for CICS and TIRCRUNI for IMS.

User modifications to the code page translation routines require using the TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI Dynamic Runtime
modules. Gen includes a sample utility, MKCRUN, to facilitate making user modifications to TIRCRUNC and TIRCRUNI.

LE Changes

In AllFusion Gen r7.5, the z/OS runtime was updated to full IBM LE conformance. The runtimes use the standard LE call
interface, which reduces the complexity of the runtime code. The runtimes are fully re-entrant and threadsafe, to enhance
the reliability and performance of the runtime and the generated applications they support.

Gen runtimes exploit LE storage management within the assembler routines, eliminating the need to frequently call
GETMAIN and FREEMAIN, reducing CPU usage for runtime modules in certain generated applications, such as batch
jobs. Gen's C and COBOL runtimes changed to use similar functionality.

Migrating the Gen Assembler code to LE functionality decreased the number of OS storage calls, decreasing CPU use
when a generated application invokes Assembler runtime functions. The benefit of this change depends on LE heap and
stack settings and how each generated application uses these runtimes, as block mode, batch, or a distributed processing
server.

Assembler and COBOL Runtime DLLs

Converting C runtime to IBM C and using DLLs in AllFusion Gen r7 enabled dynamic linking support to COBOL and
Assembler AllFusion Gen runtimes. This was completed in AllFusion Gen r7.5.

Gen implements most Assembler and COBOL runtimes as DLLs. Since these runtimes are dynamically loaded, multiple
processes share a single copy of the runtime, significantly decreasing the overall load module size for a Gen applications.
AllFusion Gen r7.5 improved serviceability from earlier releases by letting you update the runtime without requiring
statically linking the maintenance items into every generated application. Maintenance applied to a DLL is available to all
generated applications that use the DLL.
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TSOAE

Broadcom implemented the TSOAE environment used by the z/OS IT and the Application Test Facility as a 31-bit, LE-
compliant application in AllFusion Gen r7.5. The use of 24-bit storage was changed to be limited to those TSO and I/O
functions that require addressing below the 16-MB line. This version of TSOAE provides virtual storage constraint relief for
testing and implementing large Gen applications within TSO and batch.

Application Migration

There are different application migration requirements depending on the Gen release that the application is migrating from
and the type of linkage the application uses to invoke the various components of that application.

z/OS Implementation Toolset Components

The Implementation Toolset (IT) is a collection of tools to construct, test, and maintain a Gen-generated application. The
IT includes the following parts:

• Application Execution Facility
• Installation Tool
• Application Test Facility
• Background Utility
• Runtime Routines

All IT components are installed on the target computer as shown in the following illustration:
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Application Execution Facility

The Application Execution Facility (IEFAE) is an interface between the operating system environment and the user.
The IEFAE is a teleprocessing (TP) monitor to execute a Gen application on a target system. Block mode applications
developed with Gen can run under IEFAE, CICS, or IMS.

Installation Tool

The Installation Tool performs the following functions to install code and database components on the target computer:

• Splits up the Implementation Package (IP) into component source members

NOTE
Remote file is interchangeable with Implementation Package (IP). Gen documentation and screens might use
remote file or Implementation Package.

• Generates a command procedure from the control information found in the IP
• Populates libraries and directories with components from the IP.

Use the Installation Tool to perform the following actions:

• Store, configure, and install applications on a target system. These applications are created using the remote files
created on the Gen code generation platform.

• Create and install load modules (LM) contained in remote files that were split into components. This is useful during
diagram testing and when changes made to one application component forces reinstallation of other components.

• Set up and maintain one or more target configurations on one or more target systems.
• Load scripts to use during application installation, view the available scripts, and view the actual values assigned to the

script tokens.

Application Test Facility

Use the Application Test Facility to test a Gen-generated application by interactively stepping through the action diagrams.

Background Utility

The background utility is a TSO function to run JCL, process multiple command procedures, and continue to access the
terminal at the same time.

Runtime Routines

Runtime routines are programs that perform low-level functions such as the following:

• Accessing the runtime profile database (RPROF table)
• Parsing unformatted input
• Formatting screen output

The Gen runtime exploits LE storage management, is LE conformant, fully re-entrant, and threadsafe. Most of
the Gen runtimes are implemented as DLLs so multiple Gen applications share a single copy.

Installation Process Overview

To install a Gen-generated application in a z/OS environment, follow these steps:

• Load the scripts
• Define the target environment
• Transfer the implementation package
• Complete the construction of code
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Load the Scripts

A script contains the specific commands to compile and link steps for the IP. Scripts use tokens to represent the variable
elements of the MAKE command procedure. The IT interprets the script and replaces the tokens with information about
the remote file to produce a complete command procedure.

You must load the scripts before defining the target configuration.

Define the Target Configuration

Specify all the variable elements of the target system operating environment, including the operating system,
programming language, database management system (DBMS), screen format type, and teleprocessing monitor used for
implementation.

The target configuration must be defined before construction of the executable code can occur on the target system.

Transfer Implementation Packages

Transfer the Implementation Packages (IPs) from the workstation to the mainframe host using the file transfer system of
your choice.

This function occurs outside the Gen environment. If you are unsure how to transfer IPs, contact your system
administrator.

Complete the Construction of Code

Complete the construction of the Gen-generated code by installing the executable code and application database on the
target system using these processes:

• Process the DDL IP to create the application database.
• Process the cascade IP to create the Referential Integrity (RI) trigger routines.
• Process the load module IPs to create executable load modules.

Process the DDL IP

The DDL IP is registered in the IT configuration database and the install control module (ICM) is split from the DDL.The
DDL is executable as it exists. No compilation or linking is required and script processing is not involved.

Process the Cascade IP

Referential Integrity (RI) trigger IPs are named CASCADE.RMT on the workstation where they are constructed. They are
named TIUPREF.IEF.CASCADE.TIUSUFX on the host system. When the RI trigger IP is transferred to the target system,
you can assign it a different name.

NOTE
Processing is not based on the IP name containing the word CASCADE.

TIUPREF and TIUSUFX are installation variables specified during Gen installation. TIUPREF is usually the user ID, but
does not have to be. TIUSUFX is usually null and is not required.

The RI trigger routines are compiled and placed in a library. They are available to be linked into individual load modules as
needed when installing the load modules.

Process the Load Module

Processing the load module IPs creates executable load modules.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Register and validate the IP for the specified target environment.
2. Split the IP into its components and delete the IP when the delete option is selected.
3. Compose the load module MAKE file.
4. Execute the load module MAKE file.
5. Install the load module.

These steps can be automated through the IP Action menu or selectively performed through the Detailed IP Action menu.

Register and Validate the IP

During IP registration, the Installation Tool validates the contents of the IP. Validation includes:

• Ensuring that the operating system, DBMS, language, teleprocessing monitor, and screen type selections in the ICM
match those in the target configuration.

• Placing information about the generated source elements into the configuration database

Split the IP

After validation, the Installation Tool splits the IP into components and stores them in appropriate directory locations for
the target configuration definition. If you requested to delete the IP after it is split, the source IP file is deleted from the
original location.

NOTE
In the z/OS environment, you can generate a load module or RI trigger IP with one teleprocessing monitor
selection and test that IP using a different teleprocessing monitor. Keep the original IP to install in more than
one target configuration without requiring regeneration. If you turn on the trace facility when generating the
load module, the additional code that implements trace can cause inconsistent results when installing the load
module for IMS or CICS.

Compose the Load Module MAKE File

After the IP is split, a command procedure, often called a MAKE procedure, is created to control the build step for the
IP, that is the compile, link, and, if necessary, bind. When invoked, the MAKE procedure compiles source code into load
libraries, then links to the appropriate libraries to create the executable programs.

The MAKE file is built using the script associated with the target configuration where the generated application is to reside.
The appropriate tokens in the script are replaced with specific information about the components to install and the location
of those components after installation.

Execute the Load Module MAKE File

Before executing the MAKE file to install any load module IPs, you must perform the following tasks:

• Resolve all external action blocks
• Install the DDL IP for the application
• Install the RI trigger IP for the application

After the MAKE file executes, the resulting components are stored in the locations specified for that target configuration.

Install the Load Module

When installing the application in the IEFAE environment, the Application Execution Environment (AEENV) file, called the
tranmap file, contains the transaction codes, called trancodes, that allow the IEFAE and the Application Test Facility to
identify each load module in the target configuration. These transaction codes allow access to any load module installed in
that target configuration.

The Installation Tool automatically updates the tranmap file with the transaction codes for the load modules installed,
making the application immediately accessible through the IEFAE.
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When installing the executable in the IEFAE environment, additional command files are built that allow access to the
application using any clear screen trancode. Gen runtime DLLs must also be made available to the IEFAE environment
where the application is being tested.

The tranmap (AEENV) file is not created if the load module is to be installed in CICS or IMS.

When installing the application in the CICS environment, you must define all program names and trancodes to CICS by
updating the CICS program and table definitions. When installing the application in the IMS environment, you must define
all program names and trancodes to IMS using the IMS TRANSACT and APPLCTN macros.

NOTE
For sample table definitions for Gen-generated applications and information about the runtimes required to
execute the application in CICS or IMS, see Install Gen on z/OS.

In the z/OS environment, the load module that results from the final link-edit is stored in the EXE loadlib location. Ensure
that the EXE loadlibs are created as PDSE (DSNtype=library) data sets. You can specify the EXE loadlibs during target
configuration construction at the target, model, and business system levels. At least one of these loadlibs is required. The
search order is business system, model, and last target level.

NOTE
The Impl loadlib is no longer populated. The copy from the EXE loadlib to the Impl loadlib has been removed.

Load the Scripts
This article provides information that describes loading the scripts. Loading scripts is the first step in configuring the target
system.

After the scripts are loaded, you can view the contents of the scripts and the tokens that are contained in the scripts.

It is not necessary to view the scripts or tokens before configuring the target. You can view scripts and tokens when you
want, or choose not to view them at all.

This section provides specific instructions for:

• Loading scripts
• Viewing contents of scripts
• Viewing the tokens in the scripts

To select options in menus, type the option number in the blank next to the left of the first option and press Enter.

Navigating Through the Toolset

Use the Installation Tool Utilities Menu to perform the functions that are associated with loading scripts:
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Option 1: Token Decomposition List
Displays the tokens in the scripts.

Option 2: Load Script Utility
Loads the scripts included with the IT.

Option 3: Show Script Details
Displays the contents of the scripts after they are loaded.

Option 4: Delete Script
Removes the script.

Press F12 to return to the Access Utilities menu.

What is a Script

Scripts are tokenized command procedures that are interpreted by the IT to create executable compile and link
procedures. A script contains all the specific commands necessary to perform the compile, link, and bind for the
Implementation Package (IP). The IT installation process copies the scripts from the distribution media to your system.

Each target configuration is associated with a script that specifies one of each of the following:
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• The DBMS, DB2
• The application language, COBOL
• A teleprocessing monitor, IEFAE, CICS, or IMS
• The screen format type, MAPPED or BYPASS

The IT contains a set of valid basic scripts for your specific operating environment that can be installed as is or
customized by a system administrator.

During the installation of an IP, the IT interprets the script and replaces the tokens with information about the IP and
produces a MAKE file with information from the configuration database. The IT submits the MAKE file for execution.

Supplied Scripts

There are two scripts that are supplied with the IT and located in the CEHBSAMP library:

• a load module script called TIXMVSLM
• an RI trigger script called TIXMVSRI

A pair of script files, one for the load module and one for the RI trigger, must be loaded for every combination of script
parameters that are supported at your site. For example, if CICS/DB2, and IEFAE/DB2 are the target configuration for
your site, you must load a pair of CICS scripts, that is LM and RI scripts, for DB2, and a pair of IEFAE scripts for DB2.

The scripts that are supplied with the IT support all valid combinations of target configuration.

Before You Begin Loading Scripts

Before you load the scripts, verify that the following requirements are met:

• The IT components are installed on your target system
• The locations for the components that are specified in this section are determined
• You are logged on to your system with proper security privileges
• The IT is running with the Installation Tool window displayed

Loading Scripts

Follow these steps:

1. In the Installation Tool window, type 4 to select Option 4:Access Utilities Menu and press Enter.
Gen displays the Utilities Menu.

2. Type 2 to select Option 2: Load Script Utility and press Enter.
The Load Script screen displays.

3. With the Load Script screen displayed, tab to the Load Module Script Name field. Type the logical name of the load
module script. The name can be up to 32 characters long. For example, CICS script.

4. Tab to the Load Module Script Data Set field. Type the name of the CEHBSAMP of the IT enclosed in quotes.
5. Tab to the Load Module Script Member field. Type TIXMVSLM.
6. Tab to the RI Trigger Script Name field. Type the logical name of the RI trigger script. The name can be up to 32

characters. For example, RI Trigger script for CICS.
7. Tab to the RI Trigger Script Data Set field. Type the name of the CEHBSAMP of the IT enclosed in quotes.
8. Tab to the RI Trigger Script Member field. Type TIXMVSRI.
9. Tab to the Description field. Type a text description of the script files. For example, Distributed script files for CICS.

This optional field is for informational purposes only.
10. Tab to the Language field. Use the default value COBOL.
11. Tab to the DBMS field. Your choice is: DB2.
12. Tab to the TP Monitor field. Type the teleprocessing monitor to be used with this script configuration. Your choices are:

IEFAE, IMS, or CICS.
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13. Tab to the Screen Format field. This is the blockmode format of the Gen application to be installed by this script. Your
choices are:
– BYPASS - For use with IEFAE, IMS, and CICS applications
– MAPPED - For use with IMS only

14. Tab to the Hardware Platform field. This optional field is for informational purposes only.
15. Tab to the OS field. The default value of MVS is correct.
16. Tab to the USER ID field. This is the TSO ID of the current user. This optional field is for informational purposes only.
17. Accept the default values for the Directive, Token, and Comment Delimiters fields.
18. Confirm the data that you entered is correct. Press the Enter key to initiate the load. When the load is complete, the

system displays the following message:
Processing has completed normally

You have two options at this point:
– Load more scripts. Repeat Steps 3 through 18.
– Define the target configuration. Press F3 to display the Installation Tool window. For more information about

defining the target configuration, see Defining the Target Configuration.

Viewing Scripts

Before you can view scripts from the Show Script Screen, you must first load the scripts from the Load Script Screen. The
Show Script Screen is a view-only screen.

To view scripts

With the Installation Tool window displayed, select Option 4 (Access Utilities Menu) by typing a 4 in the blank to the left of
Option 1 and press Enter to display the Utilities Menu.

Select Option 3 (Show Script Details) by typing a 3 in the blank to the left of Option 1 and press Enter. The Show Script
screen is displayed.

Select the script to view using one of these methods:

• Tab to the Script Name field and type the name of the script to view (for example, CICS script). Press Enter to display
the script.

• Press F5 to scroll alphabetically through a list of scripts that have already been loaded.

With the correct script displayed, press F4 to display the Show Script Lines screen. This screen displays the script on a
line-by-line basis. Use the F7 and F8 keys to scroll forward and backward through the script lines.

Press F3 to display the Installation Tool window.

Press F15 to display the IT window.

Viewing Tokens

You can view tokens at five different levels. To view tokens at the target level, enter the name of the selected target (or
locate the name in the alphabetical listing of targets). Leave the rest of the fields blank.

Each level of tokens below the target level depends on the level above it for its identity. (For example, there can be a
model that is named ORDERS in both TARGET A and TARGET B) To make sure that you are viewing the correct version
of the ORDERS model, the target name must be specified with the model name. This type of relationship occurs at
the business system level, the load module definition level, and the load module member level. For more information,
see Customizing Scripts and User Exits.

Follow these steps:

1. With the Installation Tool window displayed, select Option 4 Access Utilities Menu by typing 4 in the blank to the left of
Option 1 and pressing Enter.
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2. With the Utilities Menu displayed, select Option 1 Token Decomposition List by typing 1 in the blank to the left of
Option 1 and pressing Enter. The Decomposition Report screen is displayed.

3. From the Decomposition Report screen, display the Token that you want:
– Type the name of the components whose tokens that you want to view and press Enter.
– Scroll alphabetically through the token database until the correct token is displayed.

4. Tab to the Target Name field. Press F4. The Selection List screen is displayed. Type a / next to the target that you want
and press Enter. The Decomposition Report screen is displayed.

5. Tab to the Model Name field. Press F4. The Selection List screen is displayed. Type a / next to the model that you
want and press Enter. The Decomposition Report screen is displayed.

6. Tab to the Bussys Name field. Press F4. The Selection List screen is displayed. Type a / next to the business system
that you want and press Enter. The Decomposition Report screen is displayed.

7. Tab to the LM Def Name field. Press F4. The LM Def Definition List screen is displayed. Type a / next to the LM
Definition that you want and press Enter. The Decomposition Report screen is displayed.

8. Tab to the LM Mem Name field. Press F4. The LM Mem Definition List screen is displayed. Type a / next to the LM
Mem Name that you want and press Enter. The Decomposition Report screen is displayed.
When you have selected a set of elements that have tokens that are associated with them, the columns in the bottom
portion of the screen provide information about the first five tokens in the list. If there are more than five tokens for
this element, scroll forward through the list by pressing F7 and scroll backward through the list by pressing F8. The
following table describes the columns at the bottom of the screen that contain information on the tokens that are
associated with the selected elements.

Column Name Description

Type This is the token type. Values are:
- LIB
- LOC
- LMD
- LMM
- TAR
- MOD
- BUS
- OPT

Token Name/ Value Field This is the name of the token, and the value field indicating the
replacement string for that token. This replacement string is the
value that is substituted into the MAKE procedure in place of the
token name when an IP is installed.

Seq # This is the sequence number for the token when there is more
than one token occurrence for a given type.

1. Press F3 to display the Installation Tool window.
2. Press F15 to display the IT window.

Define the Target Configuration
The Implementation Toolset can install applications and build databases on different target platforms. This section
describes how you can define the target platform. This process is called target configuration.
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The functions associated with defining a target configuration are performed through Option 3 - Maintain Configuration
Information - on the Implementation Toolset window.

Before you configure a target, you must:

• Make sure the Implementation Toolset components are installed on your target system.
• Determine the locations for the components specified in this section.
• Be logged on to your system with the proper security privileges.
• Make sure the Implementation Toolset is running and the Installation Tool window is displayed.
• Make sure the scripts have been loaded.
• Member TIXIVPLB in the Implementation Toolset JCL library can be used to allocate the libraries. Note that the

NCALLOAD, EXELOAD, RINCAL, NCALC, RINCALC, RIEXEC, BATCHLIB, DSNULIB, RIBATLIB, and RIDSULIB
libraries are allocated as PDSE (DSNtype=library). Review the JCL, make the necessary changes, and submit the job.

Defining target configuration includes information found in the following topics:

  

Target Definition

This section shows you how to perform the following functions:

• Add a target
• Duplicate a target
• Modify a target
• Delete a target
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Add a Target

 Follow these steps: 

1. With the Implementation Toolset window displayed, select Option 1. The Installation Tool window is displayed.
2. Select Option 3, Maintain Configuration Information. The Select Script List screen is displayed.

NOTE
The Select Script screen displays automatically when a target configuration does not exist. After a target is
configured, the Select Script screen is replaced with the Selection List screen.

3. Select the script that you want to associate with the target configuration and press Enter. The Target Definition screen
is displayed.

4. Tab to the Target field. Type a logical name for the target configuration you are defining.
5. Tab to the Desc field. This information field is used to further define the logical name specific in the Target field (Step

4).
6. For DB2 scripts, tab to the DB2Sys field and type the DB2 subsystem ID. This is used during DDL installation and DB2

bind steps.
7. Tab to the Target Test Facility field. Select YES or NO. Selecting YES causes all applications installed into this

environment to be installed under the Application Test Facility. DSNULI support is not supported for applications
targeting TSO Test Facility.

8. Tab to the DSNULI Support field. Select YES or NO. Select YES to enable support for DB2 universal call attach
(DSNULI) which is used when linking applications dynamically for CICS or TSO Batch (JES). This option is not
supported for IMS or TSOAE applications.

9. Tab to the RI DSNULI Support field. Select YES or NO. Select YES to enable support for DB2 universal call attach
(DSNULI) which is used when linking RI Triggers dynamically for CICS or TSO Batch (JES). This option is not
supported for RI Triggers for IMS or TSOAE applications.

10. Press Enter to add the Target. The system responds with the message:
Processing has completed normally

11. Press F5 to display the Specify Locations screen. This screen is used to specify target level data sets for the different
components of the target environment. For a description of locations, usage, and data set attributes, use the following
table.

 Contents of File  Usage  Data Set Attributes 
source Lib Contains generated source split from

Implementation Packages (IPs).
PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

Ncal Load Lib* Contains unresolved load modules output
from compile process.

PO, RECFM=U, LRECL=0,
BLKSIZE=19069, DSNTYPE=LIBRARY

Exe Load Lib* Contains fully resolved executable load
modules.

PO, RECFM=U, LRECL=0,
BLKSIZE=19069, DSNTYPE=LIBRARY

Impl Load Lib* Not used PO, RECFM=U, LRECL=0,
BLKSIZE=19069, DSNTYPE=LIBRARY

DBRM Lib Contains DBRMs created by the DB2 pre-
compiler.

PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

Inst Ctl Lib Contains load module ICMs split from IPs. PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

Listing Lib Contains compiler listings (optional). PO, RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133,
BLKSIZE=13300

Clist Lib Contains generated MAKE procedures. PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

Tranmap File The IEFAE file that associates trancodes to
load modules.

PS, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920
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Appl Clist Lib Contains generated commands to invoke
an application under IEFAE (one command
for each clear screen trancode).

PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

MFS Source Lib Contains generated MFS code split from
IPs.

PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

Bndctl Lib Contains binder control cards information.
It is a copy of SYSLIN DD used during
linkedit.

PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

Batch JCL Lib Reserved. PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

Idcams Ctl Lib Contains IDCAMS control statements split
from DDL IPs.

PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

DDL Lib Contains DDL statements split from DDL
IPs.

PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

RI Source Lib Contains source code for RI triggers split
from RI trigger IPs.

PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE-27920

RI Load Lib* Contains NCAL load modules created by
compiling RI triggers.

PO, RECFM=U, LRECL=0,
BLKSIZE=19069, DSNTYPE=LIBRARY

RI DBRM Lib Contains DBRMs for RI triggers. PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

RI Listing Lib Contains compiler listings for RI trigger
modules.

PO, RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133,
BLKSIZE=13300

RI Exec Lib* Contains executable RI load modules for
fully resolved RI load modules.

PO, RECFM=U, LRECL=0,
BLKSIZE=19069, DSNTYPE=LIBRARY

RI Bndctl Lib Contains binder control cards information
for RI Triggers.

PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

Batch Exec Lib* Contains executable Batch load modules
for fully resolved dynamic and/or z/OS
library load modules.

PO, RECFM=U, LRECL=0,
BLKSIZE=19069, DSNTYPE=LIBRARY

Batch Bndctl Contains binder control cards information
for dynamic and z/OS library modules
linked for batch processing.

PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

Batch RI Lib* Contains executable Batch Dynamic RI
Trigger load module.

PO, RECFM=U, LRECL=0,
BLKSIZE=19069, DSNTYPE=LIBRARY

Batch RI Bctl Contains binder control cards information
for dynamic RI Trigger modules linked for
batch processing.

PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

DSNULI Exec Lib* Contains executable load modules for fully
resolved dynamic and/or z/OS library load
modules when DSNULI support is enabled.

PO, RECFM=U, LRECL=0,
BLKSIZE=19069, DSNTYPE=LIBRARY

DSNULI Bctl Lib Contains binder control cards information
for dynamic and z/OS library modules when
DSNULI support is enabled.

PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920

DSNULI RI Lib* Contains dynamic RI Trigger executable
load module when RI DSNULI support is
enabled.

PO, RECFM=U, LRECL=0,
BLKSIZE=19069, DSNTYPE=LIBRARY

DSNULI RI Bctl Contains binder control cards information
for dynamic RI Trigger modules when RI
DSNULI support is enabled.

PO, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,
BLKSIZE=27920
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Static LIST Lib Contains compiler listings (optional) created
for Action Blocks statically linked into
Compatibility modules.

PO, RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133,
BLKSIZE=13300

Static RI NCAL* Contains NCAL load modules created
by compiling RI triggers with the NODLL
option so that the triggers can be used by
Compatibility modules.

PO, RECFM=U, LRECL=0,
BLKSIZE=19069, DSNTYPE=LIBRARY

Static RI LIST Contains compiler listings for RI trigger
modules created for the NODLL compile.

PO, RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133,
BLKSIZE=13300

Static Ext Ab* The maximum of 12 load libraries
containing external action blocks created
by compiling with the NODLL option so that
they can be used by Compatibility modules.

PO, RECFM=U, LRECL=0,
BLKSIZE=19069, DSNTYPE=LIBRARY

 * Data set must be created as a PDSE (DSNtype=library) data set.

NOTE
A data set name can be up to 44 characters long. Quotes are required. Data set name validation is not
performed. All data sets must be created outside the Installation Tool. Data set names can be deleted or
changed by overwriting the existing values.

• Press Enter to process the changes. The system responds with the following message:
Location updates were successful.

• Press F3 to display the Installation Tool window.

Duplicate a Target

This section gives you specific instructions for duplicating a target configuration.

NOTE
If a target that has related models and business systems is copied, only the target is copied. The models and
business systems are not duplicated.

 Follow these steps: 

1. With the Implementation Toolset window displayed, select Option 1.
The Installation Tool window is displayed.

2. Select Option 3, Maintain Configuration Information.
The Selection List screen is displayed.

3. Select the target configuration you want and press F10.
The Copy Target screen is displayed. There are two fields on the Copy Target screen. The Old Target Name field
contains the name of the target you selected in Option 3.

4. Tab to the New Target Name field and type the name of the new target configuration and press Enter.
The system duplicates the target configuration. The following message is displayed when processing is complete:
Processing has completed normally

5. Press F12 to return to the Selection List screen.
The new target is in the list of targets displayed on this screen.

6. Press F3 to display the Installation Tool window.

Modify a Target

This section explains how to modify a target definition from the configuration database. You can modify the following fields
on the Target Definition screen:
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• Script
• Description
• DB2 system ID
• Target Test Facility
• Locations
• Options

 Follow these steps: 

1. With the Implementation Toolset window displayed, select Option 1.
The Installation Tool window is displayed.

2. Select Option 3, Maintain Configuration Information.
The Selection List screen is displayed.

3. Select the target configuration you want and press Enter.
The Target Definition screen is displayed.

4. Press F4 to change the associated script. The Script List screen is displayed. Select the script you want and press
Enter.
The Target Definition screen is displayed.

5. Tab to the Desc field. To update this field, type the new value over the old value. Make sure you remove any
characters from the old value by spacing over the old characters.

6. For DB2 scripts, tab to the DB2Sys field. Make sure you remove any characters from the old value by spacing over the
old characters.

7. Tab to the Target Test Facility field. Select YES or NO. Selecting YES causes all applications installed in this
environment to be installed under the Application Test Facility. DSNULI support is not supported for applications
targeting TSO Test Facility.

8. Tab to the DSNULI Support field. Select YES or NO. Select YES to enable support for DB2 universal call attach
(DSNULI) which is used when linking applications dynamically for CICS or TSO Batch (JES). This option is not
supported for IMS or TSOAE applications.

9. Tab to the RI DSNULI Support field. Select YES or NO. Select YES to enable support for DB2 universal call attach
(DSNULI) which is used when linking RI Triggers dynamically for CICS or TSO Batch (JES). This option is not
supported for RI Triggers for IMS or TSOAE applications.

10. Press Enter to update the Target definition.
The system responds with the message:
Processing has completed normally

11. Press F13 to change the options. The Options screen is displayed. Type the option information into the columns and
press Enter. The system responds with the following message:
Processing has completed normally.

12. Press F12 to display the Target Definition screen.
13. Press F5 to display the Specify Locations screen. This screen is used to specify target-level data sets for the different

components of the target environment. For a description of locations, usage, and data set attributes, see the locations
table in the To Add a Target section in this section.

14. Press Enter to process the changes.
The system responds with the following message:
Location updates were successful.

15. Press F3 to display the Installation Tool window.

Delete a Target

The principle of Referential Integrity (RI) applies to the function of deleting a Gen target definition. When a target is
deleted, all related models and business systems are also deleted. However, the script associated with the target is not
deleted.
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NOTE
 If you delete the wrong target, you must reenter each element of a deleted target separately.

The delete process removes the records from the Implementation Toolset configuration database, but it does not delete
any data sets. Your definition still exists, but it is not identified to the Implementation Toolset. To reclaim this disk space,
you must delete the files from the disk.

 Follow these steps: 

1. With the Implementation Toolset window displayed, select Option 1.
The Installation Tool window is displayed.

2. Select Option 3, Maintain Configuration Information.
The Selection List screen is displayed.

3. Select the target configuration you want to delete and press Enter.
The Target Definition screen is displayed.

4. Press F10 to delete the target definition.
The system responds with the following message:
Press ENTER to confirm delete request or F12 to cancel delete request

5. Verify that the target definition displayed is the one to delete and press Enter.
The system responds by displaying the Selection List screen.

6. Press F3 to display the Installation Tool window.

Model Definition

This section explains how to perform the following procedures:

• Add a model
• Modify a model
• Delete a model

NOTE
These procedures are optional.

Add a Model

 Follow these steps: 

With the Implementation Toolset window displayed, select Option 1. The Installation Tool window is displayed.

1. Select Option 3, Maintain Configuration Information.
The Selection List screen is displayed.

2. Select the target configuration you want to define models for and press Enter.
The Target Definition screen is displayed.

3. Press F2 to add a model.
The Model Definition screen is displayed.

4. Tab to the Model field. Type a valid model name. This is the name of the model on the code generation platform. It is
displayed in the ICM.

5. For DB2 scripts, tab to the DB2Sys field and type the DB2 subsystem ID. This is used during DDL installation, and
DB2 bind steps.

6. Press Enter to add the Model.
The system responds with the message:
Processing has completed normally

7. Press F5 to display the Specify Locations screen. This screen is used to specify model level data sets for the different
components of the model in the target environment. For a description of locations, usage, and data set attributes, see
the locations table in the To Add a Target section in this section.
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NOTE
 A data set name can be up to 44 characters long. Quotes are required. Data set name validation is not
performed. All data sets must be created outside the Installation Tool. Data set names can be deleted or
changed by overwriting the existing values. Ensure that all Load libs and Ext Ab libs are created as a PDSE
(DSNtype=library) data set.

8. Press Enter to process the changes.
The system responds with the following message:
Location updates were successful.

9. Press F3 to display the Installation Tool window.

Modify a Model

This section explains how to modify a model definition from the configuration database. You can modify the following fields
on the Model Definition screen:

• DB2 system ID
• Locations
• Options

 Follow these steps: 

1. With the Implementation Toolset window displayed, select Option 1.
The Installation Tool window is displayed.

2. Select Option 3, Maintain Configuration Information.
The Selection List screen is displayed.

3. Select the target configuration and press Enter.
The Target Definition screen is displayed.

4. Press F2 to display the Selection List screen. Select the correct model and press Enter.
The Model Definition screen is displayed.

5. For DB2 scripts, tab to the DB2Sys field and type the DB2 subsystem ID. This is used during DDL installation, and
DB2 bind steps.

6. Press Enter to change the Model.
The system responds with the message:
Processing has completed normally

7. Press F5 to display the Specify Locations screen. This screen is used to specify model-level data sets for the different
components of the model in the target configuration. For a description of locations, usage, and data set attributes, see
the locations table in the To Add a Target section in this section.

8. Press Enter to process the changes.
The system responds with the following message:
Location updates were successful.

9. Press F13 to change the options.
The Options screen is displayed. Type the option information into the columns and press Enter. The Target Definition
screen is displayed.

10. Press F3 to display the Installation Toolset window.

Delete a Model

The principle of Referential Integrity (RI) applies to the function of deleting a model. When a model is deleted, all related
business systems are also deleted. However, the script associated with the model is not deleted.

NOTE
 If you delete the wrong model definition, you must reenter each element of a deleted model definition
separately.
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The delete process removes the records from the Implementation Toolset configuration database, but does not remove
any data sets. Your definition still exists, but it is not identified to the Implementation Toolset. To reclaim this disk space,
you must delete the files from the disk.

 Follow these steps: 

1. With the Implementation Toolset window displayed, select Option 1.
The Installation Tool window is displayed.

2. Select Option 3, Maintain Configuration Information.
The Selection List screen is displayed.

3. Select the correct target configuration and press Enter.
The Target Definition screen is displayed.

4. Press F2 to display the Selection List screen.
5. Select the model configuration you want to delete and press Enter.

The Model Definition screen is displayed.
6. Press F10 to delete the model definition.

The system responds with the following message:
Press ENTER to confirm delete request or F12 to cancel delete request

7. Verify that the model definition displayed is the one to delete and press Enter.
The system responds by displaying the Selection List screen.

8. Press F3 to display the Installation Tool window.

Business System Definition

This section explains how to perform the following procedures:

• Add a business system
• Modify a business system
• Delete a business system

NOTE
These procedures are optional.

Add a Business System

 Follow these steps: 

1. With the Implementation Toolset window displayed, select Option 1.
The Installation Tool window is displayed.

2. Select Option 3, Maintain Configuration Information.
The Selection List screen is displayed.

3. Select the target configuration and press Enter.
The Target Definition screen is displayed.

4. Press F2 to select a model.
The Selection List screen is displayed.

5. Select the model you want and press Enter.
The Model Definition screen is displayed.

6. Press F2 to add a Business System.
The BUSSYS Definition screen is displayed.

7. Tab to the BSYS field. Type a valid business system name. This is the name of the business system on the code
generation platform. It is displayed as the techsys in the ICM.

8. Press Enter to add the business system.
The system responds with the message:
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Processing has completed normally

9. Press F5 to display the Specify Locations screen. This screen is used to specify business system data sets for the
different components of the business system in the target environment. For a description of locations, usage, and data
set attributes, see the locations table in the To Add a Target section in this section.

10. Press Enter to process the changes.
The system responds with the following message:
Location updates were successful.

11. Press F12 to return to the BUSSYS Definition screen. Press F13 to display the Options screen. Type the option
information into the columns and press Enter.
The system responds with the following message:
Process has completed normally.

12. Press F12 to return to the BUSSYS Definition screen.
The BUSSYS Definition screen is displayed.

13. Press F3 to display the Installation Tool window.

Modify a Business System

This section explains how to modify a business system definition from the configuration database. (This step is optional.)
You can modify the following fields on the Business System Definition screen:

• Locations
• Options

 Follow these steps: 

1. With the Implementation Toolset window displayed, select Option 1.
The Installation Tool window is displayed.

2. Select Option 3, Maintain Configuration Information.
The Selection List screen is displayed.

3. Select the target configuration and press Enter.
The Target Definition screen is displayed.

4. Press F2 to display the Selection List screen. Select the correct model and press Enter.
The Model Definition screen is displayed.

5. Press F2 to display the BUSSYS Selection screen.
6. Select the correct business system and press Enter.

The BUSSYS Definition screen is displayed.
7. Press F5 to display the Specify Locations screen. This screen is used to specify business system-level data sets for

the different components of the business system in the target configuration. For a description of locations, usage, and
data set attributes, see the locations table in the To Add a Target section in this section.

8. Press Enter to process the changes.
The system responds with the following message:
Location updates were successful.

9. Press F12 to return to BUSSYS Definition screen.
10. Press F13 to display the Options screen. Type the option information into the columns and press Enter.

The Model Definition screen is displayed.
11. Press F3 to display the Installation Tool window.

Delete a Business System

The principle of Referential Integrity (RI) applies to the function of deleting a business system definition. The script
associated with the business system definition is not deleted.
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NOTE
 If you delete the wrong business system definition, you must reenter each element of a deleted business
system definition separately.

The delete process removes the records from the Implementation Toolset configuration database, but does not remove
any data sets. Your definition still exists, but it is not identified to the Implementation Toolset. To reallocate this disk space,
you must delete the files from the disk.

 Follow these steps: 

1. With the Implementation Toolset window displayed, select Option 1.
The Installation Tool window is displayed.

2. Select Option 3, Maintain Configuration Information.
The Selection List screen is displayed.

3. Select the target configuration and press Enter.
The Target Definition screen is displayed.

4. Press F2 to display the Selection List screen.
5. Select the model configuration and press Enter.

The Model Definition screen is displayed.
6. Press F2 to display the BUSSYS Selection screen.
7. Select the business system that you want to delete and press Enter.

The BUSSYS Definition screen is displayed.
8. Press F10 to delete the business system definition.

The system responds with the following message:
Press Enter and confirm delete request or F12 to cancel delete request

9. Verify that the business system definition displayed is the one to delete and press Enter.
The system responds by displaying the Selection List screen.

10. Press F3 to display the Installation Tool window.

Create an Application Database
This section describes how the IT processes the DDL Implementation Package (IP) to create the application database.
The following functions are performed:

• Register the IP in the configuration database.
• Split the IP into the appropriate location.
• Create a command file.
• Invoke DDL to create the tables and indexes.

The functions associated with processing the DDL IP are performed through the Installation Tool menu.

Pre-requisites

Before you can process the DDL IP, you must:

• Make sure the IT components are installed on your target system.
• Determine the locations for the components specified in this section.
• Be logged on to your system with the proper security privileges.
• Make sure the IT is running and the IT window is displayed.
• Make sure the scripts have been loaded.
• Make sure the target libraries are allocated. Member TIXIVPLB in the IT JCL library can be used to allocate the

libraries. Note that the NCALLOAD, EXELOAD, RINCAL, NCALC, RINCALC, RIEXEC, BATCHLIB, RIBATLIB,
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DSNULIB, and RIDSULIB libraries are allocated as PDSE (DSNtype=library). Review the JCL, make the necessary
changes, and submit the job.

• Make sure the target is configured.

Process the DDL IP

This section explains how to process the DDL IP.

NOTE
You must process the DDL IP before processing Load Module IPs.

 Follow these steps: 

1. With the IT window displayed, select Option 1.
The Installation Tool window is displayed.

2. Select Option 1, Process Implementation Package.
The Select Implementation screen is displayed.

3. Tab to the Data Set field. Type the data set name of the DDL IP that you want to process.
4. Tab to the Member field. Type the member name if the data set value in Step 3 is a PDS.
5. Tab to the Name field. Type the name of a preconfigured target environment.
6. Press Enter.

The Process DDL Implementation Package screen is displayed.
7. Confirm the data on the screen.
8. Press Enter.

The JCL Job Statement Information Input screen is displayed.
9. Edit this screen to provide job card information.
10. Press Enter. The JCL Edit screen is displayed.
11. Make the necessary changes (volume name, database name) and submit the job. Review the output from the job

when it is complete. You have two options at this point:
– Install the Cascade IP. For more information about installing Cascade IP, see the section Processing the Cascade

IP.
– Exit the IT. Press F3 to display the IT window.

Process the Cascade IP
This section describes how to process the Cascade Implementation Package (IP) to create the Referential Integrity (RI)
trigger routines and the RI Trigger DLL for dynamic RI Triggers. During processing, the Installation Tool:

• Registers the IP in the configuration database.
• Splits the IP source members into the appropriate source locations.
• Compiles the source members.
• Builds the RI Trigger DLL for dynamic RI Triggers.

The functions associated with processing the cascade IP are performed through the Installation Tool menu.

NOTE
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• If the Process modules marked for Compatibility option was selected, the remote file includes the keyword
pcompat=YES. The pcompat keword YES causes compilation of source members twice -- once using the
NODLL compiler option and again using the DLL compiler option.

• If the Dynamically Link RI Triggers option was selected, the remote file includes the keyword dynamri=YES.
The dynamri keyword YES causes inclusion of all the RI Trigger modules in a DLL by the same name that of
CASCADE.

• When RI DSNULI support is not enabled, the dynamic RI Trigger DLL is placed in the RI Exec library. If Batch
RI Library is specified, the installation process also creates a batch version of dynamic RI Trigger DLL and
automatically saves it in this library. The DB2 attachment type for batch dynamic RI is as specified by the
TIRDBATT parameter, defaulting to DSN.
When RI DSNULI support is enabled, the dynamic RI Triggers are linked only once. The RI Trigger DLL is
placed in the DSNULI RI Exec library and can be shared between CICS and TSO Batch (JES) applications.
The RI DSNULI support option is not supported for IMS or TSOAE applications.

 To process the Cascade IP, follow these steps: 

1. With the IT window displayed, select Option 1.
The Installation Tool window is displayed.

2. Select Option 1, Process Implementation Package.
The Select Implementation Package screen is displayed.

3. Press F6 to display the Selection screen for Targets.
4. Tab to the Data Set field. Type the data set name of the cascade IP that you want to process.
5. Tab to the Member field. Enter the member name if the data set value in Step 4 is a PDS.
6. Press Enter.

The IP Action menu is displayed.
7. Select Option 1, Create or update procedure and install IP, by placing a slash (/) to the left of the selection.
8. Press Enter.

This starts the process of installing the Cascade IP.

 When the processing is complete, you can: 

• Install load module IPs. For more information about installing the load module IPs, see Creating Executable Load
Modules.

• Exit. Press F3 to display the IT window.

Create Executable Load Modules
This section describes how to process the load module (LM) Implementation Package (IP) to create Executable Load
Modules and z/OS Libraries. During processing, the Installation Tool performs the following actions:

• Registers and validates the IP for the specified target configuration
• Splits the IP into its components and deletes the IP if the option is selected
• Composes the MAKE file
• Executes the MAKE file
• Installs the load module or z/OS library

The functions associated with processing the load module IP are performed through the Installation Tool menu.

NOTE
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• Source code for Load Module components that have their Dynamically Link packaging property set
or defaulted to Compatibility is not included in the IP unless the option Process modules marked for
Compatibility was also selected.

• Selecting the option Process modules marked for Compatibility causes the following two tokens to be
included in the ICM:
– PCOMPAT token

The PCOMPAT token, found in the execunit section of the load module, applies to every component of the
load module and causes the components to be compiled twice.

– LINK token
The LINK token is specified for every component that is marked for Compatibility and causes the
Implementation Toolset to build the component as a non-DLL load module.

• If the load module is defined as a z/OS Library, the remote file includes the keyword lmtype=zlib which
causes the modules to be included in a DLL by the same name as the load module name.

• When DSNULI support is not enabled, the installation process link-edits the dynamic action blocks
including z/OS Library modules for batch processing in addition to regular link-edit if Batch Exec library is
specified. The online version of the DLL is populated in the regular Exec Load Library. The batch version of
the DLL is saved in the Batch Exec library if specified. The DB2 attachment type for batch DLL is specified by
the TIRDBATT parameter, defaulting to DSN.
When DSNULI support is enabled, the installation process link-edits the dynamic action blocks including
z/OS Library modules only once. The DB2 attachment type is DSNULI. The DLLs are populated in the
DSNULI Exec library and can be shared between CICS and TSO Batch (JES) applications, with the following
exceptions. In these situations, a relink may be required targeting the specific platform.
– Dynamic action block is generated with debug support
– Dynamic action block has calls to compatibility action blocks in its call chain
To share the dynamic DLL for action blocks, z/OS Libraries, and RI Triggers, you must relink and rebind
the dynamic DLL with DSNULI support enabled. You can relink a dynamic DLL to utilize DSNULI without
requiring re-linking the other DLLs for the application. A DLL utilizing DSNULI is compatible with other DLLs
that do not utilize DSNULI.

Perform the following tasks for creating an executable load module:

Process the Load Module IP

This section explains how to install a single load module IP, including a z/OS library for the first time. For instructions
about reinstalling a load module, see Reinstalling a Load Module in this section.

NOTE
The DDL and Cascade IP must be installed before the Load Module IP. Also, any External Action Blocks
referenced must be installed.

 Follow these steps: 

• With the IT window displayed, select Option 1.
The Installation Tool window is displayed.

• Select Option 1, Process Implementation Package.
The Select Implementation Package screen is displayed.

• Press F6 to display the Selection Screen for Targets.
• Place a slash (/) next to the target you want and press Enter.

The Select Implementation screen is displayed.
• Tab to the Data Set field. Type the data set name of the LM IP to process.
• Tab to the Member field. Type the member name if the data set value in Step 5 is a PDS.
• Press Enter.
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The IP Action menu is displayed.
• Select Option 1, Create or update procedure and install IP, by placing a slash (/) to the left of the selection.
• Press Enter.

This starts the process to create and install the executable load module IP.

 When the processing is complete, perform either of the following: 

• Install additional load module IPs.
• Exit. Press F3 to display the IT window.

Reinstall a Load Module

When changing a model, it is possible to install only the load modules where the changes occurred. This is useful when
you make a change as a result of testing or when External Action Blocks or other related elements have been recompiled
and need to be relinked.

 Follow these steps: 

• With the IT window displayed, select Option 1.
The Installation Tool window is displayed.

• Select Option 1, Process Implementation Package.
The Select Implementation Package screen is displayed.

• Tab to the Data Set field and enter the correct value.
• Tab to the Member field and enter the correct value.
• Tab to the Name field. You can either type the correct value for the Target Environment, or press F6 for a list of target

environments. Select the correct target and press Enter.
The Select Implementation Package screen is displayed.

• Press Enter. The IP Action menu is displayed.
• Select one of the following processing options and press Enter:

– If the IP has never been processed before, select Option 1 and press Enter. This starts the process to create and
install the Executable Load Module IP.

– If the IP has been processed before and you must change an existing load module's components, select Option 2
-- Split, Execute, and Install. You can code the changes, regenerate the remote files, split out the new or changed
versions of the load module's components, execute, and install.

– If the IP has been processed before and you want to select a specific processing step, press F6. The Detailed IP
Action menu is displayed.

 When the processing is complete, perform either of the following: 

• – Install another IP.
– Exit. Press F3 to display the IT window.

Implementing External Action Blocks
This section describes implementing external action blocks:

This topic describes how External Action Blocks access processing logic contained in subroutines that are not generated
by Gen. You can create an external subroutine to fit a specific need, or you can use code that existed before development
of your application system. You create and compile the subroutine independently of Gen.

For example, you might want your application system to use a standard date manipulation or security routine defined
specifically for your organization. Alternatively, the application might need to access databases that are either not
supported by Gen toolsets (such as DL/I), or that contain entities (tables) not defined in the Data Model of the model.

External Action Blocks are part of a procedure step and have the following characteristics:
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• Called from a procedure step or from an action block
• Allow view matching
• Return to the calling procedure step or action block when completed

This section discusses the following items:

• Prerequisites for using External Action Blocks
• Terms that help you understand the process
• Overview of the procedure to create and implement an External Action Block
• Load module structure
• Creating Gen External Action Blocks and the calling procedure steps or action blocks
• Creating your own External Action Block source

Prerequisites

You must complete the following tasks before you can generate External Action Block code.

• Create the Data Model and action diagrams for the calling procedure step or action block and the Gen External Action
Block.

• Complete the view matching between the calling and called action blocks. This is the information that is passed to the
External Action Block.

Terms

The following definitions help you to understand the process of creating an External Action Block:

External Action Block
-- Gen External Action Blocks are created using the workstation Design Toolset. An External Action Block contains
only an EXTERNAL statement; it contains no logic of its own. The External Action Block is called by a USE
statement in a procedure step or action block that is also created with this toolset.

Stub
-- When you generate the External Action Block, a program skeleton called a stub, is created. This includes much
of the working storage and linkage section to provide a framework for the External Action Block. External action
block stubs are designed to be generated once, modified by the user and subsequently maintained manually. The
External Action Block is a modified stub. You modify the stub by adding either a call to the existing subroutine or
the subroutine logic itself.

External Subroutine
-- The External Subroutine is an existing Subroutine outside of Gen program logic or transaction you want to
access from the application generated through Gen.

Implement External Action Blocks

The procedure you follow to create and to implement External Action Blocks includes steps on both the workstation and z/
OS and the following sections explain these tasks.

The following illustration shows the overall process flow:
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* Load library data sets must be created as a PDSE (DSNtype=library) data set. This applies to both External Action Block
and Compatibility External Action Block Libraries.

Designing the External Action Blocks
The following tasks are performed on the workstation when designing External Action Blocks:

• Create the Gen External Action Block using the Action Diagramming tool in the Design Toolset.
• Create the Gen procedure step or action block that calls the External Action Block by name, with a USE statement.

Perform the view matching associated with the USE statement.
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Define an External Action Block

An External Action Block is defined using the Action Diagramming tool, which is part of the Design Toolset on the
workstation. An External Action Block is an action block that comprises up to three components:

• Import Views (optional)
• Export Views (optional)
• EXTERNAL statement

NOTE
An External Action Block contains no action statements or action diagram logic of its own. The action block only
contains the EXTERNAL statement.

The EXTERNAL designation tells Gen that a program generated outside of Gen provides the data for the External Action
Block export views. The procedure step or action block that uses the External Action Block supplies the import view data.

The following example shows an action diagram that defines the External Action Block READ_HISTORY:

Action Block:_READ HISTORY

    READ HISTORY

        IMPORTS:  Entity View new customer

        EXPORTS:  Entity View current customer

    EXTERNAL

The import views define the data passed from the application generated through Gen to the External Action Block. The
export views define the data returned to the application generated through Gen from the External Action Block.

The External Action Block must be properly defined for Gen to generate the code for the procedure step or action block
that uses the External Action Block. Code generation does not automatically generate the code for the External Action
Block, although you use the code generation tools to generate a stub for the External Action Block.

Create the Calling Procedure Step or Action Block

Use the Action Diagramming tool to create an action diagram for each procedure step or action block. To access an
External Action Block, a procedure step or action block calls an External Action Block with the USE statement.

The data passed to, and returned from, the External Action Block is defined by view matching in the action diagram of the
procedure step or action block that uses the External Action Block. You must define the External Action Block before you
can perform the view matching. The view matching is done in the action diagram of the calling procedure step or action
block. When you invoke a USE action, match the views of the External Action Block to the views of the procedure step or
action block that is calling it.

Creating External Action Logic

There are three ways to create logic for an EAB:

• Add a call to an existing subroutine
• Write code for a new subroutine, and add a call to that subroutine in the EAB
• Add logic directly into a stub generated through Gen

When you use the stub generated through Gen, much of the work is already done in a format that is acceptable to the
Gen software.

EAB code can be written in any language that follows LE linkage conventions. Specific requirements exist, however, for
the action block name and the order of parameters passed to and from the load module generated through Gen.

For COBOL, the PROGRAM-ID field must be the same as the packaging name given to the EAB.
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High Performance View Passing

High Performance View Passing makes passing views between action blocks more efficient. With High Performance View
Passing enabled, individually matched views that are identical do not have to be copied into the calling action block at
runtime. For frequently used action blocks, this can result in decreased CPU usage.

Enabling High Performance View Passing

Enabling the High Performance View Passing feature causes a change in the way that External Action Blocks are
generated. The parameters passed, in order, are:

• IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1
• IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2
• GLOBDATA
• List of individually matched views (using the names provided in the action diagram), for example:

– IMPORT-NON-REPEATING-GR-0005GV
– EXPORT_CUSTOMER

The PSMGR-EAB-DATA (null array) is not passed directly as in normal view passing, because it is part of the GLOBDATA.
Note that there is a change in the order of the parameters passed. Also, multiple views are passed with unique names
rather than a single import/export view named W-IA or W-OA.

The following two excerpts from External Action Block stubs illustrate some of the differences in the generated stubs when
High Performance View Passing is in use.

External Action Block Stub without High Performance View Passing

The following excerpt shows a section of an External Action Block stub when High Performance View Passing is not used:

.

.

 *

    PROCEDURE DIVISION USING IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1, IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2,

     W-IA, W-OA, PSMGR-EAB-DATA.

MAIN-0013697045.

    *

    * PERFORM PARA-0013697045-INIT THRU PARA-0013697045-INIT-EXIT

    * PERFORM PARA-0013697045 THRU PARA-0013697045-EXIT

    * GOBACK.

PARA-0013697045.

    MOVE ‘N’ TO FUNC-0013697045-ESC-FLAG

     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

     * USER-WRITTEN CODE SHOULD BE INSERTED HERE *

     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PARA-0013697045-EXIT

     EXIT.

External Action Block with High Performance View Passing

The following excerpt shows a section of an External Action Block stub when High Performance View Passing is being
used:

*
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     PROCEDURE DIVISION USING IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1, IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2,

      GLOBDATA, IMPORT-0001EV, IO-0002EV,

      GROUP-IN-NONREPEATING-0001GV, GROUP-IN-REPEATING-0002RG,

      EXPORT-0006EV, OI-0007EV, GROUP-OUT-NONREPEATING-0003GV,

      GROUP-OUT-REPEATING-0004RG.

MAIN-0013631509.

    *

    * PERFORM PARA-0013631509-INIT THRU PARA-0013631509-INIT-EXIT

    * PERFORM PARA-0013631509 THRU PARA-0013631509-EXIT

    * GOBACK.

PARA-0013631509.

     MOVE ‘N’ TO FUNC-0013631509-ESC-FLAG

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       * USER-WRITTEN CODE SHOULD BE INSERTED HERE         *

       * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PARA-0013631509-EXIT.

     EXIT.

Disabling High Performance View Passing

With High Performance View Passing disabled, the calling action block must (in most cases) copy the views that are
matched to the called action block's imports and exports. The views must be copied both to and from the caller's structure
to two new structures that correspond to the called action block's
W-IA (import) and W-OA (export) structures. This must occur even if the individually matched group or entity views are
the same, unless there is only one view in the import or export set and the generated structures are identical. This is the
more familiar method of handling views for External Action Blocks. Copying of views may result in increased CPU usage
for frequently used action blocks, particularly if the views are not matched identically.

Matching Import Views

The import views of the External Action Block are matched to the supplying views from the procedure step or action block
as illustrated by the following figure. (This is the data passed to the External Action Block.) The supplying views in the
procedure step may be import views, entity action views, or local views.
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Matching Export Views

The export views of the External Action Block are matched to the receiving views from the procedure step or action block
as illustrated by the following figure. (This is the data returned to the procedure step or action block.) The receiving views
in the procedure step may be export views or local views.

The following illustration explains the possible supplying and receiving views for view matching in the Procedure Action
Diagram. In this figure, the Procedure Step ADD_CUSTOMER calls (uses) the External Action Block READ_HISTORY.

When you have matched the import and export views of the External Action Block, the USE statement is complete. The
procedure used to match the views is described in Design. The USE statement appears in the action diagram of the
procedure step or action block. For more information, see Understand the Design Phase.

The following illustration shows a portion of the action diagram for the procedure step ADD_CUSTOMER. This procedure
step uses the External Action Block READ_HISTORY.
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Construct External Action Blocks
This section describes tasks that are performed in construction when building External Action Blocks.

The following tasks are performed in Construction when building External Action Blocks:

• Select environment options to indicate the environment parameters required for each Business System.
• Update packaging information to specify the Dynamic Link option specific for the EAB.
• Use generation to build the EAB stub.

Environment, Packaging, and Generation tasks are done on the workstation Toolset, CSE Construction Client, or Host
Construction, while other tasks are done outside of Gen.

For the Toolset, the Environment, Packaging, and Generation operations are available as part of the Construction node
under the Diagrams tab of the tree view. Expand the Construction node to locate these operations. A similar set of
operations is available in Host Construction and CSE Construction Client.

Environment

For the Toolset, the Dynamic Link Defaults option is located in the MVS Environment Parameters window. A similar set of
environment values is available in Host Construction. For the CSE Construction Client, the Dynamic Link Defaults option
is located as part of the Environment Properties.

The MVS Environment Parameters can be detailed for each business system that is defined within a model. These
parameters designate the default value for each specific attribute. This set of MVS specific options applies to every
component packaged in the business system, including EABs.

The Environment setting for Dynamic Link Defaults for action blocks defines the default value for those action blocks
(including EABs) that do not specifically designate a value as to how it must be linked.
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Packaging

External Action Blocks are included in the packaging of the procedure step that calls it (either directly or through an action
block). Verify that the Dynamic Link option specified for the EAB is appropriate.

The Dynamic Link packaging option is available for applications that are built for the z/OS execution environments only.
The Dynamic Link packaging property of each individual Procedure steps, Screens, and Action Blocks (including EABs)
can be set to Default, No, Yes, or Compatibility. When set to Default, the resulting value is derived from the value that is
entered for the Dynamic Link Default option of the Environment Parameters.

For a business system the following values can be specified:

• No -- indicates that the component is statically linked into the application.
• Yes -- indicates that the component is resolved as the target of a dynamic program call and as such is considered to

be dynamically linked at runtime. The component is generated and built so they reside in their own separately loadable
executables. These applications are built as DLLs.

• Compatibility -- indicates that the component is dynamically called at runtime and resides in a non-DLL module. The
Compatibility option uses specific Gen runtime to enable DLLs to issue a dynamic program call to non-DLL load
modules. This requires that the module issuing the dynamic program call is regenerated and reinstalled. Gen allows
modules that are marked for Compatibility to be rebuilt in such a way that they are able to use Gen runtime DLLs. This
requires that the modules that are marked for Compatibility is reinstalled and, if necessary, regenerated as specified in
z/OS Application Migration section in the Release Summary. RI triggers and action blocks, including EABs, statically
called by modules that are marked for Compatibility must be built using the NODLL compiler option. When these RI
triggers and action blocks are also used in Gen applications that are built as DLLs, they must be compiled using the
DLL option.

Generation

Generation comprises tasks that can take place on a workstation Toolset, CSE Construction Client, or from Host
Construction, and tasks that must be performed outside the Gen software.

The following tasks are performed using Gen:

• Resolve DBRM
Workstation toolset

-- If the external action block contains SQL and the target DBMS is DB2, its DBRMs must be resolved. External
Action Block DBRMs are resolved by the Generation Function on the workstation, not on the z/OS IT. To resolve
External Action Block DBRMs, select Design, then Action Diagram. Highlight the action diagram name that you
want and select Detail, External Properties, Add. Input the DBRM name you want, select Close, and then package
and generate the remote file as usual. This creates the tokens necessary for the z/OS IT to include the DBRM
during the BIND.

Host Construction
-- If the External Action Block uses embedded SQL and the target DBMS is DB2, Gen must be given the names
of any database request modules (DBRMs) associated with the External Action Block. The External Action Block
Resolution panel is used to identify any DB2 DBRMs for an External Action Block. The panel can also be used to
change the name of the External Action Block member. (The member name is the name of the load module that
contains the External Action Block.)

• Generate stub

The following tasks are performed outside of Gen:
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• Locate the External Action Block Stub
• Customize the appropriate external action logic
• Compile the External Action Block
• If the External Action Block is statically called by a module that is marked for Compatibility the EAB must be compiled

with the NODLL compile option, if not the EAB must be compiled with the DLL compile option.
• Link into an External Action Block library

NOTE
This library must be a data set that has been created as a PDSE (type=library) data set.

Identify Whether the External Action Block Exists

External Action Blocks are identified separately from other Gen components in the Install Control Module (ICM), which is
at the top of each Load Module Implementation Package (IP), as shown in the following example:

:extern

member=EXTERNAL

name=XTRAN_SAM

TECHSYS=BUS_SYSTEM

:eextern.

Each External Action Block referenced by the load module has an External Action Block identification section. All external
Action Blocks in the load module are identified in the same section of the ICM.

Locate the External Action Block Stub

External Action Block code is not included in a remote file that is created on the code generation platform, so must
be moved to your target system as a separate file. If generated on a workstation, the stub is located in the COBOL
subdirectory, with the name <stubname>.cbl. If generated by Host Construction, the stub is located in a sequential data
set, named userid.<stubname>.cobol.

After the action block is moved to your target system, it can be stored in any location until the code is written, compiled,
and linked. At that point, the EAB load module and DBRM (if there is one) for the External Action Block must be moved to
libraries defined to the Implementation Tool. Ensure that all load libraries used are created as a PDSE (DSNtype=library)
data set.

All load modules and DBRMs that are used by an External Action Block must be located in a library that is defined to the
Implementation Tool for the appropriate target environment.

Customize the Appropriate External Action Logic

You are responsible for writing, compiling, and link-editing the external subroutine and making it available to the
application. External subroutines can be written in any language but when used by z/OS applications must follow LE
linkage conventions. External Action Blocks must follow specific coding conventions so that they interface properly with
programs that are generated through Gen.

To help ensure that these requirements are met, Gen generates a COBOL program stub that you can use as a base for
modification. The stub defines the runtime parameters that are passed from the calling procedure step or action block to
the External Action Block. It also defines the import and export views of the External Action Block to match those of the
calling procedure step or action block.

You must analyze the External Action Block stub to determine the input and output requirements for your external action.

Copy the generated stub to a separate library before modifying it to prevent an accidental overwrite of the stub. The added
logic must meet the specific requirements of your external subroutine. You can use the modified stub to call an existing
subroutine or you can include the customized logic in the stub.
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NOTE
If you insert the logic for the external subroutine into the stub, Gen does not preserve the changes during
regeneration. You must copy any changes into the new External Action Block stub that is created when the load
module is regenerated. For this reason, it is recommended that you put the logic in a subroutine and call the
subroutine from the stub rather than insert the logic itself.

External Action Block as Interface to Subroutine

The External Action Block can function as an interface to the external subroutine. Place a CALL statement in the External
Action Block stub to access the external subroutine.

The following illustration shows this scenario in more detail. The diagram applies to both online and batch procedure
steps:
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In the example, the calling procedure step ADD_CUSTOMER must access the customer history database using an
external subroutine, DBRD1001. The External Action Block READ_HISTORY defines the views of the Gen data that is
needed by DBRD1001 and matches them with the views from ADD_CUSTOMER.

The generated source for the procedure step is called ADDCUST in the example. It contains a statement that calls
READHIST.
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The External Action Block READHIST is the stub that is generated by Gen and modified by an application developer.
READHIST uses the data that is passed from ADDCUST to call DBRD1001. READHIST reformats the data division
components that are created from the Gen views to the structure needed by DBRD1001.

NOTE
The EXTERNAL statement identifies READ_HISTORY as an External Action Block from which Gen generates
a stub. The modified stub uses the first eight characters of the External Action Block name, READHIST,
as the default member name. The READHIST stub uses the import and export view that is defined for the
READ_HISTORY External Action Block as its input and output parameters. The information in these parameters
is used to create the calling interface to the DBRD1001 subroutine.

External Action Block with Embedded Customized Code

You can embed the entire logic of the subroutine in the External Action Block. The following figure shows the processing
flow for an External Action Block that contains the external subroutine logic.

In the following illustration, the calling procedure step ADD_CUSTOMER must access the customer history database
using an external subroutine. The External Action Block READ_HISTORY defines the views of Gen data that is needed
by the imbedded subroutine, and matches them with the views from ADD_CUSTOMER. The External Action Block
READHIST is the Gen-generated stub that is modified to include all the logic for the subroutine. READHIST uses the data
that is passed from the generated procedure step ADDCUST to perform the processing.

After you modify the stub, it becomes the source module for the External Action Block. It must still be compiled and linked
before you can install the load module.

Modifying the External Action Block Stub

The procedure step or action block that is generated through Gen passes five parameters to the External Action Block.

• IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1 (IO-PCB, DFHEIBLK)
• IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2 (ALT-IO-PCB, DFHCOMMAREA)
• W-IA (IMPORT-VIEW)
• W-OA (EXPORT-VIEW)
• PSMGR-EAB-DATA (PCB-DATA for IMS)

Depending on the TP monitor in use, you must modify some of these parameters for proper functioning.

IEF-RUNTIME Parameters

IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1 and IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2 are the first two parameters that are passed from programs that are
generated through Gen. These must be coded on the entry statement of the stub and must always be passed in this order
to any subordinate routines called.
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For IMS applications, these parameters are the IO-PCB and ALT-IO-PCB. In CICS applications, these parameters are
DFHEIBLK and DFHCOMMAREA. These parameters are not used for TSO and batch applications but must still be
present.

A special modification is needed for action blocks that are compiled with the CICS translator (precompiler). If you add
CICS commands or must reference fields in DFHEIBLK, you must use the CICS translator. If so, you must remove IEF-
RUNTIME-PARM1 and IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2 from the LINKAGE SECTION and from the USING statement at the
beginning of the PROCEDURE DIVISION. The translator inserts DFHEIBLK and DFHCOMMAREA to replace them.
Failure to remove them usually results in an ASRA abend on the first move of data to the export views.

If the target TP monitor is CICS, but you have added no CICS commands to the External Action Block and do not
reference any fields of the DFHEIBLK, you can compile without using the CICS translator. If you do so, do not remove
IEF-RUNTIME-PARM1 and IEF-RUNTIME-PARM2.

W-IA and W-OA Parameters

W-IA and W-OA are the import and export views, respectively. The stub must contain data structures that correspond
exactly to the import and export views of the External Action Block. The fields in the data structure correspond to attributes
in the import and export views of the External Action Block. Each field in a data structure must be preceded by a field that
is defined as PIC X.

NOTE
If either the import or export views have been modified and you want to replace the previous view declaration
with the new one, then the stub must be regenerated. Regeneration is also required if the stub is used for
reference and changes to the views were manually made. In this case, the generated code for the calling action
diagram could be used instead. If the stub is regenerated, the data and procedure names could be different, as
they are not stored on the encyclopedia but generated by an algorithm.

PSMR-EAB-DATA Parameters

PSMGR-EAB-DATA (also called PCB-DATA) is an array of pointers that is used by IMS applications to interface to DL/I
databases. For CICS and TSO applications, the array is set to zeroes (null array).

In IMS applications, the array contains the PCB addresses as pointers and is used by External Action Blocks to establish
addressability to database PCBs. For each database PCB, code a PCB mask and set its address to the appropriate
pointer. For example, assume you have one DL/I database PCB, which is the third PCB in the PSB (following the IO-
PCB and ALT-IO-PCB). If you were to code a PCB mask in the LINKAGE SECTION named DB-PCB, you would establish
addressability through the statement SET ADDRESS OF DB-PCB TO PSMGR-EABPCB-PTR(3). For more information,
see IMS documentation.

In CICS applications, command level calls establish addressability by scheduling the required PCBs in the program. The
scheduling does not require the addresses to be passed to each called module because they are implicitly available
through the CICS DL/I calls. For more information about CICS DL/I services, see CICS documentation.

In TSO applications, the array is null because Gen does not support DL/I databases under TSO.

Using Varying Length Fields

Gen generates a two-letter reference (DL) in the EAB to keep track of the actual length of a varying length field. If you are
using varying length fields in views to External Action Blocks, the DATA-FILPOST-0011DL field must be set.

Using Repeating Groups

If the export view of the External Action Block contains a repeating group view, you must indicate the number of
occurrences that are returned by setting the maximum field. This is a numeric field that immediately precedes the
repeating group, and which has a name that ends with the letters MA (for Maximum). The field is also redefined as
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alphabetic using a name that ends with the letters MX. If you use multiple repeating groups, you have multiple maximum
fields, one for each group.

You are responsible for keeping track of how many occurrences are returned and placing that count in the maximum field.
Failure to do so results in the calling procedure or action block behaving as if the External Action Block returned no data in
the repeating group.

The status of the repeating group is generated and placed in the External Action Block stub as a two-letter reference.
These status references are described in the following table:

Status Description
AC Active/Inactive flag for line item in group view. Used by Gen.
AS Attribute status. Used by Gen.
FL View full. Used by Gen in action blocks (not EABs).
PS Subscript/pointer for repeating group view. Used by Gen.
RF View referenced. Used by Gen in action blocks (not EABs).

Compile the External Action Block

You must compile and link edit the modified External Action Block stub outside Gen.

Load Module Structure

Executable load modules for an application are created during Construction. The system generation tools create a
COBOL source module for the procedure step or action block and place the source code in a library you specify. The
name of this library is what you specified as the location for Source Lib.

When you compile and link the modified External Action Block stub and external subroutine, together they become the
External Action Block.

When you use Gen to install (compile, link edit, and bind) a load module that contains a procedure step or action block
that uses the External Action Block, the link-editor resolves the reference to the External Action Block. How this reference
is resolved depends on the type of call that is used to invoke the External Action Block and how it was compiled and
linked. The Dynamically Link packaging property of the EBA determines if the EAB is statically included in the resulting
executable (composite) load module or is invoked using a dynamic call.

When the EAB is statically included in the resulting executable (composite) load module and the composite load module
is a module that is marked for Compatibility, ensure that the EAB is compiled using the NODLL compiler option and that
the NCAL linked External Action Block load module is placed in a library in the Static External Action Block Load libraries
panel of the Implementation Toolset before the load module is installed.

When the EAB is statically included in the resulting executable (composite) load module and the composite load module is
not a module that is marked for Compatibility, ensure that the EAB is compiled using the DLL compiler option and that the
NCAL linked External Action Block load module is placed in a library in the Implementation Toolset External Action Block
Load libraries location of the Implementation Toolset before the load module is installed.

Place any related DBRMs in the External Action Block DBRM library of the Implementation Toolset. The composite load
module is stored in the Executable Load Module library. The composite load module contains the procedure step (or
action block), the modified External Action Block stub, and the external subroutines that the stub may call.

When you invoke the EAB using a dynamic program call, the EAB resides in its own separate executable module. In this
case, you must build the load module containing the EAB as a DLL unless the Dynamically Link packaging property that
is associated with the EAB has been set (or derived) to Compatibility. An EAB that has a Dynamically Link packaging
property of Compatibility can be rebuilt as a non-DLL z/OS load module or can be used as built by a release of Gen before
release 7.0. For more information, see the section Dynamic Link Options.
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The following illustration is a conceptual drawing of the composite load module IEF0000X. This load module contains one
procedure step, ADDCUST, which uses the External Action Block READ_HISTORY. The name of the modified stub for the
External Action Block is READHIST. It calls the external subroutine DBRD1001.

NOTE
If the external action block contains SQL, its DBRMs must be resolved. External Action Block DBRMs are
resolved by the Generation function on the workstation or host construction, not on the Implementation Toolset.
If you are using logic that uses DB2, you must resolve the DBRM references within Gen.

Dynamic Link Options

Gen components that can be linked into a load module include procedure steps, screens, action blocks (including External
Action Blocks), referential integrity triggers, and some Gen runtimes. Most of the Gen runtimes are now built as DLLs, so
they are no longer included in each of the Gen load modules.

NOTE
The term Load Module is used in the Packaging process as a generic way to refer to the set of application code
that is contained in a fully resolved executable application. Starting with AllFusion Gen r7, z/OS applications
are built as fully resolved executables residing in DLLs, except for those application components marked for
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Compatibility. Components that are marked for Compatibility are built as z/OS non-DLL load modules. Before
AllFusion Gen r7, z/OS executables reside in z/OS load modules.

The dynamic link feature of Gen lets selected generated components be linked dynamically when used at runtime rather
than being statically linked into the load module when the load module is built. The use of the dynamic link feature has
the potential to reduce total memory and CPU resources that are required by a TP monitor to process a load module.
Dynamic linking common routines eliminate the need to link all the load modules that use it.

The key features and requirements are:

• Only procedure steps, action blocks (including external action blocks), and screens can be linked dynamically.
• Each dynamic linked module must be a fully resolved module.
• If this fully resolved module is a DLL, this means Referential Integrity triggers, other action blocks statically linked with

a procedure step, screen, or action block must be compiled as DLL and with the applicable Gen runtimes must be
linked into each dynamic linked DLL.

• If this fully resolved module is a module that is marked for Compatibility, this means Referential Integrity triggers, other
action blocks statically linked with a procedure step, screen, or action block must be compiled as NODLL and with the
applicable Gen runtimes must be linked into the Compatibility load module.

• The dynamically linked packaging property of individual procedure steps, screens, and action blocks can be set to
Default. Default indicates that the value of the dynamically linked property for that component is determined by the
corresponding default setting, which is established at the business system level.

• Marking a module for Compatibility causes its calling module to be generated and installed so that it processes the
call using a module that is provided as part of the Gen runtime. The runtime code performs the dynamic program call
to the non-DLL load module. In the cases where a module that is marked for Compatibility issues a dynamic program
call to another non-DLL dynamic load module, only the module issuing the first dynamic program call to a Compatibility
module requires generation and installation.

• Applications that run under TSOAE and contain modules that are marked for Compatibility cannot dynamically call
modules that are built with a release before AllFusion Gen r7.6.

• Enhanced Map Block Mode applications containing screens that are marked for Compatibility cannot dynamically call
screen managers who are built with a release before AllFusion Gen r7.6.

• Modules that are marked for Compatibility must follow standard OS or LE linkage conventions and must operate in
the same AMODE as the caller. These modules must be non-DLL and must be stand-alone, fully resolved programs,
eligible for a dynamic, OS style call.

• The ability to call a procedure step, action block, or screen dynamically allows application changes to become effective
without having to link every load module using these modules.

• In CICS, a PPT entry is required for each module that is called dynamically. For more information about defining CICS
programs, see CICS documentation.

Compile and Link-Edit External Action Block

You are responsible for compiling and link-editing the External Action Block. The EAB can either be statically linked
(included in another module) or dynamically linked (its own module).

A static EAB can be called from a Compatibility module, a static module, or a dynamic DLL. When linking a static EAB, do
not link any DL/I, COBOL, DB2, CICS, or ISPF system modules into the load module for the External Action Block. The
installation process links these modules into your final executable load module.

1. When the static EAB is called from a Compatibility module and the statically linked EAB is to be built, you must use the
following compile and link options:
– Compile the EAB with the options OPT, NOSEQ, NODLL, NODYNAM, RENT, and NOEXPORTALL.
– Link-edit the EAB with the options RENT, REUS, NCAL, and DYNAM(NO).

• The NCAL linked EAB must be placed in a library in the Static External Action Block libraries panel.
2. When the static EAB is called from either a static module or a dynamic DLL, the statically linked EAB must be built

using the following compile and link options:
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– Compile the EAB with the options OPT, NOSEQ, DLL, NODYNAM, RENT, and NOEXPORTALL.
– Link-edit the EAB with the options RENT, REUS, NCAL, and DYNAM(NO).

• The NCAL linked EAB must be placed in a library in the External Action Block libraries panel.

When the EAB has been packaged with Dynamically Link option of Yes, the EAB must be built as a DLL to be invoked
by a generated application. Any module that is called by an EAB built as a DLL must also be a DLL. DLLs require that
modules be bound as objects in Program Management Format 3 (PM3) and must reside in a PDSE library.

WARNING
Since External libraries are still in SYSLIB concatenation, if using the z/OS Library feature, you must ensure that
none of the External System or External Action Block libraries contains an NCAL module named same as the
called z/OS Library action blocks. Otherwise these z/OS Library action blocks are statically included to the caller
during link-edit through auto-call.

To build the EAB as a DLL, use the following compile and link-edit options:

• Compile the EAB with the options OPT, NOSEQ, DLL, and EXPORTALL in addition to the default compiler options.

NOTE
Selecting DLL forces the RENT and NODYNAM compiler options to also be used.

• Link the EAB with the options RENT, REUS, and DYNAM(DLL).

NOTE
Do not confuse the compiler option NODYNAM with the link-edit option DYNAM(DLL). The two are not the
same as one is a compiler option while the other is link option.

Copy the EAB DLL to a dataset that allows the DLL to be resolved in the target environment. For TSO and IMS
this is a dataset that is part of the STEPLIB concatenation. For CICS this is a dataset that is part of the DFHRPL
concatenation. Also, if target environment is CICS, a CICS program definition must be added for the resulting EAB
DLL.

For information about DLLs, see Language Environment and the Program Management (Binder) IBM documentation.

When the EAB has an associated Dynamically Link Packaging property set to Compatibility, the EAB must be built as a
non-DLL. Modules that are marked for Compatibility must follow standard OS or LE linkage conventions and must operate
in the same AMODE as the caller. These modules may not be DLLs and must be fully resolved programs, eligible for
being the target of an OS style dynamic program call.

To build the EAB as a non-DLL, use the following compile and link-edit options:

• Compile the EAB with the options OPT, NOSEQ, NODLL, RENT in addition to the default compiler options.
• Link-edit the EAB with the options RENT, REUS.
• Copy the non-DLL EAB to a dataset that allows the DLL to be resolved in the target environment. For TSO and IMS

this is a dataset that is part of the STEPLIB concatenation. For CICS this is a dataset that is part of the DFHRPL
concatenation. Also, if target environment is CICS, a CICS program definition must be added for the resulting non-DLL
EAB.

Install External Action Blocks
If the generated application contains a statically linked EAB, you must install (compile and link) the application to resolve
any reference to the EAB. For more information on installing the generated application, see Create Executable Load
Modules.

Transfer the Remote File

If you generate your application on a workstation, the remote file resides in the COBOL subdirectory, with the name
<loadmodule>.rmt.
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If you generate on Host Construction, the remote file resides in <userid>.<loadmodule>.reminst.

Identify Whether the External Action Block Exists

External Action Blocks are identified separately from other Gen components in the Install Control Module (ICM), which is
at the top of each Load Module Implementation Package (IP), as shown in the following example:

:extern

member=EXTERNAL

name=XTRAN_SAM

TECHSYS=BUS_SYSTEM

:eextern.

There is an External Action Block identification section for each External Action Block referenced by the load module. All
External Action Blocks in the load module are identified in the same section of the ICM.

Install the Load Module

Follow the steps detailed in Create Executable Load Modules to install the remote file.

Testing Applications in the z/OS Platform
This topic describes how Gen provides an Application Test Facility for testing systems and changes. This test facility
lets you test new systems and changes to systems in a TSO testing environment that simulates your target production
environment.

You can test the online (IMS, CICS, TSO) and batch applications with the Application Test Facility. To test an application
system, generate Implementation Packages (IPs) on the code generation platform, move the IPs to the target system,
install the IPs into the testing environment, and execute the test. During the test, observe how your system behaves at
runtime.

Gen also provides a Debug Trace Facility that can be used to debug programs generated through Gen at the model input
level. With Debug Trace, you are able to execute and debug Gen action diagrams as opposed to debugging the COBOL
code that is generated for them. As your generated application executes, you see the sequence of action block calls and
action diagram statements being executed. This allows you to step through the execution of your application. You can also
display and modify the views (data stores) and system variables for each action diagram. To use the Debug Trace Facility,
you must select debug support when you generate your application.

You can execute the Debug Trace Facility under CICS to test CICS online transactions and Distributed Process Server
(DPS) applications. This facility allows the developer to test the application in the target environment.

For all other types of applications (IMS, TSO, and batch), testing with the Debug Trace Facility must be done within the
Application Test Facility.

This section includes the following information:

Application Test Facility Considerations

The TSOAE environment used by the Application Test Facility was implemented as a 31-bit, LE compliant application.
The use of 24-bit storage was changed to be limited to those TSO and I/O functions that require being addressed below
the 16-MB line. This version of TSOAE provides virtual storage constraint relief for testing and implementing large Gen
applications within TSO and batch.

The Application Test Facility does not support external subroutine logic such as DL/I calls, IMS calls, or CICS calls.

Only DB2 databases can be updated during test executions.
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You have two ways to test applications that use DL/I, IMS, or CICS calls:

• Create Gen procedure steps without the USE statements that call the external logic. Then generate and test Gen load
modules. After the load modules have been debugged, add the USE statements to your action diagrams.

• Create Gen procedure steps, including the USE statements in your action diagrams. Create stubs for the external
routines that do not use DL/I, IMS, or CICS calls. Then generate and test Gen load modules. After the load modules
have been debugged, add the DL/I, IMS, or CICS calls to the stubs.

When testing batch applications, it is important to consider the amount of test data used. The Application Test Facility
executes online, so it is recommended you use a small volume of data when testing batch applications.

CICS Debug Trace Facility Considerations

The Debug Trace Facility may be executed under CICS to test CICS online and server applications. Under CICS, external
subroutine logic such as DL/I and CICS calls may be tested. The Temporary Storage Queue (TSQ) Profile Manager can
be used too. Be aware that using the Debug Trace Facility under CICS may result in long-running transactions in your
CICS region.

Also note that CICS applications using runtimes from AllFusion Gen r7 or later no longer require a Transaction Work Area
so the transaction's definition TWAsize can be set to zero.

Trace Facility Display Interface

The Trace Facility Display Interface (TFDI) is a transaction that is used to display a panel of debug information when the
Debug Trace Facility is used to trace CICS online and server applications. This transaction must be installed to operate
the Debug Trace Facility under CICS. The TFDI transaction still requires a TWAsize of 1200 bytes.

Generate IPs for Testing

Before you can test an application system, you must generate the load modules for the transactions you want to test.
When determining which load modules must be generated, consider the following:

• Generate all load modules you need for your test. If you are testing the flow between two procedure steps, be sure that
both procedure steps have been generated.

• During testing, if you attempt to access a load module that has not been generated, the test fails.
• If you are generating load module components separately, be sure that all required components within a load module

are generated. If any component is not generated and is not Dynamically called, the load module cannot be installed.
The install will fail because the link-edit step will have unresolved references.

• To test any part of a multistep procedure, you must always generate the first procedure step as well as the procedure
steps you intend to test. This is because the first procedure step provides the access to all other procedure steps in the
procedure.

Generate with Debug Support

The Debug Trace Facility lets you debug programs generated through Gen at the Gen diagram level. As your program
executes, you see the sequence of action block calls and the sequence of action diagram statements being executed. You
can also display and modify the views and the system variables for each action diagram.

If you intend to test a load module or its components with the Debug Trace Facility, you must generate debug support.
Debug support is the code the Gen generates to drive the Debug Trace Facility.

Install in the Test Environment

The following section includes information concerning the Application Test Facility, CICS testing, and creating the
executable.
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Application Test Facility

To test using the Application Test Facility, specify IEFAE as the target environment. On the Host, you may also select
Target TSO Test Facility as a Generation option. Support for DSNULI is ignored when targeting TSO Test Facility. 

CICS Testing

To test using the Debug Trace Facility under CICS, specify CICS as the target environment. The application, the Trace
Facility Display Interface (TFDI), the Debug Trace Facility (DTF) load modules, and the TIRCRUNC DLL must be installed
in the CICS region. When DSNULI is enabled, the TIRORUNT DLL and TIRARUNT DLL must be deployed to the CICS
region to execute DLLs for dynamic action blocks, z/OS server libraries, and dynamic RI Triggers. 

Create the Executable

The install function performs a final link-edit that creates executable load modules. All external references are resolved at
this time.

Execute Test Under CICS

You perform the following activities to test under the CICS Debug Test Facility:

• Install your DPS application
• Install the Trace Facility Display Interface (TFDI)
• Install the Debug Trace Facility (DTF)
• Install the TIRCRUNC runtime DLL

All modules must be installed in the CICS region. The TFDI and DTF modules and the TIRCRUNC DLL are located in the
Gen load library.

CICS DTF User Interface

The DTF user interface provides the ability to control the trace facility by specifying the transaction to be placed in the
trace mode. DTF manipulates the debug control queue by adding or removing records, thereby placing the transactions in
or out of the trace mode. While the Debug Trace Facility is on, all executed procedure steps and action blocks that were
generated with the debug option are traced.

Starting DTF

You start the Debug Trace Facility by executing a CICS transaction. The suggested name of this transaction is DTF.
However, this name may be changed when Gen is first installed. Contact your systems support staff to determine the
transaction name at your site.

This documentation assumes it is DTF. The DTF command has the following format:

DTF command transaction <user ID> <terminal ID>

The arguments specified on the DTF transaction are positional. The command and transaction arguments are required.
The other arguments are optional. However, because they are positional, a user ID must be specified if terminal ID is
specified.
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DTF Commands

This table summarizes the commands available within the Debug Trace Facility.

Command Description
ON This command turns on tracing for one or more transactions. It

creates a record in the debug control queue to cause tracing to
begin when the selected transaction and user ID occur in a trace
call.

OFF This command turns off tracing for one transaction or user. It
removes a record from the debug control queue to prevent tracing.
TDFI will also remove the record when you stop tracing at the
debug terminal.

SHOW This command lists all the records in the debug control queue.
PURGE This command deletes all records from the debug control queue. It

turns off tracing for all transactions

DTF Parameters

This table summarizes the parameters that you can use with DTF commands.

Command Description
Transaction Code This is the name of the transaction to be traced. Use an asterisk

(*) as a wild card to trace all transactions for a specified user ID.
If the transaction code is specified as an asterisk (*), an explicit
(non-wild card) User ID must be specified.

User ID The user ID restricts tracing to one user. For server modules, this
is the ID passed in the Common Format Buffer (CFB) header. For
blockmode transactions, you must log on with CESN and provide
an ID.
If no user ID is supplied, DTF stores an asterisk (*) as a wild card
in the debug control to indicate that DTF is to trace all users of the
specified transaction. If a wild card transaction code is specified,
an explicit (non-wild card) user ID must be specified.

Terminal ID This specifies the debug terminal to be used to display the trace
information. The default terminal ID is that of the terminal on which
you execute the DTF transaction

Example DTF Command

The following example DTF command starts the server trace for transaction GL1 and user N2A3 with the debug terminal
at N23A:

DTF ON GL1 N2A3 N23A

The DTF transaction can be used to start the Debug Trace Facility for specified application trancodes or for any trancode.
You can also specify that transactions entered by certain user IDs be traced. For example:

• To trace all transactions for User ID N2A3 specify: DTF ON * N2A3
• To trace transaction GL1 from any User ID specify: DTF ON GL1 *
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DTF Error Codes

DTF, TFDI, or Runtime TIRCRUNC issues the following errors or abend codes:

Error Message
tf1 START Transaction TFDI failed
tf2 WAIT EVENT failed
tf4 READ TSQ DTFRxxxx failed
tf5 QIDERR or ITEMERR for TSQ COMPDTF
tf6 GETMAIN failed
tf7 WRITE TSQ DTFIterm failed
tf8 FREEMAIN failed
tf9 WRITE TSQ DTFXlterm failed
tf13 FREEMAIN failed
tf14 WRITE TSQ COMPDTF failed
tf23 READ TSQ COMPDTF failed

The following errors are issued for TSQ TIRTxxxx:

Error Message
tf90 WRITE TSQ TIRTxxxx failed
tf91 REWRITE TSQ TIRTxxxx failed
tf92 REWRITE TSQ TIRTxxxx ITEMERR
tf93 WRITE TSQ TIRTxxxx (when recovering from ITEMERR) failed

The following errors are issued for TFDI:

Error Message
DI0 GETMAIN failed
DI2 READ TSQ DTFIterm failed
DI4 WRITE TSQ DTFRxxxx failed
DI6 Error sending message ‘Press ENTER to remain in Debug mode’
DI7 Error sending message ‘To Exit press CLEAR’
DC7 Error sending message to terminal
DI8 WRITE TSQ DTFIterm failed
DI9 DELETE TSQ DTFIterm failed
DI12 READ TSQ DTFIterm failed

Execute Test Under the Application Test Facility

As soon as a Gen load module has been installed in the test environment, it can be tested. You perform the following
activities to test under the Application Test Facility:

• Specify the Test Execution Environment
• Begin the Test
• Complete the Test and Return to Gen
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Specify the Test Execution Environment

You must specify or verify the test execution environment each time you execute a test. This must be done regardless of
whether or not the Debug Trace Facility is being used.

The Application Test Facility panel defines the test environment. The specifications for the test execution environment
include the following:

• DB2 subsystem
• Tranmap data set (AEENV file)
• Application load library
• Test SYSLIBs
• End function key assignment

DB2 Subsystem

The DB2 subsystem is the DB2 SYSID of the DB2 system to access for the test. You may want to use a DB2 subsystem
that is not used for production. This is especially important if you are testing changes to a program that is also running in
production.

Application Load Library

The Application Load Library is the load library containing the load modules to be tested.

Test SYSLIBS

Test SYSLIBS must be specified if your application includes external routines that use dynamically called system routines.
The test SYSLIBS are the libraries where the dynamically called system routines are found. Up to four SYSLIBS can be
specified.

External files must be allocated outside of Gen. Using a TSO CLIST is a convenient way to allocate the files. Execute the
CLIST on the TSO COMMAND line:

TSO ex clist dataset_member_name for PDS CLISTS

TSO ex clist dataset_name for SEQ CLISTS

End Function Key Assignment

The End function key assignment lets you specify the key to be used to return to a clear screen and end the test session.

Don't use a function key that is used by your application system. The End function key assignment overrides the function
keys assigned within your application. For example, if your application uses F15 to return to a master menu and you
assign F15 (the default) as the End function key, the Test Facility recognizes F15 as an End command only. When you
press F15 from an application screen, the Test Facility does not return to the master menu.

Begin Testing

After you specify the test execution environment, you can begin testing the application immediately. To begin the test,
press Enter from the Specify Test Execution Environment panel. A clear screen is displayed.

Online Load Module

To start the test session for an online load module, type the clear screen transaction code of the first transaction you want
to test. Verify the load module for the transaction is installed. Gen does not recognize the transaction code if the load
module is not installed.
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NOTE
You must begin a test of a multistep, online procedure by entering the transaction code for the first procedure
step.

The Testing Facility begins simulating your application. During the test, you can use any of the application functions whose
load modules are installed in the testing environment.

You can return to a clear screen from an application screen at any time. From a clear screen, you can test another
transaction by entering its transaction code or you can exit the test. To exit the test, press End.

If you are not using the Debug Trace Facility, the Test Facility displays the application screens exactly as they appear in a
production environment. If you are using the Debug Trace Facility, several debug panels are displayed in addition to your
application screens. Later sections of this section define the debug panels and how you use them.

Batch Job

To start the test session for a batch job, type the load module name as the input transaction code. Because it is an online
test, it is recommended that you use a small volume of data during testing.

NOTE
The Test Facility does not support DL/I access by external action blocks.

For batch procedures, the Batch Manager uses three special files. These files are allocated with dataset names
prefix.IEF.TIRxxxF. The value for prefix is specified during host installation.

After executing the test, you can examine the TIRMSGF and TIRERRF files to view the results. The TIRIOVF file is
cleared when a procedure completes successfully.

When a procedure has completed successfully, an end of job message is displayed on the screen. If the procedure fails,
Gen runtime error messages are written to the screen in the same manner as for an online procedure step failure. In
either case, clear the screen before initiating another test.

You can restart a failed batch procedure step under the Test Facility by entering the load module name of the failed
procedure step. TIRIOVF contains the import view that was passed on the previous transfer (from another step or itself).
You must restore any files controlled by external action blocks.

You can rerun a failed batch job from the beginning while in the Test Facility using the following procedure.

Rerunning a Failed Batch Job

Follow these steps:

1. Back out the changes to the DB2 tables and to any files controlled by external action blocks.
2. Run the CLEARIOV CLIST to reset the TIRIOVF file. Executing a procedure without clearing the TIRIOVF first, results

in a fatal error because the Batch Manager expects to restart a different step. Execute the CLIST by entering TSO
CLEARIOV on the TSO COMMAND line when the Specify Test Execution Environment Panel is displayed.

3. Enter the load module name of the first procedure step again.

Complete Testing and Return to Gen

You can return to a clear screen from an application at any time by pressing the End key that you specified for the test
execution environment. From a clear screen, you can test another transaction by entering its transaction code or you can
exit the test by pressing End.

After executing the test of a batch procedure, you can examine the TIRMSGF file to view the results. The TIRIOVF file
is cleared when a procedure completes successfully. When a batch procedure completes successfully, an end of job
message is displayed on the screen.
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Abnormal Ends

Abnormal endings (abends) are handled by the Dialog Manager, which is part of every online load module generated
through Gen. If a batch procedure fails, a failure message is written to the screen in the same manner as an online
procedure failure.

If a runtime error occurs in an online load module, the following processing occurs:

1. The Dialog Manager performs all necessary rollbacks.
2. Gen displays an error screen that lists the appropriate Gen runtime error messages. The following sample is an

example of an error message screen for an online step.

TIRM030E: APPLICATION FAILED ** UPDATES HAVE BEEN BACKED OUT

TIRM031E: FAILING PROCEDURE EXIT DATA FOLLOWS

TIRM032E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK ID = 507774696

TIRM033E: LAST OR CURRENT ACTION BLOCK NAME = ABADDEMP

TIRM034E: LAST OR CURRENT DATABASE STATEMENT =

TIRM035E: CURRENT STATEMENT BEING PROCESSED = 10

TIRM037E: ** A FATAL ERROR HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED **

TIRM046E: *** TRANSACTION PROCESSING TERMINATED

TIRM044E: *** PRESS PA2 TO CONTINUE ***

1. When you press PA2 (NEXT PAGE key) from the error message screen, Gen displays the last screen for the
transaction that was being processed when the error occurred. (For a batch procedure, the message No page
available is displayed.)

2. Gen recovers all data in the import views at the time the error occurred. Therefore, any user input is recovered and
displayed on the screen. Screen fields that are only in the export view may or may not be populated, depending on
when the error occurred.

3. An error message is displayed in the system error message area defined for the screen. This message is distinct from
the runtime error messages displayed on the error message screen.
The default error message is:
SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT SUPPORT.

The following figure shows an application screen that is displayed after an error has occurred.
4. The application remains active. You can clear the screen to try another transaction code by pressing the End key

defined for your test environment.

IEFSLSB   CORPORATE MANAGEMENT

    EMPLOYEE MAINTENANCE

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  123456   NAME:  JOE USER

COST CENTER:  123    DEPARTMENT:  4

EMPLOYMENT DATE:  031599   STATUS:  E

SALARY:  1234

ADDRESS:  7250 MICHIGAN   PHONE:  (214) 555-1414

CITY/STATE/ZIP:  PARIS, TEXAS  73000  BIRTH DATE:  041575

F02=HELP    F05=MAINMENU    F07=ADDEMP2

TIRM000E:  SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED - CONTACT SUPPORT

If a runtime error occurs in a batch load module, the following processing occurs:

1. The Batch Manager performs all necessary rollbacks.
2. Gen displays an error screen that lists the appropriate Gen runtime error messages.
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3. You can clear the screen to try another load module by pressing the End key defined for your environment.

Debug Trace Facility

The Debug Trace Facility provides the ability to do the following:

• Trace Action Block Calls
• Trace Action Diagram Execution
• Display/Modify Views
• Display/Modify System Variables

The Debug Trace Facility operates the same under CICS and the Application Test Facility.

NOTE
To use the Debug Trace Facility, you must select debug support when you generate your application.

Trace Action Block Calls

The Action Block Call Trace panel shows the active procedure step and the action blocks that are called by the procedure
step or its action blocks. The panel is not static. It is a dynamic listing that shows the sequence of calls as they are issued
by the procedure step or its action blocks. The panel is displayed each time you enter or return to a procedure step or an
action block that has been generated with debug support. It can also be requested from the Action Diagram Trace panel.

        Action Block Call Trace

    COMMAND = -- >     SCROLL ===> HALF

 

   Action Block Name    At Stmt #                     PSCUSTOM     DIALOG MGR

             ABBIL1      35

             ABBIL2      47

    ENTERING ===>         

For each call, the panel shows the name of the action block or procedure step and the statement number from which it
was called. In the figure, the action block ABBIL1 was called by statement number 35 of the procedure step PSCUSTOM.
The action block ABBIL2 was called by statement number 47 of ABBIL1. Procedure step PSCUSTOM was called by the
Dialog Manager.

The Action Block Call Trace panel can be thought of as a stack that shows the hierarchy of action block calls within a
procedure step. When a call is made, an entry is added to the stack and displayed on the screen. When you return from
the call, the last entry is deleted from the stack and from the screen. When you transfer to another procedure, the stack is
cleared and a new panel begins.

To begin execution of the procedure step or action block, press the Enter key. If the procedure step or action block was
generated with the Debug option, the Action Diagram Trace panel will appear.

The TRACE command lets you turn the action diagram trace on and off. If TRACE is OFF, no action diagram trace panels
are displayed. To resume the display of action diagrams, you must type TRACE ON or T ON in the COMMAND line and
press Enter.

Action Diagram Trace Panel

The Action Diagram Trace panel allows you to trace the logic of your application at runtime. The Debug Trace Facility
shows the action diagram for the procedure step or action block being executed. (The panel is displayed only if the
procedure step or action block was generated with debug support).

    PSCUSTOM Action Diagram Trace

COMMAND ===>      SCROLL ===> HALF
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STMT PAD STATEMENT

---- --------------------------------------------

00000 +-> MENU  09/27/01  15:27

00000  |     IMPORTS:   Entity View input ief_supplied

00000  |  selection    FROM output ief_supplied

00000  | Entity View input control_ account

00000  |               account number FROM output control_account

00000  |               corporate_id    FROM output control_account

00000  |     EXPORTS:   Entity View output ief_supplied

00000  |         selection

00000  |          Entity View output control_account

00000  |        account_number

00000  |       corporate_id

00000  |     PROCEDURE STATEMENTS

00001  |

00002  |     MOVE input control_account TO output control_account

00003  |

As your application executes, the corresponding action diagram statements are highlighted on the panel. The Debug
Trace Facility highlights the statement about to be executed and pauses. Press the Enter key to continue execution.

Several commands are available to you from the Action Diagram Trace panel. These commands let you navigate within
the action diagram and are explained in the following table:

Command Abbr. ISPFPF Key Parameter Note
HELP H F1
UP F7 M, or number of lines
DOWN F8 M, or number of lines
LOCATE L -- statement number
FIND F -- string ‘r 'str’ng'
RFIND R F5 RFIND repeats the

previously requested
FIND command.

SKIP SK SKIP causes the
execution of the
highlighted statement to
be bypassed.

EXIT X EXIT causes the currently
executing action block
to return immediately to
the program from which it
was called.
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TRACE T -- ON or OFF <UNTIL <GT/
GE> stmt no>

TRACE lets you turn
the action diagram trace
on and off. If TRACE is
OFF, the action diagram
trace panel for this action
diagram is not displayed.
To resume the action
diagram display, you
must specify TRACE ON
from an Action Block Call
Trace Panel.
You can also request
the trace be turned
off until you reach a
specific statement in
the action diagram
using the Trace Off Until
Statement_number
command. For example,
to turn the trace off until
you reach statement
number 12, you would
enter: TRACE OFF
UNTIL 12.
To turn trace off until you
reach at least statement
number 15, you could
enter: T OFF U GE 15.
This feature is useful
when you want to turn
trace off (perhaps during
a READ EACH) but
you are not certain that
statement 15 will be
executed. Tracing will
resume on the next
statement number that is
15 or greater.

The commands in the following table can be used to control the appearance of the panel:

Command Abbr. ISPF PF Key Parameter Note
HILIGHT HI -- REVERSE, BLINK,

NORMAL, UNDERLINE
The statement about
to be executed is
highlighted (blinking,
reverse video,
underlined, normal) on
the panel. The default is
reverse video.

COLOR C -- RED, BLUE, GREEN,
WHITE, TURQ, PINK,
YELLOW

COLOR controls the
color of the highlighted
statement.

COLOR TEXT C TEXT -- RED, BLUE, GREEN,
WHITE, TURQ, PINK,
YELLOW

COLOR TEXT controls
the color of all statements
other than the highlighted
statement.
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Access to Other Debug Panels

The Action Diagram Trace panel also includes commands that allow you to access the other debug panels:

DISPLAY CALL
-- Displays the Action Block Call Trace panel.

DISPLAY vvvv
-- Displays the requested Action Diagram View Display panel (vvvv = IMPORT, EXPORT, LOCAL, or ENTITY).

DISPLAY SYSTEM
-- Displays the Action Diagram System View Display panel.

To return to the Action Diagram Trace panel from any of these three panels, press Enter.

Display/Modify Views

The Action Diagram View Display allows you to see the current import, export, local, or entity action views for an action
diagram. The display shows the detailed information about the view and its predicates (attributes), including the current
predicate values. The display also provides commands that let you expand repeating group views and modify predicate
values.

The display is accessed from the Action Diagram Trace panel, using the DISPLAY vvvv command (vvvv = IMPORT,
EXPORT, LOCAL, or ENTITY).

The following illustration shows a sample EXPORT view display.

PSCUSTOM Action Diagram EXPORT View Display

PSCUSTOM Action Diagram EXPORT View Display

COMMAND ===>                 SCROLL ===> HALF

S       1…+….10….+….20….+….30.

VIEW work ief-supplied

T 002 LEVEL

GROUP GROUP_BANK_INFORMATION                   MAX=0003 CURR=0000

• VIEW output control_account

• T 015  ACCOUNT NUMBER          =  100

• N 006  CORPORATE_ID            =  +000000

• T 026  COMPANY_NAME            =

• T 020  STREET_ADDRESS          =

• T 018  CITY                       =

• T 002  STATE                   =

• T 009  ZIP CODE                =

• T 002  OPERATONS_SEGMENT_CODE  =

• T 005  D_B_ RATING             =

• T 020  REPRESENTATIVE          =

• T 008  SALES_REGION            =

•Sel codes        E:Expand Repeating Group Views    M:Modify data value

For entity views that are not a part of a group, the Action Diagram View Display panel displays the name of the view
followed by its predicates and predicate values. The format of the display information is shown in the following illustration.
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For non-repeating group views, the panel displays a line identifying the group. This is immediately followed by the entity
views within the group and the predicates and predicate values for each entity view.

For repeating group views, however, the panel displays a single line that gives the name of the group and its maximum
and current cardinality. To see the views within the group, you must expand the repeating group view. You cannot expand
a repeating group whose current cardinality is zero. The message Repeating Group is Empty is displayed at the top right
of the panel. You cannot expand a non-repeating group.

To expand a repeating group, type E next to the group and press Enter. The repeating group is expanded to show the
entity views defined within the group.

Expanding a nested repeating group view shows the entity views and the name of the next repeating group. Nested
repeating group views allow you to expand the repeating group until you reach the inmost nested group. (Continue typing
E next to the label GROUP and pressing Enter until you reach the inmost level.)

To expand an entity view within a repeating group, type E next to the entity view and press Enter. The repeating
predicates of the entity view are displayed with an index identifying the predicate occurrence number and the predicate
value. When you expand a repeating group that has only one entity view, the repeating predicates are immediately
displayed.

The current value for each predicate (attribute) is displayed on the panel. You can change any predicate value. To modify
a predicate value, type M next to the predicate to be modified, use the Tab key to position the cursor to the predicate value
and enter the new value. When you exit the panel, the new value is accepted. Processing continues using the new value.

Modifying a predicate value that exceeds the screen size is a multistep process:

1. Modify the predicate value displayed on the panel.
2. Press F11 to scroll to the right. The remainder of the predicate value is displayed.
3. Modify the remainder.
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Several commands are available to help you navigate within the panel. These commands are identified in the following
table:

Command Abbr. ISPFPF Key Parameter Note
HELP F1
UP F7 M, or number of lines
DOWN F8 M, or number of lines
FIND F -- string ‘r 'str’ng'
RFIND R F5 RFIND repeats the

previously requested
FIND command.

RIGHT nnn -- F11 number of characters RIGHT is used to view
the predicate values that
exceed 32 characters.
Pressing RIGHT causes
the predicate value
portion of the panel to
scroll to the right. The left
side of the panel does
not change. If you do
not specify the number
of characters to scroll,
a default value of 10 is
used.

LEFT nnn -- F10 number of characters LEFT is used to view
the predicate values that
exceed 32 characters.
Pressing LEFT causes
the right side of the panel
scrolls to the left. The left
side does not change.
If you do not specify the
number of characters to
scroll, a default value of
10 is used.

Display System Variables

The Action Diagram System View Display panel allows you to see the current runtime values of the system variables. This
panel is accessed with the DISPLAY SYSTEM command. The variables are the Special Attributes available to you during
Business System Design. The variables are generated and maintained by the Gen and can be used by your application
system. This panel displays the current values of the system variables, whether or not you have chosen to use them in
your application.

You can change the values of any of the system variables displayed on this panel except the current date and time.

PSCUSTOM Action Diagram SYSTEM View Display

COMMAND ===>

TRANCODE     ===> CCIBPLG  USER ID        ===> DIVA19G

TERMINAL ID  ===> DIVA19G  PRINTER ID     ===>

CURRENT DATE ===> YYYYMMDD  CURRENT TIME   ===>  HHMMSS
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SYSTEM COMMAND:

===>

INFORMATION MESSAGE:

===>  PROCESSING COMPLETED ALL OK

TRANCODE
-- Transaction code being executed.

USER ID
-- Uniquely identifies the terminal operator for the transaction.

TERMINAL ID
-- Uniquely identifies the terminal from which the transaction was requested.

PRINTER ID
-- Uniquely identifies a printing device for the transaction.

CURRENT DATE
-- Current system date.

CURRENT TIME
-- Current system time.

SYSTEM COMMAND
-- Application system command, as defined in a COMMAND IS statement in an action diagram.

INFORMATION MESSAGE
-- This message area displays errors, warnings, instructions, and messages to the user. Error messages either
are set in a procedure step or originate in the Gen software.

To change the value of a system variable, use the Tab key to position the cursor to the appropriate field and type in a new
value. The new value takes effect when you exit the panel.

To exit the panel, press Enter.

Making Changes to an Application

After testing an application, you may find that you need to make changes to it. Always make the necessary changes to the
related action diagrams, views, and screens, regenerate the source, and reinstall the application.

WARNING
If you change a diagram that is the source of information for a generated load module, you must regenerate
one or more of the load module components. The type and scope of the change determine which load module
components need to be regenerated. Occasionally, you may need to regenerate the complete load module.
More often, changes that affect specific components require that you regenerate those components.

Common Testing Errors

The following is a list of some of the common errors made during testing. The list is not intended to cover all possible
common errors under all possible conditions.

• All load module components you need for your test must be generated and installed. If you are testing the flow
between two procedure steps, be sure that both procedure steps have been installed.

• If you attempt to access a load module that has not been generated, the test fails. If the attempt is made from within
the Application Test Facility, the error message is:
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CSV0031 REQUESTED MODULE module_name NOT FOUND

• Press End (as defined in the testing environment for your application) to return to a clear screen.
• To test any part of a multistep procedure, you must always generate the first procedure step as well as the procedure

steps you intend to test. This is because the first procedure step provides the access to all other procedure steps in the
procedure.

• You can only use the Debug Trace Facility with those components for which you generated debug support. You can,
however, test components without using the Debug Trace Facility.

• All load module components must be generated before the load module can be installed.
• If any component has not been generated and is not Dynamically called, the install will fail. The link-edit step will have

unresolved references.
• A load module must be installed before it can be tested. Ensure that it is installed using the correct installation

parameters. For the Application Test Facility, be sure to specify IEFAE as your target environment, or on the Host,
select the Target TSO test facility option. For CICS, do not select this option; specify CICS as your target environment.
If you are testing a load module within the Application Test Facility that uses an external action block that contains IMS
or CICS environment calls or DL/I calls, be sure to comment out the IMS, CICS, or DL/I calls within the external action
block or the external action block itself. Otherwise, the test abends with a System 0C1 or 0C4 Abend.

Background Utility
This article provides information for how to use the Background Utility process including, Provide Job Card Information
and Build JCL Member.

During the process, the Background Utility:

• Provides opportunity to enter Job Card information to be used in building the JCL
• Builds a JCL member that you can modify to invoke the background utility

Provide Job Card Information

This portion of the Background Utility process allows you to provide your own job card to be included in the JCL built by
the process. Incomplete job card information does not stop the process from continuing to build the JCL member to be
used in submitting the batch job. This job card information is saved and redisplayed the next time that you invoke the
Background Utility.

To continue with the process:

1. Provide the job card information.
2. Press Enter.

Build JCL Member

This section discusses the minimum required changes for the Background Utility to process completely.

Perform the following steps if the job card information is incomplete.

Provide the Name of the Target Definition

Provide the name of the target definition that has the properties against which you want to process. For example, you
want to build executables for IEFAE/COBOL/BYPASS. There is a DD name TARGET provided in the JCL that must not
be modified (//TARGET cannot be changed to //TAR). However, you must either provide a data set name that contains the
target definition name or indicate the target name in-stream just below the TARGET DD name. The DCB information for
the REMOTES data set is FB (fixed block) and LRECL (logical record length) 80.
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NOTE
The Target Definition that is used for the Background Utility must be already created. For more information, see
Defining the Target Configuration.

Example A Target Name Provided as In-stream Data

The following code is an example where the target name is provided as in-stream data:

//TARGET DD *

MYTARGET NAME

/*

Example B Target Name Provided as Sequential Data Set

The following code is an example where the target name is provided as sequential data set:

//TARGET DD DSN=SEQ.DATA.SET,DISP=SHR

Where SEQ.DATA.SET is some sequential data set that contains the name of your target definition.

BROWSE SEQ.DATA.SET

Command ===>

********************* Top of Data *******

MYTARGET NAME

******************** Bottom of Data *****

Example C Target Name Provided as Member of PDS

The following code is an example where the target name is provided as member of PDS:

//TARGET DD DSN=PDSDATA.SET(TARMEM),DISP=SHR

Where PDSDATA.SET is some PDS and TARMEM contains the name of your target definition.

 BROWSE PDSDATA.SET(TARMEM) 

 Command ===>

 ********************** Top of Data ******

 EXAMPLE TARGET DEFNAME

 ******************** Bottom of Data *****

Provide the List of Remote Files

Provide the list of remote files that you want to process in batch. However, do not modify DD name REMOTES, provided
in the JCL. The input must be in a specific format, and if it contains errors, processing of that remote stops and processing
continues with the next remote in the list.

Format of Remote File

Commas separate the remote input stream and the length indicated in (). The values for the 1-byte options are Y or N.
The Member Name field may be skipped if the data set is a sequential file. In that case, you would specify two commas ',,'
together indicating no member name.

Register Selected, (1)

Split Selected, (1)

Compose Selected, (1)

Execute Selected, (1)

Install Selected, (1)
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Delete RMT Flag, (1)

Member Name, (8)

DSN or RMT Name, (44)

You have flexibility on how you indicate the remotes:

• Indicate the list in-stream.
• Indicate data sets that contain the information that is needed.

The data sets can be either sequential or partitioned. You can specify multiple sequential data sets. If the data set is
partitioned, the list of remotes can be in a single or multiple members of the PDS. The DCB information for the REMOTES
data set is FB (fixed block) and LRECL (logical record length) 80.

Example D Sequential Remotes Provided as In-stream Data

The following is an example where sequential remotes are provided as in-stream data:

//REMOTES DD *

Y,Y,Y,Y,N,N,,'SEQ.DATA.SET.CASCADE.RMT'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,,'SEQ.DATA.SET.NAME1.RMT'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,,'SEQ.DATA.SET.NAME2.RMT'

/*

Example E PDS Remotes Provided as In-stream Data

The following code is an example where PDS remotes are provided as in-stream data:

//REMOTES DD *

Y,Y,Y,Y,N,N,CASCADE,'PDS.DATA.SET'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,RMTNAME1,'PDS.DATA.SET'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,RMTNAME2,'PDS.DATA.SET'

/*

Example F Sequential Data Set Containing List of Remotes

The following code is an example of sequential data set containing list of remotes:

//REMOTES DD DSN=SEQ.DATA.SET,DISP=SHR

Contents of SEQ.DATA.SET:

BROWSE SEQ.DATA.SET

Command ===>

******************** Top of Data ********

Y,Y,Y,Y,N,N,,'SEQ.DATA.SET.CASCADE.RMT'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,,'SEQ.DATA.SET.NAME1.RMT'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,,'SEQ.DATA.SET.NAME2.RMT'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,RMTNAME3,'PDS.DATA.SET'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,RMTNAME4,'PDS.DATA.SET'

******************* Bottom of Data ******

Example G PDS Members Containing List of Remotes

The following code is an example of PDS members containing list of remotes:

//REMOTES DD DSN=SEQ.DATA.SET,DISP=SHR

//REMOTES DD DSN=RMTLIST.DATA(RMTMEM),DISP=SHR
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Contents of RMTLIST.DATA(RMTMEM):

BROWSE RMTLIST.DATA(RMTMEM)

Command ===>

******************** Top of Data ********

Y,Y,Y,Y,N,N,,'SEQ.DATA.SET.CASCADE.RMT'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,,'SEQ.DATA.SET.NAME1.RMT'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,,'SEQ.DATA.SET.NAME2.RMT'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,RMTNAME3,'PDS.DATA.SET'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,RMTNAME4,'PDS.DATA.SET'

******************* Bottom of Data ******

Example H Multiple PDS Members Containing List of Remotes

The following code is an example of multiple PDS members containing list of remotes:

//REMOTES DD DSN=RMTLIST.DATA(RMTMEM1),DISP=SHR

//DD DSN=RMTLIST.DATA(RMTMEM2),DISP=SHR

Contents of RMTLIST.DATA(RMTMEM1):

BROWSE RMTLIST.DATA(RMTMEM1)

Command ===>

******************** Top of Data ********

Y,Y,Y,Y,N,N,,'SEQ.DATA.SET.CASCADE.RMT'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,,'SEQ.DATA.SET.NAME1.RMT'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,,'SEQ.DATA.SET.NAME2.RMT'

******************* Bottom of Data ******

Contents of RMTLIST.DATA(RMTMEM2):

BROWSE RMTLIST.DATA(RMTMEM2)

Command ===>

******************** Top of Data ********

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,RMTNAME3,'PDS.DATA.SET'

Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,RMTNAME4,'PDS.DATA.SET'

******************* Bottom of Data ******

Like the foreground process, perform certain actions against the remote in multiple passes (indicate to do Register, Split,
and Compose for Remote A on one line and indicate to do Execute and Install on another). This action allows common
action blocks to be split out from the various remotes and compiled once.

Example I Multiple PDS Members Containing List of Remotes with Different Options

The following code is an example of multiple PDS members containing list of remotes with different options:

//REMOTES DD DSN=RMTLIST.DATA(PASS1),DISP=SHR

//DD DSN=RMTLIST.DATA(PASS2),DISP=SHR

Contents of RMTLIST.DATA(PASS1):

BROWSE RMTLIST.DATA(PASS1)

Command ===>

******************** Top of Data ********

Y,Y,Y,N,N,N,RMTNAME1,'PDS.DATA.SET'

Y,Y,Y,N,N,N,RMTNAME2,'PDS.DATA.SET'

Y,Y,Y,N,N,N,RMTNAME3,'PDS.DATA.SET'

Y,Y,Y,N,N,N,RMTNAME4,'PDS.DATA.SET'

Y,Y,Y,N,N,N,RMTNAME5,'PDS.DATA.SET'

Y,Y,Y,N,N,N,RMTNAME6,'PDS.DATA.SET'

******************* Bottom of Data ******
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Contents of RMTLIST.DATA(PASS2):

BROWSE RMTLIST.DATA(PASS2)

Command ===>

******************** Top of Data ********

N,N,N,Y,Y,Y,RMTNAME1,'PDS.DATA.SET'

N,N,N,Y,Y,Y,RMTNAME2,'PDS.DATA.SET'

N,N,N,Y,Y,Y,RMTNAME3,'PDS.DATA.SET'

N,N,N,Y,Y,Y,RMTNAME4,'PDS.DATA.SET'

N,N,N,Y,Y,Y,RMTNAME5,'PDS.DATA.SET'

N,N,N,Y,Y,Y,RMTNAME6,'PDS.DATA.SET'

******************* Bottom of Data ******

Verify the Results of the Background Process

The Background Utility submits a batch job that is handled by the Gen Batch Manager. The Batch Manager sets a return
code of 1000, indicating the successful end of the job.

Verify the results of the background process by displaying the contents of the BATRPT DD card that is listed in the job.
Save this output in a file or view it online while the job remains on the system. Do not change the DD name BATRPT. To
write the output to a file, change the statement from SYSOUT=* to DSN= <data_set_name>. The default is:

//BATRPT DD SYSOUT=*

Example J

The following is an example to verify the results of the background process:

//BATRPT DD DSN=BATCH.OUTPUT,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

// DCB=(RECFM=FBA,BLKSIZE=10640,LRECL=133)

Add any other JCL parameters necessary at your site to complete the data set definition.

Submit

Submit the job once you have modified the JCL member. Possible processing errors that you might encounter are similar
to those in foreground processing. For example, external action blocks must be available to include in the link-edit portion
and target libraries may run out of space and must be corrected.

Execution Parameters Available

The Execute step for the IT performs the COMPILE, LINK, and BIND actions by default for both the foreground and
background processing. The REXX CLIST built as a result of the Compose step may be executed manually. The
composed CLIST, when executed manually, has other parameters available to change the action of the Execute step.

Following list displays the available parameters:

COMPILE
-- Compiles all load module members which "need" to be compiled, that is, those modules which have been split
but have never been compiled.

COMPILE(X)
-- Compiles X, where X is the name of a load module member.

COMPALL
-- Compiles all load module members.

PACKAGE(X)
-- Binds package X, where X is the name of a load module member that is included in a collection and has SQL.
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PACKALL
-- Package binds all load module members with SQL. Normally needed only if no compiles are to be done.

LINK
-- Links the load module containing the dialog manager and all load module members (action blocks, screens, and
procedure steps) that are dynamically loaded.

LINK(X)
-- Links X, where X is the name of the dialog manager load module or a dynamically loaded load module member.

BIND
-- Binds application plan.

LINEMODE
-- Displays status messages in line mode.

DEBUG
-- Traces command execution using trace R REXX statement.

If this CLIST is in a library NOT in your ISPF SYSPROC concatenation, it may be invoked from the TSO command
processor screen (ISPF 6).

Example K Invoking CLIST from TSO Command Processor

The following code is an example of invoking CLIST from TSO command processor:

EXEC 'AAAC.CLIB(XYZ)' 'COMPALL LINEMODE'

If this CLIST is in a library in your ISPF SYSPROC concatenation, it may be invoked from any TSO command line.

Example L Invoking CLIST from TSO Command Line

The following code is an example of invoking CLIST from TSO command line:

TSO XYZ COMPALL LINEMODE

This CLIST may be executed in the background using the JCL created for you with the Background Utility. You specify the
modified ISPSTART statement within the SYSTSIN input stream.

Example M Invoking CLIST from JCL

The following code is an example of invoking CLIST from JCL:

//SYSTSIN DD *

PROFILE PREFIX(TSOID) WTPMSG

ISPSTART CMD(EXEC 'AAAC.CLIB(GENLM1)' 'COMPILE LINEMODE')

ISPSTART CMD(EXEC 'AAAC.CLIB(GENLM2)' 'COMPILE LINK PACKALL')

ISPSTART CMD(EXEC 'AAAC.CLIB(GENLM3)' 'COMPILE(PSTEPA) LINEMODE')

/*

Example N Invoking Multiple CLISTs from JCL

In this example, the first ISPSTART executes the batch program, which uses the input and output files that are mentioned
previously in this section. This ISPSTART is the default that you see in the JCL. Your REMOTES input file would have
entries for the GENLM1, GENLM2, and GENLM3 modules specifying to register, split, and compose those remotes. The
subsequent ISPSTART commands in this example continue the process using different execute parameters.

//SYSTSIN DD *

PROFILE PREFIX(TSOID) WTPMSG

ISPSTART CMD(%TIXBKGN3 PROGRAM(IEFBP1) TRACE(OFF) +
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TIUDEBUG(X)DBATTACH(DSN))

%TICGRETC TIUDEBUG(X)

ISPSTART CMD(EXEC 'AAAC.CLIB(GENLM1)' 'COMPILE LINEMODE')

ISPSTART CMD(EXEC 'AAAC.CLIB(GENLM2)' 'COMPILE LINK PACKALL')

ISPSTART CMD(EXEC 'AAAC.CLIB(GENLM3)' 'COMPILE(PSTEPA) LINEMODE')

/*

//REMOTES DD DSN=RMTLIST.DATA(PASS1),DISP=SHR

Contents of RMTLIST.DATA(PASS1):

BROWSE RMTLIST.DATA(PASS1)

Command ===>

******************** Top of Data ********

Y,Y,Y,N,N,N,GENLM1,'PDS.DATA.SET'

Y,Y,Y,N,N,N,GENLM2,'PDS.DATA.SET'

Y,Y,Y,N,N,N,GENLM3,'PDS.DATA.SET'

******************* Bottom of Data ******

Testing, Production, and Maintenance
This article provides information for Testing, Production, and Maintenance and contains an overview of the activities that
occur after an application is installed in your target environment.

Many of the procedures that are discussed in this section are performed outside the IT. Since the process varies
according to the configuration of your target system, specific steps are omitted. However, the pre- and post-conditions that
are required for the Gen application to run are defined.

Application Testing

Before you can test a complete application, use the Installation Tool to install the application database, RI trigger logic,
and all load modules that are part of the application. The Application Test Facility, with the Application Execution Facility
(IEFAE), is used to test a Gen generated application before the application is moved to the production environment.

To make changes to the application, change the Gen model that is used to generate the application, not the generated
code. This applies whether the change is made to correct a problem or enhance the application.

Regenerate the changed portion of your application on your code generation platform after changing the model.

If your changes do not update the load module definition, you can elect to regenerate only the necessary load module
components instead of the complete load module. Then move the regenerated components to your target system, overlay
the old versions of the components with the new ones, and reinstall the load module using the Install Load Module menu
option in the Installation Tool. This saves the time and resources that are required to register and split a remote file whose
definition has not changed.

If you changed the Load Module definition or changed most of the components in a Load Module, you can elect to
generate an entirely new remote file. Move the resulting remote file to your target system. You can then register the new
remote file, build, and implement the application again.

Changing the code on your target system is not recommended under any circumstances. This practice results in a model
different from the generated code, and the process of making further changes become unmanageable. If you change the
generated code, many of the benefits of the Information Engineering process are lost.

Application Production

When the application is ready for production, move it into the proper environment and introduce it into production. These
tasks can be performed differently by each organization using the IT. Some elements are common to all installations.
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The dialog manager of any Gen generated application can customize system functions, such as retrieving a user ID or
handling errors, for access. You can customize these elements (user exits) for specific target systems. User exits are
source language routines. Make sure the user exits DLLs are in a library that is accessible to the dialog manager during
the execution of Gen generated application.

For instructions appropriate to the configuration of your target system refer to Defining the Target Configuration.

Production in the IEFAE Environment

To use the IEFAE environment, the components necessary for Gen generated application to run in production are:

• The application itself
• The database that is used by the application
• The relevant runtime DLLs

The runtime DLLs required by IEFAE included the following:

• TIRTSOCS
• TIRTSODV
• TIRTSOST
• TIRTSXSU
• TSOAE

The Gen runtime DLLs that are required for a Gen generated application to run include the following:

Runtime DLLs

• TIRARUNT
• TIRMSET
• TIRORUNT
• TIRRTLDT
• TIRTRCTZ

User Exit DLLs

• TIRDATXZ
• TIRDEVTZ
• TIRDLCTZ
• TIRHELPZ
• TIRIRTRZ
• TIRITIAZ
• TIRIURTZ
• TIRIUSRZ
• TIRMTQBZ
• TIRSECRZ
• TIRTERAZ
• TIRTSYSZ
• TIRUPPRZ
• TIRYYXZ

In addition, the DLLs that are required for generated Block Mode Enhanced Map applications include the following:

Runtime DLLs
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• TIRCGSPZ
• TIRCHPRZ
• TIRCHPZ
• TIRCIIMZ
• TIRCO2PZ
• TIRCO2SZ
• TIRCPINZ
• TIRCPUIZ
• TIRCVINZ

User Exit DLLs

• TIRIEXZ

The User Exit TIRIEXSZ DLL is required for generated Block Mode Standard Map applications.

The IEFAE serves as an operating environment that handles many aspects of communication between the operating
system and the Gen generated application.

Batch

To execute Gen Batch applications under IEFAE the following DLLs are required:

• TIRTSOCS
• TIRTSODV
• TIRTSOST
• TIRTSXSU
• TSOAE

The following Gen runtime DLLs are required:

Runtime DLLs

• TIRARUNT
• TIRBRUNT
• TIRORUNT
• TIRTRCTZ

User Exit DLLs

• TIRBURTZ
• TIRIRTRZ
• TIRITIAZ
• TIRMTQBZ
• TIRRECTZ

Depending on which functions are used by the action blocks, TIRDATXZ and TIRUPPRZ may also be needed.

To execute Gen Batch applications under JES the following DLLs are required:

Runtime DLLs

• TIRARUNT
• TIRBRUNB
• TIRIOVFI
• TIRORUNT

TIRABRT, TIRABRTB and TIRXINFZ runtime DLLs are required when Call REST statements are used in the application.
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User Exit DLLs

• TIRBRTRZ
• TIRBURTZ
• TIRITIAZ
• TIRMTQBZ
• TIRRETCZ
• TIRTERBZ

If your batch application is IMS DLIBATCH or IMS BMP, the TIRARUNI, TIRBRUNI, and TIRORUNI DLLs are also
needed. Depending on which functions are used by the action blocks, TIRDATXZ and TIRUPPRZ may also be needed.
These must be included in the STEPLIB DD.

Production in the CICS Environment

To use the CICS environment, define all program names and trancodes to the CICS program and transaction
tables. For sample table definitions to use as templates for CICS applications see Define CICS Block Mode
Applications and Establish Client/Server Support. Contact your CICS system administrator for help with defining the
programs and trancodes.

In addition, make the Gen Runtime modules available in the CICS region being targeted. For more information about
which Runtime modules are required, see Install Gen Runtime Load Library Modules.

Production in the IMS Environment

To use the IMS environment, you must define all psbs, program names, and trancodes to the IMS Systems. For sample
table definitions to use as templates for IMS applications see Define IMS Block Mode Applications and Establish Client/
Server Support. Contact your IMS system administrator for help with defining the psbs, programs, and trancodes.

In addition, make the Gen Runtime modules available in the IMS system being targeted. For more information about
which Runtime modules are required, see Install Gen Runtime Load Library Modules.

Application Maintenance

All maintenance of a Gen generated application must be performed on the model from which the application is generated.
Until changes are necessary, store the model in the Host Encyclopedia or the CSE with appropriate backup copies stored
separately for recovery.

Model management is one of the most demanding tasks in Gen system development. The Host Encyclopedia
or the Client-Server Encyclopedia are ideal control points for model and subset management. The Host
Encyclopedia and Client-Server Encyclopedia are excellent references about the general model management. The Host
Encyclopedia Subsetting, Client-Server Encyclopedia Subsetting, Host Encyclopedia Version Control, and the Client-
Server Encyclopedia Version Control provide advanced references on the functions of migration and subsetting.

Application Migration

There are different application migration requirements depending on the Gen release that the application is migrating from
and the type of linkage the application uses to invoke the various components of that application.

To aid migration from releases of AllFusion Gen before release 7, the Compatibility setting for the Dynamically Link
Packaging property can be used.

Its purpose is to:

• Enable Gen 8.6 applications (which are built as DLLs) to call components that are built as non-DLL load modules.
• Optionally, build components that cannot be DLLs as non-DLLs and have them use the same z/OS runtime as Gen 8.6

DLL applications.
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NOTE
Because the Compatibility feature was not available in AllFusion Gen r7 or 7.5, any component that is previously
migrated to these releases became DLLs. Thus migration information from these releases to Gen 8.6 does not
mention Compatibility.

For more information about Compatibility and migrating to Gen 8.6, see the Release Notes for this and previous releases.

Migrating from Gen 8.5

The Gen 8.6 z/OS Runtime DLLs must be deployed to the target execution environment and must supersede those
Runtimes that are provided with Gen 8.5. Gen 8.6 generated applications and runtime DLLs must reside in PDSE
libraries.

Migrating from Gen r8

The Gen 8.6 z/OS Runtime DLLs must be deployed to the target execution environment and must supersede those
Runtimes that are provided with Gen r8. Gen 8.6 generated applications and runtime DLLs must reside in PDSE libraries.

Migrating from Release 7.6

All components of AllFusion Gen r7.6 applications were installed to resolve addressability to the runtimes residing in
DLLs. In addition, all Gen 7.6 applications are themselves DLLs so there are no activities that are required to migrate an
application from AllFusion Gen r7.6 to Gen 8.6.

The Gen 8.6 z/OS Runtime DLLs must be deployed to the target execution environment and must supersede those
Runtimes that are provided with AllFusion Gen r7.6. Gen 8.6 generated applications and runtime DLLs must reside in
PDSE libraries.

Migrating from Allfusion Gen 7.5

All components of AllFusion Gen r7.5 applications were installed to resolve addressability to the runtimes residing in
DLLs. In addition, all Gen 7.5 applications are themselves DLLs so there are no activities that are required to migrate an
application from AllFusion Gen r7.5 to Gen 8.6.

The Gen 8.6 z/OS Runtime DLLs must be deployed to the target execution environment and must supersede those
Runtimes that are provided with AllFusion Gen r7.5. Gen 8.6 generated applications and runtime DLLs must reside in
PDSE libraries.

Migrating from Release 7

Compiler options that are changed in AllFusion Gen r7 to enable the creation and use of DLLs. A small portion of the
runtimes were built as DLLs in AllFusion Gen r7 with most of the remainder becoming DLLs in AllFusion Gen r7.6. The
Gen 8.6 applications must be compiled using options that enable DLL support to use the runtime DLLs.

When migrating from AllFusion Gen r7 to Gen 8.6, evaluate how the AllFusion Gen r7 application was built and do one of
the following:

1. If all the components of an application were compiled in AllFusion Gen r7, then reinstall all the existing code to re-link
the application. The re-link step resolves the addressability of the runtimes that is located in the DLLs. Ensure that
runtimes from previous releases are not inadvertently picked up from the SYSLIB concatenation through auto-call. The
Gen 8.6 load library contains all the required runtimes. Load libraries from previous releases must not be included in
the SYSLIB concatenation.

2. If only certain components of an application were compiled in AllFusion Gen r7, recompile all the components being
migrated that were not previously compiled at the AllFusion Gen r7 level and re-link all components. A recompile is
required to ensure that the generated components are built with DLL support and a re-link is required to resolve the
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addressability of the runtimes located in the DLLs. The Gen 8.6 load library contains all the required runtimes. Load
libraries from previous releases must not be included in the SYSLIB concatenation.

WARNING
Failure to recompile these migrated components causes unpredictable results.

When using the Implementation Toolset for z/OS to re-link, but not to recompile an application, process the existing IP
by selecting only the Register, Execute, and Install options of the Detailed IP Action Menu. Do not select the Split option.
Ensure that Gen 8.6 Scripts and Target are used. The Gen 8.6 Target locations (data sets) used must be same as those
used previously to build the application being migrated. Gen 8.6 generated applications and runtime DLLs must reside in
PDSE libraries.

Migrating from 6.5 and Earlier Releases

When migrating from releases earlier than AllFusion Gen r7 to Gen 8.6, evaluate which application components can
become DLLs and which must remain as non-DLL load modules.

NOTE
It is possible that feature enhancements offered in future releases of Gen require that routines reside in a DLL to
use those features.

Some of the components of applications that can become DLLs must be regenerated and all the components must be
recompiled and relinked regardless of the application type (blockmode or servers) or the type of linkage (static or dynamic
program call) used between application components.

The following table describes the actions that are required:

Application Type Component Requiring Regeneration Component Requiring Reinstall
(Recompile and Re-link)

RI triggers None All components
Batch Batch Manager All Components
TSO blockmode,
standard map

Dialog Manager All Components

TSO blockmode,
enhanced map

Dialog Manager and Map All Components

IMS blockmode,
standard map

Dialog Manager All Components

IMS blockmode,
enhanced map

Dialog Manager and Map All Components

CICS blockmode,
standard map

Dialog Manager All Components

CICS blockmode,
enhanced map

Dialog Manager and Map All Components

IMS server Server Manager All Components
CICS server Server Manager All Components

Components that must remain as non-DLL load modules must use the Gen 8.6 z/OS Dynamic Program Call Compatibility
feature.

This feature allows a phased migration of applications that are built by releases of AllFusion Gen before release 7, that
use dynamically called procedure steps, screens, or action blocks (including EABs). The Compatibility setting causes the
caller of a module that is marked for compatibility to always be regenerated and reinstalled, to include a call to the runtime
routine that handles the call to the non-DLL load module. The option Process modules that are marked for Compatibility
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determine what components are rebuilt as release 8.6 non-DLL load modules. The option Process modules that are
marked for Compatibility can be selected to regenerate and reinstall the components or reinstall them. The reinstall is
required to enable the non-DLL load modules to use the Gen 8.6 DLL runtimes.

RI triggers and action blocks that are statically called by modules that are marked for Compatibility must be built using the
NODLL compiler option. If these RI triggers and action blocks are also used in Gen applications that are built as DLLs,
they must be compiled using the DLL option. Selecting the Process modules that are marked for Compatibility option
causes the RI triggers and any action blocks statically called by modules that are marked for Compatibility to be generated
and precompiled once but compiled twice. Separate libraries are provided in the target environment to hold the separate
NCAL modules resulting from the two compile steps.

Applications that run under TSOAE and contain modules that are marked for Compatibility cannot dynamically call
modules that are built with a release before Gen 8.6.

Enhanced Map Block Mode applications containing screens that are marked for Compatibility cannot dynamically call
screen managers who are built with a release before Gen 8.6.

WARNING
Ensure that runtimes from previous releases are not inadvertently picked up from the SYSLIB concatenation
through an auto-call. The Gen 8.6 load library contains all the required runtimes. Load libraries from previous
releases must not be included in the SYSLIB concatenation.

Gen 8.6 runtimes and generated code must reside in PDSE libraries. When migrating from previous releases of Gen using
the Implementation Toolset, ensure that the Business System data sets specified for the NCAL, EXE, IMPL, RI Load Lib
and, if used, the Static NCAL, Static RI NCAL or Static External Action Block libraries are allocated as PDSEs before
processing the release 7.6 script.

EAB Migration

When an External Action Block has its associated Dynamically Linked Packaging property set to Yes, migrating to Gen 8.6
requires the EAB to be recompiled and reinstalled as a DLL. If the EAB dynamically calls other user programs, those user
programs must also be built as DLLs.

When an External Action Block has its associated Dynamically Linked Packaging property set to Compatibility, the option
Process module that is marked for Compatibility determines if the EAB must be rebuilt as a z/OS non-DLL load module or
must remain as built by the releases of AllFusion Gen before release 7. In either case, if the EAB dynamically calls other
user programs, those user programs must also be non-DLLs.

How an External Action Block that has its associated Dynamically Linked Packaging property set to NO, thus is statically
linked into the calling application, is compiled depends on the type of application that calls it. When the calling application
is marked for Compatibility the EAB must be built using the NODLL compiler option and must be placed in a library in
the Static External Action Block panel. When the calling application is not marked for Compatibility the EAB must be built
using the DLL compiler option and must be placed in a library in the External Action Block panel. When called by both
application types, two copies of the EAB must be built and each placed in the appropriate library.

In Gen 8.6 if an EAB uses a CICS XCTL or CICS START API command to flow to another CICS transaction (thus not
returning), that EAB must delete a TSQ before it executes the XCTl or START.

If the application executing the EAB was built by Gen r8.x, the TSQ is named MMCB<APPLID>#### (where #### is the
packed CICS Taskid).

If the application executing the EAB was built by Gen 7.6 or earlier release, the TSQ name is AMCB<APPLID>####.

For more information about EABs, see Implementing External Action Blocks.

z/OS Runtime User Exits

In Gen 8.6 user exits reside in the z/OS runtime DLLs. Customers migrating to Gen 8.6 must rebuild the user exits they
have customized in prior release of Gen. The user exits are no longer linked into each generated application.  All modified
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user exit must be rebuilt so they can be updated in their respective Gen 8.6 runtime DLL. JCL procedures that build the
user exits and their specific DLLs are provided in the relevant CEHBSAMP data sets in members MKUEXITS, MK5EXITS
(COBOL 5), MKUECTCP, and MKUEITCP respectively. The JCL to re-build the User Exits used by the C runtimes for
Codepage translation reside in the member MKCRUN in the CEHBSAMP dataset. If the TIRXINFO user exit (included in
MKCRUN) is modified, the resulting TIRXINFZ DLL must also be deployed.

Important! Take care to ensure that the user exits used from previous releases are not inadvertently picked up from the
SYSLIB concatenation through an auto-call. The Gen 8.6 user exits must be updated in their respective z/OS Runtime
DLL.

For more information about User Exits and their associated JCL procedures, see Customizing and Installing User Exits
or User Exits.

Load Module Packaging

Load module packaging for target system implementation is an important consideration during the maintenance phase
of the Gen application development life cycle. The load module definition determines the contents of each load module
remote file. The control information is updated each time that you change the load module packaging. Unless precautions
are taken, an incorrect load module definition can overwrite a correct one on the target system once the remote file is
transferred to the target system and processed.

Online load module packaging and member name assignment can be done in the encyclopedia using Host Construction.
Packaging and member name information that is created in the encyclopedia is included when a subset is checked
out. From Gen r8, online load module packaging and member name assignment can also be done in the Toolset using
workstation construction and it is uploaded and checked into the encyclopedia.

Cooperative load module packaging and member name assignment must be done in the Toolset using Workstation
Construction. This packaging is always uploaded and checked in to the encyclopedia.

When creating a subset of the model for code generation, include all the elements necessary to regenerate a complete
load module. To be sure that a subset includes all components of a load module, look at the packaging for that load
module. Then, for each procedure step in the load module:

• Scope the procedure that includes the procedure step.
• Ask for the default (blank) expansion option of the procedure.
• Ask for Read (R) access to each procedure (to change some part of the procedure; you must ask for Modify or Delete

access).
• Scope the database. Ask for Read access and default expansion.

WARNING
The load module definition determines what is included in load module remote files. If you elect to generate
and install only code changes, all the elements of the load module that can be found by Gen are included in
the remote file. Elements of a load module that is packaged having an associated Dynamically Link Packaging
property set to Compatibility are included in the remote file when the option Process modules that are marked
for Compatibility are selected.

Customizing Scripts and User Exits
You can modify scripts to fulfill the requirements of your target system. You can also modify the directory locations, such
as those used by the DBMS precompiler and the addition of new tokens. Use the Installation Tool to load the customized
scripts. Before you use the scripts, recreate the MAKE file for any load modules that have already been processed
and need to reference the new script. Someone who is aware of the consequences of the script changes must only
change the scripts.

This topic includes the following information:
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Script Delimiters

You can specify the delimiters for each type of delimited string that appears in a script. Delimiters are specified when
a script is loaded and are shown on the Show Script Details screen when the script is displayed. The following table
describes the delimiters:

Delimiter Description Delimiter Start Delimiter End
Script Token Delimiter ! !
Script Comment Delimiter !* *!
Script Directive Delimiter !# #!

Script Directives

Two script directives are used to control activity within a script:

• FOREACH,...ENDFOR
• OPENFILE,...CLOSEFILE

FOREACH,...ENDFOR

The FOREACH,...ENDFOR script directive allows use of a looping structure to perform an action on every occurrence of a
specified type. For example, the FOREACH LOAD_MODULE directive allows you to specify the action to be performed for
each load module.

The following objects can appear as repeating group members:

• BUSINESS_SYSTEM
• CLEAR_SCREEN_TRANCODE
• DIALOG_FLOW_TRANCODE
• EXT_AB_LIB
• EXT_DBRM_LIB
• EXTERNAL_AB
• EXTERNAL_DBRM
• LOAD_MODULE
• SOURCE_MEMBER
• STATIC_EXT_AB_LIB
• SYS_LOAD_LIB

OPENFILE,...CLOSEFILE

The OPENFILE,...CLOSEFILE directive specifies a file location and name. It works in a manner similar to that of the
FOREACH,...ENDFOR directive. OPENFILE directives within OPENFILE directives are not supported.

Tokens

A token is a generic name for a variable element of a script (MAKE command procedure). During the installation of a
remote file, the Installation Tool interprets the script and replaces the tokens with information about the remote file to
produce a complete command procedure.

The following list displays categories of tokens:

• Environment Parameter
• Location
• Generalized Markup Language (GML)
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When the script is processed, unresolved tokens are resolved as a Null value. Structures of tokens within tokens are not
supported.

Environment Parameter Tokens

Environment Parameter Tokens contain information that defines the specific compile and install options for an individual
target configuration. Environment parameter tokens can be divided into the following categories:

• Environment Tokens
• Option Tokens

Environment Tokens

Environment tokens can be used to identify the variable components of a target configuration definition. These tokens
are not displayed on the Token Decomposition Report. Environment tokens are virtual tokens and do not exist in the
database. These tokens are used to pass script information to the MAKE file. These tokens override the same value in the
GML tokens. If there is a difference between the Environment and GML token, the difference is reported when the script is
executed. Environment tokens are identified by the prefix ENV. The Load Script screen provides the information for these
tokens.

The following table describes Environment tokens. Set the values for these tokens through the Load Script screen in the
Installation Tool.

Token Name Description
os Defines the operating system
tp_monitor Defines the transaction processing monitor
language Defines the code generation language
dbms Defines the DBMS of the target configuration
screen_format Defines the screen format used in the target configuration

definition

Option Tokens

Option tokens are user-defined tokens that allow you to add capabilities that are not available with existing script tokens.
For example, option tokens can be used to specify different types of locations or to select compile and link options. Option
tokens are identified by the prefix OPT. followed by the specific token name.

Option tokens can be assigned specific values when creating or updating a target, model, or business system definition.
The values are set using the Options screen (accessed using F13) during target, model, or business system definition.

Option tokens are not used in the default scripts that are provided for the z/OS environment. If you elect to use Option
tokens, the tokens must be added to the appropriate script before they are usable.

Option tokens are defined by customizing a script to use them.

NOTE
All script tokens are surrounded by the unique delimiters that are specified for a particular target system.

WARNING
Make sure that the script still works properly if the option token values are not found and tokens resolve to nulls.

Making Option Tokens Effective

After a script has been modified, it must be loaded into the Installation Tool before it can be accessed.
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If option tokens have been added to scripts associated with existing Target Configurations, then the MAKE file must be
recreated before the option tokens are effective on remote files that have already been split.

Adding Values for Option Tokens

After the script is associated with a Target Configuration, users can identify token values when creating or updating a
Target, Model, or BusSys definition. This is done on the Options screen, which is accessed from the Target Definition,
Model Definition, or BusSys Definition screens by pressing F13.

It is important to know the token names when using the Options screen. The Options screen contains two columns that
allow you to enter a token name and the value, but the option token names that apply are not listed.

Location and Library Tokens

When a MAKE procedure is created as a part of remote file installation, the location tokens are replaced with the actual
library name where Gen generated components are stored when a remote file is installed.

All Location tokens are populated from the data that is entered on the Location screen of the Installation Tool. Location
tokens are identified by the prefix LOC or LIB. (Library tokens are a form of Location token.)

The following table describes Location tokens. Location tokens can occur at target, model, and business system levels.
Set the values for these tokens using the Location Screens in the Installation Tool.

Token Name Description
Source_lib The location of generated source split from remote files.
Ncal_load_lib* The location of unresolved load modules (output from compilation

step).
Exe_load_lib* The location of executable load modules (fully resolved load

modules).
Impl_load_lib* Not used.
DBRM_lib The location of DBRMs created by the DB2 compiler.
Inst_ctl_lib The location of load module ICM split from remote files.
Listing_lib The location of compiler listings (optional).
Clist_lib The location of generated MAKE procedures.
Tranmap_file The IEFAE file that associates trancodes to load modules.
Appl_clist_lib The location of generated commands to invoke an application

under IEFAE (one command for each clear screen trancode).
MFS_source_lib The location of generated MFS code split from remote files.
Bndctl_lib The location of the binder control cards (optional).
Batch_JCL_lib This token is reserved for future use.
Idcams_ctl_lib The location of IDCAMS control statements that are split from DDL

remote files.
DDL_lib The location of DDL statements that are split from DDL remote

files.
RI_source_lib The location of source code for RI triggers split from RI trigger

remote files.
RI_load_lib* The location of NCAL load modules that are created by compiling

RI triggers.
RI_DBRM_lib The location of DBRMs for RI triggers.
RI_listing_lib The location of compiler listings for RI trigger modules (optional).
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RI_exec_lib* The location of RI executable load modules.
RI_bndctl_lib The location of the RI Triggers binder control cards (optional).
Batch_exec_lib* The location of the Batch executable dynamic and z/OS library

load modules (optional).
Batch_bndctl The location of the Batch executable binder control cards

(optional).
Batch_RI_lib* The location of the Batch executable dynamic RI Trigger load

modules (optional).
Batch_RI_bctl The location of the Batch dynamic RI Triggers binder control cards

(optional).
DSNULI_exec_lib* The location of the executable dynamic and z/OS library load

modules when DSNULI support is enabled.
DSNULI_bctl_lib The location of the executable binder control cards when DSNULI

support is enabled (optional).
DSNULI_RI_exec* The location of the executable dynamic RI Trigger load modules

when RI DSNULI support is enabled.
DSNULI_RI_bctl The location of the dynamic RI Triggers binder control cards when

RI DSNULI support is enabled (optional).
Static_ncal_lib* The location of unresolved load modules (output from compilation

step) for action blocks that are statically called by modules that are
marked for Compatibility.

Static_list_lib The location of compiler listings for action bocks that are
statically called by modules that are marked for Compatibility
(optional).

Static_RI_ncal_lib* The location of NCAL load modules that are created for RI triggers
compiled with the NODLL compiler option.

Static_RI_list_lib The location of compiler listings for RI trigger modules that are
compiled with the NODLL compiler option (optional).

NOTE
* Data set must be created as a PDSE (DSNtype=library) data set.

Library tokens are an alternate token resolution structure available that concatenates all location occurrences into a
search sequence. When the MAKE file executes, each location is searched in sequence until the component is located or
the list is exhausted. This capability is limited to three components and is very useful for ensuring that common or system
level components do not have to be copied into Gen specific locations before they are accessed.

Library tokens are identified by the prefix LIB. LIB tokens are used to support multiple External Action Block libraries,
multiple External Action Block DBRM libraries, and multiple system load libraries. The following table describes Library
tokens:

Token Name Description
Ext_ab_libs* The location of load libraries containing External Action Blocks.

There is a maximum of 12 libraries.
Ext_DBRM_libs The location of DBRM libraries containing External Action Block

DBRMs. There is a maximum of 12 libraries.
Sys_load_libs* The location of load libraries containing site-specific load modules

that are linked into Gen application load modules (site version of
the help exit). There is a maximum of 12 libraries.
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Static_ext_ab_libs* The location of load libraries containing External Action Blocks
that are statically called by modules that are marked for
Compatibility. There is a maximum of 12 libraries.

NOTE
* Data set must be created as a PDSE (DSNtype=library) data set.

Location tokens can be divided into four categories:

• BusSys
• Library
• Model
• Target

The default hierarchy logic in the Installation Tool searches for a location at the lowest (most specific) level first, then
moves up one level at a time to more general levels until it finds a location specification. The search order for the directory
hierarchy looks like this:

• BusSys level-specific category locations
• Model level-specific category locations
• Target level-specific category locations

This search order is transparent when you are viewing a script. In some cases, it may be necessary to use a specific
location rather than resolving a token through the location hierarchy.

For example, if Gen is looking for a location to replace the location token that is called SOURCE_LIB in the MAKE file it is
creating, it searches through the three levels in the following manner until it finds a location specification:

• BusSys SOURCE_LIB:<none specified>
• Model SOURCE_LIB:<none specified>
• Target SOURCE_LIB:AAAC.IEF.COBOL

When the first location specification is found, AAAC.IEF.COBOL, is used to replace the location token in the MAKE file
being created. In the example, the location specification is at the Target level. Because the Installation Tool automatically
searches through the location hierarchy until a location is found, you can define locations with generic location tokens
rather than separate tokens for each level. In the script, you do not need to include all the possible token names under
which a location can be stored.

Generalized Markup Language Tokens

Generalized Markup Language (GML) is the language that is used in the ICM of each remote file that is generated through
Gen. The information in the ICM defines the contents of the database, RI trigger set, or load module remote file. For
database and RI trigger remote files, all of the components that are specified in the ICM are found in the remote file. For a
load module remote file, the complete load module is defined in the ICM, regardless of the number of components that are
included in the remote file. (This is done for maintenance purposes. It allows you to change and regenerate portions of a
load module without changing its definition.)

An incomplete load module ICM can result if the subset used to generate the remote file does not contain all the elements
for the load module.

The following example shows how the GML is used in the ICM of an RI trigger remote file:

:remote target=MVS type=CASCADE.

:split member=CASCADE type=ICM.

:execdef

                         user=USERNM

                         date=92/12/12

                         time=15:27:32
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                         os=NT

:source

                         model='ORDER ENTRY IV'

                         subset='ALL'

                         dateup=0000/00/00

                         timeup=00:00

                         saved=NO

                         schema=9.1.A5

                         level=9.1.A5.01

                         codepage=1252

:esource.

:systems

                         source=E:\MODELS\ORDER.IEF\COBOL\.

:esystems.

:execunit

                         language=COBOL

                         os=MVS

                         dbms=DB2

                         dbname=ORDERDB1

                         pcompat=YES

Tokens in GML are represented as equate statements, which have an identifier to the left of the equal sign and the
variable data to the right of the equal sign. Not all of the equate statements that are shown in an ICM are used as tokens
by the script.

When the equate statements are processed into tokens, they are assigned to one of the five GML token types. The GML
token types that are used by Gen follow.

Business System Tokens

These tokens are set during business system definition:

Token Name Description
SOURCE The source directory on the development workstation. This value

is found in the :systems section of the ICM of each remote file that
is associated with this business system as source=.

TECHSYS The name of the business system. This value is found in the
:systems section of the ICM of each remote file that is associated
with this business system as techsys=.

Load Module Definition Tokens

These tokens describe characteristics of the contents of a load module. They come from the ICM of a remote file.

Token Name Description
CODEPAGE The identifier of the mapping of characters to binary numbers.

This value is found in the :source of the ICM of each remote file as
codepage=.

COMMTYPE The Communications method. This value is found in the :execunit
section of the ICM of each remote file as commtype=.

DATE The date when the remote file was created. This value is found in
the :execdef section of the ICM of each remote file as date=.
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DATEUP The date when the model was uploaded to the Gen central
encyclopedia. This value is found in the :source section of the ICM
of each remote file as dateup=.

DBMS The DBMS for which the remote file was created. This value is
found in the :execunit section of the ICM of each remote file as
dbms=.

DBNAME The name of the database associated with this remote file. This
value is found in the :execunit section of the ICM of each remote
file as dbname=.

EXECENV The execution environment (TP monitor) for this remote file. This
value is found in the :execunit section of the ICM of each load
module remote file as execenv=.

FORMAT The screen panel format for this remote file. The value is found in
the :execunit section of the ICM of each load module remote file
as format=.

GEN_OS The operating system when the remote file was generated. The
value for this token is found in the :execdef section of the ICM of
each remote file as os=.

ISOLATION The value for this token is found in the :source section of the ICM
of each remote file as isolation=.

LANGUAGE The compiler language that is used for this remote file. This value
is found in the :execunit section of the ICM of each remote file as
language=.

LEVEL The levelset of the Gen Code Generation Tool used to create the
remote file. This value is found in the :source section of the ICM of
each remote file as level=.

PCOMPAT This indicates whether the Process modules marked for
Compatibility option was selected or not for this load module. This
value is found in the :execunit of the ICM of each remote file as
pcompat= and can have a value of YES or NO. Its value applies to
each component of the load module.

MAKE_FILE The full file name of the MAKE file for this load module.
MEMBER The member name (remote file filename). This value is found in

the :execunit section of the ICM of each load module remote file
as member=.

MODEL The model that is used to create this remote file. This value is
found in the :source section of the ICM of each remote file as
model=.

OS The operating system for which the remote file was created. This
value is found in the :execunit section of the ICM of each remote
file as os=.

PROFILE The user's profile type. This value is found in the :execunit section
of the ICM of each remote file as profile=. The most common
value is SQL.

SAVED This value is found in the :source section of the ICM of each
remote file as saved=.

SCHEMA The Gen schema level. This value is found in the :source section
of the ICM of each remote file as schema=.
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SOURCE The source directory for the components that are used to create
the remote file on the development workstation. This value is
found in the :systems section of the ICM of each remote file as
source=.

SUBSET The model subset that is used to create this remote file. This value
is found in the :source section of the ICM of each remote file as
subset=.

TECHSYS The business system where this remote file belongs. This value
is found in the :systems section of the ICM of each load module
remote file as techsys=.

TIME The time when the remote file was created. The value for this
token is found in the :execdef section of the ICM of each remote
file as time=.

TIMEUP The time when the model was uploaded to the central
encyclopedia. This value is found in the :source section of the ICM
of each remote file as timeup=.

USER The user who created the remote file. The value for this token is
found in the :execdef section of the ICM of each remote file as
user=.

VDFMEMBER The View Definition table source member name. This value is not
used in z/OS.

Load Module Member Tokens

These tokens describe characteristics of one portion of a load module (such as a procedure step or action block). They
come from the ICM of a remote file.

Token Name Description
ABTYPE The action block type. Appears only if the load module member is

an action block.
ACFMEMBER The Attribute Configuration File source member that is associated

with the procedure step. This is not used on z/OS.
CLRTRAN The clear screen transaction code. CLRTRAN only appears if the

load module member is a procedure step. The value for this token
is found in the :pstep definition in the ICM as clrtran=.

CREATE Indicates whether this member may perform an SQL CREATE
statement. The value for this token is found in the :pstep, :acblk,
:entity, and :relation definitions in the ICM of load module and RI
remote files as create=.

DELETE Indicates whether this member may perform an SQL DELETE
statement. The value for this token is found in the :pstep, :entity,
and :relation definitions in the ICM of load module and RI remote
files as delete=.

DEVICE The MFS format name.
DLGTRAN The dialog flow transaction code. DLGTRAN only appears if the

load module member is a procedure step. The value for this token
is found in the :pstep definition in the ICM as dlgtran=.

INPUT The MFS mid name.
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LINK Indicates whether this member has been packaged with a
Dynamically Link packaging option of either YES (DYNAMIC)
or COMPATIBILITY. The value for this token is found in the
:pstep, :acblk, :screen and :extern definitions in the ICM of load
module as link=. It is omitted when the value is NO(STATIC).

MEMBER The member name (file name) for this procedure, screen, or action
block. The value for this token is found in the :pstep, :screen,
:acblk, :entity, and :relation definition in the ICM of load module
and RI remote files as member=.

NAME The name of the procedure, screen, or action block. The value for
this token is found in the :pstep, :screen, and :acblk definition in
the ICM as name=.

OUTPUT The MFS mod name.
SQL Indicates whether this member has embedded SQL. The value

for this token is found in the :pstep, :acblk, :entity, and :relation
definition in the ICM of load module and RI remote files as sql=.

TECHSYS The business system where this load module member belongs.
The value for this token is found in the :pstep , :screen, and :acblk
definition in the ICM as techsys=.

TEST Indicates whether this procedure step or action block was created
with the diagram test capabilities. The value for this token is found
in the :pstep and :acblk definition in the ICM as test=.

TYPE Indicates the load module member type. The value for this token
is determined by the name of the section in the ICM. Examples of
types are :pstep, :screen, and :acblk.

UPDATE Indicates whether this member may perform an SQL UPDATE
statement. The value for this token is found in the :pstep, :acblk,
:entity, and :relation definition in the ICM load module and RI
remote files as update=.

XDLMEMBER The extended interface definition language source member that is
associated with the procedure step. This is not used on z/OS.

Target Tokens

The values are set during target definition.

Token Name Description
DB2SYSID The DB2 subsystem ID this target will use.
TESTFACL Indicates if this target is to be configured with Diagram Testing

turned on.
TIDSNULI Indicates if DSNULI support is enabled for dynamic executables.
TIRIDSNU Indicates if DSNULI support is enabled for dynamic RI triggers.

Model Tokens

The values are set during model definition.

Token Name Description
DB2SYSID The DB2 subsystem ID this model uses.
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PCOMPAT This indicates whether the Process modules marked for
Compatibility option was selected or not when generating RI
triggers. This value is obtained from the :execunit of the ICM of the
triggers remote file and not from the model definition. It can have a
value of YES or NO.

Modifying Tokens

The decomposition report is viewed using the Installation Tool. Use this report to view the values that are associated with
certain tokens for a specific target configuration, Model, BusSys, load module, or load module member.

Token values can be viewed to verify the components that each remote file has been split into and the locations in which
they have been stored. Only token values can be viewed using the decomposition report. To add, change, or delete
location (LOC) tokens, Target Configuration (TAR) tokens, Model (MOD) tokens, BusSys (BUS) tokens, or option (OPT)
tokens, use the Installation Tool's Maintain Configuration Information selection.

Load module definition (LMD) and load module member (LMM) token values are set when a remote file is registered.
These values are taken from the information that is stored in the ICM of the remote file being registered. There are three
ways to change the values for these tokens:

• Delete the load module definition using the Install Load Module option (selection 2 from the Installation Tool window)
and register the remote file again.

• Delete the entire BusSys where the load module belongs and then redefine the BusSys and reregister the remote file.
Make the appropriate selection changes on the code generation platform, regenerate the remote file, move it to the
target system, and register it again.

Customizing and Installing User Exits

For information about Customizing and Installing User Exits, see User Exits.

Installing an Application on TSO
This topic provides the procedure for moving a TSOAE application that is installed using the z/OS IT or Host Construction
to a different TSO System.

To move a TSOAE application to another TSO system, follow these steps:

1. Create the load libraries (CEHBPLD0, CEHBPLD1), DBRM library (CEHBDBRM), CLIST library (CEHBCLS0), PARM
file, and tranmap data set on the target TSO system. Ensure that the load library is a PDSE (DSNtype=library) data
set.

NOTE
If the application was installed using Host Construction, the tranmap file is tiupref.ief.tranmap.tiusufx where
tiupref is the Gen data set prefix and tiusufx is the Gen data set suffix. These values are specified in the
PARM file members. On most systems, tiupref is the userid and tiusufx is NULL. If the application was
installed using the z/OS IT, the tranmap file is whatever was specified as the tranmap file location in the
target configuration.

NOTE
Ensure that DSNULI support is not enabled for dynamic action blocks, z/OS libraries, and dynamic RI
Triggers. DSNULI is not supported for TSOAE applications.

Add the CLIST library (CEHBCLS0) and load libraries (CEHBPLD0, CEHBPLD1) to the ISPF concatenation.
Add the PARM file to the ISPF logon (DD TIUPARML).

2. Copy the following Gen system components to the target TSO system:
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– CLISTs ‘SPFAE’ and ‘TIUGLOB’
– Load module ‘TSOAE’
– PARM file containing site-specific variables.

3. Copy the necessary application modules to the target TSO system:
– Tranmap data set
– Load modules (including modules that are called dynamically)
– DBRM libraries
– Invocation CLISTs

4. Create the database on the target DB2 subsystem.
5. Bind DB2 plans for each load module.
6. Grant DB2 access to the appropriate users.
7. Customize an ISPF panel to call the invocation CLIST for the appropriate clear screen trancode. This is usually the

clear screen trancode for the primary window of the application.

Install a Gen-generated Application in a z/OS Environment
As a Gen developer, you design Gen applications using the Toolset and build them on the z/OS Implementation Toolset
to test and install applications in the z/OS environments. The Implementation Toolset (IT) installs code and database
components on the target computer.

Installation includes the following processes:

Create a Script

Create a script to process the implementation package. The Implementation Toolset uses scripts to provide, compile, link,
and bind information for the IP.

Follow these steps:

1. In the main menu select Installation Tool, Access Utilities Menu.
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2. In the Utilities Menu, select option 2 - Load Script Utility.
The Load Script panel opens.

3. Provide the following information:
– Load Module Script  Name
– Load Module Script Data SetSpecifies the name of the installation data set with the CEHBSAMP suffix that

contains the IT script files and samples.  
– Load Module Script MemberDefault: TIXMVSLM
– RI Trigger Script  Name
– RI Trigger Script Data SetSpecifies the name of the installation data set with the CEHBSAMP suffix that contains

the IT script files and samples. 
– RI Trigger Script MemberDefault: TIXMVSRI
– Description
– LanguageDefault: COBOL
– TP MonitorSpecifies the teleprocessing monitor. Values: IEFAE, IMS, CICS 
– Hardware Platform
– DBMSValue: DB2. 
– Screen FormatValues: BYPASS; MAPPED. Mapped applies to IMS only.
– OSDefault: MVS 
– User Id

Default: current user ID.

Create a Target

Building the IPs requires the Script and the Target to be defined. Create a Target to provide the target platform
information.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Installation Tool Main Menu, select option 3 - Maintain Configuration Information.
2. Press F5.
3. Select a script that you created from the list of available scripts by typing S next to the script name.

The Target Definition panel opens with prepopulated script information based on the script that you selected.
4. Provide the following information:
Target

Specifies the name of the target environment where the application is built.
Desc

Describes the target environment.
DB2Sys

Specifies the DB2 subsystem where the database is installed.
Target Test Facility

Specifies whether you want to execute the application in the Test Facility.
DSNULI Support

Specifies whether you want to enable DSNULI support for dynamic executables.
RI DSNULI Support

Specifies whether you want to enable DSNULI support for dynamic RI Triggers.
5. Press F5=Locs.

The Specify Locations panel opens.
6.  Set the library locations where the application files are generated and built.
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Process Implementation Packages

After you created the script and target, you are ready to process the implementation packages. 

The following three types of implementation packages are generated:

• Packages for load modules
• Packages for cascades or referential integrity (RI) triggers 
• Packages for databases

Process Database Implementation Packages

Follow these steps:

1. In the Installation Tool Main Menu, select option 1 - Process Implementation Package.
The Select Implementation Package panel opens.

2. Provide the following information and press Enter:
Implementation Package  Data Set

Specifies the implementation packages or implementation package name.
Implementation Package Member

Specifies the member for partitioned data sets.
Target Environment  Name

Specifies the name of the target environment that you created.
3. Verify your implementation package and target environment on the Process DDL Implementation Package panel and

press Enter:

•Delete IP after successful processing
Default: No

Process Load Module or Cascade Implementation Packages

Follow these steps:

1. In the Installation Tool Main Menu, select option 1 - Process Implementation Package.
The Select Implementation Package panel opens.

2. Provide the following information and press Enter:
Implementation Package  Data Set

Specifies the remote file or implementation package name.
Implementation Package Member

Specifies the member for partitioned data sets.
Target Environment  Name

Specifies the name of the target environment that you created.
3. Verify your implementation package and target environment on the IP Action Menu and select option 1 - Create or

update procedure and install IP.

•Delete IP after successful processing
Default: No

For Load Module or Cascade implementation package processing, the load modules or cascades are built and made
available to be installed into the target environment. For database implementation packages, the database and tables are
created in the DB2 subsystem that you specify in the target environment.
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Distributed Processing
This article provides information for Distributed Processing that describes working with various target environments.

Download a PDF of this Distributed Processing section.

The work includes the following types of tasks:

• Installation
• Understanding features and usability
• Performing real tasks, such as representing data
• Processing security and transactions in varied environments
• Generating proxies
• Designing and building web generation applications

Working With Distributed Processing
Computer programs use various implementation techniques to facilitate the interoperation of the pieces of software
that make up their complete application. One such technique is client/server. A client/server application distributes an
application's logic between code that operates as a client and code that operates a server. Clients and servers cooperate
using a mutually understood application protocol. Clients typically request the services, or application logic, offered by a
server.

Clients and servers can exist on the same physical machine or can be distributed across a computer network.

Audience

This topic is intended for application developers using Gen to build all or part of a Distributed Processing application.

Prerequisite Knowledge

Users must be familiar with developing applications using the Gen Toolset and with characteristics common to client/
server applications.

Related Documentation

For more information about Distributed Processing applications or related topics, see the following list of references:
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• Designing Action Diagrams
• Work with ASP .NET
• Work with the Build Tool
• Design Client Server Applications
• Work with the Client Manager
• Work with the Communications Bridge
• Work with WebSphere MQ
• Work with Enterprise Java Bean
• Work with Proxies
• Work with .NET Servers
• Tutorial
• Work with Tuxedo
• User Exits
• Work with Web Generation

Understanding Distributed Processing
This section describes a set of concepts and terminology commonly used when discussing Gen Distributed Processing
applications and the environments where they execute.

Cooperative Flow

A cooperative flow is a generated set of instructions that provides the means for a PStep to pass control and data to
a target PStep. For a cooperative flow to be generated, the target PStep must be packaged in a Server Manager. The
generation of a cooperative flow occurs for each of the following modeling constructs:

• A Window Manager PStep containing a link type dialog flow, where the target PStep is packaged in a Server Manager
• A Procedure Step USE action language statement, where the target PStep is packaged in a Server Manager
• A USE ASYNC action language statement, where the target PStep is packaged in a Server Manager

The term cooperative flow is also used to describe a user-written application invoking the processing of a PStep packaged
as part of a generated Server Manager.

Unit of Work

A unit of work is defined as a collection of operations within an application that must be completed in their entirety before
that unit of work is considered complete.

Web Service Import and Export Objects

Gen supports import and export data that are transmitted in a Web Service format for some client and server
environments. The Web Service format uses HTTP protocols transmitting SOAP messages with the actual data stored in
XML.

For more information about Gen web service formats, see Web Service Wizard.

Data Validation

The Gen models capture information relating to view data that is sometimes used to validate the view data. The following
list describes the type of data validation checks that occur during a cooperative flow:
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• Data Length
• Data Precision (numeric data only)
• Permitted Values
• Mandatory Data

Not all Gen cooperative flow environments support data validation. The following list indicates which cooperative flows
perform data validation:

• All DPCs invoking an EJB DPS
• All DPCs invoking a .NET DPS

Distributed Processing Application
A Gen Distributed Processing (DP) client/server application is software that consists of two or more separate executables,
where each executable performs a specific function for the overall application. Communication between the DP
application components is accomplished using a mechanism that is known as cooperative flow.

Using the Gen Toolset or the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE), a DP application is packaged and generated as a
Cooperative Application. Cooperative Packaging in a model identifies those procedure steps that operate in a Server
Manager and Window Manager.

The Server Manager and Window Manager procedure steps are shown in the following illustration:
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Distributed Processing Server

Distributed Processing Server (DPS) is a term that is used to refer to the target PStep of a cooperative flow request. The
DPS is a No Display procedure step that contains business logic. The DPS typically provides the interface for accessing
database information. The DPS is packaged in a Server Manager. Server Managers contain one or more PSteps.

NOTE
In certain environments, the Server Manager is generated code (CICS, IMS, TE, Tuxedo). Other environments
that themselves provide the Server Manager functionality (EJB and .NET servers). For the latter, the generated
output for a Server Manager provides the context (deployment descriptors) in which the DPS is defined to the
environment.

A generated Server Manager provides some functionality that is not available when the execution environment provides
the Server Manager support. For example, a CICS generated Server Manager performs the setup processing that
establishes part of the execution environment prior to invoking the target DPS. This setup processing includes invoking
a set of user exits. These user exits are not implemented in the environments where the environment itself provides the
functionality of the Server Manager.
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Distributed Processing Client

The application that initiates a processing request to a DPS is a Distributed Processing Client (DPC), and may be one of
the following types:

Window Manager
-- A Gen Window Manager can be either a GUI application or a Web client application. Window Manager clients
present data to an end-user display terminal device. The GUI clients are Microsoft Window MFC applications,
while Web clients provide a user interface using a Web browser and Web application. The generated Web
applications can either be a Java Web Generation client or an ASP .NET Web application.

Server Manager
-- Certain DPS execution environments (MQSeries, Tuxedo, CICS, IMS, EJB, Web Services, .NET servers)
support a DPS initiating a cooperative flow request of another DPS. These server-to-server flows are designated
in the model using either the Procedure Step USE or USE ASYNC action language statement.

User-written Application
-- An application that is not generated using Gen can also operate as a DPC application. A user-written
application must provide the same calling interface to the DPS as a generated DPC application. To assist an
application developer in developing user-written code, Gen offers some programming facilities that provide an
interface to a DPS. These interfaces include:
Proxy

-- A proxy is a generated interface to a DPS. A generated proxy is not an application on its own. A proxy
provides a coding interface that a non-Gen application can use to communicate with a specific DPS. A
proxy does not provide facilities for data presentation. Gen can generate proxies usable by applications
that execute C, COM, Java, or .NET code.

NOTE
For more information, see Working With Proxies.

User-Written EJB Clients
-- A user can write a client application that invokes a target EJB without using a proxy.

NOTE
For more information about invoking Gen EJB from a user-written application, see Working With
Enterprise JavaBeans .

User-Written .NET Clients
-- A user can write a client application that invokes a target .NET server without using a proxy.

NOTE
For more information about invoking Gen .NET server from a user-written application, see
Working With .NET Servers.

User-Written Web Service Clients
-- A user can write a client application that invokes a target EJB or TE Web Service without using a proxy.

NOTE
For more information about invoking Gen Web Service from a user-written application, see
Working With Enterprise JavaBeans .

Request/Reply Application Protocol
The Gen DP applications communicate using a request/reply application protocol. The DPC invokes the DPS, providing
the DPS with its Import View. With one exception, a DPS returns its Export View to the invoking DPC.

NOTE
The noted exception is covered as part of the USE ASYNC NO RESPONSE discussion.
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From a Server Manager point of view, the request is a DPS Import View and the reply is a DPS Export View.

From a Window Manager point of view, the DPC populates data into a view matching the DPS Import View. The view then
flows to the DPS when the DPC executes a cooperative flow (a Dialog Flow, Procedure Step USE or USE ASYNC). The
inbound view data is placed into the DPS Import View on entry into the DPS code. The DPS executes and returns data to
the DPC in the DPC view that was matched to the target DPS Export View.

Conceptually, server-to-server flows and user-written code behave the same as a Window Manager. They populate a view
that matches the DPS Import View. They invoke the DPS with that view as input. The user-written code receives the DPS
Export view as output on return from the DPS.

The following illustration depicts a generated Window Manager flowing to a target Server Manager using a Procedure
Step USE action language statement. In this illustration, the DPC Import view has been matched to the DPS Import View,
and the DPC Export View has been matched to the DPS Export View.

Synchronous vs. Asynchronous Processing
This article provides information for Synchronous vs. Asynchronous Processing. Gen offers two styles of cooperative flow
behavior.

The first style (synchronous cooperative flows) synchronizes the execution of the DPC with the return of data and control
from the DPS. The second style (asynchronous cooperative flows) lets a DPC continue its execution asynchronously to
the execution of a DPS.

Synchronous Cooperative Flows

For synchronous cooperative flows, the client application blocks execution until the outstanding response is received. This
blocking behavior prevents the requesting application from engaging in any processing that is concurrent to the execution
of an outstanding cooperative flow request.

Using synchronous cooperative flows causes a DPC to serialize its processing when it has to flow to other target
procedures. Processing within the DPC cannot continue until control is returned to the DPC from a previously executed
cooperative flow.

Within a Gen model a synchronous cooperative flow is generated when using the following types:

• A link type Dialog Flow in a Window Manager to flow to a target PStep that is packaged in a Server Manager
• A Procedure Step USE (PStep USE) action language statement, where the target PStep is packaged in a Server

Manager
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The following illustration depicts a DPC that contains three synchronous cooperative flows. The processing within the
DPC suspends its execution until the target Procedure Step returns control to the DPC. The synchronous cooperative flow
behaves as a Remote Procedure Call (RPC).

A user-written client application that uses a proxy can perform a synchronous cooperative flow to a DPS by using the
execute mechanism that is exposed in the proxy that is associated with the target PStep.

Asynchronous Cooperative Flows

For an asynchronous cooperative flow, the DPC does not wait for a response from the DPS before continuing its
execution. The requesting DPC can continue with other processing while the target server is processing the outstanding
request.

A DPC is not obligated to complete an outstanding asynchronous flow request before initiating a flow to another DPS. A
DPC can have multiple outstanding flows.

The action language that supports an asynchronous cooperative flow consists of four action language statements; USE
ASYNC, GET ASYNC, CHECK ASYNC, and IGNORE ASYNC. The USE ASYNC statement initiates a cooperative flow.
The GET ASYNC retrieves a cooperative flow response. The other two statements allow the generated application to
query the status of an outstanding cooperative flow, or direct that response of the flow be ignored.

An asynchronous cooperative flow request is generated when the action language coded in a PStep contains a USE
ASYNC action language statement. Similar to the Procedure Step USE statement, the target PStep must be packaged in
a Server Manager. The calling PStep and the target PStep may not be packaged in the same load module.

A generated proxy provides an interface that lets a DPS be invoked in an asynchronous manner. This interface is optional
and generates the user-written application which uses asynchronous proxy interface.

Using asynchronous cooperative flows is more complicated than using the more traditional synchronous cooperative flow.
The logic that initiates the flow to a target DPS is separate from the logic that is involved in retrieving the response. The
mechanics of initiating and completing the cooperative flow are the responsibility of the application developer. Also, the
application developer is given the opportunity to provide error handling within the action diagram using WHEN clauses
that can be specified on the asynchronous action language statements.

NOTE
Asynchronous support is not available to every execution environment and TP Monitor offered by Gen.
Supported environments are documented in the Asynchronous Support section in Gen Technical Requirements.
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Transaction Processing
Transactions are used to synchronize concurrent access to one or more shared resources. If a DPS, the shared resource
is a database. A Gen DPS operates as a traditional database transaction application.

A DPS transforms data from one consistent state to another such that the modifications are considered to be Atomic,
Consistent, Isolated, and Durable. Collectively they are known as the ACID properties and are described as follows:

Atomic
-- Either all operations that are part of the unit of work that is associated with a transaction complete or none are
performed.

Consistent
-- Data that are modified by the operations of a transaction is transitioned to a consistent state.

Isolated
-- Even though transactions may execute concurrently, no transaction has visibility into the work in progress of
another transaction.

Durable
-- After a transaction completes successfully, its change survives subsequent failures.

Transactions that complete successfully commit their associated work, leaving any modified data in a consistent state.
The unsuccessful transactions abort the work in which they were engaged. Aborting a transaction undoes the operations
that are considered to be part of the unit of work that is associated with the failed transaction. The results of any modified
data are rolled back to the consistent state that existed before the execution of the aborted transaction.

Typical transaction processing for a Gen Distributed Processing application is limited to a Server Manager that contains
the DPS. A DPS defines a complete unit of work. Upon the completion of the DPS, the DPS Server Manager is
synchronized. This synchronization results in a commit or abort being performed, depending on the success or failure of
the processing of the DPS.

Distributed Transaction

A distributed transaction is a transaction whose operations run in multiple processes on multiple machines. The
Distributed transactions are typically used when the operations in a transaction can be split up for special processing
needs or efficiencies, such as when the processing requires access to more than one resource or database.

In a distributed transaction, each process updates the data that is committed as a single operation. A mechanism that
is known as two-phase commit (2PC) coordinates the completion of the processes that are involved in a distributed
transaction.

A Gen DPS can issue a cooperative flow to another DPS for extending the unit of work. Some server environments
support distributed transactions, such as Tuxedo, .NET servers, and EJBs. In such environments, the Gen Server
Manager is the software that enables a DPS to participate in a distributed transaction.

Distributed Transaction Participant

From a Gen modeling perspective, each Procedure Step that is packaged as part of a Server Manager has a set of
properties. One of these properties identifies the PStep as being able to participate in a distributed transaction. If this
property is set on a Procedure Step, the associated DPS is referred to as a Distributed Transaction Participant (DTP).

NOTE
The Distributed Transaction Participant check box on the Procedure Step Properties dialog is set in the model
using either the Toolset or the CSE Construction Client.

The default value of a Procedure Step DTP property is off (not participating). Therefore, all types of cooperative flows
(client-to-server or server-to-server) to the associated DPS result in a new transaction for each inbound request.

The target DPS participates in an existing distributed transaction when all the following conditions are met:
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• The DTP property of a Procedure Step is set.
• The Procedure Step is the target DPS of a server-to-server flow.
• The target environment supports the use of distributed transactions.

If a transaction context does not exist (no client-to-server cooperative flow), a new transaction context is created before
giving control to the target DPS.

The commit or rollback operation for a distributed transaction is coordinated across all participating DPSs and is deferred
until each DPS involved in the same unit of work has completed.

For the clients created using Gen, the first DPS in a flow from the originating client always results in the creation of a new
transaction. A new transaction is created regardless of whether the DPS has been defined as a DTP.

Java and .NET can support user-written clients that are able to participate in client initiated distributed transactions. In
such cases, the user-written application is responsible for creating the transaction context that it extends to the first DPS
invoked by the user-written client.

In the following illustration, none of the DPS applications extend an existing transaction by participating in a distributed
transaction. Neither of the Procedure Steps associated with DPS 2 or DPS 3 are set as being a Distributed Transaction
Participant. Therefore, flows to those DPSs results in the creation of a new transaction.

In the next illustration, DPS 2 is not a Distributed Transaction Participant (DTP). Therefore, a new transaction, Transaction
2, is created when DPS 1 flows to DPS 2. The flow from DPS 2 to DPS 3 occurs within the same transaction, Transaction
2. The synchronization of the work that is performed in DPS 2 and DPS 3 does not occur until DPS 2 returns to DPS 1.
The work that is performed as part of Transaction 2 (DPS 2 and DPS 3) is committed independent to the work performed
by Transaction 1 (DPS 1).

It is possible to extend a distributed transaction to more than one other DPS. The scope of the transaction continues as
it includes other DPS applications as each of the participating DPS applications flows to other Distributed Transaction
Participants. The following illustration shows three DPS applications participating in a single transaction.
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An application may involve both stand-alone transactions and distributed transactions. Each transaction boundary
represents its own unique sync-point. The following illustration shows two transactions. Transaction 1 is a distributed
transaction, and Transaction 2 is a stand-alone transaction. The work that is done as part of DPS 3 is committed (or rolled
back) as part of Transaction 2. The work that is done within the scope of Transaction 1 has its own transaction control and
is committed (or rolled back) independent of how Transaction 2 completed.

This illustration has two transactions. Transaction 1 is composed of five DPS applications. Transaction 2 is composed of a
stand-alone DPS application. The numbers in the circles identify the calling sequence.
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Data Representation
This article provides information for Data Representation. A cooperative flow provides the mechanism for a PStep (the
DPC) to pass control and data to a remote PStep (the DPS).

The data in the Export View of the Pstep is passed to the Remote PStep and received into the Import View of the Remote
Pstep.

A DPC and DPS can execute in different environments and on different machine architectures, for example, where the
DPC is an ASCII machine and the DPS is an EBCDIC machine. Numeric data would be represented differently in the
environments that execute the DPC and DPS.

To accommodate the various environments that support cooperative flows, view data is transmitted in a platform-
independent encoded buffer. This proprietary buffer format is known as a Common Format Buffer (CFB). The encoded
CFB is used to exchange view data that is transmitted between a DPC and DPS. For more information, see Common
Format Buffer.

Gen offers support for cooperative flows where the DPC and DPS operate in the same execution environment. These
environments provide transport mechanisms that allow the data to be transmitted without using the CFB. These
environments include Tuxedo clients flowing to Tuxedo servers, Java clients flowing to EJB servers, and .NET clients
flowing to .NET servers. Each of these environments uses a data format or transmission technique that is native to its
respective environment.

Gen transmits view data in the format that best suits the execution environments of the DPC and DPS involved in the
cooperative flow.

General Limitation on Data Passed Between DPC and DPS Applications

When data is being passed between a Gen DPC and DPS, cooperative flows do not support nested repeating group
views.

Common Format Buffer (CFB)

The Common Format Buffer (CFB) is an encoded byte stream that Gen uses to exchange view data during the processing
of a cooperative flow. In addition to the import and export view, a CFB contains various pieces of control data that is used
to process the cooperative flow.

The format and encoding rules of a CFB are proprietary. Therefore, the explicit details of how a CFB is structured are not
discussed. However, here are some characteristics concerning the encoding of a CFB to provide a general sense of its
structure and content.

• Applications that target IMS using TCP/IP as the transport require the CFB to include the IMS Request Message (IRM)
and a 4-byte trailer. Gen uses a 32-byte IRM; therefore, the maximum CFB size is reduced by 36 bytes.

• Many data types are placed into a CFB in a compressed form.
• Numeric data is encoded using a complement form of a two with significant ending byte order.
• Null or non-populated fields are encoded as being skipped.
• The uncompressed strings are encoded as fixed-length strings or as null terminated.
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The following table gives an overview of the CFB structure. The two types of areas within a CFB are the fixed portion and
the relocatable portion. Some relocatable portions are optional depending on the type of CFB being constructed. An offset
references the relocatable items and can appear anywhere in the buffer following the header.

Area Type Notes

CFB Header Fixed Structured data area containing control
information that is primarily used by the
runtimes that is involved in processing a
cooperative flow.

User Action (UA) relocatable Structured data area containing data
detailing the action that is performed by the
user resulting in the cooperative flow.

Next Location relocatable Null terminated string containing Next
Location system variable.

Model Name relocatable Null terminated string containing the model
name.

Dialect relocatable A compressed string containing the dialect
in effect on the client.

Exit States relocatable A compressed string containing a dialog
flow exit state set by the DPC for use by the
DPS.

View Data relocatable
encryptable

An encoded order set of fields containing
the import or export view data being
exchanged between the DPC and DPS.

Security relocatable
encryptable

Structured data area containing fields used
for Gen Enhanced Security.

Tuxedo View32 Data Buffer

For a Gen distributed application to exploit features that Tuxedo provides the View32 data format of Tuxedo is used to
exchange data.

The Tuxedo View32 buffers are C language structures that contain 32-bit field identifiers that are associated with the
various elements of the view structure. Gen generates a View32 buffer definition when a DPC containing a cooperative
flow targets the Tuxedo TP monitor, using Tuxedo as its communications type.

A View32 buffers allow Gen applications to use the data-dependent routing feature of Tuxedo. The Tuxedo TP Monitor
environment is configured to route data to different servers based on the content of data that is contained in the View32
buffer. Data-dependent routing is achieved by using the capability that Tuxedo provides without modifying the generated
application code.

NOTE
For more information about Gen use of View32 data buffers for Tuxedo cooperative flows, see Working With
Tuxedo .

NonStop View Data Exchange

Gen generates the buffer definition for NonStop when a DPC containing a cooperative flow targets the Pathway TP
monitor. View data is CFB-based and can use the Client Manager or the Communications Bridge as the transport
mechanism.
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NOTE
For more information about Gen use of view data buffers for NonStop cooperative flows, see NonStop
Implementation Toolset .

.NET Serializable Import and Export Objects

Gen generates the view data of the components of a .NET cooperative application in Import and Export Objects. A DPC
exchanges the view data with a .NET DPS using a remote procedure call mechanism known as .NET Remoting. The
exchange of view data occurs by serializing the Import and Export objects over the .NET Remoting transport.

NOTE
For more information about Gen .NET View Objects, see  Working With Proxies.

Java Serializable Import and Export Objects

Gen generates the view data of the components of a Java cooperative application in Import and Export Objects. A DPC
exchanges the view data with a Java EJB DPS using a remote procedure call mechanism known as Remote Method
Invocation (RMI). The exchange of view data occurs by serializing the Import and Export objects over the RMI transport.

NOTE
For more information about Gen Java View Objects, see  Working With Proxies.

Anatomy of a DP Application
A Gen Distributed Processing application is made up of many pieces of software, each contributing to the overall
processing of a cooperative flow from a DPC to a DPS. Some software is generated from a Gen model. Some pieces
of software consist of the runtime environments that are licensed as part of Gen, while third-party vendors offers other
software.

In addition, an application developer can optionally provide certain parts of their DP application as user-written code. For
example:

• Clients that are not created with Gen
• External Action Blocks (EAB) invoked from a generated application
• User exits invoked during the execution of a DP application

Gen DP application developers have many options when determining how to combine the pieces of their overall
application. These choices are driven and are often limited by the execution environments that they select to host their
DPC and DPS applications.

A DP application is made up of client software, server software, and communications or middleware software to connect
the client to the server. The following table identifies the major areas of software that make up a Gen Distributed
Processing application.

The following table displays an abstract view of a Distributed Processing application:

Client Execution
Environments

Server Execution
Environments

DPC application Communications
and Middleware

DPS application

Generated Clients Client Runtime Utilities and
Transport Protocols

TP Monitors Server Runtime Generated Servers

Proxy Clients

EABs User Exits User Exits User Exits User Exits EABs
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Client Execution Environments
This article provides information for Client Execution Environments. The Gen clients are executed in many environments.

This discussion focuses on the types of Window Managers and user-written applications that can operate as a Gen
Distributed Processing client. Each of these client environments relies on third-party vendor software to host the client
application.

Generated Window Managers

Generated Window Managers can be either a Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) GUI application or an internet
application. A Gen Window Manager implements the following functionality for a Distributed Processing application:

• User interface
• Data validation
• Client workflow processing

Generated Windows GUI Clients

A GUI Window Manager is generated as a C++ MFC Windows application. A generated Microsoft Foundation Class
Windows GUI Client can include user-written external action blocks (EABs).

Gen provides an MFC Window GUI Runtime that supports the operation of a generated GUI Client. The GUI Runtime
offers several user exit functions that provide the opportunity to customize GUI Runtime behavior. For more information
about the user exit functions that are invoked from the GUI Runtime.

GUI Clients can flow to a DPS application using one of the Gen provided communication runtimes. For more information
about the Gen provided communication runtimes, see Communications and Middleware.

Generated Internet Clients

An internet client is a web application that is accessible to an end user through a web browser. An internet client
application is generated as either a Java client or an ASP .NET client.

An Internet Client is a combination of one of the following pages:

• Java Server Pages (JSPs), Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML), Java Script, and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)
that are deployed to a Java EE web server and sent to a supported internet browser

• ASP.NET Pages that execute on a Windows server within an Internet Information Service (IIS) and are composed of
generated HTML, Java Script, and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and are sent to an Internet Explorer browser

An internet client application can include user-written code as external action blocks (EABs).

Gen provides separate runtimes supporting Java web clients and ASP .NET web clients. Both the Java and ASP.NET
runtimes offer user exits that provide the opportunity to customize runtime behavior.

Internet clients can flow to a DPS application using one of the Gen provided communication runtimes. For more
information about the Gen provided communication runtimes, see Communications and Middleware .

User-written Client Applications

Most user-written client applications use generated proxy code. However, for certain execution environments, user-written
code can be written without the use of a proxy.

User-written Clients That Use a Generated Proxy

A user-written client application can use a generated proxy to facilitate a flow to a target DPS. Each proxy is generated for
a specific DPS. Gen provides support for the following types of generated proxies:
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• C Proxy
• COM Proxy
• Java Proxy
• Java Proxy (Classic Style)
• . NET Proxy

Each proxy exposes an interface, an API, which a user-written application uses to invoke the associated DPS. Each type
of proxy has its own runtime.

Each proxy runtime offers one or more user exit functions that support customizing the proxy runtime. For more
information about the user exit functions available for each of the proxy runtimes, see User Exits.

Each proxy runtime provides an interface to one or more communication runtimes. For more information about the Gen
provided communications support available for use each type of generated proxy, see Communications and Middleware.

For more information about how proxy clients select a communications runtime, see Overriding Communications Support
at Execution Time.

User-written Clients That Do Not Use a Generated Proxy

In Java and .NET client execution environments, user-written clients can be implemented without the use of a proxy. For
example:

• A user-written Java client flowing to an EJB target server
• A user-written .NET client flowing to a .NET target server
• A user-written Web Service client flowing to an EJB or TE Web Service target server

NOTE

For more information about writing a user-written .NET client without the use of a .NET proxy, see Working
With .NET Servers.

For more information about how to write a user-written Java client without the use of a Java proxy, see Working
With Enterprise JavaBeans.

Client Runtimes

For each client execution environment, Gen provides a client runtime that supports the execution of a generated Window
Manager. This support includes functions to manage and control the presentation of the user interface. Gen provides the
following client runtimes:

• MFC GUI Runtime
• Java Web Generation Runtime
• Java Web View Runtime
• ASP .NET Runtime
• C Proxy Runtime
• COM Proxy Runtime
• . NET Proxy Runtime
• Java Proxy Runtime

Each of the client runtimes supports the use of one or more communication protocols and middleware. Portions of the
communications and middleware exist in the client runtime, some in the middleware, and some in the server runtime. The
following section describes Gen communication and middleware runtime.
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Communications and Middleware
Middleware is a collection of software that serves, a client that uses middleware to communicate with a target server and
the middleware hosts the server and is known as the server execution environment.

Gen supports the following server execution environments:

• z/OS CICS
• z/OS IMS
• Windows Transaction Enabler
• Windows .NET Servers
• Windows MQSeries
• UNIX Transaction Enabler
• UNIX Tuxedo
• UNIX MQSeries
• Java EE EJB
• NonStop Pathway

A third-party vendor such as IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, or HP provides all but the Gen Transaction Enabler software. The
third-party vendor middleware defines the underlying transport protocol that is used for the exchange of a request and a
reply between a client and a server. Regardless of which middleware an application developer chooses, the application
protocol between a DPC and a DPS remains the same. For more information, see Request/Reply Application Protocol.

Gen provides the communications runtime for each server execution environment that is supported but only supports
the minimum functionality that is required for the execution of a DPS application. The third-party middleware offers some
features that are not available. The Gen communication runtimes support only features required to support the execution
of a DPS.

Gen supports three major communication and middleware components. The first major component is the Transaction
Processing Monitor (TP Monitor). The TP Monitor provides the execution environment for the servers.

The next two major components exist external to the server execution environment. They provide the mechanisms that
client applications use to communicate with a specific server. These communications and middleware components are as
follows:

• Communication Utility programs
• Communications Runtimes

Communications Utility Programs

Not all client environments offer communications support for every server execution environment. Sometimes it is
necessary to employ the use of a Gen provided communications utility program. These utility programs are stand-alone
executables and receive cooperative flow requests from one or more clients.

These utility programs act as gateways to the target server environments that they provide service. They often accept the
client input using one protocol and communicate with their servers using another protocol.

In addition to the previous communications protocol conversion processing, these utility programs facilitate cross
environment flows.

Gen offers the following communications utility programs:

• Communications Bridge
• CFB Server
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Communications Bridge

The Communications Bridge (Comm. Bridge) supports the TCP/IP Sockets communications from various distributed
processing clients and is able to communicate to its target server environment using LU 6.2, TCP/IP, ECI, or NonStop
RSC/MP.

For more information about the Gen Communications Bridge, see Working With the Communications Bridge.

Figure 124: Communication Bridge

CFB Server

The CFB Server is a Java program that supports the TCP/IP Sockets communication from distributed processing clients
and communicates to EJB distributed processing servers using Java RMI.

For more information about the Gen CFB Server, see Working With Enterprise JavaBeans.

Figure 125: CFB Server
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Communications Runtime

Clients use a communications runtime to facilitate the processing of cooperative flow to a given target server execution
environment. A server execution environment dictates which transport protocols a given client can use. Some server
execution environments support only one transport protocol, while others support more than one.

Gen supports the following transport protocols corresponding to each server execution environment:

Server Execution
Environment

Supported Transport Protocols

z/OS CICS LU6.2 TCP/IP MQSeries ECI

z/OS IMS LU6.2 TCP/IP MQSeries

Windows Transaction
Enabler

TCP/IP Web Services

Windows .NET
Component Services

.Net
Remoting

Windows MQSeries MQSeries

UNIX Transaction
Enabler

TCP/IP *Web Services

UNIX Tuxedo Tuxedo
ATMI

TCP/IP

UNIX MQSeries MQSeries

Java EE EJB Java RMI

Java EE EJB Web
Services

Web Services

NonStop Pathway RSC/MP

NOTE
*Transaction Enabler Web Services is not supported in Linux.

Some client execution environments limit which communications runtimes that they offer. For more information about
determining which communication runtime is offered for a particular client execution environment, see Gen Technical
Requirements.

For more information about how a Gen client selects a communications runtime, see Overriding Communications Support
at Execution Time.

The following sections describe each type of communication runtime that Gen offers:

• Provide a brief description of the communications runtime.
• List the clients that use the runtime.
• Identify more Gen documentation that provides a more detailed description of the runtime.

Client Manager

The Client Manager is a Gen-provided Windows workstation application that provides an end user with concurrent
connectivity to one or more target servers using either CPI/C (LU 6.2) or Sockets (TCP/IP) as the transport. MFC GUI is
the client for this service.

For more information about the Client Manager, see Working With the Client Manager.
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TCP/IP Sockets

The Gen TCP/IP communication runtime provides a connection-oriented stream transport that connects a DPC application
to the server execution environment that hosts the target DPS application. Also, the TCP/IP runtime can also be used to
connect a DPC to a Gen provided communications utility application such as the Communications Bridge or CFB Server.

Clients: MFC GUI clients, Java internet clients, ASP.NET internet clients, EJB DPS clients (server-to-server), .NET Server
clients (server-to-server), User-written clients using C Proxy, COM Proxy, Java Proxy, or .NET Proxy.

Target Server Environment Communication Styles

The Client Manager supports three distinct styles of communications to target servers using the TCP/IP Sockets protocol.
You can configure the three styles using the check boxes on the Sockets Server Configuration - Details dialog. The state
of the check boxes depends on the target server environment requirements.

All the three styles use the same features of the underlying TCP/IP protocol. Two of the styles differ in the length of the life
span of the connection, the third is how the Common Format Buffer (CFB) data is packaged.

Connection Life Time

Gen supports two different connection life time modes. The mode that is chosen, persistent compared to non-persistent,
depends the needs of the target server environment.

Persistent socket connections are the long-lived connections. After a connection is established, the same connection
object is used for multiple clients to server transactions. The connection is maintained until the client or server application
performs a connection disconnect or exits. Transaction Enabler (TE) uses this type of connection on UNIX and
Windows; z/OS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect, EJB CFB Server, Communications Bridge, and the Tuxedo Proxy Client on
UNIX also use this type of connection.

Non-persistent socket connections are used by single client to server transaction flows. After the server returns a
response buffer back to the client, the server closes the connection. A subsequent client request to the same server
requires that a new connection is established. This type of connection is supported only by the z/OS CICS Sockets Server
and the z/OS CICS Multi Sockets Server Listeners.

Common Format Buffer Packaging

The third TCP/IP communication style concerns how the Common Format Buffer data is delivered to the target server.
There are two choices, wrapped for IMS support or unwrapped.

Communications to z/OS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect require the CFB to be wrapped inside IMS header data before it is
sent to the IMS target server environment. Only z/OS IMS Direct Connect has this requirement. All the other TCP/IP target
server environments require a normal or non-wrapped CFB.

WebSphere MQ

The Gen WebSphere communication runtime provides the interface mechanisms that a Gen DPC application uses to
communicate with IBM WebSphere MQ client software. The client software connects a DPC application to an MQ queue
manager. A WebSphere MQ queue manager manages and processes the request/reply message flow between a DPC
and DPS using message queues.

Clients: MFC GUI clients, Java internet clients, ASP.NET clients, WebSphere MQ DPS clients (server-to-
server), and user-written clients using C Proxy, COM Proxy, Java Proxy or .NET Proxy.

For more information about how Gen uses MQ to support cooperative flows to Gen Distributed Processing server
applications, see Working With WebSphere MQ.
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ECI

The Gen ECI communications runtime provides the interface mechanisms that Gen DPC applications can use to
externally call a CICS DPS application using a CICS Distributed Program Link (DPL). The target DPS appears as if it was
called using an EXEC CICS LINK with the COMMAREA option or the CHANNEL option.

Clients: MFC GUI clients, Java internet clients, EJB DPS clients (server-to-server), user-written clients using C Proxy,
COM Proxy, or Java Proxy.

Tuxedo

The Gen Tuxedo communications runtime uses an Oracle-provided communications library that is collectively known
as ATMI. ATMI is a Tuxedo acronym for Application-to-Transaction-Monitor-Interface. An application that uses the ATMI
library is a Tuxedo client.

Clients: MFC GUI clients, Java internet clients, Tuxedo DPS clients (server-to-server), user-written clients using C Proxy,
COM Proxy, or Java Proxy.

NOTE
For more information about how Gen uses Tuxedo ATMI to support cooperative flows from clients to Gen
Distributed Processing Tuxedo server applications, see Working With Tuxedo.

NonStop Pathway

The Gen NonStop Pathway communications runtime relies on the Guardian Application and Execution Facility (GAEF) to
provide native NonStop services and other services that generated application servers that are run on HP NonStop. The
GAEF Server Interface (IEFSERVS) provided with the Implementation Toolset for NonStop binds to the Gen runtime and
your Gen - generated server code.

Clients: Distributed processing for NonStop Pathway communications is supported only by using Gen Client Manager or
Gen Communications Bridge as intermediate clients.

For more information about how Gen uses RSC/MP to support cooperative flows from clients to Gen NonStop server
applications, see NonStop Implementation Toolset.

Java RMI

The Gen Java RMI communications runtime provides a client application with the ability to invoke an EJB server
application. Java RMI is a remote procedure call (RPC) mechanism that is native to Java. Java RMI serializes the import
and export view objects of the target EJB. These serialized objects serve as the input and output data of the invoked EJB.

Clients: MFC GUI clients, Java internet clients, EJB DPS clients (server-to-server), user-written clients using C Proxy,
COM Proxy, or Java Proxy.

NOTE
For more information about how Gen uses Java RMI to support cooperative flows from clients to Gen Distributed
Processing EJB server applications, see Working With Enterprise JavaBeans.

Web Services

A Web Service is a software system that is designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a
network. Gen Web Services Middleware runtime provides a client application with the ability to invoke an EJB or TE Web
Service server application.

Clients:
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• Java Web Generation clients, Java Web View clients, Java EJB servers flowing to other Gen servers and user-written
clients using Java Proxy use the Java Web Services middleware.

• MFC GUI clients and user-written clients using COM Proxy and C Proxy use the C Web Services middleware.
• ASP.NET internet clients, .NET Servers flowing to other Gen servers and user-written clients using .NET Proxy use the

C# Web Services middleware.

For more information about how Gen uses Web Services middleware to support cooperative flows from clients to Gen
Distributed Processing EJB Web Service server applications, see Working With Enterprise JavaBeans.

.NET Remoting

Gen .NET Remoting provides a C# client application with the ability to invoke a .NET Server application. .NET Remoting
is a remote procedure call (RPC) mechanism that is native to the .NET environment. .NET Remoting serializes the import
and export view objects of the target .NET Server. These serialized objects serve as the input and output data of the
invoked .NET Server. ASP.NET internet clients and .NET Proxy are the clients for this service.

For more information about how Gen uses .NET Remoting to support cooperative flows to Gen Distributed
Processing .NET Server applications, see Working With .NET Servers.

.NET Cross-Environment Communication Runtimes

Gen provides support to flow from a non-C# execution environment to a .NET Server. For example, GUI clients can flow
to .NET Servers.

The C to C# (C2CS) cooperative flow runtime supports flows between Gen applications executing in C/C++ and .NET
Servers.

For more information about the way Gen applications use the C2CS runtime to support cooperative flows to Gen
Distributed Processing .NET Server application, see Working With .NET Servers.

Behavior Differences

Differences exist in the communication processing Gen can use to support a DPC to DPS cooperative flow. These
differences are typically a result of capabilities that are provided as part of a given communications protocol and not
available in others. Here are some illustrations.

• Gen uses a conversational protocol as provided by LU6.2. This protocol provides synchronization processing that
CICS DPS and IMS DPS applications use to confirm deallocation status. The Gen TCP/IP implementation does not
provide a conversational protocol and as such does not provide a comparable synchronization process.

• MQSeries provides a timeout capability for both send and receive processing. The Gen TCP/IP runtime does not
provide a timeout capability.

• Some communication runtimes integrate security into their execution environments by the use of a User ID and
Password as part of their communications protocol. Others use user exits to provide similar capability.

• Not all communication and middleware components support the use of asynchronous cooperative flows.
• The z/OS CICS TCP/IP product includes two connection implementations:

– CICS Sockets Server Listener - This implementation uses the CICS Socket Listener program TISRVLIS. TISRVLIS
passes the connection socket to the Gen server application. The server application manages the socket and
closes the socket when execution completes. This is known as a non-persistent socket connection as the socket
connection is not maintained from one client request to the next.

– CICS Multi Sockets Server Listener - This implementation uses the CICS Multi Sockets Listener program
TISRVMSL. TISRVMSL passes the connection socket to the Gen server application. The server application server
manages the socket and closes the socket when execution completes. This is known as a non-persistent socket
connection as the socket connection is not maintained from one client request to the next. 
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NOTE
Direct Connect for CICS implementation (TILSTNR and TICONMGR) used a persistent socket connection where
the single socket connection was maintained throughout the life of the application. This implementation is no
longer supported.

Server Execution Environments
Gen supports various target environments capable of executing a Gen server application. Within a Gen model, each
server manager can be generated and built for one or more server execution environments.

A server execution environment is composed of the following items:

• Generated Servers
• Server Runtime
• TP Monitor

Generated Servers

The generated code of a Gen server application consists of a server manager and a set of one or more server Procedure
Steps. The server manager provides the entry point into the server application. The server manager establishes the
necessary execution environment before giving control to the target server procedure step.

The individual procedure steps that are contained in a server manager implement an elementary process as defined in the
Gen model. The procedure steps implement the business rules of the application.

Server Runtime

Gen provides a server runtime for each server execution environment. These server runtimes supports the execution of
the server manager within their associated execution environment. This support includes code that provides interfaces the
server manager uses to manage resources (databases), manage transactions, and control flows to and from other server
applications.

The server runtime also provides a set of commonly used subroutines the generated server code can use for the following
operations:

• Obtaining input data
• Return output data
• Trace
• NLS
• Date/Time formatting

Transaction Processing Monitor (TP Monitor)

The TP Monitor that hosts the server application usually defines a server execution environment. A TP Monitor is the
execution environment that hosts the server application. The TP Monitor provides the capacity, control, and management
support necessary to concurrently execute one or more transaction applications.

A Gen DPS is generated for a specific TP Monitor. The following list describes the TP Monitors supported by Gen:
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• Gen Transaction Enabler (TE)
• IBM CICS
• IBM IMS
• Oracle Tuxedo
• Java Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs)
• Microsoft .NET Component Services
• NonStop Pathway using TMF
• EJB Web Services

In addition to the TP Monitors mentioned in the previous list, IBM WebSphere MQ can also be considered a TP Monitor
when it is used separate from CICS and IMS. WebSphere MQ triggers the target DPS's execution where the server
executes as a stand-alone process operating directly on the host system.

The choice of TP Monitor limits other characteristics that shape a server execution environment.

Example:

• Operating System
– CICS and IMS are TP Monitors only available on z/OS
– Tuxedo is only available on UNIX
– EJB is only available on a Java Platform JVM
– Transaction Enabler is only available on Windows and UNIX
– NonStop Pathway is only available on NonStop systems

• Language
– CICS and IMS servers are generated in COBOL
– Transaction Enabler and Tuxedo servers are generated in C
– EJB servers are generated in Java
– .NET servers are generated in C# (C sharp)
– NonStop Pathway servers are generated in C

• Database
For information about databases that are offered within a particular server execution environment, see Gen Technical
Requirements.

Behavior Differences

The generated Server Procedure Steps execute the same regardless of the server execution environment. However, the
execution environments can impose operational differences.

Example:

• Distributed Transaction Support is only available when deploying DPS applications as a Tuxedo Server, a Java EJB,
or .NET Server.

• Asynchronous cooperative flows between servers are only available when the DPSs are deployed as MQSeries
servers.

• Obtaining a user ID context for a DPS that populates the USER_ID system attribute is not available when the DPS
operates as a Java EJB or .NET Server.

• EJB and .NET Servers allow a DPS to have multiple database connections.
• Only certain environments support coding non-Gen user-written clients without the use of a generated Proxy.

NOTE
For more information about third-party software that is supported for a particular execution on environment, see
Gen Technical Requirements.
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Security in Distributed Processing
A Gen DP application incorporates security in multiple ways. Each portion of the security implementation depends the
execution environment hosting the DPC and DPS.

Implementing a security solution for a Gen Distributed Processing application can involve processing that occurs at
multiple points along the execution path of a cooperative flow.

Example:

• Security processing is invoked from within the DPC and DPS application programs.
• The security processing that executes as part of or on behalf of a DPC application typically gathers the security data

that is supplied by the end user, such as a user ID and password.
• The security processing that executes as part of, or on behalf of a DPS application validates the security data that is

associated with a client cooperative flow request. Depending on the particular DPS security implementation, additional
security data can be provided. For information about how additional security data can be used, see Server Security
Processing.

• Security processing can be integrated as part of the vendor products. This security processing is invoked as part of the
third-party communications products or the TP Monitor that supplies the execution environment for the DPS.

• Security processing can be invoked from a Gen provided communications program such as the Client Manager or
Communications Bridge.

A security solution can involve one or more security processing choices which are as follows:

• The Gen applications can use security processing that the execution environment provides. This security processing is
external to the application itself. For example, Java clients flowing to EJBs use Java EE roll based security.

• Gen provides programmatic support that application developers can use to implement security such as the USER_ID,
CLIENT_USER_ID, and CLIENT_PASSWORD system attributes. This security implementation provides a tight
interaction between the Gen Distributed Processing application and its execution environment.

The Application developers can also implement a create-your-own security implemented internal to the Distributed
Processing application itself. In this case, the security processing is coded as part of the DPC and DPS.

Client Security Processing
Each DPC application type that originates a user request (GUI, proxies, or internet client) provides some facility for placing
data into the Gen variables CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD. For generated the DPC applications these
variables are read/write system attributes. For the proxies, they are application data variables with corresponding get and
set methods.

For the DPC applications that flow to a non-EJB and a non-. NET Server, the supporting runtime invokes a client
security user exit (such as WRSECTOKEN). This client security user exit indicates whether the CLIENT_USER_ID and
CLIENT_PASSWORD variables are used as security data associated with a cooperative flow request. That same user exit
also influences how the runtime incorporates the security data into the cooperative flow request.

For the flows between a DPC and DPS that operate in the same execution environment and have processing that does
not use a CFB or a Tuxedo View32 buffer (Java clients flowing to EJBs and .NET clients flowing to .NET Server), the
CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD system attributes are always transmitted (serialized) as part of the Import
data that are exchanged between the DPC and the DPS.

For the DPC applications that flow to a non-EJB and non-. NET Server, the client security user exit influences how the
security data is processed, as follows:

• The security user exit can indicate that the CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD variables must NOT BE
USED to populate any part of the cooperative flow (Security None).

• If a DPC client security user exit returns Security None, it is possible for the GUI DPC application to have security
data that is provided by Gen, which is associated with the cooperative flow request. The Client Manager can specify
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the security data. This security implementation requires that you specify Gen as the transport mechanism for the
cooperative flow. In this case, Gen indicates that the DPC uses the Client Manager.

The client security user exit can indicate that Standard Security be used, as follows:

• For the flows that use a Common Format buffer (CFB), the data in the CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD
variables are populated into corresponding fields that are located in the header portion of the Common Format Buffer
(CFB). For more information, see Standard Security.

• For the flows using Tuxedo View32 data structure, the data in the USERID and PASSWORD fields is populated in
corresponding fields in the View32 data structure.

The client security user exit can indicate that Enhanced Security is used, as follows.

• For the flows that use a Common Format Buffer, the CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD variables are
populated into fields that are located in the optional security-offset portion of the CFB. In addition, when using
Enhanced Security, the CLIENT_USER_ID is populated into the header portion of the CFB.

• If the client security user exit indicates that Enhanced Security is used, the exit can also indicate that the data that is
placed into the optional security-offset field be used by the Client Manager or Communications Bridge.

• Lastly, if the client security user exit indicates that Enhanced Security is used, the user exit can also supply a security
token. This token is added to the security portion of the CFB. The security token can be used for passing security
token data to an external authenticating process such as Kerberos.

NOTE
For the flows using Tuxedo View32 data structure, the data in the USERID, PASSWORD, and security token
fields is populated in corresponding fields in the flows View32 data structure.

For a DPC application that flows to an EJB or .NET Server, the client security user exit provides the DPC application
the opportunity to provide a user-defined security object. This object is similar in function to the security token described
earlier.

The DPC GUI clients can include security processing that a Gen communications program provides such as the Client
Manager. Other DPC client types can involve the use of a Communications Bridge.

The GUI DPC applications use the Client Manager as part of their security solution by having the Client Manager supply a
user ID and password for a cooperative flow.

NOTE
For more information about security processing specific to the Client Manager, see Working With the Client
Manager.

Customers of Gen can optionally use a Communication Bridge to service cooperative flows from many clients. The
Communications Bridge can be involved in security processing by utilizing the security data that is transmitted in the CFB
as part of the cooperative flow.

NOTE
For more information about the security processing specific to the Communications Bridge, see Working With
the Communications Bridge.

Client-side security processing can also involve security processing that is provided as part of a third-party vendor
product, as follows:

• IBM MQSeries can carry out authorization checks for each resource that is accessed during the processing of a
cooperative flow.

• Flows to CICS that uses ECI require IBM Universal Client software. The Universal Client can optionally supply a User
ID and password for flows that do not specify any security data.

• Flows to EJBs can use the Java EE roll base security mechanism.

For specific details about how to incorporate security processing that is external to Gen cooperative processing, see the
relevant vendor documentation.
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Server Security Processing
This article provides information for Server Security Processing. Security data is used to authorize the execution of a DPS
application.

Regardless of how the client-side security data is provided and later associated with a cooperative flow, security data
serves two primary objectives, as follows:

• Server-side security processing uses the associated security data to grant execution access to those users it deems
authorized.

• In certain execution environments, the security data is used to establish a user context under which the target DPS
executes. In these execution environments, the Gen USER_ID system attribute is populated with the value of the user
ID under which the server executes.

In other execution environments accessing the USER_ID is not allowed by the environment and would therefore use
the USER_ID system attribute unavailable (EJBs and .NET Servers). More specifically, accessing the USER ID is not
feasible; therefore, the TIRUSRID user exit does not exist in these server execution environments.

In those environments where the user ID context is accessible, the TIRUSRID user exit is invoked to obtain the user
ID from the execution environment. This user exit is called soon after the Server Manager begins executing and before
control is passed to the target DPS. The value of the USER_ID system attribute is populated as a result of executing
TIRUSRID user exit.

Granting the execution access is security processing that can occur in more than one location along the execution path
to a DPS. There can be up to as many as five layers of security processing that is incorporated when executing a DPS.
These layers include the following security:

• Layer 1: Transaction Security
• Layer 2: Server Manager Security
• Layer 3: Application Security
• Layer 4: Procedure Step Security
• Layer 5: Function Security

Each layer refines the granularity of what is being protected. The user that is associated with a cooperative request must
be granted access at each layer that is implemented for processing to proceed. Depending on the execution environment,
not all layers of security within a DPS are implemented.

Layer 1 Transaction Security

Transaction security authorizes the activation of the transaction and lets control be passed to the DPS application. Layer 1
is composed of security processing that is considered to be external to the DPS application.

Transaction security can validate that the user who is associated with a cooperative flow request is authorized to execute
in the target environment. This processing can be considered similar to that of a logon operation. If the user associated
with the cooperative request is not validated, the transaction does not get started and the Server Manager associated with
the request does not receive control.

More transaction security validation can occur after the user who is associated with the cooperative request is validated
as being an authorized user of the target system. The additional security processing validates the user is authorized to
execute the specific transaction that is associated with the target DPS.

In certain execution environments, a DPS is identified using a transaction code (trancode). Users are granted access to
execute certain trancodes. If access to a trancode is denied for a given user, the Server Manager that is associated with
the specified trancode never receives control.

Layer 1, Transaction Security, is only available in certain execution environments (TE, Tuxedo Proxy Client, CICS, TMF,
IMS, EJBs, and .NET Servers).
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Third-party execution environments such as CICS, IMS, EJB, and .NET Servers offer transaction security processing that
is unique to their respective environments. For example, if your execution environment is Pathway, an application can
use Remote Server Call (RSC/MP) to invoke NonStop TMF servers to protect the integrity of server transactions. See the
vendor documentation for specific details about how these environments provide transaction security.

For those environments that do not provide external transaction security, a comparable opportunity to validate user access
and authorization can be accomplished in Layer 2.

NOTE
Beginning with Layer 2, the application load module, or Server Manager containing the target DPS, receives
control and begins its execution. The security processing from Layer 2 through Layer 5 is implemented in
application logic that is provided by the customer. This customer logic is implemented in the form of user exits
and code that is implemented in, or invoked from, the server application itself (implemented in action language
or an external action block).

Layer 2 Server Manager Security

In certain environments that do not provide external transaction security (Layer 1), it is possible for the Server Manager
to validate authorization of the user of a cooperative flow request. The generated Server Manager invokes the TIRSECR
user exit as part of preparing to pass control to the target DPS.

The Server Manager provides TIRSECR with the user ID and transcode that is associated with the cooperative request.
The TIRSECR user exit is used to validate the user ID. In addition, TIRSECR can ensure that the user is authorized to
execute the specified transcode.

The user ID value that is passed to the TIRSECR user exit is obtained from the TIRUSRID user exit. The user ID is made
available in the Server Manager system attribute USER_ID.

Usually the use of TIRSECR is not necessary if transaction security (Layer 1) is incorporated before launching the Server
Manager containing the target DPS.

If EJB and .NET Servers, the USER_ID system attributes and user exits comparable to the TIRUSRID and TIRSECR user
exits do not exist.

Layer 3 Application Security

As part of the processing that prepares to pass control to the target DPS, the generated Server Manager code invokes a
second security user exit, TIRSECV.

For the non-EJB and non-.NET Server DPS applications:

• The TIRSECV user exit is invoked shortly after TIRSECR (see Layer 2: Server Manager Security).
• TIRSECV is invoked to process data contained in an enhanced security data area of a cooperative request (see the

Common Format Buffer (CFB) discussion occurring earlier in this section).
• TIRSECV provides the following:

– The security data that is passed in the enhanced security data area contains both the CLIENT_USER_ID and
CLIENT_PASSWORD values. The DPC sets the CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD values. These
values can be used in TIRSECV to determine if the user is valid and is authorized to execute the transcode that is
associated with the cooperative flow request.

– The enhanced security is located in an area of the CFB that is encrypted before the request buffer being transmitted
to the DPS. TIRSECV is invoked after the Server Manager decrypts the buffer area containing the enhanced
security data. See the Encryption and Decryption section for more details.

– In addition to CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD, the optional security token field is passed to the
TIRSECV user exit. The client security user exit (for example, WRSECTOKEN) specifies the security token.

– The security token can be used when the DP application incorporates an external authenticating process (for
example, Kerberos).
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For the EJB and .NET Server DPS applications, the CLIENT_USER_ID, CLIENT_PASSWORD, and optional security
object is passed to the TIRSECV user exit.

Layer 4 Procedure Step Security

This layer of security is intended to validate access to the target procedure step. The application developer implements
and validates the logic for access to the DPS and is coded as part of the action language the implements the DPS. The
validation logic can be implemented in a common action block or can be external in one or more external action blocks.

The security processing that implements procedure step security can be accomplished by having one of the first few
statements of the target Procedure Step call or can use a common or external action block. The called/used action block
determines if access to the procedure step is granted. Typically, the called/used action block would import the user ID,
transaction code, and other user-defined data that must validate the request. The DPS itself grants access to its own
processing using security data that provide by the DPC. The DPC provides this user-defined security data as part of the
Import View of the DPS.

Layer 5 Function Security

Function security is intended to restrict access to specific processing of individual functions within a DPS. It can be
implemented using a similar approach as described in Layer 4. One addition would be that an identifier that represents the
secured function must also be imported to the called/used action block. The called/used action block would determine if
access to the specified function must be granted.

Security Data
A cooperative flow request to a secure DPS must contain security data that is used to authorize execution access for the
user that is associated with the cooperative flow request.

Gen offers three ways in which security data can be provided as part of a cooperative flow:

• Standard Security
• Enhanced Security
• Roll Your Own Security

Standard Security

When using Standard Security, the security data (user ID and Password) is placed into fields that are located in the
Common Format buffer (CFB) header.

The security data that is provided using this technique is used with Layer 1 and indirectly with Layer 2 (the USER_ID
system attribute and transcode that is authorized by the TIRSECR user exit).

The User ID and Password values can be provided in one of two ways:

• In the implementations that do not use a Client Manager, a DPC application provides the User ID and Password using
the CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD variables. The client security user exit (WRSECTOKEN) indicates
that these values be placed into the CFB header.

• In the implementations that use the Client Manager, the Client Manager provides the User ID and Password.

NOTE
For more information about how the Client Manager can be configured for security processing, see Working
With the Client Manager.

The security data that is transmitted in the CFB header is not directly accessible to the logic of a DPS application.
However, this security data, in most DPS execution environments, is used to establish the user context under which
the DPS executes. For example, the supplied user ID and password are used to sign on the user. The signed-on user
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establishes the context under which the transaction executes. The user ID value that is associated with the signed-on user
is populated in Gen's USER_ID system attribute by way of the TIRUSRID user exit.

In certain execution environment the sign-on processing occurs by a third-party environment where the security data has
to be passed as is. Therefore, when processing occurs in Layer 1 where the access validation occurs external to the DPS,
the security data has to be available in a known form. To accommodate these execution environments, the header portion
of the CFB cannot be encrypted.

Enhanced Security

When using Enhanced Security, the security data (user ID, Password, and optional security token) is placed into the
security-offset portion of the CFB. Also, the user ID is placed into the UserID field that is located in the Common Format
buffer (CFB) header.

As for a DPC application provides the User ID and Password using the Gen CLIENT_USER_ID and
CLIENT_PASSWORD variables. The client security user exit (WRSECTOKEN) indicates that place these values into the
security-offset. The client security user exit provides a return code indicating the flow use Enhanced Security.

As for the optional security token, the data that is used to populate the security-token within the security-offset is provided
by the client security user exit. So, in addition to indicating that Enhanced Security is used, the client security user exit can
optionally provide data that is used to populate the security token.

The security token is a byte array that serves as data that is passed in the CFB as part of the cooperative flow request.
This data is provided as input to the server security Layer 3 -- Application Security user exit. The security token can be
used as part of a Kerberos, or "Kerberos-like" implementation that is intended to authenticate the end user.

Create Your Own Security

Create Your Own Security provides security data that supports Layers 4-access and 5-access validation. The security
data and related processing is built into the model definition. The DPS defines security data in its Import View. The
invoking DPC populates the security data in the Import View of the DPS as part of preparing to perform the cooperative
flow request. Assuming all other security processing lets the DPS execute, the DPS get control. The DPS can then
validate the supplied security data using processing that is coded in its associated action diagram or external action block
(EAB).

Encryption and Decryption

For those cooperative flows that use a CFB to exchange view data between a DPC and DPS, Gen offers the opportunity
to have a portion of the request or the response that is transmitted in an encrypted form.

The use of encryption and decryption can occur regardless of the type of security processing being used
(SECURITY_NONE, SECURITY_STANDARD or SECURITY_ENHANCED).

Two sets of user exits are invoked during the processing of a cooperative flow. One set lets the request be encrypted
by the DPC and decrypted by the DPS. The other set lets the response be encrypted by the DPS and decrypted by the
DPC. The two sets of encryption/decryption user exits can be used independently from the other. That is, the request
can be encrypted without having to encrypt the response. The same is true for the response. The response buffer can be
encrypted without having to encrypt the request.

Notes:

• For more information about deciding which section of the CFB is eligible to be encrypted, see Common Format Buffer.
• For more information about the user exits used by the DPC and DPS to encrypt and decrypt cooperative flow data, see

Distributed Processing User Exits.
• For more information about decrypting user exits available for use in these applications, see Working With the Client

Manager and Working With the Communications Bridge.
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Asynchronous Cooperative Flows in Distributed Processing
This article provides information for a Distributed Processing application client (the DPC) that executes a remote
procedure (the DPS) as one atomic, blocked operation.

Synchronous Processing

The requesting application component cannot proceed with any other processing until the synchronous cooperative flow
is complete and control is returned from the specified target server back to the client. A DPC expects that any request
always with a corresponding response.

The following illustration shows the cooperative flow that takes place when a Gen GUI client issues a synchronous
request to a Server Manager.

Synchronous cooperative flow is initiated using either a DialogFlow or a Procedure Step USE statement. The PStep USE
is the preferred cooperative flow mechanism and is supported for both DPC-to-DPS and DPS-to-DPS requests.

NOTE
For more information about DialogFlow and Procedure Step USE, see  Designing Action Diagrams.

Asynchronous Processing with Generated Clients

In general, asynchronous processing is based on a similar concept of a cooperative flow (that is, request/response).
However, asynchronous processing lets you decouple the handling of the request from the handling of the response.
The effect of an asynchronous request is to initiate the server processing. The requesting application must then explicitly
retrieve (or ignore) the associated asynchronous response of the request.

To allow the separation of request and response, an asynchronous cooperative flow involves several stages that are
shown in the following illustration:
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The request stage comprises the initiating request for the asynchronous flow (stage 1a) followed by a request to the
server to process the request (stage 1b). The scope of the initiating request (stage 1a) depends the middleware being
used, the middleware being the deciding factor on where the handover from stage 1a to stage 1b occurs. The retrieval
stage (stage 2) comprises a request from the client to retrieve, or check the status of, the supplied response.

An asynchronous cooperative flow is initiated using a USE ASYNC statement. The options available with this command
and the corresponding response commands are explained in the  Designing Action Diagrams.

The processing of a USE ASYNC statement passes control to various runtime components and the supporting runtime
code executes the code that actually initiates the flow to the target DPS. During the flow, the communications runtime
code reaches a point in its processing where the request is considered accepted. This point can vary depending on the
middleware environment being used. Usually, the point of acceptance occurs when the communications code has sent
the request to the target server environment. When the request is accepted, the runtime returns control to the initiating
application, thus allowing processing to proceed. The supporting runtime continues to process the outstanding request
and prepares to handle the associated response as directed by the initiating USE ASYNC statement.

A DPS application that is the target of an asynchronous cooperative flow behaves the same as if it were the target of
a synchronous request. An exception is if the target DPS application is being invoked as a no response asynchronous
request. In this case, the response buffer is not sent to the invoking DPC application.

Processing Options for an Asynchronous Request

When a DPC initiates an asynchronous cooperative flow, there are several options for retrieving the corresponding
response. These options are specified as parameters when the request is initiated. The application component can
choose the following options:

• Poll Response -- in which the requesting application component can inquire if the response to a given outstanding
request is available. After it is available, the response can be explicitly obtained by the application, thus completing the
outstanding asynchronous request. Applications can implement either active or passive polling for a given response,
where:
– Active polling requires the application to request that control be returned to the application, even if the response

is not immediately available. The application must either re-invoke the non-blocking request (GET ASYNC
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RESPONSE) to get the response periodically until the response becomes available, or use the check response
statement (CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE).

– Passive polling requires the application to request that the statement to get the response (GET ASYNC
RESPONSE) must block until the response becomes available.

• Notify Event -- This option is available only to windows clients, so is not available when performing server-to-
server flows. The requesting application can request that an event handler be driven when the response to a given
asynchronous request is available for processing. Because of the event action, the requesting application knows that
the response is available and can be obtained using the get response statement (GET ASYNC RESPONSE).

• No Response -- The application can choose to only initiate a cooperative flow and not be concerned about receiving
its corresponding response. The use of No Response frees the application from having to explicitly obtain or explicitly
ignore the response of the target server.
If the requesting application decides it no longer requires a response to an outstanding request, the response must be
explicitly ignored for the asynchronous cooperative flow to be considered complete. This is important, because only
the resources that are associated with completed requests can be returned to the system. A response that is queued,
awaiting either a GET ASYNC RESPONSE or an IGNORE ASYNC RESPONSE statement, is known as a pending
response. After the request has been obtained (or ignored), an asynchronous cooperative flow is considered complete.

NOTE
For detailed information about the set of asynchronous action language statements, see  Designing Action
Diagrams.

Asynchronous Processing with Gen Proxies

Using the Gen proxies, a user-written client application can make asynchronous requests of a target server. The set of
exposed proxy interfaces includes APIs that provide a user-written client application with the ability to communicate with a
target DPS in an asynchronous fashion.

Similar to the action language described for generated client applications, asynchronous support for a proxy influences
only the handling of a corresponding request response. Initiating a request to a target DPS is no longer synchronously
linked with obtaining its response. After a request is accepted for processing by the Gen Proxy Runtime, the client
application is able to engage in other processing. The server processing proceeds asynchronously to the client
processing. The client application is able to obtain (or ignore) a given outstanding response when it is best suited for the
application logic.

Gen supports four types of proxies, as described in the following list:

• The ActiveX/COM Proxy is a generated COM object that provides an automation interface to Gen servers. Providing a
COM automation interface lets web applications with Active Server Pages and any OLE-enabled client access to Gen
servers.
A set of common properties and methods supports Asynchronous behavior in the generated COM Proxy interface and
the COM Proxy Runtime. A client application that wishes to take advantage of a given COM Proxy's asynchronous
processing must invoke its exposed asynchronous interface method. For more information about generating and using
an Active X/COM Proxy, see  Working With Proxies.

• The Java Proxy is a Java-based interface that lets Java applets and Java applications access to Gen servers.
A set of common properties and methods supports Asynchronous behavior in the generated Client Java Bean and
Application Java Bean. An applet or application that wants to take advantage of the asynchronous processing ability
of a Java Proxy must invoke the exposed asynchronous interface methods of the bean. For more information about
generating and using a Java Proxy, see  Working With Proxies.

• The .NET Proxy is a generated .NET object that provides an object-oriented interface to the Gen servers. The .NET
Proxy and associated the Gen runtimes are 100 percent managed .NET code. Providing a .NET managed object
interface lets any .NET aware application access to Gen servers. Typical user applications would be stand-alone
programs (VB.NET or C#) and ASP.NET web applications.
A set of common properties and methods supports Asynchronous behavior in the generated .NET object. A .NET
aware application that wishes to take advantage of a given .NET Proxy's asynchronous processing, must invoke the
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respective exposed asynchronous interface methods of an object. For more information about generating and using
a .NET Proxy, see  Working With Proxies.

• The C Proxy API is a generated C language header file that provides you with the flexibility to call Gen server
components from a C language application, or applications that support a C language interface.
The C Proxy Runtime contains a set of APIs that support asynchronous behavior. A client application wishing to use
asynchronous processing must use the specific asynchronous function calls, as described in  Working With Proxies.

Overriding Communications Support at Execution Time
Generate time configuration to designate communications support for processing a specific cooperative flow when the
client or proxy is generated.

Generation Time Configuration

Review the discussion in the Communications Runtime section of Anatomy of a DP Application. It is the execution
environment of a target DPS that dictates which transport protocol a given client can use to facilitate the processing
of a cooperative flow to a given target server. At Generation Time, the communications type of a specific cooperative
flow determines the Server Environment settings that are associated with the Server Manager, which contains the
target DPS. The communication type that can be designated for a Server Manager corresponds to one of the supported
Communications Runtimes.

The following list includes communication types that can be designated for one or more Server Manager execution
environments:

• Gen
• JavaRMI
• NET Remoting
• MQSeries
• ECI
• TCP/IP
• Tuxedo

NOTE
Gen in the preceding list refers to the Gen Client Manager.

In addition to the communications type, any pertinent arguments that are required by the associated communications
runtime can be included as part of the Server Environment settings that are associated with each Server Manager. In
addition to designating the communications type, a Gen model contains a unique set of communications attributes that
can be set for each Server Manager and its associated Procedure Steps.

A Gen application developer can use the Toolset or CSE Properties dialogs to specify the communications attributes for
each transport.

Examples:

• Host Name and Port Number can be set for TCP/IP
• Queue Manager and Queue Names can be set for MQSeries
• Name Manager URL and Initial Factory can be set for EJBs
• Tuxedo Service Name can be set for Tuxedo

The communications type and communication attributes to be used for a given flow is taken from the settings that are
contained in the model and captured in generated code at the moment in time when a client application or proxy is
generated. The current communication settings that are associated with a target DPS are provided to the generator. The
resulting generated code contains the communications type and attribute values to be used at runtime when the client
flows to the target DPS.
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When the generated code is built, the communications type and associated attributes are built into the resulting
application. The Generation Time Configuration provides the basis of how the application was designed to run by the
application developer. The application developer generates an application to execute in a particular target execution
environment.

Gen provides facilities to override the Generation Time Configuration at execution time. The override to the generation
time configuration takes place in the client application early in the processing of a cooperative flow. The execution-time
configuration is described in the following section. The circumstances in which using execution-time configuration is not
possible appear in the following list:

• A client application that is generated to use a communications type of Tuxedo
• Server-to-Server flows that involve CICS servers
• Server-to-Server flows that involve IMS servers
• Server-to-Server flows that involve MQSeries Servers
• Server-to-Server flows that involve Tuxedo

Execution Time Configuration

Execute the time configuration to designate communications type when the client application initiates a cooperative flow
to a target server. The ability to override the communication type at execution time eliminates the need to re-generate the
client application to switch the type of transport to be used to process a given cooperative flow request.

In addition to the communication type, Gen lets the attributes that are associated with a selected communications type
be set (or overridden) at execution time. The following bullets show two opportunities to influence the values of the
communication attributes:

• An external configuration file that is known as the Comm Config file
• User exits invoked from each of the various Communication Runtimes

Proxies offer an API to override their Generation Time Configuration. A developer of a user-written application that use a
generated Gen proxy can override the communications properties of the proxy by using the generated comcfg interface
for that proxy.

For more information about how to override a proxy communication configuration, see Work with Proxies.

CCF Comm Config Files

Each client runtime that is provided by Gen accesses an external configuration file as part of its processing of a
cooperative flow. This external file provides the user of a client application with the opportunity to configure its
communication processing at execution time. This external file is known as the commcfg (Comm Config) file. The Gen
runtime code uses the following types of commcfg files:

• commcfg.ini - located in the %Genxx%gen directory
• commcfg.properties - located in the %Genxx%gen directory
• commcfg.txt - located in the %Genxx%gen\.net directory

Note: xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Each of the Gen client runtimes uses the following specific commcfg file:

Client Runtime commcfg File Name
MFC GUI Runtime commcfg.ini
COM Proxy commcfg.ini
C Proxy commcfg.ini
Java Web Generation commcfg.properties
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Java Web View commcfg.properties
Java Proxy commcfg.properties
ASP .NET commcfg.txt
.NET Proxy commcfg.txt

About server-to-server flows, certain server execution environments support the use of the commcfg runtime override. In
these cases, the server runtime uses the following commcfg file:

Server Runtime commcfg file name
EJB Runtime commcfg.properties
.NET Servers commcfg.txt

Each commcfg file provides the following means of controlling certain runtime behavior:

• Transaction routing
• Enabling and disabling trace activity
• How the runtime cache the contents of the commcfg file

IMPORTANT
The contents of the commcfg files, as delivered, lists the specific middleware settings that our runtimes support.
Any extra settings added to these files are ignored.

Transaction Routing

Transactions can be routed to a specified server execution environment by adding one or more TRANCODE lines to the
commcfg file. Each TRANCODE line assigns a transaction code to a specific server execution environment.

• Transaction codes are specified using their full name or partial name. Partial names are designated using a trailing
"*" (asterisk). A single asterisk indicates all transactions. For example:
– ABCD is a fully qualified transaction name.
– ABC* uses a wildcard to indicate that transaction routing applies to all transaction codes that begin with the letters

"ABC."
– A* uses a wildcard to indicate that transaction routing applies to all transactions codes that begin with the letter "A."

* the wildcard that indicates transaction routing applies to all transactions.
• The arguments defining a destination for a given TRANCODE entry vary by communications type. Each

communications type requires its own unique set of arguments. These arguments identify the target server execution
environment. For example:
– Host Name and Port Number for TCP/IP
– Queue Manager and Queue Names for MQSeries

For a listing of the three types of commcfg files, see the Comm Config Files topic earlier in this section. The syntax that
is used within each commcfg file type is followed when adding TRANCODE entries. The comments section of each
sample commcfg file describes the format for each of the communication types offered and supported by the execution
environments that use the given commcfg file (commcfg.ini, commcfg.properties, commcfg.txt). To determine which
runtime uses which commcfg file, see the Comm Config Files topic earlier in this section.

The following format of a TRANCODE line is taken from a commcfg.ini file. The use of this file is intended to illustrate
the general format of the TRANCODE line. The format of the TRANCODE line for the other files can be found in their
respective files that are located in the Comm Config Files topic earlier in this section. The format of a TRANCODE line in
commcfg.ini is as follows:

TRANCODE COMMTYPE arguments

where TRANCODE and COMMTYPE are required and arguments depend on the value that is specified for COMMTYPE.
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The following formats designate the type TRANCODE lines that can be entered in a commcfg.ini file:

where <...> and {...} are user supplied fields such that <...> are required fields and {...} are optional.

<TRANCODE> TCP <host> <service/port>

<TRANCODE> ITP <host> <service/port>

<TRANCODE> MQS <Queue Name> <Queue Manager> {Reply Queue Name}

<TRANCODE> MQSC <Queue Name> <Queue Manager> {Reply Queue Name}

<TRANCODE> ECI {ECI System Name}

<TRANCODE> ECI <StorageType> {HostName} {PortNumber} {ECI System Name}

<TRANCODE> CM

<TRANCODE> EJBRMI {Initial Factory Class}{Name Manager URL}

<TRANCODE> EJBRMI W {EAR File Name}

<TRANCODE> EJBRMI W {Initial Factory Class} {Name Manager URL} {EAR File Name} {User Name} {Password}

<TRANCODE>=EJBRMI J {EAR File Name}

<TRANCODE>=EJBRMI J {Initial Factory Class} {Name Manager URL} {EARFileName} {UserName} {Password}

<TRANCODE> WS <baseURL> <contextType>

<TRANCODE> NET <hostName> <portNumber> <protocolCode>

NOTE

• ITP is a version of the Gen TCP/IP cooperative flow-processing product that services flows to the Gen IMS
TCP/IP Direct Connect product.

• For WildFly and JBoss, the EAR File Name must not contain the extension '.ear'.

Some TRANCODE lines that can be coded in a commcfg.ini file are as follows:

ABCD ECI CICS22A

ABC* TCP myhost2 2008

A* CM

* TCP myhost4 2050

This illustration routes an exact trancode match of ABCD to the CICS region identified as CICS22A as defined within IBM
Universal Client software. Transactions using ABCD as their trancode use ECI as its transport mechanism. Trancodes
starting with ABC (but not ABCD) are routed to myhost2, port 2008 using TCP/IP as its transport mechanism. The Client
Manager processes Trancodes that begin with A (but not ABC). All other trancodes are routed to myhost4, port 2050
using TCP/IP as its transport mechanism.

Enabling and Disabling Trace Activity

The commcfg file can be used to enable and disable tracing within the client runtimes. The CMIDEBUG statement is used
to enable and disable the tracing. Usually CMIDEBUG controls tracing of the communications runtimes that is provided by
Gen.

The following CMIDEBUG statement turns on or turns off tracing activities respectively:

CMIDEBUG ON

CMIDEBUG OFF
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The CMIDEBUG statement can appear multiple times within the file, but the last one encountered the setting that is in
effect.

For a sample listing of the three types of commcfg files, see the Comm Config Files topic earlier in this section. The syntax
that is used within each commcfg file type is followed when adding a CMIDEBUG statement. The comments that are
provided in each commcfg file document the syntax to be used within that file. Also, the comments identify the location of
any resulting trace file that is created as a result of adding a CMIDEBUG ON statement to the commcfg file. One of the
Gen client runtimes uses the commcfg file.

Caching the Contents of the commcfg File

The commcfg file itself can be used to indicate to each client runtime how often the runtime must re-read the commcfg.
To improve performance, each runtime creats a cache of the commcfg file. By default, caching is not performed and the
file is re-read and re-parsed for each flow that is processed by the client process. Re-reading the commcfg for each flow
lets any file changes be applied and used for the processing of the next flow that is serviced by the runtime. This default
behavior cannot be ideal in all environments. Therefore, the CACHETIMEOUT statement can be used to control the
number of seconds to wait between re-reading of the commcfg file. All flows that occur between the read and the timeout
use the values that are located in the cached version of the commcfg file.

NOTE
Rereading of the commcfg takes place after the first flow that occurs after the specified timeout value has
expired.

The following CACHETIMEOUT statements set the cache timeout value to 0 (the default behavior), three minutes, and
never:

• CACHETIMEOUT 0
• CACHETIMEOUT 180
• CACHETIMEOUT NEVER

The specified cache timeout only applies to the client process from which a cooperative flow is initiated. If the client
process terminates, the cache that is associated with that process goes away. The NEVER setting requires the client
process be stopped and the communications runtime be unloaded before the commcfg file is re-read.For a sample listing
of the three types of commcfg files, see the Comm Config Files topic earlier in this section. The syntax that is used within
each commcfg file type is followed when adding a CACHETIMEOUT statement. The comments that are provided in each
commcfg file document the syntax to be used within that file.

Runtimes User Exits

To influence how a cooperative flow will be processed by a selected communication runtime is provided by a user exit
invoked by that runtime.

User exits are invoked throughout the processing of a Gen Distributed Processing application. User exits are invoked from
within the various client runtimes, communications runtimes, and server runtimes.

For information about Gen user exits, see User Exits in Distributed Processing. This section addresses the exits that are
encountered during the processing of a Gen Distributed Processing application.

Two-Phase Commit Processing
This article provides information for the use of a two-phase commit process that enforces the integrity of the distributed
transaction and its data sources.

Certain server execution environments that are supported by Gen let multiple servers participate in a distributed
transaction. A Gen application that is implemented as a distributed transaction extends the scope of a single unit-of-work
to include more than one server process. The activity that is associated with coordinating the completion of processes
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that are involved in the distributed transaction is a process that is known as two-phase commit. A Gen DPS uses the two-
phase commit mechanism of the execution environment.

The two-phase commit process obtains a consensus from all participants to determine the outcome of all work that is
associated with the transaction.

This section describes the components of the execution environment that are involved in providing the two-phase commit
processing. This section also briefly covers the actions that take place to complete a two-phase commit.

Two-Phase Commit

For more information about the formal two-phase commit description, see the X/Open Distributed Transaction Processing:
The XA Specification in the following URL: http://www.opengroup.org/publications/catalog/c193.htm.

X/Open Distributed Transaction Processing

To understand how a two-phase commit works within a Gen Distributed Processing (DP) application, you can find it useful
to understand how the X/Open definitions relate to Gen processing.

The X/Open Distributed Transaction Processing (DTP) model defines the following separate entities that participate in a
distributed application:

• Application Program (AP)
• Transaction Manager (TM)
• Resource Manager (RM)

The following illustration shows the relationships among these three entities:

The Transaction Manager or TM is responsible for managing transactions on behalf of the application. The AP is the Gen
server application code that executes under the control of a Transaction Manager. The Gen server application issues
transactional statements to the Resource Manager or RM. The Resource Manager for Gen is the Database Management
Software (DBMS) that manages access to the data as follows:

• The interface between the AP and RM is generally SQL. No specification is given for this interface. Servers open a
connection to the RM through the XA API xa_open(). This establishes a connection to the RM for global transactions.
At server shutdown, the XA API xa_close() closes the connection. These XA APIs are managed through the vendor
software hosting the Gen server applications. For example, Tuxedo provides the tpopen() and tpclose() API call for use
by the generated Tuxedo server.

• The execution environment hosting the Gen server applications manages the interface between the TM and RM. There
are many procedural interfaces that are defined for XA-compliant RMs (for example, xa_open(), xa_start(), xa_end(),
xa_prepare(), xa_commit(), and xa_recover()). It is through these interfaces that the TM communicates with the RM,
on behalf of the AP.

• The interface between the AP and TM is mainly through transactional APIs provided by the server execution
environment. For example, Tuxedo provides the following APIs; tpbegin(), tpcommit() and tpabort().
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Two-Phase Commit Process

The Transaction Manager that is chosen to coordinate the commit of the distributed transaction is the one hosting the
server application that begins the global transaction. As the server-to-server flows transmit between the Gen servers, a
distributed transaction participant tree is built of all servers that are involved in the transaction. The server application that
begins a global transaction is the server that commits or aborts the transaction.

Phase 1
Prepare -- The first phase of a Two-Phase Commit involves the following actions:

1. The coordinating TM sends prepare to commit message to every process involved in the transaction.
2. A process returns a prepared message when it has determined validity of the work to be performed and can

accomplish that work.
3. It is guaranteeing that it can commit.
4. It cannot decide to abort after preparing.
5. If a process cannot prepare, it must abort.
6. The process waits for permission to commit.
7. If an abort message is received at any time, the process must abort.

Phase 2
Commit -- The second phase of a Two-Phase Commit involves the following actions:

1. The coordinating TM keeps track of prepared responses.
2. If any process aborts, the coordinator sends an abort message to all processes, which must then abort.
3. If all processes return the prepared response, the coordinator sends a commit message to all participants.

– The processes receiving the commit message can now implement their part of the transaction.
– The coordinator waits for all participants to acknowledge the commit.

4. When all participants have acknowledged their commits, the coordinating TM marks the transaction complete.

Special Considerations with Gen

While the design of Gen works with the Two-Phase Commit process under Tuxedo, there are situations that the
Gen application designer must keep in mind when writing Action Diagram statements:

• In a server to server flow, if the flowed-to server ends with an exit state with rollback, the initiating server must set an
exit state with rollback before returning to the client. Failure to do so will result in a Cooperative Runtime error that is
returned back to the client.

• In a server to server flow, if the flowed-to server ends with a normal exit state (that is, no rollback) and the initiating
server sets an exit state with rollback, both servers are rolled back by the RM. This is expected behavior.

User Exits in Distributed Processing
There are various users exits invoked when processing a cooperative flow between a Distributed Processing Client (DPC)
and a Distributed Processing Server (DPS).

Gen offers various choices of how to implement the parts of a Distributed Processing application, and therefore offers
many user exits. An application developer is concerned with the set of exits that are invoked from the execution
environments in which their applications components are deployed.

This section describes user exits that are invoked during the processing of a cooperative flow. It does not attempt to guide
the user exits that are invoked from processing that is not involved in the processing of a cooperative flow.

The following table shows user exits falling into the following categories:
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• User exits invoked by DPC (client processing)
• User exits invoked by communications utilities and middleware processing
• User exits invoked by DPS (server processing)

Client-Side Exits

C/C++ - GUI Runtime

The following table gives a brief description of each of the C/C++ - GUI Runtime exits.

Client-Side: Language: C/C++ Function Area: GUI Runtime

User Exit Name Source Code Description

WRSECTOKEN wrexitn.c Client-Side Security exit

WRSECENCRYPT wrexitn.c Cooperative flow encryption exit (CFB only)

WRSECDECRYPT wrexitn.c Cooperative flow decryption exit (CFB only)

WRSRVRERROR wrexitn.c Synchronous Cooperative flow server error
exit

WRASYNCSRVRERROR wrexitn.c Asynchronous Cooperative flow server
error exit

For more information about any of the user exits in this section, see User Exits.
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C/C++ - C and COM Proxy Runtime

The following table gives a brief description of the exits under C/C++ and COM Proxy Runtime.

Client-Side: Language: C/C++ Function Area: C and COM Proxy Runtimes

User Exit Name Source Code Description

WRSECTOKEN proxyxit.c Client-Side Security exit

WRSECENCRYPT proxyxit.c Cooperative flow encryption exit (CFB only)

WRSECDECRYPT proxyxit.c Cooperative flow decryption exit (CFB only)

Java - Web Generation Client and Java Proxy Runtime

The source code for each of the Java user exits can be found in a file of the same name as the exit with a .java suffix.

Example:

The exit CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit is contained within a file named CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.java.

The following table gives a brief description of the exits under Java - Internet Client/Java Proxy Client Runtime:

User Exit Name Description

CFBDynamicMessageEncodingExit The Java CFB encoding user exit

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit The Java CFB client security user exit

CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit The Java CFB client encryption user exit

CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit The Java CFB client decryption user exit

SrvrErrorExit The Web Generation Client to Server Flow Error exit. This exit is
not available to Java proxy clients.

C - ASP.NET Client and .NET Proxy Runtime

The source code for each of the C# user exits can be found in a file of the same name as the exit with a .cs suffix.

Example:

The exit CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit is contained within a file named CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.cs.

The following table gives a brief description of the exits under C# - Client/C# Proxy Client Runtime.

User Exit Name Description

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit The C# CFB Client Security user exit

CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit The C# CFB Client Encryption user exit

CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit The C# CFB Client Decryption user exit

SrvrErrorExit The C# ASP.NET Client to Server Flow Error exit
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Communication Utilities and Middleware Exits

Communications Bridge Exits

All supplied Communications Bridge user exits are written using the C programming language. The following table briefly
describes each of the exits:

Comm. Bridge: Language: C

User Exit Name Source Code Description

eci_client_exit ioeciclx.c This exit is called to permit overriding the
name of the target CICS System (as it
is known to the CICS Universal Client),
the specified ECI timeout value, and the
specified CICS Mirror Transaction that are
associated with the request.

DECRYPT decrexit.c This exit will decrypt the CFB from a
client if the data in the CFB's Enhanced
Security offset area is to be used and the
target server environment has a derived
Security_Level of Remote and if the CFB
has been encrypted.

CIDE_INIT cidexit.c Conversation Instance Data exit - Initialize
This exit disables or enables subsequent
CIDE_PROC calls.

CIDE_PROC cidexit.c Conversation Instance Data exit - Process
This exit lets modification of certain fields
of the Conversation Instance data (for
example, UserId and Password), before the
conversation supporting a cooperative flow
being created.

GetTCPHostName inetipux.c Allows disabling the host name lookup
that maps a connected IP address of the
client to a host name string.

RSCUserEntry iorscclx.cxx This exit supports multiple APIs that allow
inspection and modification of user data
and application data before it is sent to a
target server on HP NonStop. User and
application data that are received from
the target server can also be inspected
or modified before forwarding to the client
application.

Client Manager Exits

All supplied Client Manager user exits are written using the C programming language. The following table briefly describes
the Client Manager Exits:

Client Manager: Language: C

User Exit Name Source Code Description
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CIDE_INIT cidexit.c Conversation Instance Data - Initialize.
Used to disable or enable subsequent
CIDE_PROC calls.

CIDE_PROC cidexit.c Conversation Instance Data - Process.
Used to modify certain fields of the
Conversation Instance data (for example,
UserId and Password), before the
conversation supporting a cooperative flow
being created.

DECRYPT decrexit.c Decrypt CFB from GUI client if the data in
Enhanced Security is to be used and the
target server environment has a derived
Security_Level of Remote and the CFB
encryption flag indicates that the CFB has
been encrypted.

IEFDP_InitDir iefdir.c Client Manager Directory Services -
Initialize (disable or enable subsequent
Directory services calls)

IEFDP_SearchDir iefdir.c Client Manager Directory Services - Search
Implementation of the transaction server
search algorithm.

IEFDP_CleanUpDir iefdir.c Client Manager Directory Services
- Cleanup Allows for deallocation of
resources, which can have been allocated
to support directory services.

RSCUserEntry iorscclx.cxx This exit supports multiple APIs that allow
inspection and modification of user data
and application data before it is sent to a
target server on HP NonStop. User and
application data that are received from
the target server can also be inspected
or modified before forwarding to the client
application.

C/C++ - Middleware Communications Runtime, Client Side

Client Side Middleware: Language: C/C++
Function Area: Communications

Comm. Type User Exit Name Source Code Description

CSU CSUGetLibraryVersionName csuglvn.cxx Provides a mapping of specified
library/dll name to version-
specific name if one exists,
otherwise, the specified name
value is returned.
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Client Manager CI_CM_DPC_Flow_
Complete_Comm_Error

cicmclx.c Direct the client-side runtime
to retry a synchronous
cooperative flow that fails with
a specified communication
error. Communication errors
that are seen most often by GUI
applications include 609, 619,
and 629 failures.

ECI ci_eci_get_system_name cieciclx.c Provides the CICS system name
if one has not been provided
previously by data obtained from
the commcfg.ini file. (For ECI V1
flows only.)

ECI ci_eci_get_tpn cieciclx.c Provides override of the CICS
Mirror Transaction that is used
for processing the current
request. The default Mirror
Transaction is CPMI. (For ECI
V1 flows only.)

ECI ci_eci_v2_user_exit cieciv2x.c Provides the opportunity to
specify or override the host
name and port number of
where the CICS Transaction
Gateway is located, the name
of the target CICS System, the
data encapsulation type, and
the CICS Mirror Transaction
associate with the ECI V2 flow
request. (For ECI V2 flows only.)

TCP/IP CI_TCP_DPC_DirServ_Exit citcpclx.c Programmatic runtime override
of TCP/IP destination (host,
port)

TCP/IP CI_TCP_DPC_setupComm_
Complete

citcpclx.c Directs the runtime to retry a
cooperative flow request that
failed during setup.

TCP/IP CI_TCP_DPC_handleComm_C
omplete

citcpclx.c Directs the runtime to retry
a cooperative flow request
that failed during the non-
setup related processing of a
cooperative flow.

MQSeries CI_MQS_DPC_Exit cimqclex.c Programmatic runtime override
of various pieces of information
that is used to interface with
MQSeries.

MQSeries CI_MQS_DynamicQName_
Exit

cimqclex.c Override the default structure of
Dynamic Reply to Queues.

MQSeries CI_MQS_DPC_setupComm_Co
mplete

cimqclex.c Direct the runtime to retry a
cooperative flow request that
failed during setup.
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MQSeries CI_MQS_DPC_handleComm_C
omplete

cimqclex.c Direct the runtime to retry
a cooperative flow request
that failed during the non-
setup related processing of a
cooperative flow.

MQSeries CI_MQS_MQShutdownTest cimqclex.c Override the default behavior
of keeping the connection to
the Queue Manager following
the completion of a cooperative
flow.

MQSeries CI_MQS_DPC_
setReportOptions

cimqclex.c Override the default report
options set in the MQ Put
Message Descriptor.

Tuxedo ci_c_sec_set cictuxwsx.c Set user supplied security data
into the security data fields that
are located in Tuxedo's TPINIT
structure.

Tuxedo ci_c_user_data_out cictuxwsx.c Give the user the opportunity
to inspect or modify the
cooperative flow request buffer
prior to Tuxedo sending the
request to the target Tuxedo
service. Invoked prior to the
TPCALL for those clients
connecting to Tuxedo servers
residing on a separate host.

Tuxedo ci_c_user_data_in cictuxwsx.c Give the user the opportunity
to inspect or modify the
cooperative flow request buffer
on return from the target Tuxedo
service. Invoked on return from
the TPCALL for those clients
connecting to Tuxedo servers
residing on a separate host.
Additionally, this exit allows the
client to disconnect from the
server following each flow.

Tuxedo ci_c_user_data_out cictuxx.c Give the user the opportunity
to inspect or modify the
cooperative flow request buffer
before  Tuxedo sending the
request to the target Tuxedo
service. Invoked prior to the
TPCALL for those clients
connecting to Tuxedo servers
residing on the same host.
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Tuxedo ci_c_user_data_in cictuxx.c Give the user the opportunity
to inspect or modify the
cooperative flow request buffer
on return from the target Tuxedo
service. Invoked on return from
the TPCALL for those clients
connecting to Tuxedo servers
residing on the same host.
Additionally, this exit allows the
client to disconnect from the
server following each flow.

Web Services CI_WS_DPC_Exit ciwsclx.c Programmatic runtime override
of parameters baseURL and
contextType for Web Service
destination.

Web Services CI_WS_DPC_URL_Exit ciwsclx.c Programmatic runtime override
of URL for Web Service
destination.

Java - Middleware Communications Runtime, Client Side

The source code for each of the Java user exits can be found in a file of the same name as the exit with a .java suffix. For
example, the exit ECIDynamicCoopFlowExit is contained within a file named ECIDynamicCoopFlowExit.java.

The source code files for these exits can be found within the appropriate subdirectories under the Gen installation area
%GENxx%Gen\classes\com\ca\genxx\exits.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The following table gives a brief description of the exits under Java - Middleware Communications Runtime:

Client-Side Middleware: Language: Java
Function Area: Communications

Comm. Type User Exit Name Description

ECI ECIDynamicCoopFlowExit The Java ECI Cooperative flow user exit

EJBRMI EJBRMISecurityExit The Java EJBRMI client security user exit

EJBRMI EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit The Java EJBRMI Cooperative flow user
exit

MQSeries MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit The Java MQSeries Cooperative flow user
exit

TCP/IP TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit The Java TCP/IP Cooperative flow user exit

Tuxedo TUXDynamicSecurityExit The Java Tuxedo client security user exit

Tuxedo TUXDynamicCoopFlowExit The Java Tuxedo Cooperative flow user
exit

Web Services WSDynamicCoopFlowExit The Java Web Services Cooperative flow
user exit
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C - Middleware Communications Runtime, Client Side

The source code for each of the C# user exits can be found in a file of the name of the exit with a .cs suffix.

Example:

The exit TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit is contained within a file named TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit.cs.

The source code files for these exits can be found within the appropriate subdirectories under the Gen installation
area, %GENxx%Gen\.net\exits\src. The following table gives a brief description of the exits under C# - Middleware
Communications Runtime.

Note: xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Client-Side Middleware: Language: C# Function Area: Communications

Comm. Type User Exit Name Description

.NET NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit .Net cooperative flow security exit

.NET NETDynamicCoopFlowExit .Net cooperative flow exit

TCP/IP TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit TCP/IP C# Cooperative flow exit

Web Services WSDynamicCoopFlowExit Web Services C# Cooperative flow exit

CICS TCP/IP Direct Connect Exits

The Gen CICS TCP/IP Direct Connect product consisting of the TILSTNR and TICONMGR has been stabilized and the
CICS Sockets Server Listener implementation, TISRVLIS, and the CICS Multi Socket Server Listener, TISRVMSL, are
provided.

The following table describes the Assembler exits invoked by the Sockets Server Listener program:

CICS TCP/IP Direct Connect (TISRVLIS): Language: Assembler

User Exit Name Source Code Description

TIRSLEXT SAMPLIB/TIRSLEXT CICS Sockets Server Listener exit

TIRSLTMX SAMPLIB/TIRSLTMX CICS Sockets Server Listener Timeout exit

WebSphere MQ Transaction Dispatcher for CICS (TDC) Exit

The Gen WebSphere MQ Transaction Dispatcher product provides the following user exit. This exit is implemented in
COBOL. The following table briefly describes this exit:

WebSphere MQ TDC: Language: COBOL

User Exit Name Source Code Description

TIRMQTDX SAMPLIB/TIRMQTDX TDC Parameter exit

IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Exits

The Gen IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect product provides the following set of user exits. These exits are implemented in
Assembler. The following table briefly describes each of the exits:

IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect (CAGRITCP): Language: Assembler

User Exit Name Source Code Description

CAGRITD SAMPLIB/CAGRITD IMS TCP/IP Destination ID exit
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CAGRITDC SAMPLIB/CAGRITDC IMS TCP/IP Decryption exit

CAGRITSC SAMPLIB/CAGRITSC IMS TCP/IP Security exit

Server-Side Exits

C - Transaction Enabler, Server Manager Runtime Exits

The following table gives a brief description of the C exits. These user exits are invoked from the Transaction Enabler
components and Distributed Processing generated for C.

Server-Side: Language: C Function Area: Server Manager/Server Runtime

User Exit Name Source Code Description

SRVRERROR tirserrx.c Server to server error exit that is invoked
when an error condition occurs during
server-to-server flow.

TIRDCRYP tirdcryp.c Server-side cooperative flow decryption exit
(CFB only)

TIRELOG tirelog.c Server-side Error logging and Error token
creation exit.

TIRMTQB tirmtqb.c Runtime Message Table Exit number to
error text translation exit. The passed
in error number is used to obtain a
standardized error message string that is
defined within the exit.

TIRNCRYP tirncryp.c Server-side cooperative flow encryption exit
(CFB only)

TIRSECR tirsecr.c Security check interface. This exit provides
an opportunity for a server to validate the
user ID as returned from TIRUSRID.

TIRSECV tirsecv.c Validates security given Client Userid,
Client Password, Client Security Token that
is retrieved from the security that is offset of
an enhanced CFB. This exit is not called if
the CFB is not an enhanced security CFB.

TIRSYSID tirsysid.c Allows modification of the system ID. This
user exit returns a default system ID, the
value of which depends on the platform on
which the server is executing.

TIRUSRID tirusrid.c Allows modification of the user ID. This
routine returns a default user ID, the value
of which depends on the platform on which
the server is executing. The returned ID is
passed to TIRSECR for validation.

TIRXINFO tirxlat.c This user exit provides information about
the local environments os, codepage, and
default padding character. The os and
codepage are passed to the TIRXLAT exit.
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TIRXLAT tirxlat.c This national language translation exit
allows conversion of textual data based on
from/to codepage and operating system
information.

USEREXIT dpsuetdm This user exit supports multiple APIs for
access to user data and transaction data
when the target server resides on an HP
NonStop host. USEREXIT is called twice -
just after the request data is received from
the Distributed Processing Client (DPC),
and again just before response data is
returned to the DPC.

COBOL - CICS and IMS Server Manager Runtime Exits

The following table describes the COBOL exits:

Server Side: Language: COBOL Function Area: Server Manager/Server Runtime

User Exit Name Source Code Description

TIRDCRYP SAMPLIB/TIRDCRYP Server-side cooperative flow decryption exit
(CFB only)

TIRNCRYP SAMPLIB/TIRNCRYP Server-side cooperative flow encryption exit
(CFB only)

TIRSECR SAMPLIB/TIRSECR Security interface exit. This exit provides an
opportunity for an application to validate the
user ID as returned from TIRUSRID.

TIRSECV SAMPLIB/TIRSECV Validates security given Client Userid,
Client Password, Client Security Token that
is retrieved from the security that is offset
of an enhanced CFB. This exit is called for
every cooperative flow.

TIRSYSID (CICS) SAMPLIB/TIRCSYS Allows modification of the system ID. This
user exit returns a default system ID, the
value of which depends on the platform on
which the server is executing.

TIRSYSID (IMS) SAMPLIB/TIRISYS Allows modification of the system ID. This
user exit returns a default system ID, the
value of which depends on the platform on
which the server is executing.

TIRUSRID (CICS) SAMPLIB/TIRCUSR Server User ID

TIRUSRID (IMS) SAMPLIB/TIRIUSR Server User ID

TIRALLOC SAMPLIB/TIRALLOC Server-to-Server Allocate Conversation

TIRPROUT (CICS) SAMPLIB/TIRCROUT Server-to-Server Trancode Routine

TIRPROUT (IMS) SAMPLIB/TIRIROUT Server-to-Server Trancode Routine

TIRPTOKN SAMPLIB/TIRPTOKN Server-to-Server Security Token Generation

TIRCSGN SAMPLIB/TIRCSGN Direct Connect for CICS Server Signon
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TIRELOG SAMPLIB/TIRELOG Server Error Logging/Error Token Creation

TIRSIPEX SAMPLIB/TIRSIPEX CICS Sockets Server exit

Assembler - CICS and IMS Server Manager Exit

The following table describes these exits:

Server-Side: Language: COBOL Function Area: Server Manager /Server Runtime

User Exit Name Source Code Description

TIRXINFO SAMPLIB/TIRXINFO National Language Translation

C - .NET Server Manager Runtime Exits

The source code for each of the C# user exits can be found in a file of the same name as the exit with a .cs suffix. For
example, the exit SrvrErrorExit is contained within a file named SrvrErrorExit.cs.

These user exits are located within appropriate subdirectories within the Gen installation area. Typically %GENxx%Gen
\.net\exits\src. C# exits are supported on Windows platforms only.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The following table gives a brief description of the exits present in this exit:

User Exit Name Description

SrvrErrorExit C# Server to Server Error exit

SecurityValidationExit C# Server Security Validation

C/C++ - Middleware Exits Supporting Server-to-Server Flows

The following table briefly describes this exit.

Server-Side Middleware: Language: C/C++ Function Area: Communications

Comm. Type User Exit Name Source Code Description

MQSeries CI_MQS_DPC_Exit cimqsvex.c Programmatic runtime override
of various pieces of information
that is used to interface with
MQSeries.

MQSeries CI_MQS_DynamicQName_Exit cimqsvex.c Override the default structure of
Dynamic Reply to Queues.

MQSeries CI_MQS_DPC_setReportOptio
ns

cimqsvex.c Override the default report
options set in the MQPut
message descriptor.

Tuxedo ci_s_user_data_out cistuxx.c Gives the user the opportunity
to inspect or modify the
cooperative flow request buffer
before it being passed to the
server manager.
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Tuxedo ci_s_user_data_in cistuxx.c Gives the user the opportunity
to inspect or modify the
cooperative flow request buffer
on return from the server
manager.

Tuxedo ci_s_post_begin cistuxx.c This user exit is called
after tpbegin() of the Tuxedo is
invoked.

Tuxedo ci_s_pre_end cistuxx.c This user exit is called just
before  a transaction being
committed using tpcommit() of
the Tuxedo.

Tuxedo ci_s_post_end cistuxx.c This user exit is called just
after a transaction has been
committed using tpcommit() of
the Tuxedo.

Tuxedo ci_s_post_svrinit cistuxx.c This user exit is called during
server initialization by tmboot of
the Tuxedo processing.

Tuxedo ci_s_post_svrdone cistuxx.c This user exit is called during
server shutdown by tmshutdown
of the Tuxedo processing.

Java - Middleware Exits Supporting Server-to-Server Flows

NOTE
The source code for each of the Java user exits can be found in a file of the same name as the exit with
a .java suffix. For example, the exit CFBDynamicMessageEncodingExit is contained within a file named C
CFBDynamicMessageEncodingExit.java. The following table gives a brief description of the exits under Java -
EJB Middleware Sever-to-Server Runtime.

Server-Side Middleware: Language: Java Function Area: Communications

Comm. Type User Exit Name Description

CFBDynamicMessageEncodingExit Java CFB Encoding exit

EJBRMI EJBRMISecurityExit Java EJBRMI Security Exit

EJBRMI EJBRMIContextExit Java EJBRMI Context exit

SrvrErrorExit Java Server to Server Error exit

C - Middleware Exits Supporting Server-to-Server Flows

The source code for each of the C# user exits can be found in a file of the same name as the exit with
a .cs suffix. For example, the exit COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit is contained within a file named C
COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit.cs. The following table briefly describes the exits present under this exit.

Comm. Type User Exit Name Description

COMPLUS COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit COMPLUS cooperative flow exit

COMPLUS COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit COMPLUS cooperative flow security exit
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Customizing and Installing z/OS User Exits

The easiest way to customize a user exit is to copy and modify the code that is supplied by CA. Always read the source
code of the exit and the additional information included in comment lines. These lines are placed where you would need to
enter code to customize the exit for a specific need or function.

The steps that are involved in customizing any user exit are as follows:

• Copy the default exit from the Gen SAMPLIB library to one of your libraries.
• Add the desired new code to the copied exit. Do not change the 'Program ID' (entry point) or argument list that is

passed to the exit.

Most user exits are called with RUNTIME-PARM1 and RUNTIME-PARM2 as the first two parameters. Under IMS, the
RUNTIME-PARM parameters are mapped to the IO-PCB and ALT-IOPCB, respectively. If an exit is modified to use the
IO-PCB, the ALT-IOPCB, or both, remember to remove the corresponding RUNTIME-PARM from the LINKAGE SECTION
and the PROCEDURE DIVISION USING statement.

Under CICS, the RUNTIME-PARM parameters are mapped to the CICS EXEC Interface Block (EIB) and the
COMMAREA, respectively. If an exit is modified to use DFHEIBLK, FHCOMMAREA, or both remember to remove the
corresponding RUNTIME-PARM from the LINKAGE SECTION and the PROCEDURE DIVISION USING statement.
In addition, remove these parameters if the modified exit is processed by the CICS translator as the CICS translator
automatically includes a reference to DFHEIBLK and DFHCOMMAREA.

Information about the presence and use of RUNTIME-PARM parameters is included in the SAMPLIB member for each
exit and is covered in this section, if relevant.

The remaining parameters are unique to each exit and is not modified.

Ensure that the new runtime modules are placed in the proper data sets as follows:

• CICS - in the CICS DFHRPL concatenation and is New Copied into CICS.
• IMS - in the steplib concatenation.

As delivered, the Exits contain no SQL and no DBRMs. If a User Exit calls another routine that does database access,
add that routine's DBRM to the installation control file so the routine can be found. The best way to accomplish this is to
modify the Installation CLIST, TICINSTX, so that it adds the DBRM to the DBRM list.

The following table identifies the z/OS JCL procedures that are used to compile and bind each of the z/OS Server
Manager User Exits into their respective DLLs. These JCL procedures are located in the Gen SAMPLIB library.
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Each DLL contains other user exits that are not directly in support of the processing of a z/OS Distributed Processing
Server (DPS). Additionally, the list of z/OS user exits also be used to support z/OS blockmode and batch operation.

JCL Procedure DPS User Exit Name Description

MKUEXITS TIRDCRYP, TIRNCRYP, TIRSECRX,
TIRSECV, TIRALLOC, TIRCROUT,
TIRIROUT, TIRPTOKN, TIRCSGN,
TIRELOG, TIRSIPEX, TIRMTQB

Incorporates customized user exits into the
following z/OS DLLs:
TIRDCRYZ
TIRNCRYZ
TIRSECRZ
TIRSECVZ
TIRCALLZ
TIRIALLZ
TIRCROUZ
TIRIROUZ
TIRPTOKZ
TIRCSGNZ
TIRELOGZ
TIRSIPEZ
TIRMTQBZ
TIRODCMC
TIRORUNC
TIRORUNI
TIRORUNT
TIRBRUNB
TIRBRUNI
TIRBRUNT

MKCRUN TIRXINFO Incorporates customized user exits into the
following z/OS DLLs:
TIRCRUNC
TIRCRUNI
TIRXINFZ

Customizing and Installing NonStop User Exits

User exits are distributed as part of the NonStop IT and are delivered as a source archive named UEXITSC. The source
archive contains more user exits than are documented within this section. This section covers only those exits that are
called during the processing of a cooperative flow. Non-cooperative flow user exits are documented in the User Exits.

NonStop Runtime User Exits

All runtime user exits are provided in both source and object format in the form of libraries that are named as UEXITCO
and DPSUECO. These exits are loaded onto the target system when the IT is installed. Do not change these user exits
because the object format runtime user exits are compiled and are ready to be linked into applications.

Modifying User Exits

User exit source code is provided in the C language so that you can modify them to meet custom site requirements. To
assist with the lifecycle of user exits, the TACL macro MKEXITS is provided. This macro can be found in the subvolume
where the IT has been installed. You can use MKEXITS to perform the following tasks:
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• Extract all user exit source files from the UEXITSC source archive
• Edit a specific user exit source file
• Compile a specific user exit source file
• Rebuild the user exit library UEXITCO and DPSUECO

NOTE
When working with user exits, link all user exits for a particular library (the set of runtime user exits in UEXITCO
or the set of distributed processing server user exits in DPSUECO) regardless of the number of changes as the
NLD linker program does not let you individually link one exit at a time. Therefore, track source code changes
across all the user exits to prevent unexpected functionality to be included in the user exit libraries.

WARNING
Failure to link all user exits result in application failures due to unresolved externals at execution time.

The following server-side user exits are documented in User Exits:

Name Description

TIRDCRYP Server Decryption Exit

TIRELOG Server Error Logging and Error Token Creation Exit

TIRMTQB Runtime Message Table Exit

TIRNCRYP Server Encryption Exit

TIRSECR Security Check Interface Exit

TIRSECV Server Client Security Validation Exit

TIRSYSID Server System ID Exit

TIRUSRID Server User ID Exit

TIRXINFO Server System Code Page and Operating System Id

TIRXLAT National Language Translation User Exit

USEREXIT NonStop RSC/MP Distributed Processing Flow Data Access Exit

NOTE
Not all of the user exits in the UEXITSC archive are documented in this section. For user exits that are not
directly involved in processing a cooperative flow, see User Exits.

z/OS Security
CICS regions and IMS systems use an external security manager such as Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) to
provide the necessary security functions in those systems.

Different security features are used depending on application type and middleware. This section covers only very basic
security information about LU6.2 and TCP/IP security as it applies to Gen DPS applications. For more comprehensive
coverage of z/OS security as it applies to CICS or IMS, see the appropriate IBM documentation.

Set up Security when Using Gen Direct Connect for CICS
This article provides information for Set up Security when Using Gen Direct Connect for CICS and serves as a guide for
the Single Socket Server Listener (TISL) or the Multi-Socket Server Listener (TIML) installation.

The Gen initial software install defaults to no security checking, thus any user ID and password can start a server
application. The TCP/IP user exit CEG8SAMP(TIRSLEXT) contains sample code that can be used to validate various
types of security options. Customize the exit as required.
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Set up Standard Security

This requires that a user ID and password are passed from the client side. Provide security data in one of two ways:

• Enter the security data on the Client Manager and select Security Remote.
• Use the client application variables CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD to capture the security credentials.

Ensure that the Client security user exit uses SecurityUsedStandard. See User Exits in Distributed Processing for more
details.

The User ID and Password are then passed in the Common Format Buffer to the server. Change the TCP/IP user exit
CEG8SAMP(TIRSLEXT) on the z/OS Host to validate standard security as follows:

1. Perform the following change.
Change:
 BKLERPSW B     KLEARPSW       CLEAR PASSWORD AND RETURN             

*BVALUIDP B     VALUIDP        CONTINUE TO VALIDATE-USERID-PASSWORD

 

To:
*BKLERPSW B     KLEARPSW       CLEAR PASSWORD AND RETURN             

 BVALUIDP B     VALUIDP        CONTINUE TO VALIDATE-USERID-PASSWORD

 

2. Customize the sample code if/as required.
3. Install the TIRSLEXT module using CEG8SAMP(MKUECTCP) as directed in the comments of this module. Deploy in

CICS.
User ID and Password are validated before starting the server and the User ID is used as the server userid.

4. Change user exit CEHBSAMP(TIRCUSRX). To do so, substitute the MAINLINE through MAINLINE-EXIT code in
comments with the default code.
If this is not done, the task id is used and returned to the client.

5. Install the changed TIRSECVX and TIRCUSRX server exits using CEHBSAMP(MK5EXITS).
6. Deploy both changed exits in CICS.

Set up Enhanced Security

When using enhanced security, use the variables CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD to capture the
credentials with the client program. This puts the CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD in the Common Format
Buffer and sets the enhanced flag.

Ensure that the Client security user exit uses SecurityUsedEnhanced. See User Exits in Distributed Processing for more
details.

1. On the z/OS Host, make the following change to CEG8SAMP(TIRSLEXT).
Change:
 BKLERPSW B KLEARPSW       CLEAR PASSWORD AND RETURN 

*BVALUIDP B VALUIDP        CONTINUE TO VALIDATE-USERID-PASSWORD 

*BVFYENSC B VFYEHSEC       CONTINUE TO VERIFY-ENHANCED-SECURITY

 

To:
*BKLERPSW B     KLEARPSW    CLEAR PASSWORD AND RETURN                

*BVALUIDP B     VALUIDP     CONTINUE TO VALIDATE-USERID-PASSWORD     

 BVFYENSC B     VFYEHSEC    CONTINUE TO VERIFY-ENHANCED-SECURITY

 

2.   Customize the sample code if/as required.
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3. Install the TIRSLEXT module using CEG8SAMP(MKUECTCP) as directed in the comments of this module. Deploy in
CICS. The sample code in VFYEHSEC checks that the security flags are set but does no validation of security data.
Instead this option uses Application Security where the security validation is done on the Server.

4. Modify CEHBSAMP(TIRSECVX) with custom changes to validate security.
5. Change user exit CEHBSAMP(TIRCUSRX). To do so, substitute the MAINLINE through MAINLINE-EXIT code in

comments with the default code.
If this is not done, the task id is used and returned to the client.

6. Install the changed TIRSECVX and TIRCUSRX server exits using CEHBSAMP(MK5EXITS).
7. Deploy both changed exits in CICS.

Set up for both Standard Security (Password) and Enhanced Security (Passphrase)

Some customers may want the option to use both standard security for password and enhanced security for passphrase,
in separate requests, and have the same TIRSLEXT exit handle both types.

When using Standard Security for Passwords, this requires that a user ID and password are passed from the client side.
Provide security data in one of two ways:

• Enter the security data on the Client Manager and select Security Remote.
• Use the client application variables CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD to capture the security credentials.

The User ID and Password are then passed in the Common Format Buffer to the server.
Ensure that the Client security user exit uses SecurityUsedStandard. See User Exits in Distributed Processing for more
details.

When using Passphrases implemented by the Client Manager, select the Security Remote-Enhanced and enter a
passphrase. This puts the passphrase in the Common Format Buffer in place of the security token and sets the enhanced
flag.

NOTE
When using Passphrases implemented by the Client Manager, ensure that the Client does not use
SecurityUsedEnhanced. If the Client uses SecurityUsedEnhanced, the security data from the client takes
precedence and the passphrase is ignored and is not placed in the Common Format Buffer. The Client Manager
passphrase field allows for 200 characters but you must ensure that any Security API Call using passphrase
uses the correct length as accepted by the ESM.

Change the TCP/IP user exit CEG8SAMP(TIRSLEXT) on the z/OS Host to validate standard security only (and bypass
validation if it is enhanced security) as follows:

1. Perform the following change
Change:
 BKLERPSW B     KLEARPSW       CLEAR PASSWORD AND RETURN             

*BVALUIDP B     VALUIDP        CONTINUE TO VALIDATE-USERID-PASSWORD

To:
*BKLERPSW B     KLEARPSW       CLEAR PASSWORD AND RETURN             

 BVALUIDP B     VALUIDP        CONTINUE TO VALIDATE-USERID-PASSWORD

2. In VALUIDP section, for enhanced security either bypass the verify password or branch to verify enhanced and / or
encryption flags.
a. Bypass the verify password, confirm that the BYPSW line is uncommented and the PRCESF line is commented

out.
 BYPSW    BE    RETURN          YES, BYPASS VERIFY PASSWORD                                         

*PRCESF   BE    VFYEHSEC        YES, PROCESS ENHANCED BUFFER

b. Branch to VFYEHSEC to process the verify enhanced security flag is set.
Change:
 BYPSW    BE    RETURN                 YES, BYPASS VERIFY PASSWORD                     
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*PRCESF   BE    VFYEHSEC               YES, PROCESS ENHANCED BUFFER

To:
*BYPSW    BE    RETURN                  YES, BYPASS VERIFY PASSWORD

 PRCESF   BE    VFYEHSEC                YES, VERIFY ENHANCED FLAG

c. Branch to VFYENC to verify that encryption flag is set.
Change:
 BYPSW   BE    RETURN                YES, BYPASS VERIFY PASSWORD                                    

*PRCESF  BE    VFYEHSEC              YES, PROCESS ENHANCED BUFFER

To:
*BYPSW    BE    RETURN                   YES, BYPASS VERIFY PASSWORD                                

 PRCESF   BE    VFYENC                   YES, VERIFY ENCRYPTION FLAG

d. Branch to VFYEHENC to verify both enhanced and encryption flags are set.
Change:
 BYPSW   BE    RETURN                 YES, BYPASS VERIFY PASSWORD                                  

*PRCESF  BE    VFYEHSEC               YES, PROCESS ENHANCED BUFFER

To:
*BYPSW    BE    RETURN                 YES, BYPASS VERIFY PASSWORD                          

 PRCESF   BE    VFYEHENC               YES, VERIFY ENH AND ENCRYPT FLAGS

3. Install the TIRSLEXT module using CEG8SAMP(MKUECTCP) as directed in the comments of this module. Deploy in
CICS.
For standard security, User ID and Password are validated before starting the server and the User ID is used as the
server userid.
For enhanced security with passphrase or token, there is no validation of security data. Instead this option uses
Application Security where the security validation is done on the Server but the User ID is used as the server userid.

4. Modify CEHBSAMP(TIRSECVX) with custom changes to validate security for passphrase or security token.
5. Change user exit CEHBSAMP(TIRCUSRX). To do so, substitute the MAINLINE through MAINLINE-EXIT code in

comments with the default code.
If this is not done, the task id is used and returned to the client.

6. Install the changed TIRSECVX and TIRCUSRX server exits using CEHBSAMP(MK5EXITS).
7. Deploy both changed exits in CICS.

LU6.2 Security
CICS and IMS handle the LU6.2 security differently but both TP Monitors use an external security manager (ESM) to
implement security.

CICS

To provide the necessary LU6.2 security for CICS regions, CICS uses the z/OS System Authorization Facility (SAF) to
route authorization requests to an external security manager (ESM) for validation of security data.

Transaction Security

CICS transaction security ensures that CICS calls an external security manager each time a transaction is entered at a
terminal to verify that the terminal user is authorized to run the transaction.

APPC Session Security

Bind-time or session security can prevent an unauthorized connection between CICS and a remote system. If there is a
possibility that a transmission line is switched or severed, bind-time security can prevent unauthorized session binds. A
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successful bind request requires that both the binding entities hold the same bind password (or SNA session key). Your
SNA server for Win32 platforms provides Bind-time security.

APPC Link Security

Link security further restricts the resources that a user can access depending on the remote system from which they
are accessed. The practical effect of link security is to prevent a remote user from attaching a transaction or accessing
a resource for which the link user ID has no authority. Link security works by signing on each end of a session to RACF
when the session is bound. Each half-session then has the access requirements of the link user ID, whose user profile is
applied when a transaction is attached and whenever that transaction accesses a protected resource. Link security can
be associated with a connection or a session, according to whether you want to control the link security for each group of
sessions separately.

To define link security for a connection as a whole, specify the Securityname parameter in the connection definition. To
define link security for individual groups or sessions within a connection, specify the user ID in the session definition as a
user identifier.

The connection or session definition must be associated with a RACF user profile. This user profile must have access to
any protected resources to which the inbound transaction needs access.

CICS log in the user ID specified in a similar way to that used for a CICS terminal user. If the logon fails, the logon failure
message is sent to the master terminal destination, and the link is given the security of the default user in the receiving
system; that is, the receiving system is able to access only those resources to which the default user has access.

If both user ID and security name are specified, user ID is the effective RACF user identifier for the set of sessions that
are defined by that particular session definition. For other session definitions for the same connection that do not specify
user ID, security name is used.

If there is no user ID for link security (neither user ID nor security name was specified), the user profile for the group or
session defaults to the user ID defined for that of the default user. Changing the link authority requires the release and re-
acquisition of the link.

APPC User Security

User security checks that a user is authorized to attach a given transaction. It causes a second check to be made against
a user signed on to a terminal in addition to link security. Levels of user security are set using the ATtachsec parameter of
the CICS connection definition.

The ATtachsec operand specifies the logon requirements for incoming transaction attach requests. When an APPC
session is bound, each side tells the other the level of attach security user verification that is performed on its incoming
requests. There is no negotiation on this.

ATtachsec = Local specifies that a user identifier or password is not required. The link security is considered sufficient for
that system, and the transaction sender (client) need not provide further security information. Any user ID and password
information, if it is received, is ignored. CICS makes the user security profile equivalent to the link security profile.

A non-local ATtachsec parameter requires a user identifier, or a user identifier and a password. The following are some
non-local values:

• ATtachsec = Identify requires a user identifier, but no password.
• ATtachsec = Verify requires a user identifier and password.

IMS

To provide the necessary LU6.2 security for IMS systems, IMS uses the services of APPC z/OS to interface to an external
security manager such as Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) or other equivalent external security manager (ESM).
In general, the security precautions that are needed are as follows:
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• Limiting the client LUs from which a conversation request can enter the system
• Ensuring that the client conversation request contains security information, user ID and password
• Limiting by user ID, those users who can request a particular transaction in the system

Client LU Security

User access to APPC z/OS LUs (application systems) can be controlled by limiting the client LUs that user requests can
come from. The RACF profiles in the APPCPORT class control which user IDs may access a given system.

Example:

• RDEFINE APPCPORT IMSLU VACC(NONE)
• PERMIT IMSLU CLASS(APPCPORT) ID(IMSUSER) ACCESS(READ)

These let user ID (IMSUSER) to access system (IMSLU).

Ensuring Conversation Security

VTAM and RACF both allow definition of an APPC z/OS LU to specify that security information is required to be passed
from the initiating client. The VTAM APPL statement has a SECACPT keyword of CONV that requires user ID and
password from the client on conversation requests.

Example:

APPL ACBNAME = IMSLU . . . SECACPT = CONV 

The CONVSEC field in the session segment of the RACF APPCLU profile can also be set to CONV that performs the
same check as the VTAM SECACPT parameter.

Limiting Transaction Access to User IDs

The RACF APPL class controls which user IDs allocate conversations to a particular system.

Example:

• RDEFINE APPL IMSLU VACC(NONE)
• PERMIT IMSLU CLASS(APPL) ID(IMSUSER) ACCESS(READ) allows user ID (IMSUSER) to access system (IMSLU).

IMSUSER must also have a RACF profile that limits which transactions this user can access.

LU6.2 Security Features Used by Gen

LU6.2 implementation for Gen supports Transaction Attach Security for both CICS and IMS by including a client-supplied
user ID and password in the SNA FMH-5, the Attach Format Management Header for LU6.2.

Depending on the values set in the security exit of the client and, if used, the Client Manager configuration Gen Enhanced
or Standard security data is used to populate the FMH-5 user ID and password fields. As long as a security option other
than NONE is chosen a user ID and password is sent with every message.

TCP/IP Security
This article provides information for TCP/IP Security for CICS and IMS. TCP/IP security is handled differently by CICS and
IMS.

CICS

Gen TCP/IP servers execute as CICS non-terminal transactions so they are subject to two types of security checks:
Surrogate user checking and Transaction-attach security. The user ID and password values that are passed to CICS must
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be checked using an external security manager. Both Surrogate and Transaction-attach security use only the user ID for
security checking.

User ID and password values are entered in uppercase if RACF is the ESM used because RACF only recognizes
uppercase characters. Other external security managers also require uppercase, or they are case-sensitive.

Surrogate User Checking

CICS performs surrogate user security checking using the surrogate user facility of an external security manager (ESM)
such as RACF. A surrogate user is one who has the authority to start work on behalf of another user and is authorized to
act for that user without knowing that password of another user. Surrogate user checking of the following CICS resources
is important for TCP/IP Gen servers:

• The CICS default user
• PLT post-initialization processing
• Started the transactions

CICS Default User

CICS performs a surrogate user security check against its own user ID (the CICS region user ID) to ensure that it is
properly authorized as a surrogate of the default user ID specified on the DFLTUSER system initialization parameter.

PLT Post-Initialization Processing

When a program list table is specified on a PLTPI system initialization parameter, CICS checks that the region user
ID is authorized as a surrogate user of the user ID specified in the PLTPIUSR system initialization parameter. The
PLTPIUSR parameter specifies the user ID that CICS is to use for PLT programs that run during the CICS initialization.
All PLT programs that are run under the authority of the specified user ID, which must be authorized to all the resources
referenced by the programs.

The PLTPISEC parameter defines the scope of PLT security checking. This specifies whether command security checks
and resource security checks are to apply to PLTPI programs.

If you do not specify the PLTPIUSR parameter, CICS runs PLTPI programs under the authority of the CICS region user
ID, the DFLTUSER, in which case CICS does not perform a surrogate user check. However, the CICS region user ID
must then be authorized to all the resources referenced by the PLT programs. Furthermore, the CICS region user ID is
associated with any transactions started by PLT programs, and therefore must be authorized to run such transactions.

Started Transactions

CICS performs surrogate user checks when the EXEC CICS START command is used to start a transaction that is not
associated with a terminal. The user ID under which the transaction issuing the START command runs is named the
starting-user ID, and the user ID under which the started transaction runs is named the started-user ID.

Notes:

• If the USERID option is specified on the START command, the started-user ID is set to that specified user ID.
• If the TERMID option is specified on the START command, surrogate user checking does not apply. The started-user

ID is inherited from the terminal at which the transaction runs.
• If neither TERMID nor USERID is specified on the START command, the started-user ID is set to be the same as the

starting-user ID.

CICS requires that all user IDs associated with the transaction issuing the START are surrogates of the started-user ID.
CICS also assumes that any user ID is always a surrogate of itself. Therefore, user IDs that are the same as started-user
ID are regarded as surrogates already, and the external security manager is not named for them.
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The special conditions apply when CICS intercommunication is used in that the transaction can be associated with user
IDs that are different from the starting-user ID. If an EXEC CICS START command (without TERMID) is function that is
shipped or is executed from a transaction-routed transaction, the command can be subject to link security (link security is
discussed under LU6.2 CICS Security because the links are mostly implemented as LU6.2 resources). If link security is in
effect, CICS also performs a surrogate user check to verify that the user ID for link security is authorized as a surrogate
user to the user ID for the started transaction. The surrogate check is done at this stage even if the USERID is omitted (if
the started-user ID is different from the link user ID).

Transaction Attach Security

There are no CICS parameters that let you control transaction-attach security at the individual transaction level, because
CICS Transaction Server for z/OS Release 3 transaction-attach security for non-terminal transactions is always done if
transaction security is active (SEC=YES and XTRAN is not NO). In this case CICS always checks the authority of any
user ID to attach a transaction.

When the transactions are started by the EXEC CICS START TRANSID command with no TERMID but with a USERID
operand, they are started using the specified user ID that must be authorized to attach the started transaction. However,
when transactions are started by the EXEC CICS START TRANSID command without a TERMID or a USERID operand
they inherit the user ID associated with the starting transaction, and the inherited user ID must be authorized to attach the
started transaction. Users who were able to run such transactions successfully in prior releases of CICS now authorize to
attach these transactions. An option is to customize RACF (exit ICHRFX01) so that the transaction-attach check is always
successful for non-terminal transactions. See the CICS RACF security guide for more information about this option.

IMS

Gen's TCP/IP implementation uses the Open Transaction Manager Access (OTMA) feature of the IMS Transaction
Manager (IMS TM) and IMS Connect.

OTMA

The OTMA feature is installed with IMS TM as a part of the product, so it does not require any specific action to get
installed. Also, any IMS system generation specifications for the OTMA implementation are not necessary. OTMA is a
transaction-based connectionless client-server protocol that provides an access path and an interface specification for
sending and receiving transactions and data from IMS.

OTMA is implemented for IMS in a sysplex-capable environment and as such it is restricted to the domain of MVS Cross
System Coupling Facility (XCF). OTMA provides the facility for IMS to communicate efficiently with MVS applications other
than VTAM. These MVS applications are named OTMA clients. These OTMA clients can be an IBM written application,
independent software application of a vendor, or user-written code. IMS Connect is a commonly used the OTMA client.

The OTMA client handles all device dependencies for a particular network protocol, which can be TCP/IP or System
Network Architecture (SNA) and IMS TM can operate without needing any device-characteristic information. The OTMA
client communicates with IMS by sending and receiving messages. It adds the OTMA message prefix to the input
messages and it uses the message prefix to route the output data to the originating device or program. The application
data section follows the message prefix, which can be the data sent to the IMS application, or the response sent to the
client.

Messages that are destined for IMS/OTMA fall into the following categories:

• client-bid messages -- sent by the OTMA clients at connect time
• end-user messages -- sent by client applications

When security checking is turned on in IMS/OTMA all messages received using OTMA clients must include security-
related information in the OTMA prefix.
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OTMA Security Levels

There are four OTMA security levels: NONE, CHECK, FULL, and PROFILE. The OTMA security level for an IMS
system may be established by an IMS startup parameter specification, OTMASE=, in the DFSPBxxx member of the IMS
procedure library or by the /SECURE OTMA command. By default, the OTMA security level in IMS is set to FULL (or F).
The meanings of the parameters are as follows:

• CHECK -- Causes existing RACF calls to be made. The IMS commands are checked using the RACF resource class
of CIMS. The IMS transactions are checked using TIMS.

• FULL -- Causes the same processing as the CHECK parameter, but uses more RACF calls to create the security
environment for dependent regions.

• NONE -- Does not call RACF within IMS for security verification.
• PROFILE -- Causes the values in the security data section of the OTMA message prefix for each transaction to be

used.

If RACF is used for security, the XCF group name and the member name (IMSXCF.group.member) are defined in the
FACILITY class. If the IMSXCF.group.member is not defined in the FACILITY class, a client bid is not allowed.

The /SECURE OTMA PROFILE command can be used to enable security validation at individual transactions level.

IMS Connect

IMS Connect is a TCP/IP server that enables TCP/IP clients to exchange messages with IMS OTMA. IMS Connect
provides communication linkages between TCP/IP clients and IMS (datastores). It supports multiple TCP/IP clients
accessing multiple datastore resources. The IMS Connect runs on an MVS or z/OS platform. IMS Connect performs
router functions between TCP/IP clients and datastores. Input (request) messages that are received from TCP/IP clients,
using TCP/IP connections, are passed to an IMS datastore through XCF sessions. IMS Connect receives response
messages from the datastore and then passes them back to the originating TCP/IP clients.

IMS Connect supports TCP/IP clients communicating with socket calls, but it can support any TCP/IP client that
communicates with a different input data stream format. Supplied or User-written message exits can execute in the IMS
Connect address space to convert customer message format to OTMA message format before IMS Connect sends the
message to IMS. The user-written message exits also convert the OTMA message format to customer message format
before sending a message back to IMS Connect. IMS Connect then sends output to the client.

In addition to TCP/IP client communications, IMS Connect also supports local communications through the "Local" option.

IMS Connect User Message Exit Routine

Each message that is received by IMS Connect is processed by a user message exit routine to translate/format the
message so that it is in a format acceptable to IMS/OTMA. The user message exit that is invoked to process a message
depends on the source/origination of the message.

IMS Connect supports the capability to invoke a security exit routine from the message exit routines that are used to
translate messages. This security exit routine can be a user-provided security exit or the IMSLSECX sample security exit
that is provided by TCP/IP is customized to meet installation security requirements.

Client-bid Security

IMS Connect must be assigned a RACF user ID and connected to a RACF group. The user ID and group for IMS Connect
is supplied in the client-bid message when IMS Connect attempts to connect to IMS/OTMA. If IMS/OTMA security is
turned on, the IMS Connect user ID (and optionally, the group name) is required for a successful client-bid.

If the datastore (which is IMS) is RACF protected, you can start IMS Connect as a job with the JOB card specifying a valid
USERID to make the connection from IMS Connect to IMS. Alternatively, you can use the RACF STARTED class or the
Started Procedure Table to associate the IMS Connect user ID to the started procedure used to initialize IMS Connect.
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End-User Validation

IMS Connect allows security for individual client messages by checking a RACF flag. If you turn the RACF flag
ON, IMS Connect uses the System Authorization Facility (SAF) interface to invoke RACF by issuing a RACROUTE
REQUEST=VERIFY call to verify a user ID and password. This is a global option in that IMS Connect either verifies for all
users or does not verify for any users. There are two ways to activate the RACF flag, as follows:

• Set the RACF flag in the configuration file, HWSCFG00, by setting the flag to Y (RACF=Y).
• Issue the HWS command SETRACF to set the RACF flag.

The security information pertaining to end users must be provided for IMS Connect to invoke RACF to verify the user
IDs associated with messages of the end user. Security information is passed from TCP/IP clients in the IMS Request
Message (IRM) or can be provided by the user message exit portion of the IRM that has the security-related information.

IMS System

From an IMS perspective after a message has been received by OTMA, the security checking is the same as for any
other request. When OTMA security is activated, upon receipt of a message IMS invokes RACF to perform one of the
following actions:

• If the incoming message contains a valid UTOKEN, build an ACEE from the information in the UTOKEN and return the
ACEE to IMS.

• If the incoming message does not contain a UTOKEN, validate that the user ID in the incoming message has been
defined to RACF and build (and return to IMS) an ACEE for valid user IDs.

IMS/OTMA determines which, if any, security facilities are invoked for messages received using OTMA based on the
OTMA security level and on whether security exits have been included in the system.

TCP/IP Security Features Used by Gen
Gen TCP/IP implementation supports Transaction-attach security for both CICS and IMS by including a client-supplied
user ID and password in Gen Common Format Buffer. All requests that target CICS, IMS, or both are always in a CFB
format.

Depending on the options that are selected in the client's security exits and, if used, the Client Manager configuration,
Gen Enhanced or Standard security data is used to populate the CFB user ID and password fields. As long as a security
option other than NONE is chosen a user ID and password is sent with every message.

CICS

Gen offers two TCP/IP DC for CICS products, the CICS Single Server Sockets and the CICS Multi Server Sockets
Implementations. The Direct Connect for the CICS implementation that is offered in earlier releases, TILSTNR and
TICONMGR, has been stabilized and is not included with Gen.

In the CICS Socket Servers implementation, the Gen Listener programs, TISRVLIS and TISRVMSL, call user exit
TIRSLEXT. TIRSLEXT receives the ASCII and EBCDIC versions of trancode and code page, ASCII User ID and one of
the following:

• The EBCDIC password when standard security is used
• A flag indicating that enhanced security is used (the password or passphrase is only available in the

server TIRSECVX exit)

If using the Client Manager with security level of Remote, ECHO does not contain security or encryption flags. The
TIRSLEXT exit sample code bypasses checking these flags, which allows ECHO to execute.

If using the Client Manager with security level of Remote-Enhanced (to use passphrase), ECHO does contain security and
encryption flags. The TIRSLEXT exit has sample code to show how to bypass check for ECHO trancode.
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In TIRSLEXT, the ASCII user ID is translated to EBCDIC and can be modified, including blanked out, if necessary. The
exit contains sample code to illustrate different security validation depending on the type of security used. If the ESM
expects the security data to be in uppercase the conversion of the security data must be done in this exit.

The TIRSLEXT exit can be modified to invoke an ESM when the password is present. A check is done to ensure a blank
user ID or password is not used in the CICS VERIFY command. When accepted, the server is started using an EXEC
CICS START TRANSID with the USERID operand, except when the user ID is blank, then the server is started without
specifying the USERID operand. This causes the User ID that the Listener is executing under to be used in the EXEC
CICS START TRANSID call, which might or might not be successful.

When passphrase is used, the TIRSLEXT exit checks that the security and/or encryption flags are present and then the
security data can be validated in the TIRSECVX exit.

If the START is successful but the Attach fails, or the server is unable to execute, the TAKESOCKET Socket API fails and
if possible an error message is sent to the client, and the server socket is closed terminating the connection.

IMS

For IMS the Gen IMS Connect message user exit CAGRITCP calls user exit CAGRITSC to obtain the SECOTMA flag that
match the IMS/OTMA OTMASE parameter. This SECOTMA flag controls how the OTMA security prefix is populated as
follows:

• If the OTMA security flag is N, we do not populate any of the fields in the OTMA security header prefix.
• If the OTMA Security Flag is F or C, we populate the user ID part of the OTMA security header prefix with the CFB

security data from sent in the client request.
• The password is placed in the OTMA User Data Header.
• If a Group ID or a Token is supplied (using the CAGRITSC exit), we populate the relevant fields in the OTMA Security

Header.

Since the CAGRITSC exit also gets visibility of the user ID and password that is sent by the client, a call to the ESM can
be done in it and other security checks bypassed. Also, this exit is an ideal place to do lowercase to uppercase conversion
of the security data if required.

Working With Proxies
This topic provides the following information about working with proxies:

A Gen Distributed Processing (DP) application is made up of many pieces of software, each contributing to the overall
processing of a cooperative flow occurring from a Distributed Processing Client (DPC) to a Distributed Processing Server
(DPS).

For information about the various parts that make up a DP application, see Understand Distributed Processing.

A Gen application developer often encounters the requirement for code that is not generated from a Gen model to interact
with one or more of their generated DPS applications. In general, a user-written DPC application must communicate to the
generated servers in the same manner as a generated DPC application. Gen provides the ability to generate a variety of
proxy interfaces to assist the application developer in this effort.

A user-written DPC application can use a generated proxy to facilitate a cooperative flow to its target DPS. Each proxy is
generated for a specific DPS. Gen provides support for the following types of generated Proxies:

• .NET Proxy
• Java Proxy
• Java Proxy (Classic Style)
• COM Proxy
• C Proxy
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Audience

This section is for Gen developers who need to access one or more (new or existing) generated DPS applications from
a user-written application. A large variety of user-written applications can use the proxies described in this section. The
application developers must write their code to interface with the generated proxy. Some potential uses include:

• Using a generated proxy in a stand-alone C, Visual Basic, .NET, or Java application
• Using a generated proxy as part of a Java, JSP, ASP, or ASP.NET Web application
• Using a generated proxy as part of a COM application

This section is intended for application developers that need to understand the following:

• The details of a proxy
• The features offered by each type of proxy
• How an application developer would generate a proxy
• The code generated for a proxy
• The environment in which proxies can be used
• The runtimes that support the execution of a proxy

Prerequisite Knowledge

Knowledge of the following information is necessary:

• Developing Gen Distributed Processing applications
• The Gen Toolset
• The environment for which, the user-written application is being written. For example, the reader must be familiar with

Microsoft IIS if they intend to deploy COM proxies into that environment.

Concepts and Definitions

A Gen Proxy is an interface that enables a user-written client application to communicate with a generated Gen server.
Proxies make it possible for applications that are not generated using Gen, to use the procedure step logic provided as
part of a Distributed Processing Server (DPS). In general, proxies provide application developers additional flexibility in
creating multi-tier applications.

Proxies also make it possible for applications that are not generated using Gen, to access the interfaces and methods
defined as components within a CBD-compliant model.

An application developer can create proxies of the following types:

• .NET Proxy
• Java Proxy
• Java Proxy (Classic Style)
• COM Proxy
• C Proxy

Apart from creating proxies that interface with the client code and the servers, you can also customize the proxy.

The following are the changes you can make on a proxy:

• Specify meaningful view names and attribute names.
• Use fewer attributes than defined in the model (views).
• Specify default values for omitted attributes.
• Pass default values as attributes.

Such proxies are named Custom Proxies.
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NOTE
You cannot create custom proxies in Java (Classic Style) and C.

For more information about customizing proxies, see Create Custom Proxies.

.NET Proxy

The .NET Proxy is a generated .NET object that provides an object-oriented interface to Gen servers. The .NET Proxy
and associated Gen runtimes are 100-percent managed .NET code. Providing a .NET managed object interface enables
any .NET aware application to access Gen servers. Typical user applications are stand-alone programs (VB.NET or C#),
and ASP.NET web applications.

Java Proxy

The Java Proxy is a generated Java object that provides an object-oriented interface to Gen servers. The Java Proxy and
associated Gen runtimes are 100-percent Java code. Providing a Java object interface enables any Java application to
access Gen servers. Typical user applications are Stand-alone programs, JSP web applications, Servlet web applications,
and EJB components. The proxy can be used in virtually any component of a J2SE or J2EE application.

Java Proxy (Classic Style)

The classic style Java proxy is a Java-based interface that enables Java applets, applications, and servlets to access the
Gen servers. There are two forms of the classic style Java Proxy.

The first form consists of three parts generated from a Gen model:

• A Client Java Bean Proxy, which resides in the Java application ,or Java applet
• A Servlet Proxy, which resides on the Web Server
• A user interface applet, that can be used to test the Client Java Bean, and as an example applet

The second form consists of several parts generated from a Gen model:

• An application java bean proxy, which resides in a Java application or Java Servlet/EJB
• A test user interface application
• JSP pages
• Possibly an XML Test Application, which can be used to test the application Java Bean, and used as examples

COM Proxy

The ActiveX/COM Proxy is a generated COM object that provides an automation interface to Gen servers. Providing a
COM automation interface enables Web applications with Active Server Pages and OLE-enabled clients to access Gen
servers. The generated product consists of the following objects:

• Aan ActiveX object
• A low-level COM object

C Proxy

The C Proxy is a generated C language header file that defines a C language interface to a server procedure step.
The application developer can use the interface to write user-written code that is able to call the associated Gen server
procedure. A C proxy is used by a C language application, or any application that supports a C language interface.

The Gen Proxy Generators create a C Language header file and a TVF (Tuxedo View File). The TVF is used if the target
server is a Tuxedo application.
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NOTE
The C Proxy does not supply routines for checking permitted values of data flowing between the user-written
application and the DPS.

Installing the Proxy Software
The proxy software is a separately licensed product, available for install using Custom Install. Ensure that you review Gen
Technical Requirements. The Gen Technical Requirements topics provide the following information:

• Describes the execution environment supporting each type of proxy.
• Identifies, for each type of proxy, the set of transport protocols that are offered on a given platform.
• Provides a description of the requirements for building and running the proxies.

The following sections discuss the install considerations for each type of proxy that is offered by Gen. Each section
describes the set of items that are needed on development machines and on deployment machines that execute a proxy.

NOTE
For information about product licensing, see Installing.

Install Considerations for .NET Proxy

Development Machine

Install the following products to generate and build a .NET proxy:

• Workstation Development Toolset
• Workstation Construction Toolset
• Implementation Toolset
• Proxy Programming Interface .NET
• Depending on which DP Server the .NET Proxy is flowing to, you must install one or more of the following products:

Products CICS IMS TE Tuxedo EJB .Net
TCP/IP
Middleware

X 1,2 X 2 X 1,2 X 1,2 X3 n.a

MQSeries
Middleware

X X n.a n.a n.a n.a

.NET Servers
(includes .NET
remoting)

n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a X

CFB Converter
Services to
EJBs (includes
EJBRMI)

n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a

Web Services
Middleware

n.a n.a X n.a X n.a

1. TCP/IP can be used to flow directly to the target server environment.
2. TCP/IP can be used to flow to the target server environment using Gen Communications Bridge product.
3. TCP/IP can be used to flow the target EJB environment using the Gen CFB Converter Services to EJBs component.

Deployment Machine

You must install the .NET Proxy runtime components on the deployment machine. You can do this by building an
installation .msi file on the development machine and then transferring and executing the .msi file on to the deployment
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machine. The .msi file is built on the development machine using the Assemble capability of the Gen Build Tool. The 
Working With Build Tool provides further details regarding creation of .NET .msi installation files.

NOTE
You must install the .NET Framework on the computer that runs the generated .NET proxy. For currently
supported .NET Framework version information, see Gen Technical Requirements. Also, install the
communications protocol software on the computer.

Install Considerations for Java Proxy

Development Machine

Install the following components to generate and build a Java proxy:

• Workstation Development Toolset
• Workstation Construction Toolset
• Implementation Toolset
• Proxy Programming Interface Java
• Depending on which DP server the Java Proxy is flowing to, install one or more of the following products

Products Distributed
Processing
Server
CICS IMS MQSeries TE Tuxedo EJB .Net

TCP/IP
Middleware

X 1,2 X 1,2 n.a X 1,2 X 1,2 X3 n.a

ECI
Middleware

X n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a

MQSeries
Middleware

X X X n.a n.a n.a n.a

Tuxedo
Middleware

n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a n.a

Enterprise
Java Beans
(includes
EJBRMI)

n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a

CFB Converter
Services to
EJBs (includes
EJBRMI)

n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a

Web Services
Middleware

n.a n.a n.a X n.a X n.a

1. TCP/IP can be used to flow directly to the DP server environment.
2. TCP/IP can be used to flow to the target server environment using Gen Communications Bridge product.
3. TCP/IP can be used to flow the EJB environment using the Gen CFB Converter Services to EJBs component.

Deployment Machine

Install the Java Proxy runtime components on the deployment machine. You can do this by building a single runtime
JAR file. This JAR file contains all the pieces of the runtime needed by the proxy. You can use the batch file named
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mkjavart.bat, found in the Gen classes directory, to accomplish this. For an explanation of the available execution options
for mkjavart.bat, execute the command mkjavart.bat usage.

Install Considerations for Java Proxy (Classic Style)

Development Machine

Install the following products to generate and build a Java Proxy (Classic Style):

• Workstation Development Toolset
• Workstation Construction Toolset
• Implementation Toolset
• Proxy Programming Interface Java
• Depending on which DP server the Java Proxy (Classic Style) is flowing to, you must install one or more of the

following products:

Products Distributed
Processing
Server
CICS IMS MQSeries TE Tuxedo EJB .Net

TCP/IP
Middleware

X 1,2 X 1,2 n.a X 1,2 X 1,2 X3 n.a

ECI
Middleware

X n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a

MQSeries
Middleware

X X X n.a n.a n.a n.a

Tuxedo
Middleware

n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a n.a

Enterprise
Java Beans
(includes
EJBRMI)

n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a

CFB Converter
Services to
EJBs (includes
EJBRMI)

n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a

Web Services
Middleware

n.a n.a n.a X n.a X n.a

1. TCP/IP can be used to flow directly to the DP server environment.
2. TCP/IP can be used to flow to the DP server environment using Gen Communications Bridge product.
3. TCP/IP can be used to flow the EJB environment using the Gen CFB Converter Services to EJBs product.

Deployment Machine

Install the Java Proxy runtime components on the deployment machine. You can do this by building a single runtime
JAR file. This JAR file contains all the pieces of the runtime needed by the proxy. You can use the batch file named
mkjavart.bat, found in the Gen classes directory, to accomplish this. For an explanation of the available execution options
for mkjavart.bat, execute the command mkjavart.bat usage.
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Install Considerations for COM Proxy (Windows)

Development Machine

Install the following products to generate and build a COM proxy:

• Workstation Development Toolset
• Workstation Construction Toolset
• Implementation Toolset
• Proxy Programming Interface COM

Deployment Machine

Install the following products on the proxy deployment machines:

• Proxy Programming Interface COM
• Depending on which DP server the COM Proxy is flowing to, you must install one or more of the following products:

Products Distributed
Processing
Server
CICS IMS MQSeries TE Tuxedo EJB .Net

TCP/IP
Middleware

X 1,2 X 1,2 n.a X 1,2 X 1,2 X3 n.a

ECI
Middleware

X n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a

MQSeries
Middleware

X X X n.a n.a n.a n.a

.NET Servers
(includes .NET
remoting)

n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a X

Tuxedo
Middleware

n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a n.a

Enterprise
Java Beans
(includes
EJBRMI)

n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a

CFB Converter
Services to
EJBs (includes
EJBRMI)

n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a

Web Services
Middleware

n.a n.a n.a X n.a X n.a

1. TCP/IP can be used to flow directly to the DP server environment.
2. TCP/IP can be used to flow to the DP server environment using Gen Communications Bridge product.
3. TCP/IP can be used to flow the EJB environment using the Gen CFB Converter Services to EJBs product.

NOTE
Install the COM runtime files on the computer that runs the generated COM proxy, usually the Web server or
Automation Client. Also install the communications protocol software on this computer.
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Install Considerations for C Proxy (Windows)

Development Machine

Install the following products to generate a C proxy:

• Workstation Development Toolset
• Workstation Construction Toolset
• Proxy Programming Interface C

Deployment Machine

Install the following products on the proxy deployment machines:

• Proxy Programming Interface C
• Depending on which DP server the C Proxy is flowing to, you must install one or more of the following products:

Products Distributed
Processing
Server
CICS IMS MQSeries TE Tuxedo EJB .Net

TCP/IP
Middleware

X 1,2 X 1,2 n.a X 1,2 X 1,2 X3 n.a

ECI
Middleware

X n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a

MQSeries
Middleware

X X X n.a n.a n.a n.a

.NET Servers
(includes .NET
remoting)

n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a X

Tuxedo
Middleware

n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a n.a

Enterprise
Java Beans
(includes
EJBRMI)

n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a

CFB Converter
Services to
EJBs (includes
EJBRMI)

n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a

Web Services
Middleware

n.a n.a n.a X n.a X n.a

1. TCP/IP can be used to flow directly to the DP server environment.
2. TCP/IP can be used to flow to the DP server environment using Gen Communications Bridge product.
3. TCP/IP can be used to flow the EJB environment using the Gen CFB Converter Services to EJBs component.

NOTE
Also install the C runtime files and selected middleware runtime software on this computer.
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Install Considerations for C Proxy (UNIX)

Development Machine

Install the Proxy Programming Interface C to generate a C proxy.

Deployment Machine

Install the following products on the proxy deployment machines:

• Proxy Programming Interface C
• Depending on which DP server the C Proxy is flowing to, install one or more of the following products:

Products Distributed
Processing
Server
CICS IMS MQSeries TE Tuxedo EJB .Net

TCP/IP
Middleware

X 1,2 X 1,2 n.a X 1,2 X 1,2 X3 n.a

MQSeries
Middleware

X X X n.a n.a n.a n.a

Tuxedo
Middleware

n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a n.a

Enterprise
Java Beans
(includes
EJBRMI)

n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a

CFB Converter
Services to
EJBs (includes
EJBRMI)

n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a X n.a

Web Services
Middleware

n.a n.a n.a X n.a X n.a

1. TCP/IP can be used to flow directly to the DP server environment.
2. TCP/IP can be used to flow to the DP server environment using Gen Communications Bridge product.
3. TCP/IP can be used to flow the EJB environment using the Gen CFB Converter Services to EJBs component.

NOTE
You must also install the C runtime files and selected middleware runtime software on this computer.

Common Features of the Proxies
Depending on your application, you need to use the most appropriate proxy. However, the .NET, Java, COM, and C
Proxies share common features that are listed as follows:

• Allow access to Gen servers.
• Provide more ways of building multi-tier applications.
• Provide a supporting interface for use with user-written code.
• Support multiple communication protocols. Each proxy uses a transport mechanism to communicate with a server

execution environment.
• By default, each generated proxy provides a synchronous programming interface that can be accessed by user-

written code. A Gen application developer can create proxies containing more programming interface calls that support
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asynchronous flows to the target DPS. The communication protocol that is used must support asynchronous operation.
Oracle Tuxedo does not support asynchronous communications.

• By default, each generated proxy provides a language-specific definition to the data being exchanged, between the
user-written client and server. A Gen application developer can create proxies that provide an XML interface. The XML
interface can be used to provide a more flexible mechanism of exchanging data with the end user of a user-written
application.

NOTE
The XML interface is not available for C proxy.

A .NET, Java, Java Classic, or COM proxy can be generated to include optional programming interfaces. These interfaces
expose support that the user-written application use. These optional proxy interfaces include:

• APIs supporting asynchronous flows
• APIs supporting the use of XML

Asynchronous Flow Support

Using Gen proxies, a user-written client application can make asynchronous requests to a generated server. The set of
proxy interfaces includes APIs that provide a user-written client application with the ability to communicate with a target
DPS in an asynchronous fashion.

Similar to the action language for generated client applications, asynchronous support for a proxy only influences the
handling of a response to a request. Initiating a request to a target server is no longer synchronously linked with obtaining
its response. Once a request is accepted for processing by the Proxy Runtime, the user-written client application can
engage itself in other processing. The server processing proceeds asynchronously to the client processing. The client
application is able to obtain (or ignore) a given outstanding response when it is best suited in the application logic.

XML Support

The .NET, Java, Java Classic, and COM proxies can support the importing and exporting of view data using XML. An
optional API can be generated as part of a generated proxy to support this capability. The API exposes extra methods that
a user-written application can use to execute a flow where the import and export views are XML byte streams.

NOTE
The XML interface is not available for C proxy.

XML Schema Support

Gen proxies can perform XML schema validation of XML data streams. To do this, Gen generates an XML Schema
Definition file (XSD) for each method on the proxy. This file defines and enforces all the data validation that is supported
by the proxies, and the overall structure of the XML data itself.

To perform schema validation, the XML data streams must refer to this XSD file. This can be done by using
noNamespaceSchemaLocation setting. The sample XML file contains an example of how this can be done.

To disable schema validation, do not use the noNamespaceSchemaLocation setting in the XML data streams.

XML Data Structure

The XML schema requires one of the three types of data to be contained within XML. he three types are described as
follows:

• Request - Holds the import data
• Response - Holds the export data
• Error - Holds any error information
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Request XML

A request for a server that is named MYPSTEP1 in an XML document looks like this:

<?xml version=”1.0”?>

<MYPSTEP1   xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"   

        xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="MYPSTEP1.xsd">   

    <request …> 

        <id>1</id>  

    </request>  

</MYPSTEP1>

The XML Schema is referenced in the topmost element, MYPSTEP1. The contents on the <request> element that is
shown by “...” are the control/system attributes. If a system attribute is specified, the syntax is:

<request command=”LIST” nextLocation=”TEST”>

XML Request Attribute Mappings for Java Proxy and .NET Proxies

The following table lists the XML attribute names and their corresponding properties, on the Java Proxy and .NET Proxy
generated import view object.

XML Attribute Name Java Proxy Property .NET Proxy Property
command Command Command
clientId ClientId ClientId
clientPassword ClientPassword ClientPassword
nextLocation NextLocation NextLocation
exitState ExitState ExitState
dialect Dialect Dialect

 

XML Request Attribute Mappings for Java Proxy (Classic Style) and COM Proxies

The following table lists XML attributes and their corresponding Java Proxy (Classic Style) and COM Proxy properties.

XML Attribute Name Java Proxy (Classic Style) Property COM Proxy Property
command CommandSent CommandSent
clientId ClientId ClientId
clientPassword ClientPassword ClientPassword
nextLocation NextLocation Location
exitState ExitStateSent ExitStateSent
dialect Dialect n.a
comCfg ComCfg ComCfg
serverLocation ServerLocation ServerLocation
servletPath ServletPath n.a
fileEncoding FileEncoding n.a
tracing Tracing n.a
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The comCfg XML attribute does not directly correspond to an import view object property. Instead, it is equivalent to a
parameter present on the various method calls on the proxies for specifying the encoding setting. The method parameter
overrides the XML and any XML overrides the defaults.

Specifying the Tracing XML attribute, results in the equivalent of executing the start, and stop tracing methods on the
proxy object.

Response XML

A response for a server that is named MYPSTEP1 in an XML document would look like this:

<?xml version=”1.0”?>

<MYPSTEP1   xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance 

        xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="MYPSTEP1.xsd">   

    <response   command=”LIST”  

            exitState=”123456789”   

            exitStateType=”OK”  

            exitStateMsg=”Processing Completed OK”> 

        <name>John Smith</name> 

    </response> 

</MYPSTEP1>

The XML Schema for responses is referenced the same way as it is for the requests. The <request>, <response>, and
<error> schema information is contained in one XML Schema file. The system attributes are returned as attributes on the
<response> element.

The view data is always returned if a <response> element is returned, but its values may or may not reflect the activity
that occurred on the server, depending on the application logic of the server. If the ExitStateType or OperationStatus
values indicate an error status from the server, the export views may or may not be trusted, depending on how the server
was written.

XML Response Attribute Mappings for Java Proxy and .NET Proxies

The following table lists the response XML attributes and their corresponding properties on the Java Proxy and .NET
Proxies.

XML Attribute Name Java Proxy Property .NET Proxy Property
command Command Command
exitState ExitState ExitState
exitStateType ExitStateType ExitStateType
exitStateMsg ExitStateMessage ExitStateMessage

 

XML Response Attribute Mappings for Java Proxy (Classic Style) and COM Proxies

The following table lists the response XML attributes and their corresponding properties on the Java Proxy (Classic Style)
and COM Proxies.

XML Attribute Name Java Proxy (Classic Style) Property COM Proxy Property
command CommandReturned CommandReturned
exitState ExitStateReturned ExitStateReturned
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exitStateType ExitStateType OperationStatus
exitStateMsg ExitStateMsg OperationStatusMsg

 

Error XML

An error response from a server named “MYPSTEP1” in an XML document looks like this:

<?xml version=”1.0”?>

<MYPSTEP1   xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance 

        xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="MYPSTEP1.xsd">   

    <error> 

        ….. 

    </error>    

</MYPSTEP1>

The XML Schema for errors is referenced the same way as for the requests and responses. The error element contains
sub-elements that contain specific error information. The following table lists the sub-elements that are present in an error
element.

NOTE
Not all error elements are present at any given execution. The proxies return a different set of elements, as
different information is available to each programming language when the error is detected.

Sub-element Name Description COM Proxy .Net Proxy Java Proxy Java Classic Proxy
number The error number X    
type A brief description/

name of the error
 X X X

description The error message
text

X X X X

trace Any trace or debug
information available

 X X X

 

View to XML Mapping

Within a request or response element, import and export view data follow similar rules. For example, entity and work
views become sub-elements, attributes become sub-elements of entity views, and group views become sub-elements that
contain row elements, which themselves contain entity and work view elements.
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This mapping is best explained by the following sample import view:

View (Import) XML
IMPORTS:
Entity View in proxy
text1
text2
 
Group View inGV (2)
Entity View ingroup proxy
text1
text2

<request>
<inproxy>
<text1>…</text1>
<text2>…</text2>
</inproxy>
<inGV>
<row>
<ingroupproxy>
<text1>…</text1>
<text2>…</text2>
</ingroupproxy>
</row>
<row>
<ingroupproxy>
<text1>…</text1>
<text2>…</text2>
</ingroupproxy>
</row>
</inGV>
</request>

 

XML and Standard Proxy Support

For the COM and Java (Classic Style) proxies, XML support is implemented to work on top of the standard support. These
two proxies are inherently stateful and thus, an executeXML call modifies the proxy import view, export view, and standard
properties. In general, after an executeXML is executed, the error information or export data can be retrieved by passing
the export XML or by calling the various get methods on the individual properties.

The .NET and the Java proxies are stateless, so the XML methods do not modify any state of the proxy.

Selecting a Proxy
You can choose from five types of proxies. What are the examples to which each must be applied? A comparison of the
proxies will help you make an informed decision.

Platform

Your hardware and operating system (the platform) limit the proxies that you can use. Does the application need to be
portable across operating systems? Can the application be limited to Windows? Is a UNIX or MVS platform required? The
following table shows how each proxy lines up with the possible choices:

Proxy Type Platform Choices

.NET Proxy Limited to Windows operating systems only, but with a possibility
of ports to other platforms

Java Proxy No real platform limitations

Java Proxy (Classic Style) No real platform limitations

COM Proxy Limited to Windows operating systems only
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C Proxy Limited to Windows and UNIX operating systems (HP-UX, AIX,
Solaris)

Language

Language is the next most important limiting factor. Each proxy is written with a specific technology (or language) in mind.
Although it is possible to write code to call each proxy from any particular language, it would not be useful to do it that
way. The following table lists the proxies and the languages from which each proxy can be accessed:

Proxy Type Target Application Languages

.NET Proxy Any .NET Framework aware language. Most commonly, Managed
C/C++, C#, and VB.NET.

Java Proxy Java

Java Proxy (Classic Style) Java

COM Proxy Any COM or Automation aware language. Historically, C/C++ and
Visual Basic. In theory, any .NET Framework aware language can
also call a COM object.

C Proxy C or C++

Programming Style

Each proxy has a flavor or style to its API. Each style has different applications, possibly different learning curves, and
productivity rates for the application developers. The following table attempts to show the natural programming style of
each proxy type:

Proxy Type Programming Styles

.NET Proxy Object-oriented, stateless.

Java Proxy Object-oriented, stateless.

Java Proxy (Classic Style) Stateful and procedural.

COM Proxy Automation, ActiveX, DCOM, stateful, and procedural.

C Proxy Stateful and procedural.

Next Generation

The .NET and Java Proxy are second-generation proxy designs compared to the COM and Java Proxy (Classic Style)
proxies. The designs were improved and many of the limitations inherent in their first implementation have been removed.
We recommend that new user-written application development use these next generation proxies.

Theoretically, the more intuitive and object-oriented nature of the .NET and Java Proxies results in better programmer
productivity, as compared to COM and Java Proxy (Classic Style) proxies.

Generating the Proxy
A generated proxy provides a programmatic interface that user-written applications can use to communicate with a
cooperatively packaged Server Manager. An application developer can use the Gen Toolset or Client Server Encyclopedia
(CSE) to generate a proxy.
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The .NET, Java, Java Classic Style, and COM proxies are built using the Gen Build Tool. The C proxy is generated but
does not need the Build Tool, as the generated source code is compiled by the user.

This topic describes the process of generating a proxy. The proxy of this section discuss the output of generation and
subsequent use of a specific type of proxy by a user-written application.

NOTE
Although the generation procedures for the .NET, Java, Java (Classic Style), COM, and C proxies are similar,
there are differences noted throughout the section.

Install Proxy Support

Before generating a proxy, an application developer must install the proxy software. The proxy software is a separately
licensed product and must be installed before generating a proxy.

Complete Modeling Activities

The application developer must complete all modeling activities necessary to define a cooperatively packaged Server
Manager. When generating a proxy, the Server Environment settings of the Server Manager dictate the transport protocol
that is generated as part of the proxy. The Server Environment settings become the default configuration of that proxy.

The execution environment settings that are generated as part of the proxy can be overridden at runtime.

NOTE
For more information about overriding the generation time configuration of a proxy, see Overriding
Communications Support at Execution Time.

Associate Character Names

Proxies use information from the model such as pstep and entity names. The file PROXYNMS.DAT is used at generation
time to associate alternative names with the model names. The file is created during proxy generation if the environment
variable GEN_PROXY_WRITE_NAMES is set.

NOTE

If the PROXYNMS.DAT file is not used, the proxy generator generates the code with all NLS characters used
in the model. If the PROXYNMS.DAT file is present, the generator uses the substitution method. Additionally,
if any names in the model contain NLS characters but are not specified in the PROXYNMS.DAT file, the proxy
generator strips off the NLS characters. You should apply the latest PTF maintenance that affects the proxy
generators to enable this behavior.

There are two situations where this file is used:

• Your model uses NLS (National Language Set) characters.
• Valid characters are ASCII A through Z, 0 through 9, and underscore. The proxy generator removes NLS characters

from names that would cause compilation errors in the proxies. NLS characters that do not affect compilation are not
removed (such as in literal strings and permitted values). This removal can cause problems if the name contained only
NLS characters or if the name is now no longer unique. For example, the name ÏÑ would be an empty string causing
problems in the proxy.

• Names used in the model are awkward.
Your model may use names that are non-descriptive, excessively long or otherwise not useful. For example, the pstep
name might be STEP3, which is not descriptive. You can use a name such as CREATE_CUSTOMER_RECORD.

NOTE
Many model names cannot be overridden in this manner, so it is more beneficial to change the model names
instead.
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All proxies that are generated for the model except the Standard Java Proxy use the file PROXYNMS.DAT located in the
<model-name>.ief directory. Regenerating the proxy updates the file with new names while not affecting old names. Be
sure to check the file after each generation.

Delete the GEN_PROXY_WRITE_NAMES environment variable if you do not want to create or update the
PROXYNMS.DAT file.

If you use the PROXYNMS.DAT file, remember that it has an impact on the generated code. Include this file when you
distribute the model or track model changes using a code management tool.

The following is a sample PROXYNMS.DAT file. On the left side of the equal sign are the names used in the model. On
the right side of the equal sign are the names used in the proxy. Note the duplicate name PRXLS and the empty string
used for ÑË.

 PRÕXÝÑLS=PRXLS

  

ÕPRÕXÝÑLS=PRXLS

S_PROXY_NLS_ÑÁMË=S_PROXY_NLS_M

ÑË=

NLS_WÔRKÏNG_LÌST=NLS_WRKNG_LST

ÏD=D

ÖÜT=T

 

To correct these problems, edit the file using an editor that supports NLS characters, and then regenerate the proxy.
The proxy generator checks that the names contain valid characters and are the correct length. If necessary, the invalid
characters are removed and the name is truncated.

The following is a sample PROXYNMS.DAT file after it has been edited:

 PRÕXÝÑLS=PRXLS

  

ÕPRÕXÝÑLS=OPRXLS

S_PROXY_NLS_ÑÁMË=S_PROXY_NLS_NAME

ÑË=NE

NLS_WÔRKÏNG_LÌST=NLS_WRKNG_LST

ÏD=D

ÖÜT=T

 

NOTE
Be sure to check the PROXYNMS.DAT file each time the proxy is generated and after the model or
PROXYNMS.DAT file is changed.

Toolset Generation
Only cooperatively packaged Server Manager load modules are eligible for proxy generation. A model does not need to
have a client defined. A proxy is a generated programmatic interface of a Server Manager.

The following steps describe how to generate a proxy. This example uses Toolset Menu navigation to designate diagrams
and dialogs. You can use alternate navigation techniques to achieve the same result.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Start the Gen Toolset.
2. Click Tools, Construction, Generation or Packaging to open the Generation or Packaging Diagram.
3. To open the Cooperative Code definition, click Diagram, Open, Cooperative Code.
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4. To set the parameters of the Server Manager execution environment, select the Business System and click Details,
Server Environment.
The Server Environment Parameters dialog opens where you can define the parameters.

NOTE
Server Environment Parameters can be set at the Business System level or for each individual Server
Manager. If the Server Environment Parameters are set at the Business System level, they become the
default setting for each Server Manager within the Business System.

5. Click Diagram, Open, Proxy Code.
The Proxy Code Generation dialog opens.
a. From the Component Type list, select either CBD 96 or Server Load Module to generate proxies for models that

are not formatted according to CBD component standards. For components that conform to CBD 3.0 standards.
Select Custom Proxies to generate custom proxies designed using Gen Studio.

NOTE
When a model does not contain any CBD or CBD 96 component, but contains cooperative server load
modules, the Server Load Module component type is automatically selected.

b. From the Component list, select one or more components you want to generate. When multiple components are
defined for a single model, you can select one or more of these components for generation. If you have selected
Custom Proxies in the previous list, the custom proxies that were defined in Gen Studio are displayed here. 

NOTE
The Generation process always generates all interfaces and methods associated with the selected
component.

c. From the Operating System list, select WINDOWS, JVM, UNIX, or CLR.

NOTE
The Java proxy generates only for the JVM operating system. The Windows Build Tool builds the
generated code, and you can deploy it to any Java-compliant environment.

From the Target Proxy Type list, select the type of generated code you want for the proxy.
d. From the Type of Installation list, select Local or Remote.

For a Remote install, generated files are packaged into one installation file that you can manually transfer to any
target system. For a Local install, generated files are compiled and prepared for copying onto a server running on
the same type of machine as the Toolset. The default is Local.

e. Under Additional Programming Interfaces, select any of the optional APIs that need to be generated into the proxy.
These include:
• Support for Asynchronous flow to the Server Manager
• Support for a user-written application to use XML to process import and export views.

NOTE
The Additional Programming Interfaces option is disabled when generating C Proxies. The C proxy is a
generated C language header file. The C proxy runtime provides the supported programming interfaces.

f. For ActiveX/COM only, select Automatically generate missing UUIDs (Universally Unique identifier) if you
want Gen to automatically create any missing UUIDs.
By default, this option is selected. ActiveX/COM proxies require a UUID for each component, interface, and method
objects.
To specify the missing UUIDs manually, click Properties.

g. For Java proxy generation only, select Use Classic Style API for Java proxy. By default, the new object oriented
Java proxy API is generated. Therefore, by default it is not selected.

NOTE
This option is disabled if you have selected Custom Proxies option for Component Type.

h. To automatically start the Build Tool following the generation of a proxy, select Install after generation.
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NOTE
The Install after generation option is disabled when generating C Proxies. The C proxy is a generated
C language header file. The C proxy does not need the Build Tool, as the generated source code is
compiled by the user.

i. To start generation of the proxy following the selection of all the parameters, click Generate.

NOTE
Generation fails if proper licensing does not exist for the proxy.

On successful generation, the Generation window displays the following message:

The Build Tool appears and a successful build displays a Build-OK message.
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The following table lists the Target Proxy Type options for a given operating system:

Operating System Target Proxy Type 
Windows ActiveX/COM, C
JVM Java
CLR .Net
UNIX C

CSE Generation
The following steps describe how to generate a proxy from a CSE. You can use CSE Construction Client Menu navigation
to designate diagrams and dialogs. Other navigation techniques can also be used to achieve the same result.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Gen CSE Construction Client.
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2. Click Model, Actions, List.
The Model List dialog opens.

3. Select the model name as shown in the following example:

4. Click Open to open the model that contains the Server Manager for which a proxy is to be generated.
The Construction Model Selection window opens.

5. To open the model to generate Cooperative Code, click Code, Generate, Cooperative.
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The Cooperative Code Generation window opens.
6. To add the Server Manager, click Edit, Select New Objects.

The Cooperative Generation Object Type List dialog opens.
7. Select Server Manager, and click List.
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The Generation Object Occurrence List opens. A list of server managers is displayed.
8. Select a Server Manager, click Add, Continue.

This adds the Server Manager to the Cooperative Application Generation, closes the Generation Object Occurrence
List, and returns to Cooperative Generation Object Type List.
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9. Click Cancel on the Cooperative Generation Object Type List dialog.
This closes the dialog and returns back to Cooperative Code Generation.
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10. Select the Server Manager on the Cooperative Code Generation window and click Detail, Configuration.

The Server Manager Environment Parameters dialog is displayed for the selected Server Manager.
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11. Specify the environment for the selected server by setting each parameter. Click OK to accept the specified Server
Manager Environment Parameters and exit back to the Cooperative Application Generation dialog.

12. In the Construction Model Selection window, click Code, Generate, Proxy to open the model for Proxy Code
Generation.

The Proxy Code Generation dialog opens.
13. Select the Server Manager for which you want to generate a proxy.
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a. From the Component Type list, select either CBD 96 or Server Load Module to generate proxies for models that
are not formatted according to CBD component standards. For components that conform to CBD 3.0 standards,
select Component. Select Custom Proxies to generate custom proxies designed using Gen Studio.
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NOTE
When a model contains no CBD or CBD 96 components but does contain cooperative server load
modules, the Server Load Module component type is automatically selected.

b. From the Component list, select one or more components you want to generate. When multiple components are
defined for a single model, you can select one or more of these components for generation. If you have selected
Custom Proxies in the previous step, a list of custom proxies that were defined in Gen Studio are displayed in this
list. For more information about defining custom proxies, see Work With Gen Studio.

NOTE
The Generation process always generates all interfaces and methods associated with the selected
component.

c. From the Operating System list, select WINDOWS, JVM, UNIX, or CLR.

NOTE
The Java proxy generates only for the JVM operating system. The Windows Build Tool builds the
generated code and you can deploy it to any Java-compliant environment.

From the Target Proxy Type list, select the type of generated code you want for the proxy.
The following table lists the Target Proxy Type options for a given operating system:

Operating System Target proxy type

Windows ActiveX/COM, C

JVM Java

UNIX C

CLR .NET

A CSE only generates Remote install packages. For a Remote install, generated files are packaged into one
installation file that you can manually transfer to any target system.

d. Under Additional Programming Interfaces, select any of the optional APIs that need to be generated into the proxy.
These include:
• Support for Asynchronous flow to the Server Manager
• Support for a user-written application to use XML to process import and export views.

NOTE

The Additional Programming Interfaces option is disabled when generating C Proxies. The C proxy
is a generated C language header file. The C proxy runtime provides the supported programming
Interfaces. The Override Source Path option specifies whether to override the default destination
source path with the value specified inthe .

e. Select the destination source path.
• To use the default destination source path, leave the Override source path check box clear.
• To override the default destination source path:

• Select the Override source path check box. A new text box appears next to it.
• Enter the new directory path in the text box.

f. Select Install after generation to automatically package the generated files into a remote file.

NOTE
The Install after generation option is disabled when generating C proxies. The C proxy is a generated
C language header file. The C proxy does not need the Build Tool, as the generated source code is
compiled by the user.

The Proxy Generation dialog opens. After the generation completes, it displays a Generation Complete message.
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The Proxy Generation Report opens in a new window. The status of proxy generation can be verified from this.

The Proxy Generation produces a list of generated source files. If the option Install after generation is selected on
the Proxy Generation dialog, a remote file is also generated.
You can find the source files in the server directory specified in the Override source path on the Proxy Generation
dialog. If the source path is not specified, the source is generated in the CSE directory under the user id initiating
the generation. Proxy Generation always produces a proxy directory and a subdirectory for the Target Proxy Type.
For the previous example, you can find the source codein :\CA\CSE\ENCY\proxy\com\src.

.NET Proxy
The .NET Proxy is a generated programmatic interface that .NET user-written applications can use to access generated
Gen Distributed Processing Server (DPS) applications. The user-written applications can be either a native .NET
application or one created using Gen and ASP.NET clients.

.NET Proxy Generated Code

A generated .NET proxy is a set of object-oriented classes that correspond to the set of methods selected during
generation. There are three main classes that a developer can access and use. Other classes are generated, but they are
not exposed for use by the application. The three exposed classes are:
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• <method-name> Referred to as the .NET Proxy object
• <method-name> Import Referred to as the Import object
• <method-name> Export Referred to as the Export object

This section discusses the details of the three generated interfaces.

In addition to the generated interface, a .NET Proxy also consists of runtime code and a set of user modifiable exit
routines. The user exits influence how the runtime handles security and communications processing.

The creation of an executable .NET Proxy involves both generating the .NET Proxy source code and installing the proxy.
You can choose to do these two operations as two independent activities or as a single operation (select Install after
generation option on the Proxy Code Generation dialog).

Generating a .NET Proxy results in a \proxy\net directory structure being added to your <model-name>.ief directory. The
generated proxy source code is contained in a directory structure under \proxy\net\src. The installed, or built, .NET proxy
code is contained in a directory structure \proxy\net\deploy.

The following file map shows the structure of the generated directories:

The generated proxy source code is placed in the \src\<component> directory. After the Build Tool has successfully built
the proxy, the \proxy\net directory includes a \deploy\<component> directory. This directory contains a <component>.dll.
This dll is the .NET Proxy and the user-written code uses this.

The \deploy\<component> directory includes a \samples directory. Within the \samples directory, there are APP, ASP.NET
and an option XML directory.

Select the optional XML API only if you want to generate the XML sample. The ASP.NET, APP, and XML directories
contain the generated samples. You can use the sample to test the generated proxy. The generated sample code also
demonstrates the possible usage of the proxy. The samples are not considered part of the proxy.

If you select XML API for generation, then the \deploy\<component> directory also includes the XML schema file (.XSD).
The XML schema file is considered part of the proxy itself.

.Net Proxy TLS
Proxy application verifies that the server certificate and optionally server can also verify the proxy certificate to set up an
encrypted connection.

Gen provides the communication, which is protected by TLS encryption, between .NET Proxy and secure servers.
Trust is verified through the chain of trust to a certificate authority in the trust store of the client. When configuring the
communication, the type of security validation may be selected. Both client and server may be authenticated (also known
as mutual authentication aka mTLS) or just the server certificates.

NOTE
For an existing application, there is no need to regenerate the code. Simply re-assemble the application.

Preparing for execution of an SSL/TLS .NET proxy application

Before executing the application, make sure that the server is SSL/TLS configured.

A successful configuration lets the secure port be identified.

.NET Proxy Communication Configuration

Update the commcfg.txt entry to include options for security and SSL/TLS authentication. To do this, provide the secure
option “S” along with other optional parameters in the given format:
<TRANCODE>=<COMMTYPE> <host> <service/port> {connection_persistence} S {ssl_validation_option} {tls_version}

 {thumbprint}
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Where

TRANCODE
, COMMTYPE, host, service/port, and connection persistence
are pre-existing fields

S
indicates a connection to the secure port.

ssl_validation_option
indicates the client to ignore or validate the certificate of the server.

tls_version
indicates the client to use specified TLSV1.x protocol and above.

thumbprint
indicates the client to present the certificate for the client validation.

For example
*=TCP myhost1 443 Y S H 2 9250b3283da681e3620f47b0383b8e57fe5dce4a

Where

443
is a secure port

Y
indicates a persistence connection

S
indicates a connection to the secure port

H
indicates the server certificate and hostname validation

2
indicates that the tls version is tlsv1.2 and above

9250b3283da681e3620f47b0383b8e57fe5dce4a
indicates the client certificate thumbprint

NOTE
If "S" is not added to an entry, the connection is treated as the default (non-secure).

To learn more about the tls_version, ssl_validation_option, and thumbprint options for a secure connection, see the TLS
version, Server validation and Client validation.

TLS Version

Use this option to override the System Default TLS Versions.

It may be possible that the default TLS protocol is not defined for the OS. In that case, specify a TLS protocol in
commcfg.txt or make an update to the OS to enable or disable specific versions of  the TLS protocol. The tls_version
option can be set to one of the following values:

0
indicates Tls1.0 and above.

1
indicates Tls1.1 and above.

2
indicates Tls1.2 and above.
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3
indicates Tls1.3.

For example
*=TCP myhost1 443 Y S H 1 9250b3283da681e3620f47b0383b8e57fe5dce4a

Where

Y
indicates a persistent connection.

S
indicates a connection to the secure port.

H
indicates the server certificate and hostname validation.

1
indicates tls version tlsv1.1 and above.

9250b3283da681e3620f47b0383b8e57fe5dce4a
indicates client certificate thumbprint.

Server Validation

.NET proxy communication provides various options of  the server certificate authentication. The server certificates may
be validated with or without a host name, or without any validation. An attempt to proceed without validation ensures that
data is encrypted but not trusted.

ssl_validation_option is one of the following:

1. H indicates both server Certificate and hostname Validation
Update the commcfg.txt file with the validation option "H" to enable the server certificate and hostname validation. For
example,
* TCP myhost1 443 N S H 2 9250b3283da681e3620f47b0383b8e57fe5dce4a
Where

N
indicates non-persistent connection.

S
indicates a connection to the secure port.

H
indicates the server certificate and hostname validation.

2
indicates tls version tlsv1.2 and above.

9250b3283da681e3620f47b0383b8e57fe5dce4a
indicates the client certificate thumbprint.

2. Y indicates Server Certificate Validation
Update the commcfg.txt file with the SSL validation option "Y" to enable the server certificate validation. For example,
*=TCP myhost1 5588 N S Y 2 9250b3283da681e3620f47b0383b8e57fe5dce4a
Where

N
indicates a non-persistent connection.

S
indicates a connection to the secure port.
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Y
indicates the server certificate validation.

2
indicates the tls version tlsv1.2 and above.

9250b3283da681e3620f47b0383b8e57fe5dce4a
indicates the client certificate thumbprint.

3. I indicates Ignore Server Certificate Validation
Update the commcfg.txt file with the validation option "I" to proceed with encrypted data without verifying server
certificate. For example,
* TCP myhost1 443 Y S I 1 9250b3283da681e3620f47b0383b8e57fe5dce4a
Where

Y
indicates a persistent connection.

S
indicates a connection to the secure port.

I
indicates to ignore the server certificate validation.

1
indicates the tls version tlsv1.1 and above.

9250b3283da681e3620f47b0383b8e57fe5dce4a
indicates the client certificate thumbprint.

.NET proxy uses the Trusted Root Certification Authorities certificate store to validate the certificate received from secure
servers. Administrators can configure the default set of trusted CAs and install their own private CA for verifying Server.

Client Validation

To enable Client authentication, provide the thumbprint of the client certificate that is stored in the Certificate Store.

thumbprint is a 40-digit hexadecimal string (without spaces) that represents the client certificate.

Update the commcfg.txt file with the client certificate thumbprint “9250b3283da681e3620f47b0383b8e57fe5dce4a“ for the
client validation. For example,

* TCP myhost1 443 N S H 2 9250b3283da681e3620f47b0383b8e57fe5dce4a

Where

N
indicates a non-persistent connection.

S
indicates a connection to the secure port.

H
indicates the server certificate and hostname validation.

2
indicates the tls version tlsv1.2 and above.

9250b3283da681e3620f47b0383b8e57fe5dce4a
indicates the client certificate thumbprint.

By default, the .NET proxy runtime searches the client certificate for the given thumbprint in the “Current User/Personal “
store and (if not found) searches the entire accessible store.
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For proxy applications deployed in IIS, deploy the client certificate to the “Local Computer/Personal” store and provide
access to the user running IIS.

If the valid certificate is not found in the Windows Certificate Store, it is assumed a valid certificate does not exist. This can
lead to an error at runtime when the proxy tries to access a trusted secure server.

Possible Errors

A secure socket connection can fail because of the following reasons:

• Missing or invalid certificate.
• Missing thumbprint or client certificate in the certificate store for the secure server that is configured for verifying client

certificate.
• Trying to connect a non-secure server by giving a secure option.
• Secure server is not available.

.NET Proxy Interface
The generated .NET proxy contains three main classes that an application developer can use. Each class exists within
a namespace. The generator defines the namespace as either the short model name (default) or as a particular value
specified at the business system or model level for the .NET Namespace.

The three exposed classes are:

• <method-name> Referred to as the .NET Proxy object.
• <method-name>Import Referred to as the Import object.
• <method-name>Export Referred to as the Export object.

The following sections discuss these classes in detail.

.NET Proxy Object

The .NET Proxy object is the generated class called <method-name>. It contains the actual execution methods for the
proxy. The execution methods are designed to be stateless. All data is stored on the stack (passed as parameters) during
execution. Many threads can simultaneously use one instance of the class.

The .NET proxy object contains following two types of methods:

• Trace control methods
• Execution methods

Trace Control Methods

There are five trace control methods. They are always generated with every .NET proxy object. These methods are used
to start, stop, and write trace messages using the Gen trace capabilities.

NOTE
When used in this context, Trace refers more to runtime logging capability and do not confuse this Trace with the
Diagram Trace used to debug the generated action block logic.
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The following table lists the five trace control methods:

Trace Control Method Comments

StartTracing() Turns on tracing with the output going to the file trace-
<appname>-<procid>.out, where <appname> is the application
name, and <procid> is the application's process id). This file is
located in the
%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\net directory.

StartTracing(String filename) Turns on tracing with the output going to a file specified by the
filename parameter.

StartTracing(TextWriter writer) Turns on tracing with the output going to the TextWriter parameter
passed in.

TraceOut(String message) Writes the message to the trace output if tracing is enabled
at that time. If tracing is not enabled, the method simply returns.

StopTracing() Turns off all tracing.

Tracing in Gen runtime is global in scope. If one proxy turns Tracing on, it is enabled for all the proxies running in the
same process.

Execution Methods

There are a variety of execution methods. Some are always generated with every .NET proxy object, but others are
only generated if one or both of the optional APIs are selected during generation. The following table lists the execution
methods, when they are generated, and a summary of what each one does.

Some execution methods make use of a comCfg string. This string takes the same form as is provided in the commcfg.txt
file, with the exception that the string must not contain the trancode parameter.

For example, for a TCP/IP transport configuration a commcfg.txt specification might be:

tranX TCP hostname portNumber

The corresponding ComCfg string would then be:

TCP hostname portNumber

Each supported transport has a slightly different communication string specification. In all cases the ComCfg string is
expected to be the same as defined in the commcfg.txt file, but without the trancode parameter at the beginning.

Each execution method is generated as a web method. Microsoft .NET Framework and IIS are able to transform these
web methods into Web Services. See the Microsoft documentation for steps to transform .NET classes into web services.

Execution Method Comments

execute(importView) Returns an exportView. This method performs a synchronous
cooperative flow using the import data provided. It returns the
export results and throws GenExceptions for any errors.

execute(importView, String comCfg) Returns an exportView. This method performs a synchronous
cooperative flow configured by the comCfg parameter using the
import data provided. It returns the export results and throws
GenExceptions for any errors.
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xmlExecute(String importView) (XML API only)
Returns a string containing the export view data in XML format.
This method performs a synchronous cooperative flow using the
import data passed in XML format. It returns the export results and
throws GenExceptions for any errors.

xmlExecute(String importView, String comCfg) (XML API only)
Returns a string containing the export view data in XML format.
This method performs a synchronous cooperative flow configured
by the comCfg parameter, with the import data passed in XML
format. It returns the export results and throws GenExceptions for
any errors.

asyncExecute(importView) (Async API only)
Returns an int containing the id used to retrieve the asynchronous
results later. This method begins an asynchronous cooperative
flow using the import data provided. It throws GenExceptions for
any errors.

asyncExecute(importView, boolean noResponse) (Async API only)
Returns an int containing the id used to retrieve the asynchronous
results later. This method begins an asynchronous cooperative
flow using the import data provided. The noResponse parameter
indicates to the runtime whether any results are expected back. It
throws GenExceptions for any errors.

asyncExecute(importView, boolean noResponse, String comCfg) (Async API only)
Returns an int containing the id used to retrieve the asynchronous
results later. This method begins an asynchronous cooperative
flow configured by the comCfg parameter, using the import data
provided. The noResponse parameter indicates to the runtime
whether any results are expected back. It throws GenExceptions
for any errors.

asyncGetResponse(int id) (Async API only)
Returns an exportView. This method retrieves the results of an
asynchronous cooperative flow specified by the id provided. It
returns the export results and throws GenExceptions for any
errors.

asyncGetResponse(int id, boolean block) (Async API only)
Returns an exportView. This method retrieves the results of an
asynchronous cooperative flow specified by the id provided.
The call will block waiting for results if they are not available yet,
depending on the block parameter. It returns the export results
and throws GenExceptions for any errors.

asyncCheckResponse(int id) (Async API only)
Returns a FlowStatus enumeration. This method retrieves the
status of an asynchronous cooperative flow specified by the id
provided. It throws GenExceptions for any errors.

asyncIgnoreResponse(int id) (Async API only)
This method flags the results of an asynchronous cooperative flow
as ignorable. Once ignored, the results become irretrievable. It
throws GenExceptions for any errors (Flagging a flow as ignored
lets the runtime clean up resources devoted to that flow).

asyncXMLExecute(String importView) (Async API and XML API only)
Returns an int containing the id used to retrieve the asynchronous
results later. This method begins an asynchronous cooperative
flow with the import data passed in XML format. It throws
GenExceptions for any errors.
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asyncXMLExecute(String importView, boolean noResponse) (Async API and XML API only)
Returns an int containing the id used to retrieve the asynchronous
results later. This method begins an asynchronous cooperative
with the import data passed in XML format. The noResponse
parameter indicates the runtime if it expects any results back. It
throws GenExceptions for any errors.

asyncXMLGetResponse(int id) (Async API and XML API Only)
Returns a string containing the export view data in XML format.
This method retrieves the results of an asynchronous cooperative
flow. It returns the export results and throws GenExceptions for
any errors.

asyncXMLExecute(String importView, boolean noResponse,
String comCfg)

(Async API and XML API Only)
Returns an int containing the id used to retrieve the asynchronous
results later. This method begins an asynchronous cooperative
flow configured by the comCfg parameter, with the import data
passed in XML format. The noResponse parameter indicates
to the runtime whether any results are expected back. It throws
GenExceptions for any errors.

asyncXMLGetResponse(int id, boolean block) (Async API and XML API Only)
Returns a string containing the export view data in XML format.
This method retrieves the results of an asynchronous cooperative
flow. The call blocks waiting for results if they are not available yet,
depending on the block parameter. It returns the export results
and throws GenExceptions for any errors.

View Objects

One of the areas where the .NET Proxy has improved over the previous generation of proxy technology is in handling of
the view data. Previous proxy technology used a flat view of data. This prevented easy manipulation by developers, as
there were no row or column operations, no cloning, and no state reuse. Now, the view data is generated into Import and
Export Objects. Some benefits of the functionality built into the view objects include:

• Comprehensive-View data and system data together.
• Hierarchical-More intuitive access paths to the data.
• Object-oriented-Allows more sophisticated manipulation of the data.
• Serializable-Allows object state to be saved and restored.
• No Runtime-Allows easier transmission/distribution/serialization.
• Data Validation-(Immediate) Keeps view always in a consistent state.
• Cloneable-Built-in support for cloning.
• Resetable-Multi-level reset ability gives greater control.
• GroupView Support-Allows row-level operations or manipulations.

Import Object

Import objects are generated in classes called <method-name>Import based on the import view of the Gen server. Import
objects contain the actual import data for the execution of a server using the .NET proxy. The Import objects are also
responsible for all data validation that is done on the attributes of the export views.

Even if the server does not contain any import views, an Import object is still generated because the system level data
(Command, NextLocation) is always present. The developer must instantiate an Import object and then populate it with
data. The instance is then passed onto the execution methods as a parameter.

Import objects are stateful. In fact, they exist to hold a state. Therefore, the developer must take care not to use a
particular instance of one of these classes between different threads in a multi-threaded application.
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Export Object

Export objects are generated in classes called <method-name>Export based on the export view of the Gen server. Export
objects contain the actual export data for the execution of a server through the .NET proxy. The Export objects are also
responsible for all data validation that is done on the attributes on the export views.

Even if the server does not contain any export views, an Export object is still generated because the system level data
(Command, ExitState) is always present. The Proxy object execution methods create and populate the Export objects.

The Export objects are stateful. In fact, they exist to hold a state. Therefore, the developer must take care not to use a
particular instance of one of these classes between different threads in a multi-threaded application.

View Example

The easiest way to understand view objects is to look at an example. Later sections in this section describe how particular
mappings occur.

The following example shows how generators map a given import view in the model to a view object.

MY_SERVER (procedure step)

IMPORTS:

    Entity View in proxy    

        text1   

        text2   

 

    Group View inGV (2) 

        Entity View ingroup proxy   

            text1   

            text2   

From the given import view, five .NET classes are generated. The classes and their properties are shown in the following
table:

Class Attributes

MyServerImport Command
NextLocation
ClientId
ClientPassword
Dialect
ExitState
InEVProxy-Gets MyServer.InProxy object
IngvGV-Gets MyServer.Ingv object

MyServer.InEVProxy Text1Fld
Text2Fld

MyServer.IngvGV Capacity (Read-only constant)
Length
Rows-Gets a MyServer.IngvGVRow object
this[]-Implicit indexer same as Rows

MyServer.IngvGVRow IngroupEVProxy-Gets MyServer.IngroupEVProxy object

MyServer.IngroupEVProxy Text1Fld
Text2Fld

The number of classes increases in proportion with the number of entity views, work sets, and group views.
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To finish the example, it is beneficial to look at how a programmer gets and sets the various pieces of data in the views.
The following code fragment is written in C#, but the equivalent VB.NET code looks very similar.

Instantiate the Import View object:

MyServerImport importView = new MyServerImport();

Set the command system level data:

importView.Command = “SEND”;

Access the InEVProxy text2 attribute:

String value = importView.InEVProxy.Text2Fld;

Get the maximum capacity of the IngvGV group view:

for (int i = 0; i < importView.IngvGV.Capacity; i++)

Set the current IngvGV number of rows:

importView.IngvGV.Length = 2;

Set the text1 attribute of the IngroupEVProxy entity view:

importView.Ingv[2].IngroupEVProxy.Text1Fld = “ABC”;

Reset the InProxy Entity View back to defaults:

importView.InProxy.Reset();

System Level Properties

Import and export objects contain a set of properties at their top level that is best described as system-level properties.
Not all the servers make use of these properties, but they are always present on each cooperative server call. The
following table shows the properties of import and export objects:

Objects Properties

Import Objects Command
NextLocation
ExitState
Dialect
ClientId
ClientPassword

Export Objects Command
ExitState
ExitStateType
ExitStateMessage
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GroupView Objects

Special objects are generated for each group view. The first is the group view object itself. This object holds the Capacity
or the maximum number of rows that are specified in the model. The object also holds the Length or the current number
of populated rows in the group view. The Length cannot exceed the Capacity or be negative. If you try to do so, it throws
IndexOutOfRangeException or ArgumentOutOfRangeException.

For import groups, the Capacity property is considered read only, while the Length property is read/write.

NOTE
It is the responsibility of the user written application to set the import repeating group Length property
appropriately before flowing to a server. Failure to do so results in the view data not being processed properly.

For repeating export groups, the user written application must consider both the Capacity and Length properties to be
read only.

To store row data, an object is generated. The object represents a row and contains references to all the entity and work
set views within the GroupView. This group view object then stores an array of row objects to hold the data. An individual
row can be accessed by indexing the Rows property on the group view, or by using the indexer property built into the
group view object itself.

Having a row of data represented as an object enables certain row-level operations to be performed, such as looping,
cloning, resetting, and tostring.

Data Validation

Import and export views validate attribute data when an attribute is set. If the new value is not valid, the validation checks
performed throw ArgumentExceptions. The views perform the following validation checks: permitted values, length,
precision, and mandatory or optional.

Default Values

Attribute view data in the import and export objects enforce default values, as defined in the model. The default value is
applied when the object is created or the attribute is reset programmatically.

Data Type Mappings

Since the import and export objects are designed to have no runtime dependencies, the attribute data types must be
native data types that are supported by the .NET Framework. The following table shows the mappings that are applied:

Gen Attribute Definition .NET Framework Data Type

Text/Mixed Text/DBCS Text System.String

Number (no decimals, =< 4 digits) short

Number (no decimals, =< 9 digits) int

Number (no decimals, > 9 digits) double

Number (with decimals) double

Number (with precision turned on) System.Decimal

Date System.DateTime (null represents optional data)

Time System.DateTime (null represents optional data)

Timestamp System.DateTime (null represents optional data)

BLOB byte[]
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Using a .NET Proxy
A user-written application can incorporate the use of a .NET Proxy by, installing the proxy as a part of the consuming
application or installing the proxy in a Global Assembly Cache (GAC).

A .NET proxy includes the .NET runtime DLLs.

The generated .NET proxy is capable of supporting both synchronous and asynchronous cooperative flows. The main
difference between these processing types is the actual method to perform the cooperative flow.

All sample code that is supplied with the product (APP, ASP.NET, and XML) demonstrates only the use of synchronous
capabilities. However, the following sections provide, in pseudo-code, an outline of the structure of synchronous and
asynchronous code.

NOTE
All non-Gen server errors are handled as standard .NET exceptions. Handling of these exceptions is not shown
in the following sections.

Synchronous Processing

The following information contains the code for a synchronous process:

...

<method-name>Import importView = new <method-name>Import();

<method-name>Export exportView;

<method-name> proxy = new <method-name>();

...

<set up importView properties as desired>

...

exportView = proxy.Execute(importView); //Perform synchronous flow

...

<retrieve exportView data>

...

NOTE
If necessary, you can substitute the XMLExecute method for the synchronous Execute method.

Asynchronous Processing

The code is broken up into four distinct sections, as you can embed each piece at different locations within the user
application.

Send Data

Use the following code to send data:

...

<method-name>Import importView = new <method-name>Import();

<method-name> proxy = new <method-name>();

...

<set up importView properties as desired>

...

int id = proxy.AsyncExecute(importView); //Perform asynchronous send

...
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NOTE
If necessary, you can substitute the AsyncXMLExecute for the asynchronous AsyncExecute method.

Check Status

Use the following code to verify status:

...

switch (proxy.AsyncCheckResponse(id)) //Perform check

{

...

  case FlowStatus.Ready:

  ...

  case FlowStatus.NotReady:

  ...

  default:

  ...

}

...

Retrieve Results

Use the following code to retrieve results:

...

exportView = proxy.AsyncGetResponse(id) //Perform the retrieval of the results

...

<retrieve export view data>

...

NOTE
If necessary, you can substitute the AsyncXMLGetResponse, for the asynchronous AsyncGetResponse method.

Ignore Request

Use the following code to ignore a request:

...

proxy.AsyncIgnoreResponse(id)

//Processes the ignore request on the request indicated by the id 

...

Security Processing

A .NET Proxy provides facilities to implement Distributed Processing Security.

Note: For more information about implementation of Distributed Processing Security, see Understand Distributed
Processing.

By default, the .NET Proxy does not exploit the use of the Proxy Runtime security features. To use the security features,
the application developer must add code to the .NET application to set the ClientID and ClientPassword properties of
the .NET Proxy Import view object. Depending on the return value of the client security user exit, the security data fields
are sent to the target DPS. In addition, if the client security user exit returns SECURITY_ENHANCED, the client security
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user exits can add an optional security token to the data flow. User exits residing in the execution environment of the
target DPS validate the collection of security data that is sent as part of the cooperative flow.

NOTE
For a description of the user exits available within each runtime environment that is supported by a .NET Proxy,
see User Exits.

For a .NET Proxy flowing to a DPS using TCP/IP or MQSeries the supporting runtime lets a portion of the Common
Format Buffer (CFB) to be encrypted on the way to the target DPS, and decrypted on the way back from the target DPS.
User exits enable the use of encryption and decryption.

Preparing for Execution
This article provides information for Preparing for Execution including Configuring the .NET Proxy Runtime and Deploying
a .NET Proxy.

Before you execute an application that uses a generated .NET proxy, address the following items:

• You might need to modify the .NET Proxy Runtime for use in the user application execution environment.
• You must deploy the proxy and Runtime to the applications execution environment.

NOTE
.NET proxy runs in both the 32-bit and 64-bit environments without any rebuild that is required as we use
the AnyCPU option.

Configuring the .NET Proxy Runtime

By design, there exist areas within the .NET Proxy Runtime that can be influenced by an application developer. An
application developer does many activities that include updating the commcfg.txt file to influence the communications part
of the runtime and modifying user exits. The user exits influence security processing and lets the arguments specific to the
selected communications processing to be overridden.

Configuring .NET Proxy Communications

The .NET Proxy runtime must know where to find the Gen servers it must access. To specify their locations, use the
commcfg.txt file found in the installed Gen\.NET directory.

The file must be placed in a directory where the Gen runtime can probe for it. Gen probes for files by checking the
following directories until the file is located:

• Application Base Directory
• Code base directory of the loaded CA.Gen.odc.dll assembly
• Application private path directory
• All subdirectories under the application base directory

A generated proxy contains communications information as defined in the model. The proxy runtime provides a capability
for specifying the communication information at runtime. This information overrides any information that is specified in the
model and built into the proxy during generation.

The proxy runtime is also capable of turning tracing ON and OFF, and provides a capability to control the amount of file
caching that takes place at runtime.

NOTE
Due to the load techniques used by the .NET Framework, multiple copies of a commcfg.txt file might exist in
numerous application directories. After creating a commcfg.txt file, you must manually copy it to all application
directories where the new settings are required. Different applications can use different commcfg.txt files, if
necessary.
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NOTE
For specific formatting instructions, see the default file that is installed with the .NET Proxy software, or see
Understanding Distributed Processing.

User Exits

The user exits that are invoked at runtime for a .NET Proxy are common to other C# execution environments.

NOTE
For more information about each user exit, see User Exits.

The user exits invoked during runtime depend on the selected communication type. The communication type implies
the use of a particular process for formatting the import and export message data that is exchanged with the target DPS
application.

A .NET Proxy flowing to a DPS using TCP/IP invokes the following user exit entry points:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose
CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit The Client Security user exit class is used to direct the

runtime to incorporate the ClientID and ClientPassword
Import Object attributes into the CFB. If this exit returns
SECURITY_ENHANCED, it can cause an optional Security Token
field to be added to the CFB.

CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit The export message encryption user exit class provides the
opportunity to decrypt the portion of the CFB that has been
encrypted by the target DPS execution environment. This exit
must implement the companion to the DPS encryption user exit
for the DPS response buffer to be interpreted as a valid response
CFB.

CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit The import message encryption user exit class provides an
opportunity to encryption algorithm implemented within this user
exit to encrypt a portion of the outbound CFB. The target DPS
execution environment must implement a companion decryption
user exit for the CFB to be interpreted as a valid request CFB.

In addition to the previous user exits, a .NET Proxy flowing to a DPS using TCP/IP invokes the following user exit entry
point:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose
TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit This user exit lets certain TCP/IP communication parameters to be

overridden at runtime.

A .NET Proxy flowing to a .NET Serviced Component DPS using .NET Remoting invokes the following user exit entry
points:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose
NETDynamicCoopFlowExit This user exit class lets certain .NET Remoting communication

parameters to be overridden at runtime.
NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit This user exit class lets you specify a user-defined security object

to be passed to the server.
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In addition to these user exits, a .NET Proxy flowing to a DPS using MQSeries invokes the following user exit entry point:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose
MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit This user exit lets certain MQSeries communication parameters to

be overridden at runtime.
WSDynamicCoopFlowExit This class has methods that let you manipulate the target Web

Service endpoint URL by modifying the following properties:
BaseURL
ContextType
This class has a method for handling exceptions that occur when
performing a Web Service operation. This method lets the failed
request be retried.

Deploying a .NET Proxy

Each \deploy\<component> directory contains a <component>.dll. This DLL is the .NET Proxy. You can deploy the proxy
DLL and its runtime in two different ways:

• Install the proxy as a part of the consuming application.
• Install the proxy in a Global Assembly Cache (GAC).

Deploying as Part of an Application

The preferred technique is to deploy the proxy and its runtimes as simply another portion of the consuming application.
The Microsoft design for XCOPY installations implies that the proxy DLL and the runtime DLLs must be placed
somewhere beneath the APPLICATION BASE directory.

By default, an application can only find DLLs specifically residing in the application base directory. You can add
subdirectories to the privatePath settings of the application in the application config file. The APP and XML samples
that are provided by Gen put all the DLLs in a subdirectory that is called bin.privatePath must be set to search the bin
subdirectory. Applications installed under IIS as part of ASP.NET automatically search a directory called bin, so the
ASP.NET sample also follows this convention.

Deploying Through the Global Assembly Cache

Microsoft provides a mechanism to share assembly DLLs between applications on a machine level. This mechanism is
called the Global Assembly Cache (GAC). Using the GAC prevents the easy XCOPY deployment that is encouraged by
Microsoft, but it lets you update and distribute to all the consuming applications immediately. Depending on the application
architecture, use of the GAC may be considered a benefit or a disadvantage. For more information about how to install
and manage assemblies in the GAC, see the Microsoft Documentation.

.NET Proxy Runtime Files

The .NET Proxy requires a set of runtime DLL assemblies to be present to execute properly. You can find these runtime
DLL assemblies in the Gen\.NET\bin directory. These assemblies follow:

• CA.Gen.csu.dll
• CA.Gen.localizationrt.dll
• CA.Gen.exits.dll
• CA.Gen.vwrt.dll
• CA.Gen.odc.dll
• commcfg.txt
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NOTE

In addition to the previous set of runtime files, the Gen runtime files that support a specific communication type
is also required. For example:

• CA.Gen.odc.tcpip.dll provides support for the use of TCP/IP from a .NET proxy to its associated execution
environment of the target server.

• CA.Gen.odc.ws.dll provides support for the use of Web Services from a .NET proxy to its associated target
EJB Web Services server's execution environment.

Executing the Sample Applications
The following sections describe how you can execute sample applications for ASP.NET, stand-alone .NET, and XML:

ASP.NET Sample

The generation and installation process creates everything you need to invoke the ASP.NET Proxy sample using .NET
from IIS. The \samples\ASP.NET directory contains <method-name>.aspx files. The .aspx files may be invoked directly
from the Web Browser. For convenience, there are additional files generated (operations.htm, default.htm, and blank.htm).

To view the .aspx files, you must create an alias to the \samples\ASP.NET directory using the IIS Internet Service
Manager or the Web Sharing tab on the directory properties. You must enable this directory for Read and Execute access.

After creating the alias to the directory, start IIS and enter the following URL (assumes, the alias created is called
myalias):

http://localhost/myalias

The default.htm file is loaded automatically. Alternatively, the following URLs are also possible:

http://localhost/myalias/default.htm

http://localhost/myalias/operations.htm

http://localhost/myalias/<method-name>.aspx

When the \samples\ASP.NET directory is created, all of the assemblies and resource files required to execute the sample
ASP.NET application are copied into the bin subdirectory. The proxy assembly DLL, the runtime assembly DLLs, and the
commcfg.txt file all are copied there. If any one of them changes, you must copy them manually to the bin directory or
have the Build Tool rebuild the proxy.

Once the ASP.NET page is displayed, fill in all the import fields appropriately and click Execute. The proxy is executed
and any errors or the export view is displayed.

Web Service Sample

The generation and installation process creates everything you need to deploy the .NET proxy as a web service. However,
no sample client application is created. Third-party products are available that can be used to create client applications
based on the web service WSDL.

Deploying the .NET proxy as a web service requires using Microsoft's IIS to host the proxy. In the same location where the
sample .asmx files are generated for the ASP.NET sample are some generated .asmx files. These .asmx files instruct IIS
to treat any method within the referenced proxy class marked as a [WebMethod] as a published web service. IIS will then
automatically generate the WSDL for the web service.

Follow the instructions under the ASP.NET Sample section to deploy the ASP.NET sample and proxy. Ensure that
the .asmx files are also deployed into the virtual directory.
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NOTE
The .aspx and .htm files are optional for deploying the proxy as a web service.

After creating the alias to the directory, start IIS and enter the following URL (assumes the alias created is called myalias):

http://localhost/myalias/<method-name>.asmx

IIS will display an information page about the web service. This page can be used to retrieve the WSDL and browse
the available web methods. The information typically supports providing a test page to exercise the web service.
Unfortunately, IIS can only provide the test page for web services that use primitive data types for parameters. The .NET
proxy's import and export data parameters are too complex for IIS test pages to handle.

There are third-party products that are able to provide automatic generation of test harnesses/applications based on a
WSDL to verify the web services. It is suggested that some third-party product be utilized to help verify the web services
and also generate the client side classes needed to call a web service from an application.

Writing client code to call the web service usually involves using a tool to generate the some client-side proxy code.
Microsoft's Visual Studio is capable of consuming a web service and generating the client-side proxy code. There are also
other products capable of consuming a web service. Using one of these products must probably be considered a starting
point to creating a client application to call the .NET proxy as a web service.

Stand-alone .NET Application

The generation and installation process creates everything you need to invoke the stand-alone Proxy sample application.
The \samples\APP directory contains Test<method-name>.exe assemblies.

When the \samples\APP directory is created, all the assemblies and resources files needed to execute the sample
application are copied into the bin subdirectory. This means that the proxy assembly DLL, the runtime assembly DLLs,
and the commcfg.txt file are copied there. If any one of them changes, you must copy them manually to the bin directory
or have the Build Tool rebuild the proxy.

To execute the sample application, launch the executable from Windows Explorer or execute the following from a
command line:

Test<method-name>.exe

No parameters are required. Once the application starts, enter the import view information as needed. Click Execute to
invoke the server. The right side then displays the export view results. Errors are shown in the Results tab at the bottom. If
required, you can use the tracing tab to start and stop tracing.

XML Test Application (Optional)

If you select the optional XML programming interface, the generation and installation process creates everything you need
to invoke a .NET Proxy sample XML test application. The \samples\XML directory contains a Test<method-name>.exe
assembly along with a sample import XML file and the generated XML schema (XSD) file.

When the \samples\XML directory is created, all the assemblies and resources files needed to execute the sample
application are copied into the bin subdirectory. This means that the proxy assembly DLL, the runtime assembly DLLs,
and the commcfg.txt file all are copied there. If any one of them changes, you must copy them manually to the bin
directory or have the Build Tool rebuild the proxy.

To execute the XML sample application, execute the following command from a command line:

Test<method-name>.exe <method-name>Sample.xml
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The parameter is required and must be the input XML file. A sample import XML file is generated that contains the syntax
structure, and where possible, default values for the import view. If required, you can modify the sample import XML file
for the server. The resulting errors or export view data are the standard outputs of the command.

NOTE
BLOB data in XML is represented by base 64 format.

Java Proxy
The Java Proxy is a generated Java object that provides an object-oriented interface to Gen servers. The Java Proxy and
associated Gen runtimes are 100 percent Java code. Providing a Java object interface allows any Java application access
Gen servers. Typical user applications are stand-alone programs, JSP web applications, Servlet web applications, and
EJB components. The proxy can be consumed in virtually any component of a J2SE or J2EE application.

Java Proxy Generated Code

The generated Java proxy is a set of object-oriented classes that correspond to the set of methods selected during
generation. There are three main classes that a developer can use and access. Other classes are generated, but they are
not exposed for use by the application. The three exposed classes are:

• <method-name> Referred to as the Java Proxy object.
• <method-name>Import Referred to as the Import object.
• <method-name>Export Referred to as the Export object.

The details of the three generated interfaces are discussed later in this section.

In addition to the generated interface, the Java Proxy also consists of runtime code and a set of user modifiable exit
routines. The user exits influence how the runtime handles security and communications processing. This section
discusses the Java Proxy user exits.

The creation of an executable Java Proxy involves both generating the Java Proxy source code and installing the proxy.
You can choose to do these two operations as two independent activities or as a single operation (check Install after
generation option on the Proxy Code Generation dialog).

Generating a Java Proxy results in a \proxy\java directory being added within your <model-name>.ief directory. All proxy
code is contained in a series of directories beneath \proxy\java.

NOTE
The Java Proxy and the Classic Style Java Proxy both generate into the \proxy\java directories and overwrite
each other if the names are the same.

After the Build Tool has successfully built the proxy, the \proxy\java directory includes a \deploy\<component> directory,
which includes a \samples directory. Within the \samples directory are directories for \APP, \JSP, and \XML. Select the
optional XML API only if you want to generate the XML sample. The \JSP, \APP, and \XML directories contain generated
samples to test the proxies and demonstrate possible usages of the proxy. The samples are not considered part of the
proxy itself.

If you select XML API for generation, then the \deploy\<component> directory also includes the XML schema file (.XSD).
The XML schema file is considered part of the proxy itself.

Java Proxy Interface
Gen generates an object-oriented set of classes for each method that is selected for generation. There are many
classes that are generated, but a developer must be concerned with three main classes.

Other classes are used internally by the proxy and are therefore not discussed here. The three classes are:
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• <method-name> Referred to as the Java Proxy object.
• <method-name>Import Referred to as the Import object.
• <method-name>Export Referred to as the Export object.

Each class exists within a package. That package is defined by the generator as either the short-model name (default) or
a particular value that is specified at the business system or model level for the Java Package.

The following sections discuss the three classes in more detail.

Java Proxy Object

The Java Proxy object is the generated class that is called <method-name>. It contains the actual execution methods
for the proxy. The execution methods are to be stateless. All data is stored on the stack (passed as parameters) during
execution. One instance of the class can be used simultaneously by many threads.

The Java proxy object contains following two types of methods:

• Trace control methods
• Execution methods

Trace Control Methods

There are five trace control methods. They are always generated with every Java proxy object. These methods are used
to start, stop, and write trace messages using the Gen trace capabilities.

NOTE
When used in this context, Trace refers to runtime logging capability and not to confuse with Trace with Diagram
Trace used to debug generated action block logic.

The following table lists the five trace control methods:

Trace Control Method Comments

StartTracing() Turns on tracing with the output going to the file, trace-{program}-
{pid}.out, in the “%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx
\logs\{app style directory}".
Note:

StartTracing(String filename) Turns on tracing with the output going to a file specified by the
filename parameter.

StartTracing(Writer writer) Turns on tracing with the output going to the TextWriter parameter
passed in.

TraceOut(string message) Writes the message to the trace output if tracing is enabled
at that time. If tracing is not enabled, the method simply returns.

StopTracing() Turns off all tracing.

Tracing in the Gen runtime is global in scope. If one proxy turns it on, it is enabled for all the proxies running in the same
process.
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Execution Methods

There are various execution methods. Some are always generated with every Java proxy object, but others are only
generated if one or both of the optional APIs are selected during generation. The following table lists the execution
methods, when they are generated, and a summary of what each one does:

Execution Method Comments

Execute(importView) Returns an exportView. This method performs a synchronous
cooperative flow with the import data provided. It returns the
export results and throws CSUExceptions for any errors.

Execute(importView, String comCfg) Returns an exportView. This method performs a synchronous
cooperative flow that is configured by the comCfg parameter, with
the import data provided. It returns the export results and throws
CSUExceptions for any errors.

XMLExecute(String importView) (XML API only)
Returns a string containing the export view data in XML format.
This method performs a synchronous cooperative flow with the
import data that is passed in XML format. It returns the export
results and throws CSUExceptions for any errors.

XMLExecute(String importView, String comCfg) (XML API only)
Returns a string containing the export view data in XML format.
This method performs a synchronous cooperative flow that
is configured by the comCfg parameter, with the import data
passed in XML format. It returns the export results and throws
CSUExceptions for any errors.

AsyncExecute(importView) (Async API only)
Returns an int containing the id that is used to retrieve the
asynchronous results later. This method begins an asynchronous
cooperative flow with the import data provided. It throws
CSUExceptions for any errors.

AsyncExecute(importView, boolean noResponse) (Async API only)
Returns an int containing the id that is used to retrieve the
asynchronous results later. This method begins an asynchronous
cooperative flow with the import data provided. The noResponse
parameter indicates to the runtime whether any results are
expected back. It throws CSUExceptions for any errors.

AsyncExecute(importView, boolean noResponse, String comCfg) (Async API only)
Returns an int containing the id that is used to retrieve the
asynchronous results later. This method begins an asynchronous
cooperative flow with the import data provided. The noResponse
parameter indicates to the runtime whether any results are
expected back. It throws CSUExceptions for any errors.

AsyncGetReponse(int id) (Async API only)
Returns an exportView. This method retrieves the results of an
asynchronous cooperative flow that is specified by the id provided.
It returns the export results and throws CSUExceptions for any
errors.

AsyncGetReponse(int id, boolean block) (Async API only)
Returns an exportView. This method retrieves the results of an
asynchronous cooperative flow that is specified by the id provided.
The call blocks waiting for results if they are not available yet,
depending on the block parameter. It returns the export results
and throws CSUExceptions for any errors.
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AsyncCheckReponse(int id) (Async API only)
Returns a FlowStatus enumeration. This method retrieves the
status of an asynchronous cooperative flow that is specified by the
id provided. It throws CSUExceptions for any errors.

AsyncIgnoreReponse(int id) (Async API only)
This method flags the results of an asynchronous cooperative flow
that is specified by the id provided as ignorable. Once ignored,
the results become unretrievable. It throws CSUExceptions for
any errors (Flagging a flow as ignored lets the runtime clean up
resources that are devoted to that flow).

AsyncXMLExecute(String importView) (Async API and XML API only)
Returns an int containing the id that is used to retrieve the
asynchronous results later. This method begins an asynchronous
cooperative flow with the import data that is passed in XML format.
It throws CSUExceptions for any errors.

AsyncXMLExecute(String importView, boolean noResponse) (Async API and XML API only)
Returns an int containing the id that is used to retrieve the
asynchronous results later. This method begins an asynchronous
cooperative with the import data that is passed in XML format.
The noResponse parameter indicates to the runtime whether
any results are expected back. It throws CSUExceptions for any
errors.

AsyncXMLExecute(String importView, boolean noResponse,
String comCfg)

(Async API and XML API Only)
Returns an int containing the id that is used to retrieve the
asynchronous results later. This method begins an asynchronous
cooperative flow that is configured by the comCfg parameter,
with the import data passed in XML format. The noResponse
parameter indicates to the runtime whether any results are
expected back. It throws CSUExceptions for any errors.

AsyncXMLGetReponse(int id, boolean block) (Async API and XML API Only)
Returns a string containing the export view data in XML format.
This method retrieves the results of an asynchronous cooperative
flow that is specified by the id provided. The call blocks waiting
for results if they are not available yet, depending on the block
parameter. It returns the export results and throws CSUExceptions
for any errors.

AsyncXMLGetReponse(int id) (Async API and XML API Only)
Returns a string containing the export view data in XML format.
This method retrieves the results of an asynchronous cooperative
flow that is specified by the id provided. It returns the export
results and throws CSUExceptions for any errors.

View Objects

One of the areas where Java Proxy has improved over the previous generation of proxy technology is in the handling of
view data. Previous proxy technology used a flat view of data. This prevented easy manipulation by developers, as there
were no row or column operations, no cloning, and no state reuse. Now, the view data is generated into Import and Export
Objects. Some of the characteristics of the functionality that is built into the view objects are:
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• Comprehensive-View data and system data together
• Hierarchical-More intuitive access paths to the data
• Object-oriented-Allows more sophisticated manipulation of the data.
• Serializable-Allows object state to be saved and restored.
• No Runtime-Allows for easier transmission/distribution/serialization
• Data Validation-(Immediate) Keeps view always in a consistent state.
• Cloneable-Built-in support for cloning.
• Resetable-Multi-level reset ability gives greater control.
• GroupView Support-Allows for row-level operations or manipulations.

Import Object

The Import objects are generated in classes that are called <method-name>Import based on the import view for the Gen
server. The object contains the actual import data for the execution of a server through the Java proxy. The Import objects
are also responsible for all data validation that is done on the attributes of the import views.

Even if the server does not contain any import views, an Import object is still generated because the system level data
(Command, NextLocation) is always present. The developer must instantiate an Import object and then populate it with
the data. The instance is then passed onto the execution methods as a parameter.

The Import objects are not stateless. They exist to hold a state. Therefore, the developer must take care not to use a
particular instance of one of these classes between different threads in a multi-threaded application or use in concurrent
asynchronous flows.

Export Object

The Export objects are generated in classes that are called <method-name>Export based on the export view that is
designed in the model for the Gen server. The object contains the actual export data for the execution of a server through
the Java proxy. The Export objects are also responsible for all data validation that is done on the attributes on the export
views.

Even if the server does not contain any export views, the Export object is still generated because the system level data
(Command, ExitState) is always present. The Proxy object execution methods typically create and populate the Export
objects.

The Export objects are not stateless. They exist to hold a state. Therefore, the developer must take care not to use a
particular instance of one of these classes between different threads in a multi-threaded application or use in concurrent
asynchronous flows.

View Example

The easiest way to understand view objects is to look at an example. The later sections in this section discuss specific
details of particular mappings.

The following example shows how generators map a given import view in the model to a view object.

The import view is shown as follows:

MY_SERVER (procedure step)

IMPORTS:

    Entity View in proxy    

        text1   

        text2   

    Group View inGV (2) 
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        Entity View ingroup proxy   

            text1       

text2

From the given import view, five Java classes are generated. The classes and their properties are:

Class Attributes

MyServerImport Command
NextLocation
ClientId
ClientPassword
Dialect
ExitState
InEVProxy-Gets MyServer.InProxy object
IngvGV-Gets MyServer.Ingv object

MyServer.InEVProxy Text1Fld
Text2Fld

MyServer.IngvGV Capacity (Read-only constant)
Length
Rows-Gets a MyServer.IngvGVRow object

MyServer.IngvGVRow IngroupEVProxy-Gets MyServer.IngroupEVProxy object

MyServer.IngroupEVProxy Text1Fld
Text2Fld

The number of classes increases in proportion with the number of entity views, work sets, and group views.

To finish the sample, it is beneficial to look at how a programmer gets and sets the various pieces of data in the views.
The following code snippets are written in Java.

Instantiate the Import View object:

MyServerImport importView = new MyServerImport();

Set the command system level data:

importView.setCommand(“SEND”);

Access the InEVProxy text2Fld attribute:

string value = importView.getInEVProxy().getText2Fld();

Get the maximum capacity of the IngvGV group view:

for (int i = 0; i < importView.getIngvGV().Capacity; i++)

Set the current IngvGV number of rows:

importView.getIngvGV().setLength(2);

Set the text1 attribute of the IngroupEVProxy entity view:
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importView.getIngvGV().getRows()[2].getIngroupEVProxy().setText1Fld(“ABC”);

Reset the InEVProxy Entity View back to defaults:

importView.getInEVProxy().Reset();

System Level Properties

The import and export objects contain a set of properties at their top level that are best described as system-level
properties. Not all servers use these properties, but they are always present on each cooperative server call. The
following table shows the properties of import and export objects:

Objects Properties

Import Objects Command
NextLocation
ExitState
Dialect
ClientId
ClientPassword

Export Objects Command
ExitState
ExitStateType
ExitStateMessage

GroupView Objects

Special objects are generated for each group view. The first is the group view object itself. This object holds the
Capacity or the maximum number of rows that are specified in the model. It also holds the Length or the current
number of populated rows in the group view. The Length cannot exceed the Capacity or be negative. It is impossible
to access a row beyond the currently defined Length. If you try to do so, it throws IndexOutOfRangeException or
ArgumentOutOfRangeException.

The Capacity value is accessible through the objects Capacity property. The Length property is set by calling the objects
setLength() method and read by calling the getLength() method.

For import groups, the Capacity property is considered read only, while the Length property is read/write.

NOTE
It is the responsibility of the user written application to set the import repeating group Length property
appropriately before flowing to a server. Failure to do so results in the view data not being processed properly.

For repeating export groups, the user written application must consider both the Capacity and Length properties to be
read only.

To store row data, an object is generated. It represents a row and contains references to all the entity and work set views
within the GroupView. This group view object stores an array of row objects to hold the data. An individual row can be
accessed by indexer property that is built into the Rows property on the group view.

Since a row of data is an object that lets certain row-level operations be performed such as looping, cloning, resetting, and
testing.
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Data Validation

The import and export views validate the attribute data when it is set. The validation checks performed throws
IllegalArgumentExceptions if the new value is not valid. The views perform the following validation checks-permitted
values, length/precision, and mandatory/optional.

Default Values

Attribute view data in the import and export objects enforce the default values, as defined in the model. The default value
is applied when the object is created or the attribute is reset programmatically.

Data Type Mappings

Because the import and export objects are designed to have no runtime dependencies, the attribute data types must be
the native Data Types that are supported by Java. The following table shows the mappings that are applied:

Gen Attribute Definition Java Data Type

Text/Mixed Text/DBCS Text java.lang.String

Number (no decimals, =< 4 digits) short

Number (no decimals, =< 9 digits) int

Number (no decimals, > 9 digits) double

Number (with decimals) double

Number (with precision turned on) java.math.BigDecimal

Date java.sql.Date (null represents optional data)

Timestamp java.sql.Timestamp (null represents optional data)

Time java.sql.Time (null represents optional data)

BLOB byte[]

Using a Java Proxy

The generated Java proxy is capable of supporting both synchronous and asynchronous cooperative flows. The main
difference between these processing types is the actual method that is used to perform the cooperative flow.

All sample code that is supplied with the product (APP, JSP and XML) demonstrates only the use of synchronous
capabilities. However, the following sections provide, in pseudo-code, an outline of the structure of synchronous and
asynchronous code.

NOTE
All non-Gen server errors are handled as standard Java exceptions. Handling of these exceptions is not shown
in the following sections.

Synchronous Processing

The following code contains the code for a synchronous process:

...

<method-name>Import importView = new <method-name>Import();

<method-name>Export exportView;
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<method-name> proxy = new <method-name>();

...

<set up importView properties as desired>

...

exportView = proxy.execute(importView); //Perform synchronous flow

...

<retrieve exportView data>

...

NOTE
If necessary, you can substitute the xmlExecute method for the synchronous execute method.

Asynchronous Processing

The code is broken up into four distinct sections, as you can embed each piece at different locations within the user
application.

Send Data

Use the following code to send data:

...

<method-name>Import importView = new <method-name>Import();

<method-name> proxy = new <method-name>();

...

<set up importView properties as desired>

...

int id = proxy.asyncExecute(importView); //Perform asynchronous send

...

NOTE
If necessary, you can substitute the asyncXMLExecute method for the asynchronous asyncExecute method.

Check Status

Use the following code to verify status:

...

switch (proxy.asyncCheckResponse(id)) //Perform check

{

...

  case CoopFlow.DATA_READY:

  ...

  case CoopFlow.DATA_NOT_READY:

  ...

  default:

  ...

}

...

Retrieve Results

Use the following code to retrieve results:
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...

exportView = proxy.asyncGetResponse(id) //Perform the retrieval of the results

...

<retrieve export view data>

...

NOTE
If necessary, you can substitute the asyncXMLGetResponse for the asynchronous asyncGetResponse method.

Ignore Request

Use the following code to ignore a request:

...

proxy.asyncIgnoreResponse(id)

//Processes the ignore request on the request indicated by the id

...

Security Processing

A Java Proxy provides facilities to implement Distributed Processing Security.

NOTE
For more information about implementation of Distributed Processing Security, see User Exits.

By default, the Java Proxy does not exploit the use of the Proxy Runtime security features. To use the security features,
the application developer must add code to their Java application that sets the ClientID and ClientPassword properties
of the Java Proxy's Import view object. Depending on the return value of the client security user exit, the security data
fields are sent to the target Distributed Processing Server (DPS). Additionally, if the client security user exit returns
SECURITY_ENHANCED, the client security user exits can add an optional security token to the data flow. The user exits
residing in the execution environment of the target DPS validate the collection of security data that is sent as part of the
cooperative flow.

Note: For a Java Proxy flowing to a DPS using TCP/IP, MQSeries, or ECI, the supporting runtime lets a portion of the
Common Format Buffer (CFB) to be encrypted on the way to the target DPS and decrypted on the way back from the
target DPS. User exits enable the use of encryption and decryption.

Preparing for Executing a Java Proxy Application
Before executing an application that uses a generated Java proxy, modify the Java Proxy Runtime for use in the user
application execution environment and deploy the proxy and Runtime to the applications execution environment.

Configuring the Java Proxy Runtime

By design, there exist areas within the Java Proxy Runtime that can be influenced by an application developer.
An application developer does many activities that include updating the commcfg.properties file to influence the
communications part of the runtime and modifying user exits. The user exits influence the security processing and allow
the arguments specific to the selected communications processing be overridden.

Configuring the Java Proxy Communications
The Java Proxy runtime must know where to find the Gen servers it must access. To specify their locations, use the
commcfg.properties file found in the installed Gen directory.A generated proxy contains communications information
as defined in the model. The proxy runtime provides capability to specify the communication information at runtime.
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This information overrides any information that is specified in the model and was built into the proxy during generation.
Additionally, the proxy runtime is capable of turning the tracing ON and OFF, and provides capability to control the amount
of file caching that takes place at runtime.

Note:For specific formatting instructions, see the default file that is installed with the Java Proxy software or see
Understanding Distributed Processing.

User Exits
The user exits that are invoked at runtime for a Java Proxy are common to other Java execution environments.

Note: For more information about each user exit, see User Exits.  

Gen user can modify the behavior of the runtime environment by the way of User Exits.

Several user exits are useful during the deployment of the Gen Java proxies. The Java user exits apply to either the
normal or classic style Java Proxies. The exits that apply to proxies can be grouped into two categories: security and
communication.

Notes:

• After modifying Java user exits, the Java class must be recompiled. Then the class must be deployed to replace the
old version in the CLASSPATH. If a runtime JAR was built using mkjavart.bat, then it must be rebuilt.

• Gen runtimes are designed to run in a multi-threaded environment so custom algorithms are thread safe.

The following user exits are bundled together as Java classes. The user exits are installed as part of the Java Proxy
runtime.

Security User Exits
The user exit source code is located in the following directories under the Gen installation directory:

• classes/com/ca/gen/exits/msgobj/cfb for Common Format Buffer (CFB)
• classes/com/ca/gen/exits/coopflow/tuxedo for Tuxedo
• classes/com/ca/gen/exits/coopflow/ejbrmi for EJBRMI

Flow type: CFB (Common Format Buffer)

User Exit Class Purpose

CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit The Client Security user exit class is used to direct the
runtime to incorporate the ClientID and ClientPassword
Import Object attributes into the CFB. If this exit returns
SECURITY_ENHANCED, it can cause an optional Security Token
field to be added to the CFB.

CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit The import message encryption user exit class provides the
opportunity for a portion of the outbound CFB to be encrypted
using an encryption algorithm that is implemented within this user
exit. The target DPS execution environment must implement a
companion decryption user exit for the CFB to be interpreted as a
valid request CFB.

CFBDynamicMessageEncodingExit This user exit returns the message text encoding for the given
named transaction.
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CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit The export message decryption user exit class provides the
opportunity for decrypting the portion of the CFB that has been
encrypted by the target DPS execution environment. This exit
must implement the companion to the encryption user exit of the
DPS in order for the response buffer of the DPS to be interpreted
as a valid response CFB.

Flow type: Tuxedo

User Exit Class Purpose

TUXDynamicSecurityExit The Client Security user exit is used to provide security data to the
runtime for use when processing a flow request. The security data
is used while creating an Oracle Jolt session.

Flow type: EJBRMI

User Exit Class Purpose

EJBRMISecurityExit This user exit allocates a security object using the user runtime
object. This security object contains all the security information
that is passed from the client to the server.

Communications User Exits
The following user exit classes are invoked by Java Proxies flowing to their target DPSs using a supported
communications type. The user exit source code is located in a directory under classes/com/ca/gen/exits/coopflow in
the Gen installation directory. These classes are installed as part of the specific communications runtime (for example:
classes/com/ca/gen/exits/coopflow/tcpip).

User Exit Class Purpose

TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit The methods in this class let you override the host name and
the port number. Also, this class contains a method that exposes
that a TCP/IP processing exception has occurred. This user exit
method indicates if the processing of the flow must be retried. For
example, retry if a Connection Reset by Peer error.

MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit The methods in this class let you override the following MQSeries
processing data items:
• Local Queue Manager name
• Remote Queue Manager name
• Put Queue name
• Reply to Queue name
• Local Queue Manager name
• Remote Queue Manager name
• Put Queue name
• Reply to Queue name
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ECIDynamicCoopFlowExit The methods in this class let you override the following CICS
Transaction Gateway processing data items:
• The ECI client security class name
• The port address of the CICS Transaction Gateway
• The protocol to be used to communicate with the CICS

Transaction Gateway (example: local, TCP, auto, http, https,
and SSL)

• The ECI server security class name
• The CICS system name, as known within the Transaction

Gateway (or supporting Universal Client), to which the
cooperative request must be sent.

EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit The methods in this class let you override the following EJB RMI
processing data items:
• The provider URL
• Also, this class has a method that permits an optional User

object to be sent as part of the EJB RMI flow to the EJB
server.

If the server is deployed on WildFly Application server, it lets you
override the following data items:
• Name of ear file which contains the server
• WildFly User Name
• WildFly Password
This class has a method for handling exceptions that occur when
performing an EJB RMI operation (open, read, write, and so on).
This method lets the failed request to be retried.

TUXDynamicCoopFlowExit This class contains two methods that expose the data flowing
to and from the server. The OutData method provides the ability
to examine or modify the request data being sent to the server.
The InData method provides the ability to examine or modify the
response data that is received from the server.

WSDynamicCoopFlowExit This class has methods that let you manipulate the target Web
Service endpoint URL by modifying the following members:
• baseURL
• contextType
This class has a method for handling exceptions that occur when
performing a Web Service operation. This method lets the failed
request to be retried.

NOTE
If you specified the server address by name, try entering the decimal IPv4 address instead (for example, 1.1.1.1)
or hexidecimal IPv6 address (for example, FE80:0:0:1::1). Your machine may not be configured properly to work
with your local name server.

Conversion User Exit
This user exit class is used to modify data that is saved to and retrieved from a database. It currently handles Strings only
and is sometimes required for languages where strings that are stored in a database must be modified for display.

Note: For more information about this user exit, see DataConversionExit-Java Data Conversion Exit in User Exits.

Deploying a Java Proxy.
Each \deploy\<component> directory contains a <component>.jar. This JAR file is the Java Proxy. You can deploy the
proxy JAR file (and its runtime) for use by an application in various ways. In general, all the techniques ensure that the
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generated classes and the runtime classes are loadable from within the target application. Depending on the target
application, the class files can be handled individually as part of JAR files, an executable JAR file, and a larger WAR or
EAR file. The generated samples demonstrate the executable JAR file and the EAR file techniques. Usually, the concept
of loadable means having the class file or the JAR file containing it within the CLASSPATH environment variable. With
EAR file deployments, the EAR file is not present in the CLASSPATH, but there is an internal CLASSPATH setting within
the EAR file that is specified in various manifest files. The development group must treat the proxy JAR file and the
runtime JAR files as third party libraries and deploy them appropriately. The following sections explain some concepts that
may help in the deployment, but you must not consider them the only way to deploy.

Java Proxy Runtime Files
The Java Proxy requires a set of runtime JAR files to be present to execute properly. You can find the runtime files in the
Gen\classes directory. The following is the list of JAR files:

• Csu.jar
• vwrt.jar
• odc.jar
• jprt.jar
• jprt.xml.jar (only required if XML API is generated)
• odc.jar
• odc.tcpip.jar (only if TCPIP communication is required)
• odc.mqs.jar (only if MQSeries communication is required)
• odc.eci.jar (only if ECI communication is required)
• odc.ejbrmi.jar (only if Java RMI communication is required)
• odc.tuxedo.jar (only if Tuxedo communication is required)
• odc.ws.jar (only if Web Services communication is required)

You must place the following properties files within the CLASSPATH:

• commcfg.properties
• codepage.properties

These properties files can be found at several places: Gen directory, Gen\classes directory, and Gen\classes\resources
directory. There are a set of Java class files that contain the user exits. These are shipped as Java source and class files
and not within a JAR file. Because of this, you must deploy the contents of the Gen\classes directory to allow usage of the
user exit class files. (particularly the com).

Deploying Java Proxy Runtimes
For the list of all the runtime files that must be deployed for the Java proxy to function, see Java Proxy Runtime Files in
this section. You may find the task of deploying and coordinating these files that are complicated. Therefore, provides a
BAT file to help consolidate the runtime files into one deployable JAR file. The mkjavart.bat file that is located in the Gen
\classes is designed to build complete 'custom' runtime JAR files. The BAT file is capable of building runtimes that are
customized for Java Proxies, Web Clients, and EJBs. The user exit classes are also packaged within the built JAR file.

For more information about the types of runtimes that can be constructed, see the usage of the BAT file (execute
mkjavart.bat usage). The easiest way to build a custom runtime JAR file for the Java proxy is to execute the following
command:
mkjavart.bat runtime.jar  JavaProxy  commcfg AllComms   XML

This command builds a file that is called runtime.jar with the Java proxy, all installed communication runtimes, and the
optional XML runtime within it. To make the JAR file smaller, you must specify the particular communication types instead
and omit the optional XML runtime if you do not need it. The commcfg.properties file is designed to be modified after
deployment and therefore may not be a good candidate for inclusion within the JAR file. In that case, omit the commcfg
parameter. It then becomes necessary for the commcfg.properties to be deployed separately.
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Additional Files Needed for Java 11 Proxies Used for Web Services Communication
When executing Proxies for Web Services, add the following additional Jar files to the CLASSPATH because Java 11 no
longer delivers a JRE:
javaee.jar

– obtained from the JAVA EE SDK
ha-api.jar

– obtained from the JAVA EE JDK
gmbal-3.2.0-b003.jar

– obtained from Maven repository or other internet download location
javax.activation_1.1.0.v201211130549.jar

– obtained from Maven repository of other internet download location
resolver-20050927.jar

– obtained from Maven repository or other internet download location

Executing the Sample Java Proxy Applications
This article provides information for the different ways to execute the sample application including, JSP Sample, Stand-
alone Application, and XML Test Application.

JSP Sample

The generation and installation process creates everything that you must invoke the JSP Proxy sample by a J2EE
Application Server. The \samples\JSP directory contains a series of .JSP files for each method in the proxy. For
convenience, there are additional files that are generated (operations.htm, default.htm, and blank.htm).

NOTE

When deploying a Java 11 JSP Proxy Sample to the JBoss Application Server, you must configure the JVM that
is launched. For information about how to configure the JVM, see Configuring the JBoss Application Server for
JVM for Java 11.

After the build process, all of these files are packaged into an EAR file for the component. The EAR file also contains all
the runtimes necessary to execute the sample JSP application.

To execute the JSP, you must deploy the EAR file to a J2EE Application Server. For more information about how to deploy
ear files, see the application server documentation.

After deploying, you can execute the JSPs by entering the following URL in a browser:

http://localhost/<component-name>

The component-name portion is considered the context for the JSP sample application. It is case-sensitive.

The EAR file is configured to cause the default.htm file to automatically load. Alternatively, the following URLs are also
possible:

http://localhost/<component-name>/default.htm

http://localhost/<component-name>/operations.htm

http://localhost/<component-name>/<method-name>.jsp

After the JSP page displays, fill in all the import fields appropriately and click Execute. At that point, the proxy is executed
and any errors or the export view displays.
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Stand-alone Application

The generation and installation process creates everything that you must invoke the stand-alone Proxy sample
application. The \samples\APP directory contains a Test<method-name>.jar files.

When the JAR file is created, all the generated code and runtime files that must execute the sample application is
incorporated into it. This means that the proxy JAR and the runtime JAR files have been copied there. If any one of them
changes, the Build Tool rebuilds the proxy and then repackages the sample JAR files.

The JAR file created is considered an executable JAR file. The JAR file can be launched automatically with the -jar
parameter to the JVM. To execute the sample Application, launch the executable from Windows Explorer or execute the
following from a command line:

java -jar Test<method-name>.jar

No parameters are required. After the application starts, simply enter the import view and system information as needed.
Click Execute to invoke the server. The export view results then display. Errors are shown in a popup dialog box.

XML Test Application (Optional)

If the optional XML programming interface is selected, the generation and installation process creates everything that you
must invoke a Java Proxy sample XML test application. The \samples\XML directory contains a Test<method-name>.jar
file along with a sample import XML file and the generated XML schema (XSD) file.

When the JAR file is created, all the generated code and runtime files that must execute the sample application are
incorporated into it. This means that the proxy JAR, the runtime JAR files are copied there. If any one of them changes,
the Build Tool rebuilds the proxy and then repackages the sample JAR files.

The JAR file created is considered an executable JAR file. The JAR file can be launched automatically with the -jar
parameter to the JVM. Therefore, to execute the sample Application, launch the executable from Windows Explorer or
execute the following from a command line:

java -jar Test<method-name>.jar <method-name>Sample.xml

The parameter is required and must be the input XML file. A sample import XML file is generated and contains the syntax
structure and where possible default values for the import view. If needed, the sample import XML file for the server can
be modified. The resulting errors or export view data is the standard output of the command.

NOTE
BLOB data in XML is represented by base 64 format.

Java Proxy (Classic Style)
The classic style Java Proxy is a Java-based interface that lets Java applets, applications, and servlets to access Gen
servers. There are two forms of the classic style Java Proxy:

• The first consists of three parts that are generated from A Gen model: a Client JavaBean Proxy that resides in the Java
application or Java applet, a Servlet Proxy that resides on the Web Server, and a test user interface applet that can be
used to test the Client Java Bean and also as an example applet.

• The second consists of several parts that are generated from a Gen model: an application Java Bean Proxy that
resides in a Java application or Java Servlet/EJB, a test user interface application, JSP pages, and possibly an XML
Test Application that can be used to test the application Java Bean and as examples.

Java Proxy Generated Code (Classic Style)
After generating your Classic Style Java Proxy, a \proxy\java directory exists within your <model-name>.ief directory. All
proxy code is contained in a series of subdirectories beneath \proxy\java.
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NOTE
The Java Proxy and the Classic Style Java Proxy both generate into the \proxy\java directories and overwrite
each other if the names are the same.

The following file map shows the structure of the generated directories:

After the Build Tool has successfully built the proxy, the \proxy\java directory includes a \deploy directory. The \deploy
directory includes \client, \clientUI, \Abean, \mainUI, \servlet, and \jsp directories, and optionally contains a \xml directory.
The \clientUI and \mainUI directories contain generated HTML code, an applet with a test UI, and an application with a
test UI. This code is not part of the proxy itself, but is provided as a sample for quick tests. The file <bean package name>
in the \src\client directory contains a Javadoc of the API.

Java Proxy (Classic Style) Interface
This section describes the interface of the Java Proxy (Classic Style). This interface is generated into a client or
application JavaBean.
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The interface consists of a set of properties and methods. The properties can be accessed using methods of the form
setXXX and getXXX. For example:

myproxy.setClientId("clientid");

String id = myproxy.getClientId();

Common Properties and Methods

The following properties and methods are common to all Java (Classic Style) proxies:

• Clear-Clears all import and export attributes to their default values if one is specified in the model or otherwise to 0 for
numeric, empty string for string attributes, and null for date, time, and timestamp attributes.

• For attributes in repeating groups, the Clear method sets the repeat count to the max occurrences. In addition
to clearing attribute properties, the Clear method also clears the system properties commandReturned,
exitStateReturned, and exitStateMsg.

• ClientID-Retrieves or sets the client user ID property (String data type) to be sent to the server where the procedure
step executable code is installed. A client user ID is accompanied by a client user password that can be set with the
clientPassword property. Security is not enabled until the security user exit is modified to enable it.

• ClientPassword-Retrieves or sets the client user password property (String data type), which is sent to the server
where the procedure step executable code is installed. A client user password is accompanied by a client user id,
which can be set with the ClientId property.

• ComCfg-Set this value to the string value associated with the desired communications configuration. The string must
take the form similar to the configuration string described in the commcfg.properties file, with the exception that it
must not contain the trancode parameter. For example, for a TCP/IP transport configuration a commcfg.properties
specification might be:

tranX TCP hostname portNumber 

The corresponding ComCfg string would then be:

TCP hostname portNumber 
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Each supported transport has a slightly different communication string specification. In all cases, the ComCfg string
is expected to be the same as defined in the commcfg.properties file, but without the trancode parameter at the
beginning. For more information, see Overriding Communications Support at Execution Time.

• CommandReturned-Retrieves the command returned property (read-only String property), if any, after the server
procedure step has been executed.

• CommandSent-Retrieves or sets the command sent property (String data type) to be sent to the server where the
procedure step executable code is installed. This property must only be set if the procedure step uses case of
command construct.

• Dialect-Sets or retrieves the dialect property (String property). It has the default value of DEFAULT.
• SAXParser-Optional. Retrieves or sets the classname of the SAXParser. This method can be used to override the

default XML SAX parser that is used when performing XML parsing.
• Execute-This method executes the server operation as a synchronous cooperative flow.
• ExecuteXML-Optional. This method executes the server operation as a synchronous cooperative flow. However, unlike

the normal execute method, it receives and returns its data as XML streams.
• ExecuteAsync-Optional. This method executes the send portion of an asynchronous cooperative flow. An ID is

returned containing a unique identifier, which can be used later for retrieving the associated results. If no response is
required, a parameter setting can indicate that no results are needed for this flow.

• ExecuteAsyncXML-Optional. This method executes the send portion of an asynchronous cooperative flow. However,
unlike the normal executeAsync method, it receives its import data as an XML stream. All other parameters behave
similarly to the executeAsync method.

• ExecuteAsyncGetResponse-Optional. This method executes the retrieve portion of an asynchronous cooperative flow.
This method requires the ID of the associated request. It also lets you specify whether the method must block or wait if
the results are not immediately available.

• In a non-blocking situation, the method returns before the results are processed. The result value indicates whether
results are processed. If they are processed successfully, the export view area is populated with data, the transaction
is considered complete, and the ID is no longer valid.

• ExecuteAsyncGetResponseXML-Optional. This method executes the receive portion of an asynchronous cooperative
flow. However, unlike the normal executeAsyncGetResponse method, it returns its results as an XML stream. All other
parameters behave similarly to the executeAsyncGetResponse method.

• CheckAsyncResponse-Optional. This method checks the status of an outstanding asynchronous request for a specific
ID. The result value indicates whether the status is PENDING or AVAILABLE. There are generated constant values for
each proxy that can be checked. This is the same as performing an ExecuteGetResponse in a non-blocking mode, but
it usually executes many times faster due to less overhead.

• IgnoreAsyncResponse-Optional. This method indicates the runtime that the application is no longer interested in
the outstanding request and the results are discarded. All asynchronous programs must either finish a request by
retrieving the results or calling this method. The runtime can save processing time and memory if it is aware that the
results are no longer required.

• ExitStateMsg-Returns the status text message (read-only String property), if one exists. A status message is
associated with a status code and is returned by a Gen exit state.

• ExitStateReturned-Read only property (int data type) containing the exit state that is returned from the server.
• ExitStateSent-Retrieves or sets the exit state property (int data type) sent to server procedure step (typically, a 10-digit

numeric representation of the exit states).
• ExitStateType-Read only property that returns the exitstatetype based upon the server procedure step exit state.
• FileEncoding-Specifies a specific Codepage that the Gen communications runtime uses when translating Unicode

data before transmitting a flow request to the target server execution environment. By default, the file encoding for the
Unicode data is the system default for the JVM.

• NextLocation-Retrieves or sets the location name (NEXTLOC) property (String data type) that may be used by ODC
user exits.

• ServerLocation-(Only Used by applet/Servlet Bean) Sets or returns the URL (URL data type) for the server hosting the
servlet.
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NOTE
Java never lets an applet connect to any arbitrary server. If the applet is running in a browser, it can only
connect to the servlet running on the server from where the applet was downloaded. This property is useful
for testing and running an applet outside the browser environment, or for using the bean as part of a Java
application. This property must be set before calling the execute method. From an applet:

object.setServerLocation(getDocumentBase());

Or, for an application:

try { object.setServerLocation (new URL ("http://hostname"));}

catch ( malformedURL Exception e) { }

• Tracing-Setting this property to one, enables the JavaBean to write trace statements to the standard output (the Java
console in a browser).

Unique Attribute Properties

Each class in a Java Proxy has a unique set of properties that are based on its procedure step import and export
attributes. The import properties are the read and write properties, whereas the export properties are read only. The name
of each of these properties is the combination of the attribute entity view name with its entity name and its attribute name.

The attribute domain, length, decimal place value, and precision flag determine the type of these properties. Each attribute
has an accessor and setter method that is defined for it. The names are GetXXXX and SetXXXX. Some attribute types
contain more accessor and setter methods for backward compatibility. The following table lists them. Numerics may also
contain special accessor and setter methods.

Gen Type Java Type Additional Accessors/Setters Notes
Text, mixed, or DBCS text String n.a
Number (length <= 4 decimals =
0)

short n.a

Number (4< length <= 9
decimals = 0)

integer n.a

Number (length > 9 decimal = 0) double n.a
Number (decimal > 0) double n.a
Number with C Precision BigDecimal SetAsString XXXX

GetAsString XXXX
Date Calendar SetAsInt XXXX

GetAsInt XXXX
Integer format must be
YYYYMMDD (that is,
19990101). Null dates must
be specified as null calendar
objects.

Timestamp Calendar SetAsString XXXX
GetAsString XXXX

String format must be
YYYYMMDDHHMMSSSSSSSS
(19981231123000111111). Null
timestamps must be specified
as null calendar objects.
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Time Calendar SetAsInt XXXX
GetAsInt XXXX

Integer format must be
HHMMSS (that is, 12:01:00).
Null times must be specified
as null calendar objects. The
Calendar or Time objects do
not accept 24 as an hour. If 24
is passed as a parameter, it is
converted to 00, so the time
24:00:00 retrieved from the
server gets modified to 00:00:00
which is effectively same as
the NULL time. This is different
from the GUI and blockmode
runtimes which do allow a time
of 24:00:00.

BLOB byte[]

For example, attributes ID (Number domain, length 3, 0 decimal places) and NAME (Text domain, length 15) of entity view
names IMPORT, EXPORT, and entity EMPLOYEE can be used as:

oper = (<beanclass>)Beans.instantiate(getClass().getClassLoader(), <bean package name>);

oper.setImportEmployeeId(123);

oper.setImportEmployeeName("EmployeeName"):

oper.execute();

String phoneNumber = oper.getExportEmployeePhoneNumber();

Special String Methods

Each of the three attribute properties (short, integer, or double) has two set methods: setXXX(type) is the standard set
method and setAsStringXXX(stringvalue).

This additional set method lets you assign the value from a text field into a Bean property without first doing a conversion.
The Gen Java runtime does the conversion for you and returns a PropertyVetoException if the string cannot be parsed as
a valid number of the type expected.

These special String methods provide 6-digit sub second support (microsecond precision). The standard methods only
provide three digit sub second support (millisecond precision).

Date, Time, and Timestamp Properties

Date, time, and timestamp values are represented as Calendar objects. Methods for setting these properties as integers
and strings are also provided for compatibility.

NULLs must be represented as null calendar objects. Pass null to the setter methods. Also, ensure your code handles
nulls returned from the accessor methods.

Decimal Precision Properties

Prior to COOL:Gen 5.1, Decimal Precision numbers were stored as strings. They are now stored as Java Big Decimals,
which prevents the developers from doing extra conversions.

Methods are still provided for manipulating these properties as strings, if needed.
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Repeating Group Property Handling

Attributes that are in repeating groups have the same property names as non-repeating attributes, but with an index (an
int index parameter).

Two additional properties are defined for repeating groups. The first property, Max, represents the maximum number of
rows in the repeating group. The second property, Count, represents the current number of populated rows within the
group.

These property names are formed by the combination of the group view name, and the words “Max” or “Count”
respectively. The read-only Max property is accessible through the name <ImportGroupViewName>Max.

The Count property is set by calling the set<ImportGroupViewName>Count method and read by calling the
get<ImportGroupViewName>Count method. The Count value cannot be set to a negative value or larger than Max.
Attempts to do so results in a PropertyVetoException.

In all cases, <ImportGroupViewName> is the name of the repeating group as defined within the Gen model.

For repeating import groups, the Max property is considered read only, while the Count property is read/write.

NOTE
It is the responsibility of the user written application to set the import repeating group Count property
appropriately before flowing to a server. Failure to do so will result in the view data not being processed properly.

For repeating export groups, the proxy application must consider both the Max and Count properties to be read only.

Example 1

Repeating import group of group view name LIST for procedure step EMPLOYEE_ADD containing attributes ID and
NAME of entity view name IMPORT and entity EMPLOYEE:

int i; 

for (i = 0; i < oper.ListMax; i++) 

{

  oper.setImportEmployeeId(i, i);

  oper.setImportEmployeeName(i, "Name" + i);

}

oper.setListCount((short) i);

Example 2

Repeating export group of group view name OUT_LIST containing attributes ID and NAME of entity view name OUT and
entity EMPLOYEE:

for (int i = 1; i < oper.getOutListCount; i++) 

{

  int id = oper.getOutEmployeeId(i);

  String name - oper.getOutEmployeeName(i);

}

Java Proxy Code

The generated Java code consists of the following parts for each procedure step. These parts are mapped into directories
under the generated source tree by the same name. Java source files are generated and then compiled into class files.
The class files are then combined into jar files that are copied into the deployment directories.
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Abean

An application JavaBean that contains an API to get/set the properties for the procedure step. These properties are a
direct mapping of the import/export views. A Javadoc.html file is produced for each bean generated.

Client

An applet JavaBean that contains an API to get/set the properties for the procedure step. These properties are a direct
mapping of the import/export views. A Javadoc.html file is produced for each bean generated. This bean must be used
with the corresponding servlet classes.

clientUI

A test applet that uses the applet bean API. It can be loaded either into a web browser or an applet viewer. Its purpose
is to test the bean API and provide a model of how the API can be used and, as such, is not suitable for production
deployment.

mainUI

A test application that uses the application bean API. It can be loaded using Java runtime execution or from an application
debug driver. Its purpose is to test the bean API and provide a model of how the API can be used and is not suitable for
production deployment.

common

A set of Java classes that are shared by the client bean and the servlet. These classes represent the import/export views
and are needed for data streaming between the client and the servlet. You do not access these classes directly.

Servlet

The server side piece of the Java equation. Its purpose is to provide the communications bridge between the client bean
and the Gen server.

JSP

A set of sample HTML and JSP pages that can be used to test the application bean. Its purpose is to test the bean API
and provide a model of how the API can be used. As such, it is not suitable for production employment.

XML

Optional. Contains an XML Schema Definition file (XSD) for use within XML data streams, a set of sample XML, and a
test application for executing the XML API.

Using a Java (Classic Style) Proxy
The generated Java proxy supports both synchronous and asynchronous cooperative flows. The main difference between
these processing types is the actual method that is used to perform the cooperative flow.

All sample code that is supplied with the product (APP, JSP, and XML) demonstrates only the use of synchronous
capabilities. However, the following sections provide, in pseudo-code, an outline of the structure of synchronous and
asynchronous code.

NOTE
All non-Gen server errors are handled as standard Java exceptions. Handling these exceptions is not shown in
the following sections.
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Synchronous Processing

The following contains the code for a synchronous process:

op=Beans.Instantiate(. . .)

...

op.addCompletionListener(. . .)

op.addExceptionListener(. . .)

...

<set up import views and communications/system attribute information>

...

op.Execute() //Perform synchronous flow

...

<check results for errors>

...

<retrieve export view data>

...

NOTE
If necessary, you can substitute ExecuteXML method for the synchronous Execute method.

Asynchronous Processing

The code is broken up into four distinct sections, as you can embed each piece at different locations within the user
application.

Instantiation

Use to following code for instantiation:

...

op=Beans.Instantiate(...)

...

Send Data

Use the following code to send data:

...

<setup import views and communication/system attribute information>

...

id=op.ExecuteAsync(False) //Perform asynchronous send, with a response expected

...

NOTE
If necessary, you can substitute the ExecuteAsyncXML method for the asynchronous ExecuteAsync method.

Check Status

Use the following code to verify the status:

...

switch(op.checkAsyncResponse(id))
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{

...

  case XYZ available

  ...

  case XYZ Pending:

  ...

  default:

  ...

}

...

Retrieve Results

Use the following code to retrieve results:

...

boolean processed=op.ExecuteGetResponse(id, True)

//Perform the retrieval of the results, with blocking turned on 

...

<check results for errors>

...

<retrieve export view data>

...

NOTE
If necessary, you can substitute the ExecuteGetResponseXML method for the asynchronous
ExecuteGetResponse method.

Ignore Request

Use the following code to ignore request:

...

op.ExecuteIgnoreResponse(id)

//Processes the ignore request on the request indicated by the id

...

Security Processing

A Java Proxy provides facilities to implement Distribute Processing Security.

By default, the Java Proxy does not exploit the use of the Proxy Runtime security features. To use the security features,
the application developer must add code to their Java application that sets the ClientID and ClientPassword properties of
the Java Proxy Import view object. Depending on the return value of the client security user exit, the security data fields
are or are not sent to the target Distributed Processing Server (DPS). In addition, if the client security user exit returns
SECURITY_ENHANCED, the client security user exits can cause an optional security token to be added to the data
flow. The collection of security data that is sent as part of the cooperative flow is validated by user exits residing in the
execution environment of the target DPS.

For a Java Proxy flowing to a DPS using TCP/IP, MQSeries, or ECI, the supporting runtime lets a portion of the Common
Format Buffer to be encrypted on the way to the target DPS, and decrypted on the way back from the target DPS. The use
of encryption and decryption are enabled by way of user exits. See User Exits in this section, for a description of the user
exits used to enable encryption and decryption processing for a Java Proxy.
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Preparing for Execution of Java Proxy (Classic Style) Application
Execute an application that uses a generated Java proxy, to address the following items, Modify the Java Proxy Runtime
and Deploy the proxy and Runtime.

Configuring the Java Proxy (Classic Style) Runtime

By design, there exist areas within the Java Proxy Runtime that can be influenced by an application developer.
An application developer does many activities that include updating the commcfg.properties file to influence the
communications part of the runtime and modifying user exits. The user exits influence security processing and lets the
arguments specific to the selected communications processing be overridden.

The Java Proxy runtime is common between Java Proxy and Java Proxy (Classic). Both proxies can be used within one
application for different DPSs. They are deployed at the runtime.

Configuring Java Proxy Communications

A generated proxy contains communications information as defined in the model. The proxy runtime provides capability to
specify the communication information at runtime. This information overrides any information that is specified in the model
and was built into the proxy during generation.

Also, the proxy runtime is capable of turning the tracing ON and OFF, and provides capability to control the amount of file
caching that takes place at runtime.

For specific formatting instructions, see the default file that is installed with the Java Proxy software or see Understanding
Distributed Processing.

User Exits

The user exits invoked at runtime for a Java Proxy are common to other Java execution environments.

For more information about each user exit, see User Exits.

A User Exit is a way for a Gen customer to modify a behavior of the runtime environment. Several user exits are useful
during the deployment of the Gen Java proxies. The Java user exits apply to either the normal or classic style Java
Proxies. The exits that apply to proxies can be grouped into two categories: security and communication.

After modifying any Java user exits, the Java class must be recompiled. Then the class must be deployed to replace the
old version in the CLASSPATH. If a runtime JAR was built using mkjavart.bat, then it must be rebuilt.

NOTE
The Gen runtime is designed to run in a multi-threaded environment so that the user-written code in user exits is
thread safe.

The following user exits are bundled together as Java classes. The user exits are installed as part of the Java Proxy
runtime.

Security User Exits

The user exit source code is located in a directory under classes/com/ca/gen/exits/msgobj in the Gen installation directory
(for example: classes/com/ca/gen/exits/msgobj/cfb).
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Flow type: CFB (Common Format Buffer)

User Exit Class Purpose
CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit The Client Security user exit class is used to direct the

runtime to incorporate the ClientID and ClientPassword
Import Object attributes into the CFB. If this exit returns
SECURITY_ENHANCED, it can cause an optional Security Token
field to be added to the CFB.

CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit The export message decryption user exit class provides the
opportunity for decrypting the portion of the CFB that has been
encrypted by the target DPS execution environment. This exit
must implement the companion to the DPS encryption user exit
to facilitate the DPS response buffer to be interpreted as a valid
response CFB.

CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit The import message encryption user exit class provides the
opportunity for a portion of the outbound CFB to be encrypted
using an encryption algorithm implemented within this user
exit. The target DPS execution environment must implement a
companion decryption user exit for the CFB to be interpreted as a
valid request CFB.

CFBDynamicMessageEncodingExit This user exit returns the message text encoding for the given
named transaction.

Flow type: Tuxedo

User Exit Class Purpose
TUXDynamicSecurityExit The Client Security user exit provides security data to the runtime

for use when processing a flow request. The security data is used
while creating an Oracle Jolt session.

Communications User Exits

The following user exit classes are invoked by Java Proxies flowing to their target DPSs using a supported
communications type. The user exit source code is located in a directory under classes/com/ca/gen/exits/coopflow in
the Gen installation directory. These classes are installed as part of the specific communications runtime (for example:
classes/com/ca/gen/exits/coopflow/tcpip).

User Exit Class Purpose
TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit The methods in this class let you override the host name and

port number. Also, this class contains a method that exposes
that a TCP/IP processing exception has occurred. This user exit
method indicates if the processing of the flow must be retried. For
example, retry in the event of a Connection Reset by Peer error.
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MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit The methods in this class let you override the following MQSeries
processing data items:
Local Queue Manager name
Remote Queue Manager name
Put Queue name
Reply to Queue name
Reply timeout value
An indication if the put queue must be closed after the put
operation.
An indication if the get queue must be closed after the get
operation.
A dynamic reply to queue (if the reply to queue name specifies the
name of a model queue).

ECIDynamicCoopFlowExit The methods in this class let you override the following CICS
Transaction Gateway processing data items:
The ECI client security class name
The port address of the CICS Transaction Gateway
The protocol to be used to communicate with the CICS
Transaction Gateway (example: local, TCP, auto, http, https, and
SSL)
The ECI server security class name
The CICS system name, as known within the Transaction
Gateway (or supporting Universal Client), to which the cooperative
request must be sent.
Also, this class contains a method that exposes that an ECI
processing exception has occurred. This user exit method
indicates if the processing of the flow must be retried.

EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit The methods in this class let you override the following EJB RMI
processing data item:
The provider URL
Also, this class has a method that permits an optional User object
to be sent as part of the EJB RMI flow to the EJB server.
This class has a method for handling exceptions that occur when
performing an EJB RMI operation (open, read, write, and so on).
This method lets the failed request be retried.

TUXDynamicCoopFlowExit This class contains two methods that expose the data flowing
to and from the server. The OutData method provides the ability
to examine or modify the request data being sent to the server.
The InData method provides the ability to examine or modify the
response data that is received from the server.

WSDynamicCoopFlowExit This class has methods that let you manipulate the target Web
Service endpoint URL by modifying the following members:
baseURL
contextType
This class has a method for handling exceptions that occur when
performing a Web Service operation. This method lets the failed
request be retried.

Conversion User Exit

This user exit class is used to modify data that is saved to and retrieved from a database. It currently handles Strings only
and is sometimes required for languages where strings that are stored in a database must be modified for display.
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NOTE
For more information about this user exit, see DataConversionExit-Java Data Conversion Exit in User Exits.

Deploying a Java Proxy (Classic Style)

There are two types of Classic Style Java proxies that are generated and compiled. They are the Applet/Servlet version
and the Application Bean version. The following sections detail the deployment techniques for each of them.

Applet/Servlet Deployment

The Applet/Server Java proxy consists of two JAR files. One file is located in the deploy\client directory and is referred to
as the client bean JAR. The other one is located in the deploy\servlet directory and is referred as the servlet bean JAR.

Client Bean JAR

You must download the client bean JAR to a web browser for execution by a user applet. This JAR file already contains
the Gen runtime. You must copy the JAR file to a location known by the HTML server, so that it can be referenced by the
HTML loading the user applet.

Servlet Bean JAR

The servlet bean JAR is intended to execute on a servlet engine. You must copy it to the machine with the servlet engine,
along with all the Gen support files. The servlet engine must be configured to have the JAR files and support files in
CLASSPATH.

For a listing of the Gen support files, see Support Files in this section.

Application Bean Deployment

The Application Bean Java proxy is a stand-alone proxy and can be executed in various execution environments. The
execution environment may be a stand-alone Java application, a servlet engine, a JSP engine, or an EJB environment. In
all cases, the deployment files remain the same. The only difference is in configuring each environment to load properly
and execute the files.

The Application Bean proxy is located in the deploy\Abean directory. Copy the JAR file and the Gen support files to the
environment.

Support Files in Java Proxy (Classic Style)

Both types of Classic Style Java proxy require the same set of support files. These files are located in either the Gen root
directory, or one level below the root directory in the classes directory:

• commcfg.properties
• codepage.properties
• csu.jar
• vwrt.jar
• odc.jar
• jprt.jar
• jprt.xml.jar (optional)

Note: xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The following exits are also required. They are located in the com\ca\genxx\exits\common directory.
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• CompareExit.class
• LowerCaseExit.class
• UpperCaseExit.class

NOTE
Depending on the communication type selected, more JAR files and exits may also be required.

mkjavart.bat Batch File

All JAR files must be explicitly referenced in environment configurations. The batch file mkjavart.bat can help with this
process. This file automatically builds one runtime JAR file containing all the desired runtime components. This batch file
is named mkjavart.bat and is located in the Gen classes directory.

For an explanation of the available execution options for mkjavart.bat, execute the command mkjavart.bat usage.

Preparing the Applet/Servlet Java Proxy for Web Access

After you generate a Java Applet/Servlet Proxy, each \deploy\servlet\<component> directory contains a JAR file
containing the proxy servlet and the required runtimes. For the Web Server to access the Java Proxy code, you must copy
this JAR file into a Web Server directory as follows:

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the \deploy\servlet\<component>. JAR file into a directory on the web server.
2. This directory is the one specified by the servlet tool that you have installed. See the tool documentation for this

location.
The CLASSPATH of the product that provides the servlet support must be modified to include the full path and JAR file
name of the servlet, for example:
C:/myservlets/<component>.jar

If you have generated more than one proxy, you must repeat this procedure for each one.

NOTE
It is possible to extract the individual classes and directories from the JAR file. This permits only the directory
to be included in the CLASSPATH, rather than each servlet JAR file being included individually.

3. To test the servlet installation, see Deploying a Java Proxy in this section.

NOTE
The Web Server runs as a service on Windows operating systems, so you must ensure that all environment
variables are part of the system environment.

4. Insert the client bean JAR file in a location that can be used by the custom applet that is written by the user.

NOTE
To test using the sample clientUI applet, see Running the Sample Applet/Servlet JavaBean in this section.

Preparing the Application JavaBean Proxy

Insert the application (Abean) JAR file in a location that can be used by the custom application/servlet written by the user.
The following sections discuss how to test with the sample MainUI application loadable by the class loader.

Preparing the Application Bean Java Proxy for JSP Access

When you have generated a Java Application Bean Proxy, the \deploy\Abean directory contains a JAR file for each
component. The \deploy\JSP directory also contains a set of four JSP pages for each proxy method.

To execute the JSP sample code, copy the \deploy\Abean\<component> JAR file into a directory that is accessible by the
product providing the JSP support. The CLASSPATH may must be modified to include the JAR file.
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NOTE
It is possible to extract the individual classes and directories from the JAR file. This permits only the directory to
be included in the CLASSPATH, rather than each individual JAR file.

Copy the JSP and HTML pages to a location that is accessible to the web server. See the web server documentation for a
default location or for steps to customize the locations.

Executing the Sample Java Proxy (Classic Style) Applications
This article provides information for Executing the Sample Java Proxy (Classic Style) Applications including, Applet/
Servlet JavaBean, Java Application Bean, Application Bean JSP Pages, and XML Test Applications.

Applet/Servlet JavaBean Sample

The JavaBean with a test UI is created in this directory: <model-name>.ief\proxy\java\deploy\clientUI. There is one JAR
file and one HTML file for each <component>. To access the proxy, the applet must be downloaded to the Web Browser.
Any required data is entered in the input fields and then sent to the servlet using the method activated by the push button
provided.

The HTML and JAR files must be copied to a location on the web server to be addressed by a URL. See the specific web
server documentation for these procedures.

Java Application Bean Sample

The Java application with the test UI is created in the <model-name>.ief\proxy\java\deploy\mainUI directory. There is one
JAR file for each <component>.

NOTE
The UI JAR file includes the mainUI and Abean class files.

NOTE
Set the current directory to the <model-name>.ief\proxy\java\deploy\mainUI directory and execute each
<component> that you want to test using the following command:

java <component>.MainUI.<method-name>UI

The sample UI contains two pages for data and an execute push button. The first page displays all the fields for the import
and export views of the proxy. The second page (accessible by clicking Show System Attributes), displays all the fields
that can be set on the proxy that control the communications and flow.

Application Bean JSP Pages Sample

From a browser, execute the URL of the <component>.html page that was generated. If the web server and JSP engine
are properly configured, then the JSP import page is displayed.

NOTE
The first reference to a JSP page is slower than normal, as JSP engine performs the Java compiles.
Subsequent references are much faster.

XML Test Application (Optional)

Follow these steps::

1. Place the Java Proxy Abean jar file or classes into the CLASSPATH.
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NOTE
Jrun and Java Runtime must be set in the CLASSPATH.

2. Place the Gen runtime jar files into the CLASSPATH.
3. Place the model.ief/proxy/java/src/<component>/xml directory into the CLASSPATH.
4. Edit the <method-name>Sample.xml file if necessary.
5. Change to the model.ief/proxy/java/src/<component>/xml directory.
6. Execute the following command:

java Test<method-name> <method-name>Sample.xml

NOTE
BLOB data in XML is represented by base 64 format.

Java Proxy for Secure CICS
Java proxy can use any valid SSL certificate issued by a certificate authority, or a self-signed certificate. If you use a
self-signed certificate, although the communications channel will be encrypted, there will be no validation of server
identity. Ensure that CICS server certificate is accessible to Java proxy client.

NOTE

NOTE: For an existing application, do not regenerate the code. Instead reassemble the application.

Preparing for Execution of Secure Java Proxy Application Targeting CICS
This article provides information for Preparing for Execution of Secure Java Proxy Application Targeting CICS including, z/
OS Configuration, Java Proxy Communication Configuration, and Certificate Validation.

z/OS Configuration

Configure IPSec for the TCP/IP Stack used by the Gen Server to specify the options for ttls.policy. Indicate where the
HandshakeRole is done (Server), specify the Certificate that is used and the location of Keyring.

No changes are required to the CICS Direct Connect TCP/IP Listener.

A successful configuration lets you identify the secure port.

Java Proxy Communication Configuration

Update commconfig entry to include secure option. To do this, include "S" in the commcfg.properties file.  For example,

<TRANCODE> TCP <CICS ip address> <secure port> S

Where S indicates connection to the secure port.

WARNING
If S is not added to the entry, the connection is treated as default (non-secure).

Certificate Validation

Java proxy uses only the default java truststore to validate the certificate received from CICS server. If you are using a
self-signed certificate, add your certificate in the truststore. Java proxy verifies that the certificate that is sent by CICS
Server is matching, and starts handshake.

NOTE
Client authentication is not enabled.
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cacerts

During execution, the proxy application uses the cacerts file (Java default truststore), which is a bundle of public
certificates that are trusted by the Certificate Authority. The file is replaceable at runtime, which means that you can
modify this file when the application is running.  Java provides the cacerts file along with jdk installation, and can be
located at %JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\security. If the file is not found in the security folder, it is assumed not to exist. This can
lead to an error at runtime, when the proxy tries to access a trusted server.

Failure executing the proxy: "proxy.SProxyBasic"

exception: "java.lang.Exception: ca.com.gen.csu.exception.CSUException:

[Function: SecureTCPIPConnection::openSocket]Failed to successfully open the connection (error:

 javax.net.ssl.SSLPeerUnverifiedException: peer not authenticated)

COM Proxy
The COM Proxy is a generated programmatic interface that OLE automation user-written client application uses to
process the cooperative flows to the generated Gen Distributed Processing Server (DPS) applications.

Supports the creation of both 32-bit and 64-bit COM Proxy.

COM Proxy Generated Code

After generating your COM Proxy, a \proxy\com directory exists within your <model-name>.ief directory. All proxy code is
contained in subdirectories beneath your <model-name>.ief \proxy\com directory.

The following file map shows the structure of the generated directories:
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After the Build Tool has successfully built the proxy, the \proxy\com directory includes a \deploy directory, which includes
\asp and \vb directories. If the XML interface was selected for proxy generation, the \deploy directory also contains a \xml
directory. The \asp, \vb, and \xml directories contain generated sample Active Server Page code, a sample Visual Basic
template, and a sample XML application, respectively. The Active Server Page and Visual Basic files are not part of the
proxy itself, but are provided as samples and quick tests. The XML directory contains an XSD file. The XSD file is part
of the proxy, but the sample XML file and test application are not part of the proxy. If you want to use these files, you can
modify them as per your requirements.

COM Proxy Interface
This article provides information for COM Proxy Interface. Any OLE automation client can make use of a generated COM
Proxy.

This section discusses the interface that is exposed by a generated COM proxy in terminology consistent with Visual
Basic (VB) nomenclature. That is, VB type names are used instead of C++ names.
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There is one generated COM proxy for each component. A COM proxy's library name (as it appears in a VB Object
Browser) is <component>Typelib. Within each COM Proxy, there is one class (as seen in the VB Object Browser) for
each procedure step of the component. For example, if a <component> has the procedure steps READ_EMPLOYEE and
UPDATE_EMPLOYEE, there are two classes, ReadEmployee and UpdateEmployee.

Each class in a COM Proxy has a common set of properties and methods that are associated with all COM Proxy classes,
and a unique set of properties based on the procedure step import and export attributes.

See the generated sample code for an example of how an ASP or VB application might make use of a generated proxy.
The sample code is placed into the \asp, \vb and \xml subdirectories of your <model-name>.ief \proxy\com directory.

Common Properties and Methods

The following properties are common to all COM proxy classes:

• ClientId-Retrieves or sets the client user id property (String data type) to be sent to the server where the procedure
steps executable code is installed. A client user id is accompanied by a client user password, which can also be set
with the ClientPassword property. Security is not enabled until the security user exit is modified to enable it.

• ClientPassword-Retrieves or sets the client user password property (String data type), which is sent to the server
where the procedure step executable code is installed. A client user password is accompanied by a client user id,
which can also be set or retrieved with the ClientId property.

• CommandSent-Retrieves or sets the command sent property (String data type) to be sent to the server where the
procedure step executable code is installed. This property must only be set if the procedure step uses case of
command construct.

• ExitStateSent-Retrieves or sets the exit state property that is sent to the server procedure step. If the server
does not use exit states, then the data type of this property is Long. Otherwise, the type of this property is the
<component>ExitStates enumeration type that contains a value for each exit state with its name that is prefixed by the
component name.
This enumeration also contains a predefined value NONE prefixed by the component name with a value of zero that
is the default exit state that is sent to the server if no ExitStateSent is specified. This property must be set only if the
server procedure step refers the exit state sent to control its flow.
Example (of a component EMPLOYEE with exit state PROCESSING_OK):

Op.ExitStateSent = EmployeePROCESSING_OK

Location-Retrieves or sets the location name (NEXTLOC) property (String data type) that can be used by ODC user
exit flow dlls.

• CommandReturned-Retrieves the command returned property (read-only String property), if any, after the server
procedure step has been executed.

• ExitStateReturned-Read-only property containing the exit state returned from the server. If the procedure steps server
uses exit states, then the type of this property is the <component>ExitStates enumeration type, as described in the
ExitStateSent method description. Otherwise, the type is Long.

• OperationStatus-Read-only property that returns the operation status based on the server procedure step exit state.
This type of property is an enumeration of the following constants:

Enumeration Constant Name Enumeration Constant Value

<component>NotYetRun -1

<component>OK 0

<component>Informational 1

<component>Warning 2

<component>Error 3
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Example (for a component with the name EMPLOYEE):

If Op.OperationStatus > EmployeeOk Then

MsgBox Op.OperationStatus & ": " & Op.OperationStatusMessage

End If

• OperationStatusMessage-Returns the status text message (read-only String property), if one exists. A status message
is associated with a status code, and can be returned by a Gen exit state.

• ServerLocation-Set this value to the name of the server where the remote <trancode>cm.dll has been installed.
• ComCfg-Set this value to the string value associated with the desired communications configuration. The string must

take the form similar to the configuration string described in the commcfg.ini file, with the exception that it must not
contain the trancode parameter. For example, for a TCP/IP transport configuration a commcfg.ini specification might
be:

tranX TCP hostname portNumber 

The corresponding ComCfg string would then be:

TCP hostname portNumber 

Each supported transport has a slightly different communication string specification. In all cases the ComCfg string is
expected to be the same as defined in the commcfg.ini file, but without the trancode parameter at the beginning. For
more information, see Overriding Communications Support at Execution Time .

The following methods are common to all COM proxy classes:

• Clear-This method clears all imports and exports attribute properties to their default values if one is specified
in the model or otherwise to 0 for numeric, date and time attributes, empty string for string attributes and
00000000000000000000 for timestamp attributes.
For attributes in repeating groups, the clear method sets the repeat count to 0. In addition to clearing attribute
properties, the Clear method also clears the system property CommandReturned, ExitStateReturned, OperationStatus,
and OperationStatusMessage.

• Execute-This method executes the server operation as a synchronous cooperative flow.
• ExecuteXML-Optional. This method executes the server operation as a synchronous cooperative flow. However, unlike

the normal Execute method, it receives its input and returns its results as an XML stream.
• ExecuteAsync-Optional. This method executes the send portion of an asynchronous cooperative flow. An ID is

returned containing a unique identifier that can then be used for retrieving the associated results. If no response is
required, a parameter setting can indicate that no results are needed for this flow, allowing fire and forget processing.

• ExecuteAsyncXML-Optional. This method executes the send portion of an asynchronous cooperative flow. However,
unlike the normal ExecuteAsync method, it receives its input as an XML stream. All other parameters behave similarly
to the ExecuteAsync method.

• ExecuteGetResponse-Optional. This method executes the retrieve portion of an asynchronous cooperative flow. This
method requires the ID of the associated request. It lets you specify whether the method must block or wait if the
results are not immediately available.
In a non-blocking situation, the method may return before the results have been processed. The result value indicates
whether results have been processed. If they have been processed successfully, the export view area is populated
with data, the transaction is considered complete, and the ID is no longer valid.

• ExecuteGetResponseXML-Optional. This method executes the receive portion of an asynchronous cooperative flow.
However, unlike the normal ExecuteGetResponse method, it returns its output as an XML stream. All other parameters
behave similarly to the ExecuteGetResponse method.

• ExecuteCheckResponse-Optional. This method checks the status of an outstanding asynchronous request for
a specific ID. The result value indicates whether the status is PENDING or AVAILABLE. There is a generated
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enumerated value for each proxy that can be checked. This is the same as performing an ExecuteGetResponse in a
non-blocking mode, but usually executes many times faster due to less overhead.

• ExecuteIgnoreResponse-Optional. This method indicates the runtime that the application is no longer interested in the
outstanding request, and that the results may be discarded. All asynchronous programs must either finish a request by
retrieving the results or calling this method. The runtime can save processing time and memory if it is aware that the
results are no longer required.

Unique Attribute Properties

Each class in a COM Proxy has a unique set of properties based on its procedure step import and export attributes. The
import properties are read and write properties, whereas the export properties are read only. The name of each of these
properties is the combination of the attribute's entity view name with its entity name and attribute names. The attribute's
domain, length, decimal place value, and precision flag determine the type of these properties. See the following table:

Gen VB Type Note

Number and Length <= 4 and Decimal
Places = 0

Integer

Number and Length >= 5 and Length <= 9
and Decimal Places = 0

Long

Number and Length <= 15 and (Decimal
Places > 0 or Length >= 10)

Double

Number and Length > 15 without Decimal
Precision

Double Precision may be lost.

Text or Mixed Text or DBCS Text String If attribute has permitted values, see
special text permitted value property
handling.

Date Date, String, or Long See special Date Property Handling.

Time Date

Timestamp Date See special timestamp attribute property
handling.

Number with Decimal Precision Variant Variant contains Decimal type.

BLOB Variant Unsigned char SAFEARRAY

For example, attributes ID (Number domain, length 3, 0 decimal places) and Name (Text domain, length 15) of entity view
name IMPORT and entity Employee can be used as:

Op.ImportEmployeeId = 999

Op.ImportEmployeeName = "XXX(15)"

Special Text Permitted Value Property Handling

If a text attribute has permitted values, then the COM Proxy surfaces two forms of properties for the same internal
property: one that uses an enumeration type of the permitted values and another that takes a string.

The name of the former property is the same as given to unique attribute properties (that is, the combination of the
attribute's entity view name with its entity name and attribute name) and the name of the later property is this same name
with the suffix AsString.

For the former property, the name of its type is the combination of PV with the component name and the attribute entity
name and attribute name. To enforce unique enumeration constant names, all permitted value names are prefixed
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with their enumeration type name. Also, if a space is used for a permitted value, its enumeration value name is the
enumeration type name that is combined with the word spaces. For the later property (the AsString version), its type is
String, which is the same type of text attributes without permitted values.

For example, text attribute HEIGHT with permitted values HIGH, MEDIUM, and LOW of component EMPLOYEE, entity
view name IMPORT and entity EMPLOYEE:

Op.ImportEmployeeHeight = PVEmployeeEmployeeHeightHigh ' Setting property to HIGH

Op.ImportEmployeeHeightAsString = "MEDIUM" ' Resetting same property to MEDIUM

Special Timestamp Property Handling

The Data type that is associated with the timestamp attribute properties do not allow you to specify sub second
information as does the Gen timestamp that provides for sub second six-digit information. To let you work with sub second
timestamp information, there is another format of the timestamp property. This property has the same name for property
with AsString suffix.

This format of property has the type String and it takes a twenty-digit string containing the Gen timestamp format (four
digits for year, two digits for month, two digits for day, two digits for hour, two digits for minute, two digits for second and
six sub second digits).

For example, attribute TIME of timestamp domain for entity view name IN and entity ORDER:

Op.InOrderTime = #11/20/97 4:56:03 PM#

Op.InOrderTimeAsString = "19971120165603123456" ' Same time with sub second value of 123456

Special Date Property Handling

The COM Proxy provides three interfaces for a Date property.

• The first one uses Automation date type
• The second one uses String (BSTR)
• The third one uses Long

The name of the first property is the same as given to the unique attribute property and the name of the other two
properties are the same name with the suffix AsString or AsLong respectively. The COM automation Date type is limited
to representing date values between 100.01.01 and 9999.12.31. To deal with date values outside that range, you can use
the String or Long interface.

The String interface requires an eight-digit BSTR containing a date value in format of YYYYMMDD that is four digits for
year, two digits for month and two digits for day.

For example, attribute HireDate of date domain for entity view name Import and entity Employee:

Op.ImportEmployeeHireDateAsString = "19921001"; /* Oct. 1st, 19992 */

The Long interface requires an eight-digit long integer containing a date value in the format of YYYYMMDD that is four
digits for year, two digits for month and two digits for day.

For example, attribute HireDate of date domain for entity view name Import and entity Employee:

Op.ImportEmployeeHireDateAsLong = 19921001;  /* Oct. 1st, 19992 */
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Repeating Group Property Handling

Attributes that are in repeating groups have the same property names as non-repeating attributes, but with an index (a
Long index parameter).

Two more properties are defined for repeating groups. The first is a constant, Max, which represents the maximum
number of rows in the repeating group. The second property, Count, is of Type Long and represents the current number of
populated rows within the group.

The name for the Max property is formed by the combination of the procedure step name, group view name, and the
word Max. The name for the Count property is formed by the combination of the group view name and Count. Thus, the
read-only Max property is accessible via the name <ProcStepNameImportGroupViewName>Max. The Count property is
accessed via the <ImportGroupViewName>Count property of the instantiated class object.

For repeating import groups, the Max property is considered read only, while the Count property is read/write.

NOTE
While it is possible for the user written application to set the Count property it will be incremented appropriately
by the runtime API when attribute values are set via the instantiated class object as seen in the sample below.
This count must be set if the server is to properly process the repeating group views. Undefined behavior results
of the Count value is set to a negative value or a value larger than Max.

For repeating export groups, the proxy application must consider both the Max and Count properties to be read only.

Example 1
For repeating import group of group view name LIST for procedure step EMPLOYEE_ADD containing
attributes ID and NAME of entity view name IMPORT and entity EMPLOYEE:

For i = 1 to EmployeeAddListMax

Op.ImportEmployeeId(i) = i

Op.ImportEmployeeName(i) = "Name" & CStr(i)

Next i

` number of rows in repeating group

Dim integer size = op.ListCount

Example 2
For repeating export group of group view name OUT_LIST containing attributes ID and NAME of entity view
name OUT and entity EMPLOYEE:

For i = 1 to op.OutListCount

Debug.Print CStr(Op.OutEmployeeId(i) & " " & Op.OutEmployeeName(i)

Next i

Using a COM Proxy
A COM proxy includes the COM runtime DLLs. The generated proxy supports both synchronous and asynchronous
cooperative flows.

The main difference between these processing types is the actual method that is used to perform the cooperative flow.

All sample code that is supplied with the product (VB, ASP, and XML) only demonstrates the use of synchronous
capabilities. However, the following sections provide, in pseudo-code, an outline of the structure of synchronous and
asynchronous code.

NOTE
All non-Gen server errors are handled as standard COM exceptions. Handling of these exceptions is not shown
in the following sections.
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Synchronous Processing

The following code is the code for a synchronous process:

...

op=CoCreateInstance(. . .)

...

<set up import views and communications/system attribute information>

...

op.Execute() [Perform synchronous flow]

...

<check results for errors>

...

<retrieve export view data>

...

NOTE
If necessary, you can substitute the ExecuteXML method for the synchronous Execute method.

Asynchronous Processing

The code is broken up into four distinct sections, as you can embed each piece at different locations within the user
application.

Send Data

Use the following code to send data:

...

op=CoCreateInstance(…)

...

<setup import views and communication/system attribute information>

...

op.ExecuteAsync(&id,False) //Perform asynchronous send, with a response expected

...

NOTE
If necessary, you can substitute the ExecuteAsyncXML method for the asynchronous ExecuteAsync method.

Check Status

Use the following code to verify status:

…

op.ExecuteCheckResponse(id,&status) //Perform check, result goes in status

switch (status)

{

...

  case XYZ available

  ...

  case XYZ Pending:

  ...

  default:
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  ...

}

Retrieve Results

Use the following code to retrieve results:

…

op.ExecuteGetResponse(id, True,&processed) //Perform the retrieval of the results,

  with blocking turned on

...

<check results for errors>

...

<retrieve export view data>

...

NOTE
If necessary, you can substitute the ExecuteGetResponseXML method can be substituted for the asynchronous
ExecuteGetResponse method.

Ignore Request

Use the following code to ignore request:

...

op.ExecuteIgnoreResponse(id) //Processes the ignore request on the request indicated by the id

...

Security Processing

A COM Proxy provides facilities to implement Distributed Processing Security .

By default, the COM Proxy does not exploit the use of the Proxy Runtime security features. To use the security features,
the application developer must add code to their COM application to set the ClientID and ClientPassword properties of the
COM Proxy's Import view object. Depending on the return value of the client security user exit, the security data fields are
or are not sent to the target DPS. If the client security user exit returns SECURITY_ENHANCED, the client security user
exits can cause an optional security token to be added to the data flow. The collection of security data that is sent as part
of the cooperative flow is validated by user exits residing in the execution environment of the target DPS.

For a COM Proxy flowing to a DPS using TCP/IP, MQSeries or ECI the supporting runtime lets a portion of the Common
Format Buffer (CFB) to be encrypted on the way to the target DPS, and decrypted on the way back from the target DPS.
The use of encryption and decryption are enabled by way of user exits.

Preparing for Execution COM Proxy Applications
Before you execute an application that uses a generated COM proxy you must, modify the COM Proxy Runtime and
deploy the proxy and Runtime to the applications execution environment.

Trace Log and Configuration File Locations

By design, Gen COM Proxies operate in several configurations. They can be consumed by:
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• a standalone COM aware application through a call to CoInitialize
• an IIS web application with the applicable COM Proxy DLL having been registered with the system registry through a

call to "regsvr32"
• as a Component Services application where the COM Proxy DLL is registered during the Component Services

management process

The name of the consuming application and the user ID that is executing the consuming application varies depending
upon how a given COM Proxy is configured and under which component the COM Proxy is executed.

As COM Proxy DLLs are COM objects, the typical configuration approach is to register the DLLs into the system registry.
This can be done either by calling regsvr32 directly or by configuring the COM Proxy using Windows Component
Services. Windows Component Services offer a myriad of configuration options not available to regsvr32. The trace log
file name and its location are determined by the way a Proxy is configured and executed.

Log File Name

Once registered the COM Proxies are consumed either directly by an application or through a call to a web application
using IIS. It is the combination of how it is registered and how it is consumed that determines the log file name:

• If the COM Proxy is consumed by a standalone COM aware application through a call to CoInitialize, the log file is
named:
trace-<appname>-<procid>.out

appname
Indicates the name of the consuming application.

procid
Indicates the process ID corresponding to that application.

• If the COM Proxy is consumed by an IIS web application that consumes the COM Proxy that was registered through
regsvr32, the log file is named:
trace-<w3wp>-<procid>.out

w3wp
Specifies the name of the IIS application host process which is IIS6 and later.

procid
Indicates is the process ID corresponding to that application.

• If the COM Proxy is consumed by a standalone or IIS web application accessing a COM Proxy that has been
configured using Windows Component Services, the log file is named:
trace-<dllhost>-<procid>.out

dllhost
Specifies the name of the Component Services application host process.

procid
Indicates the process ID corresponding to that application.

Configuration File Name

Configuration files are not named dynamically and so the files are required to be named as documented in the product
documentation. Configuration files are located in a product area subdirectory which itself is below the above top level "cfg"
directory.

File Location

The location of the configuration and log files depends on which user ID the IIS web site and Component Services object
are configured to use.

Subdirectories
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In all cases, subdirectories are the same, the top-level directory varies depending on the configured user ID.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The following paths show the common subdirectories:

Log files: %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\client

Configuration Files: %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client

The following table lists some of the user ID's and top-level directory locations that are used when COM Proxies are
configured to run under IIS and Windows Component Services.

Consuming User ID Directory

Anonymous C:\Windows\ServiceProfiles\NetworkService\AppData\Local\CA
\Gen xx

Network Service C:\Windows\ServiceProfiles\NetworkService\AppData\Local\CA
\Gen xx

Local Service C:\Windows\ServiceProfiles\LocalService\AppData\Local\CA\Gen
xx

Local System C:\Windows\System32\config\systemprofile\AppData\Local\CA
\Gen xx

General User (John Doe) C:\Users\JohnDoe\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx

Top Level Directories

The following paths show some of the top-level directory locations when consuming the COM Proxy as a standalone
application.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Proxy DLLs registered through Component Services

%ALLUSERSPROFILE%

Proxy DLLs registered through regsvr32 by user, example johndoe

%USERPROFILE% which in this case expands to C:\Users\johndoe

Examples:

C:\Windows\ServiceProfiles\NetworkService\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx \logs\client

C:\Windows\ServiceProfiles\NetworkService\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client

C:\Windows\ServiceProfiles\LocalService\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\client

C:\Windows\ServiceProfiles\LocalService\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client

The USERPROFILE environment variable can also be used. It must correspond to the effective user ID in force at the
time of COM Proxy execution.

%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\client

%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client

Alternate File Locations
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There may be cases when a COM Proxy is being executed by a host process which then impersonates a lower-level
authority user ID when executing the COM Proxy logic. In this case, the effective user ID does not possess the authority to
write the trace log file into the desired default directory. In this case, the trace logic attempts to create the log file using the
following root directory hierarchy. In all cases, the lower-level subdirectories are as described previously.

1. The root directory pointed to by the %USERPROFILE% environment variable. This is the default. If this fails, see the
next step.

2. The root directory pointed to by the %ALLUSERSPROFILE%. If this fails, see the next step.
3. The root directory pointed to by the users %TEMP% environment variable.

Effective user IDs such as Network Service, Local Service, and Local System has %TEMP%, which are set to C:
\Windows\TEMP.

Configuring and Deploying the COM Proxy Runtime

This topic provides the following information about configuring and deploying the COM Proxy Runtime:

By design, areas exist within the COM Proxy Runtime that can be influenced by an application developer. An application
developer performs many activities including updating the commcfg.ini file to influence the communications part of the
runtime and modifying user exits. The user exits influence security processing and lets the arguments specific to the
selected communications processing to be overridden.

Configuring COM Proxy Communications

The COM Proxy runtime can use the commcfg.ini file to find the Gen servers it needs to access. This is an ASCII text file
that allows runtime modifications to the communication configuration for a given set of transactions codes associated with
the target DPS applications. The commcfg.ini must be available in directories specified by PATH or in a directory specified
by the COMMCFG_HOME environment variable. A default version of this file is available in the installed Gen directory.

There is only one copy of the commcfg.ini file, by default. All proxies must use this file. Alternatively, a proxy application
searches for the commcfg.ini file in the following order:

1. %COMMCFG_HOME%
2. %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client
3. %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\Gen xx\cfg\client
4. %PATH%

If the file is not available in these directories, the proxy application assumes that the file does not exist.

If there are multiple copies of the commcfg.ini file, the order of precedence for the files is the same as the order described
above.

The following list defines the use of this search order:

%COMMCFG_HOME%
The environment variable COMMCFG_HOME can be set to a directory that contains the commcfg.ini file. This file
is used by the invoking proxy application. This variables setting enables customization on a proxy by proxy basis.

%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client
If the commcfg.ini file is stored in this directory, the file is accessible by all proxies that are executed by a specific
user on the system.

%ALLUSERSPROFILE%\Gen xx\cfg\client
If the commcfg.ini file is stored in this directory, the file is accessible by all proxies that are executed by all users
on the system.

%PATH%
If the commcfg.ini file is not available in the above locations, the file is searched in all the directories that are
specified by the PATH environment variable. By default, Gen is part of the PATH environment variable.
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A generated proxy contains communications information as it was defined in the model when the proxy was generated.
The proxy runtime provides capability to specify the communication information at runtime. This information overrides any
information specified in the model and was built into the proxy during generation.

Additionally, the proxy runtime is capable of turning the tracing ON and OFF, as well as provides capability to control the
amount of file caching that takes place at runtime.

Note: For specific formatting instructions, see the default file installed with the Gen software or see Understanding
Distributed Processing.

User Exits

The user exits that are invoked at runtime for a COM Proxy are common to other C/C++ execution environments. For
more information about each user exit, see User Exits.

There are sets of user exits that are invoked from within the COM Proxy runtime regardless of the selected
communication type. There are other user exits that are unique for each communications type.

The following user exit entry points are common to all COM Proxies regardless of the communications type:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose

WRSECTOKEN The Client Security user exit is used to direct the runtime to
incorporate the ClientUserid and ClientPassword attributes into
the CFB. If it returns SECURITY_ENHANCED, it can cause an
optional Security Token field to be added to the CFB.

WRSECENCRYPT The import message encryption user exit provides the opportunity
for a portion of the outbound CFB to be encrypted using an
encryption algorithm implemented within this user exit. The target
DPS's execution environment must implement a companion
decryption user exit for the CFB to be interpreted as a valid
request CFB.

WRSECDECRYPT The export message decryption user exit provides the opportunity
for decrypting the portion of the CFB that has been encrypted by
the target DPS execution environment. This exit must implement
the companion to the DPS encryption user exit in order for the
DPS response buffer to be interpreted as a valid response CFB.

The following user exit entry points are invoked by COM Proxies flowing to their target DPS using TCP/IP as their
communications type:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose

CI_TCP_DPC_DirServ_Exit Overrides the destination information used when creating the
TCP/IP Socket.

CI_TCP_DPC_setupComm_Complete Directs the runtime to retry a cooperative flow request that failed
during setup.

CI_TCP_DPC_handleComm_Complete Directs the runtime to retry a cooperative flow request that failed
during the non-setup related processing of a cooperative flow.
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The following user exit entry point is invoked by COM Proxies flowing to their target DPS using ECI as their
communications type:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose

ci_eci_get_system_name Provides the CICS system name, if one has not previously been
provided by data obtained from the commcfg.ini file. (For ECI V1
flows only.)

ci_eci_get_tpn Provides the capability to specify an alternate CICS Mirror
Transaction name. The default Mirror Transaction is CPMI unless
overridden by this exit. (For ECI V1 flows only.)

ci_eci_v2_user_exit Provides the opportunity to specify or override the host name and
port number of where the CICS Transaction Gateway is located,
the name of the target CICS System, the data encapsulation,
and the CICS Mirror Transaction associated with the ECI V2 flow
request. (For ECI V2 flows only.)

The following user exit entry points are invoked by COM Proxies flowing to their target DPS using MQSeries as their
communications type:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose

CI_MQS_DPC_Exit Overrides various pieces of information used to interface with
MQSeries.

CI_MQS_DyanmicQName_Exit Overrides the default structure of Dynamic Reply to Queues.

CI_MQS_DPC_setupComm_Complete Directs the runtime to retry a cooperative flow request that failed
during setup.

CI_MQS_MQShutdownTest Overrides the default behavior of keeping the connection to the
Queue Manager following the completion of a cooperative flow.

CI_MQS_DPC_handleComm_Complete Directs the runtime to retry a cooperative flow request that failed
during the non-setup related processing of a cooperative flow.

The following user exit entry points are invoked by COM Proxies flowing to their target DPS using Tuxedo as their
communications type:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose

ci_c_sec_set Sets user supplied security data into the security data fields
located in the Tuxedo TPINIT structure.

ci_c_user_data_out Gives the user the opportunity to inspect or modify the cooperative
flow request buffer prior to Tuxedo sending the request to the
target Tuxedo service.

Ci_c_user_data_in Gives the user the opportunity to inspect or modify the cooperative
flow request buffer on return from the target Tuxedo service.
Invoked on return from the TPCALL. Additionally, this exit lets the
client to disconnect from the server following each flow.
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The following user exit entry points are invoked by COM Proxies flowing to their target DPS using Web Services as their
communications type:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose

CI_WS_DPC_Exit Gives the user an opportunity to modify the Web Service endpoint
destination by overriding the base URL and the context type.

CI_WS_DPC_URL_Exit Gives the user an opportunity to modify the Web Service endpoint
destination URL.

Deploying the COM Proxy

Each \deploy\<component> directory contains two DLLs for each method defined in the server. One is the ActiveX
automation DLL, which is named <component>ax.dll, and the other is the proxy itself, named <component>cm.dll.

Registering the Proxy DLLs

The DLL files AX.DLL and CM.DLL must be copied to the deployment machine into a directory in the PATH.

You must register both DLLs regardless of whether you want to access the proxy from Visual Basic, an Active Server
Page, or a standard COM application. Follow this procedure:

• Register both DLLs using regsvr32. For example:
 regsvr32 <component>cm.dll

 regsvr32 <component>ax.dll

 

• Unregister by using the following syntax:
 regsvr32 /u <component>cm.dll

 regsvr32 /u <component>ax.dll

 

NOTE

You must register the DLLs on each machine that will run the proxy.

If you are using ASP, then you only need to register the DLLs on the web server.

If you are registering 32-bit DLLs on 64-bit Windows, use the following command from a command prompt:
%systemroot%\syswow64\regsvr32.exe

If you are registering 64-bit DLLs on 64-bit Windows, use the following commands from a command prompt to
ensure the 64-bit Gen runtimes are found before the 32-bit Gen runtimes:

set PATH=%GEN86\Gen\AMD64;%PATH% 

%systemroot%\system32\regsvr32.exe

          

Supporting Files in COM Proxy

The Gen runtimes must also be placed on the deployment machine, in the same directory as the generated proxy DLLs.
The following list identifies the required runtime files.

AX DLL

The generated AX DLL has runtime dependencies on a number of Microsoft and Gen runtime DLLs.
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As the number of dependent Microsoft DLLs changes over time, a complete list cannot be provided. The Microsoft Visual
Studio supplied “dumpbin /dependents” command can be used to list the immediate DLL dependencies. A complete list
requires the use of a third-party dependency walking tool.

In addition, the AX DLL requires the Gen supplied runtime file Xerces-C_#_#_#.DLL and the following files, if the XML API
was selected for generation.

CM DLL

The generated CM DLL requires a number of Microsoft runtimes dlls too, but also requires these additional Gen runtime
files:

• PREXN.DLL
• REQTOKN.DLL
• CSUMGN.DLL
• CSUN.DLL
• CPRTN.DLL
• IEFDPRTN.DLL
• IEFMBT.DLL
• IEFUTLN.DLL
• codepage.ini
• commcfg.ini
• CSUVNN.DLL
• VWRTN.DLL

NOTE
Depending on the communication runtime that is selected, additional files are required. See the documentation
for each communication type to get the list of required files.

The Gen runtimes search for the codepage.ini in the following order:

1. The current working directory that is returned by the function getcwd(), (Get the current working directory). Typically,
this is the directory containing the application executables. For ASP .NET proxy/application, the directory returned by
Windows IIS for the getcwd() is usually C:\Windows\SysWOW64\inetsrv.

2. The location defined by IEFH environment variable.
3. The location defined by GENxx environment variable, where xx is the Gen release. For example, GEN86.

Executing the VB and ASP Sample Code
The VB-generated code has sections for, setting import property values to default values, executing the operation, and
examining its status, and retrieving export values.

To use the generated code fragment in a VB program, make sure to reference the <component>1.0 Type Library in the VB
project or the VB code fragment does not compile properly. If the <component>1.0 Type Library does not appear in the VB
project reference dialog, make sure that the <component>ax.dll and the <component>cm.dll DLLs are properly registered.
The generated VB code fragment file has a name based on the procedure step name with a .bas extension.

Of the two generated client codes, the ASP client code is the most useful. This generated code contains an HTML
form with HTML fields for each import attribute (all fields are TEXT fields except for text attributes with permitted values
which are SELECT fields) and a SUBMIT button containing the label Run Procedure Step for each procedure step of a
component.

When you enter data into the form and click the Run button, the data is posted to the web server using an HTTP POST. At
the server, the generated ASP file calls the COM Proxy by first initializing import properties to values passed in the HTTP
POST and then calling the COM Proxy Execute method.
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If an error occurs with the Execute method call, the generated ASP file displays the HTTP formatted error message.
Otherwise, it displays the exports of the operation in a similar way to the import's form except for the fact that the export's
form fields are non-editable. There are several ASP files that are created for a component. These files are listed as
follows:

• The <component>.asp is generated for each procedure step of a component.
• The generated files default.htm, blank.htm, and operations.htm. They provide two frames (default.htm) where the left

frame contains links to all procedure steps of a component (operations.htm) and the right frame (blank.htm) displays
the operation ASP files when you select an operation link in the left frame.

NOTE
With IIS, to share the generated ASP files directory, right-click the directory in Explorer and choose properties,
then select the Internet tab and click Add. Type a virtual directory alias, select read and execute access (ASP
files need execute access to work properly), and click OK twice.

NOTE
Neither the VB nor ASP generated client code files make any reference to COM Proxy common properties
ClientId, ClientPassword, CommandSent, ExitStateSent, Location, CommandReturned, ExitStateReturned, and
ComCfg. If necessary, you can modify the generated code to refer these properties.

Calling the COM Proxy from a Web Server

The installation and generation process creates everything that you must invoke the COM Proxy from a web server. The
\asp directory contains <method-name>.asp active server page files, which you can invoke directly from the Web Browser,
and an operations.htm file, which contains links to the associated .asp files.

To view the .asp files, you must create an alias to these files, using the IIS Internet Service Manager, so that you can copy
these files (for each component) into a single directory. You must enable this directory for Read and Execute access.

Calling the COM Proxy from Visual Basic

When you build a COM Proxy, the generation process creates a Visual Basic template with all the code that is required to
invoke the proxy (through an ActiveX automation interface) and to send and receive data. This template is in file <model-
name>\proxy\com\deploy\<component>\vb\<operation>.bas

To call this file from Visual Basic, you must add code to let you input the required data and display the outputs.

Follow these steps:

1. To insert the generated module into your Visual Basic project, choose Project from the Visual Basic menu, and click
Add Module.

2. To use this code, create an event that invokes the inserted subroutine (for example, a button click event).
3. Make changes to assign values for required import views, or comment out unused import view assignment statements.
4. Change the reading of the export views so that the information is not assigned to temporary variables.
5. Ensure that you add project references to the COM Proxy. To do this, complete the following steps:

a. Select Project from the Visual Studio menu.
b. Click Add Reference.

The Add Reference dialog appears.
c. Select COM on the Add Reference dialog.
d. Select the AX Proxy, listed as <component> 1.0 Type Library, in the Component Names drop down.
e. Verify if the AX file location is accurate in the Path field.
f. Click OK.

The reference is added to the project.
6. If you are using Visual Basic .NET and, add the following statement to the start of the file that contains the generated

module:
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imports <componet>

This statement allows you access to the component added in step 5.

NOTE
The code in the template is commented to help you in adding your own procedures. Pay special attention to the
DECLARATIONS section near the top of the file. It contains instructions for adding the ActiveX automation DLL
reference to the VB project. You also must comment out certain lines in the code (for example, the section on
INPUT VALUES).

Calling a COM Proxy from the XML Test Application (Optional)

If the optional XML programming interface was selected, the generation and installation process creates everything that
you must invoke the COM Proxy from the sample XML test application.

For each method, the \xml directory contains an XSD (XML Schema Definition) file, a sample Import XML file, and a
compiled Test executable.

To execute the test application, you must register the proxy DLLs, change to the \xml directory, and then execute the
following command:

Test<method-name>.exe <method-name>Sample.xml

If necessary, the input data for the server can be modified by editing the sample XML file.

COM Proxy Server Testing
This section describes the COM Proxy server testing philosophy and the requirements to use the Diagram Trace Utility:

Use Diagram Trace Utility

Use the Diagram Trace Utility to test generated Proxy server applications before moving them to a production
environment.

It steps through the application as it executes, allowing you to view the Gen model elements used to build the application,
such as action diagram statements, as the generated program executes. To view the model elements, you must make
certain selections that generate additional code when generating remote files.

When testing an application, the procedure steps and action blocks generated with trace communicate with the Diagram
Trace Utility.

Before testing an application, build certain application components with the Build Tool:

• The application database
• RI trigger logic
• Operations libraries
• All load modules

Follow these steps:

1. Build the test Proxy server application generated with trace.
2. Invoke the Diagram Trace Utility on any Windows system, including the same system by clicking Start, All Programs,

CA, Gen xx, Diagram Trace Utility.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The Diagram Trace Utility is invoked and starts listening on port 4567.
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NOTE
Change the default port in the Diagram Trace Utility, if necessary.

3. Set the trace environment variables in the Proxy server's application.ini file.

Note: For more information, see Diagram Trace Utility.

Multi-User Diagram Trace Utility Support

When a remote Proxy server application has been started, one copy of the application.ini file is available for that
application. Setting the trace environment variables in the application.ini file only allows one Diagram Trace Utility the
ability to trace the servers in the server application.

In a test environment with multiple testers working with the same server application, testers need to debug from multiple
client workstations. To do so, the environment needs multiple Diagram Trace Utilities.

Override the Default Trace Environment Variables

A client transaction can transfer the host and port of the client that is executing the transaction. By providing this additional
information, the server can establish communication with the Diagram Trace Utility running on that client workstation.

Follow these steps:

1. Build the Proxy server application that has been generated with trace.
2. Leave the trace environment variables within the application.ini file that is located in the server application's model

directory commented out.
3. Edit the commcfg.ini file in order to communicate with your remote Proxy servers.
4. Invoke the Diagram Trace Utility on your client workstation.
5. Set the trace environment variables in the command window (for Windows) or the terminal session (for UNIX) in which

you will be invoking your Proxy client:
– For Windows:

• set TRACE_ENABLE=1
• set TRACE_HOST=yourpchost
• set TRACE_PORT=4567

– For UNIX:
• setenv TRACE_ENABLE 1
• setenv TRACE_HOST yourpchost
• setenv TRACE_PORT 4567

These environment variables are picked up by the Proxy client and sent to the Proxy server.
6. Execute your Proxy client application.

The Diagram Trace Utility on the client workstation will be used to trace the Proxy server for each transaction initiated
from that client.

Regenerating Remote Files After Testing

The code generated on the Gen workstation for testing with trace includes features, such as trace calls, that are only
needed during testing. These features increase the size of the Proxy servers' load modules significantly, and impact the
application's performance. Even if no changes are required as a result of the tests performed, you must regenerate the
load modules without trace before it is placed into production.

C Proxy
The C Proxy API is a generated C language header file that provides you the flexibility to call Gen Distributed Processing
Server (DPS) applications from any C language application or any application that supports a C language interface.
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The Gen Proxy Generator creates a C language header file that the application programmer uses to define the import and
export views passed to and from a generated DPS. In addition, the Gen Proxy Generator creates a TVF (Tuxedo View
File) for use when Tuxedo is used as the communication type.

This section describes how to use the generated header file (and TVF file), a description of the C Proxy API calls, and an
overview of how to build a user-written application that includes the generated header and API calls.

The following illustration shows how the C proxy is used:

The Gen product installation includes a sample Gen model as well as a sample user-written application, which utilizes
the C Proxy API. The example user-written code and the associated makefile can be found in the sample subdirectory
of the Gen product installation directory. The supplied Sample model can be found in the product installation sample.ief
subdirectory. The example user-written application is designed to communicate with the Sample model P900 server load
module.

Together the user-written application and the generated P900 server load module comprise a complete and usable
application demonstrating the use of the C Proxy API.

Setting Up the C Proxy API Environment

To compile and link your C programs, you need to access to the C Proxy API files. You can include your Gen path within
your makefile, development environment, or environment variables.

Setting Up Windows Platforms

To set up your environment, do the following:

• Add the Gen bin directory (for example, %GENxx%Gen) to your PATH environment variable.
• Add the Gen include directory (for example, %GENxx%Gen) to your INCLUDE environment variable.
• Add the Gen lib directory (for example, %GENxx%Gen) to your LIB environment variable.

NOTE
If working with Visual Studio 32-bit or 64-bit, the Gen C Proxy dll and lib directories added to PATH and LIB will
use %GENxx%Gen or %GENxx%Gen\amd64. xx is the current release number.

Setting Up UNIX Systems

To set up your environment, do the following:

• Add the location of the C Proxy directory to your PATH and library path (LD_LIBRARY_PATH, SHLIB_PATH or
LIBPATH) environment variables.

• Add the location of the Gen proxy runtime support files to the following environment variables:
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– Add the Gen bin directory to the PATH environment variable (PATH=$PATH:$IEFH/bin)
– Add the Gen lib directory to one of the following library paths depending on the type of UNIX system:

• HPUX-SHLIB_PATH (SHLIB_PATH=$SHLIB_PATH:$IEFH/lib)
• AIX-LIBPATH (LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:$IEFH/lib)
• Solaris-LD_LIBRARY_PATH (LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:$IEFH/lib)

Visual Studio Support

Gen supports compiling generated C proxy applications on Windows using Visual Studio. Users do not need to regenerate
their code to use a different version of the compiler. The %GENxx%Gen folder contains a collection of files that have been
rebuilt to support Visual Studio. Add %GENxx%Gen to PATH when working with C proxy applications.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

64-bit Windows Support

Gen supports compiling and executing generated C proxy applications as 64-bit images on Windows using Visual Studio.
Users will need to regenerate their code to gain access to 64-bit data types used in the Windows X 64 API to create 64-bit
images. The %GENxx%Gen\amd64 folder contains a collection of files that have been rebuilt for 64-bit support.

If you choose to use the 64-bit runtimes provided with Gen to execute your application, you must modify PATH to append
%GENxx%Gen\amd64 before %GENxx%Gen.

NOTE

Prepending %GENxx%Gen\amd64 to PATH must only be done in the current command window session, and
not be set in the System Environment variables. xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Calling the C Proxy API from a C Program
This topic provides the following information about calling the C Proxy API from a C program:

To communicate to a Gen server, create a C program that includes the header file and has code to let you input the
required data and display the output.

For information about functions that you must call, see Proxy Function Prototypes.

This section contains an example generated header file and an example C program that uses the header file and several
of the Proxy functions. This example is a simplified example. A more thorough coding example of a C proxy can be found
in the Gen installation directory. The \sample\CProxy subdirectory contains example proxy application files cproxy.c and
cproxy.mak.

Variable Name Case Sensitivity

The C Proxy API uses case sensitivity to create multiple variable names from the procedure step name. The procedure
step name is used because of the following reasons:

• The name is easy to recognize
• The name is unique to the model
• The name is not longer than 32 characters which is the maximum length that some compilers support

The disadvantage of using case sensitivity is that it can be confusing when coding.

For example:
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• SERVER_MAINTAIN_DIVISION (upper case) is used to represent the TranEntry data structure that contains all the
information that is required for a transaction such as trancode and model name.

• server_maintain_division (lower case) is used to represent the transaction-specific view data structure that is used to
reference import and export views.

If you are using the sample C program as a base for your program, match the case when replacing variable names.

Overview of the Generated Header File

When a C Proxy API is generated, the generation process creates a C header file with all the structures required to invoke
the proxy. This header file is as follows:

 <model-name>\proxy\c\<component>.h

 

This header file is recreated each time that you generate the C Proxy API. You can copy the header file to your
development area so that you have a stable copy.

Example Generated Header File

Includes and compiler directives. Some files are included based on the communications method that is selected during
generation. If you change communication types, regenerate the C Proxy API.

Description Generated File
#ifndef INC_COMPONENT_P900
#define INC_COMPONENT_P900
#include <citrantb.h>
#include <proxyexe.h>
#include <proxytrc.h>
#include <proxycfg.h>
#include <proxyxit.h>
#include <tirdp_struct.h>
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif /* __cplusplus */
#include <cisrvtcp.h>
Transaction-specific structure that is used to reference the import
and export views.
In this example, the data in the structure can be referenced in your
program as follows:
server_detail_division.importRequest_command.value
server_detail_division.exportRequest_command.value

struct s_ServerDetailDivision
{
/* Entity View: IMPORT_REQUEST */
/* Type: COMMAND */
struct {
char value[2];
} importRequest_command;
/* Entity View: EXPORT_REQUEST */
/* Type: COMMAND */
struct {
char value[21];
} exportRequest_command;
};
static struct s_ServerDetailDivision server_detail_division;
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Import and Export View tables as used by the Gen server. Do not
modify these tables
because the server is expecting this structure.

static CIViewDefVal
import_view_0001835029[] = {
{DT_STRING, 1, 1, 2, 0,
server_detail_division.importRequest_command.value},
… /* other data definitions */
{DT_END, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}};
static CIViewDefVal export_view_0001835029[] = {
{DT_STRING, 1, 1, 2, 0,
server_detail_division.exportRequest_command.value},
… /* other data definitions */
{DT_END,0,0,0,0,0}};

Service Table structure - contains a structure and information
specific for the communications type selected during generation.
If you change communications types, regenerate the C Proxy API.

static CITCPService
comm_service_0001835029 = {
"TCP",
"",
""
};

TranEntry data structure - the type is defined in citrantb.h. Each
bulleted item in the following list corresponds to a line item on the
right.
This structure contains the information that is needed for a
transaction:
programid - load module name
programidalt - an alternate form of the program id (example, load
module name)
trancode - transaction code
procName - name of the procedure to be called or advertised
procNamealt - an alternate form of the procName
procSourceName - the source name of the procedure to be called
or advertised
modelName - name of the model that is advertised or used
modelShortName - the short name of the model that is advertised
or used
importView - pointer to description of import view
exportView - pointer to description of export view
returnOnExitStates - possible exit states that the server can return
on
returnOnExitCmds - commands that are associated with
returnOnExitStates
netApplicationName - the .NET application name
netNamespace - the .NET namespace
netAssemblyVersion - the .NET assembly version
javaContext- the Java URL context (not currently used)
javaPackage - the package name for java
msgObjLib - core name of message object shared library such as
“cfbmo.” If not defined here, the ProxyConfigureComm sets the
object.
commMethodLib - core name of communication method
shared library such as "tcpcf." If not defined here, the
ProxyConfigureComm sets the object.
service - pointer to Service Table structure that is a description of
communication method services that are used or advertised

static CITranEntry
SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION = {
"P900",
"P900",
"P900",
"SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION",
"ServerDetailDivision",
"SERVERD1",
"GEN SAMPLE MODEL",
“sample”,
import_view 0001835029,
export_view 0001835029,
"","","","","","","","",
"","","","","","","","",
"sample",
"sample",
"",
"",
"com.ca",
"cfbmo",
"tcpcf",
(CIService *)&comm_service_ 0001835029};
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Ending compiler directives. */#ifdef __cplusplus
} /* extern "C" */
#endif /* __cplusplus */
#endif /* INC_COMPONENT_P900 */
/* End of p900.h

In this example, the data in the structure is referenced in your
program as follows:
SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION.service or
SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION.modelName to change the model
name

Communication-specific Details

The following tables show communication-specific information in the generated header file:

TCP/IP ECI
#include <cisrvtcp.h> #include <cisrveci.h>
static CITCPService
comm_service_0001835029 = {
"TCP",
"",
""
};

static CIECIService
comm_service_0001835029 = {
"ECI"};

static CITranEntry
SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION = {
"P900",
"P900",
"P900",
"SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION",
"ServerDetailDivision",
"SERVERD1",
"GEN SAMPLE MODEL",
“sample”,
import_view_0001835029,
export_view_0001835029,
"","","","","","","","",
"","","","","","","","",
"sample",
"sample",
"",
"",
"com.ca",
"cfbmo",
"tcpcf",
(CIService *)&comm_service_0001835029};

static CITranEntry
SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION = {
"P900",
"P900",
"P900",
"SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION",
"ServerDetailDivision",
"SERVERD1",
"GEN SAMPLE MODEL",
“sample”,
import_view_0001835029,
export_view_0001835029,
"","","","","","","","",
"","","","","","","","",
"sample",
"sample",
"",
"",
"com.ca",
"cfbmo",
"ecicf",
(CIService *)&comm_service_0001835029};

MQSeries (MQS) MQSeries (MQI-client)
#include <cisrvmqs.h> #include <cisrvmqs.h>
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static CIMQSService
comm_service_0001835029 = {
"MQS",
"",
"P900",
"SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE"
};

static CIMQSService
comm_service_0001835029 = {
"MQS",
"",
"P900",
"SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE"
};

static CITranEntry
SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION = {
"P900",
"P900",
"P900",
"SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION",
"ServerDetailDivision",
"SERVERD1",
"GEN SAMPLE MODEL",
“sample”,
import_view_0001835029,
export_view_0001835029,
"","","","","","","","",
"","","","","","","","",
"sample",
"sample",
"",
"",
"com.ca",
"cfbmo",
"mqscf",
(CIService *)&comm_service_0001835029 };

static CITranEntry
SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION = {
"P900",
"P900",
"P900",
"SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION",
"ServerDetailDivision",
"SERVERD1",
"GEN SAMPLE MODEL",
“sample”,
import_view_0001835029,
export_view_0001835029,
"","","","","","","","",
"","","","","","","","",
"sample",
"sample",
"",
"",
"com.ca",
"cfbmo",
"mqicf",
(CIService *)&comm_service_0001835029 };

Java RMI Tuxedo
#include <cisrvjvm.h> #include <cisrvtux.h>

#include <PROXY1BA.h>
static CIJVMService
comm_service_0001835029 = {
"JVM",
"RMI",
"",
"",};

static CITuxService
comm_service_0001835029 = {
"TUX",
"SERVERD1",
"SERVERD1_IM",
sizeof(struct SERVERD1_IM),
"SERVERD1_EX",
sizeof(struct SERVERD1_EX),
"SERVERD1_TV",
sizeof(struct SERVERD1_TV),
TPNOTRAN};
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static CITranEntry
SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION = {
"P900",
"P900",
"P900",
"ServerDetailDivision",
"SERVERD1",
"GEN SAMPLE MODEL",
“sample”,
import_view_0001835029,
export_view_0001835029,
"","","","","","","","",
"","","","","","","","",
"sample",
"sample",
"",
"",
"com.ca",
"jvmmo",
"jvmcf",
(CIService *)&comm_service_0001835029};

static CITranEntry
SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION = {
"P900",
"P900",
"P900",
"SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION",
"ServerDetailDivision",
"SERVERD1",
"GEN SAMPLE MODEL",
“sample”,
import_view_0001835029,
export_view_0001835029,
"","","","","","","","",
"","","","","","","","",
"sample",
"sample",
"",
"",
"com.ca",
#ifdef WS_CLIENT
"txmo","txwcf",
#else
"txmo","txcf",
#endif
(CIService *)&comm_service_0001835029};

.NET Remoting
#include <cisrvnet.h>

static CINETService
comm_service_0001835029 = {
"NET",
"localhost",
"80",
"B",
};
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static CITranEntry
SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION = {
"P900",
"P900",
"P900",
"SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION",
"ServerDetailDivision",
"SERVERD1",
"GEN SAMPLE MODEL",
“sample”,
import_view_0001835029,
export_view_0001835029,
"","","","","","","","",
"","","","","","","","",
"sample",
"sample",
"",
"",
"com.ca",
"c2csmo",
"c2cscf",
(CIService *)&comm_service_0001835029};

Overview of an Example C Program

Your C program needs sections for:

• Including the header file that is generated using the same Gen model as was used to generate the target server.
• Setting import values. The generated header file has two structures for the Import view.

– The Import view table has Gen specific information and may be difficult to use directly.
– The transaction-specific structure (for example, s_ServerDetailDivision) is a standard C structure that is used to

reference import and export data. If the Import view contains a repeating group view, your application needs to
populate the cardinality and active_flag fields.

• Setting initial control values for the transaction.
– The function ProxyAllocateParamBlock is used to create a parameter block with information used for each

transaction.
– The ProxySet functions (for example, ProxySetClientUserid and ProxySetCommand) are used to set values in the

parameter block.
– The transaction information can be modified directly. For example, use

SERVER_DETAIL_DEPARTMENT.modelName to change the model name.
– The function ProxyConfigureComm is used to configure communications information.

• Executing the operation. In the following sample C program, the ProxyExecute function is used to execute a server call
in a synchronous manner. Different commands are necessary to execute the call asynchronously.

• Examining status information from the transaction. If an error occurs during execution, a formatted error message,
similar to the one passed to generated Gen clients is available. Or else, the exports of the operation are available. The
ProxyGet functions (for example, ProxyGetExitStateMsg and ProxyGetExitMsgType) are used in this section.

• Retrieving and using export values. The generated header file has two structures for the export view.
– The Export view table has Gen specific information and may be difficult to use directly.
– The transaction-specific structure (for example, s_ServerDetailDivision) is a standard C structure that is used to

reference import and export data. The export view may contain a repeating group view.
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An overview of an example C program follows. Information that is referenced in the generated header file is shown in bold.
This example is derived from the Gen sample proxy source file, but does not include the entire file content. Selected code
fragments have been extracted for discussion purposes.

Description Example C Program
Comments describing program This purpose of the sample  is to provide a C programmer a

starting point for coding a C proxy routine.
This sample builds upon  the Gen sample model that is included
with the Gen Toolset. The Gen server module that is used by
this proxy example is packaged within the sample model as load
module P900. This proxy example  only exercises a small amount
of the sample models capabilities.

Include the Gen C Proxy generated header file. Generate this
file using the same Gen model that was used to create the target
server load module.

#include "p900.h"

Include other standard libraries as needed #include <malloc.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>

Declare variables /* Contains the communication information */
static ProxyParam* psParamBlock;
/* The error message length can be 0 to 2048. This determines
how much of the error message is returned by ProxyExecute. A
shorter message may be returned depending on the error.
*/
#define errMsgLen 2048
char errMsg[errMsgLen];
/* Return code from routines {Failure, Success}  */
ProxyExecuteReturnValues ReturnVal;
/* Integer return code */
int nRC;

Beginning of main program int main (void)
{
printf ("Beginning of sample C proxy application \n\n");

ProxyStartTracing opens a file for debug/status information.
ProxyStopTracing is used to close the file.

ProxyStartTracing((char*)"cproxy.out", (char *)"0xFFFFFFFF");

ProxyTraceOut writes a message to the trace file. These
messages are interspersed with standard debugging messages.
This function call is optional.

ProxyTraceOut(NULL, (char *)"cproxy.c - ***** Beginning
program");

ProxyAllocateParamBlock is used to create the parameter block
(data structure) that contains information that is required for the
transaction. A NULL return indicates an error in the creation of the
parameter block. This function call is required.

psParamBlock = ProxyAllocateParamBlock();
if (NULL == psParamBlock)
{
printf("Unsuccessful return -
ProxyAllocateParamBlock\n");
return (Failure);
}
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ProxyConfigureComm is used to set communication options. This
call to ProxyConfigureComm uses the file commcfg.ini.

nRC =
ProxyConfigureComm(&SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION,SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION.service,
NULL);
if (nRC == FALSE)
{
printf("Unsuccessful return from
ProxyConfigureComm\n");
return (Failure);
}

Load example data into the import record. strcpy(server_detail_division.importRequest_command.value,
Command);

ProxyExecute executes the transaction to the server as a
synchronous, blocked cooperative flow. Export data and
messages are returned to the application. This function uses the
following parameters:
SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION transaction structure that contains
import and export views
psParamBlock parameter structure that contains communication
information
errMsg returns any error message from the server
errMsgLen specifies the number of characters to write to errMsg
This function call is required.

If (ProxyExecute(&SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION, psParamBlock,
errMsg, errMsgLen) != Success)
{
  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyExecute \n");
  printf("errMsg = %s\n",errMsg);
  ProxyTraceOut(NULL, errMsg);
  return (Failure);
}

The ProxyClear set of functions is used to clear the
parameter block. Each part of the parameter block
can be cleared individually, or use the ProxyClearParamBlock
function to clear the entire parameter block. This function call is
optional.

nRC =
ProxyClearParamBlock(psParamBlock);
if (ReturnVal == Failure)
{
printf("Unsuccessful return from
ProxyClearParamBlock\n");
return (Failure);
}

The ProxyDeleteParamBlock function is used to delete the
psParamBlock structure. This function call is optional, but
recommended.

nRC =
ProxyDeleteParamBlock(psParamBlock);
if (ReturnVal == Failure)
{
printf("Unsuccessful return from
ProxyDeleteParamBlock\n");
return (Failure);
}

Export View processing-displays the export view. printf("\n Here is the export \n");
/* Prints the returned division name */
printf("Division Name %s\n",
server_detail_division.export_division.name);

End of program return (TRUE);
}

ProxyStopTracing is used to close the trace file that was
opened by ProxyStartTracing. This function is optional, but is
recommended if ProxyStartTracing is used.

ProxyStopTracing();
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Tuxedo C Proxy Support
This topic provides the following information about Tuxedo C Proxy support:

Gen supports user-written applications targeting a Tuxedo server environment. In general, the user-written
application code is identical when targeting Tuxedo or non-Tuxedo server environments. A notable exception is the
ProxyConfigureComm API. This API is not supported when targeting Tuxedo server environments, and must not be used
when developing an application targeting Tuxedo server environments.

For more information about Gen server support within a Tuxedo environment, see Working With Tuxedo.

Native as Opposed to Workstation Client Applications

User-written client applications targeting a Tuxedo server environment fall into one of two types. The first being native
clients, which reside on the same physical computer as do the target servers. The second being Workstation clients which
reside on a computer separately from the target servers.

A different set of dependency libraries are required depending upon where the client resides regarding the server.
A compilation define WS_CLIENT must also be defined when building Workstation clients. This enables the correct
selection of libraries to support flows to the Tuxedo Server environments which reside on a computer separate from the
client applications.

By default, when built on a UNIX platform, the supplied example makefile builds the sample C Proxy application as a
native client application. The makefile can be modified to build Workstation clients too.

NOTE
Windows platforms only support Workstation client applications. As mentioned, native clients communicate with
servers residing on the same computer. Gen Tuxedo servers are not supported on Windows platforms thus it
follows that native clients are not supported on Windows platforms.

Overview of the Generated Tuxedo View File (.tvf)

When you generate a C Proxy API for the communication type of Tuxedo, the generation process creates an extra file
for each targeted Gen Procedure Step. This extra file contains the Procedure Step's view definitions that are used by the
Tuxedo Servers. The file name is typically <ProcStepName>.tvf. The C clients that access the services that are provided
by the Tuxedo Servers require this file.

This .tvf file then must be compiled by a Tuxedo provided utility which produces two additional files. The first file is an
include file, <ProcStepName>.h file, which has already been included via a #include within the generated proxy header
file. The second file is a Tuxedo view file, which is used at runtime, which contains an O.S. specific filename suffix. This
view file is named <ProcStepName>.VV on Windows platforms and <ProcStepName>.V on UNIX platforms.

The .tvf file is compiled with the same named Tuxedo command on all supported platforms as follows:

 viewc32 -n <ProcStepName>.tvf

 

NOTE
The file {ProcStepName}.h is included in the generated C proxy header file only if the target server generation
parameters are configured to use a communications type of Tuxedo.

Setting Windows Platform Environment Variables

Prior to attempting to build a user-written proxy application (targeting Tuxedo servers) on a Window platform ensure the
follow environment variables include paths to the Gen and Tuxedo installation directories as specified.

• The TUXDIR environment variable must be set to point to the Tuxedo install area. For example, set TUXDIR=C:\oracle
\tuxedo

• Add to the PATH variable:
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– The Gen bin directory
 set PATH=%PATH%;%GENxx%Gen

 

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The Tuxedo installed product bin directory

 set  PATH=%PATH%;%TUXDIR%\bin

 

Add to the INCLUDE variable

• The Gen directory
 set INCLUDE=%INCLUDE%;%GENxx%Gen

 

Add to the LIB variable

• The Gen directory
 set LIB=%LIB%;%GENxx%Gen

 

NOTE
If working with Visual Studio 64-bit, the LIB environment variable is appended with %GENxx%Gen\amd64
instead of %GENxx%Gen.

Note: xx refers to the current release of .
• The Tuxedo installed product lib directory

 set LIB=%LIB%;%TUXDIR%\lib

 

Set the VIEWDIR32 variable which contains a semicolon-separated list of directories that are searched for .VV VIEW32
files, respectively. For example:

 set VIEWDIR32=c:\proxy\sample\bin

 

Set the VIEWFILES32 variable which contains a comma-separated list of allowable filenames for VIEW32 type records.
For example:

 set VIEWFILES32=ProcStepName1.VV,ProcStepName2.VV

 

Set the WSNADDR variable which contains the hostname and port number that is used for connecting to the Tuxedo
Workstation listener process that runs on the Target server platform. For example:

 set WSNADDR=//Server_hostname:7878

 

Setting UNIX Platform Environment Variables

Prior to attempting to build a user-written proxy application (targeting Tuxedo servers) on a UNIX platform ensure the
follow environment variables include paths to the Gen and Tuxedo installation directories as specified.

• The TUXDIR environment variable must be set to point to the Tuxedo install area. For example:
 set TUXDIR=/opt/oracle/tuxedo
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• Add to the PATH variable:
The Gen bin directory
 export PATH=$PATH:$IEFH/bin

 

The Tuxedo installed product bin directory
 export PATH=$PATH:$TUXDIR/bin

 

• Add the Gen and Tuxedo product lib directories to one of the following library paths depending on the type of UNIX
system:
– HPUX-SHLIB_PATH

 export SHLIB_PATH=$SHLIB_PATH:$IEFH/lib:$TUXDIR/lib

 

– AIX-LIBPATH
 export LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:$IEFH/lib:$TUXDIR/lib

 

– Solaris-LD_LIBRARY_PATH
 export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:$IEFH/lib:$TUXDIR/lib

 

• Set the VIEWDIR32 variable which contains a colon-separated list of directories that are searched for .V VIEW32 files,
respectively. For example:
 export VIEWDIR32=c:/proxy/sample/bin

 

• Set the VIEWFILES32 variable which contains a comma-separated list of allowable filenames for VIEW32 type
records. For example:
 export VIEWFILES32=ProcStepName1.V,ProcStepName2.V

 

• If the user-written application is a Workstation client, set the WSNADDR variable which contains the hostname and
port number that is used for connecting to the Tuxedo Workstation listener process that runs on the Target server
platform. Applications that are written as native clients must not set this variable. For example:
 export  WSNADDR=//Server_hostname:7878

 

Building User-written Applications Targeting Tuxedo Server Environments

The methods and tools that are used to compile and link user-written applications targeting Tuxedo server environments
differ from those used for non-Tuxedo environments. The Tuxedo product provides several tools and processes which
must be used when building Tuxedo applications. The steps that are involved include:

• Generating the Proxy Client include and Tuxedo support .tvf files. This is done using the Gen Workstation to generate
a C proxy targeting Tuxedo Servers.

• Transferring these files to the target platform
• Compiling the .tvf files using the Tuxedo viewC32 compiler. This has been detailed in the above .tvf file discussion.
• Building the resulting application executable using the Tuxedo supplied buildclient compile/link tool.
• Building and executing the Tuxedo application server on the target environment.

For more information about Gen server support within a Tuxedo environment, see Working With Tuxedo.

We recommend that the tool buildclient be used rather than calling the native C language compiler and linker directly.
buildclient provide the required compiler flags, include, and library paths and any extra dependency libraries required
to build a Tuxedo client application.
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Sample Makefile for C Proxy Targeting Tuxedo

The following is a sample platform generic makefile which can be used to build the sample Proxy application that is
delivered with the Gen product installation. This makefile and the supporting cproxy.c source file can be found the sample
subdirectory of the Gen installation directory.

 #########################################################################

 #                                                                       #

 # This is a platform generic makefile which can be used to build a      #

 # sample C proxy which targets a Tuxedo server environment. The base    #

 # name of the executable to be built is "cproxy". To provide a generic  #

 # makefile for use on the supported platforms the following make        #

 # commands must be executed on the specified platform.                  #

 #                                                                       #

 #  To use on Windows:                                                   #

 #                    nmake /f makefile.tux cproxy_win                   #

 #                    and                                                #

 #                    nmake /f makefile.tux clean_win                    #

 #                                                                       #

 #  To use on HP UNIX:                                                   #

 #                    make -f makefile.tux cproxy_hp                     #

 #                    and                                                #

 #                    make /f makefile.tux clean_hp                      #

 #                                                                       #

 #  To use on Sun Solaris:                                               #

 #                    make /f makefile.tux cproxy_sol                    #

 #                    and                                                #

 #                    make /f makefile.tux clean_sol                     #

 #                                                                       #

 #  To use on IBM AIX:                                                   #

 #                    make /f makefile.tux cproxy_aix                    #

 #                    and                                                #

 #                    nmake /f makefile.tux clean_aix                    #

 #                                                                       #

 #                                                                       #

 #########################################################################

  

 ############## Common section  ####################################

  

 all: cproxy

  

 .SUFFIXES: .TVF .V .VV

  

 # Suffix rule for UNIX requires .V view files

 .TVF.V :

     echo y | viewc32 -n $<  

  

 # Suffix rule for Windows requires .VV view files

 .TVF.VV:

     echo y | viewc32 -n $<  

  

 # UNIX requires .V files

 UNIX_VFILES=SERVERD1.V  SERVERDE.V  SERVERM2.V SERVERD2.V SERVERM1.V SERVERMA.V
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 # Windows requires .VV files

 WIN_VFILES=SERVERD1.VV  SERVERDE.VV  SERVERM2.VV SERVERD2.VV SERVERM1.VV SERVERMA.VV

  

 ####################  UNIX Compiler Defines   #########################

 #

 # for building on HP11 Itanium UNIX

  HP_CC="aCC -DUNIX +DD64 -DHPIA64 -g +Z -DTUXEDO"

  

 # For building on Sun Solaris UNIX

 SOL_CC= "CC -m64 -DUNIX -DSYSV -DIEF_SOL -DTCP_THREAD -D_THREAD_SAFE -D_REENTRANT -g -DTUXEDO"

  

 # For building on IBM AIX

 AIX_CC="xlC_r -q64 -DUNIX -DAIX -q cpluscmt -DIEF_AIX -g -DTUXEDO"

  

 # common UNIX defines

 UNIX_INCS= -I. -I$(IEFH)/include -I$(TUXDIR)/include

  

  

 ######### Native Work-Station clients  ##################

 #

 # For building native (local) clients uncomment the following MESSAGE

 # and UNIX_LIB lines

 #

 # For UNIX, to build a native client uncomment the following lines.

 # Native clients reside in the same Tuxedo Domain (same computer as Tuxedo

 # servers) and use the same TUXCONFIG file. Therefore make sure that the

 # TUXCONFIG environment variable is set to the same value as used by the Tuxedo

 # servers. In addition set the following env variables prior to executing

 # the sample application:  VIEWDIR32, VIEWFILES32.

 #    # VIEWDIR32 is a colon separate list of search directories. Where to

 #    # find Tuxedo view (.V) files

 #      export VIEWDIR32=/users/testuser/model.ief/c/proxy/c

 #    # VIEWFILES32 is a comma separated list of Tuxedo view (.V) files.

 #      export VIEWFILES32=SERVERD1.V,SERVERDE.V,SERVERM2.V,SERVERD2.V,SERVERM1.V,SERVERMA.V

 #

 #

 MESSAGE="Building A Native Client"

 UNIX_LIB=-L$(IEFH)/lib -lpxrt

  

 #

 #

  

 # For building Work-Station client's uncomment the following MESSAGE,

 # UNIX_CFLAGS2, and UNIX_LIB lines

 #

 # Work-Station clients reside outside the Tuxedo Domain ( on a computer

 # separate from the computer hosting the Tuxedo servers) and use the

 # WSL to connect to the Tuxedo Servers. In addition set the following

 # environment variables prior to executing the sample application:

 #  WSNADDR, VIEWDIR32, VIEWFILES32.

 #    # VIEWDIR32 is a colon separate list of search directories. Where to

 #    # find Tuxedo view (.V) files

 #      export VIEWDIR32=/users/testuser/model.ief/c/proxy/c
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 #    # VIEWFILES32 is a comma separated list of Tuxedo view (.V) files.

 #      export VIEWFILES32=SERVERD1.V,SERVERDE.V,SERVERM2.V,SERVERD2.V,SERVERM1.V,SERVERMA.V

 #    # WSNADDR contains the hostname and port number assigned to the Tuxedo

 #    # WSL process running on the Target server computer

 #    # export WSNADDR=//Server_hostname:7878

 #

 #

 #UNIX_CFLAGS2=-DWS_CLIENT

 #MESSAGE="Building A Work-Station Client"

 #UNIX_LIB=-L$(IEFH)/lib -lpxrt -ltxwcf

 #BLDCLNT_OPT=-w

  

 ####################  UNIX Compile/link rules ###########################

 #

 #

 cproxy_hp : $(UNIX_VFILES)

     echo $(MESSAGE) 

     CC=$(HP_CC) CFLAGS="$(UNIX_CFLAGS2) $(UNIX_INCS) $(UNIX_LIB)" buildclient $(BLDCLNT_OPT) -o cproxy -f

 cproxy.c  

  

 cproxy_aix : $(UNIX_VFILES)

     echo $(MESSAGE) 

     CC=$(AIX_CC) CFLAGS="$(UNIX_CFLAGS2) $(UNIX_INCS) $(UNIX_LIB)" buildclient $(BLDCLNT_OPT) -o cproxy -f

 cproxy.c 

  

 cproxy_sol : $(UNIX_VFILES)

     echo $(MESSAGE) 

     CC=$(SOL_CC) CFLAGS="$(UNIX_CFLAGS2) $(UNIX_INCS) $(UNIX_LIB)" buildclient $(BLDCLNT_OPT) -o cproxy -f

 cproxy.c 

  

  

 ####################  Windows compile/link rules ######################

 #

 # Windows Work-Station clients reside outside the Tuxedo Domain ( on a

 # computer separate from the computer hosting the Tuxedo servers) thus

 # must use the Tuxedo environment WSL process to connect to the Tuxedo

 # Servers. The following environment variables must be set prior to

 # executing the sample application:

 #  WSNADDR, VIEWDIR32, VIEWFILES32.

 #    # VIEWDIR32 is a semicolon separate list of search directories.

 #    # where to find Tuxedo view (.V) files

 #      set VIEWDIR32=/users/testuser/model.ief/c/proxy/c

 #    # VIEWFILES32 is a comma separated list of Tuxedo view (.V) files.

 #      set VIEWFILES32=SERVERD1.V,SERVERDE.V,SERVERM2.V,SERVERD2.V,SERVERM1.V,SERVERMA.V

 #    # WSNADDR contains the hostname and port number assigned to the

 #    # Tuxedo WSL process running on the Target server computer

 #    set WSNADDR=//Server_hostname:7878

 #

  

 cproxy_win : $(WIN_VFILES)

     set CFLAGS= -DTUXEDO -DWS_CLIENT -I. -I"$(IEFH)" "$(IEFH)\pxrtn.lib" -I"$(TUXDIR)\include"    

     buildclient -o cproxy -f cproxy.c   
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 #

 # clean rules

 #

 clean_unx :

     rm -f *.o cproxy *.V S*.h   

  

 clean_win :

     del s*.h *.obj cproxy.exe *.VV  

  

 clean_aix: clean_unx

  

 clean_hp: clean_unx

 

Proxy Function Prototypes
This topic provides the following information about proxy function protoypes:

Proxy function prototypes that are defined in the various header files, which are included in the generated header. The
following table lists these proxy function prototypes:

Header File Proxy Function Prototypes
Proxytrc.h Proxy Trace functions
Proxycfg.h Proxy Configuration functions
Proxyxit.h Proxy Exit functions
Proxyexe.h Proxy Runtime functions

API Variable Types

This section lists the API Variable Types mentioned in the following API tables. The characteristics of each type are
described.

Enum Type

Datatypes that are listed within the enum types each have a set of declared enumerators. Each enumerator represents a
numeric or a character value. See the header files for specific enumerators and their values.

Numeric Type

Numeric types are integer values. They can be classified as double, long, or short. The length for each of these
classifications varies depending on the computer and compiler used.

Character Arrays

Character arrays are text strings. Each type definition has an allowable number of characters for the text and a null
terminator.
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Decimal Precision Attributes

The data structure for this attribute is a DPrec array whose size is the length of the attribute plus 3 (for the sign, decimal
point, and null terminator). A DPrec is a typedef of char. For example, an attribute that is defined as a number of 18 digits
are implemented as DPrec[21].

The number that is represented within the DPrec array consists of the following items depending upon the definition of the
attribute it implements:

• A minus sign.
• Zero or more decimal digits with a decimal point, one or more decimal digits without a decimal point.
• A decimal point.
• One or more decimal digits.
• A null terminator.

For the import view, all decimal precision attributes must adhere to the following rules:

• The character representation of the number that is placed in the DPrec array contains a fewer number of digits than
that defined for the attribute. However, it must not contain more digits to the left or right of the decimal than that defined
for the attribute.

• The DPrec array must be null terminated. If the number of digits to the right of the decimal equals the total number of
digits, the resulting string must not contain a leading zero before the decimal point.

For the export view, a decimal precision attribute is its simplest form or the view contains a plus sign and leading and
trailing zeros.

Repeating Group Views

Repeating groups can be in import and export views. The repeating group view has two variables added to the view
structure:

• cardinality-an integer value that contains either the maximum size of the repeating group or the number of elements
that are populated (if less than the maximum). For an import view, your application must populate this field with the
number of occurrences of actual data at runtime. If you have an array of five elements, but there are only three with
data, the cardinality variable contains 3 as its value. If you do not set this value correctly on an import view, the server
does not process the view.

• active_flag-a character array that indicates (with Y or N) which elements of the repeating group view are populated.
For an import view, copy the corresponding number of Y characters into the active_flag array.

The following code is an example of export repeating group view.

 /* Repeating Group View: ALL_OUTPUT */

 /* Repeats: 30 times */

struct {

    long cardinality;

    char active_flag[30];

    /* Entity View: EXPORT */

    /* Type: WI_SELECTION */

  

     struct {

         char    value[30][2];

     } export_wiSelection;

  

     /* Entity View: EXPORT */

     /*        Type: EMPLOYEE */

     struct {

         long    number[30];
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         char    name[30][31];

     } export_employee;

  

     /* Entity View: EXPORT */

     /*        Type: DIVISION */

     struct {

         short   number[30];

         char    name[30][31];

     } export_division;

 } allOutput;

 /* End of Group View: ALL_OUTPUT */

  

 

The following code is an example section of code to display the export repeating group values:

 printf("List of Divisions\n");

 if (server_maintain_division.allOutput.cardinality > 0)

 {

    printf("\tNumber\tName\n");

    printf("  ------------------------------\n");

   for (loop = 0; loop < server_maintain_division.allOutput.cardinality; loop++)

   {

        printf("\t%d",

                server_maintain_division.allOutput.export_division.number[loop]);

        printf("\t%s\n",

                server_maintain_division.allOutput.export_division.name[loop]);

   }

 }

 else

    printf("\tNo Data Found\n");

 }

 

Function Calls
The following sections list all the function calls available when using a C Proxy API. They are categorized into the function
calls that you must use for synchronous processing, asynchronous processing, and for available function calls that are
independent of the type of cooperative flow. The detailed description of each function follows.

For synchronous processing, use the function calls that are listed in the following table:

Call Description
ProxyExecute Sends a transaction to a server and returns export data and

messages.

For asynchronous processing, use the function calls that are listed in the following table:

Call Description
ProxyExecuteAsync Initiates an asynchronous cooperative flow.
ProxyCheckAsyncResponse Interrogates the state of a specified request.
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ProxyGetAsyncResponse Attempts to obtain an asynchronous corresponding response of
the request.

ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponse Informs the runtime to ignore a specified response.

NOTE
The communication type of Tuxedo does not support Asynchronous Processing. Using these calls for the
Tuxedo results in erroneous behavior.

The functions that are listed in the following table are not dependent on the type of communication flow being used:

Functions Independent of Processing Description
ProxyAllocateParamBlock Creates the parameter block (data structure) that contains

information that is required for the transaction.
ProxyClearClientPassword Clears the password part of the parameter block.
ProxyClearClientUserid Clears the userid part of the parameter block.
ProxyClearCommand Clears the command part of the parameter block.
ProxyClearDialect Clears the dialect part of the parameter block.
ProxyClearExitMsgType Clears the Exit Message Type of the parameter block.
ProxyClearExitStateMsg Clears the Exit State message part of the parameter block.
ProxyClearExitStateNum Clears the Exit State Number part of the parameter block.
ProxyClearNextLocation Clears the next location part of the parameter block.
ProxyClearParamBlock Clears the entire parameter block.
ProxyConfigureComm Sets communication options.
ProxyDeleteParamBlock Delete the parameter block structure previously created.
ProxyGetClientPassword Returns the value of the password part of the parameter block.
ProxyGetClientUserid Returns the value of the Userid part of the parameter block.
ProxyGetCommand Returns the value of the Command part of the parameter block.
ProxyGetDialect Returns the value of the Dialect part of the parameter block.
ProxyGetExitMsgType Returns the value of the Exit Message Type part of the

parameter block. See also ProxyGetExitStateMsg and
ProxyGetExitStateNum.

ProxyGetExitStateMsg Returns the value of the Exit State Message part of the
parameter block. See also, ProxyGetExitMsgType and
ProxyGetExitStateNum.

ProxyGetExitStateNum Returns the value of the Exit State Number part of the
parameter block. See also, ProxyGetExitMsgType and
ProxyGetExitStateMsg.

ProxyGetNextLocation Returns the value of the Next Location part of the parameter
block.

ProxySetClientPassword Sets the client user password part of the parameter block that is
sent to the server where the executable code of the procedure
steps is installed.

ProxySetClientUserid Sets the client user id part of the parameter block to be sent to the
server where executable code of the procedure steps is installed.

ProxySetCommand Sets the value of the Command part of the parameter block.
ProxySetDialect Sets the value of the Dialect part of the parameter block.
ProxySetNextLocation Sets the value of the Next Location part of the parameter block.
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ProxyStartTracing Opens a file for debug/status information.
ProxyTraceOut Writes a message to the trace file.
ProxyStopTracing Closes the trace file that the ProxyStartTracing opens.
ProxySetViewBlob Set BLOB predicate view to input data, writes input data to BLOB.
ProxyGetViewBlob Get BLOB predicate view data into output buffer, reads BLOB data

into buffer.
ProxyClearViews Clear view data.

ProxyAllocateParamBlock

ProxyAllocateParamBlock is used to create the parameter block (data structure) that contains information that is required
for the transaction.

Function Call

ProxyParam *ProxyAllocateParamBlock();

Description

This function call is required at least once. Any parameter block that is allocated must be de-allocated using the function
ProxyDeleteParamBlock before exiting the program.

Inputs

None

Outputs

Returns a parameter block data structure or, the output returns a NULL which indicates an error occurred in the creation of
the parameter block.

Related Functions

ProxyDeleteParamBlock

ProxySet functions

ProxyGet functions

ProxyClear functions

Example

ProxyParam* psParamBlock;

psParamBlock = ProxyAllocateParamBlock();

if (NULL == psParamBlock)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyAllocateParamBlock\n");

  return (Failure);

}
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ProxyCheckAsyncResponse

ProxyCheckAsyncResponse checks the state of a given outstanding asynchronous request. ProxyCheckAsyncResponse
does not attempt to obtain a response.

Function Call
ProxyCheckAsyncResponseReturnValue ProxyCheckAsyncResponse(AsyncRequestIDrequestID);

Description

ProxyCheckAsyncResponse executes as a nonblocking operation. The supporting runtime interrogates the state of the
specified request. The runtime also communicates that state to the application by a return code value.

NOTE
The communication type of Tuxedo does not support this function.

Inputs

requestID-An AsyncRequest ID field that contains a unique ID associated with the outstanding asynchronous request for
which the status is being checked.

Return Codes

Returns an enumerated type ProxyCheckAsyncResponseReturnValue. Values are:

• CheckAsyncAvailable-The specified response of the request that can be successfully obtained (using
ProxyGetAsyncResponse).

• CheckAsyncPending-The specified response of the request that is not immediately available.
• CheckAsyncInvalidAsyncRequestID-The request ID cannot be found as the ID is invalid, or because the response was

already completed (that is, retrieved or ignored).
• CheckAsyncProcessingError-The proxy runtime was unable to process the check async request, but the error does not

fall into one of the above categories.

Related Functions

ProxyExecuteAsync

ProxyGetAsyncResponse

ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponse

Example

ProxyCheckAsyncResponseReturnValue ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyCheckAsyncResponse(requestID);

if ( (ReturnVal != CheckAsyncAvailable) && (ReturnVal != CheckAsyncPending) )

{

   printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyCheckAsyncResponse\n");

   return (Failure);

}
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ProxyClearClientPassword

This article provides information for the ProxyClearClientPassword function that clears the Password part of the parameter
block.

Function Call
int ProxyClearClientPassword(ProxyParam *param);

Description

You can use the ProxyClearParamBlock function to clear the entire parameter block. This function call is optional.

Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxySetClientPassword

ProxyGetClientPassword

Example

int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyClearClientPassword(psParamBlock);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearClientPassword\n");

  return (Failure);

}

ProxyClearClientUserid

This article provides information for the ProxyClearClientUserid function that clears the Userid part of the parameter block.

Function Call
int ProxyClearClientUserid(ProxyParam *param);

Description

You can use the ProxyClearParamBlock function to clear the entire parameter block. This function call is optional.

Inputs

A parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.
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Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxySetClientUserid

ProxyGetClientUserid

Example

int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyClearClientUserid(psParamBlock);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearClientUserid\n");

  return (Failure);

}

 

ProxyClearCommand

This article provides information for the ProxyClearCommand function that clears the Command part of the parameter
block.

Function Call
int ProxyClearCommand(ProxyParam *param);

Description

You can use the ProxyClearParamBlock function to clear the entire parameter block. This function call is optional.

Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxySetCommand

ProxyGetCommand

Example

int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyClearCommand(psParamBlock);
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if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearCommand\n");

  return (Failure);

}

ProxyClearDialect

This article provides information for the ProxyClearDialect function that clears the Dialect part of the parameter block.

Function Call
int ProxyClearDialect(ProxyParam *param);

Description

The ProxyClearDialect function clears the Dialect part of the parameter block. Alternatively, you can use the
ProxyClearParamBlock function to clear the entire parameter block. This function call is optional.

Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxySetDialect

ProxyGetDialect

Example

int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyClearDialect(psParamBlock);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearDialect\n");

  return (Failure);

}

ProxyClearExitMsgType

This article provides information for the ProxyClearExitMsgType function that clears the Exit Message Type part of the
parameter block.

Function Call
int ProxyClearExitMsgType(ProxyParam *param);
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Description

You can use the ProxyClearParamBlock function to clear the entire parameter block. This function call is optional.

Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxyGetExitMsgType

Example

int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyClearExitMsgType(psParamBlock);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearExitMsgType\n");

  return (Failure);

}

ProxyClearExitStateMsg

This article provides information for the ProxyClearExitStateMsg function that clears the Exit State Message part of the
parameter block.

Function Call
int ProxyClearExitStateMsg(ProxyParam *param);

Description

You can use the ProxyClearParamBlock function to clear the entire parameter block. This function call is optional.

Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxyGetExitStateMsg
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Example

int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyClearExitStateMsg(psParamBlock);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearExitStateMsg\n");

  return (Failure);

}

ProxyClearExitStateNum

This article provides information for the ProxyClearExitStateNum function that clears the Exit State Number part of the
parameter block.

Function Call
int ProxyClearExitStateNum(ProxyParam *param);

Description

You can use the ProxyClearParamBlock function to clear the entire parameter block. This function call is optional.

Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxyGetExitStateNum

Example

int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyClearExitStateNum(psParamBlock);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearExitStateNum\n");

  return (Failure);

}

ProxyClearNextLocation

This article provides information for the ProxyClearNextLocation function that clears the Next Location part of the
parameter block.
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Function Call
int ProxyClearNextLocation(ProxyParam *param);

Description

You can use the ProxyClearParamBlock function to clear the entire parameter block. This function call is optional.

Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxySetNextLocation

ProxyGetNextLocation

Example

int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyClearNextLocation(psParamBlock);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearNextLocation\n");

  return (Failure);

}

ProxyClearParamBlock

This article provides information for the ProxyClearParamBlock function that clears the entire parameter block.

Function Call
int ProxyClearParamBlock(ProxyParam *param);

Description

You can use the ProxyClear set of functions to clear each part of the parameter block individually. This function call is
optional.

Inputs

A call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock creates the parameter block structure. This parameter block structure is the input.

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.
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Related Functions

ProxySet functions

ProxyGet functions

ProxyAllocateParamBlock

ProxyDeleteParamBlock

Example

int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyClearParamBlock(psParamBlock);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearParamBlock\n");

  return (Failure);

}

ProxyConfigureComm

This article provides information for the ProxyConfigureComm function that sets the communication options. This function
call is required.

Function Call
int ProxyConfigureComm(CITranEntry *TranEntry, void *ServiceTable, char *comcfg);

Description

You can set the communication options in the following ways:

• By calling ProxyConfigureComm with a NULL third parameter to indicate that the file commcfg.ini must be used.
• By calling ProxyConfigureComm with a string containing the Comm Service Type, Host and Port as the third

parameter.

Inputs

The inputs to this function are:

• TranEntry data structure.
• Service Table structure.
• NULL or configuration string. The Trancode is not included because this information is included in the TranEntry data

structure.

Outputs

TRUE or FALSE

Related Functions

None

Example
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/* This call to ProxyConfigureComm will use the file commcfg.ini */

nRC = ProxyConfigureComm(&SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION, SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION.service, NULL);

if (nRC == FALSE) {

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyConfigureComm using File\n");

  return (Failure);

}

ProxyDeleteParamBlock

This article provides information for the ProxyDeleteParamBlock function that deletes the psParamBlock structure.

Function Call
int ProxyDeleteParamBlock(ProxyParam *param);

Description

This function call is optional, but highly recommended to prevent memory leaks.

Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Related Functions

ProxyAllocateParamBlock

ProxyClearParamBlock

Example

int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyDeleteParamBlock(psParamBlock);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyDeleteParamBlock\n");

  return (Failure);

} 

ProxyExecute

This article provides information for ProxyExecute that executes the server operation (sends the transaction to the server
and returns export data and messages).

Function Call
ProxyExecuteReturnValues ProxyExecute(CITranEntry *Tran, ProxyParam *param,

  char *errMsg, int errMsgLen);
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Description

This function call blocks the client application until the target server operation is complete. That is, this function operates
as a synchronous cooperative flow.

Inputs

The inputs to this function are:

• CITranEntry—Specifies the transaction structure that contains import and export views.
• ProxyParam (psParamBlock)—Specifies the parameter block structure that a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock creates.
• errMsg—Displays the input - a pointer to a buffer.
• errMsgLen—Specifies the number of characters to write to errMsg.

Outputs

The outputs of this function are:

• Returns a value that is of the enumerated type ProxyExecuteReturnValues.
• errMsg as output returns any error message from the server.
• Exports are set in the ProxyParam structure.

Related Functions

None

Example

if (ProxyExecute(&SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION, psParamBlock, errMsg, errMsgLen)

  != Success)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyExecute \n");

  printf("errMsg = %s\n",errMsg);

  ProxyTraceOut(NULL, errMsg);

  return (Failure);

}

ProxyExecuteAsync

The ProxyExecuteAsyn function initiates an asynchronous cooperative flow. If the supporting runtime accepts the request,
then the request is considered outstanding.

Function Call
ProxyExecuteAsyncReturnValue

  ProxyExecuteAsync(AsyncRequestID * requestID, int noResponse,

              CITranEntry *Tran, ProxyParam *param, char *errMsg,

              int errMsgLen);

Description

Each outstanding asynchronous request has a unique ID value. The supporting runtime generates the ID value that
places the ID in the address that is specified by the requestID argument. The returned AsyncRequestID handle lets the
requesting application identify the specific outstanding request on other C Proxy API calls (ProxyGetAsyncResponse,
ProxyCheckAsyncResponse, ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponse).
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The application must preserve the returned AsyncRequestID value for as long as the request remains outstanding.
The application can have concurrent outstanding asynchronous requests, each request referencing a unique value of
AsyncRequestID.

NOTE
This function is not supported for communication type of Tuxedo.

Inputs

The inputs to this function are:

• requestID—A pointer to an AsyncRequest ID field that receives the unique ID associated with the outstanding
asynchronous request. The returned AsyncRequestID is used on subsequent API calls to refer to a specific
outstanding asynchronous request.

• noResponse—A flag that is used to inform the supporting runtime if the application wishes to process the
response that is associated with the request being initiated.
A value of NORESPONSE causes the supporting runtime to mark the request as complete before returning control
back to the initiating runtime. In this case, the application does not need to explicitly complete the request using either
a ProxyGetAsyncResponse or ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponse.
A value of RESPONSE causes the supporting runtime to treat the request as a cooperative flow, such that the
application expects to process the corresponding response of the request.

• Tran—A pointer to a completed TranEntry data structure. The import view that is referenced in the specified TranEntry
is used by ProxyExecuteAsync to formulate the asynchronous request.

• param—A pointer to an allocated (and completed) ProxyParam data structure.
• errMsg—A pointer to a character array buffer that is populated with an error message if the supporting runtime does

not accept the asynchronous request.
• errMsgLen—An integer value that specifies the size of the errMsg character array.

Outputs

Returns an enumerated type ProxyExecuteAsyncReturnValue. The outputs are:

• ExecuteAsyncRequestAccepted-The request was accepted.
• ExecuteAsyncRequestNotAccepted-The request was not accepted. The character array that the errMsg argument

indicates is populated with an explanation of why the request was not accepted for processing.

Related Functions

ProxyGetAsyncResponse

ProxyCheckAsyncResponse

ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponse

Example

ProxyExecuteAsyncReturnValue ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyExecuteAsync(requestID, noResponse, &SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION,

                                            psParamBlock, errMsg, errMsgLen);

if (ReturnVal != ExecuteAsyncRequestAccepted)

{

   printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyExecuteAsync \n");

   printf("errMsg = %s\n",errMsg);

   ProxyTraceOut(NULL, errMsg);

   return (Failure);
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}

ProxyGetAsyncResponse

The ProxyGetAsyncResponse function attempts to complete the specified outstanding asynchronous cooperative flow by
obtaining the request from the corresponding response.

Function Call
ProxyGetAsyncResponseReturnValue

  ProxyGetAysncResponse(AsyncRequestID requestID, int blocking,

                        CITranEntry *Tran, ProxyParam *param,

                        char *errMsg, int errMsgLen);

Description

The AsyncRequestID argument identifies which response is requested from the outstanding request. If the specified
AsyncRequestID does not specify an outstanding asynchronous request, the function returns a return code value of
InvalidAsyncRequestID.

The ProxyGetAsyncResponse is issued as a blocking or non-blocking call. If the response associated with the specified
request is available, both the blocking and non-blocking forms of the call behave the same. If the response is not
immediately available, the blocking argument directs the supporting runtime on how it must handle the processing of the
ProxyGetAsyncResponse call.

NOTE
This function is not supported for communication type of Tuxedo.

Inputs

The inputs to this function are:

• requestID-The AsyncRequest ID field contains a unique ID associated with an outstanding asynchronous request.
• blocking- A flag that is used to inform the supporting runtime that the application wishes to block its processing until the

corresponding response of a specified request is available.
Values are:
– BLOCKING-causes the supporting runtime to treat the ProxyGetAsyncResponse call as a blocked call. That is, the

ProxyGetAsyncResponse call does not return control to the application until the response to the specified request
becomes available.

– NONBLOCKING-causes the supporting runtime to treat the request as a non-blocking call. That is, control is
returned to the application, even if the response is not immediately available. In this case, the function returns a
return code value of Pending.

• Tran-A pointer to a completed TranEntry data structure. The export view that is referenced in the specified TranEntry is
used by ProxyGetAsyncResponse as the area to be populated with response data from the invoked server.

• param-A pointer to an allocated ProxyParam data structure.
• errMsg-A pointer to a character array buffer that is populated if the asynchronous request encounters a processing

problem in either the target server or the supporting runtime.
• errMsgLen-An integer value that specifies the size of the errMsg character array.

Outputs

Returns an enumerated type ProxyGetAsyncResponseReturnValue. The processing of the request determines the return
code value that is:
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• GetAsyncSuccess-If the supporting runtime determines that the request is satisfied with a response from the server,
the call is completed by populating the export data in the specified CITranEntry, and the function returns a value of
Success. The status of the outstanding request is changed to complete.

• GetAsyncPending- This code is returned if the blocking parameter is set to NONBLOCKING and the response is not
available.

• GetAsyncInvalidAsyncRequestID-The specified request identifier does not correspond to an outstanding request.
This behavior is because the ID does not exist, or because the response was already retrieved.

• GetASyncServerError ServerError - If the runtime determines that the server encountered an error while processing
the request, the call is completed by populating the errMsg field with the returned server error message, and the
function returning a value of ServerError. The status of the outstanding request is changed to complete.

• GetAsyncCommunicationsError CommunicationsError - If, after the request is accepted, the supporting runtime
encounters a communications error servicing the request, the call is completed by populating the errMsg field with
text describing the communication error and the function returning a value of CommunicationsError. The status of the
outstanding request is changed to complete.

• GetAsyncProcessingError- The proxy runtime was unable to process the request, but the error does not fall into one of
the above categories.

Related Functions

ProxyExecuteAsync

ProxyCheckAsync

ProxyIgnoreAsync

Example

ProxyGetAsyncResponseReturnValue ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyGetAsyncResponse(requestID, blocking, &SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION,

                                              psParamBlock, errMsg, errMsgLen);

if ( (ReturnVal != GetAsyncSuccess) && (ReturnVal != GetAsyncPending) )

{

   printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyGetAsyncResponse\n");

   printf("errMsg = %s\n",errMsg);

   ProxyTraceOut(NULL, errMsg);

   return (Failure);

}

ProxyGetClientPassword

This article provides information for the ProxyGetClientPassword function that returns the value of the Password part of
the parameter block.

Function Call
const char *ProxyGetClientPassword(ProxyParam *param);

Description

The ProxyGetClientPassword function call is optional.

Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.
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Outputs

Pointer to a string containing the Client Password or NULL if not set.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxySetClientPassword

ProxyClearClientPassword

Example

strcpy(OutClientPassword, ProxyGetClientPassword(psParamBlock));

ProxyGetClientUserid

This article provides information for the ProxyGetClientUserid that returns the value of the Userid part of the parameter
block.

Function Call
const char *ProxyGetClientUserid(ProxyParam *param);

Description

The ProxyGetClientUserid function call is optional.

Inputs

A call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock creates the parameter block structure. This parameter block structure is the input.

Outputs

Pointer to a string containing the Client Userid or NULL if not set.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxySetClientUserid

ProxyClearClientUserid

Example
strcpy(OutClientUserid, ProxyGetClientUserid(psParamBlock));

ProxyGetCommand

This article provide information for the ProxyGetCommand that returns the value of the Command part of the parameter
block.

Function Call
const char *ProxyGetCommand(ProxyParam *param);
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Description

The ProxyGetCommand function call is optional.

Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Outputs

Pointer to a string containing the Command or NULL if not set.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxySetCommand

ProxyClearCommand

Example
strcpy(OutCommand, ProxyGetCommand(psParamBlock));

ProxyGetDialect

This article provides information for ProxyGetDialect that returns the value of the Dialect part of the parameter block.

Function Call
const char *ProxyGetDialect(ProxyParam *param);

Description

The ProxyGetDialect function call is optional.

Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Outputs

Pointer to a string containing the Dialect or NULL if not set.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxySetDialect

ProxyClearDialect

Example
strcpy(OutDialect, ProxyGetDialect(psParamBlock));
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ProxyGetExitMsgType

This article provides information for ProxyGetExitMsgType that returns the value of the Exit Message Type part of the
parameter block.

Function Call
MsgType ProxyGetExitMsgType(ProxyParam *param);

Description

The ProxyGetExitMsgType function call is optional, but recommended. The return value from ProxyExecute indicates
basic success or failure. Detailed server errors are returned using ProxyGetExitMsgType, ProxyGetExitStateMsg, and
ProxyGetExitStateNum.

Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Outputs

Exit Message Type, that is of the enumerated type MsgType {ESInformational, ESWarning, ESError, ESNone}.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxyClearExitMsgType

ProxyGetExitStateMsg

ProxyClearExitStateMsg

ProxyGetExitStateNum

ProxyClearExitStateNum

Example
OutExitMsgType = ProxyGetExitMsgType(psParamBlock);

ProxyGetExitStateMsg

This article provides information for ProxyGetExitStateMsg that returns the value of the Exit State Message part of the
parameter block.

Function Call
const char *ProxyGetExitStateMsg(ProxyParam *param);

Description

A status message is associated with a status code, and can be returned by A Gen exit state. This function call is optional,
but recommended. The return value from ProxyExecute indicates basic success or failure. Detailed server errors are
returned using ProxyGetExitMsgType, ProxyGetExitStateMsg, and ProxyGetExitStateNum.
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Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Outputs

Pointer to a string containing the Exit State Message or NULL if not set.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxyClearExitStateMsg

ProxyGetExitMsgType

ProxyClearExitMsgType

ProxyGetExitStateNum

ProxyClearExitStateNum

Example
strcpy(OutExitStateMsg, ProxyGetExitStateMsg(psParamBlock));

ProxyGetExitStateNum

This article provides information for ProxyGetExitStateNum that returns the value of the Exit State Number part of the
parameter block.

Function Call
int ProxyGetExitStateNum(ProxyParam *param);

Description

If the server of the procedure step uses exit states, then the exit state is returned from the server. This function call is
optional, but recommended. The return value from ProxyExecute indicates basic success or failure. Detailed server errors
are returned using ProxyGetExitMsgType, ProxyGetExitStateMsg, and ProxyGetExitStateNum.

Input

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Output

An integer value representing an Exit State Number or NULL if not set.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxyClearExitStateNum

ProxyGetExitStateMsg

ProxyClearExitStateMsg

ProxyGetExitMsgType
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ProxyClearExitMsgType

Example
OutExitStateNum = ProxyGetExitStateNum(psParamBlock);

ProxyGetNextLocation

This article provides information for ProxyGetNextLocation that returns the value of the Next Location part of the
parameter block.

Function Call
const char *ProxyGetNextLocation(ProxyParam *param);

Description

The ProxyGetNextLocation function call is optional.

Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

Outputs

Pointer to a string containing the Next Location value or NULL if not set.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxySetNextLocation

ProxyClearNextLocation

Example
strcpy(OutNextLocation, ProxyGetNextLocation(psParamBlock));

ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponse

This article provides information for ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponse that informs the runtime that it wants to ignore the
response corresponding to the specified AsyncRequestID.

Function Call
ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponseReturnValue

  ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponse(AsyncRequestID

  requestID);

Description

Once ignored, the outstanding request is considered complete.

The resources that are associated with an ignored request remain allocated as long as the corresponding response of the
ignored request remains outstanding. The runtime tracks an ignored request, and only releases the resources when the
runtime receives the corresponding response.
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NOTE
This function is not supported for communication type of Tuxedo.

Inputs

RequestID-An AsyncRequest ID field that contains a unique ID associated with the outstanding asynchronous request that
the application wants to be ignored.

Outputs

Returns an enumerated type ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponseReturnValue. The return value is:

• IgnoreAsyncResponseIgnored- The supporting runtime determines that the request is satisfied with a response from
the server. The runtime also determines that the application is no longer obligated to retrieve the response. The status
of the outstanding request is changed to complete.

• IgnoreAsyncInvalidAsyncRequestID- The specified request identifier does not correspond to an outstanding request.
This behavior is because the ID does not exist, or because the response was already retrieved.

• IgnoreAsyncProcessingError- The proxy runtime was unable to process the IgnoreAsync request, but the error does
not fall into one of the above categories.

Related Functions

ProxyExecuteAsync

ProxyCheckAsync

ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponse

Example
ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponseReturnValue ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponse(requested);

If (ReturnVal != IgnoreAsyncResponseIgnored)

{

   printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyIgnoreAsyncResponse \n");

   return (Failure);

}

ProxySetClientPassword

The ProxySetClientPassword sets the client user password part of the parameter block that is sent to the server where the
executable code of the procedure step is installed.

Function Call
int ProxySetClientPassword(ProxyParam *param, char *ClientPassword);

Description

The client user ID usually accompanies the client user-password and is set by the ProxySetClientUserid function. This
function call is optional.

NOTE
Security is not enabled by default. For a description of the user exits invoked from the C Proxy Runtime, see
Understanding Distributed Processing.
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Inputs

The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.

ClientPassword-Password that is valid at the server.

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxyGetClientPassword

ProxyClearClientPassword

Example
int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxySetClientPassword(psParamBlock, ClientPassword);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxySetClientPassword\n");

  return (Failure);

}

ProxySetClientUserid

The ProxySetClientUserid sets the client user ID part of the parameter block that is sent to the server where the
executable code of the procedure step is installed.

Function Call
int ProxySetClientUserid(ProxyParam *param, char *ClientUserid);

Description

A client user ID is accompanied by a client user password that is set with the ProxySetClientPassword function. This
function call is optional.

NOTE
Security is not enabled by default. For a description of the user exits invoked from the C Proxy Runtime, see
Understanding Distributed Processing.

Inputs

The inputs to this function are:

• The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.
• Client Userid

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.
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Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxyGetClientUserid

ProxyClearClientUserid

Example
int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxySetClientUserid(psParamBlock, ClientUserid);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxySetClientUserid\n");

  return (Failure);

}

ProxySetCommand

This article provides information for ProxySetCommand that sets the value of the Command part of the parameter block.

Function Call
int ProxySetCommand(ProxyParam *param, char *Command);

Description

This function must only be set if the procedure step uses case of command construct. This function call is optional.

Inputs

The inputs to this function are:

• The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.
• Command to be sent to the server. Must be in uppercase.

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxyGetCommand

ProxyClearCommand

Example
int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxySetCommand(psParamBlock, Command);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxySetCommand\n");

  return (Failure);

}
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ProxySetDialect

This article provides information for ProxySetDialect that sets the value of the Dialect part of the parameter block.

Function Call
int ProxySetDialect(ProxyParam *param, char *Dialect);

Description

This function call is optional.

Inputs

The inputs to this function are:

• The parameter block structure that is created by a call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock.
• Dialect

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxyGetDialect

ProxyClearDialect

Example
int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxySetDialect(psParamBlock, Dialect);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxySetDialect\n");

  return (Failure);

}

ProxySetNextLocation

This article provides information for ProxySetNextLocation that sets the value of the Next Location part of the parameter
block.

Function Call
int ProxySetNextLocation(ProxyParam *param, char *NextLocation);

Description

The user exit flow DLLs use the location name (NEXTLOC). This function call is optional.

Inputs

The inputs to this function are:
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• A call to ProxyAllocateParamBlock creates the parameter block structure. This parameter block structure is the input.
• Next Location

Outputs

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyExecuteReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Related Functions

ProxyClearParamBlock

ProxyGetNextLocation

ProxyClearNextLocation

Example
int ReturnVal;

ReturnVal = ProxySetNextLocation(psParamBlock, NextLocation);

if (ReturnVal == Failure)

{

  printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxySetNextLocation\n");

  return (Failure);

}

ProxyStartTracing

This article provides information for the ProxyStartTracing function that opens a file for debug and status information.

Function Call
void ProxyStartTracing(char *, char *);

Description

ProxyStopTracing is used to close the file. This function is optional but, if used, call this function before ProxyTraceOut.

Inputs

The inputs to this function are:

• The first parameter can be either a valid filename or NULL. If a filename is provided, the filename is used to create
the log file if file access permissions allow. If this parameter is NULL, the trace output is written to a file called "trace-
<procname>-<procid>.out". <procname> is the name of the proxy application and <procid> is the process id of the
application. On a Windows platform, this file is written to the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs
\client directory. For UNIX and Linux systems, the file is located in the current directory. An empty string "" for the first
parameter results in no file being created.

• The second parameter is the trace level.
• 0xFFFFFFFF requests the highest (verbose) level of messages.
• NULL indicates that the value of the CMIDEBUG environment variable must be used to determine the trace level.

Functions that return a Failure status, generally write detailed information regarding the failure to the trace file.

Outputs

None
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Related Functions

ProxyStopTracing

ProxyTraceOut

Example
ProxyStartTracing("cproxy.out","0xFFFFFFFF");

ProxyStopTracing

This article provides information for the ProxyStopTracing function that closes the trace file that is opened by
ProxyStartTracing.

Function Call
void ProxyStopTracing();

Description

This function is optional, but is recommended if ProxyStartTracing is used.

Inputs

None

Outputs

None

Related Functions

ProxyStartTracing

ProxyTraceOut

Example
ProxyStopTracing();

ProxyTraceOut

This article provides information for the ProxyTraceOut function that writes a message to the trace file.

Function Call
void ProxyTraceOut(void *, char *);

Description

These messages are interspersed with standard debugging messages. This function call is optional.

Inputs

The inputs to this function are:
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• First parameter is NULL.
• Second parameter is the Message to be written to the trace file.

Outputs

None

Related Functions

ProxyStartTracing

ProxyStopTracing

Example
ProxyTraceOut(NULL, "CPROXY.C - ***** Beginning program");

ProxySetViewBlob

This article provides information for the ProxySetViewBlob function that sets the BLOB predicate view to input data.

Function Call

int ProxySetViewBlob (void *, void *, long);

Description

Writes the input data to BLOB.

Inputs

The inputs to this function are:

• First parameter is the pointer to the BLOB predicate view.
• Second parameter is the input data buffer.
• Third parameter is the input data length.

Output

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyViewReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

ProxyGetViewBlob

This article provides information for the ProxyGetViewBlob function that gets the BLOB predicate view data into output
buffer.

Function Call

int ProxyGetViewBlob(void *, void *, long, long *);

Description

Reads the BLOB data into buffer.
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Inputs

The inputs to this function are:

• First parameter is the pointer to the BLOB predicate view.
• Second parameter is the output data buffer. This parameter is the output parameter where the output data is stored
• Third parameter is the output data buffer length.
• Fourth parameter is the number of bytes returned in data buffer. This parameter is the output parameter which contains

the number of bytes.

Output

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyViewReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

ProxyClearViews

The ProxyClearViews function clears the view data. This function ensures that BLOB handles involved in the transaction
are properly deallocated.

Function Call

int ProxyClearViews (CITranEntry *);

Description

Though this function is optional, it is recommended that this function is called at the end of every transaction.

NOTE
The current implementation only resets the BLOB handles.

Inputs

The first input parameter of the function is the Transaction Entry data.

Output

Returns an integer value that is one of the enumerated types of ProxyViewReturnValues. 0==Failure, 1== Success.

Proxy.c
The following is an example of a C proxy program using Decimal Precision attribute. This code is hand-written, not
generated.

 /*

  * This sample's purpose is to provide a C programmer a starting

  * point for coding a C proxy routine.

  *

  * This sample builds upon the CA (R) Gen sample model that is included

  * with the CA Gen Toolset. The Gen server module used by this proxy

  * example is packaged within the sample model as load module P900. This proxy

  * example will only exercise a small amount of the sample models capabilities.

  *

  *  This example application performs the following actions:

  *  - delDiv  - deletes 4 division name records based on data specified in

  *              the import view. Implemented in the delete() function.
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  *  - addDiv  - adds four division name records based on data specified in the

  *              import view. Implemented in the add() function.

  *  - readDiv - retrieves division name records and moves them to the export

  *              repeating group view. Implemented in the read function.

  *  - check   - the check function extracts data from the returned export

  *              view depending upon the delete/add/read operation just executed

  *

  * - The import view assignment statements are hard coded. In your

  *   application you will probably use a GUI interface to query for

  *   values.

  *

  * - The export views are displayed on the screen. In your application

  *   you will probably use a GUI interface to display these values.

  *

  * NOTE:  Variable Name Case Sensitivity

  *

  * The C Proxy API uses case sensitivity to use the procedure step name

  * as multiple variable names. If you use this sample C program as a basis

  * for your program, take care to "match case" when replacing variable names.

  *

  * For example:

  *

  * - SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION is used to represent the TranEntry data structure

  *   which contains all the information needed for a transaction (such as

  *   trancode and model name).

  *

  * - server_detail_division is used to represent the transaction specific

  *   view data structure which will be used to reference import and export

  *   views.

  *

  *

  * This proxy example is designed to communicate with a server packaged

  * within the CA Gen sample model which is included with the product

  * distribution. The sample model's Cooperative Server load module P900

  * must be generated and installed within the target environment to which

  * this C proxy is to communicate, prior to attempting to execute this

  * sample.

 */

  

 /* Include the Gen C Proxy generated header file created from the

  * sample model included with the product distribution

 */

  

 #include "p900.h"

  

 /* the following value is one of the returned exit state values. It's

  * definition was obtained from server generated code. Additional exit state

  * values could be obtained if desired.

 */

 #define gui_return_from_link 219941543

  

  

 /* Include other standard libraries as needed */
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 #include <ctype.h>

 #include <stdlib.h>

 #include <stdio.h>

 #include <string.h>

  

 #ifdef WIN32

 /* for Windows */

 #include <windows.h>

 #define SLEEP(i) Sleep(i*1000)

 #else

 /* for UNIX    */

 #include <unistd.h>

 #define SLEEP(i) sleep(i)

 #endif

  

  

 /* Contains communication information */

 static ProxyParam*       psParamBlock; 

  

 /* Used to store a communication configuration string */

 char      comcfg[256]; 

  

 /* Error message length can be from 0-2048 this will determine 

  * how much of the error message will be returned by ProxyExecute.

  * A shorter message may be returned depending on the error.      

 */

 #define   errMsgLen 2048

 char      errMsg[errMsgLen];  

  

 /* Return code from routines  {Failure, Success}

  * ProxyExecuteReturnValues is defined in the proxyexe.h file supplied

  * with the Gen installation.

 */

 ProxyExecuteReturnValues ReturnVal;

  

  

 /* Misc defines */

 int       nRC;            /* Integer return code */

  

 char      ClientUserid[ProxyClientUseridLen+1]= "MYUSER";      

 char      ClientPassword[ProxyClientPasswordLen+1]= "123";  

 char      Dialect[ProxyDialectLen + 1] = "DEFAULT";              

 char      NextLocation[ProxyNextLocationLen+1] = "TEST";      

 /* Command is one of A (add), D (delete), R (read) */

 char      Command[ProxyCommandLen+1] = " ";                

 long      ExitStateNum;                              

 MsgType   ExitMsgType;                               

 char      ExitStateMsg[ProxyExitStateMsgLen+1];      

 char      OutClientUserid[ProxyClientUseridLen+1];      

 char      OutClientPassword[ProxyClientPasswordLen+1];  

 char      OutDialect[ProxyDialectLen + 1];              

 char      OutNextLocation[ProxyNextLocationLen+1];      

 char      OutCommand[ProxyCommandLen+1];                
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 long      OutExitStateNum;                              

 MsgType   OutExitMsgType;                               

 char      OutExitStateMsg[ProxyExitStateMsgLen+1];  

  

  

 /* local function prototypes */

 ProxyExecuteReturnValues addDiv();    

 ProxyExecuteReturnValues delDiv();    

 ProxyExecuteReturnValues readDiv();    

 void check();

  

 int main (void)

 {

  

    printf ("Beginning of sample C proxy application \n\n");

  

  

 /************************************************************************/

 /*                                Setup                                 */

  

 /* ProxyStartTracing opens a file for debug/status information.

  * ProxyStopTracing will be used to close the file.

  * This function is optional, but must be called before ProxyTraceOut

  * if used

  *    - The first parameter must be valid filename, the file will be

  *      created

  *    - The second parameter is the trace level.

  *      0xFFFFFFFF requests the highest (verbose) level of messages. 

  *      NULL indicates that the value of the CMIDEBUG environment

  *      variable must be used to determine the trace level

  * Functions which return with a Failure status will generally write

  * detailed information regarding the failure to the trace file.

 */

  

    ProxyStartTracing((char *) "cproxy.out", (char*)"0xFFFFFFFF");  

  

 /* ProxyTraceOut writes a message to the trace file. These

  * messages will be interspersed with standard debugging messages.

  * This function call is optional.

  */

  

    ProxyTraceOut(NULL, (char *) "CPROXY.C - *****  Beginning program");

  

  

  

 /* ProxyAllocateParamBlock is used to create the parameter block

  * (data structure) which contains information required for the

  * transaction. A NULL return indicates an error in the creation

  * of the parameter block.

  * This function call is required.

 */

  

    psParamBlock = ProxyAllocateParamBlock();
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    if (NULL == psParamBlock)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyAllocateParamBlock\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

  

 /* ProxySetClientUserid is used to set a userid in the parameter block.

  * This function call is required if security on the server is used,

  * otherwise it is optional.

 */

  

    nRC = ProxySetClientUserid(psParamBlock, ClientUserid);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxySetClientUserid\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

 /* ProxySetClientPassword is used to set a password in the parameter

  * block.

  * This function call is required if security on the server is used,

  * otherwise it is optional.

 */

  

    nRC = ProxySetClientPassword(psParamBlock, ClientPassword);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxySetClientPassword\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

 /* ProxySetDialect is used to set the dialect in the parameter block.

  * This function call is optional.

 */

  

    nRC = ProxySetDialect(psParamBlock, Dialect);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxySetDialect\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

 /* ProxySetNextLocation is used to set the next location in the parameter

  * block.

  * This function call is optional.

 */

  

    nRC = ProxySetNextLocation(psParamBlock, NextLocation);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxySetNextLocation\n");

       return (Failure);
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    }

  

 /* ProxySetCommand is used to set the command in the parameter block.

  * This function call is optional.

 */

  

    nRC = ProxySetCommand(psParamBlock, Command);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxySetCommand\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

 #ifndef TUXEDO

 /* NOTE: ProxyConfigureComm() must not be called if targeting a Tuxedo Server

   * environment. Tuxedo environment does not support retargeting the server.

 */

  

 /* ProxyConfigureComm is used to set communication options.

  * This function call is optional, communication options can be set in

  * the following ways:

  * - by specifying the options in the SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION structure

  *   without a call to ProxyConfigureComm

  * - by calling ProxyConfigureComm with a NULL third parameter to

  *   indicate that the file commcfg.ini must be used

  * - by calling ProxyConfigureComm with a string containing the

  *   Comm Service Type, Host and Port as the third parameter

 */

  

 /* This call to ProxyConfigureComm will use the file commcfg.ini

  * NOTE: the commcfg.ini file must contain a valid override entry

  * if this call is to succeed.

 */

  

    nRC = ProxyConfigureComm(&SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION, SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION.service, NULL);

    if (nRC == FALSE)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyConfigureComm using File\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

 /*  This call to ProxyConfigureComm will use the string containing the

  *  Comm Service Type, Host and Port to set communication

  *  options. Be sure to include a space between each token.

 */

  

     strcpy( comcfg, "TCP " );     /* Comm Service Type */

     strcat( comcfg, "hostname " );  /* Host              */

     strcat( comcfg, "port#" );    /* Port              */

  

     nRC = ProxyConfigureComm(&SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION, SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION.service, comcfg);

  

    if (nRC == FALSE)
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    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyConfigureComm using comcfg string \n");

       return (Failure);

    }

 #endif /* ! TUXEDO */

  

  

 /* The ProxyClear set of functions are used to clear the parameter block.

  * Each part of the parameter block can be cleared individually, or the

  * ProxyClearParamBlock function can be used to clear the entire

  * parameter block.

  * These function calls are optional.

  * The ProxyClearParamBlock function would replace the other ProxyClear

  * functions shown further below.

 */

     nRC = ProxyClearParamBlock(psParamBlock);

     if (nRC == Failure)

     {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearParamBlock\n");

       return (Failure);

     }

  

  

 /* Function specific to this proxy example

  * Deletes the division name records which will be added by the addDiv

  * Note: delete will call ProxyClearParamBlock

 */

    delDiv();

  

    SLEEP(2);

  

 /* Function specific to this proxy example

  * add several divisions

  * Note: add will call ProxyClearParamBlock

  */

    addDiv();

  

    SLEEP(2);

  

 /* Function specific to this proxy example

  * read back the divisions just added

  * Note: read will call ProxyClearParamBlock

  */

    readDiv();

  

  

 /* For sample purposes, the set of individual ProxyClear functions are shown

  * below

 */

    nRC = ProxyClearClientUserid(psParamBlock);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearClientUserid\n");
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       return (Failure);

    }

  

    nRC = ProxyClearClientPassword(psParamBlock);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearClientPassword\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

    nRC = ProxyClearDialect(psParamBlock);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearDialect\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

    nRC = ProxyClearNextLocation(psParamBlock);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearNextLocation\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

    nRC = ProxyClearCommand(psParamBlock);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearCommand\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

    nRC = ProxyClearExitStateMsg(psParamBlock);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearExitStateMsg\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

    nRC = ProxyClearExitStateNum(psParamBlock);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearExitStateNum\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

    nRC = ProxyClearExitMsgType(psParamBlock);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearExitMsgType\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

 /* The ProxyDeleteParamBlock function is used to delete the psParamBlock
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  * structure.

  * This function call is optional, but recommended.

 */

    nRC = ProxyDeleteParamBlock(psParamBlock);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyDeleteParamBlock\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

 /*  ProxyStopTracing is used to close the trace file opened by

  *  ProxyStartTracing.

  *  This function is optional, but is recommended if ProxyStartTracing is

  *  used.

 */

    ProxyStopTracing();

  

    printf ("\nEnding program cproxy \n");

    return (TRUE);

 }

  

  

 /* addDiv()

  * This function is specific to this proxy example.

  * It attempts to add 4 division records

 */

  

 ProxyExecuteReturnValues addDiv()

 {

  

    /* Add Divisions */

    int count;

  

    printf("Adding test divisions\n");

  

    strcpy(Command,"A"); /* Add */

    strcpy(server_detail_division.importRequest_command.value, Command);

  

  

    /* add 4 Divisions */

    for (count = 0; count <= 3; count++ )

    {

       /* use Numbers 90-93 */

       server_detail_division.import_division.number = 90+count;

       sprintf(server_detail_division.import_division.name, "Test Divison %d", count);

  

       /* in case there are no employes in the database  use 0*/

       server_detail_division.import_employee.number = 0;

  

       /* clear the parameter block */

       nRC = ProxyClearParamBlock(psParamBlock);

       if (nRC == Failure)

       {
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         printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearParamBlock\n");

         return (Failure);

       }

  

  

 /*  Transaction processing

  *  ProxyExecute sends the transaction to the server and returns export 

  *  data and messages. This function use the following parameters:

  *  - SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION transaction structure which contains

  *    import and export views

  *  - psParamBlock parameter structure which contain communication

  *    information

  *  - errMsg will return any error message from the server

  *  - errMsgLen specifies the number of characters to write to errMsg

  *    This function call is required. The return value is Success or

  *    Failure

 */

       if (ProxyExecute(&SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION, psParamBlock, errMsg, errMsgLen) != Success)

       {

          printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyExecute \n");

          printf("errMsg = %s\n",errMsg);

          ProxyTraceOut(NULL, errMsg);

          return (Failure); 

       }

       else /* check results */

          check();

    }

  

    return (Success);

 }

  

 /* readDiv()

  * This function is specific to this proxy example.

  * read all divisions, returning division name and number

  * The server returns the data in a repeating group view.

  * If the previous add was successful there must be

  * at least four divisions present. The check() function

  * will extract the data read from the repeating group view.

 */

 ProxyExecuteReturnValues readDiv()

 {

    printf("Reading test divisions\n");

  

 #ifndef TUXEDO

 /* NOTE: ProxyConfigureComm() must not be called if targeting a Tuxedo Server

   * environment. Tuxedo environment does not support retargeting the server.

 */

  

 /* setup to use SERVER_MAINTAIN_DIVISION

  * This read uses a different procedure step than did delDiv/addDiv, so

  * must call ProxyConfigureComm() to initialize for the desired

  * procedure step

 */
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    nRC = ProxyConfigureComm(&SERVER_MAINTAIN_DIVISION,

                                SERVER_MAINTAIN_DIVISION.service, comcfg);

  

    if (nRC == FALSE)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyConfigureComm using comcfg string\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

  

 #endif /* !TUXEDO */

  

    strcpy(Command,"R");

  

 /* non space implies server is to return sorted data */

    strcpy(server_maintain_division.importSortWrk_sorting.sort_sequence, "S");

  

 /* clear the paramater block */

    nRC = ProxyClearParamBlock(psParamBlock);

    if (nRC == Failure)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearParamBlock\n");

       return (Failure);

    }

 

 /*  Transaction processing

  *  ProxyExecute sends the transaction to the server and returns export 

  *  data and messages. This function use the following parameters:

  *  - SERVER_MAINTAIN_DIVISION transaction structure which contains

  *    import and export views

  *  - psParamBlock parameter structure which contain communication

  *    information

  *  - errMsg will return any error message from the server

  *  - errMsgLen specifies the number of characters to write to errMsg

  *    This function call is required. The return value is Success or

  *    Failure

 */

    if (ProxyExecute(&SERVER_MAINTAIN_DIVISION, psParamBlock,

                                                errMsg, errMsgLen) != Success)

    {

       printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyExecute \n");

       printf("errMsg = %s\n",errMsg);

       ProxyTraceOut(NULL, errMsg);

       return (Failure); 

    }

    check();

 

    return (Success);

 }

 

 /* delDiv()

  * This function is specific to this proxy example.

  * Attempts to delete the four division records that addDiv() will then add.

  * Hard coded to delete division 90-93, which may or may not exist.
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 */

 ProxyExecuteReturnValues delDiv()

 {

    int count;

 

    printf("Deleting test divisions\n");

    strcpy(Command,"D"); /* Delete */

 

    strcpy(server_detail_division.importRequest_command.value, Command);

 

    for (count = 0; count <=3; count ++)

    {

  

       server_detail_division.import_division.number = 90 + count;

       printf("  Attempting to Delete Division %d\n",

                   server_detail_division.import_division.number);

 

       nRC = ProxyClearParamBlock(psParamBlock);

       if (nRC == Failure)

       {

          printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyClearParamBlock\n");

          return (Failure);

       }

 

 /*  Transaction processing

  *  ProxyExecute sends the transaction to the server and returns export 

  *  data and messages. This function use the following parameters:

  *  - SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION transaction structure which contains

  *    import and export views

  *  - psParamBlock parameter structure which contain communication

  *    information

  *  - errMsg will return any error message from the server

  *  - errMsgLen specifies the number of characters to write to errMsg

  *    This function call is required. The return value is Success or

  *    Failure

 */

       if (ProxyExecute(&SERVER_DETAIL_DIVISION, psParamBlock, errMsg, errMsgLen) != Success)

       {

          printf("Unsuccessful return from ProxyExecute \n");

          printf("errMsg = %s\n",errMsg);

          ProxyTraceOut(NULL, errMsg);

          return (Failure); 

       }

    }

    printf("\n");

    return (Success);

 }

 

 /* check()

  * This function is specific to this proxy example.

  * check the results of the ProxyExecute()

 */

 void check()
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 {

 

    int loop=0;

 

 /* The ProxyGet set of functions are used to query the various data items

  * within parameter block.

  * These function calls are optional.

 */

     strcpy(OutClientUserid,ProxyGetClientUserid(psParamBlock));

     strcpy(OutClientPassword, ProxyGetClientPassword(psParamBlock));

     strcpy(OutDialect, ProxyGetDialect(psParamBlock));

     strcpy(OutNextLocation, ProxyGetNextLocation(psParamBlock));

     strcpy(OutCommand, ProxyGetCommand(psParamBlock));

     OutExitStateNum = ProxyGetExitStateNum(psParamBlock);

     OutExitMsgType = ProxyGetExitMsgType(psParamBlock);

     strcpy(OutExitStateMsg, ProxyGetExitStateMsg(psParamBlock));

 

 /* processing a delete command */

     if (strcmp(Command, "D") == 0)

     {

 

 /* did server set an exit state? If so, delete failed */

        if (OutExitStateNum != 0)

        {

           printf("OutExitStateNum=%d\n", OutExitStateNum);

           printf("OutExitStateMsg=%s\n", OutExitStateMsg);

        }

        else

           printf("Delete successful\n");

        return;

     }

 

 /* processing the add command */

     if (strcmp(Command, "A") == 0)

     {

        if (OutExitStateNum == gui_return_from_link)

        {

           printf(" Division successfully added\n");

           printf("    Exit State Number | Divsion: Number    Name\n");

           printf("  ----------------------------------------------------------\n");

           printf("   %d", OutExitStateNum);

           printf("\t\t\t    %d", server_detail_division.export_division.number);

           printf("      %s\n\n", server_detail_division.export_division.name);

        }

        else /* error */

        {

           printf("OutExitStateNum=%d\n", OutExitStateNum);

           printf("OutExitStateMsg=%s\n", OutExitStateMsg);

           return;

        }

     }

 

     /* processing the read repeating group view */
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     if (strcmp(Command, "R") == 0)

     {

        printf("  List of Divisions\n");

        if (server_maintain_division.allOutput.cardinality > 0)

        {

           printf("    Number    Name\n");

           printf("  ------------------------------\n");

           for (loop = 0; loop < server_maintain_division.allOutput.cardinality; loop++ )

           {

             printf("    %d", server_maintain_division.allOutput.export_division.number[loop]);

             printf("         %s\n", server_maintain_division.allOutput.export_division.name[loop]);

           }

        }

        else

           printf("\tNo Data Found\n");

     }

 }

 

Using a C Proxy
A user-written C/C++ application incorporates the use of a C Proxy by using the generated C header file, and calling the
various API's provided by the C Proxy Runtime.

A user-written C/C++ application can build applications using the C proxy that are capable of supporting both synchronous
and asynchronous cooperative flows. The main difference between these processing types is the actual method used to
perform the cooperative flow.

The C Proxy sample code supplied with the product only demonstrates the use of synchronous capabilities.

Security Processing

A C Proxy provides facilities to implement Distributed Processing Security.

To utilize the security features, the application developer must add code to their user-written C/C++ application that sets
the ClientUserid and ClientPassword parameter of the parameter block that is to be sent to the server. Depending on the
return value of the client security user exit (WRSECTOKEN), the security data fields will or will not be sent to the target
DPS.

If the client security user exit returns SECURITY_ENHANCED, the client security user exits can cause an optional
security token to be added to the data flow. The collection of security data that is sent as part of the cooperative flow is
validated by user exits residing in the execution environment of the target DPS.

For user-written C/C++ applications flowing to DPS using TCP/IP, MQSeries, or ECI the supporting runtime lets a
portion of the Common Format Buffer to be encrypted on the way to the target DPS, and decrypted on the way back
from the target DPS. The use of encryption and decryption are enabled by way of user exits (WRSECENCRYPT and
WRSECDECRYPT respectively).

Overview of an Example Makefile for Windows
The steps that are used to compile and link your C/C++ application vary depending on the environment chosen. The
example makefile that is shown requires modifications to work in your environment.
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NOTE
Set up the compiler environment before executing the makefile.

Description Example Makefile
Clean up previous files and set command values. ALL : "cproxy.obj" "cproxy.exe" makeok

CLEAN :
  -@erase "cproxy.obj"
  -@erase "cproxy.exe"
-@erase "cproxy.pdb"
-@erase "cproxy.sbr"
  @echo Example C Proxy program: clean done
 
CPP=cl.exe
CPP_PROJ=/nologo /I"$(IEFH)" -DWIN32 /MD /W3 /Gm /GX /Zi /
Od /D "WINDOWS" /D "_DEBUG" /D "_CONSOLE" /D "_MBCS" /
FR /Fo /Fd /FD /c

Dependencies - this makefile is definitely not required in the
standard makefile, but is shown here for completeness.

CPP_DEP=\
  ".\p900.h"\
  {$(IEFH)}"cisrvtcp.h"\
  {$(IEFH)}"ciconst.h"\
  {$(IEFH)}"citrantb.h"\
  {$(IEFH)}"civewdef.h"\
  {$(IEFH)}"proxycfg.h"\
  {$(IEFH)}"proxyexe.h"\
  {$(IEFH)}"proxytrc.h"\
  {$(IEFH)}"proxyxit.h"

Compile definition .c .obj::
   $(CPP) $(CPP_PROJ) $(<R).c

Link definition - The libraries you link with are csun.lib and pxrtn.lib
in the Gen directory.
Note:
Note: YYY refers to either X86 for 32-bit or X64 for 64-bit.

LINK32=link.exe
 
LINK32_FLAGS=”$(IEFH)\csun.lib” “$(IEFH)\pxrtn.lib” /nologo\
/subsystem:console /incremental:no /debug /machine:YYY /
out:"cproxy.exe"\
LINK32_OBJS="cproxy.obj"

Executable definition "cproxy.exe": $(LINK32_OBJS) $(CPP_DEP)
  $(LINK32) $(LINK32_FLAGS) $(LINK32_OBJS)

Completion message makeok :
  @echo C Proxy API program makes successful.

Overview of an Example Makefile for UNIX
The steps that are used to compile and link your C/C++ application are similar on the supported UNIX platforms.
Differences do exist in the compiler names that are used and the names of the dependency libraries. The example
makefile macros that are shown require modifications to work in your environment. Constructs similar to the
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ones presented for the Windows makefile are also incorporated into makefiles for an execution within the UNIX
environments. These constructs are not presented.

Description Example Makefile
Compile/link macro for use with IBM AIX cproxy: cproxy.c p900.h

xlC_r -q64 cpluscmt -DUNIX -I$(IEFH)/include cproxy.c -L$(IEFH)/
lib -l pxrt -o cproxy

Compile/link macro for use with Sun Solaris cproxy: cproxy.c p900.h
CC -m64 -DUNIX -I$(IEFH)/include cproxy.c -L$(IEFH)/lib -l pxrt -
o cproxy

Compile/link macro for use with HP Itanium UNIX cproxy: cproxy.c p900.h
aCC -Y -Aa +Z -Wl,+s -DD64
-DUNIX -I$(IEFH)/include cproxy.c -L$(IEFH)/lib -l pxrt -o cproxy

Executing the User-written C Proxy Application
This topic provides the following information about executing a C application containing C proxy code:

Before executing a C application that contains C proxy code, the execution environment of the application must be setup.
The items needed for the execution environment are contained in the Gen install directory.

Configuring the C Proxy at Runtime

Areas exist within the C Proxy Runtime that can be influenced by an application developer by changing its design. The
application developer performs the following activities:

• Updating the commcfg.ini file to influence the communications part of the runtime.
• Testing applications using the Diagram Trace Utility.
• Modifying user exits. The user exits influence security processing. Additionally, other user exits are invoked as part of

the communications runtime. Each communications runtime exit lets arguments specific to that communication runtime
to be overridden.

For more information about user exits invoked from the C Proxy Runtime, see User Exits.

Configuring C Proxy Using commcfg.ini

The commcfg.ini file is an ASCII text file that lets runtime modifications to the communication configuration for a given set
of transactions codes associated with the target DPS applications.

There is only one copy of the commcfg.ini file, by default. The installed location is the Gen installation directory. Because
there is only one file, all proxies must use this same file. Alternatively, a proxy application searches for the commcfg.ini file
in the following order:

1. %COMMCFG_HOME%
2. %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client
3. %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\Gen xx\cfg\client
4. %PATH%

If the file is not available in these directories, the proxy application assumes that the file does not exist.

If there are multiple copies of the commcfg.ini file, the order of precedence for the files is the same as the previously
described order.

The following list defines the use of this search order:
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%COMMCFG_HOME%
The environment variable COMMCFG_HOME can be set to a directory that contains the commcfg.ini file. This file
is used by the invoking proxy application. This variables setting enables customization on a proxy by proxy basis.

%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\client
If the commcfg.ini file is stored in this directory, the file is accessible by all proxies that are executed by a specific
user on the system.

%ALLUSERSPROFILE%\Gen xx\cfg\client
If the commcfg.ini file is stored in this directory, the file is accessible by all proxies that are executed by all users
on the system.

%PATH%
If the commcfg.ini file is not available in the above locations, the file is searched in all the directories that are
specified by the PATH environment variable. By default, Gen is part of the PATH environment variable.

A generated proxy contains communications information as defined in the model. The proxy runtime provides a capability
for specifying the communication information at runtime. This information overrides any information specified in the model
and built into the proxy during generation.

In addition, the proxy runtime has the capability of turning tracing ON and OFF, as well as providing a capability for
controlling the amount of file caching that takes place at runtime.

For specific formatting instructions, see the default file installed with the Gen Proxy software or see Understanding
Distributed Processing.

How to Test Applications

The following process describes the C Proxy server testing philosophy. To test generated applications before moving them
to a production environment,

Follow these steps:

1. Use the Diagram Trace Utility to test generated C Proxy server applications.

NOTE
Consider the multi-user support in Diagram Trace Utility.

2. Override the default trace environment variables. This allows the server establish communication with Diagram Trace
Utility running on the client workstation.

3. Regenerate remote files after testing. This decreases the size of the C Proxy servers' load modules and prevents a
negative impact on the performance of the application.

NOTE
For more information related to steps 2 and 3, see COM Proxy Server Testing.

User Exits

The user exits that are invoked at runtime for a C Proxy are common to other C/C++ execution environments.

For more information about the details of each user exit, see User Exits.

A set of user exits is invoked from within the C Proxy runtime regardless of the selected communication type. There are
other user exits, which are unique for each communications type.
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The following user exit entry points are common to all C Proxies, regardless of communications type:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose
WRSECTOKEN The Client Security user exit is used to direct the runtime to

incorporate the ClientUserid and ClientPassword attributes into
the CFB. If this exit returns SECURITY_ENHANCED, it can cause
an optional Security Token field to be added to the CFB.

WRSECENCRYPT The import message encryption user exit provides the opportunity
for a portion of the outbound CFB to be encrypted using an
encryption algorithm implemented within this user exit. The target
DPS  execution environment must implement a companion
decryption user exit for the CFB to be interpreted as a valid
request CFB.

WRSECDECRYPT The export message decryption user exit provides the opportunity
for decrypting the portion of the CFB that has been encrypted by
the target DPS execution environment. This exit must implement
the companion to the DPS encryption user exit in order for the
DPS response buffer to be interpreted as a valid response CFB.

The following user exit entry points are invoked by C Proxies flowing to their target DPS using TCP/IP as their
communications type:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose
CI_TCP_DPC_DirServ_Exit Overrides the destination information used when creating the

TCP/IP Socket.
CI_TCP_DPC_setupComm_Complete Directs the runtime to retry a cooperative flow request that failed

during setup.
CI_TCP_DPC_handleComm_Complete Directs the runtime to retry a cooperative flow request that failed

during the non-setup related processing of a cooperative flow.

The following user exit entry points are invoked by C Proxies flowing to their target DPS using ECI as their
communications type:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose
ci_eci_get_system_name Provides the CICS system name, if one has not previously been

provided by data obtained from the commcfg.ini file. (For ECI V1
flows only.)

ci_eci_get_tpn Provides the capability to specify an alternate CICS Mirror
Transaction name. The default Mirror Transaction will be CPMI
unless overridden by this exit. (For ECI V1 flows only.)

ci_eci_v2_user_exit Provides the opportunity to specify or override the host name and
port number of where the CICS Transaction Gasteway is located,
the name of the target CICS System, the data encapsulation type,
and the CICS Mirror Transaction associated with the ECI V2 flow
request. (For ECI V2 flows only.)

The following user exit entry points are invoked by C Proxies flowing to their target DPS using MQSeries as their
communications type:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose
CI_MQS_DPC_Exit Overrides various pieces of information used to interface with

MQSeries.
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CI_MQS_DyanmicQName_Exit Overrides the default structure of Dynamic Reply to Queues.
CI_MQS_DPC_setupComm_Complete Directs the runtime to retry a cooperative flow request that failed

during setup.
CI_MQS_DPC_handleComm_Complete Directs the runtime to retry a cooperative flow request that failed

during the non-setup related processing of a cooperative flow.
CI_MQS_MQShutdownTest Overrides the default behavior of keeping the connection to the

Queue Manager following the completion of a cooperative flow.

The following user exit entry points are invoked by C Proxies flowing to their target DPS using Tuxedo as their
communications type:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose
ci_c_sec_set Sets user supplied security data into the security data fields

located in Tuxedo's TPINIT structure.
ci_c_user_data_out Gives the user the opportunity to inspect or modify the cooperative

flow request buffer prior to Tuxedo sending the request to the
target Tuxedo service.

ci_c_user_data_in Gives the user the opportunity to inspect or modify the cooperative
flow request buffer on return from the target Tuxedo service.
Invoked on return from the TPCALL. Additionally, this exit lets the
client to disconnect from the server following each flow.

The following user exit entry points are invoked by C Proxies flowing to their target DPS using Web Services as their
communications type:

User Exit Entry Point Purpose
CI_WS_DPC_Exit Gives the user an opportunity to modify the Web Service endpoint

destination by overriding the base URL and the context type.
CI_WS_DPC_URL_Exit Gives the user an opportunity to modify the Web Service endpoint

destination URL.

Proxy Executable

The following runtime files need to be deployed with a Gen C Proxy.

Windows C Proxy

For Windows, the consuming application can be built as 32-bit or 64-bit. The following list shows the required runtime dlls
can be found in directory %GEN86%\Gen for 32-bit and %GEN86%\Gen\AMD64 for 64-bit:

• CSUN.DLL
• CSUVNN.DLL
• IEFMBTN.DLL
• IEFUTLN.DLL
• PREXN.DLL (C proxy user exit runtime)
• PXRTN.DLL (the main C proxy runtime)
• REQTOKN.DLL
• VWRTN.DLL

Files codepage.ini and commcfg.ini from directory %GEN86%\Gen also need to be deployed.
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UNIX C Proxy

Gen UNIX runtime libraries are 64-bit only so the consuming application must be built as 64-bit. Similarly, the list of shared
libraries from directory $IEFH/lib required for a UNIX C Proxy are as follows:

• libcsu.*
• libcsuvn.*
• libdprt.*
• libprex.* (C proxy user exit runtime)
• libpxrt.* (the main C proxy runtime)
• libreqtok.*
• libvwrt.*

Files codepage.ini and commcfg.ini from directory $IEFH/bin also need to be deployed.

NOTE
The required Gen runtimes for the selected communications type also need to be deployed. For UNIX, there is a
similar shared library lib*.* names in directory $IEFH/lib.

Using the application.ini File With Proxies
The C and COM Proxy servers use the application.ini file. This file stores application-specific environment variables in a
'token=value' pairing, similar to the GUIEnvironmentVariables.ini file. Gen delivers this initialization file with the C Runtime
in the Gen install directory %IEFH% on Windows and $IEFH/make on UNIX. When a C or COM Proxy server application
is built using the Build Tool, this file is copied, only once, into the model's source directory (referred to by the profile token
LOC.CODE_SRC). This copy of the application.ini file is customizable by the user, and will not be overridden.

When a C or COM Proxy server application executes, the C Runtime library opens and reads the application.ini file in the
model's source directory, and sets uncommented environment variables in the application.

Environment Variables in the application.ini File

The application.ini file contains a set of commented environment variables. To use these environment variables, remove
the comment from the variable (";") and modify the value.

The application.ini contains the following environment variables:

TRACE_ENABLE
Enables communications with the Diagram Trace Utility.
Default: 1

TRACE_HOST
Defines the Windows system running the Diagram Trace Utility.
Default: (Windows) locahost; (UNIX) no default value

TRACE_PORT
Defines the port on which the Diagram Trace Utility listens.
Default: 4567

NOTE
To use the Diagram Trace Utility, generate the C application with Trace Enabled.

Working With Web Generation
The Web Generation feature of Gen uses the Web as an access medium to connect to Gen servers. The client interface
is in the form of HTML and JavaScript that runs in a web browser. This feature makes it easy to use the services that are
available on a server that is generated by Gen. It also makes the client application platform independent.
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Users who want the web browser access to Gen models must benefit from reading this section. This section describes
design, generation, and building by providing the following information:

• Prerequisites for installing the Web Generation software
• Technical requirements for Web Generation
• How to install the new software
• How to generate the application
• How to build files and use the application
• Consistency check messages that may display

The Web Generation feature lets a generated client, with an interface running on a browser, communicate with
a Gen server. The Web Generation feature makes it easy for a client developer to use services available on a server. By
using browsers as a client access medium, the Web Generation application makes Gen client's platform independent.

Web Generation Architecture

Web Generation lets users generate thin client applications, which are based on the GUI design model. The client
application logic resides primarily on the Application Server, while the interface is downloaded to a web browser. The
following illustration shows the high-level architecture of a Web Generation application:

  

Web Generation Highlights

There are four environments that are involved in Web Generation that can be on one computer or four physically separate
computers. The following environments are involved in Web Generation:
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• Server environment - The Gen runtime is installed for generated server applications. No special setup is required for
Web Generation applications.

• Application Server environment - The runtime engine for the client is installed on an application server, which
enables Gen to run the generated Web Generation application. Refer to the Technical Requirements for the current list
of supported application servers.

• Development environment - The Toolset provides the environment, to develop and generate Gen Web Generation
applications. This environment contains the components that generate the application both locally and remotely.

• Build environment -- This environment enables the generated files from the Gen Development environment to be
compiled and packaged into a Web Application Archive (WAR) and/or an Enterprise Application Archive (EAR).
The Gen Build environment is often located on the same computer as the Gen Development environment.

The generated product includes the following highlights:

• The application logic resides on the application server computer.
• Java Server Pages (JSPs) serve as entry points to generated applications.
• The User Interface is a combination of HTML, JavaScript, and Cascading Style Sheets that is downloaded to the

browser.
• Permitted Value and Edit Pattern checking takes place on the browser using JavaScript.
• The product lets existing users reuse their models by generating Web Generation applications.
• The Web Generation software can access databases by using Gen Server applications or utilizing JDBC on the

Application Server environment.
• The Web Generation client interface can be on any platform for which supported browsers are available. Refer to

the Technical Requirements for the current list of supported browsers.
• JavaRMI, TCP/IP, MQSeries, Tuxedo, Webservices, and ECI are the only thread-safe middleware available for Web

Generation.
• Due to browser and HTML limitations, some Gen related features have a different level of support when generated for

Web Generation.

Pre-Installation Planning
This article discusses the infrastructure requirements that you must know as you prepare to install the Web Generation
software. The four different environments that are involved in this feature can be on one machine or four physically
separate machines. The end-user machine must have a supported browser version. Refer to the Technical Requirements
for the current list of supported browsers.

Technical Requirements

Third-party software and Gen software each have requirements in addition to the Gen requirements as shown in the
following table:

Environment Third-Party Software Gen Software

Gen Server No change is required for Web Generation
applications.

Installed Gen cooperative server.

Application Server Machine The application servers must conform to the
J2EE standards. **

Web Generation Runtime*.
Communications Runtime**

Development Client Windows Operating System ** Workstation Development Toolset or Client/
Server Encyclopedia (CSE) for generation
only.
Web Generation.

Build Machine
 

Windows Operating System **
Java Platform, Standard Edition (Java
SE)**

Implementation Toolset. Web Generation.
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NOTE

• * Only needed if not packaged in the application EAR file.
• ** See Gen Technical Requirements for details.

Supported Features

Due to limitations of the browser and HTML, some features have a different level of support when generated using the
Gen for Web Generation. 

How to Install Web Generation
These environments can be on one machine or four physically separate machines.

Set Up the Development Environment

To use the Web Generation application, set up your environment to generate and install the Web Generation component.

Set Up the Build Environment

The Build Tool has tokens that must be set to allow the generated applications to build on the implementation machine.
You can set these using the Profile Manager in the Build Tool. The Assemble tool, accessible from the Build Tool's main
panel, has options that you can set to prepare your application for assembling. The Assemble Tool creates an EAR file
containing your application in preparation for deployment to the Application Server.

NOTE
For more information, see Working With the Build Tool

Set Up the Web Generation Application Server Environment

If JDBC support is required on the web client, ensure that the Application Server has access to the JDBC drivers.

For an Application Server Environment machine, the Web Generation Runtime only must be installed if the server is
going to reference the runtime through the CLASSPATH environment variable. If the application builder is going to use the
Runtime in the EAR file, this step is not necessary.

Set Up Message Resources

Upon installation of the Java Web Generation application the message resource files are automatically installed in the
<Gen install directory> \Gen\classes\resources directory. This list of files is not limited, but it must contain the following
files:

• csumessages.java
• fmrtmessages.java
• smrtmessages.java
• wmrtmessages.java

These Localization files use the naming convention <manager type>messages + "_" + language identifier + ".java" where
manager type is one of the four types (csu, fmrt, smrt or wmrt) and language identifier is a two letter code that is defined in
the model under 'Dialect Definition' as the first two letters of the Message Table Name entry.

All message files are Java source files that are stored in UTF-8 encoded Unicode. Unicode allows all the message files to
be edited and viewed simultaneously by a Unicode capable editor, for example, Microsoft Software Development Editor.

The message files must be compiled before they can be used in the runtime jar. The utility MKJAVART in <Gen install
directory>\Gen\classes is used to compile the message files and build a runtime jar.
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To build the runtime jar

1. Open a command prompt window and set the current directory to
<Gen install directory>\Gen\classes.

2. Execute the MKJAVART batch file from the command prompt.
3. Enter the following command in the command prompt to make the runtime for Web Client, with TCP/IP transport and

the new message files:

mkjavart genrt.jar WCE TCPIP

Rules for Editing Message Resource Files

The following syntactic rules apply when editing the message resource files.

• All entries are set using the method ht.put("id", "message") where id is the numeric (or text) ID of the message, and,
message is the actual localized message text.

• All substituted variables in the message are indicated by curly braces {n}, where n is the numerical index of the data in
the parameter array that is passed to the message formatting utility.

• Use /* … */ for all comments.
• Use a UTF-8 Unicode capable editor, for example, Microsoft Software Development Editor. Do not use Notepad.

NOTE
When updating messages, it is necessary to rebuild the runtime or re-assemble the application to include the
changes in the application environment.

A re-assembled application must be redeployed to the application server to make the changed message classes
available.

When using a global runtime for all applications, the new runtime must be redeployed to the application server, and the
application server must be reset to read the new runtime.

Designing a Web Generation Application
This article provides information for about design options available for Web Generation applications. After installing the
software, you are ready to use the Toolset to define Web Generation components.

Features that can influence the user interface of a Web Generation client are available through the Toolset and the
Assemble utility of the Build Tool, which lets you use external Web Authoring tools with Gen models.

Toolset Design Options
This article provides information for the GUI Window design that is the base user interface that is inherited by Web
Generation applications.

This facilitates using existing GUI or client/server models as a starting point for developing Web Generation applications.
The Toolset allows the design to either remain common or to be specialized for different target user interface
environments. Currently the supported options are: Window, HTML, and ASP.NET Edit Modes. The HTML Edit Mode is
used for designing Web Generation applications.

The following image illustrates how to navigate to the HTML Edit Mode in the Toolset:
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NOTE
For more information about using the Toolset, see Working with the Toolset.

Common Edit Modifications

The Common Edit Modifications menu item lets you make any edits to a window to be common to the three modes of the
window: HTML, ASP.NET, and Window modes. Moving a control in Edit Window mode moves the field when the window
displays in Edit HTML mode and Edit ASP.NET mode. The same result is true when editing a field in either Edit HTML or
ASP.NET modes. This common functionality is the default state of the Common Edit Modifications menu item and occurs
when the item is checked.

The following image illustrates how to navigate to Common Edit Modifications on the Toolset:
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If the menu item is not checked, then any edits causing updates to any of the visible properties of the windows and their
controls are considered a customization for whichever edit mode the window is set (Window, HTML, or ASP.NET). Control
location, prompt text, control font, and color are examples of customizable properties.

NOTE
Customizing for different modes create more objects in your model.

Window and Control Appearance

You can regulate the appearance of a window or control by using the panels of the Toolset Business System Video
Properties. For Web Generation applications, you have an extra method of regulating the appearance of windows and
controls using custom video properties that are implemented as CSS Class attributes for the windows and controls. You
can specify CSS Class attributes dynamically at runtime and statically during the design phase.

Both static and dynamic methods of specifying CSS Class attributes have benefits. When you specify CSS Class
attributes during the design phase, you can adhere to strict style guides that define how a control or window must look
throughout an application. Your design team can also roll out changes to the appearance of a control or window without
having to modify an existing application.
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By having the flexibility to dynamically specify CSS Class attributes at runtime, you can change the appearance of one
control on one page. For example, you can change a WindowObj.EntryField.CSSClass to pleasefillout so the user sees a
data entry field with a special appearance (like a red border and a bold font).

In addition to specifying Custom Video Properties (CSS Class attributes) to be used by all windows or controls within an
application or assigning the Custom Video properties to one window or control, you can also specify a style scheme for a
set of controls. For example, you can specify a Row/Column style scheme for all list boxes and tables, a style scheme for
all message boxes, or a style scheme for all group box lines within your application.

How to Specify Video Properties

You can regulate the video properties of windows and controls by specifying how they look by default or by customizing
the appearance of a window, a control, or a set of controls. Specifying default video properties provides a common look
and feel for windows and controls throughout your application. Customizing the appearance of a window, control, or set of
controls gives you the flexibility of changing the default to accommodate specific situations.

The video properties have the following order of precedence:

• Specify the default video properties for windows and controls in the Business System by selecting the Window option.
• Override or replace the default video properties set in the Business System for a window or control using the

Navigation Diagram.
• For web applications (Java Web Generation and ASP.NET Web applications) only:

Specify attributes that affect the appearance of the web pages in the Business System by selecting the web option.
• For your Java Web Generation applications only:

– You can dynamically change the CSS Class property of a window or control using Dot Notation statements in the
Action Diagram.

– You can specify custom cascading style sheets, video properties for all standard Gen controls including GroupBox
Lines, list boxes and tables, and video properties for message boxes. You can do so at the Business System level
or for each instance of a control through the Navigation Diagram. You can also specify an external file containing
cascading style sheet information at the Business System level by selecting the Java Web Generation option on the
video properties panel.

Common Video Properties

Common video properties are appearance settings that you can apply for a specific window or control. These properties
override the default appearance settings for a window and a control in the Business System. With the Common Video
Properties dialog in the Navigation Diagram of the Toolset, you can specify the foreground color, the background color,
and the font characteristics for a specific window or control.

Custom Video Properties for Java Web Generation Applications

Custom video properties are appearance settings that you can define, such as background color, foreground color, font,
and other style strings. You can define the custom video properties from the Custom Node of the Business System
Defaults Video Properties Dialog. These appearance settings can be referenced by all the windows and control types in
the Business System.

In the Navigation Diagram, you can specify the appearance setting for an individual instance of a window or a control by
assigning a custom video property to a specific window or control. This setting from the Navigation diagram during the
design phase is a static CSS Class setting. You can also specify custom video properties dynamically at runtime through
Dot Notation statement. Before assigning a custom video property for windows and controls in an application, you must
define a list of custom video properties.

The custom video properties generate the class selector style statements in the <Business_System_Name>.css file for
the Java Web Generation application. The name of the custom video property is used as the CSS Class name in the
generated style sheet statement.
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When a custom video property is assigned to a window or a control, this property replaces the default appearance settings
for a window and a control in the Business System.

Custom Video Properties for Standard Windows and Controls

By assigning a custom video property to all the windows or controls in a Java Web Generation application, you can ensure
that their appearance is consistent throughout an application. The predefined set of custom video properties let you
specify a list of appearance settings, from which you can specify the required appearance setting for each window or
control type at design time or at runtime.

With the Java Web Generation node in the Navigation Diagram Video Properties dialog, you can select a custom video
property to replace the default video property for a specific window or control in a Java Web Generation application.

The following image illustrates the Java Web Generation node in the Navigation Diagram Video Properties:

You can also dynamically assign a custom video property or the default video property to a specific window or control with
the CssClass and PromptCssClass properties by using Dot Notation statements.
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Custom Video Properties for List Boxes and Tables

You can specify the appearance settings for all list boxes and tables by assigning a custom video property to these
controls at the Business System level using the Video Properties dialog. Using this dialog, you can also specify the
following characteristics for rows and columns in list boxes and tables:

• Style schemes for all the rows and columns across the Business System
• Whether borders must display for the rows and columns

The following image illustrates the List Boxes/Tables node in the Business System Defaults Video Properties:

With the Java Web Generation node in the Navigation Diagram Video Properties dialog, you can select a custom video
property to replace the default video property for specific instances of list boxes or tables. You can also specify the cell
intersection policy, the rows styles and columns styles that replace the default cell intersection policy, the rows styles, and
the columns styles that are defined in the Business System defaults video properties dialog.

The following image illustrates the List Box/Table Style node in the Navigation Diagram Video Properties:
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Custom Video Properties for Rows

You can specify the appearance settings and style schemes for all the rows in list boxes in a Java Web Generation
application by assigning custom video properties to the rows from the Business System Default Video Properties dialog.
At the Business System level, you can also specify multiple custom video properties that alternate for the rows in a
repeated order.

With the Rows node in the Navigation Diagram Video Properties dialog, you can select a set of custom video properties
for rows to replace the default video property for the rows in specific instances of list boxes.

The following illustration shows the Rows node in the Navigation Diagram Video Properties:
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Custom Video Properties for Columns

You can specify the appearance settings and style schemes for all the columns in list boxes in a Java Web Generation
application by assigning custom video properties to the columns from the Business System Default Video Properties
dialog. At the Business System level, you can also specify multiple custom video properties that alternate for the rows in a
repeated order.

With the Columns node in the Navigation Diagram Video Properties dialog, you can select a set of custom video
properties to replace the default video property for the columns in specific instances of list boxes. With this dialog, you can
also select the automatic, alternating, or column-specific style schemes for the columns.

• In the automatic mode, you can apply the Business System Default Video properties setting for columns in a specific
list box.

• In the alternating columns style scheme, you can specify multiple video properties that are alternated in cyclic order for
the columns.

• In the column-specific style scheme, you can specify a different custom video property for each list box column.

The following illustration shows the Columns node in the Navigation Diagram Video Properties with the alternating
columns style scheme:
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NOTE
If a list box or a table has only one column, you may specify only one alternating custom video property. If you
specify more than one alternating custom video property, only the first custom video property is used.

The following illustration shows the Columns node in the Navigation Diagram Video Properties with the column-specific
style scheme:
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Cascading Style Sheets

In Gen, all the windows in a given Business System inherit up to two cascading style sheets from the HTML\css directory.

• The first style sheet is a generated file with a name of <Business_System_Name>.css file. This file contains all
the class selectors with their foreground color, background color, and font information specified in the Business
System Default Video Properties dialog. The Class selector style statements in this file include the information
from window default video properties and from custom video properties. The first link statement in each generated
<window_name>.html file references this CSS file.

• The second style sheet is an optional cascading style sheet file that is specified and supplied by the user. You can
specify the css file name in the CSS Filename entry field from the Java Web Generation node in the Default Video
Properties dialog. The second link statement in each generated <window_name>.html file references this CSS file, if
this file is specified. The user must maintain, modify, or validate this style sheet file, if necessary. A sample user CSS
file is available in the Gen\samples\CSS directory.

Line CSS Style for GroupBox Lines

You can specify the line CSS style strings for all group boxes across a Java Web Generation application. You can use the
Java Web Generation node in the Business System Defaults Video Properties dialog to specify the line CSS style strings
for the group boxes.
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The following image illustrates the Java Web Generation node in the Default Video Properties dialog:

Custom Video Properties for Message Boxes

You can specify the appearance settings for message boxes in a Java Web Generation application by using the Message
Box node of the Java Web Generation Node in the Business System Video Properties dialog.

The following illustration shows the Message Box node in the Business System Default Video Properties dialog:
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Styles of Drop-down Menus

Web Generation menus are available in two styles: vertical and horizontal. In the default style for HTML menus, vertical,
the menus are vertically expanded on the left side of a window. Drop down (horizontal) menus are similar to the Windows
style of drop-down menus. The option to switch between both styles is available on the level of the Business System. The
default is to generate vertical menus.

Types of Hypertext Links

Gen Web Generation provides two types of hypertext links to an application. They are:

• Bookmark -- this option links to a location on the current page.
• Open New Browser Window -- this option opens a new browser window with a user-specified page and transfers

control to this new window.

Both options are only available in HTML mode and grayed out in Window mode. They are accessed from the Add menu
item in the Navigation Diagram.

To access the Bookmark option, choose Hypertext Link from the Add menu, and click Bookmark. The Hypertext Link
Bookmark Properties dialog appears:
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The Display Text and Name fields are populated with default values that you can replace.

NOTE
The bookmark name must be unique within the scope of its parent window. You must specify the target object
the bookmark links to. The Target Object can be any control on the window.

To access the Open New Browser Window option, choose Hypertext Link from the Add menu, and click Open New
Browser Window. The Hypertext Link Open New Browser Window Properties dialog appears.
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The Name and Display fields are populated with a default that you can change. The URL field is required. You can select
properties for the window by checking any of the check boxes under the URL field. For example, if you check Location,
the browser window would display a Location (or address) bar.

You can use the action diagramming statements: Enable and Disable to control the display of the hypertext link.
Alternatively, you can get the details of the conditions under which a control is disabled or enabled by checking the
Disabled By or Enabled By options.

Display Push Buttons as Hypertext Links

A push button can be displayed as a hypertext link by selecting a check box, Display as Hypertext Link, on a push-
button properties dialog. This check box is enabled in HTML mode only. This feature lets you perform functions that are
associated with push buttons, such as Executes Click Event, while maintaining the appearance of a hypertext link.
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Varying and Fixed Size Tables

HTML Tables are a type of list that can be associated with group views. Gen Web Generation supports two types of HTML
Tables:

• Fixed Size Table -- The coordinates of a Fixed Size Table are specified at design time. A Fixed Size Table only displays
the number of rows that can fit in the size that is designed for it. Any controls that are placed below a fixed size Table
retains their designed positions at Runtime.

• Varying Size Table -- The vertical size of a Varying Size Table is directly proportional to the size of its associated Group
View. Varying Size Tables grow or shrink in terms of the number of rows they display to ensure all the entries in their
associated group views are displayed. Any controls that are located below Varying Size tables move to maintain the
designed distance between them and the Table.

The following illustration details the List properties dialog:
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NOTE
If Fixed Size Table or Varying Size Table is selected as List Type, the Horizontal Scroll check box is enabled.
When this check box is selected, the table does not have a horizontal scroll bar but the table is allowed to grow
beyond the designed width at runtime, if the designed table width is smaller than the total width of all columns.

Gen not only enables users to design dynamic and fixed size tables, but also to import these two kinds of tables from
external HTML.

Change Multi-State Images Dynamically

GUI applications have the ability to change images on push buttons according to their state, for example, disabled versus
enabled. For GUI applications, a user specifies a bitmap that is divided into sections, each representing a different state.
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Web generation provides a similar capability. Where for GUI applications you had a different section of the provided
bitmap that is designated for each state, with Web Generation, you have to provide a different image in a different file for
each state. The alternative images use the image name in the model as a base and append text to it for the four different
states supported: enabled, disabled, pushed, and focused. If myimage is the name that is saved in the model, the series
of images that are used are of the forms myimage.jpg for the enabled state, myimage_disabled.jpg for the disabled state,
myimage_ pushed.jpg for the pushed state and myimage_focused.jpg for the focused state. The images must be placed
under the html\images\ directory, and the value in the Number of Pictures field on the Push Button Properties dialog must
be set to the number of images.

Special Features of Web Generation Applications
Web Generation supports embedding ActiveX controls and defining their event management in a similar way that ActiveX
controls are currently designed in GUI clients.

Embedded ActiveXControls

When designing OCX controls for Web Generation, consider the following performance guidelines:

• Any statement that Gets or Sets a property or invokes a method on the ActiveX Control requires the runtime to return
to the browser.

• Any statement that does a Boolean compare of two OCX GUI Objects or objects that are returned from Get or Invoke
statements requires the runtime to return to the browser.

• Excessive Action Block manipulation of an OCX control causes performance degradation, especially for an internet
application.

Restrictions on the Use of OCX Controls

OCX controls rely heavily on Microsoft technologies and can only execute in browsers running on Windows platforms.
OCX controls can be rendered using Internet Explorer without the need to install any third-party software. Broadcom
supports OCX controls on Internet Explorer only. OCX controls can be executed on any supported Application Server on a
supported J2EE platform.

For the OCX controls to be displayed on a browser machine that does not have OCX controls installed, License Package
File (LPK) must be generated. The LPK file contains runtime licenses for the ActiveX controls.

To generate the LPK and include the genocx.lpx in the WAR file

1. Generate License Package File(LPK):
a. Download LPKTool.exe from http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=d2728e89-575e-42e9-

a6ff-07d0021e68cc&displaylang=en to the machine that has licensed ActiveX controls installed.
b. Run LPKTool.exe. Highlight each licensed ActiveX control that is used in the application and click Add.
c. Click Save and then Exit. Type the name genocx.lpk.

2. Include genocx.lpk in the WAR file:
a. During Assembly from the build tool, in the EAR File Assemble Details dialog, click the Additional Files tab.
b. Select <WAR file>.
c. Click Include File and include genocx.lpk along with the OCX files that is used in the application.
d. Click OK and complete the deployment process.

PAD control of OCX components is limited to the current Procedure Step. That is, the GUI object representing the
component cannot be passed through the views to another Procedure Step manipulation.

Web Generation does not support features that cannot be modified through methods and properties of an OCX control.
This can include features that are currently available to GUI clients by MFC programming. An example is specifying
Sequencing of Tabbing among controls that are embedded on OCX Tab controls.
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In Web Generation Applications, message boxes and OCX controls require threading to be enabled in the Assemble utility
of the Build Tool. However, some Application Servers, including WebSphere might not work correctly if threads are used.

Action Block statements that manipulate ActiveX Controls cannot be placed in an Open Event or in the Execute First
section of the Action Block. This restriction is there because at the time of Action Block execution, the html page
containing the control has not yet been returned to the browser. Because of this restriction, we recommend that the
designer use the Load concept, where after the html page is loaded, the end user interacts with the page and initializes
the control.

ActiveX Controls are only valid for a single-window execution context. That is, after a window replaces the current window
(the window with the ActiveX Control), the control is reinitialized on return. Also, any GUI objects related to the control,
which are held in the views, are then invalid. This restriction is dictated by the caching mechanism of the browser and the
stateless nature of web applications.

Browser Prototype Mode

This feature is specific to Edit Mode HTML only. It is available in the Navigation Diagram to allow the user to invoke the
default browser and display HTML. It gives the developer a preview of the interface for the selected window or dialog. In
the Navigation Diagram, select Prototype from the Mode menu, and click the Browser.

An icon

is also available from the Navigation Diagram toolbar to access the Browser Prototype Mode.

Consistency Check Rules

Consistency check rules identify the unsupported features in Web Generation applications. These warnings display when
unsupported features are used in any packaged procedure step whose load module could potentially be generated for
Web Generation, whether it is being generated or not. For a complete set of unsupported features.

Disabled By

Many applications disable controls depending on the values or states of other controls on the same page. The disabled
controls appear unavailable and cannot be selected by a user of the application. Disabled By, which specifies the
conditions under which a control is disabled, is supported. This option facilitates porting the GUI models to the web.

Design Considerations

When creating the user interface for your client application, the Toolset representation is not identical to what you see at
runtime. There are some minor differences between what you see in different types of client applications: GUI, ASP.NET
Web Clients, and Web Generation. Following are some of the differences you can expect.

The following items are by no means a comprehensive list of the differences between GUI, ASP.NET Web Clients, and
Web Generation:

• Assembling of images -- ASP.NET Web Client includes only images that are specified in the model. Web Generation
includes all the contents of the HTML\images directory including subdirectories.

• Blank line option for drop-down list -- In Web Generation, a drop-down list, used to display permitted values, displays
zero (0) at runtime for a numeric field, if zero is one of the permitted values, regardless of whether a user specifies a
default value.
For a text field, spaces display if space is one of the permitted values. If zero or space is not one of the permitted
values, the default displays. If there is no default, and zero (or space) is not a permitted value, <NONE> displays. The
<NONE> value is not a valid selection. Selecting <NONE>, or making no selection sends an input of zero (0) or space
to the application, depending on the domain of the field
A drop-down list for permitted values displays the prompt, and does not display the actual value. A list box that is
defined as a non-enterable drop-down displays <NONE> as the first line in the list. However, <NONE> is not a valid
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selection. Selecting <NONE>, or making no selection, does not return a valid row selection to the application. When
you do GET ROW HIGHLIGHTED …GIVING SUBSCRIPT …, the subscript is zero (0) and any attempt to reference
the row that is selected may cause a Java runtime exception. The value of the default display of <NONE> can be
modified by changing ief_error.js, but you must define a value for the variable NONE.

• Fixed and Varying Size Tables -- Fixed and Varying size tables are supported in HTML Mode and ASP.NET Mode. If
you create a Table in HTML Mode with Common Edit Modifications ON and then switch to Window mode, the table
type changes to a list box.

• Primary Windows and Primary Dialogs are always displayed as a full internet browser page. Secondary Dialogs can
be displayed either as a full internet browser page or as pop-up dialogs; similar to the way they are displayed in GUI
applications. The option to use pop-up dialogs can be selected while assembling the application.

• In Web Generation, due to performance reasons, text that is entered into Entry Fields is validated and uppercased only
when they lose focus.

• Dialogs do not generate close events when terminated using the System Close icon in the upper right corner of the
browser window. Use the Gen-generated X button or a control that is designed to trigger the close event, such as a
push button.

Web Generation applications allow opening more than one dialog box at a time. There are differences between how GUI
and Web Generation applications handle multiple secondary dialog boxes.

In Web Generation applications, following are some of the differences you can expect:

• Suppose that there is more than one dialog box open, and a link flow is initiated. Upon its return, only the dialog
box that had focus and its primary window are reopened. Secondary dialog boxes that did not have focus are not
reopened.

• In browser environments, modality is relative to the primary window only. However this modality can be impacted if
multiple modal dialogs or message boxes are opened at the same time.

• The same rules that are previously listed for secondary dialog boxes apply to message boxes.

Map ActiveX Controls Using HTML Editing

This feature enables you to import and map ActiveX Controls. The same rules apply to imported ActiveX controls as to
those designed in the model.
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Map Submit and Reset Buttons

Submit and Reset buttons are frequently used in HTML files. You can map Submit and Reset buttons that are created by
third-party web authoring tools to Gen push buttons. The HTTP service method that is supported on submitting is GET, not
POST.

Administration

After the externally created or edited HTML file has been imported into the model, the generator no longer generates
window_name.html for that window. Your modified HTML file is used from that point onwards. You are responsible for
storing and version controlling these files external to Gen in the same way you administer bitmaps. However, the Build
Tool packages these files in the appropriate manner that ensures their proper assembling by the Build Tool on the target
Application Server. Also, you are responsible for maintaining the <UserCascadingStyleSheet.css> file in the html\css
directory and the image files in html\images directory of the model.

Web Generation Runtime
This article provides information for different web generation runtime features including, Using HTML pages, Browser
Event Queue, Scrolltop and Scrollbottom Events, and DBCS Character Entry.

Using HTML Pages without Frames

Gen dynamically creates a frameset at runtime. Controls on any given window or dialog are included in a single frame.
Any JavaScript of a given page is generated in a separate JavaScript file.

This generation style includes the following benefits:

• A reduced number of generated HTML files for each window.
• Simplified generated code.
• The enhanced ability of third-party Web authoring tools to read Gen-generated pages.
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Browser Event Queue

A queue controls the processing of Browser Events. All events from the queue are processed one at a time in the order
that they are received. However, if multiple events of the same event type are triggered from the same control, only the
first one is queued. All the following events are ignored. If multiple events of different event types are triggered from the
same control, or if multiple events are triggered from different controls, they are all queued for processing.

Support for ScrollTop and ScrollBottom Events

Gen supports ScrollTop and ScrollBottom events for the list box. When either of these events is associated with a list box,
the action block can perform event handling such as repopulating the list box with a new set of data. ScrollTop and
ScrollBottom events occur when the displayed rows reach the top or bottom of the range.

Applet-Free Approach

Gen uses Dynamic HTML and JavaScript to perform functionality such as permitted value and edit pattern validation. Web
Generation does not require the use of applets for any of its operations. Thus, enabling applet support in browsers is not
required.

Enhanced List Box Scrolling and Extended Selection

Standard HTML Tables do not have scroll bars like list boxes in GUI applications. Gen has the ability to create a custom
control, list box, which has scroll bars with a scrolling thumb that is associated with HTML tables. This approach complies
with the GUI feel of the applications that you are porting to the web.

The scrolling thumb appears whenever the display area happens to be too small (vertically or horizontally) for displaying
the available number of rows or columns. The  length of the scrolling thumb corresponds to the percentage of the rows
displayed (the length of the thumb is inversely proportional to the length of the text). The position of the thumb determines
which part of the text is being viewed.

Click the scrolling thumb and slide the mouse upward or downward (or left or right for horizontal scrolling) to cause the
text in the list box to move accordingly.

The list boxes in Gen provide single and multiple selection capabilities. For multiple selection list boxes, extended
selection is also available. The extended selection lets you select a row, then press the Shift or Control keys and select
other rows. This feature is only available for list boxes on Internet Explorer. Extended selection is not supported for drop-
down lists, Enterable list boxes, or Varying or Fixed Size Tables.

Disabled By

Many GUI applications disable controls depending on the values or states of other controls on the same page. A Disabled
control appears unavailable and a user of the application cannot select it. Disabled By rules, which specify conditions
under which a control is disabled, is supported by Web Generation. This facilitates porting GUI models to the web.

Cookie-Free Approach

Gen Web Clients do not require cookies. Standard J2EE session management techniques are implemented to
manage session and state data. The Cross-Context Flows feature uses a novel approach to managing sessions when
communicating across separately installed components.

DBCS Character Entry

DBCS characters can be entered into non-DBCS fields without triggering an error unless you use edit patterns to verify
entry data. Also, non-DBCS characters can be entered into a DBCS field without triggering an error unless edit patterns
are used.
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NOTE
MIXED and DBCS domain type characteristics of an input field on a Web Generation application are not
enforced as they are in a GUI application. 

SetBitMapName to Specify Images Dynamically

In GUI applications during design, you can use the function SetBitmapName for a control to set the Bitmap on a picture
control. You can also use the function SetBitmapName in web applications. By using Dot Notation in the Action Diagram
and invoking SetBitmapName you can set or modify a bitmap on its associated picture control. The bitmap pathname for
web is the same standard as the filesystem/UNC path as GUI. The internet type path (HTTP URL) is not supported.

Additional Web Generation Options

Additional options that affect the look-and-feel of your application are available for you to customize during assembling.

For more information, see Working With the Build Tool.

Accessibility
Support for Accessibility features enables people with disabilities to use Web Generation applications.

Several regulations are in place worldwide to ensure that users with disabilities can use Web Applications.

Section 508 is a U.S regulation that requires Federal Agencies' Electronic and Information Technology is accessible to
people with disabilities. Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) is the U.K. government's mandate containing guidelines with
which software must comply so that people with disabilities can access the software.

Users are able to navigate through the applications solely using the keyboard without needing to use the mouse. Tab key
can be used to move from one control to another, arrow keys to navigate within a control and spacebar to select or click a
control. Mnemonics are supported on push buttons and menus. Screen Readers like IBM Home Page Reader can also be
used to access Web Generation applications.

List Box

The following table describes the keys and their functions for the list box:

Key Function

Tab To navigate from one cell to the other

Up Arrow To move focus to the previous cell

Down Arrow To move focus to the cell below

Left Arrow To move focus to the cell on the left

Right Arrow To move focus to the cell on the right

Page Up To move up contents of the list box by one page

Page Down To move down contents of the list box by one page

Home To move focus to the first column of the current row

End To move focus to the last column of the current row

Ctrl+Home* To display the contents of the list box starting from the first row

Ctrl+End** To display the contents of the list box showing the last row

Spacebar To select a row, click Event.

Spacebar twice To select a row, double-click Event
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Ctrl+Right Arrow*** To move focus to the next control in the tab sequence

Shift+Ctrl+Right Arrow*** To move focus to the previous control in the tab sequence

Fixed and Varying Size Tables

The following table describes the keys and their functions for the tables:

Key Function

Tab To navigate from one cell to the other

Home To move focus to the first column of the current row

End To move focus to the last column of the current row

Spacebar To select a row, click Event.

Spacebar twice To select a row, double-click Event

Ctrl+Right Arrow*** To move focus to the next control in the tab sequence

Shift+Ctrl+Right Arrow*** To move focus to the previous control in the tab sequence

NOTE

• * Instead of Home key, users can use any key except TAB key and modifier keys if they specify it in the ief_Make.js. In
CA/Gen/ief_Make.js, LBHomekey is set to 36/Home key ("var LBHomekey = 36;") by default. But it can be changed to
the keycode they want to use except 9 (tab key), 16 (shift key), 17 (Ctrl key) and
18 (alt key).

• ** Instead of End key, users can use any key except TAB key and modifier keys if they specify it in the ief_Make.js. In
CA/Gen/ief_Make.js, LBHomekey is set to 35/End key ("var LBHomekey = 35;") by default. But it can be changed to
the keycode except 9 (tab key), 16 (shift key), 17 (Ctrl key) and 18 (alt key).

• *** Instead of Right Arrow key, users can use any key except TAB key and modifier keys if they specify it in the
ief_Make.js. In CA/Gen/ief_Make.js, LBMovefocus is set to 39/Right Arrow ("var LBMovefocus = 39;") by default. But it
can be changed to the keycode except 9 (tab key), 16 (shift key), 17 (Ctrl key) and 18 (alt key).

Vertical Menus

The following table describes the keys and their functions for the vertical menus:

Key Function

Tab To navigate from one menu item to the other

Down Arrow To move focus to the preceding menu item

Up Arrow To move focus to the previous menu item

Right Arrow To move focus to the first item in the sub menu

Left Arrow To move focus from sub menu to parent menu

Escape To close the sub menu and move focus to the parent menu.
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Horizontal Menus

The following table describes the keys and their functions for the horizontal menus:

Key Function

Tab To navigate from one menu item to the other

Down Arrow To move focus to the sub menu

Up Arrow To move focus to the preceding menu item

Right Arrow To move focus to the next menu item

Left Arrow To move focus to the previous menu item

Escape To close the sub menu and move focus to the parent menu.

Radio Buttons

The following table describes the keys and their functions for the radio buttons:

Key Function

Tab To move focus to the radio button group

Down Arrow To select the next item in the group

Up Arrow To select the previous item in the group

Check Boxes

The following table describes the keys and their functions for the check boxes:

Key Function

Tab To move focus to the check box

Spacebar To select the check box

Drop down List

The following table describes the keys and their functions for the drop-down list:

Key Function

Tab To move focus to the drop-down list

Down Arrow To select the item below the current item

Up Arrow To select the item above the current item
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Hypertext Links

The following table describes the keys and their functions for the hypertext links:

Key Function

Tab To move focus to the hypertext link

Enter Key To click the hypertext link

Generating a Web Generation Application
This article provides information for generating a Web Generation Application. After designing your Web Generation
components, you are ready to generate your application.

You can use either the Toolset or the Client/Server Encyclopedia for generation. A load module is considered eligible for
Web Generation if the Web Generation settings are reflected in any one of the following:

• The Generation Defaults dialog (when the Override Bus Sys Target Environment with pervious defaults option is
checked)

• The Client Environment
• The Business System Environment

Regeneration of Web Generation Applications

Due to the need to change the version number portion of the package names that are used in generated code and runtime
between releases, you must regenerate your Web Generation applications when upgrading to any release of Gen.

Generate a Web Generation Application from the Toolset

After the Web Generation installation and design procedures are completed, you can generate your Web Generation
application from the Toolset.

To generate a Web Generation application from the Toolset

1. Start the Toolset and open your model.
2. From the Construction menu, select the Generation option.
3. From the Generation Window, select the Options Menu and then Generation Defaults. The Generation Defaults dialog

appears.
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4. At the Operating System drop-down box, select JVM.
5. At the Language drop-down box, select Java.
6. At the Type of Installation drop-down box, select either Local or Remote.

For a Remote install, generated files are packaged into one installation file, which can then be manually transferred to
any Windows target system. For a Local install, generated files are compiled and prepared for copying onto a server
running on the same machine as the toolset. The default is Local.

7. Click OK.
8. (Optional) You can select the Options Menu from the Generation Window, then the Model Generation Properties and

enter a name in the Java Package Name box.
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The Java Package Name is used for all generated Java files.
9. Click OK and you are ready to continue with Generation, Build, Assembling, and deployment of a Web Generation

Application.

Generate a Web Generation Application from CSE

You can generate Web-enabled applications from the Client/Server Encyclopedia (CSE).

To generate a Web Generation Application from CSE

1. Start the Construction Client and open your model.
2. Select Code, Generate, Cooperative.
3. From Cooperative Application Generation, select Defaults and the following Generation Defaults dialog displays.
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4. From the Operating System drop-down list, select JVM.
5. From the Language drop-down list, select Java.

After defining the Web Generation components, you are ready to continue with, generation, build, assembling then
Deployment of a Web Generation Application.

Building and Running a Web Generation Application
Before assembling the Web Generation application, you must convert bitmap images (.bmp files) to a different format
such as .jpeg, .jpg, or .gif.

You must convert the image files using a third-party tool to the format you prefer, then copy the images into the images
directory under the html directory. Since jpg is the default format that is assumed by the Gen generator, if a format other
than jpg is chosen, you must set the HTML extension field on the Window/Dialog Properties dialog from the Navigation
Diagram in the Toolset to match the file extension for the format you are using.

For a discussion about using External Action Blocks, see Working With Enterprise JavaBeans.
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After generating your Web Generation application, three new directories are created under the local directory of the model
to accommodate the Web Generation components. These new directories are:

• Java directory (contains the generated Java source file)
• HTML (contains HTML, JSP, CSS, and JS files)
• HTML\Images directory (contains converted images such as JPG, GIF, and PNG)

Build and Assemble Web Generation Applications

After generating your application, you have to build it on a Windows platform. The Build Tool can work with either ICM files
that result from a Local generation, or RMT files that result from a Remote generation. You can set options that affect the
build process of your application through the Build Tool Profile.

For more details about the Build Tool and Assemble utility, see Working With the Build Tool.

Configure Web Generation Communications

The Web Generation Client runtime requires data to identify the Gen servers that it must establish communications
with. There are two methods to configure communications. The first is through specifying the properties of each server
in the Gen Toolset. The data is then saved in the model and results in the communication parameters being in the
generated application. The second method uses the commcfg.properties file. Commcfg.properties is delivered as a
sample file installed with Gen. It is a simple text file that you can place under your Application Server, or package within
the application EAR file.

For more information about the Commcfg.properties file, see Understanding Distributed Processing.

Content Compression

Compressing the content that is transferred across the network can improve performance of your applications. The fewer
the number of bytes of data that is sent over the network, the faster the transfer occurs.

The following types of content can be compressed by Web Generation:

• Static Content such as html, js, and css files can be compressed before deployment of the application.
• Dynamic Content is content that is created while the application is being used and must be dynamically compressed.

Both static and dynamic compressions use the GZIP compression technique.

For static compression, which is compressed files are packaged in the application WAR file and deployed in their
compressed form.

For dynamic compression, the content is sent through a filter and compressed on-the-fly by the Gen runtime.

Supported browsers recognize the GZIP compression format and decompresses the content.

Static and Dynamic Compression can be enabled or disabled using the Build Tool. By default, both types of compression
are enabled.

Run Web Generation

To be able to run a Web Generation application, you must deploy it under an Application Server.

NOTE

When deploying a Java 11 Web Generation application to the JBoss Application Server, you must configure the
JVM that is launched. For information about how to configure the JVM, see Configuring the JBoss Application
Server JVM for Java 11.

Use the EAR file created by the Build Tool under your java\deploy.j2ee directory of the model. Follow your deployment
instructions of the Application Server to actually deploy the EAR file.
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Your generated application can be invoked from a supported browser. The URL to access Web Generation applications
rely on the context that is specified plus the trancode. It follows one of the following formats:

For example: <http://<hostname>/<context>/trancode.jsp>
can now be accessed through
<http://<hostname>/<context>/trancode>.

The web.xml file is also used to modify the Session Timeout value, which is set to 30 minutes by default.

GUI applications allow you to define CLEAR SCREEN INPUTS at execution time, which affects the processing of the
application. For Web Generation, this variable must be either set in the JSP before deployment or specified as a URL
parameter. After generating the application and before assembling and deploying, you must add the following line of code
to JSP, which serves as the entry point of the application:

request.setAttribute("clearScreenInputs", "myValue");

The additional code must come between the <% and the %>.

An alternative to modifying the generated .jsp file is to add the clearScreenInputs parameter in the URL. For example, you
can enter something similar to the following:

http://<host:port>/<context>/<trancode>.jsp?clearScreenInputs=a,b,c..

Support for Tabbed Browsing

Gen supports tabbed browsing in Web Generation applications. Tabbed browsing lets the user concurrently open, access,
and update a Web Generation application from different tabs of a single browser instance.

A tabbed session is comparable to an individual browser instance of the Web Generation application. Gen independently
manages the session states of an application running under different tabs in a Browser Window.

Configuring the JBoss Application Server JVM for Java 11
Gen generated Java 11 applications require the setting of the JVM option java.locale.providers. The JBoss Application
Server can be launched from a managed domain or as a standalone server.

Configuration of the JVM setting java.locale.providers is different depending on how the Application Server is launched.
In a managed domain, the domain controller components are responsible for starting and stopping server processes and
thereby determining the JVM settings. For a standalone server, it is the responsibility of the process that started the server
(for example, passing them as command-line arguments).

Managed Domain

In a managed domain, the JVM settings can be declared at different scopes, such as, for a specific server group, a host,
or a particular server. If not declared, the settings are inherited from the parent scope. This allows you to customize or
extend the JVM settings within every layer.

Let us review the JVM declaration for a server group. When you are setting the java.locale.providers option for a server
group, add the following line to %JBOSS_HOME%\domain\configuration\domain.xml within the <server-groups> tag:

<server-groups>

       <server-group name="main-server-group" profile="default">

           <jvm name="default">

               <heap size="64m" max-size="512m"/>

               <jvm-options>

                   <option=”java.locale.providers” value="COMPAT,CLDR"/>

               </jvm-options>
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           </jvm>

           <socket-binding-group ref="standard-sockets"/>

       </server-group>

       <server-group name="other-server-group" profile="default">

           <jvm name="default">

               <heap size="64m" max-size="512m"/>

           </jvm>

           <socket-binding-group ref="standard-sockets"/>

       </server-group>

</server-groups>

In the previous example, the server group "main-server-group" declares java.locale.providers. Any server that belongs to
this group inherits this setting. You can change this setting for the group as a whole, or for a specific server or host.

Let us review the JVM declaration for a server group. When setting the java.locale.providers option for a server group, add
the following line to %JBOSS_HOME%\domain\configuration\domain.xml within the <server-groups> tag:

<servers>

       <server name="server-one" group="main-server-group" auto-start="true">

           <jvm name="default"/>

       </server>

       <server name="server-two" group="other-server-group" auto-start="true">

           <jvm name="default">

               <jvm-options>

                   <option=”java.locale.providers” value="COMPAT,CLDR"/>

               </jvm-options>

           </jvm>

       </server>

</servers>

In the previous example, “server-one” belongs to “main-server-group” and inherits the JVM option java.locale.providers, so
there is no need to add it here. Conversely, “server-two” belongs to “other-server-group” and has no JVM option to inherit.
So, setting java.locale.providers here provides this option to “server-two”.

Standalone Server

For a standalone server, you have to pass in the JVM settings either as command-line arguments when executing the
%JBOSS_HOME%\bin\standalone.bat script or by declaring them in %JBOSS_HOME%\bin\standalone.conf.bat.

If using %JBOSS_HOME%\bin\standalone.bat add the following line:

set "JAVA_OPTS=-Djava.locale.providers=COMPAT,CLDR %JAVA_OPTS%"

After the line:

rem Setup JBOSS specific properties 

If using %JBOSS_HOME%\bin\standalone.conf.bat add the following line:
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set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Djava.locale.providers=COMPAT,CLDR”

After the line:

set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true"

Deploying a Shared Runtime Jar in JBoss

It is sometimes necessary to deploy a single, possibly customized, version of the Gen runtime jar file, and not include it in
the ear file. JBoss uses modules to handle situations like this.

Create a Module for the Gen runtime jar

Use the JBoss CLI to create the gen86_runtime module for the Gen 8.6 runtime jar (genrt.jar). The example here is for
Windows, and the commands are in bold.

C:\jboss-eap-7.1.0\bin>jboss-cli.bat

NOTE
You are disconnected at the moment. Type 'connect' to connect to the server or 'help' for the list of supported
commands.

[disconnected /] module add --name=gen86_runtime --resources="C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Gen86\Gen\classes

\genrt.jar" --

dependencies=javax.api,javax.xml.bind.api,javax.ejb.api,javax.transaction.api,javax.servlet.api,javax.jms.api

[disconnected /] connect localhost:9990

[standalone@localhost:9990 /] /subsystem=ee:list-add(name=global-modules,value={name=gen86_runtime})

{"outcome" => "success"}

[standalone@localhost:9090/] quit 

Press any key to continue...

        

C:\jboss-eap-7.1.0\bin>    

      

Dependencies

There are six existing JBoss EAP module dependencies that must be added to prevent Class Definition Not Found
exceptions during deployment or runtime.

javax.api
javax.xml.bind.api
javax.ejb.api
javax.transaction.api
javax.servlet.api
javax.jms.api

Module Directory

A directory is created in the JBoss home directory to contain the Gen runtime module. The directory is named modules
\gen86_runtime\main and contains the genrt.jar file and a file that is called module.xml with the following information:

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>

<module xmlns="urn:jboss:module:1.1" name="gen86_runtime">    

 <resources>       

   <resource-root path="genrt.jar"/>   
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 </resources>  

 <dependencies>        

   <module name="javax.api"/>        

   <module name="javax.xml.bind.api"/>        

   <module name="javax.ejb.api"/>        

   <module name="javax.transaction.api"/>        

   <module name="javax.servlet.api"/>        

   <module name="javax.jms.api"/>    

 </dependencies>

</module>

When a new version of genrt.jar is needed, it goes in this directory.

How to Access HttpServletRequest and HttpServletResponse Objects
This section describes the HttpServletRequest and HttpServletResponse classes and how to access them.

NOTE
For more information about user exits, see User Exit Reference.

HttpServletRequest

HttpServletRequest is a class that represents a request that the browser sends to a servlet using the HTTP protocol. See
the J2EE documentation for a list of the methods and properties of this class.

Access Method

The Java version of Web Generation provides two mechanisms for accessing the HttpServletRequest object: user exits or
external action blocks.

Accessing through the following set of user exits under the Gen install directory hierarchy:

• \exits\coopflow\ejbrmi\EJBRMIContextExit.java
• \exits\coopflow\ejbrmi\EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit.java
• \exits\coopflow\ejbrmi\EJBRMISecurityExit.java
• \exits\coopflow\tcpip\TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit.java
• \exits\msgobj\cfb\CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit.java
• \exits\msgobj\cfb\CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit.java
• \exits\msgobj\cfb\CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.java

An object that is named runtimeObject is exposed in the set of user exits. In a web context, the HttpServletRequest object
is available as the runtimeObject. To use this object as an HttpServletRequest object, add the following commands to the
import section of the user exit:

import javax.servlet.*;

import javax.servlet.http.*;

Add the following code to any method that uses the object, if:

((runtimeObject != null) && (runtimeObject instanceof HttpServletRequest)) {

  HttpServletRequest request = (HttpServletRequest) runtimeObject;

/**

 *  User-written code must be inserted here

 */
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}

Accessing through External Action Blocks:

To use the HttpServletRequest object

1. Design an External Action Block (EAB).
2. Use the EAB in the Pstep/Action Block where access to the requested information is desired.
3. Design the views and attributes that hold the request information.
4. Generate the EAB.
5. Add the following command in the EAB method where user code is expected:

// User-written code must be inserted here

HttpServletRequest req = (HttpServletRequest)(iefRuntimeParm2.getRequest());

6. Query the desired header as:

String user = req.getRemoteUser();

7. Set system attributes as:

globdata.getStateData().setUserId(user);

8. Set attributes in views as:

w_oa.exservletreq_servletrequest_scheme.set(req.getProtocol());

9. Use the values set in the views of the application logic.

NOTE
Gen global data (globdata) is available here. But we strongly recommend that users do not use it because
the globdata is subject to change.

10. Compile the application.

HttpServletResponse

HttpServletResponse is a class that contains HTTP protocol-specific data. This data is sent to the browser using the
HTTP protocol. See the J2EE documentation for a list of the methods and properties of this class.

Accessing methods of the HttpServletResponse class in Web Generation applications is risky and could potentially cause
runtime errors. For example, invoking the methods sendRedirect or sendError circumvents essential execution paths
in the Gen runtime that impact history handling. Accessing certain objects also cause the servlet container to throw
exceptions. These include streams or writers through getOutputStream or getWriter. Also rest or resetBuffer cause the
servlet container to throw exceptions.

Access Method

To use the HttpServletResponse object

1. Design an External Action Block (EAB).
2. Use the EAB in the Pstep or Action Block where access to the response is desired.
3. Design the views and attributes to hold the information that is required to set the request.
4. Generate the EAB.
5. Add the following command in the EAB method where user code is expected:

User written code must be inserted here.

HttpServletResponse res = (HttpServletResponse)

(iefRuntimeParm2.getResponse());
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6. As an example, to set a cookie, do the following:

Cookie myCookie = new Cookie (name, value);

res.addCookie(myCookie);

7. Compile the application.

Messages During Web Generation
This article provides information for Messages During Web Generation that refers to the Consistency Check messages
and Java Web Generation error messages.

The Java Web Generation error messages are grouped in numeric ranges that represent certain types of errors.

Consistency Check Messages

New consistency check rules identify the unsupported features in Web Generation applications. For a list of consistency
check messages, see the following Gen Online Help topics for the ranges listed:

• Consistency Check AA00A - DZ99Z:
• Consistency Check EA00A - GZ99Z:
• Consistency Check HA00A - MZ99Z:
• Consistency Check NA00A - RZ99Z:
• Consistency Check SA00A - ZZ99Z:

Web Generation General Error Messages 7000-7999

Exception Reason Action

7000 An illegal operation occurred. This is the
most general and worst type of error.

None. Contact your Web Server
Administrator.

7001 - ClassNotFoundException Server CLASSPATH is improperly
configured or the class does not exist.

Include the path where the class file exists
in the CLASSPATH.
Include the jar file where the class file exists
in the CLASSPATH.

7002 - IOException. I/O operation either failed or was
interrupted.

Verify the operation target.

7003 - IllegalAccessException The current executing method does
not have access to the definition of the
specified class because the class is not
public or in another package.

Verify the packaging of the Web Generation
classes.

7004 - InvocationTargetException The method for the specified class either
does not exist or is inaccessible.

Verify the application class.

7005 - InstantiationException Specified class is either abstract or is an
interface and must be concrete before use.

Verify the application class.

7006 - FileNotFoundException The file either does not exist or is
inaccessible (that is read only when trying
to write).

Verify the existence of the file on the file
system.
Verify the permissions of the file.

7007 - NoSuchMethodException The method does not exist. Verify the application class.

7008 - UnknownHostException The host and the IP Address could not be
resolved.

Contact your network administrator.
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7010 - unable to get an instance of the
class

See 7001. See 7001.

Web Generation Flow Manager Error Messages 7100-7199

Exception Reason Action

7100 - A NULL procedure step name could
not be located.

Unknown. None. Fatal error.

7101 - Unable to locate procedure step
class.

The procedure step class either does not
exist or is inaccessible.

Verify the existence of the procedure step
class on the file system.
Verify the permissions of the procedure
step class.

7110 - A Process Action Diagram USE
statement of a specified procedure step
failed.

The procedure step class either does not
exist or is inaccessible.

Verify the existence of the procedure step
class on the file system.
Verify the permissions of the procedure
step class.

7111 - View mapping failed. The view types are either incompatible or
do not exist.

Verify the views in the model.
Verify the views on the file system.

Web Generation Servlet Manager Error Messages 7200-7299

Exception Action

7200 - A Fatal Error has occurred. None: This message is for error building. Localize as needed.

7201 - For URL: None: This message is for error building. Localize as needed.

Unsupported Features in Web Generation
This article provides information to assist users in converting their existing Gen Windows GUI clients to the new Web
Generation features as provided with Gen.

The following features are unsupported or have partial support.

• Events
• Presentation-Related Functions
• OLE Functions
• Other Unsupported Features
• Window/Dialog Properties
• Window Controls
• Browser Differences
• Web Graphics
• Colors
• MAKE Support
• Asynchronous Support
• Help Support
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Unsupported Events

The following Gen events are not supported by JavaScript and are ignored at runtime:

NOTE
Read-only entry fields do not intercept any events.

Control Event Handlers
Window RightMouseBtnDown

RightMouseBtnUp
WinMove
WinResize

Single or multi-line entry field RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove
Keypress

Check box RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove

Radio Button RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove

Non-Enterable Drop down LeftMouseBtnDown
LeftMouseBtnUp
RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove

Non-Enterable List RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove
MouseEnter
MouseExit
GainFocus
LoseFocus

Picture RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove

Unsupported Presentation-Related Functions

The following Gen presentation-related functions are not supported by browsers:
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• Beep
• BackgroundColor
• ClearDisplayProperties
• ForegroundColor
• GetCaption
• GetHandle
• GetHeight
• GetLeft
• GetPromptHeight
• GetPromptLeft
• GetPromptTop
• GetPromptWidth
• GetTop
• GetVisible
• GetWidthMessageBoxBeep
• Mark Command
• Refresh
• RestoreDisplayProperties
• SaveDisplayProperties
• SetCaption
• SetFont
• SetFontDynamically
• SetHeight
• SetLeft
• SetPromptHeight
• SetPromptLeft
• SetPromptTop
• SetPromptWidth
• SetTop
• SetVisible
• SetWidth
• Unmark Command

Tips

Tips for the unsupported presentation-related functions are:

• All the Get and Set (for example, GetHeight, SetTop) functions use Windows API calls that need the HANDLE to a
specific control or a window that is displayed on the desktop to get or set a presentation property of that window or
control. These types of Windows API calls are not possible in a browser environment.
– Dot notation cannot be used with Hypertext links the same as with HTMLText and HTMLControl, which were

introduced in 6.5.
– The functions Beep and MessageBoxBeep emit a beeping sound on the speaker of the computer where the code

is running. Because the browsers run on a different computer than the Application Server, these features are not
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useful in browser clients. MessageBoxBeep, however, produces a message box from the browser window. Only the
audio beep is not supported.

• The function MessageBox can only be used in Web Applications after the primary window or primary dialog has been
displayed. This function must not be invoked from Procedure Step action logic, from Open, or Activate event actions,
or from TIREVENTs, which are invoked before the window is displayed.

• The functions ClearDisplayProperties, RestoreDisplayProperties, and SaveDisplayProperties work with the registry
entries of the display properties of the specified window and use Windows APIs that need the handles of the registry
keys. Any changes that are made to the registry keys only affect the display properties that are associated with
windows on that machine. For browser clients, who reside on a different computer, these functions do not provide the
desired effect.

• Also, some Gen Interface Object Methods and Properties are represented internally by Get or Set functions. Thus,
they are not supported. The following Gen Interface Object Properties are not supported:
– Caption
– Enabled
– Focus
– FontSize
– FontStyle
– FontType
– Groupbox Caption
– Handle
– Height
– Left
– Literal Value
– Maximized
– Minimized
– Prompt
– Prompt FontStyle
– Prompt FontType
– Prompt Height
– Prompt Left
– PromptFontSize
– PromptTop
– PromptWidth
– Top
– Visible
– Width

• The following Gen Interface Object Methods are not supported:
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– Clear
– Click
– Copy
– Cut
– Paste
– Redraw
– SetBitmapBackground
– SetSelection
– Undo
– Window.EnterableDropDownList
– Window.EnterableDropDownLists
– Window.EnterableListBox
– Window.EnterableListBoxes
– Window.OLEArea
– Window.OLEAreas
– Window.OLEControl
– Window.OLEControls
– OLE Functions

Unsupported OLE Functions

The following Gen OLE functions are not supported, because Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) technology is not
supported by browsers:

• CreateObject
• GetObject
• PrintWindow
• Quit
• RegCloseKeys
• RegCreateKey
• RegDeleteKey
• RegDeleteValue
• RegEnumKey
• RegOpenKey
• RegQueryValue
• RegSetValue

Unsupported File-Related Functions

The following Gen functions are used to create, view, or update files and documents on the local or network drives, and
are not supported:

• OpenExcelDocument
• OpenWordDocument
• UpdateExcelCell
• ValueFromExcelCell

The functions OpenExcelDocument, and OpenWordDocument cannot be supported because the client business logic
runs on the Application server machine. Access to the file system of the browser's computer is considered a security
violation. Also, some of these functions also use OLE objects, which are not supported.
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Even though file functions, such as OpenTextFile, are enabled in Web View environments, they are not thread safe. Due
to the inherent multi-threaded nature of Web Applications, care must be taken when using file functions. Since no locks
are taken on resources that are accessed by file functions, upon accessing a file from a user session, other users are not
prevented from attempting to access the same resource. This poses potentials for collisions. Furthermore, references
to these resources may not be preserved from one request to the next. Open, Access, and Close within one event
action because the information would not be preserved on a second execution if the thread changed. To avoid side effects
and collisions between different sessions, create a unique file per user session.

Where not supported, action diagram statements are ignored at runtime.

Other Unsupported Features

The following functionalities are unsupported, or partially supported in Web Generation:

1. Due to the limitations imposed by HTML, the following controls are not supported:
– OLE Area
– Enterable DropDown List
– Enterable List
– ASP.NET controls

2. The following functionalities that are associated with specific controls are not supported:
– Disable By for Active X controls
– Auto tabbing among Entry Fields
– Extended Selection is only supported for list boxes on Internet Explorer
– Accelerators for push buttons and Menu or Menu Items

3. The following table discusses the functioning of Disabled By logic in Internet Explorer:

Operation Internet Explorer
Cut, Paste, Delete, and Undo from the Keyboard consistently
(without using the Context menu)

Disabled By works as expected.

Cut, Paste, and Undo from the Context menu consistently
(without using the keyboard)

Disabled By works as expected.

Delete by using the Context Menu. Disabled By does not work as expected.
Delete key on the keyboard to delete the contents of a control and
then use Undo.

Disabled By does not work as expected.

Select the data to be deleted, use the Delete key on the keyboard
to delete the contents of a control, and then use Undo.

Disabled By works as expected.

1. Tab sequencing among window controls is governed by the order of the control in the generated HTML file. Since a
list box is implemented by HTML <TABLE> and Link (Action:) tags, sequencing does not include list boxes.

2. Recursive calls within action blocks (such as, an action block calling itself) are not supported and results in runtime
abends.

3. The HideRadioButtonGroup method is not supported in Web Generation. Use the Visible property to hide the Radio
Button Group controls.

Window/Dialog Properties

The properties of the window, such as initial position (Designed, Mouse Alignment, or System Placed) and style (System
Menu, Minimize Button, Maximize Button, or Dialog Border) are not currently supported and such properties are ignored at
runtime.

All the HTML pages for a given window or dialog have a common appearance that is based on a predefined style sheet
(Cascading Style Sheet). Custom Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) are not supported in Web View.
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The title property of the window or dialog is used in the <TITLE> element of all HTML files that are generated for that
window or dialog. The icon file that is associated with the window or dialog is not supported and the property is ignored.

Browser Differences

Due to the differences between browsers, if one browser only supports a given functionality, the implementation with the
more restrictive functionality is used to avoid illegal page content.

Browsers also differ in their implementation of style sheets and the order of event firing. Therefore, the same Gen web
client windows look and behave differently, depending on the browser and browser version.

Web Graphics

All bitmaps must be converted to JPG, GIF, or PNG graphic formats. Background bitmaps are implemented by the
background image style sheet property that is applied to the body element (and must be implemented by a JPG, GIF, or
PNG graphic file).

Colors

The color properties of an object that are stored in the model include the following:

• background color
• foreground color
• highlighting background color
• highlighting foreground color
• disabled background color
• disabled foreground color
• background text window color
• foreground text window color

The foreground color property of the object in the model is used as the value for the color property in the style sheet. The
background color property of the object in the model is used as the value for the background color property in the style
sheet. The other color properties are not supported and are ignored at runtime.

MAKE Support

The functionality of the MAKE statement is only partially supported for Internet Explorer. MAKE support is not effective
when dealing with imported HTML pages that were created using third-party web authoring tools external to Gen.

MAKE in Internet Explorer

The following table illustrates Gen's support for MAKE in Internet Explorer:

Control Color Highlight
Underline

Highlight
Reverse

Intensity Dark Error Cursor Protect

Single-line edit
field

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Multi-line edit
field

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Check Box No No Yes** No Yes** Yes Yes
Radio Button No No Yes** No Yes** No Yes
Drop down List Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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List box
(implemented
with HTML
tables and
links)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes*

NOTE
** Color changes are on the controls, not on their prompt.

Asynchronous Support

Web Generation does not support Asynchronous Processing.

Help Support

In web applications, all help actions (Help, Help for Help, Extended Help, Keys Help, and Help Index) display the
generated <LoadModuleName>.Help.html in a dialog.

JDBC Drivers
This article provides information for JDBC Drivers. Web Generation can support DBMS access from the action blocks
running on the Application Server machine.

This type of access is made using JDBC calls through a JDBC driver. It is possible to access databases that are not
supported by Gen if a proper driver exists for them.

Gen works with any driver for JDBC 2.0 or later. It also works with type 1, type 2, type 3, and type 4 drivers. The steps
that are required for installing drivers are similar, with some differences depending on the driver type. A type 4 driver is
assumed in the following example.

To configure Gen to work with a JDBC driver, the following information is needed:

• Location (directory or jarfile) of the JDBC driver. (such as, d:\db2\java\db2java.zip for DB2)
• JDBC driver class name (such as, COM.ibm.db2.jdb.app.DB2Driver for DB2)
• DBMS URL for the driver (such as, jdbc:db2:myDB for DB2)
• userid
• password

DDL Installation

The table definitions may be installed in various ways:

• Manually.
• With Gen, using the platform and DBMS-specific generation options, for instance, generates for UNIX, Oracle, and

installs with the Gen installation program.
• With Gen, using the JVM platform. When installing this way, the Build Tool performs the installation using a Java

JDBC installation program. When generating the DDL, the selection of DBMS specifies to the DDL generator which
namespace from the Technical Design must be used in the DDL.

NOTE

• A JDBC DBMS in the Technical Design for naming objects are used in a DBMS that is not supported.
• If a DBMS is used to support traditional Gen applications with Web Generation or Java applications, it is

important to duplicate the table and column names that are used in that DBMS.
• When installing DDL using the JDBC approach, the actual database must exist within the DBMS. JDBC

drivers are incapable of performing any type of CREATE DATABASE command.
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Code Generation

To generate Java Web Generation applications that perform JDBC access, use the following settings in the generation
environment:

• OS -- JVM
• DBMS -- JDBC or a specific DBMS (see the DDL Installation section for the reasons for selecting a specific DBMS)
• TPMONITOR -- INTERNET

NOTE
Even though the target OS is JVM, the actual build can only be performed using the Windows Build Tool. After
the build is complete, the Java class files are then be moved to any target operating system.

How to Configure JDBC Access
Two methods are available to configure JDBC access. The first uses DataSource objects to create connections. This
method is preferred since it allows for two-phase commits, Application Server connection pooling, or participating in Java
Transaction Architecture (JTA) transactions. The second method relies on the DriverManager class to create connections.

DataSource Method

This method requires an Application Server-specific setup. It allows for two-phase commits, Application Server connection
pooling, and participating in Java Transaction Architecture (JTA) () transactions.

To support DataSources in Java applications, the JDBC driver location (directory or jar file) must be loadable by the
Application Server's Class Loader. This can be through an Application Server setting, copying the drivers to a specific
location, or modifying the Classpath. See your Application Server documentation for details.

To use the JDBC DataSource method to create connections, the Application Server uses the JNDI service provider.
Therefore, the JDBC connection information must be specified to the Application Server as a resource.

NOTE
For specific information about how to set up resource adapters, see Working With Enterprise JavaBeans.

DriverManager Method

This method is simple to set up. However, it does not allow for two-phase commits, Application Server connection
pooling, or participating in Java Transaction Architecture (JTA) transactions. To use the DriverManager approach in Java
applications, the following steps must be performed to set up the Application Server machine:

• The JDBC driver location (directory or jar file) must be loadable by the Application Server's Class Loader. This can be
through an Application Server setting, copying the drivers to a specific location, or modifying the Classpath. See your
Application Server documentation for details.

• The jdbccfg.properties file (installed in the Gen directory) must be loadable by the Application Server's Class
Loader. This can be through an Application Server setting, copying the drivers to a specific location, or modifying the
Classpath. See your Application Server documentation for details. The jdbccfg.properties file must be modified to
provide additional configuration information to the runtime.

For each DBMS to be accessed from all applications running under the Application Server, some configuration properties
must be added. Each property name is created using the database name, as the Gen Model understands it. This name
may not be the name of the actual physical database, but is treated more as a logical database name to the application.

Any of the following four tokens in the jdbccfg.properties file may be specified for each logical database (where xxxxx
represents the logical database name):
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• (Required) xxxxx_driverManager -- Classname of the JDBC driver to be used.
• (Required) xxxxx_dataSource -- Datasource or URL name of the database to connect to.
• (Optional) xxxxx_userId -- User ID to be used for connection.
• (Optional) xxxxx_password -- Password to be used for connection.

The following are some examples using a database named GENDB and an Oracle driver:

• GENDB_driverManager -- oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver
• GENDB_dataSource -- jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:1521:ORCL
• GENDB_userId -- scott
• GENDB_password -- tiger

Configuring Cross-Context Flows
There are situations where deploying an application in a single ear file limits the flexibility of developing, deploying and
maintaining that application. Cross-context flows can improve that flexibility considerably; however, there is a trade-off in
application performance.

A Cross-Context Flow occurs when the procedure steps participating in a flow are deployed in separate web applications.
A Procedure Step USE, where the procedure steps are in different web applications, is also considered a Cross-
Context Flow. We will refer to Links, Transfers, and USE operations between procedure steps deployed in separate web
applications as Cross-Context Flows.

There is no difference in the modeling of the flow or the procedure step USE in a cross-context application, from
the modeling done for a single-context application. The difference is largely a factor of application Assembling and
Deployment.

The web applications must be generated and assembled from the same Gen release and must be deployed under the
same versions of the JVM and Web Application Server.

This implementation of flows for clients has no effect on client-server flows. Flows to or between servers are also
unchanged.

Using Cross-Context Flows

The primary usage of Cross-Context Flows will be for Component Based Development, where transactional components
are deployed independently.

NOTE
For information about Component Based Development, see the Component Standard 3.1.1 white paper.

Other usage of Cross-Context Flows can occur:

• To override one part of a deployed ear file to facilitate change or testing
• To transition from one application to another
• To isolate separate parts of the application for different models and different support groups

Performance Impact

A Cross-Context Flow is handled by sending required data between applications participating in Cross-Context Flows
using a URLConnection. This data is necessary for transmitting state information and application data such as Views. This
data is transmitted using serialization across the connection. The process of serializing and de-serializing the data, along
with the communication across the connection, causes performance degradation.

In addition, for Links and Transfers that cause a display from the flowed-to context, the data must be stored to a Java
Message Service (JMS). This makes the data available when the browser is redirected to the flowed-to context. This
additional storage and retrieval of data will also impact performance.
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The larger the view sizes being sent between procedures, the more significant this impact will be. While this may not
be a problem when testing a new element destined to be ultimately deployed in the same web application, it must be
considered in a system architecture that plans production use of Cross-Context Flows.

Java Message Service (JMS) Session Storage

When a browser is sending requests to an application, a session is created between the browser and the application.
When doing Cross-Context Flows in which the second context requires a display, the browser must be redirected to the
application running under the second context. This redirection causes a new session to be created between the browser
and the second application.

Since there are two separate sessions created by the application server(s), the second application does not have direct
access to the session information of the first application.

To complete the transfer, the session information from the first application must be transferred to the second application.
The session information is transferred using a URLConnection and stored in a Java Message Service (JMS) while the
browser is redirected to the second application. When the browser and the second application initiate a session, the
session information is reloaded from the JMS.

For this technique to work, the JMS must be configured on each Application Server that will participate in Cross-Context
Flows. In addition, the JMS connection factory name and queue name must be configured during assembly in the Build
Tool.

NOTE
The Assemble process only supports JMS configuration for WebLogic and WebSphere Application Servers.
If Cross-Context Flows are to be used with other Application Servers, then Application Server specific
customizations will have to be made to the EAR file after the Assemble process has completed. These
customizations will be in addition to the usual JMS configuration steps that are required on the Application
Server itself.

Map Load Modules

URLs are used to reference all load modules in the Gen Java runtime. Most of the time, for backward compatibility, a URL
value is null which indicates the Load Module must be found in the current application context. When Cross-Context Flows
are desired, the URL must be set to the protocol, server, and context that support the actual Load Module to be executed.

The relationship table of Load Module name to URL is created by the Gen Build Tool's Assembly and generated into the
web.xml file of each WAR included in the application EAR. Within the file web.xml, each Load Module name is prefixed by
url/ to become the name of an environment entry whose value is the URL that supports the Load Module.

Each time a procedure step is loaded, the Java Runtime looks in the current load module for the procedure step. If the
procedure step is not found in the current load module, then the URL for the appropriate load module is determined from
the web.xml table. The Remote Load Module Exit, WindowManagerCfgExit, is then called to allow for programmatic
overriding of the URL. If it is determined that the requested Load Module is in a different context, then the URL is used to
access the remote context.

How to Configure a Cross-Context Flow

To utilize Cross-Context Flows, configuration of Load Module mappings must be done. In addition, a Java Message
Service (JMS) must be configured in the Application Server. The Build Tool allows for configuration of the Load Module
mapping along with the JMS connection factory and queue names.

An application may have all of its load modules assembled together in a single context, or the load modules may be
separated into independently deployed contexts. You must keep in mind; however, that communicating across separately
deployed context will have a negative impact on performance.

It is recommended to name your load modules in a way that enables you to identify them quickly when configuring for
cross-context. For example, including an identifier for the model in the load module name will help you identify the local
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and remote load modules at assembly time. For example, if you have two CBD component models, you might name your
load modules with CBD1LM1, CBD1LM2, CBD2LM1, and CBD2LM2. This makes it very clear at assemble time which
load modules come from CBD1 and CBD2.

There are two main methods of configuring the Load Module mapping between procedure steps that reside in different
contexts:

• Build Tool Configuration -- lets the user define the URLs of Load Modules that belong to procedure steps in
different contexts. A list of all Load Modules referenced by the currently selected Load Modules will be displayed for
configuration. The Load Module mapping must be set to the full URL of the Application Server Context
For example:
http://www3.ca.com/press

• WindowManagerCfgExit.java -- is a source file whose default behavior returns the URL as it is passed. This exit lets
the application designer define a mapping algorithm between load modules and URLs. Java code can be used to
override the URL mappings that were defined during the Cross-Context configuration when assembling the application.
The compiled version of WindowManagerCfgExit.java, WindowManagerCfgExit.class, will be included along with all
other user exits into the runtime jar file as built by the Assemble process.

Design Considerations

When configuring components in different contexts to communicate with one another, there are several areas you need to
consider:

• The Dialect used in the component you first invoke will be the one used in every subsequent component. You cannot
switch dialects when going from one context to another.

• Browser Controlled History Handling is not supported for Cross-Context Flows and the Build Tool will turn this feature
off if Cross-Context Flows are enabled.

• The domain name, localhost, cannot be used for Cross-Context Flows. This includes both the Load Module mapping
that is done in the Build Tool and WindowManagerCfgUserExit, as well as the actual initiating URL address entered in
the browser.

• A procedure step that is invoked through a Procedure Step Use may not flow to another procedure step that causes a
display.

• Database transactions cannot be extended across multiple contexts. Each flow across context boundaries will cause
a new transaction to be created for the duration of that procedure step. In the case of a USE, the current transaction
is suspended and a new transaction is created for the duration of the called procedure step. Upon return, the original
transaction is continued. Care must be taken to avoid deadlock conditions when processing USEd procedure steps.

Following are examples you can consider to reduce the performance degradation you will experience when using Cross
Context Flows:

• Applications utilizing Cross Context Flows will be slower than those that stay within the same context. You may
consider using Cross Context Flows during your Development cycle and for Production, package your application in a
single context.

• Cross Context Flows between separate applications deployed on the same local application server system are likely
to perform better than those that are deployed on separate systems. This is because the data will not be transferred
across the network.

• The larger the sizes of the views that are passed across contexts, the bigger the negative impact on performance will
be. Consider reducing the sizes of views that will be transmitted across contexts.

• Chaining Link flows will cause the amount of information passed between each context to grow. For example, doing
Links from PStepA to PStepB to PStepC will cause the session information for both the PStepA and PStepB to be
passed along to the context in which PStepC is located. Avoid Chaining Links across contexts.

• If possible, use Transfers instead of Links when flowing across contexts.
• Configure the Application Server's JMS to cache the session messages in memory.
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Working with .NET Servers
This section describes the Gen .NET Server generation feature. This feature lets you generate, build, and assemble your
Server Procedure Steps as serviced components that execute as a COM+ application under the control of Component
Services.

Gen Applications -- C and COBOL Generation
Over the years, Gen has evolved from an application development tool that generates blockmode and batch applications
to one that generates client/server applications. In the latter case, the application is divided into the following elements:

• GUI -- The application's graphical user interface.
• Client Procedure Steps -- Responsible for handling the GUI events and performing some of the application logic.

They are related to the flow of the application and access the application's database. Utilizing the middleware, Client
Procedure Steps invoke Server Procedure Steps to perform the balance of the application functionality.

• Server Procedure Steps -- Responsible for performing the bulk of the application's business logic and database
accesses. Server Procedure Steps do not have a user interface. If allowed by the TP monitor, a Server Procedure Step
can invoke other Server Procedure Steps.

For the Windows-based GUI Client/Server applications, the GUI and Client Procedure Steps are generated in the C
language for execution on a Microsoft Windows platform. The Server Procedure Steps are generated in either COBOL
for execution on the IBM mainframe or in the C language for execution on Microsoft Windows or selected Linux or UNIX
platforms.

The GUI Clients can communicate with the Servers using one of many communications runtimes, including:

• The Gen Client Manager
• TCP/IP
• Oracle Tuxedo (Tuxedo)
• WebSphere MQ
• ECI

NOTE
Not all servers support all the previous communications methods. For more information about cooperative flows,
see Understanding Distributed Processing.

C# Generation
This article provides information for C# Generation. The Gen code generators have been enhanced to generate C# code.

Gen can generate a complete CLS-compliant .NET application from a Gen Client/Server model. Before generation,
add .NET-specific information to your models such as the namespace names and, when generating servers, the attributes
of named assemblies including the assembly key pair. This section describes these tasks.

An action diagram is generated as a class whose name is the Gen member name. Further, all import, export, and local
views are generated as separate classes. For example, the action block DEMO_AB is generated as the class DEMOAB.
Its import, export, and local views are generated as the classes DEMOAB_IA, DEMOAB_OA and DEMOAB_LA,
respectively. An extra set of C# files are generated by the Window Manager and Server Manager. These classes present
the import and export views in a more object-oriented manner. Also, wrapper classes are created to move the data into
and out of the _IA and _OA classes.

The generated C# code uses ADO.NET to access the application database. ADO.NET provides a consistent API to data
providers which are DBMS-specific. Gen supports selected data providers for DBMSs such as IBM DB2, Microsoft SQL
Server, and Oracle. Also, the ODBC data provider is supported to gain access to more DBMSs.
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C# Runtime

A Gen C# runtime supports the generated C# code. The architecture of the runtime is similar to that of the Java runtime
but written entirely C#. To improve performance, the runtime caches objects for reuse whenever possible. In the .NET
Server environment, the runtime uses the facilities that are provided by the COM+ services to cache objects such as
resource management, transaction control, and flow control.

Supported Features

The generated C# is designed to functionally equivalent to generated C, COBOL, and Java code. So, the generated C#
supports:

• Gen Referential Integrity
• DBMS-enforced Referential Integrity
• For appropriately marked attributes, decimal precision to 18 digits by using the .NET decimal class
• All 6-digits in the microsecond field of a Gen timestamp
• Debugging with the Gen Diagram Trace Utility
• Runtime logging with CMI Debug
• All relevant user exits
• Generation of external action blocks

Multiple Database Support

Gen-generated C applications can access only one database for a given procedure step. This is due to the use of the
default database handle for all embedded SQL statements.

Gen-generated C# applications use ADO.NET and have been designed to allow access to one or more databases
within a given procedure step. Customers wishing to use this feature must create a data source for each database to be
accessed by the procedure step.

NOTE
The commits and rollbacks of the multiple database connections may or may not be performed using a two-
phased commit facility. In the ASP.NET Web Client environment, two-phased commit is not supported by
ASP.NET or IIS. Therefore, there is a small risk of data integrity problems must an error be encountered. For the
generated .NET Server environment, two-phased commit is supported when utilizing properly configured data
sources.

ASP.NET Web Client Generation
Gen can generate Client Procedure Steps for the ASP.NET Web Forms environment. The application's GUI is generated
as XML utilizing server-side controls and the Client Procedure Steps are generated as C# and ASP.NET Web Forms
pages. ADO.NET is used for all database accesses in the generated C# code.

The Client Procedure Steps generated as ASP.NET Web Clients are allowed to invoke Server Procedure Steps generated
as C, COBOL, or C# code.

The Client Procedure Steps interact with C or COBOL-generated Server Procedure Steps using the TCP/IP
communications runtime.

Gen .NET Server Generation
Gen can generate the Server Procedure Steps as serviced components executing under COM+. For simplicity, these are
referred to as Gen .NET Servers.

As with the C# generated for the Client Procedure Steps, ADO.NET is used to access all databases.
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Client-to-Server Flows

ASP.NET Web Clients and .NET Proxy Clients

The Gen ASP.NET Web Clients and Gen .NET Proxy Clients communicate with the Gen .NET Servers using the Gen
.NET Remoting Communications Runtime. Rather than using the Gen Common Format Buffer, the Gen .NET Remoting
Communications Runtime uses the data interchange and remote invocation mechanisms native to the .NET Framework.
Specifically, the runtime serializes the calling client's views and invokes the target Gen .NET server using a.NET
Remoting call. In client-to-server flows, the client does not pass its transaction context to the server. Therefore, a Gen-
generated .NET Server start its own transaction context.

MFC GUI Clients, C, and COM Proxy Clients

The Gen C-language GUI Clients and the Gen C and COM Proxy Clients must use the Gen C to C# Cooperative Flow
to communicate with the Gen .NET Servers. This cooperative runtime performs the conversion and .NET Remoting call
on the client system. So, the client system must have the .NET Framework that is installed and a local copy the target
generated Gen .NET Server's interface assemblies.

Hand-Written .NET Clients

Hand-written .NET applications are possible to access generated Gen .NET Servers without utilizing a Gen-generated
Proxy. The interface of the Gen-generated .NET Server performs all required data validations before executing the target
procedure step.

Server-to-Server Flows

In server-to-server flows, a Gen-generated .NET Server can invoke another Gen-generated .NET Server using the
DCOM Communications Runtime. This runtime is used specifically to support server-to-server cooperative flows as .NET
Remoting does not support distributed transactions. For simplicity, the Gen Workstation Toolset does not call out the
DCOM Communications Runtime separately. Rather, the Gen displays only .NET Remoting but use DCOM when
appropriate.

NOTE
Gen DCOM Cooperative Flow cannot be used on client-to-server flows. Also server-to-server flows may not
pass easily through the firewall.

The calling Gen .NET Server can be in the same machine as the target Gen .NET Server, or it can be located elsewhere
on the network (as supported by the .NET Framework). The target Gen .NET Server can start its own transaction context,
or it can extend the transaction context of the calling Gen .NET Server as specified in the Gen model.

Gen-generated .NET Servers can invoke a Gen C or Gen COBOL servers using the Gen TCP/IP, Web Services, or
MQSeries communications runtime.

The distributed transactions are not supported when servers are executing within different environments (TP systems).

Calling non-Gen-generated .NET Servers (services components) can be accomplished through External Action Blocks.

The 32K Limit

The 32K Limit has been designed out of the C# generated code and supporting runtimes. There are no design limits
for flows between ASP.NET Web Clients and Gen .NET Servers when using the Gen .NET Remoting Communications
Runtimes. Likewise, there are no design limits for server-to-server flows between generated .NET Servers using the Gen
DCOM Communications Runtimes.

Restrictions When Targeting Generated .NET Servers

All asynchronous Action Diagram statements are not supported and cause a generation error.
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Supported Windows Platforms
This article provides information for Supported Windows Platforms. Gen creates .NET Applications and are CLS-
compliant.

For a complete description of the Windows platforms that are supported by Gen, see Gen Technical Requirements.

Generating a Model in C#
This article provides information for generating a Model in C#. The generation of Gen ASP.NET Web Clients and Gen
.NET Servers take place on the Gen Workstation Toolset or the Gen Client/Server Encyclopedia (CSE).

Generation

If the generation takes place on a CSE, the remote files must be moved to a supported Windows workstation to be built.

Build

When the application has been generated in C#, it can only be built on a supported Windows system using the Gen Build
Tool.

After the cascade and all load modules have been successfully built, the application is ready for assembly into an MSI file.

Assembly

During assembly, the files that make up a Gen .NET Application are placed into an MSI file. Later, the MSI file is invoked
and installed using standard Windows tools. The following diagram shows how the assembly is accomplished.

Once the Cascade Library and Load Modules to be assembled into an MSI file have been selected, select Action,
Assemble, or click the Assemble toolbar icon to open the MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog.
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NOTE
You must not select the DDL module.

1. The MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog allows you to specify the properties of the MSI file including its name.
If an ASP.NET Web Client has been selected for assembly, you can specify the properties of the client.
For a detailed explanation of this dialog, see MSI Assembling.

2. The Build Tool executes a script that performs the following tasks:
– The files of the selected Gen ASP.NET Web Clients, Gen .NET Servers, or both are placed into the MSI file.
– The generated configuration files are updated with information from the MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog.
Upon completion, the Gen-generated .NET Application is ready for installation on the target system. If necessary, copy
the MSI file to the target system.

3. Activating the MSI file causes the installation to be performed. The installation automatically creates the IIS virtual
directory to invoke the Gen .NET Servers and register the Gen .NET Servers with COM+. After the installation has
completed, the application is ready for an execution.

Testing Recommendations

Applications with Gen .NET Servers are installed on a small scale system for local testing. If Diagram Trace is to be used,
it is recommended that it take place in a single user environment.

COBOL Application Considerations
This article provides information for COBOL Application Considerations. COBOL store and manipulate numbers with
precision.

The native C, C# or Java data types have limitations in either the number of digits or their precision. Most numbers with
decimal digits are generated as a double, which has a limit of 15 digits of precision and can lose precision when used in
some mathematical operations.

Gen generate an alternative data type that can achieve 18 digits of precision. In C, Gen uses a character array and a
special software library. In C#, Gen uses the decimal type from the system namespace. In Java, Gen uses the BigDecimal
class from the java.math package.

Using these alternative data types consumes more CPU resources, as it uses a software library to perform mathematical
operations, whereas, the native double data type uses hardware instructions to perform the same mathematical
operations.

Gen does not generate these alternative data types automatically. Rather, you examine your data model and determine
which attributes are generated in this alternative form and set the appropriate option.

After an attribute has been identified, its properties dialog is displayed by either double-clicking the attribute or selecting
the attribute and then choosing Properties from the Detail menu. To instruct Gen to generate the alternative data type,
select the Implement in C, C#, and Java with decimal precision check box.

DBMS Considerations with Decimal Precision

For C# generated code, Gen implements all attributes are marked as decimal precision as an instance of the decimal
class and passes them to the ADO.NET data provider. It is the responsibility of the data provider to store and retrieve the
application data.

Unicode Considerations
Unicode is a method for encoding characters that allows one application to process characters and strings from most of
the languages of the world. Nearly one million unique characters can be represented in Unicode. Unicode is neither a
single-byte character system (SBCS) nor a double byte character system (DBCS).
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The C# and Java languages support only Unicode for characters, literals, and strings that are represented in code. This is
true for all C# and Java applications, not only those generated by Gen.

It is possible for users of C# or Java-generated applications to provide input data that cannot be stored on a database that
is not configured to store Unicode.

Customers evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of converting the applications database to Unicode. If the
database is not converted, C# and Java applications could submit unrecognized character that cannot be stored
correctly. Alternatively, customers select to use only C and COBOL applications with a database that is set to store DBCS
characters.

This creates challenges when you attempt to use C# and Java code to access databases. Most existing databases store
characters in a codepage that represents a subset of Unicode characters. Thus many of the characters that are processed
by the C# application cannot be represented on the database. The unsupported characters are replaced with a 'sub
character' or a '?' depending upon the database translation algorithm.

Converting existing databases to Unicode is possible with most implementations and would allow all characters that are
entered by a user and processed by the code to be stored. However, converting a database to use Unicode could require
changes to existing applications and in the way they access the database.

For a Gen application that creates a database, we recommend that the new database always support Unicode encoding.
Most databases supports two major Unicode encoding schemes:
UTF-8 and UCS-16. The UCS-16 Unicode Coding Sequence 16-bit is the simplest because every character in the
database is represented as an unsigned 16-bit number, which is the same representation as characters in a C# and Java
application. UCS-16 uses greater amounts of storage when most of the characters that are represented in a database
are indicated by code point numbers less than 128 (0x80). The UTF-8 Unicode Transfer Format 8-bit solves this problem
because all code points less than 128 require only a single 8-bit byte of storage (code points from 128 through 2047
require two bytes, and code points from 2048 through 65535 require 3 bytes, and so on).

Further, a database that is created to support UTF-8 makes more assumptions about the type and size of characters in
each text column. For example, a text column that is fixed ten characters (bytes) in length correctly stores ten characters
when all ten code points are less than 128. But any higher character code points would require more than ten bytes in the
column. When the type of data is unknown, all character columns in a UTF-8 database is defined as variable and three
times the length of the maximum string that is written by the C# application (in this example, 3*10 or 30).

Installing Prerequisite Software
This article provides information for Installing Prerequisite Software. The Gen .NET Servers use third-party software
products.

Construction Workstation

The software products in the following list must be present on the Windows system being used to build, assemble, and
execute the Gen-generated .NET Servers.

NOTE
For the supported versions of software, see Gen Technical Requirements.

• Windows Operating System
• Internet Information Services (IIS)
• Microsoft .NET Framework
• Microsoft Visual Studio .NET (required to assemble the generated application into an MSI File)
• ADO.NET Data Provider (if not provided by the Microsoft .NET Framework)

Client/Server Encyclopedia

The Client-Server Encyclopedia has no special requirements for Gen .NET Server generation.
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Runtime Environment

The following are the software products that must be present on the Windows system being used to install and execute
the Gen-generated .NET Servers.

NOTE
For the supported versions of software, see Gen Technical Requirements.

• Windows Operating System
• Internet Information Services (IIS)
• Microsoft .NET Framework
• ADO.NET Data Provider (if not provided by the Microsoft .NET Framework)

Gen Installation in the .NET Environment
This article provides information for Gen Installation in the .NET Environment including, Windows Systems and Client/
Server Encyclopedia (Windows or UNIX).

Windows Systems

Pre-Installation Procedures

Follow these steps:

1. Obtain the License file for your system.

NOTE
For more information, see Installing.

2. Install all prerequisite software.
3. To execute properly, the Gen Workstation Toolset, build scripts and batch utility files require the .NET Framework and

Visual Studio tools to be accessible from the PATH. The environment variable VS##COMNTOOLS is used to make the
Visual Studio tools accessible from a DOS prompt.
To ensure that your system is correctly configured, open a DOS Prompt. Enter the command SET VS. If successful,
you see an environment variable definition that references the Visual Studio tools subdirectory.
If the preceding command fails, Visual Studio is not installed or not configured correctly. Troubleshoot the problem and
consider reinstalling Visual Studio.

Tools to Install

The Gen typical installation installations all the software necessary for the Windows workstation to generate and assemble
a Gen .NET Application.

Post-Installation Procedures

There are no post-installation procedures.

Client/Server Encyclopedia (Windows or UNIX)

Pre-Installation Procedures

Before you install Gen, obtain the License file for your system.

NOTE
For more information, see Installing.
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Installation Procedures

During the Gen installation, a list of available Gen components is displayed. The Encyclopedia Server and Encyclopedia
Construction Server are installed to generate Gen .NET Servers from the Client-Server Encyclopedia.

Post-Installation Procedures

There are no post-installation procedures.

Installing the Data Provider
A data provider is a class or set of classes that provide a bridge between ADO.NET and the desired data source (such as
a DBMS). Data providers can be supplied by Microsoft, DBMS vendors, or third-parties.

Unless you plan to use a data provider that is supplied by Microsoft, install the data provider.

NOTE
Gen does not support all data providers. For a list of supported data providers and their versions see Gen
Technical Requirements.

DDL Generation in .NET
This article provides information for DDL Generation in .NET. Gen-generated .NET applications do not require a .NET-
specific DDL Generation.

All generated .NET applications use ADO.NET to access their database and have no special requirements on how the
DDL is generated or installed.

In general, customers who are retargeting their application to .NET continue to use the Technical Design of their existing
application. For example, if the existing application is generated in C and uses Oracle, then the Gen .NET Servers are
generated with Oracle as the DBMS setting. So, Gen-generated .NET applications reuse the existing Gen-generated
databases.

Using the ODBC/ADO.NET Technical Design

The ODBC/ADO.NET Technical Design can be used when there is no existing technical design to reuse.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up the DBMS.
2. Define the ODBC Data Source.
3. In the Gen Build Tool, define the User ID, Password, and other information to access the database.
4. Perform DDL Generation with Installation.

Set Up the DBMS

Follow these steps:

1. Install and configure the DBMS software.
2. Perform all post-installation tests to ensure that the DBMS is ready for use.
3. Create the physical database and table spaces that are required to host the tables and indexes.

If necessary, set the security within the DBMS so that the Gen user or application can access the database.

Define the ODBC Data Source

Using the Windows tools, define the ODBC Data Source to be used by your application.
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Set Up the Build Tool

Start the Gen Build Tool to define the following token keys:

Follow these steps:

1. Open the profile in the Profile Manager.
2. Expand DBMS.
3. Select ODBC.
4. Set OPT.DBCONNECT to the ODBC connection string for the target database
5. Set OPT.DBUSER and OPT.DBPSWD to access the target database.

Performing DDL Generation

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Gen Workstation Toolset.
2. Open the model.
3. Open the Technical Design Diagram.
4. Select and open the ODBC/ADO.NET Technical Design.
5. If necessary, perform transformation or retransformation to synchronize the logical and physical data models.
6. Open the Generation Diagram.
7. Open the Generation Defaults dialog. Set the generation parameters:

– Operating System: Windows or CLR
– DBMS:ODBC/ADO.NET

8. Perform the DDL Generation and Installation.

Pre-Code Generation Tasks
The Pre-Code Generation Tasks include, Model Considerations, Namespace Names, Assembly Key Pair, Setting the
Model's .NET-Specific Information, Setting the Business System-Specific Information, and Configuring the Build Tool.

Model Considerations

Decimal Precision

If you are re-targeting your COBOL application to C#, you want to set some numeric attributes to use Decimal Precision.

Adding .NET-Specific Information to a Model

.NET-specific pieces of information that can be added to a model are as follows:

• Namespace name (required when using CBD techniques)
• Application name
• Assembly version number
• Assembly key pair (required for servers)

Namespace Names

C# allows a namespace to be defined so that classes from different origins do not conflict. For example, Broadcom could
produce a class that is named Address. By declaring a namespace name when the class is defined (com.ca.abc), the
effective class name becomes com.ca.abc.Address. This effective name would be unique even in the case of another
company creating their own class that is named Address because both companies must have unique namespace names.
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Although most situations do not require you to set the .NET namespace name, you find it useful to do so.

NOTE
Customers who use CBD techniques must set the .NET Namespace Names in their models.

By convention, the namespace name is the reverse of the internet domain name of the company. For example,
www.ca.com would become com.ca.<facility-name>.

Namespace names can be specified at the model and business system levels. If no namespace name is specified at the
business system level, the namespace name at the model level is used. If no namespace name is specified at either level,
a name is derived. If the generation is taking place on the Workstation, a version of the short model name is used. If the
generation is taking place on the CSE, the name that is used is m<model-id>.

Namespace Names for CBD Models

To allow components to be easily consumed in the C# environment, the following namespace name settings are
recommended:

• In the implementation model, define a Namespace Name at the Model Level.
• In the consuming model, import the spec model into its own Business System and set its namespace name to that of

the implementation model.

Application Name

.NET applications are given a name. The name is used in the URL when invoking the application.

An application name can be specified only at the model level. If no application name is specified at either level, a version
of the short model name is used.

Assembly Version

.NET assemblies contain an assembly version as part of its strong name.

An assembly version can be defined at the model or business system levels. If no assembly version is defined at the
business system level, the Assembly Version at the model level is used. If no assembly version is defined at either level,
the value 0.0.0.0 is used.

The assembly version is actually a string consisting of four numbers that are separated by periods. For example:

1.2.345.0

Microsoft has defined the four parts of the assembly version as follows:

• The first number (1) is the major version.
• The second number (2) is the minor version.
• The third number (345) is the build number.
• The fourth number (0) is the revision number.

NOTE
The assembly version must match exactly for the runtime to consider it a match. Therefore, changing the
revision number cause the assembly versions to mismatch and cause the assembly to not load at runtime.

Assembly Key Pair

.NET assemblies are signed with an assembly key pair. Since the servers created by Gen are named, an assembly key
pair must be defined.
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An assembly key pair can be defined at the model or business system levels. If no assembly key pair is defined at the
business system level, the assembly key pair at the model level is used. If no assembly key pair is defined at either level,
the Server Manager generator stops execution with an error message.

The assembly key pair is actually a string of about 1024 bytes in length. Gen can generate these keys for you. On the
dialogs, click Create. Further, the key pairs are exported to or imported from other models by clicking the appropriate
buttons.

Setting the Model's .NET-Specific Information

Follow these steps:

1. In the Workstation Toolset with the model open, use one of the following options to open the Environment Diagram:
– On the main menu bar, select Construction, Environment.
– On the main menu bar, select Tool, then Construction, Environment.
– On the tree control, select the Diagram tab, expand Construction, and double-click Environment.

2. On the Main Menu bar, click Options, Model Generation Properties.
3. Enter the .NET-specific information in the fields that are provided and click OK.

Setting the Business System-Specific Information

Follow these steps:

1. In the Workstation Toolset with the model open, use one of the following options to open the Environment Diagram:
– On the main menu bar, select Construction, Environment.
– On the main menu bar, select Tool, then Construction, Environment.
– On the tree control, select the Diagram tab, expand Construction, and double-click Environment.

2. Select the target business system.
3. On the main menu bar, click Detail, Properties.
4. Enter the .NET-specific information in the fields that are provided and click OK.

Configuring the Build Tool

Gen .NET Servers do not require any settings to be made in the Gen Build Tool.

Server Manager Properties
In order for generated clients to find a Gen .NET Server, the clients know the host and port number of IIS where the
servers are executing. Clients can retrieve this information from either the Server Manager Properties or from the
COMMCFG files.

The Server Manager Properties dialog allows you to specify this .NET Remoting-specific information. The values that are
entered in the fields tend to be server-dependent. Therefore, the MSI file that is created by Gen contain server-specific
information.

To open the Server Manager Properties dialog, select the Cooperative Packaging or the Cooperative Generation dialog.
Then either double-click the desired Server Manager, or select the Server Manager and select Properties from the Detail
menu.
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Enter the appropriate values as follows:

• Channel Type -- Defines the format of the data to be sent through .NET Remoting. By default, Binary is selected.
• HostName -- The name or IP address of the remote system hosting the Gen-generated .NET Server
• Service (Port) -- The port number of IIS of the remote system hosting the Gen-generated .NET Server. Typically, the

value is 80.

Configuring the Data Source
A data source is the target of a data provider. You can configure the data source while assembling the MSI file in the Build
Tool.

When you select DataSources from the MSI .NET Assemble Details panel, the following dialog appears:
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The fields in the Tracing dialog are as follows:

Client Connection Strings
Specifies the connection string parameters for every logical database name that is specified with ASP.NET
Clients.
Encrypt connectionStrings section (web.config)

If selected, Gen encrypts the connection string in the web.config file
Name

Specifies the name of the database
Data Provider

Specifies the data provider. This option is an enterable drop-down that displays the list of data providers.
By default, four data providers are listed. They are:

• System.Data.Odbc
• System.Data.SqlClient
• IBM.Data.DB2
• Oracle.DataAccess.Client

You may enter your own data provider using this drop-down.

NOTE
Data Provider Oracle.ManagedDataAccess.Client is available after applying RTA86103.

Server Connection Strings
Specifies the connection string parameters for every logical database name that is specified with .NET Servers.
Encrypt connectionStrings section (Application.config)

If selected, Gen encrypts the connection string in the Application.config file
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Name
Specifies the name of the database

Data Provider
Specifies the data provider. This option is an enterable drop-down that displays the list of data providers.
By default, four data providers are listed. They are:

• System.Data.Odbc
• System.Data.SqlClient
• IBM.Data.DB2
• Oracle.DataAccess.Client

You may enter your own data provider using this drop-down.

NOTE
Data Provider Oracle.ManagedDataAccess.Client is available after applying RTA86103.

Configuring the COMMCFG.TXT File
Gen-generated ASP.NET and .NET Proxy clients can use the COMMCFG.TXT file to define the communication
infrastructure and location of the target servers.

If you did not specify Server Manager Properties for all servers in your application, configure the COMMCFG.TXT file.

Using the editor of your choice, open the file COMMCFG.TXT in the .net subdirectory under the directory where Gen is
installed:

cd %GENxx%Gen

cd .net

write commcfg.txt

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Review the comments in the file for the available cooperative flows and their parameters. Enter the records in the file to
allow the generated client to access the target server.

For example, the following cause all transactions to be sent to the Gen .NET server using the Gen .NET Remoting
Communication Runtime to localhost on port 80:

* = net localhost 80 b

NOTE
For a detailed discussion about the use of the COMMCFG.TXT file, see Understanding Distributed Processing .

Construction, Assembly, and Installation in the .NET Environment
This article provides information for Construction, Assembly, and Installation in the .NET Environment including
Generation, Construction, Assemble, Installing the Generated Application, and Accessing the Application.

Prerequisites

The following tasks are completed before generating your application for the .NET environment:
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• The application database must be installed and ready for use.
• The model must have been modified to define an assembly key pair.
• The data provider and data source for the application database must already be defined.

Generation

The generation can take place on the Windows workstation toolset or the Client-Server Encyclopedia. The construction
of the generated code can only be performed with the Build Tool executing on a properly configured Windows platform.
Therefore, the remote files that are created by the CSE must be copied to a system with the Gen Build Tool to construct
the application.

On the Gen Windows workstation, all code is generated into the <model-directory>\c# directory.

Target Environment Definition

When generating Gen Server Procedure Steps as .NET Servers, set the following generation parameters in the Server
Environment Parameters dialog:

Parameter Value
Operating System CLR
DBMS ODBC/ADO.NET or any supported DBMS (Technical Design)
Language C#
TP Monitor Comp_Services
Communications .NET Remoting

Setting the DBMS Generation Parameter

When setting the DBMS Generation parameter, ODBC/ADO.NET or any valid DBMS can be chosen. Regardless of the
setting, all database accesses are generated as ADO.NET calls.

The only advantage to choosing a specific DBMS over ODBC/ADO.NET is that choosing a specific DBMS uses the
table names, index names, and other user-modified names that have been defined under the Technical Design dialogs.
Therefore, it is better to select a specific DBMS when the application access an existing database. Applications accessing
a new database want to select ODBC/ADO.NET.

Construction

Building Gen .NET Servers is similar to building any other generated application. However, the construction of the
generated application can only be performed with the Gen Build Tool running on a Windows system.

If the application was generated on the Windows workstation, the Gen Build Tool is invoked to build all generated cascade
and load modules.

If the application was generated by a CSE, copy the remote files to a Windows system with the Gen Build Tool. Then start
the Build Tool, select the directory where the remote files are located, and click Add Module. This causes all remote files
to be loaded into the module panel of the Gen Build Tool. Next, select all cascade and load modules to be built and then
click Build.

The results of the construction process are placed in the <model-directory>\c#\build directory. The following files can be
found in the build directory:

File Description
<LM-Name>.dll The assembly containing the compiled C# code.
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<LM-Name>. components.dll Created for Gen .NET Servers only, this file contains the
generated Server Manager code.

<LM-Name>.interfaces.dll The portable interfaces for the public methods in <LM-Name>.dll.
<LM-Name>.resources.dll Created for Gen ASP.NET Clients only, this file contains the XML

used to describe the web pages.
<LM-Name>.web.config The configuration file for the load module.

Assemble

After all code has been successfully built, the application is ready to be assembled into an MSI that will be used to install
the application on the target server. The assemble process can only be performed by the Gen Build Tool running on a
Windows system. Procedures for assembling and installing the generated application follow.

Selecting Load Modules for Deployment

Follow these steps to assemble the cascade library and load modules into an MSI file:

Follow these steps:

1. In the Gen Build Tool, select the Cascade Library, ASP.NET Web Clients, and .NET Server load modules to be
assembled from the model. To select all load modules, click the title line of the model.

NOTE
Do not select the database of the application.

2. Once all the desired libraries and load modules have been selected, select the menu Action, Assemble, or click the
Assemble toolbar icon. The MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog opens.

NOTE
For information about how to complete this dialog, see Working With the Build Tool .

3. After the assemble dialog has been completed, click OK to have the Gen Build Tool create the MSI file.

Review the Assemble Status

After the Gen Build Tool has completed the assemble process, the log file is reviewed. Select the assemble entry in the
Build Tool (generally the last line in the module panel), and click the Review toolbar icon to display the contents of the log
file.

Review the assemble log file to ensure that the process is completed successfully.

The log file is located in the following directory:

<model-directory>\c#\assemble.MSI.NET.out

Saving the Assemble Process Information

The Gen Build Tool creates the file assemble.MSI.NET.icm in the <model-directory>\c# directory to preserve the
information that is entered on the MSI .NET Assemble dialog. Customers want to preserve and manage this file because it
contains the assemble process-specific information.

Installing the Generated Application

After the Gen Build Tool has created the MSI file, the .NET application is ready for installation. The MSI file is located in
the <model-directory>\c#\deploy directory. Double-click the MSI file to install.
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If necessary, copy the MSI file to the target system. If a prior copy of the application with the same GUIDs is present, it
must be uninstalled before reinstalling the new MSI file. Uninstall the old version of the application with Start, Settings,
Control Panel, Add, and Remove Programs.

Invoke the MSI file. One way to accomplish this task is to locate the MSI file with Windows Explorer and double-click it.
An MSI Installation Wizard appears to lead you through the remaining installation steps. Executing the windows installer
package installs your application under IIS.

After the installation has completed, the application is ready for use.

Troubleshooting Installation Errors

If the MSI installation fail, more information is found in the Windows Event Logger. In the right-hand panel, Find the event
associated with the installation failure. Double-click the event to display the details of the failure.

Accessing the Application

If the application includes the ASP.NET Web Clients, the application can be accessed by using Microsoft Internet Explorer
and supplying a URL using the following format:

<host>[:<port>]/<app-name>/<trancode>.ashx

For example:

localhost/myapp/menu.ashx

Diagram Tracing .NET Servers
This article provides information for Diagram Tracing .NET Servers including, Generating the Code, Specifying the Trace
Server, Starting the Diagram Trace Utility, and Running the Application with Trace.

Running Diagram Trace on Gen .NET Servers requires the generated Server Procedure Step to connect to a Diagram
Trace Utility executing on a Windows System.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the Procedure Steps and Action Blocks with Trace.
2. Specify the Diagram Trace Utility host and port number to the servers.
3. Start the Diagram Trace Utility.
4. Run the application to be traced.

Generating the Code

There are two ways to generate the .NET Server for Trace:

• Specify Generate source code with Trace in the Generation Options dialog.
• Check the TRCE flag for all code to be traced.

Specifying the Trace Server

Gen .NET Servers do not have a user interface. Therefore, interacting with the Diagram Trace dialogs requires the use of
the Diagram Trace Utility. This program executes on a Windows system. The .NET Server connects to the Diagram Trace
Utility using TCP/IP.

You can specify the Diagram Trace Utility information during the assemble process or afterwards by modifying the config
files of the application.
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Setting During the Assemble Process

The Diagram Trace Utility host and port can be specified during the assemble process.

Follow these steps:

1. On the MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog, select Tracing from the tree view on the left.
2. In the details area on the right, select the Enable Diagram Tracing check box.
3. Specify the host and port number of the Diagram Trace Utility in the fields provided. The default values are:

Trace Server Name: localhost
Trace Server Port: 4567

NOTE
The Trace Server Name is an IPv4 or IPv6 address.

Setting After Installation

The host and port of the Diagram Trace Utility can be specified after the application has been installed by editing the
web.config, the application.config file, or both:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the application directory, the directory that is named after the application under the IIS wwwroot directory.
For example, the application directory for the application IssueTracking is C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\IssueTracking.

2. For the Gen ASP.NET Web clients, edit the web.config file. For the Gen .NET Servers, edit the application.config file in
the bin subdirectory.

3. Search for the string Tracing. The following text appears:

<add key="Tracing" value="false" />

<add key="TraceHost" value="localhost" />

<add key="TracePort" value="4567" />

NOTE
localhost can be an IPv4 or IPv6 address.

4. Change the value of Tracing to True to enable Diagram Tracing. If necessary, modify the host and port specification of
the Diagram Trace Utility.

Starting the Diagram Trace Utility

You start the Diagram Trace Utility by using the Start menu. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Diagram Trace Utility.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The Diagram Trace Utility "autostarts" and listen on port 4567. You change the default port from within the Diagram Trace
Utility.

NOTE
For more information on the Diagram Trace Utility, see Diagram Trace Utility.

Running the Application with Trace

Once the Diagram Trace Utility is running and ready to accept connections, the Gen .NET Servers can be started. Access
the Gen .NET Server as it would typically be accessed. The connection to the Diagram Trace Utility takes place shortly
after the Gen .NET Server has been initialized.
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Gen C to C# Cooperative Flow
These clients use the Gen C to C# Cooperative Flow to communicate with the Gen .NET Servers. This cooperative
runtime performs the data conversion and .NET Remoting call on the client system.

The Gen-generated C language Clients are:

• Gen MFC GUI Clients
• Gen C Proxy Clients on Windows
• Gen COM Proxy Clients

Prerequisites

The Gen-generated C language clients must have been generated and built with Gen Release 7 or later and must use the
same version of the cooperative runtimes.

The client system must have the Microsoft .NET Framework that is installed to execute the cooperative flow.

Configuration

There are several steps that must be performed to have the Gen-generated C language clients interoperate with the Gen
.NET Servers.

Configuring the Cooperative Flow

Configuring the cooperative flow can be accomplished by either one of the two following methods:

• Change or define the server properties for .NET Remoting and regenerate, ensure that the server environment
parameters are set to the .NET environment and regenerate the Gen-generated C language Clients.

• Modify the COMMCFG.INI file to specify the new target Gen .NET Server.

Option 1 Change Your Model and Generate

During generation, the generated clients know the server that they are using at runtime and the default cooperative flow
to use for that server. The cooperative flow information comes from the server properties dialog and server environment
parameters dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your model. On the main menu bar, select Construction, Packaging, or Construction, Generation.
2. Open the cooperative packaging diagram by selecting Diagram, Open, Cooperative Code.
3. For each server that is generated for the .NET environment:

a. Open the server manager properties dialog by either double-clicking the server, select the server and selecting
Details, Properties from the main menu bar or right-clicking the server and selecting Detail, Properties from the
pop-up menu.

b. In the server manager dialog, select the .NET Remoting tab.
c. Enter the values into the HostName and Service (Port) fields. HostName is the TCP/IP hostname where the Gen-

generated .NET Servers are executing. The Service (Port) is the port number of IIS, which is usually 80. For the
best performance, the channel type is Binary.

d. Click OK to save your changes.
e. With the server manager still selected, open the server environment parameters dialog by either selecting

Detail, Server Environment from the main menu bar or right-clicking on the server and selecting Detail, Server
Environment from the pop-up menu.

f. Set the server Operating System to CLR and Communications to .NET_Remoting.
g. Click OK to save your changes.
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4. After all servers have been configured, generate and build the Gen-generated C language clients. The client now
contains data that defaults to interoperating with the Gen-generated .NET Servers.

5. Before executing the client, ensure the COMMCFG.INI file does not contain an entry that overrides the information that
is generated in the client.

Option 2 Modifying COMMCFG.INI

Override the cooperative flow information that is generated in the client by editing the COMMCFG.INI file.

Follow these steps:

1. In the editor of your choice, open the file
<Gen-Root-Dir>\COMMCFG.INI:

cd %GENxx%Gen

write commcfg.ini

2. Create an entry for one or more trancodes to be redirected to the Gen-generated .NET Servers:

<trancode> NET <host> <port> B

where <host> is the TCP/IP hostname where the Gen-generated .NET Server is executing and CA Portal is the port
number of IIS (usually 80).

NOTE

For more information about using the COMMCFG.INI file, see Understanding Distributed Processing.

xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Copy Gen Files to the Client Application's Directory

For the client application to execute the Gen C to C# Cooperative Flow, several files must be copied to the directory of
the client application. Copy the following files from the Gen directory structure to the directory of the client application.

From the Gen root directory:

• CA.Gen.odc.c2cs.dll

From the .net\bin directory under the Gen root directory:

• CA.Gen.csu.dll
• CA.Gen.exits.dll
• CA.Gen.odc.complus.dll
• CA.Gen.odc.dll
• CA.Gen.odc.net.dll
• CA.Gen.vwrt.dll

For example:

cd <application directory>

copy "%GENxx%Gen\CA.Gen.odc.c2cs.dll"

copy "%GENxx%Gen\.net\bin\CA.Gen.csu.dll"

copy "%GENxx%Gen\.net\bin\CA.Gen.exits.dll"

copy "%GENxx%Gen\.net\bin\CA.Gen.odc.complus.dll"

copy "%GENxx%Gen\.net\bin\CA.Gen.odc.dll"

copy "%GENxx%Gen\.net\bin\CA.Gen.odc.net.dll"

copy "%GENxx%Gen\.net\bin\CA.Gen.vwrt.dll"
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NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Copy Files from the .NET Server Build Machine

For the client system to access the Gen .NET Servers on the target system, the portable interface definition files must be
copied to the directory of the client application.

During the construction of the generated .NET Servers, a file (one per load module) containing the generated .NET
Server's portable interface definitions is created. The file is named <load-module>.interfaces.dll and is located in the
<model-root>\c#\build directory.

For the servers to be accessed, copy one or more <load-module>.interfaces.dll files from the <model-root>\c#\build
directory to the directory of the client application.

For example:

cd <application directory>

copy "<model-root>\c#\build\<load-module>.interfaces.dll"

Execute the Application

After all the previous tasks are completed, execute the Gen-generated C language client as before.

Gen TCP/IP Cooperative Flow to Gen C and COBOL Servers
This article provides information for the Gen .NET Servers that interoperate with Gen C and COBOL Servers using the
Gen TCP/IP Cooperative Flow.

Configuration

Perform some steps to have the Gen .NET Servers interoperate with the Gen C and COBOL Servers.

Configuring the Cooperative Flow

Select one of the following methods to configure the cooperative flow can be accomplished:

• Change or define the server properties for TCP/IP and regenerate, ensure that the server environment parameters are
set to the C or COBOL environment with the correct communications setting and regenerate the Gen .NET Servers.

• Modify the COMMCFG.TXT file to specify the new target Gen C or COBOL Server.

Option 1 Change Your Model and Generate

During generation, the generated servers know the servers that they are utilizing at runtime and the default cooperative
flow to use for that server. The cooperative flow information comes from the server properties dialog and server
environment parameters dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your model. On the main menu bar, select Construction, Packaging, or Construction, Generation.
2. Open the cooperative packaging diagram by selecting Diagram, Open, Cooperative Code.
3. For each server that is generated for either C or COBOL:

a. Open the server manager properties dialog by either double-clicking the server, select the server and selecting
Details, Properties from the main menu bar or right-clicking the server and selecting Detail, Properties from the
pop-up menu.

b. In the server manager dialog, select the TCP/IP tab.
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c. Enter the values into the HostName and Service (Port) fields. HostName is the TCP/IP hostname where the Gen
C or COBOL Servers are executing. The Service (Port) is the port number of the TP Monitor running the Gen C or
COBOL Servers.

d. Click OK to save your changes.
e. With the server manager still selected, open the server environment parameters dialog by either selecting Detail,

Server Environment from the main menu bar or right-clicking the server and selecting Detail, Server Environment
from the pop-up menu.

f. Set the server Operating System as appropriate and Communications to TCP/IP.
g. Click OK to save your changes.

4. When all servers have been configured, generate and build the Gen .NET Servers. The servers now contain the data
to interoperate with the Gen C or COBOL Servers.

5. Ensure the COMMCFG.TXT file does not contain an entry that overrides the information that is generated in the
servers.

6. Assemble the servers into an MSI file and install the servers on the target system.

Option 2 Modifying COMMCFG.TXT

Gen .NET Servers can be redirected to Broadcom C and COBOL Servers by overriding the cooperative flow information
that is generated in the server as a result of editing the COMMCFG.TXT file.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the file to be edited. The COMMCFG.TXT file is located under the Gen directory in .net\bin. After installation, all
applications have a copy of this file in the \Inetpub\wwwroot\<app-name>\bin directory. This file also is directly edited.
Editing the COMMCFG.TXT file under the Gen directory requires that the application is reassembled into an MSI file
and reinstalled.

2. In the editor of your choice, open the COMMCFG.TXT file:

write commcfg.txt

3. Create an entry for the trancodes to be redirected to the Gen generated .NET Servers, for example:
<trancode> = TCP <host> CA PortalTCP <host> CA Portal

4. If necessary, reassemble the MSI file and reinstall the application. This only is done if the COMMCFG.TXT file under
the Gen directory has been edited.

NOTE
For more information about using the COMMCFG.TXT file, see Understanding Distributed Processing.

Execute the Application

After all the previous tasks have been completed, execute the application as before.

Gen MQSeries Cooperative Flow to Gen C and COBOL Servers
This article provides information for The Gen .NET Servers that interoperate with Gen C and COBOL Servers using the
Gen MQSeries Cooperative Flow.

Configuration

Perform some steps to have the Gen .NET Servers interoperate with the Gen C and COBOL Servers.

Configuring the Cooperative Flow

To configure the cooperative flow can be accomplished, select one of the following methods:
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• Change or define the server properties for MQSeries and regenerate, ensure that the server environment parameters
are set to the C or COBOL environment with the correct communications setting and regenerate the Gen .NET
Servers.

• Modify the COMMCFG.TXT file to specify the new target Gen C or COBOL Server.

Option 1 Change Your Model and Generate

During generation, the generated servers know the servers that they are utilizing at runtime and the default cooperative
flow to use for that server. The cooperative flow information comes from the server properties dialog and server
environment parameters dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your model. On the main menu bar, select Construction, Packaging, or Construction, Generation.
2. Open the cooperative packaging diagram by selecting Diagram, Open, Cooperative Code.
3. For each server that is generated for either C or COBOL:

a. Open the server manager properties dialog by either double-clicking the server, select the server and selecting
Details, Properties from the main menu bar or right-clicking the server and selecting Detail, Properties from the
pop-up menu.

b. In the server manager dialog, select the MQSeries tab.
c. Enter the values in Queue Manager Name, Queue Name, Reply Queue Name, and Client Type fields.
d. Click OK to save your changes.
e. With the server manager still selected, open the server environment parameters dialog by either selecting Detail,

Server Environment from the main menu bar or right-clicking the server and selecting Detail, Server Environment
from the pop-up menu.

f. Set the server Operating System as appropriate and Communications to MQSeries.
g. Click OK to save your changes.

4. When all servers have been configured, generate and build the Gen .NET Servers. The servers now contain the data
to interoperate with the Gen C or COBOL Servers.

5. Ensure the COMMCFG.TXT file does not contain an entry that overrides the information that is generated in the
servers.

6. Assemble the servers into an MSI file and install the servers on the target system.

Option 2 Modifying COMMCFG.TXT

Gen .NET Servers can be redirected to Broadcom C and COBOL Servers by overriding the cooperative flow information
that is generated in the server as a result of editing the COMMCFG.TXT file.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the file to be edited. The COMMCFG.TXT file is located under the Gen directory in .net\bin. After installation, all
applications have a copy of this file in the \Inetpub\wwwroot\<app-name>\bin directory. This file also is directly edited.
Editing the COMMCFG.TXT file under the Gen directory requires that the application is reassembled into an MSI file
and reinstalled.

2. In the editor of your choice, open the COMMCFG.TXT file:

write commcfg.txt

3. Create an entry for the trancodes to be redirected to the Gen generated .NET Servers, for example:
<trancode> = MQS {Queue Manager} {Queue Name} {Reply Queue Name}

4. If necessary, reassemble the MSI file and reinstall the application. This only is done if the COMMCFG.TXT file under
the Gen directory has been edited.

NOTE
For more information about using the COMMCFG.TXT file, see Understanding Distributed Processing.
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Execute the Application

After all the previous tasks have been completed, execute the application as before.

Gen Web Services Cooperative Flow to Gen EJB or TE Servers
This article provides information for the Gen .NET Servers that interoperate with Gen EJB or TE Web Service Servers
using the Gen Web Services Cooperative Flow.

Configuration

Perform some steps to have the Gen .NET Servers interoperate with the Gen EJB or TE Web Service Servers.

Configuring the Cooperative Flow

Configuring the cooperative flow can be accomplished by modifying the COMMCFG.TXT file to specify the new target
Gen EJB or TE Web Service Server.

Modifying COMMCFG.TXT

Gen .NET Servers can be redirected to EJB Web Service Servers by overriding the cooperative flow information that is
generated in the server as a result of editing the COMMCFG.TXT file.

1. Locate the file to be edited. The COMMCFG.TXT file is located under the Gen directory in .net\bin. After installation, all
applications have a copy of this file in the \Inetpub\wwwroot\<app-name>\bin directory. You can edit this file directly.
Editing the COMMCFG.TXT file under the Gen directory requires that the application is reassembled into an MSI file
and reinstalled.

2. Open the COMMCFG.TXT file in an editor:

write commcfg.txt

3. Create an entry for the trancodes to be redirected to the Gen generated .NET Servers, for example:

<trancode> = WS <baseURL> <contextType>

4. Reassemble the MSI file and reinstall the application if necessary. Do this task only if you edited the COMMCFG.TXT
file under the Gen directory.

NOTE
For more information about using the COMMCFG.TXT file, see Understanding Distributed Processing.

Execute the Application

After all the previous tasks are completed, execute the application as before.

.NET Server User Exits
User exits allow you to change the behavior of the Gen runtimes. User exits are C# classes that are shipped with the
product and contain specific routines that are called by the runtimes. You can modify the source code to change the
default behaviors of the runtimes.

All C# user exits are located in subdirectories under the <CAGen-root>\.net\exits\src directory. For example:

cd %GENxx%Gen

cd .net\exits\src

Note: xx refers to the current release of Gen.
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Note: For a detailed discussion of many of the user exits listed in this section, see User Exits.

The Exits

The following exits are located in the <CAGen-root>\.net\exits\src\amrt directory and used by the Gen ASP.NET Web
Clients:

• DefaultYearExit.cs
• LocaleExit.cs
• RetryLimitExit.cs
• SessionIdExit.cs
• SrvrErrorExit.cs
• UserExit.cs

The following exits are located in the <CAGen-root>\.net\exits\src\coopflow directory and used by both the Gen ASP.NET
Web Clients and Gen .NET Servers:

• COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowExit.cs
• COMPLUSDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit.cs
• NETDynamicCoopFlowExit.cs
• NETDynamicCoopFlowSecurityExit.cs
• TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit.cs
• MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit.cs
• WSDynamicCoopFlowExit.cs

The following exits are located in the <CAGen-root>\.net\exits\src\msgobj directory and used by both the Gen ASP.NET
Web Clients and Gen .NET Servers:

• CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit.cs
• CFBDynamicMessageEncodingExit.cs
• CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit.cs
• CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.cs

The following exits are located in the <CAGen-root>\.net\exits\src\scrt directory and used by the Gen .NET Servers:

• AuthorizationExit.cs
• LocaleExit.cs
• RetryLimitExit.cs
• SecurityValidationExit.cs
• SrvrErrorExit.cs
• UserExit.cs

The following exits are located in the <CAGen-root>\.net\exits\src\Common.cs file used by Gen ASP.NET Web Clients and
Gen .NET Servers:

• CompareExit
• LowerCaseExit
• UpperCaseExit

After the desired user exit source file has been located, make a backup copy of the file, then edit the file and save it back
to its original name and location. For detailed information about the purpose and use of each method, see the comments
in the exit source.

Important! Do not modify the namespace name. Changing the namespace name will cause the exit not to be recognized
at runtime.
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Since the user exit source files are saved to their original locations, it may be useful to save the original and modified
sources in a configuration management system to prevent the changes from being lost must a new installation overwrite
the source file.

Redistributing the Exits

After the exits have been compiled, they are ready for redistribution. The procedure for redistribution depends on the type
of application and the way the original exits were distributed.

• For Gen ASP.NET Web Clients or Gen .NET Servers, the action depends on whether the MSI file contains a copy
of the Gen runtime. If the MSI file was assembled with a copy of the Gen runtime, then the application must be re-
assembled and reinstalled. This causes all updated exits to be pulled into the runtime DLL file and inserted into the
MSI file.

• If the runtime is being distributed separately from the MSI files, or if it is being used in a C# Proxy, then the original
distribution procedures must be repeated.

External Action Blocks in .NET Server Environment
This article provides information for External Action Blocks (EABs) that allow your Gen application to access logic that is
not modeled in or generated by Gen.

An external action block stub is a code skeleton that is created when you generate an EAB using a Construction toolset.
They are generated once and then modified and maintained outside of Gen. You are responsible for writing and compiling
the external subroutine and making it available to the application.

The stub contains the definitions necessary for the skeleton to be called by other generated action blocks and comments
that indicate where user code is added.

Do one of the following ways:

• Add a call to other classes and methods.
• Add the logic directly into the EAB stub.

.NET Environment Requirements

In the .NET environment, source code is compiled and linked into an assembly in a single step. So, the Gen Build Tool
does not compile the EAB stubs because they would be included in the ready-for-execution assembly of the application.

A model with EABs that have not been separately compiled and identified to the Gen Build Tool fail compilation with the
following errors:

CEXIT.cs(54,9): error CS0234: The type or namespace name 'DEMOEAB_IA' does not exist in the class or namespace

 'com.ca' (are you missing an assembly reference?)

CEXIT.cs(55,9): error CS0234: The type or namespace name 'DEMOEAB_OA' does not exist in the class or namespace

 'com.ca' (are you missing an assembly reference?)

These errors indicate the Import and Export views of the DEMOEAB have not been compiled and made available to the
C# compiler.

In other environments, these errors would not occur until runtime where an invalid address or class not found error would
be encountered.

User Action Outside of Gen

Copy the generated EAB stub and associated view files (<class>_IA, <class>_OA) to a separate location before modifying
the stub. This prevents the stub, and your code, from being overwritten when the EAB is regenerated. The generated stub
is stored in the C# directory under the model directory.
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Add the logic to meet the specific requirements of your application. You use the modified stub to call an existing external
subroutine or you include the subroutine logic in the stub.

Accessing Individual Class Members

The import and export views are placed into separate class files. For example, the action block DEMO_EAB is generated
as the class DEMOEAB. Its import and export views are generated as the classes DEMOEAB_IA and DEMOEAB_OA,
respectively.

Within each class, the individual class members hold the view data. Views, entities, and attribute names are concatenated
together and generated as a single flattened variable, without underscores for spacing. The single variable contains non-
ASCII characters because C# allows them in variable names. The variable follows the uppercase and lowercase rules
that are typically used in C# programming. Specifically, the first letter of each word is in uppercase and all remaining
characters are in lowercase.

For example:

Entity View: IMPORT_CUSTOMER
Entity: ADDRESS
Attribute: POSTAL_CODE

Becomes ImportCustomerAddressPostalCode

Each member of the class is defined as one of the following native C# data types:

• char
• short
• int
• double

Further, some members of the class are defined as one of the following native C# classes:

• decimal
• string

Within a view, each attribute is generated as a .NET property which means that it is accessed as a standard C# property
on an object.

For example:

int Id = WIa.ImportCustomerAddressId;
WOa.ExportCustomerAddressId = Id;

Compiling the EABs

The CSC command (C# compile) is used to compile the EAB into either a .NET module or assembly. For EABs compiled
as a .NET module, the Gen Build Tool builds the generated application and includes the .NET modules in the assemblies
of the application. For EABs compiled as assemblies, the Gen Build Tool builds the generated application and references
the EABs in the assembly. During the assemble process, the assembly containing the EABs must be specified on the Gen
Build Tool's assemble dialog so that the assembly is included in the MSI.

.NET Modules

Module Info File

Microsoft defines CLS as a set of language semantics that allows any .NET aware compiled language to interoperate with
any other .NET aware compiled language. Gen-generated C# code is compiled as CLS compliant into assemblies using
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the assemblyinfo.cs file. For C# code to be compiled into a .NET module, a moduleinfo.cs file is created and used as input
to the compiler.

Create a file that is named moduleinfo.cs, which contains the following text:

using System; using System;
[module: CLSCompliantAttribute(true)]

There are several more module-level attributes that are set.

NOTE
For more information, see the Microsoft documentation.

Compilation

To compile the EABs into a .NET module, use a CSC command:

csc /target:module /out:eab.netmodule "/lib:%GENxx%Gen\.net\bin" /

reference:CA.Gen.abrt.dll,CA.Gen.csu.dll,CA.Gen.exits.dll,CA.Gen.vwrt.dll,CA.Gen.odc.dll moduleinfo.cs

 EAB1*.cs EAB2*.cs EAB3*.cs …

/target:module specifies that the result of the compilation is a .NET module (.netmodule)

/out:eab.netmodule specifies the name of the output module (EAB.NETMODULE)

"/lib:%GENxx%Gen\.net\bin" specifies the directory where the assemblies to be referenced during the compilation reside.

NOTE
The surrounding quotation marks are required as the IEFH environment variable typically contains spaces.

/reference:CA.Gen specifies a comma-separated list of assemblies to be referenced during the compilation.

moduleinfo.cs is the file containing the CLS-compliant module attribute.

EAB1*.cs EAB2*.cs EAB3*.cs … specifies a space separated list of C# source files to be compiled. The asterisk is used to
cause the EAB file plus its import and export view class files to be compiled as a single unit.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Build Tool

In the Gen Build Tool, the .NET module file name (with its directory) must be specified within your current profile and
entered through the profile manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Profile Manager and specify the profile to modify.
2. In the tree view on the left, select NET.
3. In the properties grid on the right, change the token value LOC.NET_EXTERNAL_MODULES to specify the external

modules to be added into the generated assemblies. For example, c:\myEABs\eabs.dll

Assemble

Since the EABs compiled as .NET modules are included in the application assemblies, no additional information must be
specified on the MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog.
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Assemblies

Strong Naming

Microsoft introduced strong naming to improve the runtime security of the application. Assemblies that are created by Gen
are named. Therefore, the assembly containing the EABs must also be named.

Use the following procedure to create a named assembly:

Follow these steps:

1. Create the key file to be referenced by assemblyinfo.cs. Click Start, All Programs, Microsoft Visual Studio 2010, Visual
Studio Tools, Visual Studio Command Prompt (2010). At the command prompt, enter the following command:

sn -k eab.snk

2. Create an assemblyinfo.cs file that contains the following text:

using System;

using System.Reflection;

[assembly: AssemblyCompanyAttribute ("your company name")]

[assembly: AssemblyDescriptionAttribute ("a description")]

[assembly: AssemblyVersionAttribute ("1.0.0.0")]

[assembly: AssemblyKeyFileAttribute ("eab.snk")]

[assembly: CLSCompliantAttribute(true)]

The only required entries are AssemblyKeyFileAttribute and CLSCompliantAttribute. There are several more assembly
level attributes that are set.

NOTE
For more information, see the Microsoft documentation.

These two files are used during compilation.

Compilation

To compile the EABs into an assembly, use a CSC command:

csc /target:library /out:eab.dll "/lib:%GENxx%Gen\.net\bin" /

reference:CA.CAGen.abrt.dll,CA.CAGen.csu.dll,CA.CAGen.exits.dll,CA.CAGen.vwrt.dll,CA.CAGen.odc.dll

 assemblyinfo.cs EAB1*.cs EAB2*.cs EAB3*.cs …

/target:library specifies that the result of the compilation is an assembly (DLL)

/out:eab.dll specifies the name of the output assembly (EAB.DLL)

"/lib:%GENxx%Gen\.net\bin" specifies the directory where the assembly to be referenced during the compilation reside.

NOTE
The surrounding quote marks are required as the IEF environment variable typically contains spaces.

/reference:CA.Gen… specifies a comma-separated list of assemblies to be referenced during the compilation

assemblyinfo.cs is the file containing the assembly attributes.

EAB1*.cs EAB2*.cs EAB3*.cs … specifies a space separated list of C# source files to be compiled. The asterisk is used to
cause the EAB file plus its import and export view class files to be compiled as a single unit.

See a warning similar to the following:
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DEMOEAB.cs(1,11): warning CS3012: You must specify the CLSCompliant attribute on the assembly, not the module,

 to enable CLS compliance checking

This is caused by the presence of the module attribute at the top of the source file to set the CLSCompliant attribute
to true. For assemblies, this setting is unnecessary. The warning is safely ignored or the module attribute setting is
commented out.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Build Tool

In the Gen Build Tool, the directory and assembly file name must be specified within your current profile and entered
through the profile manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Profile Manager and specify the profile to modify.
2. In the tree view on the left, select NET.
3. In the properties grid on the right, change the following tokens:

a. LOC.NET_EXTERNAL_LIB_DIRECTORIES specifies the directories where the external assemblies are located.
b. LOC.NET_EXTERNAL_ASSEMBLIES specifies the file names of the external assemblies to be referenced during

the C# compile.

Assemble

During the assemble process, specify the location and name of the assembly or assemblies containing the EABs to be
included in the MSI file.

NOTE
For more information about the assemble process, see Working With Build Tool.

Component Based Development
This article provides information for component-based development (CBD), logic for an application can be separated into
discrete functional elements or components.

An implementation model and a specification model represent each component. An implementation model contains the
actual programming logic of the component. The specification model contains the interface definition for the component.
Specifically, this model contains the procedure step and action block signatures and data model elements that are needed
for users of the component.

The final player in CBD is the consuming model. This model imports the specification model and uses the interface
definitions to make calls to the components. During the assemble process, the executable portions of the implementation
model are combined with the built consuming model to create a complete application. A consuming model consumes
more than one component. The consuming model could be a component and could be consumed.

Each public operation in the component is transactional or subtransactional in nature. Transactional public operations
are modeled as procedure steps. Subtransactional public operations are modeled as action blocks in the implementation
model and external action blocks in the specification model.

Restrictions

The consumption of UI-bearing components (client procedure steps) is not supported currently.
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Setting Namespace Names

To allow components to be easily consumed, the following namespace name settings are recommended:

• In the implementation model, define a Namespace Name at the Model Level
• In the consuming model, import the spec model into its own Business System and set its namespace name to that of

the implementation model

Consuming Subtransactional Components

Subtransactional public operations are modeled as action blocks in the implementation model and external action blocks
in the specification model.

The Gen Build Tool does not compile the external action block. To successfully compile the consuming application,
the .NET modules or assemblies must be made available to the Gen Build Tool.

The actions to take in the Gen Build Tool depend upon whether the subtransactional components are delivered as .NET
modules or assemblies.

.NET Modules

Build Tool

In the Build Tool, the .NET module file name (with its directory) must be specified within your current profile and entered
through the profile manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Profile Manager and specify the profile to modify.
2. In the tree view on the left, select NET.
3. In the properties grid on the right, change the token value LOC.NET_EXTERNAL_MODULES to specify the external

modules to be added into the generated assemblies.

Assemble

Since the subtransactional component was compiled as .NET modules, they are included in the application assemblies.
No additional information must be specified on the MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog.

Assemblies

Build Tool

In the Gen Build Tool, the directory and assembly file name must be specified within your current profile and entered
through the profile manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Profile Manager and specify the profile to modify.
2. In the tree view on the left, select NET.
3. In the properties grid on the right, change the following tokens:

a. LOC.NET_EXTERNAL_LIB_DIRECTORIES specifies the directories where the external assemblies are located.
b. LOC.NET_EXTERNAL_ASSEMBLIES specifies the file names of the external assemblies to be referenced during

the C# compile.
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Assemble

During the assemble process, specify the location and name of the assembly or assemblies containing the
subtransactional public operations to be included in the MSI file.

NOTE
For more information about the Additional Files panel in the assembly dialog, see Working With the Build Tool.

Consuming Transactional Components

Transactional public operations are modeled as procedure steps.

In the consuming model, the transactional public operations must be located in separate business systems. Do not
generate these procedure steps.

During the assemble process, specify the location and name of the assembly or assemblies containing the transactional
public operations to be included in the MSI file.

NOTE
For more information about the Additional Files panel in the assembly dialog, see Working With the Build Tool.

Handcrafted Clients in .NET
This article provides information for Handcrafted Clients in .NET. Customers can access Gen .NET Servers from
handcrafted clients.

The goal is for the Gen .NET Servers to be as easy to access as handcrafted .NET Servers. To that end, the Gen .NET
Servers are named using .NET Remoting.

View Definitions

Gen .NET Servers have an import and export view that send data to and from the server respectively.

View Objects

The view data is generated into Import and Export Objects. Some of the benefits of the functionality that is built into the
view objects are:

• Comprehensive -- View data and system data together.
• Hierarchical -- More intuitive access paths to the data.
• Object-oriented -- Allows more sophisticated manipulation of the data.
• Serializable -- Allows object state to be saved and restored.
• No Runtime -- Enables easier transmission/distribution/serialization.
• Data Validation -- (Immediate) Keeps view always in a consistent state.
• Cloneable -- Built in support for cloning.
• Resettable -- Multi-level reset ability gives greater control.
• GroupView Support -- Allows row-level operations or manipulations.

Import Objects

The Import objects are generated in classes that are named <method-name>Import based on the import view that is
designed in the model for the Gen .NET Server. It contains the actual import data for the execution of the server. The
Import objects are also responsible for all data validation that is performed on the attributes of the import views.

If the server does not contain any import views, the Import object is still generated because the system level data
(Command, NextLocation, and so on) are always present. The developer must instantiate an Import object and must
populate it with the data. The instance is then passed onto the execution methods as a parameter.
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The Import objects are stateful. In fact, they exist to hold a state. Therefore, the developer must be careful not to use an
instance of one of these classes between different threads in a multi-threaded application.

Export Objects

The Export objects are generated in classes that are named <method-name>Export based on the export view that is
designed in the model for the Gen .NET Server. It contains the actual export data for the execution of the server. The
Export objects are also responsible for all data validation that is done on the attributes of the export views.

If the server does not contain any export views, the Export object is still generated because the system level data
(Command, ExitState, and so on) are always present. The server object execution methods create and populate the
Export objects.

The Export objects are stateful. In fact, they exist to hold a state. Therefore, the developer must be careful not to use an
instance of one of these classes between different threads in a multi-threaded application.

View Example

The easiest way to understand view objects is to look at an example. The following example shows how generators map a
given import view in the model to a view object.

ADDR_SERVER

IMPORTS:

   Entity View in address 

       line1 

       line2

   Group View inGV (2) 

       Entity View ingroup address

           line1 

           line2

From the given import view, five .NET classes are generated. The classes and their properties are shown in the following
table:

Class Attributes
AddrServerImport Command

NextLocation
ClientId
ClientPassword
Dialect
ExitState
InEVAddress -- Gets AddrServer.InAddress object
IngvGV -- Gets AddrServer.Ingv object

AddrServer.InAddress Line1Fld
Line2Fld

AddrServer.Ingv Capacity (Read-only constant)
Length
Rows -- Gets a AddrServer.IngvRow object
this[] -- Implicit indexer same as Rows

AddrServer.IngvRow IngroupEVAddress -- Gets AddrServer.IngroupEVAddress object
AddrServer.IngroupAddress Line1Fld

Line2Fld
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The number of classes increases in proportion with the number of entity views, work sets, and group views.

To finish the sample, it is beneficial to look at how a programmer gets and sets the various pieces of data in the views.
The following code fragment is written in C#, but the equivalent VB.NET code would be similar.

Instantiate the Import View object:

AddrServerImport importView = new AddrServerImport();

Set the command system level data:

importView.Command = "SEND";

Access the InEVAddress line2 attribute:

String value = importView.InEVAddress.Line2Fld;

Get the maximum capacity of the IngvGV group view:

for (int i = 0; i < importView.IngvGV.Capacity; i++)

Set the current IngvGV number of rows:

importView.IngvGV.Length = 2;

Set the line1 attribute of the IngroupEVAddress entity view:

importView.Ingv[2].IngroupEVAddress.Line1Fld = "ABC";

Reset the InAddress Entity View back to defaults:

importView.InAddress.Reset();

System Level Properties

The import and export objects contain a set of properties at their top level that is best described as system-level
properties. Not all the servers use these properties, but they are always present on each cooperative server call. The
following table shows the properties of import and export objects:

Objects Properties
Import Objects Command

NextLocation
ExitState
Dialect
ClientId
ClientPassword

Export Objects Command
ExitState
ExitStateType
ExitStateMessage
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GroupView Objects

The special objects are generated for each group view. The first is the group view object itself. This object holds the
Capacity or the maximum number of rows that are specified in the model. It also holds the Length or the current number
of populated rows in the group view. The Length cannot exceed the Capacity or cannot be negative. If you try to do so, it
throws IndexOutOfRangeException or ArgumentOutOfRangeException.

To store row data, an object is generated. It represents a row and contains references to all the entity and work set views
within the GroupView. This group view object then stores an array of row objects to hold the data. An individual row can
be accessed by indexing the Rows property on the group view, or by using the indexer property that is built into the group
view object itself.

Since a row of data is an object, it allows certain row-level operations to be performed, such as looping, cloning, and
resetting.

Data Validation

The import and export views validate their attribute data when it is set. The validation checks performed throws
ArgumentExceptions if the new value is not valid. The views perform the following validation checks: permitted values,
length/precision, and mandatory/optional.

Default Values

Attribute view data in the import and export objects enforce the default values, as defined in the model. The default value
is applied when the object is created or the attribute is reset programmatically.

Data Type Mappings

Since the import and export objects are designed to have no runtime dependencies, the attribute data types must be
native data types that are supported by the .NET Framework. The following table shows the mappings that are applied:

Gen Attribute Definition .Net Framework Data Type
Text/Mixed Text/DBCS Text System.String
Number (no decimals, =< 4 digits) short
Number (no decimals, =< 9 digits) int
Number (no decimals, > 9 digits) double
Number (with decimals) double
Number (with precision turned on) System.Decimal
Date System.DateTime (null represents optional data)
Time System.DateTime (null represents optional data)
Timestamp System.DateTime (null represents optional data)

Coding the Invocation

The following code would be used to invoke the .NET server:

... 

<method-name>Import importView = new <method-name>Import();

<method-name> server = new <method-name>();

... 

<define the importView properties as desired>
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... 

// In its simplest form:

 <method-name>Export exportView = server.Execute(importView, null, null);

 

// In its complete form:

 <method-name>Export exportView = server.Execute(importView, securityObject, userObject);

... 

<retrieve exportView data>

...

The securityObject and userObject are optional; if not specified, null must be specified in the method call.

The securityObject is a serializable object that is passed unmodified to the SecurityValidationExit, which allows customers
to validate the client's security credentials. The securityObject allows customers to pass any arbitrary security-related
information from the caller to the target .NET server to be evaluated by the exit.

The userObject is a serializable object that is passed unmodified to the exit UserExit. The userObject allows customers to
pass any arbitrary data from the caller to the target .NET server to be evaluated by the exit.

Each exit reports an error by throwing an exception, which is returned to the client without executing the server.

Using the Microsoft MSIL Disassembler (ILDASM)
ILDASM is the Microsoft MSIL Disassembler. It is delivered as part of the .NET Framework SDK. This utility is useful for
examining the contents of a .NET EXE or DLL file.

To run this program, open a Visual Studio Command Prompt. At the command prompt, enter ILDASM and press the Enter
key. The application starts.

You select File, Open from the main menu to select a file to examine. Alternatively, you can drag-and-drop a file from
Windows Explorer to ILDASM to open the file.

When ILDASM has opened a file, you examine the contents of the file by expanding the tree view. Double-clicking the
MANIFEST opens a dialog to display several items of interest, including:

• The external assemblies and their version numbers that this .NET EXE or DLL references
• The version and public key of this .NET EXE or DLL file

Logging
There are occasions during the troubleshooting of a problem that require more runtime information. Logging can be
performed on the client, the cooperative flow, or the server.

WARNING
Logging has a significant negative impact upon the performance of the generated application. This feature only
is used for short periods of time and as directed by Technical Support.

Logging Gen ASP.NET Clients

To log in the Gen ASP.NET Client, locate the web.config file of the application. This file is typically located in the directory
that is named for the application under the IIS wwwroot directory (C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\appname).

In the editor of your choice, open the file. Search for the string CMIDEBUG. Change the value of CMIDEBUG from 0 (no
logging) to -1 (log all possible categories). Exit the editor saving the changes.

For the CMIDEBUG setting to take effect, close the current Internet Explorer window. Open a new Internet Explorer
window to access the application on a new session.
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The log file, lg-<appname>-<procid>.log, where <appname> is the application name and <procid> is the process id of the
application, is located in the following directory:

%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\net.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Logging Cooperative Flows

To log in the Gen cooperative flow, locate the commcfg.txt file of the application. This file is typically located in the bin
subdirectory under the directory that is named for the application under the IIS wwwroot directory (C:\Inetpub\wwwroot
\appname\bin).

In the editor of your choice, open the file. Search for the string CMIDEBUG. Uncomment the statement CMIDEBUG=ON.
Exit the editor saving the changes.

There are no special tasks to be performed for the CMIDEBUG setting to take effect. Simply perform the flow.

The log file, trace-<appname>-<procid>.out, where <appname> is the application name and <procid> is the process id of
the application, is located in the following directory:

%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\net

NOTE
xx refers to the current of Gen.

Logging Gen .NET Servers

To log in the Gen .NET Server, locate the application.config file of the application. This file is typically located in the bin
subdirectory under the directory that is named for the application under the IIS wwwroot directory (C:\Inetpub\wwwroot
\appname\bin).

In the editor of your choice, open the file. Search for the string CMIDEBUG. Change the value of CMIDEBUG from 0 (no
logging) to -1 (log all possible categories). Exit the editor saving the changes.

There are no special tasks to be performed for the CMIDEBUG setting to take effect. Simply perform the flow.

The log file, lg-<appname>-<procid>.log, where <appname> is the application name and <procid> is the process id of the
application, is located in the following directory:

%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\net

NOTE
xx refers to the current of Gen.

Version Incompatibility Runtime Errors
The following example of an error where version incompatibility is called out:

TIRM030E: Application failed - Updates have been backed out

TIRM031E: Failing procedure exit data follows:

TIRM032E: Last or current action block id = <number>

TIRM033E: Last or current action block name = <name>

TIRM034E: Last or current database statement = <number>
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TIRM035E: Current statement being processed = <number>

TIRM037E: Fatal Error was encountered ***

TIRM157E: An unexpected exception was encountered during processing

[Function: NETDynamicCoopFlow::DoFlow]BinaryFormatter Version incompatibility. Expected Version 1.0. Received Version 1835627630.1699884645.

TIRM046E: Processing terminated ***

TIRM044E: Press OK to continue ***

This error, while descriptive, is both inaccurate and misleading. The real cause of the problem is that the Gen .NET Server
being accessed does not exist.

ACTION: Ensure that the target server has been installed into Component Services (COM+).

Working With Enterprise JavaBeans
This section describes the Gen Enterprise JavaBeans Generation and Assemble Option. This option allows you to
generate, build, and assemble your Server Procedure Steps as Stateless Session Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB).

This section provides an overview of the Java Platform, Enterprise Edition (Java EE) technology and how it is used by
Gen.

Java Enterprise Edition Technology

The Java EE is a related set of specifications that define the entire Web-enabled application, from the browser to the
server and all the components in between.

The Java EE Application Model defines a multi-tiered distributed application:

• The Web browser is used for the application user interface.
• A middle tier that may implement the application work flow logic.
• An Enterprise Information Systems tier that may implement the application business rules and database operations.

The Java EE specification is a collection of several related specifications. The following is a partial list of specifications
that are encompassed by the Java EE specification:

• Java Platform, Standard Edition (Java SE)
• Common Annotations for the Java Platform
• Java Server Pages (JSP)
• Java Servlet
• Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)
• Java Database Connectivity (JDBC)
• Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI)
• Java Transaction API (JTA)
• ava API for XML-Based Web Services (JAX-WS)

Since these specifications are based on Java technology, Java EE applications are hardware platform and operating
system independent.

EJB Terminology

EAR File Contents

The following diagram illustrates the relationship between JARs, EJB-JARs, WARs, and an EAR file:
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Figure 126: Relationship between JARs, EJB-JARs, WARs, and an EAR file

EJB Terminology
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Gen Applications Before Java Generation
Gen has evolved from an application development tool that generates blockmode and batch applications into one that
generates client/server applications. Client/server applications are divided into the following elements:

• GUI -- The graphical user interface.
• Client Procedure Steps -- Responsible for handling the GUI events and performing some of the application logic,

usually related to the flow of the application, and can include database accesses. Utilizing middleware, Client
Procedure Steps invoke Server Procedure Steps to perform the balance of the application's functionality.

• Server Procedure Steps -- Responsible for executing the bulk of the business logic and database accesses. Server
Procedure Steps do not have a user interface. If allowed by the TP monitor, a Server Procedure Step can invoke other
Server Procedure Steps.

For Windows-based GUI applications, the GUI and Client Procedure Steps are generated in the C language for execution
on a Microsoft Windows platform. The Server Procedure Steps are generated in COBOL for execution on the IBM
mainframe, or in the C language for execution on Microsoft Windows, selected Linux, UNIX, or NonStop platforms.

The GUI Clients can communicate with the servers using one of many communications runtimes, including:

• The Gen Client Manager
• TCP/IP
• Oracle Tuxedo (Tuxedo)
• WebSphere MQ
• ECI
• Web Services

NOTE
Not all servers support all the above communications methods.

• For more information about cooperative flows, see Understanding Distributed Processing.

Java Generation
The design goal of the Java code generators is to generate a complete Java EE application from a Gen Client/Server
model without modification.

In practice, you may want to add Java-specific information to your models, such as the Java package names. The
generated Java code is designed to be compliant with the Java 2 language specification, ensuring portability to any
compliant Java Virtual Machine (JVM).

An action diagram is generated as a class whose name is the Gen member name. All import, export, and local views are
generated as separate classes. For example, the action block DEMO_AB would be generated as the class DEMOAB.
The import, export, and local views would be generated as the classes DEMOAB_IA, DEMOAB_OA, and DEMOAB_LA,
respectively. An extra set of Java files are generated by the Window Manager and Server Manager to present the import
and export views in a more object-oriented manner and wrapper classes to move the data into and out of the _IA and _OA
classes.

JDBC is used for all database accesses in the generated Java code.

Java Runtime

The generated Java code is supported by a Gen Java runtime. The runtime is designed and written in Java to ensure
performance of the generated applications. For example, the runtime caches objects for reuse whenever possible. In the
EJB environment, the runtime uses the facilities that are provided by the EJB Container to cache objects such as resource
management, transaction control, and flow control.
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Supported Features

The generated Java code is designed to be functionally equivalent to the generated C and COBOL code. So, the
generated Java code supports:

• Gen Referential Integrity
• DBMS-enforced Referential Integrity
• Decimal precision to 18 digits with the use of the Java BigDecimal class for appropriately marked attributes
• All six digits in the microsecond field of a Gen timestamp
• Debugging with the Gen Diagram Trace Utility
• All relevant user exits and several new ones
• Generation of external action blocks

Multiple Database Support

Gen Java applications use JDBC and are designed to allow access to one or more databases within a given procedure
step. Clients wishing to use this feature must create a database resource for each database to be accessed by the
procedure step.

In contrast, Gen C applications can access only one database for a given procedure step. This is due to the use of the
default database handle for all embedded SQL statements.

Commits and rollbacks for multiple database connections may or may not be performed using a two-phased commit
facility. In the Java Web Client environment, two-phased commit is supported only when the deployment options for using
JDBC DataSources and JTA transactions are set and properly configured. In the EJB environment, two-phased commit is
supported only when utilizing XA-compliant JDBC and JTA drivers.

Java Web Client Generation
Gen can generate clients for the Web and Java environment. The application GUI is generated as HTML and JavaScript,
and the Client Procedure Steps are generated as Java with a small amount of Java ServerPages code. The Client
Procedure Steps generated as Java Web Clients are allowed to invoke Server Procedure Steps generated as C, COBOL,
Java code implemented as EJBs.

The Client Procedure Steps may interact with C or COBOL generated Server Procedure Steps using the following
communication runtimes:

• TCP/IP
• WebSphere MQ
• ECI
• Tuxedo

NOTE
For more information about cooperative flows, see Understanding Distributed Processing.

EJB Server Generation
Gen can generate Server Procedure Steps as Stateless Session Enterprise JavaBeans. These EJBs are designed to be
compliant with the EJB specification. (See the video for detailed procedure of Generating EJB Server.)

Taking advantage of built-in support for Web Services in Java EE platform, Gen can generate Server Procedure Steps as
Stateless Session Enterprise JavaBeans with Web Service annotations.

To support the Gen Transaction Retry feature, the generated Server Procedure Steps default to managing their own
transactions using the Java Transaction API (JTA). The Gen Transaction Retry feature reduces the number of application
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abends by automatically rolling back and retrying the Server Procedure Step logic in the event of a database deadlock or
timeout.

Client-to-Server Flows

The client-to-server flow comprises:

Java Web Client and Java Proxy Clients

Gen Java Web Clients and Gen Java Proxy Clients communicate with Gen EJB Servers using the Gen Java RMI
Communications Runtime. Rather than using the Gen Common Format Buffer, the Gen Java RMI Communications
Runtime uses the data interchange and remote invocation mechanisms native to Java. Specifically, the runtime serializes
the import and export views and invokes the target EJB using the Remote Method Invocation (RMI) feature of Java.

Gen Java Web Clients and Gen Java Proxy Clients communicate with Gen EJB Web Service Servers using the Gen
Java Web Services Middleware Runtime. The Gen Java Web Services Middleware Runtime uses SOAP. Specifically, the
runtime converts the import and export views as XML and communicates with the target EJB Web Service using HTTP.

ASP.NET Internet clients and .Net Proxy Clients

Gen ASP.NET Internet clients and .Net Proxy Clients communicate with Gen EJB Web Service Servers using the Gen
.Net Web Services Middleware Runtime. The Gen .Net Web Services Middleware Runtime uses SOAP. Specifically, the
runtime converts the import and export views as XML and communicates with the target EJB Web Service using HTTP.

MFC GUI Clients, C and COM Proxy Clients

The Gen C-language GUI Clients as well as the Gen C and COM Proxy Clients communicate with Gen EJB Web Service
Servers using the Gen C Web Services Middleware Runtime. The Gen C Web Services Middleware Runtime uses SOAP.
Specifically, the runtime converts the import and export views as XML and communicates with the target EJB Web Service
using HTTP.
The Gen C-language GUI Clients as well as the Gen C and COM Proxy Clients cannot communicate directly with EJB
Servers using Java RMI. Rather, these clients must use one of two facilities to convert their server requests to use the
Gen Java RMI Communications Runtime. These facilities are defined below:

• – CFB Server -- A Java program that can run on any Java Platform in the network. Client systems connect to the CFB
Server using the TCP/IP Communications Runtime. The CFB Server converts the client request into a Java RMI
call. The CFB Server requires a local copy of the target EJB portable interface definition files.

– C to Java RMI Coopflow -- Performs the conversion and Java RMI call on the client system. Accordingly, the client
system must have a Java Virtual Machine installed and a local copy the target EJB portable interface definition files.

NOTE
For more information about cooperative flows, see Understanding Distributed Processing.

In client-to-server flows, the client does not pass its transaction context to the server. Therefore, Gen generated EJB
Servers start its own transaction context.

Handcrafted Clients

Hand-written Java applications may interoperate with generated Gen EJB Servers without utilizing a Gen-generated
Proxy. The interface of the Gen-generated EJB Server will perform all required data validations prior to executing the
target procedure step.

Server-to-Server Flows

In server-to-server flows, a Gen generated EJB can invoke another Gen generated EJB using the Java RMI
Communications Runtime. The calling EJB can be in the same EJB Server as the target EJB Server, or it can be located
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elsewhere on the network (as supported by the EJB Servers). The target EJB can start its own transaction context, or it
can extend the transaction context of the calling EJB as specified in the Gen model.

A Gen generated EJB can also invoke another Gen generated Web Services server using the new Java Web Services
Middleware Runtime. The calling EJB and the target Web Service do not need to be co-located in the same JVM. The
target Web Service cannot extend the transaction context of the calling EJB as specified in the Gen model.

Further, a Gen generated EJB can invoke a Gen generated C or COBOL server using one of the existing communications
runtimes (TCP/IP, WebSphere MQ, ECI, or Tuxedo).

Distributed transactions are not supported when servers are executing within different TP systems.

Non-Gen EJBs must be called through External Action Blocks.

Limitless Views

There are no design limits for flows between Gen Java Web Clients and Gen EJB Servers when using the Gen Java
RMI Communications Runtimes. Likewise, there are no size limits for server-to-server flows between generated EJB
components using the Java RMI Communications Runtimes.

Similarly, there are no design limits for flows between Gen Java Clients and Gen EJB Web Service Servers when using
the Gen Java Web Service Middleware Runtime. Likewise, there are no size limits for server-to-server flows between
generated EJB servers and Web Service Servers using the Java Web Service Middleware Runtime.

NOTE
Some application servers may still impose their own limits. For more information, see your application server
documentation.

References

Gen supports three types of references: EJB References, Local References, and Resource References.

• An EJB Reference provides a shortcut to an enterprise bean that is accessed through its remote business interface.
Some application servers require EJB references while others require the deployer create a cross-reference XML file
to help resolve the EJB references. When an application contains no EJB modules, no EJB references are needed.

• A Local Reference is a high performance mechanism for quickly transferring data between the EJB and its caller. As
the name implies, the EJB and its caller must be in the same JVM. The performance improvement originates from the
elimination of the serialization and deserialization of classes being passed between the EJB and its caller.

• A Resource Reference provides a shortcut through which an application can look up JDBC pooled connections
maintained by the application server. Some servers require resource references while others require the deployer
create a cross-reference XML file to help resolve the resource references.

Restrictions when Targeting EJB Components

Gen generated applications running as EJBs are subject to certain limitations. The following list describes the types of
functions that cannot be executed in the EJB environment:

• All file I/O functions
• Creation of message boxes
• Creation of new threads

Additionally, asynchronous Action Diagram statements are not supported.

Restrictions with Japanese Characters

The Full-width Alphabet and Numeric characters, and the Half-width Katakana having the character codes greater
than #xF900 and lesser than #xFFFE are not compatible with XML. Hence, these characters are not allowed in XML
names. The Gen EJB Web Services, therefore, do not support these characters in Procedure Step, Entity, Entity
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View, Group View, or Attribute names. Replace these characters in the model with those that fall outside this range
(from #xF900 to #xFFFE) if you use EJB Web Services.

Supported Application Servers
For a complete description of the application servers supported by Gen, see Gen Technical Requirements.

Model Generation Targeting Java
This article provides information for the following sections that describe the process of generating a Gen model in Java
and deploying it on an application server.

Generation

The generation of Java Web Clients and EJB Servers can take place on the Gen Workstation Toolset or the Client/Server
Encyclopedia (CSE). If the generation takes place on a CSE, the remote files must be moved to a supported Windows
workstation to be built.

Build

A Java-generated application can only be built on a supported Windows system using the Gen Build Tool.

After all the Gen Load Modules have been successfully built, the application is ready for assembly and deployment.

Assembly and Deployment

During assembly and deployment, the files that make up a Gen Java EE application are placed into an EAR file. The
following diagram shows how this is accomplished.

1. After selecting the CASCADE and Load Modules to be assembled into an EAR file, select Action, Assemble, or click
the Assemble toolbar icon to open the EAR File Assemble Details dialog.
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NOTE
You must not select the DDL module.

2. The EAR File Assemble Details dialog allows you to specify the properties of the EAR file, including its name, the
targeted application server, and so on.
If a Web Client has been selected for deployment, you can specify the WAR file properties, including its name and
default context.

NOTE
For a detailed explanation of this dialog, see Working With Build Tool.

After the dialog is complete, click OK.
3. The Build Tool executes a script that performs the following tasks:

– The files of the selected Web Clients, EJBs, or both are placed into the EAR file.
– The generated deployment descriptors are updated with information from the EAR File Assemble Details dialog.

After completion, the EAR file is ready for deployment on your application server. Use the deployment facilities native to
your application server to perform this task.

Testing Recommendations in EJB
Java-generated applications must be deployed to a small scale application server on a workstation or similar system for
local testing. If Diagram Trace is to be used, it is recommended that it take place in a single user environment.

COBOL Application Considerations for EJB
This article provides information to addresses retargeting COBOL-generated applications to either C, C#, or Java. COBOL
has the capability of storing and manipulating numbers with precision.

The native C, C#, or Java data types have limitations in either the number of digits or their precision. For example, most
numbers with decimal digits are generated as a double, which has a limit of 15 digits of precision and can lose precision
when used in some mathematical operations.

Gen has the capability of generating an alternative data type that can achieve 18 digits of precision. In C, Gen uses a
character array and a special software library. In C#, Gen uses the decimal type from the system package. In Java, Gen
uses the BigDecimal class from the java.math package.

Using these alternative data types consumes more CPU resources, as it uses a software library to perform the
mathematical operations, whereas, the double data type uses the hardware instructions to perform the same
mathematical operations.

Gen does not generate these alternative data types automatically. Rather, you must examine your data model and
determine which attributes must be generated in this alternative form and set the appropriate option.

After an attribute has been identified, its properties dialog must be displayed by either double-clicking the attribute or
selecting the attribute and then choosing Properties from the Detail menu. To instruct Gen to generate the alternative data
type, select the Implement in C, C#, and Java with decimal precision check box.

DBMS Considerations with Decimal Precision

For Java generated code, Gen implements all attributes that are marked with decimal precision as a BigDecimal class and
passes them to the JDBC driver. It is the responsibility of the driver to accurately store and retrieve the application data.
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Unicode Considerations in EJB
Unicode is a method for encoding characters that allows one application to process characters and strings from most of
the languages of the world. Nearly one million unique characters can be represented in Unicode. Unicode is neither a
single byte character system (SBCS) nor a double byte character system (DBCS).

The C# and Java languages support Unicode only for characters, literals, and strings represented in code. This is true for
all C# and Java applications, not just those generated by Gen.

It is possible for users of C# or Java generated applications to provide input data that cannot be stored on a database that
is not configured to store Unicode.

Customers must evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of converting the applications database to Unicode. If the
database is not converted, C# and Java applications could submit unrecognized character that cannot be stored correctly.
Alternatively, customers may choose to use only C and COBOL applications with a database that is set to store DBCS
characters.

This creates challenges when you attempt to use C# or Java code to access databases. Most existing databases store
characters in a codepage that represents a subset of Unicode characters. Thus, many of the characters processed by the
C# or Java application cannot be represented on the database. Unsupported characters are usually replaced with a 'sub
character' or a '?' depending upon the database translation algorithm.

Converting existing databases to Unicode is possible with most implementations and would allow all characters entered
by a user and processed by the code to be stored. However, converting a database to use Unicode could require changes
to existing applications and in the way they access the database.

For a Gen application that creates a new database, we suggest that the new database always support Unicode encoding.
There are two major Unicode encoding schemes supported by most databases: UTF-8 and UCS-16. UCS-16 Unicode
Coding Sequence 16-bit is the simplest because every character in the database is represented as an unsigned 16-bit
number, which is the same representation as characters in a C# and Java application. UCS-16 uses greater amounts
of storage when most of the characters represented in a database are indicated by code point numbers less than 128
(0x80). UTF-8 (Unicode Transfer Format 8-Bit) solves this problem because all code points less than 128 require only a
single 8-bit byte of storage (code points between 128 and 2047 require two bytes, and code points between 2048 and
65535 require 3 bytes, and so on).

Further, a database created to support UTF-8 makes more assumptions about the type and size of characters in each text
column. For example, a text column that is fixed ten characters (bytes) in length correctly stores ten characters when all
ten code points are less than 128. But any higher character code points would require more than ten bytes in the column.
When the type of data is unknown, all character columns in a UTF-8 database must be defined as variable and three
times the length of the maximum string written by the C# or Java application (in this example, 3*10 or thirty).

Software Installation in the EJB Environment
This article provides information that describes the tasks that must be performed before, during, and after the installation
of Gen, with the intent of generating Server Procedure Steps as EJBs.

This section also describes the configuration of third-party software.

Prerequisite Software

The following are the third party and Broadcom software products that are used with the Gen EJBs.

Construction Workstation

The following are the software products that must be present on the Windows system being used to build, assemble, and
deploy the Gen generated EJB Servers.
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• Windows Operating System
• Java SE (also known as JDK). It contains the Java compiler and tools such as the Java Archive (JAR) utility that is

used during the build of the EJBs and the EAR file.
• Java EE SDK -- Java EE is a free integrated development kit that you can use to build, test, and deploy Java EE-

based applications.

NOTE
For the supported versions of software, see Gen Technical Requirements.

Client/Server Encyclopedia

The Client/Server Encyclopedia has no special requirements for EJB generation.

Runtime Environment

The Gen-generated EAR files are designed to deploy to any application server that conforms to the Java EE specification.

NOTE
For the supported versions of software, see Gen Technical Requirements.

Gen Installation

This section explains the installation of the Gen software with the intent of generating EJB Servers.

Windows Workstation

This section explains the pre-installation procedures and the tools to install Gen.

Pre-Installation Procedures

The following tasks must be performed before installing Gen:

Follow these steps:

1. Obtain the License file for your system.

NOTE
For more information, see Installing.

2. Install the Java SE kit.
3. Test the default version of the JVM. Follow the steps below:

a. Open a Command Prompt window.
b. Enter the following command:

java -version

c. Examine the output. If text similar to the following is displayed:

The name specified is not recognized as an internal or external command, operable program or batch

 file.

This indicates that Java (the JRE, JDK, or Java SE kit) is not in the environment variable PATH. To correct this
issue, add the disk and directory name of the bin directory of the Java SE to the PATH variable.
If text similar to the following is displayed:

java version "#.#.#_##"

Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment

A version of Java has been installed and is ready to use.
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For the supported versions of software, see Gen Technical Requirements. If the correct version is not displayed,
check the environment variable PATH. Usually, an older version of Java (the JRE, JDK, or Java SE kit) appears
before the desired version.

4. Install Java EE SDK.

Tools to Install

During the Gen Custom Installation, a list of available Gen components is displayed. The components that must be
installed depend upon the type of work to be performed on the Windows workstation system.

You can generate, build, and assemble the EAR file of the application from a Windows system. Or, you can generate
EJBs on a Client/Server Encyclopedia, transfer the remote files to a Windows system, then build and assemble the EAR
file of the application. The following table lists the components of EJB creation:

Component Notes
Workstation Construction Toolset Provides the generators and Windows Build Tool to create a

generated application.
Implementation Toolset Provides the tools to build EJBs that were generated elsewhere.
Encyclopedia Construction Server Can generate EJBs. However, they must be built by the

Workstation Construction Tool or Windows Implementation
Toolset.

Enterprise JavaBeans A separately purchased option that adds the ability to generate
EJBs to the Workstation Construction Tool or the Encyclopedia
Construction Server.

Java RMI Middleware This component is needed only at runtime. The cooperative
flow runtime that used Java RMI to allow generated clients to
interoperate with EJB Servers.

Java Web Services Middleware This component is needed only at runtime. This is the cooperative
flow runtime that uses Java SOAP Web Services to allow
generated clients to interoperate with generated Web Service
Servers.

CFB Converter Services to EJBs This component is needed only at runtime. It provides support for
non-Java clients such as GUI C or C and COM Proxies to interact
with Gen EJBs. Must also install the Java RMI middleware.

Client/Server Encyclopedia (Windows or UNIX)

This section explains the pre-installation procedures and the tools to install the Gen Client-Server Encyclopedia.

Pre-Installation Procedures

Before you install Gen, be sure to obtain the License file for your system.

NOTE
For more information, see Installing.
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Installation Procedures

During the Gen installation, a list of available Gen components is displayed. The following components must be installed
to generate EJBs from the Client/Server Encyclopedia:

Component Notes
CSE Construction Server Provides the generators to generate the application and remote

files.
Encyclopedia Server Cross Generation Option to EJBs Provides support for generating EJBs.

Application Server Setup

The application server must be configured and tested to ensure it is ready to accept EAR files for deployment and
execution. Most application servers have some sort of installation verification procedure. This procedure must be
successfully completed before generating or deploying an application.

There may be more setup tasks for your application server. For example, the default port for HTTP may not be port 80.
Other application servers may not have hot deployment that is enabled by default. Review the installation documentation
for your application server and consider these and similar settings.

Install the JDBC Driver

The JDBC Driver is a set of classes that are provided by the DBMS vendor that allow Java applications to access the
target DBMS. Most application servers are delivered with a JDBC driver for select DBMSs. To determine if the JDBC
Driver that is required by your application is preinstalled, see the application server documentation.

If necessary, install the JDBC driver for your target DBMS into the application server.

How to Install DDL Using the JDBC Technical Design
This article provides information for How to Install DDL Using the JDBC Technical Design. Gen-generated Java
applications do not require a Java-specific DDL Generation.

All generated Java applications use JDBC to access their database and have no special requirements on how the DDL
was generated or installed.

In general, customers who are retargeting their application to Java must continue to use the Technical Design of their
existing application. For example, if the existing application is generated in C and uses Oracle, then the Gen-generated
Java application must be generated with Oracle as the DBMS. This implies that existing Gen-generated databases may
be reused by Gen-generated Java applications.

The following section describes how to use the JDBC Technical Design and how to generate the DDL defined and
specialized within it. If you are reusing an existing technical design, continue to use the DDL generation and installation
methods currently in use.

The JDBC Technical Design can be used when there is no existing technical design to reuse. The steps required to install
DDL using the JDBC Technical Design are outlined next:

Follow these steps:

1. Set up the DBMS.
2. In the Gen Build Tool, define the User ID, password, and other information to access the database.
3. Perform DDL Generation with Installation.
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Set Up the DBMS

Install and configure the DBMS software. Perform all post-installation tests to ensure that the DBMS is ready for use.

Create the physical database and tablespaces that are required to host the tables and indexes.

If necessary, set the security within the DBMS so that the Gen user or application may access the database.

Set Up the Build Tool

On your Windows system, start the Gen Build Tool to define the following tokens to set up the Build Tool.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the profile in the Profile Manager.
2. Expand DBMS.
3. Select JDBC.
4. Set OPT.DBUSER and OPT.DBPSWD as appropriate to access the target database.
5. The values for the next three tokens vary by JDBC driver. To determine the values to be entered into the Build Tool,

see the documentation for your JDBC driver.
– Set OPT.DBCONNECT to the JDBC connection string for the target database. For example:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@myhost:1521:database
– Set LOC.JDBCDRIVERS to the driver manager class name to be loaded by the Build Tool before connecting to the

JDBC DBMS for DDL installation. For example:
oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver

– Set LOC.JDBCDRIVERSCLASSPATH to the disk, directory, and ZIP or JAR file name where the JDBC Driver is
located. For example:
c:\oracle\jdbc\lib\classes12.zip

Perform DDL Generation

After you set up the DBMS and the Build Tool, you can perform the DDL generation and installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Gen Workstation Toolset.
2. Open the model.
3. Open the Technical Design Diagram.
4. Select and open the JDBC Technical Design.
5. If necessary, perform transformation or retransformation to synchronize the logical and physical data models.
6. Open the Generation Diagram.
7. Open the Generation Defaults dialog. Set the generation parameters:

– Operating System: JVM
– DBMS: JDBC
Perform the DDL Generation and Installation.

Pre-Generation Tasks in EJB
This article provides information for Pre-Generation Tasks in EJB including, Gen Java Runtime/User Exits, Model
Considerations, Build Tool Settings, and Configuring the Database Resource Adapters.

Gen Java Runtime/User Exits

Gen provides a Java Runtime and User Exits to support the generated Java code. There are two ways of deploying the
Java Runtime and User Exits:
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• Place the Gen Java Runtime and User Exits in each EAR file. This allows each application to have its own copy of
the runtime and user exits. However, the runtime must be PTFed, or if a change is made to the user exits, then each
application must have its EAR file that is updated and redeployed.

NOTE
Some application servers do not support this option.

• Place the Gen Java Runtime and User Exits in a common location on the application server, such as the …\lib\ext
directory. This simplifies the process of PTFing the runtime or updating a user exit for all applications on an application
server. However, this option usually requires a restart of the application server for the change to take effect.

In either case, the Gen Java Runtime would be PTFed or the User Exits would be updated on a Windows workstation
and then moved into the EAR file of the application or the application server. Therefore, you must put controls in place to
manage the configuration of the Gen Java Runtime and User Exits over the life of the application.

Deploy the Gen Java Runtimes

If you choose to deploy the Gen Java Runtime to the application server rather than in the EAR file of the application, the
following procedure shows how to perform the deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Install and configure the application server in accordance with the documentation that is provided by the vendor.
2. On the Windows system, open a Command Prompt window.
3. Set the environment variable JAVA_HOME to the disk and directory where Java SE is located:

set JAVA_HOME C:\Program Files\Java\jre#.#.#_##\

4. Change to the <CA-Gen-root>\GEN\CLASSES directory:

cd "%Genxx%" 

cd gen\classes 

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

5. Execute the batch file MKJAVART with the appropriate case-sensitive parameters exactly as described below.
If the application server executes only Gen generated EJBs, enter the following command:
MKJAVART genrt.jar EJB EJBRMI WS
If the application server executes both Gen generated Java Web Clients and Gen generated EJBs, enter the following
command:
MKJAVART genrt.jar WCE EJB EJBRMI WS
If Gen generated EJBs are to participate in flows to and from Gen generated non-EJBs servers, more communication
types are needed. Use the USAGE parameter to display the full list of supported parameters and cooperative flow
runtimes:
MKJAVART USAGE

6. When the batch file has completed, copy the JAR file to the appropriate directory for the target application server. The
directory is different for each application server. Review the documentation for your application server to determine the
best location for more JAR files to be installed.

Model Considerations

This section details the following areas of concern when generating the Server Procedure Steps as EJBs:
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• Marking attributes to use Decimal Precision
• Adding Java Package Names to the Gen model
• Packaging considerations
• Setting EJB/RMI-specific properties for Server Managers

Decimal Precision

If you are re-targeting your COBOL application to Java, you may want to set some numeric attributes to use Decimal
Precision.

Add Java Package Names to a Model

Package names are used to allow similarly named methods to be properly referenced. For example, Broadcom could
produce a class that is named Address. There is nothing to prevent you from creating a class by the same name.
But by declaring a package name, such as com.ca.gen, when the class is defined, the effective class name becomes
com.ca.gen.Address.

Although most situations do not require that you set the Java package name for your applications in your Gen model, you
may find it useful to do so. By convention, the package name is the reverse of the internet domain name of the customer.
For example, www.ca.com would become com.ca.<facility-name>.

NOTE
If you use CBD techniques, you must set the Java package names in your models.

Package names can be specified at the business system and model levels. If no package name is specified at the
business system level, the package name at the model level is used. If no package name is specified at either level, a
version of the short model name that conforms to the rules listed below is used.

The following list describes the rules for package names:

• Only ASCII letters, numbers, and periods are allowed.
• Mixed-case text is allowed.
• A number cannot begin any word in the name.
• Words are separated by periods.
• No leading or trailing periods are allowed.

Package Names for CBD Models

To allow components to be easily consumed in the Java environment, the following package name settings are
recommended:

• In the implementation model, define a Package Name at the Model Level.
• In the consuming model, import the spec model into its own Business System and set its package name to that of the

implementation model.

Set the Model's Package Names

Perform the following steps to set the package names of the model.

Follow these steps:

1. With the model open in the Toolset, open the Environment Diagram by using one of the following methods:
– On the main menu bar, select Construction, Environment.
– On the main menu bar, select Tool, Construction, Environment.
– On the tree control, select the Diagram tab, expand Construction, then double-click Environment.

2. On the Main Menu bar, click Options, then Model Generation Properties.
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3. Enter the Java package name in the field that is provided and click OK.

Set the Business System Package Names

Perform the following steps to set package name at the business system level.

Follow these steps:

1. With the model open in the Toolset, open the Environment Diagram by using one of the following methods:
– On the main menu bar, select Construction, Environment.
– On the main menu bar, select Tool, Construction, Environment.
– On the tree control, select the Diagram tab, expand Construction, then double-click Environment.

2. Select the target business system.
3. On the main menu bar, select Detail, Properties.
4. Enter the Java package name in the field that is provided and click OK.

NOTE
If the field is disabled, change the Operating System to JVM.

Cooperative Packaging

When generating for Java, the organization of load modules and procedure steps is not as important as for other target
environments. For Java generation, a Gen Server Manager becomes an EJB-JAR file (a collection of EJBs) rather than
an executable load module where total size is a consideration. Therefore, it may be advantageous to place all the Server
Procedure Steps into a single Server Manager. This simplifies many processes, including deployment.

Server Manager Properties

Setting the Server Manager EJB/RMI properties is required only when the application is going to be deployed in more than
one EAR file. Some examples of this situation include:

• Deploying the clients in one EAR file and the servers in another EAR file
• When the servers are being deployed in more than one EAR file

If the application is being deployed in exactly one EAR file, these properties do not need to be set.

The Server Manager properties dialog allows you to specify EJB/RMI-specific information. Supplying this information
simplifies the deployment. However, the values that are entered in the fields tend to be application-server dependent.
Therefore, the EAR file that is created by Gen contains application server-specific information.

To open the Server Manager properties dialog, open either the Cooperative Packaging or the Cooperative Generation
dialog. Then either double-click the desired Server Manager, or select the Server Manager and select Properties from the
Detail menu. The Server Manager properties dialog appears.
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The values that are entered in the properties dialog are application-server dependent. Review the documentation for your
application server to determine the values for the following fields:

• Name Manager URL -- Enter the URL of the JNDI server the EJB defines within. For example:

localhost:1099

where localhost can be in IPv4 or IPv6 format.
• Initial Factory Class -- Enter the name of the factory class the EJB Reference invokes. For example:

org.jnp.interfaces.NamingContextFactory

Define Build Tool Tokens

You must define the Build Tool tokens that are required to build and assemble Gen EJB Servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Gen Build Tool on your Windows system.
2. Open the profile in the Profile Manager.
3. Select JAVA.
4. Set LOC.JDK_HOME to the disk and root directory where the Java SE is located.
5. Set LOC.JAVAEE_HOME to the disk and root directory where the Java EE is located.
6. Expand DBMS and select JDBC.
7. Set OPT.DBUSER and OPT.DBPSWD as appropriate to access the target database.

The values for the next three tokens vary by JDBC driver. To determine the values to be entered into the Build Tool,
see the documentation for your JDBC driver.

8. Set OPT.DBCONNECT to the JDBC connection string for the target database. For example:
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jdbc:oracle:thin:@myhost:1521:database

9. Set LOC.JDBCDRIVERS to the driver manager class names to be loaded by the Build Tool before connecting to the
JDBC DBMS. For example:

oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver

10. Set LOC.JDBCDRIVERSCLASSPATH to the disk, directory, and ZIP or JAR file name where the JDBC Driver is
located. For example:

c:\oracle\jdbc\lib\classes12.zip

Configure the Database Resource Adapters

Resource Adapters are part of the Java EE Connector Architecture. They allow application servers to interact more easily
with enterprise information system resources such as a DBMS.

Configuring a resource adapter varies by DBMS and application server. Review the documentation for your application
server to determine the appropriate procedures for defining resource adapters.

Construction and Deployment in EJB
This article provides information for the construction and deployment of Gen Enterprise JavaBeans application.

Prerequisites

The following tasks must be performed before generating the application in Java:

• The resource adapter for the database of an application must be defined in the application server.
• The Gen Java Runtime and User Exits must be copied to a common area of the application server if that deployment

option is chosen.

Generation

This section describes the actions that are required to generate Gen Server Procedure Steps as EJBs. The generation
can take place on the Windows Workstation Toolset or the Client Server Encyclopedia. The construction of the generated
code can only be performed with the Build Tool running on Windows. Therefore, the remote file that is created by the CSE
must be copied to a Windows system with the Build Tool to construct the application.

Target Environment Definition

When generating the Gen Server Procedure Steps as EJBs, set the following generation parameters in the Server
Environment Parameters dialog:

Parameter Value
Operating System JVM
DBMS JDBC or any supported DBMS (Technical Design)
Language Java
TP Monitor EJB or EJB Web Services
Communications JavaRMI
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Set the DBMS Generation Parameter

When setting the DBMS Generation parameter, JDBC or any valid DBMS that supports JDBC can be chosen. Regardless
of what is selected, all database access is generated as JDBC calls.

The only advantage to choosing a specific DBMS over JDBC is that choosing a specific DBMS uses the table names,
index names, and other user-modified names that have been defined under the Technical Design dialogs. Therefore, it
may be better to choose a specific DBMS when the application accesses an existing database. Applications accessing a
new database may want to choose JDBC.

NOTE
ODBC is not a valid value for the DBMS generation parameter.

Set the TP Monitor

Selecting the TP Monitor parameter as an EJB Web Service, results in generation of the Gen Server Procedure Steps as
not only Stateless Session Enterprise JavaBeans but also as Web Services. Selecting the TP Monitor parameter as an
EJB, results in generation of the Gen Server Procedure Steps as Stateless Session Enterprise JavaBeans only.

Construction

Building EJBs is no different from building any other generated application. However, the construction of the generated
application can only be performed with the Build Tool running on a Windows system.

If the application was generated on the Windows workstation, the Build Tool is invoked to build all generated cascade and
load modules.

If the application was generated by a CSE, copy one or more remote files to a Windows system with the Build Tool. Then
start the Build Tool, select the directory where the remote files are located, select all cascade and load modules to be built,
and then click Actions, Build.

The results of the construction process are placed in the <model-directory>\java\classes directory. The following files are
created by the build of a Load Module and are found in the classes directory:

• <load-module>.jar -- Contains the classes that implement the Server Procedure Step as a Stateless Session bean.
The EJB Server for execution loads this file.

• <Server Procedure Step>_dpy.jar -- Contains the portable interface definitions for the EJB. This file is used by the
clients (Java Web Client, Java Proxy, and so on) to call the EJB.

Assembly

After all code has been successfully built, the application is ready for assembly and deployment. The assembly process
can only be performed by the Build Tool running on a Windows system. After the EAR file has been created, it is ready for
deployment.

Select Load Modules for Assembly

After all cascade and load modules have been successfully built, they are ready for assembly into an EAR file.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Gen Build Tool on the Windows system, select the Cascade, Java Web Clients, EJB load modules, and OPLIBs
to be assembled into an EAR file.

NOTE

Do not select the application's Database (that is, DDL).

If as a result of work that is done with the PStep Interface Designer in Gen Studio you generated a Web
Service Definition module, make sure you include it with the rest of the application modules during assembly.
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Web Service Definition module names are of the form <WSD-name>.WSD.icm, where <WSD-name> is the
web service definition name. For information about the PStep Interface Designer and Gen Studio, see the
Working With Gen Studio section.

2. After all the desired load modules have been selected, click the Assemble button or select Actions and Assemble from
the main menu. The EAR File Assemble Details dialog box opens.
The EAR File Assemble Details dialog has a selection tab on the left and a panel on the right.

NOTE
For a description of all fields in this dialog box, see the Working With Build Tool section.

After the wizard has completed, click OK to build the EAR file of the application.

Review Assemble Status

After the Gen Build Tool has completed processing, the log of the assemble process must be reviewed. In the Build Tool,
select the assemble entry on the modules panel and then choose Actions, Review from the main menu or select the
Review icon.

The log file is located in the following directory:

<model-directory>\java\assemble.EAR.out

Deployment

After the EAR file has been created, it is ready for deployment onto the application server. The deployment process is
unique for each application server. To determine how to deploy the EAR, see the documentation for your application
server.

How to Run Diagram Trace in the EJB Environment
Running Diagram Trace in the EJB environment requires the generated Server Procedure Step to connect to the Diagram
Trace Utility executing on a Windows system.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the Procedure Steps and Action Blocks with Trace.
2. Assemble the application and specify the Diagram Trace Utility host and port number.
3. Start the Diagram Trace Utility.
4. Run the application to be traced.

EJB Generation for Trace

There are two ways to generate the EJB for Trace:

• Specify Generate source code with Trace in the Generation Options dialog.
• Check the TRCE flag for all code to be traced.

Assemble the Application

EJBs do not have a user interface. Therefore, it can only be traced with the Diagram Trace Utility. This program executes
on a Windows system. The EJB connects to the Diagram Trace Utility using TCP/IP.

During assembly, the EAR File Assemble Details dialog appears.

Follow these steps:

1. On the EAR File Assemble Details dialog, select Tracing from the tree view on the left.
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2. In the details area on the right, select the Enable Diagram Trace check box.
3. Specify the Trace Server Name and Trace Server port number of the Diagram Trace Utility. For example:

localhost

4567

where localhost can be in IPv4 or IPv6 format.

Start the Diagram Trace Utility

You may start the Diagram Trace Utility by using the Start menu. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen <version>, Diagram
Trace Utility.

The Diagram Trace Utility "autostarts" and listen on port 4567. You may change the default port from within the Diagram
Trace Utility.

NOTE
For more information about the Diagram Trace Utility, see Diagram Trace Utility.

Run the Application with Trace

After the Diagram Trace Utility is running and ready to accept connections, the EJB can be started. Access the EJB as
it would normally be accessed. The connection to the Diagram Trace Utility takes place shortly after the EJB has been
initialized.

NOTE
For more information about running and debugging a Java application with the Diagram Trace Utility, see
Diagram Trace Utility.

Converter Services
This section details the cooperative flows between generated clients and servers implemented in different languages.
These include:

• Gen MFC GUI Clients as well as Gen C and COM Proxy Clients to Gen EJB Servers using either of the following:
The CFB Server

-- The CFB Server is a Java program that can run on any Java Platform in the network. Client systems connect to
the CFB Server, which converts the client request into a Java RMI call.
The CFB Server requires only a small change to the COMMCFG.INI file on the client system. For more details,
see Configuring the CFB Server.

The C to Java RMI Coopflow
-- The C to Java RMI Coopflow is a software component that performs the conversion and Java RMI call on the
Windows system. This facility is easier to configure, but may be difficult to manage for a large number of client
systems.
The client system must have a Java Virtual Machine installed, plus additional files from the target application
server and target EJBs.

• Gen EJB Servers to Gen C and COBOL Servers using any of the supported cooperative flows.

How to Configure the CFB Server
This article provides information for how to configure the CFB Server including, prerequisites, Un-JAR the CFB Server,
Edit CFBServer and jndi properties, and change COMMCFG.INI.

The following tasks must be performed to use the CFB Server:

1. Ensure that the prerequisites are met.
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2. Unjar the CFB Server.
3. Edit CFBServer.properties.
4. Edit jndi.properties.
5. Create a consolidated Gen Java Runtime JAR file.
6. Copy components from the application server.
7. Copy files from the EJB build machine.
8. Create a startup batch/script file.
9. Change COMMCFG.INI on the client systems.

These tasks are detailed in the following sections.

Prerequisites

To successfully execute the CFB Server, the following prerequisites must be satisfied:

1. Ensure that the system running the CFB Server has sufficient computing power and network capacity to handle the
anticipated traffic.

2. Ensure that the Gen Converter Services software has been installed.
3. Ensure that the system has a valid JVM installed. Use the following procedure to test the validity of the JVM:

a. Open a Command Prompt window.
b. Enter the following command:

java -version

c. Examine the output. If text similar to the following is displayed, the Java (the JRE, JDK, or Java SE) is not in the
environment variable PATH.

The name specified is not recognized as an internal or external command, operable program or batch

 file.

To correct this issue, add the disk and directory name of the JRE or the bin directory of the Java SE to the PATH
variable:
If text similar to the following is displayed, a version of Java has been installed and is ready to use:

java version "#.#.#_##"

Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment

NOTE
Our current WildFly Certification does not support the CFB Server. For the supported versions of
software, see Gen Technical Requirements.

If the correct version is not displayed, check the environment variable PATH. Usually, an older version of Java (the
JRE, JDK, or Java SE kit) appears before the desired version.

Un-JAR the CFB Server

The CFB Server is installed as a single JAR file which must be unpacked into its own directory, as detailed next:

Follow these steps:

1. Create a top-level directory named CFBServer.
2. Locate the jcfb.jar file in the <CA-Gen-root>\classes directory.
3. Unjar the contents of the file into the directory. For example:

%JAVA_HOME%/bin/jar xvf <CA-Gen-root>\classes\jcfb.jar

4. Customize the properties and policies files as described in the following sections.
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Edit CFBServer.properties File

The CFBServer.properties file specifies the runtime characteristics of the CFB Server. The directory containing the
CFBServer.properties file must be placed in the class path before the directory containing the CFB Server class files. After
the file has been edited, the CFB Server must be restarted for the changes to take effect.

The file contains several properties in the form of name=value. The available properties are listed next:

listen.ports
-- The port numbers that the CFB Server monitor for client connections. This is a space-separated list of port
numbers from 2000 through 65534 (inclusive). The list is limited to 16-port numbers. For example:
listen.ports=8901 8902

control.timer
-- The number of milliseconds between scans for timed-out connections. After a timed-out connection is found, the
port is closed. For example:
control.timer=5000

In this example, a scan is conducted every 5 seconds.
control.port

-- The port number that the CFB Server monitors for control connections. This must be set to a single port number
from 2000 through 65534 (inclusive). For example:
control.port=8900

trace.mask
-- A bit mask to enable debug tracing of the CFB Server. The value of zero must be used at most times. Enter a
value of - 1 to trace all events. For example:
trace.mask=128

trace.file
-- Specifies the output trace file name and location. Forward slashes (/) are used in the path name. For example:
trace.file=../log/CFBServer.log

control.allowed.inet
-- To increase security, use this entry to specify a space-separated list of the IP address that are allowed
to connect to the command port of the CFB Server. Host names are not allowed. The localhost IP address
of ::127.0.0.1 can be used. For example:
control.allowed.inet = ::128.247.234.39 ::128.247.234.42

The IP address can also be in IPv6 format. For example:
control.allowed.inet = ::fed0:0000:0000:0002:0218:b9ff:fe45:0a0a ::fcc0:0000:

 0003:0003:0319:f9bf:fe45:0a0a

Edit jndi.properties File

The jndi.properties file specifies the JNDI connection information that the CFB Server uses to find the target EJBs. The
directory containing the file must be placed in the class path before the directory containing the class files. This file can be
edited as needed. After the file has been edited, the CFB Server must be restarted for the changes to take effect.

The JNDI connection information varies for each application server. Review the documentation for your application server
to find the settings for the following fields.

The file contains several properties in the form of name=value. The available properties are listed next:

java.naming.factory.initial
-- Specifies the initial context factory of the target JNDI server. For example:
java.naming.factory.initial=org.jnp.interfaces.NamingContextFactory
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java.naming.provider.url
-- Specifies the name manager URL of the target JNDI server. For example:
java.naming.provider.url=localhost:1099

where localhost can be in IPv4 or IPv6 format.

Create a Consolidated Gen Java Runtime JAR File

The CFB Server uses the Gen Java Runtime to interact with Server Procedure Steps generated as EJBs. The Gen Java
Runtime is made up of several CLASS and JAR files.

A batch file -- MKJAVART.BAT -- has been provided to consolidate the runtime into a single file. For more information
about the MKJAVART.BAT file, see the Deploying the Gen Java Runtimes in the section "Pre-Generation Tasks".
Parameters to the MKJAVART.BAT file are case-sensitive, as follows:

cd <CA-Gen-root>\gen\classes

mkjavart genrt.jar EJB EJBRMI

If necessary, copy the consolidated Gen Java Runtime JAR file to the system running the CFB Server.

Copy Components from the Application Server

For the CFB Server to access EJBs on the application server, several application server classes must be copied to the
client system.

Follow these steps:

1. On the system running the CFB Server, create a directory with the name of the target application server. For example:

mkdir c:\weblogic

2. Copy the required components from the application server directory structure to the newly created directory. These
components vary for each application server. Review the documentation for your application server to determine one
or more JARs that make up the client components.

Copy Files from the EJB Build Machine

For the CFB Server to access EJBs on the application server, the portable interface definition files of the EJB must be
accessed by the client. On the system running the CFB Server, create a directory to house the portable interface definition
files. For example:

mkdir c:\app1

During the construction of the generated EJBs, a file (one per Server Procedure Step) containing the EJB portable
interface definition is created. The file is named <Server Procedure Step>_dpy.jar.

Copy all <Server Procedure Step>_dpy.jar files from the <model-root>\java\classes directory to the directory on the CFB
Server system.

Create a Startup Batch/Script File

To easily start the CFB Server, a batch or script file must be created.

Follow these steps:

1. Change the current directory to the CFB Server root directory.
2. Define the private class path in an environment variable.
3. Invoke the CFB Server using the private class path.
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The following sections describe how to create the batch file. Although the examples used are specific to Microsoft
Windows, these procedures apply to all systems where the CFB Server can execute.

Create the File

The first step is to create a batch or script file.

The first command within the file must change the current directory to the root directory of the CFB Server.

cd c:\CFBServer

Define the Class Path

To facilitate the setup of the CFB Server, set a private version of the class path, so that one or more application server
JAR files, the Gen runtime JAR file, and one or more <Server Procedure Step>_dpy.jar files can access the generated
EJBs.

The class path is a semicolon-separated list of directories containing CLASS files and/or a semicolon-separated list of
JAR files. For example:

CP=.;c:\MyApp\classes;c:\OtherApp\sample.jar

Follow these steps:

1. Set the class path to the current directory:

SET CP=.

2. Append the list of JAR files that are copied from the target application server to the client system:

SET CP=%CP%;<app-server-dir>\<file1>.jar; <app-server-dir>\<file2>.jar

Append the consolidated Gen Java Runtime JAR file to the CLASSPATH:

SET CP=%CP%;<directory>\genrt.jar

3. Append the list of <Server Procedure Step>_dpy.jar files that are copied from the EJB build machine to the client
system:

SET CP=%CP%;<model-dir>\c\<Server Procedure Step-1>_dpy.jar;<model-dir>\c\<Server Procedure

 Step-2>_dpy.jar

Remember to separate each directory or file with a semicolon.

Invoke the CFB Server

With the private class path completed, add a command to invoke the CFB Server software:

java -cp "%CP%"

-Djava.security.policy=CFBServer.policy

com.ca.gen.jcfbserv.server.CFBServer

This is the final command for the CFB Server startup batch/script file. Close the file.

The CFB Server must then be started. A successful invocation of the CFB Server produces the following messages:

CFBServer Initialized.
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CFBServer Started.

Change COMMCFG.INI on the Client Systems

The COMMCFG.INI file on the client system must be changed to allow the clients to interact with Server Procedure Steps
generated as EJBs through the CFB Server.

The COMMCFG.INI file is located in the <CA-Gen-root> directory. The general format of the COMMCFG.INI entry is as
follows:

<trancode> TCP <host> <service/port>

For example:

TCP myserver 8901

When this entry is placed at the top of COMMCFG.INI, all transactions use the TCP/IP coopflow to connect to the CFB
Server on myserver using port 8901. The <host> can be in IPv4 or IPv6 format.

Invoke the Client

After all the preceding tasks have been completed, execute the client as before.

CFB Server Control Client

The CFB Server Control Client allows the system administrator to interactively see what is happening in any CFB Server.
The Control Client is an interactive task that connects to any CFB Server through a published (or well known) socket to
display connection status and control active connections.

The default configuration of the CFB Server accepts connections only from the local host IP address. The CFB Server
properties can be changed to accept connections from other IP addresses, allowing the Control Client to connect to a
Server at a remote IP address.

The Control Client uses a command-line interface. The localhost can be in IPv4 or IPv6 format. To start the Control Client,
open a command window and enter the following command:

java -cp <CA-Gen-Root>\classes\jcfb.jar 

    com.ca.gen.jcfbserv.control.ControlServer 

    localhost:8900

The controlCommand.jar file must be in the current directory.

Localhost:8900 is the control port on the CFB Server in this example.

The basic format of the command is:

Dis[play] [port]

The Control Client cannot modify the state of any resource in the CFB Server.

The following commands are available for the Control Client.

• Help -- lists all available commands.
• Quit -- terminates the Control Client.
• Display -- shows two or more lines for each listening port. The first line is the name of the server, the port number, and

number of active connections.
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– Control -- the server that handles the display command request.
– Listener -- the server that handles TCP/IP CFB requests from clients.
– Request Processor -- the server that connects to the EJB server for each request.
The second line displays server statistics of connections (successful and failed). One extra line is displayed for each
active session. It contains:
– Connection ID -- listening port requesting port pair.
– Status -- COK for active connections.
– Bytes sent and received for connections on listening ports.
– Time connection has been alive.
– The name of the connection.
Request Processor EJB connections do not show performance statistics.

• Display port -- shows the status of the identified resource where the server is listening. Examples of what is displayed
follow:
– Command Reader OK.
– Control[8900] serving one active connection.
– Since host start 1 connections succeeded. 0 failed.
– 8900:1360 COK 0 0 0 0 0sec XC[8900:1360]
– Listener[8901] serving 0 active CFB connections.
– 0 connections succeeded. 0 connections failed.
– Listener[8902] serving 0 active CFB connections.
– 0 connections succeeded. 0 connections failed.
– Request Processor Thread-2 active 10sec. idle 300sec.
– Processed 0 request, of which 0 failed, processed 0 responses and 0 errors.

How to Configure C to the Java RMI Coopflow
This article provides information for how to configure C to the Java RMI Coopflow. The following tasks must be performed
to use the C to Java RMI Coopflow.

Prerequisites

To successfully execute the C to Java RMI Coopflow, the following prerequisites must be satisfied:

1. Ensure that the Gen Converter Services software has been installed.
2. Ensure that the client system has a valid JVM installed. Use the following procedure to test the validity of the JVM:

a. Open a Command Prompt window.
b. Enter the following command:

java -version

c. Examine the output. If text similar to the following is displayed, Java (the JRE, JDK, or Java SE kit) is not in the
environment variable PATH:
The name specified is not recognized as an internal or external command, operable program or batch

 file.

To correct this issue, add the disk and directory name to the PATH variable.
If text similar to the following is displayed, a version of Java has been installed and is ready to use:
java version "#.#.#_##"

Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment

NOTE
For the supported versions of software, see Gen Technical Requirements.
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If the correct version is not displayed, check the environment variable PATH. Usually, an older version of Java (the
JRE, JDK, or Java SE kit) appears before the desired version.

Create a Consolidated Gen Java Runtime JAR File

The Gen Java Runtime is used by the client application to interact with Server Procedure Steps generated as EJBs. It is
made up of several CLASS and JAR files.

A batch file -- MKJAVART.BAT -- has been provided to consolidate the runtime into a single file. For more information
about the MKJAVART.BAT file, see the Deploying the Gen Java Runtimes in the section "Pre-Generation Tasks".
Parameters to the MKJAVART.BAT file are case-sensitive, as follows:

cd <CA-Gen-root>\gen\classes

mkjavart genrt.jar EJB EJBRMI

Copy Components from the Application Server

For the client system to access EJBs on the application server, various application server classes must be copied to the
client system.

Follow these steps:

1. On the client system, create a directory with the name of the target application server. For example:
mkdir c:\weblogic

2. Copy the required components from the application server directory structure to the newly created directory. These
components vary for each application server. Review the documentation for your application server to determine one
or more JARs that make up the client components.

Copy Files from the EJB Build Machine

For the client system to access EJBs on the application server, the portable interface definition files must be accessed by
the client.

During the construction of the generated EJBs, a file (one per load module) containing the portable interface definition of
the EJB is created. The file is named <Server Procedure Step>_dpy.jar.

Copy all <Server Procedure Step>_dpy.jar files from the <model-root>\java\classes directory to a directory on the client
system, such as the <model-root>\c directory.

Set the CLASSPATH

For the client to successfully access the generated EJBs, the CLASSPATH must be set so that the application server JAR
files, the Gen runtime JAR file, and the <Server Procedure Step>_dpy.jar files are in the CLASSPATH.

CLASSPATH is a semicolon-separated list of directories containing class files and/or a semicolon-separated list of JAR
files. For example:

CLASSPATH=c:\MyApp\classes;c:\OtherApp\sample.jar

The CLASSPATH can be set in various ways. Sometimes, creating a small batch file may be a good choice. In other
environments, manually setting the system environment variable is the only option.

Either way, the following tasks must be performed:

Follow these steps:

1. Set the CLASSPATH to the list of JAR files that are copied from the target application server to the client system:
<app-server-dir>\<file1>.jar; <app-server-dir>\<file2>.jar
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2. Append the consolidated Gen Java Runtime JAR file to the CLASSPATH:
<CA-Gen-root>\gen\classes\genrt.jar

3. Append the CLASSPATH (with the list of <Server Procedure Step>_dpy.jar files copied from the EJB build machine) to
the client system:
<model-dir>\c\<Server Procedure Step-1>_dpy.jar;<model-dir>\c\<Server Procedure Step-2>_dpy.jar

Remember to separate each directory or file with a semicolon.

Change commcfg.ini File

In general, the commcfg.ini file must be changed to let the clients interact with Server Procedure Steps generated as
EJBs. In doing so, the client uses a different set of cooperative flows to interact with the application server.

The only exception is when the client has been generated after the Server Manager Java RMI properties have been set.
In this case, the generated files already target the desired application server.

• When the commcfg.ini file is located in the <CA-Gen-root> directory, the general format of the commcfg.ini entry for
the Web Logic, Web Sphere, and JBoss applications is as follows:
<trancode> EJBRMI <initial factory Class> <Name Manager URL>

For example:

EJBRMI org.jnp.interfaces.NamingContextFactory myhost:1099

When this entry is placed at the top of the commcfg.ini file, all transactions use the C to Java RMI coopflow to connect
to myhost using port 1099 to invoke the Initial Factory Class org.tnp.interfaces.NamingContextFactory to perform the
EJB lookup.

• When the ear file is deployed on WildFly Application Server, the format of commcfg.ini entry is as follows:

<trancode> EJBRMI W <Initial Factory Class> <Name Manager URL> <EARFileName> <UserName> <Password>

For Example:
* EJBRMI W org.jboss.naming.remote.client.InitialContextFactory http-remoting://myhost:8080 egolf user pass

When this entry is placed at the top of the commcfg.ini file, the transactions use the C to Java RMI coopflow to
connect to myhost - which is in an ear file named egolf - and is deployed on port 8080 to invoke the initial factory class
org.jboss.naming.remote.client.InitialContextFactory to perform the lookup. Here, the 'user' and the 'pass' are user id
and password of an application user added on the WildFly application server.

• When the ear file is deployed on JBoss EAP Application Server, the format of the commcfg.ini entry is as follows:
<TRANCODE> EJBRMI J {Initial Factory Class} {Name Manager URL} {EARFileName} {UserName} {Password}

For Example:
* EJBRMI J org.wildfly.naming.client.WildFlyInitialContextFactory remote+http://myhost:8080 egolf user pass

NOTE

EarFileName must not contain the extension '.ear'.

When this entry is placed in the commcfg.ini file, the transactions use the C to Java RMI coopflow to connect
to myhost - which is in an ear file named egolf - and is deployed on port 8080 to invoke the initial factory
class org.wildfly.naming.client.WildFlyInitialContextFactory to perform the lookup. Here, the 'user' and the 'pass' are
user id and password of an application user added on the JBoss EAP application server.

The Initial Factory Class and the Name Manager URL vary for each application server. Review the documentation for your
application server to determine the values of these parameters.

Invoke the Client

After all the previous tasks have been completed, execute the client as before.
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Gen Cooperative Flow to Gen C and COBOL Servers
This article provides information the Gen EJB Servers that interoperate with Gen C and COBOL Servers using any of the
supported cooperative flows.

Configuration

There are a few steps that must be performed to have the Gen EJB Servers to interoperate with the Gen-generated C and
COBOL servers, as described in the following sections.

Configure the Cooperative Flow

Configuring the cooperative flow can be accomplished by either one of the two following methods:

• Change or define the properties of the server and regenerate, ensure that the server environment parameters are set
to the C or COBOL environment with the correct communications setting and regenerate the Gen EJB Servers.
OR

• Modify the COMMCFG.PROPERTIES file to specify the new target Gen C or COBOL Server.

Each of these options is described in detail in the following sections.

Option 1 Change Your Model and Generate

During generation, the generated servers know the servers that they are utilizing at runtime and the default cooperative
flow to use for that server. The cooperative flow information comes from the server properties dialog and server
environment parameters dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your model. On the main menu bar, select Construction, Packaging, or Construction, Generation.
2. Open the cooperative packaging diagram by selecting Diagram, Open, Cooperative Code.
3. For each server that is generated for either C or COBOL:

a. Open the server manager properties dialog by either double-clicking the server, select the server and then
selecting Details, Properties from the main menu bar or right-clicking the server and selecting Details, Properties
from the pop-up menu.

b. In the server manger dialog, select the tab for the cooperative flow you are using and enter the appropriate
information.

c. Click OK to save your changes.
d. With the server manger still selected, open the server environment parameters dialog by either selecting

Detail, Server Environment from the main menu bar or right-clicking on the server and selecting Detail, Server
Environment from the pop-up menu.

e. Set the Operating System and Communications of the server to the desired values.
f. Click OK to save your changes.

4. After all the servers have been configured, generate and build the Gen EJB Server. It now contains data that default to
interoperating with the Gen C or COBOL Servers.

5. Before assembling and deploying the application, ensure the COMMCFG.PROPERTIES file does not contain an entry
that overrides the information that is generated in the server. For more information, see the next section.

Option 2 Modify COMMCFG.PROPERTIES

Gen EJB Servers can be redirected to Broadcom C and COBOL Servers by override the cooperative flow information that
is generated in the server. The COMMCFG.PROPERTIES file can be read at run time to direct the EJB server to send the
cooperative flow to another system. The COMMCFG.PROPERTIES file only uses accessible o the EJB servers when it
is included in the EAR file. The COMMCFG.PROPERTIES is placed in the EAR file only when the option Include optional
runtime property files with runtime is selected.
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Follow these steps:

1. Locate the COMMCFG.PROPERTIES file under the Gen directory.
2. In the editor of your choice, open the file COMMCFG.PROPERTIES

write commcfg.properties

3. Create an entry for one or more trancodes to be redirected to the Gen-generated C or COBOL servers:

<trancode> = TCP <host> <service/port>

where <host> can be in IPv4 or IPv6 format.
4. Reassemble and redeploy the application. Ensure that the option Include optional runtime property files with runtime is

selected.

Execute the Application

After all the preceding tasks have been completed, execute the application as before.

Java User Exits
User exits are Java classes that are shipped with the product and contain specific routines that are called by the runtimes.
User exits let you change the behavior of the Gen runtimes.

You can modify the source code to change the default behaviors of the runtimes.

All Java user exits are located under the %GENxx%Gen\classes directory.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Java requires that the files and directory structure mirror the package name structure that is defined in the Java source
code. The base package name is:

com.ca.gen.exits

The base package name is then appended with a sub-package name, which specifies the component within the runtime
the module is a part of. For example, the file CompareExit.java located in the
%GENxx%Gen\classes\com\ca\gen\exits\common directory has the package name com.ca.gen.exits.common.

NOTE
For more information about user exits, see User Exits.

User Exit Locations

The following exits are located in the %GENxx%Gen\classes\com\ca\gen\exits\common directory:

• CompareExit.java
• DataConversionExit.java
• LowerCaseExit.java
• UpperCaseExit.java

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

• For more information about the purpose and use of DataConversionExit.java method, see User Exits.

The following exit is located in the %GENxx%Gen\classes\com\ca\gen\exits\coopflow\ejbrmi directory:
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• EJBRMIContextExit.java
• EJBRMIDynamicCoopFlowExit.java
• EJBRMISecurityExit.java

The following exit is located in the %GENxx%Gen\classes\com\ca\gen\exits\coopflow\tcpip directory:

• TCPIPDynamicCoopFlowExit.java

The following exit is located in the %GENxx%Gen\classes\com\ca\gen\exits\coopflow\ws directory:

• WSDynamicCoopFlowExit.java

The following exits are located in the %GENxx%Gen\classes\com\ca\gen\exits\fmrt directory:

• WindowManagerCfgExit.java

The following exit is located in the \classes\com\ca\genx\exits\jndi directory:

• ContextLookupExit.java

The following exits are located in the %GENxx%Gen\classes\com\ca\gen\exits\msgobj\cfb directory:

• CFBDynamicMessageDecryptionExit.java
• CFBDynamicMessageEncodingExit.java
• CFBDynamicMessageEncryptionExit.java
• CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.java

The following exits are located in the %GENxx%Gen\classes\com\ca\gen\exits\smrt directory:

• DefaultYearExit.java
• LocaleExit.java
• RetryLimitExit.java
• SessionIdExit.java
• SrvrErrorExit.java
• UserExit.java

After the desired user exit source file has been located, make a backup copy of the file, then edit the file and save it back
to its original name and location.

NOTE
For more information about the purpose and use of each method, see the comments in the exit source or see
User Exits.

WARNING
Do not modify the package name. Doing so causes the exit to be unrecognized at runtime.

Since the user exit source files are saved to their original locations, it may be useful to save the original and modified
sources in a configuration management system to prevent the changes from being lost must a new installation overwrite
the source file.

Redistribute the Exits

After the exit has been compiled, it is ready for redistribution. The procedure for redistribution depends on the type of
application and the manner the original exits were distributed.

• For Java Web Clients or EJBs, the action depends on whether the EAR file contains a copy of the Gen runtime. If
the EAR file was deployed with a copy of the Gen runtime, then the application must be re-deployed. This causes all
updated exits to be pulled into the runtime JAR file and inserted into the EAR file.

• If the runtime is being distributed separately from the EAR files, or if it is being used in a Java Proxy, then the original
distribution procedures must be repeated. This may involve rerunning the mkjavart.bat file to rebuild a runtime JAR file.
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External Action Blocks in Java
External Action Blocks (EABs) let your Gen application access logic that is not modeled in or generated by Gen.

An external action block stub is a code skeleton that is created when you generate an EAB using a Construction toolset.
They are generated once and then modified and maintained outside of Gen. You are responsible for writing and compiling
the external subroutine and making it available to the application.

The stub contains the definitions necessary for the skeleton to be called by other generated action blocks and comments
that indicate where user code may be added. You may either add a call to other classes and methods or you may add the
logic directly into the EAB stub.

This section describes the tasks that are related to External Action Blocks and Gen Java-generated applications.

EABs in the Java Environment

All modified and completed EABs must be placed into a separate JAR file and specified to the Gen Build Tool for inclusion
into the EAR file of the application.

If the EABs are not resolved, the application fails at runtime with a 'class not found' exception.

Java requires all references to external classes be resolved at compile time. Therefore, the Gen Build Tool compiles all
EAB stubs and place them in the JAR files. During application assembly, these classes are removed from the JAR files.
This is required since many application servers search the JAR containing the calling action block before looking to an
external JAR file where the completed EAB class file is located.

The replacement of completed EAB (for the EAB skeletons) in the original generation directory is not supported due to the
likelihood of subsequent generations overwriting the completed EABs.

User Action Outside of Gen

Copy the generated EAB stub and associated view files (<class>_IA, <class>_OA) to a separate location before modifying
the stub. This prevents the stub, and your code, from being overwritten when the load module is regenerated. The
generated stub is located in the java\<package-directory> under the model directory. For example, if DEMO_EAB has a
package name of com.mycompany.accounting, the Java file DEMOEAB.JAVA would be located in the <model-directory>
\java\com\mycompany\accounting. The file must be copied to a similar directory structure reflecting the package name.
For example, c:\my eabs\com\mycompany\accounting.

Add the logic to meet the specific requirements of your application. You may use the modified stub to call an existing
external method or you may include the method's logic in the stub.

Access Individual Class Members

The import and export views are placed into separate classes in their own source files. For example, the action
block DEMO_EAB is generated as the class DEMOEAB; its import and export views are generated as the classes
DEMOEAB_IA and DEMOEAB_OA, respectively.

Within each class are the individual class members that hold the view data. Each view, entity, and attribute name is
concatenated together and generated as a single flattened variable without underscores for spacing. The single variable
may contain non-ASCII characters since Java allows them in variable names. The variable follows the uppercase and
lowercase rules that are typically used in Java programming. Specifically, the first letter of each word is in uppercase and
all remaining characters are in lowercase, the first character in the variable name is always in lowercase.

For example:

Entity View: IMPORT_CUSTOMER
Entity: ADDRESS
Attribute: POSTAL_CODE
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Becomes

importCustomerAddressPostalCode

Each member of the class may be defined as one of the following native Java data types:

char
short
int
double

Further, some members of the class are defined as one of the following native Java classes:

BigDecimal
String

Within a view, each attribute may be accessed as a standard Java property on an object. For example:

int id = wIa.importCustomerAddressId;

wOa.exportCustomerAddressId = id;

Create a Gen Runtime JAR File

The Java EAB makes references to various Gen runtime classes. For the Java compilation to succeed, a JAR file
containing the Gen classes must be referenced.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Windows system, open a Command Prompt window.
2. Set the environment variable JAVA_HOME to the disk and directory where Java SE is located:

set JAVA_HOME=C:\Program Files\Java\jre#.#.#_##\

3. Change to the <CA-Gen-root>\GEN\CLASSES directory:

cd "%Genxx%" 

cd gen\classes 

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Execute the batch file MKJAVART with the appropriate case-sensitive parameters exactly as follows:

MKJAVART genrt.jar EJB

Alternatively, the Gen runtime JAR file is created during the build of the generated application. The file, named genrt.jar is
located in the <model-directory>\java\deploy.j2ee. This file can be copied to the directory where EAB sources have been
copied and may be referenced directly.

Compile the EABs

The javac command is used to compile the EAB source .java file into a .class file. Note the following:
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• The command must be executed from the directory above the package name directory. For example, if the EAB has
a package name of com.mycompany.accounting and the Java file itself is located in c:\my eabs\com\mycompany
\accounting, the javac command must be executed from the c:\my eabs directory.

• Specify to the javac command the source and target versions to ensure compatibility with the compiled generated
code.

• Specify a classpath that includes the Gen runtime JAR file.
• Specify the files to compile with the wildcard asterisk (*). The asterisk is used to cause the EAB file plus its import and

export view class files to be compiled as a single unit.
For example:

javac -source 1.8 -target 1.8  - classpath "c:\my eabs\genrt.jar" com\mycompany\account\demoeab*.java

Deploy the EABs in the EAR

After the EABs have been compiled, they are ready for packaging into a JAR file and included into the EAR file.

To package the class files into a JAR, use the JAR command.

To insert the JAR file into the EAR file, specify the JAR files name and location to the Gen Build Tool's EAR File Assembly
Details dialog. From the items listed on the left, choose Additional File. In the panel on the right, click the Add button to
display a file chooser dialog. Navigate to the directory holding the JAR file, select the JAR file and click Open. Repeat the
process until all required JARs have been specified.

Continue with the assembly and deployment process.

Component Based Development in Java
In component based development (CBD), logic for an application can be separated into separate functional elements or
components.

Each component is represented by an implementation model and a specification model. An implementation model
contains the actual programming logic of the component. The specification model contains interface definition for the
component. Specifically, this model contains the procedure step and action block signatures and data model elements
needed for users of the component.

The final player in CBD is the consuming model. This model imports the specification model and uses the interface
definitions to make calls to the components. During the assembly process, the executable portions of the implementation
model are combined with the built consuming model to create a complete application. A consuming model may consume
more than one component. The consuming model could be a component and be consumed itself.

Each public operation in the component may be transactional or subtransactional. Transactional public operations are
modeled as procedure steps. Subtransactional public operations are modeled as action blocks in the implementation
model and external action blocks in the specification model.

This section discusses other items of interest to customers who are using CBD techniques.

Restrictions

The consumption of UI-bearing components (client procedure steps) is not supported currently.

Package Name Settings

To allow components to be easily consumed, the following package name settings are recommended:

• In the implementation model, define a Package Name at the Model Level.
• In the consuming model, import the spec model into its own Business System and set its package name to that of the

implementation model.
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Consume Subtransactional Components

Subtransactional public operations are modeled as action blocks in the implementation model and external action blocks
in the specification model. The subtransactional public operations must be delivered to you as a JAR file. The preceding
sections describe the tasks that must be performed to successfully consume subtransactional public operations.

Assembly

During the assembly process, you specify the JAR files containing the subtransactional public operations that are included
in the EAR file.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the name and location of the JAR file to the Gen Build Tool's EAR File Assembly Details dialog
2. Choose Additional File from the items listed on the left
3. Click the Add button on right panel

The file chooser dialog is displayed
4. Navigate to the directory holding the JAR file, select the JAR file and click Open
5. Repeat the process until all required JARs have been included

You can now continue with the assembly and deployment process.

Consume Transactional Components

Transactional public operations are modeled as procedure steps.

In the consuming model, the transactional public operations must be located in separate business systems. Do not
generate these procedure steps.

During deployment, specify the assemblies that implement the transactional public operations to the Gen Build Tool so the
assemblies may be included in the JAR file.

To insert the JAR file into the EAR file, specify the JAR files name and location to the Gen Build Tool's EAR File Assembly
Details dialog. From the items listed on the left, choose Additional File. In the panel on the right, click the Add button to
display a file chooser dialog. Navigate to the directory holding the JAR file, select the JAR file and click Open. Repeat the
process until all required JARs have been specified.

Continue with the assembly and deployment process.

Handcrafted Clients in EJB
Customers can access the Gen EJB Servers from handcrafted clients. The goal is to allow the Gen EJB Server to be as
easy to access as handcrafted EJB Servers.

The Gen EJB Servers are called using Java RMI.

View Definitions

Gen EJB Servers have an import and export view, which sends data to and from the server respectively. The next
sections describe the data representation and layout of the generated servers.

View Objects

The view data is generated into Import and Export Objects. Some of the benefits of the functionality that is built into the
view objects are:
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• Comprehensive -- View data and system data together.
• Hierarchical -- More intuitive access paths to the data.
• Object-oriented -- Allows more sophisticated manipulation of the data.
• Serializable -- Allows object state to be saved and restored.
• No Runtime -- Enables easier transmission/distribution/serialization.
• Data Validation -- (Immediate) Always keeps view in a consistent state.
• Clone able -- Built-in support for cloning.
• Reset able -- Multi-level reset ability gives greater control.
• GroupView Support -- Allows row-level operations or manipulations.

Import Object

The Import objects are generated in classes that are called <EJB name>Import based on the import view that is designed
in the model for the Gen EJB Server. The object contains the actual import data for the execution of the server. The Import
objects are also responsible for all data validation that is done on the attributes on the export views.

Even if the server does not contain any import views, the Import object is still generated because the system level data
(Command, NextLocation, and so on) are always present. The developer must instantiate an Import object and must
populate it with the data. The instance is then passed onto the execution methods as a parameter.

The Import objects are stateful. In fact, they exist to hold a state. Therefore, the developer must take care not to use a
particular instance of one of these classes between different threads in a multi-threaded application.

Export Object

The Export objects are generated in classes that are called <EJB name>Export based on the export view that is designed
in the model for the Gen EJB Server. It contains the actual export data for the execution of the server. The Export objects
are also responsible for all data validation that is done on the attributes on the export views.

Even if the server does not contain any export views, the Export object is still generated because the system level data
(Command, ExitState, and so on) are always present. The server object execution methods create and populate the
Export objects.

The Export objects are stateful. In fact, they exist to hold a state. Therefore, the developer must take care, not to use
an instance of one of these classes between different threads in a multi-threaded application.

View Example

The easiest way to understand view objects is to look at an example. Later sections in this section describe how particular
mappings occur.

The following example shows how generators map a given import view in the model to a view object:

ADDR_SERVER

 

IMPORTS:

   Entity View in address

    line1

    line2

   Group View inGV (2)

    Entity View ingroup address

      line1

      line2
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From the given import view, five EJB classes are generated. The classes and their properties are shown in the following
table:

Class Attributes
AddrServerImport Command

NextLocation
ClientId
ClientPassword
Dialect
ExitState
InEVAddress -- Gets AddrServer.InAddress object
IngvGV -- Gets AddrServer.Ingv object

AddrServer.InAddress Line1Fld
Line2Fld

AddrServer.Ingv Capacity (Read-only constant)
Length
Rows -- Gets a AddrServer.IngvRow object
this[] -- Implicit indexer same as Rows

AddrServer.IngvRow IngroupEVAddress -- Gets AddrServer.IngroupEVAddress object
AddrServer.IngroupAddress Line1Fld

Line2Fld

The number of classes increases in proportion with the number of entity views, work sets, and group views.

To finish the sample, look at how a programmer gets and sets the various pieces of data in the views. The following code
sample is written in Java.

Instantiate the Import View object:

AddrServerImport importView = new AddrServerImport();

Set the command system level data:

importView.Command = "SEND";

Access the InEVAddress line2 attribute:

String value = importView.InEVAddress.Line2Fld;

Get the maximum capacity of the IngvGV group view:

for (int i = 0; i < importView.IngvGV.Capacity; i++)

Set the current IngvGV number of rows:

importView.IngvGV.Length = 2;

Set the line1 attribute of the IngroupEVAddress entity view:

importView.Ingv[2].IngroupEVAddress.Line1Fld = "ABC";
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Reset the InAddress Entity View back to defaults:

importView.InAddress.Reset();

System Level Properties

The import and export objects contain a set of properties at the top level that is best described as system-level properties.
Not all the servers use these properties, but they are always present on each cooperative server call. The following table
shows the properties of import and export objects.

Objects Properties
Import Objects Command

NextLocation
ExitState
Dialect
ClientId
ClientPassword

Export Objects Command
ExitState
ExitStateType
ExitStateMessage

GroupView Objects

Special objects are generated for each group view. The first is the group view object itself. This object holds the Capacity
or the maximum number of rows that are specified in the model. It also holds the Length or the current number of
populated rows in the group view. The Length cannot exceed the Capacity or cannot be negative. If you try to do so, it
throws IndexOutOfRangeException or ArgumentOutOfRangeException.

To store row data, an object is generated. It represents a row and contains references to all the entity and work set views
within the GroupView. This group view object then stores an array of row objects to hold the data. An individual row
can be accessed by indexing the Rows property on the group view. The row can also be accessed by using the indexer
property that is built into the group view object itself.

Since a row of data is an object, it lets certain row-level operations to be performed, such as looping, cloning, resetting,
and testing.

Data Validation

The import and export views validate the attribute data when it is set. The validation checks performed throws
ArgumentExceptions if the new value is not valid. The views perform the following validation checks: permitted values,
length/precision, and mandatory/optional.

Default Values

Attribute view data in the import and export objects enforce the default values, as defined in the model. The default value
is applied when the object is created or the attribute is reset programmatically.
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Data Type Mappings

Since the import and export objects are designed to have no runtime dependencies, the attribute data types must be
native data types that are supported by the EJB Framework. The following table shows the mappings that are applied:

Gen Attribute Definition EJB Framework Data Type
Text/Mixed Text/DBCS Text java.lang.String
Number (no decimals, =< 4 digits) short
Number (no decimals, =< 9 digits) int
Number (no decimals, > 9 digits) double
Number (with decimals) double
Number (with precision turned on) java.math.BigDecimal
Date java.sql.Date (null represents optional data)
Time java.sql.Time (null represents optional data)
Timestamp java.sql.Timestamp (null represents optional data)

Code to Invoke the EJB Server

The following shows a section of code that would be used to invoke the EJB server.

...

 <Instantiate the importView object>

<EJB name>Import importView = new <EJB name>Import();

 <define the importView properties as desired>

...

 <Create the InitialContext to resolve the EJB JNDI lookup.>

...

 <Using JNDI lookup, resolve “EJB name” and obtain the remote object>

<EJB name>_Remote server = (<EJB name>_Remote) context.lookup("<EJB name>");

...

 <Invoke the call method on the EJB>

<EJB name>Export exportView = server.<EJB name>call(importView);

...

 <retrieve exportView data>

...

Working With ASP .NET
The ASP.NET Web Client feature of Gen uses the Web as an access medium to connect to Gen servers. The ASP.NET
Web Clients are built on Microsoft .NET technologies. The application logic is generated in C# and the user interface that
is downloaded to browsers is HTML with JavaScript.
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This section touches the base of technical requirements, installation pre-requisites, installation, application generation,
building files, and consistency check for messages. It describes design, generation, and building of ASP.NET web client
applications under the following headings:

.NET Overview

Microsoft® .NET is a set of Microsoft software technologies for connecting information, people, systems, and devices. This
software spans clients, servers, and developer tools.

Gen ASP.NET Web Clients use the following components of Microsoft® .NET:

• Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET
• .NET Framework

ASP.NET Web Clients

ASP.NET Web Clients are applications that are generated by Gen. They use Microsoft ASP.NET technology, which
provides a unified Web development model that includes the services necessary to build enterprise-class Web
applications. ASP.NET is part of the .NET Framework and can take full advantage of the features of the common
language runtime, such as type safety, inheritance, language interoperability, and versioning.

ASP.NET Web Client Architecture

ASP.NET Web Clients generate thin client applications, that are based on the GUI design model. The resulting client
application logic resides primarily on the web server, Internet Information Services (IIS), while the interface is downloaded
to an Internet Explorer web browser. The following illustration shows the high-level architecture of the Gen-generated
ASP.NET Web Client application:
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ASP.NET Web Client Environments

The following five environments are involved in ASP.NET Web Client generation, and these environments can be on one
computer or five physically separate computers:

Server environment
The Gen runtime is installed for generated server applications. No special setup is required for ASP.NET Web
Client applications.

Application Server environment
The runtime engine and application logic for the client is installed on an Internet Information Services (IIS)
Application Server, which enables Gen to run the generated ASP.NET Web Client application.

Development environment
The Gen Toolset provides the environment to develop and generate Gen ASP.NET Web Client applications. This
environment contains the components that generate the application both locally and remotely. The Client Server
Encyclopedia can also be used to generate ASP.NET applications.

Build environment
This environment enables the generated files from the Gen Development environment to be compiled and
packaged into an MSI file. The Gen Build environment is often on the same computer as the Gen Development
environment.

End-user environment
This environment enables end users to access Gen ASP.NET web client applications through an Internet Explorer
browser.
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ASP.NET Web Client Highlights

The following list discusses the highlights of ASP.NET Web Client applications that are generated using Gen:

• The application logic resides on the application server.
• ASP.NET Http Handlers (ASHXs) serve as entry points to generated applications.
• The User Interface is a combination of HTML, JavaScript, and Cascading Style Sheets that are created dynamically by

the Gen runtime and downloaded to the browser.
• Permitted Value and Edit Pattern checking takes place on the browser using JavaScript.
• The product lets existing users reuse their models by generating ASP.NET Web Client applications.
• ASP.NET Web Client software can access databases by using Gen Server applications or using ADO.NET on the

Application Server environment.
• ASP.NET Web Client user interface must be on a Windows platform using a supported version of Internet Explorer.
• TCP/IP, MQSeries, Web Services, and .NET Remoting are the only thread-safe middleware available for ASP.NET

Web Client.

NOTE
Due to browser and the HTML limitations, some Gen-related features have a different level of support than GUI
applications when generated for ASP.NET Web Clients.

Pre-Installation Planning for ASP.NET Web Client
This topic provides the infrastructure requirements to install the ASP.NET Web Client software. The four different
environments that are associated with this feature can be on one computer or four physically separate computers. The
end-user computer must have the supported version of Internet Explorer.

NOTE
For more information about the supported versions of Internet Explorer, see Technical Requirements.

Technical Requirements

Third-Party software and Gen software each have requirements in addition to the ASP.NET Web Client requirements
shown in the following table:

Environment Third-Party Software Gen Software

Gen Server No change required for ASP.NET Web
Client applications.

Installed Gen cooperative server.

Application Server Internet Information Services (IIS)
.NET Framework

ASP.NET Web Client*.
Communications Runtime**

Development Windows Operating System **
Internet Information Services (IIS) **, ***

Workstation Development Toolset or Client/
Server Encyclopedia (CSE) for generation
only.
ASP.NET Web Client

Build Windows Operating System **
Visual Studio**

Implementation Toolset
ASP.NET Web Client

End User Microsoft Internet Explorer**

NOTE

• * Only needed if not already installed in the GAC.
• ** See Gen Technical Requirements for details.
• *** Internet Information Services (IIS) is only needed if third-party Web Controls are used in a model.
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Supported Features

Due to limitations of the browser and HTML, some features have a different level of support than GUI applications when
generated using Gen for ASP.NET Web Client.

Installing ASP.NET Web Client
This topic reviews the installation procedure for the ASP.NET Web Client feature. Install ASP.NET Web Client as
instructed from the Gen download folder to four different environments.

Before you start the installation, see Technical Requirements.

Installation Procedure for ASP.NET Web Client

These environments can be on one machine or four physically separate computers.

Set Up the Development Environment

Set up the development environment to generate and install ASP.NET Web Client applications.

Follow these steps:

1. To generate and install the ASP.NET Web Client component, in addition to other Gen development tools such as the
Workstation Toolset, set up your environment.

2. Set up any third-party web Controls used in the application.

NOTE
Step 2 is only needed if third-party Web Controls are used in a model.

Set Up the Build Environment

The Build machine is where the application is built and packaged in preparation for installation. ASP.NET Web Clients can
only be built on the Windows platforms, so only the Implementation Toolset windows can be used.

This Implementation Environment must have the Implementation Toolset installed.

The following components are needed for ASP.NET Web Clients:

• Build Tool
Builds the source code that is generated from the Workstation or the Client Server Encyclopedia

• Assemble Option
An option available on the Build Tool. To prepare for the installation on an IIS Application Server, package the
ASP.NET Web Client applications. Assembling creates an .MSI file that contains all the required components to install
and run ASP.NET Web Client applications.

• Communication Runtime Software
– .NET Remoting middleware, if flowing to a .NET Server
– TCP/IP middleware, if flowing to a Gen server using TCP/IP
– MQSeries middleware, if flowing to a Gen server using MQSeries
– Web Services middleware, if flowing to a Gen server using Web Services

• Third-party Software
– Visual Studio
– Any third-party Web Controls used in the generated application
– If DDL is required, install the following if DDL installation components:

• Database
• ODBC driver
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Set Up the Application Server Environment

ASP.NET applications use encrypted config files as the default assemble option and this option requires IIS to use RSA
key container. The access to RSA Key container must be explicitly granted to the user account that runs ASP.NET
applications. The user account to run ASP.NET application is different on each version of IIS. For example, the default
user account for each IIS is listed in the table next:

IIS Version Default User Account
IIS 7.0, Windows Server 2008 NETWORKSERVICE
IIS 7.5, Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows 7 NETWORKSERVICE

The user account is configurable on IIS 7 with application pool configuration panel.

The following command is used to grant the access to RSA Key container.

aspnet_regiis -pa "NetFrameworkConfigurationKey" "<user account>"

Set up the Application Server environment to generate and install ASP.NET Web Client applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Invoke the setup program that is created by the Build Tool Assemble Option. The setup program installs the contents
of the .MSI file under the Application Server automatically.

2. Install third-party Web Controls, if any are required.

NOTE
For more information about Microsoft Software setup, see the Microsoft documentation.

Set Up the Message Resources

After installing the ASP.NET Web Client option, the message resource files automatically install in the <Gen install
directory>\.net\localization\resources directory. This directory must contain, but may not be limited to the following files:

• csumessages.txt
• fmrtmessages.txt

Localization of these files uses the naming convention <manager type>+ “messages” + "." + <two letter language
identifier> + ".txt".

Gen provides localized versions for a set of languages. If needed, you can create a variant of the resource file. The
language identifier that is used is the two letters that are defined in the model under Dialect Definition, Properties, and
Message Table Name.
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Rules to Edit Message Resource Files

The following syntactical rules apply when editing the message resource files:

• Set all parameters using <parameter>=<value> with no spaces before or after the equal sign.
• Enclose the variables in curly braces {} and increment as needed. The increment is zero relative.
• Use # for comments.
• Use \ for line continuations.

Set Up the End-User Environment

ASP.NET Web Client application end users can access the application using Internet Explorer. No special setup is
necessary.

ASP.NET Web Client Modeling
The following topics are covered in this section:

The modeling for ASP.NET Web Client applications closely mimics the modeling of GUI and Java Web Generation
applications. The three types of applications share Action Diagram logic. GUI design is the basis for the user interface.
However, you can also use specialized features for the other two target environments.

Common Edit Modifications

With the Common Edit Modification menu, you can make common edits to a window across all the modes. They are:

• ASP.NET
• HTML
• Window
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Moving a control in the Edit Window mode moves the field when the window displays in either Edit HTML mode or
Edit ASP.NET mode. The same is true when editing a field in Edit HTML mode or Edit ASP.NET mode. This common
functionality is the default for the Common Edit Modifications menu item and occurs when this option is checked.

If Common Edit Modifications is not checked, any edits causing updates to any of the visible properties of a window and
its controls are considered a customization for the edit mode that is used in the current window (Windows, HTML, or
ASP.NET). Control location, prompt text, control font, and color are examples of customizable properties. You can also
add, update, or delete a control relative to one mode only.

Web Properties

The Web Properties node on the Business System Defaults Video Properties dialog provides configurable options at the
level of Business System. You can specify the menu styles, the images for Help, and the Close buttons.
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Menus

GUI applications support one style of menus only, horizontal. In ASP.NET Web Client applications, you have the choice of
selecting whether to generate vertical menus (starting at the top left corner and expanded vertically down the side of the
page) or horizontal menus (starting at the top left corner and expanded horizontally across the page). The default style is
vertical menus. The option to switch between both styles is available on the level of the Business System.

Customizable Help and Close Buttons

ASP.Net Web Client Generation can create a Help button with a value of '?' and a Close button with a value of 'X' on a
window if its Main Menu Bar's property: Generate Window and Help Menus is selected. Those buttons also get generated
for Dialogs when the System Menu property is selected. You can select at the Business System Level whether you want
to generate these Help and Close buttons. At the Business System Level, you can also optionally place a bitmap of your
choice for Help and Close Buttons, which applies to all windows in the Business System.

You can browse and select the required images for the Help and Close buttons from the Business System Defaults Video
Properties dialog. The Toolset copies them into the html/images directory. The image is not displayed at design time.

NOTE
For more information about the Business System Defaults Video Properties dialog, see the Toolset Help.

Themes

A theme is a collection of appearance settings that you can define, and consistently apply across the application, and the
application control types. You can apply a single theme across all the pages of Gen ASP.NET application. A theme for a
Gen ASP.NET application consists of control skins, CSS files, and image files.
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Customize the appearance of ASP.NET applications by applying changes to the theme, without changing the appearance
settings for individual windows, or controls in the application.

With the MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog in the Build Tool, you can specify the name of the theme, <themename>, for
an ASP.NET application. The following image details the MSI.NET Assemble Details dialog in the Build Tool:

NOTE
For more information about the MSI.NET Assemble Details dialog, see the Build Tool Help.

When you specify a theme, Gen creates a directory, APP_Themes\<themename>, in the application root directory when
installing the application on the server. This directory stores the control skin files, the CSS files, and the image files for
each theme. User can create, add, and maintain control skins, CSS files, or image files for each theme in this directory.

The web.config file in the application root directory includes a pages tag with the theme attribute, <pages
theme=”<themename>” />.

Skins

Skins are visual attribute definitions for application controls that are stored in the skin file, [set the File Name
variable].skin. Control skins define only the visual attributes that are a part of a theme for an application.

In Gen ASP.NET applications, you can define control skins for each control type in a separate file, or you can define all the
control skins for a theme in a single file. The <themename> directory for a theme must include all the control skins that are
a part of the theme.

NOTE
The control skin overrides the appearance settings for the control in the Navigation diagram. However, the
appearance settings of a control through dynamic attributes or Dot Notation override the settings in the control
skin.

Gen supports default control skins. A default control skin automatically applies to the all the controls of the same type
when a theme is applied to the ASP.NET application. A default skin has the following format:
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<ServerControlType runat=”server” property1=”value1” property2=”value2” ……/>

For example, the following format is default control skin entry for a single-line entry field:

<Gen:ASPXSingleLineEdit runat="server" Height="20px" Width="100px" ForeColor="Red" BackColor="#FFE4C4" Font-

Name="Script" Font-Size="14pt" Font-Bold="false" Font-Italic=”true” Font-Strikeout=”false” Font-

Underline=”true” BorderStyle="groove" BorderColor="#FF0000" BorderWidth="1pt"/>

This default skin applies to all SingleLineEdit controls on pages that use the theme.

Gen provides a sample skin, Gen_Sample.skin, in the Gen samples\ASP.NET directory.

NOTE
Gen does not support named skins that apply to a specific instance of a control type.

Rules to Specify Visual Attributes in Control Skins

When you specify the visual attributes for a control skin, you can specify only the visual attributes that are supported for
each control type.

The following rules apply when specifying the visual attributes for control skins that support a theme in an ASP.NET
application:

1. The theme for an ASP.NET application can support only the following common visual attributes:
– Width
– Height
– ForeColor
– BackColor
– Font

• FontType (Font-Name, or Font-Names)
• Font-Size
• Font Style properties

(Font-Bold, Font-Italic, Font-Strikeout, Font- Underline, Font-Overline).
The value of Font Style properties can be either true or false.

– Border
• BorderColor
• BorderStyle (includes dotted, dashed, solid, double, groove, ridge, inset, and outset).
• BorderWidth

NOTE
The color for the ForeColor, BackColor, and BorderColor attributes may be represented by the name of the
color or the hexadecimal RGB code for the color prefixed with #.

2. The control skins for the individual control types may support one, more, or all of the common visual attributes in the
theme.
The following table lists the supported common visual attributes in a control skin for each control type in a Gen
ASP.NET application:

Control Type Supported Common Visual Attributes Unsupported Common Visual Attributes
asp:Label All the common visual attributes.  
Gen:ASPXBitmap Width, Height, Border ForeColor, BackColor
Gen:ASPXBitmapButton Width, Height, Border ForeColor, BackColor
Gen:ASPXButton All the common visual attributes.  
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Gen:ASPXCheckBox All the common visual attributes.  
Gen:ASPXRadioButton All the common visual attributes.  
Gen:ASPXSingleLineEdit All the common visual attributes.  
Gen:ASPXMultiLineEdit All the common visual attributes.  
Gen:ASPXGroupBoxLiteral All the common visual attributes.  
Gen:ASPXStaticLiteral All the common visual attributes.  
Gen:ASPXPermValueList ForeColor,BackColor, Width, Font Height, Border
Gen:ASPXHyperLink All the common visual attributes.  
Gen:ASPXLinkButton All the common visual attributes.  
Gen:ASPXStatusBar All the common visual attributes.  
Gen:ASPXToolBar All the common visual attributes.  
Gen:ASPXDropDownNoEntry ForeColor,BackColor, Width,

Font
Height, Border

Gen:ASPXListBox ForeColor, BackColor, Font, Border Width, Height
Gen:ASPXFixedSizeTable ForeColor, BackColor, Font, Border Width, Height
Gen:ASPXVaryingSizeTable ForeColor, BackColor, Font, Border Width, Height
Gen:ASPXListBoxColumn
(listbox/table prompt)

ForeColor, BackColor, Font, Border, Height Width

Gen:ASPXMenuBar ForeColor, BackColor, Font, Width Height, Border

 

Hypertext Links

Hypertext links are common to both HTML and ASP.NET modes even if the Common Edit Modifications Option is not
selected. ASP.NET Web Clients and the Java Web Generation applications support two types of hypertext links:

• Bookmark-This option links to a location on the current page.
• Open New Browser Window-This option opens a new browser window with a user-specified page and transfers control

to this new window.

Both types of hypertext links are available in ASP.NET and HTML modes, but are not available in Window mode. They are
accessed from the Add menu item in the Navigation Diagram.

To access the Bookmark option, click Hypertext Link from the Add menu, and click Bookmark. The Hypertext Link
Bookmark Properties dialog appears:
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The Display Text and Name fields are populated with default values that you can replace. The bookmark name must be
unique within the scope of its parent window. Specify the target object the bookmark links to. The Target Object can be
any control on the window.

To access the Open New Browser Window option, click Hypertext Link from the Add menu, and click Open New Browser
Window. The Hypertext Link Open New Browser Window Properties dialog appears.

The Name and Display fields are populated with a default you can change. The URL field is required. You can select
properties for the window by checking any of the check boxes under the URL field. For example, if you select Location,
the browser window would display a Location (or address) bar.
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You can use the action diagramming statements: Enable and Disable to control the display of the hypertext link.
Alternatively, you can get the details of the conditions under which a control is disabled or enabled by checking the
Disabled By or Enabled By options.

Display Push Buttons as Hypertext Links

A push button can be displayed as a hypertext link by selecting a check box, Display as Hypertext Link, on a Push-Button
Properties dialog. This check box is enabled in HTML mode and ASP.Net mode. This feature lets you perform functions
that are associated with push buttons, such as Executes Click Event, while maintaining the appearance of a hypertext link.

Varying and Fixed Size Tables

HTML Tables are a type of list that can be associated with group views. The ASP.NET Web Client application supports
two types of HTML Tables:

• Fixed Size Table
The coordinates of a Fixed Size Table are specified at design time. A Fixed Size Table displays the number of rows
that can fit in the size that is designed for it. Any controls that are placed below a fixed size Table retain their designed
positions at Runtime.

• Varying Size Table
The vertical size of a Varying Size Table is directly proportional to the size of its associated Group View. Varying Size
Tables grow or shrink in terms of the number of rows they display to ensure all the entries in their associated group
views are displayed. Any controls that are located below Varying Size tables move to maintain the designed distance
between them and the Table.

The following screenshot displays the List Properties dialog:
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Dynamically Change Multi-State Images

GUI applications can change images on push buttons according to their state, for example, disabled or enabled. For GUI
applications, a user specifies a bitmap that is divided into sections, each representing a different state. The ASP.NET
Web Client application provides a similar capability. Where for the GUI applications you had a different section of the
provided bitmap that is designated for each state, with web application, provide a different image in a different file for
each state. The alternative images use the image name in the model as a base and append text to it for the four different
states supported: enabled, disabled, pushed, and focused. If myimage is the name that is saved in the model, the series
of images that are used are of the forms myimage.jpg for the enabled state, myimage_disabled .jpg for the disabled state,
myimage_ pushed .jpg for the pushed state and myimage_focused .jpg for the focused state. Place the images in the html
\images\ directory, and the value in the Number of Pictures field on the Push-Button Properties dialog must be set to the
number of images.

Support for Themes and Skins

Gen provides support for themes and skins in ASP.NET applications. Themes and skins let you create, and maintain
common appearance settings across an ASP.NET application.

CSS Files

A theme may also include Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) files. When you add a [set the File Name variable].css file for a
theme in the <themename> directory, the style sheet is applied automatically as part of the theme.
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The CSS file consists of valid style sheet statements that specify the Type Selector, or the ID Selector for the windows or
controls in a Gen ASP.NET application.

In Gen ASP.NET applications, the appearance settings of a control from the Navigation Diagram, dynamic attributes, Dot
Notation statements, or skin properties are saved as inline style attributes in each HTML tag. Hence, all controls in Gen
ASP.NET applications contain inline style attributes.

The style attributes in a CSS file can only modify the attributes that are not specified in the inline style attribute because
the inline style attributes have a higher precedence over the style settings from a CSS file.

For example, the following statements in a CSS file define the background color of a window, the color of the field prompt,
and the controls with ID, Field1:

Body { background-color:#ffc0cb; }

Label   {  color: #00ff00;  background-color: #32cd32; }

#Field1 { color:#ff0000; background-color: ffc0cb;}

If you add this CSS file in the <themename> directory, the following appearance settings apply for the windows, controls,
and field prompts:

• All the windows in the application display with pink background color
• The field prompts in the application display with green foreground color, and lime-green background color.
• The controls with the ID, Field1, in the application display with red foreground color, and pink background color if the

inline styles for the prompts and controls with ID, Field1, do not specify the foreground color or the background-color.

Image Files

A theme may include images that are referenced by the CSS file.

If the style statement of a CSS file references an image file, add the image file to the <themename> directory or the
Images subdirectory under the <themename> directory depending on the style statement in the CSS file.

NOTE
In Gen ASP.NET application, the ImageUrl property is not supported for ASPXBitmap, ASPXBitmapButton, and
ASPXHyperLink controls in the theme. The control skin must not reference the image files.

Export View Behavior

ASP.net updates export views on the page instantly, while GUI Clients must wait until an event before updating the
window.

Support for Third-Party Web Controls
  

Third-party Web controls and their event management is supported. This lets ASP.NET Web Client add capabilities
specific to the ASP.NET environment, through the use of external controls that are not part of the traditionally available set
of Gen controls. These controls can be used in a manner similar to how ActiveX controls are currently supported in GUI
clients. Web Controls can be rendered using Internet Explorer without the need to install any third-party software on the
end-user computer. However, Web Controls must be installed on the Development, Build, and the Application Server.

Properties of Third-Party Web Controls

Properties for Third-Party Web Controls in Gen are stored and transferred through the Session State mechanism of
ASP.NET. You must use this mechanism for Gen to support browser-controlled history handling.
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You might notice subtle differences in the rendering of some third-party controls, especially as it relates to width and
height changes. For example, in the Microsoft List Web Control, when you change the property of the row by running a
normal Visual Studio .NET developed Web Application, the height property automatically changes because of the control's
ViewState.

To prevent SessionState value from overriding the ViewState property, you must manually modify the height when
changing the property of a row. When the value changes for a row, the height value remains unchanged and, it seems
that the row's value did not change. In this case, you must use the Gen Application Object's SetHeight method to correctly
update the height property.

NOTE
You only notice this type of difference when one property forces a change to another property through the
ViewState.

Toolset Support for Third-Party Web Controls

The Toolset lets you add third-party Web Controls to windows and dialogs. To do so, you must first install the third-party
Web Control of your choice on your development computer. You can then add the third-party Web Control to the model
through the ASP.NET Control Manager.

NOTE
If you want to upgrade the version of a third-party Web Control in a model, remove the earlier version and add
the new version in the Toolset using the ASP.NET Control Manager. As a result, the toolset updates the file,
ThirdPartyControls.xml in the Gen directory. This file retains the version information of the controls and must be
updated when a third-party Web Control is upgraded.

Insert Third-Party Controls from the Navigation Diagram

You can insert third-party controls in a window or a dialog from the Navigation Diagram in the Toolset.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Edit, ASP.NET Control Manager in the Toolset.
The Third-Party .NET Control Manager dialog opens.

2. Click Add on the Third-Party .NET Control Manager.
The Select an Assembly to Add Controls From dialog opens.
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3. Select the required assembly, and click Open.

The Web Controls in Assembly dialog opens.

 
4. Select the required controls in the Web Controls in Assembly dialog, and click Add.

The selected controls appear in the Third-Party .NET Control Manager dialog, and the Web Controls in Assembly
dialog closes.
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5. (Optional) To delete a control, select the required control, and click Remove on the Third-Party .NET Control Manager

dialog. A confirmation dialog appears.
6. Repeat Steps 2 through 5 to add all the required controls from different assemblies.
7. Click Close on the Third-Party .NET Control Manager dialog.

The Third-Party .NET Control Manager dialog closes and returns to the window or the dialog that you were designing
in the Navigation diagram.

8. Select Edit, Control Design from the Toolset to insert the required third-party control in the window or dialog.
The selected third-party controls appear in the Toolbox.

 
9. Select the required control in the Toolbox, and click Place to position the third-party control on the current window, or

dialog
10. Select the required control, and click Detail, Properties to modify the properties of the control.
11. The Web Control Properties dialog appears.
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12. Select Control Properties on the Web Control Properties dialog.

The Properties dialog appears for the control.

 
13. Specify the required modifications for the control in the Properties dialog, and close the dialog.

The modified properties apply for the inserted third-party control at design time, and at runtime.

Access Third-Party Controls from Action Diagram

Action Diagram statements can be used to access methods and properties of third-party Web Controls in a similar fashion
to how ActiveX controls are manipulated in the Action Diagram. Dot Notation plays a major role in this aspect. For more
information about the Action Diagram, see the Toolset Help.

Treeview Web Control

The Microsoft Internet Explorer Web Control Treeview has problems reflecting changes to a subset of its properties, such
as INDENT, at design time. This is a problem with the Treeview control. Visual Studio can produce the same conditions
with a sample application.

Restrictions on Use of Third-Party Web Controls

For more information about the use of third-party web controls, see Unsupported ASP.NET Web Client Features.
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Special Features of ASP .NET Web Client Applications
This article provides information that describes some of the special features of an ASP.NET Web Client application.

Browser Event Queue

The simultaneous events (within several hundred milliseconds), such as gainfocus/losefocus, are sent to the .NET
Runtime in a single request. The events are sorted and processed in a similar manner as GUI clients. This event handling
technique closely mimics GUI and lets users who are migrating from GUI to ASP.NET achieve maximum transparency
regarding migration. For multiple events, such as repetitive clicks, the default event handling mechanism of the browser
is used with the event handling mechanism of the ASP.NET framework. Gen ASP.NET solution does not queue repetitive
events on the browser.

Disabled By

Many applications disable controls depending on the values or states of other controls on the same page. The disabled
controls appear unavailable and cannot be selected by a user of the application. Disabled By, which specifies the
conditions under which a control is disabled, is supported. This option facilitates porting the GUI models to the web.

DBCS Character Entry

Double-byte character set (DBCS) characters can be entered into non-DBCS fields without triggering an error unless you
use edit patterns to verify entry data. You can also enter non-DBCS characters into a DBCS field without triggering an
error unless edit patterns are used.

Specify Images Dynamically with SetBitMapName

In GUI applications during design, you can use the function SetBitmapName for a control to set the Bitmap on a picture
control. You can also use the function SetBitmapName in ASP.NET applications. By using Dot Notation in the Action
Diagram and invoking SetBitmapName, you can set or modify a bitmap on its associated picture control. Unlike the Web
Generation applications, the specified bitmap must be manually included in an assembly by using the Additional File panel
in the Build Tool. The specified bitmap has to be in the images folder.

Design Considerations

When creating the user interface for your client application, the toolset representation is not identical to what you see
at runtime. There are minor differences between what you see in different types of client applications: GUI, ASP.NET
Web Clients, and Web Generation. Following items are some of the differences though these items do not represent a
comprehensive list of the differences between GUI, ASP.NET Web Clients, and Web Generation.

• Prompts in list boxes-ASP.Net Web Clients show prompts above the Table while in Web Generation they appear as
part of the Table.

• Assembling of images-ASP.NET Web Client includes only images that are specified in the model. Web Generation
includes all the contents of the HTML\images directory including subdirectories.

• Blank line option for dropdown list-ASP.Net Web Clients show blank line option in the Dropdown list while in Web
Generation the <NONE> option is shown.

User Interface Refresh-In certain instances, ASP.NET Web Client applications reflect updates on a page more frequently
than GUI applications. For example, in your application you update an export view and call a MessageBox, you do not see
the window that is updated in GUI until you acknowledge the MessageBox. In ASP.NET Web Clients, you see the update
when the MessageBox displays.
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Focus Events

Under certain circumstances, GainFocus and LoseFocus events act slightly different in ASP.NET than they do in Web
Generation and GUI clients because of architecture differences in these environments. Without this behavior difference,
ASP.NET applications could go into an infinite loop.

For example, if the First Control on a page has GainFocus and LoseFocus events that are associated with it and the
mouse is clicked where no other control on the page acquires focus, such as on the window where no other control
resides, or on the Address Box in a browser, the LoseFocus event fires for the control. When the page redraws, the focus
is back on the First Control. A GainFocus event does not fire because the First Control had focus and is the next control to
acquire focus.

If another mouse click occurs, the LoseFocus event fails to occur since it would be a duplicate event because LoseFocus
was the last processed event. In this case, if the mouse clicked is in the Address Box, the focus stays in the Address Box
because the event processing was never sent to the server, and there would be no reason to redraw the window and reset
focus to the First Control.

Generating an ASP.NET Web Client Application
Generating ASP.NET Web Client components can be accomplished using either the Toolset or the Client Server
Encyclopedia:

Generate ASP.NET Web Client Application from the Toolset

After the ASP.NET Web Client installation and design procedures are completed, you can generate ASP.NET Web Clients
from the Toolset.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Toolset.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen. For the current release number, see the Release Notes.

2. Click Model, Open Model.
3. Navigate to the location of the model and open it.
4. From the Construction menu, select the Generation option.
5. From the Generation window, select the Options menu and Generation Defaults.
6. Select CLR from the Operating System drop-down.
7. Select C# from the Language drop-down.
8. At the Type of Installation drop-down box, select Local or Remote.

For a Remote install, generated files are packaged into one installation file, which can then be manually transferred to
any Windows target system. For a Local install, generated files are compiled and prepared for an installation onto a
server. This server can either be running on the same computer as the toolset or a different computer. The default is
Local.

9. Check Override Bus Sys Target Environment with above defaults and Include Drop statements in DDL (Gen All).
10. Click OK.
11. (Optional) Select the Options menu from the Generation window, Model Generation Properties and enter the

designated information in the .NET section.
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12. Click OK and you are ready to continue with generation of an ASP.NET Web Client Application.

Consistency check rules identify the unsupported features in ASP.NET Web Client applications. These unsupported
features are identified in the form of warnings. For a complete list, see Unsupported Features.

A load module is considered eligible for ASP.NET Web Client generation if the ASP.NET Web Client settings are reflected
in any one of the following items:

• Generation Defaults panel (when the Override Business System Target Environment with the preceding defaults check
box is selected)

• Client Environment
• Business System Environment

Generate ASP.NET Web Client Application from CSE

You can also generate ASP.NET Web Client applications from the Client/Server Encyclopedia (CSE).

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Construction Client and open your model.
2. Select Code, Generate, Cooperative.
3. From Cooperative Application Generation, select Defaults.
4. Select CLR from the Operating System drop-down.
5. Select C# from the Language drop-down.
6. At the Type of Installation drop-down, select Remote.
7. Check Override Bus Sys Target Environment with above defaults.

After defining the ASP.NET Web Client components, you are ready to continue with the generation of an ASP.NET Web
Client application.
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Building an ASP.NET Web Client Application
Building an ASP.NET Web Client application means creating an MSI package that contains components necessary to
execute the generated application.

The MSI file is used to set up generated ASP.NET Web Client applications on IIS (Internet Information Services). To
accommodate generating your ASP.NET Web Client application, the following directories are created under the local
directory of the model:

• C# directory
Contains the generated source files

• C#/build
Building area for the generated model and contains the built dlls and web.config files

• C#/deploy
Contains the setup files, including the MSI file, for installing the generated application

• xml directory
Contains generated XML files

• html directory
Contains the html help files and the images directory

• html/images directory
Contains converted images such as JPG, GIF, and PNG

Images for ASP.NET Applications

Before installing the ASP.NET Web Client application, convert bitmap images (.bmp files) to a different format such
as .jpeg, .jpg or .gif. Use a third-party tool (such as Netscape Composer or LView) to convert the images files to the format
you prefer. Then copy the images into the images directory under the html directory. Because jpg is the default format
that is assumed by the Gen generator, if a format other than jpg is chosen, set the HTML extension field on the Properties
dialog from the Navigation diagram in the Toolset to match the file extension for the format you are using. Any images that
are specified in SetBitMapName have to be manually included in the assembly images folder by using the Additional Files
panel in Build Tool.

External Action Blocks

For more information about using External Action Blocks, see Work with .NET Servers.

Build and Assemble ASP.NET Web Client Applications

After generating your application, build the application on a Windows platform. The Build Tool can work with either ICM
files that result from a Local generation, or RMT files that result from a Remote generation. You can set options that affect
the build process of your application through the Build Tool Profile.

The deploy directory <model.ief>\C#\Deploy, contains files that are required to install the application under Internet
Information Services (IIS).

Executing the windows installer package installs your ASP.NET Web Client application under IIS.

During installation, MSI displays a warning message if a COM+ server with same name exists. If the application targets
Component Base Development (CBD), ignore this message.

NOTE
For more details about the Build Tool and Assemble utility, see Work with the Build Tool.
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Configure ASP.NET Web Client Communications

The ASP.NET Web Client runtime requires data to identify the Gen servers that it must establish communications with.
The two methods to configure communications are as follows: The first is through specifying the properties of each
server in the Gen Toolset. The data is then saved in the model and results in the communication parameters being in the
generated application. The second method uses the commcfg.txt file. Commcfg.txt is delivered as a sample file installed
with Gen. It is a simple text file that you can place under your Application Server, or package within the application MSI
file.

For more information about the Commcfg.txt file, see Understand Distributed Processing.

Pre-compile ASP.NET Application

You can pre-compile an ASP.NET application before deploying it. Pre-compiling the applications has the following
benefits:

• Improves application performance by avoiding the need to compile that the first time the application is invoked from a
browser.

• Lets you verify if the code in the application compiles without errors before executing the application.

Gen provides the in place mode for pre-compilation of ASP.NET applications. Pre-compiling a site in place effectively
performs the same compilation that occurs when users request pages from your site. Therefore, the primary performance
improvement is that pages must not be compiled for the first request. This feature is similar to the Load JSP/Servlets at
startup feature that is available during assembly of a Gen Web Generation application.

With the MSI.NET Assemble Details dialog in the Build Tool, you can enable the pre-compiling of an ASP.NET Web Client
application before deployment.

The following screenshot shows the MSI.NET Assemble Details dialog in the Build Tool:
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NOTE
For more information about pre-compiling ASP.NET Web Client application, and the MSI.NET Assemble Details
dialog, see the Build Tool Help.

Trace Generated Applications

To debug and test your application that you can enable tracing. This section explains how to enable tracing.

Trace Using web.config

The web.config file can be used to enable and disable tracing within the ASP.NET Web Client Runtimes. The output is
written to a file, trace-<appname>-<procid>.out, where <appname> is the application name and <procid> is the process id
of the application. This file is created in the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\net directory.

Note: xx refers to the current release of Gen.

To enable tracing using the web.config file, set the cmidebug value to -1.

<add key="cmidebug" value="-1"/>

Trace a Generated ASP.NET Application Using the Diagram Trace Utility

Follow these steps:

1. During generation, select to generate with Trace.
2. From the Build Tool, in the MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog, select Enable Diagram Trace under the Tracing node.
3. To start the Diagram Trace Utility, click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Diagram Trace Utility.

NOTE

• xx refers to the current release of Gen.
• Diagram Trace Utility executes only on Windows.

• The Diagram Trace Utility autostarts and listen on port 4567. You can change the default port from within the Diagram
Trace Utility.

• Start the application from the browser by invoking the ASP Handler (<trancode>.ashx).
• Step through the Action Diagram code. For more information, see Diagram Trace Utility.

List Data

The following key in web.config file specifies how the data is loaded in a list box.

<add key="LoadListDataType" value="x"/>

This option applies only if your application contains list boxes.

• If the value of x is 1, all the data is loaded at once in the list box.

NOTE

Verify that the web.config file contains the following entry. Else, add it when the value of x is 1.

<jsonSerialization maxJsonLength="16777216"/>

• If the value of x is 0, the data loads and populates the list box as you scroll.
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Dynamic HTTP Compression

Compressing the content that is transferred across the network can improve application performance. Compression
reduces the number of bytes of data that is sent over the network, resulting in faster transfer. The faster download
outweighs the cost of expanding the compressed response at the browser.

Dynamic HTTP compression reduces the size of HTML and JavaScript content returned to the browser. Dynamic HTTP
compressions use the GZIP compression technique. The dynamic content is sent through a filter and compressed on-the-
fly by the Gen runtime.

Dynamic HTTP decompression is a feature that is built directly into the browser. This feature does not require any plug-
ins, and is enabled by default.

For Gen ASP.NET applications, you can enable or disable dynamic HTTP compression from the MSI.NET Assemble
Details dialog in the Build Tool.

NOTE
For more information about dynamic HTTP compression, see the Build Tool Help.

Support for Native Image Generation

Gen supports native image generation of the Gen .NET runtime. The native images are files that contain compiled
processor-specific computer code. The native images are installed in the native image cache on the local system.
The .NET runtime can use the native images from the cache instead of using the Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler to compile
the original assembly.

The native image generation lets assemblies load and execute faster because the .NET runtime reads code and data
structures from the native image cache instead of dynamically generating code and data structures.

NOTE
To get the optimal performance from native images of Gen .NET Runtime assemblies, install Gen .NET Runtime
assemblies in the Global Assembly Cache (GAC) at the time of application assembly.

With the MSI.NET Assemble Details dialog in the Build Tool, you can enable the native image generation of Gen runtime
for an ASP.NET Web Client application.

NOTE
For more information about native image generation, and the MSI.NET Assemble Details dialog, see the Build
Tool Help.

Support for Encryption

Gen stores the passwords of an ASP.NET Web Client application in the sessionState, and connectionStrings sections of
the configuration files.

When building a Gen ASP.NET Web Client application, encrypt the sessionState, and connectionStrings sections of the
configuration files.

With the DataSources node on MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog in the Build Tool, you can enable the encryption of the
following sections of the configuration files:

• The connectionStrings section in web.config for the Gen ASP.NET Web Client application.
• The connectionStrings section in Application.config for Component Services.

The following screenshot details the DataSources node on MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog:

You can also use the ASP.NET node on MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog in the Build Tool to encrypt the sessionState
section in web.config for the client.

NOTE
For more information about the MSI .NET Assemble Details dialog, see the Build Tool Help.
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Edit Encrypted Sections of Configuration Files

After deployment, the user can edit the encrypted sessionState or connectionStrings sections in the application if the user
has administrative privileges.

Edit the Encrypted sessionState Section in web.config

The user can edit the encrypted sessionState sections in web.config if the user has administrative privileges.

Follow these steps:

1. Decrypt the sessionState section by entering one of the following commands:

aspnet_regiis -pdf system.web/sessionState <IIS Root>\myapp

aspnet_regiis -pd system.web/sessionState -app /myapp

2. Edit the web.config file and make the required changes.
3. Re-encrypt the sessionState section by entering one of the following commands:

aspnet_regiis -pef system.web/sessionState c:\inetpub\wwwroot\myapp

aspnet_regiis -pe system.web/sessionState -app /myapp

Edit the Encrypted connectionStrings Section in web.config

The user can edit the encrypted connectionStrings sections in web.config if the user has administrative privileges.

Follow these steps:

1. Decrypt the connectionStrings section by entering one of the following commands:

aspnet_regiis -pdf connectionStrings c:\inetpub\wwwroot\myapp

aspnet_regiis -pd connectionStrings -app /myapp

2. Edit the web.config file and make the required changes.
3. Re-encrypt the connectionStrings section by entering one of the following commands:

aspnet_regiis -pef connectionStrings c:\inetpub\wwwroot\myapp

aspnet_regiis -pe connectionStrings -app /myapp

Edit the Encrypted connectionStrings Section in Application.config

The user cannot directly edit the connectionStrings section in Application.config. However, the user can copy
Application.config to a temporary file, rename the file as web.config, and make the required edits.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the Application.config file to a temporary location and rename the file as web.config.
2. Decrypt the connectionStrings section in the temporary web.config file with the following command:

aspnet_regiis -pdf connectionStrings <web.config physical directory>

3. Edit the temporary web.config file and make the required changes.
4. Re-encrypt the connectionStrings section in the temporary web.config with the following command:

aspnet_regiis -pdf connectionStrings <web.config physical directory>

5. Copy the contents of the temporary web.config file to the original Application.config file.
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Run ASP.NET Web Client
This article provides information to invoke an ASP.NET Web Client application, that an Http handler is used.

This handler is of the form <trancode>.ashx or <loadmodule>.ashx. If the trancode and load module names are the same,
<trancodeORloadmodule>.ashx invokes processing for <trancode>.ashx. The load module can be explicitly invoked by
specifying <loadmodule>_Im.ashx. Using <loadmodule>_Im.ashx invokes the default procedure step for the load module
specified.

A web.config file that is created with ASP.NET Web Client applications. This web.config contains mappings for Http
Handlers to the runtime. The runtime infers the requested trancode from the mappings in web.config.

The GUI applications let you define CLEAR SCREEN INPUTS at execution time, which affects the processing of the
application. For ASP.NET Web Clients to use CLEAR SCREEN INPUTS, they must be sent on the URL as a parameter at
request time:

<http://<hostname>/<application>/<trancode>.ashx? clearScreenInputs=myvalue

Support for Tabbed Browsing

Gen supports tabbed browsing in ASP.NET Web Client applications. Tabbed browsing lets the user concurrently open,
access, and update an ASP.NET Web Client application from different tabs of a single browser instance.

A tabbed session is comparable to an individual browser instance of the ASP.NET Web Client application. Gen
independently manages the session states of an application running under different tabs in a Browser Window.

National Language Support (NLS)

All files that are generated for ASP.NET Web Clients are UTF-8 encoded. The model encoding is used to determine the
translation that is used to convert the files to UTF-8. To facilitate National Language Support (NLS), Gen creates satellite
assemblies to represent each dialect. Select the dialect:

• On Internet Explorer, the Language Preference setting under Internet Options is used to determine the corresponding
default locale. A configuration file that is installed with Gen, culture.ini, which is used to determine mappings from the
standard Message Table designation of Gen in the Dialect Definition to Microsoft's standard locales of Microsoft.

• The dialect name or culture language code can be used as a context to reference the required dialect, for example:
http://hostname:portnumber/application/dialect/trancode.ashx
or
http://hostname:portnumber/application/culturelanguagecode/trancode.ashx

HttpRequest and HttpResponse Object Access
This article provides information for System.Web.HttpRequest and System.Web.HttpResponse that are classes in
the .NET Framework Class Library.

HttpRequest lets ASP.NET read the HTTP values set by a client during a web request. HttpResponse encapsulates HTTP
response information from an ASP.NET operation. See Microsoft documentation for a list of the methods and properties of
these classes.

Access Mechanism

This section explains the access mechanism that is provided by ASP.NET Web Client.

Access HttpRequest Object

ASP.NET Web Client provides a mechanism for accessing the HttpRequest object.
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Follow these steps:

1. Design an External Action Block (EAB).
2. Use the EAB in the Pstep or Action Block where access to the requested information is required.
3. Design the views and attributes that must hold the request information.
4. Generate the EAB.
5. Add the following code in the EAB method where the user code is expected:

// User-written code must be inserted here

HttpRequest req = (HttpRequest)IefRuntimeParm2.GetRequest();

6. Query the required header as follows:

String userName = req.LogonUserIdentity.Name;

7. Set system attributes as follows:

Globdata.GetStateData().SetUserId(userName);

8. Set the attributes in views as follows:

WOa.EUseridIefSuppliedCommand = userName;

9. Use the values set in the views in the application logic. The Gen global data (Globdata) is available here but we
strongly recommend that customers not use it, as it is subject to change.

10. Compile the application.

Use HttpResponse Object

Using methods and properties of the HttpResponse class is risky and could potentially cause runtime abends. For
example, invoking the methods Redirect or Write, or WriteFile circumvents essential execution paths in the Gen runtime
that impact history handling. Accessing certain Properties may also cause the application server to throw exceptions.

Follow these steps:

1. Design an External Action Block (EAB).
2. Use the EAB in the Pstep or Action Block where access to the response is required.
3. Design the views and attributes that hold the information that is needed to set the request.
4. Generate the EAB.
5. Add the following code in the EAB method where user code is expected:

// User written code must be inserted here.

HttpResponse res = (HttpResponse)IefRuntimeParm2.GetResponse();

6. As an example, follow these steps to set a cookie:

HttpCookie cookie = new HttpCookie("LastVisit");

cookie.Value = DateTime.Now.ToString();

cookie.Expires = DateTime.Now.AddDays(1);

res.Cookies.Add(cookie);

7. Compile the application.

Messages in ASP.NET Web Client Applications
This article provides information for Messages in ASP.NET Web Client Applications that includes a reference to the
Consistency Check messages and Runtime Error messages.
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Consistency Check Messages

Consistency check rules identify the unsupported features in ASP.NET Web Client applications.

NOTE
See Consistency Check messages.

Runtime Error Messages

Gen ASP.NET Runtime provides messages that notify the user of a runtime error condition. The messages are stored
in the assembly CA.Gen.localizationrt.dll and its satellite assemblies, CA.Gen.localizationrt.resources.dll, in the folder
that is named with the specific locale for the satellite assembly. The assembly CA.Gen.localizationrt.dll contains the
default English error messages, which are also used as the fall-back resource when there is no localized message for the
particular locale. The locale-specific error messages assembly CA.Gen.localizationrt.resources.dll contains the localized
error messages for the specific locale. For example, CA.Gen.localizationrt.resources.dll in the %GENxx%Gen\.net\bin\es
folder provides the Spanish localized error message.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Gen ASP.NET Runtime Error messages can be customized by recompiling the source files that are provided in the Gen
installation. The source files are located in the %GENxx%Gen\.net\localization folder with the following file and folder
structure:

%GENxx%Gen\.net\localization

 |-resources\:

 |   |-abrtmessages.es.txt

 |   |-abrtmessages.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.ar.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.da.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.de.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.es.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.fi.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.fr.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.he.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.it.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.ja.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.ko.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.nl.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.no.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.sv.txt

 |   |-aspxmessages.txt

 |   |-csumessages.ar.txt

 |   |-csumessages.da.txt

 |   |-csumessages.de.txt

 |   |-csumessages.es.txt

 |   |-csumessages.fi.txt

 |   |-csumessages.fr.txt

 |   |-csumessages.he.txt

 |   |-csumessages.it.txt

 |   |-csumessages.ja.txt

 |   |-csumessages.ko.txt

 |   |-csumessages.nl.txt

 |   |-csumessages.no.txt
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 |   |-csumessages.sv.txt

 |   |-csumessages.txt

 |   |-fmrtmessages.txt

 |   |-wfrtmessages.es.txt

 |   |-wfrtmessages.txt

 |   `-wmrtmessages.txt

 |-src\:

 |   |-AssemblyInfo.cs

 |   `-MessageBundle.cs

 |-localizationrt.snk

 `-make.bat

The TXT files in the resources folder contain the default and localized messages, and can be customized. The two C#
source files in the src folder provide the assembly version information and the interface to be used by the ASP.NET
runtimes to retrieve messages.

Rebuilding the Error Messages

The make.bat file is the batch file that is used to build the assemblies that are associated with the ASP.NET Runtime Error
messages. As a prerequisite for building the assemblies, you must have C# compiler of Microsoft and .Net Framework
that is installed on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch an MS/DOS Command window.
2. Change your current directory to the folder which contains the make.bat file. Typically, this folder is the Gen install

area, %GENxx%Gen\.net\localization subdirectory.
3. Refer to the make.bat file for execution instructions.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

4. Run make.bat to build the ASP.NET Runtime Error message assemblies.

Redeploy the resulting assemblies for use with the appropriate applications.

Unsupported ASP.NET Web Client Features
This article provides information that is intended to assist customers in converting their existing Gen Windows GUI clients
to the new ASP.NET Web Client features as provided with Gen.

The following features are unsupported or have partial support:

• Events
• Presentation-Related Functions
• OLE Functions
• Other Unsupported Features
• Window/Dialog Properties
• Window Controls
• Web Graphics
• Colors
• MAKE Support
• Help Support
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Unsupported Events

The JavaScript does not support the following Gen events and ignores at runtime:

NOTE
Read-only entry fields do not intercept any events.

Control Event Handlers
Window RightMouseBtnDown

RightMouseBtnUp
WinMove
WinResize

Single or multiline entry field RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove
Keypress

Check Box RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove

Radio Button RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove

Non-Enterable Dropdown LeftMouseBtnDown
LeftMouseBtnUp
RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove

Non-Enterable List RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove
MouseEnter
MouseExit
GainFocus
LoseFocus

Picture RightMouseBtnDown
RightMouseBtnUp
MouseMove

Unsupported Presentation-Related Functions

The following Gen presentation-related functions are not supported by browsers:
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• Beep
• ClearDisplayProperties
• GetHandle
• GetWidthMessageBoxBeep
• Mark Command
• Refresh
• RestoreDisplayProperties
• SaveDisplayProperties
• SetFontDynamically
• Unmark Command

Tips

All the Get and Set (for example, GetHeight, SetTop) functions use Windows API calls that need the HANDLE to a specific
control or a window that is displayed on the desktop to get or set a presentation property of that window or control. These
types of Windows API calls are not possible in a browser environment.

The functions Beep and MessageBoxBeep emit a beeping sound on the speaker of the computer where the code is
running. Because the browsers typically run on a different computer than the web server, these features are not useful in
browser clients. MessageBoxBeep, however, produces a message box from the browser window. Only the audio beep is
not supported.

The functions ClearDisplayProperties, RestoreDisplayProperties, and SaveDisplayProperties work with the registry entries
of the specified display properties of the window and use Windows APIs that need the handles of the registry keys. Any
changes that are made to the registry keys only affect the display properties that are associated with windows on that
computer. For browser clients, who typically reside on a different computer, these functions do not provide the required
effect.

Also, some Gen Interface Object Methods and Properties that the Get/Set functions internally represent. Thus, they are
not supported. The following Gen Interface Object Properties are not supported:

• Enabled
• Focus
• Handle
• Maximized
• Minimized

The following Gen Interface Object Methods are not supported:
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• Clear
• Click (Check Box and Radio Button)
• Copy
• Cut
• Paste
• Redraw
• SetBitmapBackground
• SetSelection
• Undo
• Window.EnterableDropDownList
• Window.EnterableDropDownLists
• Window.EnterableListBox
• Window.EnterableListBoxes
• Window.OLEArea
• Window.OLEAreas
• Window.OLEControl
• Window.OLEControls
• OLE Functions

Unsupported OLE Functions

The following Gen OLE functions are not supported because the browsers do not support the Object Linking and
Embedding (OLE) technology:

• PrintWindow
• Quit
• RegCloseKeys
• RegCreateKey
• RegDeleteKey
• RegDeleteValue
• RegEnumKey
• RegOpenKey
• RegQueryValue
• RegSetValue
• CreateObject

Unsupported File-Related Functions

The following Gen functions are used to create, view, or update files and documents on the local or network drives, and
are not supported:

• OpenExcelDocument
• OpenWordDocument
• UpdateExcelCell
• ValueFromExcelCell

The functions OpenExcelDocument and OpenWordDocument cannot be supported because the client business logic runs
on the Application server. Access to the file system of the browser's computer is considered a security violation. Also,
some of these functions use OLE objects, which are not supported.

Even though the file functions, such as OpenTextFile, are enabled in ASP.NET Web Client environments, they are not
thread safe. Due to the inherent multi-threaded nature of Web Applications, care must be taken when using file functions.
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Because no locks are taken on resources that the file functions access, upon accessing a file from a user session, other
users are not prevented from attempting to access the same resource. This situation poses the potential for collisions.
Furthermore, references to these resources are not preserved from one request to the next. Open, Access, and Close
within one event action because the information would not be preserved on a second execution if the thread changed. To
avoid side effects and collisions between different sessions, create a unique file per user session. Where not supported,
action diagram statements are ignored at runtime.

Other Unsupported Features

Due to the limitations imposed by HTML, the following controls are not supported:

• OLE Area
• ActiveX Controls
• Enterable DropDown List
• Enterable List

In addition, the following functionalities that are associated with specific controls are not supported:

• Auto tabbing among Entry Fields
• Extended selection in a Non-Enterable List
• Accelerators for PushButtons and Menu/MenuItems
• CBD - Cross model/application flows are supported if the same application name is defined for each component.
• The message boxes require threading to be enabled in the Assemble utility of the Build Tool. This option instructs the

runtime to create a secondary thread for each request to be able to support MessageBoxes. The secondary threads
cannot be serialized in Web Farms. Therefore, message boxes cannot be used in the Web Farm environments.

Tips

The controls tab index governs the Tab sequencing among window controls in the generated XML file. Because the HTML
<TABLE> implements a list box, sequencing does not include list boxes.

Recursive calls within action blocks (such as an action block calling itself) are not supported and results in runtime
abends.

Window and Dialog Properties

The properties of the window, such as the initial position (Designed, Mouse Alignment, or System Placed) and style
(System Menu, Minimize Button, Maximize Button, or Dialog Border) are not currently supported and such properties are
ignored at runtime.

The user interfaces for a given window or dialog have a common appearance that is based on a predefined style sheet
(Cascading Style Sheet).

The title property of the window or dialog is used that window or dialog. The icon file that is associated with the window or
dialog is not supported and the property is ignored.

Web Graphics

All bitmaps must be converted to JPG, GIF, or PNG graphic formats. The background bitmaps are implemented by the
background image style sheet property that is applied to the body element and are implemented by a JPG, GIF, or PNG
graphic file.

Colors

The following properties are the color properties of an object that is stored in the model:
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• Background color
• Foreground color
• Highlighting background color
• Highlighting foreground color
• Disabled background color
• Disabled foreground color
• Background text window color
• Foreground text window color

The foreground color property of the object in the model is used as the value for the color property in the style sheet. The
background color property of an object in the model is used as the value for the background color property in the style
sheet. The other color properties are not supported and are ignored at runtime.

MAKE in Internet Explorer

The following table illustrates the Gen support for MAKE in Internet Explorer:

Control Color Highlight
Underline

Highlight
Reverse

Intensity Dark Error Cursor Protect

Single-line edit
field

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Multi-line edit
field

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Check Box Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Radio Button Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes
Dropdown List Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
List box Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Considerations for Third-Party Web Controls

Consider the following items when using third-party Web Controls:

• ASP.NET Web Clients support Web Controls to the same level Visual Studio does. Problems that are identified in Gen
ASP.NET Web Client must be proven to work in Visual Studio before Broadcom can investigate them.

• Disable By is not supported for third-party Web Controls.
• Procedure Action Diagram access to Web Controls is limited to the current Procedure Step. That is, the GUI object

representing the component cannot be passed using the views to another Procedure Step manipulation.
• Features that cannot be modified using methods and properties of a Web Control cannot be supported by ASP.NET

Web Client. An example is specifying Sequencing of Tabbing among controls that are embedded on a web control.
• Web Controls are only valid for a single-window execution context. After another window replaces the current window

(the window with the Web Control), the control is reinitialized on return. Also, any GUI Objects related to the control,
which is held in the views, are then invalid. The caching mechanism dictates the restriction of the browser and the
stateless nature of web applications.

• Validator controls are supported. Add a Validator control to the Toolbox from the ASP.NET Control Manager, then
select and place the Validator control from the Toolbox on to a web page. In Gen ASP.NET Web Clients, the name
of a control becomes the ID of the control. The .Net Validator controls expect the ID of a control to be specified for
validation. To specify which control to validate, type the name of the control to validate in the appropriate property of
the Validator control (for example, in the RequiredFieldValidator control a property exists named ControlToValidate).

NOTE
If you change the name of the control you are validating, modify the property of the control of the Validator.
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Container controls for ASP.NET Web Clients are an unknown entity now. We have not found any ASP.NET Web
Control that would be considered a “true” container control.

• Data-bound controls cannot be bound at design time. You can, however, associate them with data at runtime using the
following techniques:
a. Create the appropriate bound data type through the Action Block.
b. Populate the data through the Action Block.
c. Associate the data with the Data-bound control through the Action Block.

NOTE
A solid understanding of the Data-bound control and knowledge about how to create and populate the
appropriate type for the Data-bound control is required.

Help Support

In Web applications, all help actions that are Help, Help for Help, Extended Help, Keys Help, and Help Index display the
generated loadModuleName_Help.html in a dialog.

ADO.NET
ASP.NET Web Client supports DBMS access from the action blocks running on the Application server. This type of access
is made using ADO.NET calls through an ADO.NET data source.

Only those DBMSs that are indicated in Gen Technical Requirements are supported. However, other DBMSs not
supported by Gen may be accessed using the ADO.NET/ODBC data source if a proper ODBC driver exists for them.

To configure Gen to work with an ADO.NET data source, you need the following information:

• ADO.NET data source assembly
• Datasource

– Target Database name,
– Data provider
– Connection string

DDL Installation

Gen does not directly support creating databases using ADO.NET. That leaves the user with the following options for
installing the DDL into the target DBMS:

• Manual installation.
• With Gen, using the platform and DBMS-specific generation options; for instance, generate for UNIX, Oracle, and

install with the Gen installation program.
• With Gen, using the ODBC/ADO.NET platform. When installing this way, the Build Tool installs using an ODBC DDL

installation program.

NOTE

• There is an ODBC/ADO.NET DBMS in the Technical Design for naming objects that are used in a DBMS that
is not supported.

• If a DBMS is used to support traditional Gen applications with ASP.NET Web Clients or Java applications,
matching the DBMS to get the table and column names is important.

• When installing DDL using the ODBC approach, the actual database must exist within the DBMS. The ODBC
drivers are incapable of performing any type of CREATE DATABASE command themselves.
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Code Generation

To generate ASP.NET Web Client applications that perform ADO.NET access, use the following settings in the generation
environment:

• OS-CLR
• DBMS-ODBC/ADO.NET: or a specific DBMS (see the DDL installation section for the reasons for selecting a specific

DBMS)
• TPMONITOR-ASP.NET

NOTE
Even though the target OS is CLR, the actual build can only be performed using the Windows Build Tool.

Configure an ASP.NET Web Client Application for ADO.NET Access

You can configure Gen ASP.NET Web Client applications to support ADO.NET access from the Build Tool.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the ADO.NET data source assembly of the DBMS vendor, such that the target application can load the
assembly by completing one of the following tasks:
– Install the ADO.NET data source assembly in the Global Assembly Cache (GAC).
– Install the ADO.NET data source assembly in a directory under the target application where assemblies are

loadable by the application (in the application base directory or in an application private Path directory).
2. From the DataSources node on the MSI.NET Assemble Details dialog in the Build Tool, specify the following

configuration information for data sources on the client and the server for each database:
Name

Specifies the name of the database that the application must access (as defined in the Gen model).
Data Provider

Specifies the data provider for a data source. You can select the data source from the available list of supported
databases, or you can enter a custom data source in the enterable drop-down list.

Connection String
Specifies the connection strings for the AD0.NET data source. <Default> is applicable for the data providers that
are available by default. If you specify a custom data provider, specify the connection string information for the
data provider. You can also override the default connection strings settings for the supported data providers, and
specify a custom connection string.
Gen constructs the default connection strings for the supported databases that are based on OPT.DBUSER,
OPT.DBPSWD, and OPT.DBCONNECT profile tokens that are defined for the database in the Build Tool. Gen
constructs the connection string information by default for the following supported data providers:

Data Provider Connection String Description
System.Data.Odbc <Default> Default data provider for generated ODBC

and JDBC code
IBM.Data.DB2 <Default> Default data provider for generated DB2

code
System.Data.SqlClient <Default> Default data provider for generated

SqlServer code
Oracle.DataAccess.Client <Default> Default data provider for generated Oracle

code
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NOTE
Regarding references to 860XX and 861XX PTFs, these PTFs have been superseded by the Gen 8.6 Complete
(86200) PTFs and as such are no longer available for download. After a new Gen 8.6 installation, you should
apply Gen 8.6 Complete (86200) PTFs to update Gen to the Complete Release. After that, you can install any
additional available PTFs to bring your Gen installation fully up to date.

NOTE

Data Provider Oracle.ManagedDataAccess.Client is available after applying RTA86103 and is the default data
provider for generated Oracle code for use with .NET Framework 4.0 applications.

The following screenshot illustrates the DataSources node on the MSI.NET Assemble Details dialog in the Build Tool:

The DataSources node does not appear if the ASP.NET Web Client application is not configured for database access.

NOTE
For more information about the MSI.NET Assemble Details Dialog, see Working with Build Tool.

Working with CICS Server
This section describes the Gen CICS Server generation feature. This feature lets you configure C GUI client for a secure
connection with the CICS Server. For more information see the following topics:

• C Proxy for Secure Connection
• Prepare C GUI Client for a Secure Connection with CICS Server

C and COM Proxy for Secure Connection
When preparing to establish a communication, you can go with your choice of security validation. You might want to
validate the SSL Certificate with or without a host name, or you can proceed without any validation. An attempt to proceed
without validation ensures that the data is encrypted but not trusted.
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Configuring the Secure C/COM Proxy at Runtime

Update commcfg.ini entry to include options for security and SSL validation. To do this, provide the secure option "S" and
the SSL validation option "I", "Y", or "H" in the COMMCFG.INI file in the given format.

<TRANCODE> TCP <host> <service/port> <connection_persistence> S <SSL_validation_option>

For example,

* TCP myhost1 443 N S I

Or

* TCP myhost1 443 N S Y

Or

* TCP myhost1 443 N S H

Where,

S indicates a connection to the secure port.

I indicates ignore server certificate validation.

Y indicates server certificate validation.

H indicates both server certificate and host name validation.

WARNING

If "S" is not added to the entry, the connection is treated as the default (non-secure).

To learn more about the I, Y, and H options for validation, see the following topic, SSL Validation.

SSL Validation

During execution, C/COM Proxy runtime uses the cacert.pem file to validate server certificates. The cacert.pem file is a
bundle of public certificates that are trusted by the Certificate Authority.

By default, Gen installation directory has a sample ‘cacert.pem’ file.

In the Windows operating system, the C/COM Proxy runtime searches for this file in the following order:

1. %COMMCFG_HOME% - The directory value contained within the environment variable %COMMCFG_HOME%
2. %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg
3. %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg
4. %PATH% - Each path component within the environment variable %PATH%

In the UNIX operating system, the C Proxy runtime searches for this file in the following order:

1. $COMMCFG_HOME - The directory value contained within the environment variable $COMMCFG_HOME
2. $PATH - Each path component within the environment variable $PATH

Depending on your preferences, you can choose any of the following validation options:

Server Certificate Validation

Update the commcfg.ini file with the SSL validation option "Y" to enable server certificate validation.

For example,

* TCP myhost1 443 N S Y

Where,
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S indicates a connection to the secure port.

Y indicates server certificate validation.

Host Name and Server Certificate Validation

Update the commcfg.ini file with the validation option "H" to enable server certificate and host name validation.

For example,

* TCP myhost1 443 N S H

Where,

S indicates a connection to the secure port.

H indicates server certificate and host name validation.

Ignore Server Certificate Validation

Update the commcfg.ini file with the validation option "I" to proceed with encrypted data without verifying server certificate.

For example,

* TCP myhost1 443 N S I

Where,

S indicates a connection to the secure port.

I indicates ignore server certificate validation.

Possible Errors

A secure socket connection can fail because of the following reasons:

• Missing or incorrect cacert.pem file.
• Trying to connect a non-secure server by giving a secure option.
• The secure server is not available.

Connection Errors

A failed connection throws error codes, such as:

1. SSL_ERROR_ZERO_RETURN
2. SSL_ERROR_WANT_READ, SSL_ERROR_WANT_WRITE
3. SSL_ERROR_WANT_CONNECT, SSL_ERROR_WANT_ACCEPT
4. SSL_ERROR_WANT_X509_LOOKUP
5. SSL_ERROR_SYSCALL
6. SSL_ERROR_SSL

For details about the error message, see www.openssl.org/docs/man1.1.1/man3/SSL_get_error.html.

Validation Errors

A failed validation of the server certificate throws error codes, such as:

1. X509_V_ERR_UNABLE_TO_GET_ISSUER_CERT
Unable to find the certificate for one of the certificate authorities (CAs) in the signing hierarchy and that CA is not
trusted by the local application.

2. X509_V_ERR_UNABLE_TO_DECRYPT_CERT_SIGNATURE
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Unable to decrypt the signature of the certificate.
3. X509_V_ERR_UNABLE_TO_DECODE_ISSUER_PUBLIC_KEY

The public key in the certificate could not be read.
4. X509_V_ERR_CERT_SIGNATURE_FAILURE

The signature of the certificate is not valid.
5. X509_V_ERR_CERT_NOT_YET_VALID

The certificate is not valid until a date in the future.
6. X509_V_ERR_CERT_HAS_EXPIRED

The certificate has expired.
7. X509_V_ERR_ERROR_IN_CERT_NOT_BEFORE_FIELD

There is a format error in the notBefore field of the certificate.
8. X509_V_ERR_ERROR_IN_CERT_NOT_AFTER_FIELD

There is a format error in the notAfter field of the certificate.
9. X509_V_ERR_DEPTH_ZERO_SELF_SIGNED_CERT

The passed certificate is self-signed and the same certificate cannot be found in the list of trusted certificates.
10. X509_V_ERR_SELF_SIGNED_CERT_IN_CHAIN

A self-signed certificate exists in the certificate chain. The certificate chain could be built up using the untrusted
certificates, but the root Broadcom could not be found locally.

11. X509_V_ERR_UNABLE_TO_GET_ISSUER_CERT_LOCALLY
The issuer certificate of a locally looked up certificate could not be found. This normally means that the list of trusted
certificates is not complete.

12. X509_V_ERR_UNABLE_TO_VERIFY_LEAF_SIGNATURE
No signatures could be verified because the certificate chain contains only one certificate, it is not self-signed, and the
issuer is not trusted.

13. X509_V_ERR_INVALID_CA
A Broadcom Certificate is not valid because it is not a Broadcom or its extensions are not consistent with the intended
purpose.

14. X509_V_ERR_PATH_LENGTH_EXCEEDED
The basicConstraints pathlength parameter was exceeded.

15. X509_V_ERR_INVALID_PURPOSE
The certificate that was provided cannot be used for its intended purpose.

16. X509_V_ERR_CERT_UNTRUSTED
The root CA is not marked as trusted for its intended purpose.

17. X509_V_ERR_CERT_REJECTED
The root CA is marked to reject the purpose specified.

18. X509_V_ERR_SUBJECT_ISSUER_MISMATCH
The issuer certificate was rejected because its subject name did not match the issuer name of the current certificate.

19. X509_V_ERR_AKID_SKID_MISMATCH
The issuer certificate was rejected because its subject key identifier was present and did not match the authority key
identifier of the current certificate.

20. X509_V_ERR_AKID_ISSUER_SERIAL_MISMATCH
The issuer certificate was rejected because its issuer name and serial number were present and did not match the
authority key identifier of the current certificate.

21. X509_V_ERR_KEYUSAGE_NO_CERTSIGN
The issuer certificate was rejected because its keyUsage extension does not permit certificate signing.

22. X509_V_ERR_CERT_REVOKED
The certificate was revoked by the issuer.
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Preparing C GUI Client for a Secure Connection with CICS Server
This article provides information for Preparing C GUI Client for a Secure Connection with CICS Server.

Gen provides a communication, which is protected by SSL encryption, between GUI Client and CICS Server. When
preparing to establish a communication, you can use your choice of security validation. You might want to validate the
SSL Certificate with or without a host name, or you can proceed without any validation. An attempt to proceed without
validation ensures that the data is encrypted but not trusted.

This section includes information about the following topics:

z/OS Configuration

Configure IPSec for the TCP/IP Stack used by the Gen Server to specify the options for ttls.policy. Indicate where the
HandshakeRole is done (Server), specify the Certificate that is used and the location of Keyring.

No changes are required to the CICS Direct Connect TCP/IP Listener.

A successful configuration lets you identify the secure port.

Configuring the C GUI Client at Runtime

Update commcfg.ini entry to include options for security and SSL validation. To do this, provide the secure option "S" and
the SSL validation option "I", "Y", or "H" in the COMMCFG.INI file in the given format.

<TRANCODE> TCP <host> <service/port> <connection_persistence> S <SSL_validation_option>

For example,

* TCP myhost1 443 N S I

Or

* TCP myhost1 443 N S Y

Or

* TCP myhost1 443 N S H

Where,

S indicates a connection to the secure port

I indicates ignore server certificate validation

Y indicates server certificate validation

H indicates both server certificate and host name validation

WARNING

If "S" is not added to the entry, the connection would be treated as default (non-secure).

To learn more about the I, Y, and H options for validation, see Validation.

SSL Validation

During execution, C GUI runtime uses the cacert.pem file to validate server certificates. The cacert.pem file is a bundle of
public certificates that are trusted by the Certificate Authority.
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By default, Gen installation directory has a sample ‘cacert.pem’ file. In windows operating system, C GUI runtime
searches for this file in the following order.

1. %COMMCFG_HOME% - The directory value contained within the environment variable %COMMCFG_HOME%
2. %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg
3. %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg
4. %PATH% - Each path component within the environment variable %PATH%

Depending on your preferences, you can choose any of the following validation options:

• Server Certification Validation
• Host Name and Server Certificate Validation
• Ignore Server Certificate Validation

Server Certificate Validation

Update the commcfg.ini file with the SSL validation option "Y" to enable server certificate validation.

For example,

* TCP myhost1 443 N S Y

where,

S indicates a connection to the secure port

Y indicates server certificate validation

Host Name and Server Certificate Validation

Update the commcfg.ini file with the validation option "H" to enable server certificate and host name validation.

For example,

* TCP myhost1 443 N S H

Where,

S indicates a connection to the secure port

H indicates server certificate and host name validation

Ignore Server Certificate Validation

Update the commcfg.ini file with the validation option "I" to proceed with encrypted data without verifying the server
certificate.

For example,

* TCP myhost1 443 N S I

Where,

S indicates a connection to the secure port

I indicates ignore server certificate validation

Possible Errors

A secure socket connection may fail because of the following reasons.
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• Missing or incorrect cacert.pem file.
• Trying to connect a non-secure server by giving a secure option.
• The secure server is not available.

Connection Errors

A failed connection throws error codes, such as:

• SSL_ERROR_ZERO_RETURN
• SSL_ERROR_WANT_READ, SSL_ERROR_WANT_WRITE
• SSL_ERROR_WANT_CONNECT, SSL_ERROR_WANT_ACCEPT
• SSL_ERROR_WANT_X509_LOOKUP
• SSL_ERROR_SYSCALL
• SSL_ERROR_SSL

For details about the error message, see www.openssl.org/docs/man1.1.1/man3/SSL_get_error.html.

Validation Errors

A failed validation of the server certificate throws error codes, such as:

• X509_V_ERR_UNABLE_TO_GET_ISSUER_CERT
Unable to find the certificate for one of the certificate authorities (CAs) in the signing hierarchy and that CA is not
trusted by the local application.

• X509_V_ERR_UNABLE_TO_DECRYPT_CERT_SIGNATURE
Unable to decrypt the signature of the certificate.

• X509_V_ERR_UNABLE_TO_DECODE_ISSUER_PUBLIC_KEY
The public key in the certificate could not be read.

• X509_V_ERR_CERT_SIGNATURE_FAILURE
The signature of the certificate is not valid.

• X509_V_ERR_CERT_NOT_YET_VALID
The certificate is not valid until a date in the future.

• X509_V_ERR_CERT_HAS_EXPIRED
The certificate has expired.

• X509_V_ERR_ERROR_IN_CERT_NOT_BEFORE_FIELD
There is a format error in the notBefore field of the certificate.

• X509_V_ERR_ERROR_IN_CERT_NOT_AFTER_FIELD
There is a format error in the notAfter field of the certificate.

• X509_V_ERR_DEPTH_ZERO_SELF_SIGNED_CERT
The passed certificate is self-signed and the same certificate cannot be found in the list of trusted certificates.

• X509_V_ERR_SELF_SIGNED_CERT_IN_CHAIN
A self-signed certificate exists in the certificate chain. The certificate chain could be built up using the untrusted
certificates, but the root Broadcom could not be found locally.

• X509_V_ERR_UNABLE_TO_GET_ISSUER_CERT_LOCALLY
The issuer certificate of a locally looked up certificate could not be found. This normally means that the list of trusted
certificates is not complete.

• X509_V_ERR_UNABLE_TO_VERIFY_LEAF_SIGNATURE
No signatures could be verified because the certificate chain contains only one certificate, it is not self-signed, and the
issuer is not trusted.

• X509_V_ERR_INVALID_CA
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A Broadcom Certificate is not valid because it is not a Broadcom or its extensions are not consistent with the intended
purpose.

• X509_V_ERR_PATH_LENGTH_EXCEEDED
The basicConstraints pathlength parameter was exceeded.

• X509_V_ERR_INVALID_PURPOSE
The certificate that was provided cannot be used for its intended purpose.

• X509_V_ERR_CERT_UNTRUSTED
The root CA is not marked as trusted for its intended purpose.

• X509_V_ERR_CERT_REJECTED
The root CA is marked to reject the purpose specified.

• X509_V_ERR_SUBJECT_ISSUER_MISMATCH
The issuer certificate was rejected because its subject name did not match the issuer name of the current certificate.

• X509_V_ERR_AKID_SKID_MISMATCH
The issuer certificate was rejected because its subject key identifier was present and did not match the authority key
identifier of the current certificate.

• X509_V_ERR_AKID_ISSUER_SERIAL_MISMATCH
The issuer certificate was rejected because its issuer name and serial number were present and did not match the
authority key identifier of the current certificate.

• X509_V_ERR_KEYUSAGE_NO_CERTSIGN
The issuer certificate was rejected because its keyUsage extension does not permit certificate signing.

• X509_V_ERR_CERT_REVOKED
The certificate was revoked by the issuer.
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Middleware
Download a PDF of this Middleware section.

This section helps you work with various third-party middleware like Tuxedo, WebSphere MQ, and so on. This section also
walks you through the process of working with the Gen Client Manager and Gen Communications Bridge.

Middleware Best Practices
This article provides the information about Middleware best practices including, IBM CICS Transaction Gateway,
Configuration Tool, Java Runtime Environment and CICS Socket Server Timeout Values.

IBM CICS Transaction Gateway

The IBM CICS transaction gateway consists of the configuration tool and is shipped with a Java runtime environment.

Configuration Tool

When using the IBM CICS Transaction Gateway Configuration tool for the first time, make a backup copy of your original
ctg.ini file.

Business Value
If you make changes using the IBM CICS Transaction Gateway Configuration tool and save the file, your current
ctg.ini file is overwritten. A backup version of the ctg.ini file that is called ctg.bak is created automatically. Using
the Configuration tool to make and save more configuration changes overwrite the ctg.ini file and the ctg.bak file
so saving the information in the original ctg.ini file ensures that you do not lose any configuration information.

Java Runtime Environment

The IBM CICS Transaction Gateway is shipped with its own Java Runtime Environment. After installing the IBM CICS
Transaction Gateway on a new system, open Command Prompt and run the ctgjava command to specify which Java
Runtime Environment will be used with the IBM CICS Transaction Gateway. The following example is shown with the
default installation path for IBM CICS Transaction Gateway v9.1:

ctgjava -s="C:\Program Files\IBM\CICS Transaction Gateway\jvm15\bin\java.exe"

Use the ‘ctgjava - v’ command to display the current JVM being used.

Business Value
Using the correct JVM with the IBM CICS Transaction Gateway ensures that the software is configured and works
correctly.

CICS Socket Server Timeout Values

It is critical to understand and set appropriate timeout values of the CICS Socket Server.

Business Value
When the timeout values are set to the appropriate values for your business, the client-server applications operate
with the best throughput possible. By using the TIRSLEXT and TIRSLTMX exits, the value a timeout is set to can
be controlled by trancode, CICS region and down to microseconds.

Additional Considerations
The timeout values can be defined in two ways.
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• Set the values when the CICS Socket Server is defined in your CICS region. The shortest timeout allowed
using this method is 1 second.

• Set the values in the TIRSLEXT and TIRSLTMX exits. Using the exits lets you control the timeout values
based on the CICS Socket Server trancode, CICS region, or both and being able to set the timeout value to
microseconds.

No matter which method you use to set the timeout values, you want to have few GIVESOCKET or NO
INPUT DATA errors when processing requests. It may take several times of trying different settings to find the
combination that is right for your environment.

Transaction Enabler
The Transaction Enabler (TE) is a Gen version of a transaction processing monitoring system. The TE is used in
conjunction with client/server applications to manage the server application. The TE is offered as a companion to the
Implementation Toolset (IT) product suite.

The TE comprises of the following components:

• AEF Asynchronous Daemon (AEFAD)
Provides a production environment for transaction processing. It loads application load modules and keeps them
resident in memory, connected to the database, and shareable (one user transaction at a time). The AEFAD also
controls the unloading of applications as needed.

• AEF User Funnel (AEFUF)
Lets more than one user share an AEFAD TCP/IP session. It also lets multiple GUI clients connect to a single AEFAD
environment.

NOTE
In Windows, the AEFAD and AEFUF can be started and stopped as services. For more information on
AEFAD and AEFUF, see the section “Using the AEFAD and AEFUF as Windows Network Services”.

• AEF Client (AEFC)
Interface through which the user interacts with the AEFAD and AEFUF. The AEFC communicates directly with the
AEFUF and establishes a connection to the AEFAD for the user. Each AEFC controls one user terminal.

NOTE
The TE was developed to provide a base set of capabilities for deploying generated server manager and
blockmode applications in an actively managed environment. The TE was not designed with the sort of
redundancy and failover protection of TP monitors like Tuxedo and CICS. While we did not make any design
choices that would not make TE able to operate 24x7, it would be unreasonable to assume that the TE was
capable of providing a hands off service level similar to that demonstrated by the aforementioned TP monitors.
No performance or throughput specifications are claimed for the TE and none must be assumed.

Prerequisite Tasks
This article provides information for Prerequisite Tasks. Before placing an application into production, you must complete
the certain tasks.

The following illustration explains these tasks:
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Development platform tasks are documented in the various workstation and CSE sections. For more information about the
Execution platform tasks, see UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset and Windows Implementation Toolset.

Required Tasks

A generated application is ready for production when each of the tasks in the previous section has been completed.
The following illustration shows the tasks that are then required to set up the production environment. In addition to
having at least one generated application that is tested and ready for production, be sure that TCP/IP is available for
communications.
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Structure of the Production Environment

The structure of the production environment depends on the requirements of the application that is used in the
environment. A production environment can contain various numbers of Client Managers (CM) and/or Communication
Bridges (CB), AEFCs, AEFUFs, and AEFADs. The balance of these components is configured to maximize performance
and throughput.

The following illustration describes the inter-relationship of the various components of the transaction enabler, each of
which is explained in detail in the following sections:
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Installing the Transaction Enabler

Each of the components of the TE is automatically loaded onto your target system when the IT is installed.

NOTE
For more information about choosing a particular platform for the implementation toolset, see  Installing .

AEF Asynchronous Daemon
This topic provides the following information about the AEF Asynchronous Daemon:

Invoke the AEFAD Overview

To establish the production environment, you must first invoke the AEF Asynchronous Daemon (AEFAD) component of
the Transaction Enabler, as explained in the following illustration:
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This section describes the purpose and function of the AEFAD and the procedure required to invoke it.

NOTE
In Windows, the AEFAD can be started and stopped as a Network Service. For more information about AEFAD,
see Using the AEFAD and AEFUF as Windows Network Services.

Description

The AEFAD is a server program that contains message routing and Gen application program loading logic. It provides
a production environment for transaction processing by loading application load modules and keeping them resident in
memory. While in memory, the load modules remain connected to the database and shareable (one user transaction at
a time). The load modules and their associated transaction codes must be known to the AEFAD. The application load
modules must be located in an inqload subdirectory, and the trancode/load module mapping information must be defined
in the aeenv file.

The AEFAD is started on the server (host) system where the generated application(s) are located. If required, the AEFAD
can be located on a system other than the one on which the AEFUF and AEFC clients are located. Multiple AEFAD
environments may exist on a single platform. The AEFAD communicates with the AEFUF and AEFC via TCP/IP sockets.

After the AEFAD is started, some of its operational parameters can be controlled via commands entered from the AEFC.
For more information about AEF Client, see AEF Client.

Invoke the AEFAD

The following sections detail the procedures required to set up and invoke the AEFAD.
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Set Environment Variables

NOTE
See your system documentation for the procedure required to set or change environment variables for your
particular platform.

Before the AEFAD can be run, certain environment variables must be set. The list of these environment variables is as
follows:

• IEFH
• AEFAD_STATS
• AEPATH
• PATH (Windows only)
• SHLIB_PATH (HP Itanium)
• LD_LIBRARY_PATH (Linux, Solaris)
• LIBPATH (AIX)

For more information about these environment variables for Windows, UNIX and Linux systems, see Transaction Enabler
Environment Variable Summary.

When the AEFAD is started, it uses IEFH to locate required software components. It then finds the transaction routing
tables by searching the paths defined in AEPATH. Finally, the AEFAD searches the PATH specification on Windows to
locate DBMS information and other executables that are used by the load modules that will be loaded.

Start the AEFAD

The method for starting the AEFAD depends on the type of platform you use. The following sections explain the procedure
for starting AEFAD on UNIX and Linux and Windows.

UNIX and Linux

From a system prompt, enter the following command:

 aefad -option 1 -option 2 ... -option n <Enter>

Windows

To run the AEFAD in its default mode, double-click the program name in the File Manager listing provided. Otherwise,
from a command prompt, enter the following command:

 %GENxx%\Gen\AEFAD.EXE -option 1 -option 2... -option n

 

or

 %GENxx%\Gen\amd64\AEFAD.EXE -option 1 -option 2... -option n

 

The AEFAD starts and no further operator action is required.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

An icon can also be created with these options already defined and used to start the AEFAD.

AEFAD Options

The following table defines the options that you can modify at startup. You can specify any number of command options in
the command line, in any order.
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-a [number]
Specifies a value for the maximum number of Gen application load modules that this AEFAD server will
simultaneously load into memory. When this value is reached, an extra load deletes the least recently used
inactive load module. The value of the option is limited by the available number of processes on the system.
Raising this value above the default lowers the number of user connections possible. For more information, see -u
Option Details.
Default value

64
Example:

aefad -a 40

NOTE
For Windows, the maximum value for this parameter is 127. If the parameter is set to a higher
value, the aefad starts, but lowers the value to 127. A log file is created with a message that it
has detected a higher value has lowered it.

-d [number]
Specifies a value for the time (in seconds), which are used to determine which active transactions, the DISPLAY
program displays. Transactions active longer than this value is displayed. Active transactions are marked as type
DACT.
Default value

5
Example

aefad -d 1

-e [number]
Specifies a value for the number of seconds to wait for a TCP/IP send or receive request to complete before the
assumption is made that the Gen application load module or network node is down. After this timeout is reached,
the application or access to the network connection is automatically canceled and restarted.
Default value

5
Example

aefad -e 3

-f [number]
Defines the length of time (in milliseconds) to wait for a TCP/IP send or receive request to be logged in the
AEFAD trace file (See option -t). The Gen support personnel use the entries in this log file for troubleshooting.
Default value

1000
Example

aefad -f 3000

-h [host_name]
(UNIX, Linux) Specifies a value that identifies the TCP/IP network interface hostname to which this AEFAD
connects with the application load modules. This is only needed in the rare cases where multiple Network
Interface Cards are present and the default value localhost is assigned to a different NIC then needed. Using the
default localhost has an advantage in performance.
Default value

localhost
Example

aefad -h devbox
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Where [host_name] can be in IPv4 or IPv6 format.
-i [port]

Specifies the port to which the AEFAD server being started listens. The Gen user activates the AEFC or AEFUF
program with a corresponding port number to connect to this AEFAD server.
Default value

2009
Example

aefad -i 2005

-l
Specifies that each client-server request is to be verified by the security exit and that AEFC users are required
to enter a valid user ID to gain access to this AEFAD. If this switch is specified, the USERID, PASSWORD, and
TRANSACTION NAME from each client/server request is passed to a security process for validation.
Default value

No security checking
Example

aefad -l (to activate security checking)

NOTE
This processing applies only to buffers not containing enhanced security data. For buffers that
contain enhanced security data, it is assumed that the DPSs provide their own security using
the security validation exit (tirsecv) invoked by the server runtime.

-m [number]
Specifies the maximum number of copies of a particular application load module that are allowed to be loaded
into memory. When this number of copies of an application has been loaded, extra users queue to wait for an
available load module.
Default value

64
Example

aefad -m 4

-p [number]
Specifies the length of time (in minutes) that the AEFAD server waits before it writes the transaction summary and
load module statistics into the aestats-<procid> file (where <procid> is the process number of the AEFAD). For
Windows, this file is created in the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\server directory. For UNIX
and Linux, this file is created in the directory from which AEFAD was invoked.
Default value

15
Example

aefad -p 10

-q [number]
Specifies the number of user requests that must queue to execute the same application load module before an
extra load module is loaded by the AEFAD server into memory. An extra load occurs up to the limit of application
load modules (specified by the -m option). When the limit of applications is reached, an extra load causes the
least recently used inactive load module to be deleted. The depth of the user request queue is affected by the
number of active copies of the load module. So the greater the number of active load modules, the actual depth of
the queue is greater than the value of -q.
Default value

2
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Example
aefad -q 4

-s [number]
Specifies a value for options that need to be logged to the aestats-<procid> file (where <procid> is the process
number of the AEFAD). For Windows, this file is created in the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx
\logs\server directory. For UNIX and Linux, this file is created in the first directory in the $AEPATH.
This number is the sum of the following values which activate particular loggings:
8

AEFAD CPU utilization statistics
4

AEFAD send/receive statistics
2

APPL statistics
1

USER statistics
If the -s flag is defaulted to 0, then no statistics are written periodically to the aestats-<pid> file.
Default value

0 (no statistics logging)
Examples

aefad -s 5 (USER and AEFAD send/receive statistics will be logged)

 aefad -s 11 (USER, APPL, and AEFAD CPU utilization statistics will be logged)

-t [number]
Specifies a value from 0 through 31 that determines the level of information that is logged to an internal AEFAD
program trace file. The log file is named lg-aefad-<procid>.log (where <procid> is the process number of the
AEFAD) containing the trace data. For Windows, this file is created in the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA
\Gen xx\logs\server directory. For UNIX and Linux, this file is created in the directory from which the AEFAD was
invoked. The least amount of information is provided with a value of 0, and the most information is provided with a
value of 31. However, as this value is increased, the size of the file that is created increases upto -t 31. This size
is an enormous amount of disk space is consumed.
If running the TE on Windows as a service, the log files are placed in the following directory:
For a 64BIT TE:
C:\Windows\System32\config\systemprofile\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\server\

For a 32BIT TE:
C:\Windows\SysWOW64\config\systemprofile\AppData\Local\CA\Gen 8.6\logs\server

Default value
0 (no logging)

Example
aefad -t 15

-u [number]
Defines the maximum number of users (AEFC clients) that can be connected to this AEFAD server. For more
information about the -u option, see the -u Option. Raising this value above the default lowers the number of
application connections possible. See the -a option for more information.
Default value

512
Example

aefad -u 256
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-w [number]
UNIX and Linux

Specifies the time (in seconds) of how often active transactions (DACT) checking occurs (looking for
transactions that exceed the value of the -d parameter).

Windows
Specifies the length of time (in milliseconds) to wait on TCP/IP I/O (select timeout).

Default value
5 (UNIX and Linux), and 100 (Windows)

Example
aefad -w 2

NOTE
When the display program is used to monitor AEFAD activities, currently active transactions are
marked as type DACT.

-b[number]
Specifies the TCP/IP Send/Receive buffer size in 65,536 byte blocks. This affects the Send/Receive of data
between the Asynchronous Daemon and the User Funnel. Only increase the value if hang conditions have been
observed.
Default Value

1
Maximum Value

100
Example

aefad -b5
-n[number]

Turns the web service feature of the Asynchronous Daemon on or off.
Values

1 - Specifies that the feature is on. This value is the default value.
0 - Specifies that the feature is off.

Example
aefad -n0

-z [number]
Specifies a value that governs which process should write to the trace file when the -t parameter is greater than
zero.
Values

0 - Both the AEFAD and any Application Load Modules that are subsequently started will log trace data.
1 - Only the AEFAD will log trace data.
2 - Only the Application Load Module twill log trace data.

Default Value
0 (Both the AEFAD and any Application Load Module that is subsequently started will log trace data.)

-help
Displays the usage information.
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-u Option Details

The maximum value of the -u option has been removed. You can set any value that the platform supports. The default
value is 512. When setting this value, consider the impact on the memory that is required to support the value. The aefad
memory requirements are as follows:

• Each user who is actively connected requires 32 KB.
• The user, in this case is a user funnel, a client manager that is connected to a user funnel, or a blockmode display

client-aefc.
• Each loaded application module requires 64 KB.
• Each user transaction that is active requires 32 KB.
• Each potential user requires 400 bytes.

Example
Assume that the -u option has the -u 1000 setting. The immediate memory requirement would be 400,000
bytes for aefad to initialize. As users connect, an extra 32 KB for each user would be required. If there were:

• 800 connected users
• 100 application modules loaded
• 50 transactions active at a point in time

The memory that is required at the point in time would be the following: (800 x 32 KB) + (100 x 64 KB) + (400
x 1000) + (50 x 32 KB) = 26,214,400 + 3,276,800 + 400,000 + 1,638,400 = 31,529,600 bytes for the aefad
process The server load module memory requirements are not included in this total.

NOTE
Include user connection and load module connections in this parameter setting.

AEFAD Command Example

The following example describes a typical UNIX or Linux command-line sequence invoking the AEFAD, assuming the
environment variables have not been previously set:

 setenv IEFH /usr/ief/runtime

 setenv AEPATH '$IEFH;/usr/appl/prod'

 setenv PATH $IEFH/bin: $PATH

 aefad -t 15 -i 4001 -a 8

 

First, the necessary environment variables have been set to allow the AEFAD to find the information it needs when
invoked. Then, the command line has been entered to start the AEFAD, with certain options changed from their default
values:

• Level of information that is logged by the program trace facility has been increased (-t 15).
• Application port number has been changed from 2009 to 4001 (-i 4001).
• Maximum number of applications this AEFAD server instance loads and share with connected users has been

decreased to 8 from 64 (-a 8).

Features of the AEFAD

This section provides information about the features of the AEF asynchronous daemon.

Trace Logging

The log file lg-aefad-<procid>.log (where <procid> is the process number of the AEFAD) provides USER and APPL
session activity entries. The log file also provides related error messages and is activated using the AEFAD command
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option -t number. For Windows, the lg-aefad-<procid>.log file is created in the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen
xx\logs\server directory. For UNIX and Linux, this file is created in the directory from which the AEFAD was invoked. This
file can be used for problem analysis but only by Technical Support. Following is a sample lg-aefad-<procid>.log file:

 13:00:19.656===>aefad: allocating 226184 bytes memory for 577 pgm structures

 13:00:19.666===>aefad: Server (ver 07000) started

 13:00:19.666===>aefad: MAX funnels/direct users=123

 13:00:19.666===>aefad: Number of pgm structures=577

 13:00:19.666===>aefad: PARMS: -i2009 -u512 -a64 -q2 -m64 -d5 -e5 -f1000

 13:00:19.666===>aefad: PARMS: -p15 -s3 -w100 -t1

 13:00:19.666===>aefad: fd=28 socket = 28, listen on port 2009

 13:00:19.666===>aefad: Bind code=0

 13:00:19.666===>aefad: Listen code=0

 13:00:31.843===>aefad: USER: user48, Sock = 48, sock48, connected

 13:00:31.843===>rcvfhdr: FUNN: Sock = 48, user1, started

 13:00:40.966===>aefad: USER: user32, Sock = 32, sock32, connected

 13:00:40.966===>aefad: USER: Sock = 32, localhost, user1, USER START

 13:00:53.464===>stopaef: /stopaef entered

 13:00:53.464===>myclose: USER: Sock = 28, , , USER END

 

Statistics Logging

The aestats-<procid> file (where <procid> is the process number of the AEFAD), provides a breakdown of the response
times for the session of the user. This file is written to by the AEFAD as dictated by the options that are provided when
started. For Windows, this file is created in the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\server directory. For
UNIX and Linux, this file is created in the directory from which the AEFAD was invoked. A sample of the file follows:

 PID=029114: 01/17/02 14:13:52 AEFAD PGM STARTED

 PID=029114: 01/17/02 14:15:00 AEFAD PERIOD ENDED

 PID=029114: period= 1 trans= 33, max= 0.850, aver= 0.443, 78%

 PID=029114: period= 2 trans= 6, max= 1.350, aver= 1.241, 14%

 PID=029114: period= 4 trans= 1, max= 2.300, aver= 2.300, 2%

 PID=029114: period= 6 trans= 0, max= 0.000, aver= 0.000, 0%

 PID=029114: period= 10 trans= 0, max= 0.000, aver= 0.000, 0%

 PID=029114: period=200 trans= 2, max=11.450, aver=11.000, 4%

 PID=029114: total transactions=42, average response= 1.104

 PID=029114: 01/17/02 14:23:01 AEFAD PGM ENDED

 PID=029114: period= 1 trans=331, max= 0.950, aver= 0.430, 81%

 PID=029114: period= 2 trans= 73, max= 1.950, aver= 1.270, 17%

 PID=029114: period= 4 trans= 2, max= 2.300, aver= 2.175, 0%

 PID=029114: period= 6 trans= 0, max= 0.000, aver= 0.000, 0%

 PID=029114: period= 10 trans= 0, max= 0.000, aver= 0.000, 0%

 PID=029114: period=200 trans= 0, max=11.450, aver= 0.000, 0%

 PID=029114: total transactions=406, average response= 0.590

 

AEF User Funnel
The second task that you must perform to establish the production environment is to invoke the AEF User Funnel
(AEFUF) component of the transaction enabler.
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Figure 127: AEF User Funnel Image

This section describes the purpose and function of the AEFUF and the procedure that is required to invoke it.

NOTE
In Windows, the AEFUF can be started and stopped as a Network Service. For more information about AEFUF,
see Using the AEFAD and AEFUF as Windows Network Services.

Description

The AEFUF is a server program containing user message funneling logic for TCP/IP clients. It allows multiple users to
share a single AEFAD TCP/IP connection, thus reducing the overall number of TCP/IP connections. The AEFUF is started
on the server (host) system where the generated applications are located and is stored in the Gen home directory (%IEFH
% for Windows systems, $IEFH/bin for UNIX and Linux systems). If necessary, the AEFUF can be on a system other than
the one on which the AEFAD and AEFC clients are located. Multiple AEFUF environments may exist on a single platform.
The AEFUF communicates with the AEFAD and AEFC using TCP/IP sockets.

Invoking the AEFUF

The following sections detail the procedures that are required to set up and invoke the AEFUF.

Setting Environment Variables

The AEFUF does not require that any environment variables be set before being invoked.

Starting the AEFUF

The method for starting the AEFUF depends on the type of platform you use. The following sections explain the procedure
for starting AEFAD on UNIX and Linux and Windows.

NOTE

If the AEFUF is started before starting the AEFAD, the AEFUF attempts to connect to the AEFAD multiple times
with a 30-second delay between attempts. The retry limit on Windows is nine attempts, while on the UNIX and
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LINUX platforms there is no limit to the number of retries. This allows the user to start the processes in any
order.

If an already established connection to an AEFAD is broken, the AEFUF stops.

UNIX and Linux

From the command prompt, enter the following command:

aefuf -option 1 -option 2 ... -option n <Enter>

Windows

To run the AEFUF in its default mode, double-click the program name in the File Manager listing provided. Otherwise,
from a command prompt, enter the following command:

%GENxx%\Gen\AEFUF.EXE -option 1 -option 2... -option n

Or

%GENxx%\Gen\amd64\AEFUF.EXE -option 1 -option 2... -option n

The AEFUF starts and no further operator action is required.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

You can also create an icon with these already defined options and used to start the AEFUF.

AEFUF Options

The following list defines the options that you can be modify at startup. Any number of command options can be specified
on the command line, in any order.

-c [port]
Specifies the application port number of the AEFAD server to which the AEFUF server is connected.
Default value

2009
Example

aefuf -c 2009

-h [host_name]
Is obsolete. A warning message is output and the value is ignored. The AEFUF continues normally.

-i [port]
Specifies the application port number to which the AEFUF server being started listens. The AEFC program
is started with a corresponding port number to connect to this AEFUF server. The Client Manager, the
Communications Bridge, or both also connect to this port number.
Default value

2008
Example

aefuf -i 2008

-s [host_name]
Specifies the TCP/IP host name of the AEFAD to which this AEFUF connects. The default parameter of localhost
specifies connection to an AEFAD server on the local system.
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Default value
localhost

Example
aefuf -s devbox

Where can be in IPv4 or IPv6 format.
-t [number]

Specifies a value from 0 through 31 that determines the level of information that is logged to an internal AEFUF
program trace file. The log file is named lg-aefuf-<procid>.log (where <procid> is the process number of the
AEFUF) containing the trace data. For Windows, this file is created in the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA
\Gen xx\logs\server directory. For UNIX and Linux, this file is created in the directory from which the AEFUF was
invoked. The least amount of information is provided with a value of 0, and the most information is provided with a
value of 31. However, as this value is increased, the size of the file created also increases, to the extent that at -t
31, an enormous amount of disk space is consumed.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

If running the TE on Windows as a service the log files are placed in the following directory:
For a 64BIT TE:
C:\Windows\System32\config\systemprofile\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\server\

For a 32BIT TE:
C:\Windows\SysWOW64\config\systemprofile\AppData\Local\CA\Gen 8.6\logs\server

Default value
0 (zero)

Example
aefuf -t 15

-b[number]
Specifies the TCPIP Send/Receive buffer size in 65,536-byte blocks. This affects the Send/Receive of data
between the User Funnel and Clients/Proxies. Only increase the value if hang conditions have been observed.
Default Value

1
Maximum Value

100
Example

aefuf -b5

AEFUF Command Example

The following code is an example of a typical UNIX or Linux command-line sequence invoking the AEFUF on a system
other than the one on which the AEFAD is running:

env 

aefuf -h trump -i 2050 -s trumpad -c 2051 -t 15

The environment variables are checked to ensure that they have been set. The variables are set if they appear on the list
displayed.

The AEFUF executable has been specified with its default option settings modified. The modifications are as follows:
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• TCP/IP system name where this AEFUF is started (-h trump)
• Default port number to which this AEFUF listens has been changed from 2008 to 2050 (-i 2050)
• Name of the AEFAD that this AEFUF connects has been identified (-s trumpad)
• Application port number of the AEFAD that this AEFUF connects has been identified (-c 2051)
• Program trace logging level has been increased from 1 to 15 (-t 15)

Features of the AEFUF

This section provides information about the features of the AEF user funnel.

Trace Logging

The log file lg-aefuf-<procid>.log (where <procid> is the process number of the AEFUF) provides USER and APPL
session activity entries. The log file also provides related error messages. To activate activity logging, use the trace option
-t when starting the AEFUF server program. For Windows, the lg-aefuf-<procid>.log file is created in the %USERPROFILE
%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\server directory. For UNIX and Linux, this file is created in the directory from which
the AEFUF was invoked. This file can be used for problem analysis but only by Technical Support. A sample lg-aefuf-
<procid>.log file is shown next.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

      14:13:04.662===>aefuf: Server (ver 8.5) started, users=251, appls=1

      14:13:04.672===>aefuf: Server fd = 72, socket = 72, listen port 2008

      14:13:04.672===>aefuf: Bind code=0

      14:13:04.672===>aefuf: Listen code=0

      14:13:04.672===>aefuf: Socket = 20 (port 3534) connected to localhost (2009)

      14:13:04.672===>aefuf: FUNN: UF fd = 20, Sock = 20, , WAS 8192 send, 8192 recv

      14:13:04.672===>aefuf: FUNN: UF fd = 20, Sock = 20, , NOW 32768 send, 32768 recv

      14:13:10.150===>aefuf: USER: UF fd = 132, Sock = 132, user1, sock132, connected

      14:13:10.160===>sndpgm: FUNN: UF fd = 20, Sock = 20, user1, sock20, GUI data

      14:13:49.657===>rcvpgm: FUNN: UF fd = 20, Sock = 20, user1, sock20, No error

      14:13:49.657===>myclose: USER: UF fd = 72, Sock = 72,

      14:13:51.159===>aefuf: Connection to localhost (2009) failed, Connection refused

       

      14:13:51.159===>myclose: USER: Sock =

      

AEF Client
This topic provides the following information about invoking the AEF Client:

The last task that is required to establish the production environment is to invoke the AEF Client (AEFC) component of the
transaction enabler, as described in the following illustration:
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This section describes the purpose and function of the AEFC and the procedure that is required to invoke it.

Description

The AEFC is a single user application that communicates with the AEFUF, which establishes a connection for that user to
the AEFAD. The AEFC can connect directly to the AEFAD and controls one user terminal.

The AEFC is a blockmode client program containing terminal screen handling logic. It builds input message blocks and
processes output message blocks. A user on a local system starts this program. AEFC connects the user to an AEFUF
server on a local or remote system or directly to the AEFAD. TCP/IP is required. The following depiction is an illustration of
the main AEFC screen.

 -------- ------------------------------------------------------------       

 trancode clear-screen-options

                    CA Gen   

  

             CA Gen Application Execution Facility (IEFAE)   

  

                       Transaction Processing Mode

  

 pf3 = Terminate IEFAE

  

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------

 

THE AEFC has many of the same functions that the AEF program has. The AEF is discussed in the UNIX and Linux IT or
Windows IT topics.

The AEFC is stored in the Gen home directory (%IEFH% for Windows systems, or $IEFH/bin for UNIX and Linux
systems).
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Invoking the AEFC

The following sections detail the procedures that are required to set up and invoke the AEFC.

Setting Environment Variables

NOTE
See your system documentation for the procedure that is required to set or change environment variables for
your particular platform.

Before the AEFC can be run, set the following environment variables:

• IEFH
• PATH
• PTHOME
• PTOPT
• TERM

For more information about these environment variables for both Windows and UNIX/ Linux systems, see Transaction
Enabler Environment Variable Summary.

Starting the AEFC

The method for starting the AEFC depends on the type of platform used. The following sections describe the procedure
for starting the AEFC on UNIX and Linux and Windows.

UNIX and Linux

From the command prompt, enter the following command:

 aefc -option 1 -option 2 ... -option n <Enter>

 

Windows

To run the AEFC in its default mode, double-click the program name in the File Manager listing . Otherwise, from a
command prompt, enter the following command:

 %GENxx%\Gen\AEFCN.EXE -option 1 -option 2... -option n

 

or

 %GENxx%\Gen\amd64\AEFCN.EXE -option 1 -option 2... -option n

 

The AEFCN starts and no further operator action is required.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

You can also create an icon with these already defined options and used to start the AEFC.

AEFC Options

The following table define the options that you can modify at startup. You can specify any number of command options in
the command line, in any order.
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-a
Specifies that application security is controlled by application menus and that no Gen transaction screen is
displayed. When conditions occur that cause the Gen transaction screen to appear, normal terminal operation
terminates and playback is resumed. This option is used with the -p option.
Default value

None
Example

aefc -p billing_1 -a

-b
Specifies that a blank screen be displayed during the playback. This option is used with the -p option.
Default value

None
Example

aefc -p billing_1 -b

-d [number]
Defines the length of the delay (in seconds) between input messages when replaying a script file. For example, -d
2 activates replay and with two-seconds delay between message inputs. This parameter is required to activate the
replay feature.
This option is used with the -p option.
Default value

0
Example

aefc -p billing_1 -d 2

-h [host_name]
Identifies the TCP/IP system name of the local computer system where the AEFAD or AEFUF server is located.
Default value

localhost
Example

aefc -h devbox

Where can be in IPv4 or IPv6 format.
-i [port]

Specifies the application port number of the AEFUF server to which this AEFC is connected (or AEFAD if a direct
connection).
Default value

2008
Example

aefc -i 2019

-p [filename]
Specifies the name of a script file containing input activity that was saved during a previous session.
Default value

No playback activity selected
Example

aefc -p billing_1 -d 2
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-s [filename]
Specifies the switch that records the current session in a script file with the designated name for replay later using
the -p option.
Default value

Do not record current session
Example

aefc -s billing_1

-t [number]
Specifies a value from 0 through 31 that determines the level of information that is logged to an internal AEFC
program trace file. The log file is named lg-aefc-<procid>.log (where <procid> is the process number of the AEFC)
containing the trace data. For Windows, this file is created in the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx
\logs\server directory. For UNIX and Linux, this file is created in the directory from which the AEFC was invoked.
The least amount of information is provided with a value of 0, and the most information is provided with a value of
31. However, as this value is increased, the size of the file created  also increases, to the extent that at -t 31, an
enormous amount of the disk space is consumed.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

aefc -t 15

-z [number]
Specifies a value that governs which process should write to the trace file when the -t parameter is greater than
zero. Changing this value immediately affects the tracing operation of the AEFAD and any subsequent load
modules that are started. Changes are NOT propagated to load modules that had been started previously by the
AEFAD.

Values

• 0 - Both the AEFAD and any Application Load Module that is subsequently started will log trace data.
• 1 - Only the AEFAD will log data.
• 2 - Only the Application Load Module will trace log data.

/flshstat
Causes the log file (defined to aefad by the AEFAD_STATS environment variable) to be closed and reopened.
The administrator can mv the log file to a new name, issue the /flshstat command, and then process the renamed
log file.

-help
Displays the usage information.

Example
aefc -help

AEFC Command Example

An example follows of a typical command line invoking the AEFC:

 env

 aefc -h trumpuf -i 2050

 

The environment variables are checked to ensure that they have been set. If they appear on the list, the variables are set.

The AEFC executable has been specified with its default option settings modified. The modifications are as follows:
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• TCP/IP host name of the AEFUF (-h trumpuf) to which this AEFC connects
• Port number of the AEFUF this AEFC connects to has been identified (-I 2050)

Features of the AEFC

This section provides information about the features of the AEF client.

Record/Playback

The AEFC has the ability to record and playback a user's interaction with an application. The recording, or script, can be
played back at a later time, as long as the database associated with the particular application has not been changed.

For more information about the record/playback feature, see the UNIX and Linux Implementation Toolset or Windows
Implementation Toolset topics.

Environment Variable Copy

The environment variable copy feature is used to override the values of the environment variables for a user connected to
a particular AEFAD server when it was started. Values are changed without stopping and restarting the AEFAD server.

To override the original variable values, an aeflogin file must exist in the user's current working directory when the
AEFC program is initiated. The new values are read from the file when the AEFC starts up. The file can be named
either .aeflogin or aeflogin.

The environment variables are defined in the aeflogin file with the following syntax. You can use any one of the following:

• setenv server_environment_variable value
• setenv server_environment_variable $name

Controlling the AEFAD Server

You can start, stop, or modify certain operational parameters of the AEFAD server to which this client is connected. These
commands are entered onto the Application Execution Facility screen by any user connected to the AEFAD using the
AEFC program. The AEFAD-related commands that can be entered from the AEFC are as follows:

NOTE
Use caution when using the /lock and /load commands if the result is that the number of load modules being
locked and loaded match the value of the -a parameter. Failure to do so causes the aefad to be unable to start
load modules not already loaded and the client or AEF client will hang.

/lock [number] [load_module]
Locks the designated number of copies of a given application load module into memory and prevents them from
being deleted for this AEFAD server.
Example

/lock 3 maincust

/unlock [number] [load_module]
Unlocks the designated number of copies of a given application load module in memory, allowing them to be
deleted for this AEFAD server.
Example

/unlock 2 maincust

/load [load_module]
Loads a given application load module into memory and locks it for this AEFAD server. If the value of AEFAD
parameter -a is reached, then the last least recently used load module will be removed from memory.
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Example
/load maincust

/delete [number] [load_module]
Deletes the designated number of copies of a given application load module from memory for this AEFAD server.
Example

/delete 5 maincust

/reset [number] [load_module]
Resets the use counter (the number of times each load module is accessed) for a given application load module
residing in memory for this AEFAD server. If the name of the load module is ALL, the use counters for all load
modules are reset. If the name of the load module is TRANS, the total transaction counter (the number of times
the AEFAD has been accessed) for the AEFAD server is reset.
Example

/reset all

/dump [sock_number]
Dumps the internal program structure of the process associated with sock_number; individual users (USER),
individual user funnels (FUNN) and all associated users, or individual applications (APPL) for this AEFAD server.
The socket number can be found using the DISPLAY transaction.
Example

/dump 7

/kill [sock_number]
Cancels whatever process is associated with sock_number; individual users (USER), individual user funnels
(FUNN) and all associated users, or individual applications (APPL) from memory for this AEFAD server. This
command is normally only used to clean up hung sessions due to TCP/IP network problems. The socket number
can be found using the DISPLAY transaction.
Example

/kill 2050

/aeenv
Updates the aeenv file the AEFAD uses in memory. This is useful if additional applications are available after the
AEFAD has been started.
Example

/aeenv

/stopall
Stops and deletes from memory all inactive and unlocked applications for this AEFAD server.
Example

/stopall

/stopaef
Stops this AEFAD server, deletes all applications from memory, and close all connections to existing AEFC clients
and AEFUF daemons.
Example

/stopaef

/env
Displays the environment variables that are set in the aeflogin or .aeflogin file.
Example

/env
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/-d[number]
Specifies the time (in seconds) that will be used to determine which active transactions the DISPLAY program
will display. Transactions active longer than this value will be displayed. Active transactions are marked as type
DACT.
Example

/-d1

/-e[number]
Specifies the number of seconds to wait for a TCP/IP send or receive request to complete before the assumption
is made that the Gen application load module or network node is down. After this timeout is reached, the
application or access to the network connection is automatically canceled and restarted.
Example

/-e3

/-f[number]
Defines the length of time (in milliseconds) to wait for a TCP/IP send or receive request to be logged in the
AEFAD trace file (See command /-t). The entries in this log file are used by Technical Support for troubleshooting.

• Example

/-f3000

/-m[number]
Specifies the maximum number of copies of a particular application load module that are allowed to be loaded into
memory. When this number of copies of an application has been loaded, additional users will queue to wait for an
available load module.
Example

/-m4

/-q[number]
Specifies the number of user requests that must queue to execute the same application load module before an
additional load module is loaded by the AEFAD server into memory. An additional load will occur up to the limit
of application load modules (specified by the -m option). When the limit of applications is reached, an additional
load will cause the least recently used inactive load module to be deleted. The depth of the user request queue is
affected by the number of active copies of the load module. So the greater the number of active load modules, the
actual depth of the queue is greater than the value of -q.
Example

/-q4

/-w[number]
UNIX and Linux

Specifies the time (in seconds) of how often active transactions (DACT) checking will occur (looking for
transactions that exceed the value of the /-d option.

Windows
Specifies the length of time (in milliseconds) to wait on TCP/IP I/O (select timeout).

Default Value
5 (UNIX and Linux)
100 (Windows)

Example
/-w2
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/-s[number]
Specifies which options are to be logged to the aestats-<procid> file (where <procid> is the process number of
the AEFAD). For Windows, this file is created in the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\server
directory. For UNIX and Linux, this file is created in the first directory in the $AEPATH. This number is the sum of
the following values which activate particular loggings:

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Providing a value of 0 disables statistics logging.
Examples

/-s5 (USER and AEFAD send/receive statistics will be logged)

 /-s11 (USER, APPL, and AEFAD CPU utilization statistics will be logged)

/-t [number]
Specifies a value between 0 and 31 that determines the level of information logged to an internal AEFAD program
trace file. The log file is named lg-aefad-<procid>.log (where <procid> is the process number of the AEFAD)
containing the trace data. For Windows, this file is created in the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx
\logs\server directory. For UNIX and Linux, this file is created in the directory from which the AEFAD was invoked.
The least amount of information will be provided with a value of 0, and the most information will be provided with a
value of 31. However, as this value is increased, the size of the file created will also increase, to the extent that at
-t 31, an enormous amount of disk space will be consumed.
Example

/-t 15

-z [number]
Specifies a value that governs which process should write to the trace file when the -t parameter is greater than
zero. Changing this value immediately affects the tracing operation of the AEFAD and any subsequent load
modules that are started. Changes are NOT propagated to load modules that had been started previously by the
AEFAD.
Values

• 0 - Both the AEFAD and any Application Load Modules that are subsequently started will log trace data.
• 1 - Only the AEFAD will log data.
• 2 - Only the Application Load Module will trace log data.

/flshstat
Causes the log file (defined to aefad by the AEFAD_STATS environment variable) to be closed and reopened.
The administrator can mv the log file to a new name, issue the /flshstat command, and then process the renamed
log file.

Realtime Monitoring

The DISPLAY transaction is used to monitor system activity in real time and can be started by any user connected to the
AEFAD server. Monitoring AEFAD server activity is useful for system and application performance tuning and for problem
analysis.

Starting the DISPLAY Transaction

To start AEFAD monitoring, enter the DISPLAY trancode onto the AEF client screen and press Enter. When DISPLAY's
main screen appears, type all in the SELECT===> entry field to display the current activity, as shown in the following
illustration:

 DISPLAY ------------------------<productname> ----------------------- ROW (1/24)

 COMMAND===>                                    LOG===>  N SCROLL===>  PAGE
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         USERs Connected/Active: 2/1                 APPLs Loaded/Active:  3/1

 PARMS: -i2009 -q2 -m128 -d5 -w5                    75 USER (0.4), 23 APPL (0.4)

  

 TYPE  Sock   Name    Lock   Use    Aver   Last   Load Connect  AEUSER  Active

  

 USER   700   user1            1  13.950 13.950  6.200   0.001  User1

FUNN     7   dskll           12   0.000  0.000  0.000  16.384

USER   701   user4            1  14.100 14.100  6.050   0.050  User4

USER   702   user2            1  14.750 14.750  5.500   0.001  User2

USER   703   user3            1  14.650 14.650  4.700   0.050  User3

USER   704   user5            1  14.350 14.350  3.650   0.001  User5        8

USER   705   user6            1  13.600 13.600  4.750   0.050  User6

USER   706   user7            1  14.500 14.500  1.700   0.050  User7       12

USER   707   user8            1  14.300 14.300  5.000   0.001  User8

USER   708   user9            1  14.850 14.850  2.700   0.050  User9        5

USER   709   user11           1  14.600 14.600  1.450   0.001  User11      10

USER   710   user10           1  16.200 16.200  1.650   0.001  User10

USER   711   user12           1  15.800 15.800  1.550   0.001  User12

USER    14   user13               0.000  0.000  0.850   0.050  User13       6

APPL     6   DISPLAY          1   0.850  0.850  1.500   0.600              14

 Enter=refresh, clear=End, pf7=prev, pf8=next                         V.R: 1.0.3

 SELECT===> all

 [4] BLOCALHOST

 

The description of the columns shown in the screen are as follows:

Display Header
USERs Connected/Active

Displays the number of users that are connected to this AEFAD and how many of those are active.
APPLs Loaded/Active

Displays the number of load modules that are loaded into memory and how many of those are active.
AEFAD information can be any two of the following:
PARMS

Displays the parameters and their corresponding values that are set for this AEFAD server.
STATS

Displays the total number of transactions requested by the connected users and the ratio of transaction
requests per second (for example 75 USER (0.4)), along with the total number of transactions requests
per application and the ratio of transaction requests per application per second (for example 23 APPL
(0.4))

CPU
Displays the current CPU utilization (ex. 0% USR, 0% SYS, 99% IDLE)
The default AEFAD Info displayed is PARMS & STATS, and can be changed using the SELECT===>
entry field.

TYPE
Type of information being displayed. The values are as follows:
USER

Connected users.
APPL

Active Gen application load modules.
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FUNN
Connected user funnels.

TRAN
Active Gen application procedures.

LQUE
Gen application load modules queued. For remainder of columns, LQUE is illustrated just as APPL.

Sock
The socket number that the AEFAD server uses to communicate to the USER, APPL, or FUNN.
FUNN rows

Value represents the socket number associated with this User Funnel.
USER rows

Value represents the socket number associated with this user. If the USER communications through a
particular User Funnel, then the socket numbers reflect the User Funnel. For example, if FUNN is using
socket 7, then all USERs associated with the FUNN will be issued socket numbers beginning with 700.

APPL rows
Value represents the socket number associated with this load module.

TRAN rows
Value represents the socket number of the related APPL.

Name
FUNN rows

Value represents the host name where the User Funnel is running.
USER rows

Value represents either the logon ID or the value of the $IEF_USER_ID environment variable that was set
using the environment variable copy feature.

APPL rows
Value represents the load module.

TRAN rows
Value represents the trancode name of the Gen procedure.

Lock
The color of the load module name is yellow when the application is locked in memory. Set using the /lock
[number] [load_module] command.

Use
USER rows

Value represents the number of transactions entered by the user.
FUNN rows

Value represents the number of transactions passing through the funnel.
APPL rows

Value represents the number of transactions processed for the load module.
TRAN rows

Value represents the number of times the procedure was executed.
Aver

USER rows
Value represents the user's average response time (in milliseconds) within the system, excluding any
network time.
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APPL rows
Value represents the load module's average response time (in milliseconds) when processing
transactions within the system.

TRAN rows
Value represents the transaction's average response time (in milliseconds) within the system.

Last
USER rows

Value represents the response time (in seconds and milliseconds) of the last transaction entered by that
user.

APPL rows
Value represents the response time (in seconds and milliseconds) of the last transactions processed by
this load module.

TRAN rows
Value represents the response time (in seconds and milliseconds) of the last transaction processed.

Load
USER rows

Value represents the connect time (in seconds and milliseconds) for that user.
APPL rows

Value represents the length of time it took to load the application load module.
TRAN rows

Value represents the length of time application procedures have been active.
Connect

APPL rows
Value represents the amount of DBMS connect time (in seconds and milliseconds).

USER rows
Value represents the total amount of connect time (in seconds and milliseconds).

AEUSER
This is the value of the $AEUSER environment variable set using the environment variable copy feature.

Active
This is the sock number of the related active USER or APPL.

A SELECT field at the bottom of the Display screen allows you to display one or more specific rows. Enter a column name
followed by one or more expected column values. The valid SELECT field values are as follows:

all
Selects all rows.

type <val1> <val2>
Selects rows where the type column contains values val1 or val2. Values are either USER, APPL, FUNN, TRAN,
or LQUE.

name <val1> <val2>
Selects rows where the Name column contains val1 or val2.

<val1> <val2>
Alters the AEFAD info displayed along the 4th line of the display. Choices to display are PARMS, CPU, or STATS.
Val1 is displayed to the left, while val2 is displayed to the right. The default is PARMS to the left and STATS to the
right.
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sock <val1>
Selects rows where the Sock column contains value val1. The value represents an active socket number.

<F3>
Exits Display.

Transaction Enabler Environment Variable Summary
This article provides information for Transaction Enabler Environment Variables that are applicable to the AEFAD, AEFUF,
and/or AEFC for both the Windows and UNIX and Linux operation systems.

Transaction Enabler Environment Variables

The following lists the transaction enabler environment variables:

AEFAD_STATS
This environment variable defines the name of a file to receive transaction execution records. Each transaction
execution record has the following fields: date, time, userid, tranid, millisecond-response, cpu-usage. User-written
programs may be written to analyze the information in the transaction log file to provide information about the
transaction usage, response time, and system usage. The default is no transaction records written. The file is
controlled using the /flshstat option with the AEFC.

AEPATH
This environment variable defines a set of directories containing transaction routing tables (aeenv files), and load
modules (stored in the subdirectory inqload). These set of directories specify the search order for finding routing
tables and load modules. This allows both test and production directories, for example, to exist and be accessed
in the proper order.
The IEFH environment variable must also be included as one of the directories, so that files such as the p3270key
(Windows) or p3270keys (UNIX and Linux) can be found and used by the AEFAD.

AEUSER
This environment variable is used to allow multiple users with the same logon ID to distinguish themselves to the
AEFAD. One possible value of AEUSER is the terminal ID.

IEFGXTP
(UNIX and Linux only) This environment variable represents the directory that contains the codepage translation
files.

IEFH
This environment variable represents the home directory for the implementation toolset, which contains the Gen
libraries and binaries. This variable cannot be overridden by an individual user who is connected to an AEFAD
production server.

IEF_USER_ID
This environment variable is used to set a unique value for the Gen logon ID for the current user session. A user
must set this value when accessing the same application on one system in multiple user sessions. Used with
diagram trace.

LD_LIBRARY_PATH
(Solaris and Linux only). This environment variable specifies one or more shared library paths for Solaris systems.
This path is needed so that all shared libraries can be found at the time of application execution (i.e., when you
are running the application, not building the application). Possible library paths to include are the DBMS library
path, and the Gen blockmode runtime library path.

LIBPATH
(AIX only). This environment variable specifies one or more shared library paths for AIX systems. This path is
needed so that all shared libraries can be found at the time of application execution (i.e., when you are running
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the application, not building the application). Possible library paths to include are the DBMS library path, and the
Gen blockmode runtime library path.

PATH
This environment variable defines a search path that enables DBMS and other necessary executables to be
located without the need to specify the full directory path. The variable entry must include the string $IEFH/bin for
UNIX and Linux systems, or %IEFH% for Windows systems.

PTHOME
This environment variable specifies the directory where profile table files are to be created or where previously
created files are located.

PTOPT
This environment variable specifies the type of profiling for this user. The following options are available:
Yes

Specifies that Profile Table files are to be used for this user.
Yy

Specifies that each profile stack of the user is to be stored in a file with data compression.
SHLIB_PATH

(HP Itanium only) This environment variable specifies one or more shared library paths for HPUX systems. This
path is needed so that all shared libraries can be found at the time of application execution (for example, when
you are running the application, not building the application). Possible library paths to include are the DBMS
library path, and the Gen Block Mode runtime library path.

TERM
(UNIX and Linux only) This environment variable specifies the terminal type. For example, when the variable is
set to vt100, it specifies that the user is interfacing with the system using a vt100 terminal.

TRANSLAT
This environment variable is used to set the translation details flag, which provides translation duration information
in the log files. The default is NO.

Using the AEFAD and AEFUF as Windows Network Services
This article provides the information necessary to implement the AEFAD and AEFUF as network services on the Windows
workstation. If you are not familiar with the services feature of Windows, see the System Guide shipped with your
workstation software.

The Transaction Enabler (TE) is primarily comprised of two programs: the AEF Asynchronous Daemon (AEFAD) and
the AEF User Funnel (AEFUF). These programs can be installed and controlled as network services on a Windows
workstation using the Services option of the Control Panel. This option provides you with a convenient method to start,
stop, pause, and continue operation of these programs without having to return to the AEF Client (AEFC) to explicitly
enter the necessary command lines and associated parameters.

Installation

Included with the Windows version of the transaction enabler are two programs that serve as the default mechanism for
registering (regTE.cmd) and unregistering (unregTE.cmd) the TE as Windows services.

• regTE.cmd
Updates the registry and installs (or registers) the AEFAD and AEFUF as services

• unregTE.cmd
Updates the registry and removes (or unregisters) the AEFAD and AEFUF as services

If required, the AEFAD and AEFUF can be configured to start automatically whenever the Windows workstation is started.
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NOTE
The user (de) installing the AEFAD and AEFUF as services must have Administrator privileges on Windows. All
DLL's needed by the AEF(AD/UF) and the server modules must be in the system path. Any trace files produced
by the AEF(AD/UF) or the server modules will be placed in the %TEMP% directory.

Operation

The Services control panel sets up and controls network services. Using this control panel, multiple instances of the
AEFAD and AEFUF can be installed by specifying different TCP/IP port addresses and different instance numbers. The
TE services are given the following names by regTE.cmd:

TE-AD-{version}-{instance}

TE-UF-{version}-{instance}

AD represents the AEFAD, and UF represents the AEFUF. For example, to run two instances of the AEFAD/AEFUF, the
names would be similar to the following:

TE-AD-8.6-1

TE-UF-8.6-1

TE-AD-8.6-2

TE-UF-8.6-2

 

regTE.cmd Parameters

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The regTE.cmd script takes the following parameters:

1
Required. The current version of Gen being used.

2
Required. A sequential number used to identify or distinguish between currently active instances of the AEFAD
and AEFUF.

3
Required. The full path specification of the directory that contains the AEFAD and AEFUF services executables
(aefadsrv.exe and aefufsrv.exe, respectively).

4
Optional. The number of the port the AEFAD listens to for connection requests. The AEFUF is configured
automatically to connect to this port. The default is 2009.

5
Optional. The number of the port the AEFUF listens to for connection requests from clients (such as
Communications Bridges and Client Managers). The default is 2008.

6
Optional. The full path specification of Gen installation. This parameter defaults to the current value of the GENxx
environment variable.

7
Optional. The full path specification of the directory that contains the aeenv files and associated inqload
directories. This parameter defaults to the current value of the AEPATH environment variable.
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8
Optional. The trace level for the AEFAD, AEFUF, and all servers started through the AEFAD. When tracing is
enabled (using a value greater than 0) the trace files (lg-<procname>-<procid>.log) will reside in the directory
%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\server. The default is 0 (no tracing).

NOTE
The first three parameters are required. If you want to change the value of any of the optional parameters, you
must also provide any optional parameters that preceed it. For example, if you want to change the value for
AEPATH (#7) and not use the exisiting Environment Variable, you have to supply, on the command line, values
for parameters 4 through 6.

NOTE
To register the 32-Bit version of the TE you must run regeTE.cmd from a command-line in the directory
%GEN86%GEN. To register a 64Bit TE you must be in the directory %GEN86%GEN\amd64 when you run
regTE.cmd.

regTE.cmd Example

The following code is an example of a typical command line invoking the regTE.cmd script to install the AEFAD and
AEFUF as services:

set AEPATH %GENxx%Gen;C:\application1;C:\application2

regTE.cmd 8.6 1 "%GENxx%\Gen" 2050 2051

This code starts one instance of both the AEFAD and AEFUF identified as TE-AD-8.6-1 and TE-UF-8.6-1. The AEFAD
and AEFUF service executables are in %GENxx%\Gen, and use port numbers 2050 and 2051 respectively. Because the
remaining parameters were not provided, the environment variables GENxx and AEPATH are used for locating images,
translation files, and applications.

unregTE.cmd Parameters

The unregTE.cmd script takes the following parameters:

1
Required. The current version of Gen being used.

2
Required. A sequential number used to identify or distinguish between currently active instances of the AEFUF.

These parameters uniquely identify the service names of the AEFAD and AEFUF that are to be removed.

unregTE.cmd Example

The following is an example of a typical command line invoking the unregTE.cmd script to remove an installed set of
AEFAD and AEFUF services:

unregTE.cmd 8.6 1

This removes the installed set of AEFAD and AEFUF services identified as TE-AD-8.6-1 and TE-UF-8.6-1.

Recommended Steps

The use of regTE.cmd and unregTE.cmd must be executed in the following order when being used interactively:

Follow these steps:

1. Execute the command, regTE.cmd, to register the AEFAD and AEFUF.
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2. Start the AEFAD and AEFUF from the Start menu: Start / Settings / Control Panel / Administrative Tools / Services.
3. Execute your application(s).
4. Stop the AEFAD and AEFUF from the Start menu: Start / Settings / Control Panel / Administrative Tools / Services.
5. Un-register the AEFAD and AEFUF with the command, unregTe.cmd.

NOTE
Execute steps 2, 3, and 4 repeatedly while the AEFAD and AEFUF are registered.

Web Services Transaction Enabler
Gen allows all Gen servers that execute under the Gen Transaction Enabler (TE) to support the web service protocol. 

TE Servers have always used a Gen specific protocol that works over TCP/IP to communicate with clients. In Gen 8.5 the
TE environment was modified to support web services over TCP/IP. Because the same port is used for both protocols,
there were no additional configuration settings added to the TE. Use of web services does require that any pre-Gen 8.5
Gen Server Manager be regenerated. However, existing Gen Server Managers will continue to work with the TE (just
without Web Service support).

The URL for accessing a TE web service WSDL is in the following format:

http://hostname:port/LM/PSTEP?wsdl

Where,

hostname: Specifies the name or IP address of the machine.

port: Specifies the location where the TE is listening.

LM: Specifies the load module name of the server manager.

PSTEP: Specifies the long name of the procedure step.

The support for web services extends to the following platforms running the TE: Windows, AIX, IA64, Solaris, and Linux.

With the Web Services Middleware support added, all Gen Clients (C, Java, and .NET) can now communicate with the TE
using web service as the protocol.

Working with the Client Manager
The Client Manager is a Gen product that is itself a generated Gen GUI application. The Client Manager supports
communications between a client workstation and a target server execution environment. As an administrator, you
can choose the Client Manager when deploying Gen Distributed Processing applications to a specific application and
networking execution environment. Gen supports a Client Manager that has been built using Visual Studio.

The Client Manager is a Gen-generated GUI application that resides on a client workstation. The following illustration
shows the Client Manager main GUI window.
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The Client Manager provides communications support for Gen Distributed Processing Client (DPC) applications. The
Client Manager transmits transaction data between the DPC and certain Distributed Processing Server (DPS) application
components. The Client Manager provides communications support to target server environments that make use of TCP/
IP, LU 6.2, or NonStop RSC/MP as their communications protocols.

The Client Manager accepts input from Gen client applications and optionally uses its Directory Services user exit to
determine the targeted server environment that hosts the distributed processing server to which the transaction request
must be routed.

The Client Manager is capable of concurrently serving many Gen Client requests targeting various Gen servers. The
Client Manager provides the ability for individual Gen servers to be hosted by different server environments. The Client
Manager can simultaneously support the use of different transports protocols when processing a collection of cooperative
flow requests.

The Client Manager and the clients it serves communicate using a collection of Windows inter-process communications
mechanisms. These mechanisms include mailslots, shared memory, and named semaphores.
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The Client Manager can be configured to communicate with the target server environments hosting the Gen distributed
processing servers through one or more of the following supported communication protocols and APIs:

• TCP/IP (Sockets)
• LU 6.2 (CPI-C)
• NonStop Remote Server Call (RSC/MP)

The following diagram illustrates the server transports supported by a Client Manager:

The following table identifies target server environments capable of being served by a Client Manager:

Server Environment CPI/C (LU 6.2) Sockets (TCP/IP) NonStop Remote Server Call
(RSC/MP)

z/OS CICS X X n/a
z/OS IMS X X n/a
Transaction Enabler n/a X n/a
Tuxedo n/a X n/a
Java EJB (using CFB Server) n/a X n/a
.NET Servers n/a n/a n/a
Windows MQSeries n/a n/a n/a
UNIX MQSeries n/a n/a n/a
NonStop n/a n/a X

Following are discussed in detail in this article:
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• An overview of conceptual information about the Gen Client Manager in a Gen Client-Server Distributed Process
application network

• General Client Manager configuration
• Configuring the Client Manager for connection to one or more Gen Server environments
• Client Manager security processing
• A discussion and implementation example of transaction routing
• Client Manager transmission statistic gathering
• Test procedures for verifying proper Client Manager communications to specific server execution environments
• User exits which can customize certain Client Manager behavior

Who Should Read This Section

This article is intended for Gen administrators or users who must configure their Gen Client Manager to communicate with
Gen-generated Distributed Processing Server (DPS) applications.

To get the most from this article, you must be familiar with the components that are required for successful deployment
of Gen Distributed Processing applications. Knowledge of network topology and communications administration
requirements is also needed. In-depth knowledge of specific network transports/protocols is not required.

This section is written for the following roles:

• Communications specialists
• System administrators
• Server administrators
• Application integrators
• Application developers

Visual Studio Support

Gen supports a Client Manager that has been built using Visual Studio.

The %GENxx%Gen folder contains a collection of files that have been rebuilt to support the Client Manager with Visual
Studio. A set of user exit rebuild procedures are also present in the folder and must be used to rebuild any necessary
Visual Studio designated user exits. Add %GENxx%Gen to PATH when working with the Client Manager.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Related Information

This section is not intended to describe the underlying transport protocols or products that provide them to the Client
Manager. Because of the complexity of configuring third-party communications software, it may be necessary to refer to
third-party vendors' operation and configuration documentation for details about their respective products.

To complete configuration tasks, client workstation administrators, server workstation administrators, and target server
administrators must communicate information specific to the selected protocols. Some protocols may require special
hardware and software configurations, discussed fully in the appropriate vendor's documentation.

The following list of sections provides additional information for other Gen products that are used within a distributed
processing application:
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• Understanding Distributed Processing
• Working With the Communications Bridge
• Installing
• Gen Technical Requirements
• Transaction Enabler
• Working With Tuxedo
• z/OS Implementation Toolset

The following list of third-party documents provides additional information that you may find useful in configuring network
components:

• Microsoft documentation for Host Integration Server Administration
• IBM documentation for z/OS Communications Server
• IBM Communications Server for Windows
• HP NonStop Remote Server Call (RSC/MP) Installation and Configuration Guide

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Client Manager Features

The Client Manager is a Gen application that resides on the client workstation to provide communications support for
distributed processing GUI applications residing on that same client workstation. The overall purpose of the architecture
of the Client Manager is to isolate communication configuration from the application design and implementation process.
The Client Manager accepts message requests from the clients and forwards them to a target server environment. Server
response data is routed back to the client that made the request.

NOTE
A Client Manager can only be used with the GUI DPC applications that are created with Gen and generated
targeting the communication environment type of "Gen."

Client Manager includes the following features and capabilities:

• User-configurable
Modifying the Client Manager configuration can be accomplished in one of two ways:
– Using the Client Manager GUI interface (the preferred technique)
– Using an ASCII editor to modify the configuration text files

• Ability to connect directly to the target server execution environment without requiring the optional Gen
Communications Bridge (Comm. Bridge)

• Supports the requests from multiple DPC applications executing on the same workstation with the Client Manager
• Supports concurrent communication sessions to one or more server platforms without requiring you to disconnect and

reestablish connections to the desired target server
• Supports concurrent multiple target server communications protocols/API

See Client and Server Connections in this section for a comprehensive list of supported target server protocols.
• Optionally routes client cooperative flow requests using its Directory Services user exit to direct the requests to the

appropriate, programmatically determined, target server
• Optionally manages server access security:
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– Saves server connection logon User Id and Password/Passphrase to configuration files, encrypting the saved
password/passphrase.

– Supports the use of enhanced security data if set by the DPC application Client-side security user exit
(WRSECTOKEN).

– Uses encrypted enhanced security data if encrypted by the DPC application Client encryption user exit
(WRSECENCRYPT).

– Supports the use of enhanced security data if client manager configured to use Remote-Enhanced security level
and enhanced security data is not set by DPC application Client-side security user exit (WRSECTOKEN).

– Uses encrypted enhanced security data if encrypted by client manager user exit (ENCRYPT) for the client manager
configured to use Remote-Enhanced.

• Supports secure communication by using SSL configuration
• Dynamically changes certain aspects of its configuration and the configurations of the target server without requiring

you to stop and restart the Client Manager
• Can be configured to automatically connect to a predefined default server upon startup
• Can write selectable amounts of trace data to the Client Manager log file to help problem determination
• Internal gathering and logging of transmission statistics
• Selectable the ASCII file browser for viewing Client Manager configuration and log files
• A Client Manager can be installed separately from other CA products. For example, the Client Manager does not

require the presence of the Gen Toolset to execute.

Client and Server Connections
This topic provides a brief about the client communications and server communications, and their communication support
to LU6.2, TCP/IP Sockets, RSC/MP, and other APIs.

Client Communications

Communicating from a Gen DPC to the Client Manager is accomplished using Windows Inter-Process Communications
(IPC) mechanisms that are named mailslots and shared memory.

Server Communications

The cooperative flow data can be transmitted either to the target server environment through a Gen Communication
Bridge or directly to a target server environment. The transmission protocol that is used depends on the server's
configuration and the target server that is selected by transaction routing.

The Client Manager currently supports the following transport types:
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LU6.2 (CPI-C)

Support for communications from Client Manager to:

• z/OS CICS using LU 6.2(CPI-C)
• z/OS IMS using LU 6.2(CPI-C)

TCP/IP (Sockets)

Support for communications from Client Manager to:

• z/OS CICS using CICS TCP/IP Direct Connect
• z/OS CICS using CICS Socket Listener (IPv4 or IPv6 protocol)
• z/OS CICS using SSL Socket
• z/OS IMS using IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect (IPv4 or IPv6 protocol)
• UNIX using the Transaction Enabler environments (AEFUF/AEFAD) (IPv4 or IPv6 protocol)
• UNIX using the TUXEDO Proxy Client target server environment (IPv4 or IPv6 protocol)
• Windows using the Transaction Enabler environments (AEFUF/AEFAD) (IPv4 or IPv6 protocol)
• Windows using Communications Bridge (IPv4 or IPv6 protocol)
• Enterprise Java Bean CFB Converter Services (IPv4 or IPv6 protocol)

RSC/MP (NonStop Remote Server Call)

Support for communications from Client Manager to NonStop RSC/MP

Other APIs

The Client Manager provides a transport selection that allows the specification of transports other than those listed in
server transport API selection dialog. This selection is only used under the guidance of Technical Support.

Client Manager Transaction Routing
Cooperative flow requests initiated by a DPC application and serviced by the Client Manager are routed to the desired
target server execution environment using a process named transaction routing.

Transaction routing is a facility that allows the execution environment hosting the target DPS to be determined
programmatically during the processing of the Client Manager of a client application cooperative flow request.

This feature could be used to:

• Achieve dynamic load balance to multiple target server environments
• Access a backup server environment that the primary environment be unavailable
• Access multiple servers from a single client

Directory Services User Exit

Directory Services is a user exit DLL of the Client Manager that can optionally contain transaction routing routines. The
user-written code can determine where a given cooperative flow request is routed. The Directory Services user exit uses
the following input arguments to determine its selection of the desired target server:

• Transaction Code
The transaction code is a character string that is assigned to the remote procedure step and is associated with a
transaction request.

• NEXTLOCATION
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NEXTLOCATION is a character string that contains the value that is defined to the NEXTLOCATION model attribute.
The NEXTLOCATION attribute is defined and set in the Gen Procedure Action Diagram (PrAD) and can be used with
the Transaction code to determine which of the configured target servers is to process the cooperative flow request.

The default Directory Services user exit DLL, as installed from the Gen download folder, is to disable the use of Directory
Services. Therefore, if customers want to employ the use of the Directory User exit, they must code and rebuild the
Directory Services user exit DLL.

NOTE
For more information about user exits, see User Exits.

Default Server

The Default Server configuration, set within the Client Manager, identifies the target server that is sent the cooperative
flow request if dynamic routing is not implemented.

Security in Client Manager

Gen provides a communication, protected by SSL encryption, between the Client Manager and CICS Server. When
preparing to establish a communication, you can use your choice of the security layer. You might want to validate the SSL
Certificate with or without the host name or you can proceed without a validation. An attempt to proceed without validation
ensures that the data is encrypted but not trusted.

  

z/OS Configuration

Configure IPSec for the TCP/IP Stack used by the Gen Server to specify the options for ttls.policy. Indicate where the
HandshakeRole is done (Server), specify the Certificate used and the location of Keyring.

No changes are required to the CICS Direct Connect TCP/IP Listener.

A successful configuration lets you identify the secure port.

Configuring the Client Manage

You can configure the server configuration file (*.SRV) or the user interface for setting the SSL validation.

Create a Server

To create a server, follow these steps:

1. Open Client Manager.
2. In the toolbar, click Server, Config... to open the Server Configuration dialog.
3. In the Server Configuration dialog, type Server Name; and click OK.

The server is created, and the Client Manager dialog displays the newly created server name.

Prepare for Secure Connection

To prepare for a secure connection, follow these steps:

1. Open a server.
a. Open Client Manager.
b. Select a server from the list of servers.
c. In the toolbar, click Server, Config... to open the Server Configuration dialog.

2. Enter configuration details.
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a. Click Details in the Server Configuration dialog.
The Server Configuration - Details dialog appears.

b. Enter the following information:
• Host Name or IP Address
• Destination Port #.

c. Select the SSL Socket checkbox.
The CICS Socket Lister checkbox gets auto-selected, and the SSL Validation drop-down list gets enabled.

3. Select the SSL Validation level.
a. Expand the SSL Validation drop-down list.
b. Select an appropriate option from the following.

• Ignore Server Certificate Validation
• Server Certificate Validation
• Server Certificate & Hostname Validation

4. Click OK.

Note: The OK button is enabled only after you select an appropriate option in step 3.

SSL Configuration Options

During execution, Runtime uses the cacert.pem file to validate server certificates. The cacert.pem file is a bundle of public
certificates trusted by the Certificate Authority.

NOTE

During a Client Manager session if you need to update cacert.pem for a target server, disable and then enable
the server to make the changes effective.

By default, the Gen installation directory has a sample ‘cacert.pem’ file. Runtime searches for this file in the following
order:

1. %COMMCFG_HOME% - The directory value contained within the environment variable %COMMCFG_HOME%.
2. %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg.
3. %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\Gen 8.6\cfg.
4. %PATH% - In each path component within the environment variable %PATH%.

SSL Validation Options

Ignore Server Certificate Validation

If you opt for Ignore Server Certificate Validation, the *.SRV file should display the following entries:

• IP_SSLCONN = Y
• IP_VALIDATECONN = I

Server Certificate Validation

If you opt for Server Certificate Validation, the *.SRV file should display the following entries:

• IP_SSLCONN = Y
• IP_VALIDATECONN = Y

Server Certificate & Host Name Validation

If you opt for Server Certificate & Host Name Validation, the *.SRV file should display the following entries:
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• IP_SSLCONN = Y
• IP_VALIDATECONN = H

Possible Errors

A secure socket connection may fail because of the following reasons:

• Missing or incorrect cacert.pem file.
• Trying to connect to a non-secure server by giving a secure option.
• The secure server is not available.

Connection Errors

• SSL_ERROR_ZERO_RETURN
• SSL_ERROR_WANT_READ, SSL_ERROR_WANT_WRITE
• SSL_ERROR_WANT_CONNECT, SSL_ERROR_WANT_ACCEPT
• SSL_ERROR_WANT_X509_LOOKUP
• SSL_ERROR_SYSCALL
• SSL_ERROR_SSL

If the client manager tries to connect to Communication Bridge through SSL and some error occurs during the process,
the communication bridge fails to send back the error message to the client manager. The communication bridge needs to
be disconnected for the client manager to receive the error message.

Confirming DPC/DPS Communications
This article provides information for Confirming DPC/DPS Communications including, Transaction Statistics, Customizable
User Exits, and Default Configuration and Log file Locations.

NOTE
Testing the Client Manager provides information that can be used to confirm proper client-to-server
communications.

Transaction Statistics

Certain statistics concerning byte transfers are gathered automatically. From the main GUI window of Client Manager, you
can display a dialog containing a summary of the Client Manager statistics. Once displayed, the statistics dialog can be
refreshed on demand or continuously refreshed based on a configurable time period.

Customizable User Exits

The Client Manager contains user exits that can modify certain default behaviors.

NOTE
For more information about user exits, see User Exits.

Default Configuration and Log file Locations

Beginning with the Release 8 of Gen the default locations of the configuration and log files has changed. In prior releases
the default locations for these files has been in the Gen installation directory.

To allow support of the User Account Control (UAC) mechanism that is featured with the Windows 7 operating systems
this default location has been changed. With UAC enabled a non-administrative user is not allowed to write into the
Program Files subdirectory. The default Client Manager installation directory these user writeable files have been moved
into the %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local directory.
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This is a per user directory location. Thus if multiple users have Client Manager execution authority each user maintain
separate configuration and log file locations.

The locations of these files can be overridden through configuration changes with the Files - Setup dialog accessible from
the Client Manager main window.

The default location for these configuration files as follows:

For the .ini and .srv configuration files:

%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\cm

For the .log file:

%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\logs\cm

For the transaction-mapping file used when the server configuration is set to support RSC/MP:

%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\cm\RSCMP\<Path-Mon>\tirtmt.tbl

<Path-Mon> is the RSC/MP configured Pathway Monitor configuration setting.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

The default file names have not changed, only the default directory locations.

Client Manager Installation
This article provides information for Client Manager that has no dependency on any other Gen product, so it can be
installed separately.

NOTE
For more information, see Installing .

First Start of Client Manager After Install

During the first Client Manager execution after installation, a dialog prompting for two configuration settings appears. This
dialog allows the user to:

• Choose the supported language to be used when displaying text for information and error messages. The default
language is U.S. English.

• Specify if the Userid and Password/Passphrase security data are stored in the configuration of the Client Manager
files (iefcmn.ini and iefcmn.srv). If the security data is stored, the Password/Passphrase field is saved to the files in an
encrypted format.

The Client Manager has two files that specify its configuration:

• iefcmn.ini
• iefcmn.srv

If the iefcmn.ini configuration file does not exist during the first startup after installation or if it does exist but does not
contain an expected token, you are prompted with a choice for executing the Setup dialog. If you select to run setup, then
the File - Setup dialog is displayed giving you the opportunity to proceed with configuring the Client Manager.

If you decline the prompt or the file exists, the Client Manager automatically exits after the Client Manager Customization
dialog has been dismissed. This is necessary so that any designated configuration setting can be incorporated into the
execution of the Client Manager.
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Starting the Client Manager
This article provides information for starting the Client Manager. Start a Client Manager in one of the following ways,
Desktop Start Menu, Desktop Shortcut Icon, or Command Prompt.

Desktop Start Menu

To start a Client Manager from the Windows Desktop start menu, select Start, All Programs, CA, Gen <version>, Client
Manager.

<version>
Specifies the Gen product version that is installed on your system.

Desktop Shortcut Icon

A Client Manager can be started from a desktop shortcut after the icon is created.

Create a Client Manager Shortcut

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click an empty area of the desktop.
2. Click New, Shortcut.
3. In the Create Shortcut dialog, click Browse.
4. Using the Browse for Folder dialog, select down the folder tree into the Client Manager installation directory.
5. Click the Client Manager executable file IEFCMN.EXE
6. Click OK.
7. Click Next.
8. Change the name of the shortcut if desired, and click Finish.
9. Locate the icon, right-click the icon, and select the Properties menu item.
10. In the edit field that is labeled Target, append to the file name the following parameters:

 iefcm startup /initfile=iefcmn.ini

 

iefcm
Specifies the transaction code that is associated with the initial procedure step.

startup
Specifies the initial command that is executed by the initial procedure step.

/initfile=
(Optional) Is followed by the name of the initialization file for this Client Manager instance. Use the filename
iefcmn.ini for the first execution. In later executions, use the name that you give the initialization file during
configuration. If not specified, the default initialization file name "iefcmn.ini" is used.

11. Click OK on the properties dialog to complete the shortcut configuration.

Using the Client Manager Shortcut

After you have created the shortcut on the workstation desktop, double-click the shortcut icon to start the Client Manager.

Command Prompt

To start the Client Manager from a command prompt, change to the directory where the Client Manager is installed and
enter the startup command as follows:

 IEFCMN.exe iefcm startup /initfile=[filename]
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IEFCMN.exe
Specifies the name of the Client Manager executable

iefcm
Specifies the transaction code that is associated with the initial procedure step.

startup
Specifies the initial command that is executed by the initial procedure step.

/initfile=
(Optional) Is followed by the name of the initialization file for this Client Manager instance. Use the filename
iefcmn.ini for the first execution. In later executions, you use the name that you give the initialization file during
configuration. If not specified, the default initialization file name iefcmn.ini is used.

Client Manager Setup Dialog
This article provides information for Client Manager Setup Dialog including: File Description List, Browse and Rename
Button, File Browser, Logging Level, and Default Security Parameters.

Select File, Setup from the main Client Manager window to open the dialog. The following illustration shows the Client
Manager File - Setup dialog.
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File Description List

This list displays the names of the Client Manager configuration and log files. Each file in this list can be given a custom
name using the Rename button. The Browse button is used to view the file that is highlighted in the list.

Initialization File
Contains the current configuration data for those items that are found on the File - Setup dialog.
Default: IEFCMN.INI

Server Configuration File
Contains configuration data to establish communications with one or more target servers.
Default: IEFCMN.SRV

Log File
Contains execution-tracing messages that are dumped during the execution of the Client Manager.
Default: IEFCMN.LOG

Dir. Svc. DLL
Specifies the DLL that provides the Directory Services User Exit routines.

Dir. Svc. Input File
Contains the input transaction code and server name mappings that are used with the Directory Services User
Exit routines.

Browse Button

When you select a row from the File Description list and click Browse, the file browse utility, in the File Browser field on
this dialog, display the selected file.

Rename Button

When you select a row from the File Description list and click Rename, the Client Manager displays the Setup - Change
Filename dialog. This dialog allows the user to customize the name of the selected file.

File Browser

A text entry field that is used to specify the name of the utility program that is used to view text files. Any viewer capable of
reading text files can be used. The full pathname of the file viewer must be used if it is not found within the PATH variable
of the execution environment.

Logging Level

The following options control the level of information that is output to the trace log file:

Errors
Selects for normal operations. Only information pertaining to error events is logged to the log file.

Informational
Selects if you want to see error events and informational messages concerning cooperative flow request and
responses.

Tracing
Selects if you are attempting to diagnose a communications error. This setting shows all the error events,
informational messages, and message buffer data. This setting can create rather large log files.

Default Security Parameters

The security parameters that are provided as part of the Client Manager Setup specify the definition of a default security
level, Userid, and Password/Passphrase. Individual target server definitions can defer the specification of security level to
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the Client Manager default setting. Also, the default Userid and Password/Passphrase can be used if the selected target
server configuration does not specifically define a Userid and Password/Passphrase.

NOTE
For more information about how the Client Manager resolves the selection of security data for a cooperative flow
targeting a given target server, see the section Server Access Security using Userid and Password/Passphrase.

Security Level

The security levels are:

• None -- The selected target server does not require the Client Manager to provide a Userid and Password.
• Remote -- The selected target server requires the Client Manager to provide a Userid and Password.
• Remote-Enhanced -- The selected target server requires the Client Manager to provide a Userid and Passphrase.

Gen--Userid

Specifies the default Userid. The default Userid is used if the security level that is associated with the target server is
Remote and the Userid is not explicitly defined as part of the target server configuration.

Limits: Up to 8 characters

WARNING
If requested to save the Userid and Password to the configuration files, the Userid is saved in clear text in the
initialization file.

Password

Specifies the default Password. The default Password is used if the security level that is associated with the target server
is Remote and the Password is not explicitly defined as part of the target server configuration.

Limits: Up to 8 characters

Passphrase

Specifies the default Passphrase. The default Passphrase is used if the security level that is associated with the target
server is Remote-Enhanced and the Passphrase is not explicitly defined as part of the target server configuration.

Limits: Up to 200 characters.

WARNING
The encrypted default Password/Passphrase can optionally be saved to the initialization file.

The ability to allow the Client Manager to save the Userid and Password/Passphrase is disabled during the first start of
the Client Manager after installation customization process. If enabled, and you want to save the Userid and Password/
Passphrase to the server configuration file (.SRV), select the Save Userid and Password/Passphrase check box on the
Client Manager File - Save Configuration dialog. The saved Password/Passphrase is encrypted.

Dir. Srvcs. Status

This read-only status field shows the current state of the directory services capability. A status of Unavailable means that
the Client Manager Directory Service has not been enabled for this Client Manager. A status of Available means that the
Directory Service is enabled for this Client Manager.
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Auto-Connect to Server

Checking this check box directs the Client Manager at startup to establish an automatic connection to the identified default
target server. Also, selecting this check box results in an automatic flow when performing a logon operation to a selected
target server.

For automatic connections to work at startup the:

• Client Manager default server must be defined
• Test transaction must be defined
• Auto-Connect to Server check box must be selected

For automatic connections to work when performing a logon the:

• Test transaction must be defined
• Auto-Connect to Server check box must be selected.

Auto-Reset Server Connection

The Auto-Reset Server Connection check box, if checked, allows an automatic disable followed by enable of the server
connection after an existing server configuration is modified.

Disabling a server:

• Disconnects the server connection
• Removes all data pertaining to that connection
• Makes the server unavailable for use

Enabling a server makes the server available for use.

If the Auto-Reset Server Connection check box is not checked, the server connection must be manually reset before any
server configuration modifications take effect.

Configuring Client Manager Server Connections
The Client Manager communicates with Gen server environments using several supported communications protocols.
The purpose of the server execution environment is to accept cooperative flow data from clients and pass the data to the
appropriate target server.

Server Configuration

Each server definition is added to the active Client Manager configuration using the following Server Configuration dialog:
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The fields and its description in the Server Configuration dialog are as follows:

• Server Name - A unique label that is used within the Client Manager to identify a target server.
• Description - (Optional) The text field that provides extra description of the associated target server.
• Echo Test - Provides the transaction program name (or transaction code) that is used by the Client Manager when it is

directed to send a test transaction to the associated target server.
• Transport API - The transport API designates which communications protocol is used to communicate with the

associated target server execution environment. The Client Manager supports the following transport/protocols:
– LU6.2 (CPI-C)

• z/OS CICS
• z/OS IMS

– TCP/IP (Sockets)
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• UNIX: Gen Transaction Enabler (User Funnel)
• UNIX: Gen Tuxedo Proxy Client
• Windows: Gen Transaction Enabler (User Funnel)
• Windows: Gen Communications Bridge
• Windows Gen Enterprise Java Bean Common Format Buffer Converter Services
• z/OS CICS Socket Listener
• z/OS CICS: TCP/IP Direct Connect
• z/OS IMS: IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect

– RSC/MP (Remote Server Call)
• NonStop/MP

• Server Security Parameters - Each configured server has a set of security parameters that are associated with it.
These security parameters include a Security Level, UserID, and Password/Passphrase.

The security levels (None, Remote, Remote-Enhanced, and Defer) inform the Client Manager whether it attempts to
supply security data when attempting to process a cooperative flow request to the target server.

Transport API - Additional Details

The Client Manager can use one of the following provided transport protocols when communicating with a target server
execution environment:

• LU 6.2
• TCP/IP
• RSC/MP

If TCP/IP, the Client Manager can define the target server to be a Gen Comm Bridge. In this case, the Comm Bridge
provides the communications interface to the actual target server.

LU 6.2 CPI-C Connections
The cooperative flows from a client application can pass through a Client Manager and then on to a CICS or IMS target
server environment using an SNA Independent LU (ILU).

Each cooperative flow results in an LU6.2 conversation being established between the Client Manager and the target
server environment (CICS or IMS). Each cooperative flow request Common Format Buffer (CFB) is transmitted over
its own LU 6.2 conversation. The conversation is completed when a corresponding response is returned to the Client
Manager.

IMPORTANT
Security level Remote-Enhanced is not supported.

The following diagrams illustrate a Distributed Processing application in an LU6.2 communications environment.
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Configuring VTAM and SNA Communication Parameters

Successful configuration of the LU6.2 server transport requires correct configuration of the components in the SNA
network. You need certain information from the configurations of CICS, VTAM, supporting SNA Network components, and
other server components. Be familiar with configuration tasks of the products that provide the SNA support to the Client
Manager.
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NOTE
For more information about the list of third-party products offering SNA supported for use with the Client
Manager, see Gen Technical Requirements.

To establish communications between the Client Manager and the target server, obtain parameters that are related to the
z/OS SNA environment. For a z/OS CICS target server, these parameters are found in the VTAM and NCP configurations.
This includes:

• VTAM Application LU name of the CICS region
• SNA independent LU name
• VTAM Log Mode table entry of a logon mode entry that allows for parallel LU6.2 sessions

The specific instructions for setting VTAM, NCP, and CICS parameters can be found in your IBM documentation that is
associated with the third-party SNA product.

Configuring the Client Workstation

Once the VTAM, NCP, CICS, and/or APPC z/OS configurations have been completed on the host, values from these
configurations are used to configure a client workstation that supports LU6.2 communications to z/OS (CICS or IMS).

After the SNA product offering LU6.2 communications to the Client Manager are configured, a Client Manager can
configure a target server that uses CPI-C as it transport API.

Configuring the Client Manager for LU6.2

When configuring a Client Manager to use CPI-C for a given target server, the following parameters from the LU6.2
network configuration are required:

• Partner LU name of the application LU name for CICS or IMS
• Local LU Alias - This field may or may not be used depending on the SNA service provider. Certain SNA providers

allow an application to specify the Local LU Alias before allocating a conversation. Others select the LU based on
their own defined convention. This field is ignored if the SNA service provider does not allow the Local LU Alias to be
specified by the application program.

NOTE
For more information about how a Local LU is selected for use by a CPI-C application program, see the third-
party vendor documentation.

• Mode Table Entry name
• Code Page number

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Client Manager and select Server, Config.
2. Enter a server name and description for this target server connection.
3. Select CPI-C from the Transport API selection list. The Client Manager automatically supplies the API DLL name.
4. Click Details to display the LU6.2 (CPI-C) Server Configuration - Details dialog.
5. Provide the LU6.2 parameter values listed previously.
6. Click More to display the Server Configuration - More Details dialog.
7. Select an appropriate code page for translation.
8. Click OK to return to the Server Configuration - Details dialog.
9. Click OK to return to the Server Configuration dialog.
10. Click OK to return to the main menu.

Save the current configuration.
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TCP/IP Socket Connections
For TCP/IP server connections, set server configuration parameters within the Client Manager corresponding to the target
server environments:

Client Manager to Server Configuration

The Client Manager TCP/IP implementation use stream sockets. A stream socket provides a full-duplex, sequenced,
reliable transmission mechanism over which a DPC cooperative flow request can be transmitted. The Client Manager
uses the socket provides the TCP communications endpoint, to gain access to the IP network.

A target server environment, which is connected to the IP network, listens for inbound connections and data transmissions
using a socket that is on the system hosting the target server.

The Client Manager uses a socket, consists of two parts, each defining application endpoints in the TCP communications.
One of the application endpoints is the local application (that is, the Client Manager). The other endpoint is the socket
processing that supports the given target server environment. These front-end connection management processes for a
given server execution environment are as follows:

• AEFUF for Gen Transaction Enabler
• IEFTUXCL for Oracle Tuxedo
• Gen Communication Bridge for CICS or IMS
• Gen z/OS CISC Socket Listener for CICS
• Gen z/OS CICS Direct Connect for CICS
• Gen z/OS IMS Direct Connect for IMS

Its unique TCP port address identifies each connection that a client TCP application establishes on a given workstation.
When a connection to a target server is requested, TCP selects the source port address from those port numbers
not already in use by other TCP connections currently established. The destination port address is the target server
environment well-known port address. The Client Manager in the construction of the destination portion of the TCP socket
uses the target server IP address, with its port address.

Target Server Environment Communication Styles

The Client Manager supports three distinct styles of communications to target servers using the TCP/IP Sockets protocol.
The three styles are configurable through check boxes on the Sockets Server Configuration - Details dialog. The state of
the check boxes depends on the target server environment requirements.

All three use the same features of the underlying TCP/IP protocol. Two of the styles differ in the length of the life span of
the connection, the third in how the Common Format Buffer (CFB) data is packaged.

Connection Life Time

Connection life time supports two modes. The mode that is chosen, persistent vs. non persistent, depends the needs of
the target server environment.

Persistent socket connections are those connections that are long lived. After a connection is established that same
connection object is used for multiple client to server transactions. The connection is maintained until the client or server
application performs a connection disconnect or exits. This type of connection is used by the Transaction Enabler (TE)
on UNIX and Windows, z/OS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect, z/OS CICS TCP/IP Direct Connect, EJB CFB Server, Windows
Comm Bridge, and the Tuxedo Proxy Client on UNIX.

Non persistent socket connections are maintained during a single client to server transaction. After the server returns a
response buffer back to the client the server close its connection. A subsequent client request to the same server requires
that a new connection be established. This type of connection is supported only when connecting with the z/OS CICS
Socket Listener.
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Common Format Buffer Packaging

The third TCP/IP communication style concerns how the Common Format Buffer data is delivered to the target server.
There are two choices, wrapped for IMS support or unwrapped.

Communications to z/OS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect require the CFB to be wrapped inside of IMS header data before
it being sent to the IMS target server environment. Only z/OS IMS Direct Connect has this requirement. All other TCP/IP
target server environments require a normal or non wrapped CFB.

Configuring the Client Manager for TCP/IP (Sockets)

To configure a Client Manager to communicate with a TCP/IP server environment, you require:

• The target server machine host name or its IP address
• The target server configured/well-known port address (destination port number)

To relate the machine name of the target server environment to a network address, you can either modify the
communication workstations hosts file or use a Domain Name Service (DNS).

To modify the hosts file or the DNS configuration on the client workstation, see the appropriate vendor documentation for
instructions about using hosts file or DNS setup.

To set the Client Manager configuration files for TCP/IP transport use:

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Client Manager and select Server, Config.
2. On the Server Configuration dialog, enter a server name and description for this target server connection.

Notes:
– If a test transaction is used to verify the server connection, verify that the displayed Test Trans is correct. The

default value is ECHO.
– If the target server is a Comm Bridge and if that Comm Bridge is configured to use ECI for server communications,

verify that the Test Tran Server value is correct. The default value is ECHO. A Comm Bridge uses this configuration
item when it uses ECI to communicate with a CICS target server execution environment.

3. Select Sockets from the Transport API selection list. The Client Manager automatically supplies the API DLL name.
4. Click Details to display the TCP/IP Server Configuration - Details dialog.
5. Provide the TCP/IP parameters that identify the target server environment.
6. Select one, if appropriate, of the socket connection style check boxes according to the target server environment

requirements as follows:

Target Server Environment CICS Socket Listener Check Box IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Host Check
Box

UNIX Gen Transaction Enabler (User
Funnel)

Unchecked Unchecked

UNIX: GenTuxedo Proxy Client Unchecked Unchecked
Windows Gen Transaction Enabler (User
Funnel)

Unchecked Unchecked

Windows Gen Communications Bridge Unchecked Unchecked

Windows Gen Enterprise Java Bean CFB
Server

Unchecked Unchecked

z/OS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Unchecked Checked
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z/OS CICS Socket Listener Checked Unchecked

1. Click OK to return to the Server Configuration dialog.
2. Click OK in the Server Configuration dialog to return to the main window.

Save the current configuration.

Windows/UNIX Transaction Enabler

During its operation, the Transaction Enabler process AEFUF listens for input from the Client Manager using its well-
known port address. Messages are passed to AEFAD that start and access the requested DPS application. When the
Distributed Process Server (DPS) application processing is complete, a response message is passed back to the Client
Manager and then on to the Distributed Process Client (DPC) application.

To configure for TCP/IP support to AEFAD, configure AEFUF for connection to UNIX and Windows systems that use the
AEFAD transaction processor monitor.

For configuration information of both the AEFUF and AEFAD components, see Transaction Enabler.

UNIX Tuxedo Proxy Client

The Tuxedo-based servers can optionally use the Gen Tuxedo proxy client as a means to communicate with Tuxedo
servers. The Tuxedo Proxy client listens for input from the Client Manager using its well-known port address. Messages
are passed to Tuxedo that, in turn, start and access the requested DPS application. When the DPS application processing
is complete, a response message is passed back to the Client Manager and on to the DPC application.
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To configure TCP/IP support for Tuxedo, configure the Gen Tuxedo Proxy Client for connecting to UNIX servers that
execute under the Tuxedo transaction processor monitor.

NOTE

• For Installation and configuration information for the Gen Tuxedo Proxy Client component, see Working With
Tuxedo.

• For information about configuring and starting Tuxedo, see your vendor documentation.

Windows Gen Communications Bridge

The Communications Bridge (Comm Bridge) provides communications support by serving as a gateway between the
Client Manager and target server environments. The Client Manager passes request message data to the Comm Bridge
using TCP/IP (Sockets). The Comm Bridge passes the message data on to the target server environment using one of the
supported server-side protocols:

• LU 6.2 (CPI-C) to z/OS (CICS or IMS)
• TCP/IP (Sockets) to

– z/OS (CICS or IMS)
– Windows (Transaction Enabler)
– UNIX (Transaction Enabler or Tuxedo)

• z/OS CICS External Call Interface (ECI).
• NonStop RSC/MP

When the DPS application processing is complete, a response message is passed back to the Comm. Bridge, then on to
the Client Manager and finally on to the DPC application.
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NOTE
For more information about installation and configuration for the Communication Bridge, see Working With the
Communications Bridge.

z/OS CICS TCP/IP

Gen offers the following connection implementations that use CICS TCP/IP Sockets:

CICS Socket Listener

This implementation uses the CICS Socket Listener program TISRVLIS. The TISRVLIS passes the connection socket to
the Gen server application. The application server manages the socket and closes the socket when execution completes
named as a non-persistent socket connection as the socket connection is not maintained from one client request to the
next.

Direct Connect for CICS – This implementation uses a persistent socket connection where the single socket connection is
maintained throughout the life of the application.

NOTE
Direct Connect for CICS support is no longer supported. Earlier versions of this implementation support as long
as the software release in which it was delivered is supported.

As of Gen 8 the CICS Socket Listener is the preferred CICS TCP/IP connection mechanism. This version supports a non
persistent socket which means a new socket connection is created for each client/server request/response. As of Gen 8
all supported client-side runtimes have been modified to allow support for this non persistent behavior.

If this listener is used with the Client Manager, the server configuration details must be set with the CICS Socket Listener
check box selected as mentioned in the Details for Configuring TCP/IP (Sockets) section above.

The CICS Socket Listener implementation uses the CICS program TISRVLIS. TISRVLIS listens for connection requests
from the Client Manager using its well-known port address. When a request is accepted TISRVLIS passes the connection
request to the appropriate Gen application server. The Gen application server then assumes responsibility for creating,
managing, and closing the socket connection.
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When the DPS application processing is complete, a response message is passed from the server application to the
Client Manager and on to the DPC application.

The following diagram illustrates a Distributed Process application before a DPC request being serviced by the target
server environment TISRVLIS process. The Client Manager initiates a bind socket request to the TISRVLIS process's
well-known port address.

The following diagram illustrates a Distributed Process application at the time the Client Manager request has been
accepted and the application server process has taken responsibility for the connection. The TISRVLIS process is now
available to listen for more connections from the Client Manager.

The following diagram illustrates a Distributed Process application after the server application has completed. The socket
connection that is used for the transaction has been closed. The TISRVLIS process is handling another connection
request from the Client Manager and the cycle repeats.
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NOTE
For more information about the installation and configuration for the TISRVLIS component, see Install Gen on z/
OS.

SSL Socket

SSL Socket ensures secure communication of Client Manager with CICS Server. The Socket initiates a secure connection
between the Client Manager and the CICS Server. Select the SSL Socket check box only if the destination host is a z/
OS host configured to support the secure TCP/IP connections using the CICS Socket Listener. If SSL Socket is selected,
make sure that the cacert.pem file is present in the specified location. This Socket can be selected only with the CICS
Socket Listener. When you select the SSL Socket checkbox, the CICS Socket Listener checkbox gets auto-selected, if not
selected earlier. This action enables the SSL Validation drop-down list. From the drop-down list, select one of the following
options, and then click OK:

• Ignore Server Certificate Validation
• To proceed with secure communication without the client validating the server certificate. This option should be used

in development and internal testing environments only.
• Server Certificate Validation

To proceed with secure communication after the client validates the server certificate. The session continues only if the
client finds that the certificate is valid.

• Server Certificate & Hostname Validation
To proceed with secure communication after the client validates the server certificate and the hostname from the
certificate against the server's hostname. The session continues only after both the checks have passed.

For procedural steps, see Security in Client Manager.

NOTE

The SSL validation levels appear as I, Y, or H in the server configuration file. For details, see SSL Configuration
Options in Security in Client Manager.
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z/OS CICS TCP/IP Direct Connect
NOTE
This implementation of CICS TCP/IP Direct Connect support using TILSTNR and TICONMGR is no longer
supported. Earlier versions of this implementation supported the software release in which it was delivered is
supported.

z/OS IMS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect

TCP/IP support for z/OS IMS uses the Gen IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect product and IBM IMS Connect product on the
z/OS machine. The IMS Connect product listens for input from the Client Manager. IMS Connect receives the input
message and invokes a Gen message exit to start the IMS DPS application using IMS OTMA interface. When the DPS
application processing is complete, a response message is passed back to IMS Connect that returns it to the Client
Manager and on to the DPC application.

NOTE
For more information about the installation and configuration for the IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect components,
see Install Gen on z/OS.

The hardware and software vendor documentation assists in the setup and testing for communications with TCP/IP.

NonStop RSC/MP Connections
This article provides information for communications targeting the NonStop servers rely on a third-party product named
HP NonStop Remote Server Call (RSC/MP).

Obtain this product from the vendor as it is not included as part of the Gen installation package.
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Installing and Configuring RSC/MP

Once you install RSC/MP, ensure that the path to its /bin directory is included in the %PATH% environment variable. This
validation is required as the Client Manager transport DLL depends on RSC/MP DLLs installed within the bin directory.

NOTE
For more information about installing and configuring RSC/MP, see the HP NonStop Remote Server Call (RSC/
MP) Installation and Configuration Guide.

The following examples show how to customize the RSC/MP files for use within the Gen environment.

RSC.ini customization

A sample content from a typical %RSC_INSTALL_DIR%\bin\RSC.ini file. These configuration items are merged within the
existing RSC.ini file as this list is not all inclusive. The following example defines a new section that is named GEN_RSC.
This name is also used for the Client Manager Initialization Section Name configuration as follows.

NOTE

• Use [ ] when defining sections within the RSC.ini file.
• RSC/MP test programs use the default [RSC] section within RSC.ini for testing client/server communications. This

named entry must remain within the RSC.ini file if you want to test the base RSC/MP installation. Some of values that
are used in the RSC.ini file configuration rely on RSC/MP server-side configuration settings. For more information
about your RSC/MP installation at your site, contact your system administrator.

[GEN_RSC]

;

; Set the fully qualified RSC/MP error file name.

; Assume RSC/MP is installed in C:\rsc

error_file          = c:\rsc\bin\RSC.ERR

 

; The following options are required for Piccolo connections.

; set them to appropriate values.

 

; this is the default

subsystem_name      = RSCPIPE                ;( default = RSCPIPE )

 

; the host_pipename is typically the host name of the target NonStop

; machine. Replace SOME_NONSTOP_HOST with the target server name

host_pipename       = RSC@SOME_NONSTOP_HOST

; The value of the writeread_pathmon entry must be that of the

; name of the Pathmon process for the CA Gen application that

; has or will be installed on the NonStop server.  This name must

; match the name entered in the Setup Tool when the application was

; or will be installed.

writeread_pathmon   = $TEST

Pipe.ini customization

A sample content from a typical %RSC_INSTALL_DIR%\bin\PIPE.ini file. These configuration items are merged within the
existing PIPE.ini file as this list is not all inclusive. RSC/MP uses this data internally.

[PIPEMAN]
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; SystemName is the name of the client workstation where

; the RSC/MP client and Gen Client Manager is installed.

SystemName=Client_Workstation

 

; DomainName is the domain where the SystemName machine resides

DomainName=CA.COM

NOTE
For more information about configuration and basic communication testing, see the HP NonStop Remote Server
Call (RSC/MP) Installation and Configuration Guide.

Verifying RSC/MP Communications

Communications between the Windows workstation and the NonStop server must be established. RSC/MP is operational
only with a working transport. RSC/MP supplies a file, rsctestw.exe, which can be used to test the RSC/MP configuration
on the workstation. Continue only if you execute this program.

Note: For more information about executing this program, see the HP Remote Server Call (RSC/MP) Installation and
Management Guide.

Configure the Client Manager for NonStop RSC/MP

For NonStop RSC/MP server connections, set server configuration parameters within the Client Manager corresponding
to the NonStop target server environment.

NOTE
The asynchronous flows to a NonStop server are not supported through the Client Manager.

You can select the RSC/MP target server transport type for connecting to the NonStop host platforms.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Client Manager and select Server, Config.
2. Enter a server name and add a brief description for this target server connection.
3. Select RSC/MP in the Transport API list.

The Client Manager automatically supplies the API DLL name.
4. Click Details to display the following Server Configuration - Details dialog:
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5. Enter the RSC/MP configuration properties in this dialog.
Initialization Filename

Identifies the name and location of RSC/MP communications product's initialization file. This file is located in the
RSC/MP install bin directory. If this directory has been added to the PATH environment variable a full path name is
not required.
Example: RSC.ini.

Initialization Section Name
Identifies the section name within the RSC.INI file that contains the target server configuration information.
Example: GEN_RSC.

User Exit DLL
Identifies the RSC/MP user exit DLL name of the Client Manager. If a name is not specified, the User Exit is not
called.

NOTE
Check your NonStop RSC/MP Transport API documentation for case-sensitivity requirements for parameter
fields.

6. Click OK to return to the Client Manager main window.
7. Save the configuration.

The Client Manager is now configured for NonStop RSC/MP.

Transaction Mapping Table

When connected to a server transaction mapping data is transferred from the host and is stored in a local file. This file is
located in the following directory:

%USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\cm\RSCMP\<Path-Mon>\tirtmt.tbl

%USERPROFILE%
Corresponds to the directory location the Windows operating system uses for the user id which is executing the
Comm Bridge.
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<Path-Mon>
Corresponds to the name of the configured Pathway Monitor on the NonStop system. The Comm Bridge uses the
content internally and is not modified.

Note: xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Other API

The other API protocol is a server-side transport that is intended for use under the guidance of Technical Support.

Transaction Routing
Transaction routing is a process that allows cooperative flow data to be routed from a Distributed Process Client (DPC)
to a Distributed Process Server (DPS). The selection of the target environment hosting the DPS can be selected
programmatically.

In a Gen distributed processing environment, the Client Manager supports and implements an optional transaction
routing facility that is implemented using a Directory Services user exit. The name of the user exit dll and the associated
transaction code data file are configurable by using the Client Manager File - Setup dialog.

The following terms are used when discussing transaction routing:

• Directory Services DLL - An optional Client Manager user exit dll that implements the transaction routing routines
(described in detail within this section).

• Transaction code - A character string that is assigned to a procedure step and associated with a transaction request.

For information about defining and the usage of Transaction codes, see Workstation Construction and Designing
Client-Server Applications.

• NEXTLOCATION - An attribute that is defined in a Procedure Action Diagram (PrAD) and used with the Directory
Services user exit.

For more information about the setting and usage of the NEXTLOCATION attribute, see Designing Action Diagrams.
• Default Server - A configured target server that identifies a specific server configuration entry that operates as the

default destination server. The setting of a Default Server plays a role in transaction routing, however, it is not required
that a Default Server be specified.

A DPC application has the option of using the Client Manager to process a cooperative flow request. The cooperative flow
data contains a destination transaction code, the value of NEXTLOCATION, control data, and application view data. Client
Manager transaction routing can use the transaction code and NEXTLOCATION values to determine which server receive
the current cooperative flow request.

Directory Services User Exit
The Client Manager Directory Services user exit is a dynamic-link library (DLL) that contains routines (or functions) to
implement transaction routing.

The Directory Services user exit was created to allow code external to the Client Manager to determine the name of the
server that is targeted by a cooperative flow request. Directory Services provides accessibility to a user-defined process
for determining the destination server of a cooperative flow request. The range of complexity for this user-defined process
can vary depending on application needs. Using Directory Services helps to exploit the capabilities of the multi-connect
feature of the Client Manager by identifying the desired target without user intervention.

NOTE
Code for a sample Directory Services user exit is provided with the Client Manager installation, in iefdir.c. The
iefdir.c source code is located in the \samples\ClientManager subdirectory of the directory where the Client
Manager is installed. This code contains the description and sample usage of the Client Manager Directory
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Services API. Because the roles of these functions represent only a baseline behavior, the source code for the
Directory Services user exit may require tailoring for the implementation of your specific transaction routing
scheme. Exercise caution when modifying the user exit code. One or more of the supplied example subroutines
may subject string data to modification due to the need to trim leading and trailing spaces. You must be careful
when supplying strings constants to ensure that they are stored within modifiable rather than read-only memory.

The following examples and the Transaction Routing Flow illustration represent possible scenarios for when Directory
Services are considered:

• Multiple client applications on a workstation that require transactions to be executed on different servers. For example,
for Client App1, Tran2 runs on Server1 and for Client App2, Tran3 runs on Server2.

• Single client applications on a workstation that require transactions to be executed on different servers. For example,
for Client App1, Tran2 runs on Server1 and Tran3 on Server2.

• Server application that is deployed on multiple servers, which means the transactions are the same on those
servers. For example, for Client App3, Tran4 is installed on Server2 and Server3. This scenario requires the use of
NEXTLOCATION to identify the target server destination because the same transaction resides on multiple servers.

If Directory Services is not enabled or if the Directory Services user exit returns a NULL value, transactions are routed to
the Default Server -- if one has been specified. Otherwise, an error is returned to the DPC application.

The following diagram illustrates Transaction Routing Flow:
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NEXTLOCATION

NEXTLOCATION is a Gen text attribute that is designed to assist the process of transaction routing by providing the
Directory Services user exit with a value that can be used to identifying a target server name.

A client application sets this attribute in a Gen procedure action diagram (PrAD) with a SET NEXTLOCATION statement.
The attribute has a maximum size of 1000 character bytes. This size allows the flexibility to provide data that is adequate
for Directory Services to identify a specific server name that is based on the NEXTLOCATION value.
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The setting of this attribute to a meaningful value is especially critical in an environment where the same transaction
resides on multiple servers (multi-server transaction environment).

NOTE
For NEXTLOCATION to have a meaningful role in the transaction routing process, the Client Manager Directory
Services user exit must be enabled.

Transaction Code

A transaction code is a character string that is assigned to a procedure step and associated with a cooperative flow
request. In the supplied Directory Services user exit sample, the transaction code is used to perform a lookup in the file
IEFDIR.TRN, which maps transaction codes to cooperative flows and server names. The user exit performs the lookup
and returns the name of the target server to be used to process the cooperative flow that is represented by the transaction
code.

Default Server

The default server is a configured target server to which transactions are routed if either of the following conditions are
true:

• The Directory Services user exit is not enabled.
• The Directory Services user exit is enabled but returns a NULL value.

If no default server is defined and the conditions previously are true, the Client Manager returns an error message to the
requesting DPC application.

A configured default server enables other features of the Client Manager, such as Auto Connect and Auto Logon.

Directory Services DLL Functions
The Directory Services user exit DLL contains the following functions that interface with the Client Manager. The functions,
their descriptions, and the arguments that are passed are:

• IEFDP_InitDir -- Initializes any processes that are used by the sample Directory Services user exit. This function is
called once and is the first Directory Services function that is called by Client Manager during execution initialization.
The IEFDP_InitDir() reads in transaction codes and target server names in pairs from the transaction file (.TRN) and
inserts them into a binary tree.
– The Client Manager passes an argument that contains the name of the Client Manager's initialization file (iefcmn.ini

by default). The name of the transaction file is extracted from this initialization file. The transaction file name is
defined within the Client Managers File - Setup dialog by setting the Dir. Svc. Input File parameter to name the
appropriate file.

– IEFDP_InitDir() returns a return code value to the Client Manager.
• If the function returns a value of zero (0) to the Client Manager, the Client Manager assumes that the initialization

is either successful or that the transaction file name specified in the initialization file has been found and
successfully processed.

• If the function returns a non-zero value to the Client Manager, the Client Manager assumes that the Directory
Services capability is not available and sets the Directory Services Status to unavailable. Consult the Client
Manager log file for possible causes of the failure.

The supplied sample transaction file, IEFDIR.TRN, must be modified to include the names of all application
transactions and configured server names that are to take advantage of transaction routing.
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NOTE
NEXTLOCATION does not use the IEFDIR.TRN file. However, the sample IEFDP_InitDir() returns an error
message if no input file exists. Thus, the sample exit requires a file with dummy data or other trancode/server
name pairs being used when NEXTLOCATION is not set.

• IEFDP_SearchDir -- Processes an inquiry and returns a target server name to the Client Manager.
– The Client Manager passes to IEFDP_SearchDir() a single argument that contains two NULL-terminated strings,

transaction code and NEXTLOCATION data.
• Using NEXTLOCATION Data -- If data is provided in NEXTLOCATION, the sample implementation

of IEFDP_SearchDir() assumes that NEXTLOCATION contains a 16-byte target server name and
IEFDP_SearchDir() returns this value as the target server name.

• Using Transaction Code -- If data is not provided in NEXTLOCATION, the sample implementation of
IEFDP_SearchDir() enforces a one-to-one mapping between the transaction code and a target server by
performing a binary search of the data that is previously loaded from the sample transaction file (IEFDIR.TRN),
using the transaction code as the key field.

– If an appropriate target server match cannot be found, the sample implementation of IEFDP_SearchDir() returns a
NULL value to the Client Manager indicating a server name could not be found. Otherwise, the corresponding target
server name is returned.

NOTE
Any value that is returned by IEFDP_SearchDir() is defined as a target server within the Client Manager
configuration to complete the routing of transactions to the selected target server.

• IEFDP_CleanupDir -- Provides the opportunity to perform any exit activities. This function is called at the termination of
the Client Manager.
No arguments are passed.

Enable Client Manager Directory Services

The Directory Services user exit must be enabled before the Client Manager can support transaction routing.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Client Manager window, select File>Setup.
2. At the File - Setup dialog, select Dir. Svc. DLL from the file list box.
3. Click Rename.
4. In the Setup - Change Filename dialog, enter the Directory Services DLL file name in the Filename entry field and click

Ok.
Note: Specify the complete file pathname of the .DLL file.

5. At the Change Filename Confirmation dialog, press Ok to return to the File - Setup dialog.
6. At the File - Setup dialog, select Dir. Svc. Input File from the file list box.
7. Click Rename.
8. In the Setup - Change Filename dialog, specify the Directory Services Input file name, depending on your Directory

Services exit implementation. For the sample code provided, this value identifies the input file, which contains the
trancode and target server mapping.
Note: For more information, see User Exits.

9. Click OK.
10. At the Change Filename Confirmation dialog, click OK to return to the File - Setup dialog.
11. Click OK to return to the Client Manager main window.
12. To save the changed configuration, select File, Save.
13. At the File - Save Configuration dialog, ensure that the Save Initialization File checkbox is checked and click OK.
14. Exit and restart the Client Manager.
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Client Manager Directory Services is enabled for use if the Directory Services Status field on the File - Setup dialog
displays Available. To access this dialog, select File - Setup from the Client Manager main window.

Directory Services and Client Manager Summary
This article provides information for Directory Services and Client Manager Summary. The directory services include,
Enabled and return a target server name, Enabled but returns a NULL value, and Not enabled.

The following table summarizes Client Manager Directory Services:

Directory Services Client Manager
Enabled and returns a target server name. Searches its list of configured target server names. If a match is

found, the request is sent to that target server. If a match is not
found, the Client Manager returns an error message to the client
application.

Enabled but returns a NULL value. If a default server is defined, it is used. If no default server is
defined, an error message is returned to the client application.

Not enabled If a default server is defined, it is used. If no default server is
defined, an error message is returned to the client application.

Configure a Default Server

To configure a default server, at least one server must already be configured within the Client Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Client Manager.
2. From the main Client Manager window, select only one configured server in the Server Name list.
3. Select Server, Make Default.
4. Save the current configuration using the procedures in the Saving Configuration Files.

Transaction Routing Events Summary

The DPC application sends a transaction request to a server application by initiating a cooperative flow. The resulting
cooperative flow contains the transaction code and NEXTLOCATION. This cooperative flow initiates a series of
transaction routing events in the Client Manager, which varies based on whether the Directory Services user exit is
enabled.

The following represents a summarized sequence of transaction routing events with Directory Services enabled:

1. Upon startup, the Client Manager calls the IEFDP_InitDir() Directory Services user exit function. With the supplied
sample user exit, this function reads a file containing a list of trancode-to-server mappings. This file map each
supported transaction code to the host name of the target server that is expected to service that transaction code.

2. A DPC application sends a transaction request containing the transaction code and, optionally, the NEXTLOCATION
by issuing a dialog flow to a server application. (NEXTLOCATION is required to locate the name of the desired target
server if the transaction resides on multiple servers).

3. The Client Manager receives the cooperative flow data, extracts the transaction code and NEXTLOCATION value, and
passes those values to the IEFDP_SearchDir() Directory Services user exit function.

4. The IEFDP_SearchDir() function implements a user-defined transaction routing scheme. Schemes can include
using a binary search routine or using the value of the NEXTLOCATION system attribute to identify the name of the
destination target server.

5. The IEFDP_SearchDir() function then returns to the Client Manager either the name of a target server or a NULL
value.
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– If Directory Services does not return a NULL value, Client Manager checks its target server configurations. If the
desired target server is defined, the request is forwarded to that server.

– If the IEFDP_SearchDir() function returns a NULL value to the Client Manager, the Client Manager attempts to send
the request to the default server. If a default server has not been specified, the Client Manager cannot route the
transaction and, as a result, returns an error to the client application.

6. When the Client Manager is shut down, the IEFDP_CleanupDir() Directory Services user exit function is called to allow
any necessary cleanup to be performed.

The following represents a summarized sequence of transaction routing events with Directory Services disabled:

1. Client Manager receives the transaction request and attempts to forward the transaction request to the default server.
2. If a default server has not been specified, the Client Manager cannot route the transaction and returns an error to the

client application.

Server Access Security Using User ID and Password/Passphrase
The security features allow developers of generated Distributed Process Client (DPC) and Distributed Process Server
(DPS) applications to develop their own security solutions.

Gen provides security for its generated applications through user exits, configuration files, and logon dialogs.

For a general discussion covering Gen security, see Understanding Distributed Processing.

DPC Application Security Responsibilities

A generated GUI DPC application is responsible for notifying the Client Manager how to obtain security data if the target
server derived security level is set to Remote. The GUI application notifies the Client Manager by way of the CFB. The
GUI runtime populates the CFB. Values that are coded by the user in the WRSECTOKEN user exit determine how the
CFB is populated.

The WRSECTOKEN GUI runtime client security user exit must be modified by the user to set the return code to one of the
following values:

• SecurityUsedStandard
The values of the CLIENT_USERID and CLIENT_PASSWORD system attributes are populated into the CFB header
area by the GUI runtime. The security offset area is not added to a Standard Security CFB.

• SecurityNotUsed
The resulting CFB is similar to the Standard Security CFB in that it does not contain a security offset area. When
WRSECTOKEN returns SecurityNotUsed, the CLIENT_USERID and CLIENT_PASSWORD attribute values are
ignored and are not placed anywhere within the CFB by the DPC. This is the default behavior of the WRSECTOKEN
user exit implementation.

• SecurityUsedEnhanced
An enhanced security CFB contains a security offset area. This area contains the values of the CLIENT_USERID and
CLIENT_PASSWORD system attributes. Also, the user-written code in WRSECTOKEN can cause an optional security
token to be added to the CFB security offset.
The CLIENT_USERID attribute value is also placed into the User ID field within the CFB header. The password data is
not added to the header for an enhanced security CFB.
If WRSECTOKEN returns a value of SecurityUsedEnhanced that indicates the Client Manager uses the data that is
contained in the enhanced security offset area if the target server has a derived security level of Remote.

Client Manager Security Responsibilities

The Client Manager is responsible for providing security data to support target server requirements.

When target server has a derived security level of Remote
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The Client Manager processes security data (user ID and password) to satisfy the following two requirements, if the target
server has a derived security level of Remote:

• To add security data to the CFB header. The security data in the CFB header is not directly accessible to the logic of
a DPS application. However, this security data, in most DPS execution environments, is used to establish the user
context under which the DPS executes. For example, the supplied user id and password are used to log in the user.
The signed-on user establishes the context under which the transactions executes.

• To provide security data (user id and password) for those transports that are used as part of their protocol. Currently,
the LU 6.2 protocol uses user id and password security data as part of the underlying conversation allocate (FMH-5).

  When target server has a derived security level of Remote-Enhanced

The Client Manager processes security data (user ID and passphrase) to satisfy the following requirements, if the target
server has a derived security level of Remote-Enhanced:

• To add security data to the security offset area of CFB only if GUI DPC application has not created security offset
area hence creating enhanced security from client manager. Security offset area contains the derived User ID
and passphrase. Derived user ID value is stored in the user id field and passphrase value is stored in the security
token field of the security offset. Derived user ID value is also placed into the User ID field within CFB header. The
passphrase data is not added to the header for an enhanced security CFB.

NOTE
Remote-Enhanced creates enhanced security CFB similar to GUI DPC application.

LU 6.2 (CPI-C), IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect and TUXEDO Proxy Client target server environment are not
supported for security level of Remote-Enhnaced.

Client Manager Retrieving the Security Data

The Client Manager only attempts to obtain security data for a cooperative flow request if the target server selected to
process the request has a derived security level of Remote or Remote-Enhanced. How and where the Client Manager
obtains the user id and password/passphrase security data depends the type of CFB being processed:

When the request has a derived security level of Remote

• If the CFB is a Standard Security CFB (the CFB does not contain a security offset area), the Client Manager retrieves
the security data from the Client Manager configuration data.

• If the CFB is an Enhanced Security CFB, the Client Manager first determines whether the security data located in the
security offset area is considered. If the Enhanced Security CFB has the CMUseSecure CFB flag byte set, the Client
Manager retrieves the security data from within the CFB security offset area.

• If the enhanced security offset area is used, the Client Manager determines whether the CFB is encrypted. If the CFB
is encrypted, the Client Manager calls its DECRPYT() user exit to decrypt the CFB before extracting the user id and
password security offset area.
If the enhanced security offset area is not used, the Client Manager handles obtaining the needed security data in a
manner similar to how it would process a Standard Security CFB.

When the request has a derived security level of Remote-Enhanced

• If the CFB is a Standard Security or SecurityNotUsed (the CFB does not contain a security offset area), the Client
Manager retrieves the security data (user ID and passphrase) from the Client Manager configuration data.
Client Manager determines whether the CFB is encrypted from the GUI DPC application. If the CFB is encrypted, the
Client Manager calls its DECRYPT() user exit to decrypt the CFB before adding the user id and passphrase in the
security offset area. After adding security data, the Client Manager calls its ENCRYPT() user exit to encrypt the CFB as
it was from the GUI DPC application.
Client Manager optionally encrypts the outgoing request using ENCRYPT() user exit.

• If the CFB is an Enhanced Security CFB, security data from the Client Manager is not added into the security offset
area of CFB.
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NOTE
If the GUI DPC application sets enhanced security offset area along with CMUseSecure CFB flag byte, the
Client Manager retrieves the security data from within the CFB security offset area and updates the user id into
the CFB header irrespective of target server derived level.

If the GUI DPC application sets enhanced security offset area but did not set CMUseSecure CFB flag byte,
the Client Manager does not retrieve the security data from within the CFB security offset area and uses
derived security data from the Client Manager to update user id and password field (first 8 characters in case of
passphrase) within CFB header

The following table provides examples of user ID, and password/passphrase as set in the DPC application and client
manager security level of Remote-Enhanced configurations. The last two columns detail the final derived security data
that will be added to the CFB header and CFB security offset before being transmitted to the target server environment.

--
DPC application
SecurityUsed
CMUseSecure
User ID
Password
Token

Client Manager
Remote-Enhanced
--
--
User ID
Passphrase
--

Final Derived
Security Data in header
--
--
User ID
Password
--

Final Derived
Security Data in offset
--
--
User ID
Password
Token

SecurityUsed NotUsed
CMUseSecure n/a
UserID n/a good-bye good-bye good-bye
Password n/a newdolly-Enhanced <blank> newdolly*
Token n/a newdolly-Enhanced
SecurityUsed UsedStandard
CMUseSecure n/a
User ID hello good-bye hello hello
Password world newdolly-Enhanced <blank> newdolly*
Token n/a newdolly-Enhanced
SecurityUsed UsedEnhanced
CMUseSecure true
User ID hello good-bye hello hello
Password world newdolly-Enhanced <blank> world
Token dpctoken dpctoken
SecurityUsed UsedEnhance
CMUseSecure false
User ID hello good-bye good-bye hello
Password world newdolly-Enhanced newdolly world
Token dpctoken dpctoken

NOTE
* derived security data using Client Manager Remote-Enhanced will update passphrase in the token and also
copy first 8 characters of the passphrase into the password field of the CFB security offset Area.

Remote-Enhanced adds the Password Phrase into the token field of the security offset. This is the same as if the client
application using SecurityUsedEnhanced from WRSECTOKEN except the token field is translated for passphrase but not
translated if the token is set from the client using wrsectoken user exit.
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If the Client Manager determines that it must use its configuration to obtain the needed security data, the Client Manager
proceeds in the following manner:

• Uses the Server Security Parameters settings for the selected target server
• Uses the Client Manager Default Security Parameters setting
• Uses the security data that is supplied by the Client Manager Logon dialog

Setting Target Server Security Parameters

Cooperative flows that target a secure server environment require that the flow include security data such as user id
and password/passphrase. The target server environment uses this security data to restrict access to only those users it
deems authorized.

The Client Manager Server Configuration dialog is used to set these security parameters specific to a particular server
connection. The derived security level, which is mentioned in the following table, is used to determine if and from where
the user id and password are obtained. Derived security has been discussed in sections presented earlier within this
section.

The following table summarizes the Server Security Parameters found on the Server Configuration dialog. This dialog is
accessed from the Client Manager main menu by selecting Server, Config.

Server Security Parameters Usage
Defer radio button If selected, the derived security level is determined by the default

security level of the Client Manager. Refer to the section titled
Derived Security Level Details.

Remote-Enhanced radio button If selected, the Client Manager adds security data to the security
offset area and userid to the header area of the CFB request
that is transmitted to the target server environment. To determine
from where the User Id and Passphrase are obtained, refer to the
section titled Derived Security Level Details. The derived security
level is Remote-Enhanced.

None radio button If selected, the Client Manager does not add security data into
the header area of the CFB request that is transmitted to the
target server environment. The Client Manager Default Security
parameters are ignored. The derived security level is None.

User ID text field Identifies the user ID that is to be passed to the target server
environment if the derived security level is Defer or Remote.

Password text field Identifies the password to be passed to the target server
environment if the derived security level is Defer or Remote.

Passphrase text field Identifies the passphrase to be passed to the target server
environment if the derived security level is Defer or Remote-
Enhanced.

NOTE
The server security level parameter for individual server definitions is saved in the Client Manager server
configuration file (IEFCMN.SRV by default). The security level is stored in this file as a number: Defer=0,
Remote=2, Remote-Enhanced=4, and None=3.

WARNING
If you want to save the user ID and password/passphrase to the server configuration file (.SRV), select the Save
User ID and Password/Passphrase checkbox on the Client Manager File-Save Configuration dialog. The saved
password/passphrase is encrypted. The ability to allow the Client Manager to save the user ID and password/
passphrase is disabled during the customization process, which is performed once during the first start of the
Client Manager after installation.
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Client Manager Default Security Parameters

The Client Manager provides a default security configuration which is applied to all target servers that have been
configured to use a security level of Defer.

The following table summarizes the Client Manager Default Security Parameters found on the File, Setup dialog. Access
this dialog from the Client Manager main menu by selecting File, Setup.

Server Security Parameters Usage
Remote radio button If the security level of the target server is set to Defer, the Remote

default security level results in the Client Manager adding security
data to the header area of the CFB request. See that the section
titled Derived Security Level Details, to determine from where the
User Id and Password are obtained.

Remote-Enhanced radio button If the security level of the target server is set to Defer, the Remote-
Enhanced default security level results in the Client Manager
adding security data to the security offset area of the CFB request
and user id to the header area of the CFB request. See the
section titled Derived Security Level Details, to determine from
where the User Id and Password are obtained.

None radio Button If the security level of the target server is set to Defer, the Client
Manager does not add security data into the header area of the
CFB request. Refer to the section titled Derived Security Level
Details.

User ID Identifies the user ID that is sent to the target server environment.
Password Identifies the security token that is sent to the target server

environment.
Passphrase Identifies the token field of the security offset area that is sent to

the target server environment.

NOTE
The default Security Level parameter is saved in the Client Manager configuration file (IEFCMN.INI by default).
The security levels are stored in this file as numbers: None=0, Remote=2, and Remote-Enhanced=4.

Derived Security Level Details

A derived security level is determined by taking into account the server security level and the Client Manager default
security level. The hierarchical combination of these levels is called the derived security level.

The derived security level and values of the configured user id and password/passphrase data fields are obtained as
follows:

• Those values set in Server Security Parameters for a selected target server
• Those values set in the Client Manager default Security Parameters
• Those values for which you are prompted in the Client Managers Server Logon dialog

The following table provides examples of security level, user ID, and password/passphrase as set in the target server
and client manager configurations. The last column details the final derived security data that is added to the CFB header
and CFB security offset for only Remote-Enhanced before being transmitted to the target server environment. In general,
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the Client Manager default UserID and Password/Passphrase are only used if the target server UserID and Password/
Passphrase are both blank.

Target Server
Security Level
User ID
Password

Client Manager
Security Level
User ID
Password

Final Derived Security Data
(as sent to the target server)
User ID
Password

Security level
User ID
Password

Remote
good-bye
dolly

not considered
not considered

good-bye
dolly

Security level
User ID
Password

remote
good-bye
<blank>

not considered
not considered

good-bye
<blank>

Security level
User ID
Password

remote
<blank>
dolly

not considered
not considered

<blank>
dolly

Security level
User ID
Password

remote
<blank>
<blank>

not considered
hello
world

hello
world

Security level
User ID
Password

remote
<blank>
<blank>

not considered
<blank>
<blank>

<blank>
<blank>

Security level
User ID
Password

remote
<blank>
<blank>

not considered
hello
<blank>

hello
<blank>

Security level
User ID
Password

remote
<blank>
<blank>

not considered
<blank>
world

<blank>
world

Security level
User ID
Password

defer
good-bye
dolly

remote
not considered

good-bye
dolly

Security level
User ID
Password

defer
good-bye
<blank>

remote
not considered

good-bye
<blank>

Security level
User ID
Password

defer
<blank>
dolly

remote
not considered

<blank>
dolly

Security level
User ID
Password

defer
<blank>
<blank>

remote
hello
world

hello
world

Security level
User ID
Password

defer
<blank>
<blank>

remote
<blank>
<blank>

<blank>
<blank>

Security level
User ID
Password

defer
<blank>
<blank>

remote
hello
<blank>

hello
<blank>
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Security level
User ID
Password

defer
<blank>
<blank>

remote
<blank>
world

<blank>
world

Security level
User ID
Password

none remote as set by the DP Client

Security level
User ID
Password

none None as set by the DP Client

Security level
User ID
Password

defer none as set by the DP Client

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

Remote-Enhanced
good-buy
dolly

not considered
not considered

good-buy
dolly

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

Remote-Enhanced
good-buy
blank

not considered
not considered

good-buy
<blank>

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

Remote-Enhanced
<blank>
dolly

not considered
not considered

<blank>
dolly

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

Remote-Enhanced
<blank>
<blank>

not considered
hello
world

hello
world

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

Remote-Enhanced
<blank>
<blank>

not considered
<blank>
<blank>

<blank>
<blank>

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

Remote-Enhanced
<blank>
<blank>

not considered
hello
<blank>
<blank>

hello
<blank>

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

Remote-Enhanced
<blank>
<blank>

not considered
<blank>
world

<blank>
world

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

defer
good-bye
dolly

Remote-Enhanced
not considered

good-bye
dolly(passphrase)

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

defer
good-bye
<blank>

Remote-Enhanced
not considered

good-bye
<blank>(passphrase)

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

defer
<blank>
dolly

Remote-Enhanced
not considered

<blank>
dolly(passphrase)

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

defer
<blank>
<blank>

Remote-Enhanced
hello
world

hello
world(passphrase)
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Security level
User ID
Passphrase

defer
<blank>
<blank>

Remote-Enhanced
<blank>
<blank>

<blank>
<blank>(passphrase)

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

defer
<blank>
<blank>

Remote-Enhanced
hello
<blank>

hello
<blank>(passphrase)

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

defer
<blank>
<blank>

Remote-Enhanced
<blank>
world

<blank>
world(passphrase)

Security level
User ID
Passphrase

none Remote-Enhanced as set by the DP Client

Client Manager Logon Dialog

Depending upon the Client Manager default security level setting and, if defined, the default target server security level
setting, a Logon dialog is displayed when the Client Manager is started. The following table details the configuration
combinations that are required to enable the Logon dialog.

The Logon dialog is presented only if one or both of the UserID and Password have not been previously configured and
saved to the Client Manager configuration files.

Configured DefaultTarget Server
Security Level

Client Manager
Default Security Level

Logon Dialog displayed?

defer none no
defer remote yes
defer Remote-Enhanced yes
remote none yes
Remote-Enhanced none yes
remote remote yes
Remote-Enhanced Remote-Enhanced yes
none none no
none remote no
none Remote-Enhanced no
none defined none no
none defined remote yes
non defined Remote-Enhanced yes

If a default server has been configured, the UserID and Password/Passphrase data entered using the Logon is applied
to the default server security parameters. Thus the entered data is only available to the currently defined default server. If
a default server has not been configured, the entered data is applied to the Client Manager default security parameters,
where it is available for all configured servers depending upon the individual server security configurations.

Using Derived Security Data

After the Client Manager has obtained the derived security data, see the derived security level.
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• If the derived security level is Remote, then the Client Manager adds the derived user id and password to the CFB
header before transmission to the server environment. Security data that is placed in the CFB header by the DPC
application, if any, is overwritten.

• If the derived security level is Remote-Enhanced, then the Client Manager adds the derived user id and passphrase
to the CFB Security offset area and user id to the CFB header before transmission to the server environment. Security
data that is placed in the CFB header by the DPC application, if any, is overwritten but never overwrites security offset
area if already set up by the DPC application.

• If the derived security level is None, then user id and password are not added to the CFB header. Security data that is
placed in the CFB header by the DPC application remains and is forwarded to the target server.

Decryption of Common Format Buffer

The CFB data that is transmitted from DPC applications can optionally be encrypted. A flag byte in the CFB header
signifies the data has been encrypted. This flag byte is used to notify the receiver of the CFB that it has been encrypted. It
is the responsibility of the receiver to decrypt the CFB.

Regarding the Client Manager, the data in the CFB is only decrypted if the security data that is located in the security
offset is used when sending the cooperative flow request to a target server that has a derived security level of Remote or
Remote-Enhanced.

Client Manager DECRYPT User Exit

The DECRYPT Client Manager user exit is intended to provide a user-written decryption routine that must be able to
correctly decrypt the CFB previously encrypted by the GUI runtime user exit WRSECENCRYPT.

The Client Manager passes the encrypted portion of the CFB to the DECRYPT exit routine. The exit returns a decrypted
version of the data it was passed as input.

On return from the DECRYPT user exit, the Client Manager parses out the user ID and password. The Client Manager
uses this retrieved security data when servicing the associated cooperative flow request.

The Client Manager decrypts the CFB for its internal use only. When the CFB is forwarded on to the target server
environment, it remains in the encrypted state as received from the originating DPC.

Encryption of Common Format Buffer

The CFB data that is transmitted from Client Manager can optionally be encrypted when the target server has a derived
security level of Remote-Enhanced. A flag byte in the CFB header signifies the data has been encrypted. This flag byte is
used to notify the receiver of the CFB that it has been encrypted. It is the responsibility of the receiver to decrypt the CFB.

Client Manager ENCRYPT User Exit

The ENCRYPT Client Manager user exit is intended to provide a user-written encryption routine that must be able to
correctly encrypt the CFB after adding CFB security offset area previously encrypted or not encrypted by the GUI runtime
user exit WRSECENCRYPT.

The Client Manager passes the encrypted portion of the CFB to the DECRYPT exit routine. The exit returns a decrypted
version of the data it was passed as input. On return from the DECRYPT user exit, the Client Manager adds CFB security
offset area to the decrypted data and to keep the encrypted state as received from the originating DPC, Client Manager
uses ENCRYPT user exit to encrypt the outgoing CFB request when servicing the associated cooperative flow request.

Optionally Client Manager can encrypt the outgoing CFB even if it has not received encrypted requests from the
originating DPC.

NOTE
See Understanding Distributed Processingfor a detailed discussion of encryption and security within a DP
application.
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Errors

Any errors that are returned from the decryption/encryption user exit or encountered while processing the user exit are
returned to the DPC and the cooperative flow is aborted.

Translating UserID and Password

For those transports that use UserID and Password as part of their protocol (currently LU6.2) an optional Conversation
Instance Data user exit is provided to facilitate any required pre-translation of the UserID and Password text before being
sent to the transport layer. The two user exit entry points are described in the following sections.

CIDE_INIT()

This entry point is invoked only once, during the initialization of the Client Manager transport support code. Future calls to
CIDE_PROC() are enabled or disabled depending upon the return value from this exit entry point.

CIDE_PROC()

This entry point, invoked once per request flow, can be used to perform a pre-translation of the UserID and Password text
data before they are passed to the transport protocol layer.

Note: For more information about user exits, see User Exits.

Client Manager Saving Configuration Files
The configuration parameters for a Client Manager are saved in two distinct files, an initialization file and a target server
file. You can save these configuration files using the default file names or choose your own file names.

The default name of the initialization file is IEFCMN.INI. This file contains values for the following Client Manager
attributes:

• Auto-Connect to Server
• Auto-Reset Server Connection
• Client Manager Log File Name
• Logging Level
• Statistic Refresh State and Refresh Interval
• Default Security Parameters
• Default Target Server Name
• Name of server configuration (.srv) file
• Directory services, dll and, tran file file names

The default name of the target server configuration file is IEFCMN.SRV. For each configured server, this file contains the
following information:

• Name of the server
• Text description for the server
• Type of transport API
• Test transaction name
• Server security parameters
• Communication dll name
• Applicable transport parameters

Retaining the .INI and .SRV extensions aids in keeping track of file functions. We also recommend that you use file name
prefixes that are related so that it is easier to distinguish collections of related files.
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Saving the Client Manager Configuration

The Save Configuration dialog is unique within the Client Manager, as it is the only dialog whose use can be tailored.

During the first execution following the Client Manager installation, the Client Manager presents a series of first-time
use configuration dialogs. One of these dialogs asks if you want the Client Manager to save user IDs and passwords/
passphrases to the Client Manager configuration files. If during the initial Client Manager configuration, you indicate that
you want to save user IDs and passwords/passphrases, the Save Configuration dialog contains an extra check box.
This check box allows users to designate whether they want user IDs and passwords/passphrases that are saved to the
configuration files. If they choose not to save user IDs and passwords/passphrases, the check box does not display on the
Save Configuration dialog.

Using the following steps, the Client Manager configuration can be saved while a Client Manager is active:

1. From the Client Manager main window, select File, Save.
2. On the File - Save Configuration dialog, verify that check boxes for the Initialization file and Server Configuration file

are checked.
3. Click OK to return to the main dialog.
4. There is no need to stop and restart the Client Manager to allow the new configuration settings to take effect. Updates

to the Client Manager are dynamic and take effect while the Client Manager is active.

NOTE
If you change file names from within the File - Save Configuration dialog the current configuration is saved under
these names. This is similar to the Save As option in other programs.

Upon exiting the Client Manager, the Save Configuration dialog appears to allow the user to save updates. This dialog
appears only if the user modified the active Client Manager configuration.

Changing Configuration File Names

Follow these steps:

1. Select File, Setup from the Client Manager main window.
2. On the File - Setup dialog, select the file name that you want to change.
3. Click Rename.

This displays the Setup - Change Filename dialog.
4. Change the name of the file as desired and click OK.
5. Click OK on the Change Filename Confirmation dialog.

This propagates the changed names to the File - Setup dialog.
6. Repeat Steps 2 through 7 for the remaining file names to be changed.
7. Click OK on the File - Setup dialog.
8. On the main window, select File, Save, and verify that both check boxes on the File - Save Configuration dialog are

marked.
9. Click OK to return to the main dialog.

The Client Manager must be stopped and restarted before the new configuration settings can take effect.

Note: If you change file names from within the File - Save Configuration dialog, the current configuration is saved with
these names. This is similar to the Save As option in other programs.

Testing the Client Manager
The main GUI window of the Client Manager has a sub-menu item that gives you the ability to simulate a cooperative
flow request. Every target server that is defined to a Client Manager has its own Test Transaction attribute. This Test
Transaction attribute identifies the transaction code name to be used when constructing a simulated cooperative flow
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request. The Server - Send Test Tran submenu item is a non-dialog directive that causes the Client Manager to send a
Test Transaction to all selected servers.

When directed to send a Test Transaction, the Client Manager builds a simulated cooperative flow request. The Client
Manager submits the request to itself and handles the response.

Similar to any other cooperative flow request, the processing of a Test Transaction creates a connection to a selected
target server if a connection does not already exist. If a connection already exists, the Client Manager processes the Test
Transaction flow using that existing connection. The Client Manager assumes the role of the Distributed Processing Client
(DPC). Gen provides an ECHO transaction server for various target server execution environments that are supported by
Gen. The ECHO transaction assumes the role of the Distributed Processing Server (DPS). The combination of the Client
Manager and the supplied ECHO transactions give you the opportunity to test the network connection between the Client
Manager and one or more execution environments which potentially host the target DPS applications.

Server Configuration

Each server that is defined within a Client Manager has a Test Transaction attribute. This attribute is also known as the
Echo Tran or Test Tran. For more information about how to specify the Test Tran for a given target server, see Configuring
Client Manager Server Connections.

Sending a Test Transaction

The ability to send a designated Test Transaction to one or more target servers is provided using a Send Test Trans
submenu directive that is available on the Server main menu. If you select more than one target server, the test
transaction that is associated with each individual server is sent to its respective server.

The ECHO Transaction

Gen provides a unique version of an ECHO transaction server for each server execution environment to which a Client
Manager can connect (CICS, IMS, Windows Transaction Enabler, UNIX Transaction Enabler, and Tuxedo). The ECHO
transactions do not test your generated applications. Rather, they are used in cooperation with the Client Manager to test
the network connection between the client workstation and the execution environments that potentially host one or more
target DPS applications.

The following activities must be completed before using the ECHO transaction server:

• The Client Manager must be configured to use the target server that hosts the ECHO transaction server. For more
information about how to configure the Client Manager for server connections, see the section Configuring Client
Manager Server Connections.

• The ECHO server application must be installed and configured within the target server environment.

To test using ECHO, the Gen ECHO server must be installed and configured on the target server. Configuration
requirements for ECHO depend on the platform on which you install the ECHO transaction.

The following table describes where to find a description of the ECHO application that is used in the various server
execution environments to which a Client Manager can connect.

Target Server Execution Environment Configuring the ECHO transaction

Windows or UNIX Transaction Enabler When testing the connection to Gen Transaction Enabler target
server environment, the ECHO transaction server is installed
during the installation of the Implementation Toolset or Transaction
Enabler Gen products.
Note: See Transaction Enabler for information about configuring
to use the ECHO transaction server.
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UNIX Tuxedo using Gen Tuxedo Proxy Client When testing the connection to a Tuxedo execution environment
and the communications type being used is TCP/IP, the ECHO
transaction server is installed during the installation of the
Implementation Toolset or Transaction Enabler Gen products.
Note: See Transaction Enabler for information about configuring a
transaction server.

z/OS CICS When testing LU6.2, TCP/IP, or ECI connections to the CICS
target server environment, the ECHO transaction server is
installed during the installation of the Implementation Toolset for z/
OS product.
The ECHO program is supplied in the Gen Load Library (ISPLLIB)
provided with the Host Encyclopedia or z/OS IT software.
Ensure the ECHO program is made available to CICS in the
DFHRPL concatenation and that the relevant transaction and
program definitions have been done.
Note: For information about configuring to use the ECHO
transaction server, see Install Gen on z/OS.

z/OS IMS When testing LU6.2 or TCP/IP connections to z/OS IMS target
server environments, the ECHOI transaction server is installed
during the installation of the Implementation Toolset for z/OS
product.
The ECHOI program is supplied in the Gen Load Library
(ISPLLIB) provided with the Host Encyclopedia or z/OS IT
software.
Ensure the ECHOI program is made available to an application
IMS Load Library and that the relevant transaction and program
definitions have been done.
Note: For information about configuring to use the ECHO
transaction server, see Install Gen on z/OS.

Testing a Server Connection Using the ECHO Transaction
The Client Manager can be used to test direct connections to servers or can be used to test server connections that are
supported by using a Gen Communications Bridge.

The following illustration depicts the Client Manager direct connect test environment:
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The following is an illustration of a Client Manager connecting to the target server execution environment by way of a
Communications Bridge.

This procedure assumes that the applicable third party communications software has been configured, initialized, and
started on all test machines.

1. Verify that the target server environment is active.
– LU6.2(CPI-C) (z/OS CICS and z/OS IMS)

If necessary, contact the CICS/IMS administrator to verify that the CICS/IMS region is up (available) and/or to
acquire the LU6.2 sessions for the independent LU associated with your Client Manager. A session between CICS/
IMS and the SNA service provider must be established.

NOTE
For target servers using z/OS server environments, see Install Gen on z/OS.

– TCP/IP (Sockets)
• Transaction Enabler (Windows and UNIX)

Start AEFUF and AEFAD
Note: For UNIX target systems using the Transaction Enabler, see the Transaction Enabler. For the Windows
servers using Transaction Enabler, see Windows Implementation Toolset.

• Tuxedo Proxy Client (UNIX)
Start the Tuxedo Proxy Client and the Tuxedo bulletin board with the configured ECHO transaction server.
Note: For using Tuxedo Proxy Clients, see the Working With Tuxedo.

• TCP/IP to Enterprise Java Beans CFB Converter Services (Windows and UNIX)
Note: For using EJB Converter Services, see Working With Enterprise JavaBeans for EJB configuration details.

• z/OS CICS: CICS TCP/IP Direct Connect
Note:For target servers using z/OS CICS, see Install Gen on z/OS.

• z/OS CICS: CICS Socket Listener
Note: For target servers using z/OS CICS, see Install Gen on z/OS.

• z/OS IMS: IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect
Note: For target servers using z/OS IMS, see Install Gen on z/OS.

• Communications Bridge
Note: For target servers using a Gen Communications Bridge, see Working With the Communications Bridge.

– NonStop
Does not support Echo transaction server.

2. On a client workstation, start the Client Manager and if necessary configure the server connection for connecting to
the desired target server. See the Configuring Client Manager Server Connections section for details about configuring
target server connections.
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3. Verify the test transaction name that is specified on the Client Manager Server Configuration dialog. This dialog is
launched from the Client Manager main window by selecting Server, Config.
– ECHO is the Gen provided transaction name for all servers.
– If the target server is a Communications Bridge and the Bridge is serving a CICS region using ECI as its transport,

verify that the Test Tran. Server name is ECHO. ECHO is the Gen provided transaction for CICS. The Comm.
Bridge uses the name that is specified in the Test Tran Server entry field as the name of the program that is invoked
by the resulting CICS Distributed Program Link (DPL).

NOTE
For more information about using ECI from a Comm. Bridge, see Working With the Communications Bridge.

4. On the Client Manager main window, select one or more server names from the list.
5. On the Client Manager main window, select Server, Send Test Trans.
6. Verify that the Client Manager establishes a connection with the selected target servers. Use the status field on the

Client Manager main window to track the connection status.
– If your server configuration target is a CICS Socket Listener, the connection is non persistent. The connection is

closed when the response is returned to the Client Manager. Thus the status field change from DISCONNECTED
to CONNECTED and then back to DISCONNECTED. For all other non CICS Socket Listener server configurations,
the connection is persistent, long lived. The status field change from DISCONNECTED to CONNECTED and
remain CONNECTED indicating you have established a connection.

– Verify that a pop-up window appears indicating that the resulting cooperative flow request was successfully
returned.

– If the status sequence goes from DISCONNECTED to CONNECTING to DISCONNECTED, check the Client
Manager's log file and resolve any connectivity problems before continuing the test procedure.

– Watch for pop-up error messages from the communications products as the test executes. If an error message
appears, use the information in the Client Manager's log file to determine the cause of the failure. Access the log file
by selecting File, Browse, Log File from within the Client Manager application.

NOTE
You need to change the logging level to see more detailed logging information.

To change the logging level from the Client Manager main menu, follow these steps:

1. Select File, Setup.
2. On the File - Setup dialog, select a more verbose logging level from within the Logging Level group box.
3. Click OK to return to the main menu.
4. On the main window, select File, Save.
5. Verify that both check boxes on the File - Save Configuration dialog are marked.
6. Click OK to return to the main dialog.

The logging level change takes effect immediately. It is not necessary to restart the Client Manager when changing
Logging Level.

7. Re-execute the ECHO test.

Using a User-Written Test Transaction
Users of the Client Manager can choose to use a different Test Transaction other than the ECHO applications provided
by Gen. The Server Configuration that is associated with the target server allows the user to enter the name of their Test
Tran (and for ECI to a Comm. Bridge, the name of their Test Tran. server).

The Client Manager uses the Test Transaction data that is specified for each individual target server when constructing
a simulated cooperative flow. Because the Client Manager is acting as the DPC applications, the behavior of a user-
written test server application must be the same as the ECHO applications that are provided by Gen. The simulated test
cooperative flow that is built by the Client Manager consists of a Common Format Buffer (CFB) header, User Action area,
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and the Next location area. The Next Location area is populated with the name of the target server. The Client Manager
does not send or expect to receive import or export view data.

Using a Client Application to Test Connectivity
Any DPC application that use the Client Manager creates a connection to its target server if an existing connection does
not already exist. You can develop a test Gen Distributed Processing application to test connectivity from the Client
Workstation to a server execution environment.

The following steps can be used to test the client application. These steps assume that a successful connection to the
target server ECHO transaction server has already been performed:

1. The DPS application server must be installed, configured, and activated as required by the target server environment.
2. On the client workstation, start the client application and exercise the application as required to initiate a cooperative

flow.
3. The client cooperative flow request, if not currently active, result in a connection from the Client Manager to the target

server environment.
4. Client Manager Server connection status can be monitored from the Client Manager main window. The Status column

of the server list reflects the status of the server connection.
5. Verify proper execution of the cooperative flow as appropriate for the application being tested.

If errors are encountered, use the information found in the Client Manager log file to determine the cause of the failure.
Access the log file by selecting File, Browse, Log File from the Client Manager Main menu. You also need to investigate
log files on the target server environment for help determining the cause of failure.

Client Manager Server Flow Statistics
The Client Manager has a statistic gathering capability that tracks the number of cooperative flows that are processed,
and the total number of bytes sent and received.

A dialog displaying a summary of the statistic can be displayed. Optionally the statistics can be updated on demand or
periodically as determined by a configurable time parameter.

Statistics are maintained for:

• Number of Transactions
• Total Elapsed Time Since Client Manager Startup
• Server Response Times
• Total Bytes Sent
• Total Bytes Received

Statistics - Summary Dialog

The Client Manager Statistics - Summary dialog displays real-time byte transfer statistical data for the target server
transport. To display the statistics dialog from the Client Manager main window select the Statistics, Summary menu
items.

NOTE
The fields that provide total byte counts of data that is routed through the Client Manager have a special
multiplier field that follows the data field. The first letter of each of these abbreviations denotes the multipliers:
Kilo, Mega, Giga, and Tera.

The statistical counts are restarted at zero when:
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• The Client Manager is first started
• The Clear pushbutton on the Statistics - Summary dialog is pressed
• The Statistics, Clear All main window menu item is selected

The display-only fields on this dialog include:

Transactions
Total number of transactions that are sent and received by Client Manager

Elapsed Time
The number of minutes since the Client Manager was started

Response Time
Maximum, minimum, and average response times (in units of seconds)

Total Bytes Sent
Cumulative total of data bytes sent out with transaction from Client Manager

Total Bytes Received
Cumulative total of data bytes received from transaction into Client Manager

Statistics - Refresh Parameters Dialog

User configurable parameters enable and set the frequency of periodic updates of the statistics that are displayed in
the Statistics - Summary dialog. On the Client Manager main window select Statistics, Refresh to display the Statistics -
Refresh Parameters dialog.

Refresh On/Off

These radio buttons enable or disable the periodic update of the Statistics - Summary dialog. Select On to enable the
periodic update feature. The default value is Off.

The Summary - Statistics dialog is not automatically updated if the refresh feature is not active. You can still manually
update the statistics by selecting the Statistics, Refresh Now Client Manager window menu items.

Interval

The Interval entry field controls the length of time in whole seconds between refreshes of the Summary - Statistics dialog.
The default value is 60 seconds.

Client Manager Error Messages
For messages representing communication errors that occur with Gen Distributed Processing applications, see
Messages.

Additional messages providing details of the communications failure can be found in the Client Manager log file. You can
view the log files with an ASCII text editor or from within the Client Manager main window using the File, Browse, Log File
menu items.

Setting the Logging Level to Tracing

The Client Manager logging level can be changed to alter the amount of data that is dumped to the log file.

To change the log level:

Follow these steps:

1. Select File, Setup from the main Client Manager window.
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2. Set the desired tracing level. The Trace Logging group box contains the trace level controls. Tracing is the most
verbose level while Errors is the least verbose level.

3. Re-execute the failing cooperative flow.

NOTE

Using the Trace logging level produce large log files.

Client Manager User Exits
User exits are a mechanism to customize certain default behaviors. The Client Manager currently supports the following
exits:

User Exit Name Source Code Description
CI_CM_DPC_Flow_Complete_Comm_Err
or

cicmclx.c Client side cooperative flow Client Manager
communication error exit allows a user to
indicate that a failed cooperative flow be
retried. This user exit is invoked when a
synchronous cooperative flow to a Client
Manager completes with a communication
error. The communication errors that
are seen most often by GUI applications
include 609, 619, and 629 failures.

DECRYPT decrexit.c Decrypts the CFB from a client if the data
in the enhanced security offset area is to be
used, the target server environment has a
derived Security_Level of Remote, and the
CFB data is encrypted.

ENCRYPT decrexit.c Encrypts the CFB from a Client Manager
when the target server environment has
a derived Security_Level of Remote-
Enhanced.

CIDE_INIT cidexit.c Conversation Instance Data - Initialize.
Used to disable or enable CIDE_PROC
calls. See CIDE_PROC user exit.

CIDE_PROC cidexit.c Conversation Instance Data - Process.
Used to modify certain fields of the
Conversation Instance data prior to the
conversation supporting a cooperative flow
being created
For those transports that use UserID and
Password as part of their protocol (currently
LU6.2), this set of user exit functions
is provided to facilitate any required
adjustments of the UserID and Password
before being sent to the transport layer. The
CPI/C API performs the ASCII to EBCDIC
translation of the UserID and Password as
part of its conversation protocol.
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IEFDP_InitDir iefdir.c Directory Services - Initialize. Used to
disable or enable subsequent Directory
services calls. This and the following two
user exits are how the Client Manager
implements Transaction Routing.
Transaction Routing is a process that
allows cooperative flow data to be routed
from a Distributed Process Client (DPC) to
a programmatically determined Distributed
Process Server (DPS).
Note: The Transaction Routing section
discusses Transaction Routing and
directory services in detail.

IEFDP_SearchDir Iefdir.c The Directory Services - Search.
Implementation of the transaction server
search algorithm.

IEFDP_CleanUpDir Iefdir.c Directory Services - Cleanup. Allows
for deallocation of resources that may
have been allocated to support directory
services.

RSCUserEntry() iorscclx.cxx An optional user exit which provides
access to and modification of Gen user and
application data.
Note: While routines supported by this
exit do allow data to be modified, the
total length of the data buffer cannot be
changed. It is up to the user to maintain
data integrity.

NOTE
For more information about user exits, see User Exits

Client Manager Window
Client Manager is a Gen product whose primary role is to provide communications support for client applications.

Client Manager does this by routing messages (or transactions) between the client and server application components
particularly in a Gen client/server distributed process application environment.

The transactions can be routed either to an occurrence of the Gen Communications Bridge product and then to a
destination target server or directly to a destination target server, depending on the transport used.

From the main window of Client Manager, you can:

• Perform file maintenance tasks such as saving and renaming Client Manager files.
• Control the statistical data refresh frequency.
• Perform activities specifically related to the target system such as defining a server configuration definition, making a

system the default server, logging onto a server, and so forth.
• Perform activities specifically related to Client Manager such as controlling the type of information that is written to the

log file, defining the default logon (user Id and password), and loading the Directory Services user exit.
• Display either detail statistical data for individual transactions or summary statistical data for Client Manager.
• View list of available target servers to which Client Manager can connect.

NOTE
The list of available target servers that are displayed in the list box comes from the server configuration file,
where each server is defined in a server configuration definition.
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Default Server

The name of the server that you chose to be the default displays in this box.

You can either change the default server by selecting another server from server list box and selecting the Make Default
action.

Or, you can remove the default server with the Remove Default action.

The default server specifies the name of the target server that a request should be sent if either the Directory Services is
not loaded, or Directory Services is loaded but cannot translate the request from Client Manager.

The name of the default server, if saved, is displayed in the initialization file.

If you choose to delete the default server, you must first remove the server as the default and then delete it.

Removing the server as the default prior to deleting the server safeguards against accidental deletes of a configuration
definition in the server configuration file.

NOTE
No relationship exists between the default server and the default logon (user Id and password).

Server Names List

Server Names list box displays the name of target servers, their statuses and other statistical data.

The names of these displayed target servers are defined in each target server definition during server configuration.
These target server definitions are stored in the server configuration file (.SRV).

The selected server details display in the Selected Server Details group box.

Status is the condition of the connection between Client Manager and the target server.

The statuses of the servers include:

• Connecting
Client Manager is in the process of establishing communication connections to the target server.
This status occurs if Client Manager initially sends a request (or a transaction) to a target server.
During this status, Client Manager can queue messages to be sent to the target server if the target server is enabled,
but the messages are not sent across the network until the status changes to Connected.

• Connected
Client Manager has successfully completed the communication connections to the target server. This status remains
until a disconnection occurs due to system-related events or by force.

• Disconnecting
Client Manager is in the process of removing communication connections from the target server.
Client Manager checks on any outstanding requests to the target server and sends forewarning messages to the
connecting clients that a disconnect is about to occur.

• Disconnected
No communication connections exist between Client Manager and the target server.
This status can occur if either the communication connections are not configured between Client Manager and the
target server, or you manually performed a Server Disconnect action on a target server.
Messages can be sent during a disconnected status if the server is enabled. Message requests causes Client Manager
to initiate a connecting status.

• Invalid
Client Manager has detected invalid configuration parameters of the target servers. No messages can be routed.

The Selected Servers Detail group box contains the server configuration details for the last server selected from the above
Server Names list. The available fields with the group box vary depending upon the transport associated with the selected
server. The parameters are those that have been previously configured through the Server Configuration Details dialog
specific to the transport selected.
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Note: A target system must be enabled before a connection status can occur.

Selected Server - Server Name

This field contains the server name alias as entered within the Server Configuration dialog.

The remaining fields in the group box vary depending on the transport associated with the server. the displayed
parameters are configured through the Server Configuration Details dialog specific to the selected transport.

Selected Server - Host Name

This field contains the full server host name that is associated with the last Server Name selected from the Server Names
list.

With the support of IPv6, the length of host names can be up to 1024 characters. This field provides access to the
selected client's full host name. It is a scrollable field and can be copied from.

This field will be cleared if the associated server is deselected (within the list) or when the client connection is terminated.

Understanding Client Manager
The primary function of Client Manager is to provide communications support for client applications in a Gen client/server
distributed process application environment.

Distributed process applications that Gen generates are normally characterized by client and server application
components that communicate with each other through transactions that are routed across a network using a supported
communication protocol.

Client Manager accepts and routes transaction requests from a client application through either an occurrence of the Gen
Communications Bridge product or directly to the host target server where a server application resides.

For more information, see Routing Transactions in this panel.

Before Client Manager sending a transaction request to either Communications Bridge or directly to the target server,
Client Manager accepts input from the client application and its user exit to determine the name of the target server
destination.

The input from the client application includes a destination transaction code and a value for NEXTLOCATION, where
NEXTLOCATION is a system attribute that is defined in a Gen action diagram by a SET NEXTLOCATION statement. This
system attribute is used to identify in the application the name of the target server destination.

Directory Services, which are a Client Manager user exit, implements transaction routing by using either the
NEXTLOCATION system attribute or binary search function to identify the target server name.

Note: The Directory Services user exit uses the value of the NEXTLOCATION instead of Client Manager.

Client Manager can connect to one or more occurrences of Communications Bridge and to multiple target servers
simultaneously (multi-connect support).

Client Manager can support concurrent multiple communication sessions to one or more target servers. It can also
support multiple communication transport protocols.

Routing Transactions Using Gen Communications Bridge

Client Manager routes messages in a client/server distributed process application environment to an occurrence of
Communications Bridge, if the transport is TCP/IP.

Communications Bridge then performs any protocol conversions necessary to route the transaction to the target server on
which the server application may reside.
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The server application processes the transaction request and sends a message response back through Communications
Bridge, where it is again converted to a protocol that Client Manager can use.

Client Manager then sends the response of the transaction to the client application to be displayed.

Routing Transactions Directly to the Target Server

Client Manager routes transactions in a Gen client/server distributed process application environment directly to the target
server (or host), if the transport API is CPI-C, or Sockets.

The target server processes the transaction request and returns a response directly to Client Manager.

Client Manager then sends the transaction response back to the client application to be displayed.

Understanding Communications Bridge

Communications Bridge is a Gen product that can reside either on a communications server workstation or on a client
workstation.

The main function of Communications Bridge is to serve as a communication server link between the client workstations
and target servers in a Gen client/server distributed process application.

Communications Bridge performs this function by receiving transaction requests from Client Manager and forwarding
those transaction requests to a target server.

NOTE
Communications Bridge is optional if you are using the Client Manager direct connect features.

Communications Bridge then performs any protocol conversions necessary to pass the transaction request to the target
server where the server application resides.

The server application processes the transaction request and sends a response via Communications Bridge.

Communications Bridge converts and sends the response to Client Manager, which then passes the response back to the
client application.

Multiple occurrences of Communications Bridge can reside either on a single server and access the same host or on the
client workstation with the client application.

For more information about setting up multiple occurrences of Communication Bridge on a single workstation, See the
Gen Distributed Processing - Communications Bridge User Guide

Status and State

Status indicates the condition of the connection between Client Manager and the target server. The possible statuses
include Connecting, Connected, Disconnecting, Disconnected, and Invalid.

State indicates whether Client Manager can send or receive messages from the target server. The possible states of
Client Manager are enabled or disabled.
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• If a server is connecting and enabled, Client Manager queues all message requests that to the target server until the
Connected status is established.

• If a server is connected and enabled, Client Manager can send messages to and receive messages from the target
server.

• If a server is connected but disabled, Client Manager forces a disconnection.
• If a server is disconnecting but enabled, Client Manager either attempts to reestablish the connection if a message is

sent to the target server or sends a forewarning message about the disconnecting server.
• If a server is disconnecting and disabled, Client Manager allows the disconnection to continue even if there is an

attempt to send or receive messages.
• If a server is disconnected and enabled, Client Manager attempts to reestablish the connection if there is a message

request. Before the connection is reestablished, the status changes from Disconnected to Connecting to Connected.
• If a server is disconnected and disabled, Client Manager does not attempt to route any messages to a target system.

NOTE
A target server must be enabled before a connection status can occur.

Auto-Connect

For general operations, Client Manager can establish a connection to the server by either of the following actions:

• Routing a message request from the client to an enabled server
• Invoking a verification transaction (Send Test Trans.)

For special case operations, Client Manager at startup attempts to automatically connect to a server if the:

• Default server is defined and
• Test Transaction is defined in the server configuration definition and
• Auto-Connect to Server checkbox is checked

Auto-Logon

Server logon can occur in one of two instances:

• You invoke the logon panel using the Logon action.
• Client Manager invokes the logon panel.

The instance for which Client Manager invokes the Logon panel for user Id and password is the auto-logon feature of the
Client Manager.

Auto-logon occurs either at Client Manager startup or during a message request if:

• Security Level option is Remote or Remote-Enhanced and
• User Id and password/passphrase do not exist in either a server configuration definition or default log on settings

NOTE
Canceling an auto logon process also cancels the auto connect process only when Client Manager starts up.

Default Logon

The default user ID and password/passphrase (or default logon parameters) allow you to define a user Id and password/
passphrase for either single logon security systems (single Id across multiple platforms) or frequently accessed servers.

The default user ID and password/passphrase (or default logon parameters) are used if the server configuration definition
does not have a user Id and password/passphrase defined.

If you specify the default logon parameters and save them, the parameters are updated and displayed in the Client
Manager initialization file.
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If you do not save these parameters, they remain the duration of a Client Manager session.

Client Manager performs an Auto Logon if user ID and password/passphrase are not defined, security level is remote or
remote-enhanced, and a default server specified.

WARNING
We recommend that you not save your user ID and password/passphrase because they display in the
initialization file if saved.

Security

Security set in the Client Manager configuration files is for the target server of the destination transaction. Security mainly
involves the authorization of users to execute transactions on the target server.

To check user authorizations, the server generally uses logon information such as user Id and password.

The server ultimately determines whether security is required and the requirements that must be satisfied before a
transaction can successfully execute on the server. These requirements are implemented by security level settings.

From Client Manager, security levels can be set in one of two locations: initialization configuration of Client Manager or
server configuration of a target server.

Security levels set in the initialization configuration represent the default security level for target servers that do not have a
security level that is defined in their server configuration definitions.

Security levels set in the server configuration file represent the server security for an individual target server.

If a security level is defined in a server configuration definition, it overrides the default security level in the initialization
configuration except for the Defer security level.

The Defer security level in the server configuration file means to use the default security level settings in the initialization
file.

For the destination server to successfully implement security services, there must be coordination between Client
Manager and the destination server to allow a user Id and password to flow from Client Manager to the destination server.

If the target system requires a user Id and password, Client Manager must be configured to acquire this logon information
from a logon prompt, the default settings, or a server configuration definition.

These configurations occur either in the initialization file or the server configuration file.

NEXTLOCATION Attribute

NEXTLOCATION is a Gen system attribute that allows the client application to influence the destination of a transaction
request in a Gen client/server distributed process application environment.

In this environment, the invoked destination transaction may exist on multiple servers and, therefore, the destination of the
transaction is critical for accurate responses.

The value of this attribute is set by the client application in a Gen action diagram with a SET NEXTLOCATION statement
and can contain a maximum of 1000 character bytes.

The values of NEXTLOCATION must be set such that the Directory Services exit can resolve and provide to Client
Manager the destination (target server name) of a transaction.

Note: The sample implementation of Directory Services assumes that the value in the NEXTLOCATION system attribute
is the same as a target server name in the Client Manager server configuration.

At runtime, the value of NEXTLOCATION, along with the destination transaction code and other control data, is passed to
Client Manager, which passes the value of NEXTLOCATION and transaction code to the Directory Services user exit.
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Directory Services resolves the name of the location of the destination target server for the transaction based on the value
of NEXTLOCATION and returns this information to Client Manager.

Note: Only Directory Services and not Client Manager use the NEXTLOCATION attribute. Client Manager only passes the
value of NEXTLOCATION to its user exit for a target name resolution.

Client Manager then routes the transaction to the appropriate target server.

Transaction Routing

The transmission of data in the form of transactions is used to conduct communications between client and server
applications in a Gen client/server distributed process application environment.

Under programmatic control, client components issue a dialog flow to a server component. The dialog flow takes the form
of a message containing the destination transaction code, the NEXTLOCATION attribute value, control, and input data.

The message is transported from the client platform to the server platform and back by the way of Client Manager and
optionally, Communications Bridge.

The two parameters associated with the dialog flow that are used to identify the destination server are the transaction
code and the NEXTLOCATION system attribute. The sequence of events for routing transactions using these parameters
is:

• Client application sends a transaction request containing the transaction code and, and, optionally, the
NEXTLOCATION by issuing a dialog flow to a server application. NEXTLOCATION is required to locate the name of
the desired target server if the transaction resides on multiple servers.

• Client Manager, which is resident on the client workstation, intercepts the request and sends the parameters to its user
exit, Directory Services.

• Directory Services implements a user-defined transaction routing scheme such as using a binary search routine or
using the value of the NEXTLOCATION system attribute to identify the name of the destination target server.

• Directory Services returns to Client Manager either the name of a target server or a NULL value.
• Client Manager sends the transaction request to that target server, if found, or returns an error to the client application.

Transaction Routing Using the Sample Directory Services Exit

The sample implementation of the Directory Services user exit makes several assumptions when implementing
transaction routing:

• Sample uses a binary search routine or
• Sample uses the value of NEXTLOCATION to resolve the name of the destination target server.

One of the functions of the Directory Services user exit assumes a one-to-one mapping between transaction codes and
target servers and performs a binary search routine, if there is no NEXTLOCATION value.

The sample implementation stores transaction code and target name pairs in a binary tree structure with the transaction
code as the search key field.

If a match is found in the table, the target server name that is associated with the transaction code is returned to Client
Manager.

In the case where a match is not found, Client Manager sends the transaction request to its default target server.

The other function of the Directory Services exit assumes that the value of NEXTLOCATION, if used, contains the name
of a target server.

The sample implementation assumes that the value of NEXTLOCATION contains a 16-byte server name which can be
matched with a server name in the Client Manager server configuration.

NOTE
You are encouraged to modify the Directory Services user exit to meet your needs.
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Working With Client Manager
This article provides information for working with Client Manager including: File, Server, and Statistics.

File

Browse

Browse allows you to select and view a Client Manager configuration file.

You can browse the log file, the initialization file, the server configuration file, or the Directory Services input file using the
Gen Browse utility.

Log File

The log file contains events that occur during the operation of Client Manager. The type of events that are displayed in the
log file depends on the logging level (Errors, Informational, or Tracing).

Initialization File

The initialization file contains operational parameters for the Client Manager configuration. The default filename is
IEFCMN.INI.

Relationship between the Initialization file and the Server Configuration Files

The initialization file identifies the server configuration file.

The default server in the initialization file has to match a server name in the server configuration file.

Server Configuration File

The server configuration file contains the parameters for target server definitions. The default filename is IEFCMN.SRV.

Relationship between the Initialization file and the Server Configuration file

The initialization file identifies the server configuration file.

The default server in the initialization file has to match a server name in the server configuration file.

Directory Services Input File

The Directory Services file contains input transaction code and server name mappings for the sample Directory Services
routine.

Note: This is only a sample; you must modify this file.

Save

Save allows you to save or rename Client Manager configuration files. These files include the initialization and the server
configuration files.

Note: If you want to save any updated parameters in your configuration files that you want to retain for each session of
Client Manager, you must save your configuration files.

Setup of Client Manager

Setup allows you to access the File - Setup panel on which you can set default security parameters for logon and security,
specify logging level parameters, and browse and rename configuration files.
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Exit - Client Manager Session

Exit allows you to close or stop a Client Manager session.

Updates to configuration files are lost when you exit a Client Manager session without saving them.

Yes

Press this push button to save the changed configuration.

No

Press this push button to discard the changed configuration.

Server

From the Server menu, you can perform the following actions:

Config...
To configure a target system.

Delete
To remove a displayed target system and its statistics from the Server Name list on the main window of Client
Manager.

Make default
To make a target system that is selected in the list box the default server.

Remove default
To remove a target system as the default server.

Disable
To put a target system in a state such it cannot receive message requests from or send message responses to
Client Manager.

Enable
To put a target system in a state such it can receive message requests from or send message responses to Client
Manager.

Disconnect
To manually terminate any active communication connections between Client Manager and the server.

Clear Statistics
To clear all statistical data for a selected target system.

Logon...
To associate a user Id and password with a server if the server requires logon Id information for transaction
authorizations.

Send Test Trans
To test the communications connectivity between Client Manager and the target system.

Select All
To simultaneously select all servers displayed in the list.

Deselect All
To simultaneously remove all selection highlighting from the selected target servers in the list.

Inverse select
To exchange the selection highlighting of selected severs with those servers that are not selected.
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Config

Config lets you configure parameters for each target system.

Each configuration for a target server is referred to as a server configuration definition and is updated in the server
configuration file (.SRV).

Delete

Delete lets you remove a displayed target system and its statistics from the Server Names list on the main window of
Client Manager.

NOTE
Deletions are not permanent until you save the server configuration file.

Make Default

Make Default allows you to define a selected server as the default.

You may want to define a default server for the following reasons:

• If transaction routing is not implemented by the Directory Services user exit.
• When Directory Services cannot determine a destination for a transaction. As a result, the Client Manager uses its

defined default server.

The name of the default server is updated in the initialization file when the initialization file is saved.

Remove Default (Server)

Remove Default allows you to remove a server as the default.

Use this action if you want either to reassign another server as the default or to remove a server as the default.

The name of the default server is removed from the initialization file when the initialization file is saved.

If you choose to delete the default server, you must first remove the server as the default and then delete it.

Removing the server as the default prior to deleting the server safeguards against accidental deletes of a server
configuration definition in the server configuration file.

Disable Target System

Disable allows you to put a target system in a state such that it cannot receive message requests from or send message
responses to Client Manager.

Disable a server during a Client Manager session if you must update the server configuration of a target server.

Disabling the target system guarantees that the updated configuration is used the next time Client Manager establishes a
connection with the server.

Enable Server

Enable allows you to put a server in a state such it can receive message requests from or send message responses to
Client Manager.

A target system is enabled at the time of configuration and remains in an enabled state until you disable it.

Note: A server must be enabled before a connection can occur.
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Disconnect

Disconnect allows you to force the termination of any active communication connections between Client Manager and the
server.

Clear Statistics

Clear allows you to remove all statistical data for a selected target system from the Server Names list.

Unlike the Delete action, Clear does not delete or remove the target server definition from the server configuration file.

You can also clear the statistical data for multi-selected servers.

Logon...

Logon... allows you to associate a user Id and password with one or more server configuration definitions.

Obtain the user Id and password from the administrator of the target system.

Send Test Trans

Send Test Trans allows you to invoke a test transaction code that is defined for each server to test (or verify) the
communications connectivity between Client Manager and the server.

This transaction code is invoked by Client Manager and executed at the server.

During the test, Client Manager attempts to exchange data with the test transaction of the server.

Before invoking the Send Test Trans command, you must ensure that the verification transaction code is defined in the
server configuration definition for each server. The provided verification transaction code is ECHO.

NOTE
If a verify transaction is defined for a default server, Client Manager attempts to automatically connect to that
server without you having to invoke the Send Test Trans command.

When the test transaction is executed on the server, Client Manager, not the client application, receives the response from
the server.

If the test transaction process is successful, Client Manager does not receive any messages regarding successful
connections.

If the test transaction process is not successful, Client Manager receives a generic message, which is detailed in the log
file.

For transactions other than the test transaction, Client Manager is a message router between the client application and
the server application.

Select All

Select All allows you to quickly select all displayed target servers in the list box and simultaneously perform any of the
server actions.

Such actions include enabling or disabling servers, disconnecting target servers, deleting server configuration definitions,
and so forth.

Deselect All

Deselect All allows you to quickly remove selection highlighting from all displayed target servers in the list box.
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Inverse Select

Inverse Select allows you to switch (or exchange) the selection highlighter between the target servers that are selected
with those target servers not selected.

Statistics

Detail...

Detail... invokes a statistical detail panel that allows you to view the statistical data details of each transaction that is sent
out and received into Client Manager.

Such information includes the name of the transaction, the maximum and minimum response times (in units of seconds),
the time of last response, and the average response time, and the number of transactions.

Summary...

Summary... invokes a statistical detail panel that allows you to view the statistical data summary of transactions that are
sent out and received into Client Manager.

Such information includes the total number of transactions that are involved during a Client Manager session, the total
response times of the transactions, and the total number of data bytes sent to and received from the target server.

Clear All

Clear action allows you to clear both detail and summary statistical data.

Refresh...

Refresh ... allows you to set options to enable the automatic refreshing of data in the status and statistical display dialogs.

You can choose to set refresh parameters such that the data in the display dialogs are updated with the most recent data
at given time intervals.

For example, use this option if you want to update the number of data bytes transmitted to and from a target server within
intervals of 10 seconds.

Refresh Now

Refresh Now action allows you to update data in status and statistical dialogs immediately.

Use this option if you want to update all displays with the most recent data without waiting on a time interval.

This action is not affected by the refresh switch that allows auto refreshing. That is, if the auto refresh switch is set to Off,
you can still demand data to be updated using the Refresh Now action.

Client Manager Configuration
This article provides information for Client Manager Configuration through the Customizing Client Manager.

Customizing Client Manager

Client Manager Language Customization

Language Choice Radio Buttons
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Client Manager supports displaying user informational messages using one of several supported languages. This radio
button group box contains the selections for the supported languages. To enable messages to be displayed using a
particular language, select the radio button corresponding to the desired language.

Note: This selection is available only during the first execution of the Client Manager after installation.

Allow saving User ID and Password/Passphrase

Client Manager provides the option of saving the default user Id and password/passphrase in the initialization file or the
user Id and password/passphrase of a configuration definition in the server configuration file.

Yes
This radio button allows you to save the user Id and password/passphrase.

No
This radio button prevents you to save the user Id and password/passphrase.

WARNING
If saved, your user ID and password/passphrase display in your Client Manager initialization and server
configuration files.

NOTE
These selections are available only during the first execution of Client Manager after installation.

Password and passphrase both use the same field (PASSWORD) for saving in server configuration files.

Configuring Client Manager

This article provides information for Configuring Client Manager including, Setup, Browse, Rename, Change, Logging
Levels, Security Parameters, and Server Connections.

File - Setup for Client Manager

On the File - Setup panel, you can do the following:

• Browse the log file, the initialization file, the server configuration file, and the directory service input file (transaction
file).

• Rename the log filename, the initialization filename, the server configuration filename, and the directory service input
filename (transaction file).

• Select a logging level to control the type and number of events that are written to the log file.
• Specify default security parameters which include the security level options and logon (user ID and password/

passphrase) information.
• Select a security level for the target server.
• Specify default user Id and password/passphrase security logon information. This information is used if it is not defined

in a target server definition but is required by the target server based on a security level option.
• Verify the availability of Directory Services.
• Establish an automatic connection to the server.
• Reset the server connections.

For filenames that are not specified with relative or full paths, the directory name of where the Initialization File was found
is used to locate the Target System and Log files.

If the Initialization File does not contain a path component ("\" or "/"), the configuration and log files are automatically
located in the per user directory that is expressed as %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen x.x\. Configuration
files are located in %USERPROFILE%\Application Data\CA\Gen x.x\cfg\cm, log files are located in %USERPROFILE%
\AppData\Local\CA\Gen x.x\logs\cm.
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NOTE
x.x refers to the current release of Gen.

File Description and Filename

File Description and Filename list box displays the descriptions and names of files that are used to configure or setup
Client Manager and its user exit, Directory Services.

The list box includes the following files:

• Initialization File
Contains the parameters that are required for initializing Client Manager at startup. The default filename is
IEFCMN.INI.

• Server Configuration File
Contains the parameters for target server definitions. The default filename is IEFCMN.SRV.

• Log File
Contains events that occur during the operation of Client Manager. The type of events that are displayed in the log file
depends on the logging level (Errors, Informational, or Tracing).

• Directory Service DLL
Provides the sample Directory Service routines.

• Direct. Ser. Input File
Provides sample input transaction code and server mappings that are used by the sample Directory Services routine.

Note: This is only a sample; you must modify this file.

Browse

Browse allows you to view the contents of a file using the Gen Browse utility.

Rename

Rename.. allows you to modify or change the name of a filename.

Change Filename

You can change the filenames of the files that are listed in the Filename list box on the File - Setup panel.

To change these filenames, double-click a filename and enter the updated name in the Filename entry fields.

The updated filename is displayed but is not used until Client Manager establishes another connection to the server.

Note: If you change the name of the initialization file, you must also edit the program object to reference the new
initialization file before you restart Client Manager.

File Description

File Description is a read-only informational field for filenames.

File description is not a parameter and, therefore, does not appear in a Client Manager file such as the initialization or
server configuration file.

Filename

You can enter up to 255 characters for a filename. The name of a file is updated immediately in memory, but the update is
not permanent until you save the file in which the filename appears.

All updated filenames except for the initialization filename itself, are displayed in the initialization file.
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For example, if you change the name of the server configuration file from IEFCMN.SRV to IEFSEV.SRV, the initialization
file on the Save Configuration panel has to be saved.

The updated file is not used until the next Client Manager session.

File Browser

Enter the name of the file utility to be used to inspect the content of the initialization, target system, and log files. If the
utility can be located using the system %PATH% environment variable, specifying the full path here is unnecessary.

Logging Levels

Logging level for Client Manager allows you to select a level to control the type and number of events that are written to
the log file.

The different logging levels include:

• Errors
Events that are unusual or unexpected or those that indicate an error condition has occurred on the transport. Logging
error events is the normal mode.

• Informational
Events that provide information on normal and exceptional processing of a request.

• Tracing
All events along with related data.

The Logging level parameter is represented and saved as a number in the server configuration file. The Logging Level
parameters are as follows:

Error
1

Informational
2

Tracing
3

Default Security Parameters

Default Security Levels

Security level in Client Manager allows you to choose what logon information, such as User Id and Password, is provided
from Client Manager to the server.

Security level for Client Manager is used as the default security level for target servers that may not have a security level
defined.

Selecting a security level is optional.

The different levels of security include:

None (0)
Target server does not require Client Manager to send a user Id and password.

Remote (2)
Target server does require Client Manager to send a user Id and password.

Remote-Enhanced (4)
Target server does require Client Manager to send a user Id and passphrase.

Note: Server security (security defined in a target server definition) overrides the default security.
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If you specify only one of the logon parameters for a remote security level, Client Manager prompts you for the missing
parameter on the Logon panel.

If the security level is remote, along with a default server specified and no user Id that is defined, Client Manager performs
an Auto Logon.

Default User ID

You can specify up to eight characters for the default user Id that is associated with the target server.

Important! The user ID displays in the initialization file, if saved. Therefore, saving the user ID is not recommended.

Default Password

You can specify up to eight characters for the default password that is used with the target server.

IMPORTANT
The password displays in the initialization file, if saved. Therefore, saving the password is not recommended.

Default Passphrase

You can specify up to two hundred characters for the default passphrase that is used with the target server.

IMPORTANT
The passphrase displays in the initialization file, if saved. Therefore, saving the passphrase is not
recommended.

Directory Services Status

Directory Services must be accessible by Client Manager if you are planning to use transaction routing.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the Directory Services DLL file and, optionally, Directory Services Input file to the Client Manager working
directory. The Directory Services Input file is only required if you use the sample implementation of the Directory
Services user exit.

2. Enter the filename on the Change Filename panel for each file (double-click the filename). For the Directory Service
DLL filename, specify the simple filename only if the .DLL file is copied into your working directory. Otherwise, specify
the fully qualified filename. For the Directory Service Input filename, include the filename extension, .TRN.

3. Select OK.
4. Select Save pulldown from File menu item on the main window.
5. Select Save Initialization File checkbox.
6. Exit from Client Manager and then restart.
7. Verify that the Directory Services Status field displays Available; if not, browse the log file for error messages.

Auto-Connect to Server

Auto-Connect to Server allows you to establish automatic connections to the server at startup of Client Manager or when
performing a logon.

For automatic connections to work at startup, you need a default server that is defined, the test transaction defined, and
the Auto-Connect to Server option selected.

For automatic connections to work when performing a logon, you need only the test transaction that is defined and the
Auto-Connect to Server option selected.
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Auto-Reset Server Connections

Auto-Reset Server Connections allows you to automatically disable and enable the server connections after you modify
the server configurations.

Disabling a server:

• Disconnects the server connection
• Removes all data pertaining to that connection
• Makes the server unavailable for use.

Enabling a server makes the server available for use.

Click OK to acknowledge the message on the Change Filename Configuration dialog.

Configuring Server Parameters

This article provides information for Configuring Server Parameters. The parameters constitute a server configuration
definition and, if saved, are displayed in the server configuration file (.SRV).

Server Configuration Parameters

On the Server Configuration Parameters panel, you can:

• Specify a server name (16 characters maximum). Usage of name varies depending on the type of communications
protocol (or transport). For the LU6.2 transport, the server name is the Partner LU alias if the Partner LU Alias
parameter is not used.

• Specify the description of the server (255 characters maximum).
• Specify a test transaction code to verify the communications connection between Client Manager and Communications

Bridge.
• Specify the test transaction server name.

Note: This parameter is only used by a Communications Bridge process when Communications Bridge uses the
external call interface (ECI) to communicate with a CICS target server execution environment. This value should be set
to the name of the target server that implements the ECHO transaction. The default value is ECHO.

• Select a transport API to use when communicating with a target server.
• Choose the level for the type of security that you want.
• Associate a user Id and password with a target server.
• Configure the logical network path of an application by defining the communication parameters for the selected

transport or to specify the amount of resources to be used.

Server Name

Specify a target server name with which Client Manager can communicate. This parameter is required.

Server name is case-sensitive and can be up to 16 alphanumeric characters. However, some limitations may be noted
due to the transport API.

Usage of a server name varies depending on the type of communications transport used. The server name for the
following communications transport types is as follows:

• CPI-C
The partner LU alias if the Partner LU Alias Name parameter is not used. The partner LU alias name is limited to eight
characters.

• Sockets
The host name alias or the IP address if the Host Name or IP Address parameter is not used.

• Other API
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An alias for the target server.

This parameter is saved for each configuration definition in the server configuration file.

Description

Description allows you to enter a 255 character description of the named server. This field is optional.

This server description is displayed for each server definition in the server configuration file.

Test Transaction

The Test Transaction parameter allows you to specify a transaction to be used for testing the connectivity between Client
Manager and a target server. Enter ECHO as the test transaction for all server configuration definitions.

Client Manager attempts to exchange data with the test transaction when a logon to the target server is performed.

This test is performed not only to verify that the communications link between Client Manager and the target server is
complete but also to verify that the correct user Id is used for a target server.

Note: If a test transaction is defined for a default server, Client Manager attempts to automatically connect to that server.

This Test Trans parameter is saved in the server configuration file.

Test Tran Server

This configuration item is used only by Communications Bridge when it uses the external call interface (ECI) to
communicate with a CICS target server execution environment. This value should be set to the name of the target server
that implements the ECHO transaction. The default value is ECHO.

Transport API

The Transport API allows you to select a communications protocol for each defined server configuration definition.

API DLL

API DLL displays the filename (without a filename path or extension) that specifies the communication transport Dynamic
Link Library (DLL) file to be used for a defined server.

The API DLL parameter, if specified, is saved for each server definition in the server configuration file.

Server Security Parameters

Server Security Level

Security level for a target server allows you to choose what security information, such as user Id and password, is
provided to the target server.

The different levels of security levels include:

• Defer
Server defers security to the Client Manager level.

• Remote
Client Manager sends a user Id and password to the target server.

• Remote-Enhanced
Client Manager sends a user Id and passphrase to the target server.

• None
Client Manager does not send a user Id and password to the target server.
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If the Security Level is defined as Remote, Remote-Enhanced, or None for a target system, it overrides the Security Level
parameter for Client Manager in the initialization file.

For Defer, the security level for a target system is set by the Client Manager. Specifying security is optional.

Note: The server security levels are displayed as numbers in the server configuration file. Defer=0, Remote=2, Remote-
Enhanced=4, and None=3.

If the security level is Remote or Remote-Enhanced, along with a default server specified and no user Id that is defined,
Client Manager performs an Auto Logon.

The Security Level parameter, if saved, is displayed in the server configuration file.

User ID - Server

You can specify up to eight characters for the user Id that is associated with the target server.

The security level determines if Client Manager sends a user Id to the server.

Important! Your user Id entry is displayed in the server configuration file, if saved. Therefore, saving your user Id is not
recommended.

Password

You can specify up to eight characters for the password that is associated with the target server.

The security level determines if Client Manager sends a password to the server.

IMPORTANT
The password displays in the initialization file, if saved. Therefore, saving the password is not recommended.

Passphrase

You can specify up to two hundred characters for the passphrase that is associated with the target server. The security
level determines if Client Manager sends a passphrase to the server.

IMPORTANT
The passphrase displays in the initialization file, if saved. Therefore, saving the passphrase is not
recommended.

Communication Details

Details... allows you to define the configuration for the communication parameters of the transport that you have selected
for each target server.

The communication parameters for each transport appear in the Server Communication Parameters - Details panels.

Server Communication Details

CPI-C

Server Configuration Details for CPI-C

Specify the server parameters for the CPI-C transport API on this panel. The CPI-C server parameters include:

Local LU Alias Name
Specifies the local LU alias for CPI-C. The maximum length is eight alphanumeric characters. Required
if LU6.2 is used as the transport and the Network Definition File (NDF) file does not contain the
DEFAULT_LOCAL_LU_ALIAS statement in the DEFINE_DEFAULTS section.
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Partner LU Alias Name
Specifies the partner LU alias for CPI-C with which Client Manager communicates. This value must match the
PARTNER_LU_ALIAS value that you configured in the NDF during the network setup of CPI-C.

Mode Name
Specifies the CPI-C mode entry name. The maximum length is eight alphanumeric characters.

Code Page
Specifies the supported code page list from which you can select for translation of control information. The CPI-C
parameters, if saved, are displayed in the server configuration file.

Note: Check your transport API documentation for case-sensitivity requirements for parameter fields.

CPI-C Local LU Alias

Local LU alias is the LU6.2 alias. The maximum length is eight alphanumeric characters. Required if LU6.2 is used as
the transport and the NDF file does not contain the DEFAULT_LOCAL_LU_ALIAS statement in the DEFINE_DEFAULTS
section.

CPI-C Partner LU Alias

Partner LU alias is the LU6.2 with which Client Manager communicates. This value must match the PARTNER_LU_ALIAS
value that you configured in the NDF during LU6.2 network setup.

CPI-C Mode Name

Mode Name is the LU6.2 mode entry name. The maximum length is eight alphanumeric characters.

More...

More... provides extra configuration details.

More Details

Server Configuration - More Details

More Details provide extra options for your server configuration. Such options include choosing to translate from ASCII to
EBCDIC and selecting a code page for translation.

Translation Required

Translate ASCII/EBCDIC allows you to translate from ASCII to EBCDIC.

Selecting to translate control information activates the Code Page list, which allows you to select the desired code page.

The Translate Required parameter, if saved, is displayed in the server configuration file.

Code Page

Code Page allows you to select the required code page for translation of control information. The countries of the
supported code pages include:

0037
Australia, Brazil, Canada, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Portugal, South Africa, and United States of America
(USA)

0273
Austria, Germany
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0277
Denmark, Norway

0278
Finland, Sweden

0280
Italy

0284
Spain

0285
Ireland, United Kingdom (UK)

0297
France

0500
Belgium, Switzerland.

The Code Page parameter, if saved, displays in the server configuration file.

Sockets

Server Configuration Details for Sockets

Specify the server parameters for the Sockets transport on this panel. The Sockets server parameters include:

Host Name or IP Address
Identifies the domain name or IP address for the target server. The IP address can be either an IPv4 or IPv6
address depending on the protocol that is used for a successful connection.

Destination Port #
Specifies the sockets outbound port number that Client Manager uses to send requests to the server. The
destination port number should be the same as for the Gen Application Execution Facility User Funnel (AEFUF)
application.

CICS Socket Listener
This check box must be checked only if the destination host is a z/OS host that is configured to support TCP/IP
connections using the CICS Socket Listener. If this check box is selected, the server side is expected to close the
socket connection when the response data has been sent to the Client Manager. The Client Manager closes its
side of socket connection after it receives the response message. If you select this option when the server side is
anything other than a CICS Socket Listener, it may result in excessive connection broken error messages being
registered at the server side.

IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Host
Specifies the destination server supports z/OS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connection sockets protocol. The Sockets
parameters, if saved, are saved to the server configuration file.

Note: Check your transport API documentation for case-sensitivity requirements for parameter fields.

Sockets Host Name or IP Address

Host Name or IP address identifies the domain name or IP address for the target server. The IP address can be either an
IPv4 or IPv6 address depending on the protocol that is used for a successful connection.

Sockets Destination Port

Destination Port Number is the sockets outbound port number that Client Manager uses to send requests to the server.
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The destination port number should be the same as that for the Gen Application Execution Facility User Funnel (AEFUF)
application or Tuxedo Proxy/Client.

CICS Socket Listener

This check box must be checked only if the destination host is a z/OS host that is configured to support TCP/IP
connections using the CICS Socket Listener. If this check box is selected, the server side is expected to close the socket
connection when the response data has been sent to the Client Manager. The Client Manager closes its side of socket
connection after it receives the response message. If you select this option when the server side is anything other than a
CICS Socket Listener, it may result in excessive connection broken error messages being registered at the server side.

IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Host (check box)

This checkbox should be checked if the destination host is an z/OS host that is configured to support TCP/IP Direct
Connection. If this check box is selected the data buffer that is transferred to the server is customized to support the IMS
TCP/IP Direct Connection requirements.

RSC/MP

Server Configuration Details for RSC/MP

Specify the server parameters for the RSC/MP transport on this panel. The RSC/MP server parameters include:

Initialization Filename
Identifies the name and location of the initialization of the RSC/MP file using a complete path. If a filename is not
provided, the default filename, RSC.INI, is used.

Initialization Section Name
Identifies the section name within the RSC.INI file. If a section name is not provided, the default section name,
RSC, is used.

User Exit DLL
Identifies the RSC/MP user exit DLL name. If a name is not specified, then the User Exit is not called.

Note: Check your Transport API documentation for case-sensitivity requirements for parameter fields.

Initialization File Name

Identifies the name and location of the initialization RSC/MP file using a complete path. If a filename is not provided, the
default filename, RSC.INI, is used.

Initialization Section Name

Identifies the section name within the RSC.INI file. If a section name is not provided, the default section name, RSC, is
used.

User Exit DLL

Identifies the RSC/MP user exit DLL name. If a name is not specified, then the User Exit is not called.

Other API

Server Configuration Details for Other API

On the Server Configuration Details panel, you can:
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• Choose to translate code pages from ASCII to EBCDIC for mainframe target servers.
• Select a code page number from a list of supported code pages for translation.
• Assign a series of positional server parameter values to a single keyword for a server configuration.

These parameters, if saved, are displayed in the server configuration file (.SRV).

Note: Check your transport API documentation for case-sensitivity requirements for parameter fields.

Configuration String

This entry field is active only if you selected Other API as the Transport API. The field has a definite syntax which must be
followed to use this option. Use a slash ( / ) as the delimiter between fields in the command string.

This field is also called an Outbound Communications Control Point_Configuration Data String or OCCP_CDS.

The number of parameters and the context of each parameter are dependent upon the transport API used. The context of
the first three parameters is independent of a transport type and is required:

Field 1 - Transport Type This field should contain the name of the transport DLL type
without the .DLL file extension.

Field 2 - Trace Flag The Trace Flag works with the Snap Flag to log information from
the transport layer. Together, the flags set the initial logging level
for a target server and control the type and amount of information
that is returned from the transport layer to Client Manager.
NOTE: The Client Manager logging levels, in turn, control what
information is written to the logging file. Set the logging levels from
the File, Setup... command.

Field 3 - Snap Flag The Snap Flag works with the Trace Flag and is only valid if Trace
is turned on (set to Y).

The use of other fields is based on the transport API in use:

Field 4 - Local LU Alias Enter the name used for the local LU Alias during LU6.2 network
setup.

Field 5 - Partner LU Alias The name of the CICS partner LU alias to which this particular
Client Manager process communicates. This value can be the
same as the CICS region name, but this is not required. This value
must match the PARTNER_LU_ALIAS value that you configured
during LU6.2 network setup.

Field 6 - Mode Entry Name The name of the LU6.2 mode entry. This value must match the
Mode table entry in the VTAM configuration.

Field 7 - System Type The valid system types are CICS, IMS, or IMS with LU6.2/LU6.1
Adapter (IMSA).

Field 8 - Segment Size Enter the segment size in bytes as a value from 1 to 65535.

An example of a valid configuration string for LU6.2 transport is:

OCCP_CDS = IOCPC/N/N/MY_LU/PARTNER_LU/MODENAME/CICS/32767

OCCP_CDS = IOCPC/N/N/MY_LU/PARTNER_LU/MODENAME/IMS/32767
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OCCP_CDS = IOCPC/N/N/MY_LU/PARTNER_LU/MODENAME/IMSA/32767

Field 4 - Host Name/IP Addr The logical name or TCP/IP address for the target server. If you
enter the logical name, Client Manager looks up the IP address
during transport. If you supply the host name, it must be defined
in the \tcpip\etc\hosts file. The IP address can be either an IPv4
or IPv6 address depending on the protocol that is used for a
successful connection.

Field 5 - Destination Port # The port number on which the target server is listening for input
from Client Manager. transaction enabler or the proxy client for
Tuxedo uses this port to accept message requests.

Field 6 - Source Port # The port number on which the target server sends responses to
Client Manager. This number is unique to the workstation on which
Client Manager resides.

Field 7 - Persistent Socket Connection This field must be set to "N" or "n" if the target server is a CICS
Socket Listener or set to "Y" or "y" for all other target server
environments.

An example of a valid configuration string for TCP/IP transport is:

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/SQNT250/1200/N/Y used to connect to a Windows or UNIX target server.

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/255.255.255.255/1200/Y/Y used to connect to a z/OS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Host target
server.

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/255.255.255.255/1200/N/N used to connect to a z/OS CICS Socket Listener target server.

More

More... provides extra configuration details.

More Details

Server Configuration - More Details

More Details provide extra options for your server configuration. Such options include choosing to translate from ASCII to
EBCDIC and selecting a code page for translation.

Translate ASCII/EBCDIC

Translate ASCII/EBCDIC allows you to translate from ASCII to EBCDIC.

Selecting to translate control information activates the Code Page list, which allows you to select the desired code page.

The Translate Required parameter, if saved, is displayed in the server configuration file.

Code Page

Code Page allows you to select the required code page for translation of control information. The countries of the
supported code pages include:

0037
Australia, Brazil, Canada, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Portugal, South Africa, and United States of America
(USA)

0273
Austria, Germany
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0277
Denmark, Norway

0278
Finland, Sweden

0280
Italy

0284
Spain

0285
Ireland, United Kingdom (UK)

0297
France

0500
Belgium, Switzerland.

The Code Page parameter, if saved, is displayed in the server configuration file.

Saving Configuration

On the Save Configuration panel, you can: Save the Initialization and Server configuration File, Rename the Initialization
and Server configuration File name, and Save User Id and password/passphrase.

Save Configuration Files Option

User Id and password/passphrase are updated either in the initialization file as defaults or in the server configuration file
as part of a server configuration definition.

Therefore, the Save User Id and Password/Passphrase option is enabled only when you select to save one or both of
these files.

Save Initialization File

You must check this box to save any parameter updates to your initialization file.

Save Initialization File

If you want to change the default initialization filename, enter the updated filename in this field.

The default initialization filename is IEFCMN.INI.

Note: If you change the name of the initialization file, you must also edit the program object to reference the new
initialization file before you restart Client Manager.

Save Server configuration file

You must check this box to save parameter updates to your server configuration file.

Save Server configuration file

If you want to change the default server configuration filename, enter the updated filename in this field.

The default server configuration filename is IEFCMN.SRV.
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Save User ID and Password/Passphrase

You must check this box to save either your default user Id and password/passphrase in the initialization file or the user Id
and password/passphrase of a configuration definition in the server configuration file.

Important! If saved, your user Id and encrypted password/passphrase are displayed in your Client Manager initialization
and server configuration files.

Server Logon
On the Logon panel for a target system, you can specify a user Id and password/passphrase to be associated with a
target system.

Server Logon

The user Id and password can be up to eight characters long. Passphrase can be two hundred characters long.

This panel is displayed either during an Auto Logon or when you select the Logon action from the main window of Client
Manager.

User Id and password/passphrase specifications on the Logon panel override the default user Id and password/
passphrase.

WARNING
The user Id and password/passphrase entries are displayed in the server configuration file, if saved. Therefore,
saving these entries is not recommended.

NOTE
As a side effect of logging on, the verify transaction, if defined, is run to attempt connectivity.

Auto-Logon

Server logon can occur in one of two instances:

• You invoke the logon panel using the Logon action.
• Client Manager invokes the logon panel.

The instance for which Client Manager invokes the Logon panel for user Id and password/passphrase is the auto-logon
feature of the Client Manager.

Auto-logon occurs either at Client Manager startup or during a message request if:

• Security Level option is Remote or Remote-Enhanced and
• User Id and password/passphrase do not exist in either a server configuration definition or default log on settings

NOTE
Canceling an auto logon process also cancels the auto connect process only when Client Manager starts up.

Default Logon

The default user Id and password/passphrase (or default logon parameters) allow you to define a user Id and password/
passphrase for either single logon security systems (single Id across multiple platforms) or frequently accessed servers.

The default user Id and password/passphrase (or default logon parameters) are used if the server configuration definition
does not have a user Id and password/passphrase defined.

If you specify the default logon parameters and save them, the parameters are updated and displayed in the Client
Manager initialization file.

If you do not save these parameters, they remain the duration of a Client Manager session.
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Client Manager performs an Auto Logon if user Id and password/passphrase are not defined, security level is remote or
remote-enhanced, and a default server specified.

Client Manager Statistics
This article provides information for Client Manager Statistics including: Detail, Summary, Clear All, Refresh, and Refresh
now.

From the Statistics menu, you can use:

Detail
To view the detailed statistical data of transactions that are sent by and received into Client Manager. Such
information includes the name of the transaction, the maximum and minimum response times (in units of
seconds), the time of last response, and the average response time, and the number of transactions.

Summary
To view the summary Client Manager statistical data. Such information includes the number of transactions that
are involved, the response times, and the number of data bytes sent to and received from the target server.

Clear All (statistics)
To clear both detail and summary statistical data for all or selected transactions from memory.

Refresh
To specify the option of refreshing the status and statistical display screens by setting refresh parameters

Refresh now
To choose to refresh the status and statistical display screens immediately.

Client Manager Statistics - Detail

On the Statistics - Detail panel, you can view the detailed statistical data of transactions. Such information includes:

• Name of a transaction, where transaction names are listed in ascending order
• Maximum and minimum response times (in units of seconds)
• Response time of last transaction
• Average response time of a transaction
• Number of times a transaction is executed
• Last data bytes sent out with transaction from Client Manager
• Last data bytes received from transaction into Client Manager
• Name of last location (target server) to where Client Manager routed a transaction
• Accumulative total of data bytes sent out with transaction from Client Manager
• Accumulative total of data bytes received from transaction into Client Manager

The statistical data is displayed only, but you can clear the statistical data for either one or more transactions by pressing
the Clear push button.

Client Manager Statistics - Summary

On the Statistics - Summary panel, you can view the statistical data summary of all transactions that are sent and
received by Client Manager. Such information includes:

• Total number of transactions that are sent and received by Client Manager
• Maximum, minimum, and average response times (in units of seconds)
• Accumulative total of data bytes sent out with transaction from Client Manager
• Accumulative total of data bytes received from transaction into Client Manager

Accumulative totals can be measured in kilo, mega, giga, or terabyte units.
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The statistical data is displayed only, but you can clear all of this data by selecting the transaction and then pressing the
Clear push button.

Number of Transactions

Transactions field displays the total number of transactions that are sent and received by Client Manager.

Elapsed Time

Elapsed Time field displays the amount of time that has passed since Client Manager was started.

Time is displayed in minutes.

Maximum Response Time

Maximum Response Time field displays the maximum response time (in units of seconds) of the total number of
transactions that are sent and received by Client Manager.

Minimum Response Time

Minimum Response Time field displays the minimum response time (in units of seconds) of the total number of
transactions that are sent and received by Client Manager.

NOTE
If the response time is less than the minimum clock resolution, the main response time is 0.

Average Response Time

Average Response Time field displays the average response time (in units of seconds) of the total number of transactions
that are sent and received by Client Manager.

Total Data Bytes Sent

Total Bytes Sent field displays the number of data bytes of the total transactions that are sent by Client Manager.

Total Data Bytes Sent in Byte Units

Total Bytes Sent is measured in kilobytes, megabytes, gigabytes, or terabyte units.

Client Manager automatically switches to the appropriate measuring units.

The mnemonic that is displayed for each measuring unit is:

• K for Kilobytes
• M for Megabytes
• G for Gigabytes
• T for Terabytes

NOTE
If the unit field is blank the base measuring unit is bytes.

Total Data Bytes Received

Total Bytes Received field displays the number of data bytes of the total transactions that are received by Client Manager.

Total Data Bytes Received in Byte Units

Total Bytes Received are measured in kilobytes, megabytes, gigabytes, or terabyte units.
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Client Manager automatically switches to the appropriate measuring units.

The mnemonic that is displayed for each measuring unit is:

• K for Kilobytes
• M for Megabytes
• G for Gigabytes
• T for Terabytes

Note: If the unit field is blank the base measuring unit is bytes.

Refresh Parameters

On the Refresh Parameters panel, you can:

• Set the refresh parameter switch to On, which activates the automatic updating of data that is displayed in the status
and statistical dialogs.

• Set the refresh parameter switch to Off, which enables you to manually refresh the data by using the Refresh now
action.

• Control the data refresh frequency in units of seconds.

Refresh On or Off

You can choose to set the refresh parameter switch to On to enable the data in the status and statistical dialogs to be
automatically updated during a specified frequency interval.

The frequency interval range is from 0 through 99 seconds. The default is 60 seconds.

If the Refresh switch is Off, you must manually refresh the data by using the Refresh now... action.

The Refresh Switch parameter is saved in the initialization file.

Refresh Interval

You can enter the time interval (or frequency) for which you want the data in the status and statistical dialogs to be
updated.

For example, if you enter 10 in the interval entry field, data in the status and statistical dialogs are updated every 10
seconds.

The frequency interval range is from 0 through 99. The default is 60 seconds.

The Refresh Interval parameter, if saved, is displayed in the initialization file.

Non TOC topics in Client Manager

You can change filename, the default server, the password for server, save our configuration, and other options.

View the detailed statistical data of transactions, such as the name, response times, and total of data bytes sent out and
received from Client Manager transactions.

Change Filename

You can change the filenames of the files that are listed in the Filename list box on the File - Setup panel.

To change these filenames, double-click a filename and enter the updated name in the Filename entry fields.

The updated filename is displayed but is not used until Client Manager establishes another connection to the server.
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NOTE
If you change the name of the initialization file, you must also edit the program object to reference the new
initialization file before you restart Client Manager.

Default Server

The name of the server that you chose to be the default displays in this box.

You can either change the default server by selecting another server from server list box and selecting the Make Default
action.

Or, you can remove the default server with the Remove Default action.

The default server specifies the name of the target server that a request should be sent if either the Directory Services are
not loaded, or Directory Services is loaded but cannot translate the request from Client Manager.

The name of the default server, if saved, is displayed in the initialization file.

If you choose to delete the default server, you must first remove the server as the default and then delete it.

Removing the server as the default before deleting the server safeguards against accidental deletes of a configuration
definition in the server configuration file.

NOTE
No relationship exists between the default server and the default logon (user Id and password).

LOGLV

Errors

Events that are unusual or unexpected or events that indicate an error condition has occurred on the transport. Logging
error events is the normal mode of operation.

Informational

Events that provide information on normal and exceptional processing of a request.

Tracing

All events along with related data.

Password for Server

You can specify up to eight characters for the password that is associated with the target server.

The security level determines if Client Manager sends a password to the server.

WARNING
Your password entry is displayed in the server configuration file, if saved. Therefore, saving your password is not
recommended.

Save Configuration

On the Save Configuration panel, you can:

• Save the initialization file
• Save the server configuration file
• Rename the initialization file name
• Rename server configuration file name
• Save user Id and password
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User Id and password are updated either in the initialization file as defaults or in the server configuration file as part of a
server configuration definition.

Therefore, the Save User Id and Password option are enabled only when you elect to save one or both of these files.

SECLV

Security Level Options

• None
Target server does not require Client Manager to acquire and send user Id and password data.

• Remote
Target server requires Client Manager to acquire and send a user Id and password data. In the Client Manager
initialization file, the security level options correspond to numbers: None=0, and Remote=2.

Server Name

The Server Name list displays all names of servers that were selected on the main window of Client Manager.

You can select from the list one or more servers to associate a user Id and password with.

The selected server details are displayed in the Selected Server Details group box.

If you have selected a single target system in the Server Name list and the user Id and password are defined for that
target system, the user Id and password entry fields are populated with that information when the panel is displayed.

Statistical Details

From the Statistical - Detail list box, you can view the detailed statistical data of transactions. Such information includes:

• Name of a transaction, where transaction names are listed in ascending order
• Maximum and minimum response times (in units of seconds)
• Response time of last transaction
• Average response time of a transaction
• Number of times a transaction is executed
• Last data bytes sent out with transaction from Client Manager
• Last data bytes received from transaction into Client Manager
• Name of last location (target server) to where Client Manager routed a transaction
• Accumulative total of data bytes sent out with transaction from Client Manager
• Accumulative total of data bytes received from transaction into Client Manager

Status State

Status indicates the condition of the connection between Client Manager and the target server. The possible statuses
include Connecting, Connected, Disconnecting, Disconnected, and Invalid.

State indicates whether Client Manager can send or receive messages from the target server. The possible states of
Client Manager are enabled or disabled.
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• If a server is connecting and enabled, Client Manager queues all message requests that to the target server until the
Connected status is established.

• If a server is connected and enabled, Client Manager can send messages to and receive messages from the target
server.

• If a server is connected but disabled, Client Manager forces a disconnection.
• If a server is disconnecting but enabled, Client Manager either attempts to reestablish the connection if a message is

sent to the target server or sends a forewarning message about the disconnecting server.
• If a server is disconnecting and disabled, Client Manager allows the disconnection to continue even if there is an

attempt to send or receive messages.
• If a server is disconnected and enabled, Client Manager attempts to reestablish the connection if there is a message

request. Before the connection is reestablished, the status changes from Disconnected to Connecting to Connected.
• If a server is disconnected and disabled, Client Manager does not attempt to route any messages to a target system.

NOTE
A target server must be enabled before a connection status can occur.

Working With the Communications Bridge
The Communications Bridge is a separately installable, standalone Gen utility application. It is an optional
communications gateway application that resides between a Gen Distributed Processing Client and a Distributed
Processing Server.

This section provides an overview and guidelines for using and setting up a Gen Communications Bridge (Comm. Bridge).
The Comm. Bridge is a Gen communications utility program that can be used as part of a communications infrastructure.

The following diagram shows the Comm. Bridge main GUI window:
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The Comm. Bridge is a generated Windows application. It serves as a gateway component that is capable of converting
the communications protocol used by its clients to the protocol supported by its target server. The Comm. Bridge can
also be used in a TCP/IP network to handle large number of users, funneling many clients to a target server execution
environment. The Comm. Bridge supports multiple, concurrent cooperative flows from the set of clients it serves to the
target server it represents.

The following list shows the supported outbound protocols and APIs:

• TCP/IP (Sockets)
• LU6.2 (CPI-C)
• CICS External Call Interface (ECI)
• NonStop Remote Server Call (RSC/MP)

The following diagram depicts client and server transports supported by Comm. Bridge:
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The following items are discussed in further detail within this section:

• Conceptual information about the Comm. Bridge in a Gen Client/Server Distributed Process application network
• General configuration options used to define a Comm. Bridge
• Information about configuring the Comm. Bridge for connections from Gen clients
• Information about configuring the Comm. Bridge for connection to a Gen server execution environment
• Comm. Bridge security capabilities
• Details for creating multiple Comm. Bridges on a single workstation
• Procedures to use for configuring, installing, and removing Comm. Bridges that run as Windows system services
• Test procedures for verifying proper client to server communications when using a Comm. Bridge
• Information regarding the statistics kept by the Comm. Bridge
• User exits invoked by a Comm. Bridge. User exits allow certain runtime behavior to be customized.

Audience

This section is intended for Gen administrators or users who need to configure Gen Clients to communicate with Gen
Servers. To get the most from this section, be familiar with the components required for successful deployment of Gen
Client/Server distributed processing applications. The Comm. Bridge is an optional part of the networking infrastructure
used to support a Gen Distributed Processing application. Knowledge of network topology and communications
administration requirements is also needed. In-depth knowledge of specific network transports/protocols is generally not
required. This section is intended for the following roles:

• Communications specialists
• System administrators
• Server administrators
• Application Integrators
• Application developers

Visual Studio Support

Gen supports a Comm. Bridge that has been built using Visual Studio.

The %GENxx%Gen folder contains a collection of files that support the Commun. Bridge with Visual Studio. A set of user
exit rebuild procedures is also present in the folder and must be used to rebuild any necessary Visual Studio designated
user exits. Add %GENxx%Gen to PATH when working with the Comm. Bridge.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.
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Related Information

Along with this section, third-party vendor operation and configuration documents applicable to specific communications
transports must also be reviewed.

To complete configuration tasks, administrators must communicate information specific to the protocols in use. Some
protocols might require special hardware and software configurations, discussed fully in your vendor documentation.

The following sections provide additional information for other Gen products used within a distributed processing
application:

• Understanding Distributed Processing
• Working With Client Manager
• Installing
• Gen Technical Requirements
• Transaction Enabler
• Tuxedo
• z/OS Implementation Toolset

The following third-party documents provide additional information that you might find useful in configuring network
components:

• Microsoft documentation for Host Integration Server Administration
• IBM documentation for z/OS Communications Server
• IBM Communications Server for Windows
• IBM CICS Transaction Gateway documentation for External Call Interface (ECI)
• HP NonStop Remote Server Call (RSC/MP) Installation and Configuration Guide

Comm. Bridge Features

The Comm. Bridge is an optional utility application that provides communications support for a Distributed Process
application by acting as a communications link or gateway between the client applications and target server environments.
The Comm. Bridge accepts message requests from the clients and forwards the request to a target server. Server
response data is routed back to the client that made the request.

Using the Comm. Bridge with your Distributed Process application provides a centralized place for configuring host-
specific communications hardware and software. Each Comm. Bridge client side interface is identified by its TCP/IP
host name and a well-known port number. The Comm. Bridge communicates with the target server using a configured
transport protocol, either LU6.2, TCP/IP, CISC External Call Interface (ECI), or RSC/MP. Each Comm. Bridge is configured
to communicate with a specific target server environment.

Depending on its configuration, the Comm. Bridge can operate as a multiplexing funnel, directing multiple client
connections to a single-server environment. This capability helps Gen application networks expand as the number of
client workstations grows beyond the capacity of the target server execution environment.

Alternatively, Comm. Bridge can operate as a communications gateway, providing protocol conversion to enable clients
communicating using one communications protocol to connect to servers using a different protocol, such as:

• TCP/IP to LU6.2
• TCP/IP to CICS External Call Interface (ECI)
• TCP/IP to RSC/MP

Other operational features of the Comm. Bridge include the following:

• The Comm. Bridge configuration can be modified in one of two following ways:
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– Using the Comm. Bridge GUI interface
– Using an ASCII editor to modify the configuration text files

• Configuration of the Comm. Bridge to run as a Windows system service.
• Separate client and server configurations.
• A single Comm. Bridge can concurrently handle up to 255 simultaneous Comm. Bridge client connections (although

the practical client limit is lower).
• More than one Comm. Bridge can reside on the same workstation.
• Multiple Comm. Bridge instances can be configured within a single directory.
• More than one Comm. Bridge can access the same target server; however, each Comm. Bridge must be uniquely

identified by its client-side configuration.
• Periodic logging of transmission statistics.
• Selectable amount of trace data can be written to the Comm. Bridge log file to help in problem determination.
• Configurable the log file size and wrapping, eliminates large log files when gathering trace data.
• Configurable automatic disconnection of idle clients.
• Customizable the ASCII file browser for viewing Comm. Bridge configuration and log files.
• Automatic reset of server connections after a configuration change has been made.

Comm. Bridge as a Windows System Service

A Comm. Bridge can be configured to run as a Windows system service. This is required if the Comm. Bridge is to run
unattended on a system with no logged in user.

The service can be configured to do the following:

• Start automatically upon system reboot or wait to be started manually
• Display or not display, the Comm. Bridge GUI interface upon startup
• Execute under a specific user or authorized system user

For more information, see Configuring a Comm. Bridge as a Windows System Service.

Confirming DPC/DPS Communications

The Testing Comm. Bridge Connections section provides details that can be used to confirm proper Comm. Bridge to
server communications.

Transaction Statistics

Certain transaction statistics are gathered automatically. From the Comm. Bridge main GUI window, you can display a
dialog containing a summary of the Comm. Bridge statistics. When displayed, the statistics dialog can be continuously
refreshed based on a configurable time period.

Customizable User Exits

The Comm. Bridge contains user exits that can influence certain default behavior.

External Trace Log Enabling

The Comm. Bridge allows external enabling and disabling of Trace level logging. This capability activates the collection of
trace data without the need to use the Comm. Bridge GUI interface. The logging level change is triggered by either of the
two notification files that exist in the Comm. Bridge install directory.

The file CBTRACE_ALL triggers a log level change for all active Comm. Bridges that find this file in their %APPDATA%
\CA\Gen xx\cb directory. This is a way to enable logging for multiple Comm. Bridges simultaneously.
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The second file is CBTRACE_nnnn, where nnnn is the port number of a client. Placing this file in the %APPDATA%\CA
\Gen xx\cb directory triggers a log level change but only for the client on that port.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

In both the cases, logging level is changed from the current level to Trace. When a trace notification file is removed, the
logging level is reset to its previous value. This is particularly useful when the Comm. Bridge is installed as a system
service or when multiple instances of a Comm. Bridge have been configured and simultaneous logging is needed for all
active Comm. Bridges.

The Comm. Bridge checks for the existence of these notification files every five seconds.

Default Configuration and Log file Locations

To allow support of the User Account Control (UAC) mechanism that is featured with the Windows 7 operating system this
default location has been changed. With UAC enabled a non administrative user is not allowed to write into the Program
Files subdirectory. As this is the recommended default Comm Bridge installation directory these user writeable files have
been moved into the "%APPDATA%\" directory.

This is a per user directory location. Thus, if multiple users have Comm Bridge execution authority, each user maintain
separate configuration and log file locations.

The locations of these files can be overridden using configuration changes with the Files - Setup dialog accessible from
the Comm Bridge main window.

The following locations are the default locations for these configuration files:

For the .ini and .srv configuration files:

 %APPDATA%\CA\Gen xx\cfg\cb

For the .log file:

 %APPDATA%\CA\Gen xx\logs\cb

For the transaction mapping file used when the server configuration is set to support RSC/MP:

 %APPDATA%\CA\Gen xx\cfg\cb\RSCMP\<Path-Mon>\tirtmt.tbl

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

<Path-Mon>
Specifies the RSC/MP configured Pathway Monitor configuration setting.

The default file names have not changed, only the default directory locations.

Understanding Client and Server Connections
Set configuration parameters for both client and server within the Comm. Bridge. The client side of the Comm. Bridge
contains the connection support for communicating with a Client Manager or other Gen clients. The server connection
contains the connection support for communicating with a target server environment.
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Comm. Bridge Client Connections

For the client connection, the Comm. Bridge communicates with clients using TCP/IP (IPv4 or IPv6 Sockets API).

Comm. Bridge Server Connections

For the server connection, the Comm. Bridge can communicate using LU6.2, TCP/IP (IPv4 or IPv6 Sockets API), ECI,
or RSC/MP. For more information about configuring a Comm. Bridge server connection, see Configuring Comm. Bridge
Server Connections.

 

Comm. Bridge Security
The Comm. Bridge passes a Common Format Buffers (CFB) that it receives from its clients to the server execution
environment being served by the Comm. Bridge. The Comm. Bridge does not perform any security validation of its own.
Additionally, the Comm. Bridge does not supply or add security data to a CFB. The originating client must specify the
security data that is used. If security data is used for a given cooperative flow, the corresponding CFB must contain it such
that it can be available for use by the Comm. Bridge.

The choice of which CFB security data the Comm. Bridge is to use depends on the type of CFB received, standard, or
enhanced. If the CFB is an enhanced CFB and the CFB header has the Use Client Manager Security flag set, then the
security data comes from the CFB security offset area. Otherwise, the security data comes from the CFB header.

For more information about Comm. Bridge security, see Communications Bridge Security. For more information about
security within a Distributed Processing application, see Security in Distributed Processing.

Comm. Bridge Installation
The Comm. Bridge is installed using the Gen product install procedure. For more information, see Installing. The
Comm. Bridge has no dependency on any other Gen component, so the Comm. Bridge can be installed as a separate
component.
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Start Comm. Bridge After Install

During the first execution of a Comm. Bridge following its installation, a configuration dialog is presented. This dialog
allows you to select the language that is used when displaying text in pop-up message boxes. If an existing configuration
file is used during this first start and that file already contains a message language choice, then this dialog will not be
presented. The default language is U.S. English.

If the Comm. Bridge configuration file (by default, iefcbn.ini) does not exist during the first startup after installation, you are
prompted with a choice for executing the Setup dialog. If you accept the setup prompt, the File - Setup dialog is displayed
giving you the opportunity to continue the configuration of the Comm. Bridge.

The subsequent executions do not require this first start configuration step.

Executing the Comm. Bridge
This article provides information for Executing the Comm. Bridge. There are multiple ways to start the Comm. Bridge.

Using the Desktop Start, All Programs Menu

To start a Comm. Bridge from the Windows desktop start menu, select Start, All Programs, CA, Gen <version>,
Communications Bridge.

<version>
Specifies the Gen product version that is installed on your system.

Using a Desktop Shortcut Icon

A Comm. Bridge can be started from a desktop shortcut after the icon is created.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click an empty area of the desktop.
2. Select from the popup menu New, Shortcut.
3. In the Create Shortcut dialog, click Browse.
4. Using the Browse for Folder dialog, select down the folder tree into the Comm. Bridge installation directory.
5. Click the Comm. Bridge executable file IEFCBN.EXE.
6. Click Ok.
7. Click Next.
8. Change the name of the shortcut if desired and click Finish.
9. Locate the icon, right-click the icon, and select the properties menu item.
10. In the edit field that is labeled Target, append to the file name the following parameters:

iefcb startup /initfile=iefcbn.ini

iefcb
Specifies the transaction code that is associated with the initial procedure step.

startup
Specifies the initial command that is executed by the initial procedure step.

/initfile=
Is followed by the name of the initialization file for this Comm. Bridge instance. Use the filename iefcbn.ini for
the first execution. In later executions, use the name that you give the initialization file during configuration. This
parameter is optional if only one instance of the Comm. Bridge is needed. If not present, the default initialization
file that is used is iefcbn.ini.

11. Click OK on the properties dialog to complete the shortcut configuration.
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To Use the Comm. Bridge Shortcut

To start the Comm. Bridge, double-click the shortcut icon.

From an MS-DOS Command Prompt

To start the Comm. Bridge from a command prompt, change to the directory where you installed the Comm. Bridge and
enter the following command:

IEFCBN.exe iefcb startup /initfile=[filename]

IEFCBxxN.exe
Specifies the name of the Comm. Bridge executable

iefcb
Specifies the transaction code that is associated with the initial procedure step.

startup
Specifies the initial command that is executed by the initial procedure step.

/initfile=
Is followed by the name of the initialization file for this Comm. Bridge instance. Use the filename iefcbn.ini for
the first execution. In later executions, use the name that you gave the initialization file during configuration. This
parameter is optional if only one instance of the Comm. Bridge is needed. If not present, the default initialization
file that is used is iefcbn.ini.

As a Windows System Service

The Comm. Bridge can execute as a Windows System Service. As with any other Windows Service, a Comm. Bridge that
is configured to run as a service can be started automatically when the Windows operating system is booted or it can be
started manually. For more information about how a Comm. Bridge can be set up to run as a Windows System Service,
see Configuring a Comm Bridge as a Windows System Service.

Comm. Bridge Setup Dialog
This topic provides the information about the Comm. Bridge Setup dialog including, Description, File Description List,
Browse, Rename, File Browser, Auto-Reset Server Connection, and Trace Logging.

From the Comm. Bride main GUI window, select the File - Setup menu item. The following illustration shows the Comm
Bridge File - Setup dialog:
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Description

This text data field allows entry of the name for the current Comm. Bridge configuration. The value that you enter here
appears in the Description field in the main window.

File Description List

This list contains the names of Comm. Bridge configuration and log files. Each file in this list can be given a custom name
using Rename.... Browse... to view the contents of the file that is highlighted in the list.

Initialization File

This file contains the current configuration data for those items that are found on the File - Setup dialog.

Default: IEFCBN.INI

Target System File

This file contains configuration data to establish communications with a target server.

Default: IEFCBN.SRV

Log File

This file contains messages that are encountered during execution of the Comm. Bridge.

Default: IEFCBN.LOG.

Browse

When you select a row from the File List and click Browse…, the file browse utility displays the selected file.

Rename

When you select a row from the File List and click Rename…, the Comm. Bridge displays the Setup - Change Filename
dialog box. This dialog allows the user to customize the name of the selected file.

File Browser

A text entry field that is used to specify the name of the utility program that is used to view text files. Any viewer capable
of reading text files are used. The full pathname of the file viewer must be used if it is not found within the execution
environment PATH variable.

Auto-Reset Server Connection

The Auto-Reset Server Connection check box, if checked, allows an automatic disable followed by enable of the server
connection after the server configuration has been modified.

Disabling a server

• Disconnects the server connection.
• Removes all data pertaining to that connection.
• Makes the server unavailable for use.

Enabling a server makes the server available for use.

If the check box is not checked, then the server connection must be manually reset before any server configuration
changes are put into use.
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Trace Logging

The following options control the level of information that is output to the trace log file:

• Errors - Use for normal operations. Only information pertaining to error events are logged to the log file.
• Informational - See error events and informational messages concerning transaction flow.
• Tracing - Debug a communications error. This setting shows all the error events, informational messages, and

message data. This setting can create rather large log files.

Statistics

These configuration parameters control enabling, frequency, and logging of periodic updates of the statistical data
displayed in the Statistics - Summary dialog. The displayed data includes data bytes transferred and transaction counts
for the server and any connected clients.

Refresh On/Off

These options enable or disable the periodic update of the Statistics - Summary dialog. The default value is Off. Select On
to enable the periodic update feature. The Summary - Statistics dialog is not updated automatically if the refresh feature is
not active. You can still manually update the statistics by selecting the Statistics, Refresh now Comm. Bridge main window
menu items.

Interval

The Interval entry field controls the length of time in whole seconds between refreshes of the Summary - Statistics dialog.

Default: 60 seconds

Log Statistics When Refreshed

If this check box is selected, statistical data is written to the trace log file periodically based on the setting of the refresh
interval described previously. Statistical data can also be written to the log file if manual update of the statistics is selected
using the Statistics, Refresh now Comm. Bridge main window menu item.

Dump I/O Buffers

This option enables more I/O buffer data to be output to the trace log file.

Max Log Size (M.B.)

This entry field controls the maximum size of the trace log file. After the trace log reaches this size, the log file is renamed
to a backup name. Trace logging then continues to the original file name. There can be at most two trace log files,
the currently active log and the previously saved log. The log size that is entered in this field is specified in units of
megabytes. However, the corresponding MAXLOGSIZE property as stored in the iefcbn.ini file is expressed as bytes.

Client Monitor

The Client Monitor Enable and Idle Time fields control how long a client remains connected to the Comm. Bridge after
a completed cooperative flow. A flow is considered complete when the target server has returned its response back to
the client. If the target server has not yet responded, possibly due to a long running process, its associated client is not
subjected to the idle time check. Only completed flows are subject to idle time checks.

Any client connections that have been idle longer than the Idle Time period are subject to automatic disconnection. To
reduce timeout thread processing overhead, the Comm. Bridge is not using individual timer events per connection to drive
the timeout expiration process. Periodically, (partially derived from the configured timeout value) the Comm. Bridge runs
through its list of client connections looking for those that meet the timeout criteria. There is a trade-off between timely
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disconnect of idle clients and constant processing of the client connection list. Small values of timeout must not be allowed
to consume a large percentage of CPU processing time, nor should there be a long disconnect lag time when a large
timeout value is specified.

Depending upon the current idle time of a particular client, when the client list is processed, client disconnect can
happen at two extreme time intervals or at any time between those intervals. These time values are dependent upon the
configured timeout interval.

The following minimum and maximum disconnect times are valid:

Configured Timeout Value Min. Timeout period Max. Timeout period
1 to 2 Min. Timeout Timeout + 1 Min.
2 to 20 Min. Timeout Timeout +1/2 of Timeout
20 + Min. Timeout Timeout + 10 Min.

Enable

This option enables the idle client timeout feature. This feature allows any idle clients to disconnect automatically after the
defined timeout period.

Idle Time (Min)

This field specifies the number of minutes a client must be inactive before being subjected to automatic disconnection by
the Comm. Bridge.

NOTE
If the idle time is 0, no client connection checks are done.

Auto Client List Update

If checked, the refresh client name list checkbox enables the refreshing of the client name list that is found in the main
Comm. Bridge window. Disabling refresh improve performance. However, real-time update of the list of connected clients
would be lost. This can be enabled or disabled dynamically and does not require a Comm. Bridge restart. The checkbox is
checked by default.

Service Config Button

Service Config allows access to the Service Configuration Details dialog. This dialog defines and installs the Comm.
Bridge to run as a Windows system service.

Configuring Comm. Bridge Client Connections
The client side of the Comm. Bridge contains the connection support for communicating with clients using TCP/IP
(Sockets API). A Comm. Bridge can manage multiple, simultaneously connected clients.

The Comm. Bridge supports connections from GUI or the Proxy clients to facilitate connections to backend servers. As a
result the Comm. Bridge acts as a target server for these types of clients.

Configuring TCP/IP (Socket) Client Connections

The Comm. Bridge TCP/IP implementation use stream sockets. A stream socket provides a full-duplex, sequenced,
reliable transmission mechanism, over which a DPC cooperative flow byte stream can flow. The socket provides the TCP
communications endpoint, which is used by the Comm. Bridge, to gain access to the IP network.
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A Comm. Bridge is connected to the IP network and listens for inbound connections using its well-known port number.
This well-known port number is configured within the Comm. Bridge. The Comm. Bridge port listening subsystem handle
concurrent connections originating from either IPv4 or IPv6 clients.

When a client successfully connects to a Comm. Bridge, the client is added to the client list found on the Comm. Bridge
main GUI window. This scrollable list displays an entry for each connected client. Each client entry displays the client host
name or IP address. The IP address can be either an IPv4 or IPv6 address depending on the protocol that is used for
a successful connection. Each entry also includes a time/date stamp of the last flow activity to or from the client and a
running byte count totals. Selecting a client from the client list result in appropriate connection configuration details being
displayed in the Selected Client Details area below the list. A client is removed from the list when it becomes disconnected
from the Comm. Bridge.

By default, a domain name service (DNS) host name lookup is performed to obtain the name of the client workstation.
Optionally, if desired for performance reasons, the DNS host name lookup can be skipped and a client IP address that is
displayed instead. This behavior can be modified using the Comm. Bridge IEFNET TCP/IP user exit. For more information
about this user exit, see Comm. Bridge User Exits.

Configuring a Client Connection for TCP/IP (Sockets)

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Comm. Bridge.
2. Navigate to the Client Configuration dialog. From the Comm. Bridge main GUI window, select menu item Client,

Config.

3. Provide the TCP/IP source port number that this Comm. Bridge can advertise as its well-known port address and click
OK to return to the Comm. Bridge main GUI window.

4. Save the current configuration. For more information about saving configurations, see Saving Configuration Files.

NOTE
Restart the Comm. Bridge for the newly configured client transport parameters to take effect. The Comm. Bridge
reports an error at startup time if the port chosen is already in use by another application on the workstation.
When an error occurs a message displays. After selecting OK on the message, the Comm. Bridge continues
to start. Once started, the conflicting port number can be modified. The above procedure, Configuring a Client
Connection for TCP/IP (Sockets), provides details for modifying the client port number.
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Configuring Comm. Bridge Server Connections
The Communications Bridge (Comm. Bridge) communicates with a Gen server environment using one of four supported
communications protocols.

Server Configuration

The Server Configuration dialog is launched from the Comm. Bridge main GUI window by selecting the Server, Config…
menu item:

Server Name

A label that is used to refer to the target server within the Comm. Bridge. Typically, the label is used when building log
messages.

Description

The description field is an optional text field that provides a text description of the associated target server.

Transport API

The Transport API designates which communications protocol to use to communicate with the associated target execution
environment. The Comm. Bridge supports the following transport/protocols serving the listed target server environments:

• LU6.2 (CPI-C)
– z/OS CICS
– z/OS IMS

• TCP/IP (Sockets)
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– UNIX: Gen Transaction Enabler
– UNIX: Tuxedo (using Gen Tuxedo Proxy Client)
– Windows: Gen Transaction Enabler
– Java EJB (using Gen EJB CFB Server)
– z/OS CICS (using Gen CICS Socket and Gen CICS Socket Listener)
– z/OS IMS: (using Gen IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect)

• ECI -- CICS External Call Interface
– z/OS CICS

• RSC/MP -- Remote Server Call
– NonStop Pathway

LU6.2 CPI-C Connections
This topic provides the following information about LU6.2 CPI-C Connections:

The cooperative flows from a client application can pass through a Comm. Bridge and then on to a CICS or IMS target
server environment using an SNA Independent LU (ILU). Each cooperative flow results in an LU6.2 conversation being
established between the Comm. Bridge and the target server environment (CICS or IMS). Each Common Format Buffer
(CFB) is transmitted over its own LU6.2 conversation. The conversation is completed when a corresponding response is
returned to the Comm. Bridge.

The following diagram illustrates a Distributed Processing application in an LU6.2 communications environment:

Configuring VTAM and SNA Communication Parameters

Configuring an LU6.2 transport requires a usable SNA network configuration. Defining a Comm. Bridge to use LU6.2
requires certain information from VTAM and other components that define the SNA Network such as NCP definitions.
Familiar with the task required to configure the third-party products that provide the SNA support to the Comm. Bridge.

For a list of third-party products offering SNA supported for use with the Comm. Bridge, see Gen Technical Requirements.

Obtain parameters that are related to the z/OS host SNA environment. For a CICS or IMS target server, these parameters
are found in the VTAM and NCP configuration files. They include:
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• For CICS, the VTAM application LU name of the region.
• For IMS, the VTAM application LU name for the z/OS APPC address space (for IMS).
• For certain SNA products, the Local LU Alias the Comm. Bridge use when allocating its LU6.2 conversations.
• The VTAM Log Mode table entry of a logon mode entry that allows for parallel LU6.2 sessions

The details about setting VTAM, NCP, CICS, and z/OS APPC address space parameters can be found in your IBM or
Microsoft documentation that is associated with their respective SNA product.

Configuring for an SNA Target Server

After the VTAM, NCP, CICS, or APPC z/OS configurations has been completed on the host, definition values from these
configurations are used to configure the SNA products on the workstation to support LU6.2 communications to z/OS
(CICS or IMS).

After the third-party SNA product that provides the Independent Logical Unit (ILU) to the Comm. Bridge is set up and
connect to the SNA network, the Comm. Bridge can complete its configuration of a target server. The Comm. Bridge
configures its target server to use CPI-C as it transport API.

Details for Configuring for LU6.2

When configuring a Comm. Bridge to use CPI-C for a target server, the following parameters from the SNA network
configuration are required:

• Partner LU name of the application LU name for CICS or z/OS APPC address space (for use with IMS)
• Local LU Alias

NOTE
This field might or might not be used depending on the SNA service provider. Certain SNA providers allow an
application to specify the Local LU Alias before allocating a conversation. Others select the LU based on their
own defined convention. This field is ignored if the SNA service provider does not allow the Local LU Alias to be
specified by the application program.

For more information about how a Local LU is selected for use by a CPI-C application program, see the third-party vendor
documentation.

• Mode Table Entry name
• Code Page number

Set the Comm. Bridge server configuration parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Comm. Bridge and select Server, Config…
2. Enter a server name and description for this target server connection.
3. Select CPI-C from the Transport API selection list. The Comm. Bridge automatically supplies the API DLL name.
4. Click Details to display the LU6.2 (CPI-C) Server Configuration - Details dialog:
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5. Provide the LU6.2 parameter values that are listed previously.
6. Select an appropriate Code Page value. The Code Page field allows you to select from a list of supported code

pages for translation. Only the header portion of the Common Format Buffer (CFB) is translated. The view data that is
contained in the cooperative flow CFB is not subject to translation. The supported code pages include:

0037
Australia, Brazil, Canada, The Netherlands, Portugal, New Zealand, South Africa, United States of America (USA)

0273
Austria, Germany

0277
Denmark, Norway

0278
Finland, Sweden

0280
Italy

0284
Spain

0285
Ireland, United Kingdom (UK)

0297
France

0500
Belgium, Switzerland
Click OK to return to the Server Configuration dialog.

7. Click OK to return to the main menu.
8. Save the current configuration.

For more information about saving configurations, see Saving Configuration Files.
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TCP/IP Socket Connections
For TCP/IP server connections, set server configuration parameters within the Client Manager corresponding to the target
server environments:

Client Manager to Server Configuration

The Client Manager TCP/IP implementation use stream sockets. A stream socket provides a full-duplex, sequenced,
reliable transmission mechanism over which a DPC cooperative flow request can be transmitted. The Client Manager
uses the socket provides the TCP communications endpoint, to gain access to the IP network.

A target server environment, which is connected to the IP network, listens for inbound connections and data transmissions
using a socket that is on the system hosting the target server.

The Client Manager uses a socket, consists of two parts, each defining application endpoints in the TCP communications.
One of the application endpoints is the local application (that is, the Client Manager). The other endpoint is the socket
processing that supports the given target server environment. These front-end connection management processes for a
given server execution environment are as follows:

• AEFUF for Gen Transaction Enabler
• IEFTUXCL for Oracle Tuxedo
• Gen Communication Bridge for CICS or IMS
• Gen z/OS CISC Socket Listener for CICS
• Gen z/OS CICS Direct Connect for CICS
• Gen z/OS IMS Direct Connect for IMS

Its unique TCP port address identifies each connection that a client TCP application establishes on a given workstation.
When a connection to a target server is requested, TCP selects the source port address from those port numbers
not already in use by other TCP connections currently established. The destination port address is the target server
environment well-known port address. The Client Manager in the construction of the destination portion of the TCP socket
uses the target server IP address, with its port address.

Target Server Environment Communication Styles

The Client Manager supports three distinct styles of communications to target servers using the TCP/IP Sockets protocol.
The three styles are configurable through check boxes on the Sockets Server Configuration - Details dialog. The state of
the check boxes depends on the target server environment requirements.

All three use the same features of the underlying TCP/IP protocol. Two of the styles differ in the length of the life span of
the connection, the third in how the Common Format Buffer (CFB) data is packaged.

Connection Life Time

Connection life time supports two modes. The mode that is chosen, persistent vs. non persistent, depends the needs of
the target server environment.

Persistent socket connections are those connections that are long lived. After a connection is established that same
connection object is used for multiple client to server transactions. The connection is maintained until the client or server
application performs a connection disconnect or exits. This type of connection is used by the Transaction Enabler (TE)
on UNIX and Windows, z/OS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect, z/OS CICS TCP/IP Direct Connect, EJB CFB Server, Windows
Comm Bridge, and the Tuxedo Proxy Client on UNIX.

Non persistent socket connections are maintained during a single client to server transaction. After the server returns a
response buffer back to the client the server close its connection. A subsequent client request to the same server requires
that a new connection be established. This type of connection is supported only when connecting with the z/OS CICS
Socket Listener.
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Common Format Buffer Packaging

The third TCP/IP communication style concerns how the Common Format Buffer data is delivered to the target server.
There are two choices, wrapped for IMS support or unwrapped.

Communications to z/OS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect require the CFB to be wrapped inside of IMS header data before
it being sent to the IMS target server environment. Only z/OS IMS Direct Connect has this requirement. All other TCP/IP
target server environments require a normal or non wrapped CFB.

Configuring the Client Manager for TCP/IP (Sockets)

To configure a Client Manager to communicate with a TCP/IP server environment, you require:

• The target server machine host name or its IP address
• The target server configured/well-known port address (destination port number)

To relate the machine name of the target server environment to a network address, you can either modify the
communication workstations hosts file or use a Domain Name Service (DNS).

To modify the hosts file or the DNS configuration on the client workstation, see the appropriate vendor documentation for
instructions about using hosts file or DNS setup.

To set the Client Manager configuration files for TCP/IP transport use:

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Client Manager and select Server, Config.
2. On the Server Configuration dialog, enter a server name and description for this target server connection.

Notes:
– If a test transaction is used to verify the server connection, verify that the displayed Test Trans is correct. The

default value is ECHO.
– If the target server is a Comm Bridge and if that Comm Bridge is configured to use ECI for server communications,

verify that the Test Tran Server value is correct. The default value is ECHO. A Comm Bridge uses this configuration
item when it uses ECI to communicate with a CICS target server execution environment.

3. Select Sockets from the Transport API selection list. The Client Manager automatically supplies the API DLL name.
4. Click Details to display the TCP/IP Server Configuration - Details dialog.
5. Provide the TCP/IP parameters that identify the target server environment.
6. Select one, if appropriate, of the socket connection style check boxes according to the target server environment

requirements as follows:

Target Server Environment CICS Socket Listener Check Box IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Host Check
Box

UNIX Gen Transaction Enabler (User
Funnel)

Unchecked Unchecked

UNIX: GenTuxedo Proxy Client Unchecked Unchecked
Windows Gen Transaction Enabler (User
Funnel)

Unchecked Unchecked

Windows Gen Communications Bridge Unchecked Unchecked

Windows Gen Enterprise Java Bean CFB
Server

Unchecked Unchecked

z/OS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Unchecked Checked
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z/OS CICS Socket Listener Checked Unchecked

1. Click OK to return to the Server Configuration dialog.
2. Click OK in the Server Configuration dialog to return to the main window.

Save the current configuration.

Windows/UNIX Transaction Enabler

During its operation, the Transaction Enabler process AEFUF listens for input from the Client Manager using its well-
known port address. Messages are passed to AEFAD that start and access the requested DPS application. When the
Distributed Process Server (DPS) application processing is complete, a response message is passed back to the Client
Manager and then on to the Distributed Process Client (DPC) application.

To configure for TCP/IP support to AEFAD, configure AEFUF for connection to UNIX and Windows systems that use the
AEFAD transaction processor monitor.

For configuration information of both the AEFUF and AEFAD components, see Transaction Enabler.

UNIX Tuxedo Proxy Client

The Tuxedo-based servers can optionally use the Gen Tuxedo proxy client as a means to communicate with Tuxedo
servers. The Tuxedo Proxy client listens for input from the Client Manager using its well-known port address. Messages
are passed to Tuxedo that, in turn, start and access the requested DPS application. When the DPS application processing
is complete, a response message is passed back to the Client Manager and on to the DPC application.
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To configure TCP/IP support for Tuxedo, configure the Gen Tuxedo Proxy Client for connecting to UNIX servers that
execute under the Tuxedo transaction processor monitor.

NOTE

• For Installation and configuration information for the Gen Tuxedo Proxy Client component, see Working With
Tuxedo.

• For information about configuring and starting Tuxedo, see your vendor documentation.

Windows Gen Communications Bridge

The Communications Bridge (Comm Bridge) provides communications support by serving as a gateway between the
Client Manager and target server environments. The Client Manager passes request message data to the Comm Bridge
using TCP/IP (Sockets). The Comm Bridge passes the message data on to the target server environment using one of the
supported server-side protocols:

• LU 6.2 (CPI-C) to z/OS (CICS or IMS)
• TCP/IP (Sockets) to

– z/OS (CICS or IMS)
– Windows (Transaction Enabler)
– UNIX (Transaction Enabler or Tuxedo)

• z/OS CICS External Call Interface (ECI).
• NonStop RSC/MP

When the DPS application processing is complete, a response message is passed back to the Comm. Bridge, then on to
the Client Manager and finally on to the DPC application.
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NOTE
For more information about installation and configuration for the Communication Bridge, see Working With the
Communications Bridge.

z/OS CICS TCP/IP

Gen offers the following connection implementations that use CICS TCP/IP Sockets:

CICS Socket Listener

This implementation uses the CICS Socket Listener program TISRVLIS. The TISRVLIS passes the connection socket to
the Gen server application. The application server manages the socket and closes the socket when execution completes
named as a non-persistent socket connection as the socket connection is not maintained from one client request to the
next.

Direct Connect for CICS – This implementation uses a persistent socket connection where the single socket connection is
maintained throughout the life of the application.

NOTE
Direct Connect for CICS support is no longer supported. Earlier versions of this implementation support as long
as the software release in which it was delivered is supported.

As of Gen 8 the CICS Socket Listener is the preferred CICS TCP/IP connection mechanism. This version supports a non
persistent socket which means a new socket connection is created for each client/server request/response. As of Gen 8
all supported client-side runtimes have been modified to allow support for this non persistent behavior.

If this listener is used with the Client Manager, the server configuration details must be set with the CICS Socket Listener
check box selected as mentioned in the Details for Configuring TCP/IP (Sockets) section above.

The CICS Socket Listener implementation uses the CICS program TISRVLIS. TISRVLIS listens for connection requests
from the Client Manager using its well-known port address. When a request is accepted TISRVLIS passes the connection
request to the appropriate Gen application server. The Gen application server then assumes responsibility for creating,
managing, and closing the socket connection.
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When the DPS application processing is complete, a response message is passed from the server application to the
Client Manager and on to the DPC application.

The following diagram illustrates a Distributed Process application before a DPC request being serviced by the target
server environment TISRVLIS process. The Client Manager initiates a bind socket request to the TISRVLIS process's
well-known port address.

The following diagram illustrates a Distributed Process application at the time the Client Manager request has been
accepted and the application server process has taken responsibility for the connection. The TISRVLIS process is now
available to listen for more connections from the Client Manager.

The following diagram illustrates a Distributed Process application after the server application has completed. The socket
connection that is used for the transaction has been closed. The TISRVLIS process is handling another connection
request from the Client Manager and the cycle repeats.
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NOTE
For more information about the installation and configuration for the TISRVLIS component, see Install Gen on z/
OS.

SSL Socket

SSL Socket ensures secure communication of Client Manager with CICS Server. The Socket initiates a secure connection
between the Client Manager and the CICS Server. Select the SSL Socket check box only if the destination host is a z/
OS host configured to support the secure TCP/IP connections using the CICS Socket Listener. If SSL Socket is selected,
make sure that the cacert.pem file is present in the specified location. This Socket can be selected only with the CICS
Socket Listener. When you select the SSL Socket checkbox, the CICS Socket Listener checkbox gets auto-selected, if not
selected earlier. This action enables the SSL Validation drop-down list. From the drop-down list, select one of the following
options, and then click OK:

• Ignore Server Certificate Validation
• To proceed with secure communication without the client validating the server certificate. This option should be used

in development and internal testing environments only.
• Server Certificate Validation

To proceed with secure communication after the client validates the server certificate. The session continues only if the
client finds that the certificate is valid.

• Server Certificate & Hostname Validation
To proceed with secure communication after the client validates the server certificate and the hostname from the
certificate against the server's hostname. The session continues only after both the checks have passed.

For procedural steps, see Security in Client Manager.

NOTE

The SSL validation levels appear as I, Y, or H in the server configuration file. For details, see SSL Configuration
Options in Security in Client Manager.
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z/OS CICS External Call Interface (ECI)
The Gen ECI communications runtime provides the interface mechanisms that Gen DPC applications can use to
externally call a CICS DPS application using a CICS Distributed Program Link (DPL). The Target DPS appears as if it
were called using an EXEC CICS LINK with the COMMAREA option.

IBM CICS Universal Client software supports the ECI protocol, which must be installed on the workstation hosting a
Comm. Bridge that communicates with CICS using ECI.

Installation and configuration information for CICS External Call Interface (ECI) appears inz/OS Implementation Toolset.

Refer to the IBM CICS Universal Client publications information regarding CICS Universal Clients.

Configuring the Comm. Bridge for CICS External Call Interface (ECI)

Set the Comm. Bridge configuration files for ECI transport.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Comm. Bridge and select Server, Config…
2. At the Server Configuration dialog, enter a server name and description for this target server connection.
3. Select ECI from the Transport API selection list. The Comm. Bridge automatically supplies the API DLL name.
4. Click Details to display the ECI Server Configuration - Details dialog:
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5. Provide the name of the CICS region containing the target server as defined in the server section of the IBM CICS
Transaction Gateway ctg.ini file (the ctg.ini is provided as part of the Transaction Gateway product, and is used by the
Universal Client).

6. Set the desired ECI Timeout value to specify the maximum time in seconds that an ECI request is allowed to take.
A timeout occurs if the servicing of a request takes longer than the specified time. The value must be in the range 0
through 9999. A value of zero, the default, indicates that the request will not be timed out.

NOTE
A non-zero value is not recommended unless you have read and understood the advice that is given in the
IBM CICS Transaction Gateway for Windows documentation.

7. Select the appropriate Code Page value. The Code Page field allows you to select from a list of supported code pages
for translation. Only the header portion of the Common Format Buffer (CFB) is translated. The cooperative flow view
data is not subject to translation. The supported code pages include:

0037
Australia, Brazil, Canada, The Netherlands, Portugal, New Zealand, South Africa, United States of America (USA)

0273
Austria, Germany

0277
Denmark, Norway

0278
Finland, Sweden

0280
Italy

0284
Spain

0285
Ireland, United Kingdom (UK)
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0297
France

0500
Belgium, Switzerland

8. Click OK to return to the Server Configuration dialog.
9. Click OK from the Server Configuration dialog to return to the main window.
10. Save the current configuration using the procedures in Saving Configuration Files.

NonStop RSC/MP Connections in Comm. Bridge
This article provides information for NonStop RSC/MP Connections in Comm. Bridge. Communications targeting the
NonStop servers rely on a third-party product named HP NonStop Remote Server Call (RSC/MP).

Obtain this product from the vendor as it is not included as part of the Gen installation package.

Installing and Configuring RSC/MP

After installing RSC/MP, ensure that the path to its /bin directory is included in the %PATH% environment variable. This
path is required as the Comm Bridge transport DLL depends on RSC/MP DLLs installed within the bin directory. For more
information about installing and configuring RSC/MP, see the HP NonStop Remote Server Call (RSC/MP) Installation and
Configuration Guide.

The following examples show how to customize the RSC/MP files for use within the Gen environment:

RSC.ini customization

A sample content from a typical <RSC Install Dir>\bin\RSC.ini file is shown next. These configuration items are merged
within the existing RSC.ini file as this list is not all inclusive.

The following example defines a new section that is named GEN_RSC. The same name is used for the Comm. Bridge
Initialization Section Name configuration as follows:

NOTE
Use [ ] when defining sections within the RSC.ini file.

[GEN_RSC]

;

; Set the fully qualified RSC/MP error file name.

; Assume RSC/MP is installed in C:\rsc

error_file          = c:\rsc\bin\RSC.ERR

 

; The following options are required for Piccolo connections.

; set them to appropriate values.

 

; this is the default

subsystem_name      = RSCPIPE                ;( default = RSCPIPE )

 

; the host_pipename is typically the host name of the target NonStop

; machine. Replace SOME_NONSTOP_HOST with the target server name

host_pipename       = RSC@SOME_NONSTOP_HOST

; The value of the writeread_pathmon entry must be that of the

; name of the Pathmon process for the CA Gen application that

; has or will be installed on the NonStop server.  This name must
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; match the name entered in the Setup Tool when the application was

; or will be installed.

writeread_pathmon   = $TEST

NOTE
RSC/MP test programs use the default [RSC] section within RSC.ini for testing client/server communications.
This named entry must remain within the RSC.ini file if you want to test the base RSC/MP installation. Some
of values that are used in the RSC.ini file configuration rely on RSC/MP server-side configuration settings. For
more information about your RSC/MP installation at your site, contact your system administrator.

Pipe.ini customization

A sample content from a typical <RSC Install Dir>\bin\PIPE.INI file is shown next. These configuration items
are merged within the existing pipe.ini file as this list is not all inclusive. RSC/MP uses this data internally.
Because, %RSC_INSTALL_DIR% is NOT an environment variable that is created when RSC is installed. Any field that
has % or a $ in front of it is assumed to be an existing environment variable.

[PIPEMAN]

 

; SystemName is the name of the client workstation where

; the RSC/MP client and Gen Client Manager is installed.

SystemName=Client Workstation

 

; DomainName is the domain where the SystemName machine resides

DomainName=CA.COM

For more information about configuration and basic communication testing, see the HP NonStop Remote Server Call
(RSC/MP) Installation and Configuration Guide.

Configuring the Comm. Bridge for NonStop RSC/MP

For RSC/MP server connections, set the server configuration parameters within the Comm. Bridge corresponding to the
NonStop target server environment.

NOTE
Asynchronous flows, to a NonStop server or from a NonStop server, are not supported through the Comm
Bridge.

You can select the RSC/MP target server transport type for connecting to the NonStop host platforms.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Comm. Bridge and select Server, Config…
2. Enter a server name and add a brief description for this target server connection.

Select RSC/MP in the Transport API list.
3. The Comm. Bridge automatically supplies the API DLL name.

Click Details… to display the following Server Configuration - Details dialog:
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4. Specify the RSC/MP configuration properties in this dialog:
Initialization Filename

Identifies the name and location of RSC/MP communications product's initialization file. This file is located in the
RSC/MP install bin directory. If this directory has been added to the PATH environment variable, a full path name
is not required.
Example: RSC.ini

Initialization Section Name
Identifies the section name within the RSC.INI file that contains the target server configuration information.
Example: GEN_RSC

User Exit DLL
Identifies the Comm. Bridge RSC/MP user exit DLL name. If a name is not specified, then the User Exit is not
called.

NOTE
Check your NonStop RSC/MP Transport API documentation for case-sensitivity requirements for
parameter fields.

5. Click OK to return to the Comm. Bridge main window.
6. Save the configuration.

For more information about saving a configuration, see Saving Configuration Files.

The Comm. Bridge is now configured for NonStop RSC/MP.

Transaction Mapping Table

When connected to a server transaction mapping data is transferred from the host and is stored in a local file. This file is
located in the following directory:

%APPDATA%\CA\Gen xx\cfg\cb\RSCMP\<Path-Mon>\tirtmt.tbl

%APPDATA%
Corresponds to the directory location the Windows operating system uses for the user ID that is executing the
Comm. Bridge.
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<Path-Mon>
Corresponds to the name of the configured Pathway Monitor on the NonStop system. The Comm. Bridge uses the
content of the file internally and must not be modified.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Verifying RSC/MP Communications

Communications between the Windows workstation and the NonStop server must be established. RSC/MP is not
operational without a working transport. RSC/MP supplies a file, rsctestw.exe, which can test the RSC/MP configuration
on the workstation. Do not continue if you have not successfully executed this program. For more information about
executing this program, see the HP Remote Server Call (RSC/MP) Installation and Management Guide.

Other API

The Other API protocol is a server-side transport that is intended for use under the guidance of Technical Support.

Communications Bridge Security
The Comm. Bridge transmits the Common Format Buffer (CFB) that it receives from the DPC on to the DPS without
performing any security validation of its own. However, the Comm. Bridge does parse the CFB to extract security data
(UserID and Password) when processing a cooperative flow. The Comm. Bridge sets up the same interface to each of its
server transports. The passing of security data to the communications runtime is done regardless of the type of server-
side transport.

For a general discussion covering Gen security, see Security in Distributing Processing.

CFB Security

The security content that is contained within a CFB is influenced by a client-side security user exit. The name of the client-
side user exit depends on the type of client. The following is a list of clients and their respective client-side security user
exits:

• Windows GUI clients
WRSECTOKEN (wrexitn.c)

• C/COM Proxy
WRSECTOKEN (proxyxit.c)

• Java Proxy
CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit
(CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.java)

• .Net Proxy
CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit
(CFBDynamicMessageSecurityExit.cs)

The client-side security exit directs the client runtime to construct a CFB formatted as either a Standard security CFB
or an Enhanced security CFB. The user exit returns a value signifying the desired security mode of either Standard or
Enhanced.

• Standard Security
Indicates that the client cooperative flow request CFB "does not" contain the optional security offset section. The
CLIENT_USERID and CLIENT_PASSWORD attribute values are included in the CFB header area. Standard security
is enabled using the client-side security user exit. The CFB header area is not part of the CFB that is eligible to be
encrypted.

• Enhanced Security
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Indicates that the client cooperative flow request CFB contains the optional security offset section. The security offset
section contain the Gen CLIENT_USERID and CLIENT_PASSWORD values as defined by the client application.
Additionally, the security offset can contain an optional security token. Enhanced security is enabled using the client-
side security user exit. The data added to the security offset section of the CFB is eligible to be encrypted by the client
runtime by an encryption user exit.

The client-side security user exit also indicates from where within the CFB the Comm. Bridge extract the UserID and
Password data. The user exit is passed a pointer to an integer field that can be set to a value of either TRUE or FALSE.
The input parameter bClntMgrSecurity points to the integer field. The content of the integer field only has meaning if the
CFB is directed to contain Enhanced Security data. Setting the integer field to TRUE causes the client runtime to set a flag
byte within the CFB header. A setting of FALSE causes the flag byte in the CFB to remaining unset. FALSE is the default
value.

If it is desired that the Comm. Bridge use the Enhanced Security data when it processes an inbound cooperative request
buffer, the CFB containing the request must have the flag byte set accordingly. This is accomplished by making sure that
the client-side security exit set the integer field, pointed to by the bClntMgrSecurity parameter, to TRUE.

When the Comm. Bridge processes a CFB that contains Enhanced Security data, the content of the flag byte is used to
direct the Comm. Bridge as to which security data it use when processing the associated cooperative flow request. If the
CFB header flag byte is set, the Comm. Bridge will use the Enhanced Security data. If the flag byte is not set, the Comm.
Bridge use the security data that is provided in the CFB header.

Decrypting the CFB
The CFB data that is transmitted from DPC applications optionally can be encrypted. A flag byte in the CFB header
signifies the data has been encrypted and is used to notify the receiver of the CFB that it has been encrypted. It is the
responsibility of the receiver to decrypt the CFB before using it.

Regarding the Comm. Bridge, the data in the CFB only be decrypted if the security data located in the security offset area
is used when sending the cooperative flow request to a target server. The Comm. Bridge uses the CFB CMUseSecure
CFB flag to determine if the data in the security offset is used. The CFB CMUseSecure CFB flag is set on by the client
runtime if its invocation of the client-side security exit returns a TRUE for the bClntMgrSecurity flag.

If the DPC calls for an encrypted CFB, a flag byte signifying the data has been encrypted is placed in the header portion
of the CFB. This flag byte is used to notify the receiver of the CFB that encryption has been used. It is then the receiver's
responsibility to decrypt the CFB before using it.

Comm. Bridge DECRYPT User Exit

Depending on the state of the CFB, the Comm. Bridge is required to extract data from the security offset. If the CFB being
processed has been encrypted, the Comm. Bridge must decrypt the CFB ito obtain the security data.

The DECRYPT Comm. Bridge user exit is intended to provide a user-written decryption routine that must be able to
decrypt the CFB previously encrypted by the client runtime's encryption user exit.

The Comm. Bridge passes the encrypted portion of the CFB to the DECRYPT exit routine. The exit returns a decrypted
version of the data it was passed as input.

On return from the DECRYPT user exit, the Comm. Bridge parses out the user ID and password. The Comm. Bridge uses
this retrieved security data when servicing the associated cooperative flow request.

The Comm. Bridge decrypts the CFB for it is internal use only. When the CFB is forwarded on to the target server
environment, it remains in the encrypted state as received from the originating DPC.

The DECRYPT user exit is discussed in more detail in User Exits. Also see Understanding Distributed Processing for a
detailed discussion on encryption and security within a DP application.
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Translating UserID and Password

The Comm. Bridge provides an optional Conversation Instance Data user exit to facilitate any required pre-translation of
the UserID and Password before the request being sent to the transport layer. Pre-translation of a UserID, Password, or
both is required in cases where the ASCII characters entered by user do not translate to their corresponding EBCDIC
values.

CIDE_INIT()

This entry point is invoked only once during the initialization of the Comm. Bridge. Future calls to CIDE_PROC() are
enabled or disabled depending on the return value from this exit.

CIDE_PROC()

This entry point can be used to perform the "pre-translation" of the UserID and Password fields before they are passed to
the transport protocol layer.

The Conversation Instance Data user exit is discussed in more detail in User Exits.

Configuring Multiple Comm. Bridges
This topic provides the following information about configuring multiple Comm. Bridges:

Multiple instances of a Comm. Bridge can reside within the same directory on any given communications workstation.

Each instance of a Comm. Bridge is defined by its set of configuration files:

• Initialization file (the default name is iefcbn.ini)
• Server configuration file (the default name is iefcbn.srv)
• Log file (the default name is iefcbn.log)

We recommend that you use a single filename prefix with the .ini, .srv, and .log extensions so that the configuration files
associated with different Comm. Bridge instances are distinguished easily from others residing in the same directory. For
example, test1.ini, test1.srv, and test1.log represent a different Comm. Bridge configuration than test2.ini, test2.srv, and
test2.log.

For more information about current default locations of the log and configuration files, see Default Configuration and Log
File Locations in the Communications Bridge Overview section.

You can create as many sets of configuration files as you need. You can start a specific instance of a Comm. Bridge
from either a system prompt, an icon, or by using the system services console. Specify the name of its corresponding
initialization file on the Comm. Bridge startup command. The initialization file name is specified using the /initfile=
command argument. For example, if the initialization file has been named test2.ini, the command for starting a Comm.
Bridge would be:

 IEFCBN.exe iefcb startup /initfile=test2.ini

 

By adding new configuration files, you can create more Comm. Bridge instances. There is no need to install more copies
of the software. Multiple instances of the software can be run concurrently, each using their own set of configuration files.

Creating Multiple Comm. Bridges Using Icons

Use this procedure to create multiple Comm. Bridge instances in the same directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Gen folder on the desktop.
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2. Copy the Comm. Bridge program object (icon).
3. Access the property settings for the copied program object (icon) and change the initialization file name option (/initfile

=) to reference the .ini file for the desired instance. Also, change the program object title of the newly created Comm.
Bridge instance to something appropriate for the new instance.

4. Save the program object (icon).
5. Start the Comm. Bridge using the newly created icon then continue configuring the Comm. Bridge as required.

NOTE
Configure the new Comm. Bridge and save the settings in the initialization and server files before use. The
settings in these files create the additional Comm. Bridge. You can configure as many Comm. Bridges as
you need.

6. Save the current configuration. For more information about saving configurations, see Saving Configuration Files.

Creating Multiple Comm. Bridges Without Using Icons

Follow these steps:

1. To start the Comm. Bridge from a command prompt, change to the directory where you installed the Comm. Bridge
and enter the command:
 IEFCBN.exe iefcb startup /initfile=[filename]

 

2. Configure the Comm. Bridge client and server connections as desired.

NOTE
Configure the new Comm. Bridge instance and save the settings to the initialization and server files before
they can be used on subsequent activation commands. The set of configuration files is what creates the
additional Comm. Bridge instance. You can create as many Comm. Bridges as you need.

3. Save the current configuration using the procedures in Saving Configuration Files.

Creating Multiple Comm. Bridge System Services

Multiple Comm. Bridge system services can be active concurrently. Each active Comm. Bridge system service must have
its own configuration.

Configuring a Comm Bridge as a Windows System Service
This section provides the following information about configuring a Comm. Bridge as a Windows System Service:

A Comm. Bridge can be registered to execute as a Windows system service under control of the Windows Control Panel
Services dialog. This might required if the Comm. Bridge is to run unattended on a system without a logged in user.

The service can be configured to perform the following tasks:

• Start automatically upon system reboot or wait to be started manually
• Display or not display the Comm. Bridge GUI interface upon startup
• Execute under a specific user of authorized system user

Registering as a Windows system service requires several configuration parameters that must be contained within the
Comm. Bridge initialization file (IEFCBN.INI by default). These parameters can be set using the Comm. Bridge GUI
interface or a text editor provided the required format is adhered to.

Registration and removal of a specific Comm. Bridge service instance is accomplished using either the Comm. Bridge
GUI interface or command-line options. The command-line option instserv is used to register a service, while the remserv
option removes a service.
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Special User Access Privileges

Installing an application as a Windows system service requires special system access privileges. The currently logged in
User ID must have Windows Administrator permission to manipulate its defined set of Windows system services.

Logging Comm. Bridge Events

From the time a Comm. Bridge is registered as a Windows system service until it is removed, important status change
events are logged to the standard Windows system logs. These events can be viewed using the Windows Event Viewer.
Most events are logged in the Windows Application Log. However, a few fatal errors are logged in the Windows System
Log too. Events that cause a log record to be created include Comm. Bridge startup, shutdown, registration, removal, and
any errors that are encountered during these processes.

Interactive and Non-interactive Modes

A Comm. Bridge running as a Windows system service can be run in either interactive or non-interactive mode. By
default, the Comm. Bridge runs as a non-interactive service. Non-interactive services can be started without the system
having an active desktop. This allows the service to run without requiring a user to log in. This in turn allows the services
to restart automatically in an unattended mode the system experience a reboot. When in non-interactive mode, no Comm.
Bridge GUI dialogs or windows display. Therefore, statistic gathering, client/server configuration, and log file viewing are
not available using the Comm. Bridge GUI interface.

If a Comm. Bridge is run in interactive mode, the desktop must be active, which means that a user must be logged in
before the service can start successfully. If the service is configured to start automatically, the Comm. Bridge GUI interface
pop up immediately when a user logs in. The service is not usable until the user login activates the desktop.

If the Comm. Bridge GUI interface is exited, the service stops. If the Comm. Bridge GUI interface does not display, then
the Comm. Bridge must be restarted from the Windows local services console interface window in the non-interactive
mode.

Interactive startup mode can be enabled (or disabled) using a user selectable check box found in the services properties
dialog. To enable (or disable) the interactive mode of operation:

Follow these steps:

1. Open the system control panel.
2. Select Administrative Tools and double-click the Services item.
3. Select the appropriate service.
4. Click the right mouse button, and then select Properties.
5. Click the Log On tab on the Service Properties dialog.
6. Select the Allow Service to Interact with Desktop check box to enable interactive startup (uncheck the check box to

disable interactive startup).
7. Click OK to dismiss the Properties dialog.

The service is now ready to be restarted using the interactive mode selected.

NOTE
If running the Comm. Bridge as a Windows system service, you must be sure the path to locate the
CODEPAGE.INI file has been established properly. See the CODEPAGE.INI section for more details.

System Service Configuration
This topic provides the following information about the Comm. Bridge Service COnfiguration dialog:

The Comm. Bridge Service Configuration dialog allows you to configure a Comm. Bridge as a Windows system
service. Select File, Setup menu, and click Service Config in the displayed dialog. The SerThe Comm. Bridge Service
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Configuration dialog allows you to configure a Comm. Bridge as a Windows system service.vice Configuration - Details
dialog opens:

The Service Configuration - Details dialog contains the following fields and buttons:
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Display Name

Enter the display name to be used for this Comm. Bridge service. The name is alphanumeric and can contain up to 32
characters with embedded spaces.

Service Name

Enter the service name to be used for this Comm. Bridge service. The name is alphanumeric and can contain up to 32
characters with embedded spaces.

Service Description

This text describes the purpose of the service. This text displays within the System Services dialog for those systems that
support the description field.

User ID

Enter the Windows operating system user name that is used when executing this service. This ID must conform to the
user name format requirements of the Windows operating system. Enter the ID in the form of domain Name\UserID. If the
ID belongs to the built-in domain, you can use the form of \UserID. The User ID/Password is required only if the service is
to run under a specific user ID.

Password

Enter the Windows system password that is associated with the specified User ID that is to execute this service. This
password must conform to the password format requirements of the Windows operating system. The User ID/Password is
required only if the service is to run under a specific user ID.

Automatic

If selected, the Comm. Bridge service is configured to start automatically upon system reboot.

Manual

If selected, the Comm. Bridge service must be started manually after each system reboot.

Disabled

If selected, the Comm. Bridge service is disabled. Before executing the service, the service must be enabled using the
control panel services dialog.

Install Service

If clicked, the Comm. Bridge is installed as a Windows system service using the configuration defined within the remaining
dialog fields. This establishes the configuration within the Windows Services control Environment. The service is not
started now.

Remove Service

This service attempt to remove the Comm. Bridge system service as defined within the service name field.

Parameter File

This field displays the location of the Comm. Bridge initialization file to be used by this instance of the Comm. Bridge
system service. This file location cannot be changed from this dialog. It must be changed from the File - Setup dialog. This
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file name is used when the Comm. Bridge is started, thus it is imperative that this file be a valid and accessible location at
startup.

File Directories
This topic provides the following information about File Directories:

The Comm. Bridge startup software must be able to locate the startup files in order to initialize the options for each
Comm. Bridge. Designate the location of the following files:

• CODEPAGE.INI
A Gen support file.

• IEFCBN.INI
The Comm. Bridge initialization file.

• IEFCBN.SRV and IEFCBN.LOG
The Comm. Bridge configuration file and log file.

CODEPAGE.INI

When a Comm. Bridge is run as a Windows system service, either copy the CODEPAGE.INI file into the system32
directory of the system or specify the fully qualified path to the Comm. Bridge install directory in the System Path variable.
To activate the latter choice, the system must be restarted.

IEFCBN.INI

When a Comm. Bridge is run as a Windows system service, the Comm. Bridge initialization file (IEFCBN.INI by default) is
found by looking in the fully qualified path that was used when the Comm. Bridge was configured as a Windows system
service.

IEFCBN.SRV and IEFCBN.LOG

The location of the other Comm. Bridge files (.SRV and .LOG) is specified in the Comm. Bridge initialization file (.INI). A
relative or fully qualified path (a path that contains .\ , ./ , or : ) is used.

The current path to which a relative path is applied is one of the following:

• The Comm. Bridge install directory, if started using the Windows program group.
• The directory in the Start in property, if started using a shortcut.
• The current directory, when started using a DOS prompt.
• The system32 directory, if the Comm. Bridge is defined to run as a Windows system service.

If the relative or full path is not specified, it is assumed the files are in the directory where the initialization file was found.

NOTE
If the Comm. Bridge is running in the non-interactive mode and the Comm. Bridge configuration file does not
exist or cannot be located, the Comm. Bridge does not start up.

Registering Using the Comm. Bridge GUI Interface

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Comm. Bridge using one of the following methods:
2. From an Icon, open the Gen folder and double-click Comm. Bridge.
3. From a command prompt, change to the directory where you installed the Comm. Bridge and enter the following

command:
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IEFCBN.exe iefcb startup /initfile=filename

4. Select File, Setup menu items.
5. On the File - Setup dialog, click Service Config.
6. Fill in the required Display and Service Name fields, the optional User ID and Password fields if the service is to run

under a non-administrator ID, and the desired start mode. The Service Description field can contain any descriptive
text desired. Standard Gen application online help has been provided for each of these items.

7. Ensure that the displayed parameter file location is correct and accessible to the specified User ID at the time the
service is started. The parameter file location can be changed on the File - Setup dialog.

8. The service information is stored into the Windows Operating system services repository when the Install Service is
pressed.

9. A status dialog report the success or failure of the service installation operation.

NOTE
The service is not started at this time.

If successfully installed, the service can now be started and controlled using the Windows Control Panel Services utility.

Registering Using the Comm. Bridge Command Line

Follow these steps:

1. Before registering the service using the instserv command-line option the targeted Comm. Bridge initialization file
(IEFCBN.INI ) must be created and properly formatted. This can be accomplished by using the Comm. Bridge in GUI
mode to define the service configuration and create the file. This formatted file can be used as a template for future
versions of Comm. Bridge configuration files.
The following example describes a formatted .ini file. The items that are used for system service definition are those
items between the start/end of service configuration items. The SERVICE_PASSWORD value is encrypted before
writing the value to the log file. If a password is required, the method that is detailed in the section Registering Using
the GUI Interface must be used to enter the password.

# Communications Bridge Parameters...

DESCRIPTION   = sample system service

LOGFILE        = IEFCBN.LOG

LOGLEVEL       = 3

DUMPIOBUFFERS  = 1

REFRESH        = 0

REFRESH_INTERVAL = 1

IDLE_CLIENT_TIMEOUT = 0

ENABLE_CONNECTION_MONITOR = 0

# start of service configuration items

SERVICE_STARTMODE = AUTOMATIC

SERVICE_NAME   = TestService

DISPLAY_NAME   = Test the Service

SERVICE_USERID =

SERVICE_PASSWORD =

# end of service configuration items

SRVRS          = IEFCBN.SRV

# Client Transport parameters...

COMMDLL        = INTCP80N

TRANSPORT      = 2

IP_SRCEPORT    = 5002

# End of Communications Bridge Parameters

2. Register the service by executing the following command:
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IEFCBN.exe instserv /initfile=[filename]

3. A status dialog report the success or failure of the service installation operation.

NOTE
The service is not started at this time.

Removing Using the GUI Interface

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Comm. Bridge using one of the following methods:
From an Icon, open the Gen folder and double-click Comm. Bridge.
From a command prompt, change to the directory where you installed the Comm. Bridge and type the following
command:

IEFCBN.exe iefcb startup /initfile=[filename]

2. From the Comm. Bridge main window Select File, Setup menu items.
3. On the File - Setup dialog, click Service Config.

Within this dialog ensure that the required Service Name field is correct if populated, otherwise, enter the Service
Name to be removed. The remaining items are not used for the remove service operation.

4. Click Remove Service to remove the service information from the Windows Operating system services repository.
A status dialog report the success or failures of the service remove operation.

Removing Using the Comm. Bridge Command Line

Follow these steps:

1. Before removing the service registration using the remserv command-line option, the targeted Comm. Bridge
initialization file (IEFCBN.INI) must be created and must be formatted. See the section Registering Using the
Command Line previously for an example of a formatted .ini file. This can be accomplished by using the Comm. Bridge
in GUI mode to define the service configuration and to create the file. This properly formatted file can be used as a
template for future versions of Comm. Bridge configuration files.

2. Remove the service registration by executing the following command-line options:

IEFCBN.exe remserv /initfile=[filename]

A status dialog reports the success or failures of the service remove operation.

Comm Bridge Service Targeting RSC/MP
A Comm Bridge running as a system service configured to target a NonStop server environment has special requirements
that are not seen with other target server environments.

The Comm Bridge uses a third-party product, HP RSC/MP, as the transport mechanism when communicating with
NonStop target servers. When the Comm Bridge is configured to run as a system service the RSC/MP product must also
be configured to run as a system service.

At the time of this writing the RSC/MP product contains two separate but dependent processes, RSC and Piccolo. For
proper operation of the Comm Bridge as a system service these products must also be installed as system services. This
can be accomplished through the RSC/MP products rscserv.exe command. (rscserv.exe - install).

For proper operation of the Comm Bridge to NonStop communications both the RSC and Piccolo system services must be
running before a transaction being attempted. For more information, see the RSC/MP product documentation.
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During normal operation transaction, the mapping data is downloaded from the NonStop host and stored in a local file
within the host machines file system of the Comm Bridge. If the Comm Bridge is operating as a system service, this
mapping file is located in:

%APPDATA%\CA\Gen xx\cfg\cb\RSCMP\<Path-Mon>\tirtmt.tbl

Where <Path-Mon> is the RSC/MP configured Pathway Monitor configuration setting.

The value of %APPDATA% is dependent upon the Windows User ID under which the Comm Bridge is executing. If the
Comm Bridge service was installed without specifying a User ID, the default User ID is the Local System account. In this
case %APPDATA% equate to LocalService\AppData which would translate the previous to a path similar to:

C:\Windows\ServiceProfiles\LocalService\AppData\Roaming\CA\Gen xx\cfg\cb\RSCMP\<Path-Mon>\tirtmt.tbl

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Comm. Bridge Saving Configuration Files
This topic provides the following information about Comm. Bridge saving configuration files:

The configuration parameters for a Comm. Bridge are saved in two distinct files: an initialization file and a target server
file. You can save these configuration files using either the default file names or you can choose your own file names.

The default name of the initialization file is IEFCBN.INI. This file contains the following information:

• The log file name
• Current log level
• Name of server configuration (.srv) file
• Statistic refresh state and interval
• Message Language dll name that is used to determine which of the supported languages is used when writing status

information to the log file.
• Idle client timeout state and interval
• Windows Service configuration data, if registered as a Windows Service
• Configuration parameters that are required for the client connections

The default name of the target server configuration file is IEFCBN.SRV. This file contains all the configuration parameters
that are required for server connections.

Retaining the .INI and .SRV extensions aids in keeping track of the descriptive nature of the files' functions. We
recommend that you use the same file name prefix for a given instance as it makes it easier to distinguish the set if files
related to a particular Comm. Bridge.

Saving Configuration File Names

Follow these steps:

1. From the Comm. Bridge main window, Select File, Save.
2. At the File - Save Configuration dialog, verify that check boxes for the Initialization file and Server Configuration file are

marked.
3. Click OK to return to the main dialog.
4. The Comm. Bridge must be stopped and restarted before the saved configuration files are used. The Comm. Bridge

reads the configuration files once during its startup processing.
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NOTE
If you change file names from within the File - Save Configuration dialog, the current configuration is saved
under these names. This process is similar to the Save as option in other programs.

Changing Configuration File Names

Follow these steps:

1. Select File, Setup from the Comm. Bridge main window.
2. At the File - Setup dialog select the file name that you want to change.
3. Click Rename.
4. Change the name of the file as desired and click OK.
5. Click OK at the Change Filename Confirmation dialog.
6. Repeat steps 2 through 7 for the remaining file names to be changed.
7. Click OK on the File - Setup dialog.
8. On the main window, select File, Save and verify that both check boxes on the File - Save Configuration dialog are

checked.
9. Click OK to return to the main dialog.

NOTE
Changing the name of a Comm. Bridge configuration file, effectively creates an instance of the file. The
saved initialization files can be used to start a new Comm. Bridge instance.

Testing Comm. Bridge Connections
This topic provides the following information about testing Comm. Bridge connections:

The Comm. Bridge creates a connection to its target server, if a connection does not exist, whenever it processes a
cooperative flow request. Therefore, any DPC configured to communicate to its target server using a Comm. Bridge can
be used to test the connectivity to the configured server execution environment.

Alternately, the Gen Client Manager can be used to drive the testing of a Comm. Bridge by using its Send Test Tran
capability.

Testing Connectivity Using a DPC Application

The testing of a particular Comm. Bridge can be accomplished using a DPC application that targets a DPS that is
deployed to the specific target server execution environment being served by that Comm. Bridge. The DPC generated
for, or be configured to use, TCP/IP (Sockets) as its transport mechanism. The DPC initiates a test request to a particular
Comm. Bridge by designating that Comm. Bridge's Host and Port information as defined by the target Comm. Bridge
client-side configuration.

The following diagram illustrates using a DPC to drive the testing of a Comm. Bridge:
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Follow these steps:

1. The target DPS must be installed to the specific server the Comm. Bridge being tested is configured to serve.
See Comm. Bridge General Configuration information to determine the specific target server execution environment
the Comm. Bridge is configured to serve.

2. Configure the Comm. Bridge client-side configuration. For more information, see Comm. Bridge General Configuration.
Note the Comm. Bridge client configuration is a well-known Port number.
On the DP client workstation, configure the DPC application to access the Comm. Bridge by configuring the DPC
to communicate to the Host name and well-known port of the target Comm. Bridge. The socket information that is
associated with the Comm. Bridge being tested can be configured into a generated DPC or can be specified using one
of the Gen support the commcfg files. See Understanding Distributed Processing for details about how to override a
generated client configuration at runtime.

3. On the client workstation, activate the client application and exercise the application as required to initiate a
cooperative flow that target the Comm. Bridge being tested.

4. The cooperative flow request result in a connection request to the Comm. Bridge. The Comm. Bridge process the
inbound cooperative flow request. If the Comm. Bridge already has a connection to its associated target server
execution environment the connection is used, otherwise a new connection is created from the Comm. Bridge to the
target server environment.

5. Both the client and server connection status can be monitored from the Comm. Bridge main window. The Status
field reflects the status of the server connection. The Client Name contains a list of those clients that are currently
connected to the Comm. Bridge.

6. Verify the test cooperative flow worked as expected.
If errors are encountered, use the information found in the Comm. Bridge log file to determine the cause of the failure.
Access the log file by selecting File, Browse, Log File from within the Comm. Bridge application. Log files that are
created by the client and/or the target server also determine the cause of a communications failure.

Testing Connectivity Using the Client Manager

Similar to the previous discussion, the Client Manager can use a generated GUI application to drive the testing of a
particular Comm. Bridge.

The following diagram illustrates a generated GUI client application being used to drive the testing of a Comm. Bridge.
The Client Manager provides the network connectivity from the DPC to the Comm. Bridge.
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Alternately, the Client Manager is able to simulate a cooperative flow request without the use of a DPC application. The
Client Manager Send Test Tran operation builds a simulated CFB using the Test Tran name that is associated with a
selected target server.

To test a specific Comm. Bridge the user of a Client Manager selects its associated server entry from its list of configured
servers. After selecting, the user can request the Client Manager to Send a Test Tran. This mechanism allows the Client
Manager to simulate a cooperative flow request that results in the Client Manager sending a Test transaction to the
selected target server for processing.

Gen provides various implementations of an ECHO server application that can be used as a designated test transaction.
The various implementations of ECHO exist for the various server execution environments a Client Manager is capable of
servicing such as CICS, IMS, Transaction Enable and Tuxedo.

See Working With the Client Manager for steps that are used to execute a Test Transaction.

A successful execution of the Test Transaction from the Client Manager through the Comm. Bridge to the target server
environment confirms that the communication infrastructure is working and is able to support subsequent cooperative flow
requests.

Comm. Bridge Transaction Statistics
This topic provides the following information about Comm. Bridge transaction statistics:

The Comm. Bridge has a statistic gathering capability that tracks the number of cooperative flows and the total number of
bytes sent and received. A dialog displaying a summary of the statistics can be displayed.

The statistics can be updated on demand or periodically refreshed. The periodic refresh can be enabled or disabled. If it
is enabled, the time between refreshes is set by the time parameter that is configured as part of the Comm. Bridge Setup
dialog.

Optionally, the Comm. Bridge can be directed to write its statistical data to the Comm. Bridge log when it processes its
periodic refresh operation.

Note: The user interface for establishing the statistics refresh values has been moved to the main Comm. Bridge setup
dialog.
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Statistics - Summary Dialog

The Comm. Bridge Statistics-Summary dialog displays real-time byte transfer statistical data for both the client and target
server transports. To display the statistics dialog from the Comm. Bridge main window select the Statistics, Summary
menu items. The following graphic shows the Statistics Summary dialog:

Note: The fields that provide total byte counts of data that is routed through the Comm. Bridge have a special multiplier
field that follows the data field. The first letter of each of these abbreviations denotes the multipliers: Kilo, Mega, Giga, and
Tera.

The statistical counts are restarted at zero when the following actions occur:

• The Comm. Bridge is first started.
• The clear pushbutton on the Statistics - Summary dialog is pressed.
• The Statistics, Clear All main window menu item is selected.
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The display-only fields on this dialog include the following fields:

Total Bytes Sent to Client
The total number of bytes sent to all Comm. Bridge clients.

Total Bytes Received from Client
The total number of bytes received from all Comm. Bridge clients.

Inbound Transactions - Client
The total number of cooperative flow requests received from all Comm. Bridge clients.

Outbound Transactions - Client
The total number of cooperative flow responses that are returned to all Comm. Bridge clients.

Maximum Concurrent Clients
Maximum number of concurrently connected clients.

Total Bytes Sent to Server
The total number of bytes sent to the target server by the Comm. Bridge.

Total Bytes Received from Server
The total number of bytes received by the Comm. Bridge from the target server.

Outbound Transactions - Server
The total number of cooperative flow requests sent to the target server by the Comm. Bridge.

Inbound Transactions - Server
The total number of cooperative flow responses that are received by the Comm. Bridge from the target server.

Comm Bridge Error Messages
For messages representing communication errors that occur most often with Gen Distributed Processing applications, see
Host Encyclopedia Construction and z/OS Implementation Toolset.

More messages providing details about the communications failure can be found in the Comm. Bridge log file. You can
view the log files with an ASCII text editor or from within the Comm. Bridge main window using the File,Browse, Log File
menu items.

Setting the Logging Level to Tracing

The Comm. Bridge logging level can be changed to alter the amount of data that is dumped to the log file.

Change the Log Level

Follow these steps:

1. Select File, Setup from the main Comm. Bridge window.
2. Set the desired tracing level. The Trace Logging group box contains the trace level controls. Tracing is the most

verbose level while Errors is the least verbose level.
3. Depending upon the amount of activity, enabling tracing result in rather large log files. If the size of the log file is an

issue, its size can be limited by using the Max Log Size Comm. Bridge setup option. See Comm. Bridge General
Configuration for details.

4. The Comm. Bridge log level change takes effect immediately. It is not necessary to restart the Comm. Bridge.
5. Re-execute the failing cooperative flow.

NOTE
Using the Trace logging level produces large log files.
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Comm. Bridge User Exits
The collection of Comm. Bridge user exits offer users of the Comm. Bridge a mechanism for customizing certain default
behaviors. The Comm. Bridge currently supports the following exits:

User Exit Name Source Code Description
GetTCPHostName inetipux.c Disables host name lookup that a Comm.

Bridge uses to obtain the host name of a
connected client by using its IP address.

DECRYPT decrexit.c Decrypts the CFB from a client if the data in
the Enhanced Security offset area is to be
used and the CFB data is encrypted.

CIDE_INIT cidexit.c Conversation Instance Data - Initialize.
Used to disable or enable subsequent
CIDE_PROC calls.

CIDE_PROC cidexit.c Conversation Instance Data - Process.
Used to modify certain fields of the
Conversation Instance data (UserId and
Password), prior to the conversation
supporting a cooperative flow being
created.

eci_client_exit ioeciclx.c Allows ECI arguments to be overridden
at runtime. These arguments include the
name of the target CICS System (as it
is known to the CICS Universal Client),
the specified ECI timeout value, and the
Transaction Name associated with the
CICS Mirror application DFHMIRS.

RSCUserEntry() iorscclx.cxx An optional user exit that provides access
to and modification of Gen user and
application data.
Note: While routines supported by this
exit do allow data to be modified, the
total length of the data buffer cannot be
changed. It is up to the user to maintain
data integrity.

NOTE
If the Comm. Bridge is installed into a system protected file system area and you need to rebuild user exits,
you might need to elevate your system access privilege to system admin level. If the user ID does not have
the proper authority, the user is notified via an authorization denied error message displayed at the command
window.

For a detailed description of each of the above user exits, see User Exits.

Communications Bridge Window
 

Communications Bridge Main Window

The Communications Bridge main window displays status information and allows selection of other commands.

From the main window, you can perform the following tasks:
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• View a list of connected clients
• View the elapsed time since startup for Communications Bridge
• View the total number of clients currently connected
• View the current status of Communications Bridge
• Disconnect one or more connected clients
• Disconnect Communications Bridge from the target server
• Clear the statistics of one or more connected clients
• See specific statistics for each connected client
• Change the configuration of the target server transport on-the-fly
• Clear or show statistics summary
• Get help

The following display fields are available on this window:

Description
Specifies the descriptive narrative of the current Communications Bridge process.

Elapsed Time
Specifies the time since Communications Bridge was last started.

Number of Clients
Specifies the number of clients currently connected to this Communications Bridge process.

Status
Specifies the condition of the connection to the target server.

Client List
Specifies the list of clients displays which clients are currently connected to this Communications Bridge process.
The list also displays status information for each client individually. You can select clients from the list manually or
with the commands in the Client menu.

Client Name
Contains the client name selected from the upper list box. As the Client Name field truncates at 16 characters, the
enclosing group box displays the full host name as reported by the underlying transport

Description

This display-only field shows the descriptive narrative for Communications Bridge. The description can contain up to 255
alphanumeric characters, including special characters and embedded spaces. You can configure the description of the
Communications Bridge from the File, Setup command.

Elapsed Time

This display-only field shows the length of time since Communications Bridge was last started.

Number of Clients

This display-only field shows the number of clients currently connected to this occurrence of Communications Bridge.

Status

This field shows the current status of the connection between Communications Bridge and the target server. The following
list shows the valid status codes:

Connecting
Displays while Communications Bridge is in the process of establishing communications with the target server.
Messages are not sent to the target server until the status shows Connected.
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Connected
Displays only after a connection has been established.

Disconnecting
Displays while Communications Bridge is in the process of disconnecting from a target server.
Wait until the status shows Disconnected before you shut down Communications Bridge to avoid losing message
traffic already in transport.

Disconnected
Displays when Communications Bridge is not connected to any target servers.

Invalid
Displays when the configuration is incorrect.

Client List

The client list displays which clients are currently connected to this Communications Bridge process. The list also displays
status information for each client individually. The following list shows the valid status information:

Client Name
Specifies the local name for a Client Manager process that is connected to Communications Bridge. For TCP/IP,
this is either the Client Manager host name or its IP address.
This field is limited to 16 characters. If the client name exceeds 16 characters, right-clicking the mouse when
hovering over a selected client will display the full client name in the Selected Client Socket Details field. Right-
clicking the mouse again will clear this field.

Last Activity
Specifies the timestamp for the last request received from a client.

Elapsed Time
Specifies the total length of time a Client Manager process has been connected to Communications Bridge.

Trans. In
Specifies the number of requests received from Client Manager.

Trans. Out
Specifies the number of responses sent to the Client Manager.

Bytes In
Specifies the total number of bytes received from the client.

Bytes Out
Specifies the total number of bytes sent to the client.

Client Name

This field contains the client name selected from the upper list box. As the Client Name field truncates at 16 characters,
the enclosing group box displays the full host name as reported by the underlying transport.

Concepts

This section lists the valid concepts associated with the Communications Bridge. 

Communications Bridge Concepts

In a client/server environment, a distributed process client (DPC) passes a request (transaction) to Client Manager for
delivery to the target server where a distributed process server (DPS) is running. Two methods exist for this transport:

• Direct connection with the target server from Client Manager
• Connection to a target server through Communications Bridge
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Communications Bridge allows a DPC, usually on a workstation, to communicate with a DPS, usually on a mid-range or
large scale computer. Communications Bridge can reside on either a separate workstation or on the client workstation
with the DPC. Multiple Communications Bridges processes can reside on a single workstation and access the same or
different target servers.

Communications Bridge performs any protocol conversions necessary to pass the message to the target server. The DPS
application handles the request and sends a message back through Communications Bridge where it is again converted
to a protocol that Client Manager can use. Client Manager then sends the message to the DPC for display to the end user.

Target Server Transport

If the target server transport is TCP/IP, there must be a unique source port number for each Communications Bridge
process on the same PC.

Installing Multiple Communications Bridge Applications

You can install more than one Communications Bridge application  into the same directory. You will want to create more
than one icon from which to start each version of Communications Bridge. Each Communications Bridge application also
needs its own configuration information and separate file names.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the Communications Bridge software from diskette.
2. Copy the program object icon on the desktop and give it a new name.
3. Change the icon's settings to reflect a different initialization file name.
4. Close the settings to save them.
5. Start the "new" Communications Bridge application and supply configuration parameters.
6. Save the configuration files using the name you specified in the icon's settings.
7. Stop and restart the Communications Bridge application to use make use of the new configuration.

Starting Multiple Communications Bridge Applications

To start multiple Communications Bridge applications from an icon, create multiple program objects and specify a
different .INI filename using the /initfile= parameter in the startup parameters field.

To start multiple Communications Bridge applications from the command line, use the /initfile= parameter to specify a
different .INI filename.

Configuring Communications Bridge to run as a Windows system service

The Communication Bridge can be registered to execute as a Windows system service under control of the Control Panel
Services dialog. The registration can be accomplished via the Communications Bridge GUI client interface or through a
command line option when executing Communications Bridge from the command line.

Registration/deregistration as a system service requires several configuration parameters which can be set through the
GUI interface by way of the File, Setup, Service Config button. This will bring up the Service Configuration Details dialog
box. This dialog contains entry fields for the required names, start mode of operation, Install/Remove Service buttons, and
user id and password entry fields. The user id is required if the service is to run under a specific user id.

A Communications Bridge system service can also be registered/deregistered via command line execution. The command
line option instserv attempts to register a service; an option of remserv deregisters a service. Use of both of these options
requires that the Communications Bridge initialization file, (IEFCBN.ini by default), already contain the necessary service
configuration parameters. These parameters can be added to the .ini file via an editor if the required format is adhered to,
or via the Service Configuration Details dialog.

When the state of a Communication Bridge system service changes, an event is logged to the Windows system log.
These events can be viewed via the Windows Event Viewer. Most events are logged to the application log. A few fatal
errors may be logged to the system log as well. Events that trigger logging include, startup, shutdown, registration,
deregistration, as well as any errors encountered during these processes.
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Special Desktop User ID access privileges required

Installing a process as a system service requires special system specific access privileges. Thus the currently logged in
user ID must be granted the appropriate administrator level privileges to allow manipulation of the system services.

Special file and path considerations when setting up to run as a system service

IEFCBN.srv
When a system service process is started, the current directory of the process is set to the System32 directory.
Thus, when configuring Communications Bridge to run as a system service, either the .srv file must be located in
the system32 directory or the fully qualified path to locate the .srv configuration file (IEFCBN.srv by default) must
be specified within the Communications Bridge .ini file.

IEFCBN.srv
If the Communications Bridge service start up properties do not allow GUI Desktop interaction and if the server
configuration file (IEFCBN.srv by default) does not exist or cannot be located, then the service is not started. The
service would have no target server configured, thus making Communications Bridge inoperative.

CODEPAGE.ini
The Communications Bridge service can be run in an Interact with Desktop mode. In this mode, the
Communications Bridge GUI interface is expected to be activated. If the GUI interface is to be activated, the
Communications Bridge properties file codepage.ini, must be accessible. All system services obtain their
environment variables from the System variable set only. Currently the fully qualified path to locate codepage.ini is
installed only into the User environment variable list when the Communications Bridge software is installed. Thus,
either codepage.ini file must be copied into the system32 directory or the full qualified path to the Communications
Bridge installation directory must be inserted into the System Path variable. For the latter choice to be activated,
the system must be restarted.

Client Manager Concepts

Client Manager accepts input from a distributed process client (DPC) running on a client PC. Client Manager passes the
message to a Communications Bridge process that acts as a communications server. (Client Manager can also pass the
message directly to the target server.)

Communications Bridge then passes the message to the target server for processing. When processing is complete, the
message passes back to Client Manager through Communications Bridge. After the message is received, it is passed to
the DPC.

Each Client Manager process can connect to up to five Communications Bridges processes or target servers
simultaneously. Each Communications Bridge process can accept input from 1 to 255 Client Managers processes.

The Communications Bridge process to which a Client Manager process connects can be changed using a list of available
Communications Bridges processes.

Code Page Concepts

Code Page support allows message transport to take advantage of National Language Support (NLS) offered by IBM. The
Code Page option is used only when the selected Communications Bridge transport API is CPI-C (LU6.2).

The Code Page field allows you to select from a list of supported code pages for translation:

0037
Australia, Brazil, Canada, The Netherlands, Portugal, New Zealand, South Africa, United States of America
(USA).

0273
Austria, Germany.

0277
Denmark, Norway.
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0278
Finland, Sweden.

0280
Italy

0284
Spain

0285
Ireland, United Kingdom (UK).

0297
France

0500
Belgium, Switzerland.

Disconnect Concepts

Disconnect terminates a Client Manager connection with Communications Bridge.

If you have inactive Client Manager processes connected to Communications Bridge, you may want to disconnect them to
release network resources.

You do not have to disconnect the link when you make changes to the Communications Bridge configuration, or before
disabling. If you make changes to the client communications parameters, you must restart Communications Bridge for the
changes to take effect.

LU6.2 Configuration Concepts

Communications Bridge uses the CPI-C API (LU6.2 protocol) to communicate with CICS or IMS target servers. LU6.2 is
half-duplex, connection-oriented protocol. You can install more than one Communications Bridge application to talk to a
single CICS or IMS target server.

Successful use of Communications Bridge with LU6.2 transport requires proper configuration of the network. Network
configuration is done using third-party vendor software prior to configuring Communications Bridge.

Local LU Alias
Enter the name used for the local LU alias during LU6.2 network setup.

Partner LU Alias
The name of the CICS partner LU alias to which this particular Communications Bridge application communicates.
This value can be the same as the CICS region name, but this is not required. This value must match the
PARTNER_LU_ALIAS value you configured during LU6.2 network setup.

Mode Entry Name
The name of the LU6.2 mode entry. This value must match the Mode table entry in the VTAM configuration.

System Type
Valid system types are CICS, IMS, or IMS with LU6.2/LU6.1 Adapter (IMSA).

Segment Size
Enter the segment size in bytes as a value from 1 to 32767.An example of a valid configuration string for LU6.2
transport is:

OCCP_CDS = IOCPC/N/N/MY_LU/PARTNER_LU/MODENAME/CICS/32767

OCCP_CDS = IOCPC/N/N/MY_LU/PARTNER_LU/MODENAME/IMS/32767

OCCP_CDS = IOCPC/N/N/MY_LU/PARTNER_LU/MODENAME/IMSA/32767
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OCCP_CDS Configuration Concepts

Outbound Communications Control Point - Configuration Data String (OCCP_ CDS) support provides a shorthand method
of defining message transport parameters for several transport APIs.

If you select the Use OCCP_ CDS checkbox, the CDS string is used the next time Client Manager or Communications
Bridge has to establish a connection with the target server. The detail information is ignored.

If you make configuration changes and then choose not to save the changes, the changes are lost when you terminate the
Client Manager or Communications Bridge process.

You must follow the syntax required for the entry field to use OCCP_CDS. Use a slash ( / ) as the delimiter between fields
in the command string.

The number of parameters and the context of each parameter depend on the transport API used. The context of the first
three parameters is independent of transport type, and all three are required:

Field 1 - Transport Type
This field should contain the name of the transport DLL type without the .DLL file extension.

Field 2 - Trace Flag
The Trace Flag works in conjunction with the Snap Flag to log information from the transport layer. Together, the
flags set the initial logging level for a target server and control the type and amount of information returned from
the transport layer to Communications Bridge.

NOTE
Communications Bridge logging levels, in turn, control the information written to the logging file. Set the
logging levels from the File, Setup... command.

Field 3 - Snap Flag
The Snap Flag works in conjunction with the Trace Flag and is only valid if Trace is turned on (set to Y).

The use of other fields is based on the transport API in use:

LU6.2

Field 4 - Local LU Alias
Enter the name used for the local LU alias during LU6.2 network setup. This name is used by Client Manager to
connect to Communications Bridge.

Field 5 - Partner LU Alias
The name of the CICS partner LU alias to which this particular Communications Bridge process communicates.
This value can be the same as the CICS region name, but this is not required. This value must match the
PARTNER_LU_ALIAS value you configured during LU6.2 network setup.

Field 6 - Mode Entry Name
The name of the LU6.2 mode entry. This value must match the Mode table entry in the VTAM configuration.

Field 7 - System Type
Valid system types are CICS, IMS, or IMS with LU6.2/LU6.1 Adapter (IMSA).

Field 8 - Segment Size
Enter the segment size in bytes as a value from 1 to 65535.An example of a valid configuration string for LU6.2
transport is:

OCCP_CDS = IOCPC/N/N/MY_LU/PARTNER_LU/MODENAME/CICS/32767

OCCP_CDS = IOCPC/N/N/MY_LU/PARTNER_LU/MODENAME/IMS/32767

OCCP_CDS = IOCPC/N/N/MY_LU/PARTNER_LU/MODENAME/IMSA/32767

TCP/IP
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Field 4 - Host Name or IP Address
The logical name or TCP/IP address for the target server. If you enter the logical name, Communications Bridge
looks up the IP address during transport.

Field 5 - Destination Port #
The port number on which the target server is listening for input from Communications Bridge. The target
application environment (for example,  User Funnel) uses this port to accept message transport.

Field 6 - IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect
If this field contains a "Y" or "y", the target server is assumed to be an z/OS IMS server configured to support IMS
TCP/IP direct connections. If this field contains an "N" or "n", the target server is assumed not to be an z/OS IMS
server.

Field 7 - Persistent Socket Connection
This field must be set to "N" or "n" if the target server is a CICS Socket Listener or set to "Y" or "y" for all other
target server environments.

An example of a valid configuration string for TCP/IP transport is:

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/SQNT250/1200/N/Y used to connect to a Windows or Unix target server

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/255.255.255.255/1200/Y/Y used to connect to a z/OS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Host target
server

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/255.255.255.255/1200/N/N  used to connect to a z/OS CICS Socket Listener target server

TCP/IP Configuration Concepts

Communications Bridge uses TCP/IP to connect to several of its target servers. TCP/IP is connectionless protocol that is
neither half-duplex nor full-duplex.

Successful use of Communications Bridge with TCP/IP transport requires proper configuration of the network. Network
configuration is done using third-party vendor software prior to configuring Communications Bridge.

Host Name/IP Addr
The logical name or TCP/IP address for the target server. The name should be entered in the \tcpip\etc\hosts file
before use in Communications Bridge. If you enter the host logical name, Communications Bridge looks up the IP
address during transport. The IP address can be either an IPv4 or IPv6 address depending on the protocol used
for a successful connection

Destination Port #
The port number that the target server uses to listen for input from Communications Bridge.

IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Host
If the destination host is an z/OS host configured to support IMS TCP/IP Direct Connection, this value must be
specified via the configuration string. A value of "Y" or "y" in the sixth field denotes that the target servers support
IMS TCP/IP Direct Connection. A value of "N" or "n" denotes the target server is not an z/OS IMS server.

Persistent Socket Connection
If the destination target server environment supports a persistent socket connection, where connections are not
closed immediately after a response is sent to the Comm Bridge, then the value in seventh field must be set to "Y"
or "y".
If the target server supports non-persistent connections, where connections are closed immediately after a
response is returned to the Comm Bridge, then this value must be set to "N" or "n".
Currently, only a target server of CICS Socket Listener supports non persistent connections. Thus this value
would be "N" or "n" if the target server is a CICS Socket Listener. The value should be "Y" or "y" for all other target
server environments.

An example of a valid configuration string for TCP/IP transport is:

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/SQNT250/1200/N/Y used to connect to a Windows or UNIX target server
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OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/255.255.255.255/1200/Y/Y used to connect to a z/OS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Host target
server

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/255.255.255.255/1200/N/N  used to connect to a z/OS CICS Socket Listener target server

Transport API Concepts

Communications Bridge supports transport APIs for both client and target server message transport. The API names are
not always indicative the common protocols in use, and vice versa. The explanation of protocols to APIs is as follows:

Protocol Name API Name Description
LU6.2 CPI-C This API is used for message transport with

z/OS CICS target servers.
TCP/IP Sockets This API is used for message transport to

UNIX target servers, UNIX TUXEDO target
servers, and Windows NT target servers.

RSC/MP Remote Server Call/MP This API is used for message transport to
NonStop target servers.

 

 

Working With Communications Bridge
This article provides information for Working with the Communications Bridge including: Browse, Save, Setup, and Exit.

File

The File menu contains the following selections for managing use of the Communications Bridge:

Browse
The Browse command lets you choose from a nested list of files to view with the Browse utility. You can browse
the log file, initialization file, or the target server file.

Save
The Save command displays a panel that allows you to save either the initialization file, the target server definition
file, or both.

Setup...
The Setup command displays a panel that allows you to assign a description name to this Communications
Bridge configuration, set logging levels, and to view the configuration files or changes their names.

Exit
The Exit command allows you to quit Communications Bridge and return to the desktop. There is no confirmation
pop-up when you select exit.

Browse Command

The Browse command lets you choose from a nested list of files to view with the Browse utility. You can browse the log
file, initialization file, or the target server file.

File browsing
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Browse Init File

This command allows you to look at the contents of the initialization file using the Browse utility. Double-click the system
icon in the upper left corner of the display to leave the Browse utility.

Browse Log File

This command allows you to look at the contents of the log file using the Browse utility. Double-click the system icon in the
upper left corner of the display to leave the Browse utility.

Browse Button

When you highlight (select) a row from the File List and select the Browse button, the Browse utility displays the selected
file.

Browse Target Server File

This command allows you to look at the contents of the target server file using the Browse utility. Double-click the system
icon in the upper left corner of the display to leave the Browse utility.

Save... Command

The File, Save command displays the File - Save panel, which allows you to save either the initialization file, the target
server definition file, or both.

Setup... Command

The File-Setup dialog box allows you to assign a description to Communications Bridge, set logging levels, browse
configuration files, and change filenames.

The following list shows the fields and buttons available in this panel:

Description
Enter the descriptive narrative for Communications Bridge. This text displays in the main window. The description
is alphanumeric, can contain up to 255 characters, and supports special characters and embedded spaces.

File Description
Each row of the File Description column in the file list is a selectable field. If you select the row and then select
the Browse button, Communications Bridge displays the contents of the file in the Browse Utility window. Double-
clicking a field in this column also activates the Browse function.
Some files are not created until you configure Communications Bridge and save the files using the Save
command on the File menu. If you attempt to open a file that has not yet been created, Communications Bridge
displays an error dialog.

File Name
Each row of the Filename column in the file list is a selectable field. If you select the row and then select the
Rename push button, Communications Bridge displays the Change Filename panel. Double-clicking a field in this
column also activates the Change Filename panel. For more information about special path name considerations,
see the following sections.

File Browser
Enter the name of the file utility to be used to inspect the content of the initialization, target system, and log files.
If the utility can be located using the system %PATH% environmental variable, specifying the full path here is
unnecessary.

Log Level - Errors
If you select this radio button, Communications Bridge logs only error messages.
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Log Level - Informational
If you select this radio button, Communications Bridge logs error events and informational messages.

Log Level - Tracing
If you select this radio button, Communications Bridge logs error events, informational messages, and the
message data that was transported.

Statistics Refresh On
To enable automatic statistic refresh, select the On radio button.

Statistics Refresh Off
To disable automatic statistic refresh, select the Off radio button.

Statistics Interval
Enter a number from 1 through 9999 seconds for the refresh interval.

WARNING
Do not use 0 as the interval. This causes repeated, instantaneous refreshes that exhaust processor resources.

Log Statistics when refreshed
If this checkbox is selected, statistical data is written to the trace log file periodically based on the setting of
the refresh interval. Statistical data can also be written to the log file if you select to manually update statistics
(Statistics, Refresh now).

WARNING
A brief refresh interval can produce extensive statistical data output, since the data is written each time refresh is
performed.

Dump I/O Buffers
If you select this check-box, each I/O transfer results in more buffer data being output to the trace log file.

Max Log Size
Sets the maximum size of the trace log file. After the trace log reaches this size, the log file is renamed to a
backup name. Trace logging then continues to the original file name. There are at most two trace log files, which
are the currently active log and the previously saved log. The log size that is entered throug the GUI interface is
assumed to be specified in units of megabytes. However, the MAXLOGSIZE property as stored in the .ini file is
expressed as bytes.

Auto-Reset Server Connection
Allows the system to automatically disable and enable the server connection after you modify the server
configuration.

Enable Client Timeout Check
If you select this check box, a timer is started that disconnects any clients that have been inactive during the Idle
Time value.

Idle Time
The allowable idle client timeout in minutes. If Client Monitor is enabled any clients that have had no activity within
this time are subject to being disconnected. If the Idle Time=0, no client connection checks take place.

Auto Client List Update
This check box enables the automatic refresh of Client Name list box in the main window. When enabled, the
Client Name list is refreshed each time a client connection is established, and again when the client disconnects.
For those environments where client connections are of a short duration, the processing overhead of displaying
the client connection status can be bypassed.
For those instances where current connection status is occasionally desirable, the list may be refreshed on
demand by selecting Statistics, Refresh in the main window.

Service Config
This button allows access to the Service Configuration Details dialog box, which is used to define and install the
Communications Bridge to run as a system service.
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Note: Special pathname considerations for target system parameter (IEFCBN.SRV) and trace log (IEFCBN.LOG) files.

In support of configuring the Comm Bridge to run as a system service the method of determining the default location
of the target system configuration and log file of the Comm Bridge has been changed. If either of the target system
configuration file or log file locations are expressed as a relative pathname, (name contains ".\" or "./"), the appropriate file
is expected to reside relative to the current directory of the process. This can be the install directory of the Comm Bridge if
started through the Windows program group, current directory if started from a DOS command prompt, or the operating
systems "system32" directory if the Comm Bridge is defined to run as a system service.

For filenames that are not specified with relative or full paths, the directory name of where the Initialization File was found
is used to locate the Target System and Log files.

If the Initialization File does not contain a path component ("\" or "/") the configuration and log files is located automatically
in the per user directory that is expressed as %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen x.x\. Configuration files are
located in %USERPROFILE%\Application Data\CA\Gen x.x\cfg\cb, log files are located in %USERPROFILE%\AppData
\Local\CA\Gen x.x\log\cb.

NOTE
x.x refers to the current release of Gen.

Exit Command

The Exit command allows you to quit Communications Bridge application and return to the desktop. Exit does not prompt
for confirmation.

Client Menu

The Client menu contains the following commands for managing connections with clients:

Config...
Displays a panel that allows you to configure the Communications Bridge client connection.

Disconnect
Causes Communications Bridge to disconnect one or more clients you have selected in the list. You can select
more than one client for disconnection at a time.

Clear Statistics
Clears statistics for all selected clients in the list.

Select all
Selects all clients that are displayed in the list.

Deselect all
Removes the selection highlighting from all selected clients in the list.

Inverse select
Exchanges all selected members from the client list for the ones not selected.

Client Config...

The Config... command displays a panel that allows you to configure the Communications Bridge client connection.

Disconnect

Selecting Disconnect causes Communications Bridge to disconnect one or more clients that are selected in the list. You
can select one or more clients for disconnection at a time.
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Clear Statistics

This command clears statistics for all selected clients in the list.

Select all

This option selects all clients that are displayed in the list.

You can use this command to select all clients for disconnection.

Deselect all

This command removes the selection highlighting from all selected clients in the list.

Inverse select

This command exchanges all selected clients from the list for the ones not selected.

Server Menu

The Server menu contains the following selections that allow you to configure and control connections with a target
server:

Config...
Displays a panel that allows you to configure the connection with the target server.

Disable
Prevents Communications Bridge from sending input from clients to the target server. Communications Bridge still
receives the messages, but it does not forward them to the target server. The requesting distributed process client
receives an error message when Communications Bridge is disabled. You use this option when making target
server communications parameter changes during operations.
Communications Bridge makes no attempt to connect to the target server when it is in Disabled state. The status
field shows Disabled if you select this option.

Enable
Allows Communications Bridge to forward client requests to a target server. Use this option after selecting Disable
to restart communications.

Disconnect
Forces a disconnection between Communications Bridge and the target server. Communications Bridge attempts
to establish a connection with the target server when it receives the next request. The status field shows
Disconnected if you select this option.

Server Config... Command

This command displays a panel that allows you to configure the connection with the target server. From this panel, you
configure the transport API, the API DLL and the specific details needed by each API.

Disable Command

This command prevents Communications Bridge from sending input from clients to the target server. Communications
Bridge still receives the messages, but it does not forward them to the target server.

The requesting distributed process client receives an error message when Communications Bridge is disabled.
Communications Bridge makes no attempt to connect to the target server when it is in Disabled state. The status field
shows Disabled if you select this option.

Use this command when making target server communications parameter changes during operations.
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Enable Command

This command allows Communications Bridge to send client requests to a target server. The status field shows
Disconnected until a connection is established.

Use this command after selecting Disable to enable message passing.

Disconnect Command

This command forces a disconnection between Communications Bridge and the target server. Communications Bridge
attempts to establish a connection with the target server when it receives the next request. The status field shows
Disconnected if you select this option.

Statistics Menu

The Statistics menu contains the following selections that allow you to view and control the statistics display:

Summary
Allows you to see statistics that are gathered by Communications Bridge for message transport for both the
clients and the target server.

Clear
Clears the statistics in the Summary panel without displaying the statistics first.

Refresh...
Allows you to turn the automatic refresh feature on or off, and to set the refresh interval.

Refresh now
Causes Communications Bridge to refresh the displays in the Statistics Summary panel immediately.

Clear Command

This command clears the statistics in the Summary panel without displaying the statistics first. You might want to clear
statistics before choosing another target server, or before testing with the Tracing log level enabled.

Refresh now Command

This command causes an immediate refresh of the display fields in the Statistics Summary panel.

Summary Command

This command displays a panel that contains statistics that are gathered by Communications Bridge for both the clients
and the target server.

The statistics include:

• Total Bytes Sent to Client
• Total Bytes Received from Client
• Inbound Transactions - Client
• Outbound Transactions - Client
• Total Bytes Sent to Server
• Total Bytes Received from Server
• Inbound Transactions - Server
• Outbound Transactions - Server

Window Menu
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Cascade Command

Cascade displays windows as if they are stacked one behind another. The arrangement resembles a series of reference
cards. The active window is in front, and the secondary windows follow.

Tile Command

Tile arranges secondary windows side by side. For example, when four windows are displayed, the screen is divided into
quadrants displaying one window in each corner. When two windows are displayed, the screen appears to be divided in
half vertically.

Communications Bridge Configuration

Communications Bridge Customization

Language Choice Radio Buttons

The Communications Bridge supports displaying user information messages using one of several supported languages.
This radio button group box contains the selections for the supported languages. To enable messages to be displayed
using a particular language, select the radio button corresponding to the desired language.

NOTE
This selection is only available during the first execution of the Communications Bridge after installation.

Configuring Application

Description - Communications Bridge

This field allows entry of the name for Communications Bridge. The value you enter here appears in the Description field
in the main window. The description is alphanumeric, can contain up to 255 characters, and supports special characters
and embedded spaces.

File List Box

File List Box

The fields in this list box are individually selectable. Double-click the File Description field to call the Browse Utility. Use
this utility to review the contents of the selected file.

Double-click the default filename to view the Setup - Change Filename dialog. The Setup - Change Filename dialog lets
you modify the actual filenames that are used by the Communications Bridge.

You can use this feature to create additional initialization and target system files when installing multiple Communications
Bridge applications in a single directory. For more information, see Communications Bridge Concept.

These fields are available for selection in the File list box:

Initialization File
IEFCBN.INI
Contains parameters that are needed to configure the transport that is used between Communications Bridge and
Client Manager.

Target System File
IEFCBN.SRV
Contains parameters that are needed to establish communications with a target server.
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Log File
IEFCBN.LOG
Contains messages that are encountered during execution of Communications Bridge. The Logging Level buttons
control the type and amount of information that is placed into this file.

Service Log File
Contains messages that are encountered during execution of Communications Bridge when configured to execute
as a system service. This log file is used by the Comm Bridge service execution program. To avoid collisions it
must be named differently than the “Log File” parameter that is used by the Comm Bridge Service Manager mode
UI.

Special path name considerations for target system parameter ( IEFCBN.SRV ) and trace log ( IEFCBN.LOG ) files

In support of configuring Communications Bridge to run as a system service, the method of determining the default
location of the Communication Bridge target system configuration and log file has been changed. If either of the target
system configuration file or log file locations are expressed as a relative path name, ( a name that contains ".\" or "./"), the
appropriate file is expected to reside relative to the process's current directory. This can be the Communications Bridge
installation directory if started via the Windows program group, current directory if started from a DOS command prompt,
or the operating systems system32 directory if Communications Bridge is defined to run as a system service.

For file names that are not specified with relative or full paths, the directory name where the Initialization File was found is
used to locate the Target System and Log files.

If the Initialization File does not contain a path component ("\" or "/") the configuration and log files will be automatically
located in the per user directory expressed as %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen x.x\. Configuration files are
located in %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen x.x\cfg\cb, log files are located in %USERPROFILE%\AppData
\Local\CA\Gen x.x\log\cb.

NOTE
x.x refers to the current release of Gen.

File Description

This field displays the description of the selected file from the Configuration panel. The description is provided to assist
you in selecting a filename that reflects the files contents.

File Name

This field displays the filename or the path of the Initialization File, Target System File, and Log File.

Browse Button

When you highlight (select) a row from the File List and select the Browse button, the Browse utility displays the selected
file.

Rename Button

When you highlight (select) a row from the File List and select the Rename button, Communications Bridge displays the
Setup - Change Filename dialog box.

Change Filename

The Setup - Change Filename dialog allows you to change filenames for the initialization, target server, and log files. The
changes you make appear in the scrolling list in the Configuration panel.

The panel includes the following fields:
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Description
This field displays the description of the selected file from the Configuration panel. The Description is provided to
assist you in selecting a filename that reflects the files' contents.

Filename
Enter a filename for the selected file. You can fully qualify the filename with the path if you choose. The name can
be from 1 to 255 alphanumeric characters including the file extension.

NOTE
If the target server or log file names are expressed as a relative path name, ( name contains ".\" or "./"),
the appropriate file will be expected to reside relative to the process's current directory. This may be the
Communications  Bridge installation directory if started via the Windows program group, current directory if
started from a MS-DOS command prompt, or the operating systems "system32" directory if Communications
Bridge is defined to run as a system service.

For filenames that are not specified with relative or full paths, the directory name of where the Initialization File was found
will be used to locate the Target System and Log files.

File Browser

Enter the name of the file utility to be used to inspect the content of the initialization, target system, and log files. If the
utility can be located using the system %PATH% environmental variable, specifying the full path here is unnecessary.

Trace Logging

Logging Levels

You can only select one of these buttons at a time. Each button controls a separate level of information you want to
appear in the log file.

Errors
Use this setting for normal operations.

Informational
Select the Informational radio button if you want to see error events and informational messages concerning
message transport.

Tracing
Use this setting if you are attempting to debug a communications error. This setting shows all of the error events,
informational messages, and message data.

An example for changing logging levels during operations occurs when you first test the connection. You can perform
startup in this sequence:

Follow these steps:

1. Start Communications Bridge.
2. Set the logging level to Tracing.
3. Start Client Manager.
4. Execute the Server, Send Test Trans. command.

If no communications errors are present, change the logging level back to errors. Leaving the logging level at tracing can
use excess disk space during normal operations. Set the logging level back to Errors after testing is complete.
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Refresh On/Off

These radio buttons control the automatic statistic refresh feature. The default value is Off. Select the On button to enable
the automatic statistic refresh feature. The Summary Statistics panel is not updated automatically if the refresh feature is
not active. You can still manually update the statistics by selecting the Refresh now... command.

To enable automatic refresh, select the On radio button.

To disable automatic refresh, select the Off radio button.

After enabling the automatic refresh option, set the refresh interval.

Log Statistics

If this checkbox is selected, statistical data is written to the trace log file periodically based on the setting of the . Statistical
data can also be written to the log file if you select to manually update statistics (Statistics > Refresh now).

WARNING
A brief refresh interval can produce extensive statistical data output, since the data is written each time refresh is
performed.

Dump I/O Buffers

This check box enables additional trace logging of I/O buffer data.

Gen--Max Log Size

The maximum size of the trace log file. Once the trace log reaches this size the log file IS renamed to a backup name.
Trace logging then continues to the original file name. There are at most 2 trace log files: The currently active log and
the previously saved log. The log size entered via the GUI interface is assumed to be specified in units of megabytes.
However, the MAXLOGSIZE property as stored in the .ini file is expressed as bytes.

Server Side Control

Auto-Reset Server Connection

Auto-Reset Server Connection allows you to disable and enable the server connection automatically after you modify the
server configuration.

Disabling a server:

• Disconnects the server connection
• Removes all data pertaining to that connection
• Makes the server unavailable for use.
• Enabling a server makes the server available for use.

Client Side Control

Enable Client Timeout Check

This check box enables the idle client timeout feature. This allows any idle clients to be automatically disconnected after a
defined timeout period.
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Idle Time

This field allows the entry of the desired idle client timeout period. Any client connections that have been idle longer than
this period ARE subject to automatic disconnection. The entered value is assumed to be minutes.

Auto Client List Update

This check box enables the automatic refresh of Client Name list box in the main window. When enabled, the Client
Name list is refreshed each time a client connection is established, and again when the client disconnects. For those
environments where client connections are of a short duration, the processing overhead of displaying the client connection
status can be bypassed.

For those instances where current connection status is occasionally desirable, the list can be refreshed on demand by
selecting Statistics, Refresh in the main window.

Service Configuration

The Service Config button lets you access the Service Configuration Details dialog. This dialog is used to define and
install Communications Bridge to run as a system service.

Setup... Command

The File-Setup dialog box allows you to assign a description to Communications Bridge, set logging levels, browse
configuration files, and change filenames.

The fields and buttons in this panel are as follows:

Description
Enter the descriptive narrative for Communications Bridge. This text displays in the main window. The description
is alphanumeric, can contain up to 255 characters, and supports special characters and embedded spaces.

File Description
Each row of the File Description column in the file list is a selectable field. If you select the row and then select the
Browse push button, Communications Bridge displays the contents of the file in the Browse Utility window. Double
clicking on a field in this column also activates the Browse function.
Some files are not created until you configure Communications Bridge and save the files using the Save
command on the File menu. If you attempt to open a file that has not yet been created, Communications Bridge
displays an error dialog.

File Name
Each row of the Filename column in the file list is a selectable field. If you select the row and then select the
Rename push button, Communications Bridge displays the Change Filename panel. Double clicking on a
field in this column also activates the Change Filename panel. For more information about special path name
considerations, see the following sections.

File Browser
Enter the name of the file utility to be used to inspect the content of the initialization, target system, and log files.
If the utility can be located using the system %PATH% environmental variable, specifying the full path here is
unnecessary.

Log Level - Errors
If you select this radio button, Communications Bridge logs only error messages.

Log Level - Informational
If you select this radio button, Communications Bridge logs error events and informational messages.

Log Level - Tracing
If you select this radio button, Communications Bridge logs error events, informational messages, and the
message data that was transported.
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Statistics Refresh On
To enable automatic statistic refresh, select the On radio button.

Statistics Refresh Off
To disable automatic statistic refresh, select the Off radio button.

Statistics Interval
Enter a number between 1 and 9999 seconds for the refresh interval.

WARNING
Do not use 0 as the interval. This causes repeated, instantaneous refreshes that exhaust processor resources.

Log Statistics when refreshed
If this checkbox is selected, statistical data is written to the trace log file periodically based on the setting of
the refresh interval. Statistical data can also be written to the log file if you select to manually update statistics
(Statistics, Refresh now).

WARNING
A brief refresh interval can produce extensive statistical data output, since the data is written each time
refresh is performed.

Dump I/O Buffers
If you select this check box, each I/O transfer results in additional buffer data being output to the trace log file.

Max Log Size
Sets the maximum size of the trace log file. Once the trace log reaches this size the log file is renamed to a
backup name. Trace logging then continues to the original file name. There are at most 2 trace log files, which
are the currently active log and the previously saved log. The log size entered via the GUI interface is assumed to
be specified in units of megabytes. However, the MAXLOGSIZE property as stored in the .ini file is expressed as
bytes.

Auto-Reset Server Connection
Allows the system to automatically disable and enable the server connection after you modify the server
configuration.

Enable Client Timeout Check
If you select this check box, a timer is started that disconnects any clients that have been inactive for the duration
of the Idle Time value.

Idle Time
The allowable idle client timeout in minutes. If Client Monitor is enabled any clients that have had no activity within
this time are subject to being disconnected. If the Idle Time=0, no client connection checks will take place.

Auto Client List Update
This check box enables the automatic refresh of Client Name list box in the main window. When enabled, the
Client Name list is refreshed each time a client connection is established, and again when the client disconnects.
For those environments where client connections are of a short duration, the processing overhead of displaying
the client connection status may be bypassed.
For those instances where current connection status is occasionally desirable, the list may be refreshed on
demand by selecting Statistics, Refresh in the  main window.

Service Config
This button allows access to the Service Configuration Details dialog box, which is used to define and install the
Communications Bridge to run as a system service.

Note: Special pathname considerations for target system parameter ( IEFCBN.SRV ) and trace log ( IEFCBN.LOG ) files.

In support of configuring the Comm Bridge to run as a system service the method of determining the default location of the
Comm Bridge's target system configuration and log file has been changed. If either of the target system configuration file
or log file locations are expressed as a relative pathname, ( name contains ".\" or "./"), the appropriate file will be expected
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to reside relative to the process's current directory. This may be the Comm Bridge's install directory if started via the
Windows program group, current directory if started from a dos command prompt, or the operating systems "system32"
directory if the Comm Bridge is defined to run as a system service.

For filenames that are not specified with relative or full paths, the directory name of where the Initialization File was found
is used to locate the Target System and Log files.

If the Initialization File does not contain a path component ("\" or "/") the configuration and log files are located
automatically in the per user directory expressed as %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen x.x\. Configuration files
are located in %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen x.x\cfg\cb, log files are located in %USERPROFILE%\AppData
\Local\CA\Gen x.x\log\cb.

NOTE
x.x denotes the current product release number.

Configuring service

Service Configuration - Details

The File, Setup, Service Configuration dialog box allows you to configure Communications Bridge as a windows system
service.

The panel contains the following fields and buttons:

Display Name
Enter the name to be used by user interface programs, such as the control panel services application, to identify
the service. The name is case-preserved in the service control manager. Display name comparisons are always
case-insensitive. The name is alphanumeric and can contain up to 32 characters with embedded spaces.

Service Name
Enter the name of the service as it is to be known by the system service control manager. The service control
manager database preserves the case of the characters, but service name comparisons are always case
insensitive. Forward (/) and back-slash (\) are invalid service name characters. The name is alphanumeric and
can contain up to 32 characters with embedded spaces.

User ID
This entry is optional. Enter the Windows operating system user name that is to be used when executing this
service. This id must conform to the user name format requirements of the Windows operating system. Enter the
id in the form of "domainName\UserID". If the id belongs to the built-in domain you can use the form of "\UserID".

Password
Enter the Windows system password associated with the specified User ID that is to execute this service. This
password must conform to the password format requirements of the Windows operating system.

Automatic
If you select this radio button, the Communications Bridge service is configured to start automatically upon system
reboot.

Manual
If you select this radio button, the Communications Bridge service must be started manually after each system
reboot.

Disabled
If you select this radio button, the Communications Bridge service is disabled. Prior to service execution the
service must be enabled via the control panel services dialog.
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Install Service
This button attempts to install Communications Bridge as a system service using the configuration as defined
within the remaining dialog box fields. If errors are encountered during the install attempt, status is logged to the
system application and/or system event logs.

Remove Service
This button attempts to remove the Communications Bridge system service as defined within the service name
field. If errors are encountered during the remove attempt, status is logged to the system application and/or
system event logs.

Parameter File
Displays the current location of the Communications Bridge initialization file. This file location cannot be changed
from this dialog. It must be changed from the File - Setup dialog.

Special pathname considerations for target system parameter ( IEFCBN.SRV ) and trace log ( IEFCBN.LOG ) files

In support of configuring Communications Bridge to run as a system service, the method of determining the default
location of the Communications Bridge target system configuration and log file has been changed. If either of the target
system configuration file or log file locations are expressed as a relative path name, (name contains ".\" or "./"), the
appropriate file is expected to reside relative to the process's current directory. This can be the Communications Bridge
installation directory if started via the Windows program group, current directory if started from a DOS command prompt,
or the operating system system32 directory if Communications Bridge is defined to run as a system service.

For filenames that are not specified with relative or full paths, the directory name where the Initialization File was found is
used to locate the Target System and Log files.

If the Initialization File does not contain a path component ("\" or "/"), the configuration and log files are automatically
located in the per user directory expressed as %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\. Configuration files are
located in %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen xx\cfg\cb, log files are located in %USERPROFILE%\AppData
\Local\CA\Gen xx\log\cb. The value of %USERPROFILE% depends on the user ID entered when the service was
configured via the Comm Bridge or modified via the system services control.

NOTE
xx denotes the current product release number.

Display Name

Enter the name to be used by user interface programs, such as the control panel services application, to identify the
service. The name is case-preserved in the service control manager. Display name comparisons are always case-
insensitive. The name is alphanumeric and can contain up to 32 characters with embedded spaces.

Service Name

Enter the name of the service as it is to be known by the system service control manager. The service control manager
database preserves the case of the characters, but service name comparisons are always case insensitive. Forward (/)
and back-slash (\) are invalid service name characters. The name is alphanumeric and can contain up to 32 characters
with embedded spaces.

Service Description

This text describes the purpose of the service. This text displays in the system services dialog for those systems that
support the description field.
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User ID

This entry is optional. Enter the Windows operating system user name that is to be used when executing this service.
This ID must conform to the user name format requirements of the Windows operating system. Enter the ID in the form of
"domainName\UserID". If the ID belongs to the built-in domain, you can use the form of "\UserID".

Password

Enter the Windows system password associated with the specified user ID that is to execute this service. This password
must conform to the password format requirements of the Windows operating system.

Service Start Mode

You can select only one of these buttons at a time. Each button controls a different service start mode.

Automatic
If you select this radio button, the Communications Bridge service is configured to start automatically on system
reboot.

Manual
If you select this radio button, the Communications Bridge service must be started manually after each system
reboot.

Disabled
If you select this radio button, the Communications Bridge service is disabled. Prior to service execution the
service must be enabled via the control panel services dialog.

Install Service

This button attempts to install Communications Bridge as a system service using the configuration as defined within the
remaining dialog box fields. If errors are encountered during the install attempt, status is logged to the system application
and/or system event logs.

Remove Service

This button attempts to remove the Communications Bridge system service as defined within the service name field. If
errors are encountered during the remove attempt, the status is logged to the system application and/or system event
logs.

Parameter File

Displays the current location of the Communications Bridge initialization file. This file location cannot be changed from this
dialog; it must be changed from the File - Setup dialog.

Configuring Server

Server Configuration

This panel allows you to set the parameters needed to establish communications with the target server. The panel
contains a Details button that sets parameters needed by the transport type chosen in the Transport API field. The OK
button for this panel is not active until you complete the configuration.

This panel includes the following fields:
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Server Name
This parameter is the name of this target server configuration. The names are case-sensitive, alphanumeric, and
sixteen characters in length.

Description
This field allows you to enter a description of the target server. This optional field is 255 characters in length,
alphanumeric, and case-sensitive. Embedded spaces are allowed.

Transport API
This field displays a list of communications transport APIs from which you can choose. When you select a
supported transport API, the configuration routine supplies the API DLL parameter.

API DLL
This parameter specifies the transport API DLL filename without the path or file extension. The configuration
routine provides this value when you choose a supported transport API.
This field is alphanumeric, from 1 to 8 characters, and is used only when the OCCP_CDS keyword is not used.

 

Server Configuration - Details Button

The Detail button sets parameters needed by the transport type chosen in the Transport API field. The parameters
needed for each specific transport API appear in the Server Configuration - Details panel for that API. You cannot select
OK in the Server Configuration panel until you provide the parameters requested in the Server Configuration - Details
panel.

Server Configuration - ECI Details

The Server Configuration - Details panel for ECI (external call interface) allows you to specify the following ECI
configuration parameters:

System Name
The name of the CICS region containing the target server that was defined in the server section of the IBM CICS
Transaction Gateway ctg.ini file (the ctg.ini file is provided with the Transaction Gateway product and is used by
the Universal Client).

ECI Timeout
The desired ECI timeout value. This should be set to specify the maximum time in seconds that an ECI request is
allowed to take. A timeout occurs if the request servicing takes longer than the specified time. The range of values
is 0-9999. The default is 0, which indicates that the request does not time out.

NOTE
A non-zero value is not recommended. For more information about non-zero values for ECI timeout, see
the IBM CICS Transaction Gateway for Windows documentation.

Code Page
For ECI support, code page translation is assumed. Select the number of the code page you want to use. The
default value is 0037, which is the code page for English. See the context-sensitive help for this field for an
explanation of the other values.

Server Configuration - LU6.2 Details

The Server Configuration - Details panel for LU6.2 allows you to set the parameters needed by Communications Bridge
for transport with LU6.2 protocols. The values used in this detail panel come from the configurations in the target
environment. These values need to be configured for CICS and VTAM before attempting to send message traffic.

The panel includes the following fields:
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LU Local Alias
Enter the name used for the Local LU Alias during LU6.2 network setup.

Partner LU Alias
The name of the CICS partner LU alias to which this particular Communications Bridge application communicates.
This value can be the same as the CICS region name, but this is not required. This value must match the
PARTNER_LU_ALIAS value you configured during LU6.2 network setup.

Mode Name
The name of the LU6.2 mode entry. This value must match the Mode table entry in the VTAM configuration. An
example of a mode name is LU62APPC.

Code Page
For LU6.2 support, code page translation is assumed. Select the number of the code page you want to use. The
English code page, 0037, is the default value. See the context-sensitive help for this field for an explanation of the
other values.

Server Configuration - Other API Details

The Other API dialog allows you to set parameters for a transport API not listed in the Server Configuration panel. The
panel includes the following fields:

Translation On/Off
These radio buttons control whether your custom API uses code page translation. If you select the Off radio
button, the code page field is made inactive.

Code Page
This field is only active if you set Translation to On. Use the scroll icon to select the code page number you want.
You can get a list of the supported code pages by requesting context sensitive help from within the selection list.

Config. String
This string defines the required parameters to the Communications Bridge software. Access the context sensitive
help for this entry field to learn more about the stringsyntax.

Server Configuration - TCP/IP Details

The Server Configuration - Details panel for TCP/IP requires the following information for successful configuration:

Host Name/IP Addr
The logical name or TCP/IP address for the target server. Enter this name in the \tcpip\etc\hosts file before
configuring here. If you enter the host logical name, Communications Bridge looks up the IP address during
transport. The IP address can be either an IPv4 or IPv6 address depending on the protocol used for a successful
connection.

Destination Port #
The port number that the target server uses to listen for input from Communications Bridge. Transaction Enabler
or the proxy client for TUXEDO uses this port to accept message transport. The value must be in the range 256 to
9999.

CICS Socket Listener
This check box must be checked only if the destination host is a z/OS host configured to support TCP/IP
connections using the CICS Socket Listener. If this check box is selected, the server side is expected to close
the socket connection when the response data has been sent to the Comm. Bridge. The Comm.Bridge closes its
side of socket connection after it receives the response message. If you select this option when the server side is
anything other than a CICS Socket Listener, it can result in excessive connection broken error messages being
registered at the server side.
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IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Host
This check box must be selected if the destination host is an z/OS host configured to support TCP/IP direct
connection. If this check box is selected, the data buffer transferred to the server is customized to support the IMS
TCP/IP direct connection requirements.

Server Configuration - RSC/MP Details

Specify the following server parameters for the RSC/MP transport on this panel:

Initialization Filename
Identifies the name and location of the RSC/MP initialization file using a complete path. If a filename is not
provided, the default filename, RSC.INI, is used.

Initialization Section Name
Identifies the section name within the RSC.INI file. If a section name is not provided, the default section name,
RSC, is used.

User Exit DLL
Identifies the RSC/MP user exit DLL name. If a name is not specified, then the User Exit is not called.

NOTE
Check your Transport API documentation for case-sensitivity requirements for parameter fields.

API DLL Parameter - Server

This parameter specifies the transport API DLL filename without the path or file extension. The configuration routine
provides this value when you choose a supported transport API.

This field is alphanumeric, from 1 to 8 characters.

Transport API - Server

This field displays a list of communications transport APIs from which you can choose. When you select a supported
transport API, the configuration routine supplies the API DLL parameter.

Server Name

This parameter is the name of this target server configuration. The names are case-sensitive, alphanumeric, and sixteen
characters in length.

Description - Server

This field allows you to enter a description of the target server definition. This optional field is 255 characters in length,
alphanumeric, and case-sensitive. Embedded spaces are allowed.

LU6.2

 

LU6.2 Mode Name

The name of the LU6.2 mode entry. This value must match the Mode table entry in the VTAM configuration. An example
of a mode name is LU62APPC.

LU6.2 LU Local Alias Name

Enter the name used for the local LU alias during LU6.2 network setup.
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LU6.2 Partner LU Alias Name

The name of the CICS partner LU alias to which this particular Communications Bridge APPLICATION communicates.
This value can be the same as the CICS region name, but this is not required. This value must match the
PARTNER_LU_ALIAS value you configured during LU6.2 network setup.

TCP/IP

 

TCP/IP Destination Port

This value is the port number that the target server uses to listen for input from Communications Bridge. Transaction
Enabler or the Proxy Client for TUXEDO uses this port to accept message transport.

TCP/IP Host Name/IP Address

This property is the logical name or TCP/IP address for the target server. Enter this name in the \tcpip\etc\hosts file before
configuring here. If you enter the host logical name, the Comm. Bridge looks up the IP address during transport. The IP
address can be either an IPv4 or IPv6 address depending on the protocol used for a successful connection.

CICS Socket Listener (check box)

This check box should be selected only if the destination host is a z/OS host configured to support TCP/IP connections
using the CICS Socket Listener. If this check box is selected, the server side is expected to close the socket connection
when the response data has been sent to the Comm. Bridge. The Comm. Bridge closes its side of the socket connection
after it receives the response message. If you select this option when the server side is anything other than a CICS
Socket Listener, it can result in excessive connection reset error messages being registered at the server side.

Gen--IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Host check box

This checkbox should be checked if the destination host is an z/OS host configured to support TCP/IP direct connection.
If this check box is selected, the data buffer transferred to the server is customized to support the IMS TCP/IP direct
connection requirements.

Other API

 

Translation Required On/Off

The Translation Required radio buttons control whether message transport to the target server uses translation through
code page support. When you set Translation to On, the Comm. Bridge uses the code page specified in the Code Page
field when routing messages to the target server. Translation must be set to on to view the supported code pages.

When you set Translation to Off, the Comm. Bridge does not use any data stream translation when routing messages to
the target server.

Setting Translation to Off ignores (grays out) the value in the Code Page field.

Code Page

The Code Page field allows you to select from the following list of supported code pages for translation:
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0037
Australia, Brazil, Canada, The Netherlands, Portugal, New Zealand, South Africa, United States of America
(USA).

0273
Austria, Germany.

0277
Denmark, Norway.

0278
Finland, Sweden.

0280
Italy

0284
Spain

0285
Ireland, United Kingdom (UK).

0297
France

0500
Belgium, Switzerland.

Config. String Entry

This entry field is active only if you selected Other API as the Transport API. The field has a definite syntax that must be
followed to use this option. Use a slash (/) as the delimiter between fields in the command string.

This field is also called an Outbound Communications Control Point_Configuration Data String or OCCP_CDS.

The number of parameters and the context of each parameter are dependent upon the transport API used. The context of
the following first three parameters is independent of transport type and is required:

Field 1 - Transport Type
This field should contain the name of the transport DLL type without the .DLL file extension.

Field 2 - Trace Flag
The Trace Flag works in conjunction with the Snap Flag to log information from the transport layer. Together, the
flags set the initial logging level for a target server and control the type and amount of information returned from
the transport layer to Communications Bridge.

NOTE
The Communications Bridge logging levels, in turn, control what information is written to the logging file. Set the
logging levels from the File -> Setup... command.

• Field 3 - Snap Flag

The Snap Flag works in conjunction with the Trace Flag and is only valid if Trace is turned on (set to Y).

The use of the following fields is based on the transport API in use:

Field 4 - Local LU Alias
Enter the name used for the local LU Alias during LU6.2 network setup. This name is used by Client Manager to
connect to Communications Bridge.
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Field 5 - Partner LU Alias
The name of the CICS partner LU alias to which this particular Communications Bridge process communicates.
This value can be the same as the CICS region name, but this is not required. This value must match the
PARTNER_LU_ALIAS value you configured during LU6.2 network setup.

Field 6 - Mode Entry Name
The name of the LU6.2 mode entry. This value must match the Mode table entry in the VTAM configuration.

Field 7 - System Type
The valid system types are CICS, IMS, or IMS with LU6.2/LU6.1 Adapter (IMSA).

Field 8 - Segment Size
Enter the segment size in bytes as a value from 1 to 65535.

The following example shows a valid configuration string for LU6.2 transport:

OCCP_CDS = IOCPC/N/N/MY_LU/PARTNER_LU/MODENAME/CICS/32767

OCCP_CDS = IOCPC/N/N/MY_LU/PARTNER_LU/MODENAME/IMS/32767

OCCP_CDS = IOCPC/N/N/MY_LU/PARTNER_LU/MODENAME/IMSA/32767

Field 4 - Host Name/IP Addr
The logical name or TCP/IP address for the target server. If you enter the logical name, the Comm. Bridge looks
up the IP  address during transport. If you supply the host name, it must be defined in the \tcpip\etc\hosts file. The
IP address can be either an IPv4 or IPv6 address depending on the protocol used for a successful connection.

Field 5 - Destination Port #
The port number on which the target server is listening for input from the Comm. Bridge. transaction enabler or
the proxy client for Tuxedo uses this port to accept message requests.

Field 6 - Source Port #
The port number on which the target server sends responses to the Comm. Bridge. This number is unique to the
workstation on which the Comm. Bridge resides. The value must be in the range 256 to 9999.

Field 7 - Persistent Socket  Connection
This field must be set to "N" or "n" if the target server is a CICS Socket Listener or set to "Y" or "y" for all other
target server environments.

The following example shows a valid configuration string for TCP/IP transport with an IPv4 address:

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/SQNT250/1200/N/Y used to connect to a Windows or UNIX target server

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/255.255.255.255/1200/Y/Y used to connect to a z/OS IMS TCP/IP Direct Connect Host target
server

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/255.255.255.255/1200/N/N used to connect to a z/OS CICS Socket Listener target server

An example of a valid configuration string for TCP/IP transport with an IPv6 address is:

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/IPV6HOST/1200/N/Y used to connect to a Windows or UNIX target server

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/fec0:0255:0255:0255:0255:b9ff:fe45:0a0a/1200/Y/Y used to connect to a z/OS IMS TCP/IP
Direct Connect Host target server

OCCP_CDS = IOTCP/N/N/fec0:0255:0255:0255:0255:b9ff:fe45:0a0a/1200/N/N used to connect to a z/OS CICS Socket
Listener target server

RSC/MP
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RSC/MP Initialization File Name

Identifies the name and location of the RSC/MP initialization file using a complete path.  If a filename is not provided, the
default filename, RSC.INI, is used.

RSC/MP Initialization Section Name

Identifies the section name within the RSC.INI file. If a section name is not provided, the default section name, RSC, is
used.

RSC/MP User Exit DLL

Identifies the RSC/MP user exit DLL name.  If a name is not specified, then the User Exit is not called.

Saving Configuration Files and Configuring Client

  

Save Configuration

The Save Configuration panel allows you to specify which configuration files you want to save and the respective
filenames. The following options are available:

Save Initialization File
Select this checkbox to activate save of the initialization file. Leave this box blank if you did not make any changes
to the initialization file. Changes to this file are made using the File, Setup... command.

(Initialization Filename)
Enter a new name for the initialization file if you do not want the default name.

Save Target Server File
Select this checkbox to activate save of the target server file. Leave this box blank if you did not make any
changes to the target server file. Changes to this file are made using the File, Setup... command.

(Target Server Filename)
Enter a new name for the target server file if you do not want the default name.

Save Init File On/Off

Select this checkbox to activate save for the initialization file. Leave this box blank if you did not make any changes to the
initialization file. Changes to this file are made using the File, Setup command. If you do not select either of the boxes, no
file save occurs.

Initialization File Name

Enter a new name for the initialization file if you do not want the default name.

Save Target File On/Off

Select this checkbox to activate save of the target server file. Leave this box blank if you did not make any changes to the
target server file. Changes to this file are made using the File, Setup command.

If you do not select either of the boxes, no file save occurs.

Target File Name

Enter a new name for the target server file if you do not want the default name.
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Configuring Client

Client Configuration - Sockets Details

The Client Configuration - Details panel for sockets allows you to set parameters needed for transport between the Client
Manager and the Comm. Bridge.

TCP/IP Source Port

This property is the port number that a client uses to send requests to the Comm. Bridge. This number is unique to the
workstation on which the Comm. Bridge resides. The source port number is part of the socket address for message
transport from the client to the Comm. Bridge.

Statistics in Communications Bridge
The following topics are discussed in this section:

Statistics Summary

The Statistics Summary panel displays real-time statistics on both the client and target server transports.

NOTE
The fields that provide total byte counts of data routed through Communications Bridge have a special multiplier
field that follows the data field. The multipliers are denoted by the first letter of each of these abbreviations: Kilo,
Mega, Giga, and Tera.

The display-only fields on this panel include the following fields:

Total Bytes Sent to Client
The total number of bytes sent to all Client Manager processes by Communications Bridge.

Total Bytes Received from Client
The total number of bytes received by Communications Bridge from all Client Manager processes.

Inbound Transactions - Client
The total number of transactions received by Communications Bridge from all Client Manager processes.

Outbound Transactions - Client
The total number of transactions sent to all Client Manager processes by Communications Bridge.

Maximum Concurrent Clients
Communications Bridge supports up to 255 concurrently connected clients. This display-only field shows a
running total of the number of concurrently connected clients. The total is reset when other Communications
Bridge statistics are reset.

Total Bytes Sent to Server
The total number of bytes sent to the target server by Communications Bridge.

Total Bytes Received from Server
The total number of bytes received by Communications Bridge from the target server.

Inbound Transactions - Server
The total number of transactions received by Communications Bridge from the target server.

Outbound Transactions - Server
The total number of transactions sent to the target server by Communications Bridge.

Total Bytes Sent to Client

This display-only field shows the total number of bytes sent to all Client Manager processes by Communications Bridge.
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This field is followed by a special multiplier field. The multipliers are denoted by the first letter of each of the following
abbreviations:

Multiplier Byte Prefix Value Exponential Value

K Kilo 1,024 2.0 E10

M Mega 1,048,576 2.0 E20

G Giga 1,073,741,824 2.0 E30

T Tera 1,099,511,628,000 2.0 E40

Total Bytes Received from Client

This display-only field shows the total number of bytes received by Communications Bridge from all Client Manager
processes.

This field is followed by a special multiplier field. The multipliers are denoted by the first letter of each of the following
abbreviations:

Multiplier Byte Prefix Value Exponential Value

K Kilo 1,024 2.0 E10

M Mega 1,048,576 2.0 E20

G Giga 1,073,741,824 2.0 E30

T Tera 1,099,511,628,000 2.0 E40

 

Inbound Transactions - Client

This display-only field shows the total number of transactions received by Communications Bridge from all Client Manager
processes.

Outbound Transactions - Client

This display-only field shows the total number of transactions sent to all Client Managers processes by Communications
Bridge.

Maximum Concurrent Clients

Communications Bridge supports up to 255 concurrently connected clients. This display-only field shows a running total of
the number of concurrently connected clients. The total is reset when other Communications Bridge statistics are reset.

Total Bytes Sent to Server

This display-only field shows the total number of bytes sent to the target server by Communications Bridge.

This field is followed by a special multiplier field. The multipliers are denoted by the first letter of each of the following
abbreviations:

Multiplier Byte Prefix Value Exponential Value

K Kilo 1,024 2.0 E10
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M Mega 1,048,576 2.0 E20

G Giga 1,073,741,824 2.0 E30

T Tera 1,099,511,628,000 2.0 E40

 

Total Bytes Received from Server

This display-only field shows the total number of bytes received by Communications Bridge from the target server.

This field is followed by a special multiplier field. The multipliers are denoted by the first letter of each of the following
abbreviations:

Multiplier Byte Prefix Value Exponential Value

K Kilo 1,024 2.0 E10

M Mega 1,048,576 2.0 E20

G Giga 1,073,741,824 2.0 E30

T Tera 1,099,511,628,000 2.0 E40

 

Inbound Transactions - Server

This display-only field shows the total number of transactions received by Communications Bridge from the target server.

 

Outbound Transactions - Server

This display-only field shows the total number of transactions sent to the target server by Communications Bridge.

 

Clear Statistics Summary

Selecting the Clear button erases the contents of the fields in the Statistics Summary window for both client and server
statistics.

 

Total Bytes Received-Multiplier

This field is a special multiplier that shows the relative quantity of the data in the preceding field. The multipliers are
denoted by the first letter of each of the following abbreviations:

Multiplier Byte Prefix Value Exponential Value

K Kilo 1,024 2.0 E10

M Mega 1,048,576 2.0 E20

G Giga 1,073,741,824 2.0 E30

T Tera 1,099,511,628,000 2.0 E40
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Total Bytes Sent-Multiplier

This field is a special multiplier that shows the relative quantity of the data in the preceding field. The multipliers are
denoted by the first letter of each of the following abbreviations:

Multiplier Byte Prefix Value Exponential Value

K Kilo 1,024 2.0 E10

M Mega 1,048,576 2.0 E20

G Giga 1,073,741,824 2.0 E30

T Tera 1,099,511,628,000 2.0 E40

Non Toc Comm Bridge

This article provides information for Non Toc Comm Bridge including: Client Monitor, Communications Bridge Mode,
Current Status, ECI Timeout, Filename Entry, and Number of Clients.

Client Monitor

This check box enables the idle client timeout feature. This allows any idle clients to be automatically disconnected after a
defined timeout period.

Communications Bridge Mode

Displays the mode in which the Communications Bridge is executing. The mode can be Normal or Service Manager.

Current Status

This field shows the status of the connection between Communications Bridge and the target server. The following list
shows the valid Status codes:

Connecting
This message displays while Communications Bridge is in the process of establishing communications with the
target server.
Messages are not sent to the target server until the status shows Connected.

Connected
This message displays only after a connection has been established.

Disconnecting
This message displays while Communications Bridge is in the process of disconnecting from a target server.
Wait until the status shows Disconnected before you shut down Communications Bridge to avoid losing message
traffic already in transport.

Disconnected
This message displays when Communications Bridge is not connected to any target servers.

Invalid
This message displays when the configuration is incorrect.

ECI Timeout

Set the desired ECI timeout value to specify the maximum time in seconds that an ECI request us allowed to take. A
timeout occurs if the request servicing takes longer than the specified time.

The range of values is 0-9999. The default is 0, which indicates that the request does not time out.
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NOTE
A non-zero value is not recommended. For more information on non-zero values for ECI timeout, see the IBM
CICS Transaction Gateway for Windows documentation.

File Menu

The File menu contains several selections for managing use of Communications Bridge. The options include the following
commands:

Browse
The Browse command lets you choose from a nested list of files to view with the Browse utility. You can browse
the log file, initialization file, or the target server file.

Save
The Save command displays a panel that allows you to save either the initialization file, the target server definition
file, or both.

Setup...
The Setup command displays a panel that allows you to assign a description name to this Communications
Bridge configuration, set logging levels, and to view the configuration files or changes their names.

Exit
The Exit command allows you to quit Communications Bridge and return to the desktop. There is no confirmation
pop-up when you select exit.

Filename Entry

Enter a filename for the selected file. You can fully qualify the filename with the path if you choose. The name can be from
1 to 255 alphanumeric characters including the file extension.

You do not have to change the default name.

Number of Clients

This display-only field shows the number of clients that are currently connected to this occurrence of Communications
Bridge.

Receive Time-out

This value represents the total length of time that this Communications Bridge PROCESs waits for acknowledgment
before reporting an error. The value is numeric, in half seconds, and in the range 0 through 255. A value of 0 means
infinite wait.

You can set this value to 0 to avoid error reports due to slow response.

Refresh... Command

This panel allows you to set the automatic refresh parameters. You can turn automatic refresh on or off, and set the
interval at which statistics are refreshed. The automatic refresh feature updates the statistics in the Statistics Summary
panel.

Refresh Interval

Enter a number from 1 through 9999 seconds for the refresh interval.

NOTE
Do not use 0 as the interval. This causes repeated, instantaneous refreshes that overuse processor resources.
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Selected Client - Host Name

This field contains the full client host name that is associated with the last Client Name that is selected from the Client List
list box.

With the support of IPv6, the length of host names can be up to 1024 characters. This field provides access to the full host
name of the selected client. It is a scrollable field and can be copied from.

This field is cleared if the associated client is deselected (within the list) or when the client connection is terminated.

Send Time-out

This value represents the total length of time that Communications Bridge waits after sending a transaction before it marks
the target server as being unavailable. The value is numeric, in half seconds, and in the range 0 through 255. A value of 0
means infinite wait.

Be sure to allow sufficient time for response from the server, otherwise an error message appears.

Setup...Command

This command displays the File - Setup panel, which allows you to perform the following tasks:

• Assign a description name to the Communication Bridge configuration
• Set logging levels
• View the configuration files
• Change configuration file names

Server Menu

The Server menu contains selections that allow you to configure and control connections with a target server. The
selection includes the following choices:

Config...
Displays a panel that allows you to configure the connection with the target server.

Disable
Prevents Communications Bridge from sending input from clients to the target server. Communications Bridge still
receives the messages, but it does not forward them to the target server. The requesting distributed process client
receives an error message when Communications Bridge is disabled. You use this option when making target
server communications parameter changes during operations.
Communications Bridge makes no attempt to connect to the target server when it is in Disabled state. The status
field shows Disabled if you select this option.

Enable
Allows Communications Bridge to forward client requests to a target server. Use this option after selecting Disable
to restart communications.

Disconnect
Forces a disconnection between Communications Bridge and the target server. Communications Bridge attempts
to establish a connection with the target server when it receives the next request. The status field shows
Disconnected if you select this option.

Start Button

Attempts to start the Communications Bridge system service that is specified in the “Service" name field. If errors are
encountered during the start attempt, a message dialog displays. Status messages are logged to the application log file
and to the system event logs, if appropriate.

Statistics Menu
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The Statistics menu contains selections that allow you to view and control the statistics display. The selections include the
following options:

Summary
Allows you to see statistics that are gathered by Communications Bridge for message transport for both the
clients and the target server.

Clear
Clears the statistics in the Summary panel without displaying the statistics first.

Refresh...
Allows you to turn the automatic refresh feature on or off, and to set the refresh interval.

Refresh now
Causes Communications Bridge to refresh the displays in the Statistics Summary panel immediately.

Stop Button

Attempts to stop the Communications Bridge system service that is specified in the “Service" name field. If errors are
encountered during the stop attempt, a message displays. Status messages are logged to the application log file and to
the system event logs, if appropriate.

System Name

Provide the name of the CICS regions containing the target server that was defined in the server section of the IBM
CICS Transaction Gateway ctg.ini file (the ctg.ini file is provided with the Transaction Gateway product and is used by the
Universal Gateway).

Working With Tuxedo
This article includes design considerations for developing applications for Tuxedo, and information on generating,
packaging, and deploying these applications. Tuxedo provides an execution environment for Gen client-server and
blockmode applications.

This article contains an overview on customizing user exits and guidelines for coding custom clients for use with Tuxedo.

The Gen download folder contains several sample files that are specific to Tuxedo; the location of these files is specified
when a sample is referenced in the text.

This section provides a description of the Tuxedo features available with Gen and a general overview of the steps that are
involved in designing, developing, and deploying Gen applications in a Tuxedo environment. Subsequent articles provide
details of these steps.

This article is written for two audiences. Primarily, it is written for Gen application developers who are responsible for
designing and developing client/server or blockmode software applications, which are deployed on a Tuxedo network.
Also, it is written for system administrators who interact with the Gen developers.

Prerequisites

Developers must have a good working knowledge of Gen and some knowledge of Tuxedo.

System administrators must have an operational Tuxedo network in place at their site and a good working knowledge of
their Tuxedo system.

A valid Tuxedo environment must be installed before generating your Tuxedo applications. If you are accessing Tuxedo
Servers using Java-based clients, Oracle Jolt must be installed on the client and server systems.
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Tuxedo Support with Gen
Gen supports two types of Tuxedo application servers. Tuxedo application servers can either be Gen Block Mode
applications or be Gen Distributed Processing Server (DPS) applications.

A Gen Block Mode application is a terminal-based application that presents information in formatted screens. The
formatted screens are presented to a terminal using Gen provided application that is known as the AEF Tuxedo Client
(aeft). The Block Mode Client (aeft) (aeft) provides detailed information.

NOTE
For an introduction to the Gen Distributed Processing client-server application, see Understanding Distributed
Processing.

NOTE
Tuxedo provides a target execution environment for a Gen Distributed Processing Server (DPS) application.

The following sections provide information specific to Tuxedo Distributed Processing applications.

Tuxedo Distributed Processing Server

Tuxedo Application Servers that are generated with Gen use Tuxedo as a Transaction Processing (TP) Monitor. It is
possible to deploy the Tuxedo Application Servers with or without transaction control.

• Application Servers that require transaction control can achieve it by utilizing the XA service interface from Tuxedo.
This allows Tuxedo to perform Distributed Transaction management. Resource Management over the course of a
distributed transaction is handled using the Two-Phase Commit process.

• If there are Application Servers where you do not want to use Transaction management, resource management is
handled by Gen.

Tuxedo Distributed Processing Clients

The Tuxedo Application Servers can be accessed by a variety of clients. These include:

• Clients that provide a uniform interface for application communication, transaction support (for example, XA), and
management of Tuxedo data buffers using the Tuxedo Application to Transaction Monitor Interface (ATMI). These may
be traditional Gen GUI clients, Java Web Clients, or user-written clients using Gen proxy (C, COM, or Java).
For a Gen distributed application to exploit features that are provided by Tuxedo, the data that is exchanged is
represented using the View32 data format of Tuxedo.
By employing the View32 data representation, Gen applications can use the data-dependent routing feature of Tuxedo.
To accomplish data-dependent routing, the Tuxedo TP Monitor environment is configured to route data to different
servers based on the content of data that are contained in the View32 buffer. Data-dependent routing is achieved
without modifying the Gen generated application code by using the capability that is provided by Tuxedo.
Also, Tuxedo Security is enabled through information that is provided by the user in the Tuxedo Configuration file
(UBBCONFIG) and through making appropriate changes to a sample Gen runtime security user exit.

• Clients that use a Gen communications type of Gen or TCP/IP. Either of these clients must make use of the Gen
Tuxedo Proxy Client (ieftuxcl). The Tuxedo Proxy Client provides a TCP/IP interface to the Tuxedo execution
environment.

Gen clients that specify Gen as the communications type use the Gen Client Manager. The Client Manager can
communicate with ieftuxcl directly or indirectly by using a Gen Communications Bridge.
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Tuxedo DP Application Development and Deployment

The following are the steps necessary to develop and deploy a Gen Distributed Processing application. See the
appropriate section a more detailed explanation of each step.

1. Determine if clients communicate with Tuxedo servers using the Tuxedo ATMI interface or the Gen Tuxedo Proxy
Client. Using the Tuxedo Proxy Client implies the Gen DPC applications use TCP/IP to communicate to the Tuxedo
execution environment.

2. Design and develop the Tuxedo DP application.
3. If using Tuxedo ATMI to communicate between the DPC and DPS, a generated Tuxedo DPS application is capable of

supporting server-to-server flows. Transactional behavior for server-to-server flows must be considered.
4. Specify Tuxedo properties using either Packaging or Generation. This includes packaging considerations and detailing

Server Manager and individual PStep properties.
5. Generate and build the files for either a local or remote installation.

– Remote and local generation is performed using the Gen Toolset. Remote generation is also performed using the
CSE Construction Client.

– You can build the application executable programs either locally or remotely.
6. Customize the client and server user exits as necessary.
7. Configure and deploy the Tuxedo Application Servers.
8. Configure the clients to access the Tuxedo Application Servers.
9. Test and run the cooperative application.

Tuxedo as a Transaction Processing Monitor

Tuxedo Application Servers that are generated with Gen use Tuxedo as a Transaction Processing (TP) Monitor. It is
possible to deploy the Tuxedo Application Servers with or without transaction control. Applications choosing Transaction
Control do so through the XA interface of Tuxedo. Applications not choosing Transaction Control access their Resource
Manager through Gen.

Applications with Transaction Control: XA-based Tuxedo Servers
This article provides information for applications that choose Transaction Control through the XA interface of Tuxedo.

Transaction

A transaction is defined as representing a set of operations (that is, a unit of work) that transform data from one consistent
state to another, such that the change to the data has the following characteristics:

Atomic
-Either all operations that are part of the transaction happen or none happen.

Consistent
-Data modified by the operations of a transaction is transitioned to a consistent state.

Isolated
-Even though transactions may execute concurrently, no transaction has visibility to the work in progress of
another transaction.

Durable
-After a transaction completes successfully, its change survives subsequent failures.

Distributed Transaction

A Distributed Transaction is a transaction that involves operations run in multiple processes, spread across one or more
machines. Each process participates in the Distributed Transaction.
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Gen, Tuxedo, and Distributed Transaction Processing

Gen Tuxedo support enables the use of Transaction Management in Tuxedo when an application is operating in a Server
Procedure Step (PStep). With Gen, the Tuxedo Server runtime supports a Server PStep flowing to other Server Psteps.
This support is accomplished through a PStep Use statement that establishes server-to-server flows. It is these server-to-
server flows that operate and are controlled under the Transactional Management of Tuxedo.

A Tuxedo Server Manager PStep can either be the initial PStep in a transaction or a participant in the current transaction.
If a current transaction does not exist when a PStep begins, the PStep creates a new (current) transaction. If a current
transaction is in progress when the PStep begins, the PStep becomes a participant in the current transaction and so
extends the transaction.

Invoking a Pstep is controlled through a model property. This property identifies if the PStep will participate in an existing
distributed transaction and is defined using the Distributed Transaction Participant check box on the Gen Toolset or CSE
PStep Properties dialog, shown in the following illustration.

If this check box is not checked (the default setting), the PStep is invoked in a non-transaction mode. Flows to this server
will always execute under the control of a new transaction.

If the check box is checked, the PStep is invoked in transaction mode (if one exists) and the PStep extends the current
transaction. If a current transaction does not exist when the PStep is invoked, a new transaction is created.

Transaction Flows

The following illustration shows the effect of defining Server PSteps as Distributed Transaction Participants (DTP) for
three different distributed flows.
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NOTE
Since PStep1 is the first server PStep in each flow, it always results in the creation of a new transaction. PStep1
is always defined as transactional regardless of whether Distributed Transaction Participant is set or not. The
originating client is always outside the scope of transactional awareness.

Flow A-Shows the condition where PStep2 and PStep3 are individually detailed as Distributed Transaction Participants.
The Distributed Transaction Participant check box is on.

Flow B-Shows the condition where PStep2 was detailed as not a Distributed Transaction Participant (default behavior).
PStep2 breaks the flow into two transactions and creates a new transaction with PStep3 that has Distributed Transaction
Participant set.

Flow C-Shows the condition where PStep2 and PStep3 are not set as Distributed Transaction Participants. In this case,
the flow is separated into three transactions.

The commit or rollback operation for a Distributed Transaction is coordinated across all participating Procedure Steps. It is
deferred until all the Procedure Steps participating in the transaction have completed.

Two Phase Commit
To understand how two-phase commit is coordinated in a Tuxedo environment, you may find it useful to understand how
the X/Open definitions for Distributed Transaction Processing relate to Gen.

X/Open Distributed Transaction Processing

The X/Open Distributed Transaction Processing (DTP) model defines the following separate entities that participate in a
distributed application:
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• Application Program (AP)
• Transaction Manager (TM)
• Resource Manager (RM)

The following illustration shows the relationships between these three entities:

The AP is the Gen server application code and it issues transactional statements to the RM. The TM is the Transaction
Manager responsible for managing transactions on behalf of the application. The RM is the Resource Manager that
typically is a database but can be any resource that needs management, such as a print spooler or a queue.

The interfaces between these components are defined in the X/Open DTP specification.

• The interface between the AP and RM is generally SQL, and no specification is given for this interface. At server
startup, all application servers and Transaction Management Servers (TMSs) open a connection to the RM through the
XA API xa_open(). This establishes a connection to the RM for global transactions. Conversely, at server shutdown,
the connection is closed by the XA API xa_close(). These XA APIs are managed through the Tuxedo APIs tpopen()/
tpclose() which the AP invokes.

• The interface between the TM and RM is managed by Tuxedo. There are many procedural interfaces that are defined
for XA-compliant RMs (for example, xa_open(), xa_start(), xa_end(), xa_prepare(), xa_commit(), and xa_recover()). It
is through these interfaces that the TM communicates with the RM, on behalf of the AP.

• The interface between the AP and TM is mainly through the Tuxedo transactional APIs tpbegin(), tpcommit(), and
tpabort(). One of the roles of the TM is to allocate a unique global transaction identifier, or XID. The XID is carried in
every service call request that is made in this global transaction context. In this way, multiple services and servers can
participate in the same global transaction. The various servers can belong to the same TMS group or to a different
TMS group (for example, one server can belong to an Oracle TMS group while another server can belong to a TMS
group). In each case, it is the responsibility of the RM to associate work for the same XID. When a request to commit is
sent to the TMS, the TMS begins the two-phase commit process.

Two Phase Commit Process

The service that begins a global transaction is the service that commits or aborts the transaction. The TMS chosen to
coordinate the commit is one from the server group that is first visited by the global transaction. As service calls proceed,
a transaction participant tree is built of all servers that are involved in the transaction.

Phase 1
Prepare- The first phase of a two-phase commit occurs when the coordinating TMS issues a prepare request.
This is issued to all TMS servers, of all groups that are associated with the transaction participant tree for the
global transaction. The request results in xa_prepare(XID) calls made by TMS servers to each associated RM.
Phase 2 cannot begin until all RMs issue a successful notification. The results of the prepare requests are logged
in the Tuxedo TLOG.
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Phase 2
Commit- The second phase of a two-phase commit occurs when the coordinating TMS issues a commit request
to all participating TMS servers. This results in xa_commit(XID) calls made by TMS servers to their associated
RMs. The results of the commit requests are logged in the Tuxedo TLOG.

If any failure acknowledgments are encountered during the commit phase, this constitutes a Heuristic Hazard, indicating
that one or more RMs is out of synchronization. When this happens, operator intervention is explicitly committed or
rollback the transaction.

Applications with Transaction Control: Non-XA Tuxedo Servers
There are certain cases where Tuxedo servers may not require the coordination of a Tuxedo Transaction Manager Server
(TMS). For example, PSteps within a server only require read access to database tables. In this case there is no need to
involve a TMS.

The XA activities, between a Gen Server Manager and the Tuxedo TM, can be circumvented by specifying a command-
line option that is associated with the UBBCONFIG entry of the server, and by placing these servers in a separate non-
TMS server group.

The *GROUPS section of the UBBCONFIG file would look similar to:

*GROUPS

GROUP2 GRPNO=2

Adding the -oX option to the CLOPT parameter of a server causes the Gen Tuxedo Server Runtime to forgo all XA
operations and will, instead, cause the Server application to connect and interact with the DBMS directly. The -o option
informs the runtime that this server is non-XA and the X value that is associated with this option is ignored. Similarly, the
command could be written as -oX, -oNONXA or -oanything.

The *SERVERS section of the UBBCONFIG file would look similar to:

*SERVERS

myserver SRVGRP=GROUP2 SRVID=1 CLOPT=”-A -- -oX -t 15”

The Server Manager Runtime issues the database COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements, giving transactional control to
the database. This interaction with the DBMS is handled in a similar way to how support for Tuxedo handled database
interaction prior to COOL:Gen 5.0, that is, it makes use of the AEENV file. This AEENV file is read by the Gen runtime for
database logon information.

The non-XA Tuxedo server cannot participate in an existing global transaction, as its database interaction is done
without involving the Tuxedo TMS. Server-to-server flows within the same transaction are not possible. The Distributed
Transaction Participant attributes associated with the PSteps within a non-XA server is ignored.

Failure Handling
In Gen, there are two distinct methods for handling the failure of a PStep. The failure can be treated either as an abend
or a rollback. If the situation is treated as a rollback, the export view is returned and the PStep that fails does not force the
calling PStep to abend. If the failure is treated as an abend, there are a minimum of four scenarios that may cause the
condition to occur:

• An Application PStep sets an Exit State of ABORT
• Communications failure
• Unhandled database (DBMS) error
• The application issues an Abort Transaction action language statement
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If an abend occurs, the trace view is returned to the calling PStep. The trace view contains an XFAL buffer message, so
that, if PStep2 fails, the resulting XFAL message causes PStep1 to fail as well.

By using the following action statement, abend scenario 3 can be processed as a rollback. This change gives control to
the application instead of the runtime handling the abend.

WHEN DBMS ERROR

EXIT STATE is ROLLBACK

ESCAPE

When an abend occurs, the invoking server is notified of the failure and control is given to SRVRERROR() that is the
server error exit. This exit allows viewing of the contents of the XFAL message, and to amend it if necessary.

Retry
Before transactional behavior was supported, the Gen Runtime automatically retried PSteps that failed due to database
lockout conditions. Several mechanisms exist to modify the default retry behavior of the runtime.

In a transactional environment, it is important to avoid the possibility of retrying an action that was already committed, so
you must ensure that RETRY_LIMIT is set to 0. RETRY_LIMIT may be set in any or all of the following places:

• In the server environmental variable RETRY_LIMIT. (This variable controls all unless you override it.)
• In the tirdrtl.c (default retry limit) exit located in the $IEFH/src directory. (If present, this overrides the environmental

variable settings.)
• In the action language. (PStep level control)

Set RETRY_LIMIT to 0 for all transactional processing.

Data Dependent Routing
Both the developer and the system administrator have roles to play in implementing data dependent routing. The
developer needs to be aware that the data dependent routing can be accomplished by setting ranges on a given view
member.

The developer also needs to provide the system administrator with the Tuxedo View Name and View Member that is used
to determine routing and the criteria (data ranges) needed to plan the data routes. This information is needed to configure
the UBBCONFIG file to support data dependent routing.

Packaging Issues While Using Tuxedo
This article provides information for Packaging Issues While Using Tuxedo. A developer must pay special attention to
packaging because an application package can affect certain Tuxedo features.
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Some possible areas of consideration in packaging include:

• How you can most effectively use packaging to take advantage of transactional PSteps in the Tuxedo environment.
• PSteps that flow to one another and are packaged in the same load module must operate within the scope of the same

transaction.
• Be aware of a deadlock situation that the load modules create when being packaged. For example, if a called remote

PStep calls back to another PStep in the original calling Load Module. See the section Invocation Deadlock for details
of packaging conditions that can result in a Tuxedo Runtime deadlock.

Invocation

The following diagram illustrates a situation where PStepA and PStepB are both packaged in the same Server Load
Module. The result of this deadlock situation is a timeout for PStepA and PStepC.

The following flow results in the deadlock:

1. Client calls PStep A.
2. PStep A calls PStep C and waits for a response.
3. PStep C calls PStep B and waits for a response. However, PStep B cannot execute until PStep A completes.

To prevent this situation, either package PSteps, or properly configure the UBBCONFIG file of the Tuxedo Multiple
Servers Single Queue (MSSQ) feature.

Detailing the Server Managers for Tuxedo
To specify Server Managers to be built as Tuxedo Application Servers, it is essential to set TP Monitor to Tuxedo while
detailing the Server Managers. The Communications can be set to either Gen or Tuxedo depending on the type of
clients that will access the specific Server Manager. Server Managers are detailed through either the Toolset or the CSE
Construction Client. Either method is complete and independent of the other.

You can globally specify Server Manager environment default values by selecting a Business System, then detailing
the Server Environment. These default values apply to all Server Managers that do not have specifically detailed server
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environment values. You can also detail each Server Manager individually through the Server Environment Parameters
dialog.

When using Server Managers detailed for Tuxedo, you have the option of setting properties for any or all of the PSteps
associated with a certain Server Manager.

If you detail individual PStep properties, these properties are saved in the model. The procedure step properties specific
to Tuxedo are specified using two tabs of the procedure step properties dialog:

General tab - Distributed Transaction Participant
By default, the Distributed Transaction Participant check box is not checked. In this case, the associated PStep
begins a new transaction.

Tuxedo tab - Tuxedo Service Name
By default, this name is generated from the PStep source file name. You may overwrite this value if you want to
use names conforming to the standards of your company, or if you anticipate any conflict of file name within the
Tuxedo environment.

Setting the Business System Server Environment

The Server Environment is specified for all the Server Managers that constitute a Business System by highlighting a
Business System, and then selecting Detail, Server Environment from the right-click popup menu inside the Cooperative
Code Generation Window. The Server Environment Dialog that displays the Server Environment for all the Server
Managers is shown next.

NOTE
The **ALL** indicates that the specified server environment parameters define default values that apply to all the
server managers within the associated Business System that do not have explicitly detailed server environment
parameters.

Setting the Individual Server Manager Properties

The Server Environment is specified for an individual Server Manager by highlighting a Server Manager, and then
selecting Detail, Server Environment from the right click popup menu, inside the Cooperative Code Generation Window.
The Server Environment Dialog that displays the Server Environment for a particular Server Manager is shown next.
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Deploying the Tuxedo Application Servers
After building the server application, the output files from the build are located in the inqload subdirectory. These files are
the loadmodule and the PStep view file, both of which are needed for the Tuxedo configuration.

Tuxedo Administrator Tasks
The Tuxedo administrator has to set up some of the environment so the Tuxedo Application Servers can be deployed.

The following section details some of these tasks.

The Oracle Tuxedo subsystem uses semaphores, message queues, and shared memory Interprocess Communication
resources provided by the UNIX operating systems. UNIX systems often benefit from customization of kernel parameters
that are associated with these IPC resources.

The names and recommended values for IPC tuning parameters may vary depending on the operating system vendor and
the specific release. See the Oracle documentation for information on configuring UNIX kernel parameters for the Oracle
Tuxedo system.

It is important to consider the message queue parameters MSGMAX and MSGMNB. Gen Tuxedo applications support
data transfers up to 32 KB. This 32-KB buffer size must be considered when adjusting these two kernel parameters.

Create a Transaction Management Server (TMS)

Tuxedo uses Transaction Manager Servers (TMS) for distributed transaction processing. Create a TMS for each Resource
Manager (RM). The RM must conform to the X/OPEN XA interface.

NOTE
This restriction is only for Tuxedo Application Servers utilizing XA. Not all RMs are XA-compliant. RMs that are
XA-compliant include Oracle.

Typically, the Tuxedo administrator builds the TMS for each database before any Gen applications are built (that is,
compiled and linked) on the server computer.
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Building a TMS involves editing the file $TUXDIR/udataobj/RM. This file contains the list of libraries that
are required for linking with the appropriate RM. This file is also used during the Gen server build process.
So if the TMS is not built successfully, then the server build fails. Set the environment variables PATH, TUXDIR, and
SHLIB_PATH before building the TMS.

NOTE
SHLIB_PATH is the system-dependent environment variable that is used to indicate the location of the shared
libraries. Use LD_LIBRARY_PATH on Solaris, LIBPATH on AIX.

Sample RM File

# Copyright (C) 2016 CA, All rights reserved.

# RM file for AIX:

# Oracle 12c and DB2 10.1

# Copy this file into udataobj directory of your Tuxedo installation

# and rename it to RM, prior to running buildtms command

# ORACLE 12c

Oracle_XA:xaosw:-L${ORACLE_HOME}/lib -lclntsh -lsql12 -lpthread

# DB2 10.1

Db2_XA:db2xa_switch:-L{DB2DIR}/lib -ldb2 -lhppa -lm -ldld

A TMS for Oracle_XA can be built as follows:

$TUXDIR/bin/buildtms -o TMS_Oracle121 -r Oracle_XA

TMS_Oracle101:  The TMS load module that is created as a result of the above stwp.  You need to move this to

 the $TUXDIR/bin directory.

Block Mode Client (aeft)

The AEF Tuxedo Client (aeft) communicates with the Tuxedo and establishes a connection for the user. Each aeft controls
one user terminal.

The aeft is a client program containing terminal screen handling logic that builds input message blocks and processes
output message blocks. A Gen user on a local system starts this program. The aeft connects the user to Tuxedo on the
local system.

The aeft is initially stored in location $IEFH/bin, but it can be moved to another location.
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Invoking the aeft

The command syntax that is used to invoke the aeft is:

aeft [-s file_name] [-d number][-p file_name] [-b] [-a] [-t number]

All options that are associated with the command are bracketed and defined in the following table.

Parameter Description

-s file_name The name of a script file created for the current session of input
activity. This script file is used to replay the session later.

-d number The length of the delay between input messages when replaying
a script file. The delay is measured in seconds. For example, -d
0 activates replay and with 0-seconds delay between message
inputs. This parameter is required to activate the replay feature.

-p file_name The name of a script file containing input activity that is saved
during a previous session.

-b Specifies that a blank screen is displayed during playback.

-a Specifies that application menus control application security and
that no Gen transaction screen is displayed. When conditions
occur that cause the Gen transaction screen to appear, normal
terminal operation terminates and playback is resumed.

-t number A value from 0 through 31 used to activate an internal AEFT
program trace (15 is most useful level). The option creates a file
in the local directory containing the trace data. The filename is lg-
aeft-<procid>.log where <procid> is the process number of the
aeft (for example: lg-aeft-163574.log).

Environment Variables
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The following table lists aeft environment variables and descriptions.

Variable Description

AEUSER [unique, system-wide value] Provides another way of using the same Gen application on
multiple sessions on the same system.
The AEUSER variable provides the unique key for Gen profile
table access. Since Gen application restart depends on this key,
careful consideration must be given to the method for building this
unique value.
The user ID field remains unchanged for screen display.

IEFH
[directory_path]

Locates AEFT libraries. This variable must be set before an AEFT
program is started.

AEPATH Search path for executable load modules.
Set to a semicolon-delimited list of directory paths that indicate a
search order for the application directorys of the user.
Example:
AEPATH=[directory_1;directory_2;...directory_n]
Note: It is expected that each directory on the AEPATH contains
an inqload directory where the executable load modules must
reside.

AEFT Command Example

The following lines illustrate examples of commands that set certain environment variables and invoke the aeft. (These
command lines assume you are using the C Shell.)

% setenv IEFH /iefrt

% aeft

Setting Up the Server Environment

The following environment variables must be set on the server systems while bringing up the Tuxedo Application Servers.

Variable Value

TUXDIR Set to the directory where Tuxedo is installed.
Example:
setenv TUXDIR/opt/tuxedo/12.1

PATH Set to the search path for commands. This must include
$TUXDIR/bin.
Example:
setenv PATH $TUXDIR/bin;$PATH

INCLUDE Set to the directory for Tuxedo header files. This must include
$TUXDIR/include.
Example:
Setenv INCLUDE $TUXDIR/include;$INCLUDE
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SHLIB_PATH Set to the directory for Tuxedo library files. This must include
$TUXDIR/lib.
Example:
setenv SHLIB_PATH $TUXDIR/lib;$SHLIB_PATH
Note: This variable is a system-dependent environment variable
that is used to indicate the location of the shared libraries. Use
LD_LIBRARY_PATH on Solaris, LIBPATH on AIX.

TUXCONFIG Set to the full pathname of the binary configuration file that results
from the UBBCONFIG file that is described in the following
sections.
Example:
setenv TUXCONFIG=<model directory>/inqload/tuxconfig

VIEWDIR32 Set to a semi-colon separated list of directories specifying the
directory location of the view object files.
Example:
setenv VIEWDIR32=<model directory>/inqload
Note: This is not needed for clients using TCP/IP or Gen as
the communication type. See the section "Tuxedo Proxy Client
(ieftuxcl)" for setup information.

VIEWFILES32 Set to a comma-separated list of view object filenames that are
generated for the application.
Example:
VIEWFILES32=<Pstep1>.V, <Pstep2>.V,...
This is not needed for clients using TCP/IP or Gen as the
communication type. For setup information, see the section
“Tuxedo Proxy Client (ieftuxcl).”

AEPATH Search path for executable load modules.
Set to a semicolon-delimited list of directory paths that indicate a
search order for the user's application directories.
Example:
AEPATH=[directory_1;directory_2;...directory_n]
Note: It is expected that each directory on the AEPATH contains
an inqload directory where the executable load modules must
reside.

CLASSPATH Set of colon separated jolt jar files (jolt.jar, joltadmin.jar, joltjse.jar).
Example:
CLASSPATH=$TUXDIR/udataobj/jolt/jolt.jar:…:$CLASSPATH
Note: This is needed for enabling Java-based clients access to
Tuxedo Application Servers, either through the Java Proxy or Web
Generation.

IEFGXTP (UNIX and Linux only) This environment variable represents the
directory that contains the codepage translation files.

IEFH This environment variable represents the home directory for the
implementation toolset, which contains the Gen libraries and
binaries. This variable cannot be overridden by an individual user
who is connected to an AEFAD production server.

Some of these variables can also be set through the ENVFILE file as described in the following sections.
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Configure the ENVFILE on the Server Machine

All Tuxedo servers on the server machine are executed with the environment that is specified in the ENVFILE. This path
or filename also is specified in the *MACHINES section of the UBBCONFIG file.

The following code sample is a self-documented sample file which you may use as a template to configure your site-
specific ENVFILE. See your Tuxedo documentation for more specifics on the ENVFILE. A similar template ENVFILE is
included in the $IEFH/make directory.

Sample ENVFILE File

#Copyright (C) 2016 CA, All rights reserved.

#sample ENVFILE. Rename this file following modification

#Replace the <bracketed> items with the appropriate values

#List all of the binary View32 files (comma separated list)

VIEWFILES32=<view32 file>.V,<view32 file>.V

VIEWDIR32=<Target directory>

#List all the Gen required SHLIB_PATH directory

#In particular, $IEFH/make directory

SHLIB_PATH=<List all the required SHLIB_PATH list>

#Retry must not be used in distributed transaction

RETRY_LIMIT=0;

#For debugging purpose

#CMIDEBUG=0xFFFFFFFF

NOTE

• Replace <view32 file>.V with a comma-separated list of View file names.
• SHLIB_PATH is a system-dependent environment variable that is used to indicate the location of the shared libraries.

Use LD_LIBRARY_PATH on Solaris, LIBPATH on AIX.

Configuring the UBBCONFIG File

Configure several sections of the UBBCONFIG file to let Gen generated clients and servers to interact in a Tuxedo
environment. See the Oracle Tuxedo documentation on minimum Tuxedo-specific requirements, and the Gen specific
requirements that are described in the UBBCONFIG template file.

A commented UBBCONFIG template is located in $IEFH/make directory. The following sample UBBCONFIG file
illustrates a one server implementation. Pay special attention to the SERVERS and SERVICES sections.

Sample UBBCONFIG File

# Copyright (C) 2016 CA, All rights reserved.

# Sample ubbconfig file for Gen application

# Replace the <bracketed> items with the appropriate values.

# Rename this file following any modification

*RESOURCES

IPCKEY               <Replace with a valid IPC Key>

 

#Example:

#IPCKEY              123456

DOMAINID             GENAPP

MASTER               ADVANTAGE

MAXACCESSERS         15

MAXSERVERS           10
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MAXSERVICES          20

MODEL                SHM

LDBAL                Y

#Change security level as necessary

SECURITY             NONE

*MACHINES

DEFAULT:

ENVFILE="<Replace with your ENVFILE pathname>"

APPDIR="<Replace with the application directory pathname>"

TUXCONFIG="<Replace with your TUXCONFIG pathname>"

TUXDIR="<Replace with your Tuxedo installation directory>"

MAXWSCLIENTS=<replace with the MAX NUMBER OF WS CLIENTS>

TYPE="hpux"

TLOGDEVICE="<Replace with your TLOG pathname>"

TLOGNAME="TLOG"

TLOGSIZE=10

 

#Example:

#        ENVFILE="/users/tony/GENAPP/inqload/ENVFILE"

#        APPDIR="/users/tony/GENAPP/inqload"

#        TUXCONFIG="/users/tony/GENAPP/inqload/tuxconfig"

#        TUXDIR="/opt/tuxedo"

#        MAXWSCLIENTS=9

#        TYPE="hpux"

#        TLOGDEVICE="/users/tony/IT/TEST/inqload/TLOG"

#        TLOGNAME="TLOG"

#        TLOGSIZE=10

<Machine-name>        LMID=ADVANTAGE

#Example:

#salesunx             LMID=ADVANTAGE

*GROUPS

GROUP1

  LMID=ADVANTAGE   GRPNO=1 TMSNAME="TMS_Oracle" TMSCOUNT=2

  OPENINFO="Oracle_XA:Oracle_XA+Acc=P/<Oracle usrname>/<Oracle

  password>+S

  esTm=60"

GROUP2

        LMID=ADVANTAGE   GRPNO=2

#Example of OPENINFO

#for Oracle:

#OPENINFO="Oracle_XA:Oracle_XA+Acc=P/tony/tonypassword+SesTm=60"

#Create one entry in *SERVER section for every server load module

#you wish to deploy

*SERVERS

#XA Server.

<SERVER LOAD MODULE NAME> SRVGRP=GROUP1 SRVID=1

                          RQADDR=<Give a unique queue name for each

                          server LM>

                          REPLYQ=Y

                          CLOPT="-A -- -t 15"

#Non-XA Server

<SERVER LOAD MODULE NAME> SRVGRP=GROUP2 SRVID=1

                          RQADDR=<Give a unique queue name for each
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                          server LM>

                          REPLYQ=Y

                          CLOPT="-A -- -O"

#Example:

#SERVER1                  SRVGRP=GROUP1 SRVID=1

#                         RQADDR=SERVER1_Q

#                         REPLYQ=Y

#                         CLOPT="-A -- -t 15"

#

#SERVER2                  SRVGRP=GROUP2 SRVID=1

#                         RQADDR=SERVER2_Q

#                         REPLYQ=Y

#                         CLOPT="-A -- -O"

#Add security server if needed

#AUTHSVR                  SRVGRP=GROUP1 SRVID=23 RQADDR=AUTH_Q 

REPLYQ=Y

#Workstation Listener Server

WSL                       SRVGRP=GROUP1 SRVID=21   RQADDR=WSL_Q   REPLYQ=Y                  CLOPT="-A -- -n

 <Address and port no.>

#Example of  WSL network address using TCP:

#CLOPT="-A -- -n  0x00029000AC193709"

#TCP: 0002         Port: 9000          IP address: AC 19 37 09 (172.25.55.9)

# Jolt Listener (JSL) Server.

# To be set for Tuxedo server's that need to be accessed using the Jolt API

JSL     SRVGRP=GROUP1 SRVID=21   RQADDR=JSL_Q   REPLYQ=Y

        CLOPT="-A -- -n //hostName:portNumber"

# Jolt Repository Server (JREPSVR)

# The server that handles the jolt repository which stores the Server Interfaces

# used by the Jolt based clients. RepositoryFileName specifies the repository file

JREPSVR SRVGRP=GROUP1 SRVID=22 RESTART=Y MAXGEN=3 GRACE=0 

        CLOPT="-A -- -W -P repositoryFileName"

Compiling the UBBCONFIG File

The UBBCONFIG file that was created must be compiled into a binary version for use by the Tuxedo BB. This can be
done as follows:

% tmloadcf -y UBBCONFIG

It is important that the environment variable TUXCONFIG is set to the same value as directed by the TUXCONFIG
directive in the UBBCONFIG file.

Creating the TLOG

The next step is to create a TLOG file. This is done as follows:

% 

tmadmin - Copyright (c) 1996-2010 Oracle.

Portions * Copyright 1986-1997 RSA Data Security, Inc.

All Rights Reserved.

Distributed under license by Oracle.

Tuxedo is a registered trademark.
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No bulletin board exists. Entering boot mode.

> crdl -z < TLOGDEVICE> -b 200

Device created: <TLOGDEVICE>

> crlog -m <hostname>

crlog successfully completed.

> quit

%

TLOGDEVICE is the full path name for the log file, and must be the same as the value as directed by the TLOGDEVICE
directive in the UBBCONFIG file.

Booting Up the Tuxedo Application Servers

Use the following code to bring up the Tuxedo BB and the Tuxedo Application Servers:

% tmboot -y UBBCONFIG

GUI, COM, and C Proxy Clients Using Tuxedo as the Communication Type
This article provides information for GUI, COM, and C Proxy Clients Using Tuxedo as the Communication Type. Tuxedo
clients are referred to as either Native or Workstation clients.

Native clients reside on the same system as a Tuxedo server and share configuration. Workstation clients reside on
a remote machine that does not have either a bulletin board or a Tuxedo administration server. Workstation clients
communicate using a Workstation Listener (WSL).

The following diagram illustrates the components that are involved in this setup.
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Adding WSL

The GROUPS and the SERVERS section in the UBBCONFIG file must be modified to add a server that is called the
Workstation Listener (WSL).

The following must be completed before a Client using Tuxedo as the communication type can access the Tuxedo
servers.

Sample UBBCONFIG File

…

*GROUPS

…

WSL_GROUP GRPNO=1

…

*SERVERS

…

#Workstation Listener Server

WSL

   SRVGRP=WSL_GROUP

   SRVID=1

   REPLYQ=Y

   CLOPT=”-A-- -n//wslHostName:wslPortNumber”

Client Generation Considerations

Before generating the Clients (GUI, COM, or C Proxy), ensure that you have set the Server Environment Parameters (TP
Monitor and Communications) to TUXEDO. When set, generation includes the Tuxedo Application Server view files. The
client needs these view files to communicate with the Tuxedo Application Servers.

Client Setup While Using Tuxedo

The following environment variables must be set on the client systems to access the Tuxedo Application Servers. While
the clients can be either Native or Workstation, only the WSNADDR variable is applicable to Workstation clients. All other
variables are for Native clients.

Variable Value
TUXDIR Set to the directory where Tuxedo is installed.

Example:
TUXDIR=c:\tuxedo

TUXCONFIG Set to the full path name of the binary configuration file that results
from the UBBCONFIG file.
Example:
TUXCONFIG=$MODELDIR/inqload/tuxconfig

PATH Set to the search path for commands. This must include
%TUXDIR%/bin.
Example:
PATH=%TUXDIR%\bin;%PATH%

INCLUDE Set to the directory for Tuxedo header files. This must include
%TUXDIR%\include.
Example:
INCLUDE=%TUXDIR%\include;%INCLUDE%
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LIB Set to the directory for Tuxedo library files. This must include
%TUXDIR%\lib.
Example:
LIB=%TUXDIR%\lib;%LIB%

WSNADDR Set to indicate the Host name and the Port number where the
Tuxedo WSL is running.
Example:
WSNADDR=//razor:7878, where razor is the machine name of the
server and 7878 is the port number on which the WSL is listening.

VIEWDIR32 Set to a semi-colon separated list of directories specifying the
directory location of the view object files.
Example:
VIEWDIR32=c:\model\sample

VIEWFILES32 Set to a comma-separated list of view object filenames generated
for the application.
Example:
VIEWFILES32=<Pstep1>.VV, <Pstep2>.VV,…

AEPATH Search path for executable load modules.
Set to a semicolon-delimited list of directory paths that indicate a
search order for one or more of the application directories of the
user.
Example:
AEPATH=[directory_1;directory_2;...directory_n]
Note: It is expected that each directory on the AEPATH contains
an inqload directory where the executable load modules must
reside.

Building C Proxy Native Clients

The following set of commands can be used to build the native clients for C proxies.

Example

LIB=-L$(IEFH)/lib  - lpxrt.XX

CC=$(CC)

CFLAGS="<whatever other flags you need> $(LIB)"

Buildclient  - o nativeClient -f nativeClient.c

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Building C Proxy Workstation Clients

The Gen Tuxedo Workstation Client library must be linked in so that it concatenates ahead of the Tuxedo Native Clients
library.

Example

LIB=-L$(IEFH)/lib  - lpxrt.XX  - ltxwcf.XX

CC=$(CC)
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CFLAGS="<whatever other flags you need> $(LIB)"

Buildclient  - w  - o WSClient -f WSClient.c

Note:  xx refers to the current release of Gen.

Java-based Clients (Java Proxy or Web Generation) Using Tuxedo as the
Communication Type
It is possible to target Tuxedo servers using Java-based clients (Java Proxy or Web Generation Clients).

Using the Jolt product from Oracle enables this.

The following diagram illustrates the components that are involved in this kind of setup.

Client-Side Changes

For client-side changes, the steps in the following sub sections must be completed.

Modifying the commcfg.properties File

JSL_NETWORK_ADDRESS is a variable in the file commcfg.properties. This must be changed to point to the host and
the port on which the JSL is running. The commcfg.properties file is typically located in the InstallDir/Gen directory on the
client system.

Sample commcfg.properties File

…

###############TUXEDO / JOLT###############

#

# The commcfg.properties file can be used to set the Jolt System Network Address

# (JSL_NETWORK_ADDRESS) to point to the Remote System & Port Number hosting 

# the JSL.
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#

# This value in turn can be overridden by modifying the Security Exit that is

# invoked prior to the flow.

#

###########################################

JSL_NETWORK_ADDRESS=//localhost:portNumber

…

where localhost can be in IPv4 or IPv6 format.

 

Environment Variables

The CLASSPATH variable contains a colon separated list of jar files that are needed by the Java-based clients. Typically
these are jolt.jar, joltadmin.jar, joltjse.jar, and so on.

Tuxedo Proxy Client (ieftuxcl)

The Gen Tuxedo Proxy Client (ieftuxcl) functions as a Tuxedo client for multiple Gen client/server clients running
on multiple workstations. It can receive TCP/IP connections from individual clients, the Client Manager, or the
Communications Bridge (Comm Bridge). It routes requests to Tuxedo and responds back to the requesting client.

Each instance of ieftuxcl can handle up to 256 client applications, but operates as a single Tuxedo client. If necessary,
multiple instances of ieftuxcl can be started.

The following diagram illustrates how a typical setup might be using the ieftuxcl.

Case A: Client that is generated with Gen as the Communication Type using Client Manager to communicate with the
Tuxedo Application Servers through the ieftuxcl.

Case B: A client that is generated with TCP/IP as the Communication Type accessing the Tuxedo Application Servers
through ieftuxcl.
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Case C: Clients that are generated with TCP/IP as the Communication Type using the Communication (Comm) Bridge to
communicate with the Tuxedo Application Servers through the ieftuxcl.

Startup Parameters

The following table lists the parameters that can be issued on the command line when starting ieftuxcl.

Parameter Description

-i c This specifies a unique character that is used to construct a
COMMID to identify the requesting application. Each instance of
ieftuxcl must specify a different value.
Example:
$IEFH/bin/ieftuxcl -i A
It may be a good idea to push the process in the background. To
determine the best way to do this, see the UNIX System guides.

-l This specifies that each request must be verified by the security
exit. The default is no security checking. If this switch is used, the
security process validates the user ID, password, and transaction
name from each request.
If the Gen Security option is used, the buffer is not passed to this
Security Exit.

Environment Variables

The following table shows the environment variables and their descriptions.

Variable Description

IEFH This locates the Gen runtime libraries.

SERVICE_NAME This specifies the TCP/IP service that is used to accept
connections from the Comm Bridge. The default is uxptcp. The
name that is specified must be present in the /etc/services file.
Each instance of ieftuxcl must use a unique service name and
number.

SECFILE This specifies the location of the exit user ID and password file of
the default security. The default is secfile in the current working
directory.
This is an ASCII file containing a user ID and password on each
line, which is separated by one or more blanks. The maximum
length of each user ID and each password is 8 characters.
If security checking is not requested using the -l startup parameter,
this variable is not required.

Stopping ieftuxcl

To stop ieftuxcl processes, add the following to the script to stop the Tuxedo configuration before the tmshutdown
command:

$ A='ps|grep ieftuxcl|cut -fl -d"t"'

$ if test "$A" = ""

> then A='ps -e| grep ieftuxcl | cut -f1 -d"?"'

> fi

$ echo Stopping client ieftuxcl - pid $A

$ kill $A
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Server-Side Changes

The steps in the following subsections must be completed before a Java-based client can access the Tuxedo servers.

Installing Tuxedo and Jolt

The System Administrator must install the Oracle Jolt product on the server systems that use Tuxedo servers and it must
be accessible by Java-based clients. This prerequisite is in addition to the Tuxedo product that must be installed to deploy
Tuxedo servers.

Adding JSL and JREPSVR

The GROUPS and the SERVERS sections in the UBBCONFIG file must be modified to add two new servers that are
named the Jolt Server Listener (JSL) and the Jolt Repository Server (JREPSVR).

Sample UBBCONFIG File

…

*GROUPS

#Jolt related Groups.

JSL_GROUP GRPNO=4

REPSVR_GROUP GRPNO=5

…

*SERVERS

…

#Jolt related Servers

JSL

  SRVGRP=JSL_GROUP

  SRVID=21

  RQADDR=JSL_Q

  REPLYQ=Y

  CLOPT="-A -- -n//jslHostName:jslPortNumber"

 

JREPSVR

  SRVGRP=REPSVR_GROUP

  SRVID=21

  RESTART=Y

CLOPT="-A -- -W -P RepositoryFileName"

…

Enabling Tuxedo Servers for Java Client Access

You can build Tuxedo Servers for access by traditional C clients, with some minor changes as follows:

• The {PStep}.tvf file compile results are stored in a {PStep}.TV file.
• A symbolic link, {PStep}.V, is created to point to {PStep}.TV.

In addition, all the information that is needed for Java client access to the Tuxedo Servers is generated in the form of two
files: {PStep}.sh and {PStep}.jvf. Users must explicitly enable the Tuxedo Servers for access by Java-based clients as
follows:

• Shut down the Tuxedo Servers, if they are up and running.
• Execute all the {PStep}.sh scripts for all the affected servers. These scripts:

– Compile the {PStep}.jvf to obtain the {PStep}.JV files.
– Copy the {PStep}.JV files to the inqload directory.
– Change the symbolic link {PStep}.V to point to {PStep}.JV.
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NOTE
Only C clients can access Tuxedo Servers if the symbolic link {PStep}.V points to {PStep}.TV.Both C and
Java clients can access Tuxedo Servers if the symbolic link {PStep}.V points to {PStep}.JV.

Bulk Loading the Jolt Repository

When the server remotes (.RMT files) are split and built, it results in the generation of some Tuxedo-specific files for each
server load module. These files have the extensions .tvf, .jvf, and .sh.

The .jvf files make the Tuxedo servers accessible to Java-based clients. The .tvf and the corresponding .jvf files both
describe the views that the Tuxedo server uses, but differ in some of the field names and field types.

The .jblk files are the result of the compilation of the .jvf file, which takes place when the .sh files are executed by the user
to enable access by Java-based clients to Tuxedo Servers. The .jvf can also be compiled into the .jblk as follows:

$IEFH/make/jvf2jblk.sh JvfFile.jvf

The Jolt servers (JSL and JREPSVR) must be started before continuing with the compilation.

The data in the .jblk file is in a format that the Jolt Bulk Loader understands. The Tuxedo Administrator must load the
information from the .jblk file into the Jolt Repository, using the Bulk Loader tool that is provided with the Jolt installation.

java oracle.jolt.admin.jbld -p package //jslHostName:jslPortNumber JblkFileName

Where package could be a Name under which the Services are grouped.

Testing Tuxedo Applications
  

Although an application is ready for execution after the remote files are processed, we recommend that you test your
application using the Diagram Trace Utility before introducing it into your production environment. The following illustration
shows the communications between the various Tuxedo applications and the Diagram Trace Utility.
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Using Diagram Trace Utility to Test Tuxedo Applications

The Diagram Trace Utility can be used to test a generated application before it is moved to a production environment.

Diagram Trace provides a number of special capabilities that allow viewing of the Gen model elements such as Action
Diagram statements used to build the application while the program is being executed. To use the special capabilities
of Diagram Trace, certain selections need to be made when remote files are generated. These selections cause the
generation of the additional code required to implement the special capabilities available through Diagram Trace. Before a
complete application can be tested, certain application components must be built using the Build tool:

• The application database
• RI trigger logic
• Any applicable operations libraries
• All load modules

NOTE
For more information on the Diagram Trace Utility, see Diagram Trace Utility.

Enabling Diagram Trace Utility

Follow these steps:

1. Build the test application that has been generated with trace.
2. Invoke the Diagram Trace Utility on any accessible Windows system (this can be the same system):

– Launch the Diagram Trace Utility through the Start Menu: Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Diagram Trace Utility.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

– The Diagram Trace Utility will “autostart” and listen on port 4567. You can change the default port from within the
Diagram Trace Utility.

3. Set the trace environment variables in the application.ini file.
4. Set your AEPATH environment variable to include the location of the Tuxedo application that you wish to test.

Accessing and Using Diagram Trace Utility

After the Diagram Trace Utility is enabled, invoke your application as you would normally.

When an application is being tested, any of its procedure steps and/or action blocks that have been generated with trace
will communicate with the Diagram Trace Utility. No additional information is displayed with the application screens; the
application will wait until control is returned from the Diagram Trace Utility.

NOTE
For more information, see Diagram Trace Utility.

Multi-user Diagram Trace Utility Support (for Tuxedo servers communicating with IEFTUXCL only)

When a remote server application is started, one copy of the application.ini file for that application is available. Setting
the trace environment variables within this application.ini file will allow only one Diagram Trace Utility to trace any of the
servers that make up this server application.

Test environments involve multiple testers working with the same server application. In this scenario, you need to debug
from multiple client workstations and therefore, use multiple Diagram Trace Utilities.
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Override the default trace environment variables

A client transaction can transfer the host and port of the client that is executing the transaction. By providing this
information, the server can establish communication with the Diagram Trace Utility running on that client workstation. To
trace the server for each transaction initiated from a client, use the client's Diagram Trace Utility.

Follow these steps:

1. Build the server application that has been generated with trace (as before).
2. Leave the trace environment variables within the application.ini file that is located in the server application's model

directory commented out.
3. Start your servers using tmboot.
4. Invoke the Diagram Trace Utility on your client workstation.
5. Edit the application.ini file residing in your client application's executables directory.
6. Uncomment and set the trace environment variables. You can use ‘localhost’ for the TRACE_HOST variable.
7. Execute your client application.

The Diagram Trace Utility on the client workstation will be used to trace the server for each transaction initiated from
that client.

Regeneration for Changes

If changes need to be made to the application, the Gen model must be changed to generate the updated application, not
the generated code. This applies whether the change is made to correct a problem or enhance the application. After the
model is changed, regenerate that portion of the application on the development platform.

If the load module definition has not been updated by the changes, then only the necessary load module components
need to be selected for regeneration instead of the complete model. The regenerated components can then be moved to
the target system, overlaying the old versions of the components. The load module is then rebuilt. This saves the time and
resources required to split a remote file whose definition has not changed.

NOTE
Make sure that file names and suffixes to file names are carefully verified before overlaying files. If file names
differ, change the name of the new file to match the old one so that the MAKE command procedure used during
the rebuild will search for the correct file.

If a load module definition has been changed, or if most of its components have been changed, then an entirely new
remote file can be generated. The resulting remote file can then be moved to the target system, and the application built
again.

After an application is tested, it can be regenerated without the trace code (if required) and installed for production use.

Regenerating Remote Files After Testing

The code generated on the Gen workstation for testing with trace includes features, such as trace calls, that are
only needed during testing. These features increase the size of the load module significantly, as well as impact the
application's performance. Even if no changes are required as a result of the tests performed, the load module must be
regenerated without trace before it is implemented into production.

Client-Side Components of a Typical Gen Tuxedo System
This article provides information for Client-Side Components of a Typical Gen Tuxedo System including: Windows Client,
C Tuxedo Coopflow, and Java Coopflow.

The following illustration shows the client-side components that are involved in processing a Distributed Processing
cooperative flow to a Tuxedo application server.
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Windows Client

Window Manager is code that is generated and built using Gen. This code provides the interface between the application
and the user.

GUI Runtime
-Manages the Windows Client user interface and event handling for the application.

GUI Runtime Exits
-Provide opportunities to influence the processing of the GUI Runtime. The following GUI Runtime Exit entry
points are of particular interest to Tuxedo users:
WRSECTOKEN()

-Returns an indication that the system attributes CLIENT_USER_ID and CLIENT_PASSWORD must be
made available to use in the connect processing of Tuxedo.

WRSRVRERROR()
-This is given control when an error is received during the processing of a cooperative flow.

NOTE
For more information about the GUI runtime user exits, see User Exits.
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C Tuxedo Coopflow

The C Tuxedo Coopflow (Communications Runtime for Tuxedo) interfaces to the Tuxedo software using the ATMI API.
This interface facilitates the client connect and disconnect from Tuxedo, performs Tuxedo buffer management, and
performs the synchronous transmission of the cooperative flow to a Tuxedo service application (and so to the Gen Server
Manager). The C Coopflow is made up of the following subcomponents:

C Tuxedo MsgObj
-Facilitates the transformation of data between the Gen import and export views and the View32 buffers of
Tuxedo.

C Tuxedo CoopFlow
-Manages the interaction with the Tuxedo software using the ATMI API.

C Tuxedo Client Exits
-Provides exit opportunities to influence the processing of the C Tuxedo CoopFlow component. These exit
points allow you to set the user context of a Tuxedo connection. Also, the data that is transferred can be viewed,
modified, or both, before being sent to the server application and upon return from the server. The following
Tuxedo Client Exit entry points are invoked by the C Tuxedo CoopFlow processing:
ci_c_sec_set()

-Allows control of user context of Tuxedo connection.
ci_c_user_data_out ()

-Provides access to outbound View32 buffer before invoking the target service (that is, before tpcall()).
ci_c_user_data_in ()

-Provides access to inbound View32 buffer on return from the target service (that is, after tpcall()).

NOTE
For more information about the client user exits, see User Exits.

Java Coopflow

The Java Coopflow (Java-based Communications Runtime for Tuxedo) interfaces to the Tuxedo software using the
Java API from Tuxedo made available through the Jolt product of Oracle. This interface facilitates the client connect
and disconnect from Tuxedo, performs Tuxedo buffer management, and performs the synchronous transmission of the
cooperative flow to a Tuxedo service application (and so to the Gen Server Manager). The Java Coopflow is made up of
the following subcomponents:

Java Tuxedo MsgObj
-The Java Tuxedo MsgObj sets up the message packets (Application import and export views) that are sent
across to the Tuxedo Application Servers using the Java API of Jolt.

Java Tuxedo CoopFlow
-The Java Tuxedo Coopflow sets up the communications with the Tuxedo Application Servers using the Java API
of Jolt.

Java Tuxedo Client Exits
-Provides exit opportunities to influence the processing of the Java CoopFlow. These exit points allow you to set
the user context of a Jolt connection. Also, the data that is transferred can be viewed, modified, or both, before
being sent to the server application and upon return from the server. The following Java Client Exits are invoked
by the Java CoopFlow:
TUXDynamicSecurityExit ()

-The Java Tuxedo CoopFlow instantiates an object of the security exit and provides it with the default
User Name, User Password, Next Location, Tran Code, Procedure Name, and Model Name. The
security exit can be modified to examine the supplied data and possibly modify the User Name and User
Password. The security exit can also set the User Role and Application Password. The Java Tuxedo
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CoopFlow retrieves these parameters using the methods that are provided by the Security exit and uses
them while creating a new Jolt Session using the Jolt API.

TUXDynamicCoopF
lowExit ()-The Java Tuxedo CoopFlow instantiates an object of this user exit and provides it with a
handle to the JoltRemoteService object. The OutData() member function can be modified to use the
JoltRemoteService object to tailor the data that is sent to the server through the Java Tuxedo Message
Object. The InData() member function can be modified to use JoltRemoteService to inspect the data
received from the Tuxedo Application Server.

NOTE
For more information about the client user exits, see User Exits.

Server-Side Components of a Typical Gen Tuxedo System
This article provides information for Server-Side Components of a Typical Gen Tuxedo System including; Cooperative
Flow and Server-to-Server Flow.

A Typical Gen Tuxedo Cooperative Flow

The following illustration shows the server-side components that are involved in processing a typical client-to-server
Tuxedo cooperative flow.

Server Runtime

Provides flow control including the processing of server-to-server flows, error handling, mapping of view data and
interactions with associated resource managers.

Server Runtime Exits
Provides opportunities to influence the processing of the server runtime. The following server Runtime Exit entry
points are of particular interest to Tuxedo users:
TIRELOG ()

-Allows user access to error conditions that occur during the processing of a Server Manager Procedure
Step. This exit is invoked from the Server Runtime of the Server Manager in which the error was
encountered.

SRVRERROR ()
-Invoked from the Server Runtime of the server that invoked the failing server, when processing a server-
to-server flow. The exit provides access to the error returned from the failing Server Manager Procedure
Step.
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Tuxedo Server Runtime

Provides three entry points that are used by Tuxedo to pass control to the code of the service. These are:

tpsvrinit ()
-Called by Tuxedo when it boots a service.

TuxODCSvc ()-
Called by Tuxedo when it receives a cooperative flow buffer targeting a Procedure Step that corresponds to the
associated Tuxedo service.

Tpsvrdone ()-
Called by Tuxedo when it shuts down a server.

Tuxedo Server Runtime Exits
Provide exit opportunities to influence the processing of the Tuxedo Server Runtime component. These exit
points expose processing detail of the Tuxedo Server Runtime. Also, the data that is transferred can be viewed,
modified, or both, upon receipt from the client and then before return to the client. The following Tuxedo Server
Runtime Exit entry points are invoked by the Tuxedo Server Runtime processing:
ci_s_post_svrinit()-

Invoked at the very end of the processing of the tpsvrinit() function (see the previous description of the
Tuxedo Server Runtime).

ci_s_post_begin()-
Invoked when the flow, which is being processed by the Server, results in the initiation of a transaction.

ci_s_user_data_in()-
Invoked for each server providing access to the inbound View32 buffer being passed in to the server from
the client application.

ci_s_user_data_out()-
Invoked for each server providing access to the View32 buffer being returned from the server to the
invoking client application.

ci_s_pre_end()-
Invoked by the server that initiated a transaction, before terminating the global transaction.

ci_s_post_end()-
Invoked when the Server that initiated a transaction, before returning control to its invoking client, but after
the associated global transaction has been completed (that is, committed or aborted).

ci_s_post_svrdone()-
Invoked at the very end of the processing of the tpsvrdone() function (see the previous description of the
Tuxedo Server Runtime).

NOTE
For more information about the server runtime user exits, see User Exits.

Server Manager

The Server Manager code is generated and built using Gen. The generated server code provides all the business logic
and database access, and contains the Procedure Steps that are the targets of cooperative flow, that is, the clients
request the services that are provided by a specific Procedure Step.

Components Involved in Server-to-Server Flow

The following illustration shows the components that are involved in processing a server-to-server Tuxedo cooperative
flow.
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This illustration shows the flow from one server manager to another server, hence the name server-to-server. The
behavior of the server that initiates the flow is identical to that of the Windows client. A comparable component,
Communications Runtime for Tuxedo, is added to the set of server components to process the flow that is initiated by the
server that is now behaving as a client. The set of components of the target server remains the same as those that are
involved in a client-to-server flow.

User Exit Functions
The User Exit functions that are defined in this section are categorized according to the client or server component in
which they are used. Several of the User Exit Functions may be used by more than one component.

For example, some of the client exits invoked for a Window Manager on a client-to-server flow are the same as those
invoked from a Server Manager on a server-to-server flow.

NOTE
For a detailed description of each of the following user exits, see User Exits in Distributed Processing.

C/C++ Client Runtime Exits

The following user exits influence the processing within the GUI Runtime.

User Exit Name Source Code Description

WRSECTOKEN wrexitn.c Client-Side Security exit

WRSRVRERROR wrexitn.c Sync Cooperative flow server error exit

The following user exits influence the processing within the C and COM Proxy Runtime.

User Exit Name Source Code Description

WRSECTOKEN proxyxit.c Client-Side Security exit
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The following user exits influence the behavior of the C Tuxedo CoopFlow processing.

User Exit Name Source Code Description

ci_c_sec_set cictuxwsx.c Set user supplied security data into the
security data fields that are located in
Tuxedo TPINIT structure.

ci_c_user_data_out cictuxwsx.c Gives you the opportunity to inspect or
modify the cooperative flow request buffer
before Tuxedo sending the request to the
target Tuxedo service. Invoked before the
TPCALL for those clients connecting to
Tuxedo servers residing on a separate
host.

ci_c_user_data_in cictuxwsx.c Gives you the opportunity to inspect or
modify the cooperative flow request buffer
on return from the target Tuxedo service.
Invoked on return from the TPCALL for
those clients connecting to Tuxedo servers
residing on a separate host. Also, this exit
allows the client to disconnect from the
server following each flow.

ci_c_user_data_out cictuxx.c Gives you the opportunity to inspect or
modify the cooperative flow request buffer
before Tuxedo sending the request to the
target Tuxedo service. Invoked before the
TPCALL for those clients connecting to
Tuxedo servers residing on the same host
(used for server-to-server flows).

ci_c_user_data_in cictuxx.c Gives you the opportunity to inspect or
modify the cooperative flow request buffer
on return from the target Tuxedo service.
Invoked on return from the TPCALL for
those clients connecting to Tuxedo servers
residing on the same host. Also, this exit
allows the client to disconnect from the
server following each flow (used for server-
to-server flows).

The following user exits influence the behavior of the Java Tuxedo CoopFlow processing.

Java Class Name Description

TUXDynamicSecurityExit The Java Tuxedo client security user exit

TUXDynamicCoopFlowExit The Java Tuxedo Cooperative flow user exit
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Server Runtime Exits

The server runtime exits provide opportunities to influence the processing of the server runtime. The two exits, TIRELOG
and SRVRERROR, are only invoked if an error condition occurs.

User Exit Name Source Code Description

SRVRERROR tirserrx.c Server to server error exit that is invoked
when an error condition occurs during
server-to-server flow.

TIRELOG tirelog.c Server error handling routine that is invoked
before the error response is returned to the
client.

Tuxedo Server Runtime Exits

Tuxedo server runtime exits provide opportunities to access the request/reply buffer during the flow, and providing an
opportunity to influence the Tuxedo server runtime component.

User Exit Name Source Code Description

ci_s_user_data_out cistuxx.c Gives you the opportunity to inspect or
modify the cooperative flow request buffer
before being passed to the server manager.

ci_s_user_data_in cistuxx.c Gives you the opportunity to inspect or
modify the cooperative flow request buffer
on return from the server manager.

ci_s_post_begin cistuxx.c This user exit is called after Tuxedo
tpbegin() is invoked.

ci_s_pre_end cistuxx.c This user exit is called just before a
transaction being committed using Tuxedo
tpcommit().

ci_s_post_end cistuxx.c This user exit is called just after a
transaction has been committed using
Tuxedo tpcommit().

ci_s_post_svrinit cistuxx.c This user exit is called during server
initialization by Tuxedo tmboot processing.

ci_s_post_svrdone cistuxx.c This user exit is called during server
shutdown by Tuxedo tmshutdown
processing.

NOTE
For more information about the server runtime user exits, see User Exits.

Tuxedo Error Messages
This article provides information about the types of messages output by Gen generated client and server programs in
Tuxedo networks. The messages are presented in alphabetical order within message type.

If you receive any of these error messages, see the Tuxedo documentation at your site for an explanation of the cause of
the error and the recovery procedures to resolve the problem.
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Tuxedo errors are viewed from three distinct locations:

• ULOG.<MMDDYY>: Tuxedo error logging file.
• Gen error message: Displayed to screen from Gen.
• stderr file: Generated by Tuxedo.

Client Error Messages

The following table explains the various client error messages.

Error Remarks

The Tuxedo Client hangs while attempting a flow Tuxedo V6.3-the environment variables VIEWDIR32 and
VIEWFILES32 on the server do not point to the view definition
directory and files corresponding to the VIEW definitions of the
client.
Message in Tuxedo server ULOG file:
085245.nimrod!WSH.2830: WSNAT_CAT:1015: ERROR:
Message decode failure
085245.nimrod!WSH.2830: WSNAT_CAT:1057: ERROR: Error
processing message that is received from network. This issue was
fixed in Tuxedo V6.4.

TIRM030E: Application failed-Updates have been backed out
ODC: Tuxedo Error in ci_c_sec_set = 12: TPESYSTEM - internal
system error

WSNADDR on client is not set or is set incorrectly.
Tuxedo is not available on the server computer (WSL is not
running).

TIRM030E: Application failed-Updates have been backed out
ODC: Tuxedo Error in ci_c_sec_set = 8: TPEPERM - bad
permissions

Security is enabled for Tuxedo and the client did not give the valid
application password or user ID and password combination.

TIRM030E: Application failed-Updates have been backed out
ODC: Tuxedo Error in tpalloc(SERVER_IM) = 12: TPESYSTEM -
internal system error

VIEWDIR32/VIEWFILES32 on client is not set or is set incorrectly.

TIRM030E: Application failed-Updates have been backed out
OCD: Tuxedo Error in tpcall() = 6: TPENOENT - no entry found

The Tuxedo service is not available because it is unadvertised or
because the server containing the service is no longer running.

TIRM030E: Application failed-Updates have been backed out
ODC: Tuxedo Error in tpcall() = 12: TPESYSTEM - internal system
error

Tuxedo V6.4-the VIEWDIR32/VIEWFILES32 environment
variables do not contain the view definition for the client VIEW
buffer.
Tuxedo has been shut down. (Need to issue a tpterm() on the
client.)

Flow Diagrams for Tuxedo
The focus of Flow Diagrams for Tuxedo is to provide information about where and when the various user exits entry points
are invoked.

The following set of flow diagrams provides a high-level view of the processing that is provided by the client-to-server
and server-to-server components. Also, these diagrams provide insight into the processing relationship of the various
components that are involved in a Tuxedo cooperative processing application.

Sometimes, the flows can be viewed independently. These flows depict isolated activities where the processing is
unrelated to other flow diagrams. However, the client-side and server-side flows have a relationship that is depicted on
two flow diagrams, one showing the client-side, the other showing the server-side.

The diagrams define each flow component as a separate column. Within the flow, there are interactive steps between
components that must be completed before the flow can proceed. Double-ended arrows depict interactive steps. Single-
ended arrows show where control of the flow is passed from one component to another.
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Server Startup Processing

The following flow diagram explains about the server setup processing.

Client-Side Processing of a Client-to-Server

The following flow diagram explains about the client-side processing of a client-to-server flow.

* The tpcall user exit causes the flow to transfer to the server (see Server-Side Processing of a Client-to-Server.)
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Server-Side Processing of a Client-to-Server

The following flow diagram explains about the server-side processing of a client-to-server flow.

Client-Side Processing of a Server-to-Server Flow

The following flow diagram explains about the client-side processing of a server-to-server flow.
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Server Shutdown Processing

The following flow diagram explains about the server shutdown processing.
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Using the Application.ini File in Tuxedo
The Application.ini file in Tuxedo is delivered in the $IEFH (for UNIX) directory. It contains a set of environment variables
that are read by the runtime during application execution.

Starting with AllFusion Gen r7.6, the runtime utilizes a file that is named application.ini. The use of this file is to reduce the
number of environment variables that must be set outside of the runtime for generated applications.

For providing environment variable uniqueness to each generated application, the application.ini file is copied from $IEFH
into the build directory of the application. Before the application is executed, this file can be modified by the user to set
these environment variables exclusively for the associated application. Once the file is copied into the build directory of
the application, it does not get overridden.

Application.ini Contents

The application.ini file contains a set of commented environment variables. Before using any of these environment
variables, you must remove the comment from the variable (“;”) and modify the value as necessary.

The application.ini contains the following environment variables:

Environment Variable Description Default

TRACE_ENABLE Used to enable communications with the
Diagram Trace Utility.

1

TRACE_HOST Used to define the Windows machine that
runs the Diagram Trace Utility.

<none>

TRACE_PORT Used to define the port that the Diagram
Trace Utility listens to.

4567

Where TRACE_HOST can be in IPv4 or IPv6 format.

Working With WebSphere MQ
This section presents the WebSphere MQ topics that have a direct influence on the definition and execution of a Gen
WebSphere MQ DP application.

Before exploring how to define a Gen distributed processing application to use WebSphere MQ, it is important to
understand the concepts and terminology of Websphere MQ.

NOTE
If you have an understanding of WebSphere MQ, you can skip this section.

WebSphere MQ is an integrated component in the family of communication server products from IBM, and is the
Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM) of IBM. It simplifies the task of connecting applications across unlike operating
environments. WebSphere MQ applications communicate in a loosely coupled manner. That is, rather than being
components bound together through some transport protocol, each application component communicates to a
WebSphere MQ component known as a queue manager.
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A collection of queue managers can be deployed to support the distribution of application components across a network,
where each WebSphere MQ queue manager is responsible for forwarding messages to the queue manager associated
with the target of a message request. The receiving queue manager can be on the same physical machine, or on a
different machine that is connected through a network. The machines and operating environments do not have to be the
same type as the queue manager accepting the request, they can be any type that is supported by WebSphere MQ.

The queue manager that accepts a request from an application component is known as the local queue manager (also
called the source queue manager). The queue manager who is associated with the target of a message request is known
as the remote queue manager (or target queue manager).

NOTE
If an application component making a request and the application component that is the target of the request are
associated with the same queue manager, then the same queue manager that acts as both local and remote
queue manager.

The components of a WebSphere MQ application use a common application programming interface (API) known as
the Message Queue Interface, or MQI, to communicate with their associated queue managers. Therefore, before an
application component can issue any MQI calls, it must be connected to a queue manager. After the application is
connected to a queue manager, the queue manager processes all MQI calls issued by the application. For the application,
the queue manager is synonymous with the network, and takes care of all routing and delivery issues.

Each application component defines the data to be exchanged, where the data is handled as a string of bytes that has
meaning to the communicating components. The application data, together with a collection of WebSphere MQ control
information (a message descriptor) comprise a WebSphere MQ message, which is then placed into one of the various
WebSphere MQ queues.

WebSphere MQ queues exist independently of the applications that use them. A queue is a data structure that stores
messages, and each queue has queue attributes that determine what happens when an application references the queue
through an MQI call. Each queue belongs to, and is maintained by, a given queue manager, and is a local queue to that
queue manager. By contrast, a remote queue is a queue that belongs to another queue manager. A given queue manager
puts the messages that it receives onto the appropriate queue, as directed by the application, through the MQI.

Client Types

WebSphere MQ provides the following ways to accept MQI requests from an application program:

• Locally
A WebSphere MQ server is a fully capable queue manager, able to process any request it receives.

• Remotely
The WebSphere MQ server accepts MQI calls that originate from application programs executing on different physical
machines. This mechanism requires those applications to use the WebSphere MQ client software.
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The WebSphere MQ Client software is provided as part of the WebSphere MQ product and can be installed on a
machine without having to install an entire WebSphere MQ queue manager. This client software accepts MQI requests
from application programs, and passes the MQI requests to a WebSphere MQ server executing on another processor.
When a client application component issues an MQI call, the client formats the parameter values of the call into an
MQI request and sends the request to the server. The server receives the request, performs the action that is specified
in the request, and sends a response back to the client.

NOTE
Whether the WebSphere MQ application is a client or server, the MQI remains the same and the application
code does not change. However, it is the library that is used at link-edit time that determines if the application
communicates with a WebSphere MQ server directly or uses the WebSphere MQ client software.

Message and Queue Types

WebSphere MQ defines the following types of messages:

• Datagram
A simple message with no expected reply.

• Request
A message with an expected reply.

• Reply
The answer to a request.

• Report
A message that describes an event such as an error.

Each application component can access one or more queues to process a flow of one or more messages through its
queue manager. For example, an application component can have a request message that is placed in a target queue
that is managed by a remote queue manager. The same application receives the reply to the request from a local queue
managed by its associated queue manager. The key thing to note here is that there does not have to be a network
connection between the application components, only a connection to their respective queue managers.

As WebSphere MQ supports different types of messages. It also supports different types of queues. Each queue must
have a unique name within a given queue manager. Before an application can make use of a queue, the queue must
first be created and made known to its owning queue manager. Also, an application must open the queue so that it can
be accessed for its expected usage (such as input, output, and inquiry). Each queue has many attributes that define the
allowed behavior for the queue to its owning queue manager.

The queue type attribute helps establish the intended use of the queue. WebSphere MQ supports the following types of
queues:

• Local Queue
A queue that is owned by the queue manager to which a given application is connected. Application programs can Put
messages to, or Get messages from, local queues.
Also, each queue manager can have several special purpose local queues that support the processing of application
messages by the queue manager.

NOTE
Applications cannot get messages from remote queues.

• Remote Queue
A queue that is owned by a queue manager other than the local queue manager. A local queue manager defines a
remote queue with only sufficient information to locate the queue. The queue manager that owns the queue manages
all attributes for the queue. Remote queues can only be used to Put messages. It is not possible to Get messages from
remote queues.

• Alias Queue
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An application processes an alias queue as though it were an actual queue. The owning queue manager maps any
request for the alias queue to the actual queue.

• Model Queue
A model queue is not an actual queue. It acts as a template containing a set of queue attributes. An application uses a
model queue when it must create a dynamic local queue.

• Dynamic Queue
A temporary local queue that is created on demand by an application request. The model queue, specified when the
dynamic queue is created, provides the collection of queue attributes that are needed by a queue manager before it
can create the dynamic queue.

Supported Application Behaviors

WebSphere MQ includes support for the following application behaviors:

• Simple Messaging
Applications that use simple messaging do not expect a reply. The application sends a datagram message to a target
queue. This type of application behavior is also known as fire and forget. Simple messaging is often used for event
logging.

• Request/Response
Applications using request/response behavior make use of both the request and reply message types. The requesting
application adds control information to the request message to identify the name of the queue manager and the queue
to which the corresponding response must be sent. The application processing the request uses the reply to control
information to return the response to the requesting application.

• Event Driven
WebSphere MQ can initiate applications in response to a message arriving on a particular queue. The event is
represented by the contents of the message. WebSphere MQ drives the application that is associated with the queue,
and the queue manager defines certain conditions as constituting trigger events. When a queue that is configured
for triggering receives a trigger event, the queue manager sends a trigger message to a local queue, which is known
as an initiation queue. The presence of a trigger message on the initiation queue indicates that a triggered event
occurred.

• A trigger monitor is an application that monitors an initiation queue that is associated with a queue manager. When a
trigger message arrives on the initiation queue, the trigger monitor retrieves it and, typically, the trigger monitor starts
an application that is specified in the message on the initiation queue.

• Time Independent
With message queuing, the exchange of messages between sending and receiving programs is time independent.
That is, the sending and receiving applications are decoupled so that the sender can continue processing without
having to wait for the receiver to acknowledge the receipt of the message. The target application does not need to be
running when the message is sent, as it is able to retrieve the message after it starts.

Supported Processing Options

WebSphere MQ lets an application designate which message it processes from a designated queue. You can select the
messages based on the following criteria:

• MsgId
• Correlation ID
• Both MsgId and Correlation ID
• No criteria

In each case, the message that is returned is the first message on the queue that satisfies the selection criteria. If the
application is using no criteria, the first message on the queue is returned.

NOTE
For more information about WebSphere MQ, see the appropriate IBM WebSphere MQ documentation.
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Developing Gen WebSphere MQ Applications
This article provides information for Developing Gen WebSphere MQ Applications. A Gen Distributed Processing (DP)
application is a client/server application, where the client exchanges a cooperative flow request with the server.

To understand how Gen uses WebSphere MQ, you must understand the following concepts:

• Gen applications make use of the Request/Response type of application behavior, exchanging WebSphere MQ
request and reply messages. Client interaction with servers is considered to be time dependent. A Gen application
is considered tightly coupled, in that the client and server are considered to be logically bound together while the
cooperative flow is processed.

• Gen applications do not use WebSphere MQ syncpoint coordination. Message Put and Get requests operate outside
the WebSphere MQ unit-of-work protocol. Put requests are immediately written to the queue, and Get requests
immediately remove messages from the queue. That is, no application syncpoint is necessary for these operations to
take effect.

• Gen WebSphere MQ applications do not require that their queues be persistent. The persistence attribute for a given
message is determined by the default persistence value (DEFPSIST) associated with the target message queue. The
queue manager maintains the attributes of the target queue.

NOTE
For more information about WebSphere MQ, see the appropriate documentation from IBM.

Distributed Processing Client Implementation
The following diagram shows an example of a Windows GUI Client communicating to a Gen WebSphere MQ Server. This
diagram depicts the relationship of the application components and WebSphere MQ when processing a cooperative flow.

Gen DPC applications initiate cooperative flows to DPS applications. When a window manager is generated, the set
of server environment parameters associated with the server manager that contains the target Pstep determines the
transport type used by the DPC, for a given flow. That is, the communication type associated with the server manager
must be set to WebSphere MQ before the window manager is generated. The subset of server environment parameters
describing WebSphere MQ values are also important, as they control the interface between the DPC and WebSphere MQ
so that the DPC can communicate with the Psteps located within the given server manager.
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The set of server environment parameters describing WebSphere MQ attributes define the following:

• WebSphere MQ Client Type
Distributed Processing Client (DPC) applications can dynamically load one of two WebSphere MQ libraries to provide
access to their local queue managers. The value of the client type parameter allows the DPC to communicate
directly with a WebSphere MQ server, or to make use of the WebSphere MQ client software. The default causes the
supporting runtime to dynamically load a Gen runtime library that uses the WebSphere MQ client software.

• Queue Manager Name
Defines the name of the local queue manager. The default queue manager is defined within WebSphere MQ
configuration.

• Queue Name
Defines the queue name associated with the server manager containing the target Pstep. The default is to use the
name of the associated server manager.

• Reply Queue Name
Provides the name of the queue that defines the reply-to queue. By default the reply-to queue parameter defines a
dynamic queue, and has the value:

    SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE  

If the specified reply queue name provides the name of a model queue, WebSphere MQ creates the reply-to queue as a
dynamic reply-to queue. The dynamic reply-to queue takes its attributes from a specified model queue. The name of the
resulting dynamic queue defaults to:

    username.taskid.threadid.*  

You can override the default value using a Gen provided user exit. The user exit is specific to the language in which the
MQ client is implemented.

• Clients implemented in C need to use the CI_MQS_DynamicQName_Exit() user exit function located in the cimqclex.c
source file.

• Clients implemented in Java need to use the getDynamicQName() method contained within the
MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit class.

NOTE
For more information about these user exits, see User Exits .

Optionally, the reply-to queue parameter can specify the name of a local queue. MQSeries configures the attributes of the
local queue, which can be defined to its queue manager as being shared or non-shared.

Distributed Processing Server Implementation
You can deploy Gen DPS applications built for WebSphere MQ to a variety of target environments that include Windows,
UNIX, z/OS CICS, and z/OS IMS, only if the interaction is with a WebSphere MQ server that supports a fully capable
queue manager. DPS applications are built using only the WebSphere MQ server library. So, you cannot deploy them to
environments that only use the WebSphere MQ client software, as explained in Client Types.

Due to the differences in the target environments, WebSphere MQ server manager behavior, from a Gen perspective can
be categorized into one of the following:

• UNIX or Windows
• z/OS (CICS and IMS)

The following subsections explain WebSphere MQ server managers within these two categories.
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Non-z/OS Environments

The non-z/OS WebSphere MQ environments support a Gen DPS application execution in one of two ways. You can
invoke a server manager by using one of the following methods:

• Started as a long-running daemon task.
• Invoked by a WebSphere MQ trigger monitor.

The difference between these two methods of execution is in how you invoke the server manager executable, and
includes differences in the startup arguments. For information about the commands used to start the daemon, see
Configuring Windows and UNIX Servers.

After the server manager starts, the server manager completes the following tasks:

1. Connects to its queue manager
2. Processes a request messages that has been delivered to the queue manager's local queue
3. Extracts the message ID and reply-to queue name from the request message
4. Incorporates the message ID into a response message (to become the correlation ID), and returns a reply message to

the reply-to queue name.

The correlation ID in the reply message allows the Gen DPC to retrieve the corresponding response to a given request
when the requesting DPC application is sharing a reply-to queue.

The non-z/OS Gen WebSphere MQ server managers support server-to-server flows using the WebSphere MQ
Communication Runtime (the CFB MsgObj and WebSphere MQ CoopFlow). The server manager that initiates the flow
takes on the role of the DPC.

Server-to-Server Processing
The following diagram shows the relationship of application components and WebSphere MQ when processing a server-
to-server cooperative flow:
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The two distinct Gen WebSphere MQ runtimes that are involved in processing a server-to-server flow are as follows:

• WebSphere MQ server runtime is linked with the server manager, allowing the server manager to receive message
requests and to return reply messages through its connected WebSphere MQ Queue Manager.

• Communications runtime for WebSphere MQ allows a DPS server application to flow to another DPS. This is the same
runtime that a DPC application uses (the CFB MsgObj and WebSphere MQ CoopFlow).

Server to server MQ cooperative flows are not supported within z/OS environments.

z/OS WebSphere Support for Distributed Processing Servers
This article provides information for z/OS WebSphere Support for Distributed Processing Servers. You can build Gen
WebSphere MQ DPS applications for deployment as z/OS CICS or IMS transactions.

The supporting Server Runtimes for each of these z/OS environments determine how incoming messages are obtained,
based on how the transaction is started in its respective TP environment.

z/OS CICS Environments

Gen supports two methods for invoking a CICS DPS application through WebSphere MQ. They are:

• Using a trigger monitor to dispatch each server manager directly.
• Using a trigger monitor to invoke the Transaction Dispatcher for CICS (TDC).

Dispatching each server manager directly makes use of the trigger monitor for CICS that is provided by IBM. Each server
manager has its own local triggered application queue that is defined to WebSphere MQ, and each of these application
queues must be associated with a WebSphere MQ process definition object that describes the application that eventually
processes the messages that are placed upon the queue. For information about this type of DPC-to-DPS flow, see DPC-
to-DPS Flow Using a z/OS CICS Trigger Monitor in the section “Flow Diagrams.”

Also, each triggered application queue must define the trigger event rules that cause placement of a trigger message
into an initiation queue. A trigger monitor services those trigger messages that are delivered to one or more initiation
queues. When a trigger message arrives on an initiation queue, the trigger monitor retrieves the trigger message and
issues a command to activate the defined application. The trigger message contains detailed information, specifically
the application queue name passed as data to the invoked DPS application. The invoked application opens the specified
application queue and retrieves the request message. For more information about triggering, see the appropriate IBM
documentation.

z/OS CICS: The TDC

The Transaction Dispatcher for CICS (TDC) is a CICS application that is provided by Gen, and is the second method of
invoking a CICS DPS application. The TDC also makes use of the trigger monitor from IBM, but the TDC is designated as
the processing application associated with the local queue.

The TDC acts as a surrogate for inbound messages. When triggered, it reads the WebSphere MQ queue and spawns
the appropriate Gen server manager, based on the content of the inbound message. The TDC passes the message to
the server manager either in CICS temporary storage or as a record in a VSAM file. When the server manager begins
processing, the runtime detects initiation through the TDC and reads the message without directly accessing the MQS.
The server manager posts the reply message through the runtime. For an illustration, see DPC-to-DPS Flow Using TDC in
the section “Flow Diagrams.”

The TDC allows multiple CICS Gen server managers to share WebSphere MQ application queue. Also, the TDC ensures
that a single trigger event causes complete processing of the associated application queue, thus emptying the queue. If
you only use a trigger monitor without the TDC (see DPC-to-DPS Flow Using a z/OS CICS Trigger Monitor) it is possible
that the trigger rules do not always create a trigger event, which could leave request messages in the queue awaiting
processing.
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If the TDC detects that the WebSphere MQ queue depth rose above a set level, the TDC spawns extra copies of itself,
processing the current WebSphere MQ queue in parallel. These copies are considered child processes of the TDC,
inheriting their parameters from the original process. These child processes cannot spawn more instances of themselves.
The TIRMQTDX user exit allows you to set the queue depth and number of allowed child processes.

Another option available with the TDC is transaction level security. Without the TDC, the security context of the target DPS
application is derived from the user context that is associated with the trigger monitor. With the TDC, there are alternate
implementations for obtaining the user ID, through the user exit TIRMQTDX. Among its tasks, TIRMQTDX controls which
security context must be in effect when starting the target DPS application. The exit directs the TDC to start the DPS
application in one of the following three ways:

• Use the user ID associated with the started TDC (this is the default behavior, and is the same as in a non-TDC
implementation).

• Use the user ID context extracted from the inbound request message. The TDC obtains the inbound request message
from the designated application queue before invoking the target DPS application. The exposure to the request
message allows the TDC to extract the user ID from the message and use it when starting the DPS application.

• Use a user ID value that is provided through the TIRMQTDX user exit.

For more information about the TDC, see the section “Flow Diagrams.”

z/OS IMS Environment

Gen also supports WebSphere MQ DPS deployment on the z/OS IMS application environment. The IMS DPS WebSphere
MQ environment is implemented similarly to the CICS WebSphere MQ runtime, where the DPS is dispatched using the
CICS trigger monitor from IBM (the non-TDC implementation). For IMS, the trigger monitor is an IMS transaction from IBM
called CSQQTRMN.

Packaging and Construction Attributes
The process of developing a WebSphere MQ cooperative application is similar to building other types of Gen cooperative
applications. The Gen Design tool provides a set of integrated facilities that allow an application developer to specify
different aspects of the Gen cooperative application. These tools include the following facilities:

• Setting Business System Defaults
• Dialog Design
• Dialog Flow Browser
• Window Navigation Diagram
• Event Browser
• Action Diagram
• Dialect Definition

In addition to the tools used to design an application, Gen provides a set of integrated tools to describe the construction
characteristics of the various components that make up the modeled application. These integrated tools allow you to
perform the following tasks:

• Set default properties for the application.
• Detail the packaging characteristics of individual application components.
• Generate the packaged application components.

Within a model, each defined component has a set of properties that can be added to the model definition of the
application. For a cooperative application, there is a set of properties that apply to a window manager, and a set of
properties that apply to a server manager. Each individual property typically has a default value, although the construction
tools allow overriding of the various property value settings.
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In addition, the target execution environment of the application component can be detailed and added to the model
definition of the application. Environment parameters are used when generating a given application component, and each
application component can have its own set of environment parameters, or it can make use of a set of default environment
parameters defined for the entire application.

When an application component is generated, the values of the environment parameters determine which of the property
values of the component are relevant. For example, WebSphere MQ properties are only referenced when generating a
WebSphere MQ application component, and TCP/IP properties are only referenced when generating a TCP/IP application
component.

The transport mechanism used by a DPC (window manager, or proxy) to flow to a DPS (server manager) is a
characteristic of the execution environment of the server manager. The associated environment parameters of the server
manager define its communication method and the TP Monitor environment into which it is deployed. That is, the specific
transport mechanism generated for a window manager or proxy to use for a given DPC-to-DPS flow, is determined by the
environment parameters associated with the server manager containing the target DPS.

Within construction, the component of an application can have its properties and environment parameters detailed using
either the packaging or the generation tool.

Specify Properties Through the Toolset
This article provides information for Use the Cooperative Packaging tool to specify both the server manager environment
properties, and WebSphere MQ-specific properties.

Open Cooperative Packaging Tool

The Cooperative Packaging tool displays all the defined server and window managers. With this tool, you have the option
of setting parameters for the complete business system or for individual server managers. If you set parameters for the
complete business system, you can still override these settings for individual servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Construction, Packaging.
2. Double-click Packaging in the Diagrams panel of the Tree View.

Or
Select Diagram, Open, Cooperative Packaging.
The Cooperative Packaging tool displays all the defined server and window managers.

Set Business System Defaults
This article provides information for Set Business System Defaults. You can set Websphere MQ as the default transport
for all server managers in the Business System.

Follow these steps:

1. Highlight a Business System in the Cooperative Packaging tool.
2. Select or right-click Detail, Server Environment to open the Server Environment Parameters dialog box.
3. Select the target Operating System, DBMS, and Language.
4. Set the TP Monitor field. The valid TP Monitor entries based on the operating system you select are as follows:
Z/OS

CICS
IMS

UNIX
IEFAE
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Windows
IEFAE

5. In the Communications field, select MQSeries.

Note: The Server Environment Parameters dialog box shows only valid options. For example, if you choose Windows
as your operating system, you do not have the option of choosing CICS as your TP Monitor.

Specify the Properties for Individual Server Managers

You can use the Server Environment Parameters dialog to specify the properties for individual server managers.

Follow these steps:

1. Highlight a specific server manager in the Cooperative Packaging tool.
2. Select or right-click Detail, Server Environment to open the Server Environment Parameters dialog box.
3. Select the target Operating System, DBMS, and Language.
4. Set the TP Monitor field. The valid TP Monitor entries based on the operating system that you select are as follows:
Z/OS

CICS
IMS

UNIX
IEFAE

Windows
IEFAE

5. In the Communications field, select MQSeries.
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Note: The Server Manager entry in the previous screenshot shows the name of the specific server manager. Compare
this with the name *ALL* appearing in the figure Server Environment Parameters Dialog Box for Business System.
There, the *ALL* represents all server managers, and individual server managers do not have to be individually
detailed.

Set MQSeries Properties

Gen makes MQSeries properties available from each server manager through the Server Properties dialog box. You can
choose to specify properties, or keep the default values. You can specify the following properties:

Queue Manager Name
Specifies the name of the local queue manager. By default, the name is a null string, causing the client and server
to connect to the default queue manager. On a given platform, more than one queue manager can be executing.
The default queue manager is defined by WebSphere MQ.

Queue Name
Specifies the name of the local queue. The client uses this queue as its Put queue for requests. The WebSphere
MQ server uses this queue as its Get queue to retrieve requests. The default value is the server load module
name.

Reply Queue Name
Specifies the name of the reply-to queue. You can specify an MQ model queue or local queue name. By default,
the reply-to queue name is the MQ model queue name SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE. If an MQ model
queue name is specified, a unique dynamic reply queue name is created for each DPC-DPS flow.

Client Type
Identifies the WebSphere MQ mechanism that is used for handling MQI requests (see Client Types).
MQI-Client

Indicates that the DPC application uses the MQSeries client software for flows to the target DPS
application.

MQS
Indicates that the client communicates with a local queue manager that is installed on the same machine
as the DPC application.
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Set WebSphere MQ Properties

You can set the WebSphere MQ properties from the Server Properties dialog during packaging.

Follow these steps:

1. Highlight a specific server manager in the Cooperative Packaging tool.
2. Select or right-click Detail, Properties to open the Server Properties dialog box.
3. Click the MQSeries tab. The Server Properties dialog box displays the default MQSeries property settings for your

application.

NOTE
The previous steps show how you set WebSphere MQ properties through packaging. You can also perform the
same steps with the generation tool.

Specify Properties Through the CSE Construction Client
This article provides information for Specify Properties Through the CSE Construction Client. You can set server
environment properties and WebSphere MQ properties using the CSE Construction Client.

The Construction Client has different approaches to setting parameters and properties in the model. Unlike the Toolset,
the Construction Client does not let you set the communications parameter across an entire Business System; you can
define the communications parameter only at the server manager level.

Through the Construction Client, you can set environment parameters through the Business System during packaging or
during generation. This section shows you how to set server environment parameters and MQSeries properties through
packaging.

Set Server Environment Parameters

From the Construction Client, you can set the WebSphere MQ Server Environment Parameters for an application during
packaging.

To configure WebSphere MQ Parameters for an application.

Follow these steps:

1. Start from the Construction Model Selection window.
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2. Select Code, Package, Cooperative, to start the Cooperative Packaging dialog box.
The Cooperative Package dialog box shows Business Systems. It allows you to set the TP Monitor for an entire
Business System through Detail, Configuration. However, you only can set the communications parameter to
MQSeries by continuing with the following steps.

3. Select a Business System in the Cooperative Packaging dialog box.
4. Choose View, Expand to open the List Load Modules dialog box.
5. Configure the WebSphere MQ server manager environment parameters for each of the server managers in the List

Load Modules dialog box.

To configure the WebSphere MQ server manager environment parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a server manager.
2. Choose Detail, Configuration. The Server Manager Environment Parameters dialog box opens.

3. Set the TP Monitor to one of the following parameters based on the Operating System that you selected:
Z/OS

CICS
IMS

UNIX
IEFAE

Windows
IEFAE

4. Select MQSeries in the Communications field
5. Click OK.

Set MQSeries Properties

From the Construction Client, you can set the MQSeries properties for an application during packaging.
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Follow these steps:

1. Start from the List Load Modules dialog box.
2. Select a server manager.
3. Select Detail, Properties. Then click the MQSeries tab to open the Server Manager Properties (MQSeries) dialog box.

4. Provide the MQSeries parameters for your application. You can keep any value designated as <DEFAULT>.
5. Choose the client type for your application.

NOTE
For information about the default values, see Set MQSeries Properties.

6. Click OK.

Override Generation Defaults
If you have a model that is already configured to use middleware other than WebSphere MQ, you can override the
communications settings in the model, during generation, so that your application builds with WebSphere MQ.

Overriding the environment settings for your window and server managers does not change their values in the model.
Instead, it applies the change, for those items you have selected, for generation.

NOTE
You can override environment settings, but you cannot override the specific WebSphere MQ properties for a
server manager, such as queue name or client type. The properties for a server manager must be detailed
before generation if you do not intend to use default values.

Overriding in the Toolset

You can override the settings for the communication environment parameters for a build in the Toolset.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– Select Construction, Generation from the Model window of the toolset
– Double-click Generation in the Diagrams page of the Tree View.

2. Select Options, Generation Defaults, which opens the Generation Defaults dialog
The Generation Defaults dialog appears.
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3. Set the TP Monitor field. The valid TP Monitor entries based on the operating system you select are as follows:
Z/OS

CICS
IMS

UNIX
IEFAE

Windows
IEFAE

4. Select MQSeries in the Communications field
5. Select the Override Business System Target Environment check box.
6. Click OK.

CSE Construction Client

You can override the settings for the communication environment parameters for a build in the CSE Construction Client.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Code, Generate, Cooperative from the Construction Model Selection window to open the Cooperative
Application Generation dialog.

2. Select Defaults to display the Generation Defaults dialog.

NOTE
You do not need to select a server manager from the Cooperative Application Generation dialog first. The
Defaults selection applies to the complete business system.

3. Set the TP Monitor field. The valid TP Monitor entries based on the operating system you select are as follows:
Z/OS

CICS
IMS

UNIX
IEFAE

Windows
IEFAE

4. Select the Override Business System Target Environment check box.
5. Select MQSeries in the Communications field.
6. Click OK.

Construct Cooperative Applications
This article provides information for Construct Cooperative Applications. After you have set all parameters and variables,
you can generate your window and server managers.

Windows Build Tool Setup

When the Windows Build Tool builds server manager applications, it looks for MQS libraries in the following location:

C:\PROGRAM FILES\IBM\WEBSPHERE MQ\TOOLS\LIB

If you have installed your MQS libraries anywhere else, you must set the LOC.MQSLIB token to point at that new location
before starting your server manager build.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Profile Manager toolbar icon after selecting the appropriate profile name, and clicking the OK button.
The Profile Manager dialog appears.

2. Select C subtree within the Profile Tree on the left-hand side.
The right-hand side of the panel is populated with a set of tokens.

1. Find LOC.MQSLIB in the token list. Either select the token and then select the Edit… button, or double-click the token.
A popup dialog appears to edit this token.

2. Change the path to match your MQM library path.
3. Select the OK button to update the token and then the Save button to save the file.

You can now build your server manager. For more information about using the Build Tool, see  Working With the Build
Tool.
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UNIX Build Tool Setup

When the UNIX Build Tool builds server manager applications, it looks for MQS libraries using the library environment
variables:

• $SHLIB_PATH for HP systems
• $LD_LIBRARY_PATH for Solaris systems
• $LIBPATH for AIX systems

Ensure that the MQS libraries' location is set in the appropriate environment variable before starting the UNIX Build Tool.

After you have built your remote file and transferred it to your UNIX system, you can now build your server manager.

NOTE
For more information about using the Build Tool, see  Working With the Build Tool.

z/OS IT

After you have built your remote file and transferred it to your z/OS system, you must run the IT under ISPF and build the
module as you would any other Gen module.

NOTE
For more information about using the Implementation Toolset, see  z/OS Implementation Toolset  .

Testing WebSphere MQ Applications

Although an application is ready for execution after the remote files are processed, we recommend that you test your
application using the Diagram Trace Utility before introducing it into your production environment.

Diagram Trace Utility

The Diagram Trace Utility can be used to test a generated application before you move it to the production environment.

Diagram Trace provides a number of special capabilities that allow viewing of the Gen model elements such as Action
Diagram statements, used to build the application when the program is being executed. To use the special capabilities
of Diagram Trace, you need to make certain selections when remote files are generated. These selections cause the
generation of the additional code required to implement the special capabilities available through Diagram Trace.

Before you test a complete application, you must build the the following application components using the Build tool:

• The application database
• RI trigger logic
• Any applicable operations libraries
• All load modules

NOTE
For more information about the Diagram Trace Utility, see Diagram Trace Utility.

Regenerate for Changes

If you need to make changes to the application, you must change the Gen model to generate the updated application, not
the generated code. This applies whether the change is made to correct a problem or enhance the application. After you
change the model, regenerate that portion of the application on the development platform.

If the load module definition has not been updated by the changes, then only the necessary load module components
need to be selected for regeneration instead of the complete model. The regenerated components can then be moved to
the target system, overlaying the old versions of the components. The load module is then rebuilt. This saves the time and
resources required to split a remote file whose definition has not changed.
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Note: Ensure that file names and suffixes to file names are carefully verified before overlaying files. If file names differ,
change the name of the new file to match the old one so that the MAKE command procedure used during the rebuild will
search for the correct file.

If a load module definition has been changed, or if most of its components have been changed, then an entirely new
remote file can be generated. The resulting remote file can then be moved to the target system, and the application built
again.

After an application is tested, it can be regenerated without the trace code (if required) and installed for production use.

Application Testing

The following sections describe the concept of WebSphere MQ application testing and the procedure required to access
and use the Diagram Trace Utility.

Enable Diagram Trace Utility

Follow these steps:

1. Build the test application that has been generated with trace.
2. Invoke the Diagram Trace Utility on any accessible Windows system (this can be the same system):

– Launch the Diagram Trace Utility by selecting Start, All Programs, CA, Gen <release>, Diagram Trace Utility.
– The Diagram Trace Utility will autostart and listen on port 4567. You can change the default port from within the

Diagram Trace Utility.
3. Set the trace environment variables in the application.ini file. For more information on the use of the application.ini file

and the trace environment variables, see Using the Application.ini file.
4. Set your AEPATH environment variable to include the location of the WebSphere MQ application that you want to test.

Access and Use Diagram Trace Utility

After you enable the Diagram Trace Utility, invoke your application as you would normally.

When an application is being tested, any of its procedure steps and/or action blocks that have been generated with trace
will communicate with the Diagram Trace Utility. No additional information is displayed with the application screens; the
application will wait until control is returned from the Diagram Trace Utility.

The Diagram Trace Utility lets you step through the execution of the application by viewing the sequence of action block
calls and action diagram statements being executed as the generated program executes.

NOTE
For more information about the Diagram Trace Utility, see Diagram Trace Utility.

Multi-user Diagram Trace Utility Support

When a remote server application is started, a copy of the application.ini file for that application is available. Setting the
trace environment variables within this application.ini file will allow only one Diagram Trace Utility to trace any of the
servers that make up this server application.

Test environments involve multiple testers working with the same server application. In this scenario, you need to debug
from multiple client workstations and therefore, use multiple Diagram Trace Utilities.

NOTE
For more information about using the Application.ini file, see Using the Application.ini file.
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Override the default trace environment variables

A client transaction can transfer the host and port of the client that is executing the transaction. By providing this
information, the server can establish communication with the Diagram Trace Utility running on that client workstation.

Follow these steps:

1. Build the server application that has been generated with trace (as before).
2. Leave the trace environment variables within the application.ini file that is located in the server application's model

directory commented out.
3. Start your servers.
4. Invoke the Diagram Trace Utility on your client workstation.
5. Edit the application.ini file residing in your client application's executables directory.
6. Uncomment and set the trace environment variables. You can use 'localhost' for the TRACE_HOST variable.
7. Execute your client application.

The Diagram Trace Utility on the client workstation will be used to trace the server for each transaction initiated from
that client.

NOTE
To provide the server with the client's host and port information, these values are added to the Common Format
Buffer (CFB). A CFB is used to exchange view data between the client and server. If the addition of the host and
port values exceeds the allowable size of the CFB, the host and port values are not added to the CFB and the
statement "Not enough space in CFB to pass Trace flags to server" is logged to the client's trace file. The end
result is that no override takes place, and the values of the host and the port will be extracted from the server's
application.ini file.

Regenerate Remote Files After Testing

The code generated on the Gen workstation for testing with trace includes features, such as trace calls, that are only
needed during testing. These features increase the size of the load module significantly and impact the application's
performance. Even if no changes are required as a result of the tests performed, the load module must be regenerated
without trace before it is implemented into production.

How to Configure MQSeries for Gen Clients
This topic provides the following information about configuring MQSeries for Gen Clients:

Before you can run your distributed processing client application, you must prepare the WebSphere MQ environment by
configuring the queue manager for the application.

To configure the queue manager for the client, you must perform the following tasks::

• Define how the client will connect to its queue manager.
• Create a queue definition for the local queue.
• Define any local reply-to queue, if dynamic reply-to queues are not used.
• Define any references of the model queue in the model, if dynamic reply-to queues are used.

Configure Client Connection

With respect to the use of WebSphere MQ in Gen, WebSphere MQ supports two connections types. The type of
connection determines how the MQ client application will connect to a MQ queue manager.

• MQI Client connection
• MQI Server connection
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The MQI client connection option makes use of an MQ client/server communications protocol to interact between the
client application and the queue manager. This option is used when the client application does not execute on the same
machine as that of the MQ queue manager.

The client application communicates to the MQ queue manager across an MQI Channel which must be defined at both
the MQ client and server ends of the connection. If the MQI client connection option is utilized, a server connection
channel must be added to the queue manager configuration. In addition, the queue manager must have an active listener
program for each server connection channel. Defining the channel at the client end varies depending on the type of Gen
client. For C language clients, MQ Environment variables are used to define the Channel definition. For Java, the MQ
Environment settings are provided using the commcfg.properties file.

For information about these commcfg files, see the Distributed Processing.

NOTE
The MQI Server connection is used when the MQ application executes on the same machine as the MQ queue
manager. The client application connects to the MQ queue manager using a local queue manager handle.

For more information about how client applications connect to WebSphere MQ queue managers, see IBM WebSphere
MQ Clients book.

Configure the Local Queue

The queue manager for the client needs a queue definition to reach the target (server) application. The queue manager
may or may not have a local connection to the target application. If the client shares its queue manager with the server,
define the local queue to match the name of the queue associated with the server; this is the name that you specified
in the model. If you used the default queue name, this is the same as the server manager load module name, but if you
specified a different queue name in the model, this is the name that you must use.

If the server is on a remote queue manager, the queue manager of the client needs to know:

• The remote queue manager name.
• The remote queue name.

For more information about configuring access to remote queue, see the appropriate IBM WebSphere MQ
documentation.

Configure the Reply-To Queue

The server uses the reply-to queue to return information to the queue manager of the client application. You must
configure the reply-to queue of the client depending on what was detailed in the model, where the reply-to queue is either:

Local reply-to queue
The local reply-to queue name must match the name supplied for the MQSeries properties when the application
was detailed.
For more information about MQSeries Properties, see Set MQSeries Properties.

Model queue
The queue manager must define a model queue from which the dynamic reply-to queue derives all of its
attributes.

Configuring WebSphere MQ for Gen Servers
With a DPC, you need to prepare the WebSphere MQ environment for your server application. You only need to define the
local queue for use by the server application to its queue manager.

Gen allows generation of WebSphere MQ server managers for Windows, UNIX, and z/OS (CICS and IMS) platforms. The
following sections explain the WebSphere MQ configuration issues specific to each of these platforms.
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Configure z/OS Servers
This article provides information for Configure z/OS Servers. Gen supports applications running MQSeries with CICS or
IMS serving as the TP monitor.

By default, in both z/OS CICS and z/OS IMS, processing requests that are received by its queue manager triggers a Gen
DPS, and it sends the processed result back to the DPC through the reply-to queue that is associated with the request. In
this default configuration, every DPS is a process object to WebSphere MQ, and each DPS requires its own local queue.

Gen server managers who are deployed to either z/OS CICS or z/OS IMS rely on triggering. With IMS, you can use a
trigger type of either FIRST or EVERY, but z/OS CICS users must configure their systems for trigger type EVERY.

With Gen, z/OS CICS users have the option of using the Gen WebSphere MQ Transaction Dispatcher for CICS. The
Transaction Dispatcher for CICS (TDC) acts as a dispatcher between WebSphere MQ and one or more DPS applications.
With the TDC, you can perform the following tasks:

• Share WebSphere MQ queue between multiple server managers.
• Tune the TDC operation through a user exit routine, the TIRMQTDX.

NOTE
For more information about the TIRMQTDX user exit, see User Exits.

• Support transaction-level security (see Transactional Security with the TDC).
• Spawn multiple copies of the TDC to process a queue in parallel (see Triggering and the TDC).

The following sections further explain the TDC.

Install the TDC

The base components of the TDC are installed as part of the z/OS Implementation Toolset and Host Encyclopedia
installation.

To make use of the base TDC components, you must define them to CICS. You also must define a VSAM shared data
table if you do not intend to use CICS temporary storage queues.

Basic CICS Install

The modules TIRMQTDC and TIRMQTDX must be in the DFHRPL concatenation. If the Gen LOADLIB is not allocated to
DFHRL, copy TIRMQTDC from the Gen LOADLIB to the DFHRL library of your choice.

Run DFHCSDUP using the following deck, adjusting the language for TIRMQTDX as necessary:

DEFINE TRANSACTION(TITD)

DESCRIPTION(CA Gen Transaction Dispatcher)

PROGRAM(TIRMQTDC)

TASKDATALOC(ANY)

GROUP(TDCGROUP)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRMQTDC)

DESCRIPTION(CA Gen Transaction Dispatcher)

LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

GROUP(TDCGROUP)

DEFINE PROGRAM(TIRMQTDX)

DESCRIPTION(CA Gen Transaction Dispatcher control exit)

LANGUAGE(LE370)

DATALOCATION(ANY)

GROUP(TDCGROUP)
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CICS VSAM Install

Run the following defines if you intend to use a VSAM SDT* instead of CICS temporary storage. Change the dataset
name to the DSN that you intend to use. You can change the DDNAME if you make the corresponding update in
TIRMQTDX. You can change MAXNUMRECS as needed.

NOTE
Do not use a CICS-maintained table. Use only a USER maintained table.

Run DFHCSDUP using the following deck:

DEFINE FILE(TITDTEMP)

DESCRIPTION(CA Gen Transaction Dispatcher temporary SDT)

DSNAME(YOUR.TEMP.DATASET)

STRINGS(5)

ADD(YES) DELETE(YES) READ(YES) BROWSE(YES)

RECORDSIZE(32760) RECORDFORMAT(V) KEYLEN(8)

TABLE(USER) MAXNUMRECS(4096)

GROUP(TDCGROUP)

Run IDCAMS as follows:

//IDCAMS EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//DD1 DD *

00000000

/*

//SYSIN DD *

DEFINE CLUSTER(NAME(YOUR.TEMP.DATASET)-

VOLUME(VVVVVV) -

CYLINDERS(5 5)

RECORDSIZE(865 32760) -

KEYS(8 0) -

)

REPRO INFILE(DD1) OUTDATASET(YOUR.TEMP.DATASET)

NOTE
You can also use a standard VSAM KSDS without using the data table feature. Adjust cluster space accordingly,
and make certain that the cluster is deleted and redefined on each restart of CICS. Use SDT for better
performance.

Triggering and the TDC

When a request initially invokes the TDC, the TDC disables triggering for the queue it is processing. The TDC re-enables
triggering when the parent TDC completes processing. Since the TDC remains active (with the queue open) while
messages arrive, triggering activity resembles that of using type FIRST.

NOTE
You must use trigger type EVERY. Whether you use trigger type FIRST or EVERY, triggers usually are
generated only after the queue level falls to zero and returns to non-zero. Using trigger type EVERY assures
that any new messages empty the queue, whereas trigger type FIRST risks delaying the processing of a
request. Trigger type EVERY does not produce any more trigger messages than type FIRST, so there is no
added risk of more overhead.

Transactional Security with the TDC

The TDC makes transactional security available to z/OS CICS Distributed Processing Servers, allowing three possible
modes:
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Default
DPS transactions start with the user ID of the TDC, which it inherits from the trigger monitor transaction (CKTI) or
the transaction definition.

Security Override
Specify a user ID to be used by all Distributed Processing Servers the TDC has started. The external security
manager must also know this ID. If CICS uses surrogate checking, you must define the user ID associated with
the transaction as surrogates for the override user IDs.

Message ID Security
The TDC extracts the user ID from the inbound message and uses it as the user ID for starting the DPS. Each
individual user ID likely to initiate a DPS must be defined to the external security manager, while the user ID
associated with the TDC must be authorized as surrogates for them all.

NOTE
The TDC uses the CICS system programmer interface (SPI) and must be authorized to use SPI commands.

Initiate Multiple TDCs

The TDC is able to monitor queue depth and create copies of itself to process the queue in parallel. The new, child TDC
processes inherit their parameters from the parent TDC, but are not allowed to initiate more child processes on their
own. By default, the TDC initiates no more than five new processes. However, you can control this and other aspects of it
through the TIRMQTDX user exit.

NOTE
For more information about the TIRMQTDX user exit, see User Exits.

Define the TDC to MQSeries

To enable the TDC in WebSphere MQ, you must define one or more process definitions with a target application of TITD,
application type CICS. The local queues can then point to this definition, which causes the CICS trigger monitor to start
the TITD (a TDC application).

Gen--Sample Definitions

Queue

DEFINE NOREPLACE -

QLOCAL('YOUR.QUEUE.NAME') -

STGCLASS('DEFAULT')-

DESCR('CA GEN LOCAL QUEUE') -

PUT(ENABLED)-

DEFPRTY(0)-

DEFPSIST(NO)-

MAXDEPTH(999999999)-

PROCESS('YOUR.PROCESS.NAME') -

TRIGGER -

MAXMSGL(32767) -

BOTHRESH(0)-

BOQNAME(' ') -

INITQ('YOUR.INITQ') -

USAGE(NORMAL) -

SHARE -

DEFSOPT(SHARED) -

MSGDLVSQ(PRIORITY)-

RETINTVL(999999999) -
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TRIGTYPE(FIRST) -

TRIGDPTH(1) -

TRIGMPRI(0)-

TRIGDATA(' ') -

NOHARDENBO -

GET(ENABLED)-

QDEPTHHI(80)-

QDEPTHLO(40) -

QDPMAXEV(ENABLED) -

QDPHIEV(DISABLED) -

QDPLOEV(DISABLED)-

QSVCINT(999999999) -

QSVCIEV(NONE)

Process

DEFINE NOREPLACE -

PROCESS('YOUR.PROCESS.NAME') -

DESCR('CA GEN TDC PROCESS') -

APPLTYPE('CICS') -

APPLICID('TITD') -

USERDATA(' ')-

ENVRDATA(' ')

Configure Windows and UNIX Servers
In a Windows or UNIX environment, the server manager can be started in one of two ways: As a long-running daemon
task or Invoked by a WebSphere MQ trigger monitor.

Start Server Manager as a Daemon Task

Daemon tasks take the following command-line syntax to invoke the server manager executable:

 xxxx[-t n ] [-m|M queue_manager_name ] [-q|Q queue_name ][-r|R number_of_requests ]

Where:

xxxx
Specifies the name of the server manager executable (case sensitive on UNIX).

-t n
Identifies the trace level that the executing server manager must use. This value ranges from 0 to 15 with 0
specifying no trace data and 15 specifying the greatest level of detail. The default trace level is 0.
The trace level data writes to a file named lg-<procname>-<procid>.log, where <procname> is the name of the
program and <procid> is the process number of the program. For example, in the log file, lg-p126-163574.log,
p126 is the name of the program, and 163574 is the name of the process.
On Windows, this file is created in the directory, %USERPROFILE%\AppData\Local\CA\Gen 8.5\logs\server. On
UNIX, the file is created in the directory where the program was started.

-m|M
Identifies the name of the local queue manager to which the server manager attempts a connection. The default
queue manager name is an empty string (“ “) meaning that the server manager attempts to connect to the default
queue manager defined by WebSphere MQ.

-q|Q
Identifies the name of the local queue that the server manager opens. The default is the server manager load
module name.
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-r|R
Identifies the number of inbound message requests the server manager processes before terminating. The default
is -1, indicating that the server manager remains active and servicing its inbound message queue.

Start a Server Manager through a WebSphere MQ Trigger Monitor

When you use a trigger monitor to invoke a server manager, the trigger monitor looks for the WebSphere MQ ENVRDATA
attribute of the PROCESS object that is associated with the local queue (which is, in turn, associated with the target
server manager). The ENVRDATA attribute contains the same data that you specify from the command line for
the daemon process. See the appropriate MQSeries documentation from IBM for information about trigger monitor
processing.

It is expected that, at minimum, the -r|R command-line argument be modified to -r 1. The expectation is that when a
message arrives in the initiation queue, the trigger message corresponds to one message arriving in the local queue that
is serviced by a given DPS server manager.

With trigger monitoring, you must change the -r|R command to 1 so that once a message arrives on a queue, the trigger
message corresponds to one message arriving in the local queue that a given DPS server manager is servicing.

Non-z/OS WebSphere MQ Client Exits
This article provides information that explains the Non-z/OS WebSphere MQ Client exits including: C Language Exits,
Java Language Exit, and .NET Language Exit.

NOTE
For more information about each exit, see User Exits.

C Language Exits

The following client exit entry points are located in the file named CIMQCLEX.C. This file is installed into the Gen
installation directory on Windows systems, and for UNIX systems, this source file is installed in the /src subdirectory of the
Gen installation directory.

CI_MQS_DPC_Exit

This client exit routine allows the user to modify various processing attributes that are used by WebSphere MQ when
processing a cooperative flow request. These attributes include such items as the name of the queue manager, queue
name to which the request is sent, the reply-to-queue name, and the get request timeout values.

CI_MQS_DynamicQName_Exit

This client exit routine exposes the name of the queue that the queue manager uses when it opens a dynamic queue. The
dynamic queue that is created by the queue manager obtains the dynamic queues attributes from those attributes that are
associated with the specified WebSphere MQ model queue.

CI_MQS_DPC_setupComm_Complete

The processing of a given cooperative flow is broken up into two large grain activities. The first is setupComm, which is
invoked to insure a connection to the target server is available. This exit is invoked at the completion of the setupComm
processing to expose the processing results.

CI_MQS_DPC_handleComm_Complete

The processing of a given cooperative flow is broken up into two large grain activities. The second is handleComm,
which is invoked to send and receive data over an already active connection. This exit is invoked at the completion of the
handleComm processing to expose the processing results.
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CI_MQS_MQShutdownTest

This exit can be used to modify the behavior of the normal put/get queue disposition after successful completion of a
cooperative flow. Normal disposition leaves the connection valid with the put and get queues open, ready to handle
subsequent flows. This exit can override that behavior and cause the queues and connection to be closed after each flow
has completed.

CI_MQS_DPC_setReportOptions

This exit can be used to override the set of report options that are defined for the MQSeries Put Message Descriptor
before the issuance of an MQPUT() operation.

Java Language Exit

The following client exit class is located in the file named MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit.java. This file is installed the Gen
installation area, within the CLASSES\COM\CA\GENnn\EXITS\COOPFLOW\MQS subdirectory, where nn is the current
Gen release number.

MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit Class

This client user exit allows the modification of various processing attributes that are used by WebSphere MQ when
processing a Java cooperative flow request. These attributes include such items as the name of the queue manager,
queue name to which the request is sent, the reply-to-queue name, the get timeout value, put/get queue disposition
option, MQEnvironment variables and Message Descriptor report options.

.NET Language Exit

The following client exit class is located in the file named MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit.cs. This file is installed the Gen
installation area, within the .NET\exits\src\coopflow directory.

MQSDynamicCoopFlowExit Class

This client user exit allows the modification of various processing attributes that are used by WebSphere MQ when
processing a .NET cooperative flow request. These attributes include such items as the name of the queue manager,
queue name to which the request is sent, the reply-to-queue name, the get timeout value, put/get queue disposition
option, MQEnvironment variables and Message Descriptor report options.

Non-z/OS WebSphere MQ Server Exits
The following server user exit entry point is located in the file named CIMQSVEX.C. On Windows systems, this source
file is installed into the Gen installation directory. On UNIX systems, this file is installed in the /src subdirectory of the Gen
installation directory.

CI_MQS_DPS_Exit

This server user exit routine allows the user to modify various processing attributes used by WebSphere MQ when
processing a cooperative flow request. These attributes include such items as the name of the queue manager, queue
name from which requests are processed, the number of requests used to set triggering behavior, and the get request
timeout value.

NOTE
For more information about the CI_MQS_DPS_Exit-MQSeries DPS Directory Services, see User Exits.
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CI_MQS_DynamicQName_Exit

The Dynamic Queue Name exit allows override of the queue name that will be used when opening a dynamic queue. The
resulting Dynamic Queue will obtain its attributes from the specified MQSeries Model Queue name.

NOTE
For more information about the CI_MQS_DynamicQName_Exit-Dynamic Queue Name Override Exit, see User
Exits.

CI_MQS_DPC_setReportOptions

This exit can be used to override the set of report options defined for the MQSeries Put Message Descriptor prior to the
issuance of an MQPUT() operation.

NOTE
For more information about the CI_MQS_DPC_setReportOptions - Override Put Queue Report Options Exit, see
User Exits.

z/OS WebSphere MQ Server Exit TIRMQTDX
TIRMQTDX (also known as the TDX) is a standalone CICS-based user exit that controls the operating behavior of the
CICS Transaction Dispatcher through a parameter list.

This section explains the z/OS WebSphere MQ Server Exit TIRMQTDX.

TIRMQTDX

For each trigger event that initiates the TDC, the TDC sends a copy of the parameter list to the TDX in the
DFHCOMMAREA. The TDX sends the list back to the TDC including any parameter modifications programmed into the
TDX. The TDC accepts the parameter list without checking for invalid entries.

NOTE
For more information about TIRMQTDX-WebSphere MQ Transaction Dispatcher for CICS Parameter Exit, see
User Exits.

Flow Diagrams for Websphere MQ
The following set of flow diagrams presents a high-level view of the processing flow for the components in a distributed
processing environment.

In addition, these diagrams provide some insight to the processing relationships of components in a WebSphere MQ
cooperative processing application.

The diagrams define each component that is used in the flow as a separate column. Within the flow, there are certain,
interactive steps between components that must be completed before the flow can proceed. A double-ended arrow
depicts the interactive steps. Single-ended arrows show where control of the flow is passed from one component to the
next.

Client Side Processing of a Cooperative Flow

The following table provides a high-level view of the processing and relationship of the software components that are
involved in the client side processing of a cooperative flow.
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The following default processing and message descriptor options are set for each cooperative flow.
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MQPUT Processing Options:

• pmopt.StructID = MQPMO_STRUC_ID
• pmopt.Version = MQPMO_VERSION_1
• pmopt.Context = <zero>
• pmopt.Options = MQPMO_NO_SYNCPOINT

MQPMO_DEFAULT_CONTEXT
• MQPMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING

MQPUT Message Descriptor:

• pmdes.StrucId = MQMD_STRUC_ID
• pmdes.Version =MQMD_VERSION_1
• pmdes.MsgType = MQMT_REQUEST
• pmdes.Expiry = MQEI_UNLIMITED
• pmdes.Feedback =MQFB_NONE
• pmdes.Encoding = MQENC_NATIVE
• pmdes.CodedCharSetId = MQCCSI_Q_MGR
• pmdes.Report = MQRO_EXCEPTION, MQRO_EXPIRATION

MQRO_NEW_MSG_ID, QRO_PASS_MSG_ID
MQRO_COPY_MSG_ID_TO_CORREL_ID
MQRO_DEAD_LETTER_Q

• pmdes.Format = MQFMT_NONE
• pmdes.Priority = MQPRI_PRIORITY_AS_Q_DEF
• pmdes.Persistence = MQPER_NOT_PERSISTENT
• pmdes.MsgId = (threadid taskid sequencenumber)
• pmdes.CorrellId = MQCI_NONE
• pmdes.ReplyToQ = (name of local reply-to Queue or dynamic queue name depending on what was specified at

runtime)
• pmdes.ReplyToQMgr = <blank>

MQGET Processing Options:

• gmopt.StrucId = MQGMO_STRUC_ID
• gmopt.Version = MQGMO_VERSION_1
• gmopt.Options = MQGMO_WAIT

MQGMO_NO_SYNCPOINT
MQGMO_ACCEPT_TRUNCATED_MSG
MQGMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING

• gmopt.WaitInterval =(default MQWI_UNLIMITED, can be overridden with the user exit CI_MQS_DPC_EXIT)

MQGET Message Descriptor:

• gmdes.StrucId = MQMD_STRUC_ID
• gmdes.Version = MQMD_VERSION_1
• gmdes.Encoding = MQENC_NATIVE
• gmdes.CodedCharSetId = MQCCSI_Q_MGR
• gmdes.Format = MQFMT_NONE
• gmdes.MsgId = MQMI_NONE
• gmdes.CorrelId =(message ID value constructed during MQPUT processing)
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The MQSeries processing in each DPS application propagates the message ID of the request message to the correlation
ID of the response message. The MQGET processing uses the message ID that MQGET placed into the request
message as the CorrelId field to search the reply-to queue.

DPS Processing of a Cooperative Flow (non-z/OS)

The following table provides a high-level view of the processing and relationship of the software components that are
involved in a non-z/OS DPS processing of a cooperative flow:
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The following default processing and message descriptor options are set for each cooperative flow.

MQGET Processing Options:

• gmopt.StrucId =MQGMO_STRUC_ID
• gmopt.Version = MQGMO_VERSION_1
• gmopt.Options =MQGMO_WAIT

MQGMO_NO_SYNCPOINT
• MQGMO_CONVERT

MQGMO_ACCEPT_TRUNCATED_MSG
MQGMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING

• gmopt.WaitInterval = (you can override the default MQWI_UNLIMITED with the CI_MQS_DPS_EXIT user exit.)
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MQGET Message Descriptor:

• gmdes.StrucId = MQMD_STRUC_ID
• gmdes.Version = MQMD_VERSION_1
• gmdes.Encoding = MQENC_NATIVE
• gmdes.CodedCharSetId = MQCCSI_Q_MGR
• gmdes.Format = MQFMT_NONE
• gmdes.MsgId = MQMI_NONE
• gmdes.CorrelId = MQCI_NONE

MQPUT1 Processing Options:

• pmopt.StrucId = MQPMO_STRUC_ID
• pmopt.Version = MQPMO_VERSION_1
• pmopt.Context = <zero>
• pmopt.Options = MQPMO_NO_SYNCPOINT

MQPMO_DEFAULT_CONTEXT
MQPMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCINGa

MQPUT1 Message Descriptor:

• pmdes.StrucId = MQMD_STRUC_ID
• pmdes.Version =MQMD_VERSION_1
• pmdes.MsgType = MQMT_REPLY
• pmdes.Expiry = MQEI_UNLIMITED
• pmdes.Feedback =MQFB_NONE
• pmdes.Encoding = MQENC_NATIVE
• pmdes.CodedCharSetId = MQCCSI_Q_MGR
• pmdes.Report = MQRO_DEAD_LETTER_Q
• pmdes.Format = MQFMT_NONE
• pmdes.Priority = MQPRI_PRIORITY_AS_Q_DEF
• pmdes.Persistence = MQPER_NOT_PERSISTENT
• pmdes.MsgId = MQM_NONE
• pmdes.CorrellId = (Message ID value from request message.)

DPC-to-DPS Flow Using an z/OS CICS Trigger Monitor

The following illustration depicts a Gen DPC-to-CICS DPS flow using the CICS trigger monitor from IBM to invoke the
target DPS.
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The DPC-to-DPS Flow using a z/OS CICS Trigger Monitor is as follows:

Step 1
The Gen DPC application invokes an MQPUT of a request to the application queue associated with the target
DPS application. The DPC application issues an MQGET causing the DPC to wait for a corresponding reply
message.

Step 2
The WebSphere queue manager owning the application queue processes the DPC MQPUT request by placing
the request message in the designated application local queue.

Step 3
The queue manager checks to see if the trigger rules associated with the application local queue were met. If so,
the queue manager creates a trigger event containing information that is held within the process definition object
that is associated with the application queue.

Step 4
The queue manager creates a trigger message and puts it on the initiation queue that is associated with the
application queue, but only if the trigger monitor application servicing the initiation queue has it open for input.

Step 5
The CICS trigger monitor program CSQTASK from IBM retrieves the trigger message from the initiation queue.

Step 6
CSQTASK starts the CICS DPS application that is identified in the contents of the trigger message. The target
DPS application is started with the trigger message.

Step 7
The DPS application opens the application queue that is described in the trigger message and retrieves the
message.
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Step 8
The dialog manager of the DPS application dispatches control to the target Pstep. Processing in the DPS results
in construction of a reply message.

Step 9
The DPS issues an MQPUT1 to output the reply message to the reply-to queue associated with the request
message.

Step 10
The outstanding MQGET request that is issued by the DPC is satisfied and the reply message is delivered to the
DPC application for processing.

DPC-to-CICS DPS Using a CICS Trigger Monitor and the TDC

The following illustration depicts the flow from a Gen DPC to a CICS DPS using the CICS trigger monitor from IBM and
the TDC. Notes to this figure are listed in the table following.

The following steps explain the DPC-to-DPS Flow using the TDC.
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Step 1
The Gen DPC application invokes an MQPUT of a request to the application queue associated with the target
DPS application. The DPC application issues an MQGET causing the DPC to wait for a corresponding reply
message.

Step 2
The WebSphere queue manager owning the application queue processes the DPC MQPUT request by placing
the request message in the designated application local queue.

Step 3
The queue manager checks to see if the trigger rules associated with the application local queue were met. If so,
the queue manager creates a trigger event containing information that is held within the process definition object
that is associated with the application queue.

Step 4
The queue manager creates a trigger message and puts it on the initiation queue that is associated with the
application queue, but only if the trigger monitor application servicing the initiation queue has it open for input.

Step 5
The CICS trigger monitor program CSQTASK from IBM retrieves the trigger message from the initiation queue.

Step 6
CSQTASK starts the Gen TDC as it is the application that is associated with the queue. The TDC application is
started with the trigger message.

Step 7
The TDC invokes its user exit (TIRMQTDX) to obtain various configurable operating characteristics. The TDC
opens the application queue that is described in the trigger message and retrieves the first message from the
queue.

Step 8
The TDC writes the retrieved message request to a TS queue or a shared data table (TDC configurable option).

Step 9
The TDC starts the target DPS application with data about where the request message can be obtained and
where the DPS should send its response message. The TDC returns to step 8 and processes the application
queue until all queued message requests are processed. If the server manager does not run within a reasonable
period of time, the TDC assumes that the server manager has failed, and it returns an error while cleaning up the
temporary record for the message request.

Step 10
Each DPS application started by the TDC retrieves the request message from the TS queue or shared data table,
as indicated by the start data.

Step 11
The dialog manager of the DPS application dispatches control to the target Pstep. Processing in the DPS results
in construction of a reply message.

Step 12
The DPS issues an MQPUT1 to send the reply message to the reply-to queue associated with the request
message (information provided in step 9).

Step 13
The outstanding MQGET request that is issued by the DPC is satisfied and the reply message is delivered to the
DPC application for processing.

z/OS CICS TDC Messages and Codes
This section contains messages and code descriptions for z/OS CICS TDC.
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TITD001E Invalid MQSeries Trigger Record - Execution Terminated

Reason:

The trigger record retrieved contains invalid data. The task abends with code TDR.

Action:

Verify that the TDC (TITD transaction) was started by the MQS trigger monitor transaction, or another TDC. If it was, save
the transaction dump, and contact Technical Support.

TITD201E Unable to Obtain Trigger Record - Execution Terminated

Reason:

The retrieve of the trigger record failed. Message TITD299I follows this message showing the failing command and return
codes, and the task abends with code TDTR.

Action:

Verify that the TCD (TITD transaction) was started by the MQS trigger monitor transaction, or another TDC. If it was, note
the failing command and return codes, save the transaction dump, and contact Technical Support.

TITD202W User Exit TIRMQTDX Not Found - Continuing With Default Parameters

Reason:

TIRMQTDC was unable to load the user exit TIRMQTDX. Message TITD299I follows this message with the failing
command and return codes. Processing continues using the default values.

Action:

Generally, none. If you coded TIRMQTDX, verify that the program is defined to CICS and available in DFHRPL. Use the
information in the accompanying message TITD299I to determine the cause of the failure.

TITD203E Unable to Obtain Buffer Storage - Execution Terminated

Reason:

TIRMQTDC was unable to obtain dynamic CICS storage for processing. Message TITD299I follows this message with the
failing command and return codes. The task abends with code TDST.

Action:

Verify that sufficient DSA storage is available to the task. If so, note the failing command and return codes, save the
transaction dump, and contact Technical Support.

TITD204E Slowdown Delay Value Invalid - Continuing to Process

Reason:

The task has entered slowdown mode, but CICS has rejected the delay value. Processing continues with slowdown mode
effectively nullified. Message TITD299I follows this message with the failing command and return codes.

Action:

If you are overriding the slowdown delay with TIRMQTDX, verify that the value supplied is valid. Otherwise, note the
failing return codes, and contact Technical Support.

TITD205E Unable to Write Temporary CFB - Server Manager Not Started

Reason:

A failure occurred while attempting to write the message to the selected temporary storage medium. A 619 “Unknown
server error” is returned to the requester and processing continues. Message TITD299I follows this message with the
failing command and return codes.
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Action:

Verify that the selected temporary storage medium is available and has sufficient resources available. Verify that the
messages being sent by the requester do not exceed 32KB in length. Otherwise, note the failing command and return
codes, and contact Technical Support.

TITD206E Server Manager Start Failed - Unable to Process Message

Reason:

An attempt to start the server manager indicated in the message failed. A 619 “Unknown server error” is returned to the
requester, and processing continues. Message TITD299I follows this message showing the failing command and return
codes.

Action:

Use the accompanying TITD299I message to determine the cause of the failure. Ensure that proper authorization was
granted to the TDC. Otherwise, note the failing command and return codes, and contact Technical Support.

TITD207W Unable to Issue Inquire - Bypassing System Status Processing

Reason:

An attempt to obtain CICS system statistics has failed. Processing continues with slowdown mode nullified. Message
TITD299I follows this message showing the failing command and return codes.

Action:

Use the accompanying TITD299I message to determine the cause of failure. Ensure that proper authorization was
granted to the TDC. Otherwise, note the failing command and return codes, and contact Technical Support.

TITD299I Exec CICS xxxxxxxx Failed EIBRESP = nnnn EIBRESP2= nnnn

Reason:

This message is produced along with TITD2nnx messages. It indicates the failing CICS command ( xxx ...) along with the
EIBRESP and EIBRESP2 fields ( nnnn ) in decimal format.

Action:

See the associated TITD2nnx message.

TITD301W MQSeries Queue Not Shareable - Multi-Processing Disabled

Reason:

The MQSeries queue being processed is marked non-shareable. Processing continues, but no additional TDC processes
will be spawned, regardless of their queue depth.

Action:

If multi-processing is desired for this queue, redefine it with the shareable attribute.

TITD302W MQSeries Trigger Type Not EQ FIRST or EVERY - Multiprocessing Disabled

Reason:

The MQSeries queue being processed is using a trigger type other than FIRST or EVERY. Processing continues, but no
additional TDC processes will be spawned, regardless of their queue depth.

Action:

If multi-processing is desired for this queue, redefine it with triggering set to FIRST or EVERY.

TITD303I MQSeries Connect to Queue Manager Failed - Processing Continues

Reason:
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An attempt to connect to the MQSeries queue manager has failed. Since CICS is connected to a queue manager by
default, processing continues and an open for the queue is attempted. Message TITD399I follows this message showing
the failing command and return codes.

TITD304E MQSeries Open Failed for Input Queue - Processing Terminated

Reason:

An attempt to open the MQSeries queue has failed. The task abends with code TDMQ. Message TITD399I follows this
message showing the failing command and return codes.

Action:

Verify that MQSeries was active and available at the time of the failure. If so, note the failing command and return codes,
save the transaction dump, and contact Technical Support.

TITD305W MQSeries Inquire Failed for Input Queue - Multi-Processing Disabled

Reason:

The TDC was unable to obtain MQSeries status for the queue. Processing continues, but no additional TDC processes
will be spawned regardless of the queue depth. Message TITD399I follows this message showing the failing command
and return codes.

Action:

Verify that the TDC is properly authorized to perform this function. Otherwise, note the failing command and return codes,
save the transaction dump, and contact Technical Support.

TITD306E MQSeries Get Failed for Input Queue - Processing Terminated

Reason:

An attempt to read the MQSeries queue has failed. The task abends with code TDMQ. Message TITD399I follows this
message showing the failing command and return codes.

Action:

Verify that MQSeries was active and available at the time of the failure. If so, note the failing command and return codes,
save the transaction dump, and contact Technical Support.

TITD307W MQSeries Put Failed for Reply To Queue - Unable to Notify Client of Server Failure

Reason:

The TDC attempted to reply to the requester directly and that reply has failed. Message TITD299I follows this message
showing the failing command and return codes. Processing continues, but the requester is notified of the failure that
precipitated this action.

Action:

Verify that MQSeries was active and available at the time of the failure. If so, note the failing command and return codes,
save the transaction dump, and contact Technical Support.

TITD308W MQSeries Get Received Invalid Message Buffer - Message Bypassed

Reason:

MQSeries reported an invalid message to the TDC. The message is bypassed and processing continues. Message
TITD299I follows this message showing the failing command and return codes.

Action:

Ensure that no non-Gen messages are posted to this queue, and that no messages exceed a size of 32KB. Otherwise,
note the failing command and return codes, and contact Technical Support.
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TITD309E MQSeries Get Warning Threshold Exceeded - Processing Terminated

Reason:

MQSeries reported five consecutive invalid messages to the TDC. The task abends with code TDMQ. Message TITD299I
follows this message showing the failing command and return codes.

Action:

Ensure that no non-Gen messages are posted to this queue, and that no messages exceed a size of 32KB. Otherwise,
note the failing command and return codes, save the transaction dump, and contact Technical Support.

TITD301E MQSeries Close Failed For Input Queue - Processing Terminated

Reason:

An attempt to close the queue has failed. The task abends with code TDMQ. Message TITD299I follows this message
showing the failing command and return codes.

Action:

Verify that MQSeries was active and available at the time of the failure. If so, note the failing command and return codes,
save the transaction dump, and contact Technical Support.

TITD311E Unable to Set Triggering - Verify Security for TITD

Reason:

An attempt to set triggering for the queue has failed. Processing continues. Message TITD399I follows this message
showing the failing command and return codes.

Action:

Verify that proper authorization was granted to the TITD transaction. Otherwise contact Technical Support.

TITD399I MQSeries Call xxxx Failed CC= nnnn RC= nnnn

Reason:

This message is produced along with TITD3nnx messages. It indicates the failing MQSeries call ( xxx ...), along with the
condition and return code fields ( nnnn ) in decimal format.

Action:

See the associated TITD3nnx message.

TITD998I Transaction Dispatcher Completed Normally - Statistics Follow

Reason:

An instance of the TDC completed normally. A statistical summary is printed for the task under message TITD999I.

TITD999I

This ID represents one of the following messages:

Task: nnnn MQS Queue Name: xxxx

Reason:

The TDC task number nnnn completed using MQSeries queue xxxx .

Task: nnnn Messages Processed: mmmm Server Managers Started: ssss

Reason:

The TDC task number nnnn completed, processing mmmm messages and starting ssss server managers.
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Task: nnnn Server Managers Errors: eeee Times Slowdown Entered: dddd

Reason:

The TDC task number nnnn completed, observing eeee server manager errors and entering slowdown mode dddd times.

Task: nnnn TDCS Spawned By This Task: tttt Max Observed Queue Depth: qqqq

Reason:

The TDC task number nnnn completed, and tttt additional TDCs were spawned by this task. The maximum observed
queue depth was qqqq. This message appears only for the parent task.

Using the Application.ini File in Websphere
This article provides information for Using the Application.ini File in Websphere. It contains a set of environment variables
that are read by the runtime during an application execution.

Starting with AllFusion Gen r7.6, the runtime utilizes a file that is named application.ini. This file is delivered in the %IEFH
% (for Windows) or the $IEFH (for UNIX) directory. The use of this file is to reduce the number of environment variables
that must be set outside of the runtime for generated applications.

For providing an environment variable uniqueness to each generated application, the application.ini file is copied from
either %IEFH% or $IEFH into the build directory of the application. Before the application is executed, this file can be
modified by the user to set these environment variables exclusively for the associated application. Once the file is copied
into the build directory of the application, it does not get overridden.

Application.ini Contents

The application.ini file contains a set of commented environment variables. Before using any of these environment
variables, you must remove the comment from the variable (“;”) and modify the value as necessary.

The application.ini contains the following environment variables:

TRACE_ENABLE
Used to enable communications with the Diagram Trace Utility.
Default: 1

TRACE_HOST
Used to define the Windows machine that runs the Diagram Trace Utility.
Default: localhost for Windows; <none> for UNIX

TRACE_PORT
Used to define the port that the Diagram Trace Utility listens to.
Default: 4567
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Tutorial
Download a PDF of this Tutorial section.

This tutorial is intended as an introduction to the features and capabilities of Gen, a model-based application development
tool. The person completing this tutorial should already have some level of analysis and application design experience.

The section covers the following topics:

Objectives

You will accomplish the following objectives after completing this tutorial:

• Have developed an eBusiness application from start to finish using various features of the Gen Toolset
• Understand the full life cycle of a Gen development effort
• Recognize the benefits of Gen
• Realize the power and flexibility for delivering complete solutions using a single skill set

Tutorial Workflow

Gen supports several different methods or methodologies, such as Information Engineering, Rapid Application
Prototyping, and Component-Based Development. However, regardless of the method you use to design your application,
you are still trying to understand these three things:

• What information is required?
• How to collect or display that information?
• How to manipulate the information once it is collected?

From an academic standpoint, it is probably easier to understand the tools and diagrams if you think about application
development from the traditional standpoint of:

• Analyzing the requirements
• Designing a solution to meet the requirements
• Constructing and testing the application to meet the solution

The tutorial is organized in this fashion. As you gain experience with the toolset, you will discover various ways to use it to
meet the specific needs of your company.

Tutorial Case Study-eGolf Services
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Given the popularity of the internet and golf, we see an opportunity to provide golfers with a few simple online golf
services. In exchange for these services, we hope to generate enough hits to our web site to allow us to sell banner
advertising space to the golfing industry. Therefore, what we plan to do is to develop a reliable, high-performance, and
scalable eBusiness application rapidly.

Software Required to Complete Tutorial

Gen applications can be deployed to many heterogeneous environments. This tutorial, however, is intended to be
completed entirely on a local workstation that is configured for local construction and test.

Recognizing that everyone may not have such an environment, the Analysis, Design, and possibly parts of the
Construction and Test modules can be completed with the Gen software alone, depending on your licensing agreements.
To compile and test the generated source code, the following third-party software is required:

• To create a database from the generated DDL/DML, you need a supported DBMS, along with the appropriate SQL
precompiler.

• To compile the generated C source code, you need a supported C compiler.
• To deploy the application to a Web Server, you need a supported Java compiler, Java Runtime Environment, a Java

Web Server, and an Application Server.

NOTE
For information about supported third-party software and setup instructions, see Technical Requirements.

Time Allotment
Introduction

5 minutes
Toolset Overview

40 minutes
Analysis

4 hours 30 minutes
Case Study

7 minutes
Data Modeling

40 minutes
Process Modeling

20 minutes
Model Confirmation

40 minutes
Recording Business Rules

2 hours 40 minutes
Defining Business Systems

3 minutes
Design

8 hours 35 minutes
Application Design

2 minutes
Types of Applications

3 minutes
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Server Design
2 hours 15 minutes

Client Design
6 hours 15 minutes

Construction and Test
3 hours 10 minutes

Data Base Generation
40 minutes

Referential Integrity Triggers
15 minutes

Load Module Packaging
15 minutes

Application Generation
45 minutes

Application Test
45 minutes

Web Generation
30 minutes

Toolset Overview
This article provides information for Toolset Overview including: Objective and Time Allotment, Model-based
Development, and 100 Percent Code Generation.

This section provides an overview of the toolset:

Objectives and Time Allotment

After completing this module, you will be familiar with the following:

• The concept of model-based development
• The Gen Toolset

Allow approximately 40 minutes to complete this module.

Model-based Development

Gen is a model-based development environment for designing, deploying, and maintaining high-performance, scalable
business applications. It enables developers to deliver complex applications that meet rapidly changing requirements. For
example, Gen allows developers to do the following:

• Build reusable components
• Web-enable applications
• Integrate legacy software with new systems

A model is a representation of reality. A model is not the real thing, but it represents the real thing. Models are used to test
or perfect a final product. In our case, the model is a schematic description of a business system accounting for its known
or inferred properties.

Technically, a Gen model is a collection of modeling objects, each of which represent different aspects of your business
reality. These objects are created and managed using one or more diagrams in the Gen Toolset.
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It is not that important to distinguish between the objects on a diagram versus the diagram itself. In fact, most people think
of the collection of diagrams themselves as the model of their business, with each diagram representing their business
from a slightly different viewpoint.

It may be helpful to think of the different diagrams in a Gen model as being analogous to a set of blueprints. A set of
blueprints consists of several diagrams, each of which detail different aspects of the same building. There could be one
diagram that shows the façade, another for the plumbing, and yet another for the electrical work. They all describe the
same building, but each shows it from a different perspective.

Diagrams

Most business systems perform tasks similar to the following:

• Storing information in a database
• Displaying or capturing that information from a screen or a window
• Manipulating the information in some way in between the time it is captured from the screen or window and the time

that it is stored in the database

Gen has more than 30 diagrams. The following three diagrams are directly related to the database design, the window
design, and the programming logic:

• The Data Model Diagram (often referred to as the Entity Relationship Diagram)
• The Navigation Diagram
• The Action Diagram

The other diagrams are used to assist with gathering requirements, model confirmation, or with the deployment of the
generated applications.

Gen diagrams are integrated. You cannot add A to B giving C in an Action Diagram unless A, B, and C were first
described in the Data Model Diagram. Technically, it is not so much that the diagrams are integrated, but rather that the
objects created by one diagram can be reused or referenced in another diagram. It is the reuse of the modeling objects
that brings about this integration.

The Toolset also has several Wizards, Patterns, and Templates available to assist with the creation of many of these
diagrams:
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100 Percent Code Generation

The real strength of model-based development is that from a single model, we can generate the application for various
different environments, just by changing a few generation options. Therefore, your developers can focus their energies on
understanding your business requirements, and not have to worry about having strong expertise with every technology
in use in your environment. When your environment changes, all you have to do is change the generation options and
regenerate the code.

100 Percent Error-free Code

Gen generates and provides runtimes for the entire application code. Gen also provides everything necessary to deploy
the application to a supported environment -- the clients, the servers, and the middleware. It generates 100 percent error-
free code.

One caveat regarding the error-free code: while the generated code is always syntactically correct, this does not imply that
it is logically correct. For example, if you meant to add A to B giving C, but instead specified that A must be added to D,
Gen may not be able to catch that. However, the software does have mechanisms in place to reduce even these kinds of
errors.

From a productivity standpoint, some rather incredible numbers regarding the timesaving benefits of Gen have been
quoted from time to time. Every Gen situation is different, of course. However, to say that Gen can take you through your
development phase three times faster than before, while reducing subsequent maintenance effort by a factor of ten, would
be in line with many past experiences.

Toolset Best Practices
This article provides information for Toolset Best Practices including Inline Code and BLOB Functions in an Action
Diagram.

Inline Code

The following list consists of our recommendations while using the inline code in Toolset:
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• Use the inline code statement for code that cannot be written in Gen Procedure Action Diagram (PAD). For example,
IF statements can be written in Gen but calls to the external functionality cannot. So, use the inline code statement to
call external functionality.

• If the inline code statement involves multiple steps, consider splitting each step into a separate inline code statement.
This splitting helps debugging because you can use the Gen Diagram Trace Utility to determine which inline code
statement is causing problems rather than having to use a source code debugger. Exceeding the limit of number of
lines per statement, that is imposed by the compiler, may cause trouble in either displaying, generating, or compiling
the statement.

• Copy all references to view variables to locally defined variables in the inline code statement before using them.
Copy all locally defined variables back to view references before exiting the statement. This is especially true for
host variables because the host variables generated for ENTITY ACTION views are not accessible in the inline code
statement.

• To trace the inline code, use the native code debugger. Set the Gen Build Tool variables so that you can compile the
source code of the parent action diagram with debug enabled and the native code debugger works correctly.

• The Java Import statements and C# Using statements can be specified in the Global Variable Declarations field. All the
Import or Using statements must be specified at the beginning of this field and nowhere else.

• If the inline code statement contains the delimiter (##) of view reference as data, these delimiter characters may cause
invalid code generation or failure of code generation. To avoid this scenario, follow these steps:
a. To refer a string literal containing the ## character sequence, declare and use a global variable.
b. To escape the ## character sequence, use the constructs specific to your language.
c. Example in C: \x23#<text>#\x23
d. Example in C# and Java: \u0023#<text>#\u0023

• The C Include files and COBOL Copybooks may be specified in the Global Variables field of the INLINE CODE
statement. References to COBOL Copybooks are included in the WORKING STORAGE section of the code.

• Do not use the TAB key while typing inline code statements or declarations in COBOL.
• For COBOL, the Global Variables field may be used to specify the following sections:

– INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
– FILE-CONTROL.
– DATA DIVISION.
– FILE SECTION.
These sections may be added to support file access from COBOL action diagrams.
Note: Type these sections in upper-case followed by a period as shown above.

WARNING

• The Inline Code statement allows the user the ability to add code for any supported language, database, and
environment that is supported by Gen, but the user occasionally encounters circumstances where the code
does not compile, link, or execute. This may be true even for code that was previously working in an External
Action Block.

• The following are a couple of mainframe specific types of coding, that we are aware of, that the current
implementation of the inline code statement do not support:

• EXEC CICS: These types of statements do not work even if CICS is selected as the target environment for
the application. The reason is that EXEC CICS code must be translated before it can be compiled and using
either the separate CICS translator or the CICS-integrated translator modifies the application code in ways
that require extra processing that is not handled by Gen application generation and installation.

• WebSphere MQ statements: While it may be possible to reference queues that were created to use with the
Gen application, because we have no mechanism currently to define other queues to the application so this
makes it difficult to use MQ constructs within an Inline Code statement. Also, there are differences in the
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link deck that are required to use MQ API statements which are currently not supported by Gen application
installation.

• There are bound to be other circumstances where code does not work in an Inline Code statement and we
welcome input from our customers about these situations and update this section to document them so that
other users benefit from the experiences. We also welcome any input into how we might be able to support
these unsupported coding circumstances and, depending on the level of customer desire for the functionality,
we add this functionality to our backlog to be worked on at the soonest possible time.

BLOB Functions in an Action Diagram

The BLOB functions let you add algorithms to the logic in action diagrams and action blocks.

The following points must be considered while using the BLOB functions in an Action Diagram:

• Avoid assigning a NULL value to either of the input BLOBs. The function exits with an invalid LOB handle error
message.

• When the lengths of the input BLOBs are zero, that is, the input BLOBs are empty, the function returns without any
action.

CONCATBLOB

The following point must be considered while using the CONCATBLOB function in an Action Diagram:

• If the concatenated length is greater than the length of destination, the output is truncated to available destination
length.

SUBSTRBLOB

The following points must be considered while using the SUBSTRBLOB function in an Action Diagram:

• If index is less than zero, the substring of the BLOB is from the zeroth index of the input BLOB.
• If the length of the substring to be retrieved is less than zero, SUBSTRBLOB sets the length to zero.
• If the length attribute that is given to the function is greater than the length of the BLOB, the output is truncated to hold

BLOB until the end of BLOB.

Text Conversion Functions – BLOBDBCS, BLOBMBCS, BLOBTEXT, DBCSBLOB, MBCSBLOB, TEXTBLOB

The following point must be considered while using the text conversion functions (BLOBDBCS, BLOBMBCS, BLOBTEXT,
DBCSBLOB, MBCSBLOB, TEXTBLOB) in an Action Diagram:

• If the destination length is less than the length of input BLOB, the output is truncated to length of destination.

Lesson Activity
This article provides information for Lesson Activity. In this exercise, you perform multiple tasks.

Start the Gen Toolset

Depending on how and where you installed the software, you can either:

• Double-click the Gen icon on the desktop

• Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Toolset.
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NOTE
xx is the current Gen release number.

Review the Interface of the Toolset

When the Toolset first opens, you see two blank panels as shown in the following example:

After opening or creating a model, the panel on the left contains the Tabbed Tree Control. The panel on the right contains
diagrams that you open.

NOTE
The number of items available on the Menu Bar and Toolbar change when you open or create a model, or when
you open different diagrams.

Open an Existing Model

Start creating a brand new model. In this case, start with an existing model that has a software (more about components
when you get to that point in the tutorial) component copied into it. In addition, we have included some rudimentary bmp
and gif images that are used for some of the examples in our application.
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Follow these steps:

1. Using Windows Explorer create a directory (folder) to contain your models. Throughout this Tutorial, the model
directory that is used in the examples is C:\Models. Copy egolf.ief and djscap1a.ief from the \Samples\Models\Tutorial
Models\Starter Models directory to your models directory.

2. Select Model from the menu bar, and select Open Model… from the drop-down menu.
In the subsequent file Model Open dialog box, change the Look in: path to your model directory, select egolf.ief from
the list of models, check the Make this path the default model path checkbox at the bottom of the dialog box, and
then click Open.

3. Select Model from the menu bar, then select Info… from the drop-down menu.

NOTE
The model name is EGOLF SERVICES and the local name is egolf in the Model Information dialog.
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Models have a [long] Model name and a [short] Local [model] name. If you uploaded this model to an Encyclopedia,
the name of the model as it was stored in the Encyclopedia will be the long model name. However, here on our local
workstation, the model is placed in a folder with the local model name followed by the .ief extension. We look in this folder
later in this module.

• Click OK.

Diagrams in the Tree View

In the following example, notice how the window has changed now that our new model has been opened in the Toolset.
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The short Local model name appears in the Title Bar, which makes it easy to verify which model you are in.

We also have some new items available within the Menu Bar and Toolbar. On the Menu Bar, for example, we have items
for Analysis, Design, and Construction, a sequence that roughly describes how we are going to proceed through the
remainder of this tutorial. Selecting these Menu items reveals a list of diagrams that are associated with that activity.

A Tabbed Tree Control also appears in the left panel. At the top of the Tabbed Tree Control are three tabs:

• Model
• Diagrams
• Options

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Menu items Analysis, Design, and Construction and review the list of diagrams that are associated with
those tasks.

2. If the Diagrams tab is not selected, select the Diagrams tab on the Tabbed Tree Control.

With a few exceptions, the same diagrams available through the Menu items are available through the Diagrams tab of
the Tabbed Tree Control.
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Double-clicking a diagram in the Tabbed Tree Control is a convenient way to launch (or open) the various diagrams. From
now on, we refer to the Tabbed Tree Control as simply the Tree Control.

Model Objects in the Tree View

As mentioned earlier, you create modeling objects using the various diagrams in the Toolset.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Model tab on the Tree Control.

NOTE
In addition to the component objects already copied into the model, Gen adds a base set of objects to every new
model.

• In the Tree Control, right-click the EGOLF_SERVICES subject area (the entry with the manila folder icon next to it) and
then select Add from the pop-up menu.
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In addition to the menus in the Menu Bar at the top of the Toolset, pop-up menus are available by right-clicking an object
in the Tree Control or from within any of the diagrams. Use pop-up menus as a shortcut instead of using the main Menu
Bar.

From the EGOLF_SERVICES pop-up menu, we can:

• Add more Subject Areas or Entity Types.
• Review the properties of the selected subject area.
• Launch the Data Model diagram.

We learn about all of these tasks in later modules. The pop-up menu items vary depending on the object that is selected,
and can be customized to your individual preferences.

Configurable Aspects of the Toolset

The Toolset is fully configurable.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Menu Bar, select Options, and select Customize.
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The contents of the pop-up Menus, Toolbars, and Tool Palettes (which we have not seen yet) can be customized from
here. For more information about customizing, see the Toolset Help.

In addition, if you would rather not use the Tree View, Toolbars, or Tool Palettes, you can hide them by removing the
corresponding checkmark next to their Menu item.

NOTE
The Palette check box is not visible because a diagram is not open.

• From the Menu Bar, select Model, and select Settings.
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From here, you can set options like the background color for your diagrams, and box and font sizes.

Other important settings include:

• The path to your local model directory (Paths…)
• The encyclopedia with which you want to communicate (Encyclopedia Selection…)
• Consistency Check Options (Consistency Check Options…)
• AutoSave settings (AutoSave…)

The Multiple Adds setting allows you to do repetitive tasks more efficiently. For example, adding several attributes to an
Entity Type.

The Tree View, Toolbars, and Tool Palettes can be moved from their starting positions in the Toolset to any other position
in or out of the Toolset. In the following example, the Tree View has been moved to the right side of the Toolset, whereas
the Toolbar has been moved in front of the Toolset. This is nice if you can afford a multi-monitor setup. To move them,
select and hold their grab bar while dragging them where you want them.
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• Select the Options tab on the Tree Control as in the previous example.
Removing or adding checkmarks to the Tree Control Display Options determines what is viewable under the other two
tabs. For instance, removing the checkmark from Data Modeling would remove the Data Model diagrams from the
Diagrams tab and the Subject Area objects from the Model tab.
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Save the Model

Changes to the model are not committed until they are explicitly saved. When you save the model, Gen saves all changes
that are made to all the objects. For example, if you make three changes to three different objects using three different
diagrams, one save saves all the changes in the model.

Follow these steps:

1. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select the

icon
from the Toolbar.

– From the Menu Bar, select Model, and then select Save Model.
– Press Ctrl+S.
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AutoSave

The Toolset can be configured to perform saves automatically for you every few minutes.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Menu Bar select Model, Settings, and AutoSave.

2. Click the Automatic Save Every check box and enter the number of minutes in the text box. If you want Gen to
prompt you before performing the save, check the Prompt To Confirm Before Saving check box.

3. Click OK.

Close Gen

Before closing Gen, verify the path to the model directory.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Menu Bar, select Model, Settings, Paths.
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The path to our model is C:\Models. Your path may differ.

• Note your path and select Cancel.
• To close Gen, perform one of the following actions:

– Select the

icon
in the upper-right corner of the Toolset.

– From the Menu Bar, select Model, and then Exit.

Review the Model Directory

Open Windows Explorer and navigate to the model directory. The egolf.ief directory contains several folders and four files
ending with the extension .dat, as shown in the following example:
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These four .dat files -- commonly referred to as the DAT files -- comprise your local model. If you must copy your model to
another machine, at a minimum you must copy all four of these files, and place them in a directory with the .ief extension.
The other folders are used for the generated code.

Analysis Phase
This article provides information about the analysis phase including, Objectives and Time Allotment and Case Study
Business Requirements.

Objectives and Time Allotment

After this module, you will have an understanding of the following terms:

• The Case Study Business Requirements
• Data Modeling
• Process Modeling
• Recording Business Rules
• Model Confirmation
• Process Synthesis
• Component-based Development
• Business System Definition

Allow approximately 4 hours and 30 minutes to complete this module.
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If you would like to reference a Gen model reflecting the completed objectives of this section, you can find the model
with the Gen installation in the Gen\Samples\Models\Tutorial Models\Completed Models directory corresponding to this
section.

The Case Study Business Requirements

This section deals with the requirements for a business case study.

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After this lesson you understand:

• How requirements are gathered
• The business requirements for the eGolf Services website

Allow approximately 7 minutes to complete this lesson.

Gathering Business Requirements

Business requirements are gathered through some combination of informal interviews, formal Joint Application Design
(JAD) sessions, or reviewing current system functionality.

The following transcript is from an informal interview with the President of eGolf Services:

Given the popularity of the Internet and Golf, we see an opportunity to provide golfers with a few simple online golf
services. In exchange for these services, we hope to generate enough hits to our Website to allow us to sell banner-
advertising space to the golfing industry eventually.

The first service that we are going to provide is the calculation of a Handicap Index of a golfer, which is an indicator of
the potential scoring ability of a player on a course of standard difficulty. A player would look up their actual Handicap for a
particular Course by cross-referencing their Handicap Index against that Course's Handicap Table.

To accurately calculate a Handicap Index of a golfer, we must know scores of their most recent 20 golf games. Five
games can be used for new golfers. In addition, we must know the Rating and Slope Rating for the course the game was
played on.

The way that we see this service working is that the golfers first registers with us for the service. It is free of charge,
requiring them to enter only a few facts about themselves, like user ID, password, name, and email address. Thereafter,
they can login and enter their scores, and we then recalculate their Handicap Index based on their most recent entries.

As Analysts, we would review the information that is obtained through the interview, looking for Entities/Entity Types
(things of interest to the business) and Processes (what the business intends to do with these things). Entity Types are
documented in the Data Model Diagram (often named as the Entity Relationship Diagram), while the business Processes
are documented in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram.

As one can expect, there is (or must be) a correspondence between these two diagrams. From the previous interview, one
of the things the business intends to do is to Calculate Golfer Handicap Index. This would be documented in the Activity
Hierarchy Diagram. Likewise, it must be reasonably clear that one of the things of interest to the business must be the
Golfer, and the Golfer would be documented in the Data Model Diagram. We discuss each of these diagrams in more
detail in the next few sections.

Develop the Data Model
This article provides information to develop a data model including: Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment, Subject Areas,
Entity Types and Subtypes, Attributes, Relationships, and eGolf Services Data Model.

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After this lesson, you will be familiar with:
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• The five basic modeling objects used in a Data Model Diagram:
– Subject Areas
– Entity Types
– Attributes
– Relationships
– Entity Subtypes

• The Data Model for the eGolf Services business

Allow approximately 40 minutes to complete this lesson.

Subject Areas

Subject areas are a natural area of interest to a business, centered on a major resource or activity of the business. In
simpler terms, a subject area is a collection of closely related entity types (entity types are discussed in Entity Types and
Entities).

Let us put our eGolf Services case study aside for a moment and consider another case study that we are using in this
tutorial, that of the XYZ Health Clinic. Thinking about a health clinic, what can be a natural area of interest that is centered
on a major resource or activity? In the following partial data model, Patients and Care Providers are likely natural areas of
interest to a health clinic. Other subject areas include Appointments, Treatments, and Billings.

In the previous partial data model, we have three subject areas:

• XYZ Health Clinic
• Care Providers
• Patients
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The diagramming notation for subject areas is a double red line, or, when the subject area is contracted, a red box with a
white bounding line. The naming convention for subject areas is typically a plural noun.

The subject area XYZ Health Clinic is known as the root subject area, since all other subject areas fall within it. The name
of the root subject area defaults to the long model name but can be changed if necessary.

Take a moment to go back and review the interview with the President of eGolf Services and try to identify candidate
subject areas. See the next section for suggested answers.

eGolf Services Subject Areas

Reviewing the interview with the President of eGolf Services, candidate subject areas include the following:

• Golfers
• Services
• Advertising
• Courses

It is clear that we want to attract Golfers to our Website, which we do by providing them with Services. This is to attract
or sell Advertising. In addition, one of the initial services requires information about Courses. Based on the limited
information obtained in the interview (and to reduce the scope of this tutorial), we are going to focus only on Golfers. So
within our EGOLF SERVICES root subject area (similar to the XYZ Health Clinic root subject area) we would have another
subject area that is named GOLFERS, as shown in the following example.

We see how to document this information in the Toolset at the end of this section.

Entity Types and Entities

Entity types are collections or groupings of entities that share a common description and attributes. Entities are anything
of relevance to a business that the business wants to keep information about.

To illustrate the difference between entity types and entities, let us use an example from the XYZ Health Clinic. John
Doe can be a patient of the XYZ Health Clinic. Mary Smith can be a Doctor who works at the XYZ Health Clinic. Both are
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entities, things that are relevant to the business that the business wants to keep information about. However, they are
entities of different entity types. John Doe is an entity of the entity type Patient, and Mary Smith would be an entity of the
entity type Care Provider. This is because their descriptions are different. The description for a patient can be someone
who seeks treatment at the clinic, whereas the description for the care provider can be someone who provides treatments
at the clinic. Their attributes (attributes are discussed in Attributes) are likely different as well.

Entity types (not the entities within them) are depicted in the Data Model Diagram and fall within Subject Areas.

The diagramming notation for entity types is a red box. The naming convention for entity types is a singular noun.

Based on our interview with the President of eGolf Services, what might be candidate entity types within the Golfers
subject area?

eGolf Services Entity Types and Entities

Golfer must obviously be one entity type. In addition, the Scoring Record of the golfer would be another. Both of them
represent collections of things that are of interest to the business and which the business wants to keep information about.
In addition, since they are closely related, they probably belong to the same subject area, Golfers.
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Entity types represent collections of things that are of interest to the business, but they do not always have to be tangible
things like a Golfer or a Client. They can also represent conceptual things, like a Cost Center or a Ledger Entry, and active
things, like Lecture Attendance or Equipment Breakdown. Tangible things are more readily identifiable.

Attributes

Attributes are facts about entity types that the business cares about. For instance, the patient can have a favorite lollipop
flavor, but it is unlikely that the business cares enough about that information to keep it. However, it probably cares about
the Name and Address of the patient.
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Based on the interview with the eGolf Services President, what attributes do we care about for the entity types Golfer and
Scoring Record?

eGolf Services Attributes

Attributes for Golfer include:

• User ID
• Password
• First Name
• Last Name
• Email Address
• Handicap Index

Attributes for Scoring Record include:

• Date
• Time
• Adjusted Gross Score
• Course Rating
• Course Slope Rating
• Note

Some of these attributes were obvious, while others were inferred. During your analysis, it is okay to make assumptions
or inferences. In this case, we made assumptions and inferences about attributes, but we can have made them about
anything. Regardless of what they are about, however, any assumptions or inferences that you make must always be
reviewed with the user community.

Additional Attribute Properties

Attributes also have these properties:

Category
Attributes can be one of the following source categories:
Basic

An attribute whose value is supplied to the business, such as a name of a client
Designed

An attribute whose value is invented or calculated and never changes, such as an employee number
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Derived
An attribute whose value is derived from the values of other attributes, such as the total of an order

Domain
The collection of possible values for an attribute:
Text

A character string
Numeric

Numbers
Date

A valid date
Time

A valid time
Timestamp

A combination of date and time, to the level of microseconds
DBCS Text

Double-byte character set
Mixed Text

A combination of double-byte and single-byte character sets
Permitted Values

Restricts a domain to some subset of permitted values
Length

The maximum number of characters or digits for each of the values of the attribute
Number of decimal places (for numeric attributes)

Of its total length, the number of digits to the right of the decimal place
Optional

Whether the attribute must always contain a value
Case Sensitive, for text attributes

Indicates if the attribute value can contain lowercase and uppercase characters. If not, the tool automatically
converts them to uppercase.

Varying Length
If selected, the database only stores the actual length of the text string

We see each of these again when we build the data model.

Relationships

Relationships are reasons of relevance to the business for associating two entities from one or two entity types. In the
following example, we have Care Providers and Patients. Is there a reason why the business wants to associate specific
entities from Care Provider with specific entities of Patient? If the business wanted to know that Dr. Smith treated John
Doe, then we would need a relationship to depict this business relevance.

Relationships have two memberships, one each from the point of view of the participating entity types. From the point of
view of the Care Provider, Each Care Provider treats Patient. From the point of view of the Patient, Each Patient is treated
by Care Provider. To read a relationship, start with either of the two entities and proceed clockwise around the diagram.

The diagramming convention for relationships is a line between the associated entity types. The naming convention for
relationship memberships is typically the active and passive forms of a verb.
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What is the relationship between entity type Golfer and entity type Scoring Record?

eGolf Services Relationships

It is the responsibility of the golfer to update his or her scoring record. From the point of view of the golfer, this can be
expressed as, Each Golfer maintains Scoring Record. From the point of view of the scoring record, it would be, Each
Scoring Record is maintained by Golfer. Our data model can look like the following example:
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Cardinality and Optionality within Relationships

Relationship memberships are further defined by cardinality and optionality.

Cardinality
Determines the number of entities on one side of the relationship that can be joined to a single entity on the other
side.

Optionality
Specifies if entities on one side must be joined to an entity on the other side.

In the following example, each Care Provider may optionally treat one or more patients. The optionality of the relationship
is indicated by the o on the relationship line directly at the top of the foot of the crow. The reason the relationship is
optional is that we can have a new care provider that has yet to be assigned to a patient. The foot of the crow indicates
one or more cardinalities.
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From the point of view of the patient, one or more Care Providers always treats each Patient. Notice the foot of the crow
without the o on the line next to the Care Provider. This relationship membership is mandatory (at least for this business),
in that a Patient must be assigned to some Care Provider. This is known as a many-to-many relationship.

NOTE
Other objects within Gen support optionality and cardinality. This section deals only with their function about
relationships.

Examples of Relationships

Types of relationships include one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many.

One-to-one Relationship Example

In this example, we have proposals and contracts.

• Each proposal sometimes results in one contract.
• Each contract sometimes is the result of one proposal.

This is an example of a one-to-one optional relationship.
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NOTE
The line crossing the relationship line indicates one.

One-to-many Relationship Example

In this example, we have employees and dependents.

• Each employee sometimes claims one or more dependents.
• One employee always claims each dependent.

This is an example of the most common relationship, a one-to-many optional-on-the-many-side relationship.

NOTE
The foot of the crow indicates the “many” and the “o” on the line indicates that the relationship is optional.

Many-to-many Relationship Example

In this example, we have products and warehouses.

• Each product sometimes is stored in one-or-more warehouses.
• Each warehouse sometimes stores one-or-more products.

This is an example of a many-to-many relationship.

What would be the relationship membership cardinality and optionality for Golfer maintains Scoring Record?
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eGolf Services Relationship Cardinality and Optionality

A golfer needs at least five and preferably 20 scoring records to determine their handicap index. Therefore, a golfer
maintains one or more scoring records. In addition, a golfer has to register first before logging in to use the system.
Therefore, a golfer can exist, even if it is for only a short period, without any scoring records. From the point of view of the
golfer, then, Each Golfer sometimes maintains one or more Scoring Records.

Scoring records are always for one golfer, so from the point of view of the scoring record, one Golfer always maintains
Each Scoring Record. Our data model now looks like the following example:

Entity Subtypes

An entity subtype is a collection of entities of the same entity type to which a narrower definition and more predicates
apply. That is to say, entity types can be sub-typed, if there are entities of that type which have unique definitions,
attributes, or relationships.

In the following example, the entity type Care Provider can be sub-typed into Doctors and Nurses. There must be unique
attributes and relationships that entities of the Doctor sub-type has that entities of the Nurse subtype do not and vice
versa. Also, there must be a valid business reason for sub-typing. A valid business reason would exist if there were more
business processes involved with one sub-type and not the other.
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The eGolf Services data model does not need subtypes.

eGolf Services Data Model

The following is the eGolf Services solution.
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Lesson Activity 1
This article provides information for the Lesson Activity 1. In this exercise, perform the following tasks that are related to
developing the data model.

Open the eGolf Services (egolf) Model

Follow these steps:

1. After opening the Toolset, select Model from the Menu Bar, and select Open Model.
Gen displays the Open dialog:
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2. In the Model Open dialog, select egolf.ief and select Open.
3. On the Menu Bar, select Model, Settings, Single Add.

Build the eGolf Services Data Model

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click Data Model in the tree control.
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2. Double-click anywhere in the data model title bar to maximize the data model diagram.

NOTE
Since we have a diagram open, we also have a tool palette available for that diagram.

Add Golfers Subject Area

Follow these steps:

1. To add the Golfers subject area to the EGOLF SERVICES root subject area, select the Add Subject Area…

icon on the tool palette and use the crosshair

to
select inside the root subject area which places the subject area at that location.

2. In the Properties dialog of the new object, type Golfers in the Subject Area entry field and click OK.
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Your data model must now look like the following example:

NOTE
If you mistyped the name of the subject area, double-click the subject area to open its properties panel to
enter the correct name.

Add Golfer and Scoring Record Entity Types

To add the golfer and scoring record entity types, you must complete these steps:

• Add the Golfer
• Add the Scoring Record
• Move the entity types
• Create the relationship between the golfer and the scoring record

Follow these steps:

1. To add the Golfer and Scoring Record entity types, use the Add Entity Type

icon on the tool palette and use the crosshair to click on the Golfers subject area.
2. In the Entity Type (new object) Properties dialog, type Golfer in the Type Name field and select OK.
3. Do the same to add Scoring Record.

If you make a mistake, here are some tips to correct it:
– If you mistyped the name of an entity type, double-click the entity type to open its properties panel and type the

correct name.
– If you placed the entity type in the wrong subject area, resize the destination subject are to ensure it is large enough

to accept the new entity type, and drag and drop the entity type to the correct subject area.
– To resize the subject area, select the subject area, and move the cursor across its boundaries until it turns into a

double-sided arrow. Click-and-drag the boundary to the desired size. When moving an entity type from one subject
area to another, the cursor changes to the following icon:
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to indicate you are changing the parentage of the entity type.
– You can also delete the entity type by selecting it and clicking the Delete…

icon on the Toolbar.
4. Resize the subject area and move the entity types as shown in the following illustration:

To resize the subject area, follow these steps:
a. Select the subject area
b. Move the cursor across its boundaries until it turns into a double-sided arrow
c. Click-and-drag the boundary to the desired size

5. To add the relationship between Golfer and Scoring Record:
a. Select the Join…

icon on the tool palette
b. Select the Golfer entity type
c. Select the Scoring Record entity type

6. Complete the Relationship Properties dialog as in this illustration and click OK:
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NOTE
You must type MAINTAINS and IS_MAINTAINED_BY in the fields.

These settings create the following relationship between the GOLFER and SCORING RECORD:
– Each GOLFER sometimes maintains one or more SCORING RECORD
– Each SCORING RECORD always is maintained by one GOLFER

If you make a mistake, double-click the relationship to open the Relationship Properties dialog to make changes.

Your diagram must look similar to the following illustration:
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Add Attributes to Golfer and Scoring Record

Follow these steps:

1. To add attributes more efficiently, turn on the Multiple Adds feature. To do so, on the Menu Bar select Model, Settings,
Multiple Adds.

2. To add the Golfer attributes, select the Golfer entity type, click the Attributes

icon on the Tool Bar bringing up the Attribute List diagram, and select the Add…Attribute View

icon on the Tool Bar.

NOTE
The Add Attribute View icon and the Attributes icon are the same.

3. In the (new object) Properties dialog, enter the following information for each attribute.

NOTE
The (new object) Properties dialog remains open after you click OK after adding each attribute because
Multiple Adds is turned on.
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You must be able to see that each attribute added in the panel in the background. After adding the last attribute for
Golfer click Cancel.

Attribute
Name

Category Domain Length Decimal
Places

Optional Case
Sensitive

Varying
Length

Userid Basic Text 8 N/A
Password Basic Text 8 N/A

First Name Basic Text 30 N/A

Last Name Basic Text 30 N/A

Handicap
Index

Basic Number 4 1 N/A N/A

Email Address Basic Text 100 N/A

1. To close the Attribute List Diagram listing the attributes for Golfer, select the close button

in the upper right-hand corner of the Toolset, diagram at the end of the Menu Bar (not the one which may be above it
which closes the toolset entirely).
If you make a mistake, select the entity type, select the Attributes icon on the Menu Bar, and double-click the attribute
in the Attribute List Diagram to open the properties dialog for the attribute. To delete an attribute, select the attribute
and select the Delete icon on the Menu Bar.

2. Add the following attributes to Scoring Record.

Attribute
Name

Category Domain Length Decimal
Places

Optional Case
Sensitive

Varying
Length

Date Basic Date N/A N/A N/A N/A
Time Basic Time N/A N/A N/A N/A
Adjusted Gross
Score

Basic Number 3 0 N/A N/A

Course Rating Basic Number 3 1 N/A N/A
Course Slope
Rating

Basic Number 3 0 N/A N/A

Note Basic Text 100 N/A

1. Two of the Scoring Records attributes names are longer than 15 characters, and can be a problem when targeting
JDBC as we do for our web server. In the list of attributes for Scoring Record:
a. Double-click ADJUSTED_GROSS_SCORE
b. Uncheck the 'Set TD name to the attribute name checkbox'
c. Change the TD Name to ADJ_GROSS_SCORE
d. Do the same for COURSE_SLOPE_RATING

Review the Data Model Using the Data Model List

Follow these steps:

1. On the Menu Bar, select Tool, Analysis, Data Model List.
2. On the Menu Bar, select View, Expand Diagram.
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Review the objects in the Data Model Diagram. Double-click the objects to change their properties. You can add new data
model objects or delete existing objects.

Review the Data Model Using the Data Model Browser

Follow these steps:

1. On the Menu Bar, select Tool, Analysis, Data Model Browser.
2. Select Golfer from the upper-left panel in the Data Model Browser dialog.

NOTE
The other panels are populated. Double-click an object to change their properties. You can add new data
model objects or delete existing objects.

Close the Data Model Diagrams

Follow these steps:

1. To close the Data Model Browser, select the Close button

in the upper right-hand corner of the Data Model Browser dialog.
2. To close the Data Model List, select the lower Close button in the upper right-hand corner of the diagram at the end of

the menu bar.
3. To close the attribute list, select the lower Close button in the upper right-hand corner of the diagram at the end of the

menu bar.
4. To close the Data Model Diagram, select the lower Close button in the upper right-hand corner of the diagram at the

end of the menu bar.
5. Save your model using one of the following methods:

– Select the

icon from the Toolbar.
– On the Menu Bar, select Model, and then select Save Model.
– Press Ctrl+S.

Develop the Process Model
How to develop a process model includes: Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment, Activity Hierarchy Diagram, Functions,
Processes, Elementary Processes, and eGolf Services Activity Hierarchy Diagram.

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After this lesson, you will be familiar with:

• The two basic modeling objects used in an Activity Hierarchy Diagram:
– Functions
– Processes

• The Activity Hierarchy for the eGolf Services business

Allow approximately 20 minutes to complete this lesson.
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Activity Hierarchy Diagram

While the Data Model Diagram describes the things, which are of interest to a business, the Activity Hierarchy Diagram
describes the actions the business takes with those things. For instance, a business can be interested in something that
is called an Order. In fact, the more orders a business has, the better. However, what does the business do with Orders?
Typically they Accept Order, Approve Order, Pick Order, Pack Order, Ship Order, and Invoice Order. In addition, only on
rare occasions, they have to Cancel Order. These business activities are documented on an Activity Hierarchy Diagram.

The term activity is generic. It can mean either a function or a process. However, the terms function and process have
specific meanings in Gen.

Activity analysis involves the continued decomposition of activities until the analyst has identified the lowest-level
processes of interest to the business. Functions decompose into either lower-level functions or higher-level processes.
Higher-level processes decompose into lower-level processes. The decomposition ends when the analyst has uncovered
all the lowest-level processes of interest to the business. These lowest-level processes are known as elementary
processes.

In this tutorial, we started doing Data Analysis. However, we could have begun doing Activity Analysis. In fact, since one
complements or confirms the other, they must be done in parallel.

Functions

Functions are groupings of activities that deal with the major areas of interest to a business. They are broad business
activities that take place continuously.

In our XYZ Health Clinic example, there were at least two natural areas of interest to our business, Care Providers and
Patients. Therefore, we have two corresponding functions -- Care Provider Management and Patient Care -- in which we
can group all the business activities pertaining to each area of interest.

In the Entity Subtypes section, we contemplated sub-typing the Care Provider entity type into the sub-types Doctor and
Nurse. One of the conditions for sub-typing calls for different business activities for each subtype. If we must sub-type
Care Provider into Doctor and Nurse, we would want to decompose Care Provider Management into lower-level functions
covering each sub-type to contain those specific activities associated with each.

Examining the XYZ Health Clinic Data Model and Activity Model, you must begin to see some parallels between the two.
In fact, this concept is known as parallel decomposition. The lowest-level functions must correspond with the lowest level
subject areas or, sometimes, subtypes.

There are different techniques for activity decomposition, including:

Value Chain Analysis
Used for the first level of decomposition, not demonstrated here
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Specialization
Demonstrated with the previous Care Provider specialization

Life Cycle
Used for the first-level processes discussed next

Steps to Complete
Lower-level processes used, if necessary, to move an entity from one life-cycle state to the next.

Given this brief introduction to Parallel Decomposition, what functions would exist beneath the eGolf Services root
function?

eGolf Services Functions

For now, we only deal with Golfers. We need a corresponding business function to group all the activities we are going to
have for Golfers. Our eGolf Services root function can decompose into one other function called Golfer Management.

The naming convention for business functions is usually a noun, followed by the noun form of a verb, as in:

• Customer Service
• Order Processing
• Manufacturing
• Human Resources

Activity decomposition follows the rules of structured outlining. Normally, a function would decompose into at least two
other functions, or two other processes. We are only modeling part of the business. If we were modeling the entire
business, we would likely have other functions dealing with things like Advertising and Courses.

Processes

A Process is a defined business activity whose executions are identified in terms of the input and output of specific entities
or data about specific entities.

Processes are lower-level activities. Unlike functions, which are large, broad-based activities that happen continuously, as
in the case of the Manufacturing function, processes have a definable start and end.

Processes also accomplish work. From a modeling standpoint, work generally means they must create, update, or delete
entities of an entity type. For example, in the real world, your business can have someone who sits at a counter and
takes orders. Before they take an order, they have nothing. After they take an order, they have a completed order. In the
modeling world, we would have a process that is called Take Order. After an execution of that process, we would have a
new entity added to our Order entity type.

The first level of processes under a primitive function focus on one lifecycle state of the subject of that function. A primitive
function corresponds to a primitive subject area, that is, a subject area that only has entity types within it.

Let us look at the lifecycle of a Doctor subtype within the XYZ Health Clinic. In this business, we first interview the doctor
to evaluate their credentials. If we like them, we present them with a contract to work at our health clinic. Periodically, we
evaluate their performance, and when we are through with them, we terminate them. Sound familiar? Every business
object has at least two lifecycle states, a Creation state and a Termination state. Most have more. Think about the
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activities that are required in planning for acquiring the objects, usage of the objects, and ultimately disposal of those
objects.

Given the brief introduction to previous process modeling, take a moment to determine the processes that are associated
with planning for, acquiring, usage, and disposal of Golfers. When you are finished, move on to the next section.

eGolf Services Processes

While it is not clear from the interview, golfers are acquired when they register for the service (the creation state). The
registration information is used when they login to enter their scoring records and we calculate their Handicap Index.
While it is not mentioned, we know that sometimes we have to remove golfers (the termination state) as well. So, our
activity hierarchy looks something like this:

The diagramming notation for processes is similar to functions, only that the color of processes is blue, while the color of
functions is cyan. Processes are traditionally named with a verb and a noun, with the noun usually being an entity type or
attribute from the data model.

Elementary Processes

The purpose of Activity Decomposition is to identify all the elementary processes associated with a selected portion of
the business. Elementary processes are the smallest unit of business activity that has meaning to the business and when
complete, leave the business in a consistent state.
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In the following example, Contract Doctor is a process that has a start, an end, and does useful work. However, it is not
the lowest-level process of meaning to this business. Contract Doctor can be broken down into lower-level processes,
each of which have a start, an end, and perform meaningful work. In this case, the steps to complete the higher level of
work include:

• Preparing the contract
• Delivering the contract to the doctor
• Waiting for the acceptance of the doctor

Each step performs meaningful work for the business, can and do happen at different times and are performed by
different people, and leave the business in a consistent state.

The phrase "leave the business in a consistent state" has several points to it, but at a minimum, it means that none of the
optionality rules as depicted in the data model are violated by an execution of the process. In other words, if an attribute
value or relationship membership is mandatory, then that attribute has its value set or that relationship membership is
created by the end of the execution of the process.

When processes cannot be broken down into lower-level processes without violating some of the guidelines that are
discussed in the previous paragraph, they are considered elementary processes and marked as such in their properties.
This causes a dashed line to appear on them as shown in the following example.

The process action diagram (PAD) eventually contains pseudo-code specifying the business rules that are associated with
that business activity.

NOTE
Each elementary process has an action diagram that is associated with it.

eGolf Services Elementary Processes

Are the processes that we have identified so far for the eGolf Services business elementary?

To determine whether each process is an elementary process, we would have to examine each one with an eye towards
the following guidelines:

• Does it perform meaningful work? Does it create, update, or delete entities of some entity types?
• Does it leave the business in a consistent state? At a minimum, it must not violate the optionality attribute and

relationship rules as depicted in our data model.
• From the time it begins execution, to the time it finishes, does it generally happen at a single point in time?
• From the time it begins execution, to the time if finishes, does it generally happen at a single location?
• Can it be broken down further while still meeting all the previous guidelines?

Let us examine the processes that we already defined in our eGolf Services model:

Register Golfer
Creates an occurrence of Golfer, and assuming it sets all the mandatory attributes of Golfer, leaves the business
in a consistent state. The entire thing happens at one location and time, and cannot be further broken down
without violating one of the previous guidelines. Therefore, it is probably an elementary process.
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Login Golfer
This process does not create, update, or delete anything. It only performs a read to see if a Golfer is registered.
Therefore, someone can argue it does not do meaningful work and therefore is not even a process. Another
argument is that Login Golfer is a security function, and therefore must be dealt with in Design. However, this
would be an exception to the rules. Processes that only do reads but are so intrinsic to the business, as security
is in a web application, can be considered processes. In this case, it can be considered elementary since it would
meet the remaining guidelines as well.

Enter Scoring Record and Calculate Golfer Handicap Index
One can argue that these must be one process instead of two. After all, the interview says when they enter their
scores we will recalculate their handicap index. However, the question is not "Should these be one"-, but rather-,
"Can there be two". Can each be executed independently at different points in time and at different locations,- can
each perform meaningful work, and can each leave the business in a consistent state? It can be argued that they
can. In fact, we cannot even calculate a valid handicap index until a golfer has entered at least five scores. Do we
want to make the golfers wait until they have at least five scores to enter? On the contrary, we want them to visit
our Website early and often to run up our hit count. Each can be executed independently and meet the remaining
guidelines assuming that when we created a Scoring Record we associated it to the Golfer which maintains it.
Therefore, each would be an elementary process.

Delete Golfer
Deletes an occurrence of Golfer. Assuming it deleted all the related occurrences of Scoring Record, then it would
be considered an elementary process as well.

Each of these processes must be marked as elementary processes. When marked, each would then show the dashed
line across them and each has a process action diagram that is associated with them.

eGolf Services Activity Hierarchy Diagram

The following is the eGolf Services solution.
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Lesson Activity 2
This article provides information for Lesson Activity 2. In this exercise, we build the Activity Hierarchy diagram as specified
earlier.

Build the eGolf Services Activity Hierarchy

To build the services activity hierarchy, we must open the activity hierarchy, add the golfer management function, and add
the elementary processes.

Open the Activity Hierarchy Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. With the egolf.ief model open in the Toolset, double-click Activity Hierarchy in the tree control.
2. Double-click anywhere in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram title bar to maximize the Activity Hierarchy Diagram to the

allotted space.

Add the Golfer Management Function

Follow these steps:

1. To add the Golfer Management function to the EGOLF SERVICES root function, select the EGOLF SERVICES root
function and select the Add Function

icon from the Tool Bar.
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2. In the (new object) Properties dialog, enter Golfer Management in the Function entry field and select the OK push
button. If you still have multiple adds turned on, you must select Cancel to close the (new object) Properties dialog.

If you mistyped the name of the function, double-click the function to its properties panel to enter the correct name.

If you added it as a process (blue) instead of as a function (cyan), select the root function EGOLF SERVICES, select Edit
from the menu bar, and select Modify.

Add Elementary Processes

Follow these steps:

1. To add the elementary processes to the GOLFER MANAGEMENT function,
select the GOLFER MANAGEMENT function and then select the Add Process

icon from the Tool Bar.
2. In the (new object) Properties dialog, enter Register Golfer, select the check box for Elementary, and click OK.
3. If you have multiple adds still turned on, the (new object) Properties dialog remains open and you can continue to add

the remaining processes. If not, select the Add Process icon again. Add the remaining elementary processes:
– Login Golfer
– Enter Scoring Record
– Calculate Golfer Handicap Index
– Delete Golfer
If you mistyped the name of a process or forgot to select the elementary check box, double-click the process to open
its properties panel. If you added them all as functions (cyan) instead of processes (blue), select their parent function
Golfer Management, select Edit from the Menu Bar, and select Modify to convert them all to processes.

4. While methodologically order is not important, aesthetically it is nice to have the processes in logical sequence.
To rearrange the items in the diagram, click and drag them to the desired location. If you move them to an entirely
different parent, the cursor switches to the change parent icon, identical to what we saw in the data model diagram.

5. Save your model.
6. Close the Activity Hierarchy diagram.

Confirm the Process and Data Model
This article provides information for how to confirm the processing and data model including: Lesson Objectives and Time
Allotment, and Confirmation.

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After completing this lesson, you will be familiar with four techniques for confirming the results of your analysis:

• Walk Throughs
• Customer Reviews
• Consistency Checks
• Matrices

Allow approximately 40 minutes to complete this lesson.

Confirmation

Model Confirmation is a series of checks to ensure that the model is complete, correct, and stable, terms described in the
following list:
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Complete
None of the business requirements have been missed or omitted

Correct
The requirements are conforming to fact

Stable
The model is developed to mitigate future changes

These checks consist of manual and automated methods.

Manual Methods

Walk Throughs and Customer Reviews are the manual methods:

Walk Throughs
An elementary process has a process action diagram (PAD) associated with it that contains pseudo-code,
documenting specific business rules associated with that business activity. From the pseudo-code, the tool
generates source code which is compiled into executable code. It is a good structured programming technique to
review, or walk through, this pseudo-code with another knowledgeable analyst to identify errors or omissions early
in the development lifecycle.

Customer Reviews
The data and activity models must represent actual things that the business is interested in and the tasks that the
business accomplishes with the data and activity models. Formal reviews of the model with the user community
helps confirm that nothing was missed. An analyst must be able to stand up in front of a group of knowledgeable
users and adequately explain it to them. If the general reaction is positive, the project is likely on track and can
move forward. If the users fail to understand the review, more analysis work is probably required.

Automated Methods

Consistency Checks and Matrices are automated methods:

Consistency Checks
Gen includes an automated facility that is called Consistency Check that applies a set of rules to a model, a
subset of a model, or a specific object in the model to evaluate its consistency and completeness. We look at one
use of Consistency Check to evaluate the consistency and completeness of our data model.

Matrices
Gen includes a set of more than 35 standard matrices that help record and evaluate numerous facts about
the business. These matrices can help during the initial assessment of a project, when defining an information
architecture, technical architecture, and business system architecture, when making a current environment
assessment, and when defining business systems. Gen supports creating your own custom matrices as well.
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We look at one use of the Matrix Processor to examine the interaction between elementary processes and entity
types, looking for gaps in our analysis.

Lesson Activity 3
In this exercise, we are going to perform the following tasks:

Perform a Consistency Check

With Consistency Check you can check an entire model or specific objects in the model. Before performing the
consistency check, you must set an appropriate consistency check level.

As a model progresses from Analysis, to Design, to Construction and Test, it becomes increasingly detailed. Performing a
comprehensive test on the data model in the Analysis stage identifies more problems than we need to worry about at this
point in the development lifecycle. To keep this from happening, we want to set a specific consistency check level.

Set Consistency Check Level

Follow these steps:

1. Open the egolf.ief model.
2. From the main Menu Bar, select Model, Settings, Consistency Check Options.
3. In the Consistency Check Options dialog:

a. Select the Level tab and click the Analysis radio button.
b. Select the Severity Reported tab and the All Warnings and Errors radio button.
c. Click OK.

Perform the Consistency Check

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Data Model diagram and select the EGOLF SERVICES root subject area.
2. On the Tool Bar, select the Check

icon.
3. Gen issues a report similar to the following illustration:
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Examine the Consistency Check Report

This report has two errors and six warnings.

Errors
Indicate conditions you must correct before the objects in the model can move forward to the next stage of
development

Warnings
Indicate conditions that may cause problems later, but do not prevent those objects from progressing to the next
stage of development

Severe Warning
Indicate conditions that are more severe than warnings in that they must be addressed before continuing to the
next stage of development but that do not deny you the ability to proceed anyway. These types of warnings may
cause other problems that are difficult to diagnose from the information given at the time (such as during code
generation or compilation) so they must be addresses as soon as possible.

Examining our Consistency Check Report, we see that at the top left it shows the model name, the subset name, and
the date and time the report was run. Level indicates the consistency check level we selected under the model settings.
In this case, BAA represents the Analysis level we selected earlier. BAA stands for Business Area Analysis. Reporting
indicates the severity of messages to report, also selected under the model settings. After that, it shows the object that
was selected for the consistency check, in our case the EGOLF SERVICES root subject area. Finally it shows the objects
within that subject area that had problems. We are going to address each of the problems identified in this report.

Looking at the entity type GOLFER, we have an error and two warnings. The error states that each entity type must
have an identifier defined for it. An identifier is a way to uniquely identify each entity of an entity type. For example, your
business employs many employees. How does your business uniquely identify each employee? Your company probably
identifies employees with something like a unique employee id. A secondary identifier can be their social security number.
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Likewise, we need a way to uniquely identify every GOLFER. In our case, each GOLFER is going to have a unique User
ID. Therefore, we will declare the User ID as the identifier for GOLFER, which will eliminate the error.

GOLFER also has two warnings. These warnings refer to the minimum, maximum, and average number of GOLFERs
the business expects to have. The minimum number of golfers would be zero; since this is the default value, we receive
no warning. However, the maximum and average values default to zero as well, and the eGolf Services business hopes
to have more golfers than that. So the question is, what is the maximum number of golfers the business expects at any
point in time and what's the average number? We will assume that marketing research has indicated that we will have a
maximum number of 100,000 golfers with an average of 75,000. We will enter these values in after examining the rest of
our errors and warnings.

Looking at the relationship membership GOLFER MAINTAINS SCORING RECORD, or more specifically EACH GOLFER
SOMETIMES MAINTAINS ONE OR MORE SCORING RECORD, we have two warnings. The warnings state that the
estimated cardinality and optionality of this relationship must be defined.

In this case, cardinality deals with the minimum, maximum, and average number of scoring records each golfer will
maintain. We know that a golfer needs at least five and preferably 20 scoring records to determine a handicap index.
However, we also know that golfers can register without entering any scoring records. Thus, the minimum number of
scoring records can be zero, the maximum number 20, and the average five. However, this would only be true if as they
entered their 21st scoring record, we deleted their 1st scoring record, maintaining 20 as the maximum number of scoring
records maintained by each golfer. However, what if we wanted to keep all of their scores for historical purposes? You
need to ask these questions to the users. We will assume the minimum number of scoring records maintained by a single
golfer will be zero, the maximum will be 100, and the average will be 20.

Optionality deals with the SOMETIMES aspect of the relationship membership. Essentially, what percentages of golfers
sometimes maintain a scoring record? While we know that a golfer can register without ever entering any scoring records,
we are anticipating that most will enter at least one scoring record. Therefore, something like 99 percent of the golfers will
maintain at least one scoring record.

Entering these values, which we will do shortly, will resolve the relationship membership problems identified previously.
However, that relationship also has another relationship membership, EACH SCORING RECORD ALWAYS IS
MAINTAINED BY ONE GOLFER that we did not receive any errors or warnings for. What is the cardinality and optionality
of this relationship membership? The cardinality in this case is one: each scoring record is maintained by one golfer. In
addition, there is no optionality since one golfer always maintains each scoring record.

Finally, SCORING RECORD had similar problems to GOLFER. A golfer will have many scoring records. How can we
uniquely identify each scoring record? Each scoring record has the date and time that the game was played. It is unlikely
that a golfer can play two games on the same date at the same time, so date and time can be used to uniquely identify
each scoring record. However, we can still have two scoring records for the same date and same time played by two
different golfers. So to uniquely identify every scoring record, we not only need to know the date and time it was played,
but the golfer who maintains it.

What about the average and maximum number of SCORING RECORDS? If we know that we have a maximum number
of 100,000 golfers and each will have a maximum number of 100 games, then the maximum number of scoring records
would be 10,000,000. The average number of scoring records would be the average number of golfers (75,000) times the
average number of games per golfer (5) which is 375,000.

While the previous discussion on entity type and relationship cardinality is accurate, the downstream effect of all this is
that eventually we are going to create a database to store all of this data. In addition, the database will be sized based
on these numbers. To keep the size of our test database manageable, we will enter significantly smaller numbers into the
Toolset.

Correct the Problems

Follow these steps:

1. Close the Consistency Check Report, but not the model.
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2. In the data model, double click the GOLFER entity type.
3. In the Entity Type GOLFER Properties dialog, enter 75 for the Average Expected Number of Occurrences and 100 for

the Maximum, and click OK.
4. While the GOLFER entity type still has focus, select the Identifiers

icon on the Tool Bar.
5. In the Identifiers for GOLFER dialog, select USERID from the Selection List, and select the Add button.
6. In the (new object) Properties dialog, type golferid in the Identifier: entry field and click OK. If you have multiple adds

turned on, select Cancel to close the (new object) Properties dialog. The Identifiers for GOLFER dialog must now look
like the following illustration:

If you added more than one primary identifier, select the secondary identifier in the upper panel, unselect any selected
items in the Selection List by selecting them again, and click Delete. If you mistyped the name of the identifier, select
the identifier in the upper panel; unselect selected items in the Selection List by selecting them again, and select
Properties button.

7. Click Close to exit the Identifiers for GOLFER dialog.
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8. Repeat these steps for the SCORING RECORD entity type. The minimum, average, and maximum expected number
of occurrences must be 0, 375, and 1000, respectively. The identifier consists of the attributes DATE and TIME, and
the relationship IS MAINTAINED BY GOLFER. Select all three as in the following example, and click Add. Name the
identifier scoreid.

Record the cardinality and optionality of the relationship memberships.

Follow these steps:

1. Double click the relationship line in the data model.
2. In the Relationship Properties dialog, click Source Properties.
3. In the Source Properties of MAINTAINS dialog, type 99 for the percentage of time, 1 for at least, 5 for on average, and

40 for at most.
4. Click OK.
5. Click Destination Properties to review the Destination Properties.
6. Cancel out of the Destination Properties of IS MAINTAINED BY dialog, and click OK on the Relationship Properties

dialog.
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Perform Another Consistency Check

Follow these steps:

1. Select the root subject area EGOLF SERVICES, and click the Check icon on the toolbar.
Gen displays the message:
Consistency Check has completed successfully.

2. Click OK to continue.
3. Save the model.

Examine the Entity Type versus Elementary Process Matrix

Follow these steps:

1. In the tree control, double click Matrices under Planning & Analysis.
2. In the Select First Axis panel in the Matrix Selection dialog, select Elementary Process.
3. In the Select Second Axis panel, select uses Entity Type and click OK.

Examine Expected Effects

It can be useful to examine the expected effects of an execution of an elementary process against objects in the data
model. This can assist you in finding gaps in your analysis. Expected effects are defined in terms of creating entities of
an entity type, reading entities of an entity type, updating entities of an entity type, or deleting entities of an entity type.
Collectively, these are often known as CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) actions.

What are the expected effects of an execution of REGISTER GOLFER on the entity type GOLFER? This process is
expected to Create an occurrence (entity) of the GOLFER entity type.

Follow these steps:

1. To record this in the matrix, highlight the empty cell at the intersection of REGISTER GOLFER and GOLFER by
selecting it.

2. Select the Cell Values: C = Create in the upper-left corner of the matrix, and select the Add object… 

icon from the Tool Bar.

NOTE
If you made a mistake adding a value, remove the cell value by selecting the cell, selecting = Not
Referenced from the upper-left corner of the matrix, and selecting the Add object… icon.

What are the expected effects of LOGIN GOLFER? It is expected to Read an occurrence of GOLFER to verify the User ID
and Password.

1. To record this in the matrix, highlight the empty cell at the intersection of LOGIN GOLFER and GOLFER.
2. Select R = Read Only from the Cell Values: in the upper-left corner, and select the Add object icon on the Tool Bar.

What are the expected effects of ENTER SCORING RECORD? It is expected to Create an occurrence of SCORING
RECORD and -, to associate that SCORING RECORD to the GOLFER that maintains it. It must get currency on the
GOLFER, and to do that, it has to Read GOLFER.

1. To record this in the matrix, select the empty cell value at the intersection of ENTER SCORING RECORD and
GOLFER.

2. Select R = Read Only from the Cell Values: in the upper-left corner, and select the Add object icon on the Tool Bar.
3. Select the empty cell value at the intersection of ENTER SCORING RECORD and SCORING RECORD.
4. Select C = Create in the upper-left corner, and select the Add object icon on the Tool Bar.
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What are the expected effects of CALCULATE GOLFER HANDICAP? It is expected to Read SCORING RECORDs,
calculate the handicap index, and Update the GOLFER that maintains them. To update the GOLFER, it must Read the
GOLFER first.

1. To record this in the matrix, select the empty cell at the intersection of CALCULATE GOLFER HANDICAP and
SCORING RECORD.

2. Select the R = Read Only cell value, and select the Add object icon.
3. Select the intersection of CALCULATE GOLFER HANDICAP and GOLFER. Since R = Read Only is still selected,

select the Add object icon.
4. To add the update cell value to the same cell, select the U = Update cell value and select the Add object object icon.

NOTE
Only the update is indicated in the cell value, not the read. If there are multiple CRUD actions for a single
cell, it shows the value representing the greatest degree of involvement.

In order from lowest to highest that would be R, U, D, and C. To verify that both values exist, use the following steps:
5. In the Activity Hierarchy diagram, select the GOLFER MANAGEMENT function.
6. Select the Expand

icon on the Tool Bar
7. Select the elementary process CALCULATE GOLFER HANDICAP
8. Select Detail from the Menu Bar
9. Select Expected Effects on from the drop down menu.

You can also maintain the expected effects from here.

What are the expected effects for DELETE GOLFER? It is expected to Delete the GOLFER. To delete the GOLFER, you
first must read GOLFER to verify that it exists.

To record this in the matrix, follow these steps:

1. Select the empty cell at the intersection of DELETE GOLFER and GOLFER.
2. Select the R = Read Only cell value, and select the Add object icon.
3. To Add the delete cell value to the same cell, select the D = Delete cell value and select the Add object icon.

How can this help you discover gaps in your analysis? We know that every object of interest to a business has at least
two lifecycle states. A creation (create) state represents that point when an object becomes of interest to a business, and
the termination (delete) state represents when the object is no longer of interest to the business. However, somewhere
between these states a business typically needs to use, that is read and update, these objects. Examining the CRUD
actions can help us identify missing processes.

1. Use the Rotate

icon on the Tool Bar to rotate the matrix, and select GOLFER in the Entity Type axis. Your matrix must look like the
following illustration:
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A GOLFER becomes of interest to the business when they register and they no longer are of interest when they
remove themselves. Between these events, a GOLFER gets used when they login, enter their scoring records, and
when we calculate their handicap index. It appears that a GOLFER receives the full treatment. However, only the
golfer's handicap index is updated. What if the GOLFER changes their name or incorrectly enters their name? There is
no provision to handle this change, or a change in the SCORING RECORD. Scoring records are created and read, but
no provision exists for updating them if they were incorrectly entered, or for removing them.
Some development methodologies suggest that common action blocks (CAB) can be created to handle these error
correction routines. Most people prefer to see them as elementary processes on the Activity Hierarchy diagram. One
technique is to take the elementary process where these error correction routines are most likely needed, mark them
as non-elementary, and add them as new elementary processes following the original process.
For example, REGISTER GOLFER can be marked as non-elementary, with ADD GOLFER and UPDATE GOLFER
added as elementary processes underneath it.
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ENTER SCORING RECORD can be marked as non-elementary with ADD SCORING RECORD, UPDATE SCORING
RECORD, and DELETE SCORING RECORD added following it.

2. Make these changes to the Activity Hierarchy diagram. Uncheck the Elementary checkbox from your processes
before adding elementary processes to them.
The improved activity hierarchy must look like the following illustration:
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Our first level processes under GOLFER MANAGEMENT still represent the lifecycle of a golfer, and we have incorporated
all of the activities to fully support the object. Each activity marked as an elementary process meets the guidelines set
forth earlier for an elementary process.

To contract and expand portions of the diagram or the entire diagram, select an activity that has lower-level activities and
select the Expand

or Contract

icons on the Menu Bar. When an object is contracted it shows °°°. This is true for many other diagrams as well, including
the Data Model diagram.

The updated Elementary Process uses Entity Type matrix that look similar to the following example. You can sort or move
columns around as necessary.
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Each entity type now has a full complement of CRUD actions.

Detailing the Business Rules
This article deals with detailing the business rules including: Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment, Action Diagramming
Basics, and Process Logic Analysis.

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After this lesson, you will be familiar with:

• The basics of action diagramming
• The five steps of Process Logic Analysis
• Action Block Synthesis

Allow approximately 2 hours and 40 minutes to complete this lesson.

Action Diagramming Basics

As a review, in our business model, entity types represent things of interest to our business. Processes represent the
business activities that we perform with those things. The downstream effects are that the data model forms the basis
for our database design, and the elementary processes we defined become subroutines that are called by batch, online,
client/server, or Web Procedures, that we write in the Design phase.
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To eventually turn elementary processes into subroutines, we must continue detailing them in terms of the specific
business rules associated with each one. For example, a business can have a process that is called Take Order. One of
the business rules that are associated with this business can be that any Customer in good standing automatically gets
a five percent discount that is applied to their Order. Detailing the business rules for this process involve documenting, in
our action diagram notation, how we determine if a customer is in good standing and applying the five percent discount to
their order.

These business rules are documented in the elementary process' Process Action Diagram (PAD). When we refer to
processes, we are referring to elementary processes. Only elementary processes have Process Action Diagrams, and
only elementary processes are carried forward into Design.

Other types of action diagrams are the Procedure Step Action Diagrams (PrAD) and the Common Action Diagrams
(CAD). The type of action diagram, process, procedure step, or common, signifies the source of the action diagram:

• Process Action Diagrams are associated with elementary processes
• Procedure Step Action Diagrams are associated with Procedures, essentially programs, that we cover in Design
• Common Action Diagrams are not associated with processes or procedures. Common Action Diagrams represent

some common code that can be called by processes, procedures, or other Common Action Diagrams. Common Action
Diagrams are often known as Common Action Blocks, and sometimes as Process Action Blocks, depending on if they
were discovered in the Analysis or the Design phase.
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All action diagrams have some common characteristics, as you can see by examining the following example:

At the top of the diagram is its name, XYZ ACTION DIAGRAM. If this were a PAD, the name would be the same as the
process' name. Changing the name here would change it on the Activity Hierarchy and vice versa. If this were a PrAD, it
would be the same name as the Procedure Step, and if it were a CAD, it would not be the same name with anything but
itself.

At the top and bottom of the action diagram name are its place holders for Information Views. There are four types of
information views:

• Import
• Export
• Local
• Entity Action

The action diagram logic manipulates the information in these views.

The import views and export views are the linkage to the action diagram. Any information, arguments that are passed into
the diagram are passed through the import views. Any information passed out of the diagram is passed through the export
views. While the import and export views can be configured to be bi-directional, as the linkage is in most programming
languages, that is not the normal case in Gen. Separating the views in such a way helps the analyst think through the
action diagram logic. Import views generally contain the information that the action diagram must have to begin execution,
and the export views contain the information the action diagram must provide to other action diagrams, screens, windows,
or reports.

Local views represent information that the action diagram must have to maintain temporarily; that is, for the length of its
execution. After the diagram completes execution, the information in the local, import, and export views are lost. For that
reason, the import, export, and local views are collectively known as transient views.

Entity Action views represent the data in the database that the action diagram manipulates. If the action diagram reads,
updates, deletes, or creates an occurrence of an entity type, it requires an entity action view. Since this view is actually
manipulating the data in the database, when the program completes execution, the data remains in the database,
assuming it was not being deleted. The entity action views are known as persistent views.

In most programming languages, the programmer must define the arguments in terms of length and domain, a process
that is error-prone. How many times have we seen data truncated as it was passed from program to program? Worse yet,
how many times have we seen programs abend due to a mismatch in arguments? With Gen, your data model contains
most your data definitions. To define an argument to contain a name of a Golfer, for instance, add an entity view of a
Golfer containing the Name attribute. We see an example of this shortly. By definition, this view would be the correct
length and domain. If you realized you made a mistake, updating the data model updates the properties of the argument
in every action diagram in which it was used.

Finally, at the bottom of the views, but within the bracket that runs down the left side of the action diagram, we would see
the action diagram statements that are required to represent the business rules.

Action diagram statements can broadly be categorized as follows:
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• Entity Actions such as Create, Read, Read Each, Update, and Delete
• Relationship Actions such as Associate, Disassociate, and Transfer
• Assignment Actions such as Set, Remove, Summarize, Move, and Exit State
• Conditional Actions such as If / Else, and Case Of
• Control Actions such as Next, Escape, and Use
• Repeating Actions such as Read Each, For Each, Repeat Until, For, and While
• Miscellaneous Actions such as Note

Although this list is not meant to be all-inclusive, it represents of many of the action diagram statements available.

eGolf Services Action Diagramming

As an example, let us look at the Login Golfer process. What are its inputs, outputs, and what work is it going to do?

If we had been good analysts and taken the time to enter a description for this process, it could read something like the
following:

With a user ID and password of a golfer, this process verifies that the golfer has registered to use our system, and that
they are who they say they are by verifying that the password matches the one on file for them. If so, we welcome them
back using their name.

Here is how the business rules discussed would look in our action diagram notation:

The information to begin executing this process, is a user ID and password of a golfer. This information comes from the
import view. Since this information is required for this process to begin execution, they are marked as mandatory.

Information that is needed because of the successful execution of this process, is the name of the golfer, so that we can
welcome them back by name. This information comes from the export view.

Since we do not need any temporary use of information, we do not need any local views.
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We are going to access our database of golfers, to see that they exist and to check their password. The entity action view
is used for this purpose.

The action-diagramming notation appears in brackets, following the information views.

Looking at the action-diagramming notation, we see that we are going to read a golfer in our database, based on the value
of import golfer user ID. There are two possible outcomes of this read, success, or there is not be a golfer in our database
with a user ID matching the one given to us.

If the golfer is not found, we are going to set a special system attribute, the exit state, to a value indicating that the golfer
was not found. Later in the Design phase, we decide how we want to handle that condition. We might want to return a
message, print a report, highlight some field on a screen or window, do all three, do something else entirely, or do nothing.

If the read was successful, we want to verify that the password we have on file matches the one given to us in the import
view. If the passwords match, we want to move the golfer name we read from our database to the export view.

NOTE
There are more attributes in the entity action view than there are in the export view. On a move statement, only
corresponding attributes move.

If the passwords fail to match, we set the exit state to a value indicating and invalid password. We determine the
appropriate action for that condition in the Design phase.

Process Logic Analysis

A five-step technique exists, the Process Logic Analysis, to help think through the main processing logic, identifying entity,
and relationship actions. The steps are:

Identify the primary entity type
Identify the primary entity type that is the focus of the process. Most processes deal with more than one entity
type, but only one entity type is the true focus of that process. In the Login Golfer example, Golfer is the entity
type that is the primary focus of that process.

Determine the action to take on the primary entity type
Determine the entity action (create, read, update, or delete) to be taken on the primary entity type. In the Login
Golfer example, it is to read it.

"Walk the neighborhood" looking for other actions and entity types.
Walk the neighborhood means to look at all the directly related entity types and determine if they are involved
in this process. In our data model, Golfer lives in a small neighborhood. Golfer has one optional relationship to
Scoring Record. Since the process, Login Golfer, is not involved with Scoring Record, there are no other actions
or entity types required.

Sequence the actions.
Things must happen in a logical sequence. For instance, you generally must read something first to update or
delete it. Since Login Golfer only has one action, read, it is easy to sequence them. We read the golfer first.

Determine selection criteria.
Of all the Golfers in our database, how are we going to choose the one we want? Often, it is by an attribute of the
desired entity type. In other cases, it is by the relationship of an entity type to another entity type, and then by an
attribute of the related entity type. In the Login Golfer example, it is by the User ID of the golfer.

Lesson Activity 4
This article provides information for Lesson Activity 4. In this exercise, we are going to add the process logic to the model.
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Add the Process Logic to ADD GOLFER

Before entering the process logic into the model, perform the Process Logic Analysis (PLA). For relatively simple action
diagrams, perform PLA mentally. For complex diagrams, perform PLA by writing on printout of the relevant portion of
your data model. Try performing the Process Logic Analysis for this process yourself, using the following outline before
comparing your answers to the ones suggested.

1. What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the ADD GOLFER process?
___________________________________________________________

2. What is the entity action to take on this entity type?
___________________________________________________________

3. Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

4. Sequence the actions.
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

5. Determine the selection criteria.
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Now, look at our suggested answers:

1. What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the process ADD GOLFER?
GOLFER

2. What is the entity action to take on this entity type?
CREATE

3. Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?
GOLFER has an optional relationship to SCORING RECORD. In other words, according to the data model, golfers can
exist without any scoring records. Scoring Records are important, but they are not important to this process. So there
are no other actions or entity types required.

4. Sequence the actions.
Since there is only one action, sequencing it is easy. The first (and last) thing we do is create an occurrence of
GOLFER.

5. Determine the selection criteria
In this instance, we do not need to select a golfer; we are creating a golfer. So there are no selection criteria.

Now we can add the process logic to the ADD GOLFER process action diagram.

Open the ADD GOLFER Action Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. If it is not already open, open and expand the Activity Hierarchy diagram.
2. Select the ADD GOLFER process.
3. From the Tool Bar, select the Action Diagram

icon. An empty ADD GOLFER action diagram must open.
4. From our Process Logic Analysis, we know that this diagram has only one action: to create an occurrence of a golfer.

If we are going to create, read, update, or delete entities of an entity type, we need an entity action view of that entity
type. Likewise, when we create the occurrence of the golfer, we must set each of its mandatory attributes to some
value. Usually, we cannot simply make up some value; the value must be given to us for us to begin. Information
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that is given to an action diagram for it to begin execution is supplied to the action diagram through its import views.
Therefore, we need an import view of a golfer as well.
It is easier to add the views before adding the action diagram statements, but for this example, we add them as we
need them.

Begin Adding Action Diagram Statements

Follow these steps:

1. In the ADD GOLFER action diagram, select the blank line directly beneath ENTITY ACTIONS: as indicated in the
following diagram:

Here are some tips on adding action diagram statements:
– When adding an action diagram statement, you always select the blank line or existing action diagram statement

that you want to add the new statement being added. If is directly above a statement between two existing
statements, select the statement that you want to add the new statement after. The Toolset then inserts the new
statement directly below of the highlighted statement and above any subsequent statements.

– The Toolset makes different options available to you depending on what you have selected. In the previous
example, had we not selected the blank line and instead selected ENTITY ACTIONS: at the top of the blank line,
the Toolset would not allow us to add any statements. It would, however, allow us to add an entity view to our entity
action views. If we had selected the bottom of the bracket running down the far left side of the action diagram that
indicates the end of the action diagram, the Toolset would also not have allowed us to add any statements. You
cannot add statements outside of the action diagram.

– To add an action diagram statement, with a few exceptions, the entire statement that you are trying to add the new
statement beneath has to be highlighted. If only a portion of the statement is highlighted, the Toolset thinks you are
trying to change only the highlighted portion, instead of adding a statement altogether. The easiest way to highlight
the entire statement is to select the first word in the statement.

– Finally, if you want to delete a statement, select the statement and then press the Delete key on your keyboard or
select the Delete

icon on the Tool Bar. You can delete several statements at the same time. If the statements are all together, you can
click-and-drag the cursor down across the first word in each statement, highlighting all of them at once, and then
select the Delete key or the Delete icon. If the statements are scattered throughout the diagram, you can select the
first one, and then hold down the Ctrl key while selecting the others. Once they are all highlighted, select the Delete
key or the Delete icon.

2. With the blank line highlighted, select Edit from the Menu Bar, then Add Statement from the drop-down menu, and
then select Create… from the choice of statements. This opens the Add Statement dialog as shown in the following
example:
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When adding statements, you build the statement in the upper panel by selecting options that are presented to you
in the lower panel. When you are finished building the statement, you select the Add push button to add it to the
action diagram. The Add push button is disabled (as in the previous example) until you have a syntactically correct
statement.
When adding Create, Read, Update, Delete, or Read Each statements, the options it would normally show you in the
bottom panel are your Entity Action views. Entity Action views are used to manipulate the information in the database.
Since we have not yet created any views, it is not showing us any views. However, we can perform view maintenance
from here.

Perform View Maintenance

Follow these steps:

1. Select the View Maintenance push button at the bottom of the Add Statement dialog.
2. In the ADD GOLFER - View Maintenance diagram, select Entity Action Views.
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3. From the Tool Bar, select the Add Entity View…

icon. You must receive the Add Entity Action Entity View dialog as shown in the following example:
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4. In the Add Entity Action Entity View dialog, select GOLFER from the list of Entity Types in the model. You are
presented with a list of GOLFER attributes from which to choose. To include all the attributes for Golfer in the view,
select entity GOLFER in the list of Entity Attributes.

1. All the attributes must be highlighted. Select the OK push button to add the view to the diagrams Entity Action Views.
If you have multiple adds turned on, the Add Entity Action Entity View dialog remains open, allowing you to add more
views. We do not need any additional Entity Action Views, so select the Cancel push button.

2. If your ADD GOLFER - View Maintenance diagram looks like the following example, you can close the diagram.
Remember that the order of the attributes in the view is not important. If it does not look the same (except for the order
of the attributes, which can be different), delete the view by selecting it and selecting the Delete icon, and then try
adding it again. You have to reselect the Entity Action Views label again.
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Finish Adding Action Diagram Statements

The Add Statement dialog now gives us the choice of selecting the golfer Entity Action view that we added to the diagram.

NOTE
In the background, the ADD GOLFER - Action Diagram has an ellipsis (…) next to ENTITY ACTIONS: indicating
that there is now a contracted view (of GOLFER) there.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Add Statement dialog, select golfer from the bottom panel.

NOTE
A golfer is added to the statement that we are creating in the upper panel and we are presented with new
choices in the bottom panel. This continues until we finish building the statement and then add it to the action
diagram. If we make the wrong choice along the way, we can select the Undo push button to back up one or
more selections.
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Often, the Toolset tries to help you out by automating some tasks and selections. For example, when we create an
occurrence of golfer, we have to set its first name, last name, and so on, to a specific value. Usually these values are
passed to us through the import views. We can add the Set statements manually, much like we are adding this Create
statement, or we can allow the Toolset to add them for us. Sometimes it is easier to add them manually; sometimes it
is easier to let the Toolset add them. In this case, it is going to be easier to allow the Toolset to add them for us, since
all of our attribute values are set from the import view, which we have yet to define.

2. Select Set all attributes (no associations) from the choices in the bottom panel. If we wanted to add the attributes
manually, we would have selected Add no SET or ASSOCIATE statements. If we only wanted mandatory attributes to
be set or had relationships to other entity types to be associated, we would have selected one of the other options.
The Toolset now knows that we want it to set all the attributes for us, but it does not know from which view to get the
values to set the attributes. Normally, the bottom panel would show us a listing of the transient views in our diagram
to choose from, but since we have no other views that are defined, there is nothing to list. However, we know that we
want the attributes set from an import view, and we can let the Toolset create one for us.
Select <New IMPORT View> from the bottom panel.

3. If your Add Statement dialog looks like the one in the following example, select the Add push button to add the
statement to the action diagram. If it looks different, select the Undo button (repeatedly if necessary) and try to correct
it. If necessary, you can add the statement to the diagram, delete it, delete any views that are created for you, and start
again.
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4. Your ADD GOLFER action diagram must look like the following diagram. The order in which the attributes appear in
each view is not important, as long as each view contains the attributes indicated. To expand the views as shown, from
the Menu Bar select View, and then select Expand All Views from the drop-down menu. Alternatively, you can select
each contracted view separately, and then select the Expand icon on the Tool Bar.
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There are only a few things that are left to do to complete the ADD GOLFER action diagram.
5. According to the data model, the attributes password, first name, last name, and user ID are all mandatory, while

handicap index and email address are optional. Since they are optional, they must not be marked as required
(mandatory) in the import views of this process. Furthermore, the golfer does not provide us with their handicap index;
we are going to calculate it for them based on the scoring records that they enter. So it must not even be an import
to this process, and we must not be setting it in the create statement. Therefore, we must remove the views and the
set statement that is associated with the handicap index from the action diagram. To delete any views, we must first
remove the references to them in the action diagram statements.
Highlight the entire statement SET handicap index TO import golfer handicap index by selecting, the word
SET in the statement. Select the Delete icon from the Tool Bar and select the Yes push button when prompted for
confirmation.

6. Select handicap index in both the import view and the entity action view by selecting it first in one view and then,
while holding the Ctrl key down, selecting it in the other view. Your action diagram must look like the following
example:
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7. From the Main Menu select Edit, and then select Delete View(s)… toward the bottom of the drop-down menu. Select
Yes when prompted for confirmation.

8. Double-click mandatory next to email address in the import view and change the properties drop-down menu to
Sometimes. Select the OK push button. This changes it to optional in the action diagram.
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Set Exit States

There is nothing to do when this process executes successfully. We can export the golfer information, but there is really
no point in that since everything we know about the golfer was passed to us in the import view in the first place. Passing it
back out through the export view would be simply handing the same information back to whomever or whatever provided
us with the information in the first place, and they already have it. Remember, elementary processes ultimately are simply
subroutines that are called by another program. If we had created some information internally, like we had randomly
generated a golfer id or something, then we would have wanted to export that. So for the WHEN successful condition
of the Create statement, we do not need to do anything. We do not need to set any kind of a message or flag, since
elementary processes are expected to work successfully.

However, when processes do not execute successfully, they are expected to indicate that somehow, usually by setting
a special system attribute called the exit state to some value. Later on in the Design phase, we decide how we want to
handle these conditions. Therefore, we must set the exit state in two places, once for when the golfer we tried to create
exists, and once for when we have a permitted value violation. A golfer would exist if we already had a golfer in the
database with the same value for the user ID (identifier) as the one we are trying to create. A permitted value violation
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would exist if we had defined specific values for an attribute (like employee gender can be either M or F) and we tried
to set it to something else. We have not defined any permitted values for any attributes in our data model, but it is good
practice to set an exit state for the condition anyway.

Follow these steps:

1. From the action diagram Tool Palette, select the Exit State

push button, and then (with the crosshair) select the WHEN in the statement WHEN already exists. An Add
Statement dialog opens, and an Exit State Selection dialog opens in front of the Add Statement dialog.

NOTE
If the action diagramming Tool Palette is not visible on the right side of the Toolset, you can open it by
selecting Options from the Main Menu and then selecting Tool Palette.

2. The special system attribute Exit State has four properties that are associated with it. These properties are:
– A name
– A termination action
– A message type
– A message
Rather than set each of these properties individually each time the Exit State must be set, pre-defined exit-state-values
are created, and then used to set all four properties of the exit state at once. It becomes a little confusing to the new
user, however, in that when referring to the special system attribute Exit State, and the pre-defined exit-state-values
with which you can set it to, the term Exit State is used interchangeably.
We are going to pre-define four exit-state-values that  are used in almost all of our process action diagrams. Since
they are used in most of the PADs, we add them to the list of Global Exit State values. In Design, when we are working
more with PrADs, we are also defining some exit-state-values, but they are added to the EGOLF SERVICES business
system.
In the Exit State Selection dialog, select <Global Exit States>, and then select the Expand/Contract push button at
the bottom of the dialog to expand the list of global exit states.
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1. On the Exit State Selection dialog, select the Add… push button. You receive the following (new object) Properties
dialog.

Referring to the following table, enter the following exit-state-values. Pay particular attention to entering the exact
exit state name as shown in the table. Later on when we do action block synthesis, the tool generates new exit-state-
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values if the ones that it wants do not exist. We want it to reuse these. If you have multiple adds turned on, the (new
objects) Properties dialog will remain open after you select the OK push button. Select the Cancel push button after
you have entered the last exit-state-value. If you do not have multiple adds turned on, you have to select the Add…
push button on the Exit State Selection dialog to reopen the (new object) Properties dialog each time.

NOTE
If you think you may have made a mistake after adding the new exit state, you can select it from the Exit
State Selection list and then select the Properties… push button to review or change its properties.

Exit State Name Termination Action Message Type Message Text
GOLFER AE Normal Error User ID entered is already in

use. Try another User ID.
GOLFER NF Normal Error GOLFER not found.
GOLFER NU Normal Error GOLFER not unique.
GOLFER PV Normal Error GOLFER permitted value

violation.

1. After adding the last exit-state-value and canceling of the (new object) Properties dialog, select GOLFER AE from
the Exit State Selection list, select the Select push button, and then select the Add push button on the Add Statement
dialog to add the statement to the action diagram.

2. From the action diagram Tool Palette, select the Exit State

push button, and then (with the crosshair) select the WHEN in the statement WHEN permitted value violation .
An Add Statement dialog opens, and an Exit State Selection dialog opens in front of the Add Statement dialog. If
necessary, expand the global exit states and select GOLFER PV, then select the Select push button followed by the
Add push button on the Add Statement dialog.
The completed action diagram must look like the following example:
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Perform Consistency Check

The final thing that we want to do is perform a consistency check. Select the Check icon from the Tool Bar. You must
receive the following consistency check report:
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The first warning suggests that we must do dependency analysis with this process. Dependency analysis is another
tool that can be used to verify the activity decomposition. In addition, it can help identify and document the sources
and destinations of process information and the events that trigger the process. This tutorial foregoes a discussion on
dependency analysis.

The second warning indicates that we did not document the processes' expected frequencies. The expected frequencies
indicate how often the process is performed; for example, ten times a month, once a week, twice an hour, and so on. This
can be useful in predicting system performance. We forego this discussion as well.

Save your model, then move on to the next section.

Add the Process Logic to UPDATE GOLFER

Try performing the Process Logic Analysis for this process using the following outline. Then turn the page and compare
your answers to the ones we have suggested.

What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the process UPDATE GOLFER?

____________________________________________________________________

What is the entity action to be taken on this entity type?

____________________________________________________________________

Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Sequence the actions.

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Determine the selection criteria.

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
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Now, look at our suggested answers:

1. What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the process UPDATE GOLFER?
GOLFER

2. What is the entity action to be taken on this entity type?
UPDATE

3. Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?
If we are going to update the GOLFER, the Toolset requires us to first establish currency on GOLFER. There are two
ways to establish currency:
– Create an occurrence of the thing that you want to establish currency with
– Read an existing occurrence of the thing
In this case, we want to update an existing golfer, so we want to read an existing occurrence of golfer. Then, walking
the neighborhood, we see that golfer has an optional relationship to SCORING RECORD. The scoring record has no
bearing on this process. So there are no other actions or entity types required.

4. Sequence the actions.
We have identified two actions, an update, and a read. Before updating the golfer, we must first establish currency.
Currency is established by reading the golfer. Therefore, the correct sequence is:
a. Read the golfer
b. Update the golfer

5. Determine the selection criteria.
Usually, you read the desired object by its identifier, or by the identifier of some related object. This usually begs the
question, however, what if all we have is their name? In Design, you make provisions for looking up things by other
attributes or relationships, and then once identified, you would call the update process with their unique identifier.

Now we can add the process logic to the UPDATE GOLFER process action diagram.

Open the UPDATE GOLFER Action Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. If necessary, close the ADD GOLFER process. Then, if it is not already open, open and expand the Activity
Hierarchy diagram.

2. Select the UPDATE GOLFER process and open its action diagram. If you need assistance, see the previous section.

Perform View Maintenance

In the ADD GOLFER action diagram, we created the views as we needed them. For this diagram, we are going to create
the views we need in advance.

Since we are going to both read and update a golfer, we need an entity action view. To read the correct golfer, we must
know the user ID of the golfer we plan to update. The user ID is passed to this diagram through its import view. Likewise,
after we read the golfer, we are going to update it with new values. The new values are passed to this diagram through its
import views.

Therefore, we need both an entity action and an import view of a golfer. In addition, like the ADD GOLFER action
diagram, we do not need the handicap index; since that is calculated and updated by the process CALCULATE GOLFER
HANDICAP INDEX.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Tool Bar, select the View Maintenance

icon.
2. In the UPDATE GOLFER - View Maintenance panel, select Entity Action Views.
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3. Select the Add Entity View icon from the Menu Bar.
4. In the Add Entity Action Entity View dialog, select entity GOLFER.
5. In the Add Entity Action Entity View dialog, select entity GOLFER to select all the attributes, and then select

HANDICAP INDEX to
un-highlight it. Alternatively, select each attribute except HANDICAP INDEX individually. The dialog must look like the
following example:

6. Select the OK push button to add the view to the entity action views. If you have multiple adds turned on, select the
Cancel push button to close the Add Entity Action Entity View dialog and return to the UPDATE GOLFER - View
Maintenance panel.

7. The import view is going to look exactly like the entity action view, so we can repeat the previous steps for the import
view, or we can copy the entity action view to the import view. We are going to copy the entity action view to the import
view.
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Select view of <unnamed> under the Entity Action Views. From the Menu Bar, select Edit, then Copy, and with the
cursor (which now looks like a hand), select Import Views. In the Copy Entity Action Entity View dialog, enter import
in the New name: entry field and select the OK push button.

NOTE
If you select OK without naming the view, you receive this error message: The name matches one already in
the Import Subset.

8. Within an action diagram, you have several views of the same thing, as we do of a GOLFER. The action diagram
statements act on these views, and therefore must be able to distinguish one from the other. If we said, SET golfer
name TO golfer name, it is not clear which attribute value is being replaced by which attribute value. However, if we
said, SET golfer name TO import golfer name, it is now clear: the value of golfer name is being replaced with the value
of import golfer name. For these reasons, you must name your views.
Throughout this tutorial, import views are named IMPORT. Export views are named EXPORT. Local views are named
LOCAL. Entity Action views are left unnamed. If all the other views have names, and entity action views do not have
names, we can still tell each of the views apart.
The UPDATE GOLFER - View Maintenance diagram must look as follows:
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9. Close the UPDATE GOLFER - View Maintenance diagram. Expand the views in the UPDATE GOLFER - Action
Diagram

10. The last thing that we want to do with the views is determine which must be marked optional or mandatory. Since we
are going to update the golfer by setting each of it is attributes to the values supplied in the import views, we want to
require values for each mandatory attribute as defined in the data model. All the attributes were mandatory except
email address, so we want to double-click the optional property for each view except the email address and mark it as
always used as input.
The action diagram must now look like the following example:
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Add Action Diagram Statements

Follow these steps:

1. Select the blank line in the action diagram.
2. When we performed the Process Logic Analysis, we determined that we first wanted to read the golfer, and then we

would update the golfer. So, with the blank line highlighted, select Edit from the Menu Bar, select Add Statement from
the drop-down menu, and then select Read… from the choice of statements.
There are no choices in the bottom panel of the Add Statement dialog. This is because the Toolset has already made
the choice for us. Looking at the statement we are trying to build in the upper panel, we can see that it has already
selected the golfer for us to read. As mentioned before, the Toolset tries to assist us by automating some tasks and
selections. In this particular case, we only had one entity action view defined. Entity action views are the only views
that can be read, updated, created, or deleted. Since we were trying to add a read statement, the tool knows we want
to use an entity action view, and since we only had one entity action view defined, it selected it for us. If we had two or
more entity action views, it would have waited for us to select one.
As such, the Add push button is enabled. If we wanted to, we can add the statement as is. And we would read some
golfer, but the golfer we read would not likely be the golfer we wanted to update, unless we only had one golfer in the
database. Therefore, in virtually every case, when performing a read, you want to qualify the read, to get a particular
occurrence of the thing being read.
As mentioned before, the Toolset tries to assist you in making your selections. So when qualifying the read statement,
the Toolset presents you with what essentially amounts to a series of filters. There are many ways to construct a read
statement; providing only an all-inclusive listing of choices would be daunting. However, if you select the wrong filter
up front, you do not see what you are looking for, as you get further down constructing the statement. Therefore, if you
have decided you have taken the wrong path, you can simply select the Undo push button to back up one or more
choices.
In most cases, you qualify the thing being read either by an attribute of itself, or by its relationship to something else. In
addition, if you qualify it by its relationship to something else, then you generally must qualify the something else with
an attribute of it.
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For example, in this particular case, we want to read the golfer by an attribute of the golfer. We want to read the golfer
whose (attribute) user ID is equal to the user ID passed to us in the import golfer user ID. Another example of an
attribute qualification would be if we wanted to read all the golfers whose (attribute) last name is equal to the last name
provided to us in the import golfer last name field.
An example of a relationship qualifier would be if we wanted to read all the scoring records for a golfer. We do not
want to read the golfer, only the scoring records of the golfer. So we would read each of the scoring records, where the
desired scoring records (relationship) were maintained by some golfer, [and then we would use an attribute qualifier to
qualify which particular golfer] and that golfer (attribute) user ID is equal to the import golfer user ID.
Therefore, the next step is to qualify the golfer being read.

3. On the Add Statement dialog, select the Qualify push button.
4. From the bottom panel, select the expression attribute view.
5. While the more common situation is to qualify something by an attribute or a relationship in which it participates, you

can qualify it based on other attributes or relationships in the model. To qualify it by an attribute of the thing that you
are trying to read, you would select DESIRED persistent view, and the Toolset automatically fills in the thing that you
are reading (for example, the thing you desire). If you wanted to read it based on some attribute of something you
have already read, then selecting CURRENT persistent view would provide you with a list of entity action views you
have already read. If you wanted to read it based on an attribute of an entity action view that you have not yet read
and do not want to read, then you would select SOME persistent view. If none of those apply of , select transient
view. In this case, we want to read it based on an attribute of the thing we desire. From the bottom panel, select the
occurrence phrase DESIRED persistent view.

6. Since in our read statement we only desired to read one thing -- the golfer -- the Toolset automatically selected golfer
for us. However, it is possible to write a single read statement to read several things. For example, the read list in our
read statement could have contained both golfer and scoring record as:
READ golfer
scoring record
WHERE …
If this had been the case, then after selecting DESIRED persistent view, the Toolset would have shown us both golfer
and scoring record (since we desire them both), and then asked us to select the one which we want to qualify first.
However, since we only had one entity action view in our read list, it selected it for us. Since (from number step four)
we specified attribute (qualifier) view, it is now asking us to select the attribute of golfer that we want to use as the
qualifier. Select userid.

7. From the bottom panel, select the relational operator IS EQUAL TO.
8. Since golfer user ID has the domain of text, the Toolset only allows us to compare it to other text-based (character-

based) views. Since we want the golfer with a user ID equal to the import golfer user ID (a transient, text-based view),
from the bottom panel we want to select the expression character view, and then transient view.

9. Since we only have one transient view -- import golfer -- the Toolset selected it for us. Now it is showing us a list of the
character (text) attribute views in that transient view. We want the user ID, so select userid.

10. If the read needed further qualification, we can select AND or OR, but in our case we are finished. Select the Add push
button at the bottom of the Add Statement dialog.

11. From the Tool Palette, select Exit State and then (with the crosshair) select the WHEN not found clause of the read
statement. In the Exit State Selection dialog, expand Global Exit States if necessary and select GOLFER NF, then
select the Select push button. In the Add Statement dialog, select the Add push button to add the statement.

12. From our Process Logic Analysis, the second action we wanted to do was an update. Select the WHEN successful
clause of the read statement. From the Menu Bar, select Edit, Add Statement, and then the Update… statement.

13. In the Add Statement dialog, the Toolset has already selected golfer, since that was the only entity action view we had.
In the bottom panel of choices, select Set All Attributes, and then select import golfer as the view from which to set
the attributes. Select the Add push button to add the statement to the action diagram.

14. When the update is successful, we do not need to do anything. However, we must set exit states for the other two
conditions. From the Tool Palette, select Exit State and then select the WHEN not unique clause of the update
statement. If necessary, expand the Global Exit States and select GOLFER NU, select the Select push button, and
then select the Add push button to add the statement to the action diagram.
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15. Do the same to add the GOLFER PV exit-state-value to the WHEN permitted value violation clause of the update
statement.
The completed UPDATE GOLFER action diagram must look as follows. Remember that the order of the attribute
views within the entity views is not important.

Save your model and close the UPDATE GOLFER action diagram.
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Add the Process Logic to LOGIN GOLFER

We have already reviewed the process logic for Login Golfer. Given a user ID and password of a golfer, we are going to
read the golfer based on the user ID passed to us, and check to see if the password given was the same as the password
we have stored in the database. If so, we export the name and handicap index of the golfer so that we can generate
an appropriate welcome message for them. The actual message is designed when we get into the Design stage of the
development process.

Perform View Maintenance

Follow these steps:

1. Start by opening the LOGIN GOLFER action diagram. See the previous examples if you need help.
2. Select ENTITY ACTIONS: in the action diagram. From the Menu Bar, select Edit, select Add View, and then select

Add Entity View….
3. In the Add Entity Action Entity View dialog, select GOLFER. Then, in the list of attributes, select all

the attributes except email address. Select the OK push button to add the view to the entity action
views within the diagram. If you have multiple adds turned on, select the Cancel push button to close
the Add Entity Action Entity View dialog. Expand the entity action views by selecting the Expand

icon on the Tool Bar.
4. We can copy this view to the import and export views, and then delete the unwanted attributes.

Select Entity View golfer. Press F8 (copy) on your keyboard and (with the hand as the cursor) select IMPORTS:.
Enter import in the New name: field on the Copy Entity Action Entity View dialog. Select the OK push button to
complete copying the view.

5. Press F8 again and copy it to the export views naming it export.
6. From the Menu Bar, select View, and then select Expand All Views.
7. All that is required in the import view of golfer is the user ID and password. Delete the other attributes by selecting

them (use the Ctrl key to make multiple selections) and then from the Menu Bar, select Edit, and then Delete View(s)
…. Select Yes to confirm.

8. All the remaining import views are required, so double-click the view property optional in each view and change it to
always used as input.

9. Delete the attribute views password and userid from the export view of golfer.
The action diagram for LOGIN GOLFER must now look as:
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10. Save your model.

Add Action Diagram Statements

Follow these steps:

1. Now, we want to add the read statement. Select the blank line in the action diagram. From the Menu Bar select Edit,
select Add Statement, and then select Read…

2. In the Add Statement dialog, the golfer was already selected for us, since that was the only entity action view we had.
Select the Qualify push button. We want to qualify the golfer based on the attribute user ID.

3. Select attribute view, then DESIRED persistent view (the golfer gets automatically filled in), then userid, then IS
EQUAL TO, then character view, then transient view, then import golfer, then userid, and finally select the Add
push button to add the statement to the diagram.

4. For the WHEN not found condition, set the exit state to the exit-state-value GOLFER NF. See the previous action
diagram instructions if you need help.

5. When the read of golfer is successful, we want to check that the password entered is the same as the one we have on
file for them. Select the WHEN successful clause, from the Menu Bar select Edit, then Add Statement, then If….

6. From the choices that are provided in the bottom panel of the Add Statement dialog, select attribute view, then
golfer, then password, then IS EQUAL TO, then character view, then import golfer, then password, and finally
select the Add push button to add the statement to the action diagram.

7. If the two passwords are equal, then we want to move the name and handicap index of the golfer that we read off the
database to the export view. From the Menu Bar select Edit, then Add Statement, and then select Move….

8. From the choices that are provided in the bottom panel of the Add Statement dialog, select golfer. The Toolset fills in
the rest of the statement for us, moving the golfer to the export golfer. This was a correct assumption on the part of the
Toolset; but if we had something else in mind, we can select the Undo push button and make a different selection.

9. Select the Add push button to add the statement to the action diagram.
10. If the passwords do not match, then we want to set an appropriate exit-state-value. After the MOVE statement (which

must still be highlighted), we want to add an else statement.
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From the Menu Bar, select Edit, select Add Statement, and then select the Else statement.
11. To set the exit state, from the Tool Palette select Exit State, and then (with the crosshairs) select the ELSE statement.

If necessary, in the Exit State Selection list, expand the <Global Exit States>.
There is not an appropriate exit-state-value value available, so we need to create one.

12. Select <Global Exit States>, then select the Add… push button. For the (new object) Properties, enter golfer
password invalid in the Exit State Name: entry field, select Error for the Message Type, and enter the Message Text
The password entered is invalid. Re-enter your password. Then select the OK push button to add it to the list. If
multiple adds is turned on, select the Cancel push button to close the (new object) Properties dialog. The new exit-
state-value must be highlighted. Select the Select push button to select it and then select the Add push button to add
the statement to the action diagram.
The completed action diagram must look like the following example:

13. Close the diagram and save your model.
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Set Exit States

Follow these steps:

1. For the WHEN not found condition, set the exit state to the exit-state-value GOLFER NF. Refer to the prior action
diagram instructions if you need help.

2. When the read of golfer is successful, we want to check that the password entered is the same as the one we have on
file for them. Select the WHEN successful clause, from the Menu Bar select Edit, then Add Statement, then If….

3. From the choices that are provided in the bottom panel of the Add Statement dialog box, select attribute view, then
golfer, then password, then IS EQUAL TO, then character view, then import golfer, then password, and finally
select the Add pushbutton to add the statement to the action diagram.

4. If the two passwords are equal, then we want to move the name and handicap index of the golfer that we read off the
database to the export view. From the Menu Bar select Edit, then Add Statement, and then select Move….

5. From the choices that are provided in the bottom panel of the Add Statement dialog box, select golfer. The Toolset fills
in the rest of the statement for us, moving the golfer to the export golfer. This was a correct assumption on the part of
the Toolset; but if we had something else in mind, we could select the Undo pushbutton and make a different selection.
Select the Add pushbutton to add the statement to the action diagram.

6. If the passwords do not match, then we want to set an appropriate exit-statevalue. Below the MOVE statement (which
must still be highlighted), we want to add an “else” statement. From the Menu Bar, select Edit, select Add Statement,
and then select the Else statement.

7. To set the exit state, from the Tool Palette select Exit State Is, and then (with the crosshairs) select the ELSE
statement. If necessary, in the Exit State Selection list, expand the <Global Exit States>.

8. There is not an appropriate exit-state-value value available, so we must create one.
Select <Global Exit States>, then select the Add… pushbutton. For the (new object) Properties, enter golfer
password invalid in the Exit State Name: entry field, select Error for the Message Type, and enter the Message Text
The password entered is invalid. Please re-enter your password. Then select the OK pushbutton to add it to the
list. If multiple adds is turned on, select the Cancel pushbutton to close the (new object) Properties dialog box. The
new exit-state-value must be highlighted. Select the Select pushbutton to select it and then select the Add pushbutton
to add the statement to the action diagram.

9. The completed action diagram must look like the example below:
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10. Close the diagram and save your model.

Add the Process Logic to DELETE GOLFER

Try performing the Process Logic Analysis for this process using the following outline. Then turn the page and compare
your answers to the ones we have suggested.

1. What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the process DELETE GOLFER?
____________________________________________________________________

2. What is the entity action to be taken on this entity type?
____________________________________________________________________

3. Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

4. Sequence the actions.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

5. Determine the selection criteria.
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____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Now, look at our suggested answers:

1. What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the process DELETE GOLFER?
GOLFER

2. What is the entity action to be taken on this entity type?
DELETE

3. Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?
If we are going to delete the GOLFER, the Toolset requires us to first establish currency on GOLFER. There are two
ways to establish currency:
– Create an occurrence of the thing that you want to establish currency with
– Read an existing occurrence of the thing
In this case, we want to read an existing occurrence of golfer. In walking the neighborhood, golfer has an optional
relationship to SCORING RECORD, which means golfers can exist without scoring records. However, SCORING
RECORD has a mandatory relationship to GOLFER. If there are scoring records attached to a golfer, and we delete
the golfer, what happens to the scoring records? Since scoring records cannot exist without the golfer, deleting the
golfer automatically deletes the scoring records. The Toolset provides the capability to modify these referential integrity
rules if desired. There are no other actions or entity types required.

4. Sequence the actions.
We have identified two actions, a delete, and a read. Before deleting the golfer, we must first establish currency.
Currency is established by reading the golfer. Therefore, the sequence of actions is as follows:
a. Read the golfer.
b. Delete the golfer. Deleting the golfer automatically deletes any scoring records that are maintained by it.

5. Determine the selection criteria.
We select the desired golfer based on its identifier.

Now we can add the process logic to the DELETE GOLFER process action diagram.

Add Action Diagram Statements

Follow these steps:

1. After opening the DELETE GOLFER action diagram, add the following views and action diagram statements to the
action diagram. See the previous section if you need assistance.

NOTE
There are no exception conditions for a delete statement. It merely deletes whatever is current.
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2. Close the DELETE GOLFER action diagram and save your model.

Add the Process Logic to ADD SCORING RECORD

Try performing the Process Logic Analysis for this process using the following outline. Then turn the page and compare
your answers to the ones we have suggested.

1. What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the process ADD SCORING RECORD?
__________________________________________________

2. What is the entity action to be taken on this entity type?
___________________________________________________

3. Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

4. Sequence the actions.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

5. Determine the selection criteria.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Now, look at our suggested answers:

1. What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the process ADD SCORING RECORD?
SCORING RECORD

2. What is the entity action to be taken on this entity type?
CREATE

3. Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?
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SCORING RECORD has a mandatory relationship to golfer. Therefore, they must be ASSOCIATED to a GOLFER. To
associate them to a golfer, we have to establish currency on the golfer. There are two ways to establish currency:
– Create an occurrence of golfer
– Read an existing occurrence of golfer
This process is going to read an existing occurrence. The process ADD GOLFER would create golfers if necessary.
There are no other actions or entity types required.

4. Sequence the actions.
We have identified three actions: a create, an associate, and a read. Before creating the scoring record, we must first
establish currency. Currency is established by reading the golfer. Therefore, the sequence of actions is as follows:
a. Read the golfer.
b. Create the scoring record.
c. As part of the create, associate the newly created scoring record to the current golfer.

5. Determine the selection criteria.
We select the desired golfer based on its identifier.

Add the Process Logic Using Action Block Synthesis

Now that we know what we want, we can add the process logic to the ADD SCORING RECORD process action diagram.
However, rather than manually adding the logic as we have been doing, we use action block synthesis to add the logic for
us.

Action Block Synthesis is similar to Process Logic Analysis in that, after selecting the primary entity type and action, it
walks the neighborhood for us, making assumptions about the other entity types and actions. The difference is that, once
it has finished walking the neighborhood, the Toolset automatically generates the action diagram statements based on its
assumptions. Therefore, it is important to know what we want, because while action block synthesis is effective, it does
not always synthesize the action diagrams exactly as we need them. Often times, the action diagram must be modified.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the ADD SCORING RECORD process and open it is action diagram.
2. From the Main Menu, select Generate, and then Action Block Synthesis to open the following Action Block

Synthesis dialog:
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3. The Action Block Synthesis dialog is made up of three parts:
– Entity Type -- In this section, you choose the primary entity type that is the focus of the process
– Mode -- Select the mode, which is the action you want to take on the primary entity type.
– Action Dialog Option -- Select from several options that allow you to customize to a limited degree what is going to

happen.
In this case, we know that the scoring record is the primary entity type, and that we want to create an occurrence of it.
Select SCORING RECORD.

4. The default action for Mode is a Create. Looking at the options, when it walks the neighborhood, it makes some
assumptions regarding the relationships to other entity types. We want to Review these Default Actions and make
changes if necessary. We have already done a consistency check on our entire data model and corrected the
problems, so it is not necessary to do that again on individual entity types. Un-check Consistency Check on Entity
Type. Finally, we can let it Automatically Select the Attributes to be set in the Create, or we can opt to be prompted to
select them ourselves. We go with the default, which is to let it select them for us. Select OK.
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5. In the create of the scoring record, the Toolset recognizes that scoring record has a mandatory relationship to golfer,
which means that the scoring record must be associated to a golfer. To associate the two, we must establish currency
on the golfer. Currency can be established either by creating an occurrence of golfer, or by reading an existing
occurrence of golfer. Looking at the following dialog, we can see that it is assuming that we are not going to create an
occurrence of golfer, but instead read an existing occurrence. The No under the Create column and a YES under the
Read column indicate this. Select the OK push button to create the action diagram.

Edit Action Diagram

While the synthesized action diagram is pretty close to what we wanted, we still must make some changes to it. First,
since all the attributes are set from import views, and no new values are created from within the action diagram, it is not
necessary to export anything. Therefore, we want to delete the export views. However, before we can delete any views,
we must first delete the action diagram statements that reference them.

Follow these steps:

1. Under the WHEN successful for the read of golfer, delete the MOVE golfer TO export golfer statement.
2. Under the WHEN successful for the create of scoring record, delete the MOVE scoring record TO export scoring

record statement. Now delete the export views.
3. Mark The attribute view note in the import view as optional.

The completed action diagram must look like the following example. The new exit-state-values were created for
Scoring Record.
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Add the Process Logic to UPDATE SCORING RECORD

Try performing the Process Logic Analysis for this process using the following outline. Then turn the page and compare
your answers to the ones we have suggested.

1. What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the process UPDATE SCORING RECORD?
____________________________________________________________________
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2. What is the entity action to be taken on this entity type?
____________________________________________________________________

3. Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

4. Sequence the actions.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

5. Determine the selection criteria.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Now, look at our suggested answers:

1. What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the process UPDATE SCORING RECORD?
SCORING RECORD

2. What is the entity action to be taken on this entity type?
UPDATE

3. Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?
Since we are going to update a SCORING RECORD, we first must establish currency by reading the scoring record.
Part of the identifier for scoring record includes its relationship to a golfer. As such, there are at least two ways to read
the scoring record:
– Read the golfer first, and then read the scoring record as it relates to the CURRENT golfer.
– Read the scoring record as it relates to SOME golfer, and then qualify that golfer without actually reading it.
Action block synthesis chooses the latter method. There are no other actions or entity types required.

4. Sequence the actions.
We have identified two actions, an update, and a read. Therefore, the sequence of actions is as follows:
a. Perform the read of the scoring record to establish currency
b. Perform the update

5. Determine the selection criteria.
We select the desired scoring record based on its identifier, which includes the attributes date and time, and golfer
maintains the relationship.

Add the Process Logic Using Action Block Synthesis

Now that we know what we want, we can add the process logic to the UPDATE SCORING RECORD process action
diagram using action block synthesis.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the UPDATE SCORING RECORD process action diagram.
2. From the Main Menu, select Generate and then Action Block Synthesis.
3. In the Action Block Synthesis dialog box, select the Entity Type SCORING RECORD. In the Mode: drop down

list, select Update. This time, un-check Review Default Actions and Consistency Check on Entity Type. Check
Automatic Attribute View Selections. Select the OK pushbutton.

Edit the Action Diagram

Editing the synthesized action diagram includes deleting the export views. Since all the attributes are set from import
views, and no new values are created from within the action diagram, it is not necessary to export anything. But once
again, to delete the export views, any references to them must first be removed from the action diagram.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the WHEN successful condition for the UPDATE, delete the MOVE scoring record TO export scoring record
statement, and then delete the export views.

2. Change import scoring record note to optional.
3. The completed action diagram must look as follows:
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Add the Process Logic to DELETE SCORING RECORD

Try performing the Process Logic Analysis for this process using the following outline. Then turn the page and compare
your answers to the ones we have suggested.

1. What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the process DELETE SCORING RECORD?
____________________________________________________________________

2. What is the entity action to be taken on this entity type?
____________________________________________________________________

3. Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

4. Sequence the actions.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

5. Determine the selection criteria.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Now, look at our suggested answers:

1. What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the process DELETE SCORING RECORD?
SCORING RECORD

2. What is the entity action to be taken on this entity type?
DELETE

3. Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?
Since we are going to delete a SCORING RECORD, we first must establish currency by reading the scoring record.
Part of the identifier for scoring record includes its relationship to a golfer. As such, there are at least two ways to read
the scoring record:
– Read the golfer first, and then read the scoring record as it relates to the CURRENT golfer
– Read the scoring record as it relates to SOME golfer, and then qualify that golfer without actually reading it
Action block synthesis chooses the latter method. There are no other actions or entity types required.

4. Sequence the actions.
We have identified two actions, a delete, and a read. Therefore, the sequence of actions is as follows:
a. Perform the read of the scoring record to establish currency
b. Perform the delete

5. Determine the selection criteria.
We select the desired scoring record based on its identifier, which includes the attributes date and time, and golfer
maintains the relationship.

Add the Process Logic Using Action Block Synthesis

Now that we know what we want, we can add the process logic to the DELETE SCORING RECORD process action
diagram using action block synthesis.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the DELETE SCORING RECORD process action diagram.
2. From the Main Menu, select Generate and then Action Block Synthesis.
3. In the Action Block Synthesis dialog box, select the Entity Type SCORING RECORD. In the Mode: drop down list,

select Delete. Un-check Review Default Actions and Consistency Check on Entity Type. Check Automatic
Attribute View Selections. Select the OK pushbutton.
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Edit the Action Diagram

Editing the synthesized action diagram includes deleting the export views. But in order to delete the export views, any
references to them must first be removed from the action diagram.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WHEN successful condition for the READ, delete the MOVE scoring record TO export scoring record
statement.

2. Delete the export views.
The completed action diagram must look like the example below:

Add the Process Logic to CALCULATE GOLFER HANDICAP INDEX

Try performing the Process Logic Analysis for this process using the following outline. Then turn the page and compare
your answers to the ones we have suggested.

1. What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the process CALCULATE GOLFER HANDICAP INDEX?
____________________________________________________________________

2. What is the entity action to be taken on this entity type?
____________________________________________________________________

3. Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

4. Sequence the actions.
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____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

5. Determine the selection criteria.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Now, look at our suggested answers:

1. What is the primary entity type that is the focus of the process CALCULATE GOLFER HANDICAP INDEX?
GOLFER

2. What is the entity action to be taken on this entity type?
UPDATE

3. Walking the neighborhood, are there any other entity types or actions required of this process?
If we are going to update the golfer, we first must establish currency on the golfer by reading the golfer to be updated.
Also, to calculate the handicap index of the golfer, we must read each of their last 20 scoring records. The actual
calculation is complicated. Fortunately, we have found a component that performs this calculation for us, but we still
must read the scoring records and pass them to the component.

4. Sequence the actions.
We have identified three actions: an update, a read, and a read each. Therefore, the sequence of actions is as follows:
a. Perform the read to establish currency on the golfer
b. Read each of the golfer's last 20 scoring records
c. Use the component and update the golfer
Unfortunately, action block synthesis do not help us out much with this.

5. Determine the selection criteria.
We select the desired golfer based on its identifier, and then read each of its scoring records based on their
relationship to the current golfer.

Components

As mentioned previously, we were fortunate enough to have found a component that performs the complicated handicap
index calculation for us. A component is an independently deliverable package of software operations that can be used
to build applications or larger components. The particular component that we have found is a component for calculating
various sports performance indices. Among its software operations are one that calculates the average of a bowler and
another that calculates the handicap index of a golfer. Component Based Development allows you to build applications
faster, cheaper, and more reliably by combining and integrating pre-built, pre-tested software components.

Components are made up of three parts:

Specification
Describes the view of the consumer of what the component does.

Implementation
Describes how the component does what it says it does.

Executables
The pieces of compiled code that executes the behavior of the component on a computer system.

A component can be delivered as either a black box component or a white box component. A black box component
is delivered with the Specification and the Executables. A white box component is normally delivered with simply the
Specification and the Implementation, and you generate your own Executables from the implementation. The component
that we have found is a black box component, consisting of only the Specification and its Executables.
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Copy the Component Specification

To use a component, we have to copy its Specification, or parts of its Specification, into our model. A component
Specification consists of one or more Interfaces, and each interface consists of one or more Public Operations. In Gen,
public operations are just another form of an action diagram.

If we are going to use just one Public Operation of the component, we can copy that one operation into our model. If
we were going to use several Public Operations of the same interface, we could copy the interface into our model and
that would include all of that interface's Public Operations. If we needed many operations from each of the component's
interfaces, we can copy the entire specification, which would include all the interfaces and all the operations that are
associated with each interface. In our case, we need the one operation that calculates the handicap index.

The version control features of a Gen encyclopedia can be used to copy the specification of the component into
your model. To simplify the Tutorial somewhat, we started with a model in which the desired Public Operation
(IGLF1011_GOLFER_COMPUTEINDEX_S) has already been copied into it.

Add the Process Logic Using Action Block Synthesis

Follow these steps:

1. Open the CALCULATE GOLFER HANDICAP INDEX process action diagram.
2. We can use action block synthesis to create the basics of the action diagram. From the Menu Bar select Generate,

and then select Action Block Synthesis. In the Action Block Synthesis dialog box, select Entity Type GOLFER, select
mode Update, un-check all the Action Dialog Options. Select the OK push button. In the Attribute dialog box, select
HANDICAP INDEX, and then select the OK push button.

Match Views

There are several changes that must be made to the synthesized action diagram, the most important of which is reading
the scoring records of the golfer and passing them to the component to calculate the handicap index. To pass information
from one action diagram to another, you have to match the views in one diagram to the desired views in the other
diagram.

The called action diagram always receives the information being passed to it in one or more of its import views. The
calling action diagram can match views in its imports, locals, or entity actions to the imports of the called action diagram.

Once called, the called action diagram does whatever it is that it is supposed to do and puts any information that it must
pass back to the calling action diagram in its export views.

The export views of the called action diagram can then be matched to the export views of the calling action diagram or a
local view of the calling action diagram.

The following picture illustrates these options. Keep in mind that these are the standard view matching rules or guidelines.
There can be exceptions to these rules.
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In addition, only like views can be matched. In other words, a CUSTOMER can be matched to a CUSTOMER, an ORDER
to an ORDER, and a PRODUCT to a PRODUCT, but you cannot match a CUSTOMER to a PRODUCT.

In our action diagram, we want to add the call to the component operation iglf1011_golfer_computeindex_s. The
statement that you use to call another action diagram is the USE statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the WHEN successful clause of the READ golfer statement. From the Menu Bar, then select Edit, Add
Statement, and then Use…. In the Add Statement dialog, the Public Operation has already been selected for us.
That is because it is the only action diagram available to be called. So far, the only other action diagrams in our
model are the elementary process action diagrams and, by definition, an elementary process cannot call another
elementary process when doing action diagramming during analysis (when doing action diagramming during design,
this restriction is lifted). However, elementary processes can call common action blocks.

2. When we select the Add push button, the Toolset is going to take us through a dialogue in which we are prompted
to match the views. It first prompts for the import views, and then for the export views. Since only like views can be
matched, we copy the views from the import and export views of the called action diagram into our calling action
diagrams local views and match them at the same time. Select the Add push button.

3. To the left side of the dotted line in the following picture of the Import View Matching dialog, it shows the import views
of the called action diagram; in this case, the import views of the iglf1001_golfer_computeindex_s Public Operation.
To the right side of the dotted line is the view from the calling action diagram that has been matched to the import view
shown on the left side. Presently there are none that matched. As you select an import view of the called action block
on the left side to match to some view from the calling action block, you are presented with a list of possible supplying
views from the calling action block to choose from in the bottom panel.
This is the general outline for performing this process:
a. Choose one import view from the called action block that is shown to the left side of the top panel.
b. Choose the appropriate view from the calling action block that you want to match to the selected import view from

the choices given in the bottom panel.
c. Select the Match push button to match them together.
When matched, you would see the two views side by side in the top panel. You would then repeat this process for all
the required import views in the called action block. Once you have completed matching all the import views that are
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necessary, you would select the Close push button and then go through the same process for the export views of the
called action diagram.

1. In the top panel, select the import view group (r) IMPORT_GROUP_OF_SCORING_RECORDS.

NOTE
In the bottom panel we are shown all the views in the calling action diagram that can be matched to the
selected import view of the called action diagram.

Right now, there is none. All that we see are the place holders for the Import Views, Export Views, Local Views, and
Entity Action Views. Therefore, we want to create appropriate views and match them to this import view.
By selecting the Match push button without selecting anything in the lower panel, the Toolset knows that we want
to copy the selected view into the calling action diagram and match the two views together. Select the Match push
button. In the View Match and Copy dialog, it assumes we want to copy this view into the import view. Most of the time
that is a good assumption, but in this case we actually want to copy the view into the Local views. Select the Local
radio button and then select the Copy push button.

2. When copying views, the Toolset shows you the name of the view that you are copying and asks you for the name you
want to use for the new view. In the Copy Local Group View dialog, enter local group of scoring records and select
the OK push button. In the Copy Import Work View dialogs, enter local group twice (once for each of two dialogs)p
and select the OK push button.
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1. Now we can see that the import group view in iglf1001_golfer_computeindex_s has been copied into and
matched to a local view in calculate_golfer_handicap_index. To see the previously shown expanded views, select
IMPORT_GROUP_OF_SCORING_RECORDS and then select the Expand push button. We have no other import
views that must be matched, so we can select the Close push button.

2. In the Export View Matching dialog, we have two exports of the called action block that must be matched. Select the
first view of EXPORT in the top panel. Then, without selecting anything in the bottom panel, select the Match push
button. This indicates to the Toolset that we want to copy this view into the calling action diagram and match the two
together. It assumes that we want to copy the view into the calling export view of a action diagram. Most of the time
that can be correct but in this particular case we want to copy it into a local view. Select the Local radio button and
then select the Copy push button. When prompted for a view name, enter local and then select the OK push button.
Do the exact same thing for the EXPORT ERROR HANDLING view. Expand the two views and review them if desired,
then select the Close push button.

3. Save your model. At this point, the action diagram must look like the following example:
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In our action diagram, we can see the new USE statement that invokes the iglf1011_golfer_computeindex_s public
operation. We can also see that the public operation imports from our local group of scoring records and exports to our
local views of iglf1011 golf scoring record and error handling, all of which were copied from the public import and export
views of the operation.

Edit Action Diagram

We still must read the scoring records of the golfer and move them to the local group view. However, before doing that we
can clean up the existing diagram slightly.

Follow these steps:

1. In the update of the golfer, the handicap index is being set to the import golfer handicap index. We want to set it from
the local iglf1 golf scoring record handicap index, which was returned from the component. Double-click import golfer
handicap index in the SET statement. In the Change dialog, select numeric view, select local iglf1 golf scoring
record, and then select the Change push button. Since the handicap index was the only numeric attribute in that view,
the Toolset selected it for us automatically.

2. Now we can delete handicap index from the import view, since it is no longer being used. In addition, while we are at
it, the value of user ID in the export view is the same as the value in the import view, so it is not necessary to export it
again. Delete userid from the export view.

3. Now we can read each of the golfer's last 20 scoring records and populate the local group view with them. Since we
need more than one occurrence of a scoring record, we use a group view. A group view is used to establish an array.
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You add the group view, set its occurrence properties, and then add any other views that are required to the group
view. All the views within the group view occurs however many times that are specified in the occurrence property.
Double-click Group View in the Locals: view to open the properties dialog of the group view (the Detail Local Group
View dialog).

From here, you can change the name of the group view.

NOTE
This group view occurs One or More times. Virtually all group views do. However, you can have a group view
that occurs only once, which is the default when adding a group view. If they occur one or more times, then
you can specify how many more times. Since we need the last 20 scoring records, we have made this group
view at most 20.

Group views can be explicitly or implicitly indexed. If they are explicitly indexed, then you must maintain a subscript to
the appropriate position in the array. The first position in the array is at location 1. If a group view is implicitly indexed,
then Gen controls the positioning in the array starting from position 1. After you have done something with the attribute
values in the first position, Gen will automatically increment the subscript to 2, and so on.

4. Change the type of indexing that is used for this group view to Implicit. Select the OK push button.
5. To read each of the scoring records, we need an entity action view of scoring record. Select ENTITY ACTIONS:. Then,

from the Menu Bar, select Edit, then select Add View, and then select Add Entity View. In the Add Entity Action
Entity View dialog, select entity SCORING RECORD, select all the attributes except NOTE, and then select the OK
push button.

6. Now we can write the Read Each statement. Select the WHEN successful condition of the read of golfer. Then, from
the Menu Bar, select Edit, select Add Statement, and then select Read Each….

NOTE
This time the Toolset does not automatically fill in the entity view for us. That is because we have two entity
action views that can be read.

7. Select scoring record. Select the Qualify push button. Select Targeting group view. Targeting statements are used
to initialize the internal subscript of implicitly indexed group views. We want the most recent 20 scores, so select
Sorted Descending, select date, select Sorted Descending again, select time, select Where expression, select
relationship view, select DESIRED persistent view, select is maintained by CURRENT golfer, and then select the
Add push button.

8. With the READ EACH statement still highlighted, from the Menu Bar select Edit, select Add Statement, select Set…,
select attribute view, select local group iglf1 golf scoring record, select adjusted score, select NOT ROUNDED
, select TO expression, select numeric view, select scoring record, select adjusted gross score, and then select
the Add push button.
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9. With the new SET statement still highlighted, from the Menu Bar select Edit, select Add Statement, select Set…,
select attribute view, select local group iglf1 golf scoring record, select course rating, select NOT ROUNDED,
select TO expression, select numeric view, select scoring record, select course rating, and then select the Add
push button.

10. With the new SET statement still highlighted, from the Menu Bar select Edit, select Add Statement, select Set…,
select attribute view, select local group iglf1 golf scoring record, select slope rating, select NOT ROUNDED,
select TO expression, select numeric view, select scoring record, select course slope rating, and then select the
Add push button.

11. Save the model.
The completed action diagram must look as follows:
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12. Close all the diagrams but not the Toolset.
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Defining Business Systems
A business system is a set of Procedures (programs) that are responsible for implementing one or more of the Processes
identified and documented in Analysis.

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After this lesson, you will be familiar with the steps necessary to define Business Systems.

Allow approximately 3 minutes to complete this lesson.

Business System Definition

The final step in Analysis is to take the results of Analysis and divide it up into smaller and more manageable pieces,
called Business Systems, that is carried forward into Design. Each business system can have its own set of standards for
things like fonts, colors, and error messages seen on screens or windows.

We are going to group all of our elementary processes into simply one business system.

Lesson Activity 5

Follow these steps:

1. From the Tree Control, under Planning & Analysis, double-click Business System Definition. The business system
definition diagram (which looks like an Activity Hierarchy Diagram) opens for the default business system, EGOLF
SERVICES. Every model has a default business system with the same name as the model name.

2. Expand all the processes under GOLFER MANAGEMENT.
3. Select the function GOLFER MANAGEMENT.
4. From the Tool Bar, select the Include 

icon. The diagram must look as follows, indicating that all the elementary processes were included into the eGolf
Services business system:
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5. Save the model.
6. Close the diagram.

Design Phase
This article provides information for details about the design phase including: Objectives and Time Allotment and Purpose
of Design.

Objectives and Time Allotment

After this module, you will be familiar with:

• The Purpose of Design
• The types of applications you can build with Gen
• Client/Server Web applications
• Development Wizards and Templates

Allow yourself about 8 hours and 35 minutes to complete this module.

If you would like to reference a Gen model reflecting the completed objectives of this section, you can find the model with
the Gen installation in the \Samples\Models\Tutorial Models\Completed Models directory corresponding to this section.
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Purpose of Design

The purpose of Design is to implement the elementary processes (for example, the Requirements) that we documented in
Analysis effectively and efficiently.

In Analysis, we dealt primarily with processes. In Design, we deal primarily with Procedures. As processes have Process
Action Diagrams (PADs), procedures have Procedure Step Action Diagrams (PrADs). The term procedure is synonymous
with the term program. As you can have batch or client/server programs, you can have batch or client/server procedures,
and these procedures are generated into executable programs.

Each elementary process is implemented in one or more procedures. Each procedure can implement zero, one, or more
processes. For example, the single procedure Maintain Patient can implement the three elementary processes Add
Patient, Change Patient Information, and Remove Patient. In addition, we can have procedures that do not implement
any processes. For example, we can have a procedure that lists patients by their last name so that we can look up their
patient identifier. Typically, we would not have an elementary process that merely produces a list of patients, because that
process does not do work as we defined it in Analysis. However, all the processes included in a Business System are
implemented eventually in one or more procedures that are added to that business system.

There are many factors that are involved with how you determine which processes are implemented in which procedures.
Some of these factors include:

• Performance considerations
• Corporate design standards
• User characteristics (for example, frequent versus infrequent users or high user turnover)
• Complexity and type of procedures themselves

Application Types
Gen supports different types of applications listed earlier, plus several more variations on these types. These application
types are explained in detail in the following sections:

Block Mode

One type of application Gen allows you to build is called a Block Mode application.
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Block Mode applications are sometimes called Green Screen applications, Mainframe applications, and IBM 3270-like
applications.

Batch

Another type of application you can build with Gen is a Batch application.

Batch applications are characterized as processing large amounts of data at one time, typically on a mainframe. As such,
they run in a background mode and have no user interface.

Window

Window applications run under Microsoft Windows operating systems and have a Graphical User Interface (GUI). They
can access databases located locally on the same machine, remotely or not at all.

Client/Server

Another type of application supported by Gen is the Client/Server type application.

Client/Server applications are made up of two parts:

• The Client procedure -- Initiates a request
• The Server procedure -- Responds to the request
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The processing logic is split between the two programs, which are normally deployed on separate machines.

Proxies

Gen also supports Proxies. A proxy is a piece of code generated by Gen that acts as an interface to our generated Server
procedures. Generated proxies can be called from within a COM, C, Java, or .NET environment.

Proxies would typically be used if you were manually writing or using some other tool to develop your own clients who
needed to connect to our generated Servers.

Web

Finally, we have Web applications.

Web applications are similar to window and client/server applications. However, the web Clients User Interface is hosted
from a Web Server and accessed through a Web Browser across the World Wide Web. For window applications, all logic
runs on the same machine as the Web Server. For client/server applications, the Gen Servers can be deployed on the
same machine as the Web Server or on a different machine.
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Gen supports both J2EE and .NET web technologies. The type of application we are going to build is a Java (J2EE) Web
application.

Web Client-Server Applications

In building client/server applications with Gen, we generally adhere to a design structure known as Distributed Processing.
With Distributed Processing, you have a Client procedure and a Server procedure, which are typically deployed on
different machines. In actuality, you will likely have many client procedures and many server procedures, with the clients
being deployed as a group on one or more client machines, and the servers being deployed separately or as a group
across one or more server machines. Gen generates all the code for both programs, as well as any code necessary to
support the communications between the two programs.

For Java (J2EE) web applications, Client procedures are generated as a combination of Java Server Pages (JSPs),
Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML), JavaScript, and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and are deployed to a Web server.
Server procedures can be generated as C, COBOL, or Java (EJBs) depending on the environment.
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The following example illustrates these and other possible relationships:

Another characteristic of a distributed process system is that the DBMS typically resides on the same machine as the
Gen Server. Because the elementary processes contain the business rules and most of the data access, performance is
generally improved when the Server procedures implement the elementary processes. The Client procedure's logic can
then concentrate on presentation, workflow, and some data validation.

Packaging Procedures into Load Modules

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After this lesson you are able to understand:

• The purpose of Load Module packaging
• How to package a Load Module

Allow yourself approximately 15 minutes to complete this lesson.

Load Modules Packaging

In our model, we have documented the requirements and the detailed design for an application. So far all we have is the
model. However, from this model, we are going to generate a lot of source code. And from this source code we are going
to compile and link it into some form of an executable (dll, lib, exe) program. We must specify to the Toolset how we want
all this done. This is called Load Module Packaging.
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The kinds of things we must specify are:

• Load Module (executable program) names
• Trancodes to use with which load modules
• Source code member names
• Library names

For testing our application, we are going to initially generate everything and compile it into one load module (executable),
and test it all locally in a Windows environment. However, for deploying to the web, we must repackage the application
into a client load module and a server load module. Client and Server packaging is known as Cooperative packaging.
Other types of packaging include Online, Batch, and Component packaging.

Lesson Activity 10

In this exercise, we are going to:

• Define the Window packaging by adding a load module that is named EGOLFWIN to the GOLF_SERVICES business
system.

• Add all the procedure steps to this one load module.
• Use the Complete option to complete the assignment of Trancodes and Source Code Member Names.

Define the Window Packaging

Follow these steps:

1. From the Tree Control, scroll down to the Construction folder and double-click Packaging.
2. From the Tool Palette, select the Window Packaging icon

.
3. In the Window Packaging diagram, select the EGOLF_SERVICES Business System.
4. From the Tool Palette, select the Add Load Module…

icon. In the (new object) Properties dialog, enter egolfwin and select the Add Psteps… push button. Select each
procedure step (Proc Step) and, with all five-procedure steps highlighted, select the OK push button.

5. In the (new object) Properties dialog, select the OK push button. If you have multiple adds turned on, select the
Cancel push button.

6. Notice that something named a Window Manager (Window Mangr) has been added below the Business System.
Every load module (executable) in a Windows environment has a Window Manager that is associated with it. The
Window Manager handles some of the window functionality, and things such as flows between other load modules.
Select the EGOLFWIN WindowManager and then, from the Main Menu select View, then Expand All. Notice that
each procedure step we added appears indented below the Window Manager name. And each action block that is
named by each procedure step appears indented below the procedure step name. Thus, when we generate the code
for all of these modules, they are linked into one executable named EGOLFWIN.
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7. Before we can generate the code, however, we must complete the packaging by assigning source code member
names to all the modules and trancodes to the procedure steps. This one executable is going to have the equivalent of
five entry points. Trancodes are used to specify a particular entry point. In a Mainframe environment, these trancodes
would correspond to those registered with the TP Monitor. For other environments, they can be any unique name. We
can assign trancodes and source member names manually, or we can let the Toolset complete the packaging for us.
Select the Window Manager EGOLFWIN. Then, from the Tool Palette, select the Complete [

packaging]
icon.

8. In the Window Packaging diagram, double-click the EGOLF_SERVICES_HOME0 procedure step and make note of
the Dialog Flow Trancode name. More than likely it is named EGOLFSER. We must know this when we begin testing.
Change the Source: from P1 to HOME and select OK.
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9. Save your model.

Designing Server Procedures
This article provides information for designing server procedures. Server Procedures usually implement all the elementary
processes.

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After this lesson you understand how:

• Server Procedures are defined
• Server Procedures are designed
• To use both manual and automated methods to add procedure step logic

Allow yourself approximately 2 hours and 15 minutes to complete this lesson.

Server Procedures

There can be many factors that are involved in deciding on how many server procedures are required and what processes
are implemented in each procedure. As a starting point for this discussion, you can usually expect there to be two
server procedures for each entity type in your model (although we do not do that for all entity types in this tutorial). One
procedure contains all the processes dealing with a single entity of that entity type, and the other procedure contains the
logic necessary to provide a listing of entities for that entity type.

Two factors influence this decision. One is that you would normally create procedures for processes based on the
processes having similar view structures. The other is that in a typical client/server application, you first select a single
object to be edited from a list of those objects, and then you would edit that single object.

With this as a starting point, we would expect our application to have four server procedures:
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• List Golfer
• Maintain Golfer, which implements:

– Add Golfer
– Login Golfer
– Update Golfer
– Calculate Golfer Handicap Index
– Delete Golfer

• List Scoring Record
• Maintain Scoring Record, which implements:

– Add Scoring Record
– Update Scoring Record
– Delete Scoring Record

Thinking forward to the workflow and presentation for this application, we can probably dispense with the List Golfer
procedure step. It would probably be required from a Customer Service standpoint, that is, a customer calls in and cannot
remember their password, so our Technical Support personnel of our web site has to look up the customer from some sort
of a list. Initially, we do not provide this functionality. We create just three server procedures. However, if we eliminate this
functionality, we introduce another small problem. Typically, we get all the attributes of the object we want to display to the
user for updating from the list procedure. If we eliminate the list of golfers, then we have to get the attributes to display
for the update of golfer from somewhere else. We can easily solve this problem by slightly modifying the Login Golfer
elementary process.

Lesson Activity 6
This article provides information for Lesson Activity 6 including: Modify the LOGIN GOLFER Process Action Diagram
Logic, Create the Three New Server Procedures, Add Logic to MAINTAIN GOLFER, and Processing Flow.

In this exercise, we are going to:

Modify the LOGIN GOLFER Process Action Diagram Logic

We must slightly modify the logic in the LOGIN GOLFER elementary process to return the email address of the golfer.
This makes all of those attributes available to us if the golfer decides they want to update any of them.

Follow these steps:

1. If necessary, open the egolf.ief model in the Toolset. If you need help, see the previous lesson.
2. Open the process action diagram for LOGIN GOLFER and expand all the views. If you need help, see a prior lesson.
3. Under ENTITY ACTIONS, select Entity View golfer. From the Main Menu, select Edit, then Add View, and then Add

Attribute View…. Then, from the list of attributes, select EMAIL_ADDRESS and then select the OK push button.
4. Under EXPORTS, select Entity View export golfer. From the Main Menu, select Edit, then Add View, and then Add

Attribute View…. Then, from the list of attributes, select EMAIL_ADDRESS and then select the OK push button.
The completed action diagram must now look like the following example:
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5. Save the model.

Create the Three New Server Procedures

The primary diagram that is used in client/server design is the Window Navigation Diagram.

Follow these steps:

1. In the tree control under the Design folder, double-click Window Navigation Diagram.
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NOTE
The Window Navigation Diagram is made up of three panes:

This Navigation Diagram is <Untitled>. You can have multiple Navigation Diagrams; each diagram would then have a
name of your choosing assigned to it. We will name and save this navigation diagram now.

• From the Main Menu, select Diagram, then Create Diagram….
• In the subsequent Create Diagram dialog, in the Create Diagram as entry field, enter egolf services web application.

Select the Save push button, and then the OK push button when prompted.
• Save your model.
• We now want to add the three server procedures. On the Toolbar, select the Add Server

icon and then (with the crosshairs
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)
select anywhere in the Network pane. In the Server/Procedure Step Properties dialog, enter maintain golfer in the
Server Name entry field and then select the OK push button.
The Toolset adds a three-dimensional box representing the server in the Network pane, and an entry in the Hierarchy
pane. It useful to zoom out

or zoom in

on the diagram by using the appropriate Toolbar options. You can also resize the panes in the Window Navigation
Diagram by moving your cursor over the edges of the pane until it turns into double-sided arrow and then dragging the
edge to a different position.

NOTE
If you have made a mistake in the name, you can select the server, select Detail from the Main Menu, select
Properties, and then enter the new name.

• Zoom out in the diagram and add the maintain scoring record and list scoring record servers. See step number five in
the previous section if you need help. Your diagram must look similar to the following example:

You can move objects around in the diagram by selecting the object and then dragging it to where you want it. You can
move multiple objects at the same time by selecting each object while holding down the Ctrl key on your keyboard. Then,
after selecting the last object, click-and-drag any of the highlighted objects (as a group) to the new location.

• Save your model.
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Add Logic to MAINTAIN GOLFER

Follow these steps:

1. To open the MAINTAIN GOLFER procedure step action diagram, select the MAINTAIN GOLFER procedure
in the Network pane or the Hierarchy pane. Then, from the Menu Bar, select the Action Diagram

icon.
Notice that Procedure Step Action Diagrams (PrADs) and Process Action Diagrams (PADs) look similar. They each
have Import views, Export views, Local views, and Entity Action view types, each of which are used for the same
purposes in each diagram. One of the main differences between the two diagrams is how the views are handled.
Since process action diagrams (and common action diagrams) only perform one activity, we can effectively starve their
import and export views, only having in them exactly what is required for that one execution of the process. However,
procedures typically support multiple processes. For example, this procedure -- Maintain Golfer -- is going to support
adding new golfers, logging in golfers, updating golfers, calculating their handicap indexes, and deleting golfers.
Individually, each of these processes only uses a small subset of the attributes of the golfer. However, collectively, they
usually end up using every attribute of the golfer. Therefore, for procedure steps (particularly for those that support
multiple processes), the import and export views typically look identical, and typically end up having all the attributes of
the supported entity type in its import and export views. In fact, one of the reasons we chose to put all the processes in
this one procedure was that they had similar view requirements. So let us add the views required for this procedure.

2. In the MAINTAIN GOLFER procedure step action diagram, select IMPORTS. Then select Edit from the Main Menu,
select Add View, and then select Add Entity View….

3. In the Add Import Entity View dialog, enter import in the Name entry field, select entity GOLFER in the Entity Types
list, select entity GOLFER in the Entity Attributes list to select all the attributes, and then select the OK push button. If
you have multiple adds turned on, you must select the Cancel push button to close the Add Import Entity View dialog.

4. Expand the IMPORTS. See a prior section if you need help. Notice that all the views are marked optional. This is
acceptable, since on any one execution of this procedure step, only a subset of the import views are required.

5. Since the export view is going to look just like the import view, we can copy the import view to the export view. Select
Entity View import golfer and press F8 on your keyboard, and with the cursor (which now resembles a hand), select
EXPORTS. In the Copy Import Entity View dialog, enter export for the New name: entry field and then select the
OK push button. Your export view must now look identical to the import view, notwithstanding the differences in view
properties.

6. Save your model.

Diagram Structure

Server Procedure Step Action Diagrams typically follow a certain structure. The following is the structure:

1. Initializing Exit States to a Known Value
Since PADs only set exit state values if they fail, a quick way to determine success or failure when calling an action
diagram is to set the special system attribute Exit State to a known value, call the action diagram, and then check to
see if the value has been changed by the called action diagram. If you recall, the special system attribute Exit State
can only contain one value per user per Business System at any one point in time. Once you have determined that it is
failed, and then you can check for individual Exit State values to make appropriate Design processing decisions.

2. Moving the contents of the Import Views to the Export Views
The source of information (the import views) for a procedure step is typically a window (or a screen). The destination
of information (the export views) from a procedure step is also typically a window (or a screen). To redisplay the
information that was originally entered on the window, along with the new or updated information that is returned from
the PADs, we have to move the import views of the procedure step to the export views of the procedure step. Then,
when we call the PADs they only export those views specific to it, overlaying those views in the export views of the
procedure, while leaving all the other export views unchanged. This updated view would then be redisplayed on the
window. This only holds if we properly starve the views of our PADs (and CABs).
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3. Invoking the various PADs by way of a Case of Command structure
When a client procedure calls a server procedure, there are often several things the server procedure can do for us.
Usually, however, for each call to the server, we only want it to perform one of the many things it may be able to do.
To tell the server procedure what we want it to do, we command it. Command is another special system attribute that
can only hold one value at any point in time. Similar to how we set the special system attribute Exit State, we typically
pre-define a set of Command Values to choose from in setting its value. Then we would set the command to a pre-
defined value, call the server procedure, the server procedure would then evaluate the command value, and then
perform the appropriate action. The evaluation of the command value is performed in a CASE OF statement. A CASE
OF statement allows you to evaluate one attribute for a series of values all at once, and then perform just the one set
of actions based on the current value.

Initialize the Exit State Value

Follow these steps:

If the Action Diagram Tool Palette or Toolbar is closed, from the Main Menu select Options, and then select (check) each
of those options.

1. From the Tool Palette, select the Exit State push button and then with the cursor (which has now changed to
crosshairs) select the blank line after ENTITY ACTIONS.

2. In the Exit State Selection list dialog, select <Global Exit States>, select the Expand/Contract push button, and then
select the exit state value PROCESSING OK. Then, select the Properties… push button and change the Message
Type: from Informational to None, and then select the OK push button. On the Exit State Selection dialog, select the
Select push button to add the exit state to the Add Statement dialog, and then select the Add push button to add the
statement to the diagram.

Move Import Views to Export Views

Follow these steps:

1. From the Tool Palette, select the Move push button, and with the cursor (which has now changed to a crosshair) select
the statement EXIT STATE IS processing ok, which is the statement we want to add the new statement directly
below.

2. In the Add Statement dialog, select import golfer. Notice that the Toolset automatically selected the export golfer for
the destination. Select the Add push button.

Add the CASE OF (COMMAND) Statement

Now we can add the CASE OF (COMMAND) statement. Keep in mind that the CASE OF COMMAND statement is going
to evaluate the value of the special system attribute COMMAND to determine which of five different actions we want
performed. Those five actions include:

• Add (Register) Golfer
• Login Golfer
• Update Golfer
• Calculate Golfer Handicap Index
• Delete Golfer

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select Edit, then Add Statement, and then Case of …. In the Add Statement selection list, select
command, then select the Complete push button, and then in the Add Statement selection list select command
value.
The Toolset then brings up a list of the command values. While it is a complete list (for example, we can use the
command CREATE to Add Golfer, UPDATE to Update Golfer, and DELETE to Delete Golfer), there are not any
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appropriate command values for Login Golfer or Calculate Golfer Handicap Index. Also, we can prefer to use a
command of REGISTER for Add Golfer. We can add new command values to this default list.

2. Select the Add Command… push button. In the Command Properties dialog New Name entry field, enter the new
command value REGISTER and select the OK push button. If you have multiple adds turned on, it adds REGISTER to
the list in the background while leaving the Command Properties dialog open. If you do not have multiple adds turned
on, select the Add Command… push button once again. Either way, add the additional new commands of LOGIN and
HANDICAP.

3. When you are finished, select the Cancel push button in the Command Properties dialog if necessary to return to
the Command Selection dialog. Then, select REGISTER from the list of command values, and then select the OK
push button. Select CASE from the Add Statement selection list, select command value from the selection list, select
LOGIN from the Command Selection list, and then select the OK push button.

4. Repeat this process for the remaining three commands, UPDATE, HANDICAP, and DELETE. When you are finished,
select the Add push button to add the CASE OF COMMAND statement to the action diagram.

CASE Register

The final step is to add the calls to the appropriate process action diagrams. The import views of each used action
diagram are matched to the import views of the server procedure and the export views of each used action diagram are
matched to the export views of the server procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CASE OF COMMAND statement, select the CASE statement next to the command value register. Then, from
the Main Menu select Edit, then Add Statement, and then select Use…. From the list of action blocks in the Add
Statement dialog, select add golfer, and then select the Add push button.
Anytime you use an action block, the Toolset steps you through the process of matching views. In the top panel of the
ADD GOLFER Import View Matching dialog, the Toolset is showing you all of the import views of the ADD GOLFER
action diagram on the left side, with the views from the MAINTAIN GOLFER server procedure step action diagram
that have been matched to them. Presently none are matched. We must systematically select one import view in the
called action block, match it to the appropriate view from the calling action block, and repeat that at a minimum for
each required import view in the called action block.

2. In the ADD GOLFER action diagram, there is only one required import view. Select IMPORT from the left side of the
top panel, select IMPORT from the supplying views in the lower panel, and then select the Match push button. Notice
that the top panel now shows that IMPORT GOLFER from the called action diagram ADD GOLFER has been matched
to the IMPORT GOLFER in the calling action diagram MAINTAIN GOLFER.

3. Select the Close push button to be presented with the export view-matching dialog. In the ADD GOLFER Export View
Matching dialog, no export views exist for the ADD GOLFER process action diagram. Therefore, no view matching is
necessary. Select the Close push button.

CASE Login

We perform similar steps for the CASE login.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the CASE statement next to the command value login. From the Main Menu select Edit, Add Statement, and
then Use…. From the list of action blocks in the Add Statement dialog, select login golfer, and then select the Add
push button.

2. The import view of the LOGIN GOLFER process requires the userid and password of the golfer. To verify this, in the
LOGIN GOLFER Import View Matching dialog, select the LOGIN GOLFER import view IMPORT. Then select the
Expand push button. You can now see the specific attributes in the import view of LOGIN GOLFER.

3. We want to match the import view of the LOGIN GOLFER process action diagram to the import view of the MAINTAIN
GOLFER procedure step. Select IMPORT from the supplying views in the bottom panel and then select the Match
push button.
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4. The views are contracted after being matched. To see the specific attributes again, select the IMPORT in the top
panel again and then select the Expand push button. Notice that while the import view of the procedure step has all
the attributes of the golfer, only the userid and password are passed (matched) to the Login Golfer process action
diagram.

5. Select the Close push button to be presented with the export view-matching dialog. The export view of LOGIN
GOLFER returns all the attributes of the golfer, minus the userid and password. Verify this by expanding the export
views.

6. Since we want the server procedure to return this information to the client procedure (which we have not written yet),
we must match this export view of LOGIN GOLFER to the export view of the procedure step MAINTAIN GOLFER. In
the top panel select EXPORT, in the list of possible receiving views select EXPORT, and then select the Match push
button. In the top panel, we can now see that the export view from LOGIN GOLFER is matched to the export view in
MAINTAIN GOLFER. You can expand the views to see exactly which attributes are matched. Select the Close push
button.

CASE Update

We perform similar steps for the CASE update.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the CASE statement next to the command value update. Then, from the Main Menu select Edit, then Add
Statement, and then select Use…. From the list of action blocks in the Add Statement dialog, select update golfer,
and then select the Add push button.

2. The import view of the UPDATE GOLFER process requires all the attributes of the golfer except handicap index. To
verify this, in the UPDATE GOLFER Import View Matching dialog, select the UPDATE GOLFER import view IMPORT.
Then select the Expand push button. You can now see the specific attributes in the import view of UPDATE GOLFER.

3. We want to match the import view of the UPDATE GOLFER process action diagram to the import view of the
MAINTAIN GOLFER procedure step. Select IMPORT from the supplying views in the bottom panel and then select the
Match push button.

4. The views are contracted after being matched. To see the specific attributes again, you must select the IMPORT in the
top panel again and then select the Expand push button. Select the Close push button to be presented with the export
view-matching dialog.

5. In the UPDATE GOLFER Export View Matching dialog, no export views exist for the UPDATE GOLFER process action
diagram. Therefore, no view matching is necessary. Select the Close push button.

6. Repeat the previous steps for the CASE handicap using the calculate golfer handicap index action diagram.
7. Repeat the previous steps for the CASE delete using the delete golfer action diagram.

CASE Handicap

Repeat the previous steps for the CASE handicap using the calculate golfer handicap index action diagram.

CASE Delete

Repeat the previous steps for the CASE delete using the delete golfer action diagram.

Set Exit States

Follow these steps:

1. Finally, from the Tool Palette, select the Exit State push button. With the cursor (which now resembles a crosshair)
select the OTHERWISE condition of the CASE OF COMMAND statement, and then select <Global Exit States> from
the Exit State Selection list
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2. Select the Expand/Contract push button if necessary, then select the INVALID COMMAND exit state value, then the
Properties… push button. Change the drop-down Message Type: to None. Then select the OK push button, select
the Select push button, and then select the Add push button.

3. Save the model.

The completed Procedure Step Action Diagram must look like the following example:

Processing Flow

This section describes the processing flow for a typical Gen scenario. The flow for your project can be different.

NOTE
You can follow the picture on the next page as you read this description.

Information that is entered on a window is mapped to an import view of a client procedure step. The client procedure
step moves the import view information to an appropriate export view and do some initial validation of the entered data.
If there is a problem, the entered data can now be redisplayed to the user since it is in the export view, and errors can
be indicated in some way. If there is no problem, then the appropriate server can be called with a procedure step use
statement after the appropriate command value has been set. Information from either the import or export views of the
client are matched to the import view of the called server procedure step.
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The called server procedure step moves the import views to its export views and then check the command value that is
passed to it. If the command is invalid for that server, an appropriate exit state value is set, and control is returned to the
client procedure step along with the information that is passed to the server unchanged.

If the command is valid, then the appropriate process action diagram is called with a use statement, matching the import
view of the server to the import view of the process. The process takes the information that is given to it in its import views
and update the database with it. If the process logic changes the values of the information that is passed to it (which is
not the same thing as simply taking the values as given and updating the database), or creates entirely new information
internally within the process logic, then this new or changed information is exported from the process to overlay the
original values (which can have been blank) in the export view of the server procedure step. This assumes that the
process action diagram views are properly starved. Then, the export views of the server are matched back to overlay the
export views of the client and the export views of the client are mapped back to the window. The client can evaluate the
exit state value set by the server to determine if the server call was successful and take appropriate actions if necessary.

The following example depicts this process:
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Procedure Synthesis

We now want to add the procedure step action diagram logic to the Maintain Scoring Record server using Procedure
Synthesis. Procedure Synthesis is similar to Action Block Synthesis in that it generates a first cut at the action diagram
logic. However, Procedure Synthesis attempts to tailor the action diagram logic more for what procedures typically do.
This generated logic would then have to be reviewed and potentially modified to ensure it does exactly what you need it to
do.

Six stereotypes can be used for Procedure Synthesis. These stereotypes are internal templates or patterns that are used
to generate the action diagram logic. They are well suited to generating blockmode type applications and include the
generation of menu type procedures, as well as various types of list and maintenance procedures. In addition, most have
several options available to customize the generated logic.
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Two of them are especially useful for generating the server procedure logic for client/server type applications. They are
the Entity Maintenance stereotype and the Implements Action Blocks stereotype.

We are going to use the Implements Action Blocks stereotype to implement the Add Scoring Record, Update Scoring
Record, and Delete Scoring Record processes.

Add Logic to MAINTAIN SCORING RECORD Using Procedure Synthesis

Follow these steps:

1. From the Navigation Diagram, select the MAINTAIN SCORING RECORD server procedure.
2. From the Main Menu select Generate, and then select Procedure Synthesis.
3. Notice in the MAINTAIN SCORING RECORD - Procedure Synthesis panel that the Stereotype is not selected for

Synthesis. We now want to select the stereotype. In the MAINTAIN SCORING RECORD - Procedure Synthesis panel
select Procedure :MAINTAIN SCORING RECORD. Then, from the Main Menu, select Edit, then Stereotype, and
then select Implements Action Blocks…. Notice that Stereotype not selected for Synthesis has been replaced with
Implements Action Blocks Synthesis.

4. Thinking back to the Maintain Golfer server, the invocation of each process action diagram was associated in the
CASE OF COMMAND statement with a particular Command value. Thus, for this new server procedure step action
diagram, we must specify which command value invokes which action diagram. In the MAINTAIN SCORING RECORD
- Procedure Synthesis panel, select Command | Action Block. Then, from the Main Menu select Edit, and then
Select.

5. In the Action Blocks Implemented dialog, we must specify which Commands are to be associated with which action
diagrams. Select the command value CREATE from the listbox on the left and the action diagram ADD SCORING
RECORD from the listbox on the right, then select the Select push button. The command and the action block are
added to the panel at the top of the Action Blocks Implemented dialog.

6. Repeat this procedure for the command value UPDATE, the action block UPDATE SCORING RECORD, the
command value DELETE, and the action block DELETE SCORING RECORD.
Your diagram must now look like the following example:
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7. In the Action Blocks Implemented dialog, select the OK push button to add these to the MAINTAIN SCORING
RECORD - Procedure Synthesis panel.

8. Now, we must actually apply these choices. From the Main Menu, select Edit, and then select Apply.
9. Close the MAINTAIN SCORING RECORD - Procedure Synthesis panel by selecting the

to the far right of the Main Menu.
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Edit the Action Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. In the Navigation Diagram, select the Action Diagram

icon from the Tool Bar to open the MAINTAIN SCORING RECORD procedure step action diagram and review the
results of our Procedure Synthesis. Expand the Views. We now have the CASE OF COMMAND statement, the action
block use statements, and views that are created to support the view requirements of the called action diagrams.
There are no export views because none of the called action blocks have export views.
Are there any changes that must be made? Thinking back to the basic structure of a server procedure step action
diagram, there were three things that were commonly done:
a. Initializing the Exit State to a known value
b. Moving the contents of the import views to the export views
c. Invoking the various PADs by way of a Case of Command structure
Thus, we must make a few changes.

2. At the top of the action diagram, set the exit state value to PROCESSING OK. See a prior section if you need help.
3. Normally, we would have to move the import views to the export views. Since this particular server procedure

requires no export views, this is not necessary. However, it is necessary to mark some of the import views as optional,
since every import view is not required for every invocation of the server. For example, to delete a scoring record, only
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the userid of the golfer and the date and time of the scoring record are needed. In fact, since those three attribute
views are required for all three processes, they can be left as mandatory while everything else is marked as optional.
See a prior section if you need help with changing the import view properties to optional.

4. The two notes added during synthesis are not providing us with any value. Delete the two notes.
5. Save the model.

The completed action diagram must look like the following example. The import views have been reordered manually.

Add Logic to LIST SCORING RECORD Using Action Block Synthesis

To create the LIST SCORING RECORD action diagram, we use Action Block Synthesis to give us a quick start, but then
we need to make a fair number of modifications to finish it.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Navigation Diagram, select the LIST SCORING RECORD server, and then select the Action Diagram

icon from the Tool Bar.
2. With the procedure step action diagram open, from the Main Menu select Generate, and then select Action Block

Synthesis….
3. In the Action Block Synthesis dialog, select Entity Type SCORING RECORD. In the Mode: drop-down list, select List.

Then, in the Action Dialog Options, remove the checkmark next to Consistency Check on Entity Type. Select the OK
push button to create the action diagram.

Edit the Action Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. Expand all the views. Notice that the Toolset created the export views necessary to produce a list of 1000 Scoring
Records. That is because in the properties for the Scoring Record entity type, we set the maximum at 1000. Also,
notice that it just lists Scoring Records in general, and not just those associated with a particular Golfer. In the
properties for the relationship, we said that a Golfer would maintain at most 40 Scoring Records, so we change the
export view to reflect that number, and change the READ EACH statement to only read Scoring Records associated
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with a particular Golfer. Other changes we make are to put the action diagram into the standard format for a procedure
step action diagram (for example, initialize the exit state, put the logic within a case of command).

2. To provide a list of scoring records for a particular golfer, we must know which golfer we want the scoring records for.
Therefore, we need a view of Golfer in the import view. In the action diagram, select IMPORTS:, then from the Main
Menu select Edit, then Add View, and then Add Entity View….

3. In the Add Import Entity View dialog, enter import in the Name entry field, change the drop-down menu to Always
used as input, select GOLFER from the list of Entity Types, select USERID from the list of Entity Attributes, and then
select the OK push button. If you have multiple adds turned on, select the Cancel push button to return to the action
diagram.

4. Now, given a particular Golfer Userid in our import views, we can produce a list of their Scoring Records in our export
views. However, our export views can use a little cleanup as well. Notice that in our export views we have a Group
View with a name of group export that occurs 1000 times. Within the group view (as indicated by the indentation),
we have an Entity View of Scoring Record named export. Essentially, what we have is an array containing 1000
occurrences of the information that is contained in the Scoring Record.
Since group views have nothing more than a name and various occurrences, it is good practice to give them
meaningful names. This is important when you have many group views in an action diagram.
Double-click group export in the EXPORTS: and change the Name to export group of scoring records. Then,
change the cardinality of the group view to an average of 20 and a maximum of 40, and then select the OK push
button.

5. Since the export scoring record is part of the group view, we want to rename it from export to export group. Double-
click the view name export and change the Name to export group. Select the OK push button.

6. The final thing that we want to do with the export group view is to add a selection character. While a selection
character is not needed for any processing logic we are going to be doing within the server procedure, it is necessary
for processing logic we are doing within the client procedure. Since this export group view is matched to an export
group view in the client procedure that contains the selection character, we must add a selection character to this
view to enable the view matching. To match a group view to another group view, the two views must have similar view
structures.
To add a view to the group view, select export group of scoring records. Then, from the Main Menu select Edit, then
Add View, and Add Work View. In the Add Export Work View dialog, enter export group for the Name, select
the work set IEF SUPPLIED from the list of Entity Types, select the attribute SELECT CHAR from the list of Work
Attributes, and then select the OK push button. If you have multiple adds turned on, you must select the Cancel push
button to return to the action diagram. Notice that the Selection Character has been added to the Group View as
indicated by its indentation under the Group View name.

Add an Entity View of Golfer

You must now be becoming more familiar with the three categories of views. The three categories are:

Entity views
Views of any information that you have modeled in your data model, an entity type. These would contain
information about objects of interest to your business, like Golfers and Scoring Records.

Work views
Views of information needed that are not modeled in your data model. Examples of these would be things like
selection characters, counters, flags, and subscripts. These would typically not be in a business data model, but
can be required to support some functioning within your programs.

Group views
Mechanisms for grouping and creating arrays of other views. These other views can be entity views, work views,
or even more group views. What we have created earlier is an array of information that contains the combinations
of a Select Character along with the Date, Time, Adjusted Gross Score, Course Rating, Course Slope Rating, and
Notice, of the Scoring Record which then occurs 40 times.

Within our action diagram logic, we modify the READ EACH statement to read each scoring record for a given golfer,
and for each scoring record that we find, we move it to the group view. Since our group view is using implicit indexing,
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Gen will handle incrementing the subscript for us automatically to move each occurrence found to the next position in the
array. To support the read of Golfer, the final change we must make to our views is to add an entity view of Golfer to our
Entity Action views. Since this view looks just like the import view of Golfer, we can copy the import golfer to our ENTITY
ACTIONS views.

Follow these steps:

1. Select import golfer in the IMPORTS:. Then press F8 to copy this view, and with the cursor (which now resembles a
hand) select ENTITY ACTIONS. Since we generally do not name our entity action views, leave the New name: field
blank and select the OK push button to complete copying this view.

2. Save the model now that the views are complete.

Modify the READ EACH Statement

Follow these steps:

1. To modify the READ EACH statement, select UNTIL FULL in the TARGETING clause. Then, from the Main Menu
select Edit, and toward the bottom of the drop-down menu select Insert After….

2. Now select the qualifier Sorted Descending, select the attribute date, select the qualifier Sorted Descending,
select the attribute time, select the qualifier Where expression, select the expression relationship view, select the
occurrence phrase DESIRED persistent view, select the Entity Relationship is maintained by SOME golfer, select
the expression AND, select the expression attribute view, select the occurrence phrase THAT persistent view,
select the relational operator IS EQUAL TO, select the expression character view, select the occurrence phrase
transient view, select the entity view import golfer, and then select the Add push button.
Now the completed READ EACH statement reads each scoring record for some golfer whose userid was passed to
it in the import view, returning them one at a time to the action diagram in the entity action view of the diagram. They
are returned sorted by date, and time within the same date, and for each one found it performs the actions that are
described within the READ EACH statements brackets, which is simply to move it to a position in the export group
view. This process continues until it either runs out of scoring records to read for the given golfer, or when it fills up the
export group view with 40 occurrences.

3. Unlike Create, Read, and Update statements, Read Each statements have no exception conditions. They simply
perform the actions within their brackets for each occurrence found. If none is found, they perform no actions.
However, we can test the export group view to see if it is populated, and set an appropriate exit state value if it has not.
To add this new statement, select the bottom of the READ EACH bracket under the MOVE statement. From the Main
Menu select Edit, then Add Statement , then select If….

4. Now select the expression group view, select the repeating group view export group of scoring records, select the
repeating group view condition IS EMPTY, and then select the Add push button.

5. From the Tool Palette select the Exit State push button, and with the cursor (which now resembles a crosshair) select
the IF statement

6. Now select <Global Exit States>, select the Expand/Contract push button if necessary, scroll down and select the
SCORING RECORD NF exit state value, select the Select push button, and then select the Add push button.

7. Add a CASE OF COMMAND statement that performs this logic when the command value is LIST. Look back to a prior
section if you need help.

8. The next step is to move these two statements within the CASE OF COMMAND statement. To do so, click-and-drag
the cursor from the READ EACH to the bracket at the bottom of the IF statement to highlight both statements. (Be
careful not to select the blank line above the READ EACH statement.) Then press F7 and with the cursor (which now
resembles a hand), select the CASE statement to move these two statements underneath.

9. Set an exit state value within the CASE OF COMMAND statement to handle the condition when an invalid command is
passed to the action diagram.

10. Initialize the exit state value at the beginning of the action diagram.
11. Save your model.

The completed action diagram must look like the following example:
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Designing Client Procedures
The Elementary Processes implemented in the Server Procedures, the Client Procedures is concentrate on presentation,
workflow, some data validation, and the invocation of the Server Procedures with the appropriate information.

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After this lesson you know:

• How Client Procedures are defined
• How Client Procedures are designed

Allow yourself approximately 6 hours and 15 minutes to complete this lesson.
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Client Procedures

Our web application is going to have two client procedures:

• eGolf Services Home
– eGolfer Registration
– eGolfer Login

• eGolfer Home
– Update eGolfer
– Remove eGolfer
– Add Scoring Record
– Update Scoring Record
– Remove Scoring Record

As with the servers, the number of client procedures is arbitrary, but it can be argued that having two procedures makes
logical sense. The eGolf Services home page lets new golfers register to use the system or existing users to login. After
registering or logging in, they will then be directed to their own eGolfer home page. Their own eGolfer home displays
their scoring records and their current Handicap Index. From their home page, golfers can then add new scoring records,
or update or delete existing scoring records. In addition, they can update their personal information or can remove
themselves entirely from the system.

Each of the previous bulleted items has its own web page, so we are designing nine web pages. Web pages and
Windows clients are designed using the Window Navigation Diagram, like the servers. Each web page is represented in
the Navigation Diagram as either a window or a dialog. Each client procedure has only one primary window or primary
dialog.

The main difference between a primary window and a primary dialog is that a primary window can be resized and can
contain a menu bar, whereas a primary dialog cannot. Because this particular application does not make use of menu
bars, we are using primary dialogs for each of the two procedure steps.

In addition to a primary window or a primary dialog, each client procedure can also contain any number of secondary
dialogs. For our web page design, in addition to the two primary dialogs (one for each client procedure), we use seven
secondary dialogs. Looking at the structure of the previous bulleted list, we can see that eGolf Services Home has two
secondary dialogs, and eGolfer Home has five secondary dialogs. All the windows or dialogs that are associated with one
client procedure step share that action diagram and views of the procedure step.

eGolf Services Home Page

From the eGolf Services home page, golfers can register to use our service, or if they are already registered, they can
login. In either case, we have to call the Maintain Golfer server procedure to either add them to the system or to verify
their password and log them in. Once they are successfully registered or logged in, we can direct them to their eGolfer
home page.

The previous basic system flow is depicted in the following Navigation Diagram:
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The eGolf Services home page appears as shown:
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The eGolf Services Registration Web page appears as shown:
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The eGolf Services Login Web page appears as shown:
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The eGolfer Home page appears as shown:
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In the eGolfer Home page, users can update their profile information or can remove themselves entirely from our
database. To do so, we call the Maintain Golfer server procedure.

In addition, golfers are able to add, update, and remove scoring records. Performing any of these actions require:

• Adding, updating, or deleting scoring records from the database. The Maintain Scoring Record server procedure
performs these functions.
Populate the web page again with the updated list of scoring records. The List Scoring Record server procedure
performs this function.
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Calculate the handicap index of the golfer again based on the new and updated scoring records. The Maintain Golfer
server procedure performs this function.

The previous basic system flow is depicted in the following Navigation Diagram:

The Update eGolfer Information window appears as shown:
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The Remove eGolfer window appears as shown:
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The Add Scoring Record page appears as shown:
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The Update Scoring Record page appears as shown:
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The Remove Scoring Record window appears as shown:
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eGolfer Home Page

The eGolfer Home page appears as shown:
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Once directed to the eGolfer Home page, users can update their profile information or can remove themselves entirely
from our database. To do so, we call the Maintain Golfer server procedure.

In addition, golfers are able to add, update, and remove scoring records. Performing any of these actions require:

• Adding, updating, or deleting scoring records from the database, functions that are performed by the Maintain Scoring
Record server procedure.

• Populate the web page again with the updated list of scoring records. The List Scoring Record server procedure
performs this function.

• Recalculating the handicap index of the golfer that is based on the new and updated scoring records, a function that is
performed by the Maintain Golfer server procedure.

The previous basic system flow is depicted in the following Navigation Diagram:
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The Update eGolfer Information window appears as shown:
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The Remove eGolfer window appears as shown:
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The Add Scoring Record page appears as shown:
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The Update Scoring Record page appears as shown:
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The Remove Scoring Record window appears as shown:
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eGolfer Home
This article provides information for working with eGolfer home. On this window, we have an advertising banner, two group
boxes, some push buttons, and some entry fields, including a scrolling list box.

Refer to the window examples shown earlier and familiarize yourself with the eGolfer Home Web page and the pages that
are directly accessed from it.

To get to this page, golfers have had to either successfully register or login. When this page comes up, it is automatically
populated with the name and handicap index of the golfer (if there is one) passed to it from the eGolf Services action
diagram. Also, we want it to open pre-populated with a listing of the scoring records of the golfer, if the golfer has any.
To get the scoring records, we assign an open event to the dialog that calls the List Scoring Record server procedure.
Open events are triggered when the window or dialog they are associated with are opened. They perform any logic that is
associated with them before the actual display of the dialog or window.

Once here, golfers can then add, update, or remove scoring records. They can also update their own personal profiles or
remove themselves entirely from our system. When updating information about themselves, or removing themselves from
our database, we need only call the Maintain Golfer server. However, when adding, updating, or deleting scoring records,
there are three server procedures that we must call:
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• The Maintain Scoring Record server procedure to make the indicated change
• The List Scoring Record server procedure to re-populate/sort the scoring record list on our primary dialog
• The Maintain Golfer server procedure to recalculate the handicap index that is based on this new information.

There are ways that are more efficient to handle this, but this keeps our logic relatively simple.

Reviewing the previous information and the window examples, we can determine that, for our eGolfer Home primary
dialog and its associated secondary dialogs; we are going to need the combined views from the three server procedure
steps. To get a jump-start on creating the views, we can go into the eGolfer Home procedure step action diagram, add
procedure step use statements for each of the three servers, and use match and copy to create the necessary import and
export views.

Add Procedure Step Use Statements for Servers

To add Procedure Step Use Statements for Servers, read the following sections.

Maintain Golfer

Follow these steps:

1. In the Navigation Diagram, select the eGolfer Home primary dialog. Then from the Toolbar, select the Action
Diagram icon. Within the EGOLFER HOME procedure step action diagram, select the <blank line> following the
empty ENTITY ACTIONS: view. From the Menu Bar select Edit, then Add Statement, then Procedure Step Use…. In
the Add Statement dialog, select the non-display procedure step maintain golfer, and then select the Add push button.

2. In the MAINTAIN GOLFER Import View Matching dialog, under the Import Views for MAINTAIN GOLFER, select
IMPORT GOLFER. There are no Possible Supplying Views in our new action diagram yet, so we want to select the
Match push button to open the Match and Copy dialog.

3. Accept the default Import View by selecting the Copy push button then select the OK push button. A matching import
view is created.

4. Select the Close push button to bring up the MAINTAIN GOLFER Export View Matching dialog. Under the MAINTAIN
GOLFER Export Views, select EXPORT GOLFER. There are no Possible Receiving Views in our new action diagram
yet, so we want to select the Match push button to open the Match and Copy dialog.

5. Accept the default Export View by selecting the Copy push button, then select the OK push button. A matching export
view is created.

6. Select the Close push button to complete the view-matching dialog.
7. Expand all the views by selecting View from the Menu Bar, then Expand All Views.

Maintain Scoring Record

When calling the Maintain Scoring Record server procedure, we have to tell it which golfer the scoring record is for. Thus,
in addition to it requiring information about the scoring record, it also requires information about the golfer that the scoring
record is for. We reuse the golfer views that we added for the Maintain Golfer server procedure step, but we use Match
and Copy to create the views for the scoring record. The Maintain Scoring Record server has no export views.

Follow these steps:

1. Repeat the steps that we used to add a procedure step use statement for the Maintain Golfer procedure step to add a
procedure step use statement for the Maintain Scoring Records procedure step. However, when matching views, use
the existing golfer from EGOLFER HOME instead of adding a new golfer, and accept the name for the new scoring
record import view that is created through the Match and Copy dialog import.

2. Your action diagram must now look like the following example:
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If your action diagram does not look like the previous example, take time now to correct it. You only have two import
views, one of import scoring record and the other of import golfer. The order of the two views is not important; in other
words, you can have import golfer and then import scoring record. In the export views you only have one view, that of the
export golfer. All three of these views have the same attributes in them as shown, but the order of the attributes within the
views is not important. Likewise, the order of the two USE statements is not important either; eventually we are going to
move them down into event handlers.

Correcting the views is relatively easy to do. Here are some tips on how to fix them:

• If you have the correct three views and the only thing wrong with them is you mistyped or forgot to enter a name for
each view, simply double-click the Entity View name and correct it.

• If you have a duplicate import golfer, then it is probably because you did not reuse the import golfer that was already
there and instead created a golfer using Match and Copy. If that is the case, the second golfer cannot be named import
(because we already had a golfer that is named import) and either misspell the name import to add it or you did not
give it any name at all. Furthermore, the use statement of the Maintain Scoring Record server probably references this
extraneous view.

• To fix this problem, first change the reference to it; then you can delete it from the views. Double-click the reference to
it in the USE statement. In the MAINTAIN SCORING RECORD Import View Matching dialog, select IMPORT GOLFER
from under the MAINTAIN SCORING RECORD Import View. You see that it is matched to the incorrect view. Select
the Unmatch push button to unmatch the two views. Then, from the Possible Supplying Views that are shown in the
bottom panel, select IMPORT GOLFER and then select the Match push button. Then select the Close push button. It
now is matched to the correct import view and you can delete the extra view by selecting it in the IMPORTS: and then
selecting the Delete… icon from the Toolbar.
Your diagram now looks the same as the example shown, notwithstanding the order of the views or statements.

• For procedure steps, and particularly for client procedure steps, the import views, and the exports view usually
is identical. In fact, the occasions for when they are not identical are so rare it is not even worth thinking about. For
client procedures steps, make your import and export views the same.
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To make the same, we copy the import scoring record to the EXPORTS. Select import-scoring record, then press F8
on your keyboard and with the cursor (which now resembles a hand), select EXPORTS. Name the copied import view
export, and select the OK push button.

• Save your model.

List Scoring Record

We can now add the call to the final server procedure step. The List Scoring Record server procedure requires a golfer
as input, and produces a list (group view) of scoring records for that golfer as output. We want to reuse the existing import
golfer view, but we use Match and Copy for the export group view.

Follow these steps:

1. Repeat the previous steps to add the procedure step use statement for the List Scoring Record server procedure.
Your import views look the same as they did before, but your export views now have the export group of scoring
records added to it as in the example:

2. To make the import views look the same as the export views, copy the export group of scoring records to the
IMPORTS: using the name import group of scoring records to replace export group of scoring records and import
group to replace export group.

3. The Update eGolfer dialog actually has two views of a password of the golfer. One view is used to confirm the other.
We only have one view of a golfer containing all of its attributes, including the password. Therefore, we add another
view of a golfer, containing the password attribute.
In the action diagram select EXPORTS:, and from the Menu Bar select Edit, then Add View, and then Add Entity
View. In the Name entry field, enter export confirmation. From the list of Entity Types select GOLFER, from the list of
attributes select PASSWORD, and then select the OK push button.

4. Copy that new view to the IMPORTS: and name it import confirmation.
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5. If a golfer decides to add two or more scoring records during the same session, then we want the Add Scoring Record
dialog to be cleared each time. In a similar fashion to what we did in the eGolf Services home procedure step, we want
a local blank scoring record. Copy the import scoring record to the LOCALS: and name the new view local blank.

6. It can be helpful to arrange the views in a more logical sequence. In the following example, we have reordered the
views such that the golfer appears first, followed by the confirmation golfer, and followed by the single entity view of a
scoring record, followed by the group of scoring records. You can do this by first selecting the Entity View, pressing the
F7 key on your keyboard, and then selecting the Entity View you want to move the selected view directly underneath.

7. Save your model.
8. Make any corrections necessary and save your model again.
9. Close the action diagram.

Your action diagram look like the following example:
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Complete the Flows

Now that we have our views that are defined in the eGolfer home page, we can complete the flow from the eGolf Services
home page to the eGolfer home page.

If you recall, after successfully registering or logging in to the system, the golfer is sent to their home page. We already
set the triggering mechanism. Within the eGolf Services procedure step action diagram logic, we set an exit state to xfr to
egolfer home. Flows from one client procedure to another are triggered when there is a flow that is defined between the
two procedure steps, and the source procedure step completes execution with the exit state value set to the defined flows
on exit state. Within the flow, we can also pass data and commands. Data is matched from the export view of the source
procedure to the import view of the destination procedure.

There are two types of flows: Links and Transfers. For client/server-type applications, including web applications, we
usually use Links. That said, for this particular application, we are going to use two Transfer flows.

Links are two-way flows. In addition to flows on exit state value, you also define a Return on Exit state value. It is
the responsibility of the destination procedure to set the Returns On exit state value. You can also return data from
the export views of the destination procedure steps back to the source procedure steps import views, with a command.

One other property of a flow is the action that you want to take when you get to the procedure you are flowing to or from.
For a link, there are two actions to define: The action that you want to take at the top procedure step when you get there,
and the action you want to take back at the from procedure step when you return.

The choice of action to take includes Display First or Execute First.

• Display First -- No logic is executed at the destination procedure step. The screen or window that is associated with the
destination procedure step is displayed, with any data passed to it.

• Execute First -- Execute the logic in the destination procedures steps action diagram. After executing the logic, it can
display the screen or window that is associated with it, or it can flow somewhere else, depending on the logic.

For Windows and web applications, we usually use Display First actions. Any logic that we want executed before the
window actually appearing is placed in an open event for the destination procedure.

The Dialog Flow Browser

Let us look at the Dialog Flow Browser, which is used to detail the flows between Client procedure steps.

Follow these steps:

1. To open the Dialog Flow Browser, select eGolf Services from the Navigation Diagram and, while holding
down the Ctrl key on your keyboard, select eGolfer Home. Then, from the Toolbar, select the Join…
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icon
to bring up the Dialog Flow Browser.
There are essentially five sections to the Dialog Flow Browser:

At the top, the browser displays the two procedure steps that are involved in the flow. In our case, we are flowing
From: EGOLF SERVICES HOME (source) To: EGOLFER HOME (destination).

2. To the right of the procedures, we specify whether we want this flow to be a Transfer or a Link. Change the drop-down
list to Transfers to.
If we were using a Link type flow, we would have to define two of everything, because a Link essentially represents
a two-way flow. We would have to specify two exit state values, two sets of actions to be taken, two commands, and
two sets of view matching if necessary. We still have to define two of everything, but only once, for each of the two
Transfers flows we define.
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3. The Flows On… exit state represents the exit state value the From: procedure step must set to initiate the flow.
The exit state value that we want to trigger the flow from the EGOLF SERVICES HOME page to the EGOLFER
HOME page is XFR TO EGOLFER HOME. Select the Flows On… push button. Select the business system EGOLF
SERVICES and expand it by selecting the Expand/Contract push button. Select the exit state value XFR TO
EGOLFER HOME and select the Select push button.
You may be thinking that we already set that exit state value in the eGolf Services Home procedure step. However,
merely setting the exit state system attribute to some value does not automatically cause a flow. We have to add the
flow (as we are doing now), and for each flow that we add, we have to define what value the exit state system attribute
has to have for this particular flow to be taken. We can have multiple flows emanating from a procedure step, but only
one is taken upon completion of that procedure step, and it is the flow with the matching flows on exit state value that
is defined for it.
If this were a Link, the Returns On… exit state would be the exit state value the To: procedure step would must set to
initiate the return back to the From: procedure step.

4. To the left side of the Dialog Flow Browser are the actions to be taken and commands to be passed. For these types of
applications, we typically use Display actions and seldom have a need to send a command. For the action to be taken.
At 'To' Pstep:, select the Display option button.

5. Finally, we specify the data that we want sent from EGOLF SERVICES HOME to EGOLFER HOME. Select the Data
Sent option button. This is similar to the standard view-matching dialog. To the left side of the top panel it shows the
import views of the To procedure step (in this case, the EGOLFER HOME procedure step). To the right of those views,
the browser displays the views from the procedure step that we have matched to them; presently there are none.
We know that we want to pass the golfer information from the EGOLF SERVICES HOME page to the EGOLFER
HOME page. For flows, we always match exports to imports. Therefore, we want to match the export golfer in EGOLF
SERVICES HOME to the import golfer in EGOLFER HOME.
In the top panel, which shows the import views in the destination procedure, select the IMPORT GOLFER. The bottom
panel now shows the Possible Supplying Views (export views) from the EGOLF SERVICES HOME. Scroll down in the
bottom panel if necessary and select EXPORT GOLFER and then select the Match push button. In the top panel, you
can now see the two matched views.

6. Select the OK push button at the bottom that is left of the dialog.
7. Save your model.
8. Set up another Transfer, this time from EGOLFER HOME to EGOLF SERVICES HOME. There is no data to send. The

Dialog Flow Browser looks like the following example:
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9. Save your model.

NOTE
When you add new objects to the Navigation Diagram, the diagram can show dashed or self-referencing
lines, indicating a possible incomplete definition of some objects. To refresh the Navigation Diagram, close
and re-open it.

Get Scoring Records

Now that we have the golfer information that is passed to eGolfer Home, we can get the scoring records for that golfer.
Since we want this information that is populated when the dialog opens, we add an open event to the eGolfer Home
primary dialog.
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Follow these steps:

1. Double-click eGolfer Home to bring up the primary dialog. From the Menu Bar select Detail, and then select Events.
2. In the Event Processing dialog, change the Event Type: drop down selection to Open, select the Add push button to

allow the Toolset to generate an event name, and then select the Close push button.
3. The next step is to detail this event. From the Toolbar, select the Action Diagram icon. Add the statement Command

is… for the command value of LIST to the EVENT ACTION egolfer home open. Then move the USE list scoring
record statement from the main body of the action diagram to the event. You can move the statement by selecting
it, pressing F7 on your keyboard, and then selecting the COMMAND IS statement to move it directly below that
statement.
The action diagram now look like the following example:

Lay Out the GUI Control Objects

We can now begin to layout the GUI data and non-data control objects of the window.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Navigation Diagram, double-click eGolfer Home to bring up the dialog design. Double-click another dialog and
resize eGolfer Home relative to the other dialog. Close the other dialog.

2. With the eGolfer Home widow resized correctly, from the Menu Bar select Edit, then select Field Design….
3. From the Field Design dialog, select EXPORT GOLFER FIRST_NAME, then select the Properties… push button.

In the Entry Field Properties dialog, change the mapping property from [none] to IMPORT, add a new prompt that is
named Welcome, un-check the Margin Box check box, check the Read Only check box, select the OK push button,
and finally select the Place push button. Then place the prompt followed by the field in roughly the position indicated
by the example that is shown earlier.

4. Now, we want to change the default sizes for this field. First, select the prompt Welcome, then from the Toolbar select
the Video Properties…

icon. Uncheck the Automatic checkbox for Font and press the Select… pushbutton to bring up the Font dialog.
Change the Font to Arial/Bold Italic/14, then select the OK push button. Resize the prompt so that you can see all the
text.

5. Change the font for the entry field the same as in the last step. Do not worry if you cannot get the entire field to display.
Leave room for the Group Box around the right-hand side.

6. Repeat steps two through five for the EXPORT GOLFER HANDICAP INDEX, mapping it to the IMPORT GOLFER
HANDICAP INDEX and adding the new prompt Your Handicap Index is. Do not forget to un-check the Margin Box
check box and to check the Read Only check box. Change the fonts to Arial/Bold Italic/14.
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7. To add the group box around the information of the golfer, select Add from the Menu Bar, and then select Group
Box…. In the Group Box Properties panel, enter Personal Profile in the Text: field, and then select the OK push
button. Place the group box just above the two push buttons. If you have multiple adds turned on, select the Cancel
push button when prompted to add the second group box. Then, click-and-drag the edges of the group box with the
cursor such that it encircles the golfer information as shown in the window example earlier.

Add Push buttons

We can now add the two push buttons. One opens the update golfer dialog, and the other open the remove golfer dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Menu Bar select Add, and then select Push Button…. In the Push Button Properties dialog, enter the Text:
update, and then select the Events… push button.

2. This time that we want to give the event a name of our own choosing. This procedure step has 12 events before we
are through, and it starts to get a bit complicated unless we use some straightforward event names. For the Event
Details Action Name: enter open update golfer db. Select the Add push button to add the new event, then select the
Close push button, then the OK push button. Position the push button within the Personal Profile group box as shown
in the example earlier.

3. Repeat steps one and two to add the remove push button. Name the new event open remove golfer db.
4. Save you model.

Add the List Box

Follow these steps:

1. To add the List Box, from the Menu Bar select Edit, and then select List Box Design…. In the List Properties dialog,
ensure the Export View: EXPORT GROUP OF SCORING RECORDS is mapped to the Import View: IMPORT GROUP
OF SCORING RECORDS. List Boxes are added to the window design all at once, and it is easier to define all the field
and prompt properties before adding them.

2. First of all, check to ensure that the fields are in the order you want them to appear in the list box on the window. In our
case, we want them to be in the following order:
a. SELECT CHAR
b. DATE
c. TIME
d. ADJUSTED GROSS SCORE
e. COURSE RATING
f. COURSE SLOPE RATING
g. NOTE
If they are not in the correct order, select the attribute that you want to move, select the Move push button, and then
select the attribute that you want to move the selected attribute directly beneath. If you have multiple attributes to
move, you unselect the previous one before attempting to move the next one.

3. The next thing that we want to do is define the Properties for each attribute. Unselect any selected attributes and then
select the SELECT CHAR. Select the Properties… push button. If the Properties… push button is not enabled, then
it is because you have more than one attribute selected. In the List Box Field Properties dialog, if the Import View:
indicates [none], ignore it. Check the check box indicating that we want to use this field for the Selection Indicator.
While this field is not explicitly placed on our window design, it is used to track highlighted/selected fields. Select the
OK push button.

4. Unselect SELECT CHAR, select DATE, and select the Properties… push button. If necessary, add the prompt Date.
Then change the Prompt Align: to Center, select the Edit Pattern: MM/DD/YY, change the Edit Align: to Center, and
then select the OK push button.
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5. Unselect DATE, select TIME, and select the Properties… push button. If necessary, add the prompt Time. Then
change the Prompt Align: to Center, add the Edit Pattern: HH:MM, change the Edit Align: to Center, and then select
the OK push button.

6. Unselect TIME, select ADJUSTED GROSS SCORE, and select the Properties… push button. Then add the prompt
Score, then change the Prompt Align: to Center, add the Edit Pattern: ZZZ, change the Edit Align: to Center, and then
select the OK push button.

7. Unselect ADJUSTED GROSS SCORE, select COURSE RATING, and select the Properties… push button. Then add
the prompt Rating, change the Prompt Align: to Center, add the Edit Pattern: ZZ.Z, change the Edit Align: to Center,
and then select the OK push button.

8. Unselect COURSE RATING, select COURSE SLOPE RATING, and select the Properties… push button. Then add
the prompt Slope, change the Prompt Align: to Center, add the Edit Pattern: ZZZ, change the Edit Align: to Center,
and then select the OK push button.

9. Unselect COURSE SLOPE RATING, select NOTE, and select the Properties… push button. Then add the prompt
Note, leave the Prompt Align: to Left, leave the Edit Pattern: <Default Edit Pattern>, leave the Edit Align: Default,
and then select the OK push button.

10. Since the entire Note does not appear on the window, select Horizontal Scroll. Then select Adjust Position so that
only whole lines appear in the List Box. We only want to allow Single Selections.

11. To identify which fields to actually use in the list box, select all the attributes except the SELECT CHAR, and then
select the Include push button.

12. Finally, to add the list box to the window design, select the OK push button and place it onto the window. The list box
is positioned to cover the entire width of the window. Resize it by using the right mouse button to drag it slightly off
center, and then select an edge of the list box and drag it to the proper size. Use the window example that is shown
earlier to gauge your dimensions.
You may have to slightly resize a column to get the entire field to display. If so, slowly move your mouse between two
columns in the list box until it turns into a double-sided arrow. Then click-and-drag the column to the desired width.
You may also have to resize the prompts by selecting one of them on the window, and then slightly resizing the box
that they appear in. If something does not look centered, or the edit patterns are not what you thought they must be,
double-click the list box to open it is List Properties panel and review each individual properties of the attribute once
again.

13. Add a group box around the scoring records list box, making sure to leave room for the push buttons. Name the group
box Scoring Record.

14. Add three push buttons that are named add, update, and remove. The add push button execute an event that is
named open add scoring record db, the update push button execute an event named open update scoring record
db, and the remove push button execute an event that is named open remove scoring record db. Make the add
push button the default push button for this window by selecting the Is the Default Push Button check box.

15. Add a logout push button to the bottom of the window. Add an event for it, letting the Toolset generate the event
name.

Add the Advertising Banner

Follow these steps:

1. To add the advertising banner to the top of the window, select Add from the Menu Bar, then select Picture…. Then
from the Bitmap: drop-down list, select adbanner, in the Name: entry field, enter picture1, in the HTML Extension:
entry field, enter gif, and select the OK push button. Position the banner at the top of the dialog.
If the adbanner overlays the Personal Profile group box, reposition it. Then select the bottom edge of the group box,
and with the right mouse button, click-and-drag the group box to a better position.

2. Save your model.
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Position Objects on the Dialog

Now that we have all the GUI objects added to the primary dialog, we can do a little cleanup as to the size and position of
the objects using the positioning feature.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose the remove push button (as it has the longest name) make it a little smaller. Then, with the Ctrl key held down,
select all the other push buttons and from the Menu Bar select Edit, and then Position…. Check the Equal Height
and Equal Width check boxes, and then select the OK push button.

2. Now that all the push buttons are the same size, you can choose one to use as the pivot point and align the rest (not
including the logout push button) vertically left or right relative to the selected one. Separate the groups of buttons
within each group box by a vertical distance of 5.

3. Make the two group boxes of equal width and position one vertically left or right relative to the first one selected.
4. Position the prompt (Welcome) and the field (First Name) horizontally middle relative to each other, set them to equal

height, and separate them horizontally by 5.
5. Position the prompt (Your Handicap Index is) and the field (Handicap Index) horizontally middle relative to each

other, set them to equal height, and separate them horizontally by 5.
6. Align the two fields containing the name and handicap index horizontally relative to the two push buttons.

A few other tweaks can be required, but by now your dialog, design must be looking fairly close to that shown in the
window example earlier.

Add Push Button Disabling Logic

A golfer is not able to update or delete a scoring record unless they have first selected a scoring record from within the
list of scoring records. Thus, both the update and remove scoring record push buttons need disabling logic. Set the
disabling states for both the update and remove scoring record push buttons to be disabled when the listbox 'Date' has
none selected.

Detail the Logic to Open the Secondary Dialogs

We can now detail the logic for the six events we added. If you recall, we added one event for each push button we
added. Usually, each event is going to open a secondary dialog. Before we can open a secondary dialog, we first have to
create the secondary dialogs.

Follow these steps:

1. Close the eGolfer Home primary dialog design by selecting the Close Window icon from the Toolbar. Then, from
the Tool Palette, select the Add Dialog icon and click directly on the eGolfer Home primary dialog. In the Window /
Dialog Properties, change the Initial Position to System Placed, un-check System Menu, enter Update eGolfer for
the Title, and enter update egolfer db for the Name, then select the OK push button. Locate the new dialog on the
Navigation Diagram and drag it to the position roughly indicated in the picture of the Navigation Diagram earlier.

2. Add the four remaining secondary dialogs in the same manner. See the following table for the titles and names of the
dialogs. If your cursor indicates that you cannot select the primary dialog, ignore it.

3. From the Navigation Diagram, select the eGolfer Home primary dialog. From the Toolbar, select the Action Diagram
icon. Your action diagram now contain the six empty event handlers as in the following example. We will detail each of
these event handlers in the next section.

4. Save your model.

Title Name
Remove eGolfer remove egolfer db
Add Scoring Record add scoring record db
Update Scoring Record update scoring record db
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Remove Scoring Record remove scoring record db

Review Secondary Dialog Design

Follow these steps:

1. Review the design for the update golfer secondary dialog. When this dialog opens, we want all the golfer information
that is displayed, except for the password. Since we do not have a separate dialog for handling password changes, we
want the golfer to enter again and verify their password as part of any changes made.
a. In the action diagram, select the event handler EVENT ACTION open update golfer db. Then, from the Menu Bar

select Edit, then Add Statement, and then Set….
b. From the options, select Attribute View, from the list of entity views select export golfer, and from the list of

attributes select password. Then select the operator TO expression, select the expression spaces, and then
select the Add push button to add the statement to the event handler. We want to add another Set statement like
the last one, only we want to set the export confirmation golfer password to spaces. To accomplish this, we can
copy the statement that we created in step b and can change the entity view.
With the statement you just added still highlighted, press F8 on your keyboard, and with the cursor (which now
resembles a hand), select the SET in the highlighted statement again. This adds the new statement directly below
the highlighted statement.

c. Double-click export golfer in the second statement. In the Change dialog, select attribute view, then select the
entity view export confirmation golfer. Since there is only one attribute view in the export confirmation golfer
entity view, and since that attribute is of a character domain, the Toolset selected it for us automatically. Select the
Change push button to change the statement. Now, we can add the open dialog statement. Select the SET in the
second Set statement. Now, from the Menu Bar select Edit, then Add GUI Statement, and then Open…. Select
Dialog UPDATE EGOLFER DB, then select the OK push button.
The completed event handler like the following example:
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d. Save your model.
2. Review the design for the remove golfer secondary dialog. When this dialog opens, we are just going to display the

name and email address of the golfer and ask for confirmation of the delete.
a. In the action diagram, select the event handler EVENT ACTION open remove golfer db. Then, from the Menu

Bar select Edit, then Add GUI Statement, and then Open….From the Window Selection list select Dialog
REMOVE EGOLFER DB, and then select the OK push button to add the statement to the event handler.
The completed event handler looks the following example:

b. Save your model.
3. Review the design for the add scoring record secondary dialog. When this dialog opens, it is blank. If a golfer adds

several scoring records during one session, the information from the previous scoring record is redisplayed unless
we explicitly prevent that from happening. In this case, we want to move the local blank scoring record to the export
scoring record before opening the secondary dialog.
a. In the action diagram, select the event handler EVENT ACTION open add scoring record db. Then, from the

Menu Bar select Edit, then Add Statement, and then Move….
b. From the list of entity views, select local blank scoring record. The Toolset automatically selects the export

scoring record. Select the Add push button to add the statement. Now add the GUI statement to open the add
scoring record db.
The completed event handler look like the following example:

c. Save your model.
4. Review the design for the update scoring record secondary dialog. When this dialog opens, we want to see the details

of a specific scoring record that is selected from the list of scoring records on the eGolfer Home page.
The logic for this event handler is slightly more complicated than it is for the other event handlers. Use a GUI
statement to locate the selected scoring record from the group view, then move it into a single entity view to display it
to the golfer.
All GUI statements that deal with group views require that the group views be explicitly indexed. We created our views
by using the Match and Copy feature to copy the server views into our client procedure. The group views as they
existed in the server procedure step were implicitly indexed. As such, they were copied into our client procedure step
as implicitly indexed too. Change the group view properties in our client procedure to make them explicitly indexed.
a. From the Menu Bar, select View, then Expand All Views. In the IMPORTS, double-click Group View import

group of scoring records.
b. In the Detail Import Group View dialog, change the and is always drop-down list from Implicitly indexed to

Explicitly indexed and select the OK push button.
c. Repeats steps a and b for the EXPORTS: Group View export group of scoring records, making them Explicitly

indexed.
d. Now, from the Menu Bar, select View, then Contract All Views.
e. Save your model.
f. Now, we can add the GUI statement. In the action diagram, select the event handler EVENT ACTION open

update scoring record db. From the Menu Bar select Edit, then Add GUI Statement, then and Get Row….From
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the list of row types, select HIGHLIGHTED IN, from the list of repeating group views select import group of
scoring records, and from the list of expressions select 1. Then select the push button Complete, select the
expression subscript, select the repeating group view import group of scoring records, select the push button
Complete, and then select the Add push button to add the statement to the event handler.
What this statement is essentially doing is sequentially scanning through all the occurrences in the group view,
starting from the first occurrence in the group view. When it finds a highlighted row, it sets the subscript or pointer
of the group view to that row number. This then allows us to move the highlighted occurrence of the import group
view to the single entity view in the export view, which then populates the secondary dialog fields when it opens.

g. From the Menu Bar select Edit, then Add Statement, then Move…. In the list of entity views, select import group
scoring record, in the list of entity views select export scoring record, and then select the Add push button to
add the statement to the event handler. Now, add the GUI statement to open the update scoring record db.
The completed event handler look like the following example:

h. Save your model.
5. Review the design for the remove scoring record secondary dialog. The logic for this event handler is the same as the

logic for the update scoring record secondary dialog. We want to get the row highlighted in the import group and move
it to a single entity view in the export view, then open the secondary dialog.
– Copy the statements from the EVENT ACTION open update scoring record db to the EVENT ACTION open

remove scoring record db. Change the OPEN Dialog Box statement to open the REMOVE SCORING RECORD
DB.
The completed event handler look like the following example:

Save your model.
6. The last event handler is associated with the logout push button on the eGolfer Home primary dialog. When golfers

select this push button, we want to transfer them to the eGolf Services home page. If you recall, we set up transfers
between these two procedure steps. The exit state value that initiates the transfer flow back is RETURN. Add an EXIT
STATE IS return statement.
The completed event handler look like the following example:

7. Save your model.
8. Close the action diagram.

Update eGolfer

Refer to the example web pages shown earlier and familiarize yourself with the Update eGolfer web page. As you can
have noticed, it bears a remarkable resemblance to the eGolf Registration dialog. In fact, the two dialogs are so similar;
copy the Registration dialog to the Update dialog, and then make necessary changes.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Navigation Diagram, double-click eGolf Services Registration to open the dialog design. We want to copy
everything except for the banner at the top. To do this, click-and-drag from the top-left corner directly below the banner
to the bottom-right corner of the dialog. This places the rubber band around all the objects on the dialog.
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2. From the Menu Bar select Edit, and then select Copy…. Notice that the subsequent Window Copy dialog is divided
into two sections. The top has the Source group box giving you information about the window/dialog selected for copy,
while the bottom has the Destination group box, which gives you information about the destination window/dialog.
Under the Controls: drop down, the items that are currently selected for copying are listed.

3. To select a destination dialog, select the Destination… push button. In the Window Copy - Destination Selection
dialog, select EGOLFER-HOME Dialog -- Box Update eGolfer and select the OK push button. In the Window, Copy
dialog select Copy and select Yes to confirm. Make sure that you are copying to UPDATE EGOLFER DB, then
acknowledge the Note by selecting OK. Close the Window Copy dialog.

4. In the Navigation Diagram, double-click Update eGolfer to open it is dialog design. The controls were copied, but the
dialog has not been resized. Had we copied the entire dialog, however, the dialog would have been resized.
Use the eGolf Services Registration dialog to resize the Update eGolfer dialog. It works best if you drag the top and
right side of the Update eGolfer dialog.

5. Gain focus on the eGolf Services Registration dialog design and select the Close Window icon to close it.

Edit the Window

Starting at the top, we can begin to make the necessary changes.

Follow these steps:

1. To add the new banner, from the Menu Bar select Add, then Picture…. In the Bitmap: drop-down list, select
adbanner, in the Name: entry field, enter picture1, in the HTML extension entry field enter gif, and then select the OK
push button. Position the picture at the top of the dialog.

2. Double-click the literal eGolfer Information and add the word Update to the beginning of the literal. If necessary,
resize the literal box to display the entire literal.

3. Select the User ID and Password… literal and delete it by selecting the Delete icon from the Toolbar. Select the Yes
push button to confirm.

4. Double-click the User ID can be up to… literal and change it to Your User ID is permanent and cannot be updated.
5. If necessary, use the Position… feature to re-align the field and literals.

Re-map Fields

As part of the copy of the Registration dialog design to the Update eGolfer dialog design, new views of golfer were created
in our procedure step action diagram. We want to re-map the fields on the screen to the views of the golfer that existed
before the copy.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the User ID field and change the Export View: drop-down from EXPORT_1 to EXPORT. Then, change
the Import View: drop-down from IMPORT_1 to IMPORT.

NOTE
If you are having trouble with this step, try mapping the views to (none), then going back and mapping them
to the appropriate view.

2. This field is read-only. Un-check the Margin Box check box and check the Read Only check box, then select the OK
push button.

3. Double-click the To ensure the security… literal and add the sentence Your User ID and Password are required
to login to the system. Resize the literal box as necessary and use the Position… feature to re-align the objects if
needed.

4. Double-click the Password field and re-map the views to IMPORT and EXPORT, then select the OK push button.
5. Double-click the Confirm Password field and re-map the views to IMPORT CONFIRMATION and EXPORT

CONFIRMATION, then select the OK push button.
6. Double-click the First Name field and re-map the views to IMPORT and EXPORT, then select the OK push button.
7. Double-click the Last Name field and re-map the views to IMPORT and EXPORT, then select the OK push button.
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8. Double-click the Email Address field and re-map the views to IMPORT and EXPORT, then select the OK push
button.

9. Double-click the Review… literal and change continuing to updating, then select the OK push button.
10. Double-click the <Back push button and change the Button Text: to cancel, then select the OK push button.
11. Double-click the Next> push button, change the Button Text: to update, ensure that it is the Default Push Button, and

select the OK push button. We must change the event that it executes too, but we change that slightly later.
12. Reverse the position of the two push buttons. They are aligned horizontally bottom, separated horizontally by a

distance of 20 and moved horizontally center.
13. Save your model and close the dialog design.

Edit the Action Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. Open the EGOLFER HOME action diagram by selecting the Action Diagram icon on the Toolbar. If necessary, first
select it in the Navigation Diagram.

2. Eventually, we want to delete the extra views that are created as part of the copy, but first remove any references to
them in the action diagram. In addition to copying the dialog design and the views necessary to support the dialog
design, the copy feature also copied the events that are associated with the copied objects. In this case, the next push
button, which is now the update push button, had a click event that is associated with it. We want to rename the click
event to something that makes more sense for this action diagram.
To do this, double-click the EVENT ACTION egolfer reg pb next click, and change the Action Name to update
egolfer pb update click, then select the OK push button.

3. Within that same event action, in the IF statement, double-click import confirmation 1 golfer. Then in the Change
dialog, select character view, select the entity view import confirmation golfer, and then select the Change push
button.

4. Within the same IF statement, double-click import 1 golfer. Then, in the Change dialog, select character view, select
the entity view import golfer, select the attribute password, and then select the Change push button.

5. Within the same event action, double-click the command value register. In the Change dialog, select command
value, in the Command Selection list select UPDATE, select the OK push button, and then select the Change push
button.

6. Within the same event action, in the USE maintain golfer statement, double-click the Entity View import 1 golfer. In
the MAINTAIN GOLFER Import View Matching dialog, select IMPORT GOLFER from the top panel, select IMPORT
GOLFER from the bottom panel, select the Match push button, and then select the Close push button.

7. Within the same event action, in the USE maintain golfer statement, double-click the Entity View export 1 golfer. In
the MAINTAIN GOLFER Export View Matching dialog, select EXPORT GOLFER from the top panel, select EXPORT
GOLFER from the bottom panel, select the Match push button, and then select the Close push button.

8. Within the same event action, select the EXIT STATE IS xfr to egolfer home statement. Then select the Delete icon
from the Toolbar and select the Yes push button to confirm.

9. Save your model.

Delete Extra Views

Follow these steps:

1. From the Menu Bar select View, and then select Expand All Views.
2. In the IMPORTS, select Entity View import 1 golfer.
3. With the Ctrl key held down, select Entity View import confirmation 1 golfer .
4. Scroll to the EXPORTS: and, with the Ctrl key still held down, select Entity View export 1 golfer.
5. With the Ctrl key still held down, select Entity View export confirmation 1 golfer.
6. From the Menu Bar select Edit, then Delete Views…. Select Yes at the confirmation.
7. Save your model.
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8. Close the action diagram.
The completed Event Handler looks like the following example:

Remove eGolfer

See the window examples that are shown earlier and familiarize yourself with the Remove eGolfer web page. As you can
have noticed, it bears a remarkable resemblance to the Update eGolfer dialog. The primary differences are that all the
fields are read-only and the Password is not displayed. This time, we copy the entire Update eGolfer dialog to the Remove
eGolfer dialog, and then make necessary changes. If you recall, last time we did not copy all the objects on the dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Navigation Diagram, select the Update eGolfer dialog. From the Menu Bar select Edit, then select Copy…. The
Controls: drop-down list now indicates All objects.

2. Select the Destination… push button, then select EGOLFER HOME Box Dialog Remove eGolfer , and then select
the OK push button. Then select the Copy push button, select the Yes push button to confirm the copy, and select the
OK push button to acknowledge the copy. Select the Close push button to close the Window Copy dialog.

3. In the Window Navigation diagram, double-click Remove eGolfer.

Since we copied the entire dialog, it was resized to match the copied dialog. The last time that we only copied some
of the objects and then had to size the box manually. See shortly that this time it used the same views as the copied
dialog, instead of making up new views for us. This is because we are copying from a dialog in the same procedure step,
whereas last time, we were copying a dialog from a different procedure step.

Make Adjustments

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the first literal, Update eGolfer Information, and change it to Remove eGolfer.
2. Double-click the second literal, Your User ID…, and change it to Are you sure you want to be completely removed

from our database?
3. Double-click the User ID field and verify that the field is correctly mapped to the IMPORT GOLFER USERID and the

EXPORT GOLFER USERID.
4. The Password fields and the literals immediately before and after the passwords are not required. Click-and-drag from

the left side of the To ensure… literal down to the right side of the All fields are required literal to create a rubber
band effect to select both literals, the two passwords, and their two prompts all at once. Make sure that nothing else is
selected and then select the Delete icon from the Toolbar. Select the Yes push button to confirm.

5. Double-click each of the remaining fields and verify that they are correctly mapped to the IMPORT and EXPORT
GOLFER. Then un-check the Margin Box check mark and check the Read Only check box.
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6. To position the fields, select the User ID field (not the prompt). Then, with the Ctrl key held down, select the First
Name field (once again, the field and not the prompt), the Last Name field, and the Email Address field. Then, from
the Menu Bar, select Edit and then Position…. Next, select Align Vertically Left, select Separate Vertically by a
Distance: of 5, select Arrange prompts against the fields, select Move Vertically Center, and then select the OK
push button.

7. Select the Review… literal and delete it.
8. Double-click the update push button and change the Button Text: to delete. Check the Is the Default Push Button

check box. Then select the Events… push button.
9. Since we copied this dialog from the Update eGolfer dialog, it is still executing the update event. We want to

disassociate the update event from this push button and add an event to contain the delete logic.
To do this, in the Defined Events panel, select Click UPDATE EGOLFER PB UPDATE CLICK, and then select the
Remove push button. Notice that while this action removes the update event from the Defined Event list, it is still in the
Event Details Action Name: list. Change the name to REMOVE EGOLFER PB DELETE CLICK and then select the
Add push button to create and associate this new event to the push button. Select the Close push button, and then
select the OK push button.

10. With focus still on the delete push button, hold down the Ctrl key and select the cancel push button. Then right-click-
and-drag them to roughly the position that is shown in the sample example earlier. Then, with focus still on both of
them, from the Menu Bar select Edit, then Position…, then Move Horizontally Center, and then select the OK push
button.

11. Save your model.

Edit the Action Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. Open the action diagram by selecting the Action Diagram icon on the Toolbar. The new EVENT ACTION removes
egolfer pb delete click has been added to the bottom of the action diagram. The event logic is similar to the Update
eGolfer logic added from the last section.

2. Copy the logic in the EVENT ACTION update egolfer pb update click, starting with the COMMAND IS statement
and ending with the bottom of the brackets that are associated with the IF EXITSTATE IS EQUAL TO statement to the
Remove eGolfer event.

3. Change the COMMAND IS update statement to COMMAND IS delete.
4. In the IF EXITSTATE IS processing ok statement, delete CLOSE Dialog Box UPDATE GOLFER DB and add the

statement EXIT STATE IS return in its place.
5. Save your model.
6. Close the action diagram.

The completed event handler look like the following example:

Add Scoring Record

See the window examples that are shown earlier and familiarize yourself with the Add Scoring Record Web page. Most
of the skills that build this dialog have already been discussed, so the steps to complete this dialog are going to be more
abbreviated than the steps for the other dialogs. See prior examples if you need help with accomplishing a particular step.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Add Scoring Record dialog design.
2. Resize the Add Scoring Record dialog such that it is similar in size to other dialogs we have designed.
3. Add the adbanner picture to the top of the dialog design.
4. Add the literal Add Scoring Record, making the font size Arial/Bold/16.
5. Add the literal Enter the following scoring information about your game of golf. Use the default font size.
6. The next step is to prepare the Scoring Record fields for their addition to the dialog design.

a. From the Menu Bar select Edit, then select Field Design…. In the Field Design dialog, scroll to the EXPORT
SCORING RECORD fields.

b. If necessary, arrange the attributes in the entity view to be in the order that is shown on the window example that is
shown earlier. You can accomplish this by selecting the attribute that you want to move, selecting the Move push
button, and then selecting the attribute that you want to move your selected attribute directly preceding.

NOTE
The Move push button is disabled if you have more than one attribute highlighted. To deselect a selected
attribute, select it again.

c. Once you have the attributes in order, select each attribute again, and detail its properties. You can accomplish this
by selecting the attribute and then selecting the Properties… push button.

NOTE
The Properties… push button is disabled if you have more than one attribute highlighted.

For each attribute, ensure the following:
• The Import View mapping is IMPORT
• The Export View mapping is EXPORT

d. Enter the appropriate Prompt: for each field as shown:
• Date -- Date Played:
• Time -- Time Played:
• Adjusted Gross Score -- Adjusted Gross Score:
• Course Rating -- Course Rating:
• Course Slope Rating -- Course Slope Rating:
• Note -- Note:

e. Enter the appropriate Edit Pattern: for each field as shown:
• Date -- MMDDYY
• Time -- HHMM
• Adjusted Gross Score -- ZZZ
• Course Rating -- ZZ.Z
• Course Slope Rating -- ZZZ
• Note -- <Default Edit Pattern>

Also, ensure that:
7. Each field has Margin Box checked

– No field has Read Only checked
– The Note field has Autoscroll checked

8. In the Field Design dialog, select all six fields and then select the Place push button. They are presented to you,
one at a time, in the order in which they appear in the Field Design panel. For each field, you are presented with
the prompt first, followed by the field. Place each one on the dialog design in roughly the position indicated from the
example that is shown earlier. Verify that all the edit patterns are as specified and if not, double-click the field and enter
the edit pattern again.
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Positioning

Follow these steps:

1. You can have noticed that the Note field extended off the right side of the dialog.
To fix this, select the Note field. Then, with the cursor, drag the left edge of the field to the right several inches. Then
right-click-and-drag the Note field back onto the dialog. If necessary, continue to resize the left size and drag the field
onto the dialog until you can see the right edge of the field.

2. Using the cursor, stretch each prompt so that you can see the entire prompt.
3. To align everything that is left, first select the Add Scoring Record literal, and then using the Ctrl key, select the

Enter… literal and each of the prompts. Use the Position feature to Align Vertically Left.
4. Now select the prompts starting with Date Played: and, using the positioning feature, Separate them Vertically by a

Distance of 5.
5. Now select the longest prompt, which is Adjusted Gross Score:. Then, with the Ctrl key held down, select its field.

Using the Position feature, make them of Equal Height, Align them Horizontally Middle, and Separate them
Horizontally by a Distance of 5.

6. Finally, select the Adjusted Gross Score field, then with the Ctrl key held down, select each of the other fields. Then
use the Position feature to make them of Equal Height, Align them Vertically Left, and Separate them Vertically by
a Distance of 5.

7. Now use the cursor to rubber band every object on the dialog design (except for the adbanner) and use the Position
feature to Move the entire group Horizontally Center.

8. Add the literal (MMDDYY) to the right of the Date Played field.
9. Add the literal (HHMM) to the right of the Time Played field.
10. Add the literal Review your information before continuing. Thank you!. Use the default font size but make it bold.
11. Add the add push button and allow the Toolset to make up a click event for it. Make it the Default Push Button .
12. Add the cancel push button and have it execute the special action to Cancel - Close without Execution.
13. Resize the push buttons and Align them Horizontally Center, Separated Horizontally by a Distance of 20, and

Move Horizontally Center.
14. Disable the add push button if any of the fields (except Note) do not have data.
15. Save your model.

Edit the Action Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. Open the action diagram. Locate the event handler the Toolset that is created for us. Its name is EVENT ACTION add
scoring pb add click .

2. Move, do not copy, the two procedure step USE statements added to create views into the EVENT ACTION add
scoring pb add click event handler. To move both of them, using the Ctrl key, select each USE statement, press F7
on your keyboard, and with the cursor (which now resembles a hand), scroll down (if necessary) and select EVENT
ACTION add scoring pb add click.

3. This event must also use the List Scoring Records server procedure step. We created an open event that uses the
List Scoring Records server procedure step. Locate the EVENT ACTION egolfer home open and copy (do not move)
both of its statements into our Add Scoring Record event. To copy them, select the statements, press F8 on your
keyboard, and with the cursor (which now resembles a hand), scroll down (if necessary) and select EVENT ACTION
add scoring pb add click.

4. Rearrange or copy the statements in the EVENT ACTION add scoring pb add click event handler to produce the
following logic. Add an IF statement in addition to the GUI CLOSE statement.

5. Save your model.
The completed event handler look like the example:
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Update Scoring Record

See the window examples that are shown earlier and familiarize yourself with the Update Scoring Record Web page. Most
of the skills that build this dialog have already been discussed, so the steps to complete this dialog are going to be more
abbreviated than the steps for the other dialogs. See prior examples if you need help with accomplishing a particular step.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the Add Scoring Record dialog design to the Update Scoring Record dialog.
2. Change the literal Add Scoring Record to Update Scoring Record.
3. Change the literal Enter the following… to Please update the following… and move it between the Time Played

and the Adjusted Gross Score.
4. Add a literal that states, Please Note that the Date and Time Played cannot be updated .
5. Delete the literal (MMDDYY).
6. Delete the literal (HHMM).
7. In the Date Played field properties, un-check the Margin Box and make the field Read Only. Then add the MM/DD/YY

Edit Pattern.
8. In the Time Played field properties, un-check the Margin Box and make the field Read Only. Then add an HH:MM

Edit Pattern.
9. Change the add Button Text to update, remove the Click event ADD SCORING PB ADD CLICK, delete the ADD

SCORING PB ADD CLICK event name from the Action Name: entry field and allow the Toolset to add a click event for
this push button. Make it the Default Push Button.

10. Locate the new event handler in the action diagram. Copy all the statements from the EVENT ACTION add scoring
pb add click event handler into the new event handler. In the new event handler, change the COMMAND IS create
statement to COMMAND IS update.

11. Change the CLOSE Dialog Box ADD SCORING RECORD DB to CLOSE Dialog Box UPDATE SCORING RECORD
DB.
The completed event handler must look like the example:
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12. Save your model.

Remove Scoring Record

See the example web pages that are shown earlier and familiarize yourself with the Remove Scoring Record Web page.
Most of the skills that build this dialog have already been discussed, so the steps to complete this dialog are going to be
more abbreviated than the steps for the other dialogs. See prior examples if you need help with accomplishing a particular
step.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the Update Scoring Record dialog design to the Remove Scoring Record dialog.
2. Change the literal Update Scoring Record to Remove Scoring Record.
3. Change the literal Please note that the… to Are you sure you would like to remove this Scoring Record?
4. Delete the literal Please update the following information… .
5. In the properties panel of the following fields, ensure that the Margin Box check box is un-checked and that the Read

Only check box is checked:
– Adjusted Gross Score
– Course Rating
– Course Slope Rating
– Note

6. Delete the literal Review your information before….
7. Change the update Button Text to be removed, ensure it Is the Default Push Button, remove the Click event ADD

SCORING PB ADD CLICK, delete the ADD SCORING PB ADD CLICK event name from the Action Name: entry field
and allow the Toolset to add a click event for this push button.

8. Re-Position the fields as necessary.
9. Locate the new event handler in the action diagram. Copy all the statements from the EVENT ACTION update scor

pb add click event handler into the new event handler. In the new event handler, change the COMMAND IS update
statement to COMMAND IS delete.

10. Change the CLOSE Dialog Box UPDATE SCORING RECORD DB to CLOSE Dialog Box REMOVE SCORING
RECORD DB.

11. Save your model.
The completed event handler must look like the following example:
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eGolf Services Home
This article provides information for eGolf services home including: Window Navigation Diagram, Design the User
Interface, Add Exit States, and Design Windows and Web Pages.

Window Navigation Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. To add a new client procedure to our Navigation Diagram, we must first open the Window Navigation Diagram. If it is
closed, open the Window Navigation Diagram. Refer to a prior section if you need help.
On the Window Navigation Diagram tool palette, there is an icon for adding a window, and another for adding a dialog.
Regardless of whether you are adding a new client procedure with a primary window or a new client procedure with
a primary dialog, you always use the Add Window icon for adding a new procedure. On the subsequent properties
panel, select whether it is to be a primary window or a primary dialog. The Add Dialog icon is used only for adding
secondary dialogs to existing procedures.

2. From the tool palette, select the Add Window icon

and, with the cursor, select any location in the Navigation Diagram that is above and to the left of the Maintain
Golfer server procedure. If the cursor resembles the international no symbol, it is because you have a server which
is highlighted. You can ignore that symbol for now.

3. In the Window / Dialog Properties panel, under Type select Primary Dialog Box . Under Style, clear System Menu.
Then, in the Title: entry field, enter eGolf Services (which is the name that appears on the Web Browser title bar), and
in the Name: entry field enters egolf services home. Select the OK push button.

4. To add the Registration secondary dialog, from the tool palette select the Add Dialog icon

and with the cursor (which now resembles the international no symbol), click directly on the eGolf Services primary
dialog you only added. In the Window/Dialog Properties panel, notice that the Type is already set to Dialog and cannot
be changed. Change the Initial Position to System Placed, clear System Menu, for the Title: enter eGolf Services
Registration, and for the Name: enter egolfer registration. Select the OK push button.

5. To add the Login secondary dialog, do the same thing we did earlier in step number five for the Registration secondary
dialog, but for the Title: enter eGolf Services Login, and for the Name: enter egolfer login.

6. To add the eGolfer Home procedure step and primary dialog, from the main menu select the Add Window icon

and select a position on the Navigation Diagram somewhere above the Maintain Scoring Record server procedure. In
the Window / Dialog Properties panel, change the Type to Primary Dialog Box, under Style clear the System Menu,
in the Title: enter eGolfer Home, and for the Name: enter egolfer home. Select the OK push button.
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7. Arrange the dialogs roughly as shown by click-and-dragging them to the desired location:

While it is not imperative that you use the names suggested earlier, using the recommended names help avoid confusion
later in the Tutorial, as statements in the procedure step action diagrams reference these dialog names.

NOTE
If you change the names or properties of the dialogs, select the dialog. Then from the Main Menu selects Detail,
and then select Properties.

Your dialogs have a solid blue bar across the top as shown in the previous diagram. If they do not, you can have added
them as primary windows instead of as primary dialogs. If you change them, go to their Properties panel. Alternatively, you
can select them, delete them, and add them back again as primary dialogs.

Design the User Interface

When designing the User Interface (UI), whether it is for a Blockmode, Windows, or web application, we want to apply
a consistent standard. Standards can be defined at the Business System level, and then overridden on a case-by-case
basis as necessary.

Follow these steps:

1. To set up the UI standards for our system, we update the Business System Defaults. From the Tree
View, double-click Business System Defaults under the Design folder. Then, in the Business System
Defaults panel, select Business System EGOLF SERVICES and Diagram and Open from the Main
Menu. This places two asterisks next to the business system name indicating that the default business
system is EGOLF SERVICES. Next, from the Toolbar, select the Window Video Properties…

icon. In the treeview on the EGOLF_SERVICES: Default Video Properties dialog, select Window.
2. We want to set default values for the foreground and background colors, and for the fonts for Entry Fields, Prompts,

Literals, Push Buttons, List Boxes, and Group Boxes. Sometimes, selecting these objects from the list on the far right
and changing their properties result in these changes being reflected in the sample window and dialog to the left.
From the Change default appearance of: list box on the far right, select Entry Fields as shown in the following
example:
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3. Now, select the Foreground… push button. Verify that the foreground color for the entry field is black by examining
the Color/Solid field shown. If it is not set to black, select the black color box in the Basic colors field as indicated in the
following example and then select OK.
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4. Select the Background… push button and verify that the background is white. If it is not, correct it using the method
that is described in step number three, then click OK.

5. Select the Font… push button. Verify that the Font: is System, the Font Style: is Bold, and the Size: is 10. Select the
OK push button.

6. While the System font is typically a good choice to have the same look-and-feel as other applications within your
environment, it is limited. Therefore, for everything else we are going to use Arial. If you do not have Arial on your
system, select another font of your liking that allows for Regular, Bold, and Bold Italic and the sizes 8, 10, 12, and 16.
Adjust the following video properties in the same manner as we did earlier for the Entry Fields.
– Group Boxes:

• Foreground -- Dark Green (third column, fourth row)
• Background -- White
• Font -- Arial/Italic/8

– List Boxes:
• Foreground -- Dark Green
• Background -- White
• Font -- Arial/Bold/12

– Literals:
• Foreground -- Dark Green
• Background -- White
• Font -- Arial/Regular/10

– Prompts:
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• Foreground -- Dark Green
• Background -- White
• Font -- Arial/Bold/12

– Push buttons:
• Foreground -- White
• Background -- Dark Green
• Font -- Arial/Bold/10

Notice that the colors for the push buttons are reversed from the other items.
– Dialog Boxes:

• Foreground -- Does not need to be set
• Background -- White
• Font -- Does not need to be set

7. When you are finished, select the OK push button.

Add Exit States

While we are here at the Business System Defaults diagram, we can add a couple of Exit State Values that we are using
later.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Toolbar select the Exit States…

icon.
2. Select sys EGOLF SERVICES from the Exit States panel and then select the Add… push button. Add an exit state

with the following properties:
– Exit State Name -- xfr to egolfer home
– Termination Action -- Normal
– Message Type -- None
– Message Text -- Leave it blank.

3. Select <Global Exit States> from the Exit States panel and then select the Add… push button. Add an exit state with
the following properties:
– Exit State Name -- password mismatch
– Termination Action -- Normal
– Message Type -- Error
– Message Text -- The passwords that are entered do not match. Enter your passwords again.
Select the Close push button

4. Expand <Global Exit States> (if necessary) and select the exit state RETURN. Select the Properties… push button
and change the Message Type to None. Select OK and then Close.
Notice that from the Business System Defaults diagram you can set up other business system-specific things like
Commands, Edit Patterns, and Web Properties. Some of these options are available from the Toolbar, others have to
be selected from the Menu Bar Detail option.

5. Close the Business System Defaults panel by selecting the lower of the two in

the upper right-hand corner.
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Design Windows and Web Pages

We are now about ready to start designing our windows/Web pages. Though we ultimately intend these windows to be
web pages, we use the window/dialog design facilities within the Toolset. For the remainder of this section we generically
refer to them as windows.

Designing windows generally consists of the following steps:

1. Deciding what data is going to be displayed on the window
2. Creating the information views in the procedure step action diagram necessary to support that data
3. Deciding what GUI controls are used to represent that data
4. Adding the data GUI controls and related events (if any)
5. Detailing the data-related events
6. Adding non-data GUI controls and related events (if any)
7. Detailing the non data-related events

Any information that you are going to display on a window must have a corresponding export view in the client procedure
step action diagram. If you expect to bring that information back into the procedure step action diagram, then you must
have a corresponding import view too. These import and export views are mapped to the corresponding entry field on
the window. However, the number of situations in which information is displayed without having to be brought back into
the procedure step action diagram for further processing is so low that, usually, the import views can look exactly like the
export views.

When placing these data fields on the window, decide how that information is presented. For instance, if you were going
to put a field on a window representing the gender of a person, that field can be only an entry field in which you type either
male or female. Yet, this information can only as easily be presented as an option button, a check box, or even a drop-
down list. The Toolset defaults to a particular GUI control based on the number of permitted values for an attribute, or the
size of the group view. These defaulted GUI controls can then be changed if necessary.

For many of these GUI controls, you can define events. For example, you can define a click event for a check box.
If someone clicks that check box, the event handler that is associated with it executes. Event handlers are like little
paragraphs of code that are executed. Event handlers appear below the main logic of the client procedure step action
diagram.

In addition to data-related GUI controls, you can have non data-related GUI controls. Examples of these include push
buttons, menus, tool bars, group boxes, and pictures. Some of these can have events that are assigned to them too, such
as the push button, which often has a click event that is associated with it.

Finally, the window or dialog as a whole can have events that are assigned to it too. For example, if you want a dialog
to open with some information already pre-populated, then you can assign an open event to the dialog to get that
information.

eGolf Services Home

The first window that we are going to design is the eGolf Services home page. See the window examples that are shown
previously to familiarize you with how the window looks.

In addition, referring to the seven steps for designing a UI, the first two steps involve dealing with the data-related GUI
controls. This particular window does not display any data. However, it does have non-data controls (the two push
buttons), some literals, and three images (the title banner across the top, a banner down the left side, and a golfer image
in the top-left corner). Therefore, we place them on the window and detail any events that are associated with them.

To use images in a model, they must be included in part of the model directory. Before we start designing the window, let
us ensure the images are accessible.
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Follow these steps:

1. Locate the component model directory djscap1a.ief and copy the contents of the html\image and bitmap folders to
your model's (egolf.ief) html\image and bitmap folders. These images and bitmaps were not needed by the component
model, but the component model that is made for a nice delivery mechanism.

2. Open the window designer by double-clicking the eGolf Services dialog in the navigation diagram. A representation
of the window appears. Resize the window design by moving the cursor along one edge of the window or another until
you get the double-sided arrow. Then click-and-drag the edge to the desired size. For now, be sure to give yourself
plenty of room on the window in which to work. Later, we resize it back to a better size when we are finished laying out
the rest of the controls.

Add the Push Buttons

The first things that we are going to add to the window are the two non-data GUI control objects, the push buttons.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Menu Bar select Add, and then select Push Button….
2. For the Push-Button Properties, enter up sign! in the Text: entry field. Notice that the default Button Action is to

execute the procedure step. However, for Client Procedure Steps, most logic is executed with event handlers.
3. Select the Events… push button and examine the Event Processing dialog. At the top, it displays the control object,

the sign-up! push button. The Defined Events panel shows the events that have been assigned to this object. Currently
there is none. In the Event, Details section, you can create events for this object. In the Event Type: drop-down list,
you can select the type of event you want to create for this object. Only click events are allowed for push buttons. In
the Action Name: entry field, you can type in the name for the click event that you want to create.
We are going to let the Toolset create the event and generate a name for the event too. To do so, select the Add push
button. An event is created and added to the Defined Events panel.
The naming convention for the event that is used by the Toolset is the window name (EGOLF SERVICES), an
abbreviation for the object type, (PB, for push button), the name of the object, (SIGN UP), and the type of event,
(CLICK). In this case, this gives us the name EGOLF SERVICES PB SIGN UP CLICK.

4. Select the Close push button.
5. The Button Action on the Push-Button Properties panel now indicates that the push button Executes Click Event.

Select the OK push button. With the cursor (which now resembles a rectangle), select a position on the window close
to where we ultimately want the push button. Do not worry if it is not in the exact position, as we can reposition it later.

6. If you have multiple adds turned on, we can continue and add the next push button. If not, from the Menu Bar, select
Add, and then select Push Button…. Enter login for the Text, select the Is the Default Push-Button check box, and
then select the Events… push button.

7. On the Event Processing dialog, select the Add push button to have the Toolset automatically create an event for us,
and then select the Close push button.

8. On the Push Button Properties dialog select the OK push button, and then place this push button below the first one.
Do not worry so much about getting it exactly underneath the first one; we position them more accurately later. If you
have multiple adds turned on, select Cancel on the Push Button Properties panel after positioning the login push
button.

Add GUI Statements to Action Diagram

We can now add the action diagram statements to these two events. The only thing that we want either of these two
actions to do is to open the appropriate secondary dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. If necessary, move the window design out of the way by click-and-dragging it from the title bar, and from the Toolbar
select the Action Diagram icon
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to open the procedure step action diagram. If necessary, scroll up and notice that the two event handlers have been
added below the main procedure step logic.

2. Select EVENT ACTION egolf servic pb sign up click . Then from the Menu Bar, select Edit, then Add GUI
Statement, and then select Open…. Select the Dialog EGOLFER REGISTRATION, and then select the OK push
button to add the statement.

3. Select EVENT ACTION egolf servic pb login click. Then from the Menu Bar, select Edit, then Add GUI Statement,
and then select Open…. Select the Dialog EGOLFER LOGIN, and then select the OK push button to add the
statement.

4. Close the procedure step action diagram.

Add Literals

Follow these steps:

1. From the Menu Bar select Add, and then select Literal…. For the Literal Properties enter New Golfer:, then uncheck
the Center Vertically and Horizontally check boxes. Select the OK push button and position the literal to the left of
the sign up! push button.

2. If you have multiple adds turned on, you can continue to do the same for each of the literals in the following list. Select
the Cancel push button when you are through. If you do not have multiple adds turned on, add the literals from the
Menu Bar as described in step number one. Lay each one out roughly as indicated in the window example that is
shown earlier.
– Existing Golfer:
– With the click of a mouse, you can…
– Enter your most recent scores
– Determine your golf handicap index
– Update your profile

NOTE
If you make a mistake, double-click the literal and correct it. If you move them around a little, you can right-
click-and-drag them with the mouse.

3. While the literals inherited the properties stated in our Business System Defaults,
we want to override the fonts for the New Golfer and Existing Golfer literals.
Select the New Golfer: literal. From the Toolbar, select the Video Properties …

icon. Uncheck the Automatic checkbox for Font and press the Select… push button to bring up the Font dialog.
Change the Font properties to Arial/Bold/12 and select the OK push button. Resize the literal box the way that we did
with the window so that the entire literal is visible.

4. Perform the same steps for Existing Golfer: as you did for New Golfer:.

Add Images

Now we want to add the images. Bitmaps are used for window design, while GIFs and JPGs are used for web pages.
Generally, you need both bitmaps and GIF/JPG for web design. Since our web generation is based on our window design,
you need a bitmap for the window design and a corresponding GIF/JPG with the same name for the web generation.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Menu Bar select Add, and then select Picture…. In the Picture Properties panel, select the bitmap egolf
services from the Bitmap: drop-down list, in the Name: entry field enters picture1, and for the HTML Extension:
enter gif. Select the OK push button and position the picture at the top left of the window. Resize the right side of the
window to fit with the heading banner.
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2. Repeat the previous steps to add the egolfside picture to the left side of the window below the eGolf Services heading
banner. Name that it picture2 with the HTML Extension: of gif. Overlap them slightly where they meet.

3. Add the duffer picture to the top-left corner. Name that it picture3 with the HTML Extension: of gif.

Position the Objects

The Toolset provides the capability to easily position many objects on a window relative to one other object on the
window. The first object is like a pivot point. You manually position one object on the window where you want it, and then
automatically position the other objects relative to the first object.

Follow these steps:

1. First, we want to left justify New Golfer: and Existing Golfer: relative to each other. Manually position New Golfer: on
the window where you want it by right-clicking it and dragging it to the desired position. With the focus still on New
Golfer:, press and hold the Ctrl key and select Existing Golfer:.

2. From the Menu Bar, select Edit, and then Position…. In the Field Positioning dialog, select the Align Vertically Left
checkbox. Then select the Separate Vertically checkbox, enter the Distance value 10, and select the OK push button.

3. We want to align the push buttons relative to the prompts, but first we want to give the push buttons a more svelte
appearance. Select the sign up! push button and resize it making it slightly less tall, but not so much as to impact
the lettering. Now we want to position it relative to the New Golfer: literal. Manually position it to where it is the correct
distance to the right of New Golfer: This places it to the right of Existing Golfer: as well.

4. Select New Golfer: While holding the Ctrl key on your keyboard, select the sign up! push button. From the Menu Bar
select Edit, and then select Position…. In the Field Positioning dialog, select the Align Horizontally Top check box,
and then select the OK push button.

5. Now, we want to position the login push button relative to the location and height of the sign up! push button. Select
the sign up! push button. With the Ctrl key on your keyboard is held down, select the login push button. From the
Menu Bar select Edit, and then select Position…. On the Field Positioning panel, select the Equal Height and Equal
Width check boxes. Select Align Vertically Left. Then select the Separate Vertically checkbox, enter the Distance
value of 10, and select the OK push button.

6. To align the three bulleted literals, select  -  Enter your most recent scores. Then, using the Ctrl key on your
keyboard, select the other two literals. From the Menu Bar, select Edit, and then select Position…. Select the Align
Vertically Left checkbox and the Separate Vertically checkbox, then enter a distance 4. While they all still have
focus, right-click-and-drag them as a group to where you want them.

7. Finally, right-click-and-drag the With the click of a mouse… literal to a suitable location. Your window/Web page now
looks similar to the example shown earlier.

8. To close the window designer, from the Toolbar select the Close Window icon

.
9. Save your model.

eGolfer Registration

See the window examples that are shown earlier and familiarize yourself with the eGolf Services Registration Web page.
On this page, we have a couple of images, some literals, some push buttons, and some entry fields. The entry fields are
data-related controls and typically we place them first. For each data-related object, we must determine what information
views are required to support that object, and what GUI data-related control is used to represent each piece of data.

All the information about a golfer (other than their handicap index) is used on this page. However, we are going to pass
all of this information, plus the handicap index, to the home page of the golfer. Essentially, we need an export view with
all the information of the golfer. In addition, we have two views of a password of the golfer. One is for their confirmation.
This means that we actually need two export views of a golfer, one with all of their information, and another with only the
password. Once we create the necessary export views, we copy them to the imports. We then place (map) these views to
data-related controls on the window.
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In addition to deciding which views are required, we would decide which type of data-related control would be used to
represent the data. Examples of data-related controls are entry fields, radio buttons, check boxes, and drop-down lists.
We are going to be using entry fields.

Add Views

Follow these steps:

1. In the Navigation Diagram, select the eGolf Services Registration dialog. From the Toolbar, select the Action
Diagram icon. Notice that it takes you to the same EGOLF SERVICES HOME procedure step action diagram that we
were at before. This is because all the secondary dialogs share diagram as the primary window or primary dialog.

2. In the procedure step action diagram, select EXPORTS. Then, from the Menu Bar, select Edit, then Add View…,
and then select Add Entity View…. In the Name entry field, enter export, then select GOLFER, then select all of its
attributes by selecting GOLFER again, and then select the OK push button.

3. Add another export view of golfer with just the password attribute. Name the view export confirmation.
4. Expand all the views.
5. Copy the export views to the import views. Name them import and import confirmation.
6. If a golfing foursome all registered at the same time using the same browser session, each time the registration page

came up it would probably contain the previous information of the golfer. To prevent this from happening, we can
create a local view of a golfer that serves no purpose but to initialize the export views before opening the registration
or login pages. Copy the export golfer to the LOCALS: view, naming the local view local.

7. Now, we want to initialize the export golfer with the blank golfer. Select EVENT ACTION
egolf_servic_pb_sign_up_click. From the Menu Bar, select Edit, Add Statement…, select Move…, select local
golfer, select export golfer, and then select the Add push button.

8. Add another statement to move local golfer to export confirmation golfer.
9. Copy the two move statements to the login event action. Your action diagram so far must look like the following

example:
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10. Save your model.

Lay Out the Data Control Objects

Follow these steps:

1. Close the action diagram. In the Navigation Diagram, double-click the eGolf Services Registration dialog.
We would like all of our windows to be roughly the same size. To assist with resizing this window, open the
eGolf Services window and place one window over the other such that you can resize the eGolf Services
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Registration window to be roughly the same size as the eGolf Services window. Once they are about the
same size, close the eGolf Services window by selecting it first and then selecting the Close Window icon

from the Toolbar.
2. With the eGolf Services Registration window design open, from the Menu Bar select Edit, and then select Field

Design….
In the Field Design dialog, you are presented with a listing of the procedure step action export views of the diagram,
along with some special fields which include things like the current date, current time, error message field, and current
timestamp. Next to the export view, it tells you the type of field as well as the prompt for the field. These are the
defaulted values for these export views. However, we can change each of these defaulted values by first selecting
the export view from the list, and then modifying its properties in the Field group box at the bottom of the panel. For
example, all of these have defaulted to the type of entry field. While it does not make particular sense in this example,
we want one of the entry fields to be a check box. So we can select it from the list, and then in the Type: drop-down list
at the bottom of the panel, change it to a check box control.
While we want all of these to be entry fields, according to our specifications, each of the prompts are suffixed with
a colon. Prompts are the labels that go with each field. Other changes include changing the prompt Userid to User
ID: and the confirmation password from Password to Confirmation Password: In addition, we want to verify the view
mapping.

3. View mapping is a fairly important concept that must not be confused with view matching. View matching is used to
define which information view in one action diagram is passed to which information view in another action diagram.
View mapping is similar, but it is between an information view in an action diagram and a field on a window, web page,
or screen. Windows, web pages, and screens are separate pieces of generated code. View mapping defines which
field on a window is used to display the information placed in the export view of the action diagram, and which import
view in the action diagram receives the data that was entered into a field on the window. In the Field Definition dialog,
select the EXPORT GOLFER USERID. In the Field group box in the lower half of the panel, you see that the Type: is
an Entry Field, the Name: is USERID1, the Prompt: is Userid, and it is using the <Default Edit Pattern>.
To select the view mapping, select the Properties… push button. Then, in the subsequent Entry Field Properties
dialog, in the Import View: drop-down selection list, select IMPORT, and in the Prompt: entry field, enter User ID:.
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This panel shows the window we are going to have an entry field. This entry field is used for two purposes. One purpose
is to display whatever information the action diagram logic places into the export golfer userid. The other purpose is to
take whatever information is entered into that entry field and place it into the import golfer userid of the procedure step.

The other thing that we changed is the prompt. Prompts are the labels that are associated with fields. When we actually
place this field on the window, we will first be presented with the prompt to place on the window, and after placing the
prompt, we will then be presented with the actual field to place on the window.

Notice also the following check boxes.

• Margin Box check box
Places a box around the entry field

• Read Only check box
Prevents anyone from entering any information in the field

• Password check box
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Prevents the characters being typed into the field from being displayed
• To finish placing this field on the window, on the Entry Field Properties panel select the OK push button, and on the

Field Design dialog select the Place push button. The cursor changes to a rectangle indicating the prompt. Move the
rectangle (prompt) to the location for the User ID prompt that was indicated in the window examples that are shown
earlier and select that location. Immediately after placing the prompt, you will be presented with another rectangle that
indicates the field. Select a location some distance to the right of the prompt for the field placement. If, after placing
the field, you still see some leftover screen refresh artifacts (such as a rectangle in the center of the window), you can
safely ignore them.

NOTE
If you make a mistake, after placing the field onto the window simply double-clicks it to bring its Properties
panel backup. To move it, right-click-and-drag it.

• To place the password, from the Menu Bar select Edit, then select Field Design…. Select EXPORT GOLFER
PASSWORD and then select the Properties… push button. To complete the view mapping, select IMPORT from
the Import View: drop-down list, place a colon (:) after the Prompt: Password, place a checkmark in the Password
check box, select the OK push button, select the Place push button, and place the prompt followed by the field onto
the window. Resize the prompt if necessary.

• To place the confirmation password, from the Menu Bar select Edit, then select Field Design…. Select EXPORT
CONFIRMATION GOLFER PASSWORD and then select the Properties… push button. To complete the view
mapping, select IMPORT CONFIRMATION from the Import View: drop down list, change the Prompt: to Confirm
Password:, place a checkmark in the Password check box, select the OK push button, select the Place push button,
and place the prompt followed by the field onto the window.

• You can place multiple fields consecutively. Using Field Design, define the view mapping and prompt properties for the
EXPORT GOLFER FIRST NAME, LAST NAME, and EMAIL ADDRESS without actually placing them.

NOTE
To define the properties for the next field, you will have to unselect the first field to enable the Properties…
push button.

• After defining all of their properties, re-select all three fields and then select the Place push button. You are presented
with the prompt for the first field in the selection list, followed by its actual field. This is repeated for all three fields. It is
useful to first order the fields in the Field Design dialog by using the Move push button. First, select the attribute that
you want to move, and then select the attribute that you want to move the initially selected attribute below.

Positioning

By now, you can be thinking that your window does not look great. Let us stop for a moment and go through a few
positioning steps to make it look slightly better.

The first thing that you can have noticed when placing the email entry field is that it extended off the right side of the
window. We can make it look better by making it the same size as the name fields.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Last Name entry field (not the prompt). Hold down the Ctrl key on your keyboard while selecting the
Email Address entry field. From the Menu Bar select Edit, select Position…, select the Equal Width check box, and
then select the OK push button.

2. Reviewing the window design, there are two determining factors affecting our overall layout. Confirm Password is the
widest prompt, and we want all of the fields to align with its right side. In addition, the combined Email Address prompt
and field is the widest total line, which we would like centered.
Select the prompt Confirm Password: and then, using the Ctrl key, select all of the other prompts. From the Menu
Bar select Edit, select Position…, select the Equal Width check box, and then select the OK push button. If you get a
warning that you are going to overlap some fields, select Yes.

3. Now, select the Email Address prompt and, with the Ctrl key, select the Email Address field. From the Menu Bar
select Edit, select Position…, select Align Horizontally Bottom, select Separate Horizontally by a Distance of 5,
select Move Horizontally Center, and then select the OK push button.
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4. Select the Email Address field (not the prompt) and with the Ctrl key held down select the Last Name field and the
First Name field (again, just the fields, not the prompts). Then, from the Menu Bar, select Edit, select Position…,
select Align Vertically Left, select Separate Vertically by a Distance of 5, Select Arrange prompts against the
fields, and then select the OK push button.

5. Next, select the First Name field, and with the Ctrl key held down select the Confirm Password field, and the User
ID field. From the Menu Bar, select Edit, select Position…, select Align Vertically Left, select Arrange prompts
against the fields , and then select the OK push button.

6. Finally, select the Confirm Password field and with the Ctrl key held down select the Password field. From the Menu
Bar, select Edit, select Position…, select Align Vertically Left, select Separate Vertically by a Distance of 5, select
Arrange prompts against the fields , and then select the OK push button.

Add the GUI Controls

Now we can add the non-data-related GUI controls. We can start with the pictures.

Add the Pictures

Follow these steps:

1. From the Menu Bar select Add, then select Picture…. In the Picture Properties drop-down list select golfrainback,
in the Name: entry field, enter picture1, in the HTML Extension: entry field, enter gif, and then select the OK push
button. Position the picture at the top of the window.

2. Add another picture on top of the previous picture. In the Picture Properties drop-down list select golfrain_banner,
in the Name: entry field, enter picture2, in the HTML Extension: entry field, enter gif, and then select the OK push
button. Center this picture on top of the previous picture.
If you have multiple adds turned on, cancel out of the Picture Properties dialog.

Add the Literals

Follow these steps:

1. From the Menu Bar select Add, then select Literal…. Enter eGolfer Information, remove the check
boxes for Center Vertically and Center Horizontally, and then select the OK push button. Place
the literal as indicated in the examples shown earlier. Then, change the default font by selecting
the Detail and Video Properties… from the Menu Bar or by selecting the Video Properties…

icon from the Toolbar. Then unselect the Automatic checkbox for Font and select the Select… pushbutton to bring up
the Font dialog and set the font to Arial/Bold/16. Resize the literal if necessary.

2. Add the remaining five literals in the same way. Use the default fonts for all of them except the last one, which states,
Review your information before continuing. Thank you!. Make it Arial/Bold/10.

3. Left justify vertically all of the literals except the last one, which we want to Move Horizontally Center. You may have
to slightly re-position some of your fields and literals.

NOTE
In addition to using the Ctrl key to select multiple objects, you can use the mouse to lasso several objects by
click-and-dragging the lasso around them. Objects can then be moved as a group by right-click-and-dragging
them to the desired location or by using the positioning feature.

Add the Push buttons

We now add the two push buttons and their associated events and logic.
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Follow these steps:

1. From the Menu Bar select Add, then select Push Button…. In the Push Button Properties Text: entry field, enter
<Back>. For the back Button Action, we want to perform a special action. Select the Special Action option button and
in the drop-down list select Cancel - Close without Execution. This closes the current dialog and takes us back to
the originating dialog. Select the OK push button on the Push Button Properties dialog and place the button as shown
in the example.

2. If you have multiple adds turned on, you can continue and add the next push button. Otherwise, from the Menu Bar
select Add, then select Push Button…. In the Push Button Properties Text: entry field, enter <Next>. Check the Is the
Default Push Button check box.

3. For the next Button Action, we want to execute an event. Select the Events… push button. In the Event processing
dialog, select the Add push button to let the Toolset generate a new click event for the push button. Notice the event
name and then select the Close push button. Select the OK push button on the Push Button Properties dialog and
place the button as shown in the example.

4. Resize one of the buttons making it slightly less tall. Then, with focus still on the resized button, click the other push
button while holding down the Ctrl key. Then, from the Menu Bar select Edit, and then select Position…. Then select
Equal Height and Equal Width, select Align Horizontally Bottom, select Separate Horizontally by a Distance: of
20, select Move Horizontally Center, and then select the OK push button.

5. For the back push button, we performed a special action. For the next push button, we want to call the Maintain Golfer
server to register the golfer. To open the procedure step action diagram, from the Toolbar select the Action Diagram

icon. If the icon is not enabled, ensure you have one of the dialogs that are selected in the Navigation Diagram.
6. We only want to register the golfer if the two passwords that were entered match.

This brings up another interesting topic. Where must this type of validation be performed? Should it be in the client
procedure step, as we are about to put it? Should it be in the server procedure step? Alternatively, more likely, must it
be in the elementary process?
If you want the same business rule to apply regardless of who performs the transaction, or where, when or how the
transaction is performed, then you would probably want the validation to be in the elementary process. If the rules can
vary for any of the reasons that are specified earlier, then you likely want the rules in the client procedure step.
For example, in this particular case we are allowing golfers to register themselves online. When the golfers do that,
we do not want them to enter their password incorrectly, so we make them enter it twice. But we can also have a
batch procedure in which we get feeds from local golf clubs, pro shops, and sporting goods stores where we set up
prospects with some common password, like their last name, or the store name from which we got the feed, and
then email them and invite them to login, change their password, and enter their scores. We can set the password
differently depending on how we set them up. In such a case, it would make more sense to place the validation rules in
the different procedure steps, online versus batch. We are going to put the check here in the client procedure.
In the procedure step action diagram, from the Tool Palette select the If push button and with the cursor (which now
resembles a crosshair), select the event handler EVENT ACTION egolfer_reg_pb_next_click. Then in the Add
Statement panel, select the expression attribute view, select the entity view import golfer, select the attribute
password, select the operator IS EQUAL TO, select the expression character view, select the entity view import
confirmation golfer, and then select the Add push button.

7. If the golfer passes the test, then we want to set the system attribute Command to register and then call the server
procedure step. With the If statement still highlighted, from the Menu Bar select Edit, then select Add Statement….
Then select Command is…, select the expression command value, select the command REGISTER, select the OK
push button, and then select the Add push button.

Add Procedure Step Use Statement

Now we want to add the procedure step use statement, matching the import views of the server with the import views of
the client, and the export views of the server with the export views of the client.
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Follow these steps:

1. With the Command is statement that is highlighted, from the Menu Bar select Edit, select Add Statement…, select
Procedure Step Use…, select the non-display procedure step maintain golfer, and then select the Add push button.

2. In the MAINTAIN GOLFER Import View Matching panel select IMPORT GOLFER, then from the possible supplying
views in the client EGOLF SERVICES HOME select IMPORT GOLFER, select the Match push button, and then select
the Close push button.

3. Next, in the MAINTAIN GOLFER Export View Matching panel, select EXPORT GOLFER, and in the Possible
Receiving Views for EGOLF SERVICES HOME select EXPORT GOLFER, then the Match push button, and then the
Close push button.

Set Exit State

If the call to the server was successful, we want to close this window and flow to the eGolfer home page. Setting the
special system attribute Exit State can trigger flows. To determine if the call was successful, we can first check the Exit
State value to see if it was set to processing ok.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Tool Palette, select the If push button, and then select the USE maintain golfer statement. In the Add
Statement panel select the expression exit state, select the relational operator IS EQUAL TO, expand the Global Exit
States and select Processing OK, select the Select push button, then the Add push button.

2. From the Tool Palette, select the push-button Exit State, and then select the IF EXITSTATE IS statement. Then in the
Exit State Selection panel, expand EGOLF SERVICES, select XFR TO EGOLFER HOME, select the Select push
button, and then select the Add push button.

3. With the EXIT STATE IS statement that is still highlighted, from the Menu Bar select Edit, then Add GUI Statement…,
then select Close…. Next, select Dialog BoxEGOLFER REGISTRATION, and then select the OK push button.

4. We still must set an exit state to handle a situation in which the passwords do not match. Select the bottom of the
bracket for the IF EXITSTATE IS statement, then from the Menu Bar select Edit, and then Add Statement…, then
select Else. Then, from the Tool Palette select the EXIT STATE IS push button, select the Else statement you just
added, select the Exit State value PASSWORD MISMATCH, select the Select push button, and then select the Add
push button.

5. The completed event handler must look as shown:

6. Save your model.

NOTE
When designing a window, you have the opportunity to place fields on a window that have not first been
defined in your export views. This can be accomplished in several different ways, but ultimately results from
changing the view (mapping) properties of the field as you place it on the window. This feature allows you to
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develop windows using a RAD- or RAP-type methodology, whereby you start relatively early designing your
user interface before the underlying action diagrams have been developed.

7. New users often end up adding fields to their windows incorrectly mapped to a known view and end up
with more unknown or extra views in their action diagrams. Take a few minutes to review your import and export views
in the client procedure step action diagram. If you have any views in your import or export views of the action diagram
other than what was shown, then you must correct them.
Correcting them involves determining which field on the window design caused the view to be created, re-mapping that
field to the correct views in the action diagram, and finally deleting the extraneous views from the action diagram. The
extra views cannot be deleted if they are mapped to a field on a window.
If you have any extraneous views, return to the window design, double-click each field on the window, and review its
view mapping. Change the field's view mapping to the correct views in the import and exports, and then delete the
view from the action diagram. If you are not allowed to delete the view, then it is probably being reused on another field
as well.

8. If necessary, save your model again.
9. Close the action diagram.

Fine-tune Push Buttons

The last thing that we want to do is to disable the next push button until all the entry fields have something that is entered
into them. In other words, all fields are required, and we do not want the golfers to continue until they have entered
something into every field.

Follow these steps:

1. On the window design, select the Next> push button. From the Menu Bar select Detail, and then select Disabled
By…. In the Disabling States dialog, in the upper panel select the state THE Push Button 'Next>' IS DISABLED
WHEN, and in the lower panel scrolls down if necessary and select the condition Entry Field 'User ID:' does not have
data. Select the Add push button to add the condition to the upper panel.

2. Now select the unmatched OR in the upper panel and select the Entry Field 'Password:' does not have data from the
lower panel and select the Add push button.

3. Follow the steps that are described in step number two to add the rest of the disabling conditions:
– Confirm Password:
– First Name:
– Last Name:
– Email Address:

4. The completed disabling states look similar to the following dialog:
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5. Select the Close push button.
6. Save your model.

eGolfer Login

Try to build the eGolf Services Login window on your own. We include systematic instructions at the end of the section,
but try to do it on your own first. Review all the following key points before building the window:

1. Resize the window to make it roughly the same size as the other two. You can open one of the other two windows and
can place it behind the new one to help you size it.

2. Use the same two pictures that we used on the Registration window, golfrainback and golfrain_banner.
3. The heading eGolfer Login is a literal. After adding it, change its font to Arial/Bold/16.
4. The line across the page is a literal also, made up of approximately 40 underscores.
5. When building more secondary dialogs, you do not necessarily have to add more export and import views. Where

possible, you reuse the existing action diagrams views. For this dialog, we do not need to add any additional views.
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The User Id and Password fields are from the EXPORT GOLFER userid and password. When placing them on the
dialog, ensure you map them to the IMPORT GOLFER userid and password.

6. Prompts created for a field are saved, such that you can reuse for that same field on any other window or dialog.
When defining the properties of the field, use the prompt drop-down list to select the prompts that exist for these two
fields that have the colon after them.

7. Since the password field is a password field, check the password check box on the field properties panel. That cause
asterisks to be echoed back to the user when typing in their password.

8. The back push button just performs a Special Action, to Cancel - Close without Execution.
9. The login push button performs a Click event. Let the Toolset generate the event name. The event logic is identical

to the event logic for the Registration dialog, except you do not need to check the passwords. You can copy the logic
from the Registration event to the Login event and double-click each element of the action diagram statements that
you change. These two elements are the command, and the dialog you want to close. Make it the default push button
and do not forget the disabling logic.

The following are the systematic instructions:

1. Resize the window:
a. In the Navigation Diagram, double-click the eGolf Services Login dialog. Then, in the Navigation Diagram,

double-click the eGolf Services Registration dialog.
b. Position the Login dialog over the Registration dialog, and with the cursor, click-and-drag the edges of the Login

dialog until they are even with the Registration dialog. Close the Registration dialog and save your model.
2. Add the two pictures:

a. From the Menu Bar select Add, then select Picture…. In the Picture Properties drop-down list, select
golfrainback, in the Name: entry field, enter picture1, in the HTML Extension: entry field, enter gif, and then
select the OK push button. Position the picture at the top of the window.

b. Add another picture on top of the previous picture. In the Picture Properties drop-down list select golfrain_banner,
in the Name: entry field, enter picture2, in the HTML Extension: entry field, enter gif, and then select the OK push
button. Center this picture on top of the previous picture.

3. Add the heading:
a. From the Menu Bar select Add, then select Literal…. Then enter eGolfer Login, un-check Center Vertically and

Center Horizontally, and then select the OK push button.
b. Position the literal roughly as indicated in the example shown earlier. Then,

with focus on the literal, from the Toolbar select the Video Properties…

icon. Uncheck the Automatic checkbox for Font and press the Select… pushbutton to bring up the Font dialog.
Change the Font properties to Arial/Bold/16 and select the OK push button. Resize the literal so that all the
lettering shows.

4. Add the line:
a. From the Menu Bar select Add, then select Literal…. Then, enter the underscore key approximately 40 times. Un-

check Center Vertically and Center Horizontally, select the OK push button and position the literal roughly as
indicated in the example that is shown earlier.

b. Select the underscore literal first, and then with the Ctrl key held down, select the eGolfer Login literal. From
the Menu Bar select Edit, then Position…. Now select Align Vertically Left, select Separate Vertically by a
Distance: of 5, select Move Horizontally Center, and then select the OK push button.

5. Place the two fields on the screen:
a. From the Menu Bar select Edit, then select Field Design…. Then from the Field Design panel, select EXPORT

GOLFER USERID, select the Properties… push button, and verify that the EXPORT GOLFER USERID is
mapped to the IMPORT. Then, from the Prompt: drop-down list, select User ID:, select the OK push button, and
then select the Place push button and position the field (prompt first and then the field) on the dialog in roughly the
position indicated on the example.
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b. From the Menu Bar select Edit, then Field Design…. Then from the Field Design panel, select EXPORT GOLFER
PASSWORD, select the Properties… push button, and verify the EXPORT GOLFER PASSWORD is mapped to
the IMPORT. Then, from the Prompt: drop-down list, select Password:, check the Password check box, select the
OK push button, and then select the Place push button and position the field (prompt first and then the field) on the
dialog in roughly the position indicated on the example. Resize the prompt if necessary.

c. Select the Password prompt and then, with the Ctrl key held down, select the User ID prompt (not the fields).
From the Menu Bar, select Edit, select Position…, check the Equal Width check box, and then select the OK
push button. Then select the Password field and, with the Ctrl key held down, select the User ID field.

d. After making sure that only the Password field and the User ID field have focus, from the Menu Bar select Edit,
then select Position…. Then select Align Vertically Left, select Separate Vertically by a Distance: of 5, check
Arrange prompts against the fields, and then select the OK push button.

e. Finally, using the cursor, lasso both the fields and prompts (but not the two literals) by click-and-dragging a box
around them. Then select Edit, select Position…, select Move Horizontally Center, and then select the OK push
button.

6. Add the back push button:
a. From the Menu Bar select Add, then select Push Button.
b. In the Text: field, enter <Back, select the radio button Special Action, in the drop-down list select Cancel - Close

without Execution, and then select the OK push button and position the push button roughly as indicated in the
example.

7. Add the login push button:
a. From the Menu Bar select Add, then select Push Button. In the Text: field, enter login, check the Is the Default

Push Button check box, select the Events… push button, select the Add push button to automatically add a new
event, select the Close push button, and then select the OK push button and position the push button roughly as
indicated in the example.

b. Resize the login push button with the cursor, making it not so tall. Then with the Ctrl key held down, select the
<Back push button. From the Menu Bar select Edit, then Position…. Then select the Equal Height and Equal
Width check boxes, select Align Horizontally Bottom, select Separate Horizontally by a Distance: of 20, select
Move Horizontally Center, and then select the OK push button.

8. Disable the login push button:
a. Select the login push button. Then from the Menu Bar, select Detail, then Disabled By….
b. In the Disabling States dialog, select THE Push Button 'login' IS DISABLED WHEN, select the condition Entry

Field 'User ID:' does not have data, and then select the Add push button. Then, select the OR state, select the
condition Entry Field 'Password:' does not have data, select the Add push button, and then select the Close
push button.

9. Add the action diagram logic:
a. Since the login logic is similar to the registration logic, we can copy the registration logic and modify it. From the

Toolbar, select the Action Diagram icon. In the EVENT ACTION egolfer reg pb next click event handler, click-
and-drag the cursor from the COMMAND IS statement to the bracket ending the IF EXITSTATE IS statement to
highlight the section of code shown:

a. Select the F8 (copy) key and, with the cursor (which now resembles a hand), select the EVENT ACTION
egolfer_log_pb_login_click event handler. Then double-click the command value register in the login click event,
select the expression command value in the Change panel, select the Command LOGIN, select the OK push
button, and then select the Change push button.
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b. Now, double-click EGOLFER REGISTRATION in the CLOSE Dialog statement in the login click event, select
Dialog Box EGOLFER LOGIN in the Window Selection panel, and then select the OK push button.

10. Save your model.
The completed action diagram must look like the following example. Close the action diagram.

11. Close the eGolf Services Login window.
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Construction and Testing Phase
This article provides information about the construction and testing phase including: Objectives and Time Allotment,
Generation and Test, 100 Percent Code Generation.

Objectives and Time Allotment

After this module, you will be familiar with:

• Database Generation
• Referential Integrity Triggers
• Load Module Packaging
• Application Generation
• Application Test
• Web Generation and Deployment
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WARNING

Successful completion of this entire section of the Tutorial depends on your having a properly configured Gen
Workstation, Build Tool, and Runtime environment, as well as a properly configured and supported DBMS, SQL
pre-compiler, source language compiler, Web Server, Web Application Server, Java Runtime Environment, and
Java Compiler. Instructions for setting each of these up are outside the scope of this Tutorial. However, most of
this section can be completed just having a properly configured GUI environment. Some of the instructions are
for a particular DBMS or Web Server, and they have to be modified for your unique environment.

NOTE
The instructions for Generation within this section apply only to workstation construction.

Generation is a separately purchasable item within Gen and your workstation configuration might not support it. Often,
models (or subsets) must be uploaded to an Encyclopedia where generation would take place. While the actual
mechanics of generating a model from an Encyclopedia differ from those of generating the model from the workstation,
the concepts involved in each remain the same.

Allow yourself approximately 3 hours and 10 minutes to complete this module.

If you would like to reference a Gen model reflecting the completed objectives of this section, you can find the model with
the Gen installation in the \Samples\Models\Tutorial Models\Completed Models directory corresponding with this section.

Generation and Test

At this point in a typical development project you would have a large, nicely bound Requirements Specification document
and probably another equally nice Detailed Design document. You would then turn these over to a horde of programmers
who would start writing the source code necessary to meet the Design. In addition, with any luck at all, it would be months
until the written code adhered to the Detailed Design document and the Detailed Design fully encompassed the stated
Requirements.

At this same point in a Gen project, however, we are almost done. In addition, since the Procedures have implemented
the Processes, and the Processes contain our Business Requirements, you can be assured that the generated code
adheres to those Requirements.

All that we have to do now is push the large red generate button.

100 Percent Code Generation

When we push that button, Gen generates 100 percent of the code necessary to run the application in a targeted (and
supported) environment from our environment-independent diagrams.

Generate the Database
This article provides detailed information about generating the database including: Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment,
and Database Generation.

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After this lesson, you will understand how to:

• Transform a logical data model into a physical data model
• Set the generation defaults
• Generate and install a local database

Allow yourself approximately 40 minutes to complete this lesson.
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Database Generation

Database generation consists of two steps and is normally done by a Database Administrator:

1. Transform your logical data model into a physical data model.
2. Generate the necessary DDL (Data Definition Language) from the physical data model for the DBMS software to

create the database.

The Data Model (or Entity Relationship Diagram) is often known as the Logical Data Model. Generally, it is free of
implementation-specific detail. To create a physical database, we have to first transform our logical Data Model objects
into physical Data Model objects. The physical Data Model is represented in two diagrams, the Data Structure List
diagram, and the Data Store List diagram. Collectively these two diagrams are sometimes known as the Technical Design.

In the Data Structure List diagram, you make implementation-specific structure changes and decisions such as:

• Reordering columns of a table
• Making indexes ascending or descending
• De-normalizing data between tables

In the Data Store List diagram, you make implementation-specific space allocation changes and decisions such as:

• Adjusting tablespace sizes
• Adjusting indexspace sizes

Basic Data Model Transformation

During the Transformation process, there is a set of basic rules that are applied to create the Data Structure List:

• Entity Types become Tables
• Attributes become Columns within the Tables
• Identifiers become Unique Indexes
• Relationships become Foreign Key Columns in one of the Tables that are involved in the relationship or the other with

Indexes and RI (Referential Integrity) Constraints that are created on them

Also, the Transformation process calculates tablespaces and indexspaces to create the Data Store List.
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After the Transformation process has completed, you would then make any implementation-specific change required to
these two diagrams before generating the DDL and DML.

DDL Generation

Once you have completed your customizations, you can then push that large red button to generate the Data Definition
Language that ultimately gets passed to the DBMS to create your database.

In addition to generating the DDL, you can choose to install the DDL as well. For a local installation, the install option
automatically passes the generated DDL to the DBMS, which then creates the database. If the database is on a remote
platform, the installation creates a remote file that can be transferred to the remote location for installation.

Lesson Activity 8
This article provides information for Lesson Activity 8 including: Select the Defaults for Technical Design, Transform the
Data Model, Review the Data Structure and Data Store Lists, and Set the Generation Defaults.

Select the Defaults for Technical Design

Follow these steps:

1. If necessary, open the eGolf Services model.
2. In the tree control, scroll down to the Technical Design folder and double-click Technical Defaults.
3. In the list of Technical Designs, select your target DBMS. In the example shown in step 4, the target DBMS is

the Microsoft SQL Server (MS/SQL).
4. From the Toolbar, select the Open… 

icon to activate the selected Technical Design. The two asterisks next to the selected Technical Design indicate that
the design has been activated.

5. If you would like to review the default Technical Design Properties,
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double-click the selected Technical Design. These settings influence the DDL and DML (Data Manipulation Language)
that then are generated. Review the Help for information on each control.
When you are finished reviewing the properties, select the Cancel push button so as not to make any changes.

6. Close the list of Technical Designs.
7. Save your model.

Transform the Data Model

Follow these steps:

1. In the Tree Control, scroll down to the Technical Design folder and start the Transformation Wizard by double-clicking
Transformation in the Tree Control. The Transformation Wizard dialog opens.

NOTE
The activated DBMS Technical Design (in this case MS/SQL) is indicated in the Title Bar.

2. We have already set the Technical Design defaults. Our Data Model must still be consistent. Select the Proceed push
button to initiate the transformation.

3. If a preceding Consistency Check dialog pops up as shown, then that indicates that your Data Model has Errors or
Warnings. If the Continue button is disabled, then you have Errors that must be corrected before Transformation
can take place. If you only have Warnings, then you can continue the Transformation Wizard, but you must strive to
understand the Warnings to determine their impact on your database generation.

4. If you have a clean Consistency Check or Continue the Transformation with only Warnings, the Transformation must
complete successfully. Notice from the messages in the Transformation Status dialog that the current Technical Design
(if any) is deleted and replaced with a new Technical Design with no customizations. Therefore, had you previously
done a Transformation and customized the Data Structure List and the Data Store List, transforming the Data Model
again to pick up changes would remove those customizations. To preserve changes to the two diagrams after an initial
transformation, use Retransformation.
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5. Click Ok on the Informational dialog indicating the successful Transformation.

Review the Data Structure and Data Store Lists

Follow these steps:

1. In the Tree Control under the Technical Design folder, double-click the Data Structure List. Then from the Main Menu,
select View, and then select Expand Diagram.
Notice the column names for Adjusted Gross Score and Course Slope Rating. Make no changes to the diagram. When
you are finished reviewing the diagram, close it.
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1. In the Tree Control under the Technical Design folder, double-click the Data Store List. Then from the Main Menu,
select View, and then select Expand Diagram. Make no changes to the diagram. When you are finished reviewing the
diagram, close it.
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Set the Generation Defaults

Follow these steps:

1. In the Tree Control, scroll down to the Construction folder and double-click Generation.
2. From the Main Menu, select Options and then select Generation Defaults….
3. Set the Generation Defaults as indicated. Select the Save push button to save these settings for the next time you

open the Toolset, and then select the OK push button.

NOTE
Your DBMS(TD) may differ if you are using some other database rather than SQL Server (MS/SQL). The rest
of the settings must be the same.
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Generate and Install the Database

Follow these steps:

1. With the Generation panel still open, select the DDL

icon from the Toolbar.
Notice in the DDL Generation diagram the five columns:
– Type
– DDL
– Inst
– Drop
– Name
The Type column describes the type of database object that you are referring to, while the Name column gives the
name of that database object. For example, SCORING_RECORD is a database table, while scoreid is an index on
that table. The database itself is named IEFDB.
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We can select individual database objects for generation by selecting the dash ( - ) under the DDL column. Selecting
the dash replaces it with a Y. However, selecting just the dash under the DDL column just causes the DDL to be
generated, and not installed. To have it install as well, or to have a remote file that is created for installing on a different
machine, you need also to select the corresponding dash under the Inst column. Finally, if we wanted a drop statement
to be added to the generated DDL to first drop an existing database object, we also must select the corresponding
dash under the Drop column. After making the appropriate selections, you would then select Generate from the Main
Menu and then select DDL, Selected.

2. In our particular case, we want to generate and install all the DDL. To do this, simply select the [generate] DDL, All
and Install

icon from the Toolbar. The preceding Generation Progress dialog that is shown opens, and closes automatically if the
DDL generation is successful.

If the generation is successful, in the DDL Generation diagram you see that the list of database objects to be
generated has been replaced with a count of the total number of lines of DDL generated. The number of lines that are
generated can vary, depending on your settings.
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The DDL generation happens in foreground, which means that you cannot use the Toolset while the generation is
taking place. The installation happens in background by starting up a separate program that is called the Build Tool. If
everything works successfully, the Build Tool displays the Build-OK status message as shown.
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3. You can review the results of the installation by selecting the database name in the Build Tool as shown previously and
then selecting the Review

icon on the Build Tool toolbar.

Referential Integrity Triggers
This article provides information for referential integrity triggers including: Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment and
Referential Integrity.

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After this lesson, you will understand:
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• The purpose of RI Triggers
• How to generate the RI Triggers

Allow yourself approximately 15 minutes to complete this lesson.

Referential Integrity

Referential Integrity (RI) is a feature of relational databases that helps ensure the consistency of data that is related
between two tables. Mostly, it is concerned with the effects of an Insert or a Delete of a row of data into one table, and
how that action must influence (or be influenced by) its relationship to data in another table.

Referential Integrity is best left to the DBMS to support, simply because the DBMS can usually perform the RI more
efficiently. However, every DBMS does not necessarily support every form of Referential Integrity. With Gen, you can
supplement the inherent RI capabilities of your targeted DBMS with more RI Constraints (not normally supported by that
database) by using Gen-generated RI Triggers.

For example, suppose that you wanted to automatically delete all Dependents for an Employee when the Employee is
deleted. This is commonly known as a Cascade Delete. While DBMS support Cascade Deletes, Gen can generate some
additional code for you to automatically take care of this constraint if your targeted DBMS does not support it.

Another example is the cyclical Cascade Delete: deleting one Employee who manages another Employee who manages
still another. Many DBMSs would not support deleting all three. Gen RI Triggers can extend the capabilities of your
targeted DBMS to support this constraint as well. The Gen RI Triggers are essentially subroutines that are generated to
enhance or extend the DBMS' native RI capabilities.

Gen provides RI coverage that is both fast and complete. It does this through a combination of generated RI Constraints,
Triggers, Stored Procedures, and embedded SQL, depending on the particular DBMS selected.

Lesson Activity 9

Regardless of whether you have chosen to have the Referential Integrity that is maintained by the DBMS (the default), or
to have Gen maintain all the Referential Integrity by using Triggers, or a combination of the two, the Referential Integrity
library must be created and made available to the rest of the Gen generated application. These Referential Integrity
triggers are commonly referred to by various names, including Triggers, Trigger Library (or Lib), RI Triggers, Cascade
Triggers, and Cascade Lib, among others.

Generate the Referential Integrity Triggers

Follow these steps:

1. With the Generation diagram still open, select the Window Code generation icon

from the toolbar.
Notice in the Window Code Generation diagram the six columns:
– Type
– Trce
– Code
– Scrn
– Inst
– Name
The Type column describes the type of object that you are referring to, while the Name column gives the name of
that object. For example, REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY TRIGGERS is a Triggers type object. These make a little more
sense when we get into the actual application code generation. As for the other columns, Trce is an abbreviation for
trace, Code means source code, Scrn is an abbreviation for screen, and Inst is an abbreviation for installation.
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If we want to generate code for a particular object, we click the dash ( - ) under the Code column for that object.
Generating the code for some object just generates the source code, such as COBOL, C, or Java. If we actually
want the source code that is compiled, linked with other compiled code, and sometimes that are bound to a DBMS,
we would also select the dash under the Inst column. If we were generating a Blockmode application, it would likely
have a green screen that is associated with it. To generate the screen, we would select the dash under the Scrn
column. Finally, Gen provides the capability to trace through the executing code to assist with debugging. To enable
this capability, more code must be added to the generated source code. To add this additional code to the generated
source code, you select the dash under the Trce column. Triggers have no screen and cannot be traced; therefore
there are no dashes under those columns.

2. Select the dashes under the Code and Inst columns for the Triggers.

3. Select Options from the Main Menu, and then select Generation Defaults. Verify that the targeted environment
parameters are still as indicated.
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4. Select the [generate] Code, Selected icon

from the toolbar to initiate the code generation and compilation. You briefly see the Generation Progress dialog again,
which closes automatically if the Trigger generation is successful.

5. The Trigger generation happens in foreground, which means you cannot use the Toolset while the generation is taking
place. The installation happens in background by starting up the Build Tool. If everything works successfully, the Build
Tool displays the Build-OK status message as shown.

NOTE
If you left the Build Tool open after the successful database installation, you will still see the IEFDB line item
too. If you had closed the Build Tool, then you see the Cascade line item.
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To review, what we have done so far is generate the Database and the Referential Integrity Triggers. Unless there is a
change to the logical or physical database design, then these two tasks would not be done again.

Generate the Application
This article provides information for generating the application including: Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment and
Application Generation.

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After this lesson, you will understand how to:

• Configure the Build Tool to support component linking
• Define the targeted environment
• Generate and install the application

Allow yourself approximately 45 minutes to complete this lesson.

Application Generation

Now that we have told Gen how we want everything that is generated, we must specify the environment that we want
the generated code that is targeted to. We must specify a supported Operating System, DBMS, Source Code Language,
Transaction Processing Monitor, Communications, and Installation Type. Depending on the choices you make for any one
of these parameters, you may then be limited in your choices on others. Your options may further be limited depending on
your licensing agreements.
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And as a reminder, successfully completing this section of the Tutorial requires that you have a properly configured Gen
Workstation, Build Tool, and Runtime environment, and that you have also installed and properly configured a supported
DBMS, SQL precompiler, source language compiler, web server, Java Runtime Environment, and Java Compiler.
Instructions for setting up each of these surrounding technologies are outside the scope of this Tutorial.

Lesson Activity 11

Configure the Build Tool to Support Component Linking

As part of the application generation, we must link the code from the component DJS_CAP_HANDICAPPER_01_00_I into
our generated application.

Follow these steps:

1. Using Windows Explorer or a Command Prompt, create a folder to contain all of your consumed components
operations libraries. For example, in the directory containing your models, C:\Models in our case, create a folder called
Complibs.

2. Copy the DJS_CAP_HANDICAPPER_01_00_I components operations LIB and DLL into this folder. The operations
LIB and DLL are called DJSCAP10, and can be found in the C sub-directory within the components model
(djscap1a.ief), which must be in your model directory.

3. Update the System Environment Path variable to include the path to the Complib directory so that the DLL can be
found when it is needed. To do so, right-click My Computer on your desktop (if it is there) and select Properties
from the pop-up menu. Then, from the System Properties dialog, select the Advanced tab, and then select the
Environment Variables push button. Under the System variables select the Path variable, then select the Edit push
button. Add the fully qualified path to the Complibs directory.
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4. If you have already closed the Build Tool, you can reopen it again by going to the Start menu, selecting Programs,
and then follow the path to your Gen installation. Most likely, this is CA, Gen rX (where X is the release number), and
then Build Tool.
From the Build Tools Main Menu, select Tools and then select Profile Manager… to open the appropriate Profile
Manager, most likely the Default. Select OPTIONS from the Profile Tree on the left. Double-click the Value cell
opposite the OPT.CBDLIST token and enter the fully qualified path to a text file which contains a listing of all the
component libraries that are used by this application. In the example below, we have used C:\Models\cbdlist.txt.
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5. Finally, we must create the text file containing the list of components in the path we specified in the Build Tool. Open
Windows Notepad and select File, select Save, and then select New.

6. In the new untitled Notepad text file, enter the fully qualified path to the components Operations Library. Continuing
with our example, it would be C:\Models\Complibs\DJSCAP10.LIB. Then from the Notepad Main Menu, select File,
select Save As… and save this file as cbdlist.txt in the path C:\Models that we specified in the Build Tool.
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To summarize, in the Build Tool we have a token (OPT.CBDLIST) that points to a text file (C:\Models\cbdlist.txt). In this
text file, we have a fully qualified listing of all the component libraries that are used by our application. In our particular
case, it is only the one component and its LIB is in C:\Models\Complibs. Within the C:\Models\Complibs directory, we have
copied the components LIB and DLL. And finally, we have identified the path to this directory to the operating system by
updating the operating system's System Environment Path variable so it can pick up the DLL when it is needed. Normally
this configuration is only done once. Any new components that are needed would be copied into the Complibs directory
and the cbdlist.txt file would be updated.

Define the Windows Environment

Follow these steps:

1. From the Tree Control, scroll down to the Construction folder and double-click Environment.
2. In the Environment diagram, double-click the EGOLF SERVICES Business System. Verify that your Environment

Parameters are as indicated preceding or that the DBMS(TD) points to your specific database. If not, change them and
select the OK push button.
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Generate the Windows Application

Follow these steps:

1. If necessary, open the Window Code Generation diagram again. To do so, from the Tree
Control select Generation and then from the Tool Palette select the Window Code [generation]

icon.
2. In the Window Code Generation diagram, select the EGOLF SERVICES Business System (Business Sys) and from

the Main Menu select View and then select Expand All.

NOTE
A common generation mistake is failing to fully expand a module for generation and, then, not generating
all of its sub-modules. However, you must strive to only generate the modules that require generation, and
avoid falling into the bad habit of regenerating everything all the time.

3. All the code must be generated. We can select each dash ( - ) under the Code column individually, or we can simply
select the down arrow under the Code column to have all the items selected at once. We also want to trace the
application for testing, so we want to select the down arrow under Trce as well. Finally, selecting the Code and Trce
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columns only causes the source code to be generated. To have the source code compiled into an executable program,
we must select either the dash under the Inst column or the down arrow under the Inst column. The Window Code
Generation diagram must look as follows:

4. To start the code generation, from the Menu Bar select Generate, and then
select Code, Selected. Alternately, simply select the [generate] Code, Selected

icon from the Tool Palette. Depending on the speed of your workstation, you briefly see the Generation Progress
dialog that is shown, which closes automatically if the code generation is successful.

If the generation is successful, in the Window Code Generation diagram you see that the list of modules to be
generated has been replaced with a count of the total number of lines of source code that is generated for each
module.
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The code generation happens in foreground, which means you cannot use the Toolset while the generation is taking
place. The installation happens in background by starting up the Build Tool. If everything works successfully, the Build
Tool displays the Build-OK status message as shown.

You can review the results of the installation by selecting the Load Module in the Build Tool as shown and then selecting
the Review

icon on the Toolbar.
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Testing the Application
This article provides information for testing the application. Gen provides an interactive Diagram Trace Utility to assist with
debugging an application.

The following sections deal with testing the application:

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After this lesson you understand:

• How to use the Diagram Trace Utility to test your application
• Allow yourself approximately 45 minutes to complete this lesson.

Application Test

It lets you follow the execution of statements in the action diagram and examine and dynamically change the contents of
views and system attributes. To use the Diagram Trace Utility, the application (or parts of the application) must have been
generated with trace. The application must be regenerated without trace before deployment to a production environment.

When using the Diagram Trace Utility within a Windows environment, you are presented with the default perspective
(window layout) as shown.

The default perspective is split into five views (Debug view, Console view, Variables view, Breakpoints view, and
Expressions view) and a PAD Code View editor which shows the action diagram being traced.
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• The Debug view shows that the Diagram Trace Utility is started and listening on the configured port (in this case, the
default port 4567).

• The Console view is a read-only view that displays standard output messages.
• The Variables view displays the system variables and import, export, local, and entity action view data.
• For information on the Breakpoints and Expressions views, see the Diagram Trace Utility.
• The PAD Code View editor is a read-only viewer that lets you view the action diagram statements as they are being

executed. You can step through one or more statements of the action diagram at a time by clicking one of the icons
from the Debug toolbar. The highlighted statement is the statement that will be executed on the next step through the
action diagram. In other words, the highlighted statement has not yet been executed.

Lesson Activity 12
This article provides information for Trace the Application. In this exercise, we are going to utilize the Windows Trace
facility to trace through the application.

Trace the Application

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Diagram Trace Utility by selecting Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Diagram Trace Utility.
where, xx is the current Gen release number.

2. From the Build Tool, select the EGOLFWIN module, and then click the Test

icon on the toolbar.
The Load Module Test dialog appears for the selected load module.

As mentioned earlier, this load module has the equivalent of five entry points. To enter at the eGolf Services Home
page, select the trancode EGOLFSER in the list of Trancodes. The application can be tested with or without actually
tracing through the action diagram statements. To trace through the action diagram statements, ensure that the
Enable Trace check box is checked, and then select the OK push button. The eGolf Services Home page must open.
If you get "Could not successfully verify that Diagram Trace Utility was started at: localhost:4567, ensure it is started
and try again." error message, return to Step 1 and start the Diagram Trace Utility.
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3. To use the application, we must first sign up! Select the sign up! push button. When presented with the Select Data
Source window, select the Machine Data Source tab. Then select the IEFDB Data Source Name, and then select the
OK.

4. If a DBMS login dialog opens, enter the appropriate User ID and Password. In the example below, we must enter the
SQL (User) ID, and Password, and then select OK.

5. The Diagram Trace Utility main window that is shown earlier then opens. If you recall, in Design we assigned a click-
event to the sign up! push button. We let the Toolset name the event GOLF_SERVICES_PB_SIGN_UP_CLICK. The
Diagram Trace Utility shows that we are about to enter that event.

6. From the Debug view toolbar, click the Step Into

icon. The highlighting moves to line 1, MOVE local_blank golfer to export golfer. If we wanted to, we could go
to the Variables view and expand the LOCAL View by selecting the plus sign next to it, and then expand the
LOCAL_BLANK_GOLFER. But, there is nothing in that view, which is why it is the "blank" view. We are just using it
to initialize the export golfer view before opening the GOLFER_REGISTRATION dialog. This prevents the information
from a prior session from being redisplayed in the dialog.

NOTE
It has not actually moved the contents of the local_blank golfer to the export golfer yet, but it does when we
select the StepInto icon again.
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7. From the Debug view toolbar, select the Step Into icon again. The highlighting moves to line 2, Move local_blank
golfer to export_confirmation golfer. So the action in line 1 has now been executed and the action in line 2 is executed
when we select StepInto again.

8. Select the Step Into icon again. The highlighting moves to line 3, OPEN Dialog Box GOLFER_REGISTRATION. So
the action in line 2 has now been executed and the action in line 3 is executed when we select StepInto again.

9. Select the Step Into icon again. The highlighting moves to the bottom of the event action. When we select Step Into
again, the eGolf Golfer Registration dialog opens.

10. Select the Step Into icon again. The Registration dialog opens. It may be underneath the Diagram Trace Utility.
Control is indicated on the Windows task bar by the active task bar button.

NOTE
Because we are testing this application in a Windows GUI environment, we do not see any of the animations
in our GIFs. That is because we are actually looking at the associated BMPs. When we go to the web, we
see the animation.

11. In the eGolf Golfer Registration dialog of the application, enter the required information for a new user and select
Next>. In the Diagram Trace Utility, the highlighting is positioned at the GOLFER_REGISTRATIO_PB_NEXT_CLICK
click-event that we have associated with that push button.

12. Select the Step Into icon again. The highlighting moves to line 7, which verifies that the two passwords entered
match. This statement has not been executed, but will be executed the next time that we select Step Into. If necessary,
expand the IMPORT View in the Variables view. Select the + sign next to View IMPORT GOLFER, expanding the
attribute views. Select the + sign next to View IMPORT_CONFIRMATION GOLFER, expanding the single attribute
view.
In the example below the two passwords are identical, so we would expect the highlighting to proceed to the statement
setting the Command to REGISTER. If the passwords were not the same, we would expect the highlighting to drop
down to the statement setting the Exit State to password mismatch. Or, we can right-click either of the two passwords
to change the values to be the same or different for testing purposes.
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13. Select Step Into icon again. As predicted, the highlighting moves to the setting of the Command system variable.
However, it has not yet set the Command. We can verify this by expanding the System View variables. Next to the
attribute Command, there is no value.

14. Select Step Into icon again. The highlighting now moves to the USE maintain_golfer (proc step) statement. Notice that
under the System View variables, the Command has now been set to REGISTER. When we select Step Into again, we
effectively leave the client procedure for the maintain_golfer server procedure step. When we return from the server
procedure step, we return to the IF EXITSTATE statement directly below the currently highlighted USE (proc step)
statement.

15. Select the Step Into icon again.

NOTE
We are now entering the MAINTAIN_GOLFER server procedure step.

16. Select the Step Into icon again.

NOTE
In the Variables System View notice that the ExitStateInfoMsg has not been entered. We are getting ready to
initialize the Exit State.

17. Select Step Into icon again. The ExitStateInfoMsg has now been initialized to Processing OK. We are now ready to
move the import views to the export views. Expand the Import View Variables and expand the IMPORT GOLFER view.

NOTE
The golfer information was successfully passed from the client to the server procedure.

18. Now, select the EXPORT View Variables and expand the EXPORT GOLFER view. Currently, its values are blank.
19. Select Step Into icon again.
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NOTE
The export views have now been populated from the import views. As various action diagrams would be
called below, any information they exported would overlay the matched view in the procedure steps export
view. Only the login_golfer and calculate_golfer_handicap_index action blocks export information. Because
the system command is REGISTER, we would expect the next statement to be highlighted would be the
CASE "REGISTER" statement.

20. Select the Step Into icon again. The CASE "REGISTER" statement is highlighted.
21. Select the Step Into icon again. The USE add_golfer statement is highlighted. When we select the Step Into icon

again, we are entering the add_golfer action block. Upon completion of that action block, we are returned to the bottom
of this server procedure step, since there are no other statements to be executed.

22. Select the Step Into icon again. We are now entering the ADD_GOLFER action block. Selecting Step Into moves us
to the CREATE golfer statement.

23. Select the Step Into icon again. The CREATE golfer statement is highlighted.

NOTE
The Create action operates on the ENTITY ACTION View. We are going to create an occurrence of a golfer
in our database, setting the Entity Action views to the values passed to us in the import views.

24. Expand the ENTITY ACTION View and expand View GOLFER. Currently, it is empty.
25. Select the Step Into icon again. The WHEN successful statement is highlighted.
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NOTE
This indicates we did not receive an exists or a permitted value violation. Expand View GOLFER once again
and see what values were used to create the new occurrence of the golfer. As expected, they are the same
values from the import views.

26. Select the Step Into icon again. This returns you to the bottom of this action diagram.
27. Select Step Into icon again. This returns us to the bottom of the server procedure step
28. Select the Step Into icon again. This returns us to the client procedure step just after the call to the server procedure

step. After the server call, we will check the value of the ExitState system attribute to verify that everything worked
okay. If so, we change the ExitState value to the value that causes us to flow to the home page of the golfer, so our
golfers can begin to enter their scoring records.

29. Select the Step Into icon again. The processing was OK, so we are now positioned to set the ExitState to the value
which causes us to flow to the home page of the golfer.

30. Select the Step Into icon again. We have set the appropriate ExitState value to initiate the flow to the other client
procedure step.

31. Select the Step Into icon again. We have executed the statement to close the GOLFER_REGISTRATION dialog and
now we are at the bottom of the GOLFER_REGISTRATIO_PB_NEXT_CLICK event.

32. Select the Step Into icon again. In the background, you can see that we have switched to the eGolfer Home page. We
have an open event that is associated with this window to pre-populate it with the list of scoring records for the golfer.
This is a new golfer, so there are not any scoring records.

33. Continue to Step through the open event for this client procedure. It will:
– Set the system command to LIST.
– Call the list_scoring_record server procedure step that attempts to read each scoring record for the golfer that was

passed to it.
– Return to the bottom of the client procedure step.
– Display the eGolfer Home window with the first name and handicap index of the golfer displayed. Keep in mind that

it takes a minimum of five scoring records to establish a Handicap Index.
34. Continue to test and trace the application. If you would like, you can enter the sample test data that is shown in the

following table:
– To stop tracing completely, click Stop on the Diagram Trace Utility main toolbar.
– For additional information, review Diagram Trace Utility.

NOTE
Because this application is intended to be a Web Application, we have omitted the system menu from
the Design, which makes it difficult to close the application. To close the eGolf application, go to the Task
Manager and from the Applications tab, perform an End Task.

Date Time Score Rating Slope Note

03/07/02 1300 90 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

03/05/02 1300 91 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

02/24/02 1300 94 72.3 123 Willow Bend

02/20/02 0900 88 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

01/18/02 0900 89 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

01/17/02 1200 90 72.3 123 Willow Bend

01/16/02 1300 91 72.3 123 Willow Bend

12/12/01 1200 91 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

12/10/01 1100 91 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

11/08/01 0900 86 68.7 105 Lonesome Dove
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11/04/01 0900 90 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

11/01/01 1200 92 72.3 123 Willow Bend

10/24/01 1300 85 68.0 107 Goofy Golf

10/16/01 1400 78 68.7 105 Lonesome Dove

10/12/01 1500 82 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

10/02/01 1000 84 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

09/14/01 1000 94 72.3 123 Willow Bend

09/05/01 1200 93 72.3 123 Willow Bend

09/04/01 1700 89 72.3 123 Willow Bend

09/01/01 1800 88 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

Web Generation
This article provides information for Web Generation including: Package Our application for Cooperative Processing, and
Generate the Application for the Web.

Lesson Objectives and Time Allotment

After this lesson you understand:

• How to package the application for Cooperative Processing (Client/Server)
• How to Generate the application for the web
• How to deploy the application to the web

Lesson

In this exercise, we are going to:

• Package our application for Cooperative Processing.
• Generate the application for the web.
• Deploy the application.

Package Our application for Cooperative Processing

Follow these steps:

1. From the Tree Control, scroll down to the Construction folder and double-click Packaging.
2. From the Tool Palette, select the Cooperative Packaging icon

.
3. In the Cooperative Packaging diagram, select the EGOLF_SERVICES Business System.
4. From the Tool Palette, select the Add Load Module…

icon. In the (new object) Properties dialog, enter webapsvr for the Load Module name, select Server Mangr for the
Type of load module, and then select the Add Psteps… push button.
Notice that while we have five procedure steps in our model, we can only select three. That is because these were the
only procedure steps that are defined as servers.
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5. Select each procedure step (Proc Step), and with all three highlighted, select the OK push button. Then select OK on
the (new object) Properties dialog to add the Server Manager to the Business System. Select the Add Load Module
icon again. In the (new object) Properties dialog enter websvr for the load module, change the Type of load module to
Window Mangr, and then select the Add Psteps… push button. Present with the two client procedure steps. Select
both procedure steps, and then select the OK push button. Then select OK again to add the new Window Manager to
the Business System.

6. To complete the packaging, select each load module in the Cooperative Packaging diagram and then, from the Tool
Palette, select the Complete icon

.
7. Double-click the EGOLF_SERVICES_HOME0 procedure step and make note of the Dialog Flow Trancode name.

More than likely it is called EGOLFSE1.
8. Save your model.

Generate the Application for the web

Follow these steps:

1. For our web application to load the component, copy the JAR file of the component to the lib folder of the Web
Application Server. Copy the DJS_CAP_HANDICAPPER_01_00_I components operations JAR file into the
JBoss_Tomcat\server\default\lib folder. The operations JAR file is called djscap10.jar, and can be found in the Java
sub-directory within the components model (djscap1a.ief).

NOTE
The directory where you place the JAR file is different depending on your version of Tomcat or on your
application server.

2. From the Tree Control, scroll down to the Construction folder and double-click Generation.
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3. From the Tool Palette, select Cooperative Code generation

.
4. For the web, we are going to be targeting two slightly different environments. One is for the clients targeting the web

server. The other is for the servers targeting a Web Application Server. We can define both of these environments from
the Cooperative Code Generation diagram.
Select the Server Manager (Server Mangr) WEBAPSVR. From the Toolbar, select the Server Environment…

icon. In the Server Environment Parameters dialog, set the selections as indicated, and select the OK push button.

5. Double-click the Server Manager (Server Mangr) WEBAPSVR to open its properties dialog, then select the EJB/RMI
tab and make the following entries.
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6. Select the Window Manager (Window Mangr) WEBSVR. From the Toolbar, select the Client Environment…

icon. In the Window Environment Parameters dialog, set the selections as indicated and select the OK push button.

7. Finally, specify the environment for the Triggers. From the Menu Bar, select Options and then Generation Defaults.
Set the generation defaults as indicated.
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8. Generate all Cooperative Code and Triggers as shown. For more information, see the earlier generation exercise.
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Remember, the source code generation happens in foreground, while the compilation happens in background. When
complete, you must see the three new modules that are listed in the Build Tool as shown.

9. Now deploy the application to the Web Server. In the Build Tool, select (highlight) the load
modules WEBAPSVR and WEBSVR, and not the CASCADE line item. Select the Assemble 

push button.
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10. In the EAR File Deployment Details dialog, uncheck the check box Package runtime in EAR [file]. Select the OK
push button.

11. After receiving the Assemble-OK status message as shown, locate the egolf services ear file in your java\deploy.j2ee
directory of the model. Copy it into the JBoss_Tomcat\server\default\deploy folder.

12. Since we did not package the Runtime with the EAR file, we want to copy it to the lib folder of the Web Application
Server, so it is available to both the component and the application. Having the Runtime in more than one location can
cause problems. Locate the Runtime jar file (genrt.##.jar) in yourjava\deploy.j2ee directory of the model and copy it
into the JBoss_Tomcat\server\default\lib folder.

13. To start the JBoss Web Application Server and the Tomcat Web Server, navigate to the JBoss_Tomcat\bin directory
and execute the run.bat file.

14. To test the application, open Internet Explorer and enter the following URL: http://localhost:8080/egolf/egolfse1.

Using BLOB in Applications
This section assists you with implementing Binary Large Objects (BLOB) attributes into a Gen application:

NOTE
While BLOB attributes can be implemented in most Gen Environments, the Client side visualization of the BLOB
contents in this example makes use of a third-party Windows OLE Control Extension (OCX) control. Because
there are limitations when using OCX controls in a Java web environment, our Clients design can then only be
generated targeting a Windows environment. For more information, see the Web Generation section.

Objectives

After completing this section, you will learn how to:
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• Implement a BLOB attribute
• Use Process Synthesis
• Implement an OCX control (Chestysoft csXImageTrial)
• Use a Work Set
• Create/Use External Action Blocks (EABs)
• Perform an Incremental Transformation

In addition to the preceding topics, you will have an opportunity to reinforce the following concepts. Refer to the
appropriate section in this Tutorial if you need help with completing any of these tasks:

• Analysis (Requirements)
– Data Modeling
– Activity Modeling
– Action Diagramming

• Design
– Server Design
– Client Design

• Construction and Test
– Database Generation

• Logical to Physical Data Model Transformation
• DDL Generation

– RI Triggers Generation
• Load Module Packaging
• Code Generation
• Testing the application

Software Required to Complete this Section

In addition to the software that was required to complete the Tutorial, you need the following additional software:

• OCX Control
You can download a trial version of the Chestysoft csXImage OCX control at www.chestysoft.com/ximage/
download.asp. Follow their instructions for installation. After the installation, you will see an entry in your Windows Start
Menu similar to the following:

• External Action Blocks
The OCX control displays images from a file on your file system. So we need to make use of two external action
blocks, one that reads a file into a BLOB attribute view and another that writes the contents of a BLOB attribute view to
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a file. The external action blocks are available in the Gen installation \Samples\Models\Tutorial Models\Starter Models
\extrn directory. Copy the extrn directory to your models directory. The model directory used in the examples is C:
\Models.
You will be given instructions later in this section as to how to use them.

Time Allotment

Total - 3 hours 30 minutes

Analysis (Requirements)
45 minutes

• Case Study (aka Business Requirements)
5 minutes

• Data Modeling
20 minutes

• Activity Modeling
5 minutes

• Process Synthesis
5 minutes

• Action Diagramming
10 minutes

Design
1 hour 45 minutes

• Server Design
15 minutes

• Client Design
1 hour 30 minutes

Construction and Test
1 hour 0 minutes

• Database Generation
– Logical to Physical Data Model Transformation

10 minutes
– DDL Generation

10 minutes
• RI Triggers Generation

5 minutes
• Load Module Packaging

10 minutes
• Code Generation

15 minutes
• Testing the application

10 minutes

Analysis of New Request
This article provides information about analyzing a new request that includes a Case Study, Data Model, and Activity
Model.
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Case Study

We received many requests from golfers that they would like the ability to save an image of their score card. This would
allow them to immortalize that once-in-a-lifetime hole in one, that pro-am game with one of the golfing greats, or that
holiday playing "The Old Course at St Andrews Links". To satisfy this request, we add the ability to save an image of their
score card to our application. Golfers are able to scan an image of their score card, or take a picture of it with their smart
phones, and save it in our database.

There are at least two ways to satisfy this requirement. The first might be to simply add a BLOB attribute to our existing
Scoring Record entity type. And while someone could probably make a strong argument that this is where it goes, placing
it there would have repercussions through much of our completed work. Therefore, for this exercise we instead add
another entity type to our data model containing the BLOB attribute. Ultimately we end up making just about the same
number of changes or additions to our model, but by implementing it this way we are able to better isolate and focus on
those changes from the work we have already accomplished.

Data Model

In the data model, the following steps are performed:

• Resize the Golfers subject area
• Add the Score Card entity type
• Add the BLOB attribute to the Score Card entity type
• Create a relationship between the Scoring Record and Score Card entity types
• Define an Identifier for the Score Card entity type
• Perform a Consistency Check on the data model

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Data Model. Click the Golfers subject area and expand it if necessary.
2. Resize the subject area to make room for adding the new entity type to the right of SCORING RECORD.

It must look similar to the following:
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Figure 128: Golfers Scoring Record

3. Click the Golfers subject area to gain focus on it and add a new entity type. Specify the properties as follows:

4. Select the SCORE CARD entity type and add a BLOB attribute to it. Set the properties as follows:
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5. Select the SCORING RECORD entity type, then holding the Ctrl-key select the SCORE CARD entity type. Both entity
types must be highlighted. Join the two with the following relationship:

6. Because the relationship between SCORING RECORD and SCORE CARD is a one-to-one relationship, the Identifier
for the SCORE CARD can be the relationship to its SCORING RECORD. Select the SCORE CARD entity type. From
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the Menu Bar select Detail, Identifiers to bring up the list of identifiers currently defined for SCORE CARD. Currently
there is none. Select the relationship DOCUMENTS SCORING_RECORD and click the Add push button to add an
identifier with the properties as follows:

7. When you are finished, the Identifiers for SCORE_CARD look as follows:
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8. Click the Close push button.
The completed Data Model must now look as follows.

9. Select the new entity type and relationship and run a Consistency Check on them.
You must receive no Errors.

10. If you have not done so lately, save the model.
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Figure 129: Score Card

Activity Model

In the activity model, the following steps are performed:

• Update the Activity Hierarchy Diagram to account for the elementary processes that are required to maintain the new
entity type.

• Utilize Process Synthesis to create a first cut at the logic for each process action diagram.
• Review and modify each generated action diagram as necessary.
• Perform a Consistency Check on the activity model.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Activity Hierarchy Diagram. Expand the GOLFER MANAGEMENT function. With GOLFER MANAGEMENT
selected, add a new Process with the properties as follows:
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2. Select and drag the new ATTACH SCORE CARD process positioning it in the hierarchy as follows:
Figure 130: Egolf Services
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3. We need elementary processes to create, update, and delete SCORE CARDs. But rather than add them manually, we
are going to use Process Synthesis to create them. Process Synthesis is much like the Action Block Synthesis that we
used back in the second section of the Tutorial, but Process Synthesis creates multiple process action diagrams at the
same time.

4. Select the ATTACH SCORE CARD process. From the Menu Bar select Generate, Process Synthesis.
5. In the Process Synthesis dialog, select SCORE_CARD. Clear the selection of Review Default Actions and

Consistency Check on Entity Type. Rename CREATE_SCORE_CARD to ADD_SCORE_CARD. Clear the
selection of the Populate checkboxes for the last two Candidate Processes. Your completed dialog must look as
follows:

Click the OK button.
6. Elementary Processes have been created to add, update, and delete SCORE_CARDs. Expand the ATTACH SCORE

CARD process. Your hierarchy now looks as follows:
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Figure 131: Egolf Services 1

7. The generated process action diagrams need a little cleanup. Open the ADD SCORE CARD action diagram. Expand
the views. While all the import views are required, the export views contain no new information and can be removed.
However, before removing the views we must remove the statements referencing the views. Highlight the two MOVE
statements and delete them as follows.
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8. Delete the export views.
The completed ADD SCORE CARD action diagram looks as follows:
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9. Open the UPDATE SCORE CARD action diagram and expand the views. Again, the export views are not necessary.
Delete the MOVE statement and then delete the export view. The completed diagram looks as follows:
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10. Finally, open the DELETE SCORE CARD action diagram and expand the views. Once again, the export view is
not necessary and must be removed. Delete the MOVE statement and then delete the export view. The completed
diagram looks as follows:
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11. Save the model. Select the EGOLF SERVICES function and perform a Consistency Check.
You may receive several Warnings and Errors this time. The errors are referencing the fact that the new entity type,
attribute, and relationship are not yet in the Technical Design. This is fixed in a later section.

Design the Application
This article provides information for how to design the application including: Server Design and Client Design.

Server Design

We must create a server procedure to support the SCORE CARD elementary processes. So in the Window Navigation
Diagram we must:

• Select the appropriate Window Navigation Diagrams.
• Add the server procedure.
• Add logic to the server procedure to call the appropriate elementary processes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Window Navigation Diagram. From the Menu Bar select Diagram, Open. Open the EGOLF APPLICATION
SERVER diagram. It looks similar to the image shown as follows:
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2. Add a server procedure step with the properties shown as follows:

3. The diagram must now look as follows:

4. We now want to save this “new” diagram. From the Menu Bar select Diagram, Create Diagram. and click
EGOLF_APPLICATION_SERVER from the Create Diagram dialog. Click Save and then click Yes when prompted if
you want to replace it.

5. Open the MAINTAIN SCORE CARD procedure step action diagram. It is empty. In addition to supporting the ADD,
UPDATE, and DELETE SCORE CARD processes, it must support displaying a score card as well. We use Action
Block Synthesis to create the READ action, then go back and modify the diagram to include the ADD, UPDATE, and
DELETE elementary processes.
While inside the empty action diagram, from the Menu Bar click Generate, Action Block Synthesis. In the Action
Block Synthesis dialog, select the SCORE CARD entity type. Clear the selection of the Review Default Actions and
Consistency Check on Entity Types check boxes. Change the Mode to Read. The dialog looks as follows. Click OK.
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6. Expand the views. The MAINTAIN SCORE CARD procedure step now looks as follows:
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7. For procedure steps, particularly maintenance type server procedure steps, we typically need the import views and
export views to match. The import view contains two views that are not in the export, and the export contains one view
that is not in the import. So before we add the remaining statements that this action diagram needs, we want to modify
the views such that they match. So all we want to do is copy the two imports to the export and the single export view to
the import, and rename them in the process.
Click and drag the cursor over the import views highlighting both of them, select the F8 key or from the Menu Bar click
Edit, Copy and select the EXPORTS: label. When prompted, in the Copy View dialog enter EXPORT for the New
Names.
Then do the same for the export score_card copying it to the IMPORTS views and giving it the new name IMPORT.
When finished, you have an import golfer, import scoring_record, and import score_card and an export golfer, export
scoring_record, and export score_card. The diagram looks as follows.

NOTE
You can move the views around (F7 key) if you would like them to match what is shown as follows:
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8. Next add the CASE OF COMMAND statement to CREATE, UPDATE, DELETE, and DISPLAY the SCORE CARD.
Then move the READ score_card statement to the DISPLAY section of the CASE statement. The diagram looks as
follows:
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9. Next we can add the USE statements to the ADD SCORE CARD, UPDATE SCORE CARD, and DELETE SCORE
CARD elementary processes, matching the Import views of the process action diagrams to the Import views of the
procedure step action diagram. The CASE OF COMMAND statement must now look as follows:
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10. There are just a few more things that we must do to finish the server procedure step. We must set an “initializing” exit
state of PROCESSING OK at the beginning of the diagram, move all import views to export views, and set an INVALID
COMMAND exit state for the OTHERWISE condition on the CASE OF COMMAND statement. The completed diagram
now looks as follows:
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11. Save the model.

Client Design

We must create a client procedure to support the visualization and maintenance of the SCORE CARD. So in the Window
Navigation Diagram the following steps are performed:

• Add the client procedure
• Add the OCX control to the primary dialog box of the client procedure
• Add logic to the client procedure to read/display the score card image and call the server procedure with the

appropriate Commands
• Modify the eGolfer Home Page to Link to this new dialog to attach the score card

Review the client processing

A new push button is added to the eGolfer Home page with the label “score card”. It is associated to a new click-event.
When a Scoring Record is highlighted the push button is enabled. Clicking it allows the click-event logic to determine the
highlighted row and to pass that information to the new Score Card client.

The modified eGolfer Home page appears as follows:
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The new eGolfer Score Card page contains an OCX control area and four push buttons. The buttons allow you to select
a new image, remove an image, and click OK to save or cancel your changes. Clicking OK or cancel returns you to the
eGolfer Home page.
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The new eGolfer Score Card page appears as follows:

Add the client procedure

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Window Navigation Diagram.
2. From the Menu Bar click Diagram, Open. Open the EGOLF WEB SERVER diagram. It looks similar to the following

image:
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3. Add a Window to the Navigation Diagram, below the eGolfer Home window. Set the properties as follows:

NOTE
Be sure to select the Type of Primary Dialog Box.
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4. The Window Navigation Diagram now looks as follows:
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5. We now want to save this “new” diagram. From the Menu Bar click Diagram, Create Diagram and select
EGOLF_WEB_SERVER from the Create Diagram dialog. Click Save and then click Yes when prompted if you want to
replace it.

Layout the window design

Add the OCX control

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the eGolfer Score Card window in the Window Navigation Diagram to open the window designer.
2. Click the eGolfer Score Card title bar to gain focus on the window. From the Menu Bar click Edit, Control Design.
3. In the Control Design dialog, scroll down and select the csXImageTrial Control and change the default name for the

control to csXImageOCXControl as follows:
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4. Select the Place push button and place it on the window. Resize the window borders and the control borders so that
the window looks somewhat like the following example. Leave room at the bottom for adding the four push buttons
shown in the example earlier.
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Add the window open event

Follow these steps:

When this window opens, if there is a SCORE CARD already associated with the SCORING RECORD, we want it to be
displayed. To make this happen, we add an OPEN event to the window. When the window is opened, it triggers the OPEN
event and inside that event we place the logic necessary to get the image if it exists.

1. Select the eGolfer Score Card title bar to get focus on the window.
2. From the Menu Bar select Detail, Events. In the Event Processing dialog, change the Event Type dropdown to

Open. Click Add. The event is created and added to the list of Event Types associated with this window. The Event
Processing dialog looks as follows:
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3. On the Event Processing dialog, click Close.

Add the pushbuttons and define their actions

Follow these steps:

Next we add the four push buttons. Three of the four push buttons have click events that are associated with them. The
fourth push button, cancel, uses a special action.

1. From the Menu Bar, click Add, Push Button.
2. In the Button Text field, enter select image. By default, it Executes the Procedure Step. Click Events.
3. In the Event Processing dialog, click Add to have it create the Click event. It is added to the list of events that are

associated with this push button as follows:
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4. Click Close on the Event Processing dialog and then OK on the Push Button Properties dialog and place the push
button roughly in the location desired.

5. Repeat the preceding steps for the “remove image” push button.
6. Repeat the preceding steps for the “ok” push button.
7. For the “cancel” push button, on the Push Button Properties dialog for the Button Action property select Special

Action and in the dropdown select Cancel - Close without Execution. The Push Button properties looks as follows:
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8. Select the OK push button and place it appropriately.

Position the pushbuttons

Follow these steps:

1. You now have four push buttons along the bottom of the window. We want to make them look a little nicer and
distribute them evenly across the bottom of the window. Select the button on the bottom left, which must be the select
image push button. By default, its height is about 32. You can look in the bottom-right side of the Window Navigation
Diagram and it gives the coordinates along with its size. Resize the height to about 26.

2. With focus still on that push button, use the Ctrl key and click the other 3 push buttons. All four must show they are
selected. From the Menu Bar click Edit, Position.

3. In the Field Positioning dialog select Equal Height and Equal Width, Align Horizontally (along the Bottom),
Separate Horizontally and enter the Distance of 25, and Move Horizontally and select Center from the dropdown.
The Field Positioning dialog looks as follows:
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4. Click OK .
The four push buttons are still highlighted, sized equally, and placed evenly across the bottom of the window. With
the four push buttons still highlighted, from the Menu Bar click Detail, Video Properties and clear the selection of the
Automatic options for both Background Color and Font. The Video Properties dialog looks as follows:
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5. Click OK .
Your window now looks similar to the following image:
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Add the client logic

Rename the events

Follow these steps:

1. Open the eGolfer Score Card action diagram. The diagram looks as follows:
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The procedure step action diagram is empty and it is followed by four event actions. The first is the Open event, and
it contains the actions that we want to take when the window is opened. The other three are the Click events and they
contain the actions that we want to take when someone clicks the “select image”, “remove image”, and “ok” push
buttons respectively. There is no event that is associated with the “cancel” push button as it performs the Special
Action Cancel - Close without Execution.

2. We suggest that you rename the event names to make them more readable. Double-click each event action and
rename them as follows:

Add logic to the “select image” click event

Follow these steps:

1. In addition to interacting with our Maintain Score Card server procedure step, much of what we are going to be doing
here is interacting with the OCX Control to visualize the images. The OCX Control provides “methods” for us to do
that. Two of our events require little work on our part except to invoke the appropriate OCX Control method, so we
complete those first.
For selecting an image from a file and displaying it in the OCX Control, we need only invoke its LoadDialog method.
It then presents a standard file dialog in which someone can select a supported image file from their file system to
display it in the OCX Control.
In the eGolfer Score Card action diagram, select the score_card_pb_select_image_click event.

2. From the Menu Bar, click Edit, Add Statement, Invoke.
3. In the Add Statement dialog, select Window Object and then EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD.csXImageOCXControl

(OLEControl). The OLE Object Browser dialog opens.
4. In the list of Methods scroll down and select the LoadDialog method as follows:
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5. Click OK and then click the Add Statement Add push button. The statement is added to the diagram.

Add logic to the “remove image” click event

Follow these steps:

1. To remove an image from the display, we need only invoke the OCX Controls Clear method.
In the eGolfer Score Card action diagram, select the score_card_pb_remove_image_click event.

2. Add the Invoke statement.
3. In the Add Statement dialog, select Window Object and then EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD.csXImageOCXControl

(OLEControl). You are presented with the OLE Object Browser dialog.
4. In the list of Methods scroll down and select the Clear method.
5. Then click OK and then click the Add Statement Add push button. Your diagram looks as follows:
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Add logic to the window “open” event

Follow these steps:

1. The next event that we want to complete is the window Open event. As you may recall, this procedure step is linked
to from the eGolfer Home procedure step. The golfer selects a scoring record and clicks the Score Card push button
which causes a Link flow to this procedure step. As part of that flow, the golfer userid and the scoring record date and
time are passed to this procedure step for it to read and display the score card, if it exists. So the import and export
views of this procedure step must contain entity views of the golfer and scoring record.
Add IMPORTS views to this procedure step containing the golfer userid and the scoring record date and time.
Name the views Import. When complete, copy them to the EXPORTS views naming the new export views Export.
Your diagram looks as follows:
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2. Now that we have the required import and export views, we want to make sure they are properly mapped.
Return to the window design for the eGolfer Score Card. From the Menu Bar, click Detail, Mapping. The
EGLOFER_SCORE_CARD View Mapping dialog is displayed. In the top panel, select EXPORT GOLFER.
In the bottom panel, select IMPORT GOLFER and click the Map push button. Do the same for EXPORT
SCORING_RECORD. When complete, the dialog looks as follows:
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3. On the view mapping dialog, click Close.
4. We are displaying the score card image and normally that would imply an export view, but Gen does not provide UI

support for BLOB attributes, which is why we are using the OCX control. But the OCX control still needs the BLOB
data. So we use a local view of the Score Card Image.
Back in the EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD procedure step action diagram creates a LOCALS view of Score Card Image
and name the view Local. Your diagram looks as follows:
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5. Now we are ready to call the Maintain_Score_Card server procedure step. Select the score_card_open event and
add the Command Is statement. From the Add Statement dialog select command value and select the DISPLAY
command. Select the Add Statement Add push button to add the statement to the event handler.

6. Next add a Procedure Step Use statement, selecting the maintain_score_card procedure step. In the Import View
Matching dialogs that follow, match the import golfer in the server MAINTAIN SCORE CARD to the import golfer
from the client EGOLFER SCORE CARD.
Do the same for the import scoring record and click the Close button. In the Export View Matching dialog, you only
must match the export score_card from the server MAINTAIN SCORE CARD to the local score_card of the client
EGOLFER SCORE CARD, then click the Close button. The Open event looks as follows:

NOTE
Make sure the EXPORTS Entity View local score_card is matched from the Entity View export score_card as
shown. If you must adjust any of the view matching, double-click the view name that you want to change to
bring up the view matching dialog again.
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7. If the server successfully reads an existing score_card image, we want to display it using the OCX control. But we only
want to try to display it if one was found. So we must verify that the server completed successfully. Server logic usually
sets the EXIT STATE variable to a known value, like PROCESSING_OK at the start of the processing and then sets it
to another value if need be when encountering a problem. So we want to check to see if the EXIT STATE is still equal
to PROCESSING_OK.
Select the USE statement to highlight the entire USE statement. Add an IF action statement checking the value of the
EXIT STATE. The Open event looks as follows:

8. Now that we can determine if we successfully read a score_card image, actually visualizing it in the User Interface with
the OCX Control is a two-step process. We first have to write the BLOB data out to a file, and then invoke the OCX
Control passing it the file information.
Writing the BLOB data to a file requires the use of an External Action Block (EAB). An External Action Block is used
to interface Gen generated code with developer handwritten code. An External Action Block is similar to every other
action block in that it too can have import and export views, but the only action diagram statement that is allowed
is EXTERNAL. The Gen application then “uses” the External Action Block like it would use any other action block,
matching views to the External Action Blocks import and export views. The External Action Block is packaged
and generated like other action blocks, but the only thing that is generated for it is a “stub” or “shell” of a program,
containing definitions for the arguments used in the interface.
The developer would then add his own handwritten code to the stub, and then compile the code like he would any
other handwritten code. If there were many EABs, the developer could decide to include them into a library. Finally, the
location for the external action blocks would be added to a Build Tool profile so they could be located and linked into
the Gen application as appropriate.
For writing our BLOB to a file, there are two pieces of information the EAB has to have, the BLOB data and the file
information. So we are going to create an EAB that has two import views. There is probably information that must be
returned to us as well, but for this example we ignore that. So for this example our external action block does not have
any export views.
For the two import views, the required BLOB data can be represented or defined by a view of the Score Card image.
But we also must pass file information, and we do not have anything that is defined in our model yet which represents
file information. So we create a Work Set. A Work Set is similar to an entity type, in that it is a collection of “attributes”,
but work sets do not appear in the data model, and then do not get generated as data base tables. Essentially, Work
Sets are lists of pre-defined arguments that are used in action diagrams to provide consistency in the parameter
definitions.
To create a Work Set, from the Menu Bar click Tool, Analysis, Work Set List. A list of the current Work Sets in the
model is displayed. Every model contains at least two work sets that are added automatically when you create the
model. They are the ASYNC_REQUEST and IEF_SUPPLIED work sets. The IEF_SUPPLIED work set in particular
is useful in that it contains definitions for many parameters that are commonly used in Gen applications, but there is
nothing in it to represent our file information. So we create a work set.

9. From the Menu Bar click Edit, Add Work Set. Enter the name eab workset as follows and click OK.
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10. Next, select the EAB_WORKSET in the list and from the Menu Bar click Edit, Add Attribute. Enter the attribute name
of path, the domain of Text, Length of 255, and select the Optional checkbox as follows. Then click the OK button.
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11. You are able to see your new Work Set added to the Work Set List.

Close the Work Set List and you are returned to the EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD action diagram.
12. Now that we are back in the action diagram, we want to create a LOCALS view of the eab_workset path. Name the

local view local. Your local views appear as follows:
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13. Finally we can set the local view to the file location that we intend to have the EAB write the BLOB data to. Inside the
IF statement, set the local eab_workset path to the character string C:\temp\egolfblob.bin. The Open event looks
as follows:

14. Now we must create the External Action Block. From the Menu Bar click Diagram, New. Name the new diagram “eab
write blob to file” as shown in the following dialog. Click OK.
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15. In the empty EAB_WRITE_BLOB_TO_FILE action diagram, select IMPORTS and add a work view of the
EAB_WORKSET PATH. In the dropdown, mark the view as Always used as input. Name the view Import. Click OK
to add the view to the diagram.

16. Add another IMPORTS view containing an entity view of the SCORE_CARD IMAGE. Mark the view as Always used
as input. Name the view Import. Click OK to add the view to the diagram.

17. Expand the import views if necessary and double-click each attribute view and mark it as Always used as input.
18. Finally, add the single action diagram statement of EXTERNAL. The completed EAB must look as follows.

NOTE
It is important that the order of the Import views is exactly as shown below. That is because we have already
written, compiled, and provided a library containing the external code and they must match. If they are not,
move them so that they are.
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19. Close the EAB_WRITE_BLOB_TO_FILE diagram and if you have not done so lately, save the model.
20. When we created the new external action block, the EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD procedure step action diagram was

likely closed. If so, reopen the EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD procedure step action diagram.
21. In the Open event, now that we have called the server to return the BLOB into a local view, and set another local view

to the path for the file, we can call the new EAB to write the BLOB data to the file. So after the SET statement, add a
USE EAB_WRITE_BLOB_TO_FILE statement matching the EAB import views to the procedure steps local views.

22. The final thing that we must do is invoke the LoadFromFile method of the OCX Control to display a particular file. Add
the Invoke statement.

23. In the Add Statement dialog, select Window Object and then EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD.csXImageOCXControl
(OLEControl). The OLE Object Browser dialog opens.

24. In the list of Methods scroll down and select the LoadFromFile method and click OK.
25. Back in the Add Statement dialog select character view, local eab_workset, the <Complete> action, and the Add

Statement Add push button. Your diagram looks as follows.

26. So to recap, the Open event gets triggered when this dialog opens. It calls the server procedure step to retrieve a
score card image if it exists for the provided scoring record. If it is successful, we call the external action block to write
the retrieved BLOB data to a file, and then pass that same file information to the OCX Control to display the image.

Add logic to the “ok” click event

Follow these steps:

1. The final event (in this diagram) is the OK push button click event. This event is a bit more complicated in that when
the OK push button is clicked, they may be trying to add an image when none existed, update an image that did exist,
or remove an image that they no longer want to keep. All from one button press. To help us figure this out, we must
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know whether the Open event was successful in retrieving a score card image in the first place. If it was, we are either
updating or deleting an existing image. If it was not, we are creating an image. So back in the Open event, we must set
a flag indicating whether it was successful. But first we must define the flag.
Add a LOCALS work set view of the IEF_SUPPLIED flag. Name the view “local score card exists” and clear the
selection of the Initialize on every entry checkbox as follows:

2. It is important to clear the selection of the Initialize on every entry checkbox because normally local views are
initialized (set to spaces in this case) on every execution of the procedure step. But we do not want that to happen.
When we set this flag to some value, we want it to remain set until we close this dialog. Click OK.

3. So back in the Open event, for the first statement inside the IF EXITSTATE IS EQUAL TO processing_ok
statement, we want to set this flag to Y. Select the IF statement and add a SET statement, setting the attribute view
local_score_card_exists ief_supplied flag to a character string of Y.

4. If it was not successful, we want to set it to N. So still in the Open event, select the last statement in the IF block of
statements, the INVOKE statement, and add an ELSE statement after it.

5. With the ELSE statement highlighted, add another SET statement, setting the attribute view
local_score_card_exists ief_supplied flag to a character string of N. Now the completed Open event looks as
follows:
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6. So now we are back to the OK event. The first thing that we want to know is if the last thing they did before clicking OK
was to select an image, or clear an image. We can determine that by calling a method on this OCX Control that returns
to us the path to the last file loaded. If in fact the last thing done was to clear an image, then the path is spaces. So we
want to set our local eab_workset path to the OCX Control LastFileName method.
Select the EVENT ACTION score_card_pb_ok_click . Add a SET statement selecting attribute view, local
eab_workset path, TO expression, Window Object, EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD.csXImageOCXControl
(OLEControl), in the OLE Object Browser the method LastFileName. Click the OK button, and then the Add
Statement Add button. The OK click event looks as follows:

7. So now if the path is equal to spaces, then the last thing they did was to clear the image. If they cleared the image
and then clicked OK, the implication is that they want to delete whatever they had before. If they did not have
anything before then there is nothing to delete and then the implication is that they simply want to flow back to the
EGOLFER_HOME page.
So we check to see if the local eab_workset path is equal to spaces. If it is, we check to see if a score_card exists.
If it does, we set the COMMAND to DELETE, in anticipation of calling the maintain_score_card server. Else that we
assume they simply want to return, so we set the exit state value which initiates the return flow, and escape out of the
client procedure step.
Add the statements required to support the logic described above. When finished, the OK click event looks as follows:

NOTE
Make sure that the arrowhead on the ESCAPE clears the vertical line that is associated with the EVENT
ACTION. If it does not, double-click the ESCAPE statement and try positioning the hand pointer further to the
left.
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8. The other option is that the path is not equal to spaces, which means the last thing that is done before clicking the
OK button was to view something. So the implication is that they either want to create a score_card if none existed,
or update the score_card if it did. In either case we must read the file into a BLOB view so that we can update the
database. This requires another External Action Block. This EAB imports the eab_workset path, and exports the
score_card image.
Create an external action block and name it eab_read_file_into_blob. Add an IMPORTS work view of the
eab_workset path and name it Import, and add an EXPORTS entity view of the score_card image and name it
Export. Refer to the prior instructions for adding an EAB if you need assistance. The completed EAB looks as follows:

9. Close the new External Action Block and if necessary re-open the EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD procedure step action
diagram. Back in the OK click event, we called the OCX Control method to return the last file opened. If the local
eab_workset path is not equal to spaces, we want to use the new EAB to read that file into the local score_card image.
Then if a score_card exists in our database, we can set the COMMAND to UPDATE in anticipation of calling the
maintain_score_card server procedure step. If a score_card does not exist, we can set the COMMAND to CREATE.
In the Open event, select the line directly below the ESCAPE statement as follows:

Add the ELSE statement followed by the USE eab_read_file_into_blob, matching both the import and export views to
the equivalent local views, and then add the IF statement for setting the appropriate COMMAND. When finished, the
OK click event looks as follows:
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10. Now that we have the necessary information, the only thing left is to call the maintain_score_card server and pass that
information to it. And if the server completes its processing successfully, we can set the exit state value to return to the
EGOLFER_HOME page.
Select the line that represents the end of the first IF statement as follows:

11. Add a procedure step use statement calling the maintain_score_card server procedure step.
Match the import golfer and import scoring_record to the import views of the EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD procedure
step and the import score_card to the local score_card.
You can ignore the export views and select the Close button on the Match Exports dialog.

12. If the processing was successful, set the EXIT STATE to the value that is required to return to the EGOLFER_HOME
page. The completed OK click event looks as follows:
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13. If you have not done so lately, save the model. The completed EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD procedure step action
diagram looks as follows:
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Modify the eGolfer Home Page to link to Score Card

Follow these steps:

1. Now we must define the Link between the EGOLFER_HOME procedure step and the EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD
procedure step. Return to the Window Navigation Diagram. In the Window Navigation Diagram, ensure that you are in
the EGOLF_WEB_SERVER navigation diagram. In the EGOLF_WEB_SERVER navigation diagram you see the new
client and server procedure steps as follows:
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2. In the window navigation diagram, select the eGolfer_Home window first. Then using the Ctrl key, select the
eGolfer_Score_Card window. Then from the Menu Bar click Edit, Join. The Dialog Flow Browser opens.
If you clicked the two procedure steps in the correct order, the From Procedure Step is EGOLFER_HOME and the To
Procedure Step the EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD procedure step. If they are not, Cancel out and try again.

3. To the right of the From Procedure Step, you can see that the flow defaulted to Links to, which is what we want. Make
no changes here.
The Flows On and Returns On exit state values have not been set. Click the Flows On button. The Exit State
Selection dialog opens. Scroll down and select the EGOLF_SERVICES business system. Click the Expand/Contract
button. With EGOLF_SERVICES still selected, click the Add button. In the (new object) Properties dialog, enter the
exit state name “lnk to egolfer score card” as follows:
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4. Click OK. The new exit state value is added to the EGOLF_SERVICES business system.
5. Select the new LNK_TO_EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD exit state and click the Select button. The Exit

State Selection dialog closes and the Flows On exit state value in the Dialog Flow Browser shows
LNK_TO_EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD.

6. Click the Returns On button. In the Exit State Selection list, expand the <Global Exit States> and select the
RETURN exit state. Click the Select button. The Exit State Selection list closes and the Returns On exit state value in
the Dialog Flow Browser shows RETURN.

7. Below the Flows On and Returns On buttons are the At To and At From PStep options. Select the Display radio
button for both.

8. Finally, we have to pass data from one client procedure step to the other along the flow. To the right of the At To PStep
radio buttons are the data that is sent and returned radio buttons. Select the Data Sent radio button. When you do
that, the top panel shows the import views of the EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD procedure step. We want to match those
views to export views from the EGOLFER_HOME procedure step. Select the IMPORT GOLFER view. When you do
that the bottom panel shows the views of Golfer in the export view of EGOLFER_HOME. Select EXPORT GOLFER
and click the Match button above the panels. Select the IMPORT SCORING_RECORD in the top panel. Select the
EXPORT SCORING_RECORD in the bottom panel and click the Match button.
We do not have to return any data from the EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD procedure step.
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9. The completed Dialog Flow Browser is as follows:

10. Click OK to close the Dialog Flow Browser.
11. Back in the window navigation diagram, the new flow is depicted with a dashed line as follows:
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The dashed line indicates that we have not set the exit state value in the eGolfer Home procedure step to initiate the
flow. Double-click eGolfer Home to open its window design. The window opens as follows:
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12. Right-click the Scoring Record remove push button and drag it down leaving room between it and the update push
button for another button.

13. From the Menu Bar click Add, Push Button. In the Push Button Properties dialog, enter “score card” for the text.
Click the Events push button. In the Events Processing dialog, click the Add button. It adds an event to the list of
events. Click the Close button on the Event Processing dialog and the OK button on the Push Button Properties
dialog. Position the new push button between the update and remove push buttons.

14. Click the Scoring Record add push button. Using the Ctrl key select the update, score card, and remove push
buttons in that order. All the Scoring Record push buttons are highlighted. From the Menu Bar click Edit, Position. In
the Field Positioning dialog, select the Equal Height and Equal Width checkboxes. Select the Align Vertically Left
checkbox. Select the Separate Vertically checkbox and enter the Distance 5. Click OK.
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We must update the video display properties of the score card push button. Select the score card push button.
From the Menu Bar click Detail, Video Properties. In the Push Button Video Properties dialog clear the selection of
Automatic for the Foreground Color, Background Color, and the Font selection. For the Font, click the Select button.
In the Font dialog, select Bold in the Font Style list and click OK. Then click OK on the Push Button Video Properties
dialog. The eGolfer Home page looks as follows:

15. The score card push button must be disabled if no scoring records are selected. Select the score card push button
in the window design. From the Menu Bar click Detail, Disabled By. In the Disabling States dialog, select THE Push
Button ‘score card’ IS DISABLED WHEN line in the top panel. Select the listbox ‘Date’ has none selected in the
bottom panel. Then click the Add push button. The Disabling States dialog looks as follows:
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16. Click Close.
17. Open the eGolfer Home procedure step action diagram. Scroll to the bottom where the new event has been added.

The only thing that is necessary to do here is, get the row highlighted in the import group of scoring records and move
it to the export scoring record. Then set the Exit State value to LNK_TO_SCORE_CARD. The statements to get the
row highlighted can be copied from other events. Then add the EXIT STATE IS statement. The completed event is as
follows:

18. Close the EGOLFER_HOME action diagram. In the window navigation diagram, the flow between the two procedure
steps is a solid line.

19. Save the model.

Construct and Test Phase
This article provides information for the constructing and testing phase including: Database Generation, RI Trigger
Generation, Load Module Packaging, Application Generation, and Application Test.
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Database Generation

Data Model Transformation

Before we can generate the DDL for the new database table, we have to convert the logical representation of the Score
Card entity type to a physical representation of a database table.

Typically, this might be accomplished by doing a complete transformation of the logical data model to a physical data
model as represented by the Data Structure List and the Data Store List diagrams. Collectively these two diagrams
are often referred to as the Technical Design. But if your DBA had made many implementation-specific changes to
the Technical Design, like reordering columns of a table or changing the order of indexes, a complete transformation
would erase those changes as it would delete the existing Technical Design first and then re-apply the basic rules
of transformation to the data model objects to create the Technical Design. So rather than perform a complete
transformation, we perform an incremental transformation instead.

Follow these steps:

1. Under the Technical Design Defaults, ensure that you have the appropriate Technical Design selected. Your diagram
looks similar to the following image:

2. Open the Data Structure List. From the Menu Bar click Edit, Implement Entity Type. In the Unimplemented Entity
Types and Subtypes dialog select the entity type SCORE_CARD. Upon selecting it a Consistency Check runs.
On the Consistency Check dialog click the Continue push button. The dialog closes.

NOTE
If the Continue push button is disabled, this implies that the Consistency Check has failed. Click the Display
push button to see the report.

3. Back on the Unimplemented Entity Type dialog click OK. A (new object) (MS/SQL) Table Properties dialog appears.
4. Click OK on the Table Properties dialog. The dialog closes and you see that the new table has been added to the Data

Structure List.
5. Select the SCORE_CARD table in the Data Structure List and expand it. The Data Structure List looks as follows:
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6. Open the Data Store List. Select the SCORE_CARD table and expand it. The Data Store List looks as follows:

DDL Generation

We are now ready to generate the DDL. Because we are just introducing a new table, and that table contains the foreign
keys, we need only to generate the DDL for that table.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the DDL Generation dialog and then from the Menu Bar click Options, Generation Defaults. Verify that the
generation default settings look as follows (assuming you are targeting MS/SQL):
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2. In the DDL Generation dialog, select the SCORE_CARD table and CARDID index for generation and installation as
follows:

3. From the Menu Bar, click Generate, DDL, Selected. The DDL Generation dialog changes to report that the generation
completed and then launches the Build Tool.

4. The Build Tool opens and you may be prompted to logon to the database. If everything completes successfully, the
Build Tool displays the Build-OK status as follows:
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RI Trigger Generation

We can now generate the Referential Integrity Trigger library. The RI Triggers must be re-generated for most database
changes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Window Code Generation dialog. Select the Referential Integrity Triggers for code generation and
installation as follows:

2. From the Menu Bar, click Generate, Code, Selected. The Window Code Generation dialog changes to report that
generation completed successfully and automatically launch the Build Tool if it is no longer open.

3. If everything completes successfully, the Build Tool displays the Build-OK status as follows:

Load Module Packaging

Before we can generate our source code and executables, we must define how we want it all packaged.

Follow these steps:

1. Open Window Packaging. In the Window Packaging dialog, select (highlight) the window manager EGOLFWIN and
expand it one level. It looks as follows:

2. From the Menu Bar, click Edit, Add Procedure Step. The Unpackaged Procedure Steps dialog opens. Select both
procedure steps and click OK. The two procedure steps are added to the EGOLFWIN load module as follows:
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3. In the Window Packaging dialog, select the EGOLFWIN load module once again. From the Menu Bar click Edit,
Complete. The window manager is expanded automatically as follows:

4. The last things that we must do are to make sure that the two External Action Blocks have the correct source code
names. These names are used by the Build Tool to link in the appropriate external. Double-click the action block
EAB_WRITE_BLOB_TO_FILE and verify it has WRBLOB for the source name. Update it if necessary as follows:
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5. Double-click the action block EAB_READ_FILE_INTO_BLOB and verify it has RDBLOB for the source name. Update
it if necessary as follows:

Configure the Build Tool to Support External Action Block Linking

Earlier, in the section titled Software Required to Complete this Appendix, you were instructed to copy the extrn directory
to your models directory. The extrn directory contains the externally coded action blocks. The Build Tool Profile must be
updated to know where to find the EAB library.

Follow these steps:

1. If it is not already opened, open the Build Tool.
2. From the Build Tool Menu Bar, click Tools, Profile Manager. The Profile Manager is opened.
3. In the Profile Manager Profile Tree, select the C node within the tree.
4. In the Profile Table, update the value of the LOC.EXTERNAL_LIB key to point to the library containing the externally

generated code. In our example that was C:\Models\extrn\extrnc.lib as follows:
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5. Click OK to save the changes and close the dialog.

NOTE
The Tutorial eGolf model also makes use of a “black box” component. If you have not done so already, you
must follow the instructions in the construction and test section of the Tutorial for Configuring the Build Tool
to Support Component Linking.

Application Generation

Now we are ready to generate the remaining code.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Toolset, open the Window Code Generation.
2. In the Window Code Generation dialog, select the Window Manager EGOLFWIN. From the Menu Bar, click View,

Expand All. The window manager is fully expanded.
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3. We created two new procedure steps, the client procedure step EGOLFER_SCORE_CARD and the server procedure
step MAINTAIN_SCORE_CARD. And we modified one existing client procedure step, EGOLFER_HOME with a link to
the score card client. So at a minimum, those three procedure steps and all of their associated action blocks must be
generated.
Also, we defined a flow between the two client procedure steps and changed the Windows user interface. So the
Window Manager must be regenerated.
Select the down arrow under the Code column for the window manager. That selects all the action diagrams for
code generation. But we also want them to be compiled and linked, so select the down arrow under the Install (Inst)
column.
If we wanted to be more efficient in our generation, and we had already generated and tested the application earlier,
we could clear the selection of the portions of the load module that have not changed as follows, otherwise leave
everything selected:

4. From the Menu Bar, click Generate, Code, Selected. The Window Code Generation dialog changes to report that
generation completed successfully and automatically launch the Build Tool if it is no longer open.

5. If everything completes successfully, the Build Tool displays the Build-OK status as follows:

6. Now that we have generated some code, we can look at the workings of External Action Blocks in a little more detail.
Go to your models “C” directory and locate the RDBLOB.c file. Open the file with Notepad.
What you find is the shell of a C program with parameters defined corresponding to the import and export views that
are defined in our EAB action diagram. If you scroll to the bottom of the diagram, you see a section with the note;
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/* User-written code must be inserted here */
So now someone who wanted to write their own code would take this stub as a starting point, copy it to another
directory and add their code to it, being careful not to change the properties of the parameters already defined. Then
they would compile it like they would any program they were handwriting and make the external code available to the
Gen generated application through an external library.
For an example of this, locate the same C file in the extrn folder. Open it and scroll to the bottom to see where
someone added the code to read the BLOB from a file location that is provided to it in its import parameter and put its
contents into the export parameter. It was then compiled and made available through the extrnc.lib.

Application Test

We have provided a few sample golf score card image files in the models bitmap directory. The score card images begin
with “card”.

When tracing BLOB attribute views, the actual value of the BLOB is not shown in the Diagram Trace Utility, only the actual
length as follows:

Build the Tutorial Model as a Web View Application in Gen Studio
This scenario describes how application developers build a Web View application using the Gen supplied Tutorial model.
The model represents the completed work performed by following the Gen Tutorial or the completed model provided with
the Gen installation.

WARNING
This scenario only generates the client-side of the eGolf application as a Web View application. It assumes that
the server-side load module (WEBAPSVR), RI Triggers (Cascade), and database have already been generated
as per the instructions for Web Generation in the Tutorial.

From Gen Studio, open the Tutorial model and create a Generation Configuration defining the target environment and
window managers. From the Generation Configurations dialog in the Web View Generation perspective in Gen Studio,
create a cooperative configuration targeting Web View, select the two window managers, and generate.

For general information about creating a Generation Configuration, see Work With Web View.

Gen Studio generation can invoke the Build Tool automatically, which compiles the source code, assembles the
application, and prepares it for deployment.

For more details about the Build Tool and Assemble utility, see Working With Build Tool.

Build the Tutorial Model

The following diagram illustrates how an application developer can build the Tutorial model in the Web View Generation
perspective in Gen Studio:
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The scenario includes the following procedures:
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Open the Tutorial Model in Gen Studio

You can open a model in Toolset and Gen Studio simultaneously but the model opens as read-only in one of them. If you
open a model in Gen Studio first and then open the same model in Toolset, the model opens editable in Gen Studio and
read-only in Toolset. To work on a model in Toolset, close it in Gen Studio before opening it in Toolset.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Gen installation directory that stores the Tutorial model: \Samples\Models\Tutorial Models\Completed
Models\5-Construction and Test directory.

2. Copy the egolf.ief directory to a local directory such as C:\Models.
3. Click Start, All Programs, CA, Gen xx, Gen Studio.

NOTE
xx refers to the current release of Gen.

4. Click Web View Generation under Choose Perspectives.
The Web View Generation perspective opens in the Gen Studio framework.

5. Click File, Open Model...
6. Browse to the local directory where the egolf.ief model was copied: C:\Models\egolf.ief.
7. Select the ief0000.dat file and click Open.

The Tutorial model is opened and its contents are populated in the Web View Navigator view.

Create a Generation Configuration

A Generation Configuration defines the model objects and the target environment parameters that you can specify to
generate the source code.

NOTE
The Generation Configuration menu option and toolbar icon are enabled after you open a model in Gen Studio.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Construction, Generation Configuration from the Gen Studio main menu.
The Generation Configurations dialog opens.

2. Right-click on the Cooperative configuration type in the left pane and click New from the pop-up menu.
A new configuration is added under the Cooperative node in the left pane. By default, a system generated name is
assigned to the new configuration; however, you can modify the name by providing a new configuration name in the
Name field.

3. Specify the following Target Environment and Generation Options in the Main tab:
– Operating System: JVM
– DBMS(TD): <NONE>
– Language: JAVA
– TP Monitor: Web View

4. Select Launch Build Tool.
5. Select the Model Object Selection tab.

The Model Object Selection tab lists the applicable Business Systems that are defined in the Tutorial model.
6. Expand the Business System to display the Window Load Module.
7. Expand the Window Load Module to display the Procedure Steps.
8. Select EGOLFER_HOME and EGOLF_SERVICES_HOME0.

NOTE
Selecting all of the lower-level nodes causes the parent nodes to be selected as well.

9. Click Apply.
The Generation Configuration is created.
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Generate the Web View Application

You can generate the Web View application using any of the following methods:

• From the Generation Configurations dialog.
• From the Web View Navigator by right-clicking on a valid object and clicking Generate or Generate including

subordinates depending on your requirement.

The following procedure explains how to generate the Web View application by running the eGolf configuration from the
Generation Configurations dialog.

Click Run in the Generation Configurations dialog.

The Generation Configurations dialog closes and the Progress Information dialog opens showing the progress. Upon
completion, the Build Tool is launched.

NOTE
If you click Cancel on the Progress Information dialog, the generation stops after completing the current
generation step and closes the pop-up dialog.

The selected objects are generated based on the eGolf configuration. You can view the generation output messages in
the Console view.

The location of the generated files is the same as in Toolset.

You can view the generation output messages in the Console view. Configuration generation errors, if any, are displayed
in the Problems view. The Problems view is cleared if the current configuration is regenerated or another configuration is
generated. If an object belongs to more than one generation configuration, errors that are logged for that object in other
generation configurations are not cleared.

Build the Web View Application

You can build the application using the Build Tool on the Windows platform after you generate the source code from the
eGolf model in Gen Studio. The Build Tool works with either ICM files that result from a Local generation, or RMT files that
result from a Remote generation. It compiles the source code, assembles the application, and prepares it for deployment.
You can set options that affect the build process of your application through the Build Tool Profile.

For more details about the Build Tool and Assemble utility, see Build Tool.

Assemble and Deploy the Web View Application

To be able to run the eGolf model as a Web View application, you must first assemble and then deploy it to an Application
Server. You can deploy a Web View application to the following Application Servers:

• WebLogic
• WebSphere
• JBoss
• JBoss EAP
• WildFly

In the Build Tool, the Directory Tree panel on the left side must already be positioned to the eGolf.ief/java subdirectory. If
necessary, select the right arrow between the two panels to add the CASCADE and WEBAPSVR modules to the selection
panel on the right.

NOTE
The CASCADE and WEBAPSVR modules are available only if they were generated based on the instructions in
the Tutorial for Web Generation.

If you had selected the Launch Build Tool check box in the Generation Configurations dialog, the Build Tool is opened
automatically.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select the CASCADE, WEBAPSVR, and WEBSVR_WebView modules and click Action, Assemble.
The EAR File Assemble Details dialog opens.

2. Click Application Server on the left panel.
The Application Server-specific settings appear.

3. Select the settings and click OK.
Application Server

Specifies the application server that you are targeting. The options in the drop-down list are:

• Generic
• WebSphere
• WebLogic
• WildFly
• JBoss EAP

The EAR file is stored in the model directory. For the eGolf model example:

C:\Models\eGolf.ief\java\deploy.j2ee

Deploy the generated Web View application to an Application Server. Use the EAR file that is created by the Build Tool
under your model directory. Follow your Application Server deployment instructions to actually deploy the EAR file.

NOTE

When deploying a Java 11 Web View application to the JBoss Application Server, you will need to configure the
JVM that is launched. For information aboout how to configure the JVM, see Configuring the JBoss Application
Server JVM for Java 11.

Run the Web View Application

You can invoke the generated eGolf application from a supported browser.

Invoke the generated application from a supported browser and enter the following URL: http://localhost:8080/egolf/
COOP.EGOLFSE1.TC.html

NOTE
The machine name and port number varies depending upon your environment.

You have successfully built the Tutorial model as a Web View application in Gen Studio.

Test the eGolf Application

Test the eGolf application with the following sample data:

Date Time Score Rating Slope Note

03/07/12 1300 90 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

03/05/12 1300 91 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

02/24/12 1300 94 72.3 123 Willow Bend

02/20/12 0900 88 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

01/18/12 0900 89 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

01/17/12 1200 90 72.3 123 Willow Bend

01/16/12 1300 91 72.3 123 Willow Bend

12/12/11 1200 91 70.1 116 Chase Oaks
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12/10/11 1100 91 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

11/08/11 0900 86 68.7 105 Lonesome Dove

11/04/11 0900 90 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

11/01/11 1200 92 72.3 123 Willow Bend

10/24/11 1300 85 68.0 107 Goofy Golf

10/16/11 1400 78 68.7 105 Lonesome Dove

10/12/11 1500 82 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

10/02/11 1000 84 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

09/14/11 1000 94 72.3 123 Willow Bend

09/05/11 1200 93 72.3 123 Willow Bend

09/04/11 1700 89 72.3 123 Willow Bend

09/01/11 1800 88 70.1 116 Chase Oaks

Follow these steps:

1. Start the eGolf application in a supported browser.
The eGolf Services page opens.

2. Click sign up! and register as a new user to use the application.
3. Enter the following information in the eGolf Golfer Registration page.

– User ID: GENUSER1
– Password: password
– Confirm Password: password
– First Name: John
– Last Name: Smith
– Email Address: j.smith@ca.com

4. Click next.
The eGolfer home page opens. The golfer’s first name and handicap index of 0.0 is displayed.

NOTE
The banner rotates between: “Place Your Ad Here”, “This Space Available”, and “Call 555-1212”.

5. Click add.
The Add Scoring Record page opens.

6. Add the following information in the fields:
– Date Played: 030712
– Time Played: 1300
– Adjusted Gross Score: 90
– Course Rating: 70.1
– Course Slope Rating: 116
– Note: Chase Oaks

7. Click add.
The Add Scoring Record page closes and the eGolfer home page displays the information added on the Add Scoring
Record page.

NOTE
The Handicap Index is still set to 0. Five Scoring Records are required before the Handicap Index is
calculated.

8. Click update to update the scoring record.
The Update Scoring Record page displays.
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9. Update the following information in the fields:
– Adjusted Gross Score: 91
– Course Rating: 71.1
– Course Slope Rating: 116
– Note: Chase Oaks2

10. Click update.
The Update Scoring Record page closes. The eGolf home page displays the updated Scoring Record.

11. Click add and enter four more scoring records with the test data provided.
After the fifth scoring record is added, the Handicap Index displays a value that is greater than zero on the eGolfer
home page.

NOTE
To remove a Scoring Record from the list, click remove. The Remove Scoring Record page displays.
Click delete and the Remove Scoring Record closes and the Scoring Record is removed from the list. The
Handicap Index is reset to 0 as five or more scores and required to calculate a Handicap Index.

12. Click logout to log out from the application.
The eGolf home page closes and the eGolf Services page opens.

13. Verify the sign up! and login buttons are enabled.
14. Click login and enter the following information in the fields:

– User ID: GENUSER1
– Password: password

15. Click login.
The eGolfer home page displays the first name, Handicap Index set to 0, and four scoring records.

16. Click update under Personal Profile.
The eGolfer Golfer Update page opens.

17. Update the First Name from John to Joe and click update.
A message displays "The passwords entered do not match. Please re-enter your passwords."

18. Click OK and re-enter password in the Password and Confirm Password fields.
19. Update John to Joe and click update.

The eGolfer Golfer Update page is closed and the first name is changed to Joe.
20. Click remove in the Personal Profile section.

The eGolfer Golfer Remove page opens.
21. Click cancel.

The eGolfer Golfer Remove page is closed. The eGolfer home page displays data for Joe and his scoring records.
22. Click remove in the Personal Profile section.
23. Click delete in the eGolfer Golfer Remove page.

The eGolfer Golfer Remove page closes. The eGolfer home page closes. The eGolfer Services page is displayed.
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Messages
This section contains the messages for Gen.

Problem Analysis Guidelines

z/OS Enhanced Map Block Mode

When you encounter a problem with the enhanced block mode map generator, these guidelines can assist in collecting
information to diagnose and correct the problem. These guidelines are initial guidance only. While determining the
problem, Technical Support might not ask for all of this information, and can ask for information or actions not included
here.

The generator writes all diagnostic output to a log file. Under workstation toolsets that invoke the generator, the log file
has the same name as the member name of the screen it is generating, with an extension of ERR. Under z/OS, the file
is allocated to a file named <&userid..IEF.LOGFILE>. The TSO user ID replaces the file name prefix. Under z/OS, since
there is only one logfile, it is important to perform generation only on the failing screen and no other component. Each
generation replaces the contents of the log file.

If the generator successfully generates the source file, but the file fails to execute properly, Technical Support may need
the contents of the generated source file. Check the identification comment section to verify the source file was generated
for the correct platform, environment, and I/O support. It is not possible to use a CICS application on TSO or IMS, or to
use a TSO or IMS application on CICS. Under some conditions the application may seem to work.

Ensure that MFS format definitions successfully compile and install into your IMS format libraries when generating for
MFS and that the correct version of the application load module is used. Do not mix the MFS format definitions between
the enhanced and standard generators because they are not compatible. Do not use an MFS format generated by the
standard generator with code produced by the enhanced generator, and do not use an MFS format generated by the
enhanced generator with code produced by the standard generator. If this does not fix the problem, Technical Support
may need the generated code and the MFS source file.

If you see incorrect behavior for system fields, verify the system field is only defined once. It can be defined multiple times
when the system field is defined on a template, and defined on a screen that uses the template. Because a screen may
use any number of templates, the definition may be repeated multiple times on different templates.

If the generator causes a program check exception, Technical Support may require the screen being generated. You may
need to define the use of any of the following features:

• Template usage - one or more, including contents of each template and when they are used by other screens.
• System Field usage - including the fields used, when they are used on templates and when they are used by this

screen.
• Scroll - does the screen use scrolling repeating group views? If so, what are the cardinalities, placed and max? What

is the setting of the protected unused occurrences property? Are any of the system scroll fields used such as scroll
location or scroll amount? If so, for which ones is the scrolling property turned on for the screen?

• Transaction file errors
• Errors related to TSO datasets
• Upload and Download messages
• Repeating group views placed on the screen - what are the structures of the various repeating groups?

Retry the generation specifying the standard map generator. This is performed on z/OS by selecting STANDARD in the
map generation options, on the construction dialog. On all the workstation platforms, the definition of an environment
variable, named TIMAPGEN selects the generator used. To select the standard generator, set TIMAPGEN=1. To select
the enhanced generator, set the variable to TIMAPGEN=2, or omit the definition.
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ABEND Codes
This section lists Block Mode messages for z/OS that can occur during Gen processing. The components used in
generating, supporting, and executing a block mode application can detect error conditions. In the case of the execution
framework manager, the only mechanism is ABENDs. The generator writes error messages to a log file the user can
display.

This section frequently uses these acronyms:

ACT
- Argument Conversion Table

MWA
- Map Work Area

RCB
- Runtime Control Block

SVT
- Service Vector Table

z/OS Enhanced Map Block Mode ABEND Codes

1001/C001
Reason: 

The SVT entry for a specific service routine indicates that the service is not loaded in memory. The dynamic load routines
failed to locate or load the service module.

The task or transaction abnormally terminates without saving uncommitted changes to the database.

Action: 

A construction or installation error are the most likely causes of this ABEND. When the runtime statically links with the
application load module, a link edit error occurs when the link edit fails to include the runtime routines.

When the runtime dynamically links, failure to find or load the runtime routines causes this ABEND. These are possible
causes for failure to find the routines:

• The modules are in a library that is not in the STEPLIB/JOBLIB concatenation for the user
• The modules are not in the system linklist search path
• The modules are not loaded into the LPA/ELPA

1002/C002
Reason: 

An invalid service request code was passed to the service router. The code must be a known, valid service request code.

The task or transaction abnormally terminates without saving uncommitted changes.

Action: 

This is most likely an application error caused by sending an invalid request code to the service router, TIROUTE. Correct
the code problem that caused the invalid code.

Generated code calls TIROUTE and passes it a request code to identify the requested runtime service. The request code
must be non-negative and within a specific range.
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A mismatch in versions between TIROUTE and the generated application program can also cause the problem. The
generated code must use the same, or a higher version of the runtime libraries.

1003/C003
Reason: 

The runtime execution environment cannot be found. This ABEND results from a call to TIROUTE to invoke a runtime
service, without TIREFI creating an execution framework. TIREFT destroys the execution framework. These routines are
called from TIRMAIN.

The task or transaction abnormally terminates without saving uncommitted changes.

Action: 

This is most likely a construction error caused by linking the wrong version of TIRMAIN into the application.

1004/C004
Reason: 

The argument list for a service request is invalid.

The task or transaction abnormally terminates without saving uncommitted changes.

Action: 

This is most likely a programming error resulting from passing an invalid parameter list to the service router, TIROUTE.
The request code passed to the service router indicated a parameter list that was not passed, or the passed argument list
did not conform to the one expected for the service. Correct the code problem causing the invalid parameter list passed to
the router.

1005/C005
Reason: 

You cannot allocate the execution framework management data areas, RCB, SVT, MWA, and ACT lists.

The task or transaction abnormally terminates without saving uncommitted changes.

Action: 

Lack of region or free memory to allocate the data areas that manage the execution framework for the runtime routines is
the most likely cause of this ABEND. Make more storage available for the process.

Total storage required for these data areas is typically less than 16KB, with 8KB allocated below the 16MB line for 24-bit
storage. The data areas are allocated to manage and reuse the execution framework for the runtime routine.

The RCB anchors all other data areas, and creates, reuses, and destroys the execution framework. In IMS and TSO, a
save area back chain locates the RCB address. Under CICS, read the temporary storage queue where TIREFI stores the
RCB address.

The SVT manages service processors, their entry addresses, and execution attributes. The SVT resolves static and
dynamically linked runtime routines.

The MWA is a general work area used exclusively by the block mode mapping runtime routines. It is persistent in the life
of the application instance, and reused between various block mode services.

The ACT is a variable array of ACT entries, each representing argument domain and sequence information for each
service. TIROUTE uses it to map arguments from the application variable space to and from the runtime variable space.
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1006/C006
Reason: 

Failure to delete a dynamically loaded service routine causes this ABEND.

The task or transaction abnormally terminates without saving uncommitted database changes.

Action: 

This is most likely an SVT table corruption or a second attempt to delete a dynamically loaded service routine module.
The runtime routine TIRMAIN includes the only call to make to TIREFT. User code and generated application code should
not call this routine.

A memory corruption problem can also cause this problem, especially if the SVT is corrupt.

1007/C007
Reason: 

The release of execution framework management data areas, the RCB, SVT, MWA, or ACT, failed.

The task or transaction abnormally terminates without saving uncommitted database changes.

Action: 

This is most likely an execution framework management runtime programming error caused by attempting to free main
storage more than once, or attempting to free main storage the transaction does not own.

1008/C008
Reason: 

A request was made to the never-call service.

The task or transaction abnormally terminates without saving uncommitted database changes.

Action: 

A construction problem most likely caused this ABEND. The generated application code makes many calls to TIROUTE to
request runtime services. Some of these services are valid only in specific environments. When the application loads and
TIREFI creates the execution framework, the invalid services in the environment are marked as NeverCall services in the
SVT. Attempting to access the service from an application causes this ABEND.

Copying or reinstalling code generated for one environment to a different environment without regenerating the code can
cause this, for example, copying code generated for IMS/MFS to CICS.

Build Tool for Distributed Platforms Messages
Command Line Processing Messages

Invalid command enter BUILD,SPLIT,CLEAN,STATUS,SHUTDOWN,HELP,EXIT or QUIT
Reason: 

You typed an invalid command.

Action: 
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Check the spelling.

Profile [set the File Name variable] Not found
Reason: 

The Build Tool command line processor failed to locate the file.

Action: 

Check the spelling. Filename is case sensitive.

Filename [set the File Name variable] Not found
Reason: 

The Build Tool command line processor failed to locate the ICM or RMT file.

Action: 

Check the spelling. The file name is case sensitive.

"Path <path> Not found"
Reason: 

The path does not exist.

Action: 

Check the spelling.

Invalid User/Password or Server not Active
Reason: 

You typed an invalid user ID, password, or server name.

Action: 

Check the spelling. User ID, password, or server name may be case sensitive.

Invalid command entered.
Reason: 

The Build Tool command line processor failed to recognize a command line parameter.

Action: 

Check the command line parameters.

GUI Build Processing Messages

No directories found
Reason: 
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The Build Tool GUI processor failed to find subdirectories that contain .ICM or .RMT files in the initial directory.

Directory does not exist <dirname>
Reason: 

The Build Tool GUI processor failed to locate the directory you specified to search for models.

Action: 

Check the spelling of the directory name.

Userid or Password is not valid. Retry login?
Reason: 

You typed an invalid user ID or password.

Action: 

Check spelling of the user ID or password.

Automatic Build FAILED to locate load module file [set the File Name variable]
Reason: 

Autobuild processing failed to find the load module file.

Automatic Build FAILED to create command file <exception string>
Reason: 

Autobuild failed to create the BTPIPE file to communicate between the Toolset and the Build Tool.

Automatic Build FAILED reading command file <exception string>
Reason: 

Autobuild failed to read the BTPIPE file to communicate between the Toolset and the Build Tool.

Compose Failed <exception string>
Reason: 

The Build Tool Compose Processor failed to compose the build script.

Action: 

Check the build script syntax.

<Remote filename> Split Failed
Reason: 

The Build Tool failed to split the RMT file.

Action: 
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Review the split results.

<directory> User not authorized to perform action on this directory.
Reason: 

Your access privileges do not include write access to the directory.

Action: 

Check your access privileges to the directory.

Unable to complete request Please add path for program xterm to your path
Reason: 

The Build Tool GUI processor cannot execute the xterm command on the UNIX system to prepare for build processing.

Action: 

Ensure that xterm is in the path.

Error creating toolset interface lock
Reason: 

The toolset crashed without deleting the lock file BTSTART.

Action: 

Delete the lock file BTSTART.

BTsecure error reading the security file <exception string>
Reason: 

A security file exists and contains corrupted data.

Action: 

Delete security file, user.security and recreate the security rules.

GUI Configuration Setting Messages
Error updating the configuration property <property>

 Reason: 

The Build Tool configuration manager cannot store the property.

 

GUI Profile Management Messages
Failed storing profile file <exception string>

Reason: 

The Build Tool profile manager could not save the profile file.
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Action: 

Review exception string provided to correct storage failure.

GUI Deployment Messages

Validation Error All user-entered data providers require a connection string because the Build Tool cannot supply
a default value.

Reason: 

All user-entered data providers require a connection string for assembly.

The path is empty.

Reason: 

The path associated with the URL does not exist.

The URL is not valid.

Reason: 

The URL is not valid.

Validation Error Product Version value is invalid, must be ###.###.#####

Reason: 

The product version is not in the correct format.

 

GUI Remote Host Connectivity Messages

Port number must be between 2048 and 65000

 

Reason: 

The port number is invalid.

Action: 

Change the port number and try to connect again.

Remote host not Available.

Reason: 

The remote hostname does not exist or the Build Tool failed to reach it.

GUI Load Module Test Messages

Load Module Test Port number must be a valid numeric value
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Reason: 

The port number to communicate with the Diagram Trace Utility is invalid.

Action: 

Change the port number and try again.

Build Tool Server Messages

Port number is already in use. Server is terminating 

 

Reason: 

You cannot start multiple Build Tool servers with the same port number.

Action: 

Use a different port number.

 

CSE Messages
This section contains the following messages related to the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE):

• CSE Warning Messages
• CSE Error Messages
• CSE Informational Messages
• CSE Message Dispatcher Messages
• CSE Message Dispatcher Error Messages

CSE Warning Messages
This section contains warning messages related to the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE). 

CSEXI0011W Warning Message
Either the user ID was entered incorrectly, the active encyclopedia was registered under the wrong ID, or no encyclopedia
authorization has been granted to the active user ID. Take the appropriate action:

• If the user ID was incorrectly entered, re-enter the correct user ID.
• If the encyclopedia was incorrectly registered, modify the encyclopedia registration ID to match that assigned at

installation.
• If you lack the necessary authority to access this encyclopedia, request authorization from a directory administrator.

CSEXI0019W Warning Message
The user is not authorized for any of the models in the encyclopedia that contain the input object type. To select another
object, either enter a different object type than the previous (and model name) or an object ID.
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CSEXI0049W Warning Message
No encyclopedias have been added to the Coordination Client, or you have not been authorized for any encyclopedias.
Contact a directory administrator.

CSEXI0106W Warning Message
The object selected has no scoping object subordinates. Select a different object.

CSEXI0109W Warning Message
No users exist on the Coordination Client. Have a directory administrator add users.

CSEXI0110W Warning Message
No groups exist in the encyclopedia. Add a group.

CSEXI0111W Warning Message
You do not have access to any models that exist in the encyclopedia. Add a model.

CSEXI0112W Warning Message
You selected an object type for which there are no occurrences in the active model. Select a different object type.

CSEXI0113W Warning Message
No subsets exist in the model. Add a subset.

CSEXI0114W Warning Message
No users exist in the encyclopedia. Add an individual user.

CSEXI0115W Warning Message
You reached the maximum number of scoping objects allowed in a subset. You cannot add any more to the subset. Check
for the correct definition of the subset.

CSEXI0119W Warning Message
The maximum number of rows is selected. Use the filter to selectively list items.

CSEXI0120W Warning Message
More than 100 user or encyclopedia IDs exist, and the software cannot display all of them.

If you are trying to select a user, enter the ID in the ID field. Consider deleting any unnecessary IDs so you have fewer
than 100.

If you are trying to select an encyclopedia, delete some encyclopedias so you have fewer than 100.
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CSEXI0123W Warning Message
The software cannot display all of items for the list.

Consider deleting any unnecessary items so you have fewer.

CSEXI0128W Warning Message
The subset selected is empty. Select the objects you want for this subset.

CSEXI0131W Warning Message
The add, generate, or update of the model did not work. The encyclopedia must have a zero ID in the transaction file if
this is a new model. The encyclopedia must have a non-zero ID in the transaction file if this is an existing model. Contact
your Technical Support representative.

CSEXI0154W Warning Message
You selected an object from the Object List and selected the Properties command, but the Properties List could not be
displayed because the selected object has no properties.

CSEXI0164W Warning Message
No locks exist to display.

CSEXI0190W Warning Message
When you change an encyclopedia ID via the Modify Encyclopedia command in the Coordination Client, use the Set Local
Encyclopedia ID command in the Support Client to make the same change in the encyclopedia database.

CSEXI0191W Warning Message
There are no forward associations to the selected object.

CSE Error Messages
This section contains error messages related to the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE). 

CSEXI0001E Error Message
An encyclopedia is already open. Only one encyclopedia can be active at a time. Close the currently selected
encyclopedia.

CSEXI0002E Error Message
The confirmation password does not match the password in the New Password field. Retype the new password and the
confirmation.
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CSEXI0004E Error Message
The model must be open before you can define subset authorization. Open the model by entering the model name in the
Name field and selecting the Open command.

If you do not know the model name, leave the Name field blank and select the List command. This displays a list of
models from which you can select the one to open.

CSEXI0005E Error Message
The model is not open. Open the model by entering the model name in the Name field and selecting Actions, Open.

If you do not know the model name, leave the Name field blank and select List. This displays a list of models.

CSEXI0006E Error Message
The selected model user access types are not compatible. If you select Migrate, you also must select Update.

CSEXI0010W Error Message
You are attempting to upload a model, but the update.trn file does not contain a usable encyclopedia ID. Either you are
not authorized for this encyclopedia, you are attempting to upload the model to the wrong encyclopedia, or the target
encyclopedia is in an unusable state or no longer exists.

Ask your encyclopedia administrator where the model belongs. If the administrator recognizes the model and knows the
encyclopedia where it is to be uploaded, the administrator can then verify that the encyclopedia exists on the database
you are running against and that you have the authority for this database. If the administrator does not recognize the
model, contact Technical Support and request help on running a Diag report on the update.trn file. The Diag report will
identify the target encyclopedia for the upload. The encyclopedia administrator can then determine the database where
the encyclopedia exists and grant you authority to it, if necessary.

CSEXI0012E Error Message
You must enter a PSB name for DLIBATCH or IMSBMP. A PSB name must be entered if the DB2 Attach is DLIBATCH or
IMSBMP. Enter a PSB name and then press the OK push button.

CSEXI0014E Error Message
Properties are not valid for business system and RI triggers. Properties are only valid for certain objects (for example:
Load Module, Packaged Procedure Step, Action Block). Instead of the currently selected object, select another object for
Properties information.

CSEXI0015E Error Message
A name is required for subset creation. Enter the model name in the Model Name field, enter the subset name in the
Subset Name field, and select Actions, New.

If you do not know the model name, leave the field blank before selecting New. This displays a list of models.

CSEXI0016E Error Message
The subset selected is not open. Open the subset by entering the model name in the Model Name field, entering the
subset name in the Subset Name field, and selecting Actions, Open.
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If you do not know the model or subset names, leave the fields blank before selecting Open. This displays a list of models
and then subsets.

CSEXI0017E Error Message
An object with the input ID currently does not exist in the encyclopedia. To select another object, either enter a different
object ID than the previous or an object type (and model name).

CSEXI0018E Error Message
The encyclopedia selected is not open. Open the encyclopedia by selecting Actions, Open, and then selecting an
encyclopedia.

CSEXI0020E Error Message
No objects of the selected object type exist in the active model. Select another object type and reselect the List command.

CSEXI0021E Error Message
An internal error has occurred. Check the following:

• Ensure that the Message Dispatcher is identified to the communications software.
• Ensure the communications software is running on the server and the client.
• Ensure the Encyclopedia and Coordination servers are active.
• Ensure that communication is successful between client and servers.

CSEXI0023E Error Message
You attempted to load an extracted model to a different encyclopedia than the one specified at extraction time.

This error occurs during a load after an extract when the destination encyclopedia ID specified in the tranfile from the
extract is different from the encyclopedia ID of the encyclopedia where the tranfile is being loaded.

Load the model to the same encyclopedia that was specified in the extract.

CSEXI0024E Error Message
You attempted to apply a transaction file to a different encyclopedia that the encyclopedia from which the model or subset
was originally extracted from.

This error occurs during an apply when the source encyclopedia ID specified in the transaction file is different from the
encyclopedia ID of the encyclopedia where the transaction file is being loaded.

Apply the transaction file to the encyclopedia from which the model or subset was extracted, that is, the source
encyclopedia of the extract.

CSEXI0025E Error Message
You are not authorized for any models in the encyclopedia. Contact the Encyclopedia Administrator to gain model
authorization.
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CSEXI0026E Error Message
A fatal error occurred during the locking of the encyclopedia. Try the option again later. If this error occurs again, take
all of the Servers and the Message Dispatcher (IEFMD) down. Restart IEFMD and retry the option. Contact Technical
Support if the error occurs again.

CSEXI0027E Error Message
The user ID is not open. Open the user ID by entering the user ID in the ID field and selecting Actions, Open.

If you do not know the user ID, leave the field blank before selecting Open. This displays a list of user IDs.

CSEXI0028E Error Message
The name you entered contains one or more invalid characters, such as special characters (! [ & , ^ ' ") or spaces. Re-
enter the name using alphanumeric characters only.

CSEXI0029E Error Message
A fatal error occurred when unlocking the encyclopedia. Take all of the Servers and the Message Dispatcher (IEFMD)
down. Restart IEFMD and retry the option. Contact Technical Support if the error occurs again.

CSEXI0030E Error Message
The user selected already has authorization for the model or subset. Select another user, model, or subset.

CSEXI0031E Error Message
The user selected has not been authorized for the model or subset. Select a different user, model, or subset.

CSEXI0032E Error Message
The name is a required entry. Blanks are not allowed.

Enter a valid name. Valid names:

• Are from one to six characters in length
• Begin with a letter
• Contain no characters other than alphanumeric characters and underscores (_)
• Contain no blanks

CSEXI0033E Error Message
An error occurred while the software was running the Transaction File Report. The file the software was searching for
does not exist or could not be found due to a communications problem. Try running the Transaction File Report again.

CSEXI0034E Error Message
The model or subset could not be checked out. Retry the checkout later.
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CSEXI0035E Error Message
You cannot rename or delete a model when the model or its subsets are checked out, or delete a user who has a model
or subset checked out. Check in or override the model or subsets, and retry.

CSEXI0036E Error Message
The selected encyclopedia is unavailable because it is currently being used. Try this option again later.

CSEXI0037E Error Message
A system error occurred while renaming the file from its temporary name to the name you specified. The adoption,
migration, or compare operation cannot proceed.

Retry the current operation. If the error occurs again, contact Technical Support.

CSEXI0038E Error Message
The user has already been authorized for this encyclopedia. Select a different user or encyclopedia.

CSEXI0039E Error Message
The user selected does not have authorization to the encyclopedia. Select a different user or encyclopedia.

CSEXI0040E Error Message
A Directory user password is not required for this option.

CSEXI0041E Error Message
A Directory user password is required for this option.

CSEXI0042E Error Message
This user ID already exists. User IDs must be unique within an encyclopedia. Enter a different user ID.

CSEXI0043E Error Message
Your user ID is inactive. Have a directory administrator modify your user ID status to active.

CSEXI0044E Error Message
This action requires directory administrator authority. You are not a directory administrator. Make sure your user ID is
correct, or see the directory administrator to request the appropriate authority.

CSEXI0045E Error Message
The user ID does not exist on the directory. Make sure you entered the correct ID, or have a directory administrator add
the user ID to the directory.
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CSEXI0046E Error Message
The Transaction File Report was not produced. Either you are low on memory, low on disk space, or there was an error
opening the report file or writing to the file. See accompanying messages in the diag utility window. Try requesting the
Transaction File Report again. If unsuccessful, contact Technical Support.

CSEXI0047E Error Message
Your attempt to identify an object by its object Id failed because the entered value is too large to be valid. Either enter the
correct object ID in the Object ID field or, as an alternative, enter the Model Name and Object Type on the Walk Around
the Encyclopedia dialog box.

CSEXI0048E Error Message
Either another object of the same (or similar) type exists in the model with the same name or the name is a reserved word.
Enter a different name for the object.

CSEXI0050E Error Message
The encyclopedia name or ID already exists. Encyclopedia names and IDs must be unique. Enter a different name or ID.

CSEXI0051E Error Message
The encyclopedia does not exist. Contact a directory administrator.

CSEXI0052E Error Message
The update file (update.trn) or verup file (verup.trn) does not exist in the directory you entered. Enter the correct directory.

The input to the verify last update process is a verup.trn file. When running directly from the Checkout Client, the verup.trn
file must be in the specified directory.

CSEXI0053E Error Message
The file transfer attempt failed due to a system error. See the log files for more information.

CSEXI0054E Error Message
The group ID already exists. Group IDs must be unique within an encyclopedia. Enter a different group ID.

CSEXI0055E Error Message
The group ID you entered does not exist. It may have been removed or renamed. Contact the person who created the
group.

CSEXI0056E Error Message
The individual ID you entered exists in the directory, but does not exist in the encyclopedia. It may have been removed or
renamed. Contact the person who created the ID to have the ID added back to the encyclopedia.
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CSEXI0057E Error Message
The password you entered when attempting to log on to a client is not a valid password for the entered user ID. Make sure
you entered the correct ID and password. Make sure you are authorized to use this client.

CSEXI0058E Error Message
The software was unable to create or change to the directory required. See the server or client log files for more
information.

CSEXI0059E Error Message
The expansion option selected is not recognized. Select Default, Full, or Short.

CSEXI0060E Error Message
The protection option selected is not recognized. Select Read, Access, Modify, or Delete.

CSEXI0061E Error Message
Invalid environment parameters. The environment parameters selected by the user are invalid. Check the output in the
SRVCONS executable window in order to determine the incorrect combination. Then select a different Operating System,
DBMS Type, Language, or TP Monitor and press the OK push button.

CSEXI0062E Error Message
The subset type for the model copy is not recognized. Select All, Selected, or None.

CSEXI0063E Error Message
A fatal system error occurred with I/O. This error occurred from a system call. There is no recovery procedure.

Contact Technical Support.

CSEXI0064E Error Message
The model name already exists. Model names must be unique within an encyclopedia. Enter a different model name.

CSEXI0065E Error Message
The user does not have access to the model. Select a different user or model.

CSEXI0066E Error Message
The model has already been checked out. Select a different model or wait until this model is checked back in.

CSEXI0067E Error Message
Someone else currently accesses the model. Wait until this model is available.
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CSEXI0068E Error Message
This model is not checked out. Make sure you selected the correct model.

CSEXI0069E Error Message
The model selected does not exist. It may have been renamed or deleted. See the model administrator.

CSEXI0070E Error Message
The model is not in a usable state.

The model

• Has been applied to the parent encyclopedia and is waiting for a verify
• Has been updated and is in read only status
• Did not complete when it was updated or copied

Try accessing the model again. If that does not work, have the server administrator run the server cleanup utility.

CSEXI0071E Error Message
An operating system error occurred when the software tried to release the model. Restart your workstation, and try to
perform the action again.

CSEXI0072E Error Message
The model you selected as the source model has been deleted from the encyclopedia since you made the selection. The
pending migration, adoption, or compare cannot continue.

Return to the model selection list and select a different model as the source model.

CSEXI0073E Error Message
The model you selected as the destination model has been deleted from the encyclopedia since you made the selection.
The pending migration, adoption, or compare cannot continue.

Return to the model selection list and select a different model as the destination model.

CSEXI0074E Error Message
Enter a unique encyclopedia ID value when setting the Local Encyclopedia ID. Valid values are greater than zero and
composed of up to three digits. Spaces are not allowed. Zero is not valid.

CSEXI0075E Error Message
You cannot modify an object that another user has checked out. Have the user make the change for you, or upload the
subset so you can have access.

CSEXI0076E Error Message
The object selected does not exist. The object may have been deleted. Select a different object.
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CSEXI0077E Error Message
The object type code selected is not valid. Select a valid code from the Object Type List dialog box.

CSEXI0078E Error Message
The drive entered for the manual update was not valid. Check the path you entered.

CSEXI0079E Error Message
The directory entered during the manual checkout does not exist. The software could not create this directory. Make sure
you have the appropriate access to the directory you entered, or enter a different directory.

CSEXI0080E Error Message
The selected procedure step is already packaged in a load module. The selected procedure step is already packaged in a
load module of this type and may not be packaged again. Select another procedure step instead.

CSEXI0081E Error Message
The procedure step must be batch. The procedure step must be batch in order to be packaged in a Batch Job. Select a
batch procedure step instead of the selected procedure step.

CSEXI0082E Error Message
The procedure step must be online in order to be packaged in an Online Load Module. Select an online procedure step
instead.

CSEXI0083E Error Message
The model or subset cannot be updated because the transfer file is corrupted. Ensure the update.trn file on the Checkout
Client is the correct file. Compare the date and timestamp with the time you updated. Check the file size to ensure the file
is not empty.

If the file is correct, retry the update.

If the file is the wrong file or has been damaged, contact your Technical Support representative.

CSEXI0084E Error Message
You cannot delete the user ID used to log on to the Coordination Client.

To delete the selected user ID, log on again under a different user ID that has administrator authority.

CSEXI0086E Error Message
The software cannot complete the checkout, update, or verify a model/subset. The server could not start the appropriate
utility.

Contact the server administrator.
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CSEXI0087E Error Message
The subset selected has been checked out. Wait for the subset to be checked in, have the user who has it make your
changes, or override the checkout.

CSEXI0088E Error Message
The subset name already exists. Subset names must be unique within a model. Enter a different name.

CSEXI0089E Error Message
The subset cannot be deleted, modified, renamed, or checked out because the subset or its model has been checked out.
Wait for the subset or model to be checked in or override the checkout.

CSEXI0090E Error Message
Someone else is currently accessing the subset. Wait until the subset is available.

CSEXI0091E Error Message
An operating system error occurred when the software tried to access a subset. Restart your workstation, and try to
perform the action again.

CSEXI0092E Error Message
The subset checkout user ID cannot be changed or the subset checkout status cannot be overridden because the subset
has not been checked out. Make sure you selected the correct subset.

CSEXI0093E Error Message
The subset does not exist. If performing a download, verify the spelling and/or existence of the subset name. If performing
an upload, verify that the subset was not deleted or renamed.

CSEXI0094E Error Message
An operating system error occurred when the software attempted to release the subset. Restart your workstation, and try
to perform the action again.

CSEXI0096E Error Message
The application requested is not supported. Contact your Technical Support representative.

CSEXI0097E Error Message
The software could not lock the subset.  Have the directory administrator check the status of the lock server.

CSEXI0099E Error Message
Generation has failed. Generation of a selected component has failed. To determine which component generation failed
on, check the GENSTAT.CTL file in the directory where the client is installed. In addition, a '.err' file may have been
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created on the Server in the 'Generated Source' Path. If this file exists, it will contain the reason for the failure. If no '.err'
file exists or you are unable to determine where the failure occurred, check the output in the SRVCONS executable
window.

CSEXI0100E Error Message
The user ID already exists. User IDs must be unique within an encyclopedia. Enter a different user ID.

CSEXI0101E Error Message
Either, you do not have authority to perform this task or the model you have selected is at too low of a schema level to be
used.

If lack of authorization is the problem, contact the model administrator to get the authority you need. If you selected a
model with an unsupported schema, consider either converting that model to the current schema through the Convert
command on the Encyclopedia Client or selecting a model that is at a supported schema.

CSEXI0107E Error Message
The Paths option is only valid at the Business System or Referential Integrity Triggers level. Instead of the currently
selected object, select either a Business System or Referential Integrity Triggers for Paths information.

CSEXI0117E Error Message
The entered filter value is not valid because it contains one or more imbedded percent signs (%). The % special character
can be the first character, the last character, or both the first and last, but it cannot be imbedded within the filter value.
Correct the filter format.

Two special syntax forms are supported:

Syntax Meaning
% (non-imbedded percent sign) Any string at all, including no string. When used as the first

character in the filter value, specifies any string preceding
the literal; when used as the final character, specifies any
string following the literal; when used as both the first and last
characters, specifies any string containing the literal in any
position.

_ (non-trailing underscore) Any single character. Can be used multiple times within the filter
value and in any position, except last.

Note: The wild card character, %, is automatically added to the end of the filter value you enter. Therefore, if you enter a
value expecting an exact match, you will get that match, if it exists, plus all the other entries that begin with that string.

CSEXI0118E Error Message
The directory entered is not valid. Enter a different directory.

CSEXI0121E Error Message
The platform password entered is not valid for the platform ID. Make sure you entered the correct ID and password.
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CSEXI0122E Error Message
The Encyclopedia ID entered is not a valid number. Enter the unique positive number that was assigned during the
installation of the Encyclopedia Server.

CSEXI0213E Error Message
The encyclopedia code page translation table, DXCPID, may have been corrupted or improperly loaded. Examine
DXCPID to determine whether it is missing a row with 0 (zero) for requester and a positive non-zero value for
encyclopedia. Contact Technical Support.

Note: Code page is called character encoding method in some environments.

CSEXI0124E Error Message
The encyclopedia is not open. Open the encyclopedia by selecting Actions, Open, and then selecting an encyclopedia.

CSEXI0125E Error Message
The model is not open. Open the model by entering the model name in the Name field and selecting Actions, Open.

If you do not know the model name, leave the Name field blank before selecting Open. This displays a list of models.

CSEXI0126E Error Message
The subset is not open. Open the subset by entering the model name in the Model Name field, entering the subset name
in the Subset Name field, and selecting Actions, Open.

If you do not know the model or subset names, leave the fields blank before selecting Open. This displays a list of models
and then subsets.

CSEXI0127E Error Message
The software could not process the command requested. Contact your Technical Support representative.

CSEXI0129E Error Message
The software could not lock the model. Contact your Technical Support representative.

CSEXI0132E Error Message
The attempt to check in or check out the model or subset was unsuccessful. Have the server administrator review the
Encyclopedia Server's log files for more information. Contact Technical Support for debug information.

CSEXI0133E Error Message
This message can appear when you attempt to use an old client with a new server. The single object option is no longer
supported in the Expansion Conflict report. This report has been moved from the Support Client to the Encyclopedia
Client. To examine the checkout status of a particular object, select that object from the subset object occurrence list and
select the Checkout Status command.
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CSEXI0134E Error Message
The requested Expansion Conflict Report, EXPCONFL.RPT, was not produced. Try running the report again. If the
problem reoccurs, contact Technical Support.

CSEXI0135E Error Message
The software could not update the model or subset because the date and time information on the encyclopedia does not
match that on the workstation.

Verify that the version on the encyclopedia contains the changes that were made.

If the version on the encyclopedia does not contain the changes

• Override and check out the model or subset again, and make those changes.
• Locate the version of the model or subset whose date and time information matches the one on the encyclopedia,

make those changes, and retry the update.

CSEXI0136E Error Message
The model or subset cannot be updated because it has not been checked out from the encyclopedia. Make sure you
selected the correct model or subset.

CSEXI0138E Error Message
The last update of the model or subset cannot be verified because the software could not determine why the update did
not work. Resend the last update.

CSEXI0140E Error Message
The software could not access the server to perform the file transfer. Make sure you entered the correct path. Have the
server administrator review the Encyclopedia Server's log files for more information.

CSEXI0141E Error Message
The software could not resend the last update because the encyclopedia does not recognize the model or subset as being
checked out.

Verify that the version on the encyclopedia contains the changes you made.

If the version on the encyclopedia does not contain the changes, check out the model or subset again and make those
changes.

CSEXI0142E Error Message
The verify of the last update or resend of the model or subset could not be done because it was already checked in. Make
sure you selected the correct model or subset.

CSEXI0143E Error Message
The model or subset could not be resent or updated because it was already updated. Make sure you selected the correct
model or subset.
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CSEXI0144E Error Message
You attempted to check in a model for which subsets are still checked out to child encyclopedias. Make sure all of the
subsets are checked in, then retry checking in the model.

CSEXI0145E Error Message
You selected a model that is in a status that is not compatible with the action to be performed.

Actions allowed for possible model statuses follow:

Model status Actions allowed
Modifiable Any operations
Read-only Read operations
Checked-in Read operations
Waiting-for-verify Read or generate delta operations
Unusable Support operations

Select a model that is in the status allowed for the action you plan to perform or wait until the model you selected is in the
required status before retrying the action.

CSEXI0146E Error Message

The apply of a model or subset to its parent encyclopedia failed. This error occurs when the everify.trn file does not exist,
so an Apply or Verify must be re-run to create this tran file. Take one of the following actions, depending on when you
received this message:

• If when running the standalone Verdelta command, re-run the process (Upload or Verify) that creates this file and then
re-run Verdelta.

• If when running the seamless Apply for Verify Apply commands, re-run the Apply with the Resend Apply command.

Copyright © 2010 CA. All rights reserved.

CSEXI0147E Error Message
Configuration valid for business system and RI triggers only. The Configuration option is only valid at the Business
System or Referential Integrity Triggers level. Instead of the currently selected object, select either a Business System or
Referential Integrity Triggers for Configuration information.

CSEXI0148E Error Message
The Configuration option is only valid at the Business System, Cooperative Load Module or Referential Integrity Triggers
level. Instead of the currently selected object, select either a Business System, a Cooperative Load Module or Referential
Integrity Triggers for Configuration information.

CSEXI0149E Error Message
The selected Trancode is already the clear screen trancode for another procedure step. Select another Trancode as your
clear screen trancode.
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CSEXI0150E Error Message
You attempted to update the object cache value, but the user ID under which you are currently logged on does not have
the required authority.

Only an Encyclopedia Administrator can update the object cache value.

CSEXI0151E Error Message
An unexpected error occurred while attempting to update the object cache. Contact Technical Support for assistance.

CSEXI0152E Error Message
The encyclopedia ID you entered cannot be assigned to the active encyclopedia because it belongs to another
encyclopedia. An encyclopedia must be registered under the ID assigned during installation; but that ID can be modified to
another valid ID, as long as the new ID is unique across all site encyclopedias.

Enter a unique encyclopedia ID.

CSEXI0153E Error Message
As a directory administrator, you overrode the checkout user ID to which a model or subset was checked out and are
attempting to assign a new checkout user ID. However, the user ID you specified belongs to an individual or group that is
not authorized to check out this model or any of it subsets. Either assign a user ID that is already authorized, or authorize
the user ID you entered, then re-try this function.

CSEXI0156E Error Message
You attempted to open an encyclopedia while another encyclopedia was already active/open. Close the active
encyclopedia, then retry the open.

CSEXI0157E Error Message
You attempted to modify the object cache using the Support Client, but the number you entered in the Value Entry Field
was either zero or a negative number. Enter a positive number of up to 9 digits and select the Modify command to apply
the change.

CSEXI0160E Error Message
The lock could not be freed. Contact your support representative.

CSEXI0161E Error Message
The transaction file contains errors. The upload cannot continue. Retry the request that created the transaction file.

CSEXI0162E Error Message
You selected a lock to be freed for a model or subset that was freed by the active process before your Free command
could be processed. You probably selected a lock of a model or subset that was initiated from an active process, but that
process just ended and freed this lock.

Since the selected lock has already been freed, no recovery is needed. The lock is in the free position you requested.
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To prevent future occurrences of this message, do not free locks on models or subsets that are in force from a currently
active process.

CSEXI0163E Error Message
Not all of the existing locks are displayed. Free any unused locks and redisplay the list, or display the list at a later time.

CSEXI0165E Error Message
Configuration valid for business system and coop. load module only. The Configuration option is only valid at the Business
System or Cooperative Load Module level. Instead of the currently selected object, select either a Business System or a
Cooperative Load Module for Configuration information.

CSEXI0168E Error Message
You attempted to assign a new administrator for the model or subset, but the User ID you entered does not belong to any
individual or group with access to this encyclopedia.

Either specify a User Id already defined in the encyclopedia or add the individual or group User ID you specified to the
encyclopedia and then assign that User ID as the model or subset administrator.

CSEXI0169E Error Message
You attempted to add or modify an individual user ID, but the name you specified already belongs to another group or
individual.

To ensure the name you select is unique, examine the list of existing IDs with the Open command. Then enter a unique
name for the individual user ID.

CSEXI0170E Error Message
You attempted to add or modify a group user ID, but the name you specified already belongs to another group or
individual.

To ensure the name you select is unique, examine the list of existing IDs with the Open command. Then enter a unique
name for the group user ID.

CSEXI0171E Error Message
In order to generate source code, the 'Generated Source' Path must be defined first - either at the parent Business
System level or as an Override Path through the Generation Defaults option. Define the Path and then try generation
again.

CSEXI0172E Error Message
Paths are required for generation of RI triggers. In order to generate Referential Integrity Triggers, both the 'Generated
Source' and 'Installation Control' Paths must be defined first - either at the Referential Integrity Triggers level or as
Override Triggers Paths through the Generation Defaults option. Define the Paths and then try generation again.
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CSEXI0173E Error Message
In order to install source code, the 'Installation Control' Path must be defined first - either at the parent Business System
level or as an Override Path through the Generation Defaults option. If the source code is to be installed remotely, then
the 'Remote Installation' Path must also be defined. Define the Path(s) and then try installation again.

CSEXI0174E Error Message
In order to install Referential Integrity Triggers, the 'Installation Control' Path must be defined first - either at the Referential
Integrity Triggers level or as an Override Triggers Path through the Generation Defaults option. If the Triggers are to be
installed remotely, then the 'Remote Installation' Path must also be defined. Define the Path(s) and then try installation
again.

CSEXI0175E Error Message
You cannot change the authority of the user ID you are currently logged on with as long as you are logged on under that
user ID.

To change the authority of this user ID, log off and then log on with a different user ID that has been authorized to change
the ID in question. Make the desired change.

CSEXI0176E Error Message
You cannot change the status of the user ID you are currently logged on with as long as you are logged on under that user
ID.

To change the status of this user ID, log off and then log on with a different user ID that has been authorized to change the
ID in question. Make the desired change.

CSEXI0178E Error Message
In order to generate DDL, the 'Generated Source' Path must be defined first - either at the Model level or as Override Path
through the DDL Generation Defaults option. Define the Path and then try generation again.

CSEXI0179E Error Message
In order to install DDL, the 'Installation Control' Path must be defined first - either at the Model level or as Override Path
through the DDL Generation Defaults option. If the DDL is to be installed remotely, then the 'Remote Installation' Path
must also be defined. Define the Path(s) and then try installation again.

CSEXI0180E Error Message
The selected option was not purchased for use with this encyclopedia. If you need the Window Manager or Cooperative
Packaging, contact your Technical Support representative to purchase the requested option.

CSEXI0182E Error Message
You are attempting to convert the selected model to the current schema, but the conversion was not successful. Check
the Encyclopedia Server window for error messages describing the error.

Run Standalone CONVMODL.EXE located on the server with the -d option for debug information. Run Encyclopedia
Validate of the model on the Workstation/Host Encyclopedia.
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CSEXI0183E Error Message
The model conversion failed because the conversion attempt was made on a model that is a child model. Conversion of a
child model is not allowed.

To convert this model, first apply your changes to the parent model and check it in. When the complete parent model and
all of its subsets are checked in, retry the conversion on the parent model.

CSEXI0184E Error Message
CSE conversion is designed to convert Second Prior Schema models and Prior Schema models to Current Schema
models.

Note: For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the  Release Notes
.

CSEXI0185E Error Message
The active encyclopedia is at a lower schema than the current model.

Install a version of CSE that supports the model schema.

NOTE

For supported model schema and associated Gen product releases, see the Release Notes.

CSEXI0186E Error Message
Check the INFO of the opened model for release. Ensure the release of the destination toolset/encyclopedia supports the
schema of the model as follows:

Upload model schema To CSE release
Second Prior Schema Second Prior Schema, Prior Schema, and Current Schema
Prior Schema Prior Schema and Current Schema
Current Schema Current Schema

Download model schema To Toolset schema
Second Prior Schema Second Prior Schema
Prior Schema Prior Schema
Current Schema Current Schema

NOTE
For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the  Release
Notes .

CSEXI0189E Error Message
The IEF3301.DAT file is either missing or invalid. You could be using a Workstation Toolset version of the IEF3301.DAT
instead of the CSE version that is needed.

Run Key Disk again to rebuild the correct IEF3301.DAT file.
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CSEXI0192E Error Message
As Directory Administrator, you attempted to change a user's password from the Encyclopedia Client, but only the owner
is permitted to change the password through the Encyclopedia Client. A Directory Administrator can change another
user's password from the Coordination Client, but not from the Encyclopedia Client.

Use the Coordination Client to change the password or request that the owner make the change through the Encyclopedia
Client.

CSEXI0193E Error Message
You were running a server side application that transfers files, such as a utility, when an error occurred while attempting to
get the current directory. This is a system error from which you cannot recover.

Contact Technical Support.

CSEXI0194E Error Message
A system error occurred while making a directory. Check the message for the name of the directory that was being
created and verify that it is a valid directory name.

CSEXI0195E Error Message
A system error occurred while changing directories. Check the message for the name of the directory that was being
changed to and verify that it is a valid directory name.

CSEXI0196E Error Message
A system error occurred while deleting a file. Check the message for the name of the file that was being deleted. Verify
that the file exists and that it is not currently in use by another process.

CSEXI0197E Error Message
A system error occurred while attempting to locate a file. Check the message for the name of the file that was being
located and verify that the file exists.

CSEXI0198E Error Message
You attempted to modify the object threshold using the Support Client, but the number you entered in the Override
Checkout Entry Field was either zero or a negative number. Enter a positive number of up to 9 digits and select the Modify
command to apply the change.

CSEXI0199E Error Message
You attempted to assign a clear screen trancode to a procedure step other than the first procedure step of a multistep
procedure. Select NONE as the clear screen trancode for this procedure step.

CSEXI0201E Error Message
You entered a name that begins with a non-alphabetic character. Change the name so that it begins with an alphabetic
character.
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CSEXI0202E Error Message
You entered a format name that exceeds the maximum length of six characters.

Enter a valid name. A valid FMT name:

• Contains only alphanumeric characters.
• Begins with an alphabetic character.
• Is no more than 6 characters long.

Is unique within the set of mid/mod/format names in the model.

CSEXI0203E Error Message
The required IEF3303.DAT file is either missing or has been corrupted. It may have been inadvertently deleted,
overwritten by another file, or placed on a bad sector of the machine.

Reinstall the Construction server to replace the missing or corrupted IEF3303.DAT file.

CSEXI0204E Error Message
The password you entered contains special characters, which are not valid. Enter a password composed of only
alphanumeric characters.

CSEXI0205E Error Message
The password you entered is composed of fewer than four characters. Enter a password with a length between four and
eight characters.

CSEXI0208E Error Message
You selected the read-only flag check box on the Extract Model Information dialog box when extracting a model from one
encyclopedia to be loaded into another encyclopedia.

No updates can be made to the active model since it is in read-only status.

To extract a model you can modify, extract the model again and do not check the read-only flag checkbox.

CSEXI0209E Error Message
An internal error occurred. Contact Technical Support.

CSEXI0210E Error Message
If the source model schema is Prior Schema, the destination model schema may be either Prior Schema or Current
Schema. If the source model schema is Current Schema, the destination model schema must be Current Schema; it
cannot be Prior Schema. Migration cannot proceed with the selected source and destination models.

Select a new source model, or a new destination model, such that the schema of the destination model is equal to or
greater that the schema of the source model.

NOTE
For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the Release
Notes.
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CSEXI0211E Error Message
The models you selected as Source Model and Destination Model have different language codes.

Language codes of source and destination models must be the same.

Select models that have the same language code as the Source Model and Destination Model.

CSEXI0212E Error Message
Different models must be selected as source model and destination model. Select a different model as source model or
destination model from the selection list.

CSEXI0214E Error Message
The operation you are attempting failed because the expected value for the requester was not found in the encyclopedia
code page translation table, DXCPID. Contact Technical Support.

NOTE
Code page is called character encoding method in some environments.

CSEXI0215E Error Message
The operation you are attempting failed because the requester code page does not map to the encyclopedia code page
under which the model is stored. Contact Technical Support.

Note: Code page is called character encoding method in some environments.

CSEXI0216E Error Message
There is no way to determine the default code page to use when accessing this encyclopedia. Contact Technical Support.

Note: Code page is called character encoding method in some environments.

CSEXI0217E Error Message
The model or the encyclopedia cannot be accessed because of a failure in opening the encyclopedia code page
translation table, DXCPID. Contact Technical Support.

NOTE
Code page is called character encoding method in some environments.

CSEXI0218E Error Message
The directory code page translation table, DIRXCPID, may have been corrupted or improperly loaded. Examine
DIRXCPID to determine whether it is missing a row with 0 (zero) for requester and a positive non-zero value for
encyclopedia. Contact Technical Support.

NOTE
Code page is called character encoding method in some environments.

CSEXI0219E Error Message
The operation you are attempting failed because the expected value for the requester was not found in the directory code
page translation table, DIRXCPID. Contact Technical Support.
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Note: Code page is called character encoding method in some environments.

CSEXI0220E Error Message
The operation you are attempting failed because the requester code page does not map to the encyclopedia code page
under which the model is stored. Contact Technical Support.

Note: Code page is called character encoding method in some environments.

CSEXI0221E Error Message
There is no way to determine the default code page to use when accessing this directory. Contact Technical Support.

NOTE
Code page is called character encoding method in some environments.

CSEXI0222E Error Message
This directory cannot be accessed because of a failure in opening the directory code page translation table, DIRXCPID.
Contact Technical Support.

NOTE
Code page is called character encoding method in some environments.

CSEXI0223E Error Message
When selecting a destination model from the model list, you selected a model that has a parent. The destination model
cannot be a child model.

Select a different destination model. Before making a selection, detail the candidate model and verify that the model does
not have a parent.

CSEXI0224E Error Message
A system error occurred while saving the trace information in an environment variable.

Return to the Trace Options panel and try the command again. A recurrence of this error suggests system problems.

CSEXI0225E Error Message
The entered filename contains a formatting error. Valid filenames are formatted as follows:

[set the File Name variable].<ext>

where, the filename length is between 1 and 8 characters and the extension is between 0 and 3 characters. The pending
adoption, trial adoption, migration, trial migration, or compare options cannot proceed.

Re-enter the filename in the correct format.

CSEXI0226E Error Message
Either there are no models available in the active encyclopedia or the active filter is such that none can be displayed for
selection in the destination model list. Revise the filtering criteria to enable the display of models from which you can
select. Or, load one or more models that fit the list criteria into the encyclopedia.
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CSEXI0227E Error Message
Either the active filter is such that no models can be displayed for selection in the source model list or there are no
available models in the active encyclopedia. Revise the filtering criteria to enable the display of models from which you
can select. Or, load one or more models that fit the list criteria into the encyclopedia.

CSEXI0228E Error Message
The selected source model and destination model were stored with different language codes. Select models that were
stored with the same language code. To determine a model's language code, detail the model and examine the Language
Code value.

Note: Code page is called character encoding method in some environments.

CSEXI0229E Error Message
The adoption, migration, or compare you requested could not be successfully performed because the model is not
useable.

Monitor the model status. Retry the operation when the model becomes useable.

CSEXI0230E Error Message
The migration or compare you requested could not be successfully performed because the source and destination models
did not meet the schema requirements.

SCHEMA REQUIREMENTS FOR MIGRATION

The destination schema must be greater than or equal to the source schema.

SCHEMA REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPARE

The source and destination schemas must be greater than or equal to Prior Schema.

NOTE
For the schema designation for Prior Schema, see the  Release Notes .

CSEXI0231E Error Message
The CODEPAGE.INI file, which is installed during installation of CSE clients or servers, lists platform code pages by
language, and code page specifications. This file must exist in the directory with your clients or servers (or the server
subdirectory with the .gxt files). This file may have been inadvertently deleted or may be an obsolete or corrupted version.

Reinstall one or more clients (or servers) to refresh the CODEPAGE.INI file.

CSEXI0232E Error Message
The name you entered for the aggregate set you are attempting to create, copy, or rename is already used by an existing
aggregate set. Enter another name.

CSEXI0233E Error Message
Since you selected the aggregate set for the current command, that someone else using a Version Control client has
deleted aggregate set. Cancel the current command. To start over on a different set, refresh the aggregate set list by
canceling the displayed list, then choose the Aggregate Sets option again.
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CSEXI0235E Error Message
You tried to delete, modify, rename or change administrator for an aggregate set on which you don't have the required
authority. To successfully use the command you attempted, you must log on under a group user ID or individual user
ID that has been authorized as set administrator for the selected set, or encyclopedia administrator for the active
encyclopedia. Obtain the authorization you need and retry the command.

CSEXI0236E Error Message
Either you attempted to perform an action on a Second Prior Schema model other than Delete, Convert, or Upload, or
you issued a command for an action you are not authorized to perform. If the selected model is a Second Prior Schema
model, either delete or convert the model. If the selected model is Prior Schema schema or later, obtain authorization for
the action you want to perform from the encyclopedia administrator, then retry the action.

NOTE
For the schema designation for Current Schema, Prior Schema, and Second Prior Schema, see the  Release
Notes .

CSEXI0237E Error Message
An internal error occurred during the object rename processing. The number of properties fetched for the object to be
renamed was not 1, 2, or 4 as expected. Contact Technical Support.

CSEXI0238W Error Message
You selected an object type without specifying a particular model in order to search all models in the encyclopedia for
object occurrences. No occurrences of the selected object type were found in the encyclopedia. Select a different object
type.

CSEXI0239E Error Message
You selected a model that was not created using a Gen workstation. Gen CSE Construction Client functions cannot be
used on this model.

Select a model created with a Gen workstation.

CSEXI0240E Error Message
You selected a destination model with a type that is different from the source model. Either both models must be Gen
models or both models must be Performer models.

Select source and destination models of the same type. To determine the model type, view model detail.

CSEXI0251E Error Message
Update of the Object ID Partition value failed.

Failure is due to database or system problems. The Update or Insert of the row into the DMAX table failed. Retry the
update, if problem persists, contact support.

CSEXI0252E Error Message
User not authorized to update the Object ID Partition value.
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The User ID you entered when attempting to update is not a valid.

Make sure you entered the correct ID. Make sure you are authorized as an Encyclopedia Administrator.

CSEXI0254E Error Message
Invalid Character Entered

You entered a multiple byte character that is not valid.

CSEXI0255E Error Message
A unique identifier could not be generated. This message results from an error in processing your request for a New GUID
(by clicking the New GUID push button).

CSEXI0256E Error Message
A license does not exist for this encyclopedia client. Contact Technical Support for assistance.

CSEXI0257E Error Message
CSE Server license has expired. Contact Technical Support for assistance.

CSEXI0258E Error Message
The beta license period has expired. Contact Technical Support for assistance.

CSEXI0259E Error Message
The license checking subsystem is at an unsupported version level. Contact Technical Support for assistance.

CSEXI0261E Error Message
APPLY.TRN file is not a valid apply file. This occurs if you are performing a manual cross copy model, and the wrong
transaction file is file transferred (or renamed) to APPLY.TRN.

CSEXI0262E Error Message
LOAD.TRN file is not a valid load file. This occurs if you are performing a manual extract model to another encyclopedia,
and the wrong transaction file is file transferred (or renamed) to LOAD.TRN.

CSEXI0263E Error Message
Encryption Subsystem Failed.

Verify that the encryption library, CAPKI, is installed correctly.

CSEXI0264E Error Message
Decryption Subsystem Failed.

Verify that the encryption library, CAPKI, is installed correctly.
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CSE Informational Messages
This section contains informational messages related to the Client Server Encyclopedia (CSE).

CSEXI0104I Information Message
You attempted to expand an object that does not have selectable components. For example, the Entity Type customer has
no selectable components in subsetting.

Do not expand this object.

CSEXI0105I Information Message
The model or subset has been updated successfully.

CSEXI0137I Information Message
The last update cannot be verified because the last update has not been applied. Resend the last update.

CSEXI0139I Information Message
The update of model or subset could not be verified because it was checked out but then overridden. Make sure you
selected the correct model or subset.

CSEXI0181I Informational Message
The selected model was successfully converted to Current Schema.

Now that the model has been converted to the Current Schema, it can be worked on with a Toolset in the same schema.

NOTE
For the schema designation for Current Schema, see the Release Notes.

CSEXI0158I Informational Message
The object cache value you entered is now in effect.

CSEXI0187I Informational Message
The DMAX table is now synchronized with other internal tables.

CSEXI0188I Informational Message
The Complete command you initiated has successfully finished processing. This message is informational.

CSEXI0200I Informational Message
You attempted to assign a PSB name for a DB2 Attach type other than IMS-BMP or DLIBATCH. The entered PSB name
has been cleared.
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CSEXI0206I Informational Message
The encyclopedia ID for the local encyclopedia has been successfully reset. The encyclopedia database has been
modified to reflect the changed ID.

CSEXI0207I Informational Message
The object count threshold has been successfully modified. The Override Checkout value you entered is now in effect.

CSEXI0253I Informational Message
Object ID Partition Value successfully modified.

The Object ID Partition value is successfully modified.

CSE Message Dispatcher Messages
This section contains error messages related to the Message Dispatcher.

ERROR INI FILE <NAME> PROCESSING FAILED.
Reason: 

An error was detected while processing the ini file.

Action: 

Review the IEFMD.INI file to ensure there are no syntax errors in the file. The last few lines of mdinit.01 have some
indication of where the error occurred.

MESSAGE DISPATCHER...................................COMM SETUP FAILED.
Reason: 

There is a problem in the communications setup. For example, the MD Names or NodeNames in the iefmd.ini file may not
be recognized by network name resolution services.

Action: 

Review the IEFMD.01 file for more information about the problem.

MESSAGE DISPATCHER...................................START SERVERS FAILED.
Reason:

A problem occurred starting the servers or utilities.

Action:

Review the server log files and the Message Dispatcher error messages for more information about the problem.

MESSAGE DISPATCHER...................................START LINKED MDS FAILED.
Reason: 

There was a problem starting a remote message dispatcher in a multi-message dispatcher environment.
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Action: 

Ensure the remote IEFRDS is running.

SEE LOG FILE <NAME> FOR FAILURE INFORMATION.
Reason: 

This message is presented when any startup failure occurs.

Action: 

Refer to the log file displayed.

ERROR Logfile <logfile> could not be opened.
Reason: 

The account under which the Message Dispatcher was started did not have permission to create the file named <logfile>.

Action: 

Change the account permissions or the file system permissions so that the file can be opened.

MESSAGE DISPATCHER for <product_version> Starting at <date-time>.
Reason: 

Informational message that reports the Message Dispatcher version and date and time it started.

Action: 

None.

/MDERR = [set the File Name variable]
Reason: 

The /MDERR command line parameter was present when the Message Dispatcher started. Standard output and standard
errors messages are redirected to [set the File Name variable].

Action: 

None.

Log files <logfile.01> thru <logfile.<count>>
Reason: 

Informational message that identifies the log files used by the Message Dispatcher.

Action: 

None.

ERROR INI file <name> processing failed. See end of <inifile> for error information.
Action: 

See the named ini file in the error message for error information.
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MESSAGE DISPATCHER...................................Comm Setup failed. 1
Action: 

The diagnostic file, iefmd.<nn>, describes the details of this problem. This message occurs only in the first instance of
these files, iefmd.01. For more detailed information, change LogLevel to DEBUG in the ThisMessageDispatcher section of
the iefmd.ini file. Reset it to STANDARD after resolving the problem.

MESSAGE DISPATCHER...................................Start Servers failed. 1
The diagnostic file, iefmd.<nn>, describes the details of this problem. This message occurs only in the first instance of
these files, iefmd.01. For more detailed information, change LogLevel to DEBUG in the ThisMessageDispatcher section of
the iefmd.ini file. Reset it to STANDARD after resolving the problem.

MESSAGE DISPATCHER...................................Start Linked MDs failed. 1

MESSAGE DISPATCHER...................................Ready.
 Reason: 

The Message Dispatcher completed initialization.

 Action: 

Proceed with Encyclopedia work.

<nodename> <env_name> <unit_name> <app_name> ........Ready.
Reason: 

The CSE application <app_name> running at the communications service <nodename> <unit_name> is ready to use.

Action: 

None.

MESSAGE DISPATCHER Shutdown Request received.
Reason: 

The stopmd command was used to tell the Message Dispatcher to stop running.

Action: 

Perform administrative operations and restart the Message Dispatcher as needed.

See log file <name> for failure information.
See the log file for failure information.

Initialization Error - nodename resolution failed.
Reason: 

Host name or service name resolution failed while attempting to connect to an iefrds instance.
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Action: 

Verify that the nodename is correctly defined in the host name resolution and service name resolution services. Correct
any problems found.

Connection Error - Make sure IEFRDS is running on remote node.
Reason: 

The Message Dispatcher could not establish a connection to an iefrds instance.

Action: 

Start the iefrds at continue operations.

CSE Message Dispatcher Error Messages
This section contains error messages related to the Message Dispatcher.

MDEXI0001E Error Message
Internal error; contact Technical Support.

MDEXI0002E Error Message
Internal error; contact Technical Support.

MDEXI0003E Error Message
A processing failure occurred because you ran out of available memory.

Exit the Client. Free any unused applications. Then, retry the processing that did not successfully complete.

MDEXI0004E Error Message
A processing failure occurred because you ran out of available memory.

Exit the Client. Free any unused applications. Then, retry the processing that did not successfully complete.

MDEXI0005E Error Message
A processing failure occurred because you ran out of available memory.

Exit the Client. Free any unused applications. Then, retry the processing that did not successfully complete.

MDEXI0006E Error Message
A processing failure occurred because you ran out of available memory.

Exit the Client. Free any unused applications. Then, retry the processing that did not successfully complete.

MDEXI0007E Error Message
Internal error; contact Technical Support.
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MDEXI0009E Error Message
When the Message Dispatcher starts a server or utility executable, the executable is started with the /MDINST=<nbr>
parameter. The /MDINST parameter value is generally fed back to the Message Dispatcher (IEFMD) when the server or
utility makes a connection and registers with the message dispatcher.

Use of this parameter is optional. This error message appears if an administrator manually starts a server of the same
type and with the same instance number as a server that is already executing.

It is recommended that when manually starting servers the /MDINST parameter not be used. The Message Dispatcher will
automatically assign the instance number.

MDEXI0010E Error Message
When functional enhancements are made to the Message Dispatcher and the HTI/MDS components that allow client and
server applications to communicate in a heterogeneous environment, it is necessary to ensure that all communicating
components are compatible. The MDS version level is changed infrequently and only at well-defined product milestones.

When an old client or server application is run using a newer version of the Message Dispatcher (or vice versa), the
Message Dispatcher will refuse the connection.

Make sure all client, server, and Message Dispatcher components are taken from the same installation release.

MDEXI0011E Error Message
The current request was not successfully processed.

Retry the request. If it fails again, contact Technical Support.

MDEXI0012E Error Message
The current command was not processed successfully. The failure occurred during file transfer.

Manually transfer the file. Then, report the problem to Technical Support for resolution.

MDEXI0013E Error Message
The current command was not processed successfully. The failure occurred during file transfer.

Manually transfer the file. Then, report the problem to Technical Support for resolution.

MDEXI0014E Error Message
The current command was not processed successfully. The failure occurred during file transfer.

Manually transfer the file. Then, report the problem to Technical Support for resolution.

MDEXI0015E Error Message
A server was manually started with the incorrect parameters.

Allow the Message Dispatcher (IEFMD) to start all servers. For information on the correct parameters, contact Technical
Support.
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MDEXI0016E Error Message
The current client request could not be processed. Perhaps you attempted to shut down client applications while there
were outstanding server requests to be processed.

Verify that the client and server applications are running; if not, start them as needed and reissue the request that failed.

MDEXI0017E Error Message
The IEFMD.INI file was incorrectly modified to specify MD-to-MD links.

Correct the IEFMD.INI file, verify there are no network problems, then shut down and restart the Message Dispatcher
(IEFMD).

MDEXI0020E Error Message
The current client request cannot be added to the message queue; either the current load is too heavy or the server
machine is low on memory.

Exit the client and check the server load and activity. Retry the failed request when the message queue is short.

MDEXI0021E Error Message
The Client or Server application terminated while processing activity was underway. You may have exited the Client before
the processing of the request completed.

Verify the servers are running, then reissue the request. Be sure the keep the Client open until processing of the request
is completed.

MDEXI0022E Error Message
The manual modification of the IEFMD.INI file produced an error. The environment option must be 'CSE_ENV' if Clients
are to accept the default, no cmd-line override.

Modify the IEFMD.INI file to use 'CSE_ENV' as the environment name. Refer to the Installing section for details when
manually modifying the configuration after installation.

MDEXI0023E Error Message
Either the group name was specified incorrectly on the command line or the group name parameter was modified in the
IEFMD.INI file.

Verify you are using the correct group name; then retry.

MDEXI0024E Error Message
Either the unit name was specified incorrectly on the command line or the UNIT parameter was modified in the IEFMD.INI
file.

Verify you are using the correct unit name; then retry.

MDEXI0025E Error Message
A non-existent server path name was specified in the IEFMD.INI file.
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Replace the incorrect path with a valid, executable path name.

MDEXI0026E Error Message
A server was manually started with the incorrect parameters.

Allow the Message Dispatcher (IEFMD) to start all servers. For information on the correct parameters, contact Technical
Support.

MDEXI0027E Error Message
A server was manually started with the incorrect parameters.

Allow the Message Dispatcher (IEFMD) to start all servers. For information on the correct parameters, contact Technical
Support.

MDEXI0029E Error Message
The Message Dispatcher received a client request for which the MDS routing header portion of the message identified a
non-existent INI file environment.

Record error information and contact Technical Support.

MDEXI0030E Error Message
The Message Dispatcher received a client request for which the MDS routing header portion of the message identified a
non-existent INI file group.

Record error information and contact Technical Support.

MDEXI0031E Error Message
The Message Dispatcher received a client request for which the MDS routing header portion of the message identified a
non-existent Interface level.

Record error information and call support.

MDEXI0032E Error Message
The Message Dispatcher received a client request for which the MDS routing header portion of the message identified a
non-existent INI Category level.

Record error information and call support.

MDEXI0033E Error Message
The Message Dispatcher received a client request for which the MDS routing header portion of the message identified a
non-existent RPC service.

This error might appear if the server handling the RPC service failed to register with the Message Dispatcher.

Verify that all CSE servers and utilities are listed in the IEFMD.INI file and are not commented out with a leading
semicolon. Use the default IEFMD.INI file from the installation for comparison.
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Check all server and utility windows to verify that the application successfully started and has no connect errors listed. If
all servers failed during startup, refer to HTIERR_HOST_SERVICE_UNKNOWN error recovery steps.

MDEXI0034E Error Message
A Client operation was attempted before the servers were fully started.

Wait until all the CSE servers are active, then reissue the request.

MDEXI0040E Error Message
A client application attempted to set or change the IEFMD.INI environment used to route client requests to servers. When
the client initially registers with the Message Dispatcher, it receives a list of all valid environment names.

For the CSE product, the IEFMD.INI file comes with CSE_ENV as the default environment. CSE clients are not
programmed to allow switching between environments. As such, all CSE clients must be started with /MDENV=<name>
command-line parameter to override the CSE_ENV default environment name.

Check the IEFMD.INI file for the name of the environment containing the CSE servers you intend to communicate with.
Note the environment name.

Check the command-line parameters (properties) of the installed CSE client application. If the /MDENV parameter is
specified, make sure that is matches the name found in the IEFMD.INI file.

MDEXI0041E Error Message
If the error occurred when you attempted to bring up a client, either the user ID used for logon is not authorized for this
encyclopedia or the startup command is using an incorrect Software Group name for the Directory Group. This name can
be defined with IEF_DIRGROUP in your program execution environment; it can be specified with the /mdgrp= parameter
in the startup command; or if unspecified, will default to DIR. The value that should be used is the Software Group name
specified at installation of the Coordination Server. This name can be found in the [Group] section of the <iefmd>.ini file
that defines the "Directory Group." Ask the Directory Administrator for this name, then make an appropriate change to
ensure the startup command uses the correct Directory Group value.

If the error occurred when you attempted to open an encyclopedia, the Software Group name specified during the
registration of the encyclopedia did not match the Software Group name specified during installation of the corresponding
Encyclopedia Server. Ask the Directory Administrator to either modify the Software Group name for the Encyclopedia
group though the Modify Encyclopedia command in the Coordination Client so that it matches the Group Name
corresponding to this "Encyclopedia Group" in a [Group] section of the <iefmd>.ini file or modify this value in the .ini file so
that it corresponds to the Software Group name used at registration.

MDEXI0043E Error Message
The attempt to start the Client failed due to either a missing /MDNAME parameter or a missing IEF_MDNAME
environment variable.

Set the IEF_MDNAME in the CONFIG.SYS file or supply the /MDNAME parameter on the command line, depending on
which is missing.

MDEXI0045E Error Message
These errors can occur on either the client or server application during a file transfer operation.

Verify that the file being transmitted actually exists at the source (the sending application) and has the proper read access
such that the file can be opened and transferred.
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Verify that the destination at which the file is to be received has sufficient disk space to hold the file and that any user
directories have the proper file permissions to permit the file creation.

With the MDS communication system, files are transmitted by reading and sending portions of the file in normal
messages. As such, any errors in the file transfer process are likely the result of file existence and read/write permission
problems.

MDEXI0046X Error Message
These errors can occur on either the client or server application during a file transfer operation.

Verify that the file being transmitted actually exists at the source (the sending application) and has the proper read access
such that the file can be opened and transferred.

Verify that the destination at which the file is to be received has sufficient disk space to hold the file and that any user
directories have the proper file permissions to permit the file creation.

With the MDS communication system, files are transmitted by reading and sending portions of the file in normal
messages. As such, any errors in the file transfer process are likely the result of file existence and read/write permission
problems.

MDEXI0047E Error Message
These errors can occur on either the client or server application during a file transfer operation.

Verify that the file being transmitted actually exists at the source (the sending application) and has the proper read access
such that the file can be opened and transferred.

Verify that the destination at which the file is to be received has sufficient disk space to hold the file and that any user
directories have the proper file permissions to permit the file creation.

With the MDS communication system, files are transmitted by reading and sending portions of the file in normal
messages. As such, any errors in the file transfer process are likely the result of file existence and read/write permission
problems.

MDEXI0048E Error Message
These errors can occur on either the client or server application during a file transfer operation.

Verify that the file being transmitted actually exists at the source (the sending application) and has the proper read access
such that the file can be opened and transferred.

Verify that the destination at which the file is to be received has sufficient disk space to hold the file and that any user
directories have the proper file permissions to permit the file creation.

With the MDS communication system, files are transmitted by reading and sending portions of the file in normal
messages. As such, any errors in the file transfer process are likely the result of file existence and read/write permission
problems.

MDEXI0049E Error Message
These errors can occur on either the client or server application during a file transfer operation.

Verify that the file being transmitted actually exists at the source (the sending application) and has the proper read access
such that the file can be opened and transferred.

Verify that the destination at which the file is to be received has sufficient disk space to hold the file and that any user
directories have the proper file permissions to permit the file creation.
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With the MDS communication system, files are transmitted by reading and sending portions of the file in normal
messages. As such, any errors in the file transfer process are likely the result of file existence and read/write permission
problems.

MDEXI0050E Error Message
These errors can occur on either the client or server application during a file transfer operation.

Verify that the file being transmitted actually exists at the source (the sending application) and has the proper read access
such that the file can be opened and transferred.

Verify that the destination at which the file is to be received has sufficient disk space to hold the file and that any user
directories have the proper file permissions to permit the file creation.

With the MDS communication system, files are transmitted by reading and sending portions of the file in normal
messages. As such, any errors in the file transfer process are likely the result of file existence and read/write permission
problems.

MDEXI0051E Error Message
These errors can occur on either the client or server application during a file transfer operation.

Verify that the file being transmitted actually exists at the source (the sending application) and has the proper read access
such that the file can be opened and transferred.

Verify that the destination at which the file is to be received has sufficient disk space to hold the file and that any user
directories have the proper file permissions to permit the file creation.

With the MDS communication system, files are transmitted by reading and sending portions of the file in normal
messages. As such, any errors in the file transfer process are likely the result of file existence and read/write permission
problems.

MDEXI0052E Error Message
These errors can occur on either the client or server application during a file transfer operation.

Verify that the file being transmitted actually exists at the source (the sending application) and has the proper read access
such that the file can be opened and transferred.

Verify that the destination at which the file is to be received has sufficient disk space to hold the file and that any user
directories have the proper file permissions to permit the file creation.

With the MDS communication system, files are transmitted by reading and sending portions of the file in normal
messages. As such, any errors in the file transfer process are likely the result of file existence and read/write permission
problems.

MDEXI0053E Error Message
These errors can occur on either the client or server application during a file transfer operation.

Verify that the file being transmitted actually exists at the source (the sending application) and has the proper read access
such that the file can be opened and transferred.

Verify that the destination at which the file is to be received has sufficient disk space to hold the file and that any user
directories have the proper file permissions to permit the file creation.
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With the MDS communication system, files are transmitted by reading and sending portions of the file in normal
messages. As such, any errors in the file transfer process are likely the result of file existence and read/write permission
problems.

MDEXI0054E Error Message
These errors can occur on either the client or server application during a file transfer operation.

Verify that the file being transmitted actually exists at the source (the sending application) and has the proper read access
such that the file can be opened and transferred.

Verify that the destination at which the file is to be received has sufficient disk space to hold the file and that any user
directories have the proper file permissions to permit the file creation.

With the MDS communication system, files are transmitted by reading and sending portions of the file in normal
messages. As such, any errors in the file transfer process are likely the result of file existence and read/write permission
problems.

MDEXI0055E Error Message
These errors can occur on either the client or server application during a file transfer operation.

Verify that the file being transmitted actually exists at the source (the sending application) and has the proper read access
such that the file can be opened and transferred.

Verify that the destination at which the file is to be received has sufficient disk space to hold the file and that any user
directories have the proper file permissions to permit the file creation.

With the MDS communication system, files are transmitted by reading and sending portions of the file in normal
messages. As such, any errors in the file transfer process are likely the result of file existence and read/write permission
problems.

MDEXI0056E Error Message
These errors can occur on either the client or server application during a file transfer operation.

Verify that the file being transmitted actually exists at the source (the sending application) and has the proper read access
such that the file can be opened and transferred.

Verify that the destination at which the file is to be received has sufficient disk space to hold the file and that any user
directories have the proper file permissions to permit the file creation.

With the MDS communication system, files are transmitted by reading and sending portions of the file in normal
messages. As such, any errors in the file transfer process are likely the result of file existence and read/write permission
problems.

MDEXI0057E Error Message
Processing of the current Client request did not complete because the server processing the request crashed.

Examine the Server window to determine why the server crashed. Restart the server and reissue the request.
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MDEXI0058E Error Message
If the Message Dispatcher is stopped by CTRL-C or by ending the task, all client and server applications currently
connected will lose their open connections. Each server will issue this error which can be ignored. After closing all server
windows and client applications, restart the Message Dispatcher.

This error may also appear if a client or server application terminated abnormally, thereby breaking an existing connection
with the Message Dispatcher. In this situation, identify the offending application. If a server is terminating abnormally, look
in its window on the server machine and record any error messages. With this information, contact technical support.

MDEXI0059E Error Message
A syntax error was encountered while parsing the IEFMD.INI file by the Message Dispatcher. A detailed error message is
printed along with the line number in the IEFMD.INI file that the error was detected.

You may have modified the IEFMD.INI file by hand and introduced an error or used invalid keywords or parameters when
using mdcfg.

Inspect the mdinit.01 file in the directory with IEFMD. The last few lines of this file indicate where the error is in the
IEFMD.INI file. Fix the file.

To prevent recurrences of this message, use mdcfg to construct the IEFMD.INI file.

MDEXI0060E Error Message
The Message Dispatcher attempted to but could not open the IEFMD.INI file or the INI file specified by the optional /
MDNAME command-line parameter to the IEFMD executable.

Verify that the IEFMD.INI file (or the specified INI file) exists and has read access.

MDEXI0061E Error Message
Some CSE servers tell the Message Dispatcher upon registration of their RPC services that it should refuse all attempts to
restart the server if it ever crashes.

This is a protection feature that the server imposes, believing that the crash may have corrupted the DBMS and that an
administrator should recover the databases using a DBMS utility.

In general, you should let any currently active requests complete and shutdown the remaining servers and the Message
Dispatcher. Recover any databases and restart the Message Dispatcher.

MDEXI0062E Error Message
A client or server application attempted to disconnect from the Message Dispatcher, but was not currently connected.

Ignore this error message.

MDEXI0063E Error Message
At the present time, no additional transport connections can be made to the Message Dispatcher. All lines are in use.

Close unnecessary client applications and try again.
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MDEXI0064E Error Message
A timeout has occurred on a call to TCP/IP "select" while waiting on a message or connection event. The "select" call will
be reissued and processing is not affected.

Ignore this error message.

MDEXI0066E Error Message
The Message Dispatcher name specified by the /MDNAME command-line parameter (or the default name of IEFMD)
could not be located in both the TCP/IP "hosts" and "services" files. Use the following tips to resolve the problem:

• If using TCP/IP, verify that the name of the Message Dispatcher appears in both the "hosts" and "services" files and
that there is a carriage return after the last entry in both the "hosts" and "services" files.

• On UNIX, verify that any domain name server is configured as described in the CSE documentation.

MDEXI0067E Error Message
TCP/IP is not installed or configured correctly.

Verify that the approved TCP/IP product is installed on the local machine. Running TCP/IP from a network (not locally
installed) is not recommended.

Use PING, TELNET, and FTP to validate that TCP/IP is installed correctly.

If you are unsuccessful at installing or configuring TCP/IP, you may need to call your TCP/IP vendor's support line. The
communications board you are using may not be supported or its configuration needs may be different.

MDEXI0068E Error Message
TCP/IP is not installed or configured correctly.

Verify that the approved TCP/IP product is installed on the local machine. Running TCP/IP from a network (not locally
installed) is not recommended.

Use PING, TELNET, and FTP to validate that TCP/IP is installed correctly.

If you are unsuccessful at installing or configuring TCP/IP, you may need to call your TCP/IP vendor's support line. The
communications board you are using may not be supported or its configuration needs may be different.

MDEXI0069E Error Message
TCP/IP is not installed or configured correctly.

Verify that the approved TCP/IP product is installed on the local machine. Running TCP/IP from a network (not locally
installed) is not recommended.

Use PING, TELNET, and FTP to validate that TCP/IP is installed correctly.

If you are unsuccessful at installing or configuring TCP/IP, you may need to call your TCP/IP vendor's support line. The
communications board you are using may not be supported or its configuration needs may be different.

MDEXI0070E Error Message
TCP/IP is not installed or configured correctly.

Verify that the approved TCP/IP product is installed on the local machine. Running TCP/IP from a network (not locally
installed) is not recommended.
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Use PING, TELNET, and FTP to validate that TCP/IP is installed correctly.

If you are unsuccessful at installing or configuring TCP/IP, you may need to call your TCP/IP vendor's support line. The
communications board you are using may not be supported or its configuration needs may be different.

MDEXI0071E Error Message
TCP/IP is not installed or configured correctly.

Verify that the approved TCP/IP product is installed on the local machine. Running TCP/IP from a network (not locally
installed) is not recommended.

Use PING, TELNET, and FTP to validate that TCP/IP is installed correctly.

If you are unsuccessful at installing or configuring TCP/IP, you may need to call your TCP/IP vendor's support line. The
communications board you are using may not be supported or its configuration needs may be different.

MDEXI0072E Error Message
TCP/IP is not installed or configured correctly.

Verify that the approved TCP/IP product is installed on the local machine. Running TCP/IP from a network (not locally
installed) is not recommended.

Use PING, TELNET, and FTP to validate that TCP/IP is installed correctly.

If you are unsuccessful at installing or configuring TCP/IP, you may need to call your TCP/IP vendor's support line. The
communications board you are using may not be supported or its configuration needs may be different.

MDEXI0073E Error Message
The Message Dispatcher name specified by the /MDNAME command-line parameter (or the default name of IEFMD)
could not be located in the TCP/IP "hosts" and "services" files.

Verify that the name of the Message Dispatcher appears in both the "hosts" and "services" files.

Verify that there is a carriage return after the last entry in both the "hosts" and "services" files.

On UNIX, verify that any domain name server is configured as described in the CSE documentation.

MDEXI0074E Error Message
The client or server application located the Message Dispatcher name in the TCP/IP "hosts" and "services" files, but was
unable to establish contact with the Message Dispatcher.

Verify that the Message Dispatcher is actually running.

Verify that the IP address of the hostname in the TCP/IP "hosts" file is correctly pointing to the machine running the
message dispatcher.

Verify that the corresponding port number in the TCP/IP "services" file is the same one being used by the Message
Dispatcher.

Make sure your LAN cable is attached and active.

MDEXI0075E Error Message
TCP/IP is not installed or configured correctly
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Verify that the approved TCP/IP product is installed on the local machine. Running TCP/IP from a network (not locally
installed) is not recommended.

Use PING, TELNET, and FTP to validate that TCP/IP is installed correctly.

If you are unsuccessful at installing or configuring TCP/IP, you may need to call your TCP/IP vendor's support line. The
communications board you are using may not be supported or its configuration needs may be different.

MDEXI0082E Error Message
When the Message Dispatcher starts a server or utility executable, the executable is started with the /MDAPP=<name>
parameter. The /MDAPP parameter value is generally fed back to the Message Dispatcher (IEFMD) when the server or
utility makes a connection and registers with the message dispatcher.

If an administrator starts a server by hand and forgets to supply this required parameter, this error will be printed.

For CSE, the /MDAPP parameter value is the name of the server or utility itself (for example, /MDAPP=SRVCOORD for
the Coordination Server)

Restart the server with the /MDAPP parameter, where the value matches the value to the right of an "AppName = " option
line in the IEFMD.INI file which declares the server or utility to the Message Dispatcher.

MDEXI0083E Error Message
When the Message Dispatcher starts a server or utility executable, the executable is started with the /MDSTART=<val>
parameter. The /MDSTART parameter value is either REG, REGRUN, or RUN.

If an administrator starts a server by hand and forgets to supply this required parameter, this error will be printed.

Restart the server using /MDSTART= with one of the following values:

Value Purpose
REG To tell the server or utility to Register the RPC services that it

handles and to discontinue execution.
REGRUN To tell the server or utility to Register the RPC services that it

handles and to prepare for incoming client requests.
RUN To tell server or utility that its RPC services were previously

registered so there's no need to re-register them with the Message
Dispatcher. The server or utility should prepare to receive
incoming client requests.

MDEXI0084E Error Message
You may have attempted to start a Client before the servers were up and running.

Wait for the servers to complete startup before starting a Client.

MDEXI0085E Error Message
The transport initialization failure may be because:

• The communications software is not installed correctly
• The communications software is not configured correctly
• The communications software has not been upgraded to the needed version
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Verify that the approved communications software product is installed on the local machine. Running communications
software from a network (not locally installed) is not recommended.

If you suspect a configuration problem or need for upgrade, call your communications software vendor's support line for
help.

MDEXI0086E Error Message
The transport de-initialization failure is due to an internal error. Verify that the server is running and that the network
is active. If not, start the server or activate the network. Otherwise, record any error information and contact Technical
Support.

MDEXI0087E Error Message
The inability to determine the name of the local host may be because the Message Dispatcher host name entry was not
found in the expected file.

For example, if using TCP/IP, the Message Dispatcher host name must be defined in both the Hosts and the Services file.
In the Services file, an entry similar to the following would be expected:

# Client Server Encyclopedia
iefmd 2503/tcp #default message dispatcher

See the documentation for your communications package for instructions on editing the file where the Message
Dispatcher is defined. Once the file is corrected, retry the operation.

MDEXI0088E Error Message
The inability to contact the Message Dispatcher may be because:

• The communications software is not installed correctly
• The communications software is not configured correctly
• The communications software has not been upgraded to the needed version

Verify that the approved communications software product is installed on the local machine. Running communications
software from a network (not locally installed) is not recommended.

If you suspect a configuration problem or need for upgrade, you may need to call you communications software vendor's
support line for help.

MDEXI0089E Error Message
The client could not initiate a connection to the server. Verify that the server is running and that the network is active. If
not, start the server or activate the network. Otherwise, record any error information and contact Technical Support.

MDEXI0090E Error Message
The client cannot connect to the server. Verify that the server is running and that the network is active. If not, start the
server or activate the network. Otherwise, record any error information and contact Technical Support.

MDEXI0091E Error Message
The inability to send messages to the Message Dispatcher is due to a communication error.
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First, verify that the server is running. To capture more specific information about the problem, restart the client from a
command prompt and redirect errors to a file. Continue until you get the error again. Exit the client and review the output
file for specific error information.

MDEXI0092E Error Message
The Message Dispatcher you were connected to has experienced a fatal error. It is no longer available to receive
messages from this workstation. Inform your Administrator that the Message Dispatcher must be restarted. Exit all
processes that were connected to the Message Dispatcher from this workstation and restart them once the Message
Dispatcher is available.

MDEXI0093E Error Message
The Message Dispatcher, Coordination, and/or Encyclopedia server(s) are not able to respond. Verify that the server
is running and that the network is active. If not, start the server or activate the network. Otherwise, record any error
information and contact Technical Support.

MDEXI0094E Error Message
The client failed when deallocating connection from the server. Verify that the server is running and that the network
is active. If not, start the server or activate the network. Otherwise, record any error information and contact Technical
Support.

MDEXI0095E Error Message
The server cannot initiate a connection. Verify that the server is running and that the network is active. If not, start the
server or activate the network. Otherwise, record any error information and contact Technical Support.

MDEXI0096E Error Message
The server's inability to start transport listening may be because the server start failed. Verify that the server is running
and that the network is active. If not, start the server or activate the network. Otherwise, record any error information and
contact Technical Support.

MDEXI0097E Error Message
The server sent a message that failed. Verify that the server is running and that the network is active. If not, start the
server or activate the network. Otherwise, record any error information and contact Technical Support.

MDEXI0098E Error Message
The server could not receive a message that failed. Verify that the server is running and that the network is active. If not,
start the server or activate the network. Otherwise, record any error information and contact Technical Support.

MDEXI0099E Error Message
The server's inability to shut down properly was due to an internal error. Verify that the server is running and that the
network is active. If not, start the server or activate the network. Otherwise, record any error information and contact
Technical Support.
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MDEXI0100E Error Message
The server failed when deallocating the connection. Verify that the server is running and that the network is active. If not,
start the server or activate the network. Otherwise, record any error information and contact Technical Support.

MDEXI0101E Error Message
The inability to allocate memory was due to an internal error. Verify that the server is running and that the network is
active. If not, start the server or activate the network. Otherwise, record any error information and contact Technical
Support.

MDEXI0102E Error Message
Local hostname not available.

CSE TCP/IP failed to determine the hostname of the computer where this program is running. Check your computers
communications configuration.

MDEXI0103E Error Message
Hostname did not resolve to any TCP/IP addresses.

Verify that the hostname is correctly spelled and is a valid hostname in your network.

MDEXI0104E Error Message
No usable sockets for selected hostname.

iefmd or iefrds could not allocate TCP/IP communications resources (sockets). Verify the hostname and service name or
port number are not in use by some currently running program.

MDEXI0105E Error Message
Invalid form for the hostname, service name, or port number.

The hostname, service name, or port contains characters or character sequences that prevent use of this name in IP
networks. Change the name to a valid value for the network.

Generator Messages
Generator messages have three parts:

• A three-character component code, CGB
• A four-digit sequence number, beginning with 0001
• One-character severity code, I, W, E, or S
I

- Informational messages display supporting documentation and statistics, and are not errors.
W

- Warnings indicate that the system took corrective action. Determine if it was the appropriate action.
E

- Error messages occur when the Gen cannot generate the screen. The file exists when a previous generation
produced a screen file.
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S
- Severe error messages occur when generation cannot continue.

 Gen writes all generator messages to an error log file, and also displays error messages resulting from unrecoverable
errors.

Users can browse the error log file after generation to view warning messages.

When a workstation toolset invokes the generator, the log file has the same name as the member name of the screen
generated, with an ERR extension.

On a z/OS system, the file is named <&userid..IEF.LOGFILE>. The TSO user ID replaces the file name prefix. Since
there is only one logfile on a z/OS system, it is important to only perform generation on the failing screen and no other
component. Each generation replaces the contents of this log file.

z/OS Enhanced Map Block Mode Generator Messages

CGB0001E - Invalid or inconsistent generation parameters. Generation of screen
<screen_name> in model <model_name> has been aborted.
Reason: 

Gen cannot generate the screen identified by screen_name because the user-specified generation parameters are
inconsistent or illegal. model_name identifies the model that contains the generated screen.

The generator terminates without changing or creating source files.

Action: 

Check the generation parameters for consistency. You can only choose the COBOL language when the target platform is
z/OS. You may select only IMS/MFS, IMS Bypass, CICS Bypass, or TSO Bypass.

The Map Generator issues this message.

CGB0002I - Metafile transformation complete, <line_count> lines of generated
language source.
Reason: 

The metafile produced in phase 2 of the generation was successfully transformed into the target language with line_count
lines of code.

Action: 

No user action required. This message is informational, generation continues. This confirms that phase 3 completed
successfully.

CGB0003E - Exception condition <exception> has been raised.
Reason:

Gen intercepted a program exception condition.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.
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CGB0004I - Generation has been terminated due to errors.
Reason: 

The generator terminated because it encountered one or more errors or severe errors.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action: 

Correct the errors that caused the generator to terminate. These errors should be in messages that precede this
message.

CGB0005S - Cannot locate codepage.ini file in path <file_path>.
Reason: 

The generator failed to find the initialization parameter file, codepage.ini, in the file_path.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action: 

Check that the environment variable contains the correct path and that the directory contains the codepage.ini file.

CGB0006I - Codepage <codepage_id> has been selected for generation.
Reason: 

This informational message indicates the generator will use codepage number codepage_id to generate source files,
literals, constants, and text.

Action: 

No action is required if the codepage is correct. The codepage is selected based on the codepage used to define the
model. If the codepage is incorrect, you must convert the model.

CGB0007S - Cannot initialize the code page server using the codepage.ini file
located at <file_path>.
Reason: 

The codepage translation services function cannot start because it cannot use the codepage.ini file, in file_path.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action: 

Verity the codepage.ini file and its path are correct.

If the file and path are correct, the error may be caused by an internal error in the codepage translation server.

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.
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CGB0008E - Screen <screen_name> in business system
<business_system_name> and model <model_name> has not been packaged
and cannot be generated.
Reason:

The generator requires that the screen be packaged into a load module so it can determine the name of the generated
source code, MID and MOD names, and other implementation definitions. Without the packaging of the screen, the
generator does not know the implementation details.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Package the screen into a load module.

CGB0009S - At least one display class terminal device must be defined.
Reason:

The generator requires a definition for at least one terminal device capable of display operations for the screen. The
generator did not detect any display type terminal devices defined for the screen.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

You must define at least one display device. Printer devices may also be defined.

CGB0010E - Unknown object type, <object_type>, eid = <encyclopedia_id>.
Reason:

The generator detected an internal error. It has encountered an object that is an unknown type. The message includes the
type code as object_type, and the object's encyclopedia ID as encyclopedia_id.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0011S - At least one object_type must be present to generate screen_name.
Reason:

The maps that define the screen require an object of object_type. The maps require at least one of each of the following
object types:

• Device
• Field can be a literal field, system field, or variable field.
• Dialect
• Map can be a logical combination of a dialect and a specific device. The Gen enhanced map generator synthesizes the

map from the device and dialect specifications.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:
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Define the object type.

CGB0012E - No objects found to generate MFS definition.
Reason:

A screen requires at least one DEVICE and MAP to generate correct MFS definitions. The message defines the type of
object missing.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Define the indicated objects. For more information about object types, see the message CGB0011E.

CGB0013W - Field <field_name> may not be placed when the <property_name>
property is defined, field ignored.
Reason:

The generator ignored the field name and did not put it on the resulting screen because the property or property_name
are undefined.

The generator removed references to the field from the generated source code.

Action:

Verify the property in the message is correct for the screen. If it is correct, the generator cannot put them on the screen.
Remove them from the screen definition. If the property is incorrect, remove or set the property.

CGB0014S - Language must be <language> when generating for platform, screen
<screen_name> cannot be generated.
Reason:

The indicated source code language must be the language selected when generating the screen_name to use on the
platform.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Choose a language the target platform supports.

CGB0015S - Only <facility_names> are supported, screen <screen_name>
cannot be generated.
Reason:

The message lists the display facilities supported. The selected display format or facility is not supported, and the
generator cannot generate the screen.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Choose a display mode or mapping facility the target platform supports.
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CGB0016I - Metafile construction completed, <object_count> metafile objects.
Reason:

The memory context metafile was constructed from the application model. The message indicates the number of metafile
objects in the metafile.

Action:

None.

CGB0017S - Metamodel error, expected object but found object of type
<object_type> instead.
Reason:

During phase 1, metamodel transformation, the generator expected a certain object type and retrieved an object of a
different type.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0018S - Incorrect component type <component_type>.
Reason:

During phase 2, metafile translation, the generator retrieved a metafile object of an unknown type.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0019S - Bounds error processing field <field_name} during forced
placement of TRANCODE, PANELID, or FMI.
Reason:

During phase 1, metamodel transformation post processing, the generator attempted to place the TRANCODE, PANELID,
or FMI fields. Because the screen does not specify the placement of these fields, the generator attempts to force place the
missing fields and encountered an internal error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0020S - Unable to force placement of <field_name> field.
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Reason:

During phase 1, metamodel transformation post processing, the generator attempted to place the TRANCODE, PANELID,
LINKACTIVE, or FMI fields. The generator attempted to force place the missing fields, and there is no usable area on the
screen.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Remove fields, literals, or prompts, or rearrange the screen, to create free space for the fields, or place the transaction
code or the panel ID fields. The generator always force places the FMI field when targeting MFS. You cannot explicitly
place it.

CGB0021S - Illegal or unknown field type for edit pattern synthesis.
Reason:

During phase 1, metamodel transformation, the generator attempted to synthesize an edit pattern for a field that did not
specify an edit pattern. The generator cannot classify the field because it contains an illegal or unknown type value.

The generator terminated without creating or changing source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0022S - Illegal edit pattern type <edit_pattern_type>.
Reason:

During phase 1, metamodel transformation, the generator encountered an invalid edit pattern object.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0024S - Duplicate <metafile_object> metafile objects of type <type>.
Reason:

During phase 2, metafile translation processing, the generator encountered a duplicate object. The object can only exist
once.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.
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CGB0025S - Variable context error for <variable_name>,
type=<variable_type>, value type=<value_type>, value len= <value_length>,
nest=<variable_nesting_levels>.
Reason:

The message lists possible reasons for this message.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0026S - Illegal MSG direction, not INPUT, OUTPUT, or INOUT.
Reason:

During phase 2, metafile translation processing, the generator encountered a metafile object that defines an interface, a
message, between a mapping facility, for example MFS or BMS. The interface fails to identify the interface direction, or
the specification is invalid. Interfaces can be input, output, or input and output.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0027S - Illegal metafile DIRECTIVE, type = <directive_type>.
Reason:

During phase 2, metafile translation, the generator encountered a metafile directive object that does not contain a valid
directive type value.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0028S - Undefined field data type, <data_type>.
Reason:

During phase 1, metamodel transformation, the generator encountered a model predicate that defines a variable type that
is illegal or invalid, or cannot be classified.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.
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CGB0029I - Diagnostic dump of the <metafile_type> metafile has been written to
STDERR.
Reason:

The generator failed and started a failure analysis dump of the metafile. This informational message identifies the dumped
metafile.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to it assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0030I - <continuation_text>
Reason:

This informational message is a continuation of the previous message. The generator issues it during failure analysis.
Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0031I - GBLanguage <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the GBLanguage
object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0032I - Metamodel transformation completed, <object_count> objects
transformed
Reason:

The generator completed phase 1, metamodel transformation. object_count identifies the number of objects produced on
the metafile.

This is an informational message only. Generation continues.

Action:

None.

CGB0033I - Probable model corruption. Check model for errors and correct.
Reason:

The generator detected an inconsistent state between objects in the model, or the screen contains inconsistent or
incorrect definitions. Model corruption usually causes this problem.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:
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Run consistency checks or encyclopedia validation to check the model. Correct errors detected. If generation continues to
fail, contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0034E - Screen <screen_name> in business system
<business_system_name> and model <model_name> contains no fields, cannot
be generated.
Reason:

The screen name is empty because it does not contain fields. The generator cannot generate empty screens.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Define at least one field by placing a system field, user variable, literal, or prompt on the screen. This is a permanent
restriction because a screen must contain at least one field to generate the screen.

CGB0035I - Object being processed at time of error ID=object_id,
TYPE=object_type
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during system recovery processing after a fatal error reading the model
when it retrieves an erroneous metamodel object from the model.

The generator issues this message with other messages that indicate the type of error encountered. This message lists
the object identifier and the type of object identifier to correct the model, if needed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0036I - GBMetaFile <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. The message formats key data areas and values
of the GBMetaFile object in the metafile. Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request the message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0037I - GBMetaFileObject <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaFileObject object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.
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CGB0038I - GBMetaField <object_content_details>
Reason:

This generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaField object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0039I - GBMetaAggregate <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the GBMetaAggregate
object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0040I - GBMetaEndAggregate <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaEndAggregate object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0041I - GBMetaDivision <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaDivision object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0042I - GBMetaFormat <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaFormat object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:
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Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0043I - GBMetaDevice <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaDevice object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0044I - GBMetaSegment <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaSegment object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0045I - GBMetaLPage <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaLPage object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0046I - GBMetaDPage <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaDPage object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0047I - GBMetaMsg <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaMsg object in the metafile.
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Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0048I - GBMetaDirective <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaDirective object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0049I - GBMetaComment <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaComment object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0050I - GBMetaDataArea <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaDataArea object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0051I - GBMetaVariable <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaVariable object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0052I - GBMetaArray <object_content_details>
Reason:
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The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaArray object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0053I - GBMetaStructure <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaStructure object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0054I - GBMetaProcedure <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaProcedure object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0055I - GBMetaCopy <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaCopy object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0056I - GBMetaAssign <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaAssign object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.
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CGB0057I - GBMetaIf <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaIf object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0058I - GBMetaThen <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaThen object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0059I - GBMetaElse <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaElse object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0060I - GBMetaEndProcedure <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaEndProcedure object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0061I - GBMetaNullStatement <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaNullStatement object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:
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Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0062I - GBMetaForLoop <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaForLoop object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0063I - GBMetaFileEnd <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBMetaFileEnd object in the metafile.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0064E - Invalid metafile language object at address, type <type_code>.
Reason:

During phase 2, metafile translation processing, the generator removed an object that was an unknown or illegal type,
type_code, from the metafile at address.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0065I - GBScreen <object_content_details>
Reason:

The generator issues this informational message during failure analysis. It formats key data areas and values of the
GBScreen object.

Diagnostics continue.

Action:

Technical Support may request this message to assist in determining and correcting the failure.

CGB0066W - Predicate <predicate_name> is unmapped, the field will be
protected to prevent entry.
Reason:
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Attribute views are not mapped between the import and export view. This condition implies that the predicate is used only
for output and user input is not allowed.

The generator overrides the protection status of the display field associated with the attribute and forces field protection.

Action:

Verify the field should be protected. Defining protection for the field prevents this message.

CGB0099S
Exception <exception_name> in component <component_code> <component_name> of product_name <release
release_number>, build <build_number> raised in file <source_file_name> at line <source_file_line>, compiled on
<compiled_date> at <compiled_time>, maintenance level <component_maintenance_level>.

Reason:

exception_name, in the form GBEX, identifies an internal exception type that caused a fatal error in the generator.
Component_code and component_name define the product component that raised the exception. The product_name,
release_number, and build_number detail the characteristics of the product containing the component. The source_
file_name and source_ file_line indicate the point in the component where the exception occurred. compiled_date,
compiled_time, and component_ maintenance_level identify the component version.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0100S - Unknown/illegal exception code.
Reason:

The generator raised an exception and the exception code was invalid, or outside the range of defined codes.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0101S - Illegal use of a method out of context.
Reason:

This internal error indicates a method of a class was used in an illegal context or used illegally. The generator terminated
without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0102S - Object not found or end of list.
Reason:

The collection class did not locate the object indicated, and the requester did not expect the condition to fail.
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The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0103S - Index not within bounds of array.
Reason:

The array collection object was requested to retrieve or delete an object at a specified index, and the index is outside the
bounds of the array. This is an internal error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0104S - Index out of array bounds.
Reason:

During array iteration, the array iterator exceeded the bounds of the array collection object.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0105S - String length too long.
Reason:

A request for a name, value, or other property that returns a variable length string from a screen component object has
determined the name, value, or property cannot be moved into the buffer because the buffer is too short.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0106S - File could not be opened.
Reason:

A file, identified in a subsequent message, failed to open for processing.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Check to make sure the file exists and that the file is not exclusively locked by another process.
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CGB0107S - No file name or illegal file name.
Reason:

The file object determined that no file name, or an illegal file name, was defined for the file.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0108S - Attempt to close, read, or write unopened file.
Reason:

The file object was requested to perform some I/O operation on an closed file.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0109S - Attempt to open an opened file.
Reason:

The file object was requested to open a file that is already open.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines .

CGB0110S - File I/O error.
Reason:

The file object was requested to perform an I/O operation on a file, and the operation failed to complete successfully.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Check for available disk space if the file exists on disk. Check access permissions to network drives, or security
authorizations for the target file.

CGB0111S - List, array, or other collection is empty.
Reason:

One of the collection class iterators was requested to return an object from the empty collection.

This is an unexpected condition because the generator usually traps this condition and the requester handles it when the
possibility exists for an empty collection. This is an internal error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0112S - Internal processing error.
Reason:

The generator detected a general, undetermined failure. Many problems can cause this error. Use the file name and line
reported in the CGB0099S message to determine the cause of this message.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0113S - No position has been set for iterator.
Reason:

This exception results from requesting a sequential operation on a collection class iterator. For example, get next or get
previous, where no position was established in the collection.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0114S - List has changed since last access via iterator.
Reason:

An iterator causes this internal error when the collection it is iterating changes without re-establishing the position.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0115S - Invalid argument or type specification.
Reason:

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files. This is an internal error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines.

CGB0116S - Invalid or inconsistent generation parameters.
Reason:
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This is an exception raised after selecting an inconsistent generation parameter.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Verify the generation parameters. If correct, this is likely an internal error.

CGB0117S - Termination signal raised to abnormally end generation.
Reason:

The error handler raises this exception when it is processing a terminal or severe error, or it encounters another error
while processing the previous error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

None.

CGB0118S - More than one division of same type.
Reason:

The metafile is organized into discrete divisions. Only one of each type is allowed. During phase 2, metafile
transformation, the generator detected a multiple use of a metafile division. This is an internal error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0119S - More than one dataarea of same type.
Reason:

The metafile can contain many defined data areas or control blocks. Only one of each type is allowed. During metafile
transformation, phase 2, the generator detected a multiple use of a data area. This is an internal error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0120S - Illegal or NULL pointer.
Reason:

This is an internal error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.
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CGB0121S - Memory unavailable.
Reason:

The generator used all available memory, and a request for additional memory failed.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Increase the available memory.

CGB0122S - The model object being processed is a null object (has no value).
Reason:

This is an internal error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0123S - The provided buffer or work area is too short to contain the results.
Reason:

This is an internal error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0128S - Unsupported or Illegal Language value.
Reason:

This is an internal error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0129S - Unsupported or illegal language feature or construct.
Reason:

This is an internal error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:
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Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0130S - Attempt to redefine the value of an object that is already defined.
Reason:

This is an internal error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0131E - Attempt to move or copy data items of incompatible data types.
Reason:

This is an internal error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0132E - Illegal buffer address(es), outside of range for device.
Reason:

One or more fields, that is literals, prompts, system variables, or user variables, are placed such that the row, column
address of the field is not within the display presentation space of the target device.

The display presentation space starts in the upper left corner as row 1, column 1, and proceeds left to right, and top to
bottom, until the lower right hand corner. The lower right hand corner is defined as RxC, where R is the number of rows,
and C is the number of columns. These values differ between devices.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Verify that fields on the screen and templates that it uses, contain valid field placements. Run consistency checks and
encyclopedia validation. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support. This is likely a model corruption problem.

CGB0133S - Required Object, Association, or Property missing, possible model
corruption.
Reason: 

During phase 1, metamodel transformation, the generator expected a particular object, association, or property required to
successfully generate the screen and it was missing. This is likely caused by model corruption.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action: 
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Run consistency checks and encyclopedia validation. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support. This is likely a
model corruption problem.

CGB0134E - Too many maps, limit of 36 has been reached.
Reason:

A maximum of 36 maps can be defined per screen

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Divide the screen into multiple screens or simplify the screen by eliminating dialects or devices, or both.

CGB0135E - Unexpected context error
Reason:

A context error was detected but not expected or within generator functions that expect or handle context errors.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.

CGB0198S - Processing file filename at time of exception.
Reason:

The file caused an I/O exception. The previous message indicates the specific exception.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

See the previous messages for details.

CGB0199S - Processing file filename at time of exception, error
code=<error_code>, system error message=<system_message>.
Reason:

While processing the file, the generator detected an exception. error_code is the file error code the operating system or
access method returned. The system message is the text of the message that the system issued for this error.

The generator terminated without changing or creating source files.

Action:

Contact Technical Support. For information you may need to provide when contacting Technical Support, see Problem
Analysis Guidelines section.
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Host Encyclopedia Messages
This section lists Host Encyclopedia Messages that can occur during Gen processing. Most messages are informational
and intended to communicate updates about execution progress and inform you when the host returns control to the
workstation. These messages are listed with the Encyclopedia command options.

 

Communication Errors
The following messages indicate a hardware or software error. Make sure that a Gen-supported board is installed and
that communication parameters were set correctly using the Options command. If the problem persists, contact your site
System Supervisor.

• Direction, type, and place has an invalid value. 
• Error occurred during file transfer. Option not completed. 
• Error opening the communication board. 
• The mainframe keyboard is locked and cannot be unlocked. 
• Tried to change the direction of transmission. 
• Tried to change the type of transmission. 
• Unknown type of communications error. 

Errors Related to Mainframe Datasets
The following error messages relate to the mainframe datasets:

Note: For any errors related to the host dataset, contact your site System Supervisor.

• Comm error. The received block shorter than expected.
• I/O error when attempting to read/write the MF dataset.
• Mainframe dataset error during open.
• Mainframe dataset error during close.
• Mainframe dataset error other than full, open or close.
• The mainframe dataset failed to open for input.
• The mainframe dataset failed to open for output.
• Mainframe dataset full.
• The mainframe dataset is a PDS, but no member was specified.
• The mainframe dataset is not cataloged.
• MF dataset organization is not supported by these routines.
• MF dataset is sequential, a PDS member name was specified.
• Request was for workstation to MF with no-replace. (member was found on PDS).
• Request was for MF to workstation for a member of a PDS. (member not found).
• The specified mainframe dataset name was not found.
• The syntax/format of the mainframe dataset name was invalid.

General Host Encyclopedia Messages
The following messages occur in many situations and are generally resolved on the workstation:

A board type must be selected under communications to complete this option.

In the Encyclopedia Communications pop-up window, the Board type is set to <NONE>.
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A communications error has occurred. Check connection.

Check the physical connections in your area. If they are ok, contact your System Supervisor.

A session with the mainframe must exist before using this option.

Your host session must be active before using Gen to communicate with the host. Log on using Communications Manager
and use an Encyclopedia command. If the error persists, try restarting Gen.

Attempted session is in use.

The session specified in your configuration is in use.

Checked out subset name is not the same as the current model.

The subset, model name, or both, in the download transaction file does not match the one on the workstation.

Command issued was not recognized by mainframe.

Download command not recognized by mainframe.

Encyclopedia version <x> models cannot be converted to version <x>.

Models must be converted on the host from one release to the next. You cannot skip releases.

 Gen mainframe CLIST not found.

The CLIST file was not found. Contact your System Supervisor.

Mainframe logon has failed.

Mainframe returned error from processing command. 'Gen OK' not received.

The mainframe failing to complete the Gen commands can cause this error. For example, failing to complete IEFUP or
IEFDOWN. A successful transmission always terminates with the OK message.

Must be logged on with a 'READY' prompt before performing this function.

Timeout waiting for host reply.

The Host Timeout Value field in the Encyclopedia Communications pop-up window of the Options command sets the
timeout period.

Unable to connect to the specified session.

Check that communications are set up correctly in Options/Encyclopedia Communications. Be sure the session is defined
to the mainframe system. You may need to contact your System Supervisor. If this error persists, try restarting Gen.

Unable to load application interface.

Check the Options settings, particularly the Board Type on the Encyclopedia Communications pop-up window.
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Upload command not recognized by mainframe.

Internal Errors
The following messages indicate internal errors. Contact Technical Support.

• Internal error, invalid data block received during file transfer.
• Internal error, invalid object id.
• Internal error, too few association transactions.
• Internal error, too few object transactions.
• Internal error, too few property transactions.
• Internal error, too many association transactions.
• Internal error, too many object transactions.
• Internal error, too many property transactions.
• Internal error, unknown property type encountered.
• Internal error, unknown report data label.

Transaction File Errors
The following messages indicate transaction file errors:

Note: For errors relating to the Transaction file, contact your site System Supervisor.

• Cannot open transaction file.
• Close transaction file error.
• Open transaction file error.
• Positioning in transaction file error.
• Read transaction file error.
• TM cannot open temporary transaction file.
• Unknown transaction during reordering.
• Write transaction file error.

Upload and Download Messages
The following list shows errors received during upload and download in the course of Gen processing:
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• TIEC000E System Error Error converting static schema tables. Contact Broadcom Support.
• TIEC001E System Error SQL error encountered and recorded.
• TIEC002E System Error I/O error writing message record to transaction file.
• TIEC003E System Error I/O error writing report record to transaction file.
• TIEC004E System Error I/O error writing object record to transaction file.
• TIEC005E System Error I/O error writing property record to transaction file.
• TIEC006E System Error I/O error writing association record to transaction file.
• TIEC007E System Error I/O error writing header record to transaction file.
• TIEC008E User userid does not have encyclopedia access.
• TIEC009E Model model name not found in the encyclopedia.
• TIEC010E Subset subset name not found in the encyclopedia.
• TIEC011E User userid} does not have access to this subset or model.
• TIEC012E System Error Error reading transaction file RC=xx. Processing stopped before end-of-file.
• TIEC013E System Error Error processing transaction file.
• TIEC014E System Error Invalid tran code trancode found while reading/writing transaction file.
• TIEC015E System Error Invalid label label found while reading/writing transaction file.
• TIEC016E Upload failed.
• TIEC017E System Error Invalid property type property type encountered while reading/writing transaction file.
• TIEC018E System Error Invalid object type object type encountered while reading/writing transaction file.
• TIEC019E System Error Invalid object type object type encountered while adding property. Object ID xx Object Type xx

Prop Type xx
• TIEC020E System Error Object ID ID in a delete object transaction was not found.
• TIEC021E System Error Expected text property not found in encyclopedia. Object ID xx Prop Type xx
• TIEC022E System Error Object ID ID to be deleted has associations. Delete invalid.
• TIEC023E System Error Invalid association type association type} encountered while reading/writing transaction file.
• TIEC024E System Error Invalid object/property pair encountered while reading/writing transaction file. Object ID xx

Object Type xx Prop Type xx
• TIEC025E System Error Could not find object/property/association type code in schema tables.
• TIEC026E System Error Text to be modified was not found in the encyclopedia. Object ID xx Prop Type xx
• TIEC027E System Error Property to be modified was not found in the encyclopedia. Object ID xx Prop Type xx
• TIEC028E System Error Object ID in an Add property transaction was not found in the encyclopedia. Object ID xx Prop

Type xx
• TIEC029E System Error Invalid property format xx encountered while reading/writing transaction file.
• TIEC030E System Error Undefined error condition - - RC = xx . Contact Broadcom Support.
• TIEC031E System Error Error in download program parameters. Contact Broadcom Support.
• TIEC032E Transaction file has already been applied.
• TIEC033E System Error Object ID ID in an Add association transaction was not found. Asc Type xx From ID xx To ID

xx Prev ID xx Next ID xx
• TIEC034E System Error Association type to be added was not valid. Asc Type xx From ID xx To ID xx Prev ID xx Next

ID xx
• TIEC035E System Error Association to be deleted not found in the encyclopedia. Asc Type xx From ID xx To ID xx
• TIEC036E System Error Object ID ID in a Delete association transaction was not found. Asc Type xx From ID xx To ID

xx
• TIEC037E Resource conflict - retry later.
• TIEC038E System Error workstation software version xx not supported.
• TIEC039E Cannot add the model. Model name model name already exists in the encyclopedia.
• TIEC040E System Error Error reading header transaction.
• TIEC041E User userid cannot add this model. User is not authorized to create new models
• TIEC042E Trying to update a model which is not checked out to user userid. Model is checked out to userid.
• TIEC043E Trying to update a model which is not checked out to a workstation.
• TIEC044E Model model name is already check out to a workstation.
• TIEC045E System Error Association type to be deleted was not valid. Asc Type xx From ID xx To ID xx
• TIEC046E System Error Ordered association is invalid. Reason code = xx .Asc Type xx From ID xx To ID xx Prev ID xx

Next ID xx
• TIEC047E System Error Object ID ID in a Modify association was not found. Asc Type xx From ID xx To ID xx Prev ID

xx Next ID xx
• TIEC048E System Error Unable to resequence ordered association. Ran out of incremental sequence numbers/

number of associations in chain > 32766.
• TIEC049E User userid cannot upload this model. User is not the user who checked out the model.
• TIEC050E System Error Object ID in a Modify object transaction was not in the encyclopedia. Object ID xx Object Type

xx
• TIEC051E System Error Generated object ID ID has exceeded maximum allowed for a subset.
• TIEC052E System Error Subset max object ID ID invalid. Conflicts with objects currently in the encyclopedia.
• TIEC053E System Error Upload without checkin is not allowed for an apply of a model.
• TIEC054E System Error Object ID ID was not found in Child_Parent _XREF table during conversion.
• TIEC055E System Error Object ID ID was not found in CE_TO_IR table during conversion.
• TIEC056E User attempted to upload a version of the model that was not the last version checked out workstation

Timestamp mm/dd hh mm ss MF timestamp mm/dd hh mm ss
• TIEC057I See usually 'userid.ief.logfile' for more information.
• TIEC058I *** Position in transaction file ***Tran No xx Byte Count xx
• TIEC059I The precompiler-generated timestamp in the load module differs from the bind timestamp. Contact

Broadcom Support.
• TIEC060I Added new scoping object to subset definition. Type xx Name xx (Protection Code xx)
• TIEC061I Modified Prot. code for scoping obj. in subset definition Type xx Name xx (Protection Code xx)
• TIEC062E System Error Model update was successful, but unable to update model history table. Contact Broadcom

Support.
• TIEC063I User has Read Only access to model or subset. Changes may not be returned to Central Encyclopedia.
• TIEC064E Model cannot be downloaded to a toolset with earlier schema once it has been downloaded to a toolset with

xx}schema.
• TIEC065I Model has been converted to xx schema - subsequent downloads to toolsets with earlier schemas will not be

allowed.
• TIEC066E System Error Trying to add ordered association, but association is defined as non-ordered in schema

tables.Asc Type xx From ID xx To ID xx Prev ID xx Next ID xx
• TIEC067E System Error Trying to add non-ordered association, but association is defined as ordered in schema

tables.Asc Type xx From ID xx To ID xx Prev ID xx Next ID xx
• TIEC068E User attempted to upload a version of the model with a different codepage or language. workstation

Codepage xx MF Codepage xx workstation Language xx MF Language xx
• TIEC069E PC schema of "?" is not compatible with a model release of "?"
• TIEC070E Commit points are out of sequence. Current commit x Previous commit y
• TIEC071E Committed all transactions through commit point x.
• TIEC072E Upload option not allowed for download of subset.
• TIEC073E Maximum number of objects exceeded for physical structure object type ''?".
• TIEC074E System Error Error writing transaction file.
• TIEC075E System Error Trying to delete ordered association, but association is defined as non-ordered in schema

tables.
• TIEC076E System Error Trying to delete non-ordered association, but association is defined as ordered in schema

tables.
• TIEC077E System Error Object ID ''?" in DSUBEX table was not found in DOBJ table.
• TIEC078E System Error Host Ency ID not set properly Contact Ency Admin.
• TIEC080E Input transaction file is in error status.
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Consistency Check Messages
 

Messages ICCAB01W - ICCDX01E

ICCAB01W
An action diagram must contain at least one action statement (not including notes or blank lines) or be defined as
external. If defined as external, statements are added outside of Gen.

ICCAB02E
Default algorithms have only one export entity or attribute view, which is of the basic attribute.

ICCAB03E
Derivation algorithms have only one export entity or attribute view, which is of the derived attribute.

ICCAB04E
Establishing algorithms have only one export entity or attribute view, which is of the designed attribute.

ICCAB05E
Derivation algorithms cannot have import group views. A derivation algorithm imports only the one occurrence for which
the value is to be derived.

ICCAB06E
Derivation algorithms can have only one import entity view and that must be of the entity type that contains the attribute to
be derived.

ICCAB07E
A derivation algorithm must have a set local or move statement for the derived attribute.

ICCAB08S
Code generation does not invoke default or establishing algorithms automatically within CREATE actions. These routines
must be explicitly used to create values. They can be initialized by SET...USING or USE followed by SET... TO.

ICCAB09W
An action diagram should have at least one import or export view. The action diagram for an algorithm may only need
import views. Procedure step action blocks (menus) are exempt from this rule.
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ICCAB10W
A transformed BSD action block should only contain CREATE actions that are also in the BAA action block. The BSD
action block contains CREATE actions not found in the BAA (process) action block. After transformation, changes were
made to either the BSD or BAA action block.

Compare the BAA and BSD action blocks for CREATE actions. Delete any of the named actions appearing in the BSD
action block that are not in the BAA action block or add them to the BAA action block.

ICCAB11W
A transformed BSD action block should only contain DELETE actions that are also in the BAA action block. The BSD
action block contains DELETE actions not found in the BAA action block. Changes were made to either the BSD or BAA
action block after transformation.

Compare the BAA and BSD action blocks for DELETE actions. Delete any of the named actions appearing in the BSD
action block that are not in the BAA action block or add them to the BAA action block.

ICCAB12W
A transformed BSD action block should only contain READ actions that are also in the BAA action block. The BSD action
block contains READ actions not found in the BAA action block. Changes have been made to either the BSD or BAA
action block after transformation.

Compare the BAA and BSD action blocks for READ actions. Delete any of the named actions appearing in the BSD action
block that are not in the BAA action block or add them to the BAA action block.

ICCAB13W
A transformed BSD action block should only contain UPDATE actions that are also in the BAA action block. The BSD
action block contains UPDATE actions not found in the BAA action block. Changes have been made to either the BSD or
BAA action block after transformation.

Compare the BAA and BSD action blocks for UPDATE actions. Delete any of the named actions appearing in the BSD
action block that are not in the BAA action block or add them to the BAA action block.

ICCAB14W
A transformed BSD action block should only contain relationship actions that are also in the BAA action block. When a
BAA action block has been copied instead of used directly in BSD, the original and copied action blocks may be edited
independently. This message indicates an ASSOCIATE, TRANSFER, or DISASSOCIATE appears in the BSD copied
action block which does not appear in the original BAA action block.

If the relationship actions are appropriate, they should be added to the BAA action block. You can add the relationship
action to the BAA action block or copy the BSD action block on top of the BAA action block.

ICCAB15W
A transformed BSD action block should only contain USE actions that are also in the BAA action block. When a BAA
action block has been copied instead of used directly in BSD, the original and copied action blocks may be edited
independently. This message indicates an ASSOCIATE, TRANSFER, or DISASSOCIATE appears in the BSD copied
action block which does not appear in the original BAA action block.

If the USE statements are appropriate, they should be added to the BAA action block. Add the USE action to the BAA
action block or copy the BSD action block on top of the BAA action block.
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ICCAB16W
A transformed BSD action block should contain all the CREATE actions of the BAA action block. The BSD action block
does not contain all the CREATE actions found in the BAA action block. After transformation, changes have been made to
either the BSD or BAA action block.

Compare the BAA and BSD action blocks. Re-transform the BAA action block to include all its CREATE actions in the
BSD action block.

ICCAB17W
A transformed BSD action block should contain all the UPDATE actions of the BAA action block. The BSD action block
does not contain all the UPDATE or relationship actions found in the BAA action block. After transformation, changes have
been made to either the BSD or BAA action block.

Compare the BAA and BSD action blocks. Re-transform the BAA action block to include all its UPDATE actions in the
BSD action block.

ICCAB18W
A transformed BSD action block should contain all the DELETE actions of the BAA action block. The BSD action block
does not contain all the DELETE actions found in the BAA action block. After transformation, changes have been made to
either the BSD or BAA action block.

Compare the BAA and BSD action blocks. Retransform the BAA action block to include all its DELETE actions in the BSD
action block.

ICCAB19W
A transformed BSD action block should contain all the READ actions of the BAA action block. The BSD action block does
not contain all the READ actions found in the BAA action block. After transformation, changes have been made to either
the BSD or BAA action block.

Compare the BAA and BSD action blocks. Retransform the BAA action block to include all its READ actions in the BSD
action block.

ICCAB20W
A transformed BSD action block should contain all the relationship actions of the BAA action block. When a BAA action
block has been copied instead of used directly in BSD, the original and copied action blocks may be edited independently.
This message indicates an ASSOCIATE, TRANSFER, or DISASSOCIATE appears in the BSD copied action block which
does not appear in the original BAA action block.

If the relationship actions have been removed they should be deleted from the BAA action block also. Copy one action
block on top of the other or edit.

ICCAB21W
A transformed BSD action block should contain all the USE actions of the BAA action block. When a BAA action block
has been copied instead of used directly in BSD, the original and copied action blocks may be edited independently. This
message indicates a USE appears in the BSD copied action block, which does not appear in the original BAA action
block.

If USE statements have been removed, they should be deleted from the BAA action block also. Copy one action block on
top of the other or edit.
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ICCAB22E
A procedure step action diagram must contain an action statement (not including notes or blank lines) or event handler, or
flow to another procedure step.

ICCAB25W
Action Diagram currently contains DISABLED statements.

ICCAB30E
An INVALID OBJECT is referenced in this action block.

ICCAB31E
An action block may be included in at most one Operations Library and at most one z/OS Library.

ICCAB32E
An action diagram must contain at least one action diagram (not including notes or blank lines) or be defined as external.

ICCAB33S
This Action Diagram is marked for Compatibility. It contains a call to an Action Diagram that is not marked for
Compatibility. The Action Diagram not marked for Compatibility should not be built targeting z/OS.

ICCAB34W
This Action Diagram is either marked Yes or No for its Dynamically Link option, and is called (directly or indirectly) by an
Action Diagram that is marked for Compatibility (non-DLL).

If this Action Diagram is marked Yes for its Dynamically Link option, and if you target z/OS and choose to process
modules marked for compatibility, it will result in a generator or an installation error. If you target z/OS, but are not
processing modules marked for compatibility, then this non-compatibility Action Diagram should not be built.

If this Action Diagram is marked No for its Dynamically Link option, and if  you target z/OS and choose to process
modules marked for compatibility, then this non-compatibility Action Diagram must be re-installed.  If you target z/OS, but
are not processing modules marked for compatibility, then this non-compatibility Action Diagram should not be built.

NOTE
A procedure step or action block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in
construction/packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's
Dynamically Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting
established in the business system.

ICCAB35W
This Action Diagram is included in a z/OS Library. It is not marked Yes for its Dynamic Link option, nor is it defaulted to
Dynamic Linking in its owning Business System. An Action Diagram may be included in a z/OS Library only if it is marked
for or defaults to dynamic linking.
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NOTE
An Action Block can be marked for dynamic linking explicitly by using the properties dialog in construction/
packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's Dynamically
Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting established in
the business system.

ICCAB36W
This Action Diagram is either marked for or defaulted to Compatibility for its Dynamic Link option, and is called by an
Action Diagram that is included in a z/OS Library. Compatibility modules are not eligible to be dynamically called by Action
Diagrams included in a z/OS Library.

NOTE
An Action Block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in construction/
packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's Dynamically
Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting established in
the business system.

ICCAB37W
This Action Diagram is either marked for or defaulted to Compatibility for its Dynamic Link option. Referential Integrity
Triggers are marked Dynamically Link for DLL linking. If you target z/OS, problems could result with entity delete actions,
as well as with relationship deletion.  Triggers are called implicitly when entity action statements are executed that would
cause a delete of an entity or a relationship.  This includes DELETE, DISASSOCIATE, or TRANSFER statements.

NOTE
An action block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in construction/
packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's Dynamically
Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting established in
the business system.

ICCAC01W
A CASE OF statement should have at least one CASE statement. You should add at least one CASE command to the
CASE OF structure.

ICCAC02E
Operand domains must match. If the domains of the two operands in a conditional expression are not the same, they must
be changed to match. For example, the operation may be comparing an operand with a text domain to an operand with a
numeric domain, or an operand with a date domain to an operand with a time domain.

ICCAC03W
Duplicate CASE statement may result in unreachable code. To correct the problem, edit the CASE statement to be unique
within the CASE OF statement.

ICCAE01W
(Oracle) The combination of Limit to N rows and DISTINCT can return unpredictable results.  When DISTINCT is
generated, the Limit to N rows clause will automatically be removed.
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ICCAE02W
(Oracle) The combination of Limit to N rows and SORTED BY can return unpredictable results.  When SORTED BY is
generated, the Limit to N rows clause will automatically be removed.

ICCAE03E
The DISTINCT option cannot be set to <Always generate cursor with Distinct> in a READ EACH statement when BLOB
attributes are involved.

ICCAF01E
The controlling attribute used for a FOR loop must be numeric. To correct the problem, change the domain of the attribute
used in the FOR loop to numeric in the Data Model, or select a different attribute to be used in the FOR loop statement in
the PAD.

ICCAF02E
Operand domains must match. The domains of the two operands in a conditional expression are not the same. For
example, the operation may be comparing an operand with a text domain to an operand with a numeric domain, or an
operand with a date domain to an operand with a time domain.

ICCAG01E
This GUI statement references a LISTBOX that does not have the (REQUIRED) SELECTION INDICATOR.

ICCAI01E
Operand domains must match. The domains of the two operands in a conditional expression are not the same. For
example, the operation may be comparing an operand with a text domain to an operand with a numeric domain, or an
operand with a date domain to an operand with a time domain.

ICCAM01E
A MOVE statement requires the target view to be local, transient, or transient import used as both input and output.

ICCAM02E
Every repeating implicitly indexed group view enclosing the entity view MOVEd FROM in this statement must be targeted/
controlled in the correct order.

The rearrangement or deletion of statements has resulted in a corruption of the statement hierarchy. The order of the
READ EACH, FOR EACH, DO WHILE, or REPEAT UNTIL statements that refer to the group views must reflect the
order of the corresponding group views in the Export View. The MOVE statement must be contained within the targeting/
controlling statements.

Access the PAD and move the MOVE statement and/or rearrange the targeting statements.

ICCAM03E
Every repeating implicitly indexed group view enclosing the entity view MOVEd TO in this statement must be targeted/
controlled in the correct order.
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The rearrangement or deletion of statements has resulted in a corruption of the statement hierarchy. The order of the
READ EACH, FOR EACH, DO WHILE, or REPEAT UNTIL statements that refer to the group views must reflect the
order of the corresponding group views in the Export View. The MOVE statement must be contained within the targeting/
controlling statements.

Access the PAD and move the MOVE statement and/or rearrange the targeting statements.

ICCAM04W
A MOVE statement should act on entity views with at least one attribute view in common. The entity views do not share
any common attributes.

A MOVE statement should act on entity views with at least one attribute view in common. The MOVE statement acts on
FROM and TO entity views. If they have no attribute view in common, no data are actually MOVEd.

ICCAN01W
Database exception groups require at least one enabled action statement.

ICCAR01E
Operand domains must match. The domains of the two operands in a conditional expression are not the same. For
example, the operation may be comparing an operand with a text domain to an operand with a numeric domain, or an
operand with a date domain to an operand with a time domain.

ICCAS01E
An attribute or relationship should not be modified more than once in a CREATE or UPDATE statement.

ICCAT01E
An attribute must have a name. Add an attribute name using the Data Model diagram or the Data Model List.

ICCAT02E
An attribute must have a length defined. Add an attribute length using the Data Model diagram or the Data Model List.

ICCAT04F
Derived attributes must be associated with at most one derivation algorithm. To do this, first change the attribute to Basic
from Derived to disconnect the algorithms from the attribute. Then change the attribute back to Derived and connect it to
the correct algorithm.

ICCAT05E
Attributes must be mandatory, and either basic, designed, or auto number to be used as identifiers.

ICCAT07E
An attribute may have at most one data column implementing it.

Two conditions could result in this message:
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• Two different columns are trying to implement the same attribute, or
• One table is trying to implement the same column twice in the same table.

ICCAT08W
Code generation will not support numeric attributes with a length greater than 18.

An error occurs if the number of characters specified for a numeric attribute of an entity type or subtype exceeds eighteen.
Eighteen is the maximum for DB2 data type Float. Fifteen is the maximum for data type Decimal.

ICCAT09E
Code generation will not support numeric attributes with a length greater than 18.

An error occurs if the number of characters specified for a numeric attribute of an entity type or subtype exceeds eighteen.
Eighteen is the maximum for DB2 data type Float. Fifteen is the maximum for data type Decimal.

ICCAT11E
(All DBMSs) Attribute length may exceed the maximum allowed by the target DBMS for varying-length text/DBCS.

ICCAT12E
Attribute length may exceed the maximum length of 255 for fixed-length text/MBCS.

ICCAT13E
(DB2 UDB) Attribute length may exceed the maximum length of 254 for fixed-length text/DBCS.

ICCAT19E
(Oracle) Each entity can only have one text/DBCS attribute with length over 4000.

ICCAT22E
(SQL/MP) Attribute length may exceed the maximum length of 254 for fixed-length text/DBCS.

ICCAT25E
(SQL/MP) The DBCS attribute is not supported.

ICCAT31W
A PROTECTED attribute should not be used in an IDENTIFIER.

ICCAT32E
(SQL/MP) Attribute length may exceed the maximum length of 4059 for variable-length text/DBCS.
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ICCAT34E
An auto number attribute must be of numeric domain.

ICCAT34E (DB2 z/OS)
Attribute length may exceed the maximum length of 254 for fixed-length DBCS.

ICCAT35E
An auto number attribute must not have any decimal places.

ICCAT36E
An auto number attribute must not be optional.

ICCAT37E
An auto number attribute with a length greater than 9 must be implemented with decimal precision.

ICCAT38E
An auto number attribute must have a COBOL Data type of Default, COMP, or COMP-3.

ICCAT39W
For C, Java, and C#, the option 'Implement ... with Decimal Precision' is not required.

ICCAT40E
An auto number attribute must not have a default value.

ICCAT41E
An auto number attribute must not have permitted values.

ICCAT42S
An attribute of length greater than 15 needs decimal precision turned on both for accuracy and to prevent runtime errors
with a client server flow.

ICCAT44E
Code generation will not support BLOB attributes with a length greater than 32,767 when the unit is bytes.

ICCAT45E
Code generation will not support BLOB attributes with a length greater than 32,767 when the unit is KB.
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ICCAT46E
Code generation will not support BLOB attributes with a length greater than 2,048 when the unit is MB.

ICCAT47E
Code generation will not support BLOB attributes with a length greater than 2 when the unit is GB.

ICCAT49E
(SQL/MP) BLOB attributes are not supported.

ICCAT50E
A BLOB attribute must not be used in an IDENTIFIER.

ICCAT51E
A BLOB attribute must not have a default value or any permitted values.

ICCAT52E
A BLOB attribute must not be referenced in denormalization.

ICCAU01W
Each elementary process should have expected frequency estimates defined. This is a completeness, not a consistency,
warning.

ICCAW01E
Operand domains must match. The domains of the two operands in a conditional expression are not the same. For
example, the operation may be comparing an operand with a text domain to an operand with a numeric domain, or an
operand with a date domain to an operand with a time domain.

ICCBA01W
Business Areas should participate in at least one matrix. This is a completeness, not a consistency, warning.

ICCBC01F
A procedure must contain at least one procedure step.

ICCBG01F
A Window BUTTON GROUP must be mapped.

ICCBN01E
A window text group box must group each occurrence of a radio button.
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ICCBP01F
Each procedure must have at least one procedure step. This is an Internal Gen error. Contact Technical Support. The
system should automatically create the first procedure step.

ICCBR01E
An online, screened procedure step must be described by a screen or a window to be complete and executable.

ICCBR02E
An action block must define a procedure step.

ICCBR03W, ICCBR04W, ICCBR11W, ICCBR12W, ICCBR16W, ICCBR17W
In Gen, application types and execution environments have various maximum supported view sizes.

Currently, Gen view size support can be broken down into four size ranges. Each of those ranges and the applications
that are supported for each are listed here. The Consistency Check warnings are designed to indicate when import
or export views falls within a specific size range. Developers must decide what warnings are important based on their
applications target environments and types.

• view size <= 31400 bytes
No Consistency Check warning is displayed.
All application types and environments support view levels at or below the 31400 size.

• 31400 bytes < view size <= 31744 bytes
Warnings ICCBR03W and ICCBR04W are displayed when a view size falls in this range.
The following application types and environments are not supported:
– Any COBOL IMS servers
– Nonstop C servers

• 31744 bytes < view size <= 16775847 bytes
Warnings ICCBR11W and ICCBR12W are displayed when a view size falls in this range.
The following application types and environments are not supported:
– Blockmode (online) C applications
– Blockmode (online) COBOL applications
– COBOL IMS servers
– Nonstop C servers
– Applications using LU 6.2 (SNA) middleware

• view size > 16775847 bytes
Warnings ICCBR16W and ICCBR17W are displayed when a view size falls in this range.
The following application types and environments are not supported:
– Blockmode (online) C applications
– Blockmode (online) COBOL applications
– Any COBOL servers
– Any C servers
– CommBridge
– CFBServer
– ClientManager

NOTE
The application types or target environments that do not contain view size limits are:
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Client Applications

C GUI

• Web Generation
• WebView
• ASP.NET

Proxy Clients

• Java
• COM
• .NET
• C

Server Applications

• EJB Servers
• .NET Servers

ICCBR05W
An online, non-screened procedure step that does not accept unformatted input appears inaccessible since the procedure
step is not initiated by either a dialog flow or a USE (Procedure Step) statement.

ICCBR06E
The definition of clear screen input has an attribute whose domain is Mixed Text (MBCS) or DBCS Text. Choose a
different attribute for clear screen input or change the domain of the attribute used.

ICCBR07W
You have a procedure step action block of the type operation package that contains a CASE OF COMMAND structure
with fewer than two CASE statements. Add another CASE statement to the CASE OF COMMAND structure.

Select the operation type to help ensure that Operation Package is the correct type, and select the procedure step to help
ensure that it is really is an operation.

ICCBR10W
A procedure step that is an operation package needs an import, export, local or entity action view of the owning entity
type.

ICCBR13E
A procedure step with either window or cooperative packaging must not contain nested repeating group views in its import
or export view set.

A procedure step other than online procedure step has a nested group view in either the import or export view set.

To correct, change the packaging or delete the nested repeating group view views in import and export view sets.

ICCBR14E
UNFORMATTED input (CLEAR SCREEN INPUT) is defined for a non-screened Procedure Step.
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ICCBR15E
The procedure step name must be limited to 31 characters when the window contains an OLE Area or an OLE Control.

ICCBS01W
A business system must contain at least one procedure. This is a completeness, not a consistency, warning.

ICCBS02W
All processes scoped in a business system should be implemented. This is a completeness, not a consistency, warning.

ICCBS03E
All target environments for the model must use the same DBMS. Otherwise Gen will choose one DBMS to use. Target
environment parameters are owned by a business system, but the data model is owned by the entire model.

ICCBS04E
All target environments for the model must use the same compiler. Otherwise Gen will choose one from a business
system to use. All code in a model must be compiled using the same compiler.

ICCBS05E
OS2 is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCBS06E
VMS is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCBS07E
GUARDIAN is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCBS08E
DOS is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCBS09E
NT is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCBS10E
WIN95 is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCBS11E
WIN95 or WIN98 is not a supported Operating System for generation.
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ICCBS12E
NT/2000 is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCBS13E
ADA is not a supported Language for generation.

ICCBS14E
C++ is not a supported Language for generation.

ICCBS15E
Ingres is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCBS16E
Informix is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCBS17E
Rdb is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCBS18E
SQLDS is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCBS20E
Sybase is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCBS21E
XDB is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCBS22E
DB2/NT is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCBS23E
MOTIF is not a supported TP Monitor for generation.

ICCBS24E
ACMS is not a supported TP Monitor for generation.
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ICCBS26E
Windows NT and Windows 2000 is not a supported TP Monitor for generation.

ICCBS27E
IEFTE is not a supported TP Monitor for generation.

ICCBS28E
DECFORMS is not a supported TP Monitor for generation.

ICCBS29E
MTS is not a supported TP Monitor for generation.

ICCBS30E
Encina is not a supported TP Monitor for generation.

ICCBS31E
The combination of Operating System UNIX and Language COBOL is not a valid combination for generation.

ICCCA01W
This statement references a group view which is not presented by a Window or Screen CONTROL.

ICCCA02E
This statement references a LISTBOX that does not have the (REQUIRED) SELECTION INDICATOR.

ICCCA03E
This statement contains an IMPLICIT repeating GROUP with a CARDINALITY of ONE.

ICCCA04E
This statement contains an EXPLICIT repeating GROUP with a CARDINALITY of ONE.

ICCCB01F
A Window CHECKBOX must be mapped.

ICCCN01W
Unreachable code following an ABORT TRANSACTION, ESCAPE, NEXT, or RETRY TRANSACTION statement. This
code will never execute. Statements following an ABORT TRANSACTION, ESCAPE, NEXT, or RETRY TRANSACTION
statement should be moved or deleted.
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ICCCR01E
A CHECK ASYNC RESPONSE statement should have at least one exception condition.

ICCCU01E
Derivation algorithms cannot be directly USEd. They are invoked automatically on READ statements.

ICCCU02W
Views provided in USE statement do not match all mandatory import views in called action block.

ICCCU03E
A USE (Procedure Step) statement references either a BATCH Procedure Step or an ONLINE Procedure Step (with
DISPLAY).

ICCCU04E
A USE (Procedure Step) statement references a Procedure Step that is not packaged.

ICCCU05E
A USE (Procedure Step) statement is ONLY permitted in a SERVER or WINDOW Load Module.

ICCCU06W
A PROTECTED OPERATION may not be USEd, unless the statement is in an OPERATION owned by the same entity
type (or one of its subtypes/supertypes).

ICCCU07E
A USE (Procedure Step) statement cannot USE a CLIENT Procedure Step.

Derivation algorithms cannot be directly USEd. They are invoked automatically on READ statements.

ICCCU08W
A USE statement contains export view matching from a non-group view being returned to a repeating group view.

ICCCU09E
A USE ASYNC statement with response handling of NO RESPONSE cannot flow to a distributed transaction participant.

ICCCU10E
The target Procedure Step of a USE ASYNC statement must be packaged in a Server Manager.
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ICCCU11E
A used Procedure Step must not have a window or a screen.

ICCCU12E
A USE ASYNC statement with response handling of NOTIFY EVENT must be contained in a Procedure Step.

ICCCU13E
A USE ASYNC statement with response handling of NOTIFY EVENT must be contained in a GUI Client.

ICCCU14E
Asynchronous flows that extend existing transactions in Tuxedo are not supported.

ICCCU15E
A USE ASYNC statement with response scope of GLOBAL must not be packaged in a server manager.

ICCCU16E
Asynchronous flows to DCE are not supported.

ICCCU17E
Asynchronous flows must occur between Procedure Steps that reside in different load modules.

ICCCU18E
Asynchronous server-to-server flows from IMS, CICS, EJB, or Comp_Services servers are not supported.

ICCCU19E
Internet Clients, ASP.NET Clients, and Web View Clients must not contain USE ASYNC statements.

ICCCU20E
USE statement leads to recursion.

ICCCU21E
A USE ASYNC statement with response handling of NOTIFY EVENT must reference an event.

ICCCU22E
A USE ASYNC statement with response handling of NOTIFY EVENT must be packaged in a Window Manager.
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ICCCU23W
This Action Diagram is marked for Compatibility (non-DLL). It contains a call to an Action Diagram marked Yes. If you
target z/OS, and choose to process modules marked for compatibility, it will result in a generator error. If you target z/OS,
but are not processing modules marked for compatibility, then the non-compatibility Action Diagram should not be built.

NOTE
A procedure step or action block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in
construction/packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's
Dynamically Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting
established in the business system.

ICCCU24W
This Action Diagram is marked for Compatibility (non-DLL). It contains a call to an Action Diagram marked No. If you
target z/OS, and choose to process modules marked for compatibility, then the non-compatibility Action Diagram must be
re-installed.  If you target z/OS, but are not processing modules marked for compatibility, then the called Action Diagram
should not be built.

NOTE
A procedure step or action block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in
construction/packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's
Dynamically Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting
established in the business system.

ICCCU25E
Asynchronous flows to NonStop are not supported.

ICCCU26W
This Action Diagram is included in a z/OS Library, and it contains a call to an Action Diagram that is either marked for or
defaulted to Compatibility for its Dynamic Link option. Compatibility modules are not eligible to be dynamically called by
Action Diagrams included in a z/OS Library.

NOTE
An Action Block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in construction/
packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's Dynamically
Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting established in
the business system.

ICCDB01W
(DB2 z/OS) A database should contain at least one data store. This is a completeness, not a consistency, warning.

ICCDB03W
(Microsoft SQL) Target operating system may not support database name over 8 characters in length.

ICCDB05W
(Oracle) A database should contain at least one data store.
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ICCDB06W
(DB2 UDB) A database should contain at least one data store.

ICCDB13W
(Microsoft SQL) Default selected, Data Device will be ignored.

ICCDB14W
(Oracle) With a database block size < 2K, the MinExtents/MaxExtents of a TableSpace/Table/Index must be between 0
and 57.

ICCDB15W
(Oracle) With a database block size < 4K, the MinExtents/MaxExtents of a TableSpace/Table/Index must be between 0
and 121.

ICCDB16W
(Oracle) With a database block size < 8K, the MinExtents/MaxExtents of a TableSpace/Table/Index must be between 0
and 249.

ICCDF01E
A data column used in a high-level identifying index must be Not Null. Run Retransformation.

ICCDF02E
A data column used in an identifying index must implement an identifying attribute. The identifier has changed since the
index was created. Run Retransformation.

ICCDF03E
A data column implementing an identifying attribute must be used in the corresponding identifying index. The DM
was changed after the TD was built. To correct the error, delete the table and reimplement the entity type using
Retransformation.

ICCDF04E
A Not Null data column must implement a mandatory attribute of a highest-level entity type. A DB2 column is marked as
Not Null and does not implement a mandatory non-derived attribute of highest-level entity type. Delete the column and re-
add it.

ICCDF05F
The attribute implemented by a data column must belong to the entity type implemented by the data table.
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ICCDF06S
A data column implementing a derived attribute exists. Derived attributes are never stored, they are derived when needed.
Delete the column.

ICCDF07E
A Null data column must implement an optional attribute of a highest-level entity type as an attribute of subtype. A DB2
column is marked as Null, but does not implement an optional non-derived attribute of highest-level entity type. Delete the
column and re-add it.

ICCDF08E
A data column that implements an auto number attribute must be transformed appropriately.

ICCDI01F
(DB2 z/OS) The index must be type 2 if the lock size is ROW.

ICCDI02F
(Oracle) The database of the tablespace of the indexspace must be the same as the index's table's tablespace's
database.

ICCDI03E
(DB2 z/OS) The index cannot be TYPE 1.

ICCDI04E
(Oracle) Indices may not exist within temporary tables.

ICCDI05E
(Oracle) A bitmap index may not also be flagged as a unique index.

ICCDI06E
(Oracle) A bitmap index may not also be flagged as reversed.

ICCDL01E
A dialog flow must have at least one 'flows on' exit state.

ICCDL02E
A 'link' type of dialog flow must have at least one 'returns on' exit state. A link is not complete without a return.
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ICCDL03E
A dialog flow with 'display first' must not flow to an online. non-screened procedure step. Without a screen to display, use
of 'display first' would cause a run-time error. Flow to a screened procedure step or change dialog flow to not use 'display
first'.

ICCDL04E
The dialog flow has more than eight 'returns on' exit states. Delete the 'returns on' exits states until you have eight or
fewer.

ICCDL05E
A DIALOG FLOW does not provide a view MATCH for a MANDATORY IMPORT view.

ICCDL06W
A DIALOG FLOW is flowing to an UNPACKAGED procedure step.

ICCDL07E
A dialog flow is flowing from a server procedure to a non-server procedure.

ICCDR01E
(DB2 z/OS) A data store must have either VCAT or storage group specified when no default storage group is specified.

ICCDR02F
(DB2 z/OS) A data store must contain at least one data set. Internal Gen error. Contact Technical Support.

ICCDR03E
(DB2 z/OS) A data store must contain at least one table or index. This is a completeness test.

ICCDR04W
(DB2 z/OS) A non-partitioned (or single partitioned) tablespace is referenced by a partitioned index.

ICCDR05F
(DB2 z/OS) All partitions except the last one must have value limits.

ICCDS01E
(DB2 z/OS) A data set must have a primary quantity > 0, when VCAT is specified.
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ICCDS02E
One or more of the physical properties of the partition (Primary Quantity, Secondary Quantity, or VCAT) have not been
specified from the Technical Design Tablespace/Indexspace Defaults Diagram, or they have not been explicitly defined for
the partition.

To correct this error, detail the properties for the tablespace or indexspace containing the partition; or specify the missing
physical aspects (Primary Quantity, Secondary Quantity, or VCAT); and then set those values as the default by selecting
the push button, "Use Followings as Default". Each partition then inherits these physical properties.

You may specify different physical properties for a particular partition by selecting that partition and changing those
properties. See the context-sensitive online help for additional information.

For (DB2 z/OS), a partitioned dataset must have 'Use as a default' selected when its associated tablespace has 'Do not
use as a default' selected.

ICCDS03S
Primary Quantity specifies the primary space allocation for a dataset tablespace. For 4K pages (BP0 to BP49), the
maximum primary quantity is 1048576 pages. Units are selected by the Units dropdown list and may be Pages, Tracks,
or Cylinders. For 32K pages (BP32K to BP32K9), the maximum space allocation is 131072 pages. For cylinder and track
units, the maximum space allocations are 5950 cylinders and 93207 tracks.

Secondary Quantity specifies the secondary space allocated for a dataset tablespace. Units are selected by the Units
dropdown list and may be Pages, Tracks, or Cylinders. For 4K pages (BP0 to BP49), the maximum space allocation is
32767 pages. For 32K pages (BP32K to BP32K9), the maximum space allocation is 1024 pages. For cylinder and track
units, the maximum space allocations are 186 cylinders and 2913 tracks.

ICCDT01F
(DB2 z/OS) A partitioned tablespace can only have one table.

ICCDT02F
(DB2 z/OS) The segment size of tablespace should be greater than 0, if the lock size is TABLE.

ICCDT05F
(DB2 UDB) A tablespace can only be associated once to a database as a system catalog, user tablespace, or temporary
tablespace.

ICCDT06F
(DB2 UDB) A tablespace must have at least one UDB storage location.

ICCDT07W
(DB2 UDB) A tablespace does not have at least one Windows storage location, but does have at least one UNIX storage
location.
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ICCDT08W
(DB2 UDB) A tablespace does not have at least one UNIX storage location, but does have at least one Windows storage
location.

ICCDT09F
(DB2 UDB) The storage location must have a type of directory if the tablespace is managed by system.

ICCDT10F
(DB2 UDB) The storage location must have a type of directory if the tablespace is managed by system.

ICCDT11F
(DB2 UDB) The storage location must have a type of file if the tablespace is managed by database.

ICCDT12F
(DB2 UDB) The storage location must have a type of file or device if the tablespace is managed by database.

ICCDT13F
(DB2 UDB) The tablespace must be managed by database if the tablespace type is long.

ICCDT14F
(DB2 UDB) No record can be stored in this tablespace if the tablespace type is long.

ICCDT15F
(DB2 UDB) No record can be stored in this tablespace if the tablespace type is temporary.

ICCDT16F
(Oracle) There must be at least one datafile associated with the tablespace.

ICCDT17S
(Oracle) No tables or indices can be created until the tablespace is brought online.

ICCDT22E
(DB2 UDB) A tablespace used as a Database system catalog, must be regular.

ICCDT23E
(DB2 UDB) A tablespace used as a Database user tablespace, must be regular.
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ICCDT24E
(DB2 UDB) A tablespace used as a Database temporary catalog, must be temporary.

ICCDT25E
(DB2 UDB) System catalog tablespace must not contain any tables.

ICCDT26E
(DB2 UDB) Temporary catalog tablespace must not contain any tables.

ICCDT27E
(DB2 UDB) Database user tablespace must not contain any tables.

ICCDT28E
(DB2 UDB) System catalog tablespace must not be associated to any records as its index tablespace.

ICCDT29E
(DB2 UDB) A tablespace used as a Database user tablespace, must not be used as a record's index tablespace.

ICCDT30E
(DB2 z/OS) The Database's storage group cannot be <NONE> when the tablespace's VCAT is blank and storage group is
<NONE>.

ICCDT31E
(Oracle) No records or indices can be stored in this tablespace if the tablespace type is temporary.

ICCDU01E
A Duration must be quantified by a numeric value.

ICCDV01E
A transient, modifiable view in a USEd action block is incorrectly matched.

ICCDV02E
A persistent, import-only view in a USEd action block is incorrectly matched.

ICCDV03E
A persistent, modifiable view in a USEd action block is incorrectly matched.
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ICCDV04E
A persistent, import-only view in a USEd action block is incorrectly matched.

ICCDV05E
A persistent, modifiable view in a USEd action block is incorrectly matched.

ICCDV06E
Matched group views should have the same entity view structure and cardinality. Group views that have been matched
through view matching do not contain the same entity views or have different cardinality.

ICCDV07E
Dialog Flow matched views must have the same cardinality. Two views that have been matched through Dialog Flow have
different cardinalities.

ICCDV08E
Action block matched import views must have the same cardinality. Two views that have been matched through view
maintenance have different cardinalities.

ICCDV09E
Action block matched export views must have the same cardinality. Two views that have been matched through view
maintenance have different cardinalities.

ICCDV10W
Matched entity views should have at least one attribute view in common. In order for any data to be passed between
matched entity views, they must have at least one attribute view in common. Otherwise, they need not be matched.

ICCDV11W
The view provided as import should have all of the attribute views needed by the receiving action block.

ICCDV12E
No view matches are allowed under a repeating group view. Views within a repeating group view may not be specifically
matched on Dialog Flows or USE statements. The matching should be for the higher level repeating group view.

ICCDV13E
No import view matches are allowed under a repeating group view in used action block. Views within a repeating group
view may not be specifically matched on Dialog Flows or USE statements. The matching should be for the higher level
repeating group view.
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ICCDV14E
No export view matches are allowed under a repeating group view in used action block. Views within a repeating group
view may not be specifically matched on Dialog Flows or USE statements. The matching should be for the higher level
repeating group view.

ICCDV15E
A text domain expression must be provided where the function used has a text parameter. The function indicated requires
a text value. A non-text expression was supplied.

ICCDV16E
A numeric domain expression must be provided where the function used has a numeric parameter. The function indicated
requires a numeric value. A non-numeric expression was supplied.

ICCDV17E
A date domain expression must be provided where the function used has a date parameter. The function indicated
requires a date value. A non-date expression was supplied.

ICCDV18E
A time domain expression must be provided where the function used has a time parameter. The function indicated
requires a time value. A non-time expression was supplied.

ICCDV19E
A persistent import view of an entity type in the USEd action block has been matched with a supertype view.

ICCDV20W
A transient import view of a subtype in the USEd or FLOWed TO action block has been matched with a supertype.

ICCDV21W
A transient export view of a type in the USEd or FLOWed TO action block has been matched with a subtype.

ICCDV22E
Matched entities are no longer related to each other via the entity-hierarchy.

ICCDV23W
Matched views should have the same nullable setting.

ICCDV24E
A nullable setting on an attribute view requires the <Generate MISSING flags in code> setting on a called external action
block.
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ICCDX01E
This Dialect text string MATCHES the name of a COMMAND in the DETAULT Dialect for which there is no corresponding
Dialect text string.

Messages ICCEC01E - ICCGV15E

ICCEC01E
A CREATE statement requires the view to be an entity action view or a persistent view.

ICCEC02E
A CREATE statement requires that an import view be used as both input and output.

ICCEC03W
A CREATE statement should SET or default a value for each mandatory attribute.

ICCEC04E
A CREATE statement must SET each basic or designed attribute view if the entity view is not populated with a READ. You
have three options:

Populate the entity view with a READ statement.

Create a SET action for the attribute.

Default a value for the attribute in the Data Model.

ICCEC05E
All PERSISTENT identifying relationship memberships must be associated in the CREATE statement.

ICCEC06E
All NON-TRANSIENT MANDATORY relationship memberships should be associated with the CREATE statement.

ICCED01E
A DELETE statement requires the view to be an entity action view or a persistent view.

ICCED02E
A DELETE statement requires the import view be used as both input and output.

ICCED03E
The view to be deleted must be properly populated. The view has not been populated by a READ or CREATE action.
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ICCED04E
The view to be deleted must be properly populated and locked. The view has not been populated by a READ or CREATE
action.

ICCEN47W (JDBC)
There is more than one PLACING clause in the same SUMMARIZE statement that reference a DISTINCT aggregate
function. Not all DBMSs may support this statement.

ICCEN48W (ODBC/ADO.NET)
There is more than one PLACING clause in the same SUMMARIZE statement that reference a DISTINCT aggregate
function. Not all DBMSs may support this statement.

ICCEN49E
BLOB attributes may not be used in any clause except the WHERE clause.

ICCEF01W
Expected effects of <CREATE> should correspond with actual effects in the action diagram. The expected effects for the
elementary process is CREATE. In other words, the process CREATEs an entity occurrence. The action diagram for the
process (and its USEd action blocks) does not include a CREATE statement for that entity type or subtype.

Delete the expected effect for the elementary process in the AHD, or add the statement to the Process Action Diagram.

ICCEF02W
Expected effects of <DELETE> should correspond with actual effects in the action diagram. The expected effect for the
elementary process is DELETE. In other words, the process is expected to DELETE an entity occurrence. The action
diagram for the process (and its USEd action blocks) does not include a DELETE statement for that entity type or subtype.

Delete the expected effect for the elementary process in the AHD, or add the statement to the Process Action Diagram.

ICCEF03W
Expected effects of <READ> should correspond with actual effects in the action diagram. The expected effect for an
elementary process is READ. In other words, the process is expected to READ an entity occurrence. The action diagram
for the process (and its USEd action blocks) does not include a READ statement for that entity type or subtype.

Delete the expected effect for the elementary process in the AHD, or add the statement to the Process Action Diagram.

ICCEF04W
Expected effects of <UPDATE> should correspond with actual effects in the action diagram. The expected effect for the
elementary process is UPDATE. In other words, the process UPDATEs an entity occurrence. The action diagram for the
process (and its USEd action blocks) does not include a DELETE statement for that entity type or subtype.

Delete the expected effect for the elementary process in the AHD, or add the statement to the Process Action Diagram.
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ICCEI01S
An Operations Library or a z/OS Library must have at least one Action Block associated to it.

ICCEI02S
A Load Module must have at least one Procedure Step associated to it.

ICCEI03E
OS2 is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCEI04E
VMS is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCEI05E
GUARDIAN is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCEI06E
DOS is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCEI07E
NT is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCEI08E
WIN95 is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCEI09E
WIN95/98 is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCEI10E
NT/2000 is not a supported Operating System for generation.

ICCEI11E
ADA is not a supported Language for generation.

ICCEI12E
C++ is not a supported language for generation.
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ICCEI13E
DCE is not a supported Communications Type for generation.

ICCEI14E
Ingres is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCEI15E
Informix is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCEI16E
Rdb is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCEI17E
SQLDS is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCEI19E
Sybase is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCEI20E
XDB is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCEI21E
DB2/NT is not a supported DBMS for generation.

ICCEI22E
MOTIF is not a supported TP Monitor for generation.

ICCEI23E
ACMS is not a supported TP Monitor for generation.

ICCEI25E
Windows NT and Windows 2000 are not supported TP Monitors for generation.

ICCEI26E
IEFTE is not a supported TP Monitor for generation.
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ICCEI27E
DECFORMS is not a supported TP Monitor for generation.

ICCEI28E
MTS is not a supported TP Monitor for generation.

ICCEI29E
ENCINA is not a supported TP Monitor for generation.

ICCEI30E
The combination of Operating System UNIX and Language COBOL is not a valid combination for generation.

ICCEN01E
A READ statement requires the view to be an entity action view or a persistent view.

ICCEN02E
A READ statement requires that an import view be used as both input and output.

ICCEN03E
Derived attributes in a view being READ cannot be used in a WHERE clause.

A READ statement contains a WITH clause that specifies a derived attribute of the entity view being READ. This is a
temporary restriction.

ICCEN04E
Derived attributes cannot be used in a SORTED BY clause. A READ EACH statement contains a SORTED BY clause that
specifies a derived attribute of the entity view being READ repetitively. This is a temporary restriction.

ICCEN06E
A CURRENT persistent view used in a WHERE expression must be properly populated. The view has not been populated
by a READ or CREATE action.

ICCEN08E
A CURRENT persistent relationship view used in a WHERE expression must be properly populated. The view has not
been populated by a READ or CREATE action.

ICCEN09E
A transient import view used in conjunction with CURRENT in a relationship qualification is only allowed within derivation
algorithms.
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ICCEN10E
Operand domains must match.

The domains of the two operands in a conditional expression are not the same. For example, the operation may be
comparing an operand with a text domain to an operand with a numeric domain, or an operand with a date domain to an
operand with a time domain.

ICCEN11E
An argument to an aggregate function in a PLACING clause must include a reference to at least one entity view used in
the read list of the SUMMARIZE statement.

ICCEN12E
An argument to an aggregate function in a PLACING clause must be an entity action or persistent view used in the
SUMMARIZE statement read list or be designated as CURRENT.

ICCEN13E
A Derived attribute used within an argument to an aggregate function must be designated as CURRENT.

ICCEN14E
Arguments to aggregate functions (AVG and SUM) must be numeric.

ICCEN15E
The target for an aggregate function used in a PLACING clause must be a transient and modifiable attribute view.

ICCEN16E
The target for an aggregate function (AVG, COUNT, or SUM) in a PLACING clause must be a numeric attribute view.

ICCEN17E
The target for the aggregate function (COUNT) has no decimal places left of the decimal point.

ICCEN18W
The target attribute view (for a numeric aggregate function other than COUNT) has fewer decimal places (right of the
decimal point) than one of the expressions used in the argument to the function.

ICCEN19W
The target attribute view (for a numeric aggregate function other than COUNT) has fewer decimal places (left of the
decimal point) than one of the expressions used in the argument to the function.
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ICCEN20E
An entity action view used in the WITH THE SAME clause must also be used in the read list of the SUMMARIZE EACH
statement.

ICCEN21E
An attribute view used in the WITH THE SAME clause must also be used in a PLACING clause of the SUMMARIZE
EACH statement.

ICCEN22E
An attribute view used for placement by a PLACING clause must also be used in the WITH THE SAME clause of the
SUMMARIZE EACH statement.

ICCEN23E
The target for an aggregate function or common attribute value used in a PLACING clause must be a transient and
modifiable attribute view.

ICCEN24E
An argument to a GROUP aggregate function in a PLACING clause must include a reference to at least one entity view
used in the read list of the SUMMARIZE EACH statement.

ICCEN25E
An argument to a GROUP aggregate function in a PLACING clause must be an entity action or persistent view used in the
SUMMARIZE EACH statement read list or be designated as CURRENT.

ICCEN26E
An attribute view or aggregate function used in the SORTED BY clause must also be used in a PLACING clause of the
SUMMARIZE EACH statement.

ICCEN28E
Derived attributes cannot be used in the WITH THE SAME clause of a SUMMARIZE EACH statement.

ICCEN29E
(ORACLE) Attributes implemented as LONG fields cannot be used in a WHERE clause of a READ statement.

ICCEN30W
The target attribute view (for a character aggregate function) is shorter in length than the character view used as the
argument to the function.
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ICCEN31W
The target attribute view for aggregate function COUNT(OCCURRENCES) has fewer decimal places (left of decimal
point) than the maximum cardinality of one of the entity types used in the argument to the function.

ICCEN32W
(DB2 z/OS) Only one PLACING clause in the same SUMMARIZE statement may reference a DISTINCT aggregate
function.

ICCEN34W
(DB2 UDB) Only one PLACING clause in the same SUMMARIZE statement may reference a DISTINCT aggregate
function.

ICCEN35W
(SQL/MP) Only one PLACING clause in the same SUMMARIZE statement may reference a DISTINCT aggregate
function.

ICCEN45W
This Action Diagram is marked for Compatibility (non-DLL). It contains a call to a derivation algorithm that is either marked
Yes or No for its Dynamically Link option.

If the called derivation algorithm Action Diagram is marked Yes for its Dynamically Link option, and if  you target z/OS
and choose to process modules marked for compatibility, it will result in a generator error. If you target z/OS, but are not
processing modules marked for compatibility, then the non-compatibility derivation algorithm Action Diagram should not be
built.

If the called derivation algorithm Action Diagram is marked No for its Dynamically Link option, and if  you target z/OS and
choose to process modules marked for compatibility, then the non-compatibility derivation algorithm Action Diagram must
be re-installed.  If you target z/OS, but are not processing modules marked for compatibility, then the non-compatibility
derivation algorithm Action Diagram should not be built.

NOTE
A procedure step or action block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in
construction/packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's
Dynamically Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting
established in the business system.

ICCEN46W
This Action Diagram is included in a z/OS Library, and it contains a reference to a derived attribute that will implicitly call
a derivation algorithm that is either marked for or defaulted to Compatibility for its Dynamic Link option. Compatibility
modules are not eligible to be dynamically called by Action Diagrams included in a z/OS Library.

NOTE
An Action Block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in construction/
packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's Dynamically
Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting established in
the business system.
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ICCEN47W
(JDBC) There is more than one PLACING clause in the same SUMMARIZE statement that reference a DISTINCT
aggregate function. Not all DBMSs may support this statement.

ICCEP01E
An index that implements an identifier must match the identifier. The identifier for the entity type that the table is
implementing has been changed since the index was created. The index for the table no longer matches the identifier.
Run Retransformation.

ICCEP03E
An index on a link table must be unique. Link tables represent one pairing per row. Redundant pairings aren't allowed.
Delete link table and re-implement relationship.

ICCEP04E
An index on a link table must contain all columns in the link table. A link table uses foreign keys to define the pairings.
Delete the link table and re-implement the relationship.

ICCEP05E
An index that also serves as a relationship is not properly implemented.

The implementation must contain all foreign key columns in the constraint implemented. The Data Model was changed
after the TD was built or foreign key columns were removed from the index. Add the columns to the index or run
Retransformation.

ICCEP07E
If an index implements a many-to-many relationship implementation, then the index must be on a link table.

ICCEP08E
An index, which is marked as the primary key, must implement an identifier of the highest-level entity type.

ICCEP09E
Only one index per table is allowed to be designated the Primary Key.

ICCEP10W
(DB2 z/OS) For a partitioned index, the indexspace should contain multiple data sets (only one indexspace currently
configured).

ICCEP11F
(DB2 z/OS) For a non-partitioned index, the indexspace may contain only one data set.
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ICCEP12F
(DB2 z/OS) All partitions except the last one must have value limits.

ICCEP13E
(SQL/MP) A unique index containing nullable columns may not be supported.

ICCEP14E
(SQL/MX) A unique index containing nullable columns may not be supported.

ICCEP14S
(DB2 z/OS) There are more than 16 columns in the index or the sum of the length attributes of the columns in the index is
greater than the maximum values allowed.

ICCEP15W
An index, which is marked as the primary key, does not implement a primary identifier of the highest-level entity type.

ICCEP16S
An index which implements a primary identifier of the highest-level entity type should be marked as the primary key.

ICCEP17S
(ORACLE) An index must have contents of at least 1 and at most 16 columns.

ICCEP18S
(DB2 UDB) An index must have contents of at least 1 and at most 16 columns.

ICCEP20S
(Microsoft SQL) An index must have contents of at least 1 and at most 16 columns.

ICCEP23S
(DB2 z/OS) An index must contain at least 1 and at most 64 columns.

ICCEP25S
(DB2 UDB) There are more than 16 columns in the index or the sum of the length attributes of the columns in the index is
greater than 255.

ICCEP29S
(Microsoft SQL) There are more than 16 columns in the index or sum of the length attributes of the columns in the index is
greater than 256.
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ICCEP31S
(SQL/MP) the estimated index length is greater than 254.

ICCEP32S
(SQL/MX) The estimated index length is greater than 2048.

ICCEP32W
(DB2 UDB) The index is marked as the primary key and contains some columns with a descending sort. The DBMS
cannot support this and the columns will be treated as ascending.

ICCEP33W
(Oracle) The index is marked as the primary key and contains some columns with a descending sort. The DBMS cannot
support this and the columns will be treated as ascending.

ICCEP34W
(SQL/MP) The index is marked as the primary key and contains some columns with a descending sort. The DBMS cannot
support this and the columns will be treated as ascending.

ICCEP37E
BLOBs may not be indexes.

ICCES01S
One table must implement each entity. An entity type cannot be implemented twice nor can it be split between two tables.
This is a temporary restriction.

ICCES02E
A subtype must have a name. Assign a name to the subtype.

ICCES03W
A subtype should have maximum number of occurrences defined. Be sure the maximum number is greater than the
average, and that the average is greater than the minimum. The average is the usual number of occurrences. It need not
be the arithmetic mean. This is a completeness, not consistency, warning.

ICCES04W
A subtype should have an average number of occurrences greater than 0. Estimate the usual number of occurrences
of the entity type or subtype. Enter that number in the average field. The average is the usual number of occurrences. It
need not be the arithmetic mean. This is a completeness, not consistency, warning.
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ICCES05W
A subtype should have an estimated number of occurrences where the minimum is less than the average and the average
is less than the maximum. Be sure the maximum number is greater than the average, and that the average is greater than
the minimum. The average is the usual number of occurrences. It need not be the arithmetic mean.

ICCES06E
A subtype must be classified by a permitted value. Add values to the Permitted Values List and add classifying attributes
for the partitioning.

ICCES07E
A lowest-level subtype must own or inherit at least one identifier. If the parent entity type has an identifier, the subtype
inherits it. Code and DDL generation require an identifier for the highest-level entity type.

ICCES08E
A subtype must have or inherit at least one attribute, one relationship membership, or be a subtype in a life cycle
partitioning. A subtype is only of interest if it adds to the parent's definition, new predicates, or refines its life cycle.

ICCES09E
A subtype must have at least one attribute and two relationships, or be in a life cycle partitioning.

ICCES10E
A subtype within a life cycle partitioning cannot have a non-life cycle partitioning. Each subtype in a life cycle partitioning is
one state of the life cycle. If a subtype has subtypes, they must be sub-transitions.

ICCES11E
Any subtype identifier should not be marked as primary.

ICCES12W
A state should not have a transition to it that is associated with a non-elementary process.

ICCES13E
A life cycle state seen by an entity view must have a classifying permitted value.

ICCES14W
A subtype of a Business Object type must itself be a Business Object type.

ICCES15W
A subtype registered as a Business Object Type must own at least one TRANSATION OPERATION unless the parent of
the subtype owns one.
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ICCES16E
A subtype must be defined as the same type as its parent.

ICCET01E
Each identifier must contain one attribute or one one-to-one relationship, or two many-to-one relationships. An identifier
can be composed entirely of relationship memberships.

ICCET02W
Each identifier may not contain one attribute with length over 254 characters. This is a restriction for subsequent DBMS
implementation.

ICCET03E
An entity type can have only one state partitioning. If you have subtypes, only one partitioning can be a life cycle
partitioning.

ICCET05E
Each fully enumerated partitioning must "use" all values for the classifying attribute. Fully enumerated means that all
occurrences of the entity type are accounted for. Each occurrence of the entity type is also an occurrence of one of the
subtypes in the partitioning. If you have values that are unused, you have not accounted for all occurrences. Add subtypes
to use the unused values of the classifying attribute, delete values, or change to not fully enumerated.

This error also occurs if you have an equal number of subtypes and permitted values, but have only assigned some (not
all) classifying values.

ICCET06E
Each life cycle partitioning must be fully enumerated. All stages of the life cycle must be accounted for. Add subtypes as
necessary to account for all parts of the life cycle.

ICCET07E
Each partitioning must be defined by a classifying attribute.

ICCET08E
The classifying attribute of each partitioning must be an attribute of the parent entity type. The parent entity type is what is
being subdivided. One of its attributes forms the basis for subdivision and is the classifying attribute.

ICCET09F
Each entity may be implemented by at most one table. An entity type cannot be implemented twice nor can it be split
between two tables.

ICCET11E
An identifier may not contain a BLOB attribute.
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ICCET12E
The classifying attribute of a partitioning must not be a BLOB attribute.

ICCEU01E
A reference to a subscript must be for a repeating group view.

ICCEV01E
An entity view must have at least one predicate view. To resolve this error, add at least one attribute view or one
relationship membership.

ICCEV02W
Each entity action view should be used in the action block. There are entity action views specified in an action block that
are not used in its logic. This warning references completeness not consistency.

ICCEV04E
An entity view must have at least one attribute view for code generation. This is a temporary restriction.

ICCEV05E
Each entity type referenced in an entity action view must be implemented in Technical Design. Code generation cannot
run if an entity type referenced in an action block is not implemented in the TD (or DSL).

ICCEV07E
The import view of a derivation algorithm cannot be persistent.

ICCEV08E
The export view of a derivation algorithm cannot be persistent.

ICCEV09W
A persistent view of an ENCAPSULATED entity type may only be declared in an OPERATION owned by that same entity
type (or one of its subtypes/supertypes).

ICCEV10W
A RESTRICTED entity type may only be subjected to a CREATE, UPDATE, or DELETE statement when the statement is
in an OPERATION owned by that same entity type (or one of its subtypes/supertypes).

ICCEV11W
An ENCAPSULATED entity type may only be subjected to a CREATE, READ, UPDATE, or DELETE statement when the
statement is in an OPERATION owned by that same entity type (or one of its subtypes/supertypes).
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ICCEV12E
A TRANSIENT entity type cannot have a PERSISTENT view.

ICCEV13W
(CBD) An operation owned by a type, which belongs to a specification subject area, must only reference work views or
attributes from specification subject areas in its import/export views.

ICCEV14E
All views of ASYNC_REQUEST must contain an attribute ID.

ICCEX01E
Each occurrence of an event must be joined to one activity. Events cannot exist in a dependency diagram unless they are
joined to an activity. An event can be joined to only one activity.

ICCEX02W
An external object must be associated with at least one activity.

ICCEX03W
Each occurrence of an external object must have at least one import or one export view. Whenever an external object is
used in a dependency diagram, it must be joined to an activity.

ICCFD02E
A denormalized column must be denormalized along an implemented relationship membership.

ICCFD03E
A denormalized column must have a corresponding primary data column for the same attribute. The primary data column
was changed or deleted after the denormalized column was implemented.

ICCFD04F
A denormalized column is incorrectly implemented. A Public Interface import of a table attempted to define a
denormalization along an irrelevant relationship.

ICCFI01E
(DB2 z/OS) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented text attribute.

ICCFI02E
(DB2 z/OS) A numeric format column must implement a numeric attribute. Changes have been made to the Data Model
after Transformation in TD. The columns should be deleted and re-added.
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ICCFI03E
(DB2 z/OS) A character format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute. Changes have been made
to the Data Model after Transformation in TD. The columns should be deleted and re-added.

ICCFI04E
A smallint column must implement a small numeric integer attribute. Changes have been made to the Data Model after
Transformation in TD. The columns should be deleted and re-added.

ICCFI05E
An integer column must implement a large numeric integer attribute. Changes have been made to the Data Model after
Transformation in TD. The columns should be deleted and re-added.

ICCFI06E
A packed column must implement a non-text attribute of the same precision. Changes have been made to the Data Model
after Transformation in TD. The columns should be deleted and re-added.

ICCFI07E
A packed column cannot have a precision greater than 18 digits. This is a DB2 limitation. Detail the column and lower the
precision to at most 18. Precision of attribute and column must match.

ICCFI08E
A float column must implement a numeric attribute with the same precision. The Data Model was changed after the
Technical Design was built. Delete the column and re-implement or change the attribute precision through Data Model.

ICCFI09E
A column that implements a date attribute must be decimal (8,0). The Data Model was changed after the Technical Design
was built. The columns should be deleted and re-added.

ICCFI10E
A column that implements a time attribute must be decimal (6,0). The Data Model was changed after the Technical Design
was built. The columns should be deleted and re-added.

ICCFI12E
(DB2 z/OS) A column name exceeds the length which is allowed.

ICCFI13E
A character format column must implement a text attribute.
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ICCFI14E
(DB2 z/OS) A DBCS format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI16E
Check the properties for this column. If the domain is supposed to be timestamp, the column must have a length of 20
with 0 decimal places.

ICCFI17E
(DB2 z/OS) The format of the column conflicts with the varying length property of the attribute it implements. One is
defined as fixed, the other as varying.

ICCFI18E
(DB2 UDB) A column name exceeds the length that is allowed.

ICCFI21E
(SQL/MP) A column name exceeds the length that is allowed.

ICCFI22E
(SQL/MX) A column name exceeds the length which is allowed.-CHECK-CCFLDLEN no change is required.

ICCFI23E
(DB2 UDB) A DBCS format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI24E
(Oracle) A DBCS format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI27E
(Microsoft SQL) A DBCS format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI28E
(SQL/MX) A DBCS format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI29E
(SQL/MP) A DBCS format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI31E
(DB2 UDB) The format of the column conflicts with the varying length property of the attribute it implements. One is
defined as fixed, the other as varying.
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ICCFI32E
(Oracle) The format of the column conflicts with the varying length property of the attribute it implements. One is defined
as fixed, the other as varying.

ICCFI35E
(Microsoft SQL) The format of the column conflicts with the varying length property of the attribute it implements. One is
defined as fixed, the other as varying.

ICCFI36E
(SQL/MX) The format of the column conflicts with the varying length property of the attribute it implements. One is denied
as fixed, the other as varying.

ICCFI37E
(SQL/MP) The format of the column conflicts with the varying length property of the attribute it implements. One is defined
as fixed, the other as varying.

ICCFI39S
(Oracle) Attribute does not have default value, the 'Enforce Default Value within DBMS' flag will be ignored.

ICCFI42S
(Microsoft SQL) Attribute does not have default value, the 'Enforce Default Value within DBMS' flag will be ignored.

ICCFI43S
(SQL/MX) Attribute does not have default value, the 'Enforce Default Value within DBMS' flag will be ignored.

ICCFI44S
(SQL/MP) Attribute does not have default value, the 'Enforce Default Value within DBMS' flag will be ignored.

ICCFI45S
(DB2 z/OS) Attribute does not have default value, the 'Enforce Default Value within DBMS' flag will be ignored.

ICCFI50S
(DB2 UDB) Attribute does not have default value, confirm its permitted value includes 0 or space, otherwise, the 'Enforce
Default Value within DBMS' flag will be ignored.

ICCFI52E
(DB2 UDB) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented text attribute.
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ICCFI53E
(Oracle) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented text attribute.

ICCFI57E
(SQL/MP) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented text attribute.

ICCFI58E
(SQL/MX) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented text attribute.

ICCFI59E
(Microsoft SQL) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented text attribute.

ICCFI60E
(DB2 UDB) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented numeric attribute.

ICCFI61E
(Oracle) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented numeric attribute.

ICCFI65E
(SQL/MP) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented numeric attribute.

ICCFI66E
(SQL/MX) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented numeric attribute.

ICCFI67E
(Microsoft SQL) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented numeric attribute.

ICCFI68E
(DB2 UDB) A character format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI69E
(Oracle) A character format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI73E
(SQL/MP) A character format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.
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ICCFI74E
(SQL/MX) A character format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI75E
(Microsoft SQL) A character format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI85E
The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented auto number attribute.

ICCFI86E
A column that implements an auto number attribute must not have any decimal places.

ICCFI87E
A column that implements an auto number attribute must not be optional.

ICCFI88E
(Oracle) The starting value has too many digits for the definition of the column.

ICCFI89E
(Oracle) The minimum value has too many digits for the definition of the column.

ICCFI90E
(Oracle) The maximum value has too many digits for the definition of the column.

ICCFI91E
(Oracle) The minimum value must be less than or equal to the starting value.

ICCFI92E
(Oracle) The starting value must be less than or equal to the maximum value.

ICCFI93E
(Oracle) The minimum value must be less than the maximum value.

ICCFI94E
(MS/SQL) The starting value has too many digits for the definition of the column.
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ICCFI95E
(MS/SQL) The minimum value has many digits for the definition of the column.

ICCFI96E
(MS/SQL) The maximum value has many digits for the definition of the column

ICCFI97E
(MS/SQL) The minimum value must be less than or equal to the starting value

ICCFI98E
(MS/SQL) The starting value must be less than or equal to the maximum value.

ICCFI99E
(MS/SQL) The minimum value must be less than the maximum value.

ICCFI100E
(DB2 z/OS) The starting value has many digits for the definition of the column.

ICCFI101E
(DB2 z/OS) The minimum value has many digits for the definition of the column.

ICCFI102E
(DB2 z/OS) The maximum value has many digits for the definition of the column.

ICCFI103E
(DB2 z/OS) The minimum value must be less than or equal to the starting value.

ICCFI104E
(DB2 z/OS) The starting value must be less than or equal to the maximum value.

ICCFI105E
(DB2 z/OS) The minimum value must be less than the maximum value.

ICCFI106E
(DB2 UDB) The starting value has many digits for the definition of the column.
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ICCFI107E
(DB2 UDB) The minimum value has many digits for the definition of the column.

ICCFI108E
(DB2 UDB) The maximum value has many digits for the definition of the column.

ICCFI109E
(DB2 UDB) The minimum value must be less than or equal to the starting value.

ICCFI110E
(DB2 UDB) The starting value must be less than or equal to the maximum value.

ICCFI111E
(DB2 UDB) The minimum value must be less than the maximum value.

ICCFI112E
(SQL/MX) Auto number attributes are not supported.

ICCFI113E
(ODBC/ADO.NET) Auto number attributes are not supported.

ICCFI114E
(JDBC) Auto number attributes are not supported.

ICCFI115E
(SQL/MP) Auto number attributes are not supported.

ICCFI116E
(All DBMSs) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented BLOB attribute.

ICCFI117E
A BLOB column must implement a BLOB attribute of the same length and units.

ICCFI118E
(JDBC) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented text attribute.
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ICCFI119E
(JDBC) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented numeric attribute.

ICCFI120E
(JDBC) A character format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI121E
(JDBC) A column name exceeds the length which is allowed.

ICCFI122E
(JDBC) A DBCS format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI123E
(JDBC) The format of the column conflicts with the varying length property of the attribute it implements. One is defined as
fixed, the other as varying.

ICCFI125E
(ODBC/ADO.NET) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented text attribute.

ICCFI126E
(ODBC/ADO.NET) The format of this column is inconsistent with the implemented numeric attribute.

ICCFI127E
(ODBC/ADO.NET) A character format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI128E
(ODBC/ADO.NET) A column name exceeds the length which is allowed.

ICCFI129E
(ODBC/ADO.NET) A DBCS format column must be the same length as the implemented attribute.

ICCFI130E
(ODBC/ADO.NET) The format of the column conflicts with the varying length property of the attribute it implements. One is
defined as fixed, the other as varying.

ICCFK01E
Each foreign key column in a link table must be specified as Not Null. The entities have changed since the table and
constraint were added. Delete the constraint and re-add the relationship.
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ICCFK02E
A foreign key column must implement the same attribute as its target column. The identifier has changed since the
constraint was defined. Delete the constraint (or the table) and re-add.

ICCFK03E
A foreign key column must implement an identifying attribute.

ICCFK04E
A foreign key used in a high-level identifying index must be Not Null.

ICCFK05E
A Not Null foreign key must implement a high-level identifying relationship, unless the model preference ‘Allow NOT NULL
for non-identifying mandatory relationships’ is set to ‘Optional’.

NOTE
To update this model preference, click Model, Settings, Model Preferences and on the Model Preferences
dialog, select ‘Allow NOT NULL for non-identifying mandatory relationships’. This Model Preference is used
to determine how non-identifying relationships should be transformed. The default is to transform these
relationships as NULLable columns. Setting it to ‘Mandatory’ will tell transformation to instead make them NOT
NULL. Setting it to ‘Optional’ will maintain the current default behavior.

ICCFK06E
A foreign key implementing an identifying relationship membership must also be used in the corresponding identifying
index. If a relationship membership is used as an identifier, the foreign key column is needed in the index to enforce
uniqueness. Run Retransformation.

ICCFK07E
A foreign key column used in an identifying index is not properly implemented. If a relationship membership is used as an
identifier, the foreign key column is needed in the index to enforce uniqueness. Run Retransformation.

ICCFK08W
A foreign key column should have the same type and length as its target column. Differences will adversely impact JOIN
performance.

ICCFK09W
A foreign key column implementing a relationship membership is not used in any index.

ICCFK10W
A foreign key column cannot be used to implement a TRANSIENT relationship.
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ICCFN01F
A function must not contain any local or entity action data views. Contact Technical Support. The system should have
deleted local and entity action data views when a process is changed from elementary to non-elementary.

ICCFN02W
A function must decompose into at least two activities. A root function or function in a hierarchy with no subordinate
activities or only one subordinate activity is not properly decomposed. Delete the subordinate activity or add another
subordinate activity. This is a completeness, not consistency, warning.

ICCFN03W
A function should not be associated with a state transition.

ICCFU01E
A Function Usage must provide input for all mandatory parameters of the used function.

ICCFU03E
A Datenum function should not have a 1 as the only parameter.

ICCFV01F
(DB2 z/OS) A column index value must be associated to data sets that are partitioned.

ICCFV02F
(DB2 z/OS) Partition values must be for corresponding index and tablespace.

ICCFV03F
(DB2 z/OS) The index column is associated with a different index than the index associated with the indexspace.

ICCFV04S
(DB2 z/OS) The partitioning value must not exceed the maximum value that is allowed by the attribute.

ICCGA01E
The target Procedure Step of a GET ASYNC statement must be packaged in a Server Manager.

ICCGA02E
Internet Clients, ASP.NET Clients, and Web View Clients must not contain GET ASYNC statements.

ICCGF01E
A Repeating Group Definition should only be connected to a repeating group view.
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ICCGV01E
A group view with cardinality of many must have the expected cardinality defined.

ICCGV02E
Implicitly indexed repeating group views cannot be indexed explicitly. Within any action block, a group view may be either
implicitly or explicitly indexed, but not both.

ICCGV03E
Explicitly indexed repeating group views cannot be used as TARGETING views. The TARGETING clause invokes implicit
indexing and cannot reference a group view that has explicit indexing specified.

ICCGV04E
Explicitly indexed repeating group views cannot be the subject of a FOR EACH statement. The FOR EACH statement
invokes implicit indexing and cannot reference a group view that has explicit indexing specified.

ICCGV05E
A group view must decompose into sub-views.

ICCGV06E
All sub-group views must be implicitly or explicitly indexed the same as the parent group view. If a group view is implicitly
indexed, then all group views within it must also be implicitly indexed. If a group view is explicitly indexed, then all group
views within it must also be explicitly indexed.

ICCGV08E
Group views, which are referenced in a TARGETING clause, must be repeating group views.

ICCGV09W
An EXPLICITLY indexed repeating group view should have its subscript SET at least once. Each explicitly indexed
repeating group view should SET the index value at least once in the action diagram. Add a SET SUBSCRIPT of the
repeating group view to the action block or change to implicit subscripting.

ICCGV11E
The repeating group view that contains this list occurrence must be implemented as a LISTBOX or OCX on a different
Window within the same Procedure Step.

ICCGV12W
This group view is implemented as a list occurrence in a LISTBOX. The Window containing the LISTBOX is not the
PRIMARY Window for the Procedure Step. Ensure proper Screen sequencing.
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ICCGV14E
A group view is placed as a LISTBOX on more than one Window within the same Procedure Step.

ICCGV15E
A Repeating Group MUST not contain more than one nested Repeating Group at the SAME LEVEL.

ICCHL32W
(SQL/MX) The PERSISTENT entity contains more attributes than the DBMS can handle (2100).

ICCRC16W
(SQL/MX) A table should contain at most 2100 columns.

Messages ICCHL01S - ICCMC01W
 

ICCHL01S
Each PERSISTENT entity must be implemented by one record. An entity type cannot be implemented twice nor can it be
split between two records.

ICCHL02E
An entity type must have a name. A name has not been assigned to an entity type or subtype.

ICCHL03E
Each entity type with occurrences must have an identifier to be implemented in Technical Design. Both the DDL and code
generation require all highest-level entity types to have an identifier. This ensures uniqueness of, and accessibility to,
individual occurrences.

ICCHL04F
Each highest-level entity type must belong to exactly one subject area. Internal Gen error. Contact Customer support.

ICCHL10E
An identifier for a highest-level entity type must include only attributes and relationship memberships of that entity type.
(An occurrence may be of any of the subtypes, but it must still be distinguished.)

ICCHL11E
No cycles may be defined using identifying relationships.

Identifying relationship memberships may be used to define single hierarchies only, not recursive hierarchies. Change the
definition of at least one identifier in the cycle to break the cycle.
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ICCHL12W
A persistent entity type's maximum number of occurrences should be defined. Be sure the maximum number is greater
than the average, and that the average is greater than the minimum. The average is the usual number of occurrences. It
need not be the arithmetic mean.

ICCHL13W
A persistent entity type's average number of occurrences should be greater than 0.

Estimate the usual number of occurrences of the entity type or subtype. Type that number in the average field. The
average is the usual number of occurrences. It need not be the arithmetic mean. This is a completeness, not consistency,
warning.

ICCHL14W
A persistent entity type's estimated number of occurrences should have a minimum less than the average and the
average less than the maximum. Be sure the maximum number is greater than the average, and that the average is
greater than the minimum. The average is the usual number of occurrences. It need not be the arithmetic mean.

ICCHL15W
A persistent entity type should have at least one expected effect of CREATE defined via some Activity. Provide a CREATE
action for this entity type. This is a completeness, not consistency, warning.

ICCHL16E
An entity type may have no more than one primary identifier.

ICCHL17W
A TRANSIENT entity type must have at least one attribute or two relationships, or an OPERATION.

ICCHL18E
A PERSISTENT entity type must have either a BASIC or DESIGNED attribute or two (or more) NON-TRANSIENT
relationships.

ICCHL19W
An INSTANCE-LESS TRANSIENT entity type cannot have an IDENTIFIER.

ICCHL20W
A Business Object Type must own at least one TRANSACTION OPERATION or PUBLISHABLE TRANSACTION
OPERATION.

ICCHL21W
A PERSISTENT Entity Type cannot be contained in a SPECIFICATION Subject Area.
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ICCHL23W
(DB2 z/OS) The PERSISTENT entity contains more attributes than the 750 that the DBMS can handle.

ICCHL24W
(Oracle) The PERSISTENT entity contains more attributes than the 1000 that the DBMS can handle.

ICCHL25W
(DB2 UDB) The PERSISTENT entity contains more attributes than the 1012 that the DBMS can handle.

ICCHL27W
(Microsoft SQL) The PERSISTENT entity contains more attributes than the 250 that the DBMS can handle.

ICCHL31W
(SQL/MP) The PERSISTENT entity contains more attributes than the DBMS can handle (254).

ICCHL33E
(CBD) A COMPONENT SPECIFICATION must be placed in a Specification Subject Area.

ICCHL34E
(CBD) An Interface Type must be placed in a Specification Subject Area.

ICCHL35E
(CBD) A SPECIFICATION TYPE must be placed in a Specification Subject Area.

ICCHL36E
(CBD) A COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION must be placed in an Implementation Subject Area.

ICCHL37W
(CBD) When specifying components, a Specification Type should be used in preference to a regular Entity Type in a
Specification Subject Area.

ICCHL38E
(CBD) A COMPONENT SPECIFICATION must be a transient type.

ICCHL39E
(CBD) A COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION must be a transient type.
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ICCHL40E
(CBD) A COMPONENT SPECIFICATION cannot own attributes.

ICCHL41E
(CBD) A COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION cannot own attributes.

ICCHL42E
(CBD) A COMPONENT SPECIFICATION cannot own operations.

ICCHL43W
(CBD) A SPECIFICATION TYPE can only own operations if you have decided to factor operations to INTERFACE TYPE
model types.

ICCHL44E
(CBD) A COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION cannot own operations.

ICCHL45E
(CBD) A COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION must not be defined as a Business Object type.

ICCHL46E
(CBD) An INTERFACE TYPE must be a transient type.

ICCHL47E
(CBD) An INTERFACE TYPE must have exactly one Interface Type Model.

ICCHL48W
(CBD) An INTERFACE TYPE should own at least one operation.

ICCHL49E
(CBD) An INTERFACE TYPE cannot own subtypes.

ICCHL50E
(CBD) A COMPONENT SPECIFICATION cannot participate in a relationship.

ICCHL51E
(CBD) A COMPONENT IMPLEMENTATION cannot participate in a relationship.
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ICCHL52W
Each transient entity type with occurrences should have an identifier.

ICCHL53W
Each transient component specification with occurrences should have an identifier.

ICCHL54W
Each transient interface with occurrences should have an identifier.

ICCHL55W
Each transient specification type with occurrences should have an identifier.

ICCHL56W
Each transient component implementation with occurrences should have an identifier.

ICCHL57E
Only one auto number attribute may be specified per entity.

ICCIC01E
Only attribute views whose Nullable property is checked may use the NullIndicator reference in an Inline Code statement.

ICCIC02E
Special variable repeating group view reference is invalid in an Inline Code statement.

ICCIC03W
The number of characters in the inline code statement exceeds the limit specified in the model preferences.

ICCIC04E
When COBOL is selected as the language for an Inline Code statement, only attribute views whose Varying Text property
is checked may use the Length special variable view reference.

ICCLC01E
A COMMAND IS statement must assign a text value. The value assigned contains non-alphabetic characters.

ICCLC02E
Operand domains must match. The domains of the two operands in a conditional expression are not the same. For
example, the operation may be comparing an operand with a text domain to an operand with a numeric domain, or an
operand with a data domain to an operand with a time domain.
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ICCLF01S
Each foreign key constraint should target an identifier of a highest-level entity type.

ICCLF02E
Each foreign key constraint must target an identifier of a highest-level entity type for correct code generation.

ICCLF03E
A foreign key column should have the same type and length as its target column. Differences will adversely affect JOIN
performance.

ICCLF04F
A constraint must connect tables implementing the entities which participate in the relationship represented by the
implementation. The likely cause of this is a model imported through the Public Interface function. Delete the constraint
and re-implement the relationship membership.

ICCLF05F
A constraint must connect the tables implementing the entities which participate in the many-to-many relationship being
implemented. The likely cause of this is a model imported through the Public Interface function. Delete link tables and re-
implement the relationship membership.

ICCLF06E
A constraint must target an identifier which is an identifier of the 'to' table. Change the constraint to a different identifying
index as the basis for the foreign key or delete constraint and re-implement.

ICCLF07E
(DB2 z/OS) A constraint using DBMS-enforced integrity must target the primary key of the target table. This applies to any
DBMS that has its own referential integrity checking. If you want to use a different identifier for different constraints, Gen-
enforced referential integrity does not support it.

ICCLF08E
(DB2 z/OS) Invalid DBMS-enforced integrity specified by the constraint is due to incomplete TD implementation or DBMS
RI rule violation.

ICCLF10E
(DB2 UDB) Invalid DBMS-enforced integrity specified by the constraint is due to incomplete TD implementation or DBMS
RI rule violation.

ICCLF11E
(Oracle) Invalid DBMS-enforced integrity specified by the constraint is due to incomplete TD implementation or DBMS RI
rule violation.
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ICCLF14E
(Microsoft SQL) Invalid DBMS-enforced integrity specified by the constraint is due to incomplete TD implementation or
DBMS RI rule violation.

ICCLF18E
(DB2 UDB) A constraint using DBMS-enforced integrity must target the primary key of the target table.

ICCLF19E
(Oracle) A constraint using DBMS-enforced integrity must target the primary key of the target table.

ICCLF22E
(Microsoft SQL) A constraint using DBMS-enforced integrity must target the primary key of the target table.

ICCLF26E
The delete rule for the constraint must match the delete rule on the relationship.

ICCLS01E
A SET statement target view is invalid.

ICCLS02E
A SET statement on a text attribute must assign a text value. A stand-alone SET statement is establishing a value other
than text for a text attribute.

ICCLS03E
A SET statement on a numeric attribute must assign a numeric value. A stand-alone SET statement is establishing a
value other than numeric for a numeric attribute.

ICCLS04E
A SET statement must have a TO or USING clause.

ICCLS05E
A SET statement must assign a date attribute view to another date value. A stand-alone SET statement is establishing a
value other than date to an attribute view defined as date. To correct the problem, go into the Data Model and change the
domain of the attribute used in the SET statement to date or (in the PAD) select a different attribute to be used in the SET.

ICCLS06E
A SET statement must assign a time attribute view to another time value. A stand-alone SET statement is establishing a
value other than time for a time attribute.
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ICCLS07E
The called action block for SET USING must have one and only one export view. The calling action block only SET one
view so the called action block can only have one export view.

ICCLS08E
The called action block for SET USING must have one and only one export predicate view. The predicate view in the
called action block does not match the predicate view in the calling action block.

ICCLS09E
The domain of attribute in the called action block must be the same as the SET attribute. The domains are not the same.
For example, the operation may be comparing an operand with a text domain to an operand with a numeric domain, or an
operand with a date domain to an operand with a time domain.

ICCLS10E
Every repeating implicitly indexed group view enclosing the attribute view SET in this statement must be targeted/
controlled in the correct order.

The rearrangement or deletion of statements has resulted in a corruption of the statement hierarchy. The order of the
READ EACH, FOR EACH, DO WHILE, or REPEAT UNTIL statements that refer to the group views must reflect the
order of the corresponding group views in the Export View. The SET statement must be contained within the targeting/
controlling statements.

Access the PAD and move the SET statement and/or rearrange the targeting statements.

ICCLS11E
A SET statement on system attribute NEXTTRAN must assign a text value. TRANCODE must be a text value. Change
the Domain of the expression being SET to text.

ICCLS12E
The attribute type in the called action block for SET NEXTTRAN USING must be text. TRANCODE must be a text value.
Change the Domain of the attribute to text.

ICCLS13E
Operand domains must match. The domains of the two operands in a conditional expression are not the same. For
example, the operation may be comparing an operand with a text domain to an operand with a numeric domain, or an
operand with a data domain to an operand with a time domain.

ICCLS14W
A SET statement should not use ROUNDED on a non-numeric attribute.

ICCLS15W
A SET USING statement should not use ROUNDED on a non-numeric attribute.
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ICCLS16E
Only nullable attribute views may be set to NULL.

ICCLS17W
This Action Diagram is marked for Compatibility (non-DLL). It contains a call to an Action Diagram marked Yes. If you
target z/OS, and choose to process modules marked for compatibility, it will result in a generator error. If you target z/OS,
but are not processing modules marked for compatibility, then the non-compatibility Action Diagram should not be built.

NOTE
A procedure step or action block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in
construction/packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's
Dynamically Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting
established in the business system.

ICCLS18W
This Action Diagram is marked for Compatibility (non-DLL).  It contains a call to an Action Diagram marked No. If you
target z/OS, and choose to process modules marked for compatibility, then the non-compatibility Action Diagram must be
re-installed.  If you target z/OS, but are not processing modules marked for compatibility, then the called Action Diagram
should not be built.

NOTE
A procedure step or action block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in
construction/packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's
Dynamically Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting
established in the business system.

ICCLS20W
This Action Diagram is included in a z/OS Library, and it contains a call to an Action Diagram that is either marked for or
defaulted to Compatibility for its Dynamic Link option. Compatibility modules are not eligible to be dynamically called by
Action Diagrams included in a z/OS Library.

NOTE
An Action Block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in construction/
packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's Dynamically
Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting established in
the business system.

ICCLS21E
A SET statement on a BLOB attribute must assign a BLOB value.

ICCLV01E
A MAKE statement can only apply to attributes placed on the screen. Use the Screen Design or Navigation Diagram tool
to place the attribute on the screen or window, or use the Action Diagram to delete the MAKE action.

ICCMC01W
MARK COMMAND statement is invalid for ASP.NET, Web, or Web View Generation.
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Messages ICCNV01E - ICCRV06E

ICCNV01E
This statement is NOT VALID because the WINDOW or CONTROL referenced can no longer be referenced from this
action block.

ICCOO01W
Function cannot be executed in Web Client applications. Non-supported Web Client functions include the following, listed
in alphabetical order.

NOTE
For more detail about non-supported functions, refer to Unsupported Windows Client Features for Web Clients,
in the Web Generation documentation.
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• BackgroundColor
• Beep
• Caption
• Clear
• ClearDisplayProperties
• Click
• CloseFile
• Copy
• CopyFile
• CreateObject
• CreateTextFile
• Cut
• DeleteFile
• Enabled
• EnterableDropDownList
• EnterableDropDownLists
• EnterableListBox
• EnterableListBoxes
• FileExists
• FileLength
• Focus
• FontSize
• FontStyle
• FontType
• ForegroundColor
• GetCaption
• GetHandle
• GetHeight
• GetLeft
• GetObject
• GetPromptHeight
• GetPromptLeft
• GetPromptTop
• GetPromptWidth
• GetText
• GetTop
• GetVisible
• GetWidth
• GroupboxCaption
• Handle
• Height
• Left
• LiteralValue
• Maximized
• MessageBoxBeep
• Minimized
• OLEArea
• OLEAreas
• OLEControl
• OLEControls
• OpenExcelDocument
• OpenTextFile
• OpenWordDocument
• Paste
• PositionFile
• PrintWindow
• Prompt
• PromptBackgroundColor
• PromptFontSize
• PromptFontStyle
• PromptFontType
• PromptForegroundColor
• PromptHeight
• PromptLeft
• PromptTop
• PromptWidth
• PutText
• Quit
• Redraw
• RegCloseKeys
• RegCreateKey
• RegDeleteKey
• RegDeleteValue
• RegEnumKey
• RegOpenKey
• RegQueryValue
• RegSetValue
• RenameFile
• RestoreDisplayProperties
• SaveDisplayProperties
• SetBitmapBackground
• SetCaption
• SetFont
• SetFontDynamically
• SetHeight
• SetLeft
• SetPromptHeight
• SetPromptLeft
• SetPromptTop
• SetPromptWidth
• SetSelection
• SetTop
• SetVisible
• SetWidth
• Top
• Undo
• UpdateExcelCell
• ValueFromExcelCell
• Visible
• Width
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ICCOO02W
OLE functions are not supported on the following platforms:

• Linux
• UNIX (any)
• MVS
• CLR

Note that your action diagram contains one of the following OLE functions (which cannot be used for your target platform):
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• Abort
• AbsoluteValue
• AnnuityPayment
• AnnuityPrincipalPayment
• Application
• ArcCosine
• ArcSine
• ArcTangent
• BackgroundColor
• Beep
• Ceiling
• ClearDisplayProperties
• CloseFile
• ColorRefRGB
• CopyFile
• Cosine
• CreateObject
• CreateTextFile
• CurrentWindow
• DeleteFile
• ExponentOf_e
• Factorial
• FileExists
• FileLength
• Filler
• FindReplaceString
• Floor
• ForegroundColor
• FullName
• GetBlue
• GetCaption
• GetFunctionErrorDescription
• GetFunctionErrorNumber
• GetGreen
• GetHandle
• GetHeight
• GetLeft
• GetObject
• GetPromptHeight
• GetPromptLeft
• GetPromptTop
• GetPromptWidth
• GetRed
• GetText
• GetTop
• GetVisible
• GetWidth
• Handle
• Launch
• LeftRemove
• LogBase10
• Lower
• Maximum
• MessageBox
• MessageBoxBeep
• Minimum
• Modulus
• Name
• NaturalLog
• NumberFormat
• ObjectType
• OpenExcelDocument
• OpenTextFile
• OpenWordDocument
• Parent
• PiMultiplier
• PositionFile
• Power
• PromptBackgroundColor
• PromptForegroundColor
• PutText
• Quit
• RandomNumber
• Redraw
• RegCloseKeys
• RegCreateKey
• RegDeleteKey
• RegDeleteValue
• RegEnumKey
• RegOpenKey
• RegQueryValue
• RegSetValue
• RenameFile
• RGB
• RestoreDisplayProperties
• RightRemove
• Round
• SaveDisplayProperties
• SetCaption
• SetFont
• SetFontDynamically
• SetHeight
• SetLeft
• SetPromptHeight
• SetPromptLeft
• SetPromptTop
• SetPromptWidth
• SetTop
• SetVisible
• SetWidth
• Sine
• SpecialCharacter
• SquareRoot
• StartTimer
• StopTimer
• StringCompare
• StringPlusOperator
• StringToken
• Tangent
• TextToNumber
• TrimLeading
• TrimLeadTrail
• TrimLength
• UpdateExcelCell
• ValueFromExcelCell
• Window
• Windows
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ICCOO03W
ICCOO03W Function cannot be executed in ASP.NET applications. Note that the list of unsupported functions for Web
Client applications (ICCOO01W) is slightly different from the list of unsupported functions for ASP.NET applications
(existing rule ICCOO03W). These are the unsupported functions for ASP.NET applications:
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• Beep
• Clear
• ClearDisplayProperties
• Click
• CloseFile
• Copy
• CopyFile
• CreateObject
• CreateTextFile
• Cut
• DeleteFile
• Enabled
• EnterableDropDownList
• EnterableDropDownLists
• EnterableListBox
• EnterableListBoxes
• FileExists
• FileLength
• Focus
• GetHandle
• GetObject
• GetText
• GetWidth
• Handle
• Maximized
• MessageBoxBeep
• Minimized
• OLEArea
• OLEAreas
• OLEControl
• OLEControls
• OpenExcelDocument
• OpenTextFile
• OpenWordDocument
• Paste
• PositionFile
• PrintWindow
• PutText
• Quit
• Redraw
• RegCloseKeys
• RegCreateKey
• RegDeleteKey
• RegDeleteValue
• RegEnumKey
• RenameFile
• RegOpenKey
• RegQueryValue
• RegSetValue
• RestoreDisplayProperties
• SaveDisplayProperties
• SetBitmapBackground
• SetFontDynamically
• SetSelection
• Undo
• UpdateExcelCell
• ValueFromExcelCell
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ICCOO04W
CreateNetObject is supported only in a .NET environment.

ICCOO05W
Function is not multi-thread safe in C# or Java. The following functions are not multi-thread safe in C# or Java:

• CloseFile
• CopyFile
• CreateTextFile
• DeleteFile
• FileExists
• FileHandle
• FileLength
• OpenTextFile
• PositionFile
• RenameFile

ICCOO06W
Function cannot be executed in Web View applications.

ICCPA01E
An ASSOCIATE statement for a high-level identifying relationship must be part of a CREATE action. Modification of
identifiers is not allowed. Identifiers must be established during a CREATE. Change the identifier or put the ASSOCIATE
statement with the CREATE action block.

ICCPA02E
An ASSOCIATE statement requires the view to be an entity action view or a persistent view.

ICCPA03E
An ASSOCIATE statement requires that an import view be used as both input and output.

ICCPA04E
An ASSOCIATE statement entity action view requires the view to be populated before modification. The view has not
been populated with a READ, or CREATE action.

ICCPA05E
An ASSOCIATE statement view must be populated before modification. The view has not been populated with a READ or
CREATE action.

ICCPA06E
An ASSOCIATE statement requires the target view to be an entity action view or a persistent view.
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ICCPA07E
An ASSOCIATE statement requires that an import target view be used as both input and output.

ICCPA08E
An ASSOCIATE statement entity action target view requires the view to be populated before modification. The view has
not been populated with a READ or CREATE action.

ICCPA09E
An ASSOCIATE statement target view must be populated before modification. The view has not been populated with a
READ or CREATE action.

ICCPC01W
A model should contain a root activity. This is a completeness, not a consistency, warning.

ICCPD01E
A DISASSOCIATE statement must not act on a high-level identifying relationship. Modification of identifiers is not allowed.
Identifiers must be established during a CREATE. Change the identifier or delete the statement.

ICCPD02E
A DISASSOCIATE of a mandatory cardinality one relationship membership results in a cascade delete of the entity. The
DISASSOCIATE cannot appear within an update of the entity.

A DISASSOCIATE cannot be included when updating an entity type that would cause the cascade delete of that entity
type. To correct the condition:

Access the PAD and remove the DISASSOCIATE statement, or

Move the DISASSOCIATE statement outside the UPDATE statement, or

Replace DISASSOCIATE with TRANSFER, or

Make the relationship optional.

ICCPD03W
A DISASSOCIATE of a mandatory cardinality many relationship membership results in a cascade delete of the entity.

ICCPD04E
A DISASSOCIATE statement requires the view to be an entity action view or a persistent view.

ICCPD05E
A DISASSOCIATE statement requires that an import view be used as both input and output.
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ICCPD06E
A DISASSOCIATE statement entity action view must be populated before modification. The view has not been populated
with a READ or CREATE action.

ICCPD07E
A DISASSOCIATE statement view must be populated before modification. The view has not been populated with a READ
or CREATE action.

ICCPD08E
A DISASSOCIATE statement requires the target view to be an entity action view or a persistent view.

ICCPD09E
A DISASSOCIATE statement requires that an import target view be used as both input and output.

ICCPD10E
A DISASSOCIATE statement entity action target view must be populated before modification. The view has not been
populated with a READ or CREATE action.

ICCPD11E
A DISASSOCIATE statement target view must be populated and locked before modification. The view has not been
populated and locked with a READ or CREATE action.

ICCPF01W
A non-elementary process must decompose into at least two processes. A process that decomposes into only one activity
is not properly decomposed. This is a completeness, not consistency, warning.

ICCPF02W
Elementary processes should have at least one import view or at least one dependency. This is a completeness, not
consistency, warning.

ICCPF03W
Elementary processes should have at least one export view or at least one expected effect of create, update, or delete.
This is a completeness, not consistency, warning.

ICCPF04W
Elementary process import dependencies should correspond to expected effects. In the Activity Dependency Diagram, the
expected effects on an import dependency (either sequential or parallel) from one or more elementary processes to one
or more elementary processes do not correspond. For example, a dependency exists between Activity A and Activity B.
Activity B must act on some entity type (through an expected effect) that is also acted upon by Activity A by a CREATE,
UPDATE, or DELETE expected effect.
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ICCPF05W
The CREATE entity action should correspond with expected effects of the process.

ICCPF06W
The DELETE entity action should correspond with expected effects of the process.

ICCPF07W
The READ entity action should correspond with expected effects of the process.

ICCPF08W
The UPDATE entity action should correspond with expected effects of the process.

ICCPF09W
Relationship actions should correspond with UPDATE expected effects of the process. The process action diagram (or
its USEd action blocks) include relationship actions (ASSOCIATE, DISASSOCIATE, or TRANSFER) in an UPDATE
statement. The expected effects of CREATE, READ, UPDATE, and/or DELETE have not been assigned to the elementary
process.

Add the expected effects for the elementary process in the Activity Hierarchy Diagram, or delete the UPDATE statement
from the process action diagram.

ICCPF10W
Dependencies of elementary process and external objects should be associated with information views.

ICCPF11W
For each elementary process, expected frequency estimates should be defined. This is a completeness, not a consistency
warning.

ICCPF12F
A non-elementary process must not contain any local or entity action data views. Contact Technical Support. The system
should have automatically deleted the local or entity action data views when a process is changed to elementary.

ICCPF13F
An elementary process must be associated with an action block. Contact Technical Support. The system should have
automatically created an empty action diagram when a process is changed to elementary.

ICCPF14W
A non-elementary process should not be associated with a state transition.
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ICCPR01E
An UPDATE REMOVE statement must not act on a mandatory attribute. REMOVE deletes the value of an optional
attribute. Do not REMOVE the value of a mandatory attribute. Change the optionality of the attribute through Attribute
Properties or delete the statement.

ICCPR02E
Code generation cannot currently support the REMOVE action. Delete the REMOVE action from the PAD.

ICCPR03S
Code generation cannot currently support the REMOVE action. Delete the REMOVE action from the PAD.

ICCPT01E
Each TRANSFER action can only act on relationship memberships that are defined as 'transferable'. The relationships
in a TRANSFER statement must all be transferable. Only relationship memberships with a cardinality of one can be
transferable.

ICCPT02E
A TRANSFER statement must not act on a high-level identifying relationship. Change the identifier or delete the action.

ICCPT03E
A TRANSFER statement requires the view to be an entity action view or persistent view.

ICCPT04E
A TRANSFER statement requires that an import view be used as both input and output.

ICCPT05E
A TRANSFER statement entity action view must be populated before modification.

ICCPT06E
A TRANSFER statement view must be populated before modification. The view has not been populated with a READ or
CREATE action.

ICCPT07E
A TRANSFER statement requires the 'from' view to be an entity action view or persistent view.

ICCPT08E
A TRANSFER statement requires that an import 'from' view be used as both input and output.
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ICCPT09E
A TRANSFER statement entity action from view must be populated before modification. The view has not been populated
with a READ or CREATE action.

ICCPT10E
A TRANSFER statement from view must be populated before modification. The view has not been populated with a READ
or CREATE action.

ICCPT11E
A TRANSFER statement requires the target view to be an entity action view or persistent view.

ICCPT12E
A TRANSFER statement requires that an import target view be used as both input and output.

ICCPT13E
A TRANSFER statement entity action target view must be populated before modification. The view has not been
populated with a READ or CREATE action.

ICCPT14E
A TRANSFER statement target view must be populated and locked before modification. The view has not been populated
and locked with a READ or CREATE action.

ICCPV01F
An attribute view must be associated with an attribute. Internal Gen error. Contact Technical Support.

ICCPV02W
Derived attribute value will only be calculated on a READ action. An attribute view of a derived attribute appears in an
entity action view. A READ or READ EACH statement does not act upon the entity action view. Access the action diagram
in the PAD to edit the entity action view or to add a READ or READ EACH statement.

ICCPV03E
An attribute view must be of an attribute in the entity type hierarchy of the entity type seen by the parent entity view.
Access View Maintenance and delete the errant view.

ICCPV04E
Each attribute referenced in an entity action view must be implemented in Technical Design. A field does not exist for an
attribute referenced in the view.
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ICCPV05W
A PROTECTED attribute may not be referenced in a view (local or entity action) unless the view is in an OPERATION
owned by the entity type (or one of its subtypes/supertypes) that owns that same attribute.

ICCPV06W
A PROTECTED attribute may not be referenced in a view (import or export) unless the view is in a Protected Operation
owned by the entity type (or one of its subtypes/supertypes) that owns that same attribute.

ICCPV08E
This view of a DERIVED attribute is referenced in an entity action which requires the attribute's associated derivation
algorithm.

ICCPV09W
A NUMERIC field is using a DATE or TIME edit pattern.

ICCPV10W
A NUMERIC field with no decimals defined is using an edit pattern which contains decimals.

ICCRC01E
A table must contain at least one column. A table exists in the Technical Design without columns.

ICCRC02W
(DB2 z/OS) A table should contain at most 750 columns.

ICCRC03E
A table must be assigned to a data store (tablespace). Internal Gen error. Contact Technical Support.

ICCRC04F
A table can only have one clustered index. Internal Gen error. Contact Technical Support. Detail index and change
properties to not clustered. This is a DBMS restriction.

ICCRC05F
A table can only have one primary key. More than one identifier has been designated primary in the Data Model. This is a
DBMS restriction.

ICCRC06F
(DB2 z/OS) A table can only have one partitioned index.
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ICCRC07W
(DB2 z/OS) LONG VARCHAR length should be reduced to accommodate other columns in table.

ICCRC08W
(Oracle) A table should contain at most 1000 columns.

ICCRC09W
(DB2 UDB) A table should contain at most 1012 columns.

ICCRC11W
(Microsoft SQL) A table should contain at most 250 columns.

ICCRC15W
(SQL/MP) A table should contain at most 254 columns.

ICCRC16E
(DB2 UDB) Tablespace must be of type Regular.

ICCRC17E
(DB2 UDB) Tablespace must be managed by database since its index is stored in another tablespace.

ICCRC18E
(DB2 UDB) Index tablespace must have a type of regular and must be managed by database since its index is stored in
another tablespace.

ICCRC19E
(DB2 UDB) Index tablespace must be in the same database as the table's tablespace.

ICCRC20E
(DB2 UDB) Tablespace must be managed by database since it has its long data stored in another tablespace.

ICCRC21E
(DB2 UDB) Long tablespace must have a type of long.

ICCRC22E
(DB2 UDB) Long tablespace must be in the same database as the table's tablespace.
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ICCRC23E
(Oracle) Records may not exist within temporary tablespaces.

ICCRD01E
A data table must implement either one entity type or at least one subtype.

ICCRD02E
A data table must have at least one unique identifier-based index defined for it.

ICCRD03E
A data table must implement all identifiers of the high-level entity type. The Data Model was changed after the Technical
Design was built. All identifiers are uniqueness constraints of equal merit and any can be used in foreign keys. Run
Retransformation.

ICCRD04E
A data table must implement all mandatory relationships of the entity type. A table implements an entity type or subtype
but does not implement one or more of its mandatory relationships. Retransform the model or use the Data Structure list
to implement all the mandatory relationships.

ICCRD05E
A data table must implement all subtypes of the high-level entity type.

ICCRD06W
A data table should implement all non-derived attributes of the entity type.

ICCRD07E
A data table must implement all associated relationships of the entity type, when pairing entity type is implemented. If one
of the entity types is not yet implemented, there is no error. This rule applies when the second entity type is implemented.

ICCRD10F
(DB2 z/OS) A data table with size greater than 4050 bytes should be in the tablespace of 32K page bufferpool.

ICCRD11W
A TRANSIENT entity type cannot have a corresponding data table.

ICCRD12E
Only one column that implements an auto number attribute may be specified per table.
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ICCRE01E
A relationship membership must have a name.

ICCRE02W
A relationship should have estimated cardinality defined. A relationship having cardinality of one-to-one has been changed
to a cardinality of one-to-many or many-to-many and estimated cardinality has not been defined for the relationship. This
is a completeness, not consistency, warning.

ICCRE03E
Relationship memberships used in identifiers must be mandatory and have a cardinality of one.

ICCRE04E
Relationship memberships used in identifiers must not be used in mutually exclusive constraints for the same entity type
or subtype.

Identifying relationships must be mandatory and must uniquely identify every pairing. When a relationship is mutually
exclusive, the existence of a pairing based on one of the relationships precludes the existence of one based on the other.
This creates a conflict between the roles of identifier and mutually exclusive that is unsolvable.

ICCRE05E
A relationship membership must have cardinality of one to be transferable. For example, you would not want to transfer
Department 1 from Employee A to Employee B.

ICCRE06W
A fully mandatory 1-to-1 relationship is unusual. You probably should merge the two entity types or define subtypes or
optionality.

Specifying 'always' in a relationship has important implications in the generated system. If you define a membership
as mandatory and delete one entity of the pairing, the other entity, and its stored data, are also deleted. Not only is the
information of the second entity deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to the second entity are also
deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships ends. This effect is called
the cascade delete.

You should review the meaning of the two entity types and the relationship between them. If there is always a one-to-one
relationship between the entity types, then you should consider combining them.

ICCRE07W
A fully mandatory many-to-many relationship is unusual. Due to the bi-directional cascade deletes implied, optionality
or parallel relationships are suggested. Specifying 'always' in a relationship has important implications in the generated
system. If you define a membership as mandatory and delete one entity of the pairing, the other entity, and its stored data,
are also deleted. Not only is the information of the second entity deleted, all entities that have mandatory relationships to
the second entity are also deleted. The ripple effect continues to delete entities until the chain of mandatory relationships
ends. This effect is called the cascade delete.

You should review the meaning of the two entity types and the relationship between them. In most business situations
involving many-to-many relationships, it is possible for one of the entity types involved to exist at least temporarily without
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any occurrence of the related entity type. Making the relationship between them mandatory on both ends will cause either
entity type to be deleted if it has no occurrences of the related entity type.

This error will occur if values have not been established for an optional relationship.

ICCRE08W
A relationship should have expected optionality defined.

ICCRE09W
Relationship memberships used in mutually exclusives should not be mandatory. Making a Mutually Exclusive (ME)
relationship membership mandatory precludes the other relationship membership in the ME from being paired in any
occurrence. Every occurrence must have the other mandatory relationship in the ME.

ICCRE10E
Identifying relationships cannot be transferable.

ICCRE11E
A TRANSIENT entity type can only participate in TRANSIENT-DERIVED relationships.

ICCRE12E
Transformation will not allow a TRANSIENT entity type to participate in an identifying relationship with a  PERSISTENT
entity type.

ICCRF01W
The REFRESH statement is invalid for ASP.NET or Web generation.

ICCRK01E
A foreign key implementation technique is only valid for cardinality one relationship memberships. The Data Model
was changed after the Technical Design was built. A foreign key value can point to at most one occurrence. Change
cardinality, delete and re-implement relationship membership, or run Retransformation.

ICCRK02W
One to one relationships should be implemented with the mandatory membership having the foreign key. Optionality
should not be changed in the Data Model after the Technical Design has been built. To correct the error, change the
optionality in the Data Model to mandatory, or move the foreign key to the other relationship membership. Moving the
foreign key requires that you delete the constraint and re-implement.

ICCRL01E
A link table must contain foreign key columns and only foreign key columns.
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ICCRL02E
All columns in link tables must be Not Null.

ICCRL03F
A link table must have two constraints coming from it. There must be two and only two constraints coming from a link
table.

ICCRL04E
A link table must implement a many-to-many relationship.

ICCRL05F
A link table must have two unique indexes defined for it.

ICCRL06F
A link table must have each constraint coming from it connecting the tables implementing the entities that participate in
the many-to-many relationship being implemented. One or both of the constraints coming from the link table is incorrectly
drawn. For example, a link table that should be implementing Entity Types A and B is drawn to include an Entity Types A
and C.

ICCRM01E
A many-to-many implementation technique is only valid for many-to-many relationships. The Data Model was changed
after the Technical Design was created. The Technical Design thinks the relationship is many-to-many but the cardinality
has been changed. Change the cardinality back to many-to-many or delete the constraint table and re-add the relationship
implementation. Run Retransformation.

ICCRP01E
An index implementation technique is only valid opposite a consistent foreign key implementation. The Data Model was
changed after the Technical Design was built. To correct the problem, change the relationship membership cardinality or
delete constraint and re-implement. Run Retransformation.

ICCRT01E
A relationship membership must not have more than one implementation.

ICCRV01F
A relationship membership view must be associated with a relationship membership. Internal Gen error. Contact
Customer Support.

ICCRV02E
A relationship membership view must be of a relationship in the same entity type hierarchy of the entity type seen by
the parent entity view. Delete all action diagram uses of the relationship membership view (WHERE, TRANSFER,
ASSOCIATE, DISASSOCIATE) to delete the view.
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ICCRV03E
Each relationship membership referenced in an entity action view must be implemented in Technical Design.

ICCRV04W
An ASSOCIATE, DISASSOCIATE, OR TRANSFER statement (acting on a RELATIONSHIP involving a RESTRICTED
entity type) must be in an OPERATION of one of the entity types (or one of their subtypes/supertypes) and the
RELATIONSHIP must be MODIFYING for that RESTRICTED entity type.

ICCRV05W
A PROTECTED relationship may not be referenced in an action statement unless that statement is in an OPERATION of
either of the two related entity types (or their subtypes/supertypes).

ICCRV06E
A TRANSIENT-DERIVED relationship cannot be referenced in an action diagram.

Messages ICCSA01W - ICCXU01E

ICCSA01W
A lowest-level subject area should decompose into at least one entity type. This is a completeness, not consistency,
warning.

ICCSA02W
(CBD) A SPECIFICATION Subject Area cannot contain a NON-SPECIFICATION Subject Area.

ICCSA03W
(CBD) An IMPLEMENTATION Subject Area cannot contain a GENERAL Subject Area.

ICCSC01E
A screen must contain at least one literal or field or include at least one template.

ICCSC02E
A screen that is not defined as scrollable must not contain special attributes for scrolling. To correct, define the screen as
scrollable, or remove the field containing the special attributes.

ICCSC03E
A screen that is not defined as scrollable must not use a template containing special attributes for scrolling. To correct,
remove the field containing the special attributes.
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ICCSC04E
The number of occurrences placed on the screen for an inner nested repeating group must be the same as its cardinality.
The number of occurrences for an inner nested repeating group cannot be less than or greater than the cardinality of the
group. To correct, change the cardinality of the group or change the number of occurrences on the screen.

ICCSC05E
A screen must contain a special attribute for trancode. The Standard Map Generator requires a trancode be present. The
Enhanced Map Generator places a trancode on the screen automatically if you do not.

ICCSC06E
A screen or its template must contain special attribute for trancode.

ICCSC07F
The first field on the screen must be the special variable TRANCODE.

ICCSC08W
A screen must contain a special attribute for error message.

ICCSC09W
A screen or its template must contain special attribute for error message.

ICCSC10W
Each mandatory input predicate view should be input by a screen variable or provided by a dialog flow. There is no way
to satisfy the mandatory property of the predicate view as values are not provided by a dialog flow and there is no screen
variable assigned to provide a value.

ICCSC11E
The number of occurrences placed on a screen cannot be greater than the cardinality of the repeating group view.

ICCSC12W
The number of occurrences placed on a screen should not be less than the cardinality of the repeating group view when
the screen is not scrollable.

ICCSC13W
Only Enhanced Map block mode screens marked for Compatibility and built using Gen 7.6 can be the target of a dynamic
program call issued from a Gen 7.6 DLL. For Standard map block mode screens, either pre-existing modules or modules
built using Gen 7.6 can be dynamically called from a Gen 7.6 DLL.

NOTE
A screen can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in construction/packaging, or
implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's Dynamically Link option on
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the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting established in the business
system.

ICCSE01E
An UPDATE SET statement must not modify a high-level identifying attribute. To correct, delete a SET action.

ICCSE02E
A SET statement in an UPDATE or CREATE action must not act on a derived attribute. To correct, delete a SET action.

ICCSE03E
A SET statement must assign a date attribute view to another date.

A SET statement in a CREATE or UPDATE statement or a stand-alone SET statement is establishing a value other than
date to an attribute view defined as date. To correct, go into Data Model and change the domain of the attribute used in
the SET statement to date, or (in the PAD) select a different attribute to be used in the SET.

ICCSE04E
A SET statement must assign a time attribute view to another time value. A SET statement in a CREATE or UPDATE
statement or a stand-alone SET statement is establishing a value other than time to an attribute view defined as time. To
correct, go into DM and change the domain of the attribute used in the SET statement to time, or (in the PAD) select a
different attribute to be used in the SET.

ICCSE05E
A SET statement on a text attribute must assign a text value.

ICCSE06E
A SET statement on a numeric attribute must assign a numeric value.

ICCSE07E
A SET statement must have a TO or USING clause. The TO or USING clause for a SET statement has not been
completed.

ICCSE08E
The called action block for SET USING statement must have 1 and only 1 export view. The action block referenced in a
SET USING statement can only return one export view and that export view can only have one predicate view. To correct,
access the PAD and select View Maintenance. Delete the 'extra' export views.

ICCSE09E
The called action block for SET USING must have 1 and only 1 export predicate view. The action block referenced in a
SET USING statement can only return one export view and that export view can only have one predicate view. To correct,
access the PAD and select View Maintenance. Delete the 'extra' attributes from the view.
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ICCSE10E
The type of attribute in called action block must be the same as the SET attribute. The single predicate view returned in
the export view of the action block called by a SET USING statement must be of the same type as the attribute being SET.
To correct, go into Data Model and change the domain of the attribute to be the same as the attribute used in the SET
statement or (in the PAD) select a different attribute to be used in the SET.

ICCSE11W
A SET statement should not use ROUNDED on a non-numeric attribute.

ICCSE12W
A SET USING statement should not use ROUNDED on a non-numeric attribute.

ICCSE13E
A MANDATORY attribute cannot be SET to NULL.

ICCSE17E
A SET statement in an UPDATE or CREATE action must not act on an auto number attribute.

ICCSE14W
In type-change operations, an UPDATE block that SETs a classifying attribute should be an UPDATE of the entity type (or
a supertype) that directly owns the classifying attribute.

ICCSE15W
This Action Diagram is marked for Compatibility (non-DLL). It contains a call to an Action Diagram marked Yes.  If you
target z/OS, and choose to process modules marked for compatibility, it will result in a generator error. If you target z/OS,
but are not processing modules marked for compatibility, then the non-compatibility Action Diagram should not be built.

NOTE
A procedure step or action block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in
construction/packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's
Dynamically Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting
established in the business system.

ICCSE16W
This Action Diagram is marked for Compatibility (non-DLL). It contains a call to an Action Diagram marked No. If you
target z/OS, and choose to process modules marked for compatibility, then the non-compatibility Action Diagram must be
re-installed. If you target z/OS, but are not processing modules marked for compatibility, then the called Action Diagram
should not be built.

NOTE
A procedure step or action block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in
construction/packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's
Dynamically Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting
established in the business system.
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ICCSE19W
This Action Diagram is included in a z/OS Library, and it contains a call to an Action Diagram that is either marked for or
defaulted to Compatibility for its Dynamic Link option. Compatibility modules are not eligible to be dynamically called by
Action Diagrams included in a z/OS Library.

NOTE
An Action Block can be marked for Compatibility explicitly by using the properties dialog in construction/
packaging, or implicitly using the business system MVS environment properties dialog. If an item's Dynamically
Link option on the properties dialog is set to Default, the value is determined by the default setting established in
the business system.

ICCSE20E
A SET statement on a BLOB attribute must assign a BLOB value.

ICCSG01E
(DB2 z/OS) A storage group must hold at least one DASD volume.

ICCST01E
A template must contain at least one literal or special field.

ICCST02W
A template should be used by at least one screen. This is a completeness, not consistency, warning.

ICCST03E
A variable or literal on a template must not precede a TRANCODE field on that template. TRANCODE must be the first
field on every template.

ICCST04E
A variable or literal on a template must not precede a TRANCODE field on that template. TRANCODE must be the first
field on every screen. If the TRANCODE is part of a template, it must be the first field of that template.

ICCSV01W
A non-hidden field must either be mapped or defined as 'none'. To correct, match a non-hidden field or define it as 'none'.

ICCSV02E
Non-hidden fields must be placed.

ICCSV03E
The edit pattern type specified for a screen variable must be consistent with the type of attribute it represents.
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ICCSV05E
Import and Export Group Views do not have the same cardinality.

ICCSV06E
BLOB attributes may not be placed on a screen.

ICCTD01S
(Oracle) The tablespace default datafile path is blank. Transformation may create incorrect storage location.

ICCTD02W
(DB2 UDB) The tablespace default location path is blank. Transformation may create incorrect storage location.

ICCTU01W
The Process which causes this Entity State Transition should have a corresponding CREATE Expected Effect.

ICCTU02W
The Process which causes this Entity State Transition should have a corresponding DELETE Expected Effect.

ICCTU03W
The Process which causes this Entity State Transition should have a corresponding UPDATE Expected Effect.

ICCUC01W
UNMARK COMMAND statement is invalid for ASP.NET, Web, or Web View Generation.

ICCUD01W
Each non-root activity should satisfy or require at least one dependency. Every activity except the root should be a part
of a dependency diagram and should be joined in the ADD to another activity, an external object, or an event. This is a
completeness, not consistency, warning.

ICCUD02W
Expected effects of CREATE for a non-elementary activity should be expected of its subordinate activities.

ICCUD03W
Expected effects of CREATE for a subordinate activity should be expected of its parent activities.

ICCUD04W
Expected effects of UPDATE for a non-elementary activity should be expected of its subordinate activities.
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ICCUD05W
Expected effects of UPDATE for a subordinate activity should be expected of its parent activities.

ICCUD06W
Expected effects of DELETE for a subordinate activity should be expected of its parent activities.

ICCUD07W
Expected effects of DELETE for a non-elementary activity should be expected of its subordinate activities.

ICCUD08W
Expected effects of READ for a subordinate activity should be expected of its parent activities.

ICCUD09W
Expected effects of READ for a non-elementary activity should be expected of its subordinate activities.

ICCUP01E
An UPDATE statement requires the view to be an entity action view or a persistent view.

ICCUP02E
An UPDATE statement requires that an import view be used as both input and output.

ICCUP03E
The view to be UPDATEd must be properly populated.

ICCUP04E
The view to be UPDATEd must be properly populated and locked.

ICCVU01E
Every implicitly indexed repeating group view enclosing the attribute view used in the expression must be targeted/
controlled in the correct order in the action block statements that enclose the statement containing the expression.

The rearrangement or deletion of statements has resulted in a corruption of the statement hierarchy. The order of the
READ EACH, FOR EACH, DO WHILE, or REPEAT UNTIL statements that refer to the group views must reflect the order
of the corresponding group views in the Export View. The statement containing the expression must be enclosed within
the targeting/controlling statements.

Access the PAD and move the statement and/or rearrange the targeting statements.

ICCVU02E
A BLOB attribute may only be tested for NULL/NOT NULL.
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ICCVU03E
Only nullable attribute views may be tested for NULL/NOT NULL.

ICCWC01E
The CHARACTER parameter of a KEYPRESS Event must be mapped to a TEXT attribute view of one or more
characters.

ICCWC02E
The CTRL, ALT, or SHIFT parameter of a KEYPRESS/MOUSE Event must be mapped to a TEXT attribute view of four or
more characters.

ICCWC03E
The ACTION return value of a KEYPRESS Event must be mapped to a TEXT attribute view of six or more characters.

ICCWC04E
The XCOORD or YCOORD parameter of a MOUSE Event must be mapped to a NUMERIC attribute view of four or more
decimal places (left of the decimal point).

ICCWC05E
The HEIGHT or WIDTH parameter of a MOUSE Event must be mapped to a NUMERIC attribute view of four or more
decimal places (left of the decimal point).

ICCWC06E
The name of the OLE Area or OLE Control must be limited to 30 characters.

ICCWE01F
A window entry field must be mapped.

ICCWF03E
BLOB attributes may not be placed on a window.

ICCWL01W
A Window LISTBOX does not contain a selection indicator.

ICCWL02E
A Window LISTBOX selection indicator must belong to a repeating group view.
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ICCWL03F
A Window listbox must have a repeating group view.

ICCWL04E
A Window listbox must have a non-nested repeating group view.

ICCWL05E
A Window listbox selection indicator must have a domain of text.

The listbox field designated as the select character is not a text field. Choose a text field as the select character.

ICCWL07W
The number of rows in a fixed size table should not be less than the MAX cardinality of its associated repeating group
view.

ICCWM01F
A Window mapping must have an export view.

ICCWM02W
A Window mapping should have an import view; otherwise, information could be lost to the procedure.

ICCWM04E
Import and Export Group Views do not have the same cardinality.

ICCWN01E
A Window must have at least one field, button, or menu item.

ICCWN02W
You defined a window, but did not give the window a title. Add a title to the window flagged.

ICCWN03W
A Window that is defined as a 'Text Window' should not contain toolbars, status bars, bitmaps, or OLE areas.

In the window properties dialog box, an option that makes the window text only has been selected. The window contains
objects it must not have if you want it to be a text window.

To correct the warning:

Turn off the checkbox that makes the window text only, or

Remove all toolbars, status bars, bitmaps, and OLE objects.

If you do not take any action, the objects will not be used when converting the window to DECforms.
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ICCWN04W
This window contains an OLE Area. Areas are not supported for use in Web Client, ASP.NET, or Web View applications.

ICCWN05W
This window contains an Enterable Drop Down List. Enterable Drop Down Lists are not supported for use in Web Client,
ASP.NET, or Web View applications.

ICCWN06W
This window contains an Enterable List. Enterable Lists are not supported for use in Web Client, ASP.NET, or Web View
applications.

ICCWN07W
This window contains Auto Tabbing on an Entry Field. This function is not supported for use in Web Client, ASP.NET, or
Web View applications.

ICCWN10E
The window name must be limited to 31 characters when the window contains an OLE Area or an OLE control.

ICCWN11E
Only one Help About Box can exist for a procedure step.

ICCWN12W
A Help About Box needs to be invoked by a menu item, a button, an OPEN statement, or from the generated default help
menu.

ICCWN14W
This window contains a multi-state bitmap. Multi-state bitmaps are not supported for use in ASP.NET applications.

ICCWN15E
Generation does not support multiple window controls with the same name on the same window. Use the Navigation
Diagram to detail the properties of the controls and rename them to have unique names.

ICCWN16W
This window contains an OCX Control. OCX Controls are not supported  for use in ASP.NET or Web View applications.

ICCWN17W
This window contains an HTML Control. HTML Controls are not supported for use in Web View applications.
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ICCWP01W
A Primary Window must not have special actions OK or CLOSE.

ICCWP02E
An MDI FRAME (WINDOW) can only contain WINDOW CONTROLS which are contained within a STATUSBAR or
TOOLBAR.

ICCWX01E
A Window listbox field must belong to a repeating export group view.

ICCWX02E
A Window listbox field must not belong to a nested repeating export group view.

ICCXU01E
You have 2 subsets containing the same procedure step, which have been set to flow to different procedure steps. Check
your exit state for the flows on for the procedure steps and make it unique.

Runtime Messages
 

The Implementation Toolset generates two types of messages:

• Runtime messages 
• Implementation Toolset messages

For information about SQL errors, see the documentation for the DBMS you are using.

NOTE
The term remote file superseded the use of the term Implementation Package (IP). There are still references to
IPs in some Gen content or on some screens. The terms are synonymous.

 

This action item displays a set of ranges for the runtime error messages. Select the range for the message in which you
are interested.

For example, if you are interested in message TIRM023E, select the range Runtime Error Messages TIRM000E -
TIRM599E.

You have two ways to select a range:

• Move the selection cursor to the range choice you want and press F1.
• Select the range choice with the mouse.

 

Common Runtime Messages TIRM000E - TIRM599E
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TIRM000E
Type: Default message

This message appears when a runtime error number is not in the Runtime Error Message Table. It may also appear on the
application screen after a fatal error occurs.

TIRM001E
Type: Screen Edit

The field is mandatory and requires non-zero numeric data.

TIRM002E
Type: Screen Edit

The field is mandatory and requires non-blank data.

TIRM003E
Type: Screen Edit

The data for an input field must fit the specified edit pattern.

TIRM004E
Type: Screen Edit

The input year is not within the allowable range of 1600 to 2599.

TIRM005E
Type: Screen Edit

An input date violates the days per month, months per year, or leap year validation.

TIRM006E
Type: Screen Edit

An input time violates the seconds per minute, minutes per hour, or hours per day validation.

TIRM010E
Type: Screen Edit

An input field accepts A - Z, a - z, or blank.

TIRM011E
Type: Screen Edit

An input field accepts the numeric digits 0 through 9, the plus sign (+), minus sign (-), decimal point (.), and blank only.
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TIRM012E
Type: Screen Edit

The input field only accepts one of the list values provided.

TIRM013E
Type: Screen Edit

The input field only accepts the character string required.

TIRM020E
Type: Screen Edit

The input field only accepts one of the values from the list provided.

TIRM021E
Type: Screen Edit

An input field has defined permitted values, which are appended to the message.

TIRM022E
Type: Screen Edit

Non-blank data is required for an input field that has defined permitted values. The values are appended to the message.

TIRM023E
Type: Unformatted Input

The input parameter is longer than the length of the import field to which it is matched.

TIRM024E
Type: Unformatted Input

More parameters were input than are defined for the procedure step.

TIRM025E
Type: Unformatted Input

The <keyword> appended to the message is not defined for the input parameter.

TIRM026E
Type: Unformatted Input

The delimiter used in the parameter list is invalid (not defined in the System Defaults).
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TIRM027E
Type: Unformatted Input

The same parameter is listed more than once.

TIRM028E
Type: Unformatted Input

Input parameters were used with a trancode for which no unformatted input has been defined.

TIRM029E
Type: Unformatted Input

The string separators used with the parameters are either not paired or incorrect. (String separators occur in pairs--one at
the beginning of the string and one at the end.)

TIRM030E
Type: Fatal Error

All database updates, if any, since the last checkpoint or synch point have been rolled back.

NOTE
This message is always the first message to appear on the error message screen the Dialog Manager displays
after a fatal runtime error.

TIRM031E
Type: Fatal Error

Information relating to a fatal error is listed below. Make a note of the data and contact Technical Support.

TIRM032E
Type: Fatal Error

Displays the ID number of the last procedure step or action block identified before the fatal error occurred.

TIRM033E
Type: Fatal Error

Displays the name of the last procedure step or action block identified before the fatal error occurred.

TIRM034E
Type: Fatal Error

Displays the statement number of the entity action database access in the Procedure Action Diagram that was being
executed prior to or during the fatal error.
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TIRM035E
Type: Fatal Error

Displays the statement number in the Procedure Action Diagram that relates to the section of code where the fatal error
occurred.

TIRM036E
Type: Fatal Error

The index value for an array associated with a repeating group view exceeds the size of the array.

TIRM037E
Type: Fatal Error

A program error has been encountered for which there is no error handling routine.

TIRM038E
Type: Fatal Error

A database return code is unacceptable. This message is followed by message 39.

TIRM039E
Type: Fatal Error

This message always follows message 38. The last status code indicates why a database access (CREATE, READ,
UPDATE, or DELETE) failed. Data is validated before and after a database access.

The possible codes for DB last status include:

BP Data is unusable because it does not match the permitted values
for the field. This is detected before a database access and is
always followed by message 40.

BT Non-numeric data was detected in a numeric field before a
database access. This is always followed by message 45.

CT When the Enforce Data Modeling Constraints option is selected
for code generation, checks are generated to ensure that
whenever a row is added to the database, all mandatory
relationships are created as well. These checks are generated at
the exit from the action block that includes the CREATE verb. If
any mandatory relationship is missing, the transaction is aborted,
and the CT code is set.

DB An error was encountered in the SQL statements. The SQL code
and supporting information follows this message.

DE An error was encountered in the supplied date or time duration
modules.

DF A record with the current identifier already exists on the database,
and the "when duplicate found" clause was not included in the
CREATE statement.
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DU This can be caused by one of several different errors: In a READ
qualified by a WHERE clause that uses CURRENT OF views,
the view that should be CURRENT has not been read, or has
gone out of scope. A view for an UPDATE has not been populated
and locked. An action block that uses a persistent view was
called without the view being populated, and the action block
attempted to use the view in a READ, UPDATE, ASSOCIATE,
DISASSOCIATE or TRANSFER. One or more of the views in an
ASSOCIATE or TRANSFER statement has not been populated.

FE A non-recoverable error was encountered, usually an SQL error or
database integrity problem.

IA Data retrieved from the database is unusable because it does not
match the permitted values for the field. This is detected after a
database READ, and is always followed by message 41.

IE An error was encountered in one of the supplied functions.
ME If the Enforce Data Modeling Constraints option is selected for

code generation, checks are generated to assure that mutually
exclusive relationships do not exist in the database. If the
constraint is violated, the ME code is set, and the transaction
aborts. The generated code ensures that no ASSOCIATE action
violates a defined mutually exclusive constraint. If any one
member of the mutually exclusive set exists, none of the other
members are allowed to exist. The following example illustrates
this: A is related to B and to C in a mutually exclusive set. An
action block reads A and attempts to ASSOCIATE it to B.

MU Mutually exclusive relationships were found to exist in the
database after an ASSOCIATE or TRANSFER. This is only
detected if "Enforce Data Modeling Constraints" was selected as a
generation option.

NF Not Found. Exception logic was not included in the previous read
and the current action is invalid based on the read results. Add
exception logic to the PAD.

OO When the Enforce Data Modeling Constraints option is selected
for code generation, checks are generated to enforce one-to-one
relationships. If this constraint is violated, the OO code is set, and
the transaction aborts. Both ends of the relationship are checked
before an ASSOCIATE is permitted. This prevents the foreign
keys of several different rows from pointing to the same related
row.

Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 This series of status codes indicates an internal processing
error. The error can be caused by several conditions, such as
a request for more memory which could not be fulfilled, or so
many cascade deletes that the processing could not handle them.
Contact support if you receive any of these status codes. Further
research will be required to pinpoint the exact cause of the internal
processing error.
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QD When the Enforce Data Modeling Constraints option is selected
for code generation, checks are generated to prevent quiet
disassociations. If this constraint is violated, the QD code is set,
and the transaction aborts. This constraint concerns the effect
of overlaying the value in a foreign key when an ASSOCIATE
action is applied to a one-to-many relationship. If the foreign
key is populated and no cascade delete logic is performed, the
effect is the same as a DISASSOCIATE action. This is called
a quiet disassociation because it executes without performing
any database integrity checks. The generated code ensures that
before an ASSOCIATE action is performed the attribute on which
the foreign key is based is null. If not, the association requested
must match the one that already exists. The association is said to
exist if the value of the foreign key equals the value of the attribute
on which it is based. If the foreign key is not null and also not the
same value as the requested key, the transaction fails.

RE An error was encountered in the processing of a DELETE or
DISASSOCIATE statement. Database referential integrity would
be compromised if the statement was permitted.

VU A view was not populated under one of the following conditions:
In a READ qualified by a WHERE clause that uses CURRENT
OF views, the view that should be CURRENT has not been read,
or has gone out of scope. A view for an UPDATE has not been
populated and locked. An action block that uses a persistent view
was called without the view being populated, and the action block
attempted to use the view in a READ, UPDATE, ASSOCIATE,
DISASSOCIATE or TRANSFER. One or more of the views in an
ASSOCIATE or TRANSFER statement has not been populated.

LE An error was encountered in processing BLOB in-memory data
either before or after DATABASE access. Return code will be
in hexadecimal and describe the failed operation as mentioned
below.
Invalid Handle: 0x00000001
Invalid Data: 0x00000002
Not Enough Memory: 0x00000004

NU An error occurred where a READ with 'select only' returned more
than one row.

TIRM040E
Type: Fatal Error

The data from a database field is unusable because it does not match the permitted values defined for that field. The field
failed the validation check before a write to the database. F9999999999 is the host encyclopedia object ID of the field.

TIRM041E
Type: Fatal Error

The data from a database field is unusable because it does not match the permitted values defined for that field. The field
failed the validation check after a database read. F9999999999 is the Host Encyclopedia object ID of the field.
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TIRM042E
Type: Fatal Error

A fatal error occurred in the Dialog Manager's Profile Manager. The Profile Manager controls the files the Dialog Manager
uses to communicate among procedure steps.

TIRM043E
Type: Fatal Error

A fatal error occurred in the Dialog Manager's Profile Manager which is using IEC. The Profile Manager controls the files
the Dialog Manager uses to communicate among procedure steps.

Press PA2 to display the last screen for the transaction that was being processed when a fatal error occurred. This is
the last message displayed on the error message screen. After viewing the last transaction screen, the transaction will
terminate.

TIRM045E
Type: Fatal Error

The data from a database field is unusable because it is inconsistent with the text/date/time/number property of the
attribute. The invalid data was detected before a write to the database. A9999999999 is the host encyclopedia object ID
for the attribute.

TIRM046E
Type: Fatal Error

A fatal error has forced the processing of the transaction to terminate.

TIRM047E
Type: Fatal Error

This fatal error indicates that a batch job had to abend. Check the TIRERRF file; if necessary, contact Technical Support.

TIRM048E
Type: Fatal Error

Abending a batch job may be accomplished by setting an exit state with its ABORT function turned on and then exiting
the action block. Gen will use the ABORT function from the last exit state set during execution. When a batch job abends
under Gen control, a USER ABEND CODE 100 is issued, and the diagnostic information is written to the TIRERRF file.

TIRM049E
Type: Fatal Error

The application failed while trying to retrieve the system date and time. Contact Technical Support.

TIRM050E
Type: Fatal Error
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The application failed while processing unformatted input.

TIRM051E
Type: Fatal Error

The application was unable to validate the import view. Contact Technical Support.

TIRM052E
Type: Fatal Error

The application failed in the Dialog Manager. Contact Technical Support.

TIRM053E
Type: Fatal Error

CICS was unable to provide the application program with a suitable session. Refer to the RETRIEVE command,
SYSIDERR condition, in the CICS/OS/VS Application Programmer's Reference (Command Level) for more information.

TIRM054E
Type: Fatal Error

The SYSID option specifies either, a name which is not defined in the intersystem table or a system to which the link is
closed. Refer to the START command, SYSIDERR condition, in the CICS/OS/VS Application Programmer's Reference
(Command Level) for more information.

TIRM055E
Type: Fatal Error

The transaction identifier specified in the START command cannot be found in the program control table. Refer to the
START command, TRANSIDERR condition, in the CICS/OS/VS Application Programmer's Reference (Command Level)
for more information.

TIRM056E
Type: Fatal Error

The terminal identifier specified in the START command cannot be found in the program control table. Refer to the START
command, TERMIDERR condition, in the CICS/OS/VS Application Programmer's Reference (Command Level) for more
information.

TIRM057E
Type: Fatal Error

A terminal-related error has occurred. Refer to the SEND command, TERMERR condition, in the CICS/OS/VS Application
Programmers Reference (Command Level) for more information.
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TIRM058E
Type: Fatal Error

The TIRCURS macro retrieves the field identified by the position of the cursor. TIRCURS is one of the macros in the Gen
load library. Check the parameters that were passed to TIRCURS.

TIRM059E
Type: Fatal Error

The TIRCURS macro retrieves the field identified by the position of the cursor. TIRCURS is one of the macros in the Gen
load library. A severe error has occurred during input editing in TIRCURS.

TIRM060E
Type: Fatal Error

The TIRCURS macro retrieves the field identified by the position of the cursor. TIRCURS is one of the macros in the Gen
load library. A missing or invalid screen map has been detected in TIRCURS.

TIRM061E
Type: Fatal Error

The input cannot be processed either as formatted or unformatted input.

TIRM062E
Type: Fatal Error

The record retrieved from the runtime profile stack was placed on the stack by this user but not during the current
procedure step. This may be due to more than one user being logged on with the same user ID (if so, ensure that only
one user logs on with a user ID) or (under IMS) clearing the screen and entering a transaction before a response to a
prior transaction is received (in that case, press PA2 until you get a response to the first transaction). To prevent from
happening again, modify the user ID exit to use terminal ID for the profile key instead of user ID.

TIRM063E
Type: Fatal Error

CICS

A Gen procedure executed in a CICS region and was passed a DFHCOMMAREA with an invalid format. This means that
the first two bytes did not contain a length that agrees with the length passed in the DFHEIBLK field called EIBCALEN.

There are two different actions you can take:

If a non-Gen program flows to a Gen procedure using the CICS command EXEC CICS XCTL and passes a commarea,
this commarea must include a two-byte binary length, a two-byte binary zero, and the Gen transaction code. For
prevention, use a procedure division statement such as SET WS-COMMAREA-LENGTH TO LENGTH OF WS-
COMMAREA to insure that the length is always valid.

If a commarea was pending for another transaction on the same terminal, there is a conflict that must be resolved. All Gen
procedures generated with the host construction option that uses XCTL FOR FLOWS WHEN POSSIBLE use a commarea
to pass data on a dialog flow. For prevention, do not start two procedures on the same terminal, unless you can insure
that one completes before the second begins, or that neither uses a commarea.
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EJB

The server encountered an error using an already loaded action block object. This is an unexpected Java runtime error
caught while attempting to use an existing action block object to execute the action block.

The message includes the action block class name, method name, and the import and export view names if exist and
were used in the method call. The exception appended to the end of this message is from the caught Java system error.

Verify that the action block method exist and the import and export views are proper parameters to the method.

TIRM092E
Type: Dialog Manager

The procedure step to be flowed to has not been packaged with a load module.

TIRM093E
Type: Dialog Manager

User Exit TIRHELP has not been modified to support this function.

TIRM094E
Type: Dialog Manager

User Exit TIRHELP has not been modified to support this function.

TIRM095E
Type: Dialog Manager

The field indicated is output only. It is not possible to populate the field with a Prompt choice selection.

TIRM096E
Type: Dialog Manager

User Exit TIRHELP has not been modified to support this function.

TIRM097E
Type: Screen Edit

The IMS command /SET TRAN specified a transaction as the destination for all input from this terminal. Use command /
RESET to override this preset mode.

TIRM098E
Type: Dialog Manager

A Severe Construction or Installation error has caused a failure during output. The return code is displayed.
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TIRM099E
Type: Dialog Manager

See TIRM098E.

TIRM100E
Type: Screen Edit

A question mark (?) appears where a numeric value is expected. The value does not match the edit pattern.

TIRM101E
Type: Screen Edit

The number of decimal points entered as input exceeds the maximum number allowed in the edit pattern for the field.

TIRM102E
Type: Screen Edit

The number of digits exceeds the maximum number of digits allowed in the edit pattern for the field.

TIRM110E
Type: Screen Edit

The input field requires a specific date format.

TIRM111E
Type: Screen Edit

The input field requires a specific time format.

TIRM120E
Type: Dialog Manager

Before giving control to a procedure step, the Dialog Manager issues an IMS call to set the destination of the alternate
IOPCB. If the call is unsuccessful, this message appears with the IMS return code appended.

Refer to the IMS Messages and Codes manual for resolution.

TIRM121E
Type: Dialog Manager

There is no procedure step for the transaction entered.

TIRM122E
Type: Dialog Manager

There is no first (clear screen) procedure step for the transaction entered.
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TIRM123E
Type: Dialog Manager

An attempt was made to RESTART a procedure step for which a screen is not defined. Enter <transaction code> RESET
to clear the Profile Stack.

TIRM124E
Type: Dialog Manager

An invalid value was entered into the Scroll Amount field. Correct the value and reenter.

TIRM125E
Type: Dialog Manager

The Dialog Manager could not identify a field based on the cursor position. Check the position of the cursor.

TIRM126E
Type: Dialog Manager

Only fields capable of receiving input can have their contents replaced by a value from the help information. The
application could not be reinvoked because the cursor is on an output-only field. Check the position of the cursor.

TIRM130E
Type: Function

An internal error has occurred. Contact Technical Support.

TIRM131E
Type: Function

The length of the input string exceeds the maximum length acceptable by the function (255).

TIRM132E
Type: Function

A length for the substring was specified that is greater than the length of the input string. Check the starting position and
the number of characters.

TIRM133E
Type: Function

The starting position of the substring is greater than the length of the input string. Check the starting position.

TIRM134E
Type: Function
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A length for the substring was specified that is greater than the length of the input string. Check the starting position and
the number of characters.

TIRM135E
Type: Function

The length of the concatenated input strings exceeds the maximum length acceptable by the function.

TIRM136E
Type: Function

The function attempted to process numeric input that was not positive. Verify the numeric input.

TIRM137E
Type: Function

The function attempted to process a date that was not valid. Verify the month, day, and year of the input date.

TIRM138E
Type: Function

The format of the input date is not correct. Input the date in the format YYYYMMDD, where Y = year, M = month, and D =
day.

TIRM139E
Type: Function

The function could not calculate a valid date from the input. Contact support.

TIRM140E
Type: Function

The number of days must be an integer less than or equal to 3,652,059.

TIRM141E
Type: Function

The function attempted to process an input time that is not valid. Verify the input time.

TIRM142E
Type: Function

The format of the input time is not correct. Verify the format.
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TIRM143E
Type: Function

The function attempted to convert an invalid input string to a numeric. Verify the input string.

TIRM144E
Type: Function

An internal error has occurred converting string to numeric. Contact Technical Support.

TIRM145E
Type: Function

The length of string to be converted must be greater than 0 and less than 16.

TIRM146E
Type: Function

An error occurred in the runtime routine listed for "routine." These runtime routines are in the Gen load libraries that are
set up at installation. Contact Technical Support.

TIRM147E
Type: Function

The function attempted to increment a date that produced an invalid date range.

TIRM148E
Type: Function

The function calculated a time that is not valid. Contact Technical Support.

TIRM149E
Type: Function

An error occurred in the function listed for "function." Check all input data to the function. If the input data is correct,
contact Technical Support.

TIRM150E
Type: Function

The function attempted to process a date duration that was not valid. Verify the length of the date duration.

TIRM151E
Type: Function

The function attempted to process a time duration that was not valid. Verify the length of the time duration.
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TIRM152E
Type: Fatal Error

Referential Integrity checking is preventing the deletion of this record occurrence. The record occurrence to be deleted is
protected by the Deletion Rule property of a relationship membership in which it participates. The Deletion Rule is set to
disallow the deletion of this record occurrence because it has a relationship with an occurrence of another entity type. The
relationship may be direct, or it may be related by cascading.

TIRM153E
Type: Fatal Error

Exception logic was not included in the previous read and the current action is invalid based on the read results. Add the
"when not found" exception logic to the action diagram which contains the failing read statement.

TIRM154E
Type: Fatal Error

A view was not populated under one of the following conditions:

In a READ qualified by a WHERE clause that uses CURRENT OF views, the view that should be CURRENT has not been
read or has gone out of scope.

A view for an UPDATE has not been populated and locked.

An action block that uses a persistent view was called without the view being populated and the action block attempted to
use the view in a READ, UPDATE, ASSOCIATE, DISASSOCIATE, or TRANSFER.

One or more of the views in an ASSOCIATE or TRANSFER statement has not been populated.

Correct the action diagram. Usually there is a flow of control where a READ has not been performed but has been
assumed.

TIRM155E
Type: Fatal Error

Mutually exclusive relationships were found to exist in the database after an ASSOCIATE or a TRANSFER. This is only
detected if "Enforce Data Modeling Constraints" was selected as a generation option. Correct the action diagram to
conform to the rules of your data model, or change the rules in your data model.

TIRM156E
Type: Fatal Error

A CREATE statement added a row to the database but all mandatory relationships were not also created by an
ASSOCIATE statement prior to exiting the diagram. This is only detected if "Enforce Data Modeling Constraints" was
selected as a generation option. Correct the action diagram to conform to the rules of your data model, or change the
rules in your data model.

TIRM157E
Type: Fatal Error
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An unexpected error has occurred during execution of the action block. When the action block is generated in C or
COBOL, this error indicates that the Commit step occurring at the end of a procedure step has failed. When the action
block is generated in Java or C#, this error indicates that the Commit or Rollback has failed. Additionally, for action blocks
generated in Java or C#, this error may also indicate that the transaction has timed out.

TIRM158E
Type: Fatal Error

Java and C#

The client encountered a severe error and could not continue processing. The message displays any unexpected
message received from the client. This message contains the message text and number, which indicate the actual error.

TIRM159E
Type: Fatal Error

Java and C#:

The server encountered a severe error and could not continue processing. The error message displays any unexpected
message received from the server. This message contains the message text and number, which indicate the actual error.
Appended to this message are the procedure step or action block name, error number, and message from the server.

TIRM160E
Type: Fatal Error

The transaction has timed out.

TIRM161E
Type: Fatal Error

Maximum number of transaction retries exceeded. Application has aborted.

TIRM162E
Type: Fatal Error

Information related to a fatal DBMS error follows. The application requested has aborted.

TIRM163E
Type: Fatal Error

Information related to a fatal error follows. The application requested has aborted.

TIRM164E
Type: Fatal Error

A no DBMS error has occurred (SQLCODE=0). This can occur when a timestamp is used in the Where clause of a select
and fetch statement. The timestamp is not considered reliable as a key for these statements.
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TIRM170E
Type: Fatal Error

An error was encountered on the server. The application requested has aborted.

TIRM251E - DECIMAL PRECISION OVERFLOW
Type: Fatal Error

An expression has resulted in an overflow. This can only be detected if the "Implement in C, C#, and JAVA with Decimal
Precision" checkbox has been selected, and your application has been generated for C.

Correct the values used in the expression, or add additional checks to avoid this scenario.

TIRM252E - DECIMAL PRECISION UNDERFLOW
Type: Fatal Error

An expression has resulted in an underflow. This can only be detected if the "Implement in C, C#, and JAVA with Decimal
Precision" checkbox has been selected and your application has been generated for C.

Correct the values used in the expression or add additional checks to avoid this scenario.

TIRM253E - DECIMAL PRECISION DIVIDE BY ZERO
Type: Fatal Error

An expression has resulted in a divide by zero. This can only be detected if the "Implement in C, C#, and JAVA with
Decimal Precision" checkbox has been selected, and your application has been generated for C.

Correct the values used in the expression, or add additional checks to avoid this scenario.

TIRM254E - DECIMAL PRECISION INVALID DATA
Type: Fatal Error

An expression has detected invalid data. This can only be detected if the "Implement in C, C#, and JAVA with Decimal
Precision" checkbox has been selected, and your application has been generated for C.

Correct the values used in the expression, or add additional checks to avoid this scenario.

TIRM301E - Error insufficient memory to perform external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that enough memory is not available for performing an external call.

Clear memory and perform the external call again.

TIRM302E - Error deallocation error performing external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that a deallocation error occurred while performing an external call.
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TIRM303E - Error invalid handle trying to perform external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that an invalid handle was trying to perform an external call.

Specify the correct handle and perform the external call again.

TIRM304E - Error invalid (NULL) value trying to perform external call
This article defines TIRM304E - Error invalid (NULL) value trying to perform an external call.

Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that a NULL value occurred in a section of code where NULL is not allowed. This could be a
required parameter or a required response field.

Verify that all required parameters are correctly matched to the appropriate views and re-generate the code.

TIRM305E - Error could not locate value trying to perform external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that Gen does not locate a required value. This occurs if a remote API returns null or does not
return an expected value.

Check that all nullable values are correctly indicated in your views and regenerate the code.

TIRM306E - Error invalid conversion trying to perform external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that an invalid conversion occurred while trying to perform an external call.

TIRM307E - Error value exceeds maximum digits performing external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that the value trying to perform an external call exceeds the maximum number of digits that was
specified.

Change the length of the Attribute in the Properties dialog.

TIRM308E - Error value exceeds maximum length performing external call
This article defines TIRM308E - Error value exceeds the maximum length performing an external call.

Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that the value that is returned by an external call is too large for the view to which it is assigned.

Change the length of the Attribute in the Properties dialog or enable truncation.

TIRM309E - Error invalid value performing external call
This article defines TIRM309E - Error invalid value performing an external call.
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Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that the value that is returned by the external call cannot be converted to the expected Gen data
type.

Change the attribute data type to one that is converted or remove the match and re-generate the code.

TIRM310E - Error invalid name trying to perform external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that a value with an invalid name was trying to perform an external call.

Correct the name and perform the external call again.

TIRM311E - Error invalid namespace trying to perform external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that an invalid namespace was specified while trying to perform an external call.

Correct the namespace and perform the external call again.

TIRM312E - Error invalid occurrence given trying to perform external call
This article defines TIRM312E - Error invalid occurrence that is given trying to perform an external call.

Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that a subscript is out of range when retrieving data for a repeating group view. This is an internal
error in the runtime code.

TIRM313E - Error invalid SOAPType performing external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that an invalid SOAPType was specified while performing an external call.

Correct the SOAPType and perform the external call again.

TIRM314E - Error invalid operation name performing external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that an invalid operation name was specified while performing an external call.

TIRM315E - Error invalid URL performing external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that an invalid URL was specified while performing an external call.

Correct the URL and perform the external call again.

TIRM316E - Error invalid SOAPAction performing external call
Type: Fatal Error
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This message indicates that an invalid SOAPAction was specified while performing an external call.

Correct the SOAPAction and perform the external call again.

TIRM317E - Error invalid parent ID performing external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that an invalid parent ID was specified while performing an external call.

Correct the parent ID and perform the external call again.

TIRM318E - Error duplicate UID performing external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that a duplicate UID was specified while performing an external call.

TIRM319E - Error invalid XMLType performing external call
This article defines TIRM319E - Error invalid XMLType performing an external call.

Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that the Web service definition (WSDL or OpenAPI spec) contains a data type definition that
cannot be handled by Gen.

Modify the specification and re-generate the affected Web Service call.

TIRM320E - Error invalid occurs value performing external call
This article defines TIRM320E - Error invalid occurs value performing an external call.

Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that the minimum or maximum occurrences are invalid values or that the minimum is greater than
the maximum.

Verify that a single object in the specification is not mapped to a repeating group view in Gen.

TIRM321E - Error invalid parent element type performing external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that the parent element type that was specified while performing an external call was invalid.

Correct the parent element type and perform the external call again.

TIRM322E - Error occurred while performing external call
This article defines TIRM322E - Error occurred while performing an external call.

Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that an internal error occurred while processing an external call. The primary sources of these
errors are communication faults and the inability to parse the response. This error is also a catchall if other errors have
been thrown during processing.
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Verify that the data structure for the API call matches the returned response (JSON or XML). Also check for any
communication problems.

TIRM323E - Error UID could not be located performing external call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that the UID specified while performing an external call could not be found.

TIRM324E - Error invalid RGV level performing external call
This article defines TIRM324E - Error invalid RGV level performing an external call.

Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that the number of dimensions that are used to retrieve a data item is either less than 1 or greater
than 3.

This is an internal error for the runtime.

TIRM401E - Error invalid handle found in performing LOB API call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that the handle that is performing the LOB API call is invalid.

Verify that the handle is initialized.

TIRM402E - Error invalid data found in performing LOB API call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that while performing the LOB API call, invalid arguments were passed.

TIRM403E - Error insufficient memory to perform LOB API call
Type: Fatal Error

This message indicates that the memory was not sufficient to perform a LOB API call.

Clear the memory and perform the call again.

Distributed Processing Messages TIRM600E - TIRM899E

TIRM600E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message, and messages TIRM601E, TIRM610E, and TIRM611E, indicates an error pertaining to the common format
buffer. The four messages are similar: TIRM600E and TIRM601E apply to the host (server) platform. TIRM610E and
TIRM611E apply to the workstation (client) platform.

These messages indicate that the import view for one procedure step does not match the export view from another
procedure step. Import and export is relative to which platform is sending and which platform is receiving.

Reasons:
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The following are the possible reasons:

• The views are mismatched. For example, if you change the length of a work attribute for the client application and
regenerate the client application but not the server application, the views will not match.

• The generated code for client application and the server application is out of synchronization.
• The code for the server application is not bound against the DB2 session that the CICS region can access.

Action:

The following are the possible actions:

• Complete view matching for the application model.
• Regenerate and reinstall the client application and the server application.
• Ensure that none of the generated code was hand modified.
• Ensure that server code is bound against the DB2 session that the CICS region can access.

TIRM601E
Type: Client/Server Communications

See TIRM600E.

TIRM602E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that while a Client/Server application was executing, an error occurred on the remote (server)
platform.

This is an informational message that appears with messages TIRM603E and TIRM604E; this message is usually listed
second. Message TIRM604E can help you trace the flow.

TIRM603E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message instructs you how to exit the error report window.

This is an informational message that appears with messages TIRM602E and TIRM604E; this message is usually listed
last.

TIRM604E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message helps you diagnose which procedure step and clear screen transaction code was active when an error
occurred.

This information that follows this message lists:

• The procedure step that was executing when the error occurred.
• The dialog flow from procedure step to procedure step, up to the step where the error occurred.
• The clear screen transaction codes associated with the procedure steps.

This message appears with messages TIRM602E and TIRM603E; this message is usually listed first.
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TIRM605E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates a failure occurred during the processing of a cooperative flow request. The processing
encountered an Out of Memory error.

TIRM606E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that a client application cannot connect to the message queue for the Gen Client Manager.

Action:

The following are the possible actions:

• Start the Client Manager.
• If the Client Manager is already started, close it and restart it.

Try the operation again after starting or restarting the Client Manager.

TIRM607E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that the client manager application cannot communicate with the Gen Client Manager.

Action:

Reboot the workstation to clear all memory. Try the operation again.

NOTE
Even if rebooting seems to correct the problem, please notify Technical Support about this error.

TIRM608E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that a client application cannot add a message to the message queue for the Gen Client Manager.

Actions:

• Close applications on the desktop that you are not using. More memory is then available for use by other applications.
For instance, message queues are held in memory. If insufficient memory is available, an application may not be able
to create a queue or add to one.

• Stop the Client Manager and restart it.
• Reboot the workstation (client) platform and retry the operation.

If none of the corrective actions are successful, report this error to Technical Support.

TIRM609E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that a failure occurred during the processing of a cooperative flow request. This message is
returned to indicate that a generic send/receive failure has occurred in some remote processing that was involved in
servicing a failed cooperative flow request. The failure did not occur within the client environment; rather it has occurred
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remote to the client. For example, the failure occurred in a Communications Bridge. The cause of the failure must be
further investigated at its source (for example, review Communications Bridge log files).

TIRM610E
Type: Client/Server Communications

See TIRM600E.

TIRM611E
Type: Client/Server Communications

See TIRM600E.

TIRM612E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates an error between the Gen Communications Bridge and the UNIX operating system. The
Communications Bridge could not acquire a socket from TCP/IP.

Action:

The following are the possible actions:

• Check the parameter file for the Communications Bridge. Ensure that the name of socket in the parameter files
matches the name in the TCP/IP services files.

• If the socket is in use, add a socket entry in the TCP/IP services file that has a unique name and number. Add that
socket name to the Communications Bridge parameter file.

• Ensure that TCP/IP is executing.

TIRM613E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates an error between the platform on which the Gen Communications Bridge resides and TCP/IP.

Action:

The following are the possible actions:

• Ensure workstation on which the Communications Bridge resides is running.
• Ensure TCP/IP is executing.
• Conduct a ping test between the two hardware platforms to verify the communications link is active.

TIRM614E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This messages indicates that the user ID and password as specified in the UNIX .PRM file, lines three and four, are
invalid to the UXP server. Because they are invalid, the UXP server does not allow communication between the Gen
Communications Bridge and the host platform.

Action:

Ensure that the user ID and password in the UNIX .PRM file are valid.
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TIRM615E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that the Gen Communications Bridge could not receive a message from TCP/IP.

Action:

The following are the possible actions:

• Ensure workstation on which the Communications Bridge resides is running.
• Ensure the Communications Bridge is executing.
• Ensure TCP/IP is executing.
• Verify that the communications link is active. Conduct an echo test using the ping command between the

Communications Bridge platform and the host platform.

TIRM616E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that the Communications Bridge received a message that was too large (greater than 32K).

Action:

Verify that the export views in the server procedure steps return only the minimum amount of information to complete a
unit of work. Especially check repeating group views for size.

TIRM617E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that TCP/IP could not receive a message from the Gen Communications Bridge.

Action:

The following are the possible actions:

• Ensure workstation on which the Communications Bridge resides is running.
• Ensure the Communications Bridge is executing.
• Ensure TCP/IP is executing.
• Verify that the communications link is active. Conduct an echo test using the ping command between the

Communications Bridge platform and the host platform.

TIRM618E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that the workstation on which the Gen Communications Bridge resides did not disconnect
correctly from the UNIX host. Ordinarily, the Communications Bridge remains connected to the host and can be
disconnected only be shutting down the Bridge.

Because the Communications Bridge has no display interface, this message appears in the log file for the Bridge.

Action: 

The following are the possible actions:

• Ensure that the Communications Bridge workstation is running.

• Contact Technical Support to report this error.
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TIRM619E
This message indicates that an error occurred during TCP/IP communications. The specific cause for the error could not
be determined.

Review the log file for the Communications Bridge and the UNIX log file. Contact Technical Support, report this error, and
convey the information in the logs.

TIRM620E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message, and messages TIRM621E, TIRM622E, TIRM623E, and TIRM624E, deal with communications between
TCP/IP and the Communications Bridge.

The two main executable files for the Communications Bridge are COMMSRVN and UXPSRV. Both these files must be
running for the Bridge to function correctly.

Action:

The following are the possible actions:

• Ensure that TCP/IP is executing.
• Verify that the UXPSRV.EXE file is present (has not been deleted).
• Ensure that UXPSRV is executing.
• Ensure that the environment variable UXP_QUEUENAME is set to the same name for both COMMSRVN and

UXPSRV. The queue name used by them must match. The queue name is automatically set when you start the
Communications Bridge (COMMSRVN).

• Ensure that you start the Communications Bridge with COMMSRVN and not UXPS UXPSRV. COMMSRVN sets the
UXP_QUEUENAME variable and then starts UXPSRV.

• If you are running multiple copies of the Communications Bridge, ensure that each combination of COMMSRVN and
UXPSRV has a unique queue name.

• Ensure that the Server transaction requested is defined to CICS in all regions.

TIRM621E
Type: Client/Server Communications

See TIRM620E.

TIRM622E
Type: Client/Server Communications

See TIRM620E.

TIRM623E
Type: Client/Server Communications

See TIRM620E.

TIRM624E
Type: Client/Server Communications
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See TIRM620E.

TIRM625E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that the Communications Bridge could not diagnose an error from function TIRCOMM.

Contact Technical Support and report this error.

TIRM626E
Type: Client/Server Communications

A generic error message indicating that a processing error occurred during an asynchronous cooperative flow.  This
message may indicate that an Async Request ID is already in use and therefore cannot be used on the failed request, or
that the application has invoked an invalid or unexpected asynchronous cooperative flow statement. Effectively, this error
message indicates that the application logic has in some way attempted to execute improper sequence of asynchronous
processing statements.

Contact Technical Support and report this error.

TIRM627E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that the Client Manager received an invalid confirmation from the server.

TIRM628E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that IMS is not supported.

TIRM629E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that the Client Manager could not communicate with the server platform on which the
Communication Bridge resides.

Action:

The following are the possible actions:

• Ensure that the Client Manager is connected to the server on which is the Communications Bridge resides. If not,
connect to the correct server.

• Ensure that the Communications Bridge is executing.
• Stop and restart the Client Manager.

TIRM630E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that the user stopped the Client Manager. The Client Manager was waiting for a response from
the host when it was stopped.
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Action:

Restart the Client Manager. Ensure that it is connected to the correct server.

TIRM631E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that the flow from the server application did not return to the client application. The action diagram
logic used for a server procedure step did not set an exit state. An exit state is required to cause the flow to return to the
client application.

Action:

Review the procedure action diagrams (PADs) for the server application. Determine what condition occurred that caused
the PAD to complete execution without setting an exit state. Ensure that the condition sets an exit state.

TIRM632E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that the transaction code requested is not in the AEENV file on the UNIX platform.

Action:

Check the AEENV file on UNIX. Ensure that all transaction codes are entered into the file.

TIRM633E
Type: Client/Server Communications

This message indicates that the database connection information is not in the AEENV file on the UNIX platform.

Action:

Check the AEENV file on UNIX. Ensure that all transaction codes are associated with a database user ID. Some database
user IDs can also be associated with a password. The database user ID and, if used, the password must be included in
the AEENV file. The format is:

transaction_code load_module_name userID password

TIRM634E
Type: Client/Server Security Exit Failure

This message indicates an error code was issued from a customized security token exit WRSECTOKEN.

Action:

See the documentation in the WRSECTOKEN user exit source for more details.

TIRM635E
Type: Client/Server Security Exit Failure

The token generated by the customized security token user exit, WRSECTOKEN, exceeded the maximum length
available.
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Action:

• Reduce the length of the generated token to the length passed into WRSECTOKEN via argument tokenLen. Set
tokenLen to the current length of the generated token.

• See the documentation in the WRSECTOKEN user exit source for more details.

TIRM636E
Type: Client/Server Security Exit Failure

An error code was issued from a customized security encryption exit.

Action:

See the documentation in the Encryption user exit source for more details.

TIRM637E
Type: Client/Server Security Exit Failure

The length of the encrypted data generated by the security encryption exit WRSECENCRYPT() exceeded the available
buffer size.

Action:

• This exit may not return encrypted data (argument encryptView) of length greater than the length specified in argument
maxViewLen. Reduce the encrypted length of your view per maxViewLen.

• See the documentation in the encryption user exit source for more details.

TIRM638E
Type: Client/Server Security Exit Failure

An error code was issued from a customized security decryption exit.

Action:

See documentation in the decryption user exit source for more details.

TIRM639E
Type: Client/Server Security Exit Failure

The length of the decrypted data generated by the security decryption exit WRSECDECRYPT exceeded the available
buffer size.

Action:

• This exit may not return decrypted data (argument encryptView) of length greater than the length specified in argument
maxViewLen. Reduce the decrypted length of the view per maxViewLen.

• See the documentation in the decryption user exit source for more details.

TIRM640E
Type: Client/Server Security Exit failures
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The security decryption exit WRSECDECRYPT() was passed an encrypted view, but returned a code indicating that
no decryption occurred. Since the flow cannot continue with an encrypted view, this message is issued and the flow is
terminated.

Action:

The customization of WRSECDECRYPT() must handle decryption of the view and return the appropriate DecryptionUsed
flag. See the documentation in the decryption user exit source for more details.

TIRM641E
Type: Client/Server Encryption/Decryption

The client is attempting to use decryption, while the server decryption user exit is not being used.

Action:

Enable server decryption through the server decryption user exit.

TIRM642E
Type: Client/Server Security Exit

The client is attempting to use the client userid and password for security validation, and the server security validation has
failed.

TIRM643E
Type: Client/Server Security Exit

The client is attempting to use the client userid and password for security validation, while the server security exit has not
been modified to perform security validation. The client security validation exit (WRSECTOKEN) and the server security
validation exit (TIRSECV) must both be modified to use the new security features of Gen.

Action:

• If you are using Gen security features, modify the server security validation exit, TIRSECV. See the documentation
included with TIRSECV code for more details.

• If you are not using Gen security features, remove the modifications from the client security validation exit,
WRSECTOKEN. See the documentation included with WRSECTOKEN source code for more details.

TIRM644E
Type: Client/Server Encryption/Decryption

The server is attempting to pass a transaction with encrypted user data that exceeds the 32K limit.

TIRM645E
Type: Client/Server Encryption/Decryption

The client is attempting to use encryption, while the server encryption user exit is not being used.

Action:

Enable server encryption through the server encryption user exit.
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TIRM650E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step was not found.

TIRM651E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step was not routed correctly.

TIRM652E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step was formatted incorrectly on a send.

TIRM653E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step received an encryption error.

TIRM654E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step encountered a buffer error on a send.

TIRM655E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step encountered a buffer error on a receive.

TIRM656E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step encountered a buffer format error on a receive.

TIRM657E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step encountered a security validation error.

TIRM658E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step encountered a security token error.
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TIRM659E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step has exceeded the maximum buffer size on a send.

TIRM660E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step encountered a security generation error.

TIRM661E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step encountered a conversation allocation error.

TIRM662E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step encountered a conversation connection error.

TIRM663E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the client has received an error response from the used procedure step. An error response,
indicated by an XERR operations code, is a communications error. Error messages are returned in the associated
response buffer.

TIRM664E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the client has received a CFB UA error from the used procedure step. The common format
buffer returned to the client has encountered an error in the user area segment.

TIRM665E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the client has received a CFB Exit State from the used procedure step. The common format
buffer returned to the client has encountered an error with the Exit State.

TIRM666E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the client has received a failure response from the used procedure step. A failure response,
indicated by an XFAL operations code, is an error response from the server. Error messages are returned in the
associated response buffer.
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TIRM667E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step encountered a SETOA error.

TIRM668E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the client has received a CFB View error from the used procedure step. The common format
buffer returned to the client has encountered an error in the view data segment.

TIRM669E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the used procedure step received a decryption error.

TIRM672E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the local used procedure step encountered a writeq error.

TIRM673E
Type: Client/Server

This message indicates that the local used procedure step encountered a cancel error.

TIRM670E
Type: Client/Server

An informational message, usually output with other error messages. This message indicates the name of the from
procedure step. This is the procedure step that initiated a cooperative flow request.

TIRM671E
Type: Client/Server

An informational message, usually output with other error messages. This message indicates the to procedure step. This
is the procedure step that is the target of a cooperative flow request.

TIRM701E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM702E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications
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This message indicates that APPC cannot find the specified LU_alias among those configured.

Action:

Check the .INI file for the Communications Bridge. The LU alias may be incorrect.

TIRM703E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM704E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM705E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM706E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM707E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM708E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM709E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM710E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700
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TIRM711E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM712E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM713E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that the partner (host) LU alias is incorrect.

Action:

Check the .INI file for the Communications Bridge. Ensure that the IEFSYS parameter specifies the partner LU alias, not
the partner LU.

TIRM714E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM715E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM716E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM717E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM718E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that the conversation is not in a receive or a send state. The application flowed to the host
platform and executed, but did not return to the client platform.

Action:

The following are the possible actions:
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Ensure that the dialog flow is a link from the client procedure step to the server procedure step.

• Ensure that the action diagram for the server procedure step set an exit state when it completed execution. An exit
state is required for the flow to return to the client application.

• If targeting CICS, ensure that the runtime module TIRENTC is copied into the CICS load library for the server
application and that TIRENTC is identified to CICS.

• If targeting IMS, ensure that the runtime module TIRENTI is copied into the IMS load library for the server application.

TIRM719E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM720E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM721E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that a network connection could not be established.

Action:

The following are the possible actions:

The network connect is not identified to CICS.

• The session is not identified to CICS.

TIRM722E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that APPC cannot properly allocate a conversation. The connection is not acquired. Usually, this
error indicates that something is wrong with the workstation on which the Communications Bridge resides, but this is not
always the case.

Action:

The following are the possible actions:

Ensure that the Communications Bridge is configured correctly. For example, the network name must be correct, and so
forth.

• Ensure that, on CICS, the operational property of autoconnect is set to yes.
• Ensure that CICS is up.

TIRM723E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that APPC cannot properly allocate a conversation. The connection is out of service. Usually, this
error indicates that something is wrong with the host platform, but this is not always the case.
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Action:

Verify that the local LU for the workstation on which the Communication Bridge resides is configured as an independent
LU.

TIRM724E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM725E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM726E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications.

 Related Topic: Message Explanation 700 

TIRM727E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM728E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM729E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that the client application specified a program name that CICS does not recognize.

Action:

The following are the possible actions:

• Verify that the transaction code is included in the proper tables on CICS.
• Verify that the transaction code is associated with the correct load module. On CICS, execute the transaction CEMT I

TRA(trancode) to see the matching load module.
• Check if you changed a transaction code for the server application. If so, you must regenerate and reinstall the client

window managers.

TIRM730E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700
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TIRM731E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM732E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM733E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that the server application abended on the host platform. The source of the error notification is
either the server application or the partner LU.

You may also see information about ABEND IEFC with this message.

Action:

Regenerate the server application with trace code. Reinstall the server application. Execute the CICS transaction CEBR
TRCEterminalid to browse trace code, then restart the server application.

NOTE

 Generate the server application with trace only if you think you have a problem in the PAD logic. After you
solve the problem, regenerate the server application without trace code and reinstall the application. Broadcom
reserves the right to change the current trace implementation for server applications.

Set up the transaction correctly if you receive an ABEND IEFC message. Execute the CICS transaction CEMT to see how
the transaction is defined.

Ensure that the runtime module TIRCRUNC is copied into the CICS load library for the server application and that
TIRCRUNC is identified to CICS.

TIRM734E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that the server application abended on the host platform. The server application or the partner LU
issued a DEALLOCATE verb that specified the type ABEND_PROG.

Action:

Regenerate the server application with trace code. Reinstall the server application. Execute the CICS transaction CEBR
TRCEterminalid to browse the trace code.

Note: Generate the server application with trace only if you think you have a problem in the PAD logic. After you solve the
problem, regenerate the server application without trace code and reinstall the application.

Broadcom reserves the right to change the current trace implementation for server applications.

TIRM735E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications
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This message indicates that the server application abended on the host platform. The server application or the partner LU
issued a DEALLOCATE verb that specified the type ABEND_SVR.

Action:

Regenerate the server application with trace code. Reinstall the server application. Execute the CICS transaction CEBR
TRCEterminalid to browse the trace code.

Note: Generate the server application with trace only if you think you have a problem in the PAD logic. After you solve the
problem, regenerate the server application without trace code and reinstall the application.

Broadcom reserves the right to change the current trace implementation for server applications.

TIRM736E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that the server application abended on the host platform. The server application or the partner LU
issued a DEALLOCATE verb that specified the type ABEND_TIMER.

Action:

Regenerate the server application with trace code. Reinstall the server application. Execute the CICS transaction CEBR
TRCEterminalid to browse the trace code.

TIRM737E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that the server application on the host issued a DEALLOCATE verb. The DEALLOCATE specified
one of two types:

The type FLUSH.

The type SYNC_LEVEL with the synchronization level of the conversation specified as NONE.

TIRM738E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM739E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM740E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that the server application on the host issued a SEND_ERROR verb that specified type PROG.
The server application was in a Receive, Pending Post, or Confirm state.

Action:

Verify that the DB2 system is connected to a CICS region. Execute the CICS transaction CEMT I TASK. You will see a line
that references DSNC if the DB2 system is connected.
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TIRM741E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that a permanent failure ended the conversation (that is, a retry cannot re-establish the
conversation).

Action:

• The script files for the Gen Implementation Toolset are old. The COBOL parameters do not correlate with the new PC
parameters. Reload new scripts and reinstall the server application load module(s).

• The server workstation and the host platform are disconnected from each other.
• The host platform may have violated internal SNA protocols.

TIRM742E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that a temporary failure prematurely ended the conversation. Two situations that can cause this
failure are:

The server workstation was notified of a session outage occurring in the network.

The host platform deactivated the session in the middle of the conversation.

Action:

Determine the nature of the failure from the message log and error log for the Communications Bridge and for the
Communications Manager.

TIRM743E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM744E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM745E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM746E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM747E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications
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The message indicates that the server application on the host issued both basic and mapped conversation verbs on the
same conversation.

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM748E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM749E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM750E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that the APPC did not execute a communications verb because APPC abnormally ended.

Check the error log for the Communications Manager to determine the reason for the abnormal termination.

Action:

• Ensure that the SNA links between the server workstation and host platform are correct.
• Check the amount of available memory. APPC may have exhausted its supply of internal memory buffers and tables.

This depends somewhat on the memory and disk space available in the machine.
• Check the amount of memory used by the Communications Bridge. After The Bridge loads, enough memory must still

be available to APPC or APPC abnormally ends.

NOTE
Because APPC abnormally ended, it must be manually stopped to reset its internal buffers and state
information.

TIRM751E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

This message indicates that APPC did not execute a communication verb because APPC is not executing.

Action:

Ensure that APPC is installed, configured, and executing.

Check that the server workstation is running.

TIRM752E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700
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TIRM753E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM754E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM755E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM756E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM757E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM758E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM759E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM760E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700

TIRM761E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2/APPC Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 700
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TIRM800E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2 Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 800

TIRM801E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2 Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 800

TIRM802E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2 Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 800

TIRM803E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2 Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 800

TIRM804E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2 Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 800

TIRM805E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2 Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 800

TIRM806E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2 Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 800

TIRM807E
Type: Client/Server LU6.2 Communications

Related Topic: Message Explanation 800

TIRM850E
Type: Memory Management

Reason:

This message indicates there was an error allocating storage for the Common Format Buffer.
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Action:

Possible actions you can take include the following:

• Check CICS log for any additional details.
• Review your PTF level to verify if any memory management PTFs need to be applied.
• Run with the debug version of TIRHSTGC (TIRHSTGD) to get additional memory management debug information, if

requested by Technical Support.
• Run with the debug version of TIRCRUNC (TI2CRUNC) to get additional debug information from the Gen server

runtimes, if requested by Technical Support.
• Capture a CICS AUX trace for the transaction receiving this message, if requested by Technical Support.

TIRM851E
Type: Memory Management

Reason:

This message indicates there was an error allocating storage for the W-GLOBAL-AREA.

Action:

Possible actions you can take include the following:

• Check CICS log for any additional details.
• Review your PTF level to verify if any memory management PTFs need to be applied.
• Run with the debug version of TIRHSTGC (TIRHSTGD) to get additional memory management debug information, if

requested by Technical Support.
• Run with the debug version of TIRCRUNC (TI2CRUNC) to get additional debug information from the Gen server

runtimes, if requested by Technical Support.
• Capture a CICS AUX trace for the transaction receiving this message, if requested by Technical Support.

TIRM852E
Type: Memory Management

Reason:

This message indicates there was an error allocating heap storage.

Action:

Possible actions you can take include the following:

• Check CICS log for any additional details.
• Review your PTF level to verify if any memory management PTFs need to be applied.
• Run with the debug version of TIRHSTGC (TIRHSTGD) to get additional memory management debug information, if

requested by Technical Support.
• Run with the debug version of TIRCRUNC (TI2CRUNC) to get additional debug information from the Gen server

runtimes, if requested by Technical Support.
• Capture a CICS AUX trace for the transaction receiving this message, if requested by Technical Support.

TIRM853E
Type: Memory Management

Reason:
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This message indicates an error occurred with the MMCB* TSQ used for memory management.

Action:

Possible actions you can take include the following:

• Check CICS log for any additional details.
• Review your PTF level to verify if any memory management PTFs need to be applied.
• Run with the debug version of TIRHSTGC (TIRHSTGD) to get additional memory management debug information, if

requested by Technical Support.
• Run with the debug version of TIRCRUNC (TI2CRUNC) to get additional debug information from the Gen server

runtimes, if requested by Technical Support.
• Capture a CICS AUX trace for the transaction receiving this message, if requested by Technical Support.

TIRM854E
Type: Memory Management

Reason:

This message indicates an error occurred with the MMCB* TSQ used for memory management.

Action:

Possible actions you can take include the following:

• Check CICS log for any additional details.
• Review your PTF level to verify if any memory management PTFs need to be applied.
• Run with the debug version of TIRHSTGC (TIRHSTGD) to get additional memory management debug information, if

requested by Technical Support.
• Run with the debug version of TIRCRUNC (TI2CRUNC) to get additional debug information from the Gen server

runtimes, if requested by Technical Support.
• Capture a CICS AUX trace for the transaction receiving this message, if requested by Technical Support.

TIRM858E
Type: Client/Server ECI Communications

Reason:

This message indicates an error occurred while processing an ECI cooperative flow.

Action:

Possible actions you can take include the following:

• Check CICS log for any additional details.
• Run with the debug version of TIRHSTGC (TIRHSTGD) to get additional memory management debug information, if

requested by Technical Support.
• Run with the debug version of TIRCRUNC (TI2CRUNC) to get additional debug information from the Gen server

runtimes, if requested by Technical Support.
• Capture a CICS AUX trace for the transaction receiving this message, if requested by Technical Support.

Note: Message TIRM858E was introduced in PTFs SO12045 and SO12046 on the z/OS platform. PTF RTN86206 is also
required on the Windows platform.
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TIRM860E
Type: Client/Server MQ Communications

Reason:

This message indicates an error occurred while processing an MQ cooperative flow.

Action:

Possible actions you can take include the following:

• Check CICS log for any additional details.
• Run with the debug version of TIRHSTGC (TIRHSTGD) to get additional memory management debug information, if

requested by Technical Support.
• Run with the debug version of TIRCRUNC (TI2CRUNC) to get additional debug information from the Gen server

runtimes, if requested by Technical Support.
• Capture a CICS AUX trace for the transaction receiving this message, if requested by Technical Support.

Possible actions you can take for IMS include the following:

• Check IMS log for any additional details.
• Run with the debug version of TIRCRUNI (TI2CRUNI) to get additional debug information from the Gen server

runtimes, if requested by Technical Support.

TIRM888E
Type: Memory Management

Reason:

This message indicates an error occurred while performing memory management functions.

Action:

Possible actions you can take include the following:

• Check CICS log for any additional details.
• Review your PTF level to verify if any memory management PTFs need to be applied.
• Run with the debug version of TIRHSTGC (TIRHSTGD) to get additional memory management debug information, if

requested by Technical Support.
• Run with the debug version of TIRCRUNC (TI2CRUNC) to get additional debug information from the Gen server

runtimes, if requested by Technical Support.

Security Error Messages TIRM900E - TIRM999E

TIRM902E
Type: Client/Server Communications - Security processing

Security validation processing has detected an invalid user ID associated with this cooperative flow request.

TIRM903E
Type: Client/Server Communications - Security processing

Security validation processing has detected an invalid password associated with this cooperative flow request.
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TIRM904E
Type: Client/Server Communications - Security processing

Security validation processing has detected that the user ID associated with this cooperative flow request is not authorized
for the requested processing.

TIRM905E
Type: Client/Server Communications - Security processing

Security validation processing has detected that some aspect of the system processing the request is unavailable and
therefore cannot proceed with authorizing the associated cooperative flow request.

TIRM906E
Type: Client/Server Communications - Security processing

Security validation processing has detected that the user ID associated with this cooperative flow request is suspended.

TIRM907E
Type: Client/Server Communications - Security processing

Security validation processing has detected that the user ID associated with this cooperative flow request needs to re-
register.

TIRM908E
Type: Client/Server Communications - Security processing

Security validation processing has detected that the period of time granting access to the user ID associated with this
cooperative flow request has expired. The user access has been timed out and requires that the user re-submit a logon
request.

TIRM909E
Type: Client/Server Communications - Security processing

Security validation processing has detected and undetermined internal error while processing the associated cooperative
flow request.

Function Error Messages
 

GUI Function Error Messages 100 - 299
Functions that support error handling can return either an error message or an error number. When the message displays,
the message number shows a three-character alpha prefix indicating the type of message. When the error number
displays, the value contains only numbers. This facilitates coding for error handling.
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GUI100 RGB value must be in the range 0 to 16777215.

Can Occur in GetGreen, GetRed, GetBlue
Cause 1 The view containing the correct range of the RGB value might

have been used for another purpose, wiping out the correct value.
Recovery Call this function before using the view for another purpose.
Cause 2 When typing in the numeric value, the user specified a value out of

range.
Recovery Enter a new number that is within the specified range.

GUI101 Color value must be in range 0 to 255.

Can Occur in RGB
Cause 1 The view containing the correct range of the RGB value might

have been used for another purpose, wiping out the correct value.
Recovery Call this function before using the view for another purpose.
Cause 2 When typing in the numeric value, the user specified a value out of

range.
Recovery Enter a new number that is within the specified range.

GUI102 Frequency must be in range 37 to 32767.

Can Occur in Beep
Cause 1 The view containing the frequency range might have been used

for another purpose, wiping out the correct value.
Recovery Call this function before using the view for another purpose.
Cause 2 When typing in the numeric value, the user specified a value out of

range.
Recovery Enter a new number that is within the specified range.

GUI103 Duration cannot be less than 0.

Can Occur in Beep
Cause 1 The view containing the duration might have been used for

another purpose, wiping out the correct value.
Recovery Call this function before using the view for another purpose.
Cause 2 When typing in the numeric value, the user specified a value out of

range.
Recovery Enter a new number that is within the specified range.
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File Function Error Messages 300 - 499
Functions that support error handling can return either an error message or an error number. When the message displays,
the message number shows a three-character alpha prefix indicating the type of message. When the error number
displays, the value contains only numbers. This facilitates coding for error handling.

FIL300 Invalid file number given.

Can Occur in CloseFile, GetText, PositionFile, PutText
Cause The file number provided does not match any file opened by

the application. The function requires a number produced by
CreateTextFile or OpenTextFile . Note that, although zero may
be returned, it is an invalid file number indicating that no file
was created or opened. If error checking was not performed,
this invalid file number might have been used in subsequent file
functions causing the error.

Recovery Add error checking logic. Examples for functions illustrate the use
of error checking.

Cause The view containing a valid file number might have been used for
another purpose, wiping out the correct value.

Recovery Use the view for file number only.

FIL301 Invalid file name given.

Can Occur in CreateTextFile, DeleteFile, FileExists, FileLength, Launch,
OpenTextFile

Cause The given file name is an empty string.
Recovery Provide a non-empty file name string.

FIL302 File already exists. Cannot create.

Can Occur in CopyFile, CreateTextFile, RenameFile
Cause An attempt has been made to create a file that already exists.
Recovery Use the FileExists function to determine if the file has been

created before trying to create it.

FIL303 File does not exist. Cannot open.

Can Occur in OpenTextFile
Cause An attempt has been made to open a file that did not exist.
Recovery Use the FileExists function to determine if the file exists before

attempting to open it. You may want to add logic that attempts to
open a file and, if the file does not exist, creates it.
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FIL305 Cannot open file.

Can Occur in FileLength, OpenTextFile
Cause The file may already be opened by this or another application

with an incompatible share mode (that is, the file is locked by the
application that owns it.)

Recovery If the file must be accessed, exit all other applications and close all
files opened by the application.

FIL307 File specified is open for read operations only.

Can Occur in PutText
Cause The file was opened for read only operations. The PutText function

writes to a file.
Recovery Close all numbers associated with the file and re-open the file for

write access before using the PutText function.

FIL308 File specified is open for write operations only.

Can Occur in GetText, PositionFile
Cause The file was opened for write operations. The GetText and

PositionFile functions are read operations.
Recovery Review the action statements for the intent of the function used.

The file may need to be closed and reopened for read.

FIL309 File write operation failed. Check file.

Can Occur in PutText
Cause 1 An attempt was made to write to the file with the PutText function.

There may not be enough disk space available to write the file.
Recovery Remove files from the drive to make space or write to a drive that

has sufficient enough space.
Cause 2 An attempt was made to write to the file with the PutText function.

If the file was on a remote server or floppy, the server or floppy
may have become unavailable during the operation.

Recovery Check the access to the floppy or server drive.

FIL310 An internal file operation failed.

Can Occur in CloseFile, CopyFile, FileLength, RenameFile
Cause An attempt was made to close or rename a file and an internal

error occurred.
Recovery None.
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FIL311 File does not exist.

Can Occur in CopyFile, DeleteFile, FileLength, RenameFile
Cause An attempt was made to delete, copy, or find the length of a file

that did not exist.
Recovery Check the file name to determine if it is the intended one.

FIL312 File is open.

Can Occur in DeleteFile, RenameFile
Cause An attempt was made to delete a file that is already open by this

or another application.
Recovery Close all instances of the file before deleting it.

FIL313 Read past end of file.

Can Occur in GetText, PositionFile
Cause An attempt was made to read past the end of the file.
Recovery It is a common programming practice to attempt to read past the

end of the file to determine that all the data has been read. The
application should contain logic to handle the end of file condition.

FIL314 File read operation failed. Check file attributes.

Can Occur in CopyFile
Cause The FromFileName file is open, but the share attribute does not

include Read.
Recovery If an application has the file open, close the file and then reopen it

with a share attribute of Read or Read_Write.

FIL315 File seek operation failed. Check file attributes.

Can Occur in CreateTextFile, OpenTextFile, PositionFile
Cause When positioning to the end of the file using OpenTextFile,

PositionFile, or a CreateTextFile, a seek error was encountered.
When positioning to the beginning of the file using PositionFile, a
seek error was encountered.

Recovery Review file you are attempting to use.
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FIL316 The User canceled the open dialog box.

Can Occur in CreateTextFile
Cause User pressed Cancel button in response to Open Dialog Box.

Math Function Error Messages 500 - 599
Functions that support error handling can return either an error message or an error number. When the message displays,
the message number shows a three-character alpha prefix indicating the type of message. When the error number
displays, the value contains only numbers. This facilitates coding for error handling.

MTH500 Input value must be in range -1 to 1.

Can Occur in ArcSine, ArcCosine
Cause The ratio passed to the function must fall in the range of -1 to 1.
Recovery Correct the ratio parameter.

MTH501 Input value would cause division by zero.

Can Occur in Modulus
Cause The divisor parameter of the function is zero.
Recovery Provide a divisor that is not zero.

MTH502 Input value should be positive.

Can Occur in AnnuityPayment, Factorial, LogBase10, NaturalLog, SquareRoot
Cause The parameter passed to the function must be greater than zero.
Recovery Make the parameter a positive number.

MTH503 Input value is too large for this function.

Can Occur in Factorial, ExponentOf_e
Cause The exponent passed to the function is too large.
Recovery Reduce the size of the exponent.

MTH504 Base must not equal zero if power is less than or equal to zero.

Can Occur in Power
Cause The base (first parameter) cannot be equal to zero when the

power (second parameter) is less than or equal to zero.
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Recovery Correct the parameters.

MTH505 Base must not be less than zero if power is not an integral value.

Can Occur in Power
Cause The base (first parameter) must not be a minus number when the

power (second parameter) is not an integral number.
Recovery Correct the parameters.

MTH506 Invalid range for input number.

Can Occur in Beep, StringFiller
Cause 1 For Beep, the view containing the duration range might have been

used for another purpose, wiping out the correct value.
Recovery Call this function before using the view for another purpose.
Cause 2 When typing in the numeric value, the user specified a value out of

range.
Recovery Enter a new number that is within the specified range.

Registry Function Error Messages 600 - 699
Functions that support error handling can return either an error message or an error number. When the message displays,
the message number shows a three-character alpha prefix indicating the type of message. When the error number
displays, the value contains only numbers. This facilitates coding for error handling.

REG600 The first parameter is an invalid registry key specifier.

Can Occur in RegCreateKey, RegDeleteKey, RegDeleteValue, RegEnumKey,
RegOpenKey, RegQueryValue, RegSetValue

Cause A non-existent registry key was used.
Recovery Use one of the existing registry keys.

REG601 The registry operation failed. Check key or value names.

Can Occur in RegCreateKey, RegDeleteValue, RegEnumKey, RegOpenKey,
RegQueryValue, RegSetValue

Cause A non-existent key or value name was used
Recovery Correct the key or value name.
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REG602 The specified registry path is invalid.

Can Occur in RegCreateKey, RegDeleteValue, RegEnumKey, RegOpenKey,
RegQueryValue, RegSetValue

Cause The registry path given does not exist.
Recovery Determine if the correct path was used and if not, correct it.

REG603 The value's data is not text.

Can Occur in RegQueryValue
Cause The value given for the data is not text; only text is supported.
Recovery Correct the value to make it text.

REG604 Subkey name must not be empty.

Can Occur in RegCreateKey, RegDeleteValue, RegOpenKey
Cause The subkey name must be present.
Recovery Correct the parameter.

REG605 The value does not exist.

Can Occur in RegQueryValue
Cause No value has been assigned.
Recovery The recovery options are varied. The function may be used to

determine if a value exists and, if not, take some action. This error
may then be an expected result handled by the application logic.

REG606 The specified SubKey does not exist.

Can Occur in RegDeleteKey
Cause A non-existent or incorrect registry SubKey was specified.
Recovery Check the spelling of the SubKey name. Make sure the SubKey

exists. Enter the corrected value and repeat the function.

String Function Error Messages 700 - 999
Functions that support error handling displays, the message number shows a three-character alpha prefix indicating
the type of message. When the error number displays, the value contains only numbers. This facilitates coding for error
handling.
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STR700 The string operation failed. Check input value(s).

Can Occur in SoundEx StringCompare StringFiller
Cause 1 An empty string ("") was passed to the string function when a non-

empty text string was required.
Recovery Review the intent of the statement.
Cause 2 The system failed to allocate enough memory for the string

operation.
Recovery Terminate other applications running on the system to make more

memory space available.

Miscellaneous Function Error Messages 1000 - 5100
Functions that support error handling can return either an error message or an error number. When the message displays,
the message number shows a three-character alpha prefix indicating the type of message. When the error number
displays, the value contains only numbers. This facilitates coding for error handling.

MSC1000 Mandatory string is empty.

Can Occur in MessageBox , MessageBoxBeep , Launch , StringFiller
Cause An empty string ("") was passed to the string function when a non-

empty text string was required.
Recovery Review the intent of the statement.

MSC1001 Invalid Input value.

Can Occur in SoundEx
Cause An input value is invalid. For SoundEx, only alphabetic and space

characters are valid.
Recovery Correct the input vsalue(s).

MSC5100 Fatal Error Message.

Cause A model or subset has been downloaded that is missing the
PCROOT object.

Recovery All processing will be stopped and a toolset fatal error message
displays as Checkout.trn cannot be prepared. Override checkout
and check out again.

Toolset Messages
This section contains messages received when working with the Toolset.
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login ID is currently using the model variable. Do you wish to open it with READ
ONLY restrictions?
 

The person who has login ID already has the model open. You can open the model with limited options. READ ONLY
disables all options that modify the model. Only options that allow viewing the model are available. If the Model List Box
did not indicate this model was in use, the model was opened after the list displayed and you may want to answer No and
re-select Model Open from the main window.

variable has subordinate attribute views. Attribute views cannot be promoted.
The object to delete is an entity view, work view, or group view. The parent must exist to promote attributes of these views.

variable is contained in one/or more matrix, Deletion of object will cause
matrixes to be deleted.
Deleting a user - defined object also deletes the matrices that contain the object.

variable has been cancelled by the operator.
You interrupted the transformation or retransformation operation. The process will not complete. You must restart the
process to complete transformation or retransformation.

variables may not be added via this matrix.
You must add this object from another matrix, or from a tool other than the Matrix Processor.

variables may not have their descriptions updated via this matrix.
You must edit the description for this object from another matrix, or from a tool other than the Matrix Processor.

variables may not have their names updated via this matrix.
You must edit this object's name from another matrix or from a tool other than the Matrix Processor.

variables was not run because of Consistency Check errors. variables
Consistency Check report.
Consistency Check errors prevented transformation or retransformation. Review the errors in the Consistency Check
report file, correct the errors, and retry the transformation or retransformation.

Access to path or file is denied. Cancelling here.
Gen cannot access the specified file. Verify that the path is valid, and that the directory and file have write access.

Selecting Cancel ends Gen execution.
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Access to path or file is denied. Cancelling here stops execution of the current
task.
Gen cannot access the specified file. Verify that the path is valid and that the directory and file have write access.

Selecting Cancel ends the current task without exiting Gen.

A bad exit code was given to ifexit.
 

During termination processing handed an invalid code to the termination routine.

Report the error and the conditions that caused it to Technical Support.

Action block name is not unique.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
However, an organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business
System area.

Action block statements are not displayed because action block was not
expanded in the subset.
The action block was not expanded before checking it out.

To view the statements, check in the subset, redefine the subset, and check it out.

Action diagram must contain exactly one entity view.
The procedure or procedure step contains views of more than one entity type. The Copy with Substitution action requires
a procedure or procedure step with only one entity type.

Copy a different procedure or procedure step that contains views of only one entity type, or create a new action diagram
using the Add Procedure or Add Procedure Step actions.

Activity is incompatible with selected new parent. Modify activity?
Change Parent assigns a selected activity and its subordinates to a different function or non-elementary process. When
the selected activity differs from the new parent's subordinates, the activity must change. The selected activity changes to
a function or process, based on the type of activities that are subordinate to the new parent.

Select OK to modify the selected activity.

Activity is not an elementary process. Do you want to join?
Information engineering methodology suggests that an information view line join only external objects and elementary
processes. Gen lets you join external objects to activities that are not elementary processes.

Select Yes to join the external object and activity with an information view line.

Select No to avoid joining the external object and activity.
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Select Cancel to avoid changing the parent.

A field by this name already exists within the record.
Field names must be unique in a record. Type a unique name.

A field name exceeds the length that specified DBMS allows.
Reduce the field name to a length that is within the specified data base management system limit.

A file write error occurred. Try closing as many windows as you can, then
execute the Save Model command. If the error persists, a hardware fault may be
responsible.
An error occurred during the save process. Several things could cause the problem including hardware problems with the
disk drive, an operating system malfunction, or too many files open.

Close open files before proceeding.

A file write error occurred. Try closing as many windows as you can, then select
'OK' to continue the up load operation. If the error persists, a hardware fault may
be responsible.
 

An error occurred as the model was updating. Several things could cause the problem including hardware problems with
the disk drive, an operating system malfunction, or too many files open.

Close open files before proceeding with Update and Check In.

A general OS error has occurred, please communicate this message to
Broadcom Support.
Contact Technical Support to report this error message and the activities that preceded the message.

Algorithm Name is too Long
The name of the default algorithm exceeds the 32 character limit.

Type a name that contains 32 characters or less.

All permitted values longer than the new length will be deleted.
When you change the length of the attribute, Gen deletes permitted values that do not conform to the new length.

Select Yes to change the attribute length and delete values that exceed the length.

Select No to preserve the attribute length and leave permitted values intact.

All permitted values now invalid with new position of decimal will be deleted.
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Changing the number of decimal places for the attribute means that a permitted value that fails to meet the requirements
is removed.

Select Yes to change the number of decimal places for the attribute and remove any permitted values that do not conform
to the new length.

Select No to preserve the number of decimal places.

All permitted values will be deleted. Length is greater than maximum.
The attribute length exceeds the maximum allowed for permitted values, 32 characters for text and 18 digits for numbers.

Select Yes to change the attribute length and delete the permitted values.

Select No to preserve the permitted values and the attribute length.

All TEXT fields in DSL will be changed to VARCHAR.
Selecting Yes converts all CHARs, TEXT fields in DSL, to VARCHARs. This option is valid only if you selected Oracle as
the DBMS Type on the Data Structure Defaults pop-up.

To convert on a case-by-case basis, highlight the data object and select Detail, Properties, Varchar.

NOTE
If you are migrating from an IEF52/Oracle 6 database to an IEF53/Oracle 7 database, select batch or field
conversion to avoid major database reorganization.

WARNING
All VARCHAR fields associated fixed - length text attribute in DSL are changed to CHAR.

Selecting Yes converts all VARCHAR fields associated with fixed-length text Attributes in DSL to CHARs. This option is
only valid when you chose Oracle is the DBMS Type on the Data Structure Defaults pop-up.

To convert on a case-by-case basis, highlight the data object and select Detail, Properties, Text.

NOTE
If you are migrating from an IEF52/Oracle 6 database to an IEF53/Oracle 7 database, select batch or field
conversion to avoid major database reorganization.

All views for layout have been made hidden!
All export views are marked hidden and you cannot place them on the screen.

To show the view, select it in the Export Views Placement List. With the view highlighted, select the Hide button. The Hide
button hides and unhides the view.

An entity type, subtype, or work set with this name already exists.
Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique name.

An entry point by this name already exists.
The user-defined name for an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model depends
on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different areas can use
the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name. However, an
organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business System area.
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Another user is currently running generation. You will not be allowed to SAVE
any changes you may make to the default values displayed.
Generation is running on another workstation, or generation is running on your workstation in a different model.

Changes to default values cannot be saved in the Gen configuration file until the generation process completes. The
changes can be saved locally while the generation is running.

Wait until the generation process completes and save the new default values.

An unknown type of error has occurred, please communicate this message to
Broadcom Support.
Contact Technical Support to report this error message and the actions that preceded the error message.

Any edit field blank is invalid.
 

Gen does not permit blanks in edit fields. Enter a valid value.

A permitted value selected for deletion is defined as the default value.
Select Yes to delete the default. When you delete the default value, no default is defined for the attribute and the permitted
value is not defined as a permitted value.

Select No to keep the permitted value and maintain the same default value.

A primary window already uses that name.
Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique name or delete the existing primary window.

A record by this name already exists.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
However, an organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business
System area.

Are you sure you do not want a default value?
When you omit the value when creating an entity, Gen automatically assigns default values to all attributes that require a
value. If you remove the default value, you must explicitly set the value for the attribute.

Remove the Association
 

You selected to remove the default algorithm action block associated with this attribute. To delete the association and
retain the action block, select Yes.

To cancel and keep the association, select No.
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A table by this name already exists.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
However, an organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business
System area.

A template has been selected for delete.
At least one of the fields to delete is included in a template, causing the entire template to be removed from the screen.

Select Yes to remove the template from the screen.

Attribute already exists for identifier.
This message occurs when you select multiple attributes and one is an identifier. An attribute assigned to the identifier
was highlighted when you selected the Add or Apply button. You can only assign an attribute to an identifier once.

Unselect the attribute assigned to the identifier.

Attribute is derived.
Derived attributes cannot be identifiers.

To change the attribute's category, select the Prop button. Select Basic from the Category list.

Use the Identifiers pop-up window to designate the attribute as an identifier.

Attribute is not mandatory.
The selected attribute is optional. Only mandatory attributes can be identifiers.

To change the attribute's optionality, select the Prop button. Leave the Optional check box empty to indicate the attribute is
mandatory.

Use the Identifiers pop-up window to designate the mandatory attribute as an identifier.

Attribute length exceeds allowed maximum value.
The maximum length of an attribute for a numeric domain is 18.

Attribute name is not unique.
 

The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
However, an organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business
System area.

Attribute name may not be blank.
A name is required.
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Type a name or select Cancel.

AUDIT file replay manually terminated!
You stopped the replay of the audit log before the end of the recorded actions.

A valid entry is either a single value or a range.
Enter a single value, for example, 10, or a range, as in 10 - 15.

Select No to preserve the template on the screen.

A valid group of statements must already have been selected in another action
diagram prior to the XCopy command.
The group of statements you want to copy must be highlighted when you select XCopy. As you selected an action or
chained to the second action block, you unselected the group of statements.

Repeat the copy process again. You can use the Tile option to display the action diagrams or procedure steps side-by-
side.

To use XCopy: Select line or lines in the procedure logic to copy and select a position in the procedure or action block to
receive the copied lines. Select XCopy from Edit Window.

Base Path Is Invalid Please Help For Configuration Options
This article provides information for the Base Path Is Invalid Please Help For Configuration Options message.

This message is for information only. The message is a tickler to remind you that the base path that is provided in the
specification cannot be used as is. The complete base path must be defined in the configuration file/URIMAP or using the
URL runtime configuration parameter.

Bitmap already exists. Do you wish to replace it?
You are attempting to import a file with a name that matches a bitmap file name in the BITMAP subdirectory of the model's
directory.

Select Yes to replace the existing file with the imported file.

Select No to preserve the existing file. To proceed, change the name in the To Bitmap Name field and select OK.

Bitmap is currently used by a control or window. Delete it anyway?
You are attempting to uninstall the selected bitmap from the Installed Bitmaps selection list and delete the corresponding
files from the BITMAP subdirectory of the model's directory. The selected bitmap is a background, picture, or button.

Select Yes to uninstall the selected bitmap. This action also deletes the corresponding files of the selected bitmap from
the BITMAP subdirectory. If you select this option, you must resolve the internal references by redefining the affected
properties or replace the deleted bitmap with another one that has the same name.

Select No to preserve the selected bitmap.
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Blank action block name is invalid.
You typed characters into an inactive input field. Some execution environments let you put the cursor in an inactive field
and type. When you select OK, the characters are invisible to the application. To activate the field, place the cursor on it
and click the mouse button.

Blank model name is invalid.
 

All models require a long model name that becomes the Host Encyclopedia Name. The name can contain up to 32
characters.

Both entity types have not been implemented as records.
Before implementing a relationship between two entity types, you must implement the entity types.

Business system's Commands are used in Action Blocks.
The business system cannot be deleted because it contains commands used by another business system.

By selecting 'Value is default', the default algorithm will be replaced by the
default value variable. Do you want to continue?
You entered a default value and a default algorithm already exists. To delete the association between the action block and
the attribute, select Yes. The value becomes the default.

To cancel this entry and keep the algorithm action block as the default, select No.

Gen version variable1 cannot read models created with variable2.
The model was created with a different version of Gen and is not compatible with the version you are using.

After checking in the model using a version of the software that is compatible with the model, check out the model using
the current Gen software.

Gen will use the attribute name for the DSD name.
The current DSD name contains an invalid character, an invalid format, or duplicates a name that currently is in use.

Select Yes to use the attribute or entity name as the DSD name.

Select No to enter a different name.

You may enter up to 32 characters.

Valid characters are:

• @
• #
• $
• 0 - 9
• A - Z
• _ (underscore)
• Blank space
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The first character must be:

• Any letter
• @
• #
• $

Can't create the new model directory.
The model directory cannot be created in the specified path.

Verify that the path is correct. To do so, select Options, Path.

Cannot access the model control file.
The file identified in the message is not accessible. It could be missing, marked hidden, or not accessible for another
reason.

Download the model again, or use a backup version of the model.

Cannot change field format. Conflicts with the attribute domain.
 

Use a field format that is consistent with the attribute's domain. For example, use a date format for a date value attribute.

Cannot change parent. Invalid parent type for object was selected.
You can only select valid parent types when changing an object's parent. These are the valid parent types:

• Entity type parent is a subject area or a partitioning
• Partitioning parent is an entity type or a subtype
• Subtype parent is a subject area or a partitioning
• Subject area parent is a subject area

Cannot change parent. Object cannot be demoted within itself.
You can only select valid parent types when changing an object's parent. These are the valid parent types:

• Entity type parent is a subject area or a partitioning
• Partitioning parent is an entity type or a subtype
• Subtype parent is a subject area or a partitioning
• Subject area parent is a subject area

Cannot change parent of variable; because group views are not permitted in the
Entity Action subset.
The index property must be the same for the parent and subordinate group view.

Use the Detail Group View properties pop-up window to change the index property, implicit or explicit, of the subordinate
view or new parent view.
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Cannot change parent of variable because imports and exports cannot change
view sets.
When you change the parent of a view, the old parent and the new parent must be in the same view subset, with these
exceptions:

• A local view can be assigned to a new parent in the export view subset.
• An entity action view can be assigned to a new parent in the import or export view subsets when the view IS NOT used

in a procedure step.
• An entity action view can be assigned to a new parent in the import or export view subset when the new parent IS NOT

a repeating group view.

Other guidelines regarding views include:

• The parent of a view cannot be changed if the view is protected.
• External action blocks have only import and export views.
• Work views are not allowed in the Entity Action subset.
• Group views are not allowed in the Entity Action subset.
• A new parent must be another view; the view being moved cannot be its own parent.

Cannot change parent of variable because the selected parent is a subordinate
of this view.
The view you selected as the new parent is subordinate to the view you want to move. This is not allowed. Select a new
parent that is not subordinate to the view you want to move.

Cannot change parent of a subset.
You can change the parent of some views, but you cannot change the parent of a view subset.

Cannot cluster matrix. The following matrices must also be scoped for
Delete variable and variable.
The Cluster action for the Business Function/Entity Type Matrix requires that you check out the following matrices with
Delete usage:

• Business Function/Business Function
• Entity Type/Entity Type

Cannot cluster matrix. The following matrix must also be scoped for
Delete variable.
 

The Cluster action for the Elementary Process/Entity Type Matrix requires that you check out the Elementary Process/
Elementary Process matrix with Delete usage.
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Cannot copy variable because group views are not permitted in the Entity Action
subset.
The Entity Action View subset contains only entity views. Work views and group views are not permitted in the Entity
Action subset.

Cannot copy variable because the repeating group maximum nesting level would
be exceeded.
Gen limits the number of repeating group views within a repeating group view. The group view you are adding to the
parent repeating group view exceeds the maximum.

You can change a subordinate repeating group view from repeating to non-repeating because there is no limit for the
number of non-repeating group views.

Cannot copy over a protected action block.
The destination action block is checked out as part of a subset. The subset protection rules prevent you from changing the
action block by copying over it.

If you have the subset checked out, check it in and check it out again with delete or modify authority.

Cannot copy over a protected action that is used.
Another action block or action diagram using the action block.

Select a new or a different action block.

Cannot delete, attribute is referenced in a view.
A procedure, process, or action diagram is using the attribute you are attempting to delete.

Before deleing the attribute, delete all usages of the view and delete the view.

Cannot delete, entity type is referenced in a view.
A procedure, process, or action diagram is using the entity type you are attempting to delete.

Before deleting the entity type, delete all usages of the view before deleting the view.

Cannot delete variable. It is either placed on a window or mapped.
The attribute view cannot be deleted because it appears on a screen or is mapped to a screen.

Remove the view from the screen or unmap it before attempting to delete it.

Cannot delete variable because it is the classifying attribute for another view.
The view you are attempting to delete is associated with one or more subtype views. You must delete the subtype view
before deleing the classifying attribute view.
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Cannot delete variable because it is the classifying attribute for a view that
cannot be deleted.
The view you are attempting to delete is associated with one or more subtype views. The classifying attribute view cannot
be deleted because it is protected in a subset or used in a screen.

Cannot delete variable because it is used in an action diagram expression.
The view is used in an expression in the action diagram. Delete the expression from the action diagram before deleting
the view.

Cannot delete variable because it is used in an action diagram statement.
The view is used in a statement in the action diagram. Delete the statement from the action diagram before deleting the
view.

Cannot delete variable because it is used in a Screen group item.
The object to delete is used in a screen. Modify the screen by removing the view of the object before deleting the view.

Cannot delete because association between variable and its parent is protected.
A protection violation was detected. Check the delete access defined in the model subset.

Cannot delete due to storage group is in use.
The storage group to delete is in use.

Cannot delete permitted value that is displayed on a window.
A permitted value cannot be deleted if it is used on a window in Window Design.

Delete the value from the window before deleting the permitted value.

Cannot deselect classifying attribute that controls a selected attribute.
To deselect a classifying attribute, first deselect the highlighted subtype attribute.

Cannot fit all repeating groups on one line.
Auto Layout places one repeating group view on one line. The length of the repeating group view exceeds the length of
the line.

Add the field manually, or adjust the attribute length in the repeating group view.

Cannot fit the screen field variable on one line.
The field exceeds the screen width. Shorten the field or put it on two lines.

Cannot handle nested repeating groups.
A nested repeating group view cannot be used in Auto Layout. Add the view to the screen manually.
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Cannot include batch steps from different procedures.
When adding procedure steps to batch jobs, the steps must belong to the same procedure.

Cannot move, attribute is used in an action diagram.
You have selected to move an attribute into a new entity that already includes this attribute, for example, in a view or
action diagram.

To find where this attribute exists, run Where Used. To access from a Data Modeling tool, highlight the attribute and select
Detail, Where Used. Remove all references to this attribute and attempt the move.

Cannot move, would cause duplicate relationship or attribute names.
You cannot move this entity because doing so would create two relationships with the same name or create two attributes
with the same name.

To find where this entity is used, run the Relationship Uses or Attribute Uses Report. Change the name of one relationship
or attribute and then attempt the move.

Cannot move, would invalidate view.
You cannot move this entity because doing so creates an invalid view.

Cannot move. The attribute is used as an identifier.
Attributes that are not identifiers and are not associated with a partitioning of the entity type can be moved from one
entity type to a subtype within that entity, or vice versa. The identifier is the unique characteristic that distinguishes one
occurrence of an entity type from other occurrences.

To move the attribute to a subtype within the entity type, remove it from the identifier of the attribute's parent. Move the
attribute and if necessary, add it to the identifier of the subtype.

Cannot move a classifying attribute to another entity or subtype.
Attributes can be moved within a given entity type if the attribute is not an identifier and it is not associated with a
partitioning of the entity type.

To move an attribute that is associated with a partitioning, remove its status as the classifying attribute. Perform the Move
and reselect a classifying attribute for the partition.

Cannot Move Protected Attribute
Cannot move to different entity. Attribute is protected from deletion.

The attribute was transferred from one entity to another when an action block still had a view of the attribute. An attribute
is moved from one entity to another entity by delete and re-add actions. However, the entity or the implemented table it is
moving from does not have delete protection.

Check in the subset, revise the subset definition to ensure delete protection of the entity, and check out the subset again
to perform the move. For information on subset protection, see the Client/Server Encyclopedia Subsetting Expansion
Table or Host Subsetting for Entity Type.
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Cannot promote variable.
You can change the parent of some views, but you cannot change the parent of a view subset.

Cannot promote variable because attribute views cannot be promoted.
The view cannot be promoted.

Cannot rename model. Model directory contains work files.
 

You cannot rename a model when temporary work files exist in the directory.

Reset the work path. Select Options, Paths.

Cannot set property for procedure steps.
You cannot select the check box for procedure steps.

Cannot transfer. Attribute belongs to identifier.
You cannot transfer an attribute from one entity type to another that is part of an identifier. Remove the attribute from the
identifier or copy the attribute.

Cannot transfer. Attribute has associations with other objects.
You cannot transfer an attribute from one entity type to another if any of the following apply to the attribute:

• It is a classifying attribute
• It is used in a view
• It has a default algorithm

Copy the attribute and delete the unwanted attribute.

Cannot transfer. Attribute is derived.
You cannot transfer attributes with a category of Derived. Change the attribute category or copy the attribute, and delete
the unwanted attribute.

Cannot use existing BAA act. blk. Name conflicts with procedure step.
The action block name is assigned to an existing procedure step and action block. When a procedure step is created, Gen
automatically creates an action block with the same name.

Type a unique name.

Cannot use short model name.

A unique model name is required.

View a list of names currently used, select Model Open.
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Cannot write copy file <variable>.
A file write error occurred. Verify that enough disk space is available. Investigate possible hardware problems.

CASE already exists for this value.
The CASE OF statement already contains the selected constant values.

Select another value for the CASE statement.

Certificate Is Self Signed Invalid Do You Want To Continue
This article provides information for the Certificate Is Self Signed Invalid Do You Want To Continue message.

This message appears when attempting to load an API specification using HTTPS from an untrusted host.

Select YES to continue using the untrusted host. Select NO to stop attempting to load the specification.

Changes to long model name will not be made permanent until model is saved.
Although you can change the long name of the model, Gen does not record the change until you save the model.

Changing the cardinality will reset relationship properties (e.g., min, max, and
etc).
When the cardinality of a relationship membership changes, it affects the following properties on the Source or Destination
Properties pop-up window:

• Minimum number of occurrences
• Average number of occurrences
• Maximum number of occurrences

Changing the cardinality of the relationship membership from One or More to One automatically resets the Minimum,
Maximum, and Average to one.

Select Yes to change the cardinality of the relationship membership.

Select No to avoid changing the cardinality of the relationship membership.

Changing the cell value to blank will cause the cell to be deleted. Continue?
Select OK to delete the cell value or Cancel to abort the change.

Changing the optionality will reset relationship percentage property.
When the optionality of a relationship membership changes, it affects the percentage of occurrences on the Source or
Destination Properties pop-up window. Changing the optionality from Sometimes to Always on the Relationship Properties
panel resets the percentage of occurrence to 100% on the Source or Destination Properties panel.

Select Yes to change the optionality of the relationship membership.

Select No to avoid changing the optionality of the relationship membership.
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Changing the optionality will reset the deletion rule for the destination to the
default.
 

The deletion is set to "no rule selected" when the optionality for a relationship changes.

Select Yes to change the optionality and set the deletion rule to no rule selected.

Select No to disregard the change.

Changing the optionality will reset the deletion rule for the source to the default.
 

The deletion is set to no rule selected when the optionality for a relationship changes.

Select Yes to change the optionality and set the deletion rule to no rule selected.

Select No to disregard the change.

Character string length has exceeded the maximum length.
You are attempting to enter more characters or digits than allowed. Reduce the length of the entry.

Classifier cannot be a derived attribute.
You cannot set the category of a classifying attribute to derived. Remove the classifying attribute or change the category
of the attribute.

Client/Server Encyclopedia did not complete option.
Check the Client Server Encyclopedia to determine why it could not complete its task.

Client/Server Encyclopedia is selected as default, but the software is not in its
expected path.
The Client Server Encyclopedia is defined as the default for encyclopedia transactions. When the software started, it failed
to locate the encyclopedia.

Check the installation of the Client Server software or reset the encyclopedia selection under Options to Host.

Close other windows that may be accessing the file (e.g., reporting, file utilities)
and initiate the task again.
The file listed cannot be accessed.

Command not enabled! Model changed since log created.
You could not execute the command because you changed the model since the time you recorded the audit log. If a copy
exists of the model at the time of the recording, replay the audit log against that copy.
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Consistency Check cannot be performed because of errors during the initial
setup of consistency checking.
The Consistency Check could not be run because errors were detected trying to create, open, or access the Consistency
Check report file.

Copy action block variable to action block variable?
Copying an action block to another action block results in two identical action blocks:

• Select OK to copy the action block.
• Select Cancel to avoid copying the action block.

Create a new model from this subset?
Select Yes to create a new model from the subset. Gen creates a new transaction file from the current model subset and
sends the new file to the host.

Select No to avoid creating a new model from the subset.

Current Identifier item to find
Type the name of the identifier you want to locate.

DASD volume already exists in current storage group.
A DASD volume with the name you entered exists in the current storage group. Duplicate names are not allowed in a
storage group. Type a unique name.

Delete variable?
• Select Yes to delete the view.
• Select No to preserve the view.

Delete variable and all its subordinates?
Select Yes to delete the view and all of its subordinates.

Select No to preserve the views.

Delete <variable> and promote its subordinates?
Select Yes to delete the view and promote its subordinates.

Select No to preserve the view and its subordinates.

Delete variable?
The object in the message is about to be deleted from the model.

Answer Yes to delete the object.

Answer No to preserve the object.
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Delete all the selected DASD volumes off current storage group?
Select Yes to delete the highlighted DASD volumes from the current storage group.

Select No to preserve the highlighted DASD volumes.

Delete all the subordinates of variable?
Select Yes to delete the view's subordinates.

Select No to preserve the view's subordinates.

Delete the selected files?
You are attempting to uninstall the selected bitmap from the Installed Bitmaps list and delete the corresponding files from
the model's BITMAP subdirectory. You must confirm a deletion to complete it.

Select Yes to uninstall the selected bitmap, the bitmap's corresponding files in the BITMAP subdirectory, the .PPM file,
and the file initially imported, if it is different.

Select No to preserve the files.

Delete the selected object variable?
Confirm or cancel the deletion.

Delete the selected object variables?
The object named or referenced in the message is about to be deleted from the model.

Answer Yes to delete the object.

Answer No to preserve the object.

Delete the selected objects?
Highlight the action blocks to delete and select Delete.

Select Cancel to preserve the action blocks.

Delete the selected objects? Note Deleting the toolbar or status bar deletes its
contents.
You chose to delete a status bar or a toolbar. If you continue with the delete process, Gen also deletes the contents of the
status bar or toolbar.

Select Yes to delete the selected objects and their contents.

Select No to preserve the objects. You can move the contents you want to save before deleting the toolbar or status bar.

Delete the selected objects? Note The dialect windows will also be deleted.
Select Yes to delete subordinate windows or dialogs in the dialect of the selected procedure step.

Select No to preserve subordinate windows and dialogs.
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Delete the selected objects? Note The import/export view mapping will not be
deleted.
The field you selected to delete is an attribute view that has an import and export view mapping. When you delete the
field, the mapping is preserved. It appears in the field design view list with an h to indicate it is a hidden field. You can also
delete this mapping through View Mapping by unmapping the deleted field's view.

Select Yes to delete the selected attribute view.

Select No to cancel the delete process.

Delete the selected screen field(s)?
Select Yes to delete the highlighted fields.

Select No to preserve the highlighted fields.

Deleting one of the last two relationships causes the following to be deleted also
A mutually exclusive constraint requires at least two relationships. When Gen deletes one of the last two relationships, it
automatically deletes the mutually exclusive constraint.

Select Yes to delete the mutually exclusive constraint.

Select No to preserve the mutually exclusive constraint.

Deleting the last item for the identifier causes the following identifier to be
deleted also
An identifier that is an entity type requires at least one attribute or relationship membership. When Gen deletes the last
attribute or relationship membership, it automatically deletes the identifier.

Select Yes to delete the attribute or relationship membership and the entity type's identifier.

Select No to preserve the last attribute or relationship membership and the identifier.

Deletion of selected objects can continue. Do you want to proceed?
You can continue deleting objects, or select a different action.

Select Yes to continue deleting objects.

Select No to end the task and select a different action.

Directory does not exist. Do you wish to create it?
You are attempting to export a bitmap, but the target directory does not exist.

Select Yes to create the directory in the specified path and export the file.

Select No does not create the directory and stop the export attempt.

Double Byte Field display length must be an even byte count.
Make sure the field length has an even numbered byte count.
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Do you want the old default algorithm action block variable to be deleted?
The old default algorithm action block is no longer in use as an algorithm.

To delete it, select Yes.

To keep the action block, select No.

Do you want to continue?
You can continue deleting objects or select a different action: 

• Select Yes to continue deleting objects. 
• Select No to end the task and select a different action.

Do you want to discard changes to model variables and load the last saved
version?
You chose to open the same model that is active in this session.

Select Yes to replace the currently loaded model files with the saved files.

Select No to cancel the model open.

Do you want to save model variable?
Select Yes to save the model.

Select No to exit Gen without saving the model.

Select Cancel to return to the Model Window without saving the model.

Duplicate name, enter a different name.
The same name cannot be used for two different objects in the model. Enter a unique name.

Duplicate value or value within a previously entered range.
You are adding a single, permitted value that already exists or overlaps with a previously defined range. Change the
single value or modify the range.

Each variable must be associated with at least one variable.
Add the object identified in the message.

Either an import view or an export view must be selected.
 

A view is required to link a procedure step to a screen. Select an import view or an export view.

Enter Command or Synonym to find
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Type the command or synonym to locate.

Enter Data Element to find
 

Type the category of data to locate.

Enter Expected Effect to find
 

Type the name of the expected effect to locate.

Enter External Object to find
 

Type the name of the external object to locate.

Enter name to search
Type the name to locate.

Enter Object Name to find
Type the name of the object to locate.

Entry points to link records may not be deleted.
 Gen does not permit you to delete entry points to link records.

Error: Invalid URI
This article provides information for Error: Invalid URI.

The URI being used to retrieve an OpenAPI specification is invalid.

Make sure the path being used to retrieve the specification is correct.

Error: JSON Parser Error at Offset
This article provides information for Error: JSON Parser Error at Offset.

The file being used to load an OpenAPI specification has a JSON parser error.

Verify the path being used to retrieve the specification is correct. Review the file to correct one or more JSON errors.

Errors were found in the Data Model. Transformation has been cancelled.
Transformation requires a consistent data model. Refer to the Consistency Check report to identify inconsistencies.

Event already exists. Do you want to reuse?
The selected event appears in the diagram. Gen permits an event to occur more than once in a diagram.
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Select OK to use the event again.

Select No to not use the event.

Exit state selected already causes a flow from the procedure step.
This exit state is already being used. An exit state can only be used once when flowing from the same procedure.

External object is already used in this diagram.
 

The external object you selected appears in the diagram. Select an object that does not appear in the diagram.

Although an external object can be used in more than one diagram, an object can be used only once in each diagram.

Field attribute length is 0 and may not be placed.
In the data model, since the attribute length is zero Gen cannot display the attribute. Set the display length to a value
other than zero.

Field has been already positioned.
The field you are attempting to place already exists on the screen. Choose another field for placement.

Field has been included in template.
You cannot place the selected field because it exists in the template for this screen. Choose another field for placement.

Field length cannot exceed custom edit pattern length.
The field length you entered is greater than the custom edit pattern set for the field. Change the field length.

Field length may not be changed to zero.
The field length must be between 1 and 255, inclusive. The software does not accept zero or a number greater than 255.

File variable is already being accessed by another process and cannot be
shared. A cancel here will exit CA Gen. Terminate the other processes which are
using the file, the press Retry.
 Gen cannot access the file. If you cannot stop the other processes using the file, you must select Cancel to continue.
Selecting Cancel exits Gen without saving changes.

File variable is already being accessed by another process and cannot be
shared. Cancelling here stops the work progress. Terminate the other processes
which are using the file, then press Retry.
Gen cannot access the file. If you cannot stop the other processes using the file, you must select Cancel to continue.
Selecting Cancel stops the current process without exiting Gen.
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File could not be opened.
An application in a different window could be using the file. If so, close the other application before continuing.

File exists. Do you wish to replace it?
Duplicate names are not allowed in the model.

Select Yes to overwrite the existing file.

Select No to preserve the existing file.

File name may not be blank.
You typed characters into an inactive input field. Some execution environments let you put the cursor in an inactive field
and type. When you press OK, the characters are invisible to the application. To activate the field, place the cursor on it
and click the mouse button.

File name was not found.
You are attempting to import a bitmap file.

The name in the Import/Export File field does not exist in the designated path. Press Enter.

To proceed, verify the accuracy of the path, the file name, and the file extension. If you don't know some of these values,
click the Browse button to invoke the Select Bitmaps panel to select the file to import.

File Open for Consistency Check failed. You may have too many files, or
windows open at this time. Close some windows or files, and try again. Else you
are missing the data file.
A file could not be opened for Consistency Check. Close as many windows as possible. Press Retry to proceed.

If the error continues, the data file is missing. Download the model again, or use a backup version of the model.

First value added must be default or range must contain default value.
When permitted values exist, the default value must be included in the permitted values.

Change the permitted values so that the default value is included in a range or is the first value specified.

For a one-to-many relationship, the membership with cardinality of 'One' cannot
be referencing.
 

If the relationship cardinality is one-to-many, the membership with cardinality of One must be Modifying.

Select Modifying for the membership with cardinality of one.

For a one-to-one relationship, only one membership can be designated as
referencing.
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If the relationship cardinality is one-to-one, only one side of the relationship can be Referencing. At least one membership
must be Modifying.

Select Modifying for at least one membership.

Generation has failed for <variable> object(s). Continue with install process?
 

Generation is complete for one or more objects. <variable> indicates how many objects failed to generate.

Select OK to continue with the Install process.

Select Cancel to end the Install process.

Generation of action blocks with different environment parameters may yield
unpredictable results during install. Limit generation and install to a single set of
Operating System, DBMS, and Language selections at a time.
The model for which you attempted to generate code contained business systems defined with different environment
parameters. All business systems in a model must be defined with the same parameters for Operating System, DBMS
Type, and Language.

Determine the correct Environment Parameters. Detail the Properties for each business system in the model and make
the necessary changes to ensure consistency. Retry code generation.

The Action Block entries marked for generation, Trace or Code, in the Generation Diagram belong to Business Systems
with different environment parameters and override was not indicated.

You can generate Action Blocks from multiple Business Systems if the Business Systems are defined with the same
parameters for Operating System, DBMS, and Language, or you specify a set of overriding parameters to use for
generation. For example, if the business system containing one of the selected Action Blocks uses z/OS, DB2, and
COBOL, all other Action Blocks selected for code generation together should be defined to business systems using z/
OS, DB2, and COBOL. If this is not practical, override the inconsistent business system parameters by specifying the
parameters to use.

Retry code generation after performing one of the following activities:

• Select Action Blocks from Business Systems sharing the same environment parameters.
• Select Action Blocks from business Systems with different environment parameters, and override the inconsistent

parameters with values you select on the Generation Defaults pop-up. Select Generation Defaults from the Options
menu on the Generation window.

• Change the affected Business Systems to have the same environment parameters.

Go to Model/Reports.../File/Open... and view Retransformation reports.
Gen generates reports that list the results of retransformation. It only generates the reports when Consistency Check
Rules are violated, object level protection violations occur, entity types and relationships are not implemented, or other
errors occur.

Access the reports from the action bar in the main window.

Identifier based entry points may not be deleted.
During transformation, entity types become records and the identifiers of the entity type become entry points into that
record. To preserve model integrity, you cannot delete these entry points.
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To view the identifiers of the entity type, use the Identifiers pop-up accessible under Detail from the Data Model or Data
Model List.

Identifier name is not unique for entity/subtype.
 

An identifier is the unique characteristic that distinguishes one occurrence of an entity type or subtype from other
occurrences.

Each identifier for an entity type or subtype must have a unique name.

Type a name not used by another identifier for the entity type or subtype.

If a default is given, value or algorithm must be selected.
When you specify a default, you must select the Value or Algorithm radio button.

Illegal character(s) in number value.
The default value was entered with non-numeric characters, and the attribute domain is defined as a number. You can
take these actions:

• Select Default Algorithm for an algorithm
• Change the default value to numeric
• Change the attribute to a different domain than number

Importance Factor values must be 1 - 5.
The Importance Factor field contains a number greater than 5 and it only accepts 0 through 5.

Type 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5.

Insufficient disk space available on variable. Free variable bytes, then select
'Retry' to finish this task or 'Cancel' to abort it.
There is not enough disk space to save changes to the model. Take one of the following actions:

• Remove files to free sufficient disk space, and select Retry to save the model to the current destination.
• Select Cancel to stop the model save operation.

Insufficient disk space available on variable. Once variable bytes are free, select
'OK' to finish the upload operation. Use the file manager to move non - essential
data to another drive.
You cannot update and check in the model until more disk space is available on your workstation.

Remove files from the drive and directory. When space is available, proceed with the check-in action.
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Insufficient disk space available on variable. Once variable bytes are free, you
should be able to save the model. Use the file manager to move non - essential
data to another drive, then execute the Save Model command.
Although the model is checked out to you, there is not enough disk space available to save the model.

Remove files from the drive and directory indicated in the message. When space is available, save the model.

The model must be saved in the drive and directory specified. A new destination is not accepted.

Insufficient disk space available on variable. Once variable bytes are free, select
'OK' to finish the upload operation. Use the file manager to move non - essential
data to another drive.
You cannot update and check in the model until more disk space is available on your workstation.

Remove files from the drive and directory. When space is available, proceed with the check-in action.

Invalid algorithm name.
The name of the default algorithm is limited to the following characters:

• A - Z
• 0 - 9
• Blank space
• Underscore ( _ )

Remove other characters from the name.

Invalid day entered.
The day-of-the-month field contains a number that is not in the month.

Type a number 1 through 28 for February, except in a leap year, 1 through 29. Type a number 1 through 30 for months
April, June, September, or November. Type a number 1 through 31 for all other months.

Invalid DB2 identifier.
You entered an identifier Gen does not recognize. You cannot enter a national language character.

Invalid directory path specification.
Specify the correct path for the file.

Invalid edit pattern.
Select an edit pattern from the drop-down list or enter a custom pattern.

Invalid File Name was entered, extension must be .PPM, .BMP, .ICO, or .DIB.
While attempting to import or export a bitmap file, you entered a name in the File Name field with an invalid extension.
Gen can only import and export bitmaps with supported extensions.
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Select Enter. To proceed, enter the correct extension to the file name entry in the File Name field.

Invalid load module name.
You entered a name Gen does not recognize. You cannot enter a national language character.

Invalid month entered.
The month field contains a number other than 1 through 12.

Type a correct month.

Invalid number of blank columns between occurrences.
The number of blank columns between columns causes problems with the screen design. Fields in one line do not fit on
the screen. Reduce the number of blank columns.

Invalid number of occurrences on each line.
There must be at least one occurrence of a repeating group view on a line. Zero is not accepted.

Invalid object selected for copy.
Gen cannot copy the object because the object size or position is invalid.

Invalid timeout value. The value must be between 0.1 and 5.0.
Enter a timeout value in the range 0.1 to 5.0.

Resize the object or copy it to a different location on the screen.

Invalid URL
This article provides information for the Invalid URL message.

This error occurs when the URL for the specification is not valid.

Check the address to the remote server and try again.

Invalid value for horizontal slots minimum is 2.
Enter a value in the range 2 - 99.

Invalid value for vertical slots minimum is 1.
Enter a value in the range 1 - 99.

Invoking Client/Server Encyclopedia software...
Gen is starting the CSE software. Please wait until this software starts.
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Literal text may not be blank.
You typed characters into an inactive input field. Some execution environments let you put the cursor in an inactive field
and type. When you press OK, the characters are invisible to the application. To activate the field, place the cursor on it
and click the mouse button.

MALLOC failed in XXXXX in server log file.
The system could not allocate enough memory. Increase the virtual memory on the CSE Server Windows NT machine.

Member name should start with an English Letter.
The name begins with a number. Change the name and start it with an english letter, A through Z.

Minimum must be less or equal to Average which must be less or equal to
Maximum.
This is an absolute mathematical constraint. Check values for minimum, average, and maximum.

Minimum value cannot be zero in mandatory relationship.
When a mandatory relationship exists; the minimum value is one.

Change the minimum value, or make the relationship optional.

Month does not have this many days.
The day field contains a number larger than the actual number of days for the specified month.

Type a number 1 through 28 for February, except in a leap year, 1 through 29. Type a number 1 through 30 for months
April, June, September, or November. Type a number 1 through 31 for all other months.

More objects may be created before check-in. Recommend immediate check-in.
Gen limits the number of new objects created between uploads. This message warns that the number of new objects
added is near the maximum. When it reaches the maximum, you must check in the model before adding more objects.

Gen monitors the number of objects created since the last check in and displays the number in the Model Information pop-
up. To view the information, select Model Info.

To check in the model, select Model, Encyclopedia, Update, and Check In Model.

More than 255 entries on an axis may create more than 65K cells. Do you want to
proceed?
The matrix you are clustering contains more than 255 entries. Clustering the matrix could result in an affinity matrix with
more than 64,000 cells.

To limit the size of the affinity matrix, set the minimum cell value to 6, 7, 8 or 9.

Select Yes to cluster the matrix.

Select No to avoid clustering the matrix.
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Must select axis object.
To display and operate on a matrix, you must select an object for the specified axis.

Mutually Exclusive Constraint name not unique for entity/subtype.
A mutually exclusive relationship exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a
unique name or delete the existing mutually exclusive relationship.

Name of storage group already exists.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business System
area.

New prompt string length is not allowed to be zero.
The prompt field cannot be blank. Type the prompt string.

New value or range no longer contains default value.
The permitted value or range in the Current Permitted Values selection changed. The default is no longer defined as a
permitted value. If you define permitted values, the default must be contained in the permitted value list.

Deselect Value is Default and the permitted value can be changed.

No attributes were found for the selected object.
There are no attributes to transfer for this entity type. Select the entity type that contains the desired attribute to transfer.

No detail for hidden view allowed.
You cannot access details about a hidden view.

To show the view, select it in the Export Views Placement List. With the view highlighted, select Hide. The Hide button
acts as a toggle, turning the characteristic on and off. Select the view and select Detail.

No Export Parameters Defined
This article provides information for No Export Parameters Defined.

This message indicates that no output is returned for the selected REST method. This is informational only.

No flows from this step exists. Select new starting step.
The screen is not linked to another screen or returned from any other screen.

Select a new procedure step to start flow or use Dialog Design to define a new dialog flow.
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No Import Parameters Defined
This article provides information for no import parameters defined.

This message indicates that no input is required for the selected REST method. This is informational only.

No model is loaded. AUDITING can't be turned on until you have loaded a model.
You must have a model loaded to record actions to the audit log file. Load a model and start audit log recording.

No more objects found.
Gen cannot find another object with the name you specified. Check the spelling of the name or enter a new name.

No more objects may be created before check-in. Check-in the model
immediately.
Check in the model before creating additional objects.

Gen limits the number of new objects created between uploads. The maximum number of new objects has been added.

To check in the model, select Model, Encyclopedia, Update, and Check In Model.

No outline fonts were found. Text may not draw on the display screen or may not
print.
The outline fonts required to display or print the text are missing. To proceed, you must install the font files. For more
information on installing font files, see the installation instructions for the operating system.

No screen to select.
No screens exist for the Prototype action.

Create screens for the business system.

No SentinelScribe can be detected. Make sure the key is connected to port 1 and
re-execute this command.
Verify that the security device is connected to the standard printer port, parallel port 1.

Check the CONFIG.SYS file to see if the device driver statement exists.

DEVICE=pathname.OS2SNTNL.SYS

where:

pathname = path you specified when you installed Gen

Make sure the files SDLL.DLL and OS2SNTNL.SYS are in the directory where you installed Gen.
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No SentinelScribe can be detected. Make sure the key is connected to port 1 and
then press OK to retry.
Gen cannot detect the presence of the SentinelScribe security device. If it is missing, connect it and retry.

No subordinates exist for selected object.
Because the object you selected has no subordinates, it is impossible to promote or to delete the children.

Select Cancel to abandon the delete.

Select Delete Hierarchy to delete the object.

Not Enough Room for Arrange operation
The Arrange operation requires more space. To continue, close as many windows as possible.

Number of additional occurrences exceeds cardinality.
The sum of the repeating group view occurrences exceeds the cardinality of the view. The sum must be less than or equal
to the cardinality.

Number of additional occurrences must correspond to that of the placed
repeating group.
 

The number of additional occurrences is not equal to the other placed repeating group occurrences.

Change the number of additional occurrences.

Number of decimal places exceeds allowed maximum value.
The decimal place specification is greater than the allowable maximum of 18.

Number of decimal places exceeds attribute length.
The attribute length includes the numeric length of the decimal places. The decimal places cannot exceed the length of
the attribute. Increase the length to include the desired number of digits.

Number of pictures cannot be 0. Enter the number of pictures contained in the
bitmap file.
You are attempting to define a bitmap file to a pushbutton. You entered 0 (zero) in the Number of Pictures field. The
minimum valid value is 1 (one). Press Enter. Enter the number of pictures in the selected bitmap.

Number value has invalid format
Numeric default values must be valid numbers. Change the default value to a valid number.
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Numeric edit pattern is not allowed to have hyphen in.
You cannot enter a hyphen in a field designated with a numeric edit pattern. Change the edit pattern to remove the
hyphen.

Object is contracted in Procedure shown.
Expand the procedure to see the object.

Object is in another business system.
The object you specified exists in another business system. You must select the other business system to work with the
object.

On and Off values are equal.
The same value is assigned to both the on and off check box controls.

Change the value associated with one of the check boxes.

One of the records has no identifier based entry point.
A unique entry point is required for one of the entity types implemented as a record.

Make one of the existing identifiers unique and implement the record again.

One or more bitmap files were not found, the default has been displayed instead.
You are attempting to use a bitmap that was deleted or unsuccessfully imported. The bitmap does not exist in the model's
BITMAP subdirectory. Click OK.

To proceed, detail the window or control and select a bitmap that imported successfully. To identify the options, click the
Bitmaps and preview the installed bitmaps on the Bitmap Management pop-up.

One or more statements within the action block being copied have been dropped
due to unmatched attributes.
Attributes of entity types in the action block you are copying do not match entity attributes in the destination action block.
Gen drops the unmatched attributes from the copied action block.

Select Yes to copy the action block and remove the unmatched attributes.

Select No to cancel copying the action block.

To prevent the error, add a similar entity type to the destination action block before using Copy with Substitution.

Only a single value can be specified as a default
You cannot enter a range of numbers and select Value is Default. Either deselect Value is Default or remove the range
specification.

Only attributes may be selected to be denormalized.
Select only attributes for denormalization.
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Only double-byte characters are allowed in this field.
You can only enter double-byte characters.. Single-byte text characters are not allowed.

Only one identifier can be primary, and another is already marked as primary.
For an entity type or subtype, you can only designate one identifier as primary. Remove the primary designation for one of
the identifiers.

Only single-byte characters are allowed in this field.
 

You must enter only single byte text characters.

Open of path or file variable failed. A Cancel here will EXIT Gen. Check help for
possible reasons. Then press Retry.
Gen detected an error. These are possible causes:

• Resource error
• Too many windows open
• Path or file cannot be found
• Access problem

To correct the problem:

• Close as many windows as possible.
• Verify the path and file you are attempting to access exist on your workstation or local area network.
• Verify the path and file name are valid and have read access permissions.

Select Retry to proceed. Selecting Cancel terminates Gen.

Open of path or file variable failed. Cancelling here stops.
Gen detected an error. These are possible causes:

• Resource error
• Too many windows open
• Path or file cannot be found
• Access problem

To correct the problem:

• Close as many windows as possible.
• Verify the path and file you are attempting to access exist on your workstation or local area network.
• Verify the path and file name are correct and have read access permissions.

Select Retry to proceed. Selecting Cancel terminates the current task without exiting Gen.

Organization was not found.
Gen failed to locate the organizational unit you specified. Specify an existing organizational unit.
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Other diagrams or windows are still open. AUDITING can't be turned on until all
diagrams and windows are closed.
 

Close all other windows before you turn on auditing.

Password is incorrect. Please retry.
A password is required. Type the correct password to proceed.

 Gen terminates after three failed attempts.

Percentage cannot exceed 100%.
The occurrence percentage cannot exceed 100 percent. Change the percentage to 100 percent, less when optionality is
sometimes.

Percentage must be 100 in a mandatory relationship.
When optionality is always, the occurrence percentage can only be 100 percent. To use a value under 100 percent,
change the relationship optionality to sometimes.

Permitted value already exists
This permitted value is already defined for the attribute. A permitted value can be defined only once.

Permitted value must contain at least one character.
 

The permitted value originally designated for the attribute cannot be removed by clearing the field. At least one character
is required.

To add blanks or spaces as permitted values, press the space bar when the cursor is in the field.

To delete the permitted values, click Delete in the pop-up window containing the Permitted Values for the attribute.

Please enter a valid file name.
The file name is incorrect. Possible causes include:

• Name field is blank
• Name contains special characters
• The file does not conform to operating system requirements

Type a name in the field that does not include special characters and conforms to the operating system requirements.

Primary Qty must be between 0 - 4194304 Kbyte range. Secondary Qty must be
between 0 - 131068 Kbyte range.
Change the primary or secondary quantity.
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Print device could not be opened.
Gen is unable to print because of a problem with the printer driver file. Verify the printer driver file exists.

Priority values must be 0 - 9.
The Priority field contains a number greater than 9. This field accepts only the numbers 0 through 9.

Type 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9.

Process already exists. Do you want to reuse?
The process appears in the diagram. You cannot use the same name for two different processes. You can use the same
process again in the hierarchy.

Select OK to use the process again.

Select No to cancel using the process again.

Promote action block <variable> into process <variable>?
When you promote an action block to an elementary process, Gen replaces the views and action statements associated
with the elementary process with those associated with the promoted action block. Gen removes the promoted action
block from physical storage.

Select Yes to promote the action block to the selected elementary process.

Select No to cancel promoting the action block.

PSB Name is required.
A name is required for the IMS Program Specific Block (PSB). A blank field is not accepted. Type a name.

Range overlaps with previously entered range or value.
 

A permitted value (range) is being added that already exists or overlaps with a previously defined range. Either change
the range or modify the existing range.

Redrawing updated objects...
Please wait until Gen completes redrawing the updated objects.

Relationship already exists for identifier.
A relationship membership can be assigned to an identifier only once. When you clicked Add or Apply, a membership
currently assigned to the identifier was highlighted.

Deselect the relationship membership currently assigned to the identifier.

Relationship already exists for mutually exclusive constraint.
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An association already exists between the mutually exclusive object and the relationship membership you selected.

Select a mutually exclusive object that does not contain the selected relationship membership, or select a relationship
membership not contained by the selected mutually exclusive object.

Relationship is not a valid parent.
You cannot select a relationship as a parent. Select another type of object as the new parent.

Relationship is not mandatory.
The relationship membership you selected is optional. Optional relationship memberships cannot be identifiers.

To change the optionality of the relationship membership, click Prop. Select Always from the Always/Sometime drop-down
list.

Use the Identifiers pop-up window to designate the relationship membership as an identifier.

Relationship occurs one or more times.
The relationship membership you selected occurs one or more times. A relationship must occur once to be an identifier.

To change the relationship membership, click Prop. Select One from the One/One or More drop-down list.

Use the Identifiers pop-up window to designate the relationship membership as an identifier.

Remove the selected view(s)?
Select Yes to remove the highlighted views.

Select No to cancel removing the views.

Remove the selected views
Select Yes to delete the view.

Select No to cancel the delete.

Removing all expected effects will cause the cell to be deleted. Continue?
Select OK to delete the cell value or Cancel to preserve the cell.

Rename procedure step also?
The procedure name has changed.

Select Yes to change the name of the first procedure step to the procedure name.

Select No to leave the procedure step name unchanged.

Replace local values with business system defaults?
Select Yes to replace the local video properties with the default values established for the Business System.

Video properties include the color, intensity, and line justification for these screen objects:
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• Prompts
• Fields
• Error Messages
• Literals

Select Yes to set the local video properties to the default properties for the Business System.

Select No to keep the local video properties.

Replace the old default algorithm action block variable with the new default
algorithm action block?
You have entered a default algorithm action block when a default already exists.

Select Yes to override the old default algorithm action block with the newly entered default algorithm action block.

Select No to keep the old default algorithm action block.

Replace the old default algorithm action block variable with the new default
value variable?
You have entered a default value when a default algorithm action block already exists.

Select Yes to delete the association between the algorithm action block and the attribute. The newly entered value
becomes the default.

Select No to cancel this entry and keep the action block as the algorithm default.

Replace the old default value variable with the new default algorithm action
block?
You have entered a default algorithm action block when a default value already exists.

Select Yes to replace the value with the algorithm action block as the default.

Select No to retain the value as the default.

Replace the old default value variable with the new default value?
You have entered a default value when a default already exists.

Select Yes to override the old default value with the newly entered default value.

Select No to keep the old value.

Report file variable does not exist.
You attempted to run a report file that no longer exists.

Run the report again.

Reporting Cannot create report file variable.
In trying to generate a report, the system could not open the necessary file. This can occur when another window is
viewing the same type of report and has a lock on the file.
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Close all other windows and try the operation again.

Reporting is not available at this time, due to a file open problem during model
init.
The repository is not accessible.

The system detected a resource error. Close as many windows as possible and click Retry to proceed.

Reporting System Error Unexpected value from reporting file. Cannot access
report.
This is a system error. The Gen reporting data file did not contain the expected value. IEF2701.DAT may be corrupted.

Reinstall Gen.

Resource Error
A resource error is detected. Close as many windows as possible. Then, select Retry to proceed.

If you select Cancel, execution ends.

Resource Error. Cancelling here exits Gen.
A resource error occurred. Close as many windows as possible and select Retry to proceed.

Gen exits if you select Cancel.

Resource Error. Cancelling here stops work in progress. Close as many windows
as possible, then press Retry. A persisting error may indicate a hardware
problem.
A resource error occurred. Close as many windows as possible and click Retry to proceed.

When you select Cancel, the current task terminates without terminating Gen.

RESTART or RESET are reserved commands.
RESTART and RESET are reserved words that you cannot use for commands.

Type a different command name.

Retransformation must be run to eliminate inconsistencies in the current record
implementation.
An object is missing. Run retransformation to rebuild missing objects for each record.

Retransformation was not run because of Consistency Check errors
Consistency errors prevented the Retransformation process from occurring. Review the errors to determine the cause.

Access the reports from the action bar in the main window.

Select Model, Reports, File, Open, Consistency Check.
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Satisfaction Rating values must be 0 - 3.
 

A number greater than 3 is in the Satisfaction Rating field. This field accepts only the numbers 0 through 3.

Type 0, 1, 2, or 3.

Screen has not been able to be layout.
 

An error exists that prevents automatic layout of the screen.

Repeat the Auto Layout process and correct errors as they appear.

Scroll amount Values (except Location) and Accelerator key cannot be blank.
A value is required for the scroll amount and accelerator values. Enter a value.

Selected matrix is not available in model subset.
The matrix you selected is unavailable in this model subset. Select another matrix.

Selected procedure step(s) are protected.
 

The selected procedure steps are protected by the rules governing subsets. Either the complete procedure step is not
checked out, or the access level does not permit you to modify it.

Check out the procedure step and any related screens with the proper authority. Make the required changes and check in
the model.

Select either an attribute, entity type, or subtype.
The position you selected for the attribute is a partition. You can only move attributes to entities, attributes, or subtypes.

Select ERROR (for defaults) or set video attributes manually
 

You can set specific attributes of a field that is in error. Or, you can accept the default values.

Select ERROR to accept the default values.

Or, set the attributes manually.

Session ID is required for the selected board type.
The Session ID field must have a value if the board type is IBM 3270 Connection or IBM Token Ring. The default is A.
Type the Session ID.

String not found.
The text string you specified could not be located. Ensure that the string is correct and retry, or try another string.
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Subordinate action blocks are used in other business systems.
The business system cannot be deleted because it contains action blocks used by another business system.

Subordinate objects could not be placed on Data Model graphical diagram. To
place subordinates, select their parent variable in the Data Model graphical tool,
and perform View/Place All or Place Unplaced Box.
When you delete an object and promote the children, CA Gen does not automatically place the objects in the graphical
diagram Data Modeling Tool when the following conditions exist:

• Objects are deleted using the Data Model List Tool and the Data Modeling diagram is not displayed
• Objects are deleted from Data Model List Tool and the deleted object is contracted in Data Modeling

Both situations prevent CA Gen from placing the children of the selected object on the Data Model.

To place the children of the parent object, select Planning or Analysis, Data Model, new parent, View, Place Unplaced
Box.

Subordinate objects could not be placed on Data Model graphical diagram. To
place subordinates, select their parent variable in the Data Model graphical tool,
and perform View/Place All or Place Unplaced Box.
When you delete an object and promote the children, Gen does not automatically place the objects in the graphical
diagram Data Modeling Tool when the following conditions exist:

• Objects are deleted using the Data Model List Tool and the Data Modeling diagram is not displayed
• Objects are deleted from Data Model List Tool and the deleted object is contracted in Data Modeling

Both situations prevent Gen from placing the children of the selected object on the Data Model.

To place the children of the parent object, select Planning or Analysis, Data Model, new parent, View, Place Unplaced
Box.

Template inclusion would cause overlap on screen.
The template you are adding to the screen overlaps one or more fields on the current screen.

Compare the template to the fields in the current screen to determine the fields you can adjust. Adjust the fields and add
the template.

Template inclusion would cause special field duplicate.
The template you are adding to the screen contains at least one field already in the screen. Delete the field from the
existing screen or change the template by removing the duplicate field.

Template is already included in the current screen.
The template you selected is included in the screen. Select a different template from the list.
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That name has already been used by a command or synonym.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business System
area.

That name has already been used for a Batch Job.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business System
area.

That name has already been used for a Business System.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business System
area.

That name has already been used for a Critical Success Factor.
A Critical Success Factor exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique
name or delete the existing Critical Success Factor.

That name has already been used for a Dependency.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business System
area.

That name has already been used for a Dialect.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business System
area.

That name has already been used for a Goal.
A Goal exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique name or delete
the existing Goal.
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That name has already been used for a Location.
A Location exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique name or
delete the existing Location.

That name has already been used for an Exit State.
 

The name you entered is already assigned to an exit state. Enter a unique name.

That name has already been used for an Exit State. 1
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business System
area.

That name has already been used for an External Object.
 

The name you entered is already assigned to an external object. Enter a unique name.

That name has already been used for an External Object. 1
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business System
area.

That name has already been used for an Objective.
An Objective exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique name or
delete the existing Objective.

That name has already been used for a procedure step.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business System
area.

That name has already been used for a Step.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business System
area.
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That name has already been used for a Strategy.
A Strategy exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique name or
delete the existing Strategy.

That name has already been used for a Tactic.
A Tactic exists with the name you entered. Duplicate names are not allowed in the model. Type a unique name or delete
the existing Tactic.

That name has already been used for a Template.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business System
area.

That name has already been used for a Trancode.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model
depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different
areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name.
An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the latter is in the Business System area.

The API Specification Does Not Contain Any Methods That Can Be Processed By
GEN
This article provides information for the API Specification does not contain any methods that can be processed by Gen.

Gen currently only process GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE methods. The specification that was loaded does not contain
any of these methods.

Verify the path being used to retrieve the specification is correct.

The Call REST Functionality Is Not Available Until The Model Has Been
Converted
This article provides information for The Call REST Functionality Is Not Available Until The Model Has Been Converted
message.

This message indicates that the system objects must support the Call REST statement are not available in the model.

To fix this issue, perform the following steps:

1. Make sure that the appropriate encyclopedia PTF is applied:
a. For the Host Encyclopedia - LU03408.
b. For the Client-Server Encyclopedia on Windows - CSN86212.
c. For the Client-Server Encyclopedia on HP-UX - CSI86210.
d. For the Client-Server Encyclopedia on AIX - CSR86210.

2. Upload the model to the encyclopedia.
3. Convert the model using the encyclopedia.
4. Check out the model.
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The variables cannot be blank.
An entry is required for the field. If you do not want to enter data, select Cancel.

The variables cannot contain blanks or underscores only and the first character
must be alphabetic. Please reenter in the valid format.
The format is invalid. To correct the entry, use the following guidelines:

• Authorization ID
• Owner
• Password

– The first character must be alphabetic.
– All other characters must be numeric or alphabetic.
– The length must be 8 characters or less.
– No double-byte characters or national language characters.

• Edit procedure name
• Valid procedure name
• Field procedure

– The first character must be alphabetic.
– All other characters must be numeric or alphabetic.
– The length must be 30 characters or less.
– No double-byte characters or national language characters.

• VCAT
– The first character must be alphabetic.
– All other characters must be numeric or alphabetic.
– The length must be 8 characters or less.
– No double-byte characters or national language characters.

• Storage Group Name
– The first character must be alphabetic.
– All other characters must be numeric, alphabetic, or an underscore.
– The length must be 8 characters or less.
– No double-byte characters or national language characters.

• Synonym
– The first character must be alphabetic.
– All other characters must be numeric, alphabetic, or an underscore.
– The length must be 30 characters or less.
– No double byte-characters or national language characters.

• DASD Volume ID
– The length must be 6 characters or less.
– The first character must not be numeric.
– All other characters must be numeric, alphabetic or @ # or $.
– The field will not accept national language characters.

The variables contains invalid characters.
The text contains invalid characters. Check the following guidelines:
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• Authorization ID
• Owner
• Password

– The first character must be alphabetic.
– All other characters must be numeric or alphabetic.
– The length must be 8 characters or less.
– No national language characters.

• Edit procedure name
• Valid procedure name
• Field procedure

– The first character must be alphabetic.
– All other characters must be numeric or alphabetic.
– The length must be 30 characters or less.
– No national language characters.

• VCAT
– The first character must be alphabetic.
– All other characters must be numeric or alphabetic.
– The length must be 8 characters or less.
– No national language characters.

• Storage Group Name
– The first character must be alphabetic.
– All other characters must be numeric or alphabetic or an underscore.
– The length must be 8 characters or less.
– An entry is required.
– No national language characters.

• Synonym
– The first character must be alphabetic.
– All other characters must be numeric or alphabetic or an underscore.
– The length must be 30 characters or less.
– No national language characters.

• Entry point name
• Tablespace name
• Indexspace name
• Database Name

– The first character must be alphabetic or one of the following characters: @ # $.
– All other characters must be numeric, alphabetic, or @ # $.
– The length must be 9 characters or less.
– An entry is required.
– The field will not accept double-byte characters.
– The field accepts the following national language characters only: @ # $.

• Field name
• Table name of a record object
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– The first character must be alphabetic or one of the following characters: @ # $.
– All other characters must be numeric, alphabetic, or one of the following characters: @ # $ or underscore.
– The length must be 30 characters or less.
– The field will not accept double-byte characters.
– The field accepts the following national language characters only: @ # $.

• Linkage name
– The first character must be alphabetic or one of the following characters: @ # $.
– All other characters must be numeric, alphabetic, or one of the following characters: @ # $.
– The length must be 8 characters or less.
– The field will not accept double-byte characters.
– The field accepts the following national language characters only: @ # $.

• Record names
– The first character must be alphabetic or one of the following characters: @ # $.
– All other characters must be numeric, alphabetic, or one of the following characters: @ # $ or underscore.
– The length must be 1-32 characters.
– An entry is required.
– The field will not accept double-byte characters.
– The field accepts the following national language characters only: @ # $.)

• DASD Volume ID
– The length must be 6 characters or less.
– The first character must not be numeric.
– All other characters must be numeric, alphabetic or @ # or $.
– The field will not accept national language characters.

The variables name is an invalid DSD name or is already in uses as a DSD name.
Gen will generate a DSD name for you. Do you wish to continue?
The Attribute or Entity Name contains an invalid character, an invalid format, or duplicates a name that currently is in use.

Select Yes if you want Gen to create a unique DSD name for the attribute or entity type.

Select No to enter a different name.

Valid characters are:

• @
• #
• $
• 0 - 9
• A - Z
• _ (underscore)
• Blank space

The first character must be:

• Any letter
• @
• #
• $

 You may use a maximum of 32 characters.
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The action block selected is used in attribute derivation.
The selected action block calculates a value for a derived attribute.

Deleting the action block results in a consistency check error if the model contains a derived attribute for which there is no
derivation algorithm.

To prevent the consistency check error:

• Avoid deleting the action block
• Change the properties of the attribute to Basic or Designed
• Add a different derivation algorithm

The algorithm used to generate the DSD name has failed the validity or
uniqueness test. Gen requests the user to input a DSD name.
Gen did not create a unique and valid DSD name using an algorithm. Enter a DSD name using these valid characters:

• @
• #
• $
• 0 - 9
• A - Z
• _ (underscore)
• Blank space

The first character must be:

• Any letter
• @
• #
• $

You may use a maximum of 32 characters.

The AUDIT facility cannot record events during the printer setup operation. Stop
the AUDIT recording.
You cannot record to the audit log file when you set up the printer. Stop the audit log and restart it after you complete the
printer setup.

The AUDIT facility is unable to log window designer operations. Logging is
currently enabled. Stop recording the AUDIT log and re-issue the Window
designer command.
You cannot issue the Window designer command and simultaneously log actions to the audit log. Stop recording to the
audit log, issue the Window designer command, and resume logging.

The average value exceeds the maximum value.
The average value must be greater than the minimum and less than the maximum.

Change the appropriate value.
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The category changed. All permitted values for this attribute will be deleted.
The category of an attribute determines if the data is basic, designed, or derived. Changing the category changes the
source of the data.

Permitted values established for the old category do not meet the requirements for the type of data in the new category.
Gen deletes the permitted values.

Select Yes to change the attribute category and delete existing permitted values.

Select No to preserve the attribute category and the permitted values.

The classifying value cannot be deleted.
 

The permitted value you are trying to delete is a classifying value.

To remove the classifying value status: Select Partitioning Detail, Properties, Classifying Value, Define Value button Not
yet Defined, OK.

The classifying values will be deleted.
Removing or changing the classifying attribute of a partition also deletes the classifying values.

Select Yes to remove or change the classifying attribute and delete the classifying values.

Select No to preserve the classifying attribute and the classifying values.

The copy/transfer of the attribute has failed or has been cancelled by the user.
The Copy/Transfer could not be completed because the DSD name is not valid. Enter a different name.

Valid characters are:

• @
• #
• $
• 0 - 9
• A - Z
• _ (underscore)
• Blank space

The current screen has been deleted.
No additional help available.

The default subject area may not be deleted.
Cannot delete the root subject area.

The Default Value is Not a Permitted Value
When permitted values exist, the default value must be included in the permitted values.

Change the permitted values so that the default value is either included in a range or is the first value specified.
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The domain changed. All permitted values for this attribute will be deleted.
The attribute's domain determines the field's data type. Changing the domain changes the type of data in the field.

Because permitted values for the old domain do not meet the requirements for the type of data in the new domain, Gen
deletes the permitted values.

Select Yes to change the attribute domain and delete existing permitted values.

Select No to avoid changing the attribute domain and keep the permitted values.

The DSD name is not valid. The first character must be a letter, and the name
must not be longer than 30 characters.
For successful database generation, comply with the DSD naming conventions as stated in the message.

The DSD name may not be blank.
Gen will not accept a blank for the DSD name. Enter a valid alphanumeric name that starts with a letter and contains no
more than 30 characters.

You typed characters into an inactive input field. Some execution environments let you put the cursor in an inactive field
and type. When you click OK, the characters are invisible to the application. To activate the field, place the cursor on it and
click the mouse button.

The entire matrix cannot be displayed due to insufficient screen resolution.
The current resolution of your monitor prevents Gen from displaying the entire matrix.

To display the entire matrix, change the display configuration using the operating system setup program. If you are unable
to change the display configuration, you can still display parts of the matrix at the current resolution.

The entry point implements an identifier and must be unique.
An identifier cannot be deleted. It must be unique.

The Expand operation was not successful. Try moving the object(s) to a more
open area.
Gen was unable to expand the diagram because of diagram space limitations. Reposition the object to expand to a
location with enough space to accommodate the expanded appearance.

The file variable already exists, do you wish to overwrite it?
A file with the same name exists. You can:

• Save the file and overwrite the file that exists
• Cancel the save operation
• Cancel the save operation and save with a new name

Select OK to overwrite the file.

Select Cancel to cancel the save operation.

Select Cancel and repeat the save process to save the file with a different name.
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The file variable cannot be opened, check Help for possible actions.
The file you requested cannot be opened for one of the following reasons:

• Another application is using the file
• The file is marked Read Only
• The file name is not correct

If another application is using the file, close that application and proceed.

If the file is marked Read Only, change it to write access.

If the file name is not correct, type the correct name.

The file variable cannot be overwritten, check Help for possible actions.
Gen cannot overwrite a file because another application is using the file.

Close the application that is using the file or cancel the save process and save the file with a different name.

The file variable cannot be renamed, check Help for possible actions.
A file cannot be renamed because another application is using the file.

Close the application that is using the file.

The following action blocks are available for deletion. Select the action block(s)
to delete. Delete the selected objects?
Highlight the action blocks you want to delete and select Delete.

Select Cancel to preserve the action blocks.

The following action diagram that was specified as a default algorithm is to be
deleted
The action block to delete is the default algorithm.

Select Yes to delete the action block.

Select No to preserve the action block.

The Following API Methods Did Not Have A Valid OpenAPI Specification
This article provides information for API Methods that did not have a valid OpenAPI Specification.

This informational message includes a list of any individual methods that did not have a valid OpenAPI specification. This
includes items like missing fields and improper data types.

The following command is to be deleted
The objects named or referenced in the message is about to be deleted from the model.

Select Yes to delete the object.

Select No to preserve the object.
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The following default edit patterns have been flagged for deletion. Do you want
to delete them?
The object named or referenced in the message is about to be deleted from the model.

Select Yes to delete the object.

Select No to preserve the object.

The following dialect objects have been flagged for deletion. Do you want to
delete them?
Gen is about to delete the object from the model.

Select Yes to delete the object.

Select No to preserve the object.

The following entity was added but could not be placed.
This is only a warning message. The object cannot be placed in the selected position because there is no more room on
the diagram. These actions can cause this message:

• The Expand Diagram action was unable to expand some of the objects
• The Place All action was unable to place some of the objects.

The objects cannot exceed the double-line boundaries. Move or contract objects to make room for others.

To select another location, use View, Place Unplaced Box. Place the object.

The following exit states have been flagged for deletion. Do you want to delete
them?
Confirm or cancel the deletion.

The following expected effects objects have been flagged for deletion. Do you
want to delete them?
Confirm or cancel the deletion.

The following external objects have been flagged for deletion. Do you want to
delete them?
Confirm or cancel the deletion.

The following path or file cannot be found
Gen cannot find the path or file specified in the message. Verify that the path or file exists on your workstation or local
area network.

Click Retry to proceed.

Clicking Cancel terminates Gen.
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The following synonym is to be deleted
Gen is about to delete the object from the model.

Select Yes to delete the object.

Select No to preserve the object.

The following templates and/or screens are available for deletion. Select the
item(s) to delete.
 

Highlight the templates or screens to delete.

The linkage implements a partitioning and may not be deleted.
Gen requires linkage that implements a partitioning to differentiate the types of records.

The long model name has been changed. The model currently opened will be
overwritten. Do you want to continue?
Select Yes to check out the model specified with the new long name. Doing so overwrites the model currently open.

Select No to preserve the current model.

Enter a new short model name to preserve the current model.

The Mnemonic doesn't match a character in the display.
The mnemonic associates a keyboard character with a menu item or prompt, enabling you to select an action without
using the mouse.

The mnemonic must be a character in the Menu Text or prompt field. The mnemonic is underlined in the menu or prompt.

Enter a letter in the prompt field that is unused by another prompt or menu item at the same level.

The model variable cannot be variable because variable is currently using it.
You attempted an operation on an open model. To determine the models available to you, use the Model Open option
from the main window.

The model variable cannot be variable because you do not have the required file
permissions.
 

You attempted an operation on a model for which you do not have write permissions. To determine the models available to
you, use the Model Open option from the main window.
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The model variable is marked as read only and cannot be saved.
You are closing a Gen session or attempting to save a copy of a model not checked out from the Host
Encyclopedia. Gen cannot save changes you made to the copy of the model. Check out the model with the proper
authority; make the required changes, and check in the model.

The model variable may have been corrupted. Do you still want to save it?
Gen detected errors validating the model.

Select Yes to save the model.

Select No to cancel saving the model and exit Gen.

Select Cancel to cancel saving the model and return to the Model Window.

The model has been downloaded successfully, but cannot be saved because
there is not enough disk space available. Once you have freed up enough space,
execute the Save Model command.
The model is checked out to you. Gen cannot save the model on your workstation because of lack of disk space. You can
continue to use Gen, but must make more disk space available before Gen can save the model.

The model has been downloaded successfully, but cannot be saved because
there is not enough disk space available. Once you have freed up enough space,
execute the Save Model command.
The model is checked out to you. Gen cannot save the model on your workstation because of lack of disk space. You can
continue to use Gen, but must make more disk space available before Gen can save the model.

The model may have been corrupted. Do you still want to save it?
Gen detected errors while validating the model.

Select Yes to save the model.

Select No to cancel saving the model and exit Gen.

Select Cancel to cancel saving the model and return to the Model Window.

The model save process failed. Select 'Continue' to quit anyway, DISCARDING all
changes since the last successful model save operation.
 

Gen cannot save the model because of lack of available disk space.

Select Continue to quit and discard all changes made since the last time the model was saved.

The name matches one already in the Entity Action Subset.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique.
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The integrity of each model depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined
names in an area, different areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations
cannot have the same name. An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure
step is in the Business System area.

The name matches one already in the Export Subset.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique.

The integrity of each model depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined
names in an area, different areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations
cannot have the same name. An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure
step is in the Business System area.

The name matches one already in the Import Subset.
A view exists with the name you entered. Duplicate view names are not allowed in the subset. Type a unique name or
delete the existing view name.

The name matches one already in the Local Subset.
The user-defined name given to an object in a specific area of the model must be unique.

The integrity of each model depends on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined
names in an area, different areas can use the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations
cannot have the same name. An organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure
step is in the Business System area.

The name may not be blank.
A name is required. A blank name field is not accepted.

Type a name.

The name of database cannot be blank.
You typed characters into an inactive field.

Some execution environments let you put the cursor in an inactive field and type. When you click OK, the characters are
invisible to the application. To activate the field, place the cursor on it and click the mouse button.

The New Position value cannot be greater than Total statements.
Enter a value that is less than the value of the total number of statements.

The New position value cannot be greater than Total viewable lines.
Enter a value for the new position that is in the range of viewable lines.

The New position value must be greater than or equal to 1.
Enter a value of at least 1.
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The number of characters per line must be between 60 and 256.
Enter a value for characters per line between 60 and 256.

The number of lines per page must be greater than 9.
Enter a value of 10 or more for the number of lines per page.

The OpenAPI Specification Contains Methods With Content That Is Not
Supported By Gen At This Time
This article provides information for The OpenAPI Specification Contains Methods With Content That Is Not Supported By
Gen At This Time message.

Gen can only process JSON requests and responses. When this message is present, the toolset also displays a list of
those methods that either do not accept JSON input or do not return a JSON object as output.

The path must terminate with a backslash ( ).
The maximum length of a path name must be 60 characters, and it must include a terminating slash. Gen appends the
terminating slash if it is missing. You can only input 59 characters unless you explicitly terminate the name with a slash.

The path or file cannot be found
 

Gen cannot find the path or file specified in the message. Verify that the path or file exists on your workstation or local
area network.

Click Retry to proceed.

When you click Cancel, the current task terminates without closing Gen.

The positions result in overlaps, do you wish to continue?
The position you selected covers all or part of another field, box, or other window design element. If you continue, the
element you are adding hides the underlying box and prevents users from accessing it.

The prompt "Do you wish to continue," lets you keep fields from overlapping.

To prevent the overlap, select No. Reposition one of the window elements.

To accept overlapping fields and boxes, select Yes.

The primary quantity of data set must be greater than 0.
Gen requires a primary quantity to specify the primary space allocation for a data set, tablespace, or indexspace when
you select VCAT.

There are too many places before the decimal.
Permitted values and default values cannot conflict with the defined properties of the attribute.

Either change the attribute length or reduce the number of digits in the permitted value.
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There is insufficient TD to do a Retransformation...use Transformation.
You can only perform a Retransformation after transformation completes, or the database is manually added to the data
store list. You must complete these design tasks before you proceed with Retransformation.

The relmem has already been implemented as a linkage.
It is unnecessary to implement the selected relationship membership as a linkage because the linkage already exists.

The request was aborted Could not create SSL/TLS secure channel
This article provides information for The request was aborted. Could not create SSL/TLS secure channel.

This error appears when using HTTPS to retrieve an OpenAPI specification. The error indicates that the Toolset computer
does not support the secure communication scheme required by the remote site, generally TLS1.3.

TLS 1.3 is currently only supported natively on Windows 11 and Windows Server 2022. If you are using a system without
TLS 1.3 enabled, you can turn it on using the registry. For more information refer to the Microsoft Protocols in TLS/SSL
documentation.

There were no ERD - DSD differences for Retransformation to resolve.
Retransformation did not take place because the structure of the data model has not changed since the last
retransformation.

Consistency check rules did not detect a difference between the ERD and the data lists.

The selected attribute is already included in the view.
The attribute you selected is part of the view. Duplicates are not allowed.

Select a different attribute.

The selected model is incomplete and cannot be copied.
 

The model you are copying is not complete. One or more files are missing.

The short model name has been changed. The directory variable exists and any
model in that directory will be overwritten. Do you want to continue?
 

The short, or local name, corresponds to the directory on the disk that stores the model. A model with the local name
entered already exists:

• Answer yes to overwrite the model in that directory.
• Answer No to cancel the checkout.

The Storage Group cannot be blank.
You typed characters into an inactive field. Some execution environments let you put the cursor in an inactive field and
type. When you press OK, the characters are invisible to the application. To activate the field, place the cursor on it and
click the mouse button.
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The Storage Grp or VCAT cannot be blank at both database and data store.
Select Storage group or VCAT. You must select one field because both fields cannot be blank.

A command/synonym with that name already exists.
The user-defined name for an object in a specific area of the model must be unique. The integrity of each model depends
on strict adherence to this rule. Although you cannot use duplicate user-defined names in an area, different areas can use
the same name. For example, if organization is the area, two organizations cannot have the same name. However, an
organization and a procedure step can have the same name because the procedure step is in the Business System area.

The unused prompts will be deleted.
Gen is about to delete the object from the model:

• Select Yes to delete the object.
• Select No to preserve the object.

The update transaction file (UPDATE.TRN) has been created. The file was not
transferred and no verification was performed.
Use the UPDATE.TRN file to verify the manual transfer of a model to the encyclopedia.

When encyclopedia communication is OFF for manual check in and checkout, Gen creates an UPDATE.TRN file. You
must manually copy this file from the workstation to the encyclopedia.

When encyclopedia communication is ON for automatic check in and checkout, Gen creates a VERIFY.TRN file instead of
an UPDATE.TRN file. Gen uses communication software to automatically transfer the VERIFY.TRN file.

The VCAT cannot be blank for the Storage Group.
The VCAT field must contain an entry.

The work path must not include the characters '.ief' which are reserved for Gen
usage only.
A work path cannot have an .ief extension because Gen reserves that extension for model directories.

To update the paths, clear the work path or enter a valid name for the work path directory. A valid name may contain any
combination of letters, numbers, underscores, and periods, with the exception of the text, .ief.

This action will cause all Interaction Clusters to be deleted. Continue?
Click OK to remove the interaction clusters created or Cancel to discard the change.

This function cannot be performed because of protection checking or the state
of the process hierarchy.
You cannot complete this action because the activity hierarchy diagram was already completed or because of Consistency
Check errors.
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This matrix does not allow the addition of cells.
You cannot add or delete cells and objects in an affinity matrix. To build and populate an affinity matrix, cluster another
matrix.

Add or delete objects and cell values in the clustered matrix to create the affinity matrix.

This model is using Code Page variable. And, Gen is using Code Page variable.
Do you want to open the model and change its code page to variable?
A code page is a table that defines screen display characters. Different languages are supported by a variety of code
pages.

The code page used when the model was created differs from the code page currently available in Gen. The code page
that is available does support the characters used in the model.

When you open the model the new code page is used.

This model is using code page variable. However, CA Gen is using code
page variable. No connection can be made between these two code pages. Do
you want to open and model and change to Multiple Code Page support?
A code page is a table that defines screen display characters. A variety of code pages support different languages.

The code page used when the model was created differs from the code page currently available in Gen. The code page
that is available may not support the characters used in the model.

You can use multiple code page support that includes a universal list of frequently used display characters that may not
support all of the characters the model displays.

If you do not want to use multiple code page support and you know the code page used when the model was created, you
can use operating system commands to switch the code page available in Gen.

This model requires Code Page <variable>. The Gen tool is using Code Page
<variable>. Change to a different Gen tool.
Verify that the code page setting is set correctly in the CONFIG.SYS file and correct it, if necessary. When using code
page settings other than 437, ensure that the international diskette was installed.

You might have attempted to change the model using the wrong Gen version. You must use the Gen version that created
the model.

This model is using code page variable. However, Gen is using code
page variable. No connection can be made between these two code pages. Do
you want to open and model and change to Multiple Code Page support?
A code page is a table that defines screen display characters. A variety of code pages support different languages.

The code page used when the model was created differs from the code page currently available in Gen. The code page
that is available may not support the characters used in the model.

You can use multiple code page support that includes a universal list of frequently used display characters that may not
support all of the characters the model displays.
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If you do not want to use multiple code page support and you know the code page used when the model was created, you
can use operating system commands to switch the code page available in Gen.

This model will be upgraded if Save'd and would no longer be usable by
previous releases. Continue with model load?
You probably upgraded your workstation since working on the model you are attempting to open.

Determine if the work on this model is to continue on a workstation of the previous release or on a workstation of the
current release. You cannot alternate work on model files between workstations of different releases.

Select Yes to load the selected model and perform the file upgrade the next time you save the model. After the upgrade,
the model is not accessible through workstations that were not upgraded to the current release.

Select No to cancel the open request. Model files are unchanged.

Thousand and decimal separators must be different.
You must use different separators to distinguish the decimal separator from the thousand separator.

Too many decimal places in value entered.
You cannot add or define a permitted value with more positions to the right of the decimal place than the attribute
properties specify. Change the attribute definition or reduce the number of positions to the right of the decimal.

Too many trailing zeroes after decimal place entered.
More trailing zeroes are entered for a permitted value or default value than the defined attribute properties allow. Delete
the additional trailing zeroes or extend the decimal place and attribute length specification.

Transformation was not run because of Consistency Check errors.
Refer to the Consistency Check Report to determine the errors that prevented the Transformation process.

Access the reports from the action bar in the main window.

Select Model, Reports, File, Open, Consistency Check.

Unable to create a unique work directory variable. You may wish to check
manually before Retry. A Cancel here will EXIT Gen.
 

Each execution of Gen requires a unique workspace for temporary work files. When Gen starts, it attempts to create a
directory named WK followed by the current system time in hours, minutes, and seconds. Gen deletes this work directory
when it terminates.

Since the same combination of hhmmss repeats itself every 24 hours, the work directory name could already exist for
several reasons:

• Another execution of Gen is using it.
• It was not deleted because Gen ended abnormally.
• Retry retrieves a new system time and should correct the problem. You should manually remove any unused work

directories from the disk.
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Unable to expand object variables. Try moving the object(s) to a more open area.
The noted child object cannot be expanded because of space limitations or the position of the object in relation to an
edge. There is no room to shift other objects out of the way or the object is too close to an edge limit to allow room for
expansion.

Reposition the child object to expand to a location with enough space to accommodate the expanded appearance and
retry the expand function.

Upload with checkin did not complete.
Select Resend Last Update.

Upper bound of range is less than lower bound.
A permitted value range includes a FROM and a TO number. The FROM number must always be less than the TO
number.

Use delete options to remove name.
You cannot remove the name originally designated for the command by clearing the field.

Click Delete to remove the command name.

Value is longer than the length of the attribute
A permitted value exceeds the length of the attribute.

Enter a permitted value that contains fewer characters. Or, change the length of the attribute in the Attribute Properties
dialog.

VCAT or storage group cannot be blank, if no default STOGROUP entered.
If the name of a default storage group does not appear, you must complete the VCAT or storage group name fields.

Verification in progress...
 Gen is busy processing the verification.

Verify ESCAPE default destination (denoted by '?') and change if necessary.
When you copy or move an ESCAPE statement, Gen inserts a question mark (?) to show where control of the program
could pass.

Verify that the question mark terminates the action group at the correct place.

If the question mark is correct, no action is required.

If the question mark is not correct, select PAD, the question mark to change, Edit, Change.

Vertical centering disallowed with multiple lines.
Gen centers one line in a vertical space. When there is more than one line, the text automatically begins on the first line.

To center text vertically, you can:
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• Add blank lines above the first line of text
• Enter the text on one line, adjusting the size of the control if necessary

View has to be defined for Auto Layout.
Auto Layout requires at least one export view definition.

Use View Maintenance to define the export views.

Warning! A screen will be affected by deleting variable.
The object to delete is placed on a screen. Deleting the object removes it from the screen.

Warning! View matching will be affected by deleting variable.
Deleting a view affects information supplied or received during view matching. Rematch the views affected by the change.

While attempting to open model variable, an error occurred which could mean
this model is already open. You should Cancel and select Model/Open again.
After verifying the model was available, Gen got an error while attempting to place a lock on the model's log file to prevent
user write access. This situation is unlikely, but can occur when two users simultaneously try to open the same model.
Follow the directions in the message. Contact Technical Support if the problem persists.

Work directory is invalid. Using current directory.
The drive or directory specified for the work files does not exist. Gen creates and uses work files to process model
information, and saves the work files in the current Gen directory.

To change the work files path, select Options Path from the main window. The work file path takes effect after you exit and
restart Gen.

Work Set is not a valid parent.
 

You cannot select a work set as a parent. Select another type of object as the new parent.

You already have model variables open. Selecting 'Yes' reloads this model from
disk resulting in the loss of any changes since the last save. Do you want to
reload?
Select Yes to discard all changes and start over.

Select No to keep the changes and save the model.

You do not have the required file permissions to modify the model variable. Do
you wish to open it with READ ONLY restrictions?
You do not have write permissions for the model. You can open the model with limited options. You can only view the
model. Options that modify or manipulate the model are disabled.
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You Will Lose Your Changes Are You Sure You Want To Go Back
This article provides information for You Will Lose Your Changes Are You Sure You Want To Go Back message.

Informational message when clicking the Back button after parameters are matched. The message indicates that going
back does undo all matching that is done on that screen and asks for a confirmation to prevent an accidental loss.

Bad CHECKOUT.TRN File Version Error Message
The version of the checkout.trn file is incompatible with this toolset.

Two codes are provided with this message in the format code1/code2. The first code is the version reported in the
checkout.trn file. The second code is the version expected and compatible with this toolset.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Related Products

The following Response System Products are designed to work with and enhance your version of Gen.

Access for Gen
- Accelerates and simplifies the process of analyzing, making, and deploying changes to Gen applications.

Access (TSO) for Gen
- Accelerates and simplifies the process of analyzing, making, and deploying changes to Gen applications using
the 3270 interface on the mainframe.

APM Connect (UNIX) and (z/OS) for Gen
- Implements complete runtime application visibility to distributed and z/OS Gen applications. Integrates directly
with DX Application Performance Management to obtain baselining, performance modeling, hotspot identification,
and reporting.

QA Console for Gen
- Automates coding standards and validation. Ensures that everyone on the team is delivering consistent
application change quality.

Upgrade Console for Gen
- Completes an impact analysis of your existing Gen application portfolio to identify necessary actions to address
before a version update. Reduces issues and multiple rounds of testing.

Web Services GENius for Gen
- Creates APIs directly from existing mainframe Gen applications without making application changes.

To view all the related documentation in PDF format, download the attached zipped file.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about education and training:

• Mainframe Education
• Gen YouTube Playlist
• Video: Accessing the Learning Management System

Product Support

Using the following resources to obtain more product support:

• Broadcom Support
• Software Support
• Gen Product Download Center
• Gen Product Information Page

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:
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• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Maintenance Grid for Gen
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates for Gen
• Common Mainframe Maintenance Procedures

User Communities

• Gen Community
• Broadcom Mainframe Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more.

• Linkedin
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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	TIRM125E
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	TIRM130E
	TIRM131E
	TIRM132E
	TIRM133E
	TIRM134E
	TIRM135E
	TIRM136E
	TIRM137E
	TIRM138E
	TIRM139E
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	TIRM141E
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	TIRM163E
	TIRM164E
	TIRM170E
	TIRM251E - DECIMAL PRECISION OVERFLOW
	TIRM252E - DECIMAL PRECISION UNDERFLOW
	TIRM253E - DECIMAL PRECISION DIVIDE BY ZERO
	TIRM254E - DECIMAL PRECISION INVALID DATA
	TIRM301E - Error insufficient memory to perform external call
	TIRM302E - Error deallocation error performing external call
	TIRM303E - Error invalid handle trying to perform external call
	TIRM304E - Error invalid (NULL) value trying to perform external call
	TIRM305E - Error could not locate value trying to perform external call
	TIRM306E - Error invalid conversion trying to perform external call
	TIRM307E - Error value exceeds maximum digits performing external call
	TIRM308E - Error value exceeds maximum length performing external call
	TIRM309E - Error invalid value performing external call
	TIRM310E - Error invalid name trying to perform external call
	TIRM311E - Error invalid namespace trying to perform external call
	TIRM312E - Error invalid occurrence given trying to perform external call
	TIRM313E - Error invalid SOAPType performing external call
	TIRM314E - Error invalid operation name performing external call
	TIRM315E - Error invalid URL performing external call
	TIRM316E - Error invalid SOAPAction performing external call
	TIRM317E - Error invalid parent ID performing external call
	TIRM318E - Error duplicate UID performing external call
	TIRM319E - Error invalid XMLType performing external call
	TIRM320E - Error invalid occurs value performing external call
	TIRM321E - Error invalid parent element type performing external call
	TIRM322E - Error occurred while performing external call
	TIRM323E - Error UID could not be located performing external call
	TIRM324E - Error invalid RGV level performing external call
	TIRM401E - Error invalid handle found in performing LOB API call
	TIRM402E - Error invalid data found in performing LOB API call
	TIRM403E - Error insufficient memory to perform LOB API call
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	Function Error Messages
	GUI Function Error Messages 100 - 299
	GUI100 RGB value must be in the range 0 to 16777215.
	GUI101 Color value must be in range 0 to 255.
	GUI102 Frequency must be in range 37 to 32767.
	GUI103 Duration cannot be less than 0.

	File Function Error Messages 300 - 499
	FIL300 Invalid file number given.
	FIL301 Invalid file name given.
	FIL302 File already exists. Cannot create.
	FIL303 File does not exist. Cannot open.
	FIL305 Cannot open file.
	FIL307 File specified is open for read operations only.
	FIL308 File specified is open for write operations only.
	FIL309 File write operation failed. Check file.
	FIL310 An internal file operation failed.
	FIL311 File does not exist.
	FIL312 File is open.
	FIL313 Read past end of file.
	FIL314 File read operation failed. Check file attributes.
	FIL315 File seek operation failed. Check file attributes.
	FIL316 The User canceled the open dialog box.

	Math Function Error Messages 500 - 599
	MTH500 Input value must be in range -1 to 1.
	MTH501 Input value would cause division by zero.
	MTH502 Input value should be positive.
	MTH503 Input value is too large for this function.
	MTH504 Base must not equal zero if power is less than or equal to zero.
	MTH505 Base must not be less than zero if power is not an integral value.
	MTH506 Invalid range for input number.

	Registry Function Error Messages 600 - 699
	REG600 The first parameter is an invalid registry key specifier.
	REG601 The registry operation failed. Check key or value names.
	REG602 The specified registry path is invalid.
	REG603 The value's data is not text.
	REG604 Subkey name must not be empty.
	REG605 The value does not exist.
	REG606 The specified SubKey does not exist.

	String Function Error Messages 700 - 999
	STR700 The string operation failed. Check input value(s).

	Miscellaneous Function Error Messages 1000 - 5100
	MSC1000 Mandatory string is empty.
	MSC1001 Invalid Input value.
	MSC5100 Fatal Error Message.


	Toolset Messages
	login ID is currently using the model variable. Do you wish to open it with READ ONLY restrictions?
	variable has subordinate attribute views. Attribute views cannot be promoted.
	variable is contained in one/or more matrix, Deletion of object will cause matrixes to be deleted.
	variable has been cancelled by the operator.
	variables may not be added via this matrix.
	variables may not have their descriptions updated via this matrix.
	variables may not have their names updated via this matrix.
	variables was not run because of Consistency Check errors. variables Consistency Check report.
	Access to path or file is denied. Cancelling here.
	Access to path or file is denied. Cancelling here stops execution of the current task.
	A bad exit code was given to ifexit.
	Action block name is not unique.
	Action block statements are not displayed because action block was not expanded in the subset.
	Action diagram must contain exactly one entity view.
	Activity is incompatible with selected new parent. Modify activity?
	Activity is not an elementary process. Do you want to join?
	A field by this name already exists within the record.
	A field name exceeds the length that specified DBMS allows.
	A file write error occurred. Try closing as many windows as you can, then execute the Save Model command. If the error persists, a hardware fault may be responsible.
	A file write error occurred. Try closing as many windows as you can, then select 'OK' to continue the up load operation. If the error persists, a hardware fault may be responsible.
	A general OS error has occurred, please communicate this message to Broadcom Support.
	Algorithm Name is too Long
	All permitted values longer than the new length will be deleted.
	All permitted values now invalid with new position of decimal will be deleted.
	All permitted values will be deleted. Length is greater than maximum.
	All TEXT fields in DSL will be changed to VARCHAR.
	All views for layout have been made hidden!
	An entity type, subtype, or work set with this name already exists.
	An entry point by this name already exists.
	Another user is currently running generation. You will not be allowed to SAVE any changes you may make to the default values displayed.
	An unknown type of error has occurred, please communicate this message to Broadcom Support.
	Any edit field blank is invalid.
	A permitted value selected for deletion is defined as the default value.
	A primary window already uses that name.
	A record by this name already exists.
	Are you sure you do not want a default value?
	Remove the Association
	A table by this name already exists.
	A template has been selected for delete.
	Attribute already exists for identifier.
	Attribute is derived.
	Attribute is not mandatory.
	Attribute length exceeds allowed maximum value.
	Attribute name is not unique.
	Attribute name may not be blank.
	AUDIT file replay manually terminated!
	A valid entry is either a single value or a range.
	A valid group of statements must already have been selected in another action diagram prior to the XCopy command.
	Base Path Is Invalid Please Help For Configuration Options
	Bitmap already exists. Do you wish to replace it?
	Bitmap is currently used by a control or window. Delete it anyway?
	Blank action block name is invalid.
	Blank model name is invalid.
	Both entity types have not been implemented as records.
	Business system's Commands are used in Action Blocks.
	By selecting 'Value is default', the default algorithm will be replaced by the default value variable. Do you want to continue?
	Gen version variable1 cannot read models created with variable2.
	Gen will use the attribute name for the DSD name.
	Can't create the new model directory.
	Cannot access the model control file.
	Cannot change field format. Conflicts with the attribute domain.
	Cannot change parent. Invalid parent type for object was selected.
	Cannot change parent. Object cannot be demoted within itself.
	Cannot change parent of variable; because group views are not permitted in the Entity Action subset.
	Cannot change parent of variable because imports and exports cannot change view sets.
	Cannot change parent of variable because the selected parent is a subordinate of this view.
	Cannot change parent of a subset.
	Cannot cluster matrix. The following matrices must also be scoped for Delete variable and variable.
	Cannot cluster matrix. The following matrix must also be scoped for Delete variable.
	Cannot copy variable because group views are not permitted in the Entity Action subset.
	Cannot copy variable because the repeating group maximum nesting level would be exceeded.
	Cannot copy over a protected action block.
	Cannot copy over a protected action that is used.
	Cannot delete, attribute is referenced in a view.
	Cannot delete, entity type is referenced in a view.
	Cannot delete variable. It is either placed on a window or mapped.
	Cannot delete variable because it is the classifying attribute for another view.
	Cannot delete variable because it is the classifying attribute for a view that cannot be deleted.
	Cannot delete variable because it is used in an action diagram expression.
	Cannot delete variable because it is used in an action diagram statement.
	Cannot delete variable because it is used in a Screen group item.
	Cannot delete because association between variable and its parent is protected.
	Cannot delete due to storage group is in use.
	Cannot delete permitted value that is displayed on a window.
	Cannot deselect classifying attribute that controls a selected attribute.
	Cannot fit all repeating groups on one line.
	Cannot fit the screen field variable on one line.
	Cannot handle nested repeating groups.
	Cannot include batch steps from different procedures.
	Cannot move, attribute is used in an action diagram.
	Cannot move, would cause duplicate relationship or attribute names.
	Cannot move, would invalidate view.
	Cannot move. The attribute is used as an identifier.
	Cannot move a classifying attribute to another entity or subtype.
	Cannot Move Protected Attribute
	Cannot promote variable.
	Cannot promote variable because attribute views cannot be promoted.
	Cannot rename model. Model directory contains work files.
	Cannot set property for procedure steps.
	Cannot transfer. Attribute belongs to identifier.
	Cannot transfer. Attribute has associations with other objects.
	Cannot transfer. Attribute is derived.
	Cannot use existing BAA act. blk. Name conflicts with procedure step.
	Cannot use short model name.
	Cannot write copy file <variable>.
	CASE already exists for this value.
	Certificate Is Self Signed Invalid Do You Want To Continue
	Changes to long model name will not be made permanent until model is saved.
	Changing the cardinality will reset relationship properties (e.g., min, max, and etc).
	Changing the cell value to blank will cause the cell to be deleted. Continue?
	Changing the optionality will reset relationship percentage property.
	Changing the optionality will reset the deletion rule for the destination to the default.
	Changing the optionality will reset the deletion rule for the source to the default.
	Character string length has exceeded the maximum length.
	Classifier cannot be a derived attribute.
	Client/Server Encyclopedia did not complete option.
	Client/Server Encyclopedia is selected as default, but the software is not in its expected path.
	Close other windows that may be accessing the file (e.g., reporting, file utilities) and initiate the task again.
	Command not enabled! Model changed since log created.
	Consistency Check cannot be performed because of errors during the initial setup of consistency checking.
	Copy action block variable to action block variable?
	Create a new model from this subset?
	Current Identifier item to find
	DASD volume already exists in current storage group.
	Delete variable?
	Delete variable and all its subordinates?
	Delete <variable> and promote its subordinates?
	Delete variable?
	Delete all the selected DASD volumes off current storage group?
	Delete all the subordinates of variable?
	Delete the selected files?
	Delete the selected object variable?
	Delete the selected object variables?
	Delete the selected objects?
	Delete the selected objects? Note Deleting the toolbar or status bar deletes its contents.
	Delete the selected objects? Note The dialect windows will also be deleted.
	Delete the selected objects? Note The import/export view mapping will not be deleted.
	Delete the selected screen field(s)?
	Deleting one of the last two relationships causes the following to be deleted also
	Deleting the last item for the identifier causes the following identifier to be deleted also
	Deletion of selected objects can continue. Do you want to proceed?
	Directory does not exist. Do you wish to create it?
	Double Byte Field display length must be an even byte count.
	Do you want the old default algorithm action block variable to be deleted?
	Do you want to continue?
	Do you want to discard changes to model variables and load the last saved version?
	Do you want to save model variable?
	Duplicate name, enter a different name.
	Duplicate value or value within a previously entered range.
	Each variable must be associated with at least one variable.
	Either an import view or an export view must be selected.
	Enter Command or Synonym to find
	Enter Data Element to find
	Enter Expected Effect to find
	Enter External Object to find
	Enter name to search
	Enter Object Name to find
	Entry points to link records may not be deleted.
	Error: Invalid URI
	Error: JSON Parser Error at Offset
	Errors were found in the Data Model. Transformation has been cancelled.
	Event already exists. Do you want to reuse?
	Exit state selected already causes a flow from the procedure step.
	External object is already used in this diagram.
	Field attribute length is 0 and may not be placed.
	Field has been already positioned.
	Field has been included in template.
	Field length cannot exceed custom edit pattern length.
	Field length may not be changed to zero.
	File variable is already being accessed by another process and cannot be shared. A cancel here will exit CA Gen. Terminate the other processes which are using the file, the press Retry.
	File variable is already being accessed by another process and cannot be shared. Cancelling here stops the work progress. Terminate the other processes which are using the file, then press Retry.
	File could not be opened.
	File exists. Do you wish to replace it?
	File name may not be blank.
	File name was not found.
	File Open for Consistency Check failed. You may have too many files, or windows open at this time. Close some windows or files, and try again. Else you are missing the data file.
	First value added must be default or range must contain default value.
	For a one-to-many relationship, the membership with cardinality of 'One' cannot be referencing.
	For a one-to-one relationship, only one membership can be designated as referencing.
	Generation has failed for <variable> object(s). Continue with install process?
	Generation of action blocks with different environment parameters may yield unpredictable results during install. Limit generation and install to a single set of Operating System, DBMS, and Language selections at a time.
	Go to Model/Reports.../File/Open... and view Retransformation reports.
	Identifier based entry points may not be deleted.
	Identifier name is not unique for entity/subtype.
	If a default is given, value or algorithm must be selected.
	Illegal character(s) in number value.
	Importance Factor values must be 1 - 5.
	Insufficient disk space available on variable. Free variable bytes, then select 'Retry' to finish this task or 'Cancel' to abort it.
	Insufficient disk space available on variable. Once variable bytes are free, select 'OK' to finish the upload operation. Use the file manager to move non - essential data to another drive.
	Insufficient disk space available on variable. Once variable bytes are free, you should be able to save the model. Use the file manager to move non - essential data to another drive, then execute the Save Model command.
	Insufficient disk space available on variable. Once variable bytes are free, select 'OK' to finish the upload operation. Use the file manager to move non - essential data to another drive.
	Invalid algorithm name.
	Invalid day entered.
	Invalid DB2 identifier.
	Invalid directory path specification.
	Invalid edit pattern.
	Invalid File Name was entered, extension must be .PPM, .BMP, .ICO, or .DIB.
	Invalid load module name.
	Invalid month entered.
	Invalid number of blank columns between occurrences.
	Invalid number of occurrences on each line.
	Invalid object selected for copy.
	Invalid timeout value. The value must be between 0.1 and 5.0.
	Invalid URL
	Invalid value for horizontal slots minimum is 2.
	Invalid value for vertical slots minimum is 1.
	Invoking Client/Server Encyclopedia software...
	Literal text may not be blank.
	MALLOC failed in XXXXX in server log file.
	Member name should start with an English Letter.
	Minimum must be less or equal to Average which must be less or equal to Maximum.
	Minimum value cannot be zero in mandatory relationship.
	Month does not have this many days.
	More objects may be created before check-in. Recommend immediate check-in.
	More than 255 entries on an axis may create more than 65K cells. Do you want to proceed?
	Must select axis object.
	Mutually Exclusive Constraint name not unique for entity/subtype.
	Name of storage group already exists.
	New prompt string length is not allowed to be zero.
	New value or range no longer contains default value.
	No attributes were found for the selected object.
	No detail for hidden view allowed.
	No Export Parameters Defined
	No flows from this step exists. Select new starting step.
	No Import Parameters Defined
	No model is loaded. AUDITING can't be turned on until you have loaded a model.
	No more objects found.
	No more objects may be created before check-in. Check-in the model immediately.
	No outline fonts were found. Text may not draw on the display screen or may not print.
	No screen to select.
	No SentinelScribe can be detected. Make sure the key is connected to port 1 and re-execute this command.
	No SentinelScribe can be detected. Make sure the key is connected to port 1 and then press OK to retry.
	No subordinates exist for selected object.
	Not Enough Room for Arrange operation
	Number of additional occurrences exceeds cardinality.
	Number of additional occurrences must correspond to that of the placed repeating group.
	Number of decimal places exceeds allowed maximum value.
	Number of decimal places exceeds attribute length.
	Number of pictures cannot be 0. Enter the number of pictures contained in the bitmap file.
	Number value has invalid format
	Numeric edit pattern is not allowed to have hyphen in.
	Object is contracted in Procedure shown.
	Object is in another business system.
	On and Off values are equal.
	One of the records has no identifier based entry point.
	One or more bitmap files were not found, the default has been displayed instead.
	One or more statements within the action block being copied have been dropped due to unmatched attributes.
	Only a single value can be specified as a default
	Only attributes may be selected to be denormalized.
	Only double-byte characters are allowed in this field.
	Only one identifier can be primary, and another is already marked as primary.
	Only single-byte characters are allowed in this field.
	Open of path or file variable failed. A Cancel here will EXIT Gen. Check help for possible reasons. Then press Retry.
	Open of path or file variable failed. Cancelling here stops.
	Organization was not found.
	Other diagrams or windows are still open. AUDITING can't be turned on until all diagrams and windows are closed.
	Password is incorrect. Please retry.
	Percentage cannot exceed 100%.
	Percentage must be 100 in a mandatory relationship.
	Permitted value already exists
	Permitted value must contain at least one character.
	Please enter a valid file name.
	Primary Qty must be between 0 - 4194304 Kbyte range. Secondary Qty must be between 0 - 131068 Kbyte range.
	Print device could not be opened.
	Priority values must be 0 - 9.
	Process already exists. Do you want to reuse?
	Promote action block <variable> into process <variable>?
	PSB Name is required.
	Range overlaps with previously entered range or value.
	Redrawing updated objects...
	Relationship already exists for identifier.
	Relationship already exists for mutually exclusive constraint.
	Relationship is not a valid parent.
	Relationship is not mandatory.
	Relationship occurs one or more times.
	Remove the selected view(s)?
	Remove the selected views
	Removing all expected effects will cause the cell to be deleted. Continue?
	Rename procedure step also?
	Replace local values with business system defaults?
	Replace the old default algorithm action block variable with the new default algorithm action block?
	Replace the old default algorithm action block variable with the new default value variable?
	Replace the old default value variable with the new default algorithm action block?
	Replace the old default value variable with the new default value?
	Report file variable does not exist.
	Reporting Cannot create report file variable.
	Reporting is not available at this time, due to a file open problem during model init.
	Reporting System Error Unexpected value from reporting file. Cannot access report.
	Resource Error
	Resource Error. Cancelling here exits Gen.
	Resource Error. Cancelling here stops work in progress. Close as many windows as possible, then press Retry. A persisting error may indicate a hardware problem.
	RESTART or RESET are reserved commands.
	Retransformation must be run to eliminate inconsistencies in the current record implementation.
	Retransformation was not run because of Consistency Check errors
	Satisfaction Rating values must be 0 - 3.
	Screen has not been able to be layout.
	Scroll amount Values (except Location) and Accelerator key cannot be blank.
	Selected matrix is not available in model subset.
	Selected procedure step(s) are protected.
	Select either an attribute, entity type, or subtype.
	Select ERROR (for defaults) or set video attributes manually
	Session ID is required for the selected board type.
	String not found.
	Subordinate action blocks are used in other business systems.
	Subordinate objects could not be placed on Data Model graphical diagram. To place subordinates, select their parent variable in the Data Model graphical tool, and perform View/Place All or Place Unplaced Box.
	Subordinate objects could not be placed on Data Model graphical diagram. To place subordinates, select their parent variable in the Data Model graphical tool, and perform View/Place All or Place Unplaced Box.
	Template inclusion would cause overlap on screen.
	Template inclusion would cause special field duplicate.
	Template is already included in the current screen.
	That name has already been used by a command or synonym.
	That name has already been used for a Batch Job.
	That name has already been used for a Business System.
	That name has already been used for a Critical Success Factor.
	That name has already been used for a Dependency.
	That name has already been used for a Dialect.
	That name has already been used for a Goal.
	That name has already been used for a Location.
	That name has already been used for an Exit State.
	That name has already been used for an Exit State. 1
	That name has already been used for an External Object.
	That name has already been used for an External Object. 1
	That name has already been used for an Objective.
	That name has already been used for a procedure step.
	That name has already been used for a Step.
	That name has already been used for a Strategy.
	That name has already been used for a Tactic.
	That name has already been used for a Template.
	That name has already been used for a Trancode.
	The API Specification Does Not Contain Any Methods That Can Be Processed By GEN
	The Call REST Functionality Is Not Available Until The Model Has Been Converted
	The variables cannot be blank.
	The variables cannot contain blanks or underscores only and the first character must be alphabetic. Please reenter in the valid format.
	The variables contains invalid characters.
	The variables name is an invalid DSD name or is already in uses as a DSD name. Gen will generate a DSD name for you. Do you wish to continue?
	The action block selected is used in attribute derivation.
	The algorithm used to generate the DSD name has failed the validity or uniqueness test. Gen requests the user to input a DSD name.
	The AUDIT facility cannot record events during the printer setup operation. Stop the AUDIT recording.
	The AUDIT facility is unable to log window designer operations. Logging is currently enabled. Stop recording the AUDIT log and re-issue the Window designer command.
	The average value exceeds the maximum value.
	The category changed. All permitted values for this attribute will be deleted.
	The classifying value cannot be deleted.
	The classifying values will be deleted.
	The copy/transfer of the attribute has failed or has been cancelled by the user.
	The current screen has been deleted.
	The default subject area may not be deleted.
	The Default Value is Not a Permitted Value
	The domain changed. All permitted values for this attribute will be deleted.
	The DSD name is not valid. The first character must be a letter, and the name must not be longer than 30 characters.
	The DSD name may not be blank.
	The entire matrix cannot be displayed due to insufficient screen resolution.
	The entry point implements an identifier and must be unique.
	The Expand operation was not successful. Try moving the object(s) to a more open area.
	The file variable already exists, do you wish to overwrite it?
	The file variable cannot be opened, check Help for possible actions.
	The file variable cannot be overwritten, check Help for possible actions.
	The file variable cannot be renamed, check Help for possible actions.
	The following action blocks are available for deletion. Select the action block(s) to delete. Delete the selected objects?
	The following action diagram that was specified as a default algorithm is to be deleted
	The Following API Methods Did Not Have A Valid OpenAPI Specification
	The following command is to be deleted
	The following default edit patterns have been flagged for deletion. Do you want to delete them?
	The following dialect objects have been flagged for deletion. Do you want to delete them?
	The following entity was added but could not be placed.
	The following exit states have been flagged for deletion. Do you want to delete them?
	The following expected effects objects have been flagged for deletion. Do you want to delete them?
	The following external objects have been flagged for deletion. Do you want to delete them?
	The following path or file cannot be found
	The following synonym is to be deleted
	The following templates and/or screens are available for deletion. Select the item(s) to delete.
	The linkage implements a partitioning and may not be deleted.
	The long model name has been changed. The model currently opened will be overwritten. Do you want to continue?
	The Mnemonic doesn't match a character in the display.
	The model variable cannot be variable because variable is currently using it.
	The model variable cannot be variable because you do not have the required file permissions.
	The model variable is marked as read only and cannot be saved.
	The model variable may have been corrupted. Do you still want to save it?
	The model has been downloaded successfully, but cannot be saved because there is not enough disk space available. Once you have freed up enough space, execute the Save Model command.
	The model has been downloaded successfully, but cannot be saved because there is not enough disk space available. Once you have freed up enough space, execute the Save Model command.
	The model may have been corrupted. Do you still want to save it?
	The model save process failed. Select 'Continue' to quit anyway, DISCARDING all changes since the last successful model save operation.
	The name matches one already in the Entity Action Subset.
	The name matches one already in the Export Subset.
	The name matches one already in the Import Subset.
	The name matches one already in the Local Subset.
	The name may not be blank.
	The name of database cannot be blank.
	The New Position value cannot be greater than Total statements.
	The New position value cannot be greater than Total viewable lines.
	The New position value must be greater than or equal to 1.
	The number of characters per line must be between 60 and 256.
	The number of lines per page must be greater than 9.
	The OpenAPI Specification Contains Methods With Content That Is Not Supported By Gen At This Time
	The path must terminate with a backslash ( ).
	The path or file cannot be found
	The positions result in overlaps, do you wish to continue?
	The primary quantity of data set must be greater than 0.
	There are too many places before the decimal.
	There is insufficient TD to do a Retransformation...use Transformation.
	The relmem has already been implemented as a linkage.
	The request was aborted Could not create SSL/TLS secure channel
	There were no ERD - DSD differences for Retransformation to resolve.
	The selected attribute is already included in the view.
	The selected model is incomplete and cannot be copied.
	The short model name has been changed. The directory variable exists and any model in that directory will be overwritten. Do you want to continue?
	The Storage Group cannot be blank.
	The Storage Grp or VCAT cannot be blank at both database and data store.
	A command/synonym with that name already exists.
	The unused prompts will be deleted.
	The update transaction file (UPDATE.TRN) has been created. The file was not transferred and no verification was performed.
	The VCAT cannot be blank for the Storage Group.
	The work path must not include the characters '.ief' which are reserved for Gen usage only.
	This action will cause all Interaction Clusters to be deleted. Continue?
	This function cannot be performed because of protection checking or the state of the process hierarchy.
	This matrix does not allow the addition of cells.
	This model is using Code Page variable. And, Gen is using Code Page variable. Do you want to open the model and change its code page to variable?
	This model is using code page variable. However, CA Gen is using code page variable. No connection can be made between these two code pages. Do you want to open and model and change to Multiple Code Page support?
	This model requires Code Page <variable>. The Gen tool is using Code Page <variable>. Change to a different Gen tool.
	This model is using code page variable. However, Gen is using code page variable. No connection can be made between these two code pages. Do you want to open and model and change to Multiple Code Page support?
	This model will be upgraded if Save'd and would no longer be usable by previous releases. Continue with model load?
	Thousand and decimal separators must be different.
	Too many decimal places in value entered.
	Too many trailing zeroes after decimal place entered.
	Transformation was not run because of Consistency Check errors.
	Unable to create a unique work directory variable. You may wish to check manually before Retry. A Cancel here will EXIT Gen.
	Unable to expand object variables. Try moving the object(s) to a more open area.
	Upload with checkin did not complete.
	Upper bound of range is less than lower bound.
	Use delete options to remove name.
	Value is longer than the length of the attribute
	VCAT or storage group cannot be blank, if no default STOGROUP entered.
	Verification in progress...
	Verify ESCAPE default destination (denoted by '?') and change if necessary.
	Vertical centering disallowed with multiple lines.
	View has to be defined for Auto Layout.
	Warning! A screen will be affected by deleting variable.
	Warning! View matching will be affected by deleting variable.
	While attempting to open model variable, an error occurred which could mean this model is already open. You should Cancel and select Model/Open again.
	Work directory is invalid. Using current directory.
	Work Set is not a valid parent.
	You already have model variables open. Selecting 'Yes' reloads this model from disk resulting in the loss of any changes since the last save. Do you want to reload?
	You do not have the required file permissions to modify the model variable. Do you wish to open it with READ ONLY restrictions?
	You Will Lose Your Changes Are You Sure You Want To Go Back
	Bad CHECKOUT.TRN File Version Error Message
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